
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Monroe, Vaun <vmonroe@COLUM.EDU> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 9:23 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Diversity Paa~el 

Greetings UFVA Members, 
I’m putting together a panel to discuss issues of diversity in higher education. The desire for diversity has been documented but the results relatively unsatisfactory. What are 
some of the obstacles to achieving diversity in faculty and core curriculum? How can we come together to problem solve? If you’re interested in joining the panel or have 
suggestions for information we can use, please inbox me. 

Best, 

Vaun 

’q-hey wanted him to draw the picture and he would draw it any way he wanted. He was trembling with excitement. In the past had they not always drawn it for him?" 
~Native Son, Richard Wright 

Vaun Monroe, MFA 
Assista nt Professor 
Film & Video Department 
Columbia College Chicago 
312.369.674-3 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the lbllowing message to listserv,~)listserv.americaa~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Naane should be 
your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending tile following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signofl’UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caxolina Annual Fund <aJmualfund@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 5:11 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Last Chance to get a tax deduction by supporting UNC in 2013! 

Because of you, Carolina can continue its commitment to academic excellence, research and 

public service. We are grateful for the private support from alumni and friends who help 

make this possible. We hope you will !i~.~.r.L~.~,:_Y..%!.r...~..Kt2~?.~?.!ik.!i.c?~!:~ and secure your status as a 

Your gifts can: 

. Support programs such as "Carolina Fi rsts," which encourages the enrollment, retention 

and graduation of first-generation college students by offering resources and services to 

help them succeed; 

. Help UNC recruit and retain top faculty and support them through faculty excellence 

funds; 

. Support the increasing number of students with demonstrated need for financial aid 

through merit- and need-based scholarships and fellowships; 

. Provide support to areas of greatest need through the Chancellor’s University 

Unrestricted Fund. 

POSTMARKED by Dec. 31. To make a gift of stock or cash wire, please call 9~9-962-8~ 89. 

Thank you for your support and Happy Holidays! 

Rebecca Bramlett 

Director of Annual Giving 

P.S. Our UNC Heelraisers Student Giving Council held a "Give Thanks to UNC" day on Nov. 19. 

This annual event promotes thankfulness amongst the campus community and educates 

students about the importance of donations to UNC. Please enjoy !.!.’..~b.~ hand-written 

messages of thanks from our grateful students, faculty and staff! They can be 
vi ewed on !:.~’s.q.~.~.~;V-L~ o r F..!.!.~i.~.{:. 

~ 703535427 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Drab Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraft.com> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 2:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Only one day left to vote for "the Screenwriters Choice Awards! 

Click hereto learn more 

Click here to view online 

ii.~.iI Click heretovote now 

Hurry - Voting ends January 1st, 2014! 

One lucky voter and a guest will be invited to walk the Red Carpet and attend the 

.~’.~:w;~:~i~&!s: ==i:.!:.!v=~!~+~irii: on January 7th, 2014. The winner will be notified via email by January 2nd, 

2014. 

Blue Jasmine 

Woody Allen 

Gravity 

Alfonso Cuardn & Jon~s Cuar6n 

Her 

Spike Jonze 

Inside Llewyn Davis 

Joel Coen & Ethan Coen 

Nebraska 

Bob Nelson 

12 Years a Slave 

John Ridley 

Before Midnight 

Richard Linklater & Julie Delpy 

& Ethan Hawke 

Captain Phillips 

Billy Ray 

Philomena 

Steve Coogan, Jeff Pope 

The Wolf of Wall Street 

Terence Winter 

Arrested Development 

Mitchell Hurwitz (series creator) 

Breaking Bad 

Vince Gilligan (series creator) 

Girls 

Lena Dunham (series creator) 

Downton Abbey 

Julian Fellowes (series creator) 

Modern Family 

Steven Levitan, Christopher Lloyd 

(series creators) 

Parks and Recreation 

Game of Thrones 

David Benioff, D.B. Weiss (series creators) 

House of Cards 

Beau Willimon (series creator) 



Greg Daniels, Michael $chur 

(series creators) 

Veep 

Armando lannucci (series creator) 

Mad Men 

Matthew Weiner (series creator) 

Click here to vote now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Florence lerardi <fiorence.aijcr@outlook.com> 

Wednesday, January 1, 2014 4:40 AM 

editor@aijcrnet.com 

Call for Papers 

Call for Papers 
American International Journal of Contemporary Research 

ISSN 2162-139X (Print), ISSN 2162-142X (Online) 
American International Journal of Contemporm~’ Research (AIJCR) is an open access, peer-revie~ved and refereed mulfidisciplina~T journal 
published by Center for Promotin~ Ideas (CPI), USA. The main objective of AIJCR is to provide an intellectual platform for the research 
community. AIJCR aims to promote contemporary research in business, humanities, social science, science and technology and become the leading 
journal in the world. 
The journal publishes research papers in three broad specific fields as follows: 
Business and Economics 
Management, marketing, finance, economics, banking, accounting, human resources management, international business, hotel and tourism, 
entrepreneurship development, business ethics, development studies and so on. 
Humanities and Social science 
Anthropology, communication studies, corporate governance, criminology, cross-cultural studies, demography, education, ethics, geography, 
history, industrial relations, information science, international relations, law, linguistics, library science, media studies, methodology, philosophy, 
political science, population Studies, psychology, public administration, sociology, social welfare, linguistics, literature, paralegal, performing arts 
(music, theatre & dance), religious studies, visual arts, women studies. 
Science and Technology 
Astronomy and astrophysics, Chemist~, Earth and atmospheric sciences, Physics, Biology in general, Agriculture, Biophysics and biochemistry, 
Botany, Environmental Science, Forestry, Genetics, Horticulture, Husbandry, Neuroscience, Zoology, Computer science, Engineering, Robotics 
and Automation, Materials science, Mathematics, Mechanics, Statistics, Health Care & Public Health, Nutrition and Food Science, Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, and so on. 
The journal is published both in print and online versions. 
AIJCR publishes original papers, revie~v papers, conceptual frame~vork, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical research, technical 
notes, and book reviews. 
AIJCa is indexed with and included in and Gal~. Moreover the journal is under the 
indexing process with ISI, EPdC, ProQuest, Scopus, DOAJ and li’;conlit. 
AIJCR is inviting papers for Vol. 4 No. 1 which is scheduled to be published on January 31, 2014. Last of submission : January 11, 2014. 
However, an early submission roll get pret~rence in case of review and publication process. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor(a)aiicrnet~com, or editor~aiicr~hotmail.com 
For more information, visit the official website of the journal www.aiicrnet.com 
With thanks, 
Dr. Andrew Lessard 
The Chief Editor, American International Journal of Contemporary Research 
Contact: editor([~;aii crnet, com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Patricia Aufderheide <paufde@american.edus> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 1, 2014 10:32 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

nmsqt- read state- of- the- doc- field 

I love Thom Powers. 

http://s~docs.com/blogging/the- state- of- docs- h-2013- an- interview- with-thorn- powers/#more-4304 

Pat Aufderheide, Universi~, Professor and Director 
Center for Media and Social Impact, School of Communication 

American University, 3201 New Mexico Av., #330 

Washiugton, DC 20016- 8080 

w~’.cmsimpact.ora 
paufder~american.edu 

202-643-5356 

Sample Reclaiming Pair Use! 

Order Reclaiming Fair Use: How to Put Balance Back in Copyright, University, of Chicago Press, 2011. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by ~nding the follomng command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commmad in body 

of email with nothing else) Postiug Messages: You can post messages to "the list by ,sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



How would you like to respond? 

I 

i~ Miohele Michele Wallace 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mail 153.at161 .mcsv.net;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 10:16 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema~J.unc.edu> 

Order Slave Narratives for At?ica~-America~ studies program iu time for Black History Month 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United 
States. Students and faculty will be searching the library for 
information on slavery and Black History. 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
aegis of the Works Progress Administration. These former slaves, 
most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the Civil 
War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on plantations, 
in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a peerless 
resource for understanding the lives of America’s four million slaves. 
What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they capture the very 

voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of life as it was experienced and remembered. 
Each narrative taken alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. Read 
together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in North America, allowing us to 
explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth-century slavery, including labor, 
resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and religious belief. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using your credit or purchasing card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, 
fax and email. The Slave Narratives Complete Set is available from Amazon, Coutts Library 
Services, Baker & Taylor Books, or most other library book dealers by ordering ISBN 
9780403022113. 

FREE SH~PP~NG ON ALL ORDERS TO AN’~’WHERE iN THE 

P~rchase orders are accepted from al~ organizations, 

For yo~r convenience we accept credit cards as a payment option. 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mail129.at161.mcsv.net;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 10:52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Recommend Slave NaJratives set for purcha~ to subject librarian iu time Black ttislory Month 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
supervision of the Works Progress Administration. These former 
slaves, most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the 
Civil War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on 
plantations, in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a 
peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they 
capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of 
life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken 
alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. 
Read together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in 

North America, allowing us to explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth- 
century slavery, including labor, resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and 
religious belief. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United States and subject 
librarians will be counted on to provide students, faculty and researchers with information on 
slavery in America. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using purchasing or credit card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries and school 
districts via phone, fax and email. This set is available from Amazon, Baker & Taylor Books and 
many other library book dealers. 

FREE SH~PPING ON ALL ORDE~N3, TO ~N~H~ 

Purchase erders a~e accepte~ from a~l l~brar~es, 

For your convenience we accept c~ed~t cards as a payment 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES = 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer z~AmericanCinematographe@adsmart360.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 12:30 PM 

Regester, ChMene B <regesl~er@emM.unc.edu> 

Your Complimentary Issue of American Cinemat~grapher is here 

Hello 

Username: REGESTER@ ENML,U NC, EDU 

This issue can be viewed on your iPhone, iPad or Android Phone 

by clicking 

AC has been takin9 readers behind the scenes on motion pictures since 1920, Long tecogn[zed 

around the world as the top source of information on c~nematography techniques and tools, AC 

now availaNe in two formats: digital and pd~t, Both editions feature identical content and are 

avai]eble for the same price: $29,95 per yeer, Subscribers ouLs~de the UniLed steres can enjoy 
considerakfle cost savings wRh a digRal subscription because ~t elm~inetes internet~ona~ postege 

fees, To subscribe, visit the ASC Store at ::~’:22.’~;:Ld;~J;:~]::]]~.I:Z::L:~?.ZZZ~ZZ:::.:~, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 6:22 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

ASC Podcast and Blog: Phedon Papamichael, ASC: Nebraska 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ,,’=l~.:~)££¢ for additional help¯ 

ASC Podcast and Blog 

ASC Pedcast 
Phedo~ R~~ Nebraska 

~ iTLmes ~odcast 

ASC ~’Sio9: ,ioi~: Bsiley.ASC 
The A.S.C, Cinemato ~gZAphe[: One Frame 

a ~..~..[[).~X! e.,...!~.~.~:~..~ [~ .e. 

ixi 
Cdrsemsto#s~phy is 

....... cruciai but single 

oollabor~tive 
tspest y of the 

p~ctu~e 

heid ciose, st times simpiy a vis~i diary, but 

r~o~ fodde~ for pL~DfC 

~:/!’~vww.ttse aso.oe mib bg/2013/11 /18/the-a- 

i~i Fdends ofthe ASC 

i~i CBS .’P.,es~ cir:ematograph~, 

ASC Store 
L"Arte della Cinematografia 1 "The Art of The 

{-;igp, ed by V~t~erie 8~ers~e, ASC 

A~-i editoiiB1 book 
proposed by the 
Comparsiea SKtRA 
~!~d AUR~IA 
to underir~e the 
fu~dame~[a~ pos~t~o~ 

of the AUTi-IOR 
THE 
CINEMATOGRAPHY 
h~ ~ ,<veddw~de 

Ci~em8 A ts~ge ~ep~ese~qs~tio~ of 150 
intematio~8 CO-AUTI~ORS; from past to 
preser~t, showing their CinematograpMc work 

~x~ust~y. Defi~qtety ~qthout t~e 
lum~slc-chromst~c operate by ibis great 

same that we al k~o~,. "THE ART OF 
C1NE~IiATOGRAPNY" ~s qot o~ly a BOOK. but 
gre~tt Visu~tt experier~ce to once mol-e 
dem<ms~rs~e the ~rsd~v~dus~ se~s~t~v~iy, 

gived, give s~d will give his pel-so~d 
ai visuaI r~’~ safe,pieces th~t deiermirs~te 
worId CIN EMA The book is wdIe~-i by Bob 

Fishe~ a~d t..o~enzo 



!782 Noril~ Oran.(]e Drive Hoiiyw(i.’)d, CA 90028 

l:ei: (800} 448-0145 -w)ice (323i 9~,:;9-4333 -fax: (323) 8\%.4973 -(ii!eol: iiile: (323} 9@9-4344, 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



Fro~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Screenwriting [utoriafs from 1he Writers Store <scriptmag@fwmedia.com> 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 10:05 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaikunc, edu> 

7 Screenwriting Mistakes: How to Fix Them! 

3am~a~y 4, 20 i 4 

eMedia Production Ooordinator 

Gain a compe[itive edge by overcoming the mistakes 

tl-!s~t deveiopin.~t writers commonly make--by replacing 

[hose mistakes w~th sound writing strategies This is 

n ot yo u r ty pical presentatk) n o n th e overall stru ctu re, 

paradigms, and other macro issues; ~his tutorial will 

be focused on the specifics of wri[ing and revising a 

David Trot[ier, the ~:u~hor of The Screenwri[er’s Bible and [Dr Formal ]ells All, is an aw~rd-winnmg leacher and in- 

demand scrip[ consultant who was ranked in the top 6% o~ the "Cream of the Crop" scrip~ consultants in C:S Magazine 

(20~0) 

Featured Tutorial: 7 CoP,,~",,on 

What You°ll Learn: 

dialogue 

How [o write compelling 

Howto rn~k the emotion 

When and how [o le~w~ 

room for subtext m 

dh~logue 

How to apply the 

Re~d~biiity Factor 

How to wril:e wil:h crea~M~ 

story statement (pitch) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JASEP <new@macroworldpublishing.com> 

Saturday, January. 4, 2014 2:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Call tbr Paper 

The Jourrlai of American S[udies: EurasJarl Perspectives (JASEP) Js an 
international peepreviewed journal, published semFannually. The Institute of 

Language and Communications ~udJes and the Macro Worid Publishin9 jointly 
edit the journal, It invites research on the topics of Amedcan literature, a~t and 

human~Ses including U,S, culture aRd literature, soc~o-I~nguJs~ics; rrfig[aSon ~o 

US_ feminism, soc~o-culturN approaches to American lite. social problems and 

social changes, human right, ethnic and racJN studies, terrorism and public 
se~dce, i~ main focus, however, is on the various European and Asian 
perspectives on ~hese issues 

JASEP seeks to open a debate on the legacy of Europeans and Asians to the 
Americas, and in turn examine the socio-political and cultural ways in which 

America shapes the continen~ of Europe and Asia The journsi aims to shape 

an ~nterdJsc~pJ~nary r~eJd oF inquiry and ~o seek innovative [esea[ch issues 
re~ated te ethnic ~udies disciplines that critically examine the ~istory, culture, 

politics, and experiences of t~e people of Eurasia ~n an encounter with the 

American continent 

~ASEP also focuses on exploring American mind reflections ~n ~he people of 
Eurasia ancestry, Moreover~ the journal centers on the reflections or history, 

culture, ~iteFature, etc, of USA in t~e mind of Asian and European people 

The Journal of American Studies: Eurasian Perspectives is an ~nterdisciplinary 

pla~ferm tha~ publishes aiticles representing a w~de [ange of acaderrfic 
disciplines, k~cJud~ng sociology; hJs~o[y~ political science; I~terature, cultural 

gender studies and a variety of research methods, 

Submissions of paper proposals shouid be ~ade to 

JASEP Ed~toria~ Office 

Ass;.stant Eci~to~ 
Lion Koen~9 

He~delber9 University 
Sout[~ Asia ~nstitute, DeparN~ent o~ Political Science 

~m Neuenhe~mer Fe~d 3~�0 69120 HeidelbergfGermany 
Tel.: ~49 622! 54-8825 

EmNL iion.koenig@unFheide~berg.de 

S~lbmission and PuNication lnfor~atio#: 

Submission of First Draft: 15 JanL~ry, 2014 

First round Review repot[ returned 1:o md:hors: 30 Jar~uary, 2014 

Final Decision: 15 Febuary, 2014 ] ja~e~@inic.s.ofg 
Pubiipa[ii;rl (apl;ro~ima[ely): Lasl:iFirst issue of 20!4 

Unsubscribe by email 

Copyright @ 2014 inlcs.org 
t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

frank tomasulo @yahoo.corn> 

Saturday, Janua~ 4, 2014 3:49 PM 

Subject: You can’t make this s~ff up 

Dear All: From a recent student paper: 

"The French New Wave directors put into practice Alexandre Astmc’s concept of the camera-s.tvlo, the idea that the camera is to the 

director much like the penis to the writer." 

I think he meant "the pen is to the writer." 

Can a typo be a Freudian slip? ~!:~iii= 

FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Martha P. Nochimson ~optonline.net~ 

Saturday, January. 4, 2014 3:54 PM 

t~ank tomasulo ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: Re: You can’t make this s~ff up 

I don’t ~e any slip here. Isn’t that how it is? :-) 

On Jan 4, 2014, at 3:49 PM, frank tomasulo < ~{bvaJaoo.com> wrote: 

Dear All: From a recent student paper: 

"The French New Wave directors put into practice Alexandre Astmc’s concept of the camera-sty/o, the idea that the 

camera is to the director much like the penis to the writer." 

I think he meant "the pen is to the writer." 

Can a typo be a Freudian slip? 

FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Elisabefl~ Weis ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, January. 4, 2014 3:57 PM 

tkank tomasulo             ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: Re: You can’t make this s~ff up 

I read this out loud to the members of the National Society of Fihn Critics (during our voting meting). They laughed loudly but aJso agreed that the kid’s point was 

absolutely true. 

On Jan 4, 2014, at 3:49 PM, frank tomasulo~ (~vahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear All: From a recent student paper: 

"The French New Wave directors put into practice Alexandre Astruc’s concept of the camera-sty[o, the idea that the 

camera is to the director much like the penis to the writer." 

I think he meant "the pen is to the writer." 

Can a typo be a Freudian slip? 

FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Vaun Monroe @gmail.com> 

Saturday, January. 4, 2014 6:22 PM 

Elisabeth Weis      ~gma~l.com> 

Subject: Re: You can’t make this s~ff up 

"I don’t see aJ~y slip here. Isn’t that how it is? :-J’ 

Touche. 

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 2:56 PM, Elisabeth Weis       ~gmail.com> wrote: 
I read this out loud to the membel~ of the National Society of Film Critics (during our voting meting). They laughed loudly but also agreed that the kid’s point was 

absolutely true. 

On Jm~ 4, 2014, at 3:49 PM, ficank tomasulo ~yaJ~oo.com> wrote: 

Dear All: From a recent student paper: 

"The French New Wave directors put into practice Alexandre Astmc’s concept of the camera-s¢lo, the idea that the 

camera is to the director much like the penis to the writer." 

I think he meant "the pen is to the writer." 

Can a typo be a Freudian slip’? 

FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dalton, Maw’ --~dalton@wfu.edu> 

Saturday, January. 4, 2014 7:16 PM 

Vaun Monroe ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: You can’t make this s~ff up 

Thanks for a good chuckle - over Frank’s post and the wonderful responses. Yep. Seems accurate from my vantage point. 

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 6:21 PM, Vaun Monroe 

"I don’t see rely slip here. Isift that how it is? :- 

Touche. 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 2:56 PM, Elisabeth Weis      ~gmail.com> wrote: 
I read this out loud to the members of the National Society of Fihn Critics (during our voting meting). They laughed loudly but also agreed that the kid’s point was 

absolutely lrue. 

On Jan 4, 2014, at 3:49 PM, frank tomasulo ~ ~vahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear All: From a recent student paper: 

"The French New Wave directors put into practice Alexandre Astruc’s concept of the camera-stylo, the idea that the 

camera is to the director much like the penis to the writer." 

I think he meant "the pen is to the writer." 

Can a typo be a Freudian slip? 

FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 



Ma~ M. Dalton, Ph.D. 
Wake Forest University 
Professor of Communication / Film Studies / Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies 
https:/itwitter.comiMaryMDalton (Twitter) 
http:iiwww.wfdddalton.wordpress.com (media blog) 
http:!/www.lennieandpearl.com (current film project) 
http://marymdalton.tumblr.com (personal writing) 
http:ffinstagram.com/marymdalton (Instagram) 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, January 5, 2014 12:58 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results" January 05, 2014 

fundi~-"t9 sea~°¢h Feb 0~; 
I funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Robert F. Kennedy Center for Justice and 
Human Rights 

AmoLint: 
$1,000 

Deadline: 
February 1,2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: January 05, 2014 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Drab Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraftcom> 

Sunday, JanuaD, 5, 2014 8:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

FinaJ Dratt 9 isNow Avmlable On SaJe! 

Visit us online @ ~zcw.finaldraft.com 

Click here to view online 

Final Draft 9 has over 30 new and improved features, including: 

New look and feel for both Mac and V~ndows users 

Navigator feature now offers story development tools for Scenes, ScriptNotes, 

and Characters 

Watermarks for PDFs and printing 

Improved Spell Checkers 

Mac specific features like retina display compatibility, dictation support and full 

screen mode 

click here to learn more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Indiana University Pless <iupress@iMianatm00.com> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 9:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

New books from IU Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To ensure you 

continue to receive emails that ONLY match 3,our preferences, be sure to edit your profile to 

refine what we send you. 

The Calls of Islmn 
Sills, Islamists, and Mass Mediation in Urban Morocco 
Emilio Spadola 

"An ethnographic and historical examination of Islamic ritual practices 

in the era of mass communication, The Calls of Islam provides a superb 

demonstration of anthropological analysis at its best. A major 

contribution to our understanding of the complicated nexus of religion, 

nationalism, and technology." --Charles ttirsehkind, University of 
California, Berkeley 

Public Cultures of the Middle East and North Africa 

~9o pp. 

cloth 978-o-253-oH36-7 $8o.oo 
paper 978-o-253-o1137-4 $3o.oo 

ebook 978-o-253-o1145-9 $24.99 

The Calls of Islam 

Market hnaghtary 

~’ritten, directed, and produced by Joanna Grabski 

"Captures the dynamic quality of life in a great African city as people 

prove their entrepreneurial genius without ever losing sight of collective 

goals and shows contexts of contemporary African life through the eyes 

and voices of Africans themselves. It is their imaginary that is presented 

here." =Mlen F. Roberts, University of California, Los Angeles 

53 min. 
DVD 978-o-253-o~396-5 $25.oo 

Market Imagina~/ 

To Serve the People 
,John X~rhitney 

In 1982, a time of new and unprecedented challenges for television and 

radio, John Whitney became Director General of London’s Independent 

Broadcasting Authority. To Serve the People draws from Whitney’s 

experience during these difficult times. 

Distributed for John Libbey Publishing 

Sales territory is limited to North America and Asia 
4oo pp., 1 b&w illus. 

cloth 978o-86196-71o-o $45.00 

.~i To Serve the 

People 

Sh .... ~;~ FaceBook] ~ ~ Linkedln ~;~ F .... d-email ~ 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 35o 

132o E. loth St. 



Bloomington, I N 474o5-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.une.edu If you wish to change 

your’ selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Forward this to a friend...iI Tai!ored 
:: To be removed use this one-click unsubseribe link.. 

:: Not yet si~ned up? Go here... 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell. share or trade electronic 

address information with anyone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Travis, Richard <rtravis@fsu.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 9:51 AM 

Dalton, Mary <dalton@wfu.edu>; Vaun Monroe~ @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: You can’t make this stuff up 

Much as the bush is to the painter. 

Richard Travis 

From: <Dalton>, Mary <dalton@wfu.edu> 

Date: Saturday, January 4, 2014 7:16 PM 

To: Vaun Monroe              @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: You can’t make this stutt up 

Thanks for a good chuckle -- over Frank’s post and the wonderful responses. Yep. Seems accurate from my vantage point. 



On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 6:21 PM, Vaun Monroe ~gmaiLcom> wrote: 

"1 don’t see any slip here. Isn’t that how it is? :-)" 

Touche. 

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 2:56 PM, Elisabeth Weis       @gmail.com> wrote: 
I read this out loud to the members of the Na~onm Society of Film Critics (during our voting meting). They laughed loudly but also agreed that the kid’s point was absolutely 

true. 

On Jan 4, 2014, at 3:49 PM, frank tomasulo ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear All: From a recent student paper: 

"The French New Wave directors put into practice Alexandre Astruc’s concept of the camera-stylo, the idea lhat the 

camera is to the director much like the penis to the writer." 

I think he meant "the pen is to the writer." 

Can a typo be a Freudian slip? 

FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 

Mary M. Dalton, Ph.D. 

Wake Forest University 
Professor of Communication / Film Studies / Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies 
https:/Itwitter.com/MaryMDalton (Twitter) 
http://www.wfdddalton.wordpress.com (media blog) 
http:iiwww.lennieandpearl.com (current film project) 
http:/imarymdalton.tumblr.com (personal writing) 
http:/!insta.qram.com/marymdalton (Instagram) 



...... Ph D 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. is celebrating 1 year at P~ce 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. was endorsed by 2 people for Research, Grant Writing 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. is now connected to Madlyn McArn 

k P. +i yn 

Sheila Smith McKoy Simon Tart 
Associate Professor at North Associate Professor of Art at 
Carolina State University University of South Carolina 

Steven Lipkin Sally Greene 
Professor at Western Michigan Town Council Member and Mayor 
University Pro Tem, Town of Chapel Hill, NC 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cognella Academic Publishing <news@cognella.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 1:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Telling the stories of Africa~ women 

ii[:~:~iI Cognella Academic Publishing 

Recognizing women’s contributions to the formation of African societies 

Cognella Academic Publishing is pleased to share innovative titles that are developed as 

dynamic alternatives to generalized, off4he=shelf textbooks. Each title is born from the teachable 

moments our authors and editors have successfully created in their classrooms. 

~i~ii’_~:._,!=~! _Zi!I~:.__CA!,_-!Io~.~ to view a complete list of available and forthcoming titles from Cognella. 

African Women 
A Reader (Revised Edition) 

Edited by Chima Korieh 

© 2014 

More than any other text, Af#can Women: A Readerprovides 

students with a much-needed comprehensive introduction to the 

history and experiences of African women. From a social, 

political, and economic perspective, the collection traces many 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: facets of African women’s experiences from antiquity to the 

present. 

The collection also addressed methodological and theoretical 

issues on the history of African women. 

Chima d. Korieh specializes in African History, Gender Studies, and Comparative Slavery. A 

member of the Marquette University History faculty since 2007, Dr. Korieh’s research and teaching 

focuses on social and economic change in colonial Africa. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 3:36 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson qNohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationaIhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Lecture-Recital at the National Hmnanities Center, Thursday, Janua~ 16 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Michael J. Puri, University of Virginia 

Thursday, January 16, 2o14 - 5:oo p.m. 

From the Franco-Prussian War to the present, both performers and historians have tended to oppose the 
national musical traditions of Germany and France: one weighty, expressive, and sincere; the other light, 
reticent, and ironic. In the spirit of rapprochement, this lecture-recital for piano seeks to trace a path that 
connects one tradition to the other. Stations along this path will include the music of Chopin, Debussy, 
Ravel, Liszt, Saint-Sai~ns, and Robert Schumann, all performed live by the lecturer. 

Michael J. Purl is associate professor of music at the University of Virginia. His highly regarded volume, 
Ravel the Decadent: Memory, Subl#nation, and Desi~ (2011), conceptualizes the music of Maurice Ravel 
as an intellectual and artistic enterprise by relating it to the thought of Proust, Baudelaire, Freud, and 
Nietzsche, among others. This year, as a Delta Delta Delta Fellow at the National Humanities Center, he 
continues his exploration of Ravel, examining the role that cosmopolitanism played in shaping both his 
music and his worldview. 

To reserve space, please fol!ow this lin~k, or respond to Martha Johnson (919) 4o9-o1~ 6, or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orfl. 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Learning Conference <Conference@thelearner.com~ 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 3:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Call tbr Papers: 2014 Learning Contbrence, New York City, USA 14-17 My 

Ca~l for Papers 

The Twenty-First International Conference on Learning will be held at Lander College for Women at Touro 

College in NewYork City, USA, from 14-17 July 2014 The conference is co-hosted in partnership with 

Touro College. 

Proposals for paper presentations, poster sessions, workshops, focused discussions, or colloquia are 

invited, addressing learning through one of the following themes: 

Pedagogy and Curriculum 

Assessment and Evaluation 

Educational Organization and Leadership 

Early Childhood Learning 

Learning in Higher Education 

Adult, Community, and Professional Learning 

Learner Diversity and Identities 

Technologies in Learning 

Literacies Learning 

Science, Mathematics, and Technology Learning 

The deadline for the current round in the call for papers is 4 February 2014. Please visit our website for 

more information on submitting your proposal, future deadlines, and registering for the conference 

Presenters have the option to submit completed papers to one of the themed journals in The Learner 

Collection of journals If you are unable to attend the conference in person, you may still become a 

member of the community and submit to the journal collection for peer review and possible publication, 

upload an online presentation, and enjoy subscriber access to The Learner Collection. 

Lander College for Women at Touro College supports a multi-faceted approach to learning through formal 

instruction as well as informal connections with faculty and fellow students from the US and around the 

world. Its philosophy is congruent with The Learning Conference’s commitment to bringing together 

academics, teachers, administrators, policy makers, and other education practitioners from all corners of 

the globe to discuss their common concerns for learning and to explore their interests in new possibilities 

for education 

We hope you will be able to join us in New York City to participate in this interdisciplinary forum, and we 

look forward to receiving your proposal! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jason McKahan <JMCKAHAN@shepheM.edtc, 

Monday, Januao, 6, 2014 4:11 PM 

Travi~ Pdchard <rtravi@tku.edu> 

Subject: Re: You can’t make this s~ffup 

Verification of Barflies that all narratives lead back to the s’to~ of Oedipus? 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 4:50 AM, "Travis, Richard" <rtravis~fsu.edu> wrote: 

Much as the bush is to the painter. 

Richard Travis 

From: <Dalton>, Mary <dalton@wfu.edu> 

Date: Saturday, January 4, 20:14 7:3L6 PM 

To: Vaun Monroe <            ~gmail.com> 



Subject: Re: You can’t make this stuff up 

Thanks for a good chuckle - over Frank’s post and the wonderful response& Yep. Seems accurate from my vantage point. 

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 6:21 PM, Vaun Monroe <’ 

"I don’t ~e any slip here. Isn’t that how it is? :- ~’ 

Touche. 

~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 2:56 PM, Elisabeth Weis <     %gmaJl.com> wrote: 
I read this out loud to the members of the NationaJ Society of Film Critics (during our voting meting). They laughed loudly but ~lso agreed that the 
kid’s point was absolutely true. 

On Jan 4, 2014, at 3:49 PM, frank tomasulo < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear All: From a recent student paper: 

"The French New Wave directors put into practice Alexandre Astruc’s concept of the camera-stylo, the idea 

that the camera is to the director much like the penis to the writer." 

I think he meant "the pen is to the writer." 

Can a typo be a Freudian slip? 

FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 

Mao, M. Dalton, Ph.D. 

Wake Forest University 
Professor of Communication / Film Studies / Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies 
h~ps:!!twitte r.co m/Ma M~ (Twitter) 
http:!/www.wfdddalton.wordpress.com (media blog) 
http://www.lennieandpearl.com (current film project) 
http://marymdalton.tumblr.com (personal writing) 
http:i/instagram.comimarymdalton (Instagram) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ f~-media.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 7, 2014 8:05 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@,emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Pursue Your Master’s in Creative Writing 

View this email with images 

.~.i Click Here to Learn Mere About Our Online Creative Writing Master’s of Fine Arts Degree Program 

Master of Fine Arts Degree-,... 

Do you ,haw.~ great sbrbs [ha~. yeu wan[ to 

~ranslate to film, TV, or video games, but 

know where to begin? L.ea[n itow to w@e st[ong 

rriarke~ your ideas in ~,he entertainmen~ industry, 

~hrough Full Saii Urliversity’s Creative Writing 

Masbr o~ Fine Arts Degree Prograrri. 

If you have ideas that you want to translate to the 

big (or small) screen, start your career path m an 

innovative program that biends classical 

storytelling with today’s entertainment media - 

Full Sail University’s Creative Writing Master of 

Fine Arts ,Degree Program 

Areas of focus 

Clas.qcai Writing and. Steryb, lling 

Technique.s 

Research 

Business and Marketing 

More 

About Fuli Saii 

For more than 30 years, Full Sail University has 

built a reputation as one of the premier media 

arts colleges in ~he werld, wi~,h mere than 44,000 

gradua[es Based in Winter Park, FbrkJa, Full 

Earn your degree in 12 months! 

Earn your degree in 12 months 

i~ L~rn More 

.~.i Request More Information 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile =: Forward to a Friend 



BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated eve~ February. Librarians wift be counf.ed on 

to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on slavery in America. 

The S~VE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually unsurpassed collective 

portrait of slavery in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has a~T~ued that 

the voluminous number of documeated slave testimoaies available in the Uaited States 

"is indisputabfy ~niq~e amoag former slave holding nations." 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the American South were 

inteE, iiewed by writers and journalists under the super, iision ef the Works Progress 

Administration. These former s]aves~ most born hs the last years of the s~ave regime or 

dudng the CM1 War, provided first.-hand accounts of~hek experiences on p~aatat~oas~ 

~n c~t~es, and on small ~rms, Their narratives remain a peerless resource for 

understanding the ]ives of America’s four million si~ves. ~’~at makes the WPA 

narratives so r~ch ~s [hat they capture the very voices of American slavery, reveal~n9 

the [ext~r~ of ]i1~ as i[ was experienced and remembered. Each narrative [aken alone 

offers a fragmentary, m~crocosm~c representation of slave life. Read together, they 

of#er a sweep~ng composite view of slave~7 h~ NoAh America, allowing us to explore 

some of the mos~ compelling themes of n~neteenth-century silvery, including labor, 

resistance and fl~ght, family ~fe, relat~oas with mas~ers, ~lqd religious belief. 

We do accep[ purchase orders from alf libraries via phone, fax, mail and ernail. The 

set is available flom most Iibrary book dealers. 

For quickest delivery, please visit ~:!~.~.~.LL~.,g.9.~! to order the complete set of Slave 

Narratives from our website using purchasing or credit card. You may click on the BUY 

NOW button below to order directly from our website. The complete sef. of SLi~VE 

NARRATIVES is available through Amazor~ by clicking on the AmaT.on butlon befow. 

volumes 

ISBN: 97804030221 

Price: $t,995,00 per 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ken Lee ~earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 12:15 PM 

Ken Lee <kenlee@mwp.com> 

UFVA Special... Advance Review copies of Between the Scenes available lbr ten dolla~cs plus free shipping 

Dear UFVA Members 

We are starting out the new year with a bmag 

Between the Scenes 
What Every Film Director, Writer and Editor Should Know about Scene Transitions 

Jeffrey Michad Bays 

If you’d like an Advance Review copy for only ten dollars, please email me YOUR credit card, exp date or PAY PAL REQUEST and SNAIL MAIL 

address 

no later than JanumT 10th 

If you’d like to read a small saniple of tiffs book, dick on 

at-every-film -director -writer-and-editor -should-know-about-s cene-tr ansitions 

Ken Lee 
Phone (206)283-2948 
Cell 
FAX (20~) 283-2072 
kenlee~mwp.com 

Skype 



WHERE REALITY BEGINS 

A program designed for those who want to create work derived from the real world. 

Some will make traditional documentaries. Others will blend fictional and nonfictional 

methods. Still others will expand upon the typical cinema or television experience, 

embracing the interactive or immersive. 

Be part of a top-tier institution with numerous high-profile alumni and world-class 

faculty 

Forge lifelong professional relationships via our small cohort environment 

Intem in Chicago, Los Angeles or New York City 

Gamer a guaranteed $6K first year tuition reduction as weft as a guaranteed $5K 

thesis film grant 

Receive second year graduate assistantship support 

docmedia,northwestern.edu 

docmedia~northwestern,edu 

847 467-4696 





AAAD 130 
INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA STUDIES 

Instructor: Dr. Charlene Regester 
Class Time: T/Th 9:30-10:45 
Place: GA 105 

Spring 2014 
Office: 204 Battle 
Office Hours: ll-12Th 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
AAAD 130 is designed to examine the history of Blacks in the Diaspora as Blacks of 

African descent found themselves living in other world regions as a result of the transatlantic 
slave trade. The African Diaspora has been defined by Michael Gomez as the shared experience, 
"history, contributions, victories, and struggles" as a result of"massive movements and 
extensive relocations, over long periods of time, resulting in the di spersal of Africans and their 
descendants throughout much of the world." Therefore, this course will attempt to interrogate 
this history, starting with the beginning of the slavery from its inception to a more contemporary 
era. The course will be divided into what is characterized as: Before the Twentieth Century, 
During the Twentieth Century, and the Contemporary Era. 

Before the Twentieth Century will include the practice of slaver}, beginning with the 
Greek and Roman Empires, the organization of the slave trade, and the widespread development 

of slavery throughout the diaspora. Arguments legitimizing the practice of slavery will be 
introduced, debated, and examined. But more importantly how slavery evolved as blacks were 
shipped primarily to three prominent regions, including the United States, Latin American and 
the Caribbean will be examined. Specifically, cultural and religious practices will be 
investigated, legal restrictions will be interrogated, and slave resistance will be explored. As 
slavery dissolved, how former slaves reconstituted themselves socially, politically, and culturally 
will also be investigated. 

During the Twentieth Century will examine the political, social, and cultural dynamics of 
blacks in the US, Latin America, and Caribbean to assess how their experiences might have been 
shaped and influenced by each other. Specifically, cultural and political movements will be 
explored and black leaders instrumental in these movements will be assessed. Finally, 
contemporary issues that shape the black experience in these regions will be interrogated in view 
&the emergence of new leadership and intellectuals who emerge to articulate the struggles of 
blacks in the Diaspora. This examination of Blacks in the Diaspora is designed to provide an 
understanding of what the term African American means as well as convey the forces that have 
shaped the experiences of blacks in North America, South America, and the Caribbean. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, 
videos, and guest speakers. Three examinations will be given during the semester. These 
examinations will consist of two tests and one final exam which will collectively constitute three 
fourths of your grade. The remaining part of your grade will consist of a paper which must be 
completed and submitted by the stated deadline. This paper must adhere to basic rules on 
academic style i.e. Chicago Manual of Style or MLA Handbook of Slyle. 

REQUIRED TEXTS 
Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass. Boston & New York: Bedford 

Books, 1993. 
Gomez, Michael. Reversing the Sail: A History of the African Dia,spora. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2005. 



Hartman, Saidiya. Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route. New York: 

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007. 
Kincaid, Jamaica. A SmallPlace. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007. 

SECONDARY TEXTS 
Franklin, John Hope and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham. f+om Slavery to Freedom: A History of 

African Americans, Vol. I, Ninth ed. McGraw-Hill, 2011. 
Thompson, Vincent. The Making of the Diaspora in the Americas 1441-1900. New York: 

Longman, 1987. 

White, Deborah. Ar ’n ’t I A Woman? Female Slaves in the Plantation South. New York: Norton, 
1987. 

ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to write a paper approximately 5-7 pages in length. The due date 

for this paper will be announced in class. 

GRADING: 2 Tests = 50% - Paper = 25% - Final Exam = 25% 

A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+(87-89), B (83-86) B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- 
(70-72), D+ (67-69), D(63-66), D-(60-62), F (59 and below) 

EXAMS: There will be three scheduled examinations which must be taken on the dates 
specified. No make-ups will be given. 

ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course 
grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged and will influence your 
final course grade. 

TECHNOLOGY: Laptops are allowed for note-taking purposes only. Please do not use 
your laptop for any other purpose. Cell phones, texting, and any other intrusive 
technological devices or practices are not allowed in class. 

HONOR CODE: All students are required to adhere to the University’s honor code 
policies and procedures. Every student enrolled in this course is expected to fully 
participate and observe the honor code. 

DISABILITIES POLICY: Students who may need accommodations 
based on disabilities should contact the instructor and the 
Department for Disability Services (919) 962-8300 in SASB North 
Building Suite 2126 disabilityservices.unc.edu 



AAAD 130 COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The student should be able to master the follomng objectives after completing each of these units. 

Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies 
Examin ation of An cient Slavery 
1. Define and explain the meaning of Blacks in the Diaspora. 
2. Identify and explain at least three myths popularized concerning Attica. 
3. Examine how race is defmed. 
4. Discuss the Hametic Curse. 

Slave Trade 
Organiz ation and structure 
Middle Passage 
Impact of the Slave Trade 
1. Identify at least four major countries involved in the slave trade and describe their involvement. 
2. Describe the structure and organization of the slave trade. 
3. Describe the early years of slaver}, prior to the Atlantic Slave Trade. 
4. Describe the middle passage. 
5. Trace the development of the slave trade in its early phase. 

6. Describe what Saidiya Hartman’s perspective contributes to the slave experience. 

Racial Slaver.. in North America, Latin America, and the Caribbean 
1. Explain "the difference between slavery and indentured servitude. 
2. Trace the development of racial slavery, in North America, beginning with the arrival of the first Blacks. 
3. Describe how Latin American slavery was structured and organized. 
4. Describe how slaver}, in the Caribbean was structured and organized. 

Plantation Societies 
Slave Community 
Folk Culture 
Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
1. Describe slave culture in ~he US, Latin America, and the CaJcibbean. 
2. Compare plantation societies in each of these ttuee regions. 
3. Describe how slaves performed traditional ceremonies in these regions and explain how West African practices influenced 

these ceremonies. 
4. Explain how Frederick Douglass’ perception of slavery might differ from those enslaved in Latin America or the Caribbean. 
5. Name at least two U.S. slave revolts and describe characteristics of each. 
6. Explain precipitating factors that led to the development of the Haitian Revolution. 
7. Identify a significant Latin American revolt. 

Jim Crow Era 
Emerging Black Leadership 
Harlem Renaissance 
Civil Rights Movement 
1. Describe the legal restrictions irnposed on US blacks in Jim Crow Era. 
2. Identify similar struggles assumed by blacks in Twentieth Century in the Caribbean. 
3. Describe civil rights struggles in Latin America. 
4. Discuss Pan-Africanism 
5. Identify prominent leaders in each of these regions who have been instrumental in staging these political movements. 

Contemporary. Period 
Black Leaders 
Black Culture and Arts 
Black Socio-Political Issues 
1. Identify contemporary issues confronting US blacks, Latin American blacks, and Caribbean blacks. 
2. Name contemporary leaders in these ttuee regions and describe their political views. 
3. Identify similarities and parallels in the contemporary struggles faced across these regions. 
4. Identify cultural practices shared. 
5. Describe how blacks in these regions have fared in terms of global capitalism and its implications. 
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2014 
GRADUATE STUDENT 

CONFERENCE 
FELLOWSHIP 

Description: The University Film and Video Association (UFVA) is now 
accepting applications for its 3rd annual Graduate Student Fellowship. The 
fellowship provides financial support to students interested in attending the 
annual UFVA conference at Montana State University. The fellowship is 
meant to provide professional development opportunities for current graduate 
students working in the areas of media, film, and production studies. 

Fellows receive: free conference registration, lodging in a shared dorm 
room, meals, and "special event" tickets for the summer conference. 

Fellows also participate in a special "Fellows’ Program" designed by a UFVA 
board member. 

PRESENT YOUR WORK AT A NATIONAL CONFERENCE. 

POSITION YOURSELF FOR THE ACADEMIC JOB MARKET. 

LEARN ABOUT INDUSTRY JOBS. 

NETWORK WITH FILM, VIDEO, & MEDIA FACULTY. 

Eligibility: The UFVA is looking for outstanding applicants from all media 
related disciplines. Practitioners (a.k.a. "makers") and scholars are 
considered equally. 

Dates: Aug 5th- Aug 10th 2013; Montana State University, Bozeman, MT 

See: https:iiufva.site-ym.comi?page=Grad Fellowship for application details 
and requirements. 

Contact: joseph.v.brown @marquette.edu 

Application Deadline: April 15th, 2014 
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CONFERENCE 
FELLOWSHIP 

Description: The University Film and Video Association (UFVA) is now 
accepting applications for its 3rd annual Graduate Student Fellowship. The 
fellowship provides financial support to students interested in attending the 
annual UFVA conference at Montana State University. The fellowship is 
meant to provide professional development opportunities for current graduate 
students working in the areas of media, film, and production studies. 

Fellows receive: free conference registration, lodging in a shared dorm 
room, meals, and "special event" tickets for the summer conference. 

Fellows also participate in a special "Fellows’ Program" designed by a UFVA 
board member. 

PRESENT YOUR WORK AT A NATIONAL CONFERENCE. 

POSITION YOURSELF FOR THE ACADEMIC JOB MARKET. 

LEARN ABOUT INDUSTRY JOBS. 

NETWORK WITH FILM, VIDEO, & MEDIA FACULTY. 

Eligibility: The UFVA is looking for outstanding applicants from all media 
related disciplines. Practitioners (a.k.a. "makers") and scholars are 
considered equally. 

Dates: Aug 5th- Aug 10th 2014; Montana State University, Bozeman, MT 

See: https://ufva.site-ym.com/?page=Grad Fellowship for application details 
and requirements. 

Contact: joseph.v.brown @marquette.edu 

Application Deadline: April 15th, 2014 
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How would you like to respond? 
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Shaun Draughn 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICISA 2014 Secretariat <mail@icisasociety.org> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 2:20 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

ICISA2014 5th IEEE Paper Submission is Now Open! 

Dear Scholar, 

ICISA (International Conference on Information Science & Applications) has been scheduled on May 6th - 9th, 2Ol4 ir~ Seoul, South Korea. With IEEE ICISA 

will be holding its 5ttl annual conference. ICISA 2o14 paper submission system is now open and ready for you to upload your paper. Register your paper now and 

be sure to follow all the guidelines and instructions before doing so. 

Register Your Account Now! 

The paper submission deadline is February 6th, 2o14. Please make sure to prepare your paper in time for the upcoming conference. Check our website for 

more details on the conference which can be found at ICISASo~:ie~?~’.O~’g. Our OA a.H for Pa.pers[2 and ~;al~ee Submission~] includes details for the paper 

submission requirements and deadlines. 

If you have any more questions please do not hesitate to ask us anything. We look forward to seeing you in the next upcoming conference. 

Sincerely, 

ICISA 9o14 Secretariat 

ask@icisasociety.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@fwmedia.com > 

Wednesday, .]anuary 8, 2014 8:06 AM 

Regester, Charlene B < regester@email.unc.edu > 

Hake morley writing BEFORE you sell your scripL 

X] AWAI           ] 

Ar~erica~ Writers & Artists 

Dear Fellow Screenwriter, 

I used to have a $300 car that leaked oil so badly smoke poured out at every red light. 

I had a budget of $1.25 for my dinners which were either hot dogs, macaroni and 

cheese or a very cheap frozen meal. 

At the time, that’s what I believed I had to do to pursue my dream of becoming a 

produced screenwriter. 

What I didn’t know is that I already possessed the talent to make all money I’d ever 

need by writing part time for a little known market rd never heard of while I pursued 

my screenwriting goals. 

Instead, I worked at any low paying job I could do that would allow me the time to 

write my screenplays and query producers, agents or managers. 

My name is Paul Lawrence. I now earn a sizable six figure income annually and am 

proud to have several credits on IHDB including a writing credit on a multimillion dollar 

budget film that was distributed worldwide. 

Back then I was teaching ballroom dance lessons as my "day job" when I caught the 

break of a lifetime. 

You see I learned about an incredible demand for writers in a field that I had no idea 

existed. Learning about this lucrative opportunity did more for me than give me enough 

money to get a decent car and stop being the so called "starving artist." 

It actually helped me get my first script sold and turned into a multimillion dollar movie 

that was distributed worldwide. 

How? Quite simply, I no longer had to scramble for a living. This opportunity to earn 

thousands and thousands of dollars on a part time basis provided me with: 

Time to dedicate to my screenwriting 

Honey to invest in myself to travel to Hollywood for pitchmarts, seminars, 

consultants and meetings 

Financial stability so I didn’t have to desperately take any bone thrown to me 

like a free option or an insultingly low writing fee for an assignment 

To be honest, I actually stumbled into this secret that I’m going to share with you by 

dumb luck. 

One of my ballroom dancing clients was a wealthy couple with a mansion on the 

beach. The husband found my screenwriting ambitions to be quite admirable. 

It turned out that he’d made his fortune in the $2.7 trillion direct response business. 

But even more incredible was that he told me I could get paid thousands of dollars for 

writing nothing more than a letter. 

He advised me about a program that would teach me everything I needed to know to 

become a freelance direct response copywriter. It’s called the AWAI% Accelerated 

Program for ,~ix-Figure Copywriting, 

Naturally, I had some reservations since it seemed almost too good to be true...being 

able to get paid thousands for writing a letter? But, I saw his mansion and knew his 

money was real, so I took the plunge. 



I can tell you that this was without reservation the best decision I ever made in my 

life. This program took me out of poverty and made me financially successful. Within a 

month of completing the program I had my first assignment to write a 12 page sales 

letter for $1000. 

Ten years later as a seasoned freelance direct response copywriter I won’t even look 

at an assignment for less than $5000. And, Yve actually written a sales letter that 

earned me royalties that totaled over $50,000. 

The reason that the AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting is so 

perfect for a screenwriter is that you’ve already got the bulk of the skills and talent 

needed. 

You know how to tell a story...to capture someone’s voice...to use words that move 

people... 

When you take that talent that you have and combine it with the craftsmanship that 

the AWA]~’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting will give you, you’ll be 

ready to join me and the vast list of AWAI alumni who are cashing in on this demand. 

you’re wondering who might want to pay for these letters think about this: 

There are tens of thousands of companies on the Internet who need copy on their 

websites. Billions of dollars are still spent every year on postal advertising that requires 

copywriters for every one of those sales letters and advertisements. 

It’s an insatiable market that is recession proof! No matter what’s happening in the 

economy businesses must market their products and services. And, they are willing to 

pay top dollar to writers that can deliver professional direct response copy. 

The AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting will give you all the tools 

you need to cash in on this market. 

You’ll learn how to structure the sales letter (Yes, they have a structure just like a 

screenplay.) You’ll be given samples, tips, rules, and secrets from the most acclaimed 

direct response copywriting stars in the country. And, you’ll be taught how and where 

to find clients. In fact, they actually help members find high paid assignments through 

their ’members only’ job board where direct response marketers go to find good 

copywriters. 

When I got started with the AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting it 

was a steal at $497. But, for a short while they are offering an incredible bargain price 

for their online program of only $~.97. This offer is only good until midnight on 

3anuary 15th, so I strongly suggest you don’t delay. 

Take advantaqe of this incredible offer now. 

Or learn more about AWA~’s Accelerated Proqram for Six-Fiqure Copywriting. 

I found out I didn’t need to be a "starving artist." And now you know the same. So, 

take your destiny into your own hands and join me and all of the other writers who 

know it’s true. 

To your writing success, 

Paul Lawrence 

Professional Copywriter and Fellow Screenwriting Community ~4ember 

P.S. Remember, along with saving $300 you can test-drive the program for a full year! 

So you have absolutely no risk whatsoever. Learn more now. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Dolores Jenerson-Madden <DJenersonmadden@FULLCOLL.EDU> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 8:36 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

To Anyone ;vho Knows, 

Is there a definitive statement posted somewhere that I can access that ;vill inform me 
of whether or not FCP 7 will work as a fresh install on the ne;v Mac Pro computers and 
the 2vfaverick operating system? I had heard a rumor that ifFCP 7 was alrea@ installed 
on the computer and you upgraded to the Maverick operating system that FCP 7 still worked 

Chaffey College cun-ently has FCPX version 100.9 and FCP 7.03 and Adobe Premiere CS6 running on Snow Leopard. 

We were going to upgrade to the Mountain Lion operating system, but then Apple came out 
with IVlaverick, arid the college found money to update all of the MAC computers on campus. 

That means the?’ will automatically be getting Maverick as the operating system. 
One of the instructors has also asked for AVID’s Media Composer to be added to mix as well. 

’]?he fall 2013 semester was the first semester that students had the opportuni~ to do one project in FCP 7 and FCPX They did it in FCP 7 first Ovepa, helmingly, the students preferred FCP 
X. That instructor has finally been won over to the FCP X side based on the updates that started in version 1006 thru version 10.09. He will be teaching it for the upcoming spring semester, 
but will also add Media Composer to his classes. 

Dolores Jenerson-Madden 
ACG 180 Digital Video Instructor 
e-mail: dj enersonmadden@lhllcoll edu 
and 
Broadcasting and Cinema Specialist 
Ch affey College 

e-mail: d j enersonmadden@c haffey.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 12~llowing message to listserv@listsep¢.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVAMST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALlST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bergersen, Kyle W. <kbergersen@OU.EDU> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 8:53 AM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

Avid has an update to support Mavericks. 

http:i/cdn.avid.com’Media Composer,’7.0.3iREADME Avid Editor v7.0.3 and vll.0.3.pdf 

I don’t know how FCP7 responds to the OS update. 

K 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 7:36 AM, Dolores Jenerson-Madden <DJenersonmadden~b~FULLCOLI~.EDU> wrote: 

To Anyone who Knows, 

Is there a definitive s~atement posted somewhere that I can access that roll inform me 

of whether or not FCP 7 will work as a fresh install on the new Mac Pro computers and 

the Maverick operating system? I had heard a rumor that if FCP 7 was already ins*ailed 
on the computer and you upgraded to the Maverick operating system that FCP 7 s~till worked. 

Chaffey College currently has FCPX version 10.0.9 and FCP 7.0.3 and Adobe Premiere CS6 running on Snow Leopard. 

We were going to upgrade to the Mountain Lion operating system, but then Apple came out 

with Maverick, and the college tbund money to update all of the MAC computers on campus. 

That means they will automatically be getting Maverick as the operating sys~tem. 
One of the instructors has also asked for AVID’s Media Composer to be added to mix as well. 

The fall 2013 se,nester was the first se,nester that students had the opportunity to do one prqject in FCP 7 and FCPX. They did it in FCP 7 first. 

Ove~-vvhehningly, the students preferred FCP X. That inslructor has finally been won over to the FCP X side based on the updates that staxted in version 

10.06 thru version 10.0.9. He will be teaching it for the upcoming spring semester, but will also add Media Composer to his classes. 

Dolores Jenerson-Madden 

ACG 180 Digital Video Instructor 

e-mail: djener~nmaddenfa)thllcoll.edu 

mad 

Broadcasting and Cinema Specialist 

C hatt’ey College 

e-mail: d.ienersonmadden(~chaffev.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv~)lis~tse~w.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv(~listserv.american.edu: 

signoffUFVALIST- L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-,nail to UFVALIST- L~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Barn Films          @GIVIAIL.COM> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 11:54 AM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

I just up&ted my iMac to Maveric, and FCP 7 is fully functional as ~:ar as I can tell ( working on a long form doc with media on multiple drives). 

I am not sure about all plug ins yet since I am not in the finishing s~ge. 

For schools I can only recommend "an>~thing that works" without putting too much emphasis on any particular application. I have been editing since 1996, and the only 

thing certain about soflwaa:e is that it will change. Systems will come and go. Chances are that there will be touchscreen applications making inroads soon or other more 
immersive work environments than mouse and keyboard, so who will be on top is anybodies guess. 

In the hand Ibr hire market today it is Avid tbllowed by Premiere ( took a lot of companies that jumped the FCP ship, because of the easy After Ett}cts integration). 

If we can teach students how to effectively tell a sto~ (doc or narrative, short or long form) the tool be comes secondary.. 

My brother is a c~rpenter restoring houses in Savannah, he gets hired because he knows how to ~n~ke about anything frown wood and make it look like it has always 

been there not because of the Upe of nail gun he uses. 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 

Filmmaker 

Adjunct Professor Film Editing 

VCUarts Cinema 

(252) 395 0249 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 8:52, "Bergersen, Kyle W." <kbergersen~b~OU.EDU> wrote: 

Avid has an update to suppo~t Mavericks. 

http://cdn.avid.con~/Media Composer/7.0.3/README Avid Editor v7.0.3 and vll.0.3.pdf 

I don’t know how FCP7 responds to the OS update. 

K 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 7:36 AM, Dolores Jenerson-Madden <DJenersonmadden~FULLCOLL.EDU> wrote: 

To Anyone who Knows, 

Is there a definitive statement posted somewhere that I can access that will inlbrm me 

of whether or not FCP 7 will work as a fresh install on the new Mac Pro computers and 
the Maverick operating systmn? I had hemd a rumor that if FCP 7 was already installed 

on the computer and you upgraded to the Maverick operating system that FCP 7 still worked. 

Charley College currently has FCPX version 10.0.9 and FCP 7.0.3 and Adobe Premiere CS6 running on Snow Leopaacd. 

We were going to upgrade to the Mountain Lion operating system, but then Apple came out 
with Maverick, and the college found money to update all of the MAC computers on campus. 

That means they will automatically be getting Maverick as the operating system. 

One of the instructors has also asked for AVID’s Media Composer to be added to mix as well. 

The fall 2013 semester was the first semester that students had the opportunity to do one project in FCP 7 and FCPX. They did it in FCP 7 

first. Ove~-vvbehningly, the s~dents preferred FCP X. ’][’hat instructor has finedly been won over to the FCP X side based on the updates that 
started in version 10.06 tlma version 10.0.9. He will be teaching it for the upcoming spring semester, but will also add Media Co,nposer to 

his classes. 

Dolores Jenerson-Madden 

ACG 180 Digital Video Instructor 

e-mail: dienersonmadden~fifllcoll.edu 

and 
Broadcasting and Cinema Specialist 

ChaJ]’ey College 

e-mail: d:ienersonmadden@chafl~y.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv(~lis~tserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listserv.american.edu: 



signoffUFVAI,IST- L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tse~w~listserv.americaaa.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserw,~]istserv.mnerican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 

(Write this command in bo@ of email ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can IX~S~t messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L(&listserv.american.edu 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name shimld be 

your tirst and l&st name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in [x~dy 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending aa~ e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Wednesday, January 8, 20:14:1:23 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

Avid’s update is okay, but I’ve heard more than one editor remark that if you can avoid updating, then avoid updating. 

I’ve heard of plenty of people who have FCP7 on Mavericks but there is no doubt that Apple is trying to stamp it out with each new operating system. If you can avoid upgrading, 

then avoid upgrading. 

Norman 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 {office) 

323-275-1869 {messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

From: <Bergersen>, "Kyle W." <kbergersen@OU.EDU> 

Reply-To: "Bergersen, Kyle W." <kbergersen@OU.EDU> 

Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 at 5:52 AM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU > 

Subject: Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

Avid has an update to support Mavericks. 

http://cdn.avid.com/Media_Composer/7.0.3/README Avid Editor v7.0.3 and v11.0.3.pdf 

I don’t know how FCP7 responds to the OS update. 

K 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 7:36 AM, Dolores Jenerson-Madden <DJenersonmadden@ FULLCOLLEDU> wrote: 

To Anyone who Knows, 

Is there a definitive statement posted somewhere that I can access that will inform me 

of whether or not FCP 7 will work as a fresh install on the new Mac Pro computers and 

the Maverick operating system? I had heard a rumor that if FCP 7 was already installed 

on the computer and you upgraded to the Maverick operating system that FCP 7 still worked. 

Chaffey College currently has FCPX version 10.0.9 and FCP 7.0.3 and Adobe Premiere CS6 running on Snow Leopard. 

We were going to upgrade to the Mountain Lion operating system, but then Apple came out 

with Maverick, and the college found money to update all of the MAC computers on campus. 

That means they will automatically be getting Maverick as the operating system. 

One of the instructors has also asked for AVID’s Media Composer to be added to mix as welk 

The fall 2013 semester was the first semester that students had the opportunity to do one project in FCP 7 and FCPX. They did it in FCP 7 first. Overwhelmingly, the 

students preferred FCP X. That instructor has finally been won over to the FCP X side based on the updates that started in version 10.06 thru version 10.0.9. He will 

be teaching it for the upcoming spring semester, but will also add Media Composer to his classes. 

Dolores Jenerson-Madden 

ACG 180 Digital Video Instructor 

e-mail: djenersonmadden @fullcoll.edu 
and 

Broadcasting and Cinema Specialist 

Charley College 

e-maih d.jenersonmadden @chaffey.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 



You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Wednesday, January 8, 20:14:1:26 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

Could not agree more. This is the emphasis we choose at USC. As you point out, it is pretty hard to predict where our students will need to be in five years much less in 10. 

Norman 

================================ 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 

323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

From: Barn Films< @GMAILCOM> 

Reply-To: Barn Films < @GMAIL.COM> 

Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 at 8:54 AM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU > 

Subject: Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

f we can teach students how to effectively tell a story (doc or narrative, short or long form) the tool be comes secondary. 

My brother is a carpenter restoring houses in Savannah, he gets hired because he knows how to make about anything from wood and 

make it look like it has always been there not because of the type of nail gun he uses. 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L {Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

Maya OstermaJ~ <mos~terman@shalomdch.org> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 1:56 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Boyd, Lydia C <lctx~yd@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 
Hil&bran& Reginald F <hildebra@ema~l.unc.edu>; Janker~ Kenneth R <kdjanken@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C 

<mlmnbert@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@etnafil.unc.edu>; Pier, 

David <~tpie@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@etnail.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, 

Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mmnaxame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H --~bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Willimns, 

Ronald <vcw@email.unc.edu;, 

Free lecture on MLK 

MLK Flyer Final.jpg; MLK Flyer Final.pdf 

Hi there, 

My name is Maya Osterman, I am the Program Specialist at the Levin Jewish Community Center. We are excited to offer a FREE lecture to the public on January 13th 

in honor of MLK Day. Feel free to pass along the flyer to any list serves or students who may be interested. Thank you for your time. 

All the best, 

Maya 

"! Have a Dream" 
~Tr.ischer wil ~/Vord an[f tfi~ 

13 @ 630pm 

(919) 354-4936 www.levinjcc.org 



Maya Osterman, Program Specialist at mosterman@shalomdch.org 



Monday~ January 13 @ 6:30pro 

FREE to the Community! 

i!iMaya Osterman, Program Specialist at mosterman@shalomdchoorg 



Monday, January 13 @ 6:30pm 

FREE to the Community! 

Maya Osterman, Program Specialist at mosterman@shalomdch.org 

-1937 W.Comwallis Road, Dllrham 27705 
(919} 354-4936 ~WWoleVinjc¢.o~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 4:28 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

Indeed I believe in the theme of laser years conference 

STORY FIRST 

but we are in a technology based art form 

unlike the hmnmer there is a difference when different tools are used in media work. 

Some tools will not fulfill the sto~y-telling element as well as others. 
while most hammers will do the sanre job, 

shooting with a min dv ca~nera will not get the san~e effect as an alexa 

there are clea~-ly some projects that a vx1000 might be right 

but shooting with "that cmnera will not get the desired result tbr most directors and producers 

we live, work and teach in a world that requires us to balance these 2 

we have to teach story~telling and technology, with an nod to teaching them how to be life learners of new technology. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 12:25 PM, Norman Hollyn <nholIvn(~CINEIVIA.USC.EDU> wrote: 

Could not agree more. This is the emphasis we choose at USC. As you point out, it is pretty hard to predict where our students will need to be in five years much less 

in 10. 

Norman 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

< F0E FCB 1B-96F4-49E B-B D96-29C3 B66D74AC[4].png> 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 

323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

From: Barn Films, ~GMAIL.COM> 

Reply-To: Barn Films < _ti)GMAIL.COM> 

Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 at 8:54 AM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERiCAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU > 

Subject: Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

f we can teach students how to effectively tell a story (doc or narrative, short or long form) the tool be comes secondary. 

My brother is a carpenter restoring houses in Savannah, he gets hired because he knows how to make about anything from wood and make it look like it has always 

been there not because of the type of nail gun he uses~ 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lifftse~,~,@Jistserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserw,%listserv.mnerican=edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in bo@ of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can IX~S~t messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L(~listserv.american.edu 

Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@uta.edu 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 



the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full N~e should be 

your firs1 and last n~e.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFV,M,IST-L@lislse:~.ame6can.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Barn Films         @GIVIAIL.COM> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 4:52 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

So does the nail gun, Bart. A trim nailer produces vastly difl}rent results than a framing nailer... 

But I agree the best we can do in terms of technology is expose them to as many tools as possible and prepare them for the fact that the evolution will continue and 

they’ll have to become lifelong learners but I do hope not only in the technoloD-. 

JOCttEN KUNSTLER 

FilmmaJ~er 

Adjunct Pa~I~ssor Fihn Editing 

VCUarts Cinema 

(252) 395 0249 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 16:27, Bart Weiss <barE@~VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Indeed I believe in the theme of last years conference 

STORY FIRST 

but we are in a technology based art form 

uNike the hammer there is a difference when different tools are used in media work. 

Some tools will not fulfill the storytelling element as well as others. 
while most hammers will do the same job, 

shooting with a min dv camera will not get the same effect as an alexa 

there are cleaacly ~me projects that a vx1000 might be right 

but shooting with that camera will not get the desired result for tnost directors and producers 

we live, work and teach in a world that requires us to balance these 2 

we have to teach storytelling and technology, with an nod to teaching them how to be life learners of new teclmology. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 12:25 PM, Norman Hollyn <nhollyn(~a)C1NEMA.USC.EDU> wrote: 

Could not agree more. This is the emphasis we choose at USC. As you point out, it is pretty hard to predict where our students will need to be in five 

years much less in I0. 

Norman 

Norman Hollyn 
Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

<FOE FCB 1B-96F4-49 E B-B D96-29C3 B66D74AC[4].png> 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 
Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 
323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

From: Barn Films DGMAIL.COM> 

Reply-To: Barn Films @GMAIL.COM> 

Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 at 8:54 AM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU> 

Subject: Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

f we can teach students how to effectively tell a story (doc or narrative, short or long form) the tool be comes secondary. 

My brother is a carpenter restoring houses in Savannah, he gets hired because he knows how to make about anything from wood and make it look like it 

has always been there not because of the type of nail gun he uses. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name 

( Full Name should be your first and laser name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listserv.mnerican.edu: 

signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by 

sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L~listserv.american.edu 

Bart Weiss 

bart@~ ideot~stoor~ 



bart@ntaoedn 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 

Director Dallas Vldeofest 

<PastedGraphic-1 .tiff> 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lislsew~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(~listse~w.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 

(Write this com,nand in bo@ of emaJJ with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-ma~,l to UFVALIST- 

L(&listse~a~.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Sherwood Jones-             @GMAIL.COM> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 4:58 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

And some employers may not hire you if you don’t know how to use their trim nailer! 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 1:51 PM, Barn Films ~GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

So does the nail gun, Baxt. A trim nailer produces vastly difl}rent results tha~ a framing nailer... 

But I agree the best we can do in terms of technology is expose them to as many tools as V~ssible and prepare them for the fact that the evolution will 

continue m~d they’ll have to become lifelong learners but I do hope not only in the teclmoloD. 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 

Filmmaker 

Adjunct Prot}ssor Film Editing 
VCUarts Cinema 

(252) 395 0249 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 16:27, Bart Weiss <bart(&VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Indeed I believe in the theme of last years cont}rence 

STORY FIRST 

but we are in a technology based art t~rm 
unlike the haamner there is a Nfl~rence when different tools are used in media work. 

Some tools roll not fulfill the storytelling element as well as others. 

while most hammers roll do the same job, 

shooting with a min dv camera will not get the same efl}ct as an alexa 

there are clearly some projects that a vxl000 might be right 

but shooting with that camera will not get the desired result for most directors and producers 

we live, work and teach in a world that requires us to balance these 2 

we have to teach fftoo~telling and technoloD-, with an nod to teaching them how to be life learners of new techi~ology. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 12:25 PM, Norman Hollyn <nhollyn~CINENU~.USC.EDU> wrote: 

Could not agree more. This is the emphasis we choose at USC. As you point out, it is pretty hard to predict where our students will need 

to be in five years much less in lO. 

Norman 

================================ 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

<FOE FCBIB-96F4-49 E B-B D96-29C3B66 D74AC[4].png> 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 

323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

From: Barn Films @GMAIL.COM> 

Reply-To: Barn Films ~GMAIL.COM> 

Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 at 8:54 AM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU> 

Subject: Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

f we can teach students how to effectively tell a story (doc or narrative, short or long form) the tool be comes secondary. 

My brother is a carpenter restoring houses in Savannah, he gets hired because he knows how to rnake about anything frorn wood and make 
it look like it has always been there not because of the type of nail gun he uses. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to lis~tserv(a)lislserv.america~.edu: subscribe 

UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the following 

com,nand to listserv~listserv.america~.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of ema~l with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post ,nessages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L(gblis~tserv.a~erican.edu 



Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@uta.edu 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

<PastedGraphic-1 .tiff> 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(&lis~tserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name 

( Full Name should be your first and last n~une.) You c~m leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@liskserv.american.edu: 

signoffUFVALIST- L (Write flats command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Mes~ges: You can IX)St messages to the list by 

sending an e-mail to UFVAI,IST-L@listserv.amefican.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv~)lis~tse~w.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the follomng command to listse~w~listserv.aanerican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 
(Write this command in bo@ of email ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can posit messages to the list by sending an e-mafil to UFVALIST- 

L(~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Nan~e should be 

your first and last nanm.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi ,ty Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitchell Block         @aol.com> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 5:08 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

I wish there would be more discourse on content, creating and funding works over these technical issues which in Lhe scheme of things can always be solved 
funding. 

While the [:ec:bn~ca~ locus ~s relatively e~sV to teacb~ci~mera~edRk~g, e[:c., Jt’E the i~f’t o( [Hm and creathlg and [inding wonderful stories that separl)[:es 
students from being craft-people vs. fiimmakers. 
TNs shoutd really be d~e focus o[: d~e programs a~ong w~th how to gel these works financed/produced/seen. 
How to make a Hying, 
Pay off the huge debts students incur going to the schools, 
Years ago i)[: a USC Con[erence on fi~m [:caching, a colk~i)gue flom Boston UnhzersRy spoke and sahJ thl)[ [:caching students [:o use cameras was not nearly as 
importm~t as Leaching studenLs how to cre~Le fikr~s, Nothing h~s changed, 
£s a prodacer/fHmmaker ~ can always find the crat:tspeop~e to work on rums (no shortage of them)----what takes up a~f my t~me is fir~ding great scripts, ~deas, access 
Lo stories and funding for production. 
How are your programs addressing this? Employment for students? Reducing fees and costs for trainh~g? Schobrships? 
M~tchell Block 
Mitchell Block 

~aol.com 

From= Universi~ Film and Video Assodation [mailto:U~ALI~-L@LIS~ERV.AMERICAN.EDU~ On Behalf Of Barn Films 
Sent= Wednesday, ~anua~ 08, 20~ ~:52 PM 
To= U ~ALIS% L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject= Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick ClaHficatbn Needed 
So does the nail gu~ Ba~. A trim nailer produces vastly diflb~nt ~sulLs than a framing nailer... 
But I agree the ~st we can do in terms of technology is expose thegn ~ as many tools as ~ssible and prepare them for the fact that the evolution will continue and 

they’ll have to become lifelong learners but I do hoN not only in the technology. 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 
Filmmaker 

Adjunct Professor Film Editing 

VCUarts Cinema 

(252) 395 0249 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 16:27, Bart Weiss <barVa)VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Indeed I believe in the theme of last years conference 

STORY FIRST 

but we are in a technology based art form 

uNike the hammer their is a difference when different tools are used in media work. 

Some tools roll not fulfill the sto~3rtelling element as well as others. 
while most hammers roll do the same job. 

shooting with a rain dv camera will not get the same effect as an alexa 
there are clem4y ~)me projects that a vx1000 might be right 

but shooting with that camera will not get the desired result tbr most directors m~d producers 

we live, work and teach in a world that reqnires ns to balance these 2 

we have to teach stoutelling and technology, with an nod to teaching them how to be lit~ learners of new technology. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 12:25 PM, Nonnan Hollyn <r_Lh_o_J_I_~_r_L@__C_’_I__Et__~__~_~:[__J__~:I__~_[)__U_> wrote: 

Could not agree more. This is the emphasis we choose at USC. As you point out, it is pretty hard to predict where our students will need to be in five years much less in 10. 

Norman 

Norman Hollyn 
Pro~essor, Editing Track Head 

Michael gahn Endowed Chair 

<FOEFCB:1B-gB F4-49EB-B DgB-29C3 B6BD74AC[4]. prig> 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

2:13-82:1-2792 (office} 

323-275-:1869 (messages} 

Author, THE LEAN FOgWAgD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition} 

From: Barn Films @GMAII_.COM> 
Reply-To: Barn Films ~GMAILCOM> 
Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 at 8:54 AM 
TO: "9_F_.Y_ 6_LLST_:.L@_Us__m__s_E__~_.Y.:_A_._M__E.~ Lc_ 6_N_:_[__D_W_" < .U__F_._V_..A_ .L_[S_._T_:L_.@._L_t.S_ .T__S_E .R__V_:_A__M__E_._RJ._C_..A_ N_:..E_ .D__U_.> 
Subject: Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 
f we can teach students how to effectively tell a story (doc or narrative, shoe or long form) the tool be comes secondary 
My brother is a carpenter restoring houses in Savannah, he gets hil ed because he knows how to make about an~hing from wood and make it look like it has always heen thel e not because of the type of nail gun he uses 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv(tblislserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first mad last name.) You can leave a list by sending "the lbllowing command to listserv(~lisk~erv.anaerican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in bo@ of email ruth nothing else) Posting Mes~ges: You can tx~st messages to the list by sending an e-maid to UFVAI ,IST- 

L(a)~listserv.american.edi~ 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeo~?stoorg 
bart@ma,ed~ 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

<PastedGraphic-1 ,tiff> 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lislserv(?~lislse~’~amet’ican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listserv.an~erican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in body- of ema~l ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U I~VALIST- 

L@~listserv.american.edi~ 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv({~listset’~’.american~edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your tirst and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv,~;lisk~erv.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in tx~dy 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVA[ ;IST-L(i~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.mnefican.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lislserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in tx~dy 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~v.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Landau. David <landau@FDU.EDU> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 5:44 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

I usually don’t weight in on these discussions, but this 
time I’m tlzrowing caution to the ;vind. 

Mitchell wrote: As a producer/filmmaker I can always find 
the craftspeople to work on films (no shortage of them)~ 

But there will be a big shortage if we don’t teach the 
technology. In fact, just look at many of todays feature 
films and you will see a shortage of craftspeople. Movies 
like Frances Ha and Silverlinings Playbook, while both 
good stories, are almost offensive visually. Vilmos 
Zsigmond has said in man?’ recent inter~dews that too man?, 
modern cameraman have forgotten ho;v to light and too malay 
producers and directors are ignoring the visual art of 
cinema. 

Learning technology is learning the art A great story 
that no one can see well or hear well fails to connect 
with an audience, and often falls to "make a living". When 
I first started teaching I saw" some senior thesis films 
with good stories, but they were often dark, out-of-focus 
and the sound was dreadful. ’]?hey were rather unwatchable 
That’s not going to get anyone a job, or financing or 
distribution. Without the craft and the art, the stoW 
isn’t worth the time it takes watching. They must go hand 
in hand. Shooting on an Alexa doesn’t mean its a good 
movie. But shooting on an Iphone assures its a bad one, 
because the storyteller thought so little about the value 
of their prnject that they couldn’t be bothered to spend 
the time and eflk~rt to learn to tell the story in an 
artistic way that makes the experience more pleasurable 
for the viewer. Poor production values shows a distain and 
lack of respect for the audience and the democratization 
of filmmaking has lead to a loss of the art and a 
disrespect of the craft. ~Ihis is one of the major issues 
that all film programs should be addressing. 

David Landau 
Cinematography program director 
FDU 

On Wed, 8 Jan 2014 14:08:06 -0800 

Mitchell Block         @aol.com> wrote: 

> I wish there would be more discourse on content, 

>creating and funding works over these technical issues 

>which in the scheme of things can always be solved with 

>funding. 

> 

> 

> 

> The problem remains editing poorly written/conceived 

>films still produces well edited non-engaging not very 

>interesting fihns. 

> 

> 

> 

> YVhile the technical focus is relatively easy to 

>teach~amer~editing, etc., it’s the art of filrrl and 

>creating and finding wonderful stories that separates the 

>students fiom being craft-people vs. fibxmxakers. 

> This should really be the focus of the programs along 

>with ho~v to get these works financed/produced/seen. 

> 

> Ho~v to make a living. 

> 

> Pay- off" the huge debts students incur going to the 

>schools. 

> 

> 

> 

> Years ago at a USC ConfErence on film teaching, a 

>colleague from Boston University spoke and said that 

>teaching students to use cameras was not nearly as 

>important as teaching students how to create films 

> Nothing has changed. 

> 

> 

> 



> As a producer/filmmaker I can ahYays find the 
>craftspeople to work on films (no shortage of them) what 
>takes up all my time is finding great scripts, ideas, 
>access to stories and funding [’or production. 
> 

> 

> 

> ttow are your programs addressing this? Employment ]’or 
>students? Reducing ]’oes and costs [’or training? 
>Scholarships? 
> 

> 

> 

> Mitchell Block 
> 

> 

> 

> Mitchell Block 
> 

> <http://w~.directcinemalimited.colrd> 
>www. directcinemalm~ited.c om 
> 

> Direct Cinema Limited, Inc. 
> 

> PO Box 10003 
> 

> Santa Monica, CA 90410 
> 

> Phone 310.636.8200 
> 

> e-mail: <mailto ~aol.com> ~_@aol.com 
> 

> 

> 

> docunomics an occasional blog 
> <http ://docunomics blogspot.comi> 
>http://docunomics.blogspot c om/ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>From: University Film and Video Association 
>[mailto:UFVALIST-L(~LISTSF.RV AMERICAN.EDU-] On Behalf Of 
>Barn Films 
> Sent: Wednesday, January, 08, 2014 1:52 PM 

> To: UFVALIST-L@LISTSF.RV AMERICAN.EDU 
> Subject: Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick 
>Clarification Needed 
> 

> 

> 

> So does the nail gun, Bart A trim nailer produces 
>vastly different results than a framing nailer. 
> 

> 

> 

> But I agree the best we can do in terms of technology is 
>expose them to as many tools as possible and prepare them 
>for the ]’act that the evolution wil[ continue and they’ll 
>have to become lifelong learners but ] do hope not only 
>in the technology. 
> 

> JOCttEN KI~-NS’I] fiR 
> 

>Nlmmaker 
> 

> Adjunct Professor Film Editing 
> 
> V(XJaits Cinema 
> 

> (252) 395 0249 
> 

> 

> On Jan 8, 2014, at 16:27, Bait Weiss 
><bar~@ V]~Dt".OFES T ORG> wrote: 
> 

> Indeed I believe in the theme of last years conference 
> 

> STORY FIRST 
> 

> but we are in a technology based art fi~rm 
> 

> unlike the hanm~er there is a difl‘orence when difl‘orent 
>tools are used in media work. 
> 

> Some tools will not fulfill the stor~’telling element as 
>well as others. 
> 

> while most hanwncrs ~vill do the same j ob, 
> 



> shooting with a min dv camera will not get the same 

>e[’fect as an alexa 

> 

> there are clearly some projects that a vx 1000 might be 

>right 

> 

> but shooting with that camera will not get the desired 

>result for most directors and producers 

> 

> we live, work and teach in a world that requires us to 

>balance these 2 

> 

> we have to teach stot),telling and technology, with an 

>nod to teaching them how to be life learners of ne~v 

>technology. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Jan 8, 2014, at 12:25 P-’vL Norn~an Hollyn 

><nhollyn@CINE~kdA.US C.EDU > wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Could not agree more. This is the emphasis we choose at 

>USC. As you point out, it is pretty hard to predict 

>where our students will need to be in five years much 

>less in 10. 

> 

> 

> 

> Norman 

> 

> 

> 

> Norman Hollyn 

> 

> Professor, Editing Track Head 

> 

> Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

> 

> <FOEFCB 1B -9oqF4-49EB -BD96-29C3B66D74AC[4] png> 

> 

> 900 West 34t2a Street, SCA 428 
> 

> Los ~amgeles, CA 90089 
> 

> 213-821-2792 (oitice) 
> 

> 323-275-1869 (messages) 

> 

> 

> 

> Author, THE LEAN FO RW>k2KD MOMENT and ~IItE FILM EDITING 

>ROOM tIAND[3OOK (4th Edition) 
> 

> 

> 

>}"rom: Barn Films ~)GMA[[~ COM> 

> Reply-To: Barn Films ~GMAI[~ COM> 

> [)ate: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 at 8:54 

> To: "UFVA[~IST-L@IASTSERV.,’YV/I{RICAN EDU" 

><I.IFVAL IST-I~@LISTS E D.V.AMI~;RICAN.EDI.2~ 

> Subject: Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick 

>Clarification Needed 

> 

> 

> 

> fwe can teach students how to effectively tell a story 

>(doc or narrative, short or long form) the tool be comes 

>secondaW. 

> 

> My brother is a carpenter restoring houses in Savannah, 

>he gets hired because he knows how to make about anything 

>from wood and make it look like it has always been there 

>not because of the type of nail gun he uses. 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 

>following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

>subscribe I~-FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Narae should be yottr 

>first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the 

>follo~ving command to listscl~’@listserv.american.edu: 



>signuffU[~’VALIST-L (Write this cummand in budy of email 
>with nuthing else) Posting Messages: Yuu can post 
>messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 
>U[~’VAL[ST-L@Iis tserv, american.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Bart Weiss 
> bart@videofest.org 
> 

> bart@uta, edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Associate Prof UT Arlington 
> 

> Director Dallas VIdeofest 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> <PastedGr aphic- 1.tiff> 
> 

> 

> the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 
> 

> 

> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 

>following message to listserv@listserv, american.edu: 
>subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your 
>first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the 

>following con~mand to listserv@listserv.american edu: 
>signoffkrFVALIST-L (¥Vrite this cormnand in body of email 
>with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post 
>messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 
>UFVALIST-L @listserv american.edu 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
>following message to listserv@listserv, american.edu: 
>subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your 
>first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the 

>following con~mand to listserv@listserv.american edu: 
>signoffkrFVALIST-L (¥Vrite this cormnand in body of email 
>with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post 
>messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 
>UFVALIST-L @listserv american.edu 
> 

> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
>following message to listser~@listsel~.american.edu: 
> 

> subscribe U[~’VALIST-I~ Full Name ( Full Name should be 
>yuur first and last name.) 
> 

> You can leave a list by sending the J2~lluwing command to 
>listserv@listserv american.edu: 
> 

> signuff’UFVALIST-L 
> 

> Pusting Messages: 
> 

> Yuu can post messages tu the list by sending an e-mail 

>tu UI~’VALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message tu listsep~,~listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name shuuld be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the fulluwing comnnand tu listserv@listserv.american edu: 

signoff I_?[~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can pust messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@IistseP¢ american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 5:54 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

I would dispute this 

there have been good work created on an iphone, there are many ways to make that work., both in terms of stoD, and with lens and mounts. 

The key, in this discussion is balance. We have all seen extremes of both 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 4:44 PM, Landau, David <landau~FDU.EDU> wrote: 

But shooting on an I phone assures its a bad one, because the storyteller thought so little about the value of their project that they couldn’t be bothered to spend the time 

and effort to learn to tell the story in an artistic way that makes the experience more pleasurable for the viewer. Poor production values shows a distain and lack of respect 

for the audience and the democratization of filmmaking has lead to a loss of the art and a disrespect of the craft. This is one of the major issues that all film programs 

should be addressing. 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@,~ta.ed,~ 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis*serv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~ and last name.) You can leave a lis* by sending the following command to listserv@lis*serv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lislserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitch Jacobson <mitch@CATEGORY5STUDIOS.COM> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 6:22 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

I agree with most of what David says except the bit about the iPhone. Some of the iPhone footage I have seen is incredibly creative and holds it’s own technically... 
Take a look at this music video with keAnn Rimes and Rob Thomas which was shot entirely on an iPhone and features stop motion animation: 

http://www.todavsiphone.com/2013/12ileann- rimes- rob- thomas- ieff- be ck- music - video- shot- enlireN- iphone/ 

Also, I just spoke ruth a fellow in Texas who shot a project recently ruth two cameras. One was a fiflly tricked out Alexa and the 2nd unit was shot ruth a Blackmagic 

Pocket Camera in RAW mode. He matched them with a three- way color tool in the SymphoW and tells me you cannot tell the difference between the two in HD. I’ll 

tU to get a link soon... 

i/Mitch 

Mitch Jacobson 
broadcast editor I five stream technical director J trainer 
Ceh 

www.Cate~lorv5st udios.com 
* Ceflifi~d Apple P..’o- Fi~i Cul, Avid ,~ Premie..’e 

* NewTek Certified TriCaster Operator & Trainer 
* T.~iCa,~t,’~t<t’~ Reptal,~;.- "P:2;XI’,~S55TM with Cor~troi S~ir[ace 

* Author. Mastedn.q Multicamera Techniques (Focal Press) 

IMDB Broadcast Credits 
Linkedln Profile 

Thank~ 

Mitch 

MAtch Jacobson 
broadcast editor [ live stream technical director [ trainer 

Ceh 

www.Category5studios.com 
Certified Appie Pro-Fi~t Cut, Avid & Premiere 
NewTek Certified TriCaster Operator & Trainer 
TriCast’,~rTM Rent~-.4s-~CXD855TM w~th Cont~’ol Sun%ce 
/~uth~:~: Maste~ Mul~camera Z~chniques (Focal Press) 

IMDB Broadcast Credits 
Linkedln Profile 

On Wed, Jan 8, 2014 at 5:53 PM, Bart Weiss <bmt~videofest.org> wrote: 

I would dispute this 

there have been good work created on an iphone, there are many ways to make that work., both in terms of sto~7 and with lens and mounts. 

The key in this discussion is balance. We have all seen extremes of both 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 4:44 PM, Landau, David <Iandat~FDU.EDU> wrote: 

But shooting on an Iphone assures its a bad one, because the storyteller thought so little about the value of their project that they couldn’t be bothered to spend the 

time and effort to learn to tell the story in an artistic way that makes the experience more pleasurable for the viewer. Poor production values shows a distain and lack of 

respect for the audience and the democratization of filmmaking has lead to a loss of the art and a disrespect of the craft. This is one of the major issues that all film 

programs should be addressing 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@nta.edn 



Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(~listserv.americm~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first ~d last naane.) You can leave a list by sending the following co~nmand to listserv~listserv.~aneficaaa.edu: signoffUFVILLIST-L (Write this commaaad in 
bod~v of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L,~listse~v.americm~.edu 

Tiffs list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lislserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs1 and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~serv.america~.edu: signoffUFVAI ~IST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lislserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Landau. David <landau@FDU.EDU> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 6:39 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7~ new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

That music video is great - thanks for sharing it. Its 
also soooo high tech. Look at all the technical work done 
in post. I will agree that Iphones actually have a nice 
sensor in them and can get rather nice images - which can 
then be manipulated in post by someone who has learned the 
technology. Also, I am rather certain that they did a lot 
of lighting for those images ;Vhat I meant by Iphone ~vas 
someone who just points and shoots without working hard on 
the lighting or composition or sotmd or art direction - 
all of which this video certainly had. A camera is a 
camera and if one plans and takes the time and really 
understands the "technology" and applies it with 
crafiemnship they can produce art I am also a writer, so 
I am very dedicated to story Everyhting we do must come 
from and service the story. But what makes a cinematic 
story is the cinema part. if the story can be told through 
radio or as a play or as a book - that’s all great. What 
makes it a cinematic story is the art of the visuals and 
the audio combined to create something that books, plays 
and radio can’t deliver. 

Just my two and a half cents 

[)avid 

On Wed, 8 Jan 2014 18:21:49 -0500 
Mitch Jacobson <mitch@CATEGORY5 STUDIO S COM> wrote: 
> I agree with most of what David says except the bit 
>about the iPhone. Some 
> of the iPhone footage I have seen is incredibly creative 
>and holds it’s own 
> technically. Take a look at this music video with 
>LeAnn Rimes and Rob 
> Thomas which was shot entirely on an iPhone and :features 
>stop motion 
> animation: 

> h ttp://www.toda’~’siphone, comi2013/12/1 eann-rimes-rob-thomas-ieff-beck -music-vi deo-s h o t-emirel’~’-iphone/ 

> Also, I just spoke with a fellow in Texas who shot a 
>prqiect recently- with 
> txvo cameras. One was a fully- tricked out Alexa and the 
>2nd unit was shot 
> with a Blackanagic Pocket Camera in R~.W mode. He matched 
>them with a 
> three-way color tool in the Symphony and tells me you 
>catmot tell the 
> difi;erence between the two in HD. I’ll try to get a lirtk 
>soon... 

>//Mitch 

> *Mitch Jacobson* 
> *broadcast editor i live stream technical director I 
>trainer* 
> *Cel: 
> 

> www.Category5 studios, corn 
><http :i/www. categorv5studios, corn/> 
> * Certified Apple Pro- Final Cut, Avid & Premiere 
> * NewTek Certified TriCaster Operator & 
> Trainer<http://www.newtekc~m/supp~rt/certified/supp~rt-cert~f-get-ce~ti~ed-~p-direct~r5~htm~> 
> * *TriCaster*~ Rentals- *TCXD855*v-’a with Control Stuface 
> * Author, *Mastering Multicamera Techniques* (Focal 
> Press)<http://ww~amazoncom/Mitch-Jacobson/e/~OO39Z4022> 
> 
> IMDB Broadcast Credits 
><http://vavw.imdb.colr~name/lm~1788070/filmots~pe> 
> LinkedIn Profile 
><http:/i~vw~v.lil~edin. COlr~in/mitchi acobson> 

> Thanks, 
> Mitch 



> *Mitch Jacobson* 
> *broadcast editor i live stream technical director ] 
>trainer* 
> *Cel: 
> 

> www.Category5 st udios, corn 
> * Certified Apple Pro- Final Cut, Avid & Premiere 
> * NewTek Certified TriCaster Operator & 
> Trainer<http://www.n ewtek.com/support/certifiedisupport-cer tif-get-certified-op-director~,.htm[> 
> * *TriCaster*TM Rentals- *TCXD855*~r~ with Control S~tr~ace 
> * Author, *Mastering Multicamera Tectmiques* (Focal 
> Press)<http:i/wwa¥.amazon.com/Mitch-Jacobsorge/~30039Z4022> 
> 

> ~IDB Broadcast Credits 
><http:/;\w~w.imdb.corr~name/mn1788070ifilmots~pe> 
> Lir~zedIn Profile 
><http:/iwww.lip2~zedin. corrdin/mitchi acobson> 
> 

> 

> On Wed, Jan 8, 2014 at 5:53 PM, Bart Weiss 
><bart@videofost.org> wrote: 
> 

>> I would dispute this 
>> there have been good work created on an iphone, there 
>>are many ways to 
>> make that work., both in terms of sto15, and with lens 
>>and rrlount s. 
>> The key in this discussion is balance. We have all seen 
>>extremes of both 
>> 

>> On Jan 8, 2014, at 4:44 PM, Landau, David 
>><landau@FDU.EDU> wrote: 
>> 

>> But shooting on an Iphone assures its a bad one, 
>>because the storyteller 
>> thought so little about the value of their project that 
>>they couldn’t be 
>> bothered to spend the time and effort to learn to tell 
>>the stoW in an 
>> artistic way that makes the experience more pleasurable 
>>for the viewer 
>> Poor production values shows a distain and lack of 
>>respect for the audience 
>> and the democratization of filn’maaking has lead to a loss 
>>of the art and a 
>> disrespect of the craft. This is one of the ma~or issues 
>>that all film 
>> programs should be addressing. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Bart Weiss 
>> bart@videofest org 

>> bart@uta.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Associate [ rof UT Arlington 
>> Director Dallas VIdeofest 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 
>> 

>> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
>>fi~llowing message to 
>> listserv@listserv.american edu: subscribe UFV;~LIST-L 
>>Full Name ( Full 
>> Name should be your first and last name) You can leave 
>>a list by sending 
>> the following command to [istsepo@listserv.american edu: 
>>signoff 
>> I.YFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
>>nothing else) Posting 
>> Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending 
>>an e-mail to 
>> I.YFVALIST-L @lis tserv, american.edu 
>> 

> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
>following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
> 

> subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
>your first and last name.) 
> 

> You can leave a list by- sending the following conwnand to 
>listscrv@listser,~.american.edu: 
> 



> signof[’I~FVALIST-L 

> Posting Messages: 

~ You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 

>to UFVALIST-L(~!listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the :[’o[]owing message to [istse~¢@]istserv.amefican.edu: 

subscribe LYFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following co~rm~and to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff L~VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Barn Films.         ~GIVIAIL.COM> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 7:11 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 

At VCU ifs adressed by making films, the program has a seminar style approach where the only breakout foundations class is screenwriting. There are application 

components to every class. It is a 3 year double major program with 2 summer intensive sessions. Each summer intensive produces 6 films, which are competetivly 

selected, the. Directors are competetively selected and the various other key crew positions. The tec!m~ical stuff is "taught" in workshops that are student driven rather 

then technology’ driven. The students come up with issues, problems they are coming accross and we work on these areas. Since these "lessons" are meaningful to the 

students in the context of a particular project they tend to stick. 

At the Chapman cont}rence a speaker at a panel refered to something similar he is doing in New Jersey as just in time instruction. 

On a employment level we are tbrtunate that over the last few yeasts Richmond has become more of a shooting destination, and we now even have an amc show in 

town and a number of our students and thculty axe working on these shows making the contacts that will hopethlly enable them to compete down the line. We have also 

established relationships with local compaa~ies that work maJnly in the industrial and advertising fields, recogn~ing that not everytx)dy will (or even will wmat to) end up 

in Hollywood working on blockbusters. 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 

Filmmaker 

Adjunct Professor Film Editing 

VCUarts Cinema 

(252) 395 0249 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 17:08, "Mitchell Block" < (a~)aol.com> wrote: 

1 wish there would be n~ore discourse on content, creating and funding works over these technical iss~es which in the scheme of things can always be 

solw:’d with funding. 

]he pr.:_~b[~:_m’~ remait~s--e~titing ~)~)r~y wr~tte~icor~ce~ed films st~ll ~r~duces ~ell edited n~n-erNag~g not ve~ ~terest~g films, 

Wh~e the technica~ focus ~s relatively cosy to teach----camera---- editing, etc., ~t’s the art of film and creating and finding wonderfu~ stories that 

separates the students from being craft-people vs, fi~mmakers. 

TNs should rea~y be the focus of the programs along w~th how to get these works financed/produced!seen, 

How to make a ]~v~ng. 

Pay o~f the huge debts st~dents incur going to the schools. 

Years ago at a USe Conference on film tescNng, a colleague [:rom Boston University spoke and ss~d that teaching students to use cameras was not 

nearly as important as leaching students how to create fi~ms. Nothing has changed. 

As a producer!filmn~aker ] can a~ways find the craftspeople to work on films (no shortage of them}--what takes up aH my tinge ~s finding great scripts, 

~deas, access to stories and funding for production, 

How are your programs addressing th~s? Employment for students? Reduck~g fees and costs for ~:ra~ning? Scholarships? 

Mitchel~ Nod( 
Nitchell Block 
www.directcinem alimited.com 

F~m: Un~versi~ Film and Video Association [mailto:U~ALIST-L(~kIS~[RV.AN[RICAN.[D0] On Behalf ~ Barn ~ilms 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 08, 2014 1:52 PN 

Subject: Re: ~CP 7, new Nac Pro and Naverick Clarification Needed 

So does the nfil gun, Ba~. A trim nNler produces v~tly different msul~ ~a~ a ~aming nfiler... 

But I agree the ~st we can do in terms of technology is expose them to ~ many tools as ~sfible and preNre them tbr the thct that the evolution will 

continue aa~d they’ll have k~ ~come lit~long leame~ but I do hope not only in the technology. 

JOCttEN KUNSTLER 

Film,na£er 

Adjunct Professor Fihn Ediling 

VCUm~ts Cinema 

(252) 395 0249 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 16:27, Bart Weiss <bart({~VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Indeed I believe in the theme of last years conference 

STORY FIRST 

but we are in a technology based art li)rm 

unlike the hammer there is a difference when different tools are used in media work. 

So,ne tools will not fulfill the sto~elling element as well as others. 
while most haamners will do the same job, 

shooting with a min dv cmnera will not get the same efl}ct as an alexa 

there are clearly some projects that a vxl000 might be right 

but shooting with that camera will not get the desired result for most directors and producers 



we live, work and teach in a world that requires us to balance these 2 

we have to teach storytelling and technology, with an nod to teaching them how to be life learners of new technology. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 12:25 PM, Norman Hollyn <nhollyn(~C1NElVlAMSC.EDU> wrote: 

Could not agree more. This is the emphasis we choose at USC. As you point out, it is pretty hard to predict where our students will need to be in five years much less in :~0. 

Norman 

Norman Hollyn 
Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

<F0 EFCBZB-96 F4-49 EB-B D96-29C3B66 D74AC[4] ,png> 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office} 

323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

From; Barn Films ~gGMAIL.COM> 
Reply-To; Barn Films ~_ .M._~_[.L__._~_ .O__1~1_> 
Date; Wednesday, January 8, 2014 at 8:54 AM 
To; "U FVAt.IST-I_@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVAUST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU> 
Subject: Re: FCP 7, new Mac Pro and Maverick Clarification Needed 
f we cart teacb students bow to effectively tell a st Ol~/(doc ol narrative, sbort or long fo~m) tbe tool be comes secondary 
My brother is a calpenter restoring houses ill Savanna[i, be gets hired because fie knows how to make about anytbing from wood and rrlake it look like it bas always been there not because of tbe type oP nail gull he uses 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to list~rv(i~lis~rv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name 

( Full Name should be yonr first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv(2~lisL~erv.american.edu: 
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Bart Weiss 
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Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~, 9, 2014 7:01 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges’ter@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your tilm request for 2014-01-14 

Your reservation request for Ethnic notions [videorecording] from 2014-01-13 through 2014-01 - 15 ha s been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

St aff Notes: 
Ethnic notions [videorecording]: 

Please note that the film(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears o~ the booking form submitted to the iVI~C. 
Other arrangements must be made in ad~’ance, and in writing, with the 2vIRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at ~rac@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 01-09-2014 07:01 am 
...... Mail generated at Jan.09.2014 07:01:11 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Friday, Jannary 10, 2014 6:45 AlVl 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society next week -- FRI 1/17: "Always--Sunset on Tlfil+t Street" (aw~xd winning Jal~nese film; debut of Cine-East series) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

Friday ,~am~zry 17~, 7pro: 
Always - Sunset on Third Street 

== Download PDF Fl,/er I More Info I View Trailer == 



http://ami.duke.edu/screensociety 

~ll ScreenJ(qociety events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts ofthe l~[oving Image 

Ha n k Okazak~ 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving Image 

Smi th Wareh OL~Se 

114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University~ Box 90766 

Durha~’, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3@31 

Fax: 919-68~-1378 

Web: http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Friday, JanuaD 10, 2014 10:14 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: snbscribe UFVAI,IST-L Fnll Name ( Full Name shonld be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L ~Vrite this command in body 
) o ofemail with nothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Religion In Sociely Conference <Conference@religioninsociety.com> 

Friday, Jannary 10, 2014 11:20 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@..emaJd.unc.edu> 

Call For Papers - 2015 International Conference on Religion and Spilituality in Society 

¥ou~rubo 
Us! 

For Papers 

Proposals for paper presentations, workshops, posters or colloquia are invited for the Fifth International 

Conference on Religion and Spirituality in Society being held at the University of California at Berkely in 

Berkeley, USA from 16-17 April We welcome proposals from a variety of disciplines and perspectives that 

will contribute to the conference discourse. We also encourage faculty and research students to submit 

joint proposals for paper presentations or colloquia 

Proposals are invited that address issues of religion, theology and spirituality through one of the following 

categories: 

Theme 1: Religious Foundations 

Theme 2: Religious Community and Socialization 

Theme 3: Religious Commonalities and Differences 

Theme 4: The Politics of Religion 

Presenters may also choose to submit written papers for publication to the fully refereed International 

Journal of Religion and Spirituality in Society. If you are unable to attend the conference in person, you may 

still join the community by becoming a member and submit your article for peer review and possible 

publication, upload an online presentation, and enjoy subscriber access to the journal. 

The first submission round to submit a proposal (a title and short abstiact) is 6 Februa~ 2014". For more 

information on submitting your proposal and registering for the conference, please visit the link below. 

*Proposals are reviewed in rounds adhering to monthly deadlines. Check the website often to see the current review round. 

Berkeley and Religion & Spirituality in Society 

In its fifth year, the International Conference on Religion and Spirituality 

in Society travels to the University of California at Berkeley on 

California’s progressive northern coast. With the city’s liberal and 

open-minded attitude as well as a robust representation of numerous 

religions and sects, Berkeley and the Bay area have long been 

considered a safe haven conducive to scholarly discourse and 

dialogue. This, coupled with the renowned atmosphere of 

interdisciplinary and fresh thinking generated at UC Berkeley, makes 

for an ideal location to explore the many intricacies and complexities of 

religion, sp irituality and all their aspects 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) <info@ncbsonline.ovg> 

Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 3:12 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

NCBS Call for Papers - Extension date, January 31, 2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

California College of the Arts <communicafions@cca.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,emaJl.unc.edu> 

CCA JANUARY 2014 NEWS & EVENTS 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Architecture faculty member 
Nataly Gattegno and student 
Liz Less~g have formed a 
strong mentor-.mentee bond. 

CCA A[..NMR~A TOY~N 

Toy~n Odutola has received 
much acclaim for her ballpoint 
pen aRworks. 

"L.t N I T,’.’?2 [} N A".,"I© N S 
S C R£.{ {-~. N S R C,, {-} 

On November 26, the UN 
hosted a screening of Film 
chair Rob Epstein’s shot[ lilm 

thai rolls the stoL’~ of 
America’s first AIDS research 
foundation. At[endees 
included heads of 
international AIDS 
organizations as well as 

members of various 
advocacy groups. 

JOblN 
CCA Numnus ,John Chiara 
takes large photographs--as 
big as 50 by 80 inches, to be 
specific--using a massive, 

custom, hand-built camera 

Graphic Design faculty 
member Jon Sueda curates 
this exhibition featuring 
speculative work crea[ed by 
contemporary graphic 
designers, many of them 
CCA alumni and faculty. 
Show runs through Feb. 13. 

M<~e ~@:~.... 

"When the federal 
government can’t even roll out 
a functioning health care 
website, it’s tempting to tNnk 

that bureaucrades are 
incapable of true ~nnovatbn. 

CCA, wNch is launcNn9 what 
may be the ~rst public policy 
MBA ptsgram w~th~n a design 
school, has hope." 

ON NPR 
CCA faculty member David 
Gissen says the new Apple 
headquarters building fits well 
with its product designs: "That 



that he transports on its own 

trailer. 
.,’+~ ,s.’,- ~t ~.~ ,,",,"~ O ~’~.~ ..... 

CCA Graphic Design faculty 
member Doug Akagi has 

taught at CCA for decades. 
Here he relates stories of his 
annual summer studyoabroad 
trip to ,Japan; the calorful 
hisbry of Ms firm, Al[erpop: 
and words of w~sdom 
regarding the massive but 

lght-kn~t Bay Area 9raphb 
design community. 

8AR.©L LAO.,’}’.-2W/G: .,,+,2,;Y L~F~’.-~. 
AS A .,’+."ARL~{’::[": ARTIS’[ 
CCA alumna Carol I..adewig is 
a Bay Area artist wor[h 
knowing. Aside Irom her 
delghtful demeanor, her 
decadesdong experience 

within Oakland’s art scene is 

formidable: artist, activist, 
galerist, curator~ teacher, and 

more. 

ART 

P ROG IA ,,",,,!S 

I.. I O TL.," R 11: 

Can Francisf.o campus 
T~es., Jan. 21, 7 p.m. 
Peter Fischli will discuss the 
representation of the tragic, 

the unforeseeable, tile 
bathetic, and the absurd in 
FischliWeiss’s artistic 
oeuvre. In the process he’ll 

touch on the 1952 Bikini Atoll 
nuclear test. 
Mo,~e 

W.ATTIS 
~ X I-~ I B I ",,,"10 .,,",i 

Thur,, Ja~. 23~ 

The Wattis opens two new 
exhibitions tonight: Codex 
(featuring works by John 

Baldessari, Ed Ruscha, 
Marcel Broodthaers, and 
many more) and Pmddonal 
Reahties, feaIuring Susan 

Hiller and DaAa Martin. Shows 
run through Mar. 29. 

building is so liscinalng. The 
purity o1’ Ihat design--it 
invokes or recaIs tile types of 
)roducts that Apple releases. 
It’s seamless: it’s beautiful." 

Glen Hellind is lhe curator of 
the Prox}m,~ties series at San 
Francisco’s Asian Art 
Museum. Here he discusses 

the third installment, 
Prox/t’n/ties 3: hT}pot~Expotf, 

which incIudes works by CCA 

alumni Amanda Curred, 
Lesfe Shows, and Imin Yeh. 

HACKAOAV 
OOA SO PRI,,"qTIRiG 

COURSE 
"Jia Wu, Ma~y Sek, and Jeff 

Maeshiro, students at CCA, 
took on tile task of developing 
a walking 3D printer. The 

result is Geoweaver, a 
hexapod robot with a glue gun 
extruder system." 

Bookmark and check in 
regularly wi[h 

Get more inlb on CCA news 

and events (lecture series, 
Wattis Institute exhibitions, 
and more) by ernal. Go to 

c c<~ 4~ d .,’..,’i s ,’.~ b s c .,*i b ~.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jack Lucido <jlucido@WESTERN.EDU> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:18 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Westem’s Low Residency MFA in Screenwriting 

Friends and colleagues, 

Western is now accepting applications for our 60-credit hour, low residency MFA in Creative Writing, Screenwriting Concentration. This is a two year program ruth 

three, two-week, summer intensive residencies along wifl~ four semesters of distant coursework via tutorials. We offer a one-year MA as well. 

Please shaJce this intimnation with your students and any friends and colleagues that may be seeking a mid-level or terminal degree in screenwriting. 

http://www, western.edu/academicggraduate- programgml?a- creative- wrifin~general - informatio~/mfa- program- requirements 

Thankyou! 

Jack Lucido, M.F.A. 
Associate Professor of Communication 

Undergraduate Film Studies Director 

MFA Screenwdting Track Coordinator 

Environmental Studies Council Member 

Western State Colorado University 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listser~.american.edu: subscribe 

UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in [x~dy of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 

UFVALIST- L@listserv.amefican.edu 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results" January 12, 2014 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundi~-~’t9 search Feb 0(~ 
2 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Smithsonian Institution (SI) 
Smithsonian American Art Museum (SAAM) 

Amount: 
$1,000 

Deadline: 
unspecified 

l~te}’p~’etive Fellowships at A~t 

Sponsor: 
Kress Foundation, Samue~ H, 

Amount: 
$30,000 

Deadline: 
Apri~ 1,2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: January’ 12, 2014 

Lo~ir~ to view your 



BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February. Librarians will be counted on 

to provide students, Iacutly and library patrons ,~vi~h inlbrmation on slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and viitually unsarpassed collective 

portrait of slavery in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has argued that 

the voluminous number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States 

"is indisputably unique among former slave holding nations~" 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 lbrme~ slaves Item across the American Soulh were 

interviewed by writers and journalists ander the supei~,’ision of the V~’orks Rrogress 

Administration. These former slaves, most bern in the last years of the slave regime or 

daring the Civil \~.iar, provided tSrst~hand accounts of their experiences on plantations, 

in cities, and on srnalf farms. Their narratives remain a peerless resource for 

understanding the lives of America’s four miftion slaves. What makes the WPA 

narratives so rich is thai lhey capb~re the very voices el American slavery, revealing 

the texture of life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken alone 

offers a flagmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. Read together~ they 

offer a s~/eeping composite vie~/ef slavery in Nolth America, allowing us te explore 

some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth.-century slavery~ including labor, 

resistance and flight, family life, refations with masters~ and refigious beliefl 

We do accept purchase orders Item all libraries via phone, l~x, mail and emaif. 1he 

set is available from most library book dealers. 



FoI quickest deliveI% please visit [2~,~,.-B.’.!~.[=.[=..C.,.=.9£!:[.’,. to order the complete set of Slave 

Narratives from o~r website using p~rchasing or credit card, You may click on the BUY 

NOW b~tton below to order directly from our websi~e, The complete set of SLAVE 

NARRAi"IVES is available thro~gh Amazon by clicking on the Amazon bu[ton below 

19 volumes 

ISBN: 9780403022113 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susanne Carter ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, Januao~ 12, 2014 7:50 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thank you for the check! 

I appreciate it! 

Susanne 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai144.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, Januao, 13, 2014 9:57 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema~J.unc.edu> 

Order Slave Narratives for At?ica~-America~ studies program iu time for Black History Month 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United 
States. Students and faculty will be searching the library for 
information on slavery and Black History. 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
aegis of the Works Progress Administration. These former slaves, 
most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the Civil 
War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on plantations, 
in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a peerless 
resource for understanding the lives of America’s four million slaves. 
What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they capture the very 

voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of life as it was experienced and remembered. 
Each narrative taken alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. Read 
together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in North America, allowing us to 
explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth-century slavery, including labor, 
resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and religious belief. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using your credit or purchasing card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, 
fax and email. The Slave Narratives Complete Set is available from Amazon, Coutts Library 
Services, Baker & Taylor Books, or most other library book dealers by ordering ISBN 
9780403022113. 

FREE SH~PP~NG ON ALL ORDERS TO AN’~’WHERE iN THE 

P~rchase orders are accepted from al~ organizations, 

For yo~r convenience we accept credit cards as a payment option. 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 



Ph.D. Rocchio for Proofreading, Academic Administration, Grant 
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Vincent Rocchio 
Professor, Author, Communications and Media 
Production Consultant 

P~op~e Yo~ }V}~y Know 

............................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................ Sheila Smith McKoy Simon Tarr 
Associate Professor at Noah Associate Professor of Art at 
Carolina State University University of South Carolina 

............................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................ Profeasor a~ Weatern MicM~an Town Council Member and Magor 

Univemity Pro Tem, Town of Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, JanuaO, 13, 2014 1:50 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~fifiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationaIhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Lecture-Recital tiffs Thursday; Janua .i~ 16, at ti~e Nationdl Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Michael ,J. Puri, University of Virginia 

Thursday, January 16, 2o14 - 5:00 p.m. 

From the Franco-Prussian War to the pt~sent, both performers and historians have tended to oppose the 
national musical traditions of Germany and France: one weighty, expressive, and sincere; the other light, 
reticent, and ironic. In the spirit of rapprochement, this lecture-recital for piano seeks to trace a path that 
connects one tradition to the other. Stations along this path will include the music of Chopin, Debussy, 
Ravel, Liszt, Saint-Sai~ns, and Robert Schumann, all performed live by the lecturer. 

Michael J. Puri is associate professor of music at the University of Virginia. His highly regarded volume, 
Ravel the Decadent: Memory, Sublitnation, and Desire (2011), conceptualizes the music of Maurice Ravel 
as an intellectual and artistic enterprise by relating it to the thought of Proust, Baudelaire, Freud, and 
Nietzsche, among others. This year, as a Delta Delta Delta Fellow at the National Humanities Center, he 
continues his exploration of Ravel, examining the role that cosmopolitanism played in shaping both his 
music and his worldview. 

7fb reserve space, please fo!low this link, or respond to Martha Johnson (919) 4o9-o1~ 6, or m~ohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.or.q. 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JASEP <new@macroworldpublishing.com> 

Monday, Januao, 13, 2014 3:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Journal of American Studies: Eurasian Perspectives 

The Jourrlai of American S[udies: Eurasian Pe[spec~Jves (JASEP) is an 
international peer-reviewed journal, published semi-annually. The Institute of 

Language and Communication Studies and Macro World PublisNn9 iointly edit 
the journal It invites research an the topics of American iJterature, art and 
humanities inclusflng U.S. culture and literature, sacra-linguistics; rrfig~ation [o 

the U.S, feminism, socio-cultural approaches to American ~ife, soc~al problems 

and soc~s~ changes, human dgh~, ethnic and racial studies, terrorism and 
public se~qce, Its ma~n focus, however, is on the vadous European and Asian 

perspectives on ~hese issues 

JASEP seeks to open a debate on the legacy of Europeans and Asians on the 
Americas, and in turn examines t~e socie-political and cultural ways in whic~ 

America shapes the continents of Europe and Asia, The jaurnai aims to 
demarcate an interdiscipiinary ~ieid of irlquiP~, and to seek innovative researstl 

issues related to et~nic studies disciplines that critically examine t~e history, 

culture, politics, and experiences of the people of Eurasia in an encounter wit~ 

ti~e American continent, 

JASEP aiso focuses on exploring American mind reflections in the people of 
Eurasian ancestry. Mo~eoveh ~he journal centers on the reflections oF the 

~istory, culture, literature and politics of the United States in t~e minds of Asian 

and European people 

The Journal of American Studies: Eurasian Perspectives is an interdisciplinary 

pla[ferm that publishes articles representing a wide ~arlge of academic 
disciplines, including sociology, history, political science, literature, cultural and 

gender studies and promoting a variety of research methods 

Submissions of paper proposals shouM be made to 

Assistant Editor 

Dr Lion K0nig 

Cluster of Exceilence: ’Asia and Europe in a Global Context’ 

Heidelberg University 
Velistra~-~e 2, Buildin9 4400 

69115 Heidelberg/Germany 

Emait koenig@asia-europe uni-heidelberg de 

S~bmission ~nd PaNication Information: 

Submission deadiine: ~4 Febr~a~ 20~4 
First round decisions announced: 7 ~a~h 2~14 

Authors submit revised manuscripts: 23 ~ay 2~!4 

Final decisions reached: 13 &~ae 2~!4 

Approximate date of publication: ~u~y, 2~!4 

Number of papers: ~ to 7 papers 

The Journal of American Studies: 
Eurasian Perspectives 

ISSN: 2147-3501 

Publication Frequency: Semi-annual 

Associate Editors: 

Louis Mendoza, :.h: ,.- .t~, ~:t ~H~ e .,.t+, :.~L.’, 

di-Yeon Yuh, :q~:rJ~,,:.~ t.:.~ -, :.h~,...~. L,:~.~ 

Editorial Board: 

JASEP Editorial Office 

Copyright @ 2014 inlcs.org 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, Janum3’ 13, 2014 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: DocumentaD, Essay Prize in Photography, Willimn Greider on Money and Politics, Ethics Film Series, Full Frame Winter Series 

i ::~ :: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

REMINDER: SUBMISSIONS DEADLINE FOR THE CDS DOCUMENTARY ESSAY PRIZE iN 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

The Center for Documentary Studies launched a new Documentary Essay Prize in 2013, 

honoring the best in documentary writing and photography in alternating years. The 2014 

prize will be awarded for documentary photography, with a focus on current or recently 

completed work from a long-term project. The winner will receive $3,000 and have his or her 

work featured in Document, a quarterly newsmagazine published by CDS, as well as in a 

virtual gallery on the CDS website. 

The submissions deadline is February 15, 2014. For guidelines, see How to Enter and 

"THE POLITICS OF MONEY: IN SEARCH OF DEMOCRACY" / Journalist William Greider to 

Speak at the Kenan Institute for Ethics 

Friday, January 17, 4-6 p.m. / 101 West Duke Building, Duke University East Campus I 

1364 Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

William Greider author-activist and national affairs correspondent for The Nation, will give a 

talk on the Duke University campus about "The Politics of Money: In Search of Democracy." 

The influential journalist has written for The Washington Post and Rolling Stone and has 

been an on-air correspondent for six PBS Frontline documentaries during the course of a 

forty-year career, focusing on politics and economics and the need for greater government 

transparency. His bestselling books have explored such topics as global capitalism, 

American politics’ turn toward favoring corporations and the power elite, and the outsized 

power of the Federal Reserve. 

The event is sponsored by Duke University’s Kenan Institute for Ethics Center for 

Documentary Studies, Forum for Scholars and Publics. Marxism & Society at the Proqram in 

Literature. the Economic Center for Teachinq, and the DeWitt Wallace Center for Media & 

Democracy at the Sanford School of Public Policy. 

2014 ETHICS FILM SERIES EXPLORES THE SOUTH / Moving Midway Documentary Kicks 

offthe Annual Event 

Tuesday, January 21, 7 p.m. / Griffith Film Theater at the Bryan Center, Duke University 

West Campus 1 125 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 



Still from Moving Midway, directed by Godfrey Cheshire 

The Ethics Film Series at Duke University, held every spring, provides popular and 

accessible vehicles for talking about ethics around a particular theme The 2014 installment 

explores the idea of a ’New South," featuring four acclaimed films that grapple with the 

realities of southern life and the tensions between social and cultural progress and 

persistent inequalities. 

First up in the free monthly screenings is Movin~i Midwav, a documentary about Midway 

Plantation and one man’s plan to move his ancestral home away from encroaching urban 

sprawl in Raleigh, North Carolina. By the end, "Midway’s ’family’ has been forever redefined, 

its past illumined in ways that cast a new light on the South’s (and America’s) status as a 

mixed-race society." Director and Midway family member Godfrey Cheshire will participate in 

the post-film discussion with Center for Documentary Studies director Wesley Hogan. 

More information and a full line-up of Ethics Film Series films, trailers, and screening 

dates is available here. 

The Ethics Film Series is sponsored by the Kenan Institute for Ethics in conjunction with 

Duke University’s Screen/Society, Center for Documentary Studies, and ~ram in Arts of 

the Movin~ma e. 

FULL FRAME WINTER SERIES I Free Screenings of Three Acclaimed Documentaries at 

the Historic Carolina Theatre 

Thursday, January 23, 7 p.m. doors open, 7:30 p.m. screening ! Carolina Theatre 1309 W. 

Morgan St., Durham, North Carolina 

Noriko and Ushio Shinohara, from Curie and the Boxer, directed by Zachary Heinzerling 

The always-anticipated Full Frame Documentary Film Festival’s annual Winter Series will 

be held on three successive Thursday evenings this year, starting with Cutie and the Boxer 

(Zachary Heinzerling) and continuing with The Crash Reel (Lucy Walker) and Which Way ts 

the Front Line From Here?: The Life and Time of Tim Hetherington (Sebastian Junger). 

Heinzerling won the Charles E. Guggenheim Emerging Artist Award at the 2013 Full Frame 

festival for crowd favorite Curie and the Boxer~ which explores the chaotic forty-year marriage 

of Ushio Shinohara and fellow artist Noriko, his wife and "assistant" 

Screenings take place in Fletcher Hall at the historic Carolina Theatre and are free and 

open to the public; no ticket required, first come, first served. Doors open at 7 p.m., 

screenings begin at 7:30 p.m. Click here for trailers and for more information about the 

Full Frame Winter Series. 

The Furl Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of the Center for Documentary 

Studies. The Full Frame Winter Series is part of The Full Frame Roadshow Presented by" 

PNC. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 



Friday, January 17, 4-6 pm I William Greider on "The Politics of Money" / 101 West Duke 

Building, Duke University East Campus / 1364 Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http://vwvw cdsporch.orcl/archives/21137 

Tuesday. January 21, 7 p.m. / Ethics Film Series: Moving Midway/Griffith Film Theater at the 

Bryan Center, Duke University West Campus/125 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http://,z,~t~v, cdspo rc h.o r.q!a rch ives!21139 

Thursday. January 23, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Winter Series: Cutie and the Boxer / Carolina 

Theatre / 309 W. Morgan St.. Durham, North Carolina 

http:/!w’ww.cdsporch.org/archives/21115 

EXHIBITS 

November 4-February 22 1 Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, photographs by 

2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin / Juanita 

Kreps Gallery / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North 

Carolina 

docu mentarystudies.du ke.edulexhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#1eqe nda ry 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CBS Website documentarystudies duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.or¢l 

Friends ofCDS documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

r for Documeqta=’y Studies at D~,;e Un~,,,ers~ty ....................................... 
!317 W Pet~gre,,~, St~ee[ ’ " 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 11:40 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

something to think about as we aJl slart up the smnester 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeot~st.org 
bart@ntaoedn 

mobile 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed m by sending the following message m listserv@listserv.mnefican.edu: snbscfibe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name shonld be 
your tirst and last name.) Yon ca~ leave a list by sending the tbllowing commmad to listserv@lislserv.american.edu: signofl’UFVALIST-L (Write this commaM in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You ca~ post messages to the list by sending an e-mail k~ UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.amefican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Tuesday, January, 14, 2014 2:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

SCMS 2014: Importa~t Seattle Conference Information 

SEATTI ~E CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DEAI)LIN E--FRH)AY, JAN [ARY 17, 2t}14 AT SPM CENTRAL TIME (If you are not attending the 

2014 Seattle conference, please disregard this message.) 

~f you have already paid your membership and registration fee-Thcmk You. No further action is required If you need to cancel your participation at the 

Seattle conference, please email the office at ~?ff~ce(&~cmstudies.org.) 

All conference presenters must: 

1. becotne an SCMS member and pay the membership fee by January 17, 2014 (5 pm CT) 

AND 

2. register to attend the co~fference mad pay the conference registration fee by January. 17, 2014 (5 pm CT) 

If both payments (membership AND registration) are not received on or before Januao~ 17, 2014 (5pm CT) your name, affiliation, mad paper title will not appear in the 

final printed contErence program. This policy will be strictly enforced. No exceptions! 

Also, if you will need a letter of verification of participation for the 2014 Seattle conference, please contact the SCMS office at office,~)~cmstudies.or~ 

prior to the conference. No letters will be processed onsite. 

SHEIA/VI’ON SEATTLE HOTEL ROOM RESERVATIONS 

Cut-off Date: 

The "cut-offdate" for reserving available rooms at the contracted rote at the Sheraton Seattle is 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time on February 24, 2014. After the cut-offdate, it 

is at the Hotel’s discretion whether to accept additional reservations, which will be subject to prevailing rates and availability. 

Reservation Inform ation: 

Tomakeareservationc~j~8~8-627-7~56orb~k~n~ineathttps~//www.s~rwoodmee~ng.c~m/S‘tatGroupsWeb/b~ok~ng/reservation?id 1309032606&key ID69A. 

When making a reservation by phone be sure to identify yourself as part of SOCIETY FOR CINEMA & MEDIA STUDIES to receive the group rate and to 

receive colnplimentaxy high speed interact access in guestmom. 

NOTE: If you book your room through another s~urce, SCMS or the Sheraton Seattle will not grant you complimentaly high speed internet access in your guestroom. 

You will be chmged for fl~is scrvice on your hotel bill. 

CANCELLATION/REFUND POLICY 

All requests tbr rethnds MUST be e-mailed to the SCMS office at oftice@cmstudies.o~ and received no later than 5 PM CT, Friday, February 7, 2014. No 

cancellations by phone. 

Conference registration refunds will be processed at 80% of the amount paid. 

CONFERENCE EVENTS NEWS 

In the coming weeks news regarding conference events roll be posted on the homepage of the website under Lates~ News. 

~-~ik ...... Facebook > I ~^~ [ollow ..... 
T~vitter > 

If you rash to stop receiving email from us, you cma simply remove yourself by visiting: http:/iwww.cmstudies.org/members/EmailOptPreferences.aspx? 

id 9512683&e regester~email.unc.edu&h lcfcTd6f5ba6c7f3946c85b38d5d31eb077751c0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:33 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

ORGANIZING TIlE SOUTH panel Wed. Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. - please RSVP and help publicize 

OTS Duke Panel 1.29.2014.pdf; message-footer.txt; message-footer.txt 

the 
How con worker organizing lead to more progressive pum~ 
Let’s talk about labor orBanizinB in the South. Come share your ideas and find out why now is the time to orBanize the South. 
Panelists will discuss the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution callin8 for a southern orBanizin8 strateBy, the reBion’s labor history, current 
orBanizinB campaigns, and the political influence of the South on the nation. 
Sponsored by: 
CLASS Center at Duke, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers 
For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 9:[9-833-6678, marybe@aflcionc.org 



- Special Event- 

When: W~d.o J~n. 
Where: Duke University Center for Documentary 
Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, NC 27705 

Organizing lhe South: 
How a Southern Workers’ Movement 

Can Change the Nation 

Why did national unions recently call 
for a southern organizing strategy ? 

How do the low wages of the South 
affect the rest of the countnj’? 

How can worker organizing lead to 
more progressive public policies ? 

Let’s talk about labor organizing in 
the South. Come share your ideas 
and find out why now is the time 
to organize the South. Panelists will 
discuss the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution 
calling for a southern organizing 
strategy, the region’s labor history, 
current organizing campaigns, and 
the political influence of the South on 
the nation. 

Fast Food Strike in Durham, 12/5/13 

Sponsored by: 

CLASS Center at Duke, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers 

For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 919-833-6678, marybe@aflcionc.org 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nathan.aror~yuj acorp.com 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 7:39 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Silicon Va31ey ed-tech finn introducing video collaIx~ration tools to instructors 

Hi Charlene, 

My name is Nathan and i work with YuJa! I wanted to introduce you to the #1 Student Collaboration Companion that instructors use to improve their course delivery and 
efficiency. 
We’re founded by a professor from the University of Waterloo and recently had fantastic discussions with instructors and professors. To help get the discussion flowing, we~’e 
created a - slightly humorous[ - explainer video to show you around the platform. 

[~i 
yuja-vid .... ith-border.png ] 

Check out a few of the neat features that your collaboration space offers: 

HD Video Meeting Space - Stop using Skype and Google Hangout and host video meetings with a browser-based collaboration space actually designed for academic 
meetings. 

ChatterBox discussions - Visual conversation forums replace text bulletin boards. Student discussions come to life in a truly interactive platform. 

Video broadcasts - Replace lengthy group email to your study group and class. Just open your documents or slides and use your webcam. 

Desktop screencasting - Turns your desk’top into a discussion canvas by recording on-screen desk’top activity alongside your webcam video. 

Team Chat - Get everyone in your group on the same place with a Team Chat featut~ for groups of any size. 

If you are interested, go ahead and create a free account for yourself, invite some students and try it out. Also, I’m here to help if you’d like to setup a time to chat or answer 
questions over email! 

Sincerely, 

Nathan Arora 
YuJa.com I Collaboration Platforms for Academic Communities 
Email: nathan.arora@yuja.com 
Toll-Free: 1-888-257-2278 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlibmxy Borromng <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 9:07 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

ILB Status Update -- MICROFILM DUE 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Title: Our World Need / 1950-1955 / 4 MICROFILM REFLS 

TN-:     2028558 

This ILB microfilm is due this ~veek Please return it to 
the Davis Libra.’ Circulation Desk promptly. 

If you need a renewal, login to your ILB accouaat now- at 
https ://illiad lib.unc.edu/noc/ 

In the main menu under ’Renew’ choose ’Interlibra~’ Loan Material’ 
then click on this request nunaber. To renew-, simply click on the 
blue ’Renew Request’ on the top right side of the screen. 

mB Staff" 

Interlibra~ Borrowing 
Davis Libra., UNC-Chape[ Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fairchild Books <csm@bloomsbu~’news.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 11:25 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

New year, new Fairchild Books website! 

.~.i Fairchid Books 

[)ear Instructors, Students, and Customers, 

We are happy to announce that with a new year comes a new website! As many of you 

know, Fairchild Books is now a part of the Bloomsbury publishing family. To reflect 

this change, FairchildBoeks.com will soon redirect to our new home at Bloomsbur,4.com. You 

can begin using the new site today, where you will be able to find all of our titles, including 

those formerly published by AVA. You can also browse our Bloomsbuty Academic scholarly 

titles on fashion, design, textiles, and more. 

If you have used FairchildBooks.com in the past, you must reoregister on 

Bloomsbury.com, as your old username and password will not work on the new 

site. 

What’s New? 

Fairchild Books will no longer use Backpack to host Instructor and Student resources. 

Instead, these can be found in a right-hand column on the corresponding book’s 

pa.qe on Bleemsbury.com. Instructor’s resources are available upon approval by your 

Account Manager. 

Customers will now be able to purchase individual copies through the website with our 

new e-commerce feature on Bloomsbury.com. However, we ask that instructors 

continue to work with their Account Managers for desk or exam copy requests to 

receive the best possible customer service. 

Subject pages will feature new books and social media links. 

What’s the Same? 

Your Account Managers and the personal, high-quality customer service they known 

for. If you are an instructor and do not know who your Account Manager is, please 

see the bottom of this email. 

Our own distinctive look, feel, and style 

Instructors can still request exam copies through links on the individual book page. 

Our visual arts Nag, which you can find at b!o~c~,b!eomsburyvisualarts.corr~’ 

You can still follow us on Facebook and Twitter. 

We invite you to add www.bioomsbury.comiacademicifairchi~dbooks to your 

bookmarks so you can easily remember our new home. Thank you for your 

continued support, and have a healthy and happy 2014! 

-Your Fairchild Books Sales Team 



Your AccoLmt Managers 

Alabaraa, Florida, Georgia, Lo~Jisiana, Mississippi, Puerto Rico, Texas 

~4eianie Sankel. Director of Sales, Adoptions 

212-4i9-5296 

Adzona, Arkansas, California, Kansas, Missouri, Ne,w Mexico, North Caroli~a, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, 

Virginia 

Allison Jones, Senior Account Manager 

Tel: 212-4i9-5346 

All= so~l :Jones,@ blooms bu r,Lcom 

Ca~ada, Alaska, kJaho, Mai~e, Michigan, Minnesota, Monta~a, Nee,, Hampshire, Ne~,’~ York, North Dakota, South 

Dakota, Vermont, Washington, Nsconsin 

Colin Kinnaiy, Account Manager 

Tel: 212-4i9-5354 

Colin Kinnaly~bloomsbury corn 

Colorado, Co~necticut, Dole,ware, Ha,,,~ii, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nebraska, 

Nevada, Ne’,’4ersey, Ohio, Oregon, Pent,sylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Washington D.C., West Virginia, Wyomh~g 

Stacey George, Account Manager 

Tel: 2!2-419-5299 

Stacey.Geor~?e~bloomsb~J nl COl~ 

BIoomsbury Academic & Professional --Awards for Academic Excellence 20t3 

The Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
Independent Publishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional Publisher of the Year 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee @earthlink.net~ 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:28 PM 

Ken Lee <kenlee@mwp.com> 

UFVA Special...Bound Galleys of Create Your Own Graphic Novel available lbr oNy ten dollars plus FREE SttIPPING 

Dear UFVA Members. 

Michael Wiese Productions is pleased to announce 

Creating Graplfic Novels 

Adapting and Marketing Stories for a Multimillion Dollar Industry 

Sarah Beach 

If you’d like a BOUND GALLEY sent to you, please email me your credit card, exp date or request a pay pal invoice and snail mail address no later 

than 3anuary 17th 

We will ship to you for ten dollars plus free shipping 

For the latest updates on Michael Wiese Productions, please click on www.mwp.com a~djoin our ~no~ling list 

Cheers 

Ken Lee 
Phone (206)283-2948 

FAX (20~) 283-2072 
kenlee~mwp.com 

Skype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbury Film Media <:csm@bloomsburynews.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 1:48 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

New edition: A History of Video A(t 

Request yours today 

i~il A Histoly of Video Art 

A H~story of \,~de~ Art 

Chris Meigh-Andrews 

This newly revised and expanded textbook now incorporates a wider range of artists and 

works from across the globe, and explores and examines developments in the genre of 

artists’ video from the 1960s up to the present day: 

Covers the fu~l history of video art 



Superbly illustrated with work from Flu×us, John Cage, Brian Eno. Richard Serra, 

Zhang Peili, Takahiko limura, Bill Viola and many others 

Includes a technical g~ossary 

Examination Copy Requests 

Complimentary examination copies of select titles are available exclt.lsivefy te edtleatoi-s and 

professionals who are considering adopting a text for course use. To request a title, please 

send an emaif wi~h the following informa~ien: 

TNe & tSBN of book requested 

Course name & number 

Start date and frequency of course 

Number of students enlofted 

Text currently used 

Other coulses you instruct 

Con~ac~ inlorma~ion 

For more infermation on cur desk and e:<am copy policies, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Also available 

:~i The Handbookof 

Visual Culture 

The Past is Present: 

It’s The Future Too 

Creative Enterprise: 

Contemporary Ar~ 

between Museum 

and Marketplace 

Software Takes 

Command 

Bloomsbury Academic & Professional --Awards for Academic Excellence 2013 

The Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
Independent Publishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional Publisher of the Year 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Vaisburd, Enie <evaisburd@PACIFICU.EDU> 

Wednesday, January :15, 20:14 7:25 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Travel Courses to Sundance Film Festival 

Hello, 
My colleague Enie Vaisburd and I (from Pacific University in Oregon) are headed off to the Sundance Fest next week to get the lay of the land to be able to attend with 
students as part of a travel course in future years. We’d love to say hi to any other UFVAers who might also be there. We’d especially love to meet up with you if you are 
traveling with students to pick your brain and learn from your experiences. Please drop me a line (off list: hard4535@pacificu.edu). 

All the best, 
Jennifer Hardacker 
Associate Professor 
Media Arts, Pacific University 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american~edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Gene Youngblood <      ~comcast.ne> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 15, 2014 8:13 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

A 1960s Movie 

Colleagues, 

I’m trying to identify a film made in the 1960s that has the following scene: two young men are in either a car0 or a home in Los Angeles (Malibu?), 

reading an underground newspaper called the Los Angeles Free Press. The front page headline story is about an apocalyptic earthquake that devastates 

LA, as a metaphor for the upheavals of those times. 
My memory is that the film was by a French director. But the scene is not in Jacques Demy’s "Model Shop," and it’s not in Agnes Varda’s "Lion’s Love." It’s 
also not in ’q Love You, Alice B. Toklas," in which Peter Sellers sells the Free Press on the streets. So maybe it’s not a French director. 
I was co-editor of the Free Press, with the editor, Ted Zatlyn, who wrote the article. We’re desperately trying to identify that film, to include the scene in a 
documentary we’re making. 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~serv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI.IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your firs~t and last n~zne.) You can leave a lis~ by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You caa post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katherine van Wormer <kafl~erine.vanwom~er@uni.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 11:31 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; It~anderso@unc.edu; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 

<klcaldwe@emml.unc.edw~; Lee, Maxgaxet Cmcol <leemc@email.unc.edu% McMillam Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A 

<t IALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

maid n~rratives 

As ,,~’e thh’.,k about civil rights history, one group that is often overlooked are the women ,,~’ho ,,~’orked us domestic servants in the 
segregated South. \,Ve should note that it was such workers who in Montgomery, Alabama engaged collectively in the firs[ successful 
CivN Rights struggle, the Montgomery b~s boyco< ] 955---i 95< This is where the young ]k,laKin I~¢her Kb~g got h~s start Our new 
book. The Maid Narratives, is dedicated to women who worked as maids ir~ the Deep South and who showed both res~Hence and 
resistance in th<: face of mass oppr<~ssion. 

The Maid Narratives: Black Domestics and White Families in the Jim Crow South contains narratives from wotnen of the Great 
Migration from Mississippi and Lo@siana to [o%a and by southern white women who grew tip ,MN’.. maids in their home. h’..fo.at: 
b.~.~‘...iL~!i~‘‘.!ii‘.~.[~£~:~.J.}.2~i;:/..[££!~.2~.~:&/..~.:~.D.j]S.b~f~.~ii~.~Di~Dij2.fL~! and The Maid Na~Tatives Facebook. 

article on one of oc~r narrators at: 

http ://~vww.desmoinesregister. corn/article/20 ] 21008/LIFE/S 100900 ] 7/Des -Moines-woman -recalls-life-maid 

} tear co--auth.or Charletta Sudduth reading an excerpt froth the book in a radio program on cleanliness in U.S. history (i ;nclean Hands) 
at:http://backstoryradio.org/rinse-and-repeat-show-segments/ 

Thanks for yo~r interest 

Professor of Social Work 

University of Northern Iowa 

247 Sabin Hal] 

Cedar Falls, IA 50614 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 5:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Libra~ Notice 

Undergraduate Library 

CB# 3942, RB House Libra1%z 
Universit5’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-16-14 05:04AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Fishgall, Gary. 
Gorma do great things : the life of 
CALL NO: PN2287.D322 F57 2003 c.2 
BARCODE: 00023421049 
Undergrad Library DUE: 01-11-14 

AUTHOR: Scott, Henry E, 

Shocking true story : the rise and 

CAL[~ NO: PN4900.C65 $36 2010 

BARCOI)E: 00036814019 

Undergrad Library DI.YE: 01-11-14 

1:3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~lh American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mail132.at161.mcsv.net;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 9:37 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Order Native Peoples A to Z (9781878592736) tbr Native Americm~ Studies faculty 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American Studies faculty 
and students will be looking for new reference materials 
that are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures of the Americas. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
9781878592736. The eight volume set (3,180 pages) is $995.00. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z is available from Baker and Taylor Books, Coutts Information Services, The 
Book House, Emery-Pratt, Brodart and many other book dealers. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (By. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592736 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~n Book Distrib~itors, LLC ¯ P© Box 510 Hamburg, [’~’~1 48139 USA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AutoNolificalion@wamnet.com 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:50 PM 

undisclo~d recipents@waJnnet.com 

WAM!NET Sen, ice Announcement 

This message is being sent to you because you have opted to receive WAN!NET@ Service Announcements. 

This is a reminder of the upcoming WAN!NET Service scheduled maintenance. 

Scheduled Maintenance 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 08:00 to 14:00 CST (GMT-06:00) 

In our efforts to continually enhance the value of our WAN!NET Services, we will be performing scheduled maintenance on: 

¯ Date: Saturday, January 18, 2014 

¯ Start Time: 08:00 CST (GNT-06:00) 

¯ Duration: 6 hours 

New Features and Updates: 

¯ Simplified Library Administration 

We continue to simplify the administration of your WAN!NET services. Now permissioning users to libraries will be easier than ever after this 
release. New options on your libraries can be set to control anonymous access to files shared through eFolios and published with posted file 
links. Additional user group permissions provide more granular control of access to audio and video files. 

We have also removed several legacy library options and group permissions that are no longer applicable to further simplify administration. 

Your existing libraries and user groups will automatically be updated with these new options during the release. The updates will be aligned 
with your current access levels. Administrators can modify these settings to take advantage of the new access controls. In a few cases we 
may be contacting individual customers to confirm desired updates. __m____o__r__e_.__3~_ 

¯ Improved Linking to Files in Libraries 

We are improving your ability to post links to files housed in WAN!NET libraries. A more interactive link creation experience provides easier 
configuration of links. 

A keyed-hash message authentication code (HNAC) will be used to prevent parameter tampering. The new link format is more CDN friendly and 
self-documenting with additional exposed parameters. 

Existing posted links will continue to function, but they will no longer be supported for issue resolution. Please begin converting your posted 
legacy file links to the new link format following this release. Changes will be made to the service in a future release that will prevent legacy 
links from functioning. 

¯ An Even Better Video Playing Experience 

We are creating an even better video playing experience in WAN!NET by standardizing on the generation of MPEG4 video proxies optimized for 
playing in our enhanced media player. 

MPEG-4 500 Kbps 426x240 MPEG-4 800 Kbps 640x360 NPEG-4 1200 Kbps 854x480 HPEG-4 2000 Kbps 1280x720 

The enhanced WAN!NET video player allows you to change the quality of the NPEG4 proxy video on the fly in the player to best suit your 
device and connectivity bandwidth. The dimensions of the player will automatically resize to fit your browser window to maximize use of 
available screen space. Scrolling the play bar will display tooltip thumbnails of the video corresponding to that time span allowing you to better 
navigate through the video. 

If you are using a customized version of the WAN!NET Portal we can configure it with a Google Analytics account so you can obtain analytics 
on video and audio that has been played through the WAN!NET media player. 

We are also standardizing on the generation of NP3 audio proxies for new content stored following this release. 

To help prevent compatibility issues with playing video and audio flies, we are no longer allowing source video and audio files to be played 
through the WAN!NET media player. The source files will remain downloadable to the browser for playing outside of the WAN!NET media player. 

Proxies for existing assets will be retained. 

¯ Additional Updates 

- Increased performance and scalability of the content management middleware. 

- Faster synchronizing of file transfer appliances with updated user and trading partner permission updates made on the Administration tab 

of Portal. 

¯ Retirement Notices 

- The following legacy proxy video and audio proxy formats will no longer be generated by WAN!NET for new content stored in libraries 

following this release. Proxies for existing assets will be retained. Existing libraries configured to generate any of these legacy proxies 
have already been updated to generate the closest equivalent MPEG proxy for new files stored, more >> 

- We are retiring the option to transcode video and audio files to a different format when sending them from libraries. 

Availability of Services during Maintenance 

¯ Within the 6 hour maintenance period, all Direct! and Direct!IP file transfer appliances will be offline for up to thirty (30) minutes for software 
maintenance updates. Any packages currently shipping will restart after the upgrade. 

¯ All WAN!NET Central Services will be unavailable during this window. 

¯ File transfer appliances will be able to send files to other file transfer appliances, however package tracking and notifications will be unavailable 
during this time. 

Questions 

If you have questions, please do not respond to this message. Instead, contact us. 

We apologize for any inconvenience this scheduled maintenance may cause, and appreciate your understanding as we strive to continually improve 

our services. 



View complete calendar of scheduled maintenance, more 

If you prefer to not receive future communications regarding WAM!NET Services you may choose to opt-out by changing the WAM!NET Service 
Announcements option on your user profile in the WAM!NET Portal. If you are not authorized to update your service Iogin account, please contact 
your Administrator. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <members@unc-tv.org> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 1:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

New Year’s Resolution for Saving? UNC-TV can Help! 

Lega cyGiving.jpg 

New Year’s Resolution? UNC-TV can help. 

If one of your resolutions for the new year is to create a plan for the future, 
UNC-TV can help. The Bequests and Estate Planning section of unctv.org 
includes several valuable tools you can use: 

Online Wills Planner - Create your plan with this interactive tool. The VVills 
Planner is an easy and secure step-by-step guide to assist you as you make 
decisions about your wishes for your family and your estate. Your personal 
wills planner will contain all the information your attorney or financial planner 
will need to complete your estate plan, and you will have the peace of mind 
that comes with knowing you provided for your family’s future. 

Or, if you prefer, download or request a copy of our free wills guide. 

Online Gift Calculator - There are a variety of ways to care for your family 
and loved ones and, at the same time, provide for the future of the charitable 
organizations you cherish= The online gifts calculator allows you to explore 
the income, tax, and other benefits of various planned giving tools. 

Information - Access detailed information, articles, and downloadable 
brochures describing what to give, how to give, and what planned giving 
tools can benefit you and your family most. 

News - This section is updated weekly and offers news from our nation’s 
capital and the world of finance, articles on personal planning, and tips on 
how to make "savvy" decisions regarding your retirement and future. 

Click here to learn more about additional online resources available to you! 

d by Blackbaud i 

nonprotit sottware 

[ :~ FollowUNC-W on i [i~i FolIowUNC-TV on 
:: Facebook! Twitter! 

You can change your e-mail preferences or unsubscribe at this link. 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on Tuesday, Januaw 21st at 7pro for 

the opening of Re/Iterations of Resistance: 

Moments, Martyrs, Movements exhibition. 

Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements features photographs of people and 

places in social justice movements and moments in 

American History. The exhibition revisits, interrogates 

and re-evaluates important social justice moments 

and struggles, as well as those who made the 

ultimate sacrifice as martyrs for social justice. 

Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements will be on display at the Stone Center’s 

Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum from 

January 21 through April 25, 2014. 

Please join us Tuesday, January 21st at 7pro for 

the exhibition opening featuring remarks from 

TransAfrica President, Nicole Lee, 

To RSVP to the opening, please email 

stonecenter.@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. This event is FREE and open to the public. 

Check out the complete Spring 2014 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our website, email us at 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

The Stone Center hosts 
award-winning Brazilian 
filmmaker Joel Zito Araujo 
in Feb:ruarT. 

Award winning Afro-Brazilian filmmaker and scholar, 

Joel Zito Ara6jo returns to UNC at Chapel Hill as 

scholar-in-residence at the Stone Center during the 

month of February. Ara6jo is an acclaimed filmmaker, 

director, writer and producer of films and TV 

programs (24 documentaries, 22 shorts, 3 fulPlength 

features). Throughout February, Aradjo will visit 

classes at UNC at Chapel Hill and other area colleges 

and universities to participate in lectures, 

discussions, and host screenings and discussion of 



his films. 

On February 20 at 7pro the Stone Center will screen 

Filhas do Vento (Daughters of the Wind) in the Stone 

Center’s Hitchcock Room. On February ~.~. at 7pro 

the Stone Center will team up with the Institute for 

the Study of the Americas at UNC at Chapel Hill to 

screen Rata at the Mandela Auditorium at the FedEx 

Global Education Building at UNC at Chapel Hill. Both 

screenings will include post -film discussion with 

Ara0jo. 

For more information about February events with Joel 

Zito Ara0jo, please email us at stonecenter@unc.edu 

or call 919-962-9001. 

Check out the complete Spring 2013 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our __w__~__b__~Lt___e_, email us at 

_s__t__O__L~_~__c_~_[!_t___e__r__@__u__[!__c_~_~__d_~! or call 919-962-9001. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CCA Lectures and Readings <communications@cca.edu> 

Thursday, January 18, 2014 2:28 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

CCA LECTURES :: JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2014 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

i::" ii’:’: "I" i’:’:’ ii:-:i: i-:-: f S C Hi L,f 
Tuesday, January 21,7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

As a point of departure, the Swiss artist Peter Fischli 

will use the year 1952. the year of his birth, to reflect 

on his artistic oeuvre and his role as part of the 

collaborative duo Fischli/Weiss. which is known for its 

often-humorous and rigorously conceptual work. 

Part of the :~ ~.~1,..’~ n!~ .f:n:. :,.~e-~ .L ~’::~.’." ~’ :.!~.~e-~ 

i3 A V ii I.:} 
Wednesday, January 22, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

The graphic designer David Reinfurt will present the 

recent work of his studio. Dexter Sinister. and discuss 

the endless task of tracking versions. Dexter Sinister 

models a justdn-time economy of print production. 

running counter to the contemporary assembly-line 

realities of large-scale publishing. 

Presented by Graphic Design and the Wattis Institute 

................................................................................ Thursday, January 23, noon 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

BIG (Bjarke Ingels Group) is a group of architects. 

designers, builders, and thinkers based in 

Copenhagen and New York. The office is currently 

involved in numerous projects throughout Europe. 

North America. Asia. and the Middle East Bjarke 

Ingels has spoken at TED. WIRED. AMCHAM. 10 

Downing Street. and the World Economic Forum. 

Part of the ,’:~.. ? )i ~..::.i~.v ~. .L ~ c~ . ~ :w.,[e-~ 



Monday, January 27, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Beatriz Colomina is an internationally renowned 

architectural historian and theorist who has written 

extensively about architecture and media. She will 

discuss Playboy magazine’s role as a promoter of 

modern design and architecture in the 1950s and 

1960s 

Part of t,he L;;:~.. :~,..,a~~ ..-::~.: ~:,:~ :~ .:.~’::~i.’:~ :~.~.:~ :~ 

Friday, January 31,4:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

Danzy Senna is the author of two novels, Caucasia 

and Symptomatic; a memoir titled V£here Did You 

Sleep Last Night?; and the collection of short stories 

You Are Free. Caucasia was named a Los Angeles 

Times Best Book of the Year and has been translated 

into 10 languages. 

Part of the :i.~i.;Lfi~,:,:; 

Monday, February 3, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Joan Blumenfeld is interior design director of the New 

York office of Perkins+Will. She will discuss the 

design process (whether one is working on a space, 

a building, a scientific theory, or a hat) as a search for 

a story--one that elevates the experience of the user 

through his or her empathy and emotional response. 

Thursday, February 6, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Wattis Institute 

As part of the 2014 Whitney Biennial, Donelle 

Woolford performs "Dick’s Last Stand," a 40-minute 

reenactment of the stand-up routine that Richard Pryor 

performed in 1977 for the last episode of his short- 

lived television show 

Presented by the ~:....:: :.’U~.~ L’ ~.:.fi t~ 

Friday, February 7, 4:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

Natalie Baszile is a former fiction editor at the Cortland 

Review and a member of the San Francisco Writers’ 

Grotto. An early version of her book Queen Sugarwon 

the Hurston Wright College Writer’s Award, and 

excerpts were published in Cairn and ZYZZYI/A. 

Part of t,he :.i:: :"~;’!: :~..~;.~:; 



i...~;~, i:: ii-,i G: L ii:: N N 
Wednesday, February 12, 4 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

PLAySPACE 

I ~I ~ i ih~it~ :qt ...- ~.£ "i~:i ~.. 

CCA alum Laeh Glenn (Painting/Drawing 2008) has 

been in exhibitions at Night Gallery, Los Angeles; 

Gavin Brown’s Enterprise and Venus Over Manhattan, 

NewYork; Thomas Duncan Gallery, Los Angeles; 

Nicelle Beauchene, New York; CSA Space, Vancouver; 

and Richard Telles, Los Angeles. 

Part of t,he .~::’s. n.:;;!.i~ L ~ :,1.: .~ ’.-.-~.7.-~.! 

Ri £ T A i.. ii i::. 
Wednesday, February 12, 7:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Natalie Jeremijenko is an artist, engineer, and self- 

described "thingker" with interests in biochemistry, 

physics, neuroscience, and precision engineering. 

Her projects include a permanently installed Model 

Urban Development on the roof of Postmasters 

Gallery in Chelsea, NewYork, powered by human 

food waste 

Part of t,he .’-:c.i ~ :b.:..::~: ~.~ ,. u~c.:i ~.~ .:’.:~ ;m 

i:} A Rii O 
Tuesday, February 18, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Dario Robleto offers a new multimedia artist talk 

investigating whether the continuity of love and 

memory--over vast reaches of time and space--is 

truly possible. He will use as a key example his 

research around the Golden Recotd, a 12-inch 

phonograph record carried by the Voyager I space 

probe 

MAX 
Friday, February 21,4:30 pm 

Max Posner’s plays include Xhe Xhing About Air 

Travel The Famished, Gun Logistics, Snore (and 

other sorts of breathing), and Judy’. His plays have 

been staged and developed at Playwrights Horizons, 

Actors Theatre of Louisville, Page 73, Williamstown 

Theatre Festival, Soho Pep, and Clubbed Thumb. 

Part of the :,’::t :~.v .’.. ):’. 

A A RO b.ii I::!~, ii!::.: T S ii<: s=~: 
Monday, February 24, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

i ~ i ~ i}i:~:~i !: i :}}!: ~! ~:i i ~:i: ~/’./ ~.:::~ ::~ iF:,~ 

Aaron Betsky is a critic, curator, educator, lecturer, and 

writer on architecture and design, who since 2006 has 

been the director of the Cincinnati Art Museum. He 

was director of the Venice Biennale of Architecture in 

2008. Previously he served as director of the 

Netherlands Architecture Institute, and as the 

architecture and design curator at SFMOMA. 

Part of the ..’::. ::~: :..fi ¯ .’ 
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FFO1R! ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvazd University Press <hup news@lmJward.edu> 

Thursday, Januaw 16, 2014 3:16 PM 

Regesler, Charlene B <regeste@mnail.unc.edu> 

Harvaacd Universi~ Press :: Online Examination Copies for Educators 

N2 Hae¢ard University Press 

To fscilitate your course book (lecisions, Harvard University Press’s onli~le examinatio~l 

cep]es ~r e~l~b’~tI.o[% provide ccmvenient, search able access to recen t paperback titles. The 

latest seImIarship i~ 3,our field is available at 3,ot~r fi~agertips--at ~ao c}mrge. Click o~ the 

lh~ks be]ow to request an on~ine copy or visit our website for a list of a]l available titles. 

Educators are permitted to view up to tltree D(mks simultaneously. O~ce a request has bee~ 

approved, you ~411 have 3o days to reviews, 3,ot~r selections as you fimqize your com’se 

Additionally, we encout’a,a.e [aculty to subscribe to out’ mailing list and browse ot~:r catalogs 

for the la~est news on books available in >our field. 

The Founders and 

Finance 

Lincoln’s Hundred Days The Mortal Sea 

The Founders and Finance: 

Hew Hami[[en, Gattatin, and 

Olher Immigrants Forged a 

Lincoh~’s Nundred Days: 

"l’h~; Emancipatien 

Prec[amation and the 

The Mod:al S~;a: Fishin,_q the 

Atlantic in the Age of Sail 

W, Jeffrey Bolster 



New Economy 

"Fhemas K. McCraw 

Request e×am 

Read rneFe >> 

fe~ [he Union 

b)uis P. Masur 

Request e×am 

Common Sense 

Cerumen Sense: A Pelil:kml 

Histoiy 

Sophia Rosenfeld 

Reques[ ~am >> 

Read more >> 

::~:: The Two Faces of 

....... American Freedom 

The Two Faces of Americas 

FFeedem 

Aziz Rana 

Request exam >> 

American Oracle 

Amedcan Oracle: The Civil 

%~ar in the Civil Rights Era 

David W. Blight 

Re~:~ue.%t e~am )) 

Re~d more >> 

Confederate Reckoning 

The Union War American Mediterranean 

Cenf~.~den-~[e Reckoning: 

Power and Politics in the 

Civil War Sou~h 

SN~phame McCm’ry 

Reques[ ex~m # 

Read more >> 

Amedcan Madi~eFranean: 

Seuthem Slaveholders 

the Age of Emanc~patbn 

Matthew P~att Guted 

Re~uest e~am )) 

Re~d more >> 

We Ain’t What We 

Ought To Be 
The Word of the Lord Is 

Upon Me 

i:~ Beforethe Revolution 

~,Ne Ain’t What ~,Ne. Ought 

To Be: The Black Freedom 

StFuggle from Emancipation 

[e Obama 

Stephen Tuck 

Reques~ exam ~ 

The Word of [he Le~d Is 

Upen M~.~: The Righleeus 

Pedormance of Ma[t~n 

Lu[her K~ng, 

Requesl exam >> 

Befere [he Rew)lution: 

America’s Ancient Pasts 

Daniel K. Rmh~e~ 

Request exam ~ 

Re~d rnoFe >> 



Subscribe to our mailing list 

Copyright @ 2013 Har,/ard L~iversity Press Aii I-ights reser,/ed. 

Our maiiing address is: 

Hap,~ard U~iversity Press 

79 Garden Street 

Cambridge, MA 02138 

[his is a commercial message 

if you would like to forward this message to someone else, please ciick here. 

if you would prefer not to receive fulSher messages from this sender, please ciick here asd cosfirm your 

request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behaJf of 

Michaela Dwyer <michaela.dwyer@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 3:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Request to participate in 2014 Ethics Film Series the American South 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is Michaela Dwyer and I’m a postgraduate fellow at the Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke. I’m currently 
scheduling our annual Ethics Film Series, which will screen one film for each of the four months of the spring semester. This year, we’re screening 
four films that treat the contemporary American South; more info about each film and about the series can be found at this link: 
http:iikenan.ethics.du ke.eduieventsiethics-film-se ries/. 

Given your research interests, I wanted to reach out and see if you’d be interested in participating in a 30-45min post-screening discussion for the 
2007 documentary Moving Midway (http:!/www.movingmidway.com/about.htm), which is screening this coming Tuesday, January 21 at 7 p.m. at 
Duke’s Griffith Film Theater. The discussion will begin immediately after the screening. Wesley Hogan, director of the Center for Documentary 
Studies at Duke, will be participating in the discussion as well, along with the film’s director Godfrey Cheshire. 

In addition to the primary plotline that follows the moving of a North Carolina plantation home in the early 2000s (and the tension between white and 
black family stakeholders), the film pays particular attention to the history of cinematic depictions of the Civil War and slavery, and I thought you’d 
provide a key perspective in these areas. 

Please do let me know if this interests you and we can go from there! We’d be delighted to have you. 

the very best, 

Michaela 

K~. dwye r 

stepl’e:~ & ja:~et bear postqraduate fellow I i~e:~an institute 

"only ~onne~%":                     (c) ; 919-660-2431 (o) 

for ethics i duke university 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behaJf of 

Michaela Dwyer <michaela.dwyer@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 5:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Request to pmlicipate in 2014 Ethics Film Series the American South 

Hi again, Professor Regester, 

I wanted to let you know that we now have a probable third panelist, but please feel free to let me know if you’re still interested. 

best, 

Michaela 

On Thu, Jm~ 16, 2014 at 3:38 PM, Michaela Dwyer <michaela.d~wer~duke.edu> wrote: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is Michaela Dwyer and I’m a postgraduate fellow at the Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke. I’m currently 
scheduling our annual Ethics Film Series, which will screen one film for each of the four months of the spring semester. This year, we’re 
screening four films that treat the contemporary American South; more info about each film and about the series can be found at this link: 

http:iikenan.ethics.duke.edu/eventsiethics-film-seriesi. 

Given your research interests, I wanted to reach out and see if you’d be interested in participating in a 30-45min post-screening discussion for 
the 2007 documentary Moving Midway (http:!!www.movingmidway.com!abouthtm), which is screening this coming Tuesday, January 21 at 7 
p.m. at Duke’s Griffith Film Theater. The discussion will begin immediately after the screening. Wesley Hogan, director of the Center for 
Documentary Studies at Duke, will be participating in the discussion as well, along with the film’s director Godfrey Cheshire. 

In addition to the primary plotline that follows the moving of a North Carolina plantation home in the early 2000s (and the tension between white 
and black family stakeholders), the film pays particular attention to the history of cinematic depictions of the Civil War and slavery, and I thought 
you’d provide a key perspective in these areas. 

Please do let me know if this interests you and we can go from there! We’d be delighted to have you. 

the very best, 

Michaela 

K~. dwye r 

stepl’e:~ & ja:~et 
"only connect" : 

postgraduate fellow I kenan institute for ethics 

(c) ; 919-660-2S3~ (o) 

duke university 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:56 PM 

screensociety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screer~/SocieU tonight -- FRI 1/17: "Always--Sunset on Third Street" (debut of Cine-East) + 3 events ne:~ week’. 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

Friday ,~am~zry 17~, 7pro: 
Always - Sunset on Third Street 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Inlb I View Trailer == 



Coming Next Week: 

Moving Midway 
- wi dh’ector Godfrey Cheshh’e! 

== Download PDF l~]ver [ More Info I Vie~v Trailer == 

Tht~rs([aS Jz~-~.~ar~’ 23~’~L 7p~-~: 
Enemies of the People 

(Discussion to follow) 
== Do~,nload PDF Flyer [ More Info I View Trailer == 



2014 North Carolina International South Asian Film Festival 
: Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 



http:i/ami.duke.edu/screensociety 

All ScreenJ’Societ} events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions P ~ ogr a~.~.er 

Program in the" Arts of ~:he H)ving image 

SKlith Warehous ~" 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durhan, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duHe.edu 

Phone: 919-660-303~ 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web; http:iiami.duke,eduisc~eensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) <info@ncbsonline.ovg> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:13 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

NCBS Call for Papers - Extension date, January 31, 2014 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@ema nc edu by in~:o@ncb~nline.orq 
._U_~__d___a_t__e___f_~_Lo__fjj_e_LE_[~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ ~,nstant removal with _S_’a__f_e__U_~_s_~_[b_.s_c_l:jb_~" !~__rj_v__a__c_~__E_o_[Lc~ 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O, Box 210370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:22 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AAAD 130 next yeax 

image001.png; image002.png 

Thanks for clarifying that, Tim. I’ll chaaage that on my course development report. 

Enjoy the long weekend! 

Judith 

On Jaaa 17, 2014, at 11:00 AM, "McMillan, Tim" <t~ml@,,emo)l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi- 

[ checked with Kenneth Janken, our DUS, and Eunice and you are correct Judith, this is a major revision of the renumbered AFAM 101 (now AAAD 130) 

and not a new course proposal. Thanks for checking up on this. 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 next year 

Eunice, Tim-- 

In checking my notes about this course, Eunice had mentioned that this was a revision, not a new course, Please let me know which it is 

so that Z c~n use the correct contract tempJate for this, 

Thanks, 

~Tudith 

,Tudith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB#~020 

Chapel HiJJ, Nd 27599 

TeJ: 91%962~6302 

Ftx: 919~962-5549 

benowi¢z@em~il.unc.edu 

h~p://fHdtycen¢ee.unc.edu 

Read our stories 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

<imageOOl.png>Connect with us 

"Peace is not something you wish for; it is something you make, something you are, something you do, and something you give awGy, " 

-- Robert Fulghum 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:59 AM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 next year 

Dear Judith: This is to inform you that I (Charlene Regester) along with Tim McMillan will create a new course AAAD 130 for implementation in the Fall of 2014. 
We will work on creating the course material this Spring and over the Summer so that it will be available to students in the Fall. Thanks much for your assistance 
and please forward the appropriate documents that will need to complete this course creation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 next year 



OK. To confirm, though, you won’t be offering any of your already approved courses in the spring, right? 

Judith 

~Tudit h Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#:[020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

benowitz@email.unc.edu 

hetp://f rid~yeenter.une.edu 

Read our stories at 

fridaycenter.une.edu/stories 

<imageOO2.png> 

https://www.facebook.com/uncf ridaycenter 

Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 

Joseph M. DeSimone, Ph.D. 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 12:00 PM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Cc: McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AAAD 130 next year 
Importance: High 

Dear Judith, 

Thanks for your email. 

Based on previous communication which was copied to Tim and Charlene, their plan is to revise the course next year and offer it in the next academic year. 
There no plans to offer the course in the Spring of 2014. Sorry if there was confusion in my email below. When T said ’if there is a change’ T was thinking of 
regular and already approved CCO courses not the revised AAAD 130. 

As T said in another email, T will let the 3 three of you discuss this matter as it moves forward. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 11:15 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 

OK. I’m copying Tim and Charlene on this reply. They will need to submit a proposal soon to revise the course, but our spring 

list of approved major revisions is already full, so Z don’t think we’ll be able to add this one as well. Because of budget cuts, 

our budget for new riCO courses and major revisions is limited to four each across departments and we’re already at more than 

that. Maybe they could work on it during the spring and offer it next summer. With his proposal and your written approval, Z 
would put him on contract to do the work. Z’JJ check Tyler Ritter, the head of our instructional design unit, to see if they can 
manage another major revision for spring, but it’s unlikely. 

Thanks, 

~Tudith 

~Tudith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

The FridW Center for Continuin9 Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 



Tel: 919-968-6302 
Fax: 919-96g-BB49 

benowi’l’z@email.unc.edu 
http://fridaycenter.unc.edu 

Read our ~forie~ a-~ 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

<imageOO2.png> 

https://www.facebook.com/uncf ridaycenter 

Embrace Diversity! ~We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 

Joseph M. DeSimone, Ph.D. 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

UNC-Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.net> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 5:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

American Society of Cinematographers Reveals Feature Film Nominees 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ,%.:~)#L¢ for additional help. 

Americal~ Society of Cinematographers 
Reveals Feature Film Nominees 

The American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) has announced 
r~ominations in the theatrical motion picture category of the 28th 
Annual ASC Awards for Outstanding AchievemenL The nominees are: 

Sean Bobbitt, BSC for I2 Years a Slave 
Barry Ackroyd, BSC for Captain Phillips 
Philippe Le Sourd for The Grandmaster 
Emmanuel Lubezki, ASC, AMC for Gra~,~ty 
Bruno Delbonnel, ASC, AFC for !nside Llewyn Davis 
Phedon Papamichael, ASC for Nebraska 
Roger Deakins, ASC, BSC for Prisoners 

Tile winner will be revealed at the awards ceremony on February 1, at tile Hollywood & Highland 
Ray Dolby Ballroom. 

~Our members believe these cinematographers have set the contemporary standard for artful, 
theatrical motion picture cinematography, C says ASC President Richard Crudo. CThey have 
mastered a complex craft which contributes vitally to the storytelling process, and augments the 
intentions of everyone involved with the production.~ 

Dean Cundey, ASC; Eduardo Serra, AFC, ASC; and Richard Rawlings, Jr., ASC will be recognized 
by their peers during the 28th Annual American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) Outstanding 
Achievement Awards on February 1,2014, Cundey will receive the ASC[:]s Lifetime Achievement 
Award; Serra will be presented with the Ir~ternatior~al Achievement Award; and Rawlings will pick up 
tile orgL]s Career Achievement in Television Award. 

For information regarding the 28th ASC Awards for Outstanding Achievement in Cinematography 
visit ~t~S~,’~:~.~3:~.,.s.q.:!:.£.~3:! or call 323-969-4333~ 

Saturday, January 25, 20t4 I1:00 a.m. 

Ann~al ASC Awa~ds Operi Ho~se 
& Book Signing of our new books 

. A~ER~CAN C~NE~ATOG~PHBR ~ANUAL 0 10TH Ed. 
~ Douglas K~rk~and - A LiFE IN 
. Jacek Laskus, ASC - HOLL~OOD PL 
. V~ttorJo Storaro, ASC, A~C - THE ART OF CINEMATOGRAPHY 

Location: 
ASC Clubhouse 
1782 North Orange Drive 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

Parking: 
There will be no o~site or validated parking. 
Parking is available at Hollywood and Highland. 



To be unsubscribed from the Januan/2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



FF~m" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hawkins Asst. Billy (Samantha Simon) <BHmvkinsAsst@caa.com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 7:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Billy tIawkins - New Contact Info 

As of today, please note Billy’s new contact information: 
Billy Hawkins 
Relapse Clothing 
(o) 213.401.2295 
(c) 
b!!ly@ re!a~sedothing.com 
www.rela pseclot hing.com 



F~O~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Screenwriting [utoriafs from 1he Writers Store <scriptmag@fwmedia.com> 

Saturday, Janua~v 18, 2014 11:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaikunc, edu> 

TBA 

Js::~ary i8, 20i4 

Str~ct~r÷ Your Story Like a Pro! 

eMedia Production Coordina[or 

S[ory Structure cen be [!icky, especially for new 

writers Ti~e!e are no straigh[ fopward formulas ar!d a 

principles that Diane will guide you through in 

will i~eip you sa~’e lime and lYus[ra[ior~ a.s she .si~e~’,,s you howto constrt~ot yore .story right With her ye~:rs 

Featured Tutorial: "~’h,.s .’.":’~ssep..tia~ ~e...’~.~."..ts 

How b) use the three act structure to your advante,(~e 

How to ensure your audience connects with your 

c~laracter 

How to write through and e>:cellerfl: second act 

Howto define the aMticai moment m Ac~ lil 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 1:05 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" January 19, 2014 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundi~-~’t9 sea~°ch Feb 0(~ 
I funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Press Club of Atlantic City 

Amount: 
$1,500 

Deadline: 
January 31,2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: January 19, 2014 

Lo.~i~ to view your 



BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February. Librarians will be counted on 

to provide students, Iacutly and library patrons ,~vi~h inlbrmation on slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and viitually unsarpassed collective 

portrait of slavery in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has argued that 

the voluminous number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States 

"is indisputably unique among former slave holding nations~" 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 lbrme~ slaves Item across the American Soulh were 

interviewed by writers and journalists ander the supei~,’ision of the V~’orks Rrogress 

Administration. These former slaves, most bern in the last years of the slave regime or 

daring the Civil \~.iar, provided tSrst~hand accounts of their experiences on plantations, 

in cities, and on srnalf farms. Their narratives remain a peerless resource for 

understanding the lives of America’s four miftion slaves. What makes the WPA 

narratives so rich is thai lhey capb~re the very voices el American slavery, revealing 

the texture of life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken alone 

offers a flagmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. Read together~ they 

offer a s~/eeping composite vie~/ef slavery in Nolth America, allowing us te explore 

some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth.-century slavery~ including labor, 

resistance and flight, family life, refations with masters~ and refigious beliefl 

We do accept purchase orders Item all libraries via phone, l~x, mail and emaif. 1he 

set is available from most library book dealers. 



FoI quickest deliveI% please visit [2~,~,.-B.’.!~.[=.[=..C.,.=.9£!:[.’,. to order the complete set of Slave 

Narratives from o~r website using p~rchasing or credit card, You may click on the BUY 

NOW b~tton below to order directly from our websi~e, The complete set of SLAVE 

NARRAi"IVES is available thro~gh Amazon by clicking on the Amazon bu[ton below 

19 volumes 

ISBN: 9780403022113 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICISA 2014 Secretariat <mail@icisasociety.org> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 8:49 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

ICISA2014 5th IEEE Call for Paper and Paper Submission Open! 

Dear Scholar, 

ICISA (International Conference on Information Science & Applications) has been scheduled on May 6~h - 9th, 2o14 in Seoul, South Korea. With IEEE ICISA 

will be holding its 5ttl annual conference. 

Call for Papers 

ICISA 2o14 paper submission system is now open and ready for you to upload your paper. Register your paper now and be sure to follow all the guidelines 

and instructions before doing so. 

Register Your Account Now.~ 

The paper submission deadline is February 6th, 2o14. Please make sure to prepare your paper in time for the upcoming conference. Check our website for 

more details on the conference which can be found at ICISASoeiety.Org. Our ~J all for Papersi~? and Naper Submissioni~l includes details for the paper 

submission requirements and deadlines. 

If you have any more questions please do not hesitate to ask us anything. We look forward to seeing you in the next upcoming conference. 

Sincerely, 

ICISA 2o~4 Secretariat 

ask@icisasociety.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

heather.addison@wmich.edu on behalf of 

Heather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu,; 

Sunday, Jmmary 19, 2014 9:50 PM 

tteather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu> 

Andrea Meyer          ~gmail.com> 

UFVA submission deadline for Papers & Panels is Feb. ls~t 

Greetings LTVA members, 

This is just a reminder, in case you have not had a chance to read the UFVA Digest or visit the UFVA website recently. The 2014 submission deadline [’or Papers & Panels is approaching. 
All proposals are due by 11:59 pm on Februap)~ 1st To submit, visit ufva.org and click on the link ~2~r "Paper & Panel Submissions." 

All other proposals (New Media, Film/Video Projects, Scripts, and Workshops) are due by 11:59 pm on March 1st. 

This year’s conference will be from August 6-9, 2014 in lovely Bozeman, M~F at Montana State University. I hope to see you there! 

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns about the submission process 

Sincerely, 

Heather Addison 
2014ConferenceVP 

Heather Addison, Ph.D 
Associate Professor & 
Graduate Program Director 
315 Sprau Tower 
School of Communication 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazno, M149008-5318 
e-mail: heather addison@wmich.edu 
phone: (269) 387-2901 
flax: (269) 387-3990 

"The cinema substitutes for our gaze a world mure in harmony with our desires." Andr4 Bazin, filrn theorist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Monday, Januao, 20, 2014 1:25 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society this week -- ’ILIE 1/21: "Moving Midway" w/dir. Godfrey Cheshire; Thu 1/23: "Enelnies of the People"; Fri-Sak Jan 24- 

25: NC South Asian Intemation~J Film FestiwJ (get free tickets online!) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

Moving Midway 
- wi director Godfrey Cheshire! 

== Download PDF l~lver I More Info I View Trailer == 

Enemies of the People 
(Discussion to follow) 



== Don, nload PDF Flyer [ More Info I View Trailer == 

2014 North Carolina International South Asian Film Festival 
: Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 

Get Free Tickets now at http://n~Tw.ncisaff.orp.!tickets.hanl! 



http:i/ami.duke.edu/screensociety 

All ScreenJ’Societ} events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions P ~ ogr a~.~.er 

Program in the" Arts of ~:he H)ving image 

SKlith Warehous ~" 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durhan, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duHe.edu 

Phone: 919-660-303~ 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web; http:iiami.duke,eduisc~eensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Michelle Glaros <mglm~o@CENTENARY.EDU> 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 9:41 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

"sIudies" students and "production" practice -- call for panel paxticipants 

LrFVA Colleagues, 

Is anyone interested in putting together a panel proporal for this year’s conference focused on introducing non-production students to the practice of production (in an?’ area, film, new 
media, etc) or on combining "studies" and "production" classes or pedagogies? 

My paper reflects on a curricular experiment I embarked on last spring. In an effort to bridge the divide between film studies and film production, I taught a hybrid course in doculnentary film 
that ;vedged a production component into a traditional film studies course To my surprise, the non-production students produced pretty good work (better than I expected and than I 
sometimes see in a production class) I teach at a small liberal arts college and that context is also relevant to nay experiment 

If you are interested in joining together to form a panel around this loose idea, please email me at mglaros@centenauv.edu 

Michelle 

Michelle Glarus, Ph.D. 
R Z Biedenharn Chair of Cowanunicatiun 
Department of Art and Visual Culture 
Centenary College of Louisiana 
2911 Centenary Blvd. 
Shrevepurt, LA 71134-1188 

Office: 108 Turner Art (;enter 
(318) 869-5%~4 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the :following message tu [istsep¢,glistserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name shuuld be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the fulluwing cowanand tu listserv@listset-v.american edu: 

signoff U[~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can pust messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@Iistsep¢ american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behaJf of 

Michaela Dwyer <michaela.dwyer@duke.edu~ 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 11:41 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Nathan Nye <nen@duke.edu> 

Re: Request to participate in 2014 Ethics Fihn Series the Atnerica~ South 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks so much for your response; we truly appreciate it. As it happens, we received a confirmation from another panelist before I received your 
last email. While we’d absolutely love to have you on the panel, we’re worried about four panelists being a bit too much in such a short time frame 
(30-45 min or so)--and since Godfrey, the director, will be there, we want to ensure that he’ll have enough room to speak about the film himself. 
We’d certainly like to work with you in the future and as the film series proceeds, and encourage you to attend as you can. As far as future panels 
go, do you have any particular interest in the film Beasts of the Southern Wild? We’ll be screening it on Tuesday, April 15~ Let me know. 

All the best, and thanks again for your response and interest. 

Sincerely, 

Michaela 

On Fri, Jan 17, 2014 at 8:30 AM, Regester. Charlene B <regester(~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michaela: Yes, I would very much be interested in participating. However, I have a class that meets at from 3:30pm-6:20 pm. 1 can attend but I would probably be late 
since I have to get to my car and drive to your campus. Is it possible for me to see the documentary before I arrive and then 1 could contribute to the discussion. Let me 
know what you think. Finally, thanks for the invitation and I would love to be a part of this. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:             ,~. gmail.com              .~. gmail.com] on behalf of IVlichaela Dwyer [michaela.dwyer(~duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 16, 2014 5:00 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Request to participate in 2014 Ethics Film Series--the American South 

Hi again, Professor Regester, 

wanted to let you know that we now have a probable third panelist, but please feel free to let me know if you’re still interested. 

best, 

Michaela 

On Thu, Jm~ 16, 2014 at 3:38 PM, Michaela D~er <michaela.d~wer(~duke.edu> wrote: 
Dear Professor Regester, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is Michaela Dwyer and I’m a postgraduate fellow at the Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke. I’m 
currently scheduling our annual Ethics Film Series, which will screen one film for each of the four months of the spring semester. This year, 
we’re screening four films that treat the contemporary American South; more info about each film and about the series can be found at this 

link: http:!/kenan.ethics.du ke.edu/events/ethics-film-se ries!. 

Given your research interests, I wanted to reach out and see if you’d be interested in participating in a 30-45min post-screening discussion for 

the 2007 documentary Moving Midway (http://www.movingmidway.com/about.htm), which is screening this coming Tuesday, January 21 at 7 
p.m. at Duke’s Griffith Film Theater. The discussion will begin immediately after the screening. Wesley Hogan, director of the Center for 
Documentary Studies at Duke, will be participating in the discussion as well, along with the film’s director Godfrey Cheshire. 

In addition to the primary plotline that follows the moving of a North Carolina plantation home in the early 2000s (and the tension between white 
and black family stakeholders), the film pays particular attention to the history of cinematic depictions of the Civil War and slavery, and I 
thought you’d provide a key perspective in these areas. 

Please do let me know if this interests you and we can go from there! We’d be delighted to have you. 

the very best, 

Michaela 



m. dwye r 

stephen & janet bear postgraduate fellow I kenan institute for ethics l duke university 

"only connect~:                     (c); 919-660-2431 (o) 

m. dwyer 

stephen & janet bear postgraduate fellow I kenan institute for ethics i duke university 

"only connect":                     (c) ; 9~ 9-660-243i (o) 



Ph.D. CLirricuIum Development, Literature. Books, Distance 
Learning, University Teaching 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Sheila Smith McKoy Simon Tarr 
Associate Professor at North Associate Professor of Art at 
Carolina State University University of South Carolina 

Steven Lipkin Sally Greene 
Professor at Western Michigan Town Council Member and Mayor" 
University Pro Tem, Town of Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 3:09 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

American Society of Cinematographers Reveals Feature Film Nominees 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ,%.:~)#[.¢ for additional help. 

Americal~ Society of Cinematographers 
Reveals Feature Film Nominees 

The American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) has announced 
r~ominations in the theatrical motion picture category of the 28th 
Annual ASC Awards for Outstanding AchievemenL The nominees are: 

Sean Bobbitt, BSC for I2 Years a Slave 
Barry Ackroyd, BSC for Captain Phillips 
Philippe Le Sourd for The Grandmaster 
Emmanuel Lubezki, ASC, AMC for Grin, dry 
Bruno Delbonnel, ASC, AFC for !nside Llewyn Davis 
Phedon Papamichael, ASC for Nebraska 
Roger Deakins, ASC, BSC for Prisoners 

Tile winner will be revealed at the awards ceremony on February 1, at tile HolIw¢ood & Highland 
Ray Dolby Ballroom. 

~Our members believe these cinematographers have set the contemporary standard for artful, 
theatrical motion picture cinematography, C says ASC President Richard Crudo. CThey have 
mastered a complex craft which contributes vitally to the storytelling process, and augments the 
intentions of everyone involved with the production.~ 

Dean Cundey, ASC; Eduardo Serra, AFC, ASC; and Richard Rawlings, Jr., ASC will be recognized 
by their peers during the 28th Annual American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) Outstanding 
Achievement Awards on February 1,2014. Cundey will receive the ASC[:]s Lifetime Achievement 
Award; Serra will be presented with the Ir~ternatior~al Achievement Award; and Rawlings will pick up 
tile orgL]s Career Achievement in Television Award. 

For information regarding the 28th ASC Awards for Outstanding Achievement in Cinematography 
visit ~t~S~,’y:~.~3:~...s.q.:!~.£.Q:! or call 323-969-433& 

Saturday, January 25, 20t4 I1:00 a.m. 

Ann~al ASC Awa~ds 0pe~ Ho~se 
& Book Signing of our new books 

~ A~ER~CAN C~NE~ATOG~PH~R ~ANUAL 0 10TH Ed. 
~ Douglas K~rk~and - A LiFE IN 
. Jacek Laskus, ASC - HOLL~OOD PL 
. V~ttorJo Storaro, ASC, A~C - THE ART OF CINE~ATOGRAPHY 

Location: 
ASC Clubhouse 
1782 North Orange Drive 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

Parking: 
There will be no onsite or validated parking. 
Parking is available at Hollywood and Highland. 

in attendance wfl! be ASC Awards Honorees, Nominees and esteemed members of the ASC. 



To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 21, 2014 8:53 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edw~ 

Save 30% on New Fihn Titles t?om lhe Devil’s Advocates Series 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.edu by £[~__l__6_~_c__o_Lu_[:_b_j_a_:£d__~_[ : 
Update Profile/Email Address : Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT~’ Privacy Policy. 

Columbia University Press 6:[ West 62rid Street :: New York NY :[0023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behaJf of 

Michaela Dwyer <michaela.dwyer@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21,2014 9:35 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: Request to pmlicipate in 2014 Ethics Film Series the American South 

Dear Charlene, 

I’ve just now had one of our panelists drop out for tonight, and if you can finagle a way to come after all, we would absolutely love to have you. The 
discussion won’t start until at least 8:30, so if you could find a time to come before then, that would be great. 

Please do let me know. 

best, 

Michaela 

On Tue, Jan 21, 2014 at 8:36 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michaela: Thanks for letting me know -- I will not attend since my class meets so late. Again, thanks for the invitation. Finally, I am not familiar with the other film so I 
really don’t have anything to contribute but feel free to contact me in the future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:              ,~. qmail.com I 

Sent: Monday, _January 20, 2014 11:41 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Nathan Nye 

~qmail.com] on behalf of Michaela Dwyer [michaela.dwyer(~duke.edu] 

Subject; Re: Request to participate in 2014 Ethics Film Series--the American South 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks so much for your response; we truly appreciate it. As it happens, we received a confirmation from another panelist before I received your 
last email. VVhile we’d absolutely love to have you on the panel, we’re worried about four panelists being a bit too much in such a short time frame 
(30-45 min or so)--and since Godfrey, the director, will be there, we want to ensure that he’ll have enough room to speak about the film himself. 
We’d certainly like to work with you in the future and as the film series proceeds, and encourage you to attend as you can. As far as future panels 
go, do you have any particular interest in the film Beasts of the Southern Wild? We’ll be screening it on Tuesday, April 15. Let me know. 

All the best, and thanks again for your response and interest. 

Sincerely, 

Michaela 

On Fri, Jm~ 17, 2014 at 8:30 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~)etnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michaela: Yes, I would very much be interested in participating. However, I have a class that meets at from 3:30pm-6:20 pm. I can attend but I would probably be 
late since I have to get to my car and drive to your campus. Is it possible for me to see the documentary before I arrive and then I could contribute to the discussion. Let 

me know what you think. Finally, thanks for the invitation and I would love to be a part of this. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:              ~qmail.com              #qmail.com] on behalf of Michaela Dwyer [michaela.dwyer(~duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 5:00 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Request to participate in 2014 Ethics Film Series--the American South 

Hi again, Professor Regester, 

wanted to let you know that we now have a probable third panelist, but please feel free to let me know if you’re still interested. 

best, 

Michaela 

On Thu, Jan 16, 2014 at 3:38 PM, Michaela Dwyer <michaela.d~we~bxtuke.edu> wrote: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is Michaela Dwyer and I’m a postgraduate fellow at the Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke. I’m 
currently scheduling our annual Ethics Film Series, which will screen one film for each of the four months of the spring semester. This year, 
we’re screening four films that treat the contemporary American South; more info about each film and about the series can be found at this 

link: http://kenan.ethics.du ke.edu/events/ethics-film-se ries/. 

Given your research interests, I wanted to reach out and see if you’d be interested in participating in a 30-45min post-screening discussion 



for the 2007 documentary Moving Midway (http://www.movingmidway.com/abouthtm), which is screening this coming Tuesday, January 21 
at 7 p.m. at Duke’s Griffith Film Theater. The discussion will begin immediately after the screening. Wesley Hogan, director of the Center for 
Documentary Studies at Duke, will be participating in the discussion as well, along with the film’s director Godfrey Cheshire. 

In addition to the primary plotline that follows the moving of a North Carolina plantation home in the early 2000s (and the tension between 
white and black family stakeholders), the film pays particular attention to the history of cinematic depictions of the Civil War and slavery, and 
I thought you’d provide a key perspective in these areas. 

Please do let me know if this interests you and we can go from there! We’d be delighted to have you. 

very best, 

Michaela 

m. dwyer 
stephen & jane2 
"only connect": 

bear postgraduate fellow I kenan institute for ethics I duke university 

(c); 919-660-243] (o) 

KL ¯ dwye r 

stephen & janet bear" postgraduate fellow I kenan institute 
"only connect":                     (c); 919-660-2431 (o) 

for ethics i duke university 

m. d~ye r 
stephen & janet bear postqraduate fellow I kenan institute 

"only connect":                     (c) ; 919-660-2431 (o) 

for ethics i duke b.niversity 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on TONIGHT at 7pro for the opening 

of Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements exhibition. 

Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements features photographs of people and 

places in social justice movements and moments in 

American History. The exhibition revisits, interrogates 

and re-evaluates important social justice moments 

and struggles, as well as those who made the 

ultimate sacrifice as martyrs for social justice. 

Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements will be on display at the Stone Center’s 

Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum from 

January 21 through April 25, 2014. 

Please join us TONIGHT for the exhibition opening 

featuring remarks from TransAfrica President, 

Nicole Lee. 

To RSVP to the opening, please email 

stonecenter.@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. This event is FREE and open to the public. 

Check out the complete Spring 2014 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our website, email us at 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

The Stone Center hosts 

filmmaker 3oel Z to Ara  o 
in February. 

Award winning Afro-Brazilian filmmaker and scholar, 

Joel Zito AraQjo returns to UNC at Chapel Hill as 

scholar-in-residence at the Stone Center during the 

month of February. AraQjo is an acclaimed filmmaker, 

director, writer and producer of films and TV 

programs (24 documentaries, 22 shorts, 3 fulPlength 

features). Throughout February, Ara6jo will visit 

classes at UNC at Chapel Hill and other area colleges 

and universities to participate in lectures, 

discussions, and host screenings and discussion of 



his films. 

On February 20 at 7pro the Stone Center will screen 

Filhas do Vento (Daughters of the Wind) in the Stone 

Center’s Hitchcock Room. On February ~.~. at 7pro 

the Stone Center will team up with the Institute for 

the Study of the Americas at UNC at Chapel Hill to 

screen Rata at the Mandela Auditorium at the FedEx 

Global Education Building at UNC at Chapel Hill. Both 

screenings will include post -film discussion with 

Ara0jo. 

For more information about February events with Joel 

Zito Ara0jo, please email us at stonecenter@unc.edu 

or call 919-962-9001. 

Check out the complete Spring 2013 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our __w__~__b__~Lt___e_, email us at 

_s__t__O__L~_~__c_~_[!_t___e__r__@__u__[!__c_~_~__d_~! or call 919-962-9001. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gloria Howell <voluntee@unctv.org> 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 1:26 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesler@ema]l.unc.edu> 

With A Lirde IMp From Our Friends! 

i i~ Volunteerwith UNC-TV! 

Volunteer & Join Us for FESTIVAL 2014! 

Volunteer with us - and join all the fun! 
FESTIVAL 2014 is fast approaching and we are counting on your support. Will you 
be a part of our team? Volunteers are needed to answer phone calls in our studio 
from contributors who support UNC-TV’s programming. 
It’s a great chance to meet new people, support public television, make a difference 
in your community - and snack on great food! 
To sign-up now, just click here and fill out a short online form or simply send an 

email to volunteer@unctv.or.q. 

UNC-TV is especially in need volunteers for weekends during FESTIVAL 2014, so 
please consider choosing a shift on a Saturday or Sunday. Also, please feel free to 
share this information with your friends, family, co-workers and neighbors. We invite 
them to join us as well! 

A confirmation of your assignment will be made prior to the event. 

Warm Regards, 

Gloria L. Howell 
UNC-TV Volunteer Se~ices Director 
877-549-3222 

* Please note that a photo ID is required when volunteering with UNC-TV. 

Forward this message to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change your preferences. 

:orward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or chanqe your preferences. 

d by Blaokbaud i 

nonprofit solSx-are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 4:46 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumafitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Awaxd-Wirafing Docmnenta~y "Americm~ Promise" J~ua9~ 30 at the National Hnmm~ities Center 

Plea~sejoin us, Thursday, January 30, at 5:oo p.m. fi~r a preview screening of 

i:~i Inline image 1 

American Promise, an extraor’dinary documentary that explores the specific challenges of 
middle class black boys as they come of age, will air on UNC-TV in Februa~ as the newest 

installment in the acclaimed series POV. This program is offered by the National Humanities 
Center and UNC-TV as part of a multipronged project to empower boys, their parents, and 
educators to help dose the Black male achievement gap in North Carolina and to create 
environments that enable all students to be successful. 

This screening will include a conversation with special guest Nancy MacLean, William H. 
Chafe Professor of History at Duke University, and will be followed by a reception. 

To reserve space, please.follow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson (9~q ) 4o6-o~ 6, or miohnson@nalionalhumanitiescenter.or~. 

~:: Inline image 

Inline image 7 ii’~’iI Inlineimage2 I .~.iI Inlineimage5 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Tuesday, JanuaD, 21, 2014 5:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: MFAEDA Application Reminder, °%lorth Carolina’s School-to-Pri~m Pipeline" Video and Event, Fresh Docs Work in Progress 
Screening, Winter Issue of Document 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

REMINDER: APPLiCATiON DEADLINE JANUARY 31 FOR THE MFA IN EXPERIMENTAL AND 

DOCUMENTARY ARTS 

Duke University welcomes applications for Fall 2014 to its MFA in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts (MFAIEDA), a groundbreaking interdisciplinary arts program that seeks 

applicants from across the arts spectrum, whether based in traditional fine arts such as 

painting, sculpture, documentary arts, writing, photography, and film, or so-called 

experimental practice such as computational and new media, sound work, performance, 

and installation. Students work with faculty from the program’s three founding units--the 

Center for Documentary Studies, the Department of Art, Art History and Visual Studies, and 

the Program in Arts of the Moving Image--as well as from the university at large. 

See the MFAIEDA Apply PaRe for guidelines and information. 

SCREENING OF NORTH CAROLINA’S SCHOOL-TO-PRISON PIPELINE I Undergraduates 

Produce Video with Youth Justice North Carolina 

Thursday, January 23, 7-8:30 p.m. I Sanford School of Public Policy, Room 04 1 201 

Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from North Carolina’s School-to-Prison Pipeline 

A new short video produced by undergraduates in the Fall 2013 Video for Social Change 

course taught at the Center for Documentary Studies is a vivid portrayal of the devastating 

effects of laws, policies, and practices that push youth out of school and into the juvenile 

and criminal justice systems. An event on the Duke campus will feature a screening of 

North Carolina’s School-to-Prison Pipeline followed by a panel discussion with community 

leaders and advocates The documentary was produced in association with the new 

organization Youth Justice North Carolina (YJNC). The Video for Social Change course is 

taught by CDS artist-in-residence and award-winning documentary producer Bruce 

Orenstein 

CURIOUS WORLDS: THE ART AND IMAGINATION OF DAVID BECK ! Fresh Docs Work- 

in-Progress Screening 

Friday, January 24, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater at American Tobacco Campus ! 320 

Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 



Mvsevm by David Beck 

The Center for Documentary Studies and the Southern Documentary Fund will present a 

Fresh Docs work-in-progress screening of a feature documentary by local filmmaker 

Olympia Stone. Curious Worlds: The Art and fmaqination of David Beck explores an artist’s 

career and life in the studio, examining the obsessions and inspirations behind his work. 

David Beck’s highly original, intricate, and kinetic artwork combines sculpture, painting, 

textiles, and mechanics on a scale that creates a genre all its own. A skilled woodworker, 

sculptor, painter, and craftsman, Beck is the only living artist to have three solo exhibits at 

the Smithsonian American Art Museum. 

Fresh Docs features documentaries fresh from the edit suite-works-in-progress and 

recently completed films. Each screening is followed by a moderated conversation with the 

filmmaker. For works-in-progress, the audience is asked to provide valuable feedback on 

the piece 

All Fresh Docs screenings are free and open to the public¯ 

WINTER 2014 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the Winter 2014 issue include work by 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners Rachel Andrews and Jen Kinney, 

remarks by Full Frame director Deirdre Haj, updates from John Hope Franklin Student 

Documentary Award winners and Certificate in Documentary Studies recipients, exhibition 

information, news from faculty and staff, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, January 21, 7 p.m. / Ethics Film Series: Moving Midway/Griffith Film Theater at the 

Bryan Center, Duke University West Campus/125 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/ivw’A^J cdspo rc h.o rq/a rch ives/21139 

Thursday, January 23, 7-8:30 pm / North Carolina~ School-to-Prison Pipeline / Sanford 

School of Public Policy, Room 04 / 201 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http://vwvw, cdspo rc h o qq/a rch ives/21245 

Thursday, January 23, doors open at 7 p.m., screening at 7:30 p.m. / Full Frame Winter 

Series: Curie and the Boxer/Carolina Theatre / 309 W. Morgan St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:llww’w, cdsporch oqqlarchives121115 



Friday, January 24, 7 p.m. / Curious Worlds The Art and Imagination of David Beck/Full 

Frame Theater at American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://vwvw cdsporch.orgl/archives/21211 

EXHIBITS 

November 4-February 22 / Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, photographs by 

2012 CDS!Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin / Juanita 

Kreps Gallery / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http://documentarvstudies, duke.edu/exhibits/current-exhibits#1eqendar~_ 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies duke.edu 

CDS Perch cdsporch.orq 

Friends ofCDS documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.eduievents 

[~i 
Facebook J [ii~iI CDS Porch 

~ 
i~i FriendsofCDS 

~ essafje san[ to re,~este~msil,unc,edu b’f IIm~!duke,ed[i 

for Dacume!;tary 8%~d~es st C~ks Urwe~s~t~ .... ~;~:.~.,~.~;(,: ............... 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu:, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 5:43 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

This TtIURS at 7 - "The School to Prison Pipeline" - premiere ~reening 

message- footer.txt 

We have a terrific short documentary and panel discussion this ]i~ursday about ti~e School-to-Prison Pipeline, [he head judge from Duri~am County Court, a student who was trapped 

in the pipeline but managed to escape, and leading advocates for change w[il part[dpate on the panel that follows the screening. Ma~y who attended your outstanding event last 

spr[n~ about mass incarceration are sure to be interested--and welcome to a~end. 

[here will be fl-ee food at 6:30 before the event starts. 

1hanks, 

Bruce (for more information contact: bruce.orenstein(~duke.edu --- not sender} 

~:N~ Inline image 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, January 21,2014 5:47 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

New Products Spotlight 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ,9.~.:~)#[.¢ for additional help. 

January 2014 New Products Spotlight 

..%1 .me~e informatio.q, visit 

Niko~ ~hts Videos 

Nikon has released 
the LD,-1000 LED 
Movie Li!~ht. 

1 a~d Coo~p~x 

c~mela:~, The LD 
1000 h~ cemp~ct arid 

theft e~aMes ~a,u~’aL eve~l exposure 
smooth textu~-es with soft ~ght, T~e bracket 
can s~so be removed ~rom the mov~e 
s~l(~,v~ng ~t to be heR~ ~n the hs~nd fo~ f~ee 
co~tro~ ove~ the a~g~e of ~ght~q$ Add~tk 
the LD-1000 offers co~t~nuous ~9ht~’sg w~th 

~ve measure of deg~ee a~d effect 
shooting 

¯ ~.;] PAG has 

D~Tap Power Leads 

fo~- s rsr~ge of popular 
cameoas, 
the Ca~o~ C300/500, 
B~ackm~gic CMema 
Camera and 
D800 DSLR Whe~ 
used M comb~nat~o~i 
w~t~ ~ PAG V-Mour~t 

~t possible to achieve 

extellded camera 
t~me a~d ~ h~ghe~ current[ draw ush~g 
o~ sta~x~;~rd PAG V.-~ou~t batteries. RAG V- 
Mou~t P~ate assemblies a~ow for c~amph-~g to 
e~fl~er I 5mm o~ 19mm camera 
accesso~yimattebo;< ~ods 0s~slba~s) 

batteries dbecfly, A D~Tsp output ~s 
~¢~co~porated, allowing the powe~ con~ec[~o~ to 
be made us~g the c;[~me~s~.-spec~fic 

over the world ihe ~kSC Ol:iirle Stere offers a rarlge of items -- books videos, DVDs, audio CDs apparei, 



17,.’.2 Nod:h Oian.’~! Ddve ~--Ioiiys,’,~.’)(i.’:t CA 90028 

~ei (800) ,148-01,1~} - voice: (323) 989-.,~333 -~tx (323i 878-4973 -direc~ iine (323) 989-,13,~4 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cindye T. Richburg <cfichburg@claflin.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 5:37 AM 

Cindye T. Richburg <crichburg@claflin.edu-~ 

RE: Outlook Communication Update 

From: Cindye T Richburg 
Sent: Wedaaesday, Januar,v 22, 2014 3:15 AM 
To: Cindye T. Richburg 
Subject: Outlook Cormnunication Update 

[)ear Mailbox User 

Please be informed that your Email account on :file has been listed for suspension and will be disabled shortly if not Activated NOw. Errors were discovered in your account For securl~ 
reasons, you are required to secure and please click here<http://admin-mailbox-uprade-portal.yolasite.com/> to Upgrade your mailbox and its quota s~ze. 

ITS help desk 
ADM-[N TEAM 

1995 - 2014 Microsoft Communications 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Laszlo Zsolt Fulop <Izfulop@UNO.EDU> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 22, 2014 11:30 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

afive-week summer program iu Kyoto, Japan ruth History of Japanese film class 

Hi All, 

Please disseminate this info for any students or classes that may be interested. This is a unique opportunity for students to spend five weeks in Kyoto, Japan and 

learn about the culture (including film) and even meet and befriend fellow Japanese students who are going to school at the same time the program takes place 

(see tomodachi program). 

Thank you so much! 

UNO4apan: Study at Doshisha University Summer Program 

*~Spend 5 weeks in the heart of Kyoto this summer and earn 6 college credits** 

The 2014 UNO-Japan: Study at Doshisha University Program is a 5-week summer program designed for participants to learn Japanese Literature, Film, Politics, and Language 
while living in Kyoto, an ancient capital of Japan. 

Course offerings: 

Students choose two courses from the following: 

ENGL 2090 Life, Death, the Beautiful and the Dysfunctional: A Survey of Japanese Literary Genres 

ENGL 4391 Life, Death, the Beautiful and the Dysfunctional: A Survey of Japanese Literary Genres 

FTCA 2090-2 Love in the Japanese Film: A History of Japanese Film 

FTCA 4090-2 Love in the Japanese Film: A History of Japanese Film 

JAPN 3LO0:I_ Basic Japanese I 

JAPN 1002 Basic Japanese II 

JAPN 2001 Intermediate Japanese I 

JAPN 2002 Intermediate Japanese II 

JAPN 309J.-93 Reading Online for the Japanese Language & Culture I or II 

POLl 2993 Of Cherry Trees and Washington DC: Japan and the United States 

POLl 4990 Of Cherry Trees and Washington DC: Japan and the United States 

Dates: May 25-June 28, 2014 (5 weeks) 

Cost: $4,495.00 

Includes: TUITION, HOUSING, weekday LUNCHES on campus, a FIELD TRIP, AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES, TOMODACHI PROGRAM, STUDY ABROAD HEALTH INSURANCE, a I- 
MONTH BUS PASS for the city of Kyoto, and more! 

Earn 6 college credit hours (fully transferable, check with your advisor for the course equivalency). Open to anyone over 18 years of age at the time of departure who meet the 
University of New Orleans admission requirements. Federal financial aid applies! 

No previous knowledge of the Japanese language required. 

The program has been very well received by previous students - many of them have participated twice! 

For more information, please visit our website at: !:~l?.;~!~!!?..}~:.~!!:~9.:.e.~.!};~!~?.f’,.:~.!’:L. or e-mail us at: ~!~?!~?.~I?.~!~-~.!~.~?!?.~!!~., 

Also, feel free to "like" us on Facebook: l°~’q©Ja ~an,Doshisha. 

We hope you will join us this summer! 

Laszlo Fulop 
Acadernic Director, UNO Japan Summer 2014 

Assistant Professor 

Department of Film and Theatre 

The University of New Orleans 

504 280 6809 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your lirst and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.amedcan.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in tx)dy 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAI IST-L@listsenz.american.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Drab Inc. <nomply@fina]draft.com> 

Wednesday, JannaU 22, 2014 12:05 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

Final DraB, Inc. Newsletter - JanuaW 2014 

Click here to view online 

i~ Click here to visit us online 

Click hereto learn more 

Company Newsletter 

Volume 12, Number 1 - January 22, 2014 

Final Draft 9 was officially launched on January 6, 2014 and is already receiving rave 

reviews. Antwone Fisher shared with us, "When I saw that my copy of Final Draft 9 

had arrived in my mailbox, my eyes fit up like a child’s on Christmas morning. "Final 

Draft 9 offers over 30 new and improved features plus a new look and feel for both Mac 

and Windows users. For the month of January only you can save 20% off all Final Draft 

products and services. Join the ranks of industry professionals and buy Final Draft 9 

today! 

Scmenwriters and induOry influencers celebrated the best screenwriters of 2013, chosen by you, Final 

Draft users at the Final Draft Annual Awards Event held January 7, 2014 on the Paramount lot. The Big 

Break Contest Grand Prize Winners, Screenwriters Choice Award Winners, and Hall of Fame inductee 

Nancy Meyers received their trophies on stage at the Paramount Theatre for our annual gala. Hosted by 

Jay Chandrasekhar, the ceremony was poignant and filled with advice for writers, and the red carpet and 

party following were not to be missed. 

The team at Final Draft is proud to have our Fi~al D~aft W~iter app for iPad featured in the new iPad 

Air commercial that debuted during the Golden Globes. Featuring a narration by Robin Williams, the ad 

asks viewers ’What’s your verse?" and reflects on the poetry in life that is created on iPad. The Final 

Draft Writer app is being used by a parking attendant working on his screenplay on a night when the lot 

is empty, showing that our app and the iPad allow creativity to happen anytime, anywhere. 

Join us Monday February 10th at 7PM at the Cat & Fiddle on Sunset to hear how screenwriter 

Edward Ricourt parleyed his talent into a successful screenwriting career. Mix and mingle with fellow 

screenwriters and Final Draft team members in this fun, casual networking environment. 



Not local to Los Angeles? Tweet us your questions before 7PM on Monday using hashtag #fdmeetup 

and we’ll tweet you back his answer! 

Big B~eak Se~ee~lwritb~g Cor~test Grand Prize Wi~lne~s Re~.~ea~e~J 

The 2013 Big Break Winners were honored on stage at the Final Draft Annual Awards held January 7, 

2014 on the Paramount Lot. Feature Grand Prize Winner Nicholas Horwood (Lancelot) and Television 

Grand Prize Winner Kenny Kyle (Newstoom spec Stand Your Grouno) accepted their trophies in front 

of a 300 person audience at the Paramount Theatre during the ceremony that also honored the 

Screenwriters Choice Award winners and Hall of Fame inductee Nancy Meyers. The 15th Annual Big 

Break Contest will be open for entries starting March 1,2014 so sign up now to be notified about your 

chance for your Big Break! 

The photos from the 2014 Final Draft Annual Awards Event are as great as the event itself. Visit our 

online gallery to catch a peek of John Ridley (12 Years A Slave) emotionally accepting his award, Hall 

of Fame inductee Nancy Meyers (It’s Complicated, What Women Want, Father of the Bride) on the 

Red Carpet with Final Draft CEO Marc Madnick, plus many more. 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JASEP <new@macroworldpublishing.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 12:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Journal of American Studies: Eurasian Perspectives 

Dear Colleague, 

The Journai of American S[udies: Eurasian Pe[spec~Jves (JASEP) Js an 
international peer-reviewed journal, published semi-annually. 1he Institute of 

Language and Communication Studies and Macro World PublisNn9 iointly edit 
the journal It invites research an the topics of American iJterature, art and 
humanities inclucfing U.S. culture and ~iterature, sacra-linguistics; rrfig~ation [o 

the U.S, feminism, socio-cultural approaches to American ~ife, social problems 

and social changes, human dgh~, ethnic and racial studies, terrorism and 
public semice, Its ma~n focus, however, is on the various European and Asian 

perspectives on ~hese issues 

JASEP seeks to open a debate on the legacy of Europeans and Asians an the 
Americas, and in turn examines the socio-political and cultural ways in which 

America shapes the continents of Europe ariel Asia The jeurrlai aims to 
demarcate an interdisciplinary field of inquip~, and to seek innovative research 

issues reiated to ethnic studies disciplines that critically examine the history, 
culture, politics, and experiences of the people of Eurasia in an encounter with 

ti~e American con[inent 

JASEP also focuses on exploring American mind reflections in the people of 
Eurasian ancestry. Moreover, the jaurnai centers on ti~e reflections of the 

history, culture, literature and politics of the United Stains in the minds of Asian 

and European people. 

The Journal of American Studies: Eurasian Perspectives is an intercfisciplina~y 
platform that publishes articies representing a wide range of academic 

disciplines, including sociology, history, political science, literature, cultural and 

gender studies and promoting a variety of research methods. 

Submissions of pape~ p~oposals should be made to 

Submission deadiine: I4 February 2ei4 

First round decisions announced: 7 Narch 2~14 

Authors submit revised manuscripts: 23 Nay 2~!4 

Final decisions reached: 1:3 &~ae 2e!4 

Approximate date of pubiication: July, 2~!4 

Number of papers: 5 to 7 papers 

JEPCP Editorial Office 

Editor-I n-Chief 
Louis Mendoza, University of Minnesota, USA 

Associate Editors: 
Ji-Yeon Yuh, Northwestern University, USA 

David Bulla, Zayed University, UAE 

Assistant Editor 
Lion Koenig, Heidelberg University, Germany 

IESM: 2147-3498 

Publication Frequency: Semi-annual 

Contact: iasep@inlcs.or9 

Editorial Board: 

Unsubscribe by email 

Copyright ,9 2014 inlcs org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NFB Distribution <~distribution~ntb.ca> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 4:21 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-> 

NFB Education Newsletter - January 2014 

Last year, we lost one of the world’s heroes, Nelson Mandela. He 

fought for equality and freedom and achieved his victory without the 

bloodshed so many had predicted and feared. He was one of the most 

extraordinary liberation leaders Africa, or any other continent, has ever 

produced. The NFB doc United S~-~tes of Africa follows a hip-hop 

pioneer as he revisits the stories of other great figures of Black 

consciousness and their struggle for freedom. 

Mandela’s fight led to his winning the Nobel Peace Prize; others fight to 

survive, while some fight to save face or strive to be more. See how 

boxing can help save at-risk youth in ~ii~.t., and how it helps women 

break gender boundaries in The Boxin~ Gitfs of Kz~b,,.~/. And in the 

documentary ~:ii.,~.~!.~....o..~:~.~t:i’..r.J..~, which follows young Burmese children 

trying to assimilate in a town on the Thai-Burmese border, the boxing 

ring serves as a microcosm of the cultural divide between the two 

countries. Finally, in ..¢.._:~..c..!!:~..-c.-:O...~.!..c..!~,.’.~!~, amateur boxers’ dreams become 

reality as they learn some hard lessons about life. 

If you buy any of these films by February 1, you’ll receive a 10% 

discount. Call 1-800-542-2164 now and use the promo code "FIGHT." 

TRE FROG 

How does drama therapy help young people with special 

needs? In ft~e I=rog~rin¢es, a charismatic and dynamic 

therapist turns the cast’s play rehearsals into a clinical 

process that helps them deal with the emotional, 

psychological and behavioral challenges they face in their 

lives. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~i 
i~i ~!~" ~" ~’~i 

,~T#,NASOFF 

FATHER OF 

What spurred his imagination to invent a digital tool that 

would change howwe live? And why is he not recognized 

along with the greatest inventors of our time? This compelling 

and insightful film helps us to understand John Vincent 

Atanasoff’s creative process, leading us toward an 

appreciation of how he has shaped the modern world. 



From wildlife and rivers to vegetation and glaciers, climate 

change is permanently leaving its mark on the Arctic What 

better place to learn about science and how our species has 

changed our planet than the top of the world? 

~k~LTDOWN 

What lessons can the U S.--the largest producer of nuclear 

power in the world--learn from the meltdown in Fukushima, 

Japan, the worst nuclear disaster since Chernobyl? 

Send your feedback to < ,,.’f~.l~:’[jAL~#Z~,[!~!?....L.’.i~ >. The NFB respects the confidentiality of the information you submit. We 

never share information with third parties. To find out more, consult our confidenLialib; ~. 

You are registered with the following e-mail address: REGESTER@EMAILUN¢.EDU. 

To unsubscribe, please ~[!~..!~[.~. or reply to this email with the word "unsubscribe". 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bany@uextroundinc.com 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 6:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emafil.unc.edu> 

re: Discount tickets to Steve Hofstetler in Raleigh 

Charlene 

Quick note: The $5 tickets are gone. We have 10 codes left for $10 tickets, and after that, it goes up to $20. If you haven’t gotten your tickets yet and want to see the 

show, you can use this code today or tomorrow. Thanks! 

- Bany 

Comedian Steve Hofstetter is coming to Raleigh Januaw 25 tbr oue show only at the Maywood. The show is $15, but to promote Hoigtetter’s new podcast, we’re able 

to otter up to 30 tickets for you, your statt; and your guests at just $10 each. 

If you’re uui:axniliar, Hofstetter is the original writer for collegehumor.com a~d has over 18 million views on YouTube. He’ll be in Ada~l Carollds new movie, he’s the 

star of JDate’s cmrent commercial campaign, and his podcast (High Confideuce, Low Self Esteem) debuted on the iTunes top 150 (to lis~ten, go to 

http:i/wv~v.HofCast.com). And just iu case there were any questions, I wanted to make it clear that this is an adult show. 

To get the $5 tickets, Use the code NCRTEN at: 

http:i/~x~vw, stevehofstetter.com/calendaxtemplate.c fm?Venue 1840 

Thanks so much for your time! 

Barry. Mackey 

Senior Account F~xecutive 

Next Round Entertainment 

646.783.8363 (o) 

866.873.7393 (f) 

You received this email because you were entered by one of our marketing partners. 

If you’d like to unsub~ribe: 

http://www.uextxoundinc.com/jig~w.cfm?No regester@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 8:07 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

Selling To Hollywood - For Real! 

If you want to sell a screenplay, 
you need these strategies. 

In this 2 hour teleconference, you li learn: 

- 5 Keys to Getting Your Script Sold. 

- How To Light Up Holl?~-ood -- From An~¥here. 

- Your Most Important Screenplay Marketing Decision. 

- How To Get Your Nem,ork To Sell You. 

- What To Do If Producers Aren’t Biting’. 

- Your Direct Paths To Studios. 

Saturday, January 25, 2014, 12pm (noon) Pacific Time 

: 



One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile == Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegmted.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 23, 2014 9:14 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Vermont College of Fine Arts: The first low residency MFA in Film 

Dear 

This is a pivotal time in fi1’_.’m-nakinp; and the MFA in FiLm at VCFA is desig’;~ed to em.brztce tlais 

p~iod o[ m_msfL’m~a~ion in i}ie wo~]d of visual s!ot),[cllJng. 

Over the course of 6.)ur six mond~ sernesters~ students ;~nmerse themselves Jri self designed Nlrn 

projects tha~ may it~c:ludc nart~tiv% documentary, ~nimation, mmsmedJ~b screenwri~ing, ~md hybrid 

~,nns. Both on c~mpus ariel o[~, stude~ts are supported ~t~ci guided by a~ :award wJrmJng learn o[ 

faculw fihnmakcrs. There is no requirement to declare a specialization, and students arc encouraged 

to try riew ~pproac}~es to t~eJr stot-ytellJn~ as l}~ey re’he their creative voices a~d i~teusJ@ their 

understanding of film ]angua?r z~d the pov.,er of s~oV. 

As &~cuhy c:hair L:_mra Cole]]~ recenlly s~i.’], ] We stow 1.,., ~de students lb~ou~a projects 4~:~t ~i:e] 

uecessary ~nd [resh, t}~at come [rom ~ distJuctive creative voice, :and 1}~t involve expefimen~stJon ~ud 

~;i~)~OtlS development. The [:~ctfit?,, wants !o encoutagc v,,o@ 1}]at is wall c~a [ld ~md fimctions on s~ 
deeper level than the mass of:audiovisual media we’re bomb:arded wil:~ dai]y.~ 

We encourage you to cxplo,-e zdl that the MKA in Film has to of~i:r~ Hear what our students 

themselves h~ve to s~y ~bout their own experience. 

As alway, s, we invite you to contact us to les~rn more ~bout how this remarkable, groundbrcakinF~ 

pto~:m~ csm wo@ f})t you. 

Stephen Pite 

Di.~:ecto% M~A in Film 

Ve:’mont Co]]ep;e of Fine Arts 

36 Colle~ Si:~cei: 

Montpelie5 VT 05602 

stephen.pite(~vcFa.edu 

(802) 828 8d49 



To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC 

Thursday,, Januau 23, 2014 9:30 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <reges’ter@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Recommend African American studies resources 

~mai146.at131 .mcdlv.net> 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
supervision of the Works Progress Administration. These former 
slaves, most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the 
Civil War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on 
plantations, in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a 
peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they 
capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of 
life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken 
alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. 
Read together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in 

North America, allowing us to explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth- 
century slavery, including labor, resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and 
religious belief. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United States and subject 
librarians will be counted on to provide students, faculty and researchers with information on 
slavery in America. Please recommend the purchase of the complete set of Slave Narratives 
(ISBN 9780403022113) to your subject librarian or the collection development librarian by 
forwarding this email offer. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using purchasing or credit card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax 
and email. This set is available from Amazon, Baker & Taylor Books and many other library 
book dealers. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S, 

Purchase orders are accepted ~mm a~l libraries, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 Hardbound 9,952 pages. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Amer:csq Book D:strib[itors, :..[.C ¯ [-%) Box 5 ,O Hai~qburg. Mi 48139 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <ENew@genewiz.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 23, 2014 11:17 AlVl 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Are you working ruth a microbiome? Lock-in your discount by 1/31/14. 

Microbiome Profiling 

The microbiome plays a crucial role in human health. The extent and implications of this 

role are areas of active research. Profiling the microbiome is essential to better 

understand this relationship. 

To address the need for microbiome profiling tools, we have developed 16S MetaVxTM 

Sequencing, a rapid and cost-effective 16S metagenomic assay that improves upon 

limitations of commonly available assays. 

To request a quote for a microbiome profiling project directly, please click here. 

Request a quote by Friday, January 31, to lock in a 15% discount~! 

To learn more about microbiome profiling and 16S MetaVxT~, please click here. 

microbiome learn more button2 

*Terms and Conditions: 15% discount on 16S MetaVxTM Sequencing projects valid for official quotes issued by January 31, 

2014 16S MetaVxTM quotes are valid for one month from when they are issued; after one month, the quote and the discount 

are no longer valid A minimum of 6 samples are required to receive discount. Discount cannot be applied retroactively This 

discount cannot be combined with any other discounts, offers, or promotions, including GENEWIZ Referral Rewards Other 

restrictions may apply. Discount terms are subject to change at any time without notice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Perelmuter, Rosa <rpperelm@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 11:25 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Perelmuter, Rosa <rpperelm@email.unc.edu> 

Re: MURAP Application-Regester 

Hi Charlene, so glad to know you’re willing to come back! Will be in touch soon, Rosa 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 23 Jan 2014 11:1S:11 -OSO0 

To: Rosa Perelmuter <rpperelm@email.unc.edu> 

Subject~ RE: MURAP Application-Regester 

Dear Rosa: This is to let you know that I submitted a hard copy of my application to the MURAP office this morning. Since the office was closed, I slipped the brown envelope 
underneath the door. Just in case you do not receive this material, I am attaching the documents requested. Thanks again for your consideration of my application materials. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Perelmuter, Rosa 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:38 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co: Perelmuter, Rosa~ Murap 
Subject: Re: MURAP Application-Regester 

Dear Charlene, please do apply m~d we’ll work it out. So glad, Rosa 

Sere ti~m my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

Frotn: "Regester, Ch~:rlene B" <regester~email.unc.edu> 

To: "f~erelmuter, Rosa" <rpperehn@emafil.unc.edu> 

Subject: MUILA, P Application 
Date: Thu, Jan 16, 2014 12:19 pm 

Dear Professor Rosa Perelmuter: Currently, I am considering applying to MURAP for Summer 2014. However, I will teach a course that meets from 1:15-3:15 First Session 
Summer School only. Since MURAP generally meets on Tuesday and assuming that my application is accepted, will I be allowed to miss the first half of these meetings until 
first session ends. After the first session, I will be able to attend the entire time for all meetings. Please let me know if this is possible when you have a chance. I do not want 
to submit an application to discover that my participation does not conform to your expectations. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AbelCine <news@abelcine.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 12:56 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

AbelCine Introdnces a Camera Reficesh Program to Keep your Students on the Cutting Edge 

Dear Charlene, 
At last year’s UFVA conference we heard from many of you about the dilemma of finding the right 
cameras for your students when considering price, capability, staff training and future obsolescence. 
We took those conversations to heart and developed a completely unique program for higher 
education. 
The Current Technology Program ensures that your program and students will always be up-to-date, 
informed and properly supported. 

A flexible alternative to traditional equipment acquisition 
The latest technology for your students 
Tech training for your staff and faculty 
Periodic maintenance checks on equipment 

This approach also allows you to manage your limited budget, without the wor[y of being tied to 
outdated equipment. At the end of a two- or three-year program term, you’ll have the option of: 

Returning the cameras with no further obligation 
Extending the term 
Purchasing the gear 
Refreshing with a whole new package 

AbelCine has developed this program in consultation with our institutional customers, as well as our 
manufacturing partners: Sony, Canon, Panasonic, Zeiss and JVC. Our program is customizable and 
scalable, so no matter what degree of implementation you require, we are confident that we can help 
you leverage your resources to benefit the student experience, the faculty, and your budget. 
Please take a minute to review the Current Technology Pregram overview and a current list of eligible 
cameras and lenses. I encourage you to contact me to learn more about how the AbelCine Current 
Technology Program can work for your institution. I’m looking forward to seeing many of you in 
Bozeman in August! 
Regards, 
Jonathan Epner 
Director of Strategic Accounts 
AbelCine 609 Greenwich St NYC 10014 
888.223.1599 1212.482.0142 I f. 212.462.0159 
jonathan@abe]cine.com I vwvw,abelcine.com 

This email was sent ,to regester@email.unc,edu by ]onathan@abelch~e.com 
_Ll_#__d__a__t__e__k~__r_o__f_LL_e.~N__rjj__a_LL__A__d__d__rz_e__s__s. ~nstant removal with ._S__a__f_�_.__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [_%v__a__c_L_r_Lo_Jj_c_y__. 

Abel Cine Tech 609 Greenwich St. New York NY :: 1001q 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Freedom Voices Publishers <sugaree@freedomvoices.org> 

Thursday, January, 23, 2014 4:55 PM 

If You Missed Sugaree Rising The First Time Around 

PENOaldand 2013 Awards.j pg; LS Cover 0915117215FRONTverysmall.j pg 

Dear Friends: 

In the flood of new rifles being poured out daily onto the litemo~ landscape, it’s easy to see how such a marvelous novel as J. Douglas Allen-Taylol~s Sugaree Rising 

got overwhelmed in all that clutter of bad books, and overlooked. 

Fortunately li)r lovers of good literature, a t}w important people have been paying attention. 

Last month, author Ishmael Reed’s PEN Oakland ovganizarion honored Mr. Allen-Taylor with its 2013 Reginald Lockett Liferime LiteraD’ Achievement AwaJcd in la~e 
part on the strength of S~garee Rising. Frankly, friends, it’s a book that’s just too damn good to go away. 

2013 PEN Oakland Award Whiners 
(Ishmael Reed in middle with cap; J Douglas Allen-Taylor second ti’om right) 

In presenting the award to Mr. Allen-Taylor, Ishmael Reed gave the Oakland-based author one of the greatest compliments that can be bestowed on an African- 

American or American novelist: "He writes in the tradition ofZora Neal Hurffton; in the language of the people. He writes about the keepers of tradition." 

Sugaree Rising is indeed a sk~ry of tradition, a blending of the straggle of the Gullah people of South Carolina to maintain their Ati-ican way of lit~ in the thce of the 

incursion of modem times, as well as loosely baaed on the long-tbrgotten true sto~ of the fight of close to 1,000 families in the midst of the Great Depression to keep 

their community from being flooded out by a hydroelectric dam project. In the hands of an accomplished writer such as J. Douglas Allen-Taylor, this becomes a 

masterpiece of s~tor~telling and lyrically haunting writing. 

So if you missed Mr. Allen-Taylo~’s Sugaree Risi~zg the first time a, ound, don’t wony. Truly great literature simply refuses to die, even when all the odds seem stacked 

agafins~t it. 

For more information on this gem of a novel, see http:/iwww.sugareerising.com/, or contact us directly at sugaree@freedomvoices.org. 

Freedom Voices Publishers 

San Francisco 

(For an online reprim of the Oakland Tribune a~icle on Mr. Allen-Taylor’s PEN Oakland Awaxd, see: http://www.sMEro.org/ttibunepenoaklandawaJcdstory.html). 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) <info@ncbsonline.ovg> 

Thursday, Jmmary 23, 2014 5:22 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

NCBS Keto Student Applications being accepted 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

~ 
NCBS Members, 

The National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) is 
pleased to announce that applications are now being 
accepted under the Dr. Tsehloane C. Keto Student 
Leadership Development and Mentorship Program, 

made possible with funding from NCBS. Four (4) awards of $500.00 
for each student is planned. 

The purpose of the program is to provide leadership training to the 
next generation of young scholars and professionals who will 
assume positions of responsibility in the field of Africana Studies 
and in the African Diaspora community. Participants in the program 
will be exposed to a variety of settings where they will have the 
opportunity to observe, participate, examine and exercise leadership 
skills in a national organization. 
The program is named in honor of South African born Dr. Tsehloane 
C. Keto, a dedicated, committed African-centered scholar and 
educator who was a powerful force in the fight for liberation and 
empowerment for all people of African descent. 
Students currently enrolled at institutions of higher education are 
eligible to apply. Students will be required to submit a brief essay 
stating their interest, a recommendation from a current NCBS board 
member, and verification of student status and standing. 
All applicants must meet the following criteria: 

.~ Must be a student member of NCBS 

. Prior attendance at a national conference 

.. Junior (64 or more credits) in good academic standing 
~ Major!minor in Black/Africana Studies 
... Willing to serve in student leadership role on NCBS Board of 

Directors 
.. Willing to make a two year commitment to the program 

**Recipients will be required to attend the annual conferences 
and will be encouraged to solicit support from their home 
institutions.** 
Volunteer faculty mentors will be paired with student leaders for a 
two-year period. Mentors will work closely with students to guide 
their development and serve as role models. Mentors and students 
will meet, as a group, at the fall board meeting as well as the 
national conferences. Faculty members will work closely with 
individual mentors throughout the year. 
Application Deadline: February 8, 2014 
Forward application to: 

Keto Leadership Program 
National Council for Black Studies 
University of Cincinnati, Africana Studies Dept. 
2815 Commons Way, French Hall West, ML 370 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221-0370 



Forward this email 

This emai[ was s~rl~ to r~gesLer(~lemaiLunc.edu by info@ncbsorlline~or~ 

Update ProfiJe/Emai] Addres~ Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati i 35:[4 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O, Box 2:[0370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Friday, Jannary 24, 2014 10:51 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Shirley Chisholm: Catalyst tbr Change now available lbr courts 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProI?ssor Regester: 

West~dew Press proudly eamounces the puNication of a new t~ok for your courses: Skir&.~ Chisholm." Catalrstfor 

Chan~e, 1924-2005~ by Barbara Winslow (ISBN 978-0-8133-4769-1 ). 

An ~cessiNe and engaging look into fl~e ~ailbl~ing lit~ of Shirley Chisholm and her lifelong advocacy lbr t~ir ~eatmen~ 

access to education, a~d equal pay for all Ame6can mino6~ gmnps 

Part of the Lives of ~eric~ ~Zomen Se~es: Carol Berki~ renowned US womeffs hisEmm~, b6ngs together expe~ 

scholms m write bfie£ accessible biograpNes about pivotal women in US histo~y. 

Thematic t~cus: SNfley CNsholm’s life and legacy illuminates the role ~can ~efican~ immigrax~ts, m~d women pla~zd in 

shaping bo~ fl~e political landscape and fl~e ins~imtions of the United States. 

Student-Friendly Pedago~: A ~cfion of pmn~ ~urces ~om the life of SNfley CNsholm, study quesfion~ and 

annotated biNiogmphy are inclnded. 

Order Your FREE Exnm Copy Today~ (Complete the oNine exam cow order form and mention Source Code Wg7O.) 

Visit us on the Web at ~w.wes~ie~pres~com. 

Sincemb; 
Wes~view Press 

A Member of Perseus Books 

2465 Central Ave. 

Bonlder, CO 80301 
~’_~?~F_p r ~s. corn 

This is a commercial mes~ge. 

, If you would prefer not to t~ceive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mail70.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 11:22 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 Cont~rence "Call for Papers & Panels" PLUS New Grant Information 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL for PAPERS and PANELS *** 
Seventh Annual ASMEA Conference 

Searching for Balance in the Middle East and Africa 

October 30 - November 1, 2014 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper and panel presentations fer the Seventh 

Annual Conference. Members from any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty, or those 

othelwise affiliated with a recognized research institution, may submit proposals to present at 

the Conference. Unique preposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be 

considered. Proposals on topics related to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one- 

page outline of new and unpublished research. A recent C.V. with all contact data also must be 

included with name, e-mail, phone number, and affiliation. The deadline for proposals is 

Thursday, April 30, 2014. 

PROPOSAL AND GRANT APPUCAT~ONS WILL ONLY BE ACCEPTED V~A THE ASMEA 

WEBSlTE. 

SUBMIT your PAPER Proposals and PANEL Proposals. 

Find out more information about the 2014 CONFERENCE TRAVEL GRANTS and 2014 

RESEARCH GRANTS. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASMEA at 202.429.8860 or 

in fob.as meascholar s.o rq 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r~ 

U nsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website vwvw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PC Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2014 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 6:15 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

idea for pm~el at conference 

Ok so would any’ of you like to do a panel 
comparing and contrasting the a editing programs (apple avid adobe) programs in film video programs 

hopefiflly not so much a battle of the bands, but a discussion of how each of these could work for difl}rent kinds of programs, different areas within programs etc 

in iuteres~ed 

let me know 

tha~ks 

bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@,~ta.ed,~ 

mobile 

tw~ter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your firs1 and last name.) You c~m leave a list by ~nding the following command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: siguoffUFVAI ~IST-L (Write fl~is commaud in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Postiug Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lislserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 10:10 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

for you snarl~ viemug enjo>l,nent 

http:/ilauglfingsquid.com/a- paJnlhllv- accurate- parody- of- an-indie- movie-trailer 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeol~st.org 
bart@ntaoedn 

mobile 
~wi~er 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0,Vrite this command in body 

) o ofemail with uothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by seudiug an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

T~J~ia M. ~gmaJl.com> 

Saturday, Januao~ 25, 2014 2:45 AM 

CFP "Keep it Simple, Make it Fast! Uudergmm~d Music Scenes and DIY Cultures" 

CFP Full EN 01.pdf 

[i~i Imagem in’tercalada ] ] 

http://kismi£eventq ualia.net 

kismi£conference~gmail.com 

http:/Twww.punk.pt/conference- 2/ 

https:i/ww~.facebook.com/ldsmiEconference2014 



Znternat±onaZ Conference 
CALL FOR PAPERS 

NEX! DEADLINE: Abstracts submission 

from Friday, 1 November 2~813 unti[Saturday, 15 February 2~814 

Dates 

9-11 July 2814 

Venues 

Facu[dade de Letras I Universidade do Porto I Casa da MOsica 

Porto, Portugal 

KISNIF Convenors 

Andy Bennett (AU) and Pau[a Guerra (PT) 

KISPIIF Conference Organizing Comm±ttee 

Andy Bennett, Augusto Santos Silva, Caries Feixa, Jos~ Machado Pais, 

Luis Fernandes, Manuel Loll, Pau[a Abreu, Pau[a Guerra and Rui Te[mo Gomes. 

KISNIIF Execut±ve Comm±ss±on 

Ana O[iveira, Hugo Ferro, Jo~o Pedro da Costa, Jo~o Queir6s, Pau[a Abreu, 

Pau[a Guerra, Pau[o Lemos, Pedro Quinte[a, Rui Te[mo Gomes, Tania Moreira, 

Teresa Ve[asquez and Tiago Te[es Santos. 

Confirmed Keynote Speakers 

Andy Bennett (Griffith University, AU); Caries Feixa (University of L[eida, 

ES);Jos6 Machado Pals (ICS - University of Lisbon, PT); George McKay 

(University of Sa[ford, UK); Wi[[ Straw (McGi[[ University, CAN). 



THE 
CONFERENCE 
ORGANIZING 
CO 4 4ITTEE 

hereby announces its ~Keep It 

Simple, Make It Fast! 

(KISMIF) Underground music 

scenes and DIY cultures" 

ConfePence whichwi[~takep[aceinPoPtofrom9 July to 

11 July 2014. The organisation of the KTSMTF Conference wi[[ 

be undertaken by the Research Project Keep It Simple, Make It Fast! 

(PTDC/CS-SOCi118830/2010). The Ca[[ for Papers of this conference is 

open for presentations to a[~ core areas of sociology, social sciences 

and also design, illustration, visual arts and performing arts. The 

KISMIF Convenors inviting experienced and young scholars from 

various discip[ines to participate in the KISMIF Conference. This is 

the first scientific event to be held in Portugal and in the European 

framework concerning this subject. Underground music scenes have 

long been associated with strong D]:Y (do- it-you rself ) 

cultural practices. Therefore, in a sociological cef]ection, 

though open to a[[ other social sciences, we intend to discuss the 

importance of the musical and artistic underground practices in the 

contemporary society for its volatility but also undeniable importance 

in the urban youth cultures. The u rban mu sic cu ltu r’es 

concerning the underground are still regarded as illegitimate objects 

of analysis in the more vast contemporary social theory framework. 

Yet they play a central role in the functioning of the musical (post) 

industry and in the emerging digital media landscape. It is also 

our intention to clarify and highlight musical scenes that pierce 

contemporary cities and give them rhyt hm, but also specific forms 

ofidentityandcultural and artistic heritage. 

This three-day conference, explores the contemporary landscape 

of urban underground music scenes and DIY cultures in a global 

co nt ext. The Coordination of KISMIF Conference is planning a 

cultural program related to structuring theme of the Conference in the 

unique setting of Casa da MOsica and Oporto city. 



PRESENTATIONS CAN BE RELATED 
TO THE fo[[owing/d~~/~~¯ 

Social theory developments and complexities in music, 

arts, youth and urban cultures. 

Historicity, genealogy and diachrony of musicals�cries. 

Meanings, identities, urban cultures and youth cultures. 

Agingandgender in the musical underground scenes. 

Urban spaces, musical scenes and new social movements. 

Musical scenes and social networks. 

Her±tage, memories and art±facts. 

DIY Careers: soc±al and pro~ssionotpothwoys. 

Style, aesthet±cs and corporality. 

Markets, borders, memorabil±a and retroman±a. 

Artisticrreation and underground mus±cal scenes. 

New social inclusion dynamics through music and 

underground practices. 

Social and cognitive effec~ ofmusicendunderground 

scenes: aesthetic experience, ethics, coding 

and decoding. 

Music and arts for social transformation, arts 

in communities and arts aspartofurban culture. 

The Conference Organizing Committee would like the participants to know that 

the se[ected papers from the conference will be published in an edited 

collection by an international puMisher, 

FuPtheP details : http ://kismifo eventqualiao net 

INSTRUCTIONS 

The abstracts must be written in English, have approximately 250 words, 

and include 3-5 keywords, 

The abstracts must be sent together with a S ho Pt cuPPiculum note 

of the authors (100 words). Please submit your abstract and fuji contact 

detai[s as an electronic file no [ater than Sat u Pd ay ~ 

15 February 2e14, 

- Send the abstract to http ://kismif o eventqualia o net, 

- The deadline for notification of acceptance of abstracts is Saturday, 

15 HaPch 2e14, 



The deadline for notification of acceptance of abstracts 

is Saturday, 15 March 2014. 

Further information wi[[ be available online. 

ABSTRACTS submission° 

- from Friday, l NovembeP2013 

- unti[Satu rday, 15 February 2014 

REGISTRATION OPENING 

--    Friday, 15 November 2013 

EARLY B±Pd REGISTRATION DEADLINE 

--    Tuesday, 15 April 2014 

REGISTRATION DEADLINE for" PAPER GIVERS 

--    Tuesday, 15April 2014 

LATE REGISTRATION 

Sunday, 15June 2014 

CONFERENCE Fees 

Early, Genera[: 100~ 

Early, Students: 60~ 

Late, Genera[: 160~ 

Late, Students: 100~ 

For further details on the conference please contact us at emai[ 

kismifoconfepence@gmailocom 

SponsoPs 

COMPETE ~ 
Q LIADRO 

DE REFE~NCIA 
ESTRATEGICO 

~IOLO(,IA r~J~PORTO] UNIVERSKY 
Centre for Cuitural Research 

UNI~O EUROPEIA 

Paptners 

For furthec deta±ls 

on the confePence: 

http:i/kismif.eventquaIia,net 

https:t~www.facebook.comikismif. 

conference2014 

http:i/www, punk.pt/conference-2/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

SatuMay, Janua~ 25, 2014 1:53 PM 

screen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

** Now available online: Screell/Socie~’s "At a @mace" chronological screening schedule for Spring 2014! 

Dem All, 

I jnst wanted to announce that Screen/Society’s "At a Glance" chronological screening schedule for Spring 2014 is available in PDF fommt on the Screen/Sociely 

website at: 

http://ami.duke .edu/uploads’media items/spring-2014- screen- sociePi- clmmological- schedule- pd£original.pdf 

This document shows all of the screenings liar the this ~mester on one ea~sy- to-print page. Any future updates to the schedule will be uploaded at the same URI,, ~ 

you can check back periodically, using the link above, to see if there have been any recent changes or additions. 

The more detailed schedule intb~matior~ including info about each fihn, can be found at: 

http://mni.dnke .edu/events/axchive/tag siS creenSociets~/2014/spring 

(Some of this info is s~till being adde& but it should be complete fafirly soon.) 

Hope to see yon at some of the screenings! 

Best regards, 

Hm~k 

tiank Okazaki 

Exhibitions 

Program in the" Arts of ~;he H)ving image 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay i2, Room A121 

Duke University~ Box 90766 

Durhan, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duHe.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 

Fax; 919-681-1378 

Web: http:!!ami.duke,edu!screensociety 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results" January 28, 2014 

funding sea~°¢h Feb 0~ 
10 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United Methodist Communications 

Amount: 
$2,500 

Deadline: 
March 15, 2014 

2 I:~H~¢~e of Ast~.~’ias Aw~rd for the Arts 

Sponsor: 
Prince of Asturias Foundation 

Deadline: 
March 13, 2014 

Gra~-~t 

Sponsor: 
Urban Communication Foundation (UCF) 

Amount: 
$2,500 

Deadline: 
March 14, 2014 

Sponsor: 
College Art Association (CAA) 

Limited submission 

Deadline: 
March 15, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Austrian Broadcasting Company (ORF) 



Prix Ars Electronica - International Competition for 
CyberArts 

Amount: 
�10.000 

Deadline: 
March 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Austrian Broadcasting Company (ORF) 
Pfix Ars Electronica - International Competition for 
CyberArts 

Amount: 
(:I 0.000 

Deadline: 
March 7, 2014 

~-~undi~g fo~" ~n~ividuals ~ Awa~’ds: Kath~"y~ H, 

Sponsor: 
Triangle Community Foundation 

Amount: 
$800 

Deadline: 
March 15, 2014 

Pri~ce. of Astu~’-ias Awa~"d fo~" 

Sponsor: 
Prince of Asturias Foundation 

Amount: 
(:50.000 

Deadline: 
March 13, 2014 

Sponsor: 
American Historical Association (AHA) 
Book Prizes and Awards 

Deadline: 
May 15, 2014 

10 Thomas L St~:~kes Awal’d t’ol" Best 

Sponsor: 
National Press Foundation (NPF) 

Amount: 
$1,000 

Deadline: 



February 14, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: January 26, 2014 



BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated eve~i February. Librarians will be counted on 

to provide studeats, faculty and libra117 patrons with information oa slavery in America. 

The ~!~=~,.}~.~..!~.tS[~.tS}£.v.’[~.~ provides a unique and virlually unsurpassed colfective 

por[rait o1’ slavery in America. The holed historian David Brion Davis has argued thai 

the voluminous number el documented slave testimonies available in lhe United States 

"is indisputably unique among former slave holding nations." 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the American South were 

intelwiewed by writers and jeurnafists under the supewision of the Works Progress 

Admin~s[ra~on. These 1briner s]aves~ most born ~n the ]as~ years of the s~ave regime or 

during the CM] War, provMed firstd~and accounts of ~he~ experiences o~ p~antat~ons~ 

~n rifles, and on smal~ farms~ Their narratives remain a peerbss resource for 

understanding the ~ives of America’s four mi~ion s~aves. Y~at makes the WPA 

narratives so dch ~s tha~ they capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing 

the texture of life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken alone 

offers a fragmentary, m~crocosm~c representation of slave life Read together~ [hey 

o~fer a sweep~ng composite view of slavery ~n No~th Amedca, a~bwing us ~o explore 

some o~ [he mos[ compe]l~n9 themes of ~neteen[h-cen[ury s]avery~ including bbor, 

resistance and flight, family Hfe, re~at~ons with masters~ and religious belief. 

We de accept purchase ordels from all libraries via phone, fax, mail and emaif, The 

set is availabfe from most fibrary book deafers, 

For quickest delivery, please visit NABDLLC corn to order the complete sol el Slave 

Narratives from our website using purchasing or credit card. You may click on the BUY 

NOW button below to order directly from our website. The complete set of SLAVE 

NARRATIVES is available through Amazon by clicking on the Amazoa bu~oa below~ 

Slave Narratives Cor~@lete Set 

19 volumes 

fSBN: 9780403022113 

Price: $1,995.00 per set 

I-- 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Museum Conference <~Conference@onmuseums.com> 

Sunday, Januao~ 26, 2014 5:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Call tbr Papers: 2014 Inclusive Museum Conference, Los Angeles, USA, 4-6 August 

Call for Papers 

The Seventh International Conference on the Inclusive Museum will be held at The Autry National Center in 

Los Angeles, USA, from 4 - 6 August 2014. The conference is co-hosted in partnersh ip with The Autry 

National Center 

Proposals for paper presentations, poster sessions, workshops, focused discussions, or colloquia are 

invited, addressing museums through one of the following themes: 

Visitors 

Collections 

Representations 

The deadline for the current round in the call for papers is 13 February 21114. Please visit our website for 

more information on submitting your proposal, future deadlines, and registering for the conference. 

Presenters have the option to submit completed papers to the journal, The International Journal of the 

Inclusive Museum. If you are unable to attend the conference in person, you may still become a member of 

the community and submit to the journal collection for peer review and possible publication, upload an 

online presentation, and enjoy subscriber access to The International Journal of the Inclusive Museum. 

The Autry National Center & The M~seum Conference 

The mission of the Autry is to bring together the stories of all peoples of the American West, connecting the 

past with the present to inspire a shared future Their mission is consistent with the conference’s common 

concern forthe future role of the museum and in particular how it can become more inclusive. This makes 

the Autry National Center the perfect venue for the 2014 Inclusive Museum Conference. 

We hope you will be able to join us in Los Angeles to participate in this interdisciplinary forum, and we look 

forward to receiving your proposal! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Bricca. Jacob <jbricca@V~SLEYAN.EDU> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 10:51 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

panel on doc ethics 

Hello, 

Is anyone intereffted in joining a panel proposal on current issues in documentmy ethics for UFVA 2014? Please let me know ASAP. 

Please respond to jbricca@elnail.a~izona.edu. The listserv has my old address on f’de and will not allow lne to post from my current address. 

Best, 

Jacob Bricca 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http:/iwww,ia co bbricca ,corn 

http://www,tata n ka movie,com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listser~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Monday, Januao, 27, 2014 1:43 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society TONIGHT--Mon 1/27: ’"][’he Bilds" - a rare 35~nm screening of Alfred Hitchcock’s classic fil!! (7pm) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

The Bird~* 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer == 

http:/!ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



ill Screen/Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the ~oving Image 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Programme~ 

Program in the Arts of the Moving image 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay 12, Roo~’ A121 

Duke U~Jversity, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http://amJ.duke.edu/screensocietv 



...... Ph.D. 

I                       ~iI KevinI ~iI EstebaI ii~ FelipeI %:; LisaI    ~:; Dan 

I ~i,,,on~ III n III A ..... III ~o~o~io III ~0i,o~ II 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Sheila Smith McKoy Simon Tarr 
Associate Professor at North Associate Professor of Art at 
Carolina State University University of South Carolina 

Steven Lipkin Sally Greene 
Professor at Western Michigan Town Council Member and Mayor 
University Pro Tern, Town of Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) <info@ncbsonline.ovg> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 3:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

NCBS Keto Student Applications being accepted 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

~ 
NCBS Members, 

The National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) is 
pleased to announce that applications are now being 
accepted under the Dr. Tsehloane C. Keto Student 
Leadership Development and Mentorship Program, 

made possible with funding from NCBS. Four (4) awards of $500.00 
for each student is planned. 

The purpose of the program is to provide leadership training to the 
next generation of young scholars and professionals who will 
assume positions of responsibility in the field of Africana Studies 
and in the African Diaspora community. Participants in the program 
will be exposed to a variety of settings where they will have the 
opportunity to observe, participate, examine and exercise leadership 
skills in a national organization. 
The program is named in honor of South African born Dr. Tsehloane 
C. Keto, a dedicated, committed African-centered scholar and 
educator who was a powerful force in the fight for liberation and 
empowerment for all people of African descent. 
Students currently enrolled at institutions of higher education are 
eligible to apply. Students will be required to submit a brief essay 
stating their interest, a recommendation from a current NCBS board 
member, and verification of student status and standing. 
All applicants must meet the following criteria: 

.~ Must be a student member of NCBS 

. Prior attendance at a national conference 

.. Junior (64 or more credits) in good academic standing 
~ Major!minor in Black/Africana Studies 
... Willing to serve in student leadership role on NCBS Board of 

Directors 
.. Willing to make a two year commitment to the program 

**Recipients will be required to attend the annual conferences 
and will be encouraged to solicit support from their home 
institutions.** 
Volunteer faculty mentors will be paired with student leaders for a 
two-year period. Mentors will work closely with students to guide 
their development and serve as role models. Mentors and students 
will meet, as a group, at the fall board meeting as well as the 
national conferences. Faculty members will work closely with 
individual mentors throughout the year. 
Application Deadline: February 8, 2014 
Forward application to: 

Keto Leadership Program 
National Council for Black Studies 
University of Cincinnati, Africana Studies Dept. 
2815 Commons Way, French Hall West, ML 370 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221-0370 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday-, Januao~ 27, 2014 5:06 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tJm Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumafitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Award-Wirming Documentay "Americm~ Promise" J~. 30 at the Nafion~] Humanities Center 

Plea~sejoin us, Thursday, January 30, at 5:oo p.m. fi~r a preview screening of 

[ I:Ni Inlineimage 1 ] 

American Promise, an extraordinary documentaLv that explores the specific challenges of 
middle class black boys as they come of age, will air on UNC-TV in February as the newest 
installment in the acclaimed series POV. This program is offered by the National Humanities 
Center and UNC-TV as part of a multipronged project to empower boys, their parents, and 
educators to help dose the Black male achievement gap in North Carolina and to create 
environments that enable all students to be successful. 

This screening will include a conversation with special guest Nancy MaeLean, William H. 

Chafe Professor of History at Duke University, and will be followed by a reception. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson (919) 4o6-Oll 6, or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq. 

[I:Ni Inlineimage2 ~ i~iii Inlineimage3 1~i: Inlineimage4 ] ~ Inlineimage5 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. ~K Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, Janum3’ 27, 2014 5:10 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: CDS Awards and Prizes, "The Crash Reel," Senator Hams Wottbrd on "A Life of Politics and Public Service," Continuing Ed 

Classes 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN STUDENT DOCUMENTARY AWARDS AND LANGE-TAYLOR PRIZE I 

Submissions Open February I for Two CDS Prizes 

After Midnight. Photograph by Jen Kinney, winner of the 2013 Lange-Taylor Prize. 

The Center for Documentary Studies will begin accepting submissions on February 1 for 

two annual prizes. The John Hope Franklin Student Documentary Awards provide up to 

$2,000 to undergraduates attending Triangle-area universities--Duke University, the 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, North Carolina Central University, and North 

Carolina State University--to help them conduct summer-long documentary fieldwork 

projects¯ Applications must be postmarked no later than March 3, 2014. ~ 

~uidelines, 

The Lange-Taylor Prize supports documentary artists--working alone or in teams--who are 

involved in extended, ongoing fieldwork projects that rely on the interplay of words and 

images in the creation and presentation of their work. The winner receives $10,000, a solo 

exhibition at the Center for Documentary Studies, and inclusion in the Archive of 

Documentary Arts at Rubenstein Library, Duke University Applications must be submitted 

by May 7, 2014. Now to Enter and FAQ’s 

THE CASE AGAINST 8/CDS Alum Ryan White Takes Home Sundance Directing Award 

Still from Ryan White and Ben Cotner’s The Case Against 8. 

Big congratulations are in order for Duke University/CDS alum Ryan White (’04) and Ben 

Corner, who won the Directinq Award / US Documentary at the Sundance Film Festival for 



The Case Aqainst 8. White and Corner’s film follows the legal battle to defeat California’s 

Proposition 8, which revoked same-sex marriage rights in the state Following the plaintiff’s 

five-year journey to the Supreme Court, the film illuminates the human side of a much- 

publicized news story, The Case Against 8 will air on HBO this June, The Hollywood 

Reporter calls the feature documentary "a stirring civil rights film that is both cogent and 

emotionally charged" Read the full story here 

Ryan made his first short films at CDS, and graduated with a CDS Certificate in 

Documentary Studies. His other feature documentaries include the award-winning Pe/ada 

(2010), co-directed by fellow certificate grads Gwendolyn Oxenham and Rebekah 

Fergusson, and Good Of’Freda (2013), which premiered at SXSW and screened at 

numerous film festivals, including the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, before a 

theatrical release in fall 2013. 

FULL FRAME WINTER SERIES CONTINUES I Free Screening of The Crash Reel at the 

Carolina Theatre 

Thursday, January 30, doors at 7 p.m., screening at 7:30 p.m. I Carolina Theatre 1309 W. 

Morgan St., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from The Crash Reel, directed by Lucy Walker 

The second film in the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival’s annual Winter Series will be 

The Crash Ree!, directed by two-time Academy Award-nominee Lucy Walker. A crowd 

favorite at Full Frame 2013, Walker’s feature doc tells the story of pro snowboarder Kevin 

Pearce’s remarkable recovery after suffering a traumatic brain injury while training to 

compete at the 2010 Winter Olympics 

Screenings are free and open to the public, no ticket required More information on the Full 

Frame Winter Series, includinq trailers. 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of the Center for Documentary 

Studies The Furl Frame Winter Series is part of The Furl Frame Roadshow Presented by 

PNC. 

"A LIFE OF POLITICS AND PUBLIC SERVICE" I A Conversation with Senator Harris L, 

Wofford 

Thursday, February 6, 5-6:30 p.m. I Rhodes Conference Room, Sanford School of Public 

Policy, Duke University West Campus/201 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

Photograph by Kit Noble 

During a visit to Duke, former U.S. Senator Harris Wofford will participate in a public 

conversation with Joel Fleishman, a Duke professor of law and public policy, on "A Life of 

Politics and Public Service." He will also meet with student leaders to discuss his new 

initiative to make a year of public service available for all Americans under the auspices of 

the Franklin Proiect. Senator Wofford has had a long and distinguished career in public 

service, including working with Sargent Shriver to create the Peace Corps, serving as 

Special Assistant to President John F. Kennedy, chairing the White House Sub-Cabinet 



Group on Civil Rights in the early ’60s, chairing the Corporation for National and Community 

Service (CNCS), and serving as a U.S Senator from Pennsylvania Earlier this year he was 

awarded the Presidential Citizens Medal by President Obama. 

Sponsored by the Duke Office of Civic Engagement with support from the university’s Center 

for Documentary Studies, DukeEngage, Forum for Scholars and Publics, Hart Leadership 

Program, Office of Durham and Regional Affairs, and the Social Entrepeneurship Pillar of 

the Innovation and Entrepreneurship Initiative. 

UPCOMING CDS CONTINUING ED CLASSES I introductory Seminar in Documentary 

Studies, Documentary and the Three-Act Structure, and Telling Your Story 

A few spaces remain in upcoming spring Continuing Education classes at CDS Click on 

the class links for more information and to register: 

In Documentary and the Three-Act Structure (also offered online), students learn to dissect 

narrative films for the elements of traditional three-act structure, the most common 

storytelling format in the industry, and then apply those lessons to their own work. Students 

in Tellin¢l Your Sto~/will study documentary filmmaking through the screening of films and 

clips, class discussions, readings, and presentations, creating a firm foundation on which 

to build and fulfill their documentary visions. The Introductory Seminar in Documentary 

Studies is designed for students in the Certificate in Documentary Arts program or those 

who plan to enroll. Students will explore examples of documentary work and, at the final 

meeting, present project ideas of their own. 

WINTER 2014 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the Winter 2014 issue include work by 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners Rachel Andrews and Jen Kinney, 

remarks by Full Frame director Deirdre Haj, updates from John Hope Franklin Student 

Documentary Award winners and Certificate in Documentary Studies recipients, exhibition 

information, news from faculty and staff, and more 

To browse past issues, click here 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Thursday, January 30, doors at 7 p.m, screening at 7:30 p.m. / Full Frame Winter Series: 

The Crash Reef I Carolina Theatre / 309 W. Morgan St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch.or.q/archives/21273 

Thursday, February 6, 5-6:30 p.m. / "A Life of Politics and Public Service," a conversation 



with Senator Harris Wofford / Rhodes Conference Room, Sanford School of Public Policy, 

Duke University West Campus / 201 Science Dr, Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch.oqqlarchives/21247 

EXHIBITS 

Through February 22 / Legendary: inside the House Ballroom Scene, photographs by 2012 

CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin / Juanita Kreps 

Gallery / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

docu mentarystudies du ke edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#1eqe ndary 

January 27-February 28 / Deborah Stratman. Speculative Terrains I Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch.oqq/archives/21302 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies duke.edu 

CDS Perch cdsporch.orq 

Friends efCDS documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.eduievents 

~ess~3ge .~e2eeter@el:~ai£ b~; I~m @d~ke.ed~.i. se~t to 

for Dacume!;tarv Studies at Ddk~ Un#,/e[s~t~ ........................................ 
W ~’eti~grew St~ee~ 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



Session L 2:00 - 3:30pm 
Emilio del Valle Esca~ante (K1che’ Maya), Comunidad de Estudios Mayas / UNC-Chapel Hill. "introductory Remarks." 

~rma~icia Velasquez Nimatuj (K’iche’ Maya), Executive Director of the Support Mechanism for Indigenous Peoples Oxlajuj 
Tzikin (Guatemala). "A Democracy that Never Arrived: The Autonomy of Maya and Xinca Peoples in Guatemala in the Age of 
an Exhausted Neoliberalismi’ 

Simon Ortiz (Acoma Pueblo), Arizona State University. "Literary, intellectual, Social, and Political Interactions Among 
Indigenous Peoples of North, Central, and South America." 

Waskar Ad (Aymara) University of Nebraska, Lincoln. "The Beginning of the Decolonization Project: Toribio Miranda’s Framing 
and Dissemination of the Indian Law." 

Moderator: Chris Teuton (Cherokee), UNC Chapel Hill 

Coffee break 

Session//. 4:00 - 5:30 pm 
Mado Blaser, Memorial University. "Life Projects: Indigeneity as Wodding Practices." 

Luis C&rcamo Huechante (Mapuche), Comunidad de Histoda Mapuche / University of Texas at Austin. "Of Mapuche Agency: 
(Re)building Territories Under Corporate and State Colonialism in Chile." 

Jolene Rickard (Tuscarora), Cornell University. "Tactical Refusal: Global Indigenous Art." 

Moderator: Todd Ochoa, UNC Chapel Hill 

Special Session. 6:00 pm 
Simon Orfiz = Poetry Reading 

Break I Refreshements 

Introduction: Amy Locklear Hertel, Director of the American Indian Center, and Chris Teuton (Cherokee), UNC Chapel Hill 

FRIDAY, February 14, 3-5:30pm, Hyde Hal~ UNC C~-~apel Hill 

Round Table Discussion 

DECOLONIALITY / INDIGENE~TY / LANGUAGE 
Moderator: Jean Dennison (Osage), UNC Chapel Hill 

Jolene Rickard (Tuscarora), Cornell University 
Mado B~aser, Memorial University 
Simon Ortiz (Acoma Pueblo), Arizona State University 
Fredy R. Grefa (Kichwa), UNC Chapel Hill 
Waskar Ari (Aymara), University of Nebraska, Lincoln 
Irmalicia Velasquez Nimatuj (K’iche’ Maya), Executive Director of the Support Mechanism for Indigenous Peoples Oxlajuj 
Tz’ikin (Guatemala) 
Walter Mignolo, Duke University 

These events are free and open to the public 

This event is being organized and sponsored by the UNC Chapel Hill’s Romance Languages Department 
in collaboration with the departments of Anthropology, Religious Studies, American Indian and Indigenous Studies, the 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities, the American Indian Center, the Institute for the Study of the Americas, The Sonja 

Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, the UNC-CHiDuke Abya Yala Working Group, the Relationality Working 
Group, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, the Romance Studies Department at Duke 

and the Hemispheric Indigeneity in Global Terms project, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer <j ennifer@e&~cation- portal.corn> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 9:09 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Measure student learning with online video les~ns! 

Greetings froln Education PortaJd 

After viewing our o~fline video lessons, students can now e-m~l you their quiz results. E-mail reports include the s~dmffs full name (from his/her EP regis~tration profile), 
the quiz score, the lesson title, and a link to the les~n. 

Browse Lessons by Topic: 

Science 

Bioloffv 
Chemistry 

Earth Science 

Environment & Ecology 
Physical Science 

Computer Science and Inibrmation Systems 

Math 

Algebra 

Cg~culus 

Precalculus 

Statistics (first lesson live; more coming soon’.) 

Social Science 

Psychology 
Educafi onal Psychology 
Sociology 

Foreign Language 

° Spmlish 

Business 

Accounting 
Business Law 

Economics 

Inibrmation Systems & Computer Science 

Management 

Marketing 

Organizational Behavior 

En~lish 

¯ Literature 
¯ Wfiti~ 

Humanities 

ttumanities Survey 
Music 

History 

° U.S. History 
¯ Western Civilization 
¯ Vietuam War (new! more coming soon) 

You can find our entire collection of lessons here: http://education-portal.com,’academvicou~eiindex.htnal 

Students and professors can leave t~edback using the "Thumbs Up" and "Thumbs Down" buttons on every page. We read eveW comment, and we love hea~ing fi’om 
you! 



Track your viewing: lesson by lesson, quiz by quiz 

Students can create an acconnt to send quiz reports and keep track of their learning. The progress tracking system now shows exactly which lesson pages you’ve 

viewed and how you scored on each quiz. Create your account today, and reply to this e-mail to share your feedback m~d feature suggestions. 

See your work on Education Portal! 

We’re expanding our instructor reran. Would you like to write and record video lessons to appear on Education Pop,l? Visit our application page to lea~n more. If the 
position sounds like a fik we hope you’ll apply! 

About Education Portal Lessons 

¯ 7,800+ lessons 
¯ Short, bite-sized videos (5-10 minutes long) 

¯ Taught by subject matter experts 

¯ Engaging style 

Questions? 

If you have any questions or hesitations, please feel free to contact Ine. 

Best regards, 

Jem~ifer 

Education Portal 

About Education Portal 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around Ibr ten year~ and our video lessons aye our newest and boldest 

ww to achieve this goal. 

To unsubscribe from all of our mailings, click here or send an email to: globalunsub-667164@up0.net with the address: regester@email.unc.edu in the subject line. 

E ducation-Portal.co~n 
100 View St. #202 

Mountain View, CA 94041 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 9:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friendly Reminder - Meeting Today! 

CBC Special Meeting Provost Dean 1.28.14.docx 

Hi Friends. We meet with the Provost today at 2:00 p.m. in Union 3~L02. I attached the "agenda," and I spoke with the Provost about having a very informal 

and critical conversation about our community here at Carolina. I just sense (more than normal) a heated underlying tension in Blue Heaven. I hope you 

can attend. 

Have a blessed day! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

ww~x~unc.eduicbc 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee ~ ~earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 11:32 AM 

Ken Lee <kenlee@mwp.com> 

UFVA Special.. Advance bound galley of Writers Advantage by Laurie Scheer available tbr ten dollars plus ti~ee shipping 

Dear UFVA Members 

Michael Wiese Productions is pleased to announce 

The Writer’s Advantage 

A Toolkit for Mastering Your Genre 

Laurie Scheer 

If you’d like a bound galley tbr only ten dollaxs, plea~ email me your snail mail addres~ credit card, exp date or request a pay pal invoice for ten dollaxs no later than 

Janua~ 31 st 

Cheers 

Ken Lee 

Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX (206) 283-2072 

kenlee~,mwp.com 

Skype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

heather.addison@wmich.edu on behalf of 

Heather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:15 PM 

tteather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu> 

Andrea Meyer <         ~gmail.com> 

Reminder: UFVA submission deadline for Papers & Panels is Feb. 1st 

Greetings DTVA members, 

This is a final reminder. The 2014 submission deadline :[’or Papers & Panels is 11:59 pm on February 1st To submit, visit ufi~’a.org and click on the link for "Paper & Panel Submissions." 

AH other proposals (New Media, FiIrrdVideo Projects, Scripts, and Workshops) are due by 11:59 pm on March I st. 

This year’s conference wil[ be from August 6-9, 2014 in lovely Bozeman, MT at Montana State L’niversi~ I hope to see you there! 

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns about the submission process. 

Sincerely, 

Heather Addison 
2014 Conference VP 

Heather Addison, Phi). 
Associate Professor & 
Graduate Program Director 
315 Sprau Tower 
School of Comanunication 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, M149008 -5318 
e-mail: heath er.addison@wmich edu 
phone: (269) 387-2901 
fax: (269) 387-3990 

"The cinema substitutes for our gaze a world more in harmony with our desires." Andra Bazin, fibn theorist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:33 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

American Cinematographer eNewsletter- April 2014 issue Preview 

If you have problems viewing this message, please c4c here for additional help 

::.~.iI American Cinematographer magazineApril 2014 

Dear Colleague: 

Here’s an advance look at the April 2014 issue of 
American Cinematographer magazine, which will 
focus on digital production techniques and 
standout cinematography at this year’s Sundance 
Film Festival. (All adicles are tentative and subject 
to change.) 

Noah (Paramount) 

Matthew Libatique, ASC continued his 
collaboration with director Darren Aronofsky on this 
sweeping saga of biblical proportions. Starring 
Russell Crowe in the title role, the movie follows 
Noah as he constructs a gigantic ark and prepares 
his family for an apocalyptic flood. The filmmakers 
will discuss how they mounted the epic production 
on locations in Iceland, New York City, Mississippi 
and Mexico. 

Need For Speed (Disney) 

Shane Hurlbut, ASC teamed with director Scott 
Waugh to visualize this fast-paced tale of revenge, 
which is based on a series of racing video games 
published by Electronic Arts. The movie focuses on 
street racer Tobey Marshall (Aaron Paul), who gets 
out of prison and joins a cross-country race, hell- 
bent on exacting revenge upon the business 
associate who framed him. 

Divergent (Lionsgate) 

AIwin KDchler, BSC shot this sci-fi thriller directed 
by Nell Burger. Based on the first book in a trilogy of 
novels by Veronica Roth, the movie is set in a 
futuristic, dystopian Chicago, where 16-year-old 
Beatrice Prior (Shailene Woodley) doesn’t fit in with 
any of society’s five different political factions, which 
are based on personality types. As a Divergent, 

Beatrice and others like her draw the ire of an 
authoritarian leader seeking to exterminate anyone 
who threatens the order and obedience of this 
Dperfect~ world. KDchler will discuss the 
techniques he applied to the story while shooting 
digitally on locations throughout Chicago. 

Sundance Film Festival 

AC editors and writers are once again bundling up 
for the bracing winter climate of Park City, Utah, 
where they will attend this premier gathering of 
filmmakers and cineastes. The magazine’s team will 
scout the festival’s many screenings and present a 
roundup of the most visually impressive entries. 

The April issue’s departments will spotlight the 
following projects: 

-..February 20! 4- 

*Hollywood Post Alliance Tech 

Retreat 

February 21-24, 2014, Palm 

Springs 

-..Ma:ch 20~ 4 .... 

*Fusion Film Festival 

March 5-6, 2014, NewYork 

*South by Southwest 

March 7-16, 2014-Austin, TX 

--.April g014-. 

*NAB Show 

April 5-10, 2014- Las Vegas, NV 

*Creativa Fest: International 

Animation Festival 

April S0-May 4, Mexico City, 

Mexico 

--.Juria g014-- 

*Cine Gear Expo 

June 6-8, 2014 

*Cine Video Expo 

June 3-6, 2014- Mexico City, 

Mexico 

*Los Angeles Film Fest 
June 2014, Los Angeles 



Short Takes will focus on the dreamlike short film 
Neverlands, shot by cinematographer Alexander 
Gait and directed by lain Marcks. 

Production Slate will offer interviews with Giles 
Nuttgens, BSC, cinematographer on the British 
gangster comedy Dora Hemingway, and Oliver 
Bokelberg, ASC, BVK, who serves as director of 
photography on the ABC television series Scandal. 

ASC Close=Up will profile r~nowned Society 
member Roger Deakins, whose illustrious rE]sumEl 
includes 10 Academy Award nominations, three 

BAFTA Awards, and four additional BAFTA 
nominations. An ASC Lifetime Achievement Award 

honoree, Deakins has also been nominated for 12 
ASC Awards, winning three times (for The 
Shawshank Redemption, The Man Who Wasn’t 
Them and Skyfall). His other credits include 
Prisoners, T~e Gtft, A Sei~ous Man, Revolutionary 

Road, The Reader, Doubt, The Assassination of 
Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford, No 
Country for Old Men, Jathead, A Beautiful Mind, 0 
Brother, Where Art Thou, The Big Lebowski, 
Kundun, Faro, Dead Man Walking and Barton Fink= 

AS your customeFs and 

prospects read this exciting 

editorial they will see your ad 

and respond to your message. 

Call your AC representative today 

to reserve a place in this 

important issue. 

RESERVATION DEADLINE: 

MATERIALS DEADLINE: 

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING 
CONTACTS 

Angle Gollmann (323) 936-3769, 

Email: ~ 2![E&~E£~ ~.~.~.~.~ JJ=.E?.£ 
Western US and {nternationa{ 

Accounts 

Sanja Pearce (323) 952-2114, 

Email: 

East Coast, Southern and 

Midwestern States 

Diella Nepomuceno (323) 969- 

4333 x 124, Email: 

Classifieds/Advertising 

Coordinator 

Frier:ds ot the ASC 

For more than 80 years, Ame4can C~:nematographer has been the "magazine of record" for fills professionals ai{ over ti~e world. 

The ASC Oniine Store offers a range o[ items-., books; videos, DVDs, ad~lio CDs. apparel; accessories and other products o[ 
interest to ~he world’s filmrnakin9 cornmunib,., 

1782 Nolth Orange Drive Hollywood, CA 90028 

tel (800) 448-0145 - voice: (323) 989-4333 - ~ax: (323) 876-4973 -clirect line: (323) 969-4344 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) <info@ncbsonline.ovg> 

Tuesday, Jmmary 28, 2014 5:32 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

NCBS Call for Papers - Extension date, January 31, 2014 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

~Vednesday, January 29, 2014 8:04 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesle@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Real KnoMedge for Civil Rights 

humanities 

View this email in your web browser 

insights gained from history, 

ProQuest primary sources provide access to profoundfy 

personal documen~.s that promote a deeper 

understartding and ofl:er a counterpoint to official histories 

that help to develop critical thinking. 

In 1903, the scholar and activist W. E. B. Du Bois, in his 

magisterial book"The Souls d Black Folk,’~ prophetically 

wrote that "the problem of the Twentieth C:entury is the 

problem o1 the cobr line/~ Years after the publ~catbn o~ 

"The Souls of Blad< Folk," and 50 years ~go this year~ ~he 

CMI RNhts Act of 1964 was passed. 

We invite you to explore the fight against the cofor line in 

the 2gth century. Ask your librarian to sign up fl:~r free 

triafs of vital Black History resources, such as: 

History Vault modules: Black Freedom Struggle in 

the 20th Century and The NAACP 

Nack Abo~Nonis~ Papers 

Nack Studies Center, ~ncludhsg Nack Uterab~re 

ProQuest H~stodcal NewspapersTM - 

Newspapers 

With real knowledge oF the past, we can influertce hist.ory 

more about Literature Online, which ~ndudes works on 
authors such as W. E. B, Du Bo~s, 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive furlher messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Tarleton, David <dtarleton@COLUM.EDU> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 29, 2014 8:30 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Putting together a tmnel on teaching editing and creative post-produclion 

Hello fellow UFVA Members, 

I’m interested in putting together a panel focusing on teaching the creative and storytelling side of editing and creative post-production. Rather than a discussion of software or technology, 
we could explore approaches to teaching students to think like storytellers first. 

If you are interested, please email me, with a paragraph description of ;vhat you’d like to focus on 

Thanks so much, 

David Tarleton 
Assistant Professor 
Editing and Post-Production Coordinator 
Cinema Art + Science 
Columbia College Chicago 

’]?his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the fi~llowing message to listserv@listsep¢.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVAMST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Robert Johnson <rj ohnson 1 @FRAIvI1NGHAIVI.EDU> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 29, 2014 9:02 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

CaJl for Panelis~ts Using Non-TmditionaJ Media Tools 

Bart Weiss and I are pulling together a panel on the use of non-traditional media tools, such as iPhones and iPads, as an introduction to production and stoD-telling techniques. 
Our focus will be on hardware, software as well as methndology If you’re interested, feel free to contact me at the email address below 

\’,\,’,’g///iill’,’,",w,///iiii\\\\\////llll’,",’,’,"~///llll 
Robert Johnson, Jr. 
Protbssor, Communication Arts Department 
Framingham State Umversity 
o: 508.6264684 
f: 508626.4847 
e: rj ohnsonl @framingham edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following comanand to listserv@listserv.american edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@Iistsep¢ american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

TIMOTHY MILES via LinkedIn <membei@linkedin.com> 

Wednesday, January, 29, 2014 9:14 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-> 

Charlene, please add me to your Linkedln nem, ork 

T~OTHY M~LE$ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

? } ! !} ! + } ! !! !!! !! !! } ! !! ! ! ! }!!~}!!~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <~nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:21 AM 

class-center-list@duke.edu; sncf-announcement@duke.edu; sncf-scholar@&&e.edu; histoD~-graduates@duke.edu; histo~- 

depa~rtmen@duke.edn; Camille Jackson <cmnille:iackson@duke.edu~~; Mary Lindsley <ma~.lindsley@duke.edu>; Megan Granda, Ph.D. 

<megan.grand~&&e.edu> 

CANCELLED DUE TO WEATHER -- toniglffs Organizing the South panel 

message- footer.txt 

If you have forwarded this notice to others, thank you, and please help us get the word out to them! 

When~Wed., Jan. 29 at 7pro-New date will be announced when set 
Where: Duke ‘~*!‘~‘~I‘‘~ger5jt~‘.~e.~:~er.f~!‘.!‘.!D.~c~!~.~.e.~ta.~St~I~i~iiiii}~..‘ 13..~7 ~?’:’~Pett~g~ 5~L,~D.urbam, NC 27705 

Ho~" do the low wages ~f the South a~fect the rest of t~e country? 
How can worker organizing !ead to more progressive public policies? 
Let’s talk about labor organizk~g ~r~ the South. Come share your ideas and find out why now ~s the t~me to organize the South. 
Panelists will discuss the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution calling for a southern organizing strategy, the region’s labor history, current 
organizgng campNgns, and the political influence of the South on the natgon. 
Sponsored by: 

CLASS Center at Duke, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers 
For more Mformat~on: 

Contact the NC SLate AFL-CIO, 919-833-6678, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cody@supremetexts,com 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:40 AM 

Textbooks tbr students 

Greetings! 

I will be back on campus ALL THIS WEEK, Wednesday THROUGH Friday, 

Jan. 29th-31st, BUYING BOOKS. 

Please let me know if you would like me to stop by your office. 

Many times I can find books of value that can be 
recirculated to other students who would be glad 
to have them. 

All book are recirculated to students at a fraction of the cost of 
retail. Instructor Editions welcome, as those can be recirculated back 
to the wholesalers. 

Thanks for your time, and all the best, 

Cody 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Women Make Movies Educate <educate@WMM.COM> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 11:12 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Start the New Year with Womeu Make Movies! 

Hello, 

This is Amy from Women Make Movies, the leading nonprofit distributor of films by and about women. I thought members of this listserv would like to take 

advantage of our annual buy one get one free offer that ends on 3./33./3.4] 

The WMM catalog lists hundreds of titles, including these engaging educational resources for Feminist Studies, Human Rights, Female Sexuality, and Violence 

Against Women. 

PINK SARIS 

http:!!www.wmm.com!filmcatalog!pages!c789.shtml 

"Highly recommended." Educational Media Reviews Online 

THE PRICE OF SEX 

http://www.wmm.comifilmcatalogipages/cSO4.shtml 

Winner of the 2011 Daniel Pearl Award for Outstanding International Investigative Reporting 

AFRICA IS A WOMAN’S NAME 

http:!!www.wmm.com!filmcatalog!pages!cSOg.shtml 

"Highly recommended." Educational Media Reviews Online 

ORCHIDS: MY INTERSEX ADVENTURE 

http://www.wmm.com/filmcatalog/pages/cSO2.shtml 

Winner of the Australian Teachers of Media’s ATOM Award for Best Documentary 

THE GENDER CHIP PROJECT 

http:!!www.wmm.com!filmcatalog!pages!c673.shtml 

"Insightful. Highly recommended with great potential use for many collections." Educational Media Reviews Online 

INVOKING JUSTICE 

http://www.wmm.com/filmcatalog/pages/c834.shtml 

"An intimate and inspiring portrayal of the collective action of Muslim sisterhood." Stephen Hughs, University of London 

JUSTICE FOR SALE 

http://www.wmm.comifilmcatalogipages/c827.shtml 

"Highly recommended and absolutely necessary for all African studies programs." Educational Media Reviews Online 

POETRY OF RESILIENCE 

http://www.wmm.com/filmcatalog/pages/c825.shtml 

Awarded Best Short Documentary by the Woodstock Film Festival 

You can take advantage of this special offer by ordering at least two films at www.wmm.com and using promo code BOGOLS3.3. You can also place your order via 

email at orders@wmm.com or by calling 23.2.925.0606 x360 and referencing the promo code. Offer ends January 33., 203.4. 

*Offer does not include 203.3/203.4 new releases. Offer applies to institutional orders only. Cannot be combined with any other offers. 

GENERAL ORDERING INFORMATION 

All orders must be accompanied by an institutional purchase order or Prepayment. Payment may be made by institutional check, money order, or Visa, MasterCard 

and AMEX. 

Women Make Movies *3.3.5 W. 29th Street, Suite 3.200, New York, NY, 3.0003.* 

orders@wmm.com 

Tel: 212.925.0606 x360 

Please let me know if you have any questions and thank you for your support! 

Sincerely, 

Amy Aquilino 

Women Make Movies 

115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, 

New York, NY 3_0003_ 

www.wmm.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You caa~ leave a list by ~nding the following command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: siguoffUFVAI ,IST-L (Write this commaud in body 

ofemail with nothing else) t osting Messages: You caaa post messages to the list b5 sending aa~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:28 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Haitian Film Series at Duke 

h t t p ://la tin a m e r ica n ca rib b ea n .d u k e .ed u!p r ogrra m-info r m a t io niblog-a rc hive/2014/01/28/haitia n-film-ser ies-2014 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regresterC~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=65646456~94d215e1724eab7c882d~cb~1baf1bf&n=T&~=aaad&o=34175777 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34175777-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882dOcbfflbaflbf@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University of Virginia Field Schools <buzzoni@virginia.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@ema?d.unc.edu> 

Summer Field Schools in HistoricaJ, Archaeology 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

i.~.i Summer Field Schools in Historical Archaeology 

three of V~r!)~nia’s premier histork: s~tes: the first permaser~t Em~sh sett~eme~t at 

American Mstory, Stade~ts receive s~x gradsa:e credits (Anthropology 5589) from the 

especially ~f t~ey are ~op~r~g to apply the credits toward as ~mdergrad~a~e degree 

We a~reciate your forwardim~ this emait to potential studepts, The iit~ks beiew witi 
.sake you 8irectiy to each p~oper.sy’s program. 

Link            £ Monticello Link             i:~ii Poplar Forest Link 

::~,{ School of Continuing and Professional Studies 

Zehmer Ha~ 

P.O. Box 400764 

Char~ottesv~% VA 22904--476~ 
www.scps.virgJnia .edu 
434.-982- 5294 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

L. Teresa Church < @mindspring.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 29, 2014 11:45 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu~" 

Fwd: 2014 Haiti~m Film Series at Duke 

haJtima fihn festival posler smaJLlxtf 

Dear Charlene, 

I mn passing this along FYI, thinking that you may find it of interest. Take care and I will see you s~on. 

Best until thei~ 

Teresa 

Begin forwarded message: 

The Duke Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies + Haiti Lab invite you to the 3rd Annual Haitian Film Series 

Starting with the first film, G#rard Gourgue: The man who could have changed the course of history" 

Wednesday February 5 
7:00 pm I 240 John Hope Franklin Center (2204 Erwin Road, Durham) 
Free and open to the public 
Parking available in the Pickens Family Clinic lot across the street. 

For more information: http:/ilatinamericancaribbean.duke.eduiprogram-informationibloq-archive/2014/01/28/haitian-film-series-2014 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Thursday, Januao, 30, 2014 7:11 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

Opening Receptions, Talks, Tours, Films, and More! 

NEWS FROM THE 

Two New Exhibitions opening this Friday! 
"The New Found Land" and America Seen 
Click the images to [earn more! Opening reception details below. 

Members’ Reception, Friday, 31 January, 5:30 PM 
Current Ack[and Art Museum members are invited to a private 
celebration of the opening of the spring exhibitions. Reserved parking is 
available. 
RSVP Required: please call Kate Walton at 919.843.5637. 

Public Reception, Friday, 31 January, 6:30-8:00 PM 
At[ are welcome to celebrate the opening of our spring exhibitions. 

And stop by the Ackland Museum Store, open until 8:00 PM Friday! 

Wednesday, 5 February, 12:00 PM 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



A lunchtime talk by Tim Carter (UNC-Chapel Hill, Music) 

Under Rooseveit’s New Deal, the arts, and the various federal projects 

that supported them, wiiiin~iy embraced both the avant-garde and various 

vernacular modernisms associated with leftist Popular Front. Examples 

from theater and music of the time offer a window on the issues -- and on 

the dilemmas that ensued. 

Select Thursdays beginning 6 February, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Ackiand curators offer an intimate view of works of art from the 

Museum’s collection that are not currently on view. See 1930s prints by 

African American artists, 20th century Native American art, prints on a 

musical theme, and more! Click for info[ 

Experts from UNC’s faculty and the Ack[and’s staff join forces to delve into 

the artistic culture of the works of art in our sprin~ exhibitions. 

Sunday, 9 February, 2:00 PM 

Join Me,an Wiiiiams (MA Art HistorylMLS candidate) and Peter Nisbet 

(Chief Curator, Ackiand) for a conversationai tour of America Seen: The 

Hunter and Cathy Ai~en Co~ection of Socia~ ReaUst Prints. 

This week: "Imagining Italy" 

Saturday, I February, 3:00 PM 

Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

"American Comedy/American Democracy" Series 

On the bi8 screen at the Varsity Theatre, films devoted to the ways that Hollywood 

cinema, particularly depression-era comedies, have depicted the problems and 

possibilities of democracy. 



Tues, 4 February, 7:00 PM 

Sullivan’s Travels 
(RESCHEDULED from 28 January) 

Thurs, 6 February, 7:00 PM 

Duck Soup 

Thurs, 13 February, 7:00 PM 

Rug~les of Red Gap 

Thurs, 20 February, 7:00 PM 

hit. Smith Goes to Washington 
The Acktand Firm Forum is made possible by the 8enerous 
support of Ruby Lerner. 

North Carotina Public Radio WUNC is the 
Officiat Media Sponsor of the Acktand 
Firm Forum. 

Openin8 Reception: Friday, 14 February, 6:30-8:30 PM 

Lec~in9 the Table: The Furniture of Bill Neville, openin8 February 14th, celebrates 

the 30-year career of this Chapel Hill craftsman. The show features four newly- 

crafted tables which use the exotic veneer claro walnut bud, as well as a series of 

mirrors, tall shelves, and many larBe turned vessels in a variety of native and exotic 

woods. Learn more! 

20% off all in-stock Jewelry February 1-14 



No 

additional 

discounts 

apply. No 

discounts 

on special 

orders. 

Ten- to 13-year-o[ds [earn linear perspective, drawin~ from nature and more! Learn 

more and re~ister! 

Second Saturday Mornin~ and Third Thursday Evenin~ every month! Learn more! 

THANK YOU! 



The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pub[ic programs are made possibte by ~?:~ 

generous support from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends tire 

you. Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an 

emait to the editor. 

A~t objects from the cottection of the Ackland Art h~useum, The University of North Carotina at 

Chape~ Hitt, unless otherwise noted. 

Egyptian, Bast Amulet (Cat wfth Two Kfttens), n.d., btue faience. Acktand Fund. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-F[emish, 1528-1598, engraver, and John White, Engtish, active in 

America, c. 1540 - c. 1593-1606, designer: A Weroen or 9rear Lord o[ Vfrgfnfe (detai[), prate 

3 from Thomas Harriot’s A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia, 

pubtished 1590; engraving. Lent by Michae[ N. Joyner. 

Leo John Meissner, American, 1895-1977: Wer Bulletfns, c. 1942; wood engraving. Hunter and Cathy Atten Cogection. 

Kimowan Metchewais (McLain), Canadian, Chipewyan, 1963-2011: Fence, 2009; inkier photo print on mulberry paper. Acktand 

Fund. 

Danie[ Seag[e, American, North Carotina, Lincotn County, c. 1805-1867: Four-.gellon Ju.g, c. 1850; atkatine-g[azed stoneware. 

Ackiand Fund. 

Forward this ernail 

This em~il w~s sent to regester@email.unc,ed~i by esbowles@email.unc.edu :: 
_U__#__d__a__t__e__[~__r_o__f_[Le.~__~g__a_[L_A__d__d__Le__s_~ [nstar~t removal with ._S__a__f#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_L_b__e_~< [%v__a__c_Z__r_LoJLc_y__. 

Ackland Art Nuseum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 9:47 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Assignment Due 

I will be out of class Thursday (9:30-10:45am) due to catching a cold over the past few days. I feel terrible, 

Here is my assignment that was due today. 

Thank you! See you Tuesday! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 2017 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 10:25 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhummtitiescenter.org> 

CANCELLED: "Americm~ Promise" Preview Screening at the Nationdl Humanities Center 

Due to lh~gering conce~aas from the recent indelnent weather, tonight’s preview screening of the documenta~, American Promise has been 
C~NCELLED. 

For questions abont this or other upcoming events at the National Humanities Center, please contact Martha Johnson: miohnson~nationalhumanitiescenter.o~;~, (919) 

406-0116. 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbugy Academic <csm@bloomsburynews.com> 

Thursday, JanuaU 30, 2014 10:31 AlVl 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu> 

Meet us in Chicago for College Arts Association 2014! 

Will you be at the the annual conference of the College 
Art Association? 

Join Bioomsbury Publishing s-.:nd Fs@-child Books at CA/-\ 2014! ,Stop by Beoti~ 513 

in the exhibit hail to: 

f~sh~on, mush, and mo~’e 

Pbk up a copy of ou~ new 

Meet w{th r~ sa~es representadve b d[souss textbook r~doptbns 1:or your course 

Ts~k b our ed)brs 

College Art Association 

~ W ednesday, February 12 to Saturday, February 15 20!4 
Hilton Chicago, 720 S Michigan Ave, C~ cage L, USA 

~xhibit Hours: 

Thursday, February 13th 

9:00am- 6:00pro 

Friday, February 14th 

9:00am- 6:00pm 

Saturday, February 15th 

9:00am- 2:30pro 

For editorial appointments: 

If you would like to book an appointment with an editor, please 
contact ~::~t~/~::~ .i:::~ 

To speak with a Visual Arts sales representative: 



Stacey George, Account I~anager (Attending} 

Tel: 212-419-5299, 

Colorado, ConnecticuL Delaware, HawaiL Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 

Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, New 

Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, 

Washington D.C. West ~£irginia, or Wyoming 

I~eianie Sankel, Director of Sales, Adoptions (Attending) 

Tel: 212-419-5296, !!:!!ii.[! k!3.i.!ii.~i: .!i!.!::!!:i::!i.[ii~=::ii=.!?!{!::!i!.!Z!!:.!.!ii!.!:L!:,.:~:::~k!ii!.!!:! 

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississ@pi, Puerto Rico, 

Texa& IADT Om’ine, Ai Online 

Allison Jones, Senior Account I~anager 

Tel: 212-419-5346, 

Arizona, Arkansas, California, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, North 

Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia 

Canada. Alaska, Idaho, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana. New 

Hampshire, New York, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont, 

Washington, Wisconsin 

For any course adoption-related sa~es issues or concerns 

regarding titles on fi~m studies, literary studies, music and 

sound studies, or philosophy contact: 

Design and Graphic NEW! 
Arts 2014 

Don’t forget to have a look at our latest catalog, packed with a 

fantastic collection of new resource,~ for lecturer,~, students and 

libraries. 

If you would like to receive a piinted copy, just 

Bloomsbury Academic & Professional --Awards for Academic IExcellence 2013 

The Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the "(ear 
independent Publishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional Publisher of the Year 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

L. Teresa Church @mindspring.com> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 11:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 Hmtia~ Film Series at Duke 

Good Inoming Choxlene, 

You are veo~ welcome. 

I, too, hope that we cm~ meet tomorrow. There is still a lot of ice in my neighborhood as of this time. My concern for traveling to Chapel Hill tomorrow morning roll be 

ice from the run-offoftoday’s melting snow that refreezes tonight. I just checked the local weather forecast and icy roads are anticipated for Durham tomorrow. The 

reads leading out to nay neighborhood are considered ~condary roads, so ice and snow removal is not a priority for the Department of Transportation. 

Is your schedule tlexible to any degree, such that we can meet tomorrow atternoon around 1:00 PM? I roll be happy o shift my schedule around and come to Chapel 

Hill at that time of the day, rather than 10:00 AM. 

Thanks so much, 

Teresa 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 7:07 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Teresa: Thanks much and hope to see you tomorrow. If you think the weather is too bad -- I hate for you to make a trip but you can let me know. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: L. Teresa Church I      ~mindspring.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 29, 2024 22:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Fwd: 2024 Haitian Film Series at Duke 

Dear Charlene, 

I am passing this along FYI, thinking that you may find it ofinteresl. Take care and I will see you soon. 

Begin forwarded message: 

The Duke Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies + Haiti Lab invite you to the 3rJ Annual Haitian Film Series 

<nlime- attachment.png> 

Starting with the first film, G#rard Gourgue: The man who could have changed the course of history. 
Wednesday February 5 
7:00 pm I 240 John Hope Franklin Center (2204 Erwin Road, Durham) 
Free and open to the punic 
Parking available in the Pickens Family Clinic lot across the street. 

For more information: http://~atinamericancaribbean~duke~edu/pr~gram-inf~rmati~n/b~~g-archive/2~14/~1/28/haitian-fi~m- 
series-2014 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

WaJter Rucker via Linkedln ~:member@linkedin.com> 

Thnrsday, January 30, 2014 12:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Charlene, please add me to your Linkedln nem, ork 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

L. Teresa Church- ~mindspring.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 1:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 Hmtia~ Film Series at Duke 

Thank you, Charlene. I will see you then. 

--Teresa 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 12:39 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Teresa: Yes, :tpm works better for me as well. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Rgester 



~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:40 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesler@email.unc.edu~" 

Letter of Recommendation 

Final Resume.pdf 

Good Afternoon Dr. Regester, 

I hope that all is well with you this semester. Things for me have been just alright and I am considering returning home to finish my undergraduate 

education. Since I have taken three of your courses (AFAM    AFAM    .Summer online & AAAD    ~ I would greatly appreciate you completing an online 

recommendation form on my behalf. I am applying to the University of Wisconsin-Madison. I will attach my resume and you should expect to see an email 

from the UW-Madison with instructions on completing the online recommendation form. Thank you in advance. Please do not hesitate to email me bad< if 

you have any questions or concerns. 

Warm Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UW-Madis~n Office of Admissions and Recruitment <onmsconsin@admissions.msc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 2:40 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

Recommendation Request ti-om 

Hello, 

would like yon to submit a recommendation to the Universi~ of Wisconsin-Madison Office of Admissions and Recruitment on their behalf If you 

would like to submit a recommendation for Amandla please click the link below: 

https:i/admissions.wise.edtL/recommendations/submit/index.php?hid 218e9adbaetb 1 cd589dc6c5f0fe6296a&~VZmcop~ 

If you have any questions, please contact directly at ~live.unc.edu. 

On Wisconsin! 

Office of Admissions a~d Recruitment 

admissions.wisc.edu/contacms 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 3:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Letter of Recommendation 

’I’h~xik you very much. February. 10th is the deadline. 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 3:51 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <vegester(&email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Dear Yes, T will submit this letter of recommendation but when is the deadline? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Sent-" Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Letter of Recommendation 

Good Afternoon Dr. Regester, 

I hope that all is well with you this semester. Things for me have been just alright and I am considering returning home to finish my 

undergraduate education. Since I have taken three of your courses (AFAM    AFAM    Summer online & AAAD     I would greatly 

appreciate you completing an online recommendation form on mv behalf. I am applying to the University of Wisconsin-Madison. I will attach 

my resume and you should expect to see an email from the UW-Madison with instructions on completing the online recommendation form. 

Thank you in advance. Please do not hesitate to email me back if you have any questions or concerns. 

Warm Regards, 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and HistoB/] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us next Thursday, February 6 at 7pro for 

a film screening and discussion with acclaimed 

filmmakers Joel Zito Araujo and Halle Gerima. 

Award winning Afro-Brazilian filmmaker and scholar, 

Joel Zito Ara6jo returns to UNC at Chapel Hill as 

scholar-in-residence at the Stone Center during the 

month of February. Ara6jo is an acclaimed filmmaker, 

director, writer and producer of films and TV programs 

(24 documentaries, 22 shorts, 3 full-length features). 

Throughout February, Ara6jo will visit classes at UNC 

at Chapel Hill and other area colleges and universities 

to participate in lectures, discussions, and host 

screenings and discussion of his films. 

Ara~jo will open is his residency on Thursday, 

FebruarY/6 at 7pro at the Stone Center. At this 

event, Araujo and noted Ethiopian filmmaker Halle 

Gerima (Teza, Adwa, Sankofa) will screen excerpts from 

their films followed by a discussion moderated by St. 

Augustine University professor Natalie Bullock-Brown 

Please join us at the Stone Center on Feb 6 for a 

discussion with filmmakers Araujo and Germina. 

This event is FREE and open to the public. To RSVP to 

the event, please email ~LLqi!._e_~£Lt_~_E@%n_c_’_~._e_.c_[K, call 

919-962-9001, or via _F_..a_g_~_.b_.o__o_._k_~ 

Check out the complete Spring 2014 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our website, email us at 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Joel Zito Araujo film events: 

February :lJ. at 7pro the Stone Center will join 

the Institute for the Study of the Americas at 

UNC at Chapel Hill to present Rata at the 

Mandela Auditorium at the FedEx Global 

Education Building at UNC at Chapel Hill. Post 

film discussion with Ara~jo. 

February 20 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen Filhas do Vento (Daughters of the Wind) 

in the Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. Post film 

discussion with AraOjo. 

Spring 2(}I4 Program 

Agenda 



February 24 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen"Cinderellas, Wolves and One Enchanted 

Prince at in Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. 

Post film discussion with Araujo and Spelman 

professor Erica Coleman. 

For more information about February events 

with Joel Zito Ara6jo, please email us at 

_s__t__o___n__~__c_~_[Lt_~£_@__u__[]__c_’=_~__d___u_ or call 919-962-9001. 

Don’t forget to check out Re/Iteratlons of 

Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements 

exhibition at the Stone Center Brown Gallery 

and Museum. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, 
Martyrs, Movements features photographs of people 
and places in social justice movements and moments 

in American History. Re/Iterations of Resistance: 

Moments, Martyrs, Movements will be on display at 

the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery 

and Museum from ]anuary 21 through April 25, 2014. 

From our Stone Center 
Friends.°. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s 

2o~4 African American History Month 

Lecture program: 

At 7 p.m., Wednesday, February 5, in the Sonja 

Haynes Stone Center’s Hitchcock Multi-Purpose room, 

Ohio State University professor, Dr. Hasan Kwame 

]effries will speak on "Civil Rights and Civil Wrongs: 

North Carolina and the Struggle for Justice and 

Equality" and after the lecture he will be signing his 

award-winning book, Bloody Lowndes: Civil Rights and 

Black Power in Alabama’s Black Belt, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Genna Rae McNeil ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 7:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Dinner Wed. Feb. 5 

Are you avafilable to be a host to one of the Greensboro Four t:amilies and Tyrone and Dana Kilgoe? We are meeting at Stone Center at 4:40 to leave for Top of the 

Hill. ,(You would park in g~:rage and do shaxed ride from UNC motor pool,,) menu is either braised beef, free range baked chicken, fried chicken breasts, veggie 
burger, grit cake with mushrooms or sahnon. I would like you to join us. Will send full menu & invitation in Half hour. Genna Rae 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Genna Rae McNeil ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, JanuaU 30, 2014 7:54 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Willimns, Michael A <M WilliaJns@~mc.edu~ 

Dinner with the Greensboro Four on Feb 5, Wednesday before Lecture 

You axe cordially invited to Dinner in Honor ofthe.docx 

Deoac Charlene: I hope that you are available at 4:40 p.m. through 8:30 p.m. to host and sit ruth Don and Lynn Massenburg and Janice Allen (family of the late David 

Richmond, of Greensboro Four) along with Tyrone and Dana Kilgoe (whom you met at the debate in December) for dinner before the African American Histo~ 

Monfl~ Lectare and during the lecture. 
I need l:aculty on whom I can count to assist the guests and make them t~el comtbrtable. Dinner will be at Top of the Hill. (Will have transportation for "the group at the 

Stone Center leaving Stone Center at 4:45 p.m.; you can park early at Parking Deck). Please complete the tbrm mad either return your preference tbr entree via email 

or Pax m Michael Williams (see email address on attached form). 
I un&rsta~d if you cannot be available because of teaching, but look forwmvl to seeing you on Wednesday. Genna Rae 

P.S. Ray Gavins sends his regards and wants you to M~ow he will be at Lecture with some students from Duke. 



Bistan/gnpt. (919) 982-9825 (Nr. Williams.) (919) 982-1483 (FAX attn. ~4. Williams.) Email: m. Williams@unc.ndu (Niehanl Williams) 

~6u are cordially in’~tedto Dinner in Honor of the "Greensboro Four" 

5pm* to 6:45pm 

at TOP OF THE HILL 

I00 E. Fra~k/~n Street ChapelHill, ~¢’C 27514 (_919) 929-8676 

Please select one entree from among the choices below and return this form via email attachment or call in your 

preferences or fax in your form. You may place preferences for one or more members of your party on this 

form. (If you have dietary restrictions, please note them along side your selection. 

AllEntrces are ser~’edwith beverage (non-alcoholic;free refills), rolls & butter, andBanana P ddi efor Dessert 

I Vegetarlbn Options 

IA     ~ildMushroom Got Cakes: crisp organic go’ts with sa~ttbedPortobello, shitake & oyster mushrooms in 

rosema~ cashew cream sa~lce, garnishcdwith scallions. Please specify if sauce should be served on the side. 

IB     Edamamc Burger. House made vegetartb~ patty with lettuce, tomatoes, redonions, with sauce andSweet 

Potato q:o’es, (~mallgrecn saladmay be substituted forthe fries) Please specify if sauce should be served on the side. 

II Poultry Options 

IIA Chatam County Free Birc~ Half herb roastcdchicken with naturalrosemary aujus. Mashedpotatoes, green 

beans., & butternut squash 

IIB    ButtermilkFn’edChickc~u chicken breasts with mushroom cream gravy, mashedpotatoes, greens beans, 

buttcrn~ squash anda buttcnnilkbiscuit 

III Beef Selection 

III TOPO BraisedBeef’ Slow-braisedboneless beef short o’b with roastcdvcgetablcs & mashcdpotatoes 

IV Fish Selection 

IV     Thai Go’llcdSalmon: Go’lledsa~non with fresh spinach, onions, tomatoes & honey roastednuts drizHedwith 

creamywasabi&sweet ¢Thai chifi’sauces Please specify if sauce should be served on the side. 

Please Note YOUR SELECTION(s) Below: 

YOUR NAME(s) 

1. 



Histarf gBpt. (919) 9B2-9825 (Mr. Williams.) (919) 9B~-14[]3 (FAX, attn. iv]. Williams.) Email: m. Williamsf~unc.Bdu (~dichael Williams) 

COMMEN~S regardi~gyour mealpreferc~ces a~dothcr dietary rcstffctions shouldbe providcdat the bottom of page 

one, please. 

~Please plan to park at the parking deck of the Stone Center by 4:45 p.m.,~ where the University will 

provide transportation for our dinner guests leaving for the restaurant, Top of the Hill, by 4:50 pm. ~ 

Return Transportation to the Lecture at the Stone Center will be provided for the group, which will 

depart Top of the Hill at 6:45 for the 7 p.m. program and reserved seating in the Stone Center. 

~Directions to the Stone Center may be retrieved at the Stone Center website or see below: 

~You may also drive to Top of the Hill Restaurant (TOPO)and park in the University Square lot or 

Municipal Parking or on Franklin metered parking. The address for "TOPO" : 100 East Franklin St., 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514; TOPO’s telephone number is: (919) 929-8676. TOPO supports local growers and 

maintains a diverse staff. You will be joining the UNC Vice Chancellor for Diversity and Multi-Cultural 

Affairs and History Department Dinner Party. 

**Driving Directions Specify that you are coming for the "Top of the Hill ’Greensboro Four’ Dinner 

Event" for admission to parking deck before 5 p.m. Parking Deck for the Stone Center is open and free 

to the public after S p.m. 

Coming from Greensboro, Triad 

Take 1-40 East then take exit 273-A; turn right onto Hwy 54 West. Drive under the Hwy:15o50:l Bridge 

then and head toward campus, driving through the intersection of Country Club Dr. and South 

Road. Drive down South Road through campus, passing Fetzer Gym on your left and the Student 

Union on your right. Drive past the Bell Tower on your left, get in left turning lane, and turn left onto 

Bell Tower Drive at traffic signal. Bell Tower Drive leads to a parking lot and the Stone Center is the 

first building to your left (across the street from the Genome Science Building). 

From Raleigh, RDU, Points East 

Take 1-40 West to Exit 273A (Hwy 54 West) toward Chapel Hill & UNC. You will be on Hwy 54 West. Drive 

under the Hwy15-501 Bridge and head toward campus, driving through the intersection of Country Club 

Dr. and South Road. Drive down South Road through campus, passing Fetzer Gym on your left and the 

Student Union on your right. Drive past the Bell Tower on your left, get in left turning lane, and turn left 

onto Bell Tower Drive at traffic signal. Bell Tower Drive leads to a parking lot and the Stone Center is the 

first building to your left (across the street from the Genome Science Building). 

From Durham, Points West 

Take 15-501 South by-pass; exit to the right toward UNC-CH before you cross over the Hwy 54 Bridge. 

Merge onto Hwy 54 West and drive toward campus. Hwy 54 will turn into South Rd and intersects with 

Country Club Drive. Drive down South Road through campus, past the Bell Tower on your left, get in left 

turning lane, and turn left onto Bell Tower Drive at traffic signal. Bell Tower Drive leads to a parking lot 

Stone Center is the first building to your left (across the street from the Genome Science Building). 



Histarf gBpt. (919) 9B2-9825 (Mr. Williams.) (919) 9B~-14[]3 (FAX, attn. iv]. Williams.) Email: m. Williamsf~unc.Bdu (~dichael Williams) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CUNY TV <cun~vtv@cun~va~.ccsend.com~ 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 9:05 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

This month on City Cinematheque 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with CUNY TV. Please confirm your continued 
interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

CITY CINEMATHEQUE 
Black History Month February 2014 

The best in world cinema is showcased in City Cinematheque. 

Hosted by Professor Jerry Carlson and co-produced with the ~ 
Department of Media and communication Arts of The City 
College, CUNY, each film is followed by lively discussion with 
scholars, film professionals and critics. 

Saturday & Sunday nights at 9:00 PM, repeated the following 
Friday night at 12:00 Midnight. Hosted by Jerry Carlson. 

Feb. 1-2/7 

(1950/U.S., 76 min., b&w, biographical drama) Cast: 
Jackie Robinson, Ruby Dee, Minor Watson, Louise 

Beavers, Richard Lane. Dir.: Alfred E. Green. 
Biographical drama about the famed baseball player 
who became the first black player in Major League 
Baseball when he was signed by the Brooklyn Dodgers 
in 1947. Distrib.: Corinth Films. 
Guest: Quincy Troupe, writer. 

Feb. 8-9/14 

(1933/U.S., 76 min., b&w, 
drama) Cast: Paul Robeson, 
Dudley Digges, Frank Wilson, 
Fredi Washington. Dir.: Dudley 
Murphy. Film version of Eugene 
O’Neill’s play about a black 
American fugitive who becomes 
ruler of a Caribbean Island until 
the ghosts of his past catch up to 
him. Distrib.: Corinth Films. 
Guest: Susan Delson, author, 
Dudley Murphy: Hollywood WIld Card. 

ixi 
(1936!England, b&w, 77 min., ...... 

drama) Cast: Paul Robeson, 
Elizabeth Welch, Esme Percy. Dir.: 
3. Elder Wills. A London 
dockworker (Robeson) with a 
great singing voice is discovered 
by an impresario and achieves 
success on the concert stage. He 
sets out to rediscover his African 
roots and makes a trip to his 
ancestral home. American singer 
Elizabeth Welch, who had a long 
career in England, plays Robeson’s 
wife. Distrib.: Corinth Films. 
Guest: 3erry Watts, The Graduate Center/CUNY. 

Feb. 22-23/28 

($940/England, 76 min., 

b&w, drama) Cast: Paul 
Robeson, Edward Chapman, 

Simon Lack, Rachel Thomas. 
Dir.: Pen Tennyson. A black 
stevedore (Robeson) finds 
work as a coal miner in 
Wales and is welcomed by 
the community, especially 
after he lends his powerful 
voice to the local choir. When a mine disaster occurs, he is called upon to 

the trapped miners. Robeson sings "Deep River," among other 
songs. Distrib.: Corinth Films. 
Guest: James De ]ongh, The City College/CUNY. 

About CUN¥ TV 
cuNY TV, Channel 75, is paFt of the City UniveFsity of New YOFk SeFving 
the five boroughs of New York City with educational, cultural and public 
affairs programs. The station’s mission is to extend the academic and 
intellectual richness of the University beyond the campuses and to offer 



New Yorkers a haven for life long learning experiences through television. 
email: film@cuny.tv 
phone: 212-8:[7-7575 
web: CUNY TV 

Forward email 

This emai[ was sent to regesLer~lemail,unc.edu by fijm@c~£v.bv 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy, 

CUNY TV :: 365 Fifth Ave :: Suite 1400 :: New York NY 10016 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cm:olina OtIice of (;ill Planmng <gifDlasming@unc.edu> 

Friday, January, 31, 2014 10:22 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu> 

An Investment in Ca:olina that pays you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Genna Rae McNeil ~gmail.com> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 10:38 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Willi~uns, Michael A <M Williams@unc.edu>; Genna Rae McNeil 

Re: Dinner with the Greensboro Four on Feb 5, Wednesday before Lecture 

You axe cordially invited to Dinner in Honor ofthe.docx 

~gmail.com> 

Dear Charlene: That is Great!!! I look forward to seeing you at the Stone Center about 4:40 p.m. on Wednesday, 2/5/2014. 

Please check out the entrees and let Michael Williams know what you are choosing for dinner. I am cc-ing him so that you have the email address easily accessible and 

can simply "reply all" once you have decided. Attached is menu agaJm for your convenience. 

On Fri, Jan 31,2014 at 10:19 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Genna Rae: yes, I will plan on attending -- I generally show films on Wednesday from 6 to 8pm but I can get someone else to do this for me. Thanks much for the 
invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Genna Rae McNeil[          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 30, 2014 7:53 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Williams, Michael A 
Subject: Dinner with the Greensboro Four on Feb 5, Wednesday before Lecture 

Dear Charlene: I hope that you are available at 4:40 p.m. through 8:30 p.m. to host and sit ruth Don and Lynn Massenburg and Janice Allen (family of the late David 

Richmond, of Greensboro Four) along with Tyrone and Dana Kilgoe (whom you met at the debate in December) for dinner before the African American History 

Month Lecture and during the lecture. 

I need facul~ on whom I can count to assist the gnests and make them feel comfortable. Dinner roll be at Top of the Hill. (Will have transIx~rtation for the group at 

the Stone Center leaving Stone Center at 4:45 p.m.; you can park early at Parking Deck). Please complete the tbrm ~md either return your preference lbr entree via 

email or fax to Michael Williams (see email address on attached tbrm). 
I understand if you cannot be available because of teaching, but look forward to seeing you on Wedne~tay. Genna Rae 

P.S. Ray Gavins sends his regards and wants you to know he will be at Lecture with solne students from Duke. 



Bistan/gnpt. (919) 982-9825 (Nr. Williams.) (919) 982-1483 (FAX attn. ~4. Williams.) Email: m. Williams@unc.ndu (Niehanl Williams) 

~6u are cordially in’~tedto Dinner in Honor of the "Greensboro Four" 

5pm* to 6:45pm 

at TOP OF THE HILL 

I00 E. Fra~k/~n Street ChapelHill, ~¢’C 27514 (_919) 929-8676 

Please select one entree from among the choices below and return this form via email attachment or call in your 

preferences or fax in your form. You may place preferences for one or more members of your party on this 

form. (If you have dietary restrictions, please note them along side your selection. 

AllEntrces are ser~’edwith beverage (non-alcoholic;free refills), rolls & butter, andBanana P ddi efor Dessert 

I Vegetarlbn Options 

IA     ~ildMushroom Got Cakes: crisp organic go’ts with sa~ttbedPortobello, shitake & oyster mushrooms in 

rosema~ cashew cream sa~lce, garnishcdwith scallions. Please specify if sauce should be served on the side. 

IB     Edamamc Burger. House made vegetartb~ patty with lettuce, tomatoes, redonions, with sauce andSweet 

Potato q:o’es, (~mallgrecn saladmay be substituted forthe fries) Please specify if sauce should be served on the side. 

II Poultry Options 

IIA Chatam County Free Birc~ Half herb roastcdchicken with naturalrosemary aujus. Mashedpotatoes, green 

beans., & butternut squash 

IIB    ButtermilkFn’edChickc~u chicken breasts with mushroom cream gravy, mashedpotatoes, greens beans, 

buttcrn~ squash anda buttcnnilkbiscuit 

III Beef Selection 

III TOPO BraisedBeef’ Slow-braisedboneless beef short o’b with roastcdvcgetablcs & mashcdpotatoes 

IV Fish Selection 

IV     Thai Go’llcdSalmon: Go’lledsa~non with fresh spinach, onions, tomatoes & honey roastednuts drizHedwith 

creamywasabi&sweet ¢Thai chifi’sauces Please specify if sauce should be served on the side. 

Please Note YOUR SELECTION(s) Below: 

YOUR NAME(s) 

1. 



Histarf gBpt. (919) 9B2-9825 (Mr. Williams.) (919) 9B~-14[]3 (FAX, attn. iv]. Williams.) Email: m. Williamsf~unc.Bdu (~dichael Williams) 

COMMEN~S regardi~gyour mealpreferc~ces a~dothcr dietary rcstffctions shouldbe providcdat the bottom of page 

one, please. 

~Please plan to park at the parking deck of the Stone Center by 4:45 p.m.,~ where the University will 

provide transportation for our dinner guests leaving for the restaurant, Top of the Hill, by 4:50 pm. ~ 

Return Transportation to the Lecture at the Stone Center will be provided for the group, which will 

depart Top of the Hill at 6:45 for the 7 p.m. program and reserved seating in the Stone Center. 

~Directions to the Stone Center may be retrieved at the Stone Center website or see below: 

~You may also drive to Top of the Hill Restaurant (TOPO)and park in the University Square lot or 

Municipal Parking or on Franklin metered parking. The address for "TOPO" : 100 East Franklin St., 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514; TOPO’s telephone number is: (919) 929-8676. TOPO supports local growers and 

maintains a diverse staff. You will be joining the UNC Vice Chancellor for Diversity and Multi-Cultural 

Affairs and History Department Dinner Party. 

**Driving Directions Specify that you are coming for the "Top of the Hill ’Greensboro Four’ Dinner 

Event" for admission to parking deck before 5 p.m. Parking Deck for the Stone Center is open and free 

to the public after S p.m. 

Coming from Greensboro, Triad 

Take 1-40 East then take exit 273-A; turn right onto Hwy 54 West. Drive under the Hwy:15o50:l Bridge 

then and head toward campus, driving through the intersection of Country Club Dr. and South 

Road. Drive down South Road through campus, passing Fetzer Gym on your left and the Student 

Union on your right. Drive past the Bell Tower on your left, get in left turning lane, and turn left onto 

Bell Tower Drive at traffic signal. Bell Tower Drive leads to a parking lot and the Stone Center is the 

first building to your left (across the street from the Genome Science Building). 

From Raleigh, RDU, Points East 

Take 1-40 West to Exit 273A (Hwy 54 West) toward Chapel Hill & UNC. You will be on Hwy 54 West. Drive 

under the Hwy15-501 Bridge and head toward campus, driving through the intersection of Country Club 

Dr. and South Road. Drive down South Road through campus, passing Fetzer Gym on your left and the 

Student Union on your right. Drive past the Bell Tower on your left, get in left turning lane, and turn left 

onto Bell Tower Drive at traffic signal. Bell Tower Drive leads to a parking lot and the Stone Center is the 

first building to your left (across the street from the Genome Science Building). 

From Durham, Points West 

Take 15-501 South by-pass; exit to the right toward UNC-CH before you cross over the Hwy 54 Bridge. 

Merge onto Hwy 54 West and drive toward campus. Hwy 54 will turn into South Rd and intersects with 

Country Club Drive. Drive down South Road through campus, past the Bell Tower on your left, get in left 

turning lane, and turn left onto Bell Tower Drive at traffic signal. Bell Tower Drive leads to a parking lot 

Stone Center is the first building to your left (across the street from the Genome Science Building). 



Histarf gBpt. (919) 9B2-9825 (Mr. Williams.) (919) 9B~-14[]3 (FAX, attn. iv]. Williams.) Email: m. Williamsf~unc.Bdu (~dichael Williams) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:47 PM 

UFVALIST-I.@LISTSERV.AMERICAN .EDU 

2 clips from Michael Goi 

Hi 
here are 2 clips from our friends at KODAK 

Michael Goi, ASC Discusses American Horror Story & Glee - http://youtu.be/VQOIHUVgqZs 

Michael Goi, ASC Advice for Emerging Filmmakers - http://youtu.be/kZH97o-wRrE 

Check them out and share with your students 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@,~ta.e&~ 

mobile 

twRter kinodeh~xe 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your firs~t and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by ~nding the following command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST-L (Write this command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 1:59 PM 

screensociety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

Announcing the Cine-Eas~: East Asian Cinema series for Spring 2014 

Cine-East Spring 2014 flyer.lxtf 

FYI - and see attached flye!! 

Best regards, 

Hank 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subje~t:Cine-East Spring 2014 Schedule 

Date:Fri, 31 Jan 2014 16:57:16 40000 
From:Tm~ya Lee, Ph.D. <tanva.lee,@~dnke.edu> 

Cine-East Film Series: Spring 2014 Schedule 

- Color flyer attached - 

Free and open to the public 

Sponsors: The Asian/Pacific Studies Institute (APSI), the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image (AMI) and the Department of Asian and Middle Eastern 

Studies (AMES) 

https://duke.edu!a psi/events/films.html 

Fri., January 17, WHITE 

ALWAYS 

(Takashi Yamazaki, 2005, i32 min, Japan, in Japanese with English subtitles, Color, DVD) 

Introduced by Prof. Simon Partner, History, Director of APSI 

Screening held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Southeast Conference of the Association for Asian Studies, Jan 17-:19, 20:14 

Wed., February 5, GRIFFITH 

JISEUL 

(Meul 0., 2012, 108 min, South Korea, in Korean w/English subtitles, Color, DVD) 

"Paradox of the Post-Cold War in Asia" mini-series 

Wed., February 19, WHITE 

WEL COME TO DONGMA KGOL 

(Kwang-Hyun PARK, 2005, i33 min, South Korea, in Korean w/English subtitles, Color, DVD) 

"Paradox of the Post-Cold War in Asia" mini-series 

Thu., February 27, WHITE 

PEOPLE’S PARK 

(J.P. SNIADECKI, 2012, 78 min, U.S.A., in Chinese w/English subtitles, Color, DVD) 

Introduced by Prof. Ralph Litzinger, Cultural Anthropology 

**Q&A with filmmaker J.P. Sniadecki to follow** 

Wed., March 5, WHITE 

THE SANDWICH MAN 

(HOU Hsiao-hsien, 1983, 105 min, Taiwan, in Chinese w/English subtitles, Color, DVD) 

"Paradox of the Post-Cold War in Asia" mini-series 

Film descriptions and trailers available at: http://ami.duke.edu/events/archive/all?tags=Cine-East%3A+East+Asian+Cinema 

"Paradox of the Post-Cold War" Film and Workshop Series: 

When was the Cold War in Asia ? Are we now living in a Post-Cold War world? Reframing these questions from the perspectives of the Koreas, Taiwan, and 

Okinawa, this series illuminates new ways of seeing the legacies of unending wars and impasses in the region today. 

Workshop ~ 

Fri Feb 28, 10:00-3:00, Franklin Center 240: 

Paradox of the Post-Cold War: Korean War and Beyond? 

Keynote: Bruce Cumings 

Workshop II 

IV]on March 24, 10:00-3:00, Franklin Center 240: 

"Independence": Okinawa, Taiwan and Beyond 

Keynote: Tomiyama Ichiro 



Tanya Lee, Ph.D. 

Outreach and Communications Coordinator 

Asian/Pacific Studies Institute (APSI), Duke University 

BOX 90411 

John Hope Franldin Center, Rm 140 

2204 Erwin Road 

Durham, NC 27708-0411 

Tel: 919-668-2280 

tanya.lee@duke.edu 

www.duke.eduiAPSI 

www.facebook.com/APSlDuke 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

California College of the Arts <communica~ons@cca.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 2:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

CCA FEBRUARY 2014 NEWS & EVENTS 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

CCA ~OS".,"S GALA 
ART 
Blue Prints, Blue Jeans & 
Bluegrass is [he name of the 
March 26 gala in honor of Art 
Gensbr. D6cor by Stanlee 
Ga~i. A~re: Blue~ 

Come celebrate w~th us on 
Februa~ 1 8, P~lfiatas~ A 
Bauhaus bounce house~ 

Px~R/S~ OR ,,"qx~RFA!.’,,,: 

S’:,"UDY x~BROAD x~T CCA 
Get the highlights of CCA’s 

summer 2013 courses in 
Maria, Italy, and Berlin, plus 

the lowdown on what’s in 

store lbr the lucky s[udents 
who will study abroad in 
summer 2014. 

1,3 q ~.} ~’.-~. S TIO N S 

Rob Epstein talks about 
making it in the film business, 

LA versus SF versus NY, his 
upcoming projeots, and 
moving 1tom documentary to 
featu~ film. 

.,".. ~?:C /"U R ~?: ,’.SY 

Non., Feb, 3, 7 p.m. 
Joan B~umenfeld, global 
design d~reotor for h~teriors for 

Perkins+W~l~, w~l~ discuss the 
design process (whether one 
~s working on a space, a 
bu~ldh~g, a scientific theo~, or 

a hat) as a search for a sto~. 

(7.," O N E-~ L L ~’,-" WGOLFORO: 
C,,I8 K~S LAST 
San Francisco campus 

T~’~ur., Feb, 6, 7 pore. 
On the occasion of the 2014. 
\A,%itney Biennial, Donelle 

Woolford reenacts the s[and- 
up routine pergormed by 

Richard Pry’or in 1977 for the 
last episode of his shortqived 

ALU IS~N US NICK 
ON ~’:OX 

Branch cofounder Nick 
Cronan talks about designing 

what wearabb tech should 
look like. "We’[s [ry~ng to 
in[egra[e new [echnobgy ~n a 
way that makes it feel 

intuitive." 

U ~ O~’.-~.R 3~.’., LIST 
’%’Vnile visiting a friend in 

Nicaragua, Poritz stumbled 
on a supply of beautilul old- 
gro,74h wood uprooted by 

Hurricane Felix Trained as an 

architec[, he used [he wood to 
c~ate a ~ne of furniture 
inspired by the m~nimN~sm 
and s~mp~id~ of Bauhaus 



Eleven Eleven is s graduate 
Writing course; a journal of 

prose, poetry, and adq and a 
force to be reckoned with on 
the national---.even 
international--li[era ry scene. 

R ~’.-~:,~ d ,,",,"~ o ~... o 

,,"@~& XW ~: L L @~A RI S H A ~t .,’..’,, 

After crowdsourcing funds 
from fliends and family to 
travel to Kampala, Uganda, 
CCA Hybrid Lab manager 

Andrew MaxwelPParish and 
his "instructables" colleague 
Emi Wa~anabe met I@aligaba 
Frank, who is in charge of the 
3D printers owned by 
Kampab-based nonprofit 
V~llage Energy~ 

television show, continuing 

the grand tradition of phallic 
humor and innuendo in 
popubr culture. 

L~’.-~.CTUR~’.-~, ,’."3Y 
.,,"q ATA LI E 

Natalie Jeremijenko is an 
artist and engineer whose 

background includes studies 
in biochemist .ry,, physics, 
neuroscience, and precision 
engineering, 

G RADU A’/’[".: 

~oo~-5 
CCA graduate students 
Curatorial Practice, Design, 

F~ne A~s, and V~sua~ and 
Critical Studies open their 
studios to the public. 

~’@owdfund~n9 T@s for 
Furnmg Inspiration Into 
Reality" Mghl~ghts 

member Colin Owen and 
Yield cofounders Rachel Gan[ 
(k~du~rial Design 2012) and 
Andrew Dem~ng (MBA ~n 
Design Sb~tegy 2012)~ 

"A pe~sona~ doaumentary 

about ~he devastation of 
onset AJzheimer’s 
The Genius 
f~mily poRraR ~n every sense/’ 

regularly with CCA 

Get more ~nfo on CCA news 

W~ Institute exhibitions, 
and more) by ema~l. Go to 

CC6  

:::: 



This e~ail ~’~’as sent to regester@emai/.unc.edu bg co~nmun[cations@cca.edu 

~ate Profile/[mail Address i Instant removal with SafeUi~subscribe1M Pri~ac~’ Police/. 

Caligornia College og the Arts I llll [ighth Street I San Francisco I CA I 9~J.07 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer < ~gmad.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 5:05 PM 

@gmail .com 

UFVA Januaw, Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - JANUARY 2014 

*NEWS 

A Message fi’om UFVA President Normm~ Hollyn 
President’s Comer Febmmy 2014 As I write this, I am preparing for onr mid- winter board meeting and I wanted to tell you a bit about it so yon can be involved 

along with the board. One of the items that we will be discussing is the._ 

February I st Papers & Panels Submission Deadline is Approaching! 

The 2014 submission deadline for Papers & Panels is approaching. All proposals axe due by 11:59 pm on Febmasy I st. To submit, visit ufva.org and click on the link 

for "Paper & Panel Submissions." All other proposals (New Media... 

2014 UFVA Graduate Student Fellowship 

The University Film and Video Association (UFVA) is continuing its annual Graduate Student Fellowship in 2014. The fellowship provides financial support for 

students attending this year’s UFVA conference at Montana State University in... 

Journal of Film & Video Special Documentary Double Issue - Deadline e~ended! 

Current Issues in Documental3 t roduction & Studies Guest editors: Ben Levin & George Laxke-Walsh Sublnission Deadline: February. 15, 2014 Publication Date: 

Fall/Winter 2015 We invite articles that discuss production s%des,... 

) UNO-Japan: Study at Doshisha University Summer t rogrmn 
**Spend 5 weeks in the heart of K? oto this summer and earn 6 college credits ’ The 2014 UNO-Japan: Study at Doshisha University Progran~ is a 5-week summer 

program designed for pa~icipants to learn Japanese Literature, Film, Politics, and... 

Extended Deadline for Temple University MFA Program 

MFA in FILM AND MEDIA ARTS - TEMPLE UNIVERSITY New offerings: Cinematic Arts ¯ Screenwriting ¯ Media Arts ¯ Documental EXTENDED 

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 1 2014 The Film and Media Arts at Temple University, newly located to Temple’s... 

Nominate your thvorite local SF Bay Area Female Filmmaker for teh 9th Annual San Francisco Intemational Women’s Fihn Festival 
Women’s Film Institute proudly presents its 9th annual San Francisco International Women’s Fihn Festival (SFIWFF)! The festival will showcase the best indie shorts 

directed by wome~ to help commemorate Women’s History. Month. Nominate your... 

Sundm~ce Insntitute a~ld Women In Film Los Angeles Study Continues to Exmnine Bamers & Opportunities for Women Fihnmakers 
New Research Shows Sundance Institute Lab Projects Helmed by Women Succeed at Just Shy of Equal Rates as Male-Helmed Projects in P~oduction and Top 

Feffdval Exhibition Collaborative Initiative Now Inclndes Deepened Mentorship Progran~ .... 

CALLS [ OR EN ~ RIE~ 

Fort Myers Beach Film Festival Call for Entries 

FORT MYERS BEACH FILM FESTIVAL Fort Myers Beach, Florida - USA April 23 to 27, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual Fort Myers Beach Film 

Festival, offering tilmmakers the chance to mix, mingle, and am~e in a paradise awash with... 

New Directors I New Films Festival Call tbr Entries 

As FEST New DirectorsINew Films Festival reaches its 10th anniversa~,, we are preparing an unfoigettable edition of a project that has been opening new paths for 
an entire generation of fihnmakers. We aye delighted to announce that we... 

Eco-Comedy Video Competition Spring 2014 Call for Entries - - $1,000 t rize~ 
The contest is open to anyone who prepares a short, funny video for YouTube, which communicates a clear Inessage about environmental conseiwation. Submissions 

must: * Be humorous! ¯ Communicate a clear message regarding the importance of... 

Soho Short Film Festival Call for Entries 

SOHO SHORT FILM FESTIVAL New York, New York - LISA June 7 to 10~ 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 7th Annual Soho Short Fihn Festival, an expansive 

celebration and short fihn marketplace that strives to champion the dynamic voice of the... 



Little Rock Film Festival Call for Entries 

LITTLE ROCK FILM FESTIVAL Little Rock, Arkansas - USA May 13 to 18, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual Little Rock Film Festival (LRFF), 

welcoming talented fihnmakers ruth the ve~ bes~t in Southern hospitali~. Rated twice by... 

Athens International Film Festival Call for Entries 

ATHEN S INTERNATIONAL FILM q VIDEO FESTIVAL Athens, Ohio - USA April 11 to 17, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 41st Annual Athens International 

Fihn + Video Festival, an Academy-quali~ing celebration of the best independent works across... 

London Independent Film Festival Call for Entries 

LONDON INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL London - United Kingdom April 10 to 21, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 10th Annual London Independent Film 
Festival (LIFF), developed tbr the advancement of first- and second-time filmmaJaers with... 

American Pavilion Emerging Filmmaker Showcase at the Cremes Film Festival - May 14 - 25 (Call tbr Entries) 
TIlE AMERICAN PAVILION EMERGING FILMMAKER SltOWCASE AT TIIE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL (May 14 - 25) - Call for Entries Since 1997 

this pres~tigious competition has showcased the works of the next generation of fihnmakers. Short films and... 

27th Dallas Video Fest Call for Entries 

VideoFest will be celebrating its 27th year in 2014! VideoFest is now the oldefft and larges~t video festival in the United State~ and conti~mes to garner critical and 
popular acclaim. Since 1986, Video Fest has specialized in independent.... 

Visionfest Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 

VISIONFEST FILM FESTIVAL New York, New York - USA May 14 to 18, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 14th Annual VISIONFEST Fthn Festival (VF), an 

exciting plattbrm tbr American independent cinema, hosted within one of the most celebrated... 

B ucknell University Student Fihn Festival (BUSFF) Call lbr Entries 

The Bucknell Universi~ Student Film Festival (BUSFF) invites submissions lbr i’~s inaugural tEstival, to take place on Sunday April 27th in the historic 1941 Campus 
Theatre in down~own Lemsburg, Pem~sylvania. BUSFF is a student-rnn... 

Lunafest Call for Entries 

LUNAFEST FILM FESTIVAL Touring - USA & C,i~NADA In the Spotlight today is the 14th Annual LUNAFEST Film Festival, a traveling celebration of fihns for, 

by, and abont women. Boasting a diverse range of cinematic stories that embody- the... 

Sundance Institute Am~ounces Short Film Challenge 

Sundance Institute has started a new project that roll use independent filmmaldng to shed light on pove~’ and hunger around the world. The competitior~ which roll 

receive support l]com the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, invites... 

Sonthem Circuit Tour of Independent Filmmakers Call ti~r Entries 
SOUTtIERN CIRCUIT TOUR OF INDEPENDENT FILMMAKERS Various Cities September 1, 2014 to April 30, 2015 In the Spotlight today is the 38th 

A~mual Southern Circuit ’Four of Independent Filmmakers, a roving exhibition of stellar fihnmaldng and a... 

New York Cil-~" International Film Festival 
NEW YORK CITY INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL New York, New York - USA May 29 to June 5, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annual New 

York City International Film Festival (NYCIFF), taking place in one of the most exciting cities in the... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Patty Newton <supplyanddemandstudios@GIvIAIL.COM> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 7:04 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Preparing the Student ou How to Get a Job 

I’m putting together a l~nel with Baxt Weiss on Professional Practices and prepping our tnillemfials to get a job once they graduate. Auyone interested in joining? We 
could use a couple more names. 

Thanks! 

PatO~ Newtou 

310/850-1633 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.mnefican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Ftdl Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last n~ane.) You can leave a list by sending the followiug commaud to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with uothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by seudiug an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tse~w.american.edu 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Saturday, Februaw 1, 2014 3:10 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-ti~culty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Socie~ next week -- WED 2/5: "Jiseul" (S. Korea) - debut of the "Paxadox of the Post-Cold W~:r in Asia" series within Cine- 

Eas~! 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

diseul 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info ] View Trailer == 



Coming up the following week: 

Ladder to Danntscus 
== Download PDF Flyer [ More Info I View TraBer == 

Safety Last! 
== Download PDF lqyer I More Info I View Trailer == 



http:iiami.duke.edu/,’creensociety 

/ ill Screen~’Societ~’ events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Moving image 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Room A]21 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 27708-@766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: h~;tp://ami.duke.edu/soreensoo]ety 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Saturday, Februa~ 1, 2014 10:32 AM 

class-center-list@duke.edu; sncf- scholax@duke.edu; sncf-a~nouncement@duke.edu; histoD~-department@duke.edu; history- 

graduates@duke.edu 

NOW Feb. 17 - ORGANIZING THE SOUTH p~el - please register and help publicize 

OTS Duke Panel 1.29.2014 v3:ipg; image001 .jpg; OTS Duke Panel revised.pdf; message-footer.txt 

We hope you will attend the rescheduled forum on B~le~da% Feb~ 17 at 7.....arid help spread the word. Please resister" ~f you are 
coming at th~s lini~ to help us pia~ the reception to folk~w: 
h ttp ://s ires. d u ke. e d u/cl a s s/20 ~3/Z2/~9/j a n u a ry-Z-o r~a n lzi n~-the-so uth-h ow-a-so u th e rn-wo r ke rs-m ove m e nt-ca n-c ha n~e-the- 

nation~ 

Speakers: 

}uptOn Floras, Farm Labor O%£.]rfiz~ng £ommitl:ee (~:LO£} 

Zaina Alsous, NC Raise Up (fasI: food workers movemen0 

Where; Duke ~...t ,iii~urbam, NC 27705 

How do the low wages of the 
How can worker orgonizing lead to more 
Let’s talk about labor organizing in the South. Come share your ideas and find out why now is the time to organize the South. 
Panelists will discuss the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution calling [or a southern organizing strategy, the region’s labor history, current 
organizing campaigns, and the political influence of the South on the nation. 
Sponsored by: 

CLASS Center at Duke, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers 
For more information: 

Contact the NC Stake AFL-CIO, 9:1_9-833-6678, ___m____a___r_y___b____e___@__a___f_J__c__!__o____n___c__:__o____r£ 



Where: 
Studies, 

- Special Event- 

When: Mon., Feb. 17 at 7pm 

Duke University Center for Documentary 
1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, NC 27705 

Organizing the South: 
How a Southern Workers’ Movement 

Can Change the Nation 
RSVP: bit.ly/otsduke 

Why did national unions recently call 
for a southern organizing strategy? 

How do the tow wages of the South 
affect the rest of the country? 

How can worker organizing lead to 
more progressive pubfic policies ? 

Let’s talk about labor organizing in 
the South. Come share your ideas 
and find out why now is the time 
to organize the South. Panelists will 
discuss the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution 
calling for a southern organizing 
strategy, the region’s labor history, 
current organizing campaigns, and 
the political influence of the South on 
the nation. 

Fast Food Strike in Durham, 12/5/13 

Sponsored by: 

Duke CLASS Center, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers, LAWCHA 

For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 919-833-6678, marybe@aflcionc.org 



Wheilre: 
Stu, dies, 

When: Mon:,, Feb, ] 7 ~t 7pro 

Duke University Center for Documenta,~ 
1317 W:. Pe~igrew St., Durham, NC 27705 

South" 
How a Southern Workers° Movement 

C a n, C h,a n g e th e N ati o n 
RSVP: bit, !yiotsduke 

Why d~d n,ationai un@ns recent~’y cali 
:for o sout:hern o,~gon~Z~g strategy 

How do th,e bw wages of the S,o[~.~h 
a’~ec/~he: :res~ of the country? 

Lefts !~!k about labor o,,rganizing 
tt~@ South, Come sha~e your ideas 
and find out why now is ~he tiime 
to organize ~h÷ 8outih, Pan÷lists wii! 
aiscuss-the recent AFUC~O’s resolu~tion 
ca!!ing for a southern organiziing 
s~ategy:, the region’s labor history, 
current o~g~anizing: campaigns~ and 
tt~e politica! intliuenc@ ,of the South on 
the nation, 

DuRe CLASS Center; NC: Store AFL~,CIO, S~udent Action with :Farmwo~kers, LAWCHA 

Con~act the NC S~a~@ AFL:,.CiO, 919~.833,,.&~78, ma::ryhe@~qc:~onc,o~g 



- Special Event- 

When: Man., Feb. 17 at 7pm 

Where: Duke University Center for Documentary 
Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, NC 27705 

Organizing |he South: 
How a Southern Workers’ Movement 

Can Change the Nation 
RSVP: bit.ly/otsduke 

Why did national unions recently call 
for o southern organizing strategy? 

How do the low wages of the South 
affect the rest of the country? 

How can worker organizing lead to 
more progressive public policies ? 

Let’s talk about labor organizing in 
the South. Come share your ideas 
and find out why now is the time 
to organize the South. Panelists will 
discuss the recent AFbCIO’s resolution 
calling for a southern organizing 
strategy, the region’s labor history, 
current organizing campaigns, and 
the political influence of the South on 
the nation. 

Fast Food Strike in Durham, 12/5/13 

Sponsored by: 

Duke CLASS Center, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers, LAWCHA 

For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 919-833-6678, marybe@afldoncoorg 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edtc, 

Saturday, Februa~ 1, 2014 10:52 AM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: FW: New job opening at NCSU Cooperative Extension- Fa~qnworkers Sat~ty and Health Educator 

message- footer.txt 

This position requires a dynamic individual to focus on working with farmers, 
farmworkers and their families to: a) provide farmworker safety and health training, b) 
promote and lead the development of a community partner’s coalition to identify 
educational needs and opportunities to farmworkers and their families, c) connect 
farmworkers and their families with other Extension and community resources. 
From: _a__g[9___m___e__d__[_c_Ln___e__-__o___w___n___e__r__@lists.ncsu.edu [mai~t~-a-gr--~--~E~-e---d-j~c-.~[[~e----~-~---w---n-~e--[-@-~!-s--t--s-:~-c--s-~:~#.] On 
From-" Cintia Aguilar [mailto:caguila@ncsu.edu] 
NCSU Cooperative Extension is hiring an Extension Farmworkers Safety and Health Educator to work in Wayne County. P!ease help us passing 
the word around to your colleagues, listservs, and potential candidates. 
This position requires a dynamic individual to focus on working with farmers, farmworkers and their families to: a) provide farmworker safety and 
health training, b) promote and lead the development of a community partner’s coalition to identify educational needs and opportunities to 
farmworkers and their families, c) connect farmworkers and their families with other Extension and community resources. 
The successful candidates should: 

1. Be bilingual (English and Spanish), have an awareness and/or knowledge of bi-cultural (USA and Latino!Hispanic culture), and have 
knowledge of the unique characteristics and needs of farm workers and their family. 
2. Have the ability to effectively outreach and engage with farmers, farmworkers and their families, and to network and collaborate 
effectively with community agencies, programs and organizations. 
3. Be self-motivated and able to multi-task effectively and efficiently, must have strong positive human relations skills. 
4. Have good technical skills including Microsoft Office programs and other relevant software programs, familiarity with web site 
development and Internet communications 

Minimum Education/Experience 
Bachelor degree in education, social work, psychology, health or other related fields, and experience working with farmworkers and their 

families. 
Application Procedure: For more detailed information and to apply to this job please visit: 
http://jobs, ncsu. e d u/ioo sti n_cl s/32638 

North Carolina State University is an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer, All quafified applicants wilf receive consideration for 
empfoyment without regard to race, color, national origin, refigion, sex, age, veteran status, or disabifity, In addition, NC State wefcomes alf 
persons without regard to sexuaf orientation. The University strongly encourages all qualified appficants to apply. Individuafs with disabifities 
desiring accommodations in the application process should contact Cintia Aguilar at 919-513-0311 

Cintia Aguil~x 

Extension Associate, Latino Affairs Facilitator 
Communi~ a~d Rural Development 

North Carolina Cooperative Extension, CALS, NC State University 

Physicdl Address - 512 Bricl~aven Drive, Suite 240 S. Rdleigh, NC 27606 

Mailing Address - NCSU Campus Box 7606, Raleigh, NC 27695 

Michael D. Sclmhnon 

William Nea] Reynolds Dislinguished Professor 

Past-President: Rural Sociologica~ Society 

Dept. of4H, Youth Development and Family & Consumer Sciences 

NCSU College of Agriculture and Life Sciences 

Box 7606 

512 Bricld~aven Dr 
Raleigh, NC 27695 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Saturday, Februa~ 1, 2014 11:34 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.ema~J.unc.edu> 

RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

It has come to my attention that my transfer application is actually due on February 3rd. Your letter does not have to be electronically received on this 

date, but as soon as you can complete it the better. Thank you. 

Warm Regards, 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear        Please send me a reminder next week so that I won’t forget. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Thank you ve~ much. February- 10th is the deadline. 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 3:51 PM, "Regester. Charlene B" <~egesCer(~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Yes, I will submit this letter of recommendation but when is the deadline? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Letter of Recommendation 

Good Afternoon Dr. Regester, 

I hope that all is well with you this semester. Things for me have been just alright and I am considering returning home to finish my 

undergraduate education. Since I have taken three of your courses (AFAM    AFAM    -Summer online & AAAD     I would greatly 

appreciate you completing an online recommendation form on my behalf. I am applying to the University of Wisconsin-Madison. I will attach 

my resume and you should expect to see an email from the UW-Madison with instructions on completing the online recommendation form. 

Thank you in advance. Please do not hesitate to email me back if you have any questions or concerns. 

Warm Regards, 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, February, 2, 2014 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results: February 02, 2014 

Lo,~i~ to view your 

fundirt9 search Feb 08 
5 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
International Center for Journalists (ICFJ) 
Fellowships and Exchanges for Journalists 
Outside the United States 

Amount: 
$5,200 

Deadline: 
March I, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Society for the History of Technology (SHOT) 

Deadline: 
April I5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Bibliographical Society of Canada / La Societe 
Bibliographique du Canada (BSCiSbC) 

Amount: 
$500 

Deadline: 
February 28, 2014 

Sponsor: 
American Historical Association (AHA) 

Deadline: 
May 15, 2014 

Limited submission 



Sponsor: 
American Society for Indexing 

Amount: 
$1,000 

Deadline: 
February 15, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: February 02, 2014 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oflfice@cmstudies.org 

Sunday, Februao~ 2, 2014 2:33 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

VOTE in the 2014 SCMS Election’. 

Dear SCMS Member: 

This email serves as a notice that the 2014 SCMS Election is underway. 

We encourage you toVOTE! As always, SCMS leadership is determined by its members, so plea~ take the time to paxticipate in this important activity, one of the 

privileges and restx~nsibilities of your SCMS membership. 

Regular (non-student) Inembers should vote this year for tile Treasurer and for m,o new members of the Board of Directors. 
Student members should vote for the Treasurer. Student members may not vote for two new members of the Board of Directors.They will elect a new 

representative next year. 

The election will run from Februmy 1, 2014 to Februao~ 28, 2014 at 1 l:59pm (CST). 

Below you roll find the step- by- step instructions on how to view candidates’ bios and vision statements as well as how to vote. 

Click here to access the 2014 Election Overview, Candidates’ Bios and Statements and to vote. 

To cast your vote: 

1. Click on the above link or sign into the SCMS website, go to the website navigation ~nenu in the left hand column and select "About Us" > "Governance" > 

"Election Information." 

2. On the SCMS Election page, you can read the candidates’ s~tatmnents by accessing the available hyperlinks. When you are ready to vote, click oil the "Vote 

Now" link at the bottom of the page. 

3. All non- student members should click on the li~k for the "online GENERAL ballot." All student members shonld click on the li~k for the "oNine STUDENT 

ballot." 

4. On the first page of the ballot, make sure that yonr information is correct and then click on the "Begin Survey" button. 

5. For all members, on the second page of the ballot, click on the circle next to the candidate you rash to vote for Treasurer. and make snre that a dot appears next 

to your choice for each. For non-student voters, when voting tbr the candidates running for Board of Director, click on the boxes next to the t~vo candidates you 

wish to vote for and make sure that there are checks next to those two names. 

6. Click on the "Complete Survey" button on the bottom of the page to submit your vote. 

To have your ballot counted, please vote no later than 11:59pm (CST) on Februa~ 28, 2014. 

Thanks for p~xticipatlng in the 2014 election. 

Sincerely yonrs, 

Corey K. Creekmur 

SCMS SecretalT 

~ike us on Facebook > ~ollow us on Twitter > 

If yon rash to stop receiving ema~l fi’om us, yon can simply remove yourself by visiting: http://www.cmstndies.org/membersiEmailOptPreferences.aspx? 
id 9512683&e regester(a)email.unc.edu&h lcfc7d6fSba6c71B946c85b38dSd31eb077751c0 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ecomuseums 2014 <ecomuseums2014@greenlines- inslimte.o~g> 

Sunday, Februao~ 2, 2014 2:45 PM 

ecomu~ums2014@greenlines-institute.org 

ECOMUSEUMS 2014: 2nd CALL FOR PAPERS 

i’~i ecomuseums2014 banner.jpg 

2~ CALL FOR PA~ERS J CALL FOR ~ANELS PROPOSALS 
25 ,~:,,s-’b,,"~,,’~,,’~y 20",,’4. 
ECOMUSEUMS 2014 

2nd International Conference on Ecomuseums, Community Museums and Living Communities 

ECOMUSEUMS 2014 -2rid International Conference on Ecomuseums, Community Museums and Living Communities follows the path established by its 

first conference and (as the predecessor) aims at gathering scholars, academics and practitioners working in the areas of Ecomuseums and Community 

Museums all over the world in an event that may contribute to the global discussion and understanding of the ecomuseums and community museums 

phenomena. 

The ecomuseum movement has its origins in late 1960’s France when the roles museums can play in linking people, their heritage expressions and 

places, as well as affecting social change, were examined. At this time, traditional museum activities, which centered on the collection of heritage to be 

interpreted by curators and other museum professionals within a museum building, were viewed as both limited and exclusive in approach. 

In more recent decades, ecomuseums have been established throughout the world and are guided by a variety of differing aims and objectives. For 

example, an ecomuseum may resemble a more conventional museum in appearance or, in other cases, an open-air community-controlled heritage 

project, depending on the place. 

It can be considered that this wide range of ecomuseological and community-based museological initiatives demonstrates an international interest in 

alternative heritage management approaches. For this reason, Ecomuseums 2012 seeks to bring together scholars, researchers, architects and heritage 

professionals to discuss the commonalities, differences and future of safeguarding practices that are holistic and community oriented in scope. 

As in the previous edition Early Stage Researchers are welcome to share the results of their research projects, namely post-graduation projects and 

doctoral projects among others. Special registration conditions are previewed for their best contributions, under the Scientific Committee evaluation. 

ECOMUSEUMS 2014 is a peer reviewed conference. 

Visit the conference website for full details about the conference scope, topics and submission procedures at: 

http:I!~,tw ecorn useu ms2014.qreen lines-institute.orcj 

Submit an abstract or a panel proposal via the conference website: http:I/www ecemuseums2014.qreenlines-ins[itute.erq or contact the Conference 

Secretariat below 

¯ Community-based museological approaches: challenges, opportunities, practices 
¯ The evolution and geographical diaspora of ecomuseum practices 

¯ Beyond ecomuseums: Sociomuseology, its theory and practice 

¯ Place, communities and heritage: relationships and ecomuseological interventions 

¯ Nature,culture and communities: making connections through ecomuseology 
¯ The economuseum movement: conserving traditional crafts 

¯ Tourism, environment and sustainability: ecomuseological approaches 

¯ Working with ethnic minorities: community museology and indigenous curation 

¯ Intangible cultural heritage: its significance to local communities and how museums/ecomuseums can assist in safeguarding 

¯ Architecture and spatial planning: ecomuseological and inclusive approaches 

¯ Urban ecomuseums: conceptual issues, challenges and opportunities 

¯ Industrial communities: inclusive approaches to conservation and interpretation of industrial heritage 

Official language of the conference for publication purposes is ENGLISH. Therefore, abstracts and papers must be submitted in English. 

Official languages of the conference for oral presentations are ENGLISH, SPANISH and PORTUGUESE. 

Parallel sessions will be organised according to the working language. 

Secretariat ECOMUSEUMS 2014 

Green Lines Institute for Sustainable Development 

Av Alcaldes de Faria, 377 $12 

4750-106 Barcelos, PORTUGAL 

Telephone: + 351 253 815 037 

Email: _e___C__Q __n_%s__e___u___n_n__s__~ _0__ J___4_ @ £r__e___e__n__L Ln___e__s_ = Ln__s__t_ Lt _u__t__%__Q _rsl 

Please circulate this announcement to colleagues who may be interested in this conference. 



Follow us on: 

Please note: We endeavour to e-mail you information relevant to your field. However, if you are now specialising in another field or if you no longer wish to 

be included in this list please reply to the emaih .-e--c--~----m---u--s---e--u----m---s--2---~-:!--4--@g--r#--e---n-!i--n--e-:-s-:i-n---s--ti-t-~-Lt--e-~-~---r~g with ’Unsubscribe ECOMUSEUMS 2014’ as the subject line. 

.(;’~i logo newcastle 
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g "~ logo heritage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

heather.addison@wmich.edu on behalf of 

Heather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu~-- 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 10:05 PM 

tteather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu> 

Andrea Meyer <         ~gmail.com> 

UFVA submission deadline for New Media, Films/Videos, Scripts, and Workshops is Maxch 1 st, 2014 

Greetings I_~VA members, 

Submissions for Papers & Panels closed yesterday (Feb. 1 st) at 11:59 pm. All of those submissions will soon be sent out for peer review. 

Proposals for New Media, Films/Videos, Scripts, and Workshops can be submitted until 11:59 pm on March 1 st. To submit, visit ufva org and click on the approprmte link for your category 
NOTE: You do NOT need to log in to submit. All presenters will need to be curt-era UFVA members before the conference, however 

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns about the submission process 

Sincerely, 

Heather Addison 
2014ConferenceVP 

Heather Addison, Ph.D 
Associate Professor & 
Graduate Program Director 
315 Sprau Tower 
School of Communication 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, M! 49008-5318 
e-mail: heather addison@wmich.edu 
phone: (269) 387-2901 
fax: (269) 387-3990 

"The cinema substitutes for our gaze a world more in harmony with our desires." Andr5 Bazin, film theorist 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMian&tm00.com~ 

Monday, Februm7 3, 2014 9:16 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

New books from IU Press 

Deae Chaelene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To ensure you 

continue to receive emails that ONLY match 3,our preferences, be sure to edit your profile to 

refine what we send you. 

Misrernembering Dr. King 

Revisiting the Legacy of Martin Luther King dr. 

Jennifer ,L Yaneo 

We all know the name. Martin Luther King Jr., the great American civil 
rights leader. But most people today know relatively little about King, the 

campaigner against militarism, materialism, and racism--what he called 

the "giant triplets." Jennifer J. Yaneo takes steps to redress this 

imbalance. 

.~i Misremembering 
Dr. King 

]1o pp. 
paper 978-o-253-o1416-o $15.00 

ebook 978-0-253-01424-5 $4.99 

~ Podcast 

Sh .... ii~ii FaceBook ] ~ i~ii Linkedln ii~ ii Forvca rd-email i~i Delicious 

Handsome Heroes mid Vile vJ]lltillS 

Masculinity in Disney’s Feature Films 

Amy M. Davis 

From the iconic Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) to Tangled, 

the 2OlO retelling of Rapunzel, tIandsome IIeroes and Vile Villains looks 

at the portrayal of male characters in Disney films from the perspective 

of masculinity stndies and feminist fihn theory. This companion volume 

to Good Girls and Wicked Britches places these depictions within the 

context of Hollywood and American popular culture at the time of each 

fihn’s release. 

Handsome Heroes 
and Vile Villians 

Distributed for John Libbey Publishing 

Sales territory is limited to North America and Asia 
276 pp. 

paper 978o-86196-7o4-9 $25.oo 

Sh .... ~.~.~ FaceBook ] ~ .~ Linkedln ~.~.~ F .... d-email ~ Delicious 

Colonialism by Proxy 

Hata~a Imperial Agents and Middle Belt Consciota~ness in Nigeria 

Moses E. Oehonu 

"Changes the ways in which we understand the practice of indirect rule 

and balances the formal structures of colonial power against less formal 

correlates such as trade. A fundamentally new reading of colonialism in 

the region." --Steven Pierce, University of Manchester 

294 pp., 5 maps 

cloth 978-o-253-o116o-2 $85.00 

paper 978-0-253-01161-9 $30.00 

ebook 978-0-253-01165-7 $24.99 

Colonialism by 
Proxy 

Indiana University Press 



Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 350 

132o E. loth St. 
BI oomington, I N 474o5-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.unc.edu If you wish to change 

,our selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your pro file setting .... i~i ~diired 
:: Forward this to a friend.. 

:: To be removed use this one-click unsubseribe link.. 

:: Not yet signed up? (3o here.. 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell share or trade electronic 

address information with anyone. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JASEP <new@macroworldpublishing.com> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 9:23 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Journal of American Studies: Eurasian Perspectives 

To unsubscribe from future announcements click on the following link and confirm: Unsubscribe by email 

Dear Colleague, 

The Journal of American Studies: Eurasian Perspectives (JASEF’) is an 
intemeSonai peer-reviewed journal, publisi~ed semi-annually The insLitu[e of 

Language and Communication Studies and Macro World PublisBJng jointly edit 

the journal. It invites research on the topics of American literature, air and 
humanities including U.S. culture and iJterature, socio-linguistics, migration to 

ti~e US., femirlism, socJo-cultu[el apprentices to American iJre, social problems 

and social cBanges, human rigBts, ethnic and racial studies, terrorism and 

public solstice its main focus, however, is on the various European and Asian 
perspectives on these issues 

JASEP seeks to open a debate oll the legacy of Europeans and Asians en the 

Americas, and in turn examines ti~e socio-politicai and cultural ways in whici~ 
Americe shapes ~he continents o~ Europe and Asia. Tile journal elms [o 
derna[cete an into[disciplinary field e[ #~quiry and [o seek innovative [esea[ch 

issues related to ethnic studies disciplines that critically examine the history, 

culture, politics, and experiences of the people of Eurasia in an encounter witi~ 

the American continent. 

JASEP also tecuses on exploring American mind reflections in the people of 

Eurasian ancestry Moreover, the iournal centers on the reflections of the 

Nstory, culture, ii[era~u[e and politics or the United States in ti~e minds of Asian 
and European people 

The Journal of American Studies: Eurasian Perspectives is an interdisciplinary 

pla[ferm that publishes aiticles representing a wide [arlge of academic 
disciplines, including sociology; his[o~y, poii[icai science; literature, cultural ariel 

gender studies and promoting a variet~/of research methods 

Submissions of paper proposals should be made to 

Subrttission deadiine: ’t4 Febrea~ 2e’t4 

First round decisions anrli;un,’:ed: 7 N~tfch 2814 

Authors st~bmit revised manuscdpl:s: 23 ~ay 20t4 

Final decisions reached: ~3 du~e 2~t4 

Approx~rn~te d~te of pub~ks~[k)n: J~ly, 20t4 

JEPCP Editoria~ O#~ce 

Editor4 n-Chief 
Louis Mendoza, University of Minnesota, USA 

Associate Editors: 
Ji-Yeon Yuh Northwestern University, USA 

David Bulla, Zayed University, UAE 

Assistant Editor 
Lion Koenig, Heidelberg University, Germany 

ISSN: 2147-3498 

Publication Frequency: Semi-annual 

Contact: jasep@inlcs.org 

Editorial Board: 

Copyright © 2014 inlcs org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <nabdllc gmail.com@mail154.at161.mc~.net> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 10:15 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Suggest tbr purchase the printed volumes of Slave Narratives(9780403022113) to collectiou development librarian 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
supervision of the Works Progress Administration. These former 
slaves, most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the 
Civil War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on 
plantations, in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a 
peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they 
capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of 
life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken 
alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. 
Read together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in 

North America, allowing us to explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth- 
century slavery, including labor, resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and 
religious belief. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United States and subject 
librarians will be counted on to provide students, faculty and researchers with information on 
slavery in America. Please recommend the purchase of the complete set of Slave Narratives 
(ISBN 9780403022113) to your subject librarian or the collection development librarian by 
forwarding this email offer. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using purchasing or credit card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax 
and email. This set is available from Amazon, Baker & Taylor Books and many other library 
book dealers. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

Purchase orders are accepted ~rem a~l libraries, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 Hardbound 9,952 pages. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Amer:csq Book D:stribtitors, LLC ¯ [-%:3 .’P..ox 5 ,O Hai~qburg. Mi 48139 USA 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and HistoBt ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us Thursday, February 6 at ?pro for a 

film screening and discussion with acclaimed 

filmmakers Joel Zito Araujo and Halle Gerima. 

Award winning Afro-Brazilian filmmaker and scholar, 

Joel Zito Ara6jo returns to UNC at Chapel Hill as 

scholar-in-residence at the Stone Center during the 

month of February. Ara6jo is an acclaimed filmmaker, 

director, writer and producer of films and TV programs 

(24 documentaries, 22 shorts, 3 full-length features). 

Throughout February, Ara6jo will visit classes at UNC 

at Chapel Hill and other area colleges and universities 

to participate in lectures, discussions, and host 

screenings and discussion of his films. 

AraOjo will open is his residency on Thursday at 7pro 

at the Stone Center. At this event, Araujo and noted 

Ethiopian filmmaker Halle Gerima (Teza, Adwa, 

Sankofa) will screen excerpts from theh" films followed 

by a discussion moderated by St. Augustine 

University professor Natalie Bullock-Brown 

Please join us at the Stone Center this Thursday for 

a discussion with fllmmakers Araujo and Germina. 

This event is FREE and open to the public. To RSVP to 

the event, please email ~j0__r_Le_~.r_Lt_~_.r_@%n_c_’_=e_.~_!K, call 

919-962-9001, or via _F_..a_q~_.b_.o_p_._k_, 

Check out the complete Spring 2014 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our website, email us at 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Joel Zito Araujo film events: 

February ~.~. at 7pro the Stone Center will join 

the Institute for the Study of the Americas at 

UNC at Chapel Hill to present Rata at the 

Mandela Auditorium at the FedEx Global 

Education Building at UNC at Chapel Hill. Post 

film discussion with Ara6jo. 

February 20 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen FHhas do Vento (Daughters of the Wind) 

in the Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room, Post film 

discussion with Ara6jo. 

Agenda 



February 24 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen"Cinderellas, Wolves and One Enchanted 

Prince at in Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. 

Post film discussion with Araujo and Spelman 

professor Erica Coleman. 

For more information about February events 

with Joel Zito Ara6jo, please email us at 

_s__t__o___n__~__c_~_[Lt_~£_@__u__[]__c_’=_~__d___u_ or call 919-962-9001. 

Don’t forget to check out Re/Iteratlons of 

Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements 

exhibition at the Stone Center Brown Gallery 

and Museum. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, 
Martyrs, Movements features photographs of people 
and places in social justice movements and moments 

in American History. Re/Iterations of Resistance: 

Moments, Martyrs, Movements will be on display at 

the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery 

and Museum from ]anuary 21 through April 25, 2014. 

From our Stone Center 
Friends.°. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s 

2o~4 African American History Month 

Lecture program: 

At 7 p.m., Wednesday, February 5, in the Sonja 

Haynes Stone Center’s Hitchcock Multi-Purpose room, 

Ohio State University professor, Dr. Hasan Kwame 

]effries will speak on "Civil Rights and Civil Wrongs: 

North Carolina and the Struggle for Justice and 

Equality" and after the lecture he will be signing his 

award-winning book, Bloody Lowndes: Civil Rights and 

Black Power in Alabama’s Black Belt, 



BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated eve~i February. Librarians will be counted on 

to provide studeats, faculty and libra117 patrons with information oa slavery in America. 

The ~!~=~,.}~.~..!~.tS[~.tS}£.v.’[~.~ provides a unique and virlually unsurpassed colfective 

por[rait o1’ slavery in America. The holed historian David Brion Davis has argued thai 

the voluminous number el documented slave testimonies available in lhe United States 

"is indisputably unique among former slave holding nations." 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the American South were 

intelwiewed by writers and jeurnafists under the supewision of the Works Progress 

Admin~s[ra~on. These 1briner s]aves~ most born ~n the ]as~ years of the s~ave regime or 

during the CM] War, provMed firstd~and accounts of ~he~ experiences o~ p~antat~ons~ 

~n rifles, and on smal~ farms~ Their narratives remain a peerbss resource for 

understanding the ~ives of America’s four mi~ion s~aves. Y~at makes the WPA 

narratives so dch ~s tha~ they capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing 

the texture of life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken alone 

offers a fragmentary, m~crocosm~c representation of slave life Read together~ [hey 

o~fer a sweep~ng composite view of slavery ~n No~th Amedca, a~bwing us ~o explore 

some o~ [he mos[ compe]l~n9 themes of ~neteen[h-cen[ury s]avery~ including bbor, 

resistance and flight, family Hfe, re~at~ons with masters~ and religious belief. 

We de accept purchase ordels from all libraries via phone, fax, mail and emaif, The 

set is availabfe from most fibrary book deafers, 

For quickest delivery, please visit NABDLLC corn to order the complete sol el Slave 

Narratives from our website using purchasing or credit card. You may click on the BUY 

NOW button below to order directly from our website. The complete set of SLAVE 

NARRATIVES is available through Amazon by clicking on the Amazoa bu~oa below~ 

Slave Narratives Cor~@lete Set 

19 volumes 

fSBN: 9780403022113 

Price: $1,995.00 per set 

I-- 
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i=~i= ~imo 1 Simon Tarr Associate Professor of Art at 
University of South Carolina Tarr / 

Sally Greene 
Town Council Member and Mayor 
Pro Tern, Town of Chapel Hill, NC 
[] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:16 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

Last Chance! NCBS Call for Papers - E:dension date, Febi-da4~, 5, 2014 

February 5, 2014 



2014 Co~fere~¢~ Committee 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@ema nc edu by in~:o@ncb~nline.orq 

Llbdat~ Profij~L~m~jjAddress ]:nsta~lt [emeval ~’~itil Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privac~t Po[ic~’. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O, Box 210370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: ~t5221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 4:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@ema~J.unc.edu> 

Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Hello Dr. Regester: 

Thank you so much for your mllingness to complete this letter. You should address the letter to the Universi~ of Wisconsin - Madison Admission’s Co~nmittee. I 

understand that this is coming ruth short notice, but I am transferring because of financial difficulties. U~ffo~lunately, attending UNC has become to costly for myself and 

my family and thus I am quickly searcNng for alternatives for next fall. I will resend the li~k now, but I am heading off campus to volunteer at the Human Rights Center 

so I won’t be able to come by your office this eveNng. 

Thank you for understanding, 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 4:08 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear        Currently, I am working on your letter -- who do I address the letter to -- what office. You indicated University of Madison 0Nisconsin) but it 
would help if you have more information. Also, T don’t see the link that you sent in order for me to complete the recommendation. Please resend if possible. I am 
in Davis Library on 8th floor and will be here until 5:30 -- if you want to come by this will be helpful so that I can get your materials submitted today. In the 
future, I will need a little bit more time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

tom: 
Sent: Satur~t~y, February 01, 20.t4 11:34 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

It has come to my attention that my transfer application is actually due on February 3rd. Your letter does not have to be electronically received 

on this date, but as soon as you can complete it the better. Thank you. 

Warm Regards, 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:08 PM 

Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear        Please send me a reminder next week so that I won’t forget. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 20:t4 3:53 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Thank you very much. February 10th is the deadline. 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 3:51 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <rep, es~er(~email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Yes, I will submit this letter of recommendation but when is the deadline? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Letter of Recommendation 

Good Afternoon Dr. Regester, 

I hope that all is well with you this semester. Things for me have been just alright and I am considering returning home to finish 

my undergraduate education. Since I have taken three of your courses (AFAM AFAM    Summer online & AAAD     I would 

greatly appreciate you completing an online recommendation form on my behalf. I am applying to the University of Wisconsin- 

Madison. I will attach my resume and you should expect to see an email from the UW-Madison with instructions on completing 

the online recommendation form. Thank you in advance. Please do not hesitate to email me back if you have any questions or 

concerns. 

Warm Regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UW-Madis~n Office of Admissions and Recruitment <onmsconsin@admissions.msc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaW 3, 2014 4:21 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@ema~,l.unc.edu> 

Recommendation Request ti-om 

Hello, 

would like yon to submit a recommendation to the Universi~ of Wisconsin-Madison Oltice of Admissions and Recruitment on their behalf If you 

would like to submit a recommendation for        please click the link below: 

https:i/admissions.vdsc.edu/recommendations’submiVindex.php?hid a93acdae2d8fl b4d52c7c534370ea558&~VZqdmZg 

If you have any questions, please contact directly at ~live.unc.edu. 

On Wisconsin! 

Office of Admissions a~d Recruitment 

admissions.wisc.edu/contacms 
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William Edward Burghardt Du Bois was one of 
the greatest intellectuals of the 20~ century: As a 
sociologist and Pan-Africanist, he was among the 
most prolific scholars of his time. He authored over 
40 books as well as a plethora of journal articles, 
commentaries, and studies, including several 
pathbreaking ones on African American sociology 
mad history. Du Bois was also an educator, a 
crusading journalist, a novelist, and a champion of 
the arts. He is justly regarded as the progenitor of 
African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
and was the first African American to earn a Ph.D. 
from Harvard Universit> [t was therefore fitting 
to join with academic communities throughout 
the African diaspora to commemorate the 50 
anniversary of Du Bois’ passing. The UNC-Chape] 
Hill conference on ~LE.B. Du Bois was held from 
January 31~t to February 2’,d and was the brainchild 
of the new AAAD Chair; Eunice Sable. $¢’:E.B. Du Bois 
The confb.rence began with opening remarks 

from Sahle, Senior Associate Dean jonathan Hartlyn, and joseph 

Jordan, Director of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture 

and Histor?: Their remarks were followed by very thoughtful 

presentations on Du Bois’ writings and on his involvement with black 

¯ theater by Kathy Perkins and Du Bois scholar, Rebecka Rutledge 

Fisher. Both Professors Perkins and Rut]edge Fisher were members 

of the conference planning committee. A powerful dramatic reading 

of some of Du Bois’ work by Kashif Powell, a doctoral student in 

Performance Studies, closed the first evening of the conference. 

One of the highlights of the confb.rence was the keynote address by Du 

Bois scholar Nahum Chandler of the University 

of California, Irvine. In his lecture, Professor 

Chandler presented a challenging new analysis 

of the development of Du Bois’ concept of the 

"global color line:’ ’-[’he ideas he presented to the 

conference will appear in his forthcoming book to 

be published by Fordham University Press in 2(113. 

Everyone in attendance will long remember the 

eloquent personal reflections of Esther Cooper 

~ackson, a friend of W.EoB. and Shirley Graham 

Du Bois. As the fbunding editor of the journal 

Freedomways, lackson has been a courageous 

worker for racial and social justice for many 

decades. At age 95, Ms. Jackson participa*ed 

in the form of a very well-cra~ed video, rather 

than journey to North Caro]ina from her home 

in Brooklyn where she continues to work as an 

educator and activist. 

Leading up to the conference AAAD faculty 

members Barbara Anderson and Robert Porter organized an 

extraordinary series of workshops on Du Bois fbr public school 

teachers. The workshops were facilitated by members of the UNC 

faculty, including the celebrated writer Randall Kenan, who wrote the 

introduction to a popular edition of The Souls of Black Folk, authored 

by Du Bois in 1903. 

The Conference included panels on "Du Bois, Africa and Pan 
Africanism;" ¢’Du Bois on War and Peace;’ �’The Soul and Spirit 
of Du Bois;’ and "Du Bois and Education." Distinguished Du Bois 
scholars who presented at the conference included Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

(Co~,tinued on Page 7~,o) 



Greetings from Carolina! I am delighted to 

introduce you to the inaugural issue of Linkages, 

our department~ newsletter. The Department of 

African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

has had a very busy and exciting year and we 

highlight here some of the key activities from 

2012--2013. The department instituted maior 

curriculmn reforms and held a faculty retreat 

where we discussed the modalities of our core 

courses and other initiatives in the department. 

Faculty members contributed to UNC-CH’s mission through their extensive teaching, 

research and service activities as can be seen in the faculty corner. In terms of teaching, 

faculty offered courses that were of great intellectual interest not only to our majors 

and minors, but also to students fi’om other units, including professional schools such 

as the School of Medicine and Gillings School of Global Public Health° This year, the 

excellent work of our ~3cu]ty and students was on display on May 11 when we held 

our commencement ceremony to celebrate achievements of the class of 2013. Our 

ceremony benefitted from having Mr. Charles D. Watts, Jr., a graduate of UNC-CH 

and a community leader in Durham, as our commencement speaker. Excerpts from 

his speech are included in this issue and my interview with him is available on our 

departmental homepage. 

In addition to activities pertaining to our core mission, ~he department’s calendar was 

filled with events related to several exciting proiects, some of which are featured in 

various parts of the newsletter. One of these activities was our first Global Afi’icana 

Annual Symposium, which focused on the work and legacies of~he eminen~ sociologis~ 

Dr. ~;E.B Du Bois. The idea for the conference emerged in the fall of2011 in discussions 

that I had with Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn, the Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, focusing on future initiatives in the department. Under the leadership 

of Dr. Reginald Hildebrand, the idea became a reality when we hosted leading Du Bois 

scholars at our conference on January 31~* to February 2~’~. 

Other activities involved collaborations Mth other units in initiatives that enriched our 

understanding of important national and global issues such as health, human rights 

and financing development. For example, we joined the Afiqcan Studies Center and 

Gillings School of Global Public Health in sponsoring a presentation by Seodi White, 

a well-known lawyer who is at the forefront of scholarly and policy debates on HIVi 

AIDS and women’s rights in Southern A£rica. With the Curriculum in Global Studies 

and other units, we hosted the renowned Nigerian writm; Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, 

in February 2013. Further, in collaboration with the Global Research Institute and the 

Afi’ican Studies Center we held a pan el discussion moderated by Dr. Georges Nzongola- 

Ntalaja focusing on financing development with Senior Finance Ministry officials from 

six different African countries. All in all, the department has had a very busy year. I 

look forward to sending you highlights of our 2013-2014 activities and achievements in 

the next issue of Li~~ka, ges. In the meantime, please check our departmental website for 

upcoming news and events 

I would like to th~mk Drs. Maa-garet Lee, Thnothy McMillan and Mamarame Seck for thek 
excel]eat vision for this newsletter and their tireless work that has led to its publication. 
Furthm; I extend special thanks Dr. Lee for her excellent leadership on this project. 

Eunice N. Sable, 

Chair, Department of African, 

African American, and Diaspora Studies 

2 [] Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

EstherCooperJackso~ 

(Co~ttinued from Page One) 
Georges (UNC --- Chapel Hill); Jemima Pierre 

(\~anderbilt University); Eugene Provenzo 

(University of Miami in Florida); Omar Ali 

(UNC-Greensboro); Gerald Home (University 

of Houston); Adriane Lent>Smith (Duke 

University); Bernard Boxill (UNC-Chapel 

Hill); Reginald Hildebrand (UNC-Chapel Hill); 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher (UNC.-Chapel Hill); 

Derrick R Alridge (University of Virginia); and 

George Noblit (LTNC-Chapel Hill). 

The department is gratefl~l for generous support 
from the Office of the Provost, the College of Arts 
and Sciences, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
for Black Culture and Histor> the Institute for 
the Arts and Hunaanities, the Afi’ican Studies 
Center, the Institute for African American 
Research, and the Center for Global Studies. 
We would like to extend a special thanks to the 
logistics coordinator, Shelby Daw !dns-La~< 

Dr. Reginald HiIderbrand 



By Deft Hdton 

Wendell McCain had dreamed of attending 

Princeton, or maybe even Georgetown, since 

he was in the fifth grade. 

But when the North Mecklenburg High School 

graduate earned a Morehead Scholarship to 

Carolina, he never looked back. 

"I was pleasantly surprised at the diversit-y 

of students here, and got just as great of 

an education as [ would have at an Ivy 

League school;’ said McCain, who earned 

his economics degree in 1992. LMng in 

an internatkmal student community at 

Carmichael dorm played a big role in 

his experience at UNC and later as an 

entrepreneur and philanthropist. 

~[\venty years a&er graduating, McCain is 
committed to a global education more than 
ever. 

He recently established the McCain Family 

Fund for Excellence in the department of 

African and Afro-American Studies, the 

department’s single largest gift. It will provide 

WeudalI McCain, ’92 

"Wendell has been a pathbreaker in the 

world of global finance, and the fired that 

he established will further his fanailyN 

commitmen~ to learning and expanding 

opportunity for our students and ~3cu]~ 

to conduct research, especially in North 

Caro]inaJ’ 

McCain’s inspiration for the greater good is a 

family tradition. 

Wendell’s father Franklin, now retired from a 

distinguished career as a chemist at Celanese 

in Charlotte, was only 17 when be entered the 

national spotlight as a civil rights actMst. A 

member of the Greensboro Four, Franklin and 

three classmates from N.C. A&T University 

staged a two--day sit-in at the downtown 

Woolworth lunch counter in February 1960 

after they were refi~sed service because of 

the color of their skin. The sit--in launched 

similar protests nationwide, re-energizing the 

cM1 rights movement and forever ensuring 

Franklin’s role in American history. 

Wendell, the middle son of Franklin and 
Bettye McCain, traveled widely abroad as a 
child. 

"I have always been interested in traveling 

and learning about different cultures. It 

makes you appreciate home tha~ much more. 

It also allows us to understand bow other 

economies operate," he said. A Camily trip to 

(Continued on Page Fiw) 

faculty and students with critical funds for 

travel, research materials, technology and 

other resources needed for their work as 

scholars and educators. 

"The economics department was a huge 

influence on my career;’ said McCain, who 

mentioned professor emeritus Sand7 Dariq 

as a mentor. "But a gift to African and Afro-- 

American studies makes a bigger impact and 

supports this important discipline. Afi’ica is 

the world~ most resource-rich continent. 

As a student of world markets, I kmow that 

the stu@ of Africa is especially relevant in 

understanding our international markets. I 

also hope the gift inspires o~hers to give back 

to the departmenff’ 

The gift is welcome news to its chair and 21 
faculty: 

"Income from the fi.md will enable us to 

establish our first fellowships for faculty 
and majors, who will,,be selected through 

a competitive process, said Eunice Sable, 

department chair. 

Reginald Hildebrand, the faculty member 

who will coordinate the awards, notes that 

the McCains are among the "first families of 

freedom in North Carolina:’ 

Linkages [] 



After extending warm congratulations to the students, their families 

and friends, Mr. Charles Watts began his speech by discussing Tulane 

Professor Dr. Me]issa Harris-Perry and the message that her father, 

the first Dean of Afro--American Affairs at the University of Virginia 

in 1976, would always leave her with: "The struggle continues;’ Mr. 

Watts takes this phrase to be a powerful call to action and reminder 

that we all have work to do. 

’~In *W vie~; the phrase is a charge to take on a challenge that will 

require an enduring effort. An effort that might go on without success 

for longer than one~ remaining time on this earth, but an effort that 

is intended to bring benefits to those who follow and, therefore, bring 

dignity to those who engage, k 

is the same concept expressed in 

Dr. King’s ~mous ’Mountain ~[bp 

Speech’ where he said, just days 

before his assassina*ion, Tve seen 

the Promised Land...I may not 

get there with you. But...we, as a 

people, will get to the Promised 

L~d~’ Well today on your 

graduation, I want to say to you 

~the struggle continuesT’ 

Mn Watts then continued to share 

his own experiences as a UNC-CH 

graduate, as part of the "Renwick 

Wave" of black students admitted 

after I_,eRoy and Ralph Fraiser and 

John Lewis Brandon matriculated 

as the first African American undergraduate students at UNC-CHo As 

Mr. Watts eloquently spoke of their experiences and his connection 

¯ to these "pioneers;’ he spoke oftheir roles, which ~’put a crack in the 

ceiling that barred black undergraduates from enrolling in college 

here at all:’ When Mr. Watts came to UNC in the 1970s, the number 

of African American students was still very low, but in the tradition of 

the Fraisers and John Brandon, %re continued their struggle and their 

struggle led to our opportunity’." Mr. Watts has named his and other 

cohorts the "Renwick Wave" after H. Bentley Renwick, an advocate for 

African Americans who wished to attend UNC-CH. 

Charles .D. Watts, 

Mr. Watts spoke at length about the inspirational trail-blazers at 
this institution: Professor Hortense McClinton was the first African 
American professor at UNC and taught a class entitled "institutional 
racism" in the Department of Social Work; Dr. Blyden Jackson was 
the first Afl’ican American tenured full professm; working in the 
Department of English; and Dr. James Brewer won the Mayflower 
Award in 1970 for his book on the CNi] X,%~r from the perspectives 
of Black Virginians. This list also includes Roberts Ann Dunbar, co- 
chair for the African Studies portion of the curriculum in the 1970s 
arid Sonja Haynes Stone, co-chair of the Afro-American Studies 
curriculum. Speaking specifically of Professor Stone, Mr. VCatts notes 
that her ~’contribution to the school and the department is legendary. 
Certainly she was here for the struggle and understood that her 
struggles here, including her tenure battle, were making the way 

smoother for others who would come behind heft’ From this rich 

persorlal and institutional history, Mr. Watts turned to the theme of 

rejuvenation and delivered a powerful charge to the graduates. 

"So ~ hope you are wondering as I talk: ’what can I do in my lifb. to 
move the struggle forward?’ Certainly the definitive answer to that 
question is for you and only you to answer. But let me give you a fb.w 
hints about how to find your struggle. It boils down to three words: 
Passion, Hope and ComrnitmenL" 

Passion: "First, with th is training you have, find out what it is that you 

are passionate about doing. Passion is important. YOu cannot expect 

to succeed in anything if you don!t enioy doing it. No matter how 

much money you make or power 

you amass, if you dodt like doing 

what it is you’ve chosen to do, it’s 

a JOB and a TASK and it won’t be 

fun. Dodt have a JOB, follow your 

passion and make your passion 

pay for your life. If you can pull 

that off, you’ll love what you’re 

doing and it will show in the 

product of your passion. ’-[’his is 

not to say that you shouldn’t take 

iobs or do tasks to make it in this 

world till you can get to the point 

where you find your passion and 

it begins to support you. So keep 

searching and keep working and 

you will get there° You will make 

your passionate contribution to the struggle2 

Hope: °’Second, the world is changing every day: For me, these stories 

that I’ve shared with you today seem like they were just yesterday: The 

stories about my ancestors have been with me at some level since I 

was a child and have helped to fi~el my engagement in the struggle. 

But they are, frankly, ancient history: Your world will be different! The 

fact that I lived to see a black president in the White House is nothing 

short of amazing and something that [ didfft even think possible 

when I volunteered on his campaign in ’07 arid ’08. You see I was just 

engaged in the struggle° Clearly, it would have been a lot more fun 

had [ known that he was going to win, but I had hope even if I didfft 

have belief." 

Commitment: "Finally. I am sure that you know that your experience in 

this department has served you wall. Be proud of your accomplishments 

here, but always remember that you owe this institution your gratitude 

arid, most irr~portantl}; your support financially and otherwise. This 

department stands on the shoulders of many, many people who have 

all done their part during their lives to produce what is here today. 

You need to mindfully engage in the struggle to make sure that this 

institution will be here, and be even better in the future, when you say 

to your children ’the struggle continues:’ 

*You can read Mr. Watts’ entire speech on the departmental website. 
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Dr. Kia Catdwett 

On May 11, 2013 over two hundred people filled the 

auditorium in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center fbr Black 

Culture and History to celebrate the graduation of thirdT.- 

sLx students° The commencement ceremonies of the 

AAAD were a joyous celebration of the graduates and 

the department. Six esteemed guests attended along with 

departmental faculty, families, and friends of the graduates. 

Mr. Charles D. Wa*ts, Jr. offered the commencement speech 

(excerpts of which are printed in this newsletter). 

The ceremony opened with remarks from Professors 

Eunice Sable and IVda Caldwello Before certificates were 

distributed to the graduates, brief insights were offered by 

the two students who graduated with honors, Amarachi 

Anakakaraonye and Kenille Sumler. Senior Associate Dean 

~onathan Hartyln offered the dosing remarks. A celebratory 

luncheon ended the event in convivial style. 

Dr. Reginald Hildebrand, a student and famil), 
at graduation. 

.Dr. Kia Caldwetl, Ms. Jackie Overton, 
and Dr. Eunice Sable. 

2013 Graduation Audience 

(Continued t?om Page :Three) 
Cape Verde, the island country ~nd his wiles childhood home, in the 

coming months will include the couple’s two young sons, both avid 

Tar Heel fans and already seasoned world ~ravelers. 

After graduating from Carolina, McCain put in long hours with 

BankBoston, Lazard Frhres and J.R Morgan in Boston and New- York 

as an investment banker. While the work led to a great fifes@e, it 

wasn’t satisfying intellectualt,~; he said° 

For that, McCain enrolled in Northwestern University~ Kel]ogg 
School where he earned an M.B.A. and thrived in its entrepreneurial 
and collegial environment. It was ideal preparation for his work as 
a founding partner with Parish Capital, and more recently, Onset 
Capital Partners, another private equity firm he created in 2011 based 
in Chapel Hill 

As McCaiffs career flourished, he created the Financial Futures 

Foundation wi~h his brother Franklin ~r. and Parish Capital to 

introduce careers in the financial services industry to minority and 

female high school students, two groups vastly underrepresented in 

leadership positions in finance. Kenan-Flagler Business School is 

among the fmmda.tion’s partners. 

"The measure of a great life is the number of people you’ve brought 

with you;’ said McCain. "Our abilities give voice to those who need 

¯ to be heard and understood, people who have not had the same 

opportunities2 

Published in the Carolina Arts e3~ Sciences magazine, Spring 2013 

Special links: 

Financial Futures Foundation 

http:iifin ancialfuturesfoundation.org 

International CM] Rights Center & Museum (Greensboro, N.C.) 

www. sit in m ovem ent. org 
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Two students from the department, Kenille 
Sumler and Amarachi Anakakaraonye, 
graduated with honors. The title of Ms. 
Sumler’s honors thesis was "Ought Not 
This Dim-~an Be Loosed: The Creation of a 
Feminine Space in the Ordained Ministry 
of the African Methodist Episcopal Zion 
Church:’ Her thesis was supervised by 
Professor Reginald Hildebrand and her 
second reader was Professor Kia Caldwell. 
This fall Ms. Sumler matriculated into the 
2016 class at the t--toward University School 
of Law. 

The title of Ms. Anakakaraowe’s honors 
thesis was "Through the Lens of W0manism: 
The Black Mother~ >!~mb as the Origin of 
Africana Diasporic Commonweal:’ It was 
supervised by Professor Rebecka Rutledge 
Fisher and her second reader was Professor 
Eunice Sahle. After taking a year off to 
travel, Ms. Anakakaranoye plans to attend 
graduate school to study English Literature. 

Dr. Reginald Hildebrand and Ms. Kenille Sun’tier. 

Dr. Eunie Sahle and MS. Amarachi Anakakarao,o,e. 
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Professor .Lee (AAAD) aitd Prqfessor Tucker (School 

of Medicine)with Sasara Chasala George, Botswanan 

Ambassador to Ch#m, and Diigtomats for Sothern Africa. 

During a meeting in Belting, China hosted by His Excellence Sasara 
Chasala George, Botswands Ambassador to China, diplomats fi~om 
Southern Africa pledged to take a leading role in addressing the health 
crisis among African migrants in Guangzhou, a city in the south 
of China located in Guangdong province. Briefing the diplomats 
about the health crisis was the director of the UNC Pmiect China, 
Joe Tucker, an infectious disease physician on faculty in the UNC 
School of Medicine, and Margaret C. Lee, a faculty member in the 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
(AAAD). The understanding of the health crisis among an estimated 
200,000 African migrants in Guangzhou stems from two years of field 
research by members of the UNC China Project. 

Although China has a world--class medical system, many migrants 
do not have access to such services for numerous reasons, including 
language barriers, racism, poverty, general distrust of the medical 
system, and fear of possibly being deported since most migrants 
reside in China il]ega]l~: MaW of the migrants suffer from general 
health problems, although growing numbers have been diagnosed 
with HIV/AIDS. 

The Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
and the African Studies Center organized the first African language 
fair/night on April 11, 2013 in the FedEx Global Education Building. 
The program consisted of a day-long showcase where students met 
Aft’lean language instructors and asked questions about the program 
in African languages. In the evening, African language students 
performed songs, dance, poetry and skits in Lingala, Kiswahili, and 
Wolofin the presence of students and professors, including Dr. Eunice 
Sable, Chair of AAAD, Dr. Michael Lambert, Director of the African 
Studies Center, Dr. Mamarame Seck, African language program 
coordinator, and all African language instructors. This first event 
was a great success and plans have been made to make this an annual 
occurrence. 

In lune 2012 Barbara Anderson led a group study trip for 17 North 

Carolina K-16 educators to Senegal. Working with UNC’s World 

View and with the West African Research Center in Dakar, Anderson 

designed this study trip to help North Carolina teachers and 

administrators gain an understanding of contemporary Senegal° 

During the two weeks in Senegal, participants learned about the 

Slave Trade from a West Afi’ican perspective, Senegalese education 

practices, the youth political movement, and religious tolerance in 

this mostly Muslim country. Cultural activities on the trip included 

Senega]ese drumming and dancing, a traditional lun& at the home of 

the Mayor of Sokone (a small town in the south of Senegal), a night- 

time wrestling tournament, and visits to the homes of several educators 

to share in Afi’ican ti)od, laughter, and sociaIizing. The North Carolina 

K-16 educators also learned about the politics and history of Senegal, 

arid benefited from lectures by activists, students, arid faculty at the 

Universib~ of Cheikh Anta Diop. The group interacted with their 

African professional peers and learned about Senegalese education 

practices by visiting elementar}; secondary, and Koranic schools, as 

well as a childreds refi~gee center and a private Business Management 

university. One veteran North Carolina teacher smmnarized his very 

positive experience by saying, ~’This was one of the most meaningful 

professional activities that I have ever engaged in2’ 

Dedicated to the development of new and significant works in the 

performing arts, the Process Series features professionally mounted, 

developmental presentations of new works in progress. The mission of 

¯ the Series is to illuminate the ways in which artistic ideas take form, 

to examine the creative process, to offer audiences the opportunity to 

follow artists and performers as they explore and discover and by so 

doing to enrich the development process for artists. The ultimate goal 

of the process series is better art and a closer relationship behs, een artists 

and audiences. For the 2013--2014 academic yea,; the AAAD is among 

numerous entities within the UNC-Chapel Hill community that have 

pledged to support the series. 

In addition to the above, Dave Pie~; an AAAD faculty membe,; 

serves on the advisory board of the Process Series. Four out of the 

six performances of the 2013-14 season focus on African-American 

topics. During the spring 2(114 semeste,; Dr. Pier will be teaching a 

special topics seminar on African!American Performance in Process, 

to take advantage of the rich offerings of this year’s series as well as 

those of the Carolina Performing Arts. For more informa*ion please 

visit http:!/processseries.unc.edu!. 

Student Performance at Language Night: 
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Rono, id l/"Lii/iom~ // 

Ronald Williams II is assistant profb.ssor in AAAD. He comes to Carolina from the University of 

California, Berkeley where he taught African American Politics, Public Policy, and College Writing, 

in the Department of African American Studies° Grounded in a curiosity about the interplay 

between race and politics, Dr. Williams’ research interests include African American politics and 

political thought, race and public policy, African Diaspora politics, race and L\S. foreign relations, 

and Twentieth Century African American history. He is currently working on two maior proiects. 

The first is an analytical history of the African American foreign policy advocacy organization, 

TransAfrica, tentatively titled "Black Embassy, TransAfl-ica and the Making of Adversarial 

Diplomacy°" The second is an edited volume of the collected writings of the late Co Diane Howell 

(195(1-2008), editor and publisher of the Oakland-based newspaper; Black Business Listings and 

longtime producer of the Oakland Black Expo. Professor Williams earned his Ph.D. in African 

American Studies from ~he Universfty of California, Berkeley in 2011. 

Dr. Ronald Williams 

Bo),d, Lydia 

~’The Problem wfth Freedom: Homosexuality and Human Rights 

in Uganda;’ Anth~woIogicaI Quarterly 86, no.3 (Summer 2013): 

697.-724. 

Catdwelt, 

and Lisa Bowleg. "Paralelos opostos: racra e status socioeconomic 

em pesquisas e polfficas sobre HIViAids no Brasil e nos Estados 

~hfidos." In Sa~de da PopulafAo Negra (Health of the Black 

Population), 2t~d edition, edited by Luis Eduaa’do Batista, Jurema 

Werneck and Fernanda, 314-337. Brasilia, Brazil: Associac,’ito 

Brasileira de Pesquisadores Negros, 2012. 

Jordan, Ioseph 

and Daynali Flores Rodriguez, edso ofF’anon: A Special issue of 

The Bla& Scholar 42, nos. 3/4 (Fall-Winter 2012. 

and Daynali Flores Rodriguez. "The Continuing Relevance of 

Fanonian Thought: Remembering the Life and Work of Frantz 

Fanon:’ The Black Scholar 42, nos. 3/4 (Fall-Winter 2012): 3-8. 

"Can the Artist Speak? Hamid Kachmar’s Subversive/ 

Redemptive Art of Resistance." In A.¢?ican Art: Interviews, 

Narratives, edited by Joanna Grabski and Carol Magee, 41-55. 

Bloomington: Indiana !~hfiversity Press, 2013. 

"Paul Gilroy." In The Encycl@edia of Race and Racism, w~]. 

2, edited by Patrick Mason, 264-265. New York: Macmillan 

Reference, 2(113. 

Lee, Margaret C. 

z~(frican American Pemeptions of Obama. Policy Briefing No. 86, 

Pretoria, South Africa: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2013. 

Nzongoh,-Ntalaja, Georges 

"Following the Path of Revolution: Frantz Fanoffs Political 

Legacy for Africa:’ The Black Scholar 42, nos. 3/4 (Fall- Winter 

2012): 36-44. 

"Congo Democratk Republic off’ T’he Oxford Companion to 

Comparative Politics, volo 1, edited by Joel Krieger,231-234o 

Oxford and New York: Oxford Un iversity Press, 2013. 

"Development and Underdevelopment;’ The Oxford Companion 

to Comparative Politics, volo 1, edited by Joel Krieger, 302-308. 

Oxford and New York: Oxford Un iversity Press, 2013. 

"Great Lakes Regkm." The Oxford Companion to Comparative 

Politics, vol. 1, edited by Joel Krieger, 408-483° Oxford and New 

"~brk: Oxford !~h~iversity Press, 2013. 

Review of Belgium and the Congo, 1885-.1980 by Guy 

Vanthemscheo African Studies Quarterly: the Online Journal of 

@ican Studies13, noo 4 (Winter 2013):146-148. 

Rucker, Walter 

Review of Whispers of RebelIion: Narrating GabrieI~ Conspiracy 

by Michael Nicholls. Journal gflnterdisciplinary History 43, no. 4 

(Spring 2013): 637--638. 

Review of The Fante and #w 7?ansatlantic Slave by Rebecca 

Shumwa?~ Trade Journal qf~@"ican HisWry 53, no. 3 (November 

2012): 429-431. 

Review of Working the Diaspora: The Impact of @icau Labor on 

the Anglo-American World, 1650-i850 by Frederick C. Knight. 

Journal qf@ican American History 97, no. 3 (Summer 2012): 

312-314. 

Review of Dorni~Nos ~Ivares, 4fi’ican Healing, and the lntdlectual 

History qf’the .Atlantic World by James H. Sweet. International 

JournaI of~@’ican Historical Studies 45, no. 2 (Spring 2012): 

313-315~ 

Sahle, Eunice 

°’Fanon and Geographies of Political Violence in the Context of 

Democracy in Kenya:’ The Black Scholar 42, no. 3/4 (Fall-Winter 

2012): 45-57. 
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Dr. Mamarame Seck 

Seck, Mamarame 

Narratives as Muslim Practice in Senegal New York: Peter Lang 
PuNishing, Inc, New York, 2012. 

Anderson, Barbara 

°’Teaching about World Cultures without Resorting to the 
Exotic;’ presentation to faculty of Rutherford County, North 
Carolina, August 20 ] 2. 

"Gendered Dimensions of Education in Africa;’ presentation to 
North Carolina Principals and Superintendents, June 2013. 

Boy& Lydia 

"Perspectives on Christianity in Uganda" Invited Talk, U.S. State 
Department, Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Washington 
DC, April 2013. 

Caldwell, Kfa 

"Black Feminism and HIViAIDS in Brazil: Intersections and 
Ruptures;’ presentation at the XXXI International Congress of 
the Latin American Studies Association, Washington, D.C., 
June 2013. 

"Intersectiona]ity and Women~ Health in Brazil;’ presentation 
with Vijaya Ftogan (UNC) and Edna Arahjo (UEFS, Brazil) at 
the Ethnicity Culture and Health Outcomes (ECHO) Semina~; 
Gillings School of Global Public Health, UNC-Chapel Hill, 
April 2013. 

"Reflections on Scholar-Activism from a °Diaspora Person;" 
presentation at the Abriendo Brecha X Conference, University of 
Texas at Austin, February 2013. 

’Assessing the HIV Preventkm Needs of Middle Socioeconomic 
Status Black Women in the Southeastern United States;’ 
Poster presentation with Allison Mathews and Niasha Brown, 
International AIDS Conference, Washington, D.C., July 2012. 

Fa!!, Alassane 

’~Poverty and Urban development Issu es in Senegal;’ 
presentation at World View- Study visit to Senegal, at Carolina 
Center for educational excellence, The UnNersity of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, September 2012o 

~’La Gestion du Temps (Time management);’ presentation at The 
Groupe d’Etudes et de Recherches Genre et Soci&~.s (GESTES), 
Universite Gaston Berger of Saint-- Louis Senegal, Saint--Louis, 
Senegal, July 2013. 

Jordan, Joseph 

"~h~derstanding the Cultural Politics of’Django’ and ;Lincoln’, 

presentatkm at St. Augustine~ University Spring Colloquium 

- Representation of Black Masculinity and Femininity in 

Telling Our Stories, Department of Fihn and Interactive Media, 

February 14, 2013 

"Cabralism in the African Diaspora;’ presentation at the Amilcar 

Cabral Scientific Forum, organized by the Amilcar Cabral 

Foundation and held in Praia, Cape Verde, January 19-20, 2013. 

"The Cultural Politics of the Black Filmic hnage;’ presentation 

at the national conference of the National Council for Black 

Studies, Indi anapolis, Indiana, March 16-17, 2013. 

"Mobilizing the Diaspora to Shape ~LS. Policy Toward Africa 

and th e Caribbean;’ presentation at State of the Black World 

Conference III, Howard Universit}; November 12, 2012. 

Lee, .Margaret C. 

’African Migrant Health in Guangzhou, China: Health Needs 

and Opportunities for Improvement;’ Co--presenter (with Joseph 

Tucker, ME)), Embassy of the Republic of Botswana to China, 

Beijing, China, Jmae 22, 2013. 

’:African American Perceptions of Obama;’ panelist, Seminar 

on African and African American Perceptions of Obama, 

Sponsored by the Africa Institute of South Africa, Pretoria, 

South Africa, March 19, 2013. 

~African ’-Daders in Guangzhou, China;’ Center State Lecture, 

Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, TN, 

October 22, 2013. 

Lisanza, Esther 

"The Influence of Classroom Context on Writing Practices: 

A Case Study of One Kenyan Classroom;’ Paper presented at 

the International Congress of Qualitative Inquir?; Urbana- 

Champaign, Illinois, Ma>; 2013. 

"From Novice to Expert: The Role of Mediation in Swahili 

Learning and Teaching;’ Paper presented at African Language 

Teachers’ Association Conference, Chicago, April, 2013. 

"-[’he Voice of Liberatkm in Swahili Literature: Kh)~jeketile and 

Mashetani;’ Paper presented at African Literature Association 

Confb.rence, College of Charleston, Charleston, NC, March, 

2013. 

McMilhm, Tim 

"Remembering freedom and forgetting slavery: the rewriting of 

George Moses Horton;’ presentation at Fordham University’s 

Practices of Memory Conference, March 1,2013. 

"The Paradox of Race in North Carolina;’ presentation at the 

Carolina Alumni College, June 14, 2013o 
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Chimamanda N. Adichie a~-~d D~: Eunice Sahle 
at UNC-CHo 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

~Mrfilcar Cabral and the Pan-African Proiect;’ presentation at 

the Amilcar Cabral Scientific Forum, organized by the Amilcar 

Cabral Foundation and held in Praia, Cape Verde, January 19- 

20, 2013. 

"Pan-Africanism in Africa since Decolonization;’ presentation 

at the UNC--Chapel Hill Conference on "~A~E.B. Du Bois and 

the Problems of the 21~t Centur,~’ Chapel Hill, NC, January 

31 -February 2, 2(113. 

"[;accord-cadre du 24 f&,rier 2013 ’a Addis Abeba: son apport, 

ses chances et difficult& d’application;’ presentation at the 

Strategic Conference of the Southern Africa Resource Watch 

(SARW) on "Peace Agreements and Conflict Minerals in the 

DRC;’ Kinshasa, May 2--3, 2013. 

"Southern Africa and the Challenge of the Congo" lecture at the 

University of Kwa-Zulu Na*al, Durban, South Africa, June 2(113. 

Regester, Charlene 

~’Dangerous Minds and Wounded Bodies: The Black Soldier’s 

War Trauma Reconfigured as Racial Trauma in Home of the 

Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s StoW (1984);’ presentation at 

Popular Culture and American Culture Association Conference, 

Washington, DC, March 27-March 31,2013. 

"It’s a Low Down Dirty Shame: An Examination of Black Male 

Psychosis in Home of’the Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s Story 

(1984);’ presentation at the Nation al Council for Black Studies, 

Indianapolis, Indiana, March 16-- 17, 2013. 

°’Black Male Psychosis and White Male Diagnosis: Home of 

rite Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s Story (1984);’ presentation at 

Society fbr Cinema and Media Studies, Chicago, IL, March 6-10, 

2013. 

"Cinematic Moments of Masquerades-Crossing Racial, Gender, 
and Class Boundaries;’ presentation at Universi~, of Film and 
Video Association Conference, Columbia College, Chicago, IL, 
August 8-11, 2012. 

Rucker, P~!¢er 

"Obeah, Slave Sorcer>; and Blood Oaths: Peasant Consciousness 

and Coromantee Performances in the Eighteenth-Century 

Circum-Caribbean;’ presentation at the \’\(E.B. Du Bois and the 

Wings of Atlanta: A 50th Anniversary Commemoration, Clark-- 

Atlanta UniversitB Atlanta, GA, February 2013. 
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SaMe, Eunice 

~’Globa] Trends and Food Security in Eastern and Southern 

Africa~’ presentation a* the Shared Tables: .A Tria,~gle Symposium 

on Local and Global Food Steadies, UNC-CH, February 28, 2012. 

"Power, Agency and Geopolitics of Knowledge Production;’ 

presentation at the Canadian Association of African Studies 

Annual Conference, Carleton University; Ottawa, Canada, 

May 1-3, 2013. 

Seek, Mamarame 

’~Learning a Foreign Language Abroad: Challenges and 

Assessment", presentation at the African Language Teachers 

Association (AI2-I-’A) Annual Conference, Chicago, Illinois, 

April 2013. 

Boyd, I4,dia 

\’~atson/Watson Dorsch ~unior Faculvy Devdopment Grant 

Award, UN C.- CH, 2013 

Lee, Margaret C. 

Research Grant, Institute for the Arts and Humanities, UNC- 

CH, 2013 

Travel Grant, Institute for Global Initiatives, UNC-CH, 2013 

Research Grant, Institute for African American Research, UNC- 

CH, 2013 

Rucker, t4~/ter 

Research Grant, Institute for African American Research, UNC- 

CH, 2012 

University Research Cmmcil Small Grant, UNC-CH, 2012 

Center for Global Initiatives Grant, UNC--CH, 2012 

African Studies Center Grant, UNC 2012 

SaMe, Eunice 

Faculty Working Group Award, Center for Global Initiatives, 

UNC-CH, 2O 13 

Nelson Schwab, ~’Say Yes" Fund, UNC-CH, 2013 

C. Kn ox Massey Distinguished Service Award, UNC-CH, 2(113 

Seck, Mamarame 

Junior Faculty Development Award from the Provost’s Office, 

UNC-CH, 2O 13 

Janken, Kenneth 

Appointed to the Editorial Board of the Journal qfArnerican 

Histo,~; 2014.- 2017 

]ordan, loseph 

Appointed to the Advisory Board of the Gathering Place Project, 

under the auspices of the NC African American Heritage 

Commission / African American Heritage Development and 

Cultural ~l-burism Programs-- NC Arts Council, 2013 



Lee, Ma~xaret C. 

Appointed to the Faculty Advisory Board, Institute for the Arts 

and Humanities, UNC-CH, 2013-2(116 

Appointed to the University Council, Marcus Garvey Pan- 

Afrikan University, Mbale, Uganda, 2012-2015 

McMillan, Tim 

Appointed to the Fixed term Faculty Committee, UNC--CH, 

2013-2014 

Elected to the Administrative Board of the Libraries, UNC-CH, 

2013-2016 

Rucke~; Walter 

Appointed to the Wesley-Logan Book Prize Committee (African 

Diaspora History), American Historical Association, 2013-2015 

Sahte, Eunice 

Appointed to the Dean’s Advisory Committee, UNC-CH 

Se&, Mamarame 

Appointed to the Faculty Committee on Research, UNC-CH, 

2012-2015 

Caldwell, Kfa 

Participant in the Academic Leadership Program, Institute for 

the Arts and Humanities, UNC-CH, 2013 

Sable, Eunice 

Participant in the Chairs Leadership Program, UNC--CH, 

2012-2013 

Participant in the !~h~iversity of North Carolina System, 

Department Chairs Workshop, UNC Center for School 

Leadership Development, 2012 

BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women, UNC-CH, The 

Friday Center; Graduate, 2012 class 

Participant in the Faculty Entrepreneurial Bootcamp - 

UNC-CH, 2O 13 
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Preferred Address and Phone: ~ Home ~ Business 

Company_ 

Street Address 

City State ZIP 

Phone Number 

E-mail Address 

My gift to the African, African American and Diaspora Studies (#1058) is 

Personal Gift 

Company Match + $ 

Total = 

~ This is a joint gi~. Please also credit: 

Matching g~¢}s can double or triple your 
matcl, ing g{ft form to send in witl, yore" g~fi. 

CHECK. Enclosed is *W gift payable to The Arts and Sciences Foundation, Inc. 

BANK DRAFT or STOCK, Call Tshna Hall at 919--843-4885. 

PLEDGE. $ annually for years, beginning 

Please send an annual reminder each (month/year) 

CHARGE. Please charge mygift ors to: ~ Visa ~ MasterCard ~ Amex 

Card Number .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Exp. Date ................................................................................................................... Today’s Date ...................................................................................................... 

Signature 

Annual gifts of $1,500 or more qualify donors for membership in the College’s Dean’s Circle. 

Please mail all gifts to the Arts and Sciences Foundation at 134 East Franklin Street Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
or give online, using designation ,mmber 1(158 at l~ttp://college.unc.edn/foundation. 

If ),ou have any questions contact Ishna .Hall: 919-843-4885 or ishna.halt@unc.edu 

Margaret C. Lee Chief Editor 

Tim McMillar~ Associate Editor 

Mamarame Seck Associate Editor 



Eebruar~/I, 2o14 

We s~andunitedjor - 

Black ~mericans, both enslaved an~firee, 

who built this university andwfio were a~o ba~edfrom its doors; 

2. Black students who wonderj:ull~/enrich our campus -- those who are 

amazing geniuses andthose who are academically/lessprepared; 

3. Black athletes wfio~ace stereotype threat andare ta~ets oj:rid~cu~; 

4. Black arhletes who work hardandsmar~ ro achieve victories inside and 

outside o_~the classroom; 

5. Blackprospective students andparents who though~ull~ and righ~ 

express interest in ourprestigious universit~l, 

6. q=he ~Deparrment oj:91j~’ican, African ~merican anti,Diaspora Stua~es, 

which has been unfairly/attacked, overl~ investigated, andwhose 

~gitimac~/has been repeatedly/questioned; 

7. Blackfacult~ whose research, teaching, andser~ice contribute to knowledge 

production andsocialchange on our campus and be~/ond; 

8. Black coaches andsta~wfio continue to educate, advise, guide, andinspire 

~/oungpeop~; 

9. Black alumni who value their degrees, treasure their ql~lc experience, and 

care about the_.~uture o_~this institution; and 

1o. Courageous administrators, facul~l, staff, and students whopress on 

despite impatience, media inaccuracies, gossip, andpubhc attacks on our 

institution. 



We chose the ’~Iniversit~l of ~q~r~h Carohna at Chapel~I~I!. We are confident in 

our variedgif~s and contributions to this institution. We are integralto its 

unique fabric 4 ~arning and hghr. We do no~ apologize to or back do~vnfrom 

those who chal~nge our stu~nts’ wo~hiness on campus. We rea~rm our 

commitmen~ to support the presence andcon~ributions ~Black stu~nts,~cu~y, 

st~ andadministrators on the ~c campus. We be~eve in re~mption and 

hea~ng as a un~edcommunit~. 

Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) 

#~el~o~ard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 4:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,ema~J.unc.edu> 

Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

You should upload the letter to the website. Thmik you! 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 4:32 PM, "Regester. Charlene B" <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear When I complete the letter -- do I upload the letter to this website or send it by mail? Just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 4:18 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Hello Dr. Regester: 

Thank you so much for your mllingness to complete this letter. You should address the letter to the University of Wisconsin - Madison Admission’s 

Committee. I understaJ~d that this is coming ruth short notice, but I am transfemng because of financial difficulties. Unfom~nately, attending UNC has 

become to costly tbr my~lf aJ~d my lhmily and thus I mn quickly searcNng for alternatives lbr next fall. I will re,rid the link now, but I a~n heading off 

campus to volunteer at the Human Rights Center so I won’t be able to come by your office this evening. 

Thank you tbr understanding, 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 4:08 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regeste~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear        Currently, I am working on your letter -- who do I address the letter to -- what office. You indicated University of Madison 
(Wisconsin) but it would help if you have more information. Also, I don’t see the link that you sent in order for me to complete the 
recommendation. Please resend if possible. I am in Davis Library on 8th floor and will be here until 5:30 -- if you want to come by this will be 
helpful so that I can get your materials submitted today. In the future, I will need a little bit more time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

rom: 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 11:34 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

It has come to my attention that my transfer application is actually due on February 3rd. Your letter does not have to be 

electronically received on this date, but as soon as you can complete it the better. Thank you. 

Warm Regards, 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:08 PM 

Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear        Please send me a reminder next week so that I won’t forget. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Thank you very much. Februa~, 10th is the deadline. 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 3:51 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Yes, I will submit this letter of recommendation but when is the deadline? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Letter of Recommendation 

Good Afternoon Dr. Regester, 



I hope that all is well with you this semester. Things for me have been just alright and I am considering returning 

home to finish my undergraduate education. Since I have taken three of your courses (AFAM AFAM    .Summer 

online & AAAD     I would greatly appreciate you completing an online recommendation form on my behalf. I am 

applying to the University of Wisconsin-Madison, I will attach my resume and you should expect to see an email from 

the UW-Madison with instructions on completing the online recommendation form. Thank you in advance~ Please do 

not hesitate to email me back if you have any questions or concerns. 

Warm Regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, FebrumT 3, 2014 5:31 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: DocumentaD, Fellowships, Frill Frame Pasts, Full Frame Winter Series, "Specnlative Terrains," Continuing Ed Spotlight 

[ ~:N ~: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

DEADLINE FEBRUARY 28 FOR 2014-15 LE3NIS HINE DOCUMENTARY FELLOWS 

PROGRAM / Two Positions in the New York City Area 

After the birth of his daughter, Sammy Cruz started working with United Teen Equality Center, a youth 

development organization in Lowell, Massachusetts Photograph by 20!2-13 Hine Fellow Cameron 

Zohoori. 

Applications are now being accepted for the 2014-15 Lewis Hine Documentary Fellows 

Pro.qram at the Center for Documentary Studies. Founded on the spirit, values, and actions 

of photographer Lewis Hine, the program connects the talents of young documentarians 

with the resources and needs of organizations in the United States that seek creative 

solutions to the problems faced by women, young adults, adolescents, and children in poor, 

marginalized areas both at home and abroad. 

The Hine Fellows Program is offering two ten-month fellowships for 2014-15 in the New 

York City area. The application deadline is 5 p.m., EST, February 28, 2014. For more 

information, and to download the application form, see Becominq a Nine Fellow. 

Applicants must be current Duke University seniors or recent Duke graduates, Duke MFA in 

Experimental and Documentary Arts students graduating in 2013 or 2014 and students and 

graduates of the continuing education Certificate in Documentary Arts program offered by 

CDS The program is also open to Robertson Scholars Program graduates of both Duke 

and the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, 

FULL FRAME PASSES ON SALE FEBRUARY 5 / Four Types of Passes Available for the 

2014 Full Frame Documentary Film Festival 

Photograph by Jay Dillon 



Four different types of passes for the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival (held this year 

April 3-6, in Durham, North Carolina) will go on sale on Wednesday, February 5. With 

access to tickets before they go on sale to the general public, unlimited access via the Last 

Minute Line, and other perks, passes are the best way to experience the festival. 

To purchase, go to the Full Frame store on the Duke University Box Office website or call the 

Box Office at 919-684-4444, Monday through Friday, 11 a.m.-6 p.m. (beginning February 5) 

Passes are limited and sell out quickly each year. 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of t,~e Center for Documentary 

Studies 

FULL FRAME WINTER SERIES CONTINUES I Which Way Is the Front Line from Here? 

Traces a Celebrated Photojournalist’s Work Across the World’s Battlefields 

Thursday, February 6, doors at 7 p.m., screening at 7:30 p.m. / Carolina Theatre / 309 W. 

Morgan St., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from Sebastian Junger’s film about Tim Hetherington, Which Way Is the Front Line from Here? 

The final film in the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival’s annual Winter Series is 

Sebastian Junger’s Which Way ts the Front Line From Here?: The Life and Time of Tim 

Hetherington, which traces the celebrated photojournalist’s work across the world’s 

battlefields Shortly after the release of Hetherington and Junger’s documentary, Restrepo, 

which won the Special Jury Prize at Full Frame 2010, Hetherington was killed in Libya. The 

Holly~vood Reporter calls Which Way Is the Front Line From Here? "an expertly gauged 

epilogue to the life of a distinguished photographer whose emotional stake in his work 

elevated it beyond journalism" Click here for more information, including trailer. 

The Furl Frame Winter Series is part of The Full Frame Roadshow Presented by PNC. 

DEBORAH STRATMAN: SPECULATIVE TERRAINS I MFA Visiting Artist’s Exhibit Is at 

the Power Plant Gallery Through February 20 

Tuesday, February 11, 7 p.m. / Artist Talk and Screening / Full Frame Theater, Power 

Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from The Name is not the Thing named by Deborah Stratman 

A new exhibit at the Power Plant Gallery, Debotah Stratman: Speculative Terrains, examines 

both rural and urban landscapes through lenses of history, science, and mythology. The 

show features a range of work--photography, video, and installation--by the award-winning 

artist and filmmaker. Stratman will be a Visiting Artist with Duke’s MFA in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts program in early February 

Stratman will give a public talk and screening at 7 p.m. on February 11 at the Full Frame 

Theater; other upcoming MFA Visiting Artists events include Karen Yasinksy (February 12) 



and Jack Loeffler (February 25), both at 7 p.m at the Full Frame Theater. For more 

information, click here, 

The Power Plant Gaflery at American Tobacco Campus is a joint initiative of Duke’s Center 

for Documentary Studies and MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts. 

UPCOMING CONTINUING ED CLASSES ! The Elements of Effective Photographs and 

Introduction to Documentary Audio 

A few spaces remain in these upcoming CDS Continuing Education courses For more 

information on the classes and instructors, and to register, click the class links below; 

classes are at CDS: 

Once a photographer understands what makes a good photograph, they are well on their 

way to being able to "speak" the language of photography, creating strong images that 

communicate their intention to the viewer. The Elements of Effective Photoqraphs is a 

practical primer on this visual language. Photo challenges will be assigned weekly and a 

final project will demonstrate the skills and techniques learned. Students in the Introduction 

to Audio Documentary Workshop will learn the basics of audio documentary, with an 

emphasis on obtaining good results in recording The workshop is a condensed version of 

the full eight-week course offered in the fall, and is intended especially for students living 

outside the Durham area 

WINTER 2014 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the Winter 2014 issue include work by 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners Rachel Andrews and Jen Kinney, 

remarks by Full Frame director Deirdre Haj, updates from John Hope Franklin Student 

Documentary Award winners and Certificate in Documentary Studies recipients, exhibition 

information, news from faculty and staff, and more 

To browse past issues, click here 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Thursday, February 6, doors at 7 p.m., screening at 7:30 p m / FulI Frame Winter Series: 

Which Way Is the Front Line From Here? The Life and Time of Tim Hetherington / Carolina 

Theatre / 309 W Morgan St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch oqq/archives/21376 

Tuesday, February 11,7 p.m. / Public talk and screening by MFA IEDA Visiting Artist Deborah 

Stratman ! Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus / 320 



Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch oqq/archives/21302 

Wednesday, February 12, 7 p.m I Event with MFA IEDA Visiting Artist Karen Yasinsky / Full 

Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus 1 320 Blackwell St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

mfaeda.orq/archives/2854 

Tuesday, February 25, 7 p.m. / Event with MFA IEDA Visiting Artist Jack Loeffler/Full Frame 

Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, 

North Carolina 

mfaeda.orcj/archives!2854 

EXHIBITS 

Through February 22 / Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene / Photographs by 2012 

CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin / Juanita Kreps 

Gallery / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:/idocumentarystudies, duke.edu/exhibits/current-exhibits#1eqendarv 

January 27-February 28 / Deborah Stratman Speculative Terrains / Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:llcdsporch orqlarchives121302 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.oqq 

Friends ofCDS documentarvstudies.duke edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile, Email Address ! Forward To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susanne Carter-- ~gmail.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 6:46 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Please Review Attached 

tra~sferletter.docx 

Hi Charlene, 

We feel luck?- to have missed this ranter’. Hele’s your letter. I just wanted to check and make sure that the student’s name is and not 

Susanne: 

On 2/3/2014 4:05 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Please review the attached letter when you have a chance. You moved just in time because we had bad weather last week but things have since 
improved. Thanks as always/’or your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Thanks. 



How would you like to respond? 

I 

i2 Waiter Walter Rucker 
...... Rucker 

Associate P.."oR~.ssor ~t Universiiy of North C~o~ ~t 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

[ C:: S] T~4OT~4Y ~U~:<$ Human Sepvioe Eva]uatorlPlanneraanager al Orange. 

I ~ I’ I C~ounty Disablhty Awareness CounclJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, ReginaJd F <hildebra@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 9:31 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~jaaaken@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emafil.unc.edu>; 

Williams, RonaJd <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>; 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu>; halpa@email.unc.edu; SaNe, Eunice 

N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Pier, David <dpier@emafil.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Geovges <nzongola@emafil.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Upcoming Africaaa Americaaa History Month Lecture 

2014 AfAm History Month Lecture 2.pdf; 2014 AfAm History Month Lecture.jpg 

10TH ANNUAL AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY MONTH LECTURE 

"Civil Rights and Civil Wrongs: North Carolina and the Struggle for Justice and Equality" 

to be delivered by 

HASAN KWAME JEFFRIES 

author of 

Bloody Lowndes: Civil Rights and Black Power in Alabama’s Black Belt 

Wednesday, February 5th, 7PM Stone Center 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susanne Carter ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 9:49 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Please Review Attached 

lra~sferletter.docx 

HL 

I did receive the letter and edited it. When I sere it back, I got a delayed delivery message from UNC. Hopefully this one roll reach you! 

Susanne 

On 2/4/2014 8:24 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Please let me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene g 
Sent; Monday, February 03, 20J.4 4:05 PM 
To:                ~qmail.com 
Subject-" Please Review Attached 

Dear Susanne: Please review the attached letter when you have a chance. You moved just in time because we had bad weather last week but things have since 
improved. Thanks as always for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Dear Friends, 

Today, at 12pm, Stone Center scholar-in-residence, 

award-winning Brazilian filmmaker Joel Zito Araujo 

and Stone Center director, Dr, Joseph Jordan will 

appear on WUNC’s State of Things at 12pm. 

Araujo will discuss his most recent film, Raca (Race) 

and his residency at the Stone Center during the 

month of February. 

Ara6jo is an acclaimed filmmaker, director, writer and 

producer of films and TV programs (24 documentaries, 

22 shorts, 3 full-length features). Throughout 

February, AraOjo will visit classes at UNC at Chapel 

Hill and other area colleges and universities to 

participate in lectures, discussions, and host 

screenings and discussion of his films. 

Ara~jo will open is his residency on Thursday at 7pro 

at the Stone Center. At this event, Araujo and noted 

Ethiopian filmmaker Halle Gerima (Teza, Adwa, 

Sankofa) will screen excerpts from their films followed 

by a discussion moderated by St. Augustine 

University professor Natalie Bullock-Brown 

Please join us at the Stone Center this Thursday for 

a discussion with filmmakers Araujo and Germina. 

This event is FREE and open to the public. To RSVP to 

the event, please email stonecenter@unc.edu, call 

919-962-9001, or via Facebook. 

Check out the complete Spring 2014 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our website, email us at 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Joel Zito Araujo fihn events: 

February ~. at 7pro the Stone Center will join 

the Institute for the Study of the Americas at 

UNC at Chapel Hill to present Rata at the 

Nandela Auditorium at the FedEx Global 

Education Building at UNC at Chapel Hill. Post 

film discussion with Ara~jo. 

Spring 2814 Program 

Agenda 



February 20 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen Filhas do Vento (Daughters of the 14lind) 

in the Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. Post film 

discussion with Ara6jo. 

February 24 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen"Cinderelas, Wolves and One Enchanted 

Prince at in Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. 

Post film discussion with Araujo and Spelman 

professor Erica Coleman. 

For more information about February events 

with Joel Zito Ara6jo, please emai us at 

stonecenter.@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Don’t forget to check out Re/Iterations of 

Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements 

exhibition at the Stone Center Brown Gallery 

and Museum. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, 

Martyrs, Movements features photographs of people 

and places in social justice movements and moments 

in American History. Re/Iterations of Resistance: 

Moments, Martyrs, Movements will be on display at 

the Stone Center’s Robert and Salle Brown Gallery 

and Museum from January 21 through April 25, 2014. 

From our Stone Center 
Friends... 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s 

2o14 African American History Month 

Lecture program: 

At 7 p.m., Wednesday, February ~i, in the Sonja 

Haynes Stone Center’s Hitchcock Multi-Purpose room, 

Ohio State University professor, Dr. Hasan Kwame 

Jeffries will speak on "Civil Rights and Civil Wrongs: 

North Carolina and the Struggle for Justice and 

Equality" and after the lecture he will be signing his 

award-winning book, Bloody Lowndes: Civil Rights and 

Black Power in Alabama’s Black Belt. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ken Lee < ~earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, February. 4, 2014 11:51 AM 

Ken Lee <kenlee@mwp.com> 

UFVA Special...Advance Review copies of Create Your Own TV Series tbr the Internet avaiMble for Ten dollars plus Free Shipping 

Dear UFVA Members, 

Michael Wiese Productions is proud to announce 

Create Your Own TV Series for the Internet 

Ross Brown 

If you’d like an Advance Review copy for ten dollars, please email me your snail mail address, cc, exp date or request for Pay- Pal Invoice 

no later than February- 7th 

If you’d like to read some sample chapters, please dick on 

http:/ishop.mwp.comiproducts/create-your-own-tv-se ries-for-the-interuet-2nd-edition 

Ken Lee 

Phone (206)283-2948 

FAX (206) 283-2072 

kenlee~,mwp.com 

Skype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 12:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,ema~J.unc.edu> 

Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Yes, I cm~ come by now. 

On Feb 4, 2014, at 12:11 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <reges~er(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear        The letter is complete but I am having trouble uploading to the website. Do you have time come by between now and 3pm before my next class 
(8th Floor Room 8026) so that I can send today. Otherwise, I will have to go to the coumpter lab. Let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 4:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

You should upload the letter to the website. Thank you! 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 4:32 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regeste~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 
Regester 

When I complete the letter -- do I upload the letter to this website or send it by mail? Just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene 

From: 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 4:18 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Hello Dr. Regesler: 

Thank you so much for yonr mllingness to complete this letter. You should add~vss the letter to the University of Wisconsin - Madison 

Admission’s Committee. I nnders~nd flint this is coming ruth short notice, bnt I am transferring because of financia] difficulties. Unfortunately, 
attending UNC has become to costly for myself and my family mad thus I a~n quickly searching for alternatives tbr next lhll. I will re,rid the 

link now, but I am heading offcampus to volunteer at the Humm~ Rights Center so I wofft be able to come by your ol]]ce this evening. 

Thank you tbr understanding, 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 4:08 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" < regestei,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear        Currently, I am working on your letter -- who do I address the letter to -- what office. You indicated University of 
Madison (Wisconsin) but it would help if you have more information. Also, I don’t see the link that you sent in order for me to 
complete the recommendation. Please resend if possible. I am in Davis Library on 8th floor and will be here until 5:30 -- if you want 
to come by this will be helpful so that I can get your materials submitted today. In the future, I will need a little bit more time. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

rom: 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 11:34 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

It has come to my attention that my transfer application is actually due on February 3rd. Your letter does not have to 

be electronically received on this date, but as soon as you can complete it the better. Thank you. 

Warm Regards, 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear        Please send me a reminder next week so that I won’t forget. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:53 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 



Subject: Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Thank you very much. February 10th is the deadline. 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 3:51 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Yes, I will submit this letter of recommendation but when is the deadline? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 20:t4 2:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Letter of Recommendation 

Good Afternoon Dr. Regester, 

I hope that all is well with you this semester. Things for me have been just alright and I am considering 

returning home to finish my undergraduate education, Since I have taken three of your courses {AFAM 

AFAM    -Summer online & AAAD    ~ I would greatly appreciate you completing an online 

recommendation form on my behalf, I am applying to the University of Wisconsin-Madison, I will attach 

my resume and you should expect to see an email from the UW-Madison with instructions on completing 

the online recommendation form. Thank you in advance. Please do not hesitate to email me back if you 

have any questions or concerns. 

Warm Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UW-Madis~n Office of Admissions and Recruitment <onmsconsin@admissions.msc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:36 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

UW-Madimn Office of Admissions m~d Recruitment - Recommendation Form: Submitted 

We have received your recommendation form for 

On Wisconsin! 

Office of Admissions m~d Recruitment 

admissions.wisc.edu/contactus 

##################################### 

Your recommendation: 

If you have any questions please contact the Office of Admissions and Recruitment. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

This letter is in support of currently a~ undergraduate s~dent at the UniversiD" of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, who is attempting to trm~sfer to your 

ins~t_itulion. To facilitate this process, I mn sublnitting a letter on her behalf 

As an undergraduate student at UNC-CH,       was enrolled in two courses that I taught. The firfft class was a freshman seminar on cinema, race, and masquerades. 

This course was designed to enhance and heighten s~dent’s critical thinking ability in terms of reading race in cinematic representations where people frequently 

camotNage their identiD’. Students enrolled in the class had to produce three papers that reflected arguments regarding the complexity of racial masquerades in different 

historical periods and after screening several films,       proved to be an incredibly strong student who scored in the top 5 % of all students enrolled. Her papers 

were well written, researched, m~alytical, and thoughtful. She demonstrated that she cm~ master the material introduced in class as well as absorb a considerable amount 

of reading material in a shi~rt period of time. She certmnly has the skills a~d abili~ to graduate with honors from our institution. Moreover, she is tenacious, highly 
motivated, a~d serious in her pursuit of higher education. 

Additionally,        enrolled in a second course that I taught on the historical development of the Ati-ican American cinema experience. This class required 

comprehensive exmninations, weeldy critiques of films screened, and two long papers. The papers required students to demonstrate their usage of theoretical concepts 

to reading mid interpreting racidl representations on screen. Again,       perfornied exceptiondlly well on all assigimaents sublnitted in the course, demonstrated a 

genuine interest in the material submitted, and was among the besqt students selected to present their final projects in class. She was a pleasure to have a student as she 

was well prepared, receptive to ins~truction, and went beyond the material introduced to develop her assignments. 

It is on this basis that I am recommending her as a transfer student to your institution. She has the ability to excel, drive to succeed, and undoubtedly will be an asset to 

your institution. If additional i~fformation is needed, please feel free to contact me in the near fi~ture. 

Sincerely, 

Charlene Regestec Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African, AiiJcan American, & Diaspora Studies 

204 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alnnmimail@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 4, 2014 2:44 PM 

Regester, Chmtene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: New Dea~ of Business School; Yeaac Sta~s With Scandal Prominently in News; Embark on a Europem~ Adventure 

% UNC GAA 

{IAA members sLay up-. 

to-date ~dth {?<u’oli~a 

Alumni Re,flew magazh~e 

-. availahle wherever they 

go wi~ the 

Reuiew% mobile app, 

hacludcd with each p~d~t 

an bscdptiom 

EI]iott Solomon 

Kenan:Flagler Veteran Choset~ as New Dean 
];)oug Shackeltbrd ’8o, who has secved o~ the :theuJty shaee 199o, ~s at~ awm’d-wim~ing 

research er a~d Leach er whose work focuses on taxes an d bu sin ess stra tegy. 

.All :Single Rooms Planned for New Dorm 
The "super suites" format caters to wha[ studel~ts wan[ h~ a building tha[ would oecupy 

,:me o[ Lhe last idet~tiffed cored:ruction sites o~a campus. 

Year Starts Wi~h Scandal Prominently in News 
U N C pro v ost, a d mi s si on s di cec tot d eny a cenracy, tel eva t~ ce a n d me Lh od s of learni~a g 

specialist’s research Prot~+ssor Emerita I.evi~e shares col~cel’t~s abo~t administration’s 

+ UNC Rebuts WiJlingham’s Data, Revokes Research C]earance 

+ FoltSendsMessageAbouk’Painful~Jourrtey’ 

+ t)romh~ent Form er Proi[)~ssor Shares Scandal Cotlcertls 

UNC Back on Top of Pri~ceto+z Revic~:~ List 
Carolitm was fixst in the best--va] ue ranldng of pub]h? colleges ~n 2004 a~d 2o112. N.C. 

StaLe also is in the top lye. 

t--~[ill Hall A--~" > > Moesers’ Names .- .:+u+tcrium ~{.. Carry . 
The oh] musk’ hall, now far below modem~ stal~dards, and {hu Hill rotlmda will get a Sz5 

millio~a 

For more news kems, see alum~J.mac.eduiardc]e.asp?SID=zS. 



Elliott wo*x a li[e member 

Elliott ~,as selected at 

random fl’om G~%4 

s ubse~{bed t*:~ "Out of {.h e 

Bh~e." Join ~e O~%& 

today and yon m~ght be 

~Lpeoming O~Vk Member 

o[ the Mon~:h. 

[] Represents a G.&~\ member-exelusive pcogYam or servk:e, oc OAA membeYs 

receh’e a disemmt. Become a member" {oday 1o take advantage of these and other" 

valuable member I0 ~nefi ts. 

~ ’Beyond the Stone Walls’ Sched ule. Set 
Ahmmi and fi:gends can shay connected and t’emain involved with UNC wl[h "Beyo~d the 

Stone Walls" pcograms. 

[] t_,...\A Members Save at Johnny T-shkl 
We’re celebrating Gtg~\ Membe~’Appreeiation Day with a 2o peccer~t discount aE Johrmy 

T-shift on Feb. 1~. Joi~ today to save o~ CaYo]ina gear’. 

Chemistry Chair, Nobel Lam’eate Honored 
Chemistry PYofessm" ValenCe Ashby ’88 and genetics scientist Oliver" Smithies have 

received the GAA’s Facu]b~ Set’vice Award. 

[] Embark on a European Adventure 
I mme~,~e yore’self iB k~ the daily life of P~’ove~x:e, Aug~ 

enc~anHng Rhone fi’om Pards ko Pcovence SepL I-9 

[] Get Your Career Moving Today 

session Dora our certified career coach, a 815o vah~e~ 

Watch Caro~h3a vs. Duke Feb, :12 
Ca t’olina Clubs Dora cos st to eoas t h os t game-viewin g par’ties ~hrough ou ~ ba ske [ball 

seasom Find out where to watch the Heels in yore’ ar’ea~ 

Tell Us Abe.’     ~ul: ,.. The Yacket;t! Yack 
In ~he et-a of social media and many other" ways [o document college experlet~ces with 

classmates~ are college yeas’books still relevard:? Did you haw~ you~" pictux’e taken %r the 

Yackeg~t Yae~ and did you buy copies of the yeafl)ook while you ~re a studer~t? Do you 

sift] look a[ [he }~:~ek [o bring back memories of has i{ been supplanted by caher media9 

Share stot~,es on ore" alumni message boat’ds, as well as on -Faeebook. 

® All almnni arid fHer~ds aye im4ted to ~’ead comments fi’om fcllow Tar" Heels; 



their thot~gl:~ts o~ var4ous s~bjeets, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 3:31 PM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Research <i aar@li stserv, unc.edn> 

[iaar] February 2014 Events 

February Events related to African Americans and the African Diaspora 

The February events below, which may be of interest to IAAR listserv members, are sponsored by the IAAR, other units on campus, or institutions in the Triangle 

Feb 4: RAtA (RACE} A Film about Racial Equality in Brazil 

Joel Zito Arat~jo, Brazilian award-winning filmmaker 

Megan Mylan, Oscar winner 

5:30 pm, R JR Room 136, Winston Salem State University 

http://b~gs.indiewire.c~m/shad~wandact/adiff-2~13-previeW-d~ct’mentary-raca-race-Wi~-tack~e-racial-inequality-in-brazi~ 

Feb 5: Institute of African American Research (IAAR} Graduate Student Brown Bag Talk.(rescheduled from Jan 29): 

"Guided By Experience": Black Radicalism and the Contemporary Prison Resistance Movement" 

Presented by: 

Orisanmi Burton, Doctoral Student, Department of Anthropology 

12:00-1:30 pro, IAAR, Suite 309C, Stone Center Building 

h t tps :iii a a r. u n c. e d u!eve~ n tiguid e d-exp e r i e n ce-bl a ck-ra d icali sm-conte m p ora rV- p ri so n-resi sta nce-m ov e m e n ti 

Feb 5: African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium: "Sou Voce: Black Orpheus and the "Dawn’ of Transnational Block Beauty" 

Lecture by: Dr. Joseph F. Jordan 

Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Eunice Sable 
11am-12:30 pro, incubator Room, Hyde Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Feb 5: African American History Month Lecture: Hasan Kwame Jeffries 

Sponsor: The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

7:00 pm, Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC Chapel Hill 

Feb 12: Renee Alexander Craft Lecture 

Hosted by: The Black Student Movement 

5:30 pm, Upendo Lounge, S.A.S.B. North 

Feb 13: The UNC Department of Music Presents 

Revisionist Challenges in Writing the Biography of Ella Fitzgerald 

(Co-sponsored by IAAR) 

Lecture by: Dr. Judith Tick (Northeastern University) 

5:30-7:30 PM, Person Recital Hall 

https://music.unc.edu/events/c~ncert-calendar/revisi~nist-challenges-in~writing~the-bi~graphy~f-eI~a-judith-tick~american-music~gist 

Feb 17~ ~nstitute of African American Research (IAAR} Black History Month Event 

African American English: Thinking about Dialect and Education 

Presentations & Panel Discussion by: 

Dr. Lisa Green, Professor of Linguistics (University of Massachusetts, Amherst) 

Dr. J. Michael Terry, Associate Professor of Linguistics (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Dr. Walt Wolfram, William C. Friday Distinguished University Professor (NCSU) 

4:00pm-5:3Opm, Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

h~t..t..p..s.~;~!~a..~r...~n..~c..~.e...d.~j...e.~.n..W...a..f.r.!~...a.~n.~.m~1~n.~t1.~.hZ 
Feb 21: Black and Blue Tour: Exploring African-American History at Carolina 

Tour by Dr. Tim McMillan (Dept of African, African American, and African Diaspora Studies) 

3:00 pro, UNC Visitor’s Center 

https://events.unc.edu/event/b~ack-and-b~ue-t~ur-exp~~ring-african-american-hist~ry-at-car~~ina/ 

Feb 22:2014 Conference on Race, Class, Gender and Ethnicity (UNC School of Law) 

Captive Audience: Incarceration and the Family 

Rotunda of Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

http://studentorgs.law.unc.edu/crcge/ 

Feb 26: Institute of African American Research Graduate Student Brown Bag Talk 

Local Black Communities and University Research 

An informal dialogue with Ms. Delores Bailey of EMPOWERMENT~ Inc, of Chapel Hill 

12:00-1:30 PM, IAAR, Suite 309C, Stone Center Building, 

https://iaar~unc~edu/event/graduate-student-brown-bag-talk-~ca~-b~ack-c~mmunities-university-research/ 

Feb 27: Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Spring 2014 African Diaspora Lecture 

Lecture by: Dr. Antonio Tillis 

7:00pro, Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

https://s~njahaynesst~nectr.unc.edu/event/spring-2~14-african-diasp~ra-~ecture-dr-ant~ni~-ti~~is/ 

Feb 28: The 35th Annual Minority Health Conference: Innovative Approaches to Youth Health: Engaging Youth in Creating Healthy Communities 

Keynote lectures by: Dr. Gall C. Christopher, D.N., Vice President of Program Strategy (W.K. Kellogg Foundation) and Dr. Michael Yonas, Director of Research, 

Evaluation and Engagement (Allegheny County Department of Human Services) 

8:00am-4:3Opm (broadcast at 2:00-3:30pm EST), William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education, 100 Friday Center Drive Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Register to attend by February 14 at http:/!minorityhealth.web.unc.edu 

Feb 28: Institute of Arts and Humanities, The Process Series 

Gathering Honey - Stories of Black Southern Women Who Love Women 

Performance by: Dr. E. Patrick Johnson (Dept of Performance Studies, Northwestern) 

8:00pm, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture 

http://iah~unc.edu/events/ca~endar/2~14/the-pr~cess-series-gathering-h~ney-st~ries-~f-b~ack-s~uthern-w~men-wh~-~~ve-w~men 

Feb 28: Dr. Cornel West Lecture 



Hosted by: UNC Black Student Movement 

Xi Gamma Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity 

The Campus Y 

7:00pm, Memorial Hall 

Feb 28 &March 1: The Place of Education in African American History and Culture, Eighth Annual Conference of the Triangle African American History Colloquium 

(co-sponsored by IAAR) 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Hyde Hall 

http://taahc.web.unc.eduiconference/ 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: ~egester(~)emaiLt~nc.edu. 

To unsubscdbe click here: http:/,,’lists.t~nc.edu/u?id 68146554.ee6c65clfe949695b13eba2939e520cb6&n T&l iaar&o 34206909 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-34206909-68146554.ee6c65dfe949695bl 3eb~2939e520cb6(a;listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

L. Teresa Church < f~mindspring.com> 

Tuesday, Febmaw 4, 2014 3:59 PM 

Regester, Chm-lene B <regester@em~l.unc.edu> 

Date tbr Our Next Meeting 

Dear Charlene, 

When you have a moment to spare, do you mind sending me the date that 

we set for our next meeting? 

Thanks so muc]e,, 

Teresa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbu~’ Film & Media Studies <~csm@bloomsburynews.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 10:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Two New Science Fiction Titles Perfect tbr Conrses! 

The Science Fiction. Handbook 

The Science Fiction Handbook Email 

Edited by Nick Hubble and Aris Mousoutzanis 

The Science Fiction Handbook is a comprehensive guide to the genre and how to study it 

for students new to the field. It provides detailed entries on all the major SF writers studied 

on university-level English Literature courses, ranging from H.G. \f,2ells and Philip K. Dick, to 

Doris Lessing and Geoff Ryman, Also includes an historical timeline, sections on key writers, 

critics and critical terms, and case studies of both literary and critical works. 

Nick Hubble is Head of English Literature at Brunel University, London, OK. 

Aris Mousoutzanis is Lecturer in Film & Screen Studies, University of Brighton, UK. 



Also of interest: 

N:: Science Fiction: A 
Guide for the 

Perplexed 

Seienee Fietion 

Sherryl Vint 

"Vint’s fascinating sup,~ey of the range and variety" of science fiction 

is full of detailed, insightful readings of important texts from the 

genre’s early days to now. This beautifully written and admirably 

conceived book makes wonderful reading for newcomers to the 

genre and old hands alike," o John Rieder Professor of English, 

Universffy of Hawai’i at Manes, USA 

Sherryl Vint is Professor of Science Fiction Media Studies at 

the University of California, Riverside, USA, 

Examination Copy Requests 

Complimentary examination copies of select titles are available exclusively to educators and 

professionefs whe are considering ~dopt~ng a text for course use. Fo request a tNe, p~eese 

send an emai~ with the fallowing Jnfom~ation: 

Title & ISBN ef book requested 

Course name & n~mber 

Start date and frequency of course 

Number of students entailed 

Text currently used 

Other courses you instruct 

Contact ~nformet~on 

Fo r me re in fo rmatio n e n o u r d es k a nd exa m co py policies, ];t !!; :!;! !::!! ?:!:!! ~ 

Bloomsbury Academic & Professional --Awards for Academic Excellence 2013 

The Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
Independent Publishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional PuNisher of the Year 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 12:16 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

Last Chance! NCBS Call for Papers - Ends Today, February 5, 2014 

February 5, 2014 



2014 Co~fere~¢~ Committee 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@ema nc edu by in~:o@ncb~nline.orq 

Llbdat~ Profij~L~m~jjAddress ]:nsta~lt [emeval ~’~itil Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privac~t Po[ic~’. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O, Box 210370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: ~t5221-0370 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

L. Teresa Church < ~mindspring.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 3:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Date tbr Our Next Meeting 

Thank you veW much, Charlene. I did not write the date on my 
calendar, after you went to get your calendar and we resumed our 
conversation involving all the various subjects we touched upon last 
Friday. 

This project definitely is very worthwhile I am excited to see all 
that it will become. Take care and enjoy the little bit of sunshine 
that has begun breaking through the clouds in the past half-hour 

Sincerely, 

Teresa 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 2:17 P]VI. Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Teresa: We set the meeting for Friday March 7, 2014 at I pm but 
we can change ifneccessary First, I will have a student create the 
excel sheet and then I will forward. If we need to -- we can talk by 
phone about the project prior to the meeung so we can make good use 
of our time when we meet. Thanks again :[’or assisting me in this 
project -- I hope we can pull it olt’but it seems more complicated 
than ! had imagined. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: L. Teresa Church        @mindspring.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmapf i)4, 2014 3:58 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Date for Our Next Meeting 

I)ear Charlene, 

When you have a moment to spare, do you mind sending me the date that 
we set for our next meeting? 

Thanks so much, 

Teresa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 4:11 PM 

screensociety-announce@&&e.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu>; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

** Starting TONIGHT at 7pm --> Announcing the "Paradox of the Post-Cold Win in Asia" Film & Workshop Series 

Post-Cold Win Series Flyer FINAL.pdf 

FYI! (See attached PDF flyer...) 

Best regards, 

Hank 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subje~t:Paradox of the Post-Cold War in Asia Film Workshop Series 

Date:Wed, 5 Feb 2014 20:07:35 ~ 0000 
From:Tm~ya Lee, Ph.D. <tanya.lee,@~dnke.edu> 

To:intl- apsi~duke.edu <h~fl- apsi~duke.edu> 

Beginning tonight, with the Cine-East screening of JISEUL .... 

Film and Workshop Series: 

Paradox of the Post-Cold War in Asia 

When was the Cold War in Asia? Are we now living in a Post-Cold War world? This semester, we ask these questions through dialogues organized around 

film screenings and international workshops. We explore what might be revealed and hidden when the 20th century of unending wars in Asia is framed as 

the Cold War. The paradox continues into the Post-Cold War present, a moment of a rising China and the United States’ pivot to Asia. Re- framing these 

questions from the perspectives of the Koreas, Taiwan, and Okinawa, the series illuminates new ways of seeing the legacies of unending wars and 

impasses in the region today. 

TONIGHT... 

Film--Wed, February 5: JISEUL (Meul O, 2012, 108 min, South Korea) 

7pm, Griffith Film Theater 

Film--Wed, February 19: WELCOME TO DONGMAKGOL (Kwang-Hyun PARK, 2005, 133 min, South Korea) 

7 pm, Richard White Lecture Hall 

Workshop I--Fri, February 28: PARADOX OF POST-COLD WAR: KOREAN WAR AND BEYOND? 

Keynote: Bruce Cumings 

lOam-3pm, Franklin Center 240 

*See schedule, below* 

Film--Wed, March 5: THE SANDWICH MAN (HOU Hsiao-hsien, 1983, 105 min, Taiwan) 

7 pm, Richard White Lecture Hall 

Workshop II--Mon, March 24: "INDEPENDENCE": OKINAWA, TAIWAN AND BEYOND 

Keynote:Tomiya ma Ichiro 

lOam-3pm, Franklin Center 240 

All events at Duke University 

Organized by Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Hwansoo Kim, Leo Ching 

Cine-East film series co-sponsored by Department of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies (AMES) and Program in the Arts of the Moving Image (AMI) 

Additional co-sponsors for Post-Cold War series: Korea Forum and Program in Literature 

WORKSHOP I SCHEDULE: 
Paradox of the Post-Cold War in Asia: Korean War and Beyond? 

Friday, February 28 

240 Franklin Humanities Center 

Duke University 

10:00 am - Welcome 

10:20am-12:OOpm - Panel: When was the Cold War in Asia? 

Namhee Lee: "D~j~ vu?: The Return of the Ghost of Yusin and re-Cold Warring of the Korean Peninsula" 

JJ Sub: "The Cold War that Wasn’t: North Korean Nuclear Crisis and the Unending Korean War" 

Cheehyung Kim: "Work is a battlefield: the legacy of war communism in North Korea" 

Discussion 



12:15 -l:15pm - Lunch 

1:15-2:15pm - Keynote 

Bruce Cumings: "Not War/Not Peace: The Suspended Korean War Under a Nuclear Shadow" 

2:15 pm-3:00 pm - Roundtable Discussion 

htt ps:iiweb.du ke.ed uia psi/events/ 

**Flyer attached** 

Tanya Lee, Ph.D. 

Outreach and Communications Coordinator 

Asian/Pacific Studies Institute (APSl), Duke University 

BOX 90411 

John Hope Franklin Center, Rm 140 

2204 Erwin Road 

Durham, NC 27708-0411 

Tel: 919-668-2280 

tanya.lee@duke.edu 

www.duke.edu!APSI 

www.facebook.comiAPSIDuke 



Franklin Center 240 10am-3pm (Keynote: Bruce Cumin~s) 

4on, iVla~ch 24 Workshop lh "|ndependence~; 

Franklin Center 240, 10am-3pm (Keynote:Tomiyama Ichiro) 

Organized by Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Hwansoo Kim, Leo Ching 
Cine-East film series co--sponsored by Department of Asian and lviiddle Eastern Studies (AI’dES) and 

Program in the Arts o(the l"loving Image (AMI) 

Additional co-sponsors fbr Post-Coid"7~/ar series: Korea Forurn and Program in Liter-ature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@att.net> 

Thursday, Febma~ 6, 2014 7:39 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <mgester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

New York Times 

Charlene, 

Thanks for the clippings. An article about            is to be published today (Thursday,) in the New York Times (New York edition, pl). Of course, the paper 
does ot make its way- to Forest CiU. If you have the chance to pick up a copy, for me, I would appreciate it. I assume the New York edition is the one distributed. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 8:55 AM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.edu"~ 

[enrichment] Conversations ruth River Writers: Randall Kenan, Tuesday, Feb 11 at the Friday Center 

Author Randal~ Kenan w~l~ present a session from h~s book, Le~ the Dead Bury Their De~d, a ser~es of short stories set ~n Tim’s Creek. 

~K)d~ ~en~n is an associate professor of EnglJsh at UNC-Chape~ Hill. His first novel, A VJsi&~#ion of Spir~#s, was publJshed by Grove Press Jn I989. 

collection of stories, Let #he De~d Bury Their Dead, was nomhlated for the Los Angeles Times Book Award fo~ Fiction, was a finalist for the National 

Book Critics C~rcle Award, and was among The New York Times NotaMe Books of 1992. He was awarded the North Caro{ina Award for Mterature 

2005. 

Registration 

Tickets are $20 per person. There are four ways to register: 

Online; 

Mail: Print out the reqistration form and mail it to 

C,~m,ous Bo~ Z 020, Zhe Fri~i,~y Cen~er 

C]~ape/ ~qffl NC 27599..2020, 

Fax: Print out the £~1111~J_{i~J~}ZL_[~?_~2)i! and fax ~t to 9 i9-962-5549~ 

Phone~ Cal~ 800-845-8640 or 919~962~2643. 

If you have special needs to accommodate a motor or sensory impairment, please indicate your needs on the registration form. 

UNC-Chapel Hill uses an alternative to the Social Security number called the Personal Ib (PID) to aid in keeping records for students and participants. 

If you do not have a PID, you will be required to enter your birthdate and gender so that we can assign you a PZD. We appreciate your cooperation. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equality of educational opportunity. The University does not discriminate in offering 

access to its educational programs and activities on the basis of race, color, gender, age, national origin, religion, creed, disability, veteran’s status, 

sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

e~mchment as: regester~,email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave-34215645-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24e7b8bfc87a2f0I?~)listserv.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Fai~child Books <csm@bloomsbu~’news.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 6, 2014 10:30 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Coming Soon: Textbooks in interactive design 

Interaetive Design 

~.~prir~?. ;-., ¯ i~wite vo~ t,~ pre-request exam copies now t/~r,~!:~i~ th(:, li~k~ b,:,l,~w. 

founci at the bosom of this e~mail, to discuss potel~t~ai adoptions (ples.:se cio not 

res.,"),")r~d di~ectiy t.o ti?ie e~mail} 

Fot~thcoming in Spring 2014 

X:: The Principles and 

..... " Processes of 

Interactive Design 

The Principles and Processes of Interactive Design 

Jamie Steane 

"The Web is full of articles and videos about interactive deaig~ 

- but you’ll be hard pressed to get an e~ually comprehensive 

overview as is offered by this book. A ~reat ~uideo" Max 

Ackermann, Senior Lecturer, Central Saint Martin’s, University of the 

Arts, London, UK. 

Preview )) 

More information 



sample pages 

~:: Basics Interactive 

Design: Interface 

Design 

Basics Interactive 

Design: User 

Experience Design 

Interface Design 

Dave Wood 

An Introduction to the major elements of graphic design for digital 

media - layout, colour, iconography, imagery and typography, and 

shows how these visual communication basics can combine to 

produce positive interactive user experiences. 

P~eview >> 

Pre-request an exam copy 

~4ore information ~> 

User Experienee Design 

Gavin Allanwood, Peter Beare 

Explores the use of scenarios, personas and prototyping in idea 

development, and shows how researching and understanding users’ 

expectations and motivations can help you develop effective, 

targeted designs. 

Preview >> 

Pro-request an exam cow >> 

Now available: 

:~:: Fundamentals of 

...... Interactive DEsign 

The Fundamentals of Interaetive Design 

Michael Salmond and Gavin Ambrose 

This book will help you design media that engages, entertains, 

communicates and ’sticks’ with the audience. Packed with examples 

of groundbreaking interactive design, this book provides a solid 

introduction to the principles of interactive communication and 

detailed case studies from werldqeading industry experts. 

Request an exam copy >> 

~ore information >> 



Alabama, F~orida, Georgia, Louisiana, F.~ississippi, Pl~erto Rico, Texas 

Meia{lie Sa{lkel. Director of ~aies, Adoptions 

Tel: 212-4i9-5296 

Adzona, Arkansas, California, Ksi~sas, I~,’;issouri, New I’,,lexico, North Carolh~a. Oklshoms, South Carolins, Tennessee, 

Virginis 

Allison Jones, Senior Accouter Manager 

Tel: 212-4i9-5346 

Ca~ads, Alaska, ~daho, I~ai~e, Michigan, ~innesots, ~lonta~a, NewHampshire, New York. North Dakota. South 

Dakota, Vermoi~t. Washington, W~sconsin 

Colin Kinnaiy, Accouter Mar~ager 

Tel: 212-4i9-5354 

Colorado, Co~necticut, Dela,ware, Hs’~r~ii, IHinois. ~ndians, Io,,,,,a, Kentt~cky, N~arylsi~d, I~,~sssachusetts, Nebraska, 

Ne~,~sda, New Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, Pem~sy~,~snia, Rhode Island, Utah, Washington D.C., West Virginia, Wyomi~g 

Stacey George 

Tel: 212-4i 9-5299 

S!scey:~3eor ee~~Noorrlsburv corn 

Bloomsbury Academic & Professional --Awards for Academic Excellence 20t3 

The £ookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
Independent Publishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional Publisher of the Year 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TONIGHT at 7pro for a film screening 

and discussion with acclaimed filmmakers Joel Zito 

Araujo and Haile Gerima. 

Award winning Afro-Brazilian filmmaker and scholar, Joel 

Zito Arafijo returns to UNC at Chapel Hill as scholar-in- 

residence at the Stone Center during the month of 

February. AraOjo is an acclaimed filmmaker, director, 

writer and producer of films and TV programs (24 

documentaries, 22 shorts, 3 full-length features). 

Throughout February, Ara[~jo will visit classes at UNC at 

Chapel Hill and other area colleges and universities to 

participate in lectures, discussions, and host screenings 

and discussion of his films. 

Ara~jo will open is his residency on TONIGHT at 7pro 

at the Stone Center. At this event, Araujo and noted 

Ethiopian filmmaker Haile Gerima (Teza, Adwa, Sankofa) 

will screen excerpts from their films followed by a 

discussion moderated by St. Augustine University 

professor Natalie Bullock-Brown 

Please join us at the Stone Center this TONIGHT for 

a discussion with filmmakers Araujo and Germina. 

This event is FREE and open to the public. To RSVP to 

the event, please email _s__t__o___0_g__c_9_E_[_&r___@_u__E_q:_#__d___u_., call 919- 

962-9001, or via _F_.a_c_’.~.b_o_q._k_: 

Check out the complete Spring 2014 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our website, email us at 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent 

Film presents: 

Dir: Joel Zito Arat~jo/Documentary/Brazil/Portuguese 

with English Subtitles/2013 

The feature documentary RA(~A (Race), from Brazilian 

filmmaker Joel Zito AraOjo and American Megan Mylan, 

tackles racial inequality in Brazil, via the lives of three 

black Brazilians: Paulo Paim, the only black senator of 

the republic; Netinho Paula, singer and TV presenter, 

and Tiny dos Santos, Maroon activist and 

Spring 2014 Program 

Agenda 



granddaughter of slaves. 7:00pro, Mandela 

Auditorium, Fedl~ Global Education Building at 

UNC- Chapel Hill. 

* Discussion following screening with film director Joel Zito 

AraQjo. This event is co-hosted by the Institute for the 

Study of the Americas at UNC at Chapel Hill. 

Joel Zito Araujo film events: 

February 20 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen F/Ihas do Vento (Daughters of the Wind) in 

the Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. Post film 

discussion with Ara6jo. 

February, 24 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen"Cinderellas, Wolves and One Enchanted 

Prince at in Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. Post 

film discussion with Araujo and Spelman 

professor Erica Coleman. 

For more information about February events with 

3oel Zito Ara6jo, please email us at 

sLonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Don’t forget to check out Re/Iteratlons of 

Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements 

exhibition at the Stone Center Brown Gallery 

and Museum. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, 

Martyrs, Movements features photographs of people 

and places in social justice movements and moments in 

American History. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, 

Martyrs, Movements will be on display at the Stone 

Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and ~luseum 

from 3anuary 21 through April 25, 2014. 



~rom: 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Diane Lucas <membe~.~@unc4v.or.g> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 11:24 AM 

Regeste[, Chadene B <[egester@emaiLunc~edu> 

The UNC-TV e-Guide 

The UNC-I%’ e-Guide - Since 20021 

Dear Charlene, 

tremendous success this past Sunday, ’ marathon33]pg 
once again, second only to the Super 

Bowl in viewers. There’s little doubt that 
tire upcoming season finale on Sunday, 
February 23 at 9 PM will be another one 

for the record books! To celebrate, we are 
hosting a Downtof~ Abbey Marathon on ~hat day, stalling with the 
season kickoff at 11 AM. But let’s not get toe far ahead of ourselves! 

[~;ii Eiizabeff~ KecMy Tonight at 8 PM we present the story of 
..... how a slave Item Hillsborough managed ~o 

buy her Ireedom by sewing d~esses arrd 
later became friends with Mary Lincoln in 
a brand new episode of Our State. Later 
in the evening a[ 9:30 PM, North 
Carolina Now & Then fellows w~th 

stories from 1997 ~nc~ud~ng State Fair and NASCAR h~sto~, the 
H~ghland Games and more~ At 10 PM, POV del~vem A~[~AD. 

Prom~se, a b~and new documentary tha~ [ollows two African-American 
boys threugh a prestigious pdvale schoe] and the changes 1heir family 
experiences along the way. 

Great Performa~ces~Natio~al Theatre: 50 Years on Stage arrives 
later in the month, on Friday, February 14, at 9 PM, as London’s 
National Theatre marks its golden anniversary. Join Maggie Smith, 
Derek JacoM, Judi Dench, Ralph Fiennes, Benedic~ Cum!oer!oa~ch, 
Helen Mitten and more of your favorites for an unforgettable celebration 
of this venerable institution’s 50th anniversary. 

Our State - B~)isode Premiere! our-state-2014 jpg 
Thursday, February 6, a~ 8 PM ....... 
Enslaved persen Elizabeth Keckly was 
forced to re-locate to Hillsberough, NC as 
a teenager~ Learn how these circumstances led her ~o buy her freedom 
and settle in WasMngton, DC, as dressmaker and confidante le Mary 

Todd Lincoln. Then, meet Pu~itzer Prize w~nne~ Ms,hew Lew~s, who 
watched the defining era of the 60s and 70s through his camera lens 
and became a portrait d ~he American spirit. 

POV: American Promise 
Thursday, February 6, a[ 10 PM 
American Promise spans 13 years as 
Joe Brewster and Mich~le Stephenson, 
midd~e-c]ass African-American parents h~ 
Brooklyn, N.Y., [urn their cameras on 

their son, [dris, and his besl friend, Seun, who make theh" ~ay threugh 
Dalton, one of the most p~esfigious private schools in the count~. 
Chron~clin9 the boys’ d~ve~gent paths ~rom k~nderga~ten through h~gh 
school graduation, this provocative, ~nt~mate documentary presents 
complicated trulhs about America’s slmgg]e to come of age on issues 
of race, class and oppo~un~ty. 

Song of the Mou~tai~s: Bobby Osborne i::o::i Son:q ot ti!e 
Saturday, February 8, at 6 PM ...... Mounlains 
Whenever you hear a bluegrass mandolin 
player" ~oday, you are likely listening to 
someene influenced by Bobby Osborne’s 

groundbreaking werk. Over the years, Bebby has written and recorded 
hundreds of songs, many of which have become bluegrass standards. 
He is a Grand Ole Opry legend, IBMA Hall Of Famer arrd a gigantic 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



figure in the history of bluegrass, Still tourin9 today, with his great band 
The Rocky Top X-Press, Bobby continues to make great music and 

NOVA: The Great Cathedral Myster7 
Wednesday, February 12, a~ 9 PM 
The dome that crowns Florence’s great calhedral of Santa Maria del 
Fiore-----the Duomo----.is a towering masterpiece d Renaissance 
ingenuity and an enduring source of mystery. Still the largest masonry 

dome on earth aRer mere than six centuries, i~ is taller lhan ~he S~ah~e 
of Liberty and weighs as much as an average cruise ship. Historians 
and engineers have long debated how its secretive architect, Filippo 
Brunelleschi, managed to keep the dome pedectly aligned. 

A Colored School colored.school JP9 
Thursday, February 13, at 10:30 PM 
Combining original film footage with alumni 
recollections, this stirring documentary 

shares the unk#~e Msto~ of Charlotte’s 
Second Ward High School the Q~een 
C~y’s first h~gh school ~or AfdcamArnerJcan sh~den~s. Th~s ~mpressJve 
film combines odg#~a~ and rare footage with vivid recollections o~ a]umn~ 
who gathered one day to watch 1he fi~m and reminisce about 1heir 
unique high schooi experience. 

The Rise & Fal~ of Penn Station: American Experience 
Tuesday, February 18, at 9 PM 
In 1910, the Pennsylvania Railroad successfully accomplished the 
enormous engineering Ieat of building runnels under New York City’s 
Hudson and East Rivers, connecting the railroad to New York and New 
England, knitting together the entire eastern half of the United States. 
The tunnels ten:ninated in what was one of the greatest architectural 
achievements of its time, Pennsylvania S~alion. Just 53 years alter ~he 
station’s grand opening, the monumental building that was supposed to 
last forever, to herald and represent the American Empire, ’,,;’as 
somehow slated to be destroyed. 

~i NATURE NATURE--Honey Badgers: Masters of Mayhem 
: Wednesday, February 19, at 8 PM 

This relentless little creature is one of the most 
Ieadess animals in the world, renowned for its 

ability to conflont grown lions, castrate charging buffalo, and shrug off 
the toxic defenses of sfingh~g bees, scorpions, and snakes. Uttle ~s 
known about ~s behavior Jr~ the w~M or why ~t ~s so aggressive. Our film 
w~] follow lhree badger specialists h~ South Afdca who take on these 
masteB of mayhem ~n ways that must be seen to be believed. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Change Co~nes Knocking 
Thursday, February 20, at 10 PM 
The tumultuous story of a hi-racial anti-poverty olganization, called the 
Noah Carolina Fund (NCF) that boldly confronted the explosive ~ssues 
of [ace, class and politics during ~he ~urbu~ent I960s. In 1963, 
progressive North Carolina Democratic governor Terry Sanford look an 
audacious step to attack the entrenched pove~y he found throughout Ms state. The Fund dkecfly empowered 
poor people, ~nc~uding Afdcan Americans, so they couM themselves ruffle the feathers of the establishment, a~ 
roe comfortable with ~he ~cial d~v~s~ons tha~ were the foundations of the economic status quo. 

Great Performances,--Stin~: The Last Ship ::~ sting 
Friday, February 21, at 9 PM 
The program offers unique insigh~ into the c~a~ive process beh#~d Sting’s latest a~bum and 
Ms new musical, premiering June 2014 ~n Chicago before ~ts debut on Broadway ~n 1he faE 
Drawing upon his childhood memodes growing up h~ the shipbuilding community of ~a~send 
~n ~he North East of England, he is joined by a 14-p~ece band, rnany o~ whom also ha~ flem the region. 

[] UNC-TV and PBS channels are changing on Time Warner Cable! During March Time Warner Cable is 

changing the numbers assigned to its digital channels - all the channels above number 100 are changing. So if 
you watch us on Time Warner Cable, herds where ALL four of UNC-TV’s digital channels in North Carolina will 
be Ieund: 

¯ UNC-TV: Channel 1221 (our flagship channel) 
~ UNC-KD: Channel 1275 (the Kids Channel) 
~ UNC4~;IX: Channel 1276 dhe "Eclectic Mix" Channel) 
¯ UNC-IEX: Channel 1277 (the Explorer Channel) 

fact, anywhere you go in America, channel 1221 will be the home of PBS on Time Warner Cable! How 
convenienL It’s lhe same lile-changing television on brand new Time ~arner channels. We’ll see you there! 



[ ....... I UNC’TVoelebration!N°sts the 2014 PBS Kids Writer’s Contest 

l ~III Scperwhy! 

Saturday, February 8, from 12:30~1 ;30 PM 
Jeh~ us at ~a[b~es ~ds ~useum I~AX 8~d~g in Venture Ha~ Saturday, February 8, 

from 12:30 to 1:30 PM, to learn about the 2014 P~S KIDS Wdters Contest, meet UNC- 
%Zs own Read-a-roe along with Super ~&&y, Alpha P~g and Pdncess Pres~o~rorn 
Sup~rWhy~, Daniel Tiger from Daniel T~ger’s Neighborhood, Mr,McFeely fl’om ~ister 
Roger’s Neighborhood and ether special guests, K~nderga~enem through third graders: wr~te andillustrate 
your amazing story, ~hen drop ~t o~f with Read-a-roe at o[~r bigce~eb[a~on ~o receive a special eady b~r~ g~fL 

Volunteer for FESTIVAL 2014! 
Spots are filling up fast, but we still have a few weekend spaces available to join us at our RTP studio for 
FESTIVAL 2014. You will be taking phone calls from our members and helping to supped UNC-TV. Mere info_. 

As always, thank you for watching and supporting UNC-TV. 

Warm Regards, 

Diane Lucas 
Director of Programming & Education Sewices 

Member Suppoded UNC-TV 

Facebook! Twitter! 

Forward this message to a friend. 

!)~:~#~@.~#~:i~.~ or change your email preIerences~ 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Thursday, February. 6, 2014 1:43 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

SCMS Executive Director Search 

Dear Members, 

At the 2013 SCMS Conference Members’ Business Meeting, Treasurer Jim Castonguay announced that the SCMS Board would be searching for an Executive 

Director of the organization in 2014. Need for this new position has arisen due to SCMS’s snbstantial gro~vth and the recognition, drawn from a comparison with peer 

groups in the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS), that adding this position to the Board was both a timely and significant way to e~thaa~ce onr ability to 
serve our membership. 

I am delighted to tell you that the ad for the F~xecutive Director position has been posted on the SCMS Web site and will be more broadly disseminated in job posting 

forums by mid- Februa~. The deadline for applications is March 17 with the position beginning officially on September 1, 2014. Steven Cohere (President-Elect) is 

Chair of the Search Task Force and members include Jim Cas~onguay (Treasurer), Patrice Petro (former President), Jane Dye (Administrative Coordinator) and Leslie 

LeMond (Conference Manager). 

Please encourage anyone you know who might be interes~ted and qualified to apply for this position. 

We will keep you informed as to the outcome of the search. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Klinger 

President 

~,ike us on Facebook >t 
tFollow us on Twitter > 

If you wish to stop receiving email farm us, you ca~ simply remove yourself by visiting: http://www.cmstudies.org/membersiEmailOptPretErences.aspx? 

id 9512683&e regester(a)email.unc.edu&h lcfc7d6f5ba6c713946c85b38d5d31eb077751c0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

newsletter@williamhbunchcpa-mail.com on behalf of 
V~lliam H Bunch <scarson@williamhbunchcpa.com> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 2:36 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Info on Affordable Care Act Penalty: $95 is NOT the Max 

Hi, Charlene If you have any questions about this week’s articles, please call us at (919) 929-0595 

There’s a provision in the Affordable Care Actthat, beginning this year, generally 

imposes a penalty on people who don’t have "minimum essential" health 

insurance coverage. You may have heard that $95 is the maximum 2014 penalty 

This is not correct! This article explains who owes the penalty, howthe penalty is 

calculated (it’s complicated!) and how an individual will be expected to pay it 

Copyright © 20 !4 

President Obama’s State of the Union address was filled with proposals but 

limited on details. Fed up with Congressional gridlock, the President promised to 

issue several small, but symbolic, executive orders. However, the rest of his 

agenda --including tax reform, spending initiatives and modified regulations --will 

require him to work with Congress. Here are the highlights of the speech and 

what it might mean for you in the future. 

Copyright © 20 !4 

~ lt’s not unusual to lend money to relatives and friends, but if the loans aren’t properly structured 

with an "adequate" interest rate, you could run into trouble with the IRS. Here are the current 

interest rates and how your family can benefit. 

Copyright © 2014 

Staff cutbacks just can’t be avoided sometimes in order to ensure a company’s 

survival. If your business is facing difficulties that require layoffs, be sure to take 

the proper steps to help avoid charges of discrimination or wrongdoing. Click "Full 

Article" for details on howto make the best of a bad situation. 

Copyright © 2014 

~ M come loss following a disaster can be severe The key to ensuring that your company 

remains viable is to file an accurate and timely claim against a business interruption insurance 

policy. Click "Full Article" for a rundown on what to do and to see why you need to involve your 

professional advisers. 

Copyright © 2014 

Airbus mulls A380 revamp after nudge from Rolls: sources 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 06 Feb 2014 1848.36 GMT 

GM’s dismal profit may spur analysts to cut 2014 estimate 
Reuterscom - Thu, 06 Feb 2014 18:06:46 GMT 



U.S. iobs data improves, but weak exports may hurt growth 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 06 Feb 2014 1759.28 GMT 

UBS Wealth Americas hits billion-dollar profit goal 
Reuterscom- Thu, 06 Feb 2014 17:49:03 GMT 

ECB warns Hungary yet again to honor its central bank’s independence 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 06 Feb 2014 17.46.28 GMT 

View Report 

No saved adicles. 

"To ensure compliance with the Circular 230 requirements hnposed by the Internal 

Revenue Ser~4ce, we inforn| you that any tax ad~4ce contained in the communication 

(including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 

used, for the purpose of(i) avoiding pen’,flties under the Internal Revenue Code or 

(ii) prnmoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or 

matter addressed in this comnrunication." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 9:02 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/SocieW next week -- Mon Feb 10: "Ladder to Damascus" (2013 Syrian drama); Tue Feb 11: "Safety Last!" (Harold Lloyd silent 

cinema classic ) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

Ladder to Damascus 

Download PDF Flyer [ More Info I View Trailer 

Safety Last! 



== Don, nload PDF Flyer [ More Info I View Trailer == 

Coming up the following week: 

~’li~r~,~y ~i’~,t~o.~, ~7~ *7:30pro*: 

Far from Vietnam 
(Loin du Uietnam) 

== Download PDF l~]ver I More Info I View ’][’railer == 



Junebug 

== Download PDF Flyer [ More Info I View Trailer == 



HZelcome to Dongmakgoi 
== Download PDF Fiver [ More Info I View Trailer == 



h ttt~ : //ami. duke. edu/scr eens o cietv 

~ll Screend~ociety events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the l~oving Image 

Ha n k Okazaki 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving Image 

Smi th Wareh OL~Se 

114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durha~’, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3@31 

Fax: 919-68~-1378 

Web: http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 
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JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

http://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/terms.jsp. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Stepin Fetchit Talks Back 

Author(s): Joseph McBride; Stepin Fetchit 

Source: Film Quarterly, Vol. 24, No. 4 (Summer, 1971), pp. 20-26 

Publisher(s): University of California Press 

Stable URL: http://www.jstor.orgistablei1211420 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:iiwww.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance uslng JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http://www.jstor.orgiactionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:iiabout.jstor.org! 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http://www.jstor.orgiactionishowContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic co~unity 

use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 

Terms and Conditions (http:iiwww.jstor.org/page!infoiaboutipolicies/terms.jsp)    I 

Privacy Policy (http:/iwww.jstor.org!pageiinfoiaboutipoliciesiprivacy.jsp)    I Cookies 

(htt~://ab~ut.jst~r.~rg/c~ntent/setting-jst~r-access#Technica~-Inf~#JST~R-s-Use-~f- 

Cookies)    I Accessibility 

(http://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/accessibility.jsp) 

(c)2000-2013 ITHAKA. All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAIgh(r) are 

registered trademarks of ITHAKA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com~ 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 8:58 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Special Focns: ASC Awards m~d Academy Nominees 

View in Browser 

if you missed our coverage oF ti~e 

whose cirtema~ograpi~ers received ASC 

a\,va:rds or Oscar nominations ti-ds year, 

here’s a chance to catch 

Octobe,," 2015 

(ASC a~sd Oscar nominee~ 

November 2013 

Barry Ackroyd, BgC 

(ASC nominee) 

Ensmanuet L.:.lbezk], ~.SC, 

(ASC vvinner and Oscar nominee 

Scan t3obbitt, BSC 

(ASC nominee} 

Phedon Papan’.dchael,~ ASC 

(ASC and Oscar r..on’..inee) 

Downloads: 



over the ,~,,,or~d ihe ~,~(20r=~r~e ~3tere off~rs a rar~g~ of items - books ,/idee~, DVDs, 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mai136.at151 .~gsv.net;, 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 9:27 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Al~ican Americm~ studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
supervision of the Works Progress Administration. These former 
slaves, most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the 
Civil War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on 
plantations, in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a 
peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they 
capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of 
life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken 
alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. 
Read together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in 

North America, allowing us to explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth- 
century slavery, including labor, resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and 
religious belief. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United States and subject 
librarians will be counted on to provide students, faculty and researchers with information on 
slavery in America. Please recommend the purchase of the complete set of Slave Narratives 
(ISBN 9780403022113) to your subject librarian or the collection development librarian by 
forwarding this email offer. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using purchasing or credit card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax 
and email. This set is available from Amazon, Baker & Taylor Books and many other library 
book dealers. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

Purchase orders are accepted ~rem a~l libraries, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 Hardbound 9,952 pages. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Amer:csq Book D:stribtitors, LLC ¯ [-%:3 .’P..ox 5 ,O Hai~qburg. Mi 48139 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Screenwriting [utoriafs from 1he Writers Store <scriptmag@fwmedia.com> 

Saturday, February 8, 2014 10:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Perfecting the Flaws: A Guide to Character Arc 

F~b~a~y 8, 20 i 4 

All the Best Characters Have Flaws 

Kdstin Hail 
eMedia Preductien Ooerdh~al:or 

and inr!er cenflk:ts [hat are inb~grated into stror!g 

strong character arc is the key l:o ~ compelling 

you wiii learn how te organicaliy integrate ch~r~cb~r arc 

into yaur weii--sl:ructured screenplay, whik} ieaving open the daer for spon~neity in your writing. 

David Garret[ has w!itb~r! fes~ture films for Dreamworks, Universal and Paramount. Garre[t hs~s s~lso written 

produced piiots, series & specials f)r,:\BC. NBC, CB8 URN bITV L SA Cemedy Centrai. 8howfime and Fox 

Have you missed a Newsletter...or two? Don’t sweat it! Here are some previously 
featured tutorials: 

What You’ll Learn: 

Howto create a compelling character arc 

I-{ow to di.~th~gt L~i~ ti~ in net ver.%us eater ,’:on fik;t 

How te cheese distract pier poirfi:s b) lay out 1:he arc 

How the theme interacts with the character arc 

How make your characters interesting and identifiabie 

Get unlimited access to all screenwriting Tutorial videos for a month or a year with a tutorial 
subscription. This allows you to steam all of the tutorials on either a monthly or yearly 

basis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flaxman, Gregory M <gflax@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 8, 2014 10:30 PM 

Flaxman, Gregory M <gflax@email.unc.edu> 

This Thursday at the Varsity--Ruggles of Red Gap 

PastedGraphic-5.tiff 



From,° 

Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results: February Og, 2014 

Lo,~in to view your 

funding search Feb 0~; 
3 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Furthermore 

Amount: 
$15,000 

Deadline: 
March 1,2014 

Sponsor: 
Modern Language Association of America (MLA) 

Deadline: 
May 1,2014 

Sponsor: 
Modern Language Association of America (MLA) 

Deadline: 
May 1, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: February 09, 2014 

Lo~]in to view your 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 8:34 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

PCA/ACA Position: Executive Director/Events (ED Events) app due 15 Feb 2014 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

PCA/ACA Position: Executive Director/Events (ED Events) 
Accelerated timeline: Due 15 Feb 2014 

For your immediate attention: 

The PCAiACA invites applications for the position of ED/Events for one 5- 
year term (July, 2014 to June, 2019). The EDiEvents is responsible for 
planning of events, including the annual conference, as directed by the 
Executive Director Oversight Committee, and serves as the PCAiACA liaison 
to the hotel during annual PCA,/ACA conferences. Shelhe coordinates with the 
Executive Director/Operations (PCA,/ACA’s chief financial officer), and 
submits annual conference financial reports. The EDiEvents does not set 
PCAiACA policy. 
The position is part-time: benefits not included. The stipend is competitive. 
The contract includes standard 90-day probationary period and contract 
renewal is subject to annual evaluative reviews. The ED/Events may not sewe 
successive terms. The successful candidate should be experienced in event 
planning and personnel management of at least a medium-sized academic 
conference and/or organization and have a demonstrable commitment to and 
activity in the PCAiACA, and be able to work well with people and under 
pressure. The successful candidate should have been a member of the 
PCA/ACA for at least five of the last ten years, and should have held 
leadership positions within the PCAiACA, at least one of which should be a 
working leadership position and have been held within the last five years. 
Applications should include a letter of interest, a statement of purpose, and a 
current CV. Names of three references are requested, two of whom should be 
present or past officers or board members of the PCA/ACA. Applications 
should be submitted electronically to Joy Sperling, President, PCAiACA 
(SpeNng@denison.edu) by 15 February, 2014. The PCAiACA is an EOE 
employer. Further information is available upon request 

If you have additional questions, please email: 
Joy Sperling, President, p_ _r_ _ _e_ _ _s_ j_ _d_ _ _e_n_ _t_ @ p_ _ _c_ _a_a_ _ _c_ _ _a_ _ : _ _o_ _ _rg 

Or visit our website: pcaaca.org 

Join Our Mailin9 

Forward this email 

This eraail was sent to regester@ernail,unc.edu by operations@pcaaca.orq 
._U_l?_d___a_t__e___r_)_r_o__fj]_e_LE_L~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_ELb__�_,.’’ [~__rj_v__a__c_N__E_o_[Lc_y.., 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue :: Chicago :: IL i 60605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Fred Ginsburg <Fred@FILMTVSOUND.COM> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 8:39 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

first look at Zoom Q4 camcorder 

Q4 moniter.jpg; Q4 slant L 1 :jpg; Zoom Q4 first look.docx; Zoom Q4 first look.pdf 

Attached are doc and PDF copies of the following article: 

×~ 

First Look: Zoom Q4 ~amcorder 
by Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD 

The new product that had everybody excited at the 2014 Winter NAMM tradeshow in Anaheim was the Zoom 0.4 camcorder, intended to compete in the "head- 

cam, personal POV, miniature camera" market. 

Here is the link to the Zoom Q4 website: 

h tt ps :iiwww.zoo m-n a.co m!pro d u ctsifi el d-vi d e o-re co r ding/vi d e o-recording!zoom- q4-ha n d y-vid e o-record e r 

and here is the link to the Q4 Users manual: 

https://www.zoom-na.com/sites/all/themes/zoom/downloads/q4!pdfs!Q4 userGuide English.pall 

The Q4 is small and lightweight. It will fit within the palm of your hand (or in your shirt pocket). List price is 5374, but most dealers offer it for the MAP of only 5299. 

A couple of the features that caught everyone’s eye was the more traditional ergonomics of the unit, along with the ability to record 1080/60 H D video M PEG-4 

AVC!H.264 (MOV)) along with professional grade audio up to 24bit!96k! 

Of course you can choose to record video and audio at a wide variety of lesser settings and smaller file sizes: 

HD 1080p/3Ofps, HD 720pi60fps, HD 720p/30fps, WVGA 60fps, WVGA 30fps. 

WAV (16/24-bit quantization, 44.1/48/96kHz sampling frequency, AAC (64 - 320kbps bit rate, 48kHz sampling frequency). 

The Q4 handles like a traditional camcorder, not a flat pocket still camera. It has a flip out viewfinder that rotates front to back. The viewfinder module slides off of 

the camera body entirely if you need to conserve size, mass, or power. The Q4 menu allows you to invert the video, so that you can operate the camera suspended 

upside down, which is handy if you hang the camera from its ¼-20 tripod socket (on the bottom of the Q4). 

The lens is a fixed wide angle. However, a touch of the button instantly cuts to a 4X narrower view. So, in effect, you can alternate (live) between two angles of 

view. The specs lead one to believe that minimum focus is 55 cm (22 inches), but I had no problem shooting objects just a couple inches away from the lens. 

Exposure and white balance are auto. There are 3 exposure settings available: normal auto; Concert (backlight); and Night (high gain). 

I tried a test using a (nightvision) IR illumination array that I use with my surveillance camera. The Q4 did see the IR led’s glowing brightly, but was not sensitive 

enough in that spectrum to see anything "lit" by the array. 

Let’s look at the audio. The Q4 features a flip-up X-Y stereo microphone, which is far superior to the typical "on-board" camcorder mikes. 

On the back of the camera is a stereo mini headphone jack, with volume variably controlled by a rocker switch on the side. That jack can also serve as a line level 

output instead. 

Also on the rear of the camera is a stereo mini input jack, for mic or line level external input. A menu selection can activate a volt or two of "mic powering" for 

consumer electret units. (Do not confuse this for professional Phantom powering.) 

Input level options include auto gain or manual gain. In the Auto mode, there are choices for Concert (loud), Solo performance (not so loud), or Meeting (normal). 

The manual gain switch also only provides for three choices, but is selectable on the side of the camera rather than via the menu. The viewfinder meters accurate 
audio levels in dg. 

Although I would have preferred completely variable input levels, at least the 3 settings get me close enough that I can make more precise ref level adjustments 

from my mixing panel. 

What sets the Q4 apart is the ability to record audio in professional formats, such as 24bit!96k or the more commonly used 24bit!48k. Of course, you can also 

choose 16bit, or 44.1k -- or even lower bit rates (though I cannot imagine why). 

Using the Q4 is easy. Files can be immediately played back by pressing a button from the home screen. Alternately, you can menu thru to the Files area and select 

files for playback or deletion. 

Connect to your computer via the (supplied) USB cable. The Q4 does not come with an external battery charger, but charges within the camera via USB. You can 

purchase a separate USB power supply if you prefer not to tie up your computer. 

With the USB connected, the Q4 acts as a guest drive (card reader), and you can access the files just as you would with a still camera. You can play the files thru the 

USB connection and view them on your computer screen, or you can copy them directly to your hard drive. They show up as MOV files, which sometimes play in 

QuickTime or may require a different media player, depending on your computer configuration. (Even though I have QT on my laptop, the Windows 8.1 requires a 

different media player.) Just as with a still camera, you can edit the SD card of the Q4 through your computer access. 

To output the video files from the Q4 directly to a monitor or projector, you need to purchase an HDMI to Micro type D output cable (which seem to run around 

510-20 around town). 

Oh, and in case your are wondering --- I actually went out and purchased my Q4 with my own money. Although I had spoken to Zoom about the possibility of them 

sending me a unit to review, I never heard back from them and decided not to wait. This camcorder was perfect for my needs! 

It fits into my pocket, so I can carry it around while hiking, sightseeing, or at events. When I teach college classes or workshops, the camera allows me to show 

close-up detail on a large monitor. Often, during my courses or workshops, we record production sound direct to video from a mixing panel so that the class can 

review the playbacks. In the past, I have utilized bulky 3-chip camcorders. But the Q4 affords me the same technique, but with one less heavy case to ship. 

The Q4, at under 5300, might also serve as an excellent introductory camera for basic filmmaking. Not having a zoom lens forces the students to be more cognizant 



of camera placement and setups. I still remember back to when I was a student and our first film assignments were done with fixed lenses, lest we fall victim to 

zoom-fluenza. 

I purchased mine from Sweetwater for $299, no sales tax, free shipping, and three monthly payments. There are many other dealers out there with similar pricing, 

so shop where you feel comfortable. 

From the keyboard of Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD MBKS 

Fred@FilmTVSound.com 

818-231-1038 fax 818-892-9236 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending aJ~ e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TOMORROW night at 7pro for a film 

screening and discussion with acclaimed filmmaker Joel 

Zito Araujo. We will screen his most recent film, RACA. 

The screening will take place at the FedEX Global 

Education Buikhng in the Mandela Auditorium, The 

event is co-sponsored by the Institute for the Study of 

the Americas at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Dir: Joel Zito Ara(do /Documentary/Brazi!/Portuguese with 

English Subtitles/2013 

The feature documentary RAtA (Race), from Brazilian 

filmmaker Joel Zito AraJjo and American Megan Mylan, 

tackles racial inequality in Brazil, via the lives of three black 

Brazilians: Paulo Paim, the only black senator of the 

republic; Netinho Paula, singer and TV presenter, and Tiny 

dos Santos, Maroon activist and granddaughter of slaves, 

Click here to view the RACA Trailer: 

http: //www.racafilme.com/index enqWsh.html 

This event is FREE and open to the public. To RSVP to the 

event, please email stonecenter@unqedu, call 919-962- 

9001, or via___F__a___c__e___b___o___o___k_=Please note: This event is taking 

place at the FedEx Global Education Buildinc.[ at UNC- 

Chapel Hill, NOT the Stone Center. 

Check out the complete Spring 2014 program agenda to 

your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our website., email us at 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Upco:rning at the Stone 
Center... 

Joel Zito Araujo film events: 

Februar~ 20 at ?pro the Stone Center will screen 

Filhas do Vento (Daughters of the Wind) in the 

Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. Post film 

discussion with AraJjo. 

February 24 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen"Cinderellas, Wolves and One Enchanted 

Prince at in Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. Post 

film discussion with Araujo and Spelman professor 

Erica Coleman. 

For more information about February events with 

3oel Zito AraJjo, please email us at 



stonecenter.@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Don’t forget to check out Re/Iterations of 

Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements 

exhibition at the Stone Center Brown Gallery and 

1Vluseum. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements features photographs of people and places 

in social justice movements and moments in American 

History. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements will be on display at the Stone Center’s 

Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum from 

January 21 through April 25, 2014. 



Ph.D. for Proofreadir~g 
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The Writers Store <ezine@e.writersetore.com> 

Monday, Februa~v I0~ 2014 1:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <~egeste~@email,unc.edu> 

1he 6 Key Elements of a Romantic Comedy 

X:: I’ii ~!ave Whet She’s Hsvin9: The ,’k~ of Romsntlc Comedy 

Sought-After Comedy Expert Steve Kap~a~ for 
The Art of Remal~tic Comedy 

LEARN HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY MAKE THE "COMEDY" IN YOUR ROMANTIC COMEDY WORK! 

For every "When Harry Met Sally" or "Annie Hall", there are dozens of films that end up disappointing, 
or worse. Want to find out how you can avoid being the writer of a romantic comedy that doesn’t work? 

In this exclusive webinar, you’ll learn how to: 

Create and develop a successful romantic comedy premise 
Develop structure and characters that will make your romcom come to life 
Use the 6 key elements of a romantic comedy 

Steve Kaplan has been the industry’s most sought-after exper~ on comedy writing and production for 
almost 15 years. This live webinar will help you avoid the mistakes that plague so many romcoms. 

Wednesday, February t2, 2014 I 1:00 p.m. Pacific 

Your Price: $79.99 

In this webinar, no question goes unansweted. Attendees have the ability to ask Steve Kaplan 
questions during the live event. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 2:21 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~flm Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Historian Jnlie Greene to speak Thursda55 Feb~’dazy 20, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

3ulie Greene, University of Marfland 

[ ii.~.iI Inlin~ irna~o ] ] 

Thursday, Febeuary 90, 20~4 - 5:00 p.m. 

A broad swath of the globe was transformed in the decades after the Civil War by U.S. imperial and 
economic power. Expansionism generated new kinds of labor systems and racial hierarchies, as well as 
new kinds of circulation, exchange, and movement. This lecture will explore how working people shaped, 
and were shaped by, the highly mobile empire of the U.S. 

Julie Greene is professor of history at the University of Maryland where she specializes in United States 
labor and working-class history. She is the author of the award-winning book The Canal Builders: Making 
America’s Emp#e at the Panama Canal (2009), as well as Pure and Simple Politics: The American 
Federation of Labor and Political Activism, 1881-~9~7 (1998). Greene was founding cochair of the Labor and 
Working-Class History Association and is currently president of the Society for Historians of the Gilded Age 
and Progressive Era. 

To reserve space, please fol!ow this link, or respond to Martha Johnson (O]q) 4o0-o~ 6. or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq, 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 
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A flammable part of many electronics could soon be a thing of the past. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi ,ty Film and Video Association ,:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AIvIERICAN.EDU~ on behalf of 

Isaac Davidson               ~@GMAIL.COIVI> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 10:58 PM 

UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

CFP You Are Here: The Montage Effect 

you are here 7.pdf 

Please find attached a PDF copy’ of the most recent CFP from You Are Here. Though based in Geography, this CFP is looking to explore montage theoD’ and is 

attempting to use Eisenstein’s theolies to find new avenues of thought. Submissions are encouraged to make creative use of media, including tilm and video, so I thought 

it would be of interest to some members of UFVA. 

Best, 

Isaac Davidson 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following Inessage to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last umne.) You can leave a liszt by" sending the following command to fistserv@lisntsec~’.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
~f email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



YOU ARE HERE: THE MONTAGE EFFECT 

"To turn a street corner, to blink, or to glance in a rear-view mirror is to experience the world 

through montage.-1 

First theorized and perfected by Soviet filmmakers Lev Kuleshov and Sergei Eisenstein in the 
1920s, montage is the film editing technique that entails the cutting and rearranging of shots so 
as to manipulate time, space, movement, and meaning. In Eisenstein’s formulation montage 
was the central element of filmmaking necessary to emotionally persuade the audience to 
become involved in the film’s narrative, accomplished by asking the viewers to mentally 
bridge the juxtaposed images2. By activating this mental join cinema becomes more than 
what can be contained in the image (frame): 

[T] he frame refers to what is around the frame - a spatially and temporally 
contiguous ’unseen’ that may, in its turn, subsequently enter the frame and so become 
actualized as a seen/scene... The essential thing about film, then, is not the framed 
image, but that which comes between the frames: the cut. 3 

When combined with the camera’s mobile gaze, the continuous play of the seen/unseen 
points to the ways that the principles of montage theory extend beyond cinematic technology. 
As the camera moves, taking the spectator on a voyage through time and space, montage 
continually repositions the viewer, stitching together disparate scenes. This roving camera 
emulates our own itinerant bodies. As we move through the world we are confronted with a 
series of fragmentary spaces and views, scenes reordered, smoothed out, and held together by 
what exists outside of the frame - our thoughts, identities, emotions, affects, past experiences, 
and internal frameworks - the narratives of our place in the world. In other words, in the 
narrative cinema of our lives, "[i]t is montage that converts space into place, that allows for 
place-making to occur.-4 

Thinking about the production of place and our experiences of being in the world through 
montage, in this edition of You Are Herewe askfor contributions that express experiences of 
place through the technique of montage, but also those that illustrate how our experiences of 
place are always already a montage effect, constructed by selection, variance, the cut, and the 
unseen. While we greatly anticipate video submissions for this year’s edition, we also seekto 
expand the technique beyond film to include poems, stories, artsvork, essays and 
photography. It is our hope that through these creative endeavors contributors will explore a 

1 Doel, Marcus and Clarke, David. 2007. "Afterimages." Environrnent and Planning D. 25(5): 890-910. 

2 Eisenstein, Sergei. [1924] 1998. "The Montage of Film Attractions," in The Eisenstein Reader, edited by Richard Taylor. 

London: British Film Institute. 

3 Doel, Marcus. 2008. "From Animated Photography to Film: The Fomaation of Vcrnacular Relativity." In The 

Geography of Cinema - A Cinematic World, edited by Chris Lukinbeal and Stefan Zimmermann. Stuttgart: Franz Steiner 

Verlag. 
4 Lukinbeal, Chris. 2010. "Mobilizing the cartographic paradox: tracing the aspect of cartography and prospect of 

cinema." Digital Thematic Education 11(2): 1-32. ,Special Issue Images, Geographies and Education. 



multiplicity of flows, excesses, and interstitial spaces that engage our understandings of place 
and our own places in the world. 

you are here is an annual publication that focuses on a variety of ideas about how place is 
interpreted, experienced, and created. Submissions have historically been based in poetry, 
prose, photography, original art~Tork and critical commentary. However, because this year 
we will be expanding the journal to an online format that will complement our print edition, 
we also encourage entries that utilize new and diverse forms of media including, but not 
limited to, video, audio, animation, comics, web and graphic design, interactive 
programming, papier-mfich6, etc. 

All submissions must be received by March Ist, 2014. All entries are limited to 10 pages. 
Please include with all submissions a cover letter containing complete contact information. 
Original material will not be returned unless requested. Submissions may be sent to 
youarehere.arizona@gmail.com or mailed (along with a self-addressed, stamped envelope) 
to: 

you are here 
School of Geography and Development 
University of Arizona 
Harvill Building, Box 2 
P.O. Box 210076 
Tucson, AZ 85721-0076 
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Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Charlene, please add me to your Linkedln nem, ork 

like to connect with you on Linkedln, 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TONI6HT at 7pro for a film screening and 

discussion with acclaimed filmmaker Joel Zito Araujo. We 

will screen his most recent film, RACA. The screening will 

take place at the FedEX Global Education Buildinq in the 

Mandela A,,ditori,,m. The event is co-sponsored by the 

Institute for the Study of the Americas at UNC-Chapel 

Hill. 

Dir: Joel Zito Ara6jo /Documentary/Brazi!/Portuguese with 

English Subtitles/2013 

The feature documentary RAtA (Race), from Brazilian 

filmmaker Joel Zito Arabjo and American Megan Mylan, 

tackles racial inequality in Brazil, via the lives of three black 

Brazilians: Paulo Palm, the only black senator of the 

republic; Netinho Paula, singer and TV presenter, and Tiny 

dos Santos, Maroon activist and granddaughter of slaves, 

Click here to view the RACA Trailer: 

http: //www.racafilme.com/index enqWsh.html 

This event is FREE and open to the public. To RSVP to the 

event, please email stonecenter@unqedu~ call 919-962- 

9001, or via___F__a___c__e___b___o___o___k_=Please note: This event is taking 

place at the FedEx Global Education Buildinc.[ at UNC- 

Chapel Hill, NOT the Stone Center. 

Check out the complete Spring 2014 program agenda to 

your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our website, email us at 

stonecenter .@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Joel Zito A~aujo film events: 

Februar~ 20 at 7pro the Stone Center will screen 

Filhas do Vento (Daughters of the Wind) in the 

Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. Post film 

discussion with Ara6jo. 

February 24 at 7pro the Stone Center will 

screen"Cinderellas, Wolves and One Enchanted 

Prince at in Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. Post 

film discussion with Araujo and Spelman professor 

Erica Coleman. 

For more information about February events with 

Joel Zito Ara6jo, please email us at 

Spring 2014 Program 

Agenda 



stonecenter.@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

Don’t forget to check out Re/Iterations of 

Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements 

exhibition at the Stone Center Brown Gallery and 

1Vluseum. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements features photographs of people and places 

in social justice movements and moments in American 

History. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements will be on display at the Stone Center’s 

Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum from 

January 21 through April 25, 2014. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 12:06 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

February update ~?om the PCA/ACA 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Popular 
Culture Association. Please add operations@pcaaca.org to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in 
your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

N:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association /American Culture Association 

February Update 
11 February 2014 

SUBJECT: February Update from the PCAtACA 

Brosius and Bell, Miami Un~/e~s~y Libraries 

(BFOSiUS and Bell, Miami University Libraries) 

The PCAiACA 2014 conference is approaching faster than Cupid in a shoe 
chariot being pulled by pigeons! We hope the work on your papers is going 
well, polar vortex OF no. 
Read on for details about the conference and other news, 
News in this email: 
0. PCA/ACA 2014 Annual conference 
1, Barbara Eden at PCA/ACA 2014 
2. Alternate hotel blocks open 
3, 2014 Summer Workshop dates announced 
4. Position announcement: Executive Director of Events (due 15 Feb) 
5. Tell us what you’re looking forward to on Twitter and Facebook! 

0. PCA/ACA Annual Conference: Chicago, April 16-19, 2014. 

The conference schedule is available in searchable form here: 
http://ncp.pcaaca.or,q 



The printed program is in production and a PDF should be available in early 
March. 
1, Barbara Eden at PCA/ACA 2014 
This year’s Ray and Pat Browne Speaker is Pop Culture icon Barbara Eden, 
The event begins at 4.30pro on Thursday, 17 April. 
NOTE: The Barbara Eden event is open to    :~.~ Barbara Eden tickets 
a~ conference registrants. The following note 
pertains to visitors. 
Outside tickets: W’e’re pleased to offer a 
limited number of tickets to the Barbara Eden 
event for sale to the general public. If you’re not 
coming to the conference (V~,tny aren’t you?!) or 
you have a friend who wants to see TV’s 
Jeannie, this is the perfect opportunity. 

2. Alternate Hotel B~ocks open 
We have opened three blocks of rooms at nearby hotels for people who were 
not able to book rooms in the conference hotel. So far, all the alternate hotels 
are within three blocks of the Chicago Marriott Downtown Miracle Mile. 

For more information, see our Hotels page: 
http:i/pcaaca.or9, hotelsabout-the-a rea, 

3, 2014 Bummer Writers’ Workshop dates announced 
The F’CAiACA 2014 Summer VVriters’ 
Workshop will be held from 15-23 June 2014 in 
New York City. 

Join us for an intensive nine-day experience 
where you can begin a new project or develop a 
work in progress. Cultivate your skills in a small, 
supportive writing environment as you explore 
one of popular culture’s most exciting cities in 
the world. 

:: "~ :: Sum mer Writers’ Workshop 

For more information, see our Summer Writers’ Workshop page. 
4. Position announcement: Executive Director of Events 

The PCAiACA invites applications for the position of ED/Events for one 5-year 
term (July, 2014 to June, 2019). The EDIEvents is responsible for all planning 
of events, inc&~ding the annual conference, as directed by the Executive 
Director Oversight Committee, and serves as the PCA/ACA liaison to the hotel 
during annual PCA/ACA conferences. She/he coordinates with the Executive 
Director/Operations (PCAiACA’s chief financial officer), and submits annual 
conference financial reports. The ED/Events does not set PCAiACA policy. 

Applications are due 15 F’ebruaF~ 2014. For more info, see: 

http : llpcaaca, orgijobsi 

What are you looking forward to? Twitter and Facebook! 

Aside from the PCA/ACA website (http:i/pcaaca.org), we also have a 
Facebook page (http:iifacebook.comipcaaca) and a Twitter feed 
(http://twitte r.co m/pcaaca ) 

Now that you’ve started looking through the program, what panels, special 
sessions, outings, or events are you most looking fo~vvard to? Use the hashtag 
#pcaacal 4 to let us know. 

If you have questions or concerns please email 
President Joy Speding 
president@pcaaca.or,q 

Brendan Riley II Joe Hancock 
ED Operations II Interim ED Events 

._o_#___e___r__a___t_i__o___n___s__@p__c___a___a____c__a__~__o___r_g II ._e___v___e__D_~_@p___c___a___a___c___a__~__o___r~g 

Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this email 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Drab Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraftcom> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 12:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Final Drdt. Inc. Newsletter - February 2014 

Click here to view online 

I 
i~ Click here to visit .... line 

i~ Click hereto I ........ 

Company Newsletter 

Volume 12, Number 2 - February 11,2014 

Final Draft team members braved the crowds and the snow to attend the 2014 

Sundance Film Festival. As Iongtime supporters of the Sundance Institute 

Screenwriters Lab, Final Draft expanded our presence in Sundance, co-sponsoring 

along with the WGA Diversity department, a coffee meet-and-greet at the Blackhouse 

Foundation lounge. 

The brisk air didn’t keep over a hundred screenwriters from coming out to last night’s Meetup at the Cat 

& Fiddle in Hollywood. Ed Rieourt engaged us in tales of breaking in to the industry and what projects 

he has in store next. Don’t miss out on any of these free Final Draft Meetups by bookmarking the 

Final Draft event page to see all past, present and future opportunities to network and share a drink with 

working screenwriter& 

Seth Meyers takes over the Late Night chair from Jimmy Fallon on Monday, Februa[y 24th. In this funny 

promo, he makes sure to dot the I’s and cross the T’s getting ready, including carrying a Final Draft 

installer on a flash drive in his pocket. 

Only a month into its release, Final Draft 9 is quickly being adopted around the world. We hope you’ve 

found that the 30+ new features are helping you with your writing, but if you need a little more help, we 

have created a series of videos that go more indepth into new Final Draft 9 features. 

Mark your calendars and polish your screenplay - the Big Break Bcreenwriting Contest marks its 

15th year, and this could be your year to win the contest that can change your career. Last year we 



added television and genres to the contest, and they return along with bigger and better prizes, plus a 

special opportunity for our finalists. Make sure you don’t miss out on your Big Break and sign up to be 

notified as soon as the contest is live. 

Purchase career-changing items that include script readings with agents, lunches with working writers, 

and drinks with producers - the kind of meetings you need more than just serendipity to make happen. 

And the best part is - all proceeds benefit the Writers Guild Foundation, a nonprofit entity. Boasting a 

busy calendar of high-value events and a vast, seemingly bottomless toolbox for writers, the Foundation 

is unmatched in its efforts to promote and preserve the craft of writing for the screen. A sampling of the 

experiences you can purchase include: a One on One Master Class with Robin Swicord, A Script 

Reading and Meeting with New Regency exec Justin Lain, and Drinks with Billy Ray. Hurry over and bid 

now before the experience that could change your life is gone! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Insight Press <ray@insight-press,ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 11, 2014 1:08 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Celebrate Darwin Day’. 



Forward email 

This email was sent ~o regester@email.unc,edu by irlfo@insi~ht-pre~.com 

UL~date Profile~mailAddress [nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscrJbe~’ Privacy Policy. 

Insight Pre~ :: 4064 N. Lincoln Ave. #264 :: Chicago ]L 606~8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 8:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-> 

Celebrate Black History Momh: Explore Brown v. Board of Ed 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

~ii b ..... 

In Play :[954, the NAACP won a major legal victoiy in the 

Brown Vu Board of Education school desegregation caseu 

i{n a unanimoas decision, the U,S, Supreme Coar~ declared 

~hat "in the f~e~d of public education, the doctrine of 

’separate but equal’ has no p~ace, Separate educationa~ 

facJ~Nes ar~ inherently unequaL" 

ProQuest History Vault incfudes many collections that offer 

different perspectives on the Srown v, Board of Education 

decision, with subsbx~t.ial documentation ~n [he NAACP 

Papers. 

Give researchers first-hand accounts and multiple 

perspectives on civif rights activism and delve deeper with 

key Slack History resources: 

Hist~ ~ault - NAACt~ t~aper~: 

The N#&CP~s Major CampNgns -Education, 

Voting, Housing, Employment, Armed 

Forces, files from 1955~]965 focus on effo~s 

to ~mplement the Brown deds~on as we~ as to 

combat de facto segregation outsk~e of the 

South 

Federa~ Government Records, Civ~ RNhts 

During the Ebenhower Admhlbtratbn 

See ~ Black hi~r~, milesl3enes timeline, and ask 

your librarian to sign up fix free trials of an array of 

complementary digitized resources with content that isn’t 

available anywhere else, 

learn more 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message, 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive futther messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT 

CHAPEL HILL 

Acadetnic Advising Programs in the 
College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
Telephone: (919) 966-5116 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
CB#3110, Steele Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3105 
interact: http:L/www.unc.eduiadvising 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Professors of: 

::::AAAD Tu 3:30PM - 6:20PM 

~ LEC (11411) 
iiAAAD TuTh 2:00PM - 3:15PM 

~ LE C (11409) 

~ FREN MoWeFr 11:00AM - 11: 50AM 
~ LE C (2873) 

~POLI TuTh 12:30PM- 1:45PM 

i~ LEC (8721) 

iiRELI MoWe 3:30PM - 4:45PM 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Andrea Caldwell, Assistant Dean 

Student Absence PID#: 

This memorandum is to advise you that 
causing her absence last week. Please provide her with 

assistance in making up work missed. 

As you know, Faculty Council legislation gives each instructor the authority to 
prescribe attendance regulations for his or her classes. Only instructors excuse 
absences from classes for valid reasons. 

Your assistance and cooperation are truly appreciated. Please contact me if you 
have questions or if you need additional information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Robert Johnson <rj ohnson 1 @FRAIvI1NGHAIVI.EDU> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:17 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

equipment reserve software 

I know we’ve covered this subject bef,are but I’d like to get an update if possible. What software are you using to let students reserve portable equipment as well as editing labs? Home 
grown or something off the shelt? 

thanks! 

\’,\,’,’g///iill’,’,",w,///iiii\\\\\////llll’,",’,’,"J///llll 
Robert Johnson, Jr. 
Protbssor, Communication Arts Department 
Framingham State Umversity 
o: 508.6264684 
f: 508626.4847 
e: rj ohnson l@framingham edu 

[[’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the :following message to listsep¢@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following comanand to listserv@listserv.american edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@Iistsep¢ american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Scott Meador <wsmeador@UCA.EDU> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 1:31 PM 

U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.E DU 

Re: equipment reserve software 

Hello, 

We are using the MERCI plugin for a Drupal-based website. It works well, but can be a little persnickety to customize We are running an older version on Drupal 6, but plan to move to 

the latest and greatest of MERCI and Drupalthis summer. 

https:lldrupal or~/proiectlmerci 

I have also looked at this, but not long enough to know if it would be better: http:/Iblo~zhdk.ch/leihs/ 

MERCI/Drupal and leihs are both free and are actively maintained. You must have the IT resources to host them though. We host MERCI/Drupal using hostgator, which automates 

Drupal and database setup 

Thanks, 

Scott Meador 
Assistant Professor of Digital Filmmaking 
University of Central Arkansas 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listse~v@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name,) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write tMs command in body of email witt~ 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

JeW Hartman <Jeny.Hartman@WALLAWALLA.EDU> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 2:48 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: equipment reserve soak-are 

We use a program called Check hr’Out Organizer Pro. It is useable with the standard fo~ms and fields that are predefined, but is also customizable. It also has the 

abili~ to reserve items and track late return fees if needed. $245. 

http:/ix~vw.primasofl.com/pm software/check inout soflavare pro.htm 

Interim Department Chair 

Dc~partm~nt of (i~3mmunicat~ons and l.ang~ag~s 

204 S, Coilege Ave 

College Ph~ce, VVA 29~24 

DE] 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 9:16 AM, Robert Johnson <r~ohnsonl~,~FRAMINGHAM.EDU> wrote: 

I know we’ve covered this subject before but I’d like to get an update if possible. What so~-are are you using to let s~adents reserve portable equipment 

as well as editing labs? Home grown or ,something offthe shelt? 

thanks! 

\\\\v/i/llll\\\\vi/illli\\\\v/i/liii\\\\v///iiii 
Robert Johnson, Jr. 
Professor. Communication Arts Depart~nant 

Framingham State Unive~i~ 

o: 508.626.4684 

f: 508.626.4847 

e: ~j ohnson 1 @framingham .edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by ~nding the Ibllowing message to list~rvCb~lis~serv.mnerican.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nan~e should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a lisl by sending the following cotnmand to listserv@listserv.aanerican.edu: 

signoffUFVALIST- L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L@list~rv.american.edu 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0,Vrite this command in body 
) o ofemail with nothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jen Proctor               @GIVlAIL.COIVI> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 2:59 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: equipment reserve sofa,-are 

I had originally asked abom this, m~d we went with phpSchedulelt for our solution, which is working quite well so fro - we have it set up through Stratus5 hosting at 

$10/month. It looks like they have some kind of new bundled solnlion called Booked, thongh, so I can’t speak to the new setup: 

http://php.brickhost.com/ 

Jen 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 1:31 PM, Scott Meador <wsmeador~nca.edu> wrote: 
Hello, 

We are using the MERCI plugin for a Drupal-based website. It works well, but can be a little persnickety to customize We are running an older version on Drupal 6, but plan to move to 

the latest and greatest of MERCI and Drupalthis summer. 

https:lldrupal or~q/proiectlmerci 

have also looked at this, but not long enough to know if it would be better: http:/Iblo~zhdk.ch/leihs/ 

MERCI/Drupal and leihs are both free and are actively maintained. You must have the IT resources to host them though. We host MERCI/Drupal using hostgator, which automates 

Drupal and database setup. 

Thanks, 

Scott Meador 
Assistant Professor of Digital Filmmaking 
University of Central Arkansas 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsetv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAMST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(~,Jistserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L(i~,listserv.american.edu 

Je,mifer Proctor 

Assistant Professor, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Depaztment of Lm~guage, Culture, and Communication 

Universily of Michigan-Deartxm~ 

http:#www.umd.umich.edu/i 

http://ienniferproctor.com 

http:#los~nlight.ovg 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Fnll Name ( Full Name shonld be 

your tirst and last name.) Yon ca~ leave a list by sending the tbllowing commmad to listserv@lislserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in tx~dy 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You ca~ post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Devine <mdevine@successfillproposal.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 7:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

i~)i, Two-day Grant Development workshop at NCSU Feb 24 - 25 

Greetings: As a courtesy notice, we would like to remind you to join us at our two- day grant development workshop at North Carolina State Uttiversity. Raleigh, 

No(th Carolina. Februa~ 24 - 25, 2014. Lem’n from Professional Giant Writers how to pletmre, write and secure grants froln various funding agencies. We roll be 

finalizing the attendee list SOOl~ if interested please visit our website or contact us at 1.877.414.8991 to register/reserve seating. 

Additional discounts ale available for groups that would like to participate in this interactive workshop. 

Thank~ 

Progrm~ Coordinator 

ISFD 

1.877.414.8991 

You received this e-mail due to your institutional or organizational affiliation If we sent this e-mail to you in error, and you wish not to receive any further e-mails from us, simply send us an 
email with the word Unsubscribe as subject. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mike Harvey <mike@SHARPYPICTURES.COIVI> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:39 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: equipment reserve so~-are 

We built a web-based cus~tom sys~tem from scratch. It was designed and built by the digital arts faculty in a PHPiSQL environment, hosted in our data center, 
supported by our IT depaxtment. We can use it to manage cage inventory and equipment status, create and manage equipment "kits", manage user accounts for 

students, facul~ and cage siafl; set business hours and rules, manage classes ofl’ered, assign faculD’ to classes, backup and restore the database. Faculty have access 

to lock/unlock their s~dents’ access, and set specific equipment rights for their classes. Students can reserve equipment in accordance with the set business rules, 

manage their accounts, see check out history. Cage workers have their own interface for check-ins, check-outs, walk-in reservations, and late returns. We are 
constamly adding new t}atures per student and tkculty input. The system has served us well Ii)r nearly eight yea~s. 

Mike Harvey 
Interim Assistant Professor, Television and Radio 
Howard Community College, Howard County, MD 
EMAIL: mharvey(’~,howardcc.edu 

OFFICE: 443-518-3033 

Prod ucedDit~ctor/Editor 
SharpyPictures, LLC 
EMAIL: mike@sharpypictures.com 
CELL: 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 2:48 PM, JeW Hartman <Jerry.Hartman(~WALLAWALLA.EDU> wrote: 

We use a program called Check In/Out Organizer Pro. It is useable with the standard forms and fields that are predefined, but is also customizable. It 

also has the ability to reserve items and track late return fees if needed. $245. 

http:/iwww.pmnasoft.confpro software, check inout soflwa~-e pro.htm 

.letW Hartman, h, dFA 

Associate Pro~essor Film, Television, aad Culture 

Ir;terim t;epartmen~ Chair 
Departm~?n~ o~ Communications and Lar!guages 

WaHa Wal~a University 

204 S. College Ave 
College Flace, WA 99324 

Office: 509~527~2832 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 9:16 AM, Robert Johnson <~johnsonl@FRAM1NGHAM.EDU> wrote: 

I know we’ve covered this subject before but I’d like to get an update if possible. What software aace you using to let students reserve 

portable equipment as well as editing labs? Home grown or something offthe shelt~2 

thanks[ 

Robert Johnson, Jr. 

Prot}ssor, Communication Arts Department 

Framinghaan State University 

o: 508.626.4684 

f: 508.626.4847 

e: lj ohnsonl @fiaminghan~.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to lis~tserv&)lis~tserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be your fiBt and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(&listserv.american.edu: 

signoffUFVALIST- L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mM to UFVALIST-L(~listserv.american.edu 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tserv(~listserv,american,edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name,) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv~listserv.anmrican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in body- of ema]l ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the ~bllowing command to listserv@lis~tser<american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body, 
ofemail with nothing else) Posfing Messages: You can post messages to the liszt by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC<cs nabdllc.com@mai122.wdc01.mcdlv.net~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 7:47 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Aliican Americm~ studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
supervision of the Works Progress Administration. These former 
slaves, most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the 
Civil War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on 
plantations, in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a 
peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they 
capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of 
life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken 
alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. 
Read together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in 

North America, allowing us to explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth- 
century slavery, including labor, resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and 
religious belief. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United States and subject 
librarians will be counted on to provide students, faculty and researchers with information on 
slavery in America. Please recommend the purchase of the complete set of Slave Narratives 
(ISBN 9780403022113) to your subject librarian or the collection development librarian by 
forwarding this email offer. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using purchasing or credit card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax 
and email. This set is available from Coutts Information Services, Baker & Taylor Books, Follett 
Library Resources, Brodart and many other library book dealers. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

Purchase orders are accepted ~rem a~l libraries, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 Hardbound 9,952 pages. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Amer:csq Book D:stribtitors, LLC ¯ [-%:3 .’P..ox 5 ,O Hai~qburg. Mi 48139 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CCA Lectures and Readings <communications@cca.edu> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 1:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

CCA LECTURES :: FEBRUARY-MARCH 2014 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

Friday, February 14, 11 am 

CCA Oakland campus 

Rails Painting Studio 

Stanya Kahn works in sound design, drawing, writing, 

and performance. Her work engages with strategies 

of communication, the body in the world, affective 

power, and the making, use, and abuse of meaning. 

Part of the .:-:’~ .~ ...!’;.:b.:hy ,~ .. ~’:~ .:.. ~:" 

D A ii.ii: 10 
Tuesday, February 18, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Dario Robleto offers a new multimedia artist talk 

investigating whether the continuity of love and 

memory--over vast reaches of time and space--is 

truly possible, He will use as a key example his 

research around the Golden Record a 12-inch 

phonograph record carried by the Voyager I space 

probe, 

Thursday, February 20, 11 am 

CCA Oakland campus 

Rails 202 

CCA Photography Program chair Tammy Rae Carland 

will focus on work she produced while on sabbatical 

last year, including her current solo show Live from 

Somewhere at Jessica Silverman Gallery in San 

Francisco, on viewthrough March I. 

Part of the FY~::~ :.!;:’~.! .::., !~ ~.~::~:.’~ :~ ~’."! ~":; 



Friday, February 21,4:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

Max Posner’s plays include The Thing About Air 

Travel The Famished, Gun Logistics, Snore (and 

other sorts of breathing), and Judy. His plays have 

been staged and developed at Playwrights Horizons, 

Actors Theatre of Louisville, Page 73, Williamstown 

Theatre Festival, Soho Rep, and Clubbed Thumb 

Friday, February 21,7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

David Sherwin is a principal designer at frog, a global 

innovation firm, where he helps to guide the research, 

strategy, and design of novel products and services 

Over the past 17 years, his clients have included 

AT&T, Cingular Wireless, Girl Effect, Holland America 

Line, Onyx, Microsoft, and many others. 

Presented by the Interaction Design Program 

Monday, February 24, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Aaron Betsky is a critic, curator, educator, lecturer, and 

writer on architecture and design, who since 2006 has 

been the director of the Cincinnati Art Museum He 

was director of the Venice Biennale of Architecture in 

2008 Previously he served as director of the 

Netherlands Architecture Institute, and as the 

architecture and design curator at SFMOMA. 

Tuesday, February 25, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Deborah Willis, PhD, is professor and chair of the 

Department of Photography & Imaging at Tisch School 

of the Arts at NewYork University, She is also affiliated 

with the College of Arts and Sciences Africana 

Studies, She has been a Guggenheim Fellow, a 

Fletcher Fellow, and a MacArthur Fellow, 

Presented by Visual and Critical Studies 

Monday, March 3, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Pier Viftorio Aureli cofounded Dogma in 2002. Dogma 

works on the relationship between architecture and 

the city by focusing mostly on urban design and large- 

scale projects Parallel to this, the members of 

Dogma are intensely engaged with teaching, writing, 

and research. 



Should 
Joburg 

seli  o  ut on 
Trade routes 

OIL(} OGbiiBi:’:’.,: Ki:’:’.MAi",.iG WA 

Tuesday, March 4, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Moderated by Dominic Willsdon, curator of education 

and public programming at SFMOMA, this roundtable 

will address the tumultuous history of the 2nd 

Johannesburg Biennale, which took place in the 

aftermath of the end of apartheid and the first 

multiracial elections in South Africa 

Part of the::’:~. ::~ ::, :: :v ..:~-::~.v." 

Tuesday, March 4, 7:30 pm 

CCA Oakland campus 

Treadwell Ceramic Arts Center 

The ceramic installation artist Yoonchung P. Kim will 

lecture about her work and her conflicting feelings 

regarding her rebellions against the strong, at times 

overbearing, Korean ceramic tradition versus homage 

to that tradition. 

Presented by the Ceramics Program 

Wednesday, March 5, 4 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Shimon Attie, a New York-based, internationally 

renowned visual artist, will present and discuss 

selected art projects, from early site-specific 

installations across Europe to more recent works that 

involve immersive, multichannel video installations 

Presented by the Community Arts Program 

Wednesday, March 5, 7:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Camille Utterback is an internationally acclaimed 

artist whose work explores the aesthetic and 

experiential possibilities of linking computational 

systems to human movement and gesture, in layered 

and often humorous ways. 

Part of the .’- :.< ~ :,:." 

Friday, March 7, 3:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Shinpei Kusanagi lives and works in Tokyo. In recent 

years, he has primarily worked with acrylic and 

colored pencil on canvas. His abstract compositions 

reference specific landscapes held in memory, but 

blurred, diffused, nearly washed away. 

Part of the F’i mi’:." ii:’ 



Monday, March 10, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Mauricio Soto teaches comprehensive building 

design studios, building technologies, and seminars 

related to lightweight and membrane structures at 

CCA. He is a founding partner of the Studio for 

Lightw’eight Design, specializing in lightw’eight, 

membrane, and deployable structures. 

Tuesday, March 11,6 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Wendy White has had solo exhibitions at Andrew 

Rafacz Gallery, Chicago; Leo Koenig Inc., NewYork; 

Galeria Moriarty, Madrid; Van Horn, Dusseldorf; 

Maruani & Noirhomme, Brussels; and the University of 

Tennessee at Chattanooga. 

Part of the .’-- ~.~! .f) !<," L ~!~ :~.:. ~!~ ::’:’ ~ :.’ ~ .: 

Wednesday, March 12, 7:30 pm 

CCA Oakland campus 

Nahl Hall 

Valerie Miner is the award-winning author of 14 books. 

Her latest novel is Traveting with Spirits (Livingston 

Press 2013), and her others include After Eden, 

Range of Light, A Walking Fire, Winter’s Edge, Blood 

Sisters, All Good Women, Movement: A Novel in 

Stories, and Murder in the English Department. 

Part of the .~--,~!~’,~.~ ::’:’,~. ~"::’~!~i:.:~ ." ii:’ .:::~!~ .~!~~ 

Thursday, March 13, 7 pm 

Brava Theater Center 

2781 24th Street, San Francisco 

The British filmmaker Pratibha Parmar is a known for 

helping to shape the contours of popular discourse on 

race, representation, sexuality, and creativity. Parmar 

will talk about her work with Allan deSouza, a Nairobi- 

born photographer and multimedia artist. 

Part of Queer Conversations on Culture and the Arts 

Friday, March 14, 4:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

Julie Ezelle Patton is the author of Using Blue To Get 

Black, Notes for Some (,Nominally) Awake, and A 

Garden Per Verse (or What Else do You Expect from 

Dirt?). Her work has appeared in ((eco (tang)(uage 

(reader)), Critiphoria, and nocturnes. 

Part of t,he ~.i:: :"~,;’!; :~. 4~;4~:~ 



Monday, March 17, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

NUSSLI, a Swiss construction company, specializes 

in the implementation of temporary buildings and 

exhibitions. In this lecture, Martin Joos will share 

some of their international projects from the past 20 

years. 

Part of the ;.. i ~ r :.r C’:!~-;;~:~!~ ~. ~ ~::~ :.~ ~ :~ ~’."! ~.:: 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by communications@cca.edu 

Update Profile/Email Address :: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

California College of the Arts I 1111 Eighth Street I San Francisco I CA I 94107-2247 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Open <Announcements@news.sagepub.com’- 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 2:20 PM 

Regester, Cha~:lene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Submit your manuscfpt to SAGE Open 

~:: Journal Name 

SAGE Open - still only $99 if accepted! 

Submit your manuscript to SAGE Open-- the 
open access journal for the social sciences and 
humanities 

Benefits of Publishing in this Journal 

When you publish in ~.~..Q~A~, you will 
enjoy: 

[ 

Submit Your Article Online 

] 
http:/imcmam~scriptcentral.comlsa.qeopen 

¯ Rigorous peer review of your r~search 

¯ Prompt publishing 

¯ Guaranteed targeted, multid[sciplina~ audience 

¯ Open Access a~icles, driving high visibility for maximum global exposure 

A bout SA GE Open 

Join the more than 3,000 researchers who have submitted their papers to SAGE Open, and take 
advantage of the discounted $99 APC. 

SAGE Open is a gmundbreaking, open-access publication of peer-reviewed, original research 
and review articles from SAGE. Articles span the full spectrum of the social and behavioral 
sciences and the humanities. SAGE Open articles receive high quality peer review, copy editing, 
typesetting, and electronic delivery. This special discounted price does not affect the publishing 
services or quality. 

Submitting your manuscript is free. Only if your manuscript is accepted will you pay the $99 
APC. For more information, view the SAGE Open manuscript submission guidelines. 

[] Advisory Board and Editorial Board 

See some of the features SAGE Open offers, and access articles below. 

Access SAGEOpen’s Recently Published Articles 

View our Cited A~ticles 

View the SAGE Open Subject Collections 

Sign up to review SAGE Open articles 

We look forward to receiving your submission. 

Sincerely, 

The SAGE Open Team 

chck hereto 

more 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oracle <replies@oracle- mail.corn> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 2:50 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Building the Modem Data Center - Charlotte - March 5 

\~j~’,.~.,. this message in a Web browser 

Building the Modern Data Center - Optimized Solutions - Charlotte, NO 

Do these daily pressures on your data center sound 
familiar? 

Mobile devices accelerating customer 

expectations for instan~ access ~o data wherever 
they are 

Data explosion and transaction overloads drivin9 

information growth 

h~terde#endent business ecosystems w~th rapid 

and unpredictable change increasing bus#~ess 
complexity 

You work hard to meet these challenges but the 
systems you rely on to address them have been 
haphazardly pu~ together by vendors with point 
solutions, The result? An underutilized data center thai 
is costly and cumbersome, 

Attend Oracle’s Optimized Data Center event and learn 

first-hand how Oracle customers have achieved 
irnpactful results via this approach. 

Oracle’s h~te.grated approach modernizes your data 
center to: 

hnprove business fle×ibility ihrough pro- 

integrated systems 

Achieve the bes~ application performance 

Transform ~egacy ~nfrasttucture into versatile 

system resources provisioning of v~riua~ machine 
resources 

~ Register Now 

orcall 1,800,820J5592 ext 12142 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 

3:00 pm -- .,’;:00 F.m. 

Capital GBHe 

201 N Tryor! Street 

Charlotte; NC 

17043481400 

Directions 

Featured Speaker 

~ 
N ancy Swanso# 
Rrincipal F’[oduc[ Marketing 

Director, Oracle 

Stay Connected 

Use hashtag #OracleODC 

~ister now for lhi,s evenl or call 1,800,820,~592 ext. 
12142, 

Please take a minute to watch this interesting video: 



Your Data Center, Optimized. 

If you are an employee or official of a government organization, please click t~e:e for important ethics information 

regarding this event. 

I 
~ Hard ..... 

d Software Engi ..... d to Work Together 
"" 

Copyright ,~;, 2013, Oracle. All rigilts reserved. ~?/J~?~..~.~ I 

SEV100274133_LRT100274121 

Oracle Corporation - Worldwide Headquarters, 500 Oracle Parkway, OPL - E-mail Services, Redwood Shores, CA 94065, United 

States 

Your privacy is important to us. You can ~ to your account to update your e-mail subscriptions or you can opt-out of all Oracle 

Marketing e-mails at any time. 

Please note that opting-out of Marketing communications does not affect your receipt of important business communications 

related to your current relationship with Oracle such as Security Updates, Event Registration notices, Account Management and 

Support/Service communications. 



Script <scd ptmag @f’wmedia.co m> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 3:11 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Jeanne’s Screenwriting Tips: Selfing a Screenplay 

If I had ~: dime for every time someone emaiied me ~:sl<ir~g, "How do I sell my .%’reenpl~:y?" I’d be .so weaithy I wodidn’[ 

~all< about something ,glse l:oday -1:he one thing 1:hat co{~id keep !/ou fl-om e~’er seiiing u~ .screenpl~:y 

Your at[i[ude 

That’s righl: M!/screenwdting tip today is no[ aboul: p~;~[h~g prose on [i~e p~:ge, wril:mg ~: query I,gfl:,gr or crea[ing 

people ’want ~(," be ar{xsr~d Afl:er ~:ll, i~ car~ t~:ke years 1:o 9o l:hrough scrip[ development with a producer. If you’re 

1:o work wi[h cli~g to your dadmgs like [he~r a life ~dt on the l-il:anic or dol~’l: Iisl:en to notes objectively, ~/ou’ll be fired 

faster thal~ Charlie Sheen can yell, "WINNERP B~;~ you wol~’t be winrfil~g a~ all Yot~:~ be f~ghtmg for wdfil~g credit wi~h 

#F"iMPl:ipol~heday: [:)orft suck 

ff you follow me or~ ]wil:t,gr, you=re famili~:r with m!/#F"iMPl:ipof~i~eday 1P,~/,geLs (I’m know;~ as [i~e r,gsid6m~ "Twirler Pimp" 

because I h,glp promo,e my f!iend.s and i~.ormafior~ i fi~,’t helpf~;I). Well, [he one ahoy,9, I give ofl:,gn but people still 

seerr~ to rrliss ihe .ooird: ~--lere’.s 1:he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Jarrett, Steve <jarretes@WFU.EDU> 

Thursday, Februaw 13, 2014 5:25 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: equipment reserve so,rare 

We tried to use MERCI, but discovered to our chagrin that Dmpal apparently has a wide open back door that leaves it ridiculously’ vulnerable to mischief. As soon as 

it was up on the server, our I.S. depextment started calling us to complain that it was being crawled relentlessly by [x~ts. After a couple of days of this they just flat out 

told us that we had to take it down -- no ifs, ands, or buts. Has anyone else encountered fl~is proNem, and if so, did you find a solulion? 

Steve Jarmtt 

Communication Department 

Wake Forest University 

Ou Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 1:31 PM, Scott Meador <wsmeador~uca.edu> wrote: 
Hello, 

We are using the MERCI plugin for a Drupal-based website. It works well, but can be a little persnickety to customize We are running an older version on Drupal 6, but plan to move to 

the latest and greatest of MERCI and Drupalthis summer. 

https:lldrupal or~q/proiectlmerci 

have also looked at this, but not long enough to know if it would be better: http:/Iblo~zhdk.ch/leihs/ 

MERCI/Drupal and leihs are both free and are actively maintained. You must have the IT resources to host them though. We host MERCI/Drupal using hostgator, which automates 

Drupal and database setup. 

Thanks, 

Scott Meador 
Assistant Professor of Digital Filmmaking 
University of Central Arkansas 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsetv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAMST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(~,,listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L(i~,listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your firs1 and last name.) You cma leave a list by sending the following commaM to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write "dais commmad in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Postiug Messages: You can post messages to "the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lislserv.american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caxolina Annual Fund <aJmualfund@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februm3, 13, 2014 7:21 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Why do you love Carolina? 

Why do you Love Carolina? 

Many of us think of Valentine’s Day as a day to 

express our love for the individuals that are 

important to us. In this spirit, we hope you 

remember the love and appreciation you have for 

Carolina. 

We love our beautiful campus, our inspirational 

faculty, our exceptional students and that 

indescribable feeling of knowing that we are a part 

of the Tar Heel family. 

Why do you #LoveCarolina? Share with us fora 

chance to win a Carolina pride gift basket! 

i):i i:~i.i, us the reason(s) why you love UNC- 

Chapel Hill (use #LoveCarolina). 

Share your favorite UNC picture on 

Instagram (tag @CarolinaDevelopment and 

use #LoveCarolina). Print off the 

#LoveCarolina sign i).:::L,12 if you want to 

include it with your picture! 

iqi::~ i.::e ;~: ’!i i=: ~. ~.:::, i.i~i..iC in honor of someone special and we’ll send that person a 

Carolinagram on Valentine’s Day. Simply email ~=.~:::,iL. ~::~e~ ::ii~::,:~i!<~,: .e::ii~ with the 

name and e-mail address of who you are honoring once you’ve made your gift. 

The average person spends $130.97 on Valentine’s Day. We invite you to replace the money 

spent on a Valentine’s Day gift and show your love by ~i~::i!-::.i.~.!~i:i..:)..~:;.i:i:.!.i to an area on campus 

that means the most to you or your loved one instead. Cifts can support students, faculty, 

research, programs and more. 

Thank you for showing your love for Carolina! 

P.S. Are you our secret admirer? Want to let us know? 

#LoveCarolina 

Give Now 

MAKE .& (-,"IF] __ "__ []_ S~-4AFR[{-:_ *__ []_ ]WEE[__ :__ []_ GIVING 

~703535427 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 7:32 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-ti~culty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Socie~ next week -- Mon Feb 17: "Fax from Vietnam" (7:30pro; French New Wave docu); The Feb 18: "Junebng"; Wed Feb 

19: "Welcome to Dongmakgol" 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

Far from Vietnam 
(Loin du Viemam) 

== Download PDF l~lver I More Info I View Trailer == 



Junebug 
== Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer == 

Welcome to Dongmakgol 
== Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer == 



h ttt~ : //ami. duke. edu/scr eens o cietv 

~ll Screend~ociety events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the l~oving Image 

Ha n k Okazaki 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving Image 

Smi th Wareh OL~Se 

114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durha~’, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3@31 

Fax: 919-68~-1378 

Web: http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FTVA, Research Study Center <ars~@cinema.ucla.edu:, 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 7:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Attention Mark 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Thank you for your e-mail. 

Only David Harem (1934) is held here at UCLA. Below- is a list of a few other places you might consider in your search 

All the best, 

Mark Quigley 
Access Archivist 
Manager, Research & Stud)’ Center 
UCLA Film & Television Archive 

LIBR~a~RY OF CONGRESS 
Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Recorded Sotmd Division 
Room 336, James IVladison Building 
101 Independence Ave, S.E. 
Washington, DC 20540-4690 
Phone: (202) 707-8572 
Fax: (202) 707-2371 
Website: http://www.loc. ~ov/rr/mopic 

GEORG E EAS’]"M~KN HOUSE 

Menschel Library 

900 East Ave. 

Rochester, NY 14607 

Phone: (585) 271-3361 x313 

Fax: (585) 271-3970 

Website: ht tp ://www eastmanhouse.org 

AC ADEiVW FILM ARCtIIVE 

Pickford Center :[’or Motion Picture Stud), 
1313 Vine Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90028 
Phone: (310) 247-3016 x3332 
Website: http://www.oscars, or~/filmarch lve/index.htm[ 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:re~ester(&email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 11:09 AM 
To: FTVA, Research Stu@ (;enter 
SubJect: Attention Mark 

Dear Mark: As a follow- up to our previous phone conversation, I am attempting to locate several fihns in which Stepin Fetchit appeared. Please let me know if the following films are in your 
archive or if you are aware of other places where they migl-lt be located as such inforu~ation is helpful. I already know that Eastman House in Rochester has a copy- of Hearts in Dixie (1929) 
so since I am on the east coast this will be easy for me to access. 

If any of the needed titles are located in your archive - I am willing to make the trip to UCLA over the surmrlcr but I don’t want to travel for just one film. But anyway, I arrl looking for: 

In Old Kentuc~" (1927) 

The Ghost Talks (1929) 

Cameo Kirby- (1930) 

The Prodigal (1931 also titled The Southerner) 

David Harurn (1934) 

Thanks much for your assistance. If you want to know- about my research, I published African American Actresses: The Struggle for Visibili~ (2010) Indiana L-niversib" Press. Finally, I 
really appreciate your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mark Freeman <mfreeman@MAIL.SDSU.EDU> 

Thursday, Februaw 13, 2014 8:26 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Screenwriter position 

For a]l you folks fieezing in the East .... 

San Diego State is hiring a screenwriter. Our program is growing again and we are looking for new talent. 

Please help us get the word out. 

http:/iafliliated.sdsu.edu/ColPSFA/theatret~,film.htm 

best, 

Mark 

Mark Freeman 

Professor 

School of Theatre, Television, and Film 

San Diego State University 

5500 Campanile Dr. 

San Diego, CA 92182- 7601 

Ph 619 594-5497 

Fax 619 594-1391 

http:i/w~wv.markfreemanfilms.org 

"Freedom of expression is the matrix~ the indispensable conditio~ of neaarly eveu other fom~ offreedo,n." Benjamin Nathan Cardozo 

"The jaws of power are always open to devour~ and her arm is stretched out, if possible, to des~troy the freedom of thinking, speaking and writing." John Adams 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



...... more computers than all all Wi~OOW~ PC~ CO}"~bi~ed 

W~ndows PC~ 
combined         ::::::::~ .::.::d:~ ~)~@’S ~V}~C ~9~0~1~ ~t~ ~O~)S 

k Colleges Raise Record Coll@g@S Raise Record $33,8 SHied8 
....... $33.8 Billion ~ceeding Exceeding U.S, Pea~ ~ 2009 

U.S. Peak in 2009 

IX Confessions of Big Confessions of Big Brand Social 
Brand Social Media Managers - DJgJday 
aanag .... Digiaay 



Jeff SeIingo 

L ..... I F’olk~w 

L I Follow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oflfice@cmsmdies.org 

Friday, February 14, 2014 8:01 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Reminder to VOTE in the SCMS election 

Why not show us your love’? VOTE in the 2014 SCMS election (closing February 28 at 11:59pm CT). 

If you rash to stop receiving email from us, you cma simply remove yonrself by visiting: http:/iwww.cmsmdies.org/members/EmailOptPreferences.aspx? 

id 9512683&e regester@email.unc.edu&h lcfcTd6f5ba6c7t3946c85b38d5d31eb077751c0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail60.atl31.mcdlv.net> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 10:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Order Native Peoples encyclopedia ISBN 9781878592734 for Native American studies faculty and students 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American Studies faculty 
and students will be looking for new reference materials 
that are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures of the Americas. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
9781878592736. The eight volume set (3,180 pages) is $995.00. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z is available from Baker and Taylor Books, Coutts Information Services, The 
Book House, Emery-Pratt, Brodart and many other book dealers. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (By. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~n Book Distrib~itors, LLC ¯ P© Box 510 Hamburg, [’~’~1 48139 USA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AutoNolificalion@wamnet.com 

Friday, Februmy 14, 2014 2:33 PM 

undisclo~d recipents@w~unnet.com 

WAM’.NET Portal Rebranding 

Dear valued customer, 

On Wednesday, February 19, the WAM!NET Portal will be rebranded from Savvis with a red color palette to CenturyLink Technology Solutions with a green color 

palette. 

Savvis is now CenturyLink Technology Solutions. In January, Savvis announced that it will deliver its services under the name CenturyLink Technology Solutions. 

The WAM!NET Portal will be updated on Wednesday, February 19, with the CenturyLink Technology Solutions name using a green color palette. If you access the 

WAM !NET portal with www~wamnet.com, www.wamnet.co.uk portal.wamnet.com, or portal.wamnet.co.uk you will see the new branding after February 19. If 

you are using a custom branded edition of the WAM!NET Portal by accessing it through a custom URL similar to <my company>.wamnet.com, you won’t see any 

changes. 

This update will not have any functional changes to the WAM!NET Portal. 

For more information on the change to CenturyLink Technology Solutions please see the _n___e___w____s___r___e_[__e__a___s__e_.. 

If you have questions, please do not respond to this message. Instead, ._c_9__n__t__a___c__t____u__s_. 

If you prefer to not receive future communications regarding WAM !NET Services you may choose to opt-out by changing the WAM !NET Service Announcements 

option on your user profile in the WAM!NET Portal. If you are not authorized to update your service Iogin account, please contact your Administrator. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 3:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-* 

Baroque Music, Classic Fihns, Fa~nily Day, a~d ARTINI! 

NEWS FROM THE 

Music in the Galleries: UNC Baroque EnsembLe 
Sunday, 16 February, 2:00 PM 

FREE! All ages welcome. 

Encounter musical visions of the New World with this concert of early 

music, JnctudJng Jean-Philippe Rameau’s Les Indes Galantes, by the UNC 

Baroque Ensemble, part of the UNC Music Department. 

Presented in connection with the current exhibition "The New Found 

Land": En~ravings by Theodor de Bry from the Collection of it4ichael N. 

Meet Woodw@rker B~H 
ACKLAND MUSEUM STORE 

Saturday, 15 February, 1:00-3:00 PM 
(POSTPONED: Opening Reception scheduled for Friday, 14 February) 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Leaving the Table: The Furniture o]~ Bill Neville celebrates the 30-year 

career of this Chapel Hiil craftsman. The show features four newly- 

crafted tables which use the exotic veneer ciaro walnut hurl, as weil as a 

series of mirrors, tall shelves, and many large turned vessels in a variety 

of native and exotic woods. Meet and chat with Bil[ this Saturday from 

:00-3:00 PM. Learn more! 

Ackland F~lm Forum 
Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

On the big screen at the Varsity Theatre, films devoted to the ways that 

Hollywood cinema, particularly depression-era comedies, have depicted 



the problems and possibilities of democracy. 

Tues, 18 February, 7:00 PM . 

Ruggles o~ Red Gap 

(rescheduled from 13 February) 

Thurs, 20 February, 7:00 PM 

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington 

A film history of our popular music, 

from Blues to Bluegrass to 

Broadway. 

Tuesday, 25 February, 7:00 PM 

The Blues and Gospel Music ..... 

Martin Scorsese Presents the ....... 

Blues: "Feel Like Going Home" 

Say ~en, Somebody 

Thursday, 27 February, 7:00 PM 

Broadway and Tin Pan Alley 

Broadway: The ~erican 

"Syncopated City" 

The Acktand Film Forum is made poss~bte by the generous support of Ruby Lerner. 

~ North Carot~na Public Radio WUNC is the Officia[ ~edia Sponsor of 

~ 
the Ack~and Firm Forum. 

Joi~ us for th~ first an~ua~ AC~LAND ART~N~ 
Friday, 14 March, 7:30~9:30 

Enjoy an evenin8 of entertainment, 1930s sty[e~ Specially-crafted 

cocktaits, classic card 8ames, and [~ve jazz. Learn more. 

Tickets: $45 for Ack[and Members I $50 for non-members 

On sale now at the Ack[and Museum Store 

Get ~n the maod for ART~N~ at our Feature N~ghts~ 

Sample the cocktails to be featured at the March 14th event at their 

sponsoHn8 venues. Free to attend, Feature Ni£hts 8~ve 50~ of speda[ty 

drink sales back to the Ack[and~ 

Roberts Lounge at The Franklin Hotel 

The "Hatchetat~on" Artin~ 

Thursday, 20 February, 5:30-7:00 PM 

The Crunkleton 

Barrel ABed Chrysanthemum Artini 

Thursday, 27 February, 5:30-7:00 PM 

JuJuBe 

The JuJuBe Manhattan Artini 

Thursday, 6 March, 5:30-7:00 PM 

Family Day: "Discovering North 
Sunday, 23 February, 2:00-5:00 PM 



This month, families wilt discover artworks that ~ave 16th-century 

Europeans their first ~[impse of the nat|ve people and [and of North 

Carolina. Create a telescope and other way-findin~ instruments for your 

journey throu~lh the ~a[leries and listen to stories about exploration and 

treasure at 3:00 and 4:00 PM. 

**Please note that Family Day activities are designed for children a~es 4 

to 12 years old.** 

Now oN V~ewt 

THANK YOU! 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public 

prosrams are made possible by ~enerous 

support from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends like you. Become a 

member of the Ack[and Art Museum 

today! 

Do you have comments or questions 

about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

AK objects from the coKection of the Ack[and Art 

Museum~ The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

HiK, un[ess otherwise noted. 



Jacopo Amigoni, Italian, b. 1682: Venus Dfsarmfn~, Cupfd (detail)~ 1 730s or 1740% oi[ on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Arno[dus h~ontanus~ Dutch~ c. 1625-1683~ ~lap of Florfda and VfrS’fnfa~ 1671 ~ engraving with hand-coloring. Lent by 

Michael N. Joyner. 

Theodor de Bry~ Franco-F[emish~ 1528-1598~ engraver~ and John White~ Eng[ish~ active in Amedca~ c. 1540 - c. 

1 593-1606~ designer: A Weroan or £reat Lord o~ V~r£fnfa (detai0~ plate 3 from Thomas Harriot’s A Brfe£e and True 

Report o£ the New Found Land o~ Vfr£fnfa~ published 1590; engraving. Lent by Michael N. Joyner. 

Leo John Meissner~ American~ 1895-1977: War Bulletfns~ c. 1942; wood engraving. Hunter and Cathy Alien 

Collection. 

Robert Doisneau~ French~ 1912-1994: The Kfss by the HOtel de Vflle ’Le Bafser de l’HOtet de Vflte)~ 1950; ge[at]n 

s~tver pdnt. Gift of W~tt~am A. Hair, III. 

Forward this email 

"]’his emeil was sent to regester@emaiLunc.edu by ._es__b_9_w_l__e_s_@_e_[n_a_i_l~_l n_.c_=e__d_ y. :: 

Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Otfice of Gift Planmng <gif~lasming@unc.edu~ 

Friday, Febrnary 14, 2014 3:26 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Secret Admirer 





Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, February 16, 2014 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~erts for your 
saved searches 
Results" February 18, 
2014 

fundit"~tg search Feb 08 
funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Native American Journalists Association 
(NAJA) 
Awards 

Deadline: 
Apdl 1,2014 

David Sw~nso~ Caree~" Achieve~°f~e~st 
Award 

Sponsor: 
American Political Science Association 
(APSA) 
Organized Section: 23. Political 
Communication 

Deadline: 
March 1,2014 

Sponsor: 
American Political Science Association 
(APSA) 
Organized Section: 23. Political 
Communication 

Deadline: 
March 1,2015 

Sponsor: 
Association for Asian Studies, Inc. (AAS) 

Amount: 
$3,000 

Deadline: 
March I, 2014 



Sponsor: 
American Academy of Religion (AAR) 

Amount: 
$1,000 

Deadline: 
February 28, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Princess Grace Foundation 

Amount: 
$30,000 

Deadline: 
March 31,2014 

Limited submission 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: February 16, 2014 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:00 AM 

To: Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emafil.unc.edu> 

Subject: AAAD    Next Week 

Hi Professor Regester, 

Yesterday, 
I will turn in my critique of Within Our G~tes o~ Tuesdayvia e-mail. Will my missing clas~ on Tuesday penalize my participation grade? 

Thank you, 

HPM Student Services Assistant 
UN¢ (3illings School of Public Health 
Health Policy and Management 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai196.us2.mcsv.net> 

Sunday, FebruaW 16, 2014 12:08 PM 

Regester, Chmtene B <reges’ter@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Black HismU Month News tbr Ati-icm~ AmericaJ~ Studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
supervision of the Works Progress Administration. These former 
slaves, most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the 
Civil War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on 
plantations, in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a 
peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they 
capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of 
life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken 
alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. 
Read together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in 

North America, allowing us to explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth- 
century slavery, including labor, resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and 
religious belief. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United States and subject 
librarians will be counted on to provide students, faculty and researchers with information on 
slavery in America. Please recommend the purchase of the complete set of Slave Narratives 
(ISBN 9780403022113) to your subject librarian or the collection development librarian by 
forwarding this email offer. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using purchasing or credit card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax 
and email. This set is available from Coutts Information Services, Baker & Taylor Books, Follett 
Library Resources, Brodart and many other library book dealers. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S, 

Purchase orders are accepted ~mm a~l libraries, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 Hardbound 9,952 pages. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Amer:csq Book D:strib[itors, :..[.C ¯ [-%) Box 5 ,O Hai~qburg. Mi 48139 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com <info@infoaxe.net~ 

Sunday, Febmal3, 16, 2014 10:42 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

~gmail.com has been waiting lbr 6 days. Accept? 

would like to add you as a friend 

@gmail.com 

@gmaii,com helps you discover greai websiles riley ,~’ecommend :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, FebruaO, 17, 2014 11:16 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhummfitiescenter.org>; Lesley err <lorr@nationaIhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Histori~ Julie Greene to speak this Thursday, Feb. 20, at the Nation~l Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Julie Greene, University of Marfland 

[ ii.~.iI h~lin~ irna~ ~ ] 

Thin.stay, Febeuary 9o, 2o14 - 5:oo p.m. 

A broad swath of the globe was transformed in the decades after the Civil War by U.S. imperial and 
economic power. Expansionism generated new kinds of labor systems and racial hierarchies, as well as 
new kinds of circulation, exchange, and movement. This lecture will explore how working people shaped, 
and were shaped by, the highly mobile empire of the U.S. 

Julie Greene is professor of history at the University of Maryland where she specializes in United States 
labor and working-class history. She is the author of the award-winning book The Canal Builders: Making 
America’s Emp#e at the Panama Canal (2009), as well as Pure and Simple Politics: The American 
Federation of Labor and Political Activism, 1881-~9~7 (1998). Greene was founding cochair of the Labor and 
Working-Class History Association and is currently president of the Society for Historians of the Gilded Age 
and Progressive Era. 

To reserve space, please follow this link, or respond to Martha Johnson (01q) 4o0-Oll 6, or miohnson @nationalhumanitiescenter.orq. 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 
Research Triangle Park 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Clayton, Taft~’e Benson <~taffye@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao, 17, 2014 11:45 AM 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Toppin, Louise <ltoppin@unc.edu> 

RE: Louise Toppin w/Marian Anderson "Piano" at National Galle~ of Art 

I echo this accolade! What an extraordinary talent you are Louise. We are fortunate to have you here at Carolina. 

Best, 

’I’aJY)le 

........ Original message ........ 

From: Joseph Jordan <jijordax~@email.unc.edu> 

Date: 02/17/2014 10:31 AM (GMT-05:00) 

Cc: "Toppin, Louise" <ltoppin~unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Louise Toppin w/Marian Anderson "Pimao" at Nalionai Gallery of Art 

Congrats to UNC prot~ssor Louise Toppin. Best wishes tbr your upcoming pertbrmance! ’. ! 

Begin forw~xded Inessage: 

From: "Jordan, Joseph F" <ifjordan@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Marian Anderson "Piano" at National Gallery of Art 
Date: February 16, 2014 6:28:29 PM EST 
To: "Jordan, Joseph F" <ifiordan@email.unc.edu> 

The National Gallery of Art continues its observance of National African American History Month on February 23, 2014, 
when soprano Louise Toppin and Leon Bates, one of America’s leading pianists,perform a program of spirituals 
and other music by African American composers in commemoration of the famous recital by Marian Anderson on 

the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in 1939.http:llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=XF9QukOQhSE. 

The Steinway grand piano that was used in that historic concert by Marian Anderson 75 years ago, will be used 

for the February 23 concert. The National Gallery of Art owns the piano; it is heard regularly in concerts in the East 
Building Auditorium. 

A[~ concerts are FREE! 

Louise "roppin, soprano 

Leon Bates, pianist 

Sunday, February 23, 6:30 p.m. 

Spirituafs and other music by African American composers 



CeJebrating the 75th anniversary of Marian Anderson’s historic 1939 conce~t on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial 

Come early and have lunch in the Garden Caf~ so you can be in line when the doors open at 6:00 p.m. First come; 
first seated! 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us this Thursday (Feb 20) at 7pro for a 

film screening and discussion with acclaimed filmmaker 

Joel Zito Araujo. We will screen his film "Filhas do 

Vento" (Daughters of the Wind) in the Stone Center’s 

Hitch¢ock Room. Following the screening we will host 

a discussion with Araujo. 

Daughters of the Wind 

Dir: Joel Zito Ara6jo !Feature/Brazil/Portuguese with 

English Subtitles/83 min /2004 

With an impressive cast of the best Afro-Brazilian actors, 

Daughters of the Wind chronicles the lives of a family 

from Northeastern Brazil in a film inspired by the popular 

latin-american telenovelas. 

The stoo" follows the complex relationship between a set 

of sisters, mothers, and daughters; a family funeral 

serves as a starting point for a series of flashbacks from 

the 1960s and ’70s. Though general sexism and gender 

stereotyping are among the causes for the tension 

between them, the social and political remnants of slavery 

present an even more insidious conflict to be dealt with. 

**Please note: This film contains sexual content 

that may not be suitable for children** 

This event is FREE and open to the public. To RSVP to 

the event, please email ~to[!ecen~E~!~£~ed~ call 919- 

962-9001, or via Facebook. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Joel Zito Araujo film events: 

February 24 at 7pm the Stone Center will 

screen"Cinderellas, Wolves and One Enchanted 

Prince at in Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room, Post 

film discussion with Araujo and Spelman 

professor Erica Coleman. 

February 27 at 7pro Dr. Antonio Tillis will deliver 

Spring 20t4 Program 

Agenda 



the Spring 2014 African Diaspora lecture in the 

Stone Center Hitchcock Room. Dr. Tillis, a 

professor at Darthmouth, is a specialist in Latin 

American, Afro-Latin American, and African 

Diaspora literatures. The lecture also includes 

discussion with Stone Center Scholar in 

Residence, Brazilian Filmmaker Joel Zito Ara0jo. 

Don’t forget to check out Re/Iteratlons of 

Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements 

exhibition at the Stone Center Brown Gallery 

and Museum. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, 

Martyrs, Movements features photographs of people 

and places in social justice movements and moments in 

American History. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, 

Martyrs, Movements will be on display at the Stone 

Center’s Rober~ and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum 

from January 21 through April 25, 2014. 

From our Stone Center 
Friends... 

Wednesday, Feb 19, 11:30AM, Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room. Black History Month Quiz Bowl 

and Luncheon hosted by UNC BGPSA. Lunch will 

be provided. For more info, contact: 

Saturday, March 1, 4pro, Shaw University 

(Dorothy Cowser Nancy Bldg), 118th 

Anniversary of Ethiopian’s Victory at Adwa 

Celebration. For more info contact: 

ethF~p@gmail.com, (919) 701-9028 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 18, 2014 1:00 AM 

~reen~ciety-mmounce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu~ 

**Screen/Society TONIGHT--Tue Feb 18: "Junebug" (w;/p~lel discussion); TOMORI~OW--Wed Feb 19: "Welcome to 

Dongma£gol" (Korem~ drmna) 

Please distribute widely~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

Junebug 

Panel discussion k~ tbllow with Duncan Mu~ell (CDS Writer in Residence), 
l~cha’d Powell (John Spencer Basse~ Pl~fessor ofA~ A~ Histoly, & VisuaJ Studies), 

and Faul~er Fox (Lecturing Fellow in Cleative Writing, English Depa~ment). 

Mo&rated by Michaela Dv~yer (Stephen & Janet Bear Posigmd~te Fellow, Kenan Institute for EtNcs). 

== DowNoad PDF ~lver I More Info I View Tr~er == 



Experimental Short Films from the 
51st Ann Arbor Film Festival Tour 

== Download PDF Fiver [ More Info I Am~ Arbor Festival == 



ht&:/!ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

211 Screen/Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the ~oving Image 

Hank Okazaki 
Exhibitions Programme< 
Program ii] the Arts of the Moving image 
Smith Warehouse 
114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Roo++’ AI21 
Duke U+iJversity, Box 90766 
Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hoHazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flaxman, Gregow M <gfl~x@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 1:54 AM 

Flaxma~, Grego~, M <gfl ax@emaJl, unc.edu> 

Two Great Comedies at the Va~csity this Week! 

PastedGraphic-4.1iff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@maill31.wdc02.mcdlv.net~; 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 9:44 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

African American studies requires Slave Narratives set ISBN 9780403022113 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United 
States. Students and faculty will be searching the library for 
information on slavery and Black History. 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
aegis of the Works Progress Administration. These former slaves, 
most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the Civil 
War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on plantations, 
in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a peerless 
resource for understanding the lives of America’s four million slaves. 
What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they capture the very 

voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of life as it was experienced and remembered. 
Each narrative taken alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. Read 
together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in North America, allowing us to 
explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth-century slavery, including labor, 
resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and religious belief. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using your credit or purchasing card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, 
fax and email. The Slave Narratives Complete Set is available from Coutts Library Services, 
Baker & Taylor Books, or most other library book dealers by ordering ISBN 9780403022113. 

FF.I£.E SHIPP~NG ON ALL O~DERS TO AN’fWHEF.I£. iN TH~ U,S. 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

No[th Americsn Book DisNbL:tors, LLC ¯ PO Bo~: 510 Hambclr~L MI 48139 USA 



Script <scdptmag@fwmedia.com> 

Tuesday, February, 18, 2014 11:08 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.uncedu> 

Mindy’s 4-step formufa for making six-figures from home... 

::::Dear Scriptl~lag.com Subscriber, 

::::Five years ago, Nindy NcHorse was a lowly office worker in Albuquerque, New Mexico 

::~^,dth a serious problem... 

Like many Americans nowadays, she was deep in debt. She and her husband 

~bwed more than $I00,000 on credit cards and student loans. 

S~uck ~n a boring job w~h a 2--hour commute and a bullying boss, Nh~dy fel~ 

::~"trapped" h~ a ~ffe she never wanted~ 

Then one day, she received a letter in the mail From a stranger... 

What the letter said was so hard to believe that at first she set it aside, never 

::::intending to reply. 

Bu~ the letter "called to her" throughout the day. Eventually she put it on her 

::inightstand - where she turned to it again and again. Finally, she replied ~o the stranger 
::~^,~ho wrote the ~e~ter. 

And that’s when her ~fe began to change._ 

Today, Hindy makes more than $~4~000 a year working about 20 hours a week 

~:rom home. But what she does ~s so s~rnp~e and fun - even exci~mg~ - tha~ rn~H~ons of 
~peop~e would gladly trade places w~h her. 

Best of all, she has a~ the free t~me h~ the world to spend ra~sh~g her two 

~}odd~ers._havJng lunch wffh other stay-at-home moms..,~akmg fabubus foreign 
::::vacation ~w¢ ~th her hu ~band,~ 

~ 
In short, she’s ~ving the Hfe she a~ways dreamed of. 

~ In th~s fr~ v~deo, ~l~ndy tells her story in her own words. She says that you, tooi:~ 

::~can change your life just ~ike she did. The secret ~s a simple 4-step "formub" for making 
::::s~x-figures frorn horne. 

So c#~ck h~re to watch Hh~dy’s story and discover the secret 4-step formula that 

~unlocks the door to finandal freedom. It changed ~qndy’s life. Zt could change yours - 
~tarting Eod~yZ 

::::Sincerely, 

::::Katie Yeakle 

::American Writers 8< Artists 

::::P.S. You’ll chuckle when you see the unusual way g’lindy "introduces herself" in this 

::::~ddec’,. But p~ease, :~k:k h~r~ to watch it NOW~ Because we cannot say for sure how long 
::}his video will stay on the ]nternet for free~ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 12:04 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Hello 

I roll need a leference for 

Hope you ~xe well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Tuesday, Februaw 18, 2014 1:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Baseball at PCA/ACA 2014 (and other news) 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

Baseball at PCA/ACA 2014 
(and other news) 

Hot dogs! Baseball! The Curse of the BNy Goat. 

Wrigley Field byAnn Hornyak 

PCA!ACA 2014 is going to be jam-packed with events scholarly and social. It 
will be quite a ride. 

THE CUBS 
The Spo~ts area has convened a tdp for a limited number of lucky conference 
attendees to attend a Cubs game at historic Wrigley field. If you would like to 
join them, email Sports Area co=chair Joe Price (jprice@whittier.edu) to find 
out more Limited tickets available. 

The schedule is online! 
The schedule for the conference is available here: 
.b_~p__2/__/__n___op__=p___c___a___a___c___a__&r_g/sc h e d u le/all 
We don’t expect things to change much from the current state of things, but we 
will update this schedule with any changes that do occur. A PDF of the 
program will be available sometime in early March. 
Find out what’s going on in PCAIACA 
- On our opportunities page, where you can find CFPs, announcements, and 
even job ads (such as the new one for an ...A...s...sj..s..t..a....n..t....P...r...~..f..e.~...s...s..~...r...[..n...EjJ...m... 
Production.). 
- On our Facebook page, where you can connect with other PCAers to find 
meal buddies, simpatico scholars, or even a roommate. 
~ On Twitte[, via our main feed or the hashtaq #~caacal 4 

If you have questions please email: 

Joe Hancock, ED Events, events@pcaaca~or_q 
Brendan Riley, ED Operations, operations@pcaaca.org 

Join Our Mailing List] 

Forward this email 

"]Ibis email was sent to regester@emailxmc.edu by ._o_#__e__r_a__t_Lo__n__s__CCp__c__a__a__c__a_=__O_LCJ 

Update Profile/Email Address [nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue i Chicago i IL :: 60605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee ~earthlink.ne> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 2:12 PM 

Lee Lee, Ken ~earthlink.com> 

UFVA Special...Best Selling Back List Titles...Sound Design avaJdable for oNy Ten dollars plus ti~ee shipping 

Dear UFVA Members, 

This is a bes~t selling backlist lifle 

Sound Design 

The Expressive Power of Music, Voice m~d Sound Effects in Cinema 
Published: 2002 

If you’d like a copy of this classic best selling book tbr only ten dollars, please 
email me your snaS1 ma~l address, credit card, exp date or request a paypal invoice no later than Febma~~ 19th 

Ifyoud like to read ,nore infom~ation about this boom please click on 
/ http:/ishop.mwp.corn/products sound-design 

Cheers 
Ken Lee 

Ken Lee 

Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX (206) 263-2072 

ke nlee(~,mwp.co m 

Skype 



How would you like to respond? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:53 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

FW: MON. FEB. 24: Nicholas Cames and White-Collax Government 

message- footer.txt 

White-Collar Government: A conversation with Nicholas Carnes 
Monday, February 24, 7:00-8:30 
Beyh Caff~ 

335 West Main Street~ Durham, NC 
When was the last time you voted for a working-class candidate for political office? It’s probably been longer than you think, given that most candidates for political office come 
from white-collar occupations. Can a government dominated by millionaire politicians be expected to govern "for the people’? Join us for a discussion with Nicholas Carnes, 
political scientist in Duke University’s Sanford School of Public Policy, about his recent book, White-Collar Government: The Hidden Role of Class in Economic Policy Making. 
There are still plenty of copies of White-Collar Government available at The Regulator Bookshop on Ninth Street in Durham. Simply go to the counter and tell them you are 
participating in the Forum for Scholars and Publics discussion, and they will give a copy free of charge. 
Watch Carnes discuss White-Collar Government here: [~-~p-~]-~y~---u--t--u-~-b--e--~-c-~----m--~!-a-~y-!~-s--t-~!~-s--t--=--~P---L--w---c---~aV--~N--~g--P---D---n--~--z-~Z---QQ-C---N-~x---9----~-----~9--3---z--Z---~--W---!~ 

For more information: http://sites~duke.edu/sch~arsandpub~ics/events/white-c~ar-g~vemment-a-c~nversati~n-with-nich~as-cames/ 
Learn more about Carnes and his research here: http://people.duke.edu/,~nwcS/index.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 8:14 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Celebrate Black Histo~ Month: NAACP Backstop 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

The vision of the National Association for the 

Advancement of Color People~ NAACP, is to ensure a 

soaety ~n wNch all ~nd~vMuals have equN rights w~thout 

discdrn~aatioa based on race. 

The Board of Directors of the NAACP was formed in ::[909 

by diverse members. Scholar and activisi: W. E. B. Du 

Bois~ a founding member, was forced to resi~fn 80 years 

ago in :1.934 when he advised Blacks to patronize Black 

businesses, which was coasidered to be voluntary 

segregation by the NAACP. 

Give researchers first-hand accounts and multiple 
perspectives on civif dghts ad:ivism and delve deeper with 
key Black History resources: 

H~t~r~ Vault ~ NAACP Paper~: goan:f of 

Directors, Annual Coafetertces, Najor Speeches, 
Nat~onN Staff files 

20t~ 

See ~ Black hisCary milestones timeline, and ask 

your librarian to sign up for flee trials of an ar~y of 

complementary digitized resources w~th content that ~sn’t 

available anywhere else, 

ProQuest. 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 I This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive funther messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Women Make Movies <wmmrele&se@wmm.com~ 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 11:45 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

SURVIVING THE TSUNAMI A Women Make Movies New Release 

Trouble seeing images? Click here 

NEW FROM WMM! SURVIVING THE 
TSUNAMI - MY ATOMIC AUNT 

Film director Kyoko Miyake 
remembered Namie, a fishing village 
ravaged by the 2011 Fukushima 
nuclear catastrophe, as her 
childhood paradise. Revisiting her 
family’s hometown after 10 years 
abroad, Miayke’s multilayered 

documenta~ examines the 
disaster’s profound personal, social 
and env#onmental impact. 

~e Nam~e’s younger generations have permanently relocated 
elsewhere, Miyake’s Aunt Kuniko, like other older residents, has 
clung to dreams of eventually returning to her home. Over the 
coume of a year, Miyake fo~o~ ins warm, indomitaNe 
businesswoman as she recalls happy family memories and strives 
to adapt to ~ife outside the contamination zone. In the process, 
Kuniko sta~s questioning her unconditional trust in FukusNma’s 
plant operators and pro-nuclear past in a community that once 
hoped to house a nuclear power station. 
A timely reminder of Fukushima’s continuing meltdown, this 
insightful often funny film offers fresh pempectives on Japanese 
national identity and today’s most pressing gbbal concerns around 
nuclear energy. 
Wew the Trailer 
Buy the DVD 



Forward this email 

This email was ~ent to regester~ea-ta ~ n¢ ed b~’ wmmrelea~vmm.com 
Update Prof:iJe/EmaiJ Address Instant r~movalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Priv~c~ PoJjc~, 

Women Make Movies :: 115 W 29th Street :: Suite 1200 Ilew York :: I~Y :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@blackyouthproject.com on behalf of 

Black Youth Proj ect <info@blackyouthproj ect.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 12:58 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

BYP Memo: Equal Protection’? Race and Young People’s Attitudes Towards the Legal Systeln 

i i~ byp b ..... 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

February 19, 2014 



Equal Protection? Race and Young People’s 
Attitudes Towards the Legal System 

The verdicts in the Trayvon Martin and Jordan Davis cases 
have focused increased attention on racial disparities in the 
American justice system, and according to The E~YP’s latest 
memo, nearly three-quarters of Black Youth believe the legal 
system does not treat all groups equally, a rate considerably 
higher than that for white and Latino youth. 
Similarly, only about 60 percent of Black youth report feeling like 
full and equal citizens with all the same rights and protections as 
everyone else, compared with 64.1 percent of Latino youth and 72.9 
percent of white youth. 

The findings come from a survey of 1,500 young people ages 
18 to 29 to gauge their attitudes toward the legal system 
and examine to what degree they feel fully protected under 
the law, 
What do such feelings of distrust and political alienation mean 
for the functioning of our democracy? Please read the full report 
to find out. 

.~:.~.~.~:...Kt. ~.tZ ~...E~.P~..T.Kt. ~...E~!.LL..~.~.P.~.P~.2 

About the Black Youth Project: 
The work of !~.~...~.!.~.~.~;...~.~.~!.~.t3....1~.~:.~_~.~.~...(~.~.~..~. is based on three 
basic concepts: knowledge, voice, and action. 
KNOWLEDGE: 
We are committed to producing research about the ideas, 
attitudes, decision making, and lived experiences of black 
youth, especially as it relates to their political and civic 
engagement. 

VOICE: 
Unlike any other organization, we amplify the perspectives of 
young black people daily without censorship or control. We have 
built a space on the Internet where black youth can speak for 
themselves about the issues that concern them. 

ACTION: 
Informed with culturally-specific knowledge, we will work to 
mobilize black youth and their allies to make positive change 
and build the world within which they want to live. 

Forward this ernail 

This emai[ v~as sent to regester@email,unc.edu by info@blaclo/outhproject.com 
._U_p__d__a_t__e__~_~_r-9__fjj_e_L_E_L~_a_jj_A_d_d__r_~ instant retook,a[ with _S_’_a__f__e__U_n_s_~_Lb__s__c_ELb_ 

Black Youth Project :: 5733 S. Univerity Ave. Chicago :: IL 60637 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us this TOMORROW at 7pro for a film 

screening and discussion with acclaimed filmmaker Joel 

Zito Araujo. We will screen his film "Filhas do 

Vento" (Daughters of the Wind) in the Stone Center’s 

Hitch¢ock Room. Following the screening we will host 

a discussion with Araujo. 

Daughters of the Wind 

Dir: Joel Zito Arat~jo !Feature/Brazil/Portuguese with 

English Subtitles/83 min /2004 

With an impressive cast of the best Afro-Brazilian actors, 

Daughters of the Wind chronicles the lives of a famgy 

from Northeastern Brazi! in a film inspired by the popular 

latin-american telenovelas. 

The story follows the complex relationship between a set 

of sisters, mothers, and daughters; a family funeral 

serces as a starting point for a series of flashbacks from 

the 1960s and ’70s. Though general sexism and gender 

stereotyping are among the causes for the tension 

between them, the social and political remnants of slavery 

present an even more insidious conflict to be dealt with. 

*Please note: This film contains sexual content that 

may not be suitable for children* 

* *The film screening will take place the same 

evening as the re-scheduled UNC vs. Duke 

basketball game at 9pro. You can still park in the 

Bell Tower parking deck, behind the Stone Center 

for Free, but please tell the parking attendant that 

you are here for Stone Center’s film event.** 

This event is FREE and open to the public. To RSVP to 

the event, please email stonecenter@unc.edu, call 919- 

962-9001, or via Facebook. 

Upconfing at the Stone 
Center... 

Don’t miss the last 2 events of February! 

Spring 20t4 Program 

Agenda 



Monday, February 24 at 7pro, Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

presents: "Cinderellas, Wolves and One Enchanted 

Prince," 

The Stone Center will screen"Cinderellas, Wolves and 

One Enchanted Prince at in Stone Center’s Hitchcock 

Room. Post film discussion with Araujo and Spelman 

professor Erica Williams 

Around 900 thousand people are trafficked a year for 

international borders only for sexual exploitation. 

However, despite all the dangers, young Brazilian women 

enter the world of sex tourism, believing that they will 

change their lives and fulfill their dream of finding a 

Charming Prince. A minority find a great love and get 

married. "Cinderellas, Wolves and One Enchanted Prince "~ 

goes from the Brazilian Northeast to Berlin seeking to 

understand the sexual as well as racial imaginary and 

power of young southern Cinderellas and northern 

wolves, 

Thursday, February 27 at 7pro, Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room. Spring 2104 African Diaspora 

Lecture 

Darthmouth Professor, Dr. Antonio Tillis will deliver the 

Spring 2014 African Diaspora lecture. Dr. Tillis, a 

professor is a specialist in Latin American, Afro-Latin 

American, and African Diaspora literatures. The lecture 

also includes discussion with Stone Center Scholar in 

Residence, Brazilian Filmmaker Joel Zito AraSjo. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

L. Teresa Church ~mindspring.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Contemporary Africa~ America~ Women... 

Thank you veu much, Charlene, for passing along the information 
pertaining to sources of African American dramatic works. I’ll be in 
touch. 

Best, 

Teresa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy18.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Ticket 2709115 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 02/19/2014 A surmnary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this ~veb address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITRC Undergraduate Library walk-in support group. 

hnp://www.unc edu/ar-bin/survey followup.pl?ticket 2709115 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Alexandra (atalbert) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: charlene 
LAST NAME: regester 
LOCATION: 204 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599-3395 usa 
EMAIL ADDRESS: regester@email.unc.edu 
PIIONE: (919) 260-1925 
I)EPARTMF.NT: afidcan, afri-amer & diaspora 
TICKY~T NUX/;[3ER: 2709115 
SttORT DESCRIPTION: Other 

Client needs help backing up data 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t ~I2 
http :,’,’help unc.edu 

Interested in backing up your data automatically, consistently, and securely? ITS is now offering data backup services via Iron Mountain. See http://help.unc.edu/5662 for more 
information. 



From: ij ps&~} academic~e searchj ournals.org 

Sent: Wednesday, Febmm31 19, 2014 10:33 PM 

To: ~yaJ~oo.com 

Subject: Call [br paper 

International Journal of Political Science and Development 

http://www academicresearchiournals.org/I JPSDiIndex html 
ISSN: 2360-784X 

Dear Colleague, 

The ’Imernational Journal of Political Science and Development’ I!PSD 
is currently accepting manuscripts for publication IJPSD publishes 
high-quality solicited and u~solicited articles, in all areas of 
Political Science and Development. All articles published in I.rPSD 
will be peer-reviewed. 

Our objective is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript 
within two weeks of submission 

Follo~ving acceptance, a paper will normally be published in the next 
available issue. 

(;all for papers 

One key request of researchers across the world is open access to 
research publications The International Journal of Political Science 
and Development IJPSD is fully committed to providing fi-ee access to 
all articles as soon as they are published. We ask you to support this 
initiative by publishing your papers in these journals. 

Instruction for author and other details are available on our website 
http:i/www.academicresearchioumals or~/IJPSD/Author%27s%20Guide.htm 

Prospective authors should send their manuscript(s) to E-mail: 
ljpsd@academicresearchj oumals, org and copy this email address below 

@yahoo corn 

Best regards, 

Editorial assistant 

Iyioma Surrey 

http:i/www academicresearchio urnals.org/I;rPSD/Index html 











Sent: 

To: 

Williams. Kathy <khwillia@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February, 20, 2014 10:10 AM 

Subject: 

l’opp~n, Louise <ltoppln@unc.edu~ 

RE: Louise Toppin w/Marian Anderson "Piano" at National Galle~ of Art 

Wonderful news! Congratulations!! 

Kathryn Hunter-Williams 
Department of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Associate Director of HiddenVoices 

From: Perkins, Kathy A. 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2014 12:58 PM 
To: ,1ordan, ,1oseph F; Genna Rae McNeil; Ferris, William Reynolds; Williams, Heather A; Brazile, _loscelyne M; Goodlett, Clarissa; Spruill, April R; Wallace, Christopher; SaNe, 
Eunice N; Williams, Kathy; Caldwell, Kia L; Hildebrand, Reginald F; ,1anken, Kenneth R; Cherie Rivers Ndaliko; Petna Ndaliko; Crisp, Winston B; Clayton, Taffye Benson; Pierce, 
,1ackie; Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Toppin, Louise 

Subject: RE: Louise Toppin w/Marian Anderson "Piano" at National Gallery of Art 

Congratulations Louise! What an honor. Travel safely. Kathy 

Professor Kathy A. Perkins 
Department of Dramatic Art 
Center for Dramatic Art CB 3230 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3230 
919-962-1132 
kathyaperkins.com 

From: ,1oseph ,1ordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2024 20:32 AM 
To: Genna Rae McNeil; Ferris, William Reynolds; Williams, Heather A; Brazile, ,1oscelyne M; Goodle~, Cladssa; Spruill, April R; Wallace, Christopher; SaNe, Eunice N; 
Williams, Kathy; Perkins, Kathy A.; Caldwell, Kia L; Hildebrand, Reginald F; ,1anken, Kenneth R; Cherie Rivers Ndaliko; Petna Ndaliko; Crisp, Winston B; Clayton, Taffye Benson; 
Pierce, ,1ackie; Regester, Charlene B 
Co: Toppin, Louise 
Subject: Fwd: Louise Toppin w!Marian Anderson "Piano" at National Gallery of Art 

Congrats to UNC professor Louise Toppin. Best wishes for your upcoming performance!’.! 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Jordan, Joseph F" <ifiordan@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Marian Anderson "Piano" at National Gallery of Art 
Date: February 16, 2014 6:28:29 PM EST 
To: "Jordan, Joseph F" <ifiordan@email.unc.edu> 

The National Gallery of Art continues its observance of National African American History Month on February 23, 
2014, when soprano Louise Toppin and Leon Bates, one of America°s ~eadi~g pianists,perform a program of 
spirituals and other music by African American composers in commemoration of the famous recital by Marian 

Anderson on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in 1939.http:llwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=XF9QukOQhSE. 

The Steinway grand piano that was used in that historic concert by Marian Anderson 75 years ago, will be used 

for the February 23 concert. The National Gallery of Art owns the piano; it is heard regularly in concerts in the East 
Building Auditorium. 

A~ concerts are FREE! 



Louise Toppin, soprano 

Leon Bates, pianist 

Sunday, February 23, 6:30 p.m. 

Spirituals and other r~Llsic by African American composers 

Cefebrating the 75th anniversary of Marian Anderson’s historic 1939 concert on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial 

Come early and have lunch in the Garden Caf~. so you can be in line when the doors open at 6:00 p.m. First come; 
first seated ! 

Families ~ifl~ smNl chikla:t~ ma} be ask~:d to ~it m desJg,~ak:d areas. Nease ~ote tl~at ~ate t~try or reentr3 of the West 

6:3{t p.nt. is noi l~ermitted. For NN~cr in~k~m~adon, cal~ (202) 842-6941. 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@,email u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Olivia Newman <education@PRAGDA.COM> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:16 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Grants available for University Film FestivaJs 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

We are happy to announce that SPANISH FiLM CLUB (SFC) celebrates its first 
successful t;vo years with a new deadline: \SXRCH 31, 2014. 

Twice a year, SPANISH FiLM CLUB offers grants to help universities bring 
the very best in contemporary Spanish and Latin American cinema to 
campuses and to introduce students to the language and cultures of these 
territories. Professors all around the country are calling SFC "an oasis 
in a cultural desert," "one of the best things to ever happen for our 
communi~," and % definite success!" 

Universities select a minimuln of five films from a catalog of 35 titles to 
create a film festival un campus. Representing 19 countries, the films 
have been carefully selected by a team uf experts and are backed by the 
must impurtant festivals and film critics. SPANIStt FILM CLUB alsu 
encourages the urganizatiun ufvirtua[ Q&As with filmmakers and pruvides 
all the necessary, material ]2~r its prumutiun 

New films this cycle include award-winning titles like BAD HAIR, WItO 1S 
DAYAN’[ CRISTAL?, ETERNAL ~\~b~Z()N, OPERATION E, WRINKLES, YVY MARAEY: LAND 
WI’ItIOUT EVIL, and 7 BOXES. Additional titles will be annuunced at the end 
uf the muntht 

Tu learn more about the program and apply tu bring a SPANISH FILM CLUB 
festival tu yuur campus, visit v, as, w spanishfilmclub.com 

Daniela 

Daniela Bajar 
Pragda 
302 Bed[’urd Ave., # 136 
Bruuklyn, NY 11249 

Pragda: v, as, w.pragda cum 
Spanish Film Club: wvav.spanishfilmclub.cum 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel’v.american.edu: 

subscribe LrFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the folloxving command to listserv@listser~,~.american.edu: 

signoff L~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbu~’ Film & Media Studies <~csm@bloomsburynews.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:58 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

New Film Director Titles tbr Your Courses 

Film Directors 

For a chs~rloe to win $150 wo~¢h of book% ~,-~iease fiil o~l~ o~r Digital Ool-nm~nics~ior~s 

Su~’/ey below, 

:: ;;~:] i guillermo del toro 

Guillermo del Toro 

By Keith McDonald and Roger Clark 

This critical exploration offers an imdepth discussion of Guillermo del Toro’s oeuvre and 

investigates key ideas, recurrent motifs and subtb links between his movies, including Pan’s 



Labyrinth, The Devil’s Backbone, Crenos and M[m~c, and his engagement with comic book 

culture in his two IdellboyNms, Blade II and Pacific Rim. The authors also consider the 

director’s impact on wider popular culture, including a discussion of his role as producer, 

ambassador for ’geek’ culture and figurehead in new international cinema. 

New in paperback: 

.~iI kubricks total cinema 

Terrence Malick 

Edited by Thomas Deane Tucker and Stuart 

Kendall 

"[This] collection engages Malick’s cinematic 

oeuvre with the works of Heidegger and 

Cavell as might be expected, but also 

provocatively deploys Deleuze, Hegel, Marx, 

Schiller, Derrida and Merleau-Ponty 

alongside esteemed film theorists like 

Sobchack and Branigan. As such, this book 

is at the cutting edge of recent 

developments in film-philosophy, and is 

essential reading for anyone interested in 

the subject. It is also a superb exploration of 

Malick’s most impottant films as writer and 

director, from Badlands to The New WoHd." 

-David B.~lartin-dones, Senior Lecturer in 

Film Studies, University of Glasgow, UK 

Kubriek’s Total Cinema 

By Philip Kuberski 

"[This book] belongs to a vanishingly small 

number of books that treat the films of 

Stanley Kubrick with the delicate 

combination of critical virtues they demand 

and deserve: a thorough knowledge of the 

medium of film, a penetrating insight into the 

aesthetic and philosophical perspectives 

informing Kubrick’s choices, a capacious 

imagination, and discerning taste. For the 

first time, Kubrick’s cinema is understood in 

ways that fully acknowledge the cognitive, 

metaphysical, and spiritual themes that are 

pertinent to his art as well as the dazzling 

visual achievements for which the films are 

justly famous." 

-Frederick B.~I. Do,an, Professor 

Emeritus of Rhetoric, UC Berkeley, USA 

Also of i[~terest: 

::.~.i politics insects conversations clint 

Tell [is what you think, for the chance to win 8~5o worth of 
books! 



We’re looking to improve our digital communications, both through social media and our email 

newsletters, by finding out what you want to hear about, snd how you wsnt to heal about it, He~p us 

out and be in witl~ a chance to win $150 wodh of ~L~.=~:::=::C~:~:~::=::tC~’..~=.=~::~ ::.~ The su~’ey takes no mere than 

5-10 minu~es ~&Cs 

Bioomsbury Academic & Professional --Awards for Academic IExcelience 20i3 

The E~ookseNer Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the "(ear 

independent PubNshers Guild independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional Publisher of the Year 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:48 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: summer school tbr strategic corl~rate research? 

comell scr 2014 brochure.pdf; Inessage-footer.txt 

Subject: Can you help spread the word about annual research summer school? 

The dates for the annual strategic corporate research class co-sponsored by Cornell 
and the AFL-CIO Center for Strategic Research are June 8-13, 20J.4. The application 
deadline is May 2. Attached is a brochure with more details including a link to the 
course website and the online application form. This class has been a great stepping 
stone to union researcher jobs. Please help spread the word to students, colleagues, 
and others you know who might be interested in attending. 

Thanks, 
Charles 

Charles Taylor, Coordinator 
Researcher Recruitment and Training 
AFL-CIO Center for Strategic Research 

0 answers asked by !i.i}.~.!]~..[![~l~.@.?~: I Feb 29, 2014 

Labor Research 8~ Action Network 



Strategic Corporate Research Summer School 2014 

June 8-13, 2014 - Cornell University campus, Ithaca, NY 
Understanding and researching corporate ownership structure, corporate finance, and the sources of corporate power. 

Sponsors: The Strategic Corporate Research program is offered by the Cornell School of Industrial and Labor Relations and co- 
sponsored by the AFL-CIO Center for Strategic Research and is intended for undergraduate and graduate students interested in 
working in the labor movement. 

Despite enormous challenges in organizing and bargaining in a rapidly changing global economy, this is a time of great opportunity and 
innovation by U. S unions and their allies. Along with a resurgence of action among working people in the past year, there has been a 
new level of inventiveness in campaigning, evident in recent union organizing and bargaining campaign victories such as: 

--The rising up of low-wage workers in the fast food, and retail industries taking on the world’s largest and most well-known transnational firms with the 
most basic demand: a living wage of $15 an hour, safe working conditions, and, for the fast food workers- a union. They have struck by the thousands in 
cities across the US and in doing so changed the national discourse about corporate and government responsibility for the workers. 

--At the same time rank-and-file community-based campaigns in a broad range of occupations and industries who either do not fit under the NLRB 
format or are specifically excluded under the NLRB, ranging from car wash workers winning first contracts in Queens, Domestic Workers United gaining 
employee status in New York and California and collective bargaining rights in New York after a historic struggle, to the Model Alliance taking on some of 
the most powerful players in the fashion industry to win protections for child models in New York State. 

--Ongoing efforts such as the UAW campaign to organize Nissan workers in Canton, Mississippi and Smyrna, Tennessee; and the joint effort between 
CWA in the US and Verdi in Germany to organize T-Mobile employees and other Deutsche Telekom workers. 

These victories came about because of a combination of grassroots rank-and-file mobilizing and leadership development, and 
escalating actions in the workplace and broader community; fundamental to all these campaigns was careful strategic research. 

Unfortunately the U.S. labor movement today is facing a critical shortage of organizing, bargaining, and campaign staff with strategic 
research training who understand both corporate structure and finance, and union campaign strategies. To help meet this need twelve 
years ago the AFL-CIO asked the Cornell School of industrial and Labor Relations to develop a one-week intensive credit course on 
strategic corporate research for graduate students and upper-level undergraduates interested in working with the labor movement upon 
completion of their degrees. The course will be available as either a non-credit course or as a 1.5-credit undergraduate course with an 
additional research and writing assignment. Those interested in pursuing strategic corporate research positions within unions are 
strongly advised to take the course for credit so that they will have the additional experience of researching an actual corporation, and 
have a completed strategic research report to show prospective union employers. 

This course will be designed to provide a comprehensive introduction to the nature and structure of corporate ownership, finance, and 
power in today’s economy. Through lectures, readings, case studies, research training and exercises the class will provide students 
with the tools to pose and answer basic questions on the operations, structure, and industrial relations strategies of corporate America. 
In particular, this course will focus on how these company characteristics, structures, and practices impact the firm’s labor relations 
policies and strategies, and how unions can best respond to and capitalize on these characteristics in union comprehensive organizing 
and bargaining campaigns. 

The course will also provide in-depth hands-on training in the online and library research tools required to conduct strategic corporate 
research. As part of this course students will work through a series of case studies dealing with diverse firms and industries, as well as 
have an opportunity to conduct in-depth research on an actual firm in the context of union organizing or bargaining. 

Because of the limited time available while students are here on campus, they will be sent books and a course pack several weeks 
before the class takes place to give them an opportunity to complete a significant amount of the reading before they arrive. In addition 
to reading assignments, there will be short written exercises and class presentations to be completed while the class is in session. 
Students taking the course for credit will be required to conduct independent research and write a 25-30 page paper summarizing 
comprehensive corporate research and analysis for a designated company. The final paper will be due six weeks after the class and will 
count for 50 percent of the grade for the course. 

Kate Bronfenbrenner 
Kate Bronfenbrenner is the Director of Labor Education Research at Cornell University’s School of Industrial and Labor Relations. She 
received her Ph.D. in Industrial and Labor Relations from Cornell University in 1993. Bronfenbrenner’s primary research and teaching 
interests focus on union and employer behavior in organizing, bargaining, and contract administration, strategic corporate research and 
comprehensive cross-border campaigns, and the impact of global trade and investment policy on workers, wages, and unions. 



Julie Farb Blain 
Julie Farb Blain is Director of the Center for Strategic Research at the AFL-CIO. She leads a team of strategic researchers and 
campaigners in support of affiliate unions’ organizing initiatives. Previously, she worked as a union researcher developing and 
executing strategic approaches for organizing and contract campaigns. She has taught the craft of strategic research and campaign 
planning to students, workers, and union staff both in the classroom and in the field and has mentored and trained many union 
researchers on the job. She has an MA in Urban Planning from the University of Washington. 

Aaron Brenner 
Aaron Brenner is a senior capital markets analyst at the United Food and Commercial Workers International Union. He does research 
and organizing for the UFCW’s capital stewardship department. His work includes comprehensive organizing campaigns, shareholder 
activism, retirement security, and financial advising to locals. Prior to UFCW, he was a union researcher, freelance financial analyst, 
professor, and journalist. He is on the board of Homeland Stores, an employee-owned, 80-store unionized grocery chain in Oklahoma 
and Texas. He holds a PhD in labor history from Columbia University. 

Chad Gray 
Chad Gray is a PhD candidate in Labor Relations department of the ILR School, where he received is MS in 2009. His research 
focuses on transnational organizing and bargaining campaigns in Latin America. Before Chad came to Cornell he worked as a 
researcher and organizer for the Union of Needletrades, Industrial and Textile Employees (UNITE) from 2002-2005. While at Cornell he 
has worked on labor research projects for the ILR Office of Labor Education Research, the Service Employees’ International Union 
(SEIU), the International Longshoreman’s Association (ILA), and the National Guestworker’s Alliance (NGA). 

Program instructors are committed to assisting graduates of the program in finding strategic corporate research positions within the 
labor movement. In the first twelve years of the program we have been able to place more than 350 students in top research positions 
in the AFL-CIO, CTW, UNITE HERE, SEIU, USW, LIUNA, IBT, UFW, UFCW, AFT, AFSCME, ATU, NNU, NYSNAand other unions 
across the United States and around the world. 

Schedule for the week 

Registration, orientation, and an opening reception and plenary panel will take place from 5:30 to 9:00 p.m. on Sunday, June 8, at the 
ILR Conference Center. 

Registration will begin at 5:30, and the orientation and introductory program will begin at 7:15 p.m. In order to accomplish the aims of 
the program in the short time allotted, students should be prepared for a schedule that is both rigorous and intense. Attendance in all 
class time, including the opening session, is mandatory for all participants in the program. Full days will be the norm, including out-of- 
class small-group assignments and one evening session. Class will meet Monday through Thursday at the ILR Conference Center from 
9:00 a.m to noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday evenings through 9:00 p.m., and Friday from 9:00 a.m. until 2:00 
p.m. Students should be prepared to work in small-group assignments on every night outside of class and should not be making other 
social arrangements while they are in Ithaca. Further details will be sent with confirmation letters. 

Housing 

Students will be housed in a unionized residence hall on North Campus. Each bedroom is furnished with twin beds, desk, chair, lamp 
and dresser. The rooms are in suites of four to six rooms clustered around a shared bathroom and living space. Room rates are $48 per 
night for "singles" (one person each bedroom) or $34.50 per person/per night for "doubles" (two persons each bedroom) plus a one- 
time administrative fee of $32 per person. The separate parking fee at the dorm is $6/day. All students will also be provided with a 
campus bus pass, free of charge. Parking and housing costs are the responsibility of the individual student. Room reservations must be 
received at Cornell by May 23, 2014. Note: If you choose a "single," you will be sharing your suite with several other people of the 
same gender. You will have a private bedroom, but a shared bath. Beds are made on arrival and linens and towels are provided, but 
there is no daily housekeeping service. This is definitely DORM housing, so if you want air conditioning or more comfortable 
accommodations and would prefer to stay in a hotel, you are free to make your own arrangements with area hotels. However, be 
advised that all of them will cost you a great deal more than the dorm. Please refer to ILR’s hotels page: 
http://www, ilr. cornell.ed u/conferencecenter/directions/hotels, html 

Transpoda#on 

From the dorms at North Campus to the classrooms of the ILR Conference Center you may walk (about 20 minutes), bike (5 minutes), 
or use the campus shuttle bus service (bus passes provided free to all students). If you are housed off campus, we strongly encourage 
you to use the bus. On-campus parking is severely limited and discouraged. 



Meals 

Included in the registration fee is a picnic on Wednesday evening at Taughannock State Park on beautiful Cayuga Lake, and the 
graduation lunch on Friday afternoon. Meals, including breakfast, are available at several on-campus dining facilities on a cash basis 
both near the dorms and near the conference center. We will also be providing a continental breakfast at the conference center each 
morning before the program begins. A dining guide of on-campus and off-campus locations will be provided for your convenience, many 
of which are within walking distance of the dorms and the conference center. 

Weather 

The climate in upstate New York in June can be quite variable, ranging from a rainy 40 degrees to a humid and hot 90 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Thus, we suggest you bring clothing suitable for both, including a rain jacket, sweaters, shorts, and a swimming suit. 

Accessibility 

The ILR classrooms are all accessible. Please let us know about any other accommodations you may require for housing or meals. 

The appfication process, including essays, registration, and payment is done on line through our secure appfication website powered by 
Survey Gizmo.com and the Comell Campus Store Billing Services. 

Registration Fee 

The registration fee covers all instruction, books and materials, bus passes, opening reception, picnic on Wednesday night, and closing 
luncheon on Friday. A$100 tuition deposit is required for all registrations no later than May 2, 2014. 

- Non-credit fee: The non-credit fee is $560 for all INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, thanks to an AFL-CIO grant of $365. Those who work for 
a union, NGO, or other employers should have their non-credit tuition paid by their sponsoring employer at the Full $925 non-credit fee. 

- Credit course fee: The tuition for those enrolling in the 1.5-credit class is $1,815. And all individual credit students receive an AFL- 
CIO grant of $840, reducing the cost to $975, except for those whose tuition is being paid by their sponsoring union, NGO, or other 
employer. Those students will have their employer pay the full $1,815 credit tuition fee. 

Scholarships 

The AFL-CIO will provide a limited number of additional needs-based scholarships to further reduce the cost of tuition for students 
taking the course for credit. THESE SCHOLARSHIPS ARE ONLY FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS TAKING THE COURSE FOR 
CREDIT AND WRITING A RESEARCH PAPER; EMPLOYER-PAID AND NON-CREDIT STUDENTS DO NOT QUALIFY ~or do 
students who are not seriously committed to doing the 25-30 page research paper. The scholarships only cover a portion of 
the tuition and do not cover housing or transportation. To apply for a scholarship, you will need to upload an additional one-page 
essay outlining your reasons for requesting this scholarship Also explain how you are going to make the time commitment to complete 
the research and the writing within the timeframe allotted.. Please note that the scholarships only apply to those students interested in 
taking the course for credit, and will only cover a portion of the credit tuition cost. Union employees and other students who are funded 
by their employers are not eligible. 

Admission 

Acceptance to the program will be limited based on space, experience, and qualifications. Because of the combination of limited space 
and high demand for the course, we urge students to send in their application forms as soon as possible. The closing date for 
applications will be May 2, 2014, and acceptance letters will be sent out on May 7, 2014. All students interested in attending the 
program must complete the online application including a two- to three-page single-spaced essay explaining why they are interested in 
attending the program and what they plan to do upon completion of their degree. Each applicant should also have at least one letter of 
reference sent by the reference directly to Kate Bronfenbrenner either by email to klb23@cornell.edu or by mail to Kate Bronfenbrenner, 
Director of Labor Education Research, 356 ILR Research Building, Cornell University, ithaca NY 14853. The letter(s)should speak to 
as many of the following attributes about the applicant as possible: research and writing aptitude and experience; depth of knowledge 
and experience relating to strategic corporate research, labor policy, globalization, organizing, bargaining, and comprehensive 
campaigns; and finally long term academic and career goals. 

Fill out the appfication form on line effective January 23: 
http ://www. survevgizmo, com/s3/1459061/CornelI-A FL-ClO-Strateqic-Corporate-Research-Summer-SchooI-Application-2014 
Refund Poficy: To withdraw from this special program, you must notify the Special Programs office. Your refund amount will be 
determined by the date on which you notify the director. Barring special circumstances all $100 deposits are nonrefundable after the 
registration deadline is reached on May 2, 2014 and your application is under consideration. 

For more information about the Strategic Corporate Research Summer School 2014 program, please contact ILR Labor 
Education and Research at (607) 254=4749 or e-mail scrsummer@cornell.edu. 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~ ] 

The Diaspora Festival of 
Black and Independent 
film presents: 

Enchanted Peince~ Monday 
(Feb 24) at 7pro. 
Discussion following 
screening with director 
3oel Zito ~aujo and 
Spelman College Professor, 
Efica X,V~li~s. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us Monday night (Feb 24) at 7pro for a 

film screening and discussion with acclaimed 

filmmaker Joel Zito Araujo. We will screen his film 

Cinderelias, Wolves and One Enchanted Prince in the 

Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. Following the 

screening we will host a discussion about the film, 

sex trafficking and sexual tourism in Brazil with with 

Araujo and Dr. Erica Williams, Spelman College 

Professor and author of "Sex Tourism ]n Bahia: 

Ambiguous Entanglements " (Williams will also sign 

copies of her book). 

Cinderella, Wolves and One Enchanted Prince 

Din Joel Z/to AraSjo /Documentary 

Feature/Brazil/Portuguese with English Subtitles/2009 

Around 900 thousand people are trafficked a year for 

international borders only for sexual exploitation. 

However, despite all the dangers, young Brazilian 

women enter the world of sex tourism, believing that 

they will change their lives and fulfill their dream of 

finding a Charming Prince. A minority find a great love 

and get married. "Cinderellas, Wolves and One 

Enchanted Prince" goes from the Brazilian Northeast 

to Berlin seeking to understand the sexual as well as 

racial imaginary and power of young southern 

Cinderellas and northern wolves. 

Erica Williams is an Assistant Professor at Spelman 

College, earning her Ph.D and 1’4.A. in Cultural 

Anthropology from Stanford University and B.A. from 

Ilew York University. Her research has focused on the 

cultural and sexual politics of the transnational 

tourism industry in Salvador, Brazil. Her recent book, 

Sex Tourism in Bahia: Ambiguous Entanglements, 

explores how sexism, racism, and socio-economic 

inequality interact in the Brazilian sex industry. 

This event is FREE and Open to the Public. It is co- 

sponsored by the following departments at UNC at 

Chapel Hill: African, African-American and Diaspora 



Studies; Women’s and Gender Studies; and the 

Institute for the Stud), of the Americas. 

To RSVP to the event, please email 

stonecenter@unc~edu, call 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. 

Upcon ing at the Stone 
Center... 

Don’t miss the last event of February! 

Thursday, February 27 at 7pro, Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room. Spring 2014 African Diaspora 

Lecture 

Dartmouth Professor, Dr. Antonio Tillis will deliver the 

Spring 2014 African Diaspora lecture. Dr. Tillis, a 

professor is a specialist in Latin American, Afro-Latin 

American, and African Diaspora literatures. The 

lecture also includes discussion with Stone Center 

Scholar in Residence, Brazilian Filmmaker Joel Zito 

Ara6jo, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Dale Hudson             ~GMAIL.COM> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 3:08 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Opportunity to contribute feed~ck to forthcoming book: Thinking through Digital Media 

Thinking through Digital Media: Transnational Environments and Locative Places by Patdcia Zimmermann and Dale Hudson charts the 
intersections between histories and theories for conventional forms of documentary and experimental practices developed from analogue media 
and one for current digital forms, particularly ones that run across distributed networks like the Internet or partly transcend screens altogether as 
locative media. New media domains for documentary and experimental practice are increasingly based on explorations of code and user 
interface, interrogations and applications of archives and databases, automated recombinatory techniques, and provocative performance. 
See complete proposal as part of Palgrave’s experiment in open peer review and add your comments and suggestions, including 
ones for works of new media art, locative and tactical media. 
http://palgraveopenreview.com/works/culture-media/zimmerman-hudson/ 
PALGRAVE MACMILLAN LAUNCHES OPEN PEER REVIEWTRIAL FOR BOOK PROPOSALS 
27 January 2014 - An open and transparent peer review trial for academic books in the humanities and social sciences has been launched today 
by Palgrave Macmillan. The trial, which is live at www.palclraveopenreview.com will run for six weeks and is the first open peer review trial for 
book proposals. Academics from all disciplines, in all locations and at all stages in their career are encouraged to take part. 

Open peer review can refer to any model, which increases transparency in the peer review process. We’ve placed selected book proposals and 
associated sample chapters on this publicly-accessible website and are inviting comment from anyone who feels they can contribute to the 
development of these works. 

We see this trial as an opportunity to learn about what sort of feedback is possible and useful in this context and to contribute to the academic 
community’s understanding of open peer review. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



Script <scdptmag@fwmedia~com> 

Friday, February 21,2014 4:04 PM 

Regester~ Charlene B <regester@email,uncedu> 

Toofs & Tips for Outlining a Screenpfay 

Jeanne’s $c~ee~writii~g Tips: O~lt~ii~ii~g a Script 

To outline or not to outline a script’? fhat is the eternal question for writers At least it is for some, but not for me (Well, 

maybe the real eternal question is how do J get paid to write, but well ieave that for another day) Because i am the 

kind of chick who needs e plan; outlines are aiways the foundations of my proiects, especially when working with a 

writing partner. 

You can find plot development tips in many places; but implementing them is another story The first step is to 

breathe You are not alone Many writers struggle with stalting projects, myself included So let’s explore some 

options in hopes you’ll find one that works best for you 

First off, there’s no one way to outline. Some writers jot notes on bar napkins or use index cards while others prefer a 

more techy approach of using soft,,’~’are; iike in.~b’,"a ,SiecLi~ust~ ~ i! 0 or Se,/e the Ceti It all depends on what gets you 

excited .As you already kno,,% you wii] not sit in that seat and write unless you’re having fun doing it 

I%’e tried many ways of outlining finaiiy formulating a spreadsheet by merging se,/eral techniques together in what I 

call my Structure Grid of Character and Plot Development (i’ve shared this with our readers as one of our many free 

screenwriting downbads) But spreadsheets aren’t aiweys "fun’ for writers 

One of my screenwrJting friends uses the first chapter of Pilar AJessandra’s The Coffee Break Sc~ee~w’iter Vgqtin9 

Your Script Ten F/!ie(;tes at a T~me to help her outiine her scripts For all of us who have day jobs, writing in ! 0-minute 

chucks sounds amazing! I’m defirfitely goh~{.t to try thin one. 

I have other [riends who swear by the oid--[aahioned cod,;beard. I’ve done that too, but more fer rewritea For example, 

saw TV writer Kiyong Kim post on Facebook a picture of his eliding glans doors tha~ he inatalled in his office, that 

bad nowhere. Their sele purpose if for using as a whiteboard. Genius! 

The [lick ia finding a way to create your script that geta you e~cited! 

If you are excited to write it, people will be excited te read it Do whatever it takes 1:o get an engaging atery on the page, 

because [hat is what it’s all abeut. There’s r!o right way or vvreng way te oul:iine 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Representations ~-~reps@m~J1129.wdc04.mandfillapp.com> 

Friday, Febrnary 21, 2014 9:39 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edw~ 

l~epresentations 125 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai152.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Sunday, Februao, 23, 2014 8:59 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Recommend Slave Narratives (9780403022113) for purchase tbr library collection 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
supervision of the Works Progress Administration. These former 
slaves, most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the 
Civil War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on 
plantations, in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a 
peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they 
capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of 
life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken 
alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. 
Read together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in 

North America, allowing us to explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth- 
century slavery, including labor, resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and 
religious belief. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United States and subject 
librarians will be counted on to provide students, faculty and researchers with information on 
slavery in America. Please recommend the purchase of the complete set of Slave Narratives 
(ISBN 9780403022113) to your subject librarian or the collection development librarian by 
forwarding this email offer. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using purchasing or credit card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax 
and email. This set is available from Coutts Information Services, Baker & Taylor Books, Follett 
Library Resources, Brodart and many other library book dealers. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

Purchase orders are accepted ~rem a~l libraries, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 Hardbound 9,952 pages. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Amer:csq Book D:stribtitors, LLC ¯ [-%:3 .’P..ox 5 ,O Hai~qburg. Mi 48139 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mail147.at161.mcsv.net;, 

Sunday, Februao~ 23, 2014 10:35 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Order Native Peoples Encyclopedia tbr Latin, Chica~o, Native American studies facul~ 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Latin American Studies and 
Social Studies faculty members and students will be 
looking for new reference materials that are culturally 
appropriate and sensitive to the many customs and ways 
of various tribes and nations. The material needs to reflect 
the diverse experiences that relate to indigenous peoples 
of the Americas. We are pleased to announce that such a 
)ublication is now available in the Second Edition of 
NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native 
Peoples of the Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. 

Please visit wv,~v.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to heighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures of the Americas. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231-3728. The ISBN for the set is 
9781878592736. The eight volume set (3,810 pages) is US$995.00. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z is available from Baker and Taylor Books, Coutts Information Services, 
Dawsons and many other book dealers. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES k TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 9781878592736 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

clay@facul~bookclub.com 

Monday, February 24, 2014 12:16 PM 

Do you have any unwanted text[x~oks? 

Hello Professor, 

I wanted to let you know I will be buying books this 

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAYr 2/25-2/26, 

If these days don’t work for you, mention a time that does. I’m local! 

If you’d like me to stop in please respond with a good time, your building and room number. 

I promise to be brief as I know you are quite busy. 

Clay ,"?~e 5c~c’c’e," Co~c’i~ 

Our mission is simple; to provide students with the most affordable textbooks in the market. 





Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

clay@facul~bookclub.com 

Monday, February 24, 2014 12:24 PM 

Do you have any unwanted text[x~oks? 

Hello Professor, 

I wanted to let you know I will be buying books this 

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAYr 2/25-2/26, 

If these days don’t work for you, mention a time that does. I’m local! 

If you’d like me to stop in please respond with a good time, your building and room number. 

I promise to be brief as I know you are quite busy. 

Clay ,"?~e 5c~c’c’e," Co~c’i~ 

Our mission is simple; to provide students with the most affordable textbooks in the market. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Draft Inc. <nomply@finaJdraft.com> 

Monday, FebruaU 24, 2014 1:15 PM 

Regester, Chmtene B <reges’ter@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Take Our Survey tbr a Chm~ce to Win 

Click here to view online 

As a company, Final Draft, Inc continues to strive for the best 

possible user experience with our desktop and mobile products You 

can help us achieve this goal by taking this short survey to let us know 

how we can improve our products to best fit your needs. 

As a token of appreciation for completing this brief survey, we’re 

__randomly selecting 5 lucky participants to win $50 Amazon Gift Cards!__ 

Thank you in advance for your help, 

Your Friends at Final Draft 

Click hereto learn more 
about your producls. 



...... Ph.D. 

Xll Karen ~iI Jared ~°"°" III Flurry II 

~ Walter Rucker ~ Sheila Smith McKoy 

I ~:: !~.c I         Associate Professor at University i::,:!m, i 
Associate Professor at North 

of North Carolina at Chapel,.. Carolina State University 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Simon Tart Steven Lipkin 
Associate Professor of Art at Professor at Western Michigan 
University of South Carolina University 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Sheila Schroeder <Sheila,Schroeder@DU.EDU> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 3:40 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

syllabi needed for new UFVA website 

All, 
UFVA is in the midst of a major overhaul to our website. Part of that change was precipitated by a survey ;ve conducted to see what UFVAers want their website to do. One of answers was: 
more support material for teaching 

As a member of the web committee, I have been charged with collecting and posting syllabi UFVA members will be able to access If you have a syllabus you would like to contribute to the 
UFVA website teaching materials area, please e-mail a PDF to me, Sheila Schroeder, at sschroed@du edu 

Thanks for sharing! 

Peace, 
Sheila 

Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph. D 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Directnr of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylord St 
Denver, (20 80208 
303.871 4701 

sschroed@du.edu 

www.woodstockwestthemovie.com 
www. facebook, com/woodstnckwest 

This list at AU can be subscribed tn by sending the Jk~llowing message to listserv@listsep¢.american.edu: 

subscribe 1.7FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

Ynu can leave a list by sending the ll~llowing command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFV>~IST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U[~’VAL[ST-L@listserv.american.edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, FebruaD, 24, 2014 5:05 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Final Week tbr ’°Speculative Terrains," NPR’s A1 Letson at the Full Frame Theater, Alice Fest, Unique Continuing Ed 

Workshops 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

LAST WEEK TO SEE SPECULATIVE TERRAINS I Power Plant Gallery Exhibit Closes 

February 28 

Still from The Name is not the Thing named by Deborah Stratman 

An exhibit by award-winning artist and filmmaker Deborah Stratman, Speculative Terrains, 

examines both rural and urban landscapes through lenses of history, science, and 

mythology. The show features a range of work--photography, video, and installation--by 

Stratman, who was a Visiting Artist with Duke’s MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts 

earlier this month. See the show at the Power Plant Gallery through Friday, February 28. 

The Po,~ver Plant Gallery at American Tobacco Campus is a joint initiative of the Center for 

Documentary Studies and MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts. 

PUBLIC PRESENTATION BY AL LETSON I Host of PuNic Radio’s State of the Re:Union Will 

Appear at the Full Frame Theater 

Wednesday, March 5, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American 

Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackweli St., Durham, North Carolina 

State of the Re.Union host AI Letson 

"Telling the story of America, one community at a time." That’s the tagline for State of the 



Re:Union, the popular NPR/PRX radio show hosted by Public Radio Talent Quest Winner AI 

Letson. Each hour-long program focuses on one city, region, or other community and 

features interviews, commentary, recordings, listener-generated letters, and music. In a 

public event at the Full Frame Theater sponsored by the Center for Documentary Studies, "A 

More Perfect Union," Letson will discuss the show and share audio and video clips He’ll 

also incorporate some performance elements from his other lives as an actor and poetry 

slam performer 

ALICE FEST / Annual Film Festival "By Women, for Everyone" 

Sunday, March 9 / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus / 

320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

From Alice Guy-Blache’s film Madame ~ Des Envies 

In recognition of Women’s History Month, the third annual Alice Fest film festival showcases 

curated and submitted works by women with a special emphasis on women’s history and 

achievements Alice Fest screens short documentaries, experimental films, documentary 

works-in-progress, animation, and multimedia projects. Check alicefest, orq for updates 

on films and the festival schedule. 

Seating is limited; register by sending your name to: infoAliceFest@gmail.com 

Alice Fest is named for filmmaking pioneer Alice Guv-Blach~ (1873-1968). From 1896- 

1906, she was Gaumont Film Company’s head of production, and is generally considered 

to be the first filmmaker to systematically develop narrative filmmaking. Watch clips from 

some of Guy-Blach~’s films and learn more about her life and career here. 

Alice Fest is sponsored by the Center for Documentary Studies and produced by founder 

and executive director Wvian Bowman-Edwards 

SPOTLIGHT ON CONTINUING EDUCATION / Upcoming Classes Explore Writing with 

Photography and Audio Interviews 



Boy Lying on Couch, Reading Comics, 1964 Photograph by William Gedney. 

Spaces remain in two CDS Continuinq Education classes¯ For more information, and to 

register, click the class links below. Con/Text will be held the Center for Documentary 

Studies; One Voice is an online class. 

Con/Text: Writin~q with Photographs (Andrea Applebee) 

Saturdays, March 8 to May3, 10 a.m.-12 p.m. 

From the caption, to the essay, to the poem words speak for the images they accompany 

but not without their own sensory limitations and ambiguity Students will practice writing 

with photographs, exploring the ways that language and images can create symbiotic 

meaning. The class includes visits to the University Archives Photograph Collection, 

readings and discussion, and a final project in which participants will choose a genre, 

subject, or artist to work with as they explore the dynamic interplay between words and 

images. 

One Voice: Constructin~q a Narrative (Phoebe Judge) 

Wednesdays, March 5 to April 9, 7-9 p.m. 

NOTE: This is an online class. 

Turning an interview into a cornpelling narrative is one of tile fundamental challenges in 

audio documentary--indeed, in all documentary work. Students will conduct a long-form 

interview with one subject for 45 minutes to an hour and then use it to construct a piece with 

a cohesive narrative arc and thread. Unlike reportorial pieces, which make use of ambient 

sound and outside voices, this piece will rely on voice alone, along with the student’s 

narration. 

For a complete list of spring and summer Continuing Education classes at CDS, click here 

WINTER 2014 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the Winter 2014 issue include work by 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners Rachel Andrews and Jen Kinney, 

remarks by Full Frame director Deirdre Haj, updates from John Hope Franklin Student 

Documentary Award winners and Certificate in Documentary Studies recipients, exhibition 

information, news from faculty and staff, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

EXHIBIT 

Through February 28/Deborah Stratman. Speculative Terrains/Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch orct/archivesi21302 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch or~q 

Friends ofCDS documentarvstudies.duke edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

[~iilFacebook ii.~.ilCDSPorch 

~ 

ii~ilFriends°fCDS] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
frank tomasulo              @yahoo.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 6:26 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: syllabi needed for new UFVA website 

Dear Sheila et al.: As the founding Chair of the UFVA Teaching Committee (which I hope is still in existence), I lcnow that we posted 
SEVERAL syllabi on the Web site several years ago. I believe that members such as Diane Carson, Melinda Levirk and yours truly 
posted course outlines to the site. Shortly, thereafter, though, I was rarely able to locate those syllabi. I think at one point they were 
under RESOURCES (?). 
They were even divided into several categories: Production, Screenwriting, Film Histoly.’, Documentaor, Genres, etc. 
Almost jnst as important, a mechanism was established whereby the Teaching Committee would review all submitted syllabi to ensure 
that they were in a usable format, were valuable enough to carry the imprimatur of UFVA, etc. _If I can find those guidelines in my 
computer, I’d be glad to send them to the current Chair of the Teaching Committee or whoever needs them. 
Finally, another idea: Somewhere in the archives, someone probably has a copy of the old (1986) UFVA Monograph #5, "College 
Course Files," ed. by Patricia Erens. I asstm~e that the organization still holds copyrigN on that collection of documents (we better 
have the copyright, because we offer it for sale in every issue of the Journal!). Someone could potentially scan all or some of those 
syllabi and post them en masse to the UFVA Web site. They have the advantage of having already been vetted back in the day. 
Best to all, 
FPT 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 

Visiting Professor of Film Studies 

Department of English 

Pace University 

501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 

New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

On Monday, February 24, 2014 3:40 PM, Sheila Schroeder <Sheila.Schroeder@DU.EDU> wrote: 
All, 
UFVA is in the midst of a major overhaul to our website. Part of that change was precipitated by a survey we conducted to see what UFVAers want 
their website to do. One of answers was: more support material for teaching. 

As a member of the web committee, I have been charged with collecting and posting syllabi UFVA members will be able to access. If you have a 
syllabus you would like to contribute to the UFVA website teaching materials area, please e-mail a PDF to me, Sheila Schroeder, at 
sschroed@du.edu. 

Thanks for sharing! 

Peace, 
Sheila 

Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph. D. 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylord St. 
Denver, CO 80208 
303.871.4701 
sschroed@du.edu 

www.woodstockwestthemovie.com 
www.faceboo k.co m/woodstockwest 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~,,listserv.american.edu: 

signoff U FVALI ST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L~listserv.american.edu 



This list at AU cau be subscribed to by seudiug the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.americ~.edu: subscribe UFV?~LIST-L Full Name ( Full N~e should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You c~aa post messages to the list by sending ~J~ e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@lis~serv.~Jnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <’UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Sheila Schroeder <Sheila,Schroeder@DU.EDU> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 7:04 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: syllabi needed for new UFVA website 

Frank, 
The syllabi from the old site remain there and have been migrated to the new- site. My apologies for not being specific about that in my earlier post. 

I was not a~vare of the vetting process and would be happy to work with you and the Teaching Committee on this project if you’re up for it. Do let me know. 

Should you find the monograph, I’d be happy to take on the scanning and posting process should those syllabi still be relevant. 

Peace, 
Sheila 

Sheila E Schroeder, Ph. D. 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylord St. 
Denver, CO 80208 
303871.4701 

sschroed@du.edu 

www.woodstockwestthem erie.corn 
www. facebook, com/woodstockwest 

From: Universi~ Film and Video Association [UI~’VALIST-L@MSTSERV AMt~;RICAN.EIDU] on behalf of fi-ank tomasulo [ 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 4:26 PM 

To: U[~’VAL IST-I~@LISTSED.V.AMERIC±~,.N.EDU 
Sut~iect: Re: syllabi needed for new UFVA website 

@yahoo.corn] 

Dear Sheila et al. : As the fonnding Chair of the UFVA Teaching Committee (which ! hope is still in existence), I know that we posted SEV[~RAL syllabi on the Web site several years ago. I 
believe that members such as Diane Carson, Melinda Levin, and yours truly posted course outlines to the site. Shortly, thereafter, though, I was rarely able to locate those syllabi. ! think at 
one point they were under RESOURCES (?) 

They were even divided into several categories: Production, Screenwriting, Fthn History, Documentary, Genes, etc. 

Almost just as important, a mechanism was established whereby the Teaching Committee would review all submitted syllabi to ensure that the?’ were in a usable format, were valuable 
enough to carry the imprimatur of UFVA, etc. If I can find those guidelines in my computer, I’d be glad to send them to the current Chair of the Teaching Committee or whoever needs them. 

Finally, another idea: Somewhere in the archives, someone probably has a copy of the old (1986) 1U[~’VA 2/innograph #5, "College Course Files," ed by Patricia Erens. I assume that the 
organization still holds copyright on that collection of documents (we better have the copyright, because we offer it for sale in every issue of the Journal!) Someone could potentially scan 
all or some of those syllabi and post them en raasse to the UFVA Web site. They have the advantage of having already been vetted back in the day. 

Best to all, 

FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of English 
Pace Universi~ 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York. iXW 10128 

646-678-4167 

On Monday, February 24, 2014 3:40 PM, Sheila Sctnoeder <Sheila.Schroeder@DU.EDU~ wrote: 
All, 
UFVA is in the nridst of a raajor overhaul to our website. Part of that change was precipitated by a sm~’oy we conducted to see what UFVAers want their website to do. One of answers was: 
more support material for teaching. 

As a member of the web committee, I have been charged with collecting and posting syllabi LrFVA members will be able to access. If you have a s?qlabus you would like to contribute to the 
UFVA website teaching materials area, please e-mail a PDF to me, Sheila Schroeder, at ssctnoed@du.edu.<mailto:sschroed@du.edu.> 

Thanks for sharing! 

Peace, 
Sheila 

Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph. D 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylord St 
Denver, CO 80208 
303.871 4701 

sschroed@du.edu<mailto:sschroed@du.edu> 

www.;voodstock;vestthemovie.com 
www. facebook, com/woodstockwest 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the fi~llowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv(~listser~ american.edu>: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv american.edu<mailto:listser~(~listserv.american edu>: 

signoff UFV~kLIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~.american.edu<raailto:L~YV.4LIST-L(~)listset’<american.edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listset~@listserv, american, edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
You can leave a list by sending the follo~ving command to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: signoff I~’V.4LIST-L (Write this command in body of email ~vith nothing else) Posting Messages: 
You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe L~VALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last name.) 

You can lea’,~e a list by sending the follo~ving command to listserv@listser~,~.american.edu: 

signoff L~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Betsy, A. McLane        ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 10:07 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: syllabi needed for new UFVA website 

Just a note to mention that for many online universities the syllibi are the property of the employer NOT the professor. 
Betsy Ao McLa_l~e, Ph.Do 
betsy(a;docu m.en r.m3~diva., com. 
http:i/www.documentarydiva.com 

On Monday, February 24, 2014 4:04 PM, Sheila Schmeder <Sheila.Schroeder@DU.EDU> wrote: 
Frank, 
The syllabi from the old site remain there and have been migrated to the new site. My apologies for not being specific about that in my earlier post. 

I was not aware of the vetting process and would be happy to work with you and the Teaching Committee on this project if you’re up for it. Do let me 
know. 

Should you find the monograph, I’d be happy to take on the scanning and posting process should those syllabi still be relevant. 

Peace, 
Sheila 

Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph. D. 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylord St. 
Denver, CO 80208 
303.871.4701 
sschroed@du.edu 

www.woodstockwestthemovie.com 
www.faceboo k.co miwoodstockwest 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN. EDU] on behalf of frank tomasulo 
~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.E DU 
Subject: Re: syllabi needed for new UFVA website 

Dear Sheila et al.: As the founding Chair of the UFVA Teaching Committee (which I hope is still in existence), I know that we posted SEVERAL 
syllabi on the Web site several years ago. I believe that members such as Diane Carson, Melinda Levin, and yours truly posted course outlines to 
the site. Shortly, thereafter, though, I was rarely able to locate those syllabi. I think at one point they were under RESOURCES (?)~ 

They were even divided into several categories: Production, Screenwdting, Film History, Documentary, Genres, etc. 

Almost just as important, a mechanism was established whereby the Teaching Committee would review all submitted syllabi to ensure that they 
were in a usable format, were valuable enough to carry the imprimatur of UFVA, etc. If I can find those guidelines in my computer, I’d be glad to 
send them to the current Chair of the Teaching Committee or whoever needs them. 

Finally, another idea: Somewhere in the archives, someone probably has a copy of the old (1986) UFVA Monograph #5, "College Course Files," 
ed. by Patricia Erens. I assume that the organization still holds copyright on that collection of documents (we better have the copyright, because we 
offer it for sale in every issue of the Journal!). Someone could potentially scan all or some of those syllabi and post them en masse to the U FVA 
Web site. They have the advantage of having already been vetted back in the day. 

Best to all, 

FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of English 
Pace University 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New’fork, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 



On Monday, February 24, 2014 3:40 PM, Sheila Schroeder <Sheila.Schroeder@DU.EDU> wrote: 
All, 
UFVA is in the midst of a major overhaul to our website. Part of that change was precipitated by a survey we conducted to see what UFVAers want 
their website to do. One of answers was: more support material for teaching. 

As a member of the web committee, I have been charged with collecting and posting syllabi UFVA members will be able to access. If you have a 
syllabus you would like to contribute to the UFVA website teaching materials area, please e-mail a PDF to me, Sheila Schroeder, at 
sschroed@du.edu.<mailto:sschroed@du.edu.> 

Thanks for sharing! 

Peace, 
Sheila 

Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph. D. 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylord St. 
Denver, CO 80208 
303.871.4701 
sschroed@du.edu<mailto:sschroed@du.edu> 

www.woodstockwestthemovie.com 
www.faceboo k.co m!woodstockwest 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listservCb, listserv.american.edu>: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.american.edu>: 

signoff U FVALI ST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L(~,listserv.american.edu<mailto:UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 
to U FVALIST-L(~Jistserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.amedcan.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listservCb.listserv.american.edu: 

signoff U FVALI ST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFV,M, IST-L Full Nmne ( Full N~ane should be 

your firsnt and last n~ane.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0,Vrite this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFV,M,IST-L@listse~.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 12:34 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: syllabi needed for new UFVA website 

This is conect. But many of them post them publicly available on the school’s website. If that is tree, then we can probably (at worst) publish the link. 

Norman 

Mistyped on my iPad 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 7:07 PM, "Betsy A. McLane" %ya]~oo.com> wrote: 

Just a note to mention that for many online universities the syllibi are the property of the employer NOT the 
professor. 
Betsy A. McLane, Ph,D. 

b et sv(a~do cu ment arydiva, com 

http ://w~}~. documentar~diva, corn 

On Monday, February 24, 2014 4:04 PM, Sheila Schroeder <Sheila.Schroeder@DU.EDU> wrote: 
Frank, 
The syllabi from the old site remain there and have been migrated to the new site. My apologies for not being specific about that in my 
earlier post. 

I was not aware of the vetting process and would be happy to work with you and the Teaching Committee on this project if you’re up for 
it. Do let me know. 

Should you find the monograph, I’d be happy to take on the scanning and posting process should those syllabi still be relevant. 

Peace, 
Sheila 

Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph. D. 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylord St. 
Denver, CO 80208 
303.871.4701 
sschroed@du.edu 

www.woodstockwestthe movie .com 
www.faceboo k.co m/woodstockwest 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICANEDU] on behalf of frank tomasulo 
@yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 
Subject: Re: syllabi needed for new UFVA website 

Dear Sheila et al.: As the founding Chair of the UFVA Teaching Committee (which I hope is still in existence), I know that we posted 
SEVERAL syllabi on the Web site several years ago. I believe that members such as Diane Carson, Melinda Levin, and yours truly 
posted course outlines to the site. Shortly, thereafter, though, I was rarely able to locate those syllabi. I think at one point they were 
under RESOURCES (?). 

They were even divided into several categories: Production, Screenwriting, Film History, Documentary, Genres, etc. 

Almost just as important, a mechanism was established whereby the Teaching Committee would review all submitted syllabi to ensure 
that they were in a usable format, were valuable enough to carry the imprimatur of UFVA, etc. If l can find those guidelines in my 
computer, I’d be glad to send them to the current Chair of the Teaching Committee or whoever needs them. 

Finally, another idea: Somewhere in the archives, someone probably has a copy of the old (1986) UFVA Monograph #5, "College 
Course Files," ed. by Patricia Erens. I assume that the organization still holds copyright on that collection of documents (we better have 
the copyright, because we offer it for sale in every issue of the Journal!). Someone could potentially scan all or some of those syllabi 
and post them en masse to the UFVA Web site. They have the advantage of having already been vetted back in the day. 

Best to all, 



FPT 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of English 
Pace University 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

On Monday, February 24, 2014 3:40 PM, Sheila Schroeder <Sheila.Schroeder@DU.EDU> wrote: 
All, 
U FVA is in the midst of a major overhaul to our website. Part of that change was precipitated by a survey we conducted to see what 
UFVAers want their website to do. One of answers was: more support material for teaching. 

As a member of the web committee, I have been charged with collecting and posting syllabi UFVA members will be able to access. If 
you have a syllabus you would like to contribute to the UFVA website teaching materials area, please e-mail a PDF to me, Sheila 
Schroeder, at sschroed(~,du.edu.<mailto:sschroedCb, du.edu.> 

Thanks for sharing! 

Peace, 
Sheila 

Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph. D. 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylord St. 
Denver, CO 80208 
303.871.4701 
sschroedCb, du.edu<mailto:sschroed~,du.edu> 

www.woodstockwestthe movie .corn 
www.faceboo k.co m/woodstockwest 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to 
listservCb, listaerv.american.edu <mailto:listaerv~listserv.american.edu>: 

subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.american.edu>: 

signoff U FVALI ST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu<mailto:UFVALIST- 
LCb, listaerv.american.edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(~.listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full 
Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to 
listaerv(~.listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You 
can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-LCb, listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listaerv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listaerv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff U FVALI ST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listaerv.american.edu 

This li st at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv,~,~listserv.america~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last nmne.) You ca~ leave a lifft by sending the follomng commaud to listse~7~listserv.aanerican.edu: signoffUFVzLLIST- L 



(Write this commaJ~d in body of email with nothing el~) Posting Mes~ges: You can tx)st messages to the list by sending aJ~ e-mail 1,) UFVALIST- 
L@listserv.america~.edu 
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hk~ knowk,dge ,,nd experience as a p,’actk~ng musician and 
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surfers and musicians he encounters. ~n doing so, he 

creativity, and [he condition O~ being human. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

heather.addison@wmich.edu on behalf of 

Heather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu~’- 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:34 AM 

tteather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu> 

Andrea Meyer         @gmail.com> 

Reminder: UFVA submission deadline is March 1 st 

G~eetings UFVA members. 

This is a final reminder. The 2014 submission deadline for New Media, Film/Video Projects, Scripts, and Workshops is 1 1:59 pm on March 

To submit, visit ufva.or~ and click on the appropriate link. **NOTE: You do NOT need to log in to submit a project/protx~sal.** 

This year’s conference will be t’rom August 6-9, 2014 in Bozeman, MT at Montana State Umvers~tv. I hope to see you ther ~ 

Please contact me if you have a~y questions or concerns about the subtnision process. 

Heather Addison 

2014 Conference VP 

Heather Addison, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor & 
Graduate Program Director 
315 Sprau Tower 

School of Communication 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, MI 49008-5318 
e-mail: heat her.addison ~,wmich .ed u 
phone: (269) 387-2901 

fax: (269) 387-3990 

"The cinema substitutes for our gaze a world more in hannony with our desires," -Andr6 Bazin, film theorist 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 12:05 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Getting involved in the PCA/ACA 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

Getting Involved 
(in the PCA/ACA) 

To: The Members of the PCAiACA 
From: Joy Sperling, President, the Officers, and the Board of the PCAiACA 

Every year the PCAiACA elects four new members of the Governing Board as 
four members rotate off. 

We would like to encourage those of you who have been members for three of 
the last five years and active in the association to consider self-nominating (or 
if you know someone who you think would make a good Governing Board 
member to nominate that person). The final slate will be chosen by a 
nominating committee appointed by the President of the PCAiACA, Joy 
Sperling. 

Governing Board Members 
PCAiACA Governing Board members serve a three-year term; four rotate on 
and four rotate off every year. Names should be placed in nomination with the 
chair of the Nominating Committee as soon as possible. See below for the 
process. The Nominating Committee will place four names on the 2014 
National Conference ballot. Governing Board members consider all major 
issues facing the PCAiACA, serve on advisory committees, and should be 
present for board meetings at the national conference (as well as, when 
possible, mid-year meetings held at a regional conferences). Board members 
should be actively engaged in the PCAiACA, should have served the 
organization, and have been PCA/ACA members for at least three years. 

To be considered, please forward your name (or the name of the nominee) to 
Gary Burns at gburns@niu.edu. All nominations must include attach a vita of 
the nominee, a short statement of what you as the nominee would bring to the 
organization along with an account of your experience in and contributions to 
the PCAiACA. 

The deadline for nominations and materials is March 20, 2014. 

Committee Chair: g__b___u__r__n___s_@Dj__u__#__~__u_. 
Ro Confor~i: curdculum@pcaaca.org 
Bruce Drushek areas@pcaaca.org 
Trish Cunningham: tcunningham@ehe.os~.edu 
Elwood Watson: aloofbooks@aoLcom 

Executive Director - Events 

Applications are still being accepted on a rolling basis for PCAiACA 
Executive Director of Events, ~ntil the position is filled. 

For more information, see ._o___u__Lj_o__b___s__p__a__g__e_.. 

Join Our Mailing List 

If you have questions please email: 
Joy Sperling, #resid~nt@Dcaaca,#r_cl 



Forward this email 

This ema[[ was s~rl,’, to r~gesLer~lemaiLur~c.edu by opeiat[ons@pcaaca.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:16 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; @nccu.edu; @northcarolina.edu; ~nccu.edu; 

@nccu.edu 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara_anderson@unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim 
<tjml @email.unc.edu> 

RE: Herman Bennett/Dunbar-Stone Lecture 

All, 

I think it is wonderful that Reg sent this email. I hope to see everybody on Friday. 
Robert 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014-6:55 PM 

To:      _~nccu.edu;        ~northcarolina.edu;      _~nccu.edu;      @nccu.edu 
C¢: Regester, Charlene B; Anderson, Barbara S; Porter, Robert S; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Herman Bennett/Dunbar-Stone Lecture 

Dear Lydia, Charlene, Carlton, Barbara, Myron, Freddie,and Robert, 

Our "prodigal son" Herman Bennett will return to UNC to deliver the Dunbar/Stone Memorial Lecture on this Friday, February 28th, in Graham Memorial, Room 39 (Kresgee 
Foundation Common Room, downstairs). The reception begins at 5 and Herman’s lecture is scheduled to start at 5:30. ]]m McMillan has done all the heavy lifting in arranging 
Herman’s lecture, so if you want more details contact him. These have not been the happiest of times for the old AFAM Dept. ft would be great if Herman’s talk provided an 

occasion for us to get together to talk and laugh about the "good old days" when we were young and foolish and happily worked like dogs for our fearless leader, Colin Palmer. 
By the way, if anybody knows how to get in touch with Burley Paige, please pass this information to him. There is a link to Herman’s bio below. Hope to see you Friday. Carry 
on, -Reg Hildebrand 

The Graduate Center, CUNY - Herman Bennett 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:59 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Maztha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumafitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Historian Jocelyn Olcott to speak Thurs., March 6, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

doeeb~n Oleott, Duke University 

Thursday, March 6, 2o14 -- 5:OO p.m. 

Focusing on the International Women’s Year Conference in Mexico City in the summer of 1975, this talk 
explores feminist efforts to reach across geopolitical borders and the ideological fault lines that fractured the 
globe in the 1970s~ W~dely considered a watershed moment in women’s activism, the conference brought 
together UN technocrats with grassroots activists, imperial powers with national liberation movements, and 
well-heeled professionals with impoverished peasants - with explosive, but generative, results. 

Jocelyn Olcott is associate professor of history, women’s studies and international comparative studies at 
Duke University. Specializing in feminist history, she has written about modern Mexico, feminism, 
biography, labor history, and transnational history. She is currently a senior editor of the Hispanic American 
Historical Review and is the author of Revolutionary Women in Posttevolutionary Mexico (2005) and coeditor, 
with Mary Kay Vaughan and Gabriela Cant, of Sex in Revolution: Gender.. Politics, and Povcer in Modern 
Mexico (2006). This year, she is working as the Frank H. Kenan Fellow at the National Humanities Center. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond to Marlha Johnson (919) 4oq-o~i 6, or mfohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.ora. 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 8:40 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edw* 

Save 30% on new ~lm books t?om Wallflower Press 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails, 

Slow Movies 
Counteri~g the Cinema o~’ Actio~ 

ira Jaffe 
"In aff film lher~ ~s th~ desb~ to c~ptur~ th~ mo~km of ~fe, to 
refuse ~mmobi~tyi’ Agses Va~da has noted. But to capture 
reati~y of h~man experience: c~nema must fasten o~ sfi~ness 

mo~qes by acclaimed ~nlernaticma~ d~reclors who in the past 



Forward this email 

rh~s email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by [T]’_2__l__6__4___@c__o_]_u__~)__b_La_:_e__d__u_ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62rid Street :: New York NY 10023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 10:01 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edw~ 

Sign Up for Trials Betbre Black Hislx~O, Month Ends 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

~;ii b ..... 

SixL’i years ago, Nary NcLeod gethune was proclaimed 
"Nother of The Century" by the Dorie Miller Nemorial 
Foundation wNch recognized her founding of Bethune- 
Cookman Colege and her leadership in fighting for equalty 
for giack Amerk:ans, 

Explore Bethune’s key role irt the fight for eq8al rights and 
organizations including her roles as president o1: the 
National Association of Colored Women’s CkA.~s during this 
last week of Black Histoly North and Women’s History 
Nonth next month. 

Give researchers first-hand accounts and multiple 
perspectives and delve deeper with key resources: 

Hi5tep~ Va~l~:= NAACP Papers; Black r:reedom 
Struggle in the 20i~ Century: Federal Govemmen~ 
Records; Organiza~ona~ Records and Persona~ 
Papers: ~la~y NcLeod Bethune Papers 

Newspapers: gethune’s cokmsr~s rar~ in the 
P~ttsburgh Cour~er ~rom March ~937-November 
~938 and were pdnted ~ the Chicago Defender 
from ~948~1955. 

See, e~ Black history, milestones timeline, and ask 

your librarian to sign up [or flee trials o1: an array o~ 

corr~#ernentary digitized resources with content that. isn’t 

iNi rep 

proQ~est, 789 E, eisenhewer Pkwy. Am? Arbor, MI 48t08 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Angeles 

mulfielhr4c Los Apgeles. The first book to focus 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ]:~BN: :.. ~0.~2.;<..,.:,t~,;, cities if~ the United Slales, the book delivers 

evidence [hst Los Angeles is a key place [o study racl81 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
of multiethnic America. 

......................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

........................................................................................................................................................ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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.............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Andrea Meyer <         ~GMAIL.COM> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 26, 2014 11:22 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Fwd: Worldwide project ~br fihnmakers! 

MCB to No Brief to film,nakers Sh..doc 

Hi UFVA members, 

I received this email today and thought it looked like a good opportuni~ for students. I don’t kmow an5, more than what you see here, so I can’t officiaJly endorse this 

competition. That said, I thought you might want to take a look and see if you’d like to pass it along to students. 

All "the best, 
Andrea Meyer 

UFVA Home Office 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: Juliette Smit <juliette@circusads.com> 
Date: February 24, 2014 11:21:50 PM PST 

To: ’         .~..qmail.com" <         N~.~mail.com> 
Subject: Worldwide project for filmmakers! 

Dear Sir! Madam, 

We are searching for enthusiasticfilmmakers who want to add a new experience on their CV, earn 500~ and want to win a trip for 2 to 

Mauritius! 

We are Circus Publicis from Mauritius, the most awarded agency of the Indian Ocean. 

We are currently recruiting 32 filmmakers from around the globe to enter a film competition for the FIFA World Cup 2014 event. 

Please find attached the document and poster which will help you understand the project better. 

I remain at your disposal if you need any additional information. 

Bring Mauritius to RIO! 

Ch ~-.’~s ::~e 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~ and last name.) You can lem,e a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVAI JST-L@listserv.american.edu 

Tel: +230 433!]~5i’.,,~?. Fa>: -~ ~::30 
{-!. iq~il: juliette@circusads.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by ~nding the following command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI JST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ,sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 

",?,&: b :: www,circusads.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Nan~e should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by ~nding the following command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ,sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be sabscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.atnerican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.eda: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
) o ofemail with nothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listser<american.edu 



’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following tnessage to lifftserv@listse~w.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Fnll Name should be 

yonr first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the following command to listserv@lis~tser~’.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oltice@cmstudies.org 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 5:01 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,em~Al.unc.edu> 

Last chance to VOTE in the 2014 SCMS election 

Voting tbr the 2014 SCMS Election closes at 11:59 CST on Friday, February 28! 

Click on above image for more information and to vote if yon have not done so already. If you’ve aJready voted, thank you very much for your participation. 

~ike us on Facebook -     [::’i?i [ollow us on Twitter > 

If you wish to stop receiving email from us, you can simply remove yonrself by visiting: http://www.cmstudies.orgimembers/EmailOptPreferences.aspx? 

id=9512683&e=regester(a)email.unc.edu&h=l cfcTd6f5ba6c7t3946c85b38d5d3 leb077751 cO 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mai134.at151 .l~gsv.net;, 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 9:16 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Order American Guide Series tbr Americm~ ttisto~ Studies 

::.’~i American Guide Series 

AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES 

Best Books for" Academic Libraries recommends the AMERICAN GUIDE 
SERIES. The AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES was described, at the time, as "The 
biggest, fastest and most original research job in the history of the world." The 
AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES was produced by the Federal Writers Project 
between 1935 and 1943. The Federal Writers Project was one of the many 
programs under the Works Progress Administration. These wonderful books 
cover all the states except for Hawaii. Each volume covers the state history, 
geography, and culture along with photographs, maps, bibliography and index. 
The project enlisted the talents of such well-known writers as John Cheever, 
Saul Bellow, Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison and many others. 

The Smithsonian Channel has produced a documentary titled SOUL OF A 
PEOPLE that chronicles the story of the AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES and has 

created a new demand for the republishing of the entire series. No library 
collection would be complete without the entit~ set of the American Guide Series. 

Each state guide has been enlarged to 8 x 11 inch page size for easier reading for researchers and the 
public. 

Please visit NABDLLC.conm’American-Guide-Series to order the entire series, or visit NABDLLC.com/state- 
encyclopedias to view details of each volume in the American Guide Series. Also available from Coutts 

Library Setvices, Baker & Taylor Books,Follett Library Resources, Mackin and most library book dealers. 

FREE SHiPPiNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all libraries. 

We accept credit cards as a payment option, 

Customer Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES (49 volumes) at $4,665.00 per set (free shipping). 
ISBN 9780403022496 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

~et N~,s? unsubscdbe from this I~st ~’;dste s~bscr~tion ~references 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George <george@integrib,bookbuyers.com> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 11:49 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Books 

Having trouble viewing this mail? (~:ik;l~ here [c ,Jew i[ in yetir browsar. 

Make sure that you always get our messages: Add george@integritybookbuyers corn to your contacts. 

Good morning, 

I roll be back on the University. of North Carolina campus buying books Thursday and Ffid a.v (February 27th and 28th) all day. 

Please let me know if there is a specific ti~ne you would like me to stop by your office. 

It only takes a couple of minute~ and you can continue to work uninterrupted while I look around. 

Even if you don’t think you have any books of value please consider letting me stop by. There are mmay previous editions m~d older books that I can still make use of. 

My sc~xmer allows me to move quicldy mid has over 3 million titles in 

its database. 

Please be sure to include your building name and ottice nmnber in your 

email so I can find your office. 

Thanks! I look forward to healing from you, 

George 

Use this link to be deleted or to Mj#dAte 3our email address 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

California College of the Arts <commuuicalions@cca.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 1:06 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

CCA March 2014 News & Events 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

CA MIL, I..[’Y U TT["." RBAOK 
CCA welcomes Camlle 
Utterback, who specializes in 
inIeractive installations and 
reactive scuIptures. 

M,ATTRRW I.,II~ T.&I(IS 

CCA GrapNc Design student 
Ma~hew Lew garners w~de 
a~entbn for h~s rei~agining of 
the ~con~c paper ticket. 

AR’~’IST 

Pratibha Parmar is a British 
filmmaker, d~rector, producer, 
and writer She’s also a 
stalwart actMst within the 
global feminis[ and lesbian 
Aghts movements. 

~:A ~,..’11LY 

in his documental27 The 
Geoius of MaAan, due for 
theatrical release in April, 

CCA aR.mmus Banker V~Cnite 

(MFA 1999) folows his 
mother, Pam, as she deals 
with the onset of AIzheimer’s 
disease. 

PI£’.".R VI’/’TOR/O AU R~’.’!LI 
San francisco campus 
~on., Mar. 3, 7 p.m, 
Pier V~ttoHo Auref cofounded 
Dogma k~ 2002. The firm 
focuses mosly on urban 
design and ~arge-scale 
projeots. 
Mo~e i~@:~..,.. 

San Francisco campus 

T~es,, Mar. 4, 7 
Moderated by Dominic 

~/~tsdon, this roundtable 
d~scussion wll address the 
t~mu~t~o~s histo~N of the 2nd 
Johannesbu~9 Biennab~ 

O.WR © ,<\,’%1,2. £-! LOW ~’.’! D 

CAPP STRIIT 

"V~th a series of 9ive-it-al-ya-. 
got Bany Bonds-lke swats of 
a bat, the 30th anniversary o[ 
Capp Street Project was 
ce~ebrated by artists, art 
students, a~l patrons, and 
lovers Tuesday night/’ 

TH I’." BOLO ITALIC 

F I’."ATU RES C~PP 

"The Will Brown gallery had 
me at ’bouncy castle.’ The 
24th St. ar[ space has upped 

the bar w~th their Bauhaus 
Baundmus, a grown-ass 
bounce house for grown-ass 
people." 



MeeI OhuOHa 8anIa~aria: 

ianc~ni siren, disco 
and ~arQe~.-~Han.4i~e a~Ie~ eio 
of OOA aIumna Sofia 
(MFA 20S 0). 

CAP,~" S’I’REET PRO3EC’I 
’,,"URNS 3(,’,’ 
Did you miss Capp Street 
Project’s 30th birthday bash 
on FebrumT 187 See photos 

here! Click on "slideshow," 

[. [". C TU HI": [-}Y 

Shinpei Kusanag~ ~s a 
Japanese a~ist who works 
pdmari@ in ac~c and 
colored pencil, 

GALA IRi HONOR 
AR’/" 

Wed°° Ma~. 
This specbl event, Bbeprmts, 
Blue Jeans & Bk~egrass, w~l 
celebrate the life and wo[k of 
the d~stinguished architecture 
and design ~eader 
Gens~er. AI~ net proceeds 
benefit CCA scho~msMps. 

SFAQ u%ged readers to make 
it out to the palty, which 
featured cake, drinks, dancing, 
and p~llatas, 

GIZMOI:.’.’O 
DAVll:.’." GISS[":N ARID 

"The dozen or so scents at 
Utban O/tactoo~ ~ange widely 
in time and space, from early 
modern Europe to the 
California of 50 years ago," 

regularly with CC~ ,~sews. 

Get more info on CCA news 
and e,,’ents 
Wa[tis Institute exhibi[ions, 
and more) by emalL Go to 

This email was sent to re~ester@email.unc.edu by communications@cca.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 3:36 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson qNohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhum~mitiescenter.org> 

Third Aramal Conference on Human Rights and the Humanitie~ Maxch 20-21, at the Nationdl Humanities Center 

HR&H AnnouncePoster 2014Final.pdf 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

Please join us tbr the Center’s third annnal conference on lIum an Rights and the Hum anities, March 20-21, 2014. 

This year’s conference roll begin at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 20111, with a reception followed by a talk from Harvard University’s Steven Pinker on "The Better 

Angels of Onr Nature: Why Violence ttas Declined." 

As in previous ye~xs, this gathering will feature a distinguished group of scholmx including: 

K. Anthony Appiah, Princeton University. 

Didier Fassin, Ins~dtute for Advanced Study (Princeton, N J) 

Lynn Festa, Rutgers Universi .ty 

Saidiya Hartman, Columbia University. 

Stephen Hopgood, University. of London 

Walter Johnson, tlarvard University 

Robert Pippin, University of Chicago 

GregoD, Radick, University of Leeds 

Created in an eitbrt to reexamine conventional assumptions about human rights through the lens of the humaxtities. Human Rights and the Humanities is a multi-ye~x 

project to bring together the vast resomees of the humanitie~ including historical, philosophical, and cultur~J factors, to help us better understand the concept ofhummi 

rights. 

The initiative has been made possible through the generous support of the Reseaxch Triangle Foundation of North Carolina, Duke Universi~, North Carolina State 

University, the University. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the Carnegie Corporation of New York. 

For more information, or to register for the event, please visit here or contact Martha Johnson, miohnson~nationalhnnmnitiescenter.o~. 

We would be ve~ grateihl if you could help us publicize this event by lbrwaxding this a~nouncement to colleagues, student, s, and friends. 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The A2MEND Organization <info@a2mend.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 7:10 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Don’t Miss Out! i A2MEND Summit 2014 

7th Annual African American Male Summit 
MARCH 6, 2014 I LAX MARRIOTT 

7th Annual African American Educational Network and Development 
Organization (A2MEND) Summit 

Mamh 6-7, 2014 
Los Angeles Airport Marriott 
5855 West Century Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 

310-641-5700 
Who Should Attend: 
College Administrators I Faculty I Support Staff I Counselors I Policy Makers I Board of Trustee 
Members I Business Community I Students 
Registration Online at: 
-h-~!~;L!~c-‘--~-J~9--a--~-t-!-e--~-?-t~i-}~4-a--~-f-~--ct-n--s--i-}~n-d-~-e--x-~-~-f--t-n- ~--.~-}~ 

Please note: In order to register for the A2MEND Summit you must have a Community College 
League of California Iogin/password. If you do not have one, please click on the link "1 am a new 
user". If you need assistance with registration,please feel free to contact the Community College 
League of California at (916) 444-8641. 
Registration Fee: 

$325 (includes Administrators, Faculty, Staff, All Other Non-Students) 

$100 (Students) 

$150 Pre-Conference Leadership Workshop 

t’Wednesday, March 5 from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.) 

$100 Awards Dinner 

Conference Speakers: 
Thursday, March 6, 2014 Morning Keynote Speaker: 
Dr. Shaun R. Harper, Professor and Executive Director 
Center for the Study of Race and Equity in Education 
University of Pennsylvania 
Thursday, March 6, 2014 Afternoon Keynote Speaker: 

Dr. Thomas Parham, Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs 
University of California, Iwine 
Friday, March 7, 2014 Morning Keynote Speaker: 
Mr. Brian Heat, Motivational Speaker 

Jus Wiggin Entertainment 
Awards Dinner Honorees 
Helen Benjamin, Chancellor, Contra Costa Community College District 
Andrew Jones, Chancellor, Coast Community College District 
Community College League of California (CCLC) 
Association of California Community College Administrators (ACCCA) 
Higher One 
The agenda for the summit can be found at: htlp:/la2mend.org/conference.html 
About the Summit 
In response to the lack of educational success of African American Male students in California 
Community Colleges, the African American Male Educational Network and Development Inc. 
(A2MEND) in 2008 organized the First Annual African American Male Summit, which brought 
together faculty, staff, students and administrators from across the country to address the 
administrative and instructional strategies that have an impact on the success of African American 
male students= Since the initial summit in 2008 hundreds of people have had the opportunity to 
dialogue about the issues pertaining to the academic success of African American men in higher 
education. 



Over the past six years the African American Male Summit has placed a spotlight on the 
institutional challenges and barriers that exist within our colleges to produce positive educational 

outcomes for African American men. As we move into a new decade, we still find a pervasive and 
persistent gap in the achievement levels of African American males in all educational indicators in 
comparison to other racial and gender groups. While A2MEND is quite proud of our past efforts we 
know that we have not done enough. We must delve deeper and do more to overcome entrenched 
systemic barriers and the long- term effect that these barriers have had on the psyche of all of us 
who work with African American male students, and even to an greater extent, the effect it has had 
on the students themselves. We contend that we all simply have to do more! We must renew, 
revive and recommit ourselves to identify and remove the barriers that stand between our students 
and their educational goals. 

The members of A2MEND contend that in order to bring about the change that we all want to see 
each of us individually must examine ourselves and answer the difficult question: Am I doing all that 

I can with the influence that I have to ensure the success of African American male students? This 
year’s summit theme is ’"’Standing Our Ground: Building Pathways for African-American Male 
Student Success". A=MEND along with our conference partner Los Angeles Southwest College, 
encourages all educational and community stakeholders regardless of race or gender who want to 
make a personal commitment to improving the educational outcomes of African American male 
students, to attend this critical gathering. 
The literature on African-American men in higher education, both as students and educational 
professionals often paints a bleak picture for the future. A dwindling number of African-American 
male students in postsecondary education (in both public and private institutions) and a dearth of 
black faculty and administrators represent an alarming trend in education. This trend is even more 
alarming in the nation’s community colleges-often viewed as gateways for advanced degrees and 
upward mobility for the country’s most disenfranchised and under-represented student populations. 
The crisis among African-American men in higher education has become a hot-button issue during 
recent times with the rapid infusion of statistics and reports that point out the symptoms of the 
problem but rm~ly focus on its root causes or offer tangible solutions. 

The mission of the conference is to counteract the dismal forecast of the African American male in 
higher education by centrally focusing on the role of the institution. Institutions of higher learning 
play a pivotal role in the education, leadership, support, and engagement of these students. This 
conference will address these problems. Informative presenters and interactive workshops will 
develop realistic strategies and concrete recommendations that can be put into practice in our 
respective colleges. 
African American Male Educational Network and Development (A2MEND) (www.a2mend.org) 
The African American Male Educational Network and Development (A2MEND) organization is 
comprised of African American male administrators who utilize their scholarly and professional 
expertise to foster institutional change within the community college system. We aim to create an 
affirming academic and professional environment for African Americans with a particular focus on 
African American male students, faculty, staff, and administrators. 

7~he African American Mate Educational Network and Development (A2MEND) orgaaization is comprised of African 

American mate administrators who utilize the# scholarly and professional expertise to foster institutioaal change 

within the community college system. We aim to create an affirming academic and professional environment for 

African Americans with a particular focus on African American male students, faculty, staff, and administrators. 

DOWNLOAD OUR MOBILE APPLICATION 

$1 
A2MEND Preconference Workshops 

Are you looking for upward mobility or just beginning 
your career? Come get real advice from professionals in 
the field who can springboard you towards success. 

Offer Expires March 5, 2014 

Forward thia email 

This email was sent ~o regester@email.unc,edu by irlf:o@a2mend~or~ 
Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

A2NEND Organization :: P.O Box 9078~. San Bernardino :: CA 92zt27 







Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed:: 

CUNY TV <cun~vi¥@cun~v~,~.ccsend.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 28, 2014 9:05 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@emml.nnc.edu-* 

This month on City Cinematheque 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with CUNY TV. Please confirm your continued 
interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

CITY CINEMATHEQUE 
Films From North Africa March 2014 

The best in world cinema is showcased in City Cineraatheque. 
Hosted by Professor Jerry Carlson and co-produced with the 
Department of Media and communication Arts of The City 
College, CUNY, each film is followed by lively discussion with 
scholars, film professionals and critics. 

Saturday & Sunday nights at 9:00 PM, repeated the following 
Friday night at 12:00 Midnight. Hosted by Jerry Carlson. 

March 1-2/7 

(2001/Algeria, 106 min., color, 
drama, in Arabic and French with 
English subtitles) Dir.: Medhi Charef. 
Cast: Cylia MAIM, Baya Belial, 
Deborah Lamy, Brahim Ben Salah. 

A young woman, Rallia, raised in 
Switzerland, A young woman, Rallia, 
raised in Switzerland, travels to an 
isolated and barren Berber settlement located in the rocky Atlas 
Mountains of Algeria. Rallia’s journey is one of multi-tiered discovery in 
terms of her relationship to her extended family, traditional Berber 
culture, and her desperate need to locate her biological mother. Through 
her eyes, the viewer is immersed in a world virtually untouched by 
contemporary society, one that still clings to tribal mores and strict 
religious codes of conduct. Mehdi Charef skillfully captures the windswept 
vistas of a faraway mountain range with wide camera angles that frame 
the harsh environs and the desperate daily search for water, the 
responsibility of the resilient women of the Berber tribe. Distrib.: Lee 
Krugman & Associates. 
Discussion guest: Sally Shafto, Ibn Zohr University (Morocco). 

March 8-9/14 

(2002/Algeria, 100 min., color, 

drama, In Arabic and French with 
English subtitles) Dir.: Yamina Bachir- 
Chouikh. Cast: Hamid Ramas, 
Rachida Messaouden, Abdelkader 
Belmokadem, Aida Kechoud. 

The first-full length feature film bu 
Yaminda Bachir-Choikh evokes 
memories of the worst atrocities of the terror in Algeria. The forces of 
violence and ignorance erode but don’t conquer decency and 
enlightenment in Rachida, the story of a vivacious young schoolteacher 
who refuses to buckle under intimidation, despite her anguish at living 
under the constant threat of terror in unexpected places. The film also 
highlights the corruption of an education system that has become the 
breeding ground of a culture of hatred. Distrib.: Lee Krugman & 
Associates. 
Discussion guest: Florence Martin, Goucher College. 

March 15-16/21 
(2006/Morocco, 94 min., color, 
drama, in Arabic and French with 
English subtitles) Dir.: Faouzi 

Bensaidi. Cast: Nezha Rahil, Faouzi 
Bensaldi, Fatima Attif, El Nehdi 
Ela~roubi. 

Souad is a prostitute whose best 
friend is Kenza, a tough traffic cop. 
Kamel is a stony-eyed contract killer 

who receives his hit orders via the Internet; he is also Souad’s favorite 
customer. When Kenza falls in love with Kamel, the two begin a bizarre 
courtship doomed by their disparate lines of work, and a persistent cyber- 
snooping hacker who stumbles upon the site where Kamel receives his 
murderous contracts. Moroccan actor-director Faouzi Bensaldi’s 
promiscuously stylish film is a new vision of an old culture, unveiling an 
uncommon Casablanca caught in a world wide web of associations and 
consequences. Distrib.: Lee Krugman & Associates. 
Discussion guest: Michelle Stewart, Purchase College. 



March 22-23/28 

(2006/Algeria-France, 94 min., color, 
drama, in Arabic with English 
subtitles) Dir.: Djamila Sahraoui. 
Cast: Rachida Brakni, Fettouma 
Bouamari, Zahir Bouzrar, Malika 
Belbey. 

Set in war-torn Algeria in the 1990s, 
Enough! follows two women on the 
dangerous search For the younger 
woman’s husband, a journalist whose 
writings resulted in his 
disappearance. Both women 
represent anachronisms in [slamist 
Algeria: the younger woman is a 
doctor, the older a nurse with vivid memories of Algeria’s Fight For 
independence. Ignoring curfews and the constant threat of ambush by 
armed militias, the two women challenge the men they encounter to 
accept them and help them with their search. Their journey leads them 
across the picturesque landscapes of Algeria, to a deeper understanding 
of how their lives were shaped by their country’s history. Distrib.: Lee 
Krugman & Associates. 
Discussion guest: Marnia Lazreg, Hunter College CUNY. 

March 29-30/Apri! 4 

(2008/Algeria, 94 min., color, 
drama, in Arabic with English 
subtitles) Dir.: Lyes Salem. 
Cast: Lyes Salem, Sarah 
Reguieg, Mohamed Bouchafb, 
Rym Takoucht 

After working For much of his 
life as a gardener in his dusty 
Algerian village, Nounir 
dreams of improving his family’s fortune and gaining a measure of 
respect by marrying off his narcoleptic sister, Rym, to a "real gentleman." 
However, Rym has other plans-she dreams of marrying Nounir’s best 
friend, Khliffa, who has secretly courted her for years. When Mounir 
lashes out at village gossip with a Fib that he has promised Rym to a 
wealthy outsider, she comes out of her sleepy stupor to embrace the 

and press her real betrothed into action. Beautifully brought to life 
by a memorable cast-including director Lyes Salem as the cocky but 
compassionate bumbler Mounir-this heartfelt comedy suggests that when 
dreams become reality, it’s time to wake up. Distrib.: Lee Krugman & 
Associates. 
Discussion guest: Christopher Stone, Hunter College/CUNY. 

About CUNY TV 
CUNY TV, Channel 75, is )art of the City University of New York serving 
the Five boroughs of New York City with educational, cultural and public 
affairs programs. The station’s mission is to extend the academic and 
intellectual richness of the University beyond the campuses and to offer 
New Yorkers a haven For life long learning experiences through television. 
email: film@cuny.tv 
phone: 212-817-7575 
web: CUNY TV 

Forward ernail 

rhea email was sent to regester(,~emaiLunc.edu by f!j__m__@_c__u__n_2~__tZ__ 
Update ProFile/Email Address h~stant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbe" Privacy Policy. 

CUNY TV :: 365 Fifth Ave :: Suite 1400 :: New York NY 10016 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George <george@integrib,bookbnyers.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:21 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Books 

Having trouble viewing this mail? (~:iicl~ here [c ,Jew i[ in yetir browsar. 

Make sure that you always get our messages: Add george@integritybookbuyers corn to your contacts. 

Good Morning, 

I will be back on the University of North Carolina campus buying books Friday (Februmw 28th) all day. 

Please let me know if there is a specific time you would like me to stop by your office. 

It only takes a couple of minute~ and you can continue to work uninterrupted while I look around. 

Even if you don’t think you have any books of value please consider letting me stop by. There are many previous editions and older books that I can slill make use of. 

My ~anner allows me to move quickly and has over 3 million titles in 

its database. 

Please be sure to include your building name and ottice nmnber in your 

emaJd so I can find your ottice. 

Tho~nks! I look forward to heea-ing from you, 

Kyle 

Use this link to be deleted or to updat:e your email address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 3:47 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

ASC Breakfast Club with Owen Roizman, ASC Wednesday, March 12, 2014 

If you have problems viewing this message, please q,~c here for additional help 

The American Society of Cinematographers 

£i o,,~r~o~,~ ~,.sc Wednesday, March 12, 2014 
9:30 a.m. - 12 noon 

With Featured Guest Speaker 

Owen Roizman, ASC 

Join us for the first Breakfast Club of 2014! Held at the historic ASC 

Clubhouse in Hollywood, the event will begin with a light breakfast, during 

which attendees can meet and mingle with a group of ASC 

cinematographers, followed by an in-depth interviewand audience Q&A 

with the morning’s special guest. 

This month’s guest is Owen Roizman, ASC. A past ASC Lifetime 

Achievement honoree, Roizman began his career as a camera assistant 

in NewYork City and climbed the ranks of the camera department before 

getting his first break as a director of photography. He went on to earn 

Academy Award nominations for his work behind the camera on The 

French Connection, The Exorcist, Network, Tootsie and Wyatt Earp. His list 

of credits also includes The Taking of Pelham One Two Three, Three Days 

of the Condor, True Confessions, Havana and The Addams Family. 

Roizman will screen and discuss selected scenes from his work during 

this not-to-miss event. 

ASC Clubhouse 

1782 North Orange Dr. 

Hollywood, CA 90028 

Advance tickets are available in the .ASC O!~lh-~e Stere for $35, with a special discounted rate of $20 for 

Friends of theASC and Associate Members of the ASC Tickets are first-come, first-serve; if seats are 

still available on the morning of the event, tickets will be sold at the door for $4~. 

Purchase tickets at ~Tw~w.therasc.com. 

There will be no on-site or validated parking. 

"Breakfast with the ASC... the most important meal of the day!" 

Roizman photo by Douglas Kirkland. 

Clubhouse photo by Isidore Mankofsky, ASC 

The American Society of Cinematographers (ASC) is the pu blish er of American Cinematographer 

magazine as well as the ASC Film Manual For more than 80 years, American Cinematographer has 

been the "magazine of record" for film professionals all over the world. The ASC Online Store offers a 

range of items -- books, videos, DVDs, audio CDs. apparel, accessories and other products of interest 

to the world’s filmmaking community 

1782 North Orange Drive Hollywood, CA 90028, USA 

tel: (800) 448-0145 -voice: (323) 969-4333 -fax: (323) 876-4973 -direct line: (323) 969-4344 



To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
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Sent: 
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Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Colleginm T.V./Culmml Zephyr e.V. 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,ema]l.unc.edu> 

Fountainhead e-Letter, March 2014, Berlin/Germmay 

~aol.com> 

A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

http:i/www.blackinternationalcinema.de/BIC14/bic 14,htm 

"Pathways to Enlightenment / Wege zur Erkenntnis" 



Venue: Rathaus Sch~neberg (city hall), .lohn-F.-Kennedy-Platz, 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith / Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in association with / in Verbindung mit 
THE COLLEGIUH- Forum 8~ Television Program Berlin 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
and Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 
Commissioner for Integration, District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin 
tier Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin 

is a yearly interdisciplinary, intercultural film/video festival produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre / THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin 
in association with Cultural Zephyr e.V. and screens cinema from Africa, the African 
Diaspora and films from varied intercultural backgrounds or perspectives. 

Black International Cinema Berlin originated from the Black Cultural Festival, which 
was produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre in 1986 for the first 
time in Europe, a 3-week event in Berlin, which presented the contributions of Black 
people to world culture through film, theater, dance, music, workshops and seminars, 
and was an homage to the legendary tap dancer, Carnell Lyons. 

The venues were the Theatermanufaktur am Halleschen Ufer from March 3-16, music 
- dance - theatre; Hochschule der K~inste Berlin on March 11, symposium; Kino 

Arsenal from March 17-23, film. 

Organization and Artistic Direction: Prof. Gayle McKinney Griffith (USA/Berlin), Prof. 
Donald Muldrow Griffith (USA/Berlin), Donald Muldrow McKinney Griffith 11 
(USA/Berlin), Dr. Ntongela Masilela (South Africa); in cooperation with: Prof. Dr. 
Abdul Alkalimat (USA), Uazuvara Ewald Katjivena (Namibia), Getinet Belay (Ethiopia), 
,]oliba Africa Center; Organization: Erika Gregor (Arsenal Cinema, Germany); 
Organization Assistance: Annette Koschmieder (Germany) 

Since then, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre produces and directs the Black 
lnternational Cinema Berlin each year in Berlin and additionally, in other European and 

US-American cities. 

The festival focuses on presenting works of an artistic, cultural or political nature 
coinciding with the general educational, social, artistic and economic interest of 



people from Africa, the African Diaspora and people with an interest in participating 
in intercultural communication and the resultant interfacing and sharing of 

educational, social, artistic and economic resources. 

Furthermore, Black International Cinema Berlin is open to ALL filmmakers and 
contributes to better understanding and increasing cooperation between people from 
various cultural, ethnic, national and religious backgrounds, in order to reduce 
prejudice and support a peaceful and respectful living together in our multi-faceted 
societies, 

Black International Cinema Berlin is a festival based upon our mission statement and 
the objectives and methods as stated within the entry form~ 

"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 

The exhibition documents the history of 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in association with 
International Artists 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre was founded by Prof. Donald Huldrow Griffith, Prof. 
Gayle HcKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell and Detlef B~icker, four American 
artists and a German colleague, who met in Berlin during 1979 at Theater des 
Westens and decided to undertake intercultural, interdisciplinary and international 
productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video festivals and 
publications. 
This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people during their 
historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, the portrait seeks to prevent 
these undertakings from becoming "Footprints in the Band?". 

back to top 

Passing of Chinua Achebe 

Chinua you’ve passed away I hear 
So suddenly I can’t believe it 
Because you are so much needed 
As a voice 
Of wisdom 
In this world 

Oh Chinua you’ve passed away 
Achebe you’ve gone your way 
And on that way you told us 
So many important things 
Along the way, along 
Our journey, even 
If unto us unknown you told us 
So many important things 
Like that things fall apart 
Things which have become corrupted 
Because of colonialism 
Things that fell apart 

Because of that destruction 
That left imprints of confusion 
And set into motion 
A dangerous mechanism that seems to ensure 
That things continue 
To fall apart 

As a result of confusion 
And too little action 
To address the structures of the system 
That seems to ensure 
That things continue 
To fall Out of the order 
That once has been 
Upon a time 
Before the destruction 
When there was balance 
In times long time ago 

And now without you 
The world falls apart 
Even a little bit more 
Without you we are 
No longer at Ease 

So let us make an offering 



To honour you and as a remedy 
That things 
Will get back into shape 

As it had been 
In the sacred forest of the origin. 

Ursula Troche, 3. 2013 

back to top 

Refugee Strike goes to Universities 

On Thursday, November 21st, 2013, 7 p.m., Humboldt-University Berlin / Caf~ 
Kr~henfuB, we discussed the situation of refugees in Germany and their struggle. 

Presenting documentary films of Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu and the issue of "Request or 
Demand" on the refugees behalf, as the visual basis for the discussion. 
Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu, from Malawi, studied in the former GDR and worked for the 
emancipation of refugees/asylum seekers in Berlin. 

The evening served as a planning session on the future progress in the refugee 
attempts at societal participation and eventual citizenship within Berlin and 

elsewhere~ 

Organized by: Refugee Struggle Berlin in cooperation with 



Fountainhead Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 

Refugee Strike geht an die Universit~iten 

Am Donnerstag, dem 21. November 2013 um 19.00 Uhr, diskutierten wit an der 
Humboldt Universit~t im Caf~ KrahenfuB 0ber die Situation und den Kampf der 
Fl0chtlinge in Deutschland. 

Als filmische Grundlage for die Diskussion pr~isentierten wit ein Interview mit Dr. 
Mahoma Mwaungulu sowie ein Gespr~ich zum Thema "Bitte oder Forderung" im Namen 
der Fl0chtlinge. 
Der aus Malawi stammende Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu studierte in der DDR und 
arbeitete for die Emanzipation von Fl0chtlingen und Asylbewerbern in Berlin. 

Der Abend diente als Veranstaltung zur Planung der zuk0nftigen Entwicklung im 
Hinblick auf das Bestreben der Fl0chtlinge, als Mitglieder der Gesellschaft anerkannt 
zu werden und schliel31ich die Staatsb0rgerschaft zu bekommen, innerhalb Berlins und 
anderswo. 

Organisation: Refugee Struggle Berlin in Kooperation mit 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum &Television Program Berlin 

November 21., 2013, 7.00 pm / 21. November 2013, 19.00 Uhr 

Humboldt Universit~it zu Berlinr Unter den Linden 6r 10117 Berlin 
Caf~ Kr~ihenfut3 

¢OI~tTI~:~I~UTOP.$: (io alphabetical order) 

Patras Bwansi 
Representative, Refugee Protest Camp, Oranienplatz-Berlin 

Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Co- Fou nder!ProduceriDirector/Pu blisher/Cu rator/Moderator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Band?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Christian M, 3olibois 
Vice Editor in Chief, AI-Maqam, Magazine for Arabian Art and Culture 

Amir Kaufmann 
Artist/Filmmaker 

Angela Kramer 
Production Co-ordinator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Marion Kramer 
Public Relations Co-ordinator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Band?" Exhibition!Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Alinka Seth 
Human Rights Activist 

Miriam $iglreitmaier 
Humboldt University of Berlin 

Kani Tuyala 
Doctoral Candidate, Free University of Berlin - Institute of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology; Founder/Chairman, Lions of Science 

"It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit." 
Harry S. Truman 

"Don’t confuse me with the facts. I’ve got a closed mind." 
Earl Fredrick Landgrebe 

"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not his own facts. " 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

Dedicated to 
Oliver "Ollie" Wendell Harrington 
February 14, 1912 - November 2, 1995 



Langston Hughes described Ollie Harrington as, "America’s greatest Black cartoonist," 
an assessment that has stood the test of time. An outspoken advocate against 
racism and for civil rights in the United States and internationally, Harrington 
requested political asylum in East Germany in :~96:~. He lived in Berlin for the last 
three decades of his life. 

back to top 





Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, founder and director of Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &.Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition and Cultural Zephyr e.V., has been 
nominated for the German Prize for Civic Engagement 20:[3. 

The German Prize for Civic Engagement aims at strengthening the recognition of 
citizen engagement in GeFmany, as well as increasing its visibility. 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Gr~Jnder und Leiter von Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &.Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition und Cultural Zephyr e.V., wurde for den 
Deutschen Engagementpreis 20~.3 nominiert. 

Der Deutsche Engagementpreis verfolgt das Ziel, die Anerkennung von 
b~Jrgerschaftlichem Engagement in Deutschland zu st~irken und dessen Sichtbarkeit in 
der Gesellschaft zu verbessern. 

back to 



XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 
International Pres~ Voices 

Berlimde, The officia~ intemet view on the capita~ 
Culture and Tickets > Suggestions > Fi~rn > Festivals 

Das interkulturelle und interdisziplin&re Festival 
"...Das Festival bietet Raum fiJr den interkulturellen, k~instlerischen und geistigen 
Austausch. Bestandteile des Festivals sind Filmpr~isentationen, Seminare, 
Diskussionen, k~instlerische Darbietungen und die Ausstellung. Das Festival gibt 
Menschen die HSglichkeit, ihre Geschichte aus ihrer Sicht zu erz~hlen, und m6chte 

damit einen Beitrag leisten, um ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungehSrte 
Stimmen hSrbar zu machem.." 

The intercultural and interdisciplinary festival 
".=.The festival provides a venue for an intercultural, artistic and intellectual 
exchange. Parts of the festival are film presentations, seminars, discussions, artistic 
presentations and the exhibition ("Footprints in the Sand?", Iuly 1 until August 31, 
2013). The festival provides people with the opportunity to present their story from 
their perspective and hence wishes to contribute toward making unseen faces visible 
and unheard voices hearable..." 

EURO~IGHToCOH 
Your Guide To Afro Europe 
O~ive Vasse~ 

"...During the festival Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre production’s "A Portrait Of 
Roswitha G~inther" will also premier. Conceptualized, written and directed by Griffith, 
it is a portrait of Roswitha G~inther, founder and director of Pfeiffers Ballhaus, and a 
producer at the Berlin citizen television station Alex - Open Channel Berlin. 
"The documentary reveals a picture of a woman, who with determination, community 
spirit and heart, offers especially the elder, but also the younger generation, the 
possibility to participate in a social and artistic life, to meet each other, to dance 
and while having cake and coffee to participate for several hours, in an artistic 
program with music, song and performance, which at the same time is produced for 
television at Alex - Open Channel Berlin," said Griffith..." 

".=.Auf dem Festival feiert auch die Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre Produktion ’A 
Portrait Of Roswitha G~inther’ ihre Premiere. Konzipiert, geschrieben und unter der 
Regie von Donald Muldrow Griffith portr~itiert der Film Roswitha GUnther, Gr~inderin 
und Leiterin von Pfeiffers Ballhaus und Produzentin im Berliner B(Jrgerfernsehen Alex - 
Offener Kanal Berlin. 
’Die Dokumentation zeichnet das Bild einer Frau, die mit viel Durchhalteverm~gen, 
Gemeinschaftssinn und Herz besonders der ~flteren Generation aber auch j(Jngeren 
Menschen die M6glichkeit bietet, am sozialen und k~Jnstlerischen Leben teilzunehmen, 
sich zu begegnen, zu tanzen und bei Kaffee und Kuchen mehrere Stunden an einem 
k(Jnstlerischen Programm aus Musik, Gesang und Artistik teilzunehmen, das 
gleichzeitig for das Fernsehen aufgezeichnet und im Fernsehsender Alex - Oftener 
Kanal Berlin ausgestrahlt wird,’ erl~utert Griffith..." 

"Das Black International Cinema-Festival ruft zum interkulturellen, k~instlerischen und 
geistigen Austausch auf. Filme aus zahlreichen L~indern der Erde, darunter Spanien, 

Israel, Irak, Honduras, Venezuela, S[idafrika, USA, Kanada, GroBbritanien, Frankreich 
und Deutschland, erz~hlen Geschichten von verborgenen Gesichtern, die ihre 

Lebensgeschichte zum Mittelpunkt des Festivals werden lassen..." 

’The Black International Cinema Festival calls to intercultural, artistic and spiritual 
exchange. Films from numerous countries of the earth, among them Spain, Israel, 
Iraq, Honduras, Venezuela, South Africa, U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain, France and 
Germany, tell the stories of unseen faces, who make their life stories the focus of 

the festival..." 

"Produktion und Leitung: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 
in Kooperation mit der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin in Verbindung mit der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

’_. Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier Br~icken bauen, Grenzen ~Jberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig for die Hauptstadt. Mein Dank geht an die 
Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International Cinema Berlin, ein 
kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist...’ - Gabriele G~in Tank, 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 



Die diesj~hrige Veranstaltung ist den ’Bl~iten der Zukunft’ gewidmet: ’Future 
Blossoms’ ist eine Metapher for die Aufgabe der Menschen, sich heute for 

Gesellschaften einzusetzen, die wir unseren Kindern wLinschen, damit sie wachsen, 
gedeihen und erblLihen k6nnen. Iede Generation, und diese Eigenschaft ist wohl eine 
universelle, unternimmt Anstrengungen, damit es der n~chsten besser gehen 
m6ge..." 

"Production and Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz 
Theatre in cooperation with the Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany in association with the Embassy of the 
United States of America, Berlin/Germany 

’_.Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from stereotypical 
categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International Cinema Berlin 
are important for the capital of Germany. I extend my congratulations to the 
organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
Germany-wide....’ - Gabriele GiJn Tank, Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

This year’s festival is dedicated to ’Future Blossoms’, which stands as a metaphor for 
the engagement of human beings in developing societies, which we wish as a future 
for our children, so as to allow them to thrive and prosper. Each generation, and this 
may be a universal characteristic, makes efforts for a better life for future 
generations._" 

Der Tagesspiege~ No, 21582 / Wednesdays May 8, 2013 
TIPS OF THE DAY, C~’NEMA T~’P 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
Das 28. Black International Cinema zeigt unter dem Titel "Future Blossoms - BliJten 

der Zukunft" vom 8. bis 12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen, 
so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs William Greaves. Sein Dokumentarfilm "Ralph 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" beschreibt das Leben des schwarzen B~irgerrechtlers 
Ralph Bunche, der 1950 als erster Schwarzer den Friedensnobelpreis erhielt. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
The 28th Black International Cinema Berlin presents films, seminars and discussions 
under the title "Future Blossoms" from May 8 until 12, among them works of the US 
director William Greaves. His documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" 
portrays the life of the Black civil rights activist Ralph Bunche, who in 1950 as the 
first Black person, was awarded with the Nobel peace prize. 

14 days program," April 25 - May 9, 20%2 

No, 3.0/2012, volume 4%, www,tip-berlinode 

"_.Der kritische Fokus der vorwiegend kurzen, experimentellen und dokumentarischen 
Produktionen liegt nicht mehr einzig auf afrikanischen bzw. Afroamerikanischen 
Themen. Vielmehr umfasst das interkulturelle Programm auch Beitr~ige, die 
gesellschaftliche, philosophische und 6kologische Problematiken in Spanien, 

Honduras, Venezuela oder dem Iran behandeln. 

"...The critical focus of the mostly short, experimental and documentary production 
does not solely lie on African, respectively African American themes anymore. The 
intercultural program covers rather contributions dealing with societal, philosophical 
and ecological problems in Spain, Honduras, Venezuela or Iran. 

Zitty~ Berlin 
TEe City Magazine of the Tagesspiege~ (daily newspaper) 

08 Wednesday~ C~ne~a 
~CK INTERNATIONAL C~NE~A BERLIN; 
Ralph Bunche~ An American Odyssey 

Das Black International Cinema Berlin finder zum 28. Mal statt. Unter dem Titel 
"Future Blossoms - BliJten der Zukunft" werden vom 8.-12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, 
Seminaren und Diskussionen pr~isentiert, so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs, 
Produzenten und Drehbuchautors William Greaves. Der Dokumentarfilm "Ralphe 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" des Emmy-Preistr~igers beschreibt das Leben des 
schwarzen BiJrgerrechtlers Ralph Bunche (Foto) von 1904 his 1971..." 

The Black International Cinema Berlin occurs for the 28th time. Under the title 
"Future Blossoms", films, seminars and discussions will be presented from May 8-12, 
among them the works of the US director, producer and author, William Greaves. The 
documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" of the Emmy awarded 
filmmaker portrays the life of the civil rights activist Ralph Bunche (photo) from 1904 
until 1971..." 

"...Unter dem Motto "Future Blossoms", mitsamt illustrierendem afrikanischem 
Sprichwort ("Nur wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden ,]~ger 
aufh6ren, Helden zu sein"), m6chte die diesj~ihrige Ausgabe einen weiteren Beitrag 



leisten, ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte Stimmen h6rbar zu machen - 
in der Hoffnung um zukQnftige BIQten, oder, weniger floral, aufkl~rerisches Potenzial. 
Die Filmauswahl gleicht dabei einem Tanz Qber dem Globus: BeitrSge kommen aus 
dem Kamerun, Spanien, Israel, Deutschland, SQdafrika, dem Iran, Honduras, 

Venezuela, dem Irak, der USA, Gro~3britannien, Kanada und Frankreich..." 

"...Under the motto "Future Blossoms", additionally illustrated by an African proverb 
("Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes."), this year’s 
edition wishes to once more contribute toward making unseen faces visible and 
unheard voices hearable - hoping for future blossoms or, to say it less floral, for 
enlightening potential. The film selection is like a dance across the globe: 
Submissions come from Cameroon, Spain, Israel, Germany, South Africa, Iran, 
Honduras, Venezuela, Iraq, USA, Great Britain, Canada and France../’ 

back to top 

The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 20!!. 

https:/iwww.iusb.edu/librar¥iabouticollectioniarchives/inventoryidance.php 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 
Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 
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Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
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I~W: Fountainhead e-Lette~; March 2014, Beflm/Gem~any 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Sent: Friday, February 28, 20:t4 9:01 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Fountainhead e-Letter, March 20:t4, Berlin/Germany 

@aol.com] 

A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

http:i/www.blackinternationalcinema,de/BIC:t4/bic 14,htm 



"Pathways to Enlightenment / Wege zur Erkenntnis" 

Venue: Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall), John-F.-Kennedy-Platz, 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith / Fountainhead® Tanz Th~6tre 

in association with / in Verbindung mit 
THE COLLEGIUM- Forum 8= Television Program Berlin 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
and Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 
Commissioner for Integration, District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin 
tier Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof=Sch6neberg, Berlin 

Admission free / £in%ri~ frei 

i×ii 

Black International Cinema Berlin 

is a yearly interdisciplinary, intercultural film/video festival produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre / THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin 
in association with Cultural Zephyr e.V. and screens cinema from Africa, the African 
Diaspora and films from varied intercultural backgrounds or perspectives. 

Black International Cinema Berlin originated from the Black Cultural Festival, which 
was produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre in 1986 for the first 
time in Europe, a 3-week event in Berlin, which presented the contributions of Black 
people to world culture through film, theater, dance, music, workshops and seminars, 
and was an homage to the legendary tap dancer, Carnell Lyons~ 

The venues were the Theatermanufaktur am Halleschen Ufer from March 3-16, music 
- dance - theatre; Hochschule der K~inste Berlin on March 11, symposium; Kino 

Arsenal from March 17-23, film. 

Organization and Artistic Direction: Prof. Gayle McKinney Griffith (USA/Berlin), Prof. 
Donald Muldrow Griffith (USA/Berlin), Donald Muldrow McKinney Griffith II 
(USA/Berlin), Dr. Ntongela Masilela (South Africa); in cooperation with: Prof. Dr. 
Abdul Alkalimat (USA), Uazuvara Ewald Katjivena (Namibia), Getinet Belay (Ethiopia), 



Joliba Africa Center; Organization: Erika Gregor (Arsenal Cinema, Germany); 
Organization Assistance: Annette Koschmieder (Germany) 

Since then, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre produces and directs the Black 
International Cinema Berlin each year in Berlin and additionally, in other European and 
US-American cities. 

The festival focuses on presenting works of an artistic, cultural or political nature 
coinciding with the general educational, social, artistic and economic interest of 
people from Africa, the African Diaspora and people with an interest in participating 
in intercultural communication and the resultant interfacing and sharing of 

educational, social, artistic and economic resources. 

Furthermore, Black International Cinema Berlin is open to ALL filmmakers and 
contributes to better understanding and increasing cooperation between people from 
various cultural, ethnic, national and religious backgrounds, in order to reduce 
prejudice and support a peaceful and respectful living together in our multi-faceted 
societies. 

Black International Cinema Berlin is a festival based upon our mission statement and 
the objectives and methods as stated within the entry form. 

"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 

The exhibition documents the history of 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~&tre 

in association with 
International Artists 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre was founded by Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Prof. 
Gayle McKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell and Detlef B~cker, four American 
artists and a German colleague, who met in Berlin during 1979 at Theater des 
Westens and decided to undertake intercultural, interdisciplinary and international 
productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video festivals and 
publications. 
This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people during their 
historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, the portrait seeks to prevent 
these undertakings from becoming "Footprints in the Sand?". 

Passing of Chinua Achebe 

Chinua you’ve passed away I hear 
So suddenly I can’t believe it 
Because you are so much needed 
As a voice 
Of wisdom 
In this world 

Oh Chinua you’ve passed away 
Achebe you’ve gone your way 
And on that way you told us 
So many important things 
Along the way, along 
Our journey, even 
Tf unto us unknown you told us 

So many important things 
Like that things fall apart 
Things which have become corrupted 
Because of colonialism 
Things that fell apart 
Because of that destruction 
That left imprints of confusion 
And set into motion 
A dangerous mechanism that seems to ensure 
That things continue 
To fall apart 
As a result of confusion 
And too little action 
To address the structures of the system 
That seems to ensure 
That things continue 

To fall Out of the order 
That once has been 
Upon a time 
Before the destruction 



When there was balance 
In times long time ago 

And now without you 
The world falls apart 
Even a little bit more 
Without you we are 
No longer at Ease 

So let us make an offering 
To honour you and as a remedy 
That things 
Will get back into shape 
As it had been 
In the sacred forest of the origin. 

Ursula Troche, 3. 2013 

back to top 

Refugee Strike goes to Universities 

On Thursday, November 21st, 2013, 7 p.m., Humboldt-University Berlin / Caf~ 
Kr~ihenfuB, we discussed the situation of refugees in Germany and their struggle. 



Presenting documentary films of Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu and the issue of "Request or 
Demand" on the refugees behalf, as the visual basis for the discussion. 
Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu, from Malawi, studied in the former GDR and worked for the 
emancipation of refugees/asylum seekers in Berlin. 

The evening served as a planning session on the future progress in the refugee 
attempts at societal participation and eventual citizenship within Berlin and 
elsewhere. 

Organized by: Refugee Struggle Berlin in cooperation with 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 

Refugee Strike geht an die Universit~iten 

Am Donnerstag, dem 21. November 2013 um 19.00 Uhr, diskutierten wit an der 
Humboldt Universit~it im Caf~ Kr~ihenfuB ~iber die Situation und den Kampf der 
FKichtlinge in Deutschland. 

Als filmische Grundlage f[ir die Diskussion pr~isentierten wit ein Interview mit Dr. 
Mahoma Mwaungulu sowie ein Gespr~ich zum Thema "Bitte oder Forderung" im Namen 
der FliJchtlinge. 
Der aus Malawi stammende Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu studierte in der DDR und 
arbeitete fiJr die Emanzipation von FliJchtlingen und Asylbewerbern in Berlin. 

Der Abend diente als Veranstaltung zur Planung der zuk~inftigen Entwicklung im 
Hinblick auf das Bestreben der FliJchtlinge, als Mitglieder der Gesellschaft anerkannt 
zu werden und schliel31ich die StaatsbiJrgerschaft zu bekommen, innerhalb Berlins und 
anderswo. 

Organisation: Refugee Struggle Berlin in Kooperation mit 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum &Television Program Berlin 

November 21. 2013, 7.00 pm / 21. November 2013, 19.00 Uhr 

Humboldt Universit~it zu Berlin, Unter den Linden 6, 10117 Berlin 
Caf~ Kr~ihenfut3 

¢OI~tTI~I"I~UTOP.$: (io alphabetical order) 

Patras Bwansi 
Representative, Refugee Protest Camp, Oranienplatz-Berlin 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Co- Fou nder!ProduceriDirector/Pu blisher/Cu rator/Moderator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Christian M, Jolibois 
Vice Editor in Chief, AI-Maqam, Magazine for Arabian Art and Culture 

Amir Kaufmann 
Artist/Filmmaker 

Angela Kramer 
Production Co-ordinator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Marion Kramer 
Public Relations Co-ordinator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition!Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Alinka Seth 
Human Rights Activist 

Miriam Siglreitmaier 
Humboldt University of Berlin 

Kani Tuyala 
Doctoral Candidate, Free University of Berlin - Institute of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology; Founder/Chairman, Lions of Science 

"It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit," 
Harry S. Truman 



"Don’t confuse me with the facts. I’ve got a dosed mind." 
Earl Fredrick Landgrebe 

"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not his own facts. " 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

Dedicated to 
Oliver "Ollie" Wendell Harrington 
February 14, 1912 - November 2, 1995 

Langston Hughes described Ollie Harrington as, "America’s greatest Black cartoonist," 
an assessment that has stood the test of time. An outspoken advocate against 
racism and for civil rights in the United States and internationally, Harrington 
requested political asylum in East Germany in 1961. He lived in Berlin for the last 
three decades of his life. 

back to toJ~ 





Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, founder and director of Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre, 
Slack International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &.Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition and Cultural Zephyr e.V., has been 
nominated for the German Prize for Civic Engagement 2013. 

The German Prize for Civic Engagement aims at strengthening the recognition of 
citizen engagement in Germany, as well as increasing its visibility. 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Gr~Jnder und Leiter von Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints h~ the Sand?" - Exhibition und Cultural Zephyr e.V., wurde fCir den 
Deutschen Engagementpreis 20]L3 nominiert. 

Der Deutsche £ngagementpreis verfolgt das Ziel, die Anerkennung von 
b~Jrgerschaftlichem Engagement in Deutschland zu st~irken und dessen Sichtbarkeit in 
der Gesellschaft zu verbessern. 



XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 
International Press Voices 

Culture and Tickets > Suggestions > Fih~ > Festivals 

Das interkulturelle und interdisziplin~re Festival 
"...Das Festival bietet Raum f~ir den interkulturellen, k~instlerischen und geistigen 
Austausch. Bestandteile des Festivals sind Filmpr~isentationen, Seminare, 
Diskussionen, k~instlerische Darbietungen und die Ausstellung~ Das Festival gibt 
Henschen die H6glichkeit, ihre Geschichte aus ihrer Sicht zu erz~ihlen, und m6chte 
damit einen Beitrag leisten, um ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte 
Stimmen h6rbar zu machen..." 

The intercultural and interdisciplinary festival 
"...The festival provides a venue for an intercultural, artistic and intellectual 
exchange. Parts of the festival are film presentations, seminars, discussions, artistic 
presentations and the exhibition ("Footprints in the Sand?", July 1 until August 31, 
2013). The festival provides people with the opportunity to present their story from 
their perspective and hence wishes to contribute toward making unseen faces visible 
and unheard voices hearable_." 

EUROHIGHToCOH 
Your Guide To Afro Europe 

"...During the festival Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre production’s "A Portrait Of 
Roswitha G~inther" will also premier. Conceptualized, written and directed by Griffith, 
it is a portrait of Roswitha G~inther, founder and director of Pfeiffers Ballhaus, and a 
producer at the Berlin citizen television station Alex - Open Channel Berlin. 
"The documentary reveals a picture of a woman, who with determination, community 
spirit and heart, offers especially the elder, but also the younger generation, the 
possibility to participate in a social and artistic life, to meet each other, to dance 
and while having cake and coffee to participate for several hours, in an artistic 
program with music, song and performance, which at the same time is produced for 
television at Alex - Open Channel Berlin," said Griffith=.." 

"...Auf dem Festival feiert auch die Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre Produktion ’A 
Portrait Of Roswitha G~inther’ ihre Premiere. Konzipiert, geschrieben und unter der 
Regie von Donald Muldrow Griffith portr~itiert der Film Roswitha G~inther, Gr~nderin 
und Leiterin von Pfeiffers Ballhaus und Produzentin im Berliner B~rgerfernsehen Alex - 
Offener Kanal Berlin. 
’Die Dokumentation zeichnet das Bild einer Frau, die mit viel Durchhalteverm6gen, 
Gemeinschaftssinn und Herz besonders der ~lteren Generation aber auch jOngeren 
Henschen die H~glichkeit bietet, am sozialen und k(Jnstlerischen Leben teilzunehmen, 
sich zu begegnen, zu tanzen und bei Kaffee und Kuchen mehrere Stunden an einem 
kOnstlerischen Programm aus Musik, Gesang und Artistik teilzunehmen, das 
gleichzeitig fiJr das Fernsehen aufgezeichnet und im Fernsehsender Alex - Oftener 
Kanal Berlin ausgestrahlt wird,’ erl~utert Griffith..." 

"Das Black Tnternational Cinema-Festival ruft zum interkulturellen, k~instlerischen und 
geistigen Austausch auf. Filme aus zahlreichen L~indern der Erde, darunter Spanien, 
Tsrael, Trak, Honduras, Venezuela, S~idafrika, USA, Kanada, Grol3britanien, Frankreich 
und Deutschland, erz~hlen Geschichten von verborgenen Gesichtern, die ihre 
Lebensgeschichte zum Hittelpunkt des Festivals werden lassen..." 

’qhe Black International Cinema Festival calls to intercultural, artistic and spiritual 
exchange. Films from numerous countries of the earth, among them Spain, Israel, 
Iraq, Honduras, Venezuela, South Africa, U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain, France and 
Germany, tell the stories of unseen faces, who make their life stories the focus of 
the festival..." 

BERLIN 2013/05, inter~ationa~ nur~ber ~tO:~ 
The newsletter of the Commissioner ~or ~ntegration 
Hay 8o-~.2o, Rathaus ~ch~neberg (Ci~ Hal~) 



"Produktion und Leitung: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 
in Kooperation mit der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin in Verbindung mit der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

’_. Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier BrUcken bauen, Grenzen Uberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig fur die Hauptstadt. Mein Dank geht an die 
Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International Cinema Berlin, ein 
kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist...’ - Gabriele GUn Tank, 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

Die diesj~hrige Veranstaltung ist den ’BIUten der Zukunft’ gewidmet: ’Future 
Blossoms’ ist eine Metapher fur die Aufgabe der Menschen, sich heute fur 

Gesellschaften einzusetzen, die wir unseren Kindern wUnschen, damit sie wachsen, 
gedeihen und erblUhen k6nnen, lede Generation, und diese Eigenschaft ist wohl eine 
universelle, unternimmt Anstrengungen, damit es der n~chsten besser gehen 
m6ge..." 

"Production and Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith!Fountainhead® Tanz 
Theatre in cooperation with the Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-SchBneberg, Berlin/Germany in association with the Embassy of the 
United States of America, Berlin/Germany 

’...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from stereotypical 
categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International Cinema Berlin 
are important for the capital of Germany. I extend my congratulations to the 
organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
Germany-wide....’ - Gabriele GUn Tank, Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-SchBneberg 

This year’s festival is dedicated to ’Future Blossoms’, which stands as a metaphor for 
the engagement of human beings in developing societies, which we wish as a future 
for our children, so as to allow them to thrive and prosper. Each generation, and this 
may be a universal characteristic, makes efforts for a better life for future 
generations..." 

TIPS OF THE DAY, CINE~ATIP 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
Das 28. Black International Cinema zeigt unter dem Titel "Future Blossoms - BIUten 

der Zukunft" vom 8. his 12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen, 
so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs William Greaves. Sein Dokumentarfilm "Ralph 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" beschreibt das Leben des schwarzen BUrgerrechtlers 
Ralph Bunche, der 1950 als erster Schwarzer den Friedensnobelpreis erhielt. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
The 28th Black International Cinema Berlin presents films, seminars and discussions 
under the title "Future Blossoms" from May 8 until 12, among them works of the US 
director William Greaves. His documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" 
portrays the life of the Black civil rights activist Ralph Bunche, who in 1950 as the 
first Black person, was awarded with the Nobel peace prize. 

"...Der kritische Fokus der vorwiegend kurzen, experimentellen und dokumentarischen 
Produktionen liegt nicht mehr einzig auf afrikanischen bzw. Afroamerikanischen 
Themen. Vielmehr umfasst das interkulturelle Programm auch Beitr~ige, die 
gesellschaftliche, philosophische und 6kologische Problematiken in Spanien, 

Honduras, Venezuela oder dem Iran behandeln. 

"...The critical focus of the mostly short, experimental and documentary production 
does not solely lie on African, respectively African American themes anymore. The 
intercultural program covers rather contributions dealing with societal, philosophical 
and ecological problems in Spain, Honduras, Venezuela or Iran. 

Zitty, Berlin 
The City t’4agazine of the Tagesspiege~ (daily newspaper) 

BLACK INTERNATIONAL CINENA BERLIN~ 
Ralph Bunche: A~ A~edcan Odyssev 

Das Black International Cinema Berlin finder zum 28. Mal start. Unter dem Titel 
"Future Blossoms - BIUten der Zukunft" werden vom 8.-12. Mai eine Reihe yon Filmen, 

Seminaren und Diskussionen pr~isentiert, so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs, 
Produzenten und Drehbuchautors William Greaves. Der Dokumentarfilm "Ralphe 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" des Emmy-Preistr~igers beschreibt das Leben des 
schwarzen BUrgerrechtlers Ralph Bunche (Foto) von 1904 bis 1971..." 



The Black International Cinema Berlin occurs for the 28th time. Under the title 
"Future Blossoms", films, seminars and discussions will be presented from May 8-12, 
among them the works of the US director, producer and author, William Greaves. The 
documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" of the Emmy awarded 
filmmaker portrays the life of the civil rights activist Ralph Bunche (photo) from 1904 
until 1971._" 

"...Unter dem Motto "Future Blossoms", mitsamt illustrierendem afrikanischem 
Sprichwort ("Nut wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden I~ger 
aufh6ren, Helden zu sein"), m6chte die diesj~ihrige Ausgabe einen weiteren Beitrag 
leisten, ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte Stimmen h6rbar zu machen n 
in der Hoffnung um zukiJnftige Bl~iten, oder, weniger floral, aufkl~irerisches Potenzial. 
Die Filmauswahl gleicht dabei einem Tanz iJber dem Globus: Beitr~ige kommen aus 
dem Kamerun, Spanien, Israel, Deutschland, SiJdafrika, dem Iran, Honduras, 

Venezuela, dem Irak, der USA, GroBbritannien, Kanada und Frankreich..." 

"._Under the motto "Future Blossoms", additionally illustrated by an African proverb 
("Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes."), this year’s 
edition wishes to once more contribute toward making unseen faces visible and 
unheard voices hearable - hoping for future blossoms or, to say it less floral, for 
enlightening potential. The film selection is like a dance across the globe: 
Submissions come from Cameroon, Spain, Israel, Germany, South Africa, Iran, 
Honduras, Venezuela, Iraq, USA, Great Britain, Canada and France..." 

The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 2011. 

https:i/www.iusb.eduilibrar,c/about/collection/archivesiinventorvidance.php 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 



Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 
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A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

http:i/www.blackinternationalcinema,de/BIC:t4/bic 14,htm 



"Pathways to Enlightenment / Wege zur Erkenntnis" 

Venue: Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall), John-F.-Kennedy-Platz, 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith / Fountainhead® Tanz Th~6tre 

in association with / in Verbindung mit 
THE COLLEGIUM- Forum 8= Television Program Berlin 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
and Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 
Commissioner for Integration, District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin 
tier Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof=Sch6neberg, Berlin 

Admission free / £in%ri~ frei 
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Black International Cinema Berlin 

is a yearly interdisciplinary, intercultural film/video festival produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre / THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin 
in association with Cultural Zephyr e.V. and screens cinema from Africa, the African 
Diaspora and films from varied intercultural backgrounds or perspectives. 

Black International Cinema Berlin originated from the Black Cultural Festival, which 
was produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre in 1986 for the first 
time in Europe, a 3-week event in Berlin, which presented the contributions of Black 
people to world culture through film, theater, dance, music, workshops and seminars, 
and was an homage to the legendary tap dancer, Carnell Lyons~ 

The venues were the Theatermanufaktur am Halleschen Ufer from March 3-16, music 
- dance - theatre; Hochschule der K~inste Berlin on March 11, symposium; Kino 

Arsenal from March 17-23, film. 

Organization and Artistic Direction: Prof. Gayle McKinney Griffith (USA/Berlin), Prof. 
Donald Muldrow Griffith (USA/Berlin), Donald Muldrow McKinney Griffith II 
(USA/Berlin), Dr. Ntongela Masilela (South Africa); in cooperation with: Prof. Dr. 
Abdul Alkalimat (USA), Uazuvara Ewald Katjivena (Namibia), Getinet Belay (Ethiopia), 



Joliba Africa Center; Organization: Erika Gregor (Arsenal Cinema, Germany); 
Organization Assistance: Annette Koschmieder (Germany) 

Since then, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre produces and directs the Black 
International Cinema Berlin each year in Berlin and additionally, in other European and 
US-American cities. 

The festival focuses on presenting works of an artistic, cultural or political nature 
coinciding with the general educational, social, artistic and economic interest of 
people from Africa, the African Diaspora and people with an interest in participating 
in intercultural communication and the resultant interfacing and sharing of 

educational, social, artistic and economic resources. 

Furthermore, Black International Cinema Berlin is open to ALL filmmakers and 
contributes to better understanding and increasing cooperation between people from 
various cultural, ethnic, national and religious backgrounds, in order to reduce 
prejudice and support a peaceful and respectful living together in our multi-faceted 
societies. 

Black International Cinema Berlin is a festival based upon our mission statement and 
the objectives and methods as stated within the entry form. 

"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 

The exhibition documents the history of 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~&tre 

in association with 
International Artists 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre was founded by Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Prof. 
Gayle McKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell and Detlef B~cker, four American 
artists and a German colleague, who met in Berlin during 1979 at Theater des 
Westens and decided to undertake intercultural, interdisciplinary and international 
productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video festivals and 
publications. 
This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people during their 
historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, the portrait seeks to prevent 
these undertakings from becoming "Footprints in the Sand?". 

Passing of Chinua Achebe 

Chinua you’ve passed away I hear 
So suddenly I can’t believe it 
Because you are so much needed 
As a voice 
Of wisdom 
In this world 

Oh Chinua you’ve passed away 
Achebe you’ve gone your way 
And on that way you told us 
So many important things 
Along the way, along 
Our journey, even 
Tf unto us unknown you told us 

So many important things 
Like that things fall apart 
Things which have become corrupted 
Because of colonialism 
Things that fell apart 
Because of that destruction 
That left imprints of confusion 
And set into motion 
A dangerous mechanism that seems to ensure 
That things continue 
To fall apart 
As a result of confusion 
And too little action 
To address the structures of the system 
That seems to ensure 
That things continue 

To fall Out of the order 
That once has been 
Upon a time 
Before the destruction 



When there was balance 
In times long time ago 

And now without you 
The world falls apart 
Even a little bit more 
Without you we are 
No longer at Ease 

So let us make an offering 
To honour you and as a remedy 
That things 
Will get back into shape 
As it had been 
In the sacred forest of the origin. 

Ursula Troche, 3. 2013 

back to top 

Refugee Strike goes to Universities 

On Thursday, November 21st, 2013, 7 p.m., Humboldt-University Berlin / Caf~ 
Kr~ihenfuB, we discussed the situation of refugees in Germany and their struggle. 



Presenting documentary films of Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu and the issue of "Request or 
Demand" on the refugees behalf, as the visual basis for the discussion. 
Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu, from Malawi, studied in the former GDR and worked for the 
emancipation of refugees/asylum seekers in Berlin. 

The evening served as a planning session on the future progress in the refugee 
attempts at societal participation and eventual citizenship within Berlin and 
elsewhere. 

Organized by: Refugee Struggle Berlin in cooperation with 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 

Refugee Strike geht an die Universit~iten 

Am Donnerstag, dem 21. November 2013 um 19.00 Uhr, diskutierten wit an der 
Humboldt Universit~it im Caf~ Kr~ihenfuB ~iber die Situation und den Kampf der 
FKichtlinge in Deutschland. 

Als filmische Grundlage f[ir die Diskussion pr~isentierten wit ein Interview mit Dr. 
Mahoma Mwaungulu sowie ein Gespr~ich zum Thema "Bitte oder Forderung" im Namen 
der FliJchtlinge. 
Der aus Malawi stammende Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu studierte in der DDR und 
arbeitete fiJr die Emanzipation von FliJchtlingen und Asylbewerbern in Berlin. 

Der Abend diente als Veranstaltung zur Planung der zuk~inftigen Entwicklung im 
Hinblick auf das Bestreben der FliJchtlinge, als Mitglieder der Gesellschaft anerkannt 
zu werden und schliel31ich die StaatsbiJrgerschaft zu bekommen, innerhalb Berlins und 
anderswo. 

Organisation: Refugee Struggle Berlin in Kooperation mit 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum &Television Program Berlin 

November 21. 2013, 7.00 pm / 21. November 2013, 19.00 Uhr 

Humboldt Universit~it zu Berlin, Unter den Linden 6, 10117 Berlin 
Caf~ Kr~ihenfut3 

¢OI~tTI~I"I~UTOP.$: (io alphabetical order) 

Patras Bwansi 
Representative, Refugee Protest Camp, Oranienplatz-Berlin 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Co- Fou nder!ProduceriDirector/Pu blisher/Cu rator/Moderator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Christian M, Jolibois 
Vice Editor in Chief, AI-Maqam, Magazine for Arabian Art and Culture 

Amir Kaufmann 
Artist/Filmmaker 

Angela Kramer 
Production Co-ordinator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Marion Kramer 
Public Relations Co-ordinator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition!Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Alinka Seth 
Human Rights Activist 

Miriam Siglreitmaier 
Humboldt University of Berlin 

Kani Tuyala 
Doctoral Candidate, Free University of Berlin - Institute of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology; Founder/Chairman, Lions of Science 

"It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit," 
Harry S. Truman 



"Don’t confuse me with the facts. I’ve got a dosed mind." 
Earl Fredrick Landgrebe 

"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not his own facts. " 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

Dedicated to 
Oliver "Ollie" Wendell Harrington 
February 14, 1912 - November 2, 1995 

Langston Hughes described Ollie Harrington as, "America’s greatest Black cartoonist," 
an assessment that has stood the test of time. An outspoken advocate against 
racism and for civil rights in the United States and internationally, Harrington 
requested political asylum in East Germany in 1961. He lived in Berlin for the last 
three decades of his life. 

back to toJ~ 





Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, founder and director of Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre, 
Slack International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &.Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition and Cultural Zephyr e.V., has been 
nominated for the German Prize for Civic Engagement 2013. 

The German Prize for Civic Engagement aims at strengthening the recognition of 
citizen engagement in Germany, as well as increasing its visibility. 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Gr~Jnder und Leiter von Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints h~ the Sand?" - Exhibition und Cultural Zephyr e.V., wurde fCir den 
Deutschen Engagementpreis 20]L3 nominiert. 

Der Deutsche £ngagementpreis verfolgt das Ziel, die Anerkennung von 
b~Jrgerschaftlichem Engagement in Deutschland zu st~irken und dessen Sichtbarkeit in 
der Gesellschaft zu verbessern. 



XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 
International Press Voices 

Culture and Tickets > Suggestions > Fih~ > Festivals 

Das interkulturelle und interdisziplin~re Festival 
"...Das Festival bietet Raum f~ir den interkulturellen, k~instlerischen und geistigen 
Austausch. Bestandteile des Festivals sind Filmpr~isentationen, Seminare, 
Diskussionen, k~instlerische Darbietungen und die Ausstellung~ Das Festival gibt 
Henschen die H6glichkeit, ihre Geschichte aus ihrer Sicht zu erz~ihlen, und m6chte 
damit einen Beitrag leisten, um ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte 
Stimmen h6rbar zu machen..." 

The intercultural and interdisciplinary festival 
"...The festival provides a venue for an intercultural, artistic and intellectual 
exchange. Parts of the festival are film presentations, seminars, discussions, artistic 
presentations and the exhibition ("Footprints in the Sand?", July 1 until August 31, 
2013). The festival provides people with the opportunity to present their story from 
their perspective and hence wishes to contribute toward making unseen faces visible 
and unheard voices hearable_." 

EUROHIGHToCOH 
Your Guide To Afro Europe 

"...During the festival Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre production’s "A Portrait Of 
Roswitha G~inther" will also premier. Conceptualized, written and directed by Griffith, 
it is a portrait of Roswitha G~inther, founder and director of Pfeiffers Ballhaus, and a 
producer at the Berlin citizen television station Alex - Open Channel Berlin. 
"The documentary reveals a picture of a woman, who with determination, community 
spirit and heart, offers especially the elder, but also the younger generation, the 
possibility to participate in a social and artistic life, to meet each other, to dance 
and while having cake and coffee to participate for several hours, in an artistic 
program with music, song and performance, which at the same time is produced for 
television at Alex - Open Channel Berlin," said Griffith=.." 

"...Auf dem Festival feiert auch die Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre Produktion ’A 
Portrait Of Roswitha G~inther’ ihre Premiere. Konzipiert, geschrieben und unter der 
Regie von Donald Muldrow Griffith portr~itiert der Film Roswitha G~inther, Gr~nderin 
und Leiterin von Pfeiffers Ballhaus und Produzentin im Berliner B~rgerfernsehen Alex - 
Offener Kanal Berlin. 
’Die Dokumentation zeichnet das Bild einer Frau, die mit viel Durchhalteverm6gen, 
Gemeinschaftssinn und Herz besonders der ~lteren Generation aber auch jOngeren 
Henschen die H~glichkeit bietet, am sozialen und k(Jnstlerischen Leben teilzunehmen, 
sich zu begegnen, zu tanzen und bei Kaffee und Kuchen mehrere Stunden an einem 
kOnstlerischen Programm aus Musik, Gesang und Artistik teilzunehmen, das 
gleichzeitig fiJr das Fernsehen aufgezeichnet und im Fernsehsender Alex - Oftener 
Kanal Berlin ausgestrahlt wird,’ erl~utert Griffith..." 

"Das Black Tnternational Cinema-Festival ruft zum interkulturellen, k~instlerischen und 
geistigen Austausch auf. Filme aus zahlreichen L~indern der Erde, darunter Spanien, 
Tsrael, Trak, Honduras, Venezuela, S~idafrika, USA, Kanada, Grol3britanien, Frankreich 
und Deutschland, erz~hlen Geschichten von verborgenen Gesichtern, die ihre 
Lebensgeschichte zum Hittelpunkt des Festivals werden lassen..." 

’qhe Black International Cinema Festival calls to intercultural, artistic and spiritual 
exchange. Films from numerous countries of the earth, among them Spain, Israel, 
Iraq, Honduras, Venezuela, South Africa, U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain, France and 
Germany, tell the stories of unseen faces, who make their life stories the focus of 
the festival..." 

BERLIN 2013/05, inter~ationa~ nur~ber ~tO:~ 
The newsletter of the Commissioner ~or ~ntegration 
Hay 8o-~.2o, Rathaus ~ch~neberg (Ci~ Hal~) 



"Produktion und Leitung: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 
in Kooperation mit der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin in Verbindung mit der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

’_. Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier BrUcken bauen, Grenzen Uberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig fur die Hauptstadt. Mein Dank geht an die 
Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International Cinema Berlin, ein 
kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist...’ - Gabriele GUn Tank, 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

Die diesj~hrige Veranstaltung ist den ’BIUten der Zukunft’ gewidmet: ’Future 
Blossoms’ ist eine Metapher fur die Aufgabe der Menschen, sich heute fur 

Gesellschaften einzusetzen, die wir unseren Kindern wUnschen, damit sie wachsen, 
gedeihen und erblUhen k6nnen, lede Generation, und diese Eigenschaft ist wohl eine 
universelle, unternimmt Anstrengungen, damit es der n~chsten besser gehen 
m6ge..." 

"Production and Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith!Fountainhead® Tanz 
Theatre in cooperation with the Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-SchBneberg, Berlin/Germany in association with the Embassy of the 
United States of America, Berlin/Germany 

’...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from stereotypical 
categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International Cinema Berlin 
are important for the capital of Germany. I extend my congratulations to the 
organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
Germany-wide....’ - Gabriele GUn Tank, Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-SchBneberg 

This year’s festival is dedicated to ’Future Blossoms’, which stands as a metaphor for 
the engagement of human beings in developing societies, which we wish as a future 
for our children, so as to allow them to thrive and prosper. Each generation, and this 
may be a universal characteristic, makes efforts for a better life for future 
generations..." 

TIPS OF THE DAY, CINE~ATIP 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
Das 28. Black International Cinema zeigt unter dem Titel "Future Blossoms - BIUten 

der Zukunft" vom 8. his 12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen, 
so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs William Greaves. Sein Dokumentarfilm "Ralph 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" beschreibt das Leben des schwarzen BUrgerrechtlers 
Ralph Bunche, der 1950 als erster Schwarzer den Friedensnobelpreis erhielt. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
The 28th Black International Cinema Berlin presents films, seminars and discussions 
under the title "Future Blossoms" from May 8 until 12, among them works of the US 
director William Greaves. His documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" 
portrays the life of the Black civil rights activist Ralph Bunche, who in 1950 as the 
first Black person, was awarded with the Nobel peace prize. 

"...Der kritische Fokus der vorwiegend kurzen, experimentellen und dokumentarischen 
Produktionen liegt nicht mehr einzig auf afrikanischen bzw. Afroamerikanischen 
Themen. Vielmehr umfasst das interkulturelle Programm auch Beitr~ige, die 
gesellschaftliche, philosophische und 6kologische Problematiken in Spanien, 

Honduras, Venezuela oder dem Iran behandeln. 

"...The critical focus of the mostly short, experimental and documentary production 
does not solely lie on African, respectively African American themes anymore. The 
intercultural program covers rather contributions dealing with societal, philosophical 
and ecological problems in Spain, Honduras, Venezuela or Iran. 

Zitty, Berlin 
The City t’4agazine of the Tagesspiege~ (daily newspaper) 

BLACK INTERNATIONAL CINENA BERLIN~ 
Ralph Bunche: A~ A~edcan Odyssev 

Das Black International Cinema Berlin finder zum 28. Mal start. Unter dem Titel 
"Future Blossoms - BIUten der Zukunft" werden vom 8.-12. Mai eine Reihe yon Filmen, 

Seminaren und Diskussionen pr~isentiert, so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs, 
Produzenten und Drehbuchautors William Greaves. Der Dokumentarfilm "Ralphe 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" des Emmy-Preistr~igers beschreibt das Leben des 
schwarzen BUrgerrechtlers Ralph Bunche (Foto) von 1904 bis 1971..." 



The Black International Cinema Berlin occurs for the 28th time. Under the title 
"Future Blossoms", films, seminars and discussions will be presented from May 8-12, 
among them the works of the US director, producer and author, William Greaves. The 
documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" of the Emmy awarded 
filmmaker portrays the life of the civil rights activist Ralph Bunche (photo) from 1904 
until 1971._" 

"...Unter dem Motto "Future Blossoms", mitsamt illustrierendem afrikanischem 
Sprichwort ("Nut wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden I~ger 
aufh6ren, Helden zu sein"), m6chte die diesj~ihrige Ausgabe einen weiteren Beitrag 
leisten, ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte Stimmen h6rbar zu machen n 
in der Hoffnung um zukiJnftige Bl~iten, oder, weniger floral, aufkl~irerisches Potenzial. 
Die Filmauswahl gleicht dabei einem Tanz iJber dem Globus: Beitr~ige kommen aus 
dem Kamerun, Spanien, Israel, Deutschland, SiJdafrika, dem Iran, Honduras, 

Venezuela, dem Irak, der USA, GroBbritannien, Kanada und Frankreich..." 

"._Under the motto "Future Blossoms", additionally illustrated by an African proverb 
("Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes."), this year’s 
edition wishes to once more contribute toward making unseen faces visible and 
unheard voices hearable - hoping for future blossoms or, to say it less floral, for 
enlightening potential. The film selection is like a dance across the globe: 
Submissions come from Cameroon, Spain, Israel, Germany, South Africa, Iran, 
Honduras, Venezuela, Iraq, USA, Great Britain, Canada and France..." 

The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 2011. 

https:i/www.iusb.eduilibrar,c/about/collection/archivesiinventorvidance.php 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 



Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 
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The Problem of the Negro as a Problem for Thought 
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¯ A seminal contribution in ] I 
establishing race as a category-- 

I I 

::~g :r~a~ii; We ste r n philosophy 

~ ~ 

Z The Problem of the Negro as a Problem for Thought offers an original 
with the texts ofW E. B. DuBois, 

especially the early sociological 

writings, extending throughout his 

oeuvre 

¯ An important contribution in the 

thinking together of late-twentieth- 

century European thought 

(especially Derrida) and Africana 

philosophy 

general, as an object of discourse and knowledge. It likewise challenges the 

conception of analogous objects of study across dominant ethnological 

disciplines (eg., anthropology, history, and sociology) and the various forms of 

cultural, ethnic, and postcolonial studies. 

For Du Bois, "the problem of the color line" coincided with the inception of a 

supposedly modern horizon. The very idea of the human and its avatars--the 

idea of race and the idea of culture emerged together with the violent, 

hierarchical inscription of the so-called African or Negro into a horizon of 

commonness beyond all natal premises, a horizon that we can still situate with 

the term global. In ongoing struggles with the idea of historical sovereignty, we 

forms of difference, as both projects of categorical differentiation and the 

irruption of originary revisions of ways of being. 

In a word, the world is no longer and has never been one The world, if there is 

such from the inception of something like "the Negro as a problem for thought" 

could never be, only, one. 

The problem of the Negro in "America" is thus an exemplary instance of 

modern historicity in its most fundamental sense. It renders legible for critical 

practice the radical order of an ineluctable and irreversible complication at the 

heart of being its appearance as both life and history as the very mark of our 

epoch. 

Abo~t the 
Nahum Dimitri Chandler serves on the core faculty in African American Studies 

and on the affiliated faculty in Comparative Literature at the University of 

California, Irvine 

Access hundreds of monographs from the world’s leading University Presses 

with University Press Scholarship Online (UPSO). 

Save valuable research time bv: 



Viewing abstracts at book and chapter level 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Monroe, Vaun <vmonroe@COLUM.EDU> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:14 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

CaJ1 for Screenwriting Judges 

Greetings UFVA Members, 
I’m Vaun Monroe, the newly minted UFVA Script Caucus Chair. Now that we have collected submissions for this year’s UFVA conference we need judges for the "juried" part of 
the process. It is a great service to render as a judge for the scriptwriting part of the conference, you’re participation is integral to establishing the standard for our peers. If 
you’re interested in serving please contact me at vmonroeC_c~colum.edu 

In collegiality, 

Vaun Monroe 

’q-hey wanted him to draw the picture and he would draw it any way he wanted. He was trembling with excitement. In the past had they not always drawn it for him?" 
~Native Son, Richard Wright 

Vaun Monroe, MFA 
Assista nt Professor 
Film & Video Department 
Columbia College Chicago 
312.369.674-3 

This list at AU cau be subscribed to by seudiug the following message to listserv,(~)listserv.america~l.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the followiug commaud to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with uothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by seudiug an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mail 153.at161 .mcsv.net;, 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:35 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Lupita Nyoug’o speech aM Women’s Histo~ Month 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

Congratulations to Lupita Nyong’o on her Oscar award winning 
performance in "12 Years A Slave". In her gracious acceptance 
speech she asks us not to forget the people that have endured and 
are continuing to endure slavery around the world. Students and 
faculty interested in reading about slavery, African-American History 
and Women’s studies will be searching the library for information on 
slavery. 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
aegis of the Works Progress Administration. These former slaves, 
most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the Civil 

War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on plantations, in cities, and on small 
farm& Their narratives remain a peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they capture the very voices of 
American slavery, revealing the texture of life as it was experienced and remembered. Each 
narrative taken alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. Read 
together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in North America, allowing us to 
explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth-century slavery, including labor, 
resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and religious belief. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using your credit or purchasing card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, 
fax and email. The Slave Narratives Complete Set is available from Coutts Library Services, 
Baker & Taylor Books, or most other library book dealers by ordering ISBN 9780403022113~ 

FREE SH~PRNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE ~J,S. 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at USD$1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:57 AM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Max~ha Jehnson <mjehnson@nmionalhumm~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Histori~ Jocelyn Olcott to speak this Thurs., March 6, at the Nationo] Humm~ities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

doeelyn Oleott, Duke University 

Thursday, March 6, 2o14 -- 5:OO p.m. 

Focusing on the International Women’s Year Conference in Mexico City in the summer of 1975, this talk 
explores feminist efforts to reach across geopolitical borders and the ideological fault lines that fractured the 
globe in the 1970s~ W~dely considered a watershed moment in women’s activism, the conference brought 
together UN technocrats with grassroots activists, imperial powers with national liberation movements, and 
well-heeled professionals with impoverished peasants - with explosive, but generative, results. 

Jocelyn Olcott is associate professor of history, women’s studies and international comparative studies at 
Duke University. Specializing in feminist history, she has written about modern Mexico, feminism, 
biography, labor history, and transnational history. She is currently a senior editor of the Hispanic American 
Historical Review and is the author of Revolutionary Women #~ Postfevolutionary Mexico (2005) and coeditor, 
with Mary Kay Vaughan and Gabriela Cano, of Sex in Revolution: Gender.. Politics, and Povcer in Modern 
Mexico (2006). This year, she is working as the Frank H. Kenan Fellow at the National Humanities Center. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson (9~9) 4o9-o~ 6, or miohnson(~nationalhurnanitiescenter.oro. 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:19 PM 

To: Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: References 

Here you go: 

~email.m~c edu 
~email.m~c. edu 

Phone: 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ] Class of 
Management and Society, B.A. 

@live unc.edu 

From 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Regester, Charlene 
Subject:           ~ 

9:47 PM 

Good evening professor Regester, I hope you are enjoying this recent stint of nice weather I was just wondering if you were still having your office hours this Thursday so we could talk. 
It’s nothing serious, just wanted to discuss some things. If you are I might try to stop by if time permits me to, but if not it is fine. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I (;lass oJ 

Management and SocieP>’ B.A 

~@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

@sbeglobal.net> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 1:04 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Need Help With Feature Fihn 

Hello UFVA Members, 

G~vetings. I am writing to ask for your advice in regards to making a featmv film. 

What is the best way to get funding and distribution? Already know about ldcks~arter. 

I am currently in pre-produclion for a thriller-horror feature. 

Thank yot~ 

Dia~a Ru~Na]m 

FilmmaJ~er 

Member of UFVA 

~sbcgloba2l.net 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firsqt and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0,Vrite this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAI ~IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



Ph.D. Film Production. Screenwriting, Higher Education, Research, 
Editing 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ Pollock III Davids III Mitchel I~ 

° I 

Walter Rucker Sheila Smith McKoy 
Associate Professor at University Associate Professor at North 
of North Carolina at Chapel.=. Carolina State University 

Simon Tarr Steven Lipkin 
Associate Professor of Art at Professor at Western Michigan 
University of South Carolina University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMianatm00.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 3:55 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

New books from IU Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To ensure you 

continue to receive emails that ONLY match 3,our preferences, be sure to edit your profile to 

refine what we send you. 

Som~d, Speech, Music h~ Soviet and Post-Soviet 
Cinenm 
Edited by Lilya Kaganovsky and Masha Salazkina 

This innovative volume challenges the ways we look at both cinema and 

cultural history by shifting the focus from the centrality of the visual and 

the literary toward the recognition of acoustic culture as formative of the 

Soviet and post-Soviet experience. 

314 pp., 24 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-0-253-01095-7 $90.00 
paper 978-o-253-oH 04-6 $35.0o 

ebook 978-0-253-01110-7 $29.99 

.~i Sound, Speech, 

Music in Soviet 

and Post-Soviet 

Cinema 

Identity, Citizenship, and Political Conflict in Afi’ica 
Edmond ,l. Keller 

"Clear and lucid .... Offers a promising design for careful comparative 

exploration of a core issue confronting contemporary Africa--the 

definition of citizenship as a legal and moral issue in a political 

environment where in most states ethnic attachment coexists with 
national identity." --M. Crawford Young, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison 

222 pp. 

cloth 978-0-253-01178-7 $70.00 
paper 978-o-253-oH84-8 $25.00 

ebook 978-0-253-01189-3 $21.99 

Identity, 
Citizenship, and 
Political Conflict in 
Africa 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 35o 

132o E. loth St. 
BI oomington, I N 474o5-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: cegester@email.une.edu If you wish to change 

your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your pro file setting .... 
i~i ~4~2iired :: Forward this to a friend.. 

:: To be removed use thisone-eliekunsubseribelink.. 

:: Not yet siAned up? (3o here.. 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell share or trade electronic 

address information with anyone. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, March 3, 2014 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: "My White Friends" Exhibit Opens, Full Frame Fihn Schedule and Ticket Sales, Audio and Memoir Writing Classes 

[ ~:N ~: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

MY WHITE FRIENDS I Photography Exhibit by Myra Greene Opens at CDS 

Monday, March 10-Saturday, May 17 / Juanita Kreps Gallery, Center for Documentary 

Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

K4 Canadaigua, New York, 2007. Photograph by Myra Greene. 

Photographer Myra Greene has often used the human body--primarily black and brown 

ones, often her own--to explore issues of difference, beauty, and memory In conversations 

with white friends, she realized that they had very different notions of racial identity than her 

own; in one pivotal exchange, a friend remarked that he really didn’t think about whiteness 

at all "1 left that night wondering about how one could lack consciousness about one’s 

racial identity. I had never considered this was possible," says Greene. My White Friends 

was born out of that revelation The project’s "racial identity portraits" are co-constructions 

with Greene’s friends that allow them to "respond to the idea of being imaged for their race," 

she says. Her goal is thoughtful dialogue about howwe describe and think about racial 

identity: "1 want conversations, not categories" Read more about the exhibit and view a 

slideshow of images here, 

FULL FRAME SCHEDULE AVAILABLE MARCH 131 Individual Tickets On Sale March 27 

Photograph by Charlotte Claypoole 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival will celebrate its 17th anniversary next month, 

April 3-6 Key dates before then: The film schedule will be available on the Full Frame 

website on March 13, and individual tickets to films and events will go on sale March 27 at 

11 a.m. through the Duke University Box Office; purchase online at store.fullframefest.orq or 



call 919-684-4444. Click her__e for more information¯ Please note¯ some 20+ Passes still 

Ticket prices are the same whether purchased in advance or at the festival, and online ticket 

sales remain open until two hours prior to showtime. However, quantities are limited and 

many shows do sell out, so Full Frame encourages early ticket purchases. 

UPCOMING CONTINUING EDUCATION CLASSES FEATURE AUDIO AND WRITING ! One 

Voice, introduction to Audio Documentary, and Writing Memoir Starting Soon 

Spaces remain in three upcoming Continuing Education classes. For more information, 

and to register, click the class links below. Other than One Voice, which will be held online, 

classes are at CDS. Email cdscourses@duke.edu with questions and visit cdscourses.orq 

for a full listing of classes 

One Voice: Constructin~q a Narrative (Phoebe Judge) 

Wednesdays, March 5=April 9, 7-9 p.m. 

NOTE: This is an online class 

Turning an intep,4ew into a cornpelling narrative is one of the fundamental challenges in 

audio documentary--indeed, in all documentary work. In One Voice, students will conduct a 

long-form interview with one subject for 45 minutes to an hour and then use it to construct a 

piece with a cohesive narrative arc and thread. 

Introduction to Audio Documentary (Aaron Smithers) 

Saturday, March 8 & Sunday, March 9, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 

Students will learn the basics of audio-doc making with an emphasis oil obtaining good 

results in recording This workshop is a condensed version of the furl eight-week course 

offered li~ the fall, which includes more in-depth work and instruction in audio edidng. It is 

intended especially" for students who live outside the Durham area. 

Writing Memoir (John Manuel) 

Mondays, March 10-April 28, 6:30-8:30 p.m. 

Memoirs are not just the province of the rich and famous. Memoirs can be written by anyone 

at any point in his or her life and about any aspect of that life. This class is designed to help 

students find their voice, decide how to frame their stories, and begin writing, and also 

offers guidance on publishing. 

WINTER 2014 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online: 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the Winter 2014 issue include work by 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners Rachel Andrews and Jen Kinney, 

remarks by Full Frame director Deirdre Haj, updates from John Hope Franklin Student 

Documentary Award winners and Certificate in Documentary Studies recipients, exhibition 

information, news from faculty and staff, and more. 



To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Wednesday, March 5, 7 p.m. / Presentation by public radio host AI Letson, "A More Perfect 

Union"/Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus ! 320 

Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina cdsporch.or.q/archives/21555 

Sunday, March 9, doors at 1 p.m., screenings begin at 1:30 p.m. / Alice Fest film festival / 

Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., 

Durham, North Carolina cdsporch.orq/archives/21567 

UPCOMING EXHIBIT 

March 10-May 171 My White Friends, photographs by Myra Greene / Juanita Kreps Gallery, 

Center for Documentary Studies i 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch orq/archivesi21256 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch or~q 

Friends ofCDS documentarvstudies.duke edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



Script <scd ptma9 @fwmedia.co m> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 8:06 AM 

Regester, Chadene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

A Magic qunnel" for Writers 

Dear ScriptMag.com Reader, 

What if you could "speed up" your success as a screenwriter by stepping into a magic 

"t~mneF located just ne×~ te your desk where you write? 

In a script, the scene might look something like this: 

FADE 

INT. MARY~ PLACE- LIVING ROD~.f - DAY 

MARY sits down at her desk ~nd pulls" up yesterday9 work, She 

blankly, starts ~o type, s~ps, and then deletes it, Something9 

working, Suddan/y a m~gic ~unnM appears in h’on~ of hat and sha 

into it. Her eye catches a thick mass of papers iying on a t,~b/e ,~ 

farther in, She walks over ~o ]~ ,~nd sees her completed screenplay bound 

by thr~e brass bounds, 

As crazy as it sounds, it’s not so crazy - because you reaJly do have a kind of magic 

turn, el. I know.,.because I found not one, bu[ ~wo o1: them! 

Let me explain... 

The first one% located inskg~ you...and a quick way te activate it is [o do something 

thai takes the pressure off of you while, a[ the same lime, builds your s~ccess muscle. 

In other words actuab, rove to ,ourself that~can makemone,v~th ,ourwdtin 

You can use yo~r writing to make money now (vs. "later") and get used to the feeling 

of having money come from your writing. WhyP 

~. ]t will keep your writing and money engaged h~ the same conversatbn. 

2. ]t ~akes a goal "out there" and brings ff "here" - turnh~g "someday, one day" 

goaB ~nto a I~vin~ rea~ty~ 

3. Your confidence level wH[ soar to new heights~ 

Confidence ~s one of those secrets of the masters: It can take you everywhere faster 

than you ever ~magined possible. 

::::And this leads me to the secondtunnel...The one I took that s e~own success 

~.&.~..:~E£[!~.~.[:...~.~!...,%D.E~E.e..~!...~D.~..i’~o,~v to pui 1:49 mo~;ey i,<, :",’W pockel :’i{.’,,hl 

I heard one Hollywood writer say, ’2 get nervous ffFm no~ making at leas*~ $20,000 

~’nonf]fl, " 

Can you imagine having that kind of confidence in your writing...in yourself? You can. 

[f you would hke to know how you can use yore story-writing ab~Jity to create success 

money and confidence now at the same time yo~’re working on writing and se~hng your 

screenp~ays,,xfi~ck here ~k~r a~ th~ det:a~s, 

It’s a great way to live and enjoy a healthy} wealthy, working writer:~ fife - now, 



Hathes ,1ones 

Writer and Fellow Subscriber 

P.S, Why work a "day ~[ob" when £:?_ELt_j_[)_g__c__a__L~_g_[~:#_y__9_~L_[~b__a___t___}L_o___u__2#!A[!~__#_£}~(-.time and 

ease to write your screenplay,.,without sacrificing yo~r creative freedom, success ancJ 

fulfillment? 

But hurry ~ the special offer they put together for 5cr@4~vla~ subscribers only lasts until 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee ~earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:31 PM 

Lee Lee, Ken @earthlink.com> 

UFVA Special....Advance review copies of Gerdng it Write available tbr ten dollars plus ti~ee shipping 

Dear UFVA Members 

Michael Wiese Productions is proud to announce 

Getting it V~Trite 

3m Insider’s Guide to a Screenwriting Career 

Lee Zahavi ,lessup 

If you’d like an Advance Res~ew copy for only ten dollars plus free shipph~g, please email me your cc, exp date and snail mail address no later than 

March 7th 

You may" also request a PA~AL invoice as well 

If you’d like to read a sinall sample of this book, please click on http~//sh~p.mwp.c~m/pr~ducts/get~n~-it-write-an-insiders-~uide-t~-a-screenwrithi~- 

career 

Cheers 

IF YOUD LIKE TO OPT OUT OF THIS EIVlAIL, please just email me with subject OPT OUT in the subject line 

Ken Lee 

Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX (206) 263-2072 

kenlee@mwp.com 

Skype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Field, Allyson Nadia <afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 5:50 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SCMS 

Hi Charlene - I’ve been meaning to write! I’m so glad you’ll be there. I have to leave the meeting early (it conflicts with the UCLA reception and I’ve got to be at that) - but perhaps 

we could talk right before the meeting? Like 6:30? We could meet at the room and see if it’s empty. Would that work? 

I’m very excited about a Lincoln book - and now that my own book on uplift cinema is (more or less) off my desk I think I’ll have more time to dedicate to it - especially this summer 

after my tenure file gets submitted! 

Looking forward to seeing you! 

Ally 

From: <Regester>, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:47 PM 

To: Allyson Field <afield@tft.ucla.edu> 

Subject: RE: SCMS 

Dear Allyson: This is to let you know that I plan to attend the Oscar Micheaux meeting in Seattle. Hope we can discuss the Noble Johnson/Lincoln Motion Picture Company 
project. A new book is out on one of the actresses who worked with the film company (Anita Thompson). See you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Field, Allyson Nadia [afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: SCMS 

Hi Charlene, 

So great to see you in Bloomington! rm really thrilled you’ll be at SCMS. Let’s definitely sit down then and talk about the Noble Johnson!Lincoln volume. Maybe we could chat 
with some publishers too, get a sense of what they might be interested in? 

I’m not sure about the timing of the OMS meeting - 1’II check with Ken Eisenstein - but regardless we’ll have an "unofficial" meeting at the least. We need to hold elections so 
our "interim" co-chairing doesn’t go into 5 years! 

All the best, 

Ally 

From: Regester, Charlene B [reqester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 10:25 AM 
To: Field, Allyson Nadia 
Subject: SCMS 

Dear Ally: This is to let you know that my paper was accepted to SCMS so I hope to see you then. 3If you schedule an Oscar Micheaux meeting then we could coordinate our 
meeting around this meeting. Just keep me posted and let me know. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Field, Allyson Nadia <afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 4, 20:~4 5:56 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SCMS 

Great! Fingers crossed! If it doesn’t work for whatever reason, my cell is and we can find another time! Looking forward! 

From: <Regester>, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:53 PM 

To: Allyson Field <afield@tft.ucla.edu> 

Subject: RE: SCMS 

Dear Ally: Yes, I should be able to meet at the meeting room around 6:30 not unless my flight is cancelled -- the weather on the east coast has been unrelenting even in North 
Carolina. See you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Field, Allyson Nadia [afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 5:50 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: SCMS 

HiChaxlene I’ve beenmemaingtowrite! I’m so g~ady~u’llbethere.Ihaveto~eavethemeeIingear~y(itc~n~ictswiththeUCLArecepIi~nmadI’veg~ttobeatIhat)- 
but perhaps we could talk right before the meeting? Like 6:30? We could meet at the roo~n and see if it’s e~np~. Would that work? 

I’m ve~?" excited about a Lincoln book a~d now that my own book on uplift cinema is (more or less) offmy desk I think I’ll have ~nore time to dedicate to it 

especially this sum~ner a£ter my tenure file gets submitted! 

Looking forward to seeing you! 

Ally 

From: <Regester>, Charlene B <re~ester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:47 PM 

To: Allyson Field <afield@tft.ucla.edu> 

Subject: RE: SCMS 

Dear AIlyson: This is to let you know that I plan to attend the Oscar Micheaux meeting in Seattle. Hope we can discuss the Noble Johnson/Lincoln lvlotion Picture Company 
project. A new book is out on one of the actresses who worked with the film company (Anita Thompson). See you them Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Field, Allyson Nadia [afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: SCMS 

Hi Charlene, 

So great to see you in Bloomington! I’m really thrilled you’ll be at SCMS. Let’s definitely sit down then and talk about the Noble Johnson!Lincoln volume. Maybe we could chat 
with some publishers too, get a sense of what they might be interested in? 

I’m not sure about the timing of the OMS meeting - I’ll check with Ken Eisenstein - but regardless we’ll have an "unofficial" meeting at the least. We need to hold elections so 
our "interim" co-chairing doesn’t go into 5 years! 

All the best, 

Ally 

From: Regester, Charlene B [reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 10:25 AM 
To: Field, Allyson Nadia 
Subject: SONS 

Dear Ally: This is to let you know that my paper was accepted to SCMS so I hope to see you then. If you schedule an Oscar Micheaux meeting then we could coordinate our 
meeting around this meeting. Just keep me posted and let me know. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 8:33 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

New Products Spotlight 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ,,’=l~i.:~)££¢ for additional help. 

March 2014 New Products Spotlight 

Cavision E~terp.dsea 
Ltd, h~s ir, t~oduced 
s,,-x ie s of 

w~th stopwatch, ~ sd 

moveme~t ss ,~ve~ as s ~ew~y des~g~ed ~atch 
system to keep the st~c~s h-~ the cbsed posk~on. 

st~’uctu~e oFer added duu~b~{y, s~d a s~et at the 
bso~ provides 8 coqven~ent ws~y to ho~d the 
dudng ope~tbn~ The small ~ightweight 
~on battery provides [hree hews o~ "on" ~rh~ ~d 
ca~ be recharged v~a USB or regular ws~ o~t~eL 

For more info.q~:stior:, visit ’~,~,w.cavision.biz. 

Sony has int~oduced a iine of portable sto~age 
solutions; i.qci~ding ~ 256GB solid-star÷ d.qve 

(RSZ-SA25) aP, d two ha~d..d~sk mode~s vv~th 
capackies of 500GB ~nd 1TB (PSZ-~HAS0 and 
PSZ-HA~-I’, respectively), Bach drive fe~tu~es 
o¢~e USB 3,0 and ~wo F~reW~re 
a~owh~g users to t~snsfe~ v~deo s~t up to 
-400MBps w~th the SSD mode~ ~md 120MBps 

w~th the HDD modeJs v~a USB 3,0~ The dlives 

s~Joh 8s the RMVV-50 o~ PMW.-1000 decks. 
Each has s hesw s~con cove~- and p~otect~ve 
c~se to w~{hsb~md the r~go~s 
and ~’edsce sh~pph~ dam~ge. Bu~t-qn shock 

SSD and up to 6,5~ for 

For m,:)Ie i!~f<~l!~tio~, visit 

F:dends ot the ASC 



tel (800] 445-{:14!~ - v,qc~ : (323) {~6{~..44}33 -~a~ (323) 878-4973 -d:~e,ct 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Uns~bsc~ibe ~eiT~aiLunc,edu 



Re search and ~reativ~ acti ~ty ~ ar6ii 

discover the ~enetic underpinnings of dru~ side 

’I’[~e I)ernenda Tour I’~e Birth Defects Clmsing 

Students in health 
Del.ecl.Jve 

Two researchers design a 

programs get a chance to Epidemiologist Andy biological test to 

~xpe~e.c~ ~o~ o~the O~h~. i~ t~yin~ to ~o~ve ~n~M~u~,~e 
~t~ that co~ w~th ~o~ o~the ~t ch~oth~y t~e~t~ent 
aging and dementia, mysteries of medicine, for ovarian cancer. 

OTEIGHTS M OR R ESEAR 



~ riteof spring 

for war-torn Congo: art 

using l:anrfing beds (UNC Lh~,’-~b,’-~!,,’~el) 

home discharge (U~’4C News Ser,.ices} 

from the lives of black 

artisans in North Carolina, 

"The decision to have a mammogram should not be a slam 

dunk"--Russell P. Harris, in VuLsl Stddy CuLsls Doubts or~ 

o~ Ivh-smme!.srs ms (New Yo!k 

unseen for more than 100 

Th~s emaH was sent to regester@emaiLunc edu 

w!~ydid / get this? unsubscdbe from this Hst updste subscription preferences 

UNC Ch~el ~l CR ~06 Ch~ei H~IL N.:; 27599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Olivia Newman <education@PRAGDA.COM> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 1:21 PM 

UFVALIST- L@I,ISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

SPOTLIGHT ON BASQUE SPOKEN WORD POETS: BERTSOLARI NOW AVAILABLE WITH PUBLIC PERFORMANCE 
I~IGHTS 

Hi Everyone, 

I am so pleased to share the information below about Pragda’s ne~vest 
release, BERTSOLARI, a fascinating look at the ancient oral tradition of 
Basque spoken ~vord poetry. Please share the info belo~v with your 
colleagues and students, and feel free to reach out to me with an?- 
questions. 

Thanks :[’or you support! 
My best, 
Ohvia 

SPOTLIGItT ON BASQI.IE SPOKt~;N WORD POETS: 

BERTSOLARI NOW AVAILABLE WITI J PUIa.L IC PERFORMANCE R[GI ITS 

2014 New Release BERTSOLARI offers a rare look at Bertsolaritza, an 
ancestral and completely improvised form of Basque poetry 
Anachronistic? Not at alh The bertsolari, with their spontaneous 
creation and wordplay, could be an inspiration for rappers, spoken word 
artists and other improvisers around the world. A living ehtnographic 
documentary, BERTSOLARI would make a vital contribution to courses in 
Basque Studies, Iberian Studies, Anthropology, Linguistics, Cultural 
Studies, Poetry and Ethnomusicology 

BERTSOI ARI 
A film by Asier Altuna 
Spain / 2011 / 52 rain / Spanish and Basque with English subtitles 
Watch the Trailer 

and ORDER HERE: http ://wunv.pragda. com![’ilmsibertsolari 

Though Bertsolaritza is a surprising art of austere aesthetics in these 
days of spectacularity and special effects, this ancient oral tradition 
has nonetheless evolved and adapted to the times, connecting xvith the 
youngest generations. At the grand finale performance of the last 
championship an audience of 14,000 people gathered to watch eight 
bettsolaris vie live against each other. In this remarkable documentary, 
the filmmaker takes us on a voyage through improvised verse, silence and 
art in the raw-. 

OFFICIAL SELECTION 
San Sebastian Film Festival, International Docun~entary Festival of 
Santiago de Chile, AliSs Film Festival, San Francisco Latino Film 
Festival 

REX¢ffEYVS 
"A treasure.., don’t miss BERTSOLARI."-Juan Zapater, DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 
"A proud homage created by people who appreciate how much emotion and 
meaning there is anmng the bertsolaris..." -Mikel G. Gurpegui, EL DIARUI 
VASCO 

MORE F~L_’vIS FROM BASQUE COUNTRY 
Discover more films about Basque history and culture, including 
Pragda’s popular 2013 release AMERIKANUAK and audience favorite BASQL’E 
BALL by- going here: 
http://www.pragda.com/films-by-subject/basque-studies 

HOW TO ORDER 
EMA~L your order to education@pragda.com. 
MAIL your order to Pragda, cio Transit Media, 190 Route 17m, Suite D 
Harrtmal% IN"/10926. 
FAX your order to (845) 774-2945. 
PHONE m your order to (800) 343-5540 and pay using Visa, MasterCard, 
Discover or .~merican Express. 
ONLINE Order your films directly fl~rough our catalog at 
http://www.pragda.com/films. 

QL~STIONS ? 
We’re here to help you bring the best of Spanish & Latin American 
cinema to your communities and classrooms. We encourage you to reach out 
to us directly with an)’ questions or comments. Email olivia@pragda.com 
or call 347-891-1788. 

I look folavard to working with you! 

All best, 
Ohvia 



Ohvia Newman 
Pragda 
Bringing You the Best of Spanish & Latin American Cinema 
302 Bedlk~rd Ave., # 136 
Brooklyn, NY 11249 
(tel): 347-891-1788 

Pragda: ,~,as, w.pragda corn 
Spanish Film Club: w,~v.spanishlilmclub.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can lea’,~e a list by sending the following command to listserv@listser~,~.american.edu: 

signoff L~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: ij arer@academicresearchj ournals.org 

Sent: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:04 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com 

Subject: Call tbr paper 

International Journal of Academic Research in Education and Review 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals.org/IJARER/Index.htm 
ISSN: 2360-7866 

Dear Colleague, 

The ’International Journal of Academic Research in Education and 
Revie~v IJARER is currently accepting manuscripts for publication. 
IJARER publishes high-quality solicited and unsolicited alticles, in 
all areas of education including education policies and management 
such as Educational experiences and mental health, Visualization 
skills and their incorporation into school curriculum, Gender, 
education and child labour, Adult Education, Agricultural Education, 
Art Education, Business Education, Communi~z Education, Computer 
Education, Cross-disciplinal~- areas of Education, Curriculum, Research 
and Development, Distance Education, Economics of Education, Education 
and Child Labour, Education Policy and Leadership, Educational 
Administration, Educational Foundations, Educational Measurement and 
F, valuation, Educational Psychology, Educational Technology, 
[~Leaming, Elementary Education, Environmental Education, Geography 
Education, Guidance and Counselling, Health Education, Higher 
Education, tlome Economics Education, tluman Kinetics, Human Resource 
Development, Human Rights Education, Indigenous Education, Innovations 
and Change, International Education, Islamic Education, Language 
Education, Mathematics Education, Music Education, Non-Formal 
Education, Population Education, Pre-Prhnar,f Education, Reading 
Education, Religion Studies, Science Education, Secondap), Education, 
Social Studies Education, Special Education, Student Affairs, Teacher 
Education, Technical Education, Visualization skills, Vocational 
Education, Women EducatiordGender. All articles published in IJARER 
will be peer-reviewed. 

Our objective is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript 
within two weeks of submission 

Following acceptance, a paper ~vill normally be published in the next 
available issue. 

(;all for papers 

One key request of researchers across the world is open access to 
research publications. The International Journal of Academic Research 
in Education and Review IJARER is fully corcanitted to providing free 
access to all articles as soon as they are published. We ask you to 
suppolt this initiative by publishing your papers in these journals. 

Instruction for author and other details are available on our website 
http :i/www. academicresear chioumals, orgiIJARERiAuthor%27s%20Guide.htm 

Prospective authors should send their manuscript(s) to E-mail: 
ijarer@academicresearchjournals.org and copy this email address below 

E-mail: @ahoo. com 

Best regards, 

Editorial assistant 
Iyioraa Sunny 
http:i/w~.academicresearchioumals.or~/IJARER/Index.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncg.edtc. 

Wednesday, 6:05 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Regester 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I really wanted to check in and see how you were doing. I hope all is well. 

Best, 

St<,,’de ..’,s ,~: ~st Office 

",,’I’.,~:. L.imivei’sit’,., c ~ He r.".i",, (.:aio[iri~:~ at ~3reei~sL~oro 

luncg.edu 

http://studentsfirst.uncg.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

L.Teresa Church ~}mindspring.com~ 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 10:34 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting on Friday 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for touching base today, regardiug our meeting scheduled for Friday, March 7th. I do plan to meet with you. 

As I make my plans to come to Chapel Hill on Friday, I am keeping an eye on the weather forecast. I have heard that there may be some freezing sleet ancFor freezing 

rain Thursday night. HoNfidly, that will not pre~ut a problem. I will notify you right away if the traveling becomes an issue. 

Take caJce and I will see you soon. 

Bes~t until then, 

Teresa 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 4:46 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Teresa: I nearly forgot our meeting on this Friday at lore March 7, 2014. Please let me know if you are still planning to meet. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncg.edu;, 

Thursday, 9:10 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesl, er@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Dr. Regester 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I want to enter an AFAM program to get my doctorate. I like the edncation progranL but I really want to do my research in African American Studies. I’m currently 

conducting a study- on Black Women on UNCG’s campus. Do you have any suggestions for any good programs? 

Also, I will let you l~ow when I am in Chapel Hill. We need to catch up! Are yon all currently on Spring Break? 

Best, 

On Wed, at 6:08 PM, Regester, Charlene B <~emaJl.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear Things are going well and glad to know that you are moving along in your program. I hope you will pursue the Ph.D. and if so, hope you will apply to some ivy 
league schools Yale, Harvard, etc (worry about the money later). Let me know if you come to the area and I will try to meet with you. Our update is long overdue. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: ,~uncg.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Hi Dr. Regester 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I rea31y wanted to check in and see how you were doing. I hope a31 is well. 

Best, 

~uncg_.edu 

http: //studentsfirst. uncq.edu 

Call 
Send SMS 
Add to Skype 
You’ll need Skype CreditFree via Skype 

http://studentsfirst.uncg.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai168.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:15 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Aliican Americm~ studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
supervision of the Works Progress Administration. These former 
slaves, most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the 
Civil War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on 
plantations, in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a 
peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they 
capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of 
life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken 
alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. 
Read together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in 

North America, allowing us to explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth- 
century slavery, including labor, resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and 
religious belief. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United States and subject 
librarians will be counted on to provide students, faculty and researchers with information on 
slavery in America. Please recommend the purchase of the complete set of Slave Narratives 
(ISBN 9780403022113) to your subject librarian or the collection development librarian by 
forwarding this email offer. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using purchasing or credit card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax 
and email. This set is available from Coutts Information Services, Baker & Taylor Books, Follett 
Library Resources, Brodart and many other library book dealers. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

Purchase orders are accepted ~rem a~l libraries, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 Hardbound 9,952 pages. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Amer:csq Book D:stribtitors, LLC ¯ [-%:3 .’P..ox 5 ,O Hai~qburg. Mi 48139 USA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

L. Teresa Church @mindspring.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting on Friday 

That sounds good. I’ll see you tolnolrow. 

Sincereb; 

Teresa 

On Mar 6, 2014, at 8:21 AM, Regestel; Charlene B wrote: 

Okay -- hope to see you then but if you need to cancel call me              I looked at the list the student created and she did not put it in excel so we might 

spend some of our time trying to correct this. I will try to re-type the list in excel but won’t have a chance to do so until we meet. See you then. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: L.Teresa Church [Itchurch@mindsprinq.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 :t0:33 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Meeting on Friday 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you tbr touching base today, regarding our meeting ~heduled for Friday, March 7th. I do plan to meet with you. 

As I make my plans to come to Chapel Hill ou Friday, I am keeping an eye on the weather forecast. I have heard that there may be some freezing sleet 

an&’or t~eezing rain Thursday night. Hopefully, that will not present a problem. I will noli~ you right away if the traveling b~comes an issue. 

Take care and I will see you soon. 

Best until then, 

Teresa 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 4:46 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Teresa: I nearly forgot our meeting on this Friday at :tpm March 7, 20:t4. Please let me know if you are still planning to meet. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag @fl~media.co m> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 2:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

FREE CLASS: Selling To Hollywood n For Real! 

you need these strategies. 

~ this 2 hour te~econference, you°~ learn: 
- 5 Keys to Getting Your Script Sold. 

- How To Light Up Holfywood - From Anywhere. 

-. Your Most h~portant Screenplay Marketing Decision. 

- How To Get Your Network To Sell You. 

~ V~at ]o Do If Producers Aren’t Bitingl 

-- Your Direct Paths To Studios. 

Friday, Narch 7th, 2014, ¢pm Pacific Standard Time 

Screen t N  



Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:29 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org% Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhum~mitiescenter.org> 

Re: Third Annual Coa[erence on Human Rights and the Humanities, March 20-21, at the National Humanities Center 

Dear Colleagues, 

With two weeks to go, we are sending along this reminder about the Center’s third annual conference on Human Rights and the Humanities, 
March 20-21. 

This year’s conference will begin at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 20th, with a reception followed by a talk from Harvard University’s Steven 
Pinker on "The Better Angels of Our Nature: Why Violence Has Declined." 

As in previous years, this gathering will feature a distinguished group of scholars, including: 

K. Anthony Appiah, Princeton University 
Didier Fassin, Institute for Advanced Study (Princeton, N J) 
Lynn Festa, Rutgers University 
Saidiya Hartman, Columbia University 
Stephen Hopgood, University of London 
Waiter Johnson, Harvard University 
Robert Pippin, University of Chicago 
Gregory Radick, University of Leeds 

Created in an effort to reexamine conventional assumptions about human rights through the lens of the humanities, Human Rights and the 
Humanities is a multi-year project to bring together the vast resources of the humanities, including historical, philosophical, and cultural factors, to 
help us better understand the concept of human rights. 

The initiative has been made possible through the generous support of the Research Triangle Foundation of North Carolina, Duke University, North 
Carolina State University, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the Carnegie Corporation of New York. 

For more information, or to register for the event, please visit here or contact Martha Johnson,mjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org. 

We would be very grateful if you could help us publicize this event by forwarding this announcement to colleagues, students, and friends. 

On Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 3:35 PM, Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationa]hummfitiescenter.ora_> wrote: 
De~x Colleagues, 

Please join us for the CenteI’s third annual conference on Human Rights and the Humanilies, March 20-21, 2014. 

This yeats conference roll begin at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday; March 20th, ruth a reception followed by a talk from Harvard University’s Steven Pinker on "The 

Better Angels of Our Nature: Why Violence Has Declined." 

As in previous years, this gathering will feature a distinguished group of scholars, including: 

K. Anthony Appiah, Princeton University 

Didier Fassin, Institute tier Advanced Study (Princeton, N J) 
Lynn Festa, Rutgers University 

Sakliya Hartman, Columbia University 

Stephen Hopgood, University of London 

Walter 3%hnson, H~,ard University 

Robert Pippin, UniversiF of Chicago 

Gregory Radick, University, of Leeds 

Created in an eltbrt to reexamine conveutional assumptions about human rights through the lens of the humanities, Hmnan Rights and the Hmnanities is a multi- 
yeax project to bring together the vast resources of the huma~ities, including historical, philosophical, and cultural thctors, to help us better understand the concept of 

human rights. 

The initiative has been made possible through the generous support of the Research Triangle Foundation of North Carolina, Duke University, North Carolina State 
Universi .ty. the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the CaJ~legie Corporation of New York. 

For more intbnnation, or to register for the event, please visit here or contact Martha Johnson, mjohnson~nationalhum~xiitiescenter.org. 

We would be veiy gratefifl if you could help us publicize this eveut by forwaxding this announcemeut to colleagues, students, and friends. 



919-406-0120 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:36 PM 

Inst Atiican Amer Research Ii~r Facul~ <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

IAAR Reminder: Faculty Fellowship 

Faculty Fellowship Announcement.pdf 

Institute of African American Research 
Faculty Fellowship 

Application Deadline: TOMIORROW 
The Institute of African American Research welcomes applications for its Faculty Fellowship Program for the academic year 
2014-2015. The purpose of the program is to support current, rigorous research by UNC-CH faculty engaged in studies of 
African Americans and the African Diaspora. Fellowships support :faculty research by providing $7,500 :funding that can be 
used to support research activities or to supplement faculty salad,. The IAAR expects to make two awards for academic year 
2014-2015. 
Deadline: March 07, 2014, by 5 PM. 
For more information please see the attached :flyer or go to the following website where you can also submit an application: 
https:/!iaar.unc.eduiprograms/factflty-fellowship-program/ 
For inquiries, please email IAAR Director, Karla Slocum at kslocum(~),tmc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to iaax- fac as: !__e_g_e__~t_9__r(d2__e__r__n_~i_l_:_t_~__r_~__c_:_e_~t___u_. 

To 
unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_ p_ ]_(_l__i_~ _t__s_:_t_~__r_~__c_:__e__d___t_t_, ~___u__’._)i__d_____~__8__!~_4__ ~ ~__1___1_:_,_3__0_ ~)_b__~_~ _1_~ 2 ~__l.~.(.}.d~8..!).:a..~..M~.5~5~4~b..e~.~.8..1~c~e.:a~....&~n.....~1i..&..[...i:~K-..I.~.c...&...~...~~:3__~_S_’__8___~_7- 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34358867-68146611.399 ba3179136d80a6b4554bef08fcea l(~)listsela~.unc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

L. Teresa Church ~mindspring.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 5:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Weather Advisory Issued at University 

Dear Charlene, 

We are on the same page, regarding cm~cellalion of our scheduled meeting. I just arrived home from a tour of a museum in downtown Durham. The sleet started to 

accumulate on car windshields quite rapidly. That prompted me to leave the tour group and get on home. 

A ranter storm warning has been IX~sted for tonight thorough noon tomorrow for our area, so I was just about to email you and suggefft that we cancel our meeting. By 

all means, I will assess the weather situation tomorrow morning. I’ll be in touch, 

Sincerely, 

Teresa 

On Mar 6, 2014, at 2:01 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Teresa: The University has just issued a weather advisory for tomorrow on our email. Therefore, I think we should cancel the meeting and if the weather 
is good -- you give me a call or a I will give you a call around :t:tam and we can meet. Otherwise, I think we should cancel for now. My cell 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 10:23 PM 

screensociety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Socie~" next week--Thu March 13: "Richard Plyor: Live on the Sunset Strip"+ short film: "The Mel~zicholy Dame" (1929); ÷ 3 

screenings the follomng week 

Please distrib~ate widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

The Melancholy Dame (short film) 
shown with 

Richard Pryor: Live on the Sunset Strip 
== Do~afload PDF Flyer I More Info 

Coming Up Next Week: 



deepsouth 
w/director Lisa Biagiotti! 

........ Download PDF Flyer [ More Info I View Trailer ....... 

The Devil Came on Horseback 
....... Download PDF Fiver[ More Info ] View Trailer ....... 



An Evening with Nikyatu Jusu ’05 

screening of short fdms + Q&A with the tihnmaker! 

....... Download PDF Fiver :: More h~fo [ Filmmaker s website ........ 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

All Screen!Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts £f the A1oving Image 

Han~6 Okazaki 

ExhibJ tJ ons P~ }grammer 

P~ogram in the A~ts o! the Moving image 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay ~2, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-~aii: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phene: 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http:!!ami.duke.edu!screensociety 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Follow peo~>le to custo~nize wf~at you see in this email            $~;~,~ mo~’~.~ a 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <ENew@genewiz.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 4:41 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Register Today: Sa~ger DNA Sequencing Webinar Series 

i i~ webinar enewsletter header 

8equencir!!~: I~laatering the Besics. Du!Iin,g ~he webinars, D! H~L(tue will cover the history ~r!d background 

Sanger sequencing techniques: optimization of sequencing reactions: and methods foF data analysis 

DNA Sequencing 101" Getting a Great Reaction 

Wednesday, March 261 2:00 -3:00 p.m. (ET) 

DNA Sequencing 201" Optimizing Your Results 
Thursday, March 27 1 2:00 - 3:00 p.m, (ET) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 4:50 PM 

sncf-scholar@duke.edu; sncf-announcement@duke.edu; class-center-lisVv~:duke.edu 

Economists on Public Policy That Works for All - March 26 - please help spread the word 

Economists Discuss NC Econom,v SNCF Event SAVE THE DATE.docx; message-footer.txt 

SAVE THE DATE 
For an SN CF Panel Discussion ~vifrh Economisfrs on the North Uar~a Economy & tim Role of I~b~c Pokey ~ Supp~w~g an Economy float Work~ 

March 26tl~ 

4 to 5 pm 
Sanford Schism of l~b~c P~Hcy, Duke UlfiverM~- (Room TBA) 

Parddpants: 

Baker. Co-Direc~m Comer tier Economic and Policy Re~mvh (conl~rmed) 

Pmrick Conwa?; Proti~ssor and Department Chair of Ecor~omics, ! F.."qC Chapel }{ill (co~imaed) 

Aaron Cha’deijee, Associate Pr~i~ssor, Fuqua Sch~ol of B~lsiness, Duke Universib, (im, ited) 

Sa~dy Dafity, Samuel DaBois Cook Professor ofPublic Policy, Al’ncan and Af?icm~ Americm~ Studies and f!;conomic~ Duke Universib, (invited) 

Maua~m FeldmmL t {eninger Distinguished Proi~ssog Depal~.ment of l~lNic Policy, UNC Chapel tlitl (coniirmed) 

Donald Fray, l?;meiitus Prol}ssor of Economics, Wake Vomit ! lniversiU (conl~nned) 

Hden Ladd, Edgar ’I". ’I"homp~:m Dis~iI~guished Proi;essor of ~h.~Nic Policy and Professor of Economics (invited) 

:Mnoug the topics ~l~at will be discussed by paneRsts are: 

Just what is happe~m’g in North Carolina’s labor marke~? Are fl-~em jobs lbr fl-~ose who want to work? Whal kinds ofj obs are being created in lhe rccoveu? 

Whai measures st,ould we look 1o to m,dersim,d the t,ealth of fl-~e st~ite’s economy? 

Wha{ public ~licies or investments are nee&d m North Carolina k~ ensure the economy works [br all? 

More details comhlg so,m. Check ou~ [~_~!R:__i__i}_i_~g__s_:__d___u___k_e_:__e_d___u__i_g[~_£_f__i. tbr more 



Fro~: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: l~arch 09, 2014 

fundi~-"t9 sea~°¢h Feb 0~; 
4 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(UNC-CH) 
W~lson Library 

Southern Historical Collection (SHC) 

Amount: 
$1,200 

Deadline: 
March 31,2014 

Focus 

Sponsor: 
Alliance for Women in Media Foundation 

Amount: 
$5,000 

Deadline: 
March 31,2014 

Sponsor: 
Urban Communication Foundation (UCF) 

Amount: 
$5,000 

Deadline: 
April 1,2014 

Sponsor: 
League of Historic American Theatres (LHAT) 

Deadline: 
April 25, 2014 



Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: March 09, 2014 



Build on the conversations and partnerships that have developed since 

exchanoe ide:~ ~md ~iew~ in m~ lnternatloni :~eadernie fbrum This veto’% 



The l’o[lowing links wilt direct you to the appropriate Cat1 for Papers pages 

on the IA FO R ~vebsRe~ 

The European Business and Management Conference 2014 [EBMC2014) 

Thursday, July S, 20~4 - Sunday, July 6, 2014 

(Extended sabmissiou deadline May 15th) 

(ECPEL2014) 

Thursday, July S, 20~4 - Sunday, July (~, 2014 

(Extended sabmissiou deadline May 15th) 

20~4 (ECSEE20~4) 

Thursday, July 3, 20~4 - Sunday, July ¢~, 20~4 

(Extended submission deadline Mtff 15th) 

T[mrsday, &fly 3~ 2o~4 -. Sunday, &fly 6, 2o~4 

(Extended sabmissiou deadbne May 15th) 

The European Conference on Education 2Ol4. (ECE2014) 

Wednesday, J uly 9, ~.~o14 - Sunday, July ~3, 2o~ 4 

(Extended submission deadline May ~sth) 

The European Corfferenee on Language Learning 2o~ 4 (ECLL2o~ 4) 

Wednesday, July 9, 2o>:I- Sunday, July ~3, 2o14 

(Extended subrnissior~ deadli~e May ~Stb) 

The European Conference on TeehnoloD~ in the Classroom 2o14 

(ECTC2014) 

Wednesday, J uly 9, ~.~o14 - Sunday, July ~3, ~o~ 4 

(Extended subrnissior~ deadli~e May ~Stb) 

The European Corfferenee Literature and Librarianship 2o14 

(Libt~,uro2014) 

Thursday, J u[y 17, 2o~ 4 - Stmday, July ~.~o, ~-~o~4 

TImrsday, July ~7, 2o~4-. Sunday, July 20, 2o~4 

The European Conference on Film 2o14 (EuroFilm2o14) 

Thursday, ,July 17, 2o14 - Sunday, July 20, 2Ol4 

The European Conference on Media & Mass Communication 2Ol4 

Thursday, July ~7, 2o~ 4 " Sunday, Ju]y 20, 2o~4 

The European Conference on Cultural Studies 2Ol4 (ECCS2o14) 

Thursday, July 24, 2o14 ~ Sunday, ,! uly 27, 2014. 

The European Confcrenee on Ethics, Rcligion and Philosophy 2o14 

(F, CERP2014~ 

Timrsday, July 24, 2o14 -. Sunday, July 27, 2ol 4 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Follow us on Twitter I Like us on Faeebook I Join us on C~)ogle + 

]atern;~tion~I Academic Forum (b~t,’OR) a~d its 

The fstet~t~atiot~al Academic Forum 

N;~gova, Aic:hi 

unsugseribe from this list I ut2date sugserR2tion ~references 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 7:05 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Save the Date! Gathering Place Project Workshop April 29 in Asheville 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Save the Date 
Sprin~12014 - The Gatherin~l Place Project Presents: 

"How to Use Oral History for Sharing & Preserving your 
Institution’s Message and History" 

Monday April 29, 2014 

The Oteen Center 
176 Riceville Road I Asheville, N.C. 28805 

9AM- 12:30 PM 
Join Michelle Lanier, Director of the North Carolina African American Heritage Commission with the 
Gathering Place Project as she discusses how to use oral histories for sharing and preserving your 
institution’s message and history. The Gathering Place Project will offer 6 statewide workshops this 
year that focus on the tht~e main challenges that face our African American Museums and heritage 

practitioners: preservation, sharing, research. 

Participants will hear success stories, best practices, and learn about available resources. 

Please find your registration form her~e. 

To learn more about the Gathering Place Project visit this page. 



N.C. Department of Cultural Resources 

109 E. Jones Street I Raleigh, N.C. I 27601 

This emafl was ser~t to regesLer@emaiLur~c.edu by michelle.larfier@ncdcr.qov :: 
Update Profile/Email Address [nstaqt removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

N.C. Department of Cultural Resources i 109 East Jones Street :: Raleigh NC :: 27601 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oflfice@cmsmdies.org 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

SCMS 2014 Election Resnlts 

The results of the 2014 SCMS Election axe in! 

We are pleased to announce that Amanda Ann Klein (East Cm~olina Universily) has been elected to the position of Treasurer, and Mary. Beltrfaa (University of Texas- 

Austin) and Mary Desjaxdins (Dartmouth College) have been elected to ,serve on the Board of Directors. All will begin 3-year te~rns this snmmer. 

Congratulations to the winners, a~d sincere thanks to all "the other nominees, as well as SCMS members tbr voting in this year’s elections. 

~ik ....... Facebook -     I i:~’i [oll ........ Twitt .... 

If you wish to stop receiving email ti~m u~ you can simply remove yourself by visiting: http://www.cmstudies.or~/memberffEmailOptPreferences.aspx? 

id 9512683&e regester@email.nnc.edn&h lcfcTd6f5ba6c7t3946c85b38d5d31eb077751c0 



Script <scd ptmag @fl~media.co m> 

Tuesday, March 11,2014 8:05 AM 

Regester, Chadene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Last Chance: Make Money as a Writer - Now 

Dear ScriptMag,com Reader, 

]:t’s true - You (::AN live a healthy, wealthy, workim~ writer’s life - now. 

And last week I sent you no[e about the program thai showed me how. 

It’s called A~I~:4Z9 Accelerated Program for Six-.Figure Copywri~i~;g and ~til 

to,night you can get a specia~ risk-free test-drive..~simply because you subscribe to 

Script,~!~g, com. 

PLUS, yo~’l] have an entire year to give ~t a shet~ and see ~f copywd~ing ~s Hght for 

you. If at any time during the year you change your mind, you just call and let them 

know and they’~ refund eve~z penny yo~ pa~d, 

]~m ~iv~ng ~)roof that you can use your story-wdti~g ability to make money as a ~,riter._ 

~athes ]ones 

Writer and Fellow Subscriber 

P.S. Remember, this risk--free tesb.dr~ve is on]y available ~nt~l mMn~ght ~onigh~, 

Dear ScriptMag.com Reader, 

What if you could "speed up" your success as a screenwriter by stepping into a magic 

"tunnel" located jus~ next to yo~r desk where you write? 

In a script, the scene migh~ look something like this: 

E4DE IN: 

INT. fWARY;~.I" PLACE- L/V~’NG ROOM- DAY 

~fARY si~s dowry, at he~ desk and pul]s up yesterday’s work. She starms 

blank!k:, starts ~o ~xpe, s~ops, end then de/eros it, ~omething9 not 

worki~Tg, Suddenly ~ magic ~unne/ ~ppe~rs i~3 f}on~ of her ~nd she steps 

into i~, Her eye ~:a~ches a thick mass of pape~:s Iyi~W on a table a liana 

by three brass bounds. 

As crazy as it sounds, it’s not so crazy - because you really do have a kind of magic 

tunnel, I know,,,because I found not one, but two of them! 

Let me explain,.. 

[he First one’s located #~s.~de you.,,and a quick way ~o activate it is to do somed~ing 



that takes the pressure off of you while, at the same time, builds your success 
muscle, 

You can use your writing to make money no~¢, (vs, "later’q, and get used to the "Feeling 

of having money come from your writing, Why? 

[t will keep your writk~g and money engaged in the same cor~versation. 

It takes a goal "out there" and brings it "here" - turning "someday, one day" 

goals into a living reality, 

3, Your cosfidesce level will soar to new heights. 

Confidence is one of those secrets of the masters: ~t can take you everywhere faster 

than you ever imagined possible, 

And this leads me to the second 

&s_’__a___k’_~_L[t_.¢_L&r_!.(_!__A!}_o__w_A(_!___rg_~_iiow to p’,~ t:,,i~j money ~,q mV p~x:ke.~: rigi~: aw~:’,V~ 

I heard one Hollywood writer say, "I get nervous if I’m not m~king ~t leas~ $20~000 a 

Can you imagine having that kind of confidence in your writing~_in yourself? You cam 

If you would like to know how you can use your story-writing ability to create 

success, money and confidence now at the same tirne you’re working on writing and 

selling your screenplays...ciick here ~¢.r eli the: de~a~s, 

L[t’s a great way to live and enjoy a heMthy; weMthy, working wdter¢~ life o now, 

Sincerely, 

Nathes .]ones 

Writer and Fellow Subscriber 

P,S, Why work a "day job" when ~_Lr_Lt_i_[)_g____c__a__!)_g_[~:_~__y___O_~L_£~__h_a_t___you want now, ,.time and 

ease to write your screenplay.,,without sacrificing your creative freedom, success and 

fulfillment? 

Che<:i out th~ u~Hque: c~cr~un~ty ~<,.r s<:re:e~wHte:rs r~ow 

But hurry - the special offer they put together for ScrIp~H~ig subscribers only lasts 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Mo~ ie Culture at the American Video otore 
by Daniel Herbert 

Table (~f Contents 

P~pe=b~c~,, 336 pages 1980s unt~ the eady 2000s, sh~r~g~ng the way Amer~sans 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......... ~ ," .’ ............ socialized around mo’~es and .x~]]ect~ve~v made mo’~es :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

meanlngfuk ~Alen flhns became tangible as magne[ic ~apes 

....................... ~ ........ s,; ,,~=~ ,~ ~= ~o~ .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@maill30.wdc02.mcdlv.net~ 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Slaveo~ in America 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
supervision of the Works Progress Administration. These former 
slaves, most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the 
Civil War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on 
plantations, in cities, and on small farms. Their narratives remain a 
peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they 
capture the very voices of American slavery, revealing the texture of 
life as it was experienced and remembered. Each narrative taken 
alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. 
Read together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in 

North America, allowing us to explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth- 
century slavery, including labor, resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and 
religious belief. 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in the United States and subject 
librarians will be counted on to provide students, faculty and researchers with information on 
slavery in America. Please recommend the purchase of the complete set of Slave Narratives 
(ISBN 9780403022113) to your subject librarian or the collection development librarian by 
forwarding this email offer. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using purchasing or credit card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax 
and email. This set is available from Coutts Information Services, Baker & Taylor Books, Follett 
Library Resources, Brodart and many other library book dealers. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

Purchase orders are accepted ~rem a~l libraries, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 Hardbound 9,952 pages. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Amer:csq Book D:stribtitors, LLC ¯ [-%:3 .’P..ox 5 ,O Hai~qburg. Mi 48139 USA 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Draft Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraftcom> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Final Dra£t, Inc. Newsletter - March 2014 

Click here to view online 

i~ Click here to visit us online 

Click hereto learn more 

Company Newsletter 

Volume 12, Number 3- March 11, 2014 

Big Break Screenwriting Contest Now Open For Entries! 

Now in its 15th year, the Big Break Screenwriting Contest has become one of the 

most renowned competitions because of its generous payout and previous winners’ 

successes. The goal of the Final Draft, Inc. Big Break contest is to spotlight the 

undiscovered talent of exceptional aspiring screenwriters - Winners and finalists are 

awarded over $80,000 in cash and prizes plus a fellowship and meetings with industry 

professionals! Enter today before the early bird deadline of April 30th for only $40 - 

Save $25! 

Te~evisio~ 

The Big Break Screenwriting Contest, which introduced featur~ genre and television category winners 

last year, adds an exciting new prize to those winners for the 15th annual competition! Co-sponsored 

by The New York Film Academy, this unique screenwriting fellowship is a merit-based scholarship 

designed to raise each writer to a higher level of storytelling craft and provide intensive real-world 

training in the business of Hollywood, 

The 11 winners will participate in a 12-week master class--one for film writers and one for television 

writers--held on the Burbank campus of the New York Film Academy and taught by top New York Film 

Academy instructors. Writers will receive individualized instruction and mentoring in their chosen 

medium, and visiting industry VlPs will provide first-hand, practical insights into the entertainment 

industry. Out of town winners will be able to participate via virtual classroom. 

Last night’s meetup with Academy Award nominee Josh Olson was a rousing success and we’re 

continuing the theme with our next meetup - Oscar winner for Moneyball, Start Chervin. Join us April 

7th at 7:00pm at the Cat & Fiddle and learn the tricks to help you take home your own gold statue. 

This workshop affords screenwriters the unique chance to hear from a series of creative and executive 



luminaries, from seasoned preducers and writers with long careers to those who just broke in. It’s an 

unparalleled chance to learn how to navigate the entertainment industry, from getting your script read to 

getting your script made. Attendees will also have the chance to see Final Draft 9 in action at our booth, 

so stop by, say "Hi," and ask us your questions! 

Seth Meyers took over the Late Night chair from Jimmy Fallon on Monday, February 24th. In this funny 

)romo, he made sure to dot the I’s and cross the T’s getting ready, including carrying a Final Draft 

installer on a flash drive in his pocket. 

i iX click here to watch the video 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Melanie La Rosa <melanie.laro~GMAIL.COM> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 5:02 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Chicago production referrals 

Hello UFVA colleagues: 

I am working with the NPR-distfibuted radio program Latino USA to organize a couple of events in Chicago on April 16, and we are looking for a good location 

sound recorder and videographer. I am hoping that folks on this list might share with their Chicago-based colleagues. 

Sincerely, 

Melanie La Rosai Producer, Special Projects 

The Futuro Media Group 

LISTEN UP! Latino USA: The Futuro of Radio 

www.lafinousa.org 

WATCH! America By The Numbers, TV from the New America 

http:/A~’.thturomediagmup.o~/home/tviamerica- by-the- numbers" 

Sound recorder and event ~Jdeographer needed on 4/16 

The NPR-distfibted show Latino USA is hosting events at UIC and the other at DePaul Journalism School on April 16, 2014 a~d needs teclmical support to record 

these events. 

This job could be for one person, two different people, or a production company - will welcome inquiries from all qualified sources. 

The job will be all day - the UIC event begins at 11 am and the DePaul event ends at 7 or 8 pm. 

- The sound recorder mus~t have experience with events a~d panels, and ki~ow how to record sound t?om several mikes at once. 

- Videogmpher must be able to work with room lighting. 

- Both should have own equip,nent. 

Event will take place on campus, and experience working in campus environments would be a big plus. One event could be live fftrea~ed, and experience with that 
would be great. 

To apply: 

Send a brief letter, resume, and links to website~reels to: outreach(t~futuromediagroup.org. 

Please do not call! We are a small, busy office and can only respond to selected applicants. 

Melanie La Rosa 

w~,.mel aniela~osa.com 

This list at AU cm~ be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.americ~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full N~ane should be 

your firs~t and last n~ane.) You ca~ leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAEIST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 5:10 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: MFAIEDA Class of 2014 Thesis FM~ibition, CDS Students Launch "Vanishing Point" Mag~ine, 2014 Full Frame Lineup, 

"&epsouth" Screening 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

SAVE THE DATE I MFA I EDA 2014 Opening Event 

Friday, March 21, 5-10 p.m. / Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus / 320 

Biackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Photograph by Rachel aoillot, MFAIEDA Class of 2014 

The thesis exhibition of this year’s graduating class from Duke’s MFA in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts, MFA I EDA 2014~ will include a range of media, from installation and 

performance to film and photography. An opening event on March 21 will include a reception 

from 5-7 p.m. in the Power Plant Gallery followed by film premieres in the Full Frame 

Theater, with additional premieres on March 22. MFA I EDA 2014 will continue throughout 

March and April with openings and events at venues across Durham, including The Carrack 

Modern Art, SPECTRE Arts, The Bar, Cassilhaus, and the Fredric Jameson Gallery Stay 

tuned for next week’s update. 

CDS PUBLISHING CLASS LAUNCHES DIGITAL MAGAZINE I Vanishing Point Features the 

Best Student Documentary Work 

From "There’s No Place Like Home," a photo essay by Duke University freshman Ge Jin 

A new digital magazine created by Duke University students at the Center for Documentary 

Studies--undergrads and two MFA students--aims to present "the best of the best" student 

documentary work, says Documentary Publishing instructor Duncan Murrell. From editing to 



design to promotion, Vanishing Point is a purely student-run publication that will feature 

work in a variety of documentary forms--audio, film and video, photography, and writing. 

Vanishing Point is already generating buzz since last week’s launch, including kudos from 

the influential online literary magazine The Millions. 

Read more about the evolution of Vanishh~g Poh~t, and check out Volume t at 

vanishin~q pointma~q.com. 

Vanishing Point is publishing documentary work from past and present students in CDS 

classes (undergraduates as well as graduate and continuing ed students) and other Duke 

and UNC-Chape! Hill students, with the goal of branching out in subsequent issues to 

include work from North Carolina Centra! University, North Carolina State University, 

Durham Tech, and other local cofleges. 

FULL FRAME ANNOUNCES 2014 LINEUP 1 121 Weddings to Kick Off Festival as Opening 

Night Film 

Still from 112 Weddings, directed by Doug Block 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival has announced its Invited Program and NEW 

DOCS lineup of new feature and short films, including Doug Block’s 1!2 Weddinqs, which 

will have its World Premiere as the Opening Night Film on April 3. The Invited Program 

features 21 films screening out of competition. The NEW DOCS program includes 10 World 

and 10 North American Premieres selected from over 1,200 submissions. NEW DOC$ 

films are eligible for the Full Frame Audience Award and are shortlisted for a variety of 

additional juried prizes. Click here for a full list of Invited and NEW DOCS films with brief 

descriptions. 

In 112 Weddings, acclaimed director Doug Block (51 Birch Street), a part-time wedding 

videographer for two decades, examines the struggles and joys of lifelong partnership by 

revisiting couples years after the big day in order to see how love and life have unfolded. 

This year’s Full Frame Festival is April 3-6 in downtown Durham, North Carolina. Specific 

screening times and venues will be announced with the release of the festival schedule on 

March 13. Ticket sales for individual films and events will begin at 11 a.m. on March 27. 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of t,~e Center for Documentary 

Studies 

ETHICS FILM SERIES EXPLORES THE "NEW SOUTH" I Free Screening of deepsouth 

Tuesday, March 18, 7 p.m. / Grifflth Film Theater, Bryan Center, Duke University West 

Campus / 125 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

The 2014 Ethics Film Series at Duke University explores the idea of a "New South" with 

films about the realities of southern life and the tensions between social and cultural 

progress and persistent inequalities. Screenings and post-film discussions are free and 

open to the public, and refreshments and parking passes are provided. 

deepsouth (2012) focuses its lens on big issues in small towns across the rural American 

South, including soaring HIV rates, through the stories of four individuals living with or 

impacted by HIV while examining themes that have long defined both southern life and a 

wider perception of the South: poverty, racial tension, rural isolation, and political struggle. 



Click here for more information and to view a trailer. 

The screening will be followed by a Q&A session with the film’s director, Lisa Biagiotti, and 

Kathryn Whetten, Professor of Public Policy, Global Health, Community/Family Medicine and 

Nursing, and Director of the Center for Health Policy and Inequalities Research. 

The Ethics Film Series is sponsored by the Kenan fnstitute for Ethics at Duke University in 

conjunction with Duke’s Screen/Society; Center for Documentary Studies, and Program in 

the Arts of the Moving Image. Additional co-sponsors for this screening include the Duke 

Globa! Health fnstitute, DeWitt Waflace Center for Media and Democracy, and Duke Center 

for Aids Research. 

UPI:~3MING EVENTS 

Tuesday, March 18, 7 p.m. / Ethics Film Series screening ofdeepsouth / Griffith Film 

Theater, Bryan Center, Duke University West Campus / 125 Science Dr., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http: flv,~t~J, cdsporch, orq!arch ives!21635 

Friday, March 21, 5-10 pm I MFA I EDA 2014 Kickoff/Power Plant Building, American 

Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

EXHIBIT 

March 10-May 171 My W,~ite Friends, photographs by Myra Greene / Juanita Kreps Gallery, 

Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch org/archivesi21256 

UPCOMING EXHIBIT 

March 21-May 181 MFA I EDA 2014 / Power Plant Gallery at the American Tobacco Campus 

and various locations on campus and around Durham / 320 Blaclewell St. and other sites to 

be announced, Durham, North Carolina 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Webeite documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch org 

Friends ofODS documentarystudies.duke edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

~iI Facebook l li.~.ii CDS Porch j ~ ii~iI FriendsofCDS ] 

tei Documentsry St{~d~es ~3t Duke Unwersity 

1317 W Psttigrew Street 

Ot~d~;~m, NC 27705 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <am~ouncments 1 @culturaldiplomacy.de~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:05 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Call for Applications - The Seychelles African Economics Congress 2014 (The Seychelles, Victoria; May 3rd - 6th, 2014) 

- Carl for Appfica#ons- 

Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 

The Seychelles African Economics Congress 2014 

(The Seychelles, Victoria; May 3rd- 6th, 2014) 

Dear Ski Nadam, 
We are wdfing to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting oppo~uNfies ~n the fieM of Cultural Diplomacy, as well as ~nformafion about our upcoming Intemafiona~ 

Conference and Young Leadem’ Weeklon9 Seminam, to be hosted by the Academy for Oultural Diplomacy in pa~nership w~th other leading organizations. You can learn more 

about these opportunities and programs by readi£g the informatbn shown be~ow. I would also be gtatdu~ if you could share this announceme£t by forwarding the ~£formafion to 

those who you tMnk could be ~ntereNed ~n £a~licipafing. 

S~ncerely, 

Nark C. 
Dkector General 
Mstitute for C~ltural Diplomacy 

info~cu~turaldipbmacg err 
www.cultura~dip~omacg or~ 
Wh~Jt /4~ C:u]~w~] D~O~om~Jcy? Click Here 

CALL FOR APPLiCATiONS 

Te view the cernplete, recently announced ICD calendar of events for 20f 4, please click here. 

See also: www icd-conferences.orq 
The Academy for Cultural D~p~omacy o~gaNzes a number of ~nternafional conferences, wMch take place throughout the year and around the world. The conferences provkJe an 

oppo~unity for larger audiences to actively pad~c~pate and engage ~n ~eclu~s, debates and discussions featuring high-profile figures from the fields of ~ntemational pNNcs, 
diNomacy, culture, academia, and the private sector. The events have an inclusive pad~cipafion policy and are open to individuals from all academic, cultural and profess~ona~ 

backgrounds. 

The Seychelles African Economics Congress 2014 

(The Seychelles, Victoria; May 3rd- 6th, 2014) 

Wi~h an average GDP greyish rate of 5% ~n 2012 and £ro~ecfions of sigNficant acceleration, ~he current ’Rise of Afdca’ has surpassed all grov~h expeda~ions of £revious 

economic forecaNs, effectively positioning Afdca as the world’s NsteN growing economy. AccompaNed by decreasin# h~flafion, heightened macroeconomic stability and 

micmeconom~c reforms, these trends have translated ~nto rapidly dropping povedy rates and a growing m~dd~e c~ass thus paving the way towards the continent’s sustainable 

development. The possiMl~fies are now endless for Africa’s ’Economic Uo£s’. 

~N~e acknowledging the contempomq £a~h to £msperi~y Afdca has embarked on, the Forum will seek to fu~lher accelerate #rowth rates ~n a suNainable and ~ndusionaq 

manner, so that the wealth accumulated tricMes down to ord~naq citizens and firmly secures the prosperity of generations to come. WMle gm~h ~s real and Ready, it muN 

be ensured that ~he benefits of this ate reaped by all members N sodety. Thus, the conference wi~ focus on ways ~£ wNch to ~£crease the padidpatJon of youth and women 

in the economy, harnessing the immense human capi~N beaned by the Afdcan continent and uNocking the fu~ £o~enfi81 of the economic g~ant ~hat is Africa. Furthermore, the 

Forum w~l address the ~ssues of £o~fic81 staM~ity necessaq to loner economic #roteth. All these e~ements wil~ take into account the ap£~ication of Cultural Di£bmacy 

actMfies in aiding current and future Nrategies of gro~h, therefore affoNing the conference a multi-faceted and dynamic chamster. 

Speakers & Delegates duri£g the congress wi~ include amongs~ othem, leading politicians and eco£om~sts, senior d~Nomats, senior academics, re£owned authors, 

journN~Ns, and representatives from the pdvate sector. These speake~; will ~ncNde a lar#e number of indMduals from the led Advisoq 8oard. To learn more abou~ the ICD 

Adv~so~ Board, please c~icN here. 

Speakers for the Congress ~nc~ude: 
. MinNterJean PaulAdam - MinisNrofFo~ign Atgairs of Seychelles 
~ Minister Pie~e LapoRe - Minister or Finance of Seychelles 
* Sir James Mancham - Former Preddent of Seychelles 
* RupeR Sin.,on - CEO of Seychelles Investment Beard 
* Steve Fanny- CEO of Seychelles International Business Authority 
~ GovemorCa~iineA~l- Govemorofthe CentralBankofSeychelles 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & Religion 2014 
"The Prorate#on ef Weald Peace #~reu~h #~er-Fa~#~ Di~stegue & #~e U~#y 

(Rome & Vatican City; March 31st- April 3rd, 2014) 
v~.intedaithdialo~ue.de 

The Strasburg Conference on InternationM Law & Human Rights 

(Strasburg; April 8th - 10th, 2014) 

~.icd-masterprogram.or9 
BA Program in Pofldcal Science w~th concentration on Cultufa~ Diplemacy 

Combined BA-MA P¢egram in PoliticaI Science, Global Governance and Cu#ura~ D#?lomacy 
One Year MA in International Relations & Cdtural Diplomacy 

One Year MA #~ Glebal Gevemance & Caitaral Diplomacy 
MA in Globalization & C~#taf~l Diplemacy with concentration on Intematienai Relations 



MA Program in Analj4ic Philosophy with a Concentration in Cultural Diplomacy 
MA in international Rela#ons & Cultu¢~l Diplomacy 

MA h~ International Economics & Cultaral Dip#macy 
, Online MA in International Relations & Cultutal Diplomacy 

PhD Pro#ram in International Reladon & Cu#u~al Diplomacy 

~,.ccds-berlin.de 
~ International Relations & Cu#ural D~p#macy 

G#bal Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 
~ Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & #~e G#bal Markets 
~ Cultural D~p#macy by #~e Aft& Music and Cinema 

Cultural Dip#macy & the Eutopean-Af#can Affiance 
Weeklon# Seminars in Cultural Dip#macy 

~ ccds-dista nce-learainq.de 
~n~emat~onal Relations & Cultu~a~ Diplomacy 

Global Governance & Cultural D~plomacy 
Cultura~ Diplomacy, Susta~aaMe Development & the Global Ma[kets 

~ Cultural D~plomacy & the New Media 
Cultural D~plomacy & Conflict Zone Med~atbn 

~ Cu~tura~ Diplomacy for D~plomats 

~ oyed.or~ 
The OYED Young Leaders’ Forums are ~nternafiona~ networks of like-minded young ~nd~viduals w~th an ~nterest in developh~g, supposing, and sustaining intercultural relations, 
Ove[ the past decade, the OYED Young Leaders’ Forums have grown to become one o~ Europe’s ~argest independent, cultura~ exchange o[ganizations, hosting programs that 

facilitate ~nteracfion among young ~ndividuals d a~ cultural, academic, and professiona~ backgrounds from across the wodd. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai137.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:05 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Histo~ t?aculty looking for reference work on Native peoples 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American Studies faculty 
and students will be looking for new reference materials 
that are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures of the Americas. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
9781878592736. The eight volume set (3,180 pages) is $995.00. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z is available from Baker and Taylor Books, Coutts Information Services, The 
Book House, Emery-Pratt, Brodart and many other book dealers. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (By. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~n Book Distrib~itors, LLC ¯ P© Box 510 Hamburg, [’~’~1 48139 USA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mark Freeman <mfreeman@MAIL.SDSU.EDU> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 11:41 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Fwd: CinemaiTV/Media Facul~" Ne~,orking 

Perhaps this link is of interest ..... 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Benedyk, Krist~n <kib(~cim.depaul.edu> 

Date: Tue, Mar 11, 2014 at 2:55 PM 
Subject: Cinema/TV/Media Faculty Networking 

To: "Benedyk, Kristyn" <kjb(a)cim.depaul.edu> 

Hello Fellow Media FaculU Member~ 

I’m an Assistant Professor at DePaul University. I recently created a private Facebook Group Page as a place where media instructors from around the world could 

network ruth each other. 

It is a place for film, screenwrifing, and other media instructors and professors to share ideas, materials, insights, resources, and more. Also, it would be a great place to 

brainstorm, trouble shoot, and ask questions and advice of each other. We aace in such a unique and ever changing field, and I know personally I’d love to hear how 

other folks deal with challenges, celebrate victories, and balance the line between educator and artist. 

So... ~LCOME’. (And please tEel free to post items under the FILES tab; I will be posting some of my thvorite assignments there to share!) 

LINK: https:i/www.fhcebook.com/~roups/257005837805566/ 

Hope to see you in the group! Please ~Eel free to share with all the other media educators you know. 

Sincereb; 
Kris/yn Jo Benedyk 
Screenwfiling Program Chair 
School of Cinema and Interactive Media 
DePaul Univemity 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed m by sending the following message m listserv@listserv.mnefican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name shonld be 
your first and last name.) Yon can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signofl’UFVALIST-L (Write this commaM in lyody 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Betsy, A. McLane <clumb3@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:22 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Fwd: Cinema/TV/Media Faculty, Networking 

thank you Mark. 

I want to share: I read an article in the local paper here about adjuncts unionizing at Loyola Marymount. The admin is of 
course fighting this. It makes me happy to see that at least some adjuncts are standing up to what we all know are very 
unfair employment conditions. 
Food for thought/action at UFVA? 

Betsy A. McLane, Ph.D. 
betsy@doe umentalTdiva, corn 
http:!/www.documentarydiva.com 

On Wednesday, Mamh 12, 2014 8:41 AM, Mark Freeman <mfreeman@MAIL.SDSU.EDU> wrote: 
Perhaps this link is of interest ..... 

.......... Forwarded message ......... 
From: Benedyk, Kristyn <kjb@cim.depaul.edu> 

Date: Tue, Mar 11,2014 at 2:55 PM 
Subject: Cinema/TV/Media Faculty Networking 
To: "Benedyk, Kristyn" <kjb@cim.depaul.edu> 

Hello Fellow Media Faculty Member, 

I’m an Assistant Professor at DePaul University. I recently created a private Facebook Group Page as a place where media instructors from 
around the world could network with each other. 

It is a place for film, screenwriting, and other media instructors and professors to share ideas, materials, insights, resources, and more. Also, it 
would be a great place to brainstorm, trouble shoot, and ask questions and advice of each other. We are in such a unique and ever changing field, 
and I know personally I’d love to hear how other folks deal with challenges, celebrate victories, and balance the line between educator and artist. 

So... WELCOME! (And please feel free to post items under the FILES tab; I will be posting some of my favorite assignments there to share!) 

LINK: https:!/www.facebook.com!,qroups!257005837805566! 

Hope to see you in the group! Please feel free to share with all the other media educators you know. 

Sincerely, 
Kristyn Jo Benedyk 
Screenwriting Program Chair 
School of Cinema and Interactive Media 
DePaul University 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 
to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer <ufval~ome@gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 2:08 PM 

ufvahome@gmail .corn 

UFVA March Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - MARCH 2014 

*NEWS 

A Message fi’om UFVA President Norman Hollyn 
President’s Comer March 2014 1 wanted to talk about a few things that were prompted by discussions at last month’s mid-winter board meeting, and then I wanted 

to talk about some results of our work with induslry paxtners. (In the... 

2014 UFVA Graduate Student Fellowship 
The University Film and Video Association (UFVA) is continuing its annual Graduate Student Fellowship in 2014. The t~llowship provides financial support tbr 

students attending this year’s UFVA cont~rence at Montana State University in... 

Journal of Film & Video Seekin~ Reviewers 
JOURNAL OF FILM AND VIDEO SEEKS REVIEWERS The Journal of Film and Video seeks reviewers for the books listed below. If you are interested, please 

emaJl Stephen Tropiano, editor, at ioumaloffihnandvideo~gmafil.co~n. In your e~nail, please... 

Emow at Pinewood Studios 

Academic Excellence Meets Movie Magic Pinewood Studios is a multi-national British-based film and television studio responsible for snch mega-hit films as the 

James Bond and Ha~ Potter series. Pinewood Atlanta Studios is the company’s... 

UFVA President Norman ttollvn Ouoted in LA Times Article About New Emerson College Outpost in Hollywood 
Emerson College opens futarisfic outpost in ttollywood The dramatic 10-story complex offers film students a chance to learn and get internships in the industry hub 

while living in the gentrifying area. Although its main campus is in... 

Sl~ish Film Club Grants Available 
We are happy to announce that SPANISH FILM CLUB (SFC) celebrates its first successful two yems with a new deadline: MARCH 31, 2014. Twice a year, 

SPANISH FILM CLUB offers grants to help universities bring the veu best in contemporau... 

New book of prose poems inspired by silent film era 
The book, All Movies Love the Moon by, Gregory Robinson, is forthcoming this March from Rose Metal Press. The book will be of interest to everyone from silent 

film aticionados to scholars of the late art form. Anyone who watches silent... 

*CALLS FOR ENTRIES* 

Creafive Media Inslitute (CMI) at Hampshire College Call for Entries 

Apply now to the new Creative Media Institute (CMI) at Hampshire College. httw’/w~.hampshire.edu/academics/creative-media-ins~fitute.htn~ Graduate students, 

educators, practitioners, and prot~ssionals are encouraged to apply to this new... 

Sole Luna Festival Call tbr Entries 

The announcement to paxficipate in the ninth edition of the Sole Luna Festival, bridging through the documentary film is about to clo~. We remind the sections tbr the 
competition: Through the Land, Thiongh the Sea and the new Food For... 

Bmoldyn Short Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

BROOKLYN SHORT FILM FESTIVAL New York, New York - USA June 12 to 14, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annual Brooklyn Sho~nt Filln Festival, 

providing an exciting platform from which short films cm~ secure huge exposure. Located within... 

Lighthouse International Film Festival Call for Entries 

LIGHTHOUSE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Long Beach Island, New Jersey - USA June 5 to 8, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 6th Annual 
Lighthouse International Fihn Festival (LIFF), hosted in one of the East Coasl’s mosl popular surfing... 

FILME Short Film Festiva] Call for Entries 

Wishing to be given-fbr a third year- one more chance to young artists active in cinema to present their works and to be recognized through this, the actor and director 

Zachariadis I<h~tonas organizes the short film feslival "FILME". It is... 



Catalina Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

CATALINA FILM FESTIVAL Avalon, Calitbmia - USA September 24 to 28, 2014 In the Spothght today is the 4th Annual Catalina Film Festival (CFF), a 5 five- 

day sub-tropical celebration hosted 22 miles off of the coast of Los Angeles .... 

Manhattan Film Festival Call for Entries 

MANHATTAN FILM FESTIVAL New Yol~ New York - USA June 19 to July 3, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual Manhmrtan Film Festival (MFF), 

recently named by MovieMaker Magazine as one of"The Coolest Film Festivals in the World" and... 

Zero Film Festival Call for Entries 

ZERO FILM FESTIVAL - LONDON London, England - U~ited Kingdom July 11 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Zero Film Festival - London, 

expertly showcasing self-financed filmmakers with talent to spare. With an eye for... 

Commflbst Global Community Film Festival Call fi~r Entries 
COMMFFEST GLOBAI, COMMUNITY FILM FESTIVAL Toronto, Ontario - Canada September 11 to 20, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 9th Annual 

Commffest Global Community Film Festival, nestled in the heart of Toronto and in the memories of countless... 

A~nefican Universits~ 9th Annual Spring 2014 Fihn Series Hosted b5~ UFVA Member Chris l?ahner 

AU’s Center for Environmental Filmmaldng And the School of Communication Present The 9th Annual Spring 2014 Film Series Hos~ted by Chris Palmer 

http://~vw.americm~.edw’soc/cef/upcomin~-events.cfin Free and Open to the Public No Reservations... 

Sidewalk Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

SIDEWALK FILM FESTIVAE Birmingham, Alabama - USA Augnst 22 to 24, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 16th Annual Sidewalk Film Festival, an 

unforgettable celebration of great independent film in the heart of Birmingham, Alabama. Touted by... 

Palm Springs International Shorttbst Call tbr Entries 
PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAL SttORTFEST Palm Springs, California - USA June 17 to 23, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Palm Springs 

Intemafional ShortFest, an Academy-qualif.5,ing plattbrm that lends power mad prestige to the... 

2014 FIFA World Cup Film Cotnpetition 
Take Mauritius to Rio One idea, 32 possibilities! Here’s Your Change to shine for the 2014 FIFA World Cup. Not as a footballer~ but as a filmtnaker. Circus Publicis 

is launching an international fihnmaldng co~npetition, where 32 filmmakers... 

Los Angeles Lift-OffFilm Festival Call for Entries 

LOS ANGELES LIFT-OFF FILM FESTIVAL Los Angeles, California - USA September 4 to 6, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 2nd Annual Los Angeles Lift- 

OffFilm Festival, a showcase for films that are designed to open eyes, ask questions, and... 

CINESONIKA 4 Call for Papers & Conference Presentations 

Call for Papers & Cont~rence Presentations: CINESONIKA 4 The Fourth International Cont~rence & Fesfival of So~md Design Venue: Simon Fm~r University, 

Vancouver, British Columbia Dates: July 8-10th, 2014 Keynote Speaker: Amy... 

Be Fihn The Under]around Film Fes~tival 

BE FILM THE UNDERGROUND FILM FESTIVAL New York, New York - USA April 22 to 26, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 1 lth Annual Be Film: The 

Underground Film Festival, rewal~ting excellence in independent, short- form filmmaking across a wide... 

Burbank International Fihn Fes~tival Call for Entries 

BURBANK INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL BurbmM California - USA September 3 to 7, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 6th Annual Burbank 

International Fihn Festival (BIFF). shining a bright spotlight on np-and-coming filmmakers eager to... 

GI Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

GI FILM FESTIVAI, Washington, D.C. - USA May 19 to 25, 2014 In the Spotlight today is tire 8th Annual GI Film Festival (GIFF), a cinema showcase dedicated 

to honoring members of the American Armed Forces. A veritable "Sundance tbr the troops... 

In Out Festival Call for Entries 

8. IN OUT FESTIV,A~, 2014 The theme of this year’s Festival and co~npetition is BIO GfUkPHIES Juu members: Michal Chaciilsld, Mark-Paul Mayer and Lukasz 

Sk~psld. Awards: First prize in amount of 8 000 PLN... 

Aesthetica Short Film Festival 2014 Call for Entries 

The Aesthetica Short Film Festival 2014 is now open for entries, ofl~ring both emerging and es~blisbed filmmakers the opportunity to engage with new, international 

audiences and interact with some of the biggest personalities in the film... 

Melbourne International Film Feslival Call tbr Entries 

MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAI, Melbourne, Victoria - Australia July 31 to August 17, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 63rd Annual 

Meltx~ume International Film Festival (MIFF), m~ Academy-qualit~ing celebration of some of the... 

360° Tmatsa film Festival Call for Entries 

An alternative Fihn Festival is going to be hosted in Thessalonild from the 20th to the 24th of August. Four terraces will be turned into sum~ner cine~nas. In the three of 

these carefully selected classic films will be projected and the one... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cinemas <cinemas@HISTART.UMontreal.CA> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 4:50 PM 

Rewte CiN6MAS - Nouveau uum6ro sous la responsabilitd de Matin Bamier et Jean-Pierre Sirois-Trahan i Nouvelles pistes sur le son, 

volume 24, n. 1 [ CiNdlVLA~S Journal of Film Studies - New issue edited by Martin Barnier mid Jean-Pierre Sirois-Trah~ 

image006.emz; Revue Cindmas - Nouvelles pistes stir le son.txtf 

REVUE D’I~TUDES CINI~MATOGRAPHIQUES [ JOURNAL OF FILM STUDIES 

No vel[es pis ÷s I÷ 

Vol. 24, n° 1 (num~ro simple) 
Sous la responsabilit~ de 

Martin Barnier et Jean-Pierre Sirois-Trahan 

AVEC DES ARTICLES DE 
R~ck ALT~AN* 

Mauriz~o CORBELLA* & 

DOSSIER SPECIAL 

Programmateur et conse~ateur 

Cin6ma d’aNmation 

Cin6math~que qu6b6coise 

COMPTE RENDU 
Karate BLANCNON 
Images et mirages des migrations dam 

les litt&atures et les cinOmas dN[rique 

[rancophone 

F. Naudillon et J. Ou6draogo (dir.) 

Pour vous abonner ou commander le num~ro 
www~revuednemasoi~fo ................................................................................. 

Pour toute information 

d~emas@histartoumo~treaLca 
Aimez CiNeMAS sur Facebook ! 

w~ofacebookocom/RevueCi~emas 





NUMI~ROS EN PRI~PARATION 

Attro~t de l’orch~ve 

sous la responsabilit~ de Christa BlOmlinger 
L "octeur entre les orts et ~es m~dios 

sous la responsabilit~ de Serge Cardinal 
La revue CiNeMAS est diffus~e sur ~rudit, portail de revues savantes 

wwwoerudlitoo re,/revue/cite 
Si vous ne d~sirez plus recevoir de courriels de notre part, veuillez r~pondre a ce message 

avec la mention ~ d~sabonner ~ dans le champ ~ ob]et 

If you do not wish to receive emails from us, please reply to this message 

with "unsubscribe" in the "subject" field. 





REVUE D’~:TUDES CINI~MATOGRAPHIC~UES I JOURNAL OF FILM STUDIES 

Vol. 24, n° 1 (num~ro simple) 

Sous la responsabilit~ de 
Martin Barnier et Jean-Pierre Sirois-Trahan 

AVEC DES ART]CLES DE 

DOSSIER SPISCIAL 

Programmateu r et conservateu r 

Cinema d’animation 

Cin~math&que qu~b~coise 

COMPTE RENDU 

[{arine gLANCHON 

Images et mirages des migrations 
d~ns les litt~r~tures et les dn~m~s 
d’Afrique fr~ncophone 
F. Naudillon et J. Ou~draogo (dir.) 



Pour vous abonner ou commander le num~ro 

~orev~ e~iner~asoinfo 

Pour route information 



NUM~ROS EN PREPARATION 

Attrait de l’archive 
sous la responsabilit~ de Christa BlOmlinger 

L’acteur entre les arts et les m#dias 
sous la responsabilit~ de Serge Cardinal 

La revue CiNeMAS est diffus~e sur I~rudit, portail de revues savantes 

Si vous ne d~sirez plus recevoir de courriels de notre part, veuillez r~pondre ~ ce message 

avec la mention ~ d~sabonner ~ dans le champ ~ objet ~. 

If you do not wish to receive emails from us, please reply to this message 

with "unsubscribe" in the "subject" field. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <membel~@unc - tv.ovg> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

TONIGHT ONLY: Help UNC-TV Make the $60,000 SAS Challenge! 

i i’~ UNC-]V NewsFlash 

i~’{ Click here nowto support UNC-TV! 

TONIGHT ONLY - LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL! 

Make your contribution right now and help 
UNC-TV meet the $60,000 SAS Challenge! 

We are pleased to announce that SAS, our 
F ESTIVA L 2014 Partner will match any donation 

dollar-for-dollar up to $60,000 between 
now and our last break tonight. 

CALL NOW: 1-800-984-9090 

Make a donation to UNC-TV right now 
and the value of your gift doubles! 

Please call 1-800-984-9090 to speak with 
our volunteers or click here to make your 

secure online contribution now. 

Help us meet the $60,000 SAS Challenge! 

~:i donate today 

the UNC:TV Community! 
Get the latest News, 

Unsubscribe or change your email 3references. 

:orward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 

d by Blackbaud l 

nonpl~ofit ~l~vare 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:25 AM 

screensociety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

Screech/Society TONIGHT--Thu M~xch 13: "Richmd Pryor: Live on the Sunset Stdp" ~ short fihn: ’"][’he Mel~ncholy Dame" (1929); ~ 3 

screenings Ile?~ week 

Please distrib~ate widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

The Melancholy Dame (short film) 
shown with 

Richard Pryor: Live on the Sunset Strip 
== Do~afload PDF Flyer I More Info 

Coming Up Next Week: 



deepsouth 
w/director Lisa Biagiotti! 

........ Download PDF Flyer [ More Info I View Trailer ....... 

The Devil Came on Horseback 
....... Download PDF Fiver[ More Info ] View Trailer ....... 



An Evening with Nikyatu Jusu ’05 

screening of short fdms + Q&A with the tihnmaker! 

....... Download PDF Fiver :: More h~fo [ Filmmaker s website ........ 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

All Screen!Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts £f the A1oving Image 

Han~6 Okazaki 

ExhibJ tJ ons P~ }grammer 

P~ogram in the A~ts o! the Moving image 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay ~2, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-~aii: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phene: 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http:!!ami.duke.edu!screensociety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lauren Gordon <Lauren.Gordon@greenhillnc.org> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:04 AM 

Lauren Gordon <Lauren.Gordon@greenhillnc.o~> 

Panel Discussion: Prints of Romaxe Bemden 

Bearden - EducationaJ program Poster email.pdf 

Good Morning, 

Greenhill is announcing an important educational program associated with the exhibition Select Collection / Prints ofRomare Bearden. This program was made 

possible through support from The North Carolina Humanities Council, High Point Bank and Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina. 

On April 26, 2014, free + open to the public: 

10:00- 11:30 AM: Romare Bearden in Context 

Who was Romare Bearden, what was his role in 20th Century contemporary art, what was his influence in and outside of the arts? 

1:30- 3:00 PIVI: The Prints of Romare Bearden 

Discussion focused on examining the wide array of his prints, helping to articulate to viewers the experimentation, adaptation, and improvisation found in his 

prints. 

Discussion Participants: 

Alison Fleming, Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Art + Visual Studies, Winston-Salem State University 

Diedra Harris-Kelley, Co-Director of Romare Bearden Foundation, New York, NY 

Janet Wall, Chief Researcher on the Catalogue Raisonne Project of Graphic Works by Romare Bearden, Jerald Melberg Gallery, Charlotte, NC 

It’s free -all you need to do is CLICI{ HERE to register online. 

Attached is the PDF of the announcement. 

LAU~’~-:N DAVIS GORDON 

Marketing & Design Guru 

200 N. Davie Street I Greensboro, NC 274.01 

Phone: 336.333.7460 ex, :[06 
www.~reenhiltnc.or~ 

i~i 40th-L°9°- -for-Email 



CT C 
APRIL 2014 - JUNE 22, 2014 

On April 26, 2014, Greenhill will host 
program which is free + open to the 

10:00 - 11:30 AM: Romare Bearden in Context 
Who was Romare Bearden, what was his role in 20th 
what was his influence in and outside of the arts? 

an educational 
public: 

Century contemporary art, 

1:30 - 3:00 PM: The Prints of l~omare Bearden 
Discussion focused on examining the wide array 
to viewers the experimentation, adaptation, and 

of his prints, helping to articulate 
improvisation found in his prints, 

G~’~’~r-ff-lill., .~.~ . I--~,~,°nn .... North Davie Street 

An exhibition catalogue 

0 n J i n e + Registel" for 
the programs at 
greenhillnc,org 

- c lic k o n - 
SELECT COLLECTION 

Greensboro Cultural Center .~6.~3.~.7460 I c reenbilir-c ora ~ 

:~], 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
The History and Politics of the Black Panther Party 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Party al i~s peak of lnfluence~ Bold, engrossing, and richly 

Br ........ ",ore titles i:-: detailed> [hk; beok cuta through mytholegy and 

] 

If you would like to request an exam copy of t~lis book, please ~.OJ.~.l.LY=t~ to learn more 

~b 2¢:,~ 4 uc Press .,~,u <i~hts reee<’+ed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmma£ers.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 7:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Are you registered tbr PostlProducfion World? 

Read this messaqe in a web browser 

NAB Show Official Communications 

N#BSHO, W 

PostlProduction World, 

produced in partnership with 

~t~re ~¢’~edi~ Co,cop%, is 

the world’s leading training 

event for production and post 

professionals including 

editors, producers, directors, 

graphic artists, 

cinematographers, motion 

graphics designers and new 

media specialists. 

it’s the knowledge you need 

for the tools you love. 

[~iI F~xplore PostlProduction World At NAB VideoI 

Eight FULL DAY 

Advanced 

Workshops, 

~ Li.~’~ti~X~ & 

tetervi~ws 

Corre~:ti~a 

[~ and Panoramic and Field at NAB Show TimeoL~pse Panoramic Time-Lapse Photography Workshop Trip 

~hotogr~phy 

Workshop & F~e~d Tr~p 

Join your fellow shooters for a two-pa~ DSLR Time-Lapse Workshop on Saturday, April 5th Expe~ 

instructor Rich Harrington will kick off the day with a classroom tutorial and then depa~ for a hands-on 

a~ernoon field trip to Red Rock Canyon Conse~atory where you will capture shots of the canyon and 

sunset. Attendees will learn the best practices and techniques for shooting time-lapse video and 



panoramic photography in one of the most scenic settings in the country. Registration includes round-trip 

transportation from the Las Vegas Convention Center to Red Rock Canyon Conservatory, lunch and onsite 

small group instruction i:~2.1:i:!..I~.l:~.~if~.~.~ 

[[:~ Text a~er EffeGs Tutorial Eran Stern Liquid by 

Eran Stern, a presenter at PIPW 2014, shows us pa~ of his session on how to create a liquid text reveal 

inside Adobe After Effects using the CC Glue Gun effect For more tutorials from Eran, check out his website 

here This footage comes cou~esy of our friends at 

This email was sent by StudentFilmmakers Magazine, P.O. Box 286636, New York, NY 10128. (212) 255-5454 

Please add our email to your address book to ensure you get the Digital Newsletter. 

If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to www studentfilmmakers.com/contact-us 

To unsubscribe, follow the link below, or reply directly to this email with your request and copy of this eNewsletter intact. 

To be unsubscribed from the March 2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

john smith < _~hotmail.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 4:44 AM 

editor.ijlass@ hotmail.com 

Call for Papers 

Call for Papers 

International Jomaaal of Liberal Arts and Social Science 

ISSN: 2307-924X 

International Journal of Liberal Arts and Social Science (IJLASS) is a high quality open access peer reviewed research journal that is published by Center for 

Enhancing Knowledge, UK. International Journal of Liberal Arts and Social Science providing a platform for the researchers, academicians, professional, practitioners 

and students to impart and share knowledge in the tbrm of high quality empirical and theoretical research papers, case studies, literature reviews and book reviews. 

International Journal of Liberal Arts and Social Science welcomes and acknowledges high quality theoretical and empirical original research papers, case studies, 

review papers, literature reviews, book reviews, conceptual t?amework, analytical a~d simulation models, technical note from reseaychers, academicians, professional, 

practitioners and students from all over the world. 

The Journa] Publishes in both print and online version. 

IJLASS is hlvith~g papers for Vol. 2 No. 3 which is scheduled to be published on April 15, 2014. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor~jilass.org, or editor.ijlass(~hotmail.com 

For more information, visit the official website of the journal: http://~x~x~v.ijlass.o~i 

With thanks, 
Editor In Chief 

Dr. Peter Hill 

International Journal of Liberal Arks and Social Science 
Contact: editor(~iilass.org 

Submission deadline: April 0’7, 2014 

To unsubscribe form our newsletter please mail to: remove.ijlass~hotmail.com subject as ’~Unsubscfibe" 



d the Blacklist 

Reading the Hollywood Reds 

dudng the postwar period, focusing on the two mah~ cr~fica~ 

the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC) that 

message a~d d~etor[ca~ effectDe~ess was ofle~ muddied by 

l:heu(~h~s ~nd belief systems ~’al:he~’ than their ac~kms. Jeff: 

Sm~lh examines the way that pad~cula, heuristics, such as 

If you would like l:e request an exam copy of this boeR, please emaH us to learn more 

(510~ 642-4247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

laulen.gordon@gleenhillnc.org on behalf of 

Cheenhill <lamen.gordon@greenhillnc .org~ 

Friday, March 14, 2014 11:23 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Greenhill’s Pick of the Week 

ixii 



fo~ e~c:b of the exhibition artists, With this Pick of the Week, we encoa~a£e VOL~ to CO~e 

~n to view the show and pe~hsps purchase z~ bez~ut~fu~ work of z~rt, ~mpr~nt has many 

~reat works and most m’e avs~lab’,e for sa’,e, Too busy to stop by? Ems~l 

Edie,Carpenter@~reenhillnc.or£, 

For mol’e information visit: 

] 
This emai[ was sent to reges[er@email,unc.edu by [’_a__u__r_’_e_L!=g_o__r_d__o__r_t@g_r__e__e__n__[j_Jj_r_t_c=_o_[~ 
Update Profiie/Emai[ Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbe~’~ Pfivao/Policy, 

Green Hill Center for NC Art 200 N. Davie Street :: Greensboro NC :: 2740 



FFO1R! ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC School of Journalism a~d Mass Communication <jomc unc.edu@maJ125.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 
Friday, March 14, 2014 3:13 PM 
Regester, Charlene B <regester@!email.unc.edu> 
.loin us March 20 Ibr Puli~er Prize Winner Amanda Bennett 

Women in Media Leadership Series 

Ma~ch 20~ 2014 at 5:o8 p.m 

Fleedom Fo~ulr-: Conference 

Dear Charlene, 

]he IJNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication invites you to an event on 

campus Thursday, March ;~0 at 5:3{~ p.m. with PWitzer Prize-winning investigative 

journalist and "The Cost of Hope" author Amanda Bennett. 

Register for the free, public event on =.;?.!::.!!(.}@i~:!il;!!~i~:!!:!~i~. 

"The Cost of Hope" is a memoir of Bennett’s marriage and an expose, of difficult end-olL 

life issues in the context of the American healthcare system. The ideas in the book are 

highly relevant to the national discussion about health care. 

Bennett will speak and then be ioh~ed for a discussion with J-school 

P~oii::~s:s.o~ i-::i:ii~om:i~:~ G:~==.:~:~:e~r~, doctoral stadent and unde%raduate 

We hope to see you there. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Friday, 5:50 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

FW: talk on the "real Norma Rae" at Alamance Comm~mity College 

Flier. Fink The Real Nom~a Rae taJk at ACC.pdI) message-footer.txt 

~970s 

Speaker: , Ph.D. Candidate, H~story, UNC Chape~ H~II 

When: Fhursday 2:30pro 

W~ere: A[amance Community C:o~[ege, Auditorium 

Sponsored by: The Lear~b~g Resources Ce~ter, ACC 

£)emaiLunc.edu with questions or comments~ 

lMs will be a multimedia presentation of interest to those who are curious about: women in the southerr~ textile industry; Title 7 of the Civil Rigi~ts Act of 

:[954 and how it affected the African American working class in the South; efforts to organize manufacturing workers since the 1.950s; the women’s 

movement of the :].970s and feminism in the South; and the movie Norma Rae and the reaMife story that inspired it. 

Crystal Lee Sutton, ’=the real Norma Rae,,= lived in Burlington and donated tser personal papers to the Alamance Community Coliege Library, "a place where 

the wo~ki~g poor ca~ get a good education," she safd, The ~alk wiil be a great opportunity to connect with an audience in the institution she so believed 

The eyelet wiil iast about an hour, wfd] at least 20 minutes [or feedback and Q&A from d]e audience, 



Lib NormRa Pstr.indd 2 3/6/2014 8:00:40 AM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 7:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: Reminder - 2011 ABSs to be deleted soon 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

Reminder: 2011 Annual Benefits Statements for Active Employees Available until March 

31, 2014 

The North Carolina Retirement Systems is preparing 2013 Annual Benefits Statements for 

active employees who contributed to their Retirement System account as of December 31, 

2013. In preparation for the new statements, 2011 statements will be permanently removed 

from ORBIT on March 31, 2014, and will not be retained by the Retirement Systems 

Division. 

Please review, download and save your 2011 Annual Benefits Statement to assist you with 

your future retirement planning. Your Statement is available in ORBIT accessible at 

wvwv m’cncretirement.com Click on the ORBIT logo and access your account. 

The Retirement Systems will communicate further by email when the 2013 statements are 

posted in late spring. 

Retirement Systems Contact Information 

Active Employees with questions or in need of information or forms should contact 

the Division’s Member Services Unit toll-free at 1-877-627-3287 (for outside Raleigh 

area) or 919-807-3050 (Raleigh area only), or email 

Visit the Retirement Systems website at ww’w myncretirement.com. 

Remember, to better serve our Spanish-speaking customers, the Retirement Systems’ 

Call Center is staffed with a representative who can assist members with translating 

Retirement Systems’ information and addressing their retirement-related questions. 



If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT If you 

need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 

address. 

i~ Visit the N.C. Retirement Systems’ Facebook paqe for updates regarding long-term financial 
~.,.~ planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and much 

more. Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available. 

This message was sent to regester@EMAIL UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 7:05 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Gospel Jubilators to Perlbnn Spring Concert at State Capitol March 22 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Gospel Jubilators to Perform Spring Concert at 
State Capitol March 22 

Durham’s Gospel Jubilators will kick off the State Capitol’s spring programming with a special concert 
.M__a_[’_c_[L.2_ .2_. The concert will begin at 7 p=m. in the historic House Chamber, with a reception to follow. 
Advance tickets are $15 per person; tickets sold the day of the performance are $20. 



This all-male vocal group performs a cappella music with rare purity and soul, highlighting vocal 
traditions of the golden age of 1930s and ’40s gospel. More than 40 years ago, Pete Conner organized 
the Gospel Jubilators as a direct response to the increasing commercialization of quartet gospel. 
Feeling the quartet singers increasingly were more interested in "ripping and running" than in 
conveying a spiritual message, and that the trend toward instrumental accompaniment was 
decreasing emphasis on harmony and increasingly hiding the words of the songs, he created a group 
that recaptured the sound and spirit of an older tradition. The five-man group (now seven) that he 
gathered in Durham decided that the focus of their singing would be jubilee; the spirited quartet style 
that had been popular during their youth. 

The Jubilators were featured in the North Carolina Symphony’s "Blue Skies and Golden Sands" 
production at Meymandi Concert Hall in 2009, and at the festivities for the North Carolina Museum of 
Art’s 2010 grand reopening of its East Building. In addition, the group has performed at such 
prestigious events as the National Folk Festival, the Smithsonian Folklife Festival, North Carolina 
Bicentennia~ Fo~klife Festival, MerteFest, and the Omagh Mternationa~ Fo~k Music Festiva~ in Ireland. 

Tickets can be purchased by contacting Capitol Special Events Coordinator Diana Mauney, (919) 733- 
4994 or diana.maunev@ncdcr.gov. Proceeds from this concert will support educational programs, 
exhibits, and special events at the State Capitol. 

The State Capitol’s mission is to preserve and interpret the history, architecture and functions of the 
1840 building and Union Square. The Capitol is bounded by Edenton, Salisbury, Morgan and 
Wilmington Streets. For more information, visit www.nchistoricsites.or#/capitol or call (919) 733-4994. 

N.C. Department of Cultural Resources 

109 E. Jones Street I Raleigh, N.C. I 27601 

info.marketingservices@ncdcr.gov I ncdcr F~ov 

] 

This ernail was sent ~o regester@emaiLunc,edu by michelle.lanier@ncdcr.qov i 
_U__#_d__a__Le__E~_r_o_%LLe.~__~_~__a_LL_&d__d__rz_e__s__s. Znstar, t removal witt, ._S__a__~#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_"’ [_%v__a__c_~___r_~_o_]j_c_y__. 

N.C. Department of Cultural Resources :: 109 East 3ones Street :: Raleigh NC :: 27601 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: l~arch 18, 2014 

fundi~-"t9 sea~°¢h Feb 
funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) 
Public Relations Student Society of America 
(PRSSA) 

Amount: 
$1,500 

Deadline: 
May 23, 2014 

Sponsor: 
National Press Club (NPC) 

Amount: 
$I ,000 

Deadline: 
April 1,2014 

3 Frae~sRe~ Prize i~-~ Co~-~te~po~’ary Histo~" 

Sponsor: 
Wiener Library for the Study of the Holocaust & 
Genocide 

Amount: 
$6,000 

Deadline: 
April 30, 2014 

Sponsor: 
National Press Club (NPC) 

Amount: 
$750 

Deadline: 
April 1,2014 



Sponsor: 
National Press Club (NPC) 

Amount: 
$750 

Deadline: 
April 1,2014 

Sponsor: 
National Press Club (NPC) 

Amount: 
$750 

Deadline: 
April 1,2014 

Funding ab~ts for your saved searches 

Results: March 16, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

companaontoafricanamericarfl]lm <compaNontoafricanamericas~ihn@gmafil.com > 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 10:23 AM 

Mark Reid < ~aol.com> 

Status of Wiley-Blackwell Companion to African American Cinema 

Dem All, 

On 24 February, all twenty-one essays, three of which my rough drafts, for the Companion to Africau American Cinema anthology have been sent to Wiley Blackwell. 

The press will ,send the volume out for its last read before it is placed into the priut production process flint should last for a yeax as most of you should know ruth the 

publications of your book(s). 

When I get word from the press, I roll send it to you. For the three authors who sent me their dratts and have yet to complete my suggestions, please do so since the 

final curtain is coming clo~. 

Best and thanks to all of you tbr your patieuce and work! 

mark 

Dr. Mark A. Reid, Editor 
Wiley- Blackwell Companion to African American Cinema (352) 294-2827 (office) 
Depaxtment of English (352) 392-0806 (fax) 
Universi ,ly of Florida 
BOX 117310 
Gainesville, FL 32611 -7310 
USA 
www.clas.ufl .edw’usergreid 
c ompaxiiontoa£ricanmnericaxtfilm~ gmail .com 

Avant d’ilnprimei; pensez fi renvirouuelnent. 
Consider the environmeut before printiug this mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Patty Newton <supplyanddemandstadios@GIvIAIL.COM> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 10:56 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Film Histo~ textbook recommendation 

Hello everyone, 

Do you have a text book you recommend for film his~to~? A good comprehensive survey that covers iutemational and domestic. 

Thankyou’. 

PatO~ Newtou 

310/850-1633 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to lis~tserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full N~ane should be 

your firs~t and last n~ane.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@indiana.tm00.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 9:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Book Madness Sale: 50% OffEvetything! 

Book Madness Sale 150% off with code MAD50 

Use code MAD5o at checkout to score 50% offany book. Don’t delay, the shot clock is 
ticking on this offer! Sale ends 4/7/14 at 11 59 p.m. EDT. Shop now 

No adjustments can be made on orders placed before 3/17/~4. 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 35o 

132o E 10th St. 
Bloomington, I N 474o5-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.une.edu. If you wish to 

change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <’UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Berliner, Todd <berliner~UNCW.EDU> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 10:56 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Film History textbook recommendalion 

I like Film History: An Introduction by Thompson and Bordwell. 

Todd 

Todd Berliner 
Professor 
Department of Film Studies 
University of North Carolina Wilmington 
601 S. College Road 
Wilmington, NC 28403-5950 

910-962-3336 
l~ax 910-962-7678 
berliner t@uncw, edu<m ailto:berlinert(h)uncw.edu > 
www uncw.edu/toddberliner < http://www.uncw, edu/toddberliner> 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM. Patty Newton <supplyanddemandstudios@GMAIL.COM<mailto:suppl’~’anddemandstudios(a)GMA[L.COM>> wrote: 

Hello everyone, 

Do you have a text book you recommend for film histoD"? A good comprehensive survey that covers international and domestic. 

Thank you! 

Pat~ Newton 
310/850-1633 
’]?his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv(h)listser~ american.edu>: subscribe UFVALIST-L [~’ull Name (Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follo*ving command to listser~@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv(~r!listserv.american.edu>: signoff 
U[~’VALIST-L (Write this command in body o17 email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail tn UI~’VA[.IST- 
L@listserv.american edu<mailtn:UtWALIST-I.@listserv.american edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe LrFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the folloxving command to listserv@listser~,,.american.edu: 

signoff L~FVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Brook Hinton <       ~GMAIL.COM> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 11:27 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Film History textbook recommendation 

Thompson and Bordwell = the gold standard IMO. 

Sent from a phone Typos and autocolTect malfimctions recormnended for amusement purposes only 

> On Mar 17, 2014, at 7:56 AM, "Berliner, Todd" <berlinert@UN(2W.EDU> wrote: 
> 

> I like Film Histor,v: An Introduction by Thompson and Bordwell. 
> 

> Todd 

> Todd Berliner 
> Professor 
> Department of Film Studies 
> Un lversity of North Carolina Wilmington 
> 601 S College Road 
> Wilmington, NC 28403-5950 
> 

> 910-962-3336 
> fax 910-962-7678 
> berlinert@uncw edu<mailto: berlinert(a)uncw edu> 
> wwwuncw.edu/toddberliner<http:i/www.uncwedu/toddberliner> 

> On Mar 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, PaW Newton <supplyanddemandstudios@OMA]L (2OM<mailto:supplyanddemandstudios(~GMAIL.COM>> wrote: 
> 

> ttello everyone, 
> 

> Do you have a text book you recommend for film history? A good comprehensive supCey that covers international and domestic 

> Thank your 

> ParD" Newton 
> 310/850-1633 
> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsetw@listserv.american, edu<mailto:listscrv(d~,,listsel~’.american.edu>: subscribe L-FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
Narae should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the folloxving corrm~and to listserv@listsetw.american.edu<mailto:listsel~’(d~listsep,~.american.edu>: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in bo@ of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post raessages to the list by sending an e-mail to L-FV~4LIST- 

L @listsetw. americ an. edu<mailto:L~FVAL IST-L (&listser~,,. american, edu> 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the folloxving message to listser,~@listsetw.araerican.edu: 
> 

> subscribe UFV~4LIST-L Full Narae ( Full Narae should be your first and last name.) 
> 

> You can leave a list by sending the following conmxand to listsel~’@listserv.american, edu: 
> 

> signoff LrFV~4LIST-L 
> 

> Posting Messages: 
> 

> You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsep,~.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe LrFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.araerican.edu: 

signoff L~VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

frank tomasulo <            @YAHOO.COM> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:05 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Film History textbook recommendation 

David Cook’s A HISTORY OF NARRATIVE FILM is probably the most comprehensive film history text available. It is especially 
useful about national cinemas that are not given ftfll treatment in other volumes: Korea, Kyrgystan, Uzbekistan, Latvia, Sri Lanka (I’m 
joking about: the last one!). The downside is that the "cookbook" is SO comprehensive that it reads like an encyclopedia. It’s great: as a 
reference book but students often can’t figure out what’s important to remember. 

I’ve used Bordwell & Thompson, as Todd Berliner reconunends, as well as the following, all with good results: 

Wexman, A HISTORY OF FILM 
Dixon & Foster, A SHORT HISTORY OF FILM 
Mast & Kawin, A SHORT HISTORY OF THE MOVIES 

Finally, one text that is really excellent but only covers imernational cinema is: 

Nochimson, WORLD ON FILM 

I hope this helps... 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 

Visiting Professor of Film Studies 

Department of English 

Pace University 

501 East 87th Street, Apt. I6-G 

New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

On Monday, March 17, 2014 11:27 AM, Brook Hinton < @GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
Thompson and Bordwell = the gold standard IMO. 

Sent from a phone. Typos and autocorrect malfunctions recommended for amusement purposes only. 

> On Mar 17, 2014, at 7:56 AM, "Berliner, Todd" <bedinert~UNCW.EDU> wrote: 
> 

> I like Film History: An Introduction by Thompson and Bordwell. 
> 

> Todd 

> Todd Berliner 
> Professor 
> Department of Film Studies 
> University of North Carolina V~lmington 
> 601 S. College Road 
> Wilmington, NC 28403-5950 
> 

> 910-962-3336 
> fax 910-962-7678 
> berlinert(~uncw.edu<mailto: berlinert~uncw.edu > 
> www.uncw.edu/toddberliner<http://www~uncw.eduitoddberliner> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mar 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, Patty Newton <supplyanddemandstudios@GMAILCOM<mailto:supplyanddemandstudios@GMAILCOM>> 
wrote: 
> 

> Hello everyone, 
> 

> Do you have a text book you recommend for film history? A good comprehensive survey that covers international and domestic. 
> 



> Thank you! 
> 

>- 

> Patty Newton 
> 310/850-1633 
> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to 
listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.american,edu>: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 
name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.american.edu>: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 
to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu<mailto:U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv,american,edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listservCb.listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff U FVALI ST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs1 and last name.) You c~m leave a list by sending the following command to lis’Lserv@lislserv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI ~IST-L (’Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) t osting Messages: You caaa post messages to the list b5 sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

~}YAHOO.COM> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:05 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Film History textbook recommendalion 

Take a look at: 

"The Story of Film" (Book and/or DVD) by Mark Cousins 

Ken Wyatt, Associate Professor 
Cinematic Arts & Media Production 
School of Art & Design 
Mail Stop 502 
Jenkins Fine Arts Center 
East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858 
(252) 328-4226 

On Monday, March 17, 2014 11:28 AM, Brook Hinton < ~GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
Thompson and Bordwell = the gold standard IMO. 

Sent from a phone. Typos and autocorrect malfunctions recommended for amusement purposes only. 

> On Mar 17, 2014, at 7:56 AM, "Berliner, Todd" <berlinert(~.UNCW.EDU> wrote: 
> 

> I like Film History: An Introduction by Thompson and Bordwell. 
> 

> Todd 
> 

> 

> 

> Todd Berliner 
> Professor 
> Department of Film Studies 
> University of North Carolina V~/ilmington 
> 601 S. College Road 
> Wilmington, NC 28403-5950 
> 

> 910-962-3336 
> fax 910-962-7678 
> berlinert@uncw.edu<mailto: berlinert@uncw.edu > 
> www.uncw.edu/toddberliner<http://www.uncw.edu/toddberliner> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mar 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, Patty Newton <supplyanddemandstudiosCb,,GMAIL.COM<mailto:supplyanddemandstudios~GMAILCOM>> 
wrote: 
> 

> Hello everyone, 
> 

> Do you have a text book you recommend for film history? A good comprehensive survey that covers international and domestic. 
> 

> Thank you! 
> 

>- 

> Patty Newton 
> 310/850-1633 
> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to 
listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.american.edu>: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 
name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listservCb.listserv.american.edu<mailto:listservCb.listserv.american.edu>: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 
to U FVALIST-LCb, listserv.american.edu <mailto: U FVALI ST-L~listserv.american.ed u> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 



> You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
> 

> signoff UFVALIST-L 
> 

> Posting Messages: 
> 

> You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff U FVALI ST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your tirst and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lislserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (~ rite this command in tx~dy 

ofemail with nothing else) Pos’6ng Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Field, Allyson Nadia <afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:14 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SCMS 

Hi Charlene, 

This is a great start[ i’ll take a look more carefully when I’m home from campus today - do you have a press in mind? I have some appointments to meet with editors about my 

Noble Johnson book (it’s on the studio films and cross-racial casting primarily, so there’s not a lot of overlap) and I can feel them out about Lincoln as well? Also, I’m about to make 

an appointment with Indiana so we could go to that together - I think IU P would be a great home for this, what do you think? If that sounds good, let me know some general times 

you might be free and I’ll try to arrange it. It’d be good to get a press’s take on what would be good to include and the general direction. 

(I think Jane’s article is "In and out of race" if it’s the same one we’re thinking of). 

including essays (or an essay) on the Lincoln films would be great - especially since they’re mostly lost but could be discussed in terms of extrafilmic evidence, etc. I’ve also got 

some folks we could add like Cara Caddoo (Indiana) who work on exhibition. Will think of others, but this list is great if we can get commitments[ 

Looking forward to discussing in Seattle[ 

All the best, 

Ally 

From: <Regester>, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 17, 2014 7:17 AM 

To: Allyson Field <afield@tft.ucla.edu> 

Subject: RE: SCMS 

Dear Allyson: Please see below Proposed Collection of Essays for the Lincoln Motion Picture Company (this is just to start our conversation we can add, delete, expand, etc.) 

Lincoln Motion Picture Company--Collection of Essays 

1 Jane Gaines essay: "Noble Johnson -- Masquerades of Whiteness" [this is not the correct title but I am reconstructing from memory] 

2 Allyson Field -- Lincoln Motion Picture Company and the Black Middle Class; Noble Johnson (Filmography); 

3 Jackie Stewart -- Moviegoing experiences of Urban Moviegoers who screened Lincoln Productions 

4 Charlene Regester -- Black Press Reception to Lincoln Motion Picture Productions 

5 Anna Everett -- Black Press Criticism and the Lincoln Motion Picture Company 

6 Charles Musser -- Black WWI soldiers and representations -- Lincoln Motion Picture Company 

7 Noble Johnson and White Hollywood 

8 George Johnson’s Fascination with Collecting Black Cinema Memorabilia 

Hope to see you later in the week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Field, Allyson Nadia [afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 04, 2014 5:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: SCMS 

Great! Fingers crossed! If it doesn’t work for whatever reason, my cell is and we can find aJ~other time’. Looking tb~w~d! 

From: <Regester>, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:53 PM 

To: Allyson Field <afield@tft.ucla.edu> 

Subject: RE: SCMS 

Dear Ally: Yes, I should be able to meet at the meeting room around 6:30 not unless my flight is cancelled -- the weather on the east coast has been unrelenting even in North 
Carolina. See you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Field, Allyson Nadia [afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 04, 2014 5:50 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: SCMS 

HiChaxlene I’ve beenmemaingtowfite! I’m so g~ady~u~llbethere~Ihaveto~eavethemeetingear~y(itc~n~ictswiththeUCLArecepti~nmadI’veg~ttobeatthat)- 

but perhaps we could talk fight betbre the meeting? Like 6:30? We could meet at "the room a~d see if it’s empty. Would "that work? 

I’m very excited about a Lincoln book a~d now that my own book on uplift cinema is (more or less) offmy desk I think I’ll have ~no~e time to dedicate to it 



especially this summer atler my tenure file gets submitted! 

Looking tbrward to seeing you! 

idly 

From: <Regester>, Charlene g <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:47 PM 

To: Allyson Field <afield@tft.ucla.edu> 

Subject: RE: SCMS 

Dear Allyson: This is to let you know that I plan to attend the Oscar Micheaux meeting in Seattle. Hope we can discuss the Noble Johnson!Lincoln Motion Picture Company 
project. A new book is out on one of the actresses who worked with the film company (Anita Thompson). See you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Field, Allyson Nadia [afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: SCMS 

Hi Charlene, 

So great to see you in Bloomington! I’m really thrilled you’ll be at SCMS. Let’s definitely sit down then and talk about the Noble Johnson/Lincoln volume. Maybe we could chat 
with some publishers too, get a sense of what they might be interested in? 

I’m not sure about the timing of the OMS meeting - T’II check with Ken Eisenstein - but regardless we’ll have an "unofficial" meeting at the least. We need to hold elections so 
our "interim" co-chairing doesn’t go into 5 years[ 

All the best, 

Ally 

From: Regester, Charlene B [reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 10:25 AM 
To: Field, Allyson Nadia 
Subject: SCMS 

Dear Ally: This is to let you know that my paper was accepted to SCMS so I hope to see you then. If you schedule an Oscar Micheaux meeting then we could coordinate our 

meeting around this meeting. Just keep me posted and let me know. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Matt Meyer <mmeyer@GEORGEFOX.EDU> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 1:54 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Film History textbook recommendation 

Bordwell & Thompson go deep. "Flashback: A Brief History of Film" by Giannetti & Eyman isn’t as comprehensive, but has been more 
accessible for my undergrad intro students. 

On Mon, Mar 17, 2014 at 9:05 AM, k w < 

Take a look at: 

~@,vahoo.com> w1Dte: 

"The Story of Film" (Book and/or DVD) by Mark Cousins 

Ken Wyatt, Associate Professor 
Cinematic Arts & Media Production 
School of Art & Design 
Mail Stop 502 
Jenkins Fine Arts Center 
East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858 
(252) 328-4226 

On Monday, March 17, 2014 11:28 AM, Brook Hinton < 
Thompson and Bordwell = the gold standard IMO. 

~GMAIL.COM>wrote: 

Sent from a phone. Typos and autocorrect malfunctions recommended for amusement purposes only. 

> On Mar 17, 2014, at 7:56 AM, "Berliner, Todd" <bedinert@UNCW.EDU> wrote: 
> 

> I like Film History: An Introduction by Thompson and Bordwell. 
> 

> Todd 
> 

> 

> 

> Todd Berliner 
> Professor 
> Department of Film Studies 
> University of North Carolina Vvllmington 
> 601 S. College Road 
> Wilmington, NC 28403-5950 
> 

> 910-962-3336 
> fax 910-962-7678 
> berlinert@uncw.edu <mailto: berlinert@uncw.edu > 
> www.uncw.eduitoddberliner<http:/iwww.uncw.eduitoddberliner> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mar 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, Patty Newton <su~lvanddemandstudi~s(~.GMA~L~C~M<mai~t~:su~vanddemandstudi~s(~GMA~L~C~M>> 
wrote: 
> 
> Hello everyone, 
> 

> Do you have a text book you recommend for film history? A good comprehensive survey that covers international and domestic. 
> 
> Thank you! 
> 

>- 

> Patty Newton 
> 310/850-1633 
> This list atAU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to 
listserv~listaerv.american.edu<mailto:listaerv(~,listaerv.american.edu>: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and 
last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listaerv(~.listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv@listaerv.american.edu>: 
signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending 
an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu<mailto:UFVALIST-L@listaerv.american.edu> 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv,american,edu: 

signoff U FVALI ST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to lislserv(i~liskserv.americaJ~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lisl by sending the tbllowing command to liskserv~istserv.mnerican.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST-L (Write this comma~d in 
bod~v of e~nail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L~)listserv.american.edu 

Thi s list at AU can be subscfi~d m by senNng the follomng message m listse~@listsew.mnefican.edu: a~bscfibe UFVAI,IST-L Fn]l Name ( Full Name shonld 

your firs1 and last name.) Yon ca~ leave a lisl by ~nding fl~e tbllowi~N commm~d to lis~e~@lisl~w.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L ~fite fl~is command 

of emil ruth nothing else) Posdng Messages: You ca~ post messages to the list by ~nNng an e-mm] m UFVAl,IST-L@lislse~z.amefican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Diane Carson <        ~AOL.COM> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 4:19 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Film History textbook recommendalion 

A new book is William V. Costanzo’s "World Cinema Through Global Genres," Wiley Blackwell, 2014. Units include The Warrior Hero, The 
Wedding Film, The Horror Film, and the Road Movie. It’s nora chronological history, as other texts mentioned here, but may provide a most 
engaging option. 
Diane Carson 

.... Original Message .... 
From: k w < ~YAHOO.COM> 
To: UFVALIST-L <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> 
Sent: Mon, Mar 17, 2014 11:05 am 
Subject: Re: Film History textbook r~commendation 

Take a look at: 

"The Story of Film" (Book and!or DVD) by Mark Cousins 

Ken Wyatt, Associate Professor 
Cinematic Arts & Media Production 
School of Art & Design 
Mail Stop 502 
Jenkins Fine Arts Center 
East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858 
(252) 328-4226 

On Monday, March 17, 2014 11:28 AM, Brook Hinton < ~,GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
Thompson and Bordwell = the gold standard IMO. 

Sent from a phone. Typos and autocorrect malfunctions recommended for amusement purposes only. 

> On Mar 17, 2014, at 7:56 AM, "Berliner, Todd" <bedinert@UNCW.EDU> wrote: 
> 

> I like Film History: An Introduction by Thompson and Bordwell. 
> 

> Todd 
> 

> 

> 

> Todd Berliner 
> Professor 
> Department of Film Studies 
> University of North Carolina VMImington 
> 601 S. College Road 
> Wilmington, NC 28403-5950 
> 

> 910-962-3336 
> fax 910-962-7678 
> berlinert@uncw.edu<mailto: berlinert@uncw.edu > 
> www.uncw.eduitoddberliner~;http://www.uncw.edu/toddberliner> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mar 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, Patty Newton <SUplalvanddemandstudios(~.GMAILCOM<mailto:suDl~lvanddemandstudios(~GMAILCOM>> 
wrote: 
> 

> Hello everyone, 
> 

> Do you have a text book you recommend for film history? A good comprehensive survey that covers international and domestic. 
> 

> Thank you! 
> 

> Patty Newton 



> 310/850-1633 
> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to 
listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.amedcan.edu>: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 
name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.american.edu>: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 
to U FVALIST-LCb, listserv.american.edu <mailto: U FVALI ST-L~listserv.american.ed u> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(~,listserv.american.edu: 

signoff U FVALI ST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listsetv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L(~,listserv.american.edu 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lislserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lisl by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAI ~IST-L@listserv.mnerican,edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, March 17, 2014 5:36 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Full "MFAIEDA 2014" Schedule, Full Fra~ne Lineup m~d Schedule, Kris~a Bremer and "My Accidental Jihad," Upcoming 
Continuing Ed Classes, Spring Issue of"Document" 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

MFAIEDA 2014 KICKS OFF MARCH 21 / New Website Details Multi-Event, Multi-Venue 

Thesis Exhibit 

Photograph by Shah Shan 

Duke’s MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts is proud to celebrate its second 

graduating class: Runa A, Kristin Bedford, Amanda Berg, Rachel Boillot, Brenda L 

Burmeister, Malina Chavez, E. E, Sarah Garrahan, Caitlin M Kelly, Jing Niu, John Rash, 

Jennifer Stratton, and Shan Shan. 

The Class of 2014’s thesis exhibit, MFAIEDA 2014, kicks off Friday, March 21, with a 

reception in the Power Plant Gallery and film premieres in the Full Frame Theater¯ 

Additional premieres, openings, and events will take place through April 18 at venues on 

campus and across Du rham. To view work from MFAIEDA 2014 and to access a detailed 

schedule of events, as well as information about the artists, visit mfaeda2014.orq. 

FULL FRAME LINEUP AND SCHEDULE RELEASED / Festival Also Announces Center Frame 

and Free Screenings 

Full Frame has announced its full lineup of NEW DOCS and Invited Program films as well 

as a schedule for the 2014 festival, April 3-6 in downtown Durham. The Full Frame 2014 

app for iPhone and Android includes the lineup and schedule; download from the App Store 

or Google Play. Tickets qo on sale to the public at 11 a.m. on March 27. 

The festival recently announced its Center Frame and free films, which screen out of 

competition as part of the Invited Program. Center Frame films screen in Fletcher Hall of the 



historic Carolina Theatre and feature extended conversations with the filmmakers This 

year’s offerings: Ivory Tower, Afternoon of a Faun: Tanaqufl Le Cfercq, The Case Against 

and E-Team Special guests include legendary classical dancer Jacques d’Amboise of 

Attemoon of a Faun; Kris Perry and Sandy Stier, two of the plaintiffs featured in The Case 

Against 8; and Carroll Bogert of Human Rights Watch, who appears in E-Team. 

Five free screenings will take place during the festival: the Closing Night Film, 71he Battered 

Bastards of Basebaf! and two fan favorites from last year’s festival, Good Ot’Freda and If 

You Build It, which will each screen twice, once indoors at the Full Frame Theater and once 

outdoors at Durham Central Park. Food Truck Roundups will precede the Durham Central 

Park showings. 

For more information on the 2014 Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, go to 

fullfra mefest.orq. 

Full Frame is a program of the Center for Documentary Studies. 

REGISTER NOW FOR UPCOMING CONTINUING ED CLASSES / Anytown, USA; Writing the 

Documentary Script; The Art of Documentary Photography 

Photograph by Lauren Roche 

The following Center for Documentary Studies Continuing Education classes are beginning 

soon. For more information, and to register, click the class links below. All classes are held 

at CDS; for directions, click here. 

Anytown, USA (Randolph Benson) 

Tuesdays, March 18-May 6, 6:30-8:30 p.m. 

Anytown, USA is an advanced seminar in which each student produces and edits an eight- 

to twelve-minute video on a topic of their choice based on an interesting small town or 

community. Students will be encouraged to explore genre, technique, form, and their 

personal artistic vision in creating their short documentary, which will be screened in the 

community at the end of the course. Last year’s Anytown videos can be seen here. 

Writin~q the Documentary Script (Joshua Dasal) 

Saturday, March 22, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 

To create a documentary that’s coherent in post-production, you need a coherent pre- 

production process. One of the best ways to organize thoughts, explore new ideas, and 

more accurately plan for the logistics of production and funding is to write a documentary 

script. In this one-day workshop, students will learn to generate ideas; outline, write, and 

analyze a two-column documentary script; practice using script-writing software; and view 

and discuss examples of documentary and corporate video work as it translates from script 

to finished film. 

The Art of Documentary Photo~qraphv (G. Douglas Vuncannon) 

Mondays, March 24-April 28, 6:30-9 p.m. 

This course examines the proposition that every photograph is a self-portrait and explores 

how this idea can create friction as well as opportunity for the artist. Through assignments 

and classroom critiques, students will learn to identify’ elements of documentary 

photography that have the power to transcend the simple recording of images, as well as 

develop their own philosophy and artistic mandate. 

For a complete list of spring and summer Continuing Education classes at CDS, click 

here. 

CDS HOSTS AUTHOR KRISTA BREMER / Reading and Book Signing with the author of My 

Accidental Jihad 

Wednesday, March 26, 6 p.m. reception, 7 p.m. reading / Center for Documentary 



Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

My Accidental Jihad cover and author Krista Bremer 

The Center for Documentary Studies is pleased to host writer Krista Bremer at an event co- 

sponsored by Arts & Health at Duke and the Re.qulator Bookshop. Following a reception, 

Bremer will read from her forthcoming memoir, My Accidentat Jihad (Algonquin Books), 

which is based on her Pushcart Prize-winning essay. There will be a post-reading Q&A 

discussion moderated by CDS writer-in-residence Duncan Murrell, and Bremer will sign 

copies of the book. 

Bremer was an ex-Southern California beach bum attending grad school in North Carolina 

when she met Ismail, a Muslim who had been raised by illiterate parents in a tiny Libyan 

fishing village. Facing an unexpected pregnancy not long after they met, Bremer chose to 

"stitch our mismatched lives together to make a family." Fifteen years later, she is married to 

Ismail and raising two children with Arabic names in the American South, a transformative 

journey fraught with profound prejudice, including her own. My AccidentafJihad is Bremer’s 

fascinating, often funny meditation on tolerance that explores what it means to open our 

hearts to another culture and to embrace our own. 

SPRING 2014 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the Spring 2014 issue include work from 

Myra Greene’s photography exhibit My White Friends, the MFAIEDA Class of 2014 thesis 

exhibition, updates on our new undergraduate classes, and other recent news. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Friday, March 21, 5-7 p.m reception, 7-10 p.m. film premieres / MFAIEDA 2014 Kickoff 

Event/Power Plant Gallery and Full Frame Theater/320 Blackwell St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

cdsporch orq/archivesi21652 

Wednesday, March 26, 6 p.m reception, 7 p.m. reading / Writer Krista Bremer on My 

Accidental Jihad I Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

cdsporch oqq/archives/21640 

EXHIBIT 

March 10-May 171 My White Friends, photographs by Myra Greene / Juanita Kreps Gallery, 



Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

docu menta rystudies du ke edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits 

UPCOMING EXHiBiT 

March 21-April 18 / MFAIEDA 20!4 1 Power Plant Gallery and Full Frame Theater at the 

American Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackvvell St., and other locations in Durham, North 

Carolina 

mfaeda2014.orq 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarvstudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.org 

Friends ofCDS documentarvstudies.duke.edu/donate 
Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

~ eaaag~ sent to ~&’,.~ter~’~em~il,u.~e,edu by Ilm@duke~ed~ 

~ 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 6:28 AM 

screensociety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

Screen/Society this week: TONIGHT--Tue M~xch 18: "deepsouth" w/dir. Lisa Biagiotti; Thu March 20: "The Devil Crone on Horseback"; 

Sun March 23: filmmaJ~cer Nikyatu Jnsu ’05 (Screening+Q&A) 

Please disia’ibute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

deepsouth 

w/director IJsa Biagiotti! 

:: Do~,nload PDF Flyer [ More Info ] View Trailer 

T~m’~day March 2{L 7pro: 

The Devil Came on Horseback 

Download PDF Flyer [ More Info I View Trailer ....... 



An Evening with Nikyatu Jusu ’05 

screening of short fdms + Q&A with the tihnmaker! 

....... Download PDF Fiver :: More h~fo [ Filmmaker s website ........ 



Coming Up Next Week: 

A Special Program of Rare Classic 
Silent Comedy Short Films 

(Total Running Time: approx. 98 min) 
....... Download PDF l~lyer ] More Info ....... 



http:iiami.duke.edui,’creensocietv 

/ ill ScreenJ’Societ~’ events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving Tmage 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-303~ 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http:iiami.duke.eduiscreensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee @earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 11:55 AM 

Lee Lee, Ken < ~earthlink.com> 

UFVA Special..... IVI~TP Anthors....March Madness....Here’s a list of the events where IVI~TP Authors will be this month..Any of these 

books for ten dollars 

Dear UFVA Members 

We are pleased to mmounce the following events for the mouth of March 

Please contact me if 
a) You are interested in purchasing any of these front list or back list best sellers 

for only ten dollars plus free shipping 

Please respond no later than March 20th ~ith your snail mail address, credit card, exp date 

or request for Pay Pal Invoice 

b) You are interested in ha~dng any of the M?vVP Authors 
do a SK~’PE Guest Lecture for your school 

1VL&RCH 5~L&DNESS for M3VP AUTHORS 

1) Sorely for Cinema and Media Studies Conference...Seattle, Mach 19-22nd 

http:i/www.cmst udies.orgi?page~conference 
Robert Gerst, Make Film History 

2) ScreemwJters SummiL March 22-23 Los Angeles 

http:#w~v, screenwriterssumlnit.com 

Mark Travis, Directing Feature Film and Film Director’s Bag of Tricks 

Linda Seger, And the Best Screenplay Goes to 

Chris Vogler. Writer’s Journey 3rd, Memo from the Story Department 
Michael ttange, Selling Your Story in 60 Seconds 

2) Los Angeles Web Feb Fest, March 26-30th 
http://vx~,.lawebfest.com 

Ross Brown, Create Your Own TV Series for the Intemet 
Kathie Fong Yoneda, Script Selling Game, 2nd 

Pamela Jaye Smith, Inner DrivesiSymbols*hnages*Codes/Power of the Dark Side 
Carole Ki~chner, Hollywood Game Plan 

3) TV Writers Summit, Los 3mgeles, March 29-30th 
http:/www.Wwfiterssummit.com 

Jen Grisanti, Storyline 

Troy DeVolld, ReaJi~ TV 

If you’d like to OPT out of these emails just put OPT in the subject line 

and reply 

Ken Lee 

Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX (206) 283-2072 

kenlee~,rnwp.com 

Skype 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

New Cine Lenses at NAB 

[ :~ CW Sonderoptic Logo 

New Cine Lenses 

The Leica Summicron-C family of T2.0 prime lenses grows to 9 focal 

lengths with the addition of the new 21 mm, 29mm and 135mm. 

See them first at NAB. 

Still I~oving Pictures .~:~ Still Moving Pi~ ............................................................................................................................................................... 

Galle~ 

The CW Sonderop~ic NAB booth (C3626) will feature a galle~ of still 

photography work by c~nematographeB and other indust5~ 

professionals. 

Cine Lens Rental Locator 
....~ Cine Lens Rental 

Locator 

Wffh the launch of the new CW Sonderopfic website comes the 

introduction of the Le~ca Cine Lens Ren~a~ Locator, an online too~ for 
finding nearby renta~ options for Summilux~ and Summ~cron-C lenses. 

www. cw-sonderoptic.com 

O 20!4 CW So~dercptic 
Am Lekz Ps~k ! Wetz~ar 35578 German,¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

no way out 

NO WAY OUT.docx 

attached is my cdtque 



Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 
Introductions: 
Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) 
Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Stndies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 

(Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, A~[ale, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 

Mascufinity, and Black Men’s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



10o45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Allison Schlobohm, Injbrming 37STA: The Interna#onal Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV 

Prevention ProgT~am (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marie Gaflock, Re-presenting 7~ansnational Cancer Philanthropy: Pink Ribbon Citizenship in 

Kenya (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Laura Wagner, Professionals, Providers, Profiteers? Haitian Doctors Amid the D~ux of 

International Humanitarian [~Aunteers (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 

Studies) 
Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resource Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Po#tical Economy of Natural Governance in Af!’ica (Department of 

African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Afi"ica (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Moderator: Yousuf AI-Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets.orgi) 
Alexi s Pauli ne Gumb s (http :Halexi spauline, corn/) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 
Ho~vard Craft (http:iiwww.ho~vardcraft.comi) 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valerie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carolina (Africana Women’s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Po#tics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Justice in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Tetwitory, Livelihoods’ and Culture (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

by: 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~7 (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

webmaste@cmstudies.org 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:55 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

A Mobile Program for SCMS 2014 Presenters and Attendees 

Dear SCMS 2014 attendees and presenters, 

Momentarily-, yon roll receive an invitation fi~om "nolifications@sched.org" to create ma account to view an online/mobile, customizable version of the Seattle 

Conference program. Once you have created an account, you should be able to access the program (including a personalized schedule of your own design) from any, 

mobile device wifl~ your login information. 

Please consider this a sort of beta test tbr a mobile conl~rence program, and feel t~ee to let me know if you have any comments, snggestions or trouble using the oMine 

schedule, customization controls or Sched in generaJ. 

Looking forw~:rd to another spectacular conference! 

Sincerely, 

Aviva Dove - Viebahn 

Web Content Manager 

~--~ike us on Facebook >       t ~ollow us on Twitter > 

Ifyonmshto stop receiving emaAlli’omus, yoncan simplyremoveyourselfbyvisiting: http://w~-.cmstudies.o~/generaFopt.asp?e regeffter(~email.nnc.edu, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford Universily Press <librao,.maxketing@oup.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 10:06 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

What do you look tbr in a jonrnal? 

This is a commercial message. 

¯ If you would prefer not to receive funther messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai165.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:34 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Women’s History Month 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

Congratulations to Lupita Nyong’o on her Oscar award winning 
performance in "12 Years A Slave". In her gracious acceptance 
speech she asks us not to forget the people that have endured and 
are continuing to endure slavery around the world. Students and 
faculty interested in reading about slavery, African-American History 
and Women’s studies will be searching the library for information on 
slavery. 

From 1936 to 1938, over 2,300 former slaves from across the 
American South were interviewed by writers and journalists under the 
aegis of the Works Progress Administration. These former slaves, 
most born in the last years of the slave regime or during the Civil 

War, provided first-hand accounts of their experiences on plantations, in cities, and on small 
farm& Their narratives remain a peerless resource for understanding the lives of America’s four 
million slaves. What makes the WPA narratives so rich is that they capture the very voices of 
American slavery, revealing the texture of life as it was experienced and remembered. Each 
narrative taken alone offers a fragmentary, microcosmic representation of slave life. Read 
together, they offer a sweeping composite view of slavery in North America, allowing us to 
explore some of the most compelling themes of nineteenth-century slavery, including labor, 
resistance and flight, family life, relations with masters, and religious belief. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website 
using your credit or purchasing card. We do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, 
fax and email. The Slave Narratives Complete Set is available from Coutts Library Services, 
Baker & Taylor Books, or most other library book dealers by ordering ISBN 9780403022113~ 

FREE SH~PRNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE ~J,S. 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at USD$1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

laulen.gordon@gleenhillnc.org on behalf of 

Cheenhill <lamen.gordon@greenhillnc .org~ 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 12:37 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Tonight at Gleenhill ] Artist Tedks by Indrani Naym-Gall and Mask Iwinski 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

TONIGHT AT GREENHILL I ARTIST TALKS 

5:30 pm in The Gallery 

Mark lwinski and Indrani Nayar-Gall 

MARKIWINSKI 

Mark’s work revolves 
around old growth and 

the idea of the human 
impact. Through his 
work, Mark puts 
emphasis on the past 
compared to how 
much is presently 
gone. Mark said "1 
want people to 

understand what’s 
missing and to then 

understand the value 
of it all and protect 

what’s left." Click Here ......................... 

to read for Interview 
with Mark. 

INDRANI 

NAYAR-GALL 

Her present work is 
primarily print-based 

with 3D elements and 
includes drawing, hand 
coloring, cutting and 

video. Her recent work 
reflects the 
progression of her 
thoughts on migration, 
identity, loss, memory 
and displacement. 
Click Here for 
Interview with Indrani. 

IMPRINT 
Curated by Edie 

Carpenter, Imprint 
includes beautiful 
prints that have 

Mark Iwinski 
Indigo Ghost Series: Ghost Spruce, 200 years ago, 2014 
woodblock ink on indigo Gampi paper, 73.5 x 72 inches 



personal meaning for 

each of the exhibition 
artists. We encourage 
you to come in to view 
the show and perhaps 
purchase a beautiful 
work of art. Imprint 
has many great works 
and most are available 
for sale. Click Here for 
more information 
about the exhibition. 
or read all about it in 

YES! Weekly! 

Indrani Nayar-Gall 

Decoding IB, 2013 

intaglio (~ la poup~e), trace drawing, cutting on paper, 12.75 x 16.5 inches 

200 North Davie Street I Downtown Greensboro I 336-333-7460 I www.greenhillnc.org 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by lauren.qordon@qreenhillnc.orq 

Update Profile/Ernail Address ]:nstant ieme,,’al widl SafeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy’. 

Green Hill Center for NC Art 200 N. Davie Street :: Greensboro NC :: 27401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CCA Lectures and Readings <communications@cca.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:13 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

CCA Lectures and Readings: March-April 2014 

Having trouble viewing this email? {iici 

i.} i::~ ii:::i: 0 R A ti 
Monday, March 31,7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Deborah Schneiderman is an associate professor of 

interior design in the School of Art & Design at Pratt 

Institute. Her research and practice explores interior 

prefabrication and sustainable built environments. 

She recently published Inside Prefab: The Ready- 

Made Interior. 

Part of the ;.. i ~ r :.r C’e-;;~:i!~ ~. ~ c~ .’: ~ } ~’."! ~.:: 

JASOi~q 

Tuesday, April 1,6:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Jason Meadows is an American visual artist born in 

1972. He has had numerous gallery and museum 

exhibitions, including shows at the Museum of 

Contemporary Art Chicago and Tanya Bonakdar 

Gallery in NewYork 

Part of the .:a ,:~:- :.; ., 

Tuesday, April 1,7:30 pm 

CCA Oakland campus 

Treadwell Ceramic Arts Center 

The artist-founders of Compound Gallery will discuss 

the creation and shaping of this popular Oakland 

gallery, its function as an art business, its philosophy, 

and how it differs from other businesses run by young 

artists in the East Bay 

Presented by the Ceramics Program 



Wednesday, April 2, 7:30 pm 

CCA Oakland campus 

Nahl Hall 

Steve Dickison is the director of the Poetry Center and 

the American Poetry Archives at San Francisco State 

University. The evening’s lineup also includes Writing 

and Literature students Alyssa Montantes and Jeffrey 

Bussey. All HearSay events include delicious 

refreshments! 

Part of t,he .’--’.~ !. ’.-~ !~ . .h~ ~.:, .’~=i: .:’.:~ .:~ :~ 

Thursday, April 3, 11 am 

CCA Oakland campus 

Rails Painting Studio 

Jessamyn Lovell (MFA 2001) integrates digital and 

traditional photography with a variety of other media to 

examine the imperfections of day-to-day life. Tonight 

she will discuss her Dear Erin Hart project, an 

exhibition of photographs documenting her pursuit of 

the woman who committed numerous petty crimes 

using her ID. 

Part of t,he .~::’~ :..::.i~. !d:’.~. 

Thursday, April 3, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Hunter Lovins is a lawyer, activist, visionary, 

environmentalist, teacher, and entrepreneur. She 

challenges the world’s business and government 

leaders--from Davos to the United Nations to General 

Electric to local municipalities--to rethink their values, 

change their processes, and make a more 

sustainable world 

Part of t,he L;~:~,. :~,.,,u.~ ..-::~.: ~:,:~ :~ .:.~’::~i.vu~ :~.~.:~ :~ 

Friday, April 4, 4:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

A reading by two alumni of the MFA Program in 

Writing, Jason R. Jimenez and Jordan Karnes, 

followed by a panel discussion that includes two 

additional alumni (Nana K. Twumasi and Jessica 

Wickens) The panel will discuss life and success in 

the writing world after CCA. 

Part of the .’<..:u~: ’.-.-~.:.-~!; 

Friday, April 4, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Kristian Simsarian, chair of CCA’s Interaction Design 

Program, is a leader in design, creativity, education, 

and innovation with more than 25 years of industry 

and academic experience He believes in the power of 

design to humanize, enrich, and positively transform 

the world. 

Presented by t,~e Interaction Design Program 



i.-ii.=~’~=kiS Vii::i-:(!Mii::i, iii.,i::.i’~i .~;~.i=.=.i© 
i--ii i:!:! ii:i~ W ~ G i--ii i:.:!:: ii iit S Mi A N 
Monday, April 7, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

DUS architects was founded in Amsterdam by Hans 

Vermeulen. Martine de Wit. and Hedwig Heinsman in 

2004. The office builds public architecture: design that 

consciously influences daily life. Its credo is "Design 

by Doing." 

Part of ’.:~ ~ ~n!i~ ~J=. !~!’i~.~ !. i:~.::.::’ !. u,!;.=i:n u, L .’. .n and the 

Mi ii C iH ii ii!::.: L SCii--iiWARZ 
Tuesday, April 8, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Michiel Schwarz is a design thinker, cultural innovator. 

and futurist best known for his "Sustainism" manifesto 

and. more recently, the Sustainist Design Guide. He is 

the founding director of Sustainism Lab. a project 

platform based in Amsterdam. 

Part of 

Wednesday, April 9, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Luna Maurer cofounded Moniker studio with Jonathan 

Puckey and Roel Wouters in 2012. Moniker works on 

commissioned designs as well as projects of an 

autonomous and experimental nature. They explore 

the social effects of technology, and often they involve 

the public in the development of their projects 

Part of 

Thursday, April 10, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Helzel Boardroom 

A recipient of several design awards. Ren~ Knip 

lectures and teaches all over the world. Since 2005 he 

has been a member of the Alliance Graphique 

Internationale. In 2012 he launched ARKTYPE NL. 

featuring 25 architectural type-related projects, with 

Janno Hahn. 

Part of ’.:~n!i~ ~..:~. !~;!’i~.~ !. i:~.::.::’ !. u,!,:i.’n u, L .’..n 

LISA C Hi O i., O © ii:: ki K O 
Friday, April 11,6:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Lisa Cholodenko. the writer and director of The Kids 

Are All Right and High Art. will engage in conversation 

with Film Program co-chair Rob Epstein. The Kids Are 

All Right was nominated for four Academy Awards and 

won two Golden Globes. 

Part of the :. m~!:..! W.:!:..’!i:,’..~ :~ Series 



Monday, April 14, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

ACA (Amy Campos Architect) is an interdisciplinary 

architecture and design practice based in San 

Francisco. Its work spans a variety of scales, from 

architecture and interiors to object and furniture 

design with an emphasis on custom full-scale 

installation and fabrication 

Wednesday, April 16, 7:30 pm 

CCA Oakland campus 

Nahl Hall 

Readings by graduating student writers Nathan Gale, 

Zoe Brezsny, Vanessa Hernandez, and Erika Delgado. 

All HearSay events include delicious refreshments! 

Part of the .~ :’, :::" y ;-.~ ~:.~ , !’; !. ; .:~ 

Thursday, April 17, 4:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

Akhil Sharma’s first novel, An Obedient Father, w’on 

the PEN/Hemingway Award, and W. W. Norton will be 

re-releasing the paperback in April 2014. His second 

novel, Family Life, will come out in April 2014 

Sharma’s writings have also appeared in the New 

Yorker and other publications. 

Part of the ilt i’:~.:; :w.,)~!~.-~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’SCMS 2014 Seattle Conference’ <notifications@sched.org> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:23 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Schedule For Thur~tay 

Hey Charlene, 

Here’s what is happening today. Create a schedule to save your picks. 

Thursday, March 20 

9:0~am-t0:45am @ Diamond B - First Floor, Lobby Level 

0:0~am-t~:45am @ issaquah A -Third Floor 

9:eeam-te:45am @ Everett- [hird Floor 

Diamond A - First Floor Lobby Level 

9:~0amote:45am @ Leschi - Third Floor 

Jefferson B - Union Street Tower- Fourth Floor 

Virginia - Union Street Tower - Fourth Floor 

9:00amotO:45am @ issaquah B -Third Floor 

9:00amot0:45am @ Madrona - Second Floor 

9:00am-tO:45am @ Seneca - Union Street Tower- Fourth Floor 

View full schedule --~ 

Share on Facebook ~ Share on Twitter 

You are receiving ins emaii because your event is using Sched You can unsubscdbe from ~his everlL 



~0~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scdptmag@flvmedia.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

33 V~ys ]o Self Your Screenplay! 

Hi everyone, 

Let me ask you... 

Do you have a finished script sitting 
on your desk collecting dust because 
you’re not sure how to sell it? 
Does the thought of trying to get a 
producer to read your screenpfay 
leave you feeling lost, scared, and 
overwhelmed? 
Or are you concerned that you can’t 
get an agent to represent you..or 
even read your script? 

YouYe not alone, f know exactly how you 
feel. 

33 W vs 

But RT~ not gonna lie to you._ 

THE biggest obstacle facing any screenwriter...hands down.., was trying to get your 
script into the right hands. 

You heard right. 

WA S I 

See for yourself: 38 Ways To .Seli Yo,sr SoriF’~ 

Starting March 31, you’re going to have the oppor~.unity to discover, step by step..all 
33 Ways To Sell Your Script 

And notiust what to do, but HOWto do it! 

YVnat’s more, every singb one of these 33 ways has been PROVEN to work. 

How do I know? 

Well, over 250 of my students have used these strategies to get their scripts 
optioned, sold, or produced. 

Their scripts (in all genres) landed them PAID writing gigs or had them sign with 
agents and managers. 

And you’re next Because believe it or not, the indust~T is hungry... STARVfNG..for 
great scripts and talent 

Look, you’ve already got the seript The heavy lifting is over. All you need now is the 
key to open the door to get it read._Optioned...SOLD! 

And that’s exactly what you’re gonna get with this ABSOLUTELY FREE training on 
how to open those doors, get your script smack into the producer’s hands, and blow 
pas~. the competition. 

So if you want to end...once and for all...the mystery and frustration of how to self your 
script, register now: 



33 V~:::’,,~ s 1o Ssli Yo,:.~,," 

See you in the trainingl 

Hal Croasmun 
President 
ScreenwritingU 

PS: It’s time to eliminate the fear, frustration, and skepticism that’s 
stopping you flom se~ling your script 

Get all 33 ways on how you ~:an bust down the doo~s of Hollywood with this FREE 
training, Register now, 

33 ~/’~ys To Se~ Yo~.~r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Save 30% on new ~lm books t?om Wallflower Press 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 



Forward this email 

This emai[ was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by ~)j~.64@coj~mbia~d~ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscdbe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62rid Street :: New York NY :t0023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Thursday, March 20, 20:~4 :~2:3_9 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Adobe Education Policy change 

I am pasting in a link that I received from Adobe today (I assume that many of you will have received the same). In my last President’s Message I talked about input from you on 

the developing situation with Adobe that has caused so many of you to consider abandoning the platform. 

Could you briefly and quickly tell me if this change is helpful to you and what the problems {if any) are. 

Note that the price for two single cloud applications is more than the entire suite, so this incentivizes schools to rent the entire suite. 

Norman 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-823=2792 {office) 

323-275-:[869 {messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name~) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.americamedu: signoff U FVALIST-L {Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Thursday, March 20, 203-4:12:23_ PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Revised Adobe email (includes link this time) 

I am pasting in a link that I received from Adobe today (I assume that many of you will have received the same). In my last President’s Message I talked about input from you on 

the developing situation with Adobe that has caused so many of you to consider abandoning the platform. 

Could you briefly and quickly tell me if this change is helpful to you and what the problems {if any) are. 

Note that the price for two single cloud applications is more than the entire suite, so this incentivizes schools to rent the entire suite. 

Norman 

http:!!bitly.com!lgWbHgv 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 {office) 

323-275-1869 {messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L {Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:08 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

4 k projection 

Hi all 
I was wondering if any of you have 4 k projection 
I am putting together a proposal and if I have some data about other schools that have it 
my dean might be swayed 
thanks 
bart 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listserv@listselw.american edu: 

signoff U[~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAMST-L@Iistsep¢ american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the f(~llowing message to listserv@listsep¢.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.american. edu 



To: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@L1STSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Brook Hinton <       ~GMAIL.COM> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:31 PM 

UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN-EDU 

Re: Adobe Education Policy change 

It could be better or worse - there’s not enough information, ififs really locked to specific computers, it’s no better and probably mtlch worse - it means a license for 

every single computer on a campus even though only 5% or less would be using CC at any given time. It would be no different than node-locked software. 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

3,our first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0~rrite this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-IX~Iis~tserv-americanedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UniversiU Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AIvlEPdCAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Brook Hinton -~       @GMAIL.COM> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:32 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: 4 k projection 

We’re still fighting for 1080! 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last na~ne.) You can lem,e a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body, 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Laszlo Zsolt Fulop <lzfulop@UNO.EDU> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:34 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: 4 k projection 

We have it. It looks OK (-~) 

Laszlo 

l.o~_;zlo i:uJop 
Academic Dh’ector, L;NO J;~p;]n Si3r~’]n]er 2014 

De[~artment of Fqm and Theatre 

[he C~vers~ty of New OHe~n5 

504 280 6809 

From: University Film and Video Association [mailto:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] On Behalf Of Bart Weiss 

Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 12:08 PM 

T~: U FVAklST- L@ klSTSE RV.AM E RICAN.E DU 

SuNeet: 4 k projection 
Hi all 
I was wondering if any of you have 4 k projection 
I am putting together a proposal and if I have some data about other schools that have it 
my dean might be swayed 
thanks 
bart 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to 

subscribe "L~VALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yo~ first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to 

signoff L~V~IST-L 

Posting Messages: 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yore- first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to 

signoffk~V~IST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U[:VAI [~T~i ~is~;er~.an:erican 

TNs list at AU can be subscfi~d m by senNng the follomng message 

your first and l~t nmne.) You c~ leave a list by ~nding the follomng command to listse~@lisl~w.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L ~rfite ~is command 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nNng ~ e-mail m UFV~IST-L@lislsew.~efican.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi ,ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jen Proctor               ~GIVlAIL.COIVI> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:40 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe Education tblicy change 

Assuming this is $300ico,nputer/year tbr tile entire CC suite, this is actually more expensive than the quote I got fro,n our Adobe reseller for the full suite under their 

EEA license for our 45 seat lab. So this does us no good. 

Jen 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 1:31 PM, Brook Hinton <        ~gmafil.com> wrote: 

It could be better or worse - there’s not enough intbrmation. If it’s really locked to specific computers, it’s no better and probably much worse - it means a licen~ for 

every single computer on a campus even though only 5% or less would be using CC at any given time. It would be no different than node-locked sottware. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(a)listser~’.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last naJne.) You can leave a list by sending the following co,nmand to listserv@listserv.aJnerican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in 

bod~v of e,nail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-ma~l to UFVALIST-L~)listserv.american.edu 

Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant ProtEsmr, Journalism and Screen Studies 

DepaJ-tment of Language, C ulture, and Commtmication 

University of Michigan-Dearborn 

http:#v~’v~’vv.mnd.umich.edw] ss/ 

http://ienniferproctor.com 

http://losqdnlight.o~g 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending tile following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Brook Hinton -~        ~GMAIL.COM> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 ! :57 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe Education Policy change 

We’re an axt school, so ahnost ever,:" program uses CC apps..., some of the ti,ne, among hundreds of computers spread out over ,nulfiple labs, classrooms, and suites. 

Scenario (not our school’s numbers, which I don’t have the data on, but based on experiences here and at other schools using CS): 

Ifa school needs to cover an ma~mum of 50 students at any given time using CC simultaneously - but to do so must license each of, say 500 computers across its 

classrooms, labs, and suites to do so, under a "per computer" plan it would have to pay $150,000 PER YEAR. That is $3000 per seat during the MAX usage times. 

EVERY YEAR. If that is the actual plan, it seems to me Adobe has all but decided to leave the education market. 

Brook Hinton 

Moving Image and Sound Maker 

w~,.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 

Fihn Program at CCA 

California College of the Arts 

www.cca.edu/film 

~v.cca.edu,’mfafilm 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 10:39 AM, Jen Proctor <             ?b~gmail.com> wrote: 

Assuming "this is $300/computer/yeaac tbr the entire CC suite, this is actually more expensive than the quote I got ti-om our Adobe reseller tbr the lull suite under their 

EEA license tbr our 45 seat lab. So this does us no good. 

Jen 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 1:31 PM, Brook Hinton -~       ~gmail.com> wrote: 
It could be better or worse - there’s not enough information. If it’s really locked to specific computers, it’s no better and probably much worse - it means a license 

for every single computer on a campus even though only 5% or less would be using CC at any given fime. It would be no different than node-locked software. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(&listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should 

be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to liskserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command 

in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAI.IST- L@listserv.american.edu 

http:#www.umd.umich.edu/i 

http:/{ieimit~rproctor.com 

http://los~nlight.otg 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message "to lis~tserv@listserv.american.e&t: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last mune.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv~istserv.anrefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this comm~md in 
body of email with nothing else) tbsting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-,nail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the follomng command to listserv@lis~tser<american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <am~ouncmeuts 1 @culturaldiplomacy.de~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:46 PM 

Regester, Chaylene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Call for Applications - The International SymF,osium ou Cultural Diplomacy in Atiica 2014 (Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 2014) 

CALL FOR APPL ~,CA TTONS 

Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 
The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Africa 2014 

(Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 2014) 

Dea~ Sir/Madam, 
I am contading you on the behalf of the ~nstitute ~or Cu~urs~ D~plomacy, to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting educational and professbnN development 
oppo~tuNties ~n the fieM of Cultural Dipbmacy and re~ated f~elds, as well as information about our upcoming IntematbnN Conference and Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by 
the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy in pa~nemhip with other leading organizations. You can learn more about these oppo~unifies and programs by reading the information 
shown below. We would be extremely grateful if this announcement could be shared with your colleagues, students and other interested pa~ies by fom~arding the information 
provided bebw. 
For any fu~her information or fudher enquiries, p~ease send ~s an email to info@culturaMiplomacy.org 
With warm regards, 
Mark C, Donf~ied 
Director General 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

info@culturaldipbmacy or9 
www.culturaldiplomacv or~ 
Wh~t /~ Cu]~un~] D~o~Om~cy? Click Here 

CALL FOR APPL/CAYi©NS 

To view #~e complete, recently announced ICD calendar of p~ograms and events for2014, please click here. 

See also: _w__y_L~LLc__d_z_c___o__n__f__e_£_e__n__~_e_:_s_:9__rfl 
The Academy for Cultural Diplomacy organizes a number of international conferences, which take place throughout the year and around the world. The conferences provide an 

oppoilunity for larger audiences to actively participate and engage in lectures, debates and discussions featuring high-profile figures from the fields of international politics, 
diplomacy, culture, academia, and the private sector. 

The Strasbourg Conference on International Law & Human Rights 

(St~sbourg; France, April 14th - 16th, 2014) 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & Religion 2014 

(Rome; March 31st-April 3rd, 2014) 
w,^~v interfaithdialogue de 

The Seychelles African Economics Congress 2014 

"~e~,adve So~ttie~s for Afric~ l.~ch~sive 
rd    th (The Seychelles, Victoria; May 3 - 6 , 2014) 

www SeychellesCong ress.or.q 

The Mternational Symposium on Cultural Di#omacy in Africa 2014 

~’cot:~o~’nic BHdge~ ~o E~ff~at~ce African S~tait~aMe Deve~,oprz~ent at~d Ecet~o~dc 
(Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 2014) 

vwvwJcd-international-sy mposiu m-africa 

International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 
"us Cultura~ Dip~en~acy i~ Practice: Building Ct~ltur~. Brid~es to Stre~g*Jle~ the Relationships be~ee~ A~erica and the Globa~ 

(Washington D.C & NewYork City; July 07th - 1 lth, 2014) 

www.icd-internationals~/mposiu m.org 

wwM~’.ccds-berlin.de 
The Cen~er lot Cultural Diplomacy S~udies, el the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy offers educational and ptoiessionai development oppor[unNes iot individuals pursuing 
careers in academia, diplomacy, government, and/or the private sector, related either wholly or in pall to the field of Cultural Diplomacy. The CCDS programs are divided into 
the following categories: Dk~tance Learning Courses, Professional Development Certificate Programs, and Degree Programs in Cultural Diplomacy. 

BA Program 0~ Political Science with concentration on Cultural Diplomacy 



o Combined BA-MA P~og~am in Political Science, Global Governance and Cultural Diplomacy 

~ One Year MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

* One Year MA ie G#bal Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ MA in G#bafzation & Cultural Diplomacy wi#~ concentration on International Relations 

~ MA Program in Anaemic Philosophy wi#~ a Concentration in Cultural Diplomacy 

* MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ MA ie International Economics & Cu#u~al Diplomacy 

* Online MA in International Relations & Cu#ural Diplomacy 

~ PhD Pr~ram ie International Relation & Cultural Dip#macy 

~.ccds-bedin de 
The Cerfier for CulhJral Dipk)macy S~udies (CCDS) has designed ~ ~a~]ge of Certificate Programs, wMch include ~he main fieids ;f ~esearch and acl:~vity ~n cultural diplomacy: 

* International Relations & Cultural Dip#macy 

. Giebal Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

. Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 

. Cultural Dip#macy, Sustainable Development & #te Global Markets 

. CulturalDiplomacy&#~eEu~pean-A#icanAfliance 

. Week#rig Seminars in Cultural Dip#macy 

~ __~2__:_c___c__d_:~_:_d__ Ls__t__a__n___c__e__: [ _e_ _ _a_ _r_ _n_ i _n_ _q :__d__e_. 

~ International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Cultural Dipiemacy, SustainabN~ Development & the Global Markets 

~ Cultural D~piemacy & #~e New Mec#a 

~ CulturaiDiplomacy&ContlictZoneMediation 

® Cultural Diplomacy for Diplomats 

(Next Programs: Brusseis: May 07ih -10th, 2014’) 
www.oyed.or.~ 

The OYED Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over ~he past decade, the OYED Young Leaders’ Forums have grown ~o become one of Europe’s larges~ #~dependent, cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds frem across the world. 

® Cultural Diplomacy ie Europe 
* The United States Meets Europe 
* Europe Meets Latin America 

* Europe Meets Russia 
~ EuPape meets China 
~ Africa Meets Europe 



Script <scd ptma9 @fl~media.co m> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 3:05 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Jeanne’s Screenwriting Tips: 7 Basic Things t Need to Start Writing & FREEBIES 

Jeanne’s Screenwriting Tips: I Basic Things I Need to Start Writing 

Jeanne Veille~te Bowerman 
Orfiin,~! Editor 

By now, you ai] know Unknown Screenwriter is my go-to writer dude We had a discussion the other day about what 

tools we need when we write 

Me, being practical, I start out with physical tools: 

Mac Can’t live without it I’m so paranoid about anything happening to it, I actually hide it whenever I leave the 

heuse~ even if just to 90 to the bus stop Don’t iudge me. 

2. Se~eemw~itii~g sof~Tare I ha,/e both Movie Magic Screenwriter and Final Draft 9. Love them both Which one ] use 

depends on if I have a writing pa~Zner or producer who has a preference (See a .~iew ~.,’f ~.~v~" ~4~: S(~’e~’~I~W~~ 

and ~ ~~ ~q~ ~.b ’~ *~ sad decide for yourself ) 

3. A comfo~able writ#~g s£ace Sometimes it’s my home office or the ieopard chair in the family room But alter a 

while, I need to get out of the house and find a human to speak with, so I head to Panera fop voyeurism inspiration 

4. A~ o~tline. I need to a blueprint for my story UnK’s not as big into outiining as I am, but he’s far more experienced 

in his craft_ Truth is I’l’~ not sure I’d ever stop outlining I like a pian ]hat’s how I roll 

From ferma~[h~g, to chara,’:[er deveiopm,~!nt, outlining 1:o pacing, Me~’ie Ou[iine S 1 is 

Reta}~ PH~e: $199,95 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mara Alper <malpe@ITHACA.EDU> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 3:15 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe Education Policy change 

We are similar with 45 computers ~ faculty and stalt’copies, so it is about $150,000 a year eveW year. Absurd. 

Mara 

On Mar 20, 2014, at 1:56 PM, Brook Hinton < ~GIVIAIL.COM> wrote: 

We’re an art school, so almost every progran~ uses CC apps..., some of the time, among hundreds of computers spread out over multiple labs, 

classrooms, and suites. 

Scenario (not our school’s numbers, which I don’t have the data on, but based on experiences here and at other schools using CS): 

Ifa school needs to cover an maximum of 50 students at any given time using CC simultaneously - but to do so must license each of, say 500 computers 

across its classrooms, labs, and suites to do so, under a "per cotnputer" plan it would have to pay $150,000 PER YEAR. That is $3000 per seat during 

the IVLz’G~2 usage titnes. EVERY YEAR. If that is the actual plan, it seetns to me Adobe has all but decided to leave the education mmket. 

Brook Hinton 

Moving hnage and Sound Maker 

www.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 

Film Program at CCA 

California College of the Arts 

~’.cca.edu/film 
~v.cca.edu/m~5~]lm 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 10:39 AM, Jen Proctor <              ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Assuming this is $300icomputer/year for the entire CC state, this ~s actually more expensive than the quote I got from our Adobe reseller for the full 

suite trader their EEA license for our 45 seat lab. So this does us no good. 

Jen 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 1:31 PM, Brook Hinton ~       ~nail.com> wrote: 
It could be better or worse - there’s not enough intbnnation. If it’s re~Jlly locked to specific computers, it’s no better and probably much worse - it 

means a license for every single cotnputer on a campus even though only 5% or less would be using CC at any given time. It would be no different 

than node-locked so~-are. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tser~’~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 

Nmne should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listser~.american.edu: signoff 

UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 

UFVALIST- L~listserv.an~erican.edu 

http://w~v.umd.umich.edu/iss/ 

http:/iienniferproctor.com 

http://lostiNight.org 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tserv(~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Nmne ( Full 

Nan~e should be your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signori" 

UFVALIST-L (Write this comm~md in bo@ ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can tx~st messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 

UFVAI~IST- I~@listserv.~unerican.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv~)lis~tse~,~.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listse~w~listserv.~anerican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in body of email ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can posit messages to the list by sending an e-m~l to UFVALIST- 

L~listserv.american.edu 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edn: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first ~md last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@liskserv.amefica~.edu: signoffUFVAI ~IST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Thursday, March 20, 20:~4 3:27 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Re: 4 k projection 

We have it in one location only. Not used very often, normally we’re screening 2K DCP packages. 

Norman 

================================ 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 {office) 

323-275<[869 {messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

From: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Reply-To: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Date: Thursday, March 20, 2014 at 10:07 AM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU > 

Subject: 4 k projection 

Hi all 

I was wondering if any of you have 4 k projection 

I am putting together a proposal and if I have some data about other schools that have it 

my dean might be swayed 

thanks 

bart 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv,american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name,) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.americamedu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L(~listserv,american,edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L(’~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L {Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Scott Meador <wsmeador@UCA.EDU> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 3:42 PM 

U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.E DU 

Re: Adobe Education Policy change 

Ugh... The current EEA (born June 2013) is $400 for all products and $200 for either the Design Bundle or Video Bundle. Those prices may vary, I hope not, but that’s what vve 
were charged. We were able to do both bundles in one lab to cover one of the other degree programs in our department as well as our own needs. In smaller labs and suites 
that are strictly filmmaking, we went with just the Video Bundle - $400/seat in one lab, $200/seat everywhere else. 

I ran the numbers and at $300/seat our costs would increase. 

The announcement seems to say that each computer (seat) will get licensed. The current system does not do that. Instead, you bundle the apps you want into a single 
installer via Adobe’s IT tools, serialize it, and then deploy it to your computers via a disk master image or remote installation= Installation seat count is up to IT to stay within 
the contract, which is similar to deploying from DVDs. If the new system requires our admins to serialize/license each computer individually, Adobe can join the ranks of Iow- 
lifes, such as Entertainment Partners and Final Draft, and... The announcement may just assume people don’t know the current system and it is their way of telling the reader 
that installations aren’t tied to users - hopefully it’s that simple. 

For schools with a lot of labs that need Adobe apps installed, Adobe will try and push a site-license on you. It assumes that a lot of computers will have their software 
installed, but only get used a certain percentage of the time and they charge according to percentage. I assume a site-license would be cheaper than $300/seat once you get 
past a certain number of seats. Costs would be annual or in a three-year term. 

$300/seat is a competitive price for permanent licenses, but annually it’s too much. Autodesk has come up with a subscription scheme for Smoke that seems more 
sustainable. Initial price is $96/seat, but only $15/seat to maintain the subscription each year. BTW, Autodesk also charges $0 to students and faculty, however, the license 
is more restrictive than Adobe’s. 

Choosing alternatives to Adobe apps boils down to embracing the idea that it is okay to use software tools that aren’t as widely used in the industry. Photoshop, Illustrator, 
and InDesign tend to have strangleholds in certain content creation sectors, whereas Premiere Pro, After Effects, and Audition all have alternatives. 

--Scott Meador 
Digital Filmmaking 
University of Central Arkansas 

>>> Brook Hinton,       ~GMAIL.COM> 03/20/14 12:57 PM >>> 
We’re an art school, so almost every pr~)gram uses CC apps__ some of the time, among hundreds of computers spread out over multiple labs, classrooms, and suites. 
Scenario (not our school’s numbers, which I don’t have the data on, but based on experiences here and at other schools using CS): 
If a school needs to cover an maximum of 50 students at any given time using CC simultaneously - but to do so must license each of, say 500 computers across its 
classrooms, labs, and suites to do so, under a "per computer’’ plan it would have to pay $150,000 PER YEAR. That is $3000 per seat during the MAX usage times. EVERY 
YEAR. If that is the actual plan, it seems to me Adobe has all but decided to leave the education market. 

Brook Hinton 
Moving Image and Sound Maker 
www.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 
Film Program at CCA 
California College of the Arts 
www.cca.edu/film 
w, wv.cca .edu/mfafilm 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 10:39 AM, Jen Proctor.              ~gmail.com> wrote: 
Assuming this is $300/computer/year for the entire CC suite, this is actually more expensive than the quote I got from our Adobe reseller for the full suite under their EEA 
license for our 45 seat lab. So this does us no good. 

Jen 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 1:31 PM, Brook Hinton <       ~gmail.com> wrote: 
It could be better or worse - there’s not enough informatiom If it’s really locked to specific computers, it’s no better and probably much worse - it means a license for every 
single computer on a campus even though only 5% or less would be using CC at any given time. It would be no different than node-locked software. 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.amedcan.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your 
first and last name=) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.americamedu: signoff UFVAUST-L (Write this command in body of email 
with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L(~,listser~.american.edu 

htt p://www.u md.u mich.ed u/jss/ 
http://ienniferproctor.com 
htt p://Iostin li.q ht .org 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.americamedu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L(~,listserv.amedcan.edu 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listse~v@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name,) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american,edu 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listsew@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Michelle Glares <mglm~o@CENTENARY.EDU> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:33 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe Education Policy change 

We are a small program that has been licensing 37 seats of the Design Bundle for $180 per seat every 2 years (at last renewal Feb 2012). 
We recently got a quote to rene~v via the creative cloud for $191 per seat annually. So our Adobe software costs are basically doubling 

Need I mention that our academic budgets have shrunk, not grown, since the meltdo~vn of 2008 ? 

I am pleased that LTVA is tlying to negotiate better pricing for educators. Thank you. 
I’m interested to kno~v how varied the price quotes programs are getting really are. 

Michelle 

Michelle Glares, Ph.D. 
RZ Biedenharn Chair of Cormnunication 
Department of Art and Visu al Culture 
Centenary College of Louisiana 
2911 Centenary Blvd. 
Shreveport, LA 71134-1188 

Office: 108 Turner Art (;enter 
(318) 8~9-52C~4 

From: Universi~ Film and Video Association [UI~’VALIST-L@MSTSERV.AMt".RICAN.EDU] On Behalf Of Scott Meador [*vsmeador@UCA.EDl_~ 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:42 PM 

To: U[~’VAL [ST-I~@I~ISTSI".[~V.AMERICAN.EDU 
Subject: Re: Adobe Education Policy change 

Ugh.. ’l’he current fi[{A (born June 2013) is $400 for all products and $200 :[’or either the Design Bundle or Video Bundle. ~Ilqose prices may vary,, I hope not, but that’s what we were charged 
We were able to do both bundles in one lab to cover one of the other degree programs in our department as well as our own needs. In smaller labs and suites that are strictly filmmaking, we 
went with just the Video Bundle - $400/seat in one lab, $200/seat eveuwhere else. 

I ran the numbers and at $300/seat our costs would increase. 

The announcement seems to say that each computer (seat) will get licensed. The current system does not do that Instead, you bundle the apps you want into a single installer via Adobe’s 
IT tools, serialize it, and then deploy it to your computers via a disk master image or remote installation. Installation seat count is up to IT to stay within the contract, which is similar to 
deploying from DVDs If the new system requires our admins to serialize/license each computer individually, Adobe can join the ranks of Iow-lifes, such as Entertainment Partners and Final 
Draft, and.. The announcement may lust assume people don’t know the current system and it is their way of telling the reader that installations aren’t tied to users - hopefully it’s that simple. 

For schools with a lot of labs that need Adobe apps installed, Adobe will try’ and push a site-license on you. It assumes that a lot of computers will have their software installed, but only get 
used a certain percentage of the time and the?’ charge according to percentage. I assume a site-license would be cheaper than $300/seat once you get past a certain number of seats Costs 
would be annual or in a three-year term. 

$300/seat is a competitive price for permanent licenses, but atmually it’s too much. Autodesk has come up with a subscription scheme for Smoke that seeras more sustainable. Initial price is 
$96iseat, but unly $15/seat to maintain the subscriptiun each year. BTVV, Autodesk also charges $0 to students and facul~, hoxvever, the license is raore restrictive than Adobe’s. 

Choosing alternatives to Adobe apps boils down to unrbracing the idea that it is okay- to use software tools that aren’t as xvidely used in the industry. Photoshop, Illustrator, and LnDesign 
tend to have strangleholds in certain contunt creation sectors, whereas Preraiere Pro, After Effects, and Audition all have alternatives. 

--Scott Meador 
Digital Fihnraaking 
Universi~" of Central Arkansas 

>>> Brook Hinton <       ~GMAIL.COM> 03/20/14 12:57 PM >>> 
We’re an art school, so ahnost every_ program uses CC apps..., sonre of the time, among hundreds of computers spread out over multiple labs, classrooms, and suites. 
Scenario (not our school’s nurabers, xvhich I don’t have the data un, but based on experiences here and at other schools using CS): 
If a school needs to cover an maxinmm of 50 students at any given time using CC simultaneously - but to do so must license each of, say 500 computers across its classrooms, labs, and 
suites to do so, under a "per conrputer" plan it xvould have to pay- $150,000 PER YEAR. That is $3000 pet seat during the _’vl.ZxSX usage times. E\rERY 2~EAR. If that is the actual plan, it seeras 
to me Adobe has all but decided to leave the education raarket. 

Brook Hinton 
Moving Image and Sound Maker 
www. broold-~inton, com<http :i/www.brookhinton. cora> 

Co-Chair 
Film Program at CCA 
California College of the Arts 
www.cca.edu/film<http://~-w cca.edu/fihn> 
www cca.edu~’mfafilm<http://w~v, c ca. edu/lnihfilm> 

On Thu, iVlar 20, 2014 at 10:39 A2vl, Jen Proctor               ~hgmail.com<mailto              ~gmail.com>> wrote: 
Assuming this is $300/computer/year for the entire CC suite, this is actually more expensive than the quote I got ticom our Adobe reseller for the full suite under their EEA license for our 45 
seat lab. So this does us no good 

Jen 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 1:31 PM. Brook Hinton <       ~hgmail.com<mailto:       @gmail corn>> wrote: 
It could be better or ~vorse - there’s not enough ilfformation. If it’s really locked to specific computers, it’s no better and probably much ~vorse - it means a license for every, single computer 
on a campus even though only 5% or less would be using CC at any given time It would be no different than node-locked software 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listsel~,’@listserv american edu<mailto:listselw@listserv.american.edu>: subscribe IFFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 



Name should be your first and last name) You can leave a list by sending the ]bllowing command to listserv@listserv american.edu<mailto:listsep¢(~listserv.american edu>: signo]T 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else)Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 
L@listserv american.edu<mailto:!~F VALIST-L(~r)listserv.american. edu> 

Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant Professor, Journalism and Screen Studies 
Department of Language, Culture, and Cormn~mication 
University of Michigan-Dearborn 

http:/iwww.umd.umich.edu/iss/ 
http ://ienniferproctor.com 
http://lostinlight. 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu<l~ailto:listser~,~(~listsely.american.edu>: subscribe EPFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following conm~and to listsely@listserv.american.edu<raailto:listserv(~listser~,~.amcrican.edu>: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to I~-FVALIST- 

L @listserv. americ an. edu<mailto:l~T’VAL IST-L (~listserv. american, edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsety, american, edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
You can leave a list by- sending the following cormnand to listserv@listsety.american.edu: signoff L~FVALIST-L (Write this cormnand in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: 
You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.american. edu 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsety@listserv, american, edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
You can leave a list by sending the following command to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: signoff I~T’VALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: 
You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe EPFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listser~,~.american.edu: 

signoff L~FVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Van Voris, James <~jvanvori@MDC.EDU> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 6:53 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

I~W: Adobe Education Policy change 

From: Van Voris, James 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 6:49 PM 
To: ivlichelle Glaros 
Subject: RE: Adobe Education Policy change 

It’s time for schools, all schools at all educational levels, to band together and approach Adobe as a group So far, Adobe has been in a divide and conquer position, negotiating with 
individual schools Florida may tUlTI out to be one of the first states to attempt to bargain with Adobe as a state education system, that is, for all schools in the state as a block This looks 
like a step one Step t~vo is for all states’ education systems nationwide to band together and negotiate ~vith Adobe as a group. There is strength in numbers Adobe should want schools to 
train users who will buy and use their software long term, right? Well Adobe, probably does not ~vish to bankrupt the educational institutions that are training its future users and markets. 
Best not to kill the goose that lays that golden egg, right? Just a thought Maybe Adobe could oiler schools software contracts that better fit schools’ existing budgeting and funding 
structures, or together, maybe Adobe and schools could innovate ways for schools, students, and faculty to fund use of Adobe software per semester, similar to how some textbook 
publishers now offer book rentals. There could be other, cost effective approaches, too Anyone out there have other ideas? What does Adobe have to say about this? What’s the feedback 
out there from other schools and states? Shall we j oin together and find out? 

James Reid VanVuris 
Producer 
Miami Dade Cullege 
Schuol of Entertainment & Design Technology 
11380 NNV 27th Ave, Room 2235 
Miami, bT_, 33167 
Office: 305-237-1886 
Dept. : 305-237-1696 
email: jvanvuri@mdc edu 

From: University Film and Videu Assuciatiun [UFV>kLIST-L@LISTSERV AMERICANEDU] on behalfuf Michelle Glaros [mgIaros@CENTENARY.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:33 PM 

Tu: UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV AMERICAN ~)U 
SubJect: Re: Adube Educatiun Po]icy change 

We are a small program that has been licensing 37 seats of the Design Bundle fur $180 per seat eveW 2 years (at last renewal Feb 2012). 
We recently got a quute to renew via the creative cloud for $191 per seat annually. Su uur Adobe soRware custs are basically doub]ing 

Need 1 mention that uur academic budgets have shrunk, nut gruwn, since the meltduwn of 2008? 

I am pleased that UFVA is trying to negutiate better pricing fur educaturs. Thank you. 
I’m interested to knuw how w~ried the price quutes prugrams are getting really are. 

Michelle 

Michelle Glaros, Ph.D. 
R.Z. Biedetfiaarn Chair of Cotrm~unication 
Department of Art and Visual Culture 
Centenaly College of Louisiana 
2911 Centenary Blvd. 
Shrcvepolt, LA 71134-1188 

Office: 108 Turner Art Center 
(318) 869-5264 

From: Univcrsib" Fihn and Video Association [L-FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.A2vflERICAN.EDL] On Behalf Of Scott Meador [wsmeador@UCA.EDL] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:42 PM 

To: UFVAL IST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 
Subject: Re: Adobe Education Policy change 

Ugh... The current EEA (born June 2013) is $400 for all products and $200 for either the Design Burxdle or Video Bundle. Those prices may valy, I hope not, but that’s what we were charged. 
We were able to do both bnndles in one lab to cover one of the other degree programs in our department as well as our own needs. In smaller labs and suites that are strictly- filrmnaking, we 
went with just the Video Bnndle - $400iseat in one lab, $200/seat every’where else. 

I ran the nurnbers and at $300/seat our costs would increase. 

The announcement seems to say- that each computer (seat) will get licensed. The current system does not do that. Instead, you bundle the apps you want into a single installer via Adobe’s 
IT tools, serialize it, and then deploy it to your computers via a disk master image or remote installation Installation seat count is tap to IT to stay }vithin the contract, which is similar to 
deploying from DVDs. If the ne}v system requires our admins to serialize/license each computer individually, Adobe can join the ranks of low-lifes, such as Enteltainment Partners and Final 
Draft, and.. The announcement may just assume people don’t know the current system and it is their way of telling the reader that installations aren’t tied to users - hopefully it’s that simple. 

For schools with a lot of labs that need Adobe apps installed, Adobe will try and push a site-license on you. It assumes that a lot of computers will have their software installed, but only get 
used a certain percentage of the time and they charge according to percentage. I assume a site-license would be cheaper than $300iseat once you get past a certain number of seats. Costs 
would be annual or in a three-year term. 

$300/seat is a competitive price fbr permanent licenses, but annually it’s too much. Autodesk has come up with a subscription scheme for Smoke that seems more sustainable. Initial price is 
$96/seat, but only $15/seat to maintain the subscription each year BTW, Autodesk also charges $0 to students and faculty, however, the license is more restrictive than Adobe’s 

Choosing alternatives to Adobe apps boils down to embracing the idea that it is okay- to use software tools that aren’t as widely used in the industry-. Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign 
tend to have strangleholds in certain content creation sectors, }vhereas Premiere Pro, After Effects, and Audition all have alternatives. 

--Scott Meador 

Digital Filmmakmg 

University of Central Arkansas 



>>> Brook Hinton <       ~GMAIL.COM> 03/20/14 12:57 PM >>> 
We’re an art school, so almost evel3z program uses CC apps.., some of the time, among hundreds of computers spread out over multiple labs, classrooms, and suites. 
Scenario (not our school’s numbers, which I don’t have the data on, but based on experiences here and at other schools using CS): 
If a school needs to cover an maximum of 50 students at an?- given time using CC simultaneously - but to do so must license each of; say 500 computers across its classrooms, labs, and 
suites to do so, under a "per computer" plan it would have to pay $150,000 PER YEAR. That is $3000 per seat during the \lAX usage times. EVERY YEAR If that is the actual plan, it seems 
to me Adobe has all but decided to leave the education market 

Brook Hinton 
Moving Image and Sound Maker 
www brookhinton.com <http://www.brookhinton. corn> 

Co-Chair 

Film Program at CCA 

California College of the Arts 

www.cca.edu/fihn<http:i/www cca.edu/film> 

www cca. edu/ml’a film<http://www, c ca. edu/mfa film> 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 10:39 AM, Jen Proctor ~:               ~gmail.com<mailto:               ~)gmail.com>> wrote: 
Assuming this is $300/computer/year for the entire (;(2 suite, this is actually more expensive than the quote I got from our Adobe reseller Jk~r the full suite under their EEA license for our 45 
seat lab. So this does us no good 

Jen 

On Thu, Mar 20, 2014 at 1:31 PM. Brook Hinton <       ~gmail.com<mailto:       "h?~mail corn>> wrote: 
It could be better or worse - there’s not enough iN2~rmation. [fit’s really locked to specific computers, it’s no better and probably much worse - it means a license ~k~r every single computer 
on a campus even though only 5% or less would be using CC at any g~ven tune It would be no different than node-locked software 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the :Following message to listsep¢@listserv american edu<mailto:listserv@listserv.american.edu>: subscribe UFVAMST-L Full Name ( t"ull 
Name should be your first and last name) You can leave a list by sending the ~k~llowing command to listserv@listserv american.edu<mailto:listsep¢@listserv.american edu>: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to Io~FVALIST- 

L @listser~!-. americ an. edu<mailto:lo~FVAL IST-L (~listselw. american, edu> 

Jennifer Proctor 
Assistant Professor, Journalism and Screen Studies 
Department of Language, Culture, and Corcanunication 
University of Michigan-Dearborn 

http:/iwww.umd.umich.edu/iss/ 
http ://]enniferproctor.com 
http://lostinlight.org 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsep,~.american.edu<raailto:listser~,,(~listsel~.araerican.edu>: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sendit~g the following conwnand to listsel~@listser~!-.american.edu<raailto:listserv(~listser~,~.aracrican.edu>: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to Io~FVALIST- 

L @listser~!-. americ an. edu<mailto:lo~FVAL IST-L ~listselw. american, edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsetw, araerican, edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
You can leave a list by- sending the following corcanand to listserv@listsetw.american.edu: signoff L~FVALIST-L (Write this corcanand in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: 
You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.american. edu 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsetw@listserv, american, edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
You can leave a list by sending the follo~ving command to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: signoff Io’FV.4LIST-L (Write this command in body of email ~vith nothing else) Posting Messages: 
You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following con~mand to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signori L~VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the fbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe I~FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listserv@listselw.american edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@Iistsep~ american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <:mmualfund@nnc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edtr~ 

Thank you [br your ongoing support! 

Dear Carolina Colleague, 

Thank you for supporting Carolina through payroll deduction or bank draft. Because of 

you, UNC remains a leader in public higher education. Your gifts positively impact the 

campus community by providing student scholarships, enabling groundbreaking research, 

growing our programs and enriching the areas in which we work. 

in academic year 2012-2013, you joined 1,769 faculty and staff members contributing 

more than $1.76 million to support funds throughout campus. I hope you will join the 

2014 Facuit~ ~ion by continuing your generosity. 

Through your automatically recurring gifts, you are investing in the UniversityI Give Now 
and providing ~,..c,.!i!;.[£;..!!..~gtdLc,.e.....9.f...~t).t).~!?..!!..!:~::,:~.t).L~.e.... Visit I ...... 
i~[![!~.gg.!!i~.t.’,:i!.Jd[!~.dL{~.~.~t!)~.!:t.:sL~.;]g~j[ to learn more about our Faculty-Staff I 
Campaign and to see an !}9.{}D:..ti~.!! of last year’s campaign donors. You can I 

update the status or amount of your recurring gifts at any time by I 

visiting ~.unc.edu,;aift. or using our ~]iit 

Thank you for everything that you do for Carolina! 

Go Heels! 

Rebecca Bramlett 

Rebecca Bramlett 

Director of Annual Giving 

telephoRe k:I’.’- k:~.,2..¢"88: ol ’..,’die ~o ~/’:e C)llk.c of URi~,e:’S;ily D~,IcioDI~’:~I~L/~l~ilt::d Fired: F:C) F-’,o~ SOiL C:hep~l Hill FIC: 276! 4- 

~703535427 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Friday, March 21, 2014 12:44 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

Screech/Society-- Sun Ma~rch 23: fihnmaker Nikyam Jusu ’05 (Screening+Q&A); Mon March 24: Rare Silent Comedy Short Films; Mon 

M~:rch 31: Hitchcock’s "Vertigo" (r~:re 35~nm screening!) 

Please distrib~ate widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

%l~da~y i~!~are~ 23~ 7pro: 
An Evening with Nikyatu Jusu ’05 

screening of short films + Q&A ~Jth the fihnmaker! 
....... Download PDF Fiver :: More h~fo [ Filmmaker’s website ........ 



A Special Program of Rare Classic 

Silent Comedy Short Films 
(Total Running Time: appw~x, 98 min) 

....... Download PDF Flyer I More Info ........ 

Coming Up Next Week: 

Vertigo 
Don t miss the rare chance to see this classic 

fihn in ie~ origin~ 35ram format. 

....... Download PDF Flyer [ More Info ] View Trailer ....... 



http:i/ami.duke.edu/screensociety 

All ScreenJ’Societ} events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions P~ogra~.~.er 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving ~mage 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-303~ 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http:iiami.duke.eduiscreensociety 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Fred Ginsburg <Fred@FILMTVSOUND.COM> 

Friday, March 21,2014 12:53 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

DCP so~-are 

In the latest (projectionists) journal from the BKSTS (Cinema Technology magazine), there is an article about free software for creating DCP. 

Here is the link to the software: 

http://dcpomatic.com/ 

On that page are links for downloads, support, and even direct contact to the software guru who made the program. The article was aimed at projectionists and 

theatre owners, and implies that this is a friendly program to use. I have not tried it out, but if there are any hardcore techies out there, please give us feedback. 

From the keyboard of Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD MBKS 

Fred@FilmTVSound.com 

818-231-1038 fax 818-892-9236 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your tirst and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending flae tbllowing commmad to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write fl~is command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You ca~ post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’SCMS 2014 Seattle Conference’ <notifications@sched.org> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 4:23 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesl~er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Schedule For Friday 

Hey Charlene, 

Here’s what is happening today. Create a schedule to save your picks. 

Friday, March 21 

9:t3~a~;~-t0:45am @ Ravenna B- ]i~ird Floor 

0:~am-t~:45am @ issaquah .& -fhird Floor 

9:Otlam-l(l:45a~n @ Everett -]bird Floor 

9:013am*l~:45am @ issaquah B -Third Floor 

9:OOam-l~:45am @ Columbia - Union Street Tower - Fou~h Fioer 

9:0~am-l~:45am @ Redwood B - Second Floor 

9:0~am-l~:45am @ Leschi - Third Floor 

9:0~am-l~:45am @ Chel~n - First Fieor, Lobby Level 

9:~am-l~:45am @ Jefferson B - Union Street Tower- Fou~h F~oor 

9:89am-le:45am @ M~dina .- Third Floor 

View full schedule ~ 

Share on Facebook ~ Share on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 5:05 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
Universit5’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

03-21-14 05:04AIM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:               AUTHOR: Evans, Dylan, 
Close viewings : an anthology of ne An introductory dictionary’ of Lacan 

CALL NO: PN1995 .C543 1990 CALL NO: BF173 .E83 1996 
BARCODE: 00006255009 BAR(2ODE: 00012416600 
Davis Library DUE: 03-24-14 Davis Library DI=rE: 03-24-14 

AUTHOR : Lally, Kevm 

Wilder times : the life of Billy Wi 

CALL NO: PN1998.3 W561,36 ] 996 

BARCODE: 00012453515 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 03-24-14 

703535427 
CtlARL[~N[~ B R[~GESTF.[~ 
AbT~ICAN, AFRI-~’,~V;[~R & DIASPORA 
CB# 3395 204 BA’V[LE t I~.LL 

29:11 



Richard Branson Arianna Huffington 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij elc@academicresearchjoumals.org 

Friday, March 21, 2014 9:13 AM 

academicre~archjouma] sijelc@yahoo.com 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of English Literature and Culture 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals org/I.rELC/Index.htm 
ISSN: 2360-7831 

Dear Colleague, 

The International Journal of English Literature and Culture IJELC is 
currently accepting manuscripts for publication. IJELC publishes 
high-quali~z solicited and unsolicited articles, in all areas of the 
subject such as African literatures, literature appreciation, cultural 
studies, literal- s~Aes, English linguistics, literatures written in 
the English language, and English sociolinguistics. 

All articles published in IJELC ~vill be peer-revie~ved 

Our objective is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript 
within two weeks of submission 

Following acceptance, a paper wil[ normally be published in the next 
available issue. 

(;all for papers 

One key request o17 researchers across the world is open access to 
research publications. The ]memational Journal of English Literature 
and Culture IJE] ,C is fully committed to providing free access to all 
articles as soon as they are published. We ask you to support this 
initiative by publishing your papers in this journal 

Instruction [’or author and other details are available on our website 
http:i/www academicresearchiournals.or~/I~[~LCiAuthor%27s%20Guide htm 

Prospective authors should send their manuscript(s) to 
ljelc@academicresearchjoumals.org and copy this 
email: academicresearc hj ournals~ielc@ ahoo corn 

Best regards, 

Editorial assistant 
Iyioma Sunny 
Website: ht tp://academicresearchiournals, org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Simon Tarr <simon@QUARKNOVA.COM> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 9:31 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe Education Policy change 

This move by Adobe is not ignorant of the larger academic landscape at all. It’s brilliantly simple, actually~hey clearly don’t want schools to be providing software this way anymore. The 
obvious goal is to force a shift so that ever?, single student has to subscribe individually. 

Think about it, ;vhat are the options for any reasonably managed school? The only alternative to respond to the price is to replace ever?, piece of Adobe software with something else.., and 
unless you only use one of the apps, that’s an unlikely situation You could stay with an old version, but that will only work for a while until it makes ?’our program look bad, and maybe the 
students punt and get it themselves. 

Eventually, the?, hope, schools will give up and shift their models. Maybe subsidize the individual costs through some other mechanism Maybe shrug and pass the cost on to the 
students after all, they reason, it’s a vely modest cost to an individual student (after they’ve purchased a machine to run it, and after tuition, etc). You can imagine Adobe beancounters 
saying "it’s still less than the cost of science textbooks per year[ write it into the syllabus and they can put it on their student loans’." 

Either way, the goal is the real prize direct access to the individual student information, unencumbered by pesky schools. They’ll have names, addresses, CC numbers, and the ability to 
track 1:1 who uses ;vhat soft;vare. Precious, precious information that schools ha~’e been obfuscating ;vith these selfish, anonymizing labs. 

Whuups, gotta go, Acrobat wants tu update.. COMING, DARLING . 

Simon 

Simon Tart 
Associate Prufessur of Art 
and Media Arts Prugram Cuurdinatur 
Universi~" of South Carulina 
http://www, facebuok.com]uscmart 

OnMar 20, 2014, at 12:18 PM, Norman Hulb,n <nho]lyn@C[NT{MA.U SC.EDU> *vrobe: 

> I am pasung in a link that I received from Adube tuday (I assume that many of you will have received the same). [n my last President’s Message 1 talked about input frum you un the 
develuping situation with Adobe that has caused su many ufyou to cunsider abandoning the platform. 
> 

> Could you briefly and quickly tell me if this change is helpful tu yuu and what the prublems (if any) are. 
> 

> Nute that the price :[’or two single cloud app]icatiuns is inure than the entire suite, su this incentivizes schuo]s tu rent the enure suite. 
> 

> Norman 
> 

> Nomxan Hollyn 
> Professor, Editing Track Head 
> Michael Kahn Endoxved Chair 
> <FOEFCB 1B -96T’4-49EB -BD96-29C3B66D74AC[3] .png> 
> 900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 
> Los Angeles, CA 90089 
> 213-821-2792 (office) 
> 323-275-1869 (messages) 
> 

> Author, THE LEAN- FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 
> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the folloxving message to listsel~’@listserv.american, edu: subscribe L-FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 
name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listser~,~@listscrv.american.edu: signoff LTVALIST-L (\Vrite this corrm~and in body of email with nothing else) Posting 
Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to LTVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listselv@listserv.araerican.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following corcanand to listset~z@listselw.american.edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jen Proctor <              ~GIVlAIL.COIVI> 

Friday, March 21,2014 11:41 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Your help is needed! Smwey on Adobe Creative Cloud 

Hi UFVA members, 

In light of the discussions we’ve been having atx~ut Adobe’s problematic subscriplion/pricing changes for eductaion, Simon Tarr and I, with the support of the UFVA 

Board, have formed a mini-task force for determining how UFVA could approach Adobe on behalf of our constituents to call for a more equitable pricing plan. 

But, to do that, we need information from you. The more information and t~edback we can get, the more emtx~wered we’ll be m make a request that will best benefit 

our membership. 

So, PLEASE fill out the tbllowing survey, which will only take a few moments. We will use this, in conver~tion with UFVA president Nonnan Hollyn, to determine the 
most effective approach for making demands to Adobe. 

https:i/docs.google.com/forms/di 100HDN2N c86wbzF43 Yi~gNAgAf-2zKCeZwtiwAOS 8ih8/viewfo~m 

Thank so much. 

Jen Proctor 

UFVA Board member 

Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant ProtEsmr, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Depaa~unent of Language, Culture, and Communication 

Universi~" of Michigan-Dearborn 

http:#v~-v~-v~,.mnd.umich.edw] ss/ 

htpo://ienniferproctor.com 
htlp:~/los~iNigN.ovg 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by scnding the following command to listserv@listscrv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by scnding an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Sentlowitz, Shaft <Shari.Sentlowilz@AM.SONY.COM> 

Fftday, March 21,2014 11:54 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: 4 k projection 

Bart, 
Off the top of my head here are some For Theatre purposes. Let me know if you need more or additional information 

¯ Indiana University uses a Sony SRX-T420 4K Digital Video Projector in their Cinema 
¯ University Santa Barbara’s Pollack Theatre also uses Sony 4K projection 
¯ New Mexico State University’s Digital Media Theatre uses Sony SXRD-R105 4K Capable Projector 
¯ American University recently selected a Sony SXRD 4k projector for their theatre 
¯ UCLA The James Bridges Theater - Sony SRX-R110 
¯ Full Sail University 
¯ Arizona State University Walter Cronkite School of Journalism 
¯ Carnegie Mellon University McConomy Theatre 
¯ LosAngeles Film School 
¯ Savannah College of Art and Design 

For Immersive Theatres/CAVE functions/planetariurns 
¯ Iowa State University uses 24 4k SXRD projector 
¯ Arizona State University - Uses 4 4K sxrd Projectors 
¯ California Institute for Telecommunications and Information Technology 
¯ University of Houston 
¯ Notre Dame Johnson Hall 

From: University Film and Video Association [mailto:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV,AMERICAN.EDU] On Behalf Of Bart Weiss 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:08 PM 
To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV,AN ERICAN, EDU 
Subject: 4 k projection 
Hi all 
I was wondering if any of you have 4 k projection 
I am putting together a proposal and if I have some data about other schools that have it 
my dean might be swayed 
thanks 
bart 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to l_i~_;_t~_c_’._x_-_v’_,(~_~lj_._s.t_s_.e__l,_,_~:’_a_n’_~_t;jc_’j)a:~.~: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to !_i_~_t_~__e__r__~.(.@_i_s__t_s_~__c_’~__i_c_ii!_n_~__q_d_~.: 

signoff L~VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to ._L_~’_~_I_~__T__z_L__.(.@istserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to l_i.g_t~__e_~.k’_~.~]_li~.t_s_e__rs_~: _a_~£j~.01~_: _e.c_!u_.: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@istsetw american edu: 

signoff L~VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to l.IFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Wftte this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~eftcan.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

John Feldman <jfeldman@HUMMINGBIRDFILMS.COM> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 ]_]_:59 AM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Re: Your help is needed! Survey on Adobe Creative Cloud 

Hi-= 

I am professional filmmaker and UFVA member, while I don’t use Adobe (FCPX instead) I do know that Adobe Premiere has been making considerable inroads into the pro market 

and the ONLY way this is going to continue is if the students and interns coming out of film school know the program. Adobe should be giving it away to schools if they want to 

increase their market share in the Professional editing world. I think emphasizing this somewhat obvious point to them is a far better approach than making "demands." 

I agree that the consortium approach is the way to go. 

For what it’s worth -- 

Regards, 

John Feldman 

Hummingbird Films 

From: Jen Proctor < @GMAIL.COM> 

Reply-To: Jen Proctor < _~GMAIL.COM> 

Date: Fri, 21 Mar 2014 11:40:41 -0400 

To: <U FVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU> 

Subject: Your help is needed! Survey on Adobe Creative Cloud 

Hi UFVA members, 

In light of the discussions we’ve been having about Adobe’s problematic subscription/pricing changes for eductaion, Simon Tarr and I, with the support of the U FVA Board, have 

formed a mini-task force for determining how U FVA could approach Adobe on behalf of our constituents to call for a more equitable pricing plan. 

But, to do that, we need information from you. The more information and feedback we can get, the more empowered we’ll be to make a request that will best benefit our 

membership. 

So, PLEASE fill out the following survey, which will only take a few moments. We will use this, in conversation with UFVA president Norman Hollyn, to determine the most effective 

approach for making demands to Adobe. 

htt~s~//d~cs.~e.c~m/f~rms/d/1~HDN2Nc86wbzF43Yir~NA~Af-2zKCezwtjwA~S8jh8/viewf~rm 

Thank so much. 

Jen Proctor 

UFVA Board member 

Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant Professor, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Department of Language, Culture, and Communication 

University of Michigan-Dearborn 

http://www.umd.umich.edu/jss/ 

htt p://jenniferproctor.com 

http:!!iostinlight.org 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.americamedu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@iistserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following 

message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command 

to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (~Vrite this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e- 

mail to UFVALIST-L@listserwamerican.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij arer@academicresearchj ournals.org 

Friday, March 21, 2014 2:31 PM 

academicresearchj ournals@yahoo.com 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of Academic Research in Education and Review 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals.org/IJARER/Index.htm 
ISSN: 2360-7866 

Dear Colleague, 

The ?International Journal of Academic Research in Education and 
Revie~v IJARER is currently accepting manuscripts for publication. 
IJARER publishes high-quality- solicited and unsolicited alticles, in 
all areas of education including: 

education policies and management such as Educational experiences and 
mental health, Visualization skills and their incorporation into 
school curriculum, Gender, education and child labour, Adult 
Education, Agricultural Education, Art Education, Business Education, 
Cormnunity- Education, Computer Education, Cross-disciplinary areas of 
Education, Curriculum, Research and Development, Distance Education, 
Econumics uf Education, Education and Child Labuur, Education Pulicy 
and Leadership, Educatiunal Administratiun, Educatiunal Foundatiuns, 
Educational Measurement and [~valuatiun, Educatiunal Psychulugy, 
Educational Technolugy, E-Learning, Elementa~ Educatiun, 
Envirunmenta[ Educatiun, Geography Education, Guidance and 
Cuunselling, Health Educatiun, Higher Educatiun, tlome Ecunumics 
Educatiun, tluman Kinetics, Human Resource Development, tluman Rights 
Educatiun, Indigenuus Educatiun, Innuvatiuns and Change, Internatiunal 
Educatiun, Islamic Education, Language Education, Mathematics 
Education, Music Educatiun, Nun-Furmal Educatiun, Populatiun 
Educatiun, Pre-Prima~ Educatiun, Reading Educatlun, Religion Studies, 
Science Educatiun, Secundary Education, Social Studies Education, 
Special Education, Student Af[?tirs, Teacher Educatiun, Technical 
Education, Visuali7~ttiun skills, Vucatiunal Educatiun, Women 
Educatiun/Gender 

All articles published in IJAR[~R will be peer-reviewed. 

Our ubjective is tu infurm authurs of the dec isiun un their manuscript 
within two weeks uf submission. 

Following acceptance, a paper will normally be published in the next 
available issue. 

Call for papers 

One key request of researchers across the ~vorld is open access to 
research publications. The International Journal of Academic Research 
in Education and Review IJ~,ER is fully cotlm~itted to providing free 
access to all articles as soon as they- are published. We ask you to 
support this initiative by publishing your papers in these jomnals. 

Instruction for author and other details are available on our website 
http://www, academicresearch]ournals.org/IJARER/Author%27s%20Guide.htm 

Prospective authors should send their manuscript(s) to E-maih 
ijarer@academicresearchjomnals.org and copy this email address below 

F,-mail: academicresearchiournals@yahoo, corn 

Best regards, 

Editorial assistant 
Iyioma Surrey 
httl~://ww~v.academicresearchiournals.or~/IJARER/Index.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’SCMS 2014 Seattle Conference’ <notifications@sched.org> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 4:23 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Schedule For Saturday 

Hey Charlene, 

Here’s what is happening today. Create a schedule to save your picks. 

Saturday, March 22 

issaquah .A -Third Floor 

Columbia - Union Street Tower - Fourth F-ioer 

9:eeam-t0:45am @ gallard - Third Floor 

9:eeam-te:45am @ Kirkland - third Fioer 

Redwood A - Second Floor 

Diamond B - Fi~t Floor, Lobby Level 

9:t~tlamo’~#:45am @ Sene,’:a-- Union Street Tower-- Fotarth Fleer 

9:t~tlamo’~#:45am @ Lesci~i - Ti~ird Fk~i,’r 

9:eeam-l(i:45am @ Ravenna g - Irhird Floor 

9:~tlam-l(l:45am @ Madrona - Second Floor 

View full schedule --, 

Share on Facebook ~ Share on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 5:37 PM 

sncf-scholar@duke.edn; sncf-announcement@duke.edu; class-center-lisK~,,duke.edn 

TillS WED - Dean Baker and NC economists s~ak out on state economic policy - please help publicize 

message- footer.txt 

When: Wednesday, March 26, 2014, 4:15 ~ 6:15 pm 

20I Science Or, O~d~am, NC 27708 

Oea~ Baker, Co--Director, Center for Economic and Polk;y Research, Washingl:orL DC 
P~tdck Oonway, Pro%ssor and Depa~lment ChNr of Economics, UNC Chape~ 

Aaron Cha~erjee, Associate Pro%ssor, Fuqua SchoN of Business, Duke Un~versiW 
Naryann Fe~dma~, Henir~ger D[s~ingu[shed ProNssor, DepartmeN: of PuNk: Policy, UNC 

Donald Frey, Emedtus Professor of Economics, Wake Forest University 
Noderator, Jaso~ Bre~t, Departmer~t of Economics, UNC Chape~ H~l, SNCF Member 
**Parking will be available at the B~an Center on Science Drive, a block away** 

For more informado~, p~ease visit 
h~p:flsites.duke.edu/sncf ~r write to scholarsNC@gmail.com 

X~ Inline image 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Saturday, March 22, 20:~4 :~0:49 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA List server 

Sorry for the early "SEND" button push. 

However, our listserv is here <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU>. I forget if I needed to send a request to join but here’s the page you can check out. 

http:!!www.ufva.or~!listserv 

Norman 

================================ 

Norman Hollyn 
Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 

323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

From: Sebastian Distefano <sdistefa@adobe.com> 

Date: Friday, March 2~L, 20:14 at 8:43 AM 

To: Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@dnema.usc.edu> 

Subje~: UFVA List server 

Hi Norman, 

How can I join the list server conversation about Creative Cloud you mentioned? 

:-) 
Sebastian 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.americamedu: si~noff U FVALIST-L {Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 10:51 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Sorry for the accidental listserv message 

was sending the information along to Sebastian. 

My bad. 

Norman 

================================ 

Norman Hollyn 
Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 

323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L {Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’SCMS 2014 Seattle Conference’ <notifications@sched.org> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 4:21 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Schedule For Sunday 

Hey Charlene, 

Here’s what is happening today. Create a schedule to save your picks. 

Sunday, March 23 

9:0~am-t0:45am @ Ravenna B- Third Floor 

9:0~am-te:45am @ Redwood A - Second Floor 

9:~am-te:45am @ iasaquah .& -Third Floor 

g:e@am-t0:45am @ Cirrus - Pike St Tower - 35t1~ Floor 

Juniper- Second Floor 

9:~0amote:45am @ Madrona - Second Floor 

0:00am-tO:45am @ Seneca - Union Street Tower- Fourth Floor 

9:00amotO:45am @ Virginia - Union Street Tower - Fourth Floor 

Diamond B - Fi~t Floor, Lobby Level 

Columbia - Union Street Tower - Fourth Floor 

View full schedule --~ 

Share on Facebook ~ Share on Twitter 

You are receiving ins emaii because your event is using Sched You can unsubscdbe from ~his everlL 



GREETINGS RRO~’4 CHAPEL HILL 
The date has been set, the opponent selected 8nd the hos~ ho~e~ confirmed. Tweet, Facebook, call or text you~’ ~el~ow Carolina 
alumm and make p~ans to attend tMs yeaCs B~ack Ak~mn~ Re~Enien. BAR wi~ ~ake p~ace d~r~ng Hemecern~ng weekend and ~he Tar 
Heels w~l face the Pittsburgh Panlhers on Saturday, Now 14~ ~n Kenan Stadium. V~s~t a~n~.~nc.ed~iba~ fo~ reunion updales~ 
Online ~eg~s~ation opens ~ly 14. 

I-~© ~,T HOTEL 
The Sheraton ChapeB Hil~ is ~his yeaCs best betel CD~k here to make ye~r reservation engine er call (919) 969-2174 (reference 
UNC B~ack Alumni Reunion). The room rate ~s $179/night p~us tax (sh~gJeddouMes). Canceling a reservation, w~lhout pena~ty; w~ 
have to be done 30 days p~ior to the reunion. P~ease note [he hotel block w~ll fi~ quickly. The committee recommends you make 
~’et~r reserva~k~n as seen as pess~Me. 

Project Uplift is celebrating 45 years. Join Univemi~y staff, s~uden~s and alumni for an in~e~’aetive breakfast tha~ will highligh~ and 
i)remete Caretina’s continued commitm~.m~ to student access and sucsess. Dr. ArcMe E~vin ’99 (PhD) will be ~he breakIi-)st keynote 
speaker. From updates to the PU c~rricuh~rn to inten~ctive opportunities to share your PU sto[,¢, this is not an event that yo~ will 

want to miss. Visit aIMl~ni.Mn¢.edu/projectu#lift fer additional event infem~ation. 

JOIN THE GAA 
Alumni activities and GAA-sponsored scholarships am not a line item in the University budge~ bu~ are Iunded by GAA member 
dues. If you ~hink this mission el serving our University and keeping alumni informed and involved is important, membership is IOn’ 
you. Join today for si.~nificant dissounts on ~’eunien ~wents, te .support Carefina, te ~eseive w~luable benefits and services plus a 
subscription to the digital and print vemions of the Carolina A~un~ni Review. 



From: 

Sent: 

~o: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

culture@davidpublishing, org 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJ].unc. edu} 
Call for papers and book proposals from journal of Cultural and Religious Studies (ISSN 2328 2177), 
journal of Cultural and Religious Studies Vol. l, No.l, December2Ol3, Serial Numberl. pdf 

USA 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

This is Cultural andRel{gious Studies (ISSN 2328-2177), an international, professional and peer reviewed journal published across the United States by David Publishing 

Company, 240 Nagle Avenue #15C, New York, NY 10034, USA. 

We have learned your paper "Dangerous Minds and Wounded Bodies: The Black Soldier’s War Trauma Reconfigured as Racial Trauma in Home of the Brave and A Soldier’s 

Story_" at 43rd Annual PCA-ACA Conference. We are very interested in your paper and also would like to publish some unpublished papers from you in our journal. If you 

have the idea of making our journal a vehicle for your research interests, please send the electronic version of your papers or books to us in MS word format via email 

attactunent. All your original and unpublished papers are welcome. You can find our sample journal in the attachment. 

Cun’cmtly, we are trying to invite some scholars who are willing to join our editorial board or be our reviewers. If you are interested in our journal, please send your CV to us. 

Hope to keep in touch by email and can publish some papers or books from you and your friends. As an American academic publishing group, we wish to become your friends 

if we may. 

Best regards, 

Stanley 

Cultural and Religious Studies (ISSN 2328-2177) 

David Publishing Company 

E-mail: culture@davidpublishing.org, usachinant@yahoo.com 

Description 

Cultural w~dReligious Studies (ISSN 2328-2177), is an international, scholarly and peer-reviewed journal (print and online) published monthly by David Publishing Company, 

USA which was founded in 2001. It explores the relation between cultural practices, everyday life, material, economic, political, geographical and historical contexts. At the 

same time, it devotes to the problems of the philosophy of religion as they arise out of classical and contemporary discussions and from varied religious traditions. The journal is 

published monthly in English. Accepted papers will immediately appear online followed by printed in hard copy. The e-journal provides free and open access to all of its content 

on our website. 

Cultural m~dReligious Studies (ISSN 2328-2177) welcomes work covering a range of topics and s .tyles, and invites articles, reviews, critiques, photographs and other forms of 

"cultural" and "intellectual" production. 

Cultural and Religious Studies (ISSN 2328-2177) is an interdisciplinary platform for charting new questions and new research, publishing articles on topics including gendered 

identities, cultural citizenship, migration, post-colonial criticism, consumer cultures, media and film, and cultural policy, the religions of Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, 

Judaism, and Mormonism, as well as specialists in the fields of Psychology, Anthropology, and S ociolo~’ of Religion, promoting theoretical, empirical and historical research 

representative of international perspectives on cultural and media developments across the globe it explores the globalization of the field and the study of the impact of 

globalization on local cultural practices and media ecologies. 

Cultural and Religious Studies (ISSN 2328-2177) is to be indexed in following databases: 

~r Database of EBSCO, Massachusetts, USA 

"k Hein Online Database, W.S.ItEIN, USA 

~r Chinese Database of CEPS, 

~American Federal Computer Library center (OCLC), USA 

"k Chinese Scientific Journals Database, VIP Corporation, Chongqing, P. R. China 

"k Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory 

~ ProQuest 

"k Summon Serials Solutions 

"k J-Gate 

Information for Authors 

I. The manuscript should be original, and has not been published previously. Do not submit matca’ial that is currently being considered by another journal. 

2. Mannscripts may be 4000-15000 words or longer if approved by the editor, including an absh’act texts, tables, footnotes, appendixes, and references. The title should be on 

page 1 and not exceed 15 words, and should be followed by an abstract of 100-200 words. 3-5 keywords or key phrases are required. 

3. The mannscript should be in MS Word format submitted as an email attachment to our email address. 

4. Authors of the articles being accepted are required to sign up the Transfer of Copyright Agreement form. 

5. Author will receive 2 hard copies of the journal containing their articles. 

6. It is not our policy to pay authors. Instead, the authors should pay $50 per page in our format 

Peer Review Policy 

Cultural andRel{gious Studies is a refereed journal. All research articles in this journal undergo rigorous peer review, based on initial editor screening and anonymous refereeing 

by at least two anonymous referees. 

Editorial Procedures 

All papers considered appropriate for this journal are reviewed anonymously by at least two outside reviewers. The review process usually takes two to three weeks. Papers are 

accepted for publication subject to no substantive, stylistic editing. The Editor reset"yes the right to make any necessary changes in the papers, or request the author to do so, or 

reject the paper submitted. A copy of the edited paper along with the first proo£s will be sent to the author for proofreading. They should be corrected and returned to the Editor 

within seven days. Once the final version of the paper has been accepted, authors are requested not to make further changes to the text. 

Submission of Manuscript 

All manuscripts submitted will be considered for publication. Manuscripts should be sent online or as an email attachment to:culture@davidpublishing.org, 



culturedavidpublishing@yahoo.com. 

Welcome to visit our website at: http://www.davidpublishing.com. 

Address of Headquarter: 240 Nagle Avenue #15C, New York, NY 10034, USA 

TEL: 1-323-984-7526, 323-410-1082 FAX: 1-323-9847374, 323-908-0457 





Studies 

Volume 1, Number 1, December 2013 (Serial Number 1) 

David Publishing Company 

www.david publishing,corn 



Publication Information: 
Journal of cultural and religious studies is published monthly in hard copy (ISSN2328-2177)and online 

by David Publishing Compal\v located at 240 Nagle Avenue #15C, New York, NY 10034, USA. 

Aims and Scope: 
Journal o:f cultural and religious studies, a monthly professional academic journal, covers all sorts of 
researches on topics including gendered identities, cultural citizenship, migration, post-colonial 
criticism, consumer cultures, media and fihn, and cultural policy, the religions o:f Buddhism, 
Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, and Mormonism, as well as specialists in the :fields of 
Psychology, Anthropology, and Sociology of Religion. 

Editorial Board Members: 
VirginijaJur~nien~ (Lithuania) Susan Lewis Hanm~ond (Canada) 
Donizete Aparecido Rodrigues(Portugal) Arvind Kunmr Sing (India) 
Cristina-Georgiana Voicu(Romania )    Oleksandr Pronkevich (Ukraine) 

Miruna Andreea Balosin (Romania) Maria de Lourdes Beldi de Alcantara (Brazil) 

Rami Arav (America) Terry Lynn Sader (America) Virginija Juronien~(Lithnania) 
Carmen Rivera Alviar (Philippines)       Edgar R. Eslit (Philippines) 
Anabel Ternbs (Gernmny) Mara Magda Maftei - Bourbonnais(France) 

Manuscripts and correspondence are invited for publication. You can submit your paper via Web 
Submissi~n,~rE-mai~t~cultur~@davidpublishing.~rg~cu~ture-davidpub~ishing‘&;yah~.c~m. Submission 
guidelines and Web Submission system are available at http://www.davidpublishing.com 

Editorial Office: 
240 Nagle Avenue #15C, New York, NY 10034, USA 

TEL: +1-323-984-7526 

FAX:+ 1-323-984-7374 

Email :culture@davidpublishing. org 

Copyright~?2013 by David Publishing Company and individual contributors . All rights reserved. 
David Publishing Company holds the exclusive copyright of all the contents of this journal. In 
accordance with the international convention, no part of this journal may be reproduced or transmitted 
by al\v media or publishing organs (tucluding various websites) without the written permission of the 
copyright holder. Otherwise, a~ conduct would be considered as the violation of the copyright. The 
contents of this journal are available for a~ citation, however, all the citations should be clearly 
indicated with the title of this journal, serial number and the name of the author. 

Abstracted/Indexed in: 
Database of EBSCO, Massachusetts, USA 
Hein Online Database, W.S.HEIN, USA 
Chinese Database of CEPS, 
American Federal Computer Library center (OCLC), USA 
Chinese Scientific Journals Database, VIP Corporation, Chongqing, R R. China Ulrich’s Periodicals 
Directo~ 
Pro Quest: 
Summon Serials Solutions 
Subscription Information: 
Print $520 Online $320 
Print and Online $600 
David Publishing Compa~Lv 
16710 East Johnson Drive, City of Industl),, CA 91745, USA 
Tel: +1-323-984-7526 
Fax: + 1-323-984-7374 
E-mail :order@davidpublishing. org 

David Publishing Company 

www.davidpublishing.com 
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Cultural and Religious Studies, ISSN 2328-2177 

December 2013, Vol. 1, No. 1,27-42 

Faith and Politics in South Africa: 

Should Christians Participate in Politics? 

Leepo Modise 

University of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa 

Faith and politics in the South African context, are they God-ordained institutions, intended to be mutually 

supportive? Or axe they permanent opponents? These questions will be "the bone of contention for this article. The 

problem of the relation between faith and politics is not new. It has accompanied the faith communities for almost 

twenty centuries without being fully resolved. Answers that have been given at certain times and in certain 

situations seem to be inadequate when circumstances change and new issues appear. The roots of this struggle for 

theological clarity may be traced to the Bible and in the theological traditions. After investigating literature about 

politics and faith throughout ages, one could recommend that Christians should participate in politics. 

K~vwords: faith, politics, Ctmstians 

Introduction 

This article intends to focus on the author’s experiences of faith and politics in South Africa not as a 

representative of a political party, but as a faith leader and faith consultant. It is very.- difficult to accept that 

faith should be disqualified from any political role, currently or even in the future. It is very clear that the role 

of faith in politics up to 1994 was fairly undisputed. On the one hand, one finds the Dutch Reformed Church 

(DRC) theologically justifying the apartheid policy, helping to present the apartheid state as Christian state, but 

creating no distinction between what it saw as Christian values and the need :for the apartheid state to be the 

abode of these particular values. This was the major form of discourse on both faith and politics. The other 

major discourse was the active involvement and participation of anti-apartheid faith communities in the period 

between 1948 and 1993 to counter the white theology of domination of the DRC. The last, amazing discourse 

was the absolute silence of faith communities in the democratic government era. From these pivotal discourses 

the critical question emerged: Should Christians participate in politics in the democratic South Africa, or should 

they be concentrating on faith activities? 

Background 

The problem of the relationship between throne and pulpit, Emperor and the Pope, or God and Caesar, has 

been exposed since the beginning of the Church. From the very first phase of its establishment, the Church had 

to confront the conflicting claims of obedience to being identified with Caesar or God, or Pope or Emperor. 

Leepo Modise, Ph.D., Senior Lecturer of Systematic Theology, University of South Africa. 
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One of the standpoints of Peter and the apostles was to declare with the statement that has come to be the 

rallying point of the civil obedience organisations, persons, and conscientious objectors: "We will obey God 

rather than human beings". At that point, it was already clear that there was conflict about where the 

commitment fell (Tsele, M., 1997, p. 39). 

Very soon, however, some kind of easy, convenient relationship was established where each identified its 

territory which the other one had to respect and they continued to exist like that. That status quo continued to 

exist until roughly the middle ages, the time of the reformation. Then three major orders of creation were 

accepted. One was the state, as an area or sphere, another one was then called Family, which we typically call 

the private sphere, and the third one was the Church. It is very interesting that in this depiction one got the state, 

the private family and the church as the three angles of the equilateral triangle, joined together by the 

interchange and exchange of roles of members from these three important spheres. 

In this article the focus will be on the relationship between faith and politics in the South African context. 

Are they God-ordained institutions, intended to be mutually supportive? Or are they permanent opponents? 

These two questions will be the bone of contention for this article. The problem of the relation between faith 

and politics is not new. It has accompanied the faith communities for almost 20 centuries without being fully 

resolved. Answers that have been given at certain times and in certain situations seem to be inadequate when 

circumstances change and new issues appear. The roots of this struggle for theological clarity may be traced to 

the Bible itself and the theological traditions. 

Definition of Concepts: Faith and Politics 

One of the reasons why people have difficulty with these concepts is that people usually think of faith in 

terms of religious institutions and politics in terms of government or political parties, which have different 

realms to rule. It is necessary for us to enquire more deeply about the nature of faith and politics. In order to 

have a clear background of faith and politics~ it is of paranaount importance to define these concepts. 

First, for someone who is engaged and involved in faith activities, the lack of opening up and functioning 

in the dimension of faith, belief, trust, and confidence--all belonging to the faith realm--in the socio-political 

context is highly problematic. Second, a lack of awareness is being detected amongst Christians of impact their 

experience of faith, belief, trust and confidence on their experience of socio-political context, their participation, 

performance and the execution of their skills and know-how in socio-political activities. 

In these two statements, the author strongly alludes to the fact that people’s experience of faith, belieL 

trust and confidence is in many instances plagued by an unawareness of the problematic role of religious and 

church-centred faith which steadfastly considers God to be the only object of faith. The moment self-belief, 

belief in the neighbours and belief in the physical-organic-environment are being left out of the experiential 

four-some rolling pattern of faith, the role and experience of faith is paradoxically neutralised and immunised 

by the faith person’s involvement in his/her socio-political-environment. Religious faith and God are thereby 

forced back into and locked up in spiritual spheres and faith communities. Though faith communities are an 

integral part of people’s lives, the important point here is that God’s presence is intrinsically part of every 

social structure, institution and community. God’s presence is not explicit in certain social institutions and less 

explicit in others (Modise, L.J., 2009, p. 55). 

Faith is unlimited; it is not limited to religious people at all. It is a human experience. Human beings can 

love; they can hope, they can fear, they can hurt and they can have faith. It is one of human being’s attributes. 
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This concept of faith as a human experience of belief is crucial: not as acceptance of a creed or a set of rules l~r 

down by an institution (Mayson, C., 1997, p. 9). Faith is a movement within one’s being, a conviction, and a 

commitment, not something one does but something that happens to oneself. It is the experience of believing in 

something beyond oneself, something transcendent, and something to which one can reach out, that draws one 

onwards. 

In this sense faith is an orientation of personality, to oneselL to other human beings, to the 

physical-organic environment (universe) a total response; a way of seeing the world and of handling it; a 

capacity to see at more than an ordinary level; to see, to feel, to act in terms of transcendent dimension.., it is 

the prodigious hall mark of a human being. Faith has to be seen as a societal, not merely- a personal concept. It 

breaks through the restrictions of privatised religion with the vision of a transformed world. Faith is not 

complete without practice. Faith cannot do without engagement. Faith must be a practical force in life: in caring 

for the other, in justice for all, in solidarity between people. Faith and life are closely- connected, thus faith and 

politics arc connected in African context (Peetoom, R., 1997, p. 15). 

Politics has been taken to mean the essential human activity of deciding how to live together in 

communities. Politics has to do with day-to-day lives of people who are governed. In essence, politics has to do 

with human relationships and how to protect and use physical-organic-environment. Politics is defined "as the 

process by which some people and groups acquire power and exercise it over other" (Popenoe & Cunningham, 

1998, p. 348). Political power is a psychological relation between those who exercise it and those over whom it 

is exercised. The former exert it over the latter’s minds. Such an impact is derived from three sources: the 

expectation of benefits, the fear of disadvantages, and the respect or love for humankind or institutions (Hulett, 

L.S., 1993, p. 14). Furthermore, politics is a social process characterised by activity involving rivalry and 

cooperation in exercising power, and culminates in the making of decisions for a group. Politics is found 

wherever power relationships or conflict situations exist. Politics means striving to share power or striving to 

influence the distribution of power, either among states or anaong groups within a state. 

Faith and politics have something in common, namely a relationship among groups within society. Faith 

has to do with the relationship in terms of human beings, God and the environment, while politics has to do 

with the relationship in terms of human beings and the physical-organic-environment. The second thing faith 

and politics have in common is dualistic thinking. Faith communities think in terms of "belief or doubt", while 

political communities think in terms of "rivalry or cooperation". In essence these two concepts are the two sides 

of the same coin. They are societal entities that need to be considered as intem~ined concepts. For example, 

when a political pa~ty approaches voters during an election campaign, they draw up a manifesto (vision), which 

is a faith-orientated exercise; they believe they will achieve all that they are promising the voters. The above 

connection between politics and faith is justified as follows. 

Throughout the period of Afrikaner Nationalist oppression that fundamental faith in a coming new 

community was spelt out in numerous statements including the Freedom Charter, the message to the people of 

South Africa, the Kairos Document, and the annual January Statement of the African National Congress (ANC). 

It continues as the dominant feature in the ANC today, and is the major reason why, unlike every other party, 

the ANC has not found it necessary to change its fundamental policies or its constitution. 

What is said above is more rooted in the belief, trust and confidence ANC has in these documents; belief, 

trust and confidence it has in its members; and belief, trust and confidence it has in its associate members like 

faith communities. Whether in personal or social expectations in political or religious connotations, such faith 
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can come in and call forward a person or group and direct them to an end which religion calls godly. Faith in a 

transcendent reality beyond oneself, beyond other human beings and beyond the physical-organic-environment 

is the basic energy, the vital force within humani~’, which encourages, inspires and motivates human 

participation in socio-eco-political activities. The roots of this struggle for faith-political understanding may be 

traced from the Bible. 

The Biblical Perspective on Faith and Politics 

The Bible as God’s authoritative and infallible testimony to God’s revelation in history treats problems 

such as these in a historical way. Scriptural normativity is so closely interwoven with historical context that the 

direct application of what are sometimes called "Biblical principles" can often be hazardous and even a 

misleading undertaking. For example, prima facie in Romans 13 we have a clear-cut directive to which the 

apostle Paul addresses himself. We discover the same in 1 Peter 2:11-17. It seems as if in both cases we have to 

do with quiet and well-ordered society in which the relationship between politics and faith is clearly defined. 

But when we read Revelation 13 we realize that we have become part of a completely different atmosphere. 

Here the state (pagan) is viewed in its diabolical rebellion against God and its persecution of the Church. The 

whole of Revelation 13 vibrates with tension. What seems to be a discrepancy between different parts of the 

Bible has to do with different historical contexts in which they were written. This is why a straightforward and 

historical application of one of these parts to the present-day situation can be so deceptive (Durand, J. J. F., 

1981, p. 3). In South African context famous text to support the relationship between Faith and Politics, is 

Romans 13. In this article I will use this text to try and answer questions posed in the introduction of this work. 

In Romans 13 the main idea is submission to the laws of the land. "Submit to the laws of the land, because 

governments have been set up by God, and they do his work in the world. Therefore give to the government all 

that it has a right to demand". Romans chapter 13 should not be read in isolation, it needs to be read with 

Romans chapter 12. These two chapters are connected with ethical teaching in the following ways. 

God rules His world in love, and also in justice. He punishes evil and one of the ways in which He does 

this is by using governments and laws. In so doing, God shows both love and justice towards humankind. 

Some Christians m~~ have thought that, if they had died with Christ under the powers of this age, they 

need no longer obey the worldly" governments and laws of this age. Paul showed that such thinking was 

mistaken, because God wants his people to continue to live in his world as it is until He takes them out of it, as 

He will. They are not of this world but they arc in this world. 

Ethical teaching which is meant to guide individual Christians is often unsuitable for governments; and 

behaviour which may be right for government may be wrong for an individual in his/her personal relationship 

with other people. But the existence of a strong and just government to control people’s behaviour makes it 

easier for individuals to be kind and forgiving to one another (Bowen, R., 1975, p. 167). 

Based on the three ways of ethical teaching one might say that the political and faith are God-ordained 

institutions and are intended to be mutually supportive. 

The vital points of Panl’s teaching in this passage are clear. But the problem is how to interpret and apply 

his teaching to the very different circumstances in which Christians live today. Christians face different 

problems from his, and we have opportunities to influence the political parties or government, which Paul never 

had. 

This text has a negative impact on Christian participation in politics, even more so when there are unjust 
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practices in political sphere. The :fact is that Christians have often tended blindly to support the government in 

pouter, and forget its task of pointing out injustices and t~.Ting to correct them. The other fact is that one needs 

to remember that the Roman government was not democratically elected. It was imperialist, racist, disliked by 

the majority of people, often cruel and unjust, especially to the Christians, to slaves and to subject people. It 

represented the minority rule over the majority. Yet for all this time--for 300 years--the faith community 

taught Christians that they should submit to it (though not necessarily always obey it), and oppose any idea of 

violent revolution against it. Revelation 13 described a state which was demonic and opposed to God, but did 

not once encourage Christians to oppose it by violence. 

These biblical texts give us the direction to how Christians should behave towards politics and the 

government of the day. When the government of the day demonstrates justice, care and love to its subjects, then 

Romans 12 and 13 are more applicable to the situation of the day. From that angle, one can say that government 

is a God-ordained institution and needs to be supported by Christians as equally as it supports its subjects, of 

which Christians axe a part. In cases where government practises or demonstrates injustices, hatred and division, 

Revelation 13 should be applicable, and Christians should view that government as demonic. Furthermore, 

Revelation 13 does not give the way forward in that regard, therefore Christians will have to work out their 

course of action in each situation they face. 

Paul the intellectual was conscious of the indispensability of government in the highly developed Roman 

society, and in Romans 13 he tries to instil some political sense into his audience by showing them the function 

of the government in this earthly dispensation. He rejects the oversimplifications that since Christians are under 

the kingship of Christ they no longer need to obey the anthorities of this world and submit to them (Donner, 

A.M., 1981, p. 16). 

The pre-democratic regime misused biblical texts and Christian beliefs to justify its oppression of the 

people that was called state theology. The state appeals to Romans 13:1-7 where Paul says that we should obey 

the state. That would be true in normal circumstances but Paul does not tell us in this text what Christians 

should do when the state becomes unjust, oppressive and tyrannical. When this happens we must say with Peter 

that we shall "obey God rather than men" but this statement does not mean Christians should withdraw from 

socio-political activities that affect their relationship with God, with other human beings and with the 

physical-organic-environment. 

Reformed Tradition Understanding of Faith and Politics 

Within the reformed tradition we find different approaches. Like Luther, Calvin distinguished between a 

civil and spiritual regiment, but at the same time he differed from Luther, stressing the inner coherence of two 

regiments. This coherence corresponds with the coherence between law and gospel in Calvin’s thought and 

consequently with the characteristic reformed belief in the sovereignty of the law of God over life in its totality. 

Within this context the word of God gets an all-embracing function. 

Through the word, the spiritual regiment should bring the worldly regiment in submission to the regiment 

of Christ. This is the unique contribution of Calvin to the veo~ difficult problem of the two regiments. The two 

regiments are bound together by the sovereignty of Christ, but the first regiment and therefore the faith 

community retains priority. For in the faith community Christ reigns directly through Word and Spirit and only 

through the proclamation of the same word does his reign extend to the government and society. From this 

follows the conviction that the faith community as the bearer of the word has a prophetic task vis-i~-vis 
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governm ent. 

This sounds rather straighffop~vard to those that accept and share the reformed belief in the sovereignty of 

Christ in all spheres of life. There are, however, two basic problems that have to be faced before speaking too 

glibly about the prophetic voice of the faith community in matters that affect government and society. The first 

problem is the fact that within the reformed tradition the inner coherence between the regiments never 

annihilates the distinction of the two. Accordingly, both the faith community and the government as 

embodiments of the two regiments have their own functions and power, each within its own sphere. The 

question therefore is: In what way should the prophetic voice of the church be heard in view of the 

sphere-sovereignty of the government? The second problem is even more serious than the first. It concerns the 

method in which the faith community should proclaim the word of God vis-i~-vis the government, bearing in 

mind that the faith community cannot proclaim the word without first having understood the Word of God for a 

concrete and specific situation. In other words, we are faced with the most difficult of all theological problems: 

the hermeneutical problem. 

In combination, the two problems should be read as follows: How are the ethical norms of the Scripture to 

be understood in a specific political situation? And in which way should the faith community confront the 

government and individual politicians with these norms without over-stepping their boundaries into the 

political arena? Based on the nature of these problems we should not be surprised that in the histo~ of the 

refornaed faith different answers have been given and different systems have been developed, although all of 

them understood themselves as legitimate continuations of the original starting point of Calvin. There are three 

important Calvinistic models: the Kuyperian model, the Barthian model, and the Van Ruler’s model. In this 

paper the author will attempt to find the solution from the Kuyperian and Barthian models. 

According to Kuyper (2013), the :faith community is more than an institution. It is not even an institution 

in the first place, because if it can be an institution it will compete with other institutions like government. 

More than anything it is an organism, consisting of regenerated human beings who move and live in all spheres 

of life. This is the truth faith community. Kuyper (2013) even identifies it with the invisible faith community. 

Living in all spheres of life, this rebirth of human beings has to exercise its influence even by means of 

Christian organizations (in the South African context faith-based organizations under a deparmaent of social 

development). With respect to the life of the government, this implies the formation of a Christian political 

pm~.~, by means of which the invisible faith community of true believers exercises influence. 

The institutional faith community has no direct function in this respect. The influence of the institution on 

the life of the people, society and government will always be indirect, via the faith community as an organism 

of believers. This fact implies, furthermore, that in Kuyper’s (2013) view- the prophetic calling of the faith 

community in political matters is not pmnarily that of the institution, but of the organism. The tension between 

the faith community and the government is reduced to a minimum. The struggle to maintain Christian norms in 

the political sphere is to be waged by the Christian political party as the prophetic mouthpiece. This kind of 

conclusion can be drawn and has been drawn by some of Kuyper’s epigones, especially in South Africa. 

Throughout the ages the :followers of Kuyper in South Africa have the problem that due to historical and other 

circumstances only one part of the Kuyperian model has been copied in South Africa. The formation of a strong 

Christian political party was never realized until the democratic election of 1994 where political parties like the 

United Christian Democratic Party and African Christian Democratic Party were :formed but with ulterior 

motives. 
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Barth in his model uses the image of two concentric circles to explain his line of thought. The Christian 

congregation forms the inner, smaller circle, the civil congregation the bigger outer circle. The common hub of 

these two circles is Jesus Christ and the proclaimed Kingdom of God. What then is the relationship between the 

two concentric circles and their common centre, and between the two circles themselves? Barth’s answer is that 

the light of God’s kingdom falls on the faith community and from there is reflected onto the government. The 

relationship is analogous by nature. By virtue of the common centre the government has the right of existence 

as a paradigm, as an analogy of the kingdom of God as it is proclaimed in the faith community. In this respect 

the political responsibility of the Christian congregation emerges. Through its existence and through its 

proclamation of the Word the faith community must remind the government of the kingdom of God, so that the 

government can become a mirror-image and paradigm of the kingdom of God. The true and successful 

government finds in the true and successful faith community its primordial example. 

Barth does not align himself with the notion of the establishment of the Christian political party. He asked 

whether there can be any other Christian "parties" in the government apart from the Christian congregation 

itself whose task embraces the totality of the government and society. He argues that that which is Christian can 

never become directly visible in the political sphere. It can only do so as a mirror-image and a paradigm. In 

practice, it may well happen that the Christian message can become an embarrassment for a Christian political 

pm%~ if it is not able to find political room for that message. It is therefore possible that a Christian political 

party may compromise the Christian congregation and its message. Therefore, Christians must always act 

anonymously in the political field. 

The anonymity of the Christian in the political sphere, however, finds its pendant in a speaking faith 

community. In the faith community the preaching becomes a political act and a good congregation will 

understand the political sense even though no word is said about politics. But the faith community does not 

only speak through its preaching. It is part of the duty of the faith community to make its political decisions 

known by means of notification from the pulpit and other official channels. In this regard the faith community 

should see to it that it does not awake from its a-political sleep only when the government lotteries and 

desecration of the Sunday are at stake. Even more important than all these is the necessity for the faith 

community to be truly a faith community. Within the government the faith community speaks the loudest 

through what it is. In this sense the faith community as such is a political factor. 

When the two models of Kuyper and Barth, both of which claim continuity with the original idea of 

Calvin, are compared, it becomes evident that whereas the Kuyperian model combines the active Christian 

wimess in the political field with an almost silent faith community, the Barthian model does almost the 

opposite: a speaking or prophetic faith community is combined with silent Christians as Christians. Their 

political actions and witnessing they do anonymously. 

Christians should strive to be the salt of the earth on Monday, politically, socially, and economically. For 

that matter he may even organize a political party. But the voice of the political pm~.~ can never be a substitute 

for the prophetic voice of the faith community. 

The Interaction Between Faith and Politics in South African Context 

As is already mentioned above, faith has to been seen as a societal, not merely a personal concept. It 

breaks through the restrictions of privatised religion with the vision of a transformed world. Faith being societal 

implies that it has a relationship with politics as a human activity of deciding how to live together in society. 
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Faith and politics have something in common namely human relationships and the transformation of society. 

The transformation of our country requires the greatest possible cooperation between faith communities and 

political parties, critically and wisely serving our people together. Neither political nor religious objectives can 

be achieved in isolation. The interchange between people’s personal and communal experience of faith and 

other experiential dimensions, such as political and judicial, economic and class, marriage and family, gender 

and sexual orientation, should be taken very seriously in the South African societal context. 

Once faith is seen in terms of adherence to a religious institution, it competes with other institutions. We 

see religious and political institutions competing for prover instead of together exulting in empowerment. We 

see those seeking supporters for them instead of supporting the growth of human wholeness in the community. 

In this sense we struggle to find out how faith and politics relate to each other, and how those who have faith 

can relate to those who have prover. The South African constitution rightly ensures the separation of religion 

and state within the secular state. Religions must not control the government, and the government must not run 

the religions. But this does not imply antagonism between the religion and state or faith and politics. It does not 

separate political integri~ from spiritual integrity. Morals and truth are indivisible. Politicians have spiritual 

responsibilities and religions have political responsibilities but each is concerned with our society and all who 

belong to it. With that in mind, let us journey through the interaction or interplay of faith and politics 

throughout the ages in South Africa. 

Faith and Politics During the Apartheid Era (1948-1993) 

The faith communities during this period can be categorised into two categories--firstly, the ones that 

initiated and strongly supported the political order of the day, and secondly, the ones that opposed the political 

order of the day and sought an alternative political order. The second response was represented by those that 

adopted religious discourse to challenge the political order of the day, reaching a high point with the 

development of a liberation theology, black theology, and feministic theology, and where religious :figures 

became active partners in the struggle, making contributions that often ranged from simple prayer right up to 

martyrdom. 

It is of paramount importance to investigate how intemvined faith and politics were during this era. Faith 

and politics were so closely connected that one cannot see the line of demarcation. Hence we cannot distinguish 

between which faith community group did pioneer the apartheid policy in South Africa, whether it was the 

political party or the faith-based community. The below statement confirms that: 

As far as the National Party and the Dutch Reformed Church (DRC) specifically are concerned, the origins of 

apartlaeid remain a bit of a chicken-and-egg situation: It is difficult to come to a clear-cut conclusion as to who should be 

regmded as the pioneer of apmtheid. It is recorded that the first printed record of the term ’apartheid’ in its modern sense 

can be traced back to a paper read by Rev J.C. du Plessis at a mission congress of the Free State DRC held in 1929 at 

Kroonstad. Apartheid, he stated, was the fundamental idea of DRC mission work, emphasizing the independent national 

future of all blacks. (Saayman, W., 2007, pp.70-71 ) 

There is obviously no need here for a philosophical, moral or political analysis of politics (specifically 

apartheid). I aria sketching parts of the history to establish the interplay of faith and politics, the overwhelming 

reality of South African life for the next four decades. Furthermore, as far as the faith community specifically is 

concerned, a conference that took place in April 1950 is of special importance in tracing the history and 

meaning of apartheid as the political order of the day (NGK, 1950). The Federal Mission Council of the 
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Federated DRC in South Africa (at that time there was as yet no single, unified DRC General Synod) had 

convened a nationwide church congress on lT~e Native Question in Bloemfontein. Coming so soon after the 

1948 election victory of the National Party, it is inspiring to note the synergism in the thinking between the 

party and faith community on possible solutions to the perennial "native question". In ternas of the policy of 

segregation (apartheid policy) in general, the congress (on behalf of the church) unabashedly claims to have 

played the leading role in the development of the political order of the day. It was the Afrikaans churches that 

accepted the principle that there should be apartheid between their white and black members. It is mainly as a 

result of the influence of the Afrikaans churches that the policy of apartheid between white and black in schools 

was accepted. 

Furthermore, in 1947 D. F. Malan, leader of the National Party affirnas this interplay of faith and politics. 

It was not the state but the church that took the lead in apartheid. The state followed the principle laid down by 

the church in the field of education for the native, the coloured and the Asian. The entwinement of church and 

state in matters of fundamental policy again is clear from the remark by the first Nationalist prime minister of 

South Africa, and a retired ordained DRC minister. The intimate link between faith and politics is also clear. 

Historically, the DRC assisted with the structuring of apartheid and its blueprints. That was wrong and they 

acknowledged that, according to their definitions. In the previous regime had been well documented and 

needed not to be repeated here--suffice to sa~v that it is well known, although not widely accepted by the 

church itself that for many years the DRC played a crucial role in supplying a theological justification of 

apartheid to the state (Verwoerd, M., 1997, p. 54). This statement justifies what is said above regarding the role 

played by the DRC in establishing and sustaining the political order of the day through its theological 

justification of the policy of apartheid. 

The second response was represented by those that adopted religious discourse to challenge the political 

order of the day, reaching a high point with the development of a liberation theology, black theology, and 

feministic theology and where religious figures became active partners in the whole struggle to get faith 

community involved in South African struggle for a just government. Members of faith communities stood 

together to fight that evil government, and one of the most important organs that faith communities utilized was 

"Standing for the Truth". The statement below justin" the involvement of the faith communities from the other 

angle in this way: 

South Africa Ms witnessed the loss of lives of thousands who have tried to rid themselves of an oppressive yoke. 

Since 1985 the resistance of the people has reached unprecedented levels, while the repressive machine~ of the state grew 

ever more intense mid brutal. A wave of detention, imprisonment and brutal police action swept the nation and ctflminated 

in the banning of 17 organisations... The voices of the people were united by the action of an oppressor. The 

church--body of Christ--felt with its members the pain this brought and was called to respond. Church leaders maxched 

from the St George’s Cathedral in Cape Town to register their protest against the government at this act of banning. 

(Chikane, F., 1991, p. 3) 

This quotation illustrates how Christians responded to the unjust government. Faith leaders took 

initiative to counteract the action of apartheid regime that was supported by Afrikaner churches. The church 

became actively involved in the political order of the day. It became veo~ prophetic in its actions against the 

regime. Church members started to exchange letters with the president of the country. The church held witness 

and protest selwices like the one held in St George’s Cathedral on Monday, 29 Februm?’, 1988. The faith leaders 

went on and on to make a call to action to the people of the land. They wrote a pastoral letter on March 13, 
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1988 in which they addressed themselves to the people in power. The author quote that letter: They spoke to the 

downtrodden, "We urge you, the oppressed, to identi67 the struggle for justice and peace in accordance with the 

Gospel and we encourage you not to lose hope for victory against evil in this world since it is guaranteed by our 

Lord". The faith leaders and faith consultants were now mobilizing the faith community to respond to their 

daily life situation in the then political order of those days. 

During this period, the second response by anti-apartheid faith leaders and consultants engaged in Church 

theology, which was against the state theology that misused the Scripture to justify the political order of the d~r. 

The main ideas of "Church Theology" were reconciliation, peace, justice and non-violence. By then the faith 

leaders wished to be more engaged in these theological truths, but due to the situation within the country that 

time, they deemed Church Theology being inadequate, irrelevant and ineffective. Furthermore, they sought an 

alternative to Church Theology; hence they deemed it necessary to turn to the "Prophetic Theology". The only 

theological approach that was needed was a prophetic theological approach that took a clear and unambiguous 

stand in the then political crisis in South Africa. This approach was based upon a reading of the signs of the 

times, that is to say, a social analysis of the conflicting forces or interests that made our situation one of 

oppression. A prophetic theology, however, did not point out what was wrong and sinful in society, it also 

presented both the oppressor and the oppressed with a relevant and explicit message of hope. 

Through such a message of hope, faith leaders and consultants believed that there was no faith without 

action, and then they took a decision to embark on the challenging actions that were prophetic by nature. The 

following were actions that were taken by faith communities: 

Participation in the snuggle: The situation challenged the faith community to move beyond an 

"ambulance" ministry to a ministry of participation in the struggle for liberation by supporting and encouraging 

the campaigns and actions of the people. 

Transforming church activities: The usual activities of the church like Sunday services, baptisms, funerals 

and so forth were all re-shaped to promote the liberating mission of God in the then crisis situation. 

Special campaigns: Faith communities also had to make their contribution to the struggle by having 

special programmes, projects and campaigns. However, this had to be done in consultation with political 

organizations that truly represented the grievances and demands of the people; otherwise there would be a 

serious lack of co-ordination and co-operation. 

Civil disobedience: Faith communities were not collaborating with the tyranny and oppression. It 

encouraged all its members to pray and work for a change in the political order of the day. In the process, faith 

communities sometimes had to confront the political order of the day (apartheid regime) and even advocate 

civil disobedience. 

Moral guidance: It was also the role of the church in the then crisis situation to provide moral guidance by 

helping the people to understand their rights and their duties, especially the moral to resist tyranny and the 

straggle for a just society. While it is necessary to curb the excesses of those who act wildly and thoughtlessly, 

faith communities were experienced as the community that challenged inspired and motivated people. 

From these points argued above we could see that the faith communities were actively involved and were 

participating in both political and faith activities. They did not see faith and politics as two different entities but 

as the two sides of the same coin. This is seen in the way in which faith leaders were integrating the political 

agenda into church services and doctrines. Towards the end of the apartheid regime, there was a paradigm shift. 

Most faith leaders, faith consultants and faith communities enjoyed the "arrival syndrome ". They gladly and 
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praisingly thanked God that they had arrived, forgetting that freedom is pernaission to work. They were now 

preparing to go back to business as usual, preach doctrines, administrating sacraments, visiting the sick and the 

prisoners, as well as counselling the depressed. Others were displaying the attitude of the sons of Zebedee by 

t~ing to position themselves in potential positions in the forthcoming democratic political order. Boesak when 

addressing the general synod of the Uniting Reformed Church in South Africa affirms: 

In the beginning of the 1990s, apartheid az~d dawn of a new era, we also saw signs that the churches, which trod 

played such a vital role in the struggle against apartheid, were beginning to reconsider their position. There arose a new 

and rather vigorous debate within the churches. Churches who had been in the forefront of the struggle were now publicity 

thanking God that their ’~political role"as now about to be over a3ad therefore they could return to their proper roles (Boesak, 

A.A, 2005, p. 243). 

This arrival syndrome did have a negative impact on Christians when they entered the democratic era. 

They felt that the church is called only to preach the ~universal values" of love, peace, reconciliation, justices 

and non-violence, in short the ~’Church Theology", which was viewed by faith leaders as inadequate and 

ineffective. 

Faith and Politics During the Democratic Government Era (1994-2010) 

The post-apartheid, post-1994 construction of a democratic state effectively displaced the focused role of 

faith in politics so prevalent in the apartheid era at the intellectual theological and philosophical levels. It was 

replaced by ambiguity, confusion and the demobilisation of faith forces and of the faith discourse in politics. 

The key-debates that emerged at the time centred on the new role of the faith communities or of faith in 

post-apartheid South Africa. Some faith leaders now felt that that the real political leaders were free, the priests 

should return to the parish. The faith communities should now get on with the business of faith and politicians 

should take on the business of politics. The author does not believe that this was a step forward. The author 

believes that the model-building that we did up to 1994 eroded in that moment of ambiguity, confusion and 

demobilisation. The impact of this ambiguity has resulted in the return of the dichotomy between faith and 

politics. Faith community activists were recalled to the parish, resulting in an abdication by intellectuals from 

the project to transforna South Africa. This abdication was a product of the discourse at the time of 1994, which 

the author believes prevails up to today. This discourse centred on the question of the essential nature of the 

democratic state in the post-1994 period. The answer to that question, which is now the dominant and 

hegemonic position, is that the essence of democracy is opposition; if you do not have an opposition, you don’t 

have a democracy. The alternative to the same question, which is far less than hegemonic, is that the essence of 

democracy in a post-apartheid, post-polarised, unequal, damaged society has to be transformed. The author is 

not saying that we should create walls between the two options, that you either choose transfornaation or 

opposition as the essence. ~Vhat the author is saying is that the consequence of the idea of opposition as the 

central thesis of democracy has resulted in the pronouncement that the faith community has only one role 

politically, and that is to be the watchdogs of society and no more an active partner of the political 

organizations that used to fight back to back together with the faith community during the apartheid era to 

defeat the political order of that day. 

One can understand the dominant discourse where it comes from, because it speaks to the sentiments of a 

group who have e~ioyed all the power and privilege up to 1994, and who are now set up as the opposition. 

They therefore see opposition as the essence of democracy. It speaks to the discourse of a group who 
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understood that quick transformation was to be the essence of a democratic project to which they had to 

contribute, and therefore it was not comfortable to say that the essence of democracy is transformed. It was far 

better to say that the essence of democracy is opposition, with all its racial assumptions, and that a Black 

government should not be trusted. The author wants to argue that our constitution was precisely crafted in a 

way to facilitate the ongoing contribution of faith and politics. When the constitution was conceived and when 

it canae to discussion on the relationship between faith and politics, there were four options. 

The political parties were of the opinion that they should craYt an atheistic state, hostile to the faith 

community, a state that had nothing to do with faith issues or did not encourage it. This option would have been 

betrayal because the very nature of South African society is fundamentally religious. It would also betray the 

entire role that faith communities played in bringing apartheid to an end and bringing the people to freedom. 

Therefore, this option never really became an issue of discussion in political parties’ work towards South 

African’s new constitution. Then there were obviously those who thought that maybe this was the moment to 

craft a theocratic state. South Africa had its own problems in terms of its diversity and the author does not think 

that this was the kind of discourse that South Africans needed to get into because it simply involved too many 

complications. The third option was to construct a secular state where religion operated in the private sphere, 

where individuals believed what they chose, as long as there was tolerance of the religious sentiments of our 

people. The option that was eventually adopted guaranteed freedom and even guaranteed access to resources in 

order to make sure that religions were equitably represented. For example, town plam~ing had to make sure that 

religious sites were made available equitably; the airwaves and television time had to be proportionally 

allocated, etc.. Briefly, the constitution guarantees equality of status for all religions, but in proportion to the 

facility, i.e., you do not have Muslims and Christians sharing equal time on radio for their demands are 

different. 

What is disappointing is that the broader faith community did not take up this discourse, and therefore the 

fourth position was not debated. Important questions concerning challenges and responsibilities were not raised. 

What we had was religion claiming its rights. The question to be asked is whether the religious establishment 

fulfilled its responsibility, because the constitution did not simply guarantee religious freedom, it also offered 

an opportunity for religious activism. But what are the responsibilities other than being the watchdogs of 

society? 

In the ongoing dialogue on the political crisis like violence, increasing poverty, corruption, workers’ 

strikes, and other more crucial issues in the country, faith communities’ voice is missing. 

Tshaka indicates: "This silence of the church and its leadership in public matters is astonishing. It is interesting to 

note that this silence of church leadership on public matters is in no way unique to the South A~iican context but has 

become a global phenomenon."(Tshaka, R.S., 2009, p. 159) 

This faith community’s silence also disturbs the politicians. At a meeting with faith leaders early in 2004, 

the then minister of finance openly reproached the faith community that faith communities had become too 

silent. In response to this faith community’s silence, former president Thabo Mbeki met with the delegation of 

the South African Council of Churches on July 29, 1999 to discuss the partnership of government and faith 

communities. What made that meeting special was that, in accordance with the famous injunction of Peter, the 

church was coming to "give an account of the hope that is in us". 

Based on the argument above, there is always a plafforna, opportunity, and space for faith communities to 
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engage in public matlers. The constitution of the country allows faith communities to participate actively in 

political activities of the nation. Lack of that will lead to individuals establishing a political paw under the 

banner of Christianity while advancing their own political end. When responding to this silence and motivating 

Christian participation, Boesak pondered that the church is not a sociological phenomenon, interesting chiefly 

because of the way we expose our weaknesses, internal strife and insecurities in the pages of newspapers. 

Neither are we just another non-governmental organization toting to draw attention to our single-issue agenda. 

We are the church of Christ, called and mandated by God to speak to the whole of human existence, in the 

whole of society: to seek the Lordship of Jesus Christ by challenging, subverting and changing structures in 

society until they conform to the norms of the Kingdom of God. Faith communities are called indeed to 

incarnate God in South Africa and the world by following Jesus of Nazareth, in his life of servant-hood, in his 

call for truth, peace and justice, by being agents of reconciliation, in the loving inclusiveness of his embrace, 

and in his sacrificial love. 

During the first part of this period, faith communities returned to business as usual. As in Israel during 

exile, oppression and suffering, the prophetic voice was loud and clear, but once the people were free and 

prosperous, priestly activities became the focal point. The temple activities became more important than other 

social activities. They worshipped and brought sacrifices to the Lord in the temple. It was "business as usual". 

The same thing happened in the South African context during this period. Faith leaders, consultants and faith 

communities went back to ’~business as usual", preaching, worshipping and administrating sacraments, with the 

focus falling on church activities. 

The silence of the faith community and its leadership in relating to the public matters is disturbing. At 

least several factors in the context of Democratic South Africa pushed the faith community and its leadership 

into silence and therefore into oblivion. The changed situation in which faith communities find themselves 

might be construed as a time for the faith community to find something else to do (priestly activities instead of 

prophetic engagement) and to reserve agitation in the hope that the new regime will remember the struggle and 

therefore remember where it came from. ~Vhere there has been political change, the faith community might be 

rewarded for its involvement in the struggle for a regime change by way of sacrificing some of its leadership to 

the state with the view that they- can make a better contribution there. 

In a sense, faith communities appear to have become uncomfortable with the prophetic language. It wishes 

to be loved by its secular leaders. Its eagerness to be loved by the world is problematic. Whoever is entrusted 

with the task of pointing out wrong, depending on the nature of circumstances, is not always loved, in fact, 

more than likely, that person is going to be hated and misunderstood (Farrakhan, F., 2002, pp. 339-348). 

Because no one wants to be shown as being wrong, particularly when one is dealing with governments, with 

principals, with powers, with rules, with administrations, when one is dealing with forces that have become 

entrenched in their evil, intractable and unyielding attitudes, their power produces arrogance and their 

arrogance produces blindness (Tshaka, 2009; Farrakhan, 2002). 

Boesak spoke against this silent and blind attitude of faith communities. He writes that these issues, which 

cry out for the public witness of faith communities, are deep, disturbing and numerous. One of the anomalies of 

our new democracy is the growing gap between the rich and poor, including the gap between the new, black 

elite and impoverished masses of our people. Over 54% of South Africans live in abject poverty and our 

unemployment rate hovers around 40%, and in the rural areas it is closer to 70%. The AIDS pandemic is like a 

raging beast, devouring the most vulnerable in our society, the poor and our young people. 
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These issues are the ones that provoked faith leaders, consultants and communities to be engaged in a 

struggle for the liberation of the people throughout the ages in South Africa. Even today" these issues should 

provoke South African Christians to partake in the political activities. While the prophetic nature of the faith 

community’s calling was emphasized in the past, the priestly office is emphasized in the changed political 

situation. Due to the priestly office, the focus turns to be on the temple service. In other words, faith 

communities have become more concerned about their own survival. The overall good of the society is not 

something that interests the church anymore. The faith community/church is a bit of the qualified world, 

qualified by God’s revealing, gracious Word. The church is always both political and apolitical (Bonhoeffer, 

1965, p. 149). 

Christian Participation in Politics Within the Democratic South Africa 

The faith community is always both political and apolitical. This opinion therefore recognizes that the 

faith community as the custodian of morality must have a response to the political and socio-economic 

hegemonies. Thus, strengthened by the ministry of the word on Sunday, the Christian should strive to be the 

salt of the earth on Monday, politically, socially and economically. For that matter Christians m~r even 

organize a political party-. But the voice of the political pm%~ can never be a substitute for the prophetic voice of 

the faith community (Durand, 1981, p. 13). 

If Christians thought that God is not with politicians and governments, they therefore will not participate 

in politics and government activities, because they are of God but not of this world, it is ve~ weak reasoning. If 

one looks at the inadequacies of government personnel and considers the insufficiencies of their regulations and 

planning, one feels that notwithstanding their clumsiness the world has not yet gone under; this is strong proof 

that God is with them and with us in his love and patience with humankind. Hence the president of South 

Africa in City Press dated 10 April, 2011 said that the African National Congress would win the municipality 

election of May 2011 because God was with them and God had been with them throughout the ages. The 

statement of the president confirms that Christians should be free to participate in politics in South Africa 

because God is with this government despite its inadequacies of government personnel, insufficiencies of 

regulations and planning. The government is a means in God’s hand to check the consequences of human doing. 

With this consideration Christians should participate in politics and try to make their contribution in a 

democratic government. They will not be protected from the shortsightedness and shortcomings inherent in all 

human activities, especially in the most responsible political ones. Their only advantage is that they should be 

armed against the temptation of overestimating the capacities of the government. Especially, in the democratic 

government, where people are supposed to hold their lot in their own hands, the temptation is strong to use the 

government to affect all things possible. 

That Christians should interpret the Word of God in the political sphere, or for that matter any other sphere 

for their own specific circumstances, is of course not wrong. On the other hand, such an idea is part and parcel 

of the reformed tradition that always emphasized the fact that the believer has direct access to the Bible as the 

Word of God without the mediating function of the church, and that that word needs to be related to the faith 

community’s situation. A prerequisite for a henneneutical event to take place is that the Word of God relates 

itself to the concrete situation of humankind and to the questions that live in the human heart. An unrelated 

Word is not a Word that can be understood. In the practical life of state and politics what has been said will 

mean inter alia that Christians strive to be uncompromisingly obedient to the Lord, knowing that somehow they" 
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will be forced to compromise because the kingdom has not come. They will be able to erect signs of the 

Kingdom; they will be able to push constantly at the edges of the possible, but they will not be responsible for 

the capitulation of the church to the inevitable. As -are have said before, the prophetic message of the church is a 

constant reminder to all people that it cannot come to rest in the structures of this world (Durand, 1981, p. 14). 

The upshot is that the relation of faith to politics will necessarily be more critical than prescriptive. This 

may sound negative, but it is the only way in which the faith community can remain true to itself while refusing 

to compromise its own message. For the faith community to prescribe practical politics in the sense of 

supplying political alternatives is the surest way either to becoming irrelevant or to compromising its message. 

However, this critical stance should not preclude the faith community from praising and participating in actions 

where it sees signs of the kingdom being erected in ways consonant with the Word. Furthermore it should be 

realized that the negativity of the faith community is the direct outcome of the most positive of all messages: 

the proclamation that Christ is Lord of all life. 

Conclusion 

On the concluding note one needs to answer the two questions posed in the introduction of this paper. 

From the argument above, based on the Bible, reformed tradition and the faith-political practices in South 

Africa from 1948 to 2010 it becomes clear that: 

The faith community and political government are God-ordained institutions that address human beings’ 

welfare and wellness on earth and they are intended to be mutually supportive of each other to fulfill the 

purpose of God on earth, which is love, care, justice and peace to humanity as well as the physical--organic 

environment. 

At the same time they are not permanent opponents. When there are signs of the kingdom, the faith 

community will praise and positively participate in the politics of the day, supporting and praying for the 

government as per Romans 13. When the political government moves away from the signs of the kingdom, 

faith leaders and the community will have to declare that government demonic as per Revelation 13 and 

Christians will be actively involved in bringing such a government to an end as the anti-apartheid faith 

community did during 1948-1993 in South Africa. 

In the reformed tradition’s view from the Barthian and Kuyperian models there is an emphasis of Christian 

participation in politics whether visible or invisible. The elements were viewed against a slightly different 

framework in which the problem of hermeneutics forms a basic issue. I hope nobo@ expected an original or 

conclusive answer to the problem that has taxed humankind for two thousand years. 
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Dear Mae: Thursday would probably be better for me. tit 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Wednesday, December 0:t, 20:t0 9:48 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Meetng next week 

Hello Charlene, 

Hope you’re surviving these hectic days[ I’m a little concerned about 
meeting so late for dinner on Tuesday -- since it will be a long day for 

both of us. Would Thursday or Friday (lunch or dinner) work for you? 

Best, mae 

F~om-¯ Regester, Charlene B 
Sent-" Monday, November 29, 20:~0 4:33 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject-" RE: Baker Introduction-Greta Garbo Insert 

Dear Mae: This should work for me but I don’t get out of class until 6:30. We could meet for dinner at 7pm. If this is too late, just let me know and if this is okay, let me know 
where you would like to meet. I assume that you mean Tuesday, December 7th. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F~om-¯ Henderson, Mae (3 
Sent-" Monday, November 29, 20:~0 3:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Cc; Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Introduction-Greta Garbo Insert 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks very much for your most recent contribution to 
the Baker introduction. Again, I will not be able to return 
to this project until the Xmas break. To this end, however, 
I have altered my plans for travel during the break -- in an 
effort to reserve some time to working on this project. 

My plans for next semester -- and next year -- are, as 
yet, unformed. If it’s convenient for you, we can meet 
next Tuesday afternoon. 

Let me know if this works for you, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 20:t0 2:56 PM 

To-" Henderson, Mae G 
Subject-" Baker Introduction-Greta Garbo Insert 

Dear Mae: Attached is a brief parallel between Baker and Greta Garbo. Hope this will help for the introduction and hope you had a good holiday. I had some 40 papers to grade 
over the break so I really didn’t do too much. Let me know if you want to schedule an end of the semester meeting because I won’t have as much time next semester to work 
on this. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 10, 2011 3:43 PM 

FW: SCHOLARSHIPS FOR WOMEN 

From: WONNE HARRIS-JONES [yhjspeaks@prodigy.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2011 1:21 PM 
To: Yvonne Harris-Jones 
Subject; SCHOLARSHIPS FOR WOMEN 

Hello All, 

Please share these scholarship resources with those in your network. 

Regards, 

Yvonne 

Scholarships fi)r Minnrity Women 

ActuaW Scholarships :[’or Minority Students <http://www beanactuary.org/>: 
American Chemical Society Scholarships <http://w~v.cnetweb orb/american chemical sociew scholarships.htm>; 
American (3eological Institute Minority Geoscience Student Scholarship <http:~/www.a~iweb.or~/mpp/index.htm[>: 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants <http://vavw.aicpaor~/members/div/career/miniismashtm>: 
American Political Science Associatinn Minority scholarship list 
Barbara Jordan tIeakh Policy Scholars Program <http://kff or~/about/iordanscholars cfm>: 
Coca-Cola Scholars Foundation <https://www.coca-colascholars org/cokeWeb/> 
The Communi~ Foundation for Greater Atlanta <http://www.atlc£org%20%20/GrantsScholarships/Scholarships.aspx>; 
Engineering for Minorities <http://www.nacme.orgi>; 
Gates Millennium Scholars <http:/iwww.gmsp.org/(bfnb4u55ixjaak3qoius3wqg)/default.aspx>; 
International Education Financial Aid <http://~’w.iefa.orgi>; 
The Jackie Robinson Foundation <http:i/www.jackierobinson.org/apply/faq.php>; (high school seniors only) 
Jack Kent Cook Foundation Graduate Scholars Prograru <http://www.jackkentcookefoundation.org/>; 
Johri L. Carey Accounting Scholarship <http://~a~’wlaicpalorgimembers/div/career/miniiilcs.htm>: 
Kaiser Media Internships in Health Reporting <http://kff.orgM~ediafcllows/mediainternships.cfm>; 
LGBT Scholarships <http:/iw~wz.leaguefoundation.or~/>; 
Microsoft Scholarships <http://wwavanicrosoft.corr~’college/ss reqs.mspx>; (for computer related degrees) 
Morris K. Udall Undergraduate Scholarship <http://www.udall.gov/>; (for environruental studies) 

National Science and Mathematics Access to Retain Talent Grant (SMART Grant) 
<http :i/studuntaid. ed.gov/PO RTALSWebApp/students/englishiNewPrograrus. jsp> ; 
Sntdent Affairs Administrators in Higher Education <http://www.naspa.orgiprograms/nufpidefault.cfm>; 

: ::: :, :: : ::::: ::;i:i:: :: ~http:i/wwa~.financialaid4you.corr~index.php/home>; 
Unmet Need Scholarship <http:/iwww.thesalliemaefund.or~/smfnew/scholarship/Unmet need.html>; 
USA Funds <http://www.usafunds.orp./planning/access to education scholarship/index.html>; 

Scholarships lbr AI?ican -American Wnmen 
Herbert Letmaan Education Fund <httl~:/iwwwlnaacl~ld£or~/content.as’0x?article 35>: 
The Jackie Robinson Foundation <http:i/www.iackierobinson.or~ial~plv/fa,~.php> (high school seniors only) 
Ron Brown Scholarship <http://www.ronbrown.or~i>; (high school seniors) 
Black Excel Scholarship Gateways <httlz//www.blackexcel.or~/~ ; 
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation <http ://www. cbcfinc.orgi>; 
Dr. James M. Rosin Scholarship <http://w~wz.uncf.orgi>; 
Fisk Premedical S~mamer Institute / Minority Medical Education Prograru <http:i/www.uncf.orgi> 
General N~lls Technolo~z Scholars A~vard <http:/i~vw~v.uncf.orgi> 
Law School: MCCA Lloyd M. Johnson, Jr. Scholarship Program <http ://w~vw unc£ orgi> 
NAACP Earl Warren Shearman and Sterling Law School Scholarship <http:/i~v%20%20~vw.naacpld£org/content.aspx?article 44>; 
NAACP Scholarships: Earl G. Graves Scholarship, Agnes Jones Scholarship, Lillian and Samuel Sutton Scholarship, Roy Wilkins Scholarship, and the Hubertus 
W.V Williams Scholarship <http://w~vwnaacp.org/advocacy/education>: 

National Association of Black Journalists <http://w~vw.nabj.org/programs/scholarships/index.php>: 
National Black Police Association <http:/i~vw~v.blackpolice.org/>; 
National Society’ of Black Engineers Scholarship List <http:/inational.nsbe org/Programs/Scholarshipsitabid/84/Default.aspx>; 
Sallie Mae Fund ~rnerican Dream Scholarship <http://w~,~v.thesalliemaefund.org/smthewischolarshipiamerican dream.html>: 
Siemens Teacher Education Scholarship Program <http:/i~vw~v.uncf.orgi> 
Spieler, Rhea and Louis Scholarship Program <http://w~vw.unct\or~/> 
UNCF Merck Science Initiative <http:i/www uncl~org/Merck/>; 
United Negro College Fund <http:/i~vww.uncf.org/forstudentsischolarship asp>; 

Scholarships for Latina Women 
Hispanic Scholarship Fund <http://w~vw hs£net/>: (also for college students) 
Adelante US Education Leadership Fund <http://www.adelantefund or~/adelante/Default EN asp>: 
Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute <http://w~vw.chci org/>; (Congressional Internship) 
First in My Family Scholarship Program <http:/i~vw~v.thesalliemaefund.or~ismfne~v/scholarship/first familv.html>: 
Hispanic Alliance for Career El~ancement <http://www.hace-usa..org/colle~e.htm>; 
Hispanic Association of Colleges and Uinversities <http://w~vw hacu.net/hacu/Default EN aspi>: 
Hispanic Internship Program <http://w~vw.hnip.neti>; 
La Unida d L atina Foundation <http://found ation, launidadlatina, orb/Apply htm>; 
Mexican ~rnerican Legal Defense and Education Fund 
Nationa[ Association of ttispanic Journalists <http://WWwlnahi or~/home/home.shtm[~ 
Salvadoran American Leadership and Education Fund <http://www.saleforg/salef/fulfiHing.html>; 
State Farm Hispanic Scholarship Fund <http:i/www.statefarm corn/about/part spos/grantsihispanic asp>: 



PeoplePC Online 
A better way to Internet 

htt p://wvwv.peoplepc.com 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 8:22 AM 

I~W: CDS NEWS: Tim Tyson & Ja~les Baldwin, ’~I’he Loving S~ory," Latin American Fihn FesaiwJ, "Living with Jim Crow~" Document Online, 

and More 

F~om: Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University [llm@duke.edu] 
Sent." Monday, October 31, 20:t:t 7:00 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" CDS NEWS: Tim Tyson & James Baldwin, "The Loving Story," Latin American Film Festival, "Living with Jim Crow," Document Online, and More 

~iI CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ] 

TIM TYSON’S BOOK PICK/James Baldwin’s The Fire Next Time 

Wednesday, November 2, 3=4 p,m, / Gothic Reading Room, Perkins Library, Duke 

University, Durham, North Carolina 

Join Timothy B. Tyson, senior research scholar at the Center for Documentary Studies and 

author of the award-winning book Blood Done Sign My Name, as he talks with Frank Stasio, 

host of WUNC’s The State of Things, about James Baldwin’s classic The Fire Next Time 

(1962). 

This special live recording in the DukeReads series, which features prominent Duke faculty 

members discussing books that have significantly affected their lives and their thinking, is 

open to the public. 

Distant audience members can watch the event live on Duke’s UStream Channel. During 

the Q&A, viewers can submit a question by e-mail (live@duke.edu), Twitter (#dukelive), or 

Facebook. 

READ MORE: http:fllibrary.duke.edulnewslmainl2011/article 119.html 

DukeReads: http:l!dukealumni.comllearn-travel!dukereads 

UStream Channel: http:llwv,~c¢.ustreamtv!dukeuniversity 

Duke Facebook: http:flv,~ccw.facebook.com/DukeUniv 

FULL FRAME FREE SCREENING / The Loving Story 

Thursday, November 3, ~0 a.m. / Carolina Theatre, 309 W. Morgan Street, Durham, North 

Carolina 



Photograph by Grey Viget 

Featuring rare and never-before-seen archival footage and still images, The Loving Story 

provides a glimpse behind the scenes of the watershed civil rights case Loving v Virginia. 

The unanimous 1967 Supreme Court decision in the case overturned all remaining anti- 

miscegenation laws in America, and it allowed Richard and Mildred Loving to go home to 

Virginia, where they had been arrested and convicted on felony charges for committing the 

crime of interracial marriage. 

Every year the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival hosts a free screening for area 

schools and teachers. This year, the screening of Full Frame founder Nancy Buirski’s 

directorial debut, The Loving Story (77 minutes), is open to students, educators, and the 

general public. A discussion with Buirski, producer and editor Elisabeth Haviland James, 

and writer Susie Ruth Powell will follow the screening. 

To reserve seats for school groups, please contact R’can Helsel at Full Frame. 

Another upcoming Full Frame screening: Urbanized (2011, U.S./United Kingdom, 82 

minutes), with director Gary Hustwit (Helvetica, Objectified), on Monday, November 7, 7 

pm, at the Rialto Theater in Raleigh, North Carolina Presented in association with ISDA 

Carolina and AlGA Raleigh. Tickets on sale now. 

READ MORE: http:I/~eww.fullframefest.org/events.php 

LATIN AMFRICAN FILM FESTIVAL / 25th Anniversary Celebration 

Sunday, November 6, 4 p.m. / Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education 

Center, UNC Campus, 301 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Local filmmakers Rodrigo Dorfman, Altha Cravey, Penny Simpson, and Charlie Thompson 

of the Center for Documentary Studies will participate in a panel discussion in conjunction 

with the 25th anniversary celebration of North Carolina’s Latin American Film Festival. 

Hosted by the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of 

North Carolina and Duke University, a reception will follow. (Please RSVP by November 1 to 

riefkohl@email.u nc.edu.) 

The 2011 Latin American Film Festival screenings, exhibits, and events will be held in the 

Triangle and in Greensboro November 6-20. This year’s festival will feature a series 

focused on narco-trafficking and the related themes of violence, corruption, injustice, and 

migration. 

READ MORE: http:/!latinfilmfestivalnc.com/ 

LIVING WITH JIM CROW / Book Wins Oral History Association Award 

Based on Interviews from the COS Project Behind the Veil 



Living with Jim Crow: African American Women and Memories of the Segregated South 

(Palgrave Macmillan, 2010) by Anne Valk and Leslie Brown, recently won the 2011 Oral 

History Association biennial book award. 

Living with Jim Crow presents African American women’s personal recollections of their 

public and private lives during the period of legal segregation in the South, emphasizing 

their role in their families and communities and in the economic, social, cultural, and 

political life of the region during that time. The women, all of whom were born between 1900 

and 1947, were interviewed in the 1990s as part of a major oral history research project of 

the Center for Documentary Studies--Behind the Veil: Documenting African American Life in 

the Jim Crow South. 

READ IVlORE: http:/!www.cdsporch.org/archives!7736 

D[~’S FIRST MFA PROGRAM/Master of Fine Arts in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts 

READ MORE: http:l/mfaeda.duke.edul 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Through November 13 / The Parchman Hour: Songs and Stories of the ’61 Freedom Riders / 

PlayMakers Repertory Company, Center for Dramatic Art, University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

http:fl,z,~’w, playm a ke rsre p. org! 

November 3, 6 p.m. / Wish You Were Here series, Photographer Benjamin Lowy / George 

Eastman House, Dryden Theatre, 900 East Avenue, Rochester, NewYork 

http://~Aew.eastmanhouse.orq/events!detail/wvwh-bw-2011 

November 3, 7 pm / Troubling Violence Performance Project / Center for Documentary 

Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew Street, Durham, North Carolina AND November 4, 7 p.m., Center 

for Dramatic Art, Room 101, 250 Country Club Rd., Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
http:lltheatre.missouri.edulpro#ramsltroublinqviolenceproiect.html 

November 4, 7 p.m. /"Being There: The Work of Bruce Jackson," Comments by William 

Ferris and CDS Director Tom Rankin / Albright-Knox Art Gallery, 1285 Elmwood Avenue, 

Buffalo, New York http:ilw~^tw.albri~ahtknox.oqalpro~qrams-and-eventslevent:l 1-04-2011-7- 

00 p m-sym posiu m-bein~q-th ere-the-work-of-bru ce-iackso n-/ 

November 10, 5:30 p.m. / fraq [ Perspectives: Photographs by Benjamin Lowy, Talk and 

Reception / Mary Duke Biddle Rare Book Room, Perkins Library, West Campus, Duke 

University, Durham, North Carolina http://vw~/w.cdsporch.orq/archives/7774 

November 16, 7 pm / Documentary Writing Speaker Series / Paul Hendrickson, 
Memingway’s Boat: Everything Me Loved in Life, and Lost, I934-I961 / Center for 

Documentary Studies, 1317 W Pettigrew Street, Durham, North Carolina 

htt p://w’v~.a m azo n. co m/He min~qways-Boat-Everythin~q-Loved- 1934- 

196 lid p/1400041627#reader 1400041627 

ON VIEW AT CDS 

Through December 22, 2011 / O’Say Can You See / Installation by Laura Poitras / Kreps 

Gallery 

http://cds.aas du ke edu/exhibits/nowonview html#poitras 



Through December 22, 2011 / Looking Back 9/!1 Across America I Lyndhurst Gallery 

http://cds.aas du ke edu/exhibits/nowonview html#1ookinqback 

Through December 22, 2011 / Here, Anywhere Photographs by Tamas Dezso / University 

Gallery 

http:llcds aas.duke.edulexhibitslnowonview.html#here 

Through December 22, 2011 / 20I I Dayfight/CDS Photo Awards I Porch Gallery 

http:llcds aas.duke.edulexhibitslnowonview.html#here 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:i/cds.aas duke edu 

ODS Porch http:/iwww cdsporch.orq 

Friends of OI:)S http:l/cdsaas.duke.eduidonateiindexhtml 

IJpcoming Event~ http:l/cds.aas.duke.edu/eventslindex.html 

1317 W Psttigre,t~’ Street 

D[}d~;~m, NC 27705 

Unsubscribe [ Update Profile/Email Address I Fo~vard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 7, 2011 3:50 PM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

1@;: Visit the all-new Filmqua~terly.olg’. 

From: Layne, Priscilla Dionne 

Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 201:t 3:44 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Visit the all-new Filmquarterly.org! 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for forwarding me these emails. I can’t remember if I told you I will be going to SCMS after all. I got an email from them during Thanksgiving break that my paper 
proposal was accepted. Will you be there, too? If you already told me about your plans for the conference, I apologize for having to ask again. Things have just been really 
crazy during the end of the semester and my memoPl is failing me. 

Sincerely, 

Priscilla 

Priscilla Layne 

Assistant Professor 

I}~!pari:~er~i: of G~!r~ank: i~r~d 5~av~c La~gu~ges and [.itera~ures 

404 Dey Ha~l, ttB#31.60 

University of North CarN~na at Chapel H~ 

{:hapel H~If, NC. 27599-3160 

Emaik playne@ema~l unc,edu 

Tel: (5~0) 717-3888 

From; Regester, Charlene B 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 07, 201St 1ti:23 AM 
To-" Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
S..bject: FW: Visit the all-new Filmquarterly.org! 

From-" University of California Press [jtobin@ucpress.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, December 05, 20:I:t 9:3:t AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Visit the all-new Filmquarterly.org! 



Visit the all-new Filmquarterly.org! 
Fo~’ ever fifW years, Film QaarteHy has ~een a ~o-to resoarce fer film scholars a~ fi~m b~ffs 

alike. Now, w[[:h the new fi]mquarter[y~org, yea can read the same in-.degt[~ analyses----with 

artkfles kern the gages of F~lm Qua[teHy, web-exck~s~ve writings, and speda] offers----re[ 

free, on]~ae~ 

Escape ArI:ist~’~: Debating The Ski~ ]: Live 

Paul .]uibn .<.mith and Rob White 

St:ay {lp to dat,~ wit:h ~ile la~es[ on Film quarteriy! 

:Subscribe to our t~ble of contents r~gb’. Feed!                                          ] 



Rob Wilite 

Exce~plx Fifms of the Yea~’ 20~0 

.’,,ames ~aremore 



~ina F’o~’,~er and Rob White 

Rob Wilite 

Other titles of interest 



Animation 

Suite 303 

This is a commercial mes’~ge~ 

To send a coW oftNs message m your NeM(s) click hem 

If you would pret~r not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the tbllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You roll receive one additional e-mail mesmge confi~raing your removal. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 11:02 AM 

Gregg Bachman < ~aol.com> 

I~E: UFVA and Beyond 

From: Gregg Bachman      ~_@aol.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:38 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; UFVA and Beyond 

Charlene: 

First and foremost, Happy New Year! I sure hope this finds you doing well and taking at least a little break from your usual constant toil in the 
stacks... 

I’m writing to you because I’m pulling together a panel for UFVA this year and would love for you to consider being a part of it. I’ve already pitched 
Frank Tomasulo and he’s on board. 

My idea is inspired by a little review I wrote on a BFI book entitled Film Moments, edited by Tom Brown and James Waiters. If I may quote from 
my own review (clearing throat) "The conceit behind this imaginative collection could be a pitch for a highbrow reality show on the Ivory Tower 
Television Network. Select a group of loquacious academics, ask them to choose any film about which they would like to write, but limit them to just 
one single moment in the film. Now here’s the kicker: they must constrain themselves to no more than four double-column pages - illustrations and 
works cited included .... Editors Tom Brown and James Waiters move forward with the deceptively simple assumption that if film is "... a medium 
made of moments: the brief, temporary and transitory..." (xi), then it must be possible for seasoned cinema scholars to refocus their well-trained 
analytical eyes and produce equally brief, yet no less revealing, moments of insight. 
So... my thought is that we assemble a panel of fellow UFVA scholars and ask each one to address a filmic "moment" in a single film and expound 
on it for their allotted twenty minutes. That’s the charge. No other limitations or directives. Some will take it into a theoretical direction, others into 
critical or historical ones (in fact this book is divided into those three categories) 
The book, by the way, is marvelous, filled with brief, robust looks at a vast swath of films. I’ve already decided what I will write on (a moment in 
Annie Haft) .... so what say you?????? 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 9:40 AM 

jromero@oscars.org 

FW: Additional Files Requested 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Additional Files Requested 

Dear Jenny: Below are the additional files needed for my upcoming visit to the archive. Hopefully, I will be able to review most of this material in the some 3 days. Last year, I 
did not have enough time to go through all of the files requested. Again, thanks for all of your assistance and I will bring a copy of the requests made when I arrive at the 
archive. Hope to see you in the near future. Please let me know that you have received these requests. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
1) Motion Picture Association of America, Production Records -- Charlie Chan in Egypt (1935) 
2) Scrapbooks -- Rita Hayworth Scrapbook #22 119-1944 for Charlie Chan in Egypt 

3) MPAA Production Records - Steamboat Round the Bend (1935) 
4-) MPAA Production Records - Production Files Virginia Judge (1935) 
5) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.1 
6) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.2 
7) MPAA Production Records - Dimples (1937) 

8) MPAA Production Records - Zenobia (1939) 
9) Audrey Chamberlin Scrapbooks -- 15 Salute Scrapbook # 15 (page 9) 
10) MPAA Production Records - His Exciting Night (1938) 
11) Fred MacMurray and June Hayer Papers -- Double Indemnity (1944) 

3-f.4-2 Double Indemnity Clippings 
3-f.4-4 Double Indemnity Reviews 

12) MPAA Production Records - Double Indemnity (1944) 
13) Double Indemnity -- Paramount Pictures Production Records 

59-f.4- 
14) Billy Wilder Papers -- Production Files 

24.22 production 1943-1946 
24.24 reviews 

15) Joseph Biroc Papers Production Files -- Ice Palace (1959) 
74.138 Clippings 

16) MPAA Production Files -- Ice Palace (1960) 
17) Joseph Mankiewicz Papers Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (1934-) 

304.348 Manhattan Melodrama (1934-) 
18) MPAA Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (1934) 
19) Kit Parker Collection Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (1951) 

23f.280 
20) Natty Weiser Papers Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (1951) 

13-f.476 
21) MPAA Production Files -- Pork Chop Hill (1959) 
22) Gregory Peck Papers -- Production Files Pork Chop Hill (1959) 

514.433, 524.435, 524.437 

23) MPAA Production Files - Battle Hymn (1957) 

24) MPAA Production Files - Bright Victory (1951) 

25) MPAA Production Files - Men in War (1957) 
26) Gregory Peck Collection -- Men in War (1957) 

54-f,447 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 2:20 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I have checked the data base provided regarding the manuscript collection and would like to request the following materials for my visit 
in July. I tried to send directly from the database to your email but did not know how to check the ones needed so I am providing a typed list. This is only a partial list as I did 
not have time to do a complete search but will do so next week when I return from out of town. Again, thanks tremendously for your assistance. 
1) Hedda Hopper Papers -- Eartha Kitt, Subject File 25 

Biography Eartha Kitt, 224.897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965 

334.1398, Kitt, Eartha 1954 
2) Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 

Subject Files 14-f.1342 Kitt, Eartha 
3) Sidney Skolsky Paper Subject Files 

4-f.74 Tyntypes k -- Kitt, Eartha 

4) Anna Lucasta (film) -- Production Files 
Jack Poplin Papers Production files 

1-f.1 
1-f.2 

5) Home of the Brave (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records 
Production Files - Home of the Brave 

6) A Man Called Adam (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files - A Man Called Adam 
7) Jezebel (film): John Huston Papers -- Production files 

20f.208 
20f.209 

Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Jezebel 



8) William Wyler Papers Production Files -- 17-f~233, f.234, f.235, f.236, f.237, f.239, f.240 
9) Broken Blossoms (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 26 Broken Blossoms 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Broken Blossoms 
10) Salute (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 15 Salute 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Salute 
11) Searchers (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc~ of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- The Searchers 
12) Sergeant Rutledge (film) - Motion Picture Assoc. Of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Sergeant Rutledge 

13) Steamboat Round the Bend (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Steamboat Round the Bend 
14-) Jack Poplin Papers -- Production Files 1-f.1 Anna Lucasta (film); 1-f.2 Anna Lucasta (film) 

15) Helldorado (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files 
16) County Chairman (film) -- Hal Mohr and Evelyn Venable Papers -- Scrapbooks #3 193-35 
Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- County Chairman (film) 
17) One More Spring (film) -- Henry King Papers Production Files 2-f.29 One More Spring 
Subject Files 7-f.124- Contracts and Correspondence 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 

Sent-’ Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4-:53 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-’ RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Charlene, 

I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Tuesday, July 17 at 10 am. You are welcome to return on Thursday and Friday of that week to continue 

your research. We can most certainly wait until you have finished with summer school classes to receive your list from the Manuscript Inventories database. 

We’ll look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From-’ Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, May 29, 2012 7:20 AM 
To,, Jenny Romero 
S..bject,, RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: -Fnis is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel. 
Currently, I am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From" Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, April 24-, 2012 3:23 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
S..bject; RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’II put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(hLtp://collections.oscars~org/msinvent/index.asp). The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email/print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From-’ Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 
To,, Jenny Romero 
Subject-’ RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14- or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times/weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-’ Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent-" Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
�::¢; Barbara Hall 
S..bject,, RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 

Best, 
Jenny 

From-’ Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:4-1 AM 
To,, Jenny Romero 
S,,bject; RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-’ Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 

Sent-’ Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 



Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

Fron~: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review~ I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy 
Richard Brooks Papers 3&f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Eartha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers 1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 

19’~; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62~ 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list~ Tf you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know~ Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blocks ond Film and Bl~cl(s in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http:!/catalog.oscars.org Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from :10am- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from :10am-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at httP:iiwww~oscars.org/libraryiusingihours-directionsJ~tml Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 

denny Romero ¯ Special Oolleetions Department Goordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ¯ Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 . Fax 310-657-5193 

www oscars.org/library/° iromero@,oscars orq 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. ] 973 - 1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 
RichardBrooks: 1966 (Columbia Picmres, 1966) 

includes: brea£down of billing requirements; waiver for billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellamy, Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, FebruaD~ 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legaJ-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Cohm~bia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 

of actors salaries, 1965; signed agreements with stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 



16.f-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 

correspondence with Marry Forkins, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

from Stepin Fetchit with coW of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Bojangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda ][lopper papers 

25 Twentieth Centuu- Fox 1944-1965. 
includes: draft column on THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 
fan mail including letter fiom reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 
supporting Catholic Church and protesting Ed Sullivan’s sympathies 
towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa March 2, 1955; fan mail 
regmding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter from reader to 
Hopper discussing sister-in-law who attended Peter Marshall’s church, 
March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 
1956 [postmark]; letter fi-om Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 
mamage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 
Eea’t~ha Kitt, thoughts by NunnaJdy Johnson regaiding his work on 
"Wandering Jew script." and house owned by Haarold Hecht, July 30, 
1957; letter froln Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 
asked to take over as director of’][’HE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 
Scalds attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 
Goldslein discussing Olivier, Jem.~ Wald, and Thehna Czalet-Heir, 
October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 
[unpuNished?]; list of guests who attended paW hosted by Spyros 
Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 
filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] with mention of Sandra Dee 
visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 
Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 
photocopy of letter fiom Afi-ican-American soldier to McCa~hy who 
served under George Patton, September 6, 1961; letter fiom Teet Carle to 
Hopper discussing filming on location for NINE HOURS TO RAMA, 
November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 
regarding NINE HOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 
letter from Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaught mga~cding his visit to dirt}rant 
regions in Africa including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 
was filming THE LION [1962], January 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 
Peter Levathes, JanuaD’ 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 
International Cultural Center lbr Youth in Jerusa]em which includes 
mention ofLiza MimMli being in "Diary of Anne Frank," [1962], 2 pages; 
interview with Harold Rand, January 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter fi-om Fred 
Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and HOW TO STEAL A 
MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy. Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.t"-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965. 
includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 
Loew thiling to maacry Eartha Kitt, Joan Collinff wish to marry, Loew, and 
the wit of Nunnally Johnson, July 26, 1957; letter t~om Hopper to 
Goldslein with mention of Robert Wagner and discussing Nunna~ly 
Johnson rewriting script for Marilyn Monroe’s upcoming film 
[SOMETHING’S GOT TO GIVE], FebrumT 9, 1962; letter from 
Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Twlol; Richard Burton, and 
Susan Strasberg, FebrumT 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 

conta~ns: letter from Emth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

Inissed a perfolmance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocmnbo due to an 

illness, FebrumT 15, 1954. 

Hattie and Sam McDaniel papers 

1.f-15 Committee for Uni~ in Motion Pictures -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First Annual Motion Picture Uni~’ 



Award Assembly, sponsored by the Youth Council of the National 
Association tbr the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 
23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publici~ 1942. 

contains: one 7x10 newspaper portrait from THE CALIFORNIA 

EAGLE. 

1.f-17 McDaniel, Hatlie -- childhood undated. 

contmns: "Elective Spelling Blanks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott belonging to, 

and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

1.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 
contmns: card with imprint of McDaniel and the Beulall show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- advertisement circa 1915. 

contmns: advertisement mounted on board with picture, "Compli,nents of 

Brown and McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertaining". 

1 .f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 

contmns: signed agency contract between Sam (Deacon) McDaniel and 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 .f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cal’e 1947. 
contains: tblder t?om ttillside Catb, Long Beach, Calitbmia, with 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and four other people, inscribed ’q’o the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 
"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 
contak~s: folder fro,n Price’s Foothill (resIaura~t), Signal Hill, California, 
with photograph of Sam McDaniel and club ownm; together with 5x7 
photograph of Stun McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contains: clippings regaacding Mr. McDaniel; clippings about Hattie 

McDaniel and her death and funeral; photographs of(among others) Mr. 

McDaniel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and friends, family and business 

acquaintences; telegran~ from Am~a Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sorrow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation for CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE PALOOKA, CHAMP 
(1946); telegram from John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 

McDaniel relaying message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER WHO’S 

KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Berne [Davis] and Mary. 

IAstor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap pm~; review for HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review for A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review for AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8xl 0 certificate of a resolution honoring the memory of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Nmnber 2, undated [photocopy]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 

contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaniel, Sam 

McDaniel, Etta McDaniel and t~mily members and tiiends. 

Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 

Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 

contains: Music Town Presents, "American Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 



Goodwin, Mwan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 

Note: Program, with many advertisements tbr black busines~s mad 

enter’mimers, including tilm FOUR St L*kI ~L DIE ruth Dorofl~y Dandfidge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edward Ingram, for Vernon, tke Nite Club of 

Los Angele~ wifl~ list of pertbrmers. 

Note: On reverse, written in pencil, am lyrics to "Walkin’ the Dog." 

Paramount Pictures contract summaries 

14.f- 1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 
contains: summa~" of agmmnent dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 PORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Milestone; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

includes: agreement with Lynn StaJmaster, Maacch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Studios. a children’s portrait gallmy, 

wondering if GmgoD~ Peck roll cast her lazy son in recompense for her 

having been inundated at all hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search tbr Melville Productions, Ma~-ch 15, 
1958; day player contracts tbr, among others, Phillip Ahn, Ivan Dixon, and 

Beulak Quo; contracts tbr, among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 

Norman Fell, Ha~ry Guaacdino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, Hmry Dean Stanton, Woo@ 

Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Miltnn E. Picl~nan papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 

contains: (1) THE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader repo~t by Sidney 
Picker of a screen treatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., Januau 25, 1965; 

(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 

DonaJd McCardle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 

reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 

September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 

H~el Thurston of a novel by June Drnmmond, June 9, 1961, 4 pages; (5) 

"The Three Sirens," reader report by Edward Doyle of a novel by Irving 

Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 
screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 

Tightrope MerL" reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 

Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8)"Time and AgairL" reader report of a 

novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reports of 

a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 

pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 
contains: brief production notes on an autobiography by Eartlm Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 

contains: letters from George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 

13, 1974; Barbara Best, two undated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 

Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Do~~, NBC, April 22, 

1952; Robert J. Fi~zgibbon, °°Family Weekly," February. 12, 1969; Maul 

Foldam, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 

Sidney and Madeline Crreenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe ttoenig, July 24, 
1967; E*n Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Lea~, undated; GeoffMiller, "Los 

Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, Januau 13, 

1964; Peggy McNaughk April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain, May 5, 1961; JmD" 

Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), June 25, 1957; A. L. 

Rockett. March 21, 1955; Paul San, ’~New York Post" October 28, 
1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGM publicib~, undated; "Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 

Laru Swindell, Febrnau 23, 1973; "TV Radio Mirror" (Claim Safran), 
June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolsky to °~Fhis Week," January 28, 1969, 

and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), August 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 

MW 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, MW 4, 1967; Irma 



Wei~man, December 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilso~, July 

5, 1972; SoniaWolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 

1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3~f-62 Tyntypes-- D 

contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Danov~, Ray Danton, Kim 

Daxby, Bobby Dafin, ttal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 

Smnmy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de ttavilland. 

4.f-74 Tynb’pes-- K 

contains: material on Anna Karina, Dmany Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 

Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kerr, 

John Kerr, Marion Key, Alan King, Eartha Kitt, Jack Klugma~, S usan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofl~rso~, Hardy Kruger, Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zeitlin papers 

2.17- [62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [._tAa__[[_~9__:_ti_e_g__e__s_~_e_y__~__e_m_a__[[=u__n___c_=e__d___u_] 

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
S,,bject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept: 29 through Sept. Z I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once: Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
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Sam McDaniel 

Films 

ice Palace 

Carmen Jones 

The President’s 
Lady 

Flamingo Road 

The Secret Life of 
Walter Mitty 

Double 
Indemnity 

Tall in the Saddle 

All Through the 

Night 

You Belong to Me 

They Died With 

Their Boots On 

Director 

Vincent Sherman 

Otto Preminger 

Books/Autobiography 

"Studio Affairs" 

Preminger : an 

autobiography 

Otto Preminger : the 

man who would be king 

Location 

Davis Library 

Davis Library 

Davis Library 

Call Number 

PN1998.3.$453 A3 1996 

PN1998.A3 P672 1977 

PN1998.3.P743 H57 2007 

Henry Levin 

Michael Curtiz 

Norman Z. 

McLeod 

Billy Wilder "Wilder : the cinema of Davis Library PN1998.3.W56 H666 

wit 1906-2002" 2003 

Edwin L. Matin 

Vincent Sherman Same as Ice Palace 

Wesley Ruggles 

Raoul Walsh Davis Library PN1998.A2 M38 c. 2 The Men who made the 

movies : interviews with 
Frank Capra, George 

Cukor, Howard Hawks, 

Alfred Hitchcock, 
Vincente Minnelli, King 

Vidor, Raoul Walsh, and 

William A. Wellman 

Louisiana Irving Cummings 

Purchase 

Virginia City Michael Curtiz 

Union Pacific Cecil B. DeMille Davis Library PN1998.3.D39 B57 2004 

William Wyler Jezebal 

Davis Library 

Davis Library 

-"Cecil B. DeMille’s 
Hollywood" 

-"Cecil B. DeMille and 

American culture : the 

silent era" 

"A talent for trouble : 
the life of Hollywood’s 

most acclaimed 
director, William Wyler" 

"Victor Fleming : an 

American movie 

master" 

PN1998.3.D39 H54 1994 

PN1998.3.W95 H47 1996 

Captain Victor Fleming Davis Library PN1998.3.F62 $63 2008 

Courageous 

The Gorgeous Clarence Brown 

Hussy 

Wagon Wheels Charles Barton 



Manhattan W.S. Van Dyke’s journal Davis Library PN1998.3.V35 A3 1996 

Melodrama ..... 

Belle of the Leo McCarey : from Davis Library PN1998.3.M3969 G44 

Nineties Marx to McCarthy 2005 

Kid Millions 

Footlight Parade 

Going Hollywood Same as They Died 

With Their Boots On 

Grand Hotel Edmund Goulding’s dark Davis Library PN1998.3.G68 K46 2004 

victory : Hollywood’s 

genius bad boy 

A Free Soul 

The Public Enemy Davis Library 

W.S. Van Dyke 

Leo McCarey 

Roy Del Ruth 

Lloyd Bacon 

Raoul Walsh 

Edmund 
Goulding 

Clarence Brown 

William A. 

Wellman 

The man and his Wings : 

William A. Wellman and 
the making of the first 

best picture 

The Men who made the 

movies : interviews with 
Frank Capra, George 

Cukor, Howard Hawks, 

Alfred Hitchcock, 
Vincente Minnelli, King 

Vidor, Raoul Walsh, and 

William A. Wellman 

Davis Library 

PN 1998.3.W454 W45 

2006 

PN1998.A2 M38 c. 2 

Dance, Fools, Harry Beaumont 

Dance 

Hallelujah King Vidor King Vidor PN1998.3.V54 A3 1988 

The Men who made the 

movies : interviews with 
Frank Capra, George 

Cukor, Howard Hawks, 

Alfred Hitchcock, 
Vincente Minnelli, King 

Vidor, Raoul Walsh, and 

William A. Wellman 

Davis Library 

Davis Library PN1998.A2 M38 c. 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wilson, Carlton E <cwilson@NCCU.EDU~ 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 6:51 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

FW: [Caar-Listserver] useful website a~d resource projects 

ATT00002..txt 

From: caar-listserver-bounces@mailman.zfn.uni-bremen.de [mailto:caar-listserver-bounces@mailman.zfn.uni-bremen.de] On Behalf Of Sabine Broeck 
Sent; Tuesday, June 07, 2011 9:13 AM 

To; caar-listserver@mailman.zfn.uni-bremen.de 
Subject: [Caar-Listserver] useful website and resource projects 

dear all, 

in loose sequence, we will be presenting interesting websites, and resource projects for your information, we start with the 

Media Resource Center, at the Moffit Library, UC Berkeley, and their site on: The Movies, Race and Ethnidt¥: African Americans. 

Find an annotated list of films on various subtopics concerning black life in American film, organized by timeline, and subheadings like ’blaxploitation 

films,’ under 

http:[[www.!ib.berke!ey.edu[MRC[!magesafam.htrn. 

we are inviting CAAR list serv participants and others to present such projects to the list serv, and the website. 

best 

sabine 

£-rof. Dr. Sabine Broeck 

American Studi ~’s/Black S Ludi 

English-Speaking Cultures 

University of Bremen 

~on: 00 49 42~ 218 68130 

~resid~nt CAAR: www.oaar-web.erq 

This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security- System. 

For more information please visit http:/iww~,.messa~elabs.com/emaJl 

This emaJl has been scanned by flae MessageLabs EmaJl Security System. 

For more infom~atiou please visit http:/%~v.messagelabs.com/email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Park <sparldndexing@gmail.com> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 2:05 PM 

st’~xkindexing@gmail.com 

Indexing Services 

I’m a professional indexer ruth a background in technical writing and education. As an indexer, I specia]ize in the humanities and social sciences. Recem projects 

include Promises and Agreements: Philosophical Essavs (Oxford UNversiU Press) and The City on the Hill From Below: The Crisis of Prophetic Black Politics 
(Temple University Press). 

I would welcome "the opportunity to create an index for ant’ books you have in the works. I am aJso available to help you cra£t your own index--as you probably know, 

writing an index can be a time-intensive eflbrt. 

You can find sample iMexes, my CV, and intbrmation abx~ ut my rates at ~’.spaxkindexin~.com. And if you know anyone in need of an indexer, plea~ t}el free to 

fo~-vva~rd this email. 

Regards, 

Susan 

Snsan Park 

Indexer 

414-526-9555 

www.spaxkmdexing.com 

spaxkindexing@gmaJl.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rush, Debbie R. <drush@ou.edu> 

Monday, August 1,2011 1:04 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Duplicate SCMS Protiles 

Dear Charlene, 

According to our database you had already set-up a profile back on November 23, 2010 in which your 2010-2011 SCMS membership is tied to. Duplicate records are 

not allowed so I am deleting your record you set-up today. 

Your username for your first record is cregester and I have reset your password to I will transfer your 2011-2012 membership payment to your first record. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Debbie 

~V~.~ : ~ ;~:k’~.} :’:?:?,’.;~.~(.~:.~1::; 



Entries from Introductory Dictionary of Lacanian Psychoanalysis, Dylan Evans 

1. adaptation; 2. algebra; 3. alienation; 4. analysand/psychoanalysand; 5. 

beautiful soul; 6. being; 7. biology; 8. cogito; 9. death drive; 10. demand; 

11. development; 12, discourse; 13. drive; "14. ego; 15. end of analysis; 

i6. ethics; "17, fantasy; 18. father; 19. imaginary; 20. instinct; 21, 

International Psycho-Analytical Association; 22. interpretation; 23, iouissance; 

29~ 

34~ 

39. 

sign; 44. signification; 45. signified; 46, signifier; 47. 

sinthome; 49. structure; 50, 

~anguage; 25. love; 26, mefalanguage; 27. metaphor; 2:8. metonymy; 

mirror stage; 30. mother; 31. obiet Ipetit) a; 3:2. other/Other; 33. pass; 

psychoanalysis; 35. psychology; 36. real; 37. religion; 38. repetition; 

science; 40. seminar; 41. sexual difference; 42. sexual relationship; 43. 

signifying chain; 48. 

subject; 51. symbolic; 52, truth; 53, 

unconscious; 54. woman 
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ADAPTATION 

adaptatio~ (adaptation) The concept of adapta~mr~ is a biological 

concep~ tsee a~o~.oGrl: orgamsms are suppose~ to be driven m adap~ ~hem~ 
sel~.’e~ to fi~ the enviro~me~t~ Adaptation implies a harmonious relation 

bctwee~ ~he hmenweh (m~er world) a~d UmwvIt {surronndiug world). 

rag neurotic symptoms ~ mrms of ms!adaptive befi~viour (such as applyh~g 
archmc defence mechanisms ia comexts where ~ey are no lo~ger approprmteL 

and arguing {ha~ the aim of psyc~oa~aIylic treatment [s tu help t~e patmm 

From his early work in the 1930s om Lacan opposes any at{erupt to explain 

haman pgem~mena {n ~erms of adap*alion (see Lacan. 1938: 24: Ec. [58: E~. 

I ? 1~2). "Fh~s form~ a coostal~{ theme i~ Lacan’s work: in 1955. for eamnpie, he 

whic~ p~ogresses thruugh adaptation’ {$2, 86L He takes ~his u~w for several 

1. The ~tress on the adaptive functkm of ~he ego misxes the ego’8 alienating 

{unction an~ i~ based on a simplistic and unproblematic view of ’rea!i~y’. 

Rea~Ry ~s t~o[ a s~mple, oh ochre thing to which the ego ;nus~ adagt, bu~ ~ 

RscIf a product of ~he ego’s fictional misrepre~entatmn~ a~d pro.Nctions. 

Thereflwe "i~ is m~ a qae~don of adapting to it ~reality]. hut of showing it 

{the ego] ~hat i~ is ~miy mo well adapted, shwe il ~13~ists in the construclion of 

.tMt you reality"/E. 236L The task og psychoanMvsis {s ra~her to s~bvert {~e 

~illusory sense o{ adapiafi~m, since ~his blocks access to the ~mcon~ous. 
2. To set adap{afi~m as the aim of the treatment is m mrn the analys~ into ~e 

arbiter ot ~he paI~e~Ws adaptation. The analyst’s own ’relation to reality thus 
goe~ wid~oot saying" (E. 230); ~t Is automatically assumed [lla~ t~e analys~ is 

boner adapted ~h;m ~he patiem This ~nevi~aMy turns psychoanalysis into the 

rea~i~y onto the pa~e~: th~ ~s not psychoanalysis but 3u(~r~oN. 
3. The i~ea of harmony beba,een ~he organism at~d its euvh’onna~n~, implk:i~ 

m the coacep~ <+f adaptatkm, is i++app{~caMe te human beings bec’ause man+s 

m~agi~ary ~eJatio~ ~to nature] ~as deviated’. Whereas ’al{ auimal machi~es a~e 

aricfiy rivemd m IRe conditions of the externa{ eavmmmen!" 1S2. 322), in ff*e 

immau being tl~ere is "a ~enain biok~g{eal gap" tS~. 3.3; see <;~. A~y attempt 

m regain h~mnony with ~ature ~werk~ks the esscm{aHy exeesswe dr~ve 

potential summed up in *he den{~ dave. Human beings are e,-:sem~ally mak~- 

dapm*e. 

gacan argues ~ba~ the s~re~s put by ego-psychology o~ ~he adaptation of the 

patiea~ to rea}~ty reduces psvchoanaiysi~ to an instrument of social comro~ and 

ctmformi~y Ne sees ~!~s as a cutup{ere betrayal of psychoanalysis, which he 

~egards as m~ essentially subversive practice. 

Laca~ regards it ~> significant {hat the adaptation {home was developed by 

~be European psychoanalysts who had emigrated {o the USA in the ~ate 1930a: 

AFFECT 

these analysts felt nu~ only {hat they had to adapt to life i~ the USA, but also,f 
{hat they h~d to adapt psychoanalysis ~o American tastes (E, 115L 

affect (affeetl in Freud’s work, t!~e term ’affec’." stands ir~ 0ppositio,~ 
the term ’idea’. The oppoSkion betwee~ ihe affec~ive and the inteMecmM iS one 

of the oldest themes i~ phiIosophy, a~d made its way imo Freud’s vocabulary 

via Germa~ psychology. 
For Lacan, however, the opposkion between tSe affective and ~he ~teDec~ 

ma~ is ao~ valid in the psychoanalytic field~ "This opposido~ is oile tff [be 

contrary ~o ann{yale experim~ce and mos~ un:enlighteni~g when: i~ come~ to 
understanding ~{’ ~SL 

Thu~. in ~espo~se to those who a~cuse Lacau of being overdnte[lectual and 

of neglecting the rote of affect, k can be pointed ou{ that this Criticism is based 
on what Lacan saw a~ a fa se opposiH m (Lacan I so argu~ ~t~at ctkicisms of 

being over-iatelIecma; wege ofte~ merely excuses {k~r skippy thinking --- see 

IT l). Psychoaaaiytic tream~en~ is based on the symbolic order, which ~rans- 

reads the opposition betwee~ affect m~d intellect. On ~be one hand, psycho~ 

ana!ytlc experience ’is not ~hat of an af[gcti ve smo0chy-wooc by" { S l~ 55}. On 

the of!~r band, m~r is psychoamdytic treatme~ an h-~ellectuai affair: ’~:e are 
not dealing her~ with an intellectual dimem;ioa" (S l, 27a1, The Laca~fian 

psyc)oa~a yst mus~ thus be aware of the ways in which both "id’fect~ve 

smm)<:hy-woo~hy’ aud inte!!ectaa~isatim~ cm~ be resixlances to ar~a~ysi~. 

imaginary b.,eg of ~he eg~, Anxiety is the only affect ~ha~ is m~ deceptive, 

I.acan is opposed to tl~ose analysts w~m have iaken ~e affecfive reaim as 

~rimary, for t~e af[~ctive iS ~ot a se)arate realm opposed to the 
"The affecfive s no~ Hke a ~peciat densky which wou~fl escape an imeHecmal 

accounting, tt is m)~ to be f~)und i~ a mythica~ beyond of *he production of the 

symbol which would precede the discursive Rm~mlatlm~" (SI. 57). However. 

~e re~ects accusations of ~mg!ecting the role of affect pointing W t!!e faci ~£~ a 

wimI~ year of d~e seminar is dedicated p~ccise[y to d scussing anxiety (Lacan, 

t973~: 38). 
La(:m~ does no! propose a~enera theory of affects, bo~ oeIy touches rm ~hem 

insofar ~S ~hey impi~ge o~ psychoana!y!ic Iron,meat. He iusists on he ’e at o 

ship oF affecl to the symbolic orde< aft~c~ means that the subjec! is affec*ed by 

his {elatim~ wig~ t!~e OtheL ~e argues {Bat affecls are not signifiers but 

($7, !02-3), and emphas~ses Freud’s position that repression does no~ 
upon the ag{~c~ (which rag only be transh~rmed Or displaced~ bat upon the 

ideations! representative {whkh is. i~ gacan’s te~s. ~ge siguifief? tee. 

~can’s comments on tfie cvncept of affec~ have hnportanl imp[icalions 
cfin{cal prac6ee, Firstly, ul! ihe ctmcepls iu psyc?o n~ysis ~l~ic~ have 

t~aditionaliv been conceived in terms of aft}c~s, suc~ as the transference. 
must be m~hought in ~e~ms of their symbolic sh~ctm’e, ff the ana{ysi 

direct the t~eatmea~ co~ect}y. 
Secondly, ~he affects are lures which can deceive *he snub’st, and hence the 



AGGRESS tVITY 

analyst must be" wary {ff being tricked by his own affects; Tiffs does not mean 

Finally, ~{ follows ~hat ~m aim of psychoanniytie treatmem is not the mlivlng 
of past experiences, nor the abreactlon of affect, b{~t the aa{culation i~ speech 
Of ~he trmh about desire, 

Another {erm i~* [,acm~’s discourse~ feinted to b~t distinct flom "affect’, is 
the term ’passm.L Lacan speaks of the ’fl}re~ fundamental passions’: ~ove. 
bate a~d ~gnorance (SI. 271 ~; ~{s ~s a reference to Buddbis~ thought (E. 94). 
These pass~ous am ~ot ~magi~ary phenomena, bu* located at t~e junctioax 

ALGEBRA 

This aggress~vity directed towards the analyst then becomes ’tl~e initia~ knot of 
the analytlc drama’ (E, 14). TNs phase of the treatmem is yew importaal since 
if the aggressivity is handled co~mct~y by the analyst, it wffl be accompanied 
by "a marked decmam in ~he patiem’s de,epest resistances’ (Lacan. 195 I b: ~3). 

algebra (algObre) Al;ebra is a branch of ~s~ru~:~a,~ncs which reduces the 
solution of problems to manipulations of symbolic expressions. Lacan begins 
to use algebraic symbols in ~is work i~ i 955 (see SCH~*a k), in a~ a~tempt {v 
forma~ise psychoanalysis, Throe maiu re~m*~s fie behind lBis attempt at 
forma~isatio~: 

I, Fo~alisadon is necessary for psychoanalysis ~o acqt~ire scientific status 
(see sc~c~). ~u*t as Ciaude L~vi~Strauss uses quasi-mathematical fomm~ae in 
an attemp~ to set anthropology o~ a more s~ienti~c footi~g, Lacan ~t~cmp~s to 
de the same for psychoanalysis, 

2. Fo~alisation can provide a core of psychoanalytic theory w~ich can be 
transmitted ~ntegrally even to those who haw ~eve, experienced psycho- 
a~a!y~ic treatment, The for~ulae th~s become an essemial aspec~ of the 
training of p~ychoa~a~ysk~ which take their place akmgside the tmimng 
a~alysJs as a me0ium for the transmission of psychoanalySc kno~vledge. 

3, Fonnalisation at psychoanalytic theory b~ terms of Ngebvaic symbols is a 
means of preventing intuRive u~dersmnding, wMch Laca~ *chards as a~ 
imaginary ~ure which Nnders access to the symbolic. Rather than ~eing 
understood in an intuitive way, Ne a~gebzaic symbols are to be used. manipu- 
lamd and read in va~ous different ways {see E. 3170, 

Mos~ English translations of Lacan also translate lbe algebraic symbols 
which spear in his work. For example, Alan Sheridan, i!! his ~ransiatinn of 
~crita, re,dots t~e symbol A (for Autre) as O (for Other}. However, Lacan was 
opposed m such a p~ctice, as Sheridan himself points o,~t {SheNdan, 1977: xiL 
In this dic~ionaw, in !ine with Lacan’s own pro%fence, lhe algebraic symbols 
are left as they am i~ the anginal French texls. 

7No algebraic symbols used by Lacan, which appear prlnc}pM!y in the 

their most commo~ meaning. However, it is important to remember that the 
symb~l~ do n~t always refer to the same concept throughout Lacaa’s work, bm 
are used i~ d~fferei~t ways as his work develops, The most impo~xant example 
of sue~ a shif~ h~ meaning is the t~se of t~e sy~gbo! a. which is used in radically 
different ways in the i950s and in the I960s, However. even other symbols 
which a~v relatively smbie ~n meaNng are occasimm!!y used in veW different 
ways: for examp!e, s nezrlg always designates the signified, but is used in o~e 
algorithm {o dc~ote the subject supposed m know (see Lucan. 1967). Therefore 
some caution should be exercised when mfe~iag to t~e t~l!owing list of 
equ~val:eaces, 



ALGEBRA 

A 

s(A) =- 

D 

d 

the big other 

the barred other 

(see objet petit n) 

L (before 1957) the S~bject 

2, ~t~m ~957 ~1 the 

3~ (J~ the schemas of Sade) ~e raw subject of p~easure 

~be barred subject 

~e m~ster signifier 

the signifying chain/kn~w~edge 

the signified (in the Sau~su~’ean a~godg~m) 

the s~gnifiCat~on o~ the Other (the message/s~mptom/ 

denmn~ 

desire 

t~e ego (moi) 

the specular ~mage (schema R) 

1. the specular h~age (g~aph of desire) 

2. the ideM ego (~pfical 

the ego4deal (sc~ema R) 

the ego-ideal {graph of desire) 

the ~ea~ phallus 

the symbo~[c phallus [gpper-case 

the imaginary phaeton [lvwer~ca~e phi] 

the symbolic o*vle~ (schema R) 

the field ~f reality (schema R) 

the imaginary order {~ch~ma R) 

the symbolic fa~her~ame-ogthe-Futher 

~he imugiuary father 

the symbo!~e mother 

jouissance 

phallic jouis.sance 

the.fimissance of the o~her 

the s~atement 

V = the will to enjoy (vol~ntd dejoUi~xauce) 

The typographical details and diacritics are extremely importan~ in Lacanian 

a~gebra. The difference between ~pper- and ~ower-case symbols, the difference 

be~wee~ ~taScised and no~-ita~clsed symbols, the use of the apostrophe. Ihe 
minus sigm a~d snbscdpts: al~ these details p~ay thek pa~ in lhe a~gebra~c 

system. For example the upper-case !otters asnal[y re%r to the syn ~o.iC order, 

ANALYSAND/PSYCHOANAL¥SAN D 

whereas the lower-case {otters usually refer t0 the irrmginary~ The use of the 
bar is sis0 importa~L and varies even within the same form~[a~ 

a|ie~a{ion (ati~r,ation) ’The term ’alieuaion" does not constitute part 
of Fre~dTs theorelica{ vocabulary. In Lacan’s work fl~e *ema implies both 
psychiatric and philosophical references: 

+ Ps?’chiatry French psychiatry ia the ~neteenl£ cemury {e,g. Pi3el~ 
conceived of menial illness as alf~uaHon m~la[¢, and a common ~ecm ~u 

~, Philosophy The {e~P.~ ~aHenatiorF is the usuu~ translation for the German 

term Er+?fiemdung which features in the philomphy u[ Hegel and Marx. 

However. the Lacaeian concept of alienation dK~rs gready from the ways 

that the term is employed i~ ~he: Hegefim~ a~d Marxist lradit~o~ {ay Jacque~- 

Alaln M~Iier poinks out: Sl ~. 215), For Lacan, alienation i~ nt>~ an accident that 
befalls the subject and which can be traoscended, but an essentia~ 

ieature of tlxe subject, Fhe subjecg {s fUudame~ta{ly s~.~r, aIienated from 

himself, a~d ~here is no escnpe from this division, ~o possibility o[’ "~::’h~e- 

hess" or 

Atienafion is a~ inevitable co~sequeuce og ~he process by w~ich the ego 
constituted by iden6ficatkm with tl~e co~mterpart: "the i~[tia{ synthesis of the 

ego is essentially a~ aker ego. [t is alienated" (53.39). In Rimbaud’s worda~ ’l 

is a~+ otheF (E+ 23). Thus al~enaiio~ belongs to {~e imaginary order: 

atim~ is co+~stitufive of K~e imaginary order. Alienation is the imaginary 
s~mW (83. 146}. A~thm~gb a!Je+mtion is an esseafia} characteristic of all 

sab}ectiv~{y, psycl~os~s represems a mo~e. extreme fom~ of alie~ation. 

who~e af chapter 16 of 77~e Semiuar. Book XL The Fm~r 

C+mcepts qf Psychoat~o~ysis (~964a1 to a discuss}on of alienation and the 

related �oncep~ of separafiom 

analysandipsychoanalysand (anMysan@sychanalysant) 
Before 1967. I.aca~ refers to the one who is ’in" psychoanalytic veatmeut 

as the ~pztient" (Fr. patient) or ~he ’s~[~ect’. or uses the techn~ca~ 

lerm O~z~wh)a~al)’s£ However. in [967 Lacan ~nt~)duces the mrm 

~967: 18). Lacan prefers ~hi~ term hecaose, beh~g derived from ~be gerund, 

it i~dicates that the one who lies on ~he couch is ~he o~e who does m~st tff the 

work. TBis contrasts with the old {erm (psych)amtlysd which, beb~g derived 

anaIytic process, or {bat ~he anatyt{c process has finished, in Lacaa’s view. the 

ana~ysa~d is ~ot +aua!ysed" by the analyst~ it is the analysand who analyses. 

an~ the {ask of the anNyst is to help him to analyse welh 



B~AUTIFUL SOUL 

beat~tiful soul (belle &he) The bcami,%l smJl {Ger. sch&m See&) [s a 

d~sorder tmw the wo~ld and ~Iempts to cm � th~s disorder by imposing ~the law 

the dialeclic~ impasse of the belie dine who does not r~cognise b~s very own 

misrecog~fion ~ee ~L’co.~,<.~.vs,~uc? ) {gc, ~ 72-3). 
The concept of the beau~if~ sou~ i~i~strates t~e way that neurotics often 

deny theh" own +e~pon~iNlity ff+r what is going on around them (see ~c~), The 
ethics ~ff psychmmalys~s eajuin a~alysand~ to recognise their own part ~n their 

sufferh~gs, Thus whet+ Dora complains about being treated as a~ object of 

exchange by ~he men around her. Freud’s first {~te~’vention is to confront her 

wi~h her own comp]Mty in this exchange (Ec, 218-19; see Freud, 1905e}. 

note to his discourse tga~ dislinguishes it from most other schools of psycho- 
analytic t~enry, which refuse to �~gag¢ wilh their metaphysical at~d phiin- 

sopbica~ ~bundatton~ (see E, 228}. Laces argues that it is ~ecessa~y fur 

hi~ action ’goes to the heart of [the ana~ysand’sI being’, and this also affects 

his ow~ be~g. since he canam "remain akme outside the field of play" (E+ 
228L Henc~ "it ~g certai~!y m tbe relation to being that th~ analyst has to tirol 
his operating leveF (E. 252L I .ac+m Man a~gues that &~ring the course of the 

~reatment the analyst is snbjected to a wogressive loss of beb~g (Fr~ d&~tre}, as 
he is gradually reduced to being a mere object tbr the analysand. 

Heidegge~ (see Heidegger, 1927). Being belnngs tO the symbolic Order since h 
is ~the re~afion to ~he Other in which being finds its status" (E, 251}. This 

relation, like the Other itselL is marked by a !ack (manque}, and the subject is 

consti~ute~ by this lack of bein8 (manque..O-~reL ~hich gives rise to desire, a 

w~m.m-be ~mmwt~e+d-&rel: desire is thus essentiaUy a desire got bei~g~ 

Whenever l.acan opposes being to EXISTENCE, i[ is with existence in the real 

which conwasts with the symb0[ic fu~clio~ of being+ Somethiag may ~h~s be 

widmu~ existiu$+ when it is constructed from speech b~t finds no correlate i~ 

bei~g snc ~ us the +ineffable, stupid ex s~ence’ of the subject, which cannot be 

completely redt;ced In a signifying artic~flation (E+ i94), 

kamao cO ns ~he neok~gism pm’~tre ~rom lhe verbal nouu ~tre {being) a~d 

BIOLOGY 

the verb parle+- {m speak) to empbasis~ his point that being ii~ constituted in 
and through langtmge, A human being is abt>ve sip a Speaking beh~g+ 

~jght.~¢~g ht Ns "Rep~y to Jean FIyppo~i~e’s cotnme~arv 0i} F~eud’s 
Negatiot~" (Laban, 1954b), Laces describes u primordial act ~>1 alJfirmafioa 
which is logicaliy p~or to auy act of ~o.~o~. Lacan uses Freud’~ Gem~an 
te*m. B~jahung (a{fi,’matiou) to denote this p+’imordiai af~rmatitm (Ec, 387: 
see Freud, 1925h}. Whereas negation ~oacerns what Fre~d called "g~e ju~ge~ 
merit of existence’. Bejahm,g denotes something more fur~damentaL namely 
the primordial get of symbolisation itselL the inclusion of 5breeching ~n the 
symbolic aaiverse. Only after a thing gas been symbo~ised (at ~he level of 
BejaiPtmg) ca~ the value of existence be attributed to 

Lacan posits a basic al~ernaIive between B@dntag and the psychotic 
mechanism he later cails PORE~’LOSURE; the former dcsignales a p+qmordial 
inclusion of some{bins i~ the symbolic, whereas fi~rec~osure is a prhnordial 
refusal ~o i~cIade smnethi~g [the Name~0fqhe-Fatherl 
82). 

biology (biotoiie) Freu,J’s work is Full of ~referer~ces a, bio~.ogy. Fre:~d 

regarded bioingy as a model of sciemific r~gour on which m base ~be new 

science of psychoanalysis. Lacing, however, is strongly opp<~sed t~ any anempt 

to consu-t*ct psychoanalysis upon a b~ok~gicai model arguing ~hat the direct 

application of biological (or etho!ogica!/psycbologiea!} concepts Isuch a~ 

a~a~ar~o~,) to psychoanalysis will inevitably be misleading and wi!! obl~te> 

expianafio~s of haman l~haviour ignore, according to Laces. the primacy of 
the symbolic order in human exis~e~ce, Laces sees this *biolegtsm’ i~ the work 
of those psychoa~mlysts who have con%sod desire with need~ and drives wi{b 

instincts, concepts which he insists on dis~ingu!shh~g. 
These a~guments are evident from the very earliest of Lacan’s psycgo~ 

~nalytic writings, In h~s 1938 work on the family, ft~r examp~e~ he rejects 
any attempt to eaplaia family structures on the baMs of purely biologica~ data. 

and argues that human ~syehalogy is regulaled by comp[exe< ra~her ~han hy 

b~stincts (Lacam !938: 23~). 
Lacan argyles that h~s refusN of biological reductio+~ism is not a con~a. 

dicti+m of Freud but a return to the essence of Fread’s woFk, When Freu0 used 

biologicN models, he did so simply because biology wa~ at ~hat time a model 

of scientific rigom" in gm~eraI, and burmese the coajecmra! sciences had not 
then achieve~ the same @gree og rigour, F~eud cer~ai~ly did no~ coo%so 

psychoanMys{s with biology or any other exact science, and when he bor- 
rowed co~+cepts from biology !such as the coucep~ or" the drive) he reworked 

~bem in suc~ a radica~ way ~hat ~hey become totally sew concepts. For 

example, the concept of a~e death instinct +is ;~ot a question of biology’ (E, 

q 
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CHANCE               /@~ 

In the 1950s Latin begins to ad~ss tke very concept of causality hse,f, 
ar~aiug that it is m be situated ~ t~e border between ~hc symbolic a~d the 
re~l; i~ implies ’a mediation b~een the chain of symbols a~d the real’ 
~92), He argue~ tha~ th~ cen~pt of causality, which uaderpins al~ science, is 

In the semh~ar of 1962-~, Lacan argue~ that the true meaning of 
Should be k~ke~ ~ur ~n t~e phenomeno~ of anxiety, for anxiety is the cause of 
doubt, He then ~nks th~s w~th the concept of o~:~e~Tra, whic~ is now defined 

In { 964, Laca~ t~ses Anslode s typology of causes t~ d{usffate the uffferenc# .. 

d~stmgui~hes betwee/~ magic, rehgm~, scmnce and psycnoanalys~s on the bas~s - 
{o their ~elationsbip m t~l~ as cause {see Lacan, 1965a). 

gaean aL~o plays on the ambiguity of the term, since besides being "that 
which provokes an effect’, a cause is a{so *flint for which one fights, that which 
one defeads’, Laca~ clearly sees hhnself as figfit~ng %r ’the F~’e~dia~ cause’ 
~he name he gave to the schoo{ be founded ~n 1980), ahho~gh this fight cn~ 
~mly be wo~ Wheno~e reallses ~hat the cause of the unconSCiOUS is a{ways *a g}.2~,~~ 

chance (chance) r, mua has ofter~ bee~ accused of a cmd~ determinism, 
since uo Slip or blunder, no matter bow appare~tly insignificant, is ever~ 
ascribed to Chance. l~deed. Freud wrote, q believe in external (~aB chance, 

it is true. but no~ h~ internal {psychical) a~cident~l events" (Freud, 1901 ; 257). 
Lacan exp~vsses the same belief in his own terms: chance, in {he sense of 

pure c0~,fingency, o~{y exists in the real, ~ the symbolic ~rdm, {here is no such 
thing as pm’e chance. 

In the seminar o{" 196&, Lacau uses A~is~ot~e"~ distinction between two kinds 
of chance {o i~h~st~ate this distinction be{wren the real and the symbolic, !~ Om 
see<rod book of the PlD’sics, where the concept of causa!iU (see cause) is 
discussed~ Aristotle explores the role o£ Chane~ and fortune in causality. He 
distiaguishes between two types of chance: automator~, which refers to chance 
eyelets in [be world at g!rge, and tyel~e, which designates chaIlce i~sofnr as it 
affects agen~ who are capable of mura~ actiom 

Lacm~ redefines automaton as "the network of sig~ifiers’, thus locating it in 
the symbolic order. The term thus comes to designate those phenomena which 
seem ~ be chance but which are i~ truth the i~s{stence of ~he signifier 
de~erminh~g the subject. Autama!o~* is ~o~ Im~y arbit~aD’: only the real is truly 
arbim~ry, since "the real is beyond the automaton" (Sl ], 59). 

The real is aligned with [vehe, which Lacan redefines as "the encounter witl~ 
th{ reaV. 7~rc~e thus ~efers to the ~ncursioa of the ~eal into the symbolic order: 
un~ke the ,mmmamn, which is the structure o{: the symbolic order which 

COG1TO 

detem~ines the subject, g~’che is pt~rely arbRrary, beyond the determinations of i 
the symbolic order. It is a knock or} Ihe do~r that interrupts a dream, and on a {. 

more painful ieve~ it is trauma. The traumatic evenI is the eacounter with the J 
real e~trlnsi¢ ~o signification. 

code (code) Lacan borrows the term "code’ .~rom Roma.,~ Jakobso~}’s 
theory of communication. Jakobson presents his opposi~ior~ ’code vs mes- 
sage: as an equiva~em of Saussu~e’S latrga~ vs Faro&. However. gacan d~aws 
an importm~t distinction between the concepts of LANGUAGE and code (see E. 
84). Codes a~e l~e province ot a~mal communkation, nt~t of i~tersubjecdve 
communication. Whereas the elements of a language a~ s~o~}~e~s, the ele- 
me~ of a cede are indices (see ~ex). The fundumental difference iS that 
there is a fixed bi-.univocal (one-to-one) relationship between ;~ ~adex aad its 
referent, whereas lhere is so such relafionShip between a signifier sad a 
referent or between a s{gaifier and a s~gni~ed, Becm~se of the b%uuivocal 
relation of indices a~d referents, codes iauk what Lacan regards as the 
fuadamental Fe~{m,e of ~uman languages: the potential for ambigmU a~d 
equivocation (see Lacam 1973b}, 

Lacan is not alway~ co~sistent in maiutaining th~s oppos}tion between code 
and Imnguage. In the seminar of 1958-9. f~r example, whe~ present}uS the 
e~ementary cell of the graph of deske, he designates or~e point as the code, 
which he also desiderates as the place of the Other ~nd tim bati~ry of signifiers. 
tn t~is case, k is Clear that the term ’code" is befog used in the same sense a~ 
the term qangtmge’, namely, to desiderate the set of sigmfie,~ available m the 
~ubjecL 

COgitO Lacan’s work.~ abotmd i~ references to the thmous phrase by 
Descartes~ cogito e,No sum (’I think, therefore t am" --..~ee Descartes. ~637: 
54). 7"h~ phrase (which Lacan often ref?.rs to simply as ~the c~;gito’} comes to 
Stand, in Lacan’s work. for Descartes’s eutire philosophy. Lacan’s 
Ca~esia~ism is extremely complex, and only a few of the mos~ importan~ 
poi~ts caa be summarised here. 

1. On one level, the cogi*o comes m stand for the modern ~es*em cm~ce~ of 
the g~o. based as it ~s on the notion~ of ~he self-sufficiency and s~lf-tra~par 
ency of cr~st~ous~ss, and the autonomy of the ego (see E, 6). A~thougb Laca~ 
does not hetieve that the modern western concept of the ego was }uve~ted by 
Descartes or by any ~ther individual he argues that it was born ia the same era 
in which Desca*~es was writing (the m~d-six{eentb lo ~he early seventeenth 
ceetury), a=d iS parf!cularly c~eady expressed by Desea~:ms (see $2. 6-7}. 
Thus, a!~ot~gh th~s concept of the ego seems so natural and e{eraal to western 
man ~oday, it is h~ t~ct a relatively recent c~{mra{ co~m~ct; i~s eternal-natural 
up.stance ~s i~ fac~ an i11usion produced by retroactio~ 

Laca~ argues that the experience og psychoanalytic treatment ’is ae 
expe~ience that leads us to ~ppo~e may philosophy directly issuing from 
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DEATH DRIVE 

French,/e roots; ~iteraUy, ’~he dead person’). ’The analyst inlervenes concm-. 

rely h~ the d~alecdc of ~a~ysis by preteedi~g that he is dead . . he makes 

death present {E. ~40~. T~e a~alys~ ’cadavefises" himself (so corpsiflaO. 

concernx deall~: it ~s ~e que~tkm "Am I dead or alive?" {$3. 179-80). 

dealh drive (puIMo¢~ de mort) Although inthna{iot~s of~he concept, of 
the ~eath d~ive (7);des~riebl ¢au be found early o, in Freud’s work. it was only 

~a~ed In this work Freud established a fundume~M ~pposition between ~ife 
drive~ (ernst. conceived of as ~ ~endency towar~ cohesi~ and unJly, and the 

dee~h ddve~, which operate in ~!~e opposite direction, u~doiag connections and 

~es{roymg things, However. ~he Hfe drives and the ~¢atJ~ drives are never 

%un~ in a pure state, bu~ always mixed¢Nsed together in dif%dng proportions, 

Indeed. Fre~d a~Na~ tha~ were it not for ~his fusion with erNism, the death 
drive w~utd eludg ou~ percepmm, since in itseff it is si}enl (Freud, ~930a: NE. 

XXI, 120). 

The concept of the dead3 drive was one of the mos~ cm~{roversiaI concepl~ 

inlroduced by Freud. and many of his disciples ~e~ected it (regarding ~t as mete 

poetry or as a~ un3ust~Jiable i~camion ~nto metaphysics), b~t Freud continued 

t0 reaffirm the comcept for the rest of his Ufe. Of the non-Laconian ~hoola of 

psychoanalytic t~eory, only Kleiaian psychoanalysis takes the eonce~ 

seMously, 

Laean folk~ws Freud in ~eaffirming the concept of the death drive as central 

misunde+’sm~d that doctrine enti~e~y" (E. 301 ), 

~e LacaMs ~irst remark~ on ~he Oeath drive, ~n 1938~ he ~eseri~es it as ~ 
nu~ta~Da ~" a ~sI h~rmo~y, ~ desire to return ~o lhe preoedipal f~shm with the 

mod~er’s breast. ~he ~o~s of w~ich is m~rked 09 ~he psyche in the weamn~ 

compiex {Lacan. 1938: 35L [n ~946 he links the death drive to the suicidal 

lendency ¢~f n~rcissi~m ~Ec, ~86). By IMking the deafl~ d~ive wRh ~he pro 

oed~pal phase and w~th narcissism, these early remarks wo~d place the dea~ 

drive m wlm~ [.acan later comes ~o call [~e im~ginm~ order. 

}k~wever. whe~ Laca~ begb~s to develop his concept og the three orders o~ 

~maginary. symbolic and real i~ the [950s, he does not s~tuate a~e death dd~e 

in the imagi~ary b~t in ~he symbolic. ~n the .seminar of [gS4--5. for example, he 
argues that ~he de~lb drive is simply the fundamental tendency of d3e symbolic 

symbolic order" ($2, 326). This shift also marks u difference w~lh Freud> for 

whom the death driw w~s closely bound up with biology, represengng the 

fund~men/M tendency of every living {~in~ to remm ~o an inorganic slate. By~ 
siiuag~g the death ~rive firmly in the symbolic, Lacan arlicula~es i~ wi~hi 

cuhnre ra~her tha~ ~mtufe: he states that lhe death drive ’is not a q~estion of~ 
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biologf (E, 102), ~nd must be distinguished from the bmlog~eal insti~c~ ~o 

return to the iaanJma{e ($7~ 21 b--12}. 

Another difference betwee~ Lacan’s co~cep~ o1’ t~e deafl~ drive and Freud’s 

emerges in ~964. Freud opposed ~he death drive to the sexua~ drives bur now 

Lac~n argues tha~ ~he deat~ drive is no~ a se~acate drive, bo~ is in gact an aspec~ 

of every ~v~. Who distinctio~ between the li% drive and :he death drive ~a~ 
~me iu ~s much ~s it m~nifests ~we aspects of the d~ve" ~S~ !. 257). Hence 
Lacan writes tba~ ’avers. drive is visually a death drive" ~Ec. 848k ~ecauae ~) 

every drive pursues Rs own exti~,cti~n. ’d0 every drive involve~ the su~ect in 

~petition, ~nd (iii) every drive ~s an attemp~ ~o go beyond ~he pleasure 

principle, ~o the reahn oF excess Jou;ss~s’c~ whe~ enjoymem ~s experience6 

as suffering ..... 

defe~ce at the bem~ of his tgeory of neurosis~ Dei~nce refers ~o ~he reacdon of 

~he .ego to eert~ interior a~im~ti which lhe egn ~eree~ves ~s ~angeruus. 
Al~gough Freud la~er came m argue ~ha~ ~here were difterem ~mee~anisms 

of clarence’ i~ addition m ~r~ss~o~ ~see Freud. 1926d~. he makes i~ clear that 

repression is gmq~e in the 5ease that i~ is constitutive of~he unconscious. Anna 

Fr~ud a~tempted ~o classi[y ~ome of these mechamsms i~ her book The ~g¢~ 

and e!se Mech~mis;ns of D~fe~ce (1936). 
L~can is ve~T critical ~f lhe way ia which Anna Fre~d and ego-psychology 

interpret the concept of ~e~nce. He argues that they co~fus~ the concept of 

degenee wifl~ the cuncept of ~us~s~c~ [Ec, 335/. Vor ~his re~s~m Lacan urges 

camion when discus~it~ lhe concept of defe~ce, and prefers no~ m centre Ms 

concep~ ~f psyc~,oa~a~ic ~reatme~t m’om~d iL~hen ~e d~s d[sct~s~ detente. 
be oppoges i! t~ resistance; whereas i’~sig~nucgg are transitory nn~gb~ary 
resrmnses to in~rus~ous of the symbolic and are on ~he s~de of the objecL 

defence~ are more perma~en~ symbolic structures of suhjeelivity 

Lacan ~suMIy calls ~,m’~v ~ather than defcnce~ This way og d~sfinguishmg 
between resistance and degence is quke dif~re~l?om ~h~t of olher schools 

gsyc!manalysis, which, if they have distinguished between defence ued resis- 

tance at all, have generally tended to regard defeuees as lranskory phenomena 
and resistances as more stable. 

The upposkion between desire and defenee ~s. ~or Lacan. a din!attica[ 

Thus he argues in 900 thaL like the neurotic, the pe~ver~ "def~nd~ himself m 
his d~sim’, since ’desire is a del~nce (d~J~sr). a probib~fio~ ~d~/~nse) 

going beyond a certain limit in jotds.sa~ce" (E, 322L Ia ~964 he goes on ~o 
~rgue: ’~1~ desire i~volves a defensive phase that makes it identical w~d~ no~ 

wanting In desire" tS[ l 235). 

delusion (d~lire) Delusions are usual y defined h~ p.~ychiat~y as firmly 
held. incorrigible false belie~s, inconsistent with the i~fforma~,iou availahl~ and 
with the beliefs of the subject’s social group f:~e American Psychiatric 
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DEMAND 

Association, I987: 395; Hughes, 198i: 206). Delusions are {he centra~ cfinica] 

delusion {s ~he paranoiac’s attempt to ~11 the ho!e left in his symbolic m~verae 

of paranoia ~8elf; i{ i~, on lhe cont~aW, lhe para~o~ac’s attempt m hea~ himsel K 

to pull hiinseif ou~ of the b~eakdo~n of the symbolic ~niverse by means of a 
s~b~titute format{on. As Fret~d commented ig his work on Schreber, ’What we 

take t~ be the patho~og{cM production, t~e delBg~nal g~rmatiom is ~n reality 

~he at~empl at recover, the reconstruction’ (Freud. i91 Ic; SE XII, 71 }. 

Lacan i Bsi~ts on ~e Mgnigcance of the delusion and ~tresses ~e m~r~nce 
of attending closely to ~he psychotic patient’s ~w~ acconnt of his delusion. 

delusion ~s a form o~ discourse, and must therefore be unders~oo~ ~s ~a fie~d of 
signification tha~ ~as or~anised a certain s~gnifier’ (S3, 121L For this reason 

delusional phenomena are ~clarified in reference m the hm~tions aml 

of speech" {53. 

The paranoid delusional construction may take many fo~ns. One commo,~ 

form, the ’delusion of ~rsecution*, revolves aroun~ the Ot~mr of the Other~ 

hidden subject who pulls the s{ri~gs of the big ~ther (the symbolic orderL and 

who controls our ~houghts, cousp~re~ against us. watches us, 

demand (demande) The French terms demat~der aud demande lack t~e 
con~om~ions or imperativeness and urgency conveyed by the English word 
~demand’, a~cI are ~rhaps closer to the E~glish words "ask fur" and ~request" 
Huwe~er. a!l English translattous of Lacan a~e the term "demand’ 1~ order to 
maiutain consistency. 

Although the ~e~ ’demand’ only behinds to tigu~ prominently in Local’s 
work from 1958 on. rotated ~hemes are already presen{ in the 195~7 seminar. 
I~ is i~ this seminar that Lacau discusses the ca!! {~’~¢ppei), the baby’s cry to 
mother (S4, ~ 82). Laca~ argues that {his cry {cri) ~s not merely an 
signal but 5s inserted in a synchronic world of cries organ~sed in a symbolic 
system" ($4, 188}. In other words, the infaat,s screams become o~anised in a 
~h~g~ist~e stmc~are long before ~he child is ~apab!e oF a~icuiatlng r}cug ~ sob 
words. 

It is the symbolic ~amre of the hffa~t’s screams which forms the keme~ og 
Laean’s concept ogdemand, which Lacan introduces {n i958 in ~he con{ex~ of 
his distinctio~ between vg~ag, demand and Dgslg~. Laea~ argues that siace the 
ia~ut is incapable of performing ~he specific actions ~hat wouid satisfy 
biological seeds, it must articulate tlmse needs ~n vocal form (demands) so that 
another Hbe mother} wiU perform the specific action instead. The pdmary 
example or suc~ a biologiea~ need is hu~ger, which the child a~iculates in 

However, because the object w~ch sadsfies the child*s need is provided by 
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aP.,other, it takes on the added significaace of being a proof of the Other’s love. 
Accordingly demand too acquires a double functiou: ir~ addition m articulating 
a need, i~ a~so becomes a demand for ~ove, And just as the symbolic tkmcfion of 
the o~ect as a proof of ~ove ~vershadows its real fmmtion: as that which 
satisfie~ a ~eed, so too ~ge symbolic di*ge~s~on of demand {as a demand for 
love} eclipses its real functkm (as an a~icu/a~ion of need), tt is tiffs double 
fu*~ction which gives bi~t~ t0 desire, since while ~he needs which demand 
articulates may be Satisfied. the craving for Iove is u~c{mdiUona{ sad }~aa{i- 
able, aad hence ~tSists as a leftover even after the needs have beeu satisfied: 
this ~eftove~ constitutes desire, 

Demand is thus intimately linked to t~e humm~ subject’s in~tia~ u~Lw,~s~ess~ 
By forcing the analysa~ to express ~imself eatire~y ~n speech, *he psycho-- 
analytic sitaat]o~ puts h~m back ~n the pos~Uon of ~he help[ess iu~hm, thus 
encouraging REGRESSION. 

Through the mediation of the demand, the whole past open* up right down 1o 
early infancy. ’rUe a~bject has ~ever dune auythi~g o~£er than demon4, he 
¢~uid not have survived otherwise, and we just ~bllo~ on from there. 

{E, 254) 

However, wbiie the speech of the aea!ysand is itself already a demand (fur 

replyL this demand is ~nderpinned by d~eper demands {to be cure(k tu be 
revealed m NmselL to become an anMysO {E, 254}, The question of how the 

analyst engages w~fi~ these demands ~s crucial. Certainly ~l~e analys~ does not 

a~tempt ~o gratify the N~a!ysand~s demands, bu~ nor ~s i~ simply a question of 

tn 196 I, Lacan rethinks the vadoas stages of libidiBal o~NaNsa{ion as fb~s 

of demand. The oral stage ~s constituted by a demand m be fed, which is 
demand made by the subject. In the anal stage, on the other hand. H is no~ 

question of the subject’s demand, but the demand of the Other (the parem who 

disciplines lhe child in pmty~irakfing) {$8. 238~b, 269}. In both of ll~ese 

pregen~ta{ stages the satis~hc ti on ~f de mm}d ec!ipses desi re: only in ~he genital 
stage does desire come m be fid[y consUtuled {$8, 270L 

des[Ire (dgg~r) Laean’s term, ddsir, is the term used in !he Frenc~ 

tides of Fre~d ~o translate Freud’s ~erm Wunseh. which is trandated a~ "wish" 

by St~chey in the Standa~ Edi&m, Hence EBglis~ trees!slurs of Lacan 

faced with a dilemma: shou{d they translate rids’it by ’wish’, which is closer 
Freud’s t.V~sch, or should they translate i~ as "des~reL which is ch>ser to the 

Ereach term, bo~ which lacks the allusion m Freud’? A}~ of Lacan’s English 

tra~slators have op~ed for the ~aUer, since the English term ’desire’ conveys. 

}ike ~he French terra, the implication of a conunuoas force, which is essential 

m Lacan’s concept. The Engfish term aIso carries wi{h it the same a!h~s[on* 

HegeFs Begierde as are carried by the Fre,}eh term. and thus retains 

philosophieal ~uanees which are so essential ~o Laca~’s concept of &;sir 
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an analyq, is m u~dergo ana}yde trea~menl chose!f. I~he couc~e of th~s 

iues:rpmtufiom Freed ~hows how the child plogres;es theough the various 

~ hL~ early work Laca~ seems ~o accept ~his developmental readina of 
Freud (wb~cl~ he labels ~geneticism’), at least in th~ matter of a genetic 

order for ~5e three "family complexes" {Laca~, 1938) and for ego defence~ 

(E, 5)[~s ~a~e as t950 ~e takes s~riously ~uch ~enetic concept~ as ’objecm~ 
fi~afi:~¢~nd ’st~gnatkm of deve~opmem" {Ec. ~48). However. inky 

1950s he begins m become exdrem~lg critics! o~e~~. ~anods 

~ is based on a ~n~ar eoncep~ of ti~h ~ eomp{e~ely 

odds ,,vi~ ~he psychoanalytic theory of w~t~. Finally, i{ assume~ flm~ a 

~na{ ~ymhesis og ~exuah~ {s both ~ss{ble add normal whe~as for Lacau 

}~’-no~ "rur.oa~- propo~e the caacep~ of a ff~a~ stage of psychosexual deve}op- 
men;, in wb cb ~he ~ubjec{ atIains a "mature’ reMion witB the object, 

described as a geahal relation this is tots y rejected by Laces, Lacan 

]ar,:ues tbut such a sta~e o, ~oal wholeness and mamr~v ~s ~ot possible 
~0’b~anse the ~ubject is irremediabD spill and *he me{o~ymy of deMre 

~nstoppab/e. Fa~hermore. Lacan poi~ts out ~hat ’tim object which carte- 

sptmds lo an advaaced stage of instinctual mamrky is a ~ed~scovered object~ 

encoumer with the object of the’firs: ~atisfacti~ns of ti~e child,1 
Lacau dispmes the geneticist reading of Freud, describing it as { "mythology 

of instJnc~uM ma~uradon’ {E. 54). He argues that lhe venous "stages" analysed 

hy Freud co,eL anal a~d genital} are not obse*wab~e biological phenomena 
which devek~p namr~Ily, such as the stages ~f se~soriomo{or development. 
’obviously more complex s~ruclures" {E. 242). The pmgenitM s~ages are 

chrormlogicaiiy ordered mmnent~ of a ch~id’x development, bu{ essentially 

~imeles~ sir~ctures which are projected ~troactiveiy at}to {he past: ’they are 
ordered ia ~be rmroactmn of the Oedipus complex" (E. 197). Laca~ thus 
dismisses sit a~tempts m draw empirical evidence for the sequence of psycho. 
sexuai ~tage~ by mesas of "the so-ca/led direcl obscrvah~ O" the c~fld" ~E~ 

242L anO places ~ge emphasi~ on ~he reConstructio~ of such s~a~es m the 
anNysi~ of adults; "l~ i~ by starting with ~he exWrienc~ of the adult tha~ we 
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exper~e~ce~" 15l, 217}. In 1961, dm progenY{el s~ages are conceive0 by 

Tide cmnp~ex relationship between {he chmnologh:a} emergence of phen0n> 

ena and the logical seq:~cnce of structures is aiso illustrated by r~fere~ce m the 

question of language acqmsitlou. On the one ~and. p~ycho!h~guis~ics has 
discovered a uatura{ order of developmem, iu which the iufim: progresses 

through a sequence of biologically p~edetermined s~ages (babbling, f0}iowcd 

by phoneme acquisitiom then isolated words, and then sentences uf 
complexity), Lacan, however, is not interested in this ch~vnologica~ ~equence. 

since it oaly deals wkh "t~e emergence, properly speaking, of a 

(S ], 179~, Who* fi~teresrs Lacan is ~ot the p~eaome,m {external a~apearance} 

language but the way language posit~ong the s~bjec~ iu a symgo~:c alalcmre. 
respect at" the latter. Laean points out tha~ ’the child ab’eadv has an initial 
apprccia&on Of the svmboiis~ of language" wee before he ca~ speak. "weii 

before the ex~erim’ised appearance of Im~m~ge" iS l, 129; see S {, 54}. 

ever, the questio~ 0f how this %kial appreciation" nf the symbolic 

about is a~mos~ impossihle ~o theorise, s:nce it is act a questicm of a 

acquisition of one signifier aRer anofl~er but ~he ’at} Or m~fl~iag" cn:ry ~n~ a 
*universe’ ~ signifiers. A signifier is: only a sig::i~er by %rtue of its re,arian 

other signifiers, and su cannot be acquired in isolation; Thus the ~rans~tion to 

the symboli~ ia always a question of creation ttr nihi[o, a radica~ discontimmy 

~tween cue order and ano~he!, and never a question of a gradual 
The last term is particularly distastef}d lbr Lacan, who warns his students 
*beware of tha~ ~giste~ of ~[mught k~mwn as evo}alkmism" ($7. 213). 

prefers 1o describe psychic change in ~erms ~f metaphors of creaHon e.~" nihih?. 

Lacan’s opposition to notio0s of developmenl and evo~mh>n a~e not baac~ on 

an opposition to the co{ion .of psycNc change in itset~.!~.~:~Dx L,~an 

tion m the concep~ of devetopment only re{~ii~piciO~ of a:! normative 

modc~s of psychic change; lhe su~ect is i~vo}ved in a cout}m~al process of 

becoming, bt!t {his process is threatened, not a~ded: by imposing a fixed 

"providential" mode~ of genetic deve]opmcn~ ~pOn it. Lacan tbas aigues tha~ 

’in psychoanalysis, history is a dhne~s~on different ~o [bat ofdevelopmenL and 

that ~{ is an aberratioa t~ try m reduce the f.rmer lo tt~e la~er, i:{~,orV o~lv~ 
proceeds em of beat with deveIopmem’ (Ec. 875). 

What. ~hen, is to be made of the lwo great ’s~ages’ which domhmte Lacau’s 

teaching, the mhru~ s~age a~d the Cod@us ~omp[ex? The m{rro~ stage 

ciearly related to an event which c~n be !deated in 0 specific time m the ~ife 

of the child (between six to eigh:ee~ months), bet this event }s ordy of interest 

m Lacan ~cause it i!~us~rmes the essvntia{~y timeless structure of the 
reiationship: a~d it is this ~m~cture tha~ constitutes !he heart of :he mh’ror 

stage. (k }s interesting to ~ote that the F~ench term state caa be understood 
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DISCOURSE 

a~xd foreclosure are the f~ndamemal operations in ~eui’osis and 

Thus. in Lacan’s accmmL disavows} is one way of respondi~g to the castra- 

tion of the Other: whereas the neurotic represseu the r~a{iaatio~ of castration, 

~he d~savows R. pervert 

simMtaneous acknowtedgemen~ of who* is disavowed, Thus ~be pervert 

~o~ simply {gnocan~ of castradol~; he simallaneous~y knows ~t a~d denies it. 
Whereas lhe term disavowal origina~{y de[rotes, in Freud’s work. only one side 

¢~" this operation {t~le side of deniM}, for Laca~ the term comes to denote 

sides, the simMta~eou~ denk~I and recog~itio~ of castratiou. 

Whereas Freud relates disavowal ~o the perception of ~he absenc~ o[ 

penis h~ x~omeu. Lacan re~a~es i~ ~o the rea!isation of the abse~ice of the 
~i~ the O~he~. The ~raumafi~ perception is, ~n Lacan~s acuovnt, the ~a}isatio~ 

~hat the cause of desire is always a ~nck, It is this rea}isa6tm that disavowa~ 

co~cerns: disavowal is tile failu~’e m accept {ha~ !ack causes desh’e, the be~iel 
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Fig,~r~, 2 "I’~e structure of the ~bur discourses 

poMihms at differe~t poii!tS i~* his work, and this figure is takeu frum the 

[972--3 semina~ ($20, 2~). 

Each discourse is defined by wridng d~e fl~ur algebraic symbol~ b~ a differem 

posit~oa, l~e symbols a~wa),s remain i~ ~he same order, so each dJse~m~e 

s~mply the resvk of mtatMg Ihe symbo{s ~ quarter tur~k The topqeh 

{’the ugent’) is {he dominant posklon which defines the d~scom’se, I~ 

ugen:t to ~he other. The four d~seoarses are shown in Figure 3 (laken from S~7~ 

In 1971, Lacan proposes t~a~ the p~s o ~ ofl le ~gem ~s a~so the poyi[ion of 

one; one arrow (which Lacan ~abels %~possibi~i~y’) goes from the ahem to the 

other, a~K! the other arrow (which ~s labelled "powede~s~ess’) goes from 

production to truth (520, 2~ L 
The d scourse ofg~e ~aAs~u is ~he basic discourse {Y~ ~ w ~ ch ~he othe~ 

di~Ourses are derived. The dominaa~ position ~s occupied by~e 

signifier (So, w/rich represents the su~jec~ Cg} t~: m!othgr ~i~ilie* or, m~re 

precisely, fo~ ali ot}!er signifiers {S~)~however, h~ ~h[s signifying aperutkm 
~he~:e is always a ~urplus, namely, obj~pem ~. 3No point is tl~at a}~ a~emp~s 

{oral~satio~ ate doomed to failu,e. The discourse of tfie master "masks the 

divisio~ ~f" tl~e sub~ect" {S17, 1 ~g}. Tim discourse.sign ilktstrate5 clearly the 

structure of {he dialectic of the mas{e~ and lhe slave. The master {S, ) is the 
age~ who puts the slave ($2) m work: the resul~ of this work ~s a surplus 

~ 
at the muster a~tempts to approp#ate. 



DRIVE 

]’he ~isco~rse of the university is produced by a quarte~ tara of it~e discourse 
of the rustler (anliclockwise). The domi~a~l poshit~ ~s occupieg by knuwg 

appaenIiy "neutral" knowledge to the other can always be located an attemp~ 

knowledge ~s hnpanedL The di~coucse of the ~nivershy represents the hege- 
mony of knowledge, particularly visible in modernity in dm gorm of ~he 
hegemony of science. 

wbicfi ~s at~ered by a hysIeri~’, but a ~ertain kind of social bond m wtnch any 
s~bjec{ may be inscribed, The dommam poxRion is occupied by the divided 
subjezt, {he symptom. This discourse is ~ba~ which ~om~s ~he way towards 
k~uwie~ge {Sl7. 23}. P~ychoa~a~ytic ~rcatment i~volves ’lhc s~ructm’al third- 

other wards, ~he anelya[ "hyslericises’ the patient’s discourse (S 17, 35). 

~he hysteric {in {he same way as F~eud developed psychoanalysis by giving ag 
inl~rprelafive turn to {~e discourse of his hyslerical pahents}. The position of 
lhk ahem, which is the positron occupied by {he analyst h~ the treatment, is 

~~m~e of the treatme~t, become the cause of the a~aiysand’s desire {S17, 41 ) 
The fact tha~ this discourse is the inverse of ~he ~iscourse of the mas~e~ 
empbasises that. for L.acan, psycboanalys~s is m~ esse~tiaily subvemive pme~ 
dee which undermines all altemp~ a{ domitm{ion and ross!cry. Wor furlher 
hfformation on the four discourses, see Bracher ~’t ai., 1994A 

drive (pulsion) Freud’s concept of the drive (Trieb) lies at the lmart of 

b.~x ~heory o[ .~exuality. For Freud. the distinctive {~ature ol h~ma~ sexuality, 

as opposed to the sexua~ life o~" o~her animals, is {hat it is ~mt regulated by any 

INSTINCT {a COncept which implies a relatively fixed and innate relationship ~o 

an object) bm by the drives, w~ich diffe~ from instincts i~ that the~ are 

kacan mMsts an maintaining ~e Freudian distinction between Tdeb 

ing thix d~*fincdon by translaling bo~h le,ms a~ ’instinct" in the Stw~rlw~q 
Fditim~ rE. 30[L~Vh~reas q~tiuct" denotes preqinguistic 
{he drive ~s compie~ely~ removed from ~he rea~m of mo~.o~ The drives differ 

h’om Nologi~al needs in !hut they can never be saus~ed, and do not aim at an 

ob~ecl but rather circle perpetual~9" rouud it. I.acan argues that the purpose of 
the d~ive ~Triehaiel) ~s not ~o reach a goM {a fi~a~ dcstinatio~H bm to fbl[ow its 

mm ~t[~e wav ilselfk which is ~o circle round the objec~ (S~ i, 16gL Thus tim 
real purpose of ~he drive i~ not some mv~hica~ goal of full sads[bctiou, but to 

DRIVE 
retur*t to its circular path. and the real source of enjoyment, ~s the repetaive 

movement of ,,his closed cffcuit’.~ 

Lacan reminds his readers that Freud defi~}ed Ihe drKe as a moulage 

composed of four discomim~oua elements: the pressure, the end. the object 
and {~e source~e drive cam~0t therefore be conceived of as "spray uhima~e 

Lacu*} incorporates the tbur elements of the drive in hi~ theory ~f ~he ddves 

’citc~fit’_ t~ {h~s cffcuit. {he drive 0dgma~es in an erogenous zone, e~rcles round 

t!~e objec~ a~d t~en returns ~o the erogenous zone, This c~rcuh ~s smmmred by 
{he three grammar{ca! voices 

! The avtwe voice {mg, to see:, 

? The reflexive voice {e.g, m see 

3 "I’b,e passive voh,-e (e.g, ~o be see~/ 

The firs~ of these two dines (active anti refiex*ve voice~ are ~ utoer:~fic: {bey 

lack a st~bject, O~ly in the ~bird dine RIw passive vmce}, when the drive 

completes its circaiL does "a new subjecF appear (which is ~o say d~at before 

this time. the~ was no subject; see S! 1. 178L Although {he tbird time ~ the 

passive vmce. {he drive i~ always essentially active, which is why L.acan writes 

the third Ume ~ot as "to be seen" bm as ’t~ make oneseff £e ~een’. Evet~ 

supposedly "passwe" phases of the drive such as ma.~uch~sm revolve acfivilv 
(Si !, 200), The cffcoi! of the drive is the only way for the xubject to *rans~ "es~ 

tbc pier,sure pdnc Ne                                              " 

Freud argued tha~ senualRy ~s composed ~fa number of parda~ drive~ ¢Ger. 

P~wtieflrieb) such as ~he ora~ drive a~d ~he ansi drive, each specified by a 
differe~t source (a dif{~re~ emt0genic znneI. A~ first these compm~em drivers 

functio~ anarchica[l~ and independently (via. the "polymorphous pe~’er~ny" of 

childrenL but m puberty they become o~ganised and fused together uuder the 

primacy of the get}~tal organs (Freud, 1905d). Lacau emphasises the 

nature of all drives_ but differs from Freud on two poh~ts. 

I. Latin rq~ec~s ~he idea tha~ ~he partial drives can ever a~t~m any 
coml)~em orgamsat~on or fusion, ar~uiug tha~ tim primacy of the genit£{ 

zone. ff ac~fieveo, is always a highly precarious afl~ r t.!~ thus ehaPeu~e~ 

m which the partia~ drives are completely ime~rated in a harmonious 

2. Laca~ regoes that the drives are paaia[, an~ [~ the seese that they. are 

parts of a who~e (a "gemini drtve’~, bat in tl~e senxe that d~ey Only represem 

sexuality pamMly; Shey do no* ~epresem tbe ~epmducfive funclmg of sexualhv 

but only the dime~sion of enjoymem {S 1 i 2~). 

Lacan idemifies four partial drives: the oral drive, the ana~ drive, fl~e scop~c 
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resistance which }s ao¢ psyc~on~aly.si~s but sugges~.JOIL 

language i~e!f. 

are always stamped with the s~yIe of the b~agmmy" (Lacan. {956b: 2~4 L For 
e~amp{e Mstead of the traditional binary opposJtkm be~weeu what )s real and 

{deal. ~deal ego a~d superego): the {rind nature---culture-society: etc. How- 

E 
ego (i~oi) From ve,y early on b~ his work. Lacm~ plays on {I~e 
German term whid~ Freud ~es (h-h} ca~ be translated into French by two 
w~d*: m{~i {~he usua~ tem~ which French psyc~om, a]ysts use ~or Freud’s lch) 
a~d iv. Thi~ had f}rsl ~een poimed om by the French grammarimL 

m~rror s~age. Lacm~ o~ci~lutes hetwee= the two terms (Lacam 19491. 
difficult Io d~scem any systematic distinct{on betweeu the two te~s 
paper, n is clear tha* fl~ey are not s~mp[y used interchangeab~y, an~ 

the publication of Jakobson’s paper o*~ shifters ~n 1957 ~hat ~llowed Laca~ 

a~ "ego" and je as ’l’. 
W}mn Lacan uses the 1.~},} mrm egv ~the term used to ~slae Freud’s 

means i~ 1o imply a more direct reference m Ang~o-Ameriean schools of 

Freud’s use of the term h’k (ego) is extremeb, complex and wer, t througfi 
many deveh,pmems !hroughout the comm of his work belbre coming m de~o{e 
one of ~he three agenc~e~ of the so*called "structural model" {the others being 

~ereas o~ the other hand, m {~omext of t~e so~ca~led "structura~ modeI’. 
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’the ego takes sides wi{h the obje.et" (Lacam J 9~SJ..b: I IL ~t~.k~m~er 

scio~sndg~ svgt~ Rind oppd~ i~ l~ the pleasure p~b~cip~e. Lacan claims too 

m d~e ]a*ter account. ~ in {act m~de out D~: :he p:easure principle which the ego 

mea~ really resolves the conl~dic{io~ or whe0wr i/does not. in errec{, s,mpb, 
privilege the former accoun~ ~t the expense of{be latler {see $20, 53. where the 
ego is said to grow % the ~ow~rpo~ of t~e p~easur~ princip~e’L 

Lacan argues that Freud’s discovery of the anconsdous removed the ego 
frm+~ the central position to which western philosophy a~ +east since Descartes. 
had traditionally assigned ;~. t,acau als0 argues that the proponems of ego~ 
pa~chology be{rayed Freud’s radicM discovery hy rel0ca*ing {be ego as 
ce~tre of the su~ect /see ALrroNoMouS "                        " 

~ ~e e,g~ ~s a construction which i~ lbrmed by ~densfication with d~c specu{ar 
image iu the r,~ao~ srac~u, h i~ ~hus the place where the st b}ec becomes 
alie~ated from himseK, transforming himself ins t~e coumerpar~ This alien- 
aden on which t~e eg~ is based *s strucmrMly similar {o panmoia, which > 
why Lacan writes t~al ~he ego has a paranoiac sh ucture ~E, 20}. Tbe e~o i~ thasi 
an mmgmary formation, as opposed to ~he sv:a~7, whic~ [8 a product or 
symbolic {see E, 1281. Indeed, t~e ego is precisely a m&’onm¢~.s’sam’~ ef 
symbolic order, the seat of resis~a~ce. The ego ~s st~uc~med l~ke a 
"Yhe ego ~e; .~mtemred exactly Dke a symptom. At the heart of d~e scilicet, il ~ 
O~lly a privqleged symptom. {he human symptom ,,a~ c~c{’ilence’, the 
i!lnes* of man" {SI, 

Lacan is ffletefme to~ally opposed to the ide~, era’ram h~ ¢go-p~ycholo~y 
{ha{ {be aim of p~ycboanulyt~c trea{roem is [o ~trenglhe,} ~he mzo. Since the 
is ’{l~e sea~ of iIllusions’ (S 1. 621. to increase its strength woul~ onh’ succeed 
mcreasing ~he subj~eFs ahenatios, The ego is also the soil~ce o{" resistance tn 
psychoa~aly~ic ~eatmenL and thus [o streng~l~en ~ wou~d oalv h~crease 
tesislances. Because of its imaginary ~x{~y~ the ego ~s res~sIam [o all 
grow~}; and chauge, and [o {he dialectica~ movemenl of deshv. By, ndermmin~ 
~be fixi[y of the ego, psychoanalytic trea[ment am~s to restore the dialectic o} 
0esire and reinitiate the commg-mto-being of {be subject. 

Lacan ~s opposed W the egu-psycho~ogy vtew which takes the ego ot 
anaiysand .to be ~lle ally of the a~aly~t m the tceatmeal, He also re{errs the ~.w’~ 
~ha~ the aim of psychoaualyt~c ~reatment ~s {o promote lhe ,~oa~r,~’iox ol 
ego to reaiky. 



EGO-.IDEAL 

ego~ideM (id(at du moo in Freud’s wmings it is ~ifficl.dt to discern 

m~y systemauc d~stincho~ heiween the three related [e~l~ e~o~deaF (lch. 
ida’s?). "ideal ego" (fde~l h’#L and superego (Ub~r-[c#), although neither are 

t ~e e -as s np y u~ed h~te~’hangeably. Lacam however, argues ~h~t ~hese tbme 

’furmafion~ ~{" {~e eNo arc ~uch quit~ distinc~ concepts which must no~ be 

c0~}fus~d with o~e annther. 

In hi~ ~re~a.’ar wr~mlg5 Lacan i~ m~inly concerned m ~tablish a distinction 

Ahhough bo~h the e~o~ideM and ~he SUPER~OO are linked w~[b ~he decthle of the 
Oedipus complex. ~l~d both are products oF identification with the father, 

/_.scan ar~ees that ~hg~sent different asgeu~s or ~he 
~H~e ~upe~eg~s an ugcrmscmns agency whose mnct~oa ts to repress 

mwaid~ s~Mhn;~tiua and provides the coordi~ate~ which enable the suNect 
ta take up a sexua{ position as a man or woman ~La~an ~9~8" +9--62) 

In gis pos:t-war wmmgs Cacan pa~s more atwation to dJsti~lgvfis~h~g the ego- 
ideal Dora ~he ~deai ego (Ft. moi id&d. Note: a* one poinL ~n 1949. I..acaa uses 

the ~ermje..~d&d to render F*vud’s ldgal-k’h [E, 2I: however, he soon abandons 

this practice and fbr the rest o~ his work uses ~he term moi id&d.), Thus i~ 

~95~4 semh~ar, he deveiops the om’w~c ~oo~:~. to d~stmgu~sh between these 

two formations. (He argues "that the egoqdea~ is a symbutie {ntrojec~ion~ 

~hefeas the ideal ego ~x the so~rce or an imagiuary pmiecfio~ {see $8, 4{4~, ~ Fhe ego~deal is d~¢ signifier opera6~g as ideal, a~ imernalised plan of the law. 

the ~ide goverMn~ the subject’s posit~on in the svmbohc order, and he~ce 
anfic~pare~ secondary {Oedipal) idenl~ea~Mn {SI, 1~1 ) or is a product of 

kidemigc~tkm {Lacan. 1957-8). The kleal ego. on lhe other hand. m’igina~es 

{owards w~ch t~e ego tenO~, the illusio~ of unity au which the ego is buitL 

"T~e idea[ ego always accompanies the ego. as a~ ever-present atmmpt to 

primar) k~en~ifica~ion~ the idea~ ego connm~es to p~ay a rote as ~he somce of all 

secondary iden{ificafions #E. 2~. The ideal ego is wfitte~ i&~) in Laca*~an 

[ a~gebra, aud dm ego ideal is written 

ego-psychology �2hy£1~ologie du moi) Ego-psychology has beem 
~[ncc ~s ~evelopme~ in fl~’~ the dom~mmt ~choo/ of p%’choa~alvsis 
{he ~Xt~r~aW~.XL~A~iC~L Assoc~r~on (IPA). [t draws mainly ou 
F~m~d’s strucmrM model Of ~he psyche, whic~ was first pul ~brward i~ The Ego 
and H*e ld* 1923b). Th~s mode{ comprises three agencies" the ~d. ~he ~o and 

lhe superego. S~nce the ego plays a crucial ro~e m media{rag between 

coati,cling demands of the instinctual kl. the moralistic superego agd external 

rea~ib’, more attention bega~ m be paid to its deve{opmem and s~ructure.@~na 
Frond’s book 77w g~qo and the Mechatfi.~m.* ~gDe~’*we (1936~ was oue of the 

lirs~ works {o tbcus abnost entbely on the ego, and the trend became firmly 
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established its ~{einz Hartmann’s Ego P.~vckoh~o’ wm~ the Prg~bb’m of 

tazion ( 19J 9~hic~ is uow regarded as tg~ foundations{ te)a ofego~sv~holo~v_ 
Ego-psycholOgy wag taken to the UBited Sta~es by the A~tstrian analysts who 

em~gra{ed there ~n the late I930s. au6 since the early ~950s i{ has been the 

whNe of {Re IPA, This position of dominance ~aa enabD6 ego-psychoh)gy m 

presem itself as {he nherhor of Freudia~ psychoanalysis b~ 

when in Fact there are :adicM differences between some of 

Freed’ s work 

For much of his professions! ~fe. Laca*~ disputed ego~psycbology’~ claim to 

be the true he~ ~o the Freudhm legacy, even tguugh Lacan’s a~atysL Rudo{ph 

Loewensteim w~s one of ego-psycho!ogy’s to~mdmg fathers. Ado : gaca~ was 
expelled f~om ihe [PA ie 1955. he wa~ free ro voice h~s criticisms of ego- 

psychology openly, and during the rest of his life ge developed a sustained and 

powerlM crigq~e, Much of Lacauian theory caono{ be proper]y understood 

without re~re,~ce to the ideas of ego-psychoMgy wi{h whicI3 Lacan 

it. Lacan challenged alI 0m central concepts of ego~p~ycb0logy, ~uch as the 

concepts of ADA~’AT$ON a~d the AUTONOMOU8 ~O. His cd{icisms of ego.- 

psychology are often imertwi~ed with his criue~sms of the IPA which was 

domiaated by thin particular school of {~augl~t. k.acan presems bo~h ego- 

psychology and the IPA as the ~miihes~s" of true psvc~oum~vsis ~E. 1 
m~d argues tha~ bolh were irremediabty corrupted by ~h£ curare 

S~ates (see ~:~c’foa el. Lacunas powerfu~ critique has meun~ that few people non 

accept unc*kicaliy the claims of ego-psycho{ogy ~o identify ~*sdf 
psychoanalys 

end of anaiys~s (fin d’anatyse) ~n ’Analysis Ternm~.able and Inter- 
minable’.. F~x:ud. discusses the q~estion of whether ~ [s ever po~qble to 

conclu0e a~ analysis or whether all analyses are necessariIy iocompiete 
~Frend, ~937c), gaca~’s answer to ~his q~entkm is ~hat ~t is indeed poss}bl~ 

to speak of conch~ding an armlys~s. ARbough nol all amdyses are carried 

through to their conciusimh ~t~,~.~.~:~4~]~j~.[ya./.~.pc.<~.. @fic~ has 
an e~ and ~o_~t~>atg~ this e~d ~fiut by the term "end of anah’s~s . 

reached, tim question ar:~es as m whether such analyses c~n be considered 
succesful or not. To answer thi~ ques~mn ~t ~s necessary m distinguish between 
the end of ana~ys~s and {he aim of psychoana{yuc tream~euL The aim ef 

psychoanalytic :tenement ,~, {o lead the analysand to arficulale [h~, trulh abom 

his desire. Any a~aly*is, however h~comp~ete, may be *egarded as successful 
when it achmves :his aim.~he qaes{ion of the end of am~lysis is therefore 

some~JlJ~g mo~ than whet~er a course of ana{ytic treatment has or has 

achieved its am~; it ~s a question of whether or ~ot :he tream~em has reached 

logical en&point,~ 

Lacan conce~v~ of tMs end-point m varmus ways. 
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’The aubmc~ . begins /he anaIys~s by speaking abo~t ~im~elt without 

speaking to you. or by speaking lo yo~ without speaking abom 

When ~e can speak m y~a zbeu~ NmselL ~ge a~alys~s wiil be over" 

373, n. I~_ Xhe e~rd of anMysis ~s also described as confin~ m ~erms 
o~e’~ own mca!aH~y {E. I04-5L 

- 2. h~ 19h0. Lacan de~ct~bes the en~ of a~alysis as a sta~e of anxiety an~ 

3 la 196a he describes it a~ the point when the analys~nd has X~aversed the 

4. In fl~e last decade of his ieaching, he describes ~ge e~d of analysis as 
qdentffk’ation with ~be sit~thm;l~,’, and as "k~owing wha~ ~o do with the 

Common to aH these [ornmlations ~s the ~dei~ that ~he on6 o{ 

i~voDea a change ~ the ~utqecuve post~un of ~he aualv~ana U[le anatx~and’s 

’subjective destitulhm’ L and a corresponding change {n the posido~ oF lhe 

analysl {the }ass of being {Fr dds#lrg] of tim analys~, ~Be fai~ of the analys{ 

from {he positiou of the subject-supposeddo~kao~ L At the end of the analys~. 

tBe analyst i~ reduced to ;~ mere su~lus, a p~re ebjet pent a. ~he cause of the 

Si~ce Lacan arR~es tha~ all psychoanalysts should have expedeuced 

process of anMytic ~reatment from beginning to end, ~he end of analysi~ is 

Decome an anulysV {87, 303). 

to ihe end o{one’s analysts. By means of this procedu~. I.,acan hoped to avoid 

~jthe dangers o~ regarding ~he end el analys~s as a quas>myst~cal. {~ef~able 
experience Suc~ a view is an0th~tical to p%,choanuly’~is, which {a uH ~bout 

Lac~ cri~icises lhose psychoanalysts wh~ have sees fl~e end of analysis m 

ierms of idenliticafion whh ~he analyst, !~ opposition to this view of psvcho- 

ana/ys~s, Lacan states Ihat the "cm~ing of the pla~e of ~dentiScatio~ ~s 

possible" {SI i, "73) Not only is it possible to go beynmt identification, 

il ~s r~ece~.-.ary for r~therw{se it is m~t psychom~a~ysis but ~ugges~mn. which 

~e ami~besi~ of psvch~ana~vsis: "the fundamental mainspring o[" the analytic 
operation ~a ~l~e of ti~e distance be~wem~ lhe I - - .’ 

aad d~e a" ~S[I. 273). 

" Lacan ainu rq]ects ~e ~dea {ha~ the ~d of anabsi~ involves ~he qiqmdatkm" 

of ~l*c n’amsferer~ce {see Si 1. 267}.[The idea that ~he transferegce can be 
"lk~uida~e~" is based on a misu~der.~{~in~ of fl~e nature of the ~ra~sfem~ce. 

accn~dh~g to which {he trans,)route ~s viewed as a Mad o~ illusion which ca~ 

be transcended. Such a view is enxmenns because i~ eati~-e{y overlooks the 

s’~mbolic na,,ure of the transference: transfecence is pari of the esse*~tial 

s~mcmre uf sp~ee~lt~ough analylic trealmem ~nvoives the resommm of 

ti~e particular traesfere~we relation.vhO~ establisbe~ w~ the analysL transfer- 

euce itseK still subsis~ at�or the end of ana~ys~s. 

Other misconceptions of d~e e~ uf’ analysis which Lacatl rejects are: 

"stregg{heniag 1he ego’. ’adaptation to reMi~y" and q~appiness’, The end of 

nnaivsis is not the ~tism~pearance of ~he ~ymp~om. nor the cme of aa underDiug 

disease {e,g, neurosisL sfi~ce a~alvszs is no~ essential!)’..j~_.~jn~f,a~SgAi~..~o~es:~ 

bat a search for truth, d~d the ~’~J~ [~}~-[~[licxtl *S17. ~22~ 

rant distraction i~ that between the emmciano~ and lhe statement (Ft. doom 
The distinction cone~r~s ~wo way~ of regarding lingt~istic pro(h.~ction. When 

linguistic production is analysed in [erm~ o~" absu’act g*amma~ical rams isuch 
as sentences}, ~dependent of the specJ~c c~rcun~s*.a~ce~ of occurrence, n 

referr~ m as a slateme~t. On the olher hand. whe~ lingu~stw produc~mn 

analysee as an individual act performed ~y a particular speaker a{ a speci{ic 

fime/place, and in a specific si~ation, it is refv~ed to as an emmciaUon 

tDucro~ and Todomv, 1972: 

Long beti~re Lacan uses {here terms, he ~s aiready making a similar 

distMclion. I~ 1936, I~r example, he stre.ss~s thai the act oi speaking contai*:s 
a meaning m itself, even ff the words spoken a~e "meamng~e~s" (Ec. 83). Priur 

m an? function h may have in "conveying a message’, speec{: is an appea~ 

the urger, This a~tenfion m the ael of speaking in itselL m’espec~{ve of 
co~tem of ~he utterance, an{icjpates Lacan’s atte~lHun to the dimen~iou o~ the 

Whe~ [.~czu does come to rise ~be term +emmciafin+~" it~ {9a6. it i~ first of at1 

m describe strange characteristic~ of psychotic Im~guage. w~fi~ i~s "duplicity 

the enu~cM~ion" (Ec, 167), Later. m ff~e 1950s. the term is used ~o ~oca~e the 

5u~)eu~ of {he unconscim~s. In the graph of desire, the lower chum ~s the 

*tateme~t. whieh ~s speech in i~s co~)seious dimension, wi3~le the t~pper chum 
is ’lhe mlconsciol}s enuncial.io~" (E. 316), In designating the enancmtmn 

consck, usness, but the tmconsc~ous: language comes from d~e Other, and 

?de) is ~oOUS; as S~., i~ )s b~}ff~2"~i~ui~er acting as srl~ect uf the 

~a~emem. a~d an Mde~ which desiD~ates, bat does not ~ig~dfS’. the ~t~bject of 
the emmcia~ion {E. 298). The subiec~ is thus ~pli~ between dW*e two levels. 

divided in the very act of articulating {Ixe [ d~at presents the ~}hasion of 

{see S ~ I. 139L 

ethics (dthique) Lacm~ asserts that ethical fhought "is at the centre of ant 
wo~k as analysts" ($7 38X and a wilole yea~ nf his ~eminar is devoted lo 
discussing the aaicu~atioa of ethics and psychoanalysis (Lacan, [959--b01_ 
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,Simplifying realtors smnewhato it could be said that ethical problems 

c{mflict, a~d the dr~ves are me strong to be subfim~ted, sexuality is either 

Freud’s view. then. c{vi~ised morality is at the root of n~rvm~s illness {Freud. 

190~dL Freud t~rthe~ developed his }deas on tim pa{hugenic nature of morality 

t~lat ~he ego submiB w) ~ts dem~ads {Freud. {923b). 

O~ the side of the n~aiyst is {~e proMem of how 1o deal with ~he pathogenic 

Firs~l)’. how ~s ~he ana~vs~ to responO to the analysand’s souse of guiil? 

Cenam~y not by ~elbng the ana!yxand that he is not really guiRy, or by 

auempqng "to soflen, blu8{ or attmmate" hi~ sense of gui[/ (S7, 3L or by 

analysing n away as a ueurotic ~![usion. On ~be contrary, Lacan argues ~ha~ 

the a~mlyst must ~ake tim analysand’s sense of guilt seriously, for at bottom 
wbcuever the mmiysand feels guilty i~ is because be ha~, at some point, g~ven 

way on his desire. "From an m~aiydc point of view. the onl~ thing of Milch one 

can be guilty ~s of having g~ven grouad relative to one’s desire" (87. 3191, 
9Nereft~re, when the anaJysa~d presents h~m with a sense of guJR. the analyst’s 

~a~k is m discover ~tDere the analysu~d ~as Oven way on h~s desire, 

Secoadly, how is the anaiys~ m re,pore1 m tim pathogenic morality which 

ac~s wa 1~e superego? Freud’s views og nmn~{ity as a paIImgenic re*co migl~t 
seem m imply thal the analyst simply has to help the analysand free hhnse~f 
~?om mend constraints However. wi/He ~ch an m{erprmatmn may ~{nd some 

suppo~: in Freud’.s emfier work {Freud. 1908d), Lacan ~s finnJy opposed 

such a v~ew of Freud. p*’ef?r~i~g the more pessimistic F~eud of 

B.~ DBco~e,~[x (F~’eu& ~930a) and stating categorically lhat "Freud was in no 
wa? a progressive" ($7, I83L Psyc{ma~aIys~s, theu~ is ~c~t simply a li~ine 

ethos. 

path{~gcmc. On the other hand. nor caa he simply ad~p~ an opposing libertine 

rule of neutrality may seem to offer the analyst a way out of this dilemma, bm 

in facl it does not. ior Lacan points oi.i~ lhat ~hem is nr~ such thing aS au 
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elhically neutral po,~ition. The analysl cannot avoid there, baying to face 

ethical ques,’ions. 

An ethical pusitio[~ is implieiI i~ every way of directieg psyct:oa~aly~ic 

{he ~rea[m~nt {S7, 207L For example the ~k~tmtfladons of ego-psyc~eR3E~ 

abcmt the adaptation of the ego tu realR~ imply a ~ommtlve eflqcs ($7 

302)+ it is in opposi{ion to this etffical pt}sido~ thai l,aca{~ sets ou{ {o tbrmula~e ~ 
his own aaalylic ethic. 

The analytic ethic [Bat Laca~ formulates is a~ elhic which relates action 

conformity with th~ desire {~al ~s m you’P ($7, 314). He contraa{s this e~hic 

with the ’tradil~ona~ elhics’ ($7. 314) of Aristo{~e, Kant and other mora~ 

proposing differem "goods’ which aI! compete for the positio~ of the gover- 

eign Goo~. Th~ psychoanalytic e~hic~ however, sees fl~e Good a~ an obstacle 

the path of desire; thus m psychoaBalVs~s ’a radical repudiation of a cer~ai~ 
idea~ of the m}od is necessary’ iS7, 2f0/. The psychoaua~ytic ethic rejects all 

ideals, including ideals of ’happiness" sod ’healeh’: and lbe fact thai ego--j 
psychology has embraced these ideals bars n from claiming m be a fibrin 

psychoanalysis (87, 219). The desire of the ant~lvsl t’anno~ therefore he thcl 
desire to "du good’ nr ’m cure" ~$7, 218). 

Secondly, traditional ethics has always rended to li,]k tee g~md to pleasure: 

mora! thoughI has ’developed along tBe paths of an essea~iaHy hedonistic 

#roblematic" ($7,221), The psychoan8~y/m ethic, however, cannot take 

an approach because psychoanalytic experience has revealed ~ge duplicity 

pleasure: there is ~ limit to pleasure and, when ;Ilia is mmsgressed, plcaat~re 

~come, pmn {see 

Thirdly. {raditiunal ethics revulves around +lhe service oi goods" {87. 314) 

w~ic~ pu~ work and a safe, o~dered exis~e~me betbre questions u~ des*re: 

~ells people Io make their desires ~aiD(ST, 315}. The psych0am~? ~ic ~lhm. 
the other hand, %tees the subject to confront the relafim~ between his 

Afler his 1959~0 seminar on ethtcs. Lacan continues *o locate ethical 
questior*~ at the hea*~ {,f paychoatmlyfic theow. He me~]et~ the .roll 

ego s~alI be’, Freud. 1933a; SE XXIL 80} as an efl}~cal duty ~E. J28L and 

331. tn the 1970s he shifts the emphasis of , ps}choanalytic ethics from the 

question of acting (’Haw you arted in accordance with ym~r desire2"} *o the 

questmn of speech: ~t sow becomes an ethic o~ "speaking ~veH" {g’~ghiqn~ du 

Bie~;Mire) ~Laca~, 1~73a: ~51. However. this is mo~e a difference of emphasis 

than an oppositmm since R}~ Lacan Io speak well ~s i~ itseff an act. 
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It ~s fundame,~tally an ethicu] position whic~ separales psychoanalysis from 

resist dornh’~ation, whereas ~uggeslio~ sees such resistance as an obstacle to be 

rations ways (see ~i~ek, 199k 13~7): 

existence of an entity is affirmed prior to attributing any qaMi,y to fl 
Freud, ~925h: see #r:z.~*{.:~s). Only wha* ~s ~ntegra~ed in the sy:mbolic order 
ft~]y *exists" {a lhis sense, since "fheve is no stach thing as a prediscursiv:e 
reality" {S2{L 33). ~t is ~ this sense ~hat Lacan argues t{~at ’woman tines 
exist" {I..acan, 1973a: 60): the symbolic order coraains no :signifier for 
nim~y, a,~d hence the feminine position camm~ be f~Jt~,y symbo~ised~. 

It is important to nine tha~, in the symboBc order, ’nothing exists excep~ on 
an assumed {bundatkm of absence. Nothing exists except insofar as i~ does not 
exist’ (Ec, 392L In other words, everything ~hat exists in t~e symbobc ,order 
only exists by virlue of i~S difference to everything else. It was. Saussu~e who 

Nymbtdise iba~ exists: the impossible Thing a{ the ~ean of the ~u~ect. "There 
in effec~ ~omething radica~Iy u:nassimilab}e Io ~ha signifier. [~’s quite simply 
the su~ec~’s singular existeoce’ ($3, ~79). This is the existence of the 
of the m~conscious. S, whi,::b Lacan describes as an ’ineffable, slupid exis- 

"[}~b~ seemed sen~ of the lerm existence ~s exactly the opposite of exis~e~ce 
in the fi~sl sense. Whe~as existence in lhe first sense is syrm~ymous wi~h 

being 
Lacan ccfins the ~eologism e.~-sisCence to exp~v.ss the idea tha~ ~he heart of 

our being IKern u,~s~res Wt.se~O is also radically Other. slrat~ge, rmtside 
I! 1; the subject is decentmd~ his centre is m~taide of himseK, he is ex-centrb::. 

264L since the dream cannot represent desire except by distorting 

extimacy (ex~,imit~) Lacan coins the term exthnitd by app{ying the 
preJi~ ~a~ ifrom ex~e~ie~w. ~ex~erior’} lo the French word i,~hnit~ 
macy’L The msuRiug neologism, which may be ~ende~ed ’exfimacy"~ 
English, neatly expresses the way in which psychoanalysis problema~ises 
opposition between inside and o:atside, between conlaiuer and contaiued (see 

I39}. For exampIe~ the real is j~s* as m~mh ins{de as ou~side~ and 
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*.mconscious i~ not a purely ioterior psyctdc system but a*) imers,b}ecfive 
struc.:~re C~he tmconscloas ~ o~tside’}, Again, ~he Ot~er is ’something 
strange to me. aRhough it is a~ t~e hear{ o{ me" ($7, 7t), Fm’thermore, the 

"The concep~ of extlmacy has been fflrther developed by Jacques-A]am 
Miller ~n his semina~ of !985~6 (see the summary ~f this sem]na~ and other 

F 

fsc~:or ~" (.~;tc/gug ,c) Lacan coi,md ~he term ~facter c: a~ a psychia~rhc 
co~{gress m ~950, Factor c }s "the constant chalac~er~sfic of any give~ e~tmral 
milieu" (E; 37): it is an a~{empt to designate that part of the symbolic ordm 
which marks the particular features of one culture as opposed ~o anolher (c 

~,~ssihle app~icaiions of this concept to ~he interre{ationstfip beck’con dlffe~eot 
~: ’ tu a ~i ieux and psvc~oana[ys s, I.acan only gives one example of the c 
factor" al,stor*c~am, he a~gues, ~s the c ~actor of the cukure Of ~he Umted orates 
{.~e,e g. 37 and E. 1 ~5):~ The "American wa~, of I~D" revolves mound 
s ~nige~s as ’happiness’, ’adaptatim~’, ~human reh~ions" and qmma*~ eu~ineel- 
b~" cE 3D Laean reaa~ds the c faclm of United Sta~es cui~ure as ~aai~ular~y 
a~iitbe~ical ~o psychoanalysis, and sees it aS largely respo*~SiNe for the error~ 
which have beae~ psychoanalytic ~heory ~n ~he USA (suc}~ as ~<;c 

[mltasy (fantasme) The concept of fama~y {spe~ "phaumsy’ in 

analvsis~ bound Up w~th Frm~d’s "ec0g~ition m 1897 that memories of 
sedtttioi are so~etlmes {he prodt~ct o[ fantasy rather tha,~ ~mcea ol 
sexmfl abus~Th~s crucia~ moment i~ the developmem or Freud’s ~hought 
(which is often simplistically d~bbed "~he abandonment of ~he seduction 
~’he~U’) seems to imply ~hat fhmasy is opposed !o mali~y~ a purely illusory 
product of the imagination which s~a~ds in the way of a cor~vc{ percepfio~ of 
reality. However. s~ch a v’~ew of Nntasy canno~ be ma~mained in psycho- 
analytic theory, si*:ce reality is not seen: as an m~probDmafic given hi whicl~ 
the:m is a single okiectively correct way of perceiving, bu~ as something whic~ 
is itself d{scurs~ve!y constructed There{~re the c~ange m Freud’s ideas i~ 
I897 does no~ imply a rejectio~ of the veracity of all memories of sexual 
abuse, bul the discovery of the flmdamentalbr discursive and 
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exisIell~2e (exit;relic�,} The term ’e×iste, nce~ is etr~ployed by Lacan in 
various ways [see ~ek, 199~: 

,~ EMsIeace h~ the symbolic Tiffs sense Of exis{ea~ce is :~o be u~dezs{0od 
t~e come~t of Freud,s discussion of ~he ’j:~dgement of existence’ by which 
existence of an entry i~ affim~ed p~or tu attributing any quality m it 
F~eud. !925h; see aa’..~m~,,,~), Only what is imegrated in the symbolic o~er 

ex~s{’ {Lacan. 1973a: 60}; lhe symbolic o~de~ contains no signifier for 
niaity, a~d hence ~he I~mlnlne position cannot be flfl!y 

It is important ~o ~mte that, in the symbolic order, ’~lothing e~is~s exceN on 

eaisF {Ec, 3921. In other words, everylhi~g d~at exists in ~he symbolic order 
only exisis by virtue of i~s di[%vence to everyflfi~g else. I~ was Sa~&gure who 
lirat ;x~i~ted this ou~ when he argued thai in Iang~age there are no positive 
terms, o~ly differences (Saussure. 19l 

~ Existence in the real In this sense, it is tufty that which is impossible to 
symbolise tlaat exists: t~e im~ssible Thing al the :hearl of the subject. "There 
in ef~c{ something ~adica}ly unassimiDble m 0m signifier. [Fs quite simply 
*he subjecFs sh~g~*~;~.r existence’ (83, ~79), This is the exislence of the sobjee~ 
of trio u~con~ciuus, S, whi,::h Lacan describes as an ~i:~effaMe. stupid 
~e~ce’ (E, 

This second sense ,:d t]~e mrm existence is egactly the opposi~e of exislenee 
i~ the first sense. Whereas existence in tl~e first sense ~s synonymous with 
Lucan’s use of the term u~xc~, existence in ~he second sense is opposed 
he 

I,acan coins the neologism #.v-sistence to exp~ss the ~dea tha~ the heart of 
our being {Ken’~ u¢~sere.~ V/ese,,~} is alsn radically Othe< s~range~ m~tsi,ae 
111~ ~}m subject i:-; decentred, his ceatre ~s outside og himself, be is e~-c,ent:dc. 
kacm~ ago speaks of the ~ex-sistence (&~tsrellu,,t.~,) of desit:e in the dream" 
264). ~ince the dlvam cannot represenl desire excep{ by distorting it. 

extimacy (exllmigi) Lacan coins the term e.vtimil{ by applying the 
p~efix e.~" (from ev~e,"ieu,", "exlerioF) ~o the French word hm, mit~; (’infi* 
rnacy’). The resulting neologism, which may be rendered ’ex~imacy’ ia 
E~glisb. nearly expresses ~he ~ay in which psyc~oana!ysis pmblematises the 
opposition between :inside and outside, betweeu container and contained (see 
$7. t39~. For ~example, ~he ~al is just as much inside as preside, and :the 

~mconscious is not a purely interior psychic sysmm bm an ir~tersub_ieetive 

stractum {’the unconscious {s outside’l:, Again, the Other is ~some~hmg 

stl’a:nge to rue~ although ~t is at the heaa 
ceatve of the s~}ect is outside: the sabject {s ex centric (see E, 165, ~71 ), The 

sti~llc~ure ofex*imacy is perfectly expressed in the ~opology o~ ~he *om~s and of 

The concept of extimacy has been further developed by Jacques~Alain 

Mill:er i. his seminar of 1985-6 (see the summary of this seminar 

reDmd a~ticles in Brother et al,, 

F 

factor ¢ (fac~eur c) l..acan coined the term ’factor c" a* a psychiatric 
eo~gress in 19:50. Factor C is ’t~e constant characteristic of 
milieu’ (E, 3:7): it is a~ attempt to designate that pa~t of the s;,mbohc order 
whie:h marks ~be particular fca~m’es of one ct~lmre as opposed 
s~ands for c~lture],. Although i~ would be interesti~,g to apeculaie o~ ~h~: 
ms~ible applications of {his concept to the imerrelation~hip between differ-eat 
cultum~ mille ~x and psvchoanaiyS s Lacan on:ly ~ives one example of the c 
~actor: aa~storhAsm, ~e ;r~mes, ~S the c ~ctor ofth;’cahure of 
(see E; 37 and E, ~ !5). T~e ~American way of fife" ,evolves around such 
~i~nifier~ a~ ’hat~piness" ’adaptation’ "human ~e!ations" m~d "human engiueer- 
i~@ (E, 38}. La;an ~-ega~ds the e factor of Unhed S!ates c~]t~re as particularly 

m~itbefical to psychoaealysis, and sees it as ~argely responsible for the errors 
w~,ich have beset psych0ana~yfic theory in the USA (such as 

fantasy (fantasme) The concept of fuma:;y /speh ~phanlatsy" 
Stw*da,rd Editim~) is ce~ra~ to Freud’s work Indeed, the origia of psyc~o- 
anaivs~s~ b:oun[~ up with Freud’s recognition in 1897 thai memories of 
sed~ctio~i: are sometimes the prud~et of fantasy rather ~han ~ace~ of rea~ 
sexua~ abus~Tbis crucia! momem ~a the developmen~ of Freud’s thought 
{wNch is often simplistically dt~bbed ’{he abaodonment of the seducfim~ 
lbeow’} seems to ~mply that fmm~sy is opposed ~o rea~i~y, a purely 
p~oduct of the imagination which stands in the way of ;t correc~ perception of 
reality. However. such a view of fantasy cannol be mah’~ta~ed i~ p~ycbo- 
analytic theow, s~nce reality ~s aot seen as an unprob~ema~ic g~ven i~ which 
tl’~ere is a single objectively con~ct way of perceiving, but as something which 
is kself discursively eon:s{ructed. Tbem~?~re ~he change i~ ~reud~s ideas 
1897 does m)t imply a rejection of the veracity of all rnemor~e~ of 
abuse, b’at the discoveW of the Amdame!~m!!y disc~rslve and imagioafive 
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nature of memory; memories of i~ast evem.~ are continually being reshaped in 
accordance with unconscmus desires, so much so tlm~ symptoms originate not 

m any supposed ’objective ~ac~s" but in a can~plex d~l~ctic in which ~antasy 

play~ u vital role. Freud ~ses the ~erm ’L~ntasy’, then. to de~m~e a scene ~ h~ch 

~ pre~enteO ~o ~he imagination and wNch stages an unconscmus desire. The 

s~biect invariably plays a par~ m this scene, even when ~his is not immediately 

apparenL The l)nt~sised scene may be conscious or unconscmus. When 
m~couscious. [Be analys~ inagg reconstruct it tm ~he bas~s of other clues ,see 
Freud. 1919ej. 

While Lacan accepts Freud’s formulations oa the imnor~ance of tgntasy and 
on n~ visual quality as a scenarm which ~{ages desire. ~e emphas~ses the 

~mage on a cinema screen; jus~ as {he film may be stopped a~ a ce~tam point 

o~der "~o avoid showing a ~ravunade scene which folh:}ws, so also ~he fantasy 

scene ~s a defence wh~c~ vei]~ casm~don ($4, 119-20}. ~he ~’anlasy ~s tht~s 

chan~cterised by a fixed and immobile quulitv. 

Akboueb ’fantasy’ only emerges as a significan~ ~erm Lacan’s work D’orn 

1957 on, the concept of a relatively stable mode of ~u~:~c~ is evide~t earlier 

on {see, fo~ example, LacanL~ remark m 1951 on ’t~e permanem modes by 

which the su~ec~ constitutes Ms objects’: Ec. 225h This concep1 is at the rod{ 
ho/h o~ Lacan’s idea of ~ntasy and ~f ~is ~otion oF elieica~ stmctm’e: both are 

conceived of as a relatively s~ab~e way of defending oneself against castration. 

against the tack an the O~ger. Each clinical structure mw thus be distinguished 

h? the particular way ~n which it uses a Pa~tasy scene m veil the lack in 

O~her. The neurotic fantasy, which Lacan %m~alises h~ the matheme {g 

appears m the graph of desire as dm s~bjec~’~ ~esponse to the enigmatic 

of lhe Other. a way of answering the question about what the O[he~ wan,s from 

me {Che vuoi?) (see E. 3~31, The malheme is to be read: the har~d sub}oct m 
re~ation ~o the o~?ecL The perverse fantasy invegts this relation to tim ot~ec~. 

and is d~ms fi.~rm;flNed as a O N fEc, 774). 
Although the matheme {$Oa) designales the general struc{ure of the 

neuro~u: gan~asy, Lacan also p~ovides mine sgecllic fOrnmlas for the fantasy 
af the hysteric and that of the obsessional neurotic ~ St. 295). While the various 

fimrm~aa of fantasy indicate the common fcature~ of the fantaaes of flmse who 

share the same chnical structure. {he analyst must a~so a~tend to 1he unique 

[eatures which cBaraclense each patmnt’s particular fantasmadc scenario, 

These urnque features express the sulk]eel’s pardca{a~ mode of 

though i~ u dislorted way. The distortion eviden{ in th~ fantasy marks it as 
cnmpmm~se formaliom {~m tantasy is rims both thal whic~ enables the su~ec~ 

w sustain his desire tS~l, [85: Ec. 780/. and "t~at by which the subjec~ 

sustains himseO~at the leve~ of his vauishing desire" ~E. 272. emphasis addedL 

Lacan holds that beyond all the myriad images which apg~ar in dreams 

elsewhere there is always one ’fundamental fantas}" which is uac,unsc~ou~ (see 

SR. !271. /n the course of psychoanalytic treatmenL the analyst 

bO 

the aaalysa~td’s fimtasy m all its details. However, the treatment does ~ot stop 

there: the ana~ysand m~st go on to ’~raverse lhe fuudamenta~ ~3masy" (see SI 1. 

273~. In other words, the treatment mus~ produce s~me modificahon o~ the 

sub!eel’s f~m~amental mode of defence, some a]lemfio~ m h~s mode ¢ff 

A[tboug~ Lacan recognises the power of the ~mage in ta~tasy, he h~sists that - 

which it ~:cupIes m a symbolic structure: t~e fnnlas~ is a~waya "an image se~ ") 
to, work m a s~gnifyh~g sL~cture" (E, -7~). Lacan crmc~ses the 

accoun~ o{ [~ntasy for not taking this symbohc structure fully m~o actium. 

and ~hus remaining a~ the level of the hnagmary: "any ~l[emp~ to reduce 

~fan:tasy~ to {he imagination _ . is a permanea~ m~sconception" ~E. 272L [n 

d~ 9(~0s. Lacan devotes a who~e year of his semhmr to discussing what he 

cM[s ~the logic of fimtasv" (Lacam 1966- ? ~. impar~ance 

~he signifyi~]g s~mcmre [n fautasy. ~ 

f~ther (p~re) From very early on ia his work, Lacan b~ys greal ~mper- 

tar:co on the role of the i~ther in psycl~c s~ructure. In b~s 1938 article oa 

family, he a~tributes the ~mpo~tance of the o~m~cs cos~v~x ~o the fac~ that ~t 
combines in the figme of flw father two a~most cow, flitting functions the 

pro~ective function and ~he prohibitive i’unc~*on. He also poiu~s to ~he con- 

temporary social decline in the palernat imago (clearly visible in the images of 

absent fathe~ and humiliated fa~hers] as tile cause of curren~ psychopatho 
logical peculiarities (Lacan. 1938: 73L The fa{her continues m be a constam 

theme of Lucan’s work thereafter. 
Lacaff’s emphasis on the importance of lhe falher can be seen as a 

against ~he tendency of K]eiman psychoanalysis and objec~-relatious theory m 

place the mother-child relatmn at the heart of psychoanalvuc theory, In 
oppostt~on to this tendency. ~cau conlim~ally s~esses the role of ~he 

as a ~hird te~ who. by mediating the imaginary ~uak ~gL~o~ between the 

~cru~ and the child, saves the ehdd [?ore psychosis and makes possible a~ 
emry into social existence, The father is thus more than a mere ri,~al with 

whom the subject competes For ~he mother’s love: he ~s flm represenlat~ve of 

the social order as such. and only by ~den6fying wiI5 fl~e father h’~ the Oedipus 

complex can the subject gain entry into this o~der. The absence of the father is 

~hereiore an importan~ [’actm" ia the aefi,Aogy o[ all psychopaIlm:logica~ 

However, the father is not a simple concept but a complex one. one which 

begs the quesuon of wga~ exactly is mean{ by the ~erm ’faff~er’. Laean argues 
~h;~{ ~he question ’Wt~a~ is a ~alher?’ forms fl~e cmmzd ~heme w~ich runs 

~hroughout Freud’s entire work (S~. 204--5}. h i~ in ardor to answer 

question that. from 1953 on, kacau stresses ~he impoaaflcg of distmgu,~hmg 

between the symbolic falter, the imaginary i3the~, a~d the real father: 



FATHER re-ETl S HIS:M 

,~ The imaginary father The imaginary father is e.n ~mago, ~he composite 
of all the imag~naw constructs that the suhjec~ builds up ~n fantasy aroused the 
figure of the {’other This imaginaW construction oRen bears little relationship 
to 1he fa~her as he is i~ ~eaIi~y {$4.2201. The imaglnapy father can be ,er, nstrued 
as a~ ideal ~ther {SI, 155: E, 32!L or the opposite, a~ ’the L:~her who has 
fucked the kid up" {$7, 308L In the former guise, the imaginary father is 
prototype of God-figures in m~giens, an aU-powerful protector. In the latter 
ro~e. the imagina~T father is both the terrifyi*~g fi~ther of the pr~mut horde who 
imposes !he incest ~ahoo or, his sm~s (see Deud. 1912-13), m~d ~he agent 
wtv.~?tox. ~he father whelm {he daughter Mames h~r depriving her of the 
symbolic phaUns~ or its equiwIeoL a child {$4, 9~; see ~igme 7 a~d 87. 
307L ~ both guises: though, whet~er as the ideal father o~ as ~he crue~ ;~gent 
of pr{vatiom the ~magi~mT fi~ther is see~ as omnipotem fS4. 275-6). Psychosis 
and perversion bofl~ involve, in diffe*eu~ ways, a reduction of the symbolic 
i’ather ~o the imaginaW ~ather: 

~ The real f~[|~er While Lacan is quite clear i~ defining what he means by 

the hnaginary f~the~ and the symbolic father, h~s remarks on the real father am 

q~fite obsc~ (see, for example, $4, 220}. CacanTs only unequivocal 

lion is that the real father is t~e agen~ ol castratiog, the o+}e who performs the 

operatkm of symbolic castration (S17~ 149; see Figure ? and $7, 307), 

from th~s, Lacan gives {~w other cIues ubout what he means by the phrase. In 

{OgO, he describes the ~ea~ father ~s {ge due who "effectively occupie~’ the 

mother, the "Great FUcker (S7, 307), and even goes on m say, in t970, that the 
re:al fh~er is ~e spermatozoon, though he immediately qualifies this statement 

with the ~mnark that nobody has ever thought of himself a~ the son of a 

sper)~atozooo {S 17, I481, On the basis of these comme:n~s, it seems possible 

to a:r,gne that the tea} father ~s the biologieM father of the subject. However. 
since a degree of ~mcer~ainty always surrounds the questio~ of who 

b~oh)gica~ father really is (’"paWr semper incertua es*", while the mother is 

.... ce,,qis’sima"’: Freud, i909c: SE IX. 23qk it woold be more precise to say that 
the rea~ father is the man who is said 1o be ~he subject’s blo[o~iCal 

real is to be understated here:: the; ~eal of Iaegnage, rather ~han tile mat 
bitdogy ($I7, !~7-8L~ 

The ~a~ [h{~er p{ays a crncial ro~e in the Oedipus complex: i~ is ~e who 
intervenes m file ~hird ’time" of the Oedipus coi~p~ex a~ file one who castrates 

preceding anxiety; without it+ the c}~ild requires a phobic o~ject as a symbolic 

s~ff~stkute for t~e absent real f~her; The in{cremation of the rea~ father as agent 

of castration is not simpfy equ~’valem m his physiea~ presence in the family, As 
the case t~;[’ Little Hans ind~cams (Freud. ~909b}, the rea~ father may be 

ghysicaily prese~ and yet fail m imervene as agent or cas~ra6on ($4, 212, 
221). Conversely, fl~e h~tervemion of the ma~ father may well be feb by ~he 

child even when ~he father is phys{cally absem. 

fetishism. ([gtiChisme) The term ’fetish’ first caine into widespread use 
in the e~g.htee~th century in cm~text of the study of "primitive religions 
which k denoted an inaMmate object of worship (an etymology which Lacan 
bel~ev,es ~s impo~ant; $8, ~69). Ir~ the nh~eteen~h century, Marx borrowed the 
~erm {o describe the way that, in capita!ist societ.ie~, social relations assume the 
illusory fo~ of relations between things (’commodity fe~ishism’L It was 
Krafft--Ebing wgo, in {he {ast decade of {he nineteenth century, fi~ applied 

which sexual exciteme~:t i~ absolutely dependent on ~he presence of a specific 

sexuality have adopled since~ The fetish 
a shoe or piece of underwear. 

Fraud argued that fe[ishis~n (seen as an 
originates in lee child’s horror of 



imagi~ary (imaginaire) Lacan’s use of the term ’irnagim~ry" as a 
suhst~mtive dates back to ~936 {Ec, gl); From the ~gmni:~g, ~e ~eiqn 
cmmotafions of illusion, fascination and sedt~cth.m, and re,ares specifically 

note. however, that while the imaginary ~lways re~ain~ cormo~afi~ns of il!asion 
and lure. it is uot sharply synonymous wi[b ’~he illusory" b~so~ar as the latter 
term implie~ something unnecessary and incm*sequemial (Ec. 723). 
hrmg~mtry is {~r from inconsequential; it has powerfid effects in the real 
and is not simply s,mnething lhat can be dispensed with or "ovetvome’. 

From 1953 on. the imaginary becomes one of the t~ree oR~mu~s which 
cons*itu~e ~he ~ripar[i/e scheme at the cen~m o~ Lac;mian thought, being 
~pposed to the symbolic and the rea~ The b;~sis of the imaginary oeder 
conti~mes to be the formation of the ego in ~ihe N~o~ s~,,,c;~. Since th~ ego 
is tbrmed by identify:rag wilfi the counte~a~ or specular image, 
is an impor*am aspect of the imaginary o;rde~. The ego and the coun~e~pa~ 
form the promtypicaI dua~ relatiooship, and are interchangeable, This relation- 
ship wbemby the ego is consti[:uted by identification with the tittle other means 
tha! the ego. and ~he imugbu~ry order itself, ate both sites of a radical 
a~:~.~’no~; ~a~ie~at~on is consti~aive of th~ imaginary o~der’ ~$3, 146), The 
dual relationship between the ego and the coumerpart is fundame~tal!y 
na~visslslic, a*~d ~,,,~c~ss*s~a is anolher characteristic of ~he imaghmry oMer.. 
Nap::issJsm i~ always accompanied by a certai~ ~oog~ss~vw(, The imaginary 
t?~e reaho of image and imagination, deception and lure, The principa~ ~lluslons 
of the imaginary are ihose of wholeness, synthesis, aula~omy, duality and, 
~bove all, similarity. The imaginaw is thus the order of surface appearances 
which are deceptive, observable phenomena which hide underlying 
the afl~c~s am such phenomena~ 

However. the opposition bmween the imagieaw and the sym~olic does 
mean tha! dm imagieary is lacking in structure. On ~.i~e contraW, the imaginary 

IMAGINARY 

is always already structured by the symbolic omen For example i~ his 
dL~cassion of the min~o~ stage in 1949. Laca~ speaks of the re{alhms in 
maginary space, which imply a symboffc structuring o( tha~ ~pace ~E. 

The expression %~aginary ms,fix’ also implies an imaginary which is struc. 
lured by tt~e symbolic (Ec, 22I), and: in ~964 Lacan: discusses how the visual 
field is aructured by symbolic taws {S:I ~. 9I-2). 

T]~e h~mg{n~ also involves a ~;mgtfis{ic dimension. Wherea~ the 
the {omMa~km of the symbolic order, the s~o~n:~ and s~e~F~c,aT~ox a~ part 

the imag~nau order. Thus ?anguage has both symbolic and imaginary aspecl~ 
~n its }magina~ aspecL language is ~he "wall of ~anguage" which inverts 
disto~s th~ d~scourse of t~e O~her (see SCRS~L* LL 

The ffnaginaW execs a captivating power over the subjecL f0nnded 
almost bypno*{c effec~ of the specular image. The ~maginavv ~S thus rooted in 
the subject’s reIatk>~sh~p tO his own body (or rather to the t~age of his bud) 1. 
This capfivatingtcaptudng power is both seductive (the bnaginary 
rested above all on ~he sexua! plane, in sue~ forms as sexuld dlsp ay and 
cour~sh}p ~’i{~als: l.,acan, 1956b: 272) a~d disabling: it imprisons ~he subjec~ 

The imagimu-y is {be dime*~s~on of the hum:an subjec{ which ~s mos~ closely 
linked ~o: e!hNogy and anima! psychology (S3, 253k All a~tempts to expbfin 
human subjeCti%ty i~ mrms of anima! psyelm!ogy a~e thus limiled 
hnaginary (see ~ATU~g),~Ithough the imaginary represents ihe closes~ point 
of contac~ betwee~ human snbje~{ivi~y and m~im~l elh0[og~]{S2. !66:), k is not 
*impD ~denfical: the imaginary order in human beings’i~ s~rucmred by 
symbolic, and this rnea~s tbat "in man~ the imaginary re{ation ha~ deviaIed 
{from ~he realm of nature]" £$2, 210), 

L, aean has a Ca~tesim~ mis~rus~ of the imagination as a cognitive 
i~si~ts, like D~scartes, o:n th~ ~Upremacy of p~re intellecfion, without depen- 
deuce on images, ;~s ~he only way of ~civing ~ t certain knowledge, 
that lies behind LacaFs use of topologicM fig~res, which tumult be repre- 
sented i~ the im:a~ination, ~o explore ~he structure of {t~e unconscious <see 
"roPOL~C~v}.~’his¢      . . m~strust. ¢~f the ima~inatton~ " and the senses puts Lacan ~rmly 
on the ade~f rano:nalism rather than empiricism (see 

1.scan accused the m~ior psycboan:a~ytlc schools of Ns day af reducing 
psychoanalysis ~o the ~maginary order: these psych0analys~s made 
tien with the ana{yst into the goal of anatys~s, and reduced a~alysis m a dua! 

,46---~). Lacan sees as a ~ relationship (E. n this complete be{tav~f of psvcN~- 
a~m!ysia, a deviation which can only ever succeed in inc~eash~g {he 
of {he subject. Against such imaginary reductionism. Laca~ argues that the 
essence of psychoanalysis cons~sis ~n its use 0f the symbolic, T}dS t~se of ~be 
symbolic is the only way to dislodge the disabfin~ fixations of the imaginary. 

transforming the images i~to words, just as Freod treats the dream as a rebus: 
’Tl~e imagi~a~y is deciphemNe ouIy ir it is ~,~dered into symbois’ {Laca~, 
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269), This use of the symbolic is the only way fo:r *,:he analytic wocess 

the plal~e of idenlitieatmn" [Si I. 273). 

ilTi~tgO Origh~a~]y introdt~eed into psychom~aiytic theory by Jung in 191 

the Lalin term ht~ago h~d already ~cvme ~am~dard in psyc~oan~[ylic te~’mi- 

m~lo~y by the ti~e Lacan bega~ training as a psychoan~ly~ in the 1930s. The 

~¢rm is clearly related ~o ~he term "imageL but it i~ meant ~o emphas~se the 

subjective determination Df the image: i~ other words, it includes ~eiings as 

we]/as a visual represeniatio~ imagos are specifically images of other people 

(~ung menlio~s pn~emaL maternal and [~a~ernai imagos); however, they are 

the prodt~ct of purely personal experience bu~ uuive~sal prototypes which 

be act0alised ~ anyone’s psyche. Imagos act as stereotypes infl~e~cing the~ ~) way th~ s~biect rei~es to olh~ people, who are perceived through the Ions 

these various imagos, 

The term "imago" occupies a central role in Lacmfs p~.-1950 ,,vrit~ng~, 
where it is closely mlaled to ~he term CO~I~L~;X. /n [938, Laean links e~ch of 

the three family complexes m a specific imago: the weaning complex is linked 
to the imago of the materual breasL the intrusion cnmplex ~o ~he imago of the 

coun~erparL a~d the Oedipus complex m the b~ago of (he father (Lacan. [ 938), 

analysis has provided ~,sycHo~o~v with a pm~r object of study a~d rims 

psycho!agV on a truly scientific fo~ti0g qt is possiNe, . . to designate in the 

imago ~ge proper object of psy~:hology, exactly to the same extem that 
Galile~’s notion of ~he iner~ material point formed the bas~s of physics~ 

Whereas for hmg and Klein hnzgos have equally positive and uegafive 

effects, h’, l.,acan’s work they are weighted firmly towards the negative, being 
f~mdamental]y deceptive and disn~ptive e~emems. Lacan speaks of the ~mago 

of the F~.~o~-r~o ~oD~, a~d eve~ unified imagos such ~s the specular image 
are mere iIhrsio~x of wholeness which introduce an tmder!ying aggressivky. 
’The firat effect of the imago which appears i~ ~be humm! heing is m~ effec~ og 

~ .suNect~ve a!ienmimF (Ec. ]81, emphasis in origimdL 
~fle~ i950, fl~e ~e~ qmago" disappears almost entheIy groin 

theorelicaI vncabulary. However, the basic ideas developed around the term 

in Lacan’s pro- [950 wrifi~gs confim~ ~o p!ay an impor~am part in his thinking, 

being articulated a~:~und od~er terms, p:riacipally the ~erm 

:[’g~eX {il~dice) In t!m typology of sl’~m:s devised by Charles S, Pei~ce, the 
North American semiot~eimL the ]mica is a ~gn which has a~ ~exis~ential 

relationship" ~o ~he object it ~ept~sents (i.e; the i~dex ~s atway~ spafiMly OF 

lempora!ly contiguo’as with the o!~ect). Peirce commsts the index wi~h the 

symbol, which, like San~u~e’s c, mmept of the sign, ~s cM~actedsed by the 

absentee of all necessary con:eections betwee~ the sign and i~s oh}oct, For 

,.34 

example, smoke is an i~dex of fire, and red blotches are an index of various 

diseases such as measles (Peirce, 1932). 
/n Lacan’s discour~, the mrm ~iudex" gunctb~as in opposithm ~o the term 

"sa:~TFta~’ (aM not, as in Peirce’s philosophy, ia upposifion w d~e term 

symbol), Lacan thus conceives t~e index as a ’natural sign~, one in which 

there is ~ fixed, bi--univocal correspondence between sign and objecI 
the s£gnitier, which has no fixed link wRh any one signified3. This 0pposkiou 

between index and signifier ~ndeq)ii~s the following distinctions hi Laca~s 

work: 

~" ~ The ~ychoanaly~ic and medical concepis of the svxnwo~ g~he 
meal c ~e ~ie symptom is ~arde6 as" an index og lhe d Sense. 
analysis the sy£~pmn s nc~t ~n rdex bm a Signifier (E, 129}, H~ce in[ 

psyc~hoanaiysis there is ~o one-to-one fixed link he~wee~ patheI~gi~al p~enom~ 

~.ena and ~he underlying structure. 

~ COD~:S (~imal) and la~g~mge (~mm~) Code~ are composed ofind~ces. 

whereas language is composed of signifiers~ This explains why codes tack the 

most :important Feature of Im~guage: ks pote~t~a! for ambiguky and equivoca- 

/’" T~e opposition between s~gnifi~r and in:de~ is complicated by 

tepee of certah~ signifiers which a]so function as indices: these are called/ 

[~l;sfinet (instinct) Lacan fbiIows Freud in disdnguh;hing the ~nsti~:cts 

5ore the b~v~s, and critlcises those who. fo~lowing Strachey. obscme this 

distinction by us~g ~he same English word (’instinct’) I0 t!’ans!ate both 

Frm~d’s mrms (Inxtinkt and Trieb) (E, 30i). 
’lnstb~ct" is a purely biologica! col~cept (see U~OLO~W) and belougs 

st~dy of animal ethology: Whereas anima!s a~ driven by ~nstincts. which are 

relatively rigid and invariable,: and imply a direct relation to an nhject, human 

sexual~!y is a matter of drives, which are very variable an:d never ~ttain 
object. Although Lacan uses ~e term ’instruct" ffmluendy b~ b~s early work. 

after 1950 he uses the word less frequently, pre:%rdng instea~ to reconcep!aa~ 

lise the concep~ of ingtinct in terms of 
From his earliest works, Lacan crkicises those who attempt to understand 

human behaviour purely in terms o{ instincts, ar~uin:g that d~}S ~s to sappose a 

harmoniot~s relation between man ~nd the world, wh)Ch does m~l in f~cl exist 
(Ec, 88), The concept of b~s6nct supposes some kind of direc~ im~ate knnwl~ 

edge of the object which is ad" an almos~ moral character ~Ec, 85I), 

such ideas~ Lacan insists {hat d~e~re ~s something inadequate about huma~ 

biology, a ~ature which he ~ndicates in the p!~raSes ’vha! 
(in~ruJfisance virago} (Ec. 90) and ’congenital iusu(ficieney’, This ~:m~deqtmcy~ 

evident in {~e helplessness of the hum£~ baby. ~s compe~smed fm by mea~s 

co~,~Pz~x~s. The fact that human psychology i)~ dom~naied hy comp]~xes 
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are detem~ined entirely by cultma~ a~d social Iact0rs) rather than by instincts. 

means tha~ any ex:p~anathm of h~ma~ behaviour ~hat does no~ lake social 

umbrelh~ grm~p [or the variou~sychoznalyfic societies that were springing 

ar0uud the world at ~ha~ time,’he first headquarter~ were i~ ZufictL m~d la~er 
moved ~o London, bul the A~soc~adon has been dominated by its AmeriCan 

members ever since the 1931]s, when mos~ of the Viennese analys~s emigrated 

to ~he United State~ 
After resigmng fibre the IPA-affi]iated Soci~t~ Psychanalyt~que de Pads 

(SPP) in ~953, m joi~ the newly ~anded Soci,:5~ Fra~qaise de Psych~nalyse 
(SFP). L;can was informed by letter ~hat th~s Mso ~ean~ that he was no longer 

a member of the TPA~ Frnm that moment o~ umi~ his death, Lacan and th~ 

were a~ loggerheads. During the SFP’s subsequent campaign for [PA member- 
ship (which [.,aca~ seems m have supposed) Lacan was regarded by ~he IPA as 

the principa~ obstacle blocking negotiations, Tb~ main bone of cmatestion was 
Lacan’s use og sesslo~s of variable duratiun, which he continued to 

despi~e repea~ed [PA admonitions, Evem~m}ly, h~ 1963, the [PA agreed to grant 

membership ~o the S~ on condition ~hat Laca~ be stripped or his status as 

training analysL Many of lhe leading analys~s ~n ~he SFF agreed, but to many 
other~, ~inc!ud~ng Lacan) this was unacceptable. Lacan resigned tram tg~ SFP 

and. followed by a number ~,ff other analysts a~d trai,ees~ ffnmded his own 
sC~eoL in ~964. Frm~ thi~ poini nn, Lac~n became mtmh more vocal in his 
criticism of the IPA~ accusing it of being a kind of ch~rc~h and comparing his 

uwn [ate ta Spinoza’s ~exc~)mmunication" I?om the synagogue (S} ~, 3--4L 

Lacara cdticixed both ~he institutional structure and the dominanl theo~etica! 

bnreaucratic procedures of produch~g nothing h~t medie.cHfies~ and ruockcd its 

stuffy hierarchies {Ec, 474-86L Laca~ argued ~gat Freud had orgamsed the 
[PA in such a ~,,a)’ because this was the o~[y way of assuring that his theo~ies~ 

nfistmdersmod by all his 5rst Krllowers, w0uM remain in,act for someone e!se 

ILauan) to d~simer and resuscitate later on, The/PA, iu miler wm’ds, w~s like a 

tomb whose only func0on Was tu p~eserve FreudL~ doctrine despite :lhe 

ig~?rance o{~ the members rff the zssociation, the ~mplication being thug once 
Lacan had hreathed new ~iI? into {he doctmm, the IPA no bn~iger had any valid 

t’u0cdou a~ a~l (see Lacam 1956a). Even more importa:~t time this were Lacan’s 

criticisms of d~e IPA r~,~o progrmnme, which he accused of ignoring 

Freud’s emphasis on the need for instruction in literary and cuhur:al 

{Ec. 473), m~d for reducing the u~dning ~na]ysis to a mere dmaL The specific 

organisathma! s~rilclme~ tm wldch Lacm~ orga~fised h~s own school such as 

cartel and lhe pass. were aimed a~ ensuring that this s~hool did nol repeat these 

rotors of lhe ]PA. 

{N’I’ER PRETAT1ON 

O~ a theoreticai )dUeL Lacan levelled various criticisms at aH the main 
theoretical ten:den:c~es io the IPA, includi~g K~eiaiaa psychoaaalysis and 
ob~ect~relatio~s rheum.: but his most susta}~ed and profound criticisms were 
reserved ~" the school of ~oo-psvc,o~oov which had achieved a domb~ant 
posRion i~ the IPA hy ~£e ~950s. He accused the IPA oF havlug betrayed 
F)’eud’s most ~uada:mental insights, ~enaming h the SAMCDA (sock;t( d’as. 

)ante against analytic discourse ..~ Lacan, 1973a: 27), and attributed thi~ 
betrayal largely to the Net that the IPA was dominated by the LISA (see 
F.~t.~o~ c)i Lacan regarded his own {eachh~g as a return to the h~s~ghts that 
the IPA had be{rayed (see v~zo~. ~ttrva~ ro), 

h~terpretafion (iuterprdta:tion) The role o) the analyst in the tread- 
meat is ~wofo~d. F~)s~ and foremost, he mus~ ~isten m the ;l[~a}ysa~id, but ~e 

must .als0 intervene by speaking {o the analvSand.Q{lthou~l~’tim analvs,’s 

speech is characmrised hy many different kinds of speech ac~ (asking que>. 

ti.ons, giving instructions, ere,), it ~s the offering of inIerprem6ons wh~cfi p~ays 

:the :most crt)c~a~ and distinctive ru!n in ~he ~rea~menI. Broadly speaking~ the 
analyst can be said ~o of!~r an ime~ation when he says something that 

subve~a,, the anMysand’s conscious. ~evewd ~v’.     . .way-" .°f Iooking. a sin:he hh~.~ 

remember a~ idea that had been repressed from memory. These h~terpretafions 

were educated guesses about what {I-,e patients had omitted from ~heir accoum 

og lh<" events which !ed up to the I~rmation of their symploms. For example, m 
due of the eaHie~t interpretations he recorded. Freud to~d one pafiem ihat s}~e 

had not revealed all her motNes fur the intense affection she showed rewards 

her ernp~oyer’s children, and went o~ to say; "I believe that ~eaIly you are tn 
love vAth your eraployer, the Director. {hough perhaps without being aware of 

i~ ),oucse!f’ {Dead. 1895d: SE IL ~17). Th:e purpose o~ the interp~vtatloe was 

to help ~he p~t~egt become conscious of unconscious thoughts, 
The model of iaterpgetation was set down by Freud in Tar. ln~e)7~remrit,~ of 

Dreams ~Freud~ 1900a): though only concerned explicifiy wfll~ dreams. 

Freud’s comments on ~nterpretation in lhis work apply equally m a~l *he ofl~er 
ruminations of the uneon:sc~ous (parapraxes, jokes, symptoms, e~c.L In the 

second chapter o[" {~s work the psychoanalytic method of h~erpre~a~h~n is 

dist~aguished groin the ’decoding" method of in!erpretafion b} dm u~e ~f the 

rnetbod of free association: a psychoanalytic interpm~afio;n does ~o~ consk;~ m 

;ntdbu~ing a meaning *o a dream by referring to a pre~exisfiag system of 
equivalences b~t by ref~rri~g to ~he associath~ns of the dreamer himself. ~t 

tMlows ~hat the same image will mea~ very difl~rera things if dreamed by 

different people. Even when Freud ~a~er came m rec0gnise the existen<e o:f 

"sy~boiism’ in dream:~ (i.e. the fac{ that there ;m: same h~ages which have 

fixed universa~ mean~dgs i~ add~[~ot~ {o ~heir uNque meaning for ~he indiv~duai 
d~eamerL he always maintained ~ha~ interpretation: should focus primarily on 
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the particular meani..’~g and warned against "overestimating the impoa-tanee of 
symbols in dream interpreta~io~F {Freud 19~a: SE V. 

Early on m ~he h~story of t~e psychoanalytic movement, interprets{ion 
rapid}y came m he the most important tool of the amdyst, h=s pnma¢~y means 
for achieving therapeutic effects in the palienL Since symptoms were held to 

xsm~tom by helping {]~e panem become conscioas of the idea. 
~he initial~god,~.~wb~ the offender intml)re~aliuns seemed {o achieve 

~)~7~{~’h aRer the analys! had offered exhal~s~f{’7 
In order m explaii{i’hid uaa~ysts turned ~o the concept of aes~xr,~c~., a~gumg 

~hat it ~s nul sufficient simply [o offer an ~nterpretauon of the 
meaning of the symplom but that R is also necessary to get dd of the patient’s 
~esastance to becoming rally consciut~s Of ~his meaning (see Strachey, t934’1. 
Lacan.. ~owever. proposes a dKfe~cnt explanatiou. He argues that the decreasing 
efficacy of interpretatlans after 1920 was due to a ’closure’ of the uo¢onseious 
which the aamly>ts them<elves had provoked IS2. 10-q I : $8,390), Among other 
~mgs, Laban blames the increasing tendency of the first genecauon of analysts 
to base Iheir interpretation~ more on symbolism {despite Freud’s warnings to the 
cm’araryL thereby returning to the pre-psychoanMytie ~deeoding" method of 
mterpretauon. Not only did fl-ds reduce interpretations to set formulas, but the 
patienls ~oon came {o be able to predict exactly what the analyst wou~0 s~y ahou~ 
any particuh~r symptom m asscmiation they produced (which. as Lacan w~yly 
commem~ "~s surely t~e most annoying trick which cat~ ~: played ~t~ a 
~c11¢r’: Ec. 4(~k ~nterpretatmns thus Sacked borg ~leva~ce and sbock~va~ue. 

O,her analys~s before Laban had recognised the pwblems cm~sed by the fact 
that patients were increasingly knowledgeable of psychoanalytic 
}-Iowever, ~he sr~luSon which ~hey ~roposed ~or this problem was tha~ "too 
much knowledge on the part ot the patient should be ~plaeed by more 
knowledge on 1he pun rff lbe ama~yat" (Ferenczi a~d Rank. 1925: ill). In othe* 
wr~rds, l}tey urged 1he analys~ to elaborate even more comp{ex [heones m 
to stay one step ahead of the pafiem. Lacan. however, proposes a diffepant 
>a{um:m. Wh;~t is needed, he argues. Is ~m interpretations of ever-increasing 
complexkv, bul a difl~am~ way of approaching interpretation altogether. 
Hence Lacan calls bar a ’renewed tech~6que of inlefpretatiou’ {E. 82), one 
~at chuHe~ges *Be bas*c assumptions uuderlying Om classical psychoanalytic 
mode~ O[ ime~pm[a[ ton. 

Class,col inte~pre~atim~s generaiIy took the fbrm of attributing to a dream, a 
symptom, a pampra~s, or a~ associatmn, a meaning nol given m ii hy 
pa~iem. For e~am~[e the interpretation may be of the form ’W~at yon 
mean by th~s symptom ~s ~ha~ you desire x’. The fundamemal ass~amgUon was 
that the in~ew~re{m:mn unma~&~ a hidden meamng, ~he truth of which could be 
tin, firmed by lhe paliem p~odacing more associations. It ~s this assumption tha 
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L~,a_.ca~n,.e.hallenges, ar.~a~.n.a~y..~.tr~.am~ions ~h_p.o~{.d...~.l_.5O~er am~ 
discoveri ng a hidden rueani~ b~u.t..rather aEdisrupti ng meaning; 

conduct" (S~W~rans!atioa). [nteq~retation th~s ffwerts the relationship 
b~gh-~7~ and signified: i~stead of the normal production of mea~mg 
(s~gnifie~ produces sign~fied), imerpretation works a~ the ~evel of s Io generate 
S: i~terpretatm~ causes ’i~educible sign~fiers" to arise, which are "nomsens> 
cM’ ¢.S ~ ~. 250). Hence it is not a qtms{ion, for Lacan. of fitting the analysand’~ 
discourse into a precoece~ved interpretive matrix or theoD {as m the ’decod.. 
rag" method), bu~ of disrupting all such theories. Far from o[~riag 
analysand a new message, the interpretation shouk=, serve mere~ m e~ab~e 
the analysa~d to hear the message he is uncunSCiOU~V addressing’~o himself. 
The ana~ysa~d’s speech a~ways has other meamngs apart from that which he 
conscaously intends to convey, T~e analyst plays on the ambiguity of the 
analysand’s speech, bringing ~u~ its muI{iple meanings, Often the mo~ 
eftec{tve way [o~ the i~terpretation m achieve ~h~s i~ tbr it {ou lo be ambigu.- 
oas. By interp*eting in this way~ the a~alys~ sends 0m ana~ysand’s message 
back to the analysand in i~s tam. i~veaed ~brm (see CO~MUN~CATION}~ 

Aa interpretation ~s therefore not offered lo gain the analysand’s assent, but 
is simply a tactical device aimed at enaMing the analysund to co~tiene speak- 
ing when the ’flow of assocatioas ha~ become blocked. The value ~f an 
imeipretation does ~o~ lie in its correspondence with realk~, but simply 
its power m produce ceaain effects: an ime~retanon may therefore be inexact. 
in ~he sense of ~ot co~esponding to ’the facts" but nevertheless true, in the 
sense of havi~g poweH~! symbolic effects {see E, 237). 

Lacan argues ~hat in order to i~terpret in fl~i:s way, the analyst mast take 
analysand’s speech absolutely literally (a [a lame}. T~a~ is. ~e task of the 
analyst is not to achieve some tmagmary intmtive grasp of the analysand’s 
"hidden message’, but stmply ~o read the anaI~ sa.nd’s discm~rse as ~f ff were a 
lax{, stranding m the forma! features of this d~scourse, the signi~ers that repea[ 
themselves iS2. 153). Hence Lacan’s frequem warnings of the dangers of 
unders/andm~ the ~ you uni~fstan~l, lhe-~f ~ ~.~1..~=,~1 

Unders[andiag (comprendre} has negative connotations %r Lacaa. implying 
kind of listening that seeks only to ~ the other’s s~eec~ into a preformed 
theoW {see E. 270; $2 103: S8. 229-30). In oNer to do avoid this, fl~e 
must *forge~ what he knowF when ~isteniag tee. 349) and when offering 
inmrpretationa must do so ’exactly as if we were cr~mple~ely i~noram of 
~5eory" {kacan. lq53b: 227~. 

On ~he complex quesuon of Lacan s approach ~o mteWm~ing the transfer- 
enceL see 

intersubjectivity (intersubjec~ivil3) When Lacan tirs~ begins (in 
f953) to analyse in detail ~2m function of s,oesc~4 m psychoanalys~s, he 
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m~phasises t;’m~ speech {s essential{y an ]r~tersul~ective process; "the 
o~ the subjec~ e~m~i~s aa al{oc’utof and therefore ’the Iocutor ~s constituted m 
as intersu~ecfivi~f (E, ~9 ~, The term %~e:~st~bject~vity" thus possesses, at th~s 
point in Lacan s work. a positive value, since it draws atteutmn m ~he 

unconscious ~s "transiudividaaU, Psychoanalya~ is ~hus m he cm~ce{ved m 

However. by /960 {he term ba~ come to acqmre negative eonnota{mns for 
Lacan ]t ~s now associated, not with speeciB as such. but with {he notmns 

~ 
rec~proc~ty a~d ~ymmel~y that characterise {he D~.~.~. ~.e~.~wm~4sum (Sg, 1 I ); tha~ 
~s, wiO~ the imaginary raiser ~han wi~h ~he symbolic, Psycgoa~alys~s is no 
~onger m be conceived of in {eros of intersu~jecfiv~ty (Sg, 20}1 ~adeed, the 
experience of the transference is precisely what ~indem-,i:~e~ fl’,e ~olio~ of 
in~ersub}ectivkv �see Lacan 

in{rojectkm (introjee~ion) The ~erm "antrojecfion" was corned by 
S~ndo~ Femnczi m 1909. i~ order to deno~e the opposite ef pro~ect]on 
{Femuc~i. 1909). Freud *ook up Ihe term soo,~ afterwards, a~gumg t~at the 
-puttied pleasm’e-ego" is conSn~uled by {he i~trojecfion of every’thing 
source of p~easare {F~eud, {915c~. Melodic Klein uses the term a grea~ deal, 
bm ~estr}c~ ~l~e *erm m the i~trq~ecfion of objects. 

Lacau cdtmises tee way psychoanalysts have tended ~o adnpt "magacaF 
views t~f iatrolectin~, whic~ confuse ~t w~tg mcorporalmn, t~us m~xing up 
{he orders of famasy and structure (SI~ 169}. Thus Lacan rejects the Kleinian 

~ / m ~ageD, i~ which mw:~jec~s a~ inIer~al o~}ects which pass into the analyst by 
some kind of fantastic incorporatim]_aI~~es 
~s aba’avs a signifier: ’i~tro]ec6ou is a[ways the }~,.~fion o{ ~he speech of ~he 

"~-~:gf]7 also opposed to the view that mtrojec~io~ is the opposite 

and then re-prR~ected ag[ i~,ji~#um, I..aca,~ argues Osat these ~wo procc~seu are 
h~cated m e~t{r~iv diffe~m registers a~d so canrmt be conceived of as par~ 
s~le process/}ie ;,,gue~ that p~ojeetion ~s an imaginary phem’mmnon wNch 
~ela*es m imams, whereas in*rojectJon is a svmboiic process which relates 

s~gmfiecs {Ee, 65~ 

inverMon (im,ersion) Freud uses the tern~ "inversion’ m designate 
homosexuahty, the idea being that homosexualRy is the inverse of heterosexu- 
ality. Lacao uses *Be term m this sense too m h~s early works (Lacan, 1938: 
109 L 

However. m Lacan’s pos~-war works ~he ~erm ~a used in quite a different 

JOUISSANCE 

wh~l appears on one side of the real body appears on the other side o{ the 
mmge of zhe body reflec{ed in the mirror {see Lacan. ~95 l b: I5). By ex{ensmn. 

inversion becomes a quality of a~l ~magina~y phmmmena, such as ~R.~Ng~TIVI~M, 

Thus in schema L the ~maginary ~s represen*ed as a bamer b{ocki~g 
d~scourse of ~he Ofl~er. causing this disuourse m arrive a~ ~he subjec~ 

the seade~ receives his own message i~ ao inverted form 

In 1957, both senses of the ~em~ a~e brought together in I.acan’s 

of Leo~ar,~o da VincL Taking up Fmad’s a~gumem about Leonardo’s 

sexuality (Fre*~d, 1910c). Lacaa gog8 on to argue that Leonar,Jo’s specular 
~dentificatmn was highly unusual iu that it resulted m an inversion o[" the 

pasitmns (on set}eros LI of the eg~ and the }ittte other tS4. 4334~, 

7 

./’orA’i.~’$a.~,gg ]2he F~enclI word jo~*issance means basically "enjoyment’. b~t 
~ has a sexual connotation (Le, "o~gasm’) lacking in ~he English word 
"eNoymem’, and is therefore left u~translated in mos~ Enghsh edilirms of 
Lacan (though a ~as smce been poin~ed ou~ ~ha~ ~he word "jouissance" does 
actually figure in the Shorter O.@)rd E*~glis[~ Dietionaq: cL Macey, /988: 288. 
~. 1291. As Jane Gallop observes, whereas orgasm ~s a countaNe noun, the *erm 
jo,,ff~s6,m’e is always used in t~e singular by Lacan. and is always preceded by a 
definite article (Gal~0p, 1982: 

~e term does not appear in Lacan’s work anti[ 1953, but even t~en {t ~s not 
particularly sa~ient rE, 42, 87). In lhe seminar~ of ~953-4 and 1954-5 Lacan 
uses IBe tern, occasionahy, usually m the comex~ ~f the Hegefian dialectic of 
the ~as’r~ ~d the slave: the slave is ~orce~ Io wc, rk to provide objects R~r 
master’s enfoyme~t (.ioMssm~ce} {S 1. 223: $2, 209). Up to 1957. ~>en. the ~erm 
seems to mean no more than the enjoyable sensation ~ha~ accompanies 
sat~sfa:ctmn of a biological need such as hanger ($4. I25/. Soon after, the 
sexu;fl ¢onnntatkms become more apparent: in 1957, [.,scan a~es the term ~o 

masturbm~on {$4. 241). and io 1958 he makes explicit fl3e sense 
az, orgasm (Ec. 727}. (For a fuller description of ~he deve~opmem o{ *hts ~erm 
in Lacan’s work, see Macey. 988: 200-5E 

It is o~?’ m 1960 tha~ Laean develops his classic oppnshmr~ between 

~ot;rv?am.’e and pleasure, an opposition which alludes 1o ~he Hege~an/Kq}e~[ 
vian distinction between Gem¢3 (eojo} menu and Lust (pieasurej (ct. Ko.i~ve.a 
19"~7: 46). The pleausy~~ ftmctmns as a fimit ~o eniovmem: il is a law 

tg~blect cons{a~p~s to transgress the prohibi0ons tmposea on ms 
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enjoyment, m g.o ".beyond the pleasure principle’. However. t{~e mstaL~ of 
mansgressing the pleasure principle ~s not more Neas~re. but pain. since the~e 
~s on{y a certain amount of pleasure tha~ the subject can bear. Beyond this 

/ limit_ pleasure becomes pare. and this ’painfu~ pleasure" is weal Laca~ calls 

]ja~.~’sanc~: 5io~4issa~;ce is suffe~’ing" {87. 184). The ~em3 jo,,,is.~am.+~e *~t~ n~cely 

expresses the paradoxical salisfaetion tha* the subject derives from his syrup+ 
[ tom, or, *o put it another way, the s*1ffer~n~ t~at he derives from his own 

~ satisfaction (Freud’s ’pnma~’ gain from 
The prohibition of +i~.mi.vsance {the pleasure principle) is in,urea{ in the 

symbolic struc~ure of language, w~ic~ ~ why ~Ms.~anee is ~;~rbidden 
him who speaks, as such" {’E. 319}. The subject’s entW mid t~e symbolic 
conditiona~ upon a ce~am initial renunciation of flamss~mce m the castration 
complex, whe~ *he sulziect gives up his attempts to be {}~e tmagma~’ 
for the mother: "Castration means that ]oeti~’satt{’~, must be refused so that it 
be rmmhed on the layered ladder (l’dcheIle rum,era’de) of the Law of desire" 
{E. 32,~). The symbolic prohibition of eNnyment in ~he Oedipt~s comples~ (the 
inces~ la~oo~ {s thus. paradoxically, the prohibition of something which 
already irnposs~lqe: its function ~s ~herefore ~ s~stam tb~neurotic 
~hat e~ioyment would be attainable ?f ~ were not forbidden.~The very prohibi.- 
tioo c~ates the desire to transgress i1, and jo~¢~ss’an.ce is th~fore ftmdame~.. 
tally wansgressive (see 57. ch[15~ 

The DES.TH OR~VE iS [~e name gp~en to ~ha~ constan[ desire i~ tI~e subject 
break through the pleasure pri~c~ple towards the "r~,o and a ce~’min 
fi’,,M.~sance: {}msjo~ffs.~ance ia ~the path ~owa/ds death’ fSI7 17) Insofar as th~ 
drives are aUempts 1o break through *he p~easutv principle in sea~h of 
fl~uis~a~ce, eveW d~ve is a death drive. 

Them a~e shone affinities between Laean’s eonce p~ of jauissance 
IYeud’s concep~ of she um~o~ as ~s de~r from [..acat~’s description 
sauce as a ’bodily s~bstance" ($20. 2~). In keeping with Fraud’s assertion ~hat 
them is on~y mm libido, which i.~ m;~sculine Lacan s~a~es khat jo~,~s.~a~ace 
e~sentia~ly phalbc: "]~ui:;:~a~;ce. insot~r as ~t is sexual, ~s phaHic~ w~ich means 
thai it doe~ not relate m the O~er as such" ($20, I,~). Hovgever, in 1973 gaca~ 
a~mits ~hat there is a specifically femimne ]ouissance. a "sapp~ementary 
fi~m,~’sm~c,:’" {$20. 58) which is %eyond the phallus’ ($20. 69L a 
of ~he Ot~er This feminine jouissa~*ce is ineffable, tar women experience 
but know nothing abrupt it {$20, 71 ). In order to differentiate between t~ese two 
[k~rms ofj¢~¢is.ram-#. Lacan il~troduges different algebraic symbols for e;~eh; 
designates phallic j¢~ni.~sa~r~,, wberea~ IA designates the ]ouigsonce ~f 

Kleirdan psychoanalysis Kleiniao ps1,,cN~analysis is the p, ame given 
to ~be school of psychom~a~ytlc theo~T that has grown up around ~he pioneering 
,,vo~k of ~he Austfan psychoanalyst Melanin Klein (1882-19~0L Born in 
Vienna, K~ein set~led iu England in 1926 a~d remained ~here ~or the rest of 
her l~fe. Kleiman gsychommlysis ~st begm~ to emerge as a distinctive schoo! 

gathered a~onnd Anna Freud after the latter’s move to London, ~lowever, 

Along wRb {he two other major non-Laconian schoNs o~" psychoanalytic 

tbm3s a m:~or point of reference for Lacan aeolus* which ge puts tk~rw ard his 
own particular marling o[ Freud. Lacan’s criticisms of Klein are therefore 

them may be sumnmrised as follews: 
l, L;~can c~ilieiseg Klei;n f~r placing too much empl~asls o~ lhe motl~e~ and 

neglecllng the rote of the father (e,g, Ec, 728-9). 

,order. Such m~ approach is a misconception~ argues Lacan. since it fails to take 
into account the symbolic struct*Jre t~at underpins all imaginary 

3. Lacao disagreoa with K!ein’s views on ~he early development of 
Oedipus complex, For Lacan, all deba~e on the p~ecise datl,~g of the Oedipus 
eomplea is %tile~ since i~ ~s not primarl!:y a s~age of developmenl but 

Klein seems almost to deny the existence of a preoedipaI pha~e, Lacan rogues 

4. Closely conducted to the p,gced~ng poin~ are Lacan~ differences with 

mx:o~scious’ (Lacan, 195 ~: 1~ ). For Lacae, ~t~ere are ~m pre-ve~bal areas of the ~ 
m~cm~scious~ Sln~e the un:conscioas is a !in:guis~ic struciure. 

5. Lncan critlclses Kleie’s in{erprem~ive s{yle as being particu~arv brutal. I~ 
reference lo the young patient (’Dick’) whom Kiein diSeu3ses in h~r paper 
symbol f~rmati0n: (Klein. 1930L Lacan remarks ~hat +she slams the sy 

However. to portray Lacan as entlre~y critical Of Klein would be to over- 
simplify the matmr. For while Lacan’s disagreements wi~h Klei~ian psycho- 
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~n 1956 lack comes to de,ignore lhe lack of an object. Lacan distinguishes 

between three ki~sds of lack. according m ~l~e t~a~u~e of the direct w~ich 

~acking, as shown m Figure 7 ~taken from $4, 269L 

of v~ew o~ analytic experience, and the term "lack" ~¢nds m become 

ymous w~h ea~t~ation (see CASTRATION 

In 1957. when Lac~m introduces tSe algebraic sym~o~ fur the barred Off’mr 

(AL lack comes to designate the lack of a mgnifim h3 tNe Olher. Lacan 

introduces ~he symbul S(~) ~o designate ’the signifier of a ~ack m 

Od~er No ~atter how many s~gnifiers une a~ds to the stgnifymg cSain. 

chain is a)way~ mcomplele: it always lacks the signifier that could complete 

Yhis "m~ssing s~gnifie~" cwritte~ *- ] in 1.,aeonian algebra) is cvnstltut~ve ~f ~he 

language (htngue, Iangage) II is impor~an~ ~o note thai the E~glish 

wo~’d qanguage" corresponds to tw~ French worOs: lcnL~¢e and langt~ge, ’These 
two words have quite diffm~m meanings in Lacan’s work: langue usually 

system of language ia general abstracting from all particular ~nnguages. I~ 
fundamentally the general structure of language (langog~,), ra~her than 

tilt%fences betwee~ particular tauguages ffangues) that ~nterests Lacam When 

read~ng Lacan in English it is therefore essential to be aware of which tera~ is used 
in the origina! French: most of the time the French lerm wi![ be 

I_,acan’s interest i~ lingtdst{c phermmena ca~ be traced back to his early 

imemsI in surrealist poetry a~d to his fascination with the psychotic language 

of Aimde, a paranoiac woman whose writings Lacan amalyses in his doctoral 

dissertation (Lacan. 1932L After this, Lacan’s drinking on the nature 

language goes through a long process of development, in w~ieh ~our broad 
phase~; can be di~v:zerned {see Marcy, t98g: 

I. Between ~936 and 1949 references lo language are sparse, but lhey ;~ 

significant: already in 1936. tbr example, Laca~ emphasises tha~ language 
cnnsHm~ive of d~e psychoanalytic experience (gc, 82), a~d in 1946 he argues 

that it is nnpossihle to tmdetstand madness wRlmu~ addressing the proNem 

language (Ec, t66~, Lacan’s commems on language at this time Oo not contain 

afiy re[erences to a specific linguistic {heoU, and instead are domhmted by 

phdo~ophit:a~ allus~ot~s, mammy m terms derived from Hegel. Thus language 

see~ primarily as a mediating eleme:nt which permits ~he subject to attain 

recognition fi’om the other ~see E, 9L Above and beym~6 its use for conveying 

information, language ~s first and foremost an appeal to an interlocutor: 

Jakobson’s terms+ Laean stresses the connaove fro+orion above the mferemial. 

Thus he insists that language is +m+ a nomenclature {Ec. 166}. 

2 Fnnn 1950 t+.+ !954 hmguage begins to ~++:cupy the centra+ position thai 
wil hold h~ Lac;m+s work thereafter. In this period. Lacan+s discussion 

Ianguage is domina+ed by rerem++ces {o Heideggerian phenomenology 
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rnore mtp~.~rtant!y, m the a~tbropo!ogy of language (Mauss. Matinowsk{ 

L~vi.-Su:a~ss! Language ~s thus seen as stnmmrh~g 1he social laws of 

e~chRngg~ as a a~mbo~ic pact. etc. There are also occasiona~ re~rences to 
rhetoric, but these alg nm elaborated (e.g. E, ~691. There are a Few allusior~s m 

Saussu~ (e,g. S1,248L but iu his famous ~Rome discourse Eaton estahh~hes 

an oppasmon between parugg and hmgag,~ {and noL as Saussure does. belween 

3 Between I955 and 1970 language lakes cemre s~age a~ Lacan develops~" 
his ctasslc d~esi~ that ’the unconscious is structured like a ~auguage’ (S1 !, 20), 

It is in fl~is period {ha{ the names of Ferdinand de Saussure and Roman 

Jakob~on come m the fore in Lacan’s work, 

Lacm~ takes up Saussure’s theory that ~anguage is a struclure composed ol 
diffe~emial e~emen~s, but whereas S~ussure had slated this of tongue, Lacan 

states it of lan~,age,~mes. ~9~~~~ ~II 

"’~7 ~rguing that the basic unJ~ of language is no~ the sig~ bu~ the 

signi~e~s, which also allows Eaton to fom~+~e the category of d~e symbolic 

with grea~er precision, In 1969 Lacan develops a concepl of ~scat~s~ as a 

kind of social bond. 
4. From 197{ an. ~he shift frnm L~NOU}ST~¢TS 1o ma~hemahcs as the paradigm 

of scienli~chy ~s accompanied by a tendency m emphasise the poetry and 

ambig~ty of lauguage, as ~s e~den~ in I,aean’s increasing interest m dm 

~psychotic language’ of James Joyce {see Lacan, I975a: 1975 6}. 1.arno’s 

own s~yle reflects ~his chajyge as it becomes ever mo~e de~sely populated 

with puns and ~eologisms.~l_oacan co~ns the term hdaogue ~from the definite 
article k~ and ~he no~n ~ang~} to re~r Io these ~mn-commuaicative aspects 

language which, ~y playing ot~ ambiguity and homophooy, g~ve r~se m a Mnd 

of ioma’sance ($20, 126)~The terra qanguage" now ~ecomes opposed to 
~o~n~,ue ~lan~e s I kg the pr na~, chaot c substra~e of )olvsemv out of 

which la~guage is conslructed, almost as if language is some ordered snper-- 
structure sit~ing on ~op of this substraIe: ’lat~guage is w~thout doubt mad~ of 
h~4mg~a,, It is an e~ucubration of Mmwledge [.~m’(drl about hs/rmgue" {$20. 

~ 27), 
It ix the emphasis placed by Laconian psychoanalysis do language ~ha~ is 

usually regarded as its most distinctive feature, koran cfidcises the way 

othe~ forms o{ psychoanalysis, such as K~eiman psychoanalysis and 
relations theory, tend to play down the ~mportance og lm~gnage and emphas*se 
the "non-verbal communication" uf t~e anaiysand (his "body languageL elc~ ~ ;n 

the expenae of lhe aaalysand’s speech. This~ is a fu,damenta[ error, accurding 

to Lauan. for three mare reasons, 

’body [ang~age" is. as the term implies, g~mdamenta[~s, a form of 

whh dm same structura~ fealu~e~;. 
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Secondly. lhe whole aim of psychoanalytic treatment is to articulate the truth 

of one’s des~r~ ~n spsech rather than m any other m~dium: the fundanmma~ 

nile o~ psychoan~lysi~ is base~ on the principle that speech is th~ only way 
this ~ruth, 

And ~hirdly~ so~ch is t~e only ~ool which the ~mflvst has: therefore, a~y 

analyst who does mn under~tand ~h~ way speech and ~as~guage work does not 

undersland psye~oana~ys~s itself ~see E, 

~_ One consequence .of Laca~’.~ emphasis o~ language is his recommendauon 
tha~ the analyst must atlend to the fom~al features of the auaDsand’s speech 
{the signifiers/, and not be sidetracked into an empaflfic a~fitu~e based on an 

imaginary understamting of ~he content {~he siguifiedL 

One common misconception of Lacan is that brngaage ~s synonymous with 

t~ symbolic order. This is. however, no~ correct; Lacan argues that language 
h~ both n symbolic and an imaginary dimensioe: "there ix something ~n the 

symbolic function of h~man discourse that cammt be e[m~inated, and {hm is the 

role p~ayed ~ i~ by ~he imaginary’ ($2. 306}, The symbalic dimension 

language is tha~ of ~he ~ig~ifier and true speech. The imagmaw dimensio~ 

language ~s that of the signified, signification, and ~mp~y speech~ Scu~Ma 

represents these two ~imensions of language by means of ~wo axa~ whlcfi 
mtersecL The axis A---S is language in its symbolic dimension, the discm}rse of 

{he Other. the unconscious The Imaginar} axis a’-a is language i~ 
u-naginary dimension, {he wal~ of language which interrupts, distoris and 

ravens the discoume of the Othen ~n Lacan’s words, qanguage ~ as much 

there to found us in the O~her as m drastically prevent ns from 

him~ ($2, 244L 
Lacan distinguishes between languages and ~"o~.s; unlike codes, in 

there ~s no stable one-to-one correspondence between sign and referent, nnr 

he~wee~ s~gaified and si gnifier, h is ttds property of language which gives rise 

to the inherem ambiguity ~g aH di~counse. This ~mb~gaily {s evident in the 

formations og the unconscious, which can ~mly be imerpreled by p~ay~ng 
homophony and other tbm~s of ~quiv~afion ~l~quivaque! {see 

law (IOi) Lacan’s discussions of ’the Law" (which Lacan often wri~.es with 

a capita~ "k,’) m.vc muc~ to the work of Claude Ldvi-Strauss (see especially 

L6vi~S~auss. 1951). As in lhe work of L6vi-S{rauss. the Law in Lacan’s won 
refers no~ tO a pa~icular p{ece of legislafiom but to the fundamental princip}es 

which underlie all social t~lations. The law is the set of ~niversal principles 

,~~ 

which make social existence ~ssible, {be smm~ures that govern all forms o£ 

aocia{ exchange, whether gift-giving, kinship relations or t{~e fo*math:m of 
pacts.~ince dae most basle form of exchange is communication itself, the 

~aw is f~mdamemally a linguistic entily -- it is the law of the signifi@ 

{hi~ law. then. is ~eveMed clearly enough as identica[ with an order of 

LETTER 

langu{~ge. For without kinship nominauons, no power i~ capable of institut- 
ing ~e order of preferences and taboos that bind and weave the yarn 
lineage t~rough succeeding genera~ions~ 

{E. 661 

This legal-linguistic st~uctm’e ~s m fact no rno~e and no less than the 

symbolic ord~ 

Following L&d+Strauss. Lacan arg~ms that the ~aw is essenfiMl~ human; 

the law which separams man from the o~ber animals, by r~gn~anng sexual 

relations that are. among a~mals, unregulated; human law is ’the primordial 

Law . which ~n regulating mamage lies s~penmposes the kingdom of 

cut,are on that o~ a nature abandoned to ~e law of mating. The protnbdion 

of incest ,s merely its subjective pivut’ (E. 66). 

the paternal agency (o~ 
~rohibifive m~d leDslative ro~ !n the~¢~g of 

%thor appea~s as ~e om~ p0tent ’lather o[ the pm~.rde’ 

~)~boo (Freud. I912-13}: /b~s ~s the ~awgive~ who 

Saw because he ~ ~he Law. denying others access to the women et ~he ~ribe 

while he himself hag acceas to them all In ~he third ume of the Oedipus 

complex the father ~s incIuded ]n his own law. l[m law ~s ,vvealed as a pacl 

~ather thzm an imperative. The Oedipas complex 
demre by the law. It ~s the law of [he Pt.F_~suaE PRtNCWLE. whie~ commands the 

sub}cot to ’Enjoy as little as poss~bleV, and thus maintains the 

&stance from the Thing, 

The reN{ionShip between :he law and desire is. 

’deam is Oe reverse ~f t~e law’ {Ee, 787). IL on the one bamL 

limits on desire, it is also true ~hal *~e law creates desire 

to be transgressio~ it is first necessary for fl’m~e ~o be prohibition 

Thus ~t is not the case that ~e~e is a pregiven desire which 
regulates, bt;t ~hat deare is born out of the process of ,egulation; ’what we see 

here is ~he tigh~ bond between desire and the Law’ 

If ~he law is closely connected to ~he ~Rther. this is not only because the 

fat2mr is ~he one who imposes the ~aw, but also because the law is born out of 
{:he mmde~ of the father This is clearly illustrated in the myth of the father ~f 

~he prima~ h~rde which Freud recoums i~ T~rem and 
murder of the fa*ber, far fl’om ffeein~ the sons fi+om ~he law. 
law which prohibil~ incest.        - 

within the comex{ of Saussure’s discussion of L.v~ot;ao~, In his Crn~*:se in 
G~neral Lh,guis¢tc.v. Saussure privHege~ spoken language above written 
hmgoage, oa the grounds lbal l~e tbrmer appears before the lal~er both m 
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which is nol ~the~wise apparent: indeed. Freud cao even be seen Io have 
antm~puted certain e]eraents of modern ~ingu~slic theory (E. 

As lhe mferenee~ cited above indicate (’Geneva 19t0’ and ’Petrograd 
]920"}, Lacan’s ~ngagement wkh Linguistics ~evolves almost enthely around 
~he work of Ferdinand de Saussu~e {1857-1913} m~d Roman lakobson 
~Og2L Refem~ce~ to tge work of otheI influential tinguis~ such as Nuam 
Chom~kw Leonard Bloomfield and Edward Sapu a~e almos{ completely 

~bse~[ ~s a corresponding ~Ycus on ~ e s There 
rhetorical tropes, and pho~]eme analysis, a the expense ~ an almoa complete 

[~eglect of other areas of linguistics such as syntax, semantics, 
}socio~i~guisdcs and language acquisition {~hough ace 0~v~oP~ar} ~see 

@M acey, ~988: 
~ Saus~ure was the ~bunder of ~stmc[ural linguistics’. In contrasg t{} the 

of language in the ~dneteenth ce~}tm’v, which bad been exclusively 
li.e. focusing exclusively on the ways t~at languages change over rune), 
Saussure argued thin linguis*ics s~ould also be ,D.ncI~ronic {i~e. focus on 
~state of a language a~ a given point in time}, TYis ~ed him to develop his 
famous distinction between lang~e and parole~ and los concept of the sm,~ 
composed of two etemems: signifie~ and siguified. Ail *~ese ~deas are devet- 
oped in Saussure’s most t~mous w#~rk, the Course i~ Ge*~era[ Lingtd,~d,:’s. 
which was constructed by his studen/s from ~otes ~hey had taken at Saussure’s 
lectures at the University of Geaew and published three years al~er his death 
(Saussure. 1916}. Jakobson furtger developed ~he lines la~d down by Saussure. 
pioneering the deve]opmem of phonology, as well as making important 
contribmions to /he field:.; of g~ammatical semantics, pragmarics and poetics 
{:~ee Cam~, 19871, 

From Sausxu*e, gaca~ borrows the concepts of language as a 
althoogh whereas Sa~ssure had conceived i{ as a system rff signs, [.acan 
co~ce~ves it as a system of signifier~. From Jakobsou, Lacan borrows the 

o~ ~k:r,xpno~ and METONYMV aS the two and diachm, ’,syuc~ronic 
nicj a~ong which aH finguimc phenomena are aligned, using tgese ~erms to 
understand Freud"s concepls of condensation and diso[acemem. O~tmr con- 
cep~s which Lacan takes from ~i~guisfics are those of ~he sm~, and lhe 
distmctmn between the statement and ~he 

]n his borr{voving of }inguistic concepts, Lacan has been accused of grossly 
disrobing them, Lacan responds m such criticisms by arguing that ge is not 
doi ng l i nguis~ i~., bm psycho;ma]ysis, and th is requ i res a certain modi ficafi on of 
*he concepts honowed tram lMguisdcs, In the end. Lacan is nm real~y 
ina:res{ed i0 Ib~ga~sfic d~eo:[y in itself, but only m lhe ways it ca~ be used 
develop psychoanalytic theory {see Lacan. ~970--I: seminar of 27 January 
19, l) h wa~ /his ~5at led Lacan to coin the neo~oDsm IMguisr&ie (from 
the winds tMgui,¢iq~e ;rod hystdrie) to re~r to his psychoanalytic use of 
Hnguisfic ce, ncepts {$20, 20~. 
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",;~ ~ncn~s~ whh ~he bNov~d ,S~[, 4~,; and thi~ aboUshes 
which g~ves rise ~o desi~. 

2 On U~e o~he¢ hm~d, U’~er~ are elemm~s in Laca~Fs wo~k whic!~ d~stab~hse 

~he heal oppo~iUon b~twee~ love ~nd desire. First 

on which this account of desit~e is based, ihere is a degree of semantic 
ambiguity between "love~ and ~desire’; see Ko~ve. /94~: 6L gh~rdly, m the 

dialectic of need/demmld/desim desire is bran p~cise~y [mm the unsatisfiud 

thus otte~ complicated by the same ,ubstilution of "desire" for "love’ which he 
him~el~ higM~ghis in the mxt of Plato’s A~w~Wosium 

~rovides to h~s /~anslaUo~ of gcr*~a’. "ihe Dench wind translates variously 
"hare" ~fi>r hawk~, fish’}, "’deco~’" (for bird~), "b~{t’" (for fish), and the notion 
of "’alluremem’" and "’enliceme,t"’ ~Sheridan. I977: 

Lures are pa~ of the imaginau o~der. Thus ~he seductive manmuv~ms ol: the 
churl iu the p)voedipa[ triangle (when the child tries to ~ the phallus for 
mmher/ are described as lares {$4. 20D. With respect to psychoanalyUc 
treatment, the gEd!SF,~NgES encountered a~ analytic treatment are lt~re,s which 
t~e analyst mu~t use all his cunning to avoid being ensnared by (see E, I68). 

Hmnun beings am not the only animals wEo are capable of setting lures, and 
this fac~ is somenmes u~ed to argue in favour of the e~istence of qmimal 
con~ci~usrmss’. I/oweve~. Lacan argues that i~ is important m dist~nguis~ 
~e~ween animal iuraS and human lures: 

~ Animal lures Animals can deceive by their camouflage or by 
by which an apparen~ straggler leads a predator away from the ~ock’. bu~ 
’there is no{hiag even there that I~(nscends the fu)mtion of lure 
seed’ (E. 172). Animal ]u~s ar~ extremely impot*am 
where an anima musI entice ano~er into copulation, and {his ~s also whaI 
lends human ~exuahty its s~mng imaginary element: "sexual hebaviour is quite 

~ Human lores Whereas animal lme,~ are straightthrward. ~he hama~ being 
~s umque m he{n~ capable of a special kind of lure wdich inv,’~lws a "double 
decep~lon’~ This is a kind of l~re which involves deceiving by Wetend~g to 
deceive ~i.e, tellina a truth that doe expects ~o be taken for a lie~ {see ~, 305k 
The classic example of the properly hmna*~ )ure ~a the ioke quoted by Frm~d 
{and often cited by Lacan) ahou~ the ~wo Polish Jews: ’Why do you tell me yon 
a*e going ~(~ Crac ~w so [’]1 be[ieve you are going tu Lvov. when you are reafly 
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going to CracowT’ (E, 173 ). Other animals arc incapable of this spemal kind of 

lure owing to the fact ~hat they de not possess ~angaage, 

M 
madness (folie) When Lacan uses {he ~,erm "madness’. or refers ro 
someone as beiug "mad’, he is referring to ~’s~’c~os~s: ’The psychoses 

correspond m what has Nways been called and legitimately continues m be 
called madness’ {83, 4 ). Laca= Mds tba~ "them ~s uo reason to deny oneseK the 

laxity of g)is word’ {$3, 4£ Thus Nr from seeing a as a derogatory term. 

thai i( is used ~n ~he precise sense of psychosis. So, for example, m [946 Lacan 
congratulates the Frenc~ psychialrist Henri Ey for ’obstina/e/y prese~qng lhe 

te~" (Ec. 154}, 

~itaster 0’~t’g~’trCJ) In his work during the [950s Lacan often refers to 
dialectic of {he master and ff*e s~ave’~ w~ich Hegel introduces i*~ 
o~ogy qf Spit6, 1!807}, As in all his ~he.~" Hegelian refereac¢~, l.,acan 
indebled to Alexm~d~e Koj~ve’s ~adiag of Hegel, which Lacan encou~teied 
whe~ attending Koj~ve’s lectu~s on Hegel in the 1930s ~see K~ve. 1947), 

According to K@~ve. ~he o~c of lhe master and the ~lave is the 
h~evitable ~esuR of the fac~ thai human ~sl~ is the desire for recogultmm 
In order to achieve recognition, the su~ect must impose ~he idea tha~ be has of 
himself on an other. However. since Ibis other also desires recognhmn, he 
mus( do the same, and hence the subject is forced m engage m comba~ with the 
other. This fight tbr recognitiom ~hr "pure prestige" {K%~&ve. ~947: 7: see 
223? mu~t ~ a ’fight to ~he death’, since h ~s only by risking his h% for /he 
sake of r~cogNtion tha{ one can prove that he is truly harem}. However. 
combat must in fact s~op sho~ o~ H~e death of either combalam, since 
recogafitmn can only be granted by a living being. Thud :he smuggle ends 
when one of the two gives t)p his desire in: recognition and su~enders ~o ~he 
other; t~e vanquished one recognises t~e victor as his ~masrer" and becomes 
’stave’. In fact. human socie{y is o*~[y possible because some hum~ beiugs 
accept being shtves instead of tighling to the death: a community of masters 
would be impossible, 

After achieviag viclory, the mas~er sets the sta~e lo work for him. The slaYe 
workg by transforming nature in order tha~ the master may consarne it and 
enJW it. However, the v~cmw is no~ as absolute as i{ seems: the relation 
between the master and the slave ~s d~alectical because k }ends m the negauon 
of ~]’~eir respective posmons. Oa *h~ one hand, the recognition achieved by the 
master ~s unsati~fac*~ry because h is not anolhet man who g~ants h~m this 
recc, gni6on but only a slave, who is for the mas~e~ a mere animal or thing: gins 
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fi~g ;m~ ~COLL~(~’~U~. a~d opposed to b~aginary 

Lacan makes ~ dea~ ~ha~ his concep~ of menm~y i~ not a biological 

psychoIogica~ o~e: "lhe memotT which interests psycheanM~s~s is 

disfinc~ from wha~ psycholog~s/~ ~peak ot when they dkplay ~ts 

to ~s m an animate hei~ in an experiment’ ($3, 15~}, For 

memoW is the sy mtmli~ history of the subject, a chain of signifiers [inked 

~o~ethe~ :~ "~ignifying a~icu[at~on’ {$7~ 223), Something is memo~abl~ a~d 

memorised only whm~ it ~s "registered in the s~gnifying chain" ~$7,212}, I~ this 

sense. ~he unconscious ~s a sort of memory ($3, ] 55L since ’what we teach the 

lhose moments when ~omething goes wrung wiH~ memory, when ~he 

cam~ot rooM1 a pa~ o~ his history. It ~s the foul ;ha/ h~ ,can forget, that a 

sagnd]er ¢:i)~ be elided from the signifyb~g chain, thai makes the psy~-hoanalytic 

subjec~ distinctive {$7, 
2, In the 1900s Lacan reserves the term "memory" for the b~o~oDcal or 

pAyslological concepl of memory as an ocganic property ,:~c. 423, [~ thus 

lodger des)pontes the symbolic; history l)f the subiect which. ~s the 
M" p~ychoana~ysts, bul something which )ies out~ide psychoauaiysis 
gclher. 

meta|ang~tage (m~tMangage) Metalm~gtmge is the technical term in 

!i)~gmsfics for any fiwm of l~nguage width is used to describe the p),a~rfies of 

language, Roman lakobson include~ the metalingua/function in his l~st of the 

funct~on~ of language (lakobson. I960’ 25). 

Lacan’~ fi)-s/ ee~k~nce to me[alang~age comes in 1956, when he echoes 

Jakohso~’x view on d)e metalingual function o{ all la~guage: "all ~a~guage 

tmpl)es a metalanguage. ~t’s abeady a raetalanguage of ~s own register" {$3, 

A [?w years laler, m 1900, ~e say~ precisely the oppostte, arguing ~hat "nO 

meta~anguage can be spoke~" {E, 311), What Lacm~ appears to mean by this 

remark is Ihal. since every auemp[ ~o fix the meaning of language m~s{ be do~e 

m hanguage, there ~an be ~m escape from language, nn ’outside’, This 
remm~sceut o[ He~deggeFs views on ff~e unpossibility of exiting "the hoarse 

of langoage’, This uls~ appears snnAar to the structuralist theme of i[ n ’v 

ho~w do" ¢e.~te (’there ~s nothing outside ~he text’), but ~t ts so{ the game: Lacan 

does not deny flint ~here is a beyond of ~anguage [!hls tmyoad is the real), but 

he does argue that this beyond is not of a kind dmt could finally anchm 

n)e;ming. There is, m otl-*e~ words, no {rm)sceudenta~ signified, no way that 

~angmtge could ’tell the n’mh about truth" ~Ec. g67--8~,. The same point 

expressed m the phrase, "{here is no Other of the Other’ (E. 31 i ); i{ I[~e Olher 

the guarantee of ~he coherence of the su~ect’s discourse, then the falsity of 
this gu;mm~ee is revealed by ~he fact that the guarantor himself lacks such a 

guarantee. In a c|imcal context, this means that there *s nO metalanguage of H~e 
*:ransferenee .o point outs*de the tranM~ence from which it could be finaUy 
interpreted and ’l~quidated" 

metapl[mr (m~tapho~e) Metaphor is usuaID defined as a trope in which 
one tSing is described hy comparing it m ano0~er, but withou~ directly 
asse~ng a compansa~ A e~assie exarnp{e is the phrase ’Joliet is the sun: 
in which Shakespeare describes/uIiet’s radiant beauty by comparing her lo the 
sun. v,e~ does no[ indicate this comparison by ti~e use of the woM "hke’. 

the wn~k of Roman Jakobson. who, n) a major arGcle pubhshed in 1956, 
established an opposition between metaphor and ~TOaVV, W. On the basis of 
a dis{motion between two kinds of aphasia. Jakobsoo dislingmshed 
fuodame~ta]ly opposed axes of language: the metaphorical ax~s which 
with the ~elec[ioa of ]inguistic items and agows for their subsdtmiom and the 
mem~wm~c ax~s which 0eals wilh the combinafiou of linguistic ilems 
seqnendally and simullaneouslyL Metaphor thus corresponds m Saussure’s 
parad{gmatic relation~ (whmh ho}d &, ~bsemia) and metonymy to svntagma~c 
~latienships (which hold in praea’entia) (Jakobson. I956). 

Lacan. Eke many other French intellectuals o[" {he thne (such as Chmde 
k~vi*Strauss and Roland Ba~hes). was quick to take up Jakobson’x reintc~ 
pretat~on of metaphor and metonymy. In the vmT same year [ha/ 
aemina] art)tie was published, Laca)) refers to )t in his seminar and begins 
inco[poram rite apposition imo ~ia lingnis[ic re,ending of Freud {see $3, 218- 
20~ 222-30h A year la~er he dedicams a whole paper w a more 6etai~ed 
analysis of the opposition ( kacan. ~57~ ~. 

Foilawing ~akoh~on’s identification of metapho, vdtb the substitutive fixes og 
[angmtge, Lacan deIines metaphor as the subsdn~tion of one s~gnifier fo~ 
anothm (E, ~ 64). and provides the first [~rmula of metaphm rE. 16a: Figure 8~. 

This tbrmu~a is to be read as foih)ws, On t)~e lefthand side of the 
omside the brackets. Lacan writes f S, the sigMfying function, which is~ to say 
the effect nf ~m~a~ca~lo~< Inside t~e bracket~, he writes SVS. which means 
substRutkm of one signi~er rot another’, On ~e Nghthand side o~ ~he equalkm 
tbe~ is S. the signifie~, and s, the signified, Between these two symbols there 
the symbol ~+/which represents the crossing of th:e ~,s~ (-) of ff~e Saussnrem~ 
algorithm, and which represents "t~e emergence or sigMficationL The sign ~ 

Fig u,e a First formats of metaphur 
S,’~¢~ve: laeqt:e5 Lacau. Ecrits Paris" Set)il, 1966. 
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lu be r~ad: ’is cnngmen~ with’, Thus the wbo|e I’onnula reads: the 

cro,ssin~ oF the bar. 
TI3e idea beh~d this ra~her obscure :brmulafien ~s that there is an mherenl 

resistance ~o sLgnificafio~ ~n language la ~’es~slance wh~dh ~s symbohsed by the 
bar in the ,Sa~s~tn~ean ~g.ofi~hm)~ Meaning does no~ sm~ply appear 

prodnc0on of meaning, which Lacan ca~]s ’signification’, ix only made 

s~gn~fied, the c~eat~on of a Few sig~i~ed. 

Ihe capital Ss are sig~fifiers, x the unknown signification and x ~he signified 
induced by the metaphor, which coaMsts m s~bsGn~fion h~ {he sig~3qng 
chain of S for S’. The e]isian of S’, mp~s~nle~ hem by the bar through 
the cnndifion of H~e success of the melaphor, 

Laca~; puts h{s concept of metaphor to use in a variety of contexts. 

~, The Oedip~s complex Laem~ a~a{yses {he Oed*pus complex in ~erms of a 
metaphor because it revolves the crucial concep~ uf subs(JRl{ion: in this case, 
lhe s~fl~stit~tion of ~he Name-off,be--Father t~r the des~e of ti~e mother. This 

~ fundumenta~ metaphor, wtdch fl.mds Ihe possibility of all o~her metaphors, is 

{secondary repression) has the sUucture uF a metaphor, The "meIonym~c 

~epressed, bn~ returns io ti~e surplus meaning {+) pwduced it~ t}~e mere.- 

metaphor {E, ~75. emphasis in original}. 

~ O~ndensatlo~ Lacan also fl~llows lakob.~on in linking ~he melaphof 

~2 
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nature n,f ~his parallel Whereas for Jakobsom meronym~ ~ li~:Ked ~o bmh 
displacemeot m~d comle~lsation, and metaphor to ident~fica6on and symbol{sin, 
Lacan ~nks metuphor to conOensafim~ and memnymy to d~sp]acemem {see 
Jakobsom I956; 258L Lacan then a~gues *ha~ jus~ a~ ~splacemen~ is Iog~eaUy 
prior to condensation, so memnymy is ~he condition for metaphor, 

fled m an~[ eroficismL F~ud shows how amd eroticism ~s closely connected 

:o metaphor; ’The ansi level is the 
give the faece~ m place of the phallus" 

tO’~’<~t’~CaTm~ Metaphor ~s also the structure of ]den6ficafion. since 
[atter consists m substituting oneself for another {~ee $3, 2 ~ 8L 

~ {,ov~ Love is structured like a metapho~ since it involves the operatmn ~ 
substitution. "It is insofar as the function of the dra~g#s, of the lover, who is 
subject of lack, comes m the place of. substin~tes himself for, the func~,on of 
lhe grOm&~os, the loved object, ~at t~e signification of love ~s pwduced" 

metm~ymy (m~tonyraie) Metonyrny is usually defined as a trope 
which a term is used ~o denote an objem w~tich it does no{ Hterally refer to, btn 
w~t~ which i~ i~ closely linked. Th~s Ih~k may be o~e 
{such as when ’thirty ~ai~s’ means ’th{r~y boats’L but no~ necessarily 
when I haven’~ read Shakespeare" means "1 haven’t ~ead any{h{ng wht~eg 
Shakespeare’} 

l{o,,,veven L.acan’s ue~e o~ lhe term owes liltle to {h~s definition apart f?om ~he 
notion Df contiguky, smc~ ~t is inspired by the work of Roman Jakobsom who 

Following Jakobson, Lacan links memnymy to the combinalorial a~s 
language, as uppose0 {o the substitutive ax~s. For example, m 
t[ am happy, ~he rela6on between 1be ~w,~gds "1" and ’am" 
relation, w~reas ~he possibility of ~ubstitudng ~sad’ tY~r "happy" depends 
the megaphm~c re~atWn getwee~ these two terms. 

h~ his most detahed work on :he subject {Lacan. I957b}. Lacar~ 

tM sK~a’v~ cH~. Memnymy thus concern~ the way~ m which s~gmhers 
can he combined/linked in a single s~g~if~ing chain {’horizomaF relationsk 
,#;boreas metaphor concerns the ways *n which a s~gaifier 
chab~ may be 8nbstRated for a signifier ~n another chain 
T~gether. metaphor and me~onymy constitate {~e way Jn which signification 
produced, 

gacan provides a formula ~br ~etonymy (E. ~64, Hgu~v 10). 



MIRROR STAGE 

Formula o.f meionymy 

Thi.~ Formula is m be read as follows. On ~he lefthand s:~de of t}m equation. 

outside the brackms, Lacan writes f S, t~e signifying functkm, w~Uch is to say 

the el’~cl ot s~gnification, Inside the brackets he writes S . . S’. the link 

be~wee~ o~e signifier and a~o~ber in a s~g~ifying chain, On the rigbthaz~d side 

of the equation ~here is S. the s~gn~fier, s, ~e s~gnifi~d, and (----k the ua~ of the 
Sa’ussu~ean algorithm, The s~gn ~ is to be read ~s congruent with’. Thus the 

whole Formula reads: ’the ~ignifyia}g fimct~on o~ the eonneciio~ of the signifier 
w~th thd s~gnilS~r is congru~:nl ~,ith maintenance of the barL The loyola is 

meum m illustrate Lacal/’s thesis ~hat m me~onymy the resislance of s~gn~t’ica- 

lion is maimained, the bar i~ .~o~ crossed, nu new signified is pn3duced, 

, m~sma~. Lacan presenl,~ metonymy as a diacbronic movemem tr0m oae 
signifie r m smother akmg lhe sign fy r g chain. ~s one si~niSer constantly refe~ 
to another m a perpetual de~:ermI ~ff meardug. Desire is also charactertse~ by 
exactly !Be same neve>e~ding ~ess of confinua~ deDnal: since de~ire ~ 
always "desire [or something else" {E, ~67}. as anon us ff~e objec~ of desire is 
a~tained, ~t i~ ~m longer desirable, and the subjecVs desire fixes on another 
object. Thus Lacun wri!es that "desire is a memnymy" {E. 175, emphasis in 
origi~ml}. 

,~ Displacement Laean also follows Jakobsnn in Unkh~g t~e metaphor- 
~etonvmy d~stmctiou *o ~he mechanisms o~° the d~eam work described by 

lareud[ However. he d~l’le~s from Jakobson over the precise nature of this 

link /see ~.us-ram~oR), Jus~ as d~sp~acemen~ is logically prior to condensation.. 

s~gni~ers has to be ~t~s~ble before traus~erence~ or" Ihe nigmfied are able to 

take p{ace’" (53. 229k 

mirror stage (stade du miroir) The marror stage ~,also translated i~ 

English as "the Iooki~g--g~as~ pba~>e’) wa~ the subiect of Lacan’~ firs1 officiN 

contribution te psychoanalytic theory, w~en ~e propounded the cor~cept to ~e 

Fourteenth International PsychoanaJytica~ Congress al Marienbad i~ 1936 {~tm 

original lq36 paper was never published, but a rewritten version appeaeed h~ 

t949L From dfis poim on+ H~e minor stage lorms a constam point of ~t~eoce 
throughom Lacan’s eat*re work. While apparently qmte simple, the concept of 

~he mirror stage takes on an ever-h~creasing complexity during/he course of 

Lac~n’~ work. a,; ~e takes ~t up and reworks it in various differem comexts. 
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MIRROR STAGE 

The ’mirror text" was fi~st described by the French psychologist and fiie~d of 
[,aca~, Henr~ Wallon, m 1931. aRhongh Lacan a~tr[butes t~s discovery 
Baidwin (E, i). it re%~s m a partieolm experimem which can 
the human in~’ant fl-om ~is closest animal relative, ~he chimpanzee, The six- 
mentk-old chitd dift~rs from the c£impanzee of the same age ia ~hat the 
becomes fascinated with ~ts reaction in the rob’mr a~d j~bilantly assumes ~t a~ 
~ls ow~ ~mage~ whereas the c~impaazee quickly reahses that me image 
dlusory and loses interesi in 

Lacan’s concept of the m~ m~r sgage { as opposed ~o WN kin’ s ’ mi rror *es¢" } 
far more than a mere experiment: the minor s~age rep~sems a fundamental 
aspect o~ :~he structure oI subjec~ivi{y ~ Whereas in 1936-49, Lacan seems m see 
it ~s a s~age which cm~ be k,ca~ed at a spectre time io l~e developmem of the 
child with a begifining {six momhs) aug at~ end (eigbmm~ mtmths) ~see E. 5). 
by the end of this period there are a~ready s~gn5 lha~ he is broadening 
concept, By the early /950s l..aca~ no ~onger ~*garO3 ~t simply as a momem m 
~he life of ~e infant, but sees ~ as also rep~vsenti~g a permanem s~ructure 
sub~,ect~v~ty, the paradigm of the ~5~,~o~a~v order: ~ ~s a stadium ~ta~h’) 
w]?~ch {he subiect ~s perma~endy caught sad captivated by hi~ own m~age: 

[the mirror s~age is] a phe~omenon to which I assign a twofoM va~ue~ In the 
first place, it has hJstoricM value a~ it mark~ a decisive ~urnmg-poim in the 
mental development of the c~{d. In: the second place, i~ UpHies an essenmd 
libidinal relationship wit~ the badydmage, 

Lacam 195Ib: 

As Lacan farther develops the concept el" the mirror stage. Ihe su’ess falls less 

on l{s ’historie!! value" and ever more on *ts structural value, Thns by 1956 

Lacan cart say: %he m~rror stage is far [rum a mere phe~omeno~ which deems 

in the deve~opme~ of Hie child, I~ illustrates ~he confhctual nature ot the dual 

relations ~}p’ {$4, 

The mirror s~age describes the forn3a~km of ffw ~:oo via the process of 

idm~t~ficatmm the ego is the resuR of identffyh~g wiH~ o~e’s own 
~.~.~,o~, The key to this phenomenon lies m the prematurRy of H)e buruat~ 

baby: a~ six mumbo;, the baby s~il~ lacks (:oord{~ation, H~ver, its v~sna~ 

system ~s relatively advanced, which means tba~ i~ ~an recogmxe i~sHf h3 
minor g~ore attamigg comml over ~:{s bodily movements. The baby ~ee~ 

sense o[contrast ~ilb the uncoord[nadon of the body, which is experienced as 

a �~o ~o~v: this contrast is fi~si f~i~ by tim inffn~t as a rivalry ,,vhh its 

ow~ ~mage. because ~e wholeness of the ffnage threa~e~> ;he subject with~ 
fragmentauon, and the mirror s{age {hereby gives rise ~ an aggressive 

a,~gres¢ive tensioa, dm subject hten~i~es with ~he u~age: th*~ primary ~d~’~ 

fi~ation with the counmrpar~ is wha~ forms Ibe e80~ T ~e momem of 
~on. w~en the sub~ee~ assumes ~ts m~age as ~ts own. ~s d~scrtbed b~ Lacm~ as a 



I5: me SI. ~gL However, thi~ jubilation may also be ~ccompanied by a 

m~ry v, mh fl~¢ omnipo[ence of ~he mo~he~ (Ec, 3~5: S~, IB6L This 
ficatkm also involves the ~d~a{ ~go which fm~c.tions as a promis~ o,f 

The m~ror stage sho~’s t}~al ~h~ ego is the product of misund~rstamd~t~g 

order. Rowever. the m~rrOr ~mge also has a~ iiupor[aot symbolic dimm~sion, 
The symbolic order ~s pros, eat m the figure of lhe aduII who ~s ca~mg or 

s~*ppo}uug lhe ~ffant. The mm~mnl aR~r the. suhjec~ ~as jubilaoHy assumed 

m~age as his own. he rams big bead round towards th~s adulL wh~ represents 
t~e b~g Other. a~ if m call ~m h~m to rmify this image 0~acm~, ~96’2~3: semmar 

at 28 November 1962}. 
The mirror s~age is also closely related to ~arc,ss~sm. as {he story of 

Narcissus clearly shows (?~ tl~e Greek myth. Narcissus rails tn love with his 

own reflectkm 1. 

moebius strip (bongo de. moebius) The moeb~us strip is one of the 

once before joming ~Is ends Ioge~her (~ee F~gure { I} The resul~ is a figure 
which subvem-; am ~ormal (Euclidean} ~ay of repmsentmg space. ~m it 
seems tu bare ~wo <ides but m Ihct ha~ m~{y one {and on~y o~m edge). 
Locally. ar uuy one point, two sides can be clearly distinguished, but 
the whole strip is traversed ~t becomeg t:[ear thai ~hey are in {act continuous. 

rakes m traverse Ihe whole strip. 
The figure illustrates ~e way ~hal 0sycheuna~ysis problematises various 

binary opposltim~s, such as inside/outside. JoveO~a~e. sig~ifiedsigaified. 
~rulhinppearance. While ff~e two terms in such opposition, s am often presented 
as radically d~st~cr. L;~c;m prefers ~o understand the~e oppositions in in-ms of 
the topulogy u[ the rotmbi~s stop. The opposed terms am thus seen t~ be 
d~screm but cm~6m~oua vAth each o~her. Likewise. the discourse o{ the master 
~s coolilmous with the d~scou~se of the ~oalyst. 

The moebms sit{ p aha:~ helps o~e to understand how it is possible to "t~averse 
{he fru~tasy" (S ~ I. 273L It is o~l y because the two side~ are co~tinuous that 
possible to cross over from inside to oulside. Yel when o:ne passes a finger 
rm~nd the surface of the moebms strip, it is impossible {o say at wh{ch precise 
pont a~e has crossed aver from inside to outside {or vice versaL 
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MOTHER 

the fi~st love object of the child; it is: only the intervenfio~ of {he ~z~R. via the 
~hreat of castration, which ff~rces ~l~e child to give up his desire fo~ the mother. 
~:n *~e work of Me]anie Kte~m the emphasis shK~ed from the ro~e of ~he father 

rehttion ~ which the child makes (~u fantasy) vicious alt~cks o*~ {he mo~her’~ 
body and then fe~*s r¢:~a}~a~ion from her, 

In his pro-war wrhi~gs, Lacma; alludes severa~ times m Melanie KIeiu’s 
w0~k, and describes the cannib~tislic fantasies of devouring, and being 
derogated by, the re:other, Lacan a~gues that the firs~ of the family complexes 

" is ~he weaning complex~ in wh~c~ the interruption of the symbiotic relation 
with the mother [eaves a permanent trace in the child’s psyche. He 
describes the death d~ive as a nos~a~gic yearning In ~I~_~rn In this ,’elatio~ of 
t~asion w~th the me{hefts breast {Local, 1938: 35). 

Thin view of t~e mother as an engulfing fame which threatens to devour the 
chitd is a constant theme in Lacan’s work thereaf~r (see 54. E05: 517, 
Lacan argues {~at the ct~ld must detach bm~seK fi’om the imaginary rehttion 

any one of various peculizritiea ranging from p~obia lo perversion Since the 
agem who helps the cM[d to ove~come the primary attachment io the madder 

p~eraal funcdom Hence much ~f L;~can’s work is aimed at shifting the 
emphasis in anatytic theow Dam the mo~her~’hild relation (the p~voed~pal, 



MOTHER 

the prototype uf Ihe ima~:inary) back o1~io the r~.~le of ,~he father {d~e Oedipus 
crm~plex, the pzoIo..’.ype of the sy mbolic). 

seeks to compensate fo~ lh~s b~ obt~ini~g a child ns a symbolic subsOtu{e 
the penis she has bem~ denied {F~e~d. 192401. Lacan ~bl{ow~ Freud. arguing 
tha* the chdd a~ways rewesems ~," ~he mod~er a substitute ~:~ ~be symbolic 
p~a}~us which she lacks (see ~mv,~ON)~ However. Lacan emphas}ses {ba~ tiffs 

beyond hun. and lhus auemp~s ~o decipBer this emgmat~e de,ire: he 

me?’> The answe~ tt’~e chdd comes up with is d’m~ wha~ the mother desires 
~s me nnag~a~ ph=~lus. The c~ikl thm~ seek~ to satisfy Ihe moH~er’s desire by 

he or no[ to be ~he phallus’, tim child is completely a~ the mercy o[ the 

69. [871. However. this souse of powerlessness may nm give vise to much 
anx,e*y at first: fo~ a time, ~he child experiences h~s attempts a~ being ~he 
phallus as a a’e~ative~y ~at}si~viug game of seductmn. II is on{y when the 
sexual drives bcgi~ m stir ¢e.g, ie inl~mt~]e mas{urbat~onX and un c~emen[ of 

lhe mother begins to provoke grealer a~x~etv in the child. Fhis anxiety 
manige~;ted m rerages of bcin~ devou~d by the mother. ~nd ~s only resolved by 
the intervenbm~ og Ihe ~aul father who castrates ~e chdd m the ~hird rune of 

the O;:dipus complex, 

~ The mother: ~’ea!. symhol~" and imaginary Lacan argues tililt it 
~mporlam to d~sm3~uish be~v,-een the real mmhe~. {he symbolic molhev and 
the m~agmary 

The ~nmhc~ mmfifests I~erself in the tea{ as the primary caretaker of the 
inrant. T::~e infam is ircapab~e of satisfying ~ o~n needs and ~o depends 

all sy;nboi~c: *he only becomes real by frustralmg the subject’s demoted (see 

Whe~ the mother miuis~ers a~ ~he infanL bringing h~m the o~[ects thut will 
satist’~’ his needs, the~e e~ec~ sooa take ,.m a symbohc function tha! cum- 
pletely eclipse~ their ~eal ~anction: tl~e objects are *een as girls, symbolic 
lukens of the molhe~"s i,~ve. F{aaHy, it is tl~e mother’s pre.~ence wLich t:e~tff~es 
m H~s love. even if she does not hnng ~my real object w~gg her. Consequently, 

NARCISSISM 

love, Freud :~l~owed how ihe child attempts to cope wilh this loss by symbelis- 
ing the mod~er’s presence and absence in games aug ~anguage (Freud. ~920g). 

svmb01ic order {$4; 67-8). The mother whld~ h~terests psychoanalytic {heorv 

Other. it is she w~u> ietroduce~ ~he child imo ianguage 
chi[d’~ scream~ and thereby retroactiVeD determining *heir meaning 
~:UNCTt ~TK)N ). = " "J 

The mother is manifested ~n the k~agi~ary order in a [mmber o( images: One 
impb~a~t image thai ~as already been mentioned is that 0£ the devouring 
mot!~er which 18 at file root ol: anxiely. Another impoaam 

pgai~us. 

N 
Name-of-the-Father (Nom.d~-P~re) Whet~ the express*on 
mane of the father" first appears in Lacan’~ work. in the early 1950~. i{ 
wi~bot~t capita! Ie~ers and refers generall)’ to the prohibi~ix’e role of the 
as the one who lays down the incest taboo m the Oedipt~s complex (i.e. [o ~he 
symbolic father): ~I~ is in the name {~ ¢]~e .fi~gher tha~ we must recognise the 
support of the symbolic funcbon which, from ~he dawn of h~s~ory, has 
ident~ed his pmson wi~h the figure of d~e !aw" (E, 6"7). 

name of the t~ther) and le "t~on’ d}~ p~* (the "no’ of ti~e father), ~o ernphasise 
the ~egislative and prohibilive function of the symbOHc fad~er. 

A }~v years later~ in the seminar on the psychoses {kacan~ 1955~{~L ~he 
expression becomes capi!~dised and hyphenated a~d lakes on a more 
meaning: the Name-of-~he=F~ther is now the ftmdame~tal signifier which 
permits signification to proceed nom~ally. This f~ndaaien~al signifier both 
cor, fe~ identity on ~he subje~:t (i{ names him, positkms him withh~ the 
symh01ic order) aud signifies the Oed~pal prohibi~om the "no" o* the i~cest 
taboo. If this: sigoifier is fume!used (no~ included ~n the symbolic order), the 
~esult is 

In another work on psychosis (Lacan, 1957-8b}. Lacan ~ep~esems of the: 

signilier (the Name-obthe-FatheO substitutes anothe~ (~he desire of the 
mother), 

Freud’s work in ~910. but it is n:ot tmti~ his wa~k "Ou narcissism: ao it~troduc-- 
Iio~~ Freud, 1914c} that the concept begins to play a cenm~l role in p~ycho- 



Or&lET (PETIT) a 

wi Je range of theere~ical points of view. Howeve:r, despite its ~ac~ Of precise 

~efioitioa, ob:jec~-,re.h~tk~r~s theory can be contrasted wi~h Eoo-vSvc~o~.,e~ oa 

focus o~ objects means the object-relations ~heory pays mo~e a~ention to the 
intelsubjective constitution of the psyche, in contras~ to the more 

ap~z~ach of egt>psycho]ogy~ The disti~ction between these two approaches 

has been bh~rred by mor~: ~ecem analysts, stich as Clio Kernherg, who have 

attempted lo integrate ob~eet,-relations ~h~ory wkhi~ an ego-psychology f~ame- 

work. 

Although Lae~miaa psychoanuIys~s has been compared with obj~ct4"elatio:ns 

theory in that boff~ schools of diough~ plac~ more emph:as~s on 

crhicism~ fom~s most on the way in which object-relations theory envisions" 

the possibility of a complete and ped~ctly satist~dng rela6on be~ee~ 

ssbject an6 the objecL Lacan is opposed to such a ~iew, ~Nuing that 

human beings there is m:~ ~0ch lhiag as a ’pro-established harmony" between 

’a need a~d an object that satisfies it" (S 1,209). The root of d~e error is~ argues 

Lacan. lha~ in o~ect-relatioas theory, ’the o~ject is firs~ and foremost an object 
of satisfaction" (S 1, 2091, Ia ~er words, by [dealing the object i:~a th~ register 

analys~s with t>e o~ect of biology and neglects the symbolic dimm~sion 

’~desite. One dire consequence that follows from this is that t~e spec~t~c 
difficulties which arise fi’om the symbolic consdtu{h:m of desile are 

}neglected. with the resul1 ~hat ’mature a~ec* relations" and ideals of ;genital 

love" are proposed as the goal of treatment. Thus ot~ec~ re{ations theory 

:becnmes the site of a ’delirious morN*sin’ (Ec. 716: see also 

A closely mia{ed aspect of object-relatim~s lheow which Lacan aiso c~iti- 

rises is its shift of emphasi~ from the Oegipal triangle Ohio the moflmr~ild 

~ela~ion> Widl tl~e latter co~meived of as a peHecfly symmetrical, reciprocal 
relation, Gee of l_.acan’s f%mdament;d concer:ns is to restore the ce~t~raliU of the 

Cod*pal triangle hs psychoana!yais by ~wempbasiaing {he imports:nee o~ the 

falher in contrast ~o the oPt)eel-relations emphasis on the mother. This coacem 

can be see:n in Lacan’s criticism of the object mlafio~ as a symme{rical 

which involves nol lwo hot three terms. 
Lacan’s criticism of Britisl~ object-foist*rain {hoG,y, as seminar*sod above, 

O~la of ~he rllaiu lhemes of the fi~i year of his public seminar (1953--a). In 

rough year of ~he seminar, emitled ’O~ec~ relaliov~s’ (Eaton, 195~7). Lacan 
discusses not ~he British school of object--relations theory (~Mi~L Fa~rbaim~ 

Ov~n*¢ip, etcl, but the Free, oh schonl of objecl-re{ations ~heory (Mauri;ce 

This term has sometimes been {ta*~sla,:e,.’~ b~to Eoglista as 
hur, Lacan iasisted that it should remaia matranslated, ’[!PdS 
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acquiring, sis it were. tP, e stems of an algebraic atgn’ (Sheridam 1977: x,: see 

The symbol (t/lhe 5rat letter of d*e word au/;’e, or "other’~ ~s one of lhe 

algebraic s~gns which appears in Lacan’s wnrk. ~nd ~s firs{ introduee~ m t955 

in c,:moection w~th sc~,~,~ L, h ~s alw;~hs k~wer case and aalicised to show 
it d:enoles the little othm~ m opposmo~ to the capital <A’ of lhe hie 

Ualike lbe big Othe~ which rep~vsems a radical and i~cducible ;dlerity, the 
Iiltle other is >the other whic~ isn’t a~olher at all, ~ince i~ is essentially coupled 

with the ego, in a relationship which is always reflexive, m~erchangeable" 

321}, hi schema L, 0:on< a m~d a’ dcsignale indiscriminately 1I’ve ~.oc and the 

COI;~TERP~RT/SPECUL~R ~MAGE. and clearly belong to the mmgmary order. 
Kin I957, when Lacan introduces the matheme of I)nlasy {gO a). a begins 

~{g conceived as the objec~ of desire] This is the imaginary u;~wr.o~u~c-r. 
e{en~em which is imagined as separaNe from ~be re~ o~ the body. Lacan now 

begins to d~sdnauish between a, the oNect of desire,~a=d ~he specular image. 

In lhe seminar of 196~+l(k,achn articulates ~he obier peril a whh lhe term 

agatma {a Greek term meaMn~ a glory, an ornament, an offering m fl~ gods. 
o~ a little statue of a god) which he extracts from Phlm’s SvmposiumfJust as 

o,b,,e~vet~* a is the ~bject ~f desire which we ~eek in ~he ofl~er {S~ 
~:r~m 1963 onwards, ~ comes increasi~gly m acquire zonnolafum~dhe 

re;fl, a~thm~gh it cover loses i~s imaginary stems: in 1973 Lacau can still 

that it is magioary ($20. 77), I::n.n~ dsis pom~ on, a deu~es the ot~ect whicI~ 

can never be at*ained, which is really the cAc~sa of desire rather lhan Oat@ 
tov~ards which desh’e {ends: this is w~v Lacan t~ow coils i~ ’[he objec>cm~se 

desire. Objet petit a is any object which ~ets deshv: h* mo~ion, especially the 
Oarfial objects which define ~he drives~ The drives dn not seek m a~*am the 

akhie~ pedt a. but rather circl~ mural R (SI I. 179L Olkjet pet) n is both the . 

oblec~ of aoxie~y, and tim from irreducible reserve of libi&~ {l.acan. 

se~im~r of I 6 )anuary [ %3). It plays an i ~creasiag/y h,~pormm part in Lacan’s 

In the seminars of 1962-3 and of 1964. objetpetff a is de~ed my t~e leftover. 

the ~emainder tFr. re,~SeL the remnant left behind by the introduction of the 

symbolic m the mah This is developed lm2her in ff~e seminar of 1969--70, m 

,,vhicb Lacan elaborates his formulae of il~e four DISCOURSES. In [he d{scourse 

milers, but inevitably a surplus *s always prodnced: ~his s~rpguv i~ <Uffe~petit 

respired by Marx’s concepl of sorplas vahm: ~ is ~he exces~ of joui.~v*mu:e " 
which ban no "use value’, bur pers~s*s for the mere s~ke of enid)mere, 

In 1973. Lacan ~i~ks objet pent ~ to ~he concept of SEMBLANCE. as~:e~ting that 

a is a "semblance of being" ($20: 87). In ~9)4 he p~aces it at the centre o~ the 
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O~SESS1ONAL NE~JRC}SIS 

~urromean knot. at the place where the ~l’tree orders h’eak syinbolic and 
irnaginaw.! all intersect. 

fasts was first i.~olate~ as a s~cific diagnos~ic,,~ ca~e~o;v’ by Freud m ~89& h~ 
doing sty. Freud grouped mg~ther as one condition a ~erms {ff symptoms which 
had been described long before but which had been linked with a variety of 
dift~rent diagnostic cal~.gories {Laplanche and Pants!is. 1967: 281-2). The~e 
symptoms inciude obsessions (recurrent ideasL ~mpulses to perform actions 
which seem absurd and/or abh~*’~en~ ~o the subject, and "riluals" (compulsively 

symptoms as ~ypical of obsessional neurosis. ~e argues that obgess:io~a~ 
neuros~s desig~am~ ~ot a set of symptoms b~ a~: unRerlying SYRUCFUR~ 
may or may no1 manit~st ~elf in O~e symptoms ~ypicat~y associated with 
Thus t~e su~ec~ may wel! exhibi~ none of the typ~ca[ obsessional symptoms 
;rod yet s~ill be diagnosed as ag obsessional neurotic by a Lacanian 

which Freud stud il is ;~ "dialect’L obsessmnal ~eurosis is essentially a question 
whM~ being ~oses fiw the su~ec{ ($3. 174}. The questmn w~ich c(mstimtes 

] obsesskmal neurosis concerns the contingency of one’s existence, the questmn 
aboul ~e~q-L which may he Db~as~d q’o be or no~ I{~ beT. "Am I dead or 
alive?’, or ’Why do I exist?’ ($3. 179-811). The respom~e of the obseasiona~ is 
to work feverishly to justify his existence (which also to>tiles m the s~cia~ 
burden of guib fell by 1he obsessienaD: the obsessiona~ per{om~s 
compulsbee rhual because he Ihinkx ~hat this will enable him {o escape the 
lack in {he O0~er. the castration of lhe O~her. which is o{~en ~epresented m 
fan{say as so~>e retable disaster. For example, in {he case of ane of Fm~d’s 
obse~;siona~ neurotic patients, whom E~eud nicknamed the Ra~ Man. the padent 
had developed eiaborate rituals which he performed Io wind oK the fear of a 
lerdble punishment beinet inflicted on his father or o~ his beloved {Freud. 
1909d). These ri~als, both in ~heb form and co~lem, led Frmu3 to, draw 
parallels between the structure of #bsessio~ml neurosi~ and the slructure of 
re[igmn, parallels which gacan also 

Whereas the historical question concerns tim sub reel’s sexua~ positio, (’Am 
] a man or ~ wmnau?’L f}~e obsessional neurotic tcpud~ate:� this 
refusing bo~h sexes, calling himself neither male nor female: "Tbe obsessional 
is precisely neitbe~ <me Isex I nor the othe~ -- one may al~o sag thai he is both at 
once" I’S3.2~9). 

Lacan also draw~ attention ~o the way {hat the ob~essiona~ neurotic’s 
question about existence and death has consequences for his attitude to 

lTh~s att~de vau be one of perpetual hesilat~on and procrastination 
waiting %r death {E, 99). or of con~ide~fi~g oneself immomd because one ~s 
a read) dead $3 801. 
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OEDIPUS COMPLEX 

Other [~atures of" ohsessiorlal neurosis which I.aean comme,~ts 

latter, Lacan :emarks that the obsessional neurotic does no~ 
shR into SiRs and his gif*s into sh~t. but also transforms bimseIf 
243~ 

Oediptts complex (complexe d’Oedipe) The Oedipus complex was 
defi:i~ed by Freud as an unconscious so* of ~oving and hostile desires w~ich the 
subiect experiences in ~e~ation to ~ts parents: ~he ~ub~ect desires one 
and thus enters into rivalry with the other parenL In the "positive’ lorm et the 
Oedipus complex, the de~ired paem is the pareny of the opposite sex to the 
subiect, and the parent of the same sex is the r~val.~[’he Oedipus cm~plea 
~m~rges in the third yea* of life and then declines in eke fi[’~b year, when 

argued that al! psychopathological structures couht be traced to a ma}hme~mu 
in t~e Oedipus complex, whicg wa~ ~lms dabbed ’the m~c~e~r camp{ca uf ~he 
nem’(~ses’. Although {.be ~erm does ~o~ appear i~ Freud’s writ{ngs m~til 1910. 
traces orbs origins can be found m~ch earlier in his wo~k. and by I910 it was 
ah~ady showing signs uf ~he cent*al hr~portance ~hat ~t was to acquire m 
psychoanalytic theory 

Lacan first addresses tbe Oedipus complex in his 1938 a~ticle on the family, 
where he argues that 1~ is the last and most mportan~ of ~he three "t~mi~y 

,noes n0~ differ from Freud’s, his only originality being to emphas~se 
hist~)rical and cultural relativity, taking h~s cue from the anthropotogica~ 
studies by MnlinowsM and others (Lacan. 1938: 66}. 

It is m the 1950s tha~ Lacan ~egins to develop bis owr~ dis6nctive concep6m~ 
og {he Oedipus complex. Though be Mways follows Freud in regarding 
Oedipus complex as ~he central complex ~ the: m~consciou~, he ~ow beams 
differ from Proud on a number of impor~am points. The mos* ~mper{ant o{ ,. 
*hose is that i~ I.acan’s view, ~hc subject always desires the molher, and ~he 
father is always the rival, i~espect{ve of whetiu:r the subJec~ ~s ma~c or female. 
Consequently. in Lacar~’s accoant the male suNect e~pe~ie.ces the Oedipus 
complex i~ a mdicalty asymmetrical way ~o the female subjec~ tsee st:xt:ac 

The Oedipus complex ~s. IBr Lacan. the pm’ad~gmanc mangular 
~h~ch contrasts with all dual relatio~s {thougt~ see the fi~al paragraph below 
The key f~nctmn in the Oedipus complex is ~hus [hat of ~be F~TH~:~. t~e ~hird 
term v,4~ivb transtkmns the dual relation between mothe~ and cb{Id h’~m a niadic 
structure. The Oedipus complex is thus nothing less ~ban {be passage from 
imaginary order 1o the symbolic order. ’the conquest of ~he gymbohc 

dialectic means that the st~bjecl ca,ram have access ~o ~he~ complex sexual 
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m be the 5.mdamcntal classification ~tem around which all his 

[io~ system which Mlows hnportam disth~ctions to be drawn between concepts 

which, ;~ccordi~ to L, acan. ~ad ~reviouslv been co~fused ~ psychoanalytic 

~ tbeow, For example Lacan argues that much misnuderstanding has arisen 
psyc {dana yt c e ?y d~e to ~ failm’e to distinguish betweea the imaginary 

fath~r~ the symbolic fa{ber and ffm real father, Thus [,acm~ claims tha~ his 
lr~par~ile ch~ssi~ieat~on system ha~ shed mvMuable l~ght on ~reud’s work: 
"Without these three systems m guide out~elves by. it would be imp{~ssible 

k~ understand anything of t~e Fre~dian technique and expe~ence" 

The imaginary, the symbolic and the real are profoundly heterogen~ous~ 
each referring to qtm~ dis~ine~ aspects of pxychoanMytic exper~m~ce, h 
lheret~re difficMt [o see wbal /hey have i~ common, and ye~, the fac~ thal 

prnpetty, Lacan explores this questmn og wha~ the ~hree orders have m 
cnmmm~ bv means of the topology of the BORROMEAN NN<YF H~ ~i8 I974--5 

seminar, They ape no~ mental go,yes [iRe the t~me =gencies m Freud’s 

structural modeh However, they am prmxarfly concerned with memal function- 

Mthough ~he three orders are proi~uud]y he{erogeneous, each order mus~ 

be deB~ed hy re~em~ce m ff~e other two. The s~rucmra[ in~eMependence 

the three orders is illustrated by 0~e Borromeun knot, in which the 

severing of any one of the three rings causes the other ~wo to become 

separated also. 

other/{)~her (aulr~’Autre) The "other is perhaps the mos~ complex 
term m Lacan~e~ work. Wber~ Lacan first begin, m use the term. in the 

~: ,s r~o~ very salien*, m~d refe~ simply :o "o~er people’. Al~houg~ Freud 

does use ~he ~erm "oHms’. speaking ot both tier Audere (the other persom and 
das Andere’ oflmrness}, [,acan seems to have borrowed the term [’rOlll kIegek 

~o whose work I.ncaa was Ii?trtu~uced {~ a series of lectures give~ by 

Alexandre Koi~ve at the ~cole des Houses ~tudes io 1933-9 {see 

~ 947 ). 

h~ 1955 Lac;m draws a distiuct~on het~een "Ihe fitde otheff (’the other’} 

arm "the bi~ OtheK ffthe Other’) ($2, ch, 19), a disfinc~!9~ w,hich remains 

ceu~ral throu!hou! the rcsI uf his work. Thereafter, in Lacarda~ algebra, the 

Ng Other i~ ~Jesigoa~ed A {upper case, t)~r Frenc~ A~) and ~he ~~le ofl~er 

i~ designated a (Imver case kali,::ised, R~r French ~,’~’tre). I..aean asse*{s tfi~t a~ 
av, arenes~ of this dislff~clion ~s hmdamental to anMytic practice: the analys/ 

mus~ be "thoroughly iratmed" wilh the difference between A and a (E. 140), 
so lhat he c;~n ,;~uate himself m lhe place of Other, and not of the mher ~Ec. 

454L 
t. The little other is the odmr who is ~o~ 5eaHy other, but a reflectkm and 
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OTHER/OTH ER 

pro}ection ot° the ~oo (which is why the symbol a ca*~ re.preseo~ the 5~!:le 

the imaginary order, For a more detailed discussion of the devetopmm~t el the 

symbo~ a ~n gacan’s work. see os~r w’rtr*. 

2, The big Other ~es~gnates radlcM altedty~ an o~herm:ess which transcm~ds 
the illusory oth,erness of the imagii~ary becat~e it emmet be assimilated 

through identification, Lacan equates this radical aRefity with ~aoguage and 

l~deed, the b{g Other is the symbolic insoNr as h ~s particularised; ~xr each 

su~ecL The O~ber is thus bo~h a~other sub)oct, in h{~ radical alterRy 
unassimilable uniqueness, and Mso the symbolic order wMch medh~les ti~e 

relationship wit~ 1Sat o~er snhject. 
However, tRe mea~dng of ’the O~her as another subject’ is s/detly secondary 

to the meaning og ’lhe Ot~er as symbolic o~der’; ’the Oflmr m~:sv fi~s~ of M1 be 

considered a ideaS, the locus ~n ~l~ch speech is coesfitute~’ ($3, 251.}. h ~s 

{hus only possibie to speak of ~he O~her as a sabgecg in a seco,~dary sense, in 
the sense tha{ a SUb~ecl may occupy this position and thereby ’embody" tl~e 

Other for a~u~ther subiec~ ($8,202L 
In ar~h,~ fl~at speech ori~i~a:tes not in tl~e ego. nor eve~ ~n ~he subject, 

bu~ in {he O{her. Lacan ~s stressing tba~ speec!* and language me beyo~d 

one’s conscious control: ~hey come from another p~ace, outside consc~ot~s~ 

~mss and hence "the ~mcon~dous is the discourse of the O~her" {Ec, ~6), In 
CoaceivMg of the Other as a place, Lacan alh~des m Freud’s concep~ ot 

psvd~icM locality, in which !he unconscious is described as "t~w ofller sce~e’ 

(see 
It ~s the ~other who first occupies the p0Skkm of the big O~her for ~be child, 

becaos:e it is she who receives ~e ~hild?~ primitive mies and 

Sanc~im!s them as a part~cMar message (see ~’UNCTUaT~ON) The 
Cm~p ex is formed when the child discovers that this Other is not compleIe. 

that there is a ~ac~. in the Other. ~n other words, there: is always a signifier 
missing [rom t!~e treasury of s~gnifiers cons~immg by the O~ger, The 

com~)lete Ot~er (written A in Lacanim~ algebra} does ~o~ exis!. [n 1957 Lacan 

illustrates ~his iucomplete Other graphica!l’y by striking a ~A~ ~hroagh ~he 

symbo~ A, ~o ptodtme N: he,co another name h~r ~he castrated, ~neomp~ete 
Other is the ~orred 

The Ot~er is also *the Other sew ($20, g0), The Other sex is always 

woM,~n. fbr both male and f~male subjects; ’Man here ac~S as the relay 

whereby ~he woman becomes thi~ Other [br herself as she is this Other 

him" tee, 732). 
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principally hy o~z.u~oss, Freud’s ex~riencc of treating paranoiacs was 

course of ueatmem, bm the analysis of the writm~ memoirs ~f a paranoiac ma~ 
(ajwdge by the name of Daniel Pau~ Schmber} (F~ud. 191 ic). [t ~s in this work 

sexnality, arguing tim{ the dift~rent forms of paranoiac deW,stun are D~sed on 
different ways or negating the phrase q (a man) {dye hbn" 

Lacan’s mte~wt in paruno)a predates h~s interest }n psychoanalys~s: it ~s the 
sub.toot of his fi*’st ms!or work. his doctoral 

dmgnoses as suffering flora ’se~f-punishmem paranoia" (parano~ d’auto,mmi- 
~io*rl - a new clmicaa categoW proposed by Lacan himself. Lacan mtu~s to the 

homosexual roots of paranoia inadequate and prr, poses ~ns~ead his own theow 
of ~:O~gCLOSUU~ as the specific mechanism of psychosis. 

L~ke aU clinical sift*crates, paranma ~veMs in a particularly v{vid wry 
cerlair~ basic f~atures of the psyche. The ego has a paranoiac sm~eture (E~ 
20) because it is the site o~ a paranoiac alienation {E. 5L Knuwledge 
(c¢~m~aissemce) ~tseff ~s paranoiac (E. 2. 3, 17/. The proces~ of psychoanalytic 
/reummm induces conu’olled parm~oia into the h,ama~ sttbject (E. ~5). 

parl-object (objeI partiel) AccorO~,g to Melanie K~em~ the 
underdeveloped capac{ty tbr ~rception, ~ogether with the fac~ that ~m is only 
concerned with h~s immoderate gratifications, means that ~he subject begins by 
re~at{ng o~fly to a part ,:~ a ~erson raHmr {hart the whole. T~e primordial parb 
o~}ec~ ~s. according Io KJeJn, the molher’a h~as~. As the child’s 
apparatus develops, so al~o deea his capam~y ~o perceive people as whole 
objec*s rather ~han co!lecfirms of separa<e pa~s (see Hinshelwood. I989: 378- 

While the term ’pa~-o~]ccff was first introduced by the Kleiman school of 
psychoanalysis, the or{gins of the concept can be traced hack to Karl Abra- 
ham’s work and ultimately m Freud, For example, whe~ ]areud states that 
pards1 drives are directed towards obsects such as the breast or t~es. 
are clearly pa~-o[tjec~s. Freud also implies that the peg~s is a part-oh)oct 
discussion of the C~STRATION COMPt.EX (in which the penis *s ~magJned as a 
seaamNe organ} a~d in his discuss{on of fetishism (see Lup~aache and 
Pon~ahs. 1967: 3{H L 

The concept of the pa~-o~ec~ pI~ys an importan~ part m Lncm~’~; work ~rom 
early on. Lacan fiads the concept of the partmbject partic**{arly useIh/ 
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cruic~sm el objeet-relat{ons theory, which he attacks for attributing t+ false 
sense of comp[eteness to the o~ect, In opposition m this tendency. Lacan 

partial objects. 
Laean’s focus on the part-object is c~ear ev~de~ee of ~he ~mportaat Kleinian 

inflt*ences h* his work, However wbema~ Klein defines these objects as partial 

TEev me partial he a~g~es, hint bec~mse these obiects are par* of a total 
the body, bat bocause they represem dab, partially the function that produce~ 
them’ (E. 3/5). I~ other wo~s, ~n the naconsmoas only the p[easure-gisi~g 

represented. F:t~rthermo~e, Lacan a~gues tgat w~at isolates certalt~ pa~ts of the 
body as a part-oh}oct is not any bmlog~caI given but the s~gnifying system of 
language. 

In addition to ~be p~tia~ objects already discovered by psy~hua~Ny~ic 
t~eory before Laeaa (the breast, the faeces, the ~k~us as imaginary object. 
and the urinary fio~’), Lacan adds (in 1960) several more: the pho~eme, the 
o,vza, the voic~ and the nothing (E, 3 I5L These o~{ects aH have mm featur~ 

common: "d~ey have n{~ specular image" (E, 315). bl other words, they are~ 
precisety 1bat which canno~ be m~similate0 imo the subject’s narcissisUc 
illusion of eomplemness. 

Lacan’s conceptual/sation of the par~o~ect is modiged with the develop- 
meat around ~ 963--~ of the concept of oa~rz,~r~ as the cause of desire. Now 
each partial o~{ect becomes an object by virtue of the fact ~hat the sut0ect takes 
h t0r the object of desire, obje, per# a (S ~ 1, ~04). From tI’ds poin~ on m his 
work. I.acan usually restficta his discussion of part--objects to only four: the 
voice, the gaze. the breast and faeces. 

pRSS (paSg~.) In 1967. three years after foundling his scuty~t, of psycho: 
analysis (the Ecole Freud~enne de Paris, or EFP}, Lacan instituted a new kind 
of procedure in Om Schoo~ ,’L.acan. 1967). The proce&~re was called ’the pass" 
-and ~as’. ~s~entiall~        y an mstitutl .... real framework designed.= to       ,al ow     ~oeonle~. 1o 

the end of ~helr a~mlvsis. The main idea behind this was Lacan’~ 

~b~ mus~ ~ On accordance with ~he basic pr~cip~e of psycboanalysis}~ 
~aniculated i~ language.                                               ~ 

The procedt~re was as follows: the person ~eeking the pass (le passant] tell:s 
two witnesses (los pa~seurs), who mus~ be in anMys{s at the time. aboul his 

account (separately} m ~ juw of seven (some of whom have succesfully 
been *hmugh %e pass themselvesL The }uU then decides, on the basis of 
the two accoums, wdether m award fl~e pass m the candidate. There were ao 
pre~stablished criteria to guide the .juU, since the pass was based en the 
principle tbal each person’s analysis is tmique. [f ~he the candidate was 



PASSAGE TO THE ACT 

successful he was accorded t~e title of A,E~ ~A~ab:ste de L’~xde} Unsuccess~ 

ful can~id~le~ were not ~o be prevented from seeking the p~a~ again if they 
wishe~ ~u do so, 

The pass was designed tu be the means by which a person might seek 

mcogMtion by the Schoo~ of the end of his analysis. The pass was not an 

obligatory process: whether or not an analyst ~ecided to seek it was entirely up 

m him. [t was not a qnalificatmn 1o p~actise analysis, since ’the aulhorisatmn of 

an analyst can only come from him~eff" (Lacam t~67: 14) ~see rRmN~NO/, Nor 

was ~t a recognition by the School of lbe membeFs status as aa analys~; this 

reea~mtima was gra~te6 by another, wholly independent means in Lacan’s 
School. and con-espo~ded to the tide of A,M,E. rA~olyste Membre de L ~cohO. 

lr was solely t}~ recogmtion that a ~erson’s analysis had reached its ]ogi~-al 

conclusion, and tha~ ~is person could extract an articulated knowledge 
L~av,~i~} Dora this experience, The pass rims concerns not a clinical function 

bul a *caching function: it is supposed t~ testify to tke capacity of ~he passanr 

to ~heorise Ms own experience of psychoanalytic ~rea~mem. and ~hereby w 

contribute to psycgoana~yti¢ knowledge, 

Jacques-Main Mille~ commenls that it is importanl to distinguish between 

as the pets,anal experience of the end of one’s analysis. ~he pa,~sage from being 

aa analysand to being an analyst, which may ge tes6ged to by ’the pa~;~" in the 

first sense ef Ihe term (Miller. ~977). 

[g the 1970s the institution of the pass became the tocus of intense 

controversy withi~ the EFP, While some supported Lacan’s owt~ views that 

the pass would yield important conlributim~s to knowledge ol the end of 

analysis, others cnficised it for being divisive and unworkable. These debates 
became eve~ more heated ~ the ritual years of the EFP, before Laca~ d{ssolved 

his Schonl m 1980 (see Roudinesco, 1986X Of the various LacaMan oLganis- 

ations which exist today, some have abandoned Lacaa’s proposal while many 

others retain the institufirm of the pa~s as a central pan of their structure, 

passage [o tile act (.passage ?~ Facto) The phrase ’passage to 
~)d" comes trom French cJimcal psychiatry, which uses ~ to designate those 
impulsive ac~x, of a violen~ or cximinal nature, which sometimes mark 

onse~ of an acute psychotic episode, As ~he phrase itseK indicates, t~ese acts 

or mtmmon to the corresponding ac~ ~see Lap~anche and Pontalis. ~967: 5L 

Because ~hese acts are a~tributed to the action of the psyehoMs, French law 

absolves the perpetrator of civil responsibility {k~r them (Chemama~ ~993: 
As psychoanalytic idea~ gained wider circulation in France in ~he first 

[he twentieth century, it became comrade fm Frenc~ m~alysts to ase the 

passage 0 l’acte ~o translate the term Ag iere~/used by Freud: i.e. as a synonym 

ft, ,,cr~¢ ot,r. However. m his semirtar nf 1962-3. Laean establishe~ a 

distinction be{weed these ten=s, While h~th a~s~ reso~s against anxmty, , 

PATERNAL METAPHOR 

tBe sabjeet who acts something out stiU ~emains m {he ~C~a~ whereas a 

symbolic message add{essed m the big Other, whereas a passage m Ihe ac~ ~s a 
fligh~ from ~he Other into the d~mensioa of the real. The passag~ ~o the ac~ ~s 
thus an exit from the syrnbo~c rmr~m% a di~sok~do~ of the social bond. 

Although the pasaag~ to the act does not. according w Lacan. necessarily 

imply an underlying psychosis. *{ does entai! a dissolution o~ the stK~ject: for 
a moment, ~he sa~ject becomes a pu~e object. 

In order m i{{ustrate wbal be means. Lacan refers to the case ot the young 
homosexual woman treated by Freud (~reud. 1920a1. Freud tvp{~rts that the 

young woman was walkblg in the s~reet wnh the woman she loved widen abe 

wa~ spotted by her father, who casl a~ angry glance at her. Immediately 

aRerwards, she rushed off aM threw herself ove~ a waft down the side of a 
crating o~t~ a railway line, Latin a~gues that this suicide auemp~ was a 

passage to the act: it was not a message addressed to anyone, since 

symboIisation had become ~mpnssible for ll~e ymmg woman. Confronted 
with he[ father’s desire, s5e was consumed with a~ uncol~troHable a*~xmty 

and ~eaeted in an impulsive way by idemifying witg the object, T~ns she Ie~l 

down {Get. nie&rkommt} like the objet .netir a, the leftover of significa6oa 

(L~caa. 1962-3: seminar nf 16 Jammry I963). 

palerr~M metaphor (mitaphora paternelle) Who,. in >256. 
Lacan 5rs~ begins to d~scass the tropes of x~s~,~s~oa and metonymy in 

detail ~he example he takes to illustrate the structu~ of metaphor ~s a hne 

ff~_m~ Victor H~go’s poem. ~aoz e~ado~.t,vi (H~ga. ~859--83: 97-9k T~s pgmm 
~elells the biblicM story of R)ld/ and Boaz: while R~th sleeps a~ his 

Boaz dremns that a ~ree grows om of his stomach, a r~velalhm ~l-*a~ ~e is to 

he the founder of a race. In the line which Lacaa qt,o~cs --- "His sheaf was 

neither miserly m~r spiteful" - ~he metaphoric substitution of "~hcaF 

’Boaz" produces a poetw effect of s~,~c~mor,, ($3, 218-25: see 84, 377- 

8: E. 156g. $8. 158-9}, Paternity is tfms both d~c d~eme of the poem (its 

content) aml also i~herem iu tim structure of metaphor kselg Ail paterm~y 

involves metaphm’k substitution~ aod vice versa. 
The phase "pammal metaphoF is introduced by Lacan in 1957 ~$4. 379L In 

~958, he goes on m eiabm’ate the s~xucture of this mmaphor: it involves the 

substitu~im~ of one signifier 0he Name-og~Im-Father} for another ~he desire 
the mother) (see Figure 13~ E, 2003. 

The paternal metapBor ~has designates *he metaphoricu~ {i.e. substitut~ve~ 
character of the o~vvs c~w~x itseff, It is the flmdamen~al metap~tx" on 

which Ml sigMficatiea depends: fbr this ~aso~. all signification is phallic. 
the Name-ogthe--Father is foreclosed d.c. m psychosis). ~here can be 

patemM metaphor, and he~ce no phallic signification. 



PROGRESS 

ix ~-esponsable for imroducing ,,he d~alectic of desire in the child’s life fur file 

first time. 

progress (~’rogr~}s) Lacan claims tha~ t,he idea of progress, ~ike mher 

hmnanis~ cm~:epls, i~ alien m h~s teaching: ’There is not the slightes~ idea of 

happy sok~tion" {SI7, 122L tn ~his respecv. Lacan is a basically pessimistic 
dm’~ker, and he finds suppor~ for such pessimism in the gloomier works of 

Freud such as Civi,qzmirm and iIs Di2c*mten~s {Freud. t930a , These texts 

a~1ov~ Laca~ ~o argue tsar ’Freud was in no way a prog~ssive" ($7, 183), 

Lacan rejects the idea of progress becm~se it is based o*~ a li~ear unidirec- 
tional concept of **~, and also because it implies the possibility of synthes~s 

concepts suc~ as that of a unilinear sequence of prose5 of ~syehosexual 

There ~s un~ sense, however, in which Lacan doe~ Spe~k of progress: ~he 

progress m psychoanalytic. TREATMENT. ~nsofar as treatment is a process which 

has a beginning and an end, when {his treatnaent i~ nmwng and no~ ’s~uck’ we 

may spe;~k of pa~gress, The treatmem ~s proD~ssing as lo~g as new material is 

erne~mg. Indeed. psychoanalytic grea~mem may ~ descAbed as ’a progt~s~ 

towmds truth" {E, 253£ 

projection (projectio~O Prqiection is a dcfence mechanism in which 
internal desire/thoughfffee]ing is disptaced and !orated outside the subjec< 
anr:,ther s~bject. For ~mple a person who has ~en lot who l~e]s) re?faithful 

Whereas F~ad and many other psychoanalysts use the term ’projection’ to 

describe a mechanism which is presm~t (to diffenng degrees} ia both psychoms 

anO neurosis. Lacan ~m~erstands *he term "projection" as a purely 
mechanism and distinguishes it c~eaHy fi-om ~he apparently similar ~henom- 

entre that occurs in psychos a {which l.acan calls FORECt.OSnRE}, 

projection ~ ~)oted in the imaginary dual relationship between the ego 

*he cnumerpan IS3. 1451, ~oreclosure goes beyond the imaginaD, aml instead 

involves a ~ignifier which is not inco~om~ed {r~ the symbohc 

~’~uing that thes~ two processes are located on quite dif62,em levels, ~,{~here~ 

psychoanalysis (psyc~a{~se) Psy’choanuls, a~s ~s ~lm theow and 

praeuce initiated by Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) [ound~d on the 

of the uaconscious. Freud distmgu~nhes between psychoana)’sis as (i) a 

method for investigating unconscious mental processes, (ill a method 

PSYCHOLOGY 

[rearing neurotic disorders, arid (iii) a set of theories about the mental 

processes revealed by the ?sychoar~alyt~c method of investigation and treat- 

mere (Freud. 1923a: SE XVIII. 235). The word "psychoanalysis’ on 2s own 

therefore mnbig~ous, since ~ can re%r to psychoana~ysb as 1~ practice, or m 
psyuhoanalysis as a theory, or to both. tn {his dictionary, when ~t ~s necessary 

to awid t~ia ambiguity, the term "psychoanalytic treatmem" ~s t~seO to refer to 

psychoanalysis as ~ practice and the mrm "psychoanalytic flmory’ ~s use~ 

refer m psychoanalysis as a body of t~ought 
Lacan trained initially as a psychiatrist, and turned to psychoanalysis to help 

him with his psychiatric resea~h. This ~en led Lacan to tram as u psycho. 
analyst himself in the 1930s. From ~hen om until his death m 1981, he 

dedicated himself t~ practising as ag analyst and developing psychoanalytic 
tke~O’. In the process, Laean constructed a higMy original way of discussing 

psychoanalysis which both reflected and determined an udgina! way 
~onductiag the treatment: m Ibis sense ~ is thus pos~ible m spe~k of a 

Specifically Lacan~m~ form of {~sycboa~mlytic ~reaunent~ However, Laca~ 
never admits that he I~as created a distinctive ’I_,aeanian’ fom~ of psycho-. 

analysis. On t~e eomra~, when he describes gis ow~ approach to psycho- 

ao~ysis, be s~aks only of "psyeboa~Mysis’. thus bnplymg that his own 
approach is the oNy authentic fm’m of psychoanalysis, the only one which 

is truly ia line with Freud’s approach, Thus the ~hree m;~jor non-Laconian 

OglECT-RELATION$ TURORY) are all, in Lucan’s view, deviations from 

psychoa~atysis whose errors his own return to Freud ~s designed to covert. 

From the very begi~mng, I.acan argues tha~ psychoanaiydc theory is a 

sc~eufi~c rather than a religious mode of discourse (see SC~EXCkL with a 

specific objeck AUempts m apply concep~ developed in 

theory to o~er objects emmet claim to be doing app{ied psychoanab’s~s’. 
since psydma~a~yt~e theory is not a general ma~ter discourse but the ~heoD of 

a speci~c situation (Ec, 747), Psychoanalysis is m~ autonomous discipline: 

may borrow concepts from many other disciplines, but {h~s d~s nm mea~ 

it i~ depcade,~t on any of them, since i~ reworks ~hesc co~cepts m a m~iqne way, 

.~ Thus psychoanalysis ~s ~ot a branch of ~src~om’ {$20, 77k nor of 
nor of ~{tcoso~{~ ($20, 42), nor of ~J~OU~ST~CL~ {$20. 201, and g is cm’~Binb’ 

a %~ of p~ychotherapy (Ec, 324}ksiuce ks aim is um ~o 
articulate truth 

psychology ~syehologie) In his pce-1950 writings. Laean sees psy- 
choanalysis and psychology as parallel disdplines which can cross-fertitise 

each other. Altbough he ix very critical of the co~ceptual inadequacies 

assoclatiamsl psychology, Laca~ argues that psychoanalysis can help to build 

an ’authentic psychology’ ~me from such em*~ hy provid ng it with trmy 
scie~tific concepts such as the IMAGO a~d the COM~t.~X {Lacan, 1936< 
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PSYCHOSIS 

However~ Dora 19.50 on, drove is a gradual bul constant te~.deacy to 
diasochtte psychoana y:~ s from psychology Lacan begins by argui:ng ~hat 

psychok~gy is coati:ned lo an unde:rstandMg of animal psychology (e~ho~- 
ogy): *The psychologicM is, ~f we t~ ~o grasp ~ ~s firmly as possible, the 

~tbokrg~CzL ~hat ~s ~be whole of t~e b~o~ogica individuaFs belmviour in 
~c]a~ion to Ns natural e~vimnmem* ($3, Tt, T~is is not ~o say tha~ it cannot 

say anything abduct buma~ be~ng~; far humans are also aaba~als~ but tha~ ~ 

carmot say anything ~5o~t that which is uniquely human (a~t~oag~ al one point 

Lacaa does stat~ that the theory of t~e ego a~d of narc:iss~Zm "e~dend’ mod:e:m 

e~]mlogical ~esearch; Ec, 472), "Fbus psychology ~s reduced to genes] laws of 

be,baviour whic:h el)ply to all animals, including human beings; Lacan rejects 

’~he d~trine of a discontinuity between animal psychology and huma~ 

psycbok~gy which Js far away f~o*n our though� {Ec, 4849. However, L,acan 

vigo~ou:dy ~ejects the behavionr~st theory according to which t~e same genera~ 
laws ofbehaviour are suf{ic~e~t m exp~a~ a human psyc~h~c phenom:en~, Only 

psychoanalysis, which uncovers the linguistic basis Of human subjectivity is 
aOequme to explain those psycMc phenomena ~ich are specifically human. 

In ~he [9OOs t~e d~stance betwem~ psycham~alysiS ~nd psychology :is empha-. 

sised f~rther i~ Lacan’s work. Lacan argues tha~ psychology is essenfia[~y a 
toul og ’technocratic eXp]0i~mion" {Ec. 85~; see Ec, 8:z,),3~ and tha~ it ~s 

dominated hy the il]uskms of wbuleness and synthesjs~ ~ATU~E and i:nslinct, 

~utonomy and sellLconscionsness {Ec, 832). Psychoanalysis, on the o~her h~nd. 
subverts these i~/~sions cherished by psycho[ogy~ and ~n th~a sense "the 

~ S’ObJe~t ~., ,.~4),~nu psycm~analysis subverts this :~mlio~ by demons~in:~ 

~ that ~he subiec~ Jirrcmediab~         .:~}sP- ..... t or ’barred’            " ~ 

psyc~os~s (psychose) The ~erm psycbos~s arose in psychiatry in ~he 

nine~eenff~ centreT as a way ~f desig~at ng men~al ~llne~s in general, [luring 
~reud’s ]il~ a basic distinction between p~ychesis a~d ~t~os~s came to be 

generally accepted, aco.~rding to which psychosis designated ex:~mme forms of 
men~al iilnesx and neurosis deno~ed less serious disr~rde~. This basic disti~c- 

t~oa he~wee~ ~enmsis mid psychos~s was taken up an I developed by F~’eud 
h~n~seff in several papers (e,g, Freud~ 192~b and 1924eL 

Lacan’s ~nterest i~ paychosis predates h~s imeres! ~n psychoanalysis. Indeed 

k w~s his doctoral research, wBich concerned a psychotic woman whom La:can 

calls "Aim~e’. tha~ first led Laca~ m psychom~alyfic theory (see Lacan~ 1932), 
It has often been remarked that LacmFs debt ~o this padem ~s reminiscent of 

Freud’s deb~ ~o his :fi~ neurotic patient,s (who were also l)male), In other 

wonJs, whe~ns Freud’s :tirs~ approach to the unconscious Js by way of 

nmm)sis. Laczn’s first approach is vi~ psyctms[s, It has a]so been common 

to Compare L.acan*s tortured a~d at time~ almost incomprehensible style of 

wdti~rg and Speaking to the discourse of psychotic p~ffents~ Whatever orm 
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PSYCHOSIS 

makgs of such compari.~ons, ff is clear that Lacan’s discussions of psychosis 

are among the mos~ significant and origina! aspects of his worL 
Lacan*s most detailed d~scussinn (ff psychosis appears in his seminar 

1955-6, entitled sbnply 7he P3xqioses. [t is here that he e~pmmds what come 

to be the main tenets of the Laconian approach to ~,~ss, Psychos~s is defined 

as one of the three clinical s-raucru~s, one of which is defined by tt~e operation 

of ~O~CLOSt~a~, In this opera,kin, the ~as~-O~.T~-~a’rnB~ is m~ iemgrated 
the symbolic universe of the psychotic (it is ’foreclosed’), wRh the resnh ~hat 
hole is leR in the symbolic order. To speak o~a hok in the symboIic order 

not to say that the psychotic does not have an unconscious: on the contrary, 
psychosis ’the uacousci~us is presem bat um %ncdening" ($3, 208L The 

psycho~c stracture thus resuR5 flora a certain maffunctien of the Oedipas 

complex, a lack ~: the paternal fimct~on: more specificM[y, in psychosis 
paternal %notion iS reduced to ~he image of the fat~er (the symbolic is red~ced 

to the imag~nmy). 

In Laca~aa psychoanalysis it is importan~ to d~sti~guish between pnychosis. 
which is a clinical structure, and psychotic phenomena such as ~e~us~o~s anti 

~ALLUC~NA~ONS- TWO conditions am ~equired fo~" psychotic phenomena to 

emerge: t~le subjec~ mus~ have a psyci~otic structure, and Ihe Name~ofqhe- 

Falber m~st be ’caUed i~to symbolic oppusR~on to ~he suNect’ (E, 217). In 

absence of the first.condkiom no confrontation with the paternal signifier 

ever lead to psychotic phenomena: a neurntic can never ’become: ps),cbodc" 
(~ee 53, 15), In the absence of the seemed condition, the psychotic structure 

will remain latent, It is thus conce~vable ~at a suNect may have a 

smmture and yet ~:e:~er develop delusions or e~perience haHuci~aIions When 

both conditions are fu~filIed~ the psychosis is "triggmed off’, the latent 
p:sychos~s becomes manifest in hallucinations and]or Oelusions 

Laca~ bases ~is argnmen:ts on a detai~ed reading of the Schreber case {Freud, 

191 ~c). Danie~ Paul Schreber was an AppeM Court judge in Dresden 

wm~e an accon~t of his paranoid delusions; an anaiysis of these wrkings 

~on~tltu~es Freud’s mo~t important con~ribudm~ m the study of psychosis. 

Lac~n argues ~at Schreber’s psychosis was triggered off by both hi~ failuw 

to prodnce a c~i~d and h~s e!ecfio~ to an ~mportant position in the jt~diciary: 
both 0f these experience~ co,fmnted him wilh the question of paternity i~ the 
real. and thus coiled the Name-of-lhe-Falher into symboEc opposition wid~ the 

subject. 

In the ~970s Lacaa reforrmdates his approach ~o psychos~s around the 

of the gORROMEAN KNOT. The three rings h~: ~he knot.represent the three orders: 
the re~!, the symbolic and the imaginary, WbHe in neurosis these ~h~e ~ings 

are 1inked {ogether~n a particular way, h~ psychosis they become 

This psychotic d~ssociadon may semeihne~ however be avoided hy a 

ms{it formation which acts as a fourth ring holding the o~her throe together 

Laca~ foEOWS Fraud in arguing that wbi~e psychosis is of great interest for 
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QUATERNARY 

practice of sessions oi" fixed dm’ation. Lacan’s practice of session, S of variable 
durad~m (F~’, .s’~;ance~ .~canttd~ wrongly dubbed "al~or~ sessioo~" by 

critics} came to be one of the ma~n reasons that the IRA gave for excludin~ 

him whe)~ the SFP was negotiating %r IPA recognition in the eady J960s, 

,psychoanalysts, 

quaternary (qaater~aire) A quammary ts a structure which 
prises [bur dlemems. A~tbough Lacan’s re~eetion of dualistic schemas 

fm~o-m" of an emphasis on the trmnguiar structore of th~ symbolic involves a 
predominance of triadic scheme~ in his work (see ~U*L ~C,*T~ON). Laca~ also 

insists on the importance of fourfold schemes: "A quadriparhte struclo~e has. 

~ince the introduction of d~e ~mconscioas_ always been reqmred b~ ~he cou- 

s~r~ct~on of a subjective oNering’ (Ec. 774}. 

The emphas~s on the q~aalernary firsg comes to the fnre m Lacan’s work 

the early 1950s. and is ~rhapa dne tu the inguence of Claude L~vPStmuss, 

~,’hose work on the slructure of the avuuculate shows tba~ the basic umt of 

kinship always in ~olves a minimum of ~bur mrrns (L~vi-Strauss. 1945). 

in a 1953 paper which deals w]~h the ue~roti~’s ’individual my~" (another 

reference to L~vi~S~rauss), Laca[~ ~marks that ’there is within ~e neurotic a 

quartet mtuation’ ~kacan. 1953b 231), and adds that ~his qnarm~ ca~ demon- 

s~m~e the pardcu]a~ties of each case of neurosis mo~e rigorously than the 

tradilional triangular thematisation of the Oedipus complex {[.;man, 19535: 

232~. He cm~cbMes that "the whole oedipa} schema needs to be re~exammed" 
{Lacan, I953b: 235), Thus, in addition ~o t~e three elements of the Oedipus 

complex ~:molher. cBild, l~therL Lacan often speaks of a t-ooai~ element: 

sometimes he argues iha~ this foua~ element is oDx~ {Lacao, ~953b: 237: 

$4. 431), nod ;n o~tmr dmea he argues tha! {{ ~a~ ~t~e *’~A~us ~$3, 319L 

In 1955 Lacm~ goes on ~o compare paychoanalyuc treatment to bridge, "a 

game hx" f~ur playe~" (g, ~39: see E, 229-30~ In i~e same year, he describes a 

quaternary made np of ;~ ~riadic sgmcture plus a fmmh element (the 

Other impo~;m~ qualer~ary s~nactmes which appear in Lacan’s work 
~cg~ k (which has four nodesL the tbur partial drives and their four 

corresponding pa~-ok~ec~s, and ~be [our discourses teach og wt~ch ~s f~ur 

symbols assigned ~o [our p~aces), [_.scan al~o eoumera~es font ~fi:mdam~ntal 

concepts ol psychoanalysis" flacon, 196~a), and spe~ks of tha dntho.w as 

fourth ring which prevents the o~hcr three rings in ~he ~o~ou~ ~t<~ (tbe 

REAL 

three orciers of the real. the symbolic and the imagina~,) from becoming 

separated. 

g 

’rP..a] (.r~) Lacan’s ~se of the ~erm ~real" as a substantive da~es back m 
~arly paper, published in I936 The ~ean was popular amang regain 
aphers a~ t~e time, and is the focus o[ a wm’k by Emile Meyerson {wh ~c~ Lacan 

~gers to in the 1936 paper: Ec, 86). Meyerson defines the real ~s 

Roustang, 1986: 61}. In speaking of "the real’, then, Lacan ~s foUowing a 

eommo*~ practice in one strand o[ early twentieth-ceamry philosophy. How- 
ever, while this may he Lacan~5 s~a~i~g point. ~he term nndergoas many shifts 

io meaning ana osage ~hroug~m~t his work, 
At first the real i~ s~mply opposed to the realm oflhe image, which seams 

locate it io the realm of being, beyond appearances (Ec, 85}. However, the 

that even at ~his em’ly point Lacan disIingmshes between the rea! a~d ’the 

indict~tes that the real is already prey m a cot*am ambiguity (Ec. 

After appearing in 1936, /he term disappears from In,con’s work m~fil t~e 
early 1950s, when Laean invokes HegeFs view ~hat ~everything whirr is real 

rational (a~d vice versa}" (Ec, 226). I~ is not until ~ 953 thai Laca~ elevates the 
real to ~he status of a %ndamenml category of psychoanalytic theoq; the real 
is henceforth ooe of the there oa~e~s according to which a!l psychoana]yuc 

phenomena may be descriNM, the other two being the symbolic order and and 

the imagi~ar~ order. The real is rims ~o longer simply opposed m the 

iNagia~y, b~t is also k~cated beyond the symbolic, Unlike the symbolic, 

which is constituted in te~a or oppositions saeh as that between presence 
and absence. ’there is no absence in the mad’ ($2. 313}. Whereas the sy mbahc 

~)ppositmn between presence and absence robotics the permanent ppssibility 

that someIbing may he missing from the symbolic order. ~he real "is always 

its place: it carries il glued to its heel ignorant of what might exiie it 

there’ {Ec, 25: see SI 1. 
Whereas the symbolic is a se~ ot differentiated, discrete eleme*~ts 

signifiem, the real is, in itself, undifferem~amd; "the real is absolute]y without 

fissure’ IS2, 97}. It is the symbolic which introduces "a cu~ m the ~eaI’ m the 

process ot Stgnificat~om ’it is the world or wnrd~ that creates the world 

things - ~hinga o~gioa~ly con~sed in the hic t,~ mmc of the all in the pmce~s 

comingdnto-being’ (E. 65:}, 
In these formulations of the period ~953-5. the real emerges ;xs that which 

outside language and massimilab}e {o symbolisation, l[ ~s ’that which resist~ 

symbolization absolu[ely" {SI. 66L or, again, the real is "the domahx 

whatever subsists outside symbolisatio~" {Ec. 388). This theme remains a 
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REAL 

ctmstam throughout the rest of Latch’s work. a.nd leads Lacan to link the real 
w~th ~he concepl of im~ssibility, The real is ~the imposs}5~e’ (81 l, IbV) 
because it is impossible to imagine, impussible *o integrate into t~e symbohc 
order, and imp~s~ible to attain ~n any way, h is th~s character of imposs~M~ty 
and u.f resistance to symbolisation which ~ends !~e real ~s essentially trm~marie 
quality. Thus in his reading of {he ea~e of Little Hans {Freud, ~909b) in [he 
semiru~r of 1956-7, Laean distinguishes two real eleme~ls which intrude and 
disrupt {he l:hild’s mmginary preoeaipal harmony: lhe real penis which begins 
to make itself telt m infantile masturbation, a~ld fl~e newly born sis{e~ tS4, 
308-9’~. 

The *eaI also has connotalions of ma{iet; ~mplying a material substrate 
underlyang the magmaq and the symbolic (see ~k~{I4LIS~). The connota- 
t~ona of matter also link the concept of the r~aI m ~he realm of mol~o~.~Y a~d to 
the body in i[~ brute physicality ~as opposed to ~he imag{naU and symbolic 
lm~ctions of ~he budy)~ For example the real father is the biological father, and 
d~e real phallus Js the physical pems as opposed to the symbolic and imaginary 
functmns of this organ, 

Throughout his wo~k. Lacan u~s t~e conc.epl of the real to elucidate a 
number of clinical phenomena: 

poss~ble mediation, and is th~s ’the csscntml oklect which iSn’! an object 
m~y longer, but this somethiug faced wiib vch{ch all words cease and all 

camgories fail the object of a~xiely far e.rc~lle~.e’ ($2, 164}. R is the missed 

encounter w{{/~ this real oh}oct which p~esents ~tsetf in the fi)rm of trauma (S / l, 

55}. It is ~he O,che which lies "beyond lhe [symbo[ic~ aummaga,q" (S 11,53) (see 

~ ~,S~,Lt~Ct~,’A’~aONS W}mn something cannot be in~.egrat~d m lt~e symbolic 
order, as m psychos~s, ~t may remm ~n tim ~eal in ~he }~.wm of a hallucination 

The p~eced{ng commeuts trace oul some of tile mare uses to whacb LacaR 
pu*8 the categmy of the ~aL hut am far from covering all the cumplexities of 
fl~is term. /n fhct, Lacaa ~akes pains to ens~ that the real remain~ {he most 
e~usive ~ad mysmrious of t~e ~h.~ee mder~, by speaking of il less than of the 
olber ardem, a~d by making it the silo of a radical indeterminacy, Thus it ~s 
never o:~mple{ely clear whether the real is exmr~al or in~ernal, or whether a{ is 
unknowable or amenable m reason, 

~ Exter~allinternai On the one hm~d. the term ’the leaf seems to imply a 
s{mplistac notio~ nf an objeoive, external reality, a materint substrate which 
exisls h~ i~selE indepe~denIiy of any observe~. On the other ha~d. such a 
naive v~ew of ’ibe real ~s subverted by {he facl thai the re!l also includes 

such things as hallucinations and traumatic dreams, The real is t~us both inside 
and outside (S?, I lg: see eX~ACYJ (e.**Dnit~), This ambiguity reflects the 

REALITY PRINCIPLE 

ambig~Ry )nherenI in Freud’s own use of the ~wo German terms fo~ 
{Wi~’lic~keit and R~aliti~t) and ~he distinction Freud draws betwe~m 
reality and pzvchicat reaiiiy tF~eud. 19O0a;: SE V. 620L 

~ Unknowabl~rational On the on:e hand, lhe real cmmot be known, since 
it goes beyond both the imaginary a~d the symbolic; )t is, like the Kantian 
thinDin-ilse[f, a~ u~k~owable x, On the other hand. Lacan quotes Hege! 1o the 
effect that the )’ea~ is rational aml the ,aHonal ~s real, thus ~mplying ~hal 
amenable m caDulafion and logic. 

It is pesstMe to discern in Latch’s work, from the early lO70s on, an al~emp~ 
m resolve this indeterminacy, by reDrence {o a distinction between the real 
and ’realky" (such as when Laca~ defines reality as ’the grimace oflhe real" m 
Lacan. 1973a: 17; see a~so S17, lg8). h~ this opposition, the real is placed 
fi~ly on the side brahe unknowable and unass~miiable, while "reality" denotes 
subjective represema~mns w~ich are a product of symbolic a~)d imaginaw 
a~icuia~ions (Ereud’s "psychical reality’), IIowaver, after 0qs opposit~o~ 
i~t~od~ced~ Lacan ~Joes ~ol maintain it in a consistenl or systematic wa~. 
oscitiams between moment~ when the oppOSition is c~early maintatned and 

",~al{ty’ imerchangeabiy. 

reality principle (prD~cipe de rgalitg) Aceo~-dmg to I-~’reud, me 
psyche is at [}rst regulate0 entire~y by the m.g~gt~RE ~’~Nclm,~. which seeks to 
experience safisfactio~ via a haliuc~natoW co,hexes of a memory o~ 
satisi~cliom However, ~he sub.~ect soon discovers that hallucinating does 
relieve NS needs, and is thus forced "to R)rra a concep~ion or Ihe 
ci~msta~ces m the exlerna!: world" (F~eud, I91 lb: SE XlI, 219}, A new 
"principle of me~tal foncfioning" is thus iuhoduced {the "reality princlple’L 
wbicE modifies the pleasure principle and forces the sui~ect to ~akc more 
ci,cuilous tomes /o satisfaction, Since, }~owcver. ~l)e ~d~ima~e aim of 
)ea!ity principle is still the satisfact~m~ of the drives, i~ can be said that 
substituti9~ o{ the realiU principle f~r the pleasure prinople im~he5 
de,sing of the p~east~re prmctp~e, but oMy a sa~egaardiug of it" 
1911b: SE XIL 223). 

From earl~ om Lacan )s opposed m what he calls "a nmve conc~:p~ion of the 
reality p~inciple’ {I951b: IlL That is. he rejecls any accoom of human 
develo~meot baaed o~ an unproblemat~c notion of "reality" as an 
m~d self-evi~ent given. He emphasises Frond’s posmon d’,a~ the reality prin- 
ciple is stil~ ultimately m the service of ~e p~easure principle: "fl~c reah 
principle is a delayed action pleasure principle’ {$2, 60~, Lacaa thus chab 
[e~ges ~he idea that ~he sub)oct has access ~o an ~afMlible means of distmg)fish- 
iog between reality and FA~TASg. "[R]e~ Jity isn’t.just there so that we bump our 
beads up against the raise pa~hs along which the fmmtioNng o[ ~he pkasure 
principle leads us. In ~mth. we make reahty om of pleasure" {$7. 225!. 
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recollect.ion (rem&noratiotO RecoHectio~ (rema;mora.ti~m) and 
remembering On4morario~) are symbolic processes whic~ Lacan conrxas~s 
with reminiscence fFr. ,,~mL,¢iscence), w~ich is a~ imaginary phenomenun. 
Whereas remembering is the act w~ereby some event or signifier is registered 
t~r the first time m the svmbohc N~o~,~. recollection is ~he ac~ whereby sach 
an evem or signifier i.~ recalled. 

Reminiscence revolves reliving pas~ .experience and feeling once again the 
mnotio’ns associated wit~ thal experience. ~can stresses t~at the analytic 
process does not mm at ,emiuiscence but a~ recollection. ~n {his sense. 
differs from the ’cathar~i,z method" invented by Josef Breuer. Sn whic~ the 
emphas}s ~as p~ace~ on a discha(ge of pathogenic affects via the reliving 
ce~ain traumatic events. While it is true that intense memories may be evoked 

~j. ~n psychoanalylic treatment, wit~ aceomgm~mg emotiooal discharge, {his 
not ~he basis o~ the analytic process. Reminisgence is also linked by Lacan 
~he Platonic ~heou of know~edge. 

RecoUeetion in the treatmem ~nvolves the patient tracing the master 
nifiers of his Hfe, or. in othe~ words, ’the realiz.~liun by Ihe subjec~ of his 
h~stmy in his relation to a Nture" (E, 8g), By means of recoUec~ion, the 
t~almenl a~ms at "t~e complete reeo~stitut~on of the subject’s history" 

{ 121 and ihe "assumptio~ of h~s h~story by the subject" {E, gg}. What matters 

~ nm ’rehving" {l~e formative evems of the pus~. in a~v i~tuitive or experiential 
~ way {which would be me~ reminiscence, nr - even Worse - A~Tne~o ou’r}: on the 
: comrary, what matters is what lhe anMysand reconstructs of his past (S i 
I the key, word being "recrmsmmt" ’lt is less a m;~tter o{ *emembering than 

~ rewriting histoD,~ {$1, 

regression (r~resxiou) Freud intr~uced the concept of regmssim~ in 
?lw ]~)terpretatto~ (~ Dre~ms m order to explain the visas[ nature o[" dreams. 
Basing him~lg on a mpograpgicM mr~del in ~hich ~he psyche is conceived 
as a :-,cries r~f distinct systems. Freud argued that du*ing sleep progressive 
access to motor activi*y is blocked. ~us forcing thoughts to {ravel ~gressively 
thmogb these systems towards the system of percep~m~ (Freud. 19{Kin: SE V. 
538--55L He la~er added a passage ~o this section distmgmshing ~e~ween this 
mpographival kind of mgressior~ and what he called ronp<,~¢ regression 
fw~en the s~bject rove)Is lo p~vious phases of development} m~d f~rmal 
regressmn ~the t~se of modes of ex~ressmn which ai,e less eompiex than 
otBersl ~’Freud_ 190On: SE V. 548 [passage added in 

Lacan argues thal ~he concep~ of ~gression has been one of ~he mos~ 
misunders{ot~ concepts m psychoanalytic theory, l~ ~articular. he cdiicises 
the "rnaDcaF view of re.gres~ion, uccoedi~g to wSlch regression is seen as a 
real phenomenon~ in which adults "actually regm~s. ~am to the state of a 
small child, and start wailing’. In this sense of the term. ’regression does not 
exist" ~$2. I{~}. In place of this nusconception, ~ean argues that regmssmn 
mus~ be u~derstood firs~ a)~d gvremost in a topogr~tphical sense, which ~s 
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way F~eud understood vhe term when he introduced it in 1900, and rm~ m a 
temporal ~,ense ~see ~tN~), In o~her ~ords. ’there ~s re~Fession on the plane o{ 

something aotermr, but m me segsg o~ 
msaginary’ {$4, 355}. as ret~ression can he said to have a temporal ser~se, it does nol 

.... :?3 ..... " " " iavoDe th" sub~ec~ "going back m rune .; but, 

):,~t,~,x~Ds. )eg~ssmn . , ~-    ~,’ ~)h~- i~ a orescripSon" ~E, 255~. Regres- 
stgmfiers used ~       %- -.am~ e is to be ondersmod in ,erms o{ 
art cu at~o~ o~ ral d~maads (the demand to be fed, evident in the dema~ 

o     ,, ~ntemretat~ons)~ W en underslood m th~s sense, 

reaffirms I~m {mpo~aaee of regreSSiOn i~ psychoanalytic treatmenl, arguing 
that regression to the anal stage, f~,r example, is so m}portan~ ~ha~ ao analysis 
which has not enconmered ~bis can be ea~led complete ,$8, 242}. 

rel~gioll (religion) Freud renounced tl~e Jewish feiig~’m of h~s p~rents 
(tho0gh not h~s Iewi:~h identity} and ~m~sidered himself an atl~eis~ Whi~e he 
regarded monotheistic fom~s of religion as the sign of a high!? developed state 
ot (:ivili~atio~, he nevertheless thought that all religions were t)amer~ 
cuim~at progress, and thus argued tha~ ~hey should be abandone~ io favou~ 

against suffering by "a deiosm~aa[ remonlding of reality’ .m~ thus concluded 
that {hey "retest be classed ~m~ong the mass-delu~o~s" of humankind 
lq’YDa SE XXI. 81) He saw ~he idea of Gvd as an e~pres~m~ of infantile 
lo~gmg fo~ a pro~ec~ive father (Freud. 192"?e: SE XXL 22--~), and described 
re~igio~, as "a umversa/ obsessmOa~ neurosiS" (Freud~ I907b: SE tX, I26--7L 

Lac:aa too considers himself an atheist, hav~ng regOuuced the Catho~ic 

religion of h~s parents (Lacan’s brother, however, spem most of h~s ~ife 
Benedictine monk), Li~e Freud he opposes religion to ~cieace. and a{igns 
~sychom*alysis with ~he latter (Sl~. 265). Distinguishing reiigio~ from ~    svchoanuly~is oa the basis of their different relation5 

,~ ,,~£ ,~ cause ~can presems religion ~s a ~em~ o~.7,.;[d ~e’s ~s ~[, sed~ice 

God. to arouse his desire (SI l. i 13)- He 
~s no~ God is dead but God is ut~co*rsc’?o~(s tSi ~, 59~ and ethanes Freud’s 
remarks about similarities between redidous practices and oSsess oaal neuru-- 

sis ($7. 130). 
~eym~d these remark~ on ~he concept of religiom Lacao’s d)scm(rse abounds 

in metaphors dl~awn {~om Christian theology. The most obvious example 
surely the phrase ~he NAME-OF-T~E-FA2H~R~ which Laban adopts w, deno*e a 
[~mdamental signi~ei whose loreclosure leads m psychosis. However. th~s 
~a)- from the o~ly e~amp[e- Tiros ,he changes w~oughl by t~¢ sTmbohc are 
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described it~ creath?nist raLher than evoiuth’mary terms, aItha,agh paradoxicMlv 
Lacan regoes ’~hat ~s c~eationism is actually ~be on]y perspective that ~allow~ 

a.n~ ~o glimpse th~ possibility of tl~e radical elimma,on of God" IST, 213), In 
the seminar of 1972-3 Im uses t~ term ’God" as a merapbor ~br the b~ Other-, 

rnystic~ such as St Teresa of Avila rS2O. 70M 1, 

repe~{ion (r@d~ition) Freud’s most impm’tam discussion of the repe*i, 

~ qde (1920g) where he I~ak~ it to the concept of the ~aT~ oR~vs. F~eud posited 

the existence of a basic ctm~puls.ion ~o repeat m order to explain certain 

data: namely the tendency ol the sabjec~ to expose himself again and 

{ distressing silua*~ons. {t i~ a basic principle of psychoanalys,s {bat 

,~,    f,’ ,. . a u mat payc~mana[y1~c {realment can thereli~m break ~c cycle of 
~ re.peu~lon by helping the patient remember (see xc’rmt~ OL~T),         ’ 

h~ gacmFs preq950s wink. the concept of repetition is linked with that 

~he CO~PLFX ... an inter ~alised social structure wh{cfl lhe subject repeatedly and 

comp~fiswe~y re-enacts. At this time Lacan oRen translates ~keud’s W~ederha- 

psychiatry (Pierre Jacket. Gagman Gatian de Cl~ramba~lO, 

Whi~e gacaa uever completely abandons ~he ~erm at,’~omatixme de 
~irm. in the 1950s he increasingly ases the ~erm "gr}s~stence’ (Fr, ut$l~nc~} 

ret~r to O~e repetition crm/pulsion. Thua repet{~km is no~ defined as the 

} insistence of the signifier, ur the i,sisteace uf the s~gnifying chain,, t~r the 

insistence ~ff the letter ff’im’ta,c~ de h~ lettne); ’reoetifion ia fl.mdan’umtaLy 

] t~e insistence t~f speech" ($3. 242}, Certain s~g~i~ers b~ast ou ~etmmMg m 

the [ilk of !he subject, despate the resist;races which bh’ak {hem. ]n 

repetitfon/iesixtence is represcmed by ~he axis A-S. while file axts 
represenls *he resistance {or ’inertia’} which opposes 

In the 19~}0s. repehtmn :i:q redefined as ~he ~:eturn of Jouissance, an excess of 

enjoyment which reg~3rlls ~g~.m alld agab~ /o transgress ~he i~mits 9t" the 

~’~,~s~’R~ ~m~cwL~ and seek death {S 17, 51 ~. 

The rcpe(ilion compulsion maniles~s itself in analytic tmat)l)ent 
ru ,v’a:~5~<’ts, ’,,,’hereby the analysam’J repeats in his relati onship to the analyst 

ceaam attitudes which c~arac:terised his earlier relationships witb his parents 
and otl~ers_ Lacae ~ays great emphasis ~a this svmbulic aspec~ of transference. 

distinguishing it from tim ~magmaD, dimensiot~ of transference tthe affects 
hwe and ha~e~ (Sg. 2041. However. Lacon points om ~hat althoug~ 

repemmn compulsion manifests itself perhaps most clearly in the transfer- 
trace 11 {~ not iu ~{self limited ~o the transferer~ce: in ~tseif. ’Hie concep~ of 

repentkm ha~ nothing to do with the concepl o~ trnnsference" (S ~, 33). 

Repeti0on ~s the generM characleristic of {he signiI~aing @~in. the manil~sm~ 
tkm nf the nncon~c~ou~ m every subieck and transference {s on/y a yew special 

REPRESSION 

wbicg cannot simpty be equated with the repetition compulsion itself ($8, 

repressio~t (refoulement) The concepl of repression ~s one ~.~f the 

most bask concepts in psychoaoalytic lheory, and denotes the process by 
which certain thoughts or memories are expel{cO from consciousness a~d 

confined to tl~e onco~lscious. Freud was firs~ led 1o hypothesise tbe process 
repression through his investigation m~o the amnesta of hysterics{ patterns 
He later distinguished between primal repression (a "mylhical" {’orgeUmg of 

something that was never conscious ~o begin ~ith. an or~gmary ’p>ychical 

act’ by which tl~e m~co~scious is first constituted} and secoudary 
(concrete acts of ~pression whereby some idea or perception that was once 

con~cmus is expeIled from ~]~e COItSCIOU8 L ~gcg repress:on does not deswoy 
the ideas or memories that are ~ts target, but mereb confines then} ~o the 

vncm~scious, the repressed mateda{ is always BaNe m return in a dis~orted 

k~rtn, m symptom3~ dreams, slips of the tongue, elc. ~the ~iurn of tee 

represse~/, 
For Lacan, repression i~ the fundamental operalmn w’h~ch 

neuros~s from the ~,ther c~inical sm~ctures. Whereas psychotics 

~nd perve*ts disavow, oaly neurotics repress, 
Wha~ is it that is ~epressed? At one poia~ Laean speaks of the s~g,ified as 

ob}eet of re~ression {E, 55), bu~ he soon abandons th~s view and argues instead 

lhat it is always a signilier thut is repressed, ~mver a s~gMfied (St !. 218) Th~s 
latter view seems lo correspond more c~osely to Prm~d’s view that wbal 

repressed is not the ’affect" {which can only be displaced or transformed~ 

the "idealiomd representative" of the dt 
Lac~m also ~akes up Freud’s distinction between primal represszon and 

~condary repression~ 
l. Prima! repression (Get, L/rverdrO,ugnng~ is d~e alienation of desire when 

need is articulated.in demand (E, 286), k i~ Mso the unconscious sigmfyh~g 
chain {E. 314). Primary repression is the repressmn of {be fi:rst s~g~fiiier, "From 

the moment he speaks, from t~at precise momen~ a~d oo~ before. I 

that 1here is rep~ssion" ($20, 53). Lacan do~s ~m~ see primary *~p 

specific psychical act, localisable in time. bul as a stmctmal feature of~ 
I~nguage i£~el[ - namely, its aecessaW incompletmr*ess, the hnpossibility 

ever saying *the truth about trnlh" (Ec. 868"), 
2. Secondary rcpresswn (Ger. gerdrih~gung~ is a specific psych~cM act 

which a signifier *s elided from the MgnKying cbain~ Secondary repres~m~ 
structured like a metaphor, a*~d always invo~ve~ ’the return of ~he repressed’. 
whereby the repressed signifier reappears under the g~ise o[ the varioo~ 

h>rmadons of the unconscwus {i.e. symptoms, d~eams, parapraxes, jokes, 
etc.). In secondary repression, represswn and the retun~ of the repressed "ace 

the same thiog - 



s~mila~ to theft ~.~f Ihe litular rnemhers of olher ps)choanMiytic sucietm~, 

La~:an ca~led ~he PAss. "1"h~: pas~ was iastil~ted b~ Lacan in 1967 as a means of 

EFP. Another original [Oamre of th~ EFP was ~he pmmt~uon o~ research in 

EFP. and ~’a I q8 ! he created a new in:~.fit~t~on in i~s stea0. U~e ~cole d~ ta Cause 

Freud~enne I EC}q. Some ~f lhe original m~mbers, of the EFP %Ilowed Lacan 

m~o,~he ECF. whereas others left m set ~p a variety of uther groups. Some o~ 

’these group~ still exist ~oday, as do~s lhe ECF 

8~1~2~, ($Ci~IR:~) Both F~ead an6 Lacan use lhe tm’m ~sc~eace’ 

smgu!a< thus ~mplying Iha~ there is a ~pecigc unified, homogeneous Mnd of 
discourse lha~ can be called "scientific’. This dacourse begins, according to 

Deud ,’egarded science (Ger. Wis.~e,~scha¢~ - a mrm wi~ markedly 

opposed il to the ~g;~ctionary forces of RF&~G~ON. Lacan’s attitude ~o scmuce 

lhe symbolic dimension of huma~ e:d:-;tence and th~s encou[~gi~lg modern man 

"~o f,z)~gc~ his suhjcctwity" ~E, 70). He also compares modern science ~o a "fully 

reafised paranoia, m the sense thai its mta/ising const)uct{ons resemble the 

m’chi)ectt)m (ff a delusion (Ec. 874/. 
On lhe other hand. fl)ese critacisms are no~ levelled al smence i~er so, but 

the posmv)s~ mode uf science, Lacan implies t~at positivism is aclually 

ratmnaliam o~" {{oyrd. Bachelard and Cagguil~em than {o empiricism. In other 

~kwnlah~-;e .psychoanalytic thorny )n terms of variot~s mathematical formulae 
Isee MAT}~kM<I’U’~. ALGEBRA}. These {)rmula~ a~ao encapsulate a f~rther 

charnctcr~sIic of scicn~ifi~ discm~rse (perhaps the most t~Jndun)enta~ one i~ 

Lacan’s x,~e~,,/, which is that i~ should be transmissible {Lacan. 1973a: 
Lacan argues ll~at ~c~ence i:s characterised by a particular relataoaMfip to 

~;’n). {1~ ~he one ba~d, }t nltcmp~s (i~]egitimate]y. Ihinks Lac~n) m moan- 

polise m.~th as k:~ exciusp~e property (Ec. 79); and. on d~e other hanoi ~ us Lacan 

{aw~" argue~;I, scle~ce is m fact hascd on a t~~reck,sure of the concept of trud~ 
cause{Ec g7d}. 

Science ~s also charac~er~sed by a pamcular relationship {o 

{ sa~’o,;~. *n Ihal sc~e~ce i~ based oa ~he exclusion of ar~y access to k,mwledge 

by rccour>e to in~vition and thus f<nvcs all the search fo~ knowledge to 

SCIENCE 

o~,~ly lhe path of mason (Ec, 831L The modern subj:ec~ ~s the "suNec~ 

~aw a common presupposilim~:. In stating ~ai ps2choana~ysis operams omy 

based nn a’ay appea~ to an ineffable experience or gash uf intuitia)~, bu~ on a 

AI though) the disti ~ctioa between ~he httma n sc)e nce~ and Ihe ua~ uru~ sc 

had become qtme ~ell established ~y the end ~f the ~netee~Ih century 

1o the v,,~k of Dilfl~ey). it does not figure in Freud’s work. Lacan. on me 

’lmma~ *ciences’ (a term which Lacan d~sfikes inte~*s~)y ~ see Ec, 859} a)~d 
’natural sciences’, gacan prefers ins{end to talk ot file "coR]<ctnral sc{enceg" 

science~ of su~iectivity) and the "exact sciences’. When-as {he exi~c~ 
co~em the field of phenomena in wNch there is no one who t~ses a signifier ($3. 

186L {he con jeerers{ sciences are fundamemal~y differem b~cause they concern 
being~ who inhabit the symbolic order. In ~9~5, however, k.acan 
~he distinc{i,~a between cmqecmr~l and exact sciences; 

~o kruger be sustained from the moment when conjecture is susceptible to an 

exam ca~culatio)~: (probability) and wheu exactkt~de ~ based only on a 

formalism which separam~ axwms and laws of gray, ping symbols. 
~ Ec. 863 ~ 

Whereas m the la.~t century physics provided a paradigm of exactitutle for 
the. e;~ael .~cae~,,ces which made lhe conjectural smences seem sloppy by 
c~mpa~ison, ihe acrivai u~ lhe scene of structural linguistics redressed the 
imbalance by providing a*~ equally exac~ puradigm t~r thv 
cos. Whe~ Freud borrowed terms fiom other sciences, it was always from the 
natural sciences (principally ~no~ nov, medicine and themmdym~mn:~) because 
these ’,veto t~ne only sciences around i~ Freud’s day that provided a model of 

sciences. Lacan argues that ~h~s parachgm ~q~t 
S~7~r~m)/ations o[ ~he concepts that he borwaed from the natural sciences. 
In other words, whenevm" Freud borrowed concepts from bioiogy 
~ated tho~e coa~cep[s s~ radically tha~ he created a mta!iy new pu~aO*gm which 
was qmte alien *o ils biok*gica~ ori~h)s. Thus. according m Lacam Freud 

Is psychoana~ys~s a science’? Freud was qui,e explici~ 
scientific status of p~ychoanNy~is: ~Whi/e h was originally 
p;micular therapeutic method." he wrote in 1924, ’i~ has now a~so become 
the name of ~ scie~ce -- the science of U~CO~SCiO~IS ~ell[i~[ processeg" tFreud, 
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1925a: SE XX. 70). However. he also insisted on the nmque charavler of 

psychoanalys~s that sets it apart from the other sciences: ’Every S<:lence is 

based ou c, bse*vutions a~d expertences aaived at Ihm~gb the medim~ nf our 

psychical appar~tus. But si~ce our science has as its s,,thject that apparmus 

ibelf, the ana{ogy e~ds here" rFreud. 1940a: SE XXIIL 159},The question 
the status of psych{~aoalys~s and ~ts reIationship with other disciplines is also 

due to which Laca~ deviates much atteu~mn, In his pre.war writings, psycho- 
anaiwis is seen unreservedly in scientific terms [e.g. Lacan. 19361 However, 

after 1959 Logan’s atta~ude to ihe q~aestion becomes much more c~mp}ex. 
[n 1953. he states tha~ i~ fl~e opp~si/ion sc~m~ce ve~:~us A~. psycboanalys~s 

can be located on the side of arL on condi*io~ thai the term "aW is unde~ood 

m the sense m whic{~ it was ~sed in the Middle Ages, when the qiberal ar~s’ 

included arithmetic, yeomen,y, music and grammar {Lacan: }953b: 224 

However. m lhe oppos~fioa science versus religion. [.scan follo~,s Freud m 

arguing ~at psychoanalysis ha~ more in common with sciem~fic discourse t~an 
religaous discourse: "psychoanalysis ~s not a religion, k proceeds g~om 

IL as Lac,m argue~, a ~cie~ce is only constituted as such by isolating and 

deflating *~s parficula~r t>bjeet of enquiry {see Lacan, 194fi. where be argues ~hat 

psyuhoanMyxis has ac~aally sel psychology on a scientific foisting by providing ~it ~vi~h objec~ the Ec, 188}~ then. wheu in 1965 imago gr~.~per 
he is~dales tl-~e g,~h,Te~ pvlir a as t~e object ~f psychoanalysis, he ~s in effecl 

claiming a scientific s~a{us lot psychoanalysis tee, 863L 

Hm, vever, from l[fis pnint on Lacan comes increasingly to question this view 
of psycheanalyxis as a science. In the same year he s~ates that psychoanalysis 
is out a science bul a ’practice" (Frmiqg,’¢l with a ’scientiae vocation" (Ec. 

863L {h~mgh {n ~he same year he al~o speaks of *the psychoanalytic ~cience’ 
(Ec. 876L By I977 he has become more categoricaE 

Psychoanalysis ~s ~mt a science. ~t has no sckmtific stares - i~ merely waits 
and hopes |’t,,r ~t. Psychoanalysis ~s a delusion - a delusion which k* ex peered 
to produce a scram:e, . . It ia ~ scientific de}usion, but ~h~s dnesn’t mea= 1hat 
arm tydc practice will ever produce a science. 

(Lacan. 1976-7: s,emi~ar of I{ January 1977: Or,,ffcar?, ]4: 4) 

However. eve~ when L~c;m makes such statemerus, he sever abm’~dona the 
prtklec~ of formalising psychoanalytic theory in linguistic and mathematical 

~erms. Indeed. the tension between the scientific fnrmalism of the N.~Ta~,*~ and 

the semamlc profusion ~/ falangue constitutes one of ~he mos~ imeresting 

fea[ure~ of Lacan’s ~a~er work. 

semblartce (sembla~t) Rm’ming throughout Lacan’s work is the i0ea 
~hat appearances are deceptive, an idea that ts closely connected to d’te 
classical p!,,ilosophicaI opposition between appearance and essence tsee SI 1, 
103if-". The very distraction between the unagiaaw and the symbolic implies 
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INs opposition between appearance and essence. [_l’ihe imaginary ~a the realol 
of observable phenomena which act as lures, w~i~" {he symbolic is t~e 

of u~der~ving suuctures which cann:ot be observed but which mus* be 

deduced~" 
Thi~ opposition ~nfo~S all scientific enq~fry, a basic presupposition ~f 

which is that the scientist must attempt to pene[tate through false appear- 
ance ~nto the hidden reality. Similarly, m ~sycBoana~ysis, as in science, 

"only he wh~ escapes from Nlse appearances can achieve trmh" {$7. 
However, false appearance {n psychoanalysis is differem frnm 

appearance m the natural sciences. For the natural scientist, the false 
appearance {e.g, a straight-stick that appears to be bent when hMf 

submerged in water} ~acks the dimension of del~berale decepuon, which 

is w~y Lacan states t~at the axiom~of natura~ science is the belief in an 

Im~est, non.-deceiffu~ God ($3, 6,f). ~owever, m the conjectural sciences. 
and in psychoauaDsis, there is a~wa~ the problem tbal the falxky <ff 

appearance may be d~e to 
Lacan uses twa terms to refer [o fa~ appearances. The term apl~arent’e 

that used in philosophical discuss~oos of the distinction between essence and 

appearance. The term semblam is ~ess lecbnicaL but acquires a growing 

tmportance in Lacan’s work over the years, It appears as early as I957 

{e,g, Ec. d35:: $4, 207), and is used sevenfl times m the seminar of 

(S~I, 107L but it is no{ until the early 1970~ {got the term comes ~o occupy 

an importat~t p~ace in Lacaa’s theoretical vocabulary, At firsl gacm~ uses 
term to refe~ LO ~uch issues as t~minine sexualky, which is charack:ri~ed by 

dimension o1" masquerade (see Rivi[m, 1929L Lamr on. Lacan uses the 

t~ chamcterise general features of the symbolic order and ,~s rela~mus to 

imaginary and ~e real. Thus Lacan devotes hi~ I970--1 semhmr m 
discourse ~hat wo~dd ~sot be ~emblance’. ~n which he argues thai "~um 

not simply lhe o[~posi~e of appearance, but i~ i~ fact co*~tinuous wiIb ik 
a.nd appearm~ce are like the two sides of a moebi~as strip, which ;:m in 

only one side. In t~e seminar of 1972 3~ Lacm~ goes on m s~a~e that 

pert* a is a ~semblance of being" ($20, 84). tha~ love ~s addressed to 
semblance (S2O, 85). and thin ~tm~ssm~ce is only evoked or elaborated on 

the basis of a semblance {$20, 85~. 

sell~I.lalr (s~mi~mire} In 1951. Lacan began to give prlvale lectures 

Sylvia Bataille’s a~.artment at 3 rue de Li!le, The lectures were stranded by 

small group of trainee psyctmmm]ysts, and were based on readings of some of 

Freud’s case hiatuses: De)at, ~he Ra~ Man and the WoK Man. Iu ~953. 

re,me ~f thesm lectures moved to the HdpitaI Sai~te-Anne where a ~arger 
audience could be accommodated. Although gacan ~omemnes rvl~rs m th~ 

private lectures of 1951-2 and 1952--3 as the 5rs~ two years of his ’seminar’. 

the term is now usually reserved fo[ the ptff~tic lec{ares which began m 1953, 

From that point ~m until his death in 1981. I.acaa rook a dif~mnL theme each 
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"""acade’n’~l~,’ ),car and deAver,2d" i a 1~1"1~$ ,o~ lectm’es on                            "a, The~e ~wemv--se~e~" 

~nnual ~rles o~ I~mttn~ m’~ u~u~fly felerre~ to ~ollectrv~lv a~ ~he ~nn~r, I 
Al~e,- ten years at the H6pitai Sainle~Anne. the seminar moved m the 

Normale Su~0neure in H),54. and m the Facult~ de Dro~ m 1973. These 

channel, of venue were due to v;adous reasons, not ~easl of which was the 
need-t{> acct~mmodam ~he ctmsl~mfly gwwmg audience as the seminar 

~:ra&~a~ly became a local poi?~l in fhe Parisian inte~ec~a~ resurgence of 
the 1950s a.d 

Given La~:an’s ir, s~stem:e that speech is the o~ly medium of psychoanMysis 

(E. 40L il is perhaps appropriate that ~he origma~ means by which Lacan 

developed a~d expounded his idea,~ sh~mtd have ba~n the spoken word. 

h~deed, as one commema~ar has remarked: "It must be reca/~ed that virtually 

all tff Lacan’s "’wt~tingF" [Ek’nY~l were originally oral presentations, ’tha~ in 

1995: 

As Laean’s seminars ~came iocreas~gly populac demand graw 

theft he wroge on ~he basis ol: some lectures dehvered in [he course of the 

seminar, gacan .ever published any ~ccount of his nw~ semi)mrs, ~n ~956--9 

Lac;m authoris~d ~ea~-Bertrand Poulalis to publish a few summaries of 

secli~m~ of the seminar during those yea~s, but this wa~ not enough 

:,;aisfy the growing demand tiw written ;~ccounts af Lacan’s teachi~g, tIence 
unaut!~orised transcripts of Lacao’s seminar began increasingly to be circu- 

lated amrmg his Ib[lowe<s in an ahm~st c~andes~ine w~y. In ,973. Lacan 

allowed his so~-in ~aw, Jacques.Alain Miller, m publish an edited transcript 

o[ the lectures given ~ 1964. the eleventh vea~ of t~e seminar. Since then, 
Mil~er has conlimmd to b~ug om edited versions of o{her years ~f the 

"-~emh~ar, although ~he number published is s~il~ fewer than half, Miller’s 

role in editing and publishh~g the semina~ bus led to some yew heated 
a[guments, with uppone~rs tin{ruing he has distor[ed Lucan*s original. 

However. as Mil~er himself has ~oimed out, the ~mnsition from a~ r~ral 

a written medium, and the editing tvquired by this, means lha{ ~hese 

published versions tff the seminm could never be simple ~mscSpls of 

{ec~ures gv~eu by Lacan ~see Mil{ea !985}. So far amy aisle of the 

s~m~na~ have been published m hook form. while authodsed extm<ts 

others have appea:red m ~he journal Oraicm’? Un~ut~mr~ed transcripts of the 
uupuh/i.~hed years of fl~e semina~ continue tu circulate today, both in France 

and abroad. 

The titles ,.,f each year Ic~r each ’book’/of the semiam, are lis~ on p 77. 

The anginal French t{de.~ and pubUcatkm details are lis~ed i~ the babli~graph}, 

at the end of this dictionary. 

SEMINAR 

Book Year Title 

1 1953~{ Frm~d’s papers on techniqae. 

II 1954-5 The ego ~n Freud’s theory and m the tecbmque at 

Ht 1955-6 The psychoses, 

IV [ 956.--7 Ob~ect 

V 1957--.8 The %rmations of the u~consdous 

VI 1958---9 Desire and its interpretatmn. 

VII 1959--60 The ethics of psychoanai ysis. 

V1H 19~-1 Transterence, 

~X 196~-2 Identification. 

X 1962--3 Anxiety. 

XI ~96a The four fundamental concep~ of psycboat~alys~s. 

XII 1964-5 Crucial problems for psychoanalysis. 

X[1] /965-6 The o~ect of psyehoanMys~s~ 

XIV ~9a(>7 The logic of fantasy, 

XV 196%8 The psychoanalytic 

XV1 1968-9 From one ~ to me v~uer. 

XVHI 1970---~ On a dtscoo~e that won d not be 

XIX 1971 2 . . Or worse. 

XX 1972~-3 

XXI 1973 -4 The non-&~.ped err~he names of the [athe~. 

XXII t974-5 RSI. 

XXHI 1975-6 The sb~¢home. 

XXIV lqqf~7 One koew that it was a m~smke~ moon on tim ,a’i~gs of 

love 

XXV ~977--8 The momen~ of concluding. 

XXV[ 197g=9 Topology and time, 

XVII 1980 Di,~solutkm, 



SEXUAL DIFFERENCE 

sexual difference The p]~rase ’se:,,,nal dK~erenceL which has come 
prominence in ihe debate ~tween p~ychoanalys~s a*nJ fel~i~is~, is UO~ pm’t of 
Freud% or Lacau’s t~emet~ca] vocabu{ary, Fret~d ~pcaks only of the a~atomica~ 
distlnvtim~ between *~e sexes and its psychical consequences (Freud, I925d): 
Lacan speaks of sexual po.~ition and the sexual reh¢ionsRfp, and occasmnaliy 
nf tl~e di]!erentia*ffm of the sexes ($4. 153}, However, both F~ud m~d Lacan 
address the quesOon of sexual difference, aad an entry has ,been ~ncluded for 

approaches Io Lacan’s work {see Brennam 1989: Gallop, 1992: Grosz, ~990: 
Mitchell and Rose. 

One of the basic presupposRions underlying Freud’s work is thai just 
fl~ere am cerlain physical dift>re~ce~ between men and women, s~ also the~e 
are psychical differences. In offaer words, there are ce~ain psychical cbaracler- 
~t ca~ be called "masculine" and o~ers thut ca~ ~e called "feminine’, 

Rather ~h~g to give any Anreal definition of t~ese terms (an impossible 

human ~ubiecl comes to acquire masculine u* feminine psychical cha*acte> 
istics. "Fh~s ts not an insfinc*ua~ or galor!! process, bul a complex one ~n which 
umm:,mica{ dift~rences i~teram with social and psychical far*ors, The whole 
process revolves around the c~s~R~r~o~ co’~pLvx, in ~hic~ the boy feara being 
de pdved uf his penis m~d the g~L assuming tha* sbe has already been deprived 
of hera. devek~ps Wn~s envy. 

goHowiug Freud, l,acan also engages wl~ the proNem of how the human 
m%n~ becomes a sexed sulk}eel. For L~can. masculinity and feminiMty are 
biological e~seaces h~at symbolic pos~ions, aud the assumption of one o~ the~e 
two positions ix Amdamemal {o {he construction of su~}ecfivity; the subject 
essentially a sexed .~ub~eet, ’Man" and "woman" are s~gMfiers tha~ sta~td for 
t~ese two subjective posafions ~$20. 34L 

~ For both Freud m:d gacan, the child is m fi,st ignorant of sexual difl~ence a~d 
so cam~ol take u9 a sexual posifina, it is only when tbe child discovem sexual 
difl~rence in the custratm~ complex ~mt he can begin to lake up a sexual 
position. Both Fraud and [.acan ~ee this pmccs~ of taking up a sexual position 
~s clo~eIy connected w~b the o~uwus c~m~.~n bu~ {hey differ on tl~e precise 
nature oh*he connecaon. ~ur Freud, ~t~e sul~ec~’s sexual position is determined 
hy the sex uftbe pa~ent with wbom ~he su~iect identifies ~n the Oedipus complex 

dr ~he subject ~demifies with the father, he takes up a masculine 

For Lac;m. however, the ~d~pus comple~ always invcdves symbolic ideutifica~ 
litm with tbe Fad-,er. and hence Oedipal idenfificadsm canm~t determine sexual 
po~itiort. According to Lacan. then. it is not tdenfification but the subject’s 
relmio~ship with the m-~AL~US whacN de~ermines scampi p~sition, 

"Fh{s relations;hip can either be one of ’havb’~g" or ’no~ haviug’: n~en have the 
sy~boHc phallus, and women don’t (oL to be mnre p~ecise, n-ten are 
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witho’~t having it’ [its ne sour ?as sans /’avcfir]l The assumption of a sexuM 
position as fundamentally a symbolic acL and lbe difference between the sexes 
can only be conceived of on the symbolic p~ane 1S4, 153): 

It is msofm" as the flmctio~ of man and woman: ~s symbolized, it ~s insular as 

domain of the symboIic, tha{ any normal, completed scandal pos*tio~ ~s 

rS3. 177) 

However, there ts no stgmfier of sexual differer~ce as suc£ which would 
permit Lhe subject to fully symbo[~se d~e funclmn of man and ~oman, 
hence ~t is ~mposs~ble m attain a fully ’normak finished sexual posmonL The 
s~bjgcI"s sexuM identity is th~s always a rather precarm~*s molter, a source of 
perpetual seff-q~estionmg, The qoestio~* of one’s uw~? sex {’Am I a man 
wnnlan~’ is the question wh{cb defines ~n,s-ram,~. The myaerio~s "o[her sex’ 
always L~e wm’na~l, for both men and womea, and therefore tl~e quesu m Of the 

(83, 17g), 
Although the anatomy/~oLo~v of {he subjecl plays a part m the quesm>n 

which sexual posRion the aub~ec~ w[~l take up. il is a fundamental axmm 
psychoanalytic theory that ami~amy does sot determine sexuM position,Jh~r~ 
s a ~upture between lbe biologica~ a~Lo~ dKf~ence ~%~ 

~;~/~-?~ea the non--representation of the reproducth’e garnet)on 

~;~ct ~te bimseK as ~le or fema~e being’ tSI I, ~04). T,~ere i~ no 

the phallus, and there is no ’femMe" equivalen~ of ll’~is s~gnifie< "stricdy 
speaking there is no symbolization o~ woman’s sex as such     the 
is a symbol to which there is no cogrespondent, no equivalent. It’~ a mat~er of a 
dissymmetry tn the signifier’ 1S3. 176) Hence the phallus ~s "the pivot which 
completes in both sexes ~he quesuoning of ~heir sex by the castration complex- 

¢,E, 198). 
It is this fm)damental dissymmetw in the s~gMfie~ which lead~ to 

dissymmetry between the Oed*pos complex i~ men and wnmen, Whmeas 
the male subjec~ desires the parent of the ather sex and identifies wiIh 
parent of the same sex. the female subject desires the parent o[ the s;~me sex 
a~d ’is required m ~ake the image of the other se~ as the b;~sis of 
identification" ($3, !76) ’For a woma~ the realizafio~ oi he~ ~cx ~s 
accomplished m the Oedipus complex m a way symmetrical m that ef 
man’s, not by ide~dficalio~ w~th the mod~e.r, b~ on the contrary by ~endfica- 
don with the paternal object, wificb asstgns her an exwa detour" (53. 
’This signifying dissymmetry determines the paths down which the 
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comp]e~ will pass, The two paths make them both pass down the same trai~ 

the trail of castratio:W ($3, 176/, 

1L the;L there is no symbo~ for ~he oppo~kion masculine-[~miMne as such. 

~he oaiy way to unde~ta~d sex~a~ differ~uce i~ in te~ns of fl~e opposition 

~ 
a ctivity-passivity (S~ i~ I92L This polafi:ty is fl~e only way m which 
opposition male-.gemale is ~epreseuted in the psyche since ~be biological 

I’unc~ion tff sexuality (repn~tueiio ~) is not ~eprese~ted (S[ I, 204), This 

why the quesdon of what one is lo do as a ma~ or a wo~mm is a drama which 

is ~itna~ed entirely in the fie~d of the Otl~er (S ] i, 2@~L which :is to say that 

sub]eel can o~iy rea~ise his sexualiiy on lhe symbolic level ($3~ 170), 

In ~he aemhmr o[’ 197C~-1 Lacan tries {o fo:maalise his theory of sexual 

dLffe:reace by means af %rmulae derived from symbolic logic; These reappe~ 

in the diagram of sexuai difference which L~ca~ presents in {he ~972-3 

seminar I’.Figu~v~6, taken from $20, 73). The diagram is divided inw va’o 

sides: on fl~e teA, [he male side, and o~ ~he fight, the %male side, ~e 

Ibrmulae of sexualion appe~r at the top ~f the diagram. Thus the %rm:ala~ 

~:m the male side are 3x~ (= there ~s at least ~ne x which is :~ot submitted 

formulae on the i~mMe s~de are ~xex (= there is sot one x which is not 

submitted to the phallic flmction) a~d ~Ox {= f~r not all x. the 

function is va~id}. The }ast I~m?Ma {llustrales lhe relationship of wo~.~ to 

the logic of {he not-alL Wha~ is most s~riking is that the two propositions on 

each side of tim diagram seem 1o cmKradicl each other: ’each side is defined by 

both art aflhmation a~d a negation of fl~e phallic ~unctiou, an i~clusior, 

exclusion of absolute {non-phallic)jouixs~mcd (CoNec, ~994: 27), However, 

them is no symmetry between the two sides 0m sexual relationship); each side 

Vx Ox Vx ®x 

Fig’are 16 The diagram of sexual differe~ee 

SEXUAL RELA’YlONSH~P 

reptcse:nts a radically dKIeren{ way ir~ wgich the suxu.,st a~,.’_.*r~oxs~’ can 
misfi,e (820, 

sext~al relatior~ship (rapport sexuel) 1..scan ~kst proposes his 
ruinous fonnMa: il ~,’y n pax de rapport a’ex~wl in ~970 lsee Lacan 1969-70: 
[3~), and takes it up agai~ in his semhmr of 1972-3 (S20, i 7). Tl~;s ff, rmula ~s 
~sually ~ra~s~ated h~m English as ’The~e is n,o such ~king as a sexuaI ce]a~ion- 

ship’, w~ct~ ~S m~sieadi~g siuce I.,acan is certainly not deuyiag that people bare 

sex~ Tge luminia m~gh~ be be~ter rendered ’There is ~o re~atiou beiween the 

sexes’, ~hus emphasising that i~ is not primarily ~he act of sexual in~ercoume 
Lacan is referring to but the question of tt~e relation betw~,en ~he mascu~h~¢ 

~ex~al position and the feminine sexual position, The foimu~a ~bus condenses a 

number of poh~ts i~ Lacan?s approach ~o I~e ques~io~ of 3EXV~L 
I, The~ is no d~:g~ct, um~edia~ed relatkm between ~he male and 

sexual positiou, because the O~her of Inn:gauge stands be~wee~ them as a 
~a~v ¢~o0 64) ’Betwee, m:a e and female huraan beings there {s ~o such 

fling aS an h~gti~ct~ve relatmn:s~p because a~ sexuahtv ~s marked by the 

si:~n~fier (gucan~ ~975b) O~:e consequence of ~h{s is that it ~s m~ possible 

deth3e per~ersion bv reference to a supposedly nalural form of fl~e sexual 

relatio~ship (as Freud did), Heterosexuality is Ibis not natural but n~rm~tive~j 

(Ec; 223)~ 
2 "~ere is no reciprocity or symmetry be~weeu the male zmd femaIe 

positions because: the symbolic order is %ndamentally asymmetrica!~ there is 

no co:~esp~nding signi~r width could s~gnKy woman in the same way tha ~he 

male sex is symbolised. There is only o~e signifier, the ~’~.~.~s. which 

{he relations between the sexes (E2 289). T~ere is 1has oo symbol for a 

symmewica! sexuM feint}unship: ’the sexual relationship cannot be written" 

(S20, 
3, Re~at~ons be~wee~ men aud women cau never be harmoMous: ’The 

naked riwh’y between men and wom~n is e~emaF (SZ 263). LOVe ~s no more~ 
th~n un lusion designed to make up for the absence of harmonious 

bet’0~ee~ ~e sexes (whether p~sented in myth cal terms, as in Ham’s 

si¢~,’t~ or in psychoanalytic totals, as ia Balinl’s co~cep~ of GENrTAL loveL - 

& The sexual drives are directed no{ towards a ’who~e person" bu~ 
~.~-o~crs. There is throe(am no such ~hing as a sexual relationship 

~wo stib~ee~s, only between: a aubiect and a (partial) ob~ect. For ti~e man. 

ob~ect a occupies the p~ace of the missing p:armer; whicl~ produces Ihe 
m~heme of fantasy {$~a~: }n o~er words,7~he woman does not exist for 

the man as a real subiect, bo~ o~$y as a famasy objecL the cauge of his desire 

{S20; 
5. Woman cannot fm~c~io~ sexually q~ta woman but o~Iy q~+a mother~ 

’Woman begins to fuoc~io~ ~n t~e sexua~ re~a~iouship only as mother" 

ft. As something rooted i~ the real, sex is opposed to meaning: and "sex. in 



itself to ~ense, is also. by de~iti,:~ri, opposed to r’elaikm, to commu- 

8hifl[eF T~e term ’shifter’ was bamduced into {~g~istics by Otto JesDersen 
i~ 1 ~23 m rg’fer/o ~bose e~ements J~ language whose get,oral meaning 
be deflated wkhou~ reference 1o the message, For ex=mp~e the pronouns q* and 
"you’, as we~ as ,~.ords li~e ’he~e* and ’now’, and the te~ses, can og{y 
understood by reference to the context in w~ich they are ’uttered, Roman 
~akobson develope0 t~e concepl b~ a~ article publ{shed in 1957, Before 

beI{eved to consist in t~e lack of a smg]e~ cons{am, general meaning" 

metaling: %r example ~he personal pro~o~m 1 always means ~{he per:son 
ultering [’. Th{s makes the shifter e ~symboV, ]akobso~ co~elude~ :H~at sh~ffers 
combine bolh symbolic and jndex}ca~ function* and ’belong there&re [o the 
class ot ~NDEXICAL SYMBOLS’ (Jakobson~ I957: !32). In this way, 

Canon, }987: 234-7) 
Following Jakobson~ Lacun uses the term ’shifter~ (in Eng{~sh}, or ’index:- 

shiflet as an mdex{ca~ ~,ymboL gaca~ defines {t as ~n indexical slg~iI~r, This 

h;md, as a signifier it is c!eady part of the statement On tfie other hand, as 

i!lustra~ive of the sp!ilfing o[ the s~t~jec~ it ia that split, qndeed, the [ of the    ¯ 
enunciation is no1 the same as the ~ nf the s~ateme~t, that is ~o say, ~he shifter 
wfi~Ch, in ~he slalemem, design~!es h~m" {S~ 1, 139). Lacan also iden6fies the 
French pardcle ne as a shifter (E, 298L 

R~r snmeone", ia oppositio~ to the smN~:a~R, which is ’tha~ which represents a 
subject tbr another slgni~ev" {SI 1~ 2fi71. By engaging with the cm~cep~ of the 
sign, gacan sets h~ work hi c~ose reimio~t to the science of semiotics, which 

can be discerned within semiotics: ~he European ~ne aasocia[ed with FerdL- 
hand de S;mxsure {whic~ Saussmv {~im~elf bapdsed v, ith the ~ame of "semi- 

{ ~!ogy’), and the Nti~h American lin,~ associa:ted with Charles S~ Peirce. 

Signifier 

SIGN 

calls the sfg~fffie<&, and a phonological elemem (Called fl)e sign(~er). The t~ 
cienmms are linked by an arbkrary bm tmb~eakaSle bond Saussure 

seated the sign by means of a diagram (Figt~reIT: see Saussare, ~9I~: ~ 14L 

~a ~his diagram. ~he arrow~ represent ~he ~eciprocal ~mpfica~ivn i~erem 

sig)fificatien, and the line between: the signified and ~he signifier represents 

Lacan takes up the Saussurean cancep~ of the sign in his ’~inguis~ic turn" 

psychoanalysis during the ~950s; but subjects it Io severM modificatim~s. 

[~rsfiy, wbe)-eas Saussum poshed the reciprocal implication between 

signifier and 1he signified {the) a~e as mutually imerdependent as two sides 

nf a ~beet of paper)~ Lacan argues tha~ the mlafion bmween signifier 

s~gnified is extremMy u~stabge (see s~.m). Second~y, Lacan asserts ~he exis-- 

~ence of :a~ order of "pure signifiers’, where sig~H~ers ex~t prk~r w sig~lieds: 

*his ryder of purely logical stru:cmre is the unco~scions. ~is amounts ~o a 

composed of signs but of signifiers, 

To illustrate the coatn~st between his ow~ views and those of Saussm*:~ 



SIGNiFiCATION 

Lacan replaces Sauss~re’s diagram of the sign with an atgOrilhm (Pig~relS) 
whlch~ Lacan argues, should b~ attributed to Saussur~ la~tt is rims now 

The S in Figur~ 18 slangs fm the signifier, a~d ~he x %r ~he signified; ~h~ 

position oF tb~ signi~ed and ~he signifier ~s fl~us inverted, showing th~ primacy 

o~ ~e signaler ,3vflich is capitalised, w~ereas ~he s~gni~er is reduced to me~ 

resistance inh~re~t in Signification. For Lacan, ~is algorifl~m defines ’~he 

topography of ~he uncot~scious’ (E~ 163). 

same interpretant (the mrm ’t~hjec1’ can mean, for geirce, a physkml thing~ an 
eveaL an i,:1ea, or am)!her sigr0. Pelrce divides signs i*ato three classes: 

’symbols’. ’i~dices" m~d ~icons’~ which differ io the way they relate Io the 

o~}ect. The symbol ~as no ~natm’al" or ~ecessa~, relationship to file object it 

has an ’existenl al re,at{on’ m the object il. repeese~ts (i.e. the index is always 

spatially or *emporalgy conliguous to the object). The icon repre~ems an objec~ 

by exbibi~iog its fom-~ via similarly Prince’s distinctions between ieoo~. 
indices and s}’mbOls are analytical and not ime~ded to be mu~ua[ty exclu- 

sive. Hence a sign w{H almost always N~ct~on in a variety of modes; personal 

pronom~s, for example, are signs w~fich function b0t!~ symbolically and 
indexicMly ~see Peirce, 1932: 156~73; Burks, 19491, 

Laca~ takes up Pe toe’s concept of Ihe i~dex ~n order 1o d~sdnguish between 

the psych~analytic and medical concepts of the symptom, and m diaiingoisb 

belwee:n {a~fimal) codes aml (human} languages~ Lacan also develops ~h~ 

concept .of the index along lhe nes sel d0v¢~ by Rormn~ Jakobsou hi ~he 

concept oF ~he auwru~, U) distinguish between die subject of the statement and 

fl~e subject of the emmciation. 

s~gnificafion (sign{fire,an) In LacatFs pre--]950 writi:~gs, the term 

!signiticafion: is rased in a genera~ way tr~ connote bo~h meaningfulness and 

importance (e,g Ec. 81~. In ~94@ for example, Lacan crificises orga~cist 

psych~a{W ~or ignoring *~l*~e sig~H~eafions of madness" (~c, /67; see Do, I53- 
4), In the ~riod 1953--7 the term ~vtains t~ese vague associatkms wi~h the 

realm o[ meaning a~d language, and [s thus luca~ed i~ th~ sym~]ic order 

!21). 

SIGNIFICATION 

it is from 1957 on that Lacan’s use of the term takes on a direcl reference 
~I’~e Saussurea~ concept, a~d s~ifls from ff~ symbolic m the imaginary order. 

aud ~e S~UNIFI~; e:~C~ sound~imag~ is said to ’signify" a co~cept {Sm~sure, 
19{6: I14.~17j, Sigu~cation ~s, far Sau~sure, aa m~b~eakabie bo~d: 
sign~fie~ and lhe signified are as inseparable as *he two sides of a sheet 
paper. 

precarious; he sees the ~Au b~tween ~hem in the Sau~surean ;flgorkhm (see 
Figure 18~ p.~ga? as ~epresenting not a bond hut a rupture, a ’msista~me’ to 

which ~s merely an effect of the play of sigaifiers, Secondly, eve~ whe~ 
sign~fieds am produced, they constantly saw and slide m~derneath ~he 
ier; the only things that detain this movemem temporarily~ phming ibe 
to the s~gaified for a brief moment and c~ati~g the illusion uf a 

xtaNe bond between signifier a~d signified, but a process - the process 

~hicb ~e p~ay of signi~ers pmd~es the ~liusion of the signified via the [wo 

Signification is metoaymlc because ~signification always refers to auother 
signification" ($3, 33). In other wo~ds, meaning is not found m a~y 
signifier, but in the p~ay betwee~ signifiers along ~he signifying cbain and 
g~erefore unstable; ’~t is ia the chain of the signifier that ~he meaning 
but none ~f i~s eteme~ts consists in the significatio~ of which i~ is a~ the 
momem capaMe’ (E, f53), 

SignifiCation is: metaphoric because it invoDes the crossi~g of the >at, 
~passage of the signifier into tl~e signified’ (E, ! 64L Tge fundamental metaphor 
on Milch all sig~ificatio~ depends is t~e paterna~ metaphm, and at! si~nigca- 

Sign]ficafion is designated by t~e symbol s in Laconian algebra (as in th~ 
:notation s(A) ’which labels one of the main nodes io the graph of desire). The 
n~adon for ~he s~g~i~ied is and & which suggests tt~a~ for Lacaa the term 
’~ignification’ (~he process by whic~ the e~l~c~ of meaMng is produced) and 
term ~signified; (the effect nf meaning itself) tend tu: overlap, 

In the late ] 95f)s~ Lacan establJshe~ an op:po;s~tior~ between signification 
meaning (Pr, sens). T~e variety of ways in whicb these ~erms t~ave been 
~anslr~ed ~nto English provides difficulty fbr the English reader of Lacam. 
This dlctiom~W fot!ows t~ practice of rendering the French sigt~(fication by 
the E~g[isb term "signification~, and reserves the: Engfish word ~meaninf to 
translate the French tram sens, 

S~gnificafioa is imaginary and ~s the province of empty sputcm meaning 
symbolic a~d is ~he provi~ce of full speech. (Later, i~ the 1970s. Lacan 
locales meaning n~ in the Symbolic order bm at the ~unCtion of the svmboiic 
and {he imaginary: see Figure I.) Psychoanalytic interpretations go against 
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signification and bea~ m~ meaning and its coprelate..aon-meamng (no,*>aensL 

p)~adqcuon of flm;’xsanve, L,acm~ mdaca~es this by coining two ueoloDsms: 

23L and ~onis-sena {fi-om j<missmwe and se*~,v~ 

signified (signOr6) According to Saussure, the signihed ~s the concep.:~ 
~ tU:~ cle~en( o~" th~ s~,u~, it is ~o~ the ~’ea~ oqeet denoted by a sign 

For Saussure, the signified has the same status a~ the s~o~)v)~: bot~ 
equal sides of the sig~. Lacan. on {he other ~and. asse~s lhe sup~macy of the 
s~gn~fie~, and a~g~e~ that the s~gnified }s a mere eft~c~ of the play of 
an e~f~c~ <ff the process of signification produced by metapimr, In other words. 
the signified ts not given, but produced. 

Lacan’s view i:> thu% opposed m an expressiomst view of language, accord-. 
ing to wh~c~ cu~cepls exist m some pre-verba] s, ate befb~ bm~g eapressed in 

~ the material medkun of language, [n cm~t~ast to such a view. Lacan asse~s 
priority (logical ralher than ~’hronologicall of’ the malerlal element of language. 

signifier (signifiant) lacau takes the ~erm "signifier" fiom ~.hc work 
the Swiss lingmst, Ferdinand de Saussm’e, The ~erm was not used by 
who was unaware: og Sausaure’s work. A,:x:outing to Saussure. the s{gnif!e~ 

~ th- -hono!~,~.ical e]emem of ~l’,e s~oN’ not the actual ~o~nd itself bol lbe mental- 

"which signifies a sm~4~u, ~Saussure. !916: 66-7). 
Whereas Saussure argues that tim s~gnifie~ and the signified are mutually 

mterdeper~denL Lacan stares that the signifier s primary and produces the 
sig++i+ied. The signifier is fi~:s~ of aH a meamngless material element in a dosed 
differential system: ~h+s ’signi~er without the sip+allied’ is coiled by Lacan 
"pure si~ ~ifierL tht)ugh Ibis is a question of ~ogical rather titan chronological 
precedence, ’Every heal sigm~er is. as s~ach, a ~igt~ifie~ tha~ signifies 
The mine the s}guifier signifies nr~hi~g, the more indestructible i* ~s’ ($3, ! 
h is these meaning*nee indestn~ct}Me signifiers which determine the s~bject; 
tile effec*s of the signifier on the subject con~titme the unconscinus, and hence 
also constitute the whole o/the field nf psychoanalysis. 

Thus t>,r Lacan language is not a system of signs (as it wi~s for Saussum) but 
a system ot s~gai~iers. Sig~ifiers are the baste umts of language, and they are 
"subjected ;o the do~ble condilmn of being reducible to ultimate differential 
eletnen~s and or-combining accurding m the laws of a closed order" (E. 

g’v the phrase "reducible to ui/imate diffemntia~ elemerfls’, Lacan fbllows 
Sat~s~um in asserting the fundamentally differential character of the signifier. 
Saus~ure states that in language there ave ~m positive tem*s, only differences 
¢Saussure. 19~" 120/, 

S|GN1FYING CHAIN 

to the laws n[ a dosed order’, Lacan tile ph r’ase 
asse,ts that siguHier~ at’e combh~ed m signifying chains according to the laws 

The s~gnifier is the co~stitutive unit of 0~e symbolic order because it 
a~)tegr~l~y rela~ed w*{h the concept of S’*~k~UR~: ’the notion of struc~m-e and 
~bat o£ s~gnifier appear inseparable" (83, 1841, The field o~ the signi~er 
ficl~ .of the Other, which L.acan cal]s ’ti~e battery of signifiers". 

Lacan~ defilles a signifier as ’that whic~ represents a subject {ku" 
signifier’, m opposition to the sign, which "represents somelhmg h)r some- 
one’. S 11. 207’L To be more wecise, one signifier ~ca)ied the master s~guifier, 
and w, gten S~) represeu~s the subjec~ for air other signiflers {written S~). 
However. no signifier can sign([y the subject. 

Al~hongh the te~ "s~gn~fier" is absem from ?’feud’s work, Lacan’s use of tfie 
tend {~cuse~ attention on a cecurrem theme in Freud’s writ rigs. Freud’s 
examples of psyc mnnaly6e interpretauoos constandy focus on purdy fm’ma~ 
linguistic feal0res. For example, he analyses his own failure tc remember the 
name "SignmeHi" by dividing ~he word into gormal segments and foBowmg the 
associalive [inks wit~ each segment {Freud. ~901: ch. 1~. Thus Lacan’s 
insistence that the aaMVst attend to the ~ignifiers in the anaiysand’s speech 
is nn: really an nlDova~l~ll in technique bul an attemp~ m theorise Freu{Vs 

method in mine fig, orous mrms, 
While it is true that when Lacan talks shunt Mgnifims t~e is ofie~ 

what others would call sharply ’words’, the two terms are no~ equivalenL Not 
oaIy can units of language smalIe, than wo,ds (morphemes aud pho~)eraes} or 
[arge~ than wo~ds (phrases and sentences) also functm)t as s~gn~l~ers, but so 
a/so can m:m+tingtfistic things sud~ as objects, relationships and sympmmat;c 
acts ($4, ~8g~ ~,. The single, condition which chamcter~ses something as a 
stgnifier~ [ior I,acan. ~s that ~ is ~nscribed irt a system i~ which 
va~ue purely by w rtue of ~Ls difference from d)e othe~ elements ia the system. 
It ~s rids diffe~enda~ nature uf the signifier which meat~s tha~ it can never have a 
univocal or fixed meamug {$4 2891: on ~he cnm~ary. ~ts rneanff~g wries 

according to rbe position which ~t occupies ia the 

sig~i[yh*g chain (chah~e sigt~ifiante, chab~e flu signifia~tt) 
The ~erm "chain’ is used increasingly by Lacan ~mm the m~d- 1950s ou. a u, ys m 
tvferen:ce ~o the symbolic order. At first, m 1956. he speaks nol of the s~gnifying 
oh;tin but of the ~,mb~dic ct~ain, by which he denotes ;~ line of desceadence into 
which each aubj£cl is inscribed even Defore his bi~b and aftra" h*s death, and 
which ing~nces his destiny unconsciously (Ec. a681. I~ {he s m~e year he speaks 

o1’ ~the chain of d~scourse" ($3,2611. 
lI is in 1957 that Lacan h-~troduces the ~etm "signi[y~ng chain to ~ffcr to a 

series of SK~F~aS ~hich are liuked m~efl~er,_. A si~nifyinu_      . chain ca~ never be 
complete, since i~ is always nossffde to add anothm sigmfie~ ~o it. od 
in a way which expresses the eternal nature og deske: fl~r th s reason, desire 



mem~y.mk The chain ~s ~Iso melo~y~’~ic i~ the pmductimt of 

’msis~s ~a tl~¢ movemem fm~ one sigh]trier to another ~.~ee E. 

Lkmarity °The lineadty that Sa~ssure holds to be con,~ztitmvee .nf the 

chaid’of’ discourse app~ks ~t~ the ch~n d discourse only m the d~ection h~ 

which il is orien~aled in time" {E. 154k 

Ckcullarib, The sign ~ying chain is compared b "rings of a necklace that 

another necklace made of riugs’ (E. 153). 

On ~he one hand. the ic~ea of linearity suggests that the signifying chain is the 
stream of speech, ",~,, which signifiers are combined i~ accordance with the laws 

of grammar rwhieh Saussu~e c~Hls 3yatagmafic’ relau~ms~fipk and bacao, 

foilowhg Jakobson. locates oa the memuymic axis of language’). On ~he olher 

hand. the idea of drcaiarily sugges~ ~hat :he sigmIymg chain is a series d 

a~gnifiers linked by ti~e associations, just o,~e path through the ne~work d 

sig~fi6er~, which constitutes the symbolic worm of ~e subject (whkh Sao~sure 

des~gnales ">s~:iative" rehtionship~, a.d w~ich Lacan. G:)ibwing Jakobso~. 

locates ~m ~he melaphor~c axis of language~, b truth, tl~e signifying chain {s 

bmh of these things. In its diachro~ic dimension it ~s li~e~tr, syntagma~ic. 

met<mymic: m i/s sy nchru~dc dimension it is circular, associalive, metapho 

tic, The ~wo cross over: ’there is in ef%c~ no signifying chaos [dhchronic 

chainl/ha{ does m~t h;r¢e, as if a~lached tt:, the ~)unetuation d each of ils umts. 
;~ whole amcu~ation of relevanl c~mteat:~ [sy~chronk chains] suspe!~ded 

"’vertically". as h were. []’~m that point" (E, 1541. Lacan tb*ts cmnhines m 

o~e concep~ ~ae ~wo Upe., of relationship (’syntagmat~c" a,d "associative’) 

which Saussure a*g0ed e~is~ed between signs, tlmugh for hcan, the re/at~on- 

ship ~a between s~grdfiers, no~ sgns, 

~erm m I975. as ~he thk for the Iq75---6 sem~aar, which ~s both a continuing 

elaboration of h}s ~opdogy, extending the previous 8em~ar’~; lbcus on the 

~O~ON~A~’.; ~<~qO3, and an exploration d the writings ~f James Jnyce. Through 

this coOwi<b,,ttir~ ,’,,#l~¢dtor~’¢,~ ~- brhging together malhematical thee� and the 
in~ncate weave d the Jo?eean ~e~t - Lacan redeth~es the psychoanalytic 

~. hal>re the appearance of sinNam~,, divegent cu~ents in Lacan’s thinking 

lead to different inflections of ~he concep~ of ~e sv#,~p3~M As early as 1957. 

the symptom is sai~ ~o be Inscribed in a writing process" {Ec, 445), v~hkh 
alrg;~dy m~plies a dffl~rent ,~iew ¢o thin which nzgards the symptom as a 

ciphered message~ h~ D63 ~acan goes on m state 1hat lhe symplom, un$ike 
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acting otH. does no~ call for i~terpretation: in ~tsdf. il ~s ~ot a ca}l ~o the Other 

but a puru joz, is.~a~ce addressed to na one {Lacan, [962-3: se;n~nar of 23 

Januat7 1963: see Miller. 1987:1 I). Such comments aatkipate the radical 

~ansforma~m~ d L~caa’s thought implkit in h~s shift from ~he li~guislic 
definit’o~ of ~t s~mpto n ~,s a sig~ tier to ~ s st ~te ~e ~t in the 

~e~in~ thatP[~~ symptom c~n onl~ be defined as the way in which ea:h 

subject et~joys [ioa;itJ the unconscious, m so hr as the unconscious determ~e~ 
hh~" ¢1 a~an 197a-5’ *eminar of t8 February 1975)~ 

This move from cogceNng of the symptom as a message whkh can 

deciphered b? ml~re~tce to the unconscious "struc~t~red like a hr~gv~age’. 

seeing i~ as ~*xe ~racc of tk p~Ucdar moda~y of tt3e su~ect’a 

&signates a nignitvh~g fommlatio~ be)ond anaIysis, a kerne~ of an. oymentt 
immune m tk~ffi’~ac} of the" symbol c Far from cabling [or s~me analytic 
’flixsoI~tbn’, ~be sinth~m~e is wkat "allo~s one t~ lh’e" by proxihng a unique 

organkation of jomss~ce. The task of m~alys~s thus becomes, in oae 

2. "I’h~ theoretical sl~{ft from li~guistics to mpobgy whkh marks H~e 

period of Laean’s work c~itu~ea the ~rue stares of the simlm;ne as 

s~ble, nnd amouats to a~ exegeficN problem beyoud the familiar one 

ngomus!y non-metaphorical descriptio~ of a ~opdogy ’bebre whkh the 

imaginatieu galls" (Lacan. 1975-6: seminar d 9 December !975}. 

mea~ting (so~s) [s already figured within the knot. at the intersedion of 

sy~nbdic and the imaghmry (see Fgure l}. i~ idiows tha* ~he f~mction of the 

sire,twine - ~nlervening to knot together ~al. symbdic and ~magmary - 

i~ei, itabty beyo~d meaning. 

3. Laean l~ad been an enlht~sias~c reader of Joyce s~n~:e h~s youth (see the 
~ethvnees to Joyce {n Ec. 25 and 820. 37}, In ~he 1975-6 seminar. Ioyce’s 

~’ritmg is re~d as a~ extended sidb~me, a Fourth term whose add~uoo to the 
Bo~omeao knelt of RSI albws the suNed to coheir. Ihced in his childhood by 

~he radical non-fandiodabsence {rare;~ce) of lhe Name-of-the-Father. !oyce 

managed to a~,oid psychos~s by deploying his art as xuppt~;~nu.’e, as a supple- 

men,sty cord h~ the s@jective kno~ Lacan focuses on k~yces },outh%l 

’ap~pha[ties" (exonerates of an almos~ baHucinmoq intensity which were 

then receded h~ enigmatic., fragmentary texts) as insl;mces of ’radical fore- 
dos~m:’, in whkh ~he tea! [oreck~ses meaning" (seminar o[ 16 March 

The Joycem~ tex~--- ~rom the epic#tony {o ~Tm~eg~s ~’~ke - emaHed a speual 

relation to language: a ’6estmctive" refashioning d it as simho*,e, [}-~e invasion 
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of the symbolic order by the su~{ect’s private joui.~sam:-e. One of Lac:an’s puns, 

Lacau’s engagement with .Ioyce’s writing d~es noL he ~asls*s, e~ta~l ’applied 
psychoaaalysisL Topological fl~eo@" is ~ot conceived of as me:rely anot~e:~ 

~ 
figore ~hat which e~apes the imaginary. To ~h;~t ex~enL rather {~a~ a theor~- 
tidal object or ’case’~ ~oyce becomes a~ e*emplaw saint hon*me who. by 
re~using ~mv imaginary solarium was able to invent a new way of ~s~ng 
language ~o organ~se enjovmmlt, 

sll.:ip (glisser [vb], glissement in,i) Lacan uses t~m verb ’slip’ (and its 
corresponding noun. ’slippage’) to de~cribe ~he m~stable relat~ons:h~p b~tween 
the signifier and d~e ~ignified. Tt~e *erm thus emph~ises the different ways i:n 

~ion was a stable bond N:tween signifier and signified bu~ lbr Laca~ ~ :is an 
,aoslab]e, fluid relationship, h is impossible to establish a stable one~to~one link 
betwee~ sJgnifiers and signitieds, and Lacan symbolises this by i~scriNng a b~ 
between them in the SausSuman atgorithn~ (see Figtne t 8, p, 184). The s~gnified 
slips and slides under the bar of ~he Saussi~rea~ algorithm are in a continuous 
movemem (E. 154L a movemen~ which is only tempor~i!y detained by tim 
;o6’l~rs"~)Eo~p~’o;~2 When there are ~o~ enough iwints de capi~o~, as is tim case in 
~sYc~os~s, the slippery movement of signification ~s endless, and stable mean- 
ings dissolve altogethe:r~ 

spect~lar ~mage (image sp&ulaire) When Lacao udks about the 
specular image, he i~ reigning to the reflection of o~m~s own body in the 
mirror, lhe image of oneself whid~ is simnllaneo~s}y oneself and ora~a {the 
*liltle mher’), It is by ideat{~,ing with the specula,- image that the human baby 
first begins {o construct his ~io<~ ~*: the Nm~o~ s~.~z~. Even when t~ere is n~ rea~ 
mirror, the baby sees i~s behav~our reflected in the imitative gestures e,f 
aduk or anolher child; these imitative bestrews ~nable the ot~er person 
function as a specular image The human being is completely captivated by 
the s~cnlar image: ~his is the ba~c reason for the power of the imaginaw 
the su~}ect, and explains w~y man prnjec~s isis imago of his body onto 
o~ber objects in the worm around him (see Lacan, 1975b; see 

There am cerlain filings w~ic~ ~ave no s~cu~ar image; which are 
~apecuh~i~able’. These are the phallus, the erogenous zones, and olgie~ pegit 

speech (ffaro]~.) The French term parde presents considerable difficnlly 
to the English translator because ~ d~s ao~ co~espond ~o any o~ Eog~sh 
wort In some contexts it co~’espond.s ~.o 1he Euglish term ’speechL and in 
others i~ best translated as "word’. 

Parole becomes one of file mos~ impugn:at terms in Lacan’s work from ~he 

SPEEC[t 

ear~’v 1950s on. In his famoas ’Rome discourse’, La~ca~ denonnces the way that 

the ~o~e of spee:c[~ h~ psVchoanalys~ ~ad come to be negl~ted by comemp~r- 
arv psychoanalytic the0rv, and argues for a renewed focu:s o,~ speech and 

"~v~’~ 1~3~ lacan’s ~Se of the ~erm parole owes little 1o 

Saussu~e (whose opposi{io{} betwee~ parole a~d (emgue ~s replaceu m ~aca~ s 
work with the opposition between parole an~ Iangnge):. and is far more~ 
determined by re~erences to anfftropo!ogy; theo~ogy~ a~d metaphysics. 

~ A~thropdogy Lacan’s concept of speech as a ’symbolic exchange’ 
which ’~nks hmnan beings to each otheF {$1, 142) is cleaHy i~fiuenced hy 
’the work of MausS and L~vbStrauss, especially their m~a~ysis of the exchange 
of gifts Thus F,eud’s in~erpretmions a~e described as *a symbolic gi~i 
speech, pregnaN with a secret pac~’ (E, 79). The concep~ of speech as a 
pact which assigns roles to both the addressee and the addresser is fornml~ed 

~ Theology Speech also takes on reISgious and the~loglcal connotations 
Lacan’s work, in ~em~s derived bo~b from Easten~ religions (E, 106--7} and 
Judaea-Christian tradi*io~ {E; 106}. 1= 1954, Lacan discusses speech with 

~efe$ence go St Augusfi~m’s De gocu,ionL~ s~gnificarione (S~, 247--,60}. Like 
the words uttered by God i~ Genesis~ speech is a "symbolic invoca~ksn’ which 
creams; ex nihilo, ’a new ~der of being in lhe reiations between ram~" {SI, 239) 

Metap~ysks Lacan draws on Heidegger’s diatiactkm between Retie 

(disconrse) and G~re& (cbatmr) to e~aborae his own d~stinction between 
fful: speech’ ~orote plei)-~e} and ’empty speech’ ~anro~e ~’ide): {see E. 40ft.). 
~can first makes this d~stinctim~ ~n I953, and t~ough it no longer p}ays 
importar~t part i~ his work after 1955, it never d~aappears camp!ere!y. Fu!! 
speech articutates the symbolic d~mension of ~auguage, whereas empty spe~’ch 
;a~icu!ates the imaginaw dimension of Iaaguage, ~be speech from the ego 
the counte~t)a~. ’Full speech is a apeecb fbl} of meaning [sensl. Empty speech 
is a speech which has only signification" {Lacan, !97(~7: Ornicm?. nvs 

Fa!l s~ec~ is a:so ~a:Jed ’trt~e speech’, since i~ is c.}oser m ~e enigmatic 
troth of the subject’s desire: ’Fu}~ speec~ is speech which abns a~, which forms. 
the truth such: as it becomes established in the recog,~i6on of one person 
another. Full speech is speech which performs [~ui.[bi~ acre1" (Sl, 107). "Fu~I 
speech, in eff~t, is defined by }~s identity with that which i: speaks about’ (Ec. 

In empty speech, on the o~her hand, the subject ~ alienated from his d~sire: 
in empty speech ’the suNect seems to be talking in vai~ abou/someone who 
. . . can never become o~e with lbe assumption of his desire’ (E. 45L 

One of the analysFs tasks when listenin~ m the anaIy~and is to d}scem the 
mmnenls whe~ foe speech emerges. F~d~ speech and empty speech a~v the 
extreme points on a cominuun~, and "betweeo these two extremes, a whoge 
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gam~;t of modes of realisation of sF~aeeh is deployed’ (SI, 50). "Ebe aim of 
psycho~nMytic treatment is to a~kmlate full speech, which is ~ard work; 
spe~h can be qtd~ laborious ~eP~ible} to :articulate (E, 253L. 

Empty speech is not the same as lfing’, oe the contrary, lies ogten reveal the 
’r~u’r~ about desi~ more N~iy than maW honest staterooms (~e S1 I~ 

is never possible tu ar~icu]me i~ sN~ch the whole tm~h of oae% de2sire~ 
becau,e of a fundameata~ ’~nco:mpstibili~y betwee~ desire a~d speech’ (E, 
275): ’~ a{ways tell the ~uth; not the whole truth, boca:use we a~ ~o~ cap~:b~e 
of telling it all, Telling it all ~s materially impossible’ {Laeam 1973a: 9). 
Speech, thee is ~ot the a~iculation in speech og the whole truth about 
sub)ecVs ~lesi~e. but *he speech wh~c~ a~iculates th~s tru~ as fulIy as possible 

a partlcu~ar *ime.                                      " 
Speech is al]e only means of access to ~e truth abom desire; ’speech aImm is 

the key ~o that truth’ {E, I72). Moreover, psychoanalytic ~heory claims tha~ 
only a particular kind 9f speech thai leads to t~is truth; a speech without 

conscious control, known as flee associatiom 

split (mfente) Freud talks ahoot the ’splitting of the ego’ {Get, 
spa.~ti,,ng, Fr. ,:/A~age dr,, moo as a proceas~ observable in fetishism 
psychosis, wtmreby two comr~dictoW at*itudes 1o reMity {:Dine to exist aide 

[ 
b~ side i~ {he ego; those of acceptance and ~s,wow~.t. (see ~eud, 1940b). 
Laces amplifies the concept of 5)mlmng (whlc:h he prefers to translate by the 
tem~ re]~nte: see 88, {~) ~o designate not a process unique to fetishism or 

~ pSych0s~s bu* a genera[ Characteristic of s~bjecfitv itself; the su~ec-r can never 

~ b,e aWthing other than divided, split, a[~e~ated from himself {see 
]The split is i~red~cible, can never be healed; there is n0 possibilkv 
~ sym~esis,                                     , 
~ The split or divided s~bject is svmbolised by the ~a which st.~es 

the S ’;o produce the bin-red subject, g (see E, 28a), ~he split denotes 
impossibility of the ideal of a fully present self-co~)sciousness: the sub}oct will 

[. 
never know himmlf eompleteiy, but will always be cut off ~mm his own 
knowledge. It th~s indicates the presence of the m~eo~sCious, and is 
of 0~e signifie~The sub~ect is split by t~e very facl thin he is a speakb~g being 
{E, 269L since speech d~vides the subject of ~he ~’U~C~AT)O~ f~om th~ subject 
of the statement, [n his seminar of 1964-5 Lacan tbeorises the sp{i{ subject 
te~s of a division between tru~ and knowledge {saPoir} {see Ee, g56)~ 

strttcture (stractgre) When Lacan uses the term ’structure’ in his early 
work of the 1930s. it is to refer to ’social s~ructm’es’, by which he means a 
specific se~ of effective relations between Nmily members, The child perceives 
these ~;elations m*~c:h more prcqbundIy than the adult, and in{emaHse~ ~hem ~n 
the co~apL~x (Ec. 89}. The ~.erm serves as a :peg upon which Lacan can hang his 
own views of t~e ’m]mio~al’ naR,~ of the psyche, ~ oppositio~ to the 
momistic ~heor~es ~en cutmm iB psychology (Lacan, 1936L From this po~t 
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on, the term ’structure* retains this sense of something both interst~bjective and 
i~trasubjeclive, the internal represeatatioo of interper.~oita!; relations, ~his......~ 

em:a ns a ~~~~wOrk, in which the emphas~s 
S~d~i~)’;"a constan:t rem~nde~ that what ~e~{~ih~fiF~ 

~~~~ ~n atgu)~g tim~ the roos~ notame 
defec~ of analytic doctfi~ie’ at ~at time was that it rended ’to ignore structure 
i~ favour of a dynamic approach" {~acan, I938: 58}. This anticipates his ~ter 
emp~asis on the ~ymbolic orde~ as the realm of sm*c~ure which aualysrs have 
ignmed in favour of ~e ~maginary; "social structures are symboiic" (Ec, 

In the mid-195Os, when Lacan begins to reformtdate his ideas in terms 
~rrowed from S:aussu:rea~ structural liuguistics, i[m *erm "strnc~t~re’ comes 
~o be increasiag~y associated w~{h Saussure’s model of LANG~AGE, Suussure 
analysed language (la la~gae) as a system in wh{c~ the*e ace no posR{ve tonics, 
only ~ifferences {Sansau~e. 1916: 120). It ~s this coucept of a system in wh*ch 
each un{* i~ couMitoted purely by virtue of its differences from the other uniis 
which comes {o constitute (he core meaning of the *erm ’structme" in LacaD’S 
wink from thi~ point on.~ua~ is t~a~ic structure, and Lacan’s 
fam~?~s dicium, ’the u)icmzsciou~ iT;’{mcture~ 
~autolo~ous, s~~l~hTI~~-t~_[ffLe~[~age mean th~ same 

Saussure’s structural approach to linguistics was deve!oped Rn-tMr by 
Roman Jakobson, who deve{oped phoneme theow; Jakobso1~’s work 
~hen taken uo by the Frenc~ a)~thropo~0gist,~~~--wl~?~d 

k~;~iado}~-myth, This application of strucmrM ana)ys~s to anthro- 

~fn[~;’T~nc~g,~uraIistmovelnentbyshow"~ghowfl~eS;’us’urea"~ cogcepl of structure could be applied to an object of enquh’y other 
Im~guage~ l..aean was heavily ~nfluenced by al~ three of these thinkers, and in 
this s;ense he ca~ be seen as part of the struclurMist movement. However, 
Lacan ptvfers to dissociate !fimseif h’om this movement, a~guing tha~ his 
approach differs in impm~am ways from the s~ru~tura~ist approac~ {$20. 93}, 

A~ongs~de the references to language, Lacan also refers the coueept 
sl~ctu~e to ~,w~Ay~cs, pri~cipaHy to set theory and TOPULOGY- 111 [95@ 
for example, he states lha~ ’a structure is in t~e firs~ place a group of e~ements 
forming :a covafiant set" (53. t83). Two years later he agai~ links the coucep~ 
of structure with mathema~icM set Iheory, and adds a rel~rence to 
{Ec, 698---9). By the 1970~, topology has replaced Ianguage as fl~e principal 
paradigm of s~mcture ~b~ Lacan, He now argues that topoiogy is m~t a mere 
metaphor for structure: it ~s that structure itself {Lacan, ~973b). 

The concept of s~ructure is of~en taken ~o imply an opposite;on betweea 
sur~uce a~d depfl~, betweeu directly observaMe phenomena and "deep sn~c- 
lures’ which are not the object of immediate experience, Such would ~eem to 
be the opposition imp{~ed ~n: {~e d~sfinction Lacan draws betwee~ 
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(surface) and structures (depth). However~ Lacan does not is fact agree tha,: 
such an opposRiotl is ~mp~]cit in ~he eo~c~.p~ og structure (Ec~ 649L O~ the one 
hand, ~e rejects the cuucept ~f ’6ireclly ebserv~N~ pbe~mmena’~ arguing 
observation is a~ways al~ady them’etical. On the othm: h~nd, he also re~ects 
idea tsar S~mctures are somehow ’deep’ or dis~a~t :[~om experience~ arguing 

~’}hat they are presen~ in ~he ~e~d of experienc~ iiself: the unconscicms iS o~ ~h,~ 

~ binary 0ppositi~ns, the model Lacan prefers is tha~ of ~he moebius str pS~st 

I’ the ~ ’o redes ot the strip a~ m fac~ continuous, so structure is continuous with 
/phenornena. 
~ The most ~mportant f~ature of structu~M ana~’sls ~s not, thou, any supposed 

distinction ~etween su#~ce and depth, bul, ~s Lfivi-Straass slmws in hi:s 
str~mtuml amdysis of myth, ~he d~scov~W of fixed relations betw~u lod 
which are flmmselves empty (L~vi-Stmuss~ 1955). In othe~ wo~s. whatever 
elements may be placed in the positions specified by a ~iveu structure, the 
relations between the positions themse yes ~e nain t~e s~me, Thus the 
meres in,erect ~t on the basis of any inherent or intrinsic properties 
possess, bag sharply o~ Ihe basis of :the posilio~s which they occupy in the 
structure. 

In ~i~e wRh many otbe.r psychoanalysts, Lacan distinguishes three principal 

i~ ~he fact that he ~gards these categories as sm~ctmes rather than simply ~s 
collections of sy np~oms. (N B, Lacan pre%rs to spea~ in ~e~s ~f "Freudian 
structures’ rather th~n ’c!hfica~ str:tu~tures~, but the ~tter {era~ is {:he one which 

~ predominates in the writings of 1,scan an psychoanalysts today.) 
Lacm~ia~ nosography is a eategoAca! class{ficafion system b~sed rm a 

discrete series, rather than a dimensiooal system based on a eomin~um. The 
~hree ma~or ~{ifica! s~rucm~es are therefore mnmally exclusive; a sub}oct 
cannot be both ~eurotie a~M psycImdc, for example. The three major clinical 

re~ation 1o ~e Other: eveW sU~iec* encountered in psychoanalytic 
can therefore be diagn:osed as either neumtlc, or psych~tie, or perverse, Each 
structure ~s d~stinguished by a different operation:: neur~is by the operation of 
~pression, Dervec~ion by the operation of disavows!, and psychu~is by the 
operation of foreclosure. Lacan follows Freud ~n arguing tha{ the classical 

~ metho~f of psychoanalytic treatment 0nvoNing ~ree association and the ase of 
the couch} is only appr0pr~ate for neurotic subjects and perVe~e subjec:ls, and 
~et for psychotics. Thus whm~ [~canian a~a[ysts work with psycho6c patients, 
~bey use a sub~tamial~y modified method of 

egi~ical struct~re is determined by his expe:rie:~ces in the 5rs~ years of life. In 
this sense~ psychoanalysis is based on a ’critica~ period hypothesis’; 1&g first 
)~*ua:~..c~k{2~.~re the critical period in which the su~’s sm_~cture is dete~- 
~d, Although it is not eieaTfg[i;~, long this critical period Ias~S, it iS held that 
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after this critical period the clinical structure is fixed for eve~ and cammt be 

cb, anged, Neither psychom~aty6¢ treatment ~or anything else can; for example, 

mm a psychotic into a neurotie.W{{~b~ each of the ihree major clmica~ 
s,vucmres t.acan disfingui;sbes various s~bd~vis~ons. For example w~Ei~ the 

clin~cat structure of neurosis, he distinguishes two kinds of ~e~rosiS (obses- 

sional neurosis aed hysteria}, and withi~ the Cli~fica~ structure of psychosis he 

distinguishes between paranoia, schizophrenia and mank:qlepressive psycho- 

:sis. 

s~bject (s~*jeO The term "st~Nec~’ ~s present from the ve~3’ earliest 

Lacau’s psy¢hoa~alytk wOfings (see Lacan, ~932}. and from I945 on 
occupies a Central part in Lacan’s work. Th~s is a dlstinclive feature 
Laeun’s work, si~ce the term does ilot cu~stitute par~ of Freud’s theorelieat 

vocab~flary, bu~ is more associated wR~ phiiosop~:eaL legal and ~ioguist~c 

discou:rae:s, 
Ia Lacah’~ pro.war papers, ~he term "subject~ $ee:ms to mean no m:oze tha~ 

’Suman being’ (see Ee, 75); ~e term is also used m rotor ~o th~ analys md 

In 1945. Laean distinguishes betwee~ three ki~ds of subject. Firstly. ~hefe 

the mperso~al subject, i~dependent of ihe ethe< the pu~ grammatical s~bjec~, 
~he noe~ic sub}oct. ~e ’it" of "i~ is known tha*.’ Secondly, the~ is 
an:o~ymous reclprocai subject who is completely equal io and substitutable 
for ~n’v other, a~d who mco~nises himself in eq~ivale~.ce wkh fl~e other.~ 

ThiMly. there is t~e personal suNect, wlmse uniqnenes~ is cons!itmed by an 

~ ~ of selg-aflirmation (Ec~ 207-8). I~ is flwavs fffis tBird sense of the sub)ecL~ 

In ~95"~ i,acan establishes a distinctio~ between ~he sub~ect and fl~e 
which wil~ remain one of the roost g~mdame~al distin:ctions ~hroughout the 

pur~ of*he s~mboli<. Th~s the sub~ect is *mr simply eq ~ "    g : ~ 
~ense of a~z~cv, which is a mere i~usion produced by the ego. but ~o 

~hat this distinction can be traced back to I~read: ~[~ ~ . ,."~," ,72 
da~ Es in order ~o rnaint~i~ this fnndamentat dxs~mcho~ vetwe~n .n~ 
s~biec~ of the u~conscion~ a~d the e~o as constituted in its nucleus 
se~es of alienating idm~tificat~o~s" (E~ ~28). A!thongh psychoanalytic 

merit has powerN! effects o~ the ego, it is the subject, and not the ego, 

which psyc~0an~lysi;s wimari~y operates, 
Eaton plays on ~[m various meaning~ og the ~ecm ~su~ect’. ~n ligg~is~ics and 

logic, ~he subject of a p~oposition ~s that abou~ wNch something is predicated 
(see ~acam l}67: 19L m~d ~s also opposed m the ’-object’ l.aca*~ plays ~n the 

pl-diosophical ~uances of t}~e latter te~ m emphasise ~I~at his concept of ~he 

subject concerns those aspects of the human be n~ that canm~t (or must not) be 

o~jecti~ied (~ified, reduced 1o a thingL nor be studied in a~ ’oNec~ive" way. 
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symbolic. It ~.s {he symbolic order whic!~ is determinant of sabjecdvity, a~,d 
imagina~y realm of images and appea~a~:ees are merely effects of the symboli�. 
Psyc{maaMysis mus~ t~e~efore peue~ra{e beyond the imaginary and work in ~he 
symbotic order. 

Laean’s coocep~ of 0m symbolic is diametrically opposed m Freud’s 
’symbolism’, For Freud. lhe symbol was a relatively fixed bi-m~ivoca[ 
~etwee*: meaning and ~orm which eorrespo*~ds mo~ to lhe Laca~ia*a concep~ 
of fl~e ~sx (see Freud 1900a: SE V, ch~ 6, ~eeL E~ on symbolism h~ dreams 
For Lacan. gowev~a the xymbotic is characmrised precisely by the absence 
any fixed ~elafions between: sig~ifier a~d signified, 

s}~ptom (sympt&ne)~n mediciae, symptoms are t}~:e perceptible 

de~ected. The co~cept of the ~ymptom is ~hus predicaled ou t~ basic 
between surface a~d depth, between phenomena {og~ec~s which can be directly 
expefien:ced} a~id the h{dde*~ causes of {~ose phenomena which c~mno~ be 

experienced but m~st be h~fm’red~ A similar 0istmction operates h~ Lacan’s 
work. in wgich symptoms ~re al~,ays d~stinguished from s~xvc~’g~:.% This 
distinction has the advantage of transcm~diog the opposition betweeo surfhce 

sy~pLoms lheraselves.Yil is ~he clinical struc{~re of ~he patien~ (neurosis. 
psyclmsis o:r perversio,~f which const~{utes the mN focus of psychoana{ysis. 
a~d not his symptoms, ~g~ ~hus the ~:~ oF a~,~LYsa must be conceived o~ 

In [acan’s work ~lm ~ern~ ’aympt~m~’usualiy refers m ne~r*~fic symptoms. 
thai is, to ~he perceptible ma~fi~s~a~iona of neurosis, a~d not to 
of ~he other clhdcM s~ructm~s (but see E. 28~ fur an exception/. Heace 
m~a~:stat[ons of psychosis, such as hallucinations and delusim~s, are not 
usua~iy referred to as symptoms but as phe*wmg*~, whereas perve~sma 
manifests itseK in perwrs:e acre The aim of Lacan{an psychoan;~[y~;is is ~ot 
the removal of neurotic symptoms, s~nce when one ~leurotic symptom 
pears it is oRen simply replaced by ;mother. This is wha~ distinguisiaes 
psychom~alysis from soy form of thempy~ 

Lacan [bilows Fre~d in affirmiog ~hat neurotic ~ympmms are fo<maf!ons 
the urtcon~cious, sad that they are always a compromise bet~,e~n two 
~ictiug desires. Laca~’s originality lies iu h~s unders~a~dia~ of neurotic 
s~mp~:~ma in Ii~ guis~ c termS: ’The symptom resolves i~se[f bmire!y in 
~’~mly,’.,~.s of ~ ~0aoe, ~ ~, , because ...... }~e syrup{ore" ....... s itse i’ x rt~ctumd ~ke a 
guage’ (E, 

Over the: eom’se of his work. Lacan identifies the symptom wkh differen~ 
feauees of !anguage: 

1, Ig t953 he argues ~ha~ t~e syrup[ore i.s a s~t~:~n~ ~E. 59) This dis~in~ 
gu~shes ~he psychoauMydc concept o{ the symptom Dora ~he medical 
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*,ranslerel~ce, no vantage point otltside the trav, sference ~rom which the analyst 

could offer an interpretatmn, si~ze any imerpm~afio~ he offers ’will be received 

of an imcrprei~tio~ when it is the trm~sfercnce RseIf which conditions the 

analysand’s acceptance o~ that interpretation: ’the mnergencc uf the subject 

from the ~rans~rence is thus postponed ad i¢~finilum~ ~E, 23 I)~ 
Does this mean that Lacaman a~aIysts never ime~ml the tranM~renc~? 

Certainly not: /.aca~ af~rn~ that "it ~ natural to i~terpret t’he h~nst~nce" 
rE, 271), bt~t a~ the same rune he harbours no illusions abo~,~t the powe~ of such 

interpretations ~o dissolve the transt~rence. Like any other interpretation, the 

analya~ must usa a~ his ~rt ~n deciding if and wlmn m interpret th~ transfer- 

once, and above all renal avoid gearing his inte~r~tations exclusively to 
imerpr~tinf the ~,.aasference, He must also know exactly wha~ he is seeking 

tu achieve by such an m~erp~tation: ~ot to ,rectitj’ the patient’s relationship to 
re;~lity, but to maimam ~he analytic die,ague. ’Wha~ does it mean. to interpret 

But whi~e it m~y be decep1~ve, *his lu~e ~rves a pu~ose by setting oil t~e 

whole process again" {Ec, 225). 
When de~gdNng the lrm~st~mnce as "posilive" or =negative’. Lacan takes two 

different approaches. ~ollowing Fre~d, Laean someumes ases fl~ese adjectives 

to velar m the nature of the affects, "positive transfere~ce" refegh~g ta ~oving 
afl~ms m~d "negative transfereuce’ referring to aggressive affects {Ec, 222}. 

Somelime:< however. Lacan takes the terms "positive" and ’negative’ vo relEr to 

~he favomahle or unfavoumble effects of the um~s~erence c,a the treatmem {see 
E. 271 where Lucan argue> that when the aualysand’s resistance opposes 

sugges6on, this resistance must be "placed m the ranks of t}m positive trans- 

ference" un ~he grounds t}~at ~{ maintains the directiou of the analysis}. 

Allhough Lacan does speak occasionally of COU~’r~A~S~C~, he gen- 

erall.y t:.’ei~rs n<~t to use this ierm. 

c~ed by Uh;~do~te B~lder {see E~ 51, tvfers to a specia~ kind of 
often observed in !he hehavmm" of smal~ chiklre~. For example a child can 

another child of the same age on Ihe le~3 side of his Nee. and then touch ~he 

F~ght s~de o[ his ow~ face and cry in imagined pain. For Lacan. transitivism 

i[h~rates the cOnh~sion of ego and other whic~ is inimrent in 

identification. The ~NVgaSm~ {r~ght to left) ~s fi~rther evidm~ce of the funcuon 

of the mirl’or. 
Trausitivism is also evident in paranoia, m which attack and eouuter--auaek 

are homed togetger "in m~ absolute equivalence’ tLacaa, 1951b: !6). 

~ 
treatment {ogre) The ~c~ "neatment’ designates the practice of 

VSrC~OANAL~’S~S as opposed to the theory of psychoanalysis. Although ~e 

2i4 

term was inherited by psychoanalysis from medicine, it has acquired a 

s:pecific meaning m 1.,acanian psychoanalytic theory which ~s quite different 

from {he way it is understood in medicine. In par{ickier t~e aim of psyche-- 
analytic treatment ~s n~ ~een by Lacan as "~ea~h~g’ or ’curing" people in the~. 

~ 
sense of proOt~eh~g a pe~etIy heal{by psyche. The clinica~ struclures o[ 

eumsts, psvchosls and perversion am seen as essemial~y ’incurable" and 

he aim of analytic treatment ~s simply to lead the analysa~d to a~icula~e his 

tn~th, 
~ Eaten ~rgues ff~at ~he treatment is a princess with a definite direct{on a 

structurat progressio~ with a beginmng, middle and end (see ~:aa oF asaLvs~st, 

T[~e begrudging, or ~point of entry inlo ~tm analytic sit~a6on’, is a contract, or 
"pact’, betwee~ analyst and analyaand which includes the ana~ysa~d’s agree- 

meat to abide by the fundamenta! rule. Following the inifia} consuRatiom a 

series of face-to-face preliminary interviews take place. The~e ~rehmmary 

interviews have several ah~s. Fimtly, they enable a properly psychoanaIytm 

symptom to be censtRuted i~ place of the vague collection of c{~mplaims orion 

brought by the patmnt. Seemingly, they allow time *~r tee transference m 
deveaop. Tlfirdly, they permit t~e analys~ to ascertai~ whethe~ or not there is 

really a demm~d for paychoanalys~s, and alst~ to hypo~hes~se about the clinical 

structure of the analysa~d, 

After the preliminary interviews, the tree,mere is no longer conducted face 
to t~¢e. trot with the analy~and reclining on a cm*ch whii~ the analys~ si~ 

behind him, out of the mmlysau~’s fie~d of vision (the couch b; not used ~n the 

~ea{ment of psychotic patients). As he free assomales, the anaIysand works 

through It~ signifiers that have determined ~m in his histoW, and is drivm~ by 

the vec¢ ptv~e~s of speech itself to articulate somethi~}g of his desire. This is a 

dynamic process which involve~ a conflict between: a force which drives the 

which blocks the process (see a~s~s’ra~c~), The analyst’s task is *o direct this 

process (~t to direct the patien0, am! m get the process goh*g again wheu ~t 
gek~ stuck. 

tFllfll (vdrit~) Tn~th ~s mm of the most central, and ye~ ram{ complex 

~erms bt Lacan’s discourse. A few tmsk: pomps are clear and congtani 

Lac~n’s, concept_ of tn~th; ....... troth always ~refe~s m mnh~~~..~abou    "    nd 

Tru~ d~~ot~l~ s~]~~aled {o the 

a~alysand by the an:aIyst; o~ the comrary, it ~ gradually ccms~ructed in the 

dialectical movement of the ~reatmenr itself {Ec, 144}. Lacan argues, in 

oppositic,:a to the ~raditions of classical philosophy, thai troth 

($7, 217} znd that it ~s not necessarily beneficial ro learn the truth IS!7. I22). 

While Lacan always speaks abom ’truth" m the singular, this is not a .single 

universal troth, bu~ a~ absolutely particular truth, unique ~o each subject {see 

$7. 24}. However. beyond ~hese few simple points, i{ is ~mpoasihle to g~m a 
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u~ivoca| definitio)~ nf the way Lacm~ uses the term. since it functions in 

sur~ment into th~ reaF (E. 74}. and conslitutes the aim eft ~he exact scim~c~s. 

bu~ got the sciem:e~ of s~biecfivity, Therefore uuth ~s ouly a meani.g~ul 

[hat the dimension of truth emerges" (E, 172), Psye~na~alytic treatnaem is 
based o~ Ihe fundamental promise that speech is ~be only means of revealing 
the truth about desire. "Trmh 5ollows ~s way rat~ the real thanks to the 
dimenqon of speech, There is neit5er true nor tsise prio~ m speech" ($1,228}, 

metaphysical eveu mystical ~ua~ces which prob]ematise any attempt 1o 
a~igMate Irutb and seie.ce, It ~s not that gazan de~ies tha~ science rams t~ 
know the tmdL but s~mply that sc{ence caunot claim lo monopNise mrth as 
exclusive properD {Ec. 79), t.acm~ later argues that acieace ~s m fac~ based 
u foreclosure td the concept of tr~th as cause {Ec, 874}. The concept of t~tg is 
es~ntial f~r uuderstandmg madness, and modem science renders madnes~ 
meaningless by ignoring t~e concept of troth (Ec, 153~}, 

~ Tr~lh. li~s and d~cepI{an Truth is intimately connected with deception, 
si~c~ li~s can often reveal the ~t-alh about d~s{~e mum eloquently lhan honest 
s~alements~ DecepOon a~d lies are ~ot the opposite of truth: on the contrary, 
they are inscribed ia~ the text of truth. The analyst’s vole is to reveal ~.he trnth 
inscribed i~/he decepuon of the analvaand~ speech. ARhough the analysand 
may in effecl be sayb~g ~o the ana]ysl q am deceiving you’, the analyst says to 
~he a~aiysand qn ~his I am &ceiring w you, what you are sending as message 

I39-40: see $4. 107-8L 

¯ , Truth versus fMse appearances The false appearances predated by the 
av, alys;md are uot merely obstacles du~t the analys* must expose and discard m 
order tu discover lhe mJth: on the control, the analyst must take them into 

~ Troth, error sod mls~l, akes Psychoanalysis has shown that the treth 

abou~ desire is often revealed by mislakes ~parapraxe~: see ac-~?, The complex 

relations between tr~th, mistakes, errm and deceplim~ am evoked by Lacan in 

typica!ly elusive phrase when he describes ~fl~e str~wturatior~ of speech 

sea~h ot truth" as "error ~aking ~ght i~ deception and t’eczpmred by mis-- 

~ake’ (SI. 273}. 

~ Trnth :and ficiio~l Lacan does not use the term "fiction’ in the sense of "a 

UNCONSCIOUS 

falsehood’, btlt in ~he seuse of a scientific coastruc~ {Lacan takes his cue here 
from Bentham .- see $7, 12). Thus Lacan’s term "fiction’ corresponds m 
Freud’s le~ Kom.’ention. conventim~ (see g l l, 163). and has more m com-- 
moo wifl~ trmh than lMsebood, Indeed, Lacan states that truth is structured like 
~ fictio~ {E, 306; Ec. 

~ Tr~th and the Rt:ac The opposition which Lacan draws bet,a ee~ truth 
and the reaJ dates back to his pre~war wri6ngs (e.g. Ec, 751. and is ~ake~ up at 
various [m~ms; ’We are used to the real The trut~ we repress’ (E, 169). 
H~wever, ~mcan also poi~s out that truth is similar to the reak :~ ~s m~possib~e 
to articulate the whole truth, and ’[p~recisely ~ecause of fl~is m~possibiliU, 
troth aspires to tim real’ (Lacan, 1973a: 83). 

U 

llIleOllS¢2~OtlS (itlCOt~S¢~iettl} Althm~gh the ~erm "unconscious" had been 
used by writers prio~ m Fre~d, k acquires a completely original meaniug 
we~, in which ~t constitutes the single most impmtam coneepL 

Freud d~sting~ished between two u~es of the term "unconscioes" (Freud, 
1915e), As a~ a~ective, it silk, ply refers to mentN processes ~ha[ are no~ the 
subject of conscious attention ar a given moment. As a noun {the unconscmns: 
&s [)nb~w~tl3t~), k designams one of the psycrdcal systems whic~ F~eud 
dmcr~bed i~ hi~ ~rsl theory of mental structure f{~e "~opographk.al modeF). 
According m th~s theory, tim mind is divided into ~hree systems or ’psychical 
l~x:aHties’; t~e conscious (Cs}, ~e preconscJous (Pcs} and the 
{Ucs), TSe uaeo~sc~ous system is ~mt me~ely Ihat which i~ outside ff~e fie{d of 
co~scmusness m: a given time, hut that which has bee~ radically ~eparated 
co~ciot~sness by repression and thus cannot enter t[~e consclous-preconscious 
system widmut distortion. 

In Fret~d’s second theoW of met~al s~rucrure {the ’structural theorv’L the 
mind is divided into the fl~ree agencies’ of ego. superego a~d id. in this’modeL 
~o one age~cy is identical to the unconscmus, siece eve~ fl~e ego and the 
superego have unconsc{ou, pa~s. 

Lacan. before 1950. uses ~he term "unconscious" principally h~ r~ 
gown. making his early work seem pardcu/ariy s~raage ~o those who are mo~e 
f;~miliar w~t~ Freud’s wrifiags~ In 1he 1950s. however, as L~cm~ begins his 
+return to Ftv)Jd’. the terru appears nm~ frequently as a noun. and Lacam 
mcmasi~)gly emphasises t~e originality of F~eud’s co~cep~ of the uuco~scious. 
stressing tba~ it rs not merely the opposi~e of coosciousneas: ’a laLg.e mm~ber of 
psychical effects that are qu,{e ~cgifimately designated as tmcm~scmus, ht the 
se~se of excluding the characteristics of consemusness, are nonetheless 
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o~t any relat,,on whatever to ~.he unconscious in the Freudian sense" (E, 

Hc also insists that the ~mconscious cannot simply be equated with ’t~at which 

~can argues lhat the eo~eep~ oF the unconscious was badly misu’aderstood 
by mo~ ~f Fraud’s followers, who r~duued it t~ being ~mer~iy the scat of the 

instincts" (E, 14~). Against this bioh:~gi~tic mode of thoughL Lacan argues that 

"tEe unconscio~.~ is neither primordia~ nor insfinc~’uaU (E, 170); it is w~marily 

linguistic. This is smnmed up iu Latch’S %mons formats. ’the uncunseious 
su’uc~red Hke a language" ~$3~ 167; see ~.a~au,~cm, $~RU~URE). Lacaa’s 

analysis of ~he unconscmus in terms of synchronic structt~re is 

by ~is idea of toe unconscious opening and ~[osing m ~ temporM 

(S~I, !43, 204). 
~ome psychoanalysts have obiec~ed to Lacm~’s linguisuc approach m the 

uneon~ciou~ on the ~mtmds that ~t is overly ~estfictive]and o~ ~he grom~d~ that 

Freud himself e~cluded word-presemations from {he unconscious ($7~ 44: tbr 

Lacan’s refi~tafion of the~ ol:,jections~ see rm~o). Lacan h[mseff q~a~ifies his 

linguistic approach by arguing thaa the ~asm3 why the unconscious is 

tared like a hmguage is that "we only grasp the unconscious final2y when 
explicated, in that ~3art of ~{ w~ich is ~rticulated by passing into woads’ {$7, 

32}. 

discourse of the Other’ (Ec. 16: see oru~). TJis enigmatic tbrmula, which has 

become one of Lacan’~ mosl l)~mm~s dictums, can be uuderst~d in many 

ways. Perhaps the most importan~ meaning is thai ’one s~ould see in the 

vmeonacmus the eflkcts of speech on the subject" tSll. 126). Motv 

cisely, the u~consc~ous ~s the effects of the smgqlF~E~ on ghe subject, in that 

the s~gnifier is what ~s repressed and what returns in the ib~ations of the 

unconscious {symptoms. jokes, parapraxes, dreams~ etc.). 

All the ret~rences to language, speech, dlscomse and sign~fiers dearly locate 

the unconsckms m the order of ~be S~’N~OIAC. lndeed. ’~he ~mconscious is 

sm~ctured as a function of the symbolic" {$7. 12L The uncon,cious ,s 
determination of the su~ect hy the symbolic order. 

"I’Ve unconscious is no~ interior: o~ the contrary, since sFmech and ~a~guage 

are iu~e~suhjecfive pi~enome~a. ~he nnconsciuus ~s ’tr~msindividuM" (E. 49); 

the unconscious ~s. so Io speak. ’outside’, ’This exteriodty of the symbohc 

~lafiau tu man is ~h~ ’#cry ~ufion of the unconscious" tee. 469L If the 

unconscious seems intern)r, this is as effect of the imagmaw, which b~ks 

the ~:h~tions~ip be~weea ~he ~ubject and t~e Ot~er and a, hich ~nve~s the 
tnexsage of the Other, 

ARhough {t~e unconscmus is especially visible in @e formations of the 
u~cogsmou£ ~e uncm~scious leaves none nf m~r actions outside its 

{E. 163L The laws of ~he unconwgious, whic~ am those of ~peti~io~ and desire, 
are as ubiquitous as structure itself, The unconscious ie~ ~rredu~ible. so the aim 

of analys~ cannot he to make conscious the unconscious 

WOMAN 

In addition to the various linguistic metaphors which L, acan draws on to 
co~eptualise the m~c .mscio~s (discourse. language, speechL he also c’ance~ves 

the uncon~cmus ~n other terms, 

symbolic histow of the signifiers thai have determined the sut~ject in {he course 
of his 1i%: ’what we teach the su:bject to recognize as h~ uncou~cmus 
Nstmy’ (E~ p, 5:2), 

,~ ~o~’Lg~)c,g Since it is an artic~lalh>n of signifiers in a sigmfying chain. 
t~e unconscious is a kind of knowledge (symbolic knowledge, or s~n’o~r). More 

r.rrec*seiy, it is an "unknown knowledge°. 

W 

view tha~ there are certain ~svcb~cal characterisqcs tha~ can be ca]~ed "mascu- , 

line’ und others that can b~ ~ailed ’[~:mlnine’, and thal these differ from ea~.h 
other ,sig~fificamly. HoweveL Fraud co~tantIy refuses to g~ve ~ y detmitio ~ ff ~ 

the .ter~s ’mas~ub~e’ ~md ’femiMne’. arguing that ~h~v are foundational 

emmepts which can be used but not elucidated by psychoanalytic theory’ 

(Fret~d, 1920a: SE XVI~I, [71).                               ~      " 
One [ealure of this opposition is thai the two le~s do sol functmn in an 

exactly symmetrical way. MagculiMty is taken by Frm~d as the paradigm: he 

~ssar~s ~at ~ere is oMy one libido, which is mascuhne, and that ~e psychics] 

development of the gift is at first idemicM to that of the buy, only d~verging a{ 

a {~ter moment. FemininRy is thu~ ~ha~ which dive~ges from tim masculine 

paradigm, and Freud regards ~t as a mysterious, unexplored region, a ~dark 

cout~neat" {Fraud, I926e: SE ~. 212). The "riddle of ~he nalure of femh*inity" 

{Freud. 7933a: SE XXIL 1 ~31 comes {o preoccupy t~>e~d ~n b~5 }a~er writings. 
ana drives him to ask the [amous questmn, ~Wba{ does woman wan,~ (see 

J~nes. 1953-7: voL 2. 4681. Masculinity is a se~gevident given, feminMitv is ~ 

Zone of mysteW: 

Psychoanalysis does nul try to describe wha~ a woman ~s - tha~ would be a 
task it could scarcely perfom~ --. but sets about enquiring how she comes into 

being, how a woman develops om of a child with a bisexual d~sposition. 

(Freud. 1933a: SE XXIL 1161, 

Apart #ore a few remarks on the fimefio~ of ~he ~o~.~ h-~ ~he family 

complexes (Lacaa, 1938L Lacan’s pre-wac writings do not engage ,,v,~h the 
debate on femininity. The occasional statements on the submcl wNcb occm m 
Latch’s work in the early 19505 are couched in ~erms d~rived from Claude 

Ldvi-S{~auss:’women are seen as objects of exchange which ch’culate like signs 
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between k~.~sh[p groups (see L~wi-Strauss, [949b’~. ’Wome~ in t~e, real order 
serve . a~ obJeCts for the ex~hm~ges ~equ~red by the elementm’~ ~u-~emres v,f 

pushe~ into the posmon of an exchange o~iec~ d~t constitutes the d~ffioHty of 

the Cemmme position: 

For her, the~’s something insurmmmtable, let us sa~ unaceeptab]e, m the 
fact a~ being placed m the posmon o~ an object ~u the sy:mbol~c or~er, to 

which, on the other hand, she is entirety sut!iecle0 no less than the man, 

Lacaff’s analys~:s of the Dura case makes the same point: whaV is unacceptable 
f’er Dora is ~er pos~fio~ as ob~ec~ of exchange between her farther and llen K 

{see Lacan. [951a). Being m this posmm~ ot exchange object means that 
woman ’has a ~vlaliun of the second degree to th~s s)mbolic order" (52, 

262: see $4. 

.......... nini{y, arguing that hysteda ~s in fact nothing ether than *he quest$on of 

femb~inity i~selL the question which may be phrased ’What is a woman?’ 
Fhis ’i~ Irv*e ft~r both male and female hys/ede~ {$3. 178/. The term ’woman’ 

here refers not ~o some biological esset~ce but m a position in the symbolic 

order: ~ ~s synonymous with the term ’feminine position’, Lacan 

that ~there ~ ao symbolisalmn of womau’s sex as such’, since ~here is no 

fen~inine eq~ivMen~ to {he *highly prevalent symOof provided by 
fS3. 1761, This ~ymbohc dissymmetry %tees the wmnan to lake the s;~me mine 

. through the Oedkpns complex as the boy. i,e, m identify wi~l~ the father, 

However. this ts more complex for U~e woman, since she is requked 

the image of a member of the other sex as the baals fo~ her kfemificatioo fS3, 

’Guiding remarks for a co~gres~ on ~Emmine sexuality’ {Lacam 1958d), 

~h=s paper I)e ~ores ~he impasses which have beset psychoanalytic d~scus~ions 
of feminine sexuality, and argues that woman is the Other for both men 

womem "Man here acts a~ ~be relay whe~by ~he woman becomes t}fis Other 

fi~)- herself as she is this Othe~ t’or him’ {Ec, 732), 

Lacan’s ~nost k~pormm con~{bmions m the debate on femininity come, like 

F~eud’5.. h)~e in hi~ work. I~ the seminar of 1972-3. Laean advances 

concept of a specificaH}, f~minine aou~ss~#,’cw wh~ci~ gaes "beyond the phal- 

lus" ~$20. 69): this iouissance ~s "of the order of ~he infinite’, like mystical 

ecstasy <S2O. 44) Women may experience lh~s jrnd,s~’on~+, b~t they kr)ow 
no{brag ab,mt ~t {520, 71L l~ is a~so in this semina~ flint Lacan takes up his 

cmm-~:~versiaI ~ksrmula. first advaaced iu the seminar of [970,--1. "Woman does 

not exist’ Ua ~?mme ~ "exis~e p~s -Lac~m, 1973a: 60L ~,h~ch he here rephrases 

as ’there is no such thing as Woman" (il n y a pos LaJbmme ~-~ 

clear m the odg~n;~] ~rench. what Lacan pros h~to que:~fion is ao~ tSe noun 

WOMAN 

’wmnarl’, but the definite articIe which precedes ~, In French the deft)me 
artk:[e ~dicates universality, and this is precisely th~ charac~e~sfic that 
women lack: wom~) "d(, not lend themselves to generalisa~ion, even 
phaHoce~trie ge)~eralisafion’ (Lacan. 197561. Hence gacan su’~kes tbruugh 
the de,hire artic}e whenever )t precedes the term jerome in much the same 
way as ~e strikes thro~gh tl~e A to produce {he symbol for the barred Odmt, 
like woman. ~he Other does ~ot exist {see BAR~. To press home the point. 
speaks of woman as "not-all’ Q~rs-rouge: $20, 13}: uolike masculinity, which 
a universal t’u~c~iOn founded ~pon the phallic excep~)(m (cash-ationL woman 
a uon--umvema[ which admits of no excepUon. Woman )s compared ~o truth~ 
since both partake of the logic of the ~o*-a}[ ~there is )~o such thing as all 
women: i~ is ~mpass*Ne to say ’fl~e whole tru{h’/ {Lacan. U)73a: 

Lacan goes on in 1975 to state that’a woman is a symptom" lLacan, 
seminar of 21 la~uary 1975~. More precisely, a woman is a symptom q~a man, 
i~ ih:e sease that a woman can only ever enter {~e psychic economy of men as 
gmtasy objeci {a), lhe cm~se of their desire, 

Lacaa}’s remarks on woman and on feminine sexuah~y have become the 

ower whefl~er to ace Lacan as an ally or an enm!ly t~" lhe feminist cause. Some 
have seen h~s theories as providing ~ incisive description* of patr{a~cl~y ;rod as 
a ,*,ay of challenging fixed concepts ofsexuaI ~den{ity {e.g. M~mheH a,~d 
~982). Others have a*gued ~hut his concept of the symbolic order 
patriarchy as a transhistorica~ g~ven, and that his privilegi~g {ff the phallus 
simply repeats tile aIleged miaogymes of Deud himself (e.g. Gallop. 1982: 
Orosz, 1990). For represents/ire samples of the deba~e, see Adams and Cowie 
{1990) and B~n~an (19~9)~ ~or a Lacanian accoum of ~minme sexuality, see 
Leader ( 
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Of Sonja Haynes 
STAR: WRITER 

Students, faculty and fi’iends of Sonja 
Haynes Stone met Tuesday to remember 
and renew her legendary vision of 

Stone served as director of curricalum 
~n Afro-American St~J.es at the URiver- 
fity from 1974to 1979. She thenworked as 
an associate professor in the field un~ her 
d~athin 199 I. The BlackCultur~ICenter ~ 
named gter h~. 

Stone was a/~o a leader in several cam- 
pns organizations dtw~ng her tkne at ~C, 
including the BCC Plannln~ Coran~ttee, 
the Campus Y Advisory Board and the 
Black Student Movement. 

The Campus Y orgagized Tuesclay’s 
event to celebrate and 1)remote Stone’s 
campus activism, said Pl~ CornmiV 

I te~ member I¢~ie Rossini. ~ 
"Dr.Stone h~,tmch a d~erse andbm~- 

based Lmpact on ~ camptts," Rossini 
said. "We’re here to pay tribute and reflect., 
and decide whcr~ to go from 

BSM co-Pr~ident Chandra Taylor said 
she thought it was important to ketrp Stone’s 
memory alive."I ~k Dr. Stone was 
woman who mobilized a feeling o fkmpira- 

Stone 
tion that ~akes eveWo ne wa~t to strb~e for 
~e ~on of ~e BI~ C~ Cm- 
t~," Taylor s~d. 

Stone’s c~p~ pres~ce em~ded 
~e d~oom se~g ~ we~, s~d H~old 
Woodard of the Office of Student 
Co~e~g."~. Stone h~ a ~ for 
~g ~ s~d~t feel ~ ~o~ 
~dsome~m~ou~y~ 
~ had no~" he s~d. "She ~ed 
don ~d ~co~g~t ~ ~ways 
~ss ~ ~t lesson.~ 

Co~ege. She ~t~ r~dved a m~s d~ 
~e ~ s~ wo~ ~om Adam U~v~- 
~ ~d a ~aorate ~ edition 

Stone play~ m~ 
~pa~ion of ~e d~t of 

Stone ~ o~ed ~e 
Black Pres s ~mte md ~e O IC ~v~ 
~j~ ~ P~adelp~. 
H~ L~c~ 1991 C~p~ Y 

dent, ~d she ~o~t Stone’s price 

BCC."She hel~d ~ to ~e wor~ 

Wednesday, April 17, 1996 

Library 



Local artist to replicate 
Mssh g BCC sculptm’e 

BY SWffJF DURI-L4MS 

A ceramic 5ust o,r a~ and profes. 
sot Sofia Hay,-nes Stone that d,;s~ppeazed 
:kis s~_~=~,er from ~e ~lack 

2~aced soon, BCC o~ ~d. 

gzLng 5~ce Aug 3, whez 
re~e~ ~s~g ~m have no~ chided 

Capt. ~eff McC~acken, the 
deFz~ent’s ch~efknve~gztor, said 

permd w~ i~ got acd&nfiy broke, and 
x,Loevez was respo~ible for bre~g 
probably ~o~ rid o~it," McCrack~ 

Soon aSez ~e Pust w~ ~scovered 
missing, the. center asked Ckndy W~ace, 

nd b’~t, h% rep]azemem bast co-ed 
made. 

Harc,!d WMiace, Cindy 
band and ~e U~vem~V% sped~ ~sis- 

wou~d ~ to comp]ete a r~lacement 
v,~Lq ~he nexz ~ree to fo,~ weeB, 

~e los~ of~e b’~t w~ a disappo~t- 

.~ff~A~eficaD Stogies ~e~,~ who 

spoi:eeg~a:ly in vappom of advan~g 
~e zav~ of black sVaden~ on camp~. 

Weanes&y A’a~"~’~ 21, 1996 



In praise 
fSnj ,o o a 

University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill Chancellor James 
Moeser called me out last 
Thursday morning before 200 to 

300 people. It 
V~LLAGE was in the Bell 
VO|C~S Tower parking 

lot on the occa- 
sion of the core- 
monial ground- 
breaking for the 
Sonja Haynes 
Stone Black 
CulturalCenter. 

Earlier that 
morning, 
Moeser told the 

audience, I had been so over- 
come by the significance of the 
event that I had cried "real 
tears." That was his segue into a 
short speech about the sweat and 
tears of so many that had gone 
into seeing the BCC project to its 
ultimate destiny. 

Fm not admitting here to any 
"real tears" (well, maybe a cou- 
ple), but while welcoming every. 
one in the cramped off’ices of the 
BCC, I was overcome by the 
homecoming feeling of the 
moment. 

While talking with students 
and colleagues, I looked up to see 
a handsome, familiar face -- a 
bit fuller than when I last saw it 
-- a bit older, but the smile was 
unmistakable. It was Tim Smith, 
a defensive back at Carolina 
almost a decade ago, with two 
good-looking children; he is a 
father now. "Jimmy is here, 
too," he said, as we embraced, 
referring to Carolina Panthers 
defensive back Jimmy 
Hitchcock. 

Harry Amanda 

Jnnrffy was a~so a member of 
the Tar Heel teams in the early. - 
’90s. It was Tim, Jimmy, line- 
backer John Braddock, and bas- 
ketball captain George Lynch 
who had gone on the record as 
activist athletes to support our 
fledgling efforts at securing a 
center in honor of the late Sonja 
haynes Stone. 

But before I could sort through 
the rush of memories brought on 
by Tim’s appearance, Precious 
Stone, and then Robert Stone -- 
Sonja’s children -- appeared in 
the ddorway. Like their mother, 
they are tar and good-lookin~, 
with prideful, intelligent eyes. 
More embraces were in order. 

~ $O~A, Pa~e A7 

Wednesday, May 2, 2001 

Sonja 
continued from page AI 

Also among those packed into 
the office space as we waited to 
make the trek to the site was 
Hortense McClinton, the first 
black faculty member at the uni- 
versity in the mid-1960s; Sonja’s 
father, Wendell O. Haynes; and 
Chapel Hill’s First Baptist 
Church minister, the Rev. J.R. 
Manleyo 

All of these folks, and many 
more, were nestled amidst the 
present staff and students, mad 
local official notables such as 
Moeser, UNC system President 
Molly Broad, Provost Robert 
Shelton, Chapel Hill Mayor 
Rosemary Waldorf, and UNC 
Board of Trustees member 
Timothy B. Burnett. 

It was in this mix, then, that 
the weight of the BCC struggle 
temporarily overcame me. 

Sonja Haynes Stone had 
recruited me in 197a to work 
with her in the Southeastern 
Black Press Institute, a pro.gram 
funded by the Rockefeller 
Foundation. And when I was 
hired in January 1979 at the UNC 
School of Journalism, I was also 
appointed as liaison ~o the 
Institute. 

Over the years, I got to know 
her as the head of the Afro- 
American studies curriculum, 
which she wanted desperately to 
bring to departmenta! status. 
She believed that, with all that 
black people had done to help 
create the wealth, prosperity and 

culture in North Carolina, an 
Afro-American studies depart- 
ment Was not just desirable, but 
necessary. 

Scholarship would mine the 
mother lode of materials already 
buried among the university’s 
libraries and archives, she 
thought, and a black cultural 
center would be the complemen- 
tary centerpiece that would cele- 
brate the cultural and artistic 
endeavors of our people. 

She also was an inspired, 
sometimes headstrong scholar 
who was absolutely committed.to 
the development of student lead- 
ership and public service at the 
university. Students, she 
thonght, were our hope for an 
enlightened future and she saw 
in them the inspiration needed 
to wage the good fight. . 

I saw her last in an East 
Franklin Street restaurant in the 
summer of her death. I had 
returned to town in January 1991 
from an lg-month leave In 
Atlanta but hadn’t gotten the 
chance to really touch base with 
everyone. "We’ve got to meet 
soon," she said. "I’ve got some- 
thing I want to talk to you 
about." She died unexpectedly in 
August. 

Shortly thereafter, a group of 
black, white and brown students, 
largely from the Black Student 
Movement and the Campus Y, 
decided to honor her by pushing 
for a freestanding black cultural 
center named in her honor. 

That was 10 years ago. 
It’s taken that long for us to get 

to that ground-breaking ceremo- 

ny Thursday morning. The scat- 
tered, decade-long memories that 
overcame ~e might well have 
brought me to a tear or two. 

Looking at Thn and Preeious 
and Robert and Hortense and 
Haynes and Manley, and my gel- 
leagues and staff, made me 
remember the endless caucuses, 
strategy sessions and meetings. 
The emotional roller-coaeter 
rides that brought us hope and 
frustration. The demonstrations 
and marches. The attacks and 
accusations by the opposition. 
The mistakes we made. 

And, yes, I also remembered ’ 

the sweat and tears of students " 
from 10 graduation classes who 
leR thinking, perhaps, that their 
dream would never be realized. 

Maybe that’s why so many 
returned for a simple, ceremoni- 
al activity, (The actual ground- 
breaking will occur in JulY.) 
Why a group of them posed hap- 
pily together for a picture. WhY 
those who couldn’t come. sent 
regrets b~.mail, phone and 
email. 

It was quite a day -- a bright, 
sunny day, perfect for the occa- 
sion. And this was no ordinary 
groundbreaking. Drummers led 
us through the campus to the 
site. Our student cultural groups 
danced, recited, sang and gave 
praise. A griot blessed the soil. 
Tears were shed. 

Harry Amana is a professor in the 
School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication at UNC-CH. He can 
be contacted at 
harryamana@unc.edu or 962-4080. 



Mumni remember when UNC was 
BY ALAN SCHSR ZAGIER 

STAFF WRITER 

CHAPEL HIL!. -- Whether for football, fellowship 
r frivolity, thousands of alumni will return to 

:NC-CH for Homecoming today to renew chef- 
;heal memories of their alma mater. 

Edith Hubbard, Class of 1966 and one of the 
choors first black, female graduates, recalls a 
ifferent Carolina. For her, it was a lonely cam- 
us where other women refused to share a dor- 

fitory room. It was a place where the unspoken 
corn of her classmates seared her soul. 

lonely for blacks ......... 
"If I had to do it over again, I wouldn’t," said 

Hubbard, who despite graduating from the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill asked 
historically black Bennett College, where she 
spent two years, ~ list her name in its alumni 
directory. 
More than 30 years later,, though, Hubbard has 

learned to embrace the university she once 
dreaded. She’s a lifetime member of the alumni 
association and works on campus as associate 
~.director of research services. And he, r, daughter 
~s a proud graduate. 

On Friday, students young enough to be 
Hubbard’s grandchildren heard her and others 
who helped break the color line at Chapel Hill 
describe those first days of desegregation. 
The panel discussion at the George Watts Hill 

Alumni Center included Ralph Frasier and his 
brother, LeRoy Frasier Jr., who in 1955 became 
the school’s first black undergraduates; David 
Dansby, the first African-American to receive an 
undergraduate degree from UNC-CH; and Karen 
Parke~, who in 1965 became the first black woman 

SEE UNC, PAGE 7B UNC 
T~NUED FROM PAGE 1 B 
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’ ~o graduate from Chapel Hill. 

The speakers told of history pro- 
fessors who took particular delight 
in describing Negro lynchings to 
their black students. 

One audience member, the 
daughter of civil-rights leader 
Floyd McKissick -- who in 1951 
enrolled at the UNC law school 
under court order -- described 
how her father found a black 
snake outside his dormitory room 

underneath a sign warning, "pos-. 
sums and coons go home." 

But for all the discrimination, 
the intiraidation and the indiffer- 
ence, UNC-Chapel Hill’s first 
black students were sometimes 
free sh-nply to enjoy college life. 

LeRoy Frasier Jr., a self- 
described "gym rat," recalled 
playing pickup basketball games 
with Lennie Rosenbluth ~nd other 
members~of ~-1§57 NCAA cham- 

/pionship team. On another Occa- 
sion, a football:playing roommate 

helped end harassing telephone 
calls to Frasier by rallying team 
mates to confront the culprits. 

"Those guys never bothered me 
again," Frasier said. 

Being a racial pioneer took its 
toll. Academic difficulties forced 
LeRoy Frasier Jr. to transfer to ’ 
N.C. Central University after 
three years in Chapel Hill. He 
later earned a degree from NCCU 
and became a teacher. 

Ralph Frasier, now a successful 
lawyer and banking executive, 
said he transferred to NCCU from 
UNC-CH because of "stress, iso- 
lation and academic ineligibility." 
He later served on the Ohio Board 

Edith Hubbard, right, Karen Parker, David Dansby and Ralph 
Frasier, background, were among UNC-CH’s fimt black students. 
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of Regents and as a trustee of 
NCCU, where he received a law 
degree. 

Friday marked Ralph Frasier’s 
first return to campus in more 
than 40 years. "! did not have the 
love in my heart ... that many of 
you have," he told about 100 stu- 
dents, professors and alumni. 

Frasier challenged the univer- 
sity, with a minority enrollment 
that hovers at 10 percent ~o 11 per- 
cent, to boost its efforts to attract 
and retain talented black sttr~ 
dents, professors and top admin- 
istrators. "There’s a lot that needs 
to be done," he said. "Where are 
the senior black administrators?" 

The panel discussion was part 
of a larger celebration called 
Black Alunmi Pmunion. The week- 
end’s events include a golf tour- 

nament, student-mentor lunch, 
tailgate party and awards cere- 
monies. 

The event, now in its 19th year, 
has grown from about 20 return- 
ing alumni a decade ago to more 
than 750 ~egistered this year, said 
organizer Rodney Hanis, Class of 
’91. "Now, we’re assuming owner- 
ship," he said. "We’re able to come 
back here, stand up and be count- 
ed." 
The speakers’ remarks res- 

onated with Eugene Scott, a fresh- 
man from Washington, D.C., 
whose mother was denied admis- 
sion to UNC-CH a generation ago. 

"It makes me realize how fortu- 
nate I am to even be here," he 
said. 

Alan Sch~r Zagi~ caq be nmched 
at 932-2012 m azagler@nando.¢om 



Students 
Remember 
Racist Past 
The two first black students 
at UNC entered the School 
of Law in June 1951 and 
graduated in 1952. 

Most of today’s college freshmen do 
not have to endure chez~y.bombs or 
threatening phone 
calls, but the first 
black students at 
UNC dealt with 
these hardships as 
well as cat calls 
and racist sig~s. 

Ralph Frasier, 
one of the first 
black undergradu- 
ates at UNC, said ~’~un-~ca~. 
the negative atten- . 
ton was ~n unwanted companion. 

~There was a lot of publicity and 
media attention so ~veryone knew who 

The First Black Students at UNC 
The tim black students to re~ve a degree from UNC graduated from the School of Law in 
1952. The fire b~]~ undergraduates en~ in 1955 but c[,d not receh, e deg~ 

in 1955 as one bf the. 
first ~ee bbdc 

undergr’~luates at UNC. 

Kemneth Lee was ~e 
fin bia~k graduate 

stu~m a~ UNC in 1951. 

Ralph FrasJer left 
UNC ~o secure his 

degree horn 
N.C. Cer~’al Unive~. 

David Dansby enrofied as an 
undergraduate at UNC in 1957 and became the fin b~ack student 
to receive an undergraduate degree in 1961. He later went o~ to 

aP, ain his law degree from UNC in 1964. 

we were,~ he s,xid. "There were a lot of June 19,51 a~d graduated, with law 
stares.~ degrees in 1952, 

Harvey Beech andJ. Kenneth Lee, When undergraduate admissions 
the first black students to attend the 
Ur~vemty, entered the School of I~w in See STRUGGLE, Page 2 

it, C. Collection 

Library 
University of N. C, 
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opened to blacks in 1955,Jolm Braadoo 

and brothers LeRoy and Ralph Frasier 
became the first black undergraduate 
students at UNC. 

Even thong~h all three chose m leave 
UNC without obtaining their under- 
graduate degrees, their presence at the 
University paved the way for future 
black students. 

P-~ph Frasier said his time at UNC 
was not easy. "The environment w~s 
generally hostile," he said. ~Of coupe 
there were some very’ wm’m and wel- 

coming pockets of people who received 
us with open arms." 

Frasier said he and his fellow black 

students endured daily stares and 
unwanted attention from other students. 

"There were the cat calls and rac~t 

signs tacked up on our doors," he said. 
"We were oddities in the context of all 

the other students’ experience. Mo~ had 
no connection to blat~ in genera!." 

Housing segregated Fra~ier and the 
other ~o b~ students on the t~p floor 

of Steele Building, which was then a res- 
idence hall. "W~had our own little blab. 
pod on the t_hiM floor," he said. 

Frasier lef~ UNC in the spring of 

1958, joined the military, married and 
later received h~ undergradns, te ~d law 
degrees from N.C. Cen~ Univenity, a 
historically black u~versity and the first 

state-supported liberal ~ college for 
black students. ~It was a lot easier going 
to school there," he said. ~But in one 

way or another, ~1 your experiences 
make you wh~ you ~re, I don’t view 
that period in my ~ile with any great 
fondness, but I’m pretty pleased with 
how everything tnmed out." 

F~er r~en@ ~ ~om ~ ~d- 
~on ~ exe~five ~ president of 
H~n N~on~ 
~l~b~, O~o. 
~ou~ F~er s~d dese~e~on 

~ ~c~t ~ ~ ~d~,Jo~ 
~de~, UNC profe~r eme~, 
~on of~e ~ s~oo~ ~ a 
~er pr~. 

~de~, who wor~ ~ ~e ~m~ of 
~ve~enk w~ a ~mdent a~ ~e 
~ool of ~w ~om 19S1 ~ 19S4. He 
~d he ~d not ~ my problems when 
b~ smden~ en~red ~e ~adu~ 

"It ~ a developm~t 
b~g fur ~me ~e 
md ~," he s~d. "I don’t ~ myone 
w~ rely ~ when it happenS." 

U~e in~ffon 
~, Da~d Mo~ D~by, ~e 
b~ ~dent ~ receive ~ ~der~u- 
~ de~ee ~om UNC, ~d berg a 

"~en I c~e m ~e Unive~ity 
~p~mber 19~7, ~ee bl~ smden~ 
w~e ~e~y ~ere," he ~d. ~Wi~out 
~ph, I wo~’t ~ve gown 
¯ e ~ y~. I rely ~pr~ 
~ of~em ~d for me. ~ey 
me we~ for ~e ~ 

D~by ~ ~ved ~ S~ele B~l~g 
~ ~e o~er b~ ~den~. "It ~ a 
h~d ~e ~jusfing to l~e," he 
"BI~ w~ ~e~ ~ do~, ~r 

some protests, we were later scatmred all 
over ~mpu~.~ 

Dansby said that compared to other 
students’ lives, black students did not 
have the same college experience. "The 
social life for blacks was nonexistent," he 

said. "We weren’t welcome in campus 
activities; we didn’t have the ability to 

. meet people spootaneous!y. There was 
no soc~ outlet.... We couldn’t get into 
the theaters or restaurants downtown 
until after the Civil Rights Movement 

began in 1960." 
Dansby said he was able to endure 

the hardships unlike the original three 
undergraduate students because he was 
not as outgoing. "People that .were 

socially involved in high school had 
trouble because there was no social out- 
let. I think the reason I did so wel! was 
because I adjusted," he said. "Some 

more black students came the next year 
aider the original three hacl left." 

Dansby said he felt welcome at’only 

one group on campus. ~The only cam- 
pus orgunization that was open to o~r 
presence was the YMCA7 he said. 
"Some of the staff there ~ied to make 

sure we were involved in campus life as 
mu~ as possible, mostly through Y 
activities.~ 

Even though the University had 

adopted a desegregation policy, some 
facilities and bu.fldings were ~ .divided. 

"l’here were segregated water foun- 
tains at Morehead Planetarium," 

Da.mby said. "The hospital had segre- 

gated wai~a~g rooms and bathrooms." 
Dansby said he and some other civil 

rights activists protested the dedication 

of School of P~blic Health because they 
wanted to emphasize that segregation 
stil! existed. "After we announced that 
we were going to picket, they removed 
every sign segregating the facilities, and 

those signs never c~a’ne back," he said. 
Damby was one of the first UNC stu- 

denf to participate in the picket lines 
protesting segregation in Chapel HIlL 

After he participated in one picket l~ne 
on West Franklin Street in March 1960, 
he said he endured harassment by other 
students. 

"Checry bombs were placed outsi~e 

my door a~d windows," he said..~t 

received threatening and intimidating 
phone calls and notes on my door. I did- 

n’t go to anyone. I thought they were 
cowazd]y acts and would not be camed 
out." 

Dansby said the college experience 
was much different for black smdent~ 

t?day, "Now a black student is welcome. 
in every organization," he said. "They 
are not segregated and can walk aronnc! 
campus without feeling out of pla~. 

They are part of the Urfive~ity." 
Despi~e his trials, Dansby graduated 

with a degree in political science i~ 1961,. 

He went on to obtain a degree from ~e 
School of Law in 1964. Danshy received 
his first jbb from Lee. Both practice law 
in Greensboro. 

Dansby said his determination saw 
him through hardships while at.UNC, 
decided I was going to be a student 

be m~elf. That’s wliat I did." 

?he University ~ditog can ~ reached 
at udefk@unc~edu: 

Tuesday, Februm’y 23, 1999 

G. Collact|on 
Library 

Unlveralty of N. C. 

! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alvin < ~aol.com> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 1:45 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Race Fihn Search 

3.05.12.Regester.vl .docx 

Dear Professor Regester: 
Enclosed attachment find my letter to you per film request. 
Sincerely, 
Alvin Xex 



~aol.com 

March 5, 2012 

Professor Charlene Regester 
University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
910 Raleigh Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Professor Regester: 

SUBJECT: RACE PICTURES 

I am familiar with your superb writing on Black American’s history (e.g. Oscar Michaeux) in 
film, my subject area too. I would like to know of your current endeavors in this genre. And since I 
am assembling a scholarly documentary about early and obscure "race" and silent shorts with Black 
actors, I would appreciate any information indicating collectors and collections holding same. My 
recent research discovered a few very rare (first release since initial release) gems and I can use a 
handful more. Unfortunately Paramount, MGM, United Artists and the "vaults" of several movie 
companies, no longer hold (lost?) many known early titles. I am sure your expertise (and promised 
vis-it-vis interview" with Henry T. Sampson professor) can alleviate this void. (Since I moved back 
to the South--from California--and close to completing my project, I would love to meet and dis- 
cuss the genre!)Ars longa vita brevis. 

Sincerely, 

Alvin Xex 
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try to determine 
uly turned off the 
d the Bosnian Serb 
29 months, 

).C.--Whitewater 
tart appointed top 
hue a two-pronged 
~ and Lktle Rock, a 
atlon of President 
s p]ckJaqg up speed 

H 
otsekeepers Appredation Day was celebrated from 11:30 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Monday in the Pit with free meals for 
all UNC housekeepers, speeches from the groups in- 
volved in hosting the event and songs sung by the Black D~OS~C~Sa~ 

Student Movement Gospel Choir.                             TOP: 
Housekeepers Appreciation Day -was sponsored b.ff a number of_ ~!p~£~s).igO!~!~_JOSz.5~£:~t~fi ..~ 

).C. --The CIinton 
racing a speech by 
Assad as evidence 
genuinely is com- 

~ peace treaty with 

Farren Cl-~ristopher 
~bably next month, 
~ther U.S. officiab 
~raeI "wrestle with 
ssues,i~ MichaeI 
~eparrment s~kes- 

U.S, official said 
:y ~o the Syrian p~- 
;st deck.radon ever 
peace with I~ael 

ED 

Kappa Alpha Psi FraterMry Incl Student Government, the Rdsidende 

Hail Association and the Office of the Provost were co-sponsors, BOTrON: Joann¢ Holt, who has been 

The organizatiors heIped to fund the housekeepers’ lunches, which housekee~r ~or needy one momh, sm~s. 
Fee] Like Going Oa° to the crowd, 

included hamburgers, chips, pretzels and cake from Lenoir. 

% Fisance Construction 
Students invoIved wi~ the center said 

th, ey understood it might be several years 
before the new building ~eame a reali% 

Michelle Jobmson, a senior from Ra- 
ieigg and a membvr of the BCC adv~ou 
Lx)ard, said she believed the center would 
~ bu~t ~’enmally. 

"I do expect tsar ful! effom will be 
made t~ ~et the center built within six to 
eight yea~;~," she said. 

Mark Lee, a junior from New.k, 
said it was u~reaE.~c to expect 

A year after the Sonja H. Stone Black 
Cu]mm] Center finalized plans to erect a 
freestanding bui!ding on campus, BCC 
administrators have not yet launched a 
iarge-scale fund-raising campaigm 

The UMversiv of~ciaI1y armounced 

~y, humid; bigi~ 



SM coronation ball, 
:side the BCC tmtil 2 

"AmeriCorps req@res l~&~ at~e toward 
Ioead and the ~:ate level to make R 

to have that kind of 
leadership," Price .~aJd. 

"As we examAne the challenges facing 
our r~ation, we ~eflect on kho~e bedrock 
vaJ~ tb:t have rnade u~ rumng: o~ning 
up and expanding o~ztunffie& ~elf-reli- 
ance, ~trong cowanunkies and ~r:g 
i.ie~ ma~ it our goat m leave no 
bthin& AmmCort~ is the perfem example 

, of t~rMating our deepe.~t vNue~ into real- 
itL" he said. 

Among the I4 gq~oups that ~cceeded m 
obmirhng AmeriCorps fun& is khe ~.~C. 
based Student Coalit.ion fi~r A~on and 
Literacy Education, which will be working 
in cooperation with Joh~on C. Smith 
College m CNartotte, FayettevNe State 

at J~e CKapeI of the Cro~s,                        UNC £1awi~ C~@ ~ hold an oflenta%n meet- 
Join N.Co Ni~Id forCameron’s K0&er Care--all kng in 402 Dey Hall, New membe~ ~e wekome. 

you can eat for $3.50. Dirmeris foliowed by amov{e 7 p,~, RI~T~ Cb$ forma~don mee~% for ~ 
at 7 p.m. Any questior, s, cali 9424057. 



NEWS 

dTU~N. Haiti -.- Police and 

linpsed throughout Haiti’s sec- 
city. Hundreds of Haltians, 

I by the deaths of 10 armed 
Bght with Marines, ransacked 
ns, carrying offgur~s, identity 
~en muxicaI imm.tments. 

UNC officials hailed a $500 0001eader- 
ship pledge from NationsBat~k Corp. as a 
sign of confidence in the Universi~’s $7 

oli~crbanksinNoN~Carolina.Th~smeans the cnmpalgn. Before NationsBank’~ 
that a!t ~gcther the goa! i.s m raise $2 ruth pledge, ~eStoneCenlerhadt~’ceivedabom 
I~on from tg e hankmg industry o four ~tate." $5 N.0t~? in writ~ en and oral comrmrmem~ 

NatinnsBank Chairman and Chief Ex- McColI’s gilt signala a glowing ,~eme o f 
cc~adveOflicerHugBMcColl, nauonalco~ coafidence in the BCC and a growing 

UNC’s Binemenmal Campaign has ~s nearing an end, Hardin said. He said 

rinse the $2 million, Hardin said. McCog the ca~npa~gn as a result of NafionsBaNc’s 

Angelou, Bob Eubanks, Dean Smith, 
Detorks Jordan and Jack Tare to help raise 

nfiNoi~ project to construc~ the Sonja H. the f~ll $7 million requked for cons~c~ z 
Stone Black Cultural Center£ fion. 
On Thursday, the Charlotte-based ~%geared 

NafionsBank pledged a leadership gift and a nd H ~gh MeColl for sharlng 
outside a Cap-Halfien gnlice a challenge to other bar, ks acros~ the state, the Stone centerand f 

utay night was the first deadly ChaneelJor Paul Hardkn armounced to the 
~en Haitians and Axnerican ! Board of Tru~ees on Friday. 

to restore the elected govern- - ~Fitst~ NationsBank vail make an out- and~ 
1-Bertrand Arisfide. 

~, police and soldiers aban- or" the center," Hardin said. "Second 
~ly’s main military barracks, Nafiofi~Bank will provide upt0 
n and abom a dozen smMler tional $56,9,000 in the form ofa chalJ~ge 

~"ad quickly to the streets, bring. 

and secured it. They set u 

apparently believin, 



tttend Shakesp~areafi plays as part Of 

[r study. Also, the archaeology pro- 
m ha Greece offers actual on-site expe- 

"Students in the program benefit from 

?erieneing international culture," 

~rphy sMd, 

The apphc~don2rovess be ’g~s in e~ly 
tober and ~b[e~ ~fi’ou~h mid-March. 

plicants must have a 2.0 grade point 

wage and the proper prereqnisit~ for 

’Wit!~ a m~ore homogenous group the The pmgxam offers a unique ~pportu- 
dents are able to get more educational 

nity to visit another country while earning 
ue out oftheix experience," said James 

credit hours, Murphy said. The program i~ 
Murphy, dean ofsummer school, geared toward the academic courses, but 

a of study. Cou~es involve actual lec- Senior David Wilson studied political 
~s along ~vith the hacorporation of culo science in Switzerland last rammer and 
~1 events artd resoun:es, Murphy said. complimented the program for the oppor- 

of a lifetime, an excellent program, and I 

intecests on Iocatina. Music Professor 

m~mc~, maldng mhsic wit~ studetus from 

other coun~es," Oetfler said "It’s a scti- 

Itidisciplinar] courses instead of the 

ad perspectives. AJlother part of the 

tes basic mathematics, reading and 

ling, she said. "We don’t think we’re 

~g a good enough job of tNs," she said. 

teaclfing at UNC along with compidffag a 
report on all se~wjces and program_<. DarryI 
O!ess, head of UNC’s sclf-,~udy commit- 
tee, wa~ unavailaNe for comment. 

Since November 1993, the 
reaccreditation office has been collecting 
infoEnation for a self-study to ~ubmit to 
the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools.        ;~ 

Provost Richazd McCormJ ok, vice cI~ an - 
cellar for acad emic affairs, said Fridfiy tha~ 
the serf-study was the mo~ important ele- 
ment of the reaccredffafion vrocess. 

Andy and deni Katy of Chape H wa k their dog, Car o, on campus Sunday afternoon~ Carlo i~ doing hi~ imitation of 
the "hyperactive kid" from Saturday Night Uve, 

FROM, PA6E 1 
Davis said "The list ofncc~ was around 
$I billion, but ~k(wa~ the fi~t 
rais~ ~n our bistu~, so many people 
thought ~at even $320 mdfion was a Iitfle 
ambitious." 

Mall Kupec, axsociatc vice chancellor 
for deveIo~metu, wm~ no~ available for 

Thecampaigm changed tsodg natgoal 
to 5400 milIion last December With the 
campaign se o end th June, the goalseems 

Tlae 5400 million will be allo~ed to 
vatious units on campus. Many of the 
program objectives have already met or 
exceeded their goals, but others are still 
well under their need, according to a cam- 
paign progress report given at the Board of 
Trustees meeting Friday. 

Donor~ are able to request which ~oup 
wiIl receive theirdonafion. Objectives such 

Scho~ 

Specific groups abo h ave goals to re~ch, 
and a~ vdth the objectives, many have 

the College of .Arts and Sciences, and 
Morehead Planetarium units are alI 

~ Bfin9 in two to[Is qf 
~I:~ firm and get @e 

second raft 

~,~,, p~ocessed a~ hal# 

~ hOWe[ eXPOSU[e roll W][~ 

be I/2 off 

()ffe~ qood until OLt. 10 

!4’s for 

Oct. I0 



~ a preview of 

,ressiona! Must- 
Festival," and 

:or will discuss 
ir and the Con° 
k 

Not many of today’s UNC students 

know much about Frank Porter Graham, 

excel[ for [he [aa that the S~udent U ~on 
and a ~sidence h~, ~ we~ as numerous 

aw~, ~ named a~er ~ to show ~at 

he ~ an ~po~nt fi~re ~ UNC history. 

~ is why ~o ~C ain~ bar,put 
togethe~a d~men~o~the m~n Whn 

se~ed as bo~ UMv~ity president and ~ 

an i~uenfiM po~ficlam 

Jo~W~on,whn ~duated ~m ~C 

M ~985, and M~ C!~, cI~s o~ i987, 
co-produced ~e documenta~ to give 

to~y’s ~dent a chance roger to ~ow ~e 

m~ ~hMd ~e name. 

dent Television, said he and Clark, STV’s 

t’mst station manager, found the iusphntion 
for the project while working on "A Place 

on the Hill," another doca~mcntaO’ "All 

the roads led back to Graham. That’s where 

I became interested in/~im," Wilson said. 

became aware of how strongly older gen- 

andhowlittle the youngcrgeneratinn knew 

~bnut h~.," he said 

The ~unding for this profvam came from 

the Arks and Sciences Foundation, thc UNC 

Center |br Public Television, the Josephus 
Darddg CharitabIe Foundation and 

vote contlibutinns, Wilson said. 

In preparation for the ftlrn, Wilson said 

he, Clark and their staffexamincd I0,000 

"As a student, then as an SCleen appemances bY reth’ed jouma~t Graham was known for his role in sui> 

alamnus, ]became aware of 
TomWkker;~dicatedcolumnistEdwin porting equal rights, libcmi attitudes and 

Yode’r; UNC President Emeritus William academic freedom. He was a finalist for the 
how stro~tgly older Friday;JohnHopeFranklin, ahistorianat John F. Kennedy Library Foundation’s 

geaeratlousfelt about Fran~ Duke University; William Leuchtenburg, 1991 Profile in Courage Am~m:i. 
theWi£iamRmadKenanProfessorofHis- The Frank Porter Graham Disthi- 

Porter Graham, and how little tory; and former U.S. Sen. Terry Sanford. , gui~bed Professorship in History was ere. 
lheyoa,’tffer~eueratdon]cnew The documentary, which was three and ated in 199I tohonor Graham, who died in 

a half yours in the making, will air Nov. 6 1972. It is the f~t mil~inn-d~Llar endowed 
about him," on public t~levisinn. Video cassefres will chaff to be created through the Bicentcn- 

lx available througl~_ the N.C. Pubik Teiei nial Campaign fo~ UNC. 

~ ~ 

~ 
wlsi0n F~ndati0n[ The f’flm’~ i~re~re Friday said he thought the docamcn- 

. Co-0roducer o1 Graham documentar,/ : wilIbetonightattheF6dayCemer, which nu*ywasverywelld~er~ed.’lthinkFrank 

~__ willbe attendedby about425inyitedguests. Graham was one of the most outstanding 
Graham served as president of UNC leaders the South Ires ever bad," he said.. 

hour~ of archivaI him and’ddeg, and ~hot fromi930to1949,wbenhereSignedtofill Friday added tha t in hla hind friendship 
more than 30 hours of live interviews, thepustof~ deceasedU.S. ~enator.He alto with Graham, he had krmwn him to bc an 

The Pdm is narrated by fon~er CBS served in the Marine Corps during World ac’five leader for equM fights, and a man 
photos and documents, more than 300 newsmanCharlesKumItandfeatur’~on- WarlandworkedfortheUnkedNations. 

vision and h ave separated themsdves from 
that fight for freedom, Rodgers-Rose said. 

"Many of us have become ’pdvafized’, 
have lei~ the community," Rodgers-Rose 
said. "The absence of a cofiecfive%d~inn 
has promoted this privatizahnn." 

"We ~us~ ~gath con0mI of the rheto tic 
of liberation," Rodger~-Rose said. "We 
need to come to terms with ore" e~lave- 
merit in this counW, and we need to ~o 

"Tbe past does nor change, but tbe ~ues- 

who deserved a documentary, 

Rodgers-Rusealsosaidunitywithinthe Tim Ross on Monday hight by Mleged 
calmrewasanessenfialpastorreda~ing Black Student Movement t’BS~ mem- 

-i~?,g.enusdingt0"~e m~.~ ~ey were 
I : 

black hefitag~ ~d-~c, st ~p~[ W~I ...... 
Bhckstoday are "cunl~ed" about their ! the relatioaships bev, veen black women, not aware of the flie~ until the complaints 

identity because they ~ tl3~g to be ~co 
I 

"Find a sider be a sister and make a were cMled in. 
ceptedbyasociatythntisinherentIyinca- ~ -sister ~t-Rodgers-Rese said, !!~e.mus~-7"t,~flier; ¢~YmposedT:by::DJ Carrie-=iamu~ic)isag~dprograra,hntwedor’t " 
pane of accep~ng them, RodgersoRo~e ~ important reIationship }0U ~ill ever lia~ McLaren ,ivitt~out the knowledge of sta- in any way advocate the use of the Nerx." 
said. 3 is the relafior~hip you have with your 

"When the founding fathers wrote the ~n~.,,~c.,~’,~o~ sister." LAFRANCIS RODGERS-ROSE likened 
Rodgers-Rose equated the irdluenee of CorkVdtution, ’,key decided to write in me- 

Senja Haynes Stone’s influence to    Sonja Haynes Stone to that of Sojourner isrn, tbey&cidedtowriteinser&m, they 
that of Harriet Tubman and Soioumer Truth. Harriet Tubman and ida B. Wefis- decided towfite in classqsm. Four hundred - 

ye~a’s ~atmot be erased in four yc~,3~ (of the Truth. 
Barnett. 

civiJ ri~ movement). It is ingrained in merit during ~e 1960s started to alleviate "These women answered to the 
the cukus~." Sdrn~ cff~ of, bT~ssion for blac~ m~tive i~th~ d~} 0 f~iHd ~rioB/’ Sl-id s~id2 

Redder>Rose, a cEnicaI sociologist, "It was the students (during the civil Stone, whowasaprofessoratUNCfor 
fomaded the Rtternation~ BlackWomen’s rights movement) that corffronted racign, I7 years and d~ctor of the Afi’inan and 
Co~gresS, which is now in its t Ith year. who ;wore a new definition of freedom /uffo-Amefican st, adiescurrinulum for five 

The congress meets ev~y year to dis- wi~ ~bek blood, with their sca~," she years was a Ieadiag yoke in thenecd f~ra 
cassL%u~re",ewz~ttotodafsh~ckwonra~t, said. ffee-standi;4 Black Cultural Cent~ on 

Rodgers-Rose saidtheciviIdghts move- But today, many blacks bare lost the campus. Sbe died in 1991, 

Five-Year Veteran DJ       J~-., ~a~ ]ta5 .... dmany~ 
n~t o~ black," Mc~ren sNd. "A int of 

is v~ ~pul~; it shows ~e 
~.ney Were ’h Poor Taste’ ~=~ N~ive id ....... cism tinting that 

ggS~ BMIN~N From 9 p.m. to ~dni~t cwery 

~8 
day, ~c ~afion a~ a show dedi~ted to 

~ ce~a~ topiC~ Ross ~id. Mc~n’s show 
A new ~dM con~ovc~ was bmu~t oa ~ m musk was meant to ~ com- 

th ~tMon&y ~t ~u~e po~ing pletely ~fious and ~ ak Thu~ay. 
of N~conm~g~v~=cidsl~bya "~e Nor was inse~ifive t6 ~c con- 
di~ ~k~ at ~C, ~e student-ran ten~ of ~e show," Ross ~id. 
~p~ N~o ~fion2 Mc~ Ms ~en ~ ~e ~ation for 

~e Ne~ were bmu~t to ~e anention five ye~ and cla~¢ ~at ~atinn oNcia 
of D~YC ma~g~ J~ ~n and ~ow ~s w~ ~ ~olated ~ddem. SBe 

coop~ated m~ ~e manag~ by Ienlag 
,laced. 

~ fli~ have now ~m removed, ~rc n 

"~e ~u=&v Nite Fea~ (on ~cism 

tion offida]s, read: "’Whitey’ plays and Lathrensaid."Weamgoingtotlkecareof 
sth~ son~ about D~kie~, Japs, C~links, th~ (discipline of McL:av-n)." 
I-Likes, Spies, Russldes,Limeys,Wog%and }/kLa*en admitted that the flier was a 
more ... " and depicted a man in black ~’stupid idea," and apologized to anyone 
face. whom she might have offended, as we!l as 

"She printed the N~rs berself and aim to WXYC for representing ~e 
put them uR bersel/],!’ Ross said, _ poorly ..... 

The Thursday Nite Feaeaxe, which is a "Using the racial slurs w~ the 
regaIarprog*-amatWXYC, waspmposed objecfionahlepan;itwasawayofshnwmg 
by McLaren to highlight the music of the that the music wi[i be aNaut stereoDTes," 
1920s to 1960s in which white singers McLaxen ½aid. ’Tin rea’,.ly so~ for 
often used racial Iyrics to characterize fliers; they we~ in ,~or taste." 
efimidties. 

"The music deals with stereotypes of Ple.,.~e ~ W-K~C, ?~’~ 5 



John Carrie, a sophomore member of Sigma Chi, jumps his shift on the 
:rampNine in fr0nt.of the fraternity house Wednesday afternoon. The nonstop 

72-hour event is part of Derby Days and will end Thursday at 7 pm. 

tv~een I980 and I~82. Cha’pel Hill Transit examin~eneedso~eachtransitsy~em," 
currently serves about 2.5 million riders Bunch said. 
per year,- administrative analyst Scott .... The department askz each wansit 
McLellan said. tern to submit a repor~ in January in which 

"Chapel Hill is generally characterized they list their needs. The needs are then 
as alarge system m a small town,"McLellan categorized. "We categorlze them, such as 
said. "We have a lot more services than whatservicesandcoslsareneededtomain- 

e because w~ Xa~ineq,aipmdit V~rsuswh~fcbstsWould be 
consume a lot more services than other needed to expand the services," Bunch 
small towns." sai& 

The Urdversity accounts foralargepor- Buses must be in compliance with the 
tionofthatservice:Insufficientparkingon Americans with Disabilities Act, said 
campusprovidesthetransitauthoritywith Carmen Horton, grants coordinator for 
a large student base that uses the buses Chapel Hill Transit Authority. Besides 
because of their pricing and convenienc4, ADA regulations, they must meet al! fed- 
McLellan said. eral and state regulations. 

Off CO~m~6@S 
B~r~L[,~[LO,~( . ~dg ahmani support-- especially black $I ,million in matching fimds from other 

F     ~                        umixi."                                      banks. 
.~ ST~ F W~’EI~ Newsome, a I977 UNC ~-aduate, also Funds come entirely from individual 

~ K~}~~ 1 FivcblackUNCalunmipledged$25,000 saidth~volvement0fAfrican-American and corporate gifts -- there is no state or 
~       ~ ..... ~ m the Black Cultural Center last weekend alumni was vital tO the completion of the University funding for this projeCt Da~4s 

.. .. "", .... ] -- the largest contribution by a minority, freestanding BCC. said. ’ 
penrau aay-~vionnay mrougn Frlaaymv- ~fou~ ~6 f~rl a@6rdin~ t6 N~hcyDavi~; ....... 

"We-felt it Was important to leave a - On Nov: 7, the firsttmirfingsessi, m-for 
he hospital. ! director of communications at the UNC legacy for those coming up bekind us," fund-raising volunteers wilt involve plan- 

"At night and on the weekends I ex- I Officc of DeveIoDment 

~Iored Beijing with some "fiends from the I Contribut . ~ . ~ ,... 
Newsome said. "As African-American nine strategies for securing the rest of the 

ospxtai, ’ L u sa d. I got to knov,vthc dry ! Dianne Cherry; Opal Ellis, Dr. Constance 
alumni, we have to take an active, ffnot a funds, Bmtun said. Lead volunteers Maya 
leadership; role in the devefupment of the Pmge!ou, Del0~ Jordan~DeanSmith;Jack 

~retty well, but I never really went into the BaRle and Joretta Durant--pledged $5,000 Sonja H Stone Black Cultural Center." Tate Jr. and Bob Eubanks Jr. will attend. 
:ounWside " ~ each at the 14th annual Black Akmmi The BCC fund-raising effort is part ofa Bmtonsaidthefund-mislngteamwould 

China was not exactly a’s Liu cxpected it Reunion. AI! of the contributors are mere- larger UNC Bicemermial Campaign, which seek about 25 more volunteers whowanted 
o be ...... bcrg~fihc~O-N( 

"My expectations were a lot lower than 
he reality," she said. "I was kind o~’sur- 
~rised at how westernized they were. I 

oak my worst clothes, so I really stuck 

For Liu, the fellowship experience 
verything into perspective. 

"~e ~p solidified my goa!s," Lin said. 
1 want to inco~orate ~aditionaI Chinese 
aedicine wi~ contemporaU Weslern 
aedidne. I now have a belier idea ahou~ 
ow to do ~at." 

~dge had quite a d~crent expe~ence 
’am Liu as he ~died ~e Huaorani people 
f~e Amazon Basin ~ E~ador. 
"~e Huanrani are consi@red tu be one 

f~e fiercest and most primitive peoples 
n earL" ~dge said. "Some of them have 
ever ~en contacted by outsidem:" 

~dge ~came interested in ~e Huaomni 
Rer read~g an a~icle in the Ne@ Yorker. 
[e spent ~ entke semester researching 
~e plight of~e Huaorani and the impacl 
f~e pegoleum ~dustu on their culmre. 

?Even after countless houm of research 

e was no~ prepared for whal he found 
pan an-lying in Ecuador 

"~ threat ~o consider media biases so 
verything was nol as ! txpeu~cd." Ridge 
~:d. "After : amvcd l -rwd ~n h~ok at the 
roblem from all angles, rather than take a 
~rn~lar side I then a~wmpted to see ira 
~ilable remedy could be devised." 

Ridge, who intends to cuter the UNC 
shoo1 of Medicine m t995 and study 
tedical anthropology, cnrrentIy ~s writing 
s hono~ thesis about the I luaorani way 

-life and ~ow defbrcstaiion affects their 

Theta sorority. . SonyaBmton,.majorgiRs officerat ~e campaign} is recruiting volunteers across 
Provost .Richard McCormick said the development office, said the timeline for the country who have either expressed an 

~oup’s contributionwas anindication that raising the $7 million for the center would interest already or who we think can make 
alumni support for the fund-raising cam- probably be extenOed because they stig a con~bution to the effort," she sgid. 
paten would be strong, needed toraise morethan halfofthemoney. Newsome, an optometrist in C~arlotte, 

"Wearedelightedbythecun~bution," UntilSeptember, only a litile more than said she admired the students who had 
McCormick said Wednesday, S’That Paula $500,009 of the goalhad been raised. .... campaigned for a BCC. "Students were 
Newsome and her sorority sisters;would On Sept. 23~ NationsBank pledged to brave in putting their academic careers on 
step fopa’ard at this time suggests that we contribute as much as $I million and to the line for the cause. The least we can do 
are going to have ~eat success in recruit- take an active role in raising an additional is give financially to their efforL" 

aimre He hopes to apply native medica~ ~ $600.000. he said_ 
-acuces to modem systems of Western t Braun said he and ChapeI HN Town 
~’dicine. Council member Pat Evans had met with 
Ridge stayed in Qu:to. Ecuador’s cap> Chanc@orPaulHardinandWayneJones. 

vice chanceIior forbusiness and finance, to 
Pl@~e~lJ~J~C~{ ~,:t~t! ~5 request that UNC prnvide some fhnding 

Fire 
The State Provides 0Ny for ftre protec6on. Jones said that if possible, the Urtiver- 

"We’ve been making informal requests sity would help. "Them is a willingness on 

"~ "~SZ~0,0O0 Cover Con of for a long time," Braun said. "I h,ave not our part to try to par~cipate," Jones 
heard anything officially other ~han that "The money wiII most likely come from 

Fire Pro ec io  for UNC Chancellor Hardin and Vice Chancellor unappropriated funds, but we have pre- 
Jones are receptive." claus littIe um’estric~ed money." 

~-g ~N ~{~ Jones said there had been a request to Thirty percent of calls to Chapel Hill’s 
add this cost to the budget. However. hc fire depam’nent come from the campus, 

STAFF W~ql’KI?               added that he di-d notexpect therequest to Chapel Hill Fire CliiefDan J0ne~ ~id. 

ChapeI Hill officials have asked the remah’~ in the budgel. Severalideasforreducingthecustoffire 
Univcrsily to help with additional funds "We need to look at some other way, pmteclaonandimprovmgthepefformance 
needed l~y the Chapel Hill Fire Depa,% which may involve some con~bution to- oftheFire Departmentwerebrought’@ m 
mere ward the purchase of a new truck." Jones the Town Council meeting Tuesday. 

The University does not pey taxes for said. "Iknowwearenotgoingtobeabletu According to a list compiled by the 
fire protectmn as most people do, Mayor crone near the price of a fire tnwk. how- tow~ manager’s staff, a town employee 
Ken Bruun said. The state pays t~e town ever." suggested that ff a truck responded to a 
$2qO.OOOtocoverthecostoffireprote~on Jones said he didn’t believe that the falsealarmatoneplacemorethantwinein 
~or theUniversw, IJrounsaid. Urfiversitywou!dbeabletomakealasfing a six-~nonth period, a fine should be 

The cost to the town to provide fire commitment to help the Fire Department charged. Another suggestion was that the 
protection fur the University ~s about financiall~ ..... taddertowertmek-should~otbedriven:s 

Hardin said he would like to extend often whmh would cut down on fi~el a~d 
support to the Fire Department. "I have maintenance costs for the m~ck. 
listened sympathetically to the appeal of Suggestions to improve Fire Deparv 
the town for money and told Wayne Jones ment performance inchide more n’aimng, 
if we can afford it I would be suppomve," 
Hardin said. 

pay rinses, new equipm_ent and 
cu~nt facaines, gae memorandt~m gates. .... 



Sii\Fi- WI~Jl-[] R 
nobody wo@d leave unti] there was 

tion," said Tyson King-Meadows, 
\Vc cmam~unicate to tell others how w8 ate stu~enf arid a~tihg 

keL wb~t our 4~ougb,ts are or what we 

%e ~dsn commtsnicate to discuss issues 

aff<ctin g not on~y individua% bntpeoje as 

~ wb:ob. We discuss topics 4m~ can !end to 
cha%es in our society. 

Discussion in itseK can !ead peopk to 
view issues in a di£Grent light, possibly 

ch~ng~5 peep!o’s mind s, our country, the 
v~oric, "Azound the Cffcl[," hosted by 

Smja DL Stone Black Cu!tural Ceute; 
(BCC) and held .Mondays born noo~ to 2 

King-Meadows facilitates the forum, 

each of ~he discussed topics and keeping 
the’discussions movin 
~ 0 discussiofl "A~ican ,dmsericams & Na- 
tive Americans: One S~le or TwoT’ 
membes of the Car@no Indian Cbcle 
(tiC) ~ooke about AeD experiences ~ ~e 
Uited States and ~t the 

"I think (the forum) was something 
needed to be done, ~nd it opened up 
muNca~on between the bye grot 

p.m., is one such fbrum for discossion. 
"Hop@olly, (VLround the Circie’) wiLl 

be used ~s a tool for &l students to fed tha~ 
they can come in and disct~ss issues that 
a{~c~ us ~@;" said Micheile ’N~omas, the 
BCC pro27am coordinator. 

Kathome Brewin~on, a third-year 
graduate sRxdent, and ~nomas conceptuZ 
a!ized the idea ~br the forum and used 
studant a~ggesfions compiled over the sum- 
met to set dis~rdssion topics. Past topics 
5aveincludedintem’adaidating, b!ack con- 
s<vatism ~md sexu&tib’. 

"22ae concept of V~’ound the C)cle’ 
comes :~-om the Akican tradition where a 
count! of elders would sit and dis~ss 

lawsuit was to make tbe schooi board do 
their duty." 

Car~?es agyeed that the board neglected 
its dn%,, but said th.e blame for the contro- 
versy began with Bumette. 

"!f she had a sense of decency and 
fiah~ess, she wonid have resi~md the fi~t 
time i< was known that she had bed," 
Cornea said. "This is nose too soon." 

Two of ~urne~e’s smuuchest support-- 

LD~C junior Chenoa Pdchardson, CIC’s 
president and a meruber of the Haliwa- 
Saponi tribe. 

T1~e simgarities ~d dhTerences be~veen 
Afi@an-/~efican and Na~ve-2~erican 
s~’ugg!es were discussed at tgeat leng~. 
Givingback to ~e commmN~, empower- 
ment and ~e rote African-Americans 
played in ~e dec~agon and ~sff~a~on 
of Native Americans were discussed. 

"Around the Cimle" dis~ssions se 
open to anyone. There ~s no se~et pass- 
word to get into the ~CC," Kin~:~3eadows 
said. "~ere is no fraternal ~p you must 
know to get ~to the BCC. !t’s for people 
who want to [mow about black ml~re and 

temarts on the ached1 board, one fact tied 
them together~ the wish that she’d ~epped 
down eariier. 

"I do believe, based on the conten~ of 
her resignation ]el~er, that it has been a 
severe emotional S~’ain," school board 
member Ma~k Royster said. "However, 
admire her for staying as ]o~g as she did, in 
trying fo weather the storm." 

Roystersaidthecontroversyhadcaused 
stress m~d divisba vAthin the board, dis- 
tracing members frmn other issues. "i felt 
that she shmdd have resigned much 

At the 0ctl 10 session of the BCC "@~i~ {;iR)i {he subject was "African ¯ 
Americans and Native Americans: One StruggJe or Two?" The talks are meant 

tO provide a forum for the discussion of social issues that affect the world, 
for people who want to feel like they can 
express some of their culture as well and 
give us information we might not have." 

Some who gave a~ended the Serums 
said the meetings were beneficial. "With- 
out a do~bt, e~en ffyou’re not vocal, yon 
stand to learn something about the black 
conmamtib’ and ~e problems that face it," 
said U%I-C junior Omar McCat!op, who 
has attended most of the discussions. 

LrNC sophomore Chandra Taylor at- 
tended the Oct. 3 forum, "Black Prejudice: 
The Lighter the Better?" "It’s not l~e we 
came up with a resolution, but everyone 
got to express their own opinion,s, maNng 
our situation as a peopIe better," she said. 

Professors Frank Brown;Chuck Stone 
" ~ihd Harry Amana wN speak at today’s 
forum, "Black English, Hip Hop& S!ang: 
LeNt;mate DiNects orBmYiers to Pr0~ess7 

Some thought public pressure brad forced 
her resi~ation. 

"l think she was giving in to the mean- 
spirited pressure that has been going On for 
many months," former ~aapel Hi!! Term 
Council member Joe Hexzex~berg said. 
Having been likely to face a recaLl election, 
Herzenberg re sig~., e d his post from the t own 
council last fall after being convicted of 
whir@ fkilure to pay state taxes. "I think 
that, under the circumstances, it was the 
bestthing she could do," Herz~bergadded. 

HatIey said he had m~ed fedings about 
era 4~rongbon.t the ordaal had iitfie to say tier " he said "t do bdieve that if it could Bum.elte’s @cision. "I thi:o2¢ t£e issue is 
Smi%,~;i:@£aing, thei:~si~hi~iB~i, iiii~M -iii~.~;7~e.~.n’~;ne ~arli£r the board would ’dmt ~fhe general pub!ic wants to lay it to 

FROM PAGE i 

day, but the agenda i) already set, so the 
matter Fobahly ,,,~ddi be disa~ssed at the 
Nov. 3 meeting. 

Pede~en speculated on two possible 
pools which might be examined for a 
placement. One pod of possible candi- 
dates includas the people who wa~ted to 
replace board member Ruth Royster, who 
resigned her seat and moved to Connecti- 
cut Dmother group would co~sist of people 
who ran t%~ o~ce !ast year. 

Touw said the controversy didn’t con- 
indicating the need to bury the controversy 
fbr good. 

"i did not )a~ow it was com.ing, but 
wasn’t sub)tined becm~se I knew that sires 
and agony of her and her fi~m~y," said 
Re,,. Geue HoOey, a Bin-notre supporter 
and the president of the C~apel 
Cari%oro chapmr of~oe NAACP. 

One of the organizaion’s vice presi- 
daua% Fred Ba~@, a~’eed wkh Harley’s 
assessment of gume~te% daparmre. 

"i think a !or of s~-ess wN be reiieved 
from her now tha~ she’s o£ the 
Ba’@de said. "R was a s~’ess%I ordeal for 
bo~i bet and her 

Bu~ %r Bnrnette’s de~-actors and court- 

have been able to focus boiler without 
being diverted." 

Resident Emfice Brock, who beIped cM 
m~ate pctkio~s asking for a recall election, 
said she ~ougl’*t most of the tension coNd 
have been avoided had the con,dressy 
ended months ago. 

’qt took a 1or of t~r,e and s~-ess and 
energy that cou!d have been devoted to ~e 
schoob ffshe’d resi~ed when Ney asked 
her to," Brock said. "i ~k it’s better for 
her. She can get on with her !~ and the 
school board can get on with its work. It 
was FabAfl for LaVonda Bumette and ~e 
com~mniW, so i just wish she’d done this 
earlier." 

rest," lie said. "She’s resig~md. That’s what 
everybody wanted." 

Resident AIicc Dietz said she had sig~ed 
the petition fbr the recall election because 
she did not ~:e the examp!e B~rne~e was 
set~ing for the cNldren. "i tN.nk it was a 
se~ible ff~g for bet to do," she said. "I 
hate it went the direction it did." 

Brock said N¢ focus £n the con~over~7 
had at some point s~dtched away from 
Bume~e. "It became a character isle, 
then it was made a racial issue," she said. 

Dietz said Burnette had done a good job 
wb~e on the sc~ooI bom-d. "I appreciate 
what con~ibufion she did make and what 
she had the potential of making," she said. 

sume the board, but did take np some 
energw, that could have been devoted to 
other issues. 

"Tiffs occupied a significant pm~ of that 
time which meant that other issues that 
dase~ed our attention were probabiy 
glectefl," be said. Tonw said Bm,~e~e cz~ed 
h~ Saturday and said her icier expressed 
~ oN:mr feelings. 

"I just ~anked bet and to!d her ~dat 
was interested ~ her pa’ticipafing in the 
school system in other ways," he said. "i 
th~ for LaVonda there wN be many 
oppo~tu~ties to involve her." 

Bumette’s seemingly sudden resiNm- 
fion also suxprised bomrd member 
Bus[malL 
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"For example, a 

MOHDAY 

be presemed ia the Soqb H. Stone Black CultoraJ 
Cemcr. hwb:d pandists include profc~ors Chuck 
Stone, Harry Amana and Frax~t~ Brovm, ~ae 
gram/d~scussion will examine whethe~ Black 
America has created a debili~5ng tk, guistie subcuI- 

Studezits We @4s};~@ for l}eshmen-~adua~e students 
wil~ be held in 307 Ha~es HNI. Topics will 

%~en To Disclose, ADA ~d h~te,iewing ’rips, K 
you need ~sis~ance cN] Gary Johnson at %2-6507. 
Sponsored hy Universiw Career Set.cos. 

5:39 p~,~. Camp~s Y Elc.me~ta~ T~tors will 
meet in Union 206. Ple;Jse attend so you can pick up 

7 p.m. ~£~aa~ gUshts Ac{~* mee@~g vail l~ held 
in khe nord~ dining room of Lenoin We vd~ fom~s on 
China. Eveuone is welcomN Sponsored by Am- 

Rape Awarene~ Week Cor~Jt~ee vail hold ~ts 
d,st mee@~g in Hamilton 420. ~y studem inter- 
ested in heIping pkm the week’s programs inchu~g 
"Take Back Ne Night March" sgoulfl attend. 

Spo~ored by Rape Action Pr~ect, PO@~R and 

P~ce Wak~muae will hold a presentation open to 

a!! students m the U BalIroom at the Cmo~ina Lnn. 
Sponsored hy Urdvemity Career Services. 

7:30 p.m. SeKKr~wdedg~ SYmF-es~m presents 
Ken Felder w~o wi}1 g}e& og "Jumping OffT, ack" 
ii~ U~fion 208-209. 

i~g Sea~ioa~ vAIlbe held until 7 p m. in the Hones Am 
Center, 

5 p.~ Bad.mlnta~ Chub wi~ play. 

Play~rs of al Ie~ds ~ weE1 as ne~ membe~ are 
encouraged to come. 

8 F.m. B~GL~ wiB hold a gmmraIintemst meet- 
ins in the Union. 

9 pare S~g~t En~ Not Nm~ow w~l meet in tI~e 
Unkm (directly after the B-GLAD meeting). 

......... :ti was alit@ surpised beeaussd.hadntt 
had aw fbrewaming at oil," BustmpdIsaid. then it comes up ~ 
"But yet 1 thimk it was a mixture of relief 
and sadness. Relief khat we were going to 
be able to move ahead. It’s been ve~¢ diffi- 
chit the eve<yone involved. Sadness 
cause of @e cir~mstances." 

A%o, ~e Touw, Bushnd! indicaefi 
she thou¢~t the resigmation was the best 
option fbr Bnrnette and the board. 

"It’s sort era ~ngering shadow of some- 
thing that needed to be res@#ed,, she said. 
"1 just think that as she said in the letterthat 
it just got to be too mud<" 

Although a na 

Other budget R 
tern incinded a $20, 
get to strengthen 
tion, in, prove bWaZ 
pt~th~g and telec@ 

:new da~:e pmbx~ 
The U~YC sys~ 



: played 10. 
Neces ~angmg 

from an 
improvised 
"Heart and 

SouF to ~Pan 
~a A 

ST47F 

The keynote ~peaker was absent, but the show we~t on 
as mode1% sin~g c~ ~ls and a pi~t 
Sun@ affemoo~ ~ ~e Ha~es @ Center at the 
~a ~pressions" festive. 

Ned P~, curator ofAfla~m’s ~Museum, was ~ 
a car acddent a~d coNd not de~ver ~e fesfivM’s keynote 
ad~ess as scheduled. ~, who was to ~pe~Sc on the 
~po~a~ce of ~ ~s N ~e co~uN%,, suffered no 
injuries in Ne accident ~d may ~eak later in the week. 

A perforroance’ca~ed "cONcEp~ of Colo~" nsed 
cI~oomse~mgto demo~te malfienlmr~A m o d e~g. 

Lin& Su~oa, who played Ne hm~mtox’, said Ne 
~e~g of ~e Wffo~nce% ~fle wa~ ~-:a/~N to the 
mes~ge of the piece; "R~ely N modeN~g 76 you 
people of dive~e races and gender," S~ttm~ said. "The 
capi~zafion of ~e Ic~¢~ s~s~es the significance of 
one. We all bye m one world and a~e therdore mt~Nom 

nected despite o~ d~gerence~." 
Peffo~g as models were Erika Mmroing, T~q~y 

McCoy, ~che~ete P1eas~n~, Les~e VNen~m and Corny 
Sco~. 

Fo~o~g the "cONcEpt of Colors" performance, 
piaNst Ke~ ~ang~-s~g performed 10 sekc~or~s, 
indudNg ~e ~eme ~:om "Ter~ of Ende~me~.t," 
N A ~ar" and ~ ~rov~afion of"He~t and 

The Pa~per Players gave a pre~ew of their upcoming 
peffo~nce, "~e Best LiNe ~rnore5ou~ ~ Texas," 

O~er S~day e~e~ka of~e ~vo-day fesfivN inciuded 
~e~, d~ce ~for~nces ~d readings by the Ebony 
Read~ and membex~ of Ne cast of"2." 

Sunday feasted conce~s by the T~ Heel Voices and 
Ne BSM Go,el ~mir, a step show a~d omto~Scai contest 
by Mpha PN ~pha Fratemi~ Inc. and two prodnc~in~s 
of"Ma~ of La Mancha" by Company C~lina. 

Sponsored by ~e executive branch of~udeot govern- 
ment, "C~o~a Impre~in~s" was ~C’s first ll~mt ar~ 
fesgvM. Mona Bhavs~, co-~cretax~ of ~e Executive 
Proje~s Com~rtee, ~id ~e festival promoted the 
"We had a re,eat in August -when ~e idea for ’CaroNm 
Impressions’ came oat. Art is such an ~porta~t p~ of 
~ UNve~ityaB~ we ~ it sho!fld be d~played." .......... 

S~dent Body President George BaNe said he howd 
"Caro~a ~pressioas" woxfld ~ a~ o~go~g event 

"From w~t I unde~tand, it went rely we~," BaNe 
sNd. "~ ho~ it con~ues in Ne N~m~e. Of coupe ~at ~! 
be up to o~er ad~n~aOo~." 

A panel froro the Sonja H. Stone Black Cultm~al Center ~tr~ed 
the center’s academic pin-pose at a Faculty Council ro ee’~ng Fridag. 

Panel member Harold Woodard, the i~te~ associate dean 
student counseling for the General College, said, "This is not a bla~k 
Student Union2’ 

Woodard said the undergraduates had roore of a desire for a place 
of education. When determi~ng dedication of ~paee for ~e 
center, he said the undergraduates had been m~fivaged to ~e the 
BCC a center of Ieam~g and had decided to ega~e a~ area 
o~ginally des!g~ed as a bunge area to a study ha~. 

The panel presented their ideas on center progr~$~ and the 
layout of the proposed 50,00~square.foot building. 

The BCC will have 15,040 square feet of ~ae~do~4 a~d 
see~rch areas, including general purpose ctassroomg a Iibx~ory 
reading room, and music and dance smdins. 

. MAchelle Thomas, program c0ord~0r for the BCC, Said~e 
programs offered by the existing center wo~£d increase with the 

The center ~’eady h~ severn! studentoron magazines, such 
~ufiropya (New Voice), and has plar~ to produce apremier 
roagazine of snuff mpya for 200 other cu!rm~ai center;, Thom..~.~ 

~.Pne center also~.as a program, Com:muniversir/, for ~0 c~hildr~en 
r~mgi~g froro 8 years oId to 12 yea~ old, in wb.ich the cNldre~a c~ 
coroe andleam about history, ar~s and cm~ a~dpa:,fici~atein 
acfivi~es win eoIlege smdentsi she said. 

Facaflty Council Chairworoan Ja~e Brovro, whoon~r~.~y" " °~ sma 
she had mild interest in the Center, said she recently had beeoroe veV 
interested in its ac@~ifies. 

Brown, who was a~-~ 9ut-of-state °~der~aduate at the Univ~k? 
o f Kentoc~, 1kkened her approach to the cem:er to her experie~ce in 
college.At Ken’rock-y, sh~ pv~icipated in sorofiV rash but did not 
join, and she caroe to tl~nk of groups as being eo~v~xmifles. 

She came to a personal philosophy: "If roy base ,is sec~e, i wilt 
venture out." 

Groups can give such a base, Brown said. ,. 
"I have come to believe the center will ~ ’ 

comrounivL" she said. 
Also at the meeting Friday, the Athletics Committee a?d ~ 

Scholarships, Awards axed Student Aid Conrad.tree of the 
Coroacil presented their annv, al standing coro~ittee re~or~s. 

’~.~e Athletic"      Cor~rmittee’s re,otto skated that 32 percent of the 
smdem-athletes who participated i~ va~ity spo~s had ad~e~,,ed 
grade point average of 3.0 or better ~br the 1993-94 academJc ye~, 
record ~br the 

There are still prob!eros, however, that smdent-at]:detes thee with 
their acaderoics and their sociaI life due to aRfieti~, .~.~.d commhtec 
Chai~m~n Frederick Mueller. "Study h~fll has co~ti~.ued to be 
cized," M~e~er sa~d of Ne com~A~ee’s 

Mucker, a professor of physical education, exerts: and 
sdence, said ~at a man concern of the coa~ttee w~ the extended 
~ips Nat athle~c tearos often had to 

To help fi~ht this problem, ~e committee recor~ended 
ing lights for ni~t reading o~ UnivemiW-o~ed va~ and 
Ng study roo~ during overnight stays in hotels to heIp the slvdent- 
a~etes, he said. 

MueRer ~lso said ~at because of ~eL~ ~e commi~e~1~ to the 
amlet~c depa~e~t, ma~y a~fletes md not get tan clas~a tt~ey 
~e to rake. 

Th~ is detrimentN in that 66 percent of white student-atNetes 
90 percent of black a~etes also dad that profcssox~ t~vat 
~th Nas, MneRer said. 

The repox~ ~om the Schob~Nps, Awarr~ m~d Student 
Cronmi~ee was presented by new comnfi~tee Cha~-~~a W. 
McCoy, associate professor of ~stro~. 

~e repo~ states that appr0~nateIy 39 ~rCent of the student 
body received finaaciaI aid last year. 

Students are get6ag thek costs met, but ~ere ~ a Ngher cost of 
educafio~ ~md a higher need for ~appo~, sNd E1ea~or 
d~e~or 0fthe im~ii~ aid oNd~£ 

"Sc~ola~hip N~ding ~ ~ever adequate," Mort’is said. 
The ONce of SchoIa~Nps and Student N.d ~sMbuted room $53 

~Nllinnin I~3~94 and53percentweatto~der~adma~es the~ort 
states. . 



Orange and Chatham Counties. 
Smart Start is Governor Hunt’s early 

childhood initiative designed to guarantee 
that all~ung children arrive at school 

-- --he a~thy -andt~ a+dy Tt-~ ~K° 

Saturday, the Animal Protection Soci- 
ety nf Orange County will give pet lovers 
an oppor~ity to help care for the home- 
less ~ in the commu~vy. 

The event w~! be held from I p.m. to 6 
p.m. at the Om~ E~npa Hotel. 

It is the 22nd a~ual "Auction for the 
Anima~." 

~S is looking for donated items in 
good condition, services and/or gifk cer- 
tificates from local businesses. To tha~ 
participants, APS will honor d0n~rs in the 
~c~on Ca~og ~d in pub~ciW sun’ound+ 
ing the even�. 

The most popular items ~clude cxafts, 
woodworks,jewelry and any hand-crafted 
items. 

Donated items can be dropped offat the 
APS, which is located at 10~1 Airport 
Road. 

Plants and otherpe~hahleitems should 
be dropped off at the Omni Europa hallo 
room the morning of the event. ...... 

TheAPS asks that you call vulunteers at 
967-73~3 prior to the auction so that your 
name can be listed in the catalog. 

APS is also looking for volunteers to 
help with sorting, ~agging and other odd 
jobs before the auction. 

Vohmteers ~ als6 be ne~d d~g 
the au~on. To vohmteer, call Linda Hock- 
ing at 9g%7383. 

The APS cares for homeless, abused, 
abandoned a~d ig~ured animals. 

)~ agency runs an extenmve adopUon 
program, an Emergency ]mimal Rescue 
Service, a lost and found service. The 

get nac~, atl marked up and red." signed. 
HededicatedanothersongtotheNorth- After the intermission, he greeted the 

emers present in the audience, audience with a warm welcome back. 
"This one’s about a social worker from     "It’s good to see ya’!l decided to come 

Boston coming to five in North Carolina," back~"" he said. 

- Eg~+itNq-~hq~.-"lVg~-lI~-~-~2--Q~i~h~ .... --~ s~+0~pfio n was held for Edgerton 
Woman in a Barbeque Town3" ~ and the audience atthe Sigma Phi Epsilon 

Edgerton credited his wife for his suc- house following the presentation. 

her con~buted $I00 in order to make a 
con~bution of $1000." 

The idea for the new BCC originated in 
the 1970s, said Eva Moore, a member of 
Sigma Gamma Rho and the Black Student 
Movement. "This was something black 
students filed for in the ’70s," she said. 
"We’ve decided that we wanted it now. 

hard for it." 
Michelle Thomas, the program coordi- 

nator of the BCC, said the new BCC was 
dependent on the success of fund-raising 
projects to produce 5.4 million dollars. 

The donation coincided with the Finish 
of a week-long celebration of the founding 
of the sorority called "Ties of Love and 
Sisterhood." 

The Uff~versi~’s chapter of Sigma 
Gamma ~o Sorority Inc. di~layed i~ 
dedication to co~uN~ se~ce Ffi~y ~ 
a gl,~ donation to Ne co~on of a 
new Sonja Ha~es Stone Black 
Cente~ ~CC~ .... We f~el~t~e dese~eit.We~vew~rked 

Pa~ena Benton, Si~ G~a ~o 
president, said ~e somfi~ ~de ~e dona- 
fio~ because membe~ wanted to Nd ~e 
co~uN~.                    , 

"O~ sorofiV’s tango ~ geater se~ce, 
geater Nogess," Benton said~ "~ w~ 

~ay Nat we coNd provide se~ice to ~e 
c~ns and co~uN~ Nat woNd deft- 
Ntely render pmgess for bo~," 

B~ton said ~ ~e m~ of ~e s~ M~re mid ~e do,finn was a way to 
rofi~ got ~vulved ~ m~g money for get each me~er ~volved ~ ~e cele~- 
Ne ~ew BCC. finn. 
"~e L~b~ Psi chapt~ of si~ "We we~ Ioo~g for a way N 

Gala ~o Somfi~, Inc. felt ~at ~- ev~dy coNd p~ate," ~e mid. 
den~ couId ~o play a si~c~t role ~ M~d~cyho~dtocon~ueco~- 
~g ~," Bemon ~id. "Each mere- 

Benton and Moore said they hoped the 
donation would challenge, other people to 
contribute. 

"We challenge all other Greek and non- 
Greek organizations on campus that-be- 
lieve in the cause to contribute as w¢11," 
Benton said. 

"We would hope this would spark indi- 
vidual students to con~zribute," Moore said. 

"Students don’t have to donate 
but students could donate in any way pos- 
sible." 

Thomas explained the purpose of the 
new BCC. "R’s to provide educational and 
enlturaI experiences for the U~ive~ty and 
surrounding communities that center on 
the lives and experiences of people nfAffi- 
can descent," she said. 

The new building, which will be located 
next to Coker HalI, will contain an art 
gallery, a library, a ttali of Fame to honor 
blac~North Carolinian, a dance studio, a 
4~9-seat theater, classrooms and a 
of other rooms. The BCC hopes t~ move 

tributions annnally to the BCC. ~~. """ -~ ~4~. 

Linda Boldin agreed "We’re a I~ 

dren has ,h, elped us to know how ha~d it 
+_fotthem2: .................... 

Boldin and co-coordinator Nan~ 
A~at~ mn Ne mee~ ~ ~e &ace 

~N~ION, P~eS 

Pereen 

agency also investigates reports nfcruelty ~ Pa~ dNafiomal Grou     "W en w  mysophomo yearin +mes p .         _ 
to a~imals ...... z    h~gh school; I was ~ ~ a~vi~ ~+d "We% +read ~ut all over the co,m- 

For more information about ways to Bgg~&WALL~CE 
STAFF 

A UNC svadent has been asked to s~rve 
with youth leaders nationwide in 
birth defects. 

Bimal Shah, apre-medicalstudent from 
WinstonoSalem, has been selected by the 

Chain R~on, a le~<~Ap program, for try," Shah said. "~ty (the March of 
~gh seh0o~ studentsY~g~ ~id. Dimes) try to get a ge~phicaI repre~- 

Shah remained active in the Durham ta~on." 
chapter after leav~g home to a~end the Shah has attended several conferenc~ 
North Carolina School of Science and in the South° 
Mathematics i~ Durham. "On Nov. 5, I traveled to Memphis, 

"Mter ][ came to Durham, I started a Tem~essee, for a youth conference. 
sk~ilar program with a friend my jnnior "And last we~ I was in 

March of Dimes B~l-a~eN~.~s Fox~nd~on year," he ~d. ...... helpNg win ~e 
to sere on i~ Nafion~ Youth CouncK He applied for a s~t on ~e council ~ ~e~." 

"~e National You~ Coun~ ~ corn- ~e~gandle~ed~s~er~athe +~ ~S~n I WN 
~sed of !2 co~ege--age ~dent l~ade~, re~ived~e appo~ent. ..... 
~m a~oss Ne nafibfi.              ,~acounc~lme~er, S~ove~ee "I ~I ~ Nvmg ~em ide~ for ~ble 

These I~de~ volunteer Nek ~e to sN ~a March nfD~es youN com~s ~ a~fies Ney could do and 

in M~ch ofD~es ahapte~. He ~ Nen ~o~ Nekprog~s to Ne Sh~ ~id h~ had big pmjec~ N ~N for 
Wendy Na4e!, ~or of~fionN you~ ~fionN once. 

pro~a~for~eh~ho~es, said~e "I ~e as a ~on to Ne Nafio~ ’~y, 
~eved Shah was a wo~y candidate for YouN Co~cK" he ~id. of~pter h~e 
~e job. "I help chapt~ ~ No~ C~[~a ~d or o~fioa," he 

~Ssexcellentleade~h~s~ss~oodout Te~essee to ~plement ~e you~ p~ "I woNd ~e 
d~Ng ~e Nghly competitive seIec~o~ ~ey need." ~voIvedNtheM~hof~pm~Y 

heIp the AFS of Orange Cdunty, d~ect 
c’aK~ to Linda Hocking or Pat Sanfotd at 
the n~r ~ted ~ve. 

~e PaNWays Center ~ ~o~d a 
day N~t +omm tiffed, "How to get wha+ 
you NNIy want: ~e+, go~ ~d ac- 
comp~shmenm." 

’~Ne forum be~s at 7 p.m. and is open 
to Ne public. Space is arCaNe for 
participants. The ibmm wN be presemed 
by BN~da W~ams. 

The Center ~ 1oca~d at 123 KfiNston 
Drive, SNte ~05. in Chawl 
1~a~ed ae~ Tim~rlyne Shopp~g Cemer 
at ~xo~ aqd S~ver Ce~r Co~. 

For more i;Abrmafion, c~ 969023 
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STAFF WIrKt 

DrL~zles didn’t stop a group of about 20 
chiI&en from planthag crepe myrdes to 
beauti~, their Carrboro neighborhood 
Tuesday a~emoon. 

"It’s gohag to tN<e tie place of ~ees 
Ney’ve cut dovm." said ! 2-year-old Denise 
Page, a s~-~’ader at Guy B. P~Nips Jr. 
Middle School "It’s N~e watc~g a Md 
~ow up, only we’re watcNng our ~ees." 

Tge Sonja H. Stone rack Cul~al Cen- 
ter ~CC) sponsored ~e ~ee pIanfing cer- 
emony ~ Carr ~ourt ~ part of Kwanzaa. 
a black holday. 

Kwanzaa 
Hcan fes~val ceIebra~g tie hmwes~g of 
tie fir~ mops. ~e ~ee-planthag ceremony 
ceIebrates ~e principle of K@cha~a. or 
self-detestation. 

ChIdren Hvhag N ~e CaK Court subdi- 
isiou p!anted crepe myrdes with tie help 
of BCC and co~nunityme~e~s. To 
@e ceremony even more personal, plaques 
wi~ ~e hadividnal cNldre~’ names were 
pIaced in front of each gee. 

BCC members helped the cttdren take 
tie sapNlgs from plastic containers and 
place tiem ha tie holes drtled along tie 
street Toge~er trey patted soft over tie 
roots of tie trees and p~hed tie personal- 
ized plaques into tie soi!. 

Stevie Jones. a flirt-grader at Estes Htls 
Elementary School said he was Nad to 
help the community by pIanfing the trees. 

"We are heiping nature and watching i* 
live ha our comraumty," he said. 

Rodney Sanders, secretary oft~e BCC, 
said tie ceremony heIped devdop a sense 
of uity ,b~tween tke University students 
andtke cNidmn liv~mg ha Cart Court. Sand- 
ers. a ffeskman from Sinapsonvillb_. S.C.. 
helped 1 I-year-old Tiffany Mitche!l plant 
her tree 

"T~s means slot to me." said Mitchell. 
a six’a>grader at Plilips Middle School 
’Tve never had my very ova~ tree- 

The 23 trees wi! be a welcome addiOon 
to Carr Corn-t, an&rea~athasheentroubled 
by crime and drugs, Can’horo Mayor 
Eleanor KinnaM said. 

"i am so pleased I can ha:rd!y staud it," 
said _’~nnaird, who has worked witi the 

cl~&en of Cmr Court for two yems. "This 
is a lovely ceremow. %~ne children are 
thorou~ly enjoying it." 

Carrboro Iandscape architect CbaJs 
Gerry agreed. 

"A~ydme you We a community 
and you get Mds ~volved, you are doing 
yo~Kand ~e envim~ent a b~g Favor," 
Gem~ said. 

The ~ees aNo ~ve ~e c~fldren a footing 
bfaccomphsF~ent, ~id Ty JoFmsom 
p~bhc~t. ~e c~d~n wN ~ able to watct~ 
~e ~s ~ow. and ye~ from now. ~ey 
~t m~ to see tie ~ees ~ey planted in 
Cm’r Co~. she said. "We w~ted tc show 
~e Mds ~t 6ey can do whatever trey 
wast m £ trey put ~ek ~nds ~o 
Jo~on said. "~md we wanted tc give 
tiem some~hag of tick o~. 

Ge~y s~d Ne watermelomred 
m3~es were chosen Mcause ~ey are res~s- 
Nnt to bad weatier. ~e ~ees. which 
m 12 to 14 feet mR, wN be in bhaom t20 
days of~e y¢~. he added. 

~e Towm. ofCg~v~ro dor~tad the ~ees. 
wlfich wil! be mainmhacd by ~e Curtborn 
depa#~ent of public works. 

~br ~e ceremony, members of the 
BCC spoke 1o 4m chfl@en about Kwm~zza 
a week-long celebration. They also 
pIahaed tie seven principIes ogKwanzaa 
the chil@en. 

Commit*ee on Monday in reference to 
their alleged rnis~ase of the Svadeut Gov- 
ernment Code during tie recen~ Honer 
Corot appoinbm.ents. 

Rep. aonatian Jns~ce, Dist. 21, fded 
tie c~amges a~er Student Body President 
Geoge Ba Ule’ s se~or ad,dsor a o~ Dem&~ 
was ~ice deNed appoha~ment ~o tie 
dergradua*e Honor Court because of ~s 
position ha tie exea~five branch. 

!~e five members under ~vesdgation 
voted against Dervha on Oct. 5 and on 
Nov. 2. 

Justice said tie Student Government 
Code was m~nsed becanse tie ax~,ments 
tin were nsed to keep Dewin out of the 
iIonur Corot were not appfed to al of the 
candidates. 

1.yon said he voted against Dervin 
cause ~here was dearly a conflid 
est. 

"X’ ~ey are a senbr member of tie 
executive branch tien they cannot ser~e in 
tie.~udicialhmnch," i.gon said. "ttisdeafiy 
defined ~x Ar@Ie E! (office Student Gow 
e~7~£ e~lt Code)." 

’}rhe ~ive reen}be~ who voted againsl 
Der~irt approved’~ o other candidate~ who 
were already havobed ha areas of student 

STAFF WIK£R 

The case against Chapel Htl l~dg~ 
School’s sewice !eamhag program is con.. 
finuing fl:uough tie !eg~ system, as briefs 
were flied by two sept-ate pax~es in fcderM 
court ~ast week. 

The ,case havolves tie issue ofwhed~er 
Chaco1 HiI High’s service kar~ing 
gram, which requires students to perform 
50 hours of unpaid community set, rice 
before they can graduae, is m~consfim- 

The two parties are tie Chapel Hib- 
Carrboro Board of Education and 
Clx~’~tiana and John Hemdon and Jo~m 
and Eden Rei~hard, represented by tie 
instkt~te for Jnsdce in Washington, D.C. 

The Hemdons and tie ReixNards have 
chil&en at Chapd Hi!l High, and have 
0pposed the service requkement. 

A motion for smmnaU jt~dgemem was 
granted a&er both sides agreed tiem was 
no dispuIe of ~e [acIs of tie case, 
board a~mnaey John McCormick said. 

A motion for snnimary judgement 

mined as a matter of strictiy iaw," 
McCormick said. When this motion is 
granted, t~e r@ing d~s not involve a jmy, 
instead being decided oNy by tie judge. 

At%or tie motion for su~nary judge- 
ment was filed, each side prepared and 
Ned a brief f~at supported i~ viewpohat 
"There wN be two more rounds of brief- 
hag," said Dermis Hh~ch, atlomey for tie 
Americ~ ARi~xce for ~ts and Re~on- 

A brief is an ~gnment creating autior- 
ity, a list of cases or other holfihags, that 
supports fae vice, hat of tie part), filhag 
tie b~ef, McComfick 

"Each side w~l have tie op~mmit¢ to 
~spond to the b~efpresem~ by tie ORpO- 
simon and ~o to *~pIy ~o tie x~sponse 
~fom oral a~gumems g~gin," Hh~ch 

,@~ ~nim~s curiae, fterally 
No-court," brief was also flied in the cgse. 
tn tib come, tie amictm briefs i~c!uded 
a~davi*s ~rn. tiree ChawIHiI HigI 
den~. 

The aNdavits stated tie students’ view- 
point ~egr~dhag d:~e program. Sbadgats A1~y 
Ckmd, Kate Breen and Amy Ronse 
ua~dy pehtiom~d to enter tie case as a 
m~ party in support of tie se~’ice pro- 
gnkm. However, tie com~ mied aga~ist 
tiis ~eQtmst, bnt g~aated p~:x~nission for 
tir~te s~Men~ to fi!e amkms briefs. 

"It is ve;w r~’e %r the cnutt v:5 

bx:canse the court feels t2~c government 
stand for itsei/," Hirpci~ said. 

T%e students ~ied the bids so their 
voices cord ~ he~d, and so ~he 
students who had ~ded against this pro- 
gram wo~d no~ be speaMng fur the 
student body, said S’~am~e Goidsmkh. 
dhvctor of ~k~R’s commm~ty sepAce 
pr@ect. 

"We found a nnmber of students at 
Chats1 t-~N High tint a~ppo~ed tie 
q~-ements," O oi&mith ~id."These 
smdems Ned theiz persona1 accoun~ so 
that tidr voice w~ fx~ heard." 

Goldsmi~a said tiekbriefinduded 
davis of tie students supporting the pro- 
g~am, experts who had researched com- 
munity serice caxrfic@a and teachers who 
had experienced pro~zms of this bpe. 

Goldsmith, who is also d~e audmr ofa 
bc~k on nathana] commm~ty serviee. "A 
Ciw Ye~’," tbin.i~ @is case wii! have a> 
impa~ on rub;re cases of this kin& ’~ 
~t is a you kn~x)r~ant case because 
systems a~mmd the comm-y me begi~ming 

iEhis case is in tie early stages, Hi~sch 
sNd. "It’s likely diat ~@er tie dis~-i<~ co~t~ 
d~ision, it w~ move on ~o tie 4th Cimuk 
Cou~t of App~t’als, and ~aen on to tie U 
Supreme Co~:,%" he said. 



tee. The Student Government 
Nires that all campus groups meet 
lead1~es to appear before the 
omm~ffe~. The BSM mkssed the 
and was derded a hearing before 

nce Committee. 
~oth incidents, the investigative 
ee% task was to decide whether 
nee Committee acted within the 
the Student Government Code. 
ju~ification for this investigation 
:onstirationally required to make 
~ws passed by congress and signed 
re enacted, executed and carried 
eir fvllest extent," Battle said. 
r he (George) established it (the 
ee) he stayed yery far removed 
investigation ~r~til the investigao 

y decided to update George on 
fi~und," Moore said. 
~mt he has received the r~ort, he 
~e a decision on how to ac< and 
vari~ of option, Moore ~id. 
~ue~ormd the t~se of investigao 
~o many incidents in student gov- 

’onc~rnSd atxmt ~e proliferation 
igaOons coming out of student 
mr," Kete said. 

~dow~ a lot of good th~gs Nat 
e do~e by ~th b~:aches (of at~- 

Audreye Jolmson gave a lec~me at the 
Sonja H. Stone Black Cultural Center on 
Wednesday on the mbject of African heri- 
tage in American health and welfare 
vices. 

Her speech was ,he 1salt in the BCC’s 
"Naeks in the Diaspora Series" a~d was a 
part of the center’s celebration of the holio 
day of Kwanzaa. 

"You camaot talk abo~t American 
cial servic& that do not have roo~s im M: 
rica," Jolmson said. She said Af~ca was 
the cradle of ci+aizafiom 

Joh~on said Africans brought ~radio 
fio~ with them and ~e~ ~p weIfare a~d 
health ca~e systems wherever they went° 
She said the welfare ~y~em set up by the 
ANcan Moo~ i~ Spain was the modal 
England’s Elizabethan Poor Laws° ~& 
was the welfare system ~pon which 
America’s was based. 

She also said ANca~ slaves ~t up medio 
ca1 and social services withir.~ the plaa~ao. 
fion com~m~Nfies i~ America that 
e~ced ore" cmrrent system. 

She said early Africans in America set 
~p their ow~ cl~d care system. 

"We have do~e more than smwive siao 
veu and prejudice; we’ve mastered it," she 

}~eaxe~3d p~arraaci~s emerged early 
on i,~ the sla~ calmre, a~d obvio~ly people 

9 a.m.~ p.m.-ANcan Marke~lace, 
Union 211o2 ! 2 

did sm~’iveo" 
She said a~k~ and viands were 

staples of~ folk medic~e. 
"~ese ~N~emen~ are the ~a&s of 

~m~ we ~dd l~k back on. 

"O~ar aac~o~ made a way o~ of~ tm 
wag." 

She ~d ~ffica was "~e ~ ~ ~ 
a~3d that it should ~ ~pheld arid celebrated 
as 

"T~k of ~ri~ ¢~ a gqv~ng pb, ce a~d 

to ~e world aN m~ely ~ow~," ~" ~ 
"The ~way ~ ~ ~2e wifi~ na t~,~2 

ra~er ~ conquering it 



dee r d 

~cans U~ted 
and State~ 

~g to try to 
w~ch was ~o 

g," sa~d E~ 
for t~e orgaN- 

~ it’s worth 
)fdolars of tax 
Ie it mudimpleo 
md local level 
’,wO Gkugrich’s 

~ ~dibly 

eswoman for 

anymore: I j~t take it day by ~y. ’, 
Carolyn Cramp; rerm.’~"ch coord~tor 

F%~ ?AQI 3 

ches’~. He was ~rganJzer and con&co 
tot of t~e DeLand Little Symphony and 
confined as an a~ve fi~a~*g, a@adica~or, 
cond~or and m~ic arranger. 

The Michigan naNve held deg;ees from 
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~awstdt was to make the school board do 

their duty." 

Ca~nes agTeed that the board n~ected 
its d~£j, but said the blame fbr the contxo- 

verst began wkb Bon~ette. 
"!f she had a sense of decency aud 

f~b~aess, she would have resigned the fi~st 

time it was l~mwn that she had lied," 

Carm:s sa~d. "This is none too soou." 

T-wo of Burnette’s staunchest support- 

BLingoMeadows fac~itates the forttm 

each of the distressed topics and keeping 
~he discussions mo~mg. Dui~g t~e Oct. 

tire ~meficans: One Straggle or Two?" 
members of the Carolina Indian Circle 
(CIC) spoke about their experiences ~ ~e 
U~ted States and at ~e 

"[ thL~: (the ~bmm) was some~ng 
~eeded to be done, and it opened up com- - 
munication bctwee~ the two groups," said 
I~C junior Chenoa }~chardson, CIC’s 
presideut and a member of the Ha~wa- 
Saponi ~ibe. 

The sin).~-ities and dfffereuces between 
Afican-/Mcaerican and Naive-American 
sta%~gg~es were discnssed at ~’eat Ien~&. 
Giving back ~o the communiV, empower- 
merit and the role African.-Americans 
p~ayed in the dec~nation and assin~]afion 
ofNadve A~meficans were dismissed. 

"Around ~e CircIe" discussions ~e 
oFen to anyone. "There is no se~et 
word ~o get h~o the BCC," ~g~Meadows 
said. "There is no fi-atern~ grip you must 
know to get imto ~e BCC. it’s for people 
who want to know about h!ack culture and 

te:~)ar~s on the school board, one fact fled 
them toged~,er thewishth~t she’d stepped 
down earlier. 

"] do be~eve, based on the contents of 
her resig~afion le~er, that it has been 
severe emotional strain," school board 
member Mark Royster said. "However, 
admire her ~br staying as long as she ~i~, 
trying to weather the storm." 

Roys~er said the con~ove~sy had caused 
s~ess asd div)sion within ~e board, 
tracting members ~rom other issues. "I fek 
~mt she sbouid ~ave resi~ed much 

At the OcL !0 session of the BCC "Circle Ta~k;" the subject was "African 
Americans and Native Americans: One Struggle or Two?" The talks are meant 

te provide a forum for the discussion of socia~ issues that affect the world, 
for people who want to feel like they can 
express some of their c~Imre as well and 
giv~ us ~nfonmation we might not have." 

Some who have attended the fbmms 
said the meetings were beneficiN. "With- 
out a doubt, even ffyou’re not vocal, you 
stand to lea~ something about the black 
corp~munity and the problems that face it," 
said rJ-NC junior Omar McCallop, who 
has attended mos~t of the discussions. 

Some thought public pressmz had forced 
her resignation. 

"~ thi~k she was Wing in to the mean- 
sph4ted pressure &at has b~en going on for 
many mont~," fozmer ChaFe1HN To~m 
Counc~ member Joe Herzenberg said. 
Having been ~eIy to face a recail eIection, 
Herzenbcrgres~e~ ~pdst ~om the town 
council Iast fa~ after beLng convicted of 
wi~fad f~ilure to pay state ~xes. "I tl~nk 
that, under the ckcums~ances, it was the 
bestthingshecoulddo,’He~en~rgadded~ 

Harley said he had hexed ~e~ngs about 
ers !Arout~aout d-m ordeal had iittie to say tier," he .said. ’~Id9 hdievg @at ifkc~Id_ ~u[~e~els_decision. =~t!=~.nk.the:issae Lt 
SundaTc0he~nb~fi:~eg~guaf~Gn, in~a.d h~v~ been ~ earlier tbe board Would that the genera1 public wants to lay it to 
indicatingtheneedtobu~thecont~ovexx2 have been able to foo~s be~er without rest,"hesaid."She’sresi~efi.That’swhat 
for good. being diverted." everTbody wanted." 

"~ d~d nol kr~ow i~ was comSng, but ~ Reside~IEtmiceBrock, who helped ck- Resident~diceDiemsaidshe~adsigaed 
.~,~,’;- w~rr>-i~d D~cause i knew that stress cub.re oeti.tions asking flora recali election, the petition for ~e recall election because 

UNC sophomore Chan&a Taylor at- 
tended the Oct. 3 forum, "BIack Prejudice: 
The Ligh*er t,he Better2" "~t’s not Iike we 
came up with a resolution, but everyone 
got to express their own opinions, malting 
our situation as a peop!e better," she said. 

Professors Fra~Lk Brown, G%uck Stone 
- ahd Harry ,’Sd~.ana will speak at today’s 

forum, "Black En~ish, Hip Hop & Slang: 
Legithnate Dialects or .Sarfie~-s to Pr@,i"ess7 
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day, but the agenda is aA’eady set, so tile 
matter probabIy wfU. be discnssed at the 
Nov. 3 meeting. 

Pedex~en sgeculated on ~o possibIe 
pSols Width might be exanfined for a 
placement. One pool of possible candi~ 
dates includes the people who wanted 
;eplace board member Ruth Rm ster, who 
resigned her seat and moved tu Connecti- 
cut A~othergroup wouId cons~t ofpeopIe 
who ran for o£1~ce last ye~. 

Touw said the contro)etsy didn’t con- 
sume the board, but did take up some 
ener~, that couId have been devoted to 
other issues. 

"This occupied a sign£icant pm~ of that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Photo of axticle 

2012-03-13 14.55.54.jpg 

Dr. Regester, 

I sent you this email to show you a photo of one of the articles. 

Respectfully, 

From:                     @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March :t3, 2012 3::t:t PM 

~email.unc.edu 
Subject: Fwd: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From:’ i~gmail.com> 

Date: Mar 13, 2012 3:00 PM 
Subject: 

To:’ ~)gmail.com> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alvin < @aol.com> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 11: 55 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: Race Film Search 

Reply 03/14/12; Thanks for the quick reply Ms. Regester; will call sometime later-hope you will allow an audio interview to include in my documentary. I have professional 
audio equipment or you can send Twitter mp3. I dont 
have profession video equipment yet! 
Sincerely, 
Alvin Xex 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To: Alvin.       @aol.com> 
Sent: Mon, Mar5, 2012 3:47 pm 
Subject: RE: Race Film Search 

Dear Alvin: It was my recommendation that you talk with Henry Sampson but since you have already contacted him the only other person I might suggest is Pearl Bowser co- 
author of Writing Himself Into History -- one of several works focused on Oscar Micheaux. We can talk by phone if this will be helpful but my knowledge of additonal rare and 
obscure titles on race films in the early period is quite limited. My cell is if you would like to continue this conversation by phone. Good luck on your endeavors. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Alvin       #aol.com] 
Sent= Monday, March 05, 2012 1:45 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Race Film Search 

Dear Professor Regester: 
Enclosed attachment find my letter to you per film request. 
Sincerely, 
Alvin Xex 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miriam Joanua Petty <m-petty@uorthwesteru.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 12:12 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

So good to see you! 

Dear Charlene, 

I just wanted to send you a quick note ~vith my ne~v address, and also to 
say how good it was to see you in Boston this year! I was really glad to 
get a chance to talk ~vith you at the Black Caucus after-party, and I hope 
that your trip back to Chapel Hill was smooth. Please let me know if 
you’re planning on heading to Chicago anytime before next year’s 
conference. 

I’m in the middle of finishing up my revise and resubmit on my manuscript, 
but once it’s done, I’d love to talk with you about the horror anthology 
you suggested My Pinky essay appeared in an issue of Genders 
(~vw~v.genders.org), that was devoted to Race, Gender and the "Horror Film," 
(Frances Gateward was the guest editor) and so some of the others’ essays 
in that issue might be useful for an anthology (The table of contents is 
below - I noted an essay on Beloved here as well’.) 

Take good care, 
Miriam 

(IE]x’DERS 

Issue 40 2004 

Special Issue 
Scared of the Dark: 
Race, Gender and the "ttorror Film" 
Guest Editor: Frances Gateward 

Race, Gender and Terror <http://www~enders.or~/~40/g40 ~ondor.htm[> 
The Primitive in 1950s Horror Films 
By PA’I~ICK (K)NDER 

NeoSlaves <http:i/www~endersor~/g40i~40 williams.html> 
Slavery, Freedom, and Ali’ican American Apotheosis in Candyman, The Matrix, 
and The Green Mile 
By K]M D HESTER-W]LLIAMS 

Passing For Horror <http://www~enders.or~i~40/~40 petts’.html> 

Race, Feat-, and Ella Kazanas Pinky 

By MIRIAM J. PETTY 

The Hon-ors of Remembrance <http:i/www.genders.org/g40ig40 scott.htm[> 
The Altered Visual Aesthetic o1! ttorror in Jonathan Demmeas Beloved. 
By ELLEN C. SCOTF 

Technologies of Race <http://www.genders.orgig40/g40 winokur.htral> 
Special Effects, Fetish, Fihn, and the Fifteenth Century 
By MARK WINOKI~R 

Day~valkin~ Night Stalkin~ Bloodsuckas 
<http://~wzw.genders.org/g40/g40 gate~vard.html> 
Black Vampires in Contemporary FiN~ 
By FRANCES GATEWARD 

Miriam J. Petty 

Assistant Professor 

Northwestern University 

Deparlment of Radio, Television & Film 

1920 Campus Drive, 2nd Floor 

Evanston, ~L 60208 

m-petty@northwestern, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Powell <acpowell@usc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 3:46 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: RE: your tx~ok 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for ?’our quick reply. Indeed, I’d welcome your visit. Aside from a few short trips, I should be here all sunmaer and look forward to meeting you. 

Regards, 
Adam 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 
1350 Beverly Road, Suite 115-251 
McLean, Virginia 22101-3633 USA 
Google voice 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.uaac.edu> 
Date: Monday, April 9, 2012 8:29 am 
Subject: RE: your book 
To: Adam Powell <acpowell@usc.edu> 

Dear Adam: This ~s exciting to h ear from you. Your name was given 
to me by a colleague on the west coast so I assumed that you were 
in Cali]2~rnia as I would have attempted to interview you prior to 
completing the book chapter However, since I did not I would still 
love to intep~iew you regarding your morn Hopefully, in my chapter 
I treated her appropriately -- I think the biography that was 
written on her published by the Umversity of Michigan Press was 
not accessible to me at the time I completed my work. Since you 
live in Vriginia and this is close to North Carolina maybe we could 
meet over the Summer after June 1 since ! will be teaching Summer 
School I will bring some of the information that I have gathered 
in the event that you would like some of my information as well. 
Again, it is with great pleasure to hear from you and if we cannot 
meet maybe we could talk by phone. 

Also, I wanted to mention that your mother was friends with Mary 
Lou Williams (pianist) and one of my former mentors, Sonya Haynes 
Stone (UNC professor who died suddenly in 1991 ), lived in the 
former Mary Lou Williams house located in Durham Duke University 
has a center named in honor of Williams and the Stone family still 
owns the Mary Lou Williams house but are in the process of selling. 
Would love to share additional iN2~rmation. 

Thanks ~2~r contacting me and I look forward to hearing from you 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Cell phone 
Email regester@email.anc.edu 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 08, 2012 4:50 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: your book 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Both as a student of African American history and as Hazel Scott’s 
son, I am most interested in your research. By reading your book I 
will learn the meaning of your most intriguing chapter title, 
"Hazel Scott: Resistance to Othering." 

FYI I have all of my mother’s papers (but will probably donate them 
soon) so if you have any additional interest in her life, please 
feel free to contact me if you believe I can be of assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fello~v, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 
1350 Beverly Road, Suite 115-251 
McLean, Virgima 22101-3633 USA 
Google voice 

Next USC forum in Washington: 

Monday, April 16, 9 am, at the USC Washington DC Center 
CPD m DC: Briefing on Water Diplomacy 
This event is free but registration is requested. 



UNIVERSITY 
FILM&VIDEO 

ASSOCIATION 

The Journal of Film and Video 
Ithaca College LA Program 

3800 Barbara Blvd. Suite 305 
Los Angeles, California 90068 

800-280-7709 / 323-851-6199 1 323.851-6748 (fax) 
journaloffilmandvideo@gmail.com 

April 21, 2012 

Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene: 

We have received your manuscript "Monstrous Mother(s), Incestuous Father(s), and Terrorized 
Teen(s): Reading Precious as a Horror Film," which should receive an initial review in the next 
month. If appropriate, it will th.en be forwarded anonymously within the next month to two 
readers for a thorough review and publication decision. The reader review process usually takes 
five to six months. 

It is our assumption your manuscript has not been submitted to any other publications, since the 
JFV does not consider multiple submissions. If it has been submitted to another publication, 
please contact me immediately by phone (800-280-7709) or e-mail 

(j ournaloffilmandvideo@gmail.com). 

Thank you for submitting your essay to the Journal of Film and Video. If you have any 
questions, please feel free to write or call. 

Regards, 

Tropiano, 
Editor, Journal of Film and Video 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

American His~rofical Review <ahrbooks@indian&edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 10:56 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emml.unc.edu> 

PDF of your recently published AHR book review 

regester.lxtf 

Deax Reviewer: 
As is our custom, we m’e sending you a PDF of your recently published book review-, which appears in the ~nost recent issue of the A~’R. 
Keeping our reviewer file up to date requires constant attention. May we ask you to send us the names and addresses of any scholars, particularly those new to the 
profession, whom we may not know-? 
We also rely on scholaxs to i~orm us of important new books that we have not reviewed. The AJ[}? is on the mailing list of most publishing houses, but occasionally we do 
not receive their latest publications. If you believe we may have tnissed a recent work, please write. 
Many thm~s for contributing to the AJIR. We hope to be able to call on you again. 
Sincerely, 

i.~.i Description: Description: MOUR-SIG 

Moureen Coulter 

American Historica! Review 
914 E. Atwater Avenue 
Bloomington, IN 47401 

(812) 855-7609 
(8~2) 855-5827 (fax) 
__w____w____w__:_a____m____e_r_Lc__a___n___h Ls__Lo___r!_c___a_Lr__e__v_!_e____w__:__o_r_~ 
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insights into the geographical imagination underpin- 
ning intellectual culture in the mid-twentieth-century 
United States. His exposd of the military’s influence on 
geographical scholarship and the development of the 
social sciences is especially compelling~ Farish has dug 
deeply in the archives, and has synthesized a large array 
of disparate materials into a compelling story of intel- 
lectual militarization. 

MA~’r~x" W. I_,Lw~s 

Sta*@~rd Universi{v 

JENNIFER FROST. Itedda IIopper~’ ItoI~ywood: Celebrity 

Gossip and American Conservatism. (American History 

and Culture.) New York: New York University Press, 
2011. Pp. xv. 281. $35.00. 

Confronting the complex, ambiguous, arid contradic- 

tory personae of a politically predisposed movie gossip 

columnist for tl:m LosA,zgeles 7)rues, Jennifer Frost pro- 

duces a sincere yet thoroughly researched examination 

of Eiedda t~opper’s rise and decline with precision and 

skill. Refusing to shy away from Elopper’s reputation as 
°’ ~unpredictable and ruthless,’ ~cold-blooded,’ ’vicious,’ 

’fascist’" {p. 1), Frost launches her study by acknowl- 

edging the controversial image that Hopper herself fab- 

ricated. That image was distinguished by conservative 

verbal politics arid a flamboyant visual style, evinced 

most notably by her attention-grabbing hats. But it was 

Hopper’s "nasty reputation [that] dominated her ca- 

reer, persists today, arid overshadows her historical sig- 

nificance" (p. 1). Dismantling her contentious reputa- 
tion to re-establish Hopper’s importance as a cultural 

and to some extent political icon who navigated the cin- 

ema industry while promoting her conse~wative views 

from 1938 to [ 966, Frost attempts to reposition Hopper 

as both gossip columnist and American conservative. 

This work succeeds in accomplishing two goals. 

While it presents itself as a biography of Hopper, it also 

is a critique of how Hopper is contextualized within 

twentieth-century U.S. sociocultural history. E×ploring 
Hopper’s political views, Frost refers to her as a liber- 

tarian who "embraced antistatism" (p. 35), aligned her- 

self with consmwatives who fcared big government as a 

threat to personal liberty, arid endorsed anticommu- 

nism. This led her to join J. Edgar ttoover and the 

House Un-American Activities Committee during the 

red scare as they targeted actors such as Paul Robeson 

and Larry Parks and studio executive Dore Schary, 

among others. 
In eight chapters, Frost demonstrates how Hopper 

sought to create her own style and establish her appeal 

with fans by positioning her next to contemporaries, 

most of whom she was in competition with, such as 

Louella Parsons, Sheilah Graham, Jimmie Fidler, Sid- 
ney Skolsky, Edith Gwynne. Ed Sullivan, and Walter 

Winchell. Relying on Hopper’s gossip columns and a 

range of other sources to read Hopper’s intentions and 

interpret how fans responded to her, Frost unveils the 

power that Hopper wieMed over careers, studio exec- 

utives, and politicians. 

When Hopper interviewed James Roosevelt, son of 
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, regarding his im- 
pending divorce, she was deemed by Time magazine as 
having "’set a new record for keyhole journalism’" (p. 
17). She employed foot soldiers, studio press agents, 
and social gatherings to provide her with the ammuni- 
tion needed to fill her columns. Hopper wrote "’words 
that wound or silence that kills’" (p. 29) and made con- 
scions decisions about what to reveal and what to con- 
ceal, leaviag maW in Holl>~vood fearing her attemion. 

Navigating Hollywood in a period when her conser- 
vative views were not popular, Hopper was reminded 
that she was a gossip columnist and not a politician. 
Frost suggests that "Hopper’s politics.., were primar- 
ily ideological~whereby longstanding conse~-ative 
ideas and belielg determined the political positions she 
took--- and she never wavered ia her dedication to using 
her column in the interests of her political agenda" (p. 
35). She shows that Hopper was not above ~sing racial 
epithets, as she did when black athlete Jackie Robinson 
visited her home, an act that was in direct contrast with 
her support of black actor James Baskett, whom she 
endorsed to receive an Academy Award for his role in 
Sotg of the Sout.h {1946). Hopper denounced claims 
that she was antisemitic; yet when Louis B. Mayer. 
MGM production head, wanted her to use her influence 
to assist his daughters in obtaining admission to an ex- 
clusive private school that excluded Jews, she refused. 

Targeting entertaiaers in Holl>~vood was part sad 
parcel of Hopper’s political agenda, yet her politics ex- 
tended beyond this arena. Hopper used her celebrity 
status to elevate the Republican Party, advocate for 
women’s rights, campaign for Republican candidates, 
and destabilize Democratic opposition. Frost suggests 
that Hopper’s political interests may have been an ex- 
tension of her own anabitions. 

Frost ends the book by coming full circle. In the be- 
ginning she reveals that the young Hopper was an as- 
piring actress; toward the end of her career, Hopper 
played herself, a gossip colmnnist, in Sunset Boulevard 
(1950). This casting would not have occurred if she had 
not cultivated, crafted, and fashioned her reputation. 

The work succeeds in reconstructing Hopper’s pol- 
itics, unveiling her contradictions objectively, and al- 
lowing her personae to emerge. Frost grounds her work 
in film scholarship regarding spectatorship and recep- 
tion studies. ~Most of all the work fills a void in the lit- 
erature in terms of how gossip columnists shaped the 
movie industry and influenced the lives of Hofl~,ood 
stars. What remains unresolved is whether Hopper was 
indeed an unsuccessful actress who turned to writing 
gossip coIamns. Or was she a frastrated divorcee who 
failed to create a life for herself after her marriage dis- 
integrated and targeted those in the industry? Or was 
she a small-town girl who was determined to make a 
name for herself at whatever cost? Or was ttopper not 
motivated by any particular interest other than becom- 
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ing a renowned gossip columnist who, by the end of her 

career, may have regretted her predatory style? 

CHARt ENE REOESTER 

Ut~iversity of North Carolina at Chloe] Hill 

SUSAN ZEIOER. Enta~Tgling Al#ances: Foreig,z War Brides 

and American Soldiers in the Twentieth Centu~w. New 

York: New York University Press. 2010. Pp. xi, 299. 

$45.00. 

In this book, Susan Zeiger sheds light on generations of 

"war brides" whose marriage to American servicemen 

arid subsequent immigration to the United States gen- 

erated intense public debate and discussion throughout 

the twentieth century. Defining war brides as a "special 

category of female immigrants" and a "cultural con- 

struction," Zeiger shows how "intercultural marriages" 

involving foreign women and American servicemen 

during arid immediately after World War I, World War 

lI, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War were never 
simply private and individual matters but rather public 

affairs that had nluch to do with national and interna- 

tional politics. To ifluminate the deeply politicized na- 

ture of the war bride phenomenon, Zeiger traces three 

major dynamics that contributed to the "construction" 

of foreign war brides: American government policies on 

fraternization, marriage, and immigration; American 

public reactions to the entry of foreign women hlto 
postwar society; and the thoughts arid perspectives of 

war brides themselves. 

The picture of war brides that enlerges out of the 

book is rich and multilayeredo Far from homogeneous, 

foreign war brides were a diverse group of women who 

came from more than one country or region. During 
and after World War I, primarily European brides, es- 

pecially French arid German women, became the focus 

of public attention arid discussion. Following World 

War II, Asian arid especially Japanese women arrived 

as a new group of war brides, playing a role in postwar 

alliance making and facilitating a transition in United 

States-Japan relations. Through the Korean War and 

the Vietnam War, yet another group of Asian women, 

this time Korean and Vietnamese war brides, stepped 

into the center stage of public debate, reflecthlg Amer- 

ican ambivalence arid anxieties about wars that 

achieved neither closure nor resolution. 

Throughout the study, Zeiger highlights the complex 

ways in which race, gender, and sexuality intersected to 

inform war brides’ experiences as well as American 

public responses and reactions. Perceived as "other 

women," war brides were often subject to intense sus- 

picion by the American government and public, who 

understood their racial-national differences in gender 

and sexual terms and viewed them as dangerous seduc- 

ers who posed threats to postwar American society. 

These dynamics were made even more complex when 

fl~reign wonlen were involved with minority service- 

men. Within the context of Jinl Crow racism and anti- 

miscegenation laws that informed domestic racial dy- 

namics in the United States, minority and especially 

African American soldiers’ involvement with white Eu- 
ropean women heightened public concerns and arbxi- 
eties about racial mixing, resulting in a further prolif- 
eration of discourses and practices concerning gender, 
race, and se~vaality. The strength of Zeiger’s analysis is 
particularly evident in chapter five, "Interracialism, 
Pluralism, and Civil Rights: War Bride Marriage in the 
1940s arid 1950s," where she offers fascinating accounts 
of war brides, minority soldiers, and postwar civil rights 
mobilization. Tracing the stories of white European 
wonlen who married African American servicemen, 
Zeiger reveals how some of these women came to ex- 
perience American racism in personal terms and par- 
ticipated in civil rights struggles in order to defcnd their 
spouses. While challenging racism in their newly ad- 
opted country, however, these women did not neces- 
sarily challenge gender inequality but rather upheld tra- 
ditional expectations by behlg mothers arid wives arid 
fult?llhlg the postwar ideal of American womanhood. 
The ways in which gender, race, sexuality, and nation- 
ality intersected in these women’s lives were far fronl 
obvious or predictable. 

Zeiger’s project is part of the ongoing endeavor of 
scholarship in which researchers such as Cynthia Enloe, 
Elaine Tyler May, Katharine Moon, Saundra Pollock 
Sturdevant, arid Brenda Stoltzfus conthlue to point to 
the significance of women and gender hi our under- 
standings of international relations. Drawing on this 
tradition, Zeiger situates the stories of war brides at the 
center of her analysis of wartime mobilization arid post- 
war demobilization and illustrates how seemingly mun- 
dane grassroots experiences of foreign women who 
married American servicemen open a window onto 
geopolitics of war, nation, and empire° Culling varied 
and sometimes obscure tales of war brides from various 
parts of the world, Zeiger makes a dear case that ex- 
cavating women’s experiences from historical obscurity 
is a crucial conlponent in scholarly understanding of the 
nation’s past. Furthermore, as the book provides 
story of deep and continuing uneasiness with interna- 
tionalism on the part of Americans" (p. 9), it offers 
portunities for critical reflection on American encoun- 
ters with racial and national others. Against the 
backdrop of current and sometimes excessive celebra- 
tion of "multicultura]ism" and "globalism," the mono- 
graph provides a much needed reminder of America’s 
involvement in racisnl and xenophobia in the past that 
has shaped and continues to inform American domestic 
arid international practices vis-a-vis racial and national 
others. 

MIaE KOIK~aRI 
Universizy (~f ttawai’i at Manoa 

CHRISTINE YA?~O. Airborne Dreams: ’{Nisei " Stewardesses 
at~d Pan American g~addAirways. Durhanl, N.C.: Duke 
University Press. 2011. Pp. xv, 228. Cloth $79.95, paper 
$22.95. 

Between 1955 and 1972, Pan American World Airways 
recruited a small corps of Japanese American flight 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Hardy < "(}gmail.com> 

Friday, July 20, 2012 3:04 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Jay Hardy, Class of 1998, Hi Ms. Regester! 

Hi Ms. Regester’. 

I’m reading things about African-American studies courses at UNC. 

I wanted you to know that I thorougNy enjoyed the class that I took ruth you. It was about African Americans in Film. Awesome class that I roll never forget. 

I hope you’re well these days! I wanted to write you and get in touch with you. 

Take caJce and have a wonderful weekend! 

Jay Haldy 

Class of 1998 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heather A. Williams <hamll@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, July 27, 2012 10:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Hi Ch~rlene, 

I just wanted to say fl~at it was good seeing you yesterday, mid thanks for sharing the story about your sister. That made me very happy. 

Heather 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

frank tomasulo ~ ~yahoo.com> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 1:24 PM 

Diane Caxson < ~aol.com>; Adrienne Carageorge ~axcpph@rit.edu> 

UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Hi, Diane and Adrienne. It was great seeing you both in Chicago! 

While at the conference, it was brought to my attention that the UFVA History/Theory Caucus had been inactive in the past 1-2 years, a 
situation I especially deplored since I was one of the original founders of the annual Juried Paper awards. As I understand it, the caucus 
hasn’t met since I took the initiative and called ad hoc meetings in Denton and Colorado, and the Juried Paper awards were not even judged 
this past year. 
I’d therefore like to volunteer to chair or co-chair the caucus, and also chair the Juried Paper award contest -- since I won’t be submitting 
anything for consideration this year, I won’t "have a dog in this hunt" (as Bill Clinton used to say). 
I have two other UFVAers in mind for judges: Charlene Regester and a relatively new member named Jonathan Cavellero, whose work I’ve 
been following for some time now. 

In my opinion, the caucus needs a bit of PUBLICITY to get it back to full strength (I remember, as you probably do, a well-attended meeting 
at the previous Columbia College conference). A TIME SLOT needs to be assigned for a caucus meeting at the annual conference, and an up- 
to-date MEMBERSHIP LIST needs to be drafted. Furthermore, the AWARDS need to be re-instituted for papers delivered at the 2012 
conference. Finally, I would even consider the somewhat radical step of asking members to submit papers delivered at the 2Oll meeting, 

since there were no awards issued based on that conference--due to "pilot error." 
Assuming that you approve of my volunteering for this service assignment (and picking some comrades), how do I go about doing this? 
Should I just announce it to the UFVA Board or will one of you do so? (I am no longer on the Board listserv, so cannot easily contact all the 

officers.) I know that the Board has no formal role in selecting caucus chairs but, as a courtesy, I’d like to at least inform everyone. 
Alternatively, should I be massing troops along the border like Napoleon did when he returned to France from Elba? 

Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

frank tomasulo ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 4:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: UFVA His~to~/Theory Caucus 

Charlene: Thanks! You’re right: the usual term is 2 years, although I’d like to stagger the terms, so that there’s "caucus memory" always 
available and so that it doesn’t vanish because everyone’s term expires at the same time. 
If you’d prefer just a one-year term, I’ll put you down for that. 

Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <re~lester@email.unc.edu> 
To: frank tomasulo ¯            @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 11:31 AM 
Subject: RE: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Dear Frank: I will be more than glad to work with you on the caucus. However, I assume that this would be a one to two year obligation. I don’t know if I could commit to 
much longer than this. But anyway you can count me in. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= frank tomasulo I            .~yahoo.com] 

Sent= Friday, August 24, 20:t2 1:24 PM 
To= Diane Carson; Adrienne Carageorge 
Subject= UFVA History!Theonl Caucus 

Hi, Diane and Adrienne. It was great seeing you both in Chicago! 

While at the conference, it was brought to my attention that the UFVA History/Theory Caucus had been inactive in the past :[-2 years, a 
situation I especially deplored since I was one of the original founders of the annual 3uried Paper awards. As I understand it, the caucus 
hasn’t met since 1 took the initiative and called ad hoc meetings in Denton and Colorado, and the 3uded Paper awards were not even judged 
this past year. 
I’d therefore like to volunteer to chair or co-chair the caucus, and also chair the 3uded Paper award contest -- since I won’t be submitting 
anything for consideration this year, I won’t "have a dog in this hunt" (as Bill Clinton used to say). 
I have two other UFVAers in mind for judges: Charlene Regester and a relatively new member named Jonathan Cavellero, whose work I’ve 

been following for some time now. 
In my opinion, the caucus needs a bit of PUBLICITY to get it back to full strength (I remember, as you probably do, a well-attended meeting 
at the previous Columbia College conference). A TIME SLOT needs to be assigned for a caucus meeting at the annual conference, and an up- 
to-date MEMBERSHIP LIST needs to be drafted. Furthermore, the AWARDS need to be re-instituted for papers delivered at the 20:[2 
conference. Finally, I would even consider the somewhat radical step of asking members to submit papers delivered at the 20:1:1 meeting, 
since there were no awards issued based on that conference--due to "pilot error." 
Assuming that you approve of my volunteering for this service assignment (and picking some comrades), how do I go about doing this? 
Should I just announce it to the UFVA Board or will one of you do so? (I am no longer on the Board listserv, so cannot easily contact all the 

officers.) I know that the Board has no formal role in selecting caucus chairs but, as a courtesy, I’d like to at least inform everyone. 
Alternatively, should I be massing troops along the border like Napoleon did when he returned to France from Elba? 

Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee Greene < ~att.net~ 

Friday, October 19, 2012 8:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

l~eedmen school in chapel hill 

Google: freed~nen school in chapel hill nc 

There yon will find the school I mentioned along with photos of so~ne of the smdems and a brief hi sstorical nmrative about the school. 

LGreene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

noreply@proquest.com 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 1:49 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Your ProQuest Research 
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Charlene Regester sent you the following: 
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Dorothy Dandridge Wed 
to Restaurant Owner 

Negro actress and singer Contos, dean of ~he church. 
Dorothy Dandridge was mar- ~Iiss Dandr~dge, ~6, and 

res Denison, 46, met four years ri~ to Sunset Strip    " ago in Las Vegas, where he 

taarateur Jack Denison late managed a night club. He 

. yesterday in the Greek Or- currently owns a supper club 

t~ox Cathedra~ oi Saint on Sunse~ Blvd. 
Sophia.                     The couple will spend 

The [orma~ half-hoar cere- their honeymoon in New 
mony, attended by members York, whe~’e they plan to at- 
of the couple’s family and tend tomorrow’s premiere of 
close ~riends. ~,as 9erforn~ed the film "Po~’gy and Bess" 
by t h e Re~’. Leonidas C. in which she appeal’s, 
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HEDDA HOPPER 

 "Glenn Ford Gets 
Lead m Gazebo 

. ,Glenn Ford certainly 
can’t complain of the treat- 
ment he’s getting from 

Metro. He gets el! the top 
properties. He was given 
Broadway hit "GazebQ" 
whiChAlec Coppellwrote 
and for which George 
l~ells is doifig screenplay. 
~!~dS aft~ he goes~ to Spain 

Dorothy Dandridge 

for ~’It Started With a 
Kiss." 

:’Wofider how" Frank Si- 
natra’s fans wi!l like his 
wearing a small goatee (we 
call them chin whiskers) 
for "Never So Few." I felt 
sure Frank wouldn’t go to 
Burma for the picture, so 
they’re" sending doubles for 
background shots ther~ 

and he’ll shoot in Hawaii. 
Jean Neguleseo directs 

"The Beloved Infidel" and 
Jen3~ Weld prays that 
Paul Newman’s play won’~ 
be a big hit ’cause it’s 
Paul and Joanne Wood- 
ward he wants for his 
stars. Failing Newman, 
he’ll try for Marlon Bran- 
do. Joanne expects the 
baby in Apri!. 

Go~:don Scott will have 
hefty competition when he 
d o e s "Tarzan’s Greatest 
Adventure" in none other 
than Anthony Quayle, one 
of the finest British actors 
and son-in-law of well- 
known American dancer 
Dorothy Dickson. 

STILL HANGING 
W h i I e Dorothy ,Dan- 

dridge was east she talked 
to producers about "Queen 
of ~heba" but nothing was 
settled, since it won’t go 
into rehearsal until end of 
summer. 

The John Fords are re- 
laxing on his boat in Hon- 
olulu while his son:in-law 
Kenneth Curtis is produc- 
ing and directing a picture 
in Texas, 

Betty Keen and Lew 
Parker met ,~Iaurice Che- 
valier some years ago so 

~when, they op~ned~at. 

¯ ferson .Hotel.in St, Louk% 

. perso~tibn .of Cgevalie~ 

~nd receiv~-t~is cable 
from h~m: "Gpdd luck. 

Hope we all do we~- 

l~ving Lazar, back from 
Klosters, Switzerland, says 

what with. Anatole Lit- 
yaks, W i I I i a m Wylers, 
Deborhh Kerr and Peter 
Viet~el, Stanley,. Donen, 
also M~. Donen and her 
two children, :Betty Be- 
celt and her children, 
David Nivens. also Adele 
B~tty, He tells me place 
i},simple and.more relax- 
ing than Monte Carlo and 
you don’t have to dress 
up. 

RECOGNIZES TALENT 

" My pal :Frances Marion 
saw new play "Raisin 
the Sun" avtryout h~ New 
Haven and wrote that 
Sidney Poifier was mag- 
nificenk "I’ve rarely seen 
any actor rise to such 
heights In a very complex 
and sensitive role that 
brought the house down 
time and again. Same ova- 
tion given Claudia 
Nell When last curtain 
fell audience rose and 
shouted bravo[ For this 
college gown, that’s some- 
thing[" 

Tony Randall, like Mar- 
the Hyer, has a fine art 
coll~tion, mostly French 
impressionists. Now he’s 
after a Grant 
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’Decks Ran’ 
iOpens ,Today 

James Mason, Dorothy 

Dandridge and Broder~ck 

Crawford star in "The Decks 
Ran Red," opening today at 
the State, Wiitern, Iris, UA 
Pasadena, Southside, Ingle- 
wood Academy, California, 
Golden Gate and seven Pa- 
cific Drive-Ins. 

Like all Andrew Stone pro. 
ductions, "The Decks Ran 
fred" was filmed entirely on 
locations. Settings used were 

!5 theaters will be the MGM 
release "Dunkirk," which 
tells of the nine days In 1940 
when the whole British 
army was in retreat and 
faced complete annihilation 
on the beaches of Northern 
France. 

Nicole Courcel 
in New Drama 

Twenty - six - year - old 
French beauty, Nicote Cour- 
eel, who stars with Jean 
Gabin in the new exciting 
drama, "The Case of Dr. 
Laurent," now at the Beret- 

the luxury liner Maripnsa Iy Canon and Vagabond 
and the Greek freighter Theaters, is wel~ known to 
fgoc, with sequences shot in ~American movie-goers. 
the waters off the Pacific i Mlle. Courcel, who plays 
Coast. The story tells of one Ithe role of a country girl 
man who plots to murder abandoned by her lo~er, is 
the entire crew o~ a freight- remembered for her ap- 
er in order to claim the sol- pearance in the French 
rage reward,              comedy, "Papa, Mama, The 

Companion feature in.all IMakl And I." 
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STARS COMMENT 
ON ’PORGY’ ROW 

BY ItEDDA tlOPPEB.     This was in answer to my, 
Sidney Poitier. Dorothy query to Poitier after the 

Dandridge and Pearl Bailey SDG’.~ board of directorg 
yesterday issued ~hi~ joint called a virtualstrike agains~ 
statemen~ on the "Porgy Samuel Goldwyn ~ a resuI~ 
and Bess" controversy:      of Goldwyn firing Mamouliaa 

"XVe feel that unti[ Mr. from "Porgy a~d Bess" and 
(Samuel) Goldwyn b a s then refusing the board’s 
worked out his problemsVitation lo appear before 
with g~e Screen Directors to explain why he took such 
Guild pertaining to Mr. (Rou- action. 
ben) Mamoulian we would Poiticr added that "rather 
rather not discuss ’Porgy than go through a wrang[~ 
and Bes~.’                   and talk to a lot o~ people~ 

"When thi~ is done, we we’d rather have it knowa 
hope there wil! be no furtber just how we feel." 
need to discuss the artistic This is the first time that 
interpretation of the script, the Screen Directors Guild 
as this was originally worked has ever taken action againsf 
out by Mamoulian, which is alleged unfair treatment o~ 
our major concern,"         one of its mpmher~. 
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She charges that in the 
sue recently released ~nder 
the dRteline of May, 1957, she 
was made the sdbject of an 
’articIe entitled "What Dor- 
othy Dandridge Did in t.he 
,Woods!" 

The article, t he actress 
complained, w a s published 
"through evil m o t i v e and 
malice" and with the intent 
to injure, ddsgrace a n d 
fame her by imputing to her 
"a laxity of moral chiracter." 
Miss Dandridge charges that 
the article was complete!y 
false and caused h e r great 
l~~ent, hum~ation 
and mental anguish. 
She also contends that the 

ipubUca~ion has put her 
freer ~nd her potential income 
lof more than $2Z0,000 a year 
in jeopardy. 

, The suit includes as defend- 

. Jr., who also brought the ~t 
complaint for her last Feb. 5. 
This first acUon, likew~e for 
$2,000,000 libel damages, was 
dLrec~ed ag-~nst publishers 
and distributors of Hep maga- 
zine over an article entit]ed 
~Dorothy DandrMge ~ Her 
I000 L o v e r so" ~t has not 
reached trial 
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Dandridge 
Scores Hit 

By a Times Correspondent 
LAS VEGAS. Nov. 24 -- 

The heralded Dandridge 
Dance was little more than a 
wiggie and a shuffle, but the 

star of "Carmen Jones" 
~vowed a Riviera Hotel audi- 

ence with shmvma~ship 
a personality that are hard 
ax2~ress in a dance step. 

Dorothy Dandridge did whati 
Jew Las Vegas performersI 
have attempted -- she sang 
foc ,half an hour with no cos- 
tume changes and no time out 
for comedy before changing to 
tights and climaxing the open- 
ing night performance in a 
lazy dance. 

Variety of Emotions 
The white-clad b e a u t y. 

singing intensely, ran through 
e v e r y emotion as she pre- 
sented "Riding High," ’-’Easy 
to Love," "I Got" Rhythm," 
"Come by Sunday," "Just One 
of Those Things," and half a 
dozen other melodies, all neat- 
ly spaced to provide her ~ith 
a change of pace. 

She sang a specialty 
ber, "Hooray for Love," with 
the only prop of the evening, 
a glass of champagne, and 
aside from the dancing finale, 
"’0o-ah-oh." was unaided by 
other performer~ or gadgeu¢. 

Male members of the audi- 
ence were fair entranced by 
ithe movements and intense 
singing style of Miss Dand- 
ridge. 

Although Riviera’s emcr- 
tainment fare follows the 
tendency of most Vegas shows 
and is not recommended for 
the kiddies, the show is fast -- 
exaCdy one hour ~ and ful. 
filling. The slim, sexy s~ar is 
in the Rivierh theater-dining 
room for four weeks. 

’Rains’ Due at 
Chinese Dec. 16 

"The Rains of Ranchi- 

pur," dramatic story of] 
modem-day India, has been 
booked to open Dec. 16 at’ 

the Chinese Theater. 
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Dorothy Oondridge shown 
~r~ing to doclge come romeno 

Singer rums 

Ibur..l Hearing 
Superior Cour~ ap~aranee 

where she ~ to ~ve been 
a ~n~s ~ a con~c~ squa~ 
blebe~eeR h~ agent. 

¯ In an -~o~ fo. avofd 

fled do~ a Co~ouse 
dot, ~ pi~ sc~ on her head 
flu~e~g out be~d. She 
dodged ~to the women’~ 
1o~ge and th~ h~ied out 
re~d~r and a~oss a 
~g Ibf assert~g ."it’s 
s~W’ ~ ~eram~ s~pped 
h~ picture. 

Se~fl.emen~ 
Sh~y e~er ~he s~er 

fled to her ~r atto~eys 
r~ed a settlement ~ .~e 
cou~ action. B~ce, BIo~ 
a~d to accep~ $5~ as set- 
tlement of her cl~ ~at E~I 
M~ls, Mi~ D~dridge’s ag~L 
ow~ her $~20 as a re~lt of 
an ora~ agreement ~volv~ 
a split in ~he agent’s p~enb 
age of the s~g~’s e~. 

k cross~omp~t ~ w~ch 
Mills alleged Be~ 
owed ~ ~6983 ~s d~ 
missed by Judge 
Rhodes. 
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STUDIO BRIEFS 

George Murphy will plane 
today from the. East. Ha 

ceived the Silver ButIaI@, last 
Saturday as the highest honori 
to be conferredt by ’the Boy~ 
Scouts of America, lie produced 
their Jambore~ last summer. 

Ths Orin Berstens had such 
lnteresth~g guests as Vanessa 
Bro~, the ’ Jeff Morrow and 
Anna" K~ea (Mrs. Morrow}, 
Francesca De S~xa~ ~h~ ~obby 
Va~s, Doroth~ D~drldge and 
others at a Dotty over the w~ek 
end. 

With the "East of Eden" com- 
pany already on locatldn ~n 
Mendoclno County, W a r n e r 
Bros. will count "The Silver 
Chalice" personnel among its 
absentees Wednesday. That out. 
fit, :~eaded by Victor Sevi!le, 
will be at Palm Springs, while 
"Drum Beat" will start Thurs. 
dayit Sedona, Artz. 

When the Joh~ McCormack 
story goes ~fore ~ha cameras, 
as seems likely, D~mitri Tiom- 
kin will be packaged as the pro. 
ducer. 

Vlrgtnia Christine stgned 
for "Dragnet" at Warners. 
Abou~ 12 years ago she was 
under contract at that stuo 
die and this Is her first re. 
turn. 

Henr~ King is busy survey. 
lng some 63,000 feet of film 
which he shot in Africa for the 
Bert Friedlob-Willlam Bather 
production of "Untamed" at 
20th, Studio work won’t begin 
until Sus~ Hayward is avail- 
able about mid.July. 

Maria Paimer had the lead 
with 0harles Boyer In "The 
Wallet," TV film, with R~bert 
Florey directing. William Camp- 
beli also appeared. 

Miktos Rozsa has been select. 
ed to cempose the score for 
"Green Fire" a~ Metro, 

~r~c~ Kelly, who flew out 
Ne~ York ~st Friday, has 
~oined th~ .To Catch a Thief 
company, : headed by. Alfred 
Hitchcoc~: . 
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The Screen: 

The Cast 
CRY TOUGH, ~’~ev. play by Har~y 

his patch-eyed crew riding 
herd on a pack of Negroes 
during the days of the slave 
traders, The faot that Miss 
Daudridge’s loyalty is to~ 
between her p~ionatc m~- 
ter ~d her o~ people flo~ 
in ~e hold se~ms remote 
~rom sH realty as presented 
here. 

Equally 

ing through 
o~er erR. The s~pboard 
sc~es have ~e ~ess of 
~e studio. ~ese are ~ter- 
cut ~ w~t app~r ~ be 
shots of a model plo~ng 
through f~-w~pped water. 
Despite ~e h~ brea~ng 
of ~e p~cip~s, ~ey 
posed ~ no~g worse than 
the s~ffici~ furies of ~ilm 

p OhE.WHCISTS for racial 
equality on "the screen and 

the simply curious may find 
something enticing about the 
prospect of a Teuton-l|ke 
Curt Jurgens making ~tense 
love to Doro~y D~d~dge, 
a Nero, in "~go." The 
prosper of such ~kness 
~es R cultural au~ 
may at~ct ~e unwa~ of 
~ races to the 
made mel~rama ~t opened 
¯ t the Capi~l ~eRtre 
day. 
However, It Is only fair 

wa~ ~ch p~lsa~ 
"Tamango," despite the fitful 
embraces of i~ racially 
site p~ncipais, does no great 
se~ce to the cause of either 
r~igl unders~g or plan 
enter~ For ~is rR~er 
ob~ously du~b~ Engllsh-lan- 
~age version ol ~e sto~ by 
P~er ~dr~de penetrat~ 
no d~p~ into the racial ques- 
tion~r ~y other question~ 
~an melodramatics demand. 

On ~e contra~, it is 
old creak~g sea dr~ about 
~e vicious s~p 
play~ by Mr. Jurgens, ~d 
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: BY; WAY OF 
REPORT 

’Marco Polo’ Production 
Plans--Other Items 

By A. H. ~;EI:LEI~ 

~ 
THOUGH Messer Marco 

Polo had no competition 
to ~peak of, it. appears 
that there is more than 

one producer with plans to film 

the adventures ~pf that storied 
thirteenth-century Italian mea’- 
chant-h’aveler-author. Just re- 
cently, %V. Lee Wilder 
nounced his intention to make 
’qv[arco Polo" in color and on 
looation in India, Japan and 
Malaya for A~lied Artists 

lease, starting in February. And 
last week Raoul Levy, producer 

of several of the more success- 
ful Bri~tte Bardot vehicleS, re- 
vealed that he, too, was deep in 
negotiations for the filming of 
a feature about Marco Polo. 

Reporting from Paris, hi. 
Levy wanted it known that 
after meetings in Moscow. with 
Nikola A. Mikhailov, Minister 
’of Culture, and Georgi A. Zhu- 
kov, president of the Soviet Cul- 

tural Committee, he felt "con- 
lident that a co-production ar- 
irangement with them is an in- 

iteresting possibility." He said 
ifurther that he ~v.ould try to 
ireach agreements with the Chi- 
[nese Government on a trip he 
[plans to make to Peiping nexL 
month, as well a.s with authori-" 
ities in India. Indonesia and Af- 
ighanistan. 

Due Here 

I M. Levy also plans to discuss, 
ithe production with the power,z 
:at Columbia Pictures, to whorm’ 
he is contractually bound- 
through next year, on his 
rival here from Paris next Sun- 
day. The script of M. Levy’~ 
"Marco Polo" project wil! be 
written by Maurice Druon, and, 
it will be filmed in color and 
wide-screen process ("either 

Todd-AO or Cinerama"). 

The director, he added, "prob- 
ably will be an American," and, 
,he said flatly, the budget of the 
!multi-m!llion-dollar film "is at_ 
ileast half covered by exhibitors 

i in Europe and Asia." 
i As is obvious, "Marco Polo" 
i is not yet ready for the cameras. 
It is preceded on M. Levy’s pr~- 

!duction program by the CUXTCn~ 
~"Zazle dans’le Metro." "The 
I T~-dth," with Henri-Georges 
IClouzot directing Mlle. Bardot. 
is scheduled for April. This will 
be followed by "The Cmnp Fol- 
lowers" in September. and later 
;a musical, also s~arring Mlle. 
!Bardot. For the record, neither 
M. Levy nor Mr. Wilder is par- 
ticularly original. Samuel Gold- 
wyn produced "The Adventures 
’of Marco Polo" in 1939 with 
Gary Cooper as the peiqpate~ic 
Venetian, And two years ago 
Leo McCarey announced that. he 
would produce and direc~ 
dramatization of tha~ restless 
trader’s life, titled, simply, 
"Marco Podo." 

AT SE’±~--Dorothy Dandridgeo n~ist~’e~:s~ofiCu~-t:’Ju~gens, "~a~t~in" of a s-la~’e 
aids Alex Cressal~ i~ "Tama~go.’" (hse to arrl,ve %Vednesday at tlxe Capitol Theatre. 

" TRYE~G--M~)~IENT--Afte’r robbinghis p~e~e of work, John S~xon, l~ft, unexpectedly 

ARTS!ART: Add to ~he :’Off- 
Broadway" movie circui~ the 
newly formed Film Center 
the Young Men’s and Young 
Women’s Hebrew Association, 
~which next month starts a cin- 
ema season at the .~,00-s~t 
Y. M.-Y. %V. H. A. 
Auditorium at LexinE~on Ave- 
nue and .Ninety-second Street. 
The Center, under the 
iof Per~tz W, Johnne:~. ,~ schcd- 
~uled to open its we,’kly Tues- 
day night screenings on Oct. 13 
with a cycle of important Rus- 
sian features including "Earth," 
"Mother," "Ten D~ys That 
Shook the \Vorld,’" "’Po~cn-~kin." 
"Strike," "End of St. Peters- 
burg" and "Road to Life." 

Slated to be shown also are 
some of the films dh’ected by 
Ernst Lubitsch; ~eatm-cs star- 
ring Pole Negri, Clara Bow, 
Greta Garbo, Gloria Swanson; 
a series of noted German-made 
pictures and a group of chin 
dren’s films. In addition, sev- 
era! speakers will discuss a 
yariety of movie topics and 
present excerpts from features 
in illustration of their themes. 
Among these are director John 

Huston, who will deliver a me- 
morial lecture on .the late 
writer-scenarkst,. James Agee; 
director Stanley Kubrick; 
rector S_atykjit Ray, who 
screen parts of his Indian-made 
trilogy including "Pather Pan- 
chali," and screen Editor Car! 
Lerner, who will conduct a sem- 
inar on Scandinavian movies in- 
cluding those of Ingmar Berg, 
man. 

OF "TA5LA~NGO": Executives 
of the recenuy formed Vitalite 
Films, which is presenting the 
French-made "Tamango," star- 
ring Dorothy Dandridge and 
Curt Jurgens. at the Capitol on 
Wednesday, feel they have suc- 
cessfully met a challenge, it 
~vas banned, they say, for sho\v- 

ing in th~ French. colonies as 
being too inflammatory, since 

it has romantic scenes betweer~ 
a Negro woman and a white 
man..The cause for their 
cheers, they add, ~s Lhe fac~ 
that not only has it been a hit 

in Detroit and. is booked .here, 
but, more importantly, i~ al- 
ready ,hasbeen?set fbr ~h~ing 
in such Southern cities h~ San 
Antenio, Tex., Charlotte, N. C., 
and Columbia, S. C. As reported 
.e.arlier tl~s year, Vitalite also 
is" preparh~g’ to release "The 
Executioners,’, a documentary 
feature on the Nuremberg trials, 
and "Ilya Muromets," a Rus- 
sian-made spectacle based oR ~ 
Slavic fairy tale now called 
"The Sword and the Dragon." 
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’PORGY AND BESS’ AGAIN 
Further Thoughts on a Second Loo]  

At the Filmed Folk Opera 

By BOSLEY CROWTHER 

S 
INCE it has become cus- 
tomary for theatregoers 
who love "Porgy and 
Bess" to see it and make 

studious comparisons every time 
it is revived, it should become 
a similar custom for those who 
enjoy it on the screen to pay it 
at least a couple of visits and 
then see it again, in the future 
--whenever it is reissued, which 
it certainly will be. For this 
seems to be the sort of devotion 
that this particular piece o2 
work inspires, and those who 
dtsoover the pleasure of it 
should also find it has certain 
rich rewards. 

For instance, this summer- 
seared reviewer went back to 
see it the other night---one of 
those muggy evenings when 
the inside of the Warner The- 
atre felt like the cavern of an 
icehouse in comparison with 
the atmosphere outside--and 
was struck by several interest- 
ing aspects of it that come 
through more forc~ly on a seco 

~ond look. 

!Sinister 
~ One is the sinister characo 
iteristie timt Sammy Davis Jr, 
ihas given Sportin’ Life, the 
iflashy and feline litt!e fellow 
:who peddles "happy dust" in 
iCatftsh Row. In’previous stage 
productions of this folk opera~ 
Sportin’ Life lms come through 
as a sort of droll and impious 
rascal with the bright, lively 
quality of a minstrel man. The 
most recent Broadway render- 
ing of him was that by Cab Cal- 
iloway, who made him flarnboy- 
antly wicked but not devoid of 
charm and sympathy. 

But there’s nothing charming 
or sympathetic about the fel- 
low that Mr. Davis plays. He’s 
a comprehension of evil on an 
.almost repulsive scale. Indeed, 
of the three major evils that be- 
set the innocent people of Cat- 
fish Row and disharmonize 
their peaceful living, Sportin’ 
Life is prot0ably the most. 

The first is the common evil 
of just a mean and offensive dis- 
position, represented by the bully 
Crown, who browbeats and ter- 
rorizes others because it gives 

hhn a sense of power., This is 
a simple evil. And though 
Crown does agonize Bess and 
bring sorrow upon Serene, whose 
man he brutally kills, he is no 
more complicated than the sec- 
ond evi!, the cruelty of nature, 
represented by the hurricane, 
which sweeps down upon the 
community and kills its boat-i 
load of fishermem 

Social Evil 

But Sportin’ Life ~s a sociali 

evil, a combination of all thei 
vices and tricks that man hasi 
invented and developed to cot-! 
rupt and confuse other men.i 
And this is the comprehension 

that Mr. Davis’ performanceI 
conveys in a way that gives 
more force and meaning to this 
character in the drama than] 
any previous performance we] 
h~ve seen. 
This corrupUve and divisive 

nature tr~ him comes through 
most interestingly in the w~y 

he insinuates himself into the 
prayer meeting at the picnla 
and then sings "It Ain’t 
sarily So." Out of the mouths 
of others, this has been a mis- 
chievous, sarcastic song, whI~ 
has tended to ridicule and ru~-’ 
fie the Negroes’ solemn piet,~. 
But, as Mr. Davis slugs it---and 
appears during the singing--it 
becomes a vocalization of deca- 
:dence. and contempt for 
gtous faith. He is a sneerin~, 
glinting spokesman for 
right godlessness ~Lud a sly 
Piper for licentiousness when 
he leads the people in a w~l~ 
dance at the end of the song... 

!Naturally                "" 

Oddly enough, Otto Fremin- 
get, who directed the film, and 

i Samuel Goldwyn, who produced 
it, have acknowledged to this 
reviewer that this emphasis 
the evil of Sportin’ Life (whi.~h 
iadds a melodramatic quality, 

by the way) was not delilJf!~ 
rately calculated. It apparen~t/y 
emerged from the way :Mr. 

Is naturally played it, ~..~ 
his small, wiry figure an~s 
sinister look. If this 
credit Mr. Davis. He has 
a dimension to "Porgy 

otably, too, on revis!~ 
this handsome motion 
translation of the George.~@~d 
Ira Gershwin-DuBose and 
thy Heyward folk opera i~e 

effective way the music ev6]’_~ 
in an almost endless flo~.. 
the melodic eloquence is 
sistent in the pattern of s~ 

ing action and moods. In ~ 
respect, the entertainment dS~ 

have the operatic form, an~.~ 
such is liberated from the ~ 
thetic demand of realism :fl~ 
some critics of the film 

curiously w~shed to ~mpose..~,’ 
should not expect this pic~ 
to be an absolute o~ real~t~ 
it is more an expression 
spiritual and emotional 
sponses of a eommunity:,~ 
southern Negroes at a past ~ 
in the musical-drama form.~’~. 

It might have been 

Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. Premin¢9 
had specified at the begtnn~.~ 
~hat the picture is set ¯ 
Charleston, S. C., around 
And it certainly would ha.~_~ 
been better had they ehos’e~~ 
another costume for Doroth@ 
Dandridge to wear in the ro_l~ 

of Bess than the slit-s~li~ 
French cocotte outfit ~n 
she makes her first entran~ 
This touch of sophistica~2on’~ 

not consistent with the conunl~ 
nity of Catfish Row, nor it 
likely ~at Porgy, the crippI~’! 
hero, would be attracted 
such an exotic dame. 

However, the fact that Porg~ 
is made a younger man in 
strong, handsome person of Sift:. 
hey Poitier *hvn he has previ:i 
ously been in performers on 
stage does give some technicd~ 
justification to this display of 
taste. We only wish he dldn’£ 
go off in such an aura of 0{~ 

[~m~-~m at the end, for the tra~ 
implication of the drama is 
h~ will never again find Bes$: 
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FITNESS OF FOLK OPERA 

A ,Rare Form Films Is Exalted 
By Goldwyn’s ’Porgy and :Bess" 

! ~"~0NSIDERING [hi perfe’et~ 

~ ~ suitability of ~e motion-1 
:~k J picture nie~lium ’to ~e~ 
~’convey~c¢ of mus~caI] 

:d~ama (some~ ~misn~ed~ 
~musical comfy), it i~ ~r~y sur-, 
~pri~ing and distressing 
!~re h~’tb~n ~ore of,this~ 
sea of ~ng tu~ out by ~e 
~ol]~oo~ w~rds o~er ~e last 
~i~y years. ~You c~ tick off~ 

lperhaps a dozen item~ in 
distinctiVe genre (whic~ might~ 

~also .~e ~gged folk.open) 
~h~ve been considerable, ~d be-J 

~g~ing into a deep and 

~ ing void. 
i Away ~A~k, there was "ShoV- 

[boat;" gepeatM a few years ago, I 
~d more recently ~re: 
been "OklahomaP’ and ~ 
s~ectable �’Carousel.". Almost 
[f~rgottea, there w~ ~n excel- 

~le~t morton picture:9~ cabin in: 
th~ Sky?’ And ~eg~there was: 
~"h~eet Me in 8t ~ui~." which: 
~we Would definitely class in. this~ 
:~ genre. 

But for all the eqtlletic in- 
duc~ents t~re obviously, ax’e~ 
i~ this realm, the Holl~vo~ 
~fol~ ha~ b~n mo~t chary in: 
~mo~ng ~ bn them. And the~ 
iiaCt .~at it has .takdn ~wentyJ~ 
~four ~ears, lot the cl~sici 
[."eor~ ~a 3~ss"’ .to reach 
screen isa pretty convincing~ 
indicatioa of ~ei~ reluct~ce~ 
~6/or de~ai~.       ". 

Tree; the anthors of t~s 
~era an~ i~ theatre ’p~oprietorsi 
~xvere ~eath to hage i~ made into~ 
~a movie. ~ey persisted in ~is] 
~for mahy years,. ~res~ably on~ 
~.the sad ~sumpf!on that 
~would be "ruin~’"~ HolI~d. 
But: ~v~n’ ~at s~Urrhous 
~imism might have been got~ 

~pro~ had’~ne aft~ th 
$amuel~G01d~. Ul~mately~did~ 
And they might have been led~ 
to s~ t~elr ebror, ~ ~e~ Gold- 
xy~ ha~ cm~ainly done; ¯ 

’.R~ch 
Expansion... . 

For ~e..,"~o~ rgy..m~ ~es~’ 

~at h~ h~ m~mgd, with grea~ 
devotion ~d effo~% to get 
duced ~d that W~ tin,fly. 
veiled to ~e public at the War-~ 
net ThenCe the o~r n~ght, 
¯ tr~y magnificent motion.pi~-~ 
~ture ~ more th~a credit 
~e ~gmal ~d oft-re~v~ 

~oper~, It i~a ~cb ~sio~, ~. 
m~ways... 
~t is because Mr. 

]~s script ~iter~ N, Richard 
N~h, ~d h~ ~bie- director, 
Otto P~ger;~ h~ve~ ,wis~y 
s~en fit to do’ ~th ~e’. 

it cri~ for’:alt~::’~e: time; 
Shave .mow it around mo~e 
adroitly with~ ~e co~gs of 

~ harl~ton, S: Cj w~ch is i~ 
~cipal 16~le, ~ ~ey 

.given, by virtue of the medium, 
a greatbr 9~lidity to the key 
sequence on the island to which 
!the Catfish RovJ picnickers go. 
i This is especially propitious, 
in the light:of the emphasis they 
:have placed upon the abundance 
’of action in the drama--the 
flights, the .murders. the rape, 
the pitiful "saucer funeral" and 
i~he howling hurrioane...One may 
have the impression, from see- 
!ing the show on the stage and 
.hs~enmg to all ,is musm m an 
lobviously operatic flow, that it 
lis more music than drama. This 
,’is conspicuously not the case as 
one soon sees m this mobile mo- 
!tion pictu~ that brings the 
drama right up" into your face. 

Animal Passion. 

! The fight in which Crown 

ikills Robhi~s is a bruising and 
horrifying thing, bursting with 
iaU the ~nimal passion that is 
!later reduced and exprcssed 
:mournful song. The rape of Bess 
ton the island by the bestial, 
ifugitive Crown is violent and 

icaeaphonic, throaty and no 
iholds hatred. And the terrible, 

t here-armed grapple in which 

Porgy finally kills Crmwn is 
shattering, close-up demonstra- 
tion of hatreds being expended 
to the death. 

I In short, Mr. GoldWya and his 
lassociates have fully shown the 
[passions in Catfish Row. 
. But they also have voiced 
!these p£ctured psssions and 
~softer intimations of tenderness 
and love with a thoroughly 
maffPificent synlphon~c .and vo- 
cal rendering of l~rl Gershwin’s 
score. It fi~ dosbtiul if this elo- 
quent music, so fs/nillar and 
yet ~o fresh and new in this 
colorful cinematic setting~ has 
ever been done so well. 

Sidney Poitier makes a val- 
iant Porgy, .affecting.fpr all his 
youthfulness, but much of the 
poignanee in the Character 
comes frcrm the- voice of Robert 
McFerrin singing his songs. 
And certainly the Bess of Dor, 
othy Da~dridge owes a great 
deal of charm "and ~q~tfulness 

to the way in which h~r lovely 
numbers ar’d sung .by Adele 
Addison. Miss Dandr~dge, it 
must be mentioned, is ~not the 
most credible Ees~. She’s too 
sleek and ~ophisticated, too Cot- 
ton ClubL~h for Ca~ish Row. 
B~t ~mmy Davis 

e~cellent, vocally and o~hervgse, 
as Sportln’ Life, and several 
other .actors an~~ingcrs acquit 
:themselves - handsomely. The 
r’choi’al numbers at "the funeral 
~and during the .hur.ricane 
ipartieularly fine and expressi~ 
of the sorrows, tha~" drench these 
people’s lives. 

: "Porgy and Bess" wasn’t 
written for the movies, but it 
!obviously should and could have 
beam 
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Screen: Samuel Goldwyn’s "PorKy and Has Premiere at Warner 

Sidney Poitier and Dorothy Dandrldge 
Portray Denizens of Catfish Row 

T HE mills of the gods have 
ground slowly but they 

have ground exceeding well 
in delivering at last a fine 
film version of the famous 
folk opera "Porgy and Bess." 
Almost a quarter of a century 
after its initial performance 
on the stage (and seventeen 
years after the revival that 
really established it), this 
most haunting of American 
musical dramas has been 
transmitted on the screen in 
a way tlmt doe~ Justice to its 
values and almost compen- 
sates for the long wait. 

For this we can thank 
Samuel Golflwyn, who was 
flnally able to convince the 
solemn guardians of this sa- 
cred theatre treasure that he 
was the man most competent 
to bring it to the screen. And 
we can also th~nk his corps 
of artists, who have so beau- 
tiful]y and tastefully evolved 
George C~rshwin’s musical 
translation of DuBos~ and 
Dorothy Heyward’s play that 
~ve can almost feel the me-, 
tion picture medium is the 
one for which it was destined 
all the time. 

@ 

The great values in this 
lyric drama of the Negro res- 
ldeuts of Catfish Row, an old 
slum quarter in Charleston, 
S. C., are colorfulness, vital- 
ity and the eloquence in the 
music that expresses its char- 
acters’ joys and sorrows. 
These are the essential values 
that are handsomely and 
throbbingly put forth in this 
film, which opened last night 
at the Warner T~neatre for a 
road-show run. 

Considering the obvious es- 
sentials of colorfulness and 
vitality first, it is notable 
that Mr. Goldwyn has given 
this picture the strongest 
benefits of color photography 
and ~vide screen. The panel 
suffused With the action and 
the pungent atmosphere of 
the teeming quarters in old 
Charleston is the wide one of 
Todd-AO, a system that is al- 
most as expansive and pictor- 
ially pervasive as that of 
Cinerama, which recently oc- 
cupied this. theatre’s screen. 
And the whole mlse en sc~ne 
of the production, designed 
by Oliver Smith. has a rich- 
ness and subtlety of color that 
are a powerful dynamic in 
thls "Porgy and Bess." 
But more than the physical 

aspects of it, and the general 
fitness of the Irene Sharaff 
costumes, is the full flow of 
life and human feelings that 
is made to rush through this 
film. N. Richard Nash has 
adapted and Otto Pr~minger 
has directed a script that 
fairly bursts With continu- 
ous melodrama and. the preg- 
nant pressure of human emo- 
tions at absolute peaks. 
From the moment crop- 

The. Cast 
PORG~/ AND B~S. ,¢t~n play by N, 
R|c~ard Na~; based on ~e folk o~era 
wl~ libretto by D~o~e Heyward. 

fumble Picture. At ~I~ Warner Thea- 

Robbln~ .................... Joel ~uell~n 

shooting Robbhns is leaped on 
by bull-tempered Crown and 
beaten to death at the outseL 
ther4 is violence or the threat 
of violence in Catfish Row 
and on that off shore picnic 
island to which its residents 
briefly go. Evil, like that 
dark, portentous buzzard, 
hovers in the air. If it isn’t 
Crown who is the spoiler, 
with his lust and rapacious- 
ness toward Bess, it is Sport- 
in’ Life with his "happy dust" 
and his persistence in stirring 
up strife. 
These are the Lhreads of 

vltal conflict that have been 
pulled tight in ~he script and 
have been made to vibrate 
like humming harp strings all 
the way through the film. 
Always the pitiful groping of 
crippled PorKy for Bess and 
her fitful and frig_h~;ened 
reaching for a futile relation- 
ship with him are constrained 
and Imperlled by the presence 
of these evils in their midst. 
Mr. Preminger, with close 
and taut direction, keeps you 
keyed up for disaster all the 
time. 
To this structure of pie- 

torial color and dramatM 
vitality, there is added R mns- 
Ical expression that is pos- 
sibly the best this fine folk 
opera has ever had. Under 
Andr6 Previn’s direction, the 
score is magnificently played 
and sung, with some of the 
most beautiful communica- 
tion coming from the choral 
group. Surpassing, indeed, is 
the whole sequence of events 
in the hurricane, with the 
storm t21at rag~s on the giant 
screen accompanied appropri- 
ately by massive orchestral 
and vocal express!ons of 
agony and defiance. 
The duets and solos are 

likewise powerful, for all 
their familla~ty and despite 
the fact that, in four of the 
key roles, the singing voices 
have been dubbed. Sidney 
Poitler’s performance of 
Porgy Is as sensitive and 
strong as one could wish, 
but so is the voice of Robert 
McFerrin doing his musical 
chores. So, too, Adele Addi- 
son’s singing for Dorothy 

Dandridge, who plays Bess, 
enhances a characterization 
that could he Improved upon. 
But Sammy Davis Jr. does 

his owe singing, as the mis- 
chievous Sportin’ Life and in 
every respect he is the sharp- 
est and most insinuating fig- 
ure in the show. His is the 
complete expression of the 
creeping corruption that im- 
perils this little cluster of 
innocent people. There’s 
thing funny about him. ~le*s 
sly and bad. 

Pearl Bailey’s billowing 

:~aria, the co~k-shop woman, 

is, conversely, a pillar of 
strength and delivers some 
vocal eloquencies with Miss 
Bailey’s fLUe and throaty 
voice. Brock Peters as Crown 
is thunderlngiy power~u!, dra- 
matically and vocally, and 
Dlahaxm Carroll beautifully 
plays the young mother 
whose haunting "Summer- 
time" Loulie Jean ]Norman 
sings. Ruth Attaway as 
rena (with Inez Matt.hews’ 
singing voice) and Clarence 
:Muse as :Peter, the aged 

’Shake Iqands With 

Devil’ Stars Cagney 

"honey man," are excellent, 
tOO. 
To be sure, there are some 

~laws in this production. Miss 
Dandridge is too sinuous and 
sleek and got up to look too 
much like Kiki to give a fully 
satisfying portrayal of Bess. 
A couple of duets are some- 
what static. And the cli- 
matic incident in the plot-- 
the desertion of Bess--has 
been covered in a much. 
mildly allusive scene. 

But, for the ynost part. 
tl~Is is a stunning, exciting 
and moving film, packed with 
human emotions and cheerful 
and mournful melodies. It 
bids fair to be a~ much 
classic on the screen as it is 
on the stage. 
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PREMIERE IS BENEFIT 

’Porgy’ Opening Raises Funds 

I .for Two Organization3 

The world premi6re of the 
screen version of "Porgy and 
Bess" drew a large audience to 
the Warner Theatre last night. 
lVell-known figures in the en- 
tertainment, social and diplo- 
matic fields were present. Pro- 
ceeds went to the American 
Friends of the Hebrew Univer- 
sity and the :Multiple Sclerosis 
Society. 

Representing Samuel Gold- 
wyn’s production of the folk 
opera, a Columbia release, were 
the producer; Otto Preminger, 

who directed, and Dorothy Dan- 
dridge, Brock Peters and Sam- 
my Davis Jr. of the cast. Sidney 
Poitier, another leading player 
in the film, who is appearing in 

"A Raisin in the Sun," attended 
before his performance at the 
Barrymore Theatre. 

Others present were Mrs. Du- 
Bose Heyward, Barney Balaban, 
Eric Johnston, Ambassador and 
!~frs. Henry Cabot Lodge, Wil- 
liam Zeckendorf and Mrs. Anna 
Rosenberg. 
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HOLLY%VOOD, Calif., June 
--Dorothy Dandrldge w~s mar-] 
tied today to Jack Denison, 
Beverly Hills restaurateur, Ln 
the Greek Orthodox 
of St. Sop~a. The ce~mony,[ 
~ttended by members of the[ 
couple’s families and close 
~rien~, %’~ perfo~ed by the] 
~ev. ~onid~ C. Contos, Dean~ 
of the cathedral. 
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H0r. YW00D 
RECALL 

Ira ~ershwin Provides 

*Notes’ ~or ’Porgy’ 

~OLLYWOOD. 

I 
P~ GERSHWIN sprawledI 

comfortably in a c~, 
p~ slowly on a ci~ 

~ y~ ~or ~a ~ o~ 

"Por~ ~d Bes~" ~e 
opera ~t ~ ~ome ~ter- 
~o~y f~o~ on stage 
Rnd ~ m~e i~ mo~e debut 
on We~es~y. ~e pud~ m~ 
~th a so~t voice, who had fitt~ 
~ ~ny faultl~s rh~es to ~e 
~icky rhy~ o~ h~ late 
broker, ~orge, bec~e en- 
meshed ~ ~e foo~otes 

"’~ere h~ b~n so much 
~d a~ut ’Por~ ~d B~s’~ 
~d so much apoc~h~ t~," 
compl~ q~etly from ~d~ 
~s ~oke scum ~e Si~e~ 
~t bl~ed ~d sought out a 
mo~ comfo~ble pl~e on ~e 
~g .behind ~e room~de 
dow, z bree~ crewed ~e 
~t ~m~g p~l. 

’~ere ~e probably s~ll 

some people who ~ink ~o~ge 
~d not orches~ate ’Por~ 
]Bess,’" he szid. "It t~k bim~ 
n~e monks ~ do the o~hes-~ 
~ion ~one. That w~ after] 

he s~t eleven months ~i~ng~ 
i~ ~orge work~ hzr~ 
j~ be~ it w~ ’Por~ and~ 
B~s.’ He ~ways worked 

The Chinese cook arranged 
©offee things and departe& 

"I wasn’t in it at the very 
beginning," said YLr. Gershwin. 
"At the very first DuBose ~ 
going to do the lyrics." This 
was DuBose Heyward, who with 
his wi~e, Dorothy, had w~.itten 

the novel "PottY" on which the 
folk opera was based. 

"George and I used to live 
across the street from each 
other and we would discuss 
matters. Very early in the 
proceedings George asked me to 
join. DuBose was a poet, which 
I am not. He could do some- 
thing like ’Summertime,’ which 

is poetxy. I don’t like such a 
formal word, but it’s true. 
DuBose wasn’t much good on a 
rhythm number, though~ like 
"It Ain’t Necessarily So.’ He 
couldn’t do something like ’Bess, 

You Is My Woman Now.’ 
"Du.Bose would turn in his 

poeLry and George would set it 
to music. But with me it used 
to work the other way. I can- 
not read music. I have to hear 
a tune before I can write 15~dcs. 
I need a challenge of a tune. 
:My job was to sit and listen to 
the music that George created 
and then set words to it." 

~eorgo Did 

Mr. Gershwin shook his head 
and grinned at a memory. "I 
did something pretty silly," he 
e.~plained. "I wanted DuBose 
to get int~ ASCAP. In those 
days you needed five numbers 
get into ASCAP. Now you need 
orgy one. I knew his name was 
on only four songs. I offered 
to put hL~ name on ’It Ain’t 
Necessarily So.’ I’ll never for- 
get hi~ answer. He said: 

"qra, you’re very sweet, but 
no one will ever believe I had 
anything to do with that song.’ 
Before ’~Porgy and Bess" was 

fin~hed it was apparent that 
this was much more than a 
Broadway musical comedy. The 
Metropolitan Opera offered 
George Ger~hwin a $5,000 bonus 
for the rights to produce it. 
Th~s was turned down_ 
But not even rura Gershwin 

realised fully what his brother 
had composed ~ntil it was re- 
hearsed with full chorus and 
orchestra for three days in 
Carnegie 

’~Untll then only George knew 
what this would sound llke." 
s~d brothe~ Ira. "I couldn’t 
understan4, because I couldn’ti 
re~d the score. I used to look 
at the score and wonder about 
it I’ll show it to you." He 
put down the elgar and walks 
across the room to the book- 
case~ He opened a bound score. 
’~ i~ on!y a facslmfle of 

the original The original is in 
the Library of Congress. But 
look how neat it is. Tm-gine 
all those stupid people who used 
to say George did not orches- 
trate it. VThy George could 
re~d m~si~ when he was 12 
years ol4u i~e never s~opped 
studying orchestrati~ 
kinds of m~zhestratlom At the 
very end he was studying Poly- 
ne~dRn 

"’POI~GY AI%~ B]~SS"--Threo of the principals appear in scenes from 
Goldwyn’s screen version o~ the George Ger~hwin ~olk oper~ star~g ~ resv~e~]- 
se~t ru~ on ~Vedn~d~y night ~t the W~r~er. Le~t. Dorothy D~ndridge, ~ t~e 

ILondon, Rome and Zagreb. 

~Fnen came the movie offer. 
This wa~ after the composer’s 
death in 1937. "’:[ hesitated. 
So d~d my brother Arthur, stud 
Ira Gershwin. ’We must have 
been approached at least ninety 
times by all sorts of producers 
and organizations who wanted: 
to do the movie. We were wor- 
ried. We felt that a movieI 
might not have all the qualitiesI 
of the live performance; that 
it might lack the three-dimen- 
sional quality. ’ 

Somehow,    sam G°ld~Yn 
broke down this resistance. Mr. 
Gershwin wz~ a little bit vague] 
about how this had happened.1 
He indicated that M.r. Goldw~ynI 
was a very persuasive man. 

Abruptly, as though to 
change the Conversation, ~Ir.i 
Gershwin played a recording of 
"Porgy and Bess." The synco- 
pated brass roused the cat to 
angry indignation, dri,ring it 
from the spacious room. :!Clr. 
GershWin grinned and began 
tapping his foot. Then the 
langorous theme of "Sunlmer- 
time" filled the room. 

"And to think," he said, "that 
I used to give away George’s 
original manuscripts. Not any 
Iuore." 

Ross, ente~ Catfish Row. Center, Sidney Poitier, ~ the crippled Po~, happily 

the e~ "SpoOn" ~ sings "~t ~’t ~s~rlIy So" d~g ~n ~l~nd pi~c. 
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HOLLYVv’OOD. Calif.. hlarchl 
25 (AP)--Dorothy Dandridge I 
actress and singer, announced 
today her engagement to Jack 
~Denison. owner of a n ght cub~ 
here. She said the wedding~ 
would take place June 30. It will 
bc the the second marriage for~ 

~ 
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A  Ibefia t One 
Becomes e 
Out of po~e~. Si~e~ Poi~e~ ~ose to top 

in Hoil~ood. Now he challeng~ Broadway. 

O F all~ the young actors who 

achieved Hollywood stardom in 

recent years, ramging alphabetl- 

- oally from Brando (Marion) to Wood- 

ward (Joanne), none triumphed against 

greater odd~ than SidJ~ey Poitier. 

1)ort~ti~s £or ibleg~o actor~ in molrles 

are limited. I~t Poitier m~de ever~ 

one of his co~mt until, in ’~he 

Ones," he came c~_shing through as 

i~tentially important box-office person- 

nlity. 

Today producers ~ about "getting 

stories" for Poitiero He "is the first of 

his ra~e to reach the top of the Holly- 

wood ladder sulely on. the haJ~s 

acting ability and without ~ving been 

exposed to the public in ~ny other form 

of enter~i~uent. L~un !tome, 

I~el~fonte, Dorothy Dandridge, Paul 

Robeson, Ethel Waters, .~ 

~y Davi~ Jr., the l~te I3ill FC~bin- 

son, ~l] brought special q~ties 
-entertainers--sl.~.gers and d~ncers-- 

into the movies. Pottier do~ not d~nee 

or sing, yet he Ires just ~ni~hed star- 
ring in "PorKy and lY~ss,’’- a 

merly of the Met, pre-reeorded the 
songs). 

He is only an actor. But what an 
actor! There never was any question 
about his remarkable talent from his 
fi.mt screen appeasance eight years 
ago in "~o Way Out"--shortly after 
he had taught himself to read and to 
s~eaJ~ understandably--and on through 
"Cry, the I~eloved Country," "Black- 
board Jungle," "Something of Value’" 
aJad ’~dge of the City." Today, at 31, 
he Ls regarded as a sure bet to win a 
-best actor nomin~tlon for "The Defiant 
Ones" in ’the upcoming A~demy 

Awed r~e, and there ~e many who 

give him at ]east an even oh=~e to 

beat. the competition for the 

While the "°Osea~° voting is goin~ 

on in Hollywood, Poitier will be in 

New York m ~a~Ang a bid for ~t~ 
recognition in a new play, -A Raisin 

in the Sun,°° ol~ning in February. 

This is a ~lrama about a Negro fan~ly 

~d the problems ~t faces in moving up 

from low to middle income status. 
¯ Vqhile he do~s not ~ninln~L~ what the 

play could mean ~s an extension of 

h~s car~r, Poitier L~ more earnestly 

concerned abou~ its success for the 

contribution he believes it can ma~e 

toward better understanding between 

human beings. 

BESI~)ES his t~lent, Poitisr h~s the 

physic~ attributes that are often more 

important in making screen stars. 

He is tall and lean; his face is round 

znd open and in repose reflects warmth 

znd friendliness. But, above ~dl else, 

there Ls a deep-grained integrity about 
the man that somehow gives his screen 
Image a~ed d~nension and the breath 

Stanley Kramer, px~educer-director of 
’~he Defiant Ones," said ~ently, 
’~Poitler is the o~ly ~ctor Pve ever 
work~ with who has the range of 
Marion Brando--~rom l~tho~ to grit 
power. ~i~e ~rando, he c~ be 

thetlc and even ~itlfnl character, 
then he cRn go instantly.to m~mo~_~s 
overwhelming ~d s~ge emotional 

power." Richaxd ~rooks, who dlrect~d 
;~lackboard Jtmgl~" ~nd "Somethi.~g. 
of Value," attrlhutos his ~treagth to 
"an am~ingly pro~ou~d ~d 
thetlc under~t~ncllng o~ h~-m~ virtues 

of p~j~ ~ ~ ~t ~or one who 
~ enco~t~ ~ much 

Bigoted pove~y~we~ Pol- 
tiers lot ~ you~ M~o~h ~m 
~ on Feb.. 20~ 1927, he ~ 

f~ home on ~t ~d ~ ~e 
~. He ~ up ~e~ ~d 

~ p~’ ~ma~ c~p ~ ~o~d~. 
~en ~ fa~er ~ h~di~p~ by 

Si&ey ~t ~ work, ~th no ~ought 
of sch~g. 

h~ only a ye~ ~d a~ of 
sch~g, ~g at ~e age of 
tn N~U. At 15, Sl~ey ~ 
to ~t ~ ~e home of his m~ 
broker ~, who couldn’t ~ford 
f~d ~e ~y but ~d pro~e shel~r 
~ he fo~d a job. St~ey went 
work, b~den~ ~ a We~ ~ 
ac~t ~at m~e ~ ~ost 
tenable, ~ a m~r ~y’for 
~to~, ~d ~ h~ong ~to 
*~ar~d ~e" of ~e w~te world. 
~e color ~e w~ clearly dra~ 

N~u, yet it ~d not m~e ~y par- 
~c~ar impre~ion on ~ yo~gs~r who 
~d no oc~ion to go ~yond 

~,’~ Poitier ~ys. "For ~e 

eye--here. I e~ced ~dous 
lonel~ ~ a ~t of ~g 

P~ple ~re host~e ~d 
b~l. At 15~ my ~fe ~s fu~ of 
f~tion ~ con~ion/’ 

Poi~er ~e ~e ~ out of 

~d eventu~y ~ach~ ~rlem 
$1.50 ~ ~s ~et. It w~ 194~ 
wa~e in a c~wded city. He work~ 

~ a ~h~her ~d for a ~e sl~t 
on a rooftop acro~ from ~e ~pitol 
~ea~ on B~dway. At ~e ~d 

~e year he con~ced ~e-A~y 
he w~ 18 ~d ~ on h~ W~y to 
~p Upton. 

~ter ~e A~y, Pol~er cont~Ued to 
~o~der~a ~H ~ a ~d on ~e 

W~t Side d~, then some ~e 
~a~o~-~to~a, cle~g ~ck~ by 

the htmdreds day ~er day. He wa~ 
troubled that nothing he did gave him 
any ~ac~on. S~g a sto~ 
~ne ~er~ N~ ~t ~e ~e~- 
~ Ne~ ~e ~ ~to~, he 
d~id~ to apply. 

He s~ll Co~’t ~ a sea.nee off 
~d ~ s~h w~ ~fic~t to ~mp~ 
hen& ~e~ O’N~, now one 
~ ~ose f~en~, w~ co~u~g ~e 
nut.on. He ~’~ ~ q~te how 

wo~d-~ ~r ~d a~ ~ gen~y 
but ~y "~ go heine ~d forget 

"~t ~ my day oi 
Poi~er ~. ’~ w~ ~b~ 
mo~i~, but most of ~1 
~ my ~es, my ~n~ty 
d~iciencies, eyeing on ~e debit 
side of my l~r ~de~y ~e 
c~s~l cle~. ~ w~ dete~ to 
get ~d of ~at acc~t ~d to ~how 
~t m~ I co~d b~ome ~ ~r 

~T~mR ~ught a r~o for $14 ~d 

~t ho~ ~ter hour cluing ~e n~t 
six mont~ listening ~ voices ~d ~- 
d~vo~g ~ enunc~te wor~ cle~ly. 
~e ~ stu~ new~R~rs ~d 
~es, not for content but ~ ~e 
acqu~t~ ~ wo~ which he 
1~ ~bo~o~y to prono~ce, ~l- 
lable by syllable. ~e w~t back to ~e 
~e~ Nero ~eatre ~ w~ able 
to ob~ act~g I~ ~ ~c~ge 
for ~ se~ces swiping up ~d doing 
~d ~o~s. 
~tely he w~ ~r~ at $75 a 

w~ for an ~-~e~o p~duc~on 

"Lysistrata," which coll~p~ed ~ter 
four ~o~c~ on Bro~y. 
tier ~e a g~er~ ~de~tudy 
"’~a Lu~" ~d t~k a ~ t~ 
(or ~e role ~ ~e ~o~g d~tor 
c~ of king an ~-Ne~o ~t 
~ "No ~ay ~t." W~ter~tor 
JoSh L. ~e~ gh~ ~ for 
~e ~ ~m "~o Way ~t" he 
~ on ~ ~y up. 

TODAY, Pol~er ~ pl~ a~ut ~e 

home he h~ b~t for ~ ~ 

~ ~e ~d ~ ~ daughters live 

~ a fou~n-~m ~me ~ Mo~t 
Ve~on. 
~e he ~l~ms ~lng a c~der 

or leader. ~l~er ~owl~s 
he ~ made It a ~Hcy not to play 
~y role ~at might offend 
~ensfbiH~es or ~h ~e 

r~ct he ~y~ it Is "probably 

~at he ~ ~k~ u~n ~ a s~Hc 
leader by ~e 

’~e ~ ~e som~ne. I 
pa~c~ar p~de ~ H~ ~l~onte, 
Jac~e Robi~n ~d ~ea 
~d ~ Dr. ~ph B~che, ~ 
some me~e ~ ~ ~p~n~ve 

of my o~ ~p~o~ ~ a Nero. 
~d I ~ sure ~at ~ere ~ 
~ng Ne~ who wou~ ~ ~ me 
a ce~m ~d o~ ~e~ion ~ 
~lves ~ te~ of w~t ~e~ ho~ 
dr~ ~. ~ I s~ myse~, rm 
ave~e J~ ~low Nero. ~u~ 
~ ~y ~ my ~, Pm out ~e~ 
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 Porgy         ;s 

Is a Movie Now 

O I~E night in 1926, the brilliant 

young Broadway composer 
George Gershwln, tired out aher a 
day’s rehearsal of his latest musical, 
"Oh, Kay," picked up a copy of 
~o~cl by DuBose Heywsrd called 

"Porgy;" In this vivid story of the 
selfless love of a c~ppl~ Negro beg- 

~ar in C~leston, S, C., for a 
but fast-living and w~-willed 

Get.win et once saw ~e fo~dstion 
[or the ~erican opera he 

write. At 4 o’clock in the morning he 

wrote, to Heyward. proposing a col-" 
laboration. This collaboration reached 
fruition on a New York stage on Oct, 
10, 1935, as "Porgy and Bess." ¯ 

Gershwln died in 1937, at 38, ~d 
Howard three yearu later. Neither 
lived to see the work that ~y ~d 
Ira Gershwin creat~ attain world 
eminence as authorize ~erie~ art. 

A ~ew days ago in Calffo~ia, a~ter 
sever~ setbacks~ne devastating fire 

SONG OF LOVE~-Ou~ide Po~sy’s hut, he an~ 

You |s My ’~om~n HOw" and "l Loves You, Pars’/." 
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the guidance o~ dilator O~to Psem;~gcr, seated 



and one director fired~the inevitable 
happened. What ]~ad once been a 
nova], then a drama (by Heyward and 
b.is wife Dorothy) and then a, opsra, 
began taking shape as a movie. Under 
producer 8amu~l Gold~yn, the c~eras 

~ish Row. Shooting should end in. 

December; and in ~ s~m~r o~ 1959 
audiences will hear from the screen 
th~ rapturous "S~ertime, and the 

)o~qui~ River near S~oc~on, C~llfomla. 
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RHODESIANS DECRY 
CUTS .IN. RACIAL FILM 

,SALISBURY, Southern .Rho- 
desia, Aug. 1--Moviegoers here 
are protesting against the rig- 
orous South African censorship 
o’fi’"co!or" films before they 

reach Rhodesia. 
The latest outcry is against 

the slashing of twenty-five min- 
utes from "Island in the Sun," 
based on Alec Waugh’s contro- 
versial novel about West In- 
dian racial problems, by *_he 
censors in Capetown. Films 
cannot come directly to British 
Central Africa from Britain or 
the United States because the~e 
is no full-time board of censors 
here. 

~, In an opinion poll taken after 
the showing of "Island in the 
Sun," today the film was de- 
scribed as "irritating and frus- 
trating," "utterly anemic,’ and 
"a jerky fantasy." 

The-film critic of The Rho- 
desfan Herald said that what 
little was left from the scissors 
of the South African censors 
"is a disjointed, often meaning- 
less story as likely to stir up 
racial ill feeling as an Enid 
~lyton bedtime fairy tale. The 
film has been so badly mutilat- 
ed that Dorothy Dandridge, 
colored star of "Carmen Jones," 
appears for such a fleeting 
moment that it is difficult to 
believe she is playing the part 
of one of the principal figures 
in the plot." 
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DA S JR, 
JOINS ’PORGY’ GAST 
Will Portray Sportin’ Life in 

Goldwyn Film--Lee Cobb 

Signed for 2 Roles 

By THOMAS l~I. PRYOR 

HOLLYWOOD, Calif., Feb. 17 
--Sammy Davis Jr. has won hi~ 
cm-npai~n to play Sportin’ Life 
in the Samuel GoldwT~.’n pro~luc- 
tion of "Porgy and Bess." 

The film will co-star Sidney 
Pottier and Dorothy Dandridge 
in the title roles and Pearl 
Bailey as Ma~’ia, owner of the 
cook shop on Catfish Row. 

~h’. Davis went after the role 
with all the vigor of a politician 
seeking election and talked pub- 
licly of his desire during a re- 
cent Hollywood night-club en- 
gagement. 

Mr. Goldwyn said today that 
he was flooded with letters urg- 
ing that ~tr. Davis get the role. 
The entertainer had to make a 
concession, hqwever, by agree- 
ing to postpone a scheduled opo 
eration on his nose. "I ~old 
him," the producer said. "if I 
was going to pay him all that 
money I wanted a!l of his nose 
in the picture, too." 

:Metro - Goldwyn - :~[ayer has 
signed Lee J. Cobb for co-star- 
ring roles in two future pic- 
tures. The first will be "Party 
Girl," with Robert Taylor and 
Cyd Charisse, and then "Green 
Mansions," .with Audrey Hep- 
burn. :Mr. Cobb is co-starred as 
the father in the soon-to-be- 
released "Brothers Karamazov." 

Red Nichols’ Story 

Louis-Armstrong x~dll blow 
some high notes for Paramount 
irl "’The Five Pennies" in com- 
petition ~vith Danny Kaye. The 
latter ~vill star in the biography 
bf Red ~iehols, another jazz 
trumpet player. The producer- 
director team of Melville Shav- 
elson and Jack Rose plan to 
start filming March 24. 

Gordon Douglas, on loan-out 
from Warner Brothers, 
direct "Enough Rope" for Twen- 
tieth Century-Fox. The Western 
~ star Hugh O°Brian. The ,pic- 
ture formerly was called "Rop~ 
Law" and intended for Elvis 
Presley before the letter’s time 
was pre-empted by the Army. 
lie is scheduled to go into serv- 
ice after completing "King 
Creole," ~ow before the cameras 
at Paramount, 

Victor Mature will tackle 
nnother Western after he com- 
pletes the-current "Escort West" 
for John Wayne’s Batjac Pro- 
ductioi~s. The new film will be 
"Timbuktu" for Edward Small 
from an ori~nal screenplay 
written by Anthony Veiller. 
:Both pictures are for United 
Art~sLs release .... Bash Rath- 
bone is a new addition to the 
cast of "The Last Hurrah," 
which John Ford will direct fori 
Columbia. Also joining the cast[ 
in featured roles are Edmund 
LOwe and O. Z. Whitehead. 
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Maureen O’Hara, Dorothy 
’ Dandridge Deny Stories 

Carried in Confidential 

By GLADWIN HILL 
S~ecial to The New York Times. 

-~ LOS ANGELES, Sept. 3-- 
" ~[aureen O’Harm hecmme today 
.,,the first film star to testify 
-..here at the libel trial of Con- 

~. fidential magazine. 
--.The actress denied from th~ 

-.-stand the magazine’s story that 
: ,:one night in November, 1953, 

¯ she had engaged in amorou~ 
,)embraces with a male friend ~n 
:..:Grauman’s Chinese Theatre in 

:F!ollywood. 
Miss O’Hara denied that she 

:~was even in the United States 
:"&t the time of the alleged epi. 
"sode. She said her only visits 
:-to Grauman’s had been at film 

~ premieres when she was escorted 
: :by relatives. 
r r- The actress swore to a grand 

~hry last 5{ay that the report 
was false, and filed against the 
~nagazine a $1,000,000 libel suit, 
recently raised to $5,000,000. 

~,: The alleged episode was the 
~’~subject of testimony by four 
,:~efense witnesses at the trial, 
~mow entering its seventh week. 
’.’Confidential and a number of 
.’ ~associated organizations and in- 
,-’dividuals are charged with con- 

,spirhng to publish criminally 
. :libelous and other objectionable 

material. 
,- Although the article on .Miss 
~O’Hara was only one of a dozen 

~¢hited by the prosecution, it has 

.~ecome the center of the dispu- 
-:tation concerning the maga- 
~i~ine’s truthfulness. Truth and 

"~good intent are the main de- 
~fenses against a criminal libel 
~’~harge under California law. 
’~~ Another prosecution rebuttal 
’:witness was Dorothy Dandridge, 
~:an actress who collected a $10,- 
~~)00 settlement from Confiden- 
~:.~ial for an article it published 
:~about bet. Testifying that the 

reported episode involving her 
~:~nd a white man at Lake Tahoe, 

~:-~ev., was false, Miss Dandridge, 
;::::a Negro, said emphatically tha~ 
’Qturing her visits there as an en- 
.~ktertainer, any socializing had 
’":been virtually precluded by 
~:preva~ent racial prejudice. 
: ~ Earlier, the Confidential mag- 
.%azine trial shifted briefly from 

CONDUCTOR: ’ Lehman 
Engel, who led orchestra in 
Theatre Under the Stars 
production of ’Sfhe Consul.’ 

a Superior Court room to Grau- 
man’s Theatre. 

There the jury of seven men 
and hve women studied a spe- 
dial point of evidence in the 
magazine’s story concerning 
Miss O’Hara. 
Taken in a bus the five miles 

from the downtown Hall of 
Justice to the theatre on Holly- 
~vood Boulevard, the jurors, in 
the presence of Judge Herbert 
V. Walker knd a court reporter, 
were shown the spot of the al- 
leged episode by Ralph Hatha- 
way, the theatre manager. 

Although the article, and the 
testimony, had placed the .epi- 
sode poitively in "Row 35," de- 
scribed as the last row, the 
theatre turned out to have forty 
rows. 

The trial will continue 
tomorrow’. 
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Confidential Discards Plans 
to Call StarsmManager 

of Theatre Testifies 

By GLAD~VIN HILL 

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 30~ 
The defense in the Confidential 
magazine trial rested its cas~ 
today without calling to th( 
witness stand any of the score~ 
of motion pictures stars it ha~ 
threatened to subpoena. 

.Counsel for two of the de- 
fendants had said the wholesale 
summoning of fi~ celebrities 
might be .sought to establish 
the truth of the scandal maga- 
zine’s material. 

The maneuver in Superior 
Court was prevented by a ruling 
of Judge Herbert V. Walker 
limiting testimony to a dozen 
articles specifically cited by the 
prosecution. 

The individuals involved in 
the articles would not be likely 
to be defense witnesses because 
the defense would be bound by 
their testimony even if it were 
subsequently proved perjurious. 

There was still a possibility 
~at one or more celebrities 
would be called by the prose- 
.ution in its rebuttal testimony.: 

This got under way today with 
the appearance of Ralph Hatha- 
way, manager of Grauman’s. 
Chinese Theatre in Holl~vood. 

He was questioned about a 
ormer subordinate’s previous 

testimony for the defense con- 
cerning an alleged incident at 
the theatre in 1953 involving 
Maureen O’Hara. 

The actress has declared 
under "oath that Confidential’s 
report on the matter is false, 
and has sued the magazine for 

k dispute between 
District Attorney Willi~ Ri~i 
and Arthur Crowley, defense 
co~sel, on details of the a~icle 
led a male juror to sugKest that 
~e jury visit the scene. 

Judge Walker authorized the 
expedition. It will be conducted 
when ~o trial resumes 
day. 

Co~idential, published in 
New York, and various asso- 
ciated organizations and indi- 
viduals are charged with con- 
spiring to publish criminally 
libelous and obscene material 
and other illicit matter. The 
only defendants who have ac- 
knowledged the court’s juris- 
dictio~ and are pre~nt at the 
trial are ~’. and Mrs. Fred 
Meade, local i~o~ation gath- 
erers for the mag~ine. The 
trial h~ been under way five 
weeks. 

~e last of sixteen delete 
witnesses w~ Albe~% De Ste- 
fano, a New York la~er who 
had counseled the ma~zine on 
legality of material.- 

He was asked about Con~i- 
dential’s.out-of-court settlement 
for $10,000 of ~ $2,000,000 libel 
suit by Dorothy Dand~dge. He 
said the magazine had never 
admitt~ that an article about 
~e entertainer was false, but 
had paid the money ~ a "com- 
promise to dispose of a nuisance 
situation." 

He said the magazine had 
hee~ trying to get back the 
money. He said ~Iiss Dand~dge 
and he~ la~e#, in "bad faith" 
had stated publicl9 that 
traction had been promised, 
whereas only an "apolo~" had 
been agre~ to, and had exag- 
gerated the settlement by re- 
fen-lng to it only as a "five- 
figure" sum, 

Banned by Rhodesia 
SALISBURY, Rhodesia, Aug. 

30 (Reuters)raThe current is- 
sues of Confidential and Whis- 
per magazines have been 
banned in the Rhodesian Fed- 
eration after protests against 
the publications by local wo- 
men’s organizations. 
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MAGAZINE DENIES 
CEIFORNIh LINK 

Confidential Attacks State’s 

Charge It Has Hollywood 

Branch to Spy on Stars 

By GLADWIN HILL 
gnecia! to The New York T|m~. 

, LOS ANGELES, Aug. 21- 

The defense in the Confidential 
magazine trial tried today to 

demolish the state’s central con- 
tention that the New York- 
based publication had a Califor- 
nia branch to spy on movie 
sfars. 

At issue wa~ the status oi 
Hollywood Research, Inc., a lo. 
cal. organization that supplied 
the scandal magazine xvith a 
lot of its information on cele- 
brities’ indiscretions. 

HoIIywood Research is a Cali- 
fornia corporation operated by 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Meade. She 
is the niece of Robert Harrison 
of New York, Confidential’s 
publisher. The prosecution con- 
tends he sent the Meades to 
Hollywood in 1955 to augment 
the magazin2’s supply of sto- 
ries; that Hollywood Research 
was an integral part of the 
magazine’s organization, and 
that the Neades were involved 
in a conspiracy to publish, crim- 
inally libelous, Obscene and 
otherwise illicit material. 

The defense contends that 
Hollywood Research was a com- 
pletely independent service or- 
ganization that had no" say 
about the magazine’s policies or 
its material.. 

Mr. Meade, 33 years old, 2"e- 
lated on the witness stand that 
he had been in the plastics busi- 
ness in New York, and had 
moved here in 1954 to continue 
in it. 

When he and his wife came 
here, he said, Mr. Harrison had 
suggested that Mrs. Meade could 
do some research for Confi- 
dential,, and gave her $5,000 
for expenses. 

When the plastics business 
proved Door,’ Mr. Meade con- 
tinued, Mr. Harrison suggested 
that he join his wife in forming 
a research concern. It was in- 
corporated in 1955. It had been 
previously testified that Con- 
fidential had avoided any cor- 
porate ramifications outside 
New York purely for tax 
reasons.. 

:Newsletter Syndicated 
Under examination by Arthur 

Crowley, defense counsel, :Mr. 
Meade testified, that Hollywood 
Research had offered its serv- 
ices to magazines throughout 
the country anti for more than 
a year ]iad syndicated a month- 
ly "Hollywood Newsletter" with 
a circulation of 1,000--activitie~ 
~vith which Confidential had nc 
connection. 

He said Hollywood Research 
had done investigati0a, and 
"authentication" ~vork on Con- 
fidential articles involving 
Maureen O’Hara~ Dorothy Da.n- 
dridge, Mac West, Jolm Carroll, 
Paul Gregory and Clark Gable, 
all entertaineri. 

He denied a prose.cution el- 

SIGNS FOI{ COMEDY: 
Larry.Blyden, who will por- 
tray the leading role of 
l~adinard in "The Italian 
Straw Hat," a comed, y with 
music to be presented by 
David Ross at the Fourth 
Street Theatre Sept. 30. 

legation that Hollywood Re- 
search had ever hired women 

to entice celebrities into com- 
promising situations for stories, 
as charged by the prosecution, 

The defendants in the trial 
are Confidential, its sister mag- 
azine Whisper, Hollywood Re. 
search and the Meades, and the 
Publishers Distributing Corpo- 
ration of New York, which 
participated in the nation-wide 
circulation of the magazine. 

On the basis of the conten- 
tion that they had no legal 
connection with Hollywood Re- 
search, or otl~r corporate ex- 
istence in California, all the 
d~fendants except the Meadesl 
have refused to appear at the] 
trial. !~r. Harrison and othersl 
indicted in the alleged con-i 
spiracy refused-to come here 

~a~n~d~ were eliminated as defend- 
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Police Guard Negro.Home in Pennsylvania--Klan Marches in Florida 

State Trooper’s Help Police 
Protect the Rights of New 
Family in Levittown, Pa. 

S0~ctal to The New York Times~ 

LEVITTOWN, Pa., Aug. 16- 
State troopers and the local 

police con.tinued tonight to gu~ird 
the home of the first Negro h~m- 
ily to enter this community of 
55,000 persons. 

Gov. George M Leader oraerea.* 
twelve state troopers rote thel 
area last night at the request ell 
Sheriff C. Leroy Murray ofI 
Bucks County. The Sheriff acted! 
after 350 persons had formedl 
around the ranch-type dwelling 
for the third ~onsecutive night. 

Those in the gatherings 
clapped hands in rhythm while 
marching at the intersection of: 
Daffodil and Deepgreen Lanes,] 
where William Myers bought a 
house Saturday. There was not 
repetition of the stone throwing/ 
Tuesay night that. broke two 
windows in the living room of’ 
the house. 

Mr. Myers, an equipment tester 
for a refrigeration company at 
near-by Trenton, ~’. J., his ~vife, 
Daisy, and their three children 
visited the house several times 
during the week, but do not plan 
to move in until an oil tank leak 
has been repaired. 

In denouncing the stone-throw- 
ing, Governor Leader said he 
was "ashamed that this occmTed 
in Pennsylvania." 

"Any family has the right to 
live where they can obtain the 

¯ right of legal possession--on any 
street, road or highway in this 
commonwealth." 

Film Picketed in Florid~ 

JACKSONVILLE, Fla., Aug. 
16 (iP~--The Ku Klux Klan 
rated and pickets showed up 
j, esterday as the motion picture. 
"Island in the Sun" opened at a 
downtown _theatre. 

The Klansmen wore white 
robes and hoods, but were not 
masked. About twenty women 
marched with them. 

The theatre manager. James 
Levine, said that the pickets did 
not h.urt business. The east of 
"Island in the Sun" includes two 
h~egroes, Harry Belafonte and 
Dorothy Dandridge, and part of 
the plot concerns them in ro- 
mantic involvement with white 
persons. 

Injunction in Alabanm 
~IONTGOMERY, Ala., Aug. 16! 

¯ t~PI -- A temporary injunction! 
was issued here yesterday at tile[ 
request of John Patterson, StateI 
&ttorney General, in m move to~ 
end the two-month ~egroboy-, 
cott of white merchant~ 
Tuske~ee. It was granted b3,~ 
Circuit Judge Will O. Walton. 

It is directed at the Tuskegee 
Civic &ssoeiation its officers 
a~en~ and followers and "all 
persons in active concert or par- 
tieipation’/ in ~he boycot~ 
whi~ merchant. 
-.~egroo~ outmnb~.xvhite per- 

sons about 7 to ~ ~ 
County. of which-Tuskegee 
the county seat.. ~ " ¯     " 
The boycotL began June 

after m mass m~dn~ of the~. 
T. C. &. in protest against a 
local bill to revise Tuskegee’s 
city limits to exclude all except 
ten of its ~20 ~egro voters. The 

_bill has become ~aw.. 
Gov. James ~. ~olsom tonight 

directed ~ill Lyerly, director of 
the State Department of Public 
Safety, to "give full assistance 
to iocal law enforcement offi- 
cer~" in actions against Ku 
Klan demonstrations in 
bmma. 
The slate is inv~tigatin~ the 

beatin~ of six ~egroes at 
~aple~’iHe ~ast friday night 
and ~ report by four Negroes 
that they ~vere beaten by men 
in Klan re~alim at Ever~een 
Au~. 8, 

State troopers and local police guard the home bought by~William Myers at Levittown, Pa., an all-white community, 
while some of the neighborhood residents, disregarding orders to lea.ve the ¯scene, settle down on curb to protest. 

Associated Press %Vlr’ephotos 
Members of the Ku Klux Klan parade past downtown motion picture theatre in Jackson- 
ville, Fla., to protest the showing of "Island in the Sun." The east of the film includes two 
Negroes .and part of the plot concerns their romantic invoh’emen~ with white persons. 
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 AGhZINt STORIES 
ARE REhD TO JURY: 
Purported Escapades of Film 

and Theatre PersonalitiesI 
Quoted From Confidential ~ 

By GLADWIN tIILL 
Speci~A to The N~w York Times. 

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 14--A 
"Jury of seven men and five 

women heard two prosecutor~ 
take turns reading entirear- 
ticles from Confidential maga- 

.zinc and its sister publication, 
Whisper, in Superior Court 

d=~e~" articles related purported 
escapades of movie and thea- 
trical luminaries. 

The articles were the specific 
bases of the state’s charges 
against the magazines and sev- 
eral associated individua’- and 
organizations of conspiracy to 
commit criminal libel and pub- 
lish obscene material and illicit 
information on abortion and 
aphrodisiacs. 

Altogether a dozen articles 
and several complete issues of. 
the magazines are involved. The 
reading was expected to take! 
several days. It is the final item! 
in the state’s presentation, fol-i 
lowing testimony from a dozenl 
witnesses. 

Accordingly,    the defense] 
planned tomorrow, a day wheni 
the trial, now in its third week, l 
normally is in recess, to presenti 
motions outside the jury’s pres- 
ence for amendment o~ the i 
charges. 

Today’s reading by Clarence 
Linn, Assistant Attorney Gen- 
eral, and William Ritzi, Assist- 
ant District Attorney, were the 
prosecution’s first exploration of 
the magazine’s contents. The 
previous citations of the publica- 
tions’ scandal r.eports had been 
injected by the defense in an 
effort to undermine prosecution 
witnesses. 

Cited were articles concerning 
l~laureen O’Hara, John Carroll, 
Anita Ekberg, Jayne Mans- 
field, Corinne Calvet,, Robert 
]~Iitchum, Dick Powe!l, Dorothy 
Dandridge and Mac West, 
actors; and Bil!y Daniels, Frank 
Sinatra, Eddie Fisher and Alan 
Dale, singers. 

The State Supreme Court re-i 
Jected today without comment 
pleas from two sets of defend- 
ants to stop the trial, ~r. arid 
~rs. Fred Meade, operators of 
Hollywood Research, Inc., a 
major Confidential information 
source, contended their indict- 
merit was groundldess. The Pub- 
lishers Distributing Corporation 
of New York, distributors of the 
magazines, purported to be out-[ 
side the court’s jurisdiction. 

The Niceties, individually and 
corporately, are the only de-! 
fendants represented at the trial.! 
The other absentee defendantsi 
are Confidential, Inc., and Whis-i 
per, Inc., New York corpora-i 
tions. 

Also indicted as co-conspire-! 
tors were Robert Harrison, pub-i 
lisher of the magazine, and eighti 
associates in the publishingi 
operation, all but one of them 
:New Yorkers; and the Kable’ 
Printing Company of Mounti 
]~!orris, Ill. They were dropped! 
as defendants in this trial 
through legal inability to serve 
notice on them or to extraditei 
them, although their indictmenti 
remains in force.             _ 
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ACTOR MUST TESTIFY 

HOLLYWOOD, July 31 
Rory Calhoun, actor, failed to- 
day in an attempt to avoid teSti- 
fying ir~ the Confidential maga- 
zine libel trial. 

Superior Court Judge Herbert 
V. Walker, who will hear testi- 
mony on alleged libelous ’or ob- 
scene articles in the magazine, i 

turned down the legal maneuverl 
by: h~r. Calhoun’s attorney:, Bern- 
ard B. Laven. 

He also put Maureen O’Hara, 
Dorothy Dandridge, Corinne l 
Calvet, ~ae West, Dick Powell,] 
Robert Mitchum, John Car£oll~ 

call."and Mark Stevens on "two-hour 
Mr. Laven sought to supprcss l 

a subpoena, on the ground that: 
the "witness has a right to be 
protected against embarrassing, 
harassing or irrelevant ques- 
tions." 

Judge Walker ruled that the 
court would prevent Mr, Calhoun 
or the eight other film perform- 
ers from being harassed. . 

Assistant Attorney General 
Clarence A. Linn said the state 
would base its case on articles 
involving the nine stars. 

Confidential’s attorney, Ar- 
thur Crowley, said he had sub- 
poenaed the stars in an effort to 
establish that the questionable 
stories were true. He is defend- 
ing Holl~vood Research, Inc., 
and.its operators, Fred and ~Iar- 
jorie Mead, who allegedly con- 
tributed material to Confidential 
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Zanu~k Film SCored in London 

LONDON’, July 26 (Reuters)-- 
Most London movie critics today 
frowned on Darryl Zanuek’s pro- 
’ductlon of "Island in the Sun." 
Princess ~argaret attended last 
night’s London premiere of the 
American producer’s picture--a 
story of interracial love in the 
Caribbean. It stars Harry Bela- 
fonte, Joan Fontaine, James 
Mason and Dorothy Dandridge. 
The critics unleashed these epi- 
thets: "Bogus,". "mischievous," 
"dying duck~’* ~’clichd.ridden," 
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COLOR. OR 
CLASS 

Are Issues Evaded in 

’Island i,t Sun’..  

By BOSLI~Y 

I 
N .an initial observation of 

Darryl F. Zanuck’s "Island 
in the Sun," film version of 
¯ Aloe Waugh’s novel, now on 

the Roxy screen, this writer 
marked its main trouble (as far 
as we could see) is that it 
raises some black-white racial 
issues that are not dramatically 
clarified or resolved. 

At the start of this multi- 
character drama of life on a 
C~ribbean isle, which is fiction- 

/ally called Santa Marts but 
obviously intended to be one of 
[the larger and more important 
[British West Ymdian colbn{es, 
i visiting newspaper reporter asks 
’a Negro labor leader what is the 
most important social problem 
on the island. 

"Color!" the labor leader re- 
’plies. And complications - of 
color--racial color not Techni- 
color-thereafter become the 
dominating social, economic and 
romantic issues of the film. 

An English civil servant and 
a Negro girl fall in love. It 
is made out to look most pro- 
scriptive, as they marry and live 
secluded from their friends. But 
apparently the stigma is erased 
in some way that is not shown. 
Suddenly we see the couple off 
for England, bright and stylish, 
at the end. 

Sad Liaison 

Next, the Negro labor leader 
apparently gets a’yen for a so~ 
cially distinguished wLite 
man, who apparentky reci~h.o- 
cares in a manner that leads us 
to conclude color is no bar to 
her love. But this shado~vy and 
miserable liaison is presumabIy 
cut off short when the man, for 
philosophical reasons, refuses 
marry the dame. 

Then, ~ distinguished island 
family is shaken horribly when 
the newspaper man reveals the 
fact that ttke family has a Negro 
ancestor. The restless daughter 
of the family wants to break off 
her el~gagement to an English 
peer and the moody elder son 
takes a notion to run for politi- 
cal office against the Negro 
labor leader with a full acknewl. 
edgment of the racial straiu. 

However, the daughter’s di- 
lemma is cleared up easily when 
her toffish suitor simply wil! noL 
listen to her grave anxietie~ 
and the anguish of the son is 
side-tracked when he brings on 
himself a greater peril by mur- 
dering ~ local bachelor (white) 
out of plain old jealousy. 

None of these issues, by our. 
reckoning, is resolved clearly or 
in such conclusive ways as to 
show the basic tensions and local 
significance of race. 

Bigger Question 

Now comes a letter from a 
reader whfch further and 
pressively states that the issuc~ 
raised in this picture are no~ 

only dramatically unresolved but 
are inconsistent with realities 
in the West Indian locale. 

"In truth," writes Nellie Du- 
Savzay, whose parents are na- 
tives of Grana.da (where most 
of the .handsome’ exteriors of this 
color picture were filmed), "this 
story could only be told abou~ 
some mythicai island in the blue, 
not of the British West Indies, 
Only ~. white American with 
fertile imagination and a back- 
ground of race relations in the 
United States could write about 
:the West Indies in terms of ra- 
cia! conflict." 

Miss Dusauzay goes on to say 
that the problems in that are~ 
are different. They are " the 
problems of poverty, social wel- 
fare, lack of schools. Class 

i prejudice is strong, she acknowl- 
edges, and "reflects the British 
e~ass consciousness of the nine- 
teenth century." But it is based 

[on distinctions of economic 
status more than of race. 

"A girl like Dorothy Dandridge 
[who plays the Negro sweet- 
heart, an office worker, in the 
ifilm] would never be seen doing 
the dance she does with the 
mort people," says Miss Dusau- 
zay. "This would be unheard of 
down there. And Harry Bela- 
fonte [the labor leader] would 
hardly talk to the laborers in 
terms of race conflict but rather 
in terms of class abuse." 

Support 
This objection of Miss Du- 

sauzay is supported by the ob- 
:servations of Annette Baker Fox 
in her "Freedom and .Welfare in 
the Caribbean." Says Miss Fox: 

"Color is not an insuperable 
~.obstacle to economic and polit- 
’ical advancement [in the Carib- 
bean]. There is none of the 
extrerfie color prejudice common 

!in the United States.’ 
~ Miss Fox maintains that pov- 
erty and political dependence are 
.the problems down these. 

Thus Jr’appears that Mr. Zan- 
uck and his scriptwriter, AIfred 
Haye~, as well as Director Rob- 
err Rossen, have actually over- 
emph’asized the issue of color 
in the West Indies. This may be 
the" reason why they have had 
trouble giving clarification to 
situations made out of whole 
cloth, 
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The Screen: Race Problems and Scenic Beauty 
Barbados Is ’Star’ 

’Island in Sun’ 

James Mason Has Lead 
in New Roxy Film 

ISLAND IN ThE SUN, screen play by 
Alfred Hayes; based on the novel by 
Ale¢ Waugh: directed by ~o~er~ ~oa- 
~en; pranced by Da~i F. Zanuck; 
p~sentcfl by Twentieth Century-~ox. 
At th~ ~oxy. 

Maxwell ~t~ur~ ............. Jam~ ~as~n 
Mav~s ..................... Joan Yo~tame 
Margot S~aton ....... ~rothv Dandridge 

Hflary Carson ............ M~cha¢l Rennie 
Mrs. Fleury .............. Diana ]Vynyard 
David ~oy~ur ............ Harry Be]Monte 
Colonel Whttfingham ...... John Will,ares 
Euan Tem~lelon ........... Steph~n Boyd 
~Iv]a .................... ~at ric[a ~wcns 
Julian ~ury ............... Basil Sydney 
David ~rch~r ................ John. Justin 
Governor .................. ~o~ald Squire 
~radsha~ ................. Hartley Power 

By BOSLEY CROWTHER 

T HE scenic beauty of Bar- 

bados, with its glistening 
1~ouses, its green-clad hills, its 
crowded Georgetown harbor 
and its exquisite vistas of the 
sea, is the domiflant thing in 
Darryl F. Zanuck’s film pro- 
duction of Alec Waugh’s nov- 
el, "Island in the Sun," which 
opened last night at tile Roxy 
Ior its gala American premiere. 

in CinemaScope and color, 
these stunning aspects of the 
%Vest Indian isle are enough to 
set the beholder longing to 
fly away to that place of eter- 
nal summer, where this ambi- 
tious picture was filmed. 
But certainly the threads of 

human drama that twist and 
stretch through this tale of 
black-white racial conflict and 
a husband’s jealousy are not 
strong enough to hold a viewer 
engrossed through the pic- 
ture’s two-hour length, let 
alone bind his interest in the 
~¥est Lndian race problems. 

Clearly, Alfred Hayes, who 
~s credited with writing the 
script, had a hard time assort- 
ing the elements of 

¯ ~Vaugh’s multi-character and 
rauiti-plot book. Even though 
he has dropped several char- 
acters and considerably pruned 
a few--notably the American 
newspaper writer whose socio- 
logical investigations provoke 
an upsurge of racial tension 
on Mr. Waugh’s fictitious isle 
~he has not been able to give 
us a clear and integrated ac- 
count of the trouble in Santa 
~{arta, which is what the is- 
land is called. 

Neither has Robert Reason, 
who directed, been able to 
keep the pace of the story 
from stumbling over a pecu- 
liar succession of starts and 
stops, No sooner does he get 
going on an occasional fetch- 
ing sequence of one plot than 
he has to cut it, sequentially 
and emotionally, and pick up 
another one. As a consequence, 
what there is of drama never 
gets an accumulated flow. 

. @ 

Actually, the picture is lack- 
fng a precise and confident 
theme. "it pretends to be scan- 
ning racial conflict, but its 
viewpoint is vague, its obser- 
vations are fuzzy and no con- 
~lusions are reached. 

It starts with several inti- 
mations of racial issues and 
hostilities, including a tepid 
liaison between an English of- 
ficer and a Negro girl who is 
presumably the fiancee (or 
something) of a young Negro 
political boss. But these inti- 
mations are left hanging while 
the picture goes along to be 
concerned about a rich, moody 
planter who is revealed to 
have some black ancestry. 
And then the ancestry thing is 
put by while the big dramatic 
crisis is reached with the 
murder of an English bachelor 
by the planter out of sheer 
jealousy. Racial conflict or is- 
sues have nothing to do with 
the case. 
In these various situations, a 

variety of performances is 
turned in, more or less good, 
according to the material with 
which the actors have to work. 
James Mason is able to make 
the planter a bitter, "~iolent 
type, mainly because his pas- 
sions are clearly identified. 
And Patriots Owens is able to 
nmke something tender of his 
wife because she is allowed to 
~be ~orthright and compassion- 
ate throughout his ordeaI. 

But Harry Belafonte is ag- 
gressive without persuasive- 
ness or purpose as the boss 
and Joan Fontaine is hazy and 
meaningless as a young widow 
who tags after him. Joan Col- 
lins and Stephen Boyd play 
wanly with a vapid upper- 
class love affair, and Dorothy 
Dandridge and John Justin are 
ineffectual as the Negro gir! 
and English officer who em- 
brace. John Williams as a 
trim policeman, Michael Ren- 
hie as the chap who is killed 
and Ronald Squire as the Gov- 
ernor of the island are good in 
lesser roles. 

As was the case with his 
production of "Pinky," Mr. 
Zanuck has really not com- 
pelled a frank, unembarrassed 
and conclusive grappling with 
the subject of race. And so his 
latest picture, released by 
Twentieth Century-Fox, is 
scenically clear and magnifi- 
cent but dramatically murky 
and slow. 

James Mason as he appears 
in "Island in the Sun." 

dubbing) turned up at the 
~ayfair in "Scandal in Sot- 

Despite its title, ’there Is 
nothing scandalous about this 
Italian-made import. Signorina 
Loren’s full-blown charms and 
Signor De Sica’s comic tal- 
ents are obvious, but their ro- 
mantic trifling is only occa- 
sionally diverting. It merely 
indicates that they are prac- 
tically never unemployed. 
A viewer, to be blunt about 

it, is afflicted with the un- 
easy feeling that the princi- 
pals have been through these 
lightweight amorous antics 
fore. Signor De Sica, cast in 
a familiar role of a gay but 
aging Lothario who has re- 
turned to his home in Soften- 
to after thirty years in the 
Army to become that resort’s 
police chief, is enchanted by 
every good-looking dame he 
sees. Especia!ly is the true of 
Signorina Loren, literally a 
fishwife or, to be exact, a fish 
widow, who uses her siren’s 
wiles to keep from being evict- 
ed from the house owned by 
Signor De Sica, 

There are other transparent 
complications such as a, blond~ 
vacationer who momentarily 
catches Signor De Sica’s rov- 
ing eye, and a pretty, pious 
and timorous spinster with 
whom our hero finds tempo- 
rary lodgings. And there is his 
brother, the parish priest, who 
is wise to his philandering and 
takes every opportunity to 
thwart him. 

An observer can’t blame the 
overly gallant Signor De Sica 
for succumbing to the bland- 
ishments of the designing 
gnorina Loren. Every young 
buck in town, including her 
fiance, Antonio Cifariello, has 
been aroused by the voluptuous 
widow. Much of the film’s 
footage is vivid illustration 

On the stage at the Roxy is 
an ice revue starring Nancy 
Lee Parker and featuring 
~anuel Del Torte, Nicky Pow- 
ers, Leslie Sang and the Roxy- 
cites and Squires. 

’Scandal in Sorrento’ 
SCANDAL IN SORRENTO; screen 2]ay 

b~, ~ttore M. Margadonna, Dlno ~t, 
Mareello Girozl and Vincenza Talarlco; 
serlpt and dialogue hy Signor 
donna; dlr~ted by Signvr Risk; 
dated by Signor Gi~sl; a Tltan~ Pro- 
duction Ore~nted here by ~e Distrlbu- 
to~ Corporal,ion oi America, At the 
Ma~a~r. 

~nna Sofia ................ So~hia 

Tln~ Pica 

~rlka .................... Joke Berretty 
~or ~f Sorr~nio .... Ant~nio L~ 

C ALL this Sophia Loren-Vit- 

torte De Sica Week. On 
Tuesday, this ubiquitous team 
was exposed to the customers 
at the Normandie Theatre in 
"The Miller’s Beautiful %Vife." 
Yesterday, these same stars, 
shining brightly in color and 
einemaScope and spouting 
American colloquialisms (via 
the technical assist known as 
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that Signorina Loren in .a 
tight bodice or writhing 
through a mamb dance in a 
lear-cut flaming red gown is 
likely to raise the temperature 
of any red-blooded citizen, Vdn- 
fortunately, her heart does not 
belong to Signor De Sica and 
who winds up with whom is 
not especially intriguing. 

Signor De Sica, as the play- 
boy police chief, pompously 
struts about display£ng a va- 
riety of fancy uniforms, drop- 
ping gnarled French phrases 
and exuding charm like mad. 
It is a commendable effort 
considering the thin material 
at his disposal. Marie Care- 
tenure, as Signor De Sica’s 
vigflannt brother; Lea Pado- 
yank, as the sheltered and 
frightened spinster; Tina Pica, 
as Signor De Sica’s falthfut 
housekeeper, and Joka Berret- 
ty, as the blonde charmer, con- 
tribute brief ¯ but adequate 
support to the principals. 

Sorrento, its colorful houses 
and cliffs and the cobalt wa- 
ters of the Bay of Naples, are 
delights to the eye. And of 
course, sO is the amazingly 
endowed Signorina Loren. Sot- 
recto obviously is a fascinat- 
ing place to visit but hardly 
for the reasons set down in 
"Scandal in Sorrento." 



James ~[ason as Fleu~y, 
~, rich, moody planter. Restless. i.socialite. 

Michael gennie as Car. 
son, retired Army man. 

Patricia Owens as Syl- 
via, wife of Fleury. ¯ 

Preparations begin for a political .rally of tragic consequences in Darryl F. Zanuck’s independently-madd drama 
based on Alec Waugh’s novel, filmed in the British West Indies and in London. Due Wednesday night at the Roxy. 

Stephen Bgyd alsEua.n, Joan Collins as Jocelyn, Harry Belafonte as 
son of the Governor.    -the fiancee of Enan.     Boyeur, labor agitator. 
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Dorothy Dandridge as 
~[argo,~ ~ sultry typist. 



,Confidentia! Pays $10,000 
Confidential Magazine has 

tled for $10,000 a $I,000,000 dam- 
age suit .brought against it by 
Dorothy Dandridge, actres.s, at- 
torneys for the magazine said 
yesterday. A spokesman for the 
law firm of Becket, Ross & Stone 
said the magazine also had 
agreed to publish an apology for 
a recent article aboutMiss Dan- 
dridge that was the basis for her 
suit~ ~ ~ ........ 
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Cannes Goes Colossal 
~y whipp~ up by a Holl~o~ pr~i~re. It is ~ ten~ ~ 

Ca~ Film FestlvaI, which has attracted o~[c~als, s~rs ~d 
movlemaker8 of. thir~ natione. Here are ~e glimpses of it. 

AMERICANS ABROAD---M~e Todd, producer of "Around the ~’odd in 
80 Days," and h~s wife, E~iz~heth Taylor. aflend the fi~m’.~ showing at Cannes. 

PUBLICITY--On the Cannes beach, photographers pose the young French 
actor~, G~l Vldal and Dan¥ Ca.e~, for new~paper and magazlnc shots. 

ARR|VAL--Hollywood’s Dorothy Dandridge comes to the "Around the 

screening. A balloon ~as sent aJof~ in Cannes to herald the movie. 

~h¢ m,,ny stars ~,t the festlv,,I, ~nd to pur~ue them for their autographs. 

JUDGES---Dolores Del Rio ~nd Je~,n Coc~e~:u, two of ~he board chosen to 
picf¢ the out~tandlng movies at the C~nnes Pest;va~, chat w~th the press. 
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HOVE TO ON ’ISLAND IN THE SUN’ 
By STEPHEN WATTS Relaxed Darryl Zanuck in ecti°n before coming to the 

L~NDON. 
Both~Zanuck and Rossen are  EOPLE who knew life ~n- Shapes Waugh Novel comn  

~ der the old regime of not- 
~ so-long-ago at Twentieth To the Screen going to be reaUy big Star and 

’ their hope i~ that this picture 
Century-Fox, Hollywood,                                 will materially help her on her 

xay Umt Darryl F. Zannck’s successfully as .his own Pr°’:way. She has added one new ar- 
voice ha~ dropped considerably ducer, so we asked Zanuck the} row to her quiver of accomplist~- 

in piLch and volume. Certainly it oth?r d:~r how he chose ll~,pi- menL on this ~icture by becom- 
~is a quiet, relaxed man who is rector. Tllp answer came sw~uy::ing, much more proficient 
~to be found ~still chewing cigars, Zanuck had .Rossen read the~is usual for Europeans in the 
~though) around the set a~ the "Island in the Sun" script bY]Limbo’ the West indian dance 

1~, 5[-G-51 sCudio, Elstrce, where his Alfred Haves and then spent ~ ’that involves bodv 
~firsL independem~and first Brit- counle of gays disc{~ssing it with~ thy of a- -~.~,..F control wor- 

ish--production, I.lanl in the him, He establi, hed that 
Sun," is being brought swiftly sews feeling for and approach’Pre’S°ld 

~and harmoniously to its conclu- to the subjecL were in close’~ Zanuck toot{ a~ option on "ls- 
sion.     ’                      para!lel with his own. "His repu-~land in the Sun’ during the in-,~with much more than a visitor’s~, 

~ Zanuck hhnself agrees that he ration," he adds, "was largaly~tcrregnum when he had with-’~kn°wledge- 
~finds it a g-rcdt rciief to be no made on offbeat, unorthodox’ drawn from his Fox job and his~ The island of the story is Iic-~ 
~ionger desk-bound as top execu- subjects~which this island I~new deal was being worked out. ititi°us but the location worki 
, tire running an entire studio, had confidence, whidh for a pro-~ To his delight it.rocketed up theiWas done in Grenada and Barba-~ 
But there is more to it than that. ducer is absolutely essential,:~best~seller hst, and by the hme~d°s. He can tell you anything: 
Nobody could ever have accused that he was the man." he was ready to tackle his first~fr°m, when the French gave up:. 

’ independent pt:oduction it had;the ~slands and the British took~ 
- iwon 

~over to how the local politieaI~ :for’~Zanuckthe business°f ]aeldn~of makingentlmsiaSmmox .... llappv Crew 
for him a vast amount of t~ssues~. stack up a~ the moment.] 

~es, but now he has, apparently~ Independen~ witnesses, rang- advance publiciW,              l 
unconsciously, recovered an al-~ing from players to sct~pL g~tl,~ Asked why he snapped at a "~r~tlls" Abroad 

mosL boyish zes~ for the game. ~testify to this being one of the vast, even ram~liu~Lnov~l b~, a~ He was surprised bu~ natu- ~ 
]n the middle of a convcrsa-[smooU~e~t, hnppiest productions Englishman, ~c.waugt~. aoo)~ rally flattered by one reaction 0f 

:~ion, when the hel! rings for a they haxe ex e~ ].noxxn. Th~s, h~e m a ~ e~c ~net.an coton~, n~ the natives to having film stars 
[al¢c, he wH1 say "DssL" almost: since six weeks of Caribbean lo-:, sa’id withou~ hesitation, "Be- in their mids~ for the first time. 

~consph’atorially and lead the: cation were included, is remark-’~, cause of its multiple story I like As they go~’ to know him--and 

way on tiptoe to a vantage poin~ able, for it is notorious thatunits~mu!~iPle stories, Either a storY,they did, ~or when a crowd of 
" ~hould concentrate on txxo peo-~500 was employed on night ’where the shooting of the scene] o~ location tend to generate[ ~ " 

can be watched unobtrusivelv.’~ friction. Rossen works s~viftly; ple or i~ should, for me at least, ~ crowd scenes 2,000 turned up and 
i~-Ie never seems to interfere,~ and decisivels" and ha~ been con-~have a number of people dra-~took a lively interest in the pro- 

there i~ no feeling that he is] sistently ahead of schedule. Art’,rustically integrated. I don t,.ccedings~they would gree~ him 
mean the ’Grand Hotel’ type of;in the s~t :committing the producer’,q crime~ attemp~ to compliment him on~ . ~ ~’c~ ~ .v ~s own 

’Of breathi~g do’:cn his director’s this produced the smiling re-~ multiple story, buL people whose~name bu ...... ~    : ¯ 
" 

lives and emo[ions~the drama acte~ "h - " : " 
neck, bn[ he just cannot keep] sponse: "Listen, when. you’re on             ~                   1        ~ uy u~e names o~ 

~. ¯ "s [ ey nan seen llllll plav 
:ax~av. His between-shot conver-t, schedule ¯ you’re ahead That’s of the storv~arc kni~ together.tThus when ] ........... ,o-"" 

In this stor3 there are fourteen’ . " sati~n.~ with Robert Rossen (thc~ good enon~h." 
~ . " ~e went ~nrou~n a 

~C£oxvd, r~sollan~ X’OIC¢S would be 

;diroc*or in ~mestion) ave oh- He is a meticulous rehearser.]maJor parts and of six of thenl ,a;~.~ ~.._:_~ ,,.~, 

~iviotlsIv amicable and collabora-k shor~ but emoUonallv vital{it would be diffictH~ to savwhich ~[atctls ~luttls ..... " "’ 
rive, ’tlxough inaudible at tv:o~ scene between Joan Collins and is the most. m~por~ant.           One character was so proild of" 

~yards.                          i Stephen Boyd was played four~ "al~o it has a novel and at-~knox~ih_ qxe ..... 

iw~th~: . IL Zanucki~ evident, thatinheC°nversati°n ~has detmed"    [ uck’stimes’ elbow,White" WewithoutWatche(ia flickerbV" Zan-~ofi andtractiVeCinemaScopebackgr°undi[ is" imp°trent tha~ln corer             ~ countr~’h~ ~men’recited-~’ ~ oeCnever..Ytim~~~,o" , n"       ~’    ’ 
’,minutely ideas about his film.’, variation (the repeats were for~to have, if possible, a setting~aw Mason. 
~Rossen ~s an independent-minded[ technical reasons). The couple which ha~ beauty and dramatic~" 
linen, who has served often andl had bee~ rehearsed to the ]astiquality in itself, Also it is ~ con- 

troversm! snb]ect. ~ ot everybody 

will hke all o~ ~t, but then thaUst 
true of any picture abou~ 
thing. It is not basically a pic-I 
ture about the color problem, but] 
it would not be possible to make’. 
a film abou~ the West Indies 
xvithou~ dealing with the color 

question. I~ is the essence of thet 
life of the place. You can make[ 
a story about the Southern 
states without dealing xvith con 
ot and ye~ be true to an. asp~t 
of life there. But no~ so with the 
Wes~ Indies." (£ossen says "To 
try to ignore the race problem 
in the Wes~ Indies would be like 
trying to ignore the banan~."J’ 

Realisti~ View 
~at gives "Island tn the 

Sun" its originality in this con- 
nection, Zanuck says, is th&t it 
deals with the personal re]~tion- 
ships--romantic, emotional sex- 
us!, if you like--of people of dif- 
ferent races. The problem 
tackled therefore, is, to put it 
bluntly, not jus~ race relation- 
ship but miscegenation, which, 
the Production Code stipulates, 
must be handled at the discre- 
tion of the producer. The script 

~of "Island in the Sun" has, how- 
ever, been approved by the Code 
people. 

¯ There is the couple who defy 
the race bar~er and go off to 
England to get married~the 

man white (5ohn Justin), the 
girl colored (Dprothy Dan- 
d~dge). There Is the couple who 
find themselves attracted, but 
part when the girl (Joan Fon- 
taine) a~ka the West Indian 
(Harry Belafonte) if he thinks 
makings with a whito girl i 
would work out for him. He 
answers with a .firm negative. 
"~ girl like you as my ~fe," 
he says, "would only medn snubs 
and misery. Besides, the girl 
would forget herself one day ~d 
call me a nigger." 

The other principals not soi 
far mentioned are James Mason,[ 
Patricia Owens, Michael Rennie,] 
Diana Wyn5 ard, John -Williams,[ 
~d Ronald 8qui~. Mason has[ 
com~ back from the West Indies’ 
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ON B0 IBER’ 
Anthony Muto Will Produce 
Feature FilrnmWilde Signs 

for Sports-Car Picture 

HOLLYWOOD, Calif., Jam 2-- 
The New York bomb-scare head. 
lines obviously have-impressed 
the powers at Twentieth Cen- 
tury-Fox. The studio announced 
today that Anthon.v° Muto, 
former head of the company’s 
Movietone News Bureau in 
Waslfmgton, would produce a 
feature film titled "The Mad 
Bomber of New, York City." 

No writer has yet been as- 
signed to the script, but it is ex- 
)coted that the picture will ,be 
rushed into production as quickly 
as possible. 

Paramount will’ finance and 
distribute "The Fastest Man on 
!Earth," to be produced by Cor- 
nel Wilde’s independent corn! 
!party, Theodora Productions. Un- 
i der terms of the agreement, 
i~Ir. Wilde will produce and di- 
rect the picture in addition to 
co-starring with his wife, Jean 
Wallace. 

"The Fastest Man on Earth," 
an original screen play by James 
Edmiston, deals with sports- 

i car racing in this country. 

Dorothy Dandridge has signed 
to co-star with Gerard Philipe, 
the French actor, in "Short 
~Cut," a picture to be £ilmed in 
southern France next August by 
Prima Films, an Italian concern. 
The story deals with a romance 
between an army officer and a 
woman in an occupied country. 

George Montgomery has en- 
tered into a two-picture acting 
deal with Edward Small Pro- 
ductions. Both will be made this 
year, although no properties 
have yet been selected. Mr. 
i~Iontgomery also has a two- 

rists for this year as well as twoi 
!films l~e plans to do for his owni 
[independent company, George’. 
~ontgomery Productions. The! 
actor just compl~ted ’~rhe Lasti 
Gha [rt Durango’ for Peerlessi 
iProductions, a company ownedi 
by 2¢1r. Small. 

LeRoy Prinz will direct the 
dances rand musical numbers in 
Warner Brothers’ biography of 
Helen Morgan, "The Jazz Age," 
starring Ann Blyth as the late 
singer. M_r. Prinz staged num- 
bers for Miss ~V[organ’s shows at 
her New York right club, Chez 
~Morgan, and for the stage pro- 
ductions of "Showboat," in which 
she starred. 

Rock Huds~nn will receive an 
honorary Doctor of Humanities 
degree from Marietta College on 
Feb. 14 at the annual founde~s- 

~ ay ceremonies commemorating 9.122d anniversary of" the Ohio 
institution. The degree is being 
bestowed in recognition of Mr. 
Hudson’s porkrayal of Col. Dean 
Hess, minister-war hero and a 
graduate of Marietta, in the 
movie "Battle Hymn." 
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fith and Thomas H. Ince will beI 
shown tonight by the Theodore 
Huff Memorial Film Society. Thel 
screening will beheld at the 
Capitol Hotel, Eighth Avenue 
and Fifty-first Street, beginning 
at 7:30. 

Tlte program is arranged to 
reflect the interests of Griffith 
and Ince in the subjects of the 

i Civil War and the Weste~ fron- 

Trust " "Fighting Blood," "The 
House Wxth Closed Shutters a 
’The Battle of Elderbush Gulch," 

[by Grfffith, and "The Drummer 
t" N " lof the 8th, Past Redemp.,m , 

l"Silent Heroes." "In the Tennes-~ 
see Hills" and "The Woman," by 
Ince. 

James ~Iason. Dorothy Dand- 
ridgel Joan/Collins and director 
Robert Rossen lm,ve arrived in 
l~exv York from the, British ~,Vest 
Indies where they completed lo- 
cation sequences for Daffy. l F. 
Zanuck’s "Island in the ~un." 
The group is expected to depart 

I for London soon to shoot intern 
o~s for the Twentieth Century- 
~Fox release. 

Joseph Leon ~u~d a number of 
other New York performers 
have been recruited by producer 
James HilI for "Sweet Smell of 
Success," a Hecht-Lancaster pro- 
duction being filmed in Manhat- 
!tan. Mr. Leon will portray the 
operator of a jazz establishment. 
ITony Curtis and Burr Lancaster 
I star in the United Artists release. 

~ "The Kfng and Four Queens," 
starring Clark Gable and Elea- 
nor Parker, will .open on Dec. 21 
at the Mayfair Theatre . . . 

I Dec. 12 is the date for the open- 
ing of "The Rainmaker" at t!~e 
,Astor. 

Of Local Origin 
A group’ of impof’tant ~arly 

films of producers D. VV. Grif- 
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Miss Dandridge a ’May Queen’ 
OXFORD, Eng:and, ~ay 1 (UP) 

--Thousands of Oxford students 
crowned Dorothy Dandridge, 
American singer, their Queen of 
the May today after an all-night 
party, Near dawn students trans- 
ported her by rowboat to an 
island in the Cherxvell River and 
garlanded her with roses. A jazz 
band played and hundreds danced 
during the comic ceremony. 
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’Best’ Poll by Publio Is 

Announced on 

I:IOI.,L~UWOOD, Calif., July 27 
--The first group of candidates 
for "movie bests" to be voted 
upon annually by the public was 
announced today at a luncheon 
in the Beverly Hills Hotel. Studio 
executives, theatre association 
representatives and a handful of 
stars attended~ 

Elmer C. Rhoden, president of 
the National Theatres Corpora- 
tion, is serving as chairman of 
the Audience Award Poll Com- 
mittee estab~hed by the Council 
of Motion Picture Organizations. 
Pie forecast that 50,000,000 
moviegoers would take part in 
the final voting from Nov. 17 to 
25 at 10,000 theatres throughout 
the country. 

The public will select the best 
picture of the year (released dur- 
ing the twelve months since last 
October), best performers, male 
and female, and most promising 
young personalities, male and 
female. In each category there 
~vill be twenty candidates, nomi- 
nated by theatre operators. 

Those announced today as 
"promisLug young personalities" 
~’ere Anne Bancroft, Dorothy 
Dandridge, Anne Francis, Dor- 
othy Malone, Cleo Moore, Rita 
l~[oreno, Lori Nelson, Kim Novak, 
Barbara Rush and May Wynn. 

A~so Harry Belafonte, Richard 
Egan, John Ericson, Tab Hunter 
Brian Keith, Jack Lemmon 
George Nader, Jack Palance 
Russ Tamblyn and Gig Young. 

Ten Pictures Named 

The ten best pictures selecte~ 
so far out of the fin~l group of 
twenty were listed as "The 
Bridges at Toko-ri," "Battle 
Cry," "Blackboard Jungle," "The 
Country Girl," "The Long Grey 
Line," "Rear Window," "Sab- 
r[na," "A Star Is Born," "There’s 
No Business Like Show Busi- 
ness" and "Whir4 Christmas." 

Named for best performance 
by actresses were June Allyson 
in "k Woman’s World," Dorothy 
Dandridge in "Carmen Jones," 
Doris Day in "Young at Heart," 
Ava Gardner in "The Barefoot 
Contessa," Judy Garland in 
Star Is Born," Susan Hayward 
in ’~Untamed," Audrey Hepburn 
in "Sabrina,’" Grace Kelly in 
"Country Girl," ~[aureen 0’Hara 
in "The Long Grey Line" and 
Elizabeth Taylor in "The Last 
Time I Saw Paris." 

Leaders among male stars 
were Mar!on Brando in 
r~e," Gary Cooper in "Vera 
Cruz," Bing Crosby in "Country 
Girl," Glenn Ford in "Black- 
board Jungle," William Holden 
in ~’The Bridges at Toko-ri," 
Burr Lancaster in ’~¢era Cruz," 
James Mason in "’A Star Is 
Born," Tyrone Power in "The~ 

Long Grey Line," ,J, ames Stewart 
in "Rear Window’ and Spencer 
Tracy in "Bad Day at Black 
Rock." 
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Actor Negotiates a Contract 

With Columbia--Will Star 
in 4 of the 6 Pictures 

By THO1W-AS 1~. PRYOI% 
S~eclaI to The New York Tlme~, 

HOLLYWOOD, Calif., 1~lay 17 
---Guy Madison is moving into 
the star-producer category un- 
der terms of a six-picture con- 
tract negotiated with Columbia. 

He will appear in four of the 
ifilms. Helen Ainsworth, the ac- 
itor’s agent is associated With 
ihim as co-producer of the pic- 
:tures. Their first undertaking, 
i starring ]Vir. Madison, will be 
i"Seven Watchmen," a Civil War 
ime!odrama, written by ~ 
!McCall Jr. 

Harvey Visits Coast 

Laurence Harvey, who arrived 
here over the week-end from 
London to help publicize the! 
film version of "I am a Camera," I 
in which he co-stars with JulieI 
Harris, reports that he will be 
returning home in July to ac- 
cept two new movie assignments.~ 

He said, that Olivia de-Havil- 
land had signed with Associated 
British Pictures to star in 
"Yield to the Night" and that he 
intends to accept an offer to be 
her co-star. The drama is based 
on the novel by Joan Henry. 

~V[r. Harvey said that he sign- 
ed before leaving England to up- 
’pear with A.lee Guinness and 
i Claire Bloom in "Her Chocolate 
!Soldier," to be produced by Sir 
,Adexander Korda. This is a new 
iadaptafion of George Bernard 
Sha~v’s play "Arms and the 

i EVfan.’ ’ 

i "Bride of India," a forthcom- 
ling novel about life in present- 

Reproduced with permission of 

day India by !VIarj0rle Lee Run-i 
beck, has been bought by! 
1Vfet~q - Goldwyn - ~Vfayer after .~. 
~reading of the galley proofs. 
Houghton Mifiin Company Will 
publish the book in the fall. . 

Also, ~v~etro has cast the three 
leading men who will appear 
~opposite Susan Hayward in "I’ll 
!CryTomorrow," the ]ife-~tory of 
iLillian Roth. Eddie Albert will 
portray the entertainer’s huso 
band, Bert 1VfcGuire0 who helped 
her to win her battle against 
alcoholism. Richard Conte and 
Don Taylor will play roles of 
fictional characters, according to 
the studio, 

the C ckoo0" v th Ka a  ei 
Hepburn and Rossano BrazziI 
starred, has been scheduled to! 
have its American prerni~re oni 
June 20 at the Astor Theatre, i 
United Artists announced.yes-t 
terda_y. ,             . 

Proceeds from the .openingi 
will benefit ANTA’s "Salute 
France" program, to. be pre-i 

sented in Paris o~n the same day. 

f"l"he Long Gray Line’[. headsi 
today’s new. progTara at the, 
R. K. O. neighborhood houses,I 
and "Mambo" is featured at theI 
Loew’s showcases. 

Samuel Goldwyn has closed 
production on "Guys and Dolls" 
~tll Monday because Jean 
mons h~ a heavy cold...~en- 
tieth Centu~-FoX co~i~ed 
cast~g of Dorothy Dandridge 
for "The King and I," ~th 
B~ner and Deborah Kerr. Miss 
Dand~dge ~ll interpret the 
of ~pt~, which Doretta ~or- 
ro~ ~d on the s~ge. 

B~edict Bogeaus, ~depend~t~ 
producer, has made a three- 
picture co~itment ~th Rhon- 
da Fle~g. She is currently 
st~g for h~ ~ ~’Tenness~’s 
Par~er," w~ch co~ts ~ one 
~e ~si~ents .... Pat O’B~en 
~11 wipe off his customa~ smile 
to enact a cold-blooded killer 
Col~bia’s "~side Detroit." The 
studio also reports that film~g 
of "The Houston Story" ~11 be 
resumed June 29. Work was 
halted ~ay 10 when Lee J. Cobb 
collapsed while on location in 
Houston, Tex. Mr. Cobb returned 
to Ho~ood yesterday ~d 
cont~ng to rest on ~truc- 
tions by his physician. 

Of Local OHg n ¯ 
Two new films will open today 

on a double-bill program at both 
the Art and Beckman Theatres. 

"No Way Buck," a German- 
made drama prod~Iced by Stuart 
Schulberg and dizected by Vic- 
tor Vicas, has a cast headed 

Ivan Desny, Ruth Niehaus, Rene 
Deltgen and Karl John. Gerhard/ 
T. Bucholtz and 1Vfr. Vices wrote! 
the screen play.               ’ 

"lVfidnight Episode," a British-I 
made drama featuring Stanley 
Holloway, Natasha Parry, 
]~astian Cabot’and Leslie Dwyer,I 
was produced by Theo Legeard: 
and adapted from the Georges 
Simenon novel, "Monsieur 
Souris," by Reeve Taylor andi 
Rite Barisse. Gordon Perry di-i 

,rected. 
"Summertime," a Teclmicolor! 

version of the play "The Time 
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~"he scholarship ~nd of the 
National Conference of Chris- 
,tians and Jews wR1 be aided by 

a cocktail part]~ and reception 
to be held on Monday in the 
Sort Room of the Waldorf- 
Astoria. 

Victor Borgo and Dorothy 
Dandridge are among those ex- 
pected to entertain at the party, 
which ~s being given under thei 
auspices ’of the Manhattan andi 
~.restehester regions of the con- 
ference. 

l~rs. Robert P. Patterson is 
honorary chairman and M~s. 
chael Forrest is chairman of the 
benefit. Other committee mem- 
bers include Mrs. William F. 
Cogswell, Mrs. Miguel Elias, 
Mrs. Arthur Herst, Mrs. George 
B. Leddy, liars. Isaac Gilman, 
Mrs. Louisa Frias de Hernpel, 
Mrs. Eli Schnapper, Mrs. 1Rob- 
’err Bobins and Miss Yeffe 
ball. Joseph P. Binns is chairman 
of the fund for the New York 
8!’ca. 

The scholarship fund will en- 
able teachers, policemen, college 

laud high school students among’ 
others to attend workshops on 
human relations dealing with 
brotherhood phase to be held 
during the summer on various 
C~qlpuses, 

Tickets to the party may be 
obtained at the beneficiary’s 
headquarters at 381 Fourth Ave- 
hue. 
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Three new films will arrive at] 
first-run theatres this morning.] 
"Run for Cover." a ParamountI 
drama in Vista Vision and colorI 
with James Cagney, Viveca Lind- [ 
fors and John Derek, is at the 
Criterion. Jean Hersholt, Grant 
Withers and Ernest Borgnine! 
.head the supporting cast. 

"Eight O’Clock Walk," an 
YLnglish-made drama with Rich- 
ard Attenborough, Cathy O’Don- 
nell. Derek Farr and Ian Hunter, 
is at the Plaza. 

"New Orleans Uncensored," 
Colurfbbia melodrama starring 
Arthur Franz and Beverly Gar- 
land, is at the Palace. 

Dorothy Dandridge, a recent 
°’Oscar" candidate for her per- 
formance in the title role of 
"Carmen Jones," has accepted a 
fm~nal invitation from the 
l~-ench Government to attend 
the Cannes Film Festival, where 
the picture will have an unoffi- 
cial screening. 

The announcement was made 
hy the managemen~ of the Wal- 
doff-Astoria Hotel, which has 
granted Miss Dandridge ~ leave 
of absence £xom her singing en- 
gagement in the Empire Room. 
She will depart for France on 
:~Iay 7 and will return on May 13. 

~le a technicality in French 
music copyright laws rules out 
"Carmen Jones" as a festival 
omtry, the unofficial ghowing 
expected to lead to engagements[ 
in commercial theatres. 
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WiIIian~ Gargan, after 
years away from the movies, will 
start wor~ tomorrow- for Univer- 
sal in "The Rawhide ~fears." Pie 
will be the United States mar- 
shal in the Westbrn fSaturing 

Arthur Kennedy. " 
Mr. GRrgan go~ pleRty of 

perience helping to enforce ~e 
la~ dur~g ~i~ absenc~ from 
mO~i~s by pla~ng 

recently on radio, ’~ar~e Craig, 
Co~i~ential ~vestigator." His~ 
1~ fflm, in ~949, was "The~ 
Ar~le S~re~." 

~o ne~ ~I~s ~ open 

~ama fea~u~g ~ark. Stevens, 
~ar~ ~yer, Skip ~ome~er and 
~o~n ~ohs, Is at the Palace~ 
Lindsley Pa~O~ produced for 
Allied A~ists and ~r. Stevens, 
directed from a screen play 
Warren Douflas and George~ 
Ericker. 

Also "~ew ~ork Confidential"~ 
at the Victoria. ~roderick CrawL] 
ford, Richard Conic, 
~vell, .Ann~ .B~croft’ and~ 
J. Carol Naish have 
~al roles in the Wa~erB~thersi 
crime ~elease. 
pr~uced and-Russell Rousedi~ 
retted from g scena~o by 
Greene and Mr. ~use. 

~e ~ 16 Club of Long 
land, newly orga~ed society 
Roc~e Centre, ~11 continue 
~ugh Sunday even~g screen-. 
~ings of its fourth pro~am ~ a 
membership se~e~ at the Centre 
Plgyhou~e. Featur~ are 
Four Horseme~ of the 
[yEse," ~th Rudolph ~alent~o 

1~ comfy, "Beh~d ~e 
and "’~e Train," ~ ~xpe~n- 
tal travelo~e of a jo~ney 
~rough Sw~en. ~          ¯ 
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:NEGROES IN A FILS{ 
’Carmen Jones’ Finds _A nerican Types 

Singing a Foreign Opera Score 

By BOSLEY CROWTtlEIt 

.~~..~’T has long been a gripe of this 

.reviewer that-a race of peo- 
ple as wholesomely endowed 

’ with talents for singing and 
dancing as the Negro people are 
should be so infrequently given 
opportunities to perform on the 
screen. The neglect of such a 
reservoir of talent seems both a 
waste and~a shame. We’re not 
even mentioning at this point the 
limited .ehtngs that Negroes are 
allowed to do when they are put 
to work in pictures. We’re speak- 
".mr simply of the-rareness of their 

Does this observation seem un- 
founded? Think about it for a 
bit. :How many fihns with Ne- 
groes in them have you seen in 
the last few years? Especially, 
how many pictqres have you seen 
with top Negro stars, who are 
mostly singers and musicians, 
playing conspicuous, roles ? Spot. 
ting you last week’s entry, the 
all.Negro "Carmen Jones," you 
still can’t ,name a dozen that 
would go on such.a list, 

This is a curious reversa~ of 
state ot affairs a few years back, 
when there were lots of pictures 
with Negroes~and about Ne-i 
groes--dramas and musicals. For.: 
getting for now the dramas-- 
such striking and memorable 
films as "Home o~ the Brave,’.’ 
"host Boundaries," "Pinky" and 
"~ntruder in the Dust"--let’s just 
remember the musicals, the nu-! 
merous song-and-d~nce films 
which wonderfully skilled and 
genial Negroes were regularly 
called on to perform, 

Work for All 
There was scarcely a "Broad- 

way Melody,"- a "Big Broadcast" 
or a "Hit Parade"--or one of that 
type of’ catch-all picture--par- 
~ticularly during World War II, 
that didn’t have one Negro hum- 
:beg by Ethel Waters or Bill 
:Robinson or Lena Home or the 
~Nicholas Brothers or Hazel Scott 
ior some other of the excellent 
entertainers around. Axtd, of 
~¢ourse, in the space of two 
Imonths in 1943, we got two 
memorable all.Negro .musicals, 
"Stormy Weather" and "Cabin .n 
the Sky." 

What’s happened ? There’sI 
,plenty of talent just wai~ing tot 
be called. And apparently therc’~I 
no l~k of interest in seeing ablet 
Neg~oes perform. There was cer-~ 
tatnty enough enthusiasm for the 

novel, exotic Earths Kitt it~ last 
winter’s middling "New Faces," 
which was not a sensational Aim. 
Could i~ be the revue-type of p, ic- 

!ture is going by the board, .and 
!there is not a great deal else that 
offersopportunity for Negro 
roles? If that’s So, then imagina- 
tion is barren in Hollywood--a 
point that is partly ’supported by 
’:the’ evidence of ."Carmen Jones." 

To a certain extent, this trick 
translation of the opera "Car- 
men" to aa AmericanIocale, with 
the story modernized as. one ’of 
Negroes and with the libretto 
and lyrlc~ rewritten in a Negro 
idiom, has theatrical cleverness 
about it, and its performance by 
a robust.Negro cast v~th a great 

makes for quitea vigorous, vivid 
show. otto Preminger, who pro- 
duced and directed, has dressed 
!it up flashily, and he has imbued 
iit with a sort of tense excitement 
in its hour-and-three-quarters on 
the CinemaScope screen. 
But it’s not right. It’s emotion~ 

’ally supergcial, inconsistent with 
i the depth of its theme, and 
iis musically ~alse and incongru, 
ious, as far as the natural rhythms 
iof its characters are concerned., 
~iThis is partly the fault of Mr. 
:Preminger, who made the pic, 
Iture ffrom’the production done 
on the stage, and partly the fault 
of Osca~ ,Hammerstein 2d, who 
borrowed from the opera’s com- 

iposer, Georges Bizet. 
. In a sense, the simpl% tragI~ 
story that is told in this odd, 
eclectic film is a present-day 
extenuation of the old John 
Henry folklore theme. It ls the 
,story of the mighty hero who 
corrupted and led astray by the 
two-timing woman from 
river, In the Negro cRlture, it 
a profound and poignant theme. 

Now, Mr, Preminger’s pictura 
doesn’t begin to comprehend th~ 
depth of the hero’s inevitable 
suffe~’ing or the" nature of the 
woman who leads, him on. Joe 
(the Don Josd of the opera) .is 
a nice young G. I. who is ~et ~ 
flying school before he meets 
with the factory workar, ~ 
men, who is merely th4 loc~ 
vamp. And their ~.~nning 
together and their later break, 
ing apart, "when Carmen takell 
up with Husky Miller (Esea, 
millo), a big prizefighter, am 
details of plot. 

The Joe of Harry Belafonte is 
a tense, uncommunicative’ boy: 
whose tormented passions and 
frustrations are unfolded in a few 
isongs and few words, And the 
Carmen of Dorothy Dandridge is 
a tight-dressed Beale Stree~ 
tramp who is brassy, alobf and 
~artificial, with .little sense of 
!genuine long!ng or warmth. The~, 
are. easy theatrical characters, as 
are the inhocent Cindy Lou 
Olga James, the tough Husky 
Miller of Jqe Adams and the 
raucous Frankie that Pearl Bailey 
plays. 

Nor is the. Bizet music, 
~quippad now with idiomatia 
;vords, exprcssive of the native 
_"mpu!ses and poignant passion~ 
these people would have. Husky 
Miller proclaiming the arroganc~ 
of a Negro prizefighter in th~ 
operatic tempo of the Toreador 
song i~ as phony as the factory 
worker, Carmen, shouting her 
wildness in Bizet’s aria on ,love; 
The incongruity is made more 
pointed by the:realism that Mr, 
Preminger has achieved iR th~ 
setting of his film in a southern. 
camp town and in the Chicago 
slums. 

What .we can’t understand is 
why a musical about Americaz~ 
Negroes his to have a nineteenth 
century French opera score. Is 
this the best that could be foun4 
for Negro talents. Has anybody 
thought recently of .’Toffy ’andl 
B~s" ?                 .~.:~ 
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A FAMED VIXEN AND HER PREY. RE.CREATED IN WEEK’S NEW AIUSICAL 

Dorothy l)andridge, who port~rys title role of "Carmen Jones," melodically 

airs her views on life and love in ~ defense plant eafeteri~ prior 4o h~rtng 

~ob Willoughby 

]garry BeIafonte (left, b~ckground), as ~:he hero. The musical dr~nm, [ 
filn~ed i~x CincmaScope ~nd color, opens on ~hursd~y night, ag t,he ]Rivoli. 

ON THE  BRIGHT ROAD’ 

W 
HEN Dorothy Dandridge: 

and Harry BelafonteI 
(see top photo} appearI 
o~l the Rivoli’s sereenl 

next Thursd~.y night as the leads 

In the all-Negro musical, "Car-i 
men Jones, the occasion will 

mark their initial film together,i 
As hopefuI as any young profes- 

sionals when they teamed in a 
little M-G-M drama called "Bright 
Roaff’ last year, ndther dreamed 
that their strikingly parallel 
reers would meet again even more 
auspiciously. V~siting town 
eently to herald the new produc- 

tion, the two artists, both under 
~0, offered testimony that the 
long arm of coincidence has 
tapped them more than once. 

Take the matter of physical 
tributes. The lady is slender, 

petite and beautiful; the gentle. 
man tall, rngged and handsome. 

~oth had acquired a firm, 
hardly operatic, vocal footing in 
the classier night clubs here and 

across the country when chosen 
hy producer-director Otto 
ingot. Neither, it seems, was dis- 
mayed at having stronger, opera- 

screen (by ~Iarilyna Horn~ and 

LeVern Hutcherson), ~or each 
claims greater creative satisfac- 
tion from acting. And the film 

version of "C~en Jon~s" finds 
their already high - powered 
roles embellished with additional 
straig~ dramatic scenes. 

Tough Task 

Says Mi~:s Dandridge, whose~ 
sof~ voice and dainty gest~res~ 
are a far cry from the volcanic, 
~puttering ~eroi~e, "I never 

worked harder in my life, and it~ 
was the best break rye ever 
had." Then, musingly: "’Carmen~ 
was ~uite ~ person, wasn’t she?: 

BefozYe I was tested, Mr. Premin-] 

get told ma J seemed,too sweet,~ 
too regal, tha~ he didn t think 

do. I said, ’Look, I know I can do 
iL I understand t~is type of 

r~an? She primitive, honest, in-~ 
(-’~ndent an~ real~that’s whl~ 
o~,ber wom~ ~nvy her." 

o" ":c2 ~ C::bre3s some of the[ 
felt~ "Here the hero 

a man who sees himself draggedl 
Idown and degraded by his lovel 

ifor Carmen, He knows what’sI 
ihappening, but can’t help it. Wel 
im ~ ad~ h~m educated and aware] 
’of their-deadly relationship. As 
a result, I think he becomes more 
important to the story" 

’, Moviewise, at least, Miss Dan- 
dridge stole a march on her. 
:partner in the film, Born in 

Cleveland, she and her sister 
I earned singing and dancing from 
their mother, appearing as mites 

,before school, church and club 
groups. They eventually settled 
in Los Angeles. "I was one of 
.those mnsieal movie kids jou 
hear about, with parts in pic- 

i tures like the Marx Brothers’ 
i’A Day at the Races.’" 

! Later, billed with a friend as 

the Dandridge Sisters the tr!~ 
toured with Jimmie Luncefords 

OF ’CARMEN’ AND  JOE’ 

:band. Miss Dandridge dropped 
out for a brief, nnsuccessful mar-: 
tinge, did "singles" with Lunce-I 
,ford and abruptly found herself i 
cast as the denture school teach- 
er in "Bright Road." "Such a 
nice, quiet little picture," she’ 

recalls, and the reviews Confirm. 
"I never could understand why 

Metro didn’t promote it better. 
Anyway, two weeks later theyI 
put me into ’Remains to Be l 

Seen,’" 

The :New York-born, West 
Indies-reared Mr, Belafonte took 
the long way around toward an] 
acting career, his determination 
never wavering, after an intro-i 
dnction to the art at the Ameri- 
can Negro Ti~eah’e, Sidetracking 

this ambition, he became u suc- 
cessful popular songster, and~ 
suddenly put a stop to that.. 
Ia his words, "I couldn’t see my- 

,self as just another populari 

Isinger. It didn’t seem to have! 
iany meaning, ~’d trained to bei 
inn actor and I had to find out if 
iI had the stuff," 

i With friends, he established 

Greenwich ViIla,g,e restauranti 

:~.. ~..a ’ng dovm acting ch0res.~ 
After eight months, when "The 

Sago" expire� he had built uy a 

wide selection of folk tu~es. His} 
reason is simple: "I found I could~ 
put into music the things I want- 
ed to ~xpress as an actor)’ His 

success as a folk.balladeer, 

cording artist and club performer[ 
was immediate, culminating 

critical acclaim for his Broadway[ 
debut in "Almanac" last year. 

At the present, Miss Dandridge] 
is readying a new club act, with 

her firs~ b~llad r~cordings in the 
offing, "something along the Iine 

~of Nat (King) Cole, my idol, 
:i’m lucky." She continues to~ 
:make her headquarters "this lit- 
tle apartment I *own on Sunset 

Strip" in Hollywood. 

Pr~spee*s 

"If Carmen succeeds in really 
establishing me," she says, "per- 
haps I can build up the kind of 
balanced career I’ve always 
longed for--a few pictures, a year, 

recordings, an4 some sort of per- 
imanent social life there at home. 
:l~Iy sister’s coming in for the 
premiere. ~{other won’t be able 
to make it, though." 

~ Mr. ~elafonte, whos~ wife pre- 
~sented him with a second child 
~last month, was asked ff this all- 
Negro film might lead’ to a more 
extensive utilization of his race’~ 

I talents. 
~ "Not ~e~IIy," he topped, "but I~ 
think it will provide some help 
[s~bolically. Ifproves there’s no 

:Negroes Cannot play. However, : 
:don’t think Holl~,ood, as a 
~whole, is geared t~ pioneering of 
this sort. I.say t~k God for the 

iiadependen~ producers. ~eyre 
:the ones willing ~ take chances, 
!go afield, do things ot~ers ~hy 

~away from. ’Carmen Jones’ ~s a 
]wonderful example." " 
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men, holdin~ fast to his 
hood :~ethe~, poP,eyed by 

C~rm~n ~ve~ Jo~ for ~ boxer. 
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~armen, lite~ature~a most tantali~ing 

trollop, began in a cigarette factory 

in Seville but traveled, via Oscar 

Hammerstein 2d’s "Carmen ~ones" 

in 1~4~, ~o ~he Southland~ U. S. A. 

adaptation of Bizet’s opera, witk all 
its characters Ne~o, h~ now been 

at the Rivoli on Oct. 2~S. P, 

big fight, Joe~ insists C~rm~n �om~ b~k to him. "~hcn ~hc ~efus¢~, he strangles her. 
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"Carmen Jones," one of Broad- 
way’s major deIights a decade 
ago, is currently being brought 
to life again for Twentieth Cen- 
tury-Fox as a big CinemaScope 
musical show. Otto Preminger, 
the director ~nd producer, has 

planned his "Carmen" to keep the 
same form as the Oscar Ham- 

merstein II-Billy Rose extrava- 
ganza. The lyrics are s.till Ham- 
merstein’s, the music, Bizet’s, and 
the cast is still completely Negro. 
However, Dorothy Dandridge and 
Harry Belafonte, the present Car- 
men and her lover, Joe, @ho are 
popular vocalists, will not sing a 
note. Dubbing by Marilyn Home, 

a local singer, and LeVern 
Hutcherson has been completed 
for these and other roles. The 
only performers who will use 
their own singing voices are 
Pearl Bailey as Carmen’s friend, 
Frankie, and OIga James, a 
petite 20-year-old girl ~ho plays 

and sings Cindy Lou, or ~icaela. 

i~iss James, a Juilliard alumna,i 
is sponsored by the Harlem Glob- 

trotters, and, strangely enough, 
has sung only during that team’s 
basketball games at ~adison 
Square Garden. 

Changes 
~tr. Preminger Ires wanted to 

put "Carmen Jones" on film since 
its inception on the stage. In 
transferring the show to film, he 
has seen to it that the action 
has been considerably broadened. 

And, where the Hammerstein- 
Rose production was a riot 
color, the screen version will be 
more realistic, and, in the 
stance ’of Carmen’s hotel room, 
downright dingy. Furthermore,~ 
Carmen won’t wear ~. stitch ofi 
red because, the director feels~i 
Miss Dandridge is fully capablei 
’of taking care of the sex appeal" 
without resorting to superficial 
aids. 

I This is ~ot to say that "Car- 

men Jones" won’t be a colorfu~ 
show. h~. Bizet’s music still 
mains one of the lyric theatre’s 

most theatricaI and exciting 
scores, Preminger believes. With 
Mr. Hammerstein’s lyrics, the 
razzle-dazzle singing and danc- 
ing, and a warehouse of flash~ 

costumes, "Carmen Jones" could 

well duplicate the success scoredi 
by its Broadway counterpart’, 
years ago. 
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ALLIED ARTISTS 
SIGHS PRODLI(IER 

John Huston to Make 3 Films 

--Wyler and Wilder Also 

¯ 
Cornpletin~ Similar Deals 

Sl~ial tO The New york Times. 

HOLLYWOOD, Calif. May 25 

--Allied Artists has concluded ar- 

rangements with John Huston to 

make a minimum of three pic- 

tures on a profit-participation 
basis. The company al~o exHect- 
ed to complete similar deals with 

William Wyler and Billy Wilder, 
it was announced today by Stevei 
Broidy, preside_ut. 

Negotiations with the trio, all! 
of whom are Academy Awardi 
wh-mers, were begun ~aore thani 
six months ago by Harold 
I~ir~eh, vice president, of _~died.i 

He and G. RMph Branton, an-, 
other vice president, were asso- 
ciated in the financing and Wrest- 
ern Hemisphere distribution of 
Mr. Huston’s "Moulin Rouge." 

The contract with Mr. Huston, 
who will receive part ownership 
of his pictures in exchange for 
his services as ~Titer-director- 
producer, aligns him exclusively 
with Allied Artists a~d will be- 

i come e~ective after he completes 
"Moby Dick." His first Allied 
’production v~lI be Rudyard Kip- 
ling’s "The Man Who VCould Be 
King.’ 

Je~ Chandler Off Suspe~L~ion 

Universal has taken Jeff 
LCh~ndler off salary suspension 
and will announce & new assign- 
ment for ~ shortly, The actor’s 
salary was stopped last Thursday 
and he w.as rer~.oved from the, 

of his pr~en~ contract. 

Dorothy Dandridgo will play 
~he~ title role in "Carmen Jones," 
Otto Preminger’s film adaptation 
sf the Oscar P!ammerst~in 2d 
modernized version of Verdi’s 
"Carmerd’ Mr. Preminger, who 
w’il] produce and direct, reves!ed 
that singers with operatic voices 
would be engaged to dub for Miss 
Dandridge and Harry Belafonte, 
who was previously announced to 
play Don Jos4. 

Universal has confirmed the 
completion of negotiations with 
Kirk Douglas to star in "Man 
Without a Star" and the signin~ 
of King Vidor as director. 

State Senator Thomas Kuche: 
a Republican, today pledged hi., 
support to the Hollywood A. F, L. 
Film Council in its efforts to 
influence motion picture and 
television film producers against 
going abroad to shoot pictures in 
order to take advantage of lower 
wage scales. 
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BELAFONTE SIGNS 
TO STAR IN FILM 

’Almanac’ Actor Will Play 

Joe in ’Carmen Jones’ ~ 

Rehear.sale Begin June 3 

HOLLYWOOD, Calif., ~prii 29 
--Her1T Belafonte, now appear- 
ing in the Broadway musical re- 
view, "A!manac," sta~ed by the 
late John Murray Anderson, has 
been signed for the fiira version; 
of "Carmen Jones." 

He will get co-star billing in’ 
the role of Joe, and it is reportedi 
that Otto Preminger, the direc- 
tor-producer, has Dorothy Dando 
ridge under consideration as a 
prospective Carmen. Joe, in the 
Oscar Ham.merstein 2d modern- 
ization of the opera, "Carmen," 
is the counterpart of Don Jose. 

Mr. Belafonte and ]%Iiss Dand- 
ridge co-starred for Mefro-Gold- 
wyn-IV[ayer in "Bright Road." 
The actor-singer is due in Holly° 
wood for the start of rehearsals 
on June 3. Mr. PremingeFs only 
other official casting so far is 
that of Pearl Bailey as Carmen’s 
girl friend; Franlde. 

Esther Williams will put away 
her bathing suit and George 
Murphy will polish his dancing 
shoes to team as the headliners 
of the "Show Girl" number in 
,~Ie[ro’s Sig"mund Romberg biog-i 
raphy, "Deep in l~[y Heart." Missi 
%Villiams wil! portray a Broad- 
way shnging star. 

Maggie McNamara ~t4tl fake a 
co-stanJng role as an aspiringl 
writer whose death motivates the’ 
plot of "Black Widow." Nunnally 
Johnson v~Jll produce the mystery 
melodrama for T~ventieth Cen- 
tury-Fox from his own s~apt~- 
tion of the Patrick Quentin novel. 
Filming is scheduled fe start 
June !4. 

Mona Freeman Cas~ 

With photogwaphy completed on 
the hattie sequences of ~,Iarines 
in the South Pacific during 
’%Vat H, "~Varner Brothers now is. 
eoncentratin~ on filling in the 
~[arious romantic tlnreads ths.~ run 
through "Battle C~y." Mona Free- 
man was si~ned today for the 
role of Kathy, the child.hood 
sweetheart and w~fe of the youn~ 
~,larine, played hy Tab Hunter. 

R. K. O. has set ~-Y[ay 17 for 
the staI~ of filming on "The Con- 
queror." The studio has signed 
John Hoyt to play the role of a 
treacherous adviser to John 
lVayne, as Genghis Khan, and 
Will~am Conrad to be the war- 
rior’s brother, Kasar. Susan Hay- 
ward will be the heroine. 

John Bart!ow Martin, magazine 
uu-iter who specializes in labor 
problems, has turned in to Metro 
a 400-page treatment for the 
movie identified at present as 
"’The Labor Story." . . . RonaId 
Lewis, young English actor, will 
play the role of Aeneas in "Helen 
of Troy," now being filmed in 
l~ome by Vearner Brothers. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margie Tunmaire <MTummire@mcfarlandpub.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 1:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Archive <archi ve@mcthrlandpub.com> 

RE: Blacke Entertainers in Afi’ican American Newspaper Articles, Volu~ne I 

Dear Charlene: 

Great! Thanks for allowing us to rep~blish your book in softcover. 

You’ll receive complimentary copies ~pon p~bl~cation. 

Best w~shes, 

M~rgie 

Director of ~h]ance 

and Administration 

M(:Fi~rlsnd & Company, inc. 

PO Box 

Jefferson NC 28640 

336-.2~16-~460 x107 

F~m~ Regester, Charlene B [maiito:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:40 PN 
Te: Nargie Turnmire 
SuBject~ Blacke Ente~ainers in African American Newspaper A~icles, Volume 
Dear Nargie: In response ~ the recent le~er received regarding the re-printing of Black Enter~iners in African American Newspaper A~icles, Vol. I., this is to inform you that I 
suppo~ the re-printing of this volume by your press. Regarding the cover, as long as it reflecN in some way some of the personalities or films mentioned in the the index 
similar to the paperbackcover provided for Volume I1, this is appropriate. 
At this time, I don’t know of any activiN that would prevent your moving forward on re-printing this volume. Than~ much for your assis~nce and I will forward a bio 
Virginia Tomlinson as indicated in the le~er received. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

frank tomasulo ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 6:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: UFVA His~to~/Theory Caucus 

OK, Charlene. I’ll find someone else for the caucus. 
BTW, I don’t remember sending you anything on LinkedIn. 
Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <mgester@email.unc.edu> 
To: frank tomasulo              ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 3, 2012 5:48 PM 
Subject: RE: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Dear FranK: I have received info from you regarding linked-in but at this time, I cannot participate -- if you want to correspond by email this is the best way to reach me. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From." frank tomasulo            @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 4:42 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Re: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Charlene: Thanks! You’re right: the usual term is 2 years, although I’d like to stagger the terms, so that there’s "caucus memory" always 
available and so that it doesn’t vanish because everyone’s term expires at the same time. 
If you’d prefer just a one-year term, I’ll put you down for that. 

Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
Citv Colleqe of New York, Citv University of New York 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: frank tomasulo ¯             @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 11:31 AM 
Subject: RE: UF-VA History/Theory Caucus 

Dear Frank: I will be more than glad to work with you on the caucus. However, I assume that this would be a one to two year obligation. I don’t know if I could commit to 
much longer than this. But anyway you can count me in. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: frank tomasulo            ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 1:24 PM 
To; Diane Carson; Adrienne Carageorge 

Subject: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Hi, Diane and Adrienne. It was great seeing you both in Chicago! 

While at the conference, it was brought to my attention that the UFVA History/Theory Caucus had been inactive in the past 1-2 years, a 
situation I especially deplored since I was one of the original founders of the annual Juried Paper awards. As I understand it, the caucus 
hasn’t met since [ took the initiative and called ad hoc meetings in Denton and Colorado, and the Juried Paper awards were not even judged 
this past year. 
I’d therefore like to volunteer to chair or co-chair the caucus, and also chair the Juried Paper award contest -- since I won’t be submitting 
anything for consideration this year, I won’t "have a dog in this hunt" (as Bill Clinton used to say). 
I have two other UFVAers in mind for judges: Charlene Regester and a relatively new member named Jonathan Cavellero, whose work I’ve 
been following for some time now. 
In my opinion, the caucus needs a bit of PUBLICITY to get it back to full strength (I remember, as you probably do, a well-attended meeting 
at the previous Columbia College conference). A TIME SLOT needs to be assigned for a caucus meeting at the annual conference, and an up- 



to-date NENBERSHIP LIST needs to be drafted. Furthermore, the AWARDS need to be re-instituted for papers delivered at the 2012 
conference. Finally, I would even consider the somewhat radical step of asking members to submit papers delivered at the 2Oll meeting, 
since there were no awards issued based on that conference--due to "pilot error." 
Assuming that you approve of my volunteering for this service assignment (and picking some comrades), how do ][ go about doing this? 
Should ]~ just announce it to the UFVA Board or will one of you do so? (I am no longer on the Board listserv, so cannot easily contact all the 
officers.) I know that the Board has no formal role in selecting caucus chairs but, as a courtesy, £d like to at least inform everyone. 
Alternatively, should I be massing troops along the border like Napoleon did when he returned to France from Elba? 
Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

frank tomasulo ~ ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 7:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: UFVA His~to~/Theory Caucus 

Oh, OK. Now I understand. 
You’re back on the caucus committee. 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaiLunc.edu> 
To: frank tomasulo ¯            @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 3, 2012 5:28 PM 
Subject: RE: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Dear FranK: I am still willing to serve on the caucus, I was just alerting you that I need to correspond through email. Thanks much for your prompt reply. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: frank tomasulo [           @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2022 6:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

OK, Charlene. rll find someone else for the caucus. 
BTW, I don’t remember sending you anything on LinkedIn. 
Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: frank tomasulo             @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 3, 2012 5:48 PM 
Subject: RE: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Dear FranK: I have received info from you regarding linked-in but at this time, I cannot participate -- if you want to correspond by email this is the best way to reach me. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: frank tomasulo            _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2022 4:42 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Charlene: Thanks! You’re right: the usual term is 2 years, although I’d like to stagger the terms, so that there’s "caucus memory" always 
available and so that it doesn’t vanish because everyone’s term expires at the same time. 
If you’d prefer just a one-year term, I’ll put you down for that. 

Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 



From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: frank tomasulo ¯             ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 11:31 AM 
Subject: RE: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Dear Frank: I will be more than glad to work with you on the caucus. However, I assume that this would be a one to two year obligation. I don’t know if I could commit to 
much longer than this. But anyway you can count me in. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; frank tomasulo            _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 20:[2 :[:24 PM 
To-" Diane Carson; Adrienne Carageorge 
Subject-" UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Hi, Diane and Adrienne. It was great seeing you both in Chicago! 
While at the conference, it was brought to my attention that the UFVA History/Theory Caucus had been inactive in the past 1-2 years, a 
situation I especially deplored since 1 was one of the original founders of the annual 3uried Paper awards. As I understand it, the caucus 
hasn’t met since 1 took the initiative and called ad hoc meetings in Denton and Colorado, and the 3uried Paper awards were not even judged 
this past year. 
I’d therefore like to volunteer to chair or co-chair the caucus, and also chair the 3uried Paper award contest -- since I won’t be submitting 
anything for consideration this year, I won’t "have a dog in this hunt" (as Bill Clinton used to say). 
I have two other UFVAers in mind for judges: Charlene Regester and a relatively new member named 3onathan Cavellero, whose work I’ve 
been following for some time now. 
In my opinion, the caucus needs a bit of PUBLICITY to get it back to full strength (I remember, as you probably do, a well-attended meeting 
at the previous Columbia College conference). A TIME SLOT needs to be assigned for a caucus meeting at the annual conference, and an up- 
to-date MEMBERSHIP LIST needs to be drafted. Furthermore, the AWARDS need to be re-instituted for papers delivered at the 2012 
conference. Finally, I would even consider the somewhat radical step of asking members to submit papers delivered at the 2Oll meeting, 
since there were no awards issued based on that conference--due to "pilot error." 
Assuming that you approve of my volunteering for this service assignment (and picking some comrades), how do I go about doing this? 
Should I just announce it to the UFVA Board or will one of you do so? (I am no longer on the Board listserv, so cannot easily contact all the 
officers.) I know that the Board has no formal role in selecting caucus chairs but, as a courtesy, I’d like to at least inform everyone. 
Alternatively, should I be massing troops along the border like Napoleon did when he returned to France from Elba? 
Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <l~ajanken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 1:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Regester, ChMene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; McMillaaa, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

RE: New Curriculum Revision of AFAM 101 

Syllabus AAAD 130 - for academic affairs committee.pdf 

Dear C[~mle~e at~d Tim~ 
At*ached is tt~e s? llabus ~r A~’%"d) 130 tlmt ~as app~wed b3 fl~e Administrative Boards~ 

Kenneth 

Ke,mettt R. Janken 

Profi~ssor of Afio-Americ~m Studies 

Depmtment of Afiican and Afio-~nerican Studies 

109 Battle ttalL CB# 3395 

Unix er~ib of Nor’d~ Cmolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962~i 519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 
Click: on a li~k [br i~lbm~ation aNmt m3 publications: 

h~:!iwww.umass.edw/umpms~spr 97i~a~ken.html 

hRp://uncpress.unc.edW~o~T- 8059.Nml 

hRp:iiundpress.nd.eduibooE/PO0780 

hRp://undpress.nd.edWboo~P00723 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2022 22:53 PM 
To: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Regester, Charlene B; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: New Curriculum Revision of AFAM ~0~ 
~mpo~ance: High 

Dear Kenneth, 

Since the AAAD130 has been approved by the Administration Boards, kindly send the copy of the course outline that we sent to Boards to Charlene and ~m for their 
consideration. See exchange below for context. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 05, 2012 12:32 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" FW: New Curriculum Revision of AFAM 101 

From-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 05, 2012 12:31 PM 

To-" Benowitz, Judith 
Subject-" RE: New Curriculum Revision of AFAM 101 

Dear Judith: At this point, I have no information regarding the revisions for the online AFAM 101 course but will forward this message to the department chair. Thanks much 
for the information provided. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Benowitz, Judith 
Sent-" Tuesday, December 04, 2012 4:34 PM 
To-" McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" New Curriculum Revision of AFAM 101 

Hi there, 

We’re trying to estimate what will be on our instructional designers’ docket for summer 2013, so I’m wondering if you’ve now been able to see the 

new curriculum and can start revising the CCO AFAM 101 course for then. 

If yes, please send Tyler Ritter (and copy me) on a summary of what changes you’ll need to make and how much of a revision it will be, no doubt 

major (anything over one-quarter of a new course) for which we’d need a proposal, Eunice’s written approval, and a contract for the work which 

I’d write after seeing the approved proposal. 

You would need to forward the materials to Eunice for her approval and she would then need to forward the materials on to Erika Lindemann for 

her review and approval as well. 

Thanks very much! I hope you’re both doing well. 

Cheers, 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

benowitz@email.unc.edu 

http://fridaycenter.unc.edu 

Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 
Joseph M. DeSimone, Ph.D. 
Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
UNC-Chapel Hill 



AAAD 13t) 
Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies 

OVERVIEW: 
The purpose of this course will be to cover, in some detail, the contours of life, societies, cultures, and 
history in the Atlantic African Diaspora from origins in Atlantic Africa to the present. Emphasized in this 
course will be the various forces that have converged to create African American and African Diaspora 
peoples and that shaped their lives, communities, and cultures in North America, South America, and the 
Caribbean. As often as possible, guest lectures, music, sound clips, documentaries, and films will be 
utilized to provide additional perspectives and views. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
Upon completion of AAAD 130, students should be able to: 
¯ Identify myths, stereotypes, and distortions about Africa, Africans, and African History. 
¯ Discuss the formation of the Atlantic African Diaspora and the cultural, political, and intellectual 
movements that developed as a result of the dispersal of African peoples. 
¯       Explain the critical roles that Africans and their American-born descendants played in shaping 
societies throughout the Americas. 
¯       Demonstrate understandings of cultural, socio-political, and historical formations and 
intersections in the Black Atlantic. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 
Each student is required to purchase a total of four books: 
¯       Darlene Clark Hine, William C. Hine, & Stanley Harrold, The Africaxl-Americaxl Odyssey (5th 

edition) 
¯ Herbert S. Klein and Ben Vinson, III, African Slavery in Latin America and the Caribbean (2nd 

edition) 
¯ David Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade (3rd edition) 
¯ JoAnn Gibson Robinson, The Montgomery Bus Boycott and the Women Who Started It 

In addition, students will be responsible for reading selections posted on the course Sakai site. 

REQUIRED WORK: 
During the term, there will be a map quiz; three objective multiple-choice tests; two readings quizzes; one 
ten-page essay; and a final exam. The final exam will include essays, short answers, and term identification 

sections and it will cover lectures and assigned readings from Spring Break to the end of the term. Failure to 

either complete the ten-page essay or to take the final exam will result in a failing course grade. Details of 
these assignments will be forthcoming. For all written work, students will be expected to write in a clear 

and organized manner. Also, students will need to demonstrate critical thinking and original perspectives in 

their work. 

The schedule established for lecture topics, reading assignments, and assignment due dates can be 
changed at the instructor’s discretion. However, matters related to the grading of assignments cannot by 
altered. Notice of all changes to the structure of the course will be made by announcement in class, via 
email notice, or alterations to the course syllabus posted on the course Sakai site. 



Attendance is mandatory in this course and is critical because test and exam material will be drawn from 
lectures and there will be a number of impromptu assignments during the term. Hence, attendance will 

impact the final course grade. Given the number of students in this course, a sitting chart will be 
implemented. Student not in their seats within the first five minutes of class will be counted as absent. Any 

student arriving in class after attendance has been taken has the responsibility of notifying the instructor of 
their presence. In this case, they will be counted as late. All students will be allowed a total of three 

excused or unexcused absences (with three lates counting as one absence) during the term. For each 
additional absence, students will have--without exception--sevenand ahalf(7.5)points per day deducted 

from their final course grade. This is a significant penalty so please take this policy seriously. 

GRADING: 
Citizenship/In-Class Work: 15% 
Three Objective Tests: 30% (10% each) 
Map Quiz: 5% 

Two Readings Quizzes: 10% (5% each) 

Essay: 20% 

Final Exam: 20% 

GRADING RUBRIC: 
Exceptional: 

Very Good: 

100-93% = A Satisfactory: 79-77% = C+ 
92-90% = A- 76-73% = C 
89-87% = B+ 72-68% = C- 

86-83% = B Insufficient: 67-63% = D 

82-80% = B- Failing: 62-0% = F 

STUDENTCONDUCT: 
Students are expected to be familiar with, and to abide by, the guidelines in the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor 

Code (http:iihonor.unc.edu). In addition students are not allowed to sleep, read newspapers, leave class 
early without permission, use cell phones (to text message, email, or talk), or hold off-topic conversations 

during the session. I am highly intolerant of this sort of behavior. In such cases, the instructor will ask 

students to leave the class and reserves the right to withdraw students from the course for frequent 
disruptions. At the very minimum, your "citizenship" grade will be reduced. See the "Citizenship" section 

below for further details. 

In addition, any form of academic dishonesty or misconduct (e.g., cheating, plagiarism, unauthorized 
copying or collaboration, forging signatures on class rosters, etc.) will be directed to the UNC-Chapel Hill 

Undergraduate Honor Court and the Undergraduate Attorney General. Students found in violation of the 

UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code may receive a failing course grade and are subject to academic probation, 

suspension, or expulsion from UNC-Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The 

system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 
responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the 

instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student 

Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student 
enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional information 

about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at http:/ihonor.unc.edu. 

CITIZENSHIP: 
Citizenship, as a major component of the final grade, is a set of expectations, behavioral norms, and 

classroom protocols agreed to by all students enrolled in this course. What follows is a non-exhaustive list 

of a few of these expectations, norms, and protocols: 



1. Attendance and active participation in the class are mandatory. Students not paying attention or 

falling in sleep in class will be called upon by the instructor to respond to questions or comment on a 
matter directly related to the lecture or discussion. 

2. Students may not leave class early without prior permission from the instructor. Students who do leave 

early without prior permission will be marked as either "late" or "absent" for the day in the attendance 
records, depending on how much time was left in the class session. 

3. Students may not sleep in class or read newspapers, magazines, and other materials not directly 
related to the course material. Students caught sleeping will be held responsible for the entire 

class receiving impromptu class assignments or homework. 

4. Students may not use smartphones, cellphones, handheld gaming devices, tablets/iPads, 

headphones, laptops, or similar electronic devices during the class session unless specifically 
authorized by the instructor. 

5. Students may not engage in activities that disrupt either their classmates or the instructor. 

6. Students are required to use their University email account when inquiring about course materials and 
other items related to the class. Due to federal restrictions (FERPA), the instructor may not send details 

about student grades for assignments or the course to a non-University email account. 
7. Students may not record video or audio of class lectures, discussions, or other in-class activities 
unless specifically authorized by the instructor. 

8. Students arriving after attendance has been taken must inform the instructor of their arrival to avoid 

being marked absent for the day. In this case, students will still be marked as "late" for the 

class session. 
9. Students may not have friends sit in their seats for the purposes of attendance. All parties caught 

trying to circumvent the attendance policy will receive a failing course grade. 
10. Assignments not uploaded or hand delivered to the instructor by posted due dates will not be 

accepted or graded. 
11. The only excused absences accepted for make-up exams and other work include absences for 
authorized University activities, religious observances required by the student’s faith, verified serious 

illness or injury, and the death of an immediate family member. Without exception, all 

absences will require verification from the Dean of Students before the instructor authorizes make-up 

work. 

STUDENTSWITH DISABILITIES: 
Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact 
of a disability should contact me to discuss their needs. Please contact 
the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North 
Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate test or exam accommodations. Visit 
the internet address of this office at http://disabilitvservices.unc.edu/for 
more information. 

SCHEDULE OFLECTURES ANDASSIGNMENTS: 

Week 1: Introduction and Overview. 
Myths, Stereotypes, and Distortions of Africa and Africans. 
Readings:                  Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 1; Sakai selections--Larson, "Seven 
Myths about Africa, Africans, and African History." Video Clips: "What 
Do You Know about Africa?" 



Week 2:     Atlantic Africa: Foreground and Background 

State Formation and Decline in the Western Sudan and West-Central Africa. Readings: 

Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 1 

Week 3: 
Readings: 

Video Clips: 

READINGS 

The Atlantic Slave Trade: Origins and Contours. 

Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 2; David Northrup, Atlantic Slave Trade 

"Wonders of the African World" 

QUIZ ONE on TUESDAY [Northrup] 

Week 4: Origins of Forced Labor in the Americas: Hispaniola, Brazil, and Virginia. 
Readings: Klein & Vinson Ch. 1-4; Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 3-5 
Video Clips: "Black in Latin America" & "Slavery in the Making of America" 

MAP QUIZ on THURSDAY 

Week 5:     Antebellum Slavery in the US South: King Cotton. 
Slavery in Comparative and Hemispheric Perspective. 

Readings:                  Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 6-8; Klein & Vinson Ch. 5-8; Sakai selections-- 

Van Den Berghe, "The African Diaspora in Mexico, Brazil, and the United 

States" 
Video Clips: "Africans in America" 

TEST ONE on THURSDAY 

Week 6: Emancipation, Civil War, and Reform: The End of Atlantic Slavery. 

Readings: Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 9-15. 
Video Clips: "Slavery in the Making of America" 

Week 7:     Race and Racism: From Whitening (Brazil) to White Supremacy (US). 

The Black Nadir across the Black Atlantic, 1880s-1920s. Readings: 

Klein & Vinson Ch. 9-11. 
Video Clips: "Black in Latin America" 

Week 8:     Intellectual, Cultural, and Physical Resistance, I: Exodus, Emigration, the New Negro 

Movement, Negritude, and Negrissimo. 

Readings:                  Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 16-18; Sakai Selections--Claude McKay, 

Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, W.E.B. Du Bois, Nicolfis Guilldn, 
Ida B. Wells-Barnett, A. Philip Randolph. 
Video Clips: "Ida B. Wells: A Passion for Justice" 

TEST TWO on TUESDAY 

Week 9: Intellectual, Cultural, and Physical Resistance, II: Black Nationalism, Pan-Africanism, and 

Socialism. 
Readings: Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 18-19; Sakai Selections--Marcus Garvey, Elij ah 

Muhammad, W.E.B. Du Bois, A. Philip Randolph, Paul Robeson. 
Video Clips: "Marcus Garvey: Look for Me in the Whirlwind" and "Paul Robeson: Here 

I Stand" 

Week 10: The Inter-War Years, 1920s-1940s: Gender, Class, and Color. 
Readings: Sakai Selections--Ella Baker, Barbara Ransby, Paul Robeson, A. Philip 

Randolph, Elijah Muhammad. 



Week 11: Civil Rights and Citizenship in the Black Atlantic, I. 
Readings: Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 21; Gibson, The Montgomery Bus Boycott and 
the Women Who Started It; Sakai Selections--Martin Luther King, Jr., 
Bayard Rustin, Rosa Parks, E.D. Nixon. 
Video Clips:                "Eyes on the Prize" 
READINGS QUIZ TWO on TUESDAY [Gibson] 

Week 12: 
Readings: 

Video Clips: 

Civil Rights and Citizenship in the Black Atlantic, II. 
Sakai Selections--Daisy Bates, Diane Nash, Ella Baker, Martin Luther 

King, Jr. 
"Eyes on the Prize" 

Week 13: Civil Rights and Citizenship in the Black Atlantic, III. 

Readings: Sakai Selections--Martin Luther King, Jr., Stokely Carmichael, John Lewis, 

Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth. 
Video Clips: "Eyes on the Prize" 

TEST THREE on THURSDAY 

Week 14: Black Power and Black Liberation Movements. 

SNCC, the Black Panthers, and the Internationalization of Black Power. 
Readings:                  Hine, Hine, & Harrold Ch. 22-23; Sakai Selections--Robert F. Williams, 

Malcolm X, Stokely Carmichael (Kwame Ture), Huey P. Newton, Angela 

Davis, Elaine Brown 
Video Clips:                "All Power to the People" and "Eyes on the Prize" 

Week 15: Theorizing the Modem and Post-Modem Black Atlantic 

Readings: Sakai Selections--Angela Davis (Blues and Black Feminism), Nikki 

Giovanni, Paul Gilroy, Cornel West, W.E.B. Du Bois, John McWhorter 
Video Clips:                "Race: The Power of an Illusion" 

ESSAYS DUE BY MIDNIGHT on THURSDAY 

FINAL EXAM on SAT., 4-6p. 



From: ~att.ner~ 

Sent: Sunday, December 9, 2012 9:14 AM 

To: Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emafil.unc.edu> 

Subject: thanks 

Charlene, 
Thanks Ibr the gift. Hope tile se,nester is rending down for you and that you will have a wonderful Christmas holiday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

black film <companiontoafricaa~americanfilm@gmail.com~ 

Monday, December 17, 2012 4:03 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Version of Essay for Collection 

SylviaFin~JEdited VersionDecember2012.Dr~[ 1 ].doc 

Dear Charlene, 

I have yonr definitive version of the essay. 

Thank~ 

mark 

companiontoafricanamericanfihn(~gmail.com 

Avant d’imprimer, pensez fi l’environnement. 
Consider the environment before printing this mail. 

On Dec 17, 2012, at 3:43 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Mark: As previously mentioned, I indicated that I might forward a revised version. So I have revised a little and would like to submit this version over the 
previously forwarded version. Thanks again. Sincerely, Charlene P,egester 

From: black film [companiontoafricanamericanfilm@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 6:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Essay for Collection 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank tbr the kind words and a big thanks for being part of the Companion to Africa~ American Cinema. 

Have a well deserved, enjoyable, oa~d sa£e holiday. Keep standing and strong like a Susan Rice. 

best as always, 

mark 

companiontoafricanamericanfilm(a) grnail.com 

Avant d’imprimer, pensez fi l’environnelnent. 
Consider the environment before printing this mail. 

On Dec 14, 2012, at 1:48 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Mark: Attached is my essay for your collection but I wanted to let you know that I am still editing a draft and may send another version on 
Monday. However, if you do not hear from me -- the version attached has been formatted to conform to the requirements of the collection. Thanks 
for working with me and extending the deadline. This has been a hectic semester with over 100 students it is amazing that I am still standing. 
Finally, have a good holiday and I really appreciate the support you have extended over the years. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: black film [companiontoafricanamericanfilm@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 09, 2012 7:59 AM 
To: P, egester, Charlene 13 
Subject: P,EID Needs the Contributor Form ASAP 

Dear Charlene, 
Please send your Wiley-Blackwell styled essay as quicldy as you call so the anthology." can proceed. 
Thank you, 
mark 

companiontoafricanamericanfilm(~o~Inail.com 

Avant d’imprimer, pensez "~ l’envirom~ement. 
Consider the environment before printing this mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Powell <acpowell@usc.edu> 

Monday, Janual3~ 7, 2013 9:04 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks tier the Hazel Scott Info 

Dear Charlene, 

You are most welcome[ 

Regards 
Adam 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 
University Fellow, USC Center on Public Diplomacy 

Universi~ of SouthelT* California 
1350 Beverly Road, Suite 115-251 
McLean, Virginia 22101-3633 USA 
Google voice 

Next USC CCLP / PDC Washington DC lunch forum: 
Cultural Diplomacy Frontiers: Drama in India, Music and Africa, and more 

Details: http://communicationleadership.usc edu/events/event html?id 900497 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
[)ate: Monday, January 7, 2013 9:02 am 
Sutzject: Thanks :[’or the Hazel Scott Info 
To: "acpowell@usc edu" <acpowell@usc.edu> 

Dear Adam: Thanks tremendously for allowing me access to the Hazel 
Scott Papers. Hope you are traveling well to Australia. Will send a 
more formal thanks when I have a chance. I am very grateful for 
this opportumty and thanks to your wife for the tea provided 
during my recent visit. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andy Crank ~ ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, January. 15, 2013 11:59 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: New Approaches to GONE WITtt TIlE WIND (LSU 2014) 

Charlene: 

Great ne~vs. I should add that Bob Jackson sent me your way -- the 
volume has plenty of literaW critics dealing with the novel, but we 
were short on scholarship about the film I look forward to your 
ideas, and I am psyched to have you on board. 

Warm wishes, 
Andy 

On Man, Jan 14, 2013 at 4:06 Pi~ Regester, Charlene B 
<regester@emaihunc. edu> wrote: 
> Dear An@: I ~vould ve~ much be interested in contributing to this collection but I will need a few days in order to give you some idea about the topic. Much of my ~vork focuses on race 
and cinema so I will probably focus more intently on the film rather than novel -- g~ve me a few- days and I will submit a chapter proposal f,ar your collection. It wasn’t until later that I read 
your schedule so I will submit an abstract by the March 1 deadline However, I will probably want to receive your approval of my idea long before I submit my final essay. Finally, thanks for 
the invitation and I will move on this as soon as I hear back from you. Sincerely -- Fello~v Tarheel, Charlene Regester 

> From: And?- Crank       ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Monday, Janualy 14, 2013 4:45 PM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Su~iect: New Approaches to GONE WI’Itl T[IE W[]x~D (LSU 2014) 
> 

> (3 ood mornin!! 
> 

> My name is An@ Crank--I am an Associate Professor of southern 
> literature and culture at Northwestern State University in Louisiana. 
> I am writing to you today because I am working on a collection titled 
> New" Approaches to (]ONE WITH THE WIN[). At the MLA convention, I spoke 
> with my friend Am?’ Clukey -- who chaired the panel at SSSL with me 
> that inspired this collection She mentioned that I should approach 
> you and see if you had any interest in contributing to the volume. 
> ’]7he interest in a book-length project on Mitchell’s novel and its 
> subsequent filmic adaptation was significant enough that I sought out 
> LSU Press and submitted a proposal. [n late fall, I got word the 
> collection had been green lit, and I received an advanced contract in 
> the mail in November The book has an anticipated publication date of 
> Spring 2014. 
> 

> I would be honored if you would consider submitting an article to this 
> volume The final essay would be around 7,000 words (approximately 
> 20-25 pages, double spaced) and would engage either (or both) the 
> novel and the film. Other than that, the scope of your essay is 
> entirely up to you. 
> 
> The timeline for the volume looks something like this (these dates are 
> FLEX~LE!): 
> 

> March 1 Abstracts (500-750 words) and CVs 
> June 1 -- DraR articles Due 
> August 1 - Revisions Due 
> September 1 -- Submit Manuscript to the Press. 
> 

> I know you have many projects you are working on, but I would be 
> thrilled to have an essay from you in this collection. Please think 
> it over and let me kno~v if you might be interested. 
> 

> On a side note, I got my Ph.D. in Chapel Hill and miss the campus terribly. 
> 

> Warm wishes, 
> Andy 

> James Andrew Crank, Ph.D. 
> Book Review Editor, Southern Studies 
> Associate Professor of American Literatme 
> Department of Language and Commm~ication 
> Northwestern State University 
> Natchitoches, LA 71457; (318)-357-6A62 
> http:/ilangcomm.nsula, edu/dr-iames-a-crank/ 

James Andre~v Cral~1,:, Ph.D 
Book Review Editor, Southern Studies 
Associate Prot?ssor of American Literature 
Department of Language and Communication 
Northwestern State University 

Natchitoches, LA 71457; (318 )-357-6462 
http://langcomm.nsula edu/dr-iames-a -crank/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Margie Tunmaire <MTummire@mcfarlandpub.com> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 1:45 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@email.unc.edu> 

Your Last Period Roya]ty Statement 

Statelnent.pdf; ATT00001 .htln 

Dear Author: Since there were no royalties due to you for the last period, your statement is attached to this email. If you have difficulties opening the attachment, please let us know. 

Please keep us informed of changes in your contact information 

Sincerely, 

Margie Turnmire 

Director of Finance 

and Administration 

McFarland & Company, Inc. 

336-246-4460 x107 

mtu rn mire(~,mcfarland pu b.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@sefi~] ssolulions.com 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 6:12 PM 

....... Part 313 424813493.1361315535392 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

The attached doctunent has been sent by regester Please do not reply directly to this email. 

Kissing the Rod that Chastised Me; Scarlett, Rhett and Miscegenation in MargaretMitchell’s GYVT\V 
...... Part 313 4248134931361315535392 
Content-Type: text/plain; name citation ris; charset UTF-8 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename citation.ris 

TI - "KIS SIN-G THE ROD THAT CHASTISED ME": SCARLETT. RHETT ANZ) 2vIISCEGENATION IN" bIARGARET \ffFCHELL’S GOik~ WITH THE WIND (1936) 
SN- 1351-3818 
PY - 2004 
SP - 123 
EP - 137 
VL - 13/14 
ER - 

....... Part 313 4248134931361315535392-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mae Henderson < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 27, 2013 10:01 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Baker Timeline 

Timeline looks great’. Also, I forgot to share with a document that I copied from tile Stanford Special Collection on Baker: "Josephine Baker: Her Itinerary Through 

Life," by Gene Lerner. I think that it may be unpublished. The doculnent has a Rome address for Lemer, and is dated 2001. You may wish to take a look (and malce a 

cow) of this (as you review the limeline). It is VERY detailed! 

More to come, m. 

On Tue, Feb 26, 2013 at 6:15 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(&~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Attached is the Baker timeline -- checked for errors but we can give a more thorough check once it is accepted for publication. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Mae Henderson            @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= P,e: Update on Intro draft 

OK, Charlene, I’ll try goggle to smnple the collection. I’m now working on Home ~ction -- "adding a~d trying to come up with a conclusion. Yes, do ~nd title page 

and Table of Contents (corrected tbrmat) when you get a chance, and I will send you corrected draft as soon as possible. Thanks, m. 

On Tae, Feb 26, 2013 at 12:08 PM, Regester, Charlene B < regester(gbemail.anc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Mae: I saw an edited collection on Richard Pryor published by the Indiana and the model is very similar to our own -- please see if you can scan an online coppy. 
The book is titled: Richard Pryor: The Life and Legacy of a ’Crazy’ Black Man," edited by Audrey Thomas IVlcCluskey, Indiana UP 2008. Will send title page later today and 

currently working on the bibliography. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Mae Henderson            @clmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, February 25, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: P.S. 

Thanks again, m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mae Henderson "_c}gmail.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 28, 2013 10:13 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Place Josephine Baker 

"In 2001, the ciU of Paris inaugurated a square iu Moutl~masse bem~ing her nmne Place Josephine Baker. It is one ofm, o municipa] squaxes iu the City of Light 

named after an African American. A lovely, shaded spok it honors uot ouly Josephine’s prowess on the stage, but also her philanthropic activities and her se~wice in the 
French Resistance during World War II. " Quoted fi~om link below (click to see photo) 

http://www.soulofamerica.comijosephine-ba kers-paris.phtml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mae Henderson ~ ~(}gmail.com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 1:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Mae Henderson < @gmail.com> 

Re: Baker cover photos 

Josephine Baker.jpg; JOSEPHINE-BAKER-WlCKER-CHAIR:jpg; josephine-baker-dressing-mom:jpg; JosephineBaker6.jpg 

Chaxlene, 
Do you like any of these for the cover? m. 











Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mae Henderson ~(}gmail.com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 1:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Mae Henderson- @gmail.com> 

Re: A few additional photos for your consideration (not for cover) 

Josephine B~ker and Rainbow Tribe 2.jpg; Josephine Baker in uniform:jpg; JosephineBakerphoto5.jpg; LesMilandes2:jpg; 

Par JosephineBaker close.jpg; JosephineBakerphoto4.jpg; Adolph Loos House for Baker.jpg; JosephineBakerm~dLena~Iome.jpg 

More photos for you to consider (not for cover)...m. 



















Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andy Crank ~ @gmail.com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 5:15 PM 

New Approaches to GWTW update 

Afternoon all! 

I am writing you a brief note to update you on the status (and dates) 
for the GWT~V collection. I have received a title and abstract from 
most of you, but if I have not, ~vould you send me something short to 
let me know (approximately) what you’re doing? We have nine great 
contributors to the volume already. I’d like to ask 1-2 more people to 
contribute, but in order to do so, I’d need to know ~vhat y’all are 
highlighting so I have some idea of what ~ve lack. 

Here’s some good news: the Press has pushed the manuscript date back 
to April 1, 2014 (this includes revisions), so we can be a bit more 
flexible on timelines. It ~vould be wonderful if you got some work done 
earl?’ (ha!), and could turn in drafts in early fall. But, if not, we 
do have the bulk of the year to get drat’ts done. 

I’m going to be ~vonderfully hands-off (as much as possible), but I 
will send a couple of notes from time to time to see if you need help. 
If I can answer questions or be of any assistance in the short term, 
please let me know at this e-mail addy 

Judging frum the infu I have now, this is guing tu be a fantastic 
cullection. The few scholars whu couldn’t contribute mentioned how 
excited they were tu see the collection and use it in their research 
and classes 

I’m currently taking an uver/under on the percentage uf essays that 
have the word "with the wind" in the title rm desperately trying nut 
tu title my article, "Gay With the Wind." 

Yours in Windiness, 
Andy 

James Andrew Crank, Ph.D 
Bouk Review Editur, Suuthern Studies 
Assuciate Professur of American Literature 
Department of Language and Cummunicatiun 
Northwestern State University 

Natchituches, LA 71457; (318 )-357-6462 
http://lan~cumm.nsula edu/dr-iames-a-cranlc’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas Dwyer <thdwyer@umich.edu~ 

Monday, March 18, 2013 1:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Deoa Charlene (IfI may), 
This sounds fascinating. I am rely interested. I would be delighted to look at more material a~ld give you a quick answer on next steps. Yoms, Toln 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 1:20 PM, Regeste~; Charlene B <reges~,er~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Tom Owyer: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter 
attached to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Tom Dwyer 

Executive Editor 

UniversiF of Michigm~ Press 

thdwver(~umich.edu 

734 936 4922 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader was sent by US mail today so please let me know when you receive the manuscript. Thanks much and hope to hear from you 
soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:57 PM 
To: Thomas Dwyer 
Subject: RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: Thanks for your prompt response. I will send a hard copy of the manuscript by mail to your office in the next day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Thomas Dwyer [thdwyer@umich.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Deoa Charlene (IfI may), 
This sounds fascinating. I am rely interested. I would be delighted to look at more material ~ld give you a quick answer on next steps. Yoms, Toln 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 1:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Tom Dwyer: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter 
attached to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Tom Dwyer 

Executive Editor 

UniversiF of Michigm~ Press 

thdwver@umich.edu 

734 936 4922 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas D~’er <thdwyer@umich.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.ema~J.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: The Jo~phine Baker Critical Reader 

Charlene, 
Thank you for sending the hardcopy. Is it possible to get electronic attachments also? These axe needed for review puiposes. Yours, Tom 

On Tue, Mar 19, 2013 at 12:28 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regesteff~email.nnc.edu~ wrote: 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader was sent by US mail today so please let me know when you receive the manuscript. Thanks much and hope to hear from 
you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:57 PM 
To: Thomas Dwyer 
Subject-" RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: Thanks for your prompt response. I will send a hard copy of the manuscript by mail to your office in the next day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Thomas Dwyer [thdwyer(~umich.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Charlene (IfI may), 
This sounds lkscinating. I am very interested. I would be delighted to look at more material and give you a quick answer on next steps. Yours, Tom 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 1:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B <~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Tom Dwyer: Attached is a letter of inquie! regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter 
attached to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

th&%~er~umich.edu 

734 936 4922 

Tom D~er 
Execu~dve Editor 

University of Michigan Press 

th&wer(~umich.edu 

734 936 4922 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas D~’er <thdwyer@umich.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:33 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: The Joscphine Baker Ciitical Reader 

wouderful thanks 

On Tue, Mar 19, 2013 at 2:32 PM, Regester. Charlene B <regester(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tom: Yes, I will attempt to send electronically -- however, we have an office on campus that will attempt to send you this material electronically since my computer 
does not have the capacity to do so. They will be in touch with you regarding forwarding this work electronically. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Thomas Dwyer [thdwver(~umich.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:15 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: FVV: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Charlene, 
Thank you tbr sending the hardcopy. Is it possible to get electronic attachments also? These are needed for review purposes. Yours, Tom 

On Tue, Mar 19, 2013 at 12:28 PM, Regester, Charlene B < regestei,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader was sent by US mail today so please let me know when you receive the manuscript. Thanks much and hope to hear from 
you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:57 PM 
To: Thomas Dwyer 
Subject: RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: Thanks for your prompt response. I will send a hard copy of the manuscript by mail to your office in the next day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Thomas Dwyer [thdwver@umich.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 20:[3 1:24 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: The 3osephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Charlene (If I may), 
This sounds fascinating. I am ve~ intereffted. I would be delighted to look at more material and give you a quick answer on next steps. Yours, Tom 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 1:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regestel~a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Tom Dwyer: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter 
attached to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

th&wer(~umich.edu 

734 936 4922 

thdwyer@an~ich.edu 

734 936 4922 



Tom D~?-er 

Executive Editor 

University of Michigan Press 

thdwyer~umich.edu 

734 936 4922 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andy Crm~k ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:38 PM 

Lisa Abney <abney@nsula.edu>; DEBORAt t E BARKER ~dbarke@olemi ss.edu-~; Amy Clnkey < @gmml.com>; Mark Jemg 

<mcjemg@ucdavis.edu>; Erich Nunn~         @gmail.com>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu-~; Riche D Richard~m 

<rdr83@cornell.edu>; simsjel@tigem~ml.auburn.edu; Daniel Turner < ~gmail.com>; Taylor, ttelen 
<Helen.Taylor@exeter.ac.nk> 

New Approaches to GWTW Tentative Table of Contents 

Hi, all! 

Some of you have asked to see what our tentative table of contents might look like, so I am including the working titles and authors I have ,so far. These are very 

tentative and could change, but I hope it will give you some idea of what everyone is working on (and hopethlly excite you: this volume looks to be spectacular!). I’ve 

copied it below the main body of this text. 

As I mn sure some of yon know, I have accepted an oiler to join the facnlty at the University of Alabama -- nay contract expires with Northwestern State mid snmmer, 

so in the meantime, it tnight be a good idea to put my email as.      ~)gmafil.com -- I am not sure when my login credentials will no longer work at the NSU addy. 

I can’t wait to read all ofy’all’s work and get this volume settled. We have an anticil~ted delivery date of the final manuscript for 1 April 2014 (a little over a year from 

now), so I know we will all be working this summer. If there is an~thing I can do in the meantime to help you through the process, please let me know. 

Best wishes, 

Ne~, Approaches m GONE WITIt TIlE WIND: 

Tentative Table of Contents: 

Introduction: Gone with the Wind: Too Big to Fail?, James A. Crank, Alabama 

Untitled Essay, Lisa Abney, Northwes~tern State University 

Gone With the Windand the Economy of Rape, Deborah Barker. Ole Miss 

Gone with the Windthat Shakes the Barley: The Sonthem Imaginary in heland 1936-1955, Amy Clukey, Lonisville 

Queer Winds: (Re)Reading Sexua] Transgression in Gone With the Wind, James A. Crank, Alabama 

Gone With The Wind and the Pleasures of Racial Reading, Mark Jemg, California, Davis 

Scarlett Uncha~ne& Erich Nunn, Auburn 

White Bodies and Black Souls: Reading Scarlett O’Hara and Rhett Butler as Black Characte:s in the Fihn Version of GWTW, Charlene Regester, North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill 

Untitled Essay, Riche Richardson, Cornell 

"Jnst Like One of the Darkies": The Birth of Racial Di~Erence in Margaret Mitchell’s Gone With the Wind, Jessica Simms, Auburn 

Why Gone With the Wind Isn’t: The Contemporaxy Blowback (Or, Fables of the Reconstrnction/Reconstrnction of the Fables), Daniel Cross Thiner, Coastal 

CaJ;olina 

Afterword, Helen Taylor; Exeter 

James Andrew Crank, Ph.D. 

Book Review Editor, Southern Studies 
As~ciate ProtEssor of American Literature 

Department of Language and Commanication 

Northwestern State University 

Natchitoches, LA 71457; (318)-357-6462 

http:/ilmNcomln.nsula.edu/dr- imnes- a- crank/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mae Henderson ~(}gmail.com> 

Monday-, April 1, 2013 2:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Mae Henderson < ~gmail.com> 

Re: Revised Letter oflnquiry 

Letter of Inquiry.docx 

Hello Charlene, 

Please find attached a revised letter ofiuquiry (additional minor changes made 
to letter sent eaxlier today). 

Please note that "ATTN" is only used M~en you do not specify in the inside 

address the name of recipient (in "this case if you’re sending letter more generally to "the press, 

and not. specifically, say to the acquisitions editior). 
When you direct letter to a specific recipent, you si~nply identi~ include name, followed by" the 

position (e.g., Acquisitions Editor). On the other hand, should you send it to the press in general, 

the "ATTN" should follow the complete inside address (on a sepaxate liue before the greeting). 
If this is confusing, let tne know ~d I will send an exaanple. 

Thanks, m. 



March 3 l, 2013 

[NAME, AND POSITION] 
INSIDE ADDRESS 

Dear Editor 

We invite you to consider for publication the manuscript, THE JOSEPHINE BAKER 
CRITICAL READER, edited by Mac G. Henderson (editor of Borders, Boundaries, and 

Frames, Routledge 1995) and Charlene Regester (author of African American Actresses: The 

Struggle jbr Visibility, 2010). As editors, we have selected the maj or critical treatments of this 

iconic and iconoclastic figure, categorized the selections according to theme and genre, 

provided abstracts of each essay, and secured reprint permissions from the authors who have 

retained publication rights (others have referred us to their publisher). We also include a 

timeline, filmography, discography, and comprehensive bibliography. 

We note that this unprecedented Critical Reader will make available, for the first time - under 

one cover - a range of cross-disciplinau and cross-cultural scholarship to students and scholars 

of popular and media culture. We also believe that such a collection will not only advance 
Baker studies in the academy, but will also contribute to dialogue and debate in contemporary 

studies of modernism, architecture, feminism, human rights, performance and spectatorship as 

well as star studies, cinema studies, dance studies, sexuality studies, and Afro-Diasporic studies. 

We can forward a hard and/or electronic copy of this completed work for your review. If, 

perchance, you are not interested, we would very much appreciate if you would suggest more 

appropriate presses to which we might submit this manuscript. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson 
Professor, Department of English 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 

~gmail.com; hendersm@unc.edu 



Charlene Regester 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & African American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 
regester@email, unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Burton, Katherine <Katherine.Burton@tandf.co.uk~ 

Monday, April 1, 2013 2:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Ont ofOttice AutoReply: The Josephine BaJaer Critical Reader 

Thank you for your email. I am out of the office on annual leave until 
8 April. I will respond to your message as soon as possible on my return. 

All the best 

Kath Burton 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mae Henderson < ?}gmail.com> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 2:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@..emaJd.unc.edu> 

Mae Henderson < @gmail.com> 

Re: Letter to confirm receipt of Baker ms. 

Letter to confirm receipt of Baker ms..docx 

Chaxlene, Please find attached letter of confirmation of receipt of Baker ms., m. 



March 3 l, 2013 

[NAME, AND POSITION] 
INSIDE ADDRESS 

Dear Editor 

We are seeking to confirm your receipt of a recently forwarded hard copy manuscript of THE 
JOSEPHINE BAKER CRITICAL READER, edited by Mae G. Henderson (editor of Borders, 

Boundaries, and Frames, Romledge 1995) and Charlene Regester (author of African American 

Actresses: The Strugglejbr Visibili~’, 2010). 

As editors, we have selected the major critical treatments of this iconic and iconoclastic figure, 

categorized the selections according to theme and genre, provided abstracts of each essay, and 

secured reprint permissions from the authors who have retained publication rights (others have 

referred us to their publisher). We also include a timeline, filmography, discography, and 

comprehensive bibliography. 

We note that this unprecedented Critical Reader will make available, [br the first time - under 

one cover - a range of cross-disciplinary and cross-cultural scholarship to students and scholars 

of popular and media culture. We also believe that such a collection will not only advance 
Baker studies in the academy, but will also contribute to dialogue and debate in contemporary 

studies of modernism, architecture, feminism, human rights, performance and spectatorship as 

well as star studies, cinema studies, dance studies, sexuality studies, and Afro-Diasporic studies. 

If, perchance, you are not interested, we would very much appreciate if you would suggest 
more appropriate presses to which we might submit this manuscript. (And please note that we 
included postage for manuscript’s return should you find it inappropriate to your titles.) 

Thank you, once more, for your consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson 
Professor, Department of English 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 

@gmail.com; hendersm@unc.edu 



Charlene Regester 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & African American Studies 
University of North Carolina. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 
regester@email.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scott Seely <Scott.Seely@nara.gov> 

Wednesday, April 3, 20:~3 2:59 PM 

Regester, Charlene B < regester@email.unc.edu > 

Subject Guide: Eartha Kitt 

KiTT.doc 

Ms. Regester, 

The Subject Guide that you requested is attached. 

Scott Seely 

Archives Technician 

LBJ Presidential Library 

scott.seely@nara.gov 

(5:~2) 72:]_ 02::L0 



JUNE 1993 KITT, EARTHA 

MATERIAL AT THE LBJ LIBRARY PERTAINING TO 

EARTHA KITT 

INTRODUCTION 

This list includes the principal files in the Johnson LibraB7 that contain material relating to Eartha Kitt. It 
is not definitive, however, and researchers should consult with the Library’s archivists about other 
potentially usefi~l files. The guide includes those collections which have been opened for research in part 
or in whole, and those collections which are currently unprocessed or unavailable. Unless otherwise 
stated, the files listed are available for research. 

WHITE HOUSE CENTRAL FILES (WHCF) 

This permanent White House office was the main filing unit during the Johnson presidency, though not 
the primary file for foreign policy documents. Material was filed under 60 major subject headings. For 
descriptions of the various subject headings, see the finding aid for ~q-ICF. Most of the material dealing 
with Eartha Kitt m~d the JanuaB7 18, 1968, Women Doers Luncheon at which she spoke was filed under 
PP 5/Lady Bird Johnson, Boxes 63 (Executive categoB~) and Box 65 (General catego~’). The material 
consists primarily of letters received by the White House concerning the incident and responses from 
President or Mrs. Johnson. There are approximately 200 pages relating to Ms. Kitt. 

WIHCF NAME FILE 

This file serves as a name index to the Subject File. Nmne Files, in general, contain copies of the first 
page of documents (used as cross references) filed in the Subject Files. There are approximately 64 
pages in White House Central File, Name File, "Kits," Box 166, almost all of which are cross-references 
to V~’~-ICF, Subject File, PP 5/Lady Bird Johnson. 

APPOINTMENT FILES 

The Daily Diau is a log sheet of the President’s appointments and phone calls maintained by the White 
House secretaries. The Dia~ for Janua~ 18, 1968, is eight pages in length; Eartha Kitt is mentioned on 
two of those pages. 

WIHITE IHOUSE SOCIAL IFILES 

Social Files, Alpha File 
This file contains outgoing correspondence from Mrs. Johnson or her staff and often includes 
the original incoming correspondence as well. Material on Eartha Kitt is filed in Boxes 1305 - 
1309. It consists of a series of folders labeled "Kitt, Eartha - A" through "Kitt, Eartha - XYZ," 
containing letters received by the White House in response to Ms. Kitt’s speech at the Women 



Doers Luncheon and a copy of the White House reply, filed by the last name of the 
correspondent. "Kitt, Eartha - A" (Box 1305) through "Kitt, Eartha, E" (Box 1306) are 
available for research; Boxes 1307 through 1309 are unprocessed. There are approximately 
800 pages of material in each box. 

Liz Carpenter’s Subject File 

Elizabeth Carpenter was Mrs. Johnson’s Press SecretalT during the White House years. These 

files contain both subject and speech files. Request by folder title and box number. Material 

on Ms. Kitt may be found in "Women Doers Luncheon - 1/18/68" [2 folders], Box 45. Each 

folder contains approximately 125 pages of material, including memoranda, newspaper 

clippings, transcripts of the luncheon speeches, including Eartha Kitt’s remarks, and summaries 

of telephone reaction to the luncheon. Two items are restricted. 

Social Entertainment Office Files 
Contain all planning, invitations, programs, and guest lists for social events at the White 
House. Request by folder title and box number. "Women Doers Luncheon, 1/18/68," Box 
107, contains approximately 115 pages of material, including Ms. Kitt’s letter of acceptance. 

OFFICE FILES OF THE WHITE IHOUSE AIDES 

Many White House aides maintained office files of their own, separate physically from the rest of the 
White House Central Files. The files of each aide reflect his or her responsibilities. 

Har~7 McPherson 
"Mrs. Johnson" 

contains a copy of a press report of the Women Doers Luncheon and 
of a personal letter from Harry McPherson to Mrs. Johnson about the 
luncheon. 

Box 50 

Mildred Stegall 
"Kitt, Eartha" 

contains less than 1/4" of material. The file is unprocessed. 
Box 32 

OFFICE FILES OF JOHN MACY 

John Macy was the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission. As a "talent scout" he maintained a file 
on all persons considered for appointments. These folders are reviewed on written request. A card file is 
maintained in the Reading Room for those name files currently available. Researchers should anticipate 
a delay in receiving unprocessed material. "Kitt, Eartha," Box 312, contains eight pages of material and 
is available for research. 

PRESS OFFICE IFILES 

Press Secreta~’s News Conferences, Box 31, contains copies of the press briefings for the mornings of 
January 19 and January 22, 1968. The Press Secretary was asked one question about Ms. Kitt at each 
briefing; each briefing is five pages in length. 



ORAL HISTORIES 

Transcripts of oral history interviews may be consulted at the Library or borrowed through interlibrary 
loan by writing to the Interlibrary Loan Archivist, L?aadon B. Johnson Library, 2313 Red River Street, 
Austin, Texas, 78705. Interviews with the following people contain material on Eartha Kitt and are open 
for research. A complete list of oral histories is available and is maintained in a card file in the Reading 
Room. 

Carpenter, Elizabeth 
Francis, Sharon 
Hughes, Governor and Mrs. Richard (Betty) 
Peden, Katherine Graham 

ARCHIVES REFERENCE FILE 

The Reference File has been assembled by the archives staff to assist them in answering questions about 
Lyndon Johnson, his family, the Johnson administration, and related topics. 

"Kitt, Eartha" contains four pages of newspaper clippings 

IDISSERTATIONS, PAPERS, AND THESES 

Mezzack, Janet L. "Mrs. Johnson and Eartha Kitt: The Women Doers Luncheon of January 18, 1968." 
Course paper for History 350L, "LBJ and His Times," Dr. Lewis Gould, The University of Texas at 
Austin, May 13, 1987. 

Smith, Nancy Kegan. "Journey of the Heart - The Papers of Lady Bird Johnson." Paper presented at the 
Society of American Archivists Annual Meeting, Austin, Texas, October 29, 1985. 

VERTICAL FILE 

Mezzack, Janet L. "Without Manners You Are Nothing: Lady Bird Johnson, Eartha Kitt, and the 
Women Doers’ Luncheon of January 18, 1968." Presidential Studies Quarterly 20 (Fall 1990) 745-760. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benom~z, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 11:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.~mc.edu~% Regester. Chaxleue B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Pml-tilne Classroom Studie~ Spriug 2014 

OK. Z’m copying Tim and Charlene on this reply. They will need to submit a propos~*,l soon to revise the course, but our spring list of 

approved ma~or revismns ~s already full, so Z don’t think wdll be able to add this one as well, Because of budget cuts, our budget for new 

COO courses and major revisions is ]imbed to four each across departments and we’re already at more than that. Maybe they could work 

on it during the sprin9 arid offer it next summer. With his proposal and your written approval, Z would put him on contract to do the 

work. Iq~ check T)~er ~i?*er, the head of our ~nstructiona~ design unit, *o see if they can manage ano*her mNor revismn for ~pring, but 

Thanks, 

~udith 

CB#1020 

Chcpe~ Hi~l, NC 27699 

F~x: 9~9-962.-6549 

beno~i¢z@em¢iLunc.edu 

h~p://f~id~ycen¢e~.unc.edu 

~ ¥center.unc.edu/stories 

https://www.facebook.com/uncfridaycenter 

Embrace Diversity! ’~We learn [he most from those who we have the ~esst in common w~th;" 
Joseph M. DeS~r~lone, 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institut~ of Private Enterprise 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
8ent~ Thursday, Ju~y 25, 2013 1~:04 AN 

Te~ Benowitz, Judith 
Su~ject~ RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 

Dear Judith, 

Many thanks for the clarification and my apologies. 

At this point I do not think we will be offering CCO courses in the Spring. Tim and Charlene will be working on revising AAAD 130 in the Spring. Tim is currently teaching AAAD 
101 thus I don’t think he can teach another CCO course because of overload requirements. If something charges in the next few weeks, I will let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Benowitz, Judith 
Sent= Thursday, July 25, 2013 10:53 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 

~unice, 

"lh~ was for’ the Part--tirae CIossroom courses, not Carolina Courses Online (CCO), Arlene does Part-ltime Classroom Studies and Z do our 

di~ance learnin9 courses. 

~udith 
,Tudith Benow~tz 
Program Development Speci¢ligt 
The Ft’idty’ Center for Centinum9 Eductt[on 
Umversity of North Ccro~ina 
dB#1020 
Ch~pe~ Hi~l, NC 27699 

Fax: 9~9-962.-6549 
beno~i¢z@em~iLunc.edu 
h~p://feidaycenCe~.unc.edu 

P,e~d our ~torie~ ~t 



htt ps://www.facebook.com/uncf ridaycenter 

Embrace Diversity! "We learn Lhe most from those who we have the least in common with/’ 
Joseph M. DeS~lolqe, 

Dh’ector, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institut~ of Private Enter~rise 
UNC-Chapel 

E~= SaNe, Eunice N 
$eat; Thursday, 3u~y 25, 2013 $0:~ AN 

Te= Benowitz, Judith 
$~bject= ~: Pad-time Classroom Studies, Spring 

Dear Judith, 

T hope you are doing well. 

send the information you are requesting in your email this morning in June. Kindly see the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2023 9:27 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Porter, Robert S 
Subject-" RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 

Thank you for this information Dr. Sahfe~ I will set up AAAD 231 for spring 2014. 

Arlene 

Student Services Manager 

Part-Lime Cfassroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

The W~iam and ~da Friday Center for Cont~nu~n8 Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-~020 

Phone: 9~9-966--~587--- Fax: 9~9-.962-554.9-- Told-Free: 

~Connect with us 
..................................... 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat; Friday, June 07, 2013 8:~ AM 
To= Rainey, Arlene 

Co= Po~er, Robe~ S 
S~bje~t= RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 20~4 
~po~aa~e; High 

Dear Arlene, 

Thankyou for your email. 

have discussed the matter with Robert. Please schedule him to teach AAAD 231. 

Best wishes and thanks, 

Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent; Friday, May 31, 2013 9:17 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Porter, Robert S; afamteacher@cjmail.com 
Subject: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during spring 2014. We 

would like to offer either AAAD 231 or 298. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than July 31 so that we can forward our list to the University Registrar’s 

Office for inclusion in the spring class listing. 

If you have other needs or another suggestion, I’m open to that as well. Please let me know by July 31. As I understand it, the current stipend that we must match 

is $8,000. If this is incorrect, please let me know. Would you also appoint an instructor to teach this course? Once you’ve identified someone, please forward that 

information along to me. 

As always, thank you for your assistance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 



CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587- Fax: 919-962-5549 -Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

http:/!fridaycenter.unc.edu!cp!cs 

~Connect with us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Adams < @ala-choice.org> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 8:43 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[SPAM]PubSys: CHOICE Notitication of NEW Review Assignment for Revno: 000000614897 

Dear Charlene Regester: 

Please do not reply to this automated message~ which is intended to notify you of a new revie~v assigl~aent of a book or Intemet site PLEASE NOTE: For Internet reviews, you will receive 
the CHOICE review fo1Tll in an envelope. 

This assignment, 
Wetta, Frank J The long Reconstruction: the post-Civil War South in histo~’, film, and memory, by Frank J Wetta and Martin A Novelli. Routledge, 2014, was made on 10/31/2013 The 
book and/or paperwork were mailed to the following address: 205 North Graham St, Chapel Hill, NC 27516. The review is due on 12/5/2013. If you do not receive this assignment within 15 
business days, please feel free to contact your editor, Rebecca Ann Bartlett at bbartlett@ala-choice.org. 

Thank you for your contribution to CHOICE’s publishing program. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardslevQ@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:11 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emml.unc.edu>; Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email. unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<euni ce@email.unc.edtr~ 

Lecturer Review Forms from Asian Studies 

Asian Studies How to Apply for Senior Lecturer Pmmotion.docx; Asian Studies Lecturer Review Form.docx; Asian Studies Teaching 

Observation Foim 2011 .doc 

Dear Charlene, Eunice, Margaret, 

Looking forward to meeting you tomorrow In cases these might be of interest, I am attaching some forms that we have developed in Asian Studies for lecturer reviews We have lots of 
lecturers, so lots of reviews every year and we’ve tried to simplify the process with forms. I also attach a document we made for lecturers about how to compile a dossier and statements of 
teaching, professional development, and sep~ice; this is titled How to Apply for Sr Lecturer, but it is applicable to all lecturer dossiers. 

Cheers, 

Jan 

Jan Bardsley 
Associate Professor and Chair 
Department of Asian Studies 
Room 121 New West, bel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asian Studies 

Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 201 1) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Stephen Tropiano <joumaloflfilmandvideo@GMAIL.COM> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:12 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO - SPECIAL DOC ISSUE 

Journal of Film & Video Special Documentary Double Issue - Deadline 
extended! 

JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEOSpecial Double IssueCurrent Issues in Documentary Production & StudiesGuest editors: 
Ben Levin & George Larke-Walsh 

Submission Deadline: January 15, 2014 

Publication Date: Fall/Winter 2015 

We invite articles that discuss production styles, aesthetics and consumption of contemporary documentary. We are 
especially interested in articles that address the following>Contemporary documentary screenwriting (creating stories 
through voice-over narratives, etc.).-Collaborative authorship and potential power imbalances between filmmakers and 
subjects in these situations.-Trends in narrative structuring through re-enactment and/or employing fictional tropes to 
create character types.-Documentary fandom (reality TV stars and/or star directors) and its impact on contemporary 
documentary. 

We are also interested in articles that address the effects of new technologies ad new modes of funding, distribution, 
and marketing on the production of contemporary documentaries>How are newer image capturing devices (DSLR 
Cameras, cell phones, the Red camera, Black Magic cameras, etc.) affecting the conceptualization and production of 
documentaries?-How have Kickstarter, Facebook, etc. changed the way documentaries are being funded? What are the 
implications of obtaining financing via the Internet?-What is the impact of contemporary modes of distribution and 
marketing (YouTube, Netflix, Vimeo, Facebook, Webpages, Blogs, etc.) on documentary production and dissemination? 

In addition, we are also interested in articles that discuss the teaching of contemporary documentary theory in the 
context of a documentary production program. 

The Journal of Film and Video is a blind, peer-reviewed journal. Please submit your essay electronically to Stephen 
Tropiano, editor, at .[ournaloffilmandvideo@gmail.com. Your name must not appear anywhere on your essay. When 
submitting your essay, please include in your e-mail the title of your essay and complete contact information (full name, 
mailing address, telephone number, fax number, and e-mail address). If you have any questions, feel free to email 
Stephen Tropiano at the above address or phone our office at .~.~.~.~.#.:#.#..~..:#..~..£.£. 

signoff Stephen Tropiano 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.americ~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full N~ane should be 

your firsqt and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0,Vrite this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAI ~IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 12:10 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

December update ti~om the PCA/ACA 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Popular 
Culture Association. Please add operations@pcaaca.org to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in 
your inbox! 
You may ._u__r)__s__u___b__s_’__c__rj__b_#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

N;:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association /American Culture Association 

December Update 
6 December 2013 

SUBJECT: December Update from the PCAtACA 

N2 Chicago Theater building photo by Melani 

..... Morgan 

("Cloud Ga~e (The Bean)" cc-.licensed by afunkydamsel) 

It’s December already, can you believe it? The winter is settling in over 
Chicago, priming the city for a delightful spring, Here’s hoping this month 
proves both pleasant and delightful for you~ 
If you haven’t already registered for the 2014 PCAiACA conference, now is a 
perfect time to do so! The Early Bird Deadline is December 15th, so ._h___e___a___d__ 

over there right now! 
Read on for more news, and hot cocoa. Okay, just news. 
News in this email: 
0, PCAiACA 2014 Annual conference 
1. Deadline reminders 
2 Travel Grant updates 
3. Book and Journal awards still being accepted 
4. Do you have an announcement? 
5. Spring regional conferences 
6. Join us on Twitter and Facebook! 

0. PCNACA Annual Conference: Chicago, April 16-19, 2014. 



The submission process has ended for the 2014 Conference. Now it’s time to 
register! All the information you need awaits your visit to the PCA/ACA 
conference site: 
http:/!pcaaca.org/national-conference-2/ 

From there you can find information about booking your hotel and registering for 
the conference. 

Io Deadline Reminders 
Please take note of these key dates regarding the 2014 conference. 
Key Dates: 

Dec 15, 2013 -’"Early Bird"’ registration deadline 

Dec 16,2013 - Deadline for PCAiACA Book Awards 
Jan 1,2014 - Deadline for ..J...P....c.....a....n...d.....J...A....C.‘.....G...r...a...d.....S.‘..t..u...d...e.....n..t.....P...a.#...e...r.....A....w..a...r..d...s.. 
Jan 15; 2014 - Last day to register for the conference and remain in the 
program 

Feb 1,2014 - Preliminary schedule published on-line 
April 16-I 9, 2014 - Conference meets at Chicago Marriott Miracle Mile 

2,. Trave~ Grant Updates 

Thank you to everyone who submitted applications. It has been a very busy 
year, with over 600 applications submitted. Our grant committees are working 
diligently to read these and award the grants. We appreciate your patience as 
we work on these. 
If you have additional questions, please contact our Endowment Board Chair: 

Fred Isaac - fredisaac@aol.com 
3. Book and Journa~ Awards 

PCA/ACA Book Awards, E~ectronic Reference Award, and Peter Rollins 
Awards Deadline: Submissions must be received by Award Committee 
Members by December 16, 2013o 

If you wish to ask a publisher to submit a book, you must contact the publisher 
and ask them to nominate the book ASAP. 
More info: http:iipcaaca.orgiliterary-and-f]lm-awardsi 

PCAiACA Journal Awards for best Graduate Student Paper 
Submissions deadline: January 1,2014 

Awards for the best Graduate Student Papers to be delivered at the 2014 
Conference. More info: http;//pcaaca,Qrqiiournal-awards/ 
4. Announcements and Jobs 

The PCA/ACA OppQrtunjtj#~ #a_cj~ provides a nexus for our members looking 
for new ways to publish, connect, and share their work with others. If you haven’t 
visited, you should! 

Aside from many great publishing and conference opportunities, we have t’wo 
jobs posted right now: 

PhD Research Job: Aesthetic Proper Times in Theme Parks (due 
Monday 13 Jan 2014) 
Job: Tenured Associate Professor, Dept of Performance Studies Texas 
A&M University 

Last, we have an announcements category designed to help PCAJACA 
members let one another know what they are doing. Have a book or an essay 
coming out? Let us know! 
6o Spring Regiona~ Conferences 

Unable to get to join us for the 2014 PCAJ’ACA conference? Looking for 
another Popular Culture conference experience this Spring? Consider these 
spring regional conferences: 

Far West PCA: 21-23 Feb 2014 Las Vegas 
Southwest PACA: 19-22 Feb 2014 Albuquerque 
Oceanic PCA: 23-24 May 2014, Honolulu 

Join us on Twitter and Facebook! 

Aside from the PCA/ACA website (http://pcaaca.orq), we also have 



Facebook page !http://facebook.com/pcaaca} and a Twitter feed 
{’http://twitter.com/pcaaca) 

Use the hashta9 #pcaacal 4 to connect with other PCA/ACA folks, plan panels, 
arrange room-sharinc and more! 

If you have questions or concerns please email 
President Joy Sperling 
p[..e.~j.~.~.~@.r~.~.,~g. 

Brendan Riley II Lee Halper 
ED Operations II ED Events 

operations@pcaaca.org II events@pcaaca.org 

Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this email 

This em~il w~s se~t to re~ester(~email.~nc,ed~i by operations@pcaaca.orq 

Update Prof:ile/Email Add[ess hstan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribe"~ P[ivacy Policy, 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Hichigan Avenue :: Chicago :: IL :: 60605 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

briley@colum.edu <events@regonline.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 4:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

2014 Popular C ulture Association / American Culture Association Cont~rence: Password Reset 

A password reset was requested for this email address. 

To reset your password, click the link below. 
Reset Password 

This will allow you to create a new password after which you can log in to 
your account. 
The link expires in 12 hours. 

Thanks. 

Policy 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

events@regonline.com 

Monday, December 9, 2013 4:50 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Registration Confimmtion 

Thank you for registering. You are confirmed for 

2014 Popular Culture Association / American 

Culture Association Conference 

Name: Charlene Regester 

Registration ID: 63133117 

Review, chan~e, or update your registratioP,. 

We look foPward to seeing you at the event! 

When 

4/16/2014 8:00 AM CDT - 

4/19/2014 9:45 PM CDT 

:: i!):.i:: Add to My Calendar 

Where 

Chicago Marriott Miracle Mile 

540 North Michigan Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois 60611 

1-312-836-0100 

the ewmt, olick here 

Contact 

SHARE WiTH FRIENDS 

Tweet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beclcy Bartlett <BBartlet ~ala-choice.org> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Sharon Coleman <SColeman@a]a-choice.org> 

VW: Book Review 

Book Review ChoiceLongReconstmctionFinalEdit(4).docx 

This rece~vedo Tl[aan ks so much. Becky 
From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :t8, 20:t3 :t2:08 PM 
To: Becky Bartlett 
Subject: RE: Book Review 
Dear Becky: Attached is a copy of the book review currently due. The book is entitled, The Long Reconstruction: The Post-Civil War South in History, Film, and Memory by 
Frank .I. Wetta and Martin A. Novelli. Please let me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Becky Bartlett [BBartlett@ala-choice.org] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 20:t3 :t0:52 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co: Sharon Coleman 
Subject: RE: Book Review 

Hi, Cl~aarlene, and t[~anks for letting t~.s know. We’lll add two weeks, to give yot~. breat[dng room. Best, Becky 
From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@emaiLunc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, December 0S, 2013 3:17 PM 

To: Becky Bartlett 
Subject: Book Review 

Dear Editor Rebecca Bartlett: Currently, I am reviewing Frank Wetta and Martin Novelli, The Long Reconstruction: The Post-Civil War South in History, Film, and Memory. The 
review is due December 5th, 20:13 but I am running behind because we are in the middle of Final Exams. I will have the book review completed within a week -- so I am 
asking for a little extension. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oflfice@cmstudies.org 

Friday, December 20, 2013 10:25 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

2014 Seattle Preliminary. Conference Program Now Available 

A preliminary draft of the 2014 SCMS conference schedule is available now. The index can be used to locate your scheduled panel(s) and/or 
workshop(s). Please send minor changes and corrections (in affiliations, presentation order, or spelling) to oNce@cmstudies.org by Monday, 
January 6, 2014 at 5PM CT. 

~hile all of the open call papers have now been assigned to panels, the open call panel chair may still change as we work through our list of 
volunteers Our office will send additional information including instructions to the chairs and the contact information of all of the presenters to the 
open call panel participants in early February~ 

!~.!~.~,I~.!~..N.Q.~[.~.: We will NOT upload corrections to the program draft. All corrections will be included in the final hard copy conference program 
that will be distributed at the conference. 

~’1[.!§.~.: We will not make ctnanges to the scheduled day or time of your panel or workshop. If you are not able to present on your scheduled day 
or time and need to cancel, please contact the SCMS once: oNce@cmstudies.org. 

The SCMS Office will be closed December 23 through January 1 for the holiday break. Starting January 2, we will begin responding to your ernails 
in the order that they were received. 

Happy Holidays! 

Jane Dye, Debbie Rush, and Ron Evans 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer ~gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 9:14 PM 

~gmail .corn 

Thank you t~om the UFVA! 

Dear Renewing Member, 

Thank you for renewing your membership with the University Film and Video Association! We so appreciate your commitment to furthering the 

goals of our association. 

To remind you, as a member of the UFVA, you may vote, hold office, serve on committees and receive the member’s registration rate at 
conferences. Please visit our website to see everything else that’s going on at the UFVA: bttp://www.ufva.org/If you are interested, we have 
made the 2013 UFVA Member Directory available at http://www.ufva.org/node/5370. We hope this list will help us stay connected in between 
conferences and foster better communication between members. 

And, of course, the 2014 conference is around the corner. Please visit the website for upcoming deadlines: http://www.ufva.org/conference 

As always, we hope to see you there! 

If you have any questions, please feel free to email me. I’m always here to help[ We look forward to serving you in the future, and to your 

continued participation in the University Film and Video Association. 

All the besg 

Andrea Meyer 

UFVA Home Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Tuesday, Februan.’ 4, 2014 6:27 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

PCA/ACA 2014 l_Jpdates - Schedule and Hotel 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

Updates on the PCA/ACA 2014 conference 
Greetings! 
Here are a few brief updates about the 2014 PCA!ACA conference in 
Chicago from 16-19 April. 
The schedule is online! 

The preliminary schedule for the conference is available here: 
http:/incp.pcaaca.orgischedule/all 
VVe don’t expect things to change much from the current state of things, but 
some events are still being scheduled 
A PDF of the program will be available sometime in early March. 
Hotel update: 
Now that the schedule is available, we expect to see some movement in the 
hotel room block. 

If you have reserved more room nights than you plan to use, we request 
that you adjust your reservation so others may book rooms at the 
conference hotel~ 
We have opened a few additional rooms in the conference hotel as well. 

Alternate hotels: 

We have also begun arranging discount room blocks at alternate hotels 
near the Chicago Downtown Marriott Miracle Mile. You can find 
information about these blocks here: 

If you have questions please email: 

Joe Hancock, ED Events, events@pcaaca.org 
Brendan Riley, ED Operations, operations@pcaaca.org 

Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this email 

] 

[his email was sent to regester@elnail.unc~edu by’ oj~er~tiRn~f~pcaag~:g£g 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan[ removal with SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue :: Chicago :: IL :: 60605 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Metz, Winifred F <freddie@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 1:02 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: at UCLA, too. 

Ma~ieCla?~ncollectionU CLA.xls 

Hey Charlene, 

It looks like they hold a copy- at UCLA as well. You’d need to make a research reques~t in advance to view the film. Hem is a link to their site: 

http:L,’www.cinema.ucla.edu’educatior~/re search- m~chive 

The film is held in "their Mamie Clayton collection - consisting of over 450 film holdings related to AfiJcan Americm~ history and the portrayal of African Americans in 

film and television... 

I’m attaching an excel sheet with listings tbr all 450 of their films - in ca~ there are other Stepin Fetchit films you’d like to view while you are there. I’ve 
highlighted "He~xts in Dixie." 

Hope this information is helpful. 

Best, 
Winified 

Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 

Universily of North Carolina at Chapel 

t’reddJ e(~ em ail.unc.edn 

919-962-4099 

On Feb 6, 2014, at 10:53 AM, Winifred Melz wrote: 

Hey, 

I tracked a viewable coW down at the Eastman ttouse in Rochester. 

You’d need to make a viemng aptx~iat in advance - which you may do by phoning Jared at (585) 271-3361 extension 334. 

Or yon can email them at Filmstudie~eater@geh.org. 

I also have a call in to the Mamie Cla.vton Collection at UCLA to see if they have a viewable priat. 

With the time difference, it might be a bit before they get back to Ine. 

Hope this helps. 

Best, 
Winili’ed 

Winifred Fordham Metz 

Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

freddie~,email, unc edu 

919-962-4099 

On Feb 6, 2014, at 9:00 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Fred: Currently, I am writing a book chapter on Stepin Fetchit and he appeared in Hearts in Dixie :t929. 1 have checked several sources to 
locate this film but it is not in circulation. Therefore, I would like to see what archive or film library might house a print of this film so that I can 
propose a grant to support my transportation to see this film. It is really important that I screen the film -- since it is important to my discussion. If 
possible, can you help me to locate this film i.e. Library of Congress, George Eastman House etc. Will discuss further when I see you in person. 
Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



A 

6 TITLE 
7 [1982 BACS Winners] 
8 3-2-1 Contact 
9 A Conversation with nedra wheeler 

10 A fond little memory 
11 A Little Off the mark 
12 a moving experience 
13 A Piece of the Action 
14 A Rhapsody in blue 
15 A shade of orange 
16 A son of africa: the slave narrative of Olaudah equiano 
17 A time to be remembered (a juneteenth story) 
18 a view from here 
19 A warm December 
20 [Aerial shots of california] ; KTLA Presents Hell in the City of Angles ; Las Vegas 
21 [Aerial shots of california] ¯ KTLA Presents Hell in the City of Angles ; [Las Vegas] 
22 african-american heroes of world war I1: tuskegee fighter pilots and black war time radio 
23 Akinsanya kambon: the hero avenges 
24 All the Fighter 
25 all god’s children 
26 All God’s Children 
27 All of the people against some of the people 
28 All that and rabbit stew 
29 american experience 
30 an All-Colored Vaudeville Show 
31 And still we dance 
32 Anna lucasta 
33 Anti-wAr 
34 Archival daredevils ; Small city scenics ; World parades ; WWII footage 
35 Attack on Terror Part ii 
36 Attack on terror: the fbi vs. the ku klux klan 
37 Baby face 
38 Back and forth 
39 back inside herself 
40 [BACS Awards 7/18/96] 
41 [BACS Awards winners 1992] 
42 Basie’s Boogie 
43 Basin Street REvue 
44 Basin Street REvue 
45 Beale street mama 
46 BEat City Workout 
47 benjamin o. davis., jr: American 
48 Beware 
49 Beyond the agenda 
50 Beyond the Agenda 



1 Mayme A. Clayton Museum Collection 
2 Invento~ list 
3 For more information contact the Archive Research & Study Center 
4 arsc@ucla.edy 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 EPISODE YEAR 

10 
11 Ordeddiorder 1980 
12 1988 
13 1991 
14 1985 
15 
16 1977 
17 
18 1992 
19 1996 
20 1995 
21 1991 
22 1972 
23 
24 
25 1995 
26 
27 1971 
28 1996 
29 1996 
30 
31 1941 
32 Citizen King 1/19/2004 
33 
34 1985 
35 1959 
36 
37 
38 
39 1975 
40 1959 
41 
42 1983 
43 1996 
44 
45 1950 
46 1955 
47 1955 
48 
49 1994 
50 1998 



D 
1 

6 
7 
8 
9 DIRECTOR 

10 

12 Thomas, Jerome 
13 Hooks, Rodney Allen 

14 Wheaton, Robert 
15 Gamy L Tayor 
16 
17 Aubrey Scotto 
18 Larry Madden 
19 AIrick Riley 
20 Hank Gray 
21 Richard Adisa Jones 
22 
23 
24 
25 David Peters Gary J Nelson 
26 Amandilo Mmelika-Cousin 
27 Rick Baxter and William Greaves 
28 Dr Dee Mosbacher Francis Reid Dr. Sylvia Rhue 
29 
30 
31 
32 Orlando Bagwell W. Noland Walker 
33 
34 Jean Rivil 
35 Arnold Laven 
36 
37 
38 Marvin Chomsky 
39 Chomsky, Marvin J. 
40 Carlos Vander Tolosa 
41 Donell Lowe 
42 Saundra Sharp 
43 
44 
45 
46 Joseph Kohn 
47 Joseph Kohn 
48 
49 
50 



E 

6 
7 
8 
9 NOTES 

10 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1982. BACS Awards 1982 Film Grant. - from tape label Cont~ 
11 Content: Episode of 3-2-1 Contact about order and disorder featuring skits about order and disorder in basketball, m 

12 Possible Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission Tape will not play after the first two mintues. Content 
13 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1992. 3rd hon. merit. - from tape label copyright 1991 First Li 
14 Black American Cinema Society (B.A.C.S.) festival submission. From Credits: "Written, Produced, Directed and Edil 
15 Content notes: Short experimental film about a girl who rides a bus, buys a car and then a bicycle. 

16 Eastman 1977 stock. Printed on leader: Edited Airplane Version Footage Measured with ruler. MCLM Unique #0257 
17 Louis Armstrong is a servant that would rather play music then clean. A maid hits him on the head with a mop and h, 

18 A man and his wife must cope with their child’s dying from a fatal disease. She is laid to rest in a cemetery by her pa 
19 MCLM #02997 - T.L. 11/5/2010 
20 Juneteenth is the oldest African-American Celebration in the nation. "A Time to be Remembered" is a docudrama th~ 
21 A young boy feels neglected when the neighborhood kids won’t let him play footaball with them. After a player is inju~ 
22 Footage measured with a ruler. Eastman 1973 stock. MCLM unique #000002028 --T.L. 3/4/2010 
23 1 - Silent aerial shots of California for 12 seconds. - T.L. 4/1/09 ; 2 - Silent Watts Riot footage from telecopter and 

24 1 - Silent aerial shots of California for 12 seconds. - T.L. 4/1/09 ; 2 - Silent Watts Riot footage from telecopter and 
25 African-American airmen in World War II are credited with the destruction (or damage) of 409 enemy aircraft. The v~ 
26 Tape is a compilation of interviews by a local girl reporter. First is a Stevie Wonder interview about his music being b 
27 Eastman 1977 stock. From sticker on leader: WFAA-TV Film -- T.L. 9/1/2010 
28 MCLM #03141 - T.L. 11/5/2010 
29 Color Bars. Good quality picture and production. Black American Cinema Society (B.A.C.S.) festival submission. C 
30 Content: Educational film using archival footage to tell the story of Alabama Governor George C. Wallace’s attempt 
31 Bugs bunny cartoon. MCLM unique #02157 -- T.L. 8/18/2010 

32 A documentary that draws on input from a broad cross-section of people to examine to last five years of Dr. Martin L 
33 Variable Denisty track. Content: Dance Performance by a group of danciers in chef costumes followed by a song by 
34 10 minute pilot for a 60 minute film about San Francisco’s Ethnic Dance Festival, following its history, and the dance 
35 Eastman stock from 1958 or 1978 Mono, variable denisty soundtrack. - Trisha Lendo 2/17/2009 

36 Content: Educational film, using archival footage, about war protests. Covers protest of FDR and World War II by c¢ 
37 1 - Content notes: Various daredevil stunts including a man crab walking underneath a piano, a man switching plane,’ 

38 Foot~g~ m~ured wi~h ru~r. M~L.M u~iqu~ fiumb~ 000000~0 Produceri Phii~p ~rn~r~ ~di[ ~nfo from printl 
39 The word "Chicken" is written on the leader. Leader indicates that this footage is outtakes of an unidentified project. 
40 MCLM Unique number: 000000852 - T.L. 5/13/09 

41 Experimental piece cutting back and forth between an alcoholic woman alone in her apartmend and a guy as he 
42 Experimental piece on an African American woman who must "go back inside herself" away from the fake nature of 
43 Interviews in the lobby after the Black American Cinema Society awards, plus footage of the awards show. Some se 

44 Compilation tape of Black American Cinema Society Award winners from 1992:00:00:00-00:00:42 - A FOND LITTLE 
45 Eastman 1975 stock. From opening credits: Shader Telescriptions Content: Count Basle and his Orchestra open wit 
46 Measured reel with ruler. From Credits: "Studio Films Inc. M146033 is a better copy of the same film. T.L. 4/10/09 

47 Measured reel with ruler. From Credits: "Studio Films Inc. M146033 is a better copy of the same film. T.L. 4/10/09 
48 MCLM Unique number: 000000854 - T.L. 5/13/09 
49 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1995. From credits: Dave Chapman presents An Amazing Pul 

50 The first black to graduate from West Point in the 20th century, Davis led the all black Tuskegee Airmen into aerial c 



F G H 
1 

6 
7 
8 
9 INV # FORMAT TYPE 

10 M156084 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
11 Tl17086 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
12 M156080 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
13 M156083 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
14 M155929 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
15 M143096 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
16 M155918 16 SAFETY 
17 M145963 16 SAFETY 
18 M155903 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
19 M143186 1/2 IN. VHS VIDEOCASSETTE 
20 M156222 1/2 IN. VHS VIDEOCASSETTE 
21 M143182 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
22 m146143 16 SAFETY 
23 M143111 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
24 M143112 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
25 M156232 1/2 IN. VHS VIDEOCASSETTE 
26 M143177 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
27 M137691 16 SAFETY 
28 M143187 1/2 IN. VHS VIDEOCASSETTE 
29 M155879 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
30 M146111 16 SAFETY 
31 M154213 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
32 T111248 1/2 IN. VHS VIDEOCASSETTE 
33 M146016 16 SAFETY 
34 M143192 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
35 M145975 16 SAFETY 
36 M146096 16 SAFETY 
37 M143093 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
38 T114559 16 SAFETY 
39 M146073 16 SAFETY 
40 M145974 16 SAFETY 
41 M155906 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
42 M155905 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
43 M155950 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
44 M156063 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
45 M137693 16 SAFETY 
46 M146032 16 SAFETY 
47 M146033 16 SAFETY 
48 M145973 16 SAFETY 
49 M156077 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
50 M156229 1/2 IN. VHS VIDEOCASSETTE 



A 
51 Big Time 
52 Billy: Portrait of a street kid 
53 biography 
54 biography 
55 Bip bang boogie 
56 Bip bang boogie 
57 black american odyssey 
58 Black and tan 
59 [black jazz: baron lee- Duke Ellington- cab calloway] 
60 [Black Musical revue 1] 
61 [Black Musical revue 2] 
62 [Black Musicals] 
63 Black Olympians 1904-1984 ¯ Athletics and Social Change in America 
64 Black POwer 
65 Black rodeo 
66 Blood of Jesus 
67 [blow top blues] 
68 Body and Soul 
69 boogie-woogie dream 
70 booker t washington 
71 bright road 
72 Broken earth 
73 broken strings 
74 Bronze Buckaroo 
75 Brother John 
76 Brother John 
77 Brothers 
78 Bubbling over 
79 Buck and the preacher 
80 Buffalo Soldier 
81 Bustin’ Loose 
82 By the year 2000 
83 cab calloway’sjitterbug party 
84 Cab Calloway’sjitterbug Party 
85 CAbin in the sky 
86 cake walking babies from home ; Nasa footage ; Teddy at the throttle 
87 caldonia 
88 Carmen Jones 
89 Carmen jones 
90 CAsbah 
91 Charles drew: determined to succeed 
92 Check and double check 
93 Chester himes: The Long Climb 
94 Chicago 1968 
95 [Chicago aerials] 
96 Chinese justice ; [Car races] ; [John F. Kennedy and Lee Harvey Oswald footage] ; Mondo Pazzo -- Trailer ; Beyond 
97 Cinderella ; The frog prince ; Hansel and gretal ; The Little chimney Sweep 
98 cindy’s day 
99 Claudine 
100 Cleveland perspectives 



B C 
51 
52 
53 1993 
54 
55 1977 
56 Madin Luther King, Jr. The man and the dream. 1997 
57 Ship ofslaves:the middle passage 1997 
58 
59 
60 1987 
61 1929 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 1986 
67 
68 1972 
69 
7O 
71 
72 1944 
73 
74 1953 
75 
76 1986 
77 
78 
79 
80 1994 
81 
82 
83 1994 
84 
85 Speaking ofyoung Black men 1933 
86 1935 
87 
88 
89 ??;1917 
9O 
91 
92 1975 
93 
94 1995 
95 
96 Death’s door--trailer;[newsfoootage of building on fire];[Scenesfrom a 1996 
97 
98 1999 
99 
100 



D 
51 
52 Dakar, Laini 
53 Dakar, Laini 
54 Andrew Georgias 
55 Steve Gethers 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 Dudley Murphy 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 Goldschen, Jeff 
67 
68 Jeff Kanew 
69 
70 Crouch, William Forest 
71 
72 Hans Burger 
73 
74 Gerald Mayer 
75 Roman Freuluch 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 Scott M Pitts 
81 
82 
83 Armstrong, Bill 
84 
85 
86 Fred Waller 
87 
88 Minnelli, Vincenti 
89 ? ; ? ; Clarence G. Badger 
90 
91 
92 Otto Preminger 
93 John Berry 
94 
95 
96 Rex Barnett 
97 
98 
99 
100 Lotte Reiniger ; Lotte Reiniger ; Lotte Reiniger ; Lotte Reiniger 



E 
51 MCLM Unique number: 000000855 - Trisha Lendo 2/24/09 
52 An African American boy is harrassed by his math teacher in a predominantly White advanced learning elementary s 
53 Color Bars. Good quality picture and production. Black American Cinema Society (B.A.C.S.) festival submission. F~ 
54 Measured reels with ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000000857 -T.L. 4/10/09 
55 Eastman Kodak stock form 1979 On Leader: WFAA TV Film MCLM Unique number: 000000858 - Trisha Lendo 2/1 
56 
57 Story about the Middle Passage, including condition of ships, the trade of slaves, and the story of the Amistad mutim 
58 Content notes: Harlemwood Studios.-SNB MCLM Unique number: 000000859 -T.L. 5/13/09 
59 Content notes: Harlemwood Studios.-SNB MCLM Unique number: 000000859 -T.L. 5/13/09 

60 Educational 3 Part series. See attached sheets from Handel Film Corporation (found in cans) for more information 
61 MCLM Unique number: 000000065 Content notes: Fredi Washington, a dancer with heart trouble, performs althoug~ 

62 Irving Wells introduces three artists followed by a clip of them performing with their bands as Wells provides voiceov 
63 Title from can. 1 - The Chanticleers perform Jumpin Jack from Hackensack. 98 ft., 1988 eastman stock. 2 - "King C 
64 Title from can. - Dean Martin and the Mills Brothers singing the song Paper Doll on the Dean Martin Show. 121 ft., E 

65 Title from can. - single performer(male) on a piano singing Rock it For Me. 86ft. Kodak stock 1963 - "Honeysuckle F 
66 Eastman 1987 stock. Title in opening credits is "Athletics and Social Change in America", but the end credits lists "BI 
67 Content: Educational film featuring clips of speeches on Black Power from Adam Clayton Powell, Floyd McKissick, 
68 
69 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000000109 --T.L. 2/4/2010 
70 Eastman stock 1945 or 1965 Footage measured with a ruler. Director from IMDB http://www.dailymotion.com/video! 
71 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000000844 --T.L. 2/4/2010 

72 MCLM Unique number: 000000110 Content notes: Group of musicians perform in a club after hours. Songs include 
73 MCLM Unique number: 000000911 - T.L. 5/11/09 
74 No edgecode -- SNB 4/15/10 
75 Eastman Kodak stock from 1986. Variable area soundtrack. Notes from can- Cust. Name: Western Sts. Black Rese~ 
76 No edge code-- SNB 4/13/10 
77 Agfa Stock. -- T.L. 6/23/2010 
78 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000000915 --T.L. 2/16/2010 

80 MCLM #02765 From box: Black American Cinema Society Submission 1995 A podrait of young Black men who 
81 Variable Density track. Content: Musical starring Ethel Waters. Water’s is frustrated when her husband’s relatives k 

82 Footage measured with a ruler. Fuji stock. More then one stock. Slugs removed. MCLM unique #000000919 -- T.L. 
83 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1993. Written and Directed by Bill Armstrong Produced by Adri 
84 Footage measured with a ruler. Eastman 1981 stock. MCLM unique #000000919 -- T.L. 2/16/2010 

85 Program intemiews young Black men in Southern California from a variety of backgrounds, linked together by the co 
86 MCLM Unique number: 000003630 Content notes: Cab Calloway performs at the cotton club and then goes to a jitte 
87 MCLM Unique number: 000003630 Variable Area Soundtrack. Content: Cab Calloway performs Hotcha Razz-Ma-T~ 
88 Reel 3 found and addedto others_ Barcodes FG0000366179 and FG00OO366187_ -- T.L. 12/14/2010 Reels I and 2 
89 1 - Content notes: Band playes "Cake walking babies from home" while women dance. ; 2 - Content notes: Rockets 
90 Content notes: Berle Adams presents Caldonia with Louis Jordan and his Tympany Five. Title complete. MCLM Unic 

92 1961/1981 edgecode. -- JF 5/19/10 
93 Measured footage with ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000000921 -T.L. 5/13/09 
94 A pioneering African-American doctor in the early and mid-1900’s, Charles Drew paved the way for countless others 
95 Eastman 1976 Written on credits "C&C Television Corp. presents Amos N Andy in Check and Double Check" MCLN 
96 Sho~ educational video on the life of Chester Himes through the use of narration and scholarly intemiews over foun( 
97 Content: Educational film about the 1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago and its surrounding protests. Features 
98 Silent aerial footage shot on VHS. -- SNB 11/18/09 
99 1 -Content: Ve~ graphic shoWnewsreel about chinese drug dealers and users being exectued. From film: "A picture 
100 1 - A silloutette animation of Cinderella. Primrose Productions Music by Freddie Phillips -Trisha Lendo 2/17/2009 ; 



F G H 
51 M145982 16 SAFETY 
52 M143121 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
53 M155878 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
54 M146031 16 SAFETY 
55 T111237 16 SAFETY 
56 t111247 4 3/4 IN DVD 
57 M156227 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
58 M145950 16 SAFETY 
59 M145950 16 SAFETY 
60 M146106 16 SAFETY 
61 M146011 16 SAFETY 
62 M155900 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
63 M128103 16 SAFETY 
64 M128177 16 SAFETY 
65 m146128 16 SAFETY 
66 M155912 16 SAFETY 
67 M146103 16 SAFETY 
68 M146089 16 SAFETY 
69 m146129 16 SAFETY 
70 m155532 16 SAFETY 
71 m146126 16 SAFETY 
72 M146007 16 SAFETY 
73 M145953 16 SAFETY 
74 M156245 16 SAFETY 
75 M143059 16 SAFETY 
76 M156238 16 SAFETY 
77 M155919 16 SAFETY 
78 m146135 16 SAFETY 
79 m146149 16 SAFETY 
80 M155932 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
81 M146001 16 SAFETY 
82 m146139 16 SAFETY 
83 M156067 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
84 m146137 16 SAFETY 
85 Tl11245 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
86 M146006 16 SAFETY 
87 M146015 16 SAFETY 
88 M155913 16 SAFETY 
89 M143081 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
90 m145976 16 SAFETY 
91 m155476 16 SAFETY 
92 M155887 16 SAFETY 
93 M146048 16 SAFETY 
94 M156221 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
95 M155922 16 SAFETY 
96 M155292 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
97 M146104 16 SAFETY 
98 M143185 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
99 M143078 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
100 M143075 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 



A 
101 [club footage] 
102 cocaine: the bride with a cold heart 
103 Color adjustment 
104 colored American cavalcade 
105 Columbia 1968 
106 cOME bACK cHARLESTON bLUE 
107 Community Focus 
108 Confrontation in Washington 
109 Conrack 
110 Cooley High 
111 Corbett ave. 
112 Coronation of Queen Elizabeth 
113 Cotton Comes to Harlem 
114 Countdown of Kusini 
115 cuny island 
116 Da bridge 
117 Dance club La 
118 Daniel boone 
119 dark exodus 
120 Dark Manhattan 
121 death realities 
122 dingaka 
123 Dirty Gertie from Harlem U.S,A. 
124 Disco 9000 
125 Don redman and his Orchestra 
126 DP404B- Archival airplane footage 
127 East side west side 
128 Eleven P.M. 
129 Eliza runs again 
130 Ethnic notions 
131 Exit 
132 extra change 
133 facing the facade 
134 Foster & Laurie 
135 Frederick Douglass 
136 Frontline 
137 FUNNY FACE 
138 george washington carver 
139 Give me your tired 
140 GOlden Gate Empire 
141 Gordon’s War 
142 greased lightning 
143 great museums 
144 green pastures 
145 Guess who’s coming to dinner 
146 Gussle the golfer ; Gussle’s day of rest ; Gussle tied to trouble 
147 Gussle tied to trouble 
148 H.R. 6161: An Act of Congress 
149 hairpiece 
150 Hallelujah! 



B C 
101 1998 
102 1974 
103 1991 
104 
105 1992 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 Focus on art 1982 

112 
113 1927 

118 1990 

120 1992 
121 The Road to Freedom 1969 
122 
123 
124 1992 
125 1965 
126 1946 
127 
128 
129 
130 Who do you kill? 1963 
131 1915? 
132 
133 1986 
134 
135 1987 
136 
137 
138 
139 Throw away people 
140 
141 1984 
142 
143 
144 
145 1977 
146 The Dusable Museum of African American History 2002 
147 1936 
148 1967 
149 
150 



D 
101 Joey L. Tomacik 
102 
103 Richard Adisa Jones 
104 
105 Alice Arthur 
106 Madon Riggs 
107 
108 
109 

113 Michael Schultz 
114 Gamell 

118 Ronald K Armstrong 
119 T. Carlos Williams 
120 Edward C Bartell II 

122 White, Iverson 
123 
124 S. Torriano Berry 
125 Jamie Uys 
126 Spencer Williams 
127 
128 Henabery, Joseph 
129 
130 Gries, Tom 

132 
133 Riggs, Marion 
134 Simpson, Audley 
135 Carmen Coustaut 
136 Jerald B Harkness 
137 
138 M~rk~ i ~h~rm~n 
139 Sherry Jones 
140 

142 Cathcart, Laura 
143 Howard Evans 
144 
145 Michael Schultz 
146 Wendy Daniel 
147 Marc Connelly 
148 Stanley Kramer 
149 
150 



E 
101 Experimental piece about a discontent housewife, faced with a dilemma when she becomes pregnant and gets accel 
102 Footage measured with a ruler. "WFAA-TV Film" sticker on leader. MCLM unique #000000927 --T.L. 2/9/2010 

103 Story about Cleveland’s attempt to restore itself with interviews from public officials, citizens, and business owners. ~ 
104 Silent footage. Neon sign montage. Club footage. Gay bar footage.--SNB 11/18/09 
105 MCLM #02524 From Box: Black American Cinema Society Festival 3rd Place 1992 -T.L. 11/2/2010 Mixed poetry/in 

106 Feature film on race relations as portrayed through the history of television from Amos ’N Andy to Julia to the Cosby 
107 Variable area soundtrack From opening credits, Episode title: "United Golfers Association 14th Annual Open 10th ,~ 
108 Content: Short educational film about the 1968 protest by Columbia students against the universities decision to buil 
109 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000002411 -- T.L 12/11/2009 

110 Content: Local LA T.V. show called Community Focus. This episode is titled "Focus on Art" and contains interviews v 
111 Content: Educational film, about the Poor People’s Campgain in 1968 and Resurection City in Washington D.C. Inte 
112 Footage measured with a ruler. "WFAA-TV Film" sticker on leader. --T.L. 2/16/2010 
113 Measured footage with film ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000002420 -T.L. 5/7/09 
114 One episode of a local Soap Opera from 70’s or 80’s. -Trisha Lendo 2/24/2009 

115 From Credits: "Castle Films Presents" Measured footage with film ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000003981 -T.L. 4. 
116 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000000084 -- T.L 12/4/2009 
117 Measured footage with ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000002412 -T.L. 5/21/09 

118 MCLM #02541 From box: 2nd Place 1991 Black American Cinema Society Festival Submission -T.L. 11/2/2010 A 
119 Claymation short done with performative narrative on the slang meaning of the word "bridge." Rap versus are featur~ 
120 Content notes: Opens with "Don’t Use Drugs" disclaimer. Short film about club life in LA in the early 90s. Features in1 

121 Content notes: Israel and Ben befriend a runaway slave and his son, Big George and Jimmy, and are forced to help 
122 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1989. 2rid PL. - from tape label Content: A family living in 19’ 
123 Footage measured with a ruler. "Library of Congress" written on the leader. MCLM unique #000000083 -- T.L. 2/9/2( 
124 
125 No edgecode -- SNB 4/15/10 
126 Eastman Stock from 1957 or 1977 MCLM Unique number: 000000998 - Trisha Lendo 2/24/09 
127 Footage measured with ruler. MCLM unique number: 000000081 
128 Footage measured with a ruler. "Vitaphone short. Don Redman and his prchestra perform in a nightclub that has a ~ 
129 Condition notes: Color Bars; frame counter; heavily scratched source material. Star #000002403 
130 A couple living in the Black slums struggles with the pressures of society and are faced with the ultimate challenge o 
131 Eastman 1973 stock. Printed on film before title: From the American Film Institute Collection Richard D. Maurice Pr 
132 Title on film: Eliza RunsAgain Title on can: Simon Lagree Cartoon about Simon Lagree, an evil hunter who chases 
133 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1987. 1st PL 1987. - from tape label edited by Deborah Hoffn 
134 Rudolph Adderly lip syncs to reggae song and dances while dressed in a court jester costume. Possible Black Ame~ 

135 MCLM # 02549 - T.L. 11/2/2010 The story of a preteen and the slow process that begins to take place as she starts s 
136 A documentary on 8 Black students attending a university in Bloomington Indiana, covering their struggle with race 
137 Footage measured with a ruler. Eastman 1978 stock. MCLM unique #000002441 "WFAA-TV Film" sticker on leade~ 

138 Footage measured with a ruler. Gordon Oliver- Producer Don M. Mankiewicz - writer MCLM unique #000002559 
139 Story about the below-poverty African American populations in the United States. The area of Shaw by Washington 
140 Eastman Kodak stock from 1942 or 1962. Variable area soundtrack. Notes from can- Cust. Name: Western Sts. Bk 
141 Born into slavery and reared during Reconstruction, George Washington Carver struggled through poor health, pove 
142 PSA for the Ocean Park Community Center on the homeless population of the US. --- \Black American Cinema So 
143 Short film by the Union Pacific Railroad Motion Picture Bureau about San Francisco and its neighboring areas. Incl 

144 Foot~g~ rn~re~ wi~h ~ ru~i ~FAA-TV FoxTV :~itt~n on ~h~ i~ ~CLM ~niq~0000()244~ :: T.L~;7/~0 
145 Unknown edgecode-- SNB 5/19/10 
146 Through the interviews of curators, museum board members, and other members of its community, this episode 
147 No edgecode. 
148 no edgecode -- SNB 4/21/10 
149 1 - Content: Short silent comedy. Mr. Gussle gets in trouble for gambling at his golf club. Keystone Film -Trisha Ler 

150 4th short in series of 4 Content: Short silent comedy. Unable to watch due to dropout. Keystone Film -Trisha Lendo 



F G H 
101 M155938 1/2 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
102 m146132 16 SAFETY 
103 M143183 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
104 M143190 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
105 M155943 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
106 M143193 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
107 M145993 16 SAFETY 
108 M146110 16 SAFETY 
109 M146117 16 SAFETY 
110 Tl17046 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
111 M146097 16 SAFETY 
112 m146138 16 SAFETY 
113 M146046 16 SAFETY 
114 Tl11241 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
115 M146039 16 SAFETY 
116 M146116 16 SAFETY 
117 M146054 16 SAFETY 
118 M155940 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
119 M155898 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
120 M143108 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
121 M146067 16 SAFETY 
122 M154214 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
123 m146131 16 SAFETY 
124 M143109 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
125 M156244 16 SAFETY 
126 M145980 16 SAFETY 
127 M146058 16 SAFETY 
128 m146145 16 SAFETY 
129 M143080 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
130 M146107 16 SAFETY 
131 M137689 16 SAFETY 
132 M143062 16 SAFETY 
133 M156087 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
134 M143122 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
135 M155944 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
136 M143195 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
137 T115508 16 SAFETY 
138 M143226 16 SAFETY 
139 M156235 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
140 M143058 16 SAFETY 
141 M156224 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
142 M143120 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
143 M143071 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
144 M127981 16 SAFETY 
145 M155895 16 SAFETY 
146 M155290 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
147 M155289 16 SAFETY 
148 M156247 16 SAFETY 
149 M145981 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
150 M143088 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 



A 
151 Harlem Hot Shots 
152 Harlem Hot Shots 
153 Harlem is Heaven 
154 Heads you win 
155 Hearts in Dixie 
156 Helicopter 
157 hi-de-ho 
158 hi-de-ho 
159 hi-de-ho 
160 history undercover 
161 hollywood: my home town 
162 Home of the Brave 
163 Homeless 
164 Homeless 
165 How it is 
166 hurry SUndown 
167 I Ain’t Got Nobody 
168 i crossed the color line 
169 "1 Have A Dream..." The Life of MArtin Luther King 
170 i remain 
171 I’d rather be a corpse than a coward 
172 illusions 
173 In remembrance of martin 
174 In the heat of the night 
175 In the heat of the night -- Edits 
176 Invasions 
177 invasions 
178 ISland in the sun 
179 It’s a new dawn 
180 It’s in the bag 
181 It’s not easy 
182 J.D.’s Revenge 
183 Jammin’ the blues 
184 John H. Clark: a great and mighty walk 
185 [Josephine Baker Dance Performances] 
186 [josephine baker story] 
187 juke joint 
188 Just an old sweet song 
189 Just one child: no place to be me 
190 Kilroy was/is Here 
191 King 
192 kuumba 
193 Last Breeze of Summer 
194 last picture show 
195 Let’s do it again 
196 life at dorsey high 
197 Like it is 
198 Little black sambo 
199 Louis armstrong et son orchestre ; I know what it means 
200 [louis jordan segment] 



B C 
151 1979 
152 
153 1929 
154 
155 
156 
157 1996 
158 
159 1993 
160 1934 
161 1934 
162 1934 
163 Mississippi State Secrets 2001 
164 
165 1972 
166 
167 
168 1986 
169 
170 1932 
171 1966 
172 1929 
173 
174 1992 
175 1991 
176 1986 
177 
178 
179 
180 1981 
181 1927 
182 
183 1994 
184 1992 
185 
186 
187 
188 1927 
189 1986 
190 1947 
191 
192 1983 
193 
194 
195 1978 
196 
197 
198 1975 
199 
200 Martin Luther King Jr. ¯ An amazing grace 



D 

152 Avoka Chenzira 

154 
155 

157 Michael Holman 
158 
159 Rose, Mitchell 
160 Fred Waller 
161 Fred Waller 
162 Fred Waller 
163 
164 William Martin 
165 
166 
167 
168 Hayes, Karen 
169 Preminger, Otto 
170 Max Fleischer 
171 Mikels, Ted V 
172 
173 M. Patdcia Hillard 
174 Denise Freeman 
175 Judy Dash 
176 
177 
178 
179 W.O. Garrett 
180 W. O. Garrett 

182 Candace Madonna and Lucian Fllyer Smith 
183 Joseph, Angela De 
184 Beck, Gary 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 Spencer Williams 

191 Miller, Robert Ellis 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 Caspi, Arik 
197 
198 Poitier, Sidney 
199 
2OO 



E 

151 From tape label: The Hollywood Film Registry From credits: Produced by Guggenheim Production, Inc. Produced ~ 
152 MCLM Unique number: 000003707 Cartoon about African American hair and the different options and opinions on w 
153 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000002797 -- T.L 12/4/2009 

154 MCLM Unique number: 000001003 Film length from counter 314ft. Alfred N Sack presents Harlem Hot Shots with E 
155 Film length from counter, 314ft. Alfred N Sack presents Harlem Hot Shots with Broadway’s Brightest. Featuring Leo 
156 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000001773 -- T.L. 2/2/2010 

157 A magazine stand owner courts a customer and gets the nerve to ask her out in New York City. He is at first frustrate 
158 Same DVD6831M. Footage measured with a ruler. Title is from the can. No opening or ending credits. At he head 

159 Color Bars. Good quality picture and production. Black American Cinema Society (B.A.C.S.) festival submission. F 
160 MCLM unique number 000002566 Content notes: Not popular 1947 film, but a 1934 short about a train conductor w~ 
161 MCLM unique number 000002568 Content notes: Not popular 1947 film, but a 1934 short about a train conductor w~ 

162 Content notes: Not popular 1947 film, but a 1934 short about a train conductor who buys his wife a radio to listen to 
163 Preceded by History Channel tv spots. Inside look at how the Civil Rights movement in Mississippi was menaced by 
164 Content notes: Titles missing; no sound. 
165 Measured footage with ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000002465 - T.L. 5/20/09 
166 Star#000002406 Episode III - T.L. 4/1/09 
167 Star #000002405 Content: amateur shorts about life as a homeless person. Episodes 1 and 2 - T.L. 4/1/09 

168 MCLM unique #02482 Possible Black American Cinema Society Awards submission (not labeled but in a box with ot 
169 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000000086 --T.L. 2/11/2010 
170 From opening credits: Screen Songs Max Fleischer presents I Ain’t Got Nobody Present ing for the first time on s, 
171 Television print, leaders for commercial breaks have been pulled and replaced with splices -- SNB 10/12/09 

172 Footage measured with a ruler. "This film biography of Dr. King explores the factors that shaped his life and drove 
173 A young Black woman is faced with a racial identity crisis when her boyfriend expects her to perm her hair in order to 
174 Content notes: Short about Mary Ellen Pleasant, an early civil rights leader in 1800s California. 

175 During WWII, a film studio struggles to turn out a hit picture. When a film is having a dub issue during a musical nun 
176 Personal comments from family members, closest friends, former classmates and advisors are chronicled in this rerr 
177 Measured footage with ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000001691. Edited T.V. version. Missing scenes are all in inve~ 
178 Measured footage with ruler Tv print. Looks like they edited the film for TV and put the cut scenes at the end of the 

179 Eastman stock from 1981. On Credits: Writer, Director, and Sound - W.O. Garrett, Camera Editing - June Edlestein 
180 A young African American woman begins to become fearful when she is being stalked by a white man she once bum 
181 Slugs in print. Measured footage with film ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000001006 - T.L. 5/7/09 

182 Black American Cinema Society (B.A.C.S.) festival submission. Content:Short film about a woman in LA on welfare 
183 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1994.2rid PI. - from tape label. Written, Produced, and Directe 
184 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1994. Honerable Mention - from tape label. Written and directe 

185 Foot~ rn~re8 wi~h ~ ru~i ~as~m~n ~9~ ~ock~ ~CLM ~niqu~ ~00000100~ :: T.LI ~/9/2010 
186 MCLM Unique number: 000001007 
187 John H. Clarke gives a lecture, enhanced by narration by Wesley Snipes, on the history of Africans, namelty the Ion(. 

188 Eastman 1953 or 1973 stock. On opening credits: "Josephine Baker Star of Folies Bergere and Casino de Paris", ",~ 
189 MCLM unique #02151 Content: Documentary about Josephine Baker. -- T.L. 8/18/2010 
190 Unknown edgecode. Introduction and epilogue from The Tyler Texas Black Film Collection. -- SNB 5/19/10 
191 Eastman LPP low fade print, 1983 stock. MCLM unique #01023 -- T.L. 7/8/2010 

192 Synopsis: Day dawns in the parched refugee camp of Las Dure in Somalia, and Muslims pray to Allah. This is one of 
193 Eastman 1957 or 1947. Variable Density track Produced by the Salzis Bros. Edited and Narrated by Bud Pollard. Di 

194 Footage measured with a ruler. Fuji stock. From opening: "This Motion Picture documents the life and work of Dr. M 
195 Variable area soundtrack Writer: Joel Dreyfuss, Animation: Robert Bloomberg and Jane Aaron, Music: The Louis Art 
196 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1992. 1st PL 1992. Oscar Nominee 1992 - from tape label Fr~ 

197 Archival footage film with Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, Errol Flyn, Rudolph Valentino, Charles 
198 Letterbox print of film. Appears to be theatrical version, due to fact that MPAA slate is shown at end of print. 
199 Content notes: The Dorsey Photo Dept. presents "Life at Dorsey High" (1958). Film made by Dorsey High School. $1 

200 No title on picture. Title used from Gil Noble’s spoken introduction. Content: Documentary on Martin Luther King w~ 



F G H 
151 Tl17047 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
152 M146018 16 SAFETY 
153 M146114 16 SAFETY 
154 M146028 16 SAFETY 
155 M146029 16 SAFETY 
156 m146120 16 SAFETY 
157 M155293 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
158 m146130 16 SAFETY 
159 M155881 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
160 M145984 16 SAFETY 
161 M145989 16 SAFETY 
162 M145991 16 SAFETY 
163 M143189 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
164 M143091 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
165 M146052 16 SAFETY 
166 M143083 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
167 M143110 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
168 M154217 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
169 m146134 16 SAFETY 
170 M137692 16 SAFETY 
171 M146105 16 SAFETY 
172 M146115 16 SAFETY 
173 M143178 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
174 M143098 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
175 M143180 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
176 M156234 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
177 M146057 16 SAFETY 
178 M146056 16 SAFETY 
179 M146012 16 SAFETY 
180 M155934 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
181 M146047 16 SAFETY 
182 M143074 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
183 M156069 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
184 M156068 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
185 m155478 16 SAFETY 
186 m145978 16 SAFETY 
187 M155936 1/2 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
188 M146045 16 SAFETY 
189 M154216 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
190 M155896 16 SAFETY 
191 Tl16960 16 SAFETY 
192 M145954 16 SAFETY 
193 M145983 16 SAFETY 
194 m146141 16 SAFETY 
195 M145995 16 SAFETY 
196 M156086 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
197 M143184 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
198 M146101 16 SAFETY 
199 M143086 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
200 T117105 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 



A 
201 Love in brief 
202 Lydia bailey 
203 [Majied Mahdi lecture at the Western States Black Research center on black image in film] 
204 Mammoth mountains- hiking footage (steve and katie) 
205 Man and boy 

206 Man called adam, a 
207 maria 
208 [marie coker home Movies reel 1] 
209 [marie coker home Movies reel 2] 
210 [marie coker home Movies reel 3] 
211 MArks men 
212 MArtin Luther King Jr. 
213 MArtin Luther King Jr. A Man of Peace 
214 Maurie 
215 maurie 
216 media assassin 
217 men myths and dogs 
218 men of bronze: The black american heroes of world war I 
219 mighty lak a goat 
220 minstrel days 
221 miracle in harlem 
222 miracle in harlem --incomplete 
223 Miracle in heaven 
224 moon over harlem 
225 Mother Jugs and Speed 
226 muhammad ali- through the eyes of the world 
227 Murder with music 
228 Musical Compilation Reel From the Mayme A. Clayton Library and Museum 
229 [Musical Compilation Reel From the Mayme A. Clayton Library and Museum 2] 
230 My father’s music...jazz 
231 My sweet charlie 
232 [nat king cole] 
233 Native Son 
234 No Way out 
235 not so long ago 
236 Notes in a minor key 
237 Nothing but a man 

238 Notorious elinor lee, the 
239 Occupation Hazard 
240 Ocean’s Eleven 
241 [olm school 35th anniversary] 
242 on the right track 

243 One Potato, Two POtato 
244 One red rose 
245 Only the Ball Was White 

246 Oscar Micheaux, Film Pioneer 
247 [outtakes -- Mime footage and dessert shots] 
248 Over There 
249 Parallels: The President and the dictator 
250 P~rdon M~ BruSh --incompi~ 



B C 
201 
202 
203 
204 1981 
205 1952 
206 1980 
207 
208 
209 1966 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 1969 
216 
217 1973 
218 1973 
219 1989 
220 1993 
221 1977 
222 1942 
223 
224 1948 
225 1948 
226 1948 
227 
228 
229 2001 
230 
231 
232 
233 1993 
234 
235 
236 
237 1950 
238 1960 
239 1993 
240 1964 
241 1940 
242 
243 1960 
244 
245 1981 
246 1964 
247 
248 
249 
250 1970 



D 
201 
202 
203 
204 Kelvin Zachary Phillips 
205 Jean Negulesco 
206 
207 
2O8 
209 Penn, Leo 
210 Suzanne Genc 

212 
213 
214 Howard, Gloria 
215 
216 
217 Daniel Mann 
218 Mann, Daniel 
219 Art Jones 
220 Vemanthony Pringle 
221 William Miles 
222 Herbert Glazer 
223 Bobby Connolly 
224 Kemp, Jack 
225 Kemp, Jack 
226 Jack Kemp 
227 
228 
229 Phil Grabsky 
230 
231 
232 
233 D Channsin Berry 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 Donald P Hyatt 
239 Adisa 
240 Michael Roemer 
241 Micheaux, Oscar 
242 Daniel, Eric 
243 
244 
245 Lee Philips 
246 
247 Jordan, Chadie 
248 
249 Robert N. Zagone 
250 



E 
201 Notes from can- Cust. Name: Western Sts. Black Research. From credits: Animated by Ub Iwerks, Produced by Cel, 
202 1 - Title on film: Louis Armstrong et son Orchestre. Title on can: Louis Armstrong, New Orleans No datecode. Varial: 

203 MCLM Unique number: 000003246 Content notes: Louis Jordan performs "Texas and Pacific" and "The Green Gras,’ 
204 MCLM #02756 Black American Cinema Society submission 1995 - T.L. 11/2/2010 An old White male lies on his d~ 
205 1964 edgecode. 

206 Content: Cal State Northridge Professor Majied Mahdi lectures on Black Image in film in front of a blackboard. He t. 
207 Content notes: Tape is mislabeled as ’Bells of St. Angelo’. Star #000002400 
208 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000001786 "WFAA-TV Film" sticker on leader. -- T.L. 3/4/2010 
209 This print seems to have some scratches, but it is a reflection of the source material more so than the print. 

210 Content notes: Short documentary film about a single mother working in a garment shop to support her children, m~ 
211 Notes from Dino who transfered films: a)Grandma and Las Vegas (March 5, 1953 Kodachromecolor) b)Gas Masks 
212 Notes from Dino who transfered films: a) was on a roll w/o any description -- T.L. 6/23/2010 

213 Notes from Dino who transfered films: a) Wedding (Marie Dickerson?) in Hawaii (June 28, 1943 B/VV) b)Air Raid Sh 
214 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1994. Directed by Gloria Howard Content: Dave’s wife is ma~ 

215 Footage measured with a ruler. From Credits: "A Film by Dan McCarroll Produced and Distributed by the B.F.A." Cc 
216 Footage measured with a ruler. The title "Martin Luther King Jr." and "A Man of Peace" appear on different frames. 
217 Eastman stock from 1973. Variable Area Soundtrack Notes from can- Cust. Name: Western Sts. Black Research. - 
218 
219 A look into the Hip Hop music scene and its popularity among African Americans. It covers the genre’s urge to fight" 
220 When Rod and Tee go to Bridgette’s house for a makeout session with her and Tisa, they are interrupted when Rod’s 

221 Despite the fact that the U.S. command relegated them to non-combat duty, the 369th was sent to France and spent 
222 A title in the "Our Gang" shorts series. 1972 Fuji edgecode. -- SNB 4/29/10 
223 Eastman stock from 1952 or 1972. Variable Area Soundtrack. Narrator: Knox Manning One opening credits: "Appre 
224 
225 From Can Label: Reel 2 of 3 Title from can label and credit info from the record for the other copy of the film from tt 
226 Unknown edgecode. Negative of film -- JF 5/19/10 
227 MCLM Unique number: 000001811 -T.L. 5/13/09 
228 Footage measured with ruler. MCLM unique number 000002519 - T.L 9/17/09 

230 MCLM Unique number: 000001017 Notes from can- Cust. Name: Western Sts. Black Research. - Trisha Lendo 2/3/( 
231 1 - "Rock, Rock, Rock -- excerpt" - Frankie Lymon and the Teenagers singing "I’m Not A Juvenile Delinquent" -100 ft. 
232 1 - Swinin’ on Nothin’ - R.C.A Productions Inc. Presents Louis Armstrong and his band in Swingin on Nothing with Vel 
233 MCLM #02761 From box: Black American Cinema Society Submission 1995 -T.L. 11/2/2010 A piece on the histor 
234 MCLM Unique number: 000001851 -T.L 5/13/09 
235 MCLM Unique number: 000003105 Content notes: 3 Nat King Cole segments- "1 call it love", "Fine calypso Iovin’", a 
236 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000001700 -- T.L 11/20/2009 
237 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000001842 --T.L. 3/9/2010 
238 Jackie Robinson bit at 20:00 -- SNB 4/13/10 
239 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1994. 1st place 1994 - from tape label Written by Avery O. Wi 
240 Unknown edgecode. -- JF 5/19/10 
241 This print seems to be muddy and scratchy, but it is a reflection of the source material more so than the print. 
242 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1991. Honorable Mention 1991 - box tape label From credits: 
243 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000001022 -- T.L. 1/28/2010 
244 Slideshow featuring photographs of the OLM school over the course of 25 years, as well as students and teachers o~ 
245 Magnetic and Optical soundtracks 
246 Footage measured with a ruler. AGFA stock. "A Cinema V Production" printed at the head. MCLM unique #000001, 
247 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1994. Written by Michele Barnwell, Hill Harper, and Charlie Jo 
248 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000002572 -- T.L. 1/26/2010 
249 Measured footage with ruler. Content: Short film about filmmaker Oscar Micheaux. Contains clips from his film, inte 
250 The word "Chicken" is written on the leader. Leader indicates that this footage is outtakes of an unidentified project. 



F G H 
201 m145959 16 SAFETY 
202 M143060 16 SAFETY 
203 M145988 16 SAFETY 
204 M155935 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
205 M155533 16 SAFETY 
206 M156082 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
207 M143085 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
208 m146148 16 SAFETY 
209 M146079 16 SAFETY 
210 M143094 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
211 M155914 $8 MM SAFETY 
212 M155915 $8 MM SAFETY 
213 M155916 $8 MM SAFETY 
214 M156070 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
215 m146144 16 SAFETY 
216 M146119 16 SAFETY 
217 M145997 16 SAFETY 
218 M146099 16 SAFETY 
219 M143196 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
220 M155899 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
221 M156230 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
222 m155539 16 SAFETY 
223 M145998 16 SAFETY 
224 M146080 16 SAFETY 
225 M155910 16 SAFETY 
226 M155883 16 SAFETY-REVERSAL 
227 M145971 16 SAFETY 
228 M146092 16 SAFETY 
229 M143188 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
230 M145970 16 SAFETY 
231 M127985 16 SAFETY 
232 M128031 16 SAFETY 
233 M155933 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
234 T111235 16 SAFETY 
235 m145977 16 SAFETY 
236 M146113 16 SAFETY 
237 m155475 16 SAFETY 
238 M156219 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
239 M156072 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
240 M155882 16 SAFETY 
241 M146078 16 SAFETY 
242 M156078 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
243 M143224 16 SAFETY 
244 M156233 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
245 M146090 16 SAFETY 
246 m146133 16 SAFETY 
247 M156071 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
248 M128179 16 SAFETY 
249 M146055 16 SAFETY 
250 M146071 16 SAFETY 



A 
251 paths to power 
252 paths to power 
253 paths to power 
254 Pennies from heaven -- excerpt 
255 [peter brooks music film assignment] 
256 pickin’ cotton 
257 Picking Tribes 
258 Picking Tribes 

259 Pie, Pie, Blackbird 
260 Pigmeat throws the bull 
261 Pigmeat throws the bull 
262 Pinky 
263 porgy and bess 
264 Prohibition and Pot 
265 Protest within the party 
266 Proud Valley 
267 Radar men on the Moon 
268 Raisin in the sun 
269 Red panther 
270 Rhythmetron with the dance theater of Harlem 
271 Rich 
272 Rich 
273 riders of the sand storm 
274 river niger 
275 Robin and the 7 Hoods 
276 robot wrecks 
277 Romance and public transportation 
278 romance on the beat 
279 ’ROund Midnight 
280 rufus jones for president 
281 rufus jones for president 
282 Rufus jones for president 
283 Salt Water Wonderland 
284 samson and delilah 
285 Sanders of the River 
286 Sanders of the River-- incomplete 
287 save the children 
288 scar of shame 
289 Scott Joplin 
290 Scream blacula scream 
291 scrub me mama with a boogie woogie beat 
292 Second coming 
293 See how they Ran 
294 [Selected clips 10-15-96] 
295 Serving Two masters 
296 Seven Lively Arts 
297 Shadrach 
298 Shaft 
299 Shaft in africa 
300 Shakre lessons 



B C 
251 
252 
253 1964 
254 The immigration experience (1900-1940). 2000 
255 Marching to freedom 2000 
256 The immigration experience (1900-1940). 2000 
257 1936 
258 1989 
259 
260 1988 
261 1988 
262 
263 1945 
264 1945 
265 
266 1959 
267 
268 
269 
270 1952 
271 
272 
273 
274 1982 
275 1982 
276 1925 
277 1976 
278 
279 1941 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 1933 
286 
287 1990 
288 
289 
290 1973 
291 1927 
292 
293 
294 1941 
295 1993 
296 
297 1986 
298 
299 The Sound of Jazz 12/8/1957 
3O0 



D 
251 
252 
253 McCarthy, John K. 
254 Donald P Hyatt 
255 
256 Donald P Hyatt 
257 Norman Z. McLeod 
258 Simpson, Audley 
259 
260 Saundra Sharp 
261 Saundra Sharp 
262 
263 William Forest Crouch 
264 William Forest Crouch 
265 
266 Preminger, Otto 
267 
268 
269 
270 Fred C. Brannon 
271 Petrie, Daniel 
272 
273 
274 S. Torriano Berry 
275 S. Torriano Berry 
276 
277 Shah, Krishna 
278 
279 Edward L. Cahn 
280 
281 Bud Pollard 
282 Bertrand Tavernier 
283 Roy Mack 
284 Roy Mack 
285 Mack, Roy 
286 
287 Dwight I. Smith 
288 
289 
290 Start Lathan 
291 Frank Perugini 
292 
293 
294 Walter Lantz 
295 Underwood, Blair 
296 
297 
298 Lewis, Edward Tim 
299 Smight, Jack 
3O0 



E 
251 Content: Educational film about the U.S. involvement with World War I. Starts with President Roosevelt’s resistanc~ 
252 Content: Educational film making parallels between FDR and Hitler using their campaigns, the state of their econom 

253 Reel 1 - 1700ft Second Reel labeled on can as "sections" - 1050ft. Title from credits. Director and year from AFI c~ 
254 The political and economic turmoil of Europe drove millions to leave their countries of origin and emigrate to the U.S 
255 "The problem of the 20th century is the problem of the color line." These prophetic words of W. E. B. DuBois in 1900 
256 The political and economic turmoil of Europe drove millions to leave their countries of origin and emigrate to the U.S 
257 Excerpt of Louis Armstrong singing "Skeleton in the Closet" Notes from can- Cust. Name: Western Sts. Black Resea 
258 Experimental piece about an artist who sketches his Harlem neighborhood. --- Possible Black American Cinema S~ 

259 Content Notes: Variety Films. Directed by Forbes Randolph. Features Forbes Randolph Kentucky Singers. MCLM U 
260 Variable area soundtrack Produced by Saundra Sharp and Carlos Spivey Written, Directed, and edited by Saundra 
261 Produced by Saundra Sharp and Carlos Spivey Written, Directed, and edited by Saundra Sharp Artist: Carlos Spive 

262 Content: Mckinney sings about cooking blackbird pie to two young boys. The next scene cuts to inside the pie where 
263 MCLM unique number 000003747 Content notes: No titles. Vaudeville type conversation between Pigmeat Markhan 
264 MCLM unique number 000003743 Edgecode from 1950 or 1970. Content notes: Vaudeville type conversation betw~ 
265 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000002533 --T.L. 2/2/2010 

266 This print came with sheets in the cans indicating that it had been inspected before. All inspection notes are based ol 
267 Footage measured with ruler. Content: Educational film, using archival footage, comparing prohibition and current ill 

268 Content: Educational film about the 1968 race for the Democratic presidential candidate centering around Eugene I~ 
269 Janus Films at head. T.V. Print. Notes from can- Cust. Name: Western Sts. Black Research. - Trisha Lendo 2/3/09 
270 A Republic Serial Written by Ronald Davidson Episodes: Moon Rocket, Molten Terror, Bridge of Death, Flight Destr~ 
271 
272 Content notes: full film on Umatic tape. Titles missing; starts with foreward. 
273 Short about the Dance Theatr of Harlem, a dance company made of predominantly African American dancers, startc 

274 On tape case: A film by S. Torriano Berry (3rd generation dub from 16mm). B&W, 20 min. "Rich" opens with a boy 
275 Eastman 1983 stock. From end credits: Written, edited, produced, Directed by S. Torriano Berry UCLA TA 477 Filr~ 
276 Content notes: Film is unidentified but features Williams as a stereotypical black cowboy with poor english. Eason ar 
277 
278 Footage measured with ruler. MCLM unique number: 000001862 

280 Star #000002407 
281 Unknown edgecode. -- JF 5/19/10 

282 Title on print is ’Round Midnight". Title on can is "Around Midnight" Measured footage with film counter. -T.L. 4/15/(: 
283 Title on film: Rufus Jones for President Title on can: Rufus Jones Edgecode AG1S. Variable area soundtrack. Cont~ 
284 Minor Emulsion scratches. Content: Comedy about a young boy becoming president. Notes from can- Cust. Name: 
285 
286 From credits: "Sterling Films presents" Content: Short film about Marine Studios, "the worlds’s only oceanarium". A~ 
287 In a high school English class, a student is caught talking with his friends instead of paying attention and as a punish~ 

288 M~r~d footage ~i~h film ~i~r. ~[_~ OniqS~ n~mberi 00(]001~6~ ~ -FI[_~ ~;30/09 
289 Reel 1 only. Footage measured with ruler. - T.L 6/3/09 
290 Unknown edgecode. Black and white print of a color film -- JF 5/19/10 
291 1950 or 1970 edgecode. Double perf. Library of Congress leader-- SNB 4/21/10 
292 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000002555 --T.L. 2/2/2010 
293 Could not find a title on the opening credits. Title is from can and aka is from leader. Footage measured with a ruler. 

294 Content notes: A ship arrives to Lazy Town where a young girl, through song and dance, teaches the residents, pre~ 
295 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1993. 2nd Honorable Mention - from tape label Written by Bla 
296 Content: Educational film about the US presidental races starting with William Mckinely. Very brief overview of who 

297 Title from tape label. Written on label: Return to Hollywood Film Registry Content: compilation of clips 00-00:01:24 
298 Abridged workprint version of longer film. A former preacher, now homeless and wandering the streets as he preache 
299 Footage measured with a ruler. Robert Herridge - Producer -- T.L. 1/28/2010 
300 "The Shadrach boys in Shadrach A Techniprocess Production" -- T.L 1/21/2010 



F G H 
251 M128030 16 SAFETY 
252 M146102 16 SAFETY 
253 M155911 35 SAFETY 
254 M156220 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
255 M156226 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
256 where a lad 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
257 M146004 16 SAFETY 
258 M143123 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
259 M145951 16 SAFETY 
260 M145992 16 SAFETY 
261 M156055 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
262 M146037 16 SAFETY 
263 M146020 16 SAFETY 
264 M146021 16 SAFETY 
265 m146124 16 SAFETY 
266 M146108 16 SAFETY 
267 M146094 16 SAFETY 
268 M127983 16 SAFETY 
269 M145972 16 SAFETY 
270 M143079 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
271 m146085 16 SAFETY 
272 M143090 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
273 tl 11244 16 SAFETY 
274 M155942 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
275 M155948 16 SAFETY 
276 M146010 35 SAFETY 
277 M146081 16 SAFETY 
278 M146060 16 SAFETY 
279 m155538 16 SAFETY 
280 M143087 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
281 M155888 16 SAFETY 
282 M146034 16 SAFETY 
283 M143061 16 SAFETY 
284 M146000 16 SAFETY 
285 M146100 16 SAFETY 
286 M146038 16 SAFETY 
287 M155897 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
288 M146042 16 SAFETY 
289 M146061 16 SAFETY 
290 M155885 16 SAFETY 
291 M156248 16 SAFETY 
292 m146125 16 SAFETY 
293 m155477 16 SAFETY 
294 M146005 16 SAFETY 
295 M156074 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
296 M146109 16 SAFETY 
297 M154215 3/4 IN. BETACAM SP 
298 M143119 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
299 T115374 16 SAFETY 
300 M128104 16 SAFETY 



A 
301 Shanty town 

302 Sister, Sister 
303 Sister, Sister 
304 skin game 
305 Slaughter’s Big Rip-off 
306 slavery in america 
307 SLeep kentucky babe 
308 Slow Poke 
309 Small Talk 
310 something in the air 
311 Song of Freedom 
312 song of freedom 
313 Songs of my people 
314 soul soldier 
315 Souls of Sin 
316 Sounder 
317 South african women artists speak 
318 Spirit of the Ouija 
319 Spirit of Youth 
320 Sports Profile 
321 St. Louis blues 
322 St. Louis Blues 
323 St. Louis blues 
324 stagecoach west 
325 ["Star Brite Awards"-- George Jackson, Doug Mchenry] 
326 stop the madness 
327 stormy weather 
328 straight to heaven 
329 Struggle for freedom 
330 Sunday Sinners 
331 Sweet Charity 
332 Swing! 
333 Swing 
334 Symphony in black: a rhapsody of negro life 
335 take it easy 
336 tale of a dog 

337 Tall, Tan, and Terrific 
338 Tarzan’s Peril 
339 tea time 
340 Ted mack- the original amateur hour 
341 Ten mintues to Live 
342 That’s the spirit 
343 the 1st phoenix award presented to lena home 
344 The 22nd floor 
345 [the 6th annual mayme clayton michelob golf tournament] 
346 the 6th annual mayme clayton-michelob golf tournament 

347 [the 9th annual bacs awards] 
348 The amos ’n andy show 
349 The amos ’n andy show 
350 The Angel Levine 



B C 
301 1971 
302 
303 1987 
304 1986 
3O5 
306 
307 1971 
308 
309 1998 
310 

312 1929 
313 1989 
314 
315 1936 
316 
317 
318 1949 
319 1972 
320 
321 1996 
322 
323 1981 
324 
325 1958 
326 
327 The land beyond 1960 
328 1993 
329 1989 
330 1943 
331 1939 
332 1993 
333 1941 
334 
335 1938 
336 
337 1935 
338 1994 
339 1944 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 1983 
347 1994 
348 
349 
35O 



D 
301 Parks, Gordon 
3O2 
303 Charles Butler Nickolls 
304 Nackolls, Charles Butler 
3O5 
306 
307 Bogart, Paul 
3O8 
309 
310 Josef Berne 

312 Robert F. McGowan 
313 Ross, Craig 
314 J. Eider Wills 
315 J. Elder Willis 
316 
317 
318 Lindsay, Powell 
319 Ritt, Martin 
320 Karen Hayes 
321 
322 
323 Robert N. Zagone 
324 
325 Reisner, Allen 
326 
327 
328 George Jackson Doug McHenry 
329 Jerome Thomas 
330 Andrew Stone 
331 Arthur Leonard 
332 Jay Bottcher 
333 Arthur Dreifuss 
334 
335 Micheaux, Oscar 
336 Micheaux, Oscar 
337 Fred Waller 
338 Jean Rivil 
339 Cy Enfield 
340 
341 
342 Donald Wyle 
343 

345 Roy Mack 
346 
347 Ross Jr., Craig 
348 
349 
35O 



E 
301 Domestic television print, re-edited for TV-- as indicated by leader. -- SB 9/28/09 
302 Footage measured with ruler. MCLM unique number: 000002567 - T.L 6/3/09 

303 Short documentary about a drug counselor, Mr. Daniels, at Community District 5, who teaches kids at an early age n~ 
304 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission. 3rd PI. 88 - from tape label Marc Edwards - exe. producer C 
305 Produced by John Berry. Measured footage with film ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000003999 - T.L. 4/30/09 
306 Footage measured with a ruler. Eastman 1986 stock. MCLM unique #000003999 --T.L. 3/2/2010 
307 
308 Footage measured with a ruler. -- T.L 1/7/2010 

309 It came to our shores when a ship arrived in Virginia in 1619. A trickle of 20 slaves became a flood by the 18th centu 
310 Eastman stock with variable area soundtrack. Humorous film of music group Day, Dawn, and Dusk singing "Sleep K, 
311 MCLM Unique number: 000002961 - T.L. 5/11/09 
312 Content notes: Little Rascals short. MCLM Unique number: 000003004 - T.L. 5/11/09 

313 Transferred from 16mm print. Surreal piece about an interracial couple coming to terms with their emotional connect 
314 Footage measured with ruler. - T.L 7/30/09 
315 Alga edgecode. Thunderbird film leader. -- SNB 4/21/10 

316 Black American Cinema Society submission 1993. Written on tape label: Music Video (Long Form). Program Lengtl 
317 MCLM Unique number: 000003010- T.L. 5/11/09 
318 Footage measured with ruler. MCLM unique number 000001879 - T.L 9/17/09 
319 Scope print of film 
320 Content notes: Documentary about a group of South African female artists who discuss the opression they once fac 
321 Black Cinema Society awards submission 1994 (from tape label) MCLM unique #02395 -- T.L. 8/25/2010 
322 Footage measured with a ruler. --T.L. 2/2/2010 
323 Measured footage with ruler. From an educational film series called "Where You There?" Content: Profile of two ath, 
324 Variable Area Soundtrack. MCLM Unique number: 000003684 - Trisha Lendo 3/20/09 
325 Footage measured with ruler. MCLM unique number 000001890 - T.L 9/11/09 
326 Best copy of the two from the MCLM collection. - T.L. 1/26/2010 
327 Unknown edgecode. -- SNB 5/6/10 
328 Clip reel from a larger piece by Jackson and McHenry about gang life. -- SNB 6/1/10 MCLM Unique #01930 -- T.L. 

329 MCLM #02537 From Box: 3rd Place 1990 Black American Cinema Society Festival Submission Video piece docu~ 
330 Unknown edgecode. -- SNB 5/6/10 
331 No edgecode. -- SNB 4/29/10 

332 MCLM# 03069 Two VHS tapes in one case. Part one: Nothing has cast a longer or darker shadow across U.S. His1 
333 Credit info from AFI catalog. 
334 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000001904 -- T.L 12/11/2009 
335 Content notes: Negative of film 
336 Footage measured with a ruler. -- T.L. 1/28/2010 
337 MCLM Unique number: 000003228 Content notes: Duke Ellington plays his symphonic jazz piece (’A Rhapsody of N 

338 Experimental piece about a teenage boy forced to leave his home life of domestic abuse and live on the street as a 
339 A title in the "Our Gang" shorts series. 1972 edgecode. -- SNB 4/29/10 
340 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000001907 --T.L. 3/2/2010 

342 Short film about two older widowed sisters who live together, faced with their age after returning from the funeral of s 
343 Star #000002401 

345 MCLM Unique number: 000003312 Content: Two night watchman in a pawn shop witness haunted items come to lif~ 
346 Variable area soundtrack A Real Impressions Production Content: video and photo montage of Lena Home. A Lena 

347 Color Bars. Good quality picture and production. Black American Cinema Society (B.A.C.S.) festival submission. H~ 
348 Written on outside of tape: Tape I 9-17-83 Chester Washinton Golf Coarse Mimmie Clayton: Michelob Golf Tour Lc 
349 Content: edited together footage from M155925 with added music and titles. Features interviews of golfers, speeche 

350 Content: Tape 1 :Tape begins with BET correspondent April? interviewing people from the event in the lobby of the F 



F G H 
301 M146098 16 SAFETY 
302 M146062 16 SAFETY 
303 M143174 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
304 M156081 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
305 T111243 16 SAFETY 
306 T115509 16 SAFETY 
307 M146082 16 SAFETY 
308 M127982 16 SAFETY 
309 M156228 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
310 M145961 16 SAFETY 
311 M145952 16 SAFETY 
312 M145967 16 SAFETY 
313 M143124 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
314 M146065 16 SAFETY 
315 M156249 16 SAFETY 
316 M154212 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
317 M145969 16 SAFETY 
318 M146091 16 SAFETY 
319 M146083 16 SAFETY 
320 M143097 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
321 M155951 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
322 m146123 16 SAFETY 
323 M146059 16 SAFETY 
324 M146014 16 SAFETY 
325 M146086 16 SAFETY 
326 M128178 16 SAFETY 
327 T116542 16 SAFETY 
328 M155902 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
329 M155941 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
330 m155877 16 SAFETY 
331 M155536 16 SAFETY 
332 M156225 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
333 M146063 16 SAFETY 
334 M146118 16 SAFETY 
335 M146068 16 SAFETY 
336 M143225 16 SAFETY 
337 M145987 16 SAFETY 
338 M143191 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
339 m155537 16 SAFETY 
340 m146142 16 SAFETY 
341 M127980 16 SAFETY 
342 M143173 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
343 M143082 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
344 m146146 16 SAFETY 
345 M146002 16 SAFETY 
346 M145994 16 SAFETY 
347 M155880 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
348 M155925 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
349 M156058 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
350 M156065 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 



A 
351 The Autobiography of Miss Jane pittman 
352 The Big Broadcast -- excerpt 
353 The Bill Cosby Show 
354 the bingo long traveling all-stars and motor kings 
355 the black athlete 
356 The black beyond 
357 the black beyond 
358 The black network 
359 The Black West 
360 The bronze screen: 100 years of the latino image in hollywood 
361 the cities: a dielmma in black and white 
362 The clearing 
363 the decks ran red 
364 the deluxe 
365 The Duke is Tops 
366 the emperor jones 
367 The Exile 
368 The Exile 
369 The Exploding courtroom 
370 The first American...the last American 
371 The Flying Ace 
372 the glass ceiling 
373 The Great White Hope 
374 The Greatest 
375 the greatest thing that almost happened 
376 the hardest part 
377 the kids of degrassi street 
378 the landlord 
379 The LAst Show 
380 The Learning Tree 
381 the learning tree 
382 The Light 
383 The Lost man 
384 The Louis - Walcott Fight 
385 The Man 
386 THe Man Who Loved the Stars 
387 The member of the wedding 
388 The midnight shadow 

389 the MONKEY HUStle 
390 The Music album 
391 the negro in entertainment 
392 The New north africa 
393 The Notorious Daughter of Fanny Hill -- Excerpt 
394 The Notorious Daughter of Fanny Hill -- incomplete 
395 the pigeon 
396 The Plantation 
397 The Rally or if beale street couldn’t talk 
398 The river niger -- trailer 
399 the seventh annual bacs awards 
400 The Siren of the Tropics 



B C 
351 Broken clock 
352 Kingfish gets drafted 
353 1970 
354 1974 
355 
356 The Barber Shop 
357 1976 
358 1991 
359 Money’ll eat you up 1992 
360 In the hole 1983 
361 1936 
362 1981 
363 1986 
364 
365 1991 
366 1958 
367 
368 
369 1933 
370 
371 1931 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
378 1977 
379 
380 Casey Draws the Line 1981 
381 1970 
382 
383 1969 
384 1969 
385 1988 
386 
387 
388 1972 
389 
390 1952 
391 1939 
392 1976 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 1969 
399 
400 1994 



D 
351 
352 
353 Jan Kadar 
354 John Korty 
355 Frank Tuttle 
356 
357 John Badham 
358 
359 S. Torriano Berry 
360 S. Torriano Berry 
361 Roy Mack 
362 
363 
364 
365 Kenneth Brian Jones 
366 Andrew L. Stone 
367 W.O. Garrett 
368 Notle, William 
369 Dudley Murphy 

370 Micheaux, Oscar 
371 Micheaux, Oscar 
372 
373 
374 
375 A Jacquie Taliaferro 
376 
377 
378 Moses, Gilbert 
379 Michael Dennis 
380 
381 Hal Ashby 
382 
383 Parks, Gordon 
384 Gordon Parks 
385 S. Torriano Berry 
386 Robert Alan Aurther 
387 
388 
389 Bob Walsh and Lerory Morais 
390 Fred Zinnemann 
391 Randal, George 
392 Arthur Marks 
393 
394 
395 Robert Auburn Marion Auburn 
396 
397 
398 Earl Bellamy 
399 
400 Ward Jr., Carl 



E 
351 MCLM Unique number: 000003103 - T.L. 5/13/09 
352 Edgecode from 1957 or 1977. MCLM Unique number: 000003100 
353 Measured reels with ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000000101 -T.L. 4/10/09 
354 MCLM Unique number: 000000059- T.L. 5/13/09 
355 Title on can "Cab Callaway (Kickin the Gong) Excerpt of Cab Callaway singing "Kicking That Gong Around" from Th~ 
356 Eastman stock from 1971. MCLM Unique number: 000003283 - Trisha Lendo 2/17/2009 

357 Variable area soundtrack MCLM Unique number: 000000045 Content notes: Opens with commercial for Monday Nit 
358 Hosted by the best-selling author James E. Michener, The Black Athlete traces the rise of blacks in professional spor 

359 A man who gave up his life as a high salary businessman to reside in a park for moral reasons witnesses a murder a 
360 Story of two cellmates who, after meeting, discuss the crimes they committed to get into jail. They bond, fight, and st 
361 Content notes: Warner Bros. Vitaphone short featuring Nina Mac McHenry and The Nicholas Brothers. MCLM Uniqu 
362 No edgecode. Nguzo Saba Films. Episode about African American ranchers, farmers, and cowboys in the Western L 
363 The Bronze Screen honors the past, illuminates the present, and opens a window to the future of Latinos in motion p 
364 This is a CBS news report on inner city populations becoming more African American while suburb populations turn 

365 When a boy is bitten by a poisonous snake, a man uses a special branch to drill out the venire, against his mother’s 
366 Three different stocks (may be from different source prints.) 
367 Eastman stock from 1983 From Credits" Starring- Cheryl Francis as Vera Jena Mort Yee Morton as Lily Mellan C~ 
368 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000000999 -- T.L 2/2/2010 
369 MCLM Unique number: 000002437 
370 Footage measured with a ruler. Eastman 1956 or 1976 stock. Fotokem cleaning record in can from 9/9. MCLM un 
371 
372 Footage measured with ruler. Content: Educational film, using archival footage, about four famous courtroom cases: 
373 Footage measured with ruler. Content: "’The first American... The Last American discusses the cultural conflict faci~ 

374 Title on can: The Silent Ace Title on print: The Flying Ace Produced by Norman Studios. Measured footage with filr~ 
375 A film about a young Black screenwriter’s struggle with being taken seriously, first in the US, and then in France, aft~ 
376 Measured footage with ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000001765 On Leader: WFAA-TV Film - T.L. 5/21/09 
377 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000002562 "WFAA-TV Film" sticker on leader. -- T.L. 3/4/2010 
378 Content notes: Leaders where commercial breaks are inserted are removed. 
379 Derek and Clint, two high school friends, wait for Derek’s crush Cynthia to go for a ride in Derek’s new car. Clint con~ 
380 
381 Pan and scan print of film. 

382 C~n~n~ : concert foo~ag~ wit~ Smok~ Robinson ~nd ~h~ M~raci~i Ai~ st~rin~ ,J~nior Wa~ke~ ~ii:~rs ~nd ~rth~ 
383 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000001698 -- T.L 11/20/2009 
384 1974 edge code, letterbox print-- SNB 4/13/10 

385 BlackAmedcan Cinema Society Awards Submission 1990. 1st PL 1990. - from tape label Produced, directed, and 
386 Footage measured with ruler. MCLM unique number 000001781 Producer: Philip Saltzman Credit info from print. - 
387 From Credits: "RKO Radio Pictures" Measured footage with film ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000003987 - T.L. 4/3 

389 Content: Educational film about Benjamin Banneker, a free black educated man in the late 1700’s who wrote an alan 
390 Eastman Stock from 1960 or 1980 MCLM Unique number: 000001012 - Trisha Lendo 2/24/09 
391 
392 1976 edgecode -- SNB 4/15/10 
393 MCLM Unique number: 000000300 Content notes: Film appears to be incomplete. 

394 MCLM Unique number: 000002571 Content notes: Shod film from Liggett and Myers Tobacco featuring predominan 
395 Content notes: Educational film about Nodh Africa as it stands in the 1960s, with information about geography, cultt 
396 MCLM unique number 000004022 Title from can: The Notorious Daughter Title on Leader: The Notorious Daughter 

397 MCLM unique number 000004028 Title from can: The Notorious Daughter Title on Leader: The Notorious Daughter 
398 1972 Kodak edgecode. -- SNB 5/6/10 
399 On film "A film of the George Eastman House Motion Picture Study Collection". Film of a stage show with an outdoo 



F G H 
351 Tl11239 16 SAFETY 
352 T111240 16 SAFETY 
353 M146030 16 SAFETY 
354 T111236 16 SAFETY 
355 M146027 16 SAFETY 
356 T111238 16 SAFETY 
357 M145996 16 SAFETY 
358 M156231 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
359 M143198 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
360 M155904 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
361 M145968 16 SAFETY 
362 T116540 16 SAFETY 
363 M156237 4 3/4 IN DVD 
364 M146077 16 SAFETY 
365 M143181 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
366 M156053 16 SAFETY 
367 M146013 16 SAFETY 
368 m146121 16 SAFETY 
369 M146780 16 SAFETY 
370 M128101 16 SAFETY 
371 M154230 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
372 M146095 16 SAFETY 
373 M128033 16 SAFETY 
374 M146036 16 SAFETY 
375 M143194 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
376 M146053 16 SAFETY 
377 m146147 16 SAFETY 
378 M146069 16 SAFETY 
379 M143197 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
380 M146075 16 SAFETY 
381 M146070 16 SAFETY 
382 m146127 16 SAFETY 
383 M146112 16 SAFETY 
384 M156243 16 SAFETY 
385 M156085 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
386 M146064 16 SAFETY 
387 M146040 16 SAFETY 
388 M146050 16 SAFETY 
389 M146035 16 SAFETY 
390 M145979 16 SAFETY 
391 M146066 16 SAFETY 
392 M156246 16 SAFETY 
393 M145966 16 SAFETY 
394 M145985 16 SAFETY 
395 M146009 16 SAFETY 
396 M146025 35 SAFETY 
397 M146043 35 SAFETY 
398 T116541 16 SAFETY 
399 M146026 16 SAFETY 
400 M156066 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 



A 
401 The speeches of nelson mandela 
402 The sports parade: joe louis’ famous fights 
403 The Sports Parade - Joe Louis Famous Fights 
404 The stafford show: ella fitzgerald 
405 the story of slavery 
406 the thinnest line 
407 THE Tuskegee Airmen 
408 The Vanities 
409 The Wilby Conspiracy 
410 The Wiz -- excerpt 
411 The world SaxOphone quartet 
412 This is life ; A matrimonial slave ; willful ambrose 
413 To All My Friends on SHore 
414 To Another Moon 
415 To Be Young Gifted and Black 
416 Together brothers 
417 Tongues United 
418 Tony Brown’s Journal 
419 too much stuff 
420 tops 
421 Torture: The shadow of a beast 
422 tough 
423 [trailers for "easter Parade" and "Merry widow"] 
424 Trouble Man 
425 Trouble Man 
426 Turning Point 
427 Tweet 
428 Two dollars and a dream 
429 two plus two 
430 Un Pueblo de espana 
431 under the rainbow: jesse jackson for president ’88 
432 Underground railroad 
433 Underworld 
434 [unidentified amateur avante-garde footage] 
435 [unidentified- clip from early African American film] 
436 [Unidentified Film -- Family at dinner table PRaying and eating fried chicken] 
437 [Unidentified Mag Track] 
438 [Unidentified Musical Short. Cab Calloway and Martha Davis] 
439 Universal international Presents "sugar chile" Robinson, billie Holiday, count basie and his sextet 
440 uptown saturday night 
441 [Various footage from the 30’s and 40’s from europe and america] 
442 [Various footage from the 30’s and 40’s from europe and america] 
443 Various historical political faces 
444 Vip-i-ty vip-i-ty vop 
445 Virgin Island 
446 Viva Willie 
447 Volcanic activity 
448 W.C. Handy 
449 [watts riot footage and Las vegas scenes] 
450 Were you there 



B C 
401 1976 
402 1989 
403 1927 
404 2002 
405 
406 
407 
408 1998 
409 
410 ROBERT MARKOWITZ 8/26/1995 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 1974 
420 1989 
421Thetearonthe face of America. 1986 
422 
423 1971 
424 
425 1974 
426 
427 
428 1972 
429 
430 
431 
432 1988 
433 
434 
435 1986 
436 
437 
438 
439 1958 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 1942 
448 1972 
449 1934 
450 



D 
401 Krishna Shah 
4O2 
403 
404 
4O5 
406 
407 
4O8 
409 Daresha Kyi 
410 

412 
413 Sidney Lumet 
414 Barbara McGullough 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 Riggs, Marion 
421 
422 Spud Carpentar 
423 
424 Robert Byrd 
425 Jackson, Horace 
426 
427 
428 Ivan Dixon 
429 
430 John Alexander Brown 
431 Stanley Nelson 
432 Romell Foster Owens 
433 Gunther V. Fritsch 
434 Nate Thomas 
435 
436 Oscar Micheaux 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 Will Cowan 
443 Poiteir, Sidney 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 Ub Iwerks 
450 



E 
401 MCLM Unique number: 000002584 
402 Executive Producers - Darryl Dane Bohanan and Mayme A. Clayton, PHD. Content: Tape made of the 7th Annual B 
403 Edited version. Credits before film: "A Film of the George Eastman House Motion Picture Study Collection" On ope 
404 Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela, born the son of a Tembu tribal chieftan, chose to give up his hereditary rights and instea~ 
405 Content notes: Castle films short featuring two Joe Louis fights, with Billy Corm and Buddy Baer. 

406 From Credits: "Castle Films" Content: scenes from Joe Louis fights including Joe Louis vs. Billy Conn and Joe Louis 
407 MCLM Unique number: 000002972 - T.L. 5/11/09 
408 Slavery existed in almost every culture. It was a punishment for crime, a way to work off debt, a better option than d( 

409 Short subject about two sisters who get into a quarrel when one thinks the other is trying to steal her husband, evokir 
410 SAME AS bbid # 127444 
411 Notes from can- Cust. Name: Western Sts. Black Research. From credits: "William D. Alexander presents" Content: 
412 Measured footage with ruler. On Leader: WFAA-TV Film MCLM Unique number: 000002038 - T.L. 5/13/09 

413 Variable Area Soundtrack. MCLM Unique number: 000003419 Title on can: The Wiz (Golden & Green Scene) Note 
414 Documentary short about a saxaphone quartet; includes performance clips and an interview with the quartet about th 
415 1 -Content: Short silent comedy. A king wants a wife and orders all the single ladies to his palace. The one he choo.’ 
416 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000002136 --T.L. 2/2/2010 
417 Content: "To Another Moon" discusses three ideas: the human wish to reach out and conquer new frontiers, the hum 
418 Footage measured with a ruler. --T.L. 2/9/2010 
419 Eastman stock 1974 Footage measured with a ruler. MCLM unique #000002044 -- T.L. 3/18/2010 
420 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1990. Honorable Mention - from tape label Produced and Dire 

421 This episode focuses on the history of the American slave trades and its effect on both the American and African cot 
422 Has color bars. Black American Cinema Society (B.A.C.S.) festival submission. Content: short comedy about a new 
423 Film of a top collection being spun. Music by Elmer Berstein MCLM Unique number: 000002885 - Trisha Lendo 1/: 

424 Documentary on the use of torture by countries all around the world and the reasoning behind and analysis of how a[ 
425 
426 Merry Widow trailer follows "Easter Parade" trailer immediately -- SNB 6/1/10 MCLM Unique #02610 -- T.L. 8/2/201 
427 Footage measured with a ruler. Eastman 1973 stock. MCLM unique #000002601 -- T.L 1/21/2010 
428 Fugi edgecode. -- SNB 4/29/10 

429 Content: Educational film about D-day and the events leading up to it. Footage of Hitler youths, planes and paracht 
430 Black American Cinema Society (B.A.C.S.) festival submission. Content: short film about a boy and his jazz trumpet 
431 Black American Cinema Society (B.A.C.S.) festival submission. Documentary about Madame C.J. Walker and how 

432 MCLM #2535 - T.L. 11/2/2010 This piece is a short promotion for the LAUSD Two Plus Two program. Dwayne wan1 
433 Eastman stock from 1964. Short doc. about the Spanish town of Mijas. Created for Charles V. Butt, Los Angeles St~ 
434 Content notes: Propoganda documentary about Jesse Jackson as presidential candidate for 1988; includes various 

435 It had no rails, no phantom trains, no shadowy subterranean tunnels. But for those "passengers" who successfully tra 
436 Footage measured with ruler. - T.L 9/17/09 
437 Silent footage. Neon sign montage. Club footage. Gay bar footage.--SNB 11/18/09 

438 Content notes: Unknown film, starts with party scene with jazz group playing Humpty Dumpty and goes into I Wann~ 
439 Footage measured with ruler. Mag soundtrack has no sound or could not be read on cinescan. Content Description: 
440 Possibly goes with M146087 - T.L 9/11/09 

441 Content notes: Martha Davis performs "We Just Couldn’t Say Goodbye" and Cab Calloway performs "Calloway Booc~ 
442 Produced and Directed by Will Cowan. Editor Leonard Weiner Photographer- George Robinson Copyright 1950 C, 
443 The three reels have different stocks, with different print through info: Reel 1 : Eastman 1977 Reel 2: Eastman 1976 

444 Tape labeled "Mork and Mindy and Rat Patrol", but had a piece of tape that was labeled "People" on it also. Tape c~ 
445 Tape labeled "Mork and Mindy and Rat Patrol", but had a piece of tape that was labeled "People" on it also. Tape c~ 
446 Content notes: Princess visits pope; Brazilian president; Shah’s world tour; Gustav of Sweden; Queen Elizabeth; Pr 

447 Content notes: Real title is "Vip-i-ty Vip-i-ty Vop", however film source changes at 117 ft. Content features two more 
448 Measured footage with ruler. MCLM Unique number: 000001027 -T.L. 5/20/09 
449. Content notes: Willie plays a cowboy who rescues a girl in a bar from a rough customer who tries to kidnap her. 
450 Content notes: Various 16mm shots of volcanic activity. 



F G H 
401 M145965 35 SAFETY 
402 M156064 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
403 M146044 16 SAFETY 
404 M155291 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
405 M145986 16 SAFETY 
406 M146041 16 SAFETY 
407 M145955 16 SAFETY 
408 M156223 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
409 M143176 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
410 Tl17283 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
411 M146003 16 SAFETY 
412 M146049 16 SAFETY 
413 m145999 16 SAFETY 
414 M143179 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
415 M143076 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
416 m146122 16 SAFETY 
417 M128032 16 SAFETY 
418 Tl15447 16 SAFETY 
419 m155531 16 SAFETY 
420 M156075 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
421 M155294 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
422 M143073 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
423 M145960 16 SAFETY 
424 M143175 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
425 M146076 16 SAFETY 
426 M155901 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
427 M128102 16 SAFETY 
428 M155535 16 SAFETY 
429 M127984 16 SAFETY 
430 M143072 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
431 M143077 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
432 M155945 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
433 M145962 16 SAFETY 
434 M143095 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
435 M156236 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
436 M146093 16 SAFETY 
437 M143286 1/2 IN. VHS VlDEOCASSETTE 
438 M146024 16 SAFETY 
439 M146087 16 SAFETY 
440 M146088 16 SAFETY 
441 M145958 16 SAFETY 
442 M146019 16 SAFETY 
443 M155921 16 SAFETY 
444 M155930 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
445 M155930 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
446 M143089 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
447 M145957 16 SAFETY 
448 M146051 16 SAFETY 
449 M146008 16 SAFETY 
450 M143092 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 



A 
451 What does it take 
452 what is liberty ¯ the plight of the haitian refugees 
453 what price orphans 
454 Where’s my man tonite? 
455 whistling bullets 
456 why can’t we be friends 
457 why colors? 
458 Wildlife Adventures 
459 willis reid basketball series, the 
460 winterhawk 
461 World BEat 
462 YOung man with a horn 
463 Youngblood 
464 Your Chance to live ¯ Hurricane 

466 
467 
468 



B C 
451 
452 
453 The Cotton Club 1981 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 1970 

1992 

1943 
1937 

1992 
Love animal style 

1975 
1993 

1978 



D 
451 
452 
453 
454 Carol Morton 
455 Harris, Paula 
456 
457 Williams, Spencer 
458 John VV English 
459 
460 Bobby Mardis 
461 
462 
463 Charles B. Pierce 
464 A. Jacqule Tallaferr 
465 
466 Noel Nosseck 
467 
468 Richard A. Colla 



E 
451 On credits: Baily Films Presents, BFA Educational Media Combination of live action and animation. Content: Short 
452 Content: 0-00:21:00 - Black and white footage of the Watts riots. Some aerial shots, some newroom shots. No sour 
453 
454 "02-07-89" written on tape. Carol A. Morten Production Company producer: W.E. Baker Possible Black Cinema So( 
455 Copyright 1992 Midnight Sun Production Content: Documentry on Haitian Refugees. Film uses new footage, photo 

456 Content notes: Those Loveable Scallawags with their gang featuring Hey Fellas.- SNB Viewed on cinescan. Story 
457 Reissue version of Marching On! Film is preceded and followed by an introduction by Ozzie Davis, who discusses th 
458 1946 edgecode. 
459. Content Notes: Lo-Ki music video produced by Urban Street Records. Star #000002404 

460 MCLM #02776 - T.L. 11/2/2010 This short starts out with a ’film within a film’ which takes a comedic look at gangs a 
461 Content: Nature show. This episode deals with how animals mate and thief rituals. Note: not related to black films or 
462 MCLM Unique number: 000002994 - T.L. 5/11/09 
463 Unknown edgecode. Anamorphic print -- JF 5/19/10 
464 Black American Cinema Society Awards Submission 1993. Written and directed by A. Jacqule Tallaferro Produced 
465 Eastman 1961 or 1981 stock, possible deaccesion. -- T.L. 6/23/2010 
466 1978 edgecode -- JF 5/19/10 
467 From credits: Presented by the Defense Civil Preparedeness Agency and the California Offices of Emergency Servi, 

468 MCLM Unique number: 000003220 Content notes: Segment of film, starting with pool scene, going through investig~ 



F G H 
451 M146017 16 SAFETY 
452 M156079 3/4 IN. VIDEOCASSETTE 
453 M146074 16 SAFETY 
454 T111242 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
455 M155926 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
456 M145956 16 SAFETY 
457 m146084 16 SAFETY 
458 M155534 16 SAFETY 
459 M143084 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
460 M155931 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
461 T117087 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
462 M145964 16 SAFETY 
463 M155886 16 SAFETY 
464 M156076 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
465 M155920 16 SAFETY 
466 M155884 16 SAFETY 
467 M156056 3/4 IN. VlDEOCASSETTE 
468 M145990 16 SAFETY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Monday, February 24, 2014 10:51 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

SCMS 2014 Cont~rence Schedule and Special Events 

Having trouble view#,g this email? You can also find the following information on our site under "Latest News." 

The 2014 Conference Program is now available online here (opens as PDF). Note: panel and workshop room assignmems are not included in the online version. 

Attendees will need to check in at Registration to receive a printed program containing this information. The Schedule of Meetings is here. 

See below for a list of highlights and special events during the coni~rence. We will be ~nding another email about child care, accessibility, parking, and other essential 

information in the next t~w days. 

Conference Hi~hli~hts 

WEDNESDAY 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 
6:00 - 8:00 pm 
Teaching Race & Media in Post-radal/Post-Trayvon America 

,4 roundtable discussion 

LOCATION: Sheraton Seattle 

In the weeks of i:dtlout after George Zim~nerman was acquitted in the killing of Trayvon Martin, communities of color and allies mn to social ~nedia outlets such as 

Facebook~ Twitter, and Tumblr to discuss, to mourn, and to rage against the injustice. Adding to that sense of dis-ease was the wide release of P~titvale Station, the 

fihn about the last day in the life of Oscar Grant, another young Black male who lost his life in a racially charged shooting. As scholars of color, we knew that it would 

not jus~t be enough to reblog, retweet, and share news stories and editorials; we knew that when our Fall semesters began we would be moved to discuss the nexus of 

issues related to race, representation, and racism as it relates to Zimmerman, Martin, and Chant in our classrooms. But we also realize that it cannot be just us who are 

bringing these conversations to [-ear. This begs the question: How roll these conversations around living in a supposed "Post-racial" and definitive "Pos~t-Tm~,on’’ era 

become part of the teaching narrative in the same ways we are and/or should be talking about race as well as class, gender, and sexuali~l in the classroom? 

This tw’o-act event begins with a keynote speaker, Mark Anthony Neal, Cultural Critic and Professor of Black Popular Culture at Duke University. The second act 

builds upon Neal’s talk, as the media scholars who participated in Cinema Journal’s Aca-Media podcast on the Zimmerman verdict Bambi ttaggins (Arizona State 

University), Miriam Petty (Northwestern University) and Kristen Warner (University of Alabama) as well as Anna Everett (University of Ca~iiimlia, Santa Barbara) 

participate in a roundtable discussion and grapple with the question of how to bring "these narratives ink~ our classrooms and lecture halls. After the roandtable, the 

conversation will be opened to audience. 

Sponsored by Africmv)tJ?ican American Caucus and supported by SCMS. 

COORDINATORS: Bambi Haggins, ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY, Kristen Wa~ner, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA and Anna Everett, UNIVERSITY OF 

CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 

7:00 - 9:00 pm 

Archival Activism: Reclaiming and Remixing the Battle of Seattle 

screening event of archival and found footage on the 15th anniversaO, of the WTO demonstrations 

LOCATION: Northwest Film Forum, 1515 12th Ave. 

This specidl opening night event commemorates the 15th anniversary of the World Trade Organization protests, the infan~ous "Battle of Seattle." The event features a 

talk by Jill Freidberg, director of the award- running documentary This is What Democracy Looks Like, as well as a screening and discussion of selected entries to the 

A rchival A ciivism video remix competition. 

Jill Freidberg has been producing, directing, and editing documentmy fihns, activist media, and communi ,ly radio for 18 years. A founding member of the Seattle 
Independent Media Center and global Indymedia network, she helped coordinate the IMC’s alternative video coverage of the 1999 WTO protests. 

Freidberg will discuss her work with the Independent Media Center around the WTO protests, her experience coordinating the archive engendered by that eflbrt, and 
her subsequent work with activist media collectives in southern Mexico. She will show short clips t?om the two films, This is Whal Democracy Looks Like and Un 
poquito de tanta verdad, both of which were created from activifft video collaborations that resulted in sizeable archives. 

Freidberg’s talk will provide context for the remix video competition and the screening of select entries that follows. The remix co,npetition invited pasticipants to use 
archival footage in order to explore a contemporary politica1 issue through the lens of the "Battle of Seattle" and in the process contemplate this historical event’s 
uniqueness and legacy in political actions such as the Occupy movement and Arab Spring. Participants were also encouraged to consider the "Battle of Seattle" as a 



generative event for radical media producers all over the globe. 

The andience will be invited m participate in a rousing discussion about issues raised by the main themes of the evening. While we anticipate the conversation will be 
wide-ranging, mindful of the themes mentioned above, additions] topics will include the aesthetics and practice of remix videos, urban history, Iyolicing in Seattle, and 
the his~tow of Indymedia. 

Sponsored by the Documentary Studies’ and the Media Literacy + Pe&~gogical Outreach Scholarly Interest Groups’ and s~pported by SCMS. 

COORDINATORS: Virginia Kuhn, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, Stephen Charbonneau, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY. Jaimie 

Baron, UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA and Leah Shafm: HOBART AND WILLIAM SMITH COLLEGES 

THURSDAY 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 
ll:00am 12:45pm 

Orientation tbr New Members & Networking Session 

LOCATION: Sheraton Seattle 

If you are new to SCMS, please plan to attend this orientation and networking session for new members. You will learn more about the Society’, the conference, the 
journal, the website, and other benefits of membership. 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 
12:30 - 2:30 pm 
Paramount Theatre: Book Release Part), 

LOCATION: 911 Pine St. 

These am the only two hours during tile conference that attendees can access the his~toric l?aramount Theatre, built in 1928, boasting close to 3,000 seats and showing 

silent-era films to this day! Located three blocks fi~m tile Sheraton. Indiana Universi .ty Press celebrates the release of Silent Cinema and the Politics’ of Space and 

toasts the acquisition of Fibn His.too,. Silent Cinema Cultures roll kick offtheir first year as a SIG with an infomlal meet-and-greet in the lobby, 1:30-2:15 pm. ’][’ours 

of the theatre and the "historic theatre library" available to all. Wine and cheese will be served, compliments of the sponsors. 

Admission is flee ruth conference badge. 

Co-sponsored by Indiana Universi& Press’ in conjunction with Seattle Theatre Group and the Silent Cinema Cultures SIG. 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 
7:00 -- 9:15 pm 

Return to the Land of the Head Hunters 

A Screening and Round table Discussion of In the Land of the Ilead IIunters 

(1914, dir. Edward S. Curtis, with the Kwakwaka’waJ~v of British Columbia) 

LOCATION: The Burke Museum, on the Universi~ of Washington campus at the comer of 17th Ave. NE and NE 45th St. 

Join us for a centmmial screening and discussion of Edward Curtis’s silent featare film, In the Land of the HeadHunters, made collaboratively with the 

Kwakwaka’wakw of British Columbia. An epic melodrmna of indigenous love and war on the Northwest Coast, the fihn premiered in 1914 in Seattle (at the historic 

Moore Theatre) and in New York. It was recently entirely reconstructed, and now t~atures its original intertitles, color-tinting and toning, and long-lost ~enes 

rediscovered at the UCLA Film & Television Archive. The tihn is notable for having what is believed 1,~ be the earliest extant original orchestra] ~ore, promoted at the 

time as being "native music symphonized," pertbrmed tbr the new Blu- ray and D’vq) release by the Turning Point En~mble of Vancouver, BC. The discussion to follow 

the screening will be led by Brad Evans, one of the co-producers of the res~tomtion, with tilm historians Catherine Russell mad Fatimah Tobing Rony, who have both 

written on the 1973 release of the fihn (In the Land of the War Canoes) Kwakwaka’wakw fihnmaker, Baarbam Cranmm; and Bill Holm, l?rofessor and Curator 

Emeritus at the Burke Museum. Refieshments will follow. 

Cost: Free to SCMS conference members and open to tile public. Seating is litnited. ’][’he Burke Museum welcomes all SCMS members to attend. Please RSVP to 
reserve a seat at http://engage.washington.edu/site/Calendar?id 117161&vievv~Detail. On March 13, remaining tickets will be open to the public. 

Sponsored by the Bill Holm Center at the Burke A4useum and University of Washington Press 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 
9:00 pm 

Padfic Wonders: Nnntheatric’,fl Films from the Northwest 

LOCATION: No~thwest Fihn Forum, 1515 12th Ave. 

Before Gus Van Sant, Kelly Reichardt, and David Lynch made the Pacific Northwest known for hustlers, dremners, and weirdos, thousa~nds of amateur and 
professional filmmg~cers filmed their own visions of the region. Made to be shown in homes, workplaces, schools, and ins~titutions, these films collectively represent a 
visual histoU of the region. This pmgrmn features films on architecture, design, and the environment in the Pacific Northwest. Titles include Comin ’Home Baby, a ci~ 
symphoW made in Seat~le in 1968, and In Parmership with Time, a 1981 documenta~T on the historic preservation movement produced by the Tacoma-based 
e&~cational filmmakers Rnth and Louis Kirk. Films courtesy of the Oregon Historical Society’ and the University- of Washington. 



Cost: Free to the first 50 SCMS members with cont~rence name badge; Others $11iadults; $6.00/members; $8.00/children under 12, stndents with valid photo 

student ID, and seniors over 60 (babies under I year are ti-ee). Seating will begin at 8:30 pm. 

Sponsored by Nonlheatrical Film & :IIedia, Urban Studies, Silent Cinema Cultures, and.~ledia & Environment Scholarly btterest Groups 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 

"Taste of Seattle" 
Multiple Venues and Activities for Members to Sample 

LOCATION: Various Locations 

Experience Music Project Museum 

Lower Queen Anne (neaac the Space Needle) 

325 5th Ave. N. 

10:00 am 5:00 pm daily 

w~’.empmu~um.ora 

Scarecrow Video 

University District 

5030 Roosevelt Way NE 

Stm. Thu. 11:00 am 10:00 pm Fri. Sat. 11:00 am 11:00 pm 

www.scarecrow.com 

Henry Art Galled~ 

University Dis~xict 

University of WashinTton 

15th Ave. NE 

Wed., Sat., Sun. 11:00 am 4:00 pm Thu. Fri. 11:00 am 9:00 pm 

www.henryaxt.org 

SANCI’I~5~I new medium ins~tallation 
Acknission is free with conJbrence name ba~ge 

Living Computer Museum 

SoDo (South of Downtown, Stadium Dis~trict) 
2245 lstAve. S. 
Wed. Sm~. until 5:00 pm 

www.livingcomputermuseum 

Seattle Art Mu~um (SAM) 
Admission isJ?ee with co, ference name ba~{ge 

Downtown 

1300 1 st Ave. 

Wed., Fri, Sat., Sun. 10:00 a*n 5:00 pM 

Thu. 10:00 am 9:00 pm 

www.seattleaxtmuseum.oN 

w~v.sea~lea~nu~um.owe~bige~ibit.a sp 

Cinema Books 

University Dis~xict 

4753 Roosevelt Way 

Mon. Sat. 10:00 mn 7:00 pm 

www.cine,nabooks.ne~/store.htm 

Cineranla 
Bellto~m 
2100 4th Ave. 
Check website for schedule 
ww~-.cinerama.com 
www.facebook.com/SeattleCinerama 

FRIDAY 

Friday, March 21, 2014 
11:00 am - 12:00 noon 
Members’ Business Meeting 

LOCATION: Sheraton Seattle 

All SCMS members are encouraged to attend the annual Members’ Business Meeting to learn more about SCMS and current strategic planning processes. Members 
will also meet the officers and Boaacd members, and the leadership of the SCMS Caucuses and Scholarly Interest Groups. Refreshments will be provided. 



Friday, March 21, 2014 

2:15 - 4:00 pm 
Workshop: In Conversation with Alan and Joyce Rudolph 

LOCATION: Seattle Sheraton, Jefferson A 

Alan Rudolph, director of such indie classics as Welcome toLA (1976), ChooseMe (1984), and 7’rouble in Mind (1985), and his partner; Joyce Rudoph set 

photographer who’s worked on mainstream films such asI’erminator and on independent productions (most of the fihns by Robert Alunan and by Rudolph), axe 

Seattle area residents. This workshop discussion will cover financial aspects of Rudolph’s career as a qnasi-outsider to Holl3~vood along ruth details about his 

filmmaldng process and his varions film projects (realized and not). The open format will encourage interaction between the Rudolphs and audience members. 

Friday, March 21, 2014 
4:15 - 5:30 pm 
SCMS Awards Ceremony 

LOCATION: Sheraton Seattle 

Friday, March 21, 2014 
5:30 - 7:30 pm 
SCMS Reception 

LOCATION: Sheraton Seattle 

Celebrate this year’s awards recipients, outgoing SCMS Board members, and others who have served the Society this past year while catching up with old friends and 

meeting new acquaintances. 

Friday, March 21, 2014 

7:30 - 11:30 pm 

Grnts Night Out Dhmer 

LOCATION: FareStm~t Restaurant, 7th Ave. & Virginia St. 

Please join us for our annnaJ GNO dinner! "GRRRLS NITE OUT" is an open, friendly event aimed at encouraging conversation and connecfion an~ong aJl women: 

trans, cis, and gender queer. You don’t have to be an SCMS member to attend. This year GNO is proud to host our annual dinner at FARESTART, a non-profit that 

has provided over five million nutritious meals to those in need and helped homeless and disadvantaged men, woman, and their families create new oppo~Vanities for the 

fim~re: w~-.fare start.o ,m/help/livesiindex.html. 

Vegetarian and gluten-free options avafilable; handicap accessible; wine and beer cash-l~ar to begin at 7:30; buffet-s~le dinner served at 8:00 pm. Tickets tnust be 

purchased in advance at https://~.eventbrite.com/e/grrrls-night-out-dinner-2014-tickets-5365275684. 

Cost: $38/graduate students and adjnncts, $50.00/professors 

Directions: ttead NW on 6th Ave., right on Westlake Ave., and then right on Virginia St. 

Sponsored by Women’s Caucus 

Friday, March 21, 2014 

8:00 pm 

The Land Beyond the Rainbow 

(1991, dir. Herwig h3ppingo East Germany, 35ram) 

LOCATION: Northwest Film Forum, 1515 12th Ave. 

In this new director’s cut, renegade East German filmmaJ~er Herwig Kipping set out to explore the roots of the socialist ~ciety in which he grew up. Consciousness 

about pressing sociaJ-political issues ofGDR litE, in his opinion, wonld not be raJ sed tbrongh didactic sociaJist realis~t films, but by re-introducing the poetic element into 

Kipping calls his approach "magical idealism," emphasizing the need to elevate visuals, metaphoricaJ elements and poetic language over conventiouaJ narrative structures 

and language. Only after the collapse of the GDR regime was Kipping able ~o realize his script for The LandB<vond the Rainbow, which takes place in the fictiouaJ 

town of Stalina in 1953, and depicts a place that lies "beyond the rainbow." 

Representing a radical departure from the East German cinema of the time, Kipping’s influences inclnded Bufiuel, Nielzsche, Dostoyevsk% Hfldeflin, Tarkovslcy, and 
Rilke. 

New 35mm print, introduced by anthor Reinhild Steingrfver, University of Rochester. Followed by book signing and wine reception for Steingrfver’s Last Features 

(Camden ttouse). Please arrive early limited number of complimentary tickets/seats reserved for SCMS members to be claimed with contbrence badge at the venue 

before 7:45 pm. 

Co-presented by DEFA, the East German Film Libra~ at the University oJ?\~assachusetts Amherst 

Friday, Mard~ 21, 2014 



8:00 - 11:00 pm 
The Stuart Hall Project 

(.lohn Akomfrah, 2013, UK, 103 min) 

LOCATION: Seattle Interuational Fihn Fes~tival (SIFF) Film Center/Seattle Center, 305 Hamson St. 

The Africar~’Afi-ican American Caucus is pleased to invite tnembcrs of SCMS to the Seat~Je Premiere of John Akomfrah’s latest fihn, I;he StuartHallProject (2013), 

revisiting the life and work of Stuart Hall, one of the major public intellectuals of the last five decades and one of the axchitects of the discipline of Cultural Studies. 

"Stuaxt Hail is very important to me. I felt the time had come to reassess, on the screen, the public significance of Stuart Hall, by using, not simply the writings, but the 

television, film, and radio contributions he has been making for the last 50 years.... ~Ve spent six months convincing him that he needed to do something with us on the 

image, on the status of the image. Rather than looking outward, we felt that there was s~mething abont his own image as it unfolded that was worth investigating .... The 
object of the exercise was to bring the va~ous discursive regimes of Stuart Hall’s into one epistemic space." (John Akomfrah) 

A Skype-in conversation session with tihn director Jolm Akomt~ah and Aboubakar Sanogo, Carleton University. will ti~llow the screening. 

This event is open to SCMS members wearing SCMS conference badges. Seating is limited to 94 and available on a first-come, first- served basis. 

Directions: short cab ride away or take the Seattle Center Monorail. Get on at Westlake Center Mall station at Fifth Ave. and Pine St. and take it to tfie Seattle Center 

station. The tnonorail departs appro:dmately every 10 minutes. Adult fme is $2.25 one way, cash only. Friday hours of operation 7:30 am 11:00 pm. 

Sponsored by Aj?ican/AJ?ican American Caucus 

Friday, March 21, 2014 
8:00 pm 
Screening & Browsing at Scarecrow Video 

LOCATION: Scarecrow Video, 5030 Roosevelt Way NE 

Scmecrow Video will host a tree showing of Adjust Your Tracking: The Untold Story of the I/HS Collector. Adjust iVour Tracking is a new documentary by Dan 

Kinem and Levi Peretic about the subculture of video fiends who continue to hunt down and collect VHS tapes. The film featares inter~’iews with over 100 VHS 

collectors, video store owners, directors, producers, and ~nore from across the country. Scarecrow Video is the largest video store in the world, offering more than 
120,000 different rifles for rent. The store features an immense selection of both mainstremn and obscure movies, a number of which are not available anywhere else. 

The screening room seats 35 so come early to grab a place, browse through the world renowned collection and enjoy a beer. coffee or other refreshments at 

VHSpresso in the front of the store. Join us for this special evening and experience Scarecrow Video found only in Seattle! 

Progrmnmed by Scarecrow Video and Daniel Herbert 

SATURDAY 

Sa~rday, March 22, 2014 
8:00 10:00pm 

HmV Smith’s "Eaxly Abstractions" and the Ani~nation of Bodily f~2tm~s 

LOCATION: Northwest Film Forum, 1515 12th Ave. 

A film program inspired by the early animated films of Harry Smith. an artist and ethnomusicologis~t born in the Pacific Northwest. The progrmn puts Smith’s pioneering 

Early Abs~tractions in conversation with some of his contemporaries and current film artis~ts, who explore the rhytl~nic and somatic dimensions of animated movement. 

The program includes rarely screened 16mm film prints, originnl live accompaniment led by Lori Goldston, and a live performance by Seattle-based filmma~er and 

musician Eric Ostrowski. Special introduction by Chuck Kleinhans, Northwestern University professor emeritus and co-editor of Jump Cut media journal. 

Harry Smith, Early Abstractions (1946 1952), with live accompaniment by Lori Goldston 

Storm de Hirsch, Peyote Queen (1965) 

Len Lye, Color Cry (1952) 

Eric Ostrowsld, SidewalkograplN (2004), with live accompaniment by Eric Ostrowski and Garek Druss 

Izabella Pruska-Oldenhof, Fugitive L(i)ght (2005) 

Hy Hirsh, Eneri (1953) 

Jud Yalkut, U~’ Down by the Riverside (1966) 

Jodie Mack, Glistening Thrills (2013) 

Hea~ Smith, Film Number 15: Untitled Seminole Patchwork Fihn, (c. 1965-66) 

Please arrive early limited number of complimentary ticket�seats reserved for SCMS members, to be claimed with conference badge at the venne before 7:30 pm. 



Sponsored by the Northwest Film Forum and the Animated Media, CinemArts: Film & Art History, and Experimenlal Film & Media Scholarly Interest 

Groups. 

PROGRAM CURATED BY: Alla Gadassik, NORTHWESTERN [YNIVERSITY andRani Singe GETTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

l~’aeebook 
:~’ollow ...... Twitter > 

If you wish to stop receiving email from us, you ca~ simply remove yourself by visiting: http://www.cmstudies.or?_/membersiEmailOptPret~rences.aspx? 

id 9512683&e regester(~a)email.unc.edu&h lcfc7d6f5ba6c7f3946c85b38d5d31eb077751c0 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adrienne Christian @gmail.com> 

Thursday, February. 27, 2014 9:27 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Editor for You 

Good morning Ms. Regester, 

I hope this message finds you doing well. 

My dear friend, Teresa Church, said you might be in need of an editor. If so, I’d love to hear more about your project, at your earliest convenience. 

Feel tlcee to call or write. 

Warm wishes, 
Adrienne Christian 
917.9432069 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Feb 26, 2014, at 9:24 AM, "L. Teresa Church" < ~@mindspring.com> wrote: 
> 

> Dear Sister Adrienne, 
> 

> Good morning and all good wishes :[’or what I hope is a wonderful week. 
> 

> I am touching base to put you in contact with one of my colleagues. IIer name is Dr. Charlene Regester, and she is a professor at UNC-Chape[ Hill She is looking for someone to edit a 
paper [’or her and I have reconwnended you :[’or her consideration in that regard. 
> 

> I know the excellent work you do in editing and think that you might be able to assist Dr Regester. I am sending her a copy of this message and hope that you will touch base with her as 
time perlmts. 
> 

> Have a great rest of the week. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Unti[ next time, 
> 

> Teresa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adrienne Christian ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, February 28, 2014 2:52 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft tbr GWTW Collection 

Ms. Regester, 

Thank you for your email I’ve had a chance to look at your essay My price is $200 because of its density’ (single spaced) and because of the fa ct checking and research it will require. 

Does this work for you? If so, I will draw tap the contract and email it to you ASAP. 

Looking forward to your reply, 

Adrienne 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 8:56 AM. "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email uric edu> wrote: 

Dear Adrienne: I forwarded the email that has my essay attached since the editor made a few con’Lments I will complete all notes -- in one instance, he suggests that I move some 
reformation to the notes section which I can do Thanks tremendously for your assistance. Finally, they have given me some extra time to submit nay revised version but I do want to return it 
as soon as possible. I look forward to hearing from you and hope you have a good trip. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Crank, James [      @ua.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:32 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: DraR for GWTW CuHectiun 

Charlene--thanks su much [’or the upportunity to rewew yuur dra~. I have attached yuur essay with my notes and suggestiuns I am asking for second drafts to be in by 15 January 

please let me know what questiuns yuu have. I am excited about this culIectiun. 

Warm wishes, 
An@ 

Assistant Professor uf American Literature 
Department of English -- University uf Alabama 
Morgan 128;       @ua.edu<mailtu     " ~ua.edu>; 205-348-6265 
http:i/en~lish ua edu/user/644 
<Regester ducx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Friday, February 28, 2014 3:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

SCMS 2014 Conference News 

SCMS 2014 Seattle Conference News 

Reminder: tile 2014 Conference Program is now available online here (opens as PDF). Note: panel and worgshop room assignments are not included in the online 

version. Attendees will need to check in at Registration to receive a priuted program contaAning this information. The Schedule of Meefings is here. 

Go Shuttle Express 

Go Shuttle Express is offering a discounted t?are tbr SCMS 2014 attendees to/from the Seattle Sheraton Hotel. 

To make reservations call 425-981-7000 or go to http:i/shuttleexpress.hudsonltd.net/res?USERIDENTRY SCMS&LOGON GO and menfion the SCMS 

CONFERENCE to receive your discount. 

Note: tfie SCMS discounted fare is good at the majoriF of downtown hotels (altfiough there are a few that are not part of the GSE scheduled service rate). If you ~xe 

not staying at the Sheraton Seattle and wish to receive the discouuted fare, you will have to call the reservations line. Only people slaying at tile Sheraton Seattle can 

use the online portal. When booking online with a non-US zip code (while inserting your credit card inf!~rmation), please enter "00000 " for your zip code. 

This will allow you to book online. 

SCMS attendees who book by March 14, 2014 will be given a $25 per persorv’roundtrip rate. Alter March 14th, the rate will increase to $31 round trip. The retail 

rate is $36 per person round trip. 

Go Shuttle Express will display a sign at the airport (at their location) with the SCMS logo so attendees will more easily locate their ride. 

Parking at the Sheraton Seattle 

We have negotiated a discounted parking rate at the Sheraton. It is normally $46ioveruight rate but SCMS attendees will receive discounted parking at $40 flat rate 

per 24-hr period. You simply need to idenlify yourself as part of our group. There are additional places to park in the area as well. To find that information, go here. 

Onsite Registration 

Wednesday, March 19 Sunday March 23 

LOCATION: Seattle Sheraton, Greenwood, Third Floor 

The SCMS conference regis~tration office will include two service areas, one for registered conference parficipants and attendees to pick up name badges and 
conference programs and another ibr individuals who have not yet registered. The onsite registration fee is $195. Students with a wlid student ID pay $125. The 

registration office will open Wednesday, March 19 at 9 am and close at 5 pro. Hours for Thursday, Friday, and Saturday (March 20, 21, and 22) are 8 am to 5 pin. 

Registration will open at 8:30 am and close at 12 Noon on Sunday, Maxch 23. 

Exlfibit Hall 

The exhibit hall is located in file Mettopolitan Ballroom neax the registration office in the main buikting on the third floor. Exhibits open Thursday. March 20, at 10:30 

am. The exhibit hall hours for Friday, March 21 are 9:30 am to 5:30 pro. The hours tbr Saturday are 9:00 am to 6:00 pro. 

Child Care at the Conference 

We have continued the efibrt to organize a few childcare options at the 2014 SCMS Conference. Working with the Sheraton Seattle, the Seattle CVB, and a few 

locally owned companies, we have made arrangements with two sitter services: Best Sitters, hic. and On Call Nanny. hffonnalion, including contact immbers, rates, 

and rules, are avaAlable here. 

In addition, we have set up a forum for parents who may wish to join forces when booking sitters, or swap childcare amongst themselves, or discuss good child- 

friendly options (parks, restaurants, zoo, etc.) in Seattle. The forum can be found here. 

We hope that these options will help parents have a productive and enjoyable cont~rence in Seattle. 

Accessibility at the Sheraton Seattle 

All sessions at tfie SCMS Conference are accessible to people with disabilities. The conference roll span mulfiple floors of the hotel with ramps and ADA accessible 

elevators connecting oll meas.More specifically, the Sheraton Seattle is wheelch~r friendly. There are no restriclive steps that impede full hotel access. There is an 

accessible restroom in the hotel lobby;accessible hotel guestrooms and roll-in shower availability,. There axe well designed accessible bathiooms with extra counter 

space. Beds, sinks, and faucets are at a convenient height. The hotel has a full restaurant and bal: and the pool oxea is equipped with a lift. 



The hotel is spacious and events may be rather thr apa~ lbr some ruth mobility issues. Please email Leslie McKenzie before the cont~rence if you have concerns or 

need special assistance of any kind during the week of the conference. 

The SocieO@)r Cinema & 3/[edia Studies is committed to providing access and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education, 

and employment Jbr individuals’ with disabilities. 

Scheduling Events at the Sheraton Seattle 

Would your group,’department!university like to hold a gathering/reception at SCMS this year? There is complimentau space available at the Sheraton Seattle - please 

contact conference manager, Leslie LeMond for fi~rther information. 

Orientation for New Members 

Thursday, March 20, 11 am 12:45 pm 

LOCATION: Seattle Sheraton, Cirrus, Pike Street Tower 35th Floor 

If you ece new to SCMS, please plan to attend this orientation and networldng session for new me~nbers. Yon will lea~ more about the Society, about navigating the 

conference, the joumg~, the website, and other benefits of~ne~nbership. You can also meet the Board of Directors and speak with representatives fiom Cancnses and 

Schole¢ly Interest Groups. Refreshments will be provided. 

Wireless and Social Media 

Wireless intemet will be available in all meeting space at SCMS 2014 (you will need to obtain the password at registration). There will also be complimentary- high 
speed interact access in guestrooms tbr guests booked in the group room block. You must have booked through the Sheraton Seattle and specified that you are part of 

the SCMS annual conl~rence. 

If you are staying at the Sheraton Seattle, would like complimentary guestroom interact Maile at the conference, but did not book under the room block, you should call 
the hotel and have your reservation linked to the SCMS block before you amve. 

Follow us on Twitter (@SCMSmdies) and use #SCMS 14 to post about your own experiences during the conference. 

Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SCMStudies 

Also, check out cms~dies.org for ~otating oNine content, including videos and blog posts, throughout the conference. 

The Official SCMS Visitor’s Guide to Seattle 

Compiled by flae SCMS Host Committee, a guide to dining, sites to see, life’s necessitie~ and getting around Seattle is included in the Contbrence Program, pp. 19-29. 

You can also download it here. 

~Ake us on Facebook > ~’ollow us on T~vitter > 

If you wish to stop receiving email from us, you can simply remove yourself by visiting: http://www.cmstudies.org/membersiEmailOptPret~rences.aspx? 

id 9512683&e regester(~a)email.unc.edu&h lcfc7d6f5ba6c713946c85b38d5d31eb077751c0 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sheila Laver~y <SLaverty@ala-ct~oice.org> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 8:43 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edt~> 

PubSys: CHOICE Notification of Publica’tion of Review tbr Revno: 51-4231 REGECt IA 

Thank you for your contribution to CHOICE’s review service. Please do not reply to this automated message. If you have any questions or comments, please contact your editor, Rebecca 

Ann Bartlett at bbartlett@ala-choice.org 

The following review appeared in the April 2014 issue of CHOICE. 

51-4231        E668     2013-10029 
We~a, Frank J The long Recons~uction:the post-CivilWar South inhi~ory, film, and memory-, by Frank J We~a and Ma~inA. Novelli. Routledge, 2014. 160p index ISBN9780415894647, 

$130.00;ISBN9780415894654pbk, $28.95 

Narrowly focused on the Reconstruction era, this fascinating book provides a valuable time line of the chronological developments associated with the Civil War and Reconstruction In 
chapter 1, Wetta (history Kean Univ.) and Novelli (fihn, history, and humanities. Ocean County College) argue,~;If Reconstruction lacks the vast audience and Homeric qualities of the Civil 
War, nevertheless, it has been a ’dark and blood?, g;ound’ on wiaich Noltherners ~nd Southerne)s, both white and black, including historians, novelists, and fihnmakers (even songwriters), 
laave battled over its histotS,, meaning, and memory-." Significant literature and films are explored to critique how representations of Reconstruction have been popularized in the public 
imaginalSz. To demonstrate how history, memory, and meaning collude, Wetta and Novelli examine films from Birth of a Nation and Gone with the Wind to Cold "~vlountain and Lincoln as 
visual documents that participate in the mytl~naking process. The audience includes, but is not limited to, those interested in history during the Reconstruction era, particularly southern 
history, African American history’, fih’n studies, a~d culWa-al studies. Surmx’~ing Up: Reco~m’aended Lower-division undergraduates through faculty -- C. B. Regester, Univ. of North Carolina-- 

Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hardy; Stephanie <Stephanie.Hardy~ncdcr.gov> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 3:13 PM 

’Angela Lee’ <alee@ha.vti.org> 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Stagville Film Lecture 

I just learned that the Full Frame Documenta[y Film Festival will be going on in Durham on April 5 so that will not be a good time for film enthusiasts. I think we should move 
push the film lecture back, perhaps to the summer or fall. Is there a month that works best for everyone? 

Stephanie Hardy 
Historic Site Manager 
Historic Stagville 
5828 Old Oxford Highway 
Durham, NC27712 
Phone: 919.620.0120 
Fax: 919.620.0422 
stephanie.hardy@ncdcr.gov 

From: Angela Lee [mailto:alee@hayti.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 12:03 PM 
To: Hardy, Stephanie 
Subject: Re: Stagville Film Lecture 

that will be great. 919-683-1709 ext. 25. 

On Fri, Feb 21, 2014 at 11:50 AM, Hardy, Stephanie <Stephanie.Hardy,@~ncdcr.gov> wrote: 

Will 12:30 work? Would you like for me to call your office? 

StepItanie Hardy 
Historic Site Manager 
Historic Stagville 
5828 Old Oxford Highway 
Durham, NC27712 
Phone: 919.620.0120 
Fax: 919.620.0422 
stephanie.hardy@ncdcr.gov 

From: Angela Lee [mailto:alee@hayti,org] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 11:10 AM 
To: Hardy, Stephanie 
Subject: Re: Stagville Film Lecture 

Steph~ztie: 

Hope all is well, and thanks for your email. 

I would be vely interested in having Hayti involved in the lecture on April 5th. It would be great if you and I could discuss the particulars and decide how we can work 

with Stagville. I have a full day today but if you would like to at least touch base by phone we could do that, then set another time to meet’? I have a meeting at 11:30 

and another one at 1:00, ~ld am leaving the office for an appointment at 3:00. If you have 5 or ten minutes around those times, let Ine know. 

Thank you for reaching om and considering Haytz 

Angela 

On Fri, Feb 21, 2014 at 9:34 AM. Hardy, Stephanie <~_t__e_p__[_~j_a_!il_i_e__:_}__t_~__r__d_y_@_&c_’~t__c_’__r_:g~?y_> wrote: 

Hi Angela, 
Historic Stagville is planning a film lecture to discuss the depiction of American slavery in movies and I was wondering if Hayti would like to be involved. Right now, the date is 
scheduled for April 5 and I have asked Charlene Regester, a film scholar who focuses on African Americans in film and has taught at both UNC and Duke. We want to 
capitalize on the success of "12 Years A Slave" since we get many questions at Stagville regarding the accuracy of the film. I was thinking that we could show clips (mo more 

than five minutes long) from various movies about slavery and have a discussion and Q&A after each one. If Hayti is interested in co-sponsoring or hosting the event, please let 
me know. We would love to work with you. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Thanks! 
Stephanie Hardy 
Historic Site Manager 
Historic Stagville 
5828 Old Oxford Highway 
Durham, NC 27712 
Phone: .9_.~__~ =6_ 2__O__=Q J _2__Q 
Fax: .._9_. I__ .9_~ .6__2_. _0__~_0_.4__.2__2_ 
_s_" ! __e_ p___h___a___n__i__e_~_t!_’_a__r___d_ y__@ _n___c_’__d___c_’_r__~ g __o__v__ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Angela Lee <alee@hayli.org> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 3:23 PM 

Hardy, Stephanie <Stephanie.Hardy@ncdcr.gov> 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Stagville Film Lecture 

Great point. May is a good month for us here at HaMi, bnt I don’t know if there are area events that might conflict. Once we get into late Jnne and July it will be more 
diiticult for me until after the Blues Fes~tival (September 5 mad 6). 

If we do decide on the fall, then late September or October should be good for me. 

Thanks. 

Angela 

On Wed, Mar 19, 2014 at 3:13 PM, Hardy, Stephanie <Stephanie.Hardv(dbncdcr.gov> wrote: 

I just learned that the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival will be going on in Durham on April 5 so that will not be a good time for film enthusiasts. I think we should 
move push the film lecture back, perhaps to the summer or fall. Is there a month that works best for everyone? 

Stephanie Hardy 

Historic Site Manager 

Historic Stagville 

5828 Old Oxford Highway 

Durham, NC27712 

Phone: 919.620.0120 

Fax: 919.620.0422 

st ephanie.hardy(~,ncdcr ..qov 

From: Angela Lee [mailto:alee@hayti.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 12:03 PM 

To: Hardy, Stephanie 

Subject: Re: Stagville Film Lecture 

that will be great. 919-683-1709 ext. 25. 

On Fri, Feb 21, 2014 at 11:50 AM, Hardy, Stephanie <Stephanie.Hardy~)ncdcr.~ow’, wrote: 

Will 12:30 work? Would you like for me to call your office? 

Stepl~a~ie Hardy 

Historic Site Manager 

Historic Stagville 

5828 Old Oxford Highway 

Durham, NC27712 

Phone: 919.620.0120 

Fax: 919.620.0422 

stephanie.hardy@ncdcr.gov 

From: Angela Lee [mailto:alee@hayti.orcfl 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 11:10 AM 
To: Hardy, Stephanie 



Subject: Re: Stagville Film Lecture 

Steph~e: 

Hope all is well, and thanks for your email. 

I would be ve~ interested in having Hayti involved in the lecture on April 5th. It would be great if you and I conld discnss the paNculaxs and decide how we can 

work with Stagville. I have a full day today bnt if you would like to at least touch base by phone we conld do that, then set another time to meet? I have a meeting at 

11:30 and another one at 1:00, and am leaving the office for an appointment at 3:00. If you have 5 or ten minutes arotmd those times, let me know. 

Thank you tbr reaching out and considering Has~L 

Angela 

On Fri, Feb 21, 2014 at 9:34 AM, Hardy, Stephanie <Stephanie.H~xd¥~ncdcr.gov> wrote: 

Hi Angela, 

Historic Stagville is planning a film lecture to discuss the depiction of American slavery in movies and I was wondering if Hayti would like to be involved. Right now, the date 
is scheduled for April 5 and I have asked Charlene Regester, a film scholar who focuses on African Americans in film and has taught at both UNC and Duke. We want to 
capitalize on the success of "12 Years A Slave" since we get many questions at Stagville regarding the accuracy of the film. I was thinking that we could show clips (too 
more than five minutes long) from various movies about slavery and have a discussion and Q&A after each one. if Hayti is interested in co-sponsoring or hosting the event, 
please let me know. We would love to work with you. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks! 

Stephanie Hardy 

Historic Site Manager 

Historic Stagville 

5828 Old Oxford Highway 

Durham, NC 27712 

Phone: 919.620.0120 

Fax: 919.520.0422 

stephanie.hardy@ncdcr..qov 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lamberk Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1 1:54 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges/e@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Final Draft of Post Doc policy 

Firo]-- Post Doctoral Fellowsl %283%29.docx 

Attached is the post doc policy as approved by the department faculty. 

Michael LambeR, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
302_6 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edtv~ 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1:13 PM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Research <i aar@li stserv, unc.edu> 

[iaar] Talk on Indo-Trinidadian Morturary Ritual 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: regester(i~emailatnc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~p:/ilists.unc.edu/n?id=68146554~ee6c65dfe949695b13eba2939e520cb6&n=:T&l=iaar&o=34432400 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 4:55 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

AAAD 250 Mid 

AA~AJ)250MidtelmEXS pring2014 .doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, March 24, 2014 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Reception and Artist’s Talk for "My White Friends," ScreeNng of"Concerto tbr Two Brothers," Full Frame Ticket and App 

InfonnatioK Online Conlinuing Ed Classes~ Spring Issue of Document Available Online 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

MY WHITE FRIENDS I Reception, Artist’s Talk, and Book Signing With Photographer 

Myra Greene 

Wednesday, April 9, 6-9 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

The Ws, Chicago, Illinois (2008). Photograph by Myra Greene. 

The Center for Documentary Studies will host Myra Greene at an event for My White Friends, 

the photographer’s series of "racial identity portraits" in which her subjects were "manicured 

into a space and provided an opportunity to respond to the idea of being imaged for their 

race." Greene describes the origins of the series: "In previous projects, I created a lot of 

self-portraits and objects that related directly to my black body Overtime I struggled with the 

concept of how blackness is commodified, and how an art object helps to promote that 

commodification." In a pivotal conversation with a white friend, Greene asked whether he 

thought about whiteness in the same terms. "His response was that he didn’t really think 

about whiteness. I left that night wondering about how one could lack consciousness about 

one’s racial identity. I had never considered this was possible. But in the end, his position 

made absolute sense Something does not have to be exotic to be commodified. 

Whiteness is commodified all the time As the dominant part of popular culture, it is fed 

back to us as the definition of ’normal’ Everything else is organized around that normal." My 

White Friends was born out of these revelations. Greene says her aim is "to bring 

whiteness to the forefront so that we can have a shared conversation about what it is and 

perhaps what it means I want conversations, not categories." 

The April 9 event opens with a reception at 6 p.m. followed by Myra Greene’s artist’s talk 

at 7 p.m. and subsequent book signing. Read more about the exhibit and event and see a 

slideshow of images here. My White Friends is on view at CDS through May 17 and 

features a selection of images from Green’s book of the same name (Kehrer Verlag, 

20t2). 

Myra Greene is an associate professor of photography at Columbia College Chicago Her 

work is in the permanent collections of the Museum of Contemporary Photography in 

Chicago; the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; the National Gallery of Art in Washington D.C.; 

the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art in Kansas City; and the NewYork Public Library. 

CONCERTO FOR TWO BROTHERS I Fresh Docs Work=in-Progress Screening 

Friday, March 28, 7 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies Auditorium / 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

From Concerto for Two Brothers, directed by Cristina Cassidy 



The Center for Documentary Studies and the Southern Documentary Fund will present a 

free work-in-progress screening of a feature documentary by North Carolina filmmaker 

Cristina Cassidy at the March installment of the Fresh Docs series Concerto for Two 

Brothers explores the difficult childhoods of two brothers and the parental urge to push 

gifted children to perfection. Both Christopher Rex, a cellist, and Charles Gordon Rex Jr., a 

violinist, are celebrated soloists and ensemble performers in major symphony orchestras, 

but as boys in Orlando, Florida, the brothers were bullied relentlessly to practice and play by 

their brilliant, disturbed father 

Fresh Docs features documentaries fresh from the edit suite-works-in-progress and 

recently completed films. Each screening is followed by a moderated conversation with the 

filmmaker In the case of the works-in-progress, the audience is asked to provide valuable 

feedback on the piece For completed films, the conversation focuses on the making of the 

work 

REMINDER: FULL FRAME TICKETS ON SALE MARCH 27 ! Festival App Available for lOS and 

Android 

Screenshots from the Full Frame 20!4 app 

The 17th annual Full Frame Documentary Film Festival runs from April 3-6 in downtown 

Durham, North Carolina. Tickets go on sale to the public on March 27 at 11 a.m., and can be 

purchased online up until two hours prior to showtime; by phone (919-684-4444) and in 

person at the Duke University Box Office until April 1 ; or at the Festival Box from April 2 to 

April 6. Click here for more information. 

Acomplete line-up of films and a schedule of events are available online or through the Full 

Frame 2014 app for lOB and Android. The app is free and available for download through 

the iTunes App Store or Goo~qle Play. 

ONLINE: UPCOMING CONTINUING EDUCATION CLASSES 

Photograph by Sarah Stacke 

Many of our Continuing Education students live in the Triangle area, but for our distance 

students we offer a growing roster of online classes. Online courses meet at scheduled 

times using video conferencing technology. Many classes also involve a blog or discussion 

forum where students can contribute, ask questions, and solicit feedback between 

sessions. CDS offers a distance track for the Certificate in Documentary Arts, which 

includes a combination of online courses and on-site workshops and summer institutes 

Online classes with upcoming start dates include The Endurin~q Ima~qe: Definin~q Your 

Personal Style and Vision, Cameras Across Cultures, Documentary and the Three Act 

Structure, Writin~q Documentary Nonfiction, and IntePviewin~q for Story. 

A list of online courses offered by CDS, as well as information about how to register, is 

available here. Click here for a complete list of all courses, both online and on-site. 

SPRING 2014 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 



The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies Highlights in the Spring 2014 issue include work from 

Myra Greene’s photography exhibit My V~/hite Friends, the MFAIEDA Class of 2014 thesis 

exhibition, updates on our new undergraduate classes, and other recent news. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Wednesday, March 26, 6 p.m. reception, 7 p.m. reading / Writer Krista Bremer on My 

Accidental Jihad / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

cdsporch.org/archives/21640 

Friday, March 28, 7 p.m. / Fresh Docs Screening of Concerto for Two Brothers / Center for 

Documentary Studies Auditorium / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch.org/archives!21657 

Wednesday, April 9, 6 p.m. reception, 7 p.m. artist’s talk and book signing / Photographer 

Myra Greene on My White Friends I Center for Documentary Studies ! 1317 W. Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch.org/archives!21725 

EXHIBITS 

March 10-May 171 My W,~ite Friends, photographs by Myra Greene / Juanita Kreps Gallery, 

Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

docu mentarystudies du ke edu/exhibits/cu trent-exhibits 

March 21-April 18 1 MFAIEDA 2014 1 Power Plant Gallery and Full Frame Theater at the 

American Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St, and other locations in Durham, North 

Carolina 

mfaeda2014.orq 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies duke.edu 

CDS Perch cdsporch.orq 
Friends ofCDS documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

~ess~3ge .~e2eeter@el:~aH. b~; Hm@d~ke.ed~.i. se~t to 

r for Dacume!;ta:v S%idies at Ddk~ Un#,/e[s~t~ ........................................ 

........................ 
Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ha~J Heritage Center <ha~iheritagecenter@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 5:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Marcus Anderson 

804 Faye!:~evilb St l Duiham. NC 27701 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:21 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@emafil.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Hello aJl. 

Slave Names.doc; Spreadsheet Timeline.xls 

~emafil.unc.edu; ~ema~l.unc.edu; 

AFAM people, 

So here is the updated, and for now, complete list of what we have on 

our timeline, and any additional information we have is listed as well 

in a word document. There are 2 documents attached, one is in excel 

format which is the actual timeline, and the word document which is the 

addition information we have on a certain individual in the timeline or 

the names of slaves that the slave owners possessed. It is pretty 

clearly labeled, so it shouldn’t be hard to follow, but if you have any 

questions please let me know. 

Also, don’t forget the meeting on the               If we could have 

all the things we were assigned done by that day it would be a good 

stopping point since the next week is fall break. So I hope everyone 

has good luck finding information for their topic, and I’ll see all of 

you in 2 and a half weeks. 

Thanks, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:3 8 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Subject: Findings 

Attach: Final land owners.doc; email to AFAM doc 

@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emafil.unc.edu>; 

Okay folks, this is what is going on with     and I. We went to 
Hillsborough again today. I am attaching the info and the summary of 
what we found. It doesn’t look like a lot, but I think it will help us 
fill in some stufl; and it was like 3 and a half hours of work. So I 
think you all will find it interesting. So I hope you will get a chance 
to read the attachment and stuff. Have a great week, and we’ll see you 
all a little later on. IF you have any questions you can IM me at 

or you can email me. 

if you could let me know if Powell is a Ph.D. or any kind of title, 
so I will address him properly. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gale IESS <gale.iess@cengage.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 7, 2008 4:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

IESS, 2nd edition Publication Irdbrmafion 

Dear Professor Regester: 

I am pleased to almounce that the International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2nd edition is now in print and online for our ebook customers! 

We are able to grant you access to the ebook so you can view your published entry online, obtain citation details, print copies of your article, etc. This trial will expire in approximately one 
month. 

Go to: http://trials ~ale.com/public 

Select: Gale Virtual ReFerence Library :From the menu 

When the registrauon page is displayed, click ’log in’ at the top 

Enter in the three :fields: 
gale 
public 
tria[ 

Once in GVRL, select ’Social Sciences’ from the sut~ject list, then locate ]m’l Ency of Social Sciences, 2nd edition, from the title list 

The set is also available to all contributors at a 40% discount Please contact gale.iess@cengage corn if you would like further information on ordering your discounted copy and we will 
send you the form 

Bibliographic information for the title is as follows: 
Darity, William A, Jr. International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2nd edition. 9 vols. Detroit: Macmillan Reference USA, 2008 

It was a pleasure working with you on this project Thank you again for all of your hard work and your dedication in developing this multlvolume set. You’ve helped create what I think is a 
lively and engaging work I hope you are as pleased with the final product as I am. 

Sincerely, 

Shawn Corridor 
Project Editor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

galeadmin@cengage.com 

Friday, November 14, 2008 3:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Academic OneFile(Item 1 of I items e-Mailed) 

A160106375.ht~nl 

Balcerzak~ Scott. "Nationalizing and segregating performance: Josephine Baker and stardom in Zouzou (1934).(Critical essay).." Post Script. 26.1 (Fall 2006): 13 

(19). Academic OneFile. Gale. UNC Chapel Hill. 14 Nov. 2008 

<http:i/find.galegronp.com/itx!i~ffomark.do ?&contenlS et IAC - 

Documents&type retrieve&rabiD T002&prodId~ONE&docld A160106375&source gale&userGroupName nncmain&version 1.0>. 

2008 Gale, Cengage Learning. 



Balcerzak, Scott. "National~ing and segregating perli)rmance: Josephine Balker and staa~dom in Zo~ou (1934).(Critical essay).." Post Script. 26.1 (Fall 2006): 13 

(19).. Gale. UNC Chapel Hill. 14 Nov. 2008 

<http://find.galegroup.com/itx/infomark.do ?&contenkS et IAC- 

Documents&type retrieve&rabiD T002&prodId~ONE&docId~160106375&source gale&userGroupNmne uncertain&version 1.0>. 

Full Text:COPYRIGHT 2006 Post Script, Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

Josephine Baker’s first appearance before the motion picture camera as "star" was, by most accounts, a disheartening experience for the famous African American 

performer. La Sirene des Tropiques (1927) was co-directed by Henri Etievant and Mario Nalpas, with the help of assis~nt director Luis Bunel. The silent film tells the 

story of an innocent girl from the tropics who does the Charleston and eventually brings the dance to Paris. Based upon an idea suggested by her manager and lover 

Giuseppe "Pepito" Abatino, who also costa~ed, the production was considered by most critics nothing more them a curiosi~ even upon its release. (1) Many involved 

with the tilm, such as Bunel, characterized the finished product as a joke exemplified by tasteless moments t~aturing the s~ar l?alling into a flour bin, "thus becoming 

"white," mad later suggestively bathing herself to restore her color. Baker timnd the entire experience humiliating, stating that the ’"film brought tears to my eyes. Was 

that ugly, silly person me?’" (Rose 120). When she once again ventured betbre the camera.s in the 1930s, Baker and Abatino made certain that her first sound 
production reflected a star persona that the fatnous dancer could comfortably embrace. Of all her motion picture appearances, Marc Allegret’s Zouzou (1934) becan~e 

Baker’s person~2l t:avorite. During its production, she said, ’"’][’he fihn enchants me.... Everything seems easy, because I feel the sto~y so very strongly. It all seems so 

real, so tree, that I someti~nes think it’s my own life being played out on the sets’" (Wood 182). 

Such sentiments seem more than just groundless publici~ since the film contains a plot purposely reflecting Baker’s personality and life story. Zouzou (Baker), a Creole 

laundress, grows up in the circus along with her foster brother Jean (Jean Cabin). She yearns for s~rdom ons~age and longs for the love of Jean, whom she eventually 

saves from a false murder charge. Despite her inevitable rise to stardom as a revue singer, Zouzou is left heartb~oken as Jean falls in love with her white best friend 

Claire (Germaine Aussey). The sto~3~, based on an idea by Abatino, was tailored for Baker’s talents and stage persona. Oddly enough, much of this stoo~line’s 

construction with its "rags-to-riches" dynamic heavily resembles American musicals, especially the backstage musicals popular at Warner Bros. during the period. 

BaJ~ets love of the production as a reflection of hersell~ something definitely not the case with La Sirene, exemplifies Zouzou’s position as a star vehicle of a distinctive 

sort. Typical of many French mo’fon pictures of the eMy 1930~ the tilm basically was independently produced, with Arys Nissot~5~, a Tunisian casino owner, funding 

the majori~ of the production. Most likely, Abatino and his client also invested in "the film--which, along with its tbllow-up Princess Tam Tam (1935), showcases 
specifically how they wished B~ker to be seen onscreen. The production intends to redefine how the famous dancer and singer would transition into motion pictures, 

thus speci .fying her persona for future styx vehicles by co~xecting the mistakes of La Sirene. 

Recent critical responses to Zouzou often focus on the text as an illus~tration of complex colonial, social, and communs2l issues prevalent within Paris during the early 

1930s. Elizabeth Ezra sees the film as a reflection of a Parisian socie~ in flux behveen traditional and new communities. By ques~tioning French national identity through 

multiple presentations of exhibition said theater, the venues depicted in the fihn establish how "traditional s~tmctures of communi~ were being threatened by both the right 

and left; bemeen the right-wing leagues and the Popular Front." She ties this concept to how cinema was rapidly refashioning "new representations of community as 

well as new communities of spectators" that ultimately "played into the debate of national identity, eliciting some hostile reactions that fed into a more general nostalgia 
ti3r a community perceived to be on "the wane. This nostalgia is at the heart of Zo~ou" (Colonial 102). (2) Dina Sherzer’s reading also considers the tilm as primarily an 

exploration of the boundaJfies of national identity. She views the motion picture as a ratlrer conservative plea ti3r nationalism--primaa-ily a colonialis~t commentary against 

miscegenation, something appearing in the rejection of Zouzou as love interest and the pairing of Jean and Claire as a racially "pure" and "’natural’ match" (233). Kelley 

Conway, with her examination of the film in a book-length study of French revue stars, sees it as a showcase ti3r Baker as a distinctly French "grande dame du 

musichall" (139). While French national identi~ certainly plays a paxt in Zouzou, what many of these responses overlook me the complexities involved when exan~ining 

the te,’~ as a transnationally-infiuenced star vehicle. The sometimes contradictory American and French influences at play within the film tnus~t drastically redetermine 

how we approach its complicated views of race and miscegenation. 

Zouzou proves fascinating not only by illustrating the ethnic and social boundaries of 1930s Paris, but by forcing us to reconsider oftbe star vehicle as a filmic cons~truct. 

The production’s expressed reason for being is to showcase Baker, thereby it e~sts primarily as a version o£ to use the phrasing of Patrick McGilligan, "actor as 

auteur." (3) Despite significantly being an Allegret production, the intention behind the film remains to showcase B~£er above story, locale, and, to a lesser extent, even 

the musical sequences where the star fails to appear. Yet this distinction does not simply designate the text as a theatrical ~pe of showcase cinema, though it does bare 

some resemblances to other early sound productions heavily influenced by variety and music stage shows. Instead, by examining 1930s French attitudes toward race 
within ~m often American-influenced musical style, the film poses a problematic question. How do we reconcile popular conceptions of"staJc"--often heavily motivated 

by "the films produced through the American star system--within a text distinctly French in its presentations of race ~md nationality? To consider this problem, the 

significant casting choice of Baker’s male costar must also be exaanined as contributing to this confronta’don between the racial and the national. Zo~ou casts French 

leading man Jean Gabin opposite of Baker in the key role of Jean, the object of the lead character’s romantic preoccupation. Gabin remained just one year away from 

malting La Bandera (1935), which progressed him toward exempli~ing the role of"flawed populist hero" in the French cinetna of the 1930s. Despite preceding some 

of the actots more famous appearances in such fihns as Pepe Le Moko (1937) and La Grande illusion (1937), his presence in Zouzou still acknowledges a persona of 

a French "every-man" by casting him within a worldngman role projecting "charming ordinm’iness" that serves to counter his cos~x’s appealing otherness. 

By showcasing Baker and, to a lesser extent, Gabin within a musical heavily resembling American productions, the film e~s~ts as a transnationally-influenced star vehicle 

that bases its cons~truction in racially distinctive boundaries. These social perimeters also determine how the text reconfigures the star vehicle as a construct through 

transcending the popular definitions based in American systems. In what follows, I will examine how this reco~lfiguration emerges in the shifting sVlistics of the 

production between Americanized musical and a poetic realist French s~le of tilmmaking. These fluctuations provide a complex web of Hollywood, French revue, ~md 

realist performances showcased in both musical and dramatic styles. Emerging from a distinctly French g~e upon the racial Other, Zouzou provides a surprisingly 

empathetic, yet ultimately problema’dc, attempt at reconciling a possible miscegenation within its star paring. As a result, while the film presents the "actor as auteur," it 

shows how such a production changes its dynamics through ~m overwhelming transnational and racial i~Nuence li~und within the personas of the stars themselves. 

ACCESSING THE FRENCH MOVIE STAR BEYOND AMERICAN DEFINITIONS 

Before examining a text like Zouzou as a musical star vehicle, we ~nust recognize that the theoretical discourse of the star defines itself heavily in American performers. 
This dis~tinction especially appears in the early serious critical work on movie stars. Edgar Morin’s 1960 book The Stars discusses these figures in various social roles as 

living and dead icons, economic p~oducts, and objects of lust. Like other French critics of the period, Morin partficularly idolizes the American star system and does not 

make much distinction between the seductive powers of James Dean, Charlie Chaplin, or Marilyn Monroe in comparison to Jean Gabin or Brigitte Bardot. Proceeding 



generations also theorized the star primarily as an American construct. Richard Dyer’s Stars bases the majority of its examples in American fihn, closely analyzing 

multiple popular figures as social phenomena, cinema’rc images, and signs. James Naremore’s Acting in the Cinema gives close readings of seven specific star 

pertbrmances in individual films, all American productions. Such a theoretical slant toward one count<y would normally seem biased when considering most other 

aspects of the cinematic text. But this particular distinction has significant historical merit since tl~e early construction of the star s.3~stem exists primarily aa an American 

creation foun&d on economic need. 

Richm~t DeCordova confirms this assessment in Picture Personalities, his study of the emergence of this figure through productions ~nade bev~veen 1907 and the early 

1920s. Significantly, DeCordova also approaches the star not simply as an Americanized economic force, but smnething ultimately more complex. When discussing the 
problematic relationships between individualizing and ~’stemizing the star. he writes: 

it J s not surprisJr~g that the star syst~’m 
seems much more amor[~hous 
and indistinet than its product, the 
individual star. The star system is 
iiad9 tip ef both discursive ~ract:[oes 
and economic practices .... The star 
could become the point of econo~’ic 
exchange only by vJ rtue of its identity 

the star simultaneously changed the 
status of film as discourse and commodity. (II) 

This observation proves crucial to understanding how discussion of the star can tx~th exist in and transcend its historical roots as an Americanized commercial construct. 

While the figure’s place as an economic identi~ might base itself heavily in the American star system and its commercial inlluence in other countries, the star as a social 

tbrce can shape a tihn’s discourse tlm~ugh va~ous specifications particular to non-American cultures. This distinction heavily characterzes a fihn like Zo~o~ which 

ul’rmately commodities its fftars in a manner anknown to the American productions of ttollywood’s Golden Age--distinctions I will later illustrate as being racially- 
determined. 

While understanding that there are tnany French film stars, Ginette Vincendeau poses the question if there is actually a "French star sy’stem." His answer consists of two 

parts that correspond with the dis~tinctions specified by DeCo~tova in that it allows for a discourse of s~ardom to exist outside the American industry. Vincendeau 

writes that the ’French Star System’ does not exist "if by this is meant the blgbly ordered management of stars developed by the American s~dios in the classical period 

or the Rank stable of British stars and starlets of the 1950sj’ Despite this rejection of heavily structured systems, he stresses how the importance of the French film 

performer should never be underestimated. A s~r sys~tem of sorts still appears "in the sense that s~ars are crucial to the economy of French cinema: most mainstream 

films feature stars who in turn organize its narrative bleranzhy and publicity" (1). The significance of this figure in earl?, sound cinema proves especially important when 

considering tl~e nature of 1930s French production, which greatly differs from "the powerful Hollywood studio system. The French film industry of this period l?avored 

perlbrmers in that it differed in design t]com Hollywood, where a few major studios concentrated the stars, money, and power--in "that particular order. (4) Instead, 

numerous smaller production companies existed in France, an atmosphere that allowed pertbrmers such as Baker to create personal showcases in a less exploited 

atmosphere. Often, these companies simply produced one or two productions, essentially resembling American independem films with specific financial backers--as 
seen with Nissotli’s financing of Zouzou. 

If the French sysntetn contains a dift’erent manner of economic practice than America, which popularly defines the idea of"sm~Y does this distinction create a dift~rent 

~pe of star? To consider this question, we tnust understand what a star vehicle pa~icularly consists of as a cinematic construct. Naremore describes this type of cinema 

as attempting "to foster a harmonious and undisturbing relationship between the three ways an actor may be regarded by audiences: as subject in the culture, as 

professional thespian, and as literaD, character" (192). Of course, these three forces do not always successfully coexist especially in films heavily concentrating upon 

creating theatrical venues for performers--something prevalent with the technological innovation of sound in early 1930s French cinema. As Dudley Andrew 

summarizes, sound created an enthusiasm in the film-going public in "its ability to present notable acts and actors to a populace that either was in the habit of diverting 

itself at vaudeville and music hall houses or wished to be able to do so" (118). This stage aesthetic could even influence moments in the most sophisticated of 

productions, such as the displays of music hall pertbrn~er Julian Carette’s theatrics in Jean Renoir’s La Crrande illusion, Le Bete humaJne (1939), and La Regle dujeu 

(1939). (5) Such cinema succeeded to develop a dichotomy witltin the types of pertbrmers. As Vincendeau outlines, "two ~rands of s~tage spectacle-comic, singing, 

and more proletarian on the one hand mad culturally respectable on the otlaer ... continued tlm~ughout the histo~ of French cinema and shaped film genres as well as 
performance styles" (5). In this first category of stage spectacle, the star vehicle heavily showcases a persona created oft-screen--or, in Naremore’s words, t:avoring the 

figure as a "subject in the culture" (192). This aspect of the persona overshadows the lite~ar?, character or even the actor’s abilities as a thespian. Therefore, the subject 

him or herself can change the dynamics of the text. With Zouzou, the French star vehicle as a discursive practice becomes more of a concern through the heavily 

nationedis~tic approach to the issues surrounding the showcasing of Baker. In this manner, such a film can alter the definition of"star" developed within America, whicK 

in turn, creates a star vehicle construct specific to early 1930s France. 

CONSIDERING BAKER AS SHOWCASED STAR 

To understand Zo~ou as a star vehicle, we must first examine Josephine Baker as a subject within French culture as it pertains to the formation of the film’s lead 

character. Dyer writes how filmmakers often employ the star image "in tlae construction of a character in a tihn." This design proves powerthl since "audience 

foreknoMedge, the star’s name and her/his appearance (including "the sound of her/his voice and dress s ,Iyles aasociated with him/her) all already signify "that 

condensation of at~tudes and values which is the star’s image" (126). With Baker, these elements of her tihnic persona, mostly developed ott;creen, derive t?om her 

histo~ on the French s~tage beginning with her debut in 1925 at La Theatre des Champs-Elysees in La Revue negre. Much of the popularity of Ba£er’s 1920s stage 

work appears within an era of pos~var French negrophilism, a ti~ne often celebrated for its tolerance toward black performers. Many of these artists were African 

A~nerican writers, l~inters, and ja, zz musicians enjoying a fieedom arflcnown to them in their hmne country. Yet the tree dynamics of this period of French histoO, 

proves considerably more complex, as illustrated by the critical responses to La Revue nEgre’s performances. Andre Levison wrote of the show in 1925: 

[Bak~’r’s] violently shuddering body, 
her bold dislocations, her springing 
¯ ~’ovements, a gushing stream of 
rhythm .... In the short pas de deux of 

the savages, which came at the finale 
of the Revue Negre there was a wild 



splendor arid magnificent ar~imaiity. 

Certain of Miss Baker’s poses, back 

arche@, haunches protruding, ar~’s 

entwined and uplifted in a phallic 

s~abol, had the compelling potency 

of the finest examples of Negro sculpture. 

(quoted in Kear 53-4i~ 

As illustrated by such accounts, a romanticization of"the pfmitive" as a figure often defined much of Baier’s initial appeal. This concept certainly materializes throughout 

the artwork and promotion aftiliated with her stage pertbrmances, Mrere everything ti~m programs to Paul Colin’s tbnons lithographs inspired by La Revue negre 

highlight distinctive primitive imagery and stereo~pical cmicatares. As Bert A. BerlIner stres~s about the negrophilia movement in general, while many black 

pertbrmers gained more celebrity, the popular figure of the exotic black was often still viewed as a primitive other. Also, born out of colonial mUth, there existed 
"anotfier more powerful and prevalent French narrative of the negre in the 1920s. It was of the grotesque, primitive, even derisively savage black other" (236). In 

essence, representations of blackness could still de~nean, as seen within many oftfie even more so caricatured and exploitive performances less fiequented by the 

bourgeoises found in the audiences of La Revue negre. In contrast to this harsher racial fascination, Baker’s show with its nudity and wild dances appealed to a 
sexualized fantasy of blaclmess, one that eroticized the idealized Modernist concept of pmnifivism, something certainly evident in Levison’s assessment of Baker’s 

appeal. As Berliner snmmarizes, the image of the exotic negre "seemed to oftbr to increasing m~mbers of Frenchmen a source for renewal and a means for celebmfing 

life and s~xuali~" (206). (6) 

While Baker became grande dame du mnsichall through an initial appeal to such a fascination toward erotic primitivism, she secured this position thiongh a self-aware 
redefinition of this popular persona. Kelley Conway provides two distinct categories of the stage-established singer in French cinema: a revue star (epitomizing class 

mobility and glamonr) and a realist singer (expressing the tragic lives in the marginal landscapes of Pa~s). Bake?s role on the stage complicates itself because she 

initially appealed to a t~n~sy of exofic otherness that embraced blackness, primitivism, mad an animalistic sexuality--an image that at first appears irreconcilable with 

Conway’s distinctions. Yet during the late 1920s mad early 30s, she increasingly appeared more as a glamorous parisienne--something more akin to Conway’s 

classification of the revue s~. This identificafion grew throughout the remainder of her career, as international acclaim continued and the primitivism of her past image 

t:aded away. Conway explains this development: 

Baker utilized the intertext of her own 
life to cor~struct an appealing star 
image that dovetailed with French 
fantasies of social transcendence and 
exotic "otherness." First, she incarnated 
the poor gi~l from the slums of 
St. Louis who astounded Paris at the 
Revue negre. Next, in the late 1920s, 
she metamorphosed from the girl 
the banana skirt to the grande dame du 
¯ ~’usichail. Elegant, French-speaking, 
and in possession of a t<ained singing 

parisienne heading up revues at the 
[’oiies-Bergere and the Casino de 
Paris. (139) 

For Zouzo~ she created a persona that incorporated multiple t~cets of the public’s tkscination toward her, thus employing elements of the revue stax, realis~t singer, and 

exotic black Other in defining her persona. As illustrated by her negative reaction to La Sirene des Tropiques, Baler keenly understood the complexity surrounding the 

development of her image. Upon writing the screenplay for Zoazou, Carlo Rim visited Baker at Le Beau Chine to capture her essence, something reflected in sotne of 

the story’s inclusions of biographical elements such as her laundress position her actual mother’s job--and the adoration of her stage persona by the French. Upon these 

visits, Baker intbnned him that she did not wa~nt to dance nude anymore, sotnething tastelessly highfighted in her silent film debut yet, for much of the 1920s, defined her 

onstage persona. (7) 

Rim’s "rags to riches" storyline (or, more specific to Baker’s image, ’"primitive’ to peisienne’) allows for varied aspects of her persona to emerge. For example, 

Zouzou’s first actual ons~ge appearance appeals to her perceived exotic othemess, yet less so than found in La Sirene. bVhile delivering laundry to the music hall, 

Zo~ou cavorts backstage along with ~me t~endly chorus girls, who dress her in a skimpy and sparkly costume. When she runs to show her ontfit to Jean, M~o works 

as an electrician lbr the theater, he asks her to stand onstage so he can adj ust the floodlights. She does so as Jean intbrms her, "Don’t worry. The curtain is down." 

Zo~ou turns and notices her large projected shadow, a silhonette that nearly appears of a nude body since Baker’s costume is ~ skintight. During this lighting test, the 

orchestra al~ rehearses its jazz mnsic, which results in Zo~ou qnickly perfonning a wild dance that contorts her body into various shapes--including ffta~dard Baker 

moves such as comically stretching her neck out in the fashion of a bird and, at one point, impressively bending her bo@ to walk on her hands and feet. Projected on 

the wall behind her, her shadow resembles exofic animal-like formations. Jean and a s~agehand jokingly raise tfie curtain, which puts Zouzou’s theatrics into the full view 

of the theater. Once under the still-unnoficed gaze of various male onlookers (the orchestra, the producer, and the backer), she now dances even more frantically. She 

kicks her legs, rl~ythmically flings her am~s before her, and does tfie Charleston--during which the camera significantly focuses upon her silhouette, sometimes even filfing 

the frame with it as Baker dances oft~creen. Suddenly, Zouzou notices that the cra~fin has risen, reacts with a shocked response to her onlookers (situated oft-camera 

in the position of the viewer), and runs oft’stage in fear. As Conway suggests, the highlighfing of a large black "nude" shadow could illustrate "an extreme, potentially 

dehumanizing abstraction of a black woman" under the gaze of white males--"a literal enactment of the mechanism explored fruitfully by feminist film theory" (142). (8) 

The ti~aming of the seqnence with its freqnem tbci upon the shadow in animalistic poses does suggest some of the distressing "primitive" aspects of jazz-era 

negrophilism. Something importam to consider while admitting the t~minist connota~6ons of the seene (where a white male gaze literally becomes inllicted upon Zo~on) 

is how aggressively it also imposes a commentary upon this enactment. Through an explicit equivalency between Baker’s bo@ (illustrated through a "nude" black 

shadow) and jungle animals, the entire scene harkens back to the now-rejected stage persona highlighting nude dancing. But now the "nudit.5/’ oNy appears in the tbrm 

ofa tnisleading shadow. Thus, the dance negotiates between both an appeal to her previous exotic positioning as sexualized black Other and an ironic comtnentary 

about pertbnning tfiat role under the white male gaze. ’][’he sequence displays tfie playfulness ofa s~r exan~ining her popular appeal as it sits in flu:,:, using the construct 

of the star vehicle to mock her previous position as exotic body. 

Outside of this sequence, Baker distances herself from such sexualized wild dances in Zouzou. In a scene that counters the shadow dance, the film presents another 

importam musical number which again provides an ironic commentau on the white male gaze. Further along in the narrafive, Zouzou performs as the star of the 



theatefs ritzy musical show. The number begins with a collection of white men dressed stylishly in tuxedos awaiting Baker, whose entrance is met with this male chorus 

excitedly gathering axound her. As opposed to the skimW skintight outfit of the shadow dance, she now dresses in a glamourous gown adorned with sparkling sleeves 

and (never completely abandoning the animal motit) a heavily tbathered neckline. She also wears ornate jewels from her ears mad even a tiara. Now, the M~ite male 

g~e seems in her control, since it materializes as a supporting chorus corresponding ruth her every move. As she begins signing "C’est Lui," they encircle and look 

upon her in a ~’pe of awe. Unlike the shadow dance, which focuses upon an abstracted and sexualized silhouette, the frame centralizes the now glamorized styx in the 

flesh. As she walks down a long white staircase lined with even tnore glaring white males, the c~anera follows her. Later, the men sway in unison behind her, yet never 

divert their eyes from Baker as she moves across the stage. While she sings of her one tree love in Pais (a possible reference to Jean), Zouzou laments "I’d crawl 

through a mouse hole for him. Each day I adore him more." Here, the white male chorus adjus~ts their bow ties in hopes of being that individual. In essence, this 

sequence rearranges the components of the shadow dance, with the representational male gaze of the dancers idolizing Baker through the different criteria of a 

glamorous revue s~--where race s~till remains a factor of her appeal, but significantly- less so. As Conway writes, "her [Zouzon’s] sV/flr appearance in the music hall 

revue evokes the ’rear 1930s Baker: the elegant meneuse de revne who has conqnered Paris" (143). As such sequences display, the film ultimately illustaates a 

progression of Baker’s career. Despite this attempt, her changes in image do not disregard the racial dynamics of her persona. One of the most striking visual 

components of the s~taircase sequence remains the intense gaze of the white male chores. Thronghout the number, white men in black coats basically engnlf Baker. 

Despite her control over the gazers’ movements, her racial and sexual diflbrence still manages to be an obvious point of fa~ination ti)r the chorus and the camera. An 

elegant sheen has been added, but this gloss does not completely disconnt her persona as an exotic racial Other. 

This comple:d~" of image challenges how we place Baker into the position of"st~x" in a traditional cinematic sense. To once again refer to Nmemore’s terminology, 

Zouzon remains a vehicle heavily favoring Baker as a "subject in the culture’--a figure defined by a fame established through a stage caxeer as opposed to previous film 

roles (192). In Stars, Dyer explores and counters some of the popular perceptions of s~tar/audience relations partly through ex~anining a model created by Andrew 

Tudor. Here, four classifications emerge in defining how an audience responds to popubx movie st~xs: emotional ~l’finity, self-identification, imitation, and projection. (9) 
I~’er recognizes the following thixmgh examiNng this model: 

what is clear f:~om this account }f the 

star/audience relationship is that the 

audience’s role in shaping the sta~ 

phenomenon is very limited. That is, 

do with the star image that they are 

offered and hence indicates the 

it: J)es not tell "is why the off~’:H! images 
take the form they do. (18) 

Dyer’s observation proves especially significant when considering the placement of Baker into the role of movie star. Possibly, her lack of cinematic success could be 

explained by Tndo~ds model since she failed to actually fit into any of his categories--instead iNtially establishing herself ons~ge thiongh an appeal to exotic racial other 

hess. (10) Yet this distinction never successfully answers why her filmic persona adopts the form it does in Zouzou. This mystery can only be examined thiongh 
qnestioning her complex position as a cultural subject mad its influence on her filmic image. To fully anderstand her positioning in "this role, we must also examine "the 

placement of her costar as a key textual counterpoim. 

JEAN CABIN AS COUNTERPOINT TO BAKER 

Jean Cabin’s popularity as an actor certainly appeals to the qualities outlined in Tudor’s model. Within many notable films of the 1930s, his stardom emerged as heavily 

defined by this identification or etnulation-based schema through his persona as a French populist hero and working-class eveu-man. Vincendeau explores this 

popubi~ as being based in "his performance of’charismatic ordinainess.’ His pe:rts and extra-cinematic image repeatedly emphasized ’ordin~Q" worldng-class 

values.., especially through associations with popnlar leisure, work and the land" (70). In this mamrcr, Gabin resembles many of the American actors who so often 

theoretically define the concept of"star." Much of this connection not only arises out of analysis of his image, but in how he affiliated himself t,~ the working-man 

persona, something also common among Hollywood stars of the period. As Vincendeau illustrates, similar to how Jmnes Cagney presented his acting "not as an art but 

as a ’job to do,’" Gabin "put the accent on ’le turbin" (’hard grind’): ’I am an artisan.... I work as a proletarian’" (71). (11) 

Yet such correlations t~il to discoant Gabin as a truly French filmic persona, an image that plays an important role in Popular Front representa’6ons of the period. 

Various film~ such as Pepe Le Moko, La Bete humane (1938). and Remorques (1940), exemplify thi s position with their ultimately tragic endings tbr a criminal hero. 

tlis ability to simulmmeously epitomize both French populism and an American-like stardom should not be viewed as contradictory. To once again retbrence Naremore, 

his role as "a professional thespiaff’ bases itself in concepts from the American stm system, especially the discursive practices ofvnlnerable tough guys who project a 

sitnilar ’charming ordinminess.’ Much of his role as a "subject in the culture" generates from a distinct place within pre-World Wax II French society. The Foreign 

Legion drama La Bandera~ released one year after Zouzon, catapulted him into superstardo~n and cemented his cinematic i~nage as a distinctly French vulnerable tough 

guy. The film also blammly epitomizes an i~nperialist text M~ere the Moroccans sometimes eae simply called "bas~rds." Vincendeau explains how such views of 

otherness exemplify a trend in Gabin’s films where "his French identi~ is affirmed agains~t racial or ethnic ’others’--Josephine Baker in Zouzou, the inlmbitants of the 

Casbah in Pepe Le Moko or the ci~ of Genoa in Au-dele des grilles, and all the Angelos and Pepitos of the 1950s policiers" (68). 

While these roles illustrate a trend in the actor’s career, the inclusion of Zouzou in the list becomes problematic. Firstly, the prodnction was produced before the more 
clea~cly-defined establishment of Gabin’s populis~t persona, even though he developed a certain amount of stardom during this period (seen as his name appears before 

the title after Baker’s credit). Theretbre, only elements of the m~th emerge, mainly his position as an every-man projecting "charming ordina~ness." This appeal to a 

working-class ideal appears in his jobs as a sailor and, later, an electrician in the film. (Yther aspects of the persona, such as tlrc flawed heroics of the populist hero, do 

not necessarily materialize. Secondly, Zoazou exists as a musical text tEatufing a showcasing of music hall and realist singer perti~rmances. Gabin’s casting 
acknoMedges his own background as a music hall pertbnner. And finally~ Gabin’s display of"chaming ordinariness" appeaxs in what essentially remains a supporting 

role to Bakers "charming otherness." This position proves less imperialist and, instead, appeals ~nore to the jazz-era negrophilism defining much of Baker’s populm’i~’. 

The text highlights how Gabin a£finns Baker’s racial othemess as opposed to significantly having her defining his Frenclmess. 

This contrast appears during Gabin’s only musical number in Zouzou, a sequence distinctly based in the catego~ of the "realist singer" performance. Jean, Zonzon, and 

Claire spend the evening at a working-class bar where an accordion band plays a lighthearted waltz called "Viens Fifine." As the scene begins, we see Zouzou sitting 

alone at a table and bouncing in her chair to the mnsic. She turns and wiggles her finger to somebody- ol]’screen, positioned toward the dance floor. The film cnts to 

reveal Jean and Claire happily dancing to the waltz as Gabin begins singing. The two look over to Zonzon at one point, to which she again playfnlly wiggles her finger at 

them. The camera then tbcuses upon Jean and Claire as the number continnes now with backup vocals provided by the surrounding ba~c patrons. When the brief song 



ends, the couple returns to the table to meet Zouzou, who has been tracing the name "Jean" in the tablecloth with her dampened finger. She embarvassingly covers the 

writing when they amve. The movement of Gabin an~ong the working-class citizens helps to aflim~ his placement as a French every-man at home among the populace 

of the city. The accompaniment of the bar patrons exemplifies him as a perlbnner who, unlike Baker, is tied directly to the proletariat Paris communi~. This closeness 

illustrates a motif throughout the tilm of linking national identity with perti~rmance venue. As Elizabeth Ezra writes, "dilt~rent entertainment titans depicted in Zo~ou 
represent diit’erent modes ofcommuni~ based on va .rying degrees of intimacy between perfom~ers and spectators, ranging from a fonnai distinction, in the case of the 

music hall, ... to complete identification in pm~ticipato~y forms such as the bal populaire" (Colonial 102). 

But beyond highlighting Gabin’s developing populist persona~ the sequence also notably illustrates a distinctive segregation of its actors, with Baker existing as observer 
to the dancing white couple. Dina Sherzer writes about the sequence: 

the camera focuses on the ~e~fect fit, 

the togetherness of their bodies. Indeed, 

spectators are given the message 

that Claire, ~he laundry gJ rl , an~ 

Jean, the electrician, the two French 

indivi@uals, typical characters of 

fi]ms of the" PopLl]ar Fi~ont, are made 

match; their names, their bodies, and 

thei~ looks fit. (233) 

While the proposed racial and natio~M "compatibility" of Jean and Claire characterizes much of the scene, Sherzer neglects to explore Zo~ou’s crucial positioning as an 

observer to the dancing. Countering the multiple sequences of being g~ed upon, Baker becomes spectator to the white couple--which serves as a tragicaJly ironic 

tbreshadomng to her eventual losing of Jean to Claire. The sequence remains primarily about the positioning of Baker as racial Other, a tragic mad cha~ming outsider 

obsessively writing her true love’s name onto the tablecloth. Her centralization within this sequence and the text in general seems especially significant considering the 

briefness of Gabin’s musical nmnber (well under a minute in length). As this scene illusq_rates, he functions within the text primaily as a counter to Baker’s femininity and 

racial otherness. Yet, as the film atte~npts to reconcile its alternate images of"charming ordinariness" and "charming otherness," the larger question aises of how this 

struggle challenges the text’s dimensions as a s~l vehicle. How can racial difference and national identi~ upset and, possibly, reconcile the pairing of two "incotnpatible" 

popular personas? 

ZOUZOU, POETIC REALISM, AND THE AMERICAN BACKSTAGE MUSICAL 

When examining the text as star vehicle, we must also recognize the genre influences at play within Zouzou. Partb; the film fits into the aeffthefic dis~tinction of poetic 
realism, especially with its tragic depictions of Zouzou’s unrequited love for Jean. Such a tone lbllows many of the descriptions attributed to this period of French 

cinema by critics, as outlined by Dudley Andrew in his book-lenUth study of poetic realism. He writes that with early cfitica] response to such films, "Ac~iectives like 

’romantic,’ ’moody,’ ’pessimistic,’ cropped up. Understandably, poetic realism became a concept to latch on to" (12). Zouzou’s li~cus upon the working-class 

population of Paris also associates the text with this aesthetic. Additionally, the mise-en-scene illustrates a s~le common to other films of this period of French cinema. 

As Conway writes, "’][’he film’s treatment of Parisian urban space is similar, in some ways, to that of other 1930s French realist films" (143). (12) This influence 

especially materializes in scenes of eve .ryday life in Monttnaxt2re that range from detailed sum~y tnarket places to noir-ish nighttime shadows~ seen when Zouzou 

witnesses Jean being wrongly implicated in a murder. Along with obvious associations ruth poetic reaJism, the film aJso heavily bases itself within a Holl~vood tradition 

of the backstage tnusical. Developed at Warner Bros. during the period, this subgenre was structured around the "show within a show" concept that also runs 

throughout Zouzou. In fact, Ba£eis fihn incorporates cliches from these motion pictures in the fo~rns of comically panicked producers and chatty chorus gifts. In an 

explicit reference to an American backstage aesthetic, in one sequence the show’s choreographer speaks American English to the chorus gifts as he explains the steps 

of the routines. As Zouzou incorporates this form of musical cinema, its backstage story showcases the consummate Paris revue star, Baker. 

Produced the year before Zouzou, Lloyd Bacon’s 42nd Street (1933) t~atures remarkable choreography and direction over many of the musical scenes by Busby 

Berkeley. This enormously popular fihn was the first of Berkeley’s Warners Bros. series to fully employ the backstage structare where rehearsa] and smaJler numbers 

lead to multiple elaborate musical sequences that overtake the last quarter of the text, essentially the structure empkiyed in Zouzou. Martin Rubin writes on the Berkeley 

backstage musical as basing ~tselt m a tradition ol the American re ue, ~ hrch he dehnes as a m~xture ol selt-contaaned act~ ruth a general emphasis on music and 

comedy. However, the format of the revue is more solid and ’anchored’ than that of its predecessor, vaudeville." This "anchoring" usually~ but not always, is linked 

together by "some sort of continuity" in the form of a possible tenuous plot theme, or selected performers (26). (13) The backstage musical incorporates a revue 

impulse that extends to a "range of adulterated fom~s that incorporate na~_tive while at the same time maintaining a pronounced autonomy of the musical 

passages" (33). Rubin outlines three interlocking levels of how production numbers segregate from the body of the film in the Wamers/Berkeley backs~ge musicals: 
"narrative (they bare little relation to the sun~otmding plot); spatM (the space of the musical m~mbers is a separate domain from that of the narrative); and discursive (the 

’impossible’ discourse of the musical numbers does not impinge on the ’realistic’ discourse of the narrative)." These separations were crucial in the creation of"a sense of 
gratuitousness" and "rampant excess" in the Berkeley spectacle as removed from the rest of the film- -or as "an end in itselt~’ (41 ). 

For the most part Zo~ou follows "this scenario in many of its transitions to elaborate musical seqnences. The employment of the chorus gifts adopts an obviously 

Berkeleyesque treatment throughout many of their numbers, which l?ail to actually incorporate Baker and tbcus on a more ab~ract li~rm of cinematic spectacle. The first 

of these scenes highlights the disjunctive narrative, spatial, mad discursive elements common within the musical transitions discussed by Rnbin. Now a headliner at the 

theater, Zouzou appears worrisome as her costumer atlempts to comtb(t her in the dressing room. From this scene, the film cuts to a shot of the audience of the theater 

and then to the curtain raising to reveal an elaborately spacious s~ge. We see an oversized bed where m,o chorus gifts rest their bead’s upon giant pillows. They awake 

and pull the covers back~ revealing multiple dancers who begin prancing in unison upon the giant bed. The set is adorned with other enormous piece~ such as a 

telephone and a window with vertical blinds. Male chorus members later appear and more elaborate dancing takes place, utilizing other giant props like a telephone and 

comb. Oddly enough, this elaborately Berkeleyesque sequence leads to a Baker appearance that essentiaJly fails to incorporate her into the spectacle of tnovement 

common to such films. As the dancers all elaborately fall to the grotmd in anticipation, the removal of a large cloth reveals another giant object in the form ofa birdcage. 

Here, Baker sits upon a perch and woefully sings "Haiti." 

Her appearance now exemplifies exoticism, primitivism, and, once again, animalism as she wears a fight outfit that exposes a great an~ount of skin. Large white feathers 

also protrude fiom her back to ma~e her resemble a bird. In thct, at one point, she simply sings by chirping, tbrgoing words. The lyrics of the song stresses her exotic, 

yet tragic position as a displaced racial object. She sings, "You’re my only count%, Haiti." "Fax from your shores, the most beautiful cage is nothing but a jail." (14) The 

scene adopts a curious mixture ofa Berkeleyesque stage design, the glamour of the French revue, and a heartt~lt recognition of Baker’s position as exotic Other-- 



something linking itself in its tragic tone to the poetic realis~t moments of the text. Thereti~re, these multiple dimensions are caused by both her star image and the genre 

influences. The complex layers become even more problematic as the scene ends with Baker joyfnlly emerging t?om her cage and leaping into the arms of a group of 

male chorus members. She then raises her arms as the cheers t?om the audience fill the soundtrack. Baker ends the sequence reminding us of her position as a revue 

star. While she never completely incorporates herself into the Berkeleyesque spectacle, elements of this aesthetic bleed into "the sequence in the form of the production 

design’s giant birdcage. Thus, Mien considering the placement of Baker in tile text, a tnore complex reading incorporating and transcending the genre influences must be 

utilized. What ultimately mnerges is the stax dictating the design of the film. Zouzou becomes a cotnplex s~tar vehicle through the showcasing of a complex star. 

NEGOTIATING CHAILMING OTHERNESS WITH CHARMING OILDINARINESS: "STAR" AS DEFINING THE TEX~IVAL CONSTRUCT 

As illustrated earlier, the progression of Baker’s musical sequences correlates with the stages of her own career--from the exotic body of the shadow dance to the 

glamorous revue star seen later in the film. This parallel als~ determines how the text contains tones of poetic realism through employing more of a realist singer moti£ 

One of the sequences Conway believes heavily’ conveys realist (singer) tendencies occurs before Zouzou’s eventual rise to stardom when she parodies the musical hall 

style of Ba~’bara (Lla MenT), the blonde star she roll eventually replace. While working in the laundtT, Zo~ou’s t~male coworkers pressure herto do "your Barbara 

impersonation." She eventually agrees when they all start chanting, "Barbara, Barbara. Barbara." Zo~ou performs a mocking version of"C’es~t lui," the number she later 

sings to a chorus of whi~e males as a revue star. In compaxi~n to lhat scene, the perfi~rmance once again places Baker center franre, though her behavior has none of 

the revue style glamour tbund later. Instead, she joyfully plays with the laundresses Mao encircle her a~s she throws clothing in "the air mad mockingly sways her body. 

The scene is then cut short to show Barbara joylessly rehearsing the same number in the theater, illustrating the passion she lacks in comparison to Zouzou. This 

mo~nent counters the other performances of Baker though the inclusion of an all-female spectatorship that, as Conway sunnnarizes, privileges, "if only briefly, a 

noncontrolling [female] gaze at tile female performer" (141). ’][’his dynamic incorporates even more irony to the later performance of the same song within the show, 

since she again controls the gaze of the chores--yet manages to never fully escape tile racial and sexual objectification. Also impo~Iant to the laundress sequence when 

considering Baker as "s~r" is how aggressively the tone proves realist. By singing the song in a lower-class social sphere, Baker echos the s~-le found in Gabin’s 

number and, once again, illustrates the communal and theatrical correlations materializing throughout the film. Yet it proves significant that the film cuts this performance 

short, ultimately failing to truly idantif!.~ Baker with the white Parisian proletariat in the same concrete manner as Gabin. (15) 

Overall, Balker and, in other scenes, Gabin’s roles as subjects within French culture greatly intbrm the text, especially when considering the racial connotations of their 
pairing. The issue central to considering the Baker/Gabin relationship is the missed opportnnity lbr the mi~egenation of a black and white star. According to Phyllis 
Rose, Baker had wished l~)r Zo~ou to end up with Jean, but Abafino insisted on there being no union because he "liked the story of the female star who has given up 
the emotional side of her life a~s the price of staxdom" (162). Conway also suggests that the eventual heartbreak of Zo~ou illustrates a pexable commenting on the 
emotional emptiness of the glmnorous revue stage. She writes, "The ’tragedy’ of the film is thak in the end, Zouzou is relegated to the axtificial, joyless universe of the 
music hall, leaving Jean in the axms of another laundress and in the wea~n ’authentic’ realist world" (140). Such readings of the final outcome of the Baker/Gabin pairing 
tend to neglect the spectacular aspects materializing earlier in the text. While the "lonely at the top" message certainly appears, the visual spectacle of the revue scenes 
that overtake the film’s last quarter leaves the universe of the music hall feeling rather appealing. What strikes the viewer as tragic is the loss of Jean itself, something 
inescapably associated with the race of the lwo lead actors. 

Despite this failure to truly overcome racial boundaries, the film succeeds mthin its ability to provide a tragically ironic commenta~- on its inability- to miscegenate. 

Similar to Zouzou’s other acknoMedgments of the popular racial objectification of Baker, the sorrowful outcome of the paring keenly recognizes the two stars’ roles as 
subjects in the French culture. This ironic recognition of their "incompatibility" tm~spires relatively early mthin the film. During the opening, Zo~ou mad Jean are shown 

as children living with the fiiendly Papa Mele (Pierre Larquey) in the circus sideshow. Mele ironically places the two children nnder the truly impossible categoU of 
twins within a venue showcasing them to a fuseinated crowd--a scenario similar to Baker and Gabin’s placement into a musical star vehicle. Of course, this blood 

relation is false since the two simply live as lbster children with the kindly Mele. Yet, to the circus crowds, he makes their existence as a pair even more improbable by 

stating that "these twins, ladies and gentlemen, were born ten years ago today" on a Polynesian island. Their parents, a Chinese wo,nan and Indian, didn’t want to 

acknoMedge them because their skin had a different color." While file fihn blatantly wrestles with its failure to romantically pair Baker and Gabin, their stardom--their 

classification as the ’charming Other’ and the ’charming ordina .iT’--never allows for a stmighttb~-~vard anti-miscegenation ,nessage to emerge. Instead, a co,nplex 

interplay between their racial roles as popular personas, characters, and subjects in the culture transpires throughout the film. 

Not surprisingly, when the narrative finally does fail to romantically- pair Baker with Gabin, the text adopts a distinctly poetically realistic tone. After excitedly receiving a 
curtain call for her successful performance as a revne headliner, Zouzou rushes off’to see Jean--whom she managed to successfully clear of bogus mnrder charges. 
From a distance, she spots Claire pacing before the large metal doors of the prison awaiting Jean’s release. When he emerges, the white couple affectionately hold each 
other and walk away. This ending might seem to cordirm Sherzer’s critique "that the film promotes the racially "pure" pairing of Je~m and Claire as "a ’natural’ 
match" (233). But Zouzou m~mages to complicate this colonialis~t impulse through its showcasing of Baker as "slat." What becomes a key tbcus within the scene is not 
the pairing of Gabin and Aussey, but the reaction of Baker. Much like when witnessing the pair’s dancing in the bmroom, Zouzou remains the tragic outsider. She 
provides the ultimate gaze upon the lovers, essentially atfiliating the view of the cmnera with the point-of-view of the racial Other. The mel~mcholic tone of this moment 
continues as the film transitions into a succession of shots of a despondent Baker slowly wandemlg then running the s~treets of Paris, finally arriving to the theater that is 
now adorned with posters featuring her fuce and name. A worker plasters onto an advertisement a banner s~ting, "100th Performance." Then, the film cuts to an 
idealized faux Paris landscape and pans the cmnera to reveal Bakm; once again adorned with feathers, perched in her gilded cage, and singing "Haiti." This time, no 
Berkeleyesque chorus appears and the curtain simply closes to end the fihn. As the final transition between narrative and elaborate musical number occurs, the 
sequence adopts a strange hybridization of tones by maintaining the poetically realistic tragic ending in the visual context of an elaborately designed musical set piece. 
Significantly, to accentuate the loneliness, the film has no chorus members appear (no representational white nmle or even female gazers). In fact, the final scene e~sts 
withont even the theater audience present and, instead, as a melancholic dream state for Zouzou or, more precisely, the Baker star image. Throngh the tragic tone of its 
final moments, the film devolves into a spectacle of pure stardom--a highly personalized world of the glmnorons racial Other. The only gaze left now remains that of the 
motion picture audience who deterntines the appeal of Baker as a cinematic persona. 

Notes 

All of the illustrations appear courtesy of the Belknap Collection for file Pertbrming Arts, Department of Special Collections and Area Studies at the UniversiU of 
Florida. They include images from original performance programs and promotional materials from the 1994 German video release ofZouzou. I would also like to thank 
Maureen Turim ibr reading and commenting upon an eaxlier draft of this essay. 
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(1) Baker & Chase write ofLa Sirene’s timid reception tbllowing large crowds upon the film’s opening. One columnist, reflecting on Baker’s acting, stated that, if 

produced in America, the performance "would cause the director to hit her in the head with the camera" (164). 

(2) Ezra’s reading of"community" in the fihn appeaacs in both the article "Silents are Golden: Staging Community in Zoazou" and in a revised version tbr a chapter of her 
book The Colonial Unconscious: Race and Culture in Interwar France. Since the latter was published more recently, I e~nploy her revised analysis for this essay. 

(3) In Cagney: The Actor As Auteur~ McCfilligan fftresses that while approaching an actois presence in a film in this tnanner, many previous auteur approaches of 

cinema that focus on the director as axtist do not necessarily apply. He writes, "Whether or not an actor can be a genuine ’auteur,’ in the widely-accepted critical sense, 

is really a moot, provocative point in many- ways." McGilligan states that the approach simply- exists as "a model against which to explore an explanation of the actos~s 

influence." He finds this revised approach necessa~ because "under certain circumstances, an actor may influence a film as much as a writer, director, or 

producer" (199). Keeping this distinction in mind, my interest in Zouzou does not focus on Baker as a creative force behind the film- which his~torically appears to be 

the case and informs elements of this article--but rather, on the text as a form of vehicle for a culturally specific star image. 

(4) Overall, large organized studios with a contractual hold over stars have been pare in France. Though, as Vincendeau points out, there are exceptions to this rule. 

Pathe and Gaumont contractually held early tilm comics and, in the 1930s, Pathe-Natan attempted to create a stable of stars. Despite these exceptions, the collapse of 

Pathe-Natan and Gaumont- Franco-Film-Aubert in 1933-4 essentially had French cinema functioning as a "cottage industry" (11 ). 

(5) This mode of cinema did slot confine itself to France, as seen in the American equivalent of file strong vaudeville influence on many studio productions of the same 

period. This vaudeville aesthetic heavily emerges in musical and, especially, come@ films of the 1930s. See Jenkins’s What Made Pistachio Nuts ?: Early Sound 

Come@ and the Vaudeville Aes~thetic. 

(6) 1920s France’s fascination with African and African American culture often is studied through the intense national obsession with Baker as a music-hall icon and, 

more specifically, ¢~s a "bo@ object." In many ways, she came to nationally represent the exotic racial Other in French popular culture. To read more on her position 

within this social role see Archer-Straw’s Negrophilia: Avant-Gaa:de Paris and Black Culture in the 1920s, Stuaffs Showgirls, Burt’s Alien Bodies: Representations of 
Modernity, ’Race’ and Nation in Ea~-ly Modem Dance, Kear’s "Venus notre: Josephine Baker and the Parisian Music-Hall," and Lyon’s "Josephine Bakets ttothouse." 

For more on Paul Colin’s work as an important Modernist illustrator of Baker’s populaac image, see Archer-Straw 107-33, Dalton & Gates, Jr.’s "Josephine Baker and 

Paul Colin: Atiican American Dance Seen Through Paadsian Eyes," and, of course, Colin’s own published collections oflithogpaphs. 

(7) For snore of Ri,n’s re,nembrances on writing Zouzou with Baker’s input, see Bakes& Chase’s biography Josephine: ’][’he Hungry Heart, 183-84. Other significant 

biographical works on Baker, which also illus,_rate how she progressively became more image-savvy~ include Wood’s Tile Josephine Baker Story, Rose’s Jazz 

Cleopatra: Josephine Baker in her Time, Haney’s Naked at tile Feast: A Biography of Josephine Baker~ and Baker’s own autobiogpaphy Josephine. 

(8) Though not explicitly slated, Conway suggests the sequence presents a scenario firs~t theoretically outlined in Laura Mulvey’s landmaack "Visual Pleasure and 

Narrative Cinema," with its discussion of a male gaze ps~ecting "its phantasy on to the female figure which is s~yled accordingly" (27). Conway summarizes the 

mechanism at play in the sequence as "the production of fenmle spectacle orchestrated by a man for the desiting gaze of(presumed) male spectators" (142). 

(9) Taken from Tudots Image and Influence, Dyer outlines the tbur cla~ssifications in the second chapter of Stars. As the weakest category, emotional affinity has the 

spectator feel "a loose attachment to a particulaac protagonis~t deriving j ointly from star, na~ative, and the i ndi vidual personality of the audience." Sell’-identification has a 

viewer placing him or herself in the position or situation of a certain staac. Most common among younger filmgoers, Imitation has the star serving as a model tbr behavior. 

Projection becomes an extreme version of imitation with intense mimicking of a star. Dyer also points out that "Tudor warns agains~t our taking examples of extreme 

projection as being widespread" (18). 

(10) Baker made only tbur films as "star"--La Sirene des Tropiques, Zouzou, Princess Tam Tam, and Fausse Alerte (1939). She never found the same success in films 

as she did on the stage. 

(11) Part of the reason for his association to American staacs might be due to Gabin’s populariD- as a truly international s~ar through such productions as Pepe Le Moko 
and La Grande illusion, both of which ps~oved influential to American films of the s~dio era. During World War II, Gabin lived in Hollywood and made two American 
productions, Moontide (1942) and The Imposter (1943). Also, much of the popular discourse surrounding Gabin often mentions his similarity to such American actors 
as Gary Cooper and Spencer Tracy--something especially prevalent in the television documental, Remembering Jean Gabin (197g), where interviewees alternate 
between stressing the actor’s distinct Frenchness and his similarities to popular American male staacs. For more on the liib and career of Gabin see Brunelin. 

(12) Conway lists such productions as Faubourg Montmartre (1931 ), Couer de Lilas (1932), and Le Crime de Monsieur Lange (1936) as providing visual 
countmparts to specific settings in Zouzou (143). 

(13) For a brief ovmwiew of the revue’s transnational history, see Rubin 26-32. For more specifically on the astistry of Berkeley see Thomas & ’Few, Pike & Martin, 
and Hoberman. 

(14) The linking of Haiti to Baker proves especially interesting when considering her inpage’s developmem within the negrophilism of the jazz-era. ~Vhile it received 
official independence from France in 1820, upon Zouzou’s production, the country was in the final days of its occupatson by the kanericans--who left during the year of 
the film’s release, 1934. While Baker herself actually came from St. Louis, Missouri, her character has a more mysterious (i.e. exotic) ethnic heritage. By linking her to 
Haiti during this number, "the film associates her persona to "the complicated imperialist histories of both France and the United States. See Lawless and McKissack. 

(15) Also significant is how the film is nodding to Bakeis own t?amily background, since her mother had worked as a laandress. In other words, Baker’s reputation as 
"a subject in lhe culture" dictates the adoption of a realist style within "the sequence. 
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2008 Gale, Cengage Learning. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2003 11:56 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM Class 

Dear Tim: She failed to mention it and I forgot. We will definitely have to 
meet for drinks. As for our meeting regardng the class, I will be in my 
office on Thursday from 11:30-12:30. I could meet you right at 12:30 in my 
office and maybe you could go with me for lunch since I need to eat before 
my 2pm class starts. I will wait n the office for you. See you then. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, January 07, 2003 9:23 PM -0500 Timothy McMillan 
<t~ml @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi there Charlene -- 

Hope your holidays were merry and bright. Your idea sounds good 
(meeting at the Wilson Library) -- I’ll put some ideas together 
tomorrow too -- can we meet before your class on Thursday (briefly)? I 
have class at 11 and at 2 so I’ll be free anytime in the 12:30-2 period. 

Did you know that today is birthday? 

see you soon. 

-Tim 

Quoting charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Dear Tim: I have not yet composed my part of the syllabus for our 
>> class or 
>> decided on meeting place and time. On Wednesday, I can compose my 
>> part of 
>> the syllabus. As for meeting times, my class meets on Tuesday and 
>> Thursday 
>> from 2-5pm so I will have to meet around these times. Let me know the 
>> best 
>> time for us to have an initial meeting. Also, for the fist class 
>> meeting, I 
>> think we should have someone from Wilson Library Special Collections 
>> speak 
>> to the class and then we go from there. Let me know what you think. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

Tim McMillan 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
African/Afro-American Studies 
www.unc.edu/-~tjml 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 20, 2003 11:08 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Syllabus AFAM 71 

Revised AFAM 71 RESEARCH METHODS.doc 

Dear Tim: Attached is a revised copy of what I previously sent. I had not 
received your version at this point. So we might combine the two. Hope to 
see you on Tuesday at 5pm. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On giovedl 16 gennaio 2003 13.44 -0500 Tim McMillan <tjml @email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Dear Charlene-- 

I hope you are feeling better. Here are my thoughts about the syllabus. 

Talk to you soon. 

-Tim 



AFAM 71 RESEARCH METHODS 

SPRING 2003 

INSTRUCTORS: 

Dr. Charlene Regester, Film Historian 

107 Battle Hall 
UNC Chapel Hill Campus 

Office Hours: 11:30-12:30 

Dr. Tim McMillan, Anthropologist 

106 Battle Hall 
UNC Chapel Hill Campus 

Office Hours: 

Introduction: AFAM 71, Research Methods, is designed to introduce research methods 

necessary to resurrecting" re-examining, and reconstructing the black experience. 
Although the specific topic to be investigated by this course will change depending upon 

the instructor, currently this course will focus on local history. This course will be taught 
in conjunction with a project commissioned by the town of Chapel Hill, NC, to identify 
the grave sites of black slaves believed to be buried in a local cemetery. 

Methods: AFAM 71 will involve a variety of teaching methods and use of media, 
including: lectures by archivists associated with historical collections; visits to grave 
sites, state archives, etc.; and use of audio-visual materials. Students will engage in 
conducting primary research that will involve reviewing maps, locating original land 
documents, retrieving planters’ records, conducting interviews, and excavating grave 
sites. 

Goals: The goal of this course is twofold. First, it will familiarize students with avariety 
of research methods necessary to conducting primary research. Those methods in which 
students will be involved in AFAM 71 will be shown to be similar to and applicable to 

the research methods they will need in the future, conducting research for primary studies 
in many phases of black history--resurrecting, re-examining, and reconstructing the 
black experience. Second, the results of this semester’s AFAM 71 will contribute to the 
town’s archive a growing body of literature on the history of this cemetery. 

Procedure: 

Week I: Introduce Students to Historical Collections 
Visit Cemetery 

Week II: Organize Sub-Groups 
Assign Tasks 

Week III: Conduct Review of Student Reports on Initial Findings 

Week IV: Continue to Conduct Review of Student Reports on Initial Findings 

WeekV: Oversee and Advise Students in Engaging in Tasks 



(Conduct Interviews 
(Collect Maps 
(Collect Planter Records 

WeekVI: Continue to Oversee and Advise Students in Engaging in Tasks 
(Conduct Interviews 
(Collect Maps 

(Collect Planter Records 

Week VII: Work with Students to Excavate Grave Sites 

Week VIII: Continue to Work with Students to Excavate Grave Sites 

WEEK IX: Guide Students in Assembling Data Collected 

WeekX: Continue to Guide Students in Assembling Data Collected 

Week XI Collect and Review Written Reports on Findings 

WeekXIl Share Students’ Written Reports: Discuss Applications (see Goals) 

Week XIlI Continue to Discuss Applications (see Goals) 

Guide Students in Preparing Materials for Town Archives 

WeekXIV: Continue to Guide Students in Preparing Materials for Town Archives 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 20, 2003 2:35 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: AFAM 71 Syllabus 

Dear Tim: I am assuming that we are meeting in Lenoir around 5:15 or 5:30 
since my class does not end until 5pm. See you then. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Monday, January 20, 2003 12:48 PM -0500 Timothy McMillan 

<t~ml @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Sorry you didn’t get it before -- here’s my version of the syllabus, 
> I’ll look at yours later and will see you tomorrow afternoon. 
> 
> -Tim 
> 

Forwarded message from TIMOTHY MCMILLAN < 

> From: TIMOTHY MCMILLAN <      @msn.com> 
> To: Tim McMillan <tjml@email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: AFAM 71 Syllabus 
> Date: Wed, 15 Jan 2003 23:40:49 -0500 

NextPart 001 0004 01C2BCEF.894807C0 
> Content-Type: text/plain; 
> charset="iso-8859-1 ,, 

> Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

> Tim McMillan 

>      ~msn.com 
> http ://www.unc. edu/--tim 1 
> 

NextPart 001 0004 01C2BCEF.894807C0 
> Content-Type: text/html; 
> charset="iso-8859-1 ,, 

> Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

>/BODY></HTML> 
> 
> ....... NextPart 001 0004 01C2BCEF.894807C0-- 
> 
> ..... End forwarded message ..... 

> Tim McMillan 
> Adjunct Assistant Professor 
> African/Afro-American Studies 
> www.unc.edu~ 

@msn.com> ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2003 6:53 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Syllabus AFAM 71 

Revised AFAM 71 RESEARCH METHODS.doc 

Dear Tim: Attached is the revised and final version at least as far as I am 
concerned. You are welcome to make changes without any further review. I 
trust your judgement. See you on Thursday during my office hours. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, January 16, 2003 1:44 PM -0500 Tim McMillan 
<tjml @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Charlene-- 
> 

> I hope you are feeling better. Here are my thoughts about the syllabus. 
> 

> Talk to you soon. 
> 
> -Tim 



AFAM 71 RESEARCH METHODS 
SPRING 2003 

INSTRUCTORS: 

Dr. Charlene Regester, Film Historian 
107 Battle Hall 
UNC Chapel Hill Campus 
Office Hours: 11:30-12:30 
Email: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dr. Tim McMillan, Anthropologist 
106 Battle Hall 
UNC Chapel Hill Campus 
Office Hours: 11:30-12:30 TTH 
Email: tj m 1 @email.unc. edu 

Introduction: AFAM 71, Research Methods, is designed to introduce research methods 
necessary to resurrecting, re-examining, and reconstructing the black experience. 
Although the specific topic to be investigated by this course will change depending upon 
the instructor, currently this course will focus on local history. This course will be taught 
in conjunction with a project commissioned by the town of Chapel Hill, NC, to identify 
the grave sites of black slaves believed to be buried in a local cemetery. 

Methods: AFAM 71 will involve a variety of teaching methods and use of media, 
including: lectures by archivists associated with historical collections; visits to grave 
sites, state archives, etc.; and use of audio-visual materials. Students will engage in 
conducting primary research that will involve reviewing maps, locating original land 
documents, retrieving planters’ records, conducting interviews, and excavating grave 
sites. 

Goals: The goal of this course is twofold. First, it will familiarize students with a variety 

of research methods necessary to conducting primary research. Those methods in which 
students will be involved in AFAM 71 will be shown to be similar to and applicable to 
the research methods they will need in the future, conducting research for primary studies 
in many phases of black history--resurrecting, re-examining, and reconstructing the 
black experience. Second, the results of this semester’s AFAM 71 will contribute to the 
town’s archive a growing body of literature on the history of this cemetery. 

Student Requirements: Students will be evaluated based on the effort invested in the 
proj ect, ability to apply skills learned, ability to work independently and cooperatively, 
and ability to organize the material you generate into an understandable and useful form. 

Resources and readings: (a beginning) 

http://www.afrigeneas.com/guide/A website to help in African American genealogy 

http://www.rootsweb.com/-gapike/slave.htm A site about using legal records (in 
Georgia) to uncover slave records - useful for NC too. 

http://www.unc.edu/lib/mssinv/afam.html Manuscripts at UNC relating to African 
American local history 



1752-1952 Orange County. Orange County Historical Society. 

SCHEDULE 

Week I: Introduction to Historical Collections 
Visit to Cemetery site 

Week II: Organize Sub-Groups 
Assign Tasks 

Week III: Development of research design and strategies 

Week IV: Student Reports on Initial Findings 

Week V: Conduct Interviews 
Collect Maps 
Collect Planter Records 

Week VI: Conduct Interviews 
Collect Maps 
Collect Planter Records 

Week VII: 
Assemble Data Collected 

Week VIII: 
Assemble Data Collected 

Week IX: 
Develop maps, photos, and written report 

Week X: 
Submit Written Reports 
On Findings 

Week XI 
Submit Oral Reports on 
Findings 

Week XII 
Prepare final report for archives 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2003 10:23 AM 

Kenneth Janken <JANKEN@unc.edtr~ 

Re: [Fwd: At~ca~-America~ Film Pos~ters] 

Dear Ken: Thanks for the info Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On 2003A~lOA30EO 8:44 -0500 Kenneth Janken <JANKEN@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 

> My brother sent me this attachment about an exhibition catalog of black 
> fihn posters. I thought you might like it, in case you ~vant to order 

> Kenneth 



ITrolll: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2003 5 45 PM 

jmgaines@duke.edu 

Micheaux Meeting at SCS 

Dear Jane: Sorry,, I had to send another email message but I did not see the 
Miclaeaux raeeting scheduled in the SCS program schedule. Do you think I need 

to follow up with a message or did I overlook the meeting in the program 
schedule? Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2003 2:01 PM 

njdye@ou.edu 

Oscar Micheaux Society Meeting 

Dear Jane: Previously, I sent an email message to the conference organizer 
to request that the Oscar Micheaux Society’ be scheduled for a meeting time 
at the upcoming SCS Somone (since I can’t locate the response immediately) 
responded and therefore, I assumed that we had been scheduled. Yet, when I 
downloaded the program we were not listed. We would like to have a meeting 
a scheduled (preferably morrming)at the upcoming SCS so that we can 
advertise and promote this meeting to interested scholars. You can list the 
meeting as an addendum insert in the event that the program has been 
finalized. Your assistance and cooperation are greatly appreciated. We have 
met every year at SCS for the last few- years and I was deeply disappointed 
when I did not see us in the program. Finally, thales for your effort and I 
look forwarding to hearing from you in the near fiature Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2003 2:03 PM 

jmgaines@duke.edu 

Oscar Micheaux Society Meeting (fwd) 

Dear Jane: This is the message that I sent to Jane Dye, conference 
organizer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, Febmaly 05, 2003 2:01 PM -0500 

From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: njdye@ou.edu 
Subject: Oscar Micheaux Society Meeting 

Dear Jane: Previously, I sent an email message to the conference organizer 
to request that the Oscar Micheaux Socie~ be scheduled for a meeting time 
at the upcoming SCS. Somone (since I can’t locate the response immediately) 
responded and therefore, I assumed that we had been scheduled. Yet, when I 
downloaded the program we ~vere not listed. We would like to have a meeting 
a scheduled (pretErably mormaing)at the upcoming SCS so that we can 
advertise and promote this meeting to interested scholars You can list the 
meeting as an addendum insert in the event that the program has been 
finalized Your assistance and cooperation are greatly appreciated We have 
met eve~z year at SCS for the last few years and I was deeply disappointed 
when I did not see us in the program. Finally, thanks J2~r your effort and I 
look forwarding to hearing from you in the neat-future. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2003 2:18 PM 

Dye, N. Jane <njdye@ou.edu> 

RE: Oscax Micheaux Society Meeting 

Dear Jane: Thanks so much for your immediate response I greatly appreciate 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, Feblxlal)’ 05, 2003 1:13 PM -0600 "Dye, N. Jane" 
<njdye@ou edu> wrote: 

Charlene, 

The meeting time for the Oscar Micheaux Society is scheduled for Friday, 
March 7, tlcom 12:15-1:15 p.m. in Directors Row 3 It will be in the 
printed program available at the conference - Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2003 1:01 PM 
To: njdye@ou edu 
Subject: Oscar Micheaux Socie~z Meeting 

[)ear Jane: Previously, I sent an email message to the conference 
organizer to request that the ()scar MJcheau× Society be scheduled [’or a 
meeting time at the upcoming SCS. Somone (since I can’t locate the 
response immediately) responded and therefore, I assumed that we had 
been scheduled. Yet, when I downloaded the program we were not listed. 
We would like to have a meeung a scheduled (preferably momning)at the 
upcoming SCS so that we can advertise and promote this meeting to 
interested scholars. You can list the meeting as an addendum insert in 
the event that the program has been finalized. Your assistance and 
cooperation are greatly appreciated. We have met every year at SCS [’or 
the last few years and I was deeply disappointed when I did not see us 
in the program. Finally, thanks [’or your e[~fort and I look forwarding to 
hearing from you in the near future Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2003 6:54 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Rogers@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Blacks in Fihn 

Dear Lylmete: Yes, the best way to contact me is by email. If you need to 
reach me by phone you can call and I will return your call 
as soon as I can. 

1 ) Regarding the title, Ray indicated that I could change the title once 
the work was completed Thus, I would like for the title to read: Black 
Cinema: Historical Moments Your email message elToneously stated Movements 

2) No, I have not made any decisions regarding colors or images that I 
would like to use on the front cover Do you have suggestions? 

3) \~z Social Security Number: 240-96-8316 

If you need additional information, please let me know and again, contact 
me by email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, February 10, 2003 2:38 PM-0600 Lynne Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt corn> wrote: 

tli Charlene - 

My name is l.ynne Rogers and I will be the Prepress Editor for your 
book, Blacks in Fihn. I will be in charge of your project from this 
point on thrnugh the completion of your book so please contact me with 
any questions and/or concerns you may have According to Billee Jo 
Hefel’s notes, email is the best way to contact you which is why I am 
emailing you rather than telephoning If you would rather talk to me, 
please let me know and I can call you at the school 

In reviewing the manuscript and paperwork that I have received from 
Billee Jo, I have a few questinns for you that need to be answered 
before the Prepress work can be started on this book 

1 The paperwork and contract indicate the title is "Blacks in Fihn", 
the title page you sent in reads "Black Cinema: Historical Movements" 
Please cor~firm which title you will be using. Ray Wood may have to do 
an amendment to the contract if the title changes from "Blacks in 
Film". 

2. tlave you decided on what colors and/or images you would like to have 
on the cover of the book? 

3. I need to get your social securi~ number for our files in order to 
pay your royalties 

Please send me all of this information as soon as you can so that I can 
begin the prepress work on this title. If you have any questions and/or 
concerns please contact hie. 

I look forward to ~vorking ~vith you. 

Lynnette M. Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company 
4050 Wcstmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563-589-1160 @ax) 
lr ogers@kendallhunt.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2003 6:55 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Blacks in Fihn 

Dear Lynne: I will forward these materials in the next day or so 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, Februa~- 10, 2003 2:52 PM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

Hi Charlene - 

I just ran across a couple more questions for you 

1. Do you have your Introduction, Appendices and Bibliography on a disk 
that you can send in to me? 
2. The pages you sent in for "The Comic Side of Trouble" are cut off on 
the edges and cannot be read. Please recopy these pages making stare that 
all 4 sides are legible and resubmit the pages to me 

These two items are velTy’ important, I need answers as soon as 
possible 

Thanks, 

Lynnette M Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendalb’tlunt Publishing Company 
4050 Westmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563-589-1160 (fax) 
lrogers@k endallhunt.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2003 6:58 PM 

Justin Faerber <mj usfin@duke.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously edited, 
do you want the copy with your changes? If so, I will copy and mail in the 
next few days The other chapters, I will forward as attachments by email. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<mjustin@duke edu> wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

That sounds great. If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no later 
n’fid-Aprih Like I said, I would rather give you a consel~zative estimate 
and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of not meeting 
an overly ambitious deadline 

It would be very useful for me to have photocopies of the chapters I have 
already edit as ~vell. That way I could have the whole manuscript together 
while I am ~vorking on these remaining chapters. It would be best if you 
could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy of the other 
four by regular mail. My mailing address is as foflows: 

Justin Faerber 
1102 Iredell Street 
Durham, NC 27705 

Best wishes, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters :[’or which I will need 
>> an edit, I totaled the number of pages which approximates 246 pages 
>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently ~t 
>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others At the rate ($5 per 
>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate :[’or the prc~ject rather 
>> than by page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 
>> for you. 
>> 

>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>> But I am :flexible, however, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>> to work around yottr schedule since I would like for the editing to 
>> be consistent in viexv of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>> me knoxv what works best for you and I look fop, vald to hearing from 
>> you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> --On Wednesday, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM-0500 Justin Faerber 
>> <mjustin@duke.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from presses. 
>>> As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, xvhat sort of timetable 
>>> are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing out one 
>>> season and beginning a new one, which means that this is a very busy 
>>> time of year for me. I xvould not want to give too quick and optimistic 
>>> an answer before finding out a few- things out: First, what is the total 
>>> length (in double-spaced pages) of the remaining 7 chapters? Second, 
>>> how much flexibility do you have in terms of schedule? Finally, I am 
>>> cttrious what solt of rate had in mind if not per page. That has always 
>>> seemed to me the most fair and accurate way to determine cornpensation 
>>> on such projects, but I am open to other suggestions if you have some. 

>>> Just write me back when you get the chance and let me know how long the 
>>> remaining chapters are arid what sort of timetable you are on, as well as 
>>> your suggestions for payment Hopefully we ~vill be able to coordinate 
>>> our schedules so that this works out. 

>>> Best ~vishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that the?’ would like to 
>>>> read the entire manuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>> 7 chapters so that I can %lavard. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this amount rahter than by pay 



>>>> page. But you can let me know what you think. Ifyuu would like l 
>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since sume of 
>>>> them are lung, so ifI forward by email, ! will prubably send each 
>>>> une as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think Also, let 
>>>> me know what kind of time fi-ame we are wofldng in so that I can 
>>>> cunvey this infi~rmatiun to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Tuesday, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>> <rnjustin@duke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> I’m glad to hear things are moving along again with yo~ manuscript. 
>>>>> Please let me know how it progresses and if you need any more editing 
>>>>> help. 

>>>>> Best wishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited. I 
>>>>>> will be in contact to let you ~ow what happens. Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <j~aerber@d~eupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do thi~ that 
>>>>>>> "fatalistic fe~es" works better than "ferries fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>> ~vould at least avoid the misreading ~ve discussed previously. 
>>>>>>> However, I am not s~e that "fatalistic fc~m~es" functions better 
>>>>>>> than tragic figure. To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>> McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that veW failure to achieve ;vhat 
>>>>>>> they aspired to despite their assertiveness and sense of defiance. 
>>>>>>> This seems palticularly true of Dan&idge g~ven your argument that 
>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part of her undoing 
>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw-" in the classic sense). Ho;vever, I understand if 
>>>>>>> you feel that "tragic figwe" misses the mark and ;vould like to 
>>>>>>> coin a new term. I’ll leave this to yow review and discretion, but 
>>>>>>> I would urge you to include a brief explanation of "i3talistic 
>>>>>>> ISles" at the first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>> As ik~r the time to meet and dehver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>> a.m. sound? Is there a particular place at Davis that ;vould be 
>>>>>>> convenient ik~r you? 

>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page). Check will 
>>>>>>> be i~e. 

>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you Friday. 

>>>>>>>> Dear Justin: Yes, we could meet for delively of the manuscript. 
>>>>>>>> Huwever, I have a small issue that I would like tu discuss. Since 
>>>>>>>> you have already cumpleted, I can make this change but I would like 
>>>>>>>> fi~r you to give this sume thought I gave sume thought tu the GWTW 
>>>>>>>> chapter and I am concerned that tragic figwes does not really 
>>>>>>>> represent *vhat I was attempting tu get at either. I had a debate 
>>>>>>>> with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these characters are 
>>>>>>>> really tragic but the point is that they don’t ubtain or achieve 
>>>>>>>> what they really want or aspire tu despite their assertiveness and 
>>>>>>>> agressiveness. Perhaps they are ]~talistic femmes rather than l~mme 
>>>>>>>> 13tales Please give me your opiniun. 

>>>>>>>> As fur uur meeting, we can meet un Friday in Davis LibraW at 
>>>>>>>> I~C-CH. This is best k)r me. Huwever, the libra," closes at 5pro so 
>>>>>>>> you wuuId need to a~ive before that time Also, I need the exact 
>>>>>>>> amount due so that I could have a check or money order ur whatever. 
>>>>>>>> Let me knuw what you think Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> Mi)nday, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> ~j]~erber@d~eupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Good news{ I have been able tu devote more time than I expected tu 
>>>>>>>>> yow manuscript m recent weeks - thanks in part tu that lovely 
>>>>>>>>> ice storm - and I’m pleased to report that I can have it ready 
>>>>>>>>> for you before the holiday-s. I just need to wrap up a few loose 
>>>>>>>>> ends and print om the s~le sheet, which I should be able to do 
>>>>>>>>> in the next couple of days. ~ fact, I am going om of town for 
>>>>>>>>> the holidays on Saturday morning and would very much like to be 
>>>>>>>>> able to retmn the edited manuscript to you before I leave. 

>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it m person (rather than risk a 



>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday ~ftemoon that would 
>>>>>>>>> be good ]2~r you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it will 
>>>>>>>>> be safe and ! can drop it off some time on Friday 

>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure working on these chapters. I hope my 
>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>> Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>> Assistant Managing Editor 
>>>>>>> Duke UniversiD" Press 
>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress.edu 
>>>>>>> 919.687.3669 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2003 6:36 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com~ 

Re: Blacks in Fihn 

FilmLis~000-Black Cinema-Historical Moments, Regester.doc 

Dear Lylme: Attached is the fihn list (part two) for the texbook on black 
cinema Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 8:29 AM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt corn> wrote: 

Thanks Charlene. The following pages are also cut offso please provide 
ne~v copies of these pages as well: 

To Redream the Dreams of White Playwright pages 324, 326, and 336. 

Thanks Charlene - 

Lynnette M. Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company 
4050 Westmark Dr~ve 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563 -589-1160 (fax) 
Irogers@kendall hunt.corn 

>>>> charlene regesber <regester@email.unc.edu> 02/10/03 05:55PM >>> 
Dear Lynne: I will forward these materials in the next day or so. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, February 10, 2003 2:52 PM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
< LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

>> Hi Charlene - 
>> 
>> I just ran across a couple more questions for you. 
>> 

>> 1. Do you have your Introduction, Appendices and Bibliography on a 
disk 

>> that you can send in to me’.’ 
>> 2. The pages you sent in for "The Comic Side of Trouble" are cut off 

on 

>> the edges and cannot be read. Please recopy these pages making sure 
that 

>> all 4 sides are legible and resubmit the pages to me. 
>> 

>> These two itenrs are very iraportant, I need answers as soon as 
>> possible. 
>> 

>> Thartks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Lytmette M. Rogers 
>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing Corapany 
>> 4050 Wes~ark Drive 
>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>> 563-589-1147 
>> 563-589-1160 
>> lrogers@kendallhunt.cora 



Films 2000 
Alnerican Pimp 
The Art Of War 
Bagger Vance 
Bamboozled 
The Broken Hearts Club 
Boesman and Lena 
Boiler Room 
Black and White 
Big Momma’s House 
Bait 
Cider House Rules 
Disappearing Acts 
Dogma 
The Fanfily Man 
Finding Forrester 
Ghost Dog 
Gladiator 
Green Mile 
Held Up 
The Klumps 
The Ladle’s Man 
The Legend of Bagger Vance 
Loving Jezebel 
Mcn of Honor 
Mission hnpossible 2 
Next Friday 
Nurse Betty 
Once In The Life 
The Original King of Comedy 
The Patriot 
Remcmber the Titans 
Requiem For A Dream 
Romeo Must Die 
Rules of Engagement 
Scant Movie 
Shaft 
Supernova 
Traffic 
Unbreakable 
The Visit 
X-Men 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

Apocalypse Now Redux 
Ali 
Baby Boy 
The Brothers 
The Cave,nan’s Valentine 
Dr. Dolittle 2 
Down To Earth 
George Washington 
How High 
Kingdom Kong 
John Carpenter’s Ghosts of Mars 
Made 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 



Monkey Bone 
Monster’s Ball 
Ocean’s Eleven 
Paula 
Pearl Harbor 
Rat Race 
Rush Hour 2 
Save the Last Dance 
Sca~_~ Movie 2 
Snatch 
The Scorn 
Shrek 
Swordfish 
Training Day 
What Woman Want 
What’s the Worst That Could Happen 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

The Adventures of Pluto Nash 
All About The Beniamins 
Austin Powers: Goldmember 
Bad Company 
Barbershop 
Blade 2 
Brown Sugar 
Changing Lanes 
Die Anolhcr Day 
Friday After Next 
Hip Hop Story: Tha Movie 
I Spy 
Juwanna Man 
Like Mike 
Martin Lawrence Live: Runteldat 
Men In Black II 
Showtime 
Star Trek: Nemesis 
Star Wars: Episode Two 
The Scorpion King 
The Sum of All Fears 
Undercover Brother 
XXX 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2003 6:39 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Blacks in Fihn 

Dear Lynne: On thursday, I will mail a disk including the items requested 
as well as the missing pages or copies of the essays previously requested. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 8:29 AM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt corn> wrote: 

Thanks Charlene. The following pages are also cut offso please provide 
ne~v copies of these pages as well: 

To Redream the Dreams of’¢~qaite Play~vright pages 324, 326, and 336. 

Thanks Charlene - 

Lynnette M. Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company 
4050 ;Vestmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563 -589-1160 (fax) 
Irogers@kendall hunt.corn 

>>>> charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 02/10/03 05:55PM >>> 
Dear Lynne: I will forward these materials in the next day or so. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, February 10, 2003 2:52 PM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
< LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

>> tti Charlene - 
>> 

>> I just ran across a couple more questions for you. 
>> 

>> 1 Do you have your Introduction, Appendices and Bibliography on a 
disk 

>> that you can send in to me? 
>> 2. The pages you sent in for "’]’he Comic Side of Trouble" are cut off 

on 

>> the edges and cannot be read. Please recopy these pages making sure 
that 

>> all 4 sides are legible and resubmit the pages to me. 
>> 

>> These two itenrs are very iraportant, I need answers as soon as 
>> possible. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Lytmette M. Rogers 
>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing Corapany 
>> 4050 Wes~ark Drive 
>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>> 563-589-1147 
>> 563-589-1160 (l?x) 
>> lrogers@kendallhunt.cora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 13, 2003 5:29 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Blacks in Fihn 

Dear Lynne: My only recon~aendation regarding cover desing is that it 
reflect some of the performers from the early years of film history, Lena 
Home, Paul Robeson, etc. Other than this, I have not ideas Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, February 13, 2003 2:31 PM -0600 Lyrme Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

Charlene - 

Any luck on cover id eas or colors yet? If not would you like for me to 
have our designers come up with a concept? 

Please let me kno~v so that we can begin the cover process. 

Thanks, 

Lynnette M Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendalb’tlunt Publishing Company 
4050 Westmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563-589-1160 (fax) 
lrogers@k endallhunt.com 

>>>> charlene regester <regester@email unc edu> 02/12/03 05:36PM >>> 
Dear Lynne: Attached is the film list (part two) for the texbook on 
black 
cinema Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 8:29 ~M\~1-0600 l.yrme Rogers 
< LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

>> Thanks Charlene. The following pages are also cut off so please 
provide 

>> new copies of these pages as well: 
>> 

>> To Redream the Dreams of White Playwright pages 324, 326, and 336. 
>> 

>> Thanks Charlene - 
>> 

>> 

>> Lytmette M. Rogers 
>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing Corapany 
>> 4050 Wes~tark Drive 
>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>> 563-589-1147 
>> 563-589-1160 (l?x) 
>> lrogers@kendallhunt.cora 
>> 

>>>>> charlene regester <regester@email.~tc.edu> 02/10/03 05:55PM >>> 
>> Dear Lynne: I will forward these materials in the next day or so. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> -On Monday, February 10, 2003 2:52 PM -0600 Lytme Rogers 
>> <LRogcrs@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene - 

>>> I just ran across a couple more questions for you. 

>>> 1. Do you have your Introduction, Appendices and Bibliography on a 
>> disk 
>>> that yon can send in to me? 
>>> 2. The pages you sent in for "The Comic Side of Trouble" are cut 

off 
>> on 

>>> the edges and cannot be read Please recopy these pages making stare 
>> that 
>>> all 4 sides are legible and resubmit the pages to me. 

>>> These two items are very important, I need answers as soon as 
>>> possible. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> Lymaette M. Rogers 



>>> Senior Prepress Editor 

>>> Kendall/Hum Publishing Company 

>>> 4050 Westmark Drive 

>>> Dubuque, IA 52002 

>>> 563-589-1147 

>>> 563-589-1160 (l?~x) 

>>> lrogers@kendallhunt.com 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



Froiil~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc .edu> 

Friday, February 14, 2003 1:31 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM 71 Class Meeting 

Critica] Race Theory and Black Cinema Proposal.doc 

Dear Tim: The students informed me of the problems they are experiencing in 
terms of having access to the information requested. Perhaps we can discuss 
further in class on Monday and give them alternatives. Additionally, I am 
attaching my revised version of the Critial Race Theory proposal. It still 
needs considerable work but I realized that I was editing parts that I did 
not fully understand since I did not compose, so I am passing it along to 
you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, February 12, 2003 3:31 PM-0500 Tim McMillan 
<tjml @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello everyone-- 
> 
> The next meeting of the local history methods class will be in Greenlaw 
> 103 (the same as last week) from 3-4p.m. on Monday February 17. See you 
> all there. 
> 

> -Tim McMillan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2003 4:00 PM 

Walter Biggins <Vv~iggins@ihl.s~te.ms.u~ 

Re: SCMS cont~rence paper 

Dear Walter: Yes, I will be attendng SCS, however, I won’t arrive until 
Friday and will leave on Sunday after presenting my paper. We car1 make an 
appointment for Saturday or I can ~vait until I arrive and try to catch you 
then. Thanks for your interest in my work and hope to see you soon. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, FebmaU 18, 2003 10:26 AM -0600 Walter Biggins 
<~VBiggins@ihl.state.ms.us> ~Vl-ote: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I see from the program for the Socie~z for Cinema and Media 
Studies conference that you are reading a paper entitled "The 
Feminizntion of the African American Athlete in Boyz N the Hood, Cooley 
High, and Combread, Earl, and Me" I’m intrigued by this subject and 
wonder if it might be part of a larger, book-length manuscript that 
would be appropriate for Umversi~’ Press of Mississippi, for which I’m 
an editorial assistant. Even if at this time the paper is not part of a 
larger work, I would like to meet with you and talk with you about your 
work 

I will be staffing the AAUP cumbined table at the SCMS cunference 
on 7 March @om 10am to 5:45pm), 8 March @urn 10am tu 
5:45pm), and on Sunday, 9 March (frum 8am tu 11 am). Please let 
me know when it would be cunvenient for yuu tu talk with me I 
wuuld like tu make an appmntment su that I will be sure of seeing 
you but, if that is nut possible, please feel free tu stop by the 
2~.12P table in the exhibit area. I louk forward to hearing fi-om yuu 

and to talking with you 

Sincerely, 
Walter Biggins 

Walter Bigg~ns 
Editorial Assistant 
Universi~ Press uf Mississipp~ 

(601) 432-6205 
WBiggins@ihl. state.ins.us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 12:49 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Blacks in Fihn 

Dear Lylme: I received some materials by mail today. I have not yet opened 
but will do so and will con-espond in the next day or so Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 8:29 AM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt corn> wrote: 

Thanks Charlene. The following pages are also cut offso please provide 
ne~v copies of these pages as well: 

To Redream the Dreams of’¢~qaite Play~vright pages 324, 326, and 336. 

Thanks Charlene - 

Lynnette M. Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company 
4050 ;Vestmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563 -589-1160 (fax) 
Irogers@kendall hunt.corn 

>>>> charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 02/10/03 05:55PM >>> 
Dear Lynne: I will forward these materials in the next day or so. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, February 10, 2003 2:52 PM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
< LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

>> tti Charlene - 
>> 

>> I just ran across a couple more questions for you. 
>> 

>> 1 Do you have your Introduction, Appendices and Bibliography on a 
disk 

>> that you can send in to me? 
>> 2. The pages you sent in for "’]’he Comic Side of Trouble" are cut off 

on 

>> the edges and cannot be read. Please recopy these pages making sure 
that 

>> all 4 sides are legible and resubmit the pages to me. 
>> 

>> These two itenrs are very iraportant, I need answers as soon as 
>> possible. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Lytmette M. Rogers 
>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing Corapany 
>> 4050 Wes~ark Drive 
>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>> 563-589-1147 
>> 563-589-1160 (l?x) 
>> lrogers@kendallhunt.cora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 4:11 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Blacks in Fihn 

Dear Lylme: Yes, I will tW to do so as soon as possible. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, Febma~- 21, 2003 2:35 PM -0600 Lylme Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

Charlene - 

Would it be possible to get new copies of the following pages from To 
Redream the Dreams ofYVh~te., by Charles Musser: 347 and 355. I 
didn’t notice it before but the last two letters of every word on the 
right is cut ofil 

Please let me know if you cari fax me these pages You can fax them to 
563-589-1160. 

Thanks 
Lynne Rogers 
Kendall/Hunt 

>>>> charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 02,’21/03 11:49AM >>> 
[)ear Lynne: I received some materials by mail today. I have not yet 
opened 
but will do so and will correspond in the next day or so. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 8:29 ~\1-0600 l,yrme Rogers 
< LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

>> Thanks Charlene. ’]7he ~2~llowing pages are also cut off so please 
provide 

>> new copies of these pages as well: 
>> 

>> To Redream the Dreams of White Playwright pages 324, 326, and 336. 
>> 

>> Thanks Charlene - 
>> 

>> 

>> Lynnette M. Rogers 
>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing CompaW 
>> 4050 Westmark Drive 
>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>> 563-589-1147 
>> 563-589-1160 (lhx) 
>> lrogers@kendallhunt.com 
>> 

>>>>> charlene regester <regester@emaihanc.edu> 02/10/03 05:55PM >>> 
>> Dear Lynne: I will forward these materials in the next day or so. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> -On Monday, February" 10, 2003 2:52 PM -0600 Lytme Rogers 
>> <LRogcrs@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene - 

>>> I just ran across a couple more questions for you. 

>>> 1. Do you have your Introduction, Appendices and Bibliography on a 
>> disk 
>>> that you can send in to rue? 
>>> 2. The pages you sent in for "The Comic Side of Trouble" are cut 

off 
>> on 

>>> the edges and cannot be read. Please recopy these pages ruaking sure 
>> that 
>>> all 4 sides are legible and resubmit the pages to me. 

>>> These two items are very important, I need answers as soon as 
>>> possible. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> Lymaette M. Rogers 
>>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company 
>>> 4050 Westmark Drive 
>>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>>> 563-589-1147 
>>> 563-589-1160 (lhx) 



>>> rogers@~enda huntcom 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 4:17 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

Dear Justin: Sor~’ for the delay in forwarding these mateials but I have 
been s~vamped with other projects that required my immediate attention. I 
will sent the edited copy of the ms by mail in the next day or so. As for 
now, I am forwarding the unedited chapers Please ~vait until you have 
received a total of 7 to let me kno~v that the?’ have all been received. I 
will send in separate email messages. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
< faerber@dukeupress.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great. I 
regret not having made a cop?- before I gave them to you, but there were 
just so man?’ post-it notes. 

I’ll look for the new chapters via e-mail in the coming days. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously 
>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes? If so, I will copy 
>> and mail in the next few days. The other chapters, I will forward as 
>> attachments by emai[. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>> <mjustin@duke edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 
>>> That sounds great If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
>>> double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no later 
>>> mid-April Like I said, I would rather give you a conservative esumate 
>>> and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of not meeting 
>>> an overly ambitious deadline. 
>>> 

>>> It would be vet,), useful J2~r me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>> have aheady edit as well. ’]Nat way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. It would be 
>>> best if you could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy 
>>> of the other tow by regular mail. 2{y mailing address is as J2~llows: 

>>> Justin Faerbcr 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>> an edit, I totaled the number of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently it 
>>>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>> page) previously- quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>> than by page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 
>>>> for you. 

>>>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>> it might take a few- months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>> But I ara flexible, however, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>> to work around your schedule since I would like for the editing to 
>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>> me kno~v what ~vorks best for you and I look folavard to hearing from 
>>>> you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>> <mjustin@duke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>> presses. As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing 
>>>>> out one season and beginning a new one, ~vhich means that this is a 



>>>>> very busy time of year for me. I would not want to give too quick and 
>>>>> optimistic an answer before finding out a few things out: First, what 
>>>>> is the total length (in double-spaced pages) of the remaining 7 
>>>>> chapters? Second, how much flexibility do you have in terms of 
>>>>> schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in mind if not 
>>>>> per page. That has always seemed to me the most fair and accurate way 
>>>>> to determine compensation on such projects, but I am open to other 
>>>>> suggestions if you have some. 

>>>>> Just write me back when you get the chance and let me kmow how long 
>>>>> the remaining chapters are and xvhat sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>> xvell as yottr suggestions for pa?’ment. Hopefully we will be able to 
>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>> Best xvishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that they would like to 
>>>>>> read the entire manuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>>>> 7 chapters so that I can forward. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this araount rahter than by pay 
>>>>>> page. But you can let me know what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>> them are long, so ifI forward by email, I ~vill probably send each 
>>>>>> one as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think. Also, let 
>>>>>> me know what kind of time frame xve are wurking in so that I can 
>>>>>> convey this itfformation to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday-, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I’m glad to hear things are moving along again with your manuscript 
>>>>>>> Please let me know- how it progresses and if you need an?’ more 
>>>>>>> editing help 

>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>>>> Dear Justin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited I 
>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know ;vhat happens Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> <’jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do think that 
>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic femmes" works better than "fermnes fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>>>> ;vould at least avoid the misreading we discussed previously. 
>>>>>>>>> However, I am not stare that "fatalistic femmes" functions better 
>>>>>>>>> than tragic figure To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>>>> McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that very failure to achieve ;vhat 
>>>>>>>>> the?" aspired to despite their assemveness and sense of defiance. 
>>>>>>>>> This seems particularly true of Dandridge given your argument that 
>>>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part o17 her undoing 
>>>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw" in the classic sense)However, I understand if 
>>>>>>>>> you :feel that "tragic figure" misses the mark and would like to 
>>>>>>>>> coin a new term. I’ll leave this to your review and discretion, 
>>>>>>>>> but ! would urge you to include a brief explanation o17 "fatalistic 
>>>>>>>>> femmes" at the first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>> As for the time to meet and deliver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>>>> am sound? ls there a particular place at Davis that would be 
>>>>>>>>> convenient for you? 

>>>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page) Check will 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you };riday 

>>>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>>>>>> ;)ear Justin: Yes, we could meet :for delivery of the manuscript. 
>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that ! would like to discuss Since 
>>>>>>>>>> you have already completed, I can make this change but I would 
>>>>>>>>>> like :for you to give this some thought. I gave some thought to 
>>>>>>>>>> the GWTW chapter and I ara concerned that tragic figures does not 
>>>>>>>>>> really represent what I was attempting to get at either. I had a 
>>>>>>>>>> debate with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these 
>>>>>>>>>> characters are really tragic but the point is that the?" don’t 
>>>>>>>>>> obtain or achieve what they really want or aspire to despite 
>>>>>>>>>> their assertweness and agressweness. Perhaps they are 
>>>>>>>>>> fatalistic fermnes rather than fenmxe fatales. Please give me your 



>>>>>>>>>> As for our meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Library. at 
>>>>>>>>>> UNC-CH This is best for me However, the library closes at 5pm 
>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to arrive before that time. Also, I need the 
>>>>>>>>>> exact amount due so that I could have a check or money order or 
>>>>>>>>>> whatever. Let me know what you think Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester 

>>>>>>>>>> Monday, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>>>> ~ifaerber@dukeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ I have been able to devote more time than I expected 
>>>>>>>>>>> to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part to that 
>>>>>>>>>>> lovely ice stom~ - and rm pleased to report that I can have it 
>>>>>>>>>>> rea@ for you before the holiday-s. I just need to wrap up a few 
>>>>>>>>>>> loose ends and print out the style sheet, which I should be 
>>>>>>>>>>> able to do in the next couple of days. In fact, I am going out 
>>>>>>>>>>> of town for the holidays on Saturday morning and would velT 
>>>>>>>>>>> much like to be able to return the edited manuscript to you 

>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (rather than risk a 
>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday afternoon that would 
>>>>>>>>>>> be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it 
>>>>>>>>>>> will be safe and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure working on these chapters. I hope my 
>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>>>> Assistant Managing Editor 
>>>>>>>>> Duke University Press 
>>>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress edu 
>>>>>>>>> 919687.3669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 5:l0 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

sultewan5.doc 

Dear Justin: Attached is the chapter on Madame Sul-Te-Wan. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<j faerber@dukeupress, edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great I 
regret not having made a copy before I gave them to you, but there were 
just so many post-it notes. 

I’ll look ~2~r the new chapters via e-mail in the coming days. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously 
>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes’? If so, I wil [ copy 
>> and mail in the next few days The other chapters, I will ~2~rward as 
>> attachments by email Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>> <n!iustin@duke.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> That sounds great. If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
>>> double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no later 
>>> mid-April. Like I said, I would rather g~ve you a conservative estimate 
>>> and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of not meeting 
>>> an overly ambitious deadline. 

>>> It would be ve~ useful for me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>> have already edit as welh That way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. It would be 
>>> best if you could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy 
>>> of the other four by regular maih My mailing address is as follows: 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>> an edit, I totaled the nun~ber of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently- it 
>>>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>> than by- page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 

>>>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>> But I am flexible, ho~vever, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>> to work around your schedule since I ~vould like for the editing to 
>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>> me know what works best for you and I look forward to hearing from 
>>>> you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday-, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>> <n!iustin@duke edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>> presses. As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing 
>>>>> out one season and beginning a new one, which means that this is a 
>>>>> very bus?’ time of year for me. I would not want to give too quick and 
>>>>> optimistic an answer before finding out a fe~v things out: First, what 



>>>>> is the total length (in double-spaced pages) of the remaining 7 
>>>>> chapters? Second, how much flexibili~ do you have in terms of 
>>>>> schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in mind if not 
>>>>> per page. That has always seemed to me the most fair and accurate way 
>~>>> to determine compensation on such projects, but I am open to other 
>>>>> suggestions if you have some. 

>>>>> Just write me back when you get the chance and let me know how long 
>>>>> the remaining chapters are and what sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>> ~vell as yo~tr suggestions for payment. Hopefully we will be able to 
>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>> Best ~vishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that they would like to 
>>>>>> read the entire manuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>>>> 7 chapters so that I can forward. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this amount rahter than by pay 
>>>>>> page. But you can let me know what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>> them are long, so ifI forward by email, I ~vill probably send each 
>>>>>> one as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think. Also, let 
>>>>>> me know what kind of time frame ~ve are wurking in so that I can 
>>>>>> convey this itfformation to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday-, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> rm glad to hear things are moving along again with your manuscript. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know- how it progresses and if you need an?’ more 
>>>>>>> editing help 

>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>>>> Dear A~stin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited I 
>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know ;vhat happens Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> ;jfaerber@dnkeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do think that 
>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic femmes" works better than "fermnes fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>>>> ;vould at least avoid the misreading we discussed previously. 
>>>>>>>>> However, I am not sure that "fatalistic femmes" functions better 
>>>>>>>>> than tragic figure To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>>>> McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that very failure to achieve ;vhat 
>>>>>>>>> the?- aspired to despite their assertiveness and sense of defiance. 
>>>>>>>>> This seems particularly true of Dandridge given your argtunent that 
>>>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part of her undoing 
>>>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw" in the classic sense)However, I understand if 
>>>>>>>>> you :Feel that "tragic figure" misses the mark and would like to 
>>>>>>>>> coin a new term. I’ll leave this to your review and discretion, 
>>>>>>>>> but ! would urge you to include a brief explanation of "fatalistic 
>>>>>>>>> femmes" at the first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>> As ]2~r the time to meet and deliver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>>>> am sound? ls there a particular place at Davis that would be 
>>>>>>>>> convenient l~r you? 

>>>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page) Check will 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you Friday 

>>>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>7,>>7,>>7, ;)ear Justin: Yes, we could meet :For delivery of the manuscript. 

>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that ! would like to discuss Since 
>>>>>>>>>> you have already completed, I can make this change but I would 
>>>>>>>>>> like :For you to give this some thought. I gave some thought to 
>>>>>>>>>> the GWTW chapter and I am concerned that tragic figures does not 
>>>>>>>>>> really represent what I was attempting to get at either. I had a 
>>>>>>>>>> debate with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these 
>>>>>>>>>> characters are really tragic but the point is that the?" don’t 
>>>>>>>>>> obtain or achieve what they really want or aspire to despite 
>>>>>>>>>> their assertweness and agressweness. Perhaps they are 
>>>>>>>>>> fatalistic fermnes rather than fenm~e fatales. Please give me your 

>>>>>>>>>> As for our meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Library at 



>>>>>>>>>> UNC-CH This is best for me However, the library closes at 5pm 
>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to arrive before that time. Also, I need the 
>>>>>>>>>> exact amount due so that I could have a check or money order or 
>>>>>>>>>> whatever. Let me know what you think Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester 

>>>>>>>>>> ]k/Ion@, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>>>> ---jfaerber@dukeupress edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ I have been able to devote more time than I expected 
>>>>>>>>>>> to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part to that 
>>>>>>>>>>> lovely ice stom~ - and rm pleased to report that I can have it 
>>>>>>>>>>> rea@ for you before the holidays. I just need to wrap up a few 
>>>>>>>>>>> loose ends and print out the style sheet, which I should be 
>>>>>>>>>>> able to do in the next couple of days. In fact, I am going out 
>>>>>>>>>>> of town for the holidays on Saturday morning and would velT 
>>>>>>>>>>> much like to be able to return the edited manuscript to you 

>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (rather than risk a 
>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday afternoon that would 
>>>>>>>>>>> be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it 
>>>>>>>>>>> will be safe and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure w-orking on these chapters. I hope my 
>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>>>> Assistant lvianaging Editor 
>>>>>>>>> Duke University Press 
>>>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress edu 
>>>>>>>>> 919687.3669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 5:13 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

LOUISE BEAVERS5.doc 

Dear Justin: Attached is the chapter on Louise Beavers Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<j faerber@dukeupress, edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great I 
regret not having made a copy before I gave them to you, but there were 
just so many post-it notes. 

I’ll look J2~r the new chapters via e-mail in the coming days. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously 
>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes’? If so, I wil [ copy 
>> and mail in the next few days The other chapters, I will J2~rward as 
>> attachments by email Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>> <n!iustin@duke.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> That sounds great. If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
>>> double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no later 
>>> mid-April. Like I said, I would rather g~ve you a conservative estimate 
>>> and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of not meeting 
>>> an overly ambitious deadline. 

>>> It would be ve~ useful for me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>> have already edit as welh That way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. It would be 
>>> best if you could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy 
>>> of the other four by regular maih My mailing address is as follows: 

>>> Justin Faerber 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>> an edit, I totaled the nun~ber of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently- it 
>>>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>> than by- page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 

>>>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>> But I am flexible, ho~vever, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>> to work around your schedule since I ~vould like for the editing to 
>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>> me know what works best for you and I look forward to hearing from 
>>>> you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday-, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>> <n!iustin@duke edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>> presses. As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing 
>>>>> out one season and beginning a new one, which means that this is a 
>>>>> very bus?’ time of year for me. I would not want to give too quick and 
>>>>> optimistic an answer before finding out a fe~v things out: First, what 



>>>>> is the total length (in double-spaced pages) of the remaining 7 
>>>>> chapters? Second, how much flexibili~ do you have in terms of 
>>>>> schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in mind if not 
>>>>> per page. That has always seemed to me the most fair and accurate way 
>~>>> to determine compensation on such projects, but I am open to other 
>>>>> suggestions if you have some. 

>>>>> Just write me back when you get the chance and let me know how long 
>>>>> the remaining chapters are and what sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>> ~vell as yo~tr suggestions for payment. Hopefully we will be able to 
>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>> Best ~vishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that they would like to 
>>>>>> read the entire manuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>>>> 7 chapters so that I can forward. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this amount rahter than by pay 
>>>>>> page. But you can let me know what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>> them are long, so ifI forward by email, I ~vill probably send each 
>>>>>> one as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think. Also, let 
>>>>>> me know what kind of time frame ~ve are wurking in so that I can 
>>>>>> convey this itfformation to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday-, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> rm glad to hear things are moving along again with your manuscript. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know- how it progresses and if you need an?’ more 
>>>>>>> editing help 

>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>>>> Dear A~stin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited I 
>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know ;vhat happens Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> ;jfaerber@dnkeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do think that 
>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic femmes" works better than "fermnes fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>>>> ;vould at least avoid the misreading we discussed previously. 
>>>>>>>>> However, I am not sure that "fatalistic femmes" functions better 
>>>>>>>>> than tragic figure To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>>>> McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that very failure to achieve ;vhat 
>>>>>>>>> the?- aspired to despite their assertiveness and sense of defiance. 
>>>>>>>>> This seems particularly true of Dandridge given your argtunent that 
>>>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part of her undoing 
>>>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw" in the classic sense)However, I understand if 
>>>>>>>>> you :Feel that "tragic figure" misses the mark and would like to 
>>>>>>>>> coin a new term. I’ll leave this to your review and discretion, 
>>>>>>>>> but ! would urge you to include a brief explanation of "fatalistic 
>>>>>>>>> femmes" at the first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>> As ]2~r the time to meet and deliver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>>>> am sound? ls there a particular place at Davis that would be 
>>>>>>>>> convenient l~r you? 

>>>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page) Check will 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you Friday 

>>>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>7,>>7,>>7, ;)ear Justin: Yes, we could meet :For delivery of the manuscript. 

>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that ! would like to discuss Since 
>>>>>>>>>> you have already completed, I can make this change but I would 
>>>>>>>>>> like :For you to give this some thought. I gave some thought to 
>>>>>>>>>> the GWTW chapter and I am concerned that tragic figures does not 
>>>>>>>>>> really represent what I was attempting to get at either. I had a 
>>>>>>>>>> debate with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these 
>>>>>>>>>> characters are really tragic but the point is that the?" don’t 
>>>>>>>>>> obtain or achieve what they really want or aspire to despite 
>>>>>>>>>> their assertweness and agressweness. Perhaps they are 
>>>>>>>>>> fatalistic fermnes rather than fenm~e fatales. Please give me your 

>>>>>>>>>> As for our meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Library at 



>>>>>>>>>> UNC-CH This is best for me However, the library closes at 5pm 
>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to arrive before that time. Also, I need the 
>>>>>>>>>> exact amount due so that I could have a check or money order or 
>>>>>>>>>> whatever. Let me know what you think Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester 

>>>>>>>>>> ]k/Ion@, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>>>> ---jfaerber@dukeupress edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ I have been able to devote more time than I expected 
>>>>>>>>>>> to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part to that 
>>>>>>>>>>> lovely ice stom~ - and rm pleased to report that I can have it 
>>>>>>>>>>> rea@ for you before the holidays. I just need to wrap up a few 
>>>>>>>>>>> loose ends and print out the style sheet, which I should be 
>>>>>>>>>>> able to do in the next couple of days. In fact, I am going out 
>>>>>>>>>>> of town for the holidays on Saturday morning and would velT 
>>>>>>>>>>> much like to be able to return the edited manuscript to you 

>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (rather than risk a 
>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday afternoon that would 
>>>>>>>>>>> be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it 
>>>>>>>>>>> will be safe and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure w-orking on these chapters. I hope my 
>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>>>> Assistant lvianaging Editor 
>>>>>>>>> Duke University Press 
>>>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress edu 
>>>>>>>>> 919687.3669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 5:17 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

NINA MAE MCKINNEY5.doc 

Dear Justin: Attached is the chapter on Nina Mae McKinney. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<j faerber@dukeupress, edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great I 
regret not having made a copy before I gave them to you, but there were 
just so many post-it notes. 

I’ll look J2~r the new chapters via e-mail in the coming days. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously 
>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes’? If so, I wil [ copy 
>> and mail in the next few days The other chapters, I will J2~rward as 
>> attachments by email Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>> <n!iustin@duke.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> That sounds great. If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
>>> double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no later 
>>> mid-April. Like I said, I would rather g~ve you a conservative estimate 
>>> and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of not meeting 
>>> an overly ambitious deadline. 

>>> It would be ve~ useful for me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>> have already edit as welh That way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. It would be 
>>> best if you could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy 
>>> of the other four by regular maih My mailing address is as follows: 

>>> Justin Faerber 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>> an edit, I totaled the nun~ber of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently- it 
>>>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>> than by- page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 

>>>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>> But I am flexible, ho~vever, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>> to work around your schedule since I ~vould like for the editing to 
>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>> me know what works best for you and I look forward to hearing from 
>>>> you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday-, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>> <n!iustin@duke edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>> presses. As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing 
>>>>> out one season and beginning a new one, which means that this is a 
>>>>> very bus?’ time of year for me. I would not want to give too quick and 
>>>>> optimistic an answer before finding out a fe~v things out: First, what 



>>>>> is the total length (in double-spaced pages) of the remaining 7 
>>>>> chapters? Second, how much flexibili~ do you have in terms of 
>>>>> schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in mind if not 
>>>>> per page. That has always seemed to me the most fair and accurate way 
>~>>> to determine compensation on such projects, but I am open to other 
>>>>> suggestions if you have some. 

>>>>> Just write me back when you get the chance and let me know how long 
>>>>> the remaining chapters are and what sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>> ~vell as yo~tr suggestions for payment. Hopefully we will be able to 
>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>> Best ~vishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that they would like to 
>>>>>> read the entire manuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>>>> 7 chapters so that I can forward. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this amount rahter than by pay 
>>>>>> page. But you can let me know what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>> them are long, so ifI forward by email, I ~vill probably send each 
>>>>>> one as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think. Also, let 
>>>>>> me know what kind of time frame ~ve are wurking in so that I can 
>>>>>> convey this itfformation to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday-, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> rm glad to hear things are moving along again with your manuscript. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know- how it progresses and if you need an?’ more 
>>>>>>> editing help 

>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>>>> Dear A~stin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited I 
>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know ;vhat happens Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> ;jfaerber@dnkeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do think that 
>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic femmes" works better than "fermnes fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>>>> ;vould at least avoid the misreading we discussed previously. 
>>>>>>>>> However, I am not sure that "fatalistic femmes" functions better 
>>>>>>>>> than tragic figure To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>>>> McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that very failure to achieve ;vhat 
>>>>>>>>> the?- aspired to despite their assertiveness and sense of defiance. 
>>>>>>>>> This seems particularly true of Dandridge given your argtunent that 
>>>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part of her undoing 
>>>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw" in the classic sense)However, I understand if 
>>>>>>>>> you :Feel that "tragic figure" misses the mark and would like to 
>>>>>>>>> coin a new term. I’ll leave this to your review and discretion, 
>>>>>>>>> but ! would urge you to include a brief explanation of "fatalistic 
>>>>>>>>> femmes" at the first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>> As ]2~r the time to meet and deliver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>>>> am sound? ls there a particular place at Davis that would be 
>>>>>>>>> convenient l~r you? 

>>>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page) Check will 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you Friday 

>>>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>7,>>7,>>7, ;)ear Justin: Yes, we could meet :For delivery of the manuscript. 

>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that ! would like to discuss Since 
>>>>>>>>>> you have already completed, I can make this change but I would 
>>>>>>>>>> like :For you to give this some thought. I gave some thought to 
>>>>>>>>>> the GWTW chapter and I am concerned that tragic figures does not 
>>>>>>>>>> really represent what I was attempting to get at either. I had a 
>>>>>>>>>> debate with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these 
>>>>>>>>>> characters are really tragic but the point is that the?" don’t 
>>>>>>>>>> obtain or achieve what they really want or aspire to despite 
>>>>>>>>>> their assertweness and agressweness. Perhaps they are 
>>>>>>>>>> fatalistic fermnes rather than fenm~e fatales. Please give me your 

>>>>>>>>>> As for our meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Library at 



>>>>>>>>>> UNC-CH This is best for me However, the library closes at 5pm 
>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to arrive before that time. Also, I need the 
>>>>>>>>>> exact amount due so that I could have a check or money order or 
>>>>>>>>>> whatever. Let me know what you think Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester 

>>>>>>>>>> ]k/Ion@, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>>>> ---jfaerber@dukeupress edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ I have been able to devote more time than I expected 
>>>>>>>>>>> to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part to that 
>>>>>>>>>>> lovely ice stom~ - and rm pleased to report that I can have it 
>>>>>>>>>>> rea@ for you before the holidays. I just need to wrap up a few 
>>>>>>>>>>> loose ends and print out the style sheet, which I should be 
>>>>>>>>>>> able to do in the next couple of days. In fact, I am going out 
>>>>>>>>>>> of town for the holidays on Saturday morning and would velT 
>>>>>>>>>>> much like to be able to return the edited manuscript to you 

>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (rather than risk a 
>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday afternoon that would 
>>>>>>>>>>> be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it 
>>>>>>>>>>> will be safe and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure w-orking on these chapters. I hope my 
>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>>>> Assistant lvianaging Editor 
>>>>>>>>> Duke University Press 
>>>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress edu 
>>>>>>>>> 919687.3669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 6:01 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

ETHEL WATERS COMMODIFYING OTHERNESS 5.doc 

Dear Justin: Attached is the chapter on Ethel Waters. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<j faerber@dukeupress, edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great I 
regret not having made a copy before I gave them to you, but there were 
just so many post-it notes. 

I’ll look J2~r the new chapters via e-mail in the coming days. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously 
>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes’? If so, I wil [ copy 
>> and mail in the next few days The other chapters, I will J2~rward as 
>> attachments by email Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>> <n!iustin@duke.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> That sounds great. If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
>>> double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no later 
>>> mid-April. Like I said, I would rather g~ve you a conservative estimate 
>>> and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of not meeting 
>>> an overly ambitious deadline. 

>>> It would be ve~ useful for me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>> have already edit as welh That way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. It would be 
>>> best if you could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy 
>>> of the other four by regular maih My mailing address is as follows: 

>>> Justin Faerber 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>> an edit, I totaled the nun~ber of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently- it 
>>>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>> than by- page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 

>>>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>> But I am flexible, ho~vever, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>> to work around your schedule since I ~vould like for the editing to 
>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>> me know what works best for you and I look forward to hearing from 
>>>> you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday-, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>> <n!iustin@duke edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>> presses. As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing 
>>>>> out one season and beginning a new one, which means that this is a 
>>>>> very bus?’ time of year for me. I would not want to give too quick and 
>>>>> optimistic an answer before finding out a fe~v things out: First, what 



>>>>> is the total length (in double-spaced pages) of the remaining 7 
>>>>> chapters? Second, how much flexibili~ do you have in terms of 
>>>>> schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in mind if not 
>>>>> per page. That has always seemed to me the most fair and accurate way 
>~>>> to determine compensation on such projects, but I am open to other 
>>>>> suggestions if you have some. 

>>>>> Just write me back when you get the chance and let me know how long 
>>>>> the remaining chapters are and what sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>> ~vell as yo~tr suggestions for payment. Hopefully we will be able to 
>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>> Best ~vishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that they would like to 
>>>>>> read the entire manuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>>>> 7 chapters so that I can forward. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this amount rahter than by pay 
>>>>>> page. But you can let me know what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>> them are long, so ifI forward by email, I ~vill probably send each 
>>>>>> one as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think. Also, let 
>>>>>> me know what kind of time frame ~ve are wurking in so that I can 
>>>>>> convey this itfformation to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday-, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> rm glad to hear things are moving along again with your manuscript. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know- how it progresses and if you need an?’ more 
>>>>>>> editing help 

>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>>>> Dear A~stin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited I 
>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know ;vhat happens Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> ;jfaerber@dnkeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do think that 
>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic femmes" works better than "fermnes fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>>>> ;vould at least avoid the misreading we discussed previously. 
>>>>>>>>> However, I am not sure that "fatalistic femmes" functions better 
>>>>>>>>> than tragic figure To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>>>> McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that very failure to achieve ;vhat 
>>>>>>>>> the?- aspired to despite their assertiveness and sense of defiance. 
>>>>>>>>> This seems particularly true of Dandridge given your argtunent that 
>>>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part of her undoing 
>>>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw" in the classic sense)However, I understand if 
>>>>>>>>> you :Feel that "tragic figure" misses the mark and would like to 
>>>>>>>>> coin a new term. I’ll leave this to your review and discretion, 
>>>>>>>>> but ! would urge you to include a brief explanation of "fatalistic 
>>>>>>>>> femmes" at the first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>> As ]2~r the time to meet and deliver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>>>> am sound? ls there a particular place at Davis that would be 
>>>>>>>>> convenient l~r you? 

>>>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page) Check will 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you Friday 

>>>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>7,>>7,>>7, ;)ear Justin: Yes, we could meet :For delivery of the manuscript. 

>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that ! would like to discuss Since 
>>>>>>>>>> you have already completed, I can make this change but I would 
>>>>>>>>>> like :For you to give this some thought. I gave some thought to 
>>>>>>>>>> the GWTW chapter and I am concerned that tragic figures does not 
>>>>>>>>>> really represent what I was attempting to get at either. I had a 
>>>>>>>>>> debate with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these 
>>>>>>>>>> characters are really tragic but the point is that the?" don’t 
>>>>>>>>>> obtain or achieve what they really want or aspire to despite 
>>>>>>>>>> their assertweness and agressweness. Perhaps they are 
>>>>>>>>>> fatalistic fermnes rather than fenm~e fatales. Please give me your 

>>>>>>>>>> As for our meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Library at 



>>>>>>>>>> UNC-CH This is best for me However, the library closes at 5pm 
>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to arrive before that time. Also, I need the 
>>>>>>>>>> exact amount due so that I could have a check or money order or 
>>>>>>>>>> whatever. Let me know what you think Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester 

>>>>>>>>>> ]k/Ion@, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>>>> ---jfaerber@dukeupress edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ I have been able to devote more time than I expected 
>>>>>>>>>>> to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part to that 
>>>>>>>>>>> lovely ice stom~ - and rm pleased to report that I can have it 
>>>>>>>>>>> rea@ for you before the holidays. I just need to wrap up a few 
>>>>>>>>>>> loose ends and print out the style sheet, which I should be 
>>>>>>>>>>> able to do in the next couple of days. In fact, I am going out 
>>>>>>>>>>> of town for the holidays on Saturday morning and would velT 
>>>>>>>>>>> much like to be able to return the edited manuscript to you 

>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (rather than risk a 
>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday afternoon that would 
>>>>>>>>>>> be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it 
>>>>>>>>>>> will be safe and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure w-orking on these chapters. I hope my 
>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>>>> Assistant lvianaging Editor 
>>>>>>>>> Duke University Press 
>>>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress edu 
>>>>>>>>> 919687.3669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 6:12 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

FREDI5.DOC 

Dear Justin: Attached is the chapter on Fredi Washington. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<j faerber@dukeupress, edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great I 
regret not having made a copy before I gave them to you, but there were 
just so many post-it notes. 

I’ll look J2~r the new chapters via e-mail in the coming days. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously 
>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes’? If so, I wil [ copy 
>> and mail in the next few days The other chapters, I will J2~rward as 
>> attachments by email Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>> <n!iustin@duke.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> That sounds great. If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
>>> double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no later 
>>> mid-April. Like I said, I would rather g~ve you a conservative estimate 
>>> and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of not meeting 
>>> an overly ambitious deadline. 

>>> It would be ve~ useful for me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>> have already edit as welh That way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. It would be 
>>> best if you could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy 
>>> of the other four by regular maih My mailing address is as follows: 

>>> Justin Faerber 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>> an edit, I totaled the nun~ber of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently- it 
>>>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>> than by- page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 

>>>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>> But I am flexible, ho~vever, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>> to work around your schedule since I ~vould like for the editing to 
>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>> me know what works best for you and I look forward to hearing from 
>>>> you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday-, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>> <n!iustin@duke edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>> presses. As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing 
>>>>> out one season and beginning a new one, which means that this is a 
>>>>> very bus?’ time of year for me. I would not want to give too quick and 
>>>>> optimistic an answer before finding out a fe~v things out: First, what 



>>>>> is the total length (in double-spaced pages) of the remaining 7 
>>>>> chapters? Second, how much flexibili~ do you have in terms of 
>>>>> schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in mind if not 
>>>>> per page. That has always seemed to me the most fair and accurate way 
>~>>> to determine compensation on such projects, but I am open to other 
>>>>> suggestions if you have some. 

>>>>> Just write me back when you get the chance and let me know how long 
>>>>> the remaining chapters are and what sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>> ~vell as yo~tr suggestions for payment. Hopefully we will be able to 
>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>> Best ~vishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that they would like to 
>>>>>> read the entire manuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>>>> 7 chapters so that I can forward. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this amount rahter than by pay 
>>>>>> page. But you can let me know what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>> them are long, so ifI forward by email, I ~vill probably send each 
>>>>>> one as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think. Also, let 
>>>>>> me know what kind of time frame ~ve are wurking in so that I can 
>>>>>> convey this itfformation to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday-, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> rm glad to hear things are moving along again with your manuscript. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know- how it progresses and if you need an?’ more 
>>>>>>> editing help 

>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>>>> Dear A~stin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited I 
>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know ;vhat happens Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> ;jfaerber@dnkeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do think that 
>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic femmes" works better than "fermnes fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>>>> ;vould at least avoid the misreading we discussed previously. 
>>>>>>>>> However, I am not sure that "fatalistic femmes" functions better 
>>>>>>>>> than tragic figure To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>>>> McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that very failure to achieve ;vhat 
>>>>>>>>> the?- aspired to despite their assertiveness and sense of defiance. 
>>>>>>>>> This seems particularly true of Dandridge given your argtunent that 
>>>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part of her undoing 
>>>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw" in the classic sense)However, I understand if 
>>>>>>>>> you :Feel that "tragic figure" misses the mark and would like to 
>>>>>>>>> coin a new term. I’ll leave this to your review and discretion, 
>>>>>>>>> but ! would urge you to include a brief explanation of "fatalistic 
>>>>>>>>> femmes" at the first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>> As ]2~r the time to meet and deliver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>>>> am sound? ls there a particular place at Davis that would be 
>>>>>>>>> convenient l~r you? 

>>>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page) Check will 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you Friday 

>>>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>7,>>7,>>7, ;)ear Justin: Yes, we could meet :For delivery of the manuscript. 

>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that ! would like to discuss Since 
>>>>>>>>>> you have already completed, I can make this change but I would 
>>>>>>>>>> like :For you to give this some thought. I gave some thought to 
>>>>>>>>>> the GWTW chapter and I am concerned that tragic figures does not 
>>>>>>>>>> really represent what I was attempting to get at either. I had a 
>>>>>>>>>> debate with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these 
>>>>>>>>>> characters are really tragic but the point is that the?" don’t 
>>>>>>>>>> obtain or achieve what they really want or aspire to despite 
>>>>>>>>>> their assertweness and agressweness. Perhaps they are 
>>>>>>>>>> fatalistic fermnes rather than fenm~e fatales. Please give me your 

>>>>>>>>>> As for our meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Library at 



>>>>>>>>>> UNC-CH This is best for me However, the library closes at 5pm 
>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to arrive before that time. Also, I need the 
>>>>>>>>>> exact amount due so that I could have a check or money order or 
>>>>>>>>>> whatever. Let me know what you think Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester 

>>>>>>>>>> ]k/Ion@, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>>>> ---jfaerber@dukeupress edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ I have been able to devote more time than I expected 
>>>>>>>>>>> to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part to that 
>>>>>>>>>>> lovely ice stom~ - and rm pleased to report that I can have it 
>>>>>>>>>>> rea@ for you before the holidays. I just need to wrap up a few 
>>>>>>>>>>> loose ends and print out the style sheet, which I should be 
>>>>>>>>>>> able to do in the next couple of days. In fact, I am going out 
>>>>>>>>>>> of town for the holidays on Saturday morning and would velT 
>>>>>>>>>>> much like to be able to return the edited manuscript to you 

>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (rather than risk a 
>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday afternoon that would 
>>>>>>>>>>> be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it 
>>>>>>>>>>> will be safe and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure w-orking on these chapters. I hope my 
>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>>>> Assistant lvianaging Editor 
>>>>>>>>> Duke University Press 
>>>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress edu 
>>>>>>>>> 919687.3669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 6:40 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

lenahome5chapter.doc 

Dear Justin: Attached is the chapter on Lena Home Sincerely, Charlene 
Regrester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<j faerber@dukeupress, edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great I 
regret not having made a copy before I gave them to you, but there were 
just so many post-it notes. 

I’ll look J2~r the new chapters via e-mail in the coming days. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously 
>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes’? If so, I wil [ copy 
>> and mail in the next few days The other chapters, I will J2~rward as 
>> attachments by email Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>> <n!iustin@duke.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> That sounds great. If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
>>> double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no later 
>>> mid-April. Like I said, I would rather g~ve you a conservative estimate 
>>> and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of not meeting 
>>> an overly ambitious deadline. 

>>> It would be ve~ useful for me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>> have already edit as welh That way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. It would be 
>>> best if you could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy 
>>> of the other four by regular maih My mailing address is as follows: 

>>> Justin Faerber 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>> an edit, I totaled the nun~ber of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently- it 
>>>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>> than by- page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 

>>>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>> But I am flexible, ho~vever, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>> to work around your schedule since I ~vould like for the editing to 
>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>> me know what works best for you and I look forward to hearing from 
>>>> you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday-, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>> <n!iustin@duke edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>> presses. As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing 
>>>>> out one season and beginning a new one, which means that this is a 
>>>>> very bus?’ time of year for me. I would not want to give too quick and 
>>>>> optimistic an answer before finding out a fe~v things out: First, what 



>>>>> is the total length (in double-spaced pages) of the remaining 7 
>>>>> chapters? Second, how much flexibili~ do you have in terms of 
>>>>> schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in mind if not 
>>>>> per page. That has always seemed to me the most fair and accurate way 
>~>>> to determine compensation on such projects, but I am open to other 
>>>>> suggestions if you have some. 

>>>>> Just write me back when you get the chance and let me know how long 
>>>>> the remaining chapters are and what sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>> ~vell as yo~tr suggestions for payment. Hopefully we will be able to 
>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>> Best ~vishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that they would like to 
>>>>>> read the entire manuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>>>> 7 chapters so that I can forward. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this amount rahter than by pay 
>>>>>> page. But you can let me know what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>> them are long, so ifI forward by email, I ~vill probably send each 
>>>>>> one as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think. Also, let 
>>>>>> me know what kind of time frame ~ve are wurking in so that I can 
>>>>>> convey this itfformation to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday-, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> rm glad to hear things are moving along again with your manuscript. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know- how it progresses and if you need an?’ more 
>>>>>>> editing help 

>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>>>> Dear A~stin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited I 
>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know ;vhat happens Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> ;jfaerber@dnkeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do think that 
>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic femmes" works better than "fermnes fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>>>> ;vould at least avoid the misreading we discussed previously. 
>>>>>>>>> However, I am not sure that "fatalistic femmes" functions better 
>>>>>>>>> than tragic figure To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>>>> McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that very failure to achieve ;vhat 
>>>>>>>>> the?- aspired to despite their assertiveness and sense of defiance. 
>>>>>>>>> This seems particularly true of Dandridge given your argtunent that 
>>>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part of her undoing 
>>>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw" in the classic sense)However, I understand if 
>>>>>>>>> you :Feel that "tragic figure" misses the mark and would like to 
>>>>>>>>> coin a new term. I’ll leave this to your review and discretion, 
>>>>>>>>> but ! would urge you to include a brief explanation of "fatalistic 
>>>>>>>>> femmes" at the first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>> As ]2~r the time to meet and deliver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>>>> am sound? ls there a particular place at Davis that would be 
>>>>>>>>> convenient l~r you? 

>>>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page) Check will 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you Friday 

>>>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>7,>>7,>>7, ;)ear Justin: Yes, we could meet :For delivery of the manuscript. 

>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that ! would like to discuss Since 
>>>>>>>>>> you have already completed, I can make this change but I would 
>>>>>>>>>> like :For you to give this some thought. I gave some thought to 
>>>>>>>>>> the GWTW chapter and I am concerned that tragic figures does not 
>>>>>>>>>> really represent what I was attempting to get at either. I had a 
>>>>>>>>>> debate with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these 
>>>>>>>>>> characters are really tragic but the point is that the?" don’t 
>>>>>>>>>> obtain or achieve what they really want or aspire to despite 
>>>>>>>>>> their assertweness and agressweness. Perhaps they are 
>>>>>>>>>> fatalistic fermnes rather than fenm~e fatales. Please give me your 

>>>>>>>>>> As for our meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Library at 



>>>>>>>>>> UNC-CH This is best for me However, the library closes at 5pm 
>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to arrive before that time. Also, I need the 
>>>>>>>>>> exact amount due so that I could have a check or money order or 
>>>>>>>>>> whatever. Let me know what you think Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester 

>>>>>>>>>> ]k/Ion@, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>>>> ---jfaerber@dukeupress edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ I have been able to devote more time than I expected 
>>>>>>>>>>> to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part to that 
>>>>>>>>>>> lovely ice stom~ - and rm pleased to report that I can have it 
>>>>>>>>>>> rea@ for you before the holidays. I just need to wrap up a few 
>>>>>>>>>>> loose ends and print out the style sheet, which I should be 
>>>>>>>>>>> able to do in the next couple of days. In fact, I am going out 
>>>>>>>>>>> of town for the holidays on Saturday morning and would velT 
>>>>>>>>>>> much like to be able to return the edited manuscript to you 

>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (rather than risk a 
>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday afternoon that would 
>>>>>>>>>>> be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it 
>>>>>>>>>>> will be safe and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure w-orking on these chapters. I hope my 
>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>>>> Assistant lvianaging Editor 
>>>>>>>>> Duke University Press 
>>>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress edu 
>>>>>>>>> 919687.3669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2003 7:09 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

HAZEL SCOTT5.doc 

Dear Justin: Attached is the chapter on Hazel Scott. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<j faerber@dukeupress, edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great I 
regret not having made a copy before I gave them to you, but there were 
just so many post-it notes. 

I’ll look J2~r the new chapters via e-mail in the coming days. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously 
>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes’? If so, I wil [ copy 
>> and mail in the next few days The other chapters, I will J2~rward as 
>> attachments by email Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>> <n!iustin@duke.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> That sounds great. If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
>>> double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no later 
>>> mid-April. Like I said, I would rather g~ve you a conservative estimate 
>>> and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of not meeting 
>>> an overly ambitious deadline. 

>>> It would be ve~ useful for me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>> have already edit as welh That way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. It would be 
>>> best if you could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy 
>>> of the other four by regular maih My mailing address is as follows: 

>>> Justin Faerber 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>> an edit, I totaled the nun~ber of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently- it 
>>>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>> than by- page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 

>>>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>> But I am flexible, ho~vever, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>> to work around your schedule since I ~vould like for the editing to 
>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>> me know what works best for you and I look forward to hearing from 
>>>> you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday-, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>> <n!iustin@duke edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>> presses. As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing 
>>>>> out one season and beginning a new one, which means that this is a 
>>>>> very bus?’ time of year for me. I would not want to give too quick and 
>>>>> optimistic an answer before finding out a fe~v things out: First, what 



>>>>> is the total length (in double-spaced pages) of the remaining 7 
>>>>> chapters? Second, how much flexibili~ do you have in terms of 
>>>>> schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in mind if not 
>>>>> per page. That has always seemed to me the most fair and accurate way 
>~>>> to determine compensation on such projects, but I am open to other 
>>>>> suggestions if you have some. 

>>>>> Just write me back when you get the chance and let me know how long 
>>>>> the remaining chapters are and what sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>> ~vell as yo~tr suggestions for payment. Hopefully we will be able to 
>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>> Best ~vishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that they would like to 
>>>>>> read the entire manuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>>>> 7 chapters so that I can forward. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this amount rahter than by pay 
>>>>>> page. But you can let me know what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>> them are long, so ifI forward by email, I ~vill probably send each 
>>>>>> one as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think. Also, let 
>>>>>> me know what kind of time frame ~ve are wurking in so that I can 
>>>>>> convey this itfformation to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday-, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> rm glad to hear things are moving along again with your manuscript. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know- how it progresses and if you need an?’ more 
>>>>>>> editing help 

>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>>>> Dear A~stin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited I 
>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know ;vhat happens Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> ;jfaerber@dnkeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do think that 
>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic femmes" works better than "fermnes fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>>>> ;vould at least avoid the misreading we discussed previously. 
>>>>>>>>> However, I am not sure that "fatalistic femmes" functions better 
>>>>>>>>> than tragic figure To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>>>> McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that very failure to achieve ;vhat 
>>>>>>>>> the?- aspired to despite their assertiveness and sense of defiance. 
>>>>>>>>> This seems particularly true of Dandridge given your argtunent that 
>>>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part of her undoing 
>>>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw" in the classic sense)However, I understand if 
>>>>>>>>> you :Feel that "tragic figure" misses the mark and would like to 
>>>>>>>>> coin a new term. I’ll leave this to your review and discretion, 
>>>>>>>>> but ! would urge you to include a brief explanation of "fatalistic 
>>>>>>>>> femmes" at the first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>> As ]2~r the time to meet and deliver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>>>> am sound? ls there a particular place at Davis that would be 
>>>>>>>>> convenient l~r you? 

>>>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page) Check will 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you Friday 

>>>>>>>>> Justin 

>>>7,>>7,>>7, ;)ear Justin: Yes, we could meet :For delivery of the manuscript. 

>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that ! would like to discuss Since 
>>>>>>>>>> you have already completed, I can make this change but I would 
>>>>>>>>>> like :For you to give this some thought. I gave some thought to 
>>>>>>>>>> the GWTW chapter and I am concerned that tragic figures does not 
>>>>>>>>>> really represent what I was attempting to get at either. I had a 
>>>>>>>>>> debate with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these 
>>>>>>>>>> characters are really tragic but the point is that the?" don’t 
>>>>>>>>>> obtain or achieve what they really want or aspire to despite 
>>>>>>>>>> their assertweness and agressweness. Perhaps they are 
>>>>>>>>>> fatalistic fermnes rather than fenm~e fatales. Please give me your 

>>>>>>>>>> As for our meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Library at 



>>>>>>>>>> UNC-CH This is best for me However, the library closes at 5pm 
>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to arrive before that time. Also, I need the 
>>>>>>>>>> exact amount due so that I could have a check or money order or 
>>>>>>>>>> whatever. Let me know what you think Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester 

>>>>>>>>>> ]k/Ion@, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>>>> ---jfaerber@dukeupress edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ I have been able to devote more time than I expected 
>>>>>>>>>>> to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part to that 
>>>>>>>>>>> lovely ice stom~ - and rm pleased to report that I can have it 
>>>>>>>>>>> rea@ for you before the holidays. I just need to wrap up a few 
>>>>>>>>>>> loose ends and print out the style sheet, which I should be 
>>>>>>>>>>> able to do in the next couple of days. In fact, I am going out 
>>>>>>>>>>> of town for the holidays on Saturday morning and would velT 
>>>>>>>>>>> much like to be able to return the edited manuscript to you 

>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (rather than risk a 
>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday afternoon that would 
>>>>>>>>>>> be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it 
>>>>>>>>>>> will be safe and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure w-orking on these chapters. I hope my 
>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>>>> Assistant lvianaging Editor 
>>>>>>>>> Duke University Press 
>>>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress edu 
>>>>>>>>> 919687.3669 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 24, 2003 1:56 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

Dear Justin: This seems to be appropriate but what happened is that I 
double-spaced footnotes and this extended the page length Previously, I 
only counted the total pages before double-spacing footnotes and this made 
the docoment longer I assumed that you wanted me to double-space the 
footnotes. But, this seems to be appropriate. Thanks for updating me You 
should receive the previous portion of ms in the mail soon. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, Febmaly 24, 2003 11:36 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<j faerber@dukeupress, edu> ~vrote: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 
> Solry for the delay in getting back to you. I ~vas out of town at a 
> conference until last night. However, I did receive and successfully 
> print out all seven chapters. 
> 

> I noticed that with the notes sections, they actual total 335 manuscript 
> pages, ~vhich is a bit higher than we had discussed. This is not a 
> problem, though it means that a little extra time may be needed, and of 
> course the total cost will be higher as well. Just so we are in agreement 
> up front, here is the copyediting agreement summary for this stage of the 
> prc~iect: 
> 

> 335 double-spaced pages 
> $5 per page 

> ~75 

> The latest due date will be April 28, though I will try my best to have 
> all chapters to you sooner than that 

> I just wanted to point this out and confirm everything before I begin 
> work. Please write me back when you can and I will get down to work 
> itmnediately. I’m really looking forward to it 

> Best wishes, 
> Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Sorry for the delay- in forwarding these mateials but I 
>> have been swamped with other projects that required my ircanediate 
>> attention. I will sent the edited copy of the ms by mail in the next 
>> day or so. As for now, I am forwarding the unedited chapers. Please 
>> wait ~mtil you have received a total of 7 to let me know that they- 
>> have all been received. I will send in separate email messages. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> --On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>> <j faerber@dukeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>> Deal Charlene, 

>>> A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great. I 
>>> regret not having made a copy before I gave them to you, but there were 
>>> just so many post-it notes. 

>>> rll look for the ne~v chapters via e-mail in the coming day-s. 

>>> Best, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the four parts of the manuscript previously- 
>>>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes? If so, I ~vill copy 
>>>> and mail in the next fe~v days. The other chapters, I will forward as 
>>>> attacl~nents by email. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>> <mjustin@duke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 



>>>>> That sounds great. If the remain chapter are approximately 246 
>>>>> double-spaced pages, then I should be able to turn them around no 
>>>>> later mid-Aprih Like I said, [ would rather give you a conservative 
>>>>> estimate and get things in sooner, as opposed to running the risk of 
>>>>> not meeting an overly ambitious deadline 

>>>>> It would be very use[u[ for me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>>>> have alrea@ edit as well. That way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. [t would be 
>>>>> best if you could e-ruail me the new- chapters and perhaps send me a 
>>>>> cop?" of the other four by regular maih My mailing address is as 
>>>>> follo~vs: 

>>>>> Justin Faerber 

>>>>> Best wishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>>>> an edit, I totaled the number of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently it 
>>>>>> is not. Sorue chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>>>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it ruight be $5,000 
>>>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>>>> than by page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 

>>>>>> As for the tirue table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>>>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>>>> But I am flexible, however, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>>>> to work around your schedule since I would like for the editing to 
>>>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>>>> me know ~vhat works best for you and I look for~vard to hearing from 
>>>>>> you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Wednesday, Februal~- 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@duke edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>>>> presses As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are cun-ently in the process of closing 
>>>>>>> out one season and begilming a new- one, which means that this is a 
>>>>>>> ve~ busy time of year for me I would not want to give too quick 
>>>>>>> and optimistic an answer before finding out a few- things out: 
>>>>>>> First, what is the total length (in double-spa ced pages) of the 
>>>>>>> remaining 7 chapters? Second, how- much flexibility do you have in 
>>>>>>> terms of schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in 
>>>>>>> mind if not per page. That has al~vays seemed to me the most fair 
>>>>>>> and accurate way to determine compensation on such projects, but I 
>>>>>>> am open to other suggestions if you have some. 

>>>>>>> Just write me back ~vhen you get the chance and let me kno~v how long 
>>>>>>> the remaining chapters are and what sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>>>> well as your suggestions for payment, tJopeful[y we will be able to 
>>>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>>>> have already responded One press indicated that the?" would like to 
>>>>>>>> read the entire manuscript Thus, I need you to edit the additinnal 
>>>>>>>> 7 chapters so that ! can forward As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>>>> like to negotiate a lump sum for this amount rahter than by pay 
>>>>>>>> page But you can let me know what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>>>> them are long, so ifI forward by email, ! will probably send each 
>>>>>>>> one as a separate attachment. Let me know what you think Also, let 
>>>>>>>> me know what kind of time fi~ame we are working in so that I can 
>>>>>>>> convey this in%rmation to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> rm glad to hear things are moving along again with your 
>>>>>>>>> manuscript. Please let rue know how- it progresses and if you need 
>>>>>>>>> an?" ruore editing help. 

>>>>>>>>> Best wishes, 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Justin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited. I 



>>>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know what happens. Also, keep in 

>>>>>>>>>> mind that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 

>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>>>>>>>> <j faerber@dukeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do thirk that 

>>>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic ferc~leS" works bettcr than "femmes fatales" in that 

>>>>>>>>>>> you would at least avoid tile misreading we discussed previously. 

>>>>>>>>>>> However, I am not sure that "fatalistic fcrrmres" functions better 

>>>>>>>>>>> than tragic figure. To me it seems that tile tragic aspect of 

>>>>>>>>>>> both McDaniel and Dandridge lies in that vecy failure to 

>>>>>>>>>>> achieve what they aspired to despite their assertiveness and 

>>>>>>>>>>> sense of defiance. This seems particularly true of Dandridge 

>>>>>>>>>>> given your argument that her desire for a white husband was 

>>>>>>>>>>> ultimately part of her undoing (a "tragic flaw-" in tile classic 

>>>>>>>>>>> sense). However, I ~mderstand if you feel that "tragic figure" 

>>>>>>>>>>> nrisses the mark and would like to coin a new term. I’ll leave 

>>>>>>>>>>> this to your review and discretion, but I would urge you to 

>>>>>>>>>>> include a brief explanation of "fatalistic fenmles" at tile first 

>>>>>>>>>>> nrention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>>>> As for the time to meet and deliver tile manuscript, how- does 

>>>>>>>>>>> 11:30 a.m. sound? Is there a particular place at Davis that 

>>>>>>>>>>> would be conveniellt for you? 

>>>>>>>>>>> Payment should be %r $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page). Check 

>>>>>>>>>>> will be fine. 

>>>>>>>>>>> I look %rward to seeing you Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Justin: Yes, we could meet for delivery of the manuscript. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that I would like to discuss 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Since you have already completed, I can make this change but I 

>>>>>>>>>>>> would like for you to give this some thought. I gave some 

>>>>>>>>>>>> thought to the GWTW chapter and I am concerned that tragic 

>>>>>>>>>>>> figures does not really represent ~vhat I was attempting to get 

>>>>>>>>>>>> at either I had a debate with a colleague and ~ve agreed that 

>>>>>>>>>>>> neither of these characters are really tragic but the point is 

>>>>>>>>>>>> that they don’t obtain or achieve what they really want or 

>>>>>>>>>>>> aspire to despite their assertiveness and agressiveness. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Perhaps they are fatalistic femmes rather than femme fatales. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> As for our meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Library at 

>>>>>>>>>>>> UNC-CH. This is best for me However, the library closes at 5pm 

>>>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to amve before that time. Also, I need the 

>>>>>>>>>>>> exact amou~t due so that I could have a check or money order or 

>>>>>>>>>>>> whatever. Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Monday, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>>>>>>>>>> <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ ! have been able to devote more time than ! 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> expected to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> to that lovely ice storm - and I’m pleased to report that I 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> can have it rea@ %r you before the holidays. ! just need to 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> wrap up a few loose ends and print out the s~le sheet, which 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I should be able to do in the next couple of days In fact, I 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> am going out of town fi~r the holidays on Saturday morning and 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> would very much like to be able to return the edited 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> manuscript to you befi~re I leave 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (rather than risk a 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday afternoon that 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> would be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript’? 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Otherwise, just let me know an office or address at which it 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> will be safe and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> It has been a pleasure working on these chapters. I hope my 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions will be of help and I wish you all the 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published. 

>>>>>>>>>>> Justin Faerber 

>>>>>>>>>>> Assistant Managing Editor 



>>>>>>>>>>> Duke Universi~" Press 

>>>>>>>>>>> j faerber@dukeupress.edu 

>>>>>>>>>>> 919.687.3669 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 26, 2003 11:44 AM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Black Cinema 

Dear Lylme: Yes, I like the design and layout of the cover for the book but 
I did not like the picture because this woman is um-ecognizable We need a 
much more recognizable face so I forwarded 2 photos for your review If~ve 
could use either of these this would be appropriate If not, may be we will 
have to eliminate the photo altogether I sent the photos in the mail on 
Tuesday and you should receive by the end of the week Please return 
regardless of the decision. Will try to forward the missing page by FAX as 
soon as possible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, FebruaW 26, 2003 9:32 AM -0600 Lylme Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

Hi Charlene - 

I will be forwarding the sample interior pages to you either today or 
tomorrow via email for your review and approval 

I have found another page with missing ~zpe: Page 184 of Black Fihns, 
White Sensors It looks like there was a post-it note covering up some 
of the ~’pe on the top of the page when you copied it for the 
manuscript This page can be faxed to me. 

Have you had time to review the cover? What do you think? 

Thanks, 

Lynnette M. Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company 
4050 Westmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563 -589-1160 (fax) 
[rogers@kendall hunt.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2003 2:15 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Interior Design 

Dear Lynne: Yes, I received these materials and will respond in the next 
day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, Februa~’ 26, 2003 10:57 AM -0600 Lyrme Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

Hi Charlene - 

Attached is the interior sample design for Black Cinema. Please review 
the design and let me know if you approve of it or if you have some 
changes. 

NOTE: The text has not been proofed - do not read the text for 
content. 

Thanks, 

Lynnette M Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendalb’tlunt Publishing Company 
4050 Westmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563-589-1160 (fax) 
lrogers@k endallhunt.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2003 4:18 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Intefor Design 

Dear Lylme: Yes, 1 looked at the layout of the book design and I really 
like it Let me know ~vhat we can resolve regarding the photo once you 
receive the pictures I forwarded. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2003 10:57 AM -0600 Lymae Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt corn> wrote: 

Hi Charlene - 

Attached is the interior sample design for Black Cinema Please review 
the design and let me know if you approve of it or if you have some 
changes 

NOTE: The text has not been proofed - do not read the text for 
content 

Thanks, 

Lynnette M. Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company 
4050 Westmark Dr~ve 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563 -589-1160 (fax) 
[rogers@kendall hunt.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2002 8:35 AM 

lis~duke.edu 

Micheaux at Rhode Island College (fwd) 

Micheaux at Rhode Islm~d College (fwd).msg 

Dear Lisa: Please save this for the upcoming MicheauxNewsletter whenever 

we get started. At this point, I am afraid I might misplace. Hope things 

are going well as you approach your new upcoming event! Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 

Date: Monday, March 04, 2002 2:41 PM -0500 

From: "Moos, Dan" <DMoo@ric.edu> 
To: "Charlene Regester (E-mM)" <regeste@elnM.unc.edu> 

Subject: Micheaux at Rhode Island College 

Charlene, 
I’ve attached a report of the Micheaux series at Rhode Island College. Feel 

free to make any changes or spice it tip if you like. 

Hope all is well in the South. Sometimes I rash I s~till lived there. I~’s 

too crowded here. (But the food is great!) <<Newsletter report.rtf>> 

Dan Moos 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 1, 2003 4:41 PM 

jmgaines@duke.edu 

Micheaux at Rhode Island College (fwd) (t\~-d) 

Micheaux at Rhode Islam College (fwd) (fwd).msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2002 8:34 AM -0400 

From: charlene reges~ter <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

To: lisa@duke.edu 
Subject: Micheaux at Rhode Islmad College (fwd) 

Dear Lisa: Please save this for the upcoming Micheaux Newsletter whenever 

we get started. At this point, I am a£rafid I might misplace. Hope things 

are going well as you approach your new upcoming event’. Sincerely, Ch~aclene 

Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 

Date: Monday, March 04, 2002 2:41 PM -0500 

From: "Moos, Dan" <DMoo@ric.edu> 
To: "Charlene Regester (E-mail)" <regeste@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subject: Micheaux at Rhode Island College 

Charlene, 
I’ve attached a report of the Micheaux series at Rhode Islam College. Feel 
tree to make any changes or spice it up if you like. 

Hope a]l is well in the South. Sometimes I rash I s~till lived there. II~s 

too crowded here. (But the food is great!) <<Newsletter report.rlg-~> 

Dan Moos 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2002 8:35 AM 

lis~duke.edu 

Micheaux at Rhode Island College (fwd) 

Micheaux at Rhode Islm~d College (fwd) (fwd).msg 

Dear Lisa: Please save this for the upcoming MicheauxNewsletter whenever 

we get started. At this point, I am afraid I might misplace. Hope things 

are going well as you approach your new upcoming event! Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 

Date: Monday, March 04, 2002 2:41 PM -0500 

From: "Moos, Dan" <DMoo@ric.edu> 
To: "Charlene Regester (E-mM)" <regeste@elnM.unc.edu> 

Subject: Micheaux at Rhode Island College 

Charlene, 
I’ve attached a report of the Micheaux series at Rhode Island College. Feel 

free to make any changes or spice it up if you like. 

Hope all is well in the South. Sometimes I rash I s~till lived there. I~’s 

too crowded here. (But the food is great!) <<Newsletter report.rtf>> 

Dan Moos 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2003 12:56 PM 

hok~ak@duke.edu 

Re: Oscar Micheaux & His Circle: At~caJ~-American FilmmaJ~ing and Race Cinema of the Silent Era (fwd) 

Dear Hank: In the ne~vsletter,Jane intends to report on the NYU book signing 
of the Micheaux book Since I had the initial infomation received regarding 
the program, I decided to forward for the newsletter. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Monday, November 04, 2002 10:42 PM -0500 
From: Clyde Taylor <ctl5@nyu.edu> 
To: laura rice@nyu edu 
Sulziect: Re: Oscar Micheaux & His Circle: African-Arnerican Filn~aaking and 
Race Cinema of the Silent Era 

Dear Micheaux scholars and friends, 

I look forward to welcoming you to NYU this coming Saturday. We should 
have a fruitful and satisfying time 

One correction of the previous plamaing. Charlie Musser will moderate the 
panel, not I. Please send any inquiries about the panel to him. 

Clyde Taylor, Professor 
’]7he Gallatin School 
and the A[~ricana Studies Program 
New" York University 
715 Broadway 
New York, N’Y" 10003 
212998 9151 
Fax: 212 995 4837 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Laura Rice <laura rice@nyu.edu> 

[)ate: Monday, November 4, 2002 7:43 pm 

Sublect: ()scar Micheaux & His Circle: African-~Mnerican Filmmaking and Race 

Cinema of the Silent Era 

> [)eat- [~’riends: 
> 

> ’]7he Institute of African-American Affairs(IAAA) and the Africana 
> StudiesProgram (Africana) at New York Universi~ are proud to 
> sponsor "()scar 
> Micheau× & His Circle: African-American Filmanaking and Race Cinema 
> of the 
> Silent Era," an important event that we believe will raise 
> awareness about 
> his work and the work of other African-Arnerican filnm~akers of this 
> era. As 
> you know, the event is being held on Saturday, November 9th and 
> the schedule 
> is as follows: 
> 

> Location: Institute of African-American Affairs, 269 Mercer 
> Street, Suite 
>601 
> 4:00 pro: Panel discussion 
> 

> 5:30 pm: Reception and book signing 
> 

> Location: Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Film Center, 36 East Eighth Street 
> 7:00 pm: Screening of Richard Maurice’s 11 PM (35 ram) 
> Following the screening, we invite you and a guest to join the 
> IAAA-Africana 
> family for dimmer. 
> As Charlie mentioned in his correspondence, IAAA is prepared to 
> provide a 
> modest honorarium for each panel participant. Please e-mail me the 
> following information as soon as possible so that checks can be 
> processedand mailed to you following the event: 
> Full Name 
> Home Address 
> Home Telephone Number 
> Social Securit5’ Number 
> If you have an?’ questions about the event, please don’t hesitate 
> to call me 
> at 212-998-2134 or e-mail me at laura rice@nyu edu We look 
> forward to 
> seeing you in New York on Saturday. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Laura Rice 
> Associate Director 
> Institute of African-American Affairs 



> New York University 

> 269 Mercer Street, Suite 601 
> Mail (;ode: 0846 
> New York. NY 10003 
> Phone: 212-998-2134 
> b’ax: 212-995-4109 

>E-mail: laura.rice@wu edu 

> Since its inception in 1969, the Institute of African-American 
> Afl~airs at 

> New York Univclsit~- has been a vibrant cultural corrmmni~" center 
> dedicatedto research, documentation, and the celebration of Black 
> culture and 
> creative expressions. Both the Institute and its affiliate, the 
> NYU Africana 
> Studies Program in the Facul~ of Alts and Science, are corrm~itted 
> to the 
> stu@ of Blacks in modernly" through concentrations in Pan- 
> Africanism and 
> Black Urban Studies. These distinct organizations share a cotr~mn 
> leadership,stafl; and facilities. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2003 12:58 PM 

hok~ak@duke.edu 

Micheaux Newsletler- SAcile (fwd) 

Dear Hank: Enclosed is a review of the Italy conference that honored 
Micheux to be included in Ne~vsletter Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, August 15, 2002 12:37 PM -0400 
From: film <Iilm@g,aqa e&~> 
To: regester@emaihunc.edu 
Subject: SAcile 

Charlene, 
Here are the highlights-again, not all this is my own because I did not 
attend all the events so I took some reformation from t]~e BLOCKNOTES 
hand-out Please feel free to edit, delete, whatever as needed. Again, I 
apologize. Taking care of a family member is just not "taking care" 
anymore. My sister and I had to petition the courts to be named my 
mother’s guardians. That has taken up an enormous amouaat of time. Sor~z 
for the excuses Hope you and your family are welh Marie 

HIGItLIGtITS OF T[IE SACI];F.iPO[LDt:.NONE SILEN~ CINEMA FESTIVAL October 13-20, 

2001 

A seafaring drama shot on Bannec Island in the Quessant archipelago in 
Brittany opened the film fesuval This was Jean Epstein’s first film 
production. ’]’he film starred non-professional actors. In order to tell the 
story as it really happened the dirctor returned to the island where the 
events actually took place and used real people and places to create his 
film. Musical accompaniment was provided by a quartet from Brittany: 
Kristen Nogues, Jacques Pellen, Patric Mollard and Jaclcy Mollard. 

Oscar Macheau× and ttis Circle called the attentinn to the work of 
Afro-American film makers. ()scar Micheaux being the most important of those 
film makers. This was also to highlight the "racial" cinema produced by 
whites for the Afro-American public in the United States. Three of 
Micheaux’s surviving works were viewed: ~V[TttIN OUR GATES, BODY AND 

SOUL,and the TIlE SYMBOL OF ~IItE UNCONQUERED. Macheaux’s sound film TItE 
EXILE was shown as well. Also included was the 1914 version of UNCLE 
CABIN 

The Japanese Si lent Cinema, coordinated by Hiroshi Komatsu, professor of 
Waseda Universi~’, represented the largest retrospective review of Japanese 
Silent Cinema ever presented The period covered was from 1898-1935 and 
focused on the following themes:fiction and documentary, Shinpa Theater 
tradition, the Kansai region and cinema production after the 1923 
ealthquake; the modern drama of Gedaigeki and the 1930’s silent films. 

The Griffith Project, Part V was the fifth part of a complete retrospective 
review dedicated to D.W. Griffith. This project was begun in 1997 and 
includes the projection of all the films shot by Griffith in 1911. 

The closing event was the Abel Gance NAPOLEON (1927). This was a newly 
restored version. Thanks to the enthusiastic life’s work of Kevin Broxvnlow, 
the film was accompanied by the Labacensis Chamber Orchestra fiom Lubiana 
conducted by Carl Davis, author of the score. The fihn was shown at the 
Teatro Nuovo Giovanni Theater which seated 1200 people. An antique train 
was provided to transport guests frora Sacile to Udine. By all accounts it 
was remarkable. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2003 12:00 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Interior Design 

Dear Lylme: I received the new cover for the book with the Lena Horne 
photo. I thil~ this looks really nice and I am quite pleased I assume that 
copyright permission is okay. Will sign the proof and return today 
Sincereley, Charlene Regester 

--On qu arta-feira, 26 de fevereiro de 2003 10:57 -0600 Lynne Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

Hi Charlene - 

Attached is the interior sample design for Black Cinema. Please review 
the design and let me know if you approve of it or if you have some 
changes. 

NOTE: The text has not been proofed - do not read the text for 
content. 

Thanks, 

Lynnette M Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendalb’tlunt Publishing Cornpany 
4050 Westmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563-589-1160 (fax) 
lrogers@k endallhunt.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2003 3:54 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Interior Design 

Dear Lylme: I have no direct contact with Lena Horne who is pictured in the 
photo Yes, we could probably contact her publicist or her daughter. 
Someone should be able to contact them through the internet But my 
question is that since the photo indicates that it was an MGM publicity 
photo-it seems that the?- instead should be contacted However, I am not 
really sure about this. Lena Home’s biography might list her publicist 
This is as much information as I have at this time. In the event that we 
can’t use this photo, what about the photo of the other actress for;varded 
who is g,-ina Mae McKinney and who appared in the 1929 film, Hallelujah. 
McKilmey is deceased so we might be better able to use this photo instead. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, March 05, 2003 11:36 AM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt corn> wrote: 

Charlene - 

I was waiting to hear back from our Permissions Depaltment (which I 
just did) We need to know a few things from you first of all. 

1. Whose photo is this’? 
2. We will need Lena Horne’s approval to use a photo of her Do you 
know her personally so that you could get her approval or do you know 
who takes care of this for her (her publicist)? 

Please contact me so that we can further discuss this situation If we 
cannot obtain Lena Horne’s approval would you like our design department 
to find an image of a black women to place on the cover? 

Let me know as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Lynnette M Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendalb’tlunt Publishing Company 
4050 Westmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563-589-1160 (fax) 
lrogers@k endallhunt.com 

>>>> charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 03/05/03 11:00AM >>> 
Dear Lynne: I received the new cover for the book with the Lena Horne 
photo. I think this looks really nice and I am quite pleased. I assume 
that 
copyright permission is okay. Will sign the proof and rcturn today. 
Sincereley, Charlcne Rcgester 

--On quarta-feira, 26 de fevcreiro de 2003 10:57 -0600 Lytme Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhur~t.com> wrote: 

>> Hi Charlene - 
>> 

>> Attached is the interior sample design for Black Cinema. Please 
review 

>> the design and let me know if you approve of it or if you have some 
>> changes. 
>> 

>> NOTE: The text has not been proofed - do not read the text for 
>> content. 
>> 

>> Thartks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Lytmette M. Rogers 
>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>> Kendall/Hunt PuNishing Company 
>> 4050 Westmark Drive 
>> Dubuque, L~k 52002 
>> 563-589-1147 
>> 563-589-1160 (ISx) 
>> lrogers@kendallhunt.com 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11~ 2003 1:19 PM 

Leonora Gibson <lgib~n@wesleya~.edu> 

Re: black lace and White Frills 

Dear Lenora: Thanks for the inquiu regarding my work on black actresses 
Based on my con-espondence with Tom Radko, I indicated that I would forward 
the entire manuscript. I suggested that I would send the additional 
chapters in the next couple of months Thus, when I for~vard these 
materials, I will address them to both of you. At this time, I have not 
officially submitted to other presses but I am certainly not ruling this 
out because I am not interested in having presses sit on my work for a long 
period of time prior to deciding that they are not interested Finally, 
thales for your intereste and you can expect to hear from me in the near 
future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, March 07, 2003 12:35 P2v1-0500 Leonora Gibson 
<lgibson@wesleyan edu> wrote: 

> Dear Charlene Regester, 
> 

> Thank you for submitting your manuscript to Wesleyan University Press. I 
> handle the fihn titles at Wesleyan, so Tom Radko, our Director, has 
> passed your submission over to me It looks like a great project, and I 
> apologize for not being in touch sooner. If you are still looking to 
> publish it, I would be ve~ keen to see the whole manuscript and a CV I 
> would also be curious to learn if you have submitted Black Lace and White 
> Frills to any other presses. I am very much looking forward to hearing 
> from to discuss this impressive study in more detail. 
> 

> Best regards, 

> Leonora Gibson 
> Assistant Editor 

> Leonora Gibson 
> Assistant Editor 
> Wesleyan Umversity Press 
> 110 Mount Vernon Street 
> Middletown, CT 06459 
> tel: (860) 685-3010 
> fax: (860) 685-2421 
> lgibson@wesleyan edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2003 1:24 PM 

Anne Stascavage (UPM) <Anne@ihl.state.ms.u~ 

Re: Black Lace mad White Frills 

Dear Anne Stascavage:Yes, I ~vill forward the additional chapters in the 
next couple of months. At this time, I have not officially submitted to 
other presses but I am eager to do so if your press is not interested 
because I do not ~vant to have a press sit on this material for a long 
period of time and then decide that they are not interested in this work. I 
will for~vard in the next couple of months Finally, thales for your 
intereste in my ~vork and you can expect to hear from me in the near future. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, March 07, 2003 2:51 PM -0600 "Anne Stascavage (1~I~" 
<Anne@ihl state.ms us> wrote: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I have reviewed the sample chapters of your manuscript, "Black 
Lace and White Frills: Black Actresses in Pre-1950s Cinema," and 
I would be ve~z interested in reviewing the whole manuscript. Could 
you please send it to me at your earliest convenience? I would also 
like to know if it is being simultaneously reviewed by an?- other 
press 

Thank you, again, for your interest in our press. 

Best regards, 
Anne 

Anne Stascavage 
Editor 
Universi~ Press of Mississipp~ 
3825 Ridgewood Road 
Jackson, MS 39211-(~92 
(601) 432-6205 
FAX (601 432-6217 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2003 1:44 PM 

kroseman@mcfarlaadpub.com 

Black Entertainers Book 

Dear Karl-Heinz Roseman: Based on my con\~ersation with editor Steve Wilson, 
he indicated that I needed to contact you and hax~e you forward a copy of my 
recently published book-Black Elntertainers in African American Newspaper 
Articles to the Thomas Dixon Conference that is being held at Wake Forest 
Unix~ersity in Winston-Salem, N.C. Apl~110-12, 2003. You will need to 
forward the book for display purposes and provide order forms to: Michelle 
Gillespie, Department of Histo~-, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salen’~ 
N.C, 27109, phone 336 758~27~, F.a2x2336 758-6130, email: gillesmk@wfu.edu 
Your cooperation and assistance are greatly appreciated Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2003 1:56 PM 

j- ~hwoch@northwestem.edu 

Book Reviews for Historical Journal of Film Radio and TV 

Dear Jim Schwoch: In vie~v of the advertisement for book reviewers for your 
j ournal that was posted at the recently held SCS conference in Minneapolis, 
I would like to express an interest in submitting reivews for your journal. 
My area of research is primarily earl?- African American cinema and race 
films Cun-ently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, edit the Oscar Micheaux 
Society Newsletter at Duke Umversity, and have an extensive number of 
essays on race, early cinema, and Oscar Micheaux. 

My instituional address: 
Charlene Regester, Ph.D 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
107 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599-3395 
Phone (919) 966-5496 

Home address: 
205 N Graham St. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27516 
(919) 942-6381 

If additional informatiun is needed, please feel free tu cuntact me in the 
near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2003 2:59 PM 

bdarons@mindspfng.com 

Richard P~or Book Proposal 

Richard PuorBOOK PROPOSAL.doc 

Dear Blanche: Attached is a book proposal that I have been solicited to 
submit for Indiana Universi~ Press. YVhenever, you have time, please 
review Sorry for overloading you with so much work but this is the stoW 
of my life in these times. Thales for al your help. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2003 12:42 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

Dear Justin: This mqui~z is really for advice I received an email from 
one of the publishers to whom I sent my- proposal and two chapters of the 
manuscript They indicated that they needed to receive a couple of the 
other chapters (which I am in the process of submitting) and they would be 
interested in sending me an advance contract Is this normal? If so, I am 
really excited. Moreover, can I receive more than one book contract from 
another press for this manuscript and then decide on the press that I want 
to go with? If you have any- information to offer, please let me know. 
Finally, this is in no ~vay intended to speed up the editing process as you 
have as much time as needed in view of the fact that you are also ~vorking 
as well At this point, I just need some advice concerning this offer By 
the way, the press is Weslayan University Press Let me know what you 
think Sincerely-, Charlune Regester 

--On Tuesday, February 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
<j faerber@dukeupress, edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

A copy of the already-edited chapters with my changes would be great I 
regret not having made a copy befure I gave them tu yuu, but there were 
just so many pust-lt notes. 

I’ll look ~2~r the new chapters via e-mail in the coming days. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: Regarding the fuur parts of the manuscript previously 
>> edited, do you want the copy with your changes’? If so, I wil [ copy 
>> and mail in the next few days The other chapters, I will ~2~rward as 
>> attachments by email Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, February 06, 2003 2:07 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>> <n!iustin@dnke.edu> wrute: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> That suunds great. If the remain chapter are appruximately 246 
>>> duuble-spaced pages, then I should be able tu turn them aruund no later 
>>> mid-April. Like I said, I would rather g~ve you a cunservatlve estimate 
>>> and get things in souner, as opposed to running the risk of nut meeting 
>>> an overly ambitious deadline. 

>>> It would be ve~ useful for me to have photocopies of the chapters I 
>>> have already edit as welh That way I could have the whole manuscript 
>>> together while I am working on these remaining chapters. It would be 
>>> best if you could e-mail me the new chapters and perhaps send me a copy 
>>> of the other four by regular mail. My mailing address is as follows: 

>>> Justin Faerber 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Justin 

>>>> Dear Justin: Regarding the additonal chapters for which I will need 
>>>> an edit, I totaled the number of pages which approximates 246 pages. 
>>>> For some reason, I thought it was longer than this but apparently- it 
>>>> is not. Some chapters are shorter than others. At the rate ($5 per 
>>>> page) previously quoted the total would be around $1,230 which seems 
>>>> reasonable but for whatever reason I was thinking it might be $5,000 
>>>> which is why I wanted to negotiate a rate for the project rather 
>>>> than by- page. But the page rate seems workable, if it is appropriate 

>>>> As for the time table, I am flexible. I indicated to the press that 
>>>> it might take a few months in order for this edit to be complete. 
>>>> But I am flexible, ho~vever, the sooner the better but I am willing 
>>>> to work around your schedule since I ~vould like for the editing to 
>>>> be consistent in view of the previous chapters forwarded. Please let 
>>>> me know what works best for you and I look forward to hearing from 
>>>> you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday-, February 05, 2003 4:16 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 

>>>> <n!iustin@duke edu> wrote: 



>>>>> ]-)ear Charlene, 

>>>>> It’s good to hear that you have had some positive feedback from 
>>>>> presses. As to the editing of the remaining 7 chapters, what sort of 
>>>>> timetable are looking at? We are currently in the process of closing 
>>>>> out one season and beginning a new one, which means that this is a 
>>>>> very busy time of year for me I would not want to give too quick and 
>>>>> optimistic an answer before finding out a few things out: First, what 
>>>>> is the total length (in double-spaced pages) of the renraining 7 
>>>>> chapters? Second, how much flexibility do you have in terms of 
>>>>> schedule? Finally, I am curious what sort of rate had in nrind if not 
>>>>> per page. That has always seemed to me the most i~air and accurate way 
>>>>> to determine compensation on such projects, but I am open to other 
>>>>> suggestions if you have sonre. 

>>>>> Just write nre back when you get the chance and let me know how long 
>>>>> the remaining chapters are and what sort of timetable you are on, as 
>>>>> well as your suggestions for payment. Hopefully we will be able to 
>>>>> coordinate our schedules so that this works out. 

>>>>> Best wishes, 
>>>>> Justin 

>>>>>> Dear Justin: I sent my manuscript to some 4 presses. Two of them 
>>>>>> have already responded. One press indicated that they would like to 
>>>>>> read the entire nranuscript. Thus, I need you to edit the additional 
>>>>>> 7 chapters so that I can forward. As previously, indicated I would 
>>>>>> like to negotiate a ltanp sum for this amount rahter than by- pay 
>>>>>> page. But you can let me l~ow what you think. If you would like I 
>>>>>> can send the chapters by regular mail or email but since some of 
>>>>>> them are long, so if I forward by email, I will probably send each 
>>>>>> one as a separate attacl~nent. Let me know what you think. Also, let 
>>>>>> me know what kind of time frame we are working in so that I can 
>>>>>> convey this information to the press Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Tuesday, January 28, 2003 12:56 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>> <mjustin@dnke edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> rm glad to hear things are moving along again with your manuscript. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know how- it progresses and if you need any more 
>>>>>>> editing help. 

>>>>>>>> Dear Justin: Recently, I mailed the manuscript that you edited. I 
>>>>>>>> will be in contact to let you know what happens. Also, keep in mind 
>>>>>>>> that I may need you to edit the seven additional chapters. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> --On Tuesday, December 17, 2002 1:55 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>> <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>> Having given your suggestion some thought, I do think that 
>>>>>>>>> "fatalistic femmes" works better than "femmes fatales" in that you 
>>>>>>>>> would at least avoid the misreading we discussed previously. 
>>>>>>>>> However, I am not sure that "fatalistic femmes" fanctinns better 
>>>>>>>>> than tragic :figure. To me it seems that the tragic aspect of both 
>>>>>>>>> McI)aniel and I)andridge lies in that very failure to achieve what 
>>>>>>>>> they aspired to despite their assertiveness and sense of defiance 
>>>>>>>>> This seems particularly true of Dandridge given your argument that 
>>>>>>>>> her desire for a white husband was ultimately part of her undoing 
>>>>>>>>> (a "tragic flaw" in the classic sense). However, I understand if 
>>>>>>>>> you feel that "tragic :figure" misses the mark and would like to 
>>>>>>>>> coin a new term I’ll leave this to your review and discretion, 
>>>>>>>>> but I would urge you to include a brief explanatinn of "fatalistic 
>>>>>>>>> femmes" at the :first mention should you decide to go this way. 

>>>>>>>>> As :for the time to meet and deliver the manuscript, how does 11:30 
>>>>>>>>> a.m. sound? Is there a particular place at Davis that would be 

>>>>>>>>> Payment should be for $1020 (204 pages at $5 per page). Check will 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to seeing you [~’riday. 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Justin: Yes, we could nreet for delivery of the manuscript. 
>>>>>>>>>> However, I have a small issue that I would like to discuss. Since 
>>>>>>>>>> you have already completed, I can make this change but I would 
>>>>>>>>>> like for you to give this some thought. I gave some thought to 
>>>>>>>>>> the GWTW chapter and I am concerned that tragic figures does not 



>>>>>>>>>> really represent what I ~vas attempting to get at either. I had a 
>>>>>>>>>> debate with a colleague and we agreed that neither of these 
>>>>>>>>>> characters are really tragic but the point is that they don’t 
>>>>>>>>>> obtain or achieve what they really want or aspire to despite 
>>>>>>>>>> their assertiveness and agressiveness. Perhaps they are 
>>>>>>>>>> fatalistic l~mmes rather than femme lS~les. Please give me your 
>>>>>>>>>> ()pinion. 

>>>>>>>>>> As for ow meeting, we can meet on Friday in Davis Libra~ at 
>>>>>>>>>> ~’C’-CH. ~is is best for me. However, the libra~ closes at 5pro 
>>>>>>>>>> so you would need to arrive before that time. Also, I need the 
>>>>>>>>>> exact amom~t clue so that I could have a check or money order or 
>>>>>>>>>> whamver. Let me ~ow what you thirk. Sincerely, Charlene 

>>>>>>>>>> Mon@, December 16, 2002 9:47 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>>>>>>>>>> <jfaerber@d~eupress.ed~> wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Good news[ I have been able to devote more time than I expected 
>>>>>>>>>>> to your manuscript in recent weeks - thanks in part to that 
>>>>>>>>>>> lovely- ice storm - and rm pleased to report that I can have it 
>>>>>>>>>>> rea@ for yo~ before the holidays. I j~st need to wrap up a few 
>>>>>>>>>>> loose ends and print out the s~le sheet, which I should be 
>>>>>>>>>>> able to do in the next couple of days. ~ fact, I am going o~t 
>>>>>>>>>>> of town for the holidays on Sat~day morning and would very 
>>>>>>>>>>> much like to be able to return the edited manuscript to you 

>>>>>>>>>>> I would be happy to deliver it in person (ra~er than risk a 
>>>>>>>>>>> postal disaster). Is there a time on Friday- afternoon that would 
>>>>>>>>>>> be good for you to meet up and exchange the manuscript? 
>>>>>>>>>>> Othela~’ise, just let me ~o~v an oftice or ad&ess at which it 
>>>>>>>>>>> will be sai? and I can drop it off some time on Friday. 

>>>>>>>>>>> k has been a pleasure working on these chapters I hope my 
>>>>>>>>>>> changes and suggestions ~vill be of help and I wish you all the 
>>>>>>>>>>> best in getting this book published 

>>>>>>>>> Assistant Managing Editor 
>>>>>>>>> Duke Universi~z Press 
>>>>>>>>> it5 erber@dukeupress.e&~ 
>>>>>>>>> 919.6873669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2003 4:22 PM 

Justin Faerber <jfaerber@dukeupress.edu> 

Re: Additional Chapters 

Dear Justin: Thanks for the infolrnation that you have provided It is quite 
helptM. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, March 14, 2003 2:59 PM -0500 Justin Faerber 
< faerber@dukeupress.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

Good to hear from you. Things are progressing well with the most recent 
chapters you sent me, and I have yet to run into an?- serious snags I 
should have all of the chapters to you on or ahead of schedule 

As for your questions regarding contracts, I’m glad to hear that you’ve 
had some promising word from Wesleyan but I’m afraid I am not 
sufficiently ~vell versed in the acquisitions/contract process to be of 
much help. Evely press has there o~vn ~vay of handling contracts, and here 
at Duke the review and acquisitions process predates my (i.e, the 
production department’s) contact ~vith a manuscript. 

I am not familiar with the term "advance cuntract," as this is nut 
something that Duke uses Therefure, I am alsu nut sure huw binding it 
wuuld be tu sign such a contract, in terms of luoking around at other 
press’ uffers. If you are in touch with a particular acquiring editor at 
Wesleyan, I wuuld get in touch with them and ask abuut some mure 
specifics 

Sorry nut to be more helpful un this angle. 

Best, 
Justin 

>> Dear Justin: This inquiry is really for advice. I received an email 
>> frum une of the publishers tu whom I sent my propusal and twu 
>> chapters uf the manuscript. ~Ihey indicated that the?" needed tu 
>> receive a couple ufthe other chapters (which I am in the prucess of 
>> submitting) and they wuuld be interested in sending me an advance 
>> contract. Is this nurmal? Ifsu, I am really excited. Mureuver, can 
>> I receive mure than une bouk cuntract frum anuther press ]2~r this 
>> manuscript and then decide on the press that I want to go with? 
>> you have any infurmation to offer, please let me knuw Finally, this 
>> is ~n nu way intended to speed up the editing process as yuu have as 
>> much time as needed in view of the fact that yuu are also working as 
>> welh At this point, I just need some advice concerning this offer. 
>> By the way, the press is Weslayan University Press. Let me know what 
>> you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Tuesday, February" 11, 2003 7:48 AM -0500 Justin Faerber 
>> <j faerber@dukeupress.edu> wrote: 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2003 3:20 PM 

Jen Scanlon <j~anlon@bowdoin.edu> 

Re: your paper on Imitation of Lit~ 

Dear Jen: It has been so long ago, I have to remember what I presented on 
Imitation of Life. Currently, I am tlying to publish this essay but I could 
send you the paper I submitted at SCS but I will have to locate it Please 
keep in mind that it will take me a few days or a week because I am 
ovelavhelmed this week, but I will get back ~vith you. Good luck on your 
course and thanks for considering my work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, March 17, 2003 2:05 PM -0500 Jen Scanlon 
<j scanlon@bowdoin, edu> wrote: 

Dear Professor Regester, 
rm a facul~z member in women’s studies at Bowdoin College. I’m teaching 
a course this semester called Gender, Fihn and Consumer Culture I am 
interested in a paper you gave at the Cinema Studies conference a year or 
two ago on Imitation of Life. Have you published that article? I am 
interested in reading it and possibly including it in my syllabus I am 
happy to send you a copy of the syllabus if you wish I hope you have the 
opportunity to reply 
Thanks veiN much, 
lien Scanlon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2003 3:22 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Interior Design 

Dear Lynne: I just received the proofs for my book and you indicatted that 
it is due on Wednesday. Please give me a few more days because I just 
received this material and we are returning from our spring break I 
started today and will proof as fast as I can (hopefully by the end of the 
week) This is the best that I can do Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, March 05, 2003 11:36 AM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt corn> wrote: 

Charlene - 

I was waiting to hear back from our Permissions Depaltment (which I 
just did) We need to know a few things from you first of all. 

1. Whose photo is this? 
2. We will need Lena Horne’s approval to use a photo of her Do you 
know her personally so that you could get her approval or do you know 
who takes care of this for her (her publicist)? 

Please contact me so that we can further discuss this situation If we 
cannot obtain Lena Horne’s approval would you like our design department 
to find an image of a black women to place on the cover? 

Let me know as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Lynnette M Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendalb’tlunt Publishing Company 
4050 Westmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563-589-1160 (fax) 
lrogers@k endallhunt.com 

>>>> charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 03/05/03 11:00AM >>> 
Dear Lynne: I received the new cover for the book with the Lena Horne 
photo. ! think this looks really nice and I am quite pleased. ! assume 
that 
copyright permission is okay Will sign the proof and return today. 
Sincereley, Charlene Regester 

--On quarta-feira, 26 de fevereiro de 2003 10:57 -0600 Lytme Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhur~t.com> wrote: 

>> Hi Charlene - 
>> 

>> Attached is the interior sample design for Black Cinema. Please 
review 

>> the design and let me know if you approve of it or if you have some 
>> changes. 
>> 

>> NOTE: The text has not been proofed - do not read the text for 
>> content. 
>> 

>> Thartks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Lytmette M. Rogers 
>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing Corapany 
>> 4050 Wes~ark Drive 
>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>> 563-589-1147 
>> 563-589-1160 (l?x) 
>> lrogers@kendallhunt.cora 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2003 3:28 PM 

gillesmk@wth.edu 

Dixon Paper 

Dear Michelle: Regarding my paper for the Dixon conference, I have yet to 
insert the footnotes. I can forward to you so that the reader can review 
without footnotes or if you give me another week, I can folavard with all 
the notes included. Also, I wanted to express my concern with having my 
paper posted on the website. I am not interested in having my paper 
publicly displayed as nay ideas are not yet in print and are not available 
for public consumption. Please let me kno~v how you feel about this and 
whether or not you would like for me to forward the paper without notes so 
that it can be reviewed by the panel respondent I look forward to hearing 
from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2003 5:36 PM 

michele gillespie <gillesmk@wfu.edu> 

Re: Dixon Paper 

Dear Machele: I will forward a draI’t of my paper by the first part of next 
week It is might be quicker for me to submit to you by email, if this is 
appropriate. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, March 19, 2003 5:10 PM -0500 michele gillespie 
<gillesmk@~vfu.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for your message I think it best to forward the paper 
without the notes to give the commenttor ample time to read the essay. 
(You could could then submit the essay with the completed notes a week 
later). 

Randal and I have talked over your concerns about posting the essay on 
the website and we kno~v other scholars have had resel-,zations about doing 
so for other conferences. So we have elected NOT to post papers and to 
mail all registered participants copies of the papers in early April 
instead Frankly, we were t~Ang to save ourselves a little expense 
byusing the website, but this wil[ be fine 

Thank you for sending the paperback about lodging, address, etc. It 
arrived this morning I look forward to meeting you! 

Best wishes, 
michele 

charlene regester wrote: 
>> 

>> Dear 2/licheHe: Regarding my paper for the Dixon conference, I have yet to 
>> insert the footnotes. I can forward to you so that the reader can review 
>> without footnotes or if you give me another week, I can forward with aH 
>> the notes included. Also, I wanted to express my concern with having my 
>> paper posted on the website. I am not interested in having my paper 
>> publicly displayed as my ideas are not yet in print and are not available 
>> for public consumption. Please let me know how you fee[ about this and 
>> whether or not you would like for me to forward the paper without notes 
>> so that it can be reviewed by the panel respondent. I look forward to 
>> hearing from you in the near future Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:12 PM 

Pollock, Dale <poll ockd@ncarts.edu> 

Re: RiverRun International Film Festival 

Dear Dale: Yes, I ~vould love to be involved in this festival. Ho~vever, I 
have to let you know that I am scheduled to attend a conference in Ne~v 
Orleans Easter Weekend (April24-27, if I don’t cancel because of the Iraq 
situation). If the date of this conference does not conflict ~vith the date 
of the festival then I can probably make it Also, I will be in 
Winston-Salem April 10-12 for a conference at Wake Forest on Thomas Dixon 
If you wanted to meet in person, we could do so then. In the meantime, if 
you want to contact me by phone you are welcome to call me at home on a 
week day around 10am (919) 966-5496 but some days I have to leave earlier 
than others. You can also contact me at my office on Thursdays from 
11-12:30 at (919) 966-5496 Or you can give me your phone number and I will 
tly’ to contact you. Thal~,Zs for the invitation and I hope to work with you 
on this project Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, March 20, 2003 8:50 AM -0500 "Pollock, Dale" 
<pollockd@ncarts.edu> wrote: 

Dear Dr Regester, 

I am the Dean ufthe School of Filtmnaking at the Nurth Carolina Schoul of 
the Arts, and the artistic directur ufthe RlverRun International Film 
Festival, which we have bruught to Winstun-Salem this year aRer four 
years in Brevard, NC We are putting tugether a jup)~ for uur fesuval, 
which takes place April 24-27, and would like tu invite yuu to be un the 
jupf. We will be happy tu pay your transpurtation custs tu Winston-Salem 
and huuse you fur the duratiun ufthe fesuval I would like the 
uppurtumty tu discuss uur festival with you, su please either call me or 
emai[ me the best way tu reach you by phone I luok furward to speaking 
with yuu and I hupe you can enjoy us for what should be three stimulating 
days of features, 
ducurnentaries, short films and student :films I hupe to hear [’rum yuu 
soun Thank you for yuur consideratiun. 

Dale Pollock 

Dean, School of Filmmakmg 
North Carulina Schuol of the Arts 
1533 S. Main Street 
Winstun-Salem, NC 27127 
(336) 770-1333 ph 
(336) 770-1339 l~ax 
<<Pulluck, Dale vcl~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:17 PM 

youngdn@ema~l, uuc.edu 

Democracy Summer Internships Available (t~¥d) 

Please forward to AFAM 76 students. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Tuesday, March 18, 2003 2:28 PM-0500 
From: Peter Walz <PeterWalz@democracy-nc org> 
To: Peter Walz <PeterWalz@democracy-nc org> 
Subject: Democracy Summer Internships Available 

Dear thculty of the UNC-CH African and Afro-American Studies Department, 
Please almounce in class and f,arward the following announcement about the 
Democracy Surmner program to ant’ students, organizations, or classes who 
may be interested in getting hands-on experience organizing for 
progressive electoral change this stammer - and get paid $2000 for the 
work We will again be having an office for the program based out of 
Carrboro (as well as Charlotte and Greenville) - several outstanding 
students from 1UNC-CIt have been selected for this program in the past 
three years. Students should apply immediately. If you have any questions 
or if you’d like me to speak briefly with a class about Democracy Summer, 
please feel l)ee to contact me Thanks, Peter 
Peter Walz 
Democracy North Carolina (formerly Democracy South) 

> 919-967-1692~t 16 
peterwalz@democracy-nc, org 
wv, as,.democracy-nc.org 

Democracy Summer 2003 
Students working for justice and democracy in Nnrth Carolina 
North Carolina Universi~ and College Students - 
Apply ]~r Democracy Summer! 
Democracy Summer is an irmovative summer organizing program in which 
selected North Carolina university/college students gain hands-on 
experience working for social change This two-month program provides 
students the opportuni~" to be communi~" organizers working to revitalize 
elections and democracy in North Carolina. Democracy Summer students 
pr~mau m~ss~on is to educate and mobilize large numbers of North 
Carolina citizens around the issue of campaign finance reform Students 
alert their comnnunities to the skyrocketing costs of campaigns and 
advocate for public funding to replace private, special interest money ~n 
Nnrth Carolina elections. ’]’he Democracy Sumnner program is a project of 
Democracy North Carolina, a non-partisan, non-profit organization based 
in Carrboro, N.C. Priori~" applicants xvill apply prior to @ril 1, 2003. 
Democracy Sunwner Past Projects: 
Democracy Sun~mer student organizers gain experience and valuable insight 
by attending, planning, and participating in a nunxber of events and 
activities. Democracy Stunmer student organizers have: 
* visited with elected officials 
* met with conwnunity leaders & advocates for social justice 
* given public presentations 
* plauned major communi~ forunxs, events, and press conferences 
* written press releases and learned to work with the media 
* phoned voters and gathered petition signatures 
* passed out thousands of flyers across the state, including canvassing 
Students who are selected to be Democracy Surmner student organizers will: 
* Be advocates for social change and economic justice in N.C. 
* Learn the details of state government in North Carolina. 
* Plan, practice and implement basic strategies and tactics to 
involve more North Carolina citizens in the struggle to get big money 
politics out of elections. 
* Be paid $2000 over the sunm~cr 
* Meet North Carolina leaders working on many issues of equality- and 
justice. Student Organizers Should Be: 
* Energetic and willing to work flexible hours. 
* Cormnitted to social and economic justice. 
* Able to ~vork with diverse groups of people. 
* Interested in and have a general understanding of politics 
* Able to work well in a group 
* Good communicators and writers. 
TO APPL Y: 
* University and college students in North Carolina may begin 
applying in Januau 2003 (preferred via e-mail). 
* Students should send a cover letter, resume, and list three 
references with their contact infblrnation 
* Early applicants will receive priority. Women and people of color are 
strongly encouraged to apply. Student selected into the program will 
likely be based out of Carrboro, Charlotte, and Greenville * Students 
of all majors and backgrounds are encouraged to apply. * Send resume and 
cover letter to:> 
Democracy NC: Democracy Stammer Program 
105 W. Mare St., Carrboro, NC 27510 
Phone: 919-967-9942 
Fax: 919-967-7595 



Email: peterwalz@democracy-nc org 
What Students in Democracy Summer 2002 Are Saying: 
"> I carmot put a price on the experience ! have had working in Democracy 
Summer." "> Working for Democracy Summer has been the best job I have 
ever had. I would never have thought that I could actually become an 
acuve member of anything important. NOw I feel as if I> ’> ve done 
something worthwhile.~ "> "> Couldn> ’> t have spent my summer in a more 
educational, meaningfal, and stimulating way It surpassed all my 
expectations> "> With questions about Democracy Summer please contact: 
Peter Walz 
Democracy North Carolina 
919-967-1699xt.16 
peterwalz@democracy-nc, org 
wwa~.democracy-nc.org 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:28 PM 

Pollock, Dale <pollockd@ncarts.edu> 

RE: RiverRun International Film Festival 

Dear Dale: Thanks for the prompt reply. I look forward to seeing you at 
Wake Forest. At this point, I will have to let you kno~v about my 
participation. Hopefully, I can do so in the next couple of~veeks If you 
have someone else in mind perhaps you had better pursue them, but in the 
event that you need me and I cancel the New Orleans conference, I will let 
you know as soon as possible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:22 PM -0500 "Pollock, Dale" 
<pollockd@ncarts edu> wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

It sounds like your Ne~v Orleans conference is exactly the same time as our 
festival I know the war situation has put all of our plans up in the air, 
although we are still definitely planning to have our festival at the end 
of April It will begin Thursday, April 24 and conclude on Sunday April 
27 with an awards branch, which you would not have to attend as a member 
of the jury. I will also be introducing BIRTH OF A NATION at the Wake 
Forest conference on Thomas Dixon, so I will look forward to meeting you 
there. But I guess I’m dependent on your decision whether or not to go to 
New Orleans that weekend of April 24-27 We would love to have you here, 
but I certainly understand a prior academic cotmnitment Just let me know 
what you decide 

Dale 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2003 12:12 PM 
To: Pollock, Dale 
Su~iect: Re: RiverRun International Film Festival 

[)ear I)ale: Yes, I would love to be involved in this fesuval However, I 
have to let you know that I am scheduled to attend a conference in New 
Orleans Easter Weekend (April24-27, if I don’t cancel because of the Iraq 
situation). If the date of this conference does not conflict with the 
date of the festival then I can probably make it. Also, I will be in 
Winston-Salem April 10-12 for a conference at Wake Forest on Thomas 
Dixon. If you wanted to meet ~n person, we could do so then. In the 
meantime, if you want to contact me by phone you are welcome to call me 
at home on a week day around 10am (919) 966-5496 but some days I have to 
leave earlier than others. You can also contact me at my office on 
Thursdays from 11-12:30 at (919) 966-5496. Or you can give me your phone 
number and I will try to contact you. Thanks for the invitation and I 
hope to work with you on this project. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, March 20, 2003 8:50 AM -0500 "Pollock, Dale" 
<pollockd@ncarts.edu> wrote: 

>> Dear Dr. Regester, 
>> 

>> I am the Dean of the School of Filmmaking at the North Carolina School of 
>> the Arts, and the artistic director of the RiverRun International Film 
>> Festival, ~vhich ~ve have brought to Winston-Salem this year after four 
>> years in Brcvard, NC. We are putting together a jury for our festival, 
>> which takes place April 24-27, and would like to invite you to be on the 
>> juW. We will be happy to pay- your transportation costs to Winston-Salem 
>> and house you for the duration of the fcstivah I would like the 
>> opportunity to discuss our festival with you, so please either call me or 
>> email me the best ~vay to reach you by phone. I look forward to speaking 
>> with you and I hope you can enjoy us for what should be three stimulating 
>> days of features, 
>> doc~unentaries, short films and student films. I hope to hear from you 
>> soon. Thank you for your consideration. 
>> 

>> Dale Pollock 
>> 

>> Dean, School of Filmmaking 
>> North Carolina School of the Arts 
>> 1533 S. Main Street 
>> Winston-Salem, NC 27127 
>> (336) 770-1333 ph 
>> (336) 770-1339 fax 
>> <<Pollock, Dale.vct;~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2003 1:37 PM 

klotman <klotman@indiana.e&t> 

Re: cd-rom: Al~can Americm~s in Cinema: The First Half Century (fwd) 

Dear Dr Klotman: Currently, I am an Adjunct Assistant Professor in the 
Department of AIicican & Afro-American Studies, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill and Co-Editor of the Oscar Micheaux Socie~ 
Newsletter (published by Duke Univeris~, Durham, N.C). If you need 
additional infolTnation, please let me know I eagerly await completion of 
the project. By the way, it was incredibly cold in Miuneapolis. It ~vas 15 
degrees on Friday, -5 on Saturday night, and 2 degrees on Sunday (and the 
sun ~vas shining) ~vhen I headed for the airport. It was hard to adjust since 
here it has been in the 60s and 70s. Good to hear from you and if you need 
me m the future, please let me know Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

-On Saturdoy, March 22, 2003 10:47 AM -0500 klotman <klotman@indiana.edu> 
wrote: 

Charlene, 

I need your universi~ title for the cd-rom, asap. rm sure I have it 
somewhere but life is too frantic with deadlines for me to remember where! 

tIope things are well with yuu Did you make it tu SCS this time? 

-Phyllis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2003 1:51 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Interior Design 

Dear Lynne: This is to let you know- that I sent the proofs to nay manuscript 
on Black Cinema today. This material was sent by priori~z mail and you 
should receive it in the next few days Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, March 05, 2003 11:36 AM -0600 Lynne Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt corn> wrote: 

Charlene - 

I was waiting to hear back from our Permissions Depaltment (which I 
just did) We need to know a few things from you first of all. 

1. Whose photo is this? 
2. We will need Lena Horne’s approval to use a photo of her Do you 
know her personally so that you could get her approval or do you know 
who takes care of this for her (her publicist)? 

Please contact me so that we can further discuss this situation If we 
cannot obtain Lena Horne’s approval would you like our design depaltment 
to find an image of a black women to place on the cover? 

Let me know as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Lynnette M Rogers 
Senior Prepress Editor 
Kendalb’tlunt Publishing Company 
4050 Westmark Drive 
Dubuque, IA 52002 
563-589-1147 
563-589-1160 (fax) 
lrogers@k endallhunt.com 

>>>> charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 03/05/03 11:00AM >>> 
Dear Lynne: I received the new cover for the book with the Lena Horne 
photo. ! think this looks really nice and I am quite pleased. ! assume 
that 
copyright permission is okay Will sign the proof and return today. 
Sincereley, Charlene Regester 

--On quarta-feira, 26 de fevereiro de 2003 10:57 -0600 Lynne Rogers 
< LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

>> Hi Charlene - 
>> 

>> Attached is the interior sample design for Black Cinema. Please 
review 

>> the design and let me know if you approve of it or if you have some 
>> changes. 
>> 

>> NOTE: The text has not been proofed - do not read the text for 
>> content. 
>> 

>> Thartks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Lytmette M. Rogers 
>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing Corapany 
>> 4050 Wes~ark Drive 
>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>> 563-589-1147 
>> 563-589-1160 (l?x) 
>> lrogers@kendallhunt.cora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2003 2:08 PM 

Lynne Rogers <I,Roger@Kenda]lhunt.com> 

Re: Intefor Design 

Dear Lylme: Thanks for the update Sincerely,Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, March 24, 2003 1:02 PM -0600 Lymae Rogers 
<LRogers@Kendallhunt corn> wrote: 

Thanks for letting me know Charlene. Also, I wanted to let you know that 
we are still waiting to heal- back from Lena Horne and/or her publicist 
for the permission to use her photo on the front cover If ~ve do not get 
this permission in the next ~veek or so we will have to go with an 
alternate route. 

I’ll keep you reformed 
gyDne 

>>>> charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 03/24/03 12:5 lPM >>> 
Dear Lylme: This is to let you know that I sent the proofs to my 
manuscript on Black Cinema today. This material was sent by priori~z 
mail and you should receive it in the next few days Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Wednesday, Mi~rch 05, 2003 11:36 AM -0600 l.yrme Rogers 
< LRugers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 

>> Charlene - 
>> 

>> I was waiting tu hear back from our Permissions Department (which I 
>> j ust did). We need tu know a few things frum yuu first uf all. 
>> 

>> 1. Whose photu is this? 
>> 2 We will need Lena Hurne’s appruval tu use a photu ufher. I)u yuu 
>> know her persunally so that yuu could get her approval or du yuu knuw 
>> whu takes care of this ~2~r her (her publicist)? 
>> 

>> Please cuntact me su that we can further discuss this situatiun. If we 
>> cannot obtain Lena Horne’s approval wuuld yuu like our design department 
>> to find an image of a black wumen tu place un the curer? 
>> 

>> Let me know as suon as pussible 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Lynnette M. Rugers 
>> Senior Prepress Editur 
>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing Corrlpany 
>> 4050 Wes~ark Drive 
>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>> 563-589-1147 
>> 563-589-1160 (l?x) 
>> lrogers@kendallhunt.cora 
>> 

>>>>> charlene regester <regester@errlail.unc.edu> 03/05/03 11:00AM >>> 
>> Dear Lynne: I received the new cover for the book with the Lena Home 
>> photo. I thiv2K this looks really nice and I ara quite pleased. I assume 
>> that 
>> copyright permission is okay. Will sign the proof and return today. 
>> Sinccrelcy, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> -On quarta-feira, 26 de fevereiro de 2003 10:57 -0600 Lynne Rogers 
>> <LRogers@Kendallhunt.com> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene - 

>>> Attached is the interior sample design for Black Cinema. Please 
>> review 
>>> the design and let nre know if you approve of it or if you have some 
>>> changes. 

>>> NOTE: The text has not been proofed - do not read the text for 
>>> content 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> Lymaette M. Rogers 
>>> Senior Prepress Editor 
>>> Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company 
>>> 4050 Westmark Drive 
>>> Dubuque, IA 52002 
>>> 563-589-1147 
>>> 563-589-1160 (lhx) 



>>> rogers@~enda huntcom 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:14 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Finishing your class 

Dear        2"ou need to submit your paper at least by the last day of 
class or around the end of April so that I can turn a grade in for you by 
the end of the semester Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday,             ,11:37 AM -0400 
<      @email uric edu> wrote: 

> Hello, 
> This is and I was just wondering when you would like for 
> me to turn in my paper for your class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2003 2:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: 

Dear Travis: I will need to come over and submit a grade for her. Since I 
am just receing these messages, I won’t have time to come over before 4:30 
but I can come in Tuesday morning as I would like to give her a grade for 
the Independent Study. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, May 12, 2003 1:26 PM -0400 Samuel T Gore 
<stgore @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi, 
we found 
Thank you 
Travis 

independant study. Debby said please advise. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2003 4:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Videos 

Dear Travis: Listed below are the videos that I would like for you to 
provide: 

Middle Passage (I have a copy of this one that you might need) 
Sugar Cane Alley 
Sankofa 
Training Day 
Eight Mile 

Thanks for all of your help. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:54 PM 

kaslo@email.unc.edu 

Student Presentations 

Dear Karla (Dr. Slocum): The scheduled presentations proposed for my 

.- works well for me. In the 
students -- 
event that you decide to make changes, please keep me posted. Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 31, 2003 2:06 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edw~ 

Call tbr Papers - 2nd A~mua] ttawaii International Conference on AVts and Humanities (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 

Date: Tuesday, July 29, 2003 8:54 .~v1-1000 

Frnm: Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 

<humanities@hichumanities org > 

To: Hawaii Internatinnal Conferences <inamanities@hichumanities.org> 

Subject: Call for Papers - 2rid Annual Hawaii International Conference on 

Arts and Humunities 

Call fur Papers/Abstracts/Submissions 
Hawaii Internatiuna[ Conference un Arts and Humanities 
January 8 - 11, 2004 
Renaissance Ilikai Waikiki tlotel, ttonululu ttawaii, USA 

Submissiun Deadline: August 18, 2003 

Web address: http://wwwhichumanities.ur~i 
Email address: humanities@hichumanities urg 

The 2004 tlawaii International Cunference un Arts and tlumanities will be held 
from January 8 (Thursday) to January 11 (Sunday), 2004 at the Renaissance 
Ilikai Waikiki tlotel in Hunolulu, Hawaii. The cunference wil[ pruvide maW 
opportunities fur academicians and prufessionals frum arts and humanities 
and related fields tu interact with members inside and uutside their uwn 
particular disciplines. Cruss-disciplinary submissions are welcome. 

Topic Areas (A 11 Areas uf Arts and ttum anities are Irn’ited) 

*American Studies 
*Archeology 
*Architecture 
*Landscape Architecture 
*Art 
*Dance 
*English 
*Ethnic Studies 
*Film 
*History 
*Languages 
*Literature 
*Linguistics 
*Music 
*Performing Arts 
*Philosophy 
*Religion 
*Second Language Studies 
*Speech,’Communication 
*Theatre 
*Other Areas of Arts and Humanities 
*Cross-disciplinary areas of the above related to each other or other areas 

The Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Htnnanities encourages the 
following types of papers/abstracts/submissions for any of the listed areas: 

Research Papers - Completed papers. 
Abstracts - Abstracts of completed or proposed research. 
Student Papers - Research by students. 
Poster Sessions/Research Tables - infbrmal presentation of papers or 
abstracts. 
Work-in-Progress Reports or Proposals for future projects 
Reports on issues related to teaching. 
Panel Discussions, Practitioner Forums and Tutorials are invited. 
Workshop proposals are invited. 

For more information about submissions see: 
http ://w~vw hichu manities, orgicfpartshumanities.htm 

Submission Guidelines 
1. Submissions may be made electronically via e-mail to 
humanities@hichumanities.org or mailed. Electronic submissions are 
preferred Submissions will be acknowledged ~vithin 48 hours 

If submissions are mailed, submit t~vo copies of your paper, report, 
abstract, proposal or stud?-. Submissions imply that at least one author 
will register for the conference and be present at the time designated in 
the conference program. Submissions must be received by August 18, 2003 
E-Mail, fax or mail submissions to: 

Hawaii International Cont?rence on Arts and Humanities 



PO. Box 75036 

Honolulu tII, 96836, USA 

Telephone: (808) 949-1456 
Fax: (808) 947-2420 
E-mail: humanities@hichumanities.org 

There is a limit of two contributed papers per lead author. 

2. Each submission must include a separate title page as outlined below: 

a. title of the submission, 
b. topic area of the submission (available at 
http ://www.hichmnanities. orgicfp ar tshumanities.htra ), 
c. two or three keywurds that describe the submission, 
d. name(s) of the author(s), 
e. mailing address(es), 
f. e-mail address(es), 
g. phone number(s), 
h. fax number(s), 
i. corresponding author if diffcrent than lead author. 

Correspondcnce regarding receipt of submission will be made by e-mail unless 
another mode of correspondence is requested. BE SURE AND INCLUDE THE TOPIC 
~,EA AND IRVO OR THREE KEY WORDS DESCRIBING THE SUBMISSION. 

3. Submissions will only be published in the confurence proceedings if at 
least one of the authors attends the conference. Instructions for 
submitting a coraputer readable format for the proceedings will be provided 
when the submission is accepted. 

4. If you wish to be a rcviewer, session chair, or discussant, please e-mail 
your request to hun~anities@hichumanities.org and indicate the topic area in 
which you are interested. Registration for the conference is required to be 
a session chair or discussant. 

Web address: http://www.hichumanities org/ 
Email Address: humanities@hichumanities org 

To be removed from this list, please reply to this e-mail with the word 
remove in the sukject heading. 

Ha;vaii International Conference on Alts and Humanities 
P.O. Box 75036 
Hunolulu, Hawaii 96836, USA 
Telephone: (808) 949-1456 
Fax: (808) f)47-2420 
E-mail: humanities@hichumanities, org 
Website: http :/ /www hichun~anities, org/ 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Angust 7, 2003 3:38 PM 

nonprinl@email.unc.e&~ 

Re: Reserve Film For Class-Scott Hamilton (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, August 07, 2003 3:35 PM -0400 
From: charlene regester <regester@email uric edn> 
To: nonprint@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Reserve Fihn For Class-Scott Hamilton 

Dear Scott Hamilton: This message is to reserve a viewing room on the 
second level of the undergrad library for my AFAM 76 students during the 
Fall Semester of 2003. I will need a room that will accomodate around 20-25 
students. Below are the dates :[’or which I am requesting a room. Your 
assistance is greatly appreciated. 

September 3 (Wednesday) 6-Spin 

September l 0 (Wednesday) 6-Spm 

September 17 (VVednesday) 6-Spm 

September 24 (VVednesday) 6-Spm 

October 1 (Wednesday) 6-Spm 

October 8 (Wednesday) 6-Spm 

October 15 (Wednesday) 6-Spm 

October 29 (Wednesday) 6-Spm 

November 5 (Wednesday) 6-Spin 

November 12 (Wednesday) 6-Spin 

November 19 (Wednesday) 6-Spin 

December 3 (Wednesday) 6-Spin 

Finally, please let me know when these dates have been corKirmed. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, April 16, 2003 2:58 PM -0400 charlene regester 
<regester@email.~mc. edu> wrote: 

> Dear Scott: I would like to reserve Boyz N The Hood for ~’AM 76. The 
> class meets on Thursday but I will need to pick up the video at 6pro 
> today. Thanks, Charlene Regester 
> 

> --On Thtasday, April 10, 2003 11:49 AM -0400 regester@email.anc.edu wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Scott: This message is to request the usage of King Kong (1933) 
>> today for AFAM 76 class. The call number for this film is v-113. I viewed 
>> this film yesterday- so it should be reshelved to its appropriate place. I 
>> would like to use this fihn today-. Thanks for your assistance in this 
>> matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 21, 2003 3:35 PM 

Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Visit to NYU 

Dear Dr. Lant: Yes, I remember you from Domitor arid am interested in 
conducting a seminar regarding my work. Thanks tremendously for the 
invitation SorW it has taken me so long to respond but I was out of to~vn 
prior to the begilming of my school year. Also, our computers have been 
down for the last few days. But more importantly, I will not be available 
for September but I will deIinitely be available for October and November. 
I might try to fly to Ne~v York one morning and leave late that night of the 
same day I will begin to contact the airlines regarding the dates your 
provided in October and November (Tuesdays are good for me) and once I get 
a good flight, I will then confirm my attendance I will keep in touch by 
email so in the next few weeks you can expect to hear tlcom me again. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Sunday, August 17, 2003 10:25 AM -0700 Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> 
wrote: 

Dear Charlene: 

It’s ages since we were in touch (was it Domitor?). I 
hope you are doing well. 

I am writing because rm holding a graduate seminar 
this semester on "Film tlistory and Historical 
Methods" We’re stu@ing the recent proliferation of 
writings on race in the silent cinema, and will fi~cus 
on the sources writers draw on, including archives, 
and other materials We will visit the Schomburg, and 
perhaps even the Library of Congress 

I am F.XTREMELY impressed by your reference book, 
"Black entertainers in African American newspaper 
articles." I was wondering if you would be able to 
visit our seminar to talk about how you made the 
book, and give your opinion of the general state of 
research in the field? 

The seminar meets on Tuesday afternoons, fi-om 12:30 
to 4:30 pm. (Your presentation could take a shorter 
time than 4 hours, of course.) If you couldn’t make 
’]Tuesdays, it’s possible we could find another time in 
the week, since it’ll probably be a smal 

I group. 

I was thinking of Tuesdays 16, 23 or 30 Septeraber, or 
7, 21 or 28 October, or 4, 11, 18, 25 Noverr~ber. (You 
see, I’d fit you in anywhere{). 

The bad news is that we can only- pay- $250. I am sure 
that we would be able to find someone on the facul~" 
who could put you up, so there would be no hotel 
cost, and we would take you to dinner if you had 
time. But you would need to cover your own travel 
costs. Perhaps you have other reasons to be in NYC 
that would make the trip more worthwhile .... 

In any event, please let me know if this appeals to 
you, and then we can make more concrete plans. 

With best wishes, Antonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:18 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM 65 

AFAM 71 RESEARCH METHODS.doc 

Dear Tim: I have not seen Robin -- my info is from the grapevine. I just 
realized that I did not send the attachment but I will do so immediately. 
As for the meeting, we can wait or set up another time. An afternoon coffee 
break might be good. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, 10:44 AM -0400 Tim McMillan 
<t~ml @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Charlene-- 

No syllabus attached! Must be the beginning of the semester. Yes, 
let’s get started with the AFAM 65 right away -- 

I have class at 11 and 2 on TTh -- so I’m not sure when the best time to 
meet will be. 

Is Robin confidant? 

-See you. 

-Tim 

charlene regester wrote: 
>> 

>> Dear Tim: We probably need to begin to schedule our first meeting for our 
>> class. I have attached the syllabus but failed to note that the course 
>> number has changed. Debby indicated that it is now being offered as AFAM 
>> 65. I made one small additional change. Please review and following your 
>> approval we can copy the syllabus for our class. If you need me to print 
>> it out in Davis Library, I can do so and bring to the first class 
>> meeting. I think we should meet at least every two weeks. Are you 
>> willing to locate a room that we can meet in consistently throughout the 
>> semester? 
>> 

>> I will be in the office on Thursday. Do you want to meet for a few 
>> mintues. I have a couple of things that I need to mention. By the way, I 
>> heard that is defending on Wednesday. See you soon. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



AFAM 71 RESEARCH METHODS 

SPRING 2003 

INSTRUCTORS: 

Dr. Charlene Regester, Film Historian 
107 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 11:30-12:30 

Dr. Tim McMillan, Anthropologist 
106 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 

AFAM 71 is designed to introduce research methods necessary to reconstructing, 
resurrecting, and re-examining the black experience. As the specific topic to be 
investigated by this course will change depending upon instructor, currently this course is 
centrally focused on local history. In conjunction with a proj ect commissioned by the 
town of Chapel Hill to identify the grave sites of black slaves believed to be buried in a 
local cemetery, we decided to organize this course around this project. As an outgrowth 
of this effort, we are engaged in teaching research methods to assist students in 
conducting primary research that will involve reviewing maps, locating original land 
documents, retrieving planters records, conducting interviews, and excavating grave sites. 
This course will be taught through a variety of methods and media including: lectures by 
archivists associated with historical collections, visits to grave sites, state archives, etc., 
and audio-visual materials. The goal of this course is to familiarize students with a 
variety of research methods necessary to conducting primary research and to contribute to 
the town’s archive a growing body of literature on the history of this cemetery. 

Week I: Introduce Students to Historical Collections 
Visit Cemetery 

Week II: Organize Sub-Groups 
Assign Tasks 

Week III: Student Reports on Initial Findings 

Week IV: Student Reports on Initial Findings 

Week V: Conduct Interviews 
Collect Maps 
Collect Planter Records 

Week VI: Conduct Interviews 
Collect Maps 
Collect Planter Records 



Week VII: 
Excavate Grave Sites 

Week VIII: 
Excavate Grave Sites 

WEEK IX: 
Assemble Data Collected 

Week X: 
Assemble Data Collected 

Week XI 
Submit Written Reports 
On Findings 

Week XII 
Submit Written Reports on 
Findings 

Week XIII 
Prepare Materials for Town Archives 

Week XIV: 
Prepare Materials for Town Archives 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:15 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: Meeting on campus 

Dear Thursday ~vould be great. See you then. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Monday, 11:47 AM -0400 ~aol corn wrote: 

Dear Regester, 

I am going to attempt scheduling one (no more than two) days per week to 
be on campus for meetings, libraly ~vork, etc. 

Either day would work for me Since the week has already started, shall 
we look to meet this Thursday? Tomorrow might be too soon Just let me 
know. Again, I cari work according to your schedule, rll most likely be 
up for the entire day 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:47 AM 

.~aol.com 

Re: Meeting on campus 

Dear         I am assuming that we will meet on Thursday, 12:30 at Linda’s 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On .~aol.com wrote: 

Dear Regester, 

rll put in my calendar. See you then as well 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:44 PM 

~ar~l.com; Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Tnesday film di~ussion 

Dear I assumed that this was scheduled for next Tuesday, 
not unless I have the wrong date. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, ~aol.com wrote: 

Dear Regester, 

I forgot that you ~vere scheduled to moderate a film discussion yesterday 
evening in 08 Gardner. Hope it went well and that there was a decent 
turnout. See you at Linda’s tomorrow- for lunch. I "might" actually be 
tap at the department before then. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:51 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: Tuesday film di~ussion 

Dear        As confused as I am, the last thing I need is to be even more 
confused. I’ll see you today at lunch and will give you an update on the 
faculty meeting yesterday that I nearly forgot. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Wednesday, ~aol.com wrote: 

Sorly Regester, 

I had my dates mixed up. It was on my desk calendar and I just briefly 
glanced at the Tuesday block not realizing that I ~vas looking at the 
wrong ~veek You are correct. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 11, 2003 8:56 AM 

@aol.com 

Job ad tbr Spa~ish-laug. film pro£ (fwd) 

Dear ffyou think that any- of these announcements are of interest 
tc , send them to him as well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Tuesday, September 09, 2003 4:58 PM -0400 

From: Dan Streible <streible@sc.edu> 
To: "Recipient List Suppressed" 
Subject: Job ad for Spanish-lang. film pro£ 

Assistant Professor in SPAiX2SH and FILM STUDIES 

The Department of Languages, Literatures, and Culttu-es together with 
the Film Studies Program at the University, of South Carolina invite 
applications for a tenure-track position at the rank of assistant 
professor in the area of Spanish-language filrn~’media to begin August 
2004 The successl~al candidate will have a Ph.D in Film/Media Studies 
or a Ph.D in Spanish with a filngmedia dissertation (in hand at time of 
appointment), demonstrated excellence and promise in research and 
teaching, and the ability to teach upper-level courses in both [~nglish 
and Spanish (native or near-native fluency required in both languages) 
We seek a candidate who can help us develop the international (non US, 
non Hollywood) offerings of our growing Film Studies Program and who can 
teach innovative courses in the Spanish-language culture of various 
countries. The University of South Carolina is the state’s flagship 
institution and home of the "Orphan Film Symposium" 

Please send by November 1 a letter of application, CV, writing sample (of 
no more than 30 pp.), and three letters of recommendation to: Spanish/Film 
Recruitment Coordinator, Department of Languages, Literatures, and 
Cultures, Universi~,, of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208 The 
University of South Carolina is an Affirmative Action(Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 

Dan Streible 
Professor of Film Studies 
Dept. of Art / McMaster 318 
1615 Senate Street 
University- of South Carolina 
Columbia, SC 29208 
(803) 777-9158 off 
(803) 777-0535 fax 
(803) 771-9335 res 

cel 
http://www.sc.eduifilrrlsyrrlposi~tm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 11, 2003 5:17 PM 

~aol.com 

[Ncfilm] Middle Eas~t Film Series (t~¥d) 

.......... For~varded Message .......... 
Date: Tuesday, September 09, 2003 12:04 PM-0400 

From: niku@duke edu 
To: fvfac@aas duke.edu, ncfilm@aas.duke edu, film-video@aas.duke.edu, 
literature@duke.edu 
Sulzject: [Ncfilm] Middle East Film Series 

Screen/SocieD" is offering a series on Middle East Film this semester, 
c o-organized and co-sponsored with Asian and African Languages and 
Literature, the Program in Literature, and the Center :[’or the Study of 
Muslim Networks. 

*9 evenings of provocauve films from Afghanistan, Algeria, Egypt, France, 
(iermany, Iran, Israel and Palestine that provide a wide range of 
perspectives on the Middle East. 
*The full schedule is listed below, and full descriptions can be found at: 
http://www.duke edu/web/filmiscreensociet.,,/MiddleEast html 

**All screenings at 8pm except Divine Intervention at 7 & 9:30pro on both 
days** 

Mon 9/1, Richard White, 11’09"01 (dir Youssef Chahine, Amos Gitai, 
Alejandro GonzAlez lfifirritu, Shohei Imamura, Claude I~elouch, Ken Loach, 
Samira Makhmalbaf, Mira Nail Idrissa Ouedraogo, Sean Penn and Danis 
Tanovic) 

Mon 9/8, Richard White, All, Fear Eats the Soul (Angst essen Seele auf) 
(dir. Rainer Werner Fassbinder) 

Mon 9,’22, Richard White, Chronicle of Years of Embers (Chronicle of the 
Smoldering Years) (dir Mohamed l.akhdar-tlam~na) 

Mon 9/29 Griffith, L’Autre monde (The Other World) 
(d. Mcrzak Allouache) 

Thu 10/2 & Fri 10/3 at 7pro & 9:30pm, Griffith, Divine Intervention (dir. 

Ella Suleirnan) 

<< 10/8-10/11 Iranian Film Festival at UNC see w~w¢.unc.edu/pcsifilrrffest >> 

Sun 10/26, Richard V~nite, Closed Doors (A1 abxvab al moghlaka / Les pottes 
fcm~4es) (dir. Atef Hetata) 

Mon 11/3, Oriffith, Ke&na (d. Amos Gitai) 

Wed 11/12, Oriffith, Marooned in haq (dir. B aktman Ghobadi) 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.&tke.edu 
https :i/trinitv. aas. &tke. ed~’mailmarglistirff o/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 12, 2003 1:54 PM 

Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> 

Re: Visit to N’~2J 

Dear Antonia: Currently, I am still working on my resel~,’ation. The airfares 
are incredibly high and it seems that the?’ are not moving. I am trying to 
come October 7th or 14th (if this works). I was attempting to arrive 
Tuesday morning and leave on Wednesday. Hope to let you know for stare when 
I confirm the resel~,’ation next week (if this is not too late) Thanks for 
working with me and I just wanted to keep you posted. Generally, we have 
ve~ cheap airfares to New York but apparently since the airlines are 
cutting back things have changed substantially. But I will be in touch 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, August 21, 2003 2:17 PM -0700 Antonia Lant <a152@nyu edu> 
wrote: 

Dear Charlene: 

I’m so glad you’re interested to find your way up 
here. The class will benefit a great deal I’ll wait 
to hear from you about which Tuesday would be best. 

With best wishes, 

Antonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@emad.unc.edu> 
Date: ~[]aursday, August 21, 2003 12:35 pm 
Sut~iect: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> Dear Dr Lant: Yes, I remember you from Domltor and am interested 
>> in 
>> conducting a seminar regarding my work. Thanks tremendously for the 
>> invitation. Sorry it has taken me so long to respond but I was out 

>> prior to the begirming of my school year Also, our computers have 

>> down for the last few days. But more importantly, I will not be 
>> available 
>> ]’or September but I will definitely be available for October and 
>> November. 
>> I might try to fly to New York one morning and leave late that 
>> night of the 
>> same day. I will begin to contact the airlines regarding the dates 

>> provided in O 

ctober and November (Tuesday-s are good for me) and 
>> once I get 
>> a good flight, I will then confirm my attendance. I will keep in 
>> touch by 
>> cmail so in the next few weeks you can expect to hear from rue 
>> again. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> -On Sunday-, August 17, 2003 10:25 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 
>> <a152@nyu.edu> 

>> > Dear Charlene: 

>> > It’s ages since we were in touch (~vas it Domitor?). I 
>> > hope you are doing well. 

>> > I arm writing because I’m holding a graduate seminar 
>> > this semester on "Film History and Historical 
>> > Methods." We’re studying the recent proliferation of 
>> > writings on race in the silent cinema, and will focus 
>> > on the sources writers draw on, including archives, 
>> > and other materials. We ~vill visit the Schomburg, and 
>> > perhaps even the LibralT of Congress. 

>> > I am EXTREMELY impressed by your reference book, 
>> > "Black entertainers in African .~merican ne~vspaper 
>> > articles" I was ~vondering if you wou 

ld be able to 
>> > visit our seminar to talk about how you made the 
>> > book, and give your opinion of the general state of 
>> > research in the field? 

>> > The seminar meets on Tuesday afternoons, from 12:30 
>> > to 4:30 pm (Your presentation could take a sholter 



>> > time than 4 hours, of course.) If you couldn’t make 
>> > Tuesdays, it’s possible we could :find another time in 
>> > the week, since it’ll probably be a smal 

>> > l group. 

>> > I was thinking of Tuesdays 16, 23 or 30 September, or 
>> > 7, 21 or 28 October, or 4, 11, 18, 25 November (You 
>> > see, I’d fit you in anywhere! ) 

>> > The bad news is that we can only pay $250. I am sue 
>> > that we would be able to find sorueone on the faculty 
>> > who could put you up, so there ~vould be no hotel 
>> > cost, and we would take you to dinner if you had 
>> > time. But you would need to cover your own travel 
>> > costs. Perhaps you have other reasons to be in NYC 
>> > that would make the trip more worthwhile .... 

> > In any event, please let rue kmow if this appeals to 
>> > you, and then xve can make more concrete plans. 

>> > With best xvishes, Antonia 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 12, 2003 5:08 PM 

Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> 

Re: Visit to N’~2J 

Dear Antonia: The fares that I have received are in excess of $500 -- the 
fares you found might include Saturday overnight stay. The other option is 
that I could fly from Greensboro, N.C. but this about a 45 minute drive 
from Chapel Hill The best airport for me is RDU. Thanks for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, September 12, 2003 11:53 .~’,A -0700 Antonia Lant <a152@nyu edu> 
wrote: 

Charlene--October 7th is good October 14th is no 
good--I’m away, and I wouldn’t want to miss it’. The 
Tues@ al’ter 14th is also OK 

"¢,qaich is your nearest airport? I found a roundtrip 
tlcom DurhalrdRaleigh for $181 to NYC just now- on 
Orbitz, but perhaps that’s not the right ailT)ort. 
How- much are the fares you’re finding? Can you let 
me know today, and then I’ll go and t~nlk to our film 
study center about the course budget, and if there’s 
any mnre in it? 

Fingers crossed. 

>A 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Friday, September 12, 2003 10:54 am 
Sut~iect: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> Dear Antonia: Currently, I am still working on my reservatinn The 
>> air fares 
>> are incredibly high and it seems that they are not moving. I am 
>> trying to 
>> cnme Octnber 7th nr 14th (if this wnrks) I was attempting to 
>> arrive 
>> Tuesday morning and leave nn Wednesday tIope to let you know for 
>> sure when 
>> I confirm the reservation next wee 

k (if this is nnt too late) 
>> Thanks fnr 
>> working with me and I just wanted tn keep you posted Generally, we 
>> have 
>> vcry cheap air#ares to New York but apparently since the airlines 
>> are 
>> cutting back things have changed substantially. But I will be in 
>> touch. 
>> Sinccrely, Charlene Regestcr 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, August 21, 2003 2:17 PM -0700 Antonia Lant 
>> <a152@nyu.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>> > Dear Charlene: 
>> > 

>> > rm so glad you’re interested to find your way up 
>> > here. The class will benefit a great deal. I’ll wait 
>> > to hear from you about which Tuesday would be best. 
>> > 

>> > With best wishes, 
>> > 

>> > Antonia 
>> > 

>> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> > From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>> > Date: Thursday, August 21, 2003 12:35 pm 
>> > Subject: Re: Visit to N2~U 
>> > 

>> >> Dear Dr. Lant: Yes, I remember you from Domitor and am interested 

>> >> conducting a seminar regarding my work. Thanks tremendously for the 
>> >> invitation. Son5’ it has taken 

me so long to respond but I was out 
>> >> of town 
>> >> prior to the begilming of my school year. Also, our computers have 
>> >> been 
>> >> down for the last t?w days But more impoltantly, I will not be 
>> >> available 
>> >> for September but I will definitely be available for October and 



>> >> November. 
>> >> I might try tu fly tu New Yurk one morning and leave late that 
>> >> night of the 
>> >> same day. ! will begin to cuntact the airlines regarding the dates 
>> >> your 
>> >> pruvided in O 

>> > ctuber and November (Tuesdays are good :[’or me) and 
>> >> once I get 
>> >> a good flight, I will then confirm my attendance. I will keep in 
>> >> touch by 
>> >> email so in the next fexv weeks you can expect to hear from me 
>> >> again. 
>> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> >> --On Sunday, August 17, 2003 10:25 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 
>> >> <a152@nyu.edu> 

>> >> > Dear Charlene: 

>> >> > It’s ages since we were in touch (was it Domitor? I 
>> >> > hope you are doing well. 

>> >> > I ara writing because I’m holding a graduate seminar 
>> >> > this semester on "Film HistolT and Historical 
>> >> > Methods." We’re stu@ing the recent proliferation of 
>> >> > writings on race in the silent cinema, and will focus 
>> >> > on the sources writers draw- on, including archives, 
>> >> > and other materials. We will visit the Schomburg, and 
>> >> > perhaps even the Library of Congress. 

>> >> > I am EXTREMELY impressed by your reference book, 
>> >> > "Black entertainers in African American newspaper 
>> >> > articles" I was wondering if you wou 

>> > ld be able to 
>> >> > visit our seminar to talk about how you made the 
>> >> > book, and give your opinion of the general state of 
>> >> > research in the field? 

>> >> > The seminar meets on Tuesday ai~emoons, from 12:30 
>> >> > to 4:30 pm (Your presentation could take a shorter 
>> >> > time thari 4 hours, of course) If you coulch~’t make 
>> >> > Tuesdays, it’s possible we could find another time in 

> week, since it’ll probably be a smal 

>> >> > 1 group. 

>> >> > I was thinking of Tuesdays 16, 23 or 30 September, or 
>> >> > 7, 21 or 28 October, or 4, 11, 18, 25 November (You 
>> >> > see, I’d fit you in anywhere[) 

>> >> > The bad news is that we can only pay $250 I am sure 
>> >> > that we wuuld be able tu find someone un the facul~" 
>> >> > who could put yuu up, so there would be no hotel 
>> >> > cust, and we wuuld take yuu to dinner if you had 
>> >> > time. Bmyuu would need to cover your uwn travel 
>> >> > costs. Perhaps you have uther reasuns tu be in NYC 
>> >> > that would make the trip more worthwhile .... 

>> > > In any event, please let me knuw if this appeals to 
>> >> > you, and then we can make mure concrete plans. 

>> >> > With best wishes, Antunia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 15, 2003 11:35 AM 

AntoNa Lant <a152@wn.edu> 

Re: Visit to 

Dear Antonia: Thanks for the info I was really t~’ing to avoid flying to 
Atlanta to get to New- York. However, I will confima my reservation for 
October 7th no later than Thursday. Then I will email you al’~d give you my 
schedule. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On 2003A~9OA12EO 14:32 -0700 Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charlene: Orbitz, on line, has this to oiler: 

$189 per person 

Leave Tuesday, Oct 7 

AirTran Ailavays 89 

1 stop Depalt: 

> 6:15am 

Raieigh/])urham, NC (RDU) 

Economy ] lhr 20min 

Boeing 717 

Arrive: 

7:35am 

Atlanta, GA (A~[L) 

Change planes Time between flights: 0hr 50rain 

AirTran Airways 572 

Depart: 

8:25am 

Atlanta, GA (ATL) 

Economy ] 2hr 19rain 

Boeing 717 

Arrive: 

10:44am 

Newark, NJ (E\VR) 

total duration: 4hr 29rain 

Return 

Wednesday, Oct 8 

AirTran Airways 577 

1 stop 

Depalt: 

7:lSpm 

Newark, NJ (EWR) 

Economy ] 2hr 37min 

Boeing 717 

Arrive: 

9:55pm 



Atlanta, GA (AT],) 

Change planes. Time between flights: 0hr 30min 

AirTran Airways 88 

Depart: 

10:25pm 

Atlanta, GA (ATL) 

EconomyI lhr 15min 

Boeing 717 

Arrive: 

11:40prn 

Raleigh/Durharn, NC (RDU) 

total duration: 4hr 22rain 

There are other flights, coming back earlier in the 
day- on 8 November. Or leaving on 6 November. 

This itineraty~ means changing planes. I’m not sure 
if that’s OK with you. 

let rne know if you can find this offer on 
www.orbitz.com, and if it appeals to you. 

>~A~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Friday-, September 12, 2003 2:08 pm 

>S 

ubject: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> Dear Antonia: The fares that I have received are in excess of $500 - 
>> - the 
>> fares you found might include Saturday overnight stay. The other 
>> option is 
>> that I could fly iicom Greensboro, N.C but this about a 45 minute 
>> drive 
>> from Chapel Hill The best airport for me is RDU. Thanks for your 
>> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Friday, September 12, 2003 11:53 A2v1-0700 Antonia Lant 
>> <a152@nyu.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>> > Charlene--October 7th is good. October 14th is no 
>> > good--I’m away, and I wouldn’t want to miss it[ The 
>> > Tues~dy after 14th is also OK. 

>> > Which is your nearest airport? I found a roundtrip 
>> > from Durhan~,Raleigh for $181 to NYC just now on 
>> > Orbitz, but perhaps that’s not the right airport 
>> > How much are the fares you’re finding? (;an you let 
>> > me know today, and then I’ll go and talk to our film 
>> > stu@ center about the course budget, and if there’s 
>> > any more in it? 

>> > Fingers c 

>>>A. 

>> ~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>> > From: charlene regester <regester@email unc edu> 
>> > Date: Friday, September 12, 2003 10:54 am 
>> > Subject: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> >> Dear Antonia: Currently, ! am still working on my reservation. The 

>> >> are incredibly high and it seems that the?’ are not moving. ! am 
>> >> tq-ing to 
>> >> corne October 7th or 14th (if this works). I was attempting to 

>> >> Tuesday- morning and leave on Wednesday. Hope to let you know- for 

>> >> I confirm the resel~,~ation next wee 

>> > k (ff this is not too late). 



>> >> ’l’hanks for 
>> >> working with me and I just wanted to keep you posted. Generally, we 
>> >> have 
>> >> ve~ cheap airfares to New Yofl~ but apparently since the airlines 
>> >> are 
>> >> cutting back things have changed substantially. But I will be ~n 
>> >> touch. 
>> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> >> 

>> >> --On ~ursday, August 21, 2003 2:17 PM -0700 Antonia Lant 
>> >> <a152@nyu.edu> 
>> >> wr 
> 

> ote: 
>> >> 

>> >> > Dear Charlene: 

>> >> > I’m so glad you’re interested to find yo~ way up 
>> >> > here. ~e class will benefit a great deal. I’ll wait 
>> >> > to hear from you about which Tuesday would be best. 
>>>>> 

>> >> > With best wishes, 
>>>>> 

>> >> > Antonia 

>> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> >> > From: charlene regester <regester@email.~c.edu> 
>> >> > Da~: ~wsday, August 21, 2003 12:35 pm 
>> >> > Subject: Re: Visit to N~ 

>> >> >> Dear Dr. Lant: Yes, I remember you from Domitor and am 
>> interesmd>> >> in 
>> >> >> conducting a seminar regarditN tW work. That,s tremendously 
>> for the 
>> >> >> invitation. So~ it has taken 
>> > 

>> > me so long to respond but I was out 
>> >> >> of town 
>> >> >> prior to the beginning of my school year Also, our computers 
>> have>> >> been 
>> >> >> down for the last tSw days But more importantly, I will not be 
>> >> >> available 
>> >> >> for September but I ;vill definitely be available for October and 
>> >> >> November. 
>> 

> 

> >> >> I mNht t~z to fly to New York one morning and leave late that 
>> >> >> night of the 
>> >> >> same day I will begin to contact the airlines regarding the 
>> dates>> >> your 
>> >> >> provided m o 

>> >> > ctober and November (Tuesdays are good for me) and 
>> >> >> once I get 
>> >> >> a good fligN, I will Nen co~i~ my at~ndance. I will keep in 
>> >> >> touch by 
>> >> >> email so in the next few weeks you can expect to hear from me 
>> >> >> again 
>> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene Reges~r 
>> >> >> 

>> >> >> --On S~day, August 17, 2003 10:25 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 
>> >> >> <a152@nyu.edu> 
>> >> >> wrote: 
>> >> >> 

>> >> >> > Dear Charlene: 
>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > It’s ~Nes since we were in touch (was it Domitor?). I 
>> >> >> > hope you are doing well 

>> >> >> > I am writing because rm holding a graduate seminar 
>> >> >> > this semester on "Film History and Historical 
>> >> >> > Methods." We’re sm@ing the recent proliferation of 
>> >> >> > writings on race in the silen 

> t cinema, and will focus 
>> >> >> > on the sources writers &aw on, including archives, 
>> >> >> > and other materials We will visit the Schombwg, and 
>> >> >> > perhaps even the LibraW of Congress. 

>> >> >> > I am EX’]NE?¢K*;] ,Y impressed by yow reference book, 
>> >> >> > "Black entertainers in Afi-ican American newspaper 
>> >> >> > aAicles." I ~vas wondering if you wou 

>> >> > ld be able to 
>> >> >> > visit our seminar to talk about ho~v you made the 
>> >> >> > book, and give your opinion of the general state of 
>> >> >> > research in the field? 

>> >> >> > The seminar meets on Tuesday a~emoons, from 12:30 



>> >> >> > to 4:30 pm (Your presentation could take a shorter 
>> >> >> > time than 4 hours, of course ) If you cou]dn’t make 
>> >> >> > Tuesdays, it’s possible we cou]d find another time in 
>> >> >> > the 

>> > week, since it’ll probably be a smal 

>> >> >> > I was thirNing of Tuesdays 16, 23 or 30 September, or 

>> 7, 21 or 28 October, or 4, 11, 18, 25 November. (You 
>> >> >> > see, rd fityou in anywheret). 

>> >> >> > ~e bad news is that we can only- pay $250. I am s~e 
>> >> >> > that we would be able to find someone on the faculU~ 
>> >> >> > who could put you up, so there would be no hotel 
>> >> >> > cost, and we would take you to dirmer if you had 
>> >> >> > time. But you would need to cover yore own travel 
>> >> >> > costs. Perhaps you have other reasons to be in NYC 
>> >> >> > that would make the ~ip more wor~while .... 

>> >> > > In any evem, please let me know- if this appeals to 
>> >> >> > you, and then we can make more concrete plans. 

>> >> >> > With best wishes, Antonia 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 15, 2003 11:36 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: Crreelings 

Dear Michele: I hope to finalize my Ne~v York trip by Thursday. I will email 
you and let you know for sure I will probably need to stay with you on the 
night of Tuesday and will return on Wedaaesday. You can expect to hear from 
me by the end of the week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On 2003A~9OA12EO 22:02 -0400 @aol.com wrote: 

I’ll be m West Vtrginia the 2-5th of October. So rll be back in time 
for your trip here. You’re more than welcome to stay with me for as long 
as you wish; I’d be happy to have you[ And don’t worry about a time 
frame for travel to the ci~z; I’m not working yet and will be available 
whenever you need a ride 
Fares are outrageous! One would think ~vith the economy still at an all 
time low, that tares would be less expensive. Not a chance. 
Let me know 
Michele 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 15, 2003 11:40 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: Italy Conference Invoice 

Dear Vander: I intend to have my N Y. trip finalized by Thursday. Maybe we 
can meet on Thursday afternoon or on Friday to discuss the Italy conference 
in more detail. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On 2003A~9OA13EO 16:24 -0400 @aol.com wrote: 

Dear Regester, 

It looks like you and I will need to make some finn decisions on the 
Italy conference later this week. I will tly contacting Ermna to get a 
read on her plans, you should check in with your cousin. 

I’ve sent an email to Rob stating that you and I might need to change our 
rooms to a double, ap.d that there ~vas also a possibility that we might 
need t~vo doubles but that we wouldn’t know for a t?~v more days. I asked 
that he let me know if changing reservations is possible. I’ll keep you 
posted. 

On a different note, I kept thinking that the conference started on the 
29th, it starts on the Thursday, the 30th I had been looking to check 
into Milan around the 28th, when in fact, we need to check in on the 
29th, unless you wanted to go ahead and arrive earlier in order to have 
the 29th as a full day to explore Milan. 

Regester, not to be annoying or anything, you really need to settle your 
NYC itinerary so that we can focus on Italy. I’m laughing as I write 
this because I can sense your complaining.. 

Sincerely, 
Vander. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 15, 2003 12:12 PM 

’@aol.com 

Re: Crreelings 

Dear Michele: Whenever you have a chance, let me know about the Italy trip 
because we are t~’ing to make our hotel resel~ation. If you come, I will go 
ahead and get a double room. If not, I will stay with the woman who is 
traveling with me to the COl~ference. It will be during the last week of 
October 26-30 or Nov. 1 Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On 2003A~9OA12EO 22:02 -040C {~aol.comwrote: 

I’ll be in West Virginia the 2-5th of October So rll be back in time 
ibr your trip here You’re more than welcome to stay with me for as long 
as you wish; I’d be happy to have you[ And don’t ~vorW about a time 
iicame for travel to the city; rm not working yet and will be available 
whenever you need a ride. 
Fares are outrageous! One would think with the economy still at an all 
time low, that fares would be less expensive. Not a chance. 
Let me know-. 
Machele 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, September 15, 2003 3:36 PM 

To: @aol.com 

Subject: F~mds 

Dear       : I would send the message regarding travel funds to Shelly 
Clark as you suggested but did not see her email address listed in the 
campus directo~z. If you other leads, please let me know Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 18, 2003 l 1:07 AM 

~baol.com 

Weather Adviso~ 

Dear        The university is closing today at 2pro so I am on my way home. 
I may give you a call because I wanted to relate several issues that I had 
plal~ned for our meeting today. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 18, 2003 11:13 AM 

Antonia Lant <a152@wu.edu> 

Re: Visit to NYU 

Dear Antonia: I made the reservation for October 7th I will send my 
schedule in the next couple of days but because our school is closing at 
2pm today (due to the Hurricane), I can’t send the information at this 
moment. By the way, I have someone who can pick me up from the airport so I 
will need exact directions to your building on the campus of NYU. Also, 
when I arrive since I don’t have an ID, will I be able to get into the 
building? Next week I will also correspond regarding what I will include in 
my presentation. Finally, thali, Zs for working with me Nolrnally, coming to 
Ne~v York is quite simple but because the airlines have cut flights -- it 
seemed more difficult than usuah By the way, we are taking this Hurricane 
seriously -- it is amazing since it is already raining here and we live 
some four hours from the coast. They are bracing for power outtages and the 
public schools here are alrea@ closed. Hopefully, I will be able to 
correspond by email next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, September 16, 2003 6:35 AM -0700 Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> 
wrote: 

Charlene: 

Thank you [’or your effort to come to our seminar I 
l~ow we wil[ really value your visit I wanted to 
let you know that you can stay at my apartment on 7 
October. It turns out that I will have a spare room 
for 2-3 weeks after one au pair leaves and before the 
next one comes. 

Looking forward to getting your cor~firmation on 
Thursday 

With best wishes, 

Antonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, September 15, 2003 8:34 am 
Subject: Re: Visit to NYIJ 

>> Dear Antonia: Thanks [’or the info I was really trying to avoid 
>> flying to 
>> Atlanta to get to New York. However, I will confirm my reservatinn 
>> ~l~r 
>> October 7th no later than Thursday. Then I will emai[ you and give 
>> you my- 
>> schedule. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On 2003A~9OA 12EO 14:32 -0700 Antonia Lant <a152@nyu. edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> > Dear Charlene: Orbitz, on line, has this to ofl;er: 
>> > 

>> > $189 per person 
>> > 

>> > 

>> > Leave Tuesday, 

Oct 7 
>> > 

>> > AirTran Ailways 89 
>> > 

>> > l stop Depart: 
>> > 

>> > 6:15am 
>> > 

>> > Raleigb/Durhatr~ NC (RDU) 
>> > 

>> > Economy i lhr 20rain 
>> > 

>> > Boeing 717 
>> > 

>> > Amve: 
>> > 

>> > 7:35am 
>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > Atlanta, GA (ATL) 
>> > 

>> > Change planes Time between flights: 0hr 50min 
>> > 

>> > 



>> > AirTran A~rways 572 

>> > Depart: 

>> > 8:25am 

>> > Atlanta, GA (ATL) 

>> > Economyi 2hr 19mm 

>> > Boeing 717 

>> > 10:44am 

>> > Ne~vark, NJ (EWR) 

>> > total duration: 4ktr 29rain 

>> > Return 

>> > Wednesday, Oct 8 

>> > AirTran Airways 577 

>> > 1 stop 

>> > Depart: 

>> > 7:18pro 

>> > Newark, NJ (EWR) 

>> > Economy i 2hr 37ram 

>> > Boemg 717 

>> > 9:55pm 

>> > Atlanta, GA (ATL) 

>> > Change planes. Time between flights: 0hr 30min 

>> > Ah-Tran Airways 88 

>> > Depart: 

>> > 10:25pm 

>> > Atlanta, GA (ATL) 

>> > Economy i I hr 15rain 

>> > Boeing 717 

>> > 11:40pro 

>> > Ra]eigh/Durhan< NC ~RDU) 

>7, > total duration: 4hr 22rain 

>> > ’]’here are other fiNNs, coming back earlier in the 
>> > day on 8 November. Or leaving on 6 November. 

>> > This itinerary means changing p]anes, rm not sure 
>> > if that’s OK with you. 

>> > let me know if you can find this ofi’er on 
>> > www.orbitz.com, and if it appeals to you. 

>> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> > From: charlene regester <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
>> > Date: Friday, September 12, 2003 2:08 pm 
>>>S 

>> > ubject: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> >> Dear Antonia: The fares that I have received are in excess of 



>> $500 - 
>> >> - the 
>> >> fares you found might include Saturday overnight stay. The other 
>> >> option is 
>> >> that I could fly from Greensboro, N.C but this about a 45 minute 
>3, >> drive 

>> >> from Chapel Hill The best airport :[’or me is N)U Thanks for your 
>> >> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> >> 

>> >> --On Friday, September 12, 2003 11:53 AM -0700 .amtonia Lant 

>> >> <a152@Wu.edu> 
>> >> wrote: 

>> >> 

>> >> > Charlene--October 7th is good. October 14th is no 
>> >> > good--I’m away, and I wouldn’t want to miss it! The 
>> >> > Tuesdy after 14th is also OK. 
>>>>> 

>> >> > V~nich is your nearest airport? I found a roundtrip 
>> >> > from Durham/Raleigh for $181 to NYC just noxv on 
>> >> > Orbitz. but perhaps that’s not the right airport. 
>> >> > How much are the fares you’re finding? Can you let 
>> >> > me know today, and then rll go and talk to our film 
>> >> > study center about the course budget, and if there’s 
>> >> > an?" more in it? 
>>>>> 

>> >> > Fingers c 
>> > 

>> > tossed. 
>>>>> 

>> >> >A. 

>>>>> 

>> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> >> > From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>> >> > Date: Friday, September 12, 2003 10:54 am 
>> >> > Subject: Re: Visit to NYU 
>>>>> 

>> >> >> Dear Antonia: Currently, I am still working on my 
>> reservation The 
>> >> >> airfares 
>> >> >> are incredibly high and it seems that the?’ are not moving. I am 
>> >> >> 

trying to 
>> >> >> come October 7th or 14th (if this works) I was attempting to 
>> >> >> alTive 
>> >> >> Tuesday morning and leave on Wednesday. Hope to let you know *’or 
>> >> >> sure when 
>> >> >> I confirm the reservation next wee 
>>>>> 

>> >> > k (if this is not too late) 
>> >> >> Thanks for 
>> >> >> working ~vith me and I just wanted to keep you posted 
>> Generally, we 
>> >> >> have 
>> >> >> very cheap airfares to New York but apparently since the 
>> airlines>> >> are 
>> >> >> cutting back things have changed substantially But I will be in 
>> >> >> touch. 
>> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> >> >> 

>3. >> >> --On Thursdw, August 21, 2003 2:17 PM -0700 2mtonia Lant 
>> >3. >> <a152@nyu.edu> 

>3. >> >> > De&r Charlene: 

>> >> >> > I’m so glad you’re interested to find your way up 
>> >3. >> > here The class will benefit a great deal. rll wait 
>> >> >> > to hear ftom you about which Tuesday *vould be best 

>> >> >> > With best wishes, 

>3. >> >> 3 ...... Original Message ..... 
>> >> >> > From: charlene regester <regester@email unc edu> 
>3. >> >3. > Date: Thursday, August 21, 2003 12:35 pm 
>> >> >> > Subject: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> >> >> >> Dear Dr. Lant: Yes, I remember you from Domitor and am 
>> >> interested>> >> in 
>> >> >> >> conducting a seminar regarding my xvork. Thanks tremendously 
>> >> for the 
>> >> >> >> invitation. Sorry it has taken 



>> >> > me so long to respond but I was out 

>> >> >> >> prinr to the beginning of my school year. Also, our computers 

>> >> >> >> down for the last few days. But more importantly, I will 

>> >> >> >> available 
>> >> >> >> for September but ! will definitely be available for 
>> October and 

>> > >> >> I raight try to fly to New York one morning and leave late 
>> that>> >> >> night of the 
>> >> >> >> same day. I will begin to contact the airlines regarding the 
>> >> dat 

>> >> >> >> provided in O 

>> >> >> > ctober and November (Tuesdays are good for me) and 

>> >> >> >> a good flight, I will then confirm my attendance. I will 
>> keep in 
>> >> >> >> touch by 
>> >> >> >> email so in the next few weeks you can expect to hear from me 

>> >> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> >> >> >> --On Sunday, August 17, 2003 10:25 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 
>> >> >> >> <al52@nyu.edu> 

>> >> >> >> > Dear Charlene: 

>> >> >> >> > It’s ages since ~ve were in touch (was it Dom~tor?) I 
>> >> >> >> > hope you are doing well. 

>> >> >> >> > I am ~vrlting because rm holding a graduate seminar 
>> >> >> >> > this semester on "Film Histol?- and Historical 
>> >> >> >> > Methods." We’re stu@ing the recent proliferation of 
>> >> >> >> > writings on race in the silen 

>> > t cinema, and will focus 
>> >> >> >> > on the sources writers draw on, including 

>> >> >> >> > and other materials We will visit the Schomburg, and 
>> >> >> >> > perhaps even the Libral)’ of Congress. 

>> >> >> >> > I am EXTREMELY unpressed by your reference book, 
>> >> >> >> > "Black entertainers in African American newspaper 
>> >> >> >> > articles" I ~vas wondering if you wou 

>> >> >> > ld be able to 
>> >> >> >> > visit our seminar to talk about ho~v you made the 
>> >> >> >> > book, and give your opinion of the general state of 
>> >> >> >> > research in the field? 

>> >> >> >> > The seminar meets on Tuesday afternoons, from 12:30 
>> >> >> >> > to 4:30 pro. (Your presentation could take a shorter 
>> >> >> >> > time than 4 hours, of course.) If you couldn’t make 
>> >> >> >> > Tuesdays, it’s possible we could find another time in 

>> >> > week, since it’ll probably be a smal 

>> >> >> >> > I was thinking of Tuesdays 16, 23 or 30 September, or 

>> >> 7, 21 or 28 October, or 4, 11, 18, 25 November. (You 
>> >> >> >> > see, I’d fit you in anywhere! ). 

>> >> >> >> > The bad news is that we can only pay $250. ! am sure 
>> >> >> >> > that we would be able to find someone on the facuhy 
>> >> >> >> > who could put you up, so there would be no hotel 
>> >> >> >> > cost, and we would take you to dinner if you had 
>> >> >> >> > time. But you would need to cover your own travel 
>> >> >> >> > costs. Perhaps you have other reasons to be in NYC 
>> >> >> >> > that would make the trip more wolthwhile .... 

>> >> >> > > In any event, please let me know if this appeals to 
>> >> >> >> > you, and then we can nlake more concrete plans. 



>> >> >> >> > With best wishes, Antoma 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 23, 2003 11:09 AM 

Blanche Fried Arons < ~mindspring.com> 

Re: Revisions 

Dear Blanche: Thanks for your prompt reply. Don’t rush because if it is 
late these people are negotiable. They- know that we have just recovered 
from a Hurricane Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, September 22, 2003 4:10 PM -0400 Blanche Fried Arons 
@mindspring.com> wrote: 

Dear Charlene, I received the attachment AND the email with the 
suggestions Sept 25 is only- a few days from now, but I should be able to 
work on it tomorrow, Sept. 23, and I’ll try- to get it to you in time for 
your revie~v and, if necessaw, even some further work 
Hope all is well with you,      Blanche 

At 03:12 PM 9/22/03 -0400, you wrote: 
>> Dear Blanche: Attached are revisions that I was asked to make to my 
>> essay on The Feminization of the Black Athlete in Boyz n the Hood. 
>> Apparently, they sent our essays to a book reviewer who required 
>> additional changes. Their concerns ~vere sent in a brief email message 
>> so I am assuming that I have addressed them appropriately. Thus, I have 
>> created a 3 page insert that I will add to the essay Please review if 
>> possible The deadline is Sept. 25th but don’t rash. If I can locate 
>> their concerns, I will forward Hope you survived the Hurricane Let me 
>> know that you have received this material Sincerely’, Charlene Regester 
>> Attachment Converted: "C:\PIPEPLUS\~)OWNLOAD\INSERT.doc’’ 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:05 PM 

@charter.net> 

Re: Recommendation Letter 

Dear      You might tiN to reach me at Davis Library on the 8th floor, 
Carrell 8026. We probably should COl~firm a time since my schedule is really 
hectic and changes from day to day Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, 2:44 PM -0400 

@charter.net> wrote: 

> 

> Hi Professor Regester: 
> I was hoping to meet you next week, preferably on Wednesday, and provide 
> you with a cop?’ of my resume and transcript and also by meeting you might 
> remember ~vho I am. Please let me know what your availabih~ is for next 
> week, as I am meeting two additional professors bw the hours of 1:30 to 
> 2:30pm on Wednesday,        1. I can be reached at           2 and 
> also at       @hotmail com. Thales for all of your help and I look 
> forward to hearing from you 
> Sincerely, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:50 AM 

@hotmaAl.com> 

Re: Recommendation Letter 

Dear     : We could meet following your 2pm meeting on Wednesday around 
2:30 or 3:00 in Davis Library Let me know if’this works so that I can 
notate on my calender Also, please send me a reminder by email on 
Wednesday morning if you have a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, _ 
@hotmail.com> wrote: 

11 : 19 PM -0400 

Hi Professor Regester, 
I received the message from that one place to find you is Davis 
library. I have two meetings set up for Wednesday, one at 1:30 and the 
other at 2:00pm I can pretty’ much meet you at any other time during the 
day depending on your availability so please respond to this email at 
your earliest convenience. Thanks once again for your help on this 
matter and I look forward to speaking to you. 

Add MSN 8 Internet So:[’tware to your existing Internet access and er~ioy 
patented spam protection and more. Sign up now[ 

> http://ioin msn.con~’?pa~e dept/bvoa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:57 AM 

~email .nnc.edu> 

Re: letters of recommendation 

Dear        : Just as long as you have given me plenty of time in which 
case you have I will certainly complete some strong letters on your 
behalf. Good luck. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, 
@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr.Regester, 
I put three form letters and relevant il~formation in your mailbox this 
past Friday. The school that I am applying to does not have a 
form, they a require a letter from you by The post.nl 
clerk suggests that I take that envelope to the post office to be 
weighed prior to mailing, so I need to pick that up from you when you 
are finished. The three form letters are due at their respective 
schools by                I know that this is a lot of ~vork and I 
appreciate your help. If you need any information from me let know. 
Thank you, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 29, 2003 12:15 PM 

~aol.com 

Re: Visit to NYU (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, September 18, 2003 11:53 AM-0700 
From: Antonia Lant <a152@nyu edu> 
To: charlene regester <regester@email uric edu> 
Subject: Re: Visit to NS’~.~" 

So glad you are going to make it. In terms of an ID, 
j ust show your UNC ID to the guard at 721 Broadway 
(Tisch School of the Arts, located on B’way between 
Waverly Place and Washington Place), and they will 
sign you in. My room number is 642, on sixth floor, 
where Dept. of Cinema Studies is. tel 212-998-1612. 
We are meeting students in Rm 643, across from my 
office Ask the guard to call me if you have 
difficulty getting in. 

Next week, when I hear from you, I will send you an 
attachment of our syllabus, to g~ve you some 
orientatinn. 

Best wishes, and hope the hurricance does not afl’ect 
you all too much. 

Antonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email uric edu> 
[)ate: ~,[]aursday, September 18, 2003 8:12 am 
Subject: Re: Visit to NYU 

> Dear 2mtonia: I made the reservation lbr October 7th I will send 
> my 
> schedule in the next couple of days but because our school is 
> closing at 
> 2pm today (due to the H~trricane), I can’t send the 

information at 
> this 
> nronrent. By the way, I have someone who can pick me up frora the 
> airpolt so I 
> will need exact directions to your building on the campus of NYU. 

> Also, 
> when I arrive since I don’t have an ID, will I be able to get into 
> the 
> building? Next week I will also correspond regarding what I will 
> include in 
> nry presentation. Finally, thanks for working with nre. Normally, 
> conring to 
> New Yurk is quite simple but because the airlines have cut flights - 
>-it 
> seemed more difficult than usual. By the xvay, we are taking this 
> Hurricane 
> seriously - it is amazing since it is already raining here and we 
> live 
> some four hours from the coast. They are bracing for power outtages 
> and the 
> public schools here are already closed. Hopefully, I will be able 
> to 
> COl~cespond by email next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

> --On Tuesday, September 16, 2003 6:35 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 
> <a152@nyu.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

> > Charlene: 

Thank you for your eit’ort to come to our seminar I 
know- we will really value your visit. I wanted to 
let you know that you can stay at my apartment on 7 
October. It turns out that I will have a spare room 
for 2-3 weeks after one au pair leaves and before the 
next one comes. 

Looking forward to getting your confirmation on 
Thursday 



> > With best wishes, 
>3" 

> > Antoma 
>3" 

> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> > From : charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
> > Date: Monday, September 15, 2003 8:34 am 
> > SubJect: Re: Visit to NYU 
>> 
> >> Dear Antonia: ThaJaks for the info. I was really trying to avoid 
> >> flying to 
> >> Atlanta to get to New York. However, I will confirm tW reservation 
> >> for 
> >> October 7th no later than Thursday. Then I will email you and give 
> >> you 

> >> schedule. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> >> 

> >> --On 2003A~9~.~.12I~0 14:32 -0700 Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> xvrote: 
> >> 

> >> > Dear Charlene: Orbit 

z, on line, has this to ok;or: 
>>>> 

> >> > $189 per person 

> >> > Leave Tuesday, 
>> 

>>Oct7 

> >> > AirTran Ail~’ays 89 

> >> > 1 stop Depart: 

> >> > 6:15am 

> >> > Raleigh/Dtu-ham, NC (RDU) 

> >> > EconomyI lhr 20rain 

> >> > Boeing 717 

> >> > ~dTive: 

> >> > 7:35am 

> >> > Atlanta, GA (ATL) 

> >> > Change planes Time between fiNNs: 0hr 50ram 

> >> > AirTran Airways 572 

> >> > Depart: 

> >> > 8:25am 

> >> > Atlanta, GA (AT].) 

> >> > EconomyI 2hr 19ram 

> >> > Boeing 717 

> >3. > 10:44am 

> >> > Newark, NJ (b;WR) 

> >> > total duration: 4hr 29rain 

> >> > Wednesday, Oct 8 

> >> > AirTran Airways 577 

> >> > ] stop 

> >> > Depalt: 

> >> > 7:lSpm 

> >> > Newark, NJ (EWR) 

> >> > Economy I 2hr 37rain 



> >> > Boei 

rig7]7 

> >> > 9:55pm 

> >> > At]anta, GA (ATL) 

> >> > Change planes. Tram between flights: 01-tr 30rain 

> >> > AirTran Ail~’ays 88 

> >> > Depalt: 

> >> > 10:25pm 

> >> > Atlanta, GA (ATL) 

> >> > EconomyI lhr 15min 

> >> > Boeing 717 

> >> > 11:40pm 

> >> > Raleigh/D~trhara, NC (RDU) 

> >> > total duration: 4hr 22min 

> >> > There are other flights, coming back earlier in the 
> >> > day on 8 November. Or leaving on 6 November. 

> >> > This itineralT means changing planes I’m not sure 
> >> > if that’s OK,aqth you 

> >> > let me know if you can find this offer on 
> >> > ww}v.orbitz.com, and if it appeals to you. 

> >> > AL 

> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> >> > From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc. edu> 
> >> > Date: Friday, September 12, 2003 2:08 pm 
>>>>S 

> >> > ubject: Re: Visit to N 

>>>> 

> >> >> Dear Antonia: The fares that I have received are in excess of 
> >> $500 - 

> >> >> fares you found might include Saturday overnight stay The other 
> >> >> option is 
> >> >> that ! could fly from Greensboro, N.C. but this about a 45 

> >> >> from Chapel Hil[. The best airport ]l~r me is RDU. ’];hanks 
> your>> >> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> 7,> >> --On Friday, September 12, 2003 11:53 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 

> >> >> <a[52@nyu.edu> 

> >> >> > Charlene--October 7th is good. October 14th is no 
> >> >> > good-I’m away, and I wouldn’t want to miss it[ ’]7he 
> >7, >> > Tues@ a~ter 14th is also OK. 

> >> >> > VVhich is your nearest airport? I found a roundtrip 
> >> >> > from Durham,~[{aleigh for $181 to NYC just now on 
> >7, >> > Orbit7, but perhaps that’s not the right airport. 
> >> >7, > How much are the fares you’re finding? Can you ]et 
> >> >> > me know today, and then 

go and talk to our film 
> >> >> > study center about the course budget, and if there’s 
> >> >> > any more in it? 
>>>>>> 

> >> >> > Fingcrs c 

> >> > rossed. 



> >> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> >> >> > From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
> >> >> > Date: t;riday, September 12, 2003 10:54 am 
> >> >> > Subject: Re: Visit to NYU 

> >> >> >> Dear Antonia: Currently, I am still working on my 
> >> reservation. The 

> >> >> >> are incredibly high and it seems that they are not rrloving. 
> I am 

> > trying to 
> >> >> >> come October 7th or 14th (if this works). I was attempting to 

> >> >> >> Tuesday raorning and leave on Wednesday. Hope to let you 
> l~ow for 

> >> >> >> I confirm the reservation next wee 

> >> >> > k (if this is not too late). 
> >> >> >> That,s for 
> >> >> >> working with me and I just wanted to keep you posted. 

lly, we 
> >> >> >> have 
> >> >> >> very cheap airfares to New- York but apparently since the 
> >> airlines>> >> are 
> >> >> >> cutting back things have changed substantially. But I will 
> be in 
> >> >> >> touch. 
> >> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> >> >> >> 

> >> >> >> --On Thursday, August 21, 2003 2:17 PM -0700 Antonia Lant 
> >> >> >> <a152@nyu.edu> 
> >> >> >> wr 

> >> > ote: 

> >> >> >> 

> >> >> >> > Dear Charlene: 

> >> >> >> > I’m so glad you’re interested to find your way tap 
> >> >> >> > here. The class will benefit a great deal. rll wait 
> >> >> >> > to hear tlcom you about ~vhich Tuesday would be best 

> >> >> >> > With best ~vishes, 
> >> >> >> 

>> 

> >> 

> >> >> >> > Antonia 

> >> >> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> >> >> >> > From: charlene regester <regester@email uric edu> 
> >> >> >> > Date: Thursday, August 21, 2003 12:35 pm 
> >> >> >> > Subject: Re: Visit to 

> >> >> >> >> Dear Dr. Lant: Yes, I remember 

you from Domitor and am 
> >> >> interested>> >> in 
> >> >> >> >> conducting a seminar regarding my work. Thanks 
> tremendously>> >> for the 
> >> >> >> >> invitatinn. Sorry it has taken 

> >> >5 > me so long to respond but I was out 

> >> >> >> >> prior to the beginning of my school year. Also, our 

> >> >> >> >> down for the last few days. But more importantly, I will 

> >> >> >> >> available 
> >> >> >> >> for September but I will definitely be available :[’or 
> >> October and 

> >> > >> >> I might try to fly to New York one morning and leave late 
> >> that>:> >> >> night of the 
> >> >> >> >> same day I will begin to contact the airlines 
> regarding the 

> >> >> >> >> provided in O 

> >> >> >> > ctober and November (Tuesdays are good for me) and 

> >> >> >> >> a good fiNN, I will then confirm my 



attendance. I will 
> >> keep in 
> >> >> >> >> touch by 
> >> >> >> >> el:nail so in the next few weeks you can expect to hear 
> l~om me 
> >> >> >> >> again. 
> >> >> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> >> >> >> >> --On Sunday, ~ugust 17, 2003 10:25 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 
> >> >> >> >> <a152@nyu.edu> 

> >> >> >> >> > R’s ages since we were in touch (was it Domitor?). I 
> >> >> >> >> > hope you are doltN welh 

> >> >> >> >> > I am writing because I’m holditN a graduate seminar 
> >> >> >> >> > this semester on "Film Histots~ and Historical 
> >> >> >> >> > Methods." We’re stu@ing the recem proliferation of 
> >> >> >> >> > writings on race in the silen 

> >> > t cinema, and will focus 
> >> >> >> >> > on the sowces wri~rs &aw on, including 

> >> >> >> >> > and other materials. We will visit the Schomburg, and 

perhaps even the Library of Congress. 

> >> >> >> >> > I am EXTREMELY impressed by your reference book, 
> >> >> >> >> > "Black enteltainers in African American newspaper 
> >> >> >> >> > articles" I was wondering if you wou 

> >> >> >> > ld be able to 
> >> >> >> >> > visit our seminar to talk about how- you made the 
> >> >> >> >> > book, and give your opinion of the general state of 
> >> >> >> >> > research in the field? 

> >> >> >> >> > The seminar meets on Tuesday afternoons, from 12:30 
> >> >> >> >> > to 4:30 pm (Your presentation could take a shorter 
> >> >> >> >> > time than 4 hours, of course ) If you couldn’t make 
> >> >> >> >> > Tuesdays, it’s possible we could find another time in 
> >> >> >> >> > the 

> >> >> > ~veek, since it’ll probably be a smal 

> >> >> >> >> > 1 group. 

> >> >> >> >> > I was thinking of Tuesdays 16, 23 or 30 September, or 
> >> >> >> >> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>>7,21 

or 28 October, or 4, 11, 18, 25 November. (You 
> >> >> >> >> > see, I’d :[it you in anywhere! ). 

> >> >> >> >> > The bad news is that we can only pay $250 I am sure 
> >> >> >> >> > that we would be able to find someone on the faculty 
> >> >> >> >> > who could put you up, so there would be no hotel 
> >> >> >> >> > cost, and we would take you to dinner if you had 
> >> >> >> >> > time. But you would need to cover your own travel 
> >> >> >> >> > costs. Perhaps you have other reasons to be in NYC 
> >> >> >> >> > that would make the trip more worthwhile .... 

> >> >> >> > > In any event, please let me know if this appeals to 
> >> >> >> >> > you, and then we can make more concrete plans 

> >> >> >> >> > With best wishes, Antonia 



.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Froill- 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charle~e B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 29, 2003 12:17 PM 

@a~l.com 

NY Trip 

Dear iVitchele: Thal~ks for accomodating me on my arrival to NY. I sent you my 
flight arrangements as well as the place at NYU ~vhere I am scheduled to 
present. Will try to call by phone the night before just to confmn I have 
been incredibly bus?" and now I have a cold. I look forward to see you then. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:54 PM 

@ edtt 

Re: hello 

Dear      I will be in my office from 11:30-12:30. You are welcome to 
meet with me at this time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, 

,@~ahoo.com> wrote: 

> Dr. Regester, 
> Thank you so much for agreeing to ~vrite on my behalf -- i truly 
> appreciate it! I will be m Chapel Hill this Thursday so i would be 
> happy to drop offall the materials to you at your office. Just let me 
> know what time you’ll be there -- i have a meeting at 5:30 so anyt~ne 
> before 5pm would be great -- also, are you still in 107 Battle? please 
> let me know if thursday is convenient and what time as soo as possible. 
> Thanks so much for agreeing to help me out. sincerely, 

> charlene regester <regester@email.uaac.edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> Dear      Yes, I will be glad to submit a letter un your behalf 
> Huwever, I will need your materials in the near future Please indicate 
> deadlines on all forms; whether the letter is to go directly to the 
> school or to you; the semester you were enrolled in my class and grade 
> received as well as cuurse taken; sign and complete all furms; envelops 
> addressed etc Give me at least two tu three weeks tu cumplete Keep ~n 
> mind that I may be uut of the count~ the last week uf Octuber. Goud to 
> hear from yuu. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> --On Thursday, 
> wrote: 

>> hi professor regester, 

>> hopefully yuu remember me. ~ was ~n your afam class last year and 
>> you wrote me a letter ofrec [’or a (for me to do 
>~" the summer befi~re this past summer) .. 
>> 

>> i hope you’re doing well and that the classes you’re teaching are going 
>> well su far this semester ... 

>> so i finished ray undergrad this past may and graduated with my bachelors 
>> in                                     . during my senior yr at 
>> carolina, i couldn’t figure out whether or not to pursue 

>> i’ve decided to apply to the following schools/programs: 

>> well, i hope you?re doing ~vell and please let me know as soon as you can 
>> as to whether you?d be able to do me this huge favor -- thanks so much 
>> and take care[ 

>> sincerely, 



>> Do you Yahoo! ? 
>> The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search 

Doyou Yahoo!? 
The New Yahoo! Shopping - with improved product search 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 30, 2003 12:16 PM 

~aol.com 

Re: NY Trip 

Dear Michele: I don’t have to be at NYU until 12 noon so we can go and have 
brealdhst. Have a safe trip to West Virginia and see you on Tuesday Thanks 
much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, September 29, 2003 8:24 PM -0400 ))aol corn wrote: 

Take care of yourself. I understand your arrival time and I know where 
you’re presenting. I just can’t figure out the time of your 
presentation. Please clarify I’ll be leaving on Thursday (for West 
Virginia) and returning late Sunday so rll be home in plenty of time to 
get your call. ~/~¥ cell # is             use it on Tuesday if you don’t 
see me at the airport rll be there but may get caught up in traffic. 
Look forward to your visit. Machele 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 30, 2003 12:23 PM 

Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> 

Re: Visit to N’r2J 

Dear Antonia: Regarding my presentation, do you have any specific 
suggestions or ideas that you ~vould like for me to include Otherwise, I 
will proceed in the maimer previously indicated Finally, is it possible 
for us to go to the libraw on campus and actually look at some microfilm 
of early black newspapers in particular? Let me know what you think. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, September 18, 2003 11:53 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 
<a152@nyu.edu> wrote: 

So glad you are going to make it. In terms of an ID, 
just show- your L~,-C ID to the guard at 721 Broadway 
(Tisch School of the Arts, located on B’way bet~veen 
Waverly Place and Washington Place), and they will 
sign you in. My room number is 642, on sixth floor, 
where Dept of Cinema Studies is. tel 212-998-1612 
We are meeting students in Rm 643, across from my 
office. Ask the guard to call me if you have 
difficulty getting in. 

Next week, when I hear from you, I will send ynu an 
attachment of our syllabus, to give you some 
orientation. 

Best wishes, and hope the hurricance does not affect 
you all too much. 

Antonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email unc.edu> 
I)ate: Thursday, September 18, 2003 8:12 am 
Subject: Re: Visit to 

>> Dear Antonia: I made the reservatinn ~2~r October 7th I will send 

>> schedule in the next couple of days but because our school is 
>> closing at 
>> 2pro today (due to the Hurricane), I can’t send the 

reformation at 
>> this 
>> moment By the way, I have someone who can pick me up from the 
>> airport so I 
>> will need exact directions to your building on the campus of NYU. 
>> Also, 
>> when I arrive since I don’t have an 113, will I be able to get into 
>> the 
>> building? Next we& I will also correspond regarding what I will 
>> include in 
>> tW presentation. Finally, thaaks for working with nre. Normally, 

>> Ne~v York is quite simple but because the airlines have cut flights - 
>> - it 
>> seemed ruore difficult than usual. By the way, we are taking this 

>> scriously - it is arrlazing since it is already raining here and we 
>> live 
>> some four hours froru the coast. The?, are bracing for power outtages 
>> and the 
>> public schools here are already closed. Hopefully, I ~vill be able 

>> correspond by email next week. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

>> -On Tuesday, September 16, 2003 6:35 AM -0700 Arltonia Lant 
>> <a152@nyu.edu> 

>> > Thank you for your effort to come to our seminar I 
>> > know ;ve will really value your visit. I wanted to 
>> > let you know that you can stay at my apartment on 7 
>> > October. It turns out that I will have a spare room 
>> > for 2-3 weeks after one au pair leaves and before the 

>> > Looking forward to getting your confImaation on 



>> > Thursday. 

>> > With best wishes, 

>> > Antonia 

>> 7 ...... Original Message ..... 
>> > From: charlene regester <regester@emaihunc edn> 
>> > Date: Monday, September 15, 2003 8:34 am 
>> > Subject: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> >> Dear 2u~tonia: Thaaks for the itffo. I was really trying to avoid 
>> >> flying to 
>> >> Atlanta to get to New York. However, I will corffim~ my resel~’ation 
>> >> for 
>> >> October 7th no later than Thursday. Then I will email you and give 
>> >> you my 
>> >> schedule. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> >> --On 2003A390~12I~ 14:32 -0700 Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> wrote: 

>> >> > Dear Charlene: Orbit 

> z, on line, has this to offer: 

>> >> > $189 per person 

>> >> > Leave Tuesday, 

>> > Oct 7 

>> >> > AirTran Airways 89 

>> >> > 1 stop Depart: 

>> >> > Raleigk’Durham, NC (RDU) 

>> >> > Economy ] lhr 20min 

>> >> > Boeing 717 

>> >> > Arrive: 

>> >> > Atlanta, GA (ATL) 

>> >> > Change planes. Time bet~veen flights: 0N- 50min 

>> >> > AtrTran Ailavays 572 

>> >> > 8:25am 

>> >> > Atlanta, GA (A~[I~) 

>> >> > Economy ] 2hr 19min 

>> >> > Boeing 717 

>> >> > 10:44am 

>> >> > Newark, NJ (EWR) 

>> >7, > total duration: 4hr 29rain 

>> >> > Wednesday, Oct 8 

>> >7, > AirTran Airways 577 

>> >> > 1 stop 

>> >> > Depart: 

>> >> > 7:lSpm 

>> >> > Newark NJ 



>> >> > Economy I 2hr 37min 

>ng717 

>> >> > 9:55pm 

>> >> > Atlanta, OA (ATL) 

>> >> > Change planes. Time between flights: 0hr 30min 

>> >> > AirTran Ait~¥ays 88 

>> >> > Depart: 

>> >> > 10:25prn 

>> >> > Atlanta, OA (ATL) 

>> >> > Economy I lhr 15rnin 

>> >> > Boeing 717 

>> >> > 11:40pm 

>> >> > Raleigl~’Durham, NC (RDLY) 

>> >> > total duration: 4hr 22mm 

>> >> > There are other flights, coming back earlier in the 
>> >> > day on 8 November Or leaving on 6 November 

>> >> > This itinerary means changing planes. I’m not sure 
>> >> > if that’s OK with you. 

>> >> > let me know- if you carl find this offer on 
>> >> > www orbitz corn, and if it appeals to you 

>> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> >> > From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>> >> > Date: Friday, September 12, 2003 2:08 pm 

>> >> > ubject: Re: Visit to N 

>YU 

>> >> >> Dear Antonia: The fares that I have received are in excess of 
>> >> $500 - 

>> >> >> fares you found might include Saturday overnight stay. ~I]ae other 
>> >> >> option is 
>> >> >> that I could fly from Greensboro, NC. but this about a 45 
>> minute>> >> drive 
>> >> >> from Chapel Hill The best airport :For me is RDU Thanks for 
>> your>> >> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> >> >> --On Friday, September 12, 2003 11:53 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 

>> >> >> <a152@nyu.edu> 

>> >> >> > Charlene--October 7th is good. October 14th is no 
>> >> >> > good--I’m away, and I wouldn’t want to miss it[ The 
>> >> >> > Tues@ after 14th is also OK. 

>> >> >> > Which is your nearest airport? I found a roundtrip 
>> >> >> > from Durham/Raleigh :[’or $181 to NYC just now on 
>> >> >> > OrbitT. but perhaps that’s not the right airport. 
>> >> >> > How much are the fares you’re finding? (;an you let 
>> >> >> > rne know today, and then rll 

> go and talk to our film 
>> >> >> > study center about the course budget, and if there’s 
>> >> >> > any more in it? 

>> >> >> > Fingers c 



>7, >> >> 7 ...... Original Message ..... 
>> >> 7,> > From: charlene regester <regester@emai] unc edu> 
>7, >> 7,> > Date: Friday, September 12, 2003 10:54 am 
>> >> >> > Sublect: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> >7, >> >> Dear Antonia: Currently, I am still working on my 
>> >> reservation. The 

>> >> >> >> are incredibly- high and it seems that they are not moving. 
>>Iam 

>> > trying to 
>> >> >> >> come October 7th or 14th (if this works). I was attempting to 

>> >> >> >> Tuesday morning and leave on Wednesday-. Hope to let you 
>> know for 

>> >> >> >> [ cotffirm the reservation next wee 

>> >> >> > k (/[’this is not too late). 
>> >> >> >> Thanks for 

>> >> >> >> working with me and I just wanted to keep you posted. 

> lly, we 

>> >> >> >> VClN cheap airi~ares to New York but apparently since the 

>> >> >> >> cutting back things have changed substantially. But I will 
>> be in 

>> >> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> >> >> >> --On Thursday, August 21, 2003 2:17 PM -0700 Antonia Lant 
>> >> >> >> <a152@nyu edu> 

>> >> >> >> > I’m so glad you’re interested to find your way up 
>> >> >> >> > here The class will benefit a great deal. rll wait 
>> >> >> >> > to hear from you about which Tuesday ~vould be best. 

>> >> >> >> > With best wishes, 

>> >> >> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> >> >> >> > From: charlene regester <regester@email.u~c.edu> 
>> >> >> >> > Date: Thursday, August 21, 2003 12:35 pm 
>7, >> 7,> >7, > Subject: Re: Visi~ to NYU 

>7, >> 7,> >7, >> Dear Dr. Lant: Yes, I remember 

> you li’om Domitor and am 

>> 7,> >> 7,> >> conducting a seminar regarding my work Thanks 

>> tremendously>;> 7,> for the 
>7, >> >> 7,> >> invitation Sorry it has taken 

>> 7,> >> > me so long to respond but I was out 

>> 7,> >> >> >> prinr to the beginning of my school year. Also, our 

>7, >> >7, >> >7, down for the last few days. But more importantly, I will 

>> >7, >> >> >> for September but I will definitely be available for 
>> 7,> October and 

>7, >> > >> >> ! might try to :fly to New York one morning and leave late 

>> >> that>> >> >> night of the 
>7, 7,> >> 7,> >> same day. I will begin to contact the airlines 
>> regarding the 

>> >> >> >> >> provided in O 

>> >> >> >> > ctobcr and November (Tuesdays are good for me) and 



>> >> >> >> >> a good flight, I will then confirm my 

attendance I will 
>> >> keep in 
>> >> >> >> >> touch by 
>3, >> >> >> >> emai[ so in the next few weeks you can expect to hear 

>> from me 
>> >> >> >> >> again 
>> >> >> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> >> >> >> >> 

>> >> >> >> >> --On Sunday-, August 17, 2003 10:25 AM -0700 Antonia Lm~t 
>> >> >> >> >> <a152@wu.edu> 
>> >> >> >> >> wrote: 
>> >> >> >> >> 

>> >> >> >> >> > Deal Charlene: 
>> >> >> >> >> > 

>> >> >> >> >> > It’s ages since we were in touch (was it Domitor? I 
>> >> >> >> >> > hope you are doing well. 
>> >> >> >> >> 

>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> >> >> > I mn writing because rm holding a graduate smninar 
>> >> >> >> >> > this semester on "Film HistoU and Historical 
>> >> >> >> >> > Methods." We’re studying the recent proliferation of 
>> >> >> >> >> > xwRings on race in the silen 

>> >> > t cinema, and will focus 
>> >> >> >> >> > on the somces writers &aw on, including 
>> > 

>> > archives, 
>> >> >> >> >> > and other materials. We will visit the Schomb~g, and 
>> >> >> >> >> > 

perhaps even the LibraW of Congress. 
>> >> >> >> >> > 

>> >> >> >> >> > I am EX~NNLY impressed by yow reference book, 
>> >> >> >> >> > "Black entertainers in ~rican American newspaper 
>> >> >> >> >> > articles." I was wondering ~’you wou 
>> >> >> >> > 

>> >> >> >> > ld be able to 
>> >> >> >> >> > visit ow seminar to talk about how you made the 
>> >> >> >> >> > book, and give your opinion of the general state of 
>> >> >> >> >> > research in the field? 
>> >> >> >> >> > 

>> >> >> >> >> > ~e seminar meets on Tuesday afternoons, *}om 12:30 
>> >> >> >> >> > to 4:30 pm. (Your presentation could take a sholter 
>> >> >> >> >> > time than 4 horn-s, of course.) If you couldn’t make 
>> >> >> >> >> > Tuesdays, it’s possible we could find another time in 
>> >> >> >> >> > the 

>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > we&, since it’ll probably be a smal 
>> >> >> >> >> > 

>> >> >> >> >> > l ~oup 
>> >> >> >> >> > 

>> >> >> >> >> > I was thi~ing of Tuesdays 16, 23 or 30 September, or 
>> >> >> >> >> 

>> > 

>> >> >> 7, 21 

or 28 October, or 4, 11, 18, 25 Nnvember. (You 
>> >> >> >> >> > see, I’d fit ynu in awwhere[). 

>> >> >> >> >> > The bad news is that we can nnly PW $250. I am swe 
>> >> >> >> >> > that we would be able to find someone on the ]~culty 
>> >> >> >> >> > whn could put you up, so there would be nn hnte[ 
>> >> >> >> >> > cost, and we would take ynu R~ dinner if you had 
>> >> >> >> >> > time. But you *vould need to curer ynw own gavel 
>> >> >> >> >> > costs. Perhaps you have other reasons to be in NYC 
>> >> >> >> >> > tha would m&e the gip more woAhwhile .... 

>> >> >> >> > > In aW event, please let me know if this appeals to 
>> >> >> >> >> > you, and then we can make more concrete plans. 

>> >> >> >> >> > With best wishes, Amonia 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 1, 2003 12:57 PM 

Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> 

Re: Visit to N’~2J 

Dear Antoia: Your syllabus is impressive. In vie~v of the student paper 
topics, I will begin to think of resources that might be of some use to 
them in their own search. Yes, I ~vill bring my book and any other resources 
that might be helpful 

Finally, my social securl~ number is: 

Mailing Address: 

I look forward to meeting ~vith you on Tuesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
--On Wednesday, October 01, 2003 7:41 AM -0700 Antonia Lant <a152@nyu edu> 
wrote: 

The outline you presented was very appealing, 
Charlene, and ve~ appropriate. I ~vill forward to you 
at the end of the ~veek some descriptions of the 
projects the students are working on this semester. 
There are 8 students, and, in brief, their tupics 
are: 

1 ) The ZuIu Film in the 1919s (mainly ficti on Lubin 
films) 
2) Reul Pruductiuns 
3) The representation of ethnicity and race in 
Govermnent Services films (held in the Natinnal 
Archive) in c. 1930 
4) Jewish Melodrama in Russia in the 19teens (sume 
exhibited in the US) 
5) Zura Neale Hurstun’s films. 
6) The image of blacks and loud in silent c~nema 

(Watermelon, Pancakes, Chicken, etc). 
7) The presence uf black vernacular speech in silent 
cinema’s intertitles. 
8) One student was absent yesterday, su I’m not sure 
of her topic, but I think it has tu du with silent 
era film exhibition in Porto Rico. 

As yuu can see frum the abuve, they are qmte a 
fucused, bright and engaged group--the class meetings 
have been ver 

y exciting. 

To prepare for your class, I have asked all the 
students to spend an hour looking at your reference 
book. We only have it on tbe reference shelf in 
Bobst library, so we will not be able to have it in 
class with us when you visit. Would you be able to 
bring a copy- please? 

I have also asked the students to look at the 
following websites, to get them aware of other 
research tools there are for researching black cinema 
in the silent era: 

www.indiana, edui ~bfcaicollection/specialibillops.htral 
http ://~’w. lib.berkelcv, eduiMRC/Micheauxbib .html 

> htt p:/iblackfilm.uchica~ o. edu/online resources/ 
historical information.shtml 
htth://waYw.se~aratecinema, cora 
http :i/moderntimes. com/~alacc/black 
htth:/iwavw.radle.com/ClassicFilms/SpecialFeatme/ 
feb97.htm 
http :/iwavw.mdle. com/ClassicFilms/SpecialFeatme/ 
theaters.htm#il 
http ://www.lib unc. edu/cddicrsisocsci/afro/fihn-- 
a h~nl 

http:/i~vv,~v.lib.ohio-state, edu/bsl~veb/imagebib.html 
http://wings.buffalo.edu/publications/mcirnl/v7n2 

>/ 
mcgee.html 
plus the Oscar Micheaux Newsletter website. 

The?’ will each have prepared a question for you about 
your book, as well as a question for you related to 
their research topics. 



> I am looking into which early black newspapers we 
> have at Bobst, and will let you know. The students 
> feel the?’ don’t need to visit the library simply to 
> familiarize themselves with viewing newspapers, but 
> rm sure that if the newspaper were of specific 
> interest to them (eg. an early black one, with 
> advertising, etc.), then they’s be keen 
> 

> Charlene, I need your social security number and your 
> address to arrange for you to be paid your $250. Can 
> you send them please? 
> 

> Lastly, I paste in the syllabus as it now- stands-- 
> it’s still rather sketchy, but will give you an idea 
> of what we’ve covered so far. 
> 

> Thank you very much, Antonia. 
> 

> PS: I’ve found out that Bobst, our library, holds 
> "Tr~e New York Age" (1905-1960), and "New- York 
> Amsterdam News" (1922-1972). Would these be of 
> inte 
> 

> rest for students to view with you? 
> 

> 

> Syllabus 
> 

> LANT/H72.3102. Filrn History and Historical Methods 
> 

> This seminar investigates the themes of race and 
> ethnicity in the cinema of the silent era. The aim 

> of the seminar is to learn how scholars have, so far, 
> met the challenge of writing this aspect of film 
> history in the absence of large amounts of primary 
> documentation (large numbers of films have been lost, 
> and records of attendance and other screening data 
> are spotty). We concentrate primarily on American 
> cinema, since a second aim of the course is to 
> familiarize students with relevant archival resources 
> in the Ne~v York area. Ho~vever, students may pursue 
> research topics on other national cinemas if adequate 
> resources are locally available We will read and 
> discuss recent publications (eg Williams, Playing 
> the Race Card, Gaines, Fire and Desire, Jackie 
> Stewart, Gaylyn Studlar, Dan Streible, etc.), and 
> examine closely the sources the?- use. We will hear 
>fr 
> 

> om guests, visit relevant collections in the Ne~v 
> York area, and students will draw directly on their 
> archival visits to develop their own research 
> projects. Final projects will take the form office 
> presentation of a research dossier rather than the 
> writing of a long term paper. 
> 

> Week 1, Sept 2) Introduction. Screen Midmght Ramble 
> 
> Week 2, Sept 9) Visit to Schomburg. God?s Step 

> Children (MJcheaux, 1938) 
> 

> Week 3, Sept 16) Early Black Film [ixhibition.. 
> Read: Waller, Gregory A Main Street Amusements: 
> Movies and Commerical [~ntertainment in a Southern 
> City (Smithsonian: Washington, DC, 1995): 161-179 
> Grifl’iths, Alison and Jim Latham, "Film and Ethnic 
> Identity in Harlem, 1896-1915," in 2,merican Mi~vie 
> Audiences: From the Turn of the Century to the Earl?’ 
> Sound Era, Melvyn Stokes & Richard Maltby, eds. (BFI: 

> London, 1999): 46-63. 
> Gomery, Douglas. Shared Pleasures: A tlistory of Mi~vie 
> Presentation in the United States (Wisonsin 
> Madison, 1992): 155-196. 
> Carbine, 
> 

> Mary. "?The Finest Outside the Loop?: Matinn 
> Picture Exhibition in Chicago?s Black Metropolis, 
> 1905-1928" in Richard Abel, ed Silent Film (Rutgers 
> Umversi~ Press: Brunswick, 1996): 234-262 
> Sampson, Henry T. Blacks in Black and White: A 
> Sourcebook on Black Fihns (Scarecrow Press: Metuchen, 
> NJ, 1995. Second Edition): 1-22,634-(~9 
> Screen:    Within Our Gates (Micheau×, 1920) 
> 

> Week 4, Sept 23) Audiences of Manhattan Early- Cinema 

> Read: Robert C. Allen, "Motion Picture Exhibition in 
> Manhattan, 1906-1912." Cinema Journal, Spring 1979, 
>2-15. 
> Ben Singer, "Manhattan Nickelodeons: New Data on 
> Audiences and Exhibitors." Cinema Journal 34:3, 
> Spring 1995, 5-35. 



Robert (2. Allen, "Manhattan Myopia; or, Oh! Iowa!" 
Cinema Journal 35:3, Spring 1996, 75-103 
Ben Singer, "New Yo~k, Just Like ! Pictured It..." 
Cinema Journal 35:3, Spring 1996, 104-128 
William Uricchio & Roberta E. Pearson, "Dialogue: 
Manhattan’s Nickelodeons" Cinema Journal 36:4, 
Summer 1997, 98-102. 
Judith Thi 

ssen, "Oy, Myopiat" Cinema Journal 36:4, 
Stm~er 1997:102-107. 
Ben Singer, "Mat~hattan Melodrama." Cinenra Journal 
36:4, Suramer 1997:107-112. 
Screen: Uncle Tom?s Cabin (1903, E&vin S. Porter). 
Uncle Tom?s Cabin (Dale, 1914) 

Week 5, Sept 30) The Black N~age in Silent Cinema 
Read: Linda Williams, Playing the Race 
Card, Chaper 2. 
Jackie Stewart, Migrating to the Mrndes: The 
Emergence of Black Urban Film Culture (Ph.D, 1999). 
Chapter 4. 

Discussion of possible research topics. 
Screen: The Watermelon Patch (Porter/Edison, 1905) 

Girls and Dad@ (Griffith, 1909) 

Week 6, Oct 7) Reference works, Indexes, and 
Encyclopedias 
Visit from Charlene Rcgester 
Consult: Regester, Charlene B., Black entertainers in 
African American newspaper articles (Jefferson, N.C. 
: McFarland, 2002). In Bobst reserve room. 
Websites, http://~’w, duke. edu/webifilrr~qx¢Iicheaux/ 
AFI Indexes. 
Read: Lee Grieveson, "Fighting films: race, morality, 
and the governing of cinema, 1912-1915," Cinema 
Journal 38:1 

(Fall 1998): 40-72 
Screen: TBA 

Week 7, Oct 14) Protl Lant out of town Class does 
not meet. 
Screen: Body and Soul (Oscar ivlicheaux, 1925) 
Read: Spence and Bowser, Writing Himself into 
History, Palts 1 and II 

Week 8, Oct 20) Scholarship on Oscar IVhcheaux 
Visit from Louise Spence 
Read: Spence and Bowser, YVriting Himself into 
Histo~’, Part III 

(Optional: Stewart, Migrating to the Movies, 
Chapter 5.) 
Screen: Symbol of the Unconquered (Micheaux, 1920) 

October 23, Thursday, Columbia Seminar: Jane Gaines 
speaking. 
Friday 24 October, excursion to DC. 

Week 9, Oct 27) Theories of stereotyping and 
difference. 
Read: Richard Dyer, White 
tIomi K. Bhabha, "The Other Question" 
Margot Jefferson 
Present description for the class of your project and 
research plans (supply 1-2 page outline + b/bilog ) 
Screen:The Shiek 

Week 10, Nov 3) Valentine phenomenon and orienta[ism 
in the silent cinema 
Read: Miriam tIansen 

Gaylyn Studlar 
Screen: ’]’he Son of the Sheik 

Week 11, Nov" 10) Poss/b 

[e return visit to Schomburg, 
or visit from Pearl Bowser. 
Readings TBA 

Week 12, Nov 17)Discussion of Linda Williams, 
Playing the Race Card Finish reading the book by 
today. 

Week 13, Nov 24) Final presentations 

Week 14, Dec 2) Final presentations 

iN-B: Thurs Oct 2: all-day Rudolf Valentine filrns at 
MoMA 



2:00 - "The Sheik" 
4:00 - "Blood and Sand" 
6:00 - "The Wonderful Chance", plus Ben 

Turpin in "The Shriek of Araby" 
8:15 - "Dark Lover: tithe Life and Death of 

Rudolph Valentino", a lecture and clips 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, September 30, 2003 9:23 am 
Subject: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> Dear Antonia: Regarding my presentation, do you have any specific 
>> suggestions or ideas that you would like for me to include. 
>> Otherwise, I 
>> will proceed in the manner previously indicated. Finally-, is it 
>> possible 
>> for us to go to the library on campus and actually look at some 
>> 

rnicrofikn 
>> of early- black newspapers in particular? Let me know what you 
>> thip2~. 

>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 1, 2003 4:15 PM 

Jaime Kent <jafimek@emafil.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emafil.unc.edu>; wchavis@emafil.unc.edu; tnhaJl@email.unc.edu; 
haca@email.unc.edu; alyssasd@email.unc.edu; haxbisol @email.unc.edu 

Re: Hello aJl. 

Dear Jamie: Thanks for updating our timeline and keeping us on track. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, October 01, 2003 2:21 PM -0400 Jaime Kent 
<j aimek@email.unc, edu> wrote: 

AFAM 65 people, 

So here is the updated, and for now, complete list of what we have on 
our timeline, and any additional information we have is listed as well 
in a word document. There are 2 documents attached, one is in excel 
format which is the actual timeline, and the word document which is the 
addition information we have on a certain individual in the timeline or 
the names of slaves that the slave owners possessed. It is pretty 
clearly labeled, so it shouldn’t be hard to follow, but if you have any 
questions please let me know. 

Also, don’t forget the meeting on the 13th of October. If we could have 
all the things we were assigned done by that day it would be a good 
stopping point since the next week is fall break. So I hope everyone 
has good luck finding information for their topic, and I’ll see all of 
you in 2 and a half weeks. 

Thanks, 
Jaime Kent 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 1, 2003 4:19 PM 

Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> 

Re: Visit to N’~2J 

Dear Antonia: 2vlv date of birth is . Phone number is 
Regarding my stay, I have 

relatives in New York and I have arranged to stay with them. As for drinks 
and dinner, I plan to spend some time with them not unless you insist. If 
your class ends early, hopefully you and I could meet Thanks tremendously 
for the invitation Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, October 01, 2003 11:20 AM -0700 .amtonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu> 
wrote: 

Charlene: 

Glad you like the syllabus 

It turns out I also need your date of birth, and a 

phone and FAX number for you, for processing the 

check. Could you please supply these too? Thank you 

And would you like to stay the night with us? or do 

you have other arrangements? 2md would you like to be 

taken out to supper, or for a drink, on the Tuesd~U 

evening? 

Antonla. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 1, 2003 9:57 am 

Sut~iect: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> Dear Antoia: Your syllabus is impressive. In view of’the student 

>> paper 

>> topics, I will begin to think of resources that might be of some 

>> use to 

>> them in their own search Yes, ! will bring my book and any" other 

>> resources 

>> that might be helpfuh 

>> 

>> Finally, my social security number is: 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I look forward to meeting with you on Tuesday Sincerely, Charlene 

>> Regest 

er--On Wednesday, October 01, 2003 7:41 AM -0700 Antonia Lant 

>> <a152@nyu.edu> 

>> wrote: 

>> 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > The outline you presented was veU appealing, 

>> > Charlene, and veU appropriate. I will forward to you 

>> > at the end of the week some descriptions of the 

>> > projects the students are working on this semester. 

>> > There are 8 students, and, in brief, their topics 

>> > are: 

>> > 

>> > 1) The Zulu Film in the 1919s (mainly fiction Lubin 

>> >filrns) 

>> > 2) Reol Productions 

>> > 3) The representation of ethnicity and race in 

>> > Government Sel~’ices fihns (held in the National 

>> > Archive) in c. 1930. 

>> > 4) Jewish Melodrama in Russia in the 19teens (some 

>> > cxhibited in the US) 

>> > 5) Zora Neale Hurston’s films. 

>> > 6) The image of blacks and fbod in silent cinema 

>> > (Watermelon, Pancakes, Chicken, etc.). 

>> > 7) The presence of black vernacular speech in silent 

>> > cinema’s intertitles 

>> > 8) One student was absent yesterday, so I’m not sure 

>> > of her topic, but I think it has 

to do with silent 

>> > era film exhlmtion in Porto Rico 

>> > 

>> > As you can see from the above, they are quite a 

>> > fbcused, bright and engaged group--the class meetings 

>> > have been ver 



>> > 

>> > y exciting. 

>> > To prepare for your class, I have asked all the 
>> > students to spend an hour looking at your reference 
>> > book. We only have it on tbe reference shelf in 
>> > Bobst library, so we will not be able to have it in 
>> > class with us when you visit Would you be able to 
>> > bring a copy please? 

>> > I have also asked the students to look at the 
>> > following websites, to get tl-lem aware of otl-ler 
>> > research tools there are for researching black cinema 
>> > in the silent era: 

>> > www.indiana.edu/~bfca/collectionispecial/billops.html 
>> > http:i/~vwa~.lib.berkele¥.edu/MRCi_Micheauxbib.html 
>> > http://blackfilln.uchicago.edu/online resources/ 
>> > historical information.shtml 
>> > http :iiwww. separatecinema.com 
>> > http://moderntimes.comipalace/black 
>> > htt p :~,’w~’.mdl 

> e.com/ClassicFilms/SpecialFeaturei 
>> > fcb97.htm 
>> > http://wxwz.mdle.con,JClassicFihns/SpecialFeatttrei 
>> > theaters.htm#il 
>> > htt~:i/www.lib.unc.edu/cdd/crs/socsci/afroifilm-- 
>> > a.html 
>> > httl~://wxvw.lib.ohin-state.edu/bslweb/ima~ebib.html 
>> > htm:/iwinas.buffalo.edu/l~ublications&~cirnl/v7n2 

>>>/ 

>> > mcgee.html 
>> > plus the Oscar Micheaux Newsletter ~vebsite. 

>> > They will each have prepared a question for you about 
>> > your book, as ~vell as a question for you related to 
>> > their research topics. 

>> > I am looking into which early black newspapers we 
>> > have at Bobst, and will let you know-. The students 
>> > feel they don’t need to visit the library simply to 
>> > familiarize themselves with viewing newspapers, but 
>> > I’m sure that if the newspaper were of specific 
>> > interest to them (eg. an early black one, ~vith 
>> > advertising, etc.), then they’s be keen. 

>> > Charlene, I need your social security- number and your 
>> > address to arrange for you to be pal 

> dyour $250. Can 
>> > you send them please? 

>> > Lastly, I paste in the syllabus as it now stands-- 
>> > it’s still rather sketchy, but ~vill give you an idea 
>> > of what we’ve covered so far. 

>> > Thank you very much Antonia. 

>> > PS: I’ve found out that Bobst, our library, holds 
>> > "The New York Age" (1905-1960), and "New York 
>> > >\ansterdam News" (1922-1972) Would these be of 

>> > rest for students to view with you? 

>> > Syllabus 

>> > LANT/H72.3102. Film History and Historical Methods 

>> > This seminar investigates the themes of race and 
>> > ethnicity in the cinema of the silent era. The aim 
>> > of the seminar is to learn how scholars have, so far, 
>> > met the challenge of writing this aspect of film 
>> > history in the absence of large amounts of primary 
>> > documentation (large numbers of films have been lost, 
>> > and records of attendance and other screening data 
>> > are spotty). We concentrate primarily on American 

> a second aim of the course is to 
>> > familiarize students xvith relevant archival resources 
>> > in the New York area. However, students may pursue 
>> > research topics on other national cinemas if adequate 
>> > resources are locally available. We will read and 
>> > discuss recent publications (eg. Williams, Playing 
>> > the Race Card, Gaines, Fire and Desire, Jackie 
>> > Stewart, Gaylyn Studlar, Dan Streible, etc.), and 
>> > examine closely the so~trces they use. We will hear 



>>>f~ 

>> > om guests, visit relevant collections in the New 
>> > York area, and students will ckaw directly on their 
>> > archival visits to develop their own research 
>> > projects. [¢ina] prc~iects will take the fon:n of ~he 
>> > presentation of a research dossier rather than ~he 
>> > writing of a long term paper. 

>> > Week 1, Sept 2) Introduction. Screen Midnight Ramble 

>> > Week 2, Sept 9) Visit to Schomburg. God?s Step 

>> > Chil&en (Micheaux, 1938) 

>> > Week 3, Sept 16) Early Black Filth Exhibit 

>> > Read: Waller, Gregory A. Main Street .~usements: 
>> > Movies and Conm~erical Entertainment in a Southern 
>> > Ci~ (Smithsonian: YVashington, DC, 1995): 161-179. 
>> > Griffiths, Alison and Jirn Latham, "Fihn and Ettmic 
>> > Identi~" in Harlem, 1896-1915," in American Movie 
>> > Audiences: From the Turn of the Century to the Early 
>> > Sound Era, Melxs~n Stokes & Richard Maltby, eds. (BFI: 
>> > London, 1999): 46-63. 
>> > Gomcry, Douglas. Shared Pleasures: A History of Movie 
>> > Presentation in the United States (Wisonsin UP: 
>> >_Madison, 1992): 155-196. 
>> > Carbine, 

>> > Mary. "?The Finest Outside the Loop?: Mation 
>> > Picture Exhibition in Chicago?s Black Metropolis, 
>> > 1905-1928" in Richard Abel, ed. Silent Film (Rutgers 
>> > L-niversi~- Press: Brunswick, 1996): 234-262. 
>> > Sampson, HenD’ T. Blacks in Black and YVhite: A 
>> > Sourcebook on Black Films (Scarecro~v Press: Metuchen, 
>> > NJ, 1995 Second Edition): 1-22, 634-649. 
>> > Screen: ;V~thm Our Gates (Micheaux, 1920) 

>> > Week 4, Sept 23) Audiences of Manhattan Early Cinema 
>> > Read: Robert C Allen, "Motion Picture Exhibition in 
>> > IVlanhattan, 1906-1912" Cinema Journal, Spring 1979, 
>> > 2-15. 
>> > Ben Singer, "IVlanhattan Nickelodeons: New Data on 
>> > Audiences and Exhibitors." Cinema Journal 34:3, 
>> > Spring 1995, 5-35. 
>> > Robert C. Allen, "Manhattan Myopia; or, Oh[ Io~va[" 
>> > Cinema Journal 35:3, Sprir~g 1996, 75-103. 
>> > Ben Singer, "New York, Just Like I Pictured It..." 
>> > Cinema Journal 35:3, Spring 1996, 104-128. 
>> > William Uricchio & Robert~n E. Pearson, "Dialogue: 
>> > Manhattan’s N~ckelodeons." Cinema Journal 36:4, 
>> > Summer 1997, 98-102 
>> > Judith Thi 

>> > ssen, "Oy, Myopiat" Cinema Journal 36:4, 
>> > Summer 1997:102-107 
>> > Ben Singer, "Manhattan Melodrama." Cinema Journal 
>> > 36:4, Summer 1997:107-112 
>> > Screen: Uncle Tom?s Cabin (1903, Edwin S. Porter). 
>> > Uncle Tom? s Cabin (Dal e, 1914) 

>> > Week 5, Sept 30) ’l’he Black hnage in Silent Cinema 
>> > Read: Linda William 

> s, Playing the Race 
>> > Card, Chaper 2. 
>> > Jackie StewarI, Mrgrating to the Movies: The 
>> > Emergence of Black Urban Film Culture @hi), 1999). 
>> > Chapter 4. 
>>> Discussion of possible research topics. 

>> > Screen: The Watermelon Patch (Porter/Edison, 1905) 
>>> Girls and Daddy (Griffith, 1909) 

>> > Week 6, Oct 7) Reference works, Indexes, and 
>> > Encyclopedias 
>> > Visit from Charlene Regester 
>> > Consult: Regester, Charlene B, Black entertainers in 
>> > African American newspaper articles (Jefferson, N.C 
>> > : McFarland, 2002). In Bobst reserve room 
>> > Websites, http://wwwduke.edu/web/film/Mrcheaux/ 
>> > AFI h~dexes. 
>> > Read: Lee Grieveson, "Fighting fihns: race, raorality, 
>> > and the governing of cinema, 1912-1915," Cinema 
>> > Journal 38:1 

>> > ~al11998): 40-72. 
>> > Screen: TBA 



>> > Week 7, Oct 14) Prof Lant out of town. Class does 
>> > not meet 
>> > Screen: Body and Soul (Oscar Micheaux, 1925) 
>> > Read: Spence and Bowser, Vv~dting Himself into 
>> > Histopy, P 

arts 1 and II 

>> > Week 8, Oct 20) Scholarship on Oscar Micheaux 
>> > Visit from Louise Spence 
>> > Read: Spence and Bowser, YVriting Himself into 
>> > Histo~, Pat III 
>> > (Optional: Stewart, Migrating to the Movies, 
>> > Chapter 5.) 
>> > Screen: Syrabol of the Unconquered (Micheaux, 1920) 

>> > October 23, Thursday, Columbia Seminar: Jane Games 
>> > speaking. 
>> > Friday 24 October, excursion to DC. 

>> > Week 9, Oct 27) Theories of stereo~pmg and 
>> > difI?rence. 
>> > Read: Richard Dyer, YVhite 
>> > Homi K. Bhabha, "The Other Question" 
>> > Margot Jefferson 
>> > Present description for the class of your project and 
>> > research plans (supply 1-2 page outline + bibilog.) 
>> > Screen: The Shiek 

>> > Week 10, Nov 3) Valcntino phenomenon and orientalism 
>> > in the silent cinema 
>> > Read: Miriam Hanson 
>> > Gaylyn Studlar 
>> > Screen: The Son of the Sheik 

>> > Week 11, Nov 10) Possib 

>> > le return visit to Schomburg, 
>> > or visit from Pearl Bowser 
>> > Readings TBA 

Week 12, Nov 17) Discussion of Linda Williams, 
>> > Playing the Race Card. Finish reading the book by 
>> > today 

>> > Week 13, Nov 24) Final presentations 

>> > Week 14, Dec 2) Final presentations 

>> > NB: Thurs Oct 2: all-day RudoK Valentino films at 
>> > MoMA 

>> > 2:00 - "The Sheik" 
>> > 4:00 - "Blood and Sand" 
>> > 6:00 - "The Wonderful Chance", plus Ben 
>> > Turpin in "The Shriek of Araby" 
>> >    8:15 - "Dark Lover: The Life and Death of 
>> > Rudolph Valentino", a lecture and clips 

>> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> > From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>> > Date: Tuesday, September 30, 2003 9:23 am 
>> > Subject: Re: Visit to NYU 

>> >> Dear Antonia: Regarding my presentation, do you have any specific 
>> >> suggestions or ideas that you would like for me to include. 
>> >> Otherwise, ! 
>> >> will proceed in the manner previously indicated Finally, is it 
>> >> possible 
>> >> %r us to go to the libra~ on campus a 

nd actually look at some 

>> > microfilm 
>> >> of early black newspapers in particular? Let me know ~vhat you 
>> >> think 
>> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- admin@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

aij -<aij @acpub.dnke.edu> 

Monday, October 6, 2003 10:44 AM 

literature@duke.edu; film-video@aas.duke.edu; fvfac@aas.duke.edu; ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 

[Ncfilm] ’THE DAY I BECAME A WOIVDkN’: Iranian Fihn Festival Oct. 8-11 

[Ncfihn] ’THE DAY I BECAME A WOMAN’ hanian Film Festival Oct. 8-11.msg 

UNC Persian Cultural Society presents... 

’THE DAY I BECAME A WOMAN’: Portraya]s of Gender and Society- in Iranian 

Cinema 

October 8-11, 2003 
UNC-Chapel tlill 
wa~a~-.unc .edu/pcs/filmfe s~t.httnl 

http:i/www.unc.edu/pcs/filmfes~t.html 

All shomngs will be held in the Ca~lina Student Union Film Auditorium 

are free and open to the public. Please see attached for directions and 

website for more details. 

Wednesday, October 8 

6:30 Opening Address: Persheng Sadegh-V~iri, Documentaadm~. 

PershengSadegh-V~iri is a~ Iranim~ filmmaker with a Mas~ters in Cinema 

Studies ficom New York University. She has created award-whining 
documentaries about Iron a~d hunia~s in Americ~ including Journal fm~n 

Tehran (1986), Far from Iran (1990), and A Place Called Ho,ne (1998). Her 

most recent documentmy, Women Like Us (2001) lms been widely received and 

has been shown on PBS and at the S,nithsonia~s Freer and Saclder Galleries 

in Washington, D.C. 

7:30 Women Like Us Directed by Persheng Sadegh-Vaziri, 2001. Five women 

are interviewed--a journalist, a piano teacher, a rice fam~er, a nurse, and 

a religious student--about their lives. The docnmenta .ry implicitly rebukes 

both "the Western stereo~pe of Iranian women as being utterly oppressed and 

conservative Muslim teachings about the subservience of women. In Fazsi 

with English snbtifles. 61 minntes. 

9:00 The Afghan Alphabet Directed by Mohsen Makhmalba£, 2001. In this 

documentau shot in the border villages between Iran m~d Afghanistan, 

MaIzhmalbal’tracks the children who do not attend school with his digital 

camera and questions why they are not being educated. Finding poverty, 

ignorance, prejudice, male chauvinism m~d supers*ition prevalent, the fihn 

seeks to address some of the problems that have come to imprison Afghani 

girls in a subtle and pervasive way. In Farsi with English subtitles. 46 

minutes. 

Thursday, October 9 

6:00 WORLD VISIONS OF CONTEMPORARY IfLA~NIAN CINEMA Panel with Dr. 

Negar Mottahedeh, Arnal Daymatua, Abigail Salerno, and Shilyh Warren of 

Duke Universi~. Dr. Mottahedeh and four graduate students fro,n Duke 
Universi~s Comparative Literature depaztment will address varions topics 

current in IraNan film. All presentations will include fihn clips. 

8:00 The Apple Directed by Samira Makhmalbaf, 1997. Directed by the 

18-yea~--old danghter of Irania~ fihnmaker Mohsen Makhmalbaf, The Apple was 

an Official Selection at the Cremes Film Festival. The film reenacts a 

real-lit} event in which the characters play themselves. The story unravels 

in a lx~or area of Tebran, where ~me people intbrm the local welthre 
authorities that one of their neighbors is keeping his twin 11-year-old 

girls locked up in his house. In Farsi with English subtitles. Running 

time: 86 ,ninutes. 

Friday, October 10 

7:00 ’Candidate’ Directed by Mohammad Shirvm~i, 1999. An old woman wishes 



to marry away her son, M~o has just returned t?om milita~ service. She 

goes outto meet yoang girls in the city, and insis~ts on obtaining their 

photographs. In Farsi ruth English subtitles. Running time: 15 minutes. 

7:15 Ten Directed by Abbas Kiarostami, 2002. one woman as she drives 

through the streets of Tehran over a period of several days. Her journey is 

comprised often conversations with various female passengers --including 

her sister~ a hitchhildng prostitute and a jilted bride -- as well as her 
imperious young son. As Kiaros~ami’s "dashboard cam" eavesdrops on these 

lively, yet heart-wrenching road trips, a complex portrait of contemporary 

Iran comes sharply into focus. In Farsi with English subtitles. Rraming 

time: 94 minutes. 

9:00 Kandahar Directed by Mohsen Makhma]baf, 2001. A young female 

journalist named Nal?as mus~t return to At~hanis~an and race against time in 

an attempt to rescue her sister. The sister has written to Nati~s vowing 

that she will com~nit suicide by the next sola~r eclipse. Nafas must disguise 
herself as an Afghan wife and travel to Kanda~ar to save her sister. In 

Feasi with English subtitles. Rraming time: 85 ~ninutes. 

Saturday, October 11 

6:30 Closing Address: Hamid Dabashi, Columbia University. Dr. Dabashi is 

the chair of the Middle Eastern Languages and Cultures departjnent at 
Columbia University, where he is also the Hagop Kevorkian Prot~ssor of 

Iranian Studies and the director of Graduate Studies at the Center for 

Comparative Literature and Society. Dr. Dabashi is an internationally 

renowned critic of Iranian cinema, and is the author of Close Up: Iranian 

Cine~na, Past, Present, Future (2001) among several other publications. 

7:30 The Joy of Madness Directed by Hana Makhmalbaf~ 2003. This 

documentary, made by Mohsen Makhma2lbmn s 14-yeax old daughter, was shot in 

Afghanistan and follows a mad man, a Mulla, and two women. Join us for its 

US premier’. In Farsi with English Subtitles. 73 minutes 

9:00 The Day I Became a Woman Directed by Mmzieh Meshkini, 2000. 

Stages of women’s lives in Iran are exa~nined through three separate 

stories of a small girl, a young lady, and an old woman. The strnggle is to 

become a woman where t?eedom is not cleaxly defined. Each episode stands 

on its own and in the end, all tie together." In Faxsi with English 

subtitles. 78 ~ninutes. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Friday, October 3, 2003 7:45 PM 

Amadi <mj@acpub.duke.edu> 

’TILE DAY I BECAME A WOMAN’: Ira~im~ Film Festival Oct. 8-11 

[Ncfihn] ’THE DAY I BECAME A WOMAN’ hanian Film Festival Oct. 8-11.msg 

Could you ~e- send this message to the nsual lists on Monday? 

(Film/Video/Digital is one of the co-sponsors of the festival.) 

Thanks! You’re doing a great jo!! :) 

-- ttank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ltm-video- admin@aas.dnke.edu on behalf of 
Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Monday, September 22, 2003 1:55 PM 

Film-video@aas.duke.edu; literature@duke.edu; ncfilm@aas.dnke.edu 

[Film-video] [Fwd: FW: ’THE DAY I BECAME A WOMAN’: Iranian Fihn FestivaJ Oct. 8-11] 

mJeighst~jpg; mleighs~kjpg 

UNC Persian Cultural Society presents ... 

October 8-11,2003 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

www.unc.edu/pcs/filmfest.ht ml <http ://www.unc.edu/pcs/filmfest.html> 

All showings will be held in the Carolina Student Union Film Auditorium 
and are free and open to the public. Please see below for directions and website for more details. 

6:30 Opening Address: Persheng Sadegh=Vaziri, Documentarian. Persheng Sadegh-Vaziri is an Iranian filmmaker with a Masters in 
Cinema Studies from New York University. She has created award-winning documentaries about Iran and Iranians in America, including Journal 
from Tehran (1986), Far from Iran (1990), and A Place Called Home (1998). Her most recent documentary, Women Like Us (2001) has been 
widely received and has been shown on PBS and at the Smithsonian~s Freer and Sackler Galleries in Washington, D.C. 

7:30 Women Like Us Directed by Persheng Sadegh-Vaziri, 2001. Five women are interviewed-a journalist, a piano teacher, a rice farmer, a 
nurse, and a religious student-about their lives. The documentary implicitly rebukes both the Western stereotype of Iranian women as being utterly 
oppressed and conservative Muslim teachings about the subservience of women. In Farsi with English subtitle& 61 minutes. 

9:00 The Afghan Alphabet Directed by Mohsen Makhmalbaf, 2001. In this documentary shot in the border villages between Iran and 
Afghanistan, Makhmalbaf tracks the children who do not attend school with his digital camera and questions why they are not being educated. 
Finding poverty, ignorance, prejudice, male chauvinism and superstition prevalent, the film seeks to address some of the problems that have come 
to imprison Afghani girls in a subtle and pervasive way. In Farsi with English subtitles. 46 minutes. 

6:00 WORLD VISIONS OF CONTEMPORARY IRANIAN CINEMA Panel with Dr. Negar Mottahedeh, Arnal Dayaratna, Abigail Salerno, and 

Shlyh Warren of Duke University. Dr. Mottahedeh and four graduate students from Duke University’s Comparative Literature department will 
address various topics current in Iranian film. All presentations will include film dips. 

8:00 The Apple Directed by Samira Makhmalbaf, 1997. Directed by the 18-year-old daughter of Iranian filmmaker Mohsen Makhmalbaf, The 
Apple was an Official Selection at the Cannes Film Festival. The film reenacts a real-life event in which the characters play themselves. The story 
unravels in a poor area of Tehran, where some people inform the local welfare authorities that one of their neighbors is keeping his twin 11 -year- 
old girls locked up in his house. In Farsi with English subtitles. Running time: 86 minutes. 

7:00 ’Candidate’ Directed by Mohammad Shirvani, 1999. An old woman wishes to marry away her son, who has just returned from military 
service. She goes out to meet young girls in the city, and insists on obtaining their photographs. In Farsi with English subtitles. Running time: 15 
minutes. 

7:15 Ten Directed by Abbas Kiarostami, 2002. one woman as she drives through the streets of Tehran over a period of several days. Her 
journey is comprised of ten conversations with various female passengers -- including her sister, a hitchhiking prostitute and a jilted bride - as well 
as her imperious young son. As Kiarostami’s "dashboard cam" eavesdrops on these lively, yet heart-wrenching road trips, a complex portrait of 
contemporary Iran comes sharply into focus. In Farsi with English subtitles. Running time: 94 minutes. 

9:00 Kandahar Directed by Mohsen Makhmalbaf, 2001. A young female journalist named Nafas must return to Afghanistan and race against 
time in an attempt to rescue her sister. The sister has written to Nafas vowing that she will commit suicide by the next solar eclipse. Nafas must 
disguise herself as an Afghan wife and travel to Kandahar to save her sister. In Farsi with English subtitles. Running time: 85 minutes. 



6:30 Closing Address: Harold Dabashi, Columbia University. Dr. Dabashi is the chair of the Middle Eastern Languages and Cultures 
department at Columbia University, where he is also the Hagop Kevorkian Professor of Iranian Studies and the director of Graduate Studies at the 

Center for Comparative Literature and Society. Dr= Dabashi is an internationally renowned critic of Iranian cinema, and is the author of Close Up: 
Iranian Cinema, Past, Present, Future (2001) among several other publication& 

7:30 The Joy of Madness Directed by Hana Makhmalbaf, 2003. This documentary, made by Mohsen MakhmalbaPs 14-year old daughter, 
was shot in Afghanistan and follows a mad man, a Mulla, and two women. Join us for its US premier! In Farsi with English Subtitles. 73 minutes 

9:00 The Day I Became a Woman Directed by Marzieh Meshkini, 2000. Stages of women’s lives in Iran are examined through three separate 
stories of a small girl, a young lady, and an old woman. The struggle is to become a woman where freedom is not clearly defined. Each episode 
stands on its own and in the end, all tie together." In Farsi with English subtitles. 78 minutes. 

*Sponsored by the University Center for International Studies, the NC Center for South Asian Studies, CUAB, Department of 
Sociology, Department of Asian Studies, UNC Parents Fund, UNC Student Congress,/ranian Cultural Society of NC, Persian Art 
Center, Duke Program in Literature, Duke Film/Video/Digita/ Program, Carolina Center on Comparative/slamic Studies, Carolina 
Middle East Center 

Please arrive early! 
Seats are limited and parking may be hard to find 
From 1-40 (by way of 15=501 ) 

� Take Exit 270 (Hwy 15-501 ) towards Chapel Hill. 
� Follow 15-501 South towards Chapel Hill; the highway will divide. 
� When highway divides, take Franklin Street bearing to the right. 

� When near the UNC campus, turn left onto Raleigh Street. 
� The Student Union Film Auditorium is at the end of Raleigh Street on your right (look for signs). 

From 1-40 (by way of 54) 

� Take Exit 273B (Hwy 54) towards Chapel Hill. 
� Continue down Hwy 54 for four miles, until you reach the UNC campus. 
� VVhen on the UNC campu, turn right onto Raleigh Street. 

� The Student Union Film Auditorium is immediately on your left (look for signs). 

Carolina Student Union phone number: (919) 962-2285 

For all other questions contact Heide Iravani at iravani@email.unc.edu or Cyrus Luhr at luhr@email.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 9, 2003 12:09 PM 

Mia Mask <mimask@vassaJc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.~mc.edu-~ 

Re: A quick inquiry.. 

Dear Maa: Just returned from New- York last night Yes, I am definitely 
interested and will submit my personl info However, we probably still need 
to talk regarding my topic. I will try to reach you by phone ~Vhat I can do 
is present the topic that I have and ~vhen the volume is being assemble if 
you ~vant me to submit an essay on something else, I could conceivably do 
this. But anyway, I will send my information to Richard today. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Wedaaesday, October 08, 2003 9:38 AM -0400 Mia Mask <mimask@assar edu> 
wrote: 

Hey Charlene! 

"¢~qaat’s up? How are things going? I know you’re in the middle of a 

semester but I just ~vant to check in with you Have you made a decision 

about the film conference? I would really love for you to be involved. 

Keep in mind that you only have to give a short 20-minute presentation. 

Best, 

]’,/l~ a 

Maa Mask 

Assistant Prufessur of Film 

Vassar College, Box 628 

Poughkeepsie, NY 12604 

(845) 437-5244 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 9, 2003 12:30 PM 

Richard Anthony Blint <rab261@nyu.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Re: "Black AmericaJ~ Cinema Re-considered: The Contemporary Scene" 

Dear Richard: Yes, I do plan to attend this event and give a 20 minute talk 
on some aspect of early black cinema 

Departing Location: Raleigh-Durham (RDU Airport) 
I plan to depart Raleigh-Durham on Thursday afternoon or night. Will leave 
New York on Suaaday at’ternoon and return to Raleigh-Durham 

Airline Carrier: I am a frequent tlyer passenger ~vith American, Delta, US 
Air, & Northwest. The only airline that I am not favorable of is Air Tram. 
However, I will fly any of these airlines that offer good rates. I prefer 
aisle seats. 

If you need additonal information, please let me know. I will contact 1’,/ha 
Mask to confirm the title of my talk. Thanks ]2~r your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
--On Monday, October 06, 2003 12:54 PM -0400 Richard Anthony Blint 
<rab261 @nyu. edu> wro re: 

Professor Regester, 

Thanks for responding so promptly Regarding the title and focus of your 
paper, please be in touch with Mia as soon as possible so she can relate 
that information to me for inclusion in our advance materials. 
Additionally, please provide the inlk~rmation requested in the attached 
correspondence. 

Best, 

Rich 

Richard A. Blmt 
Project Coordinator 
Institute of African-American Agl3irs 

Agricana Studies Program 
New York UniversW 

> 212-~8-2133 
rab261 @nyu.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, October 6, 2003 12:~pm 
Subject: Re: "Black American Cinema Re considered: ~e ContemporaW Scene" 

>> Dear Richard: Yes, I am veq- m~ch interested m participating m 
>> the 
>> conference. I will contact Mia regarding the exact title and focus 
>> of my 
>> paper. If you need contact itfformation, I will provide my home 
>> ad&ess as 
>> well: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Again, thanks for the invitation and I look forward to meeting 
>> with you in 
>> the near futwe Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Monday, October 06, 2003 12:33 PM -0400 Richard ~thony Blmt 
>> <rab261 @nyu.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> > ProtSssor Regester, 
>> > 

>> > My apologies for being unavailable of late With regard to my 
>> reason for 
>> > being in touch initially, attached please find a letter of 
>> invitation to 
>> > the coherence, "Black American Cinema Re-considered: The 



>> Contemporary> Scene," to be held at New York University November 7- 
>7, 8, 2003. Please be 
>> > in touch with any questions, and I look forward to hearing from 
>> you soon 

>7, > All Best, 

>7, > Rich 

>> > Richard A. Blint 
>> > Project Coordinator 
>> > Institute of African-American Affairs 
>> > Africana Studies Program 
>> > New York Universi~" 
>> > 212-998-2133 
>> > rab261@nyu.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 10, 2003 4:21 PM 

Dr Rob Fisher <~inter-disciplina .ry.neV> 

Re: Intercultumlism 1 - Dmtt Programme 2 

Dear Dr Fisher: This is to inform you that I will not be attending the 
conference to be held in Milan, Italy. It seems that in terms of making my 
travel arrangements, I waited far too late in view of the fact that this is 
an international trip. I hope that I have not inconvenienced you in ant’ way 
and in the future, perhaps if I start much earlier then I can be certain to 
make my arrangements well in advance. Finally, thanks tremendous for giving 
me an opportunity to present at your conference. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Wednesday, September 24, 2003 7:01 PM +0100 Dr Rob Fisher 
<rf@inter-disciplinary net> wrote: 

Dear All, 

I hope this finds you all well, in good spirits, and enjoying the last 
remnants of the summer (well - it has been sunny here today’.) 

Please find enclosed the second draft of the programme for the 
conference. If you spot ant’ of our deliberate mistakes, please let us 
l,mow!! ! Please bear in mind: it is likely there will be changes to come 
- and whilst we hope this version will closely approximate the final 
structure please do not regard it as being ’set in stone’! However, we do 
need to know fairly quickly if there are problems. 

You will see that we have raided the delegate list to select (;hairs fi~r 
each session Please do not worp)~ if you are Chair of a session -your 
role is that solely of a ferocious time keeper and quesuon 
co-ordinator/facilitator (notes for (;hairs will follow shortly). If you 
would rather not chair a session, please let us know. 

If there are problems, questmns, issues - now is the time to tell us 

IfI get the sense that people are happy with the programme, I will start 
uploading the abstracts to the web site. As the structure will follow the 
conference programme, there may be a delay! You will be notified when it 
is ready. 

Starting from next week, I will be sending out a small bombardment of 
further e-mails - and I apologise in advance!! Most are for information 
only and will not need a response 

I am away from tomorrow (Thursday) until Monday. Please note: Jones has a 
new email address: he can now be contacted at: jones.irwin@spd.dcu.ie 
Please update your records accordingly. 

Jones and I are really looking folsvard to finally seeing you all and 
starting the conversatiuns. Please do not hesitate to contact us if there 
is anything further we can do. 

Warmly, 

Rob and Jones. 

LVrak 2 
Thursday 30th October 
From 12.00pro 
Registratiun 

2.00pm 
Opening Words 
Rob Fisher & Jones IPa’in 

2.15pro 
Session 1 : Intercultural Contexts 
Chair: Jones Irwin 

Kathy Batha 
A Search for Senses of Cormection and Possibilities in Counselling 
Interculturalism 

Leonard Hammer 
Interculturalism and the Rights of Migrant Workers 

N.Bucat & Finocchiaro, 
Integration of female domestic workers in Ira ly 

> 

345pm 
Tea 

> 4.15pm 



Session 2 : Aesthetic Interculturalism 
Chair: Eleonore Wildburger 

Sandra Song & Minh Nguyen 
Intercultural Visually’: Image and Memory 

Diane Powe[1 
Living Souvenirs: Intercultural Memory, Longing and Nostalgia 

5.15pm 
Wine Reception 

Friday 31 st October 

9.30am 
Session 3: Interculturalism and Philosophical Hermeneutics 
Chair: Patrick Imbett 

Bait Vandanabeele 
Gadamer and Davidson in Dispute 

Helder DeSchutter 
Oadamer and Intcrculturalism:Ettmoccntrism or Authenticity- 

10.30am 
Coffee 

11.00am 
Session 4: Interculturalism East/West 
Chair: Charlene Regester 

Lenart Skof 
Interculturalism between the Mediterranean and Asia 

Karen Bandlow 
East Asia in the Art of Roy Lichenstein 

Samantha Chen 
South East Asia and Independent Travelers 

12 30pm 
Lunch 

2.00pm Concurrent Sessions 
Session 5A: The Role and Place of Intercultural Philosophy & Religion 
Chair: Rob Fisher 

Alfredo Culleton 
Philosophy?s Role in an Inter-Cultural Dialogue 

Flavia Monceri 
The Philosopher as intercultural mediator 

10 minutes of questions to the two papers 

Ram Adhakari 
Interculturalism and Religion 

Kiy oshi Seko 
Silent Voice: ttow we can give voice to Asian ~Iheology 

10 minutes of questions to the two speakers 12~llowed by 
20 minutes of general discussion 

Session 5B: Film, Music and Interculturalism 
Chair: Kathy Batha 

Sytvie Hermans 
In-between cultures: ’?Calendar? 

Olivier Begum 
L?Auberge Espagnole: Interculturalism in the ]~*;uropean Melting Pot 

10 minutes of questions to the two papers 

Robin Vander 
Black Diaspora Literature and Interculturalism as Paradigm for Literary 
Studies 

Tamara Roberts 
’]’he Elusive Truth: Intercultural Music Exchange in ’?Addictive? 

10 minutes of questions to the txvo presenters followed by 
20 minutes of general discussion 

4.00pro 
Coffee 

4.30pm Concurrent Sessions 



Session 6A ? War, Peace and Everyday Life 
Chair: Leonard Hammer 

Jones Irwin 
Intercultural Evep),day Life Via Henri Lefebvre 

R.Bruce Ware 
War and Peace in the North Caucasus: The Cases of Dagestan and Chechwa 

Khalida Isazedeh 
?An Inter-cultural Learning Environment in post-Soviet Azerba~ian? 

Session 6B 
Chair: Diane Powell 

Eric Lau 
The Ownership of Cultural Hybrids 

Fiona Sze 
Interculturalisru, Artists and Proper)- Rights 

5.30pro 
Sessions End 

Saturday 1 st November 
9.30am 
Session 7: Interculturalism and Education 1 
Chair: Bart Vandanabeele 

Mark Brasher 
Interculturalism and the Crisis of Value Advocacy in Education 

Eleonore Wildburger 
Decolonizing Methodologies; Intercultural Research Ethics at Stake 

Ton?- Gallagher 
Intercultural Education in a divided School System 

ll.00am 
Coffee 

lh30am 
Session 8: Interculturalism and the Americas 
Chair: Helder DeSchutter 

Charlene Regester 
Paul Robeson?s Dual Subject Positioning on Screen and in the African 
American Press 1920-1950 

Patrick Imbert 
Epistemological Displacements in the Media and Literatures of the Americas 

12.30pm 
Lunch 

2.00pm 
Session 9: Film, Music and Interculturalism 
Chair: Lenart Skof 

Marjaana Kopperi 
Moral Perfectionism as a challenge to human rights 

Sinkwan Cheng 
Tragic Vision: East and West 

3.00pm 
Tea 

330pro 
Development Meeting and Conference Close 
Jones Irwin and Rob Fisher 

Dr Rob Fisher 
Inter-I)i sciplinary.Net 
http://www inter-disciplinap~<n et 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 13, 2003 1:21 PM 

~aol.com 

Re: Intercnlturalism 1 - Dr~t~t Programme 2 (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Monday, October 13, 2003 12:10 PM+0100 
From: Dr Rob Fisher <priory-house@ukonline.co uk> 
To: charlene regester <regester@email uric edu> 
Subject: Re: Interculturalism 1 - Draft tS-ogran~ae 2 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you ~2~r your e-mail with regards to your withdrawal from the Milan 
conference It is indeed a great shame that you will be unable to attend 
Unfortunately, withdrawing at this late stage does cause a number of 
problems We have only recently changed your accolnrnodation arrangements 
(following your e-mail of 29th September) and             has been billed 
for these. As we have already paid for accommodation ~2~r both of you these 
costs remain payable. ’]7his is the reason the booking form states that if 
cancellation takes place after 30th September 2003 all costs (including 
the conference registration fee), remain payable The I st October is the 
date on which final changes had to be made with the hotel and payment from 
us, on your behalf was made 

Warmly, 

Rob 

On t;ri, 10 Oct 2003 16:20:37 -0400, charlene regester wrote: 
Dear Dr. Fisher: This is to inform you that I wil[ not be attending 
the conference to be held in Milan, Italy It seems that in terms 
of making my travel arrangements, I waited far too late in view of 
the fact that this is an international trip. I hope that I have not 
inconvenienced you in any way and in the future, perhaps if I start 
much earlier then I can be certain to make my arrangements well in 
advance. Finally, thanks tremendous for giving me an opportuni~ to 
present at your conference. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, September 24, 2003 7:01 PM +0100 Dr Rob Fisher 
<rf@int er -disciplinary.net > wrote: 

>> Dear All, 
>> 
>> 

>> I hope this finds you all well, in good spirits, and enjoying the 
>> last renmants of the smnmer (well - it has been sunny here today! ) 
>> 

>> Please find enclosed the second draR of the prograrcane for the 
>> conference, lI’you spot any of our deliberate mistakes, please 
>> let us know!!! Please bear in mind: it is likely there will be 
>> changes to come - and whilst we hope this version will closely 
>> approximate the final structure please do not regard it as being 
>> ’set in stone’! However, we do need to kmow fairly- quickly if 
>> there are problems. 
>> 

>> You will see that we have raided the delegate list to select 
>> Chairs for each session. Please do not worlN if you are Chair of 
>> a session - your role is that solely of a ferocious time keeper 
>> and question co-ordinator/facilitator (notes for Chairs will 
>> follow shortly). If you would rather not chair a session, please 
>> let us know. 
>> 
>> If there are problems, questions, issues - now is the time to 
>> tell u s. 
>> 
>> 

>> If I get the sense that people are happy with the programme, I 
>> will start uploading the abstracts to the web site. As the 
>> structure will follow the conference prograrmne, there may be a 
>> delay! You will be notified when it is rea@. 
>> 
>> Starting from next ~veek, I ~vill be sending out a small 
>> bombardment of further e-mails - and I apologise in advance!! 
>> Most are for information only and will not need a response. 
>> 

>> I am away from tomorrow (Thursday) until Monday. Please note: 
>> Jones has a new email address: he can now be contacted at: 
>> jones.irwin@spd.dcu.ie Please update your records accordingly 
>> 

>> Jones and I are really looking forward to finally seeing you all 
>> and starting the conversations. Please do not hesitate to contact 



>> us if there is anything further *ve can do. 
>> 

>> Warmly, 
>> 

>> 

>> Rob and Jones. 
>> 

>> ]-)raJ~ 2 
>> Thursday 30th October 
>> From 12.00pm 
>> Registration 
>> 

>> 

>> 2.00pro 
>> Opening ~Volds 
>> Rob Fisher & Jones kwin 
>> 

>> 

>> 2.15pm 
>> Session 1 : kxtercult~al Contexts 
>> Chak: Jones kwm 
>> 

>> 

>> Kathy Batha 
>> A Search for Senses of Co~ection and Possibilities in 
>> Cotmselling Intercultmalism 
>> 

>> Leonard Ha~m~er 
>> Interculturalism and the Rights of Migrant ~ orkers 
>> 

>> 

>> N.Bucat & Fmocchiaro, 
>> Nmgration of female domestic xvorkers in I~ly 
>>. 

>> 

>> 

>> 3.45pm 
>> Tea 
>> 

>> 

>>4.15pm 
>> Session 2 : Aesthetic Nterculturalism 
>> Chair: Eleonore Wildbwger 
>> 

>> 

>> Sandra Song & Minh N~uyen 
>> Ntercultm-al Visuali~: ~age and MemoW 
>> 

>> 

>> Diane Powell 
>> Living Souvenirs: Intercultm-al MemoD~, Longing and Nostalgia 
>> 

>> 

>> 5.15pm 
>> Wine Reception 
>> 

>> 

>> Friday 31st October 
>> 

>> 

>> 9.30am 
>> Session 3: [ntercultwalism and Philosophical Hermeneutics Chair: 
>> Pa~ick [mbe~ 
>> 

>> Bart Van&mabeele 
>> Gadamer and Davidson in Dispute 
>> 

>> 

>> Helder DeSchutter 
>> Gadamer and Intercultwalism:Ethnocentrism or Authenticity 
>> 

>> 

>> 10.30am 
>> CoffSe 
>> 

>> 

>> 11.00am 
>> Session 4: ]mercultwalism East/West 
>> (;hair: Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> Lena~ Skof 
>> Interculturalism between the Mediterranean and Asia 
>> 

>> 

>> Karcn Bandlow 
>> East Asia in the Art of Roy Lichenstein 
>> 

>> 

>> Samantha Chen 
>> South East Asia and Independent Travelers 



>> 

>> 

>> 12.30pro 
>> Lunch 
>> 

>> 

>> 2.00pro Concurrent Sessions 
>> Session 5A: The Role and Place of Intercultural Philosophy & 
>> Religion Chair: Rob Fisher 
>> 

>> Alfredo Culleton 
>> Philosophy?s Role in an Inter-Cultural Dialogue 
>> 

>> 

>> Flavia Monceri 
>> The Philosopher as intercultural mediator 
>> 

>> 

>> 10 minutes of questions to the two papers 
>> 

>> 

>> Raru Adhakari 
>> Interculturalisru and Religion 
>> 

>> 

>> Kiyoshi Seko 
>> Silent Voice: How- we can give voice to Asian Theology 
>> 

>> 

>> 10 minutes of questions to the two speakers followed by 20 
>> minutes of general discussion 
>> 

>> Session 5B: Fihn, Music and Interculturalism 
>> Chair: Kathy Batha 
>> 

>> 

>> Sylvie Hermans 
>> In-between cultures: ?Calendar? 
>> 

>> 

>> Olivier Beguin 
>> L?Auberge Espagnole: Interculturalism in the European Melting Pot 
>> 

>> 

>> 10 minutes of questions to the two papers 
>> 

>> 

>> Robin Vander 
>> Black Diaspora Literature and Interculturalism as Paradigm ibr 
>> Literal~- Studies 
>> 

>> Tamara Roberts 
>> The Elusive Truth: Intercultural Music Exchange in ?Addictive? 
>> 

>> 

>> 10 minutes of questions to the two presenters followed by 20 
>> minutes of general discussion 
>> 

>> 

>> 4.00pro 
>> Coffee 
>> 

>> 

>> 4.30pro Concurrent Sessions 
>> Session 6A ? War, Peace and t!veryday Life 
>> Chair: Leonard Hammer 
>> 

>> 

>> Jones Invin 
>> Intercultural Eye.day Life Via t Jenri Lefebvre 
>> 

>> 

>> R Brace Ware 
>> War and Peace in the North Caucasus: The Cases of Dagestan and 
>> Chechnya 
>> 

>> 

>> Khalida Isazedeh 
>> ?An [nter-cu[tural Learning Environment in post-Soviet Azerba(jan? 
>> 

>> 

>> Session 6B 
>> (;hair: Diane Powell 
>> 

>> 

>> Eric Lau 
>> The Ownership of Cultural Hybrids 
>> 

>> 

>> Fiona Sze 
>> Intcrculturalism, Artists and Propert7- Rights 



>> 

>> 

>> 5.30pm 
>> Sessions End 
>> 

>> 

>> Saturday 1st November 
>> 9.30am 
>> Session 7: [nterculturalism and Education 1 
>> Chair: Bart Vandanabeele 
>> 

>> 

>> Mark Brasher 
>> Interculturalism and the Crisis of Value Advocacy in Education 
>> 

>> 

>> Eleonore Wildburger 
>> Decolonizing Methodologies; Intercultmal Research Ethics at Stake 
>> 

>> 

>> Tony Gallagher 
>> Intercultural Education in a divided School System 
>> 

>> 

>> 1 h00am 
>> Coffee 
>> 

>> 

>> 1 h30am 
>> Session 8: Intercultaralisra and the Americas 
>> Chair: Heldcr DeSchutter 
>> 

>> 

>> Charlene Regestcr 
>> Paul Robeson?s Dual Subject Positioning on Screen and in the 
>> African American Press 1920-1950 
>> 
>> Patrick In, bert 
>> Epistemological Displacements in the Media and Literatures of the 
>> Americas 
>> 

>> 

>> 12 30pm 
>> Lunch 
>> 

>> 

>> 2.00pm 
>> Session 9: Fihn, Music and Interculturalism 
>> Chair: Lenart Skof 
>> 

>> 

>> Marjaana Kopperi 
>> Moral Peri~ctionism as a challenge to human rights 
>> 

>> 

>> Sil~wan Cheng 
>> Tragic Vision: East and West 
>> 

>> 

>> 3.00pm 
>> Tea 
>> 

>> 

>> 3.30pm 
>> Development Meeting and Conference Close 
>> Jones Irwin and Rob Fisher 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr Rob Fisher 
>> Inter-Disciplinap)~ Net 
>> ht tp://w,~,as,.imer -dis ciplinar ~v. net 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:48 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: In Need of A Recommendation 

Dear This is to reform you that I mailed your letter and form 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, 

@email uric edu> wrote: 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

It has been a long time since I talked to you, but I have been fairly 
busy getting my life together. Well anyways, if you haven?t figured out 
yet this email is coming to you from one of your most adept and 
intelligent students?well I?ll settle for dedicated and motivated 
students’ 

had class with you                      I realize that you are 
extremely buW attending conferences and conventions but I would really 
appreciate your help. 

I have attached a copy of my latest resume (in which I am still working 
on) and my cover letter (I have yet to add my activiues to this 
resume, but plan on doing so in the near future). Just for your 
reference I will tell you a few of the activities and organizations 
that I was involved with 

appreciate all of your help I would also appreciate it if you could 
email me when you receive this letter. 

Thaaks Again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mark Freeman <mfreemaJ~@mafil.sdsu.edu> 

Thursday, October 16, 2003 1:49 PM 

Tenure Track Position SDSU 

LONG ADVERTISEMENT.doc 

San Diego State University School of Theatre, Television, al"~d Film 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF FACULTY VACANCY 
VPAA# 2004/05 - 12 
HI STORY~r ItEORY/CRITICI SM 

Appointment beginning: Fall, 2004 (Contingent on funding) 

RANK AND SALARY: Assistant Professor, Tenure-Track 
Salary commensurate with credentials and experience 

RESPONS[BILITI ES: 
’]7he newly created School of ~I]aeatre, Television, and Film is seeking a faculty member who will take a leadership role in shaping an integrated cun-iculum in the history, theory, and criticism 
of classical and contemporary theatre, television, and :film. Through a scholarly perspective, the successfal candidate will aid the School in creating a undergraduate and graduate 
curriculum, reflecting its cross-disciplinary focus, and providing a foundation [’or critica[ thinking skills that will guide students’ work. Specific duties will include teaching courses in history 
and theory, script analysis, film and television studies, criticism, and dramaturgy Additional duties may include coordinating the M.A. programs and contributing to the School’s 
productions (e.g, as critic, director, dramaturg) 

QUALI]F[CATIONS: 
Ph.D (or international equivalent) is preferred. The candidate should have teaching experience at the universi~ level and be a published scholar or have significant scholarly work in 
progress in a key area of the School’s curriculum Experience securing externa[ funding is a plus The candidate should be well versed in the history of American and international theatre and 
cinema and be able to utilize international perspectives in teaching, research and/or creative acuvities; should be an active member of appropriate professional organizations; and should 
bring to the Schoo[ expertise in an area of current theory and scholarship Applicants with experience in and/or commitment to working in a muIticultural environment with students of 
d~verse background and learning styles are preferred. 

SAN DII~N/O STATE [IN~D, rERSITY: 
With more than 1,500 facul~ and 32,000 students, San Diego State University is one of the largest umversities in the western United States. Located in a large and ethnically diverse 
metropolitan center bordering Mexico and on the Pacific Rim, the University uses the social, cultural, scientific, and technical resources of this region to enrich its teaching and research 
programs. SDSU celebrated its centennial in 1997 and currently offers the Bachelor’s degree in 78 areas, the Master’s degree in 62, and the Doctorate in 14. 

THE COLLEGE OF PROFESSION~’,~L STUDIES AND FLNE ARTS: 
The College of Professional Studies and Fine Arts coraprises 11 diverse departments/schools committed to the pursuit of excellence in academic and artistic endeavors geared to el~hancing 
the human enterprise. The College is recognized for its excellent academic programs that prepare students for professional careers in a wide spectrum of artistic, cultural, educational, social 
and tectmical fields. The College highly values interdisciplinary studies. 

Please visit our web site at http://ttf.sdsu.edu for irLformation on the School of Theatre, Television, and Fihn and its programs. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: 
Review of applications will begin November 15, 2003 and continue until the position is filled. Send a letter of application, curriculum vitae, and three letters of reference to: 

Dr. Peter Larlham, Chair 
Faculty Search Cor~wnittee 

School of Theatre, Television, and Film 
San Diego State University 

5500 Campanile Drive 
San Diego, CA 92182-7902; Fax #619-594-7431 
Email: rrLkulikow(&mail.sdsu.edu 

SDNU is a Title IX, equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate against individuals on the basis of race, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, gender, martial status, 

age, disability or veteran status, including veterans of the Vietnam era. 

Mark Freeman 
Assistant Protbssor 

School of Theatre, Television and Film 
San Diego State Universi~ 

5500 Campanile Dr. 

San Diego, CA 92182-7601 

619 594.5497 
FAX 619 594.7431 



(LONG AD ~%RTISEMENT) 

San Diego State University School of Theatre, Television, and Film 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF FACULTY VACANCY 
VPAA# 2004/05 - 12 

HISTORY!THEORY!CRITICISM 

Appointment beginning: Fall, 2004 (Contingent on funding) 

RANK AND SALARY: Assistant Professor, Tenure-Track 
Salary commensurate with credentials and experience 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 
The newly created School of Theatre, Television, and Film is seeking a faculty member 
who will take a leadership role in shaping an integrated curriculum in the history, theory, 
and criticism of classical and contemporary theatre, television, and film. Through a 
scholarly perspective, the successful candidate will aid the School in creating a 
undergraduate and graduate curriculum, reflecting its cross-disciplinary focus, and 
providing a foundation for critical thinking skills that will guide students’ work. Specific 
duties will include teaching courses in history and theory, script analysis, film and 
television studies, criticism, and dramaturgy. Additional duties may include coordinating 
the M.A. programs and contributing to the School’s productions (e.g., as critic, director, 
dramaturg) 

QUALIFICATIONS: 
Ph.D. (or international equivalent) is preferred. The candidate should have teaching 
experience at the university level and be a published scholar or have significant scholarly 
work in progress in a key area of the School’s curriculum. Experience securing external 
funding is a plus. The candidate should be well versed in the history of American and 
international theatre and cinema and be able to utilize international perspectives in 
teaching, research and/or creative activities; should be an active member of appropriate 
professional organizations; and should bring to the School expertise in an area of current 
theory and scholarship. Applicants with experience in and/or commitment to working in 
a multicultural environment with students of diverse background and learning styles are 
preferred. 

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY: 
With more than 1,500 faculty and 32,000 students, San Diego State University is one of 
the largest universities in the western United States. Located in a large and ethnically 
diverse metropolitan center bordering Mexico and on the Pacific Rim, the University uses 
the social, cultural, scientific, and technical resources of this region to enrich its teaching 
and research programs. SDSU celebrated its centennial in 1997 and currently offers the 
Bachelor’s degree in 78 areas, the Master’s degree in 62, and the Doctorate in 14. 



THE COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES AND FINE ARTS: 
The College of Professional Studies and Fine Arts comprises 11 diverse departments/ 
schools committed to the pursuit of excellence in academic and artistic endeavors geared 
to enhancing the human enterprise. The College is recognized for its excellent academic 
programs that prepare students for professional careers in a wide spectrum of artistic, 
cultural, educational, social and technical fields. The College highly values 
interdisciplinaw studies. 

Please visit our web site at http:iittf.sdsu.edu for information on the School of Theatre, 
Television, and Film and its programs. 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: 
Review of applications will begin November 15, 2003 and continue until the position is 
filled. Send a letter of application, curriculum vitae, and three letters of reference to: 

Dr. Peter Larlham, Chair 
Faculty Search Committee 

School of Theatre, Television, and Film 
San Diego State University 
5500 Campanile Drive 
San Diego, CA 92182-7902; Fax #619-594-7431 

Email: mkulikow@mail.sdsu.edu 

SDSU is a Title IX, equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate against 
individuals on the basis of race, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, gender, 
martial status, age, disability or veteran status, including veterans of the Vietnam era. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5: 5 5 PM 

~email .nnc.edu> 

Re: letters of recommendation 

Dear,        : I just wanted to let you know- that I submitted your letters 
of recommendation. I was attempting to meet the deadline 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Mondoy, 11:57 AM -0400 charlene regester 
<regester@email.mac. edu> wrote: 

Dear        : Just as long as you have given me plenty of time in which 
case you have. I will certainly complete some strong letters on your 
behalf. Good luck. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, 11:07 AM -0400 
.~email.uaac.edu > wrote: 

>> Dr.Regester, 
>> I put three form letters and relevant reformation in your mailbox this 
>> past Friday. The school that I am applying to in Paris does not have a 
>> form, they a require a letter Iicom you by                 The postal 
>> clerk suggests that I take that envelope to the post office to be 
>> weighed prior to mailing, so I need to pick that up from you when you 
>> are :finished. The three form letters are due at their respective 
>> schools by               I know that this is a lot of work and I 
>> appreciate your help. If you need any information from me let know 
>> Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                1:37 PM 

~email .nnc.edu> 

Re: letter to 

Dear          Your letter to      has already been sent As for the cost, 
I paid for this so don’t won5’ about this. The reason I emailed you is to 
make sure that I sent all of your letters. You included an envelop 
addressed to yourself and generally we don’t mail evaluations to the person 
that ~ve are recommending so I was uncertain as to ~vhat you were requesting 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, 
@email uric edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr Regester, 
Do you need me to pick up the letter to and take it to 
the post office? I kno~v that it is going cost about eigh~z-cents Let 
me and I will do, thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                2:51 PM 

~email .nnc.edu> 

Re: letter 

Dear         I alrea@ sent them a copy of the letter along ~vith the form 
that I was asked to complete. Do they still need an additional letter with 
your application materials If so, let me know However, I probably won’t 
be able to produce until one day next week. You can come to my office and 
pick it up or I can still send it by mail It will have to be Monday since 
the Fall break begins on Wednesday and I may not be around later in the 
week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, 
~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Yes Dr. Regester, for some reason            wanted me to send in my 
> letters with my paper application, their process is not online. They 
> will know ~vhat to do when the letter arrives and I will call and make 
> them aware just in case Thanks again, I hope that your trip to NYC went 
> well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:53 PM 

t@emaJl, unc.edu> 

Re: Qnick Question’.! 

Dear Yes, this is fine. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Saturday, 
@emall.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I have been interviewing ~vith some companies on campus, and I wanted 
to know ifI may list you as a reference (they might ask for a faculty 
member) You were the number one UNC professor that came to mind, so I 
wanted to ask for your permission. Please let me know if this is 
alright. Thank you very much! 

P S I am still interested in doing an independent stud?’ course with 
you this Spring if possible. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:58 PM 

@email xmc.edu> 

Re: letter 

Dear          Does this mean that I do not have to send the letter to you 
personally since I have alread,v iblavarded it to the school? Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Sunday, 
@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dr. Regester, everything is fine like I thought it would be. I called 
> the graduate school at       and the?’ said the?, create a folder for 
> all the information that comes in for each student. Your letter will 
> be placed in my iblder. Thanks again, if I do not see you before then 
> enjoy fall break 
> 

>> Dear : I already sent them a copy of the letter along with the 
>> folrn 
>> that I was asked to complete. Do they still need an additional letter 
>> with 
>> your application materials If so, let me know. Ho~vever, I probably 
>> ~von’t 

>> be able to produce until one day next week. You can come to my office 
>> and 
>> pick it up or I can still send it by mail. It will have to be Monday 
>> since 
>> the Fall break begins on Wednesday and I may not be around later in 
>2> the 

>> we&. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Friday 
>2, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> > Yes Dr. Regesmr, for some reason wanted me to send in 
>> my 
>> > letters with my paper application, their process is not online. 
>> They 
>> > will know what to do when the letter arrives and I will call and 
>> make 
>> > them aware just in case. Thanks again, I hope that your trip to NYC 
>> went 
>> > we[] 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: In Need of A Recommendation 

Dear Generally, my hours are on Thursday from 11:30-12:30. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, 

~email uric edu> wrote: 

Thankyou Dr Regester. I hope evewthing is going ok. I appreciate all 
of the help and will tly to come by and talk to you some time soon. 
What are your office hours?? 

Sincerely, 

Quoting charlene regester <regester@email unc edu>: 

>> Dear rlhis is to inJ2~rm you that I mailed your letter and form 

>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Monday, , 11:31 PM -0400 
>> @email.unc. edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> > Hello Dr. Regester, 

>> > It has been a long time since I talked to you, but I have been 
>> fairly 
>> > busy getting my life together. Well anyways, if you haven?t figured 

>> > yet this email is coming to you from one of your most adept and 
>> > intelligent studentsTwell I?ll settle [’or dedicated and motivated 

>> > I have attached a copy of my latest resume (in which I ara still 
>> working 
>> > on) and ray cover letter. (I have yet to add my activities to this 
>> > resume, but plan on doing so in the near future). Just for your 
>> > reference I will tell you a few of the activities and 
>> organizations 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > I will drop this form m your mailbox by Monday, 

>> > 

>> > 



>> > I appreciate all of your help I would also appreciate it if you 
>> could 
>> > email me when you receive this letter 

>> > ’l’hanks Again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:52 AM 

@ema~l.unc.edu 

Letter of Recommendation 

Dear        You will need to provide a deadline for your letters of 
recommendation and I hope that I have not passed the deadline. I sent out 
several letters for other students on              but because you did not 
provide a 11 of the materials requested, I was d el inqu ent in forwarding your 
materials You provided the grades received in the courses you enrolled 
with me, but you did not provide the years. I ~vill need to know this 
information Also, please provide the absolute deadline as I would like to 
complete in the next couple of days. Hope to hear from you. I forgot to 
mention on Monday when we met for our class. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2003 11:46 AM 

Richard AnthoW Blint <rob261 @nyu.edu> 

Re: Black America~ Cinema Re-considered: The Contemporary Scene" 

Bio forNYU Conference.doc 

Dear Richard: Attached is a brief bio. If this is not enough information, I 
could send a two-page cv Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, October 27, 2003 5:42 PM -0500 Richard Anthony Blint 
<rab26 l@nyu, edu> wrote: 

> Dear all, 
> 
> Attached and crudely posted below please find the conference program 
> schedule The official program announcement (with registration 
> information for attendees) will be awfilable shortly for circulation 
> Additionally, for those who haven’t yet had the chance to :[’orward, please 
> excuse another gentle request J2~r bios. 
> 

> ’]"hanks, much, 
> 

> Rich 
> 

> 

> Richard A. Blint 
> Project Coordinator 
> Institute of A:[’rican-American A[’fairs 
> A[’ricana Studies Program 
> New York University 
>212-99.8-2133 
> rab261 @nyu.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> ’]7he Institute of Ali’ican-American Affairs at New York Umversity 
> Presents 
> Black American Cinema Re-considered: he ContemporaW Scene 
> 

> November 7-8, 2003 
> 

> 

> Program Schedule 
> 

> Friday-, November 7, 2003 
> 

> 

> 9:00am-9:15am Opening Remarks: 
> Iris and B. Gerald Cantor Film Center, 36 East 8th Street 
> 

> Mia L. Mask, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Deparlmcnt of Film, Vassar 
> College 
> 

> 9:15am-10:45am Black Film History" 
> 

> Chair: Manthia Diawara, Ph.D., Professor of Comparative Literature and 
> Film, New Yurk Univcrsi~ 
> Charles Musser, Ph.D., Professor of Film, Yale University, 
> ?Paul Robeson and the End of his ?Movie? Career? 
> Nfichele Wallace, Ph.D., Professor of English, Cib" University of New 
> York and the       Graduate Center, ?Blackface, Film and Photography: Noble 
> Sissle and Eubie Black?         Charlene Regester, Ph.D., Assistant Professor 
> of African and African-American Studies,         University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, ?The Return of the Repressed ? Blackness as Horrific: 
> Re-reading The Birth of a Nation as a Horror Fihn? 
> 

> Comment: Audience 
> 

> 11:00am-1:00pm    The Aesthetics and Theoly’ of Black American Cinema 
> 
> Chart: Clyde Taylor, Ph.D, Professor, Gallatin School and Africana 

> Studies, New York Ul~iversity 
> Arthur Jafa, Artist, ?Seventy? 
> Robert Banks, Independent Fihnmaker, ?Method is the Madness? 
>         Carroll Parrott Blue, MFA, Professor School of Theatre, Film and 
> Television, San Diego State Universi~z, ?Dawn, Opera, Oil and 
> FutureCinema? Almond "¢,~ite, Journalist and Critic, New York Press 
> Title to be amaounced 
> Comment: Audience 
> 

> 1:00pm-2:30pm Lunch 
> 

> 

> 



2:30-pm-3:45pm Race and Gender in Contemporary Black American Cinema 

Chair: Mia L Mask, Phi)., Assistant Professor, Department of Film, 
Vassar College 

2tuna Everett, Ph.D, Associate Professor, Department of Film Studies, 
University of          California, Santa Barbara, ’!Serious Play: Playing with 
Race and Gender in Computer Games? Zeinabu Irene Davis, MFA., 
Professor, Department of Communication, University of California, San 
Diego, ?Playing with Silence(s): Depictinns of Intimacy by Independent 

Black Women Filnm~akers?          Keith M. Hams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor 
of Film Studies, Ohio Universi~, ?The          Burden of the Beautiful Beast: 
The Visualization of the Black _Male Bo@ in American       Film? 

Cormnent: Audience 

4:15pm-6:15pm Screenings: 
X Baby Cinema and MPG, Short fihns by Robelt Banks 
Cavemen?s Valentine, A feature fihn by Kasi Lcmmons 

7:00pm-9:00pm Opening Reception 

Saturday, November 8, 2003 

10:00am-12:00pm Black FiN~ and Popular Culture 

Chair: Ed Guerrero, Ph.D., Professor, Department of Cinema Studies, 

New York                         Universi~" 
Mark A. Reid, Ph.D., Professor and Director of Film and _Media Studies. 

Department of          English, University of Florida, Gainesville, %\~en Sue 
Wears Red: the black ferrune fatale        and cinematic horror? 
Massood, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Film Studies, Brooklyn College of 
the Cit~-         University of New York, ?Girls in the Hood: Black Women 
Coming of Age in the Ciq/?        Ed Guerrero, Ph.D., Professor, Department 

of Cinema Studies, New York Universi~,        ?Bamboozled: Cinema of 
Ambivalences and Doubles. ?        Greg Tare, Journalist and Critic, The 
Village Voice, ?Black Cinema is Dead, Black        Music L~ves--what gives?? 

Comment: Audience 

12:00pm-1:30pm Lunch 

1:30pm-3:30pm ?Narratives? of Black An~erican Cinema 

Chair: Gladstone Yearwood, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Fihn and 
Director of African- American Studies, University of Central 

Florich 

Ten-i Francis, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of English, Umversity of 
Chicago, ?Home and Melancholia: Chris Harris? still/here,? Gladstone 
Year~vood, PhD., Associate Professor of Film and Director of 
African-American Studies, University of Central Florida, ?Capturing the 
Spirit: Interpretation, Cultural Memol5- and the Black Experience in 
Documenta~ Cinema? Michael B. Gillespie, Ph.D Candidate, Department of 
Cinema Studies, New York Universi~ ?Reckless Eyeballing: Coonskin, 
American Cinema, and a Notinn of a ?Black? Film? Austin Allen, Ph.D., 
Associate Professor, Department of Communicatinn, Cleveland State 
Universi~’, ?Expressive Landscapes: Constructing Space in 
A[’rican-American Cinema? 

Comment: Audience 

3:45pm-5:30pm Diasporic Cinema 

Chair: Manthia I)iawara, Ph.D, Professor of Comparative Literature and 

Film, New Yofl~ University 

Aware Amkpa, Ph.D, Associate Professor, Department o1! Drama, TSOA, New 
York Universi~, ?Picturing Homes and Border Crossings: Cinemas of the 
Black Atlantic? Tommy Loft, Ph.D Professor, Department of Philosophy, 
San Jose State University, ?Cosmopolitan and Diasporic Identity in the 
Films of Manthia Diawara and Joe Brewster Robert Stare, Ph D., Professor, 
Department of Cinema Studies, New York University, ?Tropical 
Multiculturalism: Blacks and Black Culture in Brazillian Cinema? (Video 
Presentation) 

Comment: Audience 

6:00pm-8:00pm Screenings: 
NO!, previews of a documental5’ by Aishah Shahidah Simmons 

Compensation, A feature film by Zeinabu Irene I)avis 

8:30pm-9:30pm Closing Reception 

Paula 



Bio for Black Cinema Conference New York University 

Submitted by Charlene Regester 

Currently, I am an Assistant Professor in the Department of African & Afro-American 
Studies. My publications include essays on early black film stars and filmmakers which 
have appeared in journals such as: Film Literature Quarterly, Popular Culture Review, 
Western Journal of Black Studies_, Studies in American Culture, Film Histo~,, Journal of 
Film and Video, et. al. Recently, I published an Annotated Bibliography of Black 
Entertainers and Newspaper Coverage in the pre-1950 Era, Volume I (McFarland, 2002). 
Currently, I co-edit the Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter (published by Duke 
University) and serve as an editorial board member of the Journal of Film and Video. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 29, 2003 5:47 AM 

Screen/Society Presents <film-video@aas.duke.edu>; ncfilm@a~s.duke.edu; fvthc@aas.duke.edu 

[Ncfilm] Latin American Fihn Fesliw] begins Sunday Nov. 2 

ATT00001 .c 

Forwarded by request. 

-- Hmak 

The Outrea.ch Office 
of the Consortium in Latin American Studies at UNC-Ctt m~d Duke 

presents the 

XVII Latin American F~m & Video Festiv~ ~ the Triangle 2003 

with a tbcus on 

CHILE: THIRTY YE~MIS OF MEMORY 

Latin ~efican dic~torsNps m~d power straggles 

All]’ilms in origirtal language with ,svtbtitles. Public invited .free admissio, t. 

The Festival opens wifla the ~reening of Missing on Sunday, November 2 at 7:00 pm at the NC State University Campus Cinema (in the Witherspoon 
Student Center). Directed by Costa Gavras and stuffing John Shea, Sissy Spacek, and Jack I ,emmo~, the fihn is based on tree events. A young American 

jonmalist mysteriously di~ppears dm:ing the violent 1973 military coup in Chile. ~Vhen his wife mad flather attempt to find him, they are confronted with a 

deeply disturbiug politic~ reality relating to their own country m~d the cotmtry risey are investigating. Cannes Film Feslival ~Vi,mer, 1982. 122 minutes. 
Ertglish. 

Other highlighks of the feslJval roll include the fiJlowing: 

This year’s Festival includes several featm-e films from Chile such as La Frona, ra (The Borderland), Historias de F~tbol (Soccer Stories), andE/Chacotero Sentimeutal, 
(The Sentiments[ Teaser) Ver6nica Feliu of the ~ ?niversiI?/of California at Santa Cruz will introduce the later fdm aI I)uke University on November 3rd. She will also present 
her research on Ihe film st a hmch-time talk aI Duke’s (;enter for Latin Anrerican and Caribbean Studies at 12:15 pm thai day 

On Tuesday November 4 at UNC-CH (4:00 p.m. in the UCIS conJ~rence room),PeR~r K{~rnbluh :fi’om lhe National SecuriI?/Archive will comment on ]’JS involvement in Chile 

fo]lowing the 1973 coup. Later that evening he wi]l imroduce the fi]m El Caso de Pinochet (The PinocheI Case) at I)uk~e University. Copies o[" his [alest book, The Pinochet 

Fit, e’: A Dedaa’sifie’dDoss’ier on A,~rocity andAccountabiliry, will be available and a book signing will f01low both the talk and the :film Mr. Kornbluh’s visit is made possible 

by the "Burning Issues" series oft[re Carolina and Duke Consortium. 

Award-winning Chilean fi[mmaker Ignacio Agiiero, will present his; filrns on the urban struggles in Santmgo Cien Nihos" EsT)erando un 7>en (One H~mdred Children Waiting 

for a Train) and Aqui Se Construye (Under Constluction) at Duke University on November 8th and at LTNC-Charlotte on November 10th. He will also be at UN(2-Chapel Hill 
on Novenrber 9th to comnrent on the documentaries on Chile being screened that a [Iernoon amt evening. 

On November 3~a, at UNC-Greensboro, Colombian film dh-ector Diegn Garci~ will present his work Las Casta~udas de Notre Dame (The Castanets of Notre ;Oarn e). 7he fihn 

depicts the sloD’ of a Colombian in France ~md his deliberation on whether to relurn Io his homeland. 

This year’s Festival will host five ]’7S.-based fihmnakers who wil[ present their work Simone Keith, a Rabigh resident, wil[ discuss her film Heavier Than Air on November 

13th on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. The documemary focuses on the life of Brazilmn aviator Alberto Santos-.Dumont and challenges the popular understanding that the 
Wrigh~ brothers were the "first in flight’ 

Din-ham-based filrmnakers, Charlie Thompson and Cynthia Hill, will screen their doctmxentaW Gues’t worke~/Bienvenidos a Carolina &d North,: a gZork in Progress, on 

November 3rd at UNC-Charlotte. The fihn focuses on the lives of Mexican i~rm~igrant workers who come to the state as palt of the H2A work-visa program. 

On ?,!ovember 14% fihrmmker I~mnah Weyer will be present to discuss her filmLa Boda (The Wedding) at the Center for Documental7 Studies at Duke. She will also 

introduce Elizabeth Luis de Guerrer~whose wedding is portrayed in Ihe docurnenlary. ’]Ne screening is part of"The ]-]take Film and Video Happening ’" For nrore mfom~alion 
on that series, inc]uding Weyer’s li[rnLa Escuela (The School), conlact the Cenler [or Docunrenta~ Studies aI 919-660-3663. 

On Novemher 17 at U]xrC-Chapel Itill Alex Rivers, a New York-based digital medm artist and filrnmaker of Peruvian herkage, will present a sampling of his works, including his 
lates~ film 77re Sixth Section. His work addresses corrcerns of the La~mo comm~mity tl~ough a language of humor, satire, and metaphor, and is always political m nature. 

Please visit our web site for the complete schedule of the Triangle festival screenings, as well as the schedules for the festivals in the Triad and Charlotte 

a reas: http://www.unc.edu/depts/ilas/IAFF. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 12:17 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

(fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Sunday, 
From: 
To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: 

10:27 AM -0500 
~email.unc.edu> 

Hey Prof. Regester, 
I am currently doing an afam independent studies and you are my 
assigned instructor according to my schedule. I am writing to touch 
base and to see if you could read over and critique what I will have 
completed by              If you were unaware that I was your 
instructee let me know and I will go talk to Debbie Crowder. Let me 
know what you think. 

Thanks, 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:03 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: recommenda’6ons 

Dear          You can bring the forms to Battle Hall Please indicate ~vhen 
they are due and whether or not they are to be returned to you or go 
directly to the school Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, 

~emall uric edu> wrote: 

> Hi Pro£ Regester, 
> I was wondering when was a good time to bring by my 
> reconrmendation forms? Should I drop hem by your office in the libraly 
> or at your box in Battle? 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2003 12:07 PM 

John Fullera~n <john.fullerton@mail.film.su.~> 

Re: Fihn History issue 

Dear John: Yes, I am veW much interested in sending my essay. In fact, I 
probably would like to submit early to determine if this is what you are 
looking for and if so, to make any of the necessary changes, revisions, 
etc. that you might have Please forward your address and I can send 
probably before the end of the semester Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, November 06, 2003 6:42 PM +0100 John Fullerton 
<j ohn.fullerton@mail.fihn.su se> ~vrote: 

> Dear Charlene Regester 
> 

> I shall be editing an issue of Film History with the topic of local fihn 
> exhibition towards the end of next year I understand from Richard 
> Koszarski that you have an essay on early African-American film-going in 
> Durham, 
> 

> Although the deadline for the submission of essays will not be uaatil the 
> fall 2004, if you ;vould like me to consider the essay for inclusion in 
> the upcoming issue uf Film History, please furward me your essay at yuur 
> cunvenience. 

> I luuk ~k~rward to hearing frum you. 

> Best wishes 

> Juhn 

> Juhn Fullertun, Phi) 
> Associate Prufessur 
> Department uf Cinema Studies 
> Stuckhuhn Umversity 
> Bux 27062 
> Burgvggen 1-5 
> 102 51 Stockholm 
> Sweden 
> 

> Tel: + 46 8 674 7611 
> Fax: + 46 8 665 0723 

> e-mail: john fuHerton@mail.film.su se 



Full Name: John R. Harris, Ph.D. 

Last Name: Harris 

First Name: John 

Company: Center for Dramatic Art 

Business 

Address: 

CB# 3230, Center for Dramatic Art The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: john_harris@unc.edu 

John Rogers Harris, Ph.D. 

Postdoctoral Fellow 
Department of Dramatic Art 

CB# 3230, Center for Dramatic Art 
The University of North Carolina at 
chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 

Cell : 

chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2003 9:08 AM 

@aol.com 

Call tbr Papers - 2004 ContEreuce on Diversity iu Ovganisations, Communities and Nations, at UCLA, Los Augeles (t~¥d) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, November 13, 2003 12:12 PM + 1100 
From: Paul James <paul.james@diversi~z-conference corn> 
To: regester@email unc.edu 
Subject: Call f,ar Papers - 2004 Conference on Diversity in Organisations, 
Cormnumties and Nations, at UCLA, Los Angeles 

Dear Colleague, 

I am writing on behalf of the ©rganising Committee of the Diversity 
Conference 2004 to announce: 

T[tE F©URT[ t ]N~[I{RNATI©NAL CONFE[LENCE ©N DIVERSITY IN ORGANISATK)NS, 
C©MMUNITIES AND NATI©NS To be held at the University o:[" Califi~mia, Los 
Angeles 
6-9 July 2004 
http://www.Dlversit~-Conference corn 

The con:[’erence will include both major keynote addresses by internationally 
renowned speakers and numerous small-group workshop and paper presentation 
sessions. In all sessions we are encouraging people to bring an active 
sense of the world today, from the global to the local, and to engage with 
the possibilities for positive change. The conference themes indicate the 
range of issues which the con:[’erence will be addressing, andyou may like 
to speak to these :[’rom a variety of perspectives - engaged scholarly 
~nterest in diversity; govermnental and non-governmental involvement in 
community building; interest in diversity management, your research on 
aspects of culture and diversi~ .. whatever you do or whatever moves you 
to speak. This is very much a participants’ conference. 

Papers submitted fi~r the conference proceedings will be fully peer-refereed 
and published in print and electronic formats in the International Journal 
of Diversity in Organisations, Comm~fities and Nations. If you are unable 
to attend the conference, viltual registrations are also available alloxving 
access to the electronic versions of the conference proceedings, as well as 
virtual presentations which mean that your paper can be included in the 
refereeing process and published xvith the conference proceedings. 

The deadline for the first round call for papers is 15 December 2003. Visit 
the conference xvebsite for the closing dates of subsequent rounds. We do 
hope you will be able to attend this important and timely international 
conference. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Pro£ Paul James 
Director, Globalism Institute 
RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia 

Please Note: If you would like to be removed from the announcement list for 
the Conference on Diversity in ©rganisations, Conwnunities and Nations, 
please reply to this email with the word ’Remove’ in the subject line. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:22 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu 

Letter of Recommendation 

Dear        Your letter of recommendation is ready to be picked up. It is 
located in my mailbox at Battle Hall. Ho~vever, I did not see the form that 
the            requires from             I did not provide individual 
letters to the schools becaus~ 
will send the letter to the various schools If this is not appropriate, 
you may decide to talk with me in person to explain further Moreover, you 
did not provide addresses for the schools. In the future, please provide 
all reformation because it is far too difticult to have to keep contacting 
you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:13 PM 

~email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear       : The letter is alrea@ addressed to this set, rice. You can pick 
it up in my mailbox at Battle Hall In the Ii~ture, I will not submit a 
letter if you do not provide all of the correct information Because I have 
done nearly 30 letters when I encounter someone who has not provided the 
appropriate information, it makes it incredibly difficult. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Sunday, 
~email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Regester, 

I apologize for not contacting you sooner. I greatly appreciate you 
writing my letter of recommendation for me I am sorl~- I did not 
provide you with all the il~formation that you needed. I can give you 
the information that you need to address it to the LSAC company tomorrow 
in class or I can simply address it and send it offmysel£ VVhichever 
is more convenient for you. Just let me know. And once again I 
apologize for any inconvenience. 

Quoting charlene regester <regester@email unc edu>: 

>> Dear Your letter of recommendation is ready to be picked up. 
>> It is 
>> located in my mailbox at Battle Hall. However, I did not see the form 
>> that 
>> the Law Service requires li’om I did not provide 
>> individual 
>> letters to the schools because when you apply to law school the law 
>> service 
>> will send the letter to the various schools ~[~this is not 
>> appropriate, 
>> you may decide to talk with me in person to e×plain further. 
>> Moreover, you 
>> did not provide addresses for the schools. In the future, please 
>> provide 
>> all information because it is far too difficult to have to keep 
>> contacting 
>> you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 19, 2003 12:50 PM 

Chryss Yost <cyost@omni.ucsb.edtr~; Anna Everett <everett@filmstudies.ucsb.edtr~ 

Re: University of C~litbrnia Ati~GEEKS Conference 

Dear Chlyss Yost: It is good to hear that your institution is planning this 
event. If I can be of any assistance, please do not hestitate to contact 
me. 

My address: 
Charlene Regester 
Assistant Professor 
Department of AIicican & Afro-American Studies 
107 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3395 
(919) 966-5496 

--On 18 November 2003 14:04 -0800 Chayss Yost <cyost@omni.ucsb.edu> ~vrote: 

Hello, 

I am writing on behalf of Dr. Anna Everett, who also attended the recent 
"Black American Cinema Re-Considered" COlfference at NYU last weekend Dr. 
Everett has asked me to add you to the mailing list for our upcoming 
"AfroGEEKs: From Technophobia to Technophilia" to convene here at the 
Universi~ of California, Santa Barbara during Miiy 7-8, 2004. As we put 
together our mailing list, would you be so kind as to provide your name, 
institutional affiliation (if any), and mailing address? Dr. Everett 
will be in touch with you more directly in the coming weeks. Thanks to 
Mia Mask for helping us get in touch with you Thank you, and best wishes 
for your holidays, 

>C. 

Chryss Yost 
Publications Man~Ner 
(;enter for Black Studies 
University of California 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 
(805) 893-3914 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:38 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; 

Re: recommenda’6ons 

~email.unc.edu> 

Dear          Your letters of recommendation are now ready. You can pick 
them up at 107 Battle Hall. The other letters were mailed. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, 
<regester@email.mac. edu> wrote: 

charleneregester 

Dear          You can bring the forms to Bal~le Hall Please indicate 
when they are clue and whether or not they are to be returned to you or go 
directly to the school. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, 

@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Pro£ Regester, 
>> I was wondering ~vhen was a good time to bring by my 
>> recommendation forms? Should I drop hem by your ofi)ce in the libraW 
>> or at your box in Battle? 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:22 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: recommendation 

Dear        Your letters are now completed. You can pick them up from 107 
Battle Hall. They are in a brown envelop in my mailbox. The envelop has 
your name on the outside. Please be sure to get the right envelop since I 
have completed letters for other students Have a good break Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, 

@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Dr Regester, 

I am sending just a reminder email about my recommendation letter. We 

had agreed on a tenative date of I am going to send out 

my application packets to as soon as possible when I 

receive your letter. 

Thank you again and I hope you have a very happy Thanksgiving. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 1, 2003 10:45 AM 

Richard AnthoW Blint <rob261 @nyu.edu> 

Manthia Diawam <Manthia.diawara@nyu.edtr~; Mia Mask <mimask@vassar.edu-~ 

Re: "Black A~nericaaa Cine~na Re-considered: Submissions" 

Dear Richard: I will submit my paper by the stated deadline. However, you 
did not indicate any requirements such as page length My paper was really 
part of a larger essay So I would like to submit the longer piece and then 
if they decide to accept my essay, edit the final draft based on the 
recommendations provided Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Wednesday, November 26, 2003 1:34 PM -0500 Richard Anthony Blint 
<rab261 @nyu. edu> wrote: 

> Dear all, 
> 

> Just a note as reminder that the papers presented at the conference are 
> being requested submitted ~2~r possible inclusion in a related volume that 
> Manthia and Mia are editing to be published Routledge. 
> 

> It is requested that papers be forwarded by e-mail to this address by 
> I)ecember 15, 2003. 
> 

> AW questions, please be in touch 
> 
> El~joy the break, 
> 

> Rich 
> 

> Richard A. Blint 
> Project Coordinator 
> Institute of African-American A[’fairs 
> A[’ricana Studies Program 
> New York UniversW 
>212-998-2133 
> rab261 @nyu.edu 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regesl~e@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 1, 2003 1:53 PM 

Richard AnthoW Blint <rob261 @nyu.edu> 

Re: "Black America~ Cinema Re- considered: S ubmissions" 

Dear Richard: Thanks for your prompt reply. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On 01 December 2003 11:23 -0500 Richard Anthony Blint <rab261 @nyu.edu> 
wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

The essay should be about 25 pages I would submit the longer piece and 
then edit if needed 

Best, 

Rich 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, December 1, 2003 10:44 am 
Subject: Re: "Black American Cinema Re-considered: Submissions" 

>> Dear Richard: I will submit my paper by the stated deadline. 
>> IIowever, you 
>> did not indicate any requirements such as page length. [\/~y paper 
>> was really 
>> part of a larger essay. So I would like to submit the longer piece 
>> and then 
>> if they decide to accept my essay, edit the final draft based on 
>> the 
>> recommendations provided. Let me know what you think Sincerely, 
>> Charlene 
>> Regester 
>> 

>> --On Wednesday, November 26, 2003 1:34 PM -0500 Richard Anthony 
>> BI 

> <rab261 @nyu.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> > [)eat- all, 

>> > Just a note as reminder that the papers presented at the 

>> > being requested submitted ~2~r possible inclusion in a related 
>> volume that 
>> > Manthia and Mia are editing to be published Routledge. 

>> > It is requested that papers be forwarded by e-mail to this 
>> address by 
>> > December 15, 2003. 

>> > Any questions, please be in touch. 

>> > Enjoy the break, 

>> > Rich 

>> > Richard A. Blint 
>> > Project Coordinator 
>> > Institute of African-Arnerican Affairs 
>> > .¢fricana Studies Program 
>> > New York University 
>> > 212-998-2133 
>> > rab261@nyu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 9, 2003 11:58 AM 

dave -~daveholloway@blneyonder.co.uk:~ 

Re: publishing invita’fon 

Dear Dave: This is to inform you that I would like to accept the invitation 
to contribute an essay to your forthcoming work on American Visual 
Cultures. I should be able to meet the deadline in an appropriate maimer, 
however, I would like to have more specifice information regarding the 
niche that you would like for me to fill. Please note that I have written 
on the silent films of Oscar Micheaux, investigated Birth of a Nation, 
explored the contributions of other black fihnmakers to the silent period. 
If you could be more specific about what is most needed, then I can let you 
know exactly what I can produce and what you can expect from me. The sooner 
you sent me additional information, the better for me. Finally, thanks for 
the invitation and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 3:27 PM +0000 dave 
<daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I write you at Jane Gaines’ suggestion 

I am co-editor of a forthcoming collection, AMERICAN VISUAL CULTURES (New 

York!London: Continuum, 2004) Due to the [ate withdrawal of a 
contributor we are urgently seeking a short essay on silent-era US film 
Continuum will pay $100, plus a copy of the book, for contributions of 
5000-5,500 words (max), inclusive of notes and bibliography Contributors 
are also invited to submit I or 2 images [’or reproduction in the book. 
Ideally, we would like the essay to discuss (at least in part) either 
Afi-ican American involvement in some part of the silent-era industry, or 
representation of African ~nericans in silent-era film. The essay could 
be as much or as little of a sur~ey/over~dew as the contributor prefers 
So I write in the hope that you may have something in progress that would 
suit, and that you might feel inclined to lodge it with us ~2~r A2/2ERICAN 
VISUAL CU[~TURES 
The snag is that we would probably need the essay by mid-January at the 
latest (though I’m hoping that Continuum may be persuaded to wait :[’or the 
right essay until the beginning of February ) 
I attach a Contents page [’or the book, and hope very much that you can 
bring me some good news ! If you are unable to write for us yourself, 
could I prevail upon you to forward this note to others who you think may 
be interested ? 
Many thanks for your time. 

With very best wishes, 

Dave Holloway. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 9, 2003 1:54 PM 

@highstream.net 

Proposal tbr Edited Volume on Black Literary Works Adapted to the Screen 

Proposal- BlackLiteratureScreen Adaptations.doc 

Dear Blanche: Attached is a proposal and sample essay that I am submitting 
to publishers to be considered for another reference book on black literary 
works adapted to the screen I included the proposal and a sample ent~z of 
the film version Because someone else is completing the literaw version, 
I did not send. We are attempting to compile this volume and hope to 
solicit graduate students to help in writing the many essays Let me know 
what you think and thanks for your review. There is no immediate deadline. 
Please ackno~vledge receipt of this material. You will receive additional 
material that I will need for you to review in the next few days. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 9, 2003 2:38 PM 

dave -~daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> 

Re: publishing invita’6on 

Dear Dave: Thanks for providing the additional info. You will have to give 
me a fe~v days to come up with a solid topic that ~vill meet the expectations 
of this volume. Today is Tuesday, so I could have an abstract no later than 
Monday (hope this is not too late) The most difficult part for me will be 
trying to come up with a really good angle that fits in ~vith the criteria 
of the volume because the actual writing should not take long at all. Let 
me know if this works. If so, I will proceed to have an abstract by Monday 
and then will negotiate a deadline for a draft sometime in earl?- January so 
that you can meet your deadline Again, I hope to hear from you as soon as 
possible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:12 PM +0000 dave 
<daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 

Charlene, 

Many- thanks for your rapid response. I’m delighted that you are interested 
in writing something for the book. 

We have 2 broad aims, as editors (1) to argue that visual culture must be 
considered historically, ie. within the broader social, political and 
economic contexts in which it is produced and consumed (2) to stress that 
history/power/knowledge is constituted by a totality of overlapping 
discourses, simultaneously grounded in multiple class, racial/ethnic, 
genderedisexual contexts. We’re interested, ie, in the continuities that 
exist between marginalised constituencies and voices, rather than the 
discontinuities. 

Aim no. 2 is realised principally" in the interplay" between different 
essays in each Part of the book, and in our various sections of editorial 
co-writing Aim no 1 is realised principally in contributors’ essays 
Which is a long way round to saying that as long as you discuss African 
American involvement in the silent era film industry by contextualising it 
historically, you can pretty’ much write your own remit for the essay 

Continuum will market the book as a textbook But [’our or five of the 
essays would stretch (though be readable by) a talented final-year 
undergraduate student. Initial print run is contracted at 2,500 copies. 

At the risk of sounding crass, I’d say that I know whatever you write will 
be good, and that the essay you can get to us the soonest would be the one 
to suit us best. We are under pressure to get the completed manuscript to 
Continuum by the end of January, so that they can have it in print, they 
hope, by beginning of next academic year. An essay combining discussion of 
2~{ichea~bx and;or other African American fihn-makers with discussion of 
white representation (Birth of a Nation, obviously, ~vould fit), would be 
just fine. But any historicising discussion of germane issues would suit 
us. 

The really key thing is the schedule. If you could cotlm~it to the middle of 
Jan at the latest (allowing us time to turn the essay back round to you 
before end Jan, with any queries that may- arise), I can ask Continuum to 
mail you out a contract tomorrow. 

I hope this addresses your queries ? Please do get right back to me if 
not. If you could come up ~vith a very brief abstract and a due date (to 
keep the beancounters happy), I’d be vein grateful. 

Many thanks again for your interest and assistance. 

With very best wishes, 

Dave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "charlene regester" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: "dave" <daveholloway@blueyonder. co.nk> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 4:57 PM 
Subject: Re: publishing invitation 

>> Dear Dave: This is to inform you that I would like to accept the 
invitation 

>> to contribute an essay to your forthcoming work on American Visual 
>> Cultures. I should be able to meet the deadline in an appropriate manner, 
>> however, I would like to have more specifice information regarding the 
>> niche that you would like for me to fill Please note that I have written 
>> on the silent films of Oscar Micheaux, investigated Birth of a Nation, 
>> explored the contributions of other black filrmnakers to the silent 
>> period. If you could be more specific about what is most needed, then I 



>> can let 

you 

>> know exactly what I can produce and what you can expect from me. The 

sooner 

>> you sent me additional information, the better for me. Finally, thanks 

>> for the invitation and I look forward to hearing from you in the near 

>> famre. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> --On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 3:27 PM ~0000 dave 

>> <daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 
>> 

>> > 

>> > Dear Professor Regester, 

>> > 

>> > I write you at Jane Gaines’ suggestion. 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > I am co-editor of a forthcoming collection, A2vIERICAN VISUAL CLZTURES 

(New 

>> > York/London: Continuum, 2004). Due to the late withdrawal of a 

>> > contributor we are urgently seeking a short essay on silent-era US 

>> > fihn. Continu~tm will pay $100, plus a copy- of the book, for 

>> > contributions of 5000-5,500 words (max), inclusive of notes and 

>> > bibliography. 

Contributors 

>> > are also invited to submit 1 or 2 images for reproduction in the book. 

>> > Ideally, we would like the essay to discuss (at least in part) either 

>> > African American involvement in some part of the silent-era industry, 

>> > or representation of African Arnericans in silent-era film. The essay 

>> > could be as much or as little of a survey/overview as the contributor 

>> > prefers. So I write in the hope that you may have something in 

>> > progress that 

would 

>> > suit, and that you might feel inclined to lodge it with us for AMERICAN 

>> > VISUAL CULTURES. 

>> > The snag is that we ~vould probably need the essay by mid-January at the 

>> > latest (though I’m hoping that Continuum may be persuaded to wait fbr 

the 

>> > right essay until the beginning of February). 

>> > I attach a Contents page for the book, and hope rely’ much that you can 

>> > bring me some good news ! It’you are unable to write for us yourself, 

>> > could I prevail upon you to fbrward this note to others who you think 

may- 

>> > be interested ? 

>> > Many thanks for your time. 

>> > 

>> > With very best wishes, 

>> > 

>> > Dave Holloway. 

>> 

>> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 9, 2003 2:45 PM 

dave -~daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> 

Re: publishing invita’6on 

Dear Dave: I forgot to include in my previous email message, do you have a 
sample essay that you could forward for nay revie~v. This way I will have 
some sense about how- technical or non-technical to be in my discussion. Let 
me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:12 PM +0000 dave 
<daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 

Charlene, 

Many- thanks for your rapid response. I’m delighted that you are interested 
in writing something for the book. 

We have 2 broad aims, as editors (1) to argue that visual culture must be 
considered historically, ie. within the broader social, political and 
economic contexts in which it is produced and consumed (2) to stress that 
history/power/knowledge is constituted by a totality of overlapping 
discourses, simultaneously grounded in multiple class, racial/ethnic, 
gendered/sexual contexts. We’re interested, ie, in the continuities that 
exist between marginalised constituencies and voices, rather than the 
discontinuities. 

Aim no. 2 is realised principally" in the interplay" between different 
essays in each Part of the book, and in our various sections of editorial 
co-writing Aim no 1 is realised principally in contributors’ essays 
Which is a long way round to saying that as long as you discuss African 
American involvement in the silent era film industry by contextualising it 
historically, you can pretty’ much write your own remit for the essay 

Continuum will market the book as a textbook But [’our or five of the 
essays would stretch (though be readable by) a talented final-year 
undergraduate student. Initial print run is contracted at 2,500 copies. 

At the risk of sounding crass, I’d say that I know whatever you write will 
be good, and that the essay you can get to us the soonest would be the one 
to suit us best. We are under pressure to get the completed manuscript to 
Continuum by the end of January, so that they can have it in print, they 
hope, by beginning ofne×t academic year. An essay combining discussion of 
Micheaux ancL, or other African American film-makers with discussion of 
white representation (Birth of a Nation, obviously, would fit), would be 
just fine. But any historicising discussion of germane issues would suit 
us 

’]’he really key thing is the schedule If you could cotmnit to the middle of 
Jan at the latest (allowing us time to turn the essay back round to you 
before end Jan, with any queries that may- arise), I can ask Continuum to 
mail you out a contract tomorrow. 

I hope this addresses your queries ? Please do get right back to me if 
not. If you could come up ~vith a very brief abstract and a due date (to 
keep the beancounters happy), I’d be vein grateful. 

Many thanks again for your interest and assistance. 

With very best wishes, 

Dave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "charlene regester" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: "dave" <daveholloway@blueyonder. co.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, Deceraber 09, 2003 4:57 PM 
Subject: Re: pulqishing invitation 

>> Dear Dave: This is to itfform you that I would like to accept the 
invitation 

>> to contribute an essay to your forthcoming work on American Visual 
>> Cultures. I should be able to meet the deadline in an appropriate manner, 
>> however, I ~vould like to have more specifice information regarding the 
>> niche that you would like for me to fill Please note that I have written 
>> on the silent films of Oscar Micheaux, investigated Birth of a Nation, 
>> explored the contributions of other black filrmnakers to the silent 
>> period. If you could be more specific about what is most needed, then I 
>> can let 

you 
>> know exactly what I can produce and what you can expect from me. The 

sooner 
>> you sent me additional information, the better for me. Finally, thanks 
>> for the invitation and I look forward to hearing from you in the near 



>> l~mre. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 3:27 PM ~0000 dave 
>> < daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 
>> 

>> > [)ear Professor Regester, 

>> > I write you at Jane Gaines’ suggestion. 

>> > I am co-editor of a forthcoming collection, AMERICAN VISUAL CLZTURES 
> (New 
>> > York/London: Continuuru, 2004). Due to the late withdrawal of a 
>> > contributor we are urgently seeking a short essay on silent-era US 
>> > fihn. Continu~nn will pay $100, plus a copy- of the book, for 

>> > contributions of 5000-5,500 words (max), inclusive of notes and 
>> > bibliography. 
> Contributors 
>> > are also invited to submit 1 or 2 images for reproduction in the book. 
>> > Ideally, we would like the essay to discuss (at least in part) either 
>> > African American im~olvement in some part of the silent-era industry, 
>> > or representation of ~adrican Arnericans in silent-era film. The essay 
>> > could be as much or as little of a survey/overview as the contributor 
>> > prefers. So I write in the hope that you may have something in 
>> > progress that 
> would 
>> > suit, and that you might feel inclined to lodge it with us for AMERICAN 
>> > VISUAL CJ~YLTURES. 
>> > The snag is that we would probably need the essay by ruid-January at the 
>> > latest (though I’m hoping that Continunn~ may be persuaded to ~vait for 
> the 
>> > right essay until the beginning of Februarb,). 
>> > I attach a Contents page for the book, and hope verb’ much that you can 
>> > bring me some good news ! lt’you are unable to write for us yourself, 
>> > could I prevail upon you to fbrward this note to others who you think 
> may- 
>> > be interested ? 
>> > Many thanks for your time. 

>> > With verb, best wishes, 

>> > Dave Holloway. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 9, 2003 3:33 PM 

dave -~daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> 

Re: publishing invita’6on 

Dear Dave: You are ~velcome to for~vard the contract to my home address: 

Will send the abstract by next Monday as I need a little time to give this 
some thought. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
--On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:49 PM +0000 dave 
<daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 

Charlene, 

Man?- thanks for that. 

Please don’t feel encumbered by the aims of the book as a whole Some kind 
of historicizing argument about African American silent era film (or 
representation of African Americans IN silent era fihn) is the only real 
requirement for the essay Our hope is that the broader point, regarding 
history’s constitution as multiple co-dependent flows of power etc, should 
be clear enough from our contributions as editors, and from the moments 
where the critical paths of contributors’ essays meet 

If early Jan is realistic ~2~r you, then that’s just the best news I’ve 
had in a while ! If you want to confirm an address to which Continuum 
should send a contract, I’ll get them onto the case tomorrow. 

Many thanks agmn. 

With very best wishes, 

Dave 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "charlene regester" <regester@email unc edu> 
To: "dave" <daveholloway@blueyonder. co.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:38 PM 
Subject: Re: publishing invitatinn 

>> Dear Dave: Thanks [’or providing the additinnal info. You will have to 
>> g~ve me a few days to come up with a solid topic that will meet the 

expectations 
>> of this volume. Today is Tuesday, so I could have an abstract no later 

than 
>> Monday @ope this is not too late). The most difficult part for me will 
>> be trying to come up with a really- good angle that fits in with the 
>> criteria of the volmne because the actual writing should not take long 
>> at all. Let me know if this wurks. If so, I ~vill proceed to have an 
>> abstract by Monday and then will negotiate a deadline for a draft 
>> sometime in early January 

so 

>> that you can meet your deadline. Again, I hope to hear from you as soon 
>> as possible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> -On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:12 PM +0000 dave 
>> <daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 
>> 

>> > Charlene, 
>> > 

>> > Many that~zs for your rapid response. I’m delighted that you are 
interested 

>> > in writing something for the book. 
>> > 

>> > We have 2 broad aims, as editors. (1) to argue that visual culture must 
be 

>> > considered historically, ie. within the broader social, political and 
>> > economic contexts in which it is produced and consumed. (2) to stress 

that 
>> > histo~#power/knowledge is constituted by a totality of overlapping 
>> > discourses, simultaneously grounded in multiple class, racial/ethnic, 
>> > gendered/sexual contexts. We’re interested, ie, in the continuities 
>> > that exist between marginalised constituencies and voices, rather than 
>> > the discontinuities. 
>> > 

>> > Aim no 2 is realised principally in the intelT)lay bet~veen different 
>> > essays in each Part of the book, and in our various sections of 

editorial 
>> > co-~vriting. Aim no. 1 is realised principally in contributors’ essays. 



>> > Which is a long way round to saying that as long as you discuss African 
>> > American involvement in the silent era film industry by contextualising 
> it 
>> > historically, you can pretty much write your own remit [’or the essay. 

>> > Continuum will market the book as a textbook. But :[’our or five of the 
>> > essays would stretch (though be readable by) a talented final-year 
>> > undergraduate student. Initial print run is contracted at 2,500 copies 

>> > At the risk of sounding crass, I’d say that I know whatever you write 
> will 
>> > be good, and that the essay- you can get to us the soonest would be the 

>> > to suit us best. We are under pressme to get the corapleted manuscript 

>> > Continuun~ by the end of Janua~, so that they can have it in print, 
>> > they" hope, by begitming of next acadenric year. An essay- combining 
>> > discussion 
> of 
>> > Micheaux and/or other African American film-makers with discussion of 
>> > white representation (Bilth of a Nation, obviously’, would fit), would 
>> > be just fine. But any historicising discussion of germane issues would 
>> > suit us. 

>> > The really" key thing is the schedule. If you could commit to the middle 
> of 
>> > Jan at the latest (allowing us time to turn the essay" back round to you 
>> > before end Jan, with any queries that may" arise), I can ask Continuum 
>> > to nrail you out a contract tomorrow. 

>> > I hope this addresses your queries ? Please do get right back to nre if 
>> > not. If you could come up with a very brief abstract and a due date (to 
>> > keep the beancounters happy), I’d be vetTi grateful. 

>> > iVlany thanks again for your interest and assistance. 

>> > With ve~z best ~vishes, 

>> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> > From: "charlene regester" <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
>> > To: "dave" <daveholloway@blueyonder co.uk> 
>> > Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 4:57 Pivl 
>> > Subject: Re: publishing invitation 

>> >> Dear Dave: This is to infolrn you that I would like to accept the 
>> > invitation 
>> >> to contribute an essay to your forthcoming work on American Visual 
>> >> Cultures. I should be able to meet the deadline in an appropriate 

>> >> however, I would like to have more specifice information regarding the 
>> >> niche that you would like for me to fill. Please note that I have 
> written 
>> >> on the silent films of Oscar Micheaux, investigated Birth of a Nation, 
>> >> explored the contributions of other black filmmakers to the silent 
>> >> period If you could be more specific about what is most needed, then 

>> >> know exactly’ what I can produce and what you can expect fi-om me The 

>> >> you sent me additional information, the better for me Finally, thanks 
>> >> for the invitation and I look fopa, ard to hearing from you in the near 
>> >> future. Sincerely’, Charlene Regester 

>> >> --On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 3:27 PM ~ 0000 dave 
>> >> <daveholloway@blueyonder co uk> wrote: 

>> >> > [)ear Professor Regester, 

>> >> > I write you at Jane Gaines’ suggestion. 

>> >> > ! am co-e&tor of a forthcoming collection, AMERICAN VISUAL CUlfIIJRES 
>> > (New 
>> >> > York/] ,ondon: Continuum, 2004). r)ue to the late withdrawal of a 
>> >> > contributor we are urgently" seeking a short essay on silem-era US 
>> >> > film Continuum will pay $100, plus a copy of the book, [’or 
>> >> > contributions of 5000-5,500 words (max), inclusive of notes and 
>> >> > bibliography’. 
>> > Contributors 
>> >> > are also invited to submit 1 or 2 images for reproduction in the 
> book. 
>> >> > Ideally, we would like the essay to discuss (at least in part) 
>> >> > either At~ican American involvement in sonre part of the silent-era 
>> >> > industry’, or representation of African Americans in silent-era 
>> >> > film. The essay" could be as much or as little ofa sur,~eyiovelwiexv 



>> >> > as the contributor prefers. So I write in the hope that you may 
>> >> > have something in progress that 
>> > ~vould 
>> >> > suit, and that you might feel inclined to lodge it with us for 

>> >> > VISU~ CULTURES 
>> >> > The snag is that we would probably need the essay by mid-JanuaW at 

the 
>> >> > latest (though rm hoping that Continuum may be persuaded to wait 
>> >> > for 

>> > the 

>> >> > rigM essay until the beginning of Febma~). 
>> >> > I attach a Contents page for the book, and hope very much that you 

can 
>> >> > bring me some good news [ Kyou are unable to write for us 

yoreself, 
>> >> > could I prevail upon you to forward this note to others who you 
>> >> > th~ 
>> > may 
>> >> > be interested ? 
>> >> > Many tharks for yore time. 

>> >> > With vet?~ best wishes, 

>> >> > Dave Holloway. 
>> >> 

>> >> 

>> > 

>> > 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 10~ 2003 2:23 PM 

dave -~daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> 

Re: publishing invita’6on 

Dear Dave: Thanks much and I will be in touch Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, December 10, 2003 3:03 PM +0000 dave 
<daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 

Charlene, 

Thanks for the address, which I’ve forwarded to Continuum, asking them to 
raise and mail you a contract 

I attach a sample essay. But with the caveat that the book contains a wide 
range of stsqes and approaches, some more, and some less straightforward, 
than the attached I’d say this sample comes pret~z close to the optimum 
for the book, though, in its ability’ to be ’readably technical,’ and its 
combination of critical SUl~’ey and new arguments. 
If I can help in other ways, please just yell. 

Thanks again, 

Dave 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "charlene regester" <regester@email uric edu> 
To: "dave" <daveholloway@blueyonder. co.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:44 PM 
Subject: Re: publishing invitatinn 

>> Dear Dave: I forgot to include in my previous email message, do you have 
>> a sample essay that you could ~2~rward for my review This way I will have 
>> some sense about how technical or non-technical to be in my discussion. 

Let 
>> me know what you think. Sincerely’, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:12 PM ~ 0000 dave 
>> <daveholloway@blueyonder.co uk> wrote: 
>> 

>> > (Narlene, 

>> > MaW thanks for your rapid response I’m delighted that you are 
interested 

>> > in writing something for the book. 

>> > We have 2 broad aims, as editors. (1) to argue that visual culture nmst 
be 

>> > considered historically, ie. within the broader social, political and 
>> > econotnic contexts in which it is produced and consmned. (2) to stress 

that 
>> > histo15~/poweriknowledge is constituted by a totali~ of overlapping 
>> > discourses, sinmltaneously grounded in multiple class, racial/ethnic, 
>> > gendered/sexual contexts. We’re interested, ie, in the continuities 
>> > that exist between marginalised constituencies and voices, rather than 
>> > the discontinuities. 

>> > Aim no. 2 is realised principally in the interplay between different 
>> > essays in each Part of the book, and in our various sections of 

editorial 
>> > co-writing. Aim no. 1 is realised principally- in contributors’ essays. 
>> > ;\~ich is a long way round to saying that as long as you discuss African 
>> > American involvement in the silent era film industrg by contextualising 

>> > historically, you can pretty" much write your own renrit for the essay-. 

>> > Continuum will nrarket the book as a textbook. But four or five of the 
>> > essays would stretch (though be readable by) a talented final-year 
>> > ~mdergraduate student. Initial print run is contracted at 2,500 copies. 

>> > At the risk of sounding crass, I’d say- that I know whatever you write 
will 

>> > be good, and that the essay you can get to us the soonest would be the 

>> > to suit us best We are under pressure to get the completed manuscript 

>> > Continuum by the end of Janual~-, so that they- can have it in print, 
>> > they hope, by- begilming of next academic year An essay combining 
>> > discussion 

of 
>> > Macheaux and/or other Aticican American film-makers with discussion of 
>> > white representation (Birth of a Nation, obviously, would fit), would 



>> > be just fine But any historicising discussion nfgennane issues would 

>> > ’]7he really key thing is the schedule. If you could commit to the middle 
> of 
>> > Jan at the latest (allowing us time to turn the essay back round to you 
>> > before end Jan, with an?’ queries that may arise), I can ask Continuum 
>> > to mail you out a contract tomon-ow. 

>> > I hope this addresses your queries ’.’ Please do get right back to me if 
>> > not. If you could come up xvith a very brief abstract and a due date (to 
>> > keep the beancounters happy), I’d be very" grateful. 

>> > Many thanks again for your interest and assistance. 

>> > With very best wishes, 

>> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> > From: "charlene regester" <regester@email.tmc.edu> 
>> > To: "dave" <daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> 
>> > Sent: Tuesday-, December 09, 2003 4:57 PM 
>> > Subject: Re: publishing invitation 

>> >> Dear Dave: This is to inform you that I xvould like to accept the 
>> > invitation 
>> >> to contribute an essay to your forthcoming work on American Visual 
>> >> Cultures. I should be able to meet the deadline in an appropriate 

>> >> however, I would like to have more specifice information regarding the 
>> >> niche that you would like for me to fill. Please note that I have 
> written 
>> >> on the silent films of Oscar Micheaux, investigated Birth of a Nation, 
>> >> explored the contributions of other black filmmakers to the silent 
>> >> period. If you could be more specific about what is most needed, then 
>> >> I can let 

>> >> know exactly what I can produce and ~vhat you can expect iicom me. The 

>> >> you sent me additional information, the better f,ar me. Finally, thanks 
>> >> for the invitation and I look forward to hearing from you in the near 
>> >> future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> >> --On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 3:27 PM +0000 dave 
>> >> <daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 

>> >> > Dear Professor Regester, 

>> >> > I write you at Jane Gaines’ suggestion 

>> >> > I am co-editor ofa f,arthcoming collection, AMERICAN VISUAL CULTURES 

>> >> > York/London: Continuum, 2004). Due to the late withdrawal o17 a 
>> >> > contributor we are urgently seeking a short essay on silent-era US 
>> >> > film Continuum will pay $100, plus a copy of the book, for 
>> >> > contributions of 5000-5,500 words (max), inclusive of notes and 
>> >> > bibliography. 
>> > Contributors 
>> >> > are also invited to submit 1 or 2 images for reproduction in the 
> book. 
>> >> > Ideally, we would like the essay to discuss (at least in part) 
>> >> > either African American invo[vement in some part of the silent-era 
>> >> > industry, or representation of African Americans in silent-era 
>> >> > film The essay could be as much or as little ofa survey/ovep¢iew 
>> >> > as the contributor prefers. So I write in the hope that you may 
>> >> > have something in progress that 

>> >> > suit, and that you might feel inclined to lodge it with us for 
> AMERICAN 
>> >> > VISUAL CULTURES. 
>> >> > The snag is that we would probably need the essay by mid-January at 
> the 
>> >> > latest (though I’m hoping that Continuum may be persuaded to wait 

>3, > the 
>> >> > right essay until the beginning of February). 
>> >> > I attach a Contents page for the book, and hope very much that you 

>> >> > bring me some good news [ If you are unable to xvrite for us 
> yourself, 
>> >> > could I prevail upon you to forward this note to others who you 
>> >> > think 

>> >> > be interested ? 
>> >> > Many that~:s for your time. 



>> >> > With very best wishes, 

>> >> > Dave Holloway. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 16, 2003 11:03 AM 

dave -~daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> 

Re: publishing invita’6on 

Dear Dave: Currently, I am ~vorking on my abstract Will forward as soon as 
possible. Sincerely’, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, December 10, 2003 3:03 PM +0000 dave 
<daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 

Charlene, 

Thanks for the address, which I’ve forwarded to Continuum, asking them to 
raise and mail you a contract 

I attach a sample essay. But with the caveat that the book contains a wide 
range of stsqes and approaches, some more, and some less straightforward, 
than the attached I’d say this sample comes pret~z close to the optimum 
for the book, though, in its ability’ to be ’readably technical,’ and its 
combination of critical SUl~’ey and new arguments. 
If I can help in other ways, please just yell. 

Thanks again, 

Dave 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "charlene regester" <regester@email unc edu> 
To: "dave" <daveholloway@blueyonder. co.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:44 PM 
Subject: Re: publishing invitatinn 

>> Dear Dave: I forgot to include in my previous email message, do you have 
>> a sample essay that you could ~2~rward for my review This way I will have 
>> some sense about how technical or non-technical to be in my discussion. 

Let 
>> me know what you think. Sincerely’, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:12 PM ~ 0000 dave 
>> <daveholloway@blueyonder.co uk> wrote: 
>> 

>> > (Narlene, 

>> > MaW thanks for your rapid response I’m delighted that you are 
interested 

>> > in writing something for the book. 

>> > We have 2 broad aims, as editors. (1) to argue that visual culture nmst 
be 

>> > considered historically, ie. within the broader social, political and 
>> > econotnic contexts in which it is produced and consmned. (2) to stress 

that 
>> > histo15~/poweriknowledge is constituted by a totali~ of overlapping 
>> > discourses, sinmltaneously grounded in multiple class, racial/ethnic, 
>> > gendered/sexual contexts. We’re interested, ie, in the continuities 
>> > that exist between marginalised constituencies and voices, rather than 
>> > the discontinuities. 

>> > Aim no. 2 is realised principally in the interplay between different 
>> > essays in each Part of the book, and in our various sections of 

editorial 
>> > co-writing. Aim no. 1 is realised principally- in contributors’ essays. 
>> > ;\~ich is a long way round to saying that as long as you discuss African 
>> > American involvement in the silent era film industrg by contextualising 

>> > historically, you can pretty" much write your own renrit for the essay-. 

>> > Continuum will nrarket the book as a textbook. But four or five of the 
>> > essays would stretch (though be readable by) a talented final-year 
>> > ~mdergraduate student. Initial print run is contracted at 2,500 copies. 

>> > At the risk of sounding crass, I’d say- that I know whatever you write 
will 

>> > be good, and that the essay you can get to us the soonest would be the 

>> > to suit us best We are under pressure to get the completed manuscript 

>> > Continuum by the end of Janual~-, so that they- can have it in print, 
>> > they hope, by- begilming of next academic year An essay combining 
>> > discussion 

of 
>> > Macheaux and/or other Aticican American film-makers with discussion of 
>> > white representation (Birth of a Nation, obviously, would fit), would 



>> > be just fine But any historicising discussion nfgennane issues would 

>> > ’]7he really key thing is the schedule. I£you could commit to the middle 
> of 
>> > Jan at the latest (allowing us time to turn the essay back round to you 
>> > before end Jan, with an?’ queries that may arise), I can ask Continuum 
>> > to mail you out a contract tomon-ow. 

>> > I hope this addresses your queries ? Please do get right back to me if 
>> > not. IX" you could come up with a very brief abstract and a due date (to 
>> > keep the beancounters happy), I’d be very" grateful. 

>> > Many thanks again for your interest and assistance. 

>> > With vety~ best wishes, 

>> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> > From: "charlene regester" <regester@email.tmc.edu> 
>> > To: "dave" <daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> 
>> > Sent: Tuesday-, December 09, 2003 4:57 PM 
>> > Subject: Re: publishing invitation 

>> >> Dear Dave: This is to inform you that I xvould like to accept the 
>> > invitation 
>> >> to contribute an essay to your forthcoming work on American Visual 
>> >> Cultures. I should be able to meet the deadline in an appropriate 

>> >> however, I would like to have more specifice information regarding the 
>> >> niche that you would like for me to fill. Please note that I have 
> written 
>> >> on the silent films of Oscar Micheaux, investigated Birth of a Nation, 
>> >> explored the contributions of other black filmmakers to the silent 
>> >> period. If you could be more specific about what is most needed, then 
>> >> I can let 

>> >> know exactly what I can produce and ~vhat you can expect iicom me. The 

>> >> you sent me additional information, the better f,ar me. Finally, thanks 
>> >> for the invitation and I look forward to hearing from you in the near 
>> >> future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> >> --On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 3:27 PM +0000 dave 
>> >> <daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> wrote: 

>> >> > Dear Professor Regester, 

>> >> > I write you at Jane Gaines’ suggestion 

>> >> > I am co-editor ofa f,arthcoming collection, AMERICAN VISUAL CULTURES 

>> >> > York/London: Continuum, 2004). Due to the late withdrawal o17 a 
>> >> > contributor we are urgently seeking a short essay on silent-era US 
>> >> > film Continuum will pay $100, plus a copy of the book, for 
>> >> > contributions of 5000-5,500 words (max), inclusive of notes and 
>> >> > bibliography. 
>> > Contributors 
>> >> > are also invited to submit 1 or 2 images for reproduction in the 
> book. 
>> >> > Ideally, we would like the essay to discuss (at least in part) 
>> >> > either African American invo[vement in some part of the silent-era 
>> >> > industry, or representation of African Americans in silent-era 
>> >> > film The essay could be as much or as little ofa survey/ovep¢iew 
>> >> > as the contributor prefers. So I write in the hope that you may 
>> >> > have something in progress that 

>> >> > suit, and that you might feel inclined to lodge it with us for 
> AMERICAN 
>> >> > VISUAL CULTURES. 
>> >> > The snag is that we would probably need the essay by mid-January at 
> the 
>> >> > latest (though I’m hoping that Continuum may be persuaded to wait 

>3, > the 
>> >> > right essay until the beginning of Febmap/). 
>> >> > I attach a Contents page for the book, and hope veW much that you 

>> >> > bring me some good news [ If you are unable to xvrite for us 
> yourself, 
>> >> > could I prevail upon you to forward this note to others who you 
>> >> > think 

>> >> > be interested ? 
>> >> > Many that~:s for your time. 



>> >> > With very best wishes, 

>> >> > Dave Holloway. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 16, 2003 3:17 PM 

Richard AnthoW Blint <rob261 @nyu.edu> 

Re: "Black America~ Cinema Re- considered: S ubmissions" 

Dear Richard: My paper is on the ~vay but I have been delayed by exams. Will 
send as soon as possible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, December 01, 2003 11:23 AM -0500 Richard Anthony Blint 
<rab26 l@nyu, edu> wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

The essay should be about 25 pages. I would submit the longer piece and 
then edit if needed. 

Best, 

Rich 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, December 1, 2003 10:44 am 
Subject: Re: "Black American Cinema Re-considered: Submissions" 

>> Dear Richard: I will submit my paper by the stated deadline. 
>> However, you 
>> did not indicate any requirements such as page length My paper 
>> was really 
>> part of a larger essay So I would like to submit the longer piece 
>> and then 
>> if they decide to accept my essay, edit the final draft based on 
>> the 
>> recommendations provided Let me know what you think. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene 
>> Regester 
>> 

>> --On Wednesday, November 26, 2003 1:34 PM -0500 Richard Anthony 
>> Blint 
>> <rab261 @nyu.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> > Dear all, 

>> > Just a note as reminder that the papers presented at the 

>> > being requested submitted :[’or possible inclusion in a related 
>> volume that 
>> > Manthia and Mra are editing to be published Routledge 

>> > It is requested that papers be forwarded by e-ruail to this 
>> address by 
>> > December 15, 2003. 

>> > Any questions, please be in touch. 

>> > Enjoy the break, 

>> > Rich 

>> > Richard A. Blint 
>> > Project Coordinator 
>> > Institute of African-American Affairs 
>> > Africana Studies Program 
>> > New York Universi~" 
>> > 212-998-2133 
>> > rab261@nyu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 17, 2003 1:11 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: afam 65] 

Dear Tim: At this point, I think we can ask that he do some additional work 
or something for a higher grade. I feel that this grade was justified. If 
you do not think so then we can discuss in person. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Tuesday, December 16, 2003 12:50 PM -0500 Tim McMillan 
<tjml @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Here you go Dr. R. 
> 
> -Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 17, 2003 1:14 PM 

dave -~daveholloway@blueyonder.co.uk> 

Re: publishing invita’6on 

AB STfU~CT VISUALCUL’IVRE.doc 

Dear Dave: Attached is an abstract. I will flesh this out in more detail 
once I begin the paper. Sor~z I could not forward sooner but I had an exam 
yesterday and one this past Saturday so I am over~vhelmed but I am making 
progress. Again, I will try to meet the paper deadline which is the 
beginning of Janua~z. Let me know that you have received this material 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, December 16, 2003 4:14 PM +0000 dave 
< daveholluway@bluey onder cu.uk> wrote: 

OK, Charlene Glad tu hear yuu’re at the chalk face Thanks ~2~r keeping me 
posted. 

Dave 
..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: "charlene regester" <regester@email unc edu> 
To: "dave" <davehulloway@blueyunder. co.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 16, 2003 4:02 PM 
Subject: Re: publishing invitatiun 

>> Dear Dave: Currently, I am wurking un my abstract. Will forward as suon 
>> as possible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Wednesday, December 10, 2003 3:03 PM ~ 0000 dave 
>> <davehulluway@blueyonder.co.nk> wrute: 
>> 

>> > Charlene, 

>> > Thanks for the address, *vhich I’ve forwarded tu Cuntinuum, asking them 

>> > raise and mail you a cuntract. 

>> > I attach a sample essay. But with the caveat that the book contains a 
wide 

>> > range of styles and approaches, some more, and some less 
straightforward, 

>> > than the attached. I’d say this sample coraes pretty close to the 
>> > optimum for the book, though, in its ability to be ’readably 
>> > technical,’ and its combination of critical st~,~ey and new argmnents. 
>> > If I can help in other ways, please just yell. 

>> > Thanks again, 

>> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> > From: "charlene regester" <regester@emaih~xc.edu> 
>> > To: "dave" <daveholloxvay@blueyonder.co.uk> 
>> > Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:44 PM 
>> > Subject: Re: publishing invitation 

>> >> Dear Dave: I forgot to include in rny previous email message, do you 

>> >> a sample essay- that you could fol~’ard for rny review. This way I will 
have 

>> >> some sense about ho~v technical or non-technical to be in my 
>> >> discussion. 
>> > Let 
>> >> me klmw what you think Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> >> --On Tuesday, December 09, 2003 7:12 PM +0000 dave 
>> >> <daveholloway@blueyonder co nk> wrote: 

>> >> > Charlene, 

>> >> > Many thanks for your rapid response I’m delighted that you are 
>> > interested 
>> >> > in writing something for the book. 

>> >> > We have 2 broad aims, as editors (1) to argue that visual culture 

>> > be 
>> >> > considered historically, ie within the broader social, political 
>> >> > and economic contexts in which it is produced and consumed. (2) to 

>> > that 



>> >> > history/power/know[edge is constituted by a totality of overlapping 
>> >> > discourses, simultaneously grounded in multiple class, 
>> >> > racial/ethnic, gendered/sexual contexts. We’re interested, ie, in 
>> >> > the continuities that exist between marg~nalised constituencies and 
>~ >> > voices, rather 
> than 
>> >> > the discontinuities 

>> >> > Aim no 2 is realised principally in the interplay between 
>> >> > difl;erent essays in each Part of the book, and in our various 
>> >> > sections of 
>> > editorial 
>> >> > co-writing. Aim no. 1 is realised principally in contributors’ 

> essays. 
>> >> > Which is a long way round to saying that as long as you discuss 
> African 
>> >> > American involvement in the silent era film industry by 
> contextualising 
>>>it 
>> >> > historically, you can pretty much write your own remit for the 

>> >> > Continuum will market the book as a textbook. But four or five of 
>> >> > the essays would stretch (though be readable by) a talented 
>> >> > final-year undergraduate student. Initial print run is contracted 

>> >> > at 2,500 
> copies. 

>> >> > At the risk of sounding crass, I’d say that I know whatever you 

>> > will 
>> >> > be good, and that the essay you can get to us the soonest would be 
> the 

>> >> > to suit us best. We are under pressure to get the completed 
> manuscript 

>> >> > Continuum by the end of January, so that they can have it in print, 
>> >> > they hope, by begilming of next academic year An essay combining 
>> >> > discussion 
>>>of 
>> >> > Micheaux and/or other Aticican American film-makers with discussion 
>> >> > of white representation (Birth of a Nation, obviously, would fit), 
>> >> > would be just fine. But an?’ historicisthg discussion of germane 

> would 

>> >> > The really key thing is the schedule. If you could commit to the 
> middle 
>>>of 
>> >> > Jan at the latest (allo~ving us time to turn the essay back round to 
> you 
>> >> > before end Jan, with any queries that may arise), I can ask 
>> >> > Continuum to mail you out a contract tomorrow. 

>> >> > I hope this addresses your queries ? Please do get right back to me 
>if 
>> >> > not. If you could come up with a very brief abstract and a due date 

>> >> > keep the beancounters happy), I’d be very grateful. 

>> >> > Many thanks again :[’or your interest and assistance. 

>> >> > With very best wishes, 

>> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 
>> >> > From: "charlene regester" <regester@emai[.unc.edu> 
>> >> > To: "dave" <daveholloway@blueyonder.co uk> 
>> >> > Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2003 4:57 PM 
>> >> > Subject: Re: punishing invitauon 

>> >> >> I)ear Dave: This is to iNk~rm you that I would like to accept the 
>> >> > invitation 
>> >> >> to contribute an essay to your forthcoming work on American Visual 
>> >> >> Cultures I should be able to meet the deadline in an approprmte 

>> >> >> however, ! would like to have more specifice information regarding 
> the 
>> >> >> niche that you would like for me to fill. Please note that I have 
>> > written 
>> >> >> on the silent films of Oscar Micheaux, investigated Birth of a 
> Nation, 
>> >> >> explored the contributions of other black filrrm~akers to the silent 
>> >> >> period. If you could be more specific about what is most needed, 

>> >> >> I can let 



>> >7, > yOU 

>> 7,> >> kno~v exactly what [ can produce and what you can expect from me. 
>> >> >> 

>> 7,> > sooner 
>> >> 7,> you sent me additional informatinn, the better for me. Finally, 

> thanks 
>> >> 7,> fi~r the invitation and I look forward to hearing from you in the 

> near 
>> >> 7,> l~ture. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> >> >> 

>> >> >> --On Tuesday-, December 09, 2003 3:27 PM +0000 dave 
>> >> >> <daveholloway@blueyonder.co.~k> wrote: 
>> >> >> 

>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > Dear Professor Regester, 
>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > I write you at Jane Gaines’ suggestion. 
>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > I am co-editor of a forthcoming collection, AMERICAN VISUAL 
> CULTURES 
>> >> > (l-~ew 

>> >> >> > York/London: Continuum, 2004). Due to the late withdrawal of a 
>> >> >> > contributor we are urgently seeking a short essay on silent-era 
>> >> >> > US film. Continuum will pay- $100, plus a copy of the book, for 
>> >> >> > contributions of 5000-5,500 words (max), inclusive of notes and 
>> >> >> > bibliography. 
>> >> > Contributors 
>> >> >> > are also invited to submit 1 or 2 iraages for reproduction in the 
>> > book. 
>> >> >> > Ideally, we would like the essay to discuss (at least in part) 
>> >> >> > either African American involvement in some part of the 
>> >> >> > silent-era industry, or representation of African Americans in 
>> >> >> > silent-era fihn. The essay could be as much or as little of a 
>> >> >> > survey/overview as the contributor prefers So I write in the 
>> >> >> > hope that you may have something in progress that 
>> >> > would 
>> >> >> > suit, and that you might feel inclined to lodge it ~vith us for 
>> > AIVIERICAN 
>> >> >> > VISUAL CULTURES. 
>> >> >> > The snag is that we would probably need the essay by mid-January 
>at 
>> > the 
>> >> >> > latest (though I’m hoping that Continuum may be persuaded to ~vait 
>> >> >> > for 

>> >> > the 
>> >> >> > right essay until the beginning of Februacz) 
>> >> >> > I attach a Contents page for the book, and hope very much that 
>> >> >> > yOU 

>> > can 

>> >> >> > bring me some good news [ Kyou are unable to ~vrite for us 
>> > yourselI; 
>> >> >> > could I prevail upon you to forward this note to others ~vho you 
>> >> >> > think 

>> >> > may 
>> >> >> > be interested ? 
>> >> >> > Man?’ thariks for your time 

>> >> >> > With ve~ best wishes, 

>> >7, >> > Dave Holloway 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 22, 2004 8:30 AM 

@aol.com 

Conference on Diversity in Orga~isations, Communities and Nations at UCLA, Los Angeles, 6-9 July 2004 (fwd) 

.......... For~varded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, January 22, 2004 2:42 PM +1100 
From: Paul James <pauhjames@diversi~z-conference corn> 
To: regester@email unc.edu 
Subject: Conference on Diversi~ in Organisations, Communities and Nations 
at UCLA, Los Angeles, 6-9 July 2004 

[)ear Colleague, 

’]7his note is to inform you of the current round in the call ~2~r papers for 
THE F()URT[ t ]N~[I~RNATIONAL CO]x?f~’E[tENCE ON INVERSITY IN ORGANISATIONS, 
COMMUNITIES AND NATIONS. The deadline ~2~r proposals is 20 February 2004. 
Full details of the conference and the online call for papers are to be 
found at http://www.Dlversits’-Conference corn 

To be held at the Universib" of California, Los Angeles, 6-9 July 2004, 
confirmed speakers include: 

* Duane Champagne, Professor of Sociology, University o:[" California, Los 
Angeles, USA and a citizen of the Turtle Mountain Band o:[" Chippewa from 
North Dakota. * Peter Sellars, leading theatre, opera, and television 

director. * Peter McLaren, Professor, Graduate School of Education and 
Information Studies, University of California, l,os Angeles * ]’,/la~ 
Kalantzis, Innovation Research Professor at RMIT University in Melbourne, 
Australia and is President of the Australian Council of I)eans of Education. 
* Kris Guti~-z)rrez Professor, Graduate School o:[’Education and IN2~rmation 
Studies, University of California Los Angeles, California, USA. * Douglas 
Kellner, Professor in the Graduate School of Education and G eorge F 
Kneller Philosophy of Education (;hair, UCLA. 

Conference papers will be published in print and electronic J2~rmats in the 
peer refereed International Journal of Diversib" in Organisations, 
Communities and Nations. If you are unable to attend the conference, 
virtual registrations are also available allowing you to submit a paper for 
publication, as well as providing you with full access to the full text of 
the electronic edition of the Journal for that year. 

We hope you will be able to join the Diversib" Conference corcanunity, either 
in its virtual form, or by j oining us at this year’s annual conference. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Pro£ Paul James 
Director, Globalism Institute 
RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia 

Please Note: We have yottr name on a list of people with a specific interest 
in this field. If you want to be removed from this email list, please 
infolan us by reply. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 29, 2004 11:23 AM 

.~aol.com 

a£ro-Geeks conference cfp (fwd) 

ATT00001 .c; afrogeeks-cfp.doc; everett.vcf 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Friday, January 23, 2004 8:46 PM -0800 

From: Anna Everett <everett@filmstudies.ucsb.edu> 
To: tmrusswor@uchicago edu, gateward@umich edu, bowdre@usc.edu, 
jacqueline@uchicago.edu, epierson@sandiego edu, spencel@sacredheart.edu, 
mcfd176@uwm edu, scwatkins@maihutexas.edu, cfuchs@amu edu, 

~mindspring.com, gbutters@aurora edu, lsaks@umich.edu, 
mimask@vassar edu, Anita Brown <anitab@sscyberoffice.com>, Anna Scott 
<annas@navel ucr edu>, aware amkpa <awam.amkpa@nyu.edu>, Carroll Blue 
<cblue@mail.sdsu edu>, charlene regester <regester@emaihunc.edu>, Darnell 
Hunt <dhunt@soc.ucla edu>, ed guerrero <ed.guerrero@nyu.edu>, Jane Rhodes 
<jrhodes@weber.ucsd.edu>, Laura McGough <nomads@nomadnet org>, Manthia 
Diawara <Manthia.diawara@nyu edu>, mark reid ~ ~)aol.com>, Richard 
Anthony Blint <rab261@nyu edu>, Richard Yarborough 
<yarborou@humnet.ucla.edu>, Stewart David Ikeda < ~wi.rr.com>, tessa 
boerman <tessa@orbitjamcom>, zeinabu davis <zdavis@ucsd edu> 
Sut~iect: afro-Geeks conference cfp 

Dear all, 

happy new year! as i nrentioned to sonre of you, we are convening a 
conference that i hope you will be interested in or help us to publicize. 
i sent out information earlier but ara not sure if you got it, so here it is 
again, sorry for the duplication if any. 

Our upcoming conference on the African disapora and new- information 
technologies is related to the near-decade long research i have been doing 
on this topic, which has finally resulted in ray recently conrpleted a book 
manuscript entitled Digital Diaspora: A Race for Cyberspace. As the new 
director of the Center for Black Studies at the 
University of California at Santa Barbara, I imagine this conference as a 
first step in establishing our Center’s new Race and Tectmology Initiative. 
Please visit our newly overhauled website (still under construction) to 
learn a little more about the Center. 

<htt p://research.ucsb.edu/cbs> 

Please see the conference call for papers/ammuncement below. 

I do hope you might be interested or know- someone who nright be interested in 
participating. That’: you for your consideration, and I hope to hear from 
you at your earliest convenience. I hope the school ternr is getting or has 
gotten off to a great start. 

Warnrest regards everyone, 

Anna Everett, Ph.D 
Associate Professor and Director 
Center for Black Studies 
Universi~ of California, Santa Barbara 

Call for Papers- 

AfroGEEKS: From Technophobia to Technophilia Conference 

MAY 7-8, 2004 ? UC SAixTTA B~,BARA 
CALL FOR PAPERS: DEADLINE MARCH 1, 2004 

The Center for Black Studies at the Universi~z of California, Santa 
Barbara, invites submissions of papers for an upcoming conference, 
AIicoGEEKS, that examines the rapidly-shifting relationship between 
issues of Blackness and technology. In recent years, African Americans, 
especially, have been portrayed as poster children for the digital 
divide discourse. Though rarely represented as full participants in the 
information technology revolution, Black people are among the earliest 
adopters and comprise some of the most ardent and innovative users of IT 
(information technology) African diasporic people?s malay successes 
within new media and information technologies are too often overshadowed 
by the significant inequalities in technology access, which ultimately 
produces the racial digital divide. 
But there is more to this important and timely topic. We are interested 
in proposals that consider the following topics: 

Structural barriers to IT access that specifically impact Black 
communities 

Effective models of innovative IT use and adoption in Black 



communities 
The influence of traditional science education on Black youths 

¯ Technophobes and Luddites in the Black community 
Computer gaming in the Black communl~ 

¯ Black popular music culture, such as sampling and turntablism, within 
the IT economy 
¯ The place of Blacks in the IT industry" 
How categories of hi-tech and low-tech mastery get determined and 

circulated 
Black IT leaders 

¯ Recent legislation regarding the telecommunications industry and 
universal access to IT 

¯ The responsibility of the government and IT businesses to minority 
communities 
¯ IT issues on the African continent and for African diasporas outside 
of the U.S. 
¯ Events of September 11 relative to Blacks? position in the IT economy 

The Geek identity problematic 
From IT Consumers to IT Producers 
Black virtual c orcanunities 
Black blogs 
Blacks and milita15~-based IT training 
Becoming AfroGeeks 
Proposals addressing related topics welcome 

The conference will be held May 7-8, 2004, at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara¯ 

Proposals should be limited to txvo pages and should include an abstract 
of not more than 350 words, and audio/visual needs specified. Proposals 
should be submitted to: 
Dr. Anna Everett 
Center for Black Studies 
4603 South Hall 
Universit5’ of California 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-3150 

For more information, e-mail ctr4blst@omni.ucsb, edu 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
January 24, 2004 

For More Information: 
Carroll Parrott Blue 
619-594-6591 telephone 
<cblue@mail.sdsu.edu > e-mail 

The Dawn At My Back: Memoir of a Black Texas Upbringing 
DVD-ROM wins a 2004 Sundance Online Film Festival Jury Award 

Park City, UT -- The Dawn At My Back DVD-ROM by Carroll Parrott Blue and Kristy 
H.A. Kang is the recipient of the first-ever 2004 Sundance Online Film Festival Jury 
Award in the New Forms Gallery category. The Dawn DVD-ROM screens on 
demand now through Hatch 15, 2004 on the 2004 Sundance Online Film 
Festival at: <www.sundance.org> 

The Sundance Online Film Festival jury members include the following: Atom Films’ 
CEO Mika Salmi, ITVS Interactive’s Cathy Fischer, Siggraph 2005 Computer 
Animation Festival Chairman and Pixar developer Sam Black, 
Jed Rosenzweig with Yahoo! Movies, and Macromedia’s Chief Creative Officer, 
Michael Gough. 

Documentary filmmaker Carroll Parrott Blue authored The Dawn At My Back: 
Memoir of a Black Texas Upbringing as a Book/DVD-ROM/Website. Against the 
backdrop of Blue’s hometown of Houston, Texas, Dawn chronicles how 20th century 
racism profoundly impacts a mother and daughter relationship. Dawn’s DVD-ROM 
merges voices (Debbie Allen, Ossie Davis, Ruby Dee and Black Houston historians), 
music (Charles McPherson, Jeannie Cheatham, Marguerita Page, Greg Porter, and 
Dawn soundtrack composer Kamau Kenyatta), still and moving images 
(cinematographer John Simmons) with text. 

Filmmaker, author, and professor Carroll Parrott Blue’s award-winning films include 
Mystery of the Senses: Vision, Nigerian Art-Kindred Spirits, Conversations with Roy 
DeCarava, and Varnette’s World: A Study of a Young Artist. The Dawn At My Back: 
Memoir of a Black Texas Upbringing is Blue’s first-ever 
Boo k/DV D- RO M/We bsite. 

Conceptually, Dawn is both product and process. The book’s readers are enticed d 
to be DVD-ROM users and Website authors of their own stories. The DVD-ROM is 
from the University of Southern California Annenberg Center’s Labyrinth Project; 
the book is from University of Texas Press, and the Website from Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology Center for Reflective Community Practice’s StoryLink Project 
and Picture Projects. Dawn’s upcoming website will host and archive mother and 
daughter stories and dialogues for community use. Dawn’s Website premieres April 
2004 at <www.dawnatmyback.com>. 

-more- 



Dawn announces 2004 Sundance Online Film Festival Jury Award 
01/24/04, page 2 of 2 

THE DAWN AT MY BACK WEBSITE INFORMATION 

University of Southern California/Annenberg Center’s Labyrinth Project 
<www.annenberg.edu/labyrinth/blue.blue.html > 

University of Texas Press 
< www. utexas, ed u/u t press/boo ks/bl udaw. htm l > 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Center for Reflective Community Practice 
<www.storylink.org> 

Picture Projects 
<www. pictu re- projects.com > 

THE DAWN AT MY BACK DIGITAL PRESS I N FORMATION 

Dawn’s digital stills are at: 
<ftp://press.sundance.org> and <www.image.net> until March 15, 2004 

Also available by clicking on The Dawn At My Back at: 
< www. a n nen berg. ed u/I a byri nt h/p ress_ph otos 2. html > 

Book’s Cover Digital Image at: 
< http ://images.amazon.com/images/P/0292705395.01 .LZZZZZZZ.jpg> 

Author’s Photo Digital Image at: 
<www.annenberg.edu/labyrinth/blue/blue_bio.html > 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 29, 2004 11:33 AM 

@aol.com 

S~mdance Fihn Festival (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, December 03, 2003 2:45 AM -0800 
From: Marty Keenan <        .2~sbcglobal net> 
To: Becky Weller <grader@greatbund.com>, Charlene Regester 
<regester@email uric edu>, Fred Sch~vartz <Fred Schwartz@westgroup corn>, Bill 
Shaffer <zzshaf@washburn.edu>, Don Shorock <don@shorock com>, Kathy Simpson 
<ksimpson@railworks corn>, Donna Staab <      ~cpcis.net>, Jeremy Staab 
<jschafer@ku edu>, stories@plainsmall corn, Susan ’]’hacker 
< ~rocketmail.com>, Gwendolyn Washington 
< .2))msn corn>, John <~holt@wdaftv4 corn>, Judy Johnson 
< ~yahoo.com>, Matt Keenan <n @shb corn>, James Leiker 
< @ccc.net>, @bellatlantic net, Willie E Murry 

<billmuw)~@austin utexas.edu>, Karen Neul2~rth < @alltel net>, Nancy 
Peschka < ~cox.net>, Kent Petersen < ~mail bkst corn>, Gap)~ 
PinkaH < ~r)cox.net>, Roger and Mandy Pommerenke 
< :@cox net>, Mark Adams <adamsm@bartonccc edu>, Ju~dy Askew 
<      ~@midwest.net>, Kimberly Peschka Bilder <kpbilder@bigred unl edu>, 

Pearl Bowser <     ~aol corn>, chet@chetcale.com, Cris Collier 
< ~greatbend.com>, Clayton D Crawford <clayton.d crawford@boeing.com>, 
Corey Creekmur <corey-creekmur@uiowa.edu>, cris < ~visitgreatbend.com>, 
Robert Feldt <     k~)cox.net>, Jane Gaines <jmgaines@duke.edu>, George 
~ ~ellimvood.com>, Richard Grupenhoff<grupenhoff@rowan.edu>, Jim 
Heaton < ~cox.net>, elizabeth hudak <ehudak@blackwellsanders.com>, 
"Bill J. McKown" <        ~)cox.net> 
Subject: Sundance Film Festival 

KU Fihn Professor Kevin Willmot~ got his film "CSA---Confederate States of 
America" accepted by the Sundance Film Festival. ’]’he?, take about 125 :films 
out of 5,000 entries. The final cut of the film was shown in Great Bend 
June 15 at the N/ticheaux Independent Film Festival, where it was well 
received.    As you know, CSA is a ~ake documentary, or spoof 
documentaw, about American histoW in which the South wins the Civil War. 

.......... End For~varded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 18, 2004 4:04 PM 

.~aol.com 

[SCMS-L] job list 2-15-04 (fwd) 

[SCMS-L] job list 2-15- 04.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Tuesday, Februaw 17, 2004 4:25 PM -0500 
From: Jim Mi~rrison <jamesmor@orku.ca> 
To: SCMS-L@cinemas tudies.org 
Subject: [SCMS-L] job list 2-15-04 

Socie~ for Cinema and Media Studies 

Job Information List, Febmap)~ 13, 2004 

The following four (5)jobs appear below: 

Denison University, Visiting Assistant Professor of Communication 

California State University, Northridge, Lecturer in Media 

University of Lethbridge, Assistant Professor of New Media 

Universi~ of Arizona, Department Head of Media Arts 

Lecturer in Film Studies, University College, London 

Denisun University Depaltment of Col~wnunication 
Visiting Assistant Professor of Commurfication 
Media Studies 

Candidates should be able to contribute courses in some of the following 
areas: 
History- of Radio & TV in America, Mass Media and Society, Etl’micity & 
Race in the Media, Mediating Gender and Sexuality, Media Literacy and in 
an area of specialization. 

We seek candidates committed to teaching excellence, to integrative 
approaches to learning, and to scholarly productivity in a liberal arts 
context. We are particularly interested in teacher-scholars ~vho lil~ 
the classroom to the cornmunity. All department faculty teach courses 
that contribute to the college’s General Education program. Denison 
University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer Women 
and minorities are encouraged to apply More information about the 
college and the department can be fouaad at http://www.denison edu. 

Applicants should send letter, vita, a one-page statement of teaching 
philosophy, evidence of teaching effectiveness, an example of 
scholarship, and three letters of recommendation to Dr. Suzarme Condray, 
Depaltment of Communication, Denison University, Granville OH 43023 
Revie~v of applications ~vill begin Februaiy 17, 2004 and continue until 
the positions are filled. 

Lecturer inMedia 

California State University, Northridge, a Los Angeles University, seeks a 
full-time lecturer to teach begimaing, intermediate and advanced courses in 
electronic media management: including histolT~’, regulations, progran~ming, 
sales/marketing, operations, research and new media. Terminal degree 
(Ph.D.) Iicom an accredited institution preferred A candidate without a 
terminal degree, but with significant, high-level professional achievement, 
may be considered ]2~r the position. Candidate should have the ability to 
work with an ethnically and culturally diverse campus community. The 
salapf range is $3,636 - $3,808 / month, subject to budgetary approval, 
with actual salary" dependent upon qualifications. The review of applicants 
will begin on March 1, 2004, and continue until the position is filled, but 
no later than April 30, 2004 Send vita to: Robert Gustafson, Chair of 
Search and Screen Cotmnittee, California State University Northridge, 18111 
Nordhoff Street, Northridge, CA 91330-8317 For ad&tiunal information 



about CSUN, visit: www csun edu For more irfformation about the 
Department, and a complete job description, visit: 
www CinemaAndTe[evision.com. CSUN is an Equal Opportunity/A:ffirmative 
Action, Title IX, Section 504 [~mployer. 

ASSISTAiXm2 PROFESSOR, NEYV MEDLa_ 

UNT’JERSITY OF LETHBP, IDGE 

The University of Lethbridge, Facul~ of Fine Arts Department of New Media 

invites applications for a tenure-track position at the Assistant Professor 

level, corrm~encing July 1, 2004 and subiect to board of Governor’s approval. 

An _MFA or equivalent terminal degree is required, and a substantial record 

of professional activity or industry" experience would be an asset. The 

candidate should be familiar with the delivery of tecl-mical, creative and 

theoretical knowledge in a lab and’or classroom setting. They should be 

prepared to work in the administration, development and definition of a 

growing department. 

The successful candidate will have a record of excellence in teaching and 

research/creative work in interaction design, digital compositing or a 

related field Duties will include teaching foundation-level digital 

compositing of static and moving images, along with the fundamentals of 

intelface and interaction design. Other teaching and creative interests 

might include net. art, computer programming, video, graphic design, or 3D 

modelling. 

The successful candidate will be expected to contribute to curriculum 

revision, and may have the opportunity to develop topics courses that deal 

with digital culture, media arts, human-computer interface, and contemporary, 

or historical issues related to technolo©’ and new media. 

The Faculty of Fine Arts, housed in the Centre for the Arts, offers degree 

programs in Art, Drama, Music and New Media within a liberal education 

context and is the :[’astest growing unit in the University. For more 

information on the Umversity of Lethbridge, visit our website at: 

http://www uleth ca/ 

Visit the Faculb" of Fine Arts at: http:i/www.uleth ca/ffa/ 

Visit the New Media Program at: http://www.uleth.ca/ffa/sectionnewmedia.htm 

Interested candidates should submit a letter of application describing 

interest and all areas of teaching expertise, along with a current 

curriculmn vita, a statement of teaching philosophy, current research 

program and,’or a substantial portfolio of critically reviewed work, as well 



as three letters of reference from qualified referees who can assess 

teaching and research/creative activity by the closing date March 26, 2004 

Address applications to: 

Dr. C. J. Skinner, Dean 

Faculty of Fine Arts 

The University of Lethbridge 

4401 Uni’,~ersity Dli-,~e 

Lethbridge, AB T1K 3M4 

Tel: (403) 329 2155 

Fax: (403) 382 7127 cmail: skirmer@uleth.ca 

The University is an equal opportunity employer and offers a non smoking 

en’,dronment. In accordance with Canadian Inrmigration regulations, this 

ad’,~ertisement is directed to Canadian citizens and perruanent residents of 

Canada 

DEPAR~vfENT I~AD, \~DIA ARTS 

THE Lri~IVERSITY OF ARIZ OikLA 

Appointed Position 

Job Title: Depaltment Head, Media Arts 

Department: Department of Media Arts, College of Fine Arts 

Sala~z: Commensurate with experience and qualifications 

Benefits: Yes 

Opening: 1/20/04 (;losing: 3/22/04 -- or until filled 

Position Summary: 

The University o:[" Arizona Department o:[" Media Arts seeks a dynamic 
Department Head with creativity, energy and experience to inspire and lead 
the department to new levels of achievement and potential status as the 
School of Media Arts. ~flqe department currently consists of 550 full-t~ne 
students, 15 faculty, several adjunct faculty and 7 professional staff 
Media Arts offers programs o:[" sturdy leading to a BA in Aesthetics and 
Criticism, a BA in Producing, a BYA in Production, and an MA in Critical 
Studies. ’]"he goals of the department include expanding the production 
program and developing and implementing an h,f[~’A degree. The department is 
one of five units and two research centers in the College of Fine Arts. 
For more in:[’ormation see the College of Fine Arts Media Arts websites at: 
http :/iwww. art s.arizona.edu. 

The University of Arizona is a Research I, land-grant university located in 
Tucson, which has a sunny and mild high desert climate. Tucson’s active 
media arts environment includes independent movie houses, community and 
public television and radio, and film festivals. The department ertioys 



partnerships ~vith Tucson’s creative, philanthropic and media business 
communities. Tucson has many galleries, arts organizations and perJk~rmance 
spaces. Media Arts is on the creative corridor of the UA campus, which 
includes the (;enter :[’or Creative Photography, the University Art Museum, 
the Peter Treistman (;enter for New Media and the Jack and V1vian Hanson 
Arizona Film Institute (a collaborative interdisciplinary center that 
serves the department and the Eller College of Business Achninistration) 
The department will move into a new complex of offices and teaching 
facilities this semester and looks forward to the strong possibili~ of an 
adjacent shared screening and theatre complex. 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

Serves as chief academic and administrative officer of the 
Department of Media Arts. 

Works collaboratively with adrainistrators in the College of Fine 
Arts to achieve the strategic planning goals and focused excellence of the 
department and the College. 

Set’,~es on the College of Fine Arts Executive Cormnittee in a 
team-based environment. 

Works closely- with College Director of Advancement to enhance the 
department’s visibility as a destination of choice for those seeking 
careers as creators, producers, and scholars of film and media 

Implements the newly restructured, arts-based curriculum that 
emphasizes creative expression, aesthetic appreciation, critical studies, 
and practical knowledge of film and media arts. 

Stimulates cumcular innovations to prepare students for 
scholarly activity in media arts and professional careers in film/video 
production and producing 

Maintains existing and explores new- parmerships within the 
media/’film communities. 

Serves as a spokesperson and advocate for the department, both in 
the University and in the cormnum~. 

Provides leadership in grantwriting, philanthropic, and 
fundraising efforts that expand opportunities for faculty and students. 

Helps guide collaborative prctiects of the Hanson Film Institute. 

Nurtures and encourages the activities of the Media Arts Community 
Advisory Board; facilitates interaction between faculty, students and the 
Board 

Recruits, ewlluates, and mentors faculty and staff. 

Manages the fiscal affairs of the department 

Teaches and maintains research on a prorated basis. 

Minimmn Qualifications: 



Educational background and accomplistm~ents that merit appointment 
as a tenured full professor. 

Broad-based knowledge of the nredia and film arts and awareness of 
new directions. 

Proven record of leadership and excellent organizational, 
a&ninistrative, and conmmnication skills. 

AbilitT’ to leverage arid gro~v the department’s strengths in 
cultural and curricular diversi~z. 

Preferred Qualifications: 

Demonstrated ~vork histo~T’ within a universi~z environment 

Strong evidence of advocacy for media arts education 

Prior experience in a shared-governance environment 

Application: 

To apply, please submit a letter uf application, curriculum vitae, and 

names and contact irfformatiun for three references to: 

Dr. Mary Beth Haralovich 

Chair, Department of Media Arts Search Cotmnittee 

Office ufthe Dean 

Cul[ege uf Fine Arts 

PO Box 210004 

The Un lversity uf Afizuna 

Tucsun, AZ 85721-0004 

Review of applications will begin 3/22/04 and continue until position is 
filled. 

The University of Arizona is an EEO/AA Employer-MiW/DiV 

UNT’/ERS ITY COLLEGE, LONL©N 

Applications are invited for the post of Lecturer in Film Studies at 
University College London (UCL). This will be a permanent tenured 
appointrnent. The successful candidate will be eligible to proceed in due 
course, through UCL’s protnotion procedures, to higher grades (Senior 
Lecturer, Reader, Full Professor), subject to suitable performance 
according to the College’s senior promotions criteria. The closing date for 
applications is Monday 8 March 2004. 

Applicants for this post must have a PI-LD in sonre aspect of fihn or a 
cognate area, at least two years of university teaching experience and a 
strong research record and potential. The successful applicant will be 
closely involved with the \IA in Fihn Studies, an inter-departmental Masters 
prograrmne launched in 2001 which a&nits about 25 students a year and is 



currently administered by the Department of Italian. S/he will also be 
involved in teaching film courses to undergraduates. Within two years of 
appointment s/he may expected to take up administrative responsibility for 
one or more of UCL’s film programmes. 

Information about the MA in Film Studies is on 

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/filmsmdies 

The appointment will be effective from 1 st September 2004 and will be on 
the Lecturer B scale. The salary will be in the range £26,270-£33,679 plus 
£2,134 London Allowance. 

Applicants should mail a letter of application and CV in ten copies to 
Patrizia Oliver (address belo~v), who may also be contacted for further 
particulars or with informal inquiries up to the closing date. 

Patrizia Oliver 
Administrator of the MA Film Studies 
Department of Italian 
Universi~ College London 
Gower Street 
London WC1E 6BT 
UK 

email p atrizia, oliver@uch ac .uk 
Tel (~44) (0)20 7679 7024 
Fax (+44) (0)20 7209 0638 

Submitted by 

James Morrison 

Depaltment of Film and Video 

York University 

204 Centre fbr Fihn and Theatre 

4700 Keele Street 

Toronto, Ontario M3J 13P 

(416) 736-5149 

.......... End For~varded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scms-l-bounce@cinemastudies.org on behalf of 

Jim Momson ~amesmor~yorku.ca~ 

Tuesday, February 17, 2004 4:25 PM 

SCM S- L@cinemastadies.org 

[SCMS-L] job list 2-15- 04 

ATT00001 .c 

SocieU for Cinema and Media Studies 

Job Information List, Februa~ 13, 2004 

The tbllowing four (5)jobs appear below: 

Denison University, Visi ring Assi stant ProtEster of Communication 

California State UniversiU, Northridge, Lecturer in Media 

University of Lethbridge, Assistant Professor of New Media 

Universi~ of Arizona, Department Head of Media Arts 

Lecturer in Fihn Studies, Universily College, London 

Denison UniversiU Department of Communication 

Visiting Assis~nt Professor of Communication 

Media Stndies 

Candidates should be able to contribute courses in some of the tbllowing 

areas: 

ttistory of Radio & TV in America, Mass Media and Society, Ethnicity & 

Race in the Media, Mediating Gender and SexualiU, Media Literacy and in 

an area of specialization. 

We seek candidates committed to teaching excellence, to integrative 

approaches to learning, and to scholarly productivi~ in a liberal arts 

context. We are particularly interested in teacher-scholars who link 

the classroom to the communiU. All department faculty teach courses 

that contribute to the college’s General Education program. Denison 
University is an Equal Opporttmity/Altirmative Action employer. Women 

and minorities are encouraged to apply. More inlbrmation about the 

college and the depattanent can be tbund at http:i/w~,.deni~)n.edu. 

Applicants should send letter, vita, a one-page statement of teaching 

philosophy, evidence of teaching effectiveness, an example of 

scholarship, and thiee letters of recommendation to Dr. Suzara~e Condray, 

Depaxtment of Communication, Denison Univers~, Granville OH 43023. 

Review of applications roll begin Februa~ 17, 2004 and continue until 

the positions are filled. 

Lecturer in Media 

California State UniversiU, Northrid ge, a Los Angeles University-, seeks a full-time lecturer to teach beginning, intermediate and advanced courses in electronic 

media management: including histo~, regulations, programming, sales/marketing, operations, research and new media. Terminal degree (Ph.D.) from an accredited 

institution preferred. A candidate mthout a terminal degree, but with significant, high-level professional achievement, may be considered for the position. Candidate 

should have the ability- to work ruth an ethnically and culturally diverse can~pus communiU. The salary range is $3,636 - $3,808 / month, subject to budgeta~ 

approval, with actual salaxy dependent upon qualifications. The review of applicanks roll begin on March 1,2004, and continue until the position is filled, but no later 

than April 30, 2004. Send vita to: Robert Gus~talk~n, Chair of Search and Screen Committee, California State University Northridge, 18111 Nordhoff Street, 

Nortlmdge, CA 91330- 8317. For additional information about CSUN, visit: www.csun.edu. For more intbrmation about the Department, and a complete job 

de~ription, visit: ~,.Cinema_AndTelevision.com. CSUN is an Equal Opportunity/Attirmative Action, Tire IX, Section 504 Employer. 



ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, NEW MEDIA 

UNIVERSITY OF LETHBRIDGE 

’][’he Unive~si .ly of Lethbridge, Faculty of Fine Arts Depaxttnent of New Media 

invites applications for a tenure-track position at the Assistant Professor 

level, commencing July 1, 2004 and subject to board of Governor’s approval. 

An MFA or equivalent terminal degree is required, aa~d a substantial record 

of proIbssional activi~ or industry experience would be an asst. The 

caxadidate should be familiar ruth the delivery oftechnic~2l, creative and 

theoretical knoMedge in a lab and/or classroom setting. They should be 

prepared to work in the administration, development and definition of a 

gromng department. 

The successful candidate will have a record of excellence in teaching 

reseaxch/creative work in interaction design, digital compositing or a 

related field. Duties roll include teaching foundation-level digit~ 

composiling of s~tic and moving images, along ruth the fundamentals of 

interface and interaction design. Other teaching m~d creative interests 

might include net.axt, computer progra~nming, video, graphic design, or 3D 

modelling. 

The successful candidate will be expected to contribute to curriculum 

revision, and may have the opportunity to develop topics courses that dea] 

with digital culture, media a~s~ humm~-computer interface, and contemporary 

or historical issues related to technology and new media. 

’][’he Faculty of Fine Arts, housed in the Centre for the Arts, oftErs degree 

prograa~s in Art, Drama, Music and New Media within a liberal education 

conte~ and is the fastest growing unit in the University.    For more 

information on the UniversiU of Lethbridge, visit our website at: 

http:/iwww.uleth.ca/ 

Visit the Faculty of Fine Arts at: http:i/www.uleth.ca/ftSz~ 

Visit the New Media P~ogram at: http://~v.uleth.ca/ffa/sectionnewmedia.htm 



Interested candidates should submit a letter of application describing 

interest and all areas of teaching experti~, along with a current 

cumculmn vita, a statement of teaching philosophy, current research 

progran~ and/or a substantial portfolio of crifically reviewed work as well 

as three letters of reference fi~om qualified referees who can assess 

teaching and researcl~/creafive acfivi~ by the closing date March 26, 2004. 

Address applications to: 

Dr. C. J. Skinner, Dean 

Facul~ of Fine Arts 

The Universi~. ~ of Lethbridge 

4401 Universi~ Drive 

Lethbridge, AB T1K 3M4 

Tel: (403) 329 2155 

Fax: (403) 382 7127 email: skinner~uleth.ca 

The University is an equal optx~rtunity emplwer mad offers a non smoking 

environment In accordance with Canadian Immigration regulation~ this 

adveNsement is directed to Canadian citizens and pem~anent residents of 

Canada. 

DEPARTMENT HEAD, MEDIA ARTS 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

Appointed Position 

Department Ileal, Media Arts 

Depaxtment of Media Arts, College of Fine Arts 

Commensurate ruth experience and qualifications 

Job Title: 

Depa~nent: 

Benefits: Yes 

Opening: 1/20/04 

Position Summau: 

Closing: 3/22/04 -- or until filled 

The University of Arizona Department of Media Arts seeks a dyna~nic Depa~ment Head ruth creativity, energy and experience to inspire and lead the department to 

new levels of achievement and potential status as the School of Media Arts. The department currently consists of 550 full-time student~ 15 thculty, several adjunct 



thculty and 7 prothssional sta)tl Media Arts oilers programs of study leading to a BA in Aes~thetics and Criticism, a BA in Producing, a BFA in Production, and an 

in Critical Studies. The goals of the department include expanding the production program and developing and implementing an MFA degree. The department is one of 

live units and two research centers in the College of Fine Arts. For more intbrmation see the College of Fine Arts Media Arts websites at: http:/iwww.arts.aadzona.edu. 

’][’he Unive~si .ly of Arizona is a Research I, land-grant universiU located in Tucson, which has a suraly and tnild high desert climate. Tucson’s active media axts 

enviro~maent includes independent movie houses, cotnmunity and public television and radio, and film festivals. The department enjoys paxtnerships with Tucson’s 

creative, philanthropic and media business communities. Tucson has many galleries, ea~ts organizations and performance spaces. Media Ar~ts is on the creative corridor 

of the UA campus, which includes the Center for Creative Photography, the University Art Museum, tile Peter Treisttnan Center for New Media and the Jack and 

Vivian Hanson Arizona Fihn Ins~titute (a collaborative interdisciplinau center that serves the department and the Eller College of Business Administration). The 

department will move into a new complex of offices and teaching facilities this semester and looks forward to the strong possibili~ of an adjacent shared screening and 

theatre complex. 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endil]-->Ser~’es as chief academic and adininis~trative officer of the Depaxtment of Media Arts. 

<!- -[if ! supportLists]- ->* <!-- [endit]-->Works collaboratively with administrators in the College of Fine Arts to achieve the strategic planning goals and focused 

excellence of the department and the College. 

<!- -[if ! suppo~tLis~ts]- ->* <!- -[endit]- ->Serves on the College of Fine Arts Executive Com~nittee in a team-based environment. 

<!- -[if ! supportLis~ts]- ->* <!- - [endif]- ->Works closely ruth College Director of Advancement to enhance the depaxtment’s visibility as a destination of choice for 

those seeking careers as creators, producers, and scholars of film and media. 

<!--[if ! supportJ~ists]-->, <!--[endS, q-->hnplements the newly res~tmctumd, arts-based curriculum that emphasizes creative expression, aesthetic appreciation, 
critical studie~ and practical knowledge of film and media axts. 

<!- -[if ’. supportLists]- ->. <!- -[endit]-->Stimulates curricular innovations to prepare students for scholarly activi~’ in media arts and professional careers in 

film/video production and producing. 

<!- -[if ! suppo~tLiffts]- 

<!- -[if ! supportLis~ts]- ->, 

<!- -[if ’. supportl,ists]- ->* 
students. 

<!- -[if ! supportLists]- 

<!- -[if ! suptx)rtl,is~ts]- 

<!- -[if ! supportLis~ts]- ->, 

<!- -[if ! supportLisCs]- ->* 

<!- -[if ! suppo~tLiffts]- 

Minimum Qualifications: 

<!- -[if ! suplyortI ,ists]- 

<!- -[[if ! supportLists]- 

<!- -[if ! supportLists]- 

<!- -[if ! suppo~tLis~ts]- 

Preferred Qualifications: 

<!- -[if ! suplyortI ~ists]- ->, 

<!- -[if ! supportLists]- 

<!- -[if ! supportLists]- 

Application: 

<!- - [endiq- ->Maintains e.-d s~ting and explores new paxtnerships within file media/film communities. 

<!- -[endif]- ->Serves as a spokesperson and advocate for the department, both in the University and in the communiU. 

<!--[endif]-->Provides leadership in grantwriting, philanthropic, and fundraising eilBrts that expand opportunities for faculty and 

<!--[endif]-->Helps guide collaborative projects of the Hanson Film Institute. 

<!--[endit]-->Nurtures and encourages the activities of the Media Arts Community Advisory Board; facilitates interaction between 

t~ulty, students and the Board. 

<!-- [endif]-->Recrnits, evaluates, and mantors facul~ and s~il~ 

<!--[endit]-->Manages the fiscal affairs of the department. 

<!--[endit]-->Teaches and maintains research on a prorated basis. 

<!-- [endif]-->Educational background and accomplishments that merit appoin’anent as a tenured lull professor. 

<!--[endil]-->Broad-based knoMedge of the media and fihn m~ts and awareness of new directions. 

<!-- [endit]-->Pa)ven record of leadership and excellent o~anizational, administrative, and communication skills. 

<!- -[endit]- ->Abili~ to leverage and grow the depa~mnt’s s~trengths in cultural and curricular diversity. 

<!--[endif]-->Demonstmted work hislx~U within a university environment. 

<!--[endil]-->Strong evidence of advocacy for media arts education. 

<!-- [endit]-->Prior experience in a shared-governance environment. 

To apply, please sulmnit a letter of application, curriculmn vitae, and names and contact infornlation for throe references to: 



Dr. Mary Beth Haralovich 

Chair, Department of Media Arts Search Committee 

Ottice of the Dean 

College of Fiue Arts 

PO Box 210004 

The University of Arizona 

Tucson, AZ 85721-0004 

Review of applications will begiu 3/22/04 and continue until position is filled. 

The Universi~" of Afizoua is an EEO/AA Employer-M/W/DiV 

LECTURER 1N FILM STUDIES 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON 

Applications are iuvited tbr the post of Lecturer in Film Studies at University College London (UCL). ’][’his will be a pennm~eut tenured appointment. ’][’he successful 
candidate will be eligible to proceed in due course, through UCL’s promotion procedure~ to higher grades (Senior Lecture~; Reader, Full Professor), subject to 
suitable performance according to the College’s senior promotions criteria. The closing date for applicatious is Monday 8 March 2004. 

Applicants for this post must have a PhD in some aspect of film or a cognate area, at least two years of universi~ teaching experience and a strong reseamh record and 

potential. The successful applicm~t will be closely- involved with the MA in Film Studies, an inter-departmental Mas*ers programme launched in 2001 which admits 

about 25 students a year and is currently admiNstered by the Depa~meut of Italian. S/he will also be involved in teaching film courses to undergraduates. Within two 

years of appoiutment s/he may expected to take up administrative responsibility for one or more ofUCL’s film pmgmmmes. 

Intbrmatiou about the MA in Fihn Studies is on ht~p:#~’.ucl.ac.uk!films~tudies 

The appointment will be effective l}om 1 st September 2004 and will be on "the Lecturer B scale. The salaD, will be iu the range £26,270-£33,679 pl us £2,134 Loudon 

Allowance. 

Applicants should ,nail a letter of application aud CV in ten copies to Patrizia Oliver (address below), who may also be contacted for further pasticulaacs or with iuformal 
inquiries up to the closing date. 

Patrizia Oliver 

Administrator of the MA Film Studies 

Department of Italian 

Universi~ College London 

Gower Street 

London WC1E 6BT 

UK 

email patrizia.oliver(~ucl.ac.uk 
’][’el (q 44) (0)20 7679 7024 

Fax (+44) (0)20 7209 0638 

Submitted by 

James Morrison 

Department of Film and Video 

York Universi~, 

204 Centre for Film mad Theatre 

4700 Keele Street 

Toronto, Ontario M3J 13P 

(416) 736-5149 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 18, 2004 4:05 PM 

.~aol.c( m 

[iaarlist] Affca~ Dispora Position Available (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, February 18, 2004 12:48 PM -0500 
From: Lorrie Guess <lguess@email.unc.edu> 

To: Institute of African American Research <iaarlist@listsel~z.unc.edu> 
Subject: [iaarlist] Atidcan Dispora Position Available 

IVl]LLS COLLEGE 

Lecturer - Ethnic Studies/African Diaspora Studies One year position 

Temporary part-time position with specialization in African I)iaspora/ 
African American studies, pre:[’erably with a social science and/or 
interdisciplinary background. Academic year 2004-05. Ph.D preferred, 
ABD considered; evidence of excellence in scholarship and teaching; 
demonstrated dedication to educating women of color; commitment to 
undergraduate teaching. 

To teach three courses. Topics may include: theories of race and 
ethnicity, womanism, film, the criminal justice system. Candidates 
interested in teaching one or more courses will also be considered 
The 
successful candidate will also work with the Black Women?s Collective 
and Student Diversity programs in coordinating black history month 
events 

Salary: Commensurate with experience 

Send letter, C.V. and 3 letters of reference: Dr Julia Sudbury, (;hair, 

African Diaspora Search Committee, Ethnic Studies, Mills College, 5000 
MacArthur Blvd, Oakland CA 94613. Screening begins March 8th, 2004 and 

will continue until the position is filled. People of color are 
encouraged to apply. AA/EOE 

The Etl-mic Studies Department at Mills College puts the study of the 
intersections of race, gender, class and sexuality at the center of our 

teaching; we highlight the experiences of women of color, and feature 
classes such as African 2unerican women’s history, Asian Pacific 
American 
woraen writers, Arnerican Indian women, and Latina(os) in the U.S. Our 
depaltraent also highlights the relationship between people of color and 

the environment, especially how- racism and colonialism threaten the 
survival of ecological and social diversity and focuses on the efforts 
led by people of color to protect our planet and provide more 
sustainable alternative models. The faculty in Ethnic Studies enable 
students to become involved in research and activism in local 
communities of color, thus making exciting connections with the vibrant 

diversity of the Bay- Area. 

Located in the San Francisco Bay Area, Mills College is a selective 
liberal arts college for women with coeducational graduate programs 
(see 

http://www mills.edu) 

Lorrie K Guess 
Program Coordinator 
Institute of African American Research 

lguess@email.unc.edu 
919-%2-6810 
919-8,43-9407 (fax) 

You are currently subscribed to iaarlist as: regester@email nnc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-iaarlist-2005154E@listserv.uaac.edu 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 20, 2004 1:47 PM 

Teresa Chnrch <chur’g~:ils.nnc.edu> 

Re: [BCAI,A] Arturo Schomburg Symposium (fwd) 

Dear Teresa: Thanks much for the info. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, February’ 20, 2004 10:50 AM -0500 Teresa Church 
<churt@ils.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Charlene, 
I just forwarded you a copy of this message and pressed SEB,~3 before I 

included this short note. In aW case, this may interest you, and I hope 
you’re having a good day and that the week has been the same. 

See you soon, 

Teresa 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Fri, 20 Feb 2004 10:18:44 -05(X) 
From: BELL GLADYS <GL2d)YS BELL@HJ’~V;PTON~J EDU> 
Reply-To: The Black Caucus of the American Library’ Association 

<B C2,LA@L IS TS ERV.KENT.EDU> 
To: BCALA@LISTSE RV.KEN~.EDU 
Subject: [BCALA] Arturo Schomburg Symposium 

..... Original Message ..... 
Fr)m Ihcardo P a [mai to pla~mai law cuny edu] 

-- Ricardo Pla 
Assistant tIead of Circulation 
CUNY School of Law Library’ at Queens College 
Flushing, New York 
65-21 Main Street 
Flushing, NY. 11376 

Phone: 718-_M0-42d0 
Fax: 718 -340-4276 
p a@ma 1 nv cuny edu 

"If the society today allo*vs wrongs to go unchallenged, the impression is 
created that those wrongs have the approval of the majori~’." U.S. 
Representative, law- professor, orator & attorney Barbara Jordan 
(1936-1996) 

From: RaI:ael Zapata <rzapatal@swartl-unore.edu> 
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 2004 18:05:38 -0500 
To: Recipient List Suppressed: ; 
Subject: [Brown-Ivy] 8th Armual Arturo Schomburg Symposium -Feb. 27-28, 
Philadelphia, PA 

TALLER PLW~RTORRIQUE~O, INC & GRLTO ENCL~EiN’FRO, INC. 
present/presenta 

The 8th Annual Arturo Schomburg Symposium 

"Women in the African Diaspora: Memories, (Her)stories and Resistance"/ 

Mujeres en la di~ispora africana: memorias, historias y resistencia 

Friday, February, 27, 2004 7:00 pm 



Movie presentation followed by Q&A sessior~,Presentaci6n y discusidn de la 
pellcula: 

"Daughters of the Dust" (Recipient of 1991 Sundance Film Fesuval Award) 
Julie Dash’s movie presents a visually lush and poetic portrayal of a 
little-known Gullah subculture existing on a barrier island off the coast 
of South Carolina told through the eyes and experience of the 
women./"Hijas del polvo", pelicula ganadora del premio del Festival de 
Cine Sundance en 1991, es un relato portico sobre la comunidad Gullah en 
Carolina del Sur. 

Saturc~y, February- 28, 2004 9:30 am - 4:30 pm 

Presentations followed by group discussions/Presentaciones y discusiones 
gmpales: 

Mariluz Franco-Ortiz (Puerto Rico) "Breaking the Silence: The Negotiation 
of Everyday Racism Among Girls in Lolza, Puerto Rico"/"Rorapiendo el 
silencio: la negociacidn del racismo cotidiano en nifias de Lo~za, Puerto 
Rico" 

Rosa Oarcla (Colorabia) "Economic Development Experience among Colombian 
YVomen froru Black Commanities"i"Experiencia de desarrollo econdmico de la 
rrmjer ncgra colombiana" 

Ramonita Marcano-©gando (Doruinican Republic) Poetry and Identi~ in A~da 
Cartagena Portalatil~,~i,Ddnde estfi la varonesa?/,Con su falda y su negrura? 
Escribiendo poesla estfi: poesia e identidad en Aida Cartagena Portalatin" 

Mayra Santos (Puerto Rico) "Blackness Exposed: Afro-Antillian Women and 
Sexuality"/"Negrura al descubierto: la mujer afroal~tillana y la 
sexualidad" 

Caroll M. Young (Uruguay) "The Black Woman in Spanish America"/"La mujer 
negra en la Am&ica hispana" 

Artistic presentation by Nuyorican poet Mariposa 
Art exhibition by Gina Marie Echeverl3z 
Photos by Iris Brown 

Taller Puertorriquefio, Inc. 
Roberto P. HernSndez Theater 
2557-59 N 5th Street    Donation: 
Movie - $500, $7.00 at door 
Symposium and hmch - $18.00 $2000 at door 
Movie, symposium and lunch - $20.00, $25.00 at door 
Taller and AMLA’s members receive a 50% discount 
RSVP FOR LUNCH 

For more information please contact Francisco Sandoval at (215) 423-6320. 

Sponsored by Swarthmore College’s Intercultural (;enter, tI~XCE, A1 Dia, 
University of Delaware, the William Penn Foundation, Philadelphia 
Foundation, Natinnal Endowment for the Arts, Pennsylvania Council on the 
Arts, Pew Charitable Trust, Fels Fund, Independence Foundation (list 
incomplete) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 20, 2004 1:48 PM 

@aol.com 

[BCAI,A] Armro Schombuvg Symposium (t\¥d) (fwd) 

.......... For~varded Message .......... 
Date: Friday, Februaly 20, 2004 10:48 AM-0500 

From: Teresa Church <churt@ils unc.edu> 
To: regester@email unc.edu 
Subject: [BCALA] Arturo Schomburg Symposium (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Date: Fri, 20 Feb 2004 10:18:44 -05(;0 
From: BELl. GI.ADYS <GLADYS.BELL(~IAMPTONU.EDU~ 
Reply-To: The Black Caucus of the American Library Association 

<BCALA@],ISTSERV 
To: BCALA@~,ISTSERV KENT EDU 
Subject: [BCALA] Arturo Schomburg Symposium 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ricardo Pla [mailto:pla(a)mail law cuny.edu] 

-- Ricardo Pla 
Assistant Head of Circulation 
CUNY School of Law Libra~ at Queens College 
Flushing, New York 
65-21 Main Street 
Flushing, N.Y 11376 

Phone: 718-340-4240 

Fax: 718-340-4276 

pla@mail.law.cuny edu 

"If the society today allows wrongs to go unchallenged, the impression is 
created that those wrongs have the approval of the majoriU-." U.S. 
Representative, law professor, orator & attorney Barbara Jordan (1936-1996) 

Froru: Rafael Zapata <rzapatal @swarthmore.edu> 
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 2004 18:05:38 -0500 
To: Recipient List Suppressed: ; 
Subject: [Bro~vn-Ivy] 8th Annual Artaro Schomburg Symposium - Feb. 27-28, 
Philadelphia, PA 

TALLER PL~ERTORRIQUE~O, LNC & GRLrPO ENCL~iXE’RO, LNC. 
presentipresenta 

The 8th Annual Artaro Schomburg Symposimn 

"Women in the African Diaspora: Memories, (Her)stories and Resistance"/ 

Mujeres en la diSspora africana: memorias, historias y resistencia 

Friday, Februaly 27, 2004 7:00 pm 

Movie presentation followed by Q&A session/Presentacidn y discusidn de la 
pelicula: 

"Daughters of the Dust" (Recipient of 1991 Snndance Film Festival Award) 
Julie Dash’s movie presents a visually lush and poetic portrayal of a 
little-kno~vn Gullah subculture existing on a barrier island offthe coast of 
South Carolina told through the eyes and experience of the women.i"Hijas del 
polvo", pellcula ganadora del premio del Festival de Cine Snndance en 1991, 
es nn relato poatico sobre la comunidad Gullah en Carolina del Sur 



Saturday, February 28, 2004 9:30 am -4:30 pm 

Presentations followed by group discussions/Presentaciones y discusiones 
grupales: 

Mariluz Franco-Ortiz (Puerto Rico) "Breaking the Silence: The Negotiation of 
Everyday Racism Among Girls in Lolza, Puerto Rico"/" Rompiendo el silencio: 
la negociacidn del racism() cotidiano en nifias de Lolza, Puerto Rico" 

Rosa Garcla (Colombia) "Economic Development Experience among Colombian 
Women :[’rom Black Communities"i"Experiencia de desarrollo econdmico de la 
mqier negra colombiana" 

Ramonita Marcano-Ogando (Dominican Republic) Poetry and Identity’ in Aida 
Cartagena Portalatln/i,Ddnde estfi la varonesa?/,(;on su falda y su negrura? 
Escribiendo poesla estfi: poesla e identidad en Aida Cartagena Portalatln" 

Mayra Santos (Puerto Rico) "Blackness Exposed: Afro-Antillian Women and 
SexualiW"/"Negrura al descubierto: la mujer ~[’roantillana y la sexualidad" 

Caroll M Young (Uruguay) "The Black Woman in Spanish America"i"La mujer 
negra en la Am&ica hispana" 

Artistic presentation by Nuyorican poet Mariposa 
Art exhibition by Gina Marie Echeverry 
Photos by hds Brown 

Taller Puertomquefio, Inc. 
Roberto P. Hernfindez Theater 
2557-59 N. 5th Street    Donation: 
Movie - $5.00, $7.00 at door 
Symposium and ltmch - $18.00. $20.00 at door 
Movie, symposium and lunch - $20.00, $25.00 at door 
Taller and AMLA’s members receive a 50% disconnt 
RSVP FOR LUNCH 

For more information please contact Francisco Sandoval at (215) 423-6320. 

Sponsored by Swal-tl~more College’s Intercultural Center, PLACE, A1 Dia, 
Universi~z of Delaware, the William Penn Foundation, Philadelphia 
Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, Pennsylvania Council on the 
Arts, Pew- Charitable Tlqast, Fels Fund, Independence Foundation (list 
incomplete). 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 20, 2004 1:56 PM 

@aol.com 

[Ncfilm] [Filmpub] FW: Lecture: Algeria in French Cinema (t~¥d) 

[Ncfilm] [Fihnpub] IrW Lecture Algeria in French Cinema.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, Febmapf 18, 2004 2:59 PM -0500 

From: "Berliner, Todd" <berliner@uncw.edu> 
To: film[’ac@lists uncw.edu, filmpub@lists.uncw.edu 
Subject: [Ncfi[m] [Filmpub] FW: Lecture: Algeria in t;rench Cinema 

DIRECT t,2R()M PARIS! 

Dr. Catherine Gaston-Math? 

will give a lecture on 

"The Presence o:[" Algeria in French Cinema" 

Randall Library Auditorittm 

Monday, February 23 

3:30~4:30 

Dr. Gaston-Math? is Associate Director of the Cinemath?que francaise, and 
former Director of the Institute for European Studies in Paris, with a 
Doctorate in History of Cinema from the University of Paris. She is the 
author of books on French society as seen through cinema and has published 
on David Lean and the war in Algeria among other topics. 

Free and Open to the Public 

Sponsored by- the LrNCW Office of International Programs 

Universib" Union 103A 962-3685 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Befliner, Todd <beflinert@tmcw.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 18, 2004 2:59 PM 

tilmFac@li sts. ancw.edu; filmpub@lisks, ancw.edu 

[Ncfilm] [Filmpub] FW: Lecture: Algeria in French Cinema 

Algerian Independence-lg.jpg; Dr. Gaslon-Mathe lecture.doc; ATT00001 .c 

D I RECT FROM PARI S! 
Dr. Catherine Gaston-MathZ 

will give a lecture on 

"The Presence of Algeria in French Cinema" 

Randall Library Auditorium 

Monday, February 23 

3:30-4:30 

Dr. Gaston-Math2: is Associate Director of the Cinemath que francaise, and former Director 
of the Institute for European Studies in Paris, with a Doctorate in History of Cinema from the 
University of Paris. She is the author of books on French society as seen through cinema and 
has published on David Lean and the war in Algeria among other topics. 

Free and Open to the Public 

Sponsored by the UNCW Office of International Programs 

University Union 103A 962-3685 





DIRECT FROM PARIS! 

Dr. Catherine Gaston- 
will give a lecture on 

ath~ 

"The Presence of Algeria in French Cinema" 

Randall Library Auditorium 
Monday, February 23 

330-4:30 

Dr. Gaston-Mathd is Associate Director of the Cinemath~que francaise, and former 
Director of the Institute Ibr European Studies in Paris, with a Doctorate in History of 
Cinema from the University of Paris. She is the author of books on French society as 
seen through cinema and has published on David Lean and the war in Algeria among 
other topics. 

Free and Open to the Public 

Sponsored by the UNCW Office of International Programs 
University Union 103A 962-3685 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 23, 2004 4:05 PM 

.~aol.com 

[SCMSBlack] AfroGEEKS conference--deadline reminder 

[SCMSBlack] AfroGEEKS conference--deadline reminder.msg 

.......... Furwarded Message .......... 
Date: Saturday, February 21, 2004 10:56 AM-0800 
From: Anna Everett <everett@filmstudies.ucsb.edu> 
To: scmsblack@cin emast udies.urg 
Subject: [SCMSBlack] AfruGEEKS conference--deadline reminder 

SurW fur any cross-listing 

dear black caucus members: 

~ am writing to remind yuu uf the upcuming deadhne for the race and 
technology cunference that the Center for Black Studies at the 
Umversity uf California, Santa Barbara is cunvening, please get your 
abstracts and brief bio statement ur abbreviated c.v to us as soon as 
possible. 

also, i want tu remind the screening noir edituria[ board members, and 
those who are interested in wurking un converting the newsletter to a 
journal tu come to the black caucus business meeting so that we can 
discuss the this program, we have some significant funding fur three 
years to get the jottrnal off and rnnning, i look forward to seeing you 
soon. 

below- is the text for the conference call for papers, i am also 
attaching a flyer for you to download, post and circulate if you would 
be so kind. 

best regards, 
anna 

conference call for papers .... 

.AXIoGEEKS: FROM TECHNOPHOBLA TO TECHNOPHILIA 

http:/iv~vw.afrogeeks, corn 

MAY 7-8, 2004 @ THE L2XTIVERSITY OF CALWORNIA, SANTA 

CALL FOR CONFERENCE P.4PERS: DEADLINE MARCH 1, 2004 

The Center for Black Studies at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara, invites submissions of papers for an upcoming conference, 
entitled ?AfroGEEKS: From Tectmophobia to Technophilia.? This conference 
exaruines the rapidly-shifting relationship betxveen issues of Blackness 
and technology. In recent years, African Americans, especially, have 
been portrayed as poster children for the digital divide discourse. 
Though rarely represented as full participants in the information 
technology revolution, Black people are among the earliest adopters and 
comprise some of the most ardent and innovative users of IT (information 
technology) African diasporic people?s many successes within new media 
and information technologies are too often overshadowed by the 
significant inequalities in technology access ~vhich ultimately produces 
the racial digital divide. 

But there is more to this important and timely topic. We are interested 
in proposals that consider the following topics: 

1. Structural bamers to IT access that specifically impact Black 
communities 
2. Effective models of innovative IT use and adoption in Black 
communities 
3. The influence of traditional science education on Black youths 
4. Technophobes and Luddites in the Black commnnity 
5. Computer gaming in the Black community 
6. Black popular music culture, such as sampling and turntablism, ;vithin 
the IT economy 
7. The place of Blacks in the IT industry 
8. How categories ofhi-tech and low-tech mastery get determined and 
circulated 
9. Black IT leaders 
10 Recent legislatiun regarding the telecommunications industry and 
umversal access tu IT 
11. The respunsibility of the government and IT businesses tu m~nuri~ 
commnnities 
12. IT issues un the African continent and for African diasporas uutside 
nfthe U.S 
13 Events uf September 11 relative to Blacks? pusition in the IT 



economy 
14 The Geek identity problematic 
15. From IT Consumers to IT Producers 
16 Black virtual communities 
17. Black b[ogs 
18 Blacks and military-based IT training 
19. Becoming AfroGe&s 
20. Proposals addressing related topics welcome 

The conference will be held May 7-8, 2004, at the Universi~" of 
California, Santa Barbara. 
Proposals should be limited to two pages and should include an abstract 
of not more than 350 words, an abbreviated c.v. or resume, and 
audio/visual equipment needs. 
Proposals should be submitted to: 

Dr. Anna Everett, Director 
Center for Black SPadies 
Universi~" of California 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 

For more info~ruation, e-mail: ctr41~lst@omni.ucsb.edu 
http ://www.research.ucsb.edu/cbs 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scmsblack- bounce,N@~cinemas~dies.org on behalf of 

Am~a Evemtt <evemtt@filmstudies.ucsb.edu> 

Saturday, February 21, 2004 1:56 PM 

scmsblack@cinema,studie s.org 

[SCMSBlack] AfroGEEKS conference--deadline reminder 

a£rogeeks-flyer.doc; everett.vcf; ATF00001 .c 

Sony for any cross-lis*ing 

dear black caucus members: 

i an~ writing to remind you of the upcoming deadline tbr the race and 

technology cont~rence that the Center tbr Black Studies at the 

University of Calitbmia, Santa Barbara is convening, please get your 

abstracts and brief bio statement or abbreviated c.v. to us as soon as 

possible. 

also, i want to remind the screening noir editorial bo~acd members, and 

those who are interested in working on converting the newsletter to a 

journal to come to the black caucus business meeting so that we can 

discuss the this program, we have some significant funding for three 

years to get the journal off and nmning, i look forwmvl to seeing you 

soon, 

below is the text tbr the conference call for papers, i am also 

attaching a flyer tbr you "to download~ post and cimulate if you would 

be so kind. 

best regards, 

anna 

-conference call for papers .... 

AfroGEEKS: FROM TECHNOPHOBIA TO TECHNOPHILIA 

http:/Twww.ati-ogeeks.com 

MAY 7-8, 2004 @ THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA 

CALL FOR CONFERENCE PAPERS: DEADLINE MARCH 1, 2004 

The Center for Black Studies at the UniversiD" of California, Santa 
Barbara, invites submissions of papers for an upcoming conference, 

entitled AfroGEEKS: From Technophobia to Technophilia. This conference 

exanfines the rapidly-shifting relationship between issues of Blacki~ess 

and technology. In recent years, African Americans, especially, have 

been portrayed as poster children for the digital divide discourse. 

Though raacely represented as full pazticipants in the information 

technology revolution, Black people are among the earliest adopters and 

comprise some of the most aacdent and i~movative users of IT (information 

technology). Afi-ican diasporic peoples many successes mthin new ,nedia 

and information technologies axe too often overshadowed by the 

significant inequalities in technology access which ultimately produces 

the racial digital divide. 

But them is morn to this important and timely topic, We am interested 
in proposals that consider the following topics: 

1. Structural barriers to IT access that specifically impact Black 

comnmnities 

2. Effective models of innovative IT use and adoption in Black 

con~nunities 

3. The influence of traditional science education on Black youths 

4. Technophobes and Luddites in the Black communi~ 

5. Co,nputer ganfing in the Black communi .ty 

6. Black popular music culture, such as sampling and tumtablism, mthin 
the IT economy 

7. The place of Blacks in the IT industu 

8. How categories of hi-tech and low-tech mas~teu get determined and 



circulated 

9. Black IT leaders 

10. Recent legislation mgazding the telecommunications industry and 

universal access to IT 

11. The msponsibili~" of the government and IT businesses to minoriW 

conm~tmities 

12. IT issues on the African continent and for African diasporas outside 

of the U.S. 
13. Events of September 11 relative to Blacks position in the IT 

economy 

14. The Geek idantity problematic 

15. From IT Consumers to IT Producers 

16. Black virtual communities 

17. Black blogs 

18. Blacks and military-based IT training 

19. Becoming Ati~Geeks 

20. Proposals addressing related topics welcome 

The cont}mnce will be held May 7-8, 2004, at the Universi~ of 

California, Santa Barlmra. 
Proposals should be limited to two pages and should include an abstract 

of not more than 350 words, an abbreviated c.v. or resume, and 
audio/visual equipment needs. 

Proposals should be submitted to: 

Dr. Anna Everett, Director 
Center tbr Black Studies 
University of Caliti~mia 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 

For more information, e-,na~l: ctr4blst@omni.ucsb.edu 
http:/iwww.research.ucsb.edu/cbs 



MAY 7-8, 2004 . UC SANTA BARBARA 

CALL FOR CONFERENCE PAPERS: DEADLINE MARCH 1, 2004 

The Center for Black Studies at the University- of California, Santa Barbara, invites submissions of 
papers for an upcoming conference, entitled "AfroGEEKS: From Technophobia to Technophilia." 
This conference examines the rapidly-shifting relationship between issues of Blackness and 
technology. In recent years, African Americans, especially, have been portrayed as poster children for 
the digital divide discourse. Though rarely represented as full participants in the information 
technology revolution, Black people are among the earliest adopters and comprise some of the most 
ardent and innovative users of IT (information technology). African diasporic people’s many 
successes within new media and information technologies are too often overshadowed by the 
significant inequalities in technology access which ultimately produces the racial digital divide. 

But there is more to this important and timely topic. We are interested in proposals that consider the 
following topics: 

Structural barriers to IT access that specifically impact Black communities 
Effective models of innovative IT use and adoption in Black communities 
The influence of traditional science education on Black youths 
Technophobes and Luddites in the Black community 
Computer gaming in the Black community 
Black popular music culture, such as sampling and tumtablism, within the IT economy 
The place of Blacks in the IT indust~ 
How categories of hi-tech and low-tech master?’ get determined and circulated 
Black IT leaders 
Recent legislation regarding the telecommunications industry and universal access to liT 
The responsibility of the government and IT businesses to minority communities 
IT issues on the African continent and for African diasporas outside of the U.S. 
Events of September 11 relative to Blacks’ position in the IT economy 
The Geek identity problematic 
From IT Consumers to IT Producers 
Black virtual communities 
Black blogs 
Blacks and military-based IT training 
Becoming AfroGeeks 
Proposals addressing related topics welcome 

The conference will be held May 7-8, 2004, at the University of California, Santa Barbara. 
Proposals should be limited to two pages and should include an abstract of not more than 350 words, 
an abbreviated c.v. or resume, and audio/visual needs. Send proposals to: Dr. Anna Everett, Director 

Center for Black Studies 
University of California 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 

For more information, e-mail: ctr4blst@omni.ucsb, edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Anna Everett 

Everett 

Anna 

Center for Black Studies 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA Santa Barbara, CA 93106-3150 

Business 

Phone: 

805.893.3914 

E-mail: everett@filmstudies.ucsb.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 4:45 PM 

~emml.unc.edn 

[Ncfilm] Ms. Films Festival is this weekend! (l\vd) 

Please forward to AFAM 76 students. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, 2:16 PM -0500 

From: Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 
To: "ncfilm@aas.dnke edu" <ncfilm@aas.dnke edu>, "Film-video@aas.duke.edu" 
<Film-video@a as duke edu> 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Ms. Films Festival is this ~veekend! 

Forwarded upon request. If you have questions, please direct your reply 

to arbabi@email unc.edu.. 

Ms Films Festival 2004 : This Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, 

.2~hotmail.com 

Ms. Films : Movies by Independent Women Ms. Films showcases the work 
of women filmmakers and offers workshops and panels on all aspects of 
filmmaking fi~r any level, this weekend! Come out to beautilhl downtown 
Durham this weekend and learn what you need to get started and make 
your first movie, and see some great films by women! 

Just two days left until the big event! All the films, 
filmmakers, workshops, and events are set, the filwanakers 
are on their way to town, the w~lunteers are kicking it 
~nto high gear, now you just need to know the nit~-gritty 
so you can get into the sessions you want 

All events are at the Durham Arts Council, except Friday’s 
kickofflunch at the Franklin Center, 12:15pro 
with visiting filmmaker Pat Doyen. (Lunch will be provided but RSVP is 
requested to: kell.anderson@duke.edu) 

SCtIEDULE: (see website fi~r details): *stan-ed events are limited space 
and require a session ticket, available at the ticket table when you 
purchase your pass **More ticketing information is below** 

*Fri 7pm Screening ?Heroes, Dreams, and Nightmares? including ]films on 
the Ninth Street Hot Dog Man, a green je[lo that takes over a city’, a 
13 yr old outcast, and a bellydancer named Victor Casablanca 

*Fri 9pro Screening ?Filming Menrory? including films on an activist 
synchronized sxvirc~ing troupe, a docunrent of Buy Nothing Day, a piece 
by Pat Doyen, our featured visiting filrmnaker, and a road trip gone 
awry. 

Sat 12:00-5:00 Wurkshops include: *Canreraless Filnwnaking, DocuFenmxes, 
Works-in-Progress (bring your oxvn xvork-in-progress! ), *Toning, 
*Animation, *Sound. 

*Sat 7pro Screening ?Heroes, Drearus, and Nightmares? ?see above for 
description 

*Sat 9pro Screening ’.’Fihning Mcraow’.’ ?see above for description 

Sun 12:00-6:00 Workshops include: Super 8, *Intro to Lighting 
Technique, *Animation, *Lighting Technique II, Life of an Independcnt 
Animator, Screening Discussion with filmmakers. 

**Ticketing goes like this-- 
1. Pick the pass that?s right for you: three options 
a. $15 will get you the Full Festival Pass: 
good for all screenings and workshops, and 
includes a copy of the Down, Dirty, and 
DIY Guide to Film and Video 

b $8 will get you tickets to any two screenings 
c $6 will get you a ticket to one screening or workshop 

Film and ;vorkshop descriptions, bios, details, directions, etc can be 
found at ww~ msfilms.org 

See you at the fest! 

..... Erid for~varded message ..... 

Ncfilm mailing list 
Ncfihn@aas.dnke.edu 
https://lists aas.duke edu/maihnan/listinfo/ncfilm 



.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] Pinwheel Film Festival - Call for Entries! (t\¥d) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Sunday, February 29, 2004 11:44 PM +0000 
From: Neb Rodgers ~ ~juno.com> 

To: ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Pinwheel Film Festival - Call for Entries! 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Pinwheel Film Festiva[ - Call for Entries! 
Posted on Sunday, February 29 @ 10:28:32 EST by stormbear 
at Tar Heel Films - http://www tarheelfilms.com 

There will be a film festival at the Campus Cinema at North Carolina State 
Universi~ in Raleigh, NC on Saturday, March 27, 2004. 

"Pinwheel" is an opportunib" for local and student fillmmakers to have 
their short :films The deadline is March 5th. All types of film and ranges 
of experience encouraged. 

Application form and additional information are available on the website: 
http ://www.ncsu.edu/cinema/pinwheel/m ain.htm 

The best thing to hit the Internet in ?’ears - Juno SpeedBand! 
Surf the Web up to }:IVE TIi’,/II{S FASTER[ 
Only $14.95/month - visit www.juno.com to sign up today! 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https:iilists.aas.duke.edu/mailman/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forxvarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 13, 2004 12:31 PM 

~aol.com 

[SCMS-L] SCMS job list (l\vd) 

[SCMS-L] SCMS job list.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Tuesday, March 09, 2004 10:51 AM -0500 
From: Jim Mi~rrison <jamesmor@ork~.ca> 

To: SCMS-L@tcf.ua edu 
Subject: [SCMS-L] SCMS job list 

Socie~ for Cinema and Media Studies 

Job Information List, Febmap)~ 29, 2004 

The following six (6) positions are announced below: 

Two Assistant Professors, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 

Department Head, Umversity of Arizona, Tucson 

Assistant Professor, Universi~" of Nebraska, Lincoln 

Visiting Assistant Professor, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton 

Senior Lecturer, Universi~" of Sussex 

TYVO ASSISTANT PROFESSORS, 

SOL’I’HERN METHODIST LRkIIVERS1TY 

Position #1. Digital Video Post-Production. 

Tenure-track assistant professor in Cinema-Television. Teach up to three 
courses per semester in digital video and fihn production and 
post-production; with strengths in digital editing (Avid and Final Cut 
Pro); sound recording, editing and mixing; knowledge of After Effects, Pro 
Tools and similar programs. Teach courses in the current curriculun~ and 
develop new ones. Conduct and publish scholarly research and/or engage in 
professional creative work in film/video production. Advise majors; provide 
sel-,zice to the program and the University M.F.A. in film/television or 
MA. in related field preferred Evidence of successful college or 
universi~ teaching and demonstrated potential for research/creative work 
Professional experience in fill~’video production preferred Position begins 
fall semester 2004. 

Submit letter of application, curriculum vitae, and names of three 
references to Dr. Rick Worland, Chair, Division of Cinema-Television, 
Meadows School of the Arts, Box 113, Southern Methodist Universi~, Dallas 
TX 75275 The committee will begin its review on or about March 25, 2004. 
To ensure full consideration, applications must be postmarked by March 25, 
2004 but the committee will continue to accept applications until the 
position is filled. Applicants will be notified of employment decision 
after the position is filled SMU ~vill not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disabili~, or veteran 
status SMU is also committed to nondiscrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation. 

Position #2 Television Histoiy/Theo~z/Criticism. 

Tenure-track assistant professor in Cinema-Television Teach up to three 
courses per semester in television/broadcasting/new media history, theory, 
and criticism. Teach introductory and advanced courses in the curriculum 
and propose new ones. Abili~ to teach film aesthetics and general film 
history courses desirable Conduct and publish scholarly research. Advise 
majors; provide set, rice to the program and the Umversity. Ph.D. in film/TV 
studies or related area required. Evidence of successful college or 



umversity teaching and demonstrated potential for research Position 
begins fall semester 2004. 

Submit letter of application, curriculum vitae, and names of three 
references to Dr. Rick Worland, Chair, D~vision of Cinema-Television, 
Meadows School of the Arts, Box 113, Southern Methodist Universi~, Dallas 
TX 75275 The committee will begin its review on or about March 25, 2004. 
To ens~tre full consideration, applications must be postraarked by- March 25, 
2004 but the corrm~ittee will continue to accept applications until the 
position is filled. Applicants will be notified of eraployment decision 
after the position is filled. SMU will not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disabili~’, or veteran 
status. SMU is also committed to nondiscrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

DEPARTMENT HEAD, MEDL~ ARTS 

Appointed Position 

Job Title: Department Head, Mcdia Arts 

Department: Department of Media Alts, College of Fine Arts 

Salary: Commensurate with experience and qualifications 

Benefits: Yes 

Opening: 1/20/04 Closing: 3/22/04 -- or until filled 

Position Surmna~: 

The University of Arizona Department of 2vfedia Arts seeks a dynamic 
Department Head with creativiD-, energy, and experience to inspire and lead 
the department to new- levels of achievement and potential status as the 
School of Media Alts The department currently consists of 550 full-time 
students, 15 faculty, several adjunct faculty and 7 professional staff. 
Media Arts o:[’fers programs of study leading to a BA in Aesthetics and 
Criticism, a BA in Producing, a B[~’A in Production, and an N~b% in Critical 
Studies. The goals of the department include expanding the production 
program and developing and implementing an MFA degree The department is 
one of five units and two research centers in the College of Fine Arts. 
For more infi~rmation see the College of Fine Arts Media Arts websites at: 
http://www.arts.arizona edu 

[[’he University of Arizona is a Research I, land-grant umversity located in 
Tucson, which has a sunny and mild high desert climate. Tucson’s active 
media arts environment includes independent movie houses, community and 
public television and radio, and film festivals. ’]"he department enjoys 
partnerships with Tucson’s creative, philanthropic and media business 
con~numties. Tucson has many galleries, arts organizations and per:[’ormance 
spaces Media Arts is on the creative corridor of the UA campus, which 
includes the Center fi~r Creative Photography, the University Art Museum, 
the Peter Treistman Center for New Media and the Jack and Vivian Hanson 
Arizona Film Institute (a collaborauve interdisciplinary center that 
serves the department and the Eller College of Business Administration). 
’]7he department will move into a new complex of offices and teaching 
facilities this semester and looks forward to the strong possibility of an 
ac(iacent shared screening and theatre complex. 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

* Serves as chief academic and administrative officer of the 
Department of Media Arts. 



*      Works collaboratively with adrainistrators in the College of 
Fine Arts to achieve the strategic planning goals and focused excellence of 
the department and the College. 

*      Set’,~es on the College of Fine Arts Executive Cormnittee in a 
team-based environruent. 

*      Works closely with College Director of Advancement to enhance 
the department’s visibility as a destination of choice for those seeking 
careers as creators, producers, and scholars of film and media. 

*      Implements the newly restructured, arts-based curriculum that 
emphasizes creative expression, aesthetic appreciation, critical studies, 
and practical knowledge of film and media alts 

*       Stimulates curricular innovations to prepare students for 
scholarly activity in media arts and professional careers in filredvideo 
production and producing. 

*      Maintains existing and explores new- parmerships within the 
media/film commumties 

*       Serves as a spokesperson and advocate for the department, both 
in the University and in the community 

*      Provides leadership in grantwriting, philanthropic, and 
fundraising efforts that expand opportunities for faculty and students. 

*      Helps guide co[laborauve projects of the Hanson Film 
Institute. 

*       Nurtures and encourages the acuvities of the Media Arts 
Community Advisory Board; facilitates interaction between faculty, students 
and the Board. 

* Recruits, evaluates, and mentors faculty and staff. 

* Manages the fiscal alt~irs of the department. 

* Teaches and maintains research on a prorated basis. 

Minimmn Qualifications: 

*      Educational background and accoruplishments that merit 
appointment as a tenured full professor. 

*      Broad-based knowledge of the media and fihn arts and awareness 
of new directions. 

*      Proven record of leadership and excellent organizational, 
administrative, and conwnunication skills. 

* Ability to leverage and grow the department’s strengths in 
cultural and curricular diversi~z. 



Preferred Qualifications: 

* Demonstrated work history within a umversity environment. 

* Strong evidence of advocacy for media arts education. 

* Prior experience in a shared-governance environment. 

Application: 

To apply, please submit a letter of application, curriculum vitae, and 

names and contact irfformation for three references to: 

Dr. Mary Beth Haralovich 

Chair, Department of Media Arts Search Cotmnittee 

Office of the Dean 

College of Fine Arts 

PO Box 210004 

The Un lversity of Afizona 

Tucson, AZ 85721-0004 

Review of applications will begin 3/22/04 and continue until position is 
filled. 

The University of Arizona is an EEO/AA Employer-2v{~\V/DiV 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, 

UNTVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN 

The English Departraent at the Universi~ of Nebraska-Lincoln announces a 

tenure-track assistant professor position in Fihn Studies. Candidates must 

have a Ph.D. in Film Studies, English or equivalent. Evidence of 
outstanding teaching 

required; publication record appropriate to direct graduate student work 

required Preference will be given to candidates with interests in one or 

more of the following areas: film histo~, American cinema, international 

cinema, film theol)’ and criticism, and studies in the cinema. 

Send letter 

of application and vita to Professor Judith Slater, Department of English, 

202 Andrews Hall, Umversity of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0333 
Review of applications will begin March 24, 2004, and continue until a 
suitable 

candidate is found. The Universi~ of Nebraska is committed to a 

pluralistic campus community through affirmative action and equal 



opportuni~ and is responsive to the needs of dual career couples We 

assure reasonable accommodation under the Americans ~vith Disabilities Act 

Contact Professor Slater at 402-472-1822 or e-mail 

jcslater@unlnotes.unl.edu for assistance Web site: 

http://w~vw unl.edu/en~li sh 

VISITING ASSISTANT PRK)[~ESSOR 

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY, Department of Communication, is seeking a 
Visiting Assistant th~ofessor in Film Studies for the 2004-05 academic year, 
to teach undergraduate courses in :film history, theory and criticism at its 
Davie campus. Effective date of employment: August 2004. Salary: $32,000. 
Ph D. or ABD. Active publishing and teaching experience preferred. 
Application deadline: April 16, 2004. Send letter of application, cv, 
three letters of recommendation and samples of scholarly wofl~ to: Dr. [iric 
Freedman, Department of Communication, Florida Atlantic University, 777 

Glades Road, Boca Rat(m, FL 33431-0991. E-mail: efreedma@fau.edu. For 
detailed infi~rmation on FAU, visit our web site at: http://www.fau edu. 
Inquiries are also welcome at the 2004 SCMS conference. Florida Atkmtic 
University is an Equal Opportunity/Equal Access Institution 

SENIOR LE CTI~.ER / LECTURER IN THE LITERATLX4E .4ND F~K.M OF THE AMERICAS 

Department of Literature, Film, and Theatre Studies 

Uni’,~ersity of Essex 

This post is intended to strengthen the Department’s teaching and research 
in the literature and film of the Atnericas, which has always been one of 
the Department’s central areas of intellectual interest. The person 
appointed ~vill be able to teach courses in both literature and film, 
preferably- relating to more than one area of the Americas, and preferably 
transnational and comparative in focus. 

Candidates will have an established or growing reputation in their field, a 
strong record of research and publication, and experience of teaching at 
university- level. 

Appointment to this permanent post ;vill be on the on the salaw scale 
£25,451 - £33,679 per annum for Lecturer or £35,251 - £39,958 per annum f;ar 
a Senior Lecturer and will be cormnensurate with the successful candidate’s 
qualifications and experience 

Department website: http://w;vw.essex.acuk~’literature/ 

Further details and application forms: 

http://www.essex.ac ukdpersonnel/Jobs/ioblist.htm#ac&t 

Hard cop?- application requests to: staffing@essex.ac uk 

Phone: +44-12t)6-872-3500 

Specific questions relating to the post: phulme@essex.ac uk 

Department of Literature, Film, and Theatre Studies 

LTniversi~z of Essex 

Wivenhoe Park, Colchester CO4 3SQ 

United Kingdom 

Closing date: 19 March 2004. 

Submitted by 

James Morrison 

York University 



204 Centre for Film and Theatre 

Toronto, Ontario M3J 1 P3 

(416) 736-5149 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scms-l-bounce@cinemastudies.org on behalf of 

Jim Momson ~amesmor~yorku.ca~ 

Tuesday, March 9, 2004 10:52 AM 

SCMS-L@tcl~ua.edu 

[SCMS-L] SCMS job list 

ATT00001 .c 

SocieU for Cinema and Media Studies 

Job Information List, Februa~ 29, 2004 

The tbllomng six (6) posi’dons are announced below: 

Two Assistant ProtEssors, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex,~s 

Department Head, Universi~ of Arizoua, Tucson 

Assistant Professor~ Universi~" of Nebraska, Lincoh~ 

Visiting Assistant Professor, Florida Atlantic Universi~, Boca Raton 

Senior Lecturer, University of Sussex 

TWO ASSISTANT PROFESSORS, 

SOUTtIERN METHODIST [YNIVERSITY 

Position #1. Digital Video Pofft-Producfion. 

Tenure-track assis~tant professor in Cinema-Television. Teach up to three courses per semester in digital video and film production and posit-production; with strengths 

in digital editing (Avid and Final Cut Pro); sound reco~ling, editing and mixing; knowledge of After Effects, Pro Tools and similar programs. Teach courses in the 

current curriculum and develop new ones. Conduct and publish seholarly research and’or engage in professional creative work in film/video production. Advise majors; 

provide service to the program and the University. M.F.A. in film/television or M.A. in related field preferred. Evidence of successful college or universi~ teaching and 

demonstrated potential for research/creative work. Professional experience in film/video p~oduction preferred. Position begins fall semester 2004. 

Submit letter of application, curriculum vitae, and names of three rel~rences to Dr. Rick Wofland, Chair, Division of Cinema-Television, Meadows School of the Arts, 

Box 113, Southern Methodist University, Dallas TX 75275. The committee roll begin its review on or about March 25, 2004. To ensure lull consideration, 

applications must be postmarked by March 25, 2004 but the committee will continue to accept applications ~mtil the position is filled. Applicants will be notified of 

employment decision after the position is filled. SMU roll not discriminate on the ~sis of race, color, religion, natioual origin, sex, age, disabili~, or veteran status. 

SMU is also committed to nondiscmnination on the basis of sexual orientation. 

Position #2. Television Histo~/Theo~y/Cfiticism. 

Tenure-track assis~nt professor in Cinema-Television. Teach up to three courses per semester in television/b~oadcasting/new media history, theory, and criticism. 

Teach introductoD~ and advanced courses in the cumculum and propose new ones. Abili~ to teach film aesthetics and general fihn histoD, courses desirable. Conduct 

and publish scholarly research. Advise majors; provide service to the program and the University. Ph.D. in film/TV studies or related area required. Evidence of 
successful college or university teaching and demonstrated potenfial liar research. Position begins thll semester 2004. 

Submit letter of application, curriculum vitae, and names of three ret~rences to Dr. Rick Wofland, Chair, Division of Cinema-Television, Meadows School of the Arts, 

Box 113, Southern Methodist University, Dallas TX 75275. The committee will begin its review on or about March 25, 2004. To ensure full consideration, 

applications must be postmarked by March 25, 2004 but the committee roll continue to accept applications until the position is filled. Applicants will be notified of 

emplos~nent decision aAer the position is filled. SMU roll not discmninate on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or veteran status. 

SMU is also committed to nondiscrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

DEPARTMENT HEAD, MEDIA ARTS 

Appointed Position 

Job Tire: 

Depuxt~nent: 

Sala~: 

Benefits: 

Department Head, Media Arts 

Depaxttnent of Media Arts, College of Fine Arts 

Commensurate with experience and qualifications 

Yes 

Opening: 1/20/04 Closing: 3/22/04 -- or until filled 



Position Summau: 

The Universi~ of Arizona Department of Media Arts seeks a @namic Department Head with creativity, energy and experience to inspire and lead the department to 

new levels of achievement and potential s~tus as the School of Media Arts. The department currently consisks of 550 full-time students, 15 faculty, several adjunct 
fuculty and 7 professional sta£t2 Media Arts oilers prograras of study leading to a BA in Aes~thetics and Criticism, a BA in Producing, a BFA in Production, and aa~ MA 

in Critical Studies. ’][’he goals of the department include expanding the production progrmn and developing and implementing an MFA degree. The department is one of 

five units and two research centers in the College of Fine Arts. For more information see the College of Fine Arts Media Arts websites at: http:i/~wvwvv.arts.m’izona.edn. 

The Universi~’ of Arizona is a Research I, land-grant university located in Tucson, which has a sunny and mild high desert climate. Tucs~n’s active media arts 

enviroranent includes independent movie houses, community and public television and radio, and fihn festivals. The department enjoys paxtnerships with Tucson’s 

creative, philanthropic and media bnsiness communities. Tncson has many galleries, arts organizations and performance spaces. Media Arts is on the creative comdor 

of the UA campus, which includes the Center for Creative Photography. the Universi~ Art Musenm, the Peter TreisWnan Center for New Media and the Jack and 

Vivian Hanson Arizona Film Institute (a collabx~rative interdisciplinary center that serves the department and the Eller College of Bnsiness Administration). The 

department will move into a new complex of offices and teaching facilities this semester and looks forwaxd to the strong Vossibility of an adjacent shared screening and 

theatre complex. 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

¯ Serves as chief academic and adminis~trative officer of the Department of Media Arts. 

° Works collaboratively with administrators in the College of Fine Arts to achieve the strategic planning goals and focnsed excellence of the department and the 

College. 

¯ Serves on the College of Fine Arts Executive Committee in a team-based enviromnent. 

¯      Works closely with College Director of Advancement to enhance the department’s visibility as a destination of choice for those seeking careers as creators, 

producers, and scholars of film and media. 

¯      hnplmnents the newly restructured, arts-based curriculum that mnphasizes creative expression, aesthetic appreciation, critical s~dies, and practical knowledge 

offihn and ~nedia axts. 

° Stimulates curficnlar innovations to prepare s~dents for scholarly activi~ in media arts and professional careers in film/video prodnction and producing. 

¯ Maintains e~s~ing and explores new partnerships within the media/film communities. 

¯ Serves as a stx~kesperson aa~d advocate for "the deparlanent, both in the University and in the community. 

¯ Provides leadership in grantwfiting, philanthropic, and fundraising ettbrks that expand opportunities tbr faculty and students. 

¯ Helps guide collaborative projects of the Hanson Film Institute. 

¯ Nurtures and encourages the activities of the Media Arts Community Adviso~ Board; facilitates interaction between fuculty, students and the Board. 

° Recruits, evaluates, and mentors facul~’ and stall: 

° Manages the fiscal affairs of the department. 

¯ Teaches and maintains research on a prorated basis. 

Minimum QualificalS~om: 

¯ Educational background and accomplishments that ~nerit appointraent as a tenured full professor. 

¯ Broad-based knowledge of the media and film arts and awareness of new directions. 

¯ Proven record of leadership and excellent organizational, adminis~trative, and communication skills. 

° Abili~’ to leverage and grow the department’s strengths in cultural and curricular diversi~. 

PrelErred Qualifications: 

¯ Demonstrated work history within a universi~ environment. 

¯ Strong evidence of advocacy for media arts education. 

¯ Prior experience in a shaared-govemaa~ce environment. 

Application: 

To apply, please submit a letter of application, cnrriculum vitae, and names and contact information for three references to: 



Dr. Mary Beth tlamlovich 

Chair, Department of Media Arts Search Committee 

Office of the Dean 

College of Fine Arts 

PO Box 210004 

The Universily of Arizona 

Tuc~m, AZ 85721-0004 

Review of applications will begin 3/22/04 and continue until tx~sition is filled. 

’][’he Unive~si .ly of Arizona is an EEO/,%~k Employer-M!W;/D/V 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, 

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN 

The English Department at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln announces a 

tenure-track assistant professor position in Film Studies. Candidates must 

have a Ph.D. in Film Studies, English or equivalent. Evidence of ou’~standing teaching 

required; publication record appropriate to direct graduate student work 

required, l?reference will be given to candidates ruth interests in one or 

more of the following a~eas: film histoo~. American cinema, international 

cinema, film theory and criticism, and studies in the cinema. 

Send letter 

of application and vita to ProtEssor Judith Slater, Depa~ment of English, 

202 Andrews Hall, Univers]U of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0333. Review of applications roll begin March 24, 2004, and continue until a suitable 

candidate is found. ’][’he Universi~ of Nebraska is committed to a 

plura]istic cmnpus community through affirmative action and equa] 

opportunity and is responsive to the needs of dual caxeer couples. We 

assure reasonable accommodation under "the Americans with Disabilities Act. 

Contact Professor Slater at 402-472-1822 or e-mail 

icslater~)unlnotes.nnl.edu tbr assistance. Web site: 

http://~wwv.unl.edw~english 

VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY, Department of Communication, is seeking a Visiting Assistant Professor in Film Studies for the 2004-05 academic year, to 

teach undergraduate courses in film history, theory- and criticism at its Davie campus. EflEctive date of employment: Augns~t 2004. Salad: $32,000. Ph.D. or ABD. 

Active publishing and "teaching experience preferred. Application deadline: April 16, 2004. Send letter of application, cv, three letters of recommendation and samples 

of scholaxly work to: Dr. Eric Freedman, Department of Communication, Florida Atlantic Unive~ity, 777 Glades Road, Boca Raton, FL 33431-0991. E-mail: 
efreedma~b~thu.edu. For detailed intbrmation on FAU, visit our web site at: http://~’.thu.edu. Inquiries are also welcome at the 2004 SCMS contErence. Florida 

Atlantic University is an Equa] Opportani~iEqual Access Institution. 

SENIOR LECTURER / LECTURER IN THE LITEfLA2FURE AND FILM OF ’][’HE AMERICAS 

Department of Literature, Film, and Theatre Studies 

U~iversi~ of Essex 



This post is intended to strengthen the Department’s teaching mad rescarch in the literature aa~d fihn of the Americas, M~ich has always been one of the Department’s 

central areas of intellectual interest. The per~n appointed will be able to teach courses in both literature and film, pretbrably relating to more than one area of the 

America,s, and pretbrably transnational and comparative in focns. 

Ca~ndidates will have ~ established or gromng reputation in their field, a strong record ofresca~eh and publication, and experience of teaching at universi~" level. 

Appointment to this permanent post will be on the on the sal~acy scale £25,451 - £33,679 per annum for Lecturer or £35,251 - £39,958 per annum for a Senior 

Lecturer a~nd will be commensurate with the successful candidate’s qualifications a~nd experience. 

Department website: http://www.esscx.ac.uk/literature/ 

Further details m~d application forms: htlp://www.essex.ac.nk/personnel!Jobs/ioblist.htm#ac&t 

Hard copy application requests to: statfing@essex.ac.uk 

Phone: +44-1206-872-3500 

Specific questions relating to the post: phulme~essex.ac.uk 

Detmrtment of Literature, Fihn, and Theatre Studies 

Universi~ of Essex 

Wivenhoe Park, Colchester CO4 3SQ 

United Kingdom 

Closing date: 19 March 2004. 

Submitted by 

James Morrison 

York Universi~ 

204 Centre for Film mad Theatre 

Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3 

(416) 736-5149 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:53 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] UNC-Wilmington MoviemaJ~ers series (fwd) 

[Ncfihn] UNC-Wilmington Movie~nakers series.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date:Monday, March 15, 2004 10:17 AM-0500 
From: "BerlineL Todd" <berlinergva)uncw.edu> 
To: ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
SubJect: [Ncfilm] UNC-Wilmington Moviemakers series 

The UniversiD" of North Carolina at Wilmington’s Film Studies Department 
presents the 

Moviemakers Guest Lecture Series 

with special guest 

Adam Alphin 

Adam Alphin is a director, editor and cinematographer whose credits include 
the documentary, Thank You Eddie Hart, which was recently picked up for 
broadcast by numerous PBS stations Alphin’s work is frequently broadcast 
(i.e. commercials for "Boseman’s Sporting Goods") and screens at film 
festivals. Alphin has also worked on camera crews for such movies as The 
Gift, The Green Mile, Sneakers, Addams Family Values, Father of the Bride 2 
and LA StolT. Alphin will discuss his career and his artistic and 
c onmxercial work in the fihn industry. Please j oin us on Friday, March 19 
from 2pro to 4pm in Morton Hall’s Bwan Auditorium on the UNCW campus. This 
event is free and open to the public. 

Heather H. Voiselle 

Film Studies Department 

910-%2-7502 

www.tmcw, edu/filmstudies 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 1, 2004 8:32 AM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] ClaJcification on Field of Stone Screening (t~¥d) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, March 31, 2004 2:39 PM -0500 

From:      ~aol.com 
To: ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfihn] Clarification on Field of Stone Screening 

There has been some confusion regarding the Sunday screening of Field of 
Stone (3:30) at Durham Arts Council. ~%is screening is, in fact, a 
work-in-progress screening as part of the "In the Works" session at Full 
Frame. Please be ready to come with comments and suggestions for the 
filmmakers. 

The In-the-Works session offers an unusual opportuniW :[’or professionals 
and n on-professi on als to view docum entaries at vari ous stages of production 
and participate in the critique process. The audience is encouraged to give 
constructive feedback about the structure, content, characters and clarity 
of each rough-cut in post-screening discussions that will be facilitated by 
award-wirming filmmaker Buddy Squires 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Nc film@aas.duke.edu 

https:i/lists.aas duke.edu/mailman/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:50 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: At?~n lis~t~rv 

Please reform AF~M students that on Tuesday (tomorrow), I would like the 
following students to present their research from the second paper in 
class. They will only need to present for 5 minutes (thesis, supporting 
evidence, conclusion) and show a brife clip or clips. These students 
include: 

Hope to see you on Tuesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday,                11:31 PM -0500 
<        .~email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

Ill Dr. Regester, 

Hope that you are well. Just wanted tu email yuu to let you know that 
the class listserv is up and ready. The [istserv address is 
Afam ~¢)[istsep¢ unc.edu. It is a clused listserv, so peuple outside of 
uur class cannot add themselves. Also, all messages have to be approved 
by me. This prevents one person frum hitting reply and it guing to the 
entire class I hope that this is all right with you, When yuu finish 
adding those other students to our class, I’ll add them to the listserv 
In the meantime, wuuid yuu like fur me to send a test message and we ask 
the class un Tuesday if they got it? Please drup me an email tu let me 
know ifyuu would like for me to do this. I guess that’s it. Have a 
goud weekend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 4, 2004 10:16 AM 

Eubanks, Trevaughn B <tbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meet the Librafim~ Candidates 

Dear Trevaughn: Yes, I received your message regarding the candidates but 
will be teaching two classes first session summer school that coincide with 
these meeting times If you need to meet later in the day, then perhaps I 
can work something out My classes begin at 9:45 and end at 1:30 I will 
assist you as best as I can Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, April 22, 2004 10:22 AM -0400 "Trevaughn B. Eubanks" 

<tbrown3 @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

The Academic Affairs libraly has set tap dates for the Stone Center 
Adviso~ Board and staff to interview the four candidates for the position 
of Librarian at the Stone Center. 

The dates for each candidate are: 

Friday, April 30 - 2519 Ne~v Student Union - 1 l am-Noon 
Wednesday, May 12 - 2519 New- Student Union - 1 l~m-Noon 
Friday, May 14 - 2519 New Student Union - 11 aan-Noon 
Tuesday, May 18 - 2519 New Student Union - 1 lam-Noon 

We will meet with one candidate per date. ’]’he name of the :first 
candidate on April 30th has not yet been given to me. I will noti~ you 
as soon as I receive that in]2~rmation. Please let me know if you plan to 
attend. 

If you have any questions, please emai[ or call me at 843-2668 

Thanks. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:26 AM 

@emml.unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] Fw: Job tx~stings (fwd) 

Please forward to AFAM 76 students. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, 4:02 AM +0000 
From: Neb Rodgers < ~juno.com> 

To: film-video@aas.duke edu, ncfilm@aas duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Fw: Job postings 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
From: Frank Donaldson <fpdonald@uncg.edu> 
Reply-To: FrankDonaldson@uncg edu 
To: bcn-l@uncg edu, bcnalumni-l@uncg edu 
Subject: Job l~ostin~s 
Date: Tue:             14:02:09 -0400 

Media General Broadcast Group, "¢~,2NCT-TV, Greenville, NC WNCT-TV is 
seeking a Photojournalist to shoot and edit daily news stories for 
broadcast. Must be able to cover stories without a reporter and have a 
high story count Must have proven proficiency as a videotape editor. 
Perfer experence in videotape editing and use of Betacam equipment. 
Will operate News Eng vehicle for live shots. Bachelor’s degree and/or 
one yer experience preferred but will consider entry level with 
experience. EOE M/F/V/l) Drug Screen Send resume to Human Resources, 
WNCT-TV, 3221 S Evans St, Greenville, NC 27834, fax to 252-355-8568, 
or email to HR@WNCT.com 

WNCT-TV is no~v accepting applications for the full-time position of 
Traffic Coordinator Responsibilities include instructing cowanercia[ 
copy, daily log preparation, and preparing daily reports. Microsoft 
Word and Excel experience necessary. BMS and Trans-act traffic system 
experience helpful. Must be detail oriented; possess strong 
organizational skills and the ability to work with minimum supep¢ision. 
Strong cowanunication and problem-solving skills are required. Television 
traffic experience preferred 

EOE M/F/D/V Drug Screen Send resmne to t;% Dept., WNCT-TV, 3221 South 
Evans Street, Greenville, NC 27834, flax to 252-355-8568, or eMail to 
ttR@WNCT com 

UNCG Broadcasting and Cinema Home Page - http://www uncg.edu/bcn/ 

The best thing to hit the Internet in years - Juno SpeedBand! 
Surf the Web up to FIVE TIMES FASTER! 
Only- $14.95/month - visit www.juno.coru to sign up today[ 

NcfiN~ mailing list 
Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https://lists.aas.duke.edu/raailmanilistinfo/ncfilra 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 17, 2004 3:29 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: summer school 

Dear Travis: If my class is at its limit, then we probably should not add. 
However, if they have overwhelming emergencies then I will leave it up to 
you or Debby. Particularly, for the film class, they are so far behind at 
this point, I definitely don’t think they should be allowed to add at this 
point. Let me know what happens. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On 2004?N5??17?fi 13:27 -0400 Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>hi, 
> Debby said she would not add any students without your permission. 
> Remember those students who came by and then we talked about how far they 
> would be behind. So what should we do? Thanks Travis 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 7, 2004 6:26 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: afam 40 exam 

Dear Travis: Thanks for copies. I did receive them. No Debby does not have 
a copy of my exam because I am just making the exam at this late point in 
the day and will not print until in the morning. This has been a long day 
for me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, June 07, 2004 11:19 AM -0400 Travis Gore 
<stgore @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi, 
I finished your copies so I will bring them over today. Debby wanted to 
know if we have your afam 40 exam. Thanks 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 14, 2004 7:33 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: REMINDER 

ss40EXl.doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of the AFAM 40 Exam I. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Monday, Jtme 14, 2004 2:15 PM -0400 Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hey, 
I almost forgot to remind you! 
Well, here is the reminder about the first exam. 
Thank you 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 6, 2004 1:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: books 

Dear Travis: I would like to have the books slipped under my carrell door 
at Davis Library on the 8th floor. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Friday, July 02, 2004 11:03 AM -0400 Travis Gore 
<stgore @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Regester, 
Did you want me to turn in the books or take them to your caroll? I was 
under the impression that you wanted me to turn them in but Debby said I 
better check with you. Thanks. Hope you are enjoying your summer. Travis 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,           11:09 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert tbr Charlene Reges~ter (fwd) 

Dear        [3elow is a grant opportunity that might be appropriate for 
you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Sunday,              2:08 AM-0400 
From: COS Funding Alert <fundingalert@cos.com> 
To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: COS Funding Alelt for Charlene Regester 

fundingopps 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 21, 2004 1:48 PM 

Amy Hammond ~AhaJnmond@carolinaJlm.com> 

Re: The Carolina Inn 

Dear Amy: Thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, July 21, 2004 10:57 A~/1-0400 Amy Harranond 

<Aharmnond@carolinaima. corn> ~Vl-ote: 

Sharlene, 

Thank you for your interest in The Carolina Inn Attached to this email 
you will find our social events menus, which include several options for 
buffet dinners Please keep in mind that the prices per person are not 
inclusive of local sales tax or service charge. If you have any 
questions about the information please feel free to contact me I look 
fOlavard to hearing from you in the near future 

Cordially, 

Amy tlammond 

Social Catering Manager 

The Carolina Inn 

211 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-918-2718 

amy@carolinamn corn 

wv, as,. c ar olinairm, c om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Hmnmond z4~Jaammond@co~:olinaim~.com> 

Wednesday, July 21, 2004 10:57 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@email.unc.edu> 

The Carolina hm 

Soci~] l=unctious Email.pdf 

Sharlene, 
Thank you for your interest in The Carolina Inn. Attached to this emai[ you will find our social events menus, which include several options for buffet dinners. Please keep in 

mind that the prices per person are not inclusive of local sales tax or service charge. If you have any questions about the information please feel free to contact me. I look 

fo~ard to hearing from you in the near future. 

Cordially, 

Amy tlammond 

Social Catering Nlanager 

The Carolina Inn 

211 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-918-2718 

amy(fi) carMinaim~.co m 



Functions 

at 

History of 

Caroli.a I.. 

John Sprunt Hill, a wealthy businessman and 

graduate of the Universib7 of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill in 1889, bought the property and built 

the Inn for $2oo,ooo. In 1924, Mr. Hill opened 

the Inn with 52 guest rooms. In 1935, Mr. Hill 

and his family gave the Inn to the University to 

serve as "a cheerful inn for x4sitors, a to~q hall 

for the state, and a home for returning sons and 

daughters of the ahna mater." 

The first major expansion of the Inn, in 1939, 

added 42 guest rooms and a cafeteria. In the 

late 196os, the Inn was renovated and enlarged 

again. A ballroom, a new cafeteria and 45 guest 

rooms were added. The main entrance and 

lobby were moved from Columbia Street to 

Pittsboro Street. 

The Inn underwent a massive, $16.5 million 

renovation and expansion in 1994. The Inn 

was closed for lO months and reopened in fall 

1995. The furnishings and redecoration were 

completed in 1996. The addition of a 55-room 

wing brought the total number of guest rooms 

and suites in the hotel to the current 184. 

The Carolina Inn continues its tradition of 

offering gracious hospitality to guests from 

across North Carolina and the nation and from 

around the world. 



Bc~akh~t~ & Bcnnch~ 
For bridal brtmches, wedding-day brunches &farewell brunches. 

Farewell Breakfast Buffet 1 

Brunch Buffet 1 

Buffet Additions 9 

L.ncheons 
!~br bridal hmcheons, christening/baptism celebrations, 

birthday celebrations & graduations. 

Lunch Buffets 3 
Greeting Reception 4 
Plated Lmmheons 4 - 6 
Light Luncheons 7 

Hid Aft~,,noon }l~nu~ s- 9 
For bridal showers, baby shotoers & wedding day preparation. 

Dillnel’S 
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Far.wall Breakfast 
This menu is used most often for post-weddin9 brunches on 

Sunday mornings to bidJhrewell to those guests who traveled 

near and far to be a part of the wedding festivilies. 

~linimum guarantee of 15 guests, please. 

Food service provided for two hours. 

$12.oo per person 

Breakfast Breads & Pastries 

Seasonal Sliced Fruit 

Scrambled Eggs with Chives 

Cheddar Cheese Grits & Breakfast Potatoes 

.Apple Smoked Bacon & Countw Sausage 

Chilled Orange, Grapefruit, 

Tomato and Cranberw Juices 

Coffee, Decaffeinated Coffee & Hot Tea 

Minimum guarantee of 25 guests, please. 
Food service provided for two hours. 

$~.oo per person 

Breakfast Breads, Pastries & Muffins 

Seasonal Sliced Fruit Display 

Smoked Sahnon Display with Accoutrements 

Scrambled Eggs with Chives 

ttomestyle Cheddar Cheese Grits 

Applewood Smoked Bacon & Country Sausage 

Cinnamon Raisin French Toast 

Mixed Greens Salad with Dressings 

Roast Top Round of Beef with Condiments 

Countu Cured Honey Ham with Condiments 

Regional Vegetable Medley 

Scalloped Potatoes 

CheFs Dessert Table 

Chilled Orange, Grapefruit, 

Tomato and Cranberu Juices 

Coffee, Deeaffeinated Coffee & Hot Tea 

Additional Buffet Salvations 

$3.50 each per person 

Eggs Benedict 
Poached Eggs & Canadian Bacon on 

English Muffins served with Hollandaise Sauce 

Eggs Sardou 

Poached Eggs, Crabmeat & Spinach on 

Brioche served with Mornay Sauce 

Eggs Pacifico 
Scrambled Eggs, Smoked Salmon & 

Diced Red Onions served with Dill Cretan Sauce 

Eggs Florentine 
Scrambled Eggs, Herbs, Spinach & 

Roasted Tomatoes served with Choron Sauce 

Additional Chd Station Sd  tion  
Any of these stations may be added to the 

breakfast or brunch buffet menus. 

.~4aximum guarantee q[5o guests, please. 

Each chef station requires a chef attendant 

with a fee qf $75 for ~ hours. 

$3.50 each per person 

Omelet Station 
Prepared to order with ingredients such as 

Cheese, Onions, Ham, Mushrooms, Peppers, 

Spinach, Tomatoes, Sausage and Shrimp 

Belgian Waffle Station 
Served with Bourbon Pecan Butter, 

Fruit Sauces and Fresh Whipped Cream 

French Crg~pe Station 
Served with Fresh Fruit Fillings, 

Powdered Sugar and Fresh Whipped Cream 



LUIIclleoIIS 

Tc ditionA Lnnc h B.ff t 
Minimum guarantee of 15 guests, please. 

l, hod service provided for two hours. 

$18.oo per person 

Soup du Jour 

Trio of Fresh Salads 

Chicken, Tuna or Egg Salads with Assorted Breads 

Daily Selection of Chef’s Two Ent~Ses 

Daily Selection of Chef’s Two Accompaniments 

Dessert Table 

G,,and L.nc h B.ff t 
Minimum cf25 guests, please. 

l, hod service provided for two hours. 

$21.oo per person 

Trio of Fresh Salads 

Soup du Jour 

Chef’s Dessert Table 

Entrd~e Se]ecGons 

Please Select Two 

Marinated Flank Steak with Port Demi-glace 

Pork Loin with Dried Apricots, Almonds & Pan ,lus 

Baked Salmon with Spinach & Pernod Sauce 

Pecan Crusted Snapper with Beurre Blanc Sauce 

Chicken Saltimbocca with Marsala Sauce 

Turkey with Country Bacon & Red Pepper Cream Sauce 

Accompaniments 

Please Select Two 

Green Beans with Fresh Herbs 

Baked Tomatoes with Parmesan 

Regional Vegetable Medley 

Whipped Potatoes 

Orzo Pasta with Sweet Peppers 

Scalloped Potatoes 



(~reetlng Reception 
Welcome your guests f!)r half an hour 

before being seated f!)r the lunch service. 
One butler per 25 guests u;ill be provided to pass beverages. 

,Vlinimum guarantee of 1 o guests, please. 

$8.00 

Cheddar Cheese Straws ¯ Sweet and Spicy Pecans 

Mineral Water with Lime 

Select One; Alcoholic Beverages 

Mimosa 

Poiosettia 

Champagne Cocktail 

Bloody MaU 

Select One: Non-Alcoholic Beverages 

Raspberry Lemonade 

Pineapple Iced Tea 

Sweetened Mint Iced Tea 

Soups 
Cream of Watercress 

Sweet Corn Chowder with Bacon 

Roasted Tomato and Tarragon 

Crab Bisque with Creme Fraiehe and Cilantro 

Chunky Gazpaeho with Fresh Herbs 

Chilled Vidalia Onion and Potato 

Chilled Melon with Minted Creme Fraiehe 

SA ds 

Spinach Salad with Sliced Mushrx)oms, Red Onions, 
Cherry Tomatoes, Mandarin Oranges, 

Toasted Almonds & Honey Cider Vinaigrette 

Classic Caesar Salad with Parmesan & Croutons 

Meselun Greens with Brie Cheese, Strawberries, 
Candied Pecans & Champagne Vinaigrette 

Fresh Seasonal Fruit with Lime Poppyseed Dressing 

t ntr e Se|ect,ons 
Please select one 

(~omhinaGon Entrees + $9++.00 

Beef Tenderloin & Grouper with Pineapple Relish 

Free Range Chicken & Grilled Rosemary- Pesto Shrimp 

Salmon with Maple Pecan Glaze & Chicken Roulade 

Seafood 

Carolina Crab Cakes with Red Pepper R~moulade 

Grilled Salmon with Citrus Beurre Blanc 

Grilled Shrimp with Lemon Chardonnay Reduction 

Beef ~nd Pock + S~8.oo 
Petit Filet Mignon with Cahernet Demi-glace 

New York Strip Steak with Shallot Sauce 

Pork Tenderloin with Apple Cider Bordelaise 

Pouhry + $~6.oo 

Pecan Crusted Chicken with Apricot Chutney 

Free Range Chicken with Rosemary Chicken 3us 

Pine Nut Crusted Chicken Breast with Fontina & Spinach 

Pasta + $15.oo 

"~Vild Mushroom [ olenta with t armesan & Roasted Garlic 

Spinach & Walnut Ravioli with Gorgonzola Cream Sauce 

Asparagus & Proseiutto with Lemon Linguini 



Accompaniments 

Please select two 

&ar&es and Grains 
Yukon Gold Mashed Potatoes 

Oven Roasted New Potatoes 

Orecchiette, Broccoli Rabe, Bermuda Onion & Romano 

Farfalle, Asparagus, Shiitakes and Sesame Vinaigrette 

Linguine with Fresh Herbs and Butter 

Wild Rice with Portobellos, Pine Nuts & Parmesan 

Sweet Potatoes with Spiced Pecans and Maple Glaze 

~geta]a|es 

Haricot Verts with Garlic and Olive Oil 

Steamed Asparagus with Tomato Vinaigrette 

Sugar Snap Peas with Shaved Carrots and Garlic 

Roasted Butternut Squash, @pies & Pecans with Cider Glaze 

Baked Tomatoes with Parmesan 

English Peas and Pearl Onions 

Saut+ed Wild Mushrooms with Sherry Butter 

Desser+s 
Please select one 

Chocolate Pecan Pie with Bourbon Sauce 

Key Lime Tart with Fresh Whipped Cream 

Flourless Chocolate Torte with Raspberry Coulis 

Southern Chess Pie with Homemade lee Cream 

Almond Poundeake with Seasonal Berries 

Fresh Fruit Tart with Mint Sabayon 

Homemade Sorbet with Ahnond Biseotti 

Imported Cheeses, Apple Slices and French Bread 

The Carolina Inn is pleased to permit the host 

to bring in a celebratory cake from a pr@ssional 

baker. The Inn will cut and serve the 

cake to your guests at no additional charge. 

All plated meals are served with 

rolls & butter, iced tea, water, 

coffee and deca.ffeinated coffee. 

Light L.nc=h ons 

These two-course meals combine composed salads 

with complimentary desserts. Full Beverage Service. 

All are priced at ~5.oo per person. 

Orlenta| Express 

Seared Ahi Tuna on Asian Greens with 

Mandarin Oranges and Red Peppers topped 

with Ginger-Black Sesame Vinaigrette 

Almond Poundeake with Seasonal Berries 

Moroccan Flair 
Grilled Eggplant, Squash, Onions and Peppers with 

Cous Cous and Herb Goat Cheese on Field Greens 

topped with Balsamic Vinaigrette 

Fresh Fruit Tart with Mint Sabayon 

~pslrcam 

Seared Salmon Piccata on a Classic Spinach Salad 

with Red Onions and Slivered Almonds topped 

with a Citrus Vinaigrette 

Hourless Chocolate Torte with Raspberry Coulis 

Taste of the Keys 
Lump Crahmeat and Gulf Shrimp Salad tossed 

with Fresh Vegetables in a Creamy Dressing and 

served on Bibb Lettuce 

Key Lime Tart with Fresh Whipped Cream 

Hail Caesar 
Choice of Grilled Chicken Breast, 

Grilled 3umbo Gulf Shrimp or 

Grilled Portobello Mushroom 

on Classic Caesar Salad with 

Reggiano Cheese and Herb Croutons 

Fresh Fruit Sorbet with Almond Biscotti 

+6+ 



Mid AfCecnoon 
Available 2:oo p.m. - 5:oo p.m. 

Food service is provided for 2 hours. 

Prices are per person. 

Afternoon T~a 
816.oo 

Freshly Baked Sugar-dusted Scones with 

Strawberry Jam, Lemon Curd & Devonshire Cream ¯ 

Tea Sandwiches including Cucumber and Watercress, 

Smoked Salmon and Caper Cream Cheese, and 

Ham and Corniehon ¯ Shortbread Cookies 

Freshly Steeped English Teas with Honey, Sugar, 

Fresh Lemon Wedges and Cream 

Royal Afternoon T~a 
$20.00 

Menu as above with a Flute of 

Domaine Ste. Michelle Brat 

Traditional 
815.oo 

Fresh Sliced Seasonal Fruit with Honey Lime Yogurt. 

Crudite with Spinach Herb Dip ¯ Petite Quiehe ¯ 

Domestic & International Cheeses with Crackers. 

Petite Cheddar Herb Biscuits with Roasted Turkey ¯ 

Sodas and Mineral Waters 

Cho(~olat~ Galo,-~ 
813.oo 

Chocolate-dipped Struwberries ¯ 

Double Fudge Brownies ¯ Chocolate Chip Cookies ¯ 

Milk Chocolate and Dark Chocolate Fondues 

with Fresh Fruit and Poundcake. 

Sodas and Mineral Waters 

Mid Afternoon 
Available 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Food service is provided for 2 hours. 

Prices are per person. 

It’s th~ Littl~ Things... 
$16.oo 

Petite Crudite with Spinach Herb Dip. 

Petite Finger Sandwiches. Petite Quiche 

Miniature Brie in Puff Pastry with Raspberries 

Baby Animal-shaped Sugar-dusted Cookies 

Sodas and Mineral Waters 

%c H~I Lover 
$20.00 

Miniature Barbecue Sandwiches with 

Eastern North Carolina Sauce and Cole Slaw. 

Crudite with Spinach Herb Dip ¯ 

North Carolina Roasted Peanuts ¯ Cheese Straws 

Sweet Potato Biscuits with Roasted Turkey ¯ 

Tar Heel Cookies with Chocolate-dipped tleels ¯ 

Iced Tea, Lemonade and Mineral Waters 

Going to the C:hapel... 
This menu is spec{f!cally designed to be served to the 

wedding party as they prepare for the ceremony. 

$15.oo 
Fresh Sliced Seasonal Fruit with Honey Lime Yogurt. 

Petite Cheddar Herb Biscuits with Roasted Turkey ¯ 

Petite Finger Sandwiches ¯ Wedding Bell Sugar Cookies. 

Sprite, Diet Sprite, Sparkling Water, Mineral Water 

and Sparkling Wine for a toast~ 

°8° °9o 



D a 

lnners 

Perfect for anniversary, birthday, 
graduation and rehearsal dinner celebrations. 

Greeting Reception 
Welcome your guests for the evening with a rec@tion 

of food and drink prior to being seated for dinner, 

Prices include 3 hors d’oeuvres and unlimited 

beverage consumption for a one-hour period, 

Butlers and bartenders are provided as necessary. 

$19.oo per person 

Hoc  d’o .vc,  
Hors d’oeuvres will be butler-passed to arriving guests. 

One butler per 25 guests will be provided. 

Select Three 

Seared Ahi Tuna on Crispy Wonton with Wasabi A’ioli 

Smoked Salmon Rosette with Caper Cream Cheese 

Grilled Chicken & Caramelized Onions on Toast Point 

Smoked Chicken and Red Pepper Jelly on Croustade 

Filet and Asparagus with Horseradish on Croustade 

Proseiutto, Boursin & Strawberry on Foeeaeia 

Pork Tenderloin with Mango Chutney on Croustade 

Herb Brie en Boueh~e with Strawberry 

Black Olive Hummus on Toasted Pita Wedge 

Beverages 
Mixed nuts will be placed on the bars. 

One bartender per 75 guests will be provided. 

C~II B~.~nd Li.uor~ 
Jack Daniel’s Black Bourbon. 

Canadian Club Blended Whiskey. 
Dewar’s Scotch. Sky3’ Vodka ¯ 

Beefeater Gin. Bacardi Rum 

Don~¢~ti¢ & Impo,.t.d B~,,~ 
Budweiser. Miller Lite. Bud Light. 

Clausthaler Non-Alcoholic 

Heineken ¯ Amstel Light 

Glass Mountain Chardonnay 

Glass Mountain Cabernet Sauvignon 

Santa Margherita Sparkling Proseeeo 

Non-alcoholic Beverages 



Filet }/[ignon 

Wild Mushroom Strudel 

Sweet Corn and Crab Chowder with Bacon 

Spinach Salad with Sliced Mushrooms, Red Onions, Mandarin 

Oranges, Toasted Ahnonds and Honey Cider Vinaigrette 

Petit Filet Mignon with Cabernet Demi-glace 

Yukon Gold Mashed Potatoes 

Steamed Asparagus with Tomato Vinaigrette 

Flourless Chocolate Torte with Raspberry Coulis 

Pock T,,ndecloin 
$38 

Sweet Potato Gnoechi with Sliced Truffles & ~siago 

Meselun Greens with Maytag Blue Cheese, 

Candied Walnuts and Aged Sherry Vinaigrette 

Pork Tenderloin with Apple Cider Bordelaise 

Oven Roasted New Potatoes 

Sauteed Wild Mushrooms with SherD" Butter 

Grand Marnier Cheesecake 

(rolled She,rap 
$42 

Grilled Beef Medallion Mth Poreini Mushrooms 

Butternut Squash Soup with Toasted Pumpkin Seeds 

Classic Caesar Salad with Reggiano Cheese and Herb Croutons 

Grilled RosemaU Pesto Shrimp Skewers 

Orreehiete, Broccoli Rabe, Bermuda Onion and Romano Cheese 

Baked Tomatoes with Parmesan 

Apple Walnut Spice Cake with Caramel Sauce 

Plated I)inn c  

S lmon and Sirloin 
$44 

Lobster Bisque with Creme Fraiche & Cilantro 

Arugula with Pielded Beets, Fresh Figs & Parmesan Cheese 

with Organic Honey White Balsamic Vinaigrette 

Salmon with Maple Pecan Glaze and Pepper Crusted Sirloin 

Linguine with Fresh Herbs and Butter 

Sugar Snap Peas with Shaved Carrots 

Chocolate Pecan Pie with Bom’bon Sauce 

Pine Nut Ccu ted Chi&en 
$36 

Classic Shrimp Cocktail with Lemon Wedges 

Greek Salad with Feta Cheese, Kalamata Olives, 

Pepperoneini and tterb Lemon Vinaigrette 

Pine Nut Crusted Chicken with Tomato, Fontina & Spinach 

Wild Rice and Shallots 

Haricot Verts with Garlic and Olive Oil 

Fresh Fruit Tart with Mint Sabayon 

Smoked Du& Bce  t 
$36 

Chilled Yellow Tomato & Tomatillo Soup with Corn Fritos 

Spinach Salad with Sliced Mushrooms, Red Onions, Mandarin 

Oranges, Toasted Almonds and Honey Cider Vinaigrette 

Smoked Duck Breast with Tart Cherry Compote 

Roasted Butternut Squash, Apples & Pecans with Cider Glaze 

Haricot Verts 

Imported Cheeses, @ple Slices and French Bread 



Ne,v Fock Strip Steak 

Day Boat Scallops, Country Ham Succotash and Cornbread 

Potato and Leek Soup 

Field Greens with Roasted Red Peppers, Pine Nuts 

and Chew~ with Balsamic Vinagrette 

New York Strip Steak with Shallot Sauce 

Sweet Potatoes with Spiced Pecans and Maple Glaze 

English Peas and Pearl Onions 

Chocolate Pecan Pie with Bourbon Sauce 

Ahi 
$39 

Sugar-cured Duck Breast, Apricot Preserves and Herb Salad 

Asian Greens with Candied Pecans and Pear Dressing 

Seared Fennel and Black Pepper Crusted Ahi Tuna 

Farfialle, Asparagus, Shiitakes and Sesame Vinaigrette 

Sauteed Zucchini and Sweet Onions 

Homemade Sorbet with Almond Biscotti 

Chi&.n Roulade & Beef %ndedoln 

Roasted Sweet Bell Pepper Soup with Chives 

Mixed Field Greens with Cucumbers, Carrots, Roma Tomatoes 

and Buttermilk Ranch Dressing 

Chicken Roulade with Proseiutto, Mushrooms & Leeks 

Beef Tenderloin with Port Demi-glaee 

Sweet Potatoes with Spiced Pecans and Maple Glaze 

Steamed Aspa ra gus 

Southern Chess Pie with Homemade Ice Cream 

Tl, Buffet  
Minimum guarantee of so guests, please. 

Food service provided for two hours. 
Appropriale lhemed props and decor are 

provided at no charge when available, 

$24.00 ° lunch $32.00 ° dinner 

South of Bocdec 
Tortilla Soup ¯ Black Bean, Chorizo and Corn Salad ¯ 

Mixed Greens Salad with Toppings and Dressings ¯ 

Tropical Fruit with Lime Cilantro Dressing & Coconut ¯ 

Fajita Station: Chicken, Steak, Sauteed Peppers & Onions ¯ 

Taco Station: Ground Beef and Appropriate Toppings ¯ 

Spinach Enchiladas with Pepperjack Cheese ¯ Spanish Rice ¯ 

Mexican Corn Medley ¯ Ranchero Style Pinto Beans ¯ 

Tortilla Chips with Salsa and Guacamole ¯ 

Churros ¯ Tres Leches Cake ¯ Flan with Chocolate Shavings 

Pacific Rim 
Sweet & Sour Soup 

Fresh Udon Noodle Salad with Enoki Mushrooms, 

Snow Peas & Water Chestnuts in SpiW Peanut Sauce ¯ 

Mixed Greens Salad with Toppings and Dressings ¯ 

Grilled Scallops with Bamboo Shoots, Mandarin Oranges, & 

Scallions tossed with Citrus Dressing ¯ Moo Shu Shrimp ¯ 

Sesame Beef & Broccoli. Teriyaki Ginger Chicken & Vegetables 

Steamed Rice ¯ Pan-fried Pork Dumplings with Ginger Sauce. 

Spring Rolls with Plum Sauce and Spicy Mustard ¯ 

Mango Cake with Coconut Cream Icing ¯ Almond Cookies. 

Cinnamon Rice Pudding with Pistachios ¯ Green Tea Ice Cream 

Little h ly 
Minestrone Soup ¯ Caesar Salad. Antipasto Display. 

Fresh Mozzarella, Tomato & Basil Salad. 

Spinach & Walnut Ravioli with Herb Cheese Sauce ¯ 

Sausage & Cheese Cannelloni with Red Pepper Marinara ¯ 

Fish with Vegetable Ragout in Lemon Pinot Grigio Sauce ¯ 

Chicken Marsala. Goat Cheese Risotto Cakes. 

Portabello Mushrooms with Asparugus Tips ¯ 

Balsamic Glazed Roma Tomatoes ¯ Rustic Breads ¯ 

Amaretto Cheesecake. Chocolate Almond Torte ¯ 

Italian Cookies and Biscotti ¯ Frutti di Bosco 

0~4° 



Themed Buffets 
Minimum guarantee of 5o guests, please. 

Food service provided for two hours. 

Appropriale lhemed props and decor are 
provided at no charge when available. 

$24.00 , lunch $32.00 * dinner 

Southern 
Brunswick Stew. Seven Layer Salad ¯ 

Mixed Greens Salad with Buttermilk Ranch Dressing ¯ 

Count~ Red Potato Salad with Diced Ham. 

Chopped Cole Slaw ¯ Deviled Eggs ¯ Dill Pickles ¯ 

Crab Cakes with Pepper Remoulade ¯ Buttermilk Fr4ed Chicken 

Eastern North Carolina Pulled Pork Barbecue. 

Sweet Potato Souffl~. Stewed Green Beans with Onions ¯ 

Spoonbread ¯ Blackstrap Molasses Baked Beans. 

Cornbread and Hush Puppies with Honey Butter. 

Bread Pudding with Whiskey Sauce ¯ Chocolate Pecan Pie ¯ 

Fresh Fruit Cobblers with Vanilla Ice Cream 

~{[e~llterranean 
Chickpea Soup ¯ Baba Ghanoush & Hummus with Celery, 

Carrots & Radishes ¯ Greek Salad with Feta Cheese, Kalamata 

Olives, Red Onions, Pepperoncini & Cucumbers in Olive Oil 

Dressing ¯ Tabbouleh Salad ¯ Lentil Salad with Diced Peppers & 

Scallions. Provencal Lamb Loin with Zucchini, Red Onions & 

Squash ¯ Grilled Chicken Skewers ¯ Seasonal Fish with Lemon 

Butter Sauce. Falafel Fritters. Grilled Eggplant Napoleon ¯ 

Basmati Rice ¯ Grilled Pita ¯ 

Baklava ¯ Chocolate Cashew Cake ¯ Minted Fruit Tart 

C ro|in  Inn 
Butternut Squash Soup with Toasted Pumpkin Seeds ¯ 

Romaine & Arugula Salad with Blue Cheese and Walnuts. 

Waldorf Salad. Grilled Chicken Penne Pasta Salad. 

Free-range Chicken with Honey Balsamic Glaze. 

Carved Beef Tenderloin with Horseradish Sauce ¯ 

Grilled Salmon Drizzled with Lemon Herb Beurre Blanc ¯ 

Lyonnaise Potatoes ¯ Spinach Souffl~ ¯ 

Sugar Snap Peas & Onions ¯ 

Chef’s Selection of Cakes, Pies and Sweet 

Cocktail Receptions 



Cocktail Receptio,  Packages 
Minimum guarantee of 2o guests, please. 

Prices per person include food service for one hour’. 

One butler server per 50 guests & 
station attendants are provided as necessary. 

Columbia Pa&age 
818.oo for first hour 

$1o.oo for each additional hour 

2 displays 

3 hors d’oeuvres 

~ameron Package 

894.00 for first hour 
812.oo for each additional hour 

displays 

hors d’oeuvres 

station 

Pitt boco Package 
83o.oo for first hour 

814.oo for each additional hour 

2 displays 

3 hors d’oeuvres 

2 stations 

Afte~ Di.,,ec Party Package 

Menu available onl~ from 9:oo p.m. - ~2:oo a.m. and 

must be served for the duraffon of the event. 

$15.oo for three hours 

Domestic & International Cheese display 

Sweet & Spicy Pecans 

Petite Chocolate, Lemon and Pecan Tarts 

Displays 
~¥linimum guarantee of ~ o guests, please. 

$5.oo per person 

F,.~h F,.~it with Ho,~y Li~ Yogurt 

G~I&~ w~th Svh~ch H~.~ Div oc Pnn~n~ CI,~ Div 

G,.ill~d X~g~t~hl~ with Hummu~ Dip 

Domestic and International Cheese with Baguette 

Traditional P~t&s. Terrines ¯ Cured Sausages & Hams ¯ 

Corniehons. Imported Gives. Musta~s ¯ Sliced B~ads 

Grilled Chicken Skewers. Dolmades ¯ Black Olives 

Hummus ¯ Baba Ghanoush ¯ Tabbouleh. Crispy Pita Chips 

Antipasto Phtt~r 
Prosciutto ¯ Soppmsata ¯ Black Forest Ham. Fresh Mozzarella ¯ 

Pa~igiano-Reggiano ¯ Marinated Artichokes ¯ 

Grilled Vegetables ¯ Roasted Red Peppers ¯ Rustic Bread 

HOrS d~oellvres 

2klinimum o.f25 pieces of each selected hors d’oeuvres. 

Consult gour catering manager for addiitonal suggestions. 

$3.00 per piece 

Seafood 
Seared Ahi Tuna on Crispy Wonton with Wasabi Moll 

Smoked Salmon Rosette with Caper Cream Cheese 

Petite Crab Cake with Red Pepper R6moulade 

Poultry 
Grilled Chicken & Caramelized Onions on Toast Point 

Smoked Duck and Roasted Corn Risotto Cake 

Goose PSt~ with Sliced Truffles on Crostini 

Smoked Chicken and Red Pepper delly on Croustade 

Beef, Pork & Land, 
Filet and Asparagus with Horseradish on Croustade 

Prosciutto, Boursin & Strawberry on Foccacia 

Pork Tenderloin with Mango Chutney on Croustade 

New Zealand Lamb Chops with Minted Yogurt Sauce 

"~getable, Fruit & Cheese 
Herb Brie en Bouch(~e with Strawberry 

Black Olive Hummus on Toasted Pita Wedges 

Fig, Gorgonzola & Glazed Walnut in Endive 

Green Apple & Camembert Tarflet 

ChefW Tomato stuffed with Herb ChSvre 



Chef Stations 
Minimum guarantee of 25 guests, please. 

Food service provided for two hours. 

Each chef station requires a chef attendant 

with a fee of $75 f!)r two hours. 

88.oo per person, per station 

Ravioli 
Smoked Chicken Ravioli with Wild Mushroom Sauce and 

Vegetable Ravioli with Sun-dried Tomato Pesto. 

Dim Sum 
Steamed Dumplings, Crab Rangoons, 

Potstickers, Fried Spring Rolls and Fortune Cookies. 

Served with Sweet & Sour Sauce, Plum Sauce and 

Hot Mustard. Chop Sticks available. 

Fajlta 
Seasoned, Pan-seared Chicken and Beef Strips, 

Saut&d Onions & Peppers, Flour Tortillas and 

Hard Taco Shells. Served with Sour Cream, 

Guacamole, Tomatoes, Green Onions, Salsa, 

Shredded Cheddar Cheese & Tortilla Chips. 

Jambalaya 
Choice of Chicken or Shrimp tossed in a Spicy 

Creole Sauce with Andouille Sausage, Julienne Peppers, 

Sauteed Onions & Diced Tomatoes. Served with Cajun Rice. 

Shrimp Scampi & Risotto 
Shrimp Saut&d in Olive Oil, Garlic & White Wine with 

Fresh Herbs. Served with Goat Cheese Risotto 

and Bmadstieks. (Approximately 3 Shrimp per person.) 

Shrimp & Grits 
Marinated Shrimp Sauteed in Olive Oil, served 

over Homestyle Stone Ground Grits with 

White Cheddar Cheese. (Approximately 3 Shrimp per person.) 

Sushi 
Maki, Nigiri and Sashimi. Served with Wasabi, 

Pickled Ginger & Soy Sauce. (3 Pieces per person.) 

Ask about authentic on-site sushi chef services. 

Poct & Stihon 
Aged Ruby Port in Cordial Glasses and 

Colton Basset Stilton. Served with Walnuts & Honey, 

Figs, Grapes and Specialty Crackers. 

Carving Stations 

Steamship Round 
8450 - serves 150 people 

Seasoned, Roasted Steamship Round, 

served with Stone Ground Mustard & 

Horseradish Mayonnaise on Silver Dollar Rolls 

Roast: Top Round of 
8950 - serves 75 people 

Top Round Accompanied by Grilled Onions, 

served with Stone Ground Mustard, 
Horseradish Mayonnaise on Silver Dollar Rolls 

B~f T~n&Aoin 
8925 - serves 50 people 

Seasoned Beef Tenderloin served with 

Truffle Madeira Demi-glace & Choron Sauce 

Countcy Cuc~d Ham 
89oo - serves 5o people 

Maple Glazed Country Ham served with 

Dijon Mustard & Spicy Honey Mustard 

on Miniature Buttermilk Biscuits 

Roast Bc~ast of Tuck~y 
$~t5o - serves 5o people 

Roasted Turkey Breast served with 

Cranberry Relish, Honey Mustard & 

Orange Mayonnaise on Silver Dollar Rolls 

Roast Cajun Tnck~y 
8165 - set~res 50 people 

Cajun-seasoned Turkey Breast served with 

Red Pepper Mayonnaise & Creole Mustard on French Rolls 

Roast Loin of Pock 
8175 - serves 35 people 

Roasted Pork Loin stuffed with Apples and Figs, 

served with Peach Pecan Chutney 

Salnlon ~ ’ " (~ouh])laC 

814o - serves 20 people 
Salmon en Crodte stuffed with Spinach, Mushrooms & 

Scallops with Beurm Blanc Sauce 

Smoked Sahnon 
8125 - serves 20 people 

Smoked Pacific Pink Salmon served with 

Capers, Red Onions, Egg Whites, 

�18� 



Bor M~llUS 

Co&t~il Bar Package 3Ienu 
Prices per person include bartenders and 

unlimited consumption of bar items. 

C~rolina Bar 
$*o.oo tbr first hour 

$7.oo for each additional hour 

House Brand Liquors 

Domestic & Imported Beers 

Hunter Ashby Chardonnay 

Hunter Ashby Merlot 

Cristalino Sparkling Cava 

Non-alcoholic Beverages 

%r Heel Bar 
$**.oo for first hour 

$8.oo for each additional hour 

Call Brand Liquors 
Domestic & Imported Beers 
Glass Mountain Chardonnay 

Glass Mountain Cabernet Sauvignon 
Santa Margherita Sparkling Proseeeo 

Non-alcoholic Beverages 

Chapel Hill Bar 
$*2.00 for first hour 

$9,oo for each additional hour 

Premium Brand Liquors 
Domestic, Imported & Premium Beers 

Alderbmok Chardonnw 
Alderbmok Pinot Noir 

Pacific Echo Brut 
Non-alcoholic Beverages 

Wine Service wit|~ Dinner 
$9.00 for first hour 

$7.00 for each additional hour 

Glass Mountain Chardonnay 
Glass Mountain Cabernet Sauvignon 
Santa Margherita Sparkling Proseeeo 

¢20¢ 



North Carolina ABC laws state that a bartender service all bats. 
We are required to provide one bartender per lOO guests. 
A per-bartender charge of $95.oo per hour is applied to 

each bar. Alcoholic beverages cannot and will not be served 

to aW guests under the age of 21. Identification may be 
required at the discretion of the bartender. Alcoholic 

beverages purchased at The Carolina Inn mw not be 
transported oft’ the Inn’s premises. 

House Brand Liquors 
$5.50 per drink 

dim Beam Bourbon ¯ 

Seagram’s 7 Crown Whiskey ¯ 

Grant’s Scotch. Gordon’s Vodka. 

Gordon’s Gin ¯ Castfllo Rum 

Call Brand Liquors 
85.75 per drink 

dack Daniel’s Black Bourbon. 

Canadian Club Blended Whiskey. 

Dewar’s Scotch ¯ Skyy Vodka ¯ 

Beefeater Gin ¯ Bacardi Rum 

Pr ,niu,n Brand L@locs 
$6.95 per drink 

Maker’s Mark Bourbon ¯ 

Crown Royal Canadian Whiskey ¯ 

Chivas Regal Scotch ¯ Absolut Vodka ¯ 

Tanqueray Gin ¯ Myer’s Dark Rum 

$5.75 per drink (2 ounce serving) 
Amaretto di Saronno. B & B ¯ Cointreau. 

Courvoisier V.S.O.P.. Drambuie ¯ Grand Marnier. 

Tia Maria ¯ Kahlua ¯ Bailey’s Irish Cream ¯ Frangelieo 

$9.75 per Domestic 

$3.95 per Imported 

83.75 per Premium Domestic 

~ines 
$5.00 per glass 

Kelly’s Promise Chardonnay ¯ 
Kelly’s Promise Cabernet Sauvignon ¯ 

See Banquet Wine List f!)r Bottle Options 

The Carolina Inn Policy 

1. Food: All food items must be suppfied and prepared by the 
hotel. No cater~ng food may’ be removed from the event room. 
9. Beverage: The Carolina Inn, as a licensee, is responsible for the 

administration of the sale and service of all alcoholic beverages in 
accordance with the NC State Legislative Commission’s regulations. 
The Inn will strictly enforce North Carolina beverage laws. 
Underage drinking or consumption of non-hotel-purchased alcohol 
will result in immediate event termination. 

3. Guarantee Policy: For all private fhnctions where charges are 
made on a per person basis, the hotel must have a specific 
attendance number. ±~m estimated guest count is due at the time the 
reservation is made. The estimated revenue amount will be based 
on the estimated guest count and b3?e of function and will be used 
to determine applicable deposits. A final guarantee count is due by 
12 noon 3 business days prior to the function. 

4. Surcharge: If the number of unexpected guests exceeds 5% of 
the guarantee, the hotel cannot guarantee to provide identical 
services for’ additional guests. Any service or meal provided for’ the 
additional guests will be subject to a lO94 surcharge on the menu 
price. Special meal requests including vegetarian requirements 
must be confirmed prior to the event. Special meals added by a 
guest or client during the event are subject to the lO% surcharge. 

5. Rooms and Rental: Banquet space will be assigned based on 
setup requirements and number of guests. The Carolina Inn 
reserves the right to reassign function rooms as needed to ensure 
maximum efficiency and guest service. Inn management will make 
evmT effort to infor~n client of a room change; however, prior 
notification is not guaranteed. A room rental fee will be charged for 
reserved event space. Groups of 20 or less will be charged a 
minimum of $50 small group fee for’ meal space. Rooms with no 
food and beverage will be charged a labor setup f~e. Banquet rooms 
must be vacated promptly on schedule. 
6. Deposit: If no credit is established, an advanced deposit will be 
required at the signing of the initial contract. Receipt of the deposit 
will confirm space requirements, lOO% of the estimated revenue 
will be due 14 days pr~or to the function without 
exception. The hotel reserves the right to cancel any fhnctions that 
have not met these deposit requirements. Any incidental charges 
incurred during functions will be added to guest account. Any 
discrepancies in count or charges should be identified and resolved 
with management prior to departure. If credit has been established 
with the hotel, the charges may be direct billed. 

7. Mailed Itein/Ouest Room Deliveries: Any items sent to the 
hotel must be marked as follows with complete return address and 
with the following message: Hold for zM’rival; Attention: 
(Guest Name); Arrival Date: oo/oo/oo." Package deliver)’ to 
meeting room is subject to a $2.00 per box handling fee. Packages 
may not be received prior to 3 days before guest arrival. Stored 
packages are subject to a storage f>e of 82.00 per box per day. For 
liability’ reasons, only The Carolina Inn staff may deliver packages to 
guestrooms. There is a 82.00 per room charge for this service. 
8. Parking: Parking at the Carolina Inn is subject to a charge. 
Parking availabili~ is not guaranteed. Valet services are 
available. Master billed parking is available upon request. 

9. Service Charge/State Tax: The Carolina Inn assesses a stab,ice 
charge~ on all food and beverage catm’cd by the Inn. We are 
required by North Carolina state law to lexT a state tax~ on products 
sold by the Inn. Please note that this tax will be imposed upon the 
service charge as well, as required by state law. 



to. Displays, Exhibitions and Decorations: All displays, 
exhibits, and decorations must conform to dty code and fire 
ordinance rules. The hotel will not permit affixing of anything to 
walls, floors or ceilings of rooms with nails, staples, tape or any 
other substance unless approval is given. Any damage caused by 
event attendees will be the responsibility of the event planner. 
All hotel staff will enfo~ve this policy. The Inn may require 
additional security or damage deposits. Due to fire codes, taper 
candles are prohibited. Absolutely no smoke or fog machines 
allowed at any time. Dr5~ ice is also prohibited. 
~. Liabililg": The Carolina Inn reserves the right to inspect and 
control all private fhnctions. Liability for damage to the premises 
will be charged accordingly. The hotel cannot assume 
responsibility for personal ptv_~perty and equipment brought on 
the prope~)’. Safety deposit boxes are available at the front desk 
if personal property needs to be secured. The Inn assumes no 
responsibility for personal items left unattended in function 
rooms or on coat racks. 
~2. Audiovisual: The Carolina Inn requires all audiovisual 
equipment to be arranged through the catering oltiee. No 
audiovisual equipment may be brought in from outside sources. 
All audiovisual charges are subject to a se~iee charge and tax. ~ 

~3. Labor: A $25 per hour charge will be applied to all 
attendants ordered through the catering department. This 
includes bartenders, butler servers, and coat cheek attendants. 
Chef attendants are $75 per two hom~. 

~4. Equipment: All equipment needs must be conveyed to 
catering staff at time of the booking. Functions that require 
excessive setup equipment may- incur additional rental and setup 
tbes. Special engineering requirements must be specified to the 
catering department at least 3 business days before the event and 
may incur a charge. 

~5. Setup Fees: A $25 fee will be incurred for the setup of all 
dance floors, staging, risers, and banners. Gutdoor events are 
subject to a $2 per person setup fee with a $5o minimum. 
~6. Specialty Itenls: The Carolina Inn must an’ange all 
specialty items that will be received and setup by the Inn staff. 
This includes rental items such as linens, staging, risers, tables, 
chairs as well as specialty china, glass and silver. 

~7. Off-Site Catering: For all off-site catering, a 20% delive~" 
charge is added to the Carolina Inn’s regular menu prices in 
addition to the regular setn~iee charge and state tax~. Other fees, 
including rental of china, glass and silver, may apply. 
~8. Split nlenns: The hotel is happy to accommodate split 
entr6e requests for a maximum of 5o guests and at the discretion 
of the catering manager. Guest counts for each entr6e must be 
received 3 business days prior to the event. A maximum of 3 
entrees, including vegetarian, may be chosen and guest entrees 
must be identified with place cards or nametags. Meal pricing for 
this type of event is at the discretion of the catering manager and 
will equal, at a minimum, the highest priced entr6e. 

~9. Smoldng: In accordance with Orange County law, the 
Carolina Inn is a non-smoking facility, with the exception of 
designated sleeping rooms. Smoking is not allowed in banquet or 
public spaces. We ask that your guests observe this policy-. 

*State sales tc~: is currently 7%. Service charge is currently 

2o%. These fees are subject to change without notice. 

Effective ~/o4 

211 Pittsboro Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

www.carolinainn.com 

weddings@ carolinainn.com 

Catering Department: 919-918-2749 

Reservations: 8oo-96~-8519 

Main: 919-933-2OOl 

Fax: 919-918-2795 

The Carolina Inn, 

a Doubletree affiliated hotel, is owned by 

The University of North Carolina and 

operated by ARAMARK Harrison Lodging. 

HISTORIC2 

NATIONA~ TRUST 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 2, 2004 2:49 PM 

John Fulle~n <john.fullerton@mail.film.su.~> 

Re: Illus~tmtions for Film tIistow essay 

Dear John: Glad you received these materials You should no~v have copies of 
all of the visuals that I had access to Please note that I will be out of 
town until August 26th But if you need me, please correspond by email and 
I will respond as soon as I can Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, August 02, 2004 10:26 AM -0500 John Fullerton 
<j ohn. fullerton@mail.film, su. se> wrote: 

Dear Charlene 

Just a brief note just to let you know that I have received the disk, for 
which many thanks 

Bestest 

John 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: John Fullerton <john fuHerton@maihfiimsu.se> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2004 11:02 AM 
Subject: Re: Illustrations [’or Film History essay 

Dear John: Yesterday, I sent the CI) to your umversity address I don’t 
l~ow how long it will take but once it is received, please let me know. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Saturday, July 17, 2004 11:07 AM-0500 John Fullerton 
%john.fullermn@maii.film su.se> wrote: 

>> Dear Charlene 
>> 
>> Thanks. I have received a mail from corff~rming his receipt of two 
>> images from you. Please send the cd to my Unviersity address. 
>> 

>> Best wishes 
>> 

>> John 
>> 

>> John FuHerton, 
>> Associate Professor 
>> Department of Cinema Studies 
>> Stockholm University 
>> Filrnhuset 
>> Borgv~gen 1-5 
>> Box 27062 
>> 102 51 Stockholm 
>> Sweden 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 10, 2004 4:10 PM 

aaron bullshead ~yahoo.com> 

Re: book 

Dear Aaron: Thanks much Will pick up my books as soon as possible 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, August 06, 2004 11 : 19 AM -0700 aaron bullshead 
~yahoo com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

We’ve got in With a Crooked Stick for you at the Bull’s Head desk. 

Thanks, 

Aaron 
Bull’s Head Bookshop 
962-5060 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Mail - 50x more storage than other providers! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 10, 2004 4:17 PM 

Lee Gib~n <lgibson@wesleyan.edu-~ 

Re: transitions 

Dear Lee: Thanks much for all of your help and good luck on your future 
endeavor. I am really sor~ that you are leaveing because it is difficult 
to work with someone new-. Hope she will be as easy to ~vork with and as you 
are and hope she will be equally committed to my manuscript. Please share 
the importance of this project with her prior to your departure Thanks 
much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, August 10, 2004 3:28 PM -0400 Lee Gibson 
<lgibson@wesleyan edu> wrote: 

Hi Charlene, 

I am ~vriting to let you know that our editor in chief, Suzalma Tamminen, 
will be taking over your prRiect at the end of this week. Last Fall I 
made a round of applications to MBA programs and was happily accepted 
into a full-time program in the Boston area My last day at the Press is 
8/15/04. Everything has been a little up in the air -- sor~ I was 
unable to give you notice sooner You ~vill be in capable hands of 
Suzalma, whose contact info is belo~v, until the Press hires another 
acquiring editur. I am reachable here at the Press until the end of next 
week. After that, you can email me at my home address -- 

@comcast.net 

I was in tuuch with the editur whu is doing the develupmental work un 
your manuscript She expects to be finished by the end of the munth 
Suzanna will be in tuuch with yuu at that time. 

I have really eNuyed wurking with you and I hupe uur paths cruss again 
in the future. 

all best, 

lee 

Cuntact 
Suzarma Tamminen 
stammin en@wes]eyan, edu 
860-685-7727 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@email.unc .edw~ 

Wednesday,               4:36 PM 

~email.unc.e&~> 

Film/Lit Project 

Dea~        This is to let you know that I have downloaded all of the 

articles from IMDB, letters L-W. I even t~ied to resolve some of the issues 
with those films listed at the beginning At this point, basically we need 
to meet and clean up the list. Then ~ve can go from there. The sooner the 
better. If we could do so in the next few days, I could possibly get the 

proposal out before school We need to move on this because time is 
escaping quickly Also, I have a reference for us regarding whether or not 

we should include some of these fihns that might be helpful in forcing us 
to think through this process -- souxce Remind me whetaever we 

meet Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 26, 2004 9:58 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] **ScreervSocie~’s "French and Francophone" series debuts with Oscar-wimm~g9:30pm, in (kiffith)! ! (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Monday, August 23, 2004 6:53 AM -0400 

From: Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 
To: "Screen/Society Presents" <fihn-video@aas duke.edu>, 
ncfilm@aas.duke edu, fvfac@aas.dnke edu, literature@duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] **Screen/Society’s "French and Francophone" series 
debuts with Oscar-wim~ing9:30pm, in Griffith)’. ! 

*** PLEASE FORWARI) A S APPROPRIATE[!*** 

When: Thursday, August 26th, 2004 - 7pro and 9:30pm 
Friday, August 27th, 2004 - 7pro and 9:30pm 

Where: Orifflth Film Theater, Bryan (;enter, Duke’s West Campus 

What: the debut of the Fal[ 2004 Screen/Society film series, 
"French and Francophone Cinema" 

Screen/Society and Freewater Presentations are 

proud to present the 2003 Academy Award winner 

[’or Best Animated Feature, TIlE TRIPLETS OF BELI,EV]LLE[ 

Thurs 8/26 & Fri 8/27 Griffith i French & t;rancophone -- 7pm/9:30pm Les 

Triplettes de BelIeviHe ("The Triplets ofBeHeville") (dir Sytvain 
Chomet, 2003, 80 min, Vrance, French with English Subutles, Color, 35ram) 
"Monsieur t]ulot meets Tim Burton, or the Marquis de Sade meets Lance 
Armstrong." -- Roger EberI 

A single viewing can barely do j ustice to this impressively inventive, 
Oscar-winning French animated feature. The richly detailed and often 
playfully macabre adventure has Madame Souza preparing her orphaned 
grandson, Champion, to be a world-class cyclist by supervising his arduous 
training regime. YVhen Champion is kidnapped by the French mafia during the 
Tour de France and whisked across the Atlantic, it’s up to granny and 
Champion’s beloved dog Br~mo to perform a daring rescue, aided by the 
elderly- Belleville Sisters (a song-and-dance trio who once performed with 
Fred Astaire)... 

**Two Sho~vs each night - at 7:00pro and 9:30pm (four sho~vs in all)! 

**A&nission: $1 StaiY/$~ General Public, Free for Duke Students 

ABOL~ THE FRENCH AND FRANCOPHOiN~ FILM SERIES: 

Description: "7 evenings of recent hit films from Francophone countries, 
all shown in the original 35ram format!"      Organized and sponsored 
by the Center for French and Francophone Studies, and the 
Film/Video/Digital Program 

Made possible by suppolt from the Cultural Services of the French 
Embassy and the French Ministry of Culture (CNC) 

Co-sponsored by the Center fbr European Studies and 
the Department of Romance Studies,     and the Program in Literature 

Unless otherwise noted, films will be screened 
on Monday nights at 8:00pm in the Griffith Fihn 
Theater on Duke’s West Campus, and are free and 
open to the general public. 
**Find out much more by visiting the series web site at: 
http://,aavw.duke.edu/web/film/screensociety/French2004.html 

**For other film series, consult the Fall 2004 Screen/Society schedule: 
http://www dnke.edu/web/film/screensociety/Fall2004Schedule.html 

Questions? Contact Hank Okazaki 
at hokazak@dnke edu 

Ncfihn mailing list 

Ncfihn@aas.dnke.edu 



https://Iists aas.duk e edu/mailman/listinfo/nc film 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 27, 2004 12:21 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] **Screen/Society’s "French and Francophone Cinema" ,series continues with "Dreamlover" on Mon. (8/30) in Grltith (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Friday, August 27, 2004 10:29 AM -0400 
From: Amadi Jordan-¥Valker <alj@duke edu> 
To: film-video@aas, duke. edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] **Screen/Society’s "French and Francophone Cinema" 
series continues with "Dreamlover" on Mort (8/30) in Grffith 

*** PLEASE FORWARD AS APPROPR[A’I~;[ !*** 

When: Monday, August 30, 2004, 8pro 

Where: Grifflth Film Theater, Bwan (;enter, Duke’s West Campus 

What: "Demonlover", part of "French and Francophone Cinema" 

**Also, don’t miss "The Triplets of Belleville" playing agmn tonight at 
7pro and 9:30pm in Griffith Film ~heater! 

Demon lover 
(dir Olivier Assayas, 2002, 130 min, Vrance, French with English 
Subtitles, Color, 35mm) 
Updating David Cronenberg’s Videodrome for the dotcom age, exhilaratingly 
original French cyber-porn thriller Demonlover throws together grey-suited 
executives, high-tech websites, and corporate espmnage. As it draws links 
between the high-tech worlds of anime, videogames, and pay-per-view 
pornography, Assayas’s film unnervingly suggests that even the most 
~nnocuous entertair~nents are part of a far less wholesome culture of the 
image From the first voyeuristic peek into the ruthless world to the 
ha~mting, accusatolN, unforgettable final image, it’s a brilliant, 
stunning piece of work, certainly Ayassas’ most fearless and impassioned. 
-- ** Warning: Mature Content[ ** Sponsored by the Center for French and 
Francophone Studies 

AB OLrf THE FRENCH AND FRANCOPHOi’~E FILM SERIES: 

Description: "7 evenings of recent hit films from Francophone countries, 
all shown in the original 35rrm~ format!" 

Organized and sponsored by 
the Center for French and Francophone Studies, 

and the FilrrgVideo/Digital Program 

Made possible by support from 
the Cultural Services of the French Embassy 

and the French Ministry of Culture (CNC) 

Co-sponsored by 
the Center for European Studies and 
the Department of Romance Studies, 

and the Program in Literature 

Unless otherwise noted, films will be screened 
on Monday nights at 8:00pm in the Griffith Film 
Theater on Duke’s West Campus, and are free and 
open to the general public 

**Find out much more by visiting the series web site at: 
http://www.duke.edu/web/film/screensociety/French2004.html 

**For other film series, consult the Fall 2004 Screen/Society schedule: 
http://www duke.edu/web/film/screensociety/Fall2004Schedule.html 

Questions? Contact Hank Okazaki 
at hokazak@&ake edu 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
http s://lists, a as duke. edu/ma ilmanilistinfo/nc fihn 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:21 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] **Screen/Society’s "Cine-East 4" film senes c( ntmues next ~eek ruth 2 films: (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Friday, 10:29 AM -0400 
From: Amadi Jordan-¥Valker <alj@duke edn> 
To: film-video@aas.duke edu, ncfilm@aas.duke.edu, literature@duke.edu, 
l)fac@aas.duke edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] **ScreerdSocie~’s "Cine-East 4" film series continues 
next week with 2 fihns! 

The "Cine-East 4" Film series continues with two films: 

l. "Green Tea" 
Sunday, 8/29, 8pm 
Richard White, East Campus 

2. "Warriors of Heaven and Earth" 

Wednesday, 9/1, 8pm 

Richard White, East Campus 

**Admission is free! 

1. Green Tea 
(dir. Zhang Yuan, 2003, 83 min, China, Mandarin with English Subtitles, 
Color, Video) 
"Somewhere in China, a blind date in a deserted tearoom: Bookish grad 
student Wu Fang [Zhao Well is looking for a husband and reads tea leaves 
to vet possible candidates, while rakish Chen iVhngliang [Jiang Wen], who 
has been dumped by his &#64257;anci, claims to l~ow all he needs to score. 
As the two begin a contentinus but mutually productive relatthnship, (;hen 
becomes convinced that wvacious hotel bar pianist Langlang is, in fact, 
Wu Fang even though the two couldn t be more different Two of China s 
biggest stars square off in a provocative, mysterious, and seductive new 
&#64257;ira from director Zhang Yuan that utilizes the pair s natural and 
extraordinarily appealing screen chemistry to explore modern Chinese 
relationships and the pitfalls of &#64257;rst impressions." Eddie Coclaell 
Sponsored by the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute 

2. Warriors of Heaven and Earth 
(dir. He Ping, 2003, 114 rain, China/Hong Kong, Mandarin ~vith English 
Subtitles, Color, Video) 
The western wastelands of China provide the backdrop for this rugged and 
stunningly beautiful historical epic set during the Tang Dynasty. A 
Japanese emissary is sent to the Gobi desert to kill a mutinous lieutenant 
(Jiang Wen) hiding out in the Gobi Desert. Fighting to a draw-, the two 
postpone a final match in order to protect a caravan bearing a sacred 
Buddhist relic from bandits and Turkish invaders. (Also stars Zhao Wei.) 
Sponsored by the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute 

ABOUT CINE-EAST 4: 

Cine-East 4: New East Asian Cinema - 

a Duke University Fall 2004 film series 

Description: 
"Screcn/Societypresents 12 cot~empora15~filmsfromChina, Japan, Hong 
Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan. Everythingfrom classic anime to 
historical epics!" 

Unless otherwise noted, films will be screened at 8pm in either the 
Griffith Film Theater in the B~zan Center on Duke’s West Campus or the 
Richard "¢,qaite Lecture Hall on East Campus and are tlcee and open to the 
general public. 

SPONSORED B Y: 
the Asiar~’Pacific Studies Institute and 

the Filr~’Video/Dig~tal Program 
with support from 

the Program in Literature, 
the Duke Anime Club, and 

the Department of Asian and African 
Languages arid Literature 

**Find out much more by visiting the Cine-East 4 ~veb site at: 
http ://w~vw. duke. edui~veb/film/screensociet¥/CineEast4.html 

**For other film series, consult the Fall 2004 Screen/Society schedule: 
http://www duke.edu/web/film/screensocietv/Fall2004Schedule.html 



Questions? Contact tlank Okazaki at hokazak@duke edu 

Ncfilm mailmg list 

Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https://Iists aas.duk e edu/mailman/listinfo/nc film 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:32 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Film/Literature Project 

Dear       : I had hoped to take you to lunch for monitoring my class but 
if not before you leave then we can do so ~vhen you return. My ~veekend will 
be quite busy since I am preparing for my family -- rll be glad when it is 
over. When you return, I am sure that I will have malay reports. Keep your 
cell phone on in case of an emergency ;Vhen you return, I will have my part 
of the missing films completed Have a good weekend. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Friday,               2:14 PM -0400 

~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Regester, 

I’ve started cleaning up the list and should be finished by tomorrow 
(Saturday) I am half-way through but need to stop for a moment I 
stopped at the end of the "I" section and was able to fill in some 
blanks and verify more literaw reformation. 

I will try touching base with you this weekend before I leave on 
Tuesday in case we don’t get a chance to meet on Monday 

Hope your day is going well so far. The list is coming along nicely 

Take care, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 30, 2004 4:05 PM 

danyele@meta] ab. unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] Fw: Crew Needed tier a Pilot (ti:vd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2004 4:29 
From: Neb Rodgers <nebulax@uno.com> 

To: film-video@aas.duke edu, ncfilm@aas duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Fw: Crew- Needed for a Pilot 

---Original Message--- 
Crew Needed [’or a Pilot 
Posted on Tuesday, August 17 @ 21:35:29 EDT by tarheel 

at Tar Heel Films - http://www tarheelfilms corn/ 

I need a fall crew--lights, sound, camera ops, ect --for a J2~ur hour shoot 
in Chapel Hill Aug 28 This is for a demo reel Job is non-union, 
non-paying, but all will recieve screen credit. ’]’he demo will be shopped 
for broadcast stations interested in seeing my demo reel. This is an 
opportunity [’or myself and all those involved. Additionally, a set 
decorator’s help for a single set is needed. Emai[ me at- 

~)hotmail com 

The best thing to hit the Internet in ?’ears - Juno SpeedBand! 
Surf the Web up to t:IVE TIi’,/II~S FASTER[ 
Only $14.95/month - visit www.juno.com to sign up today! 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Nc fiim@aas.duke.edu 

https:i/lists.aas duke.edu/maiiman/iistinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 1, 2004 1:28 PM 

danyele@meta] ab.unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] Tonight!! Screen, Society presents V~,amors ot Hea en and Earth @ 8p in White. (t\¥d) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, September 01, 2004 10:01 AM-0400 
From: aij@duke edu 

To: film-video@aas, duke. edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Tonight!! Screen/Society presents "Warriors of Heaven 
and Earth" @ 8p in White 

Don’t miss tonight’s screening of "Warriors of tteaven and Earth" at 8pm in 
Richard White Auditorium, part of th e Cine-East 4 film series. 

Warriors of Heaven and Earth 
(dir. He Ping, 2003, 114 min, China/Hong Kong, Mandarin with [~nglish 
Subtitles, Color, Video) 
The western wastelands of China provide the backdrop for this rugged and 
stunningly beautiful historical epic set during the Tang Dynasty. A 
Japanese emissary is sent to the Gobi desert to kill a mutinous lieutenant 
(Jiang Wen) hiding out in the Gobi Desert. Fighting to a draw, the two 
postpone a :final match in order to protect a caravan bearing a sacred 
Buddhist relic from bandits and Turkish inwiders. (Also stars Zhao Wei.) 
Sponsored by the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute 

~2[~() UT C]NE-EA ST 4: 

Cine-East 4: New East Asian Cinema - 

a I)uke University Fall 2004 film series 

Description: 
"Screen/Society presents 12 contemporary films from China, Japan, Hong 
Kong, Sonth Korea, and Taiwan Everything from classic anime to historical 
epics!" 

Unless otherwise noted, films will be screened at 8pm in either the 
Griffith Filru Theater in the B15~an Center on Duke’s West Campus or the 
Richard White Lecture Hall on East Campus and are free and open to the 
general public. 

SPONSORED BY: 
the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute and 
the Filrr~’VideoiDigital Program 
with support from 
the Program in Literature, 
the Duke Anime Club, and 
the Department of Asian and African 
Languages and Literature 

**Find out much more by visiting the Cine-East 4 web site at: 
http :/iw~’. d~tke, edu/web/filrr~screensociet¥/CineEast4.html 

**For other film series, consult the Fall 2004 Screen/Society schedule: 
http:i/www.duke.edu/~vebifilrr~’screensociet’v/Fall2OO4Schedule.html 

Questions? Contact Har~: Okazaki at hokazak@duke.edu 

Ncfihn mailing list 
Ncfihn@aas.duke.edu 
https://lists aas.duke edu/maihnan/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 2, 2004 11:15 AM 

Zeinabu Davis -~zdavis@weber.ucsd.edw~; Regester, Charlene B <regester@ema~l.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Micheaux film 

Dear Zeinabu: Good to hear from you. If I can be of additional assistance, 
let me know. Good luck on your project. As for the copyright to this film, 
I have no idea. You probably should contact Pearl Bowser in Ne~v York or 
Charles Musser at Yale (they should know). I can forward email addresses 
for them if you would like but I need to locate them in my files. I look 
forward to seeing your completed work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, September 02, 2004 12:26 ~M -0700 Zeinabu Davis 
<zdavis@~veber.ucsd.edu> ~vrote: 

Hi Charlene, 
Sorry to have been out of touch for so long Hope you had a good stammer 
and that the new academic year is treating you well. I am in the last 
throes of editing the film on the black woman tlumpet player, Clora 
Bwant and I am still thinking about using the footage of the Black woman 
trumpet player, Dolly Jones (listed as Doll?- Armena) in the fihn, "Swing" 
that you sent me a long time ago ~/~¥ research seems to sho~v that this 
Macheaux fihn is probably the first documentation of a Black woman 
instlumentalist on screen as well I will probably only be able to use 
30 seconds of the footage of Dolly playing, but I think it is really 
important to have in the film. Do you have any idea who has the rights 
to "Swing"? 

’]’hank you again [’or your help with this prolect! If it wasn’t for you, I 
would still be looking for "Swing"!! I am premiering the film at the 
National Black Programming Consortium’s Prized Pieces Film Festival on 
Saturday, October 9th at the Schomburg in Harlem I’m excited to have 
this venue as the premiere, especially after 17 years of working on this 
project. 

Take care and hope to hear from you soon. 

Sincerely, 
Zeinabu 

Zeinabu irene Davis 
Independent Filmmaker 
Professor 
Umversity of California, San Diego 
Department of Communication 
9500 Gilman Drive, 0503 
La Jolla, California 92093-0503 
Phone: 858-534-6328 

Email: zdavis@ucsd.edu 
Website info: http:i/w~wz.~wlm~.com,’catalog/ makers/i)~26.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] This week!!! Scree~r/Society pre~nks 2 "Cine-East 4" films (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Friday, 10:38 AM -(;q~)0 

From: aij@duke edu 

To: film-video@aas, duke. edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] This week!!! Screen/Society presents 2 "Cine-East 4" films 

The Cine-East 4 film series continues ~vith two fihns this week Mark your 
calendars! 1. The Personals 
Monday, September 6, 8pro 
Richard White, East Campus 

2. Blue Gate Crossing ("Lansa de Men") 
Wednesday, September 8, 8pro 
Richard White, East Campus 

1. The Personals 
(dir. Chen Kuo-fu (Chen Guofu), 1998, 104 rain, Taiwan, Mandarin with 
English Subtitles, Color, Video) 
"The Personals is a little like a blind date - sometimes charming, 
sometimes difficult, never revealing too much at once, and always leaving 
you with plenty to think about afterwards." -- Joshua Tanzer, OFF OFF OFF 
The Personals, by director and former film critic (;hen Kuo-fu, is an 
unusual blend of fiction and ethnography. Wu Jia-zhen (Rene Liu) gives up 
her job as a st~ff eye doctor in a Taipei hospital to search full-tune for 
a husband. When her personal ad yields responses from about 100 men, she 
goes about meeting them one by one in a quiet tearoom. The film is both a 
comedy of manners and a delicate meditation on how men and women look at 
and listen to each other. Among her suitors are a shoe fetishist, a pimp, 
an autistic writer who shows up with his mother, and a cross-dressing 
lesbian. ’]’he suitors (most played by nonprofessionals) are all surprised 
to discover that Wu is beautiful, mannerly, and well- educated; almost all 
of thera nevertheless presume that any woman who would advertise for a 
husband is desperate enough to accept anything they offer-mostly one-night 
stands. But everything seems to move too fast for Wu, and we learn that she 
is still recovering from her last relationship; between dates, she calls 
and talks to his answering machine. She also gets advice including a 
dollop of philosophy front a professor who has relationship problems of his 
own. 
Sponsored by the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute 

2. Blue Gate Crossing ("Lanse da Men ") 
(dir. Yee Chin-yen, 2002, 85 rain, TaiwaniFrance, Mandarin with English 
Subtitles, Color, Video) 
Confusion ensues when a teenager gets her best friend to approach a boy she 
fancies on her behalf... If Gregory’s Girl had been made by a wry 
Taiwanese optimist rather than a dour Glaswegian grocer’s son, it may well 
have turned out like Yee Chin-yen’s delightful Blue Gate Crossing. A tale 
of an accidentally intimate acquaintance between a strapping j ock 
(’Scorpio, guitar society, swinr team’) and a tomboyish girl ~vho thinks she 
may- be a lesbian, this deceptively breezy affair hides a beautifully 
nrelancholic heart, finely tuned to the perils of adolescence. 
Sponsored by the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute 

ABOUT CINE-EAST 4: 
Cine-East 4: New East Asian Cinema - 
a Duke University Fall 2004 film series 

Description: 
"Screen/Society presents 12 contempora~z fihns from China, Japan, Hong 
Kung, South Korea, and Taiwan. Evels’thing from classic anime to historical 
epics!" 

Unless othel-~vise noted, films will be screened at 8pm in either the 
Griffith Film Theater in the Bryan Center on Duke’s West Campus or the 
Richard White Lecture Hall on East Campus and are free and open to the 
general public. 

SPONSORED BY: 
the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute and 
the Filr~’Video/Dig~tal Program 
with support from 
the Program in Literature, 
the Duke ~amime Club, and 
the Department of Asian and African 
Languages and Literature 



**Find out much more by visiting the Cine-East 4 web site at: 
http ://wva,< duke eduiweb/film/screensocieWiCineEast4.html 

**For other :film series, consult the Fall 2004 Screen/Society schedule: 
http://www.duke.edu/web/filmJscreensociew        ~Schedule html 

Questions? Contact Hank Okazaki at hokazak@duke.edu 

NcfiN~ mailing list 
Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https://lists.aas.dake.edu/raailmanilistinfo/ncfilra 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 7, 2004 11:01 AM 

Zeinabu Davis ~zdavis@weber.ucsd.edu> 

Re: Micheaux film 

Dear Zeinabu: For more information regarding S~ving -- obtaining copyright 
clearance or securing a better copy of the film you might try to contact 
the following: 

1 ) Corey Creekmur at Iowa should know since he compiled a list of Micheaux 
films for our Micheaux Newsletter His email is: Corey-Creekmur@uiowa.edu 

2) Also, check the Oscar Micheaux Society’ Newsletter (Published by Duke 
University) Website. Because in one of the back issues we listed all 
Micheaux films, indicated the ones that ~vere on video or were available on 
film through Library of Congress. This list identified places where these 
fihns can be obtained I don’t remember the website address but I am 
certain that you can find it. Please note that there might be several other 
sites but look for the one published by Duke University 

3) My final lead for you ~vill be to contact the Duke University Fihn and 
Video Program. Speak with Lisa Poteet since she worked with us on the 
Newsletter This is also the assistant to Jane Gaines Of course, I don’t 
have her email readily available but can tiN to locate it. 

These cuntacts shuuld be helpful Let me knuw if you need further 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, September 02, 2004 9:51 AM -0700 Zeinabu Davis 
<zdavis@weber.ucsd.edu> wrote: 

Hi Charlene, 
Thanks su much for yuur suppurt and your speedy respunses! I will keep 
you pusted and know that you have a thank yuu credit in the :film[ Just 
in case I dun’t hear from Pearl ur Charles, what media type uf "Swing" do 
you have? I need the best quality cupy I can find and right now, I’m 
just wurking frum the VHS. Any ideas on that uther than Pearl or 
Charles? I did check on the Library of Cungress and that particular 
Macheaux film is nut listed in the online catalug. I will keep you 
posted un my prugress 

I have been working un this film on and off fi~r the last 17 years. It 
feels guod tu be cluse tu cumpletiun All the best, 
Zeinabu 

On Sep 2, 2004, at 8:14 AM, regester@email.unc.edu wrute: 

>> Dear Zeinabu: Goud tu hear from yuu If I can be of additional 
>> assistance, let me know Goud luck on yuur prRiect. As [’or the 
>> copyright to this fihn, I have no idea. You probably should contact 
>> Pearl Bowser in New York or Charles Musser at Yale (they should know-). 
>> I can forward email addresses for them if you would like but I need to 
>> locate them in tW files. I look fol~vard to seeing your completed work. 
>> Sinccrely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, September 02, 2004 12:26 AM -0700 Zeinabu Davis 
>> <zdavis@weber.ucsd.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> Sorl~/to have been out of touch for so long. Hope you had a good 
>>> sLlmlner 
>>> and that the new academic year is treating you well. I am in the last 
>>> throes of editing the film on the black woman trumpet player, Clora 
>>> Bryant and I am still thinking about using the footage of the Black 
>>> woman 
>>> trumpet player, Dolly Jones (listed as Dolly- Armena) in the fihn, 
>>> "Swing" 
>>> that you sent me a long time ago. My research seems to showy that this 
>>> Micheaux film is probably the first documentation of a Black woman 
>>> instlumentalist on screen as well. I will probably only be able to 
>>> use 

>>> 30 seconds of the footage of Dolly playing, but I think it is really 
>>> iraportant to have in the film. Do you have any idea ~vho has the 
>>> rights 
>>> to "Swing"? 

>>> Thank you again for your help with this project’. If it wasn’t for 
>>> you, I 
>>> would still be looking for "S;ving" ! ! I am premiering the fihn at the 
>>> National Black Progran~aing Consortium’s Prized Pieces Film Festival on 
>>> Saturday, October 9th at the Schomburg in Harlem. I’m excited to have 
>>> this venue as the premiere, especially after 17 years of working on 
>>> this 
>>> project 
>>> 

>>> Take care and hope to hear from you soon 



>>> Sincerely, 
>>> Zeinabu 
>>> 

>>> Zeinabu irene Davis 
>>> Independent Filmmaker 
>>> Professor 
>>~ University of California, San Diego 
>>> Department of Communication 
>>> 9500 Gilman Drive, 0503 
>>> La Jolla, California 92093-0503 
>>> Phone: 858-534-6328 

>>> Ernail: zdavis@ucsd.edu 
>>> Website info: http://w~.wlrmr.colrdcatalogi makers/fin26.htm 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Zeinab~ irene Davis 
Independent Filrcanaker 
Professor 
University- of California, San Diego 
Department of Communication 
9500 Gilman Drive, 0503 
La Jolla, California 92093-0503 
Phone: 858-534-6328 

Email: zdavis@~csd.edu 
Website info: http:i/w~w~.wmm.com,’catalop,/ makers/l~26.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:20 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: on yonr lecture 

Dear        My oftice hours are tomorro~v, Thursday, from 11:30 to 12:30, 
204 Battle Hall. You are ~velcome to meet wit2a during this time. If not, we 
can arrange another time but I will not be on campus on Friday. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday: 1:32 PM -0400 

~email.unc. edu > wrote: 

Dear Charlene Regester, 
Thank you for your swift reply. Yes, I would really like to attend your 
class. But before doing that, I want to see you in person. When shall i 
come to your ofi)ce? If possible, I would like to see you before the 

, which is Tuesday. I am rather free before the 
Thank you. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:20 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch Today 

Dear        : I plan to have lunch at 2pm today at Linda’s Come if you can. 
I will try to keep my cell phone on when I am not in class. Finally, if you 
can meet today please do so since I have a few- items for you. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:22 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] French & Fra~cophone Film Series--- Screen/Society presents "Since (Ymr Left" on Mon. at 8pm in (kiffith (t\¥d) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Friday, 10:37 AM 
From: aij@duke edu 

To: film-video@aas, duke. edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] French & Francophone Film Series--- ScreeniSocie~ 
presents "Since Otar Left" on Mon     at 8pm in Griffith 

**Please forward as appropriate** 
The French & Francophone series continues on Monday 
with Depuis qu’Otar est parti (" Since Otar Left"). 

at 8pm in Griffith 

Depuis qu’Otar est parti (" Since Otar LeR") 
(&r. Julie BertucceHi, 2003, 102 min, Vrance/Belgium, in French, Georgian 
and Russian with English Subtitles, Color, 35mm) 
"With a few shots and Esther Gorintin’s simple facial expressions, Julie 
Bertucelli tells us more about the recent history of that country 
(Georgia) than any documentary would have done. It goes beyond the 
p~cturesque to reach the essential - the inscription of three women in 
History, and the drama o:[’being uprooted - which entails that we 
intuitively know ()tar." -- Samuel Blumenfeld ] Le Monde 

Julie Bertuccelli’s Since Otar Left (Depuis qu’Otar Est Parti) has 
deservedly won many intern ational awards for its dynamic depic ti on of the 
heartrending love shared by a grandmother, mother and granddaughter after 
a trage@ strikes from afar. Hence the picture is all about three imposing 
Georgian women: the seemingly frail but iron-willed matriarch, Eka; her 
emotionally needy but hard-working daughter, Marina; and Eka’s restless and 
rebellious granddaughter, Ada. These three generations of women, in both 
familial and historical time, live together in a once-elegant but 
now-crumbling apartment in contemporary Tbilisi, the picturesque capital 
of the former Soviet republic of Georgia. Sponsored by the Center for 
French and Francophone Studies 

ABOLrF THE FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE FK,M SERIES: 

Description: "7 evenings of recent hit films from Francophone countries, 
all shown in the original 35rrm~ format!" 

Organized and sponsored by 
the Center for French and Francophone Studies, 
and the Film/Video/Digital Program 

Made possible by support from 
the Cultural S elwices of the French Embassy 
and the French Ministry of Culture 

Co-sponsored by 

the Center for European Studies and 

the Department of Romance Studies, 

the Center for International Studies 

and the Program in Literature 

Unless otherwise noted, films will be screened 
on Monday nights at 8:00pro in the Griffith Film 
Theater on Duke’s West Campus, and are free and 
open to the general public 

**Find out much more by visiting the series web site at: 
http://,aavw.duke.edu/web/film/screensocietv/French2004.html 

**For other film series, consult the Fall 2004 Screen/Society schedule: 
http://www duke.edu/web/film/screensociety/Fall2004Schedule.html 

Questions? Contact Hank Okazaki 
at hokazak@duke edu 

Ncfilm mailing list 
Ncfihn@aas.duke.edu 
https://lists aas.duke edu/maihnan/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:22 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] ScreewSociety’s Cine-East 4 film series features a Korean Peninsula Double Feature on Wed ( ) staNng at 7pm in White (t\¥d) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Friday, 10:39 AM 
From: aij@duke edu 

To: film-video@aas, duke. edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Screen/Society’s Cine-East 4 film series features a 
Korean Peninsula Double Feature on Wed (    ) starting at 7pm in ;Vhite 

**Please forward as appropriate** 
Mark your calendars [’or this week’s Cine-East 4 feature: a KOREAN PENINSULA 
DOI~Y[3LE FIb;ArmOiRE on Wednesday     in Richard White at 7pm!! 

North Korea: Beyond the D£x2/~ -- 7pm 
(dir. J.T Takagi and t]ye-Jung Park, 2003, 55 rain, USA, in English and 
Korean with [gnglish Subtitles, Color, Video) 
While this tiny state on the divided Korean peninsula is continually 
demonized in America, few have any first hand knowledge of the Democratic 
People’s Republic of Korea. This new documentary follows a young Korean 
American woman to see her relatives, and through unique footage of life in 
the I).P.R.K. and interviews with ordinary people and scholars, opens a 
window into this nation and its people 

shown with: 
JSA: Joint Security ~ea -- 8pm 
(&r. Park Chan-Wook, 2000, 110 min, South Korea, Korean with English 

Subtitles, Color, Video) 
lISA is one of the most expensive film productions in South Korean histop)~, 
and it shows, but despite its ’blockbuster’ status and financial success, 
there is still a lot of heart in this fihn, making it one of the more 
memorable and moving productions of the ’Korean New Wave’. As part of the 
Cease-fire Agreement that ended the Korea War in 1953, a 4km-wide 

Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) was created to act as a buffer between the North 
and South. In addition, the two sides agreed to create a Joint Security 
Area (JSA) arotmd Panmumjeom, the site where the Cease-fire Agreenrent had 
been negotiated, where both sides could meet face-to-face. Unfortunately, 
because of the close proximity between the North and South, the JSA has 
been witness to a number of incidents over the last five decades. In 1976, 
North Korean soldiers attacked and killed two U.S. Army officers who were 
stationed in the JSA on behalf of the United Nations, while there were 
high-profile defections by a Soviet citizen (which resulted in a deadly 
firelight) and a Chinese military officer in 1984 and 1989, respectively. 
Based on the Park Sang-yeon novel DMZ, Joint Security Area centers on a 
modern-day cross- border incident in this flashpoint of North-South 
tensions, specifically at the ’Bridge of No Return’, where 
prisoners-of-xvar were exchanged at the end of the Korean War. Sxviss 
nrilitary officer Major Sophie Jang, the daughter of a Korean expatriate 
and a Swiss raother, amves in Parwrlurr~ieonr to conduct an inrpaltial 
investigation of the incident, which has resulted in two deaths. Not 
surprisingly, both sides renrain tight-lipped about the details of the 
incident, and treat her investigation with suspicion. Based on the 
depositions filed by each side, two possible scenarios arise, xvhich are 
told in "Rashorrlon"-style by the South and North soldiers. As Jang’s 
investigation develops, she uncovers evidence suggesting that neither 
account is correct. With the use of extended flashbacks, the truth about 
the incident, as well as the unlikely connection between sergeants Lee and 
Oh, gradually corrles to light, revealing a tragedy borne of a divided 
country. 
Sponsored by the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute 

ABOUT CINE-EAST 4: 
Cine-East 4: New East Asian Cinema - 
a Duke University         fihn series 

Description: 
"Screen/Society presents 12 contemporary films from China, Japan, Hong 
Kong, South Korea, and Tai~van Evewthing from classic anime to historical 
epics!" 

Unless otherwise noted, films will be screened at 8pm in either the 
Griffith Film Theater in the Bpzan Center on Duke’s West Campus or the 
Richard "¢,qaite Lecture Hall on East Campus and are tlcee and open to the 
general public. 

SPONSORED BY: 
the Asiap~’Pacific Studies Institute and 

the Film/Video/Digital Program 
with support from 
the Program in Literature, 
the Duke Anime Club, and 



the I)epartment of Asian and Afi~ican 

Languages and Literature 

**Find out much more by visiting the Cine-East 4 web site at: 
http : // www. duke. edu/web~fi [m/screensociet~/’/CineEast4.html 

**For other film series, consult the Fall 2004 Screen/Society schedule: 
http:i/www duke.edu/webifilm/screensociet~’/Fall2OO4Schedule.htm[ 

Questions? Contact Hat~k Okazaki at hokazak@duke.edu 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https:i/lists.aas.duke.edu/mailraan/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 13, 2004 11:28 AM 

@bellsonth.net 

@hotmaJl.com 

Re: Dave Chappelle Tape froln Fred 

Dear Fred: Thanks much I will look at it as soon as possible and give you 
my opinion. I nearly forgot so thanks for thinking of me. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Saturday, September 11, 2004 10:57 AM -0400 
wrote: 

~bellsouth.net 

Hi Charlene! 
Just a fullow up tu see if you gut my message they carried tu yuur 
carrel[ in Davis re: the Tape being held fur yuu in the AFAM studies 
Dept 
--Fred D Muhammad (Hall) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:40 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Need to speak with you 

Dear       : Yes, I received your email and will attempt to call you on my 
phone. I am scheduled to show my film at 6pm After, I get it started, I 
will try to contact you then Hope things are going well and yes, we need 
to talk Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, 4:17 PM -0400 

~)email uric edu> wrote: 

Dear Regester, 

I attempted to call you today but your phone is oil’. I forgot that 
you were attempting to save minutes. 

Please call me when you get this message. I will be at home until 
about 5:00. I have a doctor’s appointment at 5:40 this evening and 
will not be able to speak again until after that. 

We do need to speak ho~vever, there is something important I would like 
to discuss with you prior to our film/lit project meeting tomorrow-. 

Hope you are doing well. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 16, 2004 11:28 AM 

toml@sr.o~ 

Dialogue on N.C. History 

Dear Tom: In response to your invitiation to participate in a discussion on 
North Carolina History, I would like to let you know that I am very 
interested It seems like afi incredibly significant project that is long 
overdue. I will be more than glad to participate in any way that I can. At 
the same time, I ~vould also like to recommend one of my colleagues, 
Professor Reginald Hildebrand who teaches m the Department of Afl’lcan 
American Studies. He ~vill provide an incredible contribution to these 
discussions and can be reached at the same address as we teach in the same 
department As for meeting times, Mondays Fridays, or most weekends are 
best for me either in the Raleigh-Durham area or Winston-Salem area. Thanks 

much for this invitation and I look forward to hearing from you in the near 
future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 16, 2004 12:11 PM 

toml@sr.o~ 

Discussion on N.C. HistoD’ 

Dear Tom: As a follow tap to my previous email regarding the discussion on 
N.C. HistolT, I am enclosing the email address ibr Reginald Hildebrand 
which is: hildebra@email unc.edu. SO1Ty, I did not have this address at the 
time that I sent the previous message. Again, thanks much Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  12:49 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Disseriation on ti~ench black actors 

Dear       Good to hear about your work Yes, we can meet in person. The 
best days for me to meet is on Wedenesday or Thursday. Ho~vever, I have a 
couple of meetings next week and I need to check my calender again Let me 
know- what days are good for you and ~ve can go from there Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, 6:05 PM -0400 
@emaihuaac.edu> wrote: 

Dr Regester, 

I am originally a PhD candidate in french and francophone literatures, 
with a strong interest in film and cultural studies of race and gender 
The temporary subiect of my dissertation is 

.I read ?’our article 
on Baker, and realized you were teaching here at UNC! So I would love 
to meet you and for you to consider serving on my dissertation 
committee. I just finished taking my comprehensive exams and will be 
available next week if you areI will be looking forward to hearing 
fi-om you 

> Dey 217 
UNC- Chapel }{ill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  12:49 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Dissertation on ti~ench black actors (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, 6:05 PM 
From: ~email uric edu> 
To: regester@email unc.edu 
Subject: Dissertation on french black actors 

Dr Regester, 

I am originally a PhD candidate in french and francophone literatures, 
with a strong interest in film and cultural studies of race and gender 
The temporary subject of my dissertation is 

I read your article 
on Baker, and realized you were beaching here at UNC! So I would love 
to meet you and for you to consider serving on my dissertation 
committee. I just finished taking my comprehensive exams and will be 
available next week if you are.I will be looking forward to hearing 
from you. 

Dey 217 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:30 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Re: Dissertation on ti~ench black actors 

Dear       : It seems that the best time for me to meet is going to be 
Tuesday afternoon after 4:30 or on Wednesday afternoon around 5pm. Let me 
know if these times work and then we can set up a place. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Friday,                  2:22 PM -0400 

~E*IAIL.UNC.EDU> wrote: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Thank you for your reply. I am available Wednesdays after 3.30, and 
Thursdays after 2PM If you cannot make it next ;veek, we could of 
course meet the following ;veek! 
Have a great week end 

Quoting charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Dear : Goud tu hear about yuur wurk. Yes, we can meet in 
>> persun. The 
>> best days [’or me to meet is un Wedenesday ur Thursday. Huwever, I 
>> have a 
>> couple of meetings next week and I need to check my calender again 
>> Let me 
>> know what days are goud for yuu and we can go from there. Sincerely, 
>> 

>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, 6:05 PM -0400 
>> ~email uric edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> > Dr Regester, 

>> > I am originally a PhD candidate in french and francophone 
>> literatures, 
>> > with a strung interest in film and cultural studies of race and 
>> gender 
>> > The temporary subject ufmy dissertatiun is 

>; . I read your 

>> > on Baker, and realized you were teaching here at UNC! So I would 
>> love 
>> > to meet you and for you to consider ser~,dng on my dissertation 
>> > comruittee. I just finished taking my comprehensive exams and will 
>> be 
>> > available next week if you are.I will be looking forward to 
>> hearing 
>> > froru you. 

>> > Dey 217 
>> > I~rNC- Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2004 5:03 PM 

danyele@meta] ab. unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] FW: Screen your film atthe Green Bean! (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, September 08, 2004 6:40 AM +0000 
From: Neb Rodgers <nebulax@uno.com> 

To: ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] F~V: Screen your film at the Green Bean! 

.... Original Message Follows .... 
From: "Stephen van Vuuren" <stephen@sevensmilingsharks.com> 
Sut~iect: Screen your film at the Green Bean! 
Date: Sun, 5 Sep 2004 22:52:04-0400 

(please :[’eel free to forward this email to an?" interested parties) 

TIFN is gearing up J2~r our fal[ season of monthly screenings at the 
Green Bean in downtown Greensboro and are always looking for films 
to show. It’s free to submit 

We are looking for short films (prefer under 15 minutes) - nice if 
they have a strong Triad or NC connection. No explicit sex or 
violence. 

We have a few slots left for September 16th and slots in Oct & Nov 

You can email info@triadindie corn ]br more info, visit the web-site 

at- <http://~vww.triadindie.com>, nr call 336-854-8684 for details 

Submit your film nn DVD, miniDV, SVIIS, or VHS to: 

Stephen van Vuuren 
4836-D Tower Road 
Greensboro, NC 27410 

thanks, 
stephen 

Triad Indie FiN~ Ne:~work (TIFN) 
http ://ww~v.triadindie. c om 

Get your name as your email address. 
Includes spare protection, 1GB storage, no ads and more 
Only $1.99/ month - visit http://wwwanysite.corrgname today t 

NcfiN~ mailing list 
Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
httl~s://lists.aas.duke.edu/raailmanilistinfo/ncfilra 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:36 PM 

<vande@email. unc.edu> 

[Ncfihn] Turkish Film Tonight!!-- Screei~/Socie~ presents "Under Construction" @ 8pm in (h-il~ith (fwd) 

.......... For~varded Message .......... 
Date: Monday, 10:12 AM -0400 
From: alj@Duke edu 

To: film-video@aas, duke. edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Turkish Film Tonight’. !-- Screen/Society presents "Under 
Construction" @ 8pm in Griffith 

*Please forward as appropriate* 
Tonight (10/4) the Turkish Cinema series continues with Insaat ("Under 
Construction") at 8pro in (iriffith Film Theater. 

Insaat ("Under Construction") 
(&r. ~)mer Vargi, 2003, 113 rain, Turkey, Turkish with t:.nglish Subtitles, 

Color, 35ram) In this come@, All and Sudi are construction workers in a 
slum district of Istanbu[ whose only dream is to save enough money to go 
to Italy as illegal workers. One evening the owner of the construction 
site, also a dr~ver for a mob boss, brings a corpse to the site to bury 
All and Sudi become aware of the situation, and afraid that the corpse 
will be found they relocate it. But more corpses keep coming in, and the 
two friends find themselves recruited as gravediggers, making money from 
the disposal of dumped bodies. 

AradaiBetween:Contemporary Turkish Cinema- 
a I)uke University Fall    film series 

Unless otherwise noted, films will be screened at 8pm in either the 
Grifflth Film Theater in the Bryan (;enter on r)uke’s West Campus or the 
Richard White Lecture ttal[ on East Campus and are free and open to the 
general public. 

Sponsored by 
the Center for International Studies, 
the Fik~#Video/Digital Program, 
the Program in Literature, 
the Institute for Critical TheolN, 
the Turkish Students Association and 
the American Turkish Association of North Carolina 

**Find out much more by- visiting the Turkish Cinema website at: 

http ://www. duke. edu/w eb/film,’screensociety/Arada.html 

**For other fihn series, consult the Fall     Screen/Society schedule: 
http://www, duke.edu/web/filn#screensocietyiFall2004Schedule.html 

Questions? Contact Hat& Okazaki at hokazak@duke.edu 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Ncfilra@aas.duke.edu 
https:i/lists.aas.duke.edu/mailraan/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scmsblack- bounce@cmstudies.org on behalf of 

Tern Francis <terri.francis~yale.edu> 

Friday, October 1, 2004 6:32 PM 

~msblack@cms~mdies.org 

[SCMSBlack] Suggestions for Screenings 

ATT00001 .c 

Friends, 

So many great ideas! We compiled eye,one’s suggestions and sent them to the programming committee. Here’s the list so everyone can see. 

Thanks! 

Terri and Christine 

UNPRECEDENTED: THE 2000 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 

Richard Ray Perez. 2002.50 min. wwa~-.unprecedented.org 

This already’ won a number of awayds and focuses on Florida’s massive voting irregularities in the GoreiBnsh election. Because the voting irregularities were so skewed 

against communities of color, 

especially African American commnnities, this conld be a compelling choice for us to show at an international SCMS conference. The film features Danny Glover. 

PIECES D’IDENTITES 
Mweze Ng~mgura. 1998.97 min. Calitbrnia Newsreel 

Takes up themes of diasporic African identity/ies. 

Possible double-feature: TIlE LANGUAGE YOU CRY IN 

(Alvaro Toepke and Angel Serrano 1998, also ficom CA Newsreel). 

A RETROSPECTIVE OF NGOZI ONWUI, LMt 

Hang Ti~ne (2001) 

Bring You Frankincense (1996) 

And Still I Rise (1993) 
Monday’s Gifts (1993) 

Flight of the Swan (1993) 

Body-Beautiful, The (1991) 

Coffee Colored Children (1988) 

MAANGAMIZI 

Maangamizi was Ta3~ania’s 1st Ent~ to the 74th Academy AwaJcds in the 

Foreign Fihn Category. It recently won the Paul Robeson Award for Befit Long 

Narrative at the Newaftc Black Film Festival laser month. 

Here is the links to the website. 

general info: http:i/wvca,.grisgrisfihns.com/maangaaniziTAO.htm 

Reviews of the fihn: http://www.grisgrisfilms.conr’REVIEWS.htm 

Tanzania’s Press Release: 

http://~v.grisgrisfilms.com/pressrelease 120601 .htm 

A RETROSPECTIVE OF ISAAC AULIEN 

Baltimore (2003) 

Baadasssss Cinema (2002) 

Three (1999) 
Frantz Fanon: Black Skin, White Mask (1996) 

The Darker Side of Black (1993 ) 

The Attendant (1992) 
Young Soul Rebels (1991) 

Looking for Langston (1988) 

This Is Not an AIDS Advertisement (1988) 
Territories (1985) 

FREEDOM ROAD 

documental. 2004.35 min. 
by Lorna Ann Johnson 

Freedom Road is a barren stretch of road that leads into and out of the 
Edna Mahan Correctional FaciliW for Women. For those coming out, it 

symbolizes freedom but for those going in, it is just the opposite. Yet tbr 

the some of the women incarcerated at Edna Mahan, freedom has been 
redefined as that which can be attained - through the power of the pen. 

Freedom Road is a half hour length portrait of imprisoned women who have 

liberated their voices through writing and sharing their life- stories. As 



participants in a memoir writing workshi~p called Womm~ is the Word these 

women have come to recogNze the liberating power of writing and "telling 

their own stories. Fusing interviews with the women, their instructors 

t?amily members with verite footage of classroom di~ussion Freedom Road 

contrasts so~ne of the syste~nic forces which have helped shape the destinies 

of these women: poverty, un&reducation, dotnestic abuse ruth the liberating 

effect of clafi~ning and re-telling their lit~ 

Ultimately, Freedom Road exmnines the devastating impact of increasing 

imprisonment for the poor m~d underprivileged, and how such policies 

contribute to the recycling of people through the criminal jus~tice system. 

WtlO NEEDS A HEART 

Chmmel Four TV I ZDF. 80 min. 1991. 
Director John Akomfra]~, Producer Lina Gopaul, Black Audio Fihns 

Expe6mental fiction which follows the lives of a group of ti-iends and lovers between 1965 and 1975; t~ends brought together by the emergence in Britain of Black 

Power and the rise to public pro~ninence of its figurehead, Michael X~ criminal turned political active. 

Winner Grand Prix Archive Usage- National Black Programming consortium 1991. Best Fihn Sound Track- city Limits 1992. Athens Film Festival 1991 

FOLLOWING THE MICHEAUX TI~IL: SCREENING/DISCUSSION OF GI~SSROOTS TECHNIQUES 

A double screening and discussion that compares the distribution techniques of Shola Lynch’s Chisholm ’72 - Unbo~ght and Unbossedand those practiced by black 

film pioneer Oscar Micheaux. Micheaux’s entrepreneursNp is discussed in Pearl Bowser’s documental-, MicinightRamble. 

Parficipan’~s: Michelle Materre, Shola Lynch and Peaxl Bowser. 

Contact: Michelle Materre, mmaterre@nyc.rr.com. 

Materre, an an independent media consultant, advising filmmakers a~d organ~ations on thndra~sing, distribution, marketing, outreach, programming a~d production 

issues has been working with filmma~er Shola Lynch on the distribution, marketing a~d educational outreach with her new documental, "Chishi~lm ’72 - Unbought and 

Unbossed", cmrently in theatrical release around the count~3~ and making the college campus rounds as well. Lynch and Materre have been operating on little or no 

budget with this projec~ but have somehow managed to get mnazing press, great reviews and "word-of mouth", much in the sa~e vein as Oscar Micheaux did ruth his 

work in the early 20th century. The idea tbr the session is to do a compaxative study with "Midnight Raa~ble", a his~tofical piece highlighting the work of Oscar 

Micheaux m~d his i,movative, "grassroots" dis~tribution s~trategic, as compared to the techifiques and strategies they’ve used with the Chisholm film, today! The Chisohn 

film is itself about grassroots politics, thus the screenings and the films themselves address layers of issues about access to cultural resources, including the marketing, 

production m~d distribution of films. 

Terri Frm~cis 

Assistant Professor 

Film Studies m~d Africa~ American Studies 

Yale University 

53 Wall Street, Rm. 218 

P.O. Box 208363 

New Haven, CT 06520-8363 
Tel: 203-432-7193 

Fax: 203-432-6764 

www.~ale.edtr/filmstudiesprogra~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 5, 2004 3:13 PM 

Film-video@aas.dnke.edu; ncfihn@aas.duke.edu; literature@duke.edu; f~Tfac@aas.duke.edn 

[Ncfilm] Oct 22-24: "Escapism Film Festival" at The Carolina Theatre of Durhmn. 

ATT00001 .c 

** Forwarded upo~ request ** 

Please" oall E]Jsabeth Branigari at 560-3030 ext. 228 or the box .)ffice at ext. 238 for any qu~’stions er Show times. 

Best, 
Hank 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Escapism Fihn Festival at The Carolina Theatre of Dnrham. 

Date:Tue, 5 Oct 2004 13:51:57-0400 
From:"Phil" <phil@ca~li natheatre .org~-- 

To: <hokazak@duke.edu> 
We are gearing up for The Escapism Film Festival and wanted to send to groups of film fans and aficionados an email allowing them a chance to purchase tickets in advance. 
This years line up is very strong and may be of interest to members in your group. Please forward this email to anyone you would like in your association. 

SAVE THE DATE] SPREAD THE WORD! 

The schedule for the 2nd ESCAPISM FILM FESTIVAL is now complete and available at -------------/.--/.----------~£---.~.--£--~.---£---.~--.<.~--).---L~£-----.~.-----./£----~.--~.-:-------- This 

year~s lest includes some great titles you’ve been beggin~ for including DONNIE DARKO: 

THE. DIRECTOR’S CUT, GHOST IN THE. SHELL 2, PR]MER, BATTLEFIELD BASEBALL, and Takash:~ Miike’s GOZU, just ix) rhyme sore} titlesl 

Dates fee the lest are Fr~day-Stlnday~ Oct.)b~r 22-24 at the Care]Jna Theatre ir~ dewl~t.)wn Dtlrham~ and tickets ge on-sale tc) the 

general public on Wednesday, .October 13th! You can buy tickets by calling the CaroAina Theatre at 919.560.3030. 5-Packs will 

be available for 832 and individual tickets are ~7.50. Visit the website to see when and where each film is screening. We 

hege yo’2 joir~ us! And don’t ferget that our next RETROFANTASMA soreenir~g is Fxiday, Ock2ebel 22 (yes, the same as the ESCAPKSM 

Opening Night, but don~t worry...the ESCAPSIH films on Friday will ~e-screen that weekend, so you won’t lose out on seeing 

’emi) RETRO will be George Romero~s THE CRAZIES and A BOY AND HIS DOGi 

We’ve JrK;luded the cc)mKlete synopses eft the ESCAPISM FiLHS below. 

See you thei[e [ 

Jim Carl 

Senior Director 

Caroiixa Theatre ef Du£ham 

Horth Carolina Premiere! 

BANG RAJAN 

(Thailand, NR, 2004, 119 min) 

"OVERWHELMING! A ROARiHG BATTLE EPIC! It’s not easy to spend two hours with your heart parked in your mouth, but 

this is worth it. A classic David-and-Goliath story with beautifully realized battle scenes. " -- Ella Taylor, LA Weekly 

"Easily the equal of Braveheart." -- Mike Atkinson, Village Voice 

In conjunction with Hagnolia Pictures, ESCAPISH is proud to present this ferocious portrait of pre-technology warfa 

that deserves a place rH~xt to Saving Private Ryan arid Braw~heart Jr~ the pantheor~ o~ great histericai films abeut wa~ and 

sacrifice.            In 1765, during the legendary struggle between the Burmese and Siamese empires in what is now present 

day Thailand, the Burmese forces advanced on the Siamese capital. Two vast armies descended on the city by 

different rotl~ies. More than i00,000 Burmese troops entered Siam from the West and arrived at: the city unhindered. 

The other column of i0O,OO0, invading from the North, found themselves delayed for five months by the most unlikely of 

foes.           Against impossible odds, a small village of ordinary men and women with extraordinary courage withheld the adv 

of the Burmese juggernaut, over and over again. As the Burmese suppression of the surrounding countryside grew more Prutal 

this small thorn in the side of the giant slowly swelled with refugees who came to stand and fight when they could ~un no 
more. Trading ti~eir ploughs for swords, they fought for their homes, their dignity and ti~eir lives. Through eight bl 
clashes, and with no aid fro~’ the capital, the farmers battled for their freedom. 

Together they struggled against the odds with innovative tactics and unfaltering bravery until Burma finally 

turned the sum of its wrath on the village. The story of these courageous vilAagers has endured, spreading throughout 

empires and across centuries to live on in the hearts and mind of the Siamese, for all time. This is the legend of S 

Ra j a n. 

In Thai with English subtitles. 
Vi ~’wer ’ s Gu i de : Violence and ] ang uage. 
o~~ , ,. ~ 



North Carolina PreKliere! 

B~TLEFTELD BASEBALL 

(Jigoku k6shien) 

(Japan, NR, 2003, 87 min) 

OFFICIAL SELECTION: 2@03 Cannes Film Festival OFFICIAL SELECTION: 2004 San Francisco Horror ~ilm Festival Battlefie 

Baseball is like nothing you’ve ever seen.           The star of Versus (Yudai Yamaguchi) gives ~s what ik~ay best be described 

Shaolin Soccer as seen through the eyes of the Takashi Hiike~ A baseball zombie horror cemed~, complete with chainsaws, 

corpses sailing througP the air and high-~6icking kung-fu antics.            Base@ on a popular manga story by Gata~o Man, Battl 

Baseball alKlost dispenses with the bat and ball altogether, and instead deals up a whole lot more fun in its place. 

Sakaguchi plays a student with extraordinary baseball talent that has sworn off the sport because he accidentally killed 

his own father while tossing a baseball around, not realizing the strength of his own pitching. 

He moves to a l~ew school where the principal has but ole dream, baseball victory agail~st their rivals as Seido 

High.until he discovers his o~onents are a team of zombies armed to the teeth with an assortment of hard-edged 

implements.            Can Tak be persuaded to join the team and help tPem achieve victory against tPe undea@?           And hey, 

mention it’s also a musical? 

In Japanese with English subtitles. 

Viewer’s Guide: Pervasive violence and language. 

Official Site: w~.subversivecinema.com iSee the trailer!) 

North Carolina PreKliere! 

Centerpiece Film 

DONNIE DARKO: THE DIRECTOR’S CUT 

(US, R, 2004, 133 min) 

OFFICTAL SELECTION: 2004 Seattle International Film Festival In association with NewHa~ket Films, ESCAPISM is prouc 

present this exclusive screening of Donnie Darko: The Director’s Cut, featuring more than 20 minutes of never-before-seen 

footage; new & enhanced visual effects and new music.           In a funny, moving and distinctly mind-bending ~ourney through 

su~urban Alllerica, one extraordinary but @isenchanted teenage is about to take Time~s A~ow for a ride.            Octobe~ 

2nd, 1988: just another ordinary day in Donnie Darko’s teen-aged existence. Then an outrageous accident occurs, which just 

misses claiming Donnie~s life. As Donnie begins to explore what it means to still be alive, he uncovers secrets of the 

universe that give him a tempting power to alter time and destiny.           But at the core of Donnie Darko is the sim~le stc 

a boy t~ying to make a stand in a lonely, chaotic wo~ld - an@ discovering that every little tPing he does counts on a 

cosmic scale. Starring Jake Gyllenhaal, Jena Halone, Drew BarryKlore, Hary McDonnell, Katharine Ross, Patrick 

Swayze, Noah Wyle. 

Viewer’s Guide: Language and violence 

OFFICIAL WEBSiTE: www.donniedarko.con 

GHOST IN THE SHELL 2: INNOCENCE 

(Japan, PG-13, 200~, 99 min) 

"A spellbinding original, @yoking such otherworldly classics as Alice in Wonderland and Beetiejuice." -- James 

Verniere, BOSTON HERALD 

OFFICIAL SELECTION! 2004 Cannes Interl~ational Film Festival In col~junction with Drea~k~w}rks, ESCAPISM is proud to p~ 

this stunning anime feature about a solitary cyborg who desperately wants to hold on to what’s left of his humanity in a 

wo~ld where the worth of the Puman soul is fading almost into obscurity.            Set in 2032, the line ~etween humans and ma 

Pas now been blurred almost beyond distinction~            Humans have virtually forgotten wPat it means to be entirely Puman i 

body and spirit, and the few h’~Klans that are left coexist with cyborgs (h’~Klan spirits inhabiting entirely mechanized 

bodies) and dolls (robots with no human elements at all). Batou is a cyborg. His body is artificial: the only remnants lef 

of his Pumanity are traces of his brain.and the memories of a woman called The Hajor.           A detective for tPe government 

covert anti-terrorist unit, Batou is inves%igating the case of a gynoid-a hyper-reaiistic fe~k~ale robot created specificail 

for sexual companionship-who malfunctions and slaughters her owner.          As Batou delves dee~er into the investigation, 

questions arise about h’~mani%~’~s need to ilr,srlo~taiize its image in dolls. Together, Batou and his partner must take on 

violent Yakuza tPugs, devious Packers, government bureaucrats and corporate criminals to uncover the sPocHing truth ~ehinc 

the crime.           Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence was the first anime film ever to cnlk~pete for the Cannes international Fil 

Festival’s coveted Palme d~Or.           It also ~oined the ranks of such animated classics as Dumbo (1947), Peter Pan (1953), 

Fantastic Planet (1973), Shrek (20@1) and Shrek 2 (2004) to become only the sixtP animate@ film to compete at Cannes. 

In Japanese with English subtitles. 

Viewer’s Guide: violence, disturbing images and brief language 

Official Site: http~!!w~,w~qofishpictu’es~co~’/GiTS2 

North Carolina PreKliere! 

GOZU 

(Gokud6 ky6fu dai-gekij6) 

(Japan, NR, 2004, 121 min) 

OFFICIAL SELECTION: 2003 Cannes Film Festival OFFICIAL SELECTION: 2003 To~onto International Film mestival 

OFFICIAL SELECTION: 2003 South By Southwest Film Festival 

Gozu is a demon said to exist only in Heli~ It has the head of a cow and tPe body of a Puman~ mrom acci 



Takashi Hiike (Auditiol~), co~es ~ Yakuza/horror film to shock and amaze audiences everywhere. 

Hinami (Hi@eki Sone) is a Yakuza enforcer wPo is sent by his bosses on an errand to drive fellow mobster Ozaki (Shc 

Aikawa) to a junkyard, where Ozaki is to be rubbed out.           The increasingly paranoid Ozaki has become unstable, and whe 

smashes a Pomeranian to death against the sidewalk for being a "Yakuza-trained assassin dog’’, it becomes apparent to his 

bosses that Ozaki~s sanity is on its last legs.           Taking his boss on a ride in their convertible, Hinami accidentally 

Ozaki when he slams on the breaks, snapping tPe man’s neck with whiplash.            Pulling into the parking lot of a roadside 

he goes inside to phone in notification of the Klan’s death. But when he returns to the car, Ozaki is missing.           Hittill 

road on a search for the body, Hinami ends u~ stranded in an isolated area where all of the residents are more than a 

little unusual.            But this is only the beginning of his problems, as he @iscovers not everything in the town is what i 

seems.           Experience the bizarre and shocking as only Hiike can provide in this surreal LynchianiCronenberg-like odysse 

In Japanese with English subtitles. 

Viewer’s guide: Strong pervasive violence, language, nudity an@ g~aphic sexual content~ 

Official site: w%~.pathfinderpictures.coKl 

Centerpiece Film! 

North Carolina Premiere! 

PRIMER 

(US, PG-13, 2@@4, 80 min) 

"The headiest, most singular science fiction movie since Kt2)rick made 2001."---Esquire. 

WINNER! G~and Jury Award 2004 Sun@ance Film Festival OFFICIAL SELECTION: 200~ Seattle Film Festival OFFICIAL SELEC" 

2004 Toronto international Film Festival in conjunction with ThinkFi]m, ESCAPISM is proud to present this exclusive 

engagement of a new adventure Sci-Fi flick in the tradition of Darren Aronofsky~s Pi.           Primer~s narrative is imDossi~ 

suK~l~arize, but the story begins with four men in a suburban garage who are building highly technical devices. Partly by 

acci@ent and partly by design, an@ after several weird occurrences, they discove~ that they’ve created their own .(ey to 

time travel,           it’s big, it’s bulky, and it only allows you to go back and forth for a very limited period, but that’s 

it is: an inter-dimensional portal into the time stream.           This proves mighty beneficial to finding the right stock tc 

o~ finally removing the rhetorical nature of the "what would you do." question.           OP, and there’s one other thing. 

the Klachil:e acts ~s some sort of Mobius strip betweel: past and future, it also creates a "double" in the other dimension. 

And it’s really imprta~:t that these doppeigangers never meet. 

And here’s where Primer really gets groovy. Primer is the first film, feature or otherwise, by SPane Carruth. 

Viewer’s Guide: Language. 

Official Site: w~,~,.p~ime~movie.com (See the trailer) 

North Carolina Premiere! 

WARRIORS OF HEAVEN AND EARTH 

(Tian di ying xiol~g) 

(China, R, 2003, 119 min) 

" A rollicking cross between Raiders of the Lost Ark and The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly." - Maitland Hc~)onagk, TV 

GUIDE’S MOVIE GUIDE 

OFFICIAL SELECTION! Tokyo International Film Festival In conjunction with Sony Pictures Classics, ESCAPISH is prouc 

presen% this epic tale of battle, comradeship and honor in the tradition of Akira Kurosawa’s Seven Samurai. Set in t 

ferocious GobiDesert, Warriors follows two protagonists, Lieutenant Li (Jaing Wen) and Japanese emissary Lai Xi 

(Nakai Kiichi) - both fi~st-class warriors and maste~ swordsmen. 

After decades of service to the Chinese Emperor, Lai Xi longs to return to Japan, but is instead sent to the West 

to chase wanted criminals.           His only passport back to Japan is to capture and execute Lieutenant Li, a renegade 

soldier wanted for leading a violent mutiny wPen he refused orders to kill female and cPild prisoners. 

Li and Lai Xi battle, but finally agree to delay their final personal fight until the caravan carrying Hinzhu and a Buddhi 

safety.            The monk, however, is carrying a sacred and powerful pagoda that attracts the attention of the region’s ruth 

overlord, Haster An (Wang Xueqi).            Lai Xi and Lt. Li, accompanied by Li~s former posse of soldiers, who Pave forsaken 

peaceful new lives to return to his side, must face the cruelty of the desert, the region’s barbaric bandits and the 

brutality of the overiord~s men before they can finally face one another. 

Viewer’s Guide: Violence. 

Ii: Handarin with English subtitles. 

Official Site: £!~!~__~//ww~,.son~ii£!__.~!S_k£~__:_,_£_~?£~i::~_~i!ii£ilS (See the trailer) 

North Carolina Premiere! 

YESTERDAY 

(Korea, R, 20@3, 121 min) 

OFFKCiAL SELECTION! 2003 Fantasy Filmiest After three years of plal~ning and production, Korea’s biggest sci-fi fiilt 

has come to the US to roost!            Yesterday marks Korea’s highest budgeted film to date.            The special effects 

ave reminiscent of films like Blade Runner and The Fifth Element.            TPe plot opens in 1990 when a number of children 



disappear as the Hinistry of Defense selects an elite group of scientists for a top-secret mission.           30 years later. 

s~ecial investigations unit led by Seo~ (Kim Seung Wu) is sent to investigate a string of heinous murders committed by a 

serial killer nicknamed Goliath. 

All the victims are retired scientists. Heanwhile, the Chief of Police is kidnapped by a band of high-tech te 

The chief’s daughter, Heesu (Kim Yoon Jin), quickly ~oins the investigation to find her father.           Soon, Seok discovers 

Pe and Heesu shave an eerie trait - they botP suffer from similar migraines and neithe~ Pave any memories of their 

childhoods. 

Ave the mur@ers a ghastly scheme to bring Seok and Heesu together? Are any of thei~ memories real or instead 

transplanted?          Seok and Heesu~s hidden childhoods, Goliath’s murderous genius and the serial killings of scientists. 

password that opens all of these secrets is Yesterday. 

In Korean with English subtitles. 

Viewer’s Guide: Violense and ial~guage. 

Official site~ wR,w.advlilms.com (See the trailer) 

Please call Eiisabeth Branigan at 560-3030 ext. 228 or the box office at ext. 238 for any qk~estions or Show times. 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:17 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Dear         You will need to check ~vith the department. Please contact 
Debby Crowder for an explanation and then you can let me know if you can 
work with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
--On Friday,                8:35 AM -0700 
<        ~)yahoo cam> wrote: 

Hello Pro£ Regester, 

I’m not sure if you remember me licom your Afam course (last fall i 
think). I am writing to ask about Afam    I am not an Afam major and 
i’m not stare if this course is just for students in the major or not. I 
would like to design a libraW research project for the semester and I 
was wondering if I could get ~afam credit for it and if so, if you 
would be my faculty advisor for it. 

Some ideas I have are related to the absense of Black characters in 
older Disney and children’s films and the influence of Black culture in 
modern children’s fihns. 

Other topics of interest are the roles Black actors/actresses play as 
w~iceovers in cartoons/cgi films (ie. Eddie Murphey as the donkey in 
Shrek) and the use of Black characters as the source of humor (in many 
firms) 

In preparation for the final paper (in addition to researching my 
topic) I would do article summaries, turn in progress reports and drafts 
periodically Just a couple of books I found so far that I think would 
be good to use: 

Blacks in film and television : a Pan-African bibliography of films, 
filmmakers, and performers / compiled by John Gray. 

A[’rican Americans in cinema [electronic resource] : the :first half 
century. Urbana : Universi~,’ of Illinois Press, c2003. 

Please let me know if self designed research is applicable to A[’am 71. 
I would really like to do this and my research ideas are definitely 
open for suggestions. 

Thanks so much 

Doyou Yahoo!? 
vote.yahoo.cam - Register online to vote todayt 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 11, 2004 2:43 PM 

Cante, Richard C <rcante@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [filmt~cnlty] next film t~culty meeling 

Dear Rich: ~amy of the tl~ree times are convenient for me Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Lunes, 11 de Octubre de 2004 02:17 pm. -0400 "Richard C. Cante" 
<rcante@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

Will you please send me a "yes" or "no" about your availability 
during all three below ~vindows asap, and we’ll take it from there? 

1 Thursday Nov 4, 3:15-5:00pm 
2. Friday Nov 5, 12:15-2:00pm 
3 Friday Nov 5, 9:15-11:00am 

We might need to try to do a Friday flais time if possible, to maximize the 
chance that people who couldn’t make the last meeting can make this one 

Please be sure you are replying ONLY TO ME (This list should always 
default to that, but there is apparently some tech glitch.) 

Thanks in advance, 
Rich 

You are currently subscribed tu filmfaculty as: regester@email.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email tu 
leave-filmfaculty-3496448 G@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 12, 2004 10:47 AM 

danyele@meta] ab. unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] Fw: Open Crew Call in Triangle tbr Ultra-Low-Budget series (fwd) 

.......... For~varded Message .......... 
Date: marted112 ottobre 2004 5.39 +0000 
From: Neb Rodgers <       ~juno.com> 

To: freewater@duke.edu, ncfilm@aas duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Fw: Open Crew- Call in Triangle for Ultra-Low-Budget series 

.... Original Message Follows .... 
From: "Jay Enterkin" <wholmmovies@ahoo.com> 
To: ncfilm@ahoogroups.com 
Subject: [NCfilm] ()pen Crew Call in Triangle for Ultra-Low-B udget series 
[)abe: Sat, 09 Oct 2004 18:26:17 -0000 

wholtmnovies will be producing a series of short (25-30 rain) ultra-low- 
budget films begirming in January. We will be filming mostly on 
weekends over a period of several weeks in Raleigh/Durham/Chapel 
Hill, so we prefer to work with people who hve in the area to avoid 
commuung/trave[ issues. 

please visit: 

http ://www.serve com/jnct~/crewirffo htm 

for more complebe information 

Thank you! 

Jay Enterkin 
[’or wholn-anovies 

Speed up your surfing with Juno SpeedBand. 
Now includes pop-up blocker[ 
Only- $14.95/month - visit http://www.iuno.comisurf to sign up today[ 

NcfiN~ mailing list 
Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https://lists.aas.dttke.edu/rr~aih~anilistinfo/ncfilra 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfih~-bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Voiselle, Heather H. <voiselleh@uncw.e&~> 

Monday, October l l, 2004 8:21 AM 

NC Film <ncfihn@a~s.duke.edu>; Alli~m Ballard ~allison.ballar&~wilmingtonstar.com>; Goodrum, Susan ~goodmms@uncw.edu>; 

Humphrey, Elizabeth Kiug <humphreye@uncw.edu> 

[Ncfilm] UNCW Movie Makers 

ATT00001 .c 

The Department of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington presents filmmaker and editor Jim Haverkamp. 

Friday, October 22 at 2:00 P.M. in Morton Hall’s Bryan Auditorium on the UNCW campus. 

Jim Haverkamp is an award-winning filmmaker and editor. His short films have shown in festivals across the country, including the 

Ann Arbor Film Festival, Black Maria Film & Video Festival, Chicago Underground Film Festival, and San Francisco Independent 

Film Festival. He was awarded a filmmaking fellowship from the North Carolina Arts Council in 2000 and is a former organizer of the 

Flicker Film Festival in Chapel Hill. In addition to making his own short films, he served as co-producer & co-editor on the 

documentary, "Monster Road" (2004), which won the Grand Jury Prize at the Slamdance International Film Festival. 

This event is free and open to the public~ 

For more information on the Friday Moviemakers Series or to receive email notices of our upcoming events, visit the Film Studies 

Department website at www~uncw.edu/filmstudies. You may also contact us at filmstudies@uncw.edu or 910-962-7502. 

H eather H. Voiselle 

UNCW Film Studies Department 

9 10-962-7502 

www,uncw,edu! fihn studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Todd Befliner <beflinert@uncw.edu> 

Wednesday, October 20, 2004 3:31 PM 

ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 

[Ncfilm] Cinema Nouveau 2 at the University of Norfl~ Caxolina at Wilmington 

ATT00001 .c 

Cinema Nouveau 2: 
Wilmington’s New French Film Festival 
The University of North Carolina at Wilmington is proud to host the second series of CINEMA NOUVEAU, featuring five acclaimed and diverse new French films. 

The entire season is free to all, and each film will be shown on the big screen in 35mm, in the Warwick Center Ballroom on the UNCW campus. There is free parking available on 

campus. 

You are warmly invited to this exciting festival of cinema. See you there! Please pass this email along, and spread the word... 

Monday, October 25th, 8pro 

I’ll Sing For You (Je chanterai pour toi) 

Directed by Jacques Sarasim France, 2001.76 Rninutes. 

A documentms~ about the life and music of a beloved perfom~er, "KarKar" Traor~, and how he acted to inspire the people of Mali through tm-bulent political times. I’ll Sing For You details Traor~’s career but 

also captm-es the vibrant rhythms, ri~mals, and hopes of a counhy in transition 

’TII Sing For Yo~ is an exceptional odyssey thi-o~gh t!re geography both of a com~t~y and of a h~man soul." 

- Graham Henderson, Rhythin magaalne 

Saturday, October 30th, 8pro 

Nickel and Dime (A la petite semaine) 

Directed by Sam Karmann. France, 2003. 100 minutes 

Based on a tree sto~% Nickel and Dime tells the sto~5~ of a petty crook, fresh out of jail, who decides to go straight and at last realize his dream of becoming a stage actor. But despite iris best intentions and 

talents as a pert’~nner, the temptations of one final heist begin to loom large, as he returns to his eccentric group of Parisiar~ friends. 

"A moody ~-ime drama with real ambition and flair." 

-The 2003 London Fihn Festival 

Tuesday, November 9th, 8pro 

Raja 

Directed by Jacques Doillon. France/Morocco, 2003. 112 minutes. 

From celebrated director Jacques Doillon comes an improbable and co~troversial romance about a rich Frenchinan who lives til contempo~,-ary Man-akech and has design,s o~ one of his yoking se~ant girls. 

Without a co~ru~on language or culiatre, mis~mderstandings ensue, and an intfig~fing, ~mpredictable relationship develops. 

"Subtle fihr~aking a/ld tree-as-life acting make this an acute psychological oh-area with an engrossing sociohigical subtext." 

- David Ste~itt, C’hristim~ Science Monitor 

Tuesday, November 16th, 8pro 

Monsieur N. 

Directed by Antoine de Caunes. France, 2003. 127 minutes 

Although most acco~mts claim that Napoleon was poisoned, iris last years in exile remain enigmatic. Set in 1815 o~1 the remote island of St. Helena, Monsieur N, b~sed on actual events, is a compelling historical 

inl~igue. A big success on fl~e No~lh American festival circalt, 1he film explores file mystery of Napoleon’s final yea~: secret plots and double dealings, a &-ama of belrayal and jealousy, and a lhscinating 

portrait of a key flg~are of the 19th century. 

"Flits enticingly between mystery, romance and intrigue...Handsomely designed and photographed, impeccably played, and both satisfyingly complex and ingeniously plausible." 

- Empire magazine 

Monday, November 29th, 8pro 

Strayed (Les Egar6s} 

Directed byAndr~ T~chin~. France, 2003.95 minutes. 



Strayed stars the iconic Emmanuelle B~art as a young widow in World War Two France, who flees Paris with her young children to escape the Nazis. Hidden in an abandoned manor 

estate in the country, the family falls in with a young drifter whose motivations and intentions are uncertain.. 

"As with T¢chin~’s best work, Strayed is a peculiar, lingering blend of robustness and delicacy-a movie with hardly a single wasted frame, incongruous word, or false gesture" 

-Dennis Lim, The Village Voice 

Sponsors: 

UNCW Department of Film Studies 

UNCW Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures 

Office of International Programs 

The TournCes program was made possble with the support of the Cultural Services of the French Embassy and the French Ministry of Culture (CNC) 

For more information, contact the UNCW Film Studies Department at 910-962-7502 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Todd Befliner <beflinert@uncw.edn> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2004 5:20 PM 

Fihnall <filma]l@lis~s.~mcw.e&~; Fihnpub <filmpub@lists.uncw.e&~; ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 

[Ncfilm] Fearless Film Series Invite 

ATT00001 .c 

The OutWilmington Community Center and Cucalorus are proud to present the 2004 Fearless Film Series Festival, two evenings of Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual and Transgender - themed, 

independent film, on Friday, November 5 and Saturday November 6. 

The 8:00pm screening, 9:00pm desert reception (featuring a chocolate fountain) and 10:00pm screening will take place at the Independent Art Company’s ’Jengo House,’ located at 815 

Princess Street in Wilmington, NC. Ibiza’s Drag Diva, Scarlett Dailey, will host the Friday night films, and after parties at Ibiza and Costello’s will follow the screenings on both Friday and 

Saturday (admission free with ticket stub). 

Tickets are $10 for each night and available at CD Alley, Gravity Records and at the door. Check out http://~,cww.outwilminqton.com/film2004, htm or call Jengo House at 910343.5995 for 

more information 

Kate E Temoney 

Assistant Dean of Students 

Office of the Dean of Students 

University of North Carolina at Wilmington 

601 S. College Rd 

Wilmington, NC 28401-5941 

910.962.3119 (phone) 

910.962.4265 (fax) 

"UNCW is merely a conduit for this information and does not investigate the truth of the assertions made therein" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, October 26, 2004 6:01 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: DR. JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN WILL SPEAK AT NCCU 

Flyer.jpg 

Neuroscience/Drug Abuse Program 
North Carolina Central University 

The Julius L. Chambers E-Mail: 
Biomedical/Biotechnology Office: (919) 530-7832 

Research Institute Lab: (919) 530-7883 
700 George Street Fax: (919) 530-7760 
Durham, NC 27707 

>>> Public Relations 10/26/2004 10:19:18 AM >>> 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS 
NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY 
DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27707 
DATE: OCTOBER 25, 2004 
CONTACT: SHARON SAUNDERS 
CYNTHIA FOBERT 
(919) 530-6295 

DR. JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN WILL SPEAK AT NCCU 

DURHAM, NC - There are only a few individuals who by serving as honest 
observers of history, shape the understanding of a nation and become 
part of the historical fabric they seek to detail. Historian Dr. John 
Hope Franklin is such an individual. He will be speaking on stage in 
conversation with NCCU history professor Dr. Freddie L. Parker at the 
Miller-Morgan Auditorium on the campus of North Carolina Central 
University on October 28, 2004 at 7 p.m. 

In his nearly 90 years of life, Franklin has authored a dozen volumes 
and edited several more on the history of African Americans. His most 
famous work, From Slavery to Freedom: A History of African Americans was 
first published in 1947 but remains in use in hundreds of courses today 
under the rubric of The American South and African-American Studies 
throughout the nation and the world. "The book has no equal," says 
Dr. H. Lewis Suggs, NCCU scholar in residence. "He has changed the 
history and historiography of the American South." 

While a professor on staff at North Carolina College (now NCCU), 
Franklin wrote From Slavery to Freedom. That was the beginning of a 
long and distinguished writing career enriching the historical record 
with works such as The Emancipation Proclamation, The Militant South, 



The Free Negro in North Carolina, Reconstruction After the Civil War, 
and A Southern Odyssey: Travelers in the Ante-bellum North. 

Franklin has chosen to begin and end his career in the great state of 
North Carolina despite spending 18 years in Illinois, where he was chair 
of the history department and a John Matthews Manly Distinguished 
Service Professor at the University of Chicago. Presently, he is the 
James B. Duke professor emeritus of history at Duke University. 

The Franklin presentation will inaugurate the Legacy of Leadership 
Lecture Series. On a monthly basis, national figures, many with a 
historical connection to NCCU, will be invited to campus to share their 
stories with their rapt audiences. The series is the brainchild of 
Lionell Parker, interim director of library services. He has envisioned 
drawing leaders from across a wide range of disciplines saying," It is 
a fitting role for the library to bridge the disciplines and bring 
leaders to the university from different fields of endeavor because all 
academic pursuits meet at the library." 

NCCU Chancellor Emeritus and former president of the United States 
Olympic Committee, LeRoy T. Walker is scheduled to speak November 18, 
2004. Walker was instrumental in bringing the Olympic games to Atlanta 
in the summer of 1996. As NCCU track and field coach, Walker guided 
athletes to the Olympic medal podium eight times. 

-30- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2004 5:09 PM 

danyele@meta] ab. unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] Fw: Choreo Shorks: seeking local film!! (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, October 27, 2004 5:58 AM +0000 
From: Neb Rodgers <       ~juno.com> 

To: freewater@duke.edu, ncfilm@aas duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] F~v: Choreo Shorts: seeking local fihns! 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 

From         ~aol corn [mailto        :~aol com] 
Sent: Saturday, October 23, 2004 3:32 PM 
Subject: Choreo Shorts:seeking local :film!! 

Hello! please forward to imerested 
thanks! Caroline WiHfford, Choreo Collective 

Choreo Shorts: (;all for entries 

Choreo Collective is now accepting short films/videos by local independent 
artists for our 3rd Annual Choreo Shorts Event to be held on January 22, 
2005. Choreo Shorts is a late night happening featuring short films and 
short sets of live music & dance at a theatre venue in Chapel Hill 
Submissinns should be 8 minutes or less. Variety’ is sought, theme ~s open, 
so anything goes! Dance themed films/videos encouraged. Entry is free. 
Deadline is November 12. For more details and a pdf entry form, go to - 
http ://www.choreocollecuve.org 

The North Carolina I)ance Alliance’s mission is to advance the art ~2~rm of 
dance for our state As the statewide service organization for dance, NCDA 
is fueled by its members of professional dance companies, artists, 
presenters, educators, students, institutions, individuals and other 
organizations statewide. NCDA is grounded in the conviction that the 
concerns and aspirations of the dance cormnunity can be addressed 
effectively through active, cooperative endeavors. 

North Carolina Dance Alliance 
PO Box 110 Raleigl-~ NC 27602 
ncdancealliance@yahoo.com 

Check out our ~vebsite at http:/iwww.ncdancealliance.org. 

Speed up your surfing with Juno SpeedBand. 
Now includes pop-up blocker! 
Only $14.95/month - visit http:i/www.juno.com/surf to sign up today! 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
http s:i/lists, aas. duke. edu/mailraan/listinfo/nc film 

.......... End For~varded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2004 5:10 PM 

danyele@meta] ab. unc.edu 

Single- ~urce access to a vast virtual tihn library. (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, October 21, 2004 11:35 AM -0400 
From: Chadwick-Healy from ProQuest <Cha&vick Heal?- tlcom ProQuest@xmr3.com> 
To: REGESTER@email unc.edu 
Subject: Single-source access to a vast virtual film library 

Film Indexes Online is a seemingly exhaustive database of American and 
international films Highly recommended fi~r special libraries, film research 
centers, and academic and public libraries supporting film research 

Library Journal, March 1, 2004 

Now you can consult the world?s two leading electronic resources for the 
study of film in a single search?with Film Indexes Online’?. This new film 
portal gives you single-point access to the most up-to-date and 
authoritative irfformation available on the film and entertainment industry. 

AFI Catalog? 

Compiled by specialist researchers at the American Film Institute, the AFI 
Catalog documents over 47,000 American feature fihns from 1893-1970 with an 
urwaatched level of detail. (Films of the 1970s ~vill be added following AFI 
doc~tmentation.) 

Film researchers rely on AFI Catalog for: 
* Quick Search for ready reference 
* Precision searching with 13 search fields 
* More than 500,000 actor entries 
* In-depth film records with subj ect indexing, production notes, 
technical details, production credits, plot summaries, cast lists, genres, 
and source citations. * Records for AFr s Top Ten filras records for 
2000,2001,2002,2003 * Updated twice yearly to refiect the latest 
scholarship 

Filrn Index International (FII) ? 

Prurtuced in collaboration ~vith the British Fihn Institute (BFI), FII takes 
a scholarly-, inclusive approach to all areas of film, frora the first silent 
movies and art-house classics to recent sci-fi blockbusters. Content is 
very c~trrent and is updated t~vice yearly. 

Film researchers rely on FII %r: 
* Quick or Precision Search options %r background on over 100,000 films, 
including 55,000 personalities, 500,000 periodical articles on fihn and 
filrmnakers, U.S and international film award wilmers, and over 1 million 
cast and credit references * Truly international coverage, indexing 
films iicom over 170 coua~tries. * Int;ormation on cua~ent films plus 
background on older films from the BFI Summary of Inibrmation on Fihn and 
Television database covering the past 70 years 

See how Film Indexes Online can help you to enhance your research To 
request a free 30-day trial for your library, click here. 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive ti~rther messages from this sender, 
please click on the following e-mail lil~ arid send a message ;vith or 
without any text: 

Click here for e-mail 



You will receive one additional e-mail message confllrning your removal 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 28, 2004 3:13 PM 

danyele@meta] ab.unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] SUBMIT TO TIlE NEVER SEEN VIDEO FESTIVAI, (CASH PRIZES) (f~¥d) 

.......... For~varded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, October 28, 2004 12:48 PM _02/.;(.) 
From: Martin Johnson <mlj@emaihunc.edu> 
To: ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] SL~MIT TO THE NEVER SEEN ~,ffDEO FESTIVAL (CASH PRIZES) 

)))) 

NEVE[Z SEF.N VIDEO FEST[V~’,L 

The :first, and possibly only, festival of movies never seen ever before 
anywhere period. 

)))) 

CALL FOR SUB?,/flSSIONS 

’]7he Never Seen Video Fesuval is a smallish, yet ambitious festival of 
videos that were made but never screened before an audience that 
extended beyond close friends, classmates and family It is the mission 
of the fesuwd to show work that was made, perhaps with care, but 
never saw a proper screening. Now is your chance 

Possible examples include: 

(;lass projects the video essay you made last semester, the traffic 
safety video you made when you were twelve and everything in-between. 

Home movies The school play, that fated trip to Niagara Falls, a 
record of your past life in the circus, etc 

Summer projects that movie made when you were 15 ~vith your best 
friend’s dad’s camera that starred you as a pimpled and frail Bruce 
Willis, that art film made when you were a sophomore that was just like 
the Blair Witch Project, only they beat you to Sundance, etc.. 

Or, come up with your own idea of what fits in the "never seen" 
catcgots~. The only requirements: 

* Must be in VHS format, unless you want to provide the player 
yourself. We might be able to handle DV, but if you want to show your 
old Super 8 films you’ll have to provide the projector. 

* Should be under 10 minutes in length, though exceptions may be made 
if it’s exceptional (heh). Excerpts from larger pieces are welcome. 

* The less seen, the better. If you’ve showed this movie to all your 
friends, and they’re all coming to see it, it doesn’t really- count as 
"never seen," does it? The point is to give an airing to things that 
have never been shown to anyone you know, or at least anyone you know 
may be at the festivah All genres are welcomedocumentary, fiction, 
monster movie. 

)))) 

CASH PRIZE 

Thanks to the generous funding of the Graduate and Professional Student 
Association, there ~vill be cash prizes fbr the best submissions, which will 
be determined by a jury 

$50 - First Place 
$30 - Second Place 
$20 -Thtrd Place 

)))) 

WHERE TO SEik~) SUBMISSIONS 

Drop them by the Folklore office in Greenlaw, located across from the 
Undergraduate Library, at L~NC Chapel-Hill: 

227 Greenlaw 

Debbie Simmons-Cahan, the secretaw for the program, will gladly receive 
them Be sure to fill out a brief submission form (posted on the door). If 
she’s not there, just drop it in the mail slot 



For more information, or to hand in the submission in person, email; 

mlj @email.unc.edu 

Or call: 

919.3022307 

We will try to show all the submissions we recmve, though in the case of 
droves of films, all might not be shown. 

))))) 

FESTIVAL FRIDAY, NOV. 12 IN MLT-ff)HEY 116 

The Never Seen Video Festival will take place on Friday, Nov. 12 in Murphey 
116 at 7 p.m. Depending on the number of submissions, there may be txvo 
screenings, the second being at 9 p.m. that night. More information will be 
available closer to the date. 

))))) 

PLEASE SUBMIT AB2D PROMOTE 

Submit a fihn yourself, tell all your friends to submit, say the word 
"never seen video festival" in passing conversations with strangers 
holding babies, clue in the Tuesday night drinkers at your favorite 
would-be filmmaker bar about the festival, print out this email and 
post it in coff;ee shops and seedy restaurants, do xvhat you can to 
spread the word wide. That includes forwarding this email. 

-> please forward, thartk you 

Ncfihn mailing list 
Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https://lists aas.duke edu/mailman/listinfo/ncfllm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:50 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] Cinema Nouveau 2: Raja-- Tuesday 

[Ncfihn] Cinema Noaveau 2 Raja-- Tuesday, 
8pm, Waxwick Ballroom (fwd) 

8pm, Warwick BaJlrooln.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
[)ate: Monday, 8:38 PM-0500 

From: Todd Berliner <berlinert@uncw.edu> 
To: Filmall <filmaH@lists.uncw edu>, Filmpub < filmpub@lists uncw.edu>, 
ncfilm@aas duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Cinema Nouveau 2: Raja-- Tuesday, 8pro, 
Warwick Ballroom 

Cinema Nouveau 2: 
Wilmington’s New French Film Festival 

The next film m the Cinema Nouveau film series is 

Raja 

Tuesday, 8pm in the Warwick Ballroom on the UNCW campus 

Directed by Jacques Doillon. France/Morocco, 2003. 112 minutes. 

> From celebrated director Jacques Doillon comes an improbable and 
> controversial romance about a rich Frencl-tman who lives in contemporary 
> Marrakech and has designs on one of his young selwant girls. Without a 
> common language or cultttre, misundcrstandings ensue, and an intriguing, 
> unpredictable relationship develops. 

"Subtle filrmnaking and true-a s-life acting ruake this an acute 
psychological drama with an engrossing sociological subtext." - David 
Sterritt, Ctnistian Science Monitor 

The University of North Carolina at Wihnington is proud to host the second 
series of CINEi’,/La. NOUVEAU, featuring five acclaimed and diverse new French 
films. The entire season is free to all, and each film will be shown on 
the big screen in 35ram, in the Warxvick Centcr Ballroom on the LrN-CW campus. 
There is free parking available on campus. 

For more infmruation on Cinema Nouveau 2, visit the xvebsite at 
htt~ ://~vw~v.uncw.ed~’filmstudies/cinemanouveau 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Todd Befliner <beflinert@uncw.edn> 

Monday, November 1, 2004 8:39 PM 

Fihnall <filma]l@lists.~mcw.e&~>; Fihnpub ~filmpub@lists.uncw.edu>; ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 

INctilm] Cinema Nouveau 2: Raja-- Tuesday, November 9th, 8pm, Warwick Ballroo~n 

ATT00001 .c 

Cinema Nouveau 2: 
Wilmingt on’s New Fr ench Film Festival 

Th e n ex t fil m in t h e Cin ema No u v ea u fil m ser ies is 

Tuesday,November 9th,Spm in t he Warwick Ballr oom on th e UNCW campus 

Direct ed by Jacq ues Do illo n .Fran ce/Mo ro cco ,2003. 112 minut es. 

>From celehrat ed director JacquesDoillon comes an improbable and con~tr o’~’ersial romaneeat)out a rich Fre~chma~ who livesit~ 

co nt empo rary Mar r akech and has designs o n o n e o f his yo uug servant girls Wit ho ut a co mmo n lauguag e o r cult ur e,misun derst andin gs 

ensue, and an int riguing,unpredict ablerelationship develops. 

"SSlbt le filmmaking and t rue-as-life acting inakethis an acntepsychological drama with an ertgro ssiug sociological subt ext." 

- Da v id St er r it t , Ch r ist ia n Sc ien c e Mo n it o r 

TheUniversit y of North Carolina at Wilmington isproud to host thesecond series o f CINDvtANOUVFAU, feat uring five acclaimed and diverse 

n ew Fren ch films. The ent ire seaso n is fr ee t o all,an d each film will be sho wn o n t he big screen in 35ram,in t he Warwick Cent er l~llr o o m o n t he 

UNCW campus Ther e is fr ee par ki~ g available o t~ campus 

For moreinformation on Cinema Nouvean 2, visit the website at 

htt p://www.uncw.edu/filmstudies/cinemanouveau 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

To: @email. unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: ¯ AFAM -I have a question 

Dear  This has some potential but we can discuss I~-ther in person in 
class today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, 11:54 PM -0500 

<1    @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor Regester, 

I think I have finally come up with an argument for my paper! It has 
taken this long[[ I am discussing the mulatto character in Band of 
Angels and Kings go forth. I have used the essays given in the course 
packet too. ~ ould you be willing to look over my argument to see if it 
is well ~vl-itten or needs more work? Here is my introduction: 

Is this a good start? Thanks so much for your help and time! 
sincerel?’, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] The Department of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina at WilminTton pre~nks screenwriter, director and actor John 

Ward. (fwd) 

[Ncfihn] The Deparlment of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington presents screenwriter, director and actor John 

W~acd.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
[)ate: Tuesday, 9:04 AM -0500 

From: Todd Berliner <berlinert@uncw.edu> 
To: ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
Sutzject: [Ncfilm] The Department of Film Studies at the Universi~" of North 
Carolina at Wilmington presents screenwrimr, director and actor John Ward. 

The Department of Fihn Studies at the University of North Carolina at 
Wilmington presents screemvriter, director and actor John Ward. 
Friday, at 2:00 P.M. in Morton Hall’s Bryan Auditorium on the 
UNCW campus. 

John Ward is a screemvriter, director and actor based in Southern 
California. Ward wrote, directed, produced, and starred in Enchanted, an 
independent featuxe film nrade in Wilmington, which aired on Showtime & 
Starz! He has appeared in numerous feature films, including Sleeping ~vith 
the Enerny, Teenage Mutant Ninja Tultles and Dreanr a Little Dreanr, and in 
television series and movies-of-the-week including Matlock and The Margaret 
Mitchell Story. A graduate of L2"qC-Chapel Hill, Ward wrote, produced, 
directed and acted in the short fihn, Go West, which was nonrinated for a 
student Academy Award. Ward will discuss the realities of working in the 
screenwriting trade. 
This event is free and open to the public. 

For more itfformation on the Friday Moviemakers Series or to receive entail 
notices of our upcoming events, visit the Fihn Studies Department website 
at http:i/w,a~.tmcw.eduifilmstudies. You may also contact us at 
filmstudies@tmcw.edu or 910-962-7502. 

Heather H. Voiselle 

UN(2W Film Studies Department 
910-962-7502 

http : /i~vw~v. uncw edu/filmstudies 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfi/m- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Todd Berliner <berlinert@uacw.edu> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2004 9:04 AM 

nctilm@aas.duke.edu 

[Ncfilm] The Del~rUnent of Fihn Studies at the Universi~ ofNo~th C~xolina at Wilmington presents screenwriter; director and actor John 

Ward. 

ATT00001 .c 

The Department of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington presents screenwriter, director and actor John 

Ward. 

Friday, November 5 at 2:00 P.M. ha Morton Hall’s Bryan Auditorium on the UNCW campus. 

John Ward is a screenwriIer, direcIor and actor based in Southern California. Ward wrote, directed, produced, and starred in Enchanted, 

an independent feature fihn made in Wihnington, which aired on Showtime & Starz’. He has appeared in numerous feature fihns, 

including Sleeping with the Enemy, Teenage Mutant Ninja ~I~.rtles and Dream a Little [_)ream, and in television series and movies-of:the- 

week including Matlock and The Margaret Mitchell Story. A graduate of UNC-Chape] t {ill, Ward wrote, produced, directed and acted in 

the short film, Go West, which was nominated for a student Academy Award. Ward will discuss the realities of working in the 

screenwriting trade. 

This event is free and open to the public. 

For more information on the Friday Moviemakers Series or to receive email notices of our upcoming events, visit the Film Studies 

Department website at http://www.uncw.edu/filmstudies. You may also contact us at filmstudies@uncw.edu or 910-962-7502. 

Heather H. Voiselle 

UNC, W Film Studies Department 

910-962-7502 

http://www.un cw.edu/film studies 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email,unc.edu> 

Wednesday 2:59 PM 

~emml.unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] North Caxolina Latin American film fes~Aval tonight!-- 0nibus174 ("Bus 174") begins at 7pm in Richard White (fwd) 

.......... For~varded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, 8:46 AM -0500 
From: Amadi Jordan-¥Valker <aIj@duke edu> 
To: film-video@aas, duke. edu 
Subject: [Ncfihn] North Carolina Latin American film festival tonight!-- 
(~nibus174 ("Bus 174") begins at 7pm in Richard V~ite 

Tonight     ) the NC l,atin 2,merican film festiva[ presents (~)nibus 174 
("Bus 174") starting at 7pro in Richard White Auditorium, with an 
introduction by Professor John French. 

0nibus 174 ("Bus 174") 
(dir. Fehpe Lacerda and Jos~ Padilha, 2003, 122 min, Braza[, Portuguese 
with English subtitles, Color, Video) 
’]7his award-wirming documentary dissects an actual bus hijacking in Rio de 
Janeiro in 2000, combining live footage from the h~jacking with an in depth 
analysis of how one man’s persona[ crisis became a national news 
phenomenon 
Sponsored by the Outreach Office of the Duke-UNC Consortium in Latin 
American Studies and the Center :[’or Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https://lists aas.duk e edu/mailman/listinfo/nc film 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:02 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Conference on Technology, Knowledge a~d Socie~, Berkeley, February - Call for Papers (l\vd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Friday, 3:06 PM +1100 
From: Christopher Scanlon <cl~ristopher scanlon@con~nongroundpublishing.com> 
To: regester@email unc.edu 
Subject: Conference on Technology, Knowledge and Socie~z, Berkeley, 
Febmaw     - Call for Papers 

[)ear Colleague, 

I am writing to you on behalf of the Conference Organising Committee to 
inform you of: 

T[tE IN’]"ERNATK)NAL CON[*f~;RENCE ON TEC[tNOLOGY, KNOWI,EDGE AN’[) SOCIETY 
Universi~" of California, Berkeley, 
http://www. Tec hnolo~.g~-Conference.com 

This conference takes a broad and cross-disciplinary approach to technolog3, 
~n society. With a particular focus on digital information and 
communications technologies, the interests addressed by the conference 
include: human usability, technologies for citizenship and communi~" 
pamcipation, and learning technologies. Participants will include 
researchers, teachers and practitioners whose ~nterests are either 
technical or humanistic, or whose work crosses over between the applied 
technological and social sciences 

As well as an impressive line up of international main speakers, the 
conference will also include numerous paper, workshop and colloquium 
presentations. We would particularly like to invite you to respond to the 
conference call for papers Papers submitted :For the conference proceedings 
will be full?’ peer-refereed and published in print and electronic formats 
in the new International Iournal of Technology, Knowledge and Society 
you are unable to attend the conference in person, virtual registrations 
are also available which allo~v you to submit a paper for refereeing and 
possible publication in this fully refereed academic journal, as well as 
access to the electronic version of the conference proceedings. The 
deadline for the first round call for papers is Proposals 
are revie~ved within t~vo ~veeks of submission. 

Full details of the conference, including an online call for papers form, 
are to be found at the conference website. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Dr Christopher Scanlon 
The Globalism Institute 
RMIT University, 2vlelboume, Australia 

Note: Under new Australian Legislation, ~ve want to ensure you are not 
unhappy that ~ve contact you by email about this conference. If you wish to 
discontinue email cormnunication in relation to this conference, please 
inform us by reply. 

.......... End For~varded Message .......... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email,unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:01 PM 

@emml.unc.edu 

[Ncfihn] Latin American fihn t}s~d wl tonight!-- "The Revolution Will Not Be Televised" at 7pm in White (l\vd) 

.......... For~varded Message .......... 
Date: Sunday, 9:51 AM-0500 
From: Amadi Jordan-¥Valker <alj@duke edu> 
To: film-video@aas, duke. edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Latin American film festival tonight!-- "The Revolution 
Will Not Be Televised" at 7pm in V~nite 

*Please forward as appropriate 
Tonight ~    I at 7:00pro the North Carolina Latin American film fesuval 
continues with La Revoluci dn no ser,’i televisada (The Revolution Will Not Be 
Televised) in Richard White Auditorium The film will be introduced by 
Steve EHner. 

Also, on ~Ihursday,       the NC Latin American film festival wil[ screen 
"A Thousand Clouds of Peace to Heaven, My Love, You’ll Never Stop Being 
Love" at 7pm in White The film will be introduced by filmmaker Byrt 
Wammack. 

La Revolucidn no serfi televisada (The Revolution Will Not Be Televised) 
(dir K~;n Bartley and Donnacha O’Brian, 2003, 74 min, Venezuela/Irekmd, 
Spanish with English subtitles, Color, Video) 
Thi s daring documentary about political muscle and media manipulation 
captures the short-lived overthrow of Venezuelan president ttugo Chavez 
Two independent filmmakers were present in April 2002, when the 
president’s powerful political enemies forcibly removed him from office, 
and when 48 hours later he remarkably returned to power amid cheering 
aides 

Sponsored by the Outreach Office of the Duke-UNC Consortmm in Latin 
American Studies and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Mil nubes de paz cercan el cielo, amor, jamfis acabarfis de ser amor (A 
Thousand Clouds of Peace to Heaven, My Love, You’ll Ncver Stop Being Love) 
(dir. Juli~n Hern~ndez, 2003, 88 min, Mexico, Spanish with English 
subtitles, Color, Video) 
The drama follows a young gay man as he wanders tbaough Mexico City, trying 
to decipher the secret of a farewell letter left by an ephemeral lover. 
The first feature-length project from this director. 
Winncr of the Teddy Award ? 2003 Berlin Film Festival 

Sponsored by the Outreach Office of the Duke-UNC Consortium in Latin 
American Studies and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

**For more irffom~ation on the fihn festival visit: 
http :/iwww. unc. edu/depts/ilas/fihnfest.html 

**For other film series, consult the Fall 2004 Screen/Society schedule: 
http://~wzw.duke.edu/web/filngscreensocie~’/Fall2004Schedule.htral 

Questions? Contact Haak Okazaki at hokazak@duke.edu 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https://lists aas.duke edu/maihnan/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:27 PM 

~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Re: Movies 

Thanks for the list. I will make sure that they are mentioned in the course 
pack Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, 11:08 PM -0500 

@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Dr. Regester, 

I’m not sure if you have seen some of these or not, but this is just a 

list that I came tap wit2a. Not all of them are from nay collection, and I 

haven’t seen them all, but some of them look pretty interesting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2004 4:23 PM 

danyele@metalab.unc, edu 

[Ncfilm] I am a Stranger Here- Documentary Invitation/Info about RSVVP 11/16 (fwd) 

16.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, November 11, 2004 4:10 PM -0500 
From: Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 
To: "ncfilm@aas.duke.edu" <ncfilm@aas.duke.edu> 
Subject: [Ncfilm] I am a Stranger Here- Documentary Invitation/Info about 
RSVVP 11/16 

Forwarded upon request. If you have questions, call 919-875-0707, ext 
245. 

From: Julie Lawhorn 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2004 10:28 AM 
To: Julie Lawhorn 
Subject: I am a Stranger Here- Documentary Invitation/Info about 
RSVVP 11/16 
[Image] 

The Food Bank 
of Central & Eastern North Carolina 

Cordially invites you 

to an exclusivepremiere of its 

first documentary: 

a film by Anoroc Agency 

?I?m a Stranger Here? 

Thursday, November 18 

The Rialto Theatre ? Raleigh, NC 

7pm-opening remarks 
with musical performance by documentary 

songwriter George Higgs* 
7:45pm-[Image]first film showing 

8:45pm-second film showing 

First Come, First Seated 

Event is Free and Open to the Public 

[Image] 



*George Higgs is one of the finest musicians 
performing in the Piedmont blues tradition. His 
harmonica playing features clearly articulated 

melodies faced with subtle improvisations, all carried 
out by the powerful rhythms that he coaxes from a 
small Marine Harp band. In 1993 he received a North 

Carolina Folk Heritage Award. 

Questions? 919-875-0707, ext 245 

http ://www.foodbanknc.or~/documentary.html 

http ://www. rsvvp, or~/ 

ABOUT RSVVP DAY 

On Tuesday, November 16, 2004, Triangle residents will 
have the opportunity to help feed the hungry in their 
communities when they patronize any local restaurant 
participating in the 16th annual RSVVP (Restaurants 
Sharing V/5 + V/5 Percent) Day. 

This year, hundreds of restaurants throughout Chapel 
Hill!Carrboro, Durham and Raleigh are being encouraged 
to participate in this RSVVP event to aid shelters and 
community kitchens throughout the Triangle area. Funds 
are raised through the donations of participating 
restaurants that pledge 10 percent of their gross 
receipts on RSVVP Day for breakfast, lunch, dinner or 
take-out meals. Central Carolina Bank (CCB) and SA Boney 
& Associates (a new sponsor in 2004) funded all 
administrative costs for this event. 

Because of their generosity, all proceeds from this 
popular annual fund-raiser benefit the Food Bank of 
North Carolina, the Inter-Faith Council for Social 
Service, and The Durham Community Kitchen, a program of 
Urban Ministries of Durham, Inc. The RSVVP Program began 
in 1989 with participation by restaurants in Chapel Hill 
and Carrboro. A year later, when Raleigh and Durham 
joined the program, it became an annual Triangle-wide 
event. 

Fight Hunger. Eat Out! 
> 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edup 

Thursday, November 11, 2004 4:10 PM 

ncfllm@aas.duke.edu 

[Ncfilm] I am a Stranger Here- Documentary Invitatior~~ Info about RSVVP 11/16 

clip image001 .gi£ ATT00001 .c 

ForwaMed upon request. If you have questions, call 919-875-0707, ext 245. 

-- Hank 

From: Julie Lawhorn 

Sent: Thursday, November ll, 2004 10:28 AlVl 

To: Julie Lawhorn 
Subject: I am a Stranger Here- Documentary Invitation! Info about RSWP 11/16 

,~,~premiere of its 

first documentaW: 

a film by AnoK:,C Agency 

7hursda)’, ~ovember l 8 

The Rialto 7healre Raleigh, NC 

~_opening remarks 
~vith musical performance by documentary 

songwriter George Higgs* 

~:,~..first film showing 

~:~.second film showing 

Come, Fh’st Seated 

,?M~ by the p,?wc:K[h[ rh}, ~}~n~ 1[!~1 he co ~x~ s J’rorr? a 



htt p://vwvw.food ba n knc.org/docu menta ry .html 

:::::;ALSO:;:;: 

http:iiwww.rsvvp.orgi 

ABOUT RSVVP DAY 
On Tuesday, November 16, 2004, Triangle residents will have the 
opportuni~’ to help feed the hungU in their commtmities when they 
patronize any local restaurant participating in the 16th annual RSVVP 
(Restaurants Sharing V/5 + V/5 Percent) DW. 

This year, hundreds of restaurants throughout Chapel HilliCarrbx~ro, 
Durham and Raleigh are being encouraged to participate in this RSVVP 
event to aid shelters and communi~ kitchens throughout the Triangle 
aacea. Funds am raised fl~rough the &nations of pazticipating restanrants 
that pledge 10 percent of their gross receipts on RSVVP DW for 
brealdhst, lunch, dinner or take-out meals. Central Carolina Bank 
(CCB) and SA Boney & Associates (a new sponsor in 2004) funded all 
adminis~trative costs for this event. 

Because of their generosity, all proceeds from this popular anmml fund- 

raiser benefit the Food Bank of North Carolina, the Inter-Faith Council 
for Social Service, and The Durhmn Communi~’ Kitchen, a program of 

Urban Ministries of Durham, Inc. The RSWP Program began in 1989 

with participa’aon by restanrants in Chapel Hill and Carrboro. A yeaac 

later, when Raleigh and Duflmm joined "the program, it became an annual 

Triangle-wide event. 

Fight Hunger. Eat Out’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2004 4:23 PM 

danyele@meta] ab. unc.edu 

Re: [Ncfilm] "Deadline" screening, Tonight at 7 pm (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, November 11, 2004 12:43 PM -0500 
From: Jolm Lee Jellicorse <jljellic@uncg.edu> 

To: "<ncfihn@aas.duke.edu> <ncfilm@aas.duke edu>" <ncfilm@aas.duke edu> 
Subject: Re: [Ncfihn] "Deadline" screening, Tonight at 7 pm 

Dear Fihn Folk, 

If you’d like to study film and video production at the graduate level, 
take a look at the MFA in Film and Video at the Umversity of North 
Carolina at Greensboro: 

http://www.uncgedu/grs/dept/Film and Video.html 

Early Admission Deadline Januap), 25, 2005. 

I2/2P()RTANT N©TE: If you are a resident of Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, 
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, or West 
Virginia, you may be eligible to pursue the 2/2[~’A in Film and Video through 
the University of North Carolina Academic Common Market. 

The Academic Common Market is a Southern Regional Education Board project 
It is a cooperative agreement between North Carolina and fifteen other 
southern states that enables residents to pursue unique graduate degree 
programs offered at public institutions in other states while paying 
in-state tuition For more information, see http://acmnorthcarolina.edu 

John Lee Jellicorse, Head 
Department of Broadcasting and Cinema 
UNC Greensboro 

NcfiN~ mailing list 
Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
http s://lists, aas. dake. edu/raailmanilistinfo/nc filra 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2004 10:42 AM 

danyele@meta] ab. unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] The Department of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina at Wilmin~on pre~nks producer a~d director Greg Prange. 

(fwd) 

[Ncfihn] The Department of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington presents producer a~nd director Greg Prange.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Monday, November 08, 2004 9:31 AM -0500 

From: "Voiselle, Heather H." <voiselleh@uncw.edu> 
To: NC Film <ncfilm@aas.duke edu>, Allison Ballard 
<allison.baHard@wilmingtonstar.com>, "Goodrum, Susan" <goodrums@uncw edu>, 
"Humphrey, Elizabeth King" <humphreye@uncw.edu> 
Sut~ject: [Ncfilm] The Department of Film Studies at the University of 
North Carolina at Wilmington presents producer and director Greg Prange. 

The Department of Film Studies at the Umversity of North Carolina at 
Wilmington presents producer and director Greg Prange 

Friday-, November 19 at 2:00 P.M. in Morton Hall’s B~an Auditorittm on the 
UNCW campus. 

Greg Prange is a producer and director whose credits include the cttrrent 
hit Warner Bros. television series, "One Tree Hill," "Dawson’s Creek," and 
the ABC series, "Going to Extremes." His producing credits include the 
1995 remake of "Flipper," the pilots for The WB’s surcaner series "Young 
Americans" and "Fantasy Island," and numerous motion pictures made for 
television. In addition, he has served as editor on several feature films. 
Prange will discuss producing and directing in the motion picture business. 

This event is free and open to the public. 

For more itfformation on the Friday Moviemakers Series or to receive email 
notices of our upcoming events, visit the Fihn Studies Department website 
at http:i/w’~.tmcw.eduifilmstudies. You may also contact us at 
filmstu dies@uaacw.edu or 910-962-7502 

Heather H. Voiselle 

I=~ICW Film Studies Department 

910-962-7502 

www.ua~cw, edu/filmstudies 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Voiselle, Heather H. <voiselleh@uncw.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2004 9:31 AM 

NC Film <ncfilm@a~s.duke.edu>; Alli~m Ballard ~allison.ball~&~wilmingtonstar.com>; Goodrum, Susan ~goodrums@uncw.edu>; 

ttumphrey, Elizabeth King <humpbreye@uncw.edu> 

[Ncfilm] The Del~rt*nent of Fihn Studies at the Universi~ of North Ca, olina at Wilmiugton presents producer and director Greg Prauge. 

ATT00001 .c 

The Department of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina at Wihnington presenls producer and director Greg Pmnge. 
Friday, November 19 at 2:00 P.M. in Morton Hall’ s Bryan Auditorium on the UNCW campus. 
Greg~Prange is a producer and director whose credits include the current hit Warner Bros. television series, "One Tree Hill," 
"Dawson’s Creek," aud the ABC series, "Going to Extremes." His producing credits include the 1995 remake of"Flipper," the pilots 
for The WB’ s summer series "Young Americans" and "Fantasy Island," and numerous motion pictures made for television. In 
addition, he ires served as editor on several feature films. Prange will discuss producing and directing in the motion picture business. 
This event is free and open to the public. 
For more i~ffornmtion on the Friday Moviemakers Series or to receive entail notices of ore" upcoming events, visit the Fihn Studies 
Departmenl website at http://www.uncw.edu/filmstudies. You may also contact us at filmstudies/~bxmcw.edu or 910-962-7502. 
H eather H. Voiselle 

UNCW Fihn Studies Department 

9 10-962-7502 

.,_~_:5:_5~__:~_~___r~._c_’_~__:_e__~Lu___!___t_’_i_[ ~_~___s_’__t_~_~___d_._i___e__~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2004 10:42 AM 

danyele@meta] ab.unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] MFA in Fihn and Video at UNCG (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Thursday, November 11, 2004 12:18 PM -0500 
From: Michael Frierson <m friers@uncg.edu> 
To: "<ncfihn@aas.duke.edu> <ncfilm@aas.duke edu>" <ncfilm@aas.duke edu> 
Subject: [Ncfilm] MFA in Film and Video at U2",!CG 

Dear N.C. Film Folks, 

If you’d like to sturdy film and video production at the graduate level, or 
know someone who might, take a look at the MFA in Film and Video at the 
University of North Carolina at Greens boro: 

http://www.unc~edu/~rs/dept/Film and Video.html 

Early Admission Deadline Januap)~ 25, 2005. 

I2/2P()RTANT N©T[~: If you are a resident of Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, 
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Te×as, Virginia, or West 
Virginia, you may be eligible to pursue the 2/2[~’A in Film and Video through 
the University of North Carolina Academic Common Market. 

The Academic Common Market is a Southern Regional Education Board project 

It is a cooperative agreement between North Carolina and 1 5 other southern 

states that enables residents to pursue unique graduate degree programs 

offered at public institutions in other states while paying in-state 

tuition 

For more iN2~rmation, see http://acm.northcarolina edu. 

Thanks, 

Dr. Michael Frierson 
201 Brown Building, IYNCG 
PO Box 26170 
Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

Office: 336-334-3768 

Depar~ncntal Office:336-334-5360 

Fax:336-334-5039 

Ncfilm mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https:i/lists.aas.duke.edu/mailraan/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End For~varded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday November 17 2004 6:23 PM 

danyele@meta] ab.unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] Internship opportunity -- working on documentary production~ lbr Figure Eight Fihns/Advanced Medical Productions (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, November 17, 2004 6:17 PM -0500 

From: Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 
To: "Fihn-video@aas.duke edu" <Film:,ddeo@aas.duke edu>, 
"ncfihn@aas.dnke edu" <ncfilm@aas dnke.edu> 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Internship opportum~ -- working on documentary 

productions, for Figure Eight Films/Advanced Medical Productions 

Figure Eight Films and Advanced Medical Productions have produced over 
100 programs ~2~r the Discovery Networks and National Geographic Channel 
and is run by a Duke graduate and adjunct professor at the UNC School of 
Journalism We are currently in production on one of our most important 
films about an unconscious medium from Brazil named John of God or Joao 
de Deus 

We need interns to assist us screening and logging footage, 
conducting research about associated topics and various other production 
activities. You will be supervised by another Duke grad, Rob t]utchison 
who is the assistant editor and production assistant on the prc~iect. 

Our offices are at 307 W. Weaver Street in Carrboro - on the west side 
of Chapel Hill. You can work out of our offices and your abode in 
Durham It is a great opportuni~ for a resume builder and some 
legitimate experience in producing a documentary that will air all over 
the world. 

R obert Hutchison 
Advanced Medical Productions, Inc 
307 W. Weaver St 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
Office: (919). 933. 3553 

NcfiN~ mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.dnke.edu 
https://lists.aas.dnke.edn/mailmanilistinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:24 PM 

~emml.unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] Internship opportunity -- working on documentary production~ lbr Figure Eight Fihns/Advanced Medical Productious (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Wednesday, 6:17 PM -0500 

From: Hank Okazaki <hokazak@dnke.edu> 
To: "Fihn-video@aas.duke edu" <Film:,ddeo@aas.duke edu>, 
"ncfihn@aas.dnke edu" <ncfilm@aas dnke.edu> 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Internship opportum~ -- working on documentary 

productions, for Figure Eight Films/Advanced Medical Productions 

Figure Eight Films and Advanced Medical Productions have produced over 
100 programs ~2~r the Discovery Networks and National Geographic Channel 
and is run by a Duke graduate and adjunct professor at the UNC School of 
Journalism We are currently in production on one of our most important 
films about an unconscious medium from Brazil named John of God or Joao 
de Deus 

We need interns to assist us screening and logging footage, 
conducting research about associated topics and various other production 
activities. You will be supervised by another Duke grad, Rob t]utchison 
who is the assistant editor and production assistant on the prc~iect. 

Our offices are at 307 W. Weaver Street in Carrboro - on the west side 
of Chapel Hill. You can work out of our offices and your abode in 
Durham It is a great opportuni~ for a resume builder and some 
legitimate experience in producing a documentary that will air all over 
the world. 

R obert Hutchison 
Advanced Medical Productions, Inc 
307 W. Weaver St 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
Office: (919). 933. 3553 

NcfiN~ mailing list 

Ncfilm@aas.dnke.edu 
https://lists.aas.duke.edu/mailmanilistinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2004 5:23 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: [Fwd: Re: AFAM 76 Final Exam]] 

Dear Travis: I indicated that she could take it no later than the 10th. 
That you have scheduled her on this day is fine with me. Thanks much. I 
will see you on Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, November 30, 2004 3:20 PM -0500 Travis Gore 
<stgore @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi, 
So does that mean that Friday the lOth is out of the question? 

Thanks 

Travis 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [Fwd: Re: AFAM 76 Final Exam] 
Date: Tue, 30 Nov 2004 11:33:43 -0500 
From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.tmc.edu> 
To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 3, 2005 2:48 PM 

Robert Allen <rallen@email.unc.edu> 

Bobby Allen <rallen@unc.edu> 

Re: moviegoing in durham 

Dear Dr. Allen: Based on the prRiect proposed, I think you should 
definitely contact 
Durham, ’ 

I would also 
recommend that you contact those who owned the black funeral homes 
(Scarborough and Fisher Funeral Homes) since this is a family owned 
business and because the owners generally grew up in Durham, they have a 
long history and tradition. Many of the school teachers and administrators 
who are retired would also be good sources but I would have make some calls 
to get more specific information I will try to get back with you regarding 
these recommendations. Good luck on the prolect. My essay should be coming 
out soon but I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Friday, December 31, 2004 10:41 AM -0500 Robert Allen 

<raHen@email uric edu> wro be: 

Charlene, 
Happy New Year! 

I’m going to be teaching a graduate seminar next term on film and history 
I’m going to have the students do a small oral history project on memories 
ofmoviegoing in I)urham as an exercise. 

I thought I might use assisted living facilities as the basis for these 
projects, and I was wondering if you had aW suggestmns as to one that 
might be good to approach I’d be interested in identi(ying folks who 
grew up in I)urham in the 1930s and 1940s and who might be willing to talk 
about their experiences of movies and leisure in general for an hour or 
so 

If you have any thoughts, ideas, suggestions, I’d appreciate it! 

Thanks, 

Bobby 

Robelt C. Allen 
James Logan Godfrey Professor 
American Studies, History’, and Corc~mication Studies 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3520 
Chapel Hill, N.C., 27599-3520 
919-962-5165 



NEW 
FROM 

|| 

YOR" ,,\FR F! LM S 

A ~AST!:III>II:(!:       POLITI(AL FILI!III!IIAKIN~. 
-A.O. Scott, The New York Times 

-TLY II!:ALITIFIJ L:’ 
-Roger Ebert, The Chicago Sun Times 
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2004 
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SELECTION 
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Festival 
2004 

OFFICIAL 

SELECTION 
Chicago Film 

Festival 
2004 
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SELECTION 
Telluride Film 

Festival 
2004 

M aster director Sem bene’s enthralling and exhilarating portrayal of a courageous woman, one of the 
wives of a village tribesman,who offers protection to four young girls escaping the ancient African 

ceremony of female circumcision.Visually gorgeous, this powerful, compassionate and often 
surprisingly humorous film deals with issues of gender, power, custom and change. 

SENEGAL ¯ 2004 . 124 minso Color ¯ In Jula and French with English subtitles 

ALSO AVAI LABLE 
TH~ I~IAKIN~ OF 

MOOLAAD~ 
Directed by Samba Gadjigo 

2004 ! 25 ra ins ! Color 
VHS $195 purchase 

with public performance rights 



Heroism and Defiance in an African Village 
A.O. SCOTT 

T~e 
e Senegalese director Ousmane Sembene is routinely 
t~Ted to as the father of postcolonial African cinema, but 

e is a patriaJrch whose t,eminist sympathies have been 
evident from the beginmng. Throughout his caJceer, from "Black 
Girl" (1966), which is thought to be the first feature film ever made 
by a director from sub-Saha~an Africa, to "Faat Kme" (2000), he 
has frequently explored the hardships facing African women and 
their capacity for resilience and heroism. 

In his new film, "Moolaade," the women of a small village in 
Burkina Faso rebel against f~nale genital mutilation, a subject that 
may repel squearmsh viewers. ’II~at wotild be a shame, not only 
because of the intrinsic importance of the subject, but because to 
skip "Moolaade" would be to miss an opportunity to experience the 
embracing, affirming, m~ftd-chaJaging potential of hnmaxnist 
cinema at its finest. While he does not minimize pain and cruelty, 
neither does Mr. Sembene traffic in harshness or deb?air. And 
while this film is troubling, it is also infused with a remazkable 
buoyancy of spirit. It is, at heart, a strike movie - a kind of West 
African "No~Tna Rae" - with starthng (but entirely appropriate) 
elements of musical comedy blended in, all of it conveyed with an 
eye for the nuances of character and social life that is almost 
Chekovian. At 81, having organ~ed umons, ~,ritten novels and 
directed a handful of immortal films, Mr. Sembene surely has 
nothing left to prove, but "Moolaade" may well be his autumnal 
masterpiece - a rousingly political film that is a critique of 
traditional forms of authority and a celebration of the wa~mth and 
@namism of Afiican village life. 

The title refers to a protective sptiit invoked by Colld (Fatoumata 
Coulibaly), the fihn’s hero, when [bur young girls appeax on her 
doorstep seeking sanctuary.. Along with two others (who have 
disappea~:ed from the village altogether), the gifts have fled from a 
purification ceremoW that involves genital cutting, and as long as 
the Moolaade is in eff,ect, they cmmot be removed from the 
enclosed cluster of huts where their protector and her extended 
family live. Colld, the no-nonsense, pipe-smoking second wife of a 
village elder; is akeady regarded as something of a rebel, since she 
refused to allow her daughter; An~asatou (Salimata Traord), to 
undergo the procedure referred to in the subtitles as excision. 

The scaJcs on Colld’s belly testify to a childbirth made dangerous 
and traumatic by the after-effects of mutilation, and she is 
detem~ined to save her daughter from a similar fate, or a worse one. 
Her decision seems to have been tolerated as a personal foible and 
a matter for gossip. In sheltering other women’s daughters from the 
fearsome, red-robed priestesses who perform the ritual with small, 
red-handled kidves, she finds herself cast as a dangerous 
sa~bversive, accused of going against religious teactimgs and of 
threatening the social order of the village. 

"Moolaade" is certainly a potent and timely polemic against a 
custom that many Africans aJce turning against, but its dramatic 
richness comes from the generous, patient precision with which 
Mr. Sembene observes that social order in all its complex, 
sometimes contradictor}, aspects. His first shots survey the 
a~:chitectu~:e and geography of "the town and its households. 
~l~roughout the film he notes the details of woN, rest, domesticity 

axnd religious ritual that make up the daily routine in a place where 
small courtesies aze observed even when events taXe a violent, 
contentious turn. 

The society he depicts is self-enclosed, ruled by Muslim and pre- 
Islamic traditions, which are sTmbolized by the mosque and the 
spirit-possessed anthill that s ’tand side by side in the main square. 
But the village, Djerisso, is not entirely shut off from the outside 
woftd. The women, as they tend to their work and children, depend 
on their radios for news and distraction. The film’s plot is advanced 
by two semioutsiders, a peddler named Mercenary (Dominique T. 
Ze~da) and a chieftain’s son who has returned from France with 
crisp linen suits and crisper bazkknotes, which he passes om to the 
’dazzled villagers. 

These two men influence the outcome of Colld’s revolt, but the 
fihn, the second in a projected trilogy that 1Vh: Sembene had said 
was devoted to "heroisrn in daily lira," locates that quality squa:rely 
with Colld and the women who join her cause. "Moolaade" tells a 
satisfying, accessible story, complete with detestable villains, brave 
heroes, suspense, intrigue and a finale that will bring tears of 
amazement to your eyes. The movie encompasses horror and 
heartbreak withom sacrificing its basic, tough-nmnded optimism. It 
also dramal~es, with a kind of clarity I have rarely seen on film, 
how a society can change from withnl, how even well-intentioned 
authority can become cruel and corrupt, and above all, how a 
single, stubborn act of reflexive resistance can alter the shape of the 
woftd. "Moolaade" illuminates the agoines of women in some paJrts 
of Africa, but rather than asking you to pi~ them in their plight, it 
leaves you envying their bravery and admiring their resolve. 

MOOLAADE 
Written (in Jula~ with English subtitles) ~s~d directed by Ousm~s~e Sembene; 
director of photography, Dominique Gentil; edited by Abdellatif Raiss; 
mnsic by Bonc~a Ma~ga; ~a’t director, Joseph Kpobly; released by New 
Ybrker Films. Running thne: 124 minutes. This film is not rated. 

WITtI: Fatoumata Coulibaly (Colla Ardo Gallo Sy), Maimouna Halane 
Dia~ra (Hadjatou), Salimata ~I~aora (Amasatou), Dominique % Zeida 
(Mercen~’), M~t~ Compaora (Doyenne) and Aminata Dao (Alima Ba). 

Available for rental in VHS and 35mm to nontheatrical customers. All bookings subject to theatrical approval. 

CALL NEW YORKER FILMS TOLL FREE: ~-877-2z~7-62oo 
85 Fifth Avenue, ~th floor, New York, NY ~ooo3 . Tel: (212) 645-46oo ¯ Fax: (21.2) 645-3232 ¯ nontheatrical@newyorkerfilms.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 31, 2005 1:38 PM 

danyele@meta] ab.unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] FW: Documentary Happening Call tbr Submissions (t~¥d) 

.......... For~varded Message .......... 
Date: Sunday, January 30, 2005 1 : 19 AM +0000 
From: Neb Rodgers ~ ~juno.com> 

To: ncfilm@aas duke.edu, @netscape net 
Subject: [Ncfilm] FW: Documentai~’ Happening Call for Submissions 

.... Original Message Follows .... 
From: Lynn McKnight <llm@duke.edu> 

To: llm@duke.edu 
Subject: Documentary tlappening (;all :for Submissions 
[)abe: Tue, 18 Jan 2005 09:59:43 -05(;0 

NINWf I ANNUAL D()CUMt*;NTARY HAPP[gNING 

Call for Submissions 
Submission I)eadline: February 9, 2005 

Happening Dates: March 4-6, 2005 

’]?he tlappening, presented by the Center for Documentary Studies (CDS) at 
Duke UniversW with support from the I)uke Program in Fihn/Video/Digibel, 
~s a community :festival where documentary artists come together to see and 
discuss work, to learn and be inspired. Taking place March 4-6 at CDS and 
on Duke’s East Campus, the tlappening has expanded this year to include 
audio programming. We encourage experienced documentary artists as well as 
those with first-time projects or class projects to submit their film, 
video, or audio work New this year, we will offer each individual who 
submits work that is not selected ]2~r presentation in tlappening programming 
the chance to meet with a documentary artist to discuss the submitted work 
And remember--your submission :fee covers your Happening pass. 

For more infom~ation, including subruission guidelines and a submission form 
available for downloading, check the Web at 

http :i/cds.aas. duke. edu/events&appening.html. 

Now- in the CDS On-Line Multimedia Gallery 
(<http ://cds.aas.d~tke. edv.’exhib itsimultimedia.html>http ://cds.aas.duke. edu/ 
exhibits/rrmltiraedia.htral>) 

Video: "Gallery Tour with Tone StockenstrOm" and "Lehman Brady Lecture by 
Allan Gurganus" 

Slide Show-s: "History of the Lyndhurst House" and "Youth Noise Network 
Broadcast at WXDU" 

The Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University is located at 1317 W. 
Pettigrew Street, Durham, NC 27705. Gallery hours are Monday-Thursday, 9 
a.m.-7 p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.ru.; Sartaday, 11 a.m.- 4 p.m.; and Sunday, 
1-5 p.ru. For more inl’ormation, call 919-660-3663, e-mail: 
docstudies@duke.edu, or go to the Web site at -htt~:i/cds.aas.duke.edu. 

Lynn McKnight 
Associate Director for Programs and Communications 
Center for Documentai~’ Studies at Duke University 
1317 W Pettigre~v Street 
Durham, NC 27705 
919-(~0-3663 
919-681-7600 (f~x) 
http://cds.aas.duke.edu 

Speed up your surfing ~vith Juno SpeedBand. 
Now includes pop-up blocker! 
Only $14.95imonth -visit http://wwwjunocom/surfto sign up today’. 

Ncfihn mailing list 
Ncfihn@aas.duke.edu 
https://lists aas.duke edu/maihnan/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 31, 2005 1:38 PM 

danyele@meta] ab.unc.edu 

[Ncfilm] Fw: NC Fihn Hot Sheet! (t~¥d) 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Sunday, January 30, 2005 1:01 AM +0000 
From: Neb Rodgers < ~juno.com> 

To: ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Fw: NC Film Hot Sheet’. 

.... Original Message Follows .... 

From: NC Film Office <nclis@nccotmnerce.com> 
Reply-To: nclist@nccommerce.com 

To: "NC Film Commission Hot Sheet!" <hotsheet@nclist.com> 
Subject: NC Film Hot Sheet! 
Date: Sun, 23 Jan 2005 22:d6:01 -0500 

North Carolina Film Office Hot Sheet 

We do not have aW information on casting, auditions or talent All 
of the informatinn that we have on the following projects will appear 
belo~v. 

FORI~SIGI IT 

Start Date: March 2005 
Fihning Area(s): Raleigh 
Additinnal Information: An independent feature with a wide range nf roles, 
including a black female detective (35~45 yrs); white male psychic (25-35 
yrs). Send headshots to Dag~pe Films; PO Box 17226; Raleigh, NC 27619 

1N ONE DAY 

Start Date: Mid-Febmau through June 2005 
Filming Area(s): Greensboro 
Additional Information: Non-union crew needed for a ll-tr DV drama 

Info: sfe@soloflightent.com 

INTERWOVEN 

Start Date: Pre-production in progress 
Filming Area(s): Charlotte 
Production Company Fax: (704) 343-0250 
Additional Inforruation: Independent film froru Errmlsion Arts, Charlotte. 
Director: Joanne Hock; Producer: Doug Adams. 
See: http://~wzw.textilefilms.com2 for crew/cast needs. 

OL~2ER DARK 

Start Date: Autar~m 2004 - Spring 2005 
Filming Area(s): Western NC 
Additional Information: Indie based on Cormac McCarthy novel 
"Outer Dark." 
Accepting resumes & headshots for actors of all types & experience; crew 
positions also considered. 
Contact: Outer Dark, 14 Reynolds Rd.; Asheville, NC 28806. 
e-mail: phiphenom@msn corn 

Start Date: July 16 - into 2005 
Filming Area(s): Wilmington 
Additional Information: This Warner Eros network series is in its second 
season of production at ELf/Screen Gems Studios. 

"NORTH CAROLINA, discover the state you’re in" 

http:/iwww ncfilm.com 



Speed up your surfing with Juno SpeedBand 
Now includes pop-up blocker! 
Only $14.95imonth -visit http://~w,~v.iuno.com/suffto sign up today! 

Ncfilm mailing list 
Ncfilm@aas.duke.edu 
https:i/lists.aas duke.edu/mailman/listinfo/ncfilm 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 31, 2005 3:51 PM 

danyele@metalab.unc, edu 

[Ncfilm] Todd Berliner to Speak on "How Movies Construct Space" (fwd) 

[Ncfilm] Todd Berliner to Speak on ’How Movies Construct Space’.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Monday, January 31, 2005 2:15 PM -0500 
From: Todd Berliner <berlinert@uncw.edu> 
To: NCfilm Email List <ncfilm@aas.duke.edu> 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Todd Berliner to Speak on "How Movies Construct Space" 

Todd Berliner to Speak at UNCW’s Moviemaker and Film Studies Lecture Series 
"How Movies Construct Space" 

The Department of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina at 
Wilmington presents Associate Professor Todd Berliner, Friday, February 11, 

at 2:30 P.M. in Morton Hall’s Bryan Auditorium on the UNCW campus. 

Movies trick us into thinking we are seeing something that exists. 
Although the places we see when watching a movie are not really there, our 
brain often responds to such places as though they were. Why are our 
brains so easily fooled, especially since movie space is so different from 
space in the real world? Movies cut up space into fragments, whereas the 
real world is continuous and complete. When watching a movie, our 
perspective changes with each separate shot, often in extreme ways; nothing 
so drastic occurs in the real environment. Movie images are two 
dimensional, whereas we see the real world in 3-D. Professor Bediner’s 
talk will show that the brain uses the same tools for making sense of film 
space that it does for making sense of space in the environment. Our 
ability to understand movie space is not learned, as most film scholars 
think; the ability is innate and automatic. Cinema’s conventions of space 
construction evolved in the ways they did because the human brain evolved 
in the way it did. 
Todd Bediner is Associate Professor and Chair of the Film Studies 
Department. He earned his Ph.D. from the University of California at 
Berkeley in 1996. His scholarly articles cover such subjects as the use of 
songs in cinema, movie sequels, Raging Bull’s visual style, and movie 
dialogue, and they appear in such publications as Film Quarterly, the 
Journal of Film and Video, Cinema Journal, and Style. His current research 
project deals with the relationship between film and human cognition. 

This event is free and open to the public. 

For more information on the Friday Moviemakers Series or to receive email 
notices of our upcoming events, visit the Film Studies Department website 
at http://www.uncw.edu/filmstudies. You may also contact us at 
filmstudies@uncw.edu or 910-962-7502. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Todd Befliner <beflinert@uncw.edn> 

Monday, January 31,2005 2:15 PM 

NCfilm EmaJl List <ncfilm@aas.duke.edu> 

[Ncfilm] Todd Befliner to Speak on "How Movies Construct Space" 

ATT00001 .c 

Todd Berliner to Speak at UNCW’s Mo~Jemaker and Film Studies Lecture Series 
"How Movies Const~act Space" 

The Department of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina at Wihnington pre~nts Associate Prot~ssor Todd Befliner, Friday, February 11, at 2:30 P.M. in 
Morton Hall’s Bryan Anditorium on the IYNCW campus. 

Movies trick us into thi~:ing we are seeing something that exists. Although the places we see when watching a tnovie are not reaJlly there, our brain often responds to 

such places as though they were. Why are our brains so easily tooled, especially since movie space is so different from space in the real world? Movies cut up space 

into fragtnent~ whereas the rea~ world is continuous and complete. When watching a movie, our perspective changes with each separate shot, often in extreme ways; 

nothing so drastic occurs in the real enviro~m~ent. Movie images are two dimensional, whereas we see the rea2l world in 3-D. Professor Befliner’s taJlk will show that the 

brain rises the same tools for making sense of film space that it does for making sense of space in the enviroranent. Our abili~ to unde~tand movie space is not learned, 

as most film scholars think; the ability is immte and automatic. Cinema’s conventions of space construction evolved in the ways they did because the hnman brain 

evolved in the way it did. 

Todd Befliner is Associate Prot~ssor and Chair of the Film Studies Depa~ment. He earned his Ph.D. from the University of Calitbrnia at Berkeley in 1996. ttis 

scholarly articles cover such subjects as the use of songs in cinema, movie seqnels, Raging Bnll’s visnal fftyle, and movie dialogue, and they appeax in such publications 

as Film Quarterly, the Journal of Film and Video, Cinema Journal, and Style. ttis current research project deals with the relationship between tilm mad human cognition. 

This event is free and open to the public. 

For more intbnnation on the Friday Moviemakers Series or to receive ema~l notices of our upcoming events, visit the Fihn Studies Depart~nent website at http://~-.uncw.edu/fihns~mdies. 
You ~nay also contact us at .t_]_l__r__n_~_-t!_~__d_i__e_~@__%~__c_~,_:_e_d_u- or 910- 962- 7502. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 31, 2005 3:51 PM 

danyele@meta] ab.nnc.edu 

[Ncfilm] FW: [Filmpub] Johnny (kiffin to Speak on "The Role of the Fihn Commission in the Film & Television Indust~"’ (tivd) 

[Ncfilm] FW [Filmpub] Johnny Griffin to Speak on ’The Role of the Film Commission in the Fihn & Television Industu’.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Monday, January 31, 2005 2:15 PM -0500 

From: Todd Berliner <berlinert@uncw.edu> 
To: NCfilm [~mail List <ncfilm@aas.duke.edu> 
Subject: [Ncfilm] FW: [Filmpub] JohnW Griffin to Speak on "The Role of’the 
Film Commissinn in the Film & Television Industry" 

Johnny Griffin to Speak at UNCW’s Mi~viemaker and Film Series 

"The Role of the Film Commission in the Film & Television Industry" 

The Department of Film Studies at the Umversity of North Carolina at 
Wilmington present~s Film Commissioner Johnny Gri~’fin, Friday, February 11, 
2005 at 1:00-2:15. in Morton Hall’s Bryan Auditorium on the UNCW campus. 
]k/Ix. Griffin has been the Director of the Wilmington Regional Film 

Commission, Inc for the past five years. He will talk about how the 
Wilmington film commission originated and has evolved. Because it is a 
crucial time for filmmakmg in Wilmington and the region, 2~. Griffin will 
also discuss the challenges and prospects the industry faces in the time 
ahead. 
Prior to becoming the Director of the Wilmington Regional Film Corcanission, 
Inc. in 2000, Mr. Griffin successfully worked as a Location Manager in the 
film and television industly for 14 years. His work was not only in North 
Carolina, but in South Carolina, Georgia, Texas, Louisiana and AI~rica. His 
list of credits include the films, CRIMES OF THE HEART, GLORY, RAMBLING 
ROSE, D~E HARD WITH A VENGEANCE, ACE VENTURA -- \~ff~EN NATI~,E CALLS, 28 DAYS 
and the television series MATLOCK. He is currently a member of the 
Association of Film Corcanissioncrs International and a Board Member of Film 
U.S. Prior to moving to Wilmington in 1985 to pursue a career in the fihn 
industry, he attended the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and 
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Radio, Television, and Motion 
Pictures. 

This event is free and open to the public. 

For more imformation on the Friday Moviemakers Series or to receive email 
notices of our upcoming events, visit the Film Studies Department website 
at http://wuav.ur~cw, edu/fihnstudies. You may also contact us at 

filmstudies@ur~cw.edu or 910-962-7502. 

Denise Harrelson 

UNCW Film Studies Department 

910-962-7502 

www uncw.edu/filmstudies <http://~vww.uncw edu/filmstudies> 

Filmpub mailing list 
Filmpub@lists.uncw edu 
http ://lists.uncw. edu/mailman/listinfo/fihnpub 

...... End of Forwarded Message 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

Todd Befliner <beflinert@uncw.edu> 

Monday, Jmmary 31,2005 2:15 PM 

NCfilm EmaJl List <ncfilm@aas.duke.edu> 

[Ncfilm] I~W: [Fihnpub] Johm~y Griffin to Spealc on "The Role of the Film Commission in the Fihn & Television Industry" 

ATT00001 .c 

Johnny Griff’m to Speak at UNCW’s Moviemaker and Film Series 

"The Role of the Film Commission in the Film & Television industry" 

The Department of Film Studies at the Universi~ of North Carolina at Wilmington presents Film Cormnissioner Jobamy Griffin, Friday, 
February l 1, 2005 at 1:00-2:15. in Morton Hall’s Bryan Auditorium on the UNCW campus. 

Mr. Griffin has been the Director of the Wilmington Regional Film Conmfission, Inc. for the past five years, tie ~vill talk about how the 
Wilmington film commission originated and has evolved. Because it is a crucial time for fihnmaking in Wilmington and the region, Mr. 
Griffin will also discuss the challenges and prospects the industry faces in the time ahead. 

Prior to becoming the Director of the Wilmington Regional Film Commission, Inc. in 2000, Mr. Griffin successfully worked as a Location 
Manager in the film and television industry for 14 years, ttis work was not only in North Carolina, but in South Carolina, Georgia, Texas, 
Louisiana and Africa. His list of credits include the films, CR~dES OF THE HEART, (~LORY, RAA~BL[:VG ROSE, DIE HARD 14ZITH A 
VE_)VGEANCE, ACE VE_)VTUtM g/tiEN ~\~4TURE CALLS, 28 DAt~ and the television series 5dAIZOCI£ He is currently a member of 
the Association of Film Cotranissioners International and a Board Member of Film U.S. Prior to moving to Wilmington in 1985 to pursue a 
career in the fthn industry, he attended the l Jniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Radio, 
Television, and Motion Pictures. 

This event is free and open to the public. 

For more information on the Friday Moviemakers Series or to receive email notices of our upcoming events, visit the Fihn Studies 
Department website at http:/iw~v.uncw.edu/filmstudies. You may also contact us at filmstndies(~iAmcw.edu or 910-962-7502. 

Denise Harrelson 

UNCW Film Studies Department 

9 10-962-7502 

www.uncw.edu/filmstudies<http:i/www.uncw.edu/filmstudies> 

FiiKpub mailing list 

Filmpub@lJ sts. uno,~, edu 

http://lists, unc,*,, eduimaJ ]man/]istJ nfoifJ ] mpub 

End of ~o[~arded Message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:39 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] Full Frame DocumentaW Film FestivaJ Intbmmtion (tiYd) 

[Ncfilm] Full Frmne Document~w Film Feslival Informalion.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Tuesday, 1:22 PM -0500 

From:        ~aol corn 
To: fi[m-video@aas.duke.edu, ncfilm@aas.duke edu, mj2@lists.ncsu.edu, 
Filmsociety24@ahoo.com, fvfac@aas.duke edu, jesse patronewerdiger@duke edu 
Subject: [Ncfilm] Full Frame Documentary Film Festival Information 

Come see Martin Scorsese pay tribute to Italian filmmaker Vittorio De Seta 
at the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival! From             over 100 
documentary films will be shown in downtown Durham, including many Academy 
Award nominated features and shorts[ (Saturday,        4 pm, Carolina 
Theatre; also, 2m Evening with Martin Scorsese at 7:30 pm) 
Also this year, Ken and Ric Burns will be presented with Career Awards fi~r 
their work on historically centered documentary films such as Baseball, ’]’he 
Civil War, and Jazz (among man?" others! ). The program will feature sneak 
previews of the filmmakers’~?? most recent work Ken Burns will share clips 
of his World War II project, and Ric Burns will reveal bits of his current 
film projects on playwright Eugene Oa??Neill and artist Andy Warhol. Over 
the course of the weekend, Full Frame will also be screening some of our 
favorite films by the two filrmnakers including Ken Burns~??s Frank Lloyd 
Wright and Ric Burns~??s The Donner Party. (Friday,           7:30 PM, 
Carolina Theatre) Dong?’.’t miss this awesome opportunity! Individual 
movie tickets available, as well as festival passes! 

* *For a full schedule of films, showy times (subj ect to change), ticketing 
details, and venue specifics visit www.fullframefest.org ** STUDENT 
DISCOLFNTS AVAILABLE 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

~aol.com 

Tuesday, March 22, 2005 1:22 PM 

flm-video@aas.duke.edu; ncfilm@aas.duke.edu; mj2@lists.ncsu.edu; Filmsocieiy24@ya]~oo.com; t~Tfiac@aas.duke.edu; 

j esse.patronewerdiger@duke.edu 

[Ncfilm] Full Frame Documentary Fihn Fes~tival Information 

ATT00001 .c 

Come see Martin Scorsese pay tribute to Italian filmmaker Vittorio De Seta at the Full Frame Documentmy Fihn Festival! From April 7 10, over 100 docnmentmy 

films roll be shown in downtown Durhan~, including many Academy Award nominated features and shorts! (Saturday, April 9, 4 pm, Carolina Theatre; also, An 
Evening ruth Martin Scorse~ at 7:30 pm) 

AI~ this year, Ken and Ric Bums will be presented with Caxeer Awards for their work on his~torically centered documentary films such as Baseball, The Civil 14~’ar, 

and Jazz (among many others!). The program will t~ature sneak previews of the filmmakers most recent work. Ken Bums will share clips of his World Wax II project, 

and Pdc Bums will reveal bits of his current film projects on playwright Eugene ONeill and artist Andy Warhol. Over the cour~ of the weekend, Full Frame will also be 

screening so~ne of our favorite films by the two filmmake~s including Ken Bumss Frank Lloyd lVright and Pdc Bumss The Donner Party. (Friday. April 8 7:30 PM, 

Carolina Theatre) 

Dont miss this awesome oppormniu! Individual ~novie tickets available, as well as festival l~sses! 

**For a full schedule offihns, show ti~nes (subject to change), ticketing details, and ve~me specifics visit ~wwv.fullfiumefes~t.om ** STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
AVAILABLE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:13 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

[Ncfilm] "Music farm "the Inside Out" in Caxy (fwd) 

[Ncfihn] ’Music from the Inside Out’ in Caxy.msg 

.......... Forwarded Message .......... 
Date: Friday, 2:50 PM 

From: lisa@duke.edu 
To: fvt’ac@aas.duke.edu, film-video@aas duke.edu, Ncfilm@aas.duke edu 
Sut~ject: [Ncfilm] "Music from the Inside Out" in 

Starting Iune 24th fi)r two weeks only 
Gala.’e)~ Cinema, 770 Cary Towne Blvd., Cary, NC 

For showtimes, call theatre box olTice: (919) 463-9989 
For group sales information, call (919) 607-6124 

I?m writing to introduce you to an extraordinary new documentary film, 
"Music from the Inside Out," which will be playing at the Galaxy Cinema in 
(;at.),, NC beginning June 24th The movie has been screened at festivals 
around the world to great acclaim and had its world premiere theatrical 
engagement in Philadelphia in late April with unprecedented success. The 
film is actually still playing there after more than two months, and many 
audience members have returned more than once to see the film. The movie 
will be released nationally beginning this Fall, so you have the 
opportunity to see it before it opens in New York and other major cities! 
The film is an exploration of the role music plays in all of our lives, 
told entirely tl~ough the voices of the musicians of The Philadelphia 
Orchestra. Unprecedented in its scope and approach, the film allows 
audiences, for the first time, to see and understand what life is like for 
those who live and breathe music. This film will open your eyes and take 
you on a magical journey. And you will leave the theater with a renewed 
appreciation for the power of music itself and its role in all of our 
lives. 

Directed by Oscar-nominated filrcanaker Daniel Ankel, it?s an inspiring and 
entertaining film that is truly geared towards music lovers of all kinds. 
To view a trailer, learn more about the film, and read testimonials from 
those who have seen it, please visit the website at www.mftio.cora. One 
final note -- our marketing strategy for the film is based on positive word 
of mouth from those who have seen it. So please, after you’ve viewed the 
filrr~ re-visit the site, share your thoughts, and then email or phone your 
friends to let them know about the experience. I’ve attached a copy 
of our flyer as well that you can post or forward to friends and colleagues 
whom you think may be interested in the film (along with this e-mail). We 
hopeto see you at the movies! Thanks velN much, andtake care. JoshGreen 
Director of Marketing Emerging Pictures 212-245-6767 
j osh@emergingpictur es. corn 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ncfilm- bounces@aas.duke.edu on behalf of 

lis~duke.edu 

Friday, June 17, 2005 2:51 PM 

tiAhc@a~s.duke.edu; film-video@aas.duke.edu; Ncfihn@aas.duke.edn 

[Ncfilm] "Music frown the Inside Out" in Cary 

Starting June 24th for m,o weeks only 
Galaxy Cinema, 770 Ca~ Towne Blvd., CaW, NC 

For sho~imes, call theatre box office: (919) 463-9989 
For group sales information, call (919) 607-6124 

I’m writing to introduce yon to an extraordinaxy new documentaay film, "Mnsic room the Inside Out," which will be playing at the Galaxy Cinema in CAD’, NC beginning 

June 24th. The movie has been screened at festivals around the world to great acclaim and had its world premiere theatrical engagement in Philadelphia in late April 

with unprecedented success. The film is actually still playing there after more than two month~ and many audience nrembers have returned more than once to see the 

film. The movie will be released nationally beginning this Fall, ~ yon have the opportunity to see it beti~re it opens in New York and other major cities! 

The film is an exploration of the role music plays in all of our lives, told entirely through the voices of the musicians of The Philadelphia Orches~tm. Unprecedented in its 

scope and approach, the fihn allows audiences, for the firs~t time, to see and understand what life is like for those who live and breathe music. This film roll open your 

eyes and take you on a magical journey. And you will leave the theater with a renewed appreciation tbr the power of music itself and its role in all of our lives. 

Directed by Oscar-nominated filmmaker Daniel Anker, it’s an inspiring and entertaining film that is truly geared towaxds music lovers of all kinds. To view a trailer, learn 

more about the film, and read testimonials from those who have seen it, please visit the website at w~-.mf[io.com. 

One final note -- our marketing strategy tbr the film is based on posifive word of mouth tix3m those who have seen it. So please, after you’ve viewed the film, re-visit the 

site, share your thoughts, and then email or phone your friends to let them know abx~ut the experience. I’ve attached a copy ofonr flyer as well that you can post or 
tbrward to fiJends mad colleagues whom you think may be interested in the film (along with this e-mail). 

We hope to see you at the movies! Thanks very mucl~ and take care. 

Josh Green 

Director of Marketin~ 
Emerging Pictares 

212-245-6767 

i osh(c~emergingpictures.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Jnly 5, 2005 10:46 AM 

Ina Hark @bellsouth.net> 

Re: contracks mailed 

Dear Ina: Yes, I received the contracts by mail and returned them today. 
You should receive them on Thursday or toward the end of the week I will 
be in touch regarding the progress of my essay Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

--On Wednesday, June 29, 2005 7:28 PM -0400 Ina Hark 
wrote: 

~bellsouth net> 

I’ve put this in a cover letter inside the envelope with your contract, 
but in case it’s more convenient for you to access it via email, here it 
is. 

Dear 1930s Screen Decades Contributor: 

Enclosed are two copies of your contract with Rutgers University Press. 
Please sign both copies and fill in the requested information as soon as 
possible. Then mail both copies back to me a~ 

I ~vill then forward all the completed contracts to 
Rutgers UP, and the?’ will return one countersigned copy to you for your 
records. 

I’m sotO’ these were delayed. 

All the best, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 6, 2005 12:48 PM 

Mia Mask <mimask@vassar.edu> 

Re: Black American Cinema II 

Dear Maa: Currently, I am making progress on my essay. I will folavard my 
essay by the early part of next week. I just ~vant to revie~v a few more 
times before I send VVhen I forward, I will send a copy by email attachment 
and then forward a hard cop?’ as well Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, July 05, 2005 7:51 PM -0400 Maa Mask <mimask@vassar.edu> 
wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

I hope you had a great Foulth of July I trust it was restful. 

I am e-mailing to follow up on your progress. I do realize I did not 
send you the draft I edited Unfortunately, I discarded that copy after 
our phone conversation and was not able to retrieve it However, I gave 
you most of my comments over the phone As you know we’re ~vorking to~vard 
an early July deadline (before the middle of the month). That simply 
means that I would like the junior scholars (Terri Francis, Jackie 
Stewart, Michael Gillespie, Keith Harris, Paula Massood) to send me a 
revised versiuns of their work befure the middle uf the munth 

’]’he senior schulars (Machele Wallace, Charlie Musser, Ed Guerrero, Bob 
Stare) are sending me their wurk by mid-July. Let me knuw huw you are 
doing and if I can be uf assistance I’ve been talking with Fred Veith 
at Ruutledge and they are very excited abuut our prugress with this 
anthulugy. 

Best, 
Mia 

Mia Mask, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor uf Film 
Department uf Drama and Film 
Vassar College 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604 
(845) 437-5244 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 8, 2005 12:18 PM 

~highstream.net 

Birth of aNation Essay 

Bi(thofaNation,NYU, Summer2005.doc 

Dear Blanche: Summer School finally ended and I am now back to work I am 
twing to edit quite a few essays and book chapters since I have to go to 
Chicago t2ae first week of August. Therefore, I ~vill forward my ~vork as I 
complete each piece Attached is an essay that I had to revise. Hopefully, 
I made most of the necessaW changes. Since I was informed of the changes 
by phone, I don’t have an exact list before me but I will attempt to 
reconstuct: 

1 ) In the first part of essay get to the main point; I keep saying what I 
intend to examine without actually doing so; the first part is in passive 
w~ice and needs to be in active voice; 

2) Establish more clearly why this important 

3) Explain what I mean by horror film genre 

I attempted to do much of this. In fact, I think it is fairly well done and 
should not require an extensive edit You can let me know what you think. 
Please review whenever you have a chance. They indicated that I still have 
more time What I would like to do is to forward a decent copy and I am 
certain that once the?" send it offto the publisher, they will probably 
require additional changes later. Thanks much for your assistance and I 
will be m touch. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Black Monstrosity and White Victimization: 

The Birth of a Nation as a Horror Film 

{PAGE } 

Contemporary spectators frequently return to early cinematic representations to 

revisit the past as these representations provide the historical contexts for understanding 

films produced in a later period and to inform discussions and debates surrounding 

significant issues that continue to persist as in the case of racial representations. Thus, 

The Birth of a Nation (1915), produced by David Lewelyn Wark Griffith, continues to be 

re-examined for what it contributes to historical cinematic representations, for how it 

impels cinema aesthetics, and for how it solidifies racial representations on screens. 

While numerous scholars have re-examined The Birth of a Nation, there is a glaring void 

in the study of the film’s construction as a horror film. 

In fact, a fe~v film scholars have hinted at The Birth of a Nation’s association with 

horror but only in a limited manner and have not provided an in-depth critique of how" the 

film conforms to the horror film genre. For example, James Snead implies that 7he Birth 

of a Nation’ s "movement from order to chaos and back to restored order resembles the 

structure typically found in horror or disaster movies.’’1 Jane Gaines similarly classifies 

the film as horror in her assessment that, "Interracial sexuality in 7he Birth of a Nation 

thus represented a come-on as well as a terror, almost as though the producers were 

trying to formulate unformulated and amorphous fears as one might do in the design of a 

horror film.’’2 Manthia Diawara contends that in 7he Birth of a Nation, Gus’s stalking of 

his victim resembles the horror film genre.3 Susan Courtney observes that "While 

Griffith’s melodramas typically insert a male character in the rescuer position, the 



{PAGE } 

emphasis on the condition of the suffering woman and the rhyming of her ’intense 

excitement’ with the spectator’s make her, I think, somewhat comparable to (a distant 

ancestor of?) the slasher film’s final girl.’’4 It is these assertions among other inquiries 

that provided the impetus for the present investigation which seeks to deconstruct the 

film--this time as a horror film or a film that evolves out of the horror film genre, it is of 

note that while the film is not a horror film literally, it serves as a metaphor for reading 

the film as horrific or as belonging to the horror film genre. 

Reading or re-interpreting The Birth of a Nation as a horror film will add to the 

existing body of literature in addition to forcing contemporaD, spectators to view this film 

from a much broader perspective. Moreover, reading the film in this manner will attempt 

to assess why it remains incessantly offensive as well as how Griffith constructed the 

monstrosity of race. Certainly, contemporary spectators are disturbed by the film’s racial 

politics and in order to better understand how and why they are annoyed by film’s 

representation of race, perhaps examining the film as one that employs horror film 

characteristics will ser~,e to better explain the strategies that Griffith may have employed 

to arouse the passions and invigorate the tensions of spectators both then and well as 

nOW. 

Three Components Unique to the Horror Film Genre 

In order to examine the central premise of how 7he Birth of a Nation conforms to 

the horror film genre, this essay will investigate The Birth of a Nation’s techniques or 

strategies that are similar to those generally thought of as being unique to the horror film 



{PAGE } 

genre. For the purposes of this examination, the horror film genre refers to films that 

exhibit characteristics associated with what Ken Gelder broadly defined as the rhetorics 

of horror and that constitute what is characterized as evil and monstrous.5 Thus, three 

components &the horror film genre as adopted by The B#’th of a Nation include: (a) the 

female as victim; (b) the black male as monster; and (c) the fear-factor (interchangeably 

used throughout this study with the words "horror" and "terror") conveyed visually and 

textually, and resulting in the creation and provocation of hysterical violent response. 

Griffith lured his spectators into acceptance of a racialist position through the evocation 

of fear - the third and dominant ingredient of the horror film genre. In fact, he managed 

to evoke fear by overwriting these attributes on a racially and sexually-charged text. 

Doing so, encouraged whites to identify with the film’s heroes, who led valiant and 

vigilant struggles to reclaim the (white) South, while blacks sought identification with the 

film’s villains, ~vho were vilified by the (white) South. The film’s white spectators were 

pitted both against the North and against blacks, who thus became the anti-heroes, to be 

feared. Griffith’s strategy succeeded in forcing black spectators (and some whites) to 

proj ect an "oppositional gaze,’’6 and this was transformed into mobilized action off the 

screen, resulting in the most vigorous battles waged in film history to prevent the 

exhibition of a motion picture. It was with the production of this picture that Griffith 

revealed his as well as, Thomas Dixon’s (author ~vhose novel, The Clansman, provided 

the basis for the picture), own deep-seated psychological views, that also played upon the 

psychological constructi ons of race and sex in the white and black imagination, eli citing 

accolades from bl~ve, heroic ~vhite spectators, and public condemnation from dastardly, 

scary blacks. It is this fear promulgated by The Birth of a Nation that provides the basis 



{PAGE } 

for this examination. It is of note that on the surface, the film does not necessarily appear 

to conform to all the characteristics unique to horror films, but when The Birth of a 

Nation is deconstructed, it becomes clear that Griffith’s rewrite of history was 

accomplished by invoking techniques associated with this genre and therefore, it is 

necessary to establish the filmmaker’s early association with the genre. 

D. W. Griffith’s Association with Horror Film Production 

The period in which 7he Birth of a Nation was produced was early in the 

development of the horror film genre as the production of horror films reportedly began 

with Tod Browning’s Dracula (1931),7 many years after Griffith’ s The Birth of a Nation 

(1915). Yet Griffith had established an early relationship with Browning, one of the 

progenitors of this genre. According to David Skal, Browning was introduced to Gfiffith, 

a fellow Kentuckian, who offered him an acting role as an undertaker in a two-reel 

comedy, Scenting a Terrible Crime (1913).s That the two met in this early period and that 

Browning would become one of the early producers of horror films in American cinema, 

certainly stands to suggest that they may have been influenced by each other. Added to 

this, Griffith also may have been aware of the production of horror films in view of the 

fact that such films had been introduced in Germany, Hungary, and France in a much 

earlier period and that American filmmakers were certainly aware of techniques 

employed in cinemas in other parts of the world.9 Not only was Griffith influenced by 

this genre but Thomas Dixon, as well may have been influenced by this genre given that 

he had been ingratiated into the theatrical word and was aware of the existence of the 



{PAGE } 

horrific on stage. It is then conceivable that both Griffith and Dixon were aware of this 

burgeoning genre that stood to influence their collaborative work when they produced 

7he Birth of a Nation.1° Even more so, perhaps Griffith subconsciously applied the horror 

technique to the production of his picture, as the introduction of this technique paralleled 

his conscious decision to construct blackness as horrific. 

The Birth of a Nation Embodies the Three Components 

Unique to the Horror Film Genre 

Conforming to the horror film genre, The Birth of a Nation (a) positioned white 

women as victims, (b) constructed a monster represented in the image of the black male 

rapist; and (c) created fear among both black and white spectators. 

The White female as victim 

That the female (and in particular the white female) is frequently positioned as a 

victim in the horror film genre is affirmed by Karen Hollinger. According to Hollinger, 

¯ ,,11 "Classic monster films ... position women as victims of the monster’s aggression. 

Thus, in The Birth of a Nation both Elsie and Flora (white females) assume the position 

of victims. For example, as Elsie resists Silas Lynch’s (mulatto character) marriage 

proposals and implied sexual desires, Flora resists the sexual lustfulness of her alleged 

black rapist, Gus. 

Further supporting this position that the female is constructed as a victim in the 

horror film genre, one critic observes, "the killer is with few exceptions recognizably 

human and distinctly male.., his victims are mostly women, often sexually free and 
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always young and beautiful ones." 12 Certainly, in The Birth of a Nation both Flora and 

Elsie conforms to the criteria of representing youth and beauty as implied by the 

standards unique to this historical period. Moreover, that they are pursued to be 

victimized further demonstrates how the film conforms to this genre. Manthia Diawara 

contends that in the GusiFlora attack, "Being watched unawares here connotes not the 

lures of voyeurism and exhibitionism, but danger, and equates Gus, intertextually, with 

the unseen danger that stalks the innocent in many thrillers and horror movies."13 Thus, 

the white female’s victimization is rendered visible then in the fact that she is stalked by 

her attacker; an act that attests to her innocence, as the victim of an attack. 

Reducing the female victim to the body is further demonstrative of how the 

female is victimized in the horror film genre and how The Birth of a Nation conforms to 

this genre. In fact, Carol Clover argues that, "it may be through the female body that the 

body of the audience is sensationalized, but the sensation is an entirely male affair." 14 In 

The Birth ofa Na#on, that both females are raped or at least that rape is implied, suggests 

how they are reduced to the body. Moreover, male sexuality then becomes the weapon, 

and in this instance black male sexuality also points to the victimization of women. 

"Cinefantastic horror ... succeeds [in] violating that [feminine] body - which recoils, 

shudders, cries out collectively - in ways otherwise imaginable for males, only in 

nightmare.’’l-s 

Karen Hollinger adds, "Just as the classic horror monster is commonly defined as 

male, so the primary object of his desire is almost exclusively female.’’16 Positioning the 

female as victim empowered the predominantly male audiences; identifying with a 

female figure in distress allows them to contemplate their own "passivity, humiliation, 
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and penetration.’’17 Therefore, it is gratifying for male spectators to view the (white) 

female figure as victim and when this is compounded by race, the black male figure 

automati cally becomes symbolic of the monster. 

If the black male signifies the monster and white female assumes the positon ov 

victim, it is Linda Williams who asserts that the failure and frustration of the female 

victim’s vision (denying herself the right to look at her attacker, in this instance, the black 

male attacker) is the most important mark of her sexual purity. For example, in The Birth 

of a Nation when Elsie is pursued by her attacker she vows to look at him but then in 

terror proceeds to cover her face and eyes as though to erase the all too real moment that 

she cannot deny. Williams argues that by activating the gaze of the monster, this act 

becomes synonymous with the female’s victimization. In fact, by looking at the monster 

she acknowledges her sameness to the monster in that both are similar in their 

"freakishness."18 While Williams’ assessment is important to the extent that if women 

become linked to the black monster, as in the case of The Birth of a Nation, the fear that 

they provoke, castration anxiety, as posed by women and castration anxiety as posed by 

blacks, then the threat that both evoke to white manhood is rendered even more visible. 

This, however, is not to deny that through the assault on the white female, the white 

male’s most prized possession, the white male is rendered unable to protect his female, 

which automatically creates fear of disempowerment for him. Thus, it produces the white 

male’s sexuality as being threatened by both (the white female and black male) while at 

the same time, he is disempowered from protecting his possession - the white female. 

That both the white female and black male are positioned in this manner were 
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deliberately constructed, by white supremacists who, according to Michael Rogin, 

"invented the black rapist to keep white women in their place."19 

The white female’s position as victim is played out in other ways in 7he Birth of a 

Nation. For example, it is Barbara Creed who posits that the horror film constructs the 

mother as abject--meaning spiritless, humiliated, and downcast. Drawing upon the views 

of Julia Kristeva, Creed suggests that "the mother-child relation [is] one marked by 

conflict; the child struggles to break free but the mother is reluctant to release it.’’2° Of 

direct relevance to The Birth of a Nation, Flora, prior to her attack, is warned by her 

brother to be careful, as a black assaulter might be in search of a victim. And Russell 

Merritt acknowledges that prior to Flora’ s attack her relationship with her mother is 

unveiled. 

Flora, the budding adolescent, is trying to be helpful to her mother, who 
tends to patronize her. Her mother won’t let Flora join in sewing Klan 
costumes but finally compromises by giving her the exciting if menial task 
of hiding completed Klan outfits inside sofa pillows. When mother winces 
at the taste of the stale drinking water, Flora jumps off a sofa arm 
volunteering to fetch a fresh supply from the spring in the woods. The 
resistance comes not from brother Ben, who is nowhere in sight, but from 
her mother who mimes that the trip is not worth Flora’s effort. But Flora 
grabs the water bucket with determination, proving she is a grown-up and 
can be useful.21 

Flora’s contentious relationship with her mother, therefore, speaks to the mother-child 

dynamic associated with horror films wherein the maternal figure is constructed as abj ect. 

That Flora struggles to disconnect herself from her mother and that her mother is 

reluctant to release her hold on Flora, demonstrates how Flora is rendered as a candidate 

to be victimized. Added to this, Creed acknowledges that, "Images of blood [and other 

bodily secretions] are central to our culturally/socially constructed notions of the horrific. 
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They signify a split between two orders: the maternal authority and the law of the 

father.’’22 Thus, following Flora’s leap to her death as she escapes her attacker, the black 

Gus, her body is cradled in her brother’ s arms as blood seeps from her mouth. Jane 

Gaines affirms, "Blood drips from her virginal mouth, wiped away by the Little Colonel 

who holds the limp and battered body, no longer of any use to anyone.’’23 That Flora 

despite her efforts to flee from her attacker lies bleeding in her brother’s arms, affirms 

how she assumes that status of victim and her blood signifies the horrific. Creed further 

notes that the horror film’s obsession with blood, particularly the blood of women, 

represents not only their castration or castrated state but al so signifies the possibility for 

¯ "~4 male castration." If this is the case, then it is no accident that in order to avenge for 

Flora’s death, her brother Ben Cameron (Little Colonel) then summons the assistance of 

the Ku Klux Klan. 

Moreover, it is also conceivable that in The Birth of a Nation, the castration 

anxiety that white males experience gets displaced onto white women and is transformed 

in the not visibly seen but implied castration and lynching of the black Gus. Rogin 

explains the meaning implied by this castration when he states, 

Women and slaves resemble one another at the opening of Birth. Both 
move with short, jerky, childlike motions. The hidden danger is that 
women will mature; the filmed danger is that blacks will. The woman 
cannot have a penis, for that would be a sign of her power. But the woman 
without a penis is a sign of what can happen to the man. Having turned 
women into blacks to keep women childlike, Griffith castrates the black 
rapist to make him female.25 

Although Gus’s castration is not visibly seen in the film, it is certainly implied and 

signifies the castration anxiety embodied by the threat that castration presents to white 

males. According to Steve Neale, castration is an underlying subtext to the horror film 
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genre and thus because The Birth of a Nation hints at castration, the film conforms to the 

26 horror film genre. 

Gus~ The Black male as monster 

The following brief synopses of the GusiFlora attack and the Lynch/Elsie assault 

reconstruct scenes from 7he Birth of a Nation that support the inclusion of techniques 

unique to horror films as they convey both the victimization of the white female and the 

demonizing of the black male as monster. The two codifications become a blend, 

inseparable from each other. 

For example, when Gus is introduced as the monstrous beast in pursuit &Flora 

(the symbol of white innocence and purity), the title cards characterize him as "Gus, the 

renegade, a product of the vicious doctrines spread by carpetbaggers." Griffith’s 

reference to Gus as a renegade, defined as an individual who rejects lawful behavior, 

automatically codes Gus as out of control. Moreover, Gus is positioned on the other side 

of a fence, while Flora and Elsie are seated underneath the trees, engaged in an intimate 

conversation. Gus stares at the two women, his eyes fixated on the victim, his mouth 

slightly open. The fence becomes a metaphor for the South/North; white/black; and 

good/evil dichotomy that Griffith appropriates in the film. Gus walks past the women, 

and then returns for another longer lasting look, indicative of a stalking of his victim 

previously mentioned. This monster/beast white victim juxtaposition exacerbates a 

reaction &fear, as Cameron (Little Colonel) warns Gus to stay away from these women. 

In an interaction between Silas Lynch and Gus, Lynch reminds him that since blacks are 
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now free they have the same liberties as whites, therefore, giving Gus the license and 

freedom to stalk these white women. 

After exchanging words with Cameron, Gus puts his hands in his pockets as 

though his hands represent a phallic symbol that has to be contained or controlled. 

Positioning his hands in his pockets implies that he is attempting to control the 

uncontrollable - the implied sexuality associated with black males. Additionally, Gus’s 

beastly persona is amplified by the fact that his jacket is unbuttoned, revealing the shirt 

underneath, suggesting that he is not a soldier who holds respect for his uniform. His 

unbuttoned shirt also subtly hints at how the black male is reduced to the body and is 

hypersexualized embodied by both his blackness and his Otherness. At this point, Gus is 

clearly established as a problem--a monstrous beast (who stalks, who is hypersexualized, 

and who displays his body). 

Prior to Gus’s attack, Cameron sits on a cliff when two white children approach 

and hide beneath a white sheet. Four black children, who apparently have followed these 

white children in a playful manner, observe the white children hiding beneath the white 

sheet (symbolically introducing the Ku Klux Klan). When the white children behind the 

sheet create movements as though they are ghosts, the black children flee in terror. 

Cameron is elated because this act of masquerading behind the sheet has given him an 

idea that Griffith entitled, "The Inspiration." Gfiffith follows up with the title card: "The 

organization that saved the South from anarchy, but not vdthout shedding more blood 

than was spilled at Gettysburg." Having introduced the Ku Klux Klan, the film diverts to 

the terror that the Klan is likely to inflict on blacks and incidentally notes that some 

400,000 costumes were made by Southern women who were "not betrayed." That 
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Griffith made known the extensive number of Klan uniforms, as well as the implication 

that Southern males were using their membership as a badge of loyalty to Southern 

(white) women, was destined to create fear among blacks. 

Following thi s cut-away, the film returns to Flora’s attack. When Flora, against 

her brother’s warning, goes to a stream in the woods to fetch a bucket of water, she is 

distracted by a squirrel perched on a tree. While she attempts to coax the animal down 

from the tree, Gus, nearby, observes Flora. It almost seems as though he has been 

watching her for some time or in Diawara’s words, has been "stalking" her, waiting for 

an opportune moment. Now Gus, carrying his jacket on his arm to indicate that he is 

disrobing, moves toward her, in a hunched position. It seems as though he is being 

transformed--from human to beast--a transformation from normality to abnormality. 

Fear is obviously constructed in this implied transfiguring. Gus approaches Flora, 

insisting that he is now a Captain in the military and wants to get married. He grabs her 

arm, but she resists his embrace, hits him, and flees. As she tries to escape, she falls over 

a log, but manages to get up, screaming and flailing her arms in the air. The film cuts 

back to Gus, running behind her, arms extended. Terrified, Flora attempts to hide behind 

a tree, but Gus is relentless in his pursuit of his victim; only the whites of his eyes are 

now visible (again the beast-image). 

By this time, Cameron realizes that Flora is alone in the wilds. Cameron knows 

that Gus is in pursuit of Flora when he sees Gus’s jacket on the ground, a filmic hint at a 

sexual attack. Next Flora is seen fleeing her attacker. Reaching a cliff, arms extended, 

Flora turns to her attacker and vows, "Stay away or I’ll jump." As Gus continues to 

approach his victim, the camera provides a shot from the bottom of the cliff upward to 
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Flora positioned on top of the cliff; her death appears to be imminent. Flora leaps to her 

death; her limp body rolls over the boulders beneath. When Gus realizes that she has 

jumped, he knows that he (the black male) will be implicated in her death. Turning 

around; he flees the scene petrified. Cameron, who later reaches the cliff in search of his 

sister, looks belo~v as though he already kne~v the inevitable and recognizes her body. He 

rushes to recover her limp body and wipes blood from her mouth. Even as she lies dying, 

she murmurs her final words. 

The film then shifts to the appropriation of justice. The attacker, Gus, is of course 

hunted down by the Klan, which conducts some semblance of a trial reaching a verdict of 

guilty. Meanwhile, the camera cuts back and forth, from Flora’s burial to the Klan, 

visually representing the injustice that she has suffered and the justice that she is now- 

due, signified in the death of Gus. Surrounded by members of the Klan who have to 

restrain him, Gus kneels on the ground and looks up at them in terror, as they proceed to 

conduct their ritual or ceremony and ultimately inflict his death. In this instance, the 

death &the monster/beast is as important as the crime committed because it becomes the 

signifying moment of how white power and order are restored. Gus’s dead body is then 

delivered to the steps of the Lieutenant Governor’s house with a note attached from the 

Klan. 

Lynch, The Black male as monster 

On another level, but presented as being equally sinister, there is the affair 

between Lynch and Elsie. While Stoneman, Elsie’s father, a white man of liberal vie~vs 

who participated in shaping Lynch’s political career, Lynch (a mulatto), in comparison, is 

seen to be "betraying" him, because he expresses a desire for his daughter. In 
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juxtaposition to Gus, Lynch is sophisticated in his appearance and demeanor, and the fact 

that he is a politician allows him to be viewed as less offensive as an attacker than the 

beastly-looking Gus. But the film conveys the message: blacks, despite their 

sophistication, cannot disconnect themselves from beastliness; being black renders them 

beastly attackers, desirous of ~vhite women. 

Prior to Lynch’s assault on his victim, Elsie, Lynch is shown drinking, perhaps to 

explain his uncontrollable behavior. Yet, when the Camerons are taken away by soldiers, 

one member of the family, makes an appeal to Elsie to have her father intervene. In the 

absence of her father, Elsie confides in Silas Lynch and Lynch proposes marriage, 

indicated with the title card: ~’The black’ s mad proposal of marriage." Elsie, resi sting 

Lynch’s proposal, refuses his proposition and points her finger at him; then she shakes 

her arms emphatically. She heads for the door, but he rushes to lock the door, announcing 

that he will build an empire and she shall be his queen. Elsie while fearful, seemingly 

does not take his proposal seriously until he kisses the hem of her dress--a not-so-subtle 

implication of sexuality. Again, Elsie heads for the door and flails her arms in the air. 

When she turns around to look at her attacker, Lynch, he is crouched in a chair, revealing 

himself in a beastly-like posture, similar to that assumed by Gus. Lynch now seems to 

make the transformation from human to beast. The camera cuts back and forth between 

Elsie’s resistance and the tiding of the Klan who are coming to save the white South. 

Lynch embraces Elsie, and struggling to free herself from his embrace, she faints in his 

arms. Hearing that Stoneman has finally arrived, Lynch moves Elsie’s limp body into 

another room where she is watched by black servants. Stoneman, formerly supportive of 

Lynch, is distraught when he hears of Lynch’s attempt to marry his daughter. 
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At the film’s end, the Klansmen arrive on horseback and one of the members 

removes his hood, revealing himself to be Cameron, Elsie’s former fiancee. After the 

Klan has restored order to the South, they march through the streets to celebrate their 

victory, with Elsie being reunited with Cameron as they lead the parade. Michael Rogin 

professes that, "The black desire for white women, enacted in blackface in Birth, justifies 

not only the political and sexual repression of blacks but also the marriage of Civil War 

~ Jh ,,27 enemies, North and ~ou~ . This is signified by the unification of Stoneman (the 

Northerner) and Elsie, who has now formed an alliance with Cameron (of the South). The 

film implies that black desire for white women is such an overwhelming threat, that even 

the North and South, despite their differences, are willing to unify to pose the threat that 

is provided. Griffith’s use of white women as victims in his film demonstrates how The 

Birth of a Nation conforms to the horror film genre. 

Monstrosity, Blackness, Racism and The Birth of a Nation 

According to Michael Rogin, the black rapist as a beast in 7he Birth of a Nation 

grew out of the racist views of Griffith and Dixon who "imagined a monstrous America 

of the future, peopled by mulattoes. Stopping black men from penetrating white women 

gave birth to a redeemed nation.’’2s If monstrosity is embodied by the mulatto figure who 

is the product of miscegenation, then we cannot ignore Marie Helene Huet’s obsew’ation 

that the monster’s origin can be traced to early history where it was believed that, "Their 

strange appearance - a misleading likeness to another species, for example -belies the 

otherwise rigorous law that offspring should resemble their parents.’’29 Therefore, if the 

monster is linked to parental origin, the black monster in The Birth of a Nation can 

certainly claim lineage to a white paternity that seeks to admonish the very black that this 
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paternity helped to create. This is not so different from Rogin’s assertion that Gus and 

Lynch are Thomas Jefferson’s children.3° And if this is the case, then the paternity of the 

monster embodied by the mulatto implicates this paternity as being associated with 

monstrosity. But more importantly, that the monster as Other is linked to the white self 

further explains the fear that the black monster likely posed and hinted at the fear of self 

likely implied. 

Despite the complexity that monstrosity implies, The Birth ofa Na#on conforms 

to the horror film genre in that the "monster is overtly, even excessively masculine.’’31 

Depicting the monster in pursuit of a female victim, as in 7he Birth of a Nation, where 

Gus pursues Flora and Lynch pursues Elsie, is consistent with the notion that in horror 

films, "it is commonplace for the monster to carry off a scantily clad woman .... ,,32 

Therefore, because 7he Birth of a Nation embodies components unique to the 

horror film genre, the film’s parallels to KingKong (1933) in the construction of 

monstrosity are all too apparent. In fact, many scholars have linked the beast figure, King 

Kong, to black maleness - the same black beastliness appropriated by 7he Birth of a 

Nation. For example, Harvey Roy Greenberg noted that, "Kong, then, is the epitome of 

the white man’s day dream of the brute black, the heartless, mindless foreigner, feasting 

on violence and rapine.’’33 Such an assertion can also be made of the black attackers in 

The Birth ofa Na#on. Added to this, Greenberg claims that implicit in the racism 

appropriated by KingKong is that "the Negro should be portrayed as the degraded 

repository of the white man’s forbidden impulses .... ,,34 A similar case can be made for 

The Birth of a Nation where the black male attacker became the obj ect and scapegoat for 

the failings, discontent, and unrest that existed in white society during this period. The 
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black male attacker ~vas made responsible for the political divisions that existed between 

the North and the South. Affirming this position, Gail Dines claims that, "The notion of 

the Black man as a sexual monster has been linked to the economic vulnerability that 

~vhite working-class men feel in the face of a capitalist economy over which they have 

little power.’’35 Certainly, in The Birth of a Nation, the divisions between the North and 

South were fueled by economic differences or capitalistic interests and the black, 

constructed as monster, became the seed as well as scapegoat of this discontent. That the 

black becomes synonymous with the monster or beast can be found in racist ideology. 

The association between blackness and monstrosity is suggested by Lola Young 

~vho contends that perceptions of race, mark black as "a potent signifier of evil, of dirt, of 

that which is alien: whereas, white signifies goodness, purity and that which is familiar, 

the norm’’36 Young continues that, "to be black was to be evil, to be hypersexual, to be 

morally debased, to be inferior.’’~7 In view of these perceptions, the black male is 

unmistakably linked to the monster or beast as represented and reconstructed in the racial 

politics of both King Kong and 7he Birth ofa Nation. In fact, James Snead notes that, 

"the literary and historical tendency to identify blacks with ape-like creatures is quite 

clear and has been well documented.’’:~8 Added to the black male’s beastliness, is that 

because the monster is black, he is perceived as more dangerous and threatening. Harry 

Benshoff lends support to these views and asserts that, "Black monsters tend to be more 

animalistic than white monsters.’’~9 

Affirming the parallels between these 7he Birth of a Nation and King Kon~z, 

Thomas Wartenberg poses that the monster/beast configuration in King Kong presents a 

two-pronged dilemma: first, to present the monster as a black beast to force critique of 
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this stereotype, and second, to humanize the monster so that he defies the archetype by 

revealing himself to be a loving figure rather than a lustful figure. In Wartenburg’s 

analysis, he further establishes that the beast becomes synonymous with the black. 

Wartenburg states that, 

Black males are represented as possessing a sex drive that is animalistic - 
and thus, not appropriate to human beings - and that drive is represented 

as focused upon White women, thus breaking the norm against 
miscegenation ... In the case of 7he Birth ofa Nalion, this allows the film 

to justify a politics &the Ku Klux Klan vigilantism by portraying it as 
necessary to preserve the purity of white ~vomen - and, hence of the ~vhite 
race - from the sexual predation of Black males. 40 

Expounding on these views, Harry Benshoft; in his critique of blaxploitation 

horror films, affirms that in recruiting actors for one version of KingKong, producers 

were "looking for an ’ape-like’ black person to play the title role. According to black 

actors who tried out for the role ... they were asked to j ump around and hop, bent over 

like a gorilla.’’41 In this instance, what was being depicted on screen seemingly 

transferred in the off-screen auditions of black actors for roles desired in King Kong. 

And the positioning of Gus in 7he Birth of a Nation on screen is similar to the positioning 

requirements for those seeking the monster role for KingKong off screen. Even Russell 

Merritt notes that Gus walks in a crouched manner to simulate that of a monster stalking 

his victim.42 Yet the motivation for such positioning remains questionable. Griffith 

consciously constructed Gus as a sexual predator and Donald Bogle claims that Griffith’s 

construction of the black male parallels the brutal black buck, whose animalism is 

perceived as being inherent to the black male. According to Bogle, Griffith depicted "the 

black bucks of the film [as] psychopaths, one always panting and salivating, the other 

forever stiffening his body as if the mere presence of a white woman in the same room 
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could bring him to a sexual climax. Griffith played hard on the bestiality of his black 

villainous bucks with the intent of arousing hatred.’’4:~ Thus, according to Bogle it is not 

only that Griffith depicted Gus to embody the monster figure but the monster figure also 

had to be motivated by his sexual desires and particularly, his sexual desire for white 

women - a characteristic that he shares in common with the monster figure in KingKong. 

Thi s monstrosity is further accentuated by the monster figure’s association with violence. 

As Steve Neale contends, "Violence also marks the horror film, most evidently in films 

where a monster--werewolf, vampire, psychopath or whatever--initiates a series of acts 

of murder and destruction which can only end when itself is either destroyed or becomes 

normalized .... ,,44 

The analogy of the black as monster extends to films beyond The Birth of a 

Nation and King Kong, and are deserving of mention. One of these is, Bride of 

Frankenstein (1935) - a film that also introduces the notion of lynching as punishment 

for the monster’s violent acts and that parallels the representation in The Birth of a 

Nation. According to Elizabeth Young, the Bride oft~ankenstein presents, 

the monster in a condition of continual flight from a murderous mob. 
Captured partway into the film, he is strung upon a tree as an angry cluster 

of men surround him. This visual moment is so shockingly reminiscent of 
the imagery of lynching that, as with the monster’s ’blackness,’ the film 
here radically rewrites boundaries between the ’fantasy’ of horror film and 

45 the ~realism’ of other cinematic genres. 

Young continues that there is "an uncomfortable circulation between horror films and 

acts of lynching as viewer ’spectacles’....,,46 Thus, 7he Birth of a Nation’s reconstruction 

of a lynching (symbolically if not literally) conveys the meaning that such acts were 

merely punishment for those who violated Southern codes--in particular, for those who 
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violated racial and sexual codes by blacks committing sex crimes ~vith ~vhite women. The 

lynching of the black monster is symbolically orchestrated in King Kong and, according 

to James Snead, even more so in the sequel to KingKong, Son of Kong (19). Snead 

finds the two movies to be obsessive in its killing &the monster.47 The death of the 

monster in KingKong and the death of the monster in The Birth of a Nation signified by 

the lynching of Gus, represents the need to gain control over the monster through the 

eradication of his existence and signifies the punishment deserved for his monstrous acts. 

This similarity between the King Kong sequels and The Birth of a Nation demonstrates 

how Birth conforms to the horror film genre. 

The Fear Factor--Presented via a Visual Technique 

Fear constitutes one means by which to distinguish horror films and 7he Birth of 

a Nation most certainly has its share of fear. Again, there is a blending of characteristics, 

so that "the white female as victim," as well as "the black male as monster" become a 

natural part of the fear factor. Just as fear is such an intangible--a feeling, an emotion, an 

expression, --so also is the manner of evoking fear many-faceted. 

The fear of what could potentially happen in real life, even though not fully 

orchestrated on screen, was an obvious means of creating fear not only for whites but for 

black spectators as ~vell. Edward Guerrero attests 

to the film’s broad and vile influence; [in that] on Thanksgiving night, 
1 9 15, some twenty-five thousand Klansmen marched down Peachtree 
Avenue in full menacing regalia to celebrate the film’ s opening in Atlanta. 
So, considering the racism, discrimination, and brutality at large in that 

historical moment, African Americans had ever?- reason to fear that what 
was depicted on the screen could easily be acted out against them in 
reality. 48 
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The Klansman’s public display that accompanied the film’s opening certainly reinforced 

the fear that blacks likely held both for the organization as well as how the Klan was 

depicted on screen. Real or imagined, fear was evoked by 7he Birth of a Nation. 

Provocations of fear that emanated from the film was the fear that white females 

could be victimized by black male rapists. This fear coincided with the fear of 

miscegenation and how such interracial unions were perceived to erode, dilute, and taint 

the potency and power of ~vhiteness. Interracial marriage as ~vell as white victimization 

by black males were integral to the fear surrounding mixed unions, the dissolution of 

whitness, and miscegenation. 

These fears ~vere exacerbated by the Southern ~vhite fear that whites ~vould be 

displaced in the post-bellum South by Northern white liberals and untamed blacks 

seeking power and authority. As Michael Rogin and Mimi White suggest, this fear 

extended to the fear of the decline of a normative family structure.49 Moreover, The Birth 

of a Nation promulgated the fear that all blacks would be perceived as violent and 

reduced to their sexuality. At the same time, the film conveyed the message that blacks 

~vere desirous of ~vhiteness (while evading the plausible issue of ~vhite desire for 

blackness). The film symbolically suggested that seemingly "acceptable" blacks who 

assumed positions of power or authority would relapse into a state of immorality, 

aggressiveness, and criminality, thus positing black aggression as something to be feared. 

The film’s appropriation of white supremacy through its association with the Ku Klux 

Klan, an organization that terrorized, inflicted violence, and decimated blacks was bound 

to create fear among African Americans. Fear of the Klan, including the punishment of 

lynching and castration in their real lives, reverberated among blacks. 
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Conclusion 

]he Birth of a Nation has woven the strands of race, sexuality, and politics into an 

intricate catch-all ~veb. The pattern of the web takes as its model the coding &the horror 

film genre, referred to in one critique as a threat "not simply among us, but rather a part 

of us, caused by us." 50 

In conforming to the horror film genre, The Birth of a Nation constructed the 

white female as victim, positioned the black male as monster, created and whipped up the 

white males’ hysterical zest for violent physical attack against the "monster," and 

justified the white males’ lawlessness and vicious behavior through its glorification of Ku 

Klux Klan. Therefore, because The Birth ofa Na#on employs elements and 

characteristics unique to the horror film genre, it certainly cannot escape association to 

this genre. Whether intentionally designed or unintentionally designed, the film shares 

attributes derived from horror films. Because of the way it constructs the horrific, 

paticulady by playing upon the fears associated with race, 7he Birth of a Nation for many 

African Americans became symbolic of a horror that could be easily transformed into 

their real lives. Re-interpreting The Birth of a Nation as having been derived from the 

horror film genre provides a new generation of spectators with a vehicle by which to 

deconstruct the film as the film continues to arouse passions, incites resentment, signifies 

the horfific, evokes protest, and invites opposition. 
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Re: Birth of aNation Essay 
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Regester 
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’.@highstream.net > wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 
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anthology. 
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Mia 

Mia Mask, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Film 
Department of Drama and Fihn 
Vassar College 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604 
(845) 437-5244 
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Black Monstrosity and White Victimization: 

A Broader View of The Birth of a Nation 

Contemporary film spectators frequently return to early cinematic 

representations, to revisit the past. These representations provide scholars of a later 

period the historical context for understanding and informing discussions and debates 

surrounding significant issues such as racial representations as in 7he Birth of a Nation 

(1915), produced by David Lewelyn Wark Griffith. However, while numerous scholars 

have re-examined The Birth of a Nation for what it contributes to historical cinematic 

representations, how it impels cinema aesthetics, and how it solidifies racial 

representations on screen, there is a glaring void in the study of the film’s construction as 

belonging to the horror film genre. This essay investigates such a position, thus 

broadening the perspectives that have been formulated regarding 7he Birth of a Nation. 

A fe~v film scholars have hinted at The Birth of a Nation’s association with horror 

in a limited manner, but they have not provided an in-depth critique of how the film 

conforms to the horror film genre. For example, James Snead implies that 7he Birth of a 

Nation’ s "movement from order to chaos and back to restored order resembles the 

structure typically found in horror or disaster movies.’’1 Jane Gaines similarly classifies 

the film as horror in her assessment that, "Interracial sexuality in 7he Birth of a Nation 

thus represented a come-on as ~vell as a terror, almost as though the producers were 

tD, ing to formulate unformulated and amorphous fears as one might do in the design of a 

horror film.’’2 Manthia Diawara contends that in 7he Birth of a Nation, Gus’s stalking of 

his victim resembles the horror film genre.3 Susan Courtney observes that "While 

Gfiffith’s melodramas typically insert a male character in the rescuer position, the 
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emphasis on the condition of the suffering woman and the rhyming of her ’intense 

excitement’ with the spectator’s make her, I think, somewhat comparable to (a distant 

ancestor of?) the slasher film’s final girl.’’4 

It was assertions such as these that, in part, provided the impetus for the present 

investigation. This examination takes the position that, The Birth of a Nation, while not a 

horror film literally, serves as a metaphor for reading the film as horrific and as belonging 

to the horror film genre. Reading or re-interpreting The Birth of a Nation as belonging to 

the horror film genre will not only add to the existing body of literature; it will attempt to 

explain why spectators continue to be disturbed by the film’s racial politics and how 

Griffith constructed the monstrosity of race. "Why" spectators are annoyed by the film’s 

representation of race may become more understandable by examining the film as one 

that employs horror film genre characteristics. "How" Gfiffith accomplished this horfific 

production may also become more understandable by examining the horror film genre 

strategies he employed to arouse the passions and invigorate the tensions of spectators 

both then and now. 

Three Components Unique to the Horror Film Genre 

In order to examine the central premise of how The Birth of a Nation conforms to 

the horror film genre, this essay will investigate The Birth of a Nation’s techniques or 

strategies that are similar to those generally thought of as being unique to the horror film 

genre. For the purposes of this examination, the horror film genre refers to films that 

exhibit characteristics associated with what Ken Gelder defined as the rhetorics of horror 
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and that constitute what is characterized as evil and monstrous.5 Thus, three components 

of the horror film genre as adopted by The Birth of a Nation include: (a) the female as 

victim; (b) the black male as monster; and (c) the fear-factor (interchangeably used 

throughout this study with the ~vords "horror" and "terror") conveyed visually and 

textually, and resulting in the creation and provocation of hysterical violent response. 

Griffith lured his spectators into acceptance of a racialist position through the evocation 

of fear - the third and dominant ingredient of the horror film genre. He evoked fear by 

ove~-writing these attributes on a racially and sexually-charged text, encouraging whites to 

identify with the film’s heroes, who led valiant and vigilant struggles to reclaim the 

(white) South, while blacks sought identification with the film’s blacks, who were cast as 

villains, and who were vilified by the (white) South. The film’s white spectators were 

pitted against the North and against blacks, who thus became the anti-heroes, to be 

feared. Griffith’s strategy succeeded in forcing black spectators (and some whites) to 

proj ect an "oppositional gaze,’’6 and this was transformed into mobilized into action off 

the screen, resulting in the most vigorous spectator-battles waged in film history, aimed 

at preventing the motion picture exhibition. The production of this picture revealed 

Griffith’ s, as well as, Thomas Dixon’ s (author whose novel, The Clansman, provided the 

basis for the picture) deep-seated psychological views. These views also played on the 

psychological constructions of race and sex in the white and black imagination, eliciting 

accolades from brave, heroic white spectators, and public condemnation from dastardly, 

scary blacks. It is of note that while on the surface, the film does not necessarily appear 

to conform to all the characteristics unique to horror films, when The Birth ofa Na#on is 

deconstructed, it becomes clear that Griffith accomplished his filmic rewrite of history by 
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invoking techniques associated with the horror film genre, a genre with which Griffith 

had had an early association. 

D. W. Griffith’s Association with Horror Film Production 

The period in which 7he Birth of a Nation was produced was early in the 

development of the horror film genre. Although the production of horror films reportedly 

began with Tod Browning’s Dracula (1931),7 many years after Griffith’s The Birth of a 

Nation (19115), Griffith had established an early relationship with Browning, one of the 

progenitors of this genre. According to David Skal, Browning was introduced to Griffith, 

a fellow Kentuckian, in 1913, offering him an acting role as an undertaker in a two reel 

so-called corn edy, Scenting a Terrible Crime (1913). 8 Browning was one of the early 

producers of horror films in American cinema, and it is conceivable that the two men 

may have shared the horror film philosophy or predilection for horror films. Gfiffith also 

may have been aware of the production of horror films introduced in Germany, Hungary, 

and France, in a much earlier period. American filmmakers were certainly interested in 

techniques employed in cinemas in other parts of the world.9 Added to this, Thomas 

Dixon, co-producer with Griffith in 7he Birth of a Nation, may also have been influenced 

by this genre, having been associated with the theatrical world and horrifics on stage. 

Conceivably, both Griffith and Dixon were well acquainted with this burgeoning genre 

when they produced 7he Birth of a Nation.i° Perhaps Griffith subconsciously applied the 

horror technique to the production of his picture, as the introduction of this technique 

paralleled his conscious decision to construct blackness as horrific. 
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The Birth of a Nation Embodies All Three Components 

Unique to the Horror Film Genre 

Conforming to the horror film genre, The Birth of a Nation (a) positioned white 

women as victims, (b) constructed a monster represented in the image of the black male 

rapist; and (c) created fear among both black and white spectators. 

The White Female as Victim 

That the female (and in particular the white female) is frequently positioned as a 

victim in the horror film genre is affirmed by Karen Hollinger. According to Hollinger, 

"Classic monster films ... position women as victims of the monster’s aggression."11 In 

7he Birth of a Nation, both Elsie and Flora (white females) assume the position of 

victims. For example, as Elsie resists Silas Lynch’s (mulatto character) marriage 

proposals and implied sexual desires, Flora resists the sexual lustfulness of her alleged 

black rapist, Gus. 

Further supporting this position that the female is constructed as a victim in the 

horror film genre, one critic observes, "the killer is with few exceptions recognizably 

human and distinctly male.., his victims are mostly women, often sexually free and 

always young and beautiful ones." 12 In The Birth of a Nation both Flora and Elsie 

conform to the criteria of representing youth and beauty according to the standards 

unique to this hi storical period. Moreover, they are pursued to be victimized, further 

demonstrating ho~v the film conforms to this genre’s female-as-victim. Manthia Diawara 

contends that in the GusiFlora attack, "Being watched unawares here connotes not the 
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lures &voyeurism and exhibitionism, but danger, and equates Gus, intertextually, ~vith 

the unseen danger that stalks the innocent in many thrillers and horror movies."13 The 

white female’s victimization is evident as she is stalked by her attacker (an act that attests 

to her innocence). The ~vhite female is rendered a victim. 

Reducing the female victim to the body is a further demonstration of the horror 

film genre technique. Carol Clover argues that, "It may be through the female body that 

the body of the audience is sensationalized, but the sensation is an entirely male affair." 14 

In The Birth of a Nation, that both females are raped or at least that rape is implied, 

suggests how they are reduced to the body. Moreover, male sexuality then becomes the 

weapon, and in this instance black male sexuality also points to the victimization of 

~vomen. "Cinefantastic horror ... succeeds [in] violating that [feminine] body - ~vhich 

recoils, shudders, cries out collectively - in ways otherwise imaginable for males, only in 

nightmare.’’l-s 

Karen Hollinger adds, "Just as the classic horror monster is commonly defined as 

male, so the primary object of his desire is almost exclusively female.’’16 Positioning the 

female as victim empowered the predominantly male audiences; identifying with a 

female figure in distress allowed them to contemplate their own "passivity, humiliation, 

and penetration.’’17 Therefore, it is gratifying for male spectators to view the (white) 

female figure as victim and when this is compounded by race, the black male figure 

automatically becomes symbolic of the monster. 

Linda Williams asserts that the failure and frustration of the female victim’s 

vision (denying herself the right to look at her attacker, in this instance, the black male 

attacker) is the most important mark of her sexual purity. For example, in The Birth of a 
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Nation when Elsie is pursued by her attacker, she vows to look at him but then in terror 

proceeds to cover her face and eyes as though to erase the all too real moment that she 

cannot deny. Williams argues that by activating the gaze of the monster, this act becomes 

synonymous with the female’s victimization. By looking at the monster, she 

acknowledges her sameness to the monster in that both are similar in their 

"freakishness."18 While Williams’ assessment is important to the extent that if women 

become linked to the black monster, as in this case of The Birth of a Nation, the fear that 

they provoke, castration anxiety, as posed by women, and castration anxiety as posed by 

blacks, then the threat that both evoke to white manhood is rendered even more visible. 

This, however, is not to deny that through the assault on the white female (the white 

male’s most prized possession), the white male is rendered unable to protect his female, 

which automatically creates fear of di sempowerment for him. Thus, it produces the white 

male’s sexuality as being threatened by both (the white female and black male) while at 

the same time, he is disempowered from protecting his possession - the white female. 

That both the white female and black male are positioned in this manner were 

deliberately constructed, by white supremacists who, according to Michael Rogin, 

"invented the black rapist to keep white women in their place." v~ 

The white female’s position as victim is played out in many ways in 7he Birth of 

a Nation. For example, Barbara Creed posits that the horror film constructs the mother as 

abj ect--meaning spiritless, humiliated, and downcast. Drawing upon the views of Julia 

Kristeva, Creed suggests that "the mother-child relation [is] one marked by conflict; the 

child struggles to break free but the mother is reluctant to release it.’’2° Of direct 

relevance to The Birth of a Nation, Flora, prior to her attack, is warned by her brother to 
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be careful, as a black assaulter might be in search of a victim. And Russell Merritt 

acknowledges that before Flora’s attack, her relationship with her mother is unveiled. 

Flora, the budding adolescent, is trying to be helpful to her mother, who 
tends to patronize her. Her mother won’t let Flora j oin in sewing Klan 
costumes but finally compromises by giving her the exciting if menial task 
of hiding completed Klan outfits inside sofa pillows. When mother winces 
at the taste of the stale drinking water, Flora jumps off a sofa arm 
volunteering to fetch a fresh supply from the spring in the woods. The 
resistance comes not from brother Ben, who is nowhere in sight, but from 
her mother who mimes that the trip is not worth Flora’s effort. But Flora 
grabs the water bucket with determination, proving she is a grown-up and 
can be useful.21 

Flora’s contentious relationship with her mother speaks to the mother-child dynamic 

associated with horror films wherein the maternal figure is constructed as abj ect. 

Flora’s struggles to disconnect herself from her mother, and her mother’s reluctance to 

release her hold on Flora, demonstrate how Flora is rendered as a candidate to be 

victimized. Added to this, Barbara Creed acknowledges that, "Images of blood [and other 

bodily secretions] are central to our culturally/socially constructed notions of the horrific. 

They signify a split between two orders: the maternal authority and the law of the 

father.’’2~ Following Flora’s leap to her death as she escapes her attacker, the black Gus, 

her body is cradled in her brother’s arms as blood seeps from her mouth. Jane Gaines 

affirms, "Blood drips from her virginal mouth, wiped away by the Little Colonel who 

holds the limp and battered body, no longer of any use to anyone.’’23 That Flora despite 

her efforts to flee from her attacker lies bleeding in her brother’s arms, affirms how she 

assumes that status of victim; her blood signifies the horrific. Creed further notes that the 

horror film’s obsession with blood, particularly the blood of women, represents not only 

their castration or castrated state but also signifies the possibility for male castration.24 If 
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this is the case, then it is no accident that in order to avenge Flora’s death, her brother 

Ben Cameron (Little Colonel) then summons the assistance of the Ku Klux Klan. 

Conceivably, in The Birth of a Nation, the castration anxiety that white males 

experience gets displaced onto white women and is transformed in the not visibly seen 

but implied castration and lynching of the black Gus. Rogin explains the meaning implied 

by this castration when he states, 

Women and slaves resemble one another at the opening of Birth. Both 
move with short, jerky, childlike motions. The hidden danger is that 
women will mature; the filmed danger is that blacks will. The woman 
cannot have a penis, for that would be a sign of her power. But the woman 
without a penis is a sign of what can happen to the man. Having turned 
women into blacks to keep women childlike, Griffith castrates the black 
rapist to make him female.25 

Although Gus’s castration is not visibly seen in the film, it is certainly implied and 

signifies the castration anxiety embodied by the threat that castration presents to white 

males. According to Steve Neale, castration is an underlying subtext to the horror film 

genre and thus because The Birth of a Nation hints at castration, the film conforms to the 

horror film genre. 

Gns, the Black MMe as Monster 

The following brief synopses of the Gus/Flora attack and the Lynch/Elsie assault 

reconstruct scenes from The Birth of a Nation that support the inclusion of techniques 

unique to horror films as they convey both the victimization of the white female and the 

demonizing of the black male as monster. The two codifications become a blend, 

inseparable from each other. 
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For example, w-hen Gus is introduced as the monstrous beast in pursuit of Flora 

(the symbol of white innocence and purity), the title cards characterize him as "Gus, the 

renegade, a product of the vicious doctrines spread by carpetbaggers." Griffith’s 

reference to Gus as a renegade, defined as an individual who rejects lawful behavior, 

automatically codes Gus as out of control. Moreover, Gus is positioned on the other side 

of a fence, while Flora and Elsie are seated underneath the trees, engaged in an intimate 

conversation. Gus stares at the two women, his eyes fixated on the victim, his mouth 

slightly open. The fence becomes a metaphor for the South/North; white/black; and 

good/evil dichotomy that Gfiffith appropriates in the film. Gus walks past the women, 

and then returns for another longer lasting look, indicative of a stalking of his victim, 

previously mentioned. This monster/beast white victim juxtaposition exacerbates a 

reaction of fear, as Cameron (Little Colonel) warns Gus to stay away from these women. 

In an interaction between Silas Lynch and Gus, Lynch reminds him that since blacks are 

now free, they have the same liberties as whites, therefore, giving Gus the license and 

freedom to stalk these white w-omen. 

After exchanging words with Cameron, Gus puts his hands in his pockets as 

though his hands represent a phallic symbol that has to be contained or controlled. 

Positioning his hands in his pockets implies that he is attempting to control the 

uncontrollable - the implied sexuality associated with black males. Additionally, Gus’s 

beastly persona is amplified by the fact that his jacket is unbuttoned, revealing the shirt 

underneath, suggesting that he is a soldier ~vho disrespects his uniform. His unbuttoned 

shirt also subtly hints at how the black male is reduced to the body and is hyper- 

sexualized, embodied by both his blackness and his Otherness. At this point, Gus is 
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clearly established as a problem--a monstrous beast (who stalks, who is hyper- 

sexualized, and who displays his body). 

Prior to Gus’ s attack, Cameron sits on a cliff when two white children approach 

and hide beneath a white sheet. Four black children, who apparently have followed these 

~vhite children in a playful manner, observe the white children hiding beneath the ~vhite 

sheet (symbolically introducing the Ku Klux Klan). When the white children behind the 

sheet create movements as though they are ghosts, the black children flee in terror. 

Cameron is elated because this act of masquerading behind the sheet has given him an 

idea that Griffith entitles, "The Inspiration." Griffith follows up with the title card: "The 

organization that saved the South from anarchy, but not without shedding more blood 

than was spilled at Gettysburg." Having introduced the Ku Klux Klan, the film diverts to 

the terror that the Klan is likely to inflict on blacks; incidentally he notes that some 

400,000 costumes were made by Southern women who were "not betrayed." That 

Griffith made known the extensive number of Klan uniforms, as well as the implication 

that Southern males were using their membership as a badge of loyalty to Southern 

(white) women, was designed to create fear among blacks. 

Following thi s cut-away, the film returns to Flora’s attack. When Flora, against 

her brother’s warning, goes to a stream in the ~voods to fetch a bucket of ~vater, she is 

distracted by a squirrel perched on a tree. While she attempts to coax the animal down 

from the tree, Gus, nearby, observes Flora. It almost seems as though he has been 

watching her for some time or in Diawara’s ~vords, has been "stalking" her, waiting for 

an opportune moment. Now Gus, carD, ing his jacket on his arm to indicate that he is 

disrobing, moves toward her, in a hunched position. It seems as though he is being 
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transformed--from human to beast--a transformation from normality to abnormality. 

Fear is obviously constructed in this implied transfiguring. Gus approaches Flora, 

insisting that he is now a Captain in the military and wants to get married. He grabs her 

ann, but she resists his embrace, hits him, and flees. As she tries to escape, she falls over 

a log, but manages to get up, screaming and flailing her arms in the air. The film cuts 

back to Gus, running behind her, arms extended. Terrified, Flora attempts to hide behind 

a tree, but Gus is relentless in his pursuit of his victim; only the whites of his eyes are 

now visible (again the beast-image). 

By this time, Cameron realizes that Flora is alone in the wilds. Cameron knows 

that Gus is in pursuit of Flora when he sees Gus’s jacket on the ground, a filmic hint at a 

sexual attack. Next Flora is seen fleeing her attacker. Reaching a cliff, arms extended, 

Flora turns to her attacker and vows, "Stay away or I’ll jump." As Gus continues to 

approach his victim, the camera provides a shot from the bottom of the cliff upward to 

Flora positioned on top of the cliff; her death appears to be imminent. Flora leaps to her 

death; her limp body rolls over the boulders beneath. When Gus realizes that she has 

jumped, he knows that he (the black male) will be implicated in her death. Turning 

around; petrified, he flees the scene. When Cameron reaches the cliff in search of his 

sister, his looks suggest he already knows the inevitable. Recognizing her limp body, he 

rushes to recover her, and wipes blood from her mouth. Even as she lies dying, she 

murmurs her final words. 

The film then shifts to the appropriation of justice. The attacker, Gus, is of course 

hunted down by the Klan, which conducts some semblance of a trial reaching a verdict: 

guilty. Meanwhile, the camera cuts back and forth, from Flora’s burial to the Klan, 
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visually representing the injustice that she has suffered and the justice that she is now 

due, signified in the death of Gus. Surrounded by members of the Klan who have to 

restrain him, Gus kneels on the ground and looks up at them in terror, as they proceed to 

conduct their ritual or ceremony and ultimately inflict his death. In thi s instance, the 

death of the monster/beast is as important as the crime committed because it becomes the 

signifying moment of how white power and order are restored. Gus’s dead body is then 

delivered to the steps of the Lieutenant Governor’s house with a note attached from the 

Klan. 

Silas Lynch, the Black Male, as Monster 

On another level, but presented as being equally sinister, there is the affair 

between Silas Lynch and Elsie. Stoneman, Elsie’s father, is a white man of liberal views 

who participated in shaping Lynch’s political career. Because Lynch (a mulatto), 

expresses a desire for Stoneman’s daughter, Lynch is seen to be "betraying" Stoneman. 

In juxtaposition to Gus, Lynch is sophisticated in his appearance and demeanor, and the 

fact that he is a politician allows him to be viewed as less offensive as an attacker than 

the beastly-looking Gus. But the film conveys the message: blacks, despite their 

sophistication, cannot disconnect themselves from beastliness; being black renders them 

beastly attackers, desirous of white women. 

Prior to Lynch’s assault on Elsie, his victim, Lynch is shown drinking, perhaps to 

explain his uncontrollable behavior. Yet, when the Cameron’s are taken away by soldiers, 

one member of the family, appeals to Elsie to have her father intervene. In the absence of 

her father, Elsie confides in Silas Lynch and Lynch proposes marriage, indicated with the 

title card: "The black’s mad proposal of marriage." Elsie, resisting Lynch’s proposal, 
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refuses his proposition and points her finger at him; then she shakes her arms 

emphatically. She heads for the door, but he rushes to lock the door, announcing that he 

will build an empire and she shall be his queen. Elsie, while fearful, seemingly does not 

take his proposal seriously until he kisses the hem of her dress--a not-so-subtle 

implication of sexuality. Again, Elsie heads for the door and flails her arms in the air. 

When she turns around to look at her attacker, Lynch, he is crouched in a chair, revealing 

himself in a beastly-like posture, similar to that assumed earlier by Gus. Lynch now 

seems to make the transformation from human to beast. The camera cuts back and forth 

between Elsie’s resistance and the riding of the Klan who are coming to save the white 

Soutk Lynch embraces Elsie, and she, struggling to free herself from his embrace, faints 

in his arms. Hearing that Stoneman has finally arrived, Lynch moves Elsie’s limp body 

into another room where she is watched by black servants. Stoneman, formerly 

supportive of Lynch, is distraught when he hears of Lynch’s attempt to marry his 

daughter. 

At the film’s end, the Klansmen arrive on horseback and one of the members 

removes his hood, revealing himself to be Cameron, Elsie’s former fiancee. After the 

Klan has restored order to the South, they march through the streets to celebrate their 

victor, with Elsie being reunited ~vith Cameron as they lead the parade. Michael Rogin 

professes that, "The black desire for white women, enacted in blackface in Birth, justifies 

not only the political and sexual repression of blacks but also the marriage of Civil War 

enemies, North and South."27 This is signified by the unification of Stoneman (the 

Northerner) and Elsie, who has now formed an alliance with Cameron (of the South). The 

film implies that black desire for white women is such an overwhelming threat, that even 
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the North and South, despite their differences, are willing to unify to pose the threat that 

is provided. Griffith’s use of white women as victims in his film demonstrates how The 

Birth of a Nation conforms to the horror film genre. 

~Ionstrositv, Blackness, Racism and The Birth of a Nation 

According to Michael Rogin, the black rapist as a beast in The Birth of a Nation 

grew out of the racist views of Gfiffith and Dixon who "imagined a monstrous America 

of the future, peopled by mulattoes. Stopping black men from penetrating white women 

gave birth to a redeemed nation.’’28 If monstrosity is embodied by the mulatto figure ~vho 

is the product of miscegenation, then we cannot ignore Marie Helene Huet’s observation 

that the monster’s origin can be traced to early history where it was believed that, "Their 

strange appearance - a misleading likeness to another species, for example - belies the 

otherwise rigorous law that offspring should resemble their parents."29 Therefore, if the 

monster is linked to parental origin, the black monster in 7he Birth of a Nation can 

certainly claim lineage to a white paternity that seeks to admonish the very black that this 

paternity helped to create. This is not so different from Rogin’s assertion that Gus and 

Lynch are Thomas Jefferson’s children.3° And if this is the case, then the paternity of the 

monster embodied by the mulatto implicates this paternity as being associated ~vith 

monstrosity. But more importantly, that the monster as Other is linked to the white self 

further explains the fear that the black monster likely posed and hinted at the fear of self, 

likely implied. 

Despite the complexity that monstrosity implies, The Birth of a Nation still 

conforms to the horror film genre in that the "monster is overtly, even excessively 

masculine.’’31 Depicting the monster in pursuit of a female victim, as in The Birth of a 
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Nation, where Gus pursues Flora and Lynch pursues Elsie, is consistent with the notion 

that in horror films, "It is commonplace for the monster to carD, off a scantily clad 

,,32 
worn an .... 

Because The Birth of a Nation embodies components unique to the horror film 

genre, the film’s parallels to Kin~cKong (1933) in the construction of monstrosity are all 

too apparent. In fact, many scholars have linked the beast figure, King Kong, to black 

maleness - the same black beastliness appropriated by The Birth of a Nation. For 

example, Hm-vey Roy Greenberg noted that, "Kong, then, is the epitome of the white 

man’s day dream of the brute black, the heartless, mindless foreigner, feasting on 

violence and rapine.’’33 Such an assertion can also be made about the black attackers in 

The Birth of a Nation. Added to this, Greenberg claims that implicit in the racism 

appropriated by King Kon~z is that "the Negro should be portrayed as the degraded 

repository &the white man’s forbidden impulses .... ,,34 A similar case can be made for 

The Birth ofa Na#on, in which the black male attacker became the obj ect and scapegoat 

for the failings, discontent, and unrest that existed in white society during that period. 

The black male attacker was made responsible for the political divisions that existed 

between the North and the South. Affirming this position, Gail Dines claims that, "The 

notion of the Black man as a sexual monster has been linked to the economic 

vulnerability that white ~vorking-class men feel in the face of a capitalist economy over 

which they have little power.’’~ Certainly, in The Birth of a Nation, the divisions between 

the North and South were fueled by economic differences or capitali stic interests; the 

black, constructed as monster, became the seed as well as the scapegoat of this 
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discontent. That the black becomes synonymous with the monster or beast can be found 

in racist ideology. 

The association between blackness and monstrosity is suggested by Lola Young 

who contends that perceptions of race mark black as "a potent signifier of evil, of dirt, of 

that which is alien: whereas, white signifies goodness, purity and that which is familiar, 

the norm.’’36 Young continues that "to be black was to be evil, to be hypersexual, to be 

morally debased, to be inferior.’’37 In view of these perceptions, the black male is 

unmistakably linked to the monster or beast as represented and reconstructed in the racial 

politics of both King Kong and 7he Birth of a Nation. James Snead notes that "the literary 

and historical tendency to identify blacks with ape-like creatures is quite clear and has 

been well documented.’’38 Because the monster is black, he is perceived as more 

dangerous and threatening. Harry Benshoff lends support to these views and asserts that, 

"Black monsters tend to be more animalistic than white monsters.’’39 

Affirming the parallels between The Birth of a Nation and King Kong, Thomas 

Wartenberg poses that the monster/beast configuration in King Kong presents a two- 

pronged dilemma: first, to present the monster as a black beast to force critique &this 

stereotype, and second, to humanize the monster so that he defies the archetype by 

revealing himself to be a loving figure, rather than a lustful figure. In Wartenburg’s 

analysis, he further establishes that the beast becomes synonymous with the black. 

Wartenburg states that, 

Black males are represented as possessing a sex drive that is animalistic - 
and thus, not appropriate to human beings - and that drive is represented 

as focused upon White women, thus breaking the norm against 
miscegenation ... In the case of The Birth ofa Na#on, this allows the film 

to justify a politics of the Ku Klux Klan vigilantism by portraying it as 
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necessary- to preserve the purity of white women - and, hence of the white 
race - from the sexual predation of Black males. 40 

Expounding on these views, Harry Benshoff, in his critique of blaxploitation 

horror films, affirms that in recruiting actors for one version of KingKong, producers 

were "looking for an ’ape-like’ black person to play the title role. According to black 

actors who tried out for the role ... they were asked to jump around and hop, bent over 

like a gorilla.’’4~ In this instance, what was being depicted on screen seemingly 

transferred in the off-screen auditions of black actors for roles desired in King Kong. 

And the positioning of Gus in 7he Birth of a Nation on screen is similar to the positioning 

requirements for those seeking the monster role for KingKong off screen. Russell Merritt 

notes that Gus walks in a crouched manner to simulate that of a monster stalking his 

victim.42 Yet the motivation for such positioning remains questionable. Griffith 

consciously constructed Gus as a sexual predator and Donald Bogle claims that Griffith’s 

construction of the black male parallels the brutal black buck, whose animalism is 

perceived as being inherent to the black male. According to Bogle, Griffith depicted "the 

black bucks of the film [as] psychopaths, one always panting and salivating, the other 

forever stiffening his body as if the mere presence of a white woman in the same room 

could bring him to a sexual climax. Griffith played hard on the bestiality of his black 

villainous bucks with the intent of arousing hatred.’’43 Thus, according to Bogle it is not 

only that Griffith depicted Gus to embody the monster figure but the monster figure also 

had to be motivated by his sexual desires and particularly, his sexual desire for white 

~vomen - a characteristic that he shares in common with the monster figure in KingKong. 

This monstrosity is further accentuated by the monster figure’s association with violence. 
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As Steve Neale contends, "Violence also marks the horror film, most evidently in films 

where a monster--werewolf, vampire, psychopath or whatever--initiates a series of acts 

of murder and destruction which can only end when itself is either destroyed or becomes 

normalized .... ,,44 

The portrayal of the black as monster extends to films beyond The Birth of a 

Nation and King Kong, and are deserving of mention. One of these is, Bride of 

Frankenstein (193 5) -a film that also introduces the notion of lynching as punishment for 

the monster’s violent acts and that parallels the representation in The Birth of a Nation. 

According to Elizabeth Young, the Bride oft~ankenstein presents, 

the monster in a condition of continual flight from a murderous mob. 
Captured partway into the film, he is strung upon a tree as an angry cluster 

of men surround him. This visual moment is so shockingly reminiscent of 
the imagery of lynching that, as with the monster’s ’blackness,’ the film 
here radically rewrites boundaries between the ’fantasy’ of horror film and 

45 the ’realism’ of other cinematic genres. 

Young continues that there is "an uncomfortable circulation between horror films and 

acts of lynching as viewer ’spectacles’....,,46 Thus, 7he Birth of a Nation’s reconstruction 

of a lynching (symbolically if not literally) conveys the meaning that such acts were 

merely punishment for those who violated Southern codes--in particular, for those who 

violated racial and sexual codes by blacks committing sex crimes with white women. The 

lynching of the black monster is symbolically orchestrated in King Kong and, according 

to James Snead, even more so in the sequel to KingKong, Son of Kong (1933). Snead 

finds the two movies to be obsessive in its killing of the monster.47 The death of the 

monster in KingKong and the death &the monster in The Birth of a Nation signified by 

the lynching of Gus, represents the need to gain control over the monster through the 
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eradication of his existence and signifies the punishment deserved for his monstrous acts. 

This similarity between the King Kong sequels and The Birth of a Nation demonstrates 

how Birth conforms to the horror film genre. 

The Fear Factor--Presented via a Visual Technique 

Fear constitutes one means by which to distinguish horror films and 7he Birth of 

a Nation most certainly has its share of fear. Again, there is a blending of characteristics, 

so that both "the white female as victim," as well as "the black male as monster" become 

a natural part &the fear factor. Just as fear is such an intangible--a feeling, an emotion, 

an expression, --so also is the manner of evoking fear many-faceted. 

The fear of what could potentially happen in real life, even though not fully 

orchestrated on screen, was an obvious means of creating fear both for white and for 

black spectators. Edward Guerrero attests 

to the film’s broad and vile influence; [in that] on Thanksgiving night, 
1915, some twenty-five thousand Klansmen marched down Peachtree 
Avenue in full menacing regalia to celebrate the film’ s opening in Atlanta. 
So, considering the racism, discrimination, and brutality at large in that 

historical moment, African Americans had ever?- reason to fear that what 
was depicted on the screen could easily be acted out against them in 
reality. 48 

The Klansman’s public display that accompanied the film’s opening, as well as the 

Klan’s depiction on screen, reinforced the fear that blacks likely held for the 

organization. Real or imagined, fear was evoked by The Birth of a Nation. 

Provocations of fear that emanated from the film include the fear that white 

females could be victimized by black male rapists. This fear coincided with the fear of 

miscegenation and how such interracial unions were perceived to erode, dilute, and taint 
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the potency and power of whiteness. Interracial marriage, as well as, white victimization 

by black males were integral to the fear surrounding mixed unions, the dissolution of 

whiteness, and miscegenation. 

These fears were exacerbated by the Southern white fear that whites would be 

displaced in the post-bellum South by Northern white liberals and untamed blacks 

seeking power and authority. As Michael Rogin and Mimi White suggest, this fear 

extended to the fear of the decline of a normative family structure.49 Moreover, The Birth 

of a Nation promulgated the fear that all blacks could be perceived as violent and reduced 

to their sexuality. At the same time, the film conveyed the message that blacks were 

desirous of whiteness (while evading the plausible issue of white desire for blackness). 

The film symbolically suggested that seemingly "acceptable" blacks who assumed 

positions of power or authority would relapse into a state of immorality, aggressiveness, 

and criminality, thus positing black aggression as something to be feared. The film’s 

appropriation of white supremacy through its association with the Ku Klux Klan, an 

organization that terrorized, inflicted violence, and decimated blacks, was bound to create 

fear among African Americans. Fear of the Klan, including the punishment of lynching 

and castration in their real lives, reverberated among blacks. 

Conclusion 

The Birth of a Nation has woven the strands of race, sexuality, and politics into an 

intricate catch-all web. The pattern of the web takes as its model the coding of the horror 

film genre, referred to in one critique as a threat "not simply among us, but rather a part 

of us, caused by us." 50 
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In conforming to the horror film genre, The Birth of a Nation constructed the 

white female as victim, positioned the black male as monster, created and whipped up the 

white males’ hysterical zest for violent physical attack against the "monster," and 

justified the white males’ lawlessness and vicious behavior through its glorification of Ku 

Klux Klan. Because The Birth of a Nation employs elements and characteristics unique to 

the horror film genre, it cannot escape association to this genre. Whether intentionally 

designed or unintentionally designed, the film shares attributes derived from horror films. 

Because of the way it constructs the horrific, particularly by playing upon the fears 

associated with race, 7he Birth of a Nation for many African Americans became 

symbolic of a horror that could be easily transformed into their real lives. 

Reinterpreting The Birth of a Nation as having been derived from the horror film 

genre provides a new generation of spectators with a vehicle by which to deconstruct the 

film. This is an important step to pursue, as the film continues to arouse passions, to 

incite resentment, to signify the horrific, to evoke protest, and to invite opposition. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:17 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Dear        Thanks for the update Ha~’e a good trip Yes, we will meet 
when you return. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday,             6:01 PM -0400 

@email uric edu> wrote: 

Dear Regester, 

While sitting here in Davis computer lab,              came in He is 
doing very ~vell albeit not in grad school yet. He has been 

He still knows he should be in grad school and has actually considered a 
few programs in the area. Meanwhile, he has an interview- with an office 
here on campus. 

FYI ..he still knows that you are going to say how nice all of that is 
but that he still needs to be in grad school, rlhose are his words 
exactly. 

Okay, I will most likely not be up here during the days again 

I’m leaving to go out of town on Friday in case we don’t chat will 
catch up with you when I return. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 9, 2005 2:54 PM 

~post.harvard.edu 

Re: ttello! 

Dear Good to hear from you. Of course, I remember you Glad to hear 
abou Just let me know when you need the 
letter of support and to whom it should be addressed so that I will have 
time to produce it As you may know-, I was in Chicago last week and just 
recently returned Keep in mind that I travel and so it might take me a few 
days to get back with you once you forward the information so do so early 
I am rely proud of all of your progress Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Wedaaesday, August 03, 2005 5:51 PM-0700 
@~ahoo.com> wrote: 

Dr. Regester[ 

I hope all is well with you It has been some time 

since we have spoken. I hope you remember me 

After graduating Iicom L~,-C, I went to 

and I was wondering if I could list you as a 

reference. You may remember that I was for your 

AF~M course, 

I look forward to hearing from you, and would love to 

know what interesting pr~iects you have been wo~king 

on lately. 

Regards, 

Start your day with Yahoo! - make it your home page 

http:i/www.¥ahoo.cotrv’rihs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2005 3:02 PM 

cculleto@kent.edu 

Re: Contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

Dear Claire: Yes, I had planned to revise but just returned from Chicago 
while attending a film studies conference I will ~vork on this as soon as I 
can Thanks for the reminder. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On IVlonday, August 08, 2005 8:22 AM -0400 cculleto@kent edu wrote: 

> Hi Charlene, were you going to revise your essay that you sent me on 
> 12/8/04? We’d like a revision by next week as we are putting the 
> volume tog. to send to the publisher Please advise. Thanks Claire 
> Culleton 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: charlene regester <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
> Date: Thursday, July 14, 2005 5:22 pm 
> Subject: Re: Contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 
> 

>> Dear Claire and Karen: Yes, I do plan to meet the stated deadline. 
>> Thanks 
>> for providing me with an opportunity to submit my ~vork. If you 
>> have any 
>> recotmnendations regarding my essay, please forward so that I can 
>> incoporate 
>> changes. Good luck on this w~lume, as I think it will have 
>> considerable 
>> appeal because of the topic and range of persons included in this 
>> work. 
>> Sincerely, Char]ene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, July 14, 2005 12:22 PM -0400 cculleto@kent edu wrote: 
>> 

>> > A Note to contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

>> > To: Christopher Faulkner, James Wierzbicki, Debra Moddelmog, 
> Steven 
>> > G Kellman, Josh Gosciak, William J. Maxwell, Janet Sharistanian, 
>> > Andrew" Strombeck, Jeanne Perreault, Andrea Weiss, Alexander 
> Stephan, 
>> > and Charlene Regester 

>> > I am writing with good news. Palgrave/Macmillan (USA) has 
> expressed 
>> > an interest in further reviewing our collection on modernism and 
> the 
>> > J:[3I -- "Mndernism on File: Modern ~Vriters, Artists, and the FBI, 
>> 1920- 
>> > 1950". Karen Leick and I have been asked to send more material 
>> to the 

>> > press for its review. Here’s what I need frora each of you 
>> within the 
>> > next few weeks. Please corffirm that I can expect these by raid- 
>> August> at the latest: 

>> > 1) a final copy of your finished and polished essay w-ith complete 
>> > notes and works cited 
>> > 2) a word count of the essay (if you can supply this--even an 
>> estimate- 
>> > -now, that would be helpful) 
>> > 3) an updated c.v. 
>> > 4) a statement indicating whether your essay is under consideration 
>> > anywhere else, and where. 
>> > 5) a statement indicating whether your essay has in this or in 
>> another> version been published elsewhere (you will need to write 
>> away for 
>> > Permission to reprint if this is the case. We can talk about this 
>> > later.) 
>> > 6) to those of you w-ith published books, Palgrave would like to 
> l~ow 
>> > what the sales numbers of your previous books have been. You can 
>> > contact your editor or publisher directly tbr this information or 
>> > submit figures from your royalty statements. 
>> > 7) Karen and I need to recommend outside readers for the collection 
>> > and ~ve have come up with a list of several names. If there is 
> anyone 
>> > you thili,: of as an ideal reader, please feel free to ti~rnish full 
>> > contact information for that person and we will add him/her. 

>> > Karen and I would like to send the complete ms to Palgrave by the 
>> > third week in August so please don’t let this opportunity slip 
>>by I 
>> > am attaching copies of our Proposal and the Introduction Karen 
>> and I 



>> > have written for the volume in order to give each of you a better 

>> > sense of the contours of the book and to familiarize you with 

>> the work 

>> > of your colleagues on the project. I trust you will agree that the 

>> > book will make an important contribution to the field. Thanks 

> again 

>> > for your participation. I hope to hear from you shortly to confirm 

>> > that you can make these deadlines -- Claire Culleton 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2005 8:09 AM 

@post.harvard.edu 

Re: ttello! 

Dear Yes, there is a ~vho teaches in the la~v school 

I will tW to find out his 

name and forward that information along. 

My email address is the one that you have been using. As for phone, this is 
more complicated since I am never at home or in my office. However, my 
office phone is (919) 966-5496. Generally, they ~vill give me the message. 
It is best to contact me by email Keep me posted. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 
--On Thursday, August 11, 2005 6:31 PM -0700 

@ahoo.com> wrote: 

Dr. Regester, 

Thanks lbr agreeing to be a reference I intend to 

list you on nay resume and if schools are interested in 

speaking to my references, they will contact you-- so 

you so not need to draft a letter at this point. 

is the best e-mail and phone number :[’or you for the 

next 4-5 months? 

Also, I have attached a copy of my resume for your 

convenience 

By the way, would you happen to any o17 the law faculty 

at UNC’s law school? 

Thanks again and I will keep you posted! 

--- charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> [)eat      Good to hear from you Of course, 

>> remember you. Glad to hear 

>> about Just let me 

>> know when you need the 

>> letter of support and to whom it should be addressed 

>> so that I will have 

>> time to produce it. As you may know, I was in 

>> Chicago last week and just 

>> recently returned. Keep in mind that I travel and so 

>> it might take me a few 

>> days to get back with you once you forward the 

>> information so do so early. 

>> I am very- proud of all of your progress. Sincerely, 

>> Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> -On Wednesday, August 03, 2005 5:51 PM -0700 

>> 

>> ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

>> 

>> > Dr. Regester[ 

>> > I hope all is well with you. It has been some 

>> thne 

>> > since we have spoken. I hope you remember me. 

>> > 

>> > After graduating from krNC, I went to 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> > and I was wondering if I could list you as a 

>> > reference. You may remember that I was 

>> your 

>> > AF~A2vl course 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



>> > 

>> > I look forward to hearing from you, and would love 

>> > know what interesting projects you have been 
>> working 
>> > on lately 

>> > Start your day with Yahoo[ - make it your home 
>> page 
>> > http:/Avw~v.¥ahoo.corrlirihs 

> Do You Yahoo! ? 
> Tired of spam? Yahoot Mail has the best spare protection around 
> http://maihyahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 19, 2005 11:32 AM 

cculleto@kent.edu 

Re: Contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

Dear Claire: Currently, I am still working on my essay but hope to be 
finished in the next few days. Sorl~- for the delay but I have several 
essays due by Sept 1 and I am working as fast as I can Thanks much for 
your patience Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, August 08, 2005 8:22 AM -0400 cculleto@kent edu wrote: 

Hi Charlene, *vere you going to revise your essay that you sent me on 
12/8/04? We’d like a revision by next week as we are putting the 
volume tog. to send to the publisher. Please advise. Thanks. Claire 
Culleton 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: charlene regester <regester@email unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, July 14, 2005 5:22 pm 
Subject: Re: Contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

>> Dear Claire and Karen: Yes, I do plan to meet the stated deadline 
>> Thanks 
>> for providing me with an opportunW to submit my work ~[~you 

>> recommendations regarding my essay, please ]2~rward so that I can 
>> incoporate 
>> changes. Good luck on this volume, as I think it will have 
>> considerable 
>> appeal because of the topic and range of persons included in this 

>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> --On Thursday, July 14, 2005 12:22 PM -0400 cculleto@kent.edu wrote: 

>> > A Note to contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

>> > To: Christopher Faulkner, James Wierzbicki, Debra Moddelmog, 
Steven 

>> > (3. KeHman, Josh Gosciak, William J. Maxwell, Janet Sharistanian, 
>> > Andrew Strombeck, Jearme Perreault, Andrea Weiss, Alexander 

Stephan, 
>> > and Charlene Regester 

>> > I am writing with good he,vs. Palgrave/Macmillan (USA) has 
expressed 

>> > an interest in further reviewing our collection on modernism and 
the 

>> > FBI - "Modernism on File: Modern Writers, Artists, and the FBI, 
>> 1920- 
>> > 1950". Karen Leick and I have been asked to send more material 
>> to the 
>> > press for its review. Here’s ~vhat I need from each of you 
>> within the 
>> > next few weeks. Please cotffirm that I can expect these by mid- 
>> August> at the latest: 

>> > 1) a final copy of your finished and polished essay ~vith complete 
>> > notes and works cited 
>> > 2) a ~vord count of the essay (if you can supply this-even an 
>> estimate- 
>> > -now, that would be helpful) 
>> > 3) an updated c.v. 
>> > 4) a statement indicating whether your essay is ~der consideration 
>> > anywhere else, and where. 
>> > 5) a statement indicating whether your essay has in this or in 
>> another> version been published elsewhere @ou will need to write 
>> away for 
>> > Permission to reprint if this is the case. We can talk about this 
>> > later.) 
>> > 6) to those of you ~vith published books, Palgrave would like to 

>> > what the sales numbers of your previous books have been You can 
>> > contact your editor or publisher directly for this information or 
>> > submit figures from your royal~ statements 
>> > 7) Karen and I need to recommend outside readers Ibr the collection 
>> > and we have come up ~vith a list of several names If there is 

>> > you think of as an ideal reader, please feel tlcee to furnish full 
>> > contact information for that person and we will add him/her 

>> > Karen and I would like to send the complete ms. to Palgrave by the 
>> > third ~veek in August so please don’t let this opportunity slip 
>>by. I 
>> > am attaching copies of our Proposal and the Introduction Karen 



>> and I 
>> > have written for the volume in order to give each of you a better 
>> > sense of the contours of the book and to familiarize you with 
>> the work 
>> > of your colleagues on the project I trust you will agree that the 
>> > book will make an important contribution to the field Thanks 
> again 
>> > for your participatmn I hope to hear from you shortly to confirm 
>> > that you can make these deadlines. -- Claire CulIeton 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 19, 2005 11:44 AM 

@highstream.net 

Black Women BriefBio Insertions 

Black Women Brief Biogmphy.doc 

Dear Blanche: Attached are the added sections to the previously chapters 
for my book on black women in cinema. Please note that for a couple of 
these ~vomen, I will need you to review the entire chapter. For now, I am 
just forwarding these insertions. Then you car1 let me know how and when you 
would like to receive the other material I ~vill for~vard the editorial 
con~aents next week but I have several deadlines to meet and calmot do so 
right away. By the way, I have a Josephine Baker essay that ~vas due this 
week but I am rurming behind. I will forward this as well next ~veek and 
will need for you to work on this as soon as possible. I aIrea~dy let the 
publishers know that I was running behind schedule. ~Ihanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Black Women - Brief Biography 

Hattie McDaniel: Brief Biography 

McDaniel was the youngest child born to Henry and Susan McDaniel on June 10, 

1895. Henry had been a former slave and fieldhand on a Virginia plantation prior to 

j oining the Union Army. According to biographer, Carlton Jackson, after the Civil War, 

for some ten years Henry carved out a meager existence in the Virginia and North 

Carolina region before moving to Nashville, Tennessee. In 1875, working part-time as a 

Baptist minister and coming into contact with a variety of gospel singing groups, this 

association, allowed him to meet Susan Holbert; a singer whom he later married. 

Compelled to explore the more lucrative opportunities that the west offered to blacks 

during the Reconstruction period, Henry and Susan eventually traveled to and settled in 

Wichita, Kansas. it was here that they would have some thirteen children (many of whom 

died at birth or shortly after birth) and included: Otis, James, Samuel, Ruby, Adele, 

Orlena, Etta, and Hattie.~ 

The McDaniel family, described as having talent as musicians or entertainers, 

again moved in 19011 to Denver, Colorado where Hattie attended Denver’s Twenty- 

Fourth Street Elementary School. As a youngster, Hattie excelled at singing, dancing, and 

theatrics. By the age of thirteen, she was performing with a minstrel show, J. M. 

Johnson’s Mighty Modern Minstrels; an opportunity that led to similar such 

performances. By 1910, Henry disillusioned with the labor force decided to organize his 

own minstrel show utilizing the talents of family members. Despite the group’s 



formation, Hattie was prohibited from j oining them because of her age but after her 

sophomore year of high school, she quit school to perform at local theaters. These 

performances were frequently augmented by working as a cook, clerk, and 

~vasherwoman.ii 

In 1920, Hattie managed to meet one of Denver’s black musicians, Professor 

George Morrison, and was presented with an opportunity to perform with the Morfison 

Orchestra. This exposure resulted in Hattie being billed as the, "Female Bert Williams" 

(named after the noted black vaudeville performer who became one of the highest paid 

entertainers on stage). But such success was often met with tragedy. Prior to her father’s 

death on December 5, 1922, Hattie married George Langford, ~vho died from a gunshot 

wound. These deaths prompted her return to her theatrical career and in January of 1925, 

Hattie, performing with the Morri son Orchestra, appeared on a Denver Radio Station 

where she allegedly became the first black person to sing on station KOA. This exposure 

allowed Hattie to begin to cultivate her song writing talent and she produced titles such 

as: "Quittin’ My Man Today," "Bown Skin Baby Doll," "I Wish I Had Somebody," 

"BooHoo Blues," "Wonderful Dream," "Lonely Heart," "Poor Boy Blues," et. al.iii 

To broaden her entertainment venues, Hattie frequently performed with the Elks 

and Shriners who produced entertainment shows throughout a wide variety of cities and 

even performed for the Theatrical Owners Booking Association (TOBA-a chain of 

theaters guaranteeing a vast array of theatrical entertainment throughout the U.S.). 

Unfortunately, many of these opportunities were not financially sustaining and Hattie was 

reduced to working as a menial as she did when she worked as a maid for the Club 

Madrid in Milwaukee. This venture, however, was short-lived because Hattie later 



convinced the proprietor of the club of her singing and acting talent and this elevated her 

from maid to entertainer. When Hattie’s siblings, sister, Etta and brother, Sam who 

worked as extras in the Hollywood cinema industry as well as on radio lured her to 

California, Hattie’s career began to be more centrally focused on screen acting. Yet, in 

these early years she continued to establish herself as an entertainer and joined her 

brother on radio while working as a maid for the Los Angeles wealthy while awaiting 

opportune screen roles,iv 

In 1932, Hattie landed her first screen role in The Golden West, playing the part 

of an uncredited servant. Yet, by 1932, Hattie managed to land some three screen roles in 

The Blonde Venus, Hypnotized, and Washington Masquerade. These roles led to 

subsequent roles in The Stoo~ of Temple Drake (1933) and I’m No Angel (1933). During 

the decade of the 1930s Hattie would land an extensive number of screen roles in films 

such as: [Check Dates] Judge Priest (1934), Operator 13 (1934), Another Face (1935), 

The Little Colonel (1935), A#ce Adams (1935), China Seas (1935), Hearts" Divided 

(11936), Libeled Lady (11936), Star for a Night (1936), Showboat (1936), ]he 57nging Kid 

(1936), Racing Lady (1937), Forty Five Fathers (1937), Nothing Sacred (1937), 

Saratoga (1937), The Mad A~[iss Manton (1938), Battle of Broa&~’ay (1938), and Zenobia 

(1939) with the decade culminating in her most famous role in Gone with the Wind- a 

film that allowed her to become the first black actress to win an Academy Award. 

Jackson reports that, "In the thirties she played noticeable roles in forty different movies, 

averaging one movie a month in 11936 alone.’’’~ By the end of the decade, Hattie married 

for a second time to Howard Hickman - a marriage that was short-lived. 



The subsequent decade of the 1940s resulted in Hattie continually being cast on 

screen as the quintessential servant despite the fact that she had won an academy award. 

For exampl e, she appeared in Maryland (1940-one of her few screen performances for 

the year despite having won the Academy Award), The GreatLie (1941), They Diedwith 

Their Boots On (1941 ), Affectionately Yours (1941 ), The Male Animal (1942), In ]his 

Our Life (1942), George Washington Slept Here (1942), ]hank Your lucky Stars (1943), 

Since You Went Away (1944) Janie (1944), Hi BeautiJid (1944), Song of the South 

(1946), ]he Flame (1947) and ~/lickey (1948) et. A1. Such roles resulted in her being 

publicly criticized as when the NAACP targeted black actors who they deemed as 

assuming subservient roles particularly during the World War II period when they 

lobbied for democracy and attempted to achieve equal rights in America.v’ During this 

decade, Hattie again married James Lloyd Crawford in 19411 and Larry C. Williams in 

1949.vii As these marriages deteriorated, by the late 1940s, Hattie returned to radio to 

perform on the "Beulah" radio show; an opportunity that allowed her to negotiate a 

contract where she was scheduled to earn initially $1,000 per week but this amount 

increased to $2,000 per week for some seven years. When the show was converted to 

television, Hattie worked for a while prior to developing breast cancer that would result 

in her death. Hattie died October 26, 1952 in San Fernando Valley, California. At her 

death, Hattie requested that she be buried in an all-white cemetery, Rosedale. Despite 

viii obj ections on the basis of race, she became the first black to be buried in this cemetery. 

Louise Beavers: Brief Biography 



Louise Ellen Beavers, was born March 8, 1902 in Cinncinnati, Ohio to the 

William M. Beavers originally from Georgia and Ernestine Monroe Beavers of Ohio. 

Beaver’s mother worked as a schoolmarm in the public schools of Cinnicinnati, when her 

health began to fail ~vhich prompted her move to the west coast. In 1912, Ernestine 

moved with her family to Pasadena, California and it was here that Louise would attend 

school, later enrolling in the Pasadena High School. While attending public schools in 

Pasadena, Beavers reportedly played ~vith the girl’s baseball team× One source notes that 

Louise’s early training for the theater was fostered by the fact that she sang in a church 

choir. Following her graduation in June of 1920~ and prior to launching her acting career, 

Beavers worked as a dressing room attendant for a photographer and as a personal maid 

to white film star, Leatrice Joy.x~i Later, Beavers performed with "The Lady Minstrels" - 

a group of young women who provided amateur productions and appeared on stage at the 

Lowes State Theatre. It ~vas this exposure that allowed Beavers to showcase her talent 

and attracted the attention of studio executives. However, Beavers’ entrance into the 

cinema industry is clouded by two differing versions of her discovery. According to the 

Afro-American, Baltimore, it is reported that after Beavers appeared ~vith "The Lady 

Minstrels," she was recruited by an agent to audition for a role with Universal Studios.X’l’ 

Yet, according to an interview conducted with the Negro Digest in 1949, Beavers reveals 

that she participated in an amateur contest held at the Philharmonic Auditorium in Los 

Angeles. She reveals: 

I sang. I don’t know how good I was or how I even managed to get 
through the song But I kept telling myself --- ’You’ve got to do it - 

you’ve got to!’ I sang a song called Pal of My Old Cradle Days. 
When the song ended, I didn’t even ~vait for the applause but the 

stopped and turned to the audience again and bowed to my.mother on the 
side of the auditorium. I blew her a kiss and left the stage.~l’~ 



A few days after her performance, she received a call from Charles Butler affiliated with 

the Central Casting Bureau who recruited black actors to appear in Hollywood 

productions. Butler allegedly "discovered" Beavers after heating her sing in this amateur 

contest and was responsible for her transition from the stage to the screen,x’7 On Butler’s 

recommendation, Beavers landed one of her first roles in Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1927).xvi In 

fact, Universal studios called Beavers some three times before she responded to their 

offers; she contended that she resisted "because of the African roles given to colored 

people.’’~Tii It was Butler who invited her to audition for a role in Uncle 7bin’s Cabin. 

Beavers auditioned for and received the screen role, thus launching her acting career in 

>:viii the cinema Industry. However, it is not clear if she actually appeared in the film 

because other sources suggest that she was not given the part because she was deemed 

too young for the role.x~x 

Beavers had been reluctant to pursue an acting career, ptimatily because of the 

demeaning, parodic constructions of African Americans that dominated the black screen 

image. Articulating her objection, she asserted: "In all the pictures I had seen, they never 

used colored people for anything except savages - and I had no ambition to appear before 

the public in a G-String and an African smile. The costume seemed a little bit too sketchy 

for general use.’’~<x However, throughout her career, the exact number of her screen 

appearances remains in dispute, but by the late 1930s she had worked in over 250 films - 

a testament to her talent and prolific career.~ Beavers acknowledging her screen role as 

the quintessential subservient even admitted that although she acted as a maid to a 



number of white screen stars, "I have never been called on to impersonate a savage!":~:ii 

neeaha 

Beavers’ most well known role was that of Delilah in Imitation of Life (1934). 

Following her appearance in this film, in 1936, Beavers married Robert Clark, a native of 

New York and who se~’ed as her manager by arranging Beavers’ twenty-week tours of 

theaters that she conducted annually.~ii After this marriage ended in divorce, Clark re- 

married a dancer, Anise Boyer,~v and Louise later married Leroy Moore, an interior 

decorator, and their marriage that lasted until her death in 1962.x~v It is ironic that 

although Beavers (herself an only child) never had children, on screen she played the 

black matriarch. Moreover, on screen she was a servant, but off screen she may have 

descended from a powerful white patriarchy, for she often stated that her grandfather, 

James Monroe, was a descendant of the former president, lineage that linked Beavers to 

the political arena evident by her public support for political candidate, Richard Nixon, 

who would later become a U.S. president.~i 

Because Beavers appeared in several screen roles with white actress, Mae West, 

the two, became close friends--a friendship that continued until the 1950s when they 

appeared on stage in Las Vegas. It was also during this period that she replaced Hattie 

McDaniel on the ’Beulah’ radio and television shows. Beavers was one of few actresses 

who made the transition from film to television appearing in other television shows such 

as ’Cleopatra Collins’ (1956), ’The Hostess With the Mostest,’ (1957), ’The Swamp 

Fox,’ (11959), and ’You Bet Your Life,’ (1959-a Groucho Marx Production). 

In 1957, Beavers’ career as an actress allowed her to be inducted into the Black 

Filmmakers Hall of Fame. During the early 1960s, she began to experience health 



problems due to the onset of diabetes. Prior to her death on October 26, 1962 of a heart 

attack at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital in Los Angeles, Beavers became a board 

member to the Screen Actors Guild.~a~ii 

i Carlton Jackson, Hattie: The Life of Hattie McDaniel (Lanham: Madison Books, 1990), 

ii Ibid. 

iii Ibid. 

iv ibid. 

v Ibid. 

vi Ibid. 

vii ibid. Donald Bogle reports that McDaniel married LarU C. Williams in 1947 (Bright 

Boulevards, Bold Dreams, New York: Ballantine Books, 2005). Yet, Jackson notes that 

this marriage occurred in 1949. 

viii Ibid. 

iXDeath Certificate for Louise Ellen Beavers provided by the State of California, 

Department of Health Services. It is of note that some sources have incorrectly reported 

her date of birth. For example, the Notable Black American Women reports that she was 

born March 8, 1902, while Sarah P. Morris reports that she was born March 8, 1908. 

× "New Contract Establishes Louise Beavers Movie Star: First Member of Race to Gain 

High Standing in Film World," Chicago Defender, 7 November 1936, 8. 

×i The Afro-American, Baltimore reports that Beavers finished High School in 1918. 

Ralph Matthews, "Looking at the Stars: Pete Beavers, The Pancake Queen," Afro- 

American, Baltimore, 26 January 1935, 9. 

.-di Faye Chadwell, "Louise Beavers" 



xiii Ibid. 

×,v Louise Beavers, "My Biggest Break," Negro Digest, 8.2 (December 1949): 21-22. 

x,, Ibid. For additional information on Charles Butler’s role as a casting agent in 

Hollywood, see Charlene Regester, "African American Extras in Hollywood during the 

1920s and 1930s," Film History 9.1 (1997): 95-112. 

xvi Beavers, "My Biggest Break," 22. 

x,-~i Ralph Matthevvs, "Looking at the Stars," Baltimore Afro-American, 26 January- 1935, 

9. 

xviii Ibid. 

’~:~ Louis R. Lautier, "Louise Beavers Wouldn’t Use Epithet in Imitation ofLoCe,’’ 

Baltimore Afro-American, 2 March 1935, 9. An additional source reveals that although 

Beavers did not assume the role for which she auditioned, she did appear in U, tcle Ibm 

Cabin as a cook ("Louise Beavers Believes Talkie Roles Misunderstood," Baltimore 

Afro-American, 23 February 1935, 8. 

= "Louise Beavers Secured Film Role Through Luck," Chicago Defender, 5 January 

1935, 8. 

=i James E. Hill, "Cincinnati-Born Louise Beavers Never Had First Lesson in Acting," 

Pittsburgh Courier, 15 January 1938, 21. 

~i "Louise Beavers Secured Film Role Through Luck," Chicago Defender, 5 January 

1935, 8. 

,~,~ii "Double Trouble for La Beavers," Baltimore Afro-American, 1 April 1944, 6 and 

"Louise Beavers Almost Turned the Movies Down," Baltimore Afro-American, 15 

January 1938, 11. 



~’~ "Bob Clark, Louise Beavers’s ex-Mate, Weds Young Dancer," Afro-American, 

Baltimore, 23 August, 1947, 6. 

,~,v Ethel Payne, "Louise Beavers, Film Star Turns to Broadway Next," Chicago Defender, 

19 March 1955, 17. Death Certificate for Louise Ellen Beavers Moore provided by the 

State of California, Department of Health Services. 

~’~ Al Monroe, "Swinging the News," Chicago Defender, 29 July 11944. 

~z~vii Nagueyalti Warren, "Louise Beavers," Notable Black American Women, 76-77. 

Donald Bogle reports that, "More than four hundred fans and friends turned out for 

Beavers’s funeral at the People’s Independent Church of God in Christ. Four months 

later, Beavers’s husband, Leroy Moore, died" (Donald Bogle, Bright Boulevards, Bold 

Dreams, New York: Ballantine Books, 2005, 361). 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Augnst 24, 2005 11:57 AM 

Caroline Beven <C.Beven@ffts.arts.gla.ac.nk> 

Re: screen review 

Dear Caroline: This is to let you know that I am behind in my work. 
Therefore, I will need more time to complete flae review for your journal I 
will need at least until the mid of September or the end of September I 
apologize for the delay but have several deadlines that are coming up which 
has interfelTed with my ability to complete the review. Let me know what 
you think Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, May 26, 2005 1:45 PM +0100 Caroline B even 
<C.Beven@tfts arts.gla, ac.uk> wrote: 

> Okay - ~vill send it offwith a commission form 
> Thanks for this 
> Caroline 
> 

>> Dear Carolina: Currently, I have two of the books -- the one by 
>> Michelle Wallace and Susan Courmey. Please send the other(s). 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, May 26, 2005 10:13 AM +0100 Caroline B even 
>> <C.Beven@tfts arts gla ac.uk> wrote: 
>> 

>>> It would be the three together, as they seems like the?’ ’fit’, although 
>>> if you find otherwise you could let us know Do you need copies of all 
>>> three? 

>>> CB 

>>>> I)ear Caroline: Yes, I would like to complete book reviews 12~r your 
>>>> journal. However, do you want me to review all of the books listed 
>>>> or just one of the books indicated? Please be more specific so that 
>>>> I can get started as soon as possible Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Wednesday, May 25, 2005 2:17 PM + 0100 Caroline Beven 
>>>> <C Beven@ffts arts gla ac.uk> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> Hi, how are you? Everything going well I hope. We were wondering 
>>>>> you might be interested in reviewing some more books for Screen: 

>>>>> MJchele Wallace: ’Dark Designs and Visual Culture’ 
>>>>> Jun Xing & Lane Ryo Hirabayashi (eds): ’Reversing the lens: Ethnicity, 
>>>>> race, gender and sexuality’ through film’ Susan Courtney: ’Hollywood 
>>>>> i~antasies of raiscegnation: spectacular narratives of gender and race 
>>>>> 1903 -67’ 

>>>>> If so, we would like to set a word-curmt of 2500, and a deadline of 1 
>>>>> September. The review would be published in December 2005, all being 
>>>>> welh 

>>>>> Let me know if this appeals and I’ll send a corcanission fom~ and, of 
>>>>> course, the books[ 

>>>>> Best wishes, 

>>>>> Caroline Beven 

>>>>> Gilmorehill Centre 
>>>>> Glasgow University 
>>>>> Glasgow 
>>>>> G12 8QQ 
>>>>> Scotland 

>>>>> t (O)141 330 5035 
>>>>> f(0)141 330 3515 
>>>>> screen@arts.gla.ac uk 
>>>>> ,a~vw.screen alts gla ac.uk 

>>> Caroline Beven 

>>> Gilmorehill Centre 
>>> Glasgow Umversity 
>>> Glasgow 
>>> G12 8QQ 



>>> Scotland 

>>> t (0)141 330 5035 

>>> f(0)141 330 3515 

>>> screen@arts gla ac.uk 

>>> w~vw screen.arts.gla.ac.uk 

> Caroline Beven 

> Screen 

> Giltnorehill Centre 

> Glasgow Uni-,~ersity 

> Glasgow 

> G12 8QQ 

> Scotland 

> t (0)141 330 5035 

> f(0)141 3303515 

> screen@arts.gla, ac.uk 

> ww~v.screen.arts.gla.ac.uk 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25, 2005 3:07 PM 

Caroline Beven <C.Beven@ffts.arts.gla.ac.uk> 

Re: screen review 

Dear Carolina: Thanks much. This helps tremendously. I ~vill certainly tly 
to do a really good review and thanks for working with me. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Wednesday, August 24, 2005 5:01 PM +0100 Caroline Beven 
<C.Beven@tfts. arts.gla, ac.uk> wrote: 

Dear Charlene, 

Don’t worry about this - we already have a lot of revie~vs in for the 
next issue, so we can leave yours for the one after (47:1). You don’t 
need to get copy for that issue in to us until end of November. 

I’ll change the deadline on our list here. Hope things quieten down a 
little for you soon! 

Best wishes, 

Caroline 

>> Dear Caroline: rlhis is to let you know that I am behind in my work. 
>> Therefore, I will need more time to complete the review for your 
>> journal. I will need at least until the mid of September or the end 
>> of September. I apologize fi~r the delay but have several deadlines 
>> that are coming up which has interfen-ed with my abili~ to complete 
>> the review. Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, May 26, 2005 1:45 PM ~ 0100 Caroline Beven 
>> <C.Beven@tfts.arts.gla.ac uk> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Okay - will send it offwith a commission form 
>>> Thanks for this. 
>>> Caroline 

>>>> Dear Carolina: Currently, I have two of the books -- the one by 
>>>> Michelle Wallace and Susan Courtney. Please send the other(s) 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> --On Thursday, May 26, 2005 10:13 AM ~ 0100 Caroline B even 
>>>> <C.Beven@ffks.arts.gla.ac.uk> wrote: 

>>>>> It would be the three together, as they seems like they ’fit’, 
>>>>> although if you find otherwise you could let us know. Do you need 
>>>>> copies of all three? 

>>>>>> Dear Caroline: Yes, I would like to complete book reviews for your 
>>>>>> journal. However, do you want me to review all of the books listed 
>>>>>> or just one of the books indicated? Please be more specific so that 
>>>>>> I can get started as soon as possible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> --On Wednesday, May 25, 2005 2:17 PM +0100 Caroline Beven 
>>>>>> <C.Beven@tfts.arts.gla.ac.nk> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> Hi, how- are you? Everything going well I hope. We were wondering if 
>>>>>>> you might be interested in reviewing sorue ruore books for Screen: 

>>>>>>> Michele Wallace: ’Dark Designs and Visual Culture’ 
>>>>>>> Jun Xing & Lane Ryo Hirabayashi (eds): ’Reversing the lens: 
>>>>>>> Ethnici~’, race, gender and sexuality through film’ Susan Courtney: 
>>>>>>> ’Hollywood fantasies of miscegnation: spectacular narratives of 
>>>>>>> gender and race 1903-67’ 

>>>>>>> If so, we would like to set a ~vord-count of 2500, and a deadline of 
>>>>>>> 1 September. The revie~v would be published in December 2005, all 
>>>>>>> being well. 

>>>>>>> Let me know tf this appeals and I’ll send a commission fonn and, of 
>>>>>>> course, the books[ 

>>>>>>> Caroline Beven 



>>>>>>> Gi[morehil[ Centre 
>>>>>>> Glasgow University 
>>>>>>> Glasgow 
>>>>>>> G12 8QQ 

>>>>>>> t (0)141 330 5035 
>>>>>>> f(0)141 330 3515 
>>>>>>> screen@arts.gla, ac.uk 
>>>>>>> ~vw.screen.arts.gla.ac.uk 

>>>>> Caroline Beven 

>>>>> GiN~orchill Cen~e 
>>>>> Glasgow Universi~- 
>>>>> Glasgow- 
>>>>> G12 8QQ 
>>>>> Scotland 

>>>>> t (0)141 330 5035 
>>>>> f@)141 330 3515 
>>>>> screen@arts.gla, ac.uk 
>>>>> v~w.screen.arts.gla.ac.~ 

>>> Caroline Bcven 

>>> Gi~norehill Ccn~e 
>>> Glasgo~v Universi~- 
>>> Glasgow 
>>> G12 8QQ 
>>> Scotland 

>>> t (0)141 330 5035 
>>> f(0)141 330 3515 
>>> screen@arts gla ac.~ 
>>> www. screen arts gla.ac.~ 

> Caroline Beven 

> Screen 
> Gi~ol-eNll Cen~-e 
> Glasgow Universi~¢ 
> Glasgo~v 
> G12 8QQ 
> Scotland 

> t (0)141 330 5035 
> f(0)141 3303515 
> screen@arts.gla, ac.uk 
> w~v.screen arts gla ac.~ 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

"ScreenDecadesMovies and the Marginalizedodoc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 5, 2005 4:57 PM 

cculleto@kent, edu 
Re: Copyedited essays of MODERNISM ON FILE 

ATT00001.c 

Dear Claire: SoI~y it has taken me so long with my essay but I have and editor 
who broke her hip which has delayed my work. In the meantime, while I did not 
realize that you decided to edit the existing essay I had already finished my 
essay. Therefore, I am attaching my revised version but because I have taken 
so long to respond, when I receive the version that you edited, I am willing 
to accept your version. You can let me know what you think. Please forgive my 
delinquency which is not normal for me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> Dear all: 
> Karen and I have finished copyediting all of the essays for the 
> collection. I will be returning the copyedited essays to each of you 
> shortly. Please review our notes on each page and email me back with 
> your response. (" Yes to all of the changes except those on page six," 
> for example). We are willing to keystroke in all of the changes and 
> corrections ourselves, provided you accept the changes. Most of you 
> (not Kelhnan, not Maxwell, not Stephan) will need to substantially or 
> not-so-substantially cut your essays. Palgrave ~¥ants the collection 
> limited to 80,000 words, which means the essays need to stay within a 
> 6,000-6,800 word limit. When you email me back, let me know what cuts 
> you recommend and are agreeable to. Please get back to me by the 
> weekend of Sept. 16th-18th: Karen and I plan to send the collection 
> for final review to Palgrave by the end of that week. We know this is 
> a bad time of year to ask for your undivided attention to this matter 
> but we are committed to getting this fine work into print and want to 
> keep up with the schedule Palgrave has requested of us. Some of you 
> are on sabbatical or have been out of town recently, so I would 
> appreciate getting a preferred mailing address from everyone. Thank 
> you and feel free to discuss any of the changes with me by telephone 
> after you’ve reviewed our suggestions: (330) 672-1709 [office] or 
>               [home]. Take care, Claire Culleton 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Baker-FBI 

Files Revised Version Augustodoc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2005 11:02 AM 

Noel Lawrence @sprintmail.com> 

Re: Afico Promo 

Dear Noel: Thales for contacting me and yes, I am interested However, please 
give me more specific information about what you would like for me to 
actually write as well as the deadline I travel quite a bit and ~vould want 
to make sure that I meet the stated deadline. Also, do you want the intro to 
refer to specific fihns or the entire body of works I have seen most of the 
fihns listed but a few -- I have not seen Let me know what you think 
Finally, thanks f,ar contacting me and I look forward to hearing from you 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Noel La~vrence @sprintmail.com>: 

Charlene, 

Hi, this is Noel Lawrence. Jane Gaines suggested I contact you. 

I run a DVD label for independent and documental- fihn (Other Cinema 
D~,’D) Currenly, I am putting together a DVD for a collection of 
Black Cinema Trailers tlcom the forties to the seventies. As with 
most of our releases, we will include a booklet with some 
introductop)~ remarks on the films. I am looking for a scholar or 
critic on African-American film who could write a 1000-1200 word 
essay for the DVD I mentinned my search to Jane and she said you 
might be interested. 

Below is a brief description of the program I will also include a 
couple articles about it. 

We are on a very tight production schedule so let me know ASAP if 
this would be of interest 

Best, Noel 

Afro Promo: 

A Coming Attractions Overview of Blacks in ~nerican Cinema from 1946-1976 

35tmn; 75 rams 

Co-curated by Karl Knapper and Jenni 01son 

Afro Promo is a feature-length compilation of coming attractions trailers 
from black films of the 1940s, ’50s, ’60s and early ’70s. This historical 
overview scans the social issue fthns, plantation dramas, and African safari 
movies nfthe 1950s and ’60s, blaxploitation, music and sports biographies, 
and other geme examples of the ’70s, as it tracks the bmgeoning careers of 
such popular stars as Sidney Poitier, James Earl Jones, Billy Dee Williams, 
Bill Cosby, and Diatma Ross. Entertaining and educational, Afro Promo 
provides a corapact glimpse at the representation of African Americans 
through thirty @namic years of American cinema history. Don’t miss it! 

Song of the South (1946) 

Harlem Globetrotters (1952) 

St. Louis Blues (1958) 

Edge of the City (1957) 

The Defiant Ones (1958) 

Raisin in the San (1961) 

Patch of Blue (1965) 

They Call _’vie Mr. Tibbs (1970) 

Cool Breeze (1972) 

Last Safari (1967) 

Zulu (1963) 

Soul To Soul (1971) 

Sounder (1972) 

The Learning Tree (1969) 

Putney Swope (1969) 



Slaves (1969) 

Mandmgo (1975) 

Boss Nigger (1974) 

Blacula (1972) 

Cleopatra Jones (1973) 

Foxy Brown (1974) 

Black Marna, \~nite Mama (1973) 

Black Girl 

Lady Sings the Blues (1972) 

Sparkle (1975) 

The Great \~2~ite Hope (1970) 

The Bingo Long Travelling All Stars and Motor Kings (1976) 

The Greatest (1976) 

Car Wash (1976) 

Nom~an Is That You? (1976) 

Cooley High (1975) 

A Piece of the Action (1976) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2005 1:32 PM 

dseed <dseed@liverpool.ac.nk> 

Re: request 

Dear David: Today, I am sending the essay previously requested. Solry it has 
taken me so long but I had several deadlines to meet and this has consumed 
much of my time. Once you receive the essay, please let me know that you have 
it in hand Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting dseed <dseed@liverpool ac.uk>: 

> Charlene, 
> Thanks for the page ret\ If it’s no trouble to send a copy that would 
> be really helpfifl My mailing address is: School of English, 
> Liverpool University, Liverpool L697ZR, l~rK 
> It’s not at all urgent Hope your summer school goes well 
> David 
> 
> --On 24 May 2005 14:28 -0400 charlene regester 
> <regester@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Dave: The page numbers (I thil~) for the essay previously mentioned 
>> are from pp210-235. If you cannot locate, let me kno~v and I will forward 
>> a copy but I cannot do so until my sunnner school ends. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> --On Friday, May 20, 2005 3:28 PM ~0100 dseed <dseed@livelpool ac.uk> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> ’]’hanks for getting back to me so quickly I had read your umversity web 
>>> page and got the impression that you had written earlier essays on the 
>>> same subject. By the way, could you g~ve me the pages of your essay in 
>>> Literature Film Quarterly. I accessed it electronically and they don’t 
>>> give the page spread. Thanks again, 
>>> David 
>>> 

>>> --On 19 May 2005 15:33 -0400 ch arlene regester <regester@email uric edu> 

>>>> Dear David: At this point, no I have not published any additional essays 
>>>> since the one in Film/Literature. However, you might look at Jacqueline 
>>>> Stewart’s new book, titled Migrating to the Movies (I think) -- she 

>>>> mentions Toni Morrison’s (et. al.)references to characters who attend 
>>>> the movies While this is not directly related, it definitely is worth 
>>>> reviewing Good luck on your future endeavors. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>> Regester 

>>>> --On Thursday, May 19, 2005 3:54 PM +0100 dseed <dseed@livcrpoohac.ak> 

>>>>> Dear (~’harlene, 
>>>>> I’m working on a book about American novelists between the wars using 
>>>>> filru tectmiques in their fiction and was very interested to read your 
>>>>> essay in Literature Filru Quarterly. If you have published any other 
>>>>> essay-s in this area I’d be very grateful to hear about thenr. Best 
>>>>> wishes, David Seed @rof) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2005 2:03 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Getting in touch 

Dear         Sorw, it has taken me so long to respond. I have had several 
deadlines to meet on Sept. 1 and of course, the hurricane hit 

Thus, she and I talked nearly 
ever?- day by phone We definitely need an update, so please let me kno~v when 
you plan to arrive in Durham. By the ~vay, I did not see the documentaW on 
Micheaux but would like to have a copy. The woman you saw as Jacqueline 
Stewart -- she has a ne~v book out on Migrating to the Movies and it is one of 
the best on earl?’ black cinema Will be in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~hotmail com>: 

Hey Charlene, 

It’s been a while. I’m sorry we missed each other the last time I 
was in Durham How are things with you? I guess the semester has 
started alrea@ My college starts classes on Monday 

I saw a short documentaW about Oscar Micheaux on TV One. Have you 
seen it? It was produced by Tim Reid’s company. I thought it was 
pret~ well done. Pearl Bowser and another Black woman (from Chicago 
University’ with a nearly bald head) were interviewed as were several 
other folks, including some white scholars. Do you get TV One? 

Hov,?s the semester going so far’? I look forward to being in touch 
and will try to call you soon 

Take good care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2005 9:58 AM 

~iustin@duke.edu 

Re: 1934 essay - edited file 

Dear Justin: Thanks for your quick review-. I am in the process of reviewing 
these changes I would like to discuss the other chapters mentioned by phone. 
I can tly to call on my cell phone or you can let me know when is a good time 
to call you by phone. Please give me the appropriate telephone number(s) so 
that ~ve can discuss by phone. Thanks much for all of your assistance 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Justin Faerber <mjustin@duke.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I’ve finished work on your essay and attached t~vo copies of the 
edited file to this e-mail Please note that the one titled 
1934-ChangesIncorporated doc is the final version with all of my 
changes incorporated (the way you said you preferred). The other file 
(1934-ChangesVisible.doc) shows my alterations in the form of Word’s 
track changes feature. This is just for your reference I would also 
be happy to also mail you a hard copy of either version. 

Please note that I did make a few small additional corrections 
(mostly matters of spacing and a few typos) to the final version that 
do not appear in the 1934-ChangesVisible doc :file. Again, all of my 
changes are incorporated in the file titled 
1934-ChangesIncorporated doc. 

As we discussed the other day, I have put comments and suggestions to 
you in the form of footnotes. Each is keyed to a unique symbol in the 
text I have occasionally placed curly brackets around a phrase or 
passage about which I was unclear. In all such cases, a corresponding 
footnote explains my confusion or suggestion for 
alteration/elaboration. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about what I’ve done. I 
really enjoyed working on this. Thank you for the opportunity. Thanks 
also for your/very/prompt payment, which arrived in the mail 
Saturday 

Thanks again and best wishes, 
Justin 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2005 5:48 PM 

Ina Hark @bellsouth.net> 

Re: Screen Decades ilium_rations 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Ina: Attached is a copy of my essay previously mentioned. Again, I am 
particularly concerned about the historical context provided. Ho~vever, you 
can give me your assessment as I am willing to make ~vhatever necessary 
changes are required. Please note that the essay is a little long but since I 
was unsure about your expectations, you are welcome to shorten. Finally, I 
will convert the notes to the appropriate standards as indicated by the 
website. Yet, I did not work on this part initially because I am waiting to 
see if my essay is acceptable before I do this. In the meantime, I will begin 
to work on the photos and since getting digital scans will be easier for me 
than going to Photofest in New York this is probably what you can expect 
Thanks much [’or your assistance and I apologize for the delay. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting [na Hark      ~bellsouth.net>: 

Charlene, 

I’ll look nver the essay and get back to you with suggestons as soon 
as I can. Have you checked the series guidelines’? ’]7hey can be found 
here on the internet: 
http://www.ryerson.ca/m~ro up/screendecades~uidelines.html 

[n general, the chapter is to consist of focused discussions of four 
to eight :films around a single theme. ~Ihe historical overview should 
be confined to four pages or so and relate your theme to the 
historical events of the year 

All the best, 

Ina 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> 

>> Dear Ina: This is to let you know that ray essay is on the way, however, I am 
>> asking sonreone else to review this work before sending. Please note that I 
>> have several concerns particularly with the historical section. It 
>> seenrs that 
>> much of what I included should be inserted in the introduction 
>> rather than ray 
>> essay. Thus, I will let you make that decision once you receive the essay. 
>> Also, my essay is longer than the requirenrents because I was not sme about 
>> what you wanted. Therefore, I included the historical overview which can be 
>> shortened. As for the photos, I will need to request these from 
>> Photofest and 
>> will not be able to send with my essay. Howcver, I will begin to 
>> work on this. 
>> In the nreantinre, ray concern is making sme that my essay is appropriate for 
>> yore collection. I xvill forward shortly-. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting Ina Hark @bellsouth.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear 1930s contributors, 

>>> I hope eye.one is entering the home stretch on your chapters, 
>>> which I’nr expecting to see on September 1st or thcreabouts. Kudos 
>>> to Sam for being the first one to complete his. 

>>> I’ve just had breaking news about the illustrations, which 
>>> contradicts some of what was conveyed to me previously. Only the 
>>> cover image is to have rights obtained, and I’ll do that, via 
>>> Photofest. The chapter illustrations are considered fair use and 
>>> may be glossies of publici~ stills or frame captures, provided the 
>>> captures are at least 300 dpi. It’s also been decided that evew 
>>> chapter ~vill have 3 illustrations, no more, no less. Send me what 
>>> you have, and if there aren’t tl~ree, I’ll fill in the blanks mysel£ 
>>> 

>>> Send in glossies with the ms.--you’ll get them back eventually--and 
>>> put frame graps on a CD you send in with the ms. If you are still 
>>> working on getting illustrations, you can send them to me later 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> Ina 

>> 

>> 

>> 





[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

-HoviesMarginalized, 1934,Changeslncorp-doc"] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2005 10:12 AM 

mjustin@duke.edu 

Re: 1934 essay - edited file 

Dear Justin: Yes, I will give you a call. Also, I may not need for you to edit 
as much as I thought. What happened is that based on readers from the previous 
press, they indicated that I should provide a brief biography on the ~vomen 
included in my manuscript. Therefore, I added this section for each chapter. 
Some of the chapter additions have already been edited and others have not. 
Rather than have you read the entire chapter, which in most instances has 
already been edited, I just need for you to revie~v these added sections. So, 
at this point it may be a document of around 25-30 pages. However, for other 
chapters I added other material or revised quite extensively. I will check it 
out in more detail alrd will you kno~v for certain In the meantime, I will call 
at the number provided. Thanks for letting me kno~v that you saw those fihns -- 
this is quite a coincidence. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Justin Faerber <mjustin@duke.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I’m quite busy in the next few days, but perhaps we could discuss the 
other chapters you mentioned later in the week. Do you know what solt 
of time table you’re looking at :[’or those? At this point rm not sure 
what my availabili~ will be like in the immediate future because I am 
pretty swamped with work, but hupefully we can work something uut. 

You can call me at home at         . If I’m not there, just leave a 
message with your number, and I’ll ring you back 

Best, 
Justin 

P.S. I just happened tu nutice that/It Happened One Night/and 
/Imitation of Life/at on back-to-back this afternoun on Turner 
Classic Muvies. What a funW coincidence. 

regester@email uric edu wrute: Dear Justin: Thanks fi~r your quick 
review I am in the process of reviewing 
these changes I would like to discuss the other chapters mentioned 
by phune. 
I can try to call on my cell phone oryou can let me know when is a 
guod time 
to call yuu by phune. Please give me the appropriate telephone 
number(s) so 
that we can discuss by phone. Thanks much fur all of your assistance. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Justin Faerber <mJustin@duke.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I’ve finished work on your essay and attached two copies of the 
edited file to this e-maih Please note that the one titled 
1934-ChangesIncorporated.doc is the final version with all of my 
changes inco12oorated (the way you said you preferred). The other file 

(1934-ChangesVisible.doc) shows ray alterations in the form of Word’s 
track changes feature. This is just for your reference. I would also 

be happy to also mail you a hard copy of either version. 

Please note that I did make a few- small additional corrections 
(mostly matters of spacing and a few- typos) to the final version that 

do not appear in the 1934-ChangesVisible.doc file. Again, all of my 
changes are incorporated in the file titled 
1934-Changeslncorporated.doc. 

As ~ve discussed the other day-, I have put cormnents and suggestions to 

you in the form of footnotes. Each is keyed to a unique symbol in the 

text I have occasionally placed curly brackets around a phrase or 
passage about ~vhich I ~vas unclear. In all such cases, a corresponding 

footnote explains my confusion or suggestion for 
alteration/elaboration 

Please let me kno~v if you have an?- questions about what I’ve done I 
really enjoyed working on this. Thank you for the opportunity Thanks 

also for your/vely/prompt payment, which arrived in the mail 
Saturday 



"[’hanks again and best wishes, 
Justin 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2005 4:16 PM 

omc <omcenter(t~ g~c .net-~ 

Re: O~ar Micheaux Foundation 

Dear Shirley: Yes, I received the information and I do intend to serve on the 
board However, I forgot to return my letter as I have had so many deadlines 
to meet ~vith school starting. I will sign the letter and return to you by the 
end of the week. Thanks for emailing me since this is the best way to contact 
me Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting omc <omcenter@gwtc net>: 

> Hello Charlene, 
> We are follo~ving up on the letter we sent you a couple of weeks ago. 
> Do you wish to stay on the Board of Trustees? 
> We are in the process of finalizing our lists and really need a 
> response from you one way or the other. Hopefully, it will be yes 
> 

> I’m hoping I sent this to the right email address. Thanks for your time 
> 

> ShMey 
> OMC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2005 4:39 PM 

Dye, N. Jane <njdye@ou.edu> 

RE: Society tier Cinema & Media Studies: Updating Membership 

Dear Jane: Thanks much for your clear instructions. I had no problem renewing 
my membership based on the directions provided. Apparently, I was entering an 
incorrect user name But whatever the error, your directions worked for me. 
Sorry, I had to contact to you Again, I appreciate your prompt response. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting "Dye, N. Jane" <njdye@ou.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Your membership lapsed on August 31 Here are the instructions: 

To renew- (you ~von’t be able to access the member area of the website 
until you join or renew but you can access everything else), follow 
these directions: 

1. Login from the main menu on the homepage of the website. 

2. Select Join SCMS from the main menu 

3. Select Join/Renew Now. The Membership Status page should open showing 
you as the registered user 

4 Under "05-06 (Current)" click on "Create New" for (05-06) 5. Select 
membership types (country and income level), payment method and 
continue. You should be able to choose to pay by credit card via PayPal 
or by check. 

You do not need to join SCMS to submit a proposal. If your proposal is 
accepted, you will need to become a member before the early conference 
registration deadline in January 

Jane Dye 
Administrauve Coordinator 

Socie~" for Cinema and Media Studies 
Universi~" of Oklahoma 
640 Parrmgton Oval, Room 302 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
office@cmstudies.org 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Charlene Regester [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2005 12:58 PM 
To: office@cmstudies.org 
Subject: Society for Cincma & Media Studies: Updating Membership 

This is an enquiry e-mail via http://w~’, cmstudies.org fiom: 
Charlene Regester <regester@email.nnc.edu> 

Currently, I am attempting to renew- my membership or to make sure that I 
am current in my membership dues. I created a user name and password 
which was accepted based on the email message recieved. However, I have 
not been able to detemfine my current membership status since I missed 
the August 31st deadline. Please note that I am still receiving all 
email messages as though ray ruembership is current. Please respond to ray 
inquiry as soon as possible. If I cannot update by- profile, I will 
download the form and send my credit card number the old-fashioned way. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2005 12:48 PM 

a152@nyu.edu 

Assistance Needed 

Dear Dr Antonio Lant: Currently, I have completed a manuscript on African 
American Actresses in early cinema My book was reviewed by one press that 
sent it out for review and the book received favorable reviews but they 
changed editors and my work was dropped. A second press issued an advance 
contract, assigned me an editor, and sent me to New York for photos, but also 
changed editors and nay work was dropped. Thus, I am searching for another 
press. Would you be willing to provide information on presses that might be 
interested in this work or advice regarding how I might proceed Thanks much 
for your assistance and I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2005 1:13 PM 

Justin Faerber <mj ustin@duke.edu> 

Chapter Essay 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Justin: As a follo~v-up to our previous conversation regarding your review 
of inseltions that are required for my manuscript on black women in cinema, I 
only need your revie~v of an approx. 30 page document. "¢~qaat happened is that I 
was required to provide a brief bio for each actress that will then be 
inserted into each chapter. Therefore, I ~vould like for you to review this 
material and I am willing to work around your schedule. I have attached the 
essay for your review and you can let me know if this is possible I will 
still tiN to reach you at your home phone number At a later point, I may need 
to have you review an entire chapter since I made substantial revisions 
but for now this is al[ I will need. Thanks again for your assistance and I 

look forward to hearing from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Black 

Women Bio-Volume II.doc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2005 2:07 PM 

Antonia Lain <a152@wu.edu> 

Re: Assistance Needed 

Dear Antonio: Yes, I would like for you to mention my work. If you would like, 
I can send the chapter outline and perhaps one chapter or I can send the 
entire manuscript for your review-. Please let me know what you think 
Finally, thanks for your prompt response and for the advice provided 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~amtonia Lant <a152@nyu edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for writing I am sor~’ that you are having such 
difficulties. Have you ~vritten to Charles Musser for his ideas? 
(charles.musser@nyu edu) Or to Jackie Stewart? 
j acqueline@uchicago, edu 

YVhich are the presses that have abandoned you? 

I know John Belton at Columbia University Press, and Robert Sklar in 
our department has a series at Temple I am not sure if their series 
suit your project, but I would be glad to mention it to them if you 
like. Do you have an outline you could send me? 

We remember fondly your visit to my seminar and your book of death 
certificates[ 

Antonia Lant 

On Sep 14, 2005, at 12:48 PN{ regester@email unc edu wrote: 

>> Dear Dr. Antonio Lant: Currently, I have completed a manuscript on African 
>> ~nerican Actresses in early cinema. [\/~y book was reviewed by one press that 
>> sent it out for review and the book received favorable reviews but they 
>> changed editors and my work was dropped A second press issued an advance 
>> contract, assigned me an editor, and sent me to New York for photos, 
>> but also 
>> changed editors and my work was dropped. Thus, I am searching for another 
>> press. Would you be willing to provide information on presses that might be 
>> interested in this *york or advice regarding how I might proceed. Thanks much 
>> for your assistance and 1 look fopa, ard to hearing li*om you Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2005 9:44 AM 

Antonia Lant <a152@wn.edu> 

Re: Assistance Needed 

Dear Antonia: Thanks much and you can expect to hear from me in the near 
future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Antonia Lant <a152@nyu.edu>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 

> Please send along an outline, plus info on previous presses you’ve 
> dealt with. I may not be able to get to this until mid-October, 
> becuase of other obligations. In the meantime, do write to Charlie 
> alrd Jackie 
> 

> Antonia 
> On Sep 15, 2005, at 2:07 Pi~ regester@email.unc edu wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Antonio: Yes, I would like for you to mention my work If you 
>> would like, 
>> I can send the chapter outline and perhaps one chapter or I can send the 
>> entire manuscript for your review Please let me kno~v what you think 
>> Finally, thanks J2~r your prompt response and [’or the advice provided. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting Antonia Lant <a152@Wu edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> ’]’hank you J2~r writing. I am sorry that you are having such 
>>> difficulties Have you written to Charles Musser [’or his ideas? 
>>> (charles.musser@nyu edu) Or to Jackie Stewart? 
>>> j acqueline@uchicago edu 

>>> Which are the presses that have abandoned you? 

>>> I know John Belton at Columbia University Press, and Robert Sklar 
>>> in our department has a series at Temple I am not sure if their 
>>> series suit your project, but I would be glad to mention it to them 
>>> if you like. Do you have an ontline you could send me? 

>>> We remember fondly your visit to my seminar and your book of death 
>>> certificates! 

>>> Antonia Lant 

>>> On Sep 14, 2005, at 12:48 PM. regester@email.unc.edu ~vrote: 

>>>> Dear Dr. Antonio Lant: Currently, I have completed a manuscript on African 
>>>> American Actresses in early cinema. My book was reviewed by one press that 
>>>> sent it out for review and the book received favorable revie~vs but they 
>>>> changed editors and ray ~vork was dropped. A second press issued an advance 
>>>> contract, assigned me an editor, and sent me to New York for 
>>>> photos, but also 
>>>> changed editors and tW work was dropped. Thus, I am searching for another 
>>>> press. Would you be ~villing to provide information on presses that 
>>>> might be 
>>>> interested in this work or advice regarding ho~v I might proceed. 
>>>> Thanks much 
>>>> for your assistance and I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, 
>>>> Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2005 5:52 PM 

Antonia Lant <a152@wn.edu> 

Re: Address Needed 

Dear Antonia: Please provide an appropriate mailing address so that I may send 
these materials. I assumed that I had your address with my previous email 
messages but I did not. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting .amtonia Lant <a152@nyu edu>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 

> Please send along an outline, plus info on previous presses you’ve 
> dealt with. I may not be able to get to this until mid-October, 
> becuase of other obligations. In the meantime, do write to Charlie 
> and Jackie. 
> 

> Antonia 
> On Sep 15, 2005, at 2:07 PM. regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Antonio: Yes, I would like for you to mention my work. ll’you 
>> would like, 
>> I can send the chapter outline and perhaps one chapter or I can send the 
>> entire manuscript fur your review. Please let me know what you think. 
>> Finally, thanks for yuur prompt respunse and fur the advice provided 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting Antunia Lant <a152@nyu.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> Thank you for writing I am sorp)~ that you are having such 
>>> dil!ficulties. Have you written to Charles Musser fur his ideas? 
>>> (charles.musser@nyu.edu) Or to Jackie Stewart? 
>>> j acqueline@uchicago, edu 

>>> Which are the presses that have abandoned you? 

>>> I know John Belton at Columbia Universi~ Press, and Robert Sklar 
>>> in our department has a series at Temple. I am not sure if their 
>>> series suit yuur prnject, but I wuuld be glad to mentiun it to them 
>>> if you like Do you have an outline you could send me? 

>>> We remember ]2redly your visit to my seminar and your bouk uf death 
>>> certificates[ 

>>> Antonia Lant 

>>> On Sep 14, 2005, at 12:48 PM. regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>>>> Dear Dr..amtonio Lant: Cmiently, I have completed a manuscript on African 
>>>> Aruerican Actresses in early- cinema. My book was revie~ved by one press that 
>>>> sent it out for review and the book received favorable reviews but they 
>>>> changed editors and my work was dropped. A second press issued an advance 
>>>> contract, assigned me an editor, and sent me to New York for 
>>>> photos, but also 
>>>> changed editors and my work was dropped. Thus, I ara searching for another 
>>>> press. Would you be willing to provide irffom~ation on presses that 
>>>> might be 
>>>> interested in this work or advice regarding how- I might proceed. 
>>>> Thanks ruuch 
>>>> for your assistance and I look forward to hearing frora you. Sincerely, 
>>>> Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2005 5:12 PM 

Nedra Wilson <mydk@email.nophx.edtr~ 

Re: tbrmer student 

Dear Nedra: Good to hear from you. I suggest that you contact Dean Harold 
Woodard ~you should be able to locate his email address on the ~veb). He will 
be instrumental in giving you il~formation about ho~v to proceed Also, he can 
give good advice about prep programs for attending Carolina Please contact 
him as soon as possible and you can tell him that I urged you to talk with 
him. Hope this helps and good luck on your future endeavors. By the way, I 
did not realize thal         taught you as well -- with the two of us you 
have been well educated. (Smile) Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Nedra Wilson <mydk@email.uophx edu>: 

Hi, Dr. Register, 

My name is Nedra Michaux Wilson and I use to be one of your students in the 
early ninties I also had a class with your sister at Central after I 
graduated from UNC. I was hoping you could help me.              who 
wants to go to Carolina. He is a                I gave his name to the 
department that recruits African American students but then he was in 

and my email address has changed so I have lost contact with those 
louking for minority students. Do you know who I need to speak with or what 
tu du tu refer him. Thanks ]~r your ume and have a great day[I! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:49 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Recommendation 

Dear     : Currently, I am on leave this semester, l£you could contact 
another professor this would be greatly apprecitated. Good hack on your 
endeavors Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~)email unc edu: 

Dr. Regester- 

My name is and I was a student in your 

I am applying t~ this 
year and I 
would like for you to write me a letter of recon~aendation. May I please meet 
with you for 5-10 minutes at your convenience? 

Thanks in advance, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2005 5:51 PM 

blanche Arons ;@highstream.net> 

Re: Th~mk you, Chaxlene 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Hope things are going well for you and hope you are back on the 
job. If not, please let me know Currently, I have a short description that I 
need you to revie~v for my reappointment materials Then, I will have a book 
revie~v that I ~vill forward to~vard the end of the week. Attached is the short 
description for your review If I don’t hear from you then I ~vill assume that 
you need more time to recover Thanks much as always. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

~hi gh stream, net> 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for your reply I know how busy you are; me too, but 
urffortunately for very different reasons 

I’ll keep you posted on the October restart date for new material. 

Best, Blanche 

ps. Don’t worry about bills; if there are any, they"l[ just wait 
until we get started again in October. 
..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@em ~ I unc edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" @highstream net> 
Sent: Thursday September 15, 2005 11:32 AM 
Subject: Re: Thank you Charlene 

>> Dear Blanche: 

Don’t worry 
>> about editing any material that I may have previottsly sent by email. I will 
>> send ne~v material in October once you’ve indicated that you are officially 
>> back at work. I may attempt to pay you a visit but as usttal, I am 
>> overwhelmed 
>> with work. If so, I will call and let you know when. By the way, if I owe 
>> money for ~vork already completed just send me the bill and I will fol~’ard 
>> payment. Good to hear from and take care. Both and myself 
>> were very 
>> concerned. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> I’ve been slow at "catching up" with messages on the e-mail, so 
>>> please excuse my lateness in thanking you, for yore good wishes and 
>>> for the check! 

>>> I’m tlying to get to my goal, which is to resume my work schedule 
>>> in October 

>>> Best for now, Blanche 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2005 6:14 PM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Thm~k you, Chaxlene 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Attached is another short piece that I need for ?’our review, 
only if you are working You can let me know Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

B lanche Arons @highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks [’or your reply I know how busy you are; me too, but 
urffortunately for very different reasons 

I’ll keep you posted on the October restart date for new material. 

Best, Blanche 

ps. Don’t worry about bills; if there are any, they"l[ just wait 
until we get started again in October. 
..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2005 11:32 AM 
Subject: Re: Thank you, Charlene 

>> Dear Blanche: Glad to hear that you are Yes, 

Don’t worry 
>> about editing any material that I may have previously sent by emaih I will 
>> send new material in October once you’ve indicated that you are officially 
>> back at work. I may attempt to pay you a visit but as usual, I am 
>> overwhelrued 
>> with work. If so, I will call and let you know when. By the way, if I owe 
>> money for work already completed just send me the bill and I will fol~’ard 
>> payment. Good to hear from and take care. Both and myself 
>> were very 
>> concerned. Sincerely-, Charlene Rcgester 
>> 

>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstrearu.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> I’ve been slow at "catching up" with messages on the e-mail, so 
>>> please excuse my lateness in thar~king you, for your good wishes and 
>>> for the check! 

>>> I’m trying to get to my goal, which is to resume ray work schedule 
>>> in October. 

>>> Best for now, Blanche 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Research 

and Study Leave Written Report.doc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2005 12:53 PM 

honsereb@rochester.it.com 

ATT00001.c 

Dear Rebecca Housel, Film Adaptation Area Chair: 
Attached is a proposal that I am submitting to be considered for presentation 
to the upcoming 2006 Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 
Conference in Atlanta, Georgia from April 12-April 15 Your review of fl~is 
material is greatly appreciated and I look forward to hearing from you in the 

near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2005 4:03 PM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Pls acknwldg 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Yes, I received the attachments. Thanks ve~z much. At the same 
time, I would like to send a book review I had to read three books and 
review for a journah There is no deadline Thanks again for all of your 
assistance and I hope your recover?- is going well Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons @highstream net>: 

[)ear Charlene, Please acl~wldg rcpt of the 2 attachments. 

As always, don’t hesitate to ask questions or make different suggestions. 

Blanche 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Book 

ReviewScreen-3.doc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2005 4:40 PM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Pls acknwldg 

Dear Blanche: I prefer that you continue as you have been doing in the past. 
It does not really help me to see the changes and sometimes once they are 
inselted and sho~vn on the screen it is difficult to re-format. Thanks much 
for your prompt reply. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons @highstream net>: 

Dear Charlene, I received the book review- attacl~nent. Please let me 
know your choice: Would you prefer that I indicate changes (deletes 
and omissions) in color, or just make the changes (as ~ve have been 
doing). B1 
..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2005 4:03 PM 
Subject: Re: Pls acknwktg 

>> Dear Blanche: Yes, I received the attacl~nents. Thanks ve~ much. At the same 
>> time, I would like to send a book revie~v. I had to read three books and 
>> review ~2~r a journah There is no deadline. Thanks again ~2~r all of your 
>> assistance and I hope your recovery is going welh Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstreamnet>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, Please acknwIdg rcpt of the 2 attachments 
>>> 

>>> As always, don’t hesitate to ask questions or make different suggestions 

>>> Blanche 
>> 

>> 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2005 1:40 PM 

Caroline Beven <screen@axts.gla.ac.uk> 

Re: Change at Screen office 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Carolina: ~ile I am aware that you are on sabbatical, I am forwarding a 
cop?- of the book review promised. Please feel free to make any necessary 
changes. If addtional information is needed, please let me know. Also, please 
for;vard to Emily IVlunro who is serving in your absence. I will attempt to email 
her as well but just in case she does not receive this material, I warned to 
email you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Caroline Beven 
<screen@arts.gla.ac uk>: 

> Dear all, 
> 

> As of 1 October, Emily Munro will be taking over at the Screen 
> editorial office while I take a year’s sabbatical. 
> 

> The ’screen@arts.gla.ac.uk’ email is the best one to use in future, 
> although the ’c.beven@ffts arts gla ac.uk’ will still take incoming 
> e-mails. 
> 

> You will be in good hands while rm away, and I hope to return 
> refreshed and revived in October 2006. 
> 

> Have a good year! 

> Best wishes, 

> Caroline 

> Caroline Beven 

> Screen 
> Gilmorehill Centre 
> Glasgow Univcrsity 
> Glasgow 
> G12 8QQ 
> Scotland 

> t (0)141 330 5035 
> f(0)141 3303515 
> screen@arts.gla, ac.uk 
> www.screen.arts.gla.ac.uk 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Book 

ReviewScreen-3[2] odoc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2005 1:43 PM 

screen@arts.gla.ac.uk 

Book Review 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Emily: Attached is the book review- that I ~vas required to submit by 
Caroline Beven. Since you are serving in her absence, please make sure that 
this material is received. If additional information is needed, please let me 
know Also, please feel free to make an?’ necessaW changes Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2005 1:46 PM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Pls acknwldg 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Attached is the review- of an essay submitted to the Journal of 
Film and Video Please review this material. Thanks much, as always 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons @highstream net>: 

Dear Charlene, Please acknwldg rcpt of the 2 attachments. 

As always, don’t hesitate to ask questions or make different suggestions. 

Blanche 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "REVIEW FOR 

JOURNAL OF FILM AND VIDEO-Lust for Art.doc"] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B ~:regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2005 2:18 PM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Stop Press: Sent Incorrect Essay 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Yes, I still need for your to read my review of an essay 
submitted to the Journal of Film and Video However, I sent the wrong 
attachment Please let me know when you receive the correct attacl~nent that 
is focused on Television Game Shows Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons ~highstream net>: 

[)ear Charlene, Please acl~wldg rcpt of the 2 attachments. 

As always, don’t hesitate tn ask questions or make different suggestions. 

Blanche 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "The Game 

Show in the Text Review for Journal of Film and Videoodoc"] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 21, 2005 3:20 PM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

Review lbr Journal ofFihn m~d Video 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Dr. Stephen Tropiano: Attached is my review of the essay, "The Game Show 
in the Text: NalTatlve Thor?-, Ideology, and the TV Sitcom." I also put this 
in the mail Hope you will receive the hard copy by next week. Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Regester- 

The Game Show Review-Journal of Film &Video.doc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:19 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: recommendation 

Deal        T~ to contact another professor since I am on leave However, if 
you carmot find someone, I will be willing to do the letter but would need to 
receive the materials at least some two ~veeks before it is due since I travel 
quite a bit. By the way, I am glad to hear that you are pursuing graduate 
stu@. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~email unc edu: 

Hi, its 
Would you mind writing me a recommendation for grad school? I havent had many 
teachers twice. If you could, I would not need it until a month from today. 
It is okay if you can not Thank you. bye 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:56 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student AFAM AFAM 

Dear Yes, I do remember you following our recent conversation. 
However, because I am on leave and ~vill not return to teaching until 
it is viltually impossible for me to write a letter. If you need a letter 
after my return, I will be glad to submit one on your behalf but right now I 
need all of my time to complete my research before my leave ends Keep me 
posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

<ayofemih@email.uaac. edu >: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

IVly name is and over the past years I have taken 
two of your 
courses, 

). We see each other all the time, but I am never really sure if you 
remember my name. The last time we spoke to each other I believe you thought 
I was a sophomore, but I am actually 

in additiun tu applying tu I am applying fur a 
pust-grad 
internship with 

To apply tu     I am required to have online recommendatiuns submitted by 
faculty whu can comment un my strengths and weaknesses as a student and on my 
analytical skills. Ifyuur schedule and memury al]ow, I would greatly 
appreciate ifyuu cou]d write une ufmy recommendatiuns for this program. I 
wuuId be happy tu visit yuu during your office hours and discuss the prugram, 
my future plans and if needed, refresh yuur memory ufwhu I am. I hope it has 
nut been tou lung agu for yuu to remember me as yuur student, but if it has, 
I do understand 

Thank you very much for yuur time and I louk forward to hearing from 
yuu suon 

Sincerely, 

@email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2005 5:47 PM 

Jim Burr <jim@ntpress.ppb.utexas.e&t> 

Re: Eaxly At~can American Actresses 

Dear Jim: Thanks for your prompt reply. Yes, I can fOlavard the reviews 
from the other press as well as an advanced contract received from 
another press. Both presses decided not to go ~vith the book -- I think 
either because of a change in editors or cost since my book is around 
500 pages. However, I am ~villing to eliminate some chapters. I will 
to reach you by phone but I am on my way out of town, yet, I will 
return on Monday In the meantime, I can forward nay revie~vs. Thanks for 
your consideration Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Jim Burr <jim@utpress.ppb utexas.edu>: 

> Dear Professor Regester: 

> My colleague Theresa May passed along your proposal to me since I 
> handle our film studies books. I tried calling you this morning, but 
> the person who answered said you don’t get home until late in the 
> evening, so for simplicity’s sake I thought I’d e-mail you. 
> 

> I think you project is intriguing, and we indeed would like to 
> consider it for publication here You mentioned in your letter that 
> the manuscript has been reviewed by another umversity press. Is it 
> no longer under consideration there? ]£ it’s not, we could probably 
> use the reviews you received there, but we would also need to send it 
> to an outside reader of our own. 

> I’ll be happy to answer any questions you might have about our 
> publishing program here I look forward to hearing back from you. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> JJm 

> Jim Burr 
> Humanities Editor 
> University of Texas Press 
> P.O. Box 7819 
> Austin, TX 78713-7819 
> w)× 512-471-4278 
> l~ax 512-232-7178 
> jim@utpress ppb.utexas edu 
> ~vw utexaspress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 6, 2005 12:53 PM 

Kasson, Joy S <j skasson@email, unc.edu> 

Re: IAH Director search 

Dear Joy: Yes, I would be ~villmg to serve. However, November 14th 
would be better for me since I have been out of town for the last 
couple of days and just returned. By the way, I am only familiar with 
two of the candidates even though I have heard the names of others for 
years, therefore I am not certain that I am totally iN,armed to 
participate in making a decision. Yet, I will be glad to serve. Thanks 
for thinking of me Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Joy Kasson ~iskasson@email unc.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I am on the committee to help choose the next director for the 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities, and I wanted to call your 
attention to the set of seminars with candidates announced in a 
recent email: 

November 7 
November 8 
November 14 
November 15 
November 21 

We committee members are supposed to invite people to some of the 
seminars, and I am writing to see whether you would be free on 
Monday, November 7 for one of the seminars I’m hosting. If not, what 
about Nov 14, the other day I’m hosting? If neither of these works, 
let me just urge you to contact Martha Marks at mmarks@emaiI.unc.edu 
to sign up for a seminar or two. Your opinion would be very much 
valued 

Hope you’re having a good fall 

Best wishes, 

Joy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 6, 2005 1 : 11 PM 

Karla Berry <berryks@gwm.sc.edu-~ 

Re: seeking approval 

Dear Karla: Yes, I support this prRiect I could not respond earlier as 
I was out of town until today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Karla Berly <berryks@gwmsc.edu>: 

Dear UFVA Board 

I am writing to ask for your approval to host a film competition. 
With funding from the MacArthur Foundation and the Ford Foundation, 
UFVA will cooperate with the Center for Social Media at American 
University. Prizes will be awarded to short films that best employ 
the theme, Fair Use - Free Speech. I believe this is a valuable 
opportuni~z for our members. More infolrnation will be provided as ~ve 
iron out the details. I ~vill also be calling on you to help get 
members to make and enter projects. (~Vho couldn’t use $1000?) No 
funds are requested from L~VA. We provide the entries. 

We need to get the word out asap, so I am asking for your speedy 
reply. Please reply to this message by FRIDAY, NOVE2vIBER 4. I 
understand that the MacArthur Fuundation is very excited about this 
pruject and there cuuId be further funding for uther projects in the 
future 

Simply reply YES or NO. 

Thank you. 
Karla 

Sumtnary 

Fair Use - Free Speech 
A Finn Contest 

UFVA is husting a cuntest for the best short docmnentaries employing 
fair use, made by higher educatiun students and faculty. 
Faculty prize - $1000 
Cu-Production/Student prize - $1000 
2 Merit prizes - $500 
F~ding frum MacArthw Fuundatiun and Furd Fo~datiun 
Deadline ~2~r envies, Mi~y 1 
Winners a~uunced and screened at UFVA Conference 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2005 4:56 PM 

cculleto@kent.edu 

Re: Mailing address 

Dear Claire: Please mail the essay to: 
I will begin to ~vork on this material as soon as I 

receive the essay Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting cculleto@kent.edu: 

Charlene, sor~z I wasn’t clearer: I need a mailing address. Your 
essay has handwritten notes on it. Thanks Claire 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email uric edu 
Date: Sunday, November 6, 2005 1:01 pm 
Subject: Re: Copyedited essays of MODERNISM ON FILE 

>> Deal- Claire: Yes, I am willing to make the revisions and will do 
>> so as 

>> soon as the essay is returned. Yes, the current email address is 
>> the 
>> prefen-ed address I look forward to hearing from you Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting cculleto@kent edu: 
>> 

>> > Eli Charlene, I hope this email :finds you well. Your essay has been 
>> > returned by my co-editor %r substantial revision She’d like 
>> you to 
>> > condense the analysis of Princess Tam-Tam and to make more of the 
>> > relationship bet~veen the FBI files and the movie She thinks that 
>> > much of the argument regarding Baker’s movie character--that she is 
>> > inarticulate and uncivilized--does not apply to the real Baker, 
>> whose> a) articulate protests were so troubling to the FBI and b) 
>> unconnected> to the Baker who cultivated a lifestyle in Paris. So 
>> I’m sending you 
>> > back the essay with her copyediting remarks. Do you think you can 
>> > rework the essay within a week of receiving it? We are pushing the 
>> > deadline back so we can include your essay if you’re willing to do 
>> > these revisions. Please send me your preferred mailing address and 
>> > I’ll get this out to you asap Thanks. Claire Culleton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2005 5:00 PM 

Kasson, Joy S <j skasson@email, unc.edu> 

Re: IAH Director search 

Dear Joy: Please let me know the exact time and room. I assume that you 
are a~vare that I am currently a fellow as I hope my palticipation will 
not be a com~lict of interest Will see on November 14th. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Quoting Joy Kasson <jskasson@email.unc.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thalql,;s for being willing to come to one of the seminars for the 
director of the IAH I’m excited about all five of the candidates 
and think any one would be excellent But it’s especially good to 
have former fello~vs have a chance to sit in on a seminar discussion 
and give their opinions. I’m looking forward to it because it will 
bring back the pleasure of being a fellow! I’ll look forward to 
seeing you on November 14 in Hyde Hall, then. 

Best, Joy 

regester@email unc edu wrute: 
>> Dear Joy: Yes, I would be willing to serve. Huwever, November 14th 
>> would be better for me since I have been uut of tuwn for the last 
>> couple of days and just returned By the way, I am unly familiar 
>> with twu of the candidates even though I have heard the names of 
>> others for years, therefore I am not certain that I am totally 
>> infurmed to participate in making a decision Yet, I will be glad to 
>> serve Thanks ~2~r thinking ufme. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> Juy Kasson <jskasson@emaihunc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I am on the committee to help chuose the next director fur the 
>>> Institute for the Arts and Humanities, and I wanted to call your 
>>> attentiun to the set of seminars with candi&ites annuunced in a 
>>> recent email: 

>>> November 7 
>>> November 8 
>>> November 14 
>>> Nuvember 1 5 
>>> November 21 

>>> We committee members are supposed to invite people to some of the 
>>> seminars, and I arrl writing to see whether you would be free on 
>>> Monday, November 7 for one of the seminars I’m hosting. If not, 
>>> what about Nov. 14, the other day I’rrl hosting’.’ If neither of these 
>>> works, let me just urge you to contact Martha Marks at 
>>> nwnarks@email.~mc.edu to sign up for a seminar or two. Yore opinion 
>>> would be very much valued. 

>>> Hope you’re having a good fall. 

>>> Best wishes, 

>>> Joy- 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2005 5:34 PM 

Kasson, Joy S <j skasson@email, unc.edu> 

Re: IAH Director search 

Dear Joy: Yes, I will be in attendance Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Joy Kasson <jskasson@email.unc.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I’m delighted to hear that you are a fellow no~v. THe search 
committee wanted to invite all former and present fellows to attend 
one or more of the presentations by candidates, so it is no conflict 
of interest at all. The seminar on Nov 14 is at 3:30 in the 
upstairs conference room at the IAH. There should be about 10 
participants including a few from the search committee, like me I 
look forward to seeing you then. 

Best, Joy 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 

>> Dear Joy: Please let me know the exact time and room. I assume that 
>> you are aware that I am currently a fellow as I hope my 
>> participation will not be a conflict of interest. Will see on 
>> November 14th. Sincerely, Charlene> Quoting Joy Kasson 
>> <jskasson@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> Thanks for being willing to come to one of the seminars for the 
>>> director of the IAH. I’m excited about all five of the candidates 
>>> and think any one would be excellent. But it’s especially good to 
>>> have former fellows have a chance to sit in on a seminar discussion 
>>> and give their opinions. I’m looking forward to it because it will 
>>> bring back the pleasure of being a fellow! I’ll look forward to 
>>> seeing you on November 14 in IIyde tlaH, then. 
>>> 

>>> Best, Joy 

>>> regester@email unc.edu wrote: 

>>>> Dear Joy: Yes, I would be willing to serve. However, November 14th 
>>>> would be better ~2~r me since I have been out of town ~2~r the last 
>>>> couple of days and just returned. By the way, I am only familiar 
>>>> with two of the candidates even though I have heard the names of 
>>>> others for years, there]2~re I am not certain that I am totally 
>>>> informed to participate in making a decision. Yet, I will be glad 
>>>> to serve. Thanks for thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> Joy Kasson ~iskasson@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I am on the committee to help choose the next director for the 
>>>>> Institute for the Arts and Humanities, and I wanted to call your 
>>>>> attention to the set of seminars with candidates atmounced in a 
>>>>> recent email: 

>>>>> November 7 
>>>>> November 8 
>>>>> November 14 
>>>>> November 15 
>>>>> November 21 

>>>>> We conwnittee members are supposed to invite people to some of the 
>>>>> seminars, and I am writing to see whether yotl would be free on 
>>>>> Monday, November 7 for one of the seminars I’m hosting. If not, 
>>>>> what about Nov. 14, the other day I’m hosting? If neither of 
>>>>> these works, let me just urge you to contact Martha Marks at 
>>>>> rcanarks@eraail.unc.edu to sign up for a seminar or two. Your 
>>>>> opinion would be very much valued. 

>>>>> Hope you’re having a good fall. 

>>>>> Best wishes, 

>>>>> Joy 

>> 

>> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2005 3:28 PM 

cculleto@kent.edu 

Re: Copyedited essays of MODERNISM ON FILE 

Dear Claire: Yes, I received the essay over the weekend and I am 
currently working on this material Will work as fast as I can. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting cculleto@kent.edu: 

Hi Charlene, I hope this email finds you well. Your essay has been 
returned by my co-editor for substantial revision. She’d like you to 
condense the analysis of Princess Tam-Tam and to make more of the 
relationship between the FBI files and the movie. She thinks that 
much of the argument regarding Baker’s movie character--that she is 
inarticulate and uncivilized--does not apply to the real Baker, ~vhose 
a) articulate protests were so troubling to the FBI and b) unconnected 
to the Baker who cultivated a lifestyle in Paris. So I’m sending you 
back the essay with her copyediting remarks. Do you think you can 
rework the essay within a week of receiving it? We are pushing the 
deadline back so we can include your essay if you’re willing to do 
these revisions. Please send me your preferred mailing address and 
I’ll get this out to you asap Thanks. Claire Culleton 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2005 3:34 PM 

Karla Berry <berryks@gwm.sc.edu-~ 

Re: Jan. npdate 

Dear Karla: CuaTently, I am looking into my trip for the upcoming board 
meeting. I wanted to let you kno~v that I will need a roommate and would 
like to room with Anne Ciecko. If you reserve hotel rooms since I will 
be flying from the east coast, I may amve in Los Angeles on Wednesday 
or Thursday since it it such a long flight and will depalt on Sunday (I 
hope). I ~vill let you know in more detail as soon as I check on the 
airfares. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Karla Berry <berryks@gwm.sc edu>: 

Greetings 
Just a brief update, especially for ne~v board members: 

Winter Board meeting is January 14, 2006 in Los Angeles 
Each board member receives $500 reimbursement for travel and lodging 
I do not have an exact location for our meeting. I am getting 
estimates from a number of hotels Steve Tropiano has offered his 
office for our meeting Or, we will meet in the hotel if they camp a 
meeting room. The hotels are in the Hollywood area. (getting quotes 
fi-om Hollywood Roosevelt and Argyle Hotels, very Hollywood) If we 
need to get cheaper rooms, I’ll check other areas of LA. 

Please reply and tell me if you want to share a room (you pick your 
roommate), you want a single room, or you do not want a room at the 
hotel I’ll need this information when reserving rooms. We pay and 
get reimbursed. 

Please plan to arrive by Friday evening. We will meet for dinner that 
evening and then meet all day on Saturday. UFVA will pay for lunch 
and dinner on Saturday. Most likely you will need to rent a car. 
Carpool please I’ve found good fares to LAX. You can also check 
Burbank, Ontario, and ()range County. 

Hope this helps 
kb 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21, 2005 4:13 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: O~ar Micheaux 

Currently, I ~vill begin to search the whereabouts of this film for you. 
Will get back ~vith you in the near future Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~aol.com: 

Dear Ms. Regester 

I’ve been searching for quite some time for a rare movie, Harlem after 
Midmght, a Micheaux movie. It’s been said to be lost yet it seems to 
be around 
somewhere The movie has been shown at film festival, it is rare. I’ve been 
given the run around trying to locate the film I was told to contact you. 
Dorothy Van Engle is a cousin of mine who appeared in the movie and 
a t?w others, 
she passed away last year but she’s certainly not forgotten. Seeing this 
movie ~vould make the family yew happy, that’s one film she ~vanted 

to see very 
much but didn’t have the chance to, we hope to while were still 
around. I hope 
you can give me some advice as to how to locate this movie 
(http://us imdb.com/SearchBios?Aiicia%20T.%2C ~a)ao[. corn) 
(http://us.imdb.con~,SearchBios?Alicia%20T.%2C ~aol corn) 
I hope you can help me. I would so much appreciate it Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21, 2005 5:08 PM 

Jim Burr <jim@utpress.ppb.utexas.edu> 

Re: Eaxly At~can American Actresses 

Dear Jim: The follo;ving names are being submitted as potential 
reviewers for my ;vork. 

Dr. Colin Palmer 
African-American Studies Program 
112 Dickinson Hall 
Princeton, New Jersey 08544-1017 
(609) 258-4270 
(I don’t have an email address readily available) 

Dr. Jane Gaines 
Film & Video Program Duke UniversitT 
107 A Art Museum 
Durham, N.C. 27708-0671 
j mgaines@acpub duke. edu 

Dr. Corey Creekmur 
Dept of English 
Wayne State University 
51 W Warren, Detroit, MI 48202 
(313 ) 577 -3068 
creekm@cms cc.wayne.edu 

Dr. Mafl~ Reid 
P.O Box 122 
Gainesville, Florida 32602-0122 
mreid@grove.efl edu 
*Provided a previous review 

Dr Suzanne Regan 

Dr. Gloria Gibson 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 
(no email address currently available) 

If you need other names, please let me know Also, I prefer that you 
not send the work to those in the :field that are viewed as compeution 
since they are more likely to regard this work as competition [’or their 
own work Thanks much for your assistance and hope to hear from you in 
the near future Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Jin~ Bttrr <jim@utpress.ppb.utexas.edu>: 

> Dear Charlene: 
> 

> Belated thanks for sending the manuscript and the reviews. 

> As I said before, we can use the previous reviews as part of our 
> evaluation process, but we need to get our own reader as well. Do you 
> have suggestions for scholars to consider? Similarly, is there 
> anybody we should avoid? 
> 

> Best xvishes, 

> Jirn Bttrr 
> Hmnanities Editor 
> University of Texas Press 
> P.O. Box 7819 
> Austin, TX 78713-7819 
> vox 512-471 4278 
> fax 512-232-7178 
> jim@utpress ppb.utexas edu 
> www utexaspress.com 

> On Wednesday, November 2, 2005 4:46 PN~ regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Jim: Thanks for your prompt reply Yes, I can forward the reviews 
>> from the other press as well as an advanced contract received from 
>> another press. Both presses decided not to go with the book -- I think 
>> either because of a change in editors or cost since my book is around 
>> 500 pages. However, I am willing to eliminate some chapters I will try 
>> to reach you by phone but I am on my way out of town, yet, I will 
>> return on Monday. In the meantime, I can forward my reviews. Thanks ibr 
>> your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



>> 

>> Quoting Jim Burr @m@utpress.ppb.utexas edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Professor Regester: 

>>> My colleague Theresa May passed along your proposal to me since I 
>>> handle our film studies books I tried calling you this morning, but 
>>> the person who answered said you don’t get home until late in the 
>>> evening, so [’or simplicity’s sake ! thought I’d e-mail you 

>>> I think you project is intriguing, and we indeed would like to 
>>> consider it for publication here. You mentioned in your letter that 
>>> the manuscript has been reviewed by another university press. Is it 
>>> no longer trader consideration there’.’ If it’s not, we could probably 
>>> use the reviews you received there, but we would also need to send it 
>>> to an outside reader of our own. 

>>> I’ll be happy to answer any questions you might have about our 
>>> publishing program here. I look forward to hearing back from you. 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Jim 

>>> Jirn Burr 
>>> Httmanities Editor 

>>> Universi~" of Texas Press 
>>> P.O. Box 7819 
>>> Austin, TX 78713-7819 
>>> vox 512-471-4278 
>>> fax 512-232-7178 
>>> jim@utpress.ppb.ut exas.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 23, 2005 1:34 PM 

blanche Arons        @highstream.net~ 

ATT00001.c 

Dear Blanche: Attached is the essay on Baker previously mentioned and 
which I need for you to review¯ Please do not work over the Holiday 
since I am aware that your family is visiting¯ Just review at your 
earliest convenience. I tried to get this done sooner but I am still 

¯ Have a 

Happy Holiday 

As for the essay -- listed below are some of the editor’s comments: 

1)The analysis of Princess Tam Tam needs to be condensed and the 
relatinnship between the FBI Files nees to be made much more explicit. 

2) The section on Princess Tam Tam was too long. 

3) Explain each of the categories on colonialism in more detail and 
make sure that the examples are representative of each of these 
c~tegories 

Finally, I attempted to address most of these concerns as best I could 

You can let me know what you think Sincerely, Charlen e Regester 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "FBI Files, 

Bakerr Princess Tam Tamr November05odoc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2005 10:37 AM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Please e-respond 

Dear Blanche: Don’t worly about the audience. The comments I made in 
the email message were all the cormnents that they forwarded. By the 
way, they have g~ven me a fairly quick deadline and indicated that if 
they had not received my essay in the next few days, they would take it 
out of their collection. Please don’t worW because I feel that these 
people have not given me enough time First, they sent it to me by 
regular mail and ~vanted it back in one ~veek It took some four days for 
me to receive the material by regular mail. I then made changes as soon 
as I could and forwarded it to you. We are just returning from a 
holiday so work on the essay whenever you can and if I don’t meet their 
expectations then I am not upset because I feel that the?- have not been 
all that reasonable They asked me to make fairly major changes in such 
a short period of time. Just let me kno~v when you have completed. Glad 
you had a good holiday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons ~highstream net>: 

> Dear Charlene, 

Speakig uf work, I’m ready tu louk uver yuur Culonia[ Inceptions, but 
I need (can’t find’?) any suggestions. I need to knuw your angle and 
the anticipated readership and whatever else ..... 

’]’he quicker yuu respund, the quicker I’l[ get on it!!!!! 

Blanche 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2005 2:56 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: O~ar Micheaux 

This is to let you know that I checked my I~ficheaux films and this is 
one that I do not have. However, I suggest that you check the Oscar 
Micheaux Society’ Newsletter Website published by Duke University In 
one of the old newsletters ~ve listed all of Micheaux’s videos that are 
available. The other possibility is to contact Pearl Bo~vser I don’t 
have her email readily available but she wrote the book Oscar Micheaux 
Writing Himself into History If this does not work, you are ~velcome to 
contact me again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting .~aol.com: 

Dear Ms. Regester 

I’ve been searching for quite some time for a rare movie, Harlem after 
Midmght, a Micheaux movie. It’s been said to be lost yet it seems to 
be around 
somewhere The movie has been shown at film festival, it is rare. I’ve been 
given the run aruund trying tu [ucate the :film I was tuld tu contact yuu. 
Dorothy Van Engie is a cousin uf mine whu appeared in the muvie and 
a few uthers, 
she passed away last year but she’s certainly not forgutten. Seeing this 
muvie wuuld make the family very happy, that’s one film she wanted 
to see very 
much but didn’t have the chance tu, we hupe to while were still 
around. I hupe 
yuu can give me some advice as to how tu lucate this muvie 
(http://us imdb.cum/SearchBius?Aiicia%20T.%20 (a)ao[. corn) 
(http://us.imdb.con~,SearchBios?Alicia%20T.%20 (~aul cure) 
I hupe you can help me. I would so much appreciate it Thank yuu, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2005 5:24 PM 

cculleto@kent.edu 

Re: Tuesday deadline 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Claire: Attached is a revised version of my essay Hope this is 
not too late Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting cculleto@kent.edu: 

> Hi Charlene, I will be mailing offthe book ms. to Palgrave this 
> Tuesday. If your revised essay gets to me in time via email, I ~vill 
> include it If not, I regret that we’ll have to cut it from the 
> collection. ’Fry your best, ok? Claire 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@email unc edu 
> Date: Tuesday, November 15, 2005 3:28 pm 
> Subject: Re: Copyedited essays of MODERNISM ON FILE 
> 

>> Dear Claire: Yes, I received the essay over the weekend and I am 
>> currently working on this material. Will work as fast as I can 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting cculleto@kent.edu: 
>> 

>> > Hi Charlene, I hope this emai[ finds you well Your essay has been 
>> > returned by my co-editor for substantial revision. She’d like 
>> you to 

>> > condense the analysis of Princess Tam-Tam and to make more of the 
>> > relationship between the FBI files and the movie. She thinks that 
>> > much of the argument regarding Baker’s movie character--that she is 
>> > inarticulate and uncivilized--does not apply to the real Baker, 
>> whose> a) articulate protests were so troubling to the FBI and b) 
>> unconnected> to the Baker who cultivated a lifestyle in Paris. So 
>> I’m sending you 
>> > back the essay with her copyediting remarks Do you think you can 
>> > rework the essay within a week of receiving it? We are pushing the 
>> > deadline back so we can include your essay if you’re willing to do 
>> > these revisions. Please send me your preferred mailing address and 
>> > I’ll get this out to you asap. That~zs. Claire Culleton 
>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> 

>> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2005 5:28 PM 

blanche Arons ~highstream.net> 

Re: Please e-respond 

Dear Blanche: Thanks much for your revie~v. I forwarded the essay so I 
will let you know what happens. In the next day or so, I have to submit 
a letter to a donor who sponsored my fellowship this semester. I will 
forward this for your review as soon as it is completed. Thanks much as 
al~vays. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

@highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, I took you at your ~vord, and just did a quick going 
over I agreed with your critic that it was not necessary to go into 
the scenes of the movie; you really cover the "points" after that. 

As ahvays, I do NOT feel satisfied when I’ve done a quick job, but 
still, I think you have a good paper here. If you decide not to send 
it, or if she rejects it, save it for later, and we’ll do a more 
thorough re-editing 

As always, please acknowledge receipt and e-ask any questions. 

Blanche 
..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005 10:37 AM 
Subject: Re: Please e-respond 

>> Dear Blanche: I)on’t worry about the audience. The comments I made in 
>> the emai[ message were al[ the comments that they forwarded. By the 
>> way, they have given me a fairly quick deadline and indicated that 
>> if the?’ had not received my essay in the next few days, they would 
>> take it out of’their collection Please don’t worry because I fee[ 
>> that these people have not given me enough time. First, the?" sent it 
>> to me by regular mail and wanted it back in one week. It took some 
>> four days for me to receive the material by regular mail I then 
>> made changes as soon as I could and ]2)rwarded it to you. We are just 
>> returning from a holiday so work on the essay whenever you can and 
>> if I don’t meet their expectations then I am not upset because I 
>> feel that the?’ have not been all that reasonable. They asked me to 
>> make fairly major changes in such a short period of time. Just let 
>> me know when you have completed. (iIad you had a good holiday. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> Speakig of work, rm ready to look over your Colonial Inceptions, 
>>> but I need (can’t find?) any suggestions. I need to know your angle 
>>> and the anticipated readership and whatever else ..... 

>>> The quicker you respond, the quicker I’ll get on ittt t !! 

>>> Blanche 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 





[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "imageigif"r name: "imageOOlogif"] 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "imageigif"r name: "image002ogif"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 1, 2005 11:15 AM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Please e-respond 

Dear Blanche: Don’t worry about the notes I managed to re-format with 
no problem. Ho~vever, sometimes it is complicated. By the way, I have to 
send both a donor letter and an evaluation which I am currently working 
on. My fellowship was sponsored by 

I was ~vondering if you 
knew him. If so, I will need to write a very good letter. Additionally, 

when I sent my Baker-Princess Tam Tam essay they- indicated that they 
had for~varded the antholo~z but told the publisher that nay essay was on 
the way I will let you klm~V what happens. You ~vill hear from me 
shortly. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons @highstream.net>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> After I sent the TamTam paper, I remembered that you prefer NO red 
> edits. Sorry about that .. Of course I’ll be interested in the 
> results. 

> Meanwhile, I’ll await your "donor-letter." 
> 

> Blanche 

> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
> To: "blanche Arons" @highstreamnet> 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 5:27 PM 
> Subject: Re: Please e-respond 

>> Dear Blanche: Thanks much for your review I forwarded the essay so 
>> I will let you know what happens. In the next day or so, I have to 
>> submit a letter to a donor who sponsored my fellowship this 
>> semester I will forward this for your review as soon as it ~s 
>> completed Thanks much as always Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting blanche Arons ;@highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, I took you at your word, and just did a quick going 
>>> over. I agreed with your critic that it was not necessary to go 
>>> into the scenes of the movie; you really cover the "points" after 
>>> that. 

>>> As always, I do NOT feel satisfied when I’ve done a quick job, but 
>>> still, I thirtk you have a good paper here. If you decide not to 
>>> send it, or if she rejects it, save it for later, and we’ll do a 
>>> more thorough re-editing. 

>>> As always, please acknowledge receipt and e-ask any questions. 

>>> Blanche 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@cmail.tmc.edu> 
>>> To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
>>> Sent: Tuesday-, November 29, 2005 10:37 AM 
>>> Subject: Re: Please e-respond 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Don’t worry about the audience. The corrm~ents I made 
>>>> in the email message were all the cormnents that they fol~’arded. By 
>>>> the way, they have given me a fairly- quick deadline and indicated 
>>>> that if they had not received my essay in the next few days, they 
>>>> would take it out of their collection. Please don’t worry because 
>>>> I feel that these people have not given me enough time. First, 
>>>> they sent it to me by- regular mail and wanted it back in one week. 
>>>> It took some four days for me to receive the material by regular 
>>>> mail. I then made changes as soon as I could and forwarded it to 
>>>> you. We are just returning from a holiday so work on the essay 
>>>> tvhenever you can and if I don’t meet their expectations then I am 
>>>> not upset because I feel that they have not been all that 
>>>> reasonable. They asked me to make fairly major changes in such a 
>>>> short period of time. Just let me know when you have completed. 
>>>> Glad you had a good holiday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> Quoting blanche Arons ;@highstream.net>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 



>>>>> Speakig of work I’m read’~’ to look over your Colonial Inceptions, 
>>>>> but I need (can’t find?) any suggestions. I need to know your 
>>>>> angle and the anticipated readership and whatever else ..... 

>>>>> The quicker you respond, the quicker I’1l get on it!!!!! 

>>>>> Blanche 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "imageijpeg", name: "iDEAs calll.jpg"] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 1, 2005 2:02 PM 

blanche Arons .~highstream.net> 

Re: Please e-respond 

ATT00001.c; ATT00002.c; ATF00003.c 

Dear Blanche: Attached are 3 parts that I am forwarding that include: 
Evaluation Part 1, Evaluation Part 2, and Letter I had no idea that it 
would take me so long to compose as the evaluation ~vas quite lengthy. 
On the evaluation, please do not edit the questions because these 
questions were composed by the Institute Thalg:S much for your 
assistance By the way, it is not due until next Tuesday but I have 
much more that I need to focus on so I am sending so that you ~von’t 
have to rush. 

Quoting blanche Arons @highstreamnet>: 

> I)ear Charlene, 
> A[’ter I sent the TamTam paper, I remembered that you prefer NO red 

> edits. Sor~, about that .. Of course I’ll be interested in the 
> results. 

> Meanwhile, I’ll await your "donor-letter." 
> 

> Blanche 

> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
> To: "blanche Arons" ~r)highstream.net> 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 5:27 PM 
> Subject: Re: Please e-respond 

>> Dear Blanche: Thanks much for your review I forwarded the essay so 
>> I will let you know what happens. In the next day or so, I have to 
>> submit a letter to a donor who sponsored my fellowship this 
>> semester. I will forward this for your review as soon as it is 
>> completed. Thanks much as always. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting blanche Arons        @highstleam.net>: 

>>> Dear Charlcne, I took you at your word, and just did a quick going 
>>> over. I agreed with your critic that it was not necessary to go 
>>> into the scenes of the movie; you really- cover the "points" after 
>>> that. 

>>> As always, I do NOT fcel satisfied when I’ve done a quick job, but 
>>> still, I thirtk you have a good paper here. If you decide not to 
>>> send it, or if she rejects it, save it for later, and we’ll do a 
>>> more thorough re-editing. 

>>> As always, please acknowledge receipt and e-ask any questions. 

>>> Blanche 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@cmail.m~c.edu> 
>>> To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
>>> Sent: Tuesday-, Novembcr 29, 2005 10:37 AM 
>>> Subject: Re: Please e-respond 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Don’t worry about the audience. The corrm~ents I made 
>>>> in the email message were all the cormnents that they fol~’arded. By 
>>>> the ~vay, they have given me a fairly quick deadline and indicated 
>>>> that if they had not received nay essay in the next few days, they 

>>>> ~vould take it out of their collection. Please don’t WOl~V because 
>>>> I feel that these people have not given me enough time First, 
>>>> they sent it to me by- regular mail and wanted it back in one week. 
>>>> It took some four days for me to receive the material by regular 
>>>> maih I then made changes as soon as I could and forwarded it to 
>>>> you. We are just returning from a holiday so work on the essay 
>>>> ~vhenever you can and if I don’t meet their expectations then I am 
>>>> not upset because I feel that they have not been all that 
>>>> reasonable. They asked me to make fairly major changes in such a 
>>>> short period of time. Just let me know when you have completed. 
>>>> Glad you had a good holiday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstream.net>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 



>>>>> Speakig of work, I’m ready to look over your Colonial Inceptions, 
>>>>> but I need (can’t find?) aW suggestions. ! need to know your 
>>>>> angle and the anticipated readership and whatever else ..... 

>>>>> ’]?he quicker you respond, the quicker I’ll get on it!!!!! 

>>>>> Blanche 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Letter- 

Dubose Faculty Fellow.doc"] 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "FACULTY 

FELLOWS EVALUATIONI.doc"] 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "FACULTY 

FELLOWS EVALUATION 2.doc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 1, 2005 2:08 PM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Please e-respond 

Dear Blanche: Let me know if you receive the 3 attacl~ments By the way, 
I forgot to mention that these continents are likely to read by the Dean, 
members of the AdvisoW Board, and Facul~z Advisory Committe of the 
Institute -- so if I have said too much or been too honest you are 
welcome to edit accordingly. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
blanche Arons         .~highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, 
After I sent the TamTam paper, I remembered that you prefer NO red 
edits Sorry about that .. Of course I’ll be interested in the 
results 

Meanwhile, rll await your "donor-letter." 

Blanche 

> 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@em ~ I unc edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" ~highstream.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 5:27 PM 
Subject: Re: Please e-respond 

>> Dear Blanche: Thanks much for your review. I fi~rwarded the essay so 
>> I will let you know what happens In the next day or so, I have to 
>> submit a letter to a donor who sponsored my fellowship this 
>> semester. I will forward this for your revtew as soon as it is 
>> completed. Thanks much as always. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, I took you at your word, and just did a quick going 
>>> over. I agreed with your critic that it was not necessa~ to go 
>>> tnto the scenes of the movie; you really cover the "points" aider 
>>> that. 

>>> As always, I do NOT feel satisfied when I’ve done a quick job, but 
>>> still, I think you have a good paper here. If you decide not to 
>>> send it, or if she rejects it, save it for later, and we’H do a 
>>> more thorough re-editing. 

>>> As ahYays, please acknowledge receipt and e-ask an?’ questions 

>>> Blanche 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
>>> To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005 10:37 AM 
>>> Subject: Re: Please e-respond 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Don’t wony about the audience. The conwnents I nrade 
>>>> in the email message were all the conm~ents that they forwarded. By 
>>>> the way, they have given me a fairly quick deadline and indicated 
>>>> that if they had not received my- essay in the next few- days, they 
>>>> would take it out of their collection. Please don’t worW because 
>>>> I feel that these people have not given me enough time. First, 
>>>> they sent it to me by regular mail and wanted it back in one week. 
>>>> It took sonre four days for me to receive the material by regular 
>>>> maih I then nrade changes as soon as I could and forwarded it to 
>>>> you. We are just returning from a holiday so work on the essay 
>>>> whenever you can and if I don’t meet their expectations then I am 
>>>> not upset because I feel that the?" have not been all that 
>>>> reasonable. They asked me to make fairly major changes in such a 
>>>> short period of time. Just let me know- when you have completed. 
>>>> Glad you had a good holiday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstream.net>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> Speakig of work, I’m ready to look over your Colonial Inceptions, 
>>>>> but I need (can’t find?) any suggestions I need to know your 
>>>>> angle and the anticipated readership and whatever else ..... 

>>>>> The quicker you respond, the quicker I’ll get on it!!’.!! 



>>>>> Blanche 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2005 9:55 AM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Please e-respond 

Dear Blanche: Yes, I received all three of the attachments Thanks much 
as always. I will be in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
blanche Arons        @highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene: Please acknowledge receipt of all 3 papers. 
A few questions: Should there be or not be an apostroophe in the word 
Fellows. If there should be one, should it be (plural) at’ter the s? 
In Part I, Is the correct word Ott’el, rather than Off? 
Please let me know if you have questions .... Blanche 
..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" ~)highstream.net> 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2005 2:02 PM 
Subject: Re: Please e-respond 

>> Dear Blanche: Attached are 3 parts that I am forwarding that include: 
>> Evaluation Part 1, Evaluation Part 2, and Letter. I had no idea that it 
>> would take me so long to compose as the evaluation was quite length?-. 
>> On the evaluation, please do not edit the questions because these 
>> questiuns were cumposed by the Institute. Thanks much J2~r your 
>> assistance. By the way, it is nut due until next Tuesday but I have 
>> much mure that I need to ]2~cus un su I am sending su that you wun’t 
>> have to rush 
>> 

>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> A]~er I sent the TamTam paper, I remembered that you prefer NO red 
>>> edits. Sor~ abuut that ... Of cuurse I’ll be interested in the 
>>> results. 
>>> 
>>> Meanwhile, I’ll await your "donur-letter " 
>>> 

>>> Blanche 

>>> . 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email unc edu> 
>>> Tu: "blanche Arons" @highstream net> 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 5:27 PM 
>>> Sut~iect: Re: Please e-respund 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Thanks much for your review. I forwarded the essay so 
>>>> I will let you know what happens. In the next day or so, I have to 
>>>> submit a letter to a donor who sponsored ray fellowship this 
>>>> semester. I will forward this for your review as soon as it is 
>>>> completed. Thanks much as always. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>> Quoting blanche Arons        @highstream.net>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, I took you at your word, and just did a quick going 
>>>>> over. I agreed ~vith your critic that it was not necessary to go 
>>>>> into the scenes of the movie; you really cover the "points" after 
>>>>> that. 

>>>>> As al~vays, I do NOT feel satisfied when I’ve done a quick job, but 
>>>>> still, I think you have a good paper here. If you decide not to 
>>>>> send it, or if she rejects it, save it for later, and we’ll do a 
>>>>> more thorough re-editing. 

>>>>> As always, please acknowledge receipt and e-ask any questions. 

>>>>> Blanche 
>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... Front: <regester@email.unc. edu> 
>>>>> To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005 10:37 AM 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Please e-respond 

>>>>>> Dear Blanche: Don’t WOl~V about the audience. The comments I made 
>>>>>> in the email message were all the cormnents that the?’ for~varded By 
>>>>>> the way, they have given me a fairly quick deadline and indicated 
>>>>>> that if they had not received my essay in the next few days, they 
>>>>>> would take it out of their collection Please don’t worry because 
>>>>>> I feel that these people have not given me enough time First, 
>>>>>> the?’ sent it to me by regular mail and wanted it back in one week. 
>>>>>> It took some four days for me to receive the material by regular 
>>>>>> mail I then made changes as soon as I could and forwarded it to 
>>>>>> you We are just returning from a holiday so work on the essay 
>>>>>> whenever you can and if I don’t meet their expectations then I am 



>>>>>> not upset because I :gee[ that they have not been all that 
>>>>>> reasonable. They asked me to make fairly major changes in such a 
>>>>>> short period of time Just let me know when you have completed 
>>>>>> Glad you had a good holiday Sincerely Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> Quoting blanche Arons !~highstream net>: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> Speakig of work, I’m rea@ to look over your Colonial Inceptions, 
>>>>>>> but I need (can’t find?) any suggestions. I need to l~mw your 
>>>>>>> angle and the anticipated readership and whatever else ..... 

>>>>>>> The quicker you respond, the quicker I’ll get on it[[tt t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2005 10:07 AM 

Maum High @mindspfng.com:~ 

Re: Don’t Forget Me 

Dear Maura: Yes, I would like to meet whenever it is convenient for 
you Also, I might be interested in this editor, however, I would like 
to meet ~vith you in person first. Just set a day and time. Good to hear 
from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Maura High @mindspring.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thales so much for your email I’m sorry to have been so slow in 
replying--I have, as usual, been straggling uaader a mound of work, 
made all the more limiting because of the holidays, a sick dog--and a 
pregnant daughter[ 

I could certainly meet you and find out ho~v the revision is going and 
give an?’ suggestions. It would be nice to see you[ I’m sure it ~vould 
be fun! Would late next week or earl?- the week after ~vork for you? 

My main problem is that I calmot see when I ~vould have time to do any 
detailed work un your manuscript, and I think that is what you need 
tu get it shaped up :[’or publication. I just learned of a very 
experienced and talented editur, whu sounds ideal for yuu. I am 
pasting a copy ufhis resume at the end ufmy message. Tell me 
whether you think yuu might like tu ask him tu wurk with yuu un the 
buok, and 1’11 email him ahead of your call ur message. 

Louking forwrd to hearing from you, 

Maura 



> Maura High 
> Editing and editorial management 

> (w/h) 
> (m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2005 10:27 AM 

Maum High @mindspfng.com:~ 

Re: Don’t Forget Me 

Dear Maura: This will be great. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Maura High           ~mindspring corn>: 

Shall we say Wednesday next week? At 11:00 a m., Weaver Street? rll 
email you Tuesday to confirm, since I may be called out of town on 
Nature Conservancy business an?- day Iicom this week onward. 

Looking for~vard to seeing you, 

Maura 

>> Dear Maura: Yes, I would like to meet whenever it is convenient for 
>> you. Also, I might be interested in this editor, however, I would 
>> like to meet with you in person first. Just set a day and time. Good 
>> to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting Maura High @mindspring.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> Thanks so much for your emaih I’m sor~ to have been so slow in 
>>> replying--I have, as usual, been struggling under a mound of work, 
>>> made all the more limiting because of the holidays, a sick dog--and 
>>> a pregnant daughter[ 

>>> I could certainly meet you and find out how the revision is going 
>>> and give any suggestions It would be nice to see you! I’m sure it 
>>> would be gun[ Would late next week or early the week after work for 

>> you’? 

>>> My main problem is that I cannot see *vhen I would have time to do 
>>> any detailed work on your manuscript, and I think that is what you 
>>> need to get it shaped up for publication I just learned of a very 
>>> experienced and talented editor who sounds ideal for you I am 
>>> pasting a copy of his resume at the end of my message Tell me 
>>> whether you think you might like to ask him to work with you on the 
>>> book, and I’ll email him ahead of your call or message. 

>>> Looldng forwrd to hearing from you, 



>>> iVlaura High 
>>> Editing and editorial management 

>>> 

>>> (m) 

> Maura High 
> Editing and editorial management 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:25 PM 

~email .unc.edu 

Re: Graduate School Application 

Dear     : Since it has been some time ago, if you could find another 
professor it would probably be better. Ho~vever, if not send me a 
picture so that I can put a face with the name along with the letters 
of recormnendation and the central argument presented in your paper. If 
you decide to have me complete these materials, I will need some 3 
weeks before the clue date because I will be in Los Angeles and Nevada 
during the month of Janualy and my time is limited. Good to hear from 
you and good to know that you are moving for~vard. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Quoting @email unc edu: 

Dear Ms Regester, 

I ~vas a student of yours in an AFAM class called 

I know it has been awhile, but I would greatly 

appreciate your help. I am applying to grad school and need some 

recommendations. I kno~v you are a very bus?’ woman, but it would help 

me out a great deal 

My name is                   and I am applying to 

’]’hank yuu very much for your ume and cunsideratinn. If you have 

the time to do these recommendations ~2~r me, just email me back as to 

where to send them to. Again thanks. 

Sincerely, 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "text!plain", name: "unnamed"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 12, 2005 10:34 AM 

Karla Berry <BERRYKS@GWM.SC.EDU> 

Re: UFVA Board Meeting 

Dear Karla: Yes, I ~vould like to reserve a single room for the L,TVA 
board meeting Since I am coming ticom the East Coast, I will arrive on 
Wednesday and will depart on Saturday (I have a red eye flight that 
leaves around 1 lpm Saturday night and will arrive on Sunday morning on 
the East Coast). Therefore, I will need a room for Wednesday night, 
Thursday night, and Friday night. I ~vill check out on Saturday morning 
and bring my luggage to the meeting so that I can depart on Saturday 
night. Finally, I do not plan to rent a car since I have never driven 
in LA. al’~d I don’t know how to negotiate the free~vay (I am fearful of 
this traffic) Hopefully, I ~vill be able to meet with one of the board 
members in the hotel with a car and give them gas money to transport me 
to the meeting. Thanks much for your assistance. If you need additional 
information, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Karla Berry <BERRYKS@GVVa~I SC.EDU>: 

Hello Board Members 

Our winter Board meeting is JanualT 14, 2006 in Los Angeles. Rooms 
have been resep~ed at the Marriott Intematiunal near LAX. The ruum 

rate is $109 per night plus tax A free airport shuttle is available 
’]’here is a fee ~2~r parking Mure info to follow For nuw, please 
reply tu this message by MONDAY, DECEMBER 12 with the following 
information: 

1 Single ruom or shared ruom (please nute yuur roummate) 
2. Arriva[ and Departure info 
3 Will yuu have a car? 

I must send uur list to the hute[ by our deadline to get uur gruup 
reservation 

Don Zirpola has generuusly uffered the use uf a ruom at Loyola 
Marymount Umversity. He will also host a happy hour at his huuse 
between uur meeting and dinner Dinner will be in Manhattan Beach 
Saturday night and paid by UFVA 

Tu remind you, UFVA ~vil[ reimburse you for up to $500. Yuu can pay 
for hutel with a credit card I will send an agenda before Christmas 
Please send any agenda items tu be included. 

Enjuy the holidays See yuu in Lus Angeles in January 

Karla 

Karla Berly 
Associate Professor 
Department of Art 
University of South Carolina 
Colambia, SC 29208 
phone: 803-777-6773 
fax: 803-777-9355 

President, University Fihn and Video Association 2004-2006 
www.ufva.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2005 3:17 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Serfior Woman 

..... Forwarded message from          @mindspring corn ..... 

Date: Wed, 14 Dec 2005 00:29:55 -0500 (GMT-05:00) 
From @mindspring.com 

Reply-To :@mindspring corn 
Subject: Re: Senior Woman 

To: Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email uric edu>, Barbara Anderson 
<banders 1 @email.unc.edu > 

I agree with Kia and Barbara. I think this letter says it all And it 
says it well. Robert 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Kia Caldwel[ <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Dec 13, 2005 4:58 PM 
To: Barbara Anderson <banders 1 @email unc.edu> 
Cc: "Reginald F. Hildebrand" <hildebra@email.unc.edu>, 

;@mindspring corn, Karla Slocum <kaslo@emaikunc.edu>, Karla 
Slocum <kslocum@unc.edu>, j {jordan@email.unc.edu, Per~ Hall 
<hallpa@emaikunc.edu>, Kenneth Janken <k~ianken@email unc edu>, 
Timothy McMallan <~iml@email.unc.edu>, regester@email.unc.edu, 
rporter@email.unc.edu 
Sut~iect: Re: Senior Woman 

I would like to echo Barbara’s comments. Thanks Reg and everyone [’or 
the hard work on this. Best wishes ~7~r the holidays 

Kia 

Quoting Barbara Anderson <bandersl @email.unc.edu>: 

> Clear, concise, and point-by-point in the best interests of our 
> department. Thartks, Reg, and to evelNone for such thoughtful 
> collaboration. Barbara 
> 

> Reginald F. Hildebrand wrote: 



Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director for the African Studies Center 
Lecturer in African and Afro-American Studies 

Office: 306 Stone Center (919) 843-1895 

African Studies Center 
West House CB#7582 
Universi~" of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 843-0129 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 

Kia Lilly Cald~vell, Ph.D 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of Nolth Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27955 
Ofiice (919)962-0539 

..... End for~varded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2005 3:26 PM 

Karen Lury <k.lu~,@ffts.arts.gla.ac.uk:~ 

Re: Screen review 

Dear Karen: Let me get back ~vith you after the break regarding this 
review Yes, you are quite correct that 3 books should never have been 
reviewed together because they are totally unrelated to each other 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Karen Luw 
<k.luw@tfts.arts gla ac.uk>: 

Dear Charlene, 

thal~ you for your recent submission of the revie~v we commissioned on three 
books by Susan Courtney, Michele Wallace and Jun Xing and Ryo Hirabayahsi. 
I think in retrospect this was an incredibly difficult review to undertake 
as its clear now that in fact the three books under discussion don’t quite 
’mesh’ the ~vay that I had hoped As a consequence you are rather cornered 
into a series of descriptive passages and don’t have enough room to really 
say ~vhat you think/take a critical position in relation to any of the 
books. As it stands I think therefore that the piece doesn’t quite work - I 
do thil~ this is probably my fault for setting a much more difficult task 
than I had anticipated So I was hoping that you might reconsider doing the 
review but perhaps focusing on just one of the books and thereby allowing 
yourself to muve away frum descriptiun intu a slightly more discursive and 
critical perspective As all buoks have their merits I dun’t have a 
particular une in mind, if you’re willing perhaps you might select the une 
you think must appropriate for Screen’s readership 
Ifyuu feel that you really can’t bear tu gu uver the piece again please 
accept my apulugies for wasting your time[ 
We are very reliant on the goudwiH of our reviewers whu I l~uw take a [ut 
of time and effort - I’m surp)~ that I wasn’t mure careful in my selectiun 
Please let me knuw your decisiun and rm sorp)~ to be the bearer uf such 
irritaung news. 

best wishes 

Karen Lury 
Reviews editur: Screen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

~email .nnc.edu 

Re: Graduate School Application 

Dear      : You can forward to the Department of African & 
Afro-American Studies, 204 Battle Hall, CB# 3395, Universi~z of Norfla 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C 27599-3395. Please provide the deadline so 
that I ~vill have ample time to submit on your behalIi Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting       @email.unc. edu: 

Dear Ms Regester, 
Thank ,you very much for responding to my emaih I know it is over 

and I greatly appreciate it. I have tried to get 
in contact with some of my other professors. They, however, have not 
replied to an?’ of my emails. It would help me a great deal if you 
could do this recommendation for me. The one I need does not have a 
fo1Tll with it, but I will send you the other intbrmation you 
requested, just tell me where to send it to and I ;vill get it to you. 
Again, thank you very much. I hope your travels go well and I hope 
you have a 

Sincerely, 

Quoting regester@emaikunc.edu: 

>> Dear       Since it has been some time ago, if you could find 
>> another professor it would probably be better, tIowever, if not send 
>> me a picture so that I can put a face with the name along with the 
>> letters of recommendation and the central argument presented in your 
>> paper. If you decide to have me complete these materials, I will 
>> need some 3 weeks before the due date because I will be in l.os 
>> Angeles and Nevada during the month of        and my time ~s 
>> limited Good to hear from you and good to know that you are mowng 
>> forward Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting @emaihunc.edu: 
>> 

>>> Dear Ms. Regester, 
>>> I was a student of yours in an AFAM class called 
>>>                 I know it has been awhile, but I would 
>>> greatly appreciate your help. I am applying to grad school and 
>>> need some recommendations. I know you are a very busy woman, but 
>>> it would help me out a great deal. 

>>> Thank you very rnuch for yo~tr time and consideration. If you have 
>>> the time to do these recormnendations for me, just email me back as 
>>> to where to send them to. Again thar~ks. 

>>> Sincerely 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "text!html"r name: 

"HTML Version of Message"] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 3, 2006 4:30 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Re: King Kong Movie 

Dear Vander: Currently, I am back at ~vork but my schedule has not been 
regular. I will check the paper for movie times and will get back with 
you. It will probably have to be Thursday              _ , 

I ~vill be in touch 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

vander@email.unc.edu: 

Dear Regester, 

Sorry I missed your call yesterday. Hope your new year started on a 
good note Just let me know when you are thinking of seeing the 
movie, rll tiN to work with your schedule. We are back at the 
Center so I’ll just need to schedule if possible. 

Take care and thanks again, 

Sincerely, 
Vander. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email,unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 3, 2006 4:37 PM 

Karen Lury <k.lury@ffts.arts.gla.ac.uk:~ 

Re: Screen review 

Dear Karen: As a follow up regarding the review, I am willing to revie~v 
one book by Susan Courtney since I feel that I can best review this 
work of all three books forwarded. I am currently using this text in my 
class for the semester. However, I will not be able to provide the 
review until late March or early April since I will be traveling the 
entire month of Janualy’ and the review- will require re-reading this 
work. Please let know what you think. Hope you had a good Holiday and 
thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Karen Lu~ <k lury@tfts.arts.gla.ac nk>: 

Dear Charlene, 

thank you for your recent submission of the review we commissioned on three 
books by Susari Courtney, Michele Wallace and Juaa Xing and Ryo Hirabayahsi. 
I think in retrospect this ~vas an incredibly difi)cult review to uaadertake 
as its clear now that in fact the three books under discussion don’t quite 
’mesh’ the way that I had hoped. As a consequence you are rather cornered 
into a series of descriptive passages and don’t have enough room to really 
say what you think/take a critical position in relation to any of the 
books As it stands I think therefore that the piece doesn’t quite work - I 
do think this is probably my fault for setting a much more dil![icult task 
than I had anticipated. So I was hoping that you might reconsider doing the 
review but perhaps focusing on just one of the books and thereby allowing 
yourself to move away from description into a slightly more discursive and 
critical perspective. As all books have their merits I don’t have a 
particular one in mind, if you’re willing perhaps you might select the one 
you think most appropriate for Screen’s readership. 
If you feel that you really can’t bear to go over the piece again please 
accept lay apologies for wasting your time! 
We are very reliant on the goodwill of our reviewers who I know take a lot 
of time and effort - I’m sorry that I wasn’t more careful in my selection. 
Please let me know your decision and I’m sorry to be the bearer of such 
irritating news. 

best wishes 

Karen L ury 
Reviews editor: Screen 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 4, 2006 3:11 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Re: King Kong Movie 

Dear Vander: I checked the newspaper and the film is playing on 
Thursday at 7:30 at the Lumina Theater (~vhich is in Chapel Hill but I 
don’t know which theater this is) and at 7:45 at the Timberlyne. 
Actually, I prefer Timberlyne. Let me know if you want to attend the 
7:45 show and I may need to double check the time. If so, I wil sho~v up 
about 15 minutes before the fihn begins and we can meet in the Lobby on 
Thursday afternoon. Please let me know as soon as possible. 

By the way, I don’t need your critique of how I sign my emails since 
this is standard procedure for all of my messages. Sincerely, Regester 

vander@email unc edu: 

Dear Charlene, 

Not a problem with scheduling the film, just let me kno~v. By the way, 
do you still t?el it necessary to sign your full name on emails? 

Sincerely, 
Robin Vander 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear Vander: Currently, I am back at work but my schedule has not 
>> been regular. I will check the paper for movie times and will get 
>> back with you It will probably have to be Thursday 
>~" I will be in 
>> touch Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> vander@email.unc.edu: 
>> 

>>> I)ear Regester, 

>>> Sorry I missed your call yesterday. Hope your new" year started on 
>>> a good note. Just let me l~ow when you are thinking of seeing the 
>>> movie, I’ll try to work with your schedule. We are back at the 
>>> (;enter so I’ll just need to schedule if possible. 

>>> Take care and thanks again, I really 
>>> like them. 

>>> Vandcr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 9, 2006 2:47 PM 

Karen Lury <k.lu~,@ffts.arts.gla.ac.uk:~ 

RE: Screen review 

Dear Karen: Thanks much and I will be in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Karen Lug’ <k.lu~z@tI’~s arts gla ac.nk>: 

Charlene, 

that’s great, and don’t won5’ about the deadline, whilst we’re keen to have 
it there is a sort of ’rolling deadline’ for reviews so early April ~vill be 
fine. 

best wishes and happy new year! 

Karen 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 03 January 2006 21:37 
To: Karen Luly 
Subject: Re: Screen review 

[)eat- Karen: As a follow up regarding the review, I am willing to review 
one book by Susan Courtney since I feel that I can best review this 
work of all three books forwarded. I am currently using this text in my 
class for the semester. However, I will not be able to provide the 
review until late March or early April since I will be traveling the 
entire month of January and the review" will require re-reading this 
work. Please let l~ow what you think. Hope you had a good Holiday and 
thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Karen Lup)~ <k.lury@tfts.arts.gla.ac.uk>: 

>> [)ear Charlene, 
>> 

>> thank you for your recent submission of the review we commissioned on 
three 

>> books by Susan Courmey, Michele Wallace and Jun Xing and Ryo Hirabayahsi. 
>> I think in retrospect this was an incredibly difficult review to undertake 
>> as its clear now that in fact the three books under discussion don’t quite 
>> ’mesh’ the way that I had hoped. As a consequence you are rather cornered 
>> into a series of descriptive passages and don’t have enough room to really 
>> say what you thinlc’ take a critical position in relatinn to any of the 
>> books. As it stands I think therefore that the piece doesn’t quite work - 
>I 
>> do think this is probably my fault for setting a ruuch more difficult task 
>> than I had anticipated. So I was hoping that you ruight reconsider doing 

the 
>> review but perhaps focusing on just one of the books and thereby allowing 
>> yourself to ruove away from description into a slightly more discursive and 
>> critical perspective. As all books have their merits I don’t have a 
>> particular one in mind, if you’re willing perhaps you might select the one 
>> you think most appropriate for Screen’s readership. 
>> If you feel that you really can’t bear to go over the piece again please 
>> accept my apologies for wasting your time[ 
>> We are very reliant on the goodwill of our reviewers who I know take a lot 
>> of tirne and effort - I’m sorry that I wasn’t more careful in my selection. 
>> Please let me know your decision and I’m sorry to be the bearer of such 
>> irritating news. 
>> 

>> best wishes 
>> 

>> Karen Lury 
>> Reviews editor: Screen 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2006 12:52 PM 

Karla Berry <berryks@gwm.sc.edw~ 

Re: UFVA Board Meeting 

Dear Karla: Thanks much for your reply and assistance Will see you in 
California Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Karla Beru <berryks@gwmsc.edu>: 

>Hi 
> 

> Your name is on the list I faxed. I checked a couple of names when I 
> talked to them yesterday and they were fine. Did not check all of 
> them. I have a call into the manager. I’ll see what’s up. We’ll ~vork 
> it out 
> 

> Your reservation for the meeting is for Fri and Sat. Jan 13 and 14 
> If you intend to stay there Wed and Thurs, you will need to book that 
> yourself 
> 

> I leave Wednesday also. You can reach me on my mobile: 
> 
> Safe travels See you soon. 
> Karla 
> 

> On Jan 9, 2006, at 3:52 PM, regester@email.unc edu wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Karla: To&u, I attempted tu reserve my roum at the 
>> Renaissance Montura tlote[ and the?’ indicated that they did nut have 
>> a group reservation for UFVA. Since I am leaving on Wednesday, I 
>> made a general room reservation so that I will have some where to 
>> stay when I arrive Hopefully, when I get to the tlotel this matter 
>> can be worked uut The reservationist said that she checked with 
>> sales and the?’ did nut have UFVA, my name, ur anything related. 
>> Please double check this group reservation By the way, I can send 
>> you a copy ufmy email confirmation to the hotel if needed Also, I 
>> called Suzanne Regan to see if she had any infurmation as I cuuld 
>> not reach you by phone. Please note that my last day on email will 
>> be tomorrow since I am leaving on Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting Karla Berry <berryks@gwmsc edu>: 
>> 

>>> Greetings Evep)~one 

>>> First, Happy New Year. Nute that sume ofyuu cupied here will not 
>>> be attending but I wanted to let you know what’s happening 
>>> because yuu are involved in the projects. 

>>> I am still waiting for more details but wanted tu provide the 
>>> basic information for our gathering next week. You will get 
>>> furthcr messages from me in the next few days. 

>>> UFVA Board Meeting 
>>> January 14 
>>> 9 AM - 5 PM 
>>> Los Angeles 

>>> Rooms have been reserved at Renaissance Montura Hotel, 9620 
>>> Ail~oort Boulevard, LA (310) 337-2800 
>>> Room rate - $109 per night plus tax 
>>> Free airport shuttle 
>>> fee for parking 
>>> rooms reset’,~ed for Friday and Saturday nights 

>>> I gave the hotel a list of names. If you call, ask for the UFVA 
>>> group reservation. 
>>> You are on your own Friday night. 
>>> Our meeting will be at L2vfU. Don Zirpola is hosting cocktails at 
>>> his house after the meeting. Ltmch and dinner Saturday will be 
>>> provided. 

>>> (more info on all this to follow) 

>>> Agenda 
>>> Secretals’, Approval of minutes 
>>> (these were distributed earlier contact Beverly if you don’t have them) 
>>> President Report 
>>> UFVF Report 
>>> Editorial Report 
>>> (Steve Tropiano sitting in for Diane Carson who is in Canterbu~-) 
>>> Conference VP Report 
>>> Treasurer Report 
>>> (probably lunch here) 
>>> Old Business 
>>> Adjuncts 
>>> NextS’rame 
>>> Writing Caucus 



>>> New Business 
>>~ Ted ttardin 
>>> Bassett 
>>> CIL[~CT 
>>> Suzanne Regan 
>>> Parmerships (Berry and Le~mn Erickson) 
>>> Web (Berry) 
>>> Action Items 
>>> AdJourn [’or cocktails after jobs well done 

>>> I apologize in advance for peppering you with multiple messages in 
>>> the next few days. I just could not get all the irffo together at 
>>> once. Safe travels to everyone. See you all next week. 

>>> Karla 

>>> ...................................... 

>>> Karla Berry 
>>> Associate Professor 
>>> Depmtment of Art 
>>> University- of South Carolina 
>>> Columbia, SC 29208 
>>> phone: 803-777-6773 
>>> fax: 803-777-9355 

>>> President, Universi~ Film and Video Association 2004-20~6 
>>> wv~v.ufva.org 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 16, 2006 2:53 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Getting in touch 

Dear       ~: Yes, I will be around. Just let me know when and ~vhere. 
Keep in mind that you can ahvays come to my house if a restaurant is 
not accomodating Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting                       @hotmail com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

How are things? 

I plan to be in Durham the weekend of January 20 Will you be around then? 

By the way, have you read or heard about Carla Phillip’s book about 
Bert Williams? I heard part of interview- with him, and it sounded 
really interesting. I really liked another book I read by him He 
might be someone the Stone Center would like to invite to speak at 
some point 

Not too much to report on this end I hope all is well ~vith you. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2006 8:08 AM 

~@hotmail.com> 

Re: Getting in touch 

Dear         : We can meet at Whole Food, Southern Season, or my house 
If we meet in the morning we could have breakl’ast at a restaurant as I 
don’t mind cooking -- I am just not that good of a cook I will begin 
to assemble nay list of topics for discussion as we have a lot to 
review. Please let me know when and where. I look forward to our 
meeting. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @hotmail com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Sometime on Saturday would probably be best for me. I’d love to 
meet at your house or some~vhere nearby Morning or late afternoon 
would be best for me ~Vhat’s good for you? 

From:/regester@email.unc. edu/ 
To:/ @hotmail corn>/ 
Subject: iRe: Getting in touch/ 
Date: ~/Ion, 16 Jan 2006 14:53:15 -0500/ 

>> Dear         Yes, I will be around Just let me kno~v when and 
>> where Keep in mind that you can always come to my house if a 
>> restaurant is not accomodating. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quotin~                         @hotmail corn>: 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> How are things’? 

>>> I plan to be in Durham the weekend of January 20. Will you be around then? 

>>> By the way, have you read or heard about Carryl Phillip’s book 
>>> about Bert Williams? I heard part of intep¢iew with him, and it 
>>> sounded really interesting I really liked another book I read by 
>>> him He might be someone the Stone Center would like to invite to 
>>> speak at some point. 

>>> Not too much to report on this end. I hope all is well with you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2006 8:11 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear        : First, did I write a letter for you last year. If so, let 
me know because it will be easy to reconstruct. However, if I did not 
you need to know that I am on my way out of town and could not submit 
anything on your behalf until after February 1 Please let me know ~vhat 
you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~hotmail.com>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I am a former student from your Afam         class I don’t know 
if you remember, but last year around this time I ran into you in the 
library and asked if you could ~vl-ite me a letter of recommendation 
for 

I really appreciated your help last ?,ear and wanted to know if you 
could write me another letter of recommendation. 

Sincerely, 

Find just what you’re aRer with the new, more precise MSN Search - 
try it now{[1] 

Links: 

[1] http://g.msn.com/8 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 19, 2006 12:07 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Letter of Recommendalion 

Dear         Please leave all of the information (including when you 
em-olled in my classe(s), Grade(s) received, etc. Bring the materials 
and leave in my mailbox at 204 Battle Hall as soon as possible Then 
once I receive the materials send me an email to make sure that 
actually have them in hand Finally, if you ~vere accepted to 
strongly urge that you attend because that enviromnent will be 
exceptionally good for you. Keep in mind that               taught at 

at some point in her career. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @hotmail cam>: 

Dr. Regester, 

Yes, you ~vrote a letter for me last year. The application deadline 
is March 15. I ~vould need to submit all of my information in before 
then If you are ~villing to write a letter of recommendation after 
February 1st that is fine with me 

From :/regester@email unc 

To:,                      @hotmaii.com>/ 
Subject:/Re: Letter of Recommendation/ 
Date:/Thu, 19 Jan 2006 08:11:05 -0500/ 

>> Dea~         First, did I wr~te a letter for you last year. If so, 
>> let me know because it will be easy to reconstruct However, if I 
>> did not you need to know that I am on my way out of town and could 
>> not submit awthing on your behalf until after February 1. Please 
>> let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@hotmail.com>: 

>>> Dr. Regester, 

>>> I am a former student from your Afam          class. I don’t know 
>>> if you remember, but last year around this time I ran into you in 
>>> the library and asked if you could write me a letter o17 
>>> recommendation for 

>>> I really appreciated your help last year and wanted to know- if you 
>>> could write me another letter of recorrm~endation. 

>>> Sincerely, 

>>> Find just what you’re after with the new, more precise MSN Search - 
>>> try it now-! [ 1 ] 

>>> Links: 

>>> [1] http://gansn.corn/SH~ggENUS/2728??PS 47575 

3 FREE months of MSN Dial-up Internet sel-,dce. Click for full details 
and to sign-up no~v! [ 1 ] 

Links: 

[1] http://g.msn corrdSH2~ENUS/2746??PS 47575 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 20, 2006 12:35 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Getting in touch 

Dear          Yes, we can meet at 9am at Southern Season If you do 
not get this email in time, I ~vill also call by cell phone. Drive 
safely. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @hotmail. corn>: 

Let’s meet for breald’ast tomorrow (Saturday) if that still ~vorks for 
you I haven’t been to the ne~v Southern Season and wouldn’t mind 
trying that Or ~ve could al~vays meet at Whole Foods Is 9:00 too 
early? 

I’ll be leaving for Durham this afternoon but will check my email 
just before noon today. Otherwise, you can reach me on my cell phone 

I have your phone numbers. 

> From:/regester@email.unc.edu/ 
> To:/ @hotmail corn>/ 
> Subject: iRe: Getting in touch/ 
> Date:/Tue, 17 Jan 2006 08:08:26 -0500/ 
>> Dear          We can meet at Whole Food, Southern Season, or my 
>> house. If we meet in the morning we could have breakfast at a 
>> restaurant as I don’t mind cooking -- I am just not that good of a 
>> cook. I wil[ begin to assemble my list of topics for discussion as 
>> we have a lot to review Please let me l~ow when and where. I look 
>> l~ard to our meeting. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> Quoting @hotmail.com>: 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Sometime on Saturday would probably be best for me. I’d love to 
>>> meet at your house or somewhere nearby. Mnming or [ate afternoon 
>>> would be best l~r me. What’s good for you? 

>>> From:/regester@email.~c.edu/ 
>>> To: ,, @hotmail. corn>/ 
>>> Subject: iRe: Getting in touch’ 
>>> Date:/Mon, 16 Jan 2006 14:53:15 -0500/ 
>>>> Dear         Yes, I will be around. Just let me ~ow when and 
>>>> where. Keep in mind that you can always come to my house ira 
>>>> resta~ant is not accomodating. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, 
>>>> Charlene Regester Q~oting                         ~hotmail.com>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> How are things? 

>>>>> I plan to be in Durham the weekend of January" 20. Will you be 
>>>>> around then? 

>>>>> By the way, have you read or heard about Carw1 Phillip’s book 
>>>>> abo~t Bert Williams? I heard part of inte~-iew with him, and it 
>>>>> sodded really- interesting. I really liked another book I read 
>>>>> by him. He might be someone the Stone Center would like to 
>>>>> invite to speak at some point. 

>>>>> Not too much to report on this end. I hope all is well with yo~. 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, Jannary 20, 2006 1:13 PM 

To: net 

Subje~’t: Letter of Recomendation tbr 

Attacl~: ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Attached is a letter of recon~aendation that I have to 
submit. You will note that the letter has been post dated because I 
told the student that I ~vas traveling and ~vould not be able to compose 
unitil I returned. Next week, I will again be attending a conference so 
I hope to mail this before my depalture. But don’t rush because I am 
doing the best that I can. Thanks much for your assistance Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:30 PM 

@email. unc.edu 

Re: ttello 

Deal      Good to hear that you are moving forward Perhaps we can 
discuss in person my reluctance to serve on your cormnittee. Of course, 
this is certainly not because I don’t support you. Hope to see you in 
person and we can discuss further. Good project and good luck on this 
endeavor Don’t forget to tiN to attend a University Film and Video 
Conference which ~vill be held in Check the ~vebsite for 
UFVA. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @email.uaac. edu: 

Dr. Regester, 

I hope that all has been well for you in the new year so far I am 

begirming the process of ~vinding down my work here in the J-Schooh 

I’m taking three classes this semester, and then I will be taking one 

more in the    bet,are I begin work on my thesis. 

I have a proposition to make that I hope you may be interested in. 

I’m in the process oft,arming a committee for my thesis, which I will 

begin next       My thesis deals with 

I am in the process of searching for an outside committee member. At 

the very least, I figure that I could fill you in a little more 

about, and that you lnay have some interest in being on the committee 

I will not begin work on the thesis until next so there would 

be time beJ2~re I would officially have to formalize my committee 

But I’m trying to get things moving as early as possible, so if your 

interested, I’d be happy to talk to you about more at length 

I hope all has been well, and that the upcoming semester will be a 

great one for you Hope to hear from you soon. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:45 PM 

@email. unc.edu 

Re: ttello 

Dear      Keep in mind that I may not be in my office this week since 
I have to attend a conference, however, I will definitely be there next 
week. Keep tap the good work Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email unc edu: 

Dr. Regester, 
I’m sorry to hear about your reluctance, but I’m glad to hear that 
you think I have great idea It’s been getting alot of good feedback 
Iicom people I’ve talked to, so I’m glad to know I must be doing 
something right. Hope to see you in person as ~vell, I’ll stop by the 
office next week 

I’ll also look into the COl~ference. I’m tlying to go to 
which if I am accepted, will take 

me into the end of        But that is not set in stone yet, and the 
conference may be a great idea if I’m to stay in the States. 

Hope all is well, and look folavard to touching base again. ¯ 

Quuting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear      Guud to hear that you are muving ]2~rward. Perhaps we can 
>> discuss in persun in?’ reluctance tu serve un your cummittee. Of 
>> course, this is certainly not because I don’t suppurt you. Elope tu 
>> see you in persun and we can discuss further. Guod pruject and goud 
>> luck on this endeavur. Dun’t ]2~rget to try tu attend a University 
>> Film and Video Conference which will be held in Check 
>> the website fur UFVA. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quuting @email.unc.edu: 
>> 

>>> Dr Regester, 
>>> I hope that all has been well for yuu in the new year so far. I am 
>>> beginning the process uf winding down my wuck here in the J-Schouh 
>>> I’m taking three classes this semester, and then I will be taking 
>>> one more in the befure I begin wofl~ un in?’ thesis. 
>>> 

>>> I have a propusition tu make that I hupe you may be interested in 
>>> rm in the prucess of forming a committee fur my thesis, which I 
>>> will begin next       My thesis deals with 

>>> I ara in the process of searching for an urltside corrmrittee menther. 
>>> At the vet3, least, I figure that I could fill you in a little more 
>>> about, and that you may have some interest in being on the 
>>> committee. 

>>> I will not begin work on the thesis until next      , so there 
>>> would be time before I would officially have to formalize tW 
>>> corrmrittee. But I’nr trying to get things raoving as early- as 
>>> possible, so if your interested, I’d be happy to talk to you about 
>>> more at length. 

>>> I hope all has been well, and that the upcoming semester will be a 
>>> great one for you. Hope to hear front you soon. 

>>> Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:02 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Annotated Bibliography of Newspapers 

Dear      Congratulations on your ne~v job. This is great and I hope 
it will work out for you is an exciting place to be ~vith a 
lot of opportunities VVhen you have a chance, please folavard names of 
reliable, dependable, and strong graduate students who might be willing 
to work with me. Thanks much for your assistance and good luck 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@gmail.com>: 

Charlene, 
I am sor~z for responding so late. As you saw- last week, we were in the 
throes of a big catastrophic move which left me offline for the better part 
of the week. I am only now- getting things back together here in the office. 

As regards the 2nd Volume, I regretfully have to recuse myself from 
participating. I have been offered a full-time writin~ job, and 
unfommately, as of        I will be relocating                 It’s 
only been confirmed in the last ten days or so is taking it 
remarkably well.) 

I can send along some names of other qualified folks who might be interested 
if you’d like. Thank you again for the opportuni~ to work on the first 
volume of this project--it was a truly valuable experience--and I wish I 
could be o17 service again. 

Thanks again, 

On regester@email.unc.edu <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Dear Regarding the annotated bibliography, would you like to 
>> meet with me this week on Friday (sometime) after 1:00 Please let me 
>> know if this is possible I will not be able to meet next week since I 
>> will be out of town again. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting ~)gmail corn>: 
>> 

>> > i am still on campus I will be gone from but would be 
>> available 
>> > to meet after that. Thank you for considering me once again, and I’m 
>> glad 
>> > that Volume II is finally reaching completion. 

>> > On regester@email.unc.edu <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> >> Dear     : If you are still on campus, I would like to meet with you 
>> >> regarding Volume II of the proj ect on which you previously wurked. It 
>> >> would be good if ~ve could meet during the      break if you are still 
>> >> interested. I arrl flexible. Let me kno~v what you think whenever you have 
>> >> a chance. Hope things are going ~vell for you. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> >> Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: Review: Governing Images 

Attad~: ATT00001 .c 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2006 1:24 PM 

.rlet> 

Dear Blanche: Attached is the critique of the essay that I am reviewiag 
for the Journal of Film and Video entitled, "Governing Images." Please 
review whenever you have a chance. I ~vill be out of town this week and 
will not need this material until some time next ~veek Thanks again for 

all of your hard work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

"GoverningImagesodoc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 23, 2006 2:37 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [Ncfilm] *** Premiere of Documenta<y Series TONIGttT! "Electric Edwardians"; 8pm; White, East m~d other tihns coming this week! 

ATT00001 .c 

First Screening for the New Series 

Documentary Film: Politics of Truth 

Electric Edwardians: 7he Films of Mitchell and Kenyon 

With a selection of films from flae H. Lee Waters collection 

In[roduced by Karen Glynn, v~snal ma~riMs archivis~ in Dnke?s SpeciM CM~ections 

~tEN: Monday, JanuaD~ 23; 8 pm 

~: ~cha~t WNte Lecture ttall, East Cmnpus 

Electric Edwa~dians (dir. Sagar ~tchell and James Kenyon, 1900-1913, 71 ram, Great Bri~m, Silent B&x&r, Video) is a selection of documentary footage that provides a (sometimes 
s~prisitN) glimpse into the daily- lives of ordinary, often working class people in England at the beginning of the 20th cenmU - what they looked like, how they &essed, how they moved 
and behaved... ~e discovery by Peter Worden of the Mitchell & Kenyon collection has been described as film?s equivalent of Tutan~amen?s tomb. This treasure trove of 800 films of 
extraordinaW actuali~ footage, the highlights of which make ~p Electric Edwardians, provides an m~paralleled social record of evelNday life in early 20th-cent~ Britain. 
%k ~g~wgH~g~ v~d p~r*r~ of ~ ~rki~g c~as~ 1~) a a~en~m’y ~go" --- The London Times 
’°A~m~; ~’Upm~.i~: b~ K~ magica~ appeaF’ - NNnches~r Evening News 

The more than 100 H Lee Waters films housed in ~![~£7£.~L~£b!.~!~Z~Si.~A~£~!~Si are equaily valuabie and fascinating historic docmr~ents, capturing siices of daiN life in the mid-1930s 

and early 1940s m smail towns m fl~e Carolinas~ Virginia and Tem~essee. Q.~££~:~k~2}£!~.~gA% shot m Karmapolis, NC, was recetgly added to the National Film Registry, as a t:ea~ued piece 
American cuit’~u-al he:itage A fcav highlights from the collectioc, wi11 be projected on brand new 16nnr~ screening prints. 

Dz~ke L%nversiO, Ra~e Book 2,1:t~uscrifm ~md ,~ecial Coiiectiort~ Libr:t;)’. :md Duke Urtiw_’~s~r>’% L~iI>, Lib,:tO: 

Wednesday, ,!rammly 25, 8 PM, Wlfite Lecture HMI, East C~npus 

A I~l h~ ~he Chic-East 7 Eihn Series 

The Bqvs from Fengk~ei, directed by Hou 

hflrod~lced by Prof. euo-&l~l Iton~, DepL of Asian and African Languages mid Literature~ 

(1983~ 10I milL Iahx, am Mandarin w/English st~btifles~ Cohx: Video) 

Sunday, J~mmry 29, 7 Nn, ~]fite I.cmre HNI, East Campu~ 

A film in the Don~m cn~a~’ Nhn: PN~tics of Truth Film Series 

Zize~:? - with director ~tra Taylor, in person~(2005, 71 rain, USA in English and Stovenian with l{nglish snbtifles, Color, Video) 

Visit: http:/Twww.duke, edu/weh(~lm%’creensociem/~prin,g2OO~chedule.h~l f~r more 

E"hJ bJ t J <:.n~ 
Du~e Uni~rsJty ~’ilm/VJd~oiDig:tal [’<ogra"~ 

] 04 Cr)we]] Ha] i ~ ~5 9067] 

Du[h~, NC 277(8-06/1 

E--’~ ail: hokazak@duHe, edu 

Pho[H : (919) 660-303] 
Fa-: (919) 660-3] 5[ 
http : //,sww. duke. edu/web/f ~]m! screer’ society! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2006 8:39 AM 

Tomasulo, Frank P <FTomasulo@adminA~u.edu> 

RE: UFVA Cont~rence LA Archive Tour + another matter 

Dear Frank: Will send you an abstract next week. My work is focused on 
Devil in a Blue Dress. You can look forward to receiving this material 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting "Tomasulo, Frank P" <FTomasulo@admin Iisu.edu>: 

Thanks, Charlene. I’ll see what I can do about setting up these tours 
and events 

On another matter, you may remember discussing ~vith me the possibili~ 
of palticipating on a panel devoted to Adaptation If you send me a 
brief abstract of your topic, I’ll start putting together the panelists 

Best, 

Frank 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 

Professor and Director, BFA Program 
School of Motion Picture, Television, and Recording Arts 
Florida State Universi~" 
A3100 University Center 
Tallahassee, FL 32306 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Mi~nday, Januapf 23, 2006 1:10 PM 

To: ft Oln asulo@ film. fsu edu 
Subject: UFVA Conference LA Archive Tour 

[)ear Dr. Tomasulo: As a follow up to our recent meeting, I just wanted 
to share my ideas about a potential tour. 

Because I have only been to LA only 4 or 5 times in my life, I would 
like to visit: 

1) UCLA Film Archives 

2)USC Film Archives or Paper Collections 

3)Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences - while I have done some 
research here, I was never really given a tour 

4) Cemetaries where Movie Stars are Buried - while this may not be a 
part of our tour it seems that we could contact a tour group in LA to 
arrange this along with a tom of Movie Star Homes (and one that we pay 
for out of our own pocket for those interested in taking this tour). 

Since I have listed several places that cannot possibly be covered in 
one day, perhaps this could extend over two days. 

Please let me kno~v what you think when you have a chance. I am leaving 
for Nevada this week to attend a Popular Culture Studies COnference and 
will not be able to respond ~mtil next week. Finally-, I will help in 
any way that I can but tW contacts are limited. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2006 8:45 AM 

@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: UFVA Opportunies 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear       I really thil~ that you should submit your work to this 
upcoming conference. I do plan to be in attendance This is the same 
conference previously mentioned By the way, I am on my way out of town 
and will not be able to respond to your message until next week. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from berryks@gwmsc.edu ..... 
Date: [vI~m, 23 Jan 2006 22:19:03 -0500 
From: Karla Berry <berryks@gwmsc.edu> 

Reply-To: berryks@gwm sc.edu 
Subject: UFVA Opportuines 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear UFVA Member 

A new DIGEST will be in your emai[ later this week with more news, but 
first, read on about these great opportunities for UFVA members 

2006 UFVA Conference Submission 
Deadline: March 1, 2006 
Go to wr~v.ufi~a.org now for printable submission forms. Check our 
website later for online submissions. 

UFVA Paper Prize 

Deadline: March 1, 2006 

The I~’VA History/TheolN/Criticism Caucus aunounces the second annual 
prize for the best critical paper presented at tire UFVA Conference. All 
fomrally presented papers addressing any aspect of filn~Jvideohrew media 
scholarship (including pedagogy) are eligible. You are invited to submit 
the paper you presented at the 2005 L~’VA conference for consideration. 
The essay may be a rcvised version of the one you presented (should 
translate in length to a 20-25 minute talk: 2000-3000 words or 8-12 
typed pages of text), but all work submitted should be original, 
unpublished, and has to have been presented in person by tire author at 
the 2005 UFVA conference in Chicago. Since work will be juried 
anonymously, please include your name and contact inforruation on a 
separate coversheet, and make sure tire paper title is at the top of the 
first page of the essay. If any outside sources were used, they should 
be indicated in any standard st~-le of bibliographic citation. You 
should submit only one paper per year for award consideration. 

Subruissions should be ruailed to: 
Anne Ciecko 
Department of Corrmmnication 
Mactwaer Hall 240 Hicks Way 
University of Massachusetts-Amherst 
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003 

Please indicate "UFVA paper prize" on the front of the envelope. No 
email submissions please. 

Fair Use Free Speech 
CALL FOR ENTRIES 
Deadline: May 1, 2006 
Go to www.uff~a org for a flyer and entry forms 

k~VA is hosting a contest for the best short documentaries employing 
fair use, made by higher education students and faculty 

Fair use is the legal use of other people’s copyrighted work without 
permission or payment--in certain circunastances. Fair use ensures that 
freedom of speech survives, even though usually copyright holders have 
the right to control use of their material 

The law does not specify exactly ~vhat fair use is, in order to leave a 
great deal of flexibilit5’ for different creative cormnunities and 
changes over time When in doubt, the courts turn to professional and 
creative practice and understanding. In recent years, documentaw 
filmmakers have found that broadcasters and cable casters, lawy~ers and 

insurers tell them that fair use is too hard to define, and therefore 
the?- caunot invoke it Since fair use is interpreted by discipline and 
profession, working professional documenta~z fihnmakers through their 
organizations established basic principles to make fair use more 
useable. That statement, along with more information, is available at 
centerforsocialmedia.org/fairuse 



Entrants should employ fair use in quoting material in their 
documentaries, using the Documentary Filmmakers’ Statement of Best 
Practices in Fair Use as a guide to their decision making. 

Get the statement at http://www.centerl2~rsocialmedia.or~ 
For background, read Untold Stories: Creauve Consequences of the 
Rights Clearance Culture for Documentap)~ FiImmakers - 

http:i/www.centerforsocialmedia.org/rock ifinalreport.htm 

ELIGIBILITY: ’.’ Must have prinrary creative control of the work and have 
all rights and clearances for material not employed under fair use. ? 
Work nmst be submitted in NTSC, DVD (DATA only-) or mini dv 

CRITERIA ? Work must be 5 minutes or less ? Work must be a docun~entary 
in any genre, including but not limited to essay, satire, parody, 
historical, musical, and personal ’.’ It nmst employ- fair use in quoting 
copyrighted material 

PRIZES 
? $1,000 faculty only plus one year menrbership to UFVA 
’.’ $1,000 best co-production between faculty and student(s), plus one year 
nrembership to L~FVA 
’.’ $500 second prize co-production plus one year membership to IJ~FVA 
? Honorable nrentions: iPods plus one year membership 
to L-FVA 
? Winners will be screened at the UFVA Conference in August, 
2006 

Karla Bcw~’, Editor 
UFVA DIGEST 
Department of Art 
University of South Carolina 
Col~Lrabia SC 29208 
phone: 803-777-67~ 
fax: 803-777-9355 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2006 11:36 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Letter of Recommendalion 

Dear         Yes, I picked up the materials today I will be out of 
town this ~veek but hope to work on this upon my return. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Quoting @hotmail.com>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I left a blue folder ;vith the guidelines of the recommendation 
letter in your box in the Afam department office I just wanted to 
confirm receipt of the folder. 

......................... 

From: iregester@email uric edu/ 

To:                       @hotmail.com>/ 
Subject:/Re: Letter of Recommendation/ 
Date:/Thu, 19 Jan 2006 12:07:24 -0500/ 

>> Dear        : Please leave all of the information (including when 
>> you enrolled in my classe(s), Grade(s) received, etc. Bring the 
>> materials and leave in my mailbox at 204 Battle Hall as soon as 
>> possible. Then once I receive the materials send me an email to make 
>> sure that I actually have them in hand. Finally, if you were 
>> accepted to          I strongly urge that you attend because that 
>> environment will be exceptionally good ~2~r you. Keep in mind that 
>> taught at at some point in her career. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> QuoUng @hotmail.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dr Regester, 

>>> Yes, you wrote a letter ]2~r me last year. ’]?he application 
>>> deadline is March 15. I would need to submit all of my iN2~rmation 
>>> in before then. If you are willing to write a letter of 
>>> recommendation after Februa~ I st that is fine with me. 

>>> From:/regester@email.unc.edu/ 

>>> To:                       @hotmail.com>/ 
>>> Subject: ?Re: Letter of Reconwncndatiorg 
>>> Date:/Thu, 19 Jan 2006 08:11:05 -0500/ 
>>>> Dear        First, did I write a letter for you last year. If 
>>>> so, let me know because it will be easy- to reconstruct. However, 
>>>> if I did not you need to know that I am on my way out of to~vn and 
>>>> could not submit anything on your behalf until aRer February 1. 
>>>> Please let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regestcr 
>>>> Quoting i                     ’@hotraail.cora>: 

>>>>> Dr. Regester, 

>>>>> I am a former student from your Afam           class. I don’t 
>>>>> know- if you remember, but last year around this time I ran into 
>>>>> you in the library and asked if you could write me a letter of 
>>>>> recommendation for 

>>>>> I really appreciated your help last year and wanted to know if 
>>>>> you could write me another letter of reconrmendation. 

>>>>> Sincerely, 

>>>>> Find just what you’re after with the new-, more precise MSN Search 
>>>>> - try it now t [1] 

>>>>> Links: 



>>>>> [1] http://~.msn.com/SHMBEN’US/2728??PS 47575 

>>> 3 b~EE months of MSN Dial-up Internet service. Click for full 
>>> details and to sign-up now! [1] 

>>> Lit~zs: 

>>> [1] http://g.msn.com,’SHMAEN~JS/2746??PS 47575 

> With MSN Spaces email straight to your blog. Upload j okes, photos and 
> more. It’s freer [ 1 ] 

> Links: 

> [1] http://g.msn.cop:dSHMBENUS/2755??PS 47575 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:42 AM 

@email .nnc.edu 

Re: Graduate School Application 

Dear      : I mailed your letter of recommendation today even though 
the letter ~vas dated for       I just returned from California and 
now- I am on my way out of town again. Next week, I will be back and 
will be here for an uninterrupted time period Sorry for the delay, but 
this is the best that I could do Good luck on your endeavors. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quotin~ @emaihunc.edu: 

Dear Ms. Regester, 

Thank you ve~ much for responding to my emaih I know- it is over 

and I greatly appreciate it. I have tried to get 

in contact with some of my other professors The?’, however, have not 

replied to any of my emails. It would help me a great deal if you 

could do this recommendation for me. The one I need does not have a 

form with it, but I ~vill send you the other reformation you 

requested, just tell me where to send it to and I will get it to you. 

Again, thank you very much I hope ?’our travels go well and I hope 

you have a 

Sincerely, 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear       Since it has been some time ago, if you could :find 

>> another professor it would probably be better However, if not send 

>> me a picture so that I can put a face with the name along with the 

>> letters of recommendation and the centra[ argument presented in your 

>> paper If you decide to have me complete these materials, I will 

>> need some 3 weeks before the due date because I will be in Los 

>> Angeles and Nevada during the month of        and my ume is 

>> limited. Good to hear from you and good to know that you are moving 

>> forward. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> Quoting ~emaihunc.edu: 
>> 

>>> I)ear Ms. Regester, 

>>> ! was a student of yours in an AFAM class 

>>>                 I l~ow it has been awhile, but I would 

>>> greatly appreciate your help I am applying to grad school and 

>>> need some recommendations I know you are a very busy woman, but 

>>> it would help rue out a great deal. 

>>> Thank you very much for your tirue and consideration. If you have 

>>> the time to do these reconm~endations for rue, just email rue back as 

>>> to where to send them to. Again thanks. 

>>> Sincerely, 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 30, 2006 2:35 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [Ncfilm] *** 3 short films from Women Make Movies --> Jan. 27th at 7:30 p.m. at King Street Masonic Lodge in downtown 
Hillsborough 

ATT00001 .c 

* forwarded upon request* 

PRESS RELEASE 

Contact: Andrea DeGette 

FILMMAKER’S FILM SERIES PRESENTS: 

Film Screening of three short films from Women Make Movies. The show is on 
January’ 27th at 7:30 p.m. at King Street MasoNc Lodge in downtown 

Hillstx~rough across from the old Colonial Inn. The films to be screened are 

Tree Shade by Lisa Colllins "Tree Shade boldly goes where few films dare to 

venture in a dizzying, genre- cv~ssing, time-hopping trip through tl~e llives 

oflbur generations of African Amefica~ women"; Real Indian by Malinda 

Maynor, "Real Indian is a lighthearted, ve~ personal look at the meaning of 

cultureal identity...a unique look into the thcinating and complex world of 

...Indium culture..."; and Lip, by Tracey Moffatt, "Lip is a clever to 

brillimat rapid montage...those off-hand ~no~nents are biting criticism of 

racial stereotypes". Films shown on 16mm. 

Advm~ce tickets: $5 adult, $2.50 child under 12. Tickets at the door: $7 
adult,! $4.50 child under 12. Advance tickets can be purchased at Callaway 

Jewelo4Spiral Studios (115 North Churton Street, 919?732?2013). For online 

tickets and more information: ~v.Nllsboroughartscotmcil.org or call 

919?643?2500. For further information about the films: www.wmm.com. 

andrea degette 

(a) earthlink.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 30, 2006 2:52 PM 

Re: LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION 

Dear        Before I submit this letter on your behalf, you will need 
to provide the following information 

1 ) Full Name 

2) Year and Semester in which you enrolled in classes taken wit2a me. 
Identify the class as well as the grade received. 

3) Year that you graduated from U2x,-C. 

4) Full name and address to whom the letter should be addressed. 
Identify the specifici program in which you are attempting to enroll. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting .com: 

Dear Ms Regester, 

How are you doing? I just wanted to say hello and to let you know 
that I need your help. I was wondering if you could type a letter of 
recommendation for me to 

; by 
February 17th Again, thanks for your time and have a blessed day 

Home: 
cell 

****************************************************************************************** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Januau 31, 2006 11:57 AM 

s’tropiano@email.ilhaca.edu 

ATT00001,c 

Dear Steve: Attached is my re’~’iew for the essay entitled, "Governing 

Images: The Politics of Film and Video Distributiolr in Late Apartheid 
and Post Apartheid South Africa." My decision is that the essay be 
accepted w~th re, Asions Please see the review attached Finally, 
please let me know that you have received this material. I will forward 

by mail in the next Ib~v days. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

"GoverningImages[l] .doc"] 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Dept self- 

assessment for SACS 2005-2006odoc"] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 2, 2006 8:36 AM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

Review of Espy tbr Journal of Fihn and Video-Governing Images 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Steve: Attached is a review- of the essay entitled, "Governing 
Images: The Politics of Film and Video Distribution in Late Apartheid 
and Post Apartheid South Africa." Please let me know that you have 
received this material because this is the second time that I have 
attempted to forward ~{¥ decision on this essay is that it should be 
accpeted with revisions. I will forward a copy of my review- and 
decision by mail. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February. 2, 2006 8:45 AM 

@yahoo.cam 

Conference Proposal Snbmitted But Was Never Received 

Dear Leslie: This is to inform you that I attempted to submit a 
proposal to the upcoming PCA conference. My work was on Devil in a Blue 
Dress -- I submitted to the novel/film panel. I submitted my proposal 
Oct 6 and never heard anything. I just ~vanted to let you know that 
this system did not ~vork for me so that next year you all can create 
alternative methods of submitting. I know- that the panels have alrea@ 
been decided for this year and I am not tlying to attend this year’s 
conference but I thought you should know- what happened since I 
for~varded my work well before the deadline. Thales for your 
consideration Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 3, 2006 10:53 AM 

Leslie Fife @yahoo.com> 

Re: Conference Proposal Submitted But Was Never Received 

Dear Leslie: Thanks so much for accomodating me However, I think since 
the deadlines are fast approaching I will submit next year. I have just 
returned from two conferences both on the West Coast so I will pass up 
this opportuni~z. Finally, I am glad that I notified you of the problem 
since others has a similar experience I probably should have informed 
you much sooner but next year when I submit, I ~vill be more assertive. 
Thanks again for all of your assistance and hope to see you at the 
conference in the future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Leslie File @yahoo.com>: 

Dear Charlene: 

I am VERY sorly we did this to you; it’there’s an?’ chance at all for 
you to attend this year, I can get you into the program (online and 
print) right away. 

And if it ~vill help, copying me the submission next year will help 
make sure your submission goes through: for instance, this year our 
Film Adaptation chair’s school changed their e-mail address format, 
which I didn’t know (and so didn’t change the contact infi~rmation 
online), so a number of submissions there didn’t go through. You’re 
absolutely right, though: with spam and server problems, e-mail is 
not the best submission format any longer We need a service that 
can take online submissions. 

I really apologize for this, and I hope there’s a chance you can 
still attend. ’]’he only deadline that concerns me or would have an 
impact on you is to make sure you’re in the print program properly; 
~t goes to press on the 14th But if we have a hope you can jo~n us 
this year still, all I need is the full title of your paper, and I’ll 
get you in right away and notify the area chair that I’ve done so. 

With fingers crossed, 

Leslie 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 
Dear Leslie: This is to infi~rm you that I attempted to submit a 
proposal to the upcoming PCA conference. ~{y work was on Devil in a Blue 
Dress -- I submitted to the novel/fihn panel. I submitted my proposal 
Oct. 6 and never heard anything I just wanted to let you know that 
this system did not work for me so that next year you all can create 
alternative methods of submitfing. I know that the panels have alrea@ 
been decided for this year and I ant not trying to attend this year’s 
conference but I thought you should know what happened since I 
forwarded my- work well before the deadline. Thanks for your 
consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Leslie Fife, Ph.D. 
Program Coord., Nat’l PCAiACA 
Visiting Asst. Pro£, Tech Writing 
Director of English 3323/Tech YVriting 
English Dept., 205 Morrill Hall 
Oklahonra State University 
Stillwatcr, OK 74078 
405.624.8428; fax 405.744.6326 
w,~ax-.popular culture, org 

Yahoot Mail - Helps protect you from nasty- viruses. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 3, 2006 11:03 AM 

Vander, Robin G <vander@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Conference Proposal Submitted But Was Never Received 

ATT00001 .c 

..... Forwarded message li’om         @yahoo corn ..... 

Date: Fri, 3 Feb 2006 08:01:47 -0800 ~PST) 
From: Leslie Fife @ahoo.com> 

Reply-To: Leslie Fife @ahoo.com> 
Sut~iect: Re: Conference Proposal Submitted But Was Never Received 

To: regester@email unc.edu 

Dear Charlene: 
I understand, but do really regret this. I’d like to be able to 

make sure our area chairs all performed--well, if not perfectly, then 
at least better in some instances. But as they are all volunteers and 
receive no compensation for this job, we don’t have much leeway. I 
am very glad you’ll still consider presenting with us next year; others 
have (understandably) been less gracious and forgiving. Iifyou want, 

~ ust send a submission right to me next year, and I will make sure that 
it reaches the proper area chairs 

Sincerely, 
Leslie 

regester@em ail. unc. edu wrote: 
Dear Leslie: Thanks so much for accomodating me. However, I third: 
since the deadlines are fast approaching I will submit next year. I 
have just returned from two conferences both on the West Coast so I 
will pass up this opportunity. Finally, I am glad that I notified you 
of the problem since others had a similar experience. I probably should 
have irtformed you much sooner but next year when I submit, I will be 
more assertive. Thanks again for all of your assistance and hope to see 
you at the corfference in the future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Leslie Fife : 

Dear Charlene: 

I am VERY sorry" we did this to you; ffthere’s an?" chance at all for 
you to attend this year, I can get you into the program (online and 
print) right away. 

And if it will help, copying me the submission next year ~vill help 
make sure your submission goes through: for instance, this year our 
Film Adaptation chair’s school changed their e-mail address format, 
which I didn’t kno~v (and so didn’t change the contact information 
online), so a number of submissions there didn’t go through. You’re 
absolutely right, though: with spare and server problems, e-mail is 
not the best submission fore,at any longer. We need a service that can 
take online submissions. 

I really apologize for this, and I hope there’s a chance you can 
still attend. The only deadline that concerns me or would have an 
impact on you is to make sure you’re in the print program properly; 
it goes to press on the 14th But if we have a hope you can join us 
this year still, all I need is the foil title of your paper, and rll 
get you in right away and notil~ the area chair that I’ve done so. 

With fingers crossed, 

Leslie 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 
Dear Leslie: This is to inform you that I attempted to submit a 
proposal to the upcoming PCA conference. \~ work was on Devil in a Blue 
Dress -- I submitted to the novel/film panel. I submitted my proposal 
Oct. 6 and never heard anything I just wanted to let you kno~v that 
this system did not work for me so that next year you all can create 
alternative methods of submitting. I know that the panels have already 
been decided for this year and I am not trying to attend this year’s 
conference but I thought you should know what happened since I 
folavarded nay work well before the deadline. Thanks for your 
consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Leslie Fife, Ph.D 
Program Coord., Nat’1 PCAiACA 
Visiting Asst Pro£, Tech Writing 
Director of English 3323/Tech Writing 
English Dept., 205 Morrill Hall 
Oklahoma State Umversity 



Stillwater, OK 74078 
405.624.8428; l~ax 405.744.6326 
www popularculture org 

Yahoo! Mail - Helps protect you from nasty viruses. 

Leslie Fife, Ph.D. 
Program Coord., Nat’l PCA/ACA Visiting Asst. Pro£, Tech Writing 
Director of English 3323/Tech Writing 
English Dept., 205 Morrill Hall 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, OK 74078 
405.624.8428; fax 405.744.6326 
www.popularculture, org 

Brings words and photos together (easily) with 
PhotoMail - it’s free and works with Yahoo! Mail. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februaw 6, 2006 4:10 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [Ncfilm] In ScreergSociety "this week: 3 Isaac Julien events plus acclaimed anime film TOKYO C47)DFATttERS in 35mm! (Starks w/ 
FRANTZ FANON in 35mm - 8pm, C~-iffith, Monday!) 

ATT00001 .c 

COMING UP THIS WEEK IN SCREENZ$OCIETY at DUKE: 

All events are free and open to the public. 

For more details, see 
http :iiwww.duke.eduiwebifilmiscreensocietviSl~rin~2006Schedule.html 

Monday Feb. 6 in Griffith film theater at 8pm 
Frantz Fanon: Black Skin, White Mask - part of the Isaac Julien Retrospective 

(dir. Isaac .lulien, 1996, 71 mm, UV-L in English and French with English subtitles, Color, 35mm) 

Interview~ reconstructions and archive footage tell fl~e s~tory of the life and work of the highly mtluential anti-colonialis~t writer Fmnz Fanon, author of Black Skin, White 

Mask and The Wretched qfthe Earth, and his professional life as a psychiatric doctor in Algeria during its war of indepen&nce with France. 

-- Introduced by Prot: Ranjana K~anna (English, Literature, and Women’s Studies) and 

Prof. Maurice Wallace (English and African & African American Studies)! 
Sponsored b.v the Joln~ Hope Franklin Humanities InstituW, the Andrew lg\ ~Iellon Foundation, the Office of the President, the Office of the Dean of 

Humanities, the Nasher ~Iuseum pratt, the John Hope Franklin Cenler for Interdisciplinwy and International Studies, the Department of Art andArt 

Histoo,, the Center for Documenta~ Studies, and the FilmTideo/Digital Program. 

Wednesday Feb. 8 in Griffith film theater at 8pm 

Tokyo Godfathers -- part of the Cine-East 7 fdm series 

(dir. Satoshi Kon, 2003, 92 min, Japan, Color, 35mm) 

"Tokyo Godfathers is one of the best anime ever made, period. Surpassing Kon’s work on 5~lennium Actress, this tale of three heroes is one that 

eve~,one should experience." 1 DVD Vision Japan 

"This is one of the best movies I’ve seen in a while. The story was excdlent, the anita ation was superb, and characters were engaging. This is the 

perfect movie to screen for someone who thinks that they dislike all Japanese animation. A great mixture of comedy and drama that is sure to please 
viewers." - DVDTalkcom 

"An absolutely wonderful s~tou by an incredibly gifted filmmaker. Not a ca(toonist, not an animator, a filmmaker. Satoshi Kon is proving, in case Hayao Miya, zald didn’t 

get the point across, that animation is a perfectly suitable medimn for telling a mature tale. The film is a retelling of the 1948 John Ford fihn Three Godfathers, a western 

where three cowboys discover a d~ving woman and her baby and promise to get the child across the desert to safeU. Here, the cowboys have been replaced by three 

homeless Tokyo residents, who find an abandoned baby in the trash on Christmas Eve. The three then set out to find the child’s mother, but along tile way have to deal 

witl~ all of the pains and issues that led to them living on the street. There is a reason anime fans hang on to eve~3rthing Kon produces; tl~is is one of tl~em." - 

description from IGN.com’s 2004 Best Anime DVD Award 

Sponsored @ the Asian/Pacific Stuciies Institute, the Duke Anime Club, and the Film/Video/Digital Program. 

RELATED EVENTS: 

Mellon Annual Distinguished Lecture--2 events with Isaac Julien 

Thursday Feb. 9 in the Nasher Museum Auditorium at 5:30pr!! 

"Somewhere Else: Theorizing the Making of True North and Fant~meAffique" 

(Film Scree~fing and Public Lecture by Isaac Julien, Filmmaker and Artist, London, England.) 

British filmmaker Isaac Julien will present this years Mellon Annual Dis~ingaished Lectare in the ttumanities. 
Presented by the John Hope Franklin Humanities Institute with Support fi’om the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 

Friday Feb. 10 in the Center for Documentary Studies Auditorium at 4pm! 
"From Theater to Gallery: Isaac Julien’s Short Films" 
Screening and Conversation with Isaac Julien and Duke Faculty. 

A screening of Julien’s short films and installations, including Vagabondia, Paradise Omeros, Long Road to 31azatlan, and Three. 

Followed by a discussion with the artist featuring Duke faculty members 

¯ Ranjana Khanna (English, Literature, and Wo,nen’s Studies) 

¯ Wahneema Lubiano (Literature and African and African AInerican Studies) 
¯ Sean Metzger (English and Theater Studies) 



¯ MaxkAnthonyNeal (Atiican and Afi-ican American Studies) 

¯ Kristine Stiles (Art and Art History) 

¯ Mau6ce Wallace (Literature and Affcan and African American Studies). 

-- A receplion will tbllow the program. 
Presented by the John Hope f~>anklin Humanities Institute in partnership with the Center.for Documental. Studies 61317 14~ P ettigrew Street, Durham). 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Duke University Film/Video/Digital P~ogra~’ 

104 C~}well Ha]l~ Box 90671 

Durhan, NC 27708-0671 

E-mail: hokazak@duHe.edu 

Phene: (919)660-303~ 

Fax~ (919)660-3155 

http://~sww.duke.edu/web/film!screensociety! 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

"Springafam40examI.doc"] 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 17, 2006 4:23 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [Ncfilm] FilmmaJaer WILLIAM GREAVES at Dnke Feb. 21 & 22 

ATT00001 .c 

*forwarded upon reqnest* 

William Nolmad wrote: 

Filmmaker WILLIAM GREAVES at Duke Feb. 21 & 22 
Nasher Museum of Art Auditorium 
WILLIAM GREAVES, one of the most respected independent producer!directors in film and television, will be at Duke on February 

21 st and 22nd for two screenings. Greaves has produced more than 200 documentary films, receiving more than 70 international film 
festival awards as well as an Emmy. 

February 21st 6:00 pm (followed by Q & A with Filmmaker) 

THE FIRST WORLD FESTIVAL OF NEGRO ARTS (40 Min.) 

The official documentary film of the festival held in Dakar, Senegal in 1966. Over 2,000 writers, artists and performers from Africa and 
the African Diaspora participated in this historic event. The film features Duke Ellington, Langston Hughes, Alvin Alley, Aime 
Cesaire, Leopold Senghor and artists, performers and dignitaries from thirty countries. 

BLACK POWER IN AMERICA: MYTH OR REALITY? (58 Min.) 
How has the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s changed the Black community and the rest of American society? Using documentary 
footage and in-depth interviews of a cross-section of major Black leaders such as Franklin Thomas, Clifton Wharton Jr., Eleanor 
Holmes Norton, and Lerone Bennett Jr., the film presents a candid look at some of the problems facing the African American 
community. 

February 22nd 6:00 pm (followed by Q & A with Filmmaker) 

STILL A BROTHER: INSIDE THE BLACK MIDDLE CLASS (90 min) 

Although it was made over three decades ago (1968), this examination of the Black middle class remains a landmark documentary. 
Made to challenge negative stereotypes of African-Americans by whites, it also focused on the emerging Black Pride movement and 
cautioned against the wholesale acceptance of "white middle-class values". What the film says about race and class issues of that time 
still reverberates powerfully today. Written and co-produced by William Branch, the film was co-produced, directed and edited by 
Greaves. 
For further information call 684-3610 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 21, 2006 11:49 AM 

~.net> 

Letter for Fellowship Received 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Attached is a letter that I have to forward to my 
Department Chair Please review at your earlierst convenience. There is 
no rush Hope things are going well. Currently, I am working on some 
material and will forward in the near future. Please let me kno~v that 
you have received this material Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

"FellowshipLetter o doc" ] 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "AMST 282 

fall 06 course description[l] odoc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2006 1:03 PM 

blanche Arons < ~highstream.net> 

Re: Please ack. 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Attached is another letter that I need for you to review 
If possible, I would like to have it by Thursday but don’t rush. Keep 
in mind that to~vard the end of the week or begimaing of next week, I 
will submit a letter as part of a grant application - as I am seeking 
funding to complete one of my book length prRiects Please let me know 
that you have received this material Thanks much for all of your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

{~highstream.net>: 

> I)ear Charlene, 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of the e-attachment. 
> 

> Best, BI 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

Letter.doc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 1, 2006 1:38 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: Update 

Dear Dr. Greene: Please let me know when you will come to Chapel Hill 
so that ~ve can set up a meeting 

Since then, 
although it has been such a long time ago, I sent his wife a card 
anyway because he was ve~ instrumental in helping me with my annotated 
bibliography Keep me posted as I have much more that I ~vould like to 
discuss in person Hope things are going well for you. By the ~vay, I 
heard that received a message Iicom you Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Quoting .~a ol.com: 

I doubt il" I ~vill be m Chapel Hill before Christmas. If so, I will let you 
know The best time to get me here is early mornings (veW early mornings) 

l£I’m not around, leave and number and I will call back 

LeeGreene 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationix-unknown-application- 

pdf", name: "Allen, relocating us film history rcus 20-1 2006.pdf"] 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "AMST 282 

fall 06 course description.doc"] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Update 

ATT00001 .c 

..... Forwarded message from 
Date: Mien: 09:06:26 EST 
From: ~aol corn 

Reply-To: ~)aol.com 
Sut~iect: Re: Update 

To: regester@email unc.edu 

Charlene, 

I am in Chapel Hill right now (Monday), but not really free to get out 
and about 

I will let you know when I am here again 
li)r any length of time. ’]7hat probably will be a couple of weeks from 
now. 

Lee 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Grant 

Application for Support for Scholarship.doc"] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 20, 2006 10:39 AM 

Carol Ann Fitzgerald <carolmm@ox[bvdamerica~mag.com> 

Re: Crreetings from The Ox[brd America~ 

Dear Carol: Yes, I am interested in contributing. However, I would like 
to discuss in more detail by phone so that I fully understand the exact 
focus Also, I might need some suggestions regarding stars that you 
would like for me to examine Please provide a phone number so that we 
could discuss in a little more detail Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Carol Ann Fitzgerald <carolalm@oxfordamericanmag.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I am writing to invite you to submit a short piece (a one-page ODE or 
a sidebar list) to our upcoming BEST OF THE SOUTH issue. I am 
particularly intrigu ed by your knowledge of African Americans in 
cinema and wonder if you might have some favorite early stars that 
you think deserve mention? The issue will be sprawling and 
all-inclusive and ~vriters are encouraged to be daring and 
eye-opening 

As the deadline is the end of this month, we are making assignments 
for pieces that might serve as sidebars or one-pagers (up to 800 or 
900 words, approximately) I would love a contribution by you, if 
you’re interested. 

Best wishes, 

Carol Ann Fitzgerald 
Managing Editor 
~Ihe Oxford American 
carolann@oxfordamericar~mag.com 

Please visit our website: oxfordamericanm~N corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 20, 2006 3:22 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: Jubilee Essay 

Dear     This is a good topic but think about how you can turn this 
idea into a strong argument -- as it stands, it needs to be more 
agmmentive. Hope this helps. See you tomorrow-. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting @email.ua~c.edu : 

Professor Regester, 

Hi, how are you? I was wondering if for the Jubilee paper, I could 
write on how even when slaves had opportunities to leave their 
owners, many of them stayed to help their owners out mainly because 
of the bond between them - for example, Jim could’ve left his master 
at any time during the war but he stayed with him and brought him 
home; and Vyw, even after the war was over, she took care of Lillian 
and her kids. Despite how the white owners made slaves seem like 
people who would poison, kill and leave their masters at the first 
opportunity, some stayed even when the door was wide open. Do you 
think flais ~vill be ok? 
I hope you had a wonderful break and I hope to hear from you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <-~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 22, 2006 12:19 PM 

Dunbar, Roberta A <radunbar@email.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: [Ncfilm] ** Almouncing a Screen/Society special event: "African Cinema Week" (3/22-3/27) -- Sponsored by the John Hope 
Franklin Center 

ATT00001 .c 

*please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

African Cinema Week 
a Duke Universi~ Spring 2006 film series 

"The 30hn tlope Franklin Center & Screen/Society 
present three recent films that shed a fasdnating light on 

contemporary life and conditions in the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, Srnrgal and Guinea, respectively." 

Organized and sponsored by 
the 3ohn Hope Franklin Center for 

Interdisciplinary & International Studies 

with support from 
the Film/Video/Digital Program, 

the Duke Universi~ Center for International Studies, 
the Program in Afidcan and A~ican American Studies, 

the Center tbr French and Francophone Studies, 

the John ttope Franklin Humanities Institute, 

the MaD’ Lou Williams Center for Black Culture, 

¯ e Cen~r tbr MuNcultuM ~rai~, 
and the Concilium on Southern ~fica 

Screening Schedule: 

Wednesday March 22nd at 7:00pro in Griffith: 

The Goverl~or~s New C~othes (Les HM~its l~’~f~" D~ (;ouvemte~r) 

-- with director Mweze Ng~gura, appearing in person~ 

(dir. Mweze :~gar~gura, 2004, 87 rain, Democratic Republic of Congo, in P>ench with &)~glish subtitles, Color, 35mm) 

Not your us~l film about ~ric~ politics, co~pfio~ and wni~ - - The Governor’s N~v Clothes is a Inusico] comedy which ~rodies the trappings of power and 

ANcan leaders. 
Mweze Ngangum, the Ns~inguished filmmaker whose work Pieces dT~mites won the most preNgious mvaN in ~fica. the Etalon de ~nnega, in 1999, will share 

his latest feature, The Governor’s ~E,v Clothes, ruth the Duke communiU on ~Vednesday, March 22, 2006. 

Adapted from the Danish writer, Hans Christian Anderseffs ’The Emperor’s New Clothes" (1835), this remarkably perceptive film is a paxable about power and vanity. 

Mweze Ngangura on his film The Governor’s New Ch)thes: 
"[Ilans Christian] Andersen exposes the rulers’ vani~ and mean flattery. What strikes me first in this s~to~" is its universa3 vaJue, more particularly its applicabili~ m the 

vast majori~ of African Political regimes .... I wanted to situate the action in the politica3 and cultural context of the ’murderous reality’ of present day Africa. The tilm 
evolves agains~ a background of win between two ethnic groups, the Zerbos and the Krowas. Tabou, the main character (the Governor), is a Zerbo who personally 

feels the dilennna of being mmried to a I~owa (Mopaya), with whom he has a son, Little Prince. The choice ofnmnes for the etlmic groups - ’Zerbo’ and ’Krowa’ - 

co~rdption of’Serbo’ and ’Croat’ - indicates my clear reference to the fact that ethnic conflicts are not an African tnonopoly. At the same titne, the fihn wants to maint~n 

the universaJ nature of the fai~y-t~Je. The Governor’s New Clothes is a ~nusical comedy on the theme of abuse of power, with as a main sto~y line the histoO" of a 
family on the ve~e of collapse." 

-- Tiffs fdni ~ill be sho~rn ha the Griffith FNn Theater, Brya~a Center, West Canipus, and wll be f~lhmed by a discussion with direct,~r Mweze Ngangura! 

Thu~dav March 23rd at 7:00pm in Franklin Ctr 240: 

E~ S~ La~if Avai~ Raison 

-- ~,itb director Joseph Ga’i Rmn aka, appearing in persoM 

(dir. doseph Gaf Ramaka, 2005, 95 ram, Sdndgal, in ~ench with &}~glish subtitles, Color, ~o) 

Sha~ly cfificM documen~" abom the admimstration of calm SenegMese presidem Abdoalaye Wade, who took o~ce on April 1, 2000 amid promises of refomi 



that have not been reaJized. The film takes issue with the pillaging of public resources by the government, which was criticized by Wade when he was a member of the 

optx~sition yet continues to occur under his adminisWation. 

-- The screening will take place in room 240, FranMil~ Center, and ~,i|l be follo~,ed by a discussion with director &~seph Ga~" Ramaka! 

Monday March 27th at 7:00pin in Richard \Vhite: 

(dir. ~anthia Diau,ara, 2003, 82 rain, Guine~US~4/France, in Fre~tch with E~tglish S~btitles, Colo~; Video) 

Mm~tNa Diawara’s Conakry Ii~ (People ofConak~y), a documenmo~ he refers to as ’NlocN" (globM ~d locM), won the best documenm~ award at the Za~ibar 

International Film Fes~ivM in 20~. AccomNnied by his Nend Danny Glover, Diawara visimd Guineds capitol city, Conako,. to see and capture on film what w~ left 

of the axfisks a~d intellecmMs of the ’GNnean C Ntural Revolution’ of the 1960s and find out how the residents of Conak~’ were copi~N ruth globMization. The film casts 

a nostalgic look at Pan-ANcanism in the 1960s, and asks what is the utopia of the Guinean youth k~day. 

-- TNs screening ~,ill take place in the Richard ~Nite Lecture Hall on East Campus. 

Afl’ican Cinmea Week web site: 

http://~x~vw.duke .edu/we b’film/screensocietv/AfiicanCinemaWeek.html 

For more info about Screen/Socie~, events: 

htlp://www.duke.edu,’web’film/screensocietv/S prong2006 Schedule .html 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Duke University Fiim/VideoiDJgi~ai P~ogram 

104 Crowell Hall~ Box 9@671 

Durha~’, NC 27708-0671 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3031 

Fax: (919)660-3155 

h~p://www.d~ke.edu/weh/film/screensooiety/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <-~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 22, 2006 12:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Fwd: [Ncfilm] ** Almouncing a Screen/Society special event: "African Cinema Week" (3/22-3/27) -- Sponsored by the John Hope 
Franklin Center 

ATT00001 .c 

*please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

African Cinema Week 
a Duke Universi~ Spring 2006 film series 

"The 30hn tlope Franklin Center & Screen/Society 
present three recent films that shed a fasdnating light on 

contemporary life and conditions in the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, Srnrgal and Guinea, respectively." 

Organized and sponsored by 
the 3ohn Hope Franklin Center for 

Interdisciplinary & International Studies 

with support from 
the Film/VideoiDigitaJ Program, 

the Duke Universi~ Center for International Studies, 
the Program in Afidcan and A~ican American Studies, 

the Center tbr French and Francophone Studies, 

the John ttope Franklin Humanities Institute, 

the MaD’ Lou Williams Center for Black Culture, 

¯ e Cen~r tbr MuNcultuM ~rai~, 
and the Concilium on Southern ~fica 

Screening Schedule: 

Wednesday March 22nd at 7:00pro in Griffith: 

The Goverl~or~s New C~othes (Les HM~its l~’~f~" D~ (;ouvemte~r) 

-- with director Mweze Ng~gura, appearing in person~ 

(dir. Mweze :~gar~gura, 2004, 87 rain, Democratic Republic of Congo, in P>ench with &)~glish subtitles, Color, 35mm) 

Not your us~l film about ~ric~ politics, co~pfio~ and wni~ - - The Governor’s N~v Clothes is a Inusico] comedy which ~rodies the trappings of power and 

ANcan leaders. 
Mweze Ngangum, the Ns~inguished filmmaker whose work Pieces dT~mites won the most preNgious mvaN in ~fica, the Etalon de ~nnega, in 1999, will share 

his latest feature, The Governor’s ~E,v Clothes, ruth the Duke communiU on ~Vednesday, March 22, 2006. 

Adapted from the Danish writer, Hans Christian Anderseffs ’The Emperor’s New Clothes" (1835), this remarkably perceptive film is a paxable about power and vanity. 

Mweze Ngangura on his film The Governor’s New Ch)thes: 
"[Ilans Christian] Andersen exposes the rulers’ vani~ and mean flattery. What strikes me first in this s~to~" is its universa3 vaJue, more particularly its applicabili~ m the 

vast majori~ of African Political regimes .... I wanted to situate the action in the politica3 and cultural context of the ’murderous reality’ of present day Africa. The tilm 
evolves agains~ a background of win between two ethnic groups, the Zerbos and the Krowas. Tabou, the main character (the Governor), is a Zerbo who personally 

feels the dilennna of being mmried to a I~owa (Mopaya), with whom he has a son, Little Prince. The choice ofnmnes for the etlmic groups - ’Zerbo’ and ’Krowa’ - 

co~rdption of’Serbo’ and ’Croat’ - indicates my clear reference to the fact that ethnic conflicts are not an African tnonopoly. At the same titne, the fihn wants to maint~n 

the universaJ nature of the fai~y-t~Je. The Governor’s New Clothes is a ~nusical comedy on the theme of abuse of power, with as a main sto~y line the histoO" of a 
family on the ve~e of collapse." 

-- Tiffs fdni ~ill be sho~rn ha the Griffith FNn Theater, Brya~l Center, West Canipus, and wll be f~lhmed by a discussion with direct,~r Mweze Ngangura! 

Thu~dav March 23rd at 7:00pm in Franklin Ctr 240: 

E~ S~ La~if Avai~ Raison 

-- ~,itb director Joseph Ga’i Rmn aka, appearing in persoM 

(dir. doseph Gaf Ramaka, 2005, 95 ram, Sdndgal, in ~ench with &}~glish subtitles, Color, ~o) 

Sha~ly cfificM documen~" abom the admimstration of calm SenegMese presidem Abdoalaye Wade, who took o~ce on April 1, 2000 amid promises of refomi 



that have not been reaJized. The film takes issue with the pillaging of public resources by the government, which was criticized by Wade when he was a member of the 

optx~sition yet continues to occur under his adminisWation. 

-- The screening will take place in room 240, FranMil~ Center, and ~,i|l be follo~,ed by a discussion with director &~seph Ga~" Ramaka! 

Monday March 27th at 7:00pin in Richard \Vhite: 

(dir. ~anthia Diau,ara, 2003, 82 rain, Guine~US~4/France, in Fre~tch with E~tglish S~btitles, Colo~; Video) 

Mm~tNa Diawara’s Conakry Ii~ (People ofConak~y), a documenmo~ he refers to as ’NlocN" (globM ~d locM), won the best documenm~ award at the Za~ibar 

International Film Fes~ivM in 20~. AccomNnied by his Nend Danny Glover, Diawara visimd Guineds capitol city, Conako,. to see and capture on film what w~ left 

of the axfisks a~d intellecmMs of the ’GNnean C Ntural Revolution’ of the 1960s and find out how the residents of Conak~’ were copi~N ruth globMization. The film casts 

a nostalgic look at Pan-ANcanism in the 1960s, and asks what is the utopia of the Guinean youth k~day. 

-- TNs screening ~,ill take place in the Richard ~Nite Lecture Hall on East Campus. 

Afl’ican Cinmea Week web site: 

http://~x~vw.duke .edu/we b’film/screensocietv/AfiicanCinemaWeek.html 

For more info about Screen/Socie~, events: 

htlp://www.duke.edu,’web’film/screensocietv/S prong2006 Schedule .html 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Duke University Fiim/VideoiDJgi~ai P~ogram 

104 Crowell Hall~ Box 9@671 

Durha~’, NC 27708-0671 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3031 

Fax: (919)660-3155 

h~p://www.d~ke.edu/weh/film/screensooiety/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 23, 2006 9:10 AM 

Carol Ann Fitzgerald <carolmm@ox[bvdamerica~mag.com> 

Re: Crreetings from The Ox[brd America~ 

Dear Carol: I am ve~z much interested in contributing but I have yet to 
hear from you regarding the specifics of my contribution. Hope to hear 
from you again before the deadline. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Carol Ann Fitzgerald <carolarm@oxfordamericanmag corn>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I am writing to invite you to submit a short piece (a one-page ODE or 
a sidebar list) to our upcoming BEST OF THE SOUTH issue I am 
particularly intrigued by your knowledge of African ~vnericans in 
cinema and wonder if you might have some favorite earl?’ stars that 
you think deserve mention? The issue will be sprawling and 
all-inclusive and writers are encouraged to be daring and 
eye-opening. 

As the deadline is the end of this month, ~ve are making assignments 
for pieces that might serve as sidebars or one-pagers (,up to 800 or 
900 words, approximately). I would love a contribution by you, if 
you’re interested 

Best wishes, 

Carol Arm Fitzgerald 
Managing Editor 
The O×ford 2,merican 
caroIarm@oxfordamericanmag.com 

Please visit our website: oxfordamericanmag.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 27, 2006 11:04 AM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [Ncfilm] ** This week in Screei~/SocieU --> Guinean documentary (Mon. 7pm), TaJ~wanese drama (Wed. 8pm), NC short film and 
Haiti documentary (Thu. 7p~n) 

ATT00001 .c 

This Week in Screen/Society... 

Monday March 27 at 7pro in the Richard White Auditorium, East Campus 

Conakry Kas (aka The Pe~ple of Conakry) 
(dir. Manthia Diawara, 2003, 82 rain, Guine(rff:S.*~France, in French with English Subtitles, Color, Video) 

part of ~he Franldh~ Cemer and ScreeniSocie~’% Af~’ic~*n (.!i~ema ~ek film series 

Manthia Diawam’s Conakry Kas (People ofConakry), a documentary he refers to as "glocal" (global and local), won the best documentary a~vard at the Za~ibar 

International Film Festival in 20~. AccomNhied by his tfiend Danny Glover, Diawara visited Guineds capitol city, Conakry, to see and capture on film what w~ left 

of the artisks and intellectuals of the ’Guinean Cultural Revolution’ of the 1960s and find out how the residents of Conakry were coping ruth globaJization. The film casts 

a nostalgic look at Pan-At~canism in the 1960s, and asks what is the utopia of the Guinean youth k~day. 

Sponsored by the Jo]m Hope f’ranMin Center.for lnWrdisciplina~ and lnWmatiomd Studies with ~tpport.from the Cenwr for lnW~ationd Studies, the 

Program in AJ?ican & AJ?ican Ame~qcan Studies’, the Center for P>ench & Francophone Studies, the do]m Hope f~anklin Humanities Ins#rote, the MaO, 

Lou Williams Center for Black Culture, the Duke Universi~’ Libra~qes’ Lil~v Library, the Center for Multicultural Affbirs, the Concifium for Southern AJ?ica, 

and the fTlm/Video/Digital Program. 

Ser~es de~ils: h~:iiwww.duke.~uiweb/film/screens~ie~qAfi’icanC~emaWeekh~! 

Wednesday March 29 at 8pm in the Richard White Auditorium, East Campus 

Taipe~ Story 
(dir. Edward Yang, 1985, 110 rain, Taiwan, in Mandarin with English subtitles, Color, 16ram) 

part ofAPSl[ a/~d Scree~iSode~,~s Ciae-East 7: Eas~ Asian C~ema fi~n~ series 

"The film that introduced Edward Yang’s prodigious talent to the West is a quietly stunning drama Maich ~es the va~ous problems lhcing a rapidly modernized ciU 

reflected in the lives of... subtly observed characters.... Yang’s insights aM honesty about emotions ensure interest throughout; and it looks absolutely superb’." -- 

Time Out 

An elegant, Antonioni-like ta]e of urban angs~t and alienation set in booming, benumbing Taipei. Pop chanteuse TsaA Chin and noted dilector Hou Hsiao-hsien (Taiwan’s 

other world-class filmlnaker) s~x as an upwardly Inobile, profoundly dissatisfied couple. The long-time couple slowly drilling apart is aptly and intimately cormected to 

the gland changes overtaking Taiwan. Yang leturns repeatedly to imagery of highway traffic, cranes, construction, and modem electronic equipment, as if to indicate 

the close relationship between these processes and the problematic romantic relationship at the heart of the film 

She’s a successful career woman; he’s a rep for a textile compauy, restless and clinging to past glories. Their prosperous facade of Western tastes and material 

comforts provides but flimsy protection when a series of personal and professional setbacks ensue, and their relationship begins to crumble. Yaug extracts fine 

performances from the principals, and ser~es up a clear-eyed, chilling Ixwtrait of contemporary Taiwan adrift between traditional values and modern s~ullessness. 

Organized and.sponsored by the Asian/Pacific Sludies Institute and the FilmA~deo/Digital Program, with supportJ?om the Department of Asian and 

AJbican Languages andLiterature, the Center f!)r International Studies, and the Korea Forum. 

Series Details: http:iiwww.duke.eduiwebifilmiscreensocie~, iCineEastT.html 

Thursday March 30 at 7pro in the Nasher Museum Auditorium 
A Speciall Prod’am ~ ~he Na~her M~sem ~d Scree~iSncie~,*s Cowurb~g Beardeu ~mg~ F~m film series: 

Sho~ ~n: 

Conj u re Bearden: Lon g Ago Faces 
(A video by Tom Whiteside with music by Anthony Kelley, 2006~ 15 mMutes, USA, B& ~ and Color, Video, silent with music sound track) 

A sho~ film on black life in Noah Ca~lina be~-een 1938 and 1941 m~e up of ac~ali~ footage of Ka~a~lis, Troy, and Chapel Hill~ fiom the H. Lee Waters 

collection, courtesy of’Duke University’s Rare Book, Manu~fipL and Special Collections I,ibrary. 

Doc~lentmT FeaZe: 

Dhdne Horsemen: The Livh~g G~ds of Ha~ 
(dir. Maya Deren, edited by Teiri and ~erel Ito, 1947-51, 52 rain, USA, in ~glish, B& fE HdeO 

In 1947 Maya De~en won the Cannes Fihn Fes~ivN’s Grand Pfix Intemationale. The ~me year she was also awarded a Guggenheim FouncNtion Fellowslfip m begin 

mseamh on the Vodun (voodoo) ritual in Hmfian culture. A book, mcoNings of the sounds of the rituals, and the ~ginnings of a film were the results of her 

e~raoNiuary mseamh. Demn mcoNed m-o Nbums of Vodun music "~vine Ho~men" and "Meringues and Folk Ballads of HNfi". In 1953 she published the 

defimtive study of the Vodun fi~l: Divine Horsemen: the Living Gods of Haiti. Demn consulted ruth luminaries like fol~ofist Joseph Campbell aud anthrog~logis~ 

Gregory Bateson in her research and she shot morn than 18,000 feet of foo~ge during her throe visits bem~een 1947 aud 1954. Dufiug her research Demn’s ~sifion 

becmne ambiguous. On one hand she was Nstanced t~om the prqiect, a medmm tbr the transmission of ideas, but she was Nso clo~ly involved in the ritual. Her 

insights on the Vodun fit~l emerge from her ~rticipation in the ceremohies. On one of her tfps m Hmfi, Deren w~ imfiated ~ a Vodun priestess. In 1985 Dereffs 

thin husband Teiji Ito and his new mt~ Cheml as~mbled and eNmd the ttaifian lbo~ge that hM remmned incomplete since Demn’s &a~. The footage was spliced 

together m lbnn an anthro~logical s~rucmm and a voice-over halation w~ added m clafil}~ the devils of the ceremonies. 



-- This program will be h~troduced by h~dependent filn~;n alter To~n ~iteside and Prof. Anthony Kelley ~ept. of Music)~ 

@onsored @ &e Nasher ~luseum ~f Art with supportJ~om the Film/Ndeo/Digital Program, lhe ~frican & ~frican Ame,qcan Sluaqes Program, and the 

North Carolina A rts Council 

Se~’~es detai~s: h~:i/~w.duke.ed~eb/F~n/screemode~iConj~e~denF~ns.hRnl 

Hank Okaza ki 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Duke University Fil~’!Vi@eo/Digital Program 

104 Croweli Hall, Box 90671 

Durham, NC 27708-067~ 

E-mail: hoHazak@@uke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3031 

Fax: (919)660-3155 

http:!!ve~,w.duke.edu/webifilm/screensocietv/ 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, March 27, 2006 6:15 PM 

To: ~highstrea~n.net 

Subject: Book Review 

Attach: ATTO0001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Attached is a copy of the book review that I had to 
re-write for the j ournal because in the first review they wanted me to 
explore some 3 books and then they decided that I should just review 
one book. Please edit whenever you have a chance and you can let me 
know- ~vhat you thil~ Thanks much for your assistance. Also, please let 
me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Screen 

Review.doc"] 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 28, 2006 9:16 AM 

blanche Amns ~ ?~bhighs’tream.net> 

Book Review 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Attached is the book review previously mentioned where 
was asked to review 3 books but then they decided that I should review 

1 book Please edit at your earliest convenience. Let me know that you 
have received this material Tharks much for your assistance 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 30, 2006 8:28 AM 

blanche Arons < ~highstream.net> 

Re: Book Review 

Dear Blanche: Thanks much There is no deadline on this material so 
just ~vork on it ~vhenever you like. Hope things are going welh By the 
way, I sent my manuscript off to a publisher back in December and they 
indicated that it had been sent out for review and that it would take 
some three months to revie~v this ~vork. Do you think I should send a 
follow-up email or give them more time? Let me know what you think. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

~highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, 
I received the attachment, and I \lAY be able to work on it in the 
next day or so (This is Dssrta Comm time, so I’m "marking time" til 
I get the news .. ). Your editing may just fit in.... B1 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@emaihuaac.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" ~highstream.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2006 9:15 AM 
Subject: Book Review 

>> Dear Blanche: Attached is the book review previously mentioned where 
>> was asked to review 3 books but then the?, decided that I should review 
>> 1 book. Please edit at your earliest convenience. Let me know that you 
>> have received this material. Thanks much [’or your assistance. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 31, 2006 1:50 PM 

blanche Arons, @highstream.net> 

Re: Book Review 

Dear Blanche: Thanks much for the review. Will keep you posted. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

@highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, Please acknowledge receipt of attachment 

Re publisher’s tardiness: I’m not a good one to ask, but as a 
suggestions, perhaps you could just send an a-note--no long letter. 
Something like, 
Register document: Sent date, December xx; Current date, May 1--- Status? 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" < @highstream.net> 
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2006 8:27 AM 
Subject: Re: Book Review 

>> Dear Blanche: Thanks much There is no deadline on this material so 
>> j ust work on it whenever you like tlope things are going well. By 
>> the way, I sent my manuscript off to a publisher back in December 
>> and the?" indicated that it had been sent out for review and that it 
>> would take some three months to review this work. Do you think I 
>> should send a follow-up email or give them more time? Let me know 
>> what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 
>> @highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> I received the attachment, and I MAY be able to work on it in the 
>>> next day or so (This is Dssrta Con-an time, so I’m "marking time" 
>>> til I get the news ....). Your editing may j ust fit in .... BI. 
>>> 
>>: ...... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>>> To: "blanche Arons" ~)highstream.net> 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2006 9:15 AM 
>>> Subject: Bool< Review 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Attached is the book review previously mentioned where I 
>>>> was asked to review 3 books but then they decided that I should review 
>>>> 1 book Please edit at your earliest convenience. Let me know that you 
>>>> have received this material. ’]’hanks much for your assistance. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationivndoms-excel", name: 

"RegesterMovieDBoxls"] 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

"40EXAMII2006. doc o rt f"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 3, 2006 3:44 PM 

Carol Ann Fitzgerald <carolmm@oxfbvdamerica~mag.com> 

Re: Crreetings from The Oxfbrd America~ 

Dear Carol: Unfortunately, I will not be able to contribute to your 
publication as I had originally planned since ~ve are nearing the end of 
our semester I have been swamped with work. Hope that this does not 
interfere with your schedule. Finally, thanks for the invitation and 
please consider me again in the future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Carol Ann Fitzgerald <carolann@oxfordamericanmag corn>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Here is the standard questionnaire ~ve’re sending to a variety of 
folks. But if you would be interested in taking on one particular 
subject more in-depth that would be intriguing to me We do still 
have room for pieces of approximately 500-800 ~vords, ~vhich for the 
sake of categorization ~ve’re calling "odes" (though the?’ are all 
prose, not poetly!) for which we can offer an honoraritun. In an?’ 
event, if you’d like to respond to the questionnaire, I’d love to 
include you in the mix I’ll send you tlcee copies of the issue, of 
course 

Here’s the basic letter: 

If you won?t be able to contribute a longer piece to our BEST OF THE 
SOUTH issue (what, you don?t like two-week deadlines?), we hope we 
still might be able to entice you to answer all or some or one of’the 
questions on our first-ever BEST OF THE SOUTH Questionnaire (posted 
below). Our aim is to collect the best answers from the most 
~nteresung people around (that means YOU!) and place them in a BEST 
OF forum in the issue. Such a forum, we are convinced, would make :[’or 
lively, surprising, even edil}’ing, reading. Your responses can be 
short or long, your call. And again, you don?t have to answer all of 
these, just the ones that inspire you. 

Alas, we can?t afl2~rd to pay anything for your responses although we 
know they will be quite valuable But next to your name we will 
mention your latest book, movie, CD, your restaurant or web site, or 
the office you?re running for or your last successful 
lawsuit?anything, in short that you?d like. 
In advance, we thank you for your contributions. We know you are 
EXACTLY the kind of person our readers would love hearing 
from?otherwise we wouldn?t have pestered you like this. 

Our deadline is: 

April 1, 2006. 

Thank you again. 

The Editors. 

*****THE O?(FORD AMERICA~S BEST OF THE SOLrrH FORUM***** 

LITERATL~E 
What is the best nonfiction book about the South? 

What is the best Southern novel? 

\~2~at is the best line from a Southern poem or book? 

\~2m is the best villain in a Southern book? 

\~2m is the ruost underrated Southern writer (dead or alive)? 

What is the best Southern short stow? 

\~2~at Southern book would best make a movie? 

What would be the best title for a great Southern novel that’s never 
been written? 

"¢~qaat’s the best name fbr a character from a Southern novel? 

TRA’,YEL 
Where is the best place to visit in the South? 

"¢~qaere is the best place for a picnic? 

Where’s the best place to experience the outdoors in the South? 

YVhat’s the best bo@ of water in the South? 



Best cheap thrill in a Southern city? 

What’s the best festival in the Suuth? 

What’s the best histuric site in the South? 

What’s the best name uf a Suuthern tuwn? 

~3,~nat is the best Southern town? 

Where is the best place to take kids in the South? 

What’s the best cultural attraction in the South? 

YVhat is the best example of public art in the South? 

YVhat would you like to experience in the South that you haven’t yet? 

~3,~nat’s the best offbeat attraction in the South? 

PEOPLE 
Who is your favorite person (past or present) in the South? 

YVho’s the most l~emorable--for better or for worse--Southern politician? 

Who is the most creative or artistic person in the South? 

Who is the most inspiring Southerner (past or present)? 

YVho is the best media fig~e--radio, tv, newspapers, etc.--in the South’.’ 

YVho’s the most charismatic fig~tre in the South? 

"¢,~o’s the most wild Southerner? 

FOOD 
YVhat’s the best fancy restaurant in the South? 

What’s the best dive or diner in the South? 

YVhat’s the best bar? 

Best jukebox in the South? 

Best roadside stand in the stand? 

Best fried catfish in the South? 

Best place to eat Southern oddities (pigs’ feet, etc)? 

Best atmosphere in a Southern restaurant? 

Best dessert in the South? 

THE FUTURE 
"vVhat do you predict will happen in the Suuth in 10 years? 

"vVhat do you predict will happen in the Suuth in 100 years? 

Who’s the best psychic in the South? 

What idea wuuld most benefit the South’s future? 

What would >’uu put in a time capsule to represent the South tuday? 

What should be the motto fur the new South? 

What’s the biggest danger in the Suuth’s :future? 

"vVhat’s the best idea for rebuilding New Orleans? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 3, 2006 3:50 PM 

Jim Burr <jim@ntpress.ppb.utexas.e&~> 

Re: Eaxly At~can American Actresses 

Dear Editor Burr: Please let me know as soon as possible the status of 
my manuscript on black actresses in early cinema. Again, thanks much 
for your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Jim Burr <jim@utpress ppb.utexas.edu>: 

> Dear Charlene: 
> 

> I hope you had a good Thanksgiving. Thanks for the suggestions below. 
> I’ll keep you posted. 

> Best, 
> Jim 

> Jim Bua~ 
> Humanities Editor 
> University of Texas Press 
> P.O. Box 7819 
> Austin, TX 78713-7819 
> w)× 512-471-4278 
> l~ax 512-232-7178 
> jim@utpress ppb.utexas edu 
> ~vw utexaspress.com 

> On Monday, November 21, 2005 4:07 PM. regesber@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear Jim: The following names are being submitted as potential 
>> reviewers ]2~r my work. 

>> Dr Colin Palmer 
>> African-2.merican Studies Program 
>> 112 Dickinson Hall 
>> Princeton, New Jersey 08544-1017 
>> (609) 258-4270 
>> (I don’t have an emai[ address readily available) 

>> Dr. Jane Gaines 
>> Film & Video Program Duke Universi~,’ 
>> 107 A Art Museum 
>> I)urharr~ N.C. 27708-0671 
>> jmgmnes@acpub.duke edu 

>> Dr. Corey Creelcmur 
>> Dept. of English 
>> Wayne State University 
>> 51 W. Warren, Detroit, M1 48202 
>> (313) 577-3068 
>> creekm@cms.cc.wayne.edu 

>> Dr. Mark Reid 
>> P.O. Box 122 
>> Gainesville, Florida 32602-0122 
>> rureid@grove.efl.edu 
>> *Provided a previous review 

>> Dr. Suzarme Regan 

>> Dr. Gloria Gibson 
>> Indiana University 
>> Bloomington, Indiana 
>> (no email address currently available) 

>> If you need other names, please let me know. Also, I prefer that you 
>> not send the work to those in the field that are viewed as competition 
>> since they are more likely to regard this work as competition for their 
>> o~vn work Thanks much for your assistance and hope to hear from you in 
>> the near future Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> Quoting Jim Bun- ~jim@utpress ppb.utexas.edu>: 

>>> Dear Charlene: 

>>> Belated thanks for sending the manuscript and the reviews. I’ve been 
>>> out sick and so am trying to catch up. 

>>> As I said before, we can use the previous reviews as part of our 
>>> evaluation process, but we need to get our own reader as well. Do you 



>>> have suggestions for scholars to consider? Similarly, is there 
>>> anybody we should avoid? 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Jim 

>>> Jun Bun- 
>>:> Humanities Editor 
>>> Universi~" of Texas Press 
>>> P.O. Box 7819 
>>> Austin, TX 78713-7819 
>>> vox 512-471-4278 
>>> fax 512-232-7178 
>>> jim@utpress.ppb.ut exas.edu 

>>> On Wednesday, Novenrber 2, 2005 4:46 PM, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Jinr: ThaJoks for your prompt reply. Yes, I can forward the reviews 
>>>> from the other press as well as an advanced contract received frora 
>>>> another press. Both presses decided not to go xvith the book -- I thirtk 
>>>> either because of a change in editors or cost since nry book is around 
>>>> 500 pages. However, I am willing to eliminate some chapters. I will try 
>>>> to reach you by phone but I am on nry way out of town, yet, I will 
>>>> return on Monday. In the meantime, I can forward my reviews. Thanks for 
>>>> your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> Quoting Jim Bul~ <jim@utpress.ppb.utexas.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Professor Regester: 

>>>>> My colleague Theresa May passed along yore proposal to me since I 
>>>>> handle o~ fihn studies books. I tried calling you this nrorning, but 
>>>>> the person who answered said you don’t get home tmtil late in the 
>>>>> evening, so for simplicity’s sake I thought I’d e-mail you. 

>>>>> I think you project is intriguing, and we indeed ~vould like to 
>>>>> consider it for publication here. You mentioned in your letter that 
>>>>> the manuscript has been reviewed by another university press Is it 
>>>>> no longer under consideration there? If it’s not, we could probably 
>>>>> use the reviews you received there, but we would also need to send it 
>>>>> to an outside reader of our o~vn. 

>>>>> I’ll be happy to answer an?’ questions you might have about our 
>>>>> publishing program here. I look forward to hearing back from you 

>>>>> Best wishes, 
>>>>> Jim 

>>>>> Humanities Editor 
>>>>> University of Texas Press 
>>>>> P.O Box 7819 
>>>>> Austin, TX 78713-7819 
>>>>> vox 512-471-4278 
>>>>> fax 512-232-7178 
>>>>> jim@utpress.ppb utexas.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 5, 2006 2:32 PM 

blanche Arons < .~highstream.net> 

Re: Book Review 

Dear Blanche: Thanks again for the review. I will let you know if 
journal accepts this review-. Will keep you posted. By the way, in the 
next day or so I have to review an essay for a journal and will forward 
my review. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

.2~highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, Please acknowledge receipt of attachment 

Re publisher’s tardiness: I’m not a good one to ask, but as a 
suggestions, perhaps you could just send an a-note--no long letter. 
Something like, 
Register document: Sent date, December xx; Current date, May 1--- Status? 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" ~)highstream.net> 
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2006 8:27 AM 
Subject: Re: Book Review 

>> Dear Blanche: Thanks much There is no deadline on this material so 
>> j ust work on it whenever you like tlope things are going well. By 
>> the way, I sent my manuscript off to a publisher back in December 
>> and the?" indicated that it had been sent out for review and that it 
>> would take some three months to review this work. Do you think I 
>> should send a 12~llow-up email or give them more time? Let me know 
>> what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 
>> < ~highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> ])ear Charlene, 
>>> I received the attachment, and I MAY be able to work on it in the 
>>> next day or so (This is Dssrta Con-an time, so I’m "marking time" 
>>> til I get the news ....). Your editing may j ust fit in .... BI. 
>>> 
>>: ...... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>>> To: "blanche Arons" ~)highstream.net> 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2006 9:15 AM 
>>> Subject: Book Review 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Attached is the book review previously mentioned where I 
>>>> was asked to review 3 books but then they decided that I should review 
>>>> 1 book Please edit at your earliest convenience. Let me know that you 
>>>> have received this material. Thanks much for your assistance. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 5, 2006 2:35 PM 

Karen Lury <k.lu~,@ffts.arts.gla.ac.uk> 

RE: Screen review 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Karen: Attached is a copy of the book review completed for the 
book entitled Hollywood Fantasies of Miscegenation by Susan Courtney. 
You are welcome to make editorial changes where necessary Thanks for 
providing me with an opportunity’ to review this work al’~d if I need to 
make changes, I am willing to do so Please let me know that you have 
received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Q uoting Karen Lury <k fury@ tits. arts.g [a. ac uk>: 

Charlene, 

that’s great, and don’t worry about the deadline, whilst we’re keen to have 
it there is a sort of ’rolling deadline’ for reviews so early April will be 
fine. 

best wishes and happy new year! 

Karen 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: 03 January 2006 21:37 
To: Karen Lury 
SubJect: Re: Screen review" 

Dear Karen: As a follow up regarding the review, I am willing to review 
one book by Susan Courtney since I feel that I can best review this 
work of all three books forwarded I am cun-ently using this text in my 
class for the semester However, I will not be able to provide the 
review until late March or early April since I will be traveling the 
entire month of January and the review will require re-reading this 
work. Please let know xvhat you think. Hope you had a good Holiday and 
thanks for yottr assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Karen Lury <k.lttry@tfts.alts.gla.ac.uk>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> thaak you for your recent submission of the review we conwnissioned on 
three 

>> books by Susan Courtney, Michele Wallace and Jun Xing and Ryo Hirabayahsi. 
>> I think in retrospect this xvas an incredibly difficult review to undertake 
>> as its clear now that in fact the three books under discussion don’t quite 
>> ’mesh’ the way that I had hoped. As a consequunce you are rather cornered 
>> into a series of descriptive passages and don’t have enough room to really 
>> say what you think/take a critical position in relation to any- of the 
>> books. As it stands I think therefore that the piece doesn’t quite work - 
>I 
>> do think this is probably my fault for setting a much more difficult task 
>> than I had anticipated. So I was hoping that you might reconsider doing 

the 
>> review but perhaps focusing on just one of the books and thereby allowing 
>> yourself to move away from description into a slightly raore discursive and 
>> critical perspective. As all books have their raerits I don’t have a 
>> particular one in mind, if you’re willing perhaps you raight select the one 
>> you think most appropriate for Screen’s readership 
>> If you feel that you really can’t bear to go over the piece again please 
>> accept my apologies for wasting your time[ 
>> We are very reliant on the goodwill of our reviewers who I kno~v take a lot 
>> of time and effort - I’m sony’ that I wasn’t more careful in my selection 
>> Please let me know your decision and I’m sony’ to be the bearer of such 
>> irritating news. 
>> 

>> best wishes 
>> 

>> Karen Lury 
>> Revie~vs editor: Screen 
>> 

>> 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Screen 

Review-Hollywood Miscegenation.doc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 11, 2006 5:11 PM 

Jim Burr <jim@utpress.ppb.utexas.edu> 

Re: Eaxly At~can American Actresses 

Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jim Burr 
<jim@utpress ppb.utexas edu>: 

> Dear Charlene: 

> Our outside reader is running late ~vith their report on the 
> manuscript We’ve been in contact and have been promised the report 
> by next week. I’ll forward it to you as soon as it arrives 

> I apologize for the delay, as does the reader 
> 

> Best, 
> Jim 

> Jim Bua~ 
> Hunaanities Editor 
> University of Texas Press 
> P.O. Box 7819 
> Austin, TX 78713-7819 
> w)× 512-471-4278 
> l~ax 512-232-7178 
> jim@utpress ppb.utexas edu 
> ~vw utexaspress.cum 

> On Monday, April 3, 2006 2:50 PM, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Editur Burr: Please let me know as soun as possible the status of 
>> my manuscript un black actresses in early cinema Again, thanks much 
>> fur your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting Jim Burr @m@utpress.ppb.utexas edu>: 

>>> Dear Charlene: 

>>> I hupe you had a guod Thanksgiving. Thanks fur the suggestiuns beluw. 
>>> I’ll keep you pusted. 

>>> Best, 
>>> Jim 

>>> .rim Burr 
>>> Humanities Editor 
>>> Umversity uf Texas Press 
>>> P.O. Box 7819 
>>> Austin, TX 78713-7819 
>>> vox 512-471-4278 
>>> I:ax 512-232 -7178 
>>> jim@utpress.ppb.ut exas.edu 

>>> On Monday, November 21, 2005 4:07 PM. regester@email.~mc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Jim: The following names are being submitted as potential 
>>>> reviewers for my work. 

>>>> Dr. Colin PaN~er 
>>>> African-American Studies Program 
>>>> 112 Dickinson Hall 
>>>> Princeton, New Jersey- 08544-1017 
>>>> (609) 258-4270 
>>>> (I don’t have an email address readily available) 

>>>> Dr. Jane Gaines 
>>>> Film & Video Program Duke Universit-v 
>>>> 107 A A~t Museum 
>>>> Durham, N.C. 27708-0671 
>>>> jmgaines@acpub.duke.edu 

>>>> Dr. Corey Creekmur 
>>>> Dept. of English 
>>>> Wayne State University 
>>>> 51 W. ~Varren, Detroit, M1 48202 
>>>> (313) 577-3068 
>>>> creekm@cms.cc.wayne edu 

>>>> Dr. Mark Reid 
>>>> P.O Box 122 
>>>> Gainesville, Florida 32602-0122 
>>>> rm-eid@grove.efl edu 
>>>> *Provided a previous revie~v 



>>>> Dr. Suzanne Regan 

>>>> Dr. (i[oria Gibson 
>>>> Indiana University’ 
>>>> Bloomington, Indiana 
>>>> (no email address currently available) 

>>>> If you need other names, please let rue l~ow. Also, I prefer that you 
>>>> not send the work to those in the field that are viewed as cormpetition 
>>>> since they are mure likely to regard this w-ork as competition for their 
>>>> own work. Thanks much for your assistance and hope to hear from you in 
>>>> the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> Quoting Jim Burr <jm~@utpress.ppb.utexas.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene: 

>>>>> Belated thanks for sending the manuscript and the reviews. I’ve been 
>>>>> out sick and so aru trying to catch up. 

>>>>> As I said before, we can use the previous reviews as part of our 
>>>>> evaluation process, but we need to get our own reader as well. Do you 
>>>>> have suggestions fi~r scholars to consider? Similarly, is there 
>>>>> anybody we should avoid? 

>>>>> Best wishes, 

>>>>> Humanities Editor 
>>>>> University of Texas Press 
>>>>> P.O Box 7819 
>>>>> Austin, TX 78713-7819 
>>>>> vox 512-471-4278 
>>>>> fax 512-232-7178 
>>>>> jim@utpress.ppb utexas.edu 

>>>>> On Wech~esday, November 2, 2005 4:46 PM. regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Jim: Thanks for your prompt reply. Yes, I can forward the reviews 
>>>>>> from the other press as well as an advanced contract received from 
>>>>>> another press Both presses decided not to go with the book -- I think 
>>>>>> either because of a change in editors or cost since my book is around 
>>>>>> 500 pages. However, I am willing to eliminate some chapters. I will t~ 
>>>>>> to reach you by phone but I am on my way out of town, yet, I ~vill 
>>>>>> return on Monday In the meantime, I can for~vard my reviews. Thanks for 
>>>>>> your consideration Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> Quoting Jim Burr <jim@utpress.ppb.utexas edu>: 

>>>>>>> Dear Professor Regester: 

>>>>>>> My colleague Theresa May passed along your proposal to me since I 
>>>>>>> handle our film studies books I tried calling you this morinng, but 
>>>>>>> the person who answered said you don’t get home until late in the 
>>>>>>> evening, so fi~r simplicity’s sake ! thought I’d e-mail you. 

>>>>>>> I think you prolect ~s intriguing, and we indeed would like to 
>>>>>>> consider it for publication here You mentinned in your letter that 
>>>>>>> the manuscript has been reviewed by another university press. Is it 
>>>>>>> no longer under consideration there? If it’s not, we could probably 
>>>>>>> use the reviews you received there, but we would also need to send it 
>~>>~>> to an omside reader of our own 

>>>>>>> I’1l be happy to answer any questions you might have about our 
>>>>>>> punishing program here I look forward to hearing back from you 

>>>>>>> Jim Burr 
>>>>>>> IIumamties E&tor 

>>>>>>> Universi~ of Texas Press 
>>>>>>> P.O Box 7819 
>>>>>>> Austin. TX 78713-7819 
>>>>>>> vox 512~471-4278 
>>>>>>> fax 512-232-7178 
>>>>>>> jim@ utpress.ppb utexas.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 12, 2006 4:23 PM 

blanche Arons < @highstream.net> 

Re: Book Review 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Blanche: Attached is a review- of an essay that I had to read for a 
j oumal Please edit. Also, let me know that you have received this 
material. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche 
Arons        @highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, Please acknowledge receipt of attachment 

Re publisher’s tardiness: I’m not a good one to ask, but as a 
suggestions, perhaps you could just send an a-note--no long letter. 
Something like, 
Register document: Sent date, December xx; Current date, May 1 --- Status? 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" < ~highstream.net> 
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2006 8:27 AM 
Sut~iect: Re: Book Review 

>> Dear Blanche: Thanks much There is no deadline on this material so 
>> j ust work on it whenever you like tlope things are going well. By 
>> the way, I sent my manuscript off to a publisher back in December 
>> and the?" indicated that it had been sent out for review and that it 
>> would take some three months to review this work. Do you think I 
>> should send a ~2~llow-up email or give them more time? Let me know 
>> what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 
>> ~ ~highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> I received the attachment, and I MAY be able to work on it in the 
>>> next day or so (This is Dssrta Cotton time, so I’m "marking time" 
>>> til I get the news ....). Yurtr editing may just fit in.... B1. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>>> To: "blanche Arons" < @highstream.net> 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2006 9:15 AM 
>>> Subject: Book Rcvie~v 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Attached is the book review previously mentioned where I 
>>>> was asked to review 3 books but then they decided that I should review 
>>>> 1 book. Please edit at your earliest convenience. Let me know- that you 
>>>> have received this material. Thar~ks much for your assistance. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: "Review 

Journal of Film and Video-Basic Instinct & Silence of the Lambs.doc"] 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 13, 2006 12:50 PM 

Karla Berry <berryks@gwm.sc.edw~ 

Re: Fwd: Slate tbr UFVA Election 

This is to inform you that I approve of the slate of officers selected. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Karla Beru <berryks@gwmsc.edu>: 

Dear UFVA Board 

I am forwarding this slate of candidates from the Chair of the 
Nominating Committee. Please reply to this message with the following 
vote: 

~A2PROVE 

DO NOT APPRO~E 

Thank you for your quick attention to this request. 
Karla 

Begin for~varded message: 

>> Frum: "Tom Sanny" <TSanny@CuluradoCullege edu> 
>> Date: April 4, 2006 3:03:47 P[\/I fiDT 

>> To: "Berry, Karla \(E-mail\)" <berryks@gwm.sc.edu> 
>> Cc: "Annette Barbier \(E-mail\)" <abarbier@culumedu>, "Bart Weiss \ 
>> (E-mail\)" <bart@ideufest. orgy, "Juhnsun, R obert \(E-mail 
>> <        ~comcast.net>, "Johnson, Rubert \(E-mail\)" 
>> <rjohnso@frc mass edu>, "Levin, Melinda \(E-mail\)" 

>> <melinda@unt.edu>, "Ma~ Daltun \(E-mair,)" <dalton@wfu.edu>, 
>> "Staples, Don \(E-mail\)" "         ))charter net>, "Stawarz, Jean \ 

>> (E-mail\)" ~iean stawarz@emerson edu> 
>> Subject: Slate for UFVA Election 
>> 

>> Karla, 
>> 

>> Below is the nominating cummittee’s slate uf candidates for the next UFVA 
>> election 
>> 

>> A high priority :[’or the cummittee has been to make the nominatiun prucess 
>> upen, systematic, and pruductive uf the best possible candidates. We 
>> began by sending a special message tu all members inviting them to suggest 
>> candidates tu any o17 the eight cummittee members whuse names and emai[ 
>> address were listed The committee then did sume brainsturming and added 
>> a few more possibilities based on an updated list of members obtained from 
>> the membership office This prucess yielded a total uf 32 potential 
>> candidates for the various offices 
>> 

>> The corrmfittee narrowed the list to 15 based on the criteria of 
>> eligibili~, experience, and history of set’,dce to the association. 
>> Offers to be on the ballot were thereby extended to 3 candidates for 

>> Secretary, 3 for Cotffcrence \rp, 2 for Editorial VP, and 7 for the board. 
>> Several offers were declined, but our top picks in each category agreed to 
>> run. For the offices of Editorial and Conference VP, a second highly 
>> qualified candidate would have run had all others declined, but in each 
>> case the candidate withdrew when their own favorite for the office 
>> accepted. 
>> 

>> The result of this process is a slate of highly qualified candidates 
>> strongly supported by the committee and hereby submitted to you and the 
>> board for approval: 
>> 

>> SECRETARY: 
>> Lilly Boruszkowski - Southern Illinois Universi~ 
>> Emily Edwards - Universit’3~ of North Carolina 
>> 

>> CO~NCE VICE-PRESgDENT ELEC:r: 

>> Mara Alper - Ithaca College 
>> 

>> EDITORIAL VICE-PRESIDENT: 
>> Diane Carson - St. Louis Cormmmi~" College 
>> 
>> BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 
>> Tony- Buba - Robert iVlorris University 
>> Adriamae Carageorge - Rochester Institute of Technology 
>> Stephen Hank - Universi~z of New Orleans 
>> Robert Johnson, Jr - Framingham State College 
>> Art Nomura - Loyola Marymount University 
>> 

>> I am in the process of gathering short bios and campaign statements from 
>> these candidates. 
>> 

>> Tom Salmy 
>> Nominating Con’maitte Chair 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 13, 2006 12:54 PM 

blanche Arons, @highstream.net> 

Re: Book Review 

Dear Blanche: Please let me know if you received the review previously 
forwarded. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons " @highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, Please acknowledge receipt of attachment 

Re publisher’s tardiness: I’m not a good one to ask, but as a 
suggestions, perhaps you could just send an a-note--no long letter. 
Something like, 
Register document: Sent date, December xx; Current date, May 1--- Status? 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" < ~)highstream.net> 
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2006 8:27 AM 
Subject: Re: Book Review 

>> Dear Blanche: Thanks much There is no deadline on this material so 
>> j ust work on it whenever you like tlope things are going well. By 
>> the way, I sent my manuscript off to a publisher back in December 
>> and the?" indicated that it had been sent out for review and that it 
>> would take some three months to review this work. Do you think I 
>> should send a 12~llow-up email or give them more time? Let me know 
>> what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 
>> ~ ~highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> I received the attachment, and I MAY be able to work on it in the 
>>> next day or so (This is Dssrta Con-an time, so I’m "marking time" 
>>> til I get the news ....). Your editing may j ust fit in .... BI. 
>>> 
>>: ...... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>>> To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2006 9:15 AM 
>>> Subject: Boo]< Revie~v 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Attached is the book review previously mentioned where I 
>>>> was asked to review 3 books but then they decided that I should review 
>>>> 1 book Please edit at your earliest convenience. Let me know that you 
>>>> have received this material. Thar~ks nmch for your assistance. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 17, 2006 4:08 PM 

blanche Arons < @highstream.net> 

Re: Book Review 

Dear Blanche: Thanks much for the essay I will forward in the next day 
or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons ~highstream net>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Please ackno~vleddge receipt. I hope this is what you wanted. Good 
luck to the writer .... 

Blanche 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.uaac.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2006 12:53 PM 
Subject: Re: Book Revie~v 

>> Dear Blanche: Please let me know if you received the review 
>> previously forwarded. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstream.net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, Please acknowledge receipt of attachment 

>>> Re publisher’s tardiness: I’m not a good one to ask, but as a 
>>> suggestions, perhaps you could just send an a-note--no long letter 
>>> Something like, 
>>> Register document: Sent date, December x×; Current date, May 1 --- Status? 

>>: ...... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>>> To: "blanche Arons" ~ ~)highstream.net> 
>>> Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2006 8:27 AM 
>>> Subject: Re: Book Review 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Thanks much. There is no deadline on this material 
>>>> so lust work on it whenever you like. tlope things are going well. 
>>>> By the way, I sent my manuscript off to a publisher back ~n 
>>>> December and they indicated that it had been sent out ~2~r review 
>>>> and that it would take some three months to review this work. Do 
>>>> you think I should send a follow-up email or give them mure time? 
>>>> Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>> blanche Arons        @highstream.net>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>>>> I received the attactm~ent, and I MAY be able to work on it in the 
>>>>> next day or so. (This is Dssrta Corrm~ time, so I’m "marking time" 
>>>>> til I get the news ....). Your editing may just fit in.... B1. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc. edu> 
>>>>> To: "blanche Arons" ~highstream.net> 
>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2006 9:15 
>>>>> Subject: Book Review 

>>>>>> Dear Blanche: Attached is the book review previously mentioned where I 
>>>>>> was asked to review 3 books but then they- decided that I should review 
>>>>>> 1 book. Please edit at your earliest convenience. Let me know- that you 
>>>>>> have received this material. Thanks much for your assistance. 
>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 17, 2006 4:46 PM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

ATT00001.c 

Dear Stephen: Attached is my review of the essay entitled, "Watching 
the Detectives: Investigation and Victimization in Silence of the Lambs 
and Basic Instinct." My decision is that this essay should be 
resubmitted after being revised. My detailed comments are attached 
Please let me know that you have received this material. I will forward 
a hard copy of my review by mail. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

"JournFilm, Video,Watching the Detective,Basic Instinct.doc"] 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

"GradStudies_justifications.doc"] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:19 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [Ncfilm] Screen/Society tonight: "EVE’S BAYOU"at the N&sher Museum auditorium, 7pm! 

ATT00001 .c 

Screen/Society and the Nasher Museum of Art present: 

Thursday, April 27, 7 p,m,, 

in the Nasher Auditorium 

Free film, "Eve’s Bayou" 

i~:: Movie Poster from Eve’s Bayou 

Final screening in the Conjuring Bearden Through Film series! 

A father’s philandering nature is only one of several problems for a black southern family, but, to 9-year-old Eve, it is 
the most immediate. As her suspicions deepen, so does her desire to bring the infidelity to an end, even if it means 
calling down justice on its perpetrator. This is a stylish, southern Gothic tale of family discord and coming of age by 
first-time writer/director Kasi Lemmons, and starring Samuel L. Jackson, Lynn Whitfield, Debbi Morgan, Branford Marsalis 
and Diahann Carroll (as the "Conjur Woman"). 

Xntroduced by Maryann Black, Associate Vice President of Community Relations for the Duke University Health 
System ! 

Sponsored by the Nasher Museum of Art, 
with support from the Film!Video/Digital Program, 

the North Carolina Arts Council, and the 
African & African American Studies Program 

Curated by Prof. Richard J. Powell 
with Prof. Jane Gaines 

7~ore ~n~i~: http:iiwww.duke.edu/webif’dmiscreensocieDqConjuringBeardenFilms.html 

Hank Okagaki 

Exhib:it:iens Pregramme£ 

Du~e University Film/Video!Digital Program 

104 Crowell Hall~ Box 90671 

Durha~’, NC 27708-0671 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3031 

Fax: (919)660-3155 

hLLp://www.dLlke.edu/weh/film/screensociety/ 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "text!enriched", name: "unnamed"] 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "applicationimsword", name: 

"FINAL402006. DOC" ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 1, 2006 4:46 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vander@email.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Re: Birth of a Nation 

ATT00001.c 

..... Forwarded message from kbrantley05@alumni.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 1 May 2006 16:25:00 -0400 
From: Kristina Brantley <kbrantley05@alumni.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Kristina Bmntley <kbrantley05@alumni.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Birth of a Nation 

To: "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Dr Regester, 

Turns out "Birth of a Nation" was part of a larger project that Turner 
Classic Movies took on in order to produce a month long film festival on 
controversial African American films. Here is the irlfo below: 

*Turner Classic Movies to Examine Hollywood’s Depictions 
of African Americans During Month-Long Event* 
*Race & Hollywood: Black Images on Film* 
** 

*Festival of Controversial and Celebrated Movies* 
*to Air Tuesdays, Thursdays in May;* 
*Noted Film Historian Donald Bogle to Serve* 
*as Special Consultant and Host* 
** 

*Bill Cosby, James Earl Jones,* 
*Richard Roundtree, Cicely Tyson, Forest Whitaker* 
*Among Others to Provide Commentary and Retrospective* 

[click here for a complete schedule of 
films<http://orbit.turner.com/orbitportal/turner/orbit/orbitPortal? 

nfpb=true& pageLabel=pa~e orbit content and list&queryName=OrbitFeatureArticle&contentld=5bc63983-2a4c-4178-9b99- 
8eee4e980fd0> 

l 

Throughout May, Turner Classic Movies (TCM) will present *Race & Hollywood: 
Black Images on Film*,an on-air movie event that chronicles the varied 
concepts, stereotypes and imagery of African Americans as represented in 
classic Hollywood cinema. Noted film historian Donald Bogle and TCM’s 
primetime host Robert Osborne will help viewers put in context a full slate 
of films, and several prominent African Americans will provide further 
commentary and retrospective, including *Eva and Evangela Anderson*, *Lenny 
Bluett*, *Bill Cosby*, *Charles Dntton*, *William Greaves*, *James Earl 
Jones*, *Rigmor Nicholas*, *Bill Nunn*, *Richard Roundtree*, *Cicely Tyson*, 
*Richard Wesley* and *Forest Whitaker*. 

The series will air classic films from all studios, including *Birth of a 
Nation* (1915), *The Jazz Singer* (1927), *Gone with the Wind* (1939), *Guess 



Who’s Coming to Dinner* (1967)and *Devil in a Blue Dress* (1995),on Tuesday 
and Thursday primetime evenings. TCM will look at not only the more 
controversial or striking films, but also the evolution of Hollywood’s 
relationship with black characters as well as details regarding the climate 
today. 

"One of the goals of the film series is to track the history of Hollywood’s 
relationship with African Americans and how it has evolved and to provoke 
thoughts on where it is today," said Tom Karsch, executive vice president 
and general manager of TCM. "TCM is committed not only to preserving and 
celebrating classic films but also to digging deeper into the lives, events 
and attitudes that have shaped the industry." 

Bogle is one of the foremost authorities on African Americans in film and 
his books, which include *Dorothy Dandridge: A Biography*; *Toms, Coons, 
Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks*; *Bright Boulevards, Bold Dreams: The Story 
of Black Hollywood;* and *Primetime Blues*, have won awards and wide 
critical acclaim. 

Turner Classic Movies, currently seen in more than 70 million homes, is a 
24-hour cable network from Turner Broadcasting System, Inc., a Time Warner 
company. TCM presents the greatest motion pictures of all time from the 
largest film library in the world, the combined Time Warner and Turner film 
libraries, from the ’20s through the ’90s, commercial-free and without 
interruption. More information is available at the TCM Web site at 
www.turnerc~assicm~vies.c~m<http://~rbit.turner.c~m/~rbitp~rta~/turner/~rbit/www.turnerc~assicm~vies.c~m> 

Turner Broadcasting System, Inc., a Time Warner company, is a major producer 
of news and entertainment product around the world and the leading provider 
of programming for the basic cable industry. 

On 4/11/06, regester@email.unc.edu <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kristina: Thanks for the update. I think it is a good thing that 
this film is being restored and that you are doing this work. With your 
knowledge of film history they probably don’t even know how valuable 
you are. Good luck on your future and good to hear from you. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Quoting Kristina Brantley <kbrantley05@alumni.unc.edu>: 

> Hi Dr. Regester, 
>> 

> My name is Kristina Brantley, (Dr. Virginia Whatley’s niece) I’m sure 
you 
> don’t remember me, but I had your Blacks in Film class back in the fall 
of 
> 2004. I was just writing you to let you know I came across the 
remastered 
> edition of "Birth of a Nation". (Currently, I have a job that lets me 
work 
> with producers at a post-production house) Apparently, the project was 
sent 
> to us so that it could have some fading original images and special 
effects 
> restored and improved for better viewing. My part of the process was to 
> courier the item to another production house for further enhancements. 

>> 
> For a moment I was horrified that they were actually trying to improve 
these 



> horrendous images, so that future generations could view such racism 
with 
> high-def clarity; but then I remembered what your class was about. And 
how 
> important it was that we acknowledge negative stereotypes in film, so 
that 
> we can identify it in current cinema and stop its progression, and 
eliminate 
> those perceptions (both in film and in real life). Who knows, maybe 
with 
> these improved images, blacks can better remember their history, 
appreciate 
> the progression already made, and yearn for more advancement so that 
history 
> doesn’t repeat itself. 

>> 
> Hope this email finds you well. Take care, 

>> 
> Kristina 

>> 

>> 

> Kristina N. Brantlev 
>>H 

>>C 

>> 

Kristina N. Brantley 
H 
C 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 9, 2006 3:07 PM 

Warren Fields <~q~IEI.DS@alleyhealth.com> 

Re: Black Films 

Dear Warren: Many of these fihns can be purchased from Facets Videos 
You might also check the Internet Movie Data Base for additional films 
as well. Hope this helps Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Warren Fields <¥VFIELDS@valleyhealth corn>: 

Hello I hope all is ~vell I was so taken back in your opinions and 
views on Movies of Color. I am so glad I found this video in my 
libra~ I am an old movie buff and always search for old movies in 
order to observe life as such was presented on films. "¢~qaere would 
be able to get and view such films like the ones that you talk about 
in the video? An?’ information you can provide would be greatly 
appreciated It is so funny because I just started to look into 
getting my son whom is 13 years old, into a camera club because of 
his interest in taking photos and video taping. 

Thanks in advance, 
Warren Allen Fields 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:16 PM 

@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: Job Oppo(tunity 

Dear       Yes, I might be interested in having you work on the 
project but I think we need to talk in person. Currently, I am on 
campus every day since I am teaching Sunmaer School Monday-Friday and 
will be available from around 3-6 during these hours. Let me know if 
and when you would like to meet By the way, the sooner the better. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
< ~email unc edu>: 

Hello, 

I am interested in applying for the sun~aer position you have adveritsed, and 
I am confident my skills would make me a good fit for the position I have 
done a great deal of editorial work during my graduate career at UNC. At 
present, I am completing my PhD in American literature and will be moving to 
Hartford, CT this fall to begin a professorship there. As such, I am 
available locally until August 10 but will be available via email and phone 
into the fall semester. 

I am happy tu pruvide a vita and writing sample at yuur request, but I 
wanted tu see whether my uwn personal circumstances wuuld allow me tu 
fulfill the respunsibilities ufthe position If you :[’eel my schedule will 
not be a bar to my possible employment, I will forward the appropriate 
documents. 

Thank you fur your time 

Best wishes, 

University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:38 AM 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Job Opporiunity 

Dear       We can meet in Davis Library -- I have a carrell on the 8th 
floor, Room 8026. Also, on Friday we can move our meeting time to 
around 2pm since one of my classes does not meet on Friday Let me know 
if this possible. "¢,qaen we meet you can just bring your materials to the 
meeting. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ’ @email.unc edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I would be happy to speak with you Friday afternoon. I will be 
available from 3-6 on that day. Please let me know where and when to 
meet you 

Best, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Wed, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear       Yes, I might be interested in having you work on the 
>> project but I think we need to talk in person. Currently, I am on 
>> campus every day since I am teaching Summer School Monday-Friday and 
>> will be available fi-om around 3-6 during these hours Let me know if 
>> and when you would like to meet By the way, the sooner the better 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> ~emaihunc edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hello, 

>>> I am interested in applying for the summer position you have 
>>> adveritsed, and 
>>> I am confident my skills would make me a good fit [’or the position. I have 
>>> done a great deal of editorial work during my graduate career at UNC. At 
>>> present, I am completing my Phi) in American literature and will be 

>>> Hartford, CT this fall to begin a professorship there. As such, I am 
>>> available locally until August 10 but wil[ be available via emai[ and phone 
>>> into the ]’all semester. 

>>> I am happy to provide a vita and writing sample at your request, but I 
>>> wanted to see whether my own personal circurustances would allow rue to 
>>> fulfill the responsibilities of the position. If you feel my schedule will 
>>> not be a bar to my possible employment, I will forward the appropriate 

>>> Thaak you for your tirue. 

>>> Best wishes, 

>>> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>;" ~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:43 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assi~nt 

Dear    Good to hear from you and yes I would like to meet with you. 
As for the writing sample, I only need two pages. However, I am 
interviewing students on Friday (tomorrow) and would like to meet 
possibly around 2:45 or 3pm in Davis Library, 8th Floor, Carrell #8026. 
Please let me know if you are available. Also, keep in mind that I will 
not check my email again until later this aI’ternoon since I am teaching 
some 2 classes during the Summer. Hope to hear from you soon 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~yahoo com>: 

Dear Dr Regester: 

I am a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 
word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
Almotated Bibliography of Entertainers and African American 
Ne~vspapers I would like to apply for this position, but the 
information I received did not indicate how long the ~vriting sample 
should be I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 
could J2~rward, so that you could look at however much you liked. Or, 
if there is a particular length you prefer, I can take a selection 
fi-om the paper. Please let me know, and I will try to send it to you 
today. 

Thank you, 

Yahoo{ Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously low rates. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:01 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assi~nt 

Dear     Thanks for the info. Perhaps when you return ~ve could meet in 
person at that time I prefer to meet in person rather than conducting 
a phone intel-,ziew. Just email me as soon as you return to set up an 
appointment Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 
<          .~yahoo corn>: 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I am out of town at the moment, visiting my parents in       for a 
few weeks before returning to Chapel Hill ibr the rest of the surmner. 
So I am unable to meet you tomorrow-, and in fact will not be back 
until around June 7. I of course ~vill understand completely if you 
need to go ahead and hire someone there following interviews 
tomorrow-, but I am attaching my resume and ~vriting sample just in 
case, and I would be able to interview by phone if you were 
comfortable ~vith that. 

I also want to quickly mention a few- minor jobs I’ve held in the 
past that may be relevant to this position, but that are not included 
on my resume. I worked fur a magazine publisher fur a while, keeping 
their subscription database up-tu-date; fur       Airlines I 
retyped all uf their variuus manuals using M~crosuft Wurd, a r~ruject 
which required formatting, tables, pictures, etc.; and at 

I worked with Excel a fair amuunt. Su I have some experience 
with various computer prugrams and tend tu figure out new unes pretty 
quickly. 

I’d luve to hear more about the positiun and yuur project--it suunds 
like an upportunity where I wuuld get to learn a lot in the process, 
which is always nice. Let me know ifyuu think there’s a way we can 
still talk; utherwise, best of luck[ 

Thanks, 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
[)ear    Good tu hear frum yuu and yes I would like tu meet with yuu. 
As fur the writing sample, I unly need two pages. Huwever, I am 
interviewing students on Friday (tomorruw) and would like tu meet 
pussibly aruund 2:45 ur 3pm in Davis Librapf, 8th Fluor, Carrell #8026 
Please let me l~uw if you are available. Alsu, keep in mind that I will 
nut check my email again until later this afternuon since I am teaching 
sume 2 classes during the Sutmner. Hupe to hear frum you soun. 
Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

Quoting 

>> Dear Dr. Rcgester: 
>> 

>> I am a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 
>> word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
>> Annotated Bibliography of Entertainers and African American 
>> Ne~vspapers. I would like to apply for this position, but the 
>> irfformation I received did not indicate how- long the ~vriting sample 
>> should be. I have an alticle length paper I am just finishing that I 
>> could forward, so that you could look at however much you liked. Or, 
>> if there is a particular length you prefer, I can take a selection 
>> from the paper. Please let me know, and I will try to send it to you 
>> today. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously low- rates. 

Love cheap tl~rills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30+ countries for 
just 2"imin with Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:02 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Job Opportunity 

Dear       Yes, I will see you at 2pm. 1£ I am a few minutes late, 
please wait. As for the writing sample, I only need 2pages. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                    @email uric edu>: 

Charlene, 

2 pm should be fine. As far as a writing sample is concerned, what would you 
prefer? I can give you the introduction to my dissertation (10 pages) or a 
snippet of a chapter (20 or so) 

Thank you 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

{~email.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: rlhursday, 8:38 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Job Opportunity 

Dear       We can meet in Davis LibraW -- I have a carrel[ on the 8th 
floor, Room 8026. Also, on Friday we can move our meeting time to 
around 2pm since one of my classes does not meet on Friday. Let me l~ow 
if this possible When we meet you can just bring your materials to the 
meeting. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting )~email.unc.edu>: 

>> [)ear Charlene, 
>> 

>> I would be happy to speak with you Friday afternoon I will be 
¯ ailable from 3-6 on that day Please let me know where and when to 

>> meet you. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> University of North Carolina - Chape[ tliH 
>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, regester@email.~mc.edu wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear : Yes, I might be interested in having you work on the 
>>> project t~ut I third: ~ve need to talk in person. Currently, I am on 

>>> campus every day since I am teaching Surmner School Monday-Friday and 
>>> will be available from around 3-6 during these hours. Let me know- if 
>>> and whun you would like to meet. By the way, the sooner the better. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>> <        ~eruail.unc.edu>: 

>>>> Hello, 

>>>> I am interested in applying for the surcaner position you have 
>>>> adveritsed, and 
>>>> I arm corffident tW skills would make me a good fit for the position. I 

have 
>>>> done a great deal of editorial work during my graduate career at L~’~’C. At 
>>>> present, I aru completing my PktD in .~erican literature and will be 
>>>> moving to 

>>>>             this fall to begin a professorship there. As such, I arm 
>>>> available locally until August l 0 but will be available via email and 

phone 
>>>> into the fall semester 

¯ >" I am happy to provide a wta and writing sample at your request, but I 
>>>> ~vanted to see whether nay own personal circunastances would allow me to 

¯ >" fulfill the responsibilities of the position. If you feel my schedule 
will 

>>>> not be a bar to my possible employment, I ~vill forward the appropriate 
>>>> documents. 



>>>> Thank you for your time. 

>>>> Best wishes, 

>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>> ~_@ernail.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:15 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: job oppo(mnity 

Dear        Thanks much for your inquiry You are welcome to inter~dew 
for this position either this week or next week. Today, I am meeting 
with a few candidates around 2:30 8th floor Davis Libraly, Room 8026. 
If this is not a good meeting time, ~ve can schedule a meeting next 
week. Thanks much for your inquiW. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~)email unc.edu: 

Mr Mihas, 
My name is I have just completed my second year of 
grad school in English here at UNC, and I am currently looking for 
sun~mer employment. I am just now checking email after returning from 
a trip, so it is likely you have found someone for the job by now On 
the off chance that this is not the case, ho~vever, I have attached a 
writing sample. This is the introductory section of my thesis option. 
I know it is not the most appropriate writing sample, but it is what 
I have access to right now. I hope it will suffice. I am sparing you 
the full paper, but if you are looking to read a complete paper, let 
me know; I will either send the rest on or find a shorter, more 
appropriate sample [’or you to read This job sounds interesting I 
was briefly a research assistant for Dr.                , and 
managed bibliographies for severa[ of her projects. I am not sure how 
much I should tell you about myself and my experience right ofl; so I 
will just wait ~2~r inquiries if you think I might be usefuh Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:50 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: job oppo(mnity 

Dear        You are welcome to meet with me on Wednesday arouaad 2:30. 
Let me know if this works for you Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)email unc edu: 

Charlene, 
Thanks for the opportunity I am traveling out of town today for the 
weekend, but any time next week would be great. How- about Tuesday? 
Tell me what time works for you, and I’ll be there 
Thanks, 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear        Thanks much for your inqui~ You are welcome to 
>> inter~dew for this position either this week or next week. Today, I 
>> am meeting ~vith a few candidates around 2:30 8th floor Davis 
>> Library, Room 8026.1£ flais is not a good meeting time, we can 
>> schedule a meeting next week. Thanks much for your inqui~ 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting @email.unc.edu: 
>> 

>>> ),/Jr. Mahas, 
>>> My name is . I have just completed my second year of 
>>> grad school in English here at UNC, and I am currently looking for 
>>> summer employment I am just now checking email after returning 
>>> from a trip, so it is likely you have found someone for the job by 

>>> now. On the off chance that this is not the case, however, I have 
>>> attached a writing sample. This is the introducto~ section of my 
>>> thesis option. I know it is not the most appropriate writing 
>>> sample, but it is what I have access to right now. I hope it will 
>>> suffice I am sparing you the :gull paper, but if you are looking to 
>>> read a complete paper, let me know; I will either send the rest on 
>>> or find a shorter, more appropriate sample [’or you to read. 
>>> job sounds interesting. I was briefly a research assistant for Dr 
>>>                 and managed bibliographies for several of her 
>>> projects I am not sure how much I should tell you about myself and 
>>> my experience right ofl; so I will just wait for inquiries if you 
>>> think I might be useful Thanks, 

>> 

>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: job oppo(mnity 

Dear        Yes, we will meet on Wednesday in room 8026 (Sth Floor 
Davis Libraw) around 2:30 Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)email unc edu: 

Charlene, 
This works for me. Will this also be in room 8026? 

Quoting regester@email.unc.edu : 

>> Dear       : You are ~velcome to meet with me on Wednesday around 
>> 2:30. Let me know if this works for you Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting @emaihunc.edu: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 
>>> Thanks for the opportuinty. I am traveling out of town today for 
>>> the weekend, but an?’ time next week ~vould be great. How about 
>>> Tuesday? Tell me what time works for you, and I’ll be there. 
>>> Thanks, 

>>> Quoting regester@emaihunc.edu: 

>>>> Dear        Thanks much for your inqmry You are welcome to 
>>>> interview for this position either this week or next week Today, 
>>>> I am meeting with a few candidates around 2:30 8th floor Davis 
>>>> Library, Room 8026. If this is not a good meeting time, we can 
>>>> schedule a meeting next week Thanks much for your inqmry 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> Quoting ~emaii.unc.edu: 

>>>>> Mr. Mihas, 
>>>>> My name is I have j ust completed lay second year 
>>>>> of grad school in F.nglish here at UNC, and I am currently looking 
>>>>> [’or summer employment. I am just now checking email after 
>>>>> returning from a trip, so it is likely you have found someone for 
>>>>> the job by now. On the off chance that this is not the case, 
>>>>> however, I have attached a writing sample. This is the 
>>>>> introductoW section of my thesis optinn I know it is not the 
>>>>> most appropriate writing sample, but it is what I have access to 
>>>>> right now. I hope it will sol,ice. I am sparing you the full 
>>>>> paper, but If you are looking to read a complete paper, let me 
>>>>> know; I will either send the rest on or :find a shorter, more 
>>>>> appropriate sample for you to read. This job sounds interesting. 
>>>>> I was briefly a research assistant for Dr.                  and 
>>>>> managed bibliographies for several of her projects. I am not sme 
>>>>> how much I should tell you about myself and my experience right 
>>>>> off, so I will just ~vait for inquiries if you think I might be 
>>>>> useful. Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 31, 2006 2:11 PM 

cculleto@kent.edu 

Re: Contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

Deaar Claire: Congratulations with the good news Yes, I do intend to 
provide the materials required by the stated deadline. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester cculleto@kent edu: 

A Note to contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

To: Cl~ristopher Faulkner, James Wierzbicki, Debra Moddelmog, Steven 
G Kellman, Josh Gosciak, William J Max~vell, Janet Sharistanian, 
Andrew Strombeck, Jeanne Perreault, Andrea Weiss, Alexander Stephan, 
and Charlene Regester 

I am writing with good news. Palgrave/Macmillan (USA) has expressed 
an interest in further reviewing our collection on modernism and the 
FBI -- "Modernism on File: Modern Writers, Artists, and the FBI, 1920- 
1950". Karen Leick and I have been asked to send more material to the 
press for its revie~v. Here’s what I need from each of you within the 
next few ~veeks. Please confirm that I can expect these by mid-August 
at the latest: 

1 ) a final copy of your finished and polished essay with complete 
notes and works cited 
2) a word count of the essay (if you can supply this--even an estimate- 
-now, that would be helpful) 
3) an updated c.v 
4) a statement indicating whether your essay ~s under consideration 
awwhere else, and where. 
5) a statement indicating whether your essay has in this or in another 
version been published elsewhere (you will need to write away for 
Permission to reprint if this is the case. We can talk about this 
later.) 
6) to those of you with published books, Palgrave would like to know 
what the sales numbers of your previous books have been You can 
contact your editor or publisher directly [’or this information or 
submit :figures from your royalty statements. 
7) Karen and I need to recommend outside readers for the collection 
and we have come up with a list of several names. If there is anyone 
you think of as an ideal reader, please feel free to furnish full 
contact infi~rmation ~2~r that person and we will add him~her. 

Karen and I would like to send the complete ms. to Palgrave by the 
third week in August so please don’t let this opportuni~" slip by I 
am attaching copies of our Proposal and the Introduction Karen and I 
have written for the volume in order to give each of you a better 
sense of the contours of the book and to familiarize you with the work 
of your colleagues on the project. I trust you will agree that the 
book will make an important contribution to the field. Thanks again 
for your participation. I hope to hear from you shortly to confirm 
that you can make these deadlines. - Claire Culleton 



Document Cannot be Rendered 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 2, 2006 1:51 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Grad Student Position Available 

Dear         If you are on campus please contact me as soon as 
possible regarding the graduate student position available to work on 
the Annotated Bibliography project. I have hired one student and am 
currently in the process of hiring another at    per hour. Please let 
me know if you are still interested before I hire another person. Hope 
to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 2, 2006 2:16 PM 

.~gma~l.com> 

Re: Grad Student Position Available 

Dear          Currently, I am in Davis Libra~z. You are welcome to 
come over and meet with me today because I will be in Microforms on the 
2rid level and ~vill be here Iicom now uaatil around 3:30. I will have to 
leave at 3:30 since I don’t plan on being on campus late this 
afternoon. Thanks for getting back with me so quickly and I am glad 
that you are still interested. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~gmail.com>: 

> Hello Charlene, 
> I am back in town; actually just an-ived on campus a few minutes ago. Should 
> I meet you some~vhere to discuss the paperwork? Right now-, I’m in Hamilton. 

> On 6/2/06, regester@email.unc edu <regester@email unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

>> Dear            If you are on campus please contact me as soon as 
>> possible regarding the graduate student positiun available to work on 

>> the Armutated Bibliugraphy project. I have hired une student and am 
>> currently in the process of hiring anuther at    per huur. Please let 
>> me know ifyuu are still interested before I hire anuther persun Hope 
>> to hear from you suon Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> May 1, 2006 Third Anniversary of the "End" of Operatiun Iraqi Freedum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 3, 2006 3:07 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: senior AFAM position 

Dear Colleagues: 

If you read this email from the bottom, you roll see my email to Sturdy Dari~ and his suggestions for senior hires at the top. 

Kenneth 

Dear Kenneth, Some possibilities (~me are dream possibilitie) are the tbllowing: 

Cheers, Sandy 

--- Message from lojanken~emofil.unc.edu ......... 

Date: Fri, 02 Jun 2006 14:57:54 -0400 

From: Kenneth Jmaken <kria~ken~!etnail.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Kenneth Janken <kfianken(~)email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: CFP: Call for essays on Walter White 

To: darilx/(~email.unc.edu 

Dear Sandy, 

We have been given the go-ahead for a Target of Opportunity search for a senior scholar of the African diaspora. I think that means someone who works in the 
Caribbean and/or Latin America, but I would not rule out North America. At our laser nreefings, we had in mind tinding someone in one of the ~cial ~iences. Cm~ you 

recommend an economis~t, political scientisk or sociologist who might be interested in co~ning to AFAM and could be appointed as a full professor? 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of Afican and Afro-American Studies 

Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 

University of North C~acolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

and 
Director of Experiential Education 

Office of Undergraduate Cumcula 

300 Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 

University of North Cmolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 962-2694 (fax) 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:19 PM 

@yahoo.cam> 

Re: graduate assisant 

Dear    : Currently-, I have already hired two persons However, one 
person cannot work the entire surmner. Therefore, if you would still 
like to meet we can since I may- need somone else in the future Let me 
know- for certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.~yahoo cam>: 

> Hi, Dr. Regester. Are you still looking for an assistant, or have 
> you already fonnd someone? I am back in Chapel Hill now, so let me 
> know if you would like to meet. J am available just about any- time. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
> Dear    : Thanks for the into Perhaps ~vhen you return we could meet in 
> person at that time. I prefer to meet in person rather than conducting 
> a phone interview. Just email me as soon as you return to set up an 
> appointment. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

> 

>> Dear I)r Regester: 
>> 

>> I am out o17 town at the moment, visiting my parents in for a 
>> few weeks before returning to Chapel Hill for the rest of the summer 
>> So I am unable to meet you tomorrow, and in fact will not be back 
>> until aronnd June 7. I of course will understand completely if you 
>> need to go ahead and hire someone there following interviews 
>> tomorrow, but I am attaching my resume and writing sample just in 
>> case, and I would be able to intep~iew by phone if you were 
>> com~rtable with that. 
>> 

>> I also want to quickly mention a few minor jobs I’ve held in the 
>> past that may be relevant to this positinn, but that are not included 
>> on my resume I worked ~2~r a magazine publisher ~2~r a while, keeping 
>> their subscription database up-to-date; for 
>> retyped all of their various manuals using Microsoft Word, a project 
>> which required formatting, tables, pictures, etc.; and at 
>>       I worked with Excel a fair amount. So I have some experience 
>> with various computer programs and tend to figure ant new ones pretty 
>> quickly. 
>> 

>> I’d love to hear more about the position and your proJect--it sounds 
>> like an opportunib" where I would get to learn a lot in the process, 
>> which is always nice Let me know if you think there’s a way we can 
>> still talk; otherwise, best of luck! 
>> 

>> Thaaks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> regester@email.nnc.edu wrote: 
>>Dear     Good to hear frora you and yes I would like to raeet with you. 
>> As for the writing sample, I only need two pages. However, I am 
>> intel~’iewing students on Friday (tomorrow-) and would like to meet 
>> possibly aronnd 2:45 or 3pro in Davis Library, 8th Floor, Carrell #8026. 
>> Please let me know i[’you are available. Also, keep in mind that I will 
>> not check ray email again until later this afternoon since I ara teaching 
>> some 2 classes during the Snn~mer. Hope to hear from you soon. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting 
>> 

>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 
>>> 

>>> I ara a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 
>>> word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
>>> ~amnotated Bibliography of Entertainers and African American 
>>> Newspapers. I would like to apply for this position, but the 
>>> information I received did not indicate how long the writing sample 
>>> should be. I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 
>>> could forward, so that you could look at ho~vever much you liked. Or, 
>>> if there is a particular length you prefer, I can take a selection 
>>> tlcom the paper Please let me kno~v, and I will try to send it to you 
>>> today. 
>>> 

>>> Thank you, 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> ................................. 



>>> Yahoo! Messenger with Voice PC-to-Phone calls lk~r ridiculously low rates 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Love cheap thrills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30~ countries 
>> just 2"/rain with Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. 

> Do You Yahoo! ? 
> Tired of spam? Yahoot Mail has the best spare protection around 
> http://maihyahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 9, 2006 12:03 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Re: Grad Student Position Available 

wrote: 

Hi Charlene, 

I am in Davis computer lab now, so I’ll just bring the time sheets to 

you Ifyotfre not in MicrofolTnS, I’ll slip it m~der your carrel door. 

Have a good weekend, 

On 6/9/06, *Charlene B Regester* <regester@email unc edu 

<mailto:regester@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

wrote: 

> Hello Charlene, 

> I am back in to~vn; actually just arrived on campus a few- minutes 

ago. 

> Should I meet you somewhere to discuss the paperwork? Right now, 

I’m in 

> Hamilton 

> On 6/2/06, *regester@email. unc edu 

<mailto:re~ester(~r)emaiLunc.edu> <mailto:regester@emaiL unc.edu 

<mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu>>* 

> <regester@email.unc.edu <mailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edu> 

<mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu >>> wrote: 

> Dear            Ifv()u are on campus please contact me as soon as 

> possible regarding the graduate student position available to 

work on 

> the Annotated Bibliography proiect I have hired one student 

and am 

> currently in the process o:[hirin~ another at per hour. 

Please let 

> me know if you are still interested before I hire another 

person. Hope 

> to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Re, ester 

> May 1 2006 Third Armiversa15~ of the "End" of Operation haqi 

Freedom 

Dear You will need to submit your time sheet today in order to be 

paid one month from now. I am leaving campus today around lpm. so you 

are welcome to let me know by- cmail, ff not, you can turn in your tirne 

sheet in the next pay period and record hours already worked in this 

period. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> May 1 2006 Third Amfiversarv of the "End" of Operation Iraqi Freedom 

Dear Thanks much. I will repolt your hours for this pay- period so 

that you can begin to be paid. That,s much. Sincerely. Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 13, 2006 8:45 AM 

Pearl Bowser~ @worldnet.atl.ne~ 

Re: Update 

Dear Pearl: 

I thought you ;vould want to know. Will discuss 
further when I contact you by phone. Cun-ently, I am in my last ;veek of 
Surmner School so as soon as this is over, I will correspond regarding 
the South Dakota Festival Hope things are going well with you By the 
way in Jane’s ;vork on ;vomen pioneer filn~makers, apparently, she has a 
grad student working on some information regarding Alice B. Russell I 
will keep you posted on all developments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Pearl Bowser ~)worldnet.att.net>: 

Hi Charlene, 
Has this incident strained relations between the two universities and 
the community? What is your understanding of the "facts"? In this age 
of ’computer tech and fast speech what use to be thought of as gossip 
both malicious and benign now seems to wear an ’armor of truth’ I 
find it difficult to believe much of what I read on the intemet 
(even the press ) Are you traveling a lot these days? How can we talk 
about OM and SD agenda for up coming meeting.? 

Pear[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 13, 2006 8:51 AM 

Jill Hastings -~Jttasting@YBP.com:~ 

Re: Black Entertainers in Aliican American Newspaper Articles 

Dear Jill: This is to update you on volume II of ~african American 
Entertainers Currently, I am working as fast as I can on this prRject 
I hope to have the completed project by the Fall (maybe late Fall) I 
will be in contact when I am near the end so that I can send the data 
electronically. Will keep you posted as I move forward. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Quoting Jill Hastings <JHastings@YBP.com>: 

I am looking for information on "Black Entertainers in African American 
Newspaper Articles" I know that yah 1 was published in 2002. Have ant’ 
other volumes been published? If not, what is the expected due date for 
vol 2? 

Thank you for your help. 

Jill Hastings 

Cuntinuations, YBP LibraW Services 

The inforrnatinn in this e-mail is confidential In the event of any errur in 
transmitting, unauthurized recipients are requested to cuntact the sender 
immediately and not tu disclose or make use of this informatinn. Although 
this e-mail and aW attachments have been checked for viruses, it is the 
respunsibili~ of the recipient to ensure that they are virus free and no 
respunsibiliD" is accepted by YBP Library Services or Lindsay & Cruft from 
any loss or damage arising in ant’ way from the receipt ur use thereol! YBP 
Library Sep~ices and Lindsay & Croft cannot accept liability for any 
statements which are clearly the senders own and not expressly made un 
behalf of YBP Library Services, Lindsay & Cruft or one of its agents. 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, June 16, 2006 11:37 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: help 

~’rote: 
> Hello, it’s me 
> I did not get into U~,~’C or ECU School Psychology Programs. I am now- 
> attempting to get into NC State’s Program I was ~vondering if you would 
> be able to assist me in my cause, with a recommendation? I know that you 
> are a very bus?’ woman but this would not only benefit me but also the 
> children that I intend to aid once I receive my Ph.D. NC State’s program 
> is wonderful because it will allo~v me to go straight from a Master’s 
> degree into my Ph.D. Please enable me to have the upper hand with your 
> talents. NC State asks that I give them the name and email of my 
> references and they will email them the form The?’ also request a 
> teachers recormnendation and I feel that no other teacher could be as 
> eloquent as you. If you are willing and able to lend me your hand, send 
> me an email indicating that I am allowed to give them your name and 
> emaih Thank you for your time. Goodbye’. 
Dear       Yes, I am willing to submit a letter of reconrmendation on 
your behal£ However, please note that I will be out of town during the 
first week of August so I need to receive the material in ample time 
either before or aI’ter this trip so that I won’t submit your materials 
late By the way, I think you should think of other schools or programs 
as well because you are limiting your choices If you want to meet with 
me one day in Chapel Hill just let me know. You really need to broaden 
your ~2~ucs if you are serious in your pursuit of an advanced degree. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 19, 2006 3:17 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Re: Bibliography entry 

Dear         Yes, the position has been filed. However, in the Fall I 
may still need some student workers You are welcome to contact me at 
that time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@m~c edu>: 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I recently saw the Ilier advertising the bibliography entry job. Has 
the position been filled? 

Thank you for your time 

Department of Sociology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 24, 2006 3:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: recommendation info 

Dear Please inidicate when the letter is due so that I won’t be 
late. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.~email.unc.edu>: 

Hello 
Here is my resume, my grades( ~vhich started out bad and ended up 

great) and one of my numerous personal statements (so that you’ll 
kno~v my goals for the future). If you need anything else just let me 
know Thank you once again ByeBye 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 26, 2006 11:45 AM 

Emily Munro (Screen) <screen@arts.gla.ac.uk> 

Re: Screen anthor requests 

Dear Emil?’: Since I previously submitted this ~?ITI1 to OUP for the 
previous book revie~v, do I still need to complete this fo1Tn. Also, I 
had previously forwarded a big Please let me kno~v if you ~vould like 
for me to re-submit both the form as well as big Thanks much. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester Emily Mua~ro (Screen)" 
<screen@arts.gla.ac uk>: 

> Dear Screen 47-3 author 

> I hope this finds you well. As ~vell as fast approaching the Screen 
> conference, we are now nearing copy deadline for the issue in which 
> your piece will appear. 
> 

> There are four issues to address here - some of you will only be 
> affected by the first t~vo, but please read all four carefully and 
> respond as soon as possible: 

> 1) An Oxford Universi~ Press licensing form is attached to this 
> email. Please print, complete, sign and return to James Munro, 
> Journals Production, Great Clarendon St, Oxford, OX2 6DP, UK 
> in order for publication to progress Put ’Screen 47-3’ where it asks 
> [’or manuscript number 

> 2)Proo[is will be sent to you in late July from OUP as a pdf file 
> These should be printed, checked and returned to Emil?" Munro at the 
> usual Screen address, below You can return these by post, fax or - 
> if there are few/simple/no corrections - by noting the details in an 
> email. 
> 

> 3) OUP now posts abstracts of the main articles in advance on its 
> website. Please could the ~2~llowing authors send a 200-word abstract 
> by email as soon as possible for this purpose: CORNER, WAHLBBRG, 
>/ESS, HEARN~2~, MCIX)NALI). 
> 

> 4) I need brief biographical notes from all contributors by the end 
> of this week. 

> Thanks very much for your speedy co-operation! 

> Best wishes, 

> E~rfily 

> Emily Munro 

> Screen 
> Gilmorehill Centre 
> Glasgow University 
> Glasgow 
> G12 8QQ 
> Scotland 

> t (0)141 330 5035 
> f(0)141 3303515 
> screen@arts.gla, ac.uk 
> http ://w~vw.screen. arts.gla.ac.uk 
> 

> Screen: now available online at 
> http:i/screen, oxX~or di ournals, or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 26, 2006 11:50 AM 

.~gma~l.com> 

Re: Hours tbr this paypefod 

Dear          Please let me know when you ~vould like to meet this 
week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~gTnail.com>: 

> Hello Charlene, 
> 

> Here are my hous for the last two weeks: 13 hours last ~veek and 19 hours 
> this ~veek I’ll slip a copy of my time sheet under your office door, but 
> here is the specific layout: 
> Mon June 12:3 
> June 13:2 
> June 14:4 
> June 15:1 
> June 16:3 
> 

> June 19:3 
> June 20:2 
> June21:4 
> June 22:2 
> June 23:8 

> I don’t have new questiuns; the new folder is going fine su far. There are 
> several articles by Alice Dunbar Nelson that usually dun’t include 
> entertmnment news, but I make her name the only keyword and summarize her 
> point. Is that sufficient’? 

> Bye fur now, 

> "’]’heir stury, yours, mine -- it’s what we all carry w~th us un this trip we 
> take, and we owe it tu each other tu respect our stories and learn from 
> them." 
> -- William Carlos Williams 

> U. North Carulina, Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 26, 2006 11:54 AM 

Emily Munro (Screen) <screen@arts.gla.ac.uk> 

Re: Screen anthor requests 

Dear Emil?’: Yes, I will proceed to do so. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Emily iVlurcco (Screen)" 
<screen@arts.gla ac.uk>: 

Hi Charlene 

If you can bear it, it would be best if you could resubmit both 

many thanks 

Ermly 

>> Dear Emily: Since I previously submitted this form to OLD for the 
>> previous book review, do I still need to complete this form. Also, I 
>> had previously folavarded a bio. Please let me know if you would like 
>> for me to re-submit both the form as well as bio. Thanks much. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Emily Muwo (Screen)" 
>> <screen@arts.gla.ac uk>: 
>> 
>>> Dear Screen 47-3 author 

>>> I hope this finds you well As *veil as k~st approaching the Screen 
>>> corfference, we are now nearing copy deadline for the issue in which 
>>> your piece will appear. 

>>> There are four issues to address here - some of you will only be 
>>> affected by the first two, but please read all four carefully and 
>>> respond as soon as possible: 

>>> 1 ) An Oxford Umversity Press licensing form is attached to this 
>>> email. Please print, complete, sign and return to James Mur~ro, OUP 
>>> Journals Production, Great Clarendon St, Oxford, OX2 6DP, UK 
>>> in order for publication to progress Put ’Screen 47-3’ where it 
>>> asks for manuscript number 

>>> 2) Proofs *vill be sent to you in late July :from OUP as a pdf file 
>>> These should be printed, checked and returned to Emily Munro at the 
>>> usual Screen address, below. You can return these by post, fax or - 
>>> if there are few/simple/no corrections - by noting the details m 
>>> an email. 

>>> 3) OUP now posts abstracts of the main articles in advance on its 
>>> websim Please could the k~llowing authors send a 200-word 
>>> abstract by email as soon as possible for this putpose: CORNER, 
>>> WAHLBERG, JESS, HEARNE, MCDONALD. 

>>> 4) I need brief biographical notes frorn all contributors by the end 
>>> of this week. 

>>> Thanks veiy much for yottr speedy co-operation! 

>>> Best wishes, 

>>> Emily 

>>> Emily Mut~to 

>>> Gilmorehill Centre 
>>> Glasgow L-niversi~ 
>>> Glasgo*v 
>>> G12 8QQ 
>>> Scotland 

>>> t (0)141 330 5035 
>>> f(0)141 330 3515 
>>> screen@arts.gla.ac uk 
>>> http ://www.screen. arts.~la.ac.uk 

>>> Screen: now available online at 
>>> http://screen, oxfordiournals, org 

Emily Munro 

Screen 
Gilmol-elmll Centre 



Glasgow University 

Glasgow 

G12 8QQ 

Scotland 

t (0)141 330 5035 

f(0)141 330 3515 

screen@arts gla.ac.uk 

http ://www.screen arts.~la.ac uk 

Screen: now available online at 

htt p:/iscreen.oxfordiournals.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 28, 2006 1:57 PM 

gale.iess@thom~n.com 

Re: IESS Contracts 

Dear Kelli: Please send all mail to my home address: 205 North Graham 
St., Chapel Hill, N.C 27516 Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting gale.iess@thomson.com: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Thank you for your response and interest in the project. I am happy 
that you will accept our invitation to write the article on Gone with 
the Wind. 

We will have contracts and a contributors’ manual in the mail to you 
soon Can you please confirm your mailing address? 

Meanwhile, I have attached an e-file of the manual to this email for 
handy reference. 

Best regards, 

Kelli Cook 
Editorial Assistant 

Macmillan Reference USA 
27500 Drake Road 
Farmmgton Hills, MI 48331 

248-699-4253, ext 8026 
800-877-4253, e×t 8026 (toll free) 
keHi cook@thomson.corn 

..... Original Message ..... 
J;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 4:40 PM 
To: Gale lESS 
Subject: Re: Invitation: International Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, 
2ndeditinn 

Dear Alan: Yes, I will be willing to contribute to this volume. I look 
forward to hearing from you in the near future Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting gale.iess@thomson.com: 

>> International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2nd edition 
>> 
>> Editor in Chief: William A. Darity 
>> 

>> Editorial Board: Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Philip Costanzo, Patrick L. 
>> Mason, Paula D. McClain, David Scott, Theresa Singleton 
>> 

>> Jtme 27, 2006 
>> 

>> Dear Professor Regestcr: 
>> 

>> On behalf of William A Darity and the members of the editorial board 
>> of the International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2nd 
>> edition, I cordially invite you to be a contributor to this 
>> eight-volurnn reference title planned for publication in 2007. This 
>> new work is being developed for high school and college students as 
>> well as the educated layperson. It will be a successor to the 
>> Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (ESS, 1930-1935) and the initial 
>> set of the International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (IESS, 
>> 1968) - two groundbreaking Macmillan works that "established 
>> standards for knowledge in social science research and practice" 
>> (CHOICE, 2001). This set will be updated to cover scholarship and new 
>> fields that have been established since the publication of the 
>> original edition. 
>> 

>> The social sciences were defined in ESS as "mental or cultural 
>> sciences that deal with the activities of the individual as a member 
>> or group." The usual disciplines associated with the social sciences 
>> - including political science, geography, history, economics, law-, 
>> anti,topology, psychiatry, psychology, sociolo~z, and statistics - 
>> will be studied Yet, because subject matter that fits into the 
>> category of social sciences evolves in parallel with societal 
>> changes, new fields of study, issues, and concepts will be added, 
>> such as censorship, income distribution, cultural relativism, culture 
>> of poverty, same-sex marriage, and psychological and economic aspects 
>> of aging. Recognizing the important impact individuals and their 
>> specific studies have made to the social sciences, the new set ~vill 
>> feature nnmerous biographical entries of past and contemporaW 
>> contributors to the field 



>> 

>> Below is an assignment list (Schedule A), which indicates the article 
>> the editors would like you to contribute, its desired length, date of 
>> completion, and a description of its contents (If you are being 
>> invited to contribute multiple articles, you will receive a formal 
>> invitation for each ) 
>> 

>> If you agree to become a contributor, ! will send you a formal 
>> agreement fi~r your signature, akmg with a set of guidelines for the 
>> preparation of your nranuscript. Please contact me if you have 
>> questions concerning the assignment. I would be happy to discuss a 
>> revision of deadlines in order to accorrmrodate your writing schedule. 
>> It is our policy not to remove an author’s name frora our list of 
>> potential contributors until we are notified that he or she cannot 
>> participate in the project. Therefore, please let me know no later 
>> than 7/5/2006 whether or not you are willing to undertake this 
>> assigt~ment. 
>> 

>> I look forward to itfforming Professor Daritv and his editorial board 
>> that you have agreed to participate in this important project by 
>> becoming a contributor. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> Alan Hedblad 
>> Macnrillan Reference USA / Thomson Gale 
>> 27500 Drake Rd. 
>> Farmington Hills, M1 48331 

>> alan.hedblad@thomson.com 
>> 

>> Schedule A 
>> 

>> 

>> Entry: 
>> Gone with the Wind 
>> 

>> Scope: 
>> Discuss the significance of Margaret Mitchell’s Pulitzer 
>> Prize-wim~ing novel, and the classic film epic, Gone ~vith the wind. 
>> Briefly summarize the plot, and address its strengths, ~veaknesses, 
>> and controversies as a litera~ work, film, and historical epic. In 
>> particular, address how the novel and the movie have shaped the 
>> national (and perhaps international) understanding of slavel?,’, the 
>> Civil War and Reconstruction and, in general, how this work supported 
>> the preferred narrative of the South for proponents of the Lost 
>> Cause. Also, briefly examine the persistent popularity of both the 
>> novel and the film, and comment on the authorized sequel Scarlett, 
>> and the parody The Wind Done Gone. 
>> 

>> Due Date: 
>> September 25, 2006 
>> 

>> Assigned Words: 
>> 750 
>> 

>> Payment Amount: 
>> $9000 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:08 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Research Assistant Position 

Dear       : If you are on campus in the next few days or next week, 
please let me know so that we can meet. Hope to hear from you soon 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        ~email unc.edu: 

Dear Proll Regester, 

In speaking with         it is my understanding that you are 
looking for an additional research assistant for your current 
project. If you have not already filled the position, I am very 
interested in it. 

I am a second year graduate student in the History Department?s 
doctoral program and I am working dtrectly with Dr. 
I am very comfortable with conducting ne~vspaper and microfilm 
research. I have previously worked as research assistant on a PBS 
documentary on Reconstruction. Moreover, my primary research 
interests require me to examine nineteenth century documents on 
rmcrofilm 

Please let me know if you have any questions of me or would like me 
to submit a resume anc~,or an application 

Sincerely, 

@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:d4 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Research Assistant Position 

Dear       Let’s tly to meet next Wednesday aI’ter the holiday. 
Afternoons around 2 or 3pm work best for me I have a carrell on 8th 

floor of Davis Libra~z and we can meet here Room 8026. Just be sure to 
let me know what time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @email.unc edu: 

Professor Regester, 

I will be on campus tomorro~v and evelyday next week except for the 
holiday for libraly research. I am quite flexible in terms of meeting 
time and location. Please let me know when and ~vhere you would like 
to meet. 

I am looking forward to meeting you. 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear       : If you are on campus in the next few days or next week, 
>> please let me know so that we can meet. tlope to hear fi-om you soon. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting @emaih unc edu: 
>> 

>>> Dear Pro£ Regester, 

>>> In speaking with         it is my understanding that you are 
>>> looking for an additional research assistant for your current 
>>> project. If you have not airea~dy filled the positinn, I am very 
>>> interested in it 

>>> I am a second year graduate student in the History Der~artment?s 
>>> doctoral program and I am working directly with Dr. 
>>>         I am ve~ comfortable with conducting newspaper and 
>>> microfilm research. I have previously worked as research assistant 
>>> on a PBS documentary on Reconstruction Mi~reover, my primap)~ 
>>> research interests require me to examine nineteenth century 
>>> documents on microfilm. 

>>> Please let me know if you have any questions of me or would like me 
>>> to submit a resume and/or an application. 

>>> ~eraail.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 3, 2006 12:30 PM 

Ina Hark <    @bellsouth.net> 

Re: oops, forgot the attachments 

Dear Ina: Regarding the quotation by Munby that refers to "community" 
rather than communities -- your suggestion that we insert [sic] is 
appropriate. Again, thanks much for all of your assistance If you need 
additional information, please let me know By the way, I did not get 
an?’ photos since I was not certain if all the films I critiqued would 
be included in the final version. You can let me kno~v if you still need 
for me to do this Have a good holiday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Ina Hark .~bellsouth.net>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for the quick response! 

regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear Ina: Attached are the documents with the changes included. 
>> Questions or changes made, I attempted to bold-face 

I’ve incorporated all the changes you suggest Thanks [’or catching 
times when I inadvertently dropped a word while cutting and pasting. 
I only have one question. In the Munby quote where he says "in some 
ethnic commum~," this is ungrammatical ]fit is indeed 
ungrammatical in the source, I’ll add a [sic]. 

>> Please note that I have questions about two of the sources not cited 

These are from general books on the thirties I was reading (for the 
introduction) at the same time I was editing your chapter They 
seemed apropos to cite with what you were talking about, so I put 
those citations ~n. I’ve already added the books to the volume’s 
Works Cited. There will not be separated bibliographies or endnotes 
following each chapter. ~I]aey are from Maltby’s chapter on the 
Production (;ode in Tino Balio’s Grand Design and from Andrew 
Bergman’s We’re in the Mi~ney 

>> Let me know that you have received this material. By the way, I 
>> saved under the name you provided and when you open you made need to 
>> re-name [’or your purposes. Finally, thanks again [’or all of your 
>> effort, particularly the history section because you included 
>> information that I would not have thought to include 

Again, I was working on the timeline ~2~r the volume, reading lists of 
big events on an internet site. It was easy to find stuff happening 
in 1934 that had parallels to what you saw as the themes in the films. 

All the best, 

Ina 

>>. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:37 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assi~nt 

Dear     Currently, I may- still need someone to work on my- research 
project If you are still interested, please let me know. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

@yahoo corn>: 

Thanks, Dr Regester. Maybe you could let me know- if you end up 
needing another person later on, and we could arrange something then? 
I ;vill be here for flae rest offlae SUlnmer, so I will be available 
any- time. In the meantime, best of hack with the project! 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 
Dear     Currently, I have already hired two persons. Ho;vever, one 
person cannot work the entire SUlnmer. Therefore, if you would still 
like to meet ;ve can since I may need somone else in the future. Let me 
kno;v for certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> Hi, Dr. Regester. Are you still looking for an assistant, or have 
>> you already found someone? I am back in Chapel Hill now, so let me 
>> know if you would like to meet. I am available just about any tune. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> regester@emaikunc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear    ’]’hanks :[’or the info. Perhaps when you return we could meet in 
>> person at that time. I prefer to meet in person rather than conducting 
>> a phone interview Just email me as soon as you return to set up an 
>> appointment. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> : 

>> 

>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>> I am out of town at the moment, visiting my parents in        for a 
>>> few weeks before returning to Chapel Hill for the rest of the summer. 
>>> So I am unable to meet you tomorrow, and in fact will not be back 
>>> until around June 7 I of course will understand completely if you 
>>> need to go ahead and hire someone there following intep¢iews 
>>> tomorrow, but I am attaching my resume and writing sample just ~n 
>>> case, and I would be able to interview by phone if you were 
>>> comfortable with that 

>>> I also want to quickly mention a few minor jobs I’ve held in the 
>>> past that may be relevant to this position, but that are not included 
>>> on my resunxe. I worked for a magazine publisher for a xvhile, keeping 
>>> their subscription database up-to-date; for                I 
>>> reaped all of their various manuals using Microsok Word, a project 
>>> which required formatting, tables, pictures, etc.; and at 
>>>       I worked with Excel a fair amount. So I have some experience 
>>> with various computer programs and tend to figure out nexv ones pretty 
>>> quickly. 

>>> I’d love to hear more about the position and your prqiect-it sounds 
>>> like an oppoltunity where I would get to learn a lot in the process, 
>>> xvhich is always nice. Let me know- if you think there’s a way we can 
>>> still talk; othel~’ise, best of luck! 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> regester@email.mxc.edu wrote: 
>>> Dear    Good to hear from you and yes I would like to meet with you. 
>>> As for the writing sample, I only- need two pages. Howcver, I am 
>>> interviewing students on Friday (tomorroxv) and would like to meet 
>>> possibly- around 2:45 or 3pm in Davis Library,, 8th Floor, Carrell #8026. 
>>> Please let me know if you are available. Also, keep in mind that I will 
>>> not check my email again until later this afternoon since I am teaching 
>>> some 2 classes during the Sulnmer. Hope to hear from you soon. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>> Quoting 

>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>>> I am a doctoral student in the English depaltment, al’~d I received 
>>>> word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
>>>> Annotated Bibliography of Entertainers and Aticican American 



>>>> Newspapers. I would like to apply for this position, but the 
>>>> inl’ormation ! received did not indicate how long the writing sample 
>>>> should be. I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 
>>>> could foavard, so that you could look at ho*vever much you liked. Or, 
>>>> if there is a particular length you prefer, I can take a selection 
>>>> from the paper. Please let me kno*v, and I will try" to send it to you 
>>>> today’. 

>>>> Thank you, 

>>>> Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously low rates. 

>>> Love cheap tl~trills? Enjoy- PC-to-Phone calls to 30+ countries for 
>>> just 2"/rnin with Yahoot Messenger with Voice. 

>> Do You Yahoo! ? 
>> Tired of spare? Yahoo! Mail has the best sparu protection around 
>> htt~ ://rnail.vahoo.com 

> Do You Yahoo!? 
> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
> http://mail yahoo corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:40 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assi~nt 

Dear     You are welcome to meet with me on this Thursday or Monday of 
next wee (Friday is not a good day for me). If you can meet tomorro~v, 
just come to my carrell around 2pm 8th floor Davis Libraly Room 8026. 
We will talk again. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @ahoo com>: 

Dear Dr Regester: 

Yes, I would still be interested. I just finished teaching a poetly 
class to rising ninth graders last week, so I’m back to being 
unemployed and have plenty of time for a ne~v project! Just let me 
know when would be a good time to meet and talk 

Thanks, 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 
Dear     Currently, I may still need someone to work on my research 
project If you are still interested, please let me know Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

>> Thanks, Dr. Regester Mi~ybe yuu cuuld let me knuw if you end up 
>> needing another persun later un, and we could arrange something then? 
>> I will be here fur the rest ufthe summer, so I will be available 
>> any time In the meantime, best uf luck with the pruject! 
>> 

>> 

>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear     Currently, I have already hired two persuns tlowever, une 
>> persun cannut work the entire summer Therefore, if you wuuld still 
>> like tu meet we can since I may need sumune else in the future. Let me 
>> knuw for certain Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting 
>> : 

>> 

>>> tli, Dr Regester Are yuu still louking for an assistant, or have 
>>> yuu alrea~dy found someone? I am back in Chapel tliH nuw, su let me 
>>> knuw ifyuu would like to meet I am available just about any time. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>> Dear     Thartks for the info. Perhaps when you return we could meet in 
>>> person at that time. I prefer to meet in person rather than conducting 
>>> a phone interview. Just email me as soon as you return to set up an 
>>> appointment. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>>> I am out of town at the moment, visiting my parents in        for a 
>>>> few weeks before returning to Chapel Hill for the rest of the sunlrner. 
>>>> So I am unable to meet you tomorrow, and in fact will not be back 
>>>> until around June 7. I of course will understand completely if you 
>>>> need to go ahead and hire someone there following interviews 
>>>> tomorrow, but I am attaching my resume and writing sample just in 
>>>> case, and I would be able to interview by phone if you were 
>>>> conffortable with that. 

>>>> I also want to quickly mention a few minor jobs I’ve held in the 
>>>> past that may be relevant to this position, but that are not included 
>>>> on my resume. I worked for a magazine publisher for a while, keeping 
>>>> their subscription database up-to-date; for 
>>>> retyped all of their various manuals using 2vScrosoft Word, a project 
>>>> ~vhich required formatting, tables, pictures, etc.; and at 
>>>>       I worked with Excel a fair amount So I have some experience 
>>>> ~vith various computer programs and tend to figure out new ones pretty 
>>>> quickly 

>>>> I’d love to hear more about the position and your project--it sounds 
>>>> like an opportunity where I would get to learn a lot in the process, 
>>>> which is always nice. Let me know if you think there’s a way we can 
>>>> still talk; otherwise, best of luckt 

>>>> Thanks, 



>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> ][)ear Good to hear l?om you and yes I would like to meet with you 
>>>> As for the writing sample, I only need two pages. However, I am 
>>>> ~nterviewing students on Friday (tomorrow) and would like to meet 
>>>> possibly around 2:45 or 3pro in Davis Library, 8th Floor, Carrel1 #8026. 
>>>> Please let me know if you are available. Also, keep in mind lhat I will 
>>>> not check my email again until later this afternoon since I am teaching 
>>>> some 2 classes during the Summer. Hope to hear from you soon 
>>>> Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

>>>> Quoting 

>>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I am a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 
>>>>> word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
>>>>> Annotated Bibliography of Entertainers and African American 
>>>>> Newspapers. I wotlld like to apply for this position, but the 
>>>>> information I received did not indicate how long the writing sample 
>>>>> should be. I have an article length paper I ara just finishing that I 
>>>>> could forward, so that yotl could look at however much you liked. Or, 
>>>>> if there is a particular length you prefer, I can take a selection 
>>>>> fiom the paper. Please let me know, and I will tq- to send it to you 
>>>>> today. 

>>>>> Thank you, 

>>>>> Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously 
>>>>> low rates. 

>>>> Love cheap thrills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30+ countries for 
>>>> just 2"/min with Yahoo’. iVlessenger ~vith Voice 

>>> Do You Yahoot ? 
>>> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
>>> http://mail.yahoo, corn 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Do You Yahoo! ? 
>> Tired of spam? Yahoo’. Mail has the best spam protection around 
>> http://mail vahoo com 

Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo[ Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls. Great 
rates starting at l"/min. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Jnly 8, 2006 2:07 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Research Assistant Position 

Dear also informed me that she would be out of to~vn. 
Therefore, lets wait until she returns to get you officially started 

At that time, I will then proceed to put you on the payroll. Thanks 
much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @email.unc edu: 

Professor Regester, 

With     currently out of town, I have yet been able to meet with her 
directly to discuss the database and training. However, I was able to 
discuss with her via email the basic t?atures of the database 
including the desired article surmnary and keywords required for each 
record ently. She was also able to share some examples of entries 
she had created Based upon these examples and our limited 
discussion, I have a better understanding of what the position would 
entail and I gladly accept the position. I am looking for~vard to 
starting shortly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:27 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assi~nt 

Dear Yes, I am interested in hiring you I will contact 
and see if she is willing to train you as well since she will train 
another student In fact, I will forward your email to her so that she 
can see if she can work you in By the way, her name is 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)yahoo.com>: 

Hi Dr. Regester: 

I would definitely be interested in ~vorking on your project, if you 
are still willing to take me on. I have attached a writing sample 
for you, and please let me know if you need anything else. 
Otherwise, just let me know about training this week. 

Thanks, 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 
Dear     You are welcome to meet with me on this Thursday or Monday of 
next wee (Friday is not a good day for me) If you can meet tomorrow, 
just come to my carrel[ around 2pm 8th floor Davis Libra~ Room 8026 
We will talk again. ~fhanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting 

>> Dear Dr. Regester: 
>> 

>> Yes, I would still be interested. I just finished teaching a poetry 
>> class to rising ninth graders last week, so rm back to being 
>> unemployed and have plenty of time for a new project! Just let me 
>> know when would be a good time to meet and talk. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear    Currently, I may still need someone to wo~k on my research 
>> project. If you are still interested, please let me know. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> : 

>> 

>>> Thanks, Dr. Regester. Maybe you could let me know if you end up 
>>> needing another person later on, and we could arrange something then’? 
>>> I will be here for the rest of the summer, so I will be available 
>>> any time. In the meantirne, best of luck with the prqiect! 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>> Dear     Currently, I have alrea@ hired two persuns. However, one 
>>> persun cannot work the untire smnmer. Therefore, if you would still 
>>> like to meet we can since I may need somone else in the future. Let me 
>>> l~mw for certain. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>> Hi, Dr. Regester. Are you still looking for an assistant, or have 
>>>> you already found someone? I arm back in Chapel Hill now, so let me 
>>>> know if you would like to meet. I am available just about any tinge. 

>>>> Thanks, 

>>>> rcgester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear     Thanks for the info. Perhaps when you return we could meet in 
>>>> person at that time. I prefer to meet in person rather than conducting 
>>>> a phone interview. Just email me as soon as you return to set up an 
>>>> appointment. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>>>> I am out of town at the moment, visiting my parents in       f,ar a 
>>>>> few weeks before returning to Chapel Hill ibr the rest of the summer. 
>>>>> So I am unable to meet you tomorrow-, and in fact will not be back 
>>>>> until around June 7 I of course ~vill understand completely if you 
>>>>> need to go ahead and hire someone there following interviews 
>>>>> tomorrow, but I am attaching my resume and ~vl-iting sample just in 
>>>>> case, and I would be able to intervie~v by phone if you were 
>>>>> comf,artable ~vith that. 



>>>>> I also want to quickly mention a few minor jobs I’ve held in the 

>>>>> past that may be relevant to this position, but that are not included 

>>>>> on my resume I worked for a magazine publisher for a while, keeping 

>>>>> their subscriptinn database up-to-date; for i               I 

>>>>> retyped all of their various manuals using Microsoft Word, a project 

>>>>> which required formatting, tables, pictures, etc.; and at 

>>>>>      I worked with Excel a fair amount. So I have some experience 

>>>>> with varinus computer programs and tend to figure out new ones pretty 

>>>>> quickly 

>>>>> I’d love to hear more about the position and your project--it sounds 

>>>>> like an opportuni~ where I would get to learn a lot in the process, 

>>>>> which is always nice. Let me know if you think there’s a way we can 

>>>>> still talk; otherwise, best of luckt 
>>>>> 

>>>>> That~ks, 

>>>>> regester@email.tmc.edu xvrote: 

>>>>>Dear     Good to hear frorn you and yes I xvould like to meet witl-i you. 

>>>>> As for the writing sample, I only need txvo pages. Hoxvever, I am 

>>>>> intelwiexving students on Friday- (tomorrow) and would like to meet 

>>>>> possibly around 2:45 or 3pm in Davis LibralT, 8th Floor, Calwell #8026. 

>>>>> Please let me know if you are available. Also, keep in mind that I will 

>>>>> not check rny email again until later this afternoon since I am teaching 

>>>>> some 2 classes during the Sutmrler. Hope to hear from you soon. 

>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Quoting 

>>>>>> Dear Dr. Regestcr: 

>>>>>> I am a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 

>>>>>> ~vord that you are looking Ibr an assistant to help you with an 

>>>>>> Almotated Bibliography of Entertainers and Aiicican American 

>>>>>> Newspapers. I would like to apply for this position, but the 

>>>>>> information I received did not indicate how long the ~vriting sample 

>>>>>> should be. I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 

>>>>>> could forward, so that you could look at however much you liked. Or, 

>>>>>> if there is a particular length you prefer, I can take a selection 

>>>>>> from the paper Please let me know, and I will tly to send it to you 

>>>>>> today 

>>>>>> Thank you, 

>>>>>> ................................. 

>>>>>> Yahoot Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously 

>>>>>> low rates. 

>>>>> Love cheap thrills? Evjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30+ countries :[’or 

>>>>> just 2"/rain with Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. 

>>>> Do You Yahoot ? 

>>>> Tired of spam? Yahoot Mail has the best spam protection around 

>>>> http :i/mai l.v ahoo. c om 

>>> Do You Yahoot ? 

>>> Tired of spare? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 

>>> http://m all.yah oo. com 

>> Talk is cheap, l£e Yahoo! Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls Gre~g 

>> rates starting at l"/min. 

> How low xvill we go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger s low PC-to-Phone call rates. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:33 PM 

@gma~l.com 

Fwd: Re: graduate assi~nt 

writing sample.doc 

Hi Dr. Regeffter: 

I would definitely be interested in worldng on your project, if you axe still rolling to take me on. I have attached a vxdting sample for you, and please let me know if you 

need an>~thing else. Otherwise, jufft let me know about training this week. 

Thanks, 

regester(a~maiL une edu wrote: 

Dear    You a~re welcome to meet with me on this Thursday or Monday of 
next wee (Friday is not a good day for me). If you can meet tomorrow, 

just come to Iny carrell around 2pin 8th floor Davis Library Room 8026. 

We will talk again. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Reges~ter 

Quoting 

> Dear Dr. Regester: 

> Yes, I would still be interested. I just tinished teaching a poetry 

> class to rising ninth graders last week, so I’m back to being 

> unemployed and have plenty of time tbr a new projec!! Just let me 

> know when would be a good time to meet and talk. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> regester@email.unc.edu wtme: 

> Dear    Currently, I may still need someone to work on my reseat~ch 

> project. If you are still interested, please let me know. Sincerely, 

> Charlene Regester 

>> Thanks, Dr. Regester. Maybe you could let tne know if you end up 

>> needing another person later on, and we could arrange something then? 

>> I roll be here for the test of the summer; so I will be avadlable 
>> any time. In the meantime, best of luck with the project! 

>> regester@email.unc.edit wrote: 
>> Dear    Currently, I have already hired two persons. However, one 

>> person cannot work the entire summer. Thereibre, if you would still 

>> like to meet we can since I may need somone else in the thture. Let me 

>> know for certain. Sincerely, ChaJclene Regester Quoting 

>>> Hi, Dr. Regester. Are you s~till looking for a~ assista~lt, or have 

>>> you already found someone’? I a~l back in Chapel Hill now. so let me 

>>> know if you would like to meet. I am available just about m~y time. 

>>> Thanks, 

:~>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

:~>> Dea~ : Thanks for the info. Perhaps when you return we could meet in 

:~>> person at that time. I pret~r to meet in person rather than conducting 

>>> a phone interview. Just email me as soon as you return to set up 

>>> appointment. Sincerely, Chmlene Regester Quoting 

>~> 

>>~ Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>:-~ I am out of town at the moment, visiting my parents in for a 



:~>>> few weeks belbre returning to Chapel Hill tbr the rest of the summer. 
:~>>> So I am unable to meet you tomorrow, and in fact will not be back 
:~:~> tmtil axonnd June 7. I of course will understaM completely if you 
:~>>> need 1,~ go ahead and hire someone there tbllowing interviews 
>>>> tomorrow, but I am attaching my resume a~d writing sample just in 
>>~> case, and I would be able to interview by phone if you were 
>>~> comfortable with that. 

>>>¢ I also wm~t to quickly mention a few minor jobs I’ve held in the 
>>>> past that may be relevant to this position, but that are not included 
>>>¢ on my resume. I worked for a magazine publisher for a while, keeping 
>>>> their subscription database up-to-date; for               I 
>>>-~ retyped all oftbeir various manuals using Microsoft Word, a project 
>>>-~ which required format’dng, tables, pictures, etc.; a~d at 
>>>--       I worked with Excel a t~ir anlonnt. So I have some experience 
>>>-> with varions computer programs and tend to tigure out new ones pretty 
>>#~> quickly. 
>~>> 

>>>> I’d love to hear ,note about the position and your project--it sounds 
>>>> like an opportunity where I would get to learn a lot in the process, 
>>>> which is always nice. Let me know if you think there’s a way we can 
>>>> still talk; otherwise, bes* oflnck! 

>>>> Thanks, 

>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>~> Dear    Good to hear from you and yes I would like to meet with you. 
>>~> As for the writing sample, I only need two pages. However, I 
>>>> interviewing students on Ffidw (tomonow) and would like to meet 
>>~> possibly around 2:45 or 3pm in Davis Librau, 8th Floo~; Carrell #8026. 
>>>> Please let me know if you are available. Also, keep in mind that I will 
>>>> not check my email again until later this afternoon since I am teaching 
>>>> some 2 classes &ring the Summer. Hope to hear from you soon. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> >>-~ Quoting 

>>>-~> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>~’#~>> I am a doctoral s~dent in the English depastment, m~d I received 
>~’#~>> wo~vl that you are looldng for an assistant to help you with an 
>~’##~> Am~otated Bibliography of Ente~tainers m~d Affica~ American 
>>>>> Newspapers. I would like to apply for this position, but the 
>>>>> information I received did not indicate how long the writing sample 
>>>>> shonld be. I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 
>>>>> could forward, so that yon could look at however much you liked. Or, 
:~>>>> if there is a particular length you prefer, I can take a ~lection 
:~>>>> from the paper. Please let me know, and I will try to send it to you 
~>>>>> today. 

>>~>> Thank you, 

>>>>> Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously 
>>>>> low rates. 

>>#~> Love cheap thrills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30 + countries for 
>>##, j ust 2"/min with Yal~oo! Messenger with Voice. 



:~>> Do You Yahoo!? 

:~>> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spare protection around 
>>> http://mail.yal~oo.com 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Do You Yahoo!? 

>> Tired of spare? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
>~- ht*p:/imail.yaboo .corn 

> 

> 

> Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo! Messenger to make PC-to-Phone ca]ls. Great 

> rates starting at l"/min, 

How low will we go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger s low PC-to-Phone call rates. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 11, 2006 12:31 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Dinner Friday evening 

Dear Vander: Thanks much for the invitation but as you know this is the 
day I generally take my mom to the store However, I may try to come -- 
please keep in mind that this is not really my crowd -- as I prefer the 
Dr Greene crowd but I will let you know. Again, thanks much for the 
invitation and I will let you kno~v. By the way, ~vhen are we having our 
campus meeting? This is equally important. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting vander@email.uaac, edu: 

Hi Charlene, 

I’m writing to see if you are available for dinner this Friday. I 
want to have a few folks over to my house for a light meal. I have a 
recipe for crab cakes and want to work on it. Nothing major. I’m 
thinking crab cakes, red wine, and something else light. The others 
I’ve invited are folks you should get along with (Karla, Euthce, 
Kara...). 

Let me know- if you can make it. I think it’ll be fun. I’ve always 
had a good time when I’ve gotten together with them for dilmer. I’m 
thinking around 7PM You don’t have to bring anything I’l[ also 
have champagne @our drink!!) 

Okay, just let me know if you can make it 

Take care, 
Vander. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 11, 2006 5:41 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Dinner Friday evening 

Dear Vander: I appreciate your conciliatoW note Perhaps ~ve can 
re-schedule for one afternoon next week Yes, I understand the grading 
for Sun~aer School In fact, by mid-way it begins to move really fast. 
Finally, thanks again for the invitation -- who knows I may just 
surprise you Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

vander@email unc edu: 

Dear Regester, 

Yes, I know that these ~vomen are not "really your crowd," however, 
they are actually quite nice and I think you ~vill genuinely enjoy 
them. They are much relaxed and entertaining a~vay from the campus. 
Plus, you need to make more connections with folks (in addition to 
the close ties you have with Dr Greene). Really hope you will be 
able to come. 

You can always schedule to take you morn to the grocery store earlier 
in the day/evening. Plus, you can always come later. Vely’ few 
excuses, Regester. 

As it stands, we might not be able to meet until next week unless we 
do something mid-day. I’m in the process of grading exams and will 
be out of the office Thursday ~[~ternoon for an appointment. I think 
you mentioned being away tomorrow Other than an afternoon, we would 
need to schedule ~2~r next week Just let me know.and genuinely 
consider coming. 

Take care, 
Vander. 

Quoting regester@email.unc.edu: 

>> Dear Vander: Thanks much ~2~r the invitation but as you know this is 
>> the day I generally take my morn to the store. However, I may try to 
>> come -- please keep in mind that this is not really my crowd -- as I 
>> prefer the Dr Greene crowd but I will let you know. Again, thanks 
>> much ~2~r the invitation and I will let you know By the way, when 
>> are we having our campus meeting’? This is equally important 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting vander@email.unc edu: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I’m writing to see if you are awfilable [’or dirmer this Friday. I 
>>> want to have a few folks over to my house for a light meal. I have 
>>> a recipe for crab cakes and want to work on it. Nothing major. 
>>> I’m thinking crab cakes, red wine, and something else light. The 
>>> others I’ve invited are folks you should get along with (Karla, 
>>> Eunice, Kara...). 

>>> Let me know if you can make it. I think it’ll be fan. I’ve always 
>>> had a good time when I’ve gotten together with them for diuner. 
>>> I’m thinking around 7PM. You don’t have to bring anything. I’ll 
>>> also have champagne @our drink! 

>>> Okay, just let me know if you can make it. 

>>> Take care, 
>>> Vander. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 9:40 AM 

Maura High < ~mindspting.com:~ 

Re: Don’t Forget Me 

Dear Maura: Hopefully, you still remember me as you worked ~vith me on 
my manuscript on black actresses and early cinema. Hope things are 
going well for you If you have time, I need your advice. As you kno~v I 
submitted my manscript to another press back in December They 
submitted it to readers and told me that those reviewing the work were 
a little slo~v about returning their reviews. However, I contacted them 
in April and they said that they would let me know as soon as possible 
It is now nearly August and I have not yet heard from them. Do you 
think that I should contact another press (someone told me that you 
could submit to multiple presses and I did not know this) or do you 
think that I should continue to wait? It has been nearly a year and I 
cannot afford to wait ant’ longer. Let me know what you think and I 
would like to meet with you in person at some point I look t;arward to 
hearing from you Please note that I will be out of town from July 31 - 
August 19. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Maura High ~mindspring cam>: 

Shall we say Wedaaesday next week? At 11:00 a.m., Weaver Street? I’ll 
emai[ you Tuesday to confirm since ! may be called out of town on 
Nature Conservancy business any day from this week unward. 

Looking forward to seeing you, 

Maura 

>> Dear Maura: Yes, I would like to meet whenever it is convenient for 
>> you Also I might be interested in this editor, however, I would 
>> like to meet with you in person first Just set a day and time. Good 
>> to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting Maura High " ~mindspring cam>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> Thanks so much [’or your emaih I’m sorry to have been so slow ~n 
>>> replymg--I have, as usual, been struggling under a mound of work, 
>>> made all the more limiting because of the holidays, a sick dog--and 
>>> a pregnant daughtert 

>>> I could certainly meet you and find out how the revision is going 
>>> and give am’ suggestions. It would be nice to see you! I’m sure it 

>> would be runt Would late next week or early the week a~er work [’or 
>>> you? 

>>> My main problem is that I caunot see when I would have time to do 
>>> any detailed work un your manuscript, and I think that is ~vhat you 
>>> need to get it shaped up for publication. I just learned of a very 
>>> experienced and talented editor, who sounds ideal for you. I am 
>>> pasting a copy of his resume at the end of my message. Tell me 
>>> ~vhether you think you might like to ask him to work with you on the 
>>> book, and I’ll email him ahead of your call or message. 

>>> Looking fol~’rd to hearing from you, 



>>> Maura High 

>>> Editing and editorial management 

>>> (w/h) 

>>> (m) 

> Maura High 

> Editing and editorial management 

> (w,~ 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 1:07 PM 

Maura High < @mindspfng.com:~ 

Re: Don’t Forget Me 

Dear Maura: Thanks much for your quick response and great advice. I 
will proceed to do the follo~ving. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Maura High ~          @mindspring. corn>: 

Yes, definitely send it to other presses. I spoke to my husband about 
your dilemma and he noted that it is increasingly the practice among 
scholars to submit to several presses at the same time. 

He suggests the following: 

1. Write to the press that has your MS and tell them that you 
appreciate the time and attention they have given to your manuscript, 
but given the delays in coming to a decision on it, you plan to 
submit it to some other presses that publish in the field of film 
history and black culture studies (or similar!) If however the?- are 
near a decision, please could they let you know, so you could 
withdraw- your MS from consideration at the other presses. 

2. Send it to several presses, ~vith a letter stating (like somewhere 
toward the end of the cover letter) that you are also sending it to 
other presses that publish in the field, etc. 

This puts a little pressure on the press not to sit on your MS if 
they find it worthwhile, and also is up front about your position. 
Presses know multiple submissions happen, and will appreciate honesty 

Hope this helps. Good luck! Let me know hat happens 

Maura 

>> Dear Maura: Hopefully, you still remember me as you worked with me 
>> on my manuscript on black actresses and early cinema Hope things 
>> are going well for you. If you have time, I need your advice As you 
>> know I submitted my manscript to another press back in December. 
>> ~[]aey submitted it to readers and told me that those reviewing the 
>> work were a little slow about returning their reviews However, I 
>> contacted them in April and the?" said that the?" would let me know as 
>> soon as possible. It is now nearly August and I have not yet heard 
>> from them. Do you think that I should contact another press (someone 
>> told me that you could submit to multiple presses and I did not know 
>> this) or do you think that I should continue to wait’? It has been 
>> nearly a year and I cannot afli~rd to wait any longer. Let me know 
>> what you think and I would like to meet with you in person at some 
>> point I look forward to hearing from you Please note that I will 
>> be out of town from July 31 - August 19. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting Maura High" ~_@mindspring.com>: 
>> 

>>> Shall we say Wednesday next week? At 11:00 a.m., Weaver Street? 
>>> rll email you Tuesday to cor~firm, since I may be called out of 
>>> town on Nature Conservancy business any day from this week onward. 

>>> Looking forward to seeing you, 

>>> Maura 

>>>> Dear Maura: Yes, I would like to meet whenever it is convenient 
>>>> for you. Also, I might be interested in this editor, however, I 
>>>> would like to meet with you in person first. Just set a day and 
>>>> time. Good to hear from you. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

>>>> Quoting Maura High ~mindspring.com>: 

>>>>> Dear (~’harlene, 

>>>>> Thanks so much for your email. I’m sorry to have been so slow in 
>>>>> replying-I have, as usual, been struggling under a mound of 
>>>>> work, made all the more limiting because of the holidays, a sick 
>>>>> dog--and a pregnant daughtert 

>>>>> I could certainly meet you and find out how the revision is going 
>>>>> and g~ve any suggestions It would be nice to see you [ I’m sure 
>>>>> it would be funt Would late next week or earl?’ the week after 
>>>>> work for you? 

>>>>> My main problem is that I cannot see when I would have time to do 
>>>>> any detailed work on your manuscript, and I think that is ~vhat 
>>>>> you need to get it shaped tap for publication I just learned of a 
>>>>> very experienced and talented editor, who sounds ideal for you I 
>>>>> am pasting a cop?- of his resume at the end of my message. Tell me 
>>>>> whether you think you might like to ask him to work with you on 



>>>>> the book and I’ll email him ahead of your cal[ or message 

>>>>> Looking J2~rwrd to hearing from ’~’ou 

>>>>> Mama High 



>>>>> t~diting and editorial management 

>>>>> (w/h) 
>>>>> (m) 

>>> Maura tligh 
>>> Editing and editorial management 

>>> (w/h) 

> Mawa High 
> Editing and editorial management 

> Non fu un ’uomo’ questo che vedi... 
>... Fu gioia sen~ nome, leggera, 
> di pietre, di aii, di sole. 

> --Giuseppe Conte, da "Animali etruschi" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 1:09 PM 

Vander, Robin G <vande@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Payroll Grievance 

..... Forwarded message from      ~@email uric edu ..... 

Date: Wed, 19 Jul 2006 12:18:06 -0400 
From: .2~email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: ~email.unc edu> 
Subject: Payroll Grievance 

To: adambeck@unc edu 

To Mr. Beck: 
Hello, my name is , and I am a Histopf Ph.D student 
working as a research assistant ~2~r the African American Studies 
Department. I am writing you today because the department has been 
unable to pay me for the last two pay cycles, and there is no 
indication of when I will receive a paycheck for my work The assistant 
chairman of the department wrote my supervising professor today to 
iN2~rm her that she does not know how to file the EPA web paperwork to 
issue checks to the research assistants, that she does not know when ~t 
will be resolved, and that we should be patient As of this Friday, I 
will have missed three checks, which makes it difficult for me to pay 
rent and basic expenses. I have contacted the assistant chairman 
regarding this issue three times in the last two weeks The other 
research assistants and I would greatly appreciate your assistance in 
either completing the EPA web process immediately so that we can know 
when to expect a paycheck or in giving us a time frame for when the 
problem will be resolved in the near future I will be out of state 
from Thursday through Saturday, and it would be a great help to know 
what can be done and if I can receive backpay by Friday. Please call 
or e-mail me with updates. 

Sincerely, 

~email.~mc.edu 

You say- I’m alone, but I say I’m playing with you. 
(ray 4 year-old cousin) 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 1:12 PM 

~email. unc.edu 

Re: Greetings 

Dear      Good to hear from you. Please let me know when you return 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        .~email unc edu: 

> Hello Dr. Regester, 
> I hope all has been well this summer. Things are going fine here in 
> Gelrnany, I am currently in Berlin on a vacation with some people from 
> the university that I am studying at. I’m having a good time here, 
> and am really enjoying some of the traveling that I’ve done so far 
> around the couaatry, as ~vell as to cities such as Amsterdam and in 
> Prague Of course, rm getting a little bit sad that Fall semester 
> is dra~ving ever so nearer :) This surmner has gone by way too fast. 
> 

> I’ll be back into Chapel Hill on August 22. I’m still looking arouaad 
> for grad assistant opportunities, and wanted to see about that 
> project that you were working on I figure that it may already be 
> wrapped up, but if you still thil~ there may be some help needed, I’d 
> be really interested. And of course, if any other opportunities 
> happen to arise in the Af-Am department, I’m all ears. 
> 
> ’]’hanks again J2~r all uf your help, and I’ll drup another line be[~ore 
> I leave Eurupe and tell yuu all about my travels. Talk tu yuu suon! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:27 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assisant 

Dear    Please note that tomorrow is the end of the pay period 
Therefore, I will need for you to submit a time sheet by putting 
underneath my door 8th Floor Davis Library. Also, please email me the 
total number of hours ~vorked on the newspaper prRi ect. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                          @ahoo.com>: 

Hi Dr Regester: 

I would defiintely be interested in working on your project, if you 
are still ~villing to take me on. I have attached a ~vriting sample 
for you, and please let me know if you need anything else 
Otherwise, just let me know about training this week 

Thanks, 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Dear    : You are ~velcome to meet ~vith me on this Thursday or Monday of 
next wee (Friday is not a good day for me). If you can meet tomorrow-, 
just come to my carreH around 2pro 8th floor I)avis Library Room 8026. 
We will talk again Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting             : 

>> [)ear I)r Regester: 
>> 

>> Yes, I would still be interested I just finished teaching a poetry 
>> class to r~sing ninth graders last week, so I’m back to being 
>> unemployed and have plenty of time for a new project! Just let me 
>> know when would be a good time to meet and talk 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear     Currendy, I may still need someone to work on in?’ research 
>> prqiect If you are still interested, please let me know Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>>> Thanks, Dr. Regester Maybe you could let me know if you end up 
>>> needing another person later on, and we could arrange something then? 
>>> I will be here :[’or the rest of the summer, so I will be available 
>>> any time. In the meantime, best of luck ~vith the projectt 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>> Dear    Currently, I have already hired two persons. However, one 
>>> person cannot work the entire surmner. Therefore, if you ~vould still 
>>> like to meet we can since I may need somone else in the future. Let me 
>>> know for certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>> : 

>>>> Hi, Dr. Regester. Are you still looking for an assistant, or have 
>>>> you already found someone? I am back in Chapel Hill now, so let me 
>>>> know if you would like to meet. I am available just about an?" time. 

>>>> Thanks, 

>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear     Thanks for the info. Perhaps when you return we could meet in 
>>>> person at that time. I prefer to meet in person rather than conducting 
>>>> a phone inter~’iew. Just email me as soon as you return to set up an 
>>>> appointment. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>> : 

>>>>> Dear Dr Regester: 

>>>>> I am out of to~vn at the moment, visiting my parents in        for a 
>>>>> few- weeks belbre returning to Chapel Hill for the rest of the stammer. 
>>>>> So I am unable to meet you tomorrow, and in fact will not be back 
>>>>> until around June 7. I of course will understand completely if you 
>>>>> need to go ahead and hire someone there following intel~iews 
>>>>> tomorrow, but I am attaching my resume and writing sample just in 
>>>>> case, and I would be able to inter~dew by phone if you were 
>>>>> comfort.able with that 

>>>>> I also want to quickly mention a few minor jobs I’ve held in the 



>>>>> past that may be relevant to this position, but that are not included 
>>>>> on my resume. I worked for a magazine publisher for a while, keeping 
>>>>> their subscription database up-to-date; lk~r                I 
>>>>> reb’ped all of their various manuals using Microsoft Word, a project 
>>>>> which required fi~rmatting, tables, pictures, etc; and 
>>>>>      ! worked with Excel a fair amount. So ! have some experience 
>>>>> with various computer programs and tend to figure out new ones pretty 
>>>>> quickly. 

>>>>> I’d love to hear more about the position and your project-it sounds 
>>>>> like an opportunitT where I would get to learn a lot in the process, 
>>>>> which is always nice. Let me know if you thit~ there’s a way ~ve can 
>>>>> still talk; otherwise, best of luck! 

>>>>> ThapAs, 

>>>>> regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>Dear    Good to hear from you and yes I would like to meet with you. 
>>>>> As for the writing sample, I only need two pages. However, I am 
>>>>> interviewing students on Friday (tomorrow) and would like to meet 
>>>>> possibly arom~d 2:45 or 3pm in Davis Library, 8th Floor, Carrell #8026. 
>>>>> Please let me know if you are available. Also, keep in mind that I will 
>>>>> not check my cmail again until later this afternoon since I am teaching 
>>>>> some 2 classes during the Summer. Hope to hear from you soon. 
>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>> Quoting            : 

>>>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>>>>> I am a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 
>>>>>> word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
>>>>>> Almotated Bibliography of Entertainers and African American 
>>>>>> Ne~vspapers. I ~vould like to apply for this position, but the 
>>>>>> information I received did not indicate how- long the writing sample 
>>>>>> should be. I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 
>>>>>> could forward, so that you could look at however much you liked Or, 
>>>>>> if there is a particular length you prefer, I can take a selection 
>>>>>> from tJ~e paper. Please let me know, and I ~vill try to send it to you 
>>>>>> today. 

>>>>>> Thank you, 

>>>>>> Yahoo! Messenger ~vith Voice. PC-to-Phone calls ibr ridiculously 

>>>>> Love cheap thrills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30+ countries for 
>>>>> j ust 2"/min with Yahoo! Messenger with Voice 

>>>> Do You Yahoo! ? 
>>>> Tired of spare ? Yahoo[ Mail has the best spare protection around 
>>>> http://maib/ahoo.com 

>>> Do You Yahoot ? 
>>> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spare protection around 
>>> http://mail.yahoo corn 

>> Ta]k is cheap Use Yahoo! Messenger to make PC-to-Phone cal]s. Great 
>> rates starting at l"/min. 

> How- low will xve go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger s low PC-to-Phone call rates. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 20, 2006 12:33 PM 

Amy Gorelick <AG@upf.com> 

Re: MSA 

Dear Am?’ Gorelick: CulTently, I have not yet completed the work on 
Baker, however, I have completed a book length manuscript on Black 
Actresses and Early Cinema If you think that your press might be 
interested in this work, please let me know as soon as possible. By the 
way, I will be out of town from July 31-August 10. Thanks for your 
consideration Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Amy Gorelick <AG@up£ c om>: 

Dear Charlene, 

This is just a short note to remind you of our discussion at MSA 
meeting concerning your work. I ~vas intrigued by your description of 
the project, and I look forward to seeing your proposal from you in 
due course. 

I hope your holidays are relaxing and productive Please keep me 
posted on your progress. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Gurelick 
Acquisitions Editor 
University Press ufFIurida 
15 NW 15th Street 
Gaines~ville, bJ_, 32611-2079 
phone: (352) 392-9190 ext. 225 
l~ax: (352) 392-9651 
emai[: ag@upf~com 
visit our website{ www up:[~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:49 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assi~nt 

Dear     Yes, you are correct. I apologize that this is so confusing 
but it is confusing for me as well. Therefore, for this pay period, I 
will not submit any hours for you. We will report your hours on the 
next pay period. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @ahoo com>: 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I apologize for the misunderstanding, but when I spoke to Debby 
Crowder last week and gave her my social securi~z number, she said 
that she was having trouble getting people on payroll and said that 
she would let me kno~v how it went So I was ~vaiting to hear from her 
before putting in any hours I just emailed her to ask whether I was 
all set, and her response was that you hadn’t submitted an?- hours for 
me yet. So I take that to mean that I’m good to go now! However, 
because of all this, I haven’t put in ant’ hours yet. But I can get 
started now, and the next time sheet ~vill be due in two weeks, 
correct? 

Thanks, 

regester@email unc edu wrote: 
Dear    Please note that tomorrow is the end of the pay period. 
Therefore, I will need for you to submit a time sheet by putting 
underneath my door 8th Floor Davis Library. Also, please email me the 
total number of hours worked on the newspaper project Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> Hi Dr. Regester: 
>> 

>> I would definitely be interested in working on your project, if you 
>> are still willing to take me on I have attached a writing sample 
>> for you, and please let me know if you need anything else. 
>> Otherwise, just let me know about training this week. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear     You are welcome to meet with me on this Thursday or Monday of 
>> next wee (t;fiday is not a good day for me) If you can meet tomorrow, 
>> just come to my can-ell around 2pm 8th floor Davis IAbrary Room 8026 
>> We will talk again. Thanks much. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting 
>> 

>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>> Yes, I would still be interested. I just finished teaching a poetry 
>>> class to rising ninth graders last week, so I’m back to being 
>>> unemployed and have plen~" of time for a new- project! Just let me 
>>> l~mw when would be a good time to meet and talk. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> regester@email.anc.edu wrote: 
>>> Dear    : Currently, I may still need someone to work on my research 
>>> project. If you are still interested, please let me l~ow. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester 

>>> : 

>>>> Thanks, Dr. Regester. Maybe you could let me l~mw if you end up 
>>>> needing another person later on, and we could arrange something then? 
>>>> I will be here for the rest of the smnmer, so I will be available 
>>>> an?- time. In the meantime, best of luck with the prRiect! 

>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear     Currently, I have alrea@ hired two persons. However, one 
>>>> person cannot work the entire summer Therefore, if you would still 
>>>> like to meet ~ve can since I may need somone else in the future. Let me 
>>>> kno~v for certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>> : 

>>>>> Hi, Dr. Regester. Are you still looking for an assistant, or have 
>>>>> you already found someone? I am back in Chapel Hill now-, so let me 



>>>>> know if you would like to meet. I am available j ust about any time 

>>>>> Thanks, 

>>>>> regester@emai] unc edu ~vrote: 
>>>>> Dear     Thanks fi~r the irffo Perhaps when you return we could meet in 
>>>>> person at that time I prefer to meet in person rather than conducting 
>>>>> a phone inter~,iew. Just emai[ me as soon as you return to set up an 
>>>>> appointment. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>>>>> I am out of town at the moment, visiting my parents in       for a 
>>>>>> few weeks before returning to Chapel Hill for the rest of the s~mamer. 
>>>>>> So I am unable to meet you tomorrow, and in fact will not be back 
>>>>>> until around Jtme 7. I of course will understand completely if you 
>>>>>> need to go ahead and hire someone there following intet’,~iews 
>>>>>> tomorrow, but I am attaching my restane and writing sample just in 
>>>>>> case, and I would be able to interview- by phone if you were 
>>>>>> corrffoltable with that. 

>>>>>> I also want to quickly mention a few- minor jobs I’ve held in the 
>>>>>> past that may be relevant to this position, but that are not included 
>>>>>> on tW restane. I worked for a magazine publisher for a while, keeping 
>>>>>> their subscription database up-to-date; for                I 
>>>>>> retyped all of their various manuals using Microsoft Word, a project 
>>>>>> which required formatting, tables, pictures, etc. ; and at 
>>>>>>        I worked with Excel a fair amotmt. So I have some experience 
>>>>>> with various computer programs and tend to figure out new ones pretty 
>>>>>> quickly. 

>>>>>> I’d love to hear more about the position and your project--it sounds 
>>>>>> like ari opportunity where I would get to learn a lot in the process, 
>>>>>> which is always nice. Let me know if you think there’s a way we can 
>>>>>> still talk; otherwise, best of luck! 

>>>>>> Thanks, 

>>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear    Good to hear from you and yes I would like to meet with you. 
>>>>>> As for the ~vriting sample, I only need two pages. However, I am 
>>>>>> interviewing students on Friday (tomorro~v) arid would like to meet 
>>>>>> possibly around 2:45 or 3pm in Davis Library, 8th Floor, Carrell #8026. 
>>>>>> Please let me kno~v if you are available. Also, keep in mind that I will 
>>>>>> not check my email again u~atil later this afternoon since I am teaching 
>>>>>> some 2 classes during the Summer. Hope to hear tlcom you soon 
>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> Quoting 

>>>>>>> I am a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 
>>>>>>> word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
>>>>>>> Annotated Bibliography of Entertainers and African 2,merican 
>>>>>>> Newspapers. I would like to apply for this position, but the 
>>>>>>> information I received did not indicate how long the writing sample 
>>>>>>> should be. I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 
>>>>>>> could forward, so that you could look at however much you liked. Or, 
>>>>>>> if there is a particular length you prefer, l can take a selection 
>>>>>>> from the paper. Please let me l~ow, and I will try to send it to you 

>>>> >>> ’]’hank you, 

>>>>>>> Yahoo! Messenger with Voice. PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously 

>>>>>> Love cheap thrills? El~joy PC-to-Phone calls to 30~ countries for 
>>>>>> just 2"/rain with Yahoo[ Messenger with Voice. 

>>>>> Do You Yahoo! ? 
>>>>> Tired of spare? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
>>>>> htt p:i/raaihyahoo.com 



>>>> I)o You Yahoo! ? 
>>>> Tired o[" spare? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
>>>> http ://mail.yahoo.corn 

>>> Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo! Messenger to ruake PC-to-Phone calls. Great 
>>> rates starting at l"/ruin. 

>> How low- will we go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger s low- PC-to-Phone call rates. 

> Doyou Yahoo!? 
> Everyone is raving about the all-new Yahoo! Mail Beta. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 24, 2006 2:33 PM 

blanche Arons < ~highstream.net~ 

Re: oops? 

Dear BLanche: Thales much f,ar the letter Sorry for the oversight as 
the student’s name is       This is ~vhat happens when you are in a 
rush. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

@highstream.net>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of the edit for your letter of 
> recormnendation. Important problem: your title says first name is 
>       your e-letter says it’s       Check it out ..... B1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 24, 2006 2:43 PM 

cculleto@kent.edu 

Re: Contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

Dear Claire: Because of the amount of rewriting that will be involved, 
I am willing to eliminate nay essay from the collection Sol~V that you 
all have had to do so much ~vork. Finally, thanks for providing me with 
an opportunity’ to contribute to this work If I decide to publish 
elsewhere in the future, I will keep you posted Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting cculleto@kent.edu: 

Hi Charlene, Thanks for your email of July 21st I’m afraid I have 
some bad news I’m copying and pasting the reader’s report on your 
essay. If you recall I sent your revised essay to Palgrave three days 
after I had already mailed offthe book ms. to the press. What 
happened was that the press sent out the ms. for review without 
including your essay in the packet. So when Karen and I got the 
reader’s report back in late May, we noticed that there wasn’t any 
commentary on your essay, and checked with the press to be sure they 
had sent it to the reviewer. They hadn’t; so they- sent the reviewer 
your essay in early June and the repolt has just come back from 
him/her. Untbrtunately, he/she didn’t like the essay at all and 
Palgrave is recommending that we cut your essay- from the collection, 
since it needs such substantive revisions. Why dun’t yuu read what 
the reviewer says and let us knuw whether you want to drop out ufthe 
collection or whether yuu’re willing tu make the substantial revisions 
he/she suggests We’ll still need to send yuur revised essay back to 
this reviewer before we can get appruval frum hin~,her on the buuk 
pruject; su we’ll need yuur revisiun by the end of August and 
absulutely no later than that, if you chuose to stay" with the 
cullectiun. If not, we’re both sure yuu cuuld place yuur essay as it 
is with a reputable academic journal. In fact, that might be the best 
thing for it. Let us know what you decide. Thanks. Claire Culletun 

This is the only essay" in the cullection that suffers substantively 
from 
wooden ur awkward writing, and it might be advisable for the editur to 
ask 
Prufessur Regester to do sume rewriting. Mainly the writing is marred 

>bya 
somewhat hamhanded application of terminulugy from culunialist theu~ 
It’s 
fine of cuurse tu have a phrase, especially when first defined, to 
consolidate a large idea. But here phrasing is repeated, and the reader 
can’t help but think that the writing is gussied up beyond it’s actual 
depth 
or complexity. Wordy awkward pktrases like "the colonialist 
inscriptions to 
her role..." do not inspire coiffidence. It’s tmidiomatic (" inscriptions 
to...") and repeated. There is really- not so much a need here to 
depend on 
Shohat and Stam as much as the author does. The interpretation of 
Baker in 
Tam Tam is actually good but also fairly obvious. Sometimes the 
diction is 
off. To use the word "coding" to refer to a standard, simple FBI-style 
smear 
seems pretentious and also wrong. 

In the writing of the argument, the author takes us back and forth - 
sentence by sentence - between bits of Baker bio and broad 
explanations, and 
this is awkward. On p. 271 for instance we have a sentence or two about 
actual historical FBI surveillance and then, without transition, this: 
"Mohammad suggests that because of the Manichean allegory associated 
with 
Othelsvise..." etc. This is jarring, for one thing. For another, the 
reader 
is at sea. Methodologies and kinds of materials are mixed here without 
guidance. 

There’s a good deal of repetition, and this should be examined for 
possible 
condensation or excision A clear example: the second half of the 
paragraph 
on p. 279 that begins "Collectively, such reports.." That Baker "was 
constructed as deficient combined with a ranking ordering implied.." 
etc. 
has been asserted at least three times bef,are this in general terms. 

Several sentences are redundant in the book as a whole - no fault of 
the 
author who wrote her essay ~vithout knowing what the others would say. 



An 
instance: the first sentence - about anticommunism - on p 272 in the 
next 
section. 

Emmett Till wasn’t murdered because of his attraction to a white 

allegedly whistled at a woman in the store, and it was apparently done 

dare rather than out of "attraction." 

The logic doesn’t always flow. Baker, it is said, made a statement that 

"affirmed the FBI’s conviction that she was anti-America," but the 
statement 
is then quoted and it’s indeed a criticism of U.S. immigration policy 
but 
doesn’t show any evidence about what FBI agents were thip2~ing. Baker’s 
views, it is said, "could have been interpreted as alienating 
America." But 
apparently they weren’t-apparently there isn’t irKormation in the FBI 

show that at least that view was thus interpreted. And "alienating 

is a large categot?~: alienating the nation, the A~nerican people’.’ An FBI 
report is said to "imply that Baker was characterized as anti- 
American." Was 
characterized thus (and by whom?) or is the characterization an 
implication? 

This is somewhat t~-pical of the historical assertions made in the 

These need another look. 

Powell’s criticism of Baker @ei~- interesting) is not an instance of 
naming 

names, in the accepted sense of the term 

My main concern with this essay may be too general to overcome by 
revision: 
the FBI materials in the first 2/3rds of the essay aren’t necessaW to 
the 
reading of the fihn in the last third There is a broad cormection but 

necessary one or even, frankly, an edii},’ing one. 

Julia Cohen 
Editorial Assistant 
Palgrave Macmillan 
175 Fifth Avenue, Room 200 
New- York, NY 10010 
Julia. Cohen@palgrave-usa. corn 
tel: (646) 307-5010 
fax: (212) 982-5562 
wv~v.palgrave-usa, corn 

Palgrave Macmillan is a global cross-market publisher specializing in 
quality trade non-fiction and cutting-edge academic books. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 24, 2006 2:54 PM 

dandb2@highstream.net 

Fwd: Re: Contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

Dear Blanche: I just wanted you to read the feedback received on an 
essay that I did for this collection. Please note that by the way I am 
not at all disappointed because the?- were complicated in terms of when 
the essays were due, ~vhen they were returned, etc. Moreover, I was 
being asked to t~- to take my materials to fit their theme on artists 
investigated by the FBI and my ~vork just happened to be on the film(s) 
of Jo Baker. No one else in the collection was really working on 
cinema. Also, they knew ahead of time how my essay was structured and 
could easily have asked me to re-work this piece in the earl?- phase but 
did not do so effectively. This is not to suggest that the reviewer did 
not make appropriate comments but if I had these kinds of problems 
early on, the essay should never have gotten this far. But anyway, I 
will keep the material for something else. Finally, thariks for all of 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester ..... Forwarded message 

from cculleto@kent, edu ..... 
Date: Sun, 23 Jul 2006 17:27:17 -0400 

From: ccuHeto@kent.edu 
Reply-To: cculleto@kent.edu 
Subject: Re: Contributors to MODERNISM ON FILE 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Hi Charlene, ~I1qanks for your email of July 21st. I’m afraid I have 
some bad news I’m copying and pasting the reader’s report on your 
essay. If you recall I sent your revised essay to Palgrave three days 
after I had already mailed of f the book ms. to the press What 
happened was that the press sent out the ins. for review without 
including your essay in the packet So when Karen and I got the 
reader’s report back in late May, we noticed that there wasn’t any 
commentary on your essay, and checked with the press to be sure they 
had sent it to the reviewer. They hadn’t; so they sent the reviewer 
your essay in early June and the report has just colne back from 
him,her Unfortunately, he/she didn’t like the essay at all and 
Palgrave is recommending that we cut your essay from the collection, 
since it needs such substantive revisions Why don’t you read what the 
reviewer says and let us know whether you want to drop out of the 
collection or whether you’re willing to make the substantial revisions 
he/she suggests We’ll still need to send your revised essay back to 
this reviewer be~2~re we can get approval from him,her on the book 
project; so we’ll need your revision by the end of August and 
absolutely no later than that, if you choose to stay with the 
collection. If not, we’re both sure you could place your essay as it 
is with a reputable academic journal. In i~act, that nright be the best 
thing for it. Let us know ~vhat you decide. Thanks. Claire Culleton 

This is the unly essay in the collection that suffers substantively from 
wooden or awkward writing, and it might be advisable for the editor to ask 
Professor Regester to do some rewriting. Mainly the writing is malted by a 
somewhat han~handed application of terminology front colunialist theory. It’s 
fine of course to have a phrase, especially when first defined, to 
consolidate a large idea. But here phrasing is repeated, and the reader 
can’t help but think that the ~vriting is gussied up beyond it’s actual depth 
or coraplexi~. Wordy awkward phrases like "the colonialist inscriptions to 
her role..." do not inspire confidence. It’s unidiomatic ("inscriptions 
to...") and repeated. There is really not so much a need here to depend on 
Shohat and Stain as much as the author does. The interpretation of Baker in 
Tara Tara is actually good but also fairly obvious. Sometimes the diction is 
ofii To use the word "coding" to refer to a standard, simple FBI-style snrear 
seems pretentious and also wrung. 

In the writing of the argument, the author takes us back and forth - 
sentence by sentence - between bits of Baker bio and broad explanations, and 
this is awkward. On p. 271 for instance we have a sentence or two about 
actual historical FBI surveillance and then, without transition, this: 
"Mohammad suggests that because of the Manichean allegow associated with 
Otherwise.." etc This is jarring, for one thing. For another, the reader 
is at sea. Methodologies and kinds of materials are mixed here ;vithout 
guidance. 

There’s a good deal of repetition, and this should be examined for possible 
condensation or excision. A clear example: the second half of the paragraph 
on p. 279 that begins "Collectively, such reports..." That Baker %vas 
constructed as deficient combined with a ranking ordering implied.." etc 
has been asserted at least three times before this in general terms 

Several sentences are redundant in the book as a ;vhole - no fault of the 
author who wrote her essay without knowing what the others would say. An 
instance: the first sentence - about anticommumsm - on p. 272 in the next 
section. 



Emmett Till wasn’t murdered because of his attraction to a white woman He 
allegedly ~vhistled at a woman in the store, and it was apparently done on a 
dare rather than out of "attraction" 

The logic doesn’t al~vays flow. Baker, it is said, made a statement that 
"affirmed the FBI’s conviction that she was anti-America," but the statement 
is then quoted and it’s indeed a criticism nfUS. immigration policy but 
dnesn’t show any evidence about what FBI agents were thinking Baker’s 
views, it is said, "could have been interpreted as alienating America." But 
apparently they weren’t-apparently there isn’t information in the FBI to 
show that at least that view was thus interpreted. And "alienating America" 
is a large category: alienating the natinn, the American penple? An FBI 
report is said to "imply that Baker was characterized as anti- 
American" Was 
characterized thus (and by whom?) or is the characterization an implication? 

This is somewhat typical nf the historical assertions made in the essay. 
These need another lonk 

Powell’s criticism of Baker @e~ interesting) is not an instance nfnaming 
names, in the accepted sense of the term 

My main cnncern with this essay may be tno general tn overcome by revision: 
the FBI materials in the first 2/3rds of the essay aren’t necessary to the 
reading of the film in the last third There is a broad connection but nnt a 
necessary one nr even, frankly, an edil}’ing one 

Julia Cohen 
Editorial Assistant 
Palgra’,~e Macmillan 
175 Fifth Avenue, Room 200 
New- York i’~’¥ 10010 
Julia. Cohen@palgrave-usa. corn 

tel: (646) 307-5010 
fax: (212) 982-5562 
www.palgrave-usa, corn 

Palgrave Macmillan is a global cross-market publisher specializing in 
quality trade non-fiction and cutting-edge academic books. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assi~nt 

Dear    : Please keep in mind that I will be away during the week of 
July 31 until August 10th. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@yahoo.corn>: 

Hi Dr Regester, 

I apologize for the misunderstanding, but when I spoke to Debby 
Cro~vder last week and gave her my social security number, she said 
that she was having trouble getting people on payroll and said that 
she would let me know how it went. So I was waiting to hear ti’om her 
before putting in an?- hours. I just emailed her to ask whether I was 
a 11 set, and her response was that you hadn’t submitted any hours for 
me yet So I take that to mean that I’m good to go no~v’. However, 
because of all this, I haven’t put in any hours yet But I can get 
started now-, and the next time sheet will be due in two weeks, 
correct? 

Thanks, 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Dear    Please note that tomorrow is the end of the pay period. 
Therelk~re, I will need for you to submit a time sheet by putting 
underneath my door 8th Floor Davis Libra~ Also, please emai[ me the 
total number of hours worked on the newspaper project. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> Hi Dr Regester: 
>> 

>> I would definitely be interested in working on your project, if you 
>> are still willing to take me on. I have attached a writing sample 
>> for you, and please let me know if you need anything else 
>> Otherwise, just let me know about training this week 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear     You are welcome to meet with me on this Thursday or Munday of 
>> next wee (Friday is not a good day for me). If you can meet tomorrow, 
>> just come to my carrell around 2pro 8th floor Davis Library Room 8026. 
>> We will talk again. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting            : 
>> 

>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>> Yes, I would still be interested. I just finished teaching a poetry 
>>> class to rising ninth graders last week, so I’m back to being 
>>> unemployed and have plenty of time for a new project! Just let me 
>>> know when would be a good time to meet and talk. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>> Dear    : Currently, I may still need someone to work on my research 
>>> proiect. If you are still interested, please let me know. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester 

>>>> Thanks, Dr. Regester. Maybe you could let me know if you end up 
>>>> needing another person later on, and we could arrange something then? 
>>>> I will be here for the rest of the suramer, so I will be available 
>>>> any time. In the meantime, best of luck with the project[ 

>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear     Currently, I have alrea@ hired two persons However, one 
>>>> person cannot work the entire summer. Therefore, if you would still 
>>>> like to meet we can since I may need somone else in the future Let me 
>>>> know for certain Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>> Hi, Dr. Regester Are you still looking for an assistant, or have 
>>>>> you already found someone? I am back in Chapel Hill now, so let me 
>>>>> know if you would like to meet. I am available just about any time 

>>>>> Thanks, 



>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>> I)ear    Thanks fur the inJ2~. Perhaps when yuu return we could meet in 
>>>>> person at that time. I prefer to meet in person rather than cunducting 
>>>>> a phune interview Just el:nail me as suon as yuu return to set up an 
>>>>> appulntment. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>>>>> I ara out of town at the monlent, visiting ray parents in        for a 
>>>>>> few weeks before returning to Chapel Hill for the rest of the sunm~er. 
>>>>>> So I ara unable to meet you tomorrow, and in fact will not be back 
>>>>>> until around June 7. I of course will understand completely if you 
>>>>>> need to go ahead and hire someone there following inter,~iews 
>>>>>> tomorrow, but I am attaching ray resun~e and writing sample just in 
>>>>>> case, and I would be able to intel~’iew by phone if you were 
>>>>>> comfortable with that. 

>>>>>> I also want to quickly mention a few minor jobs I’ve held in the 
>>>>>> past that may be relevant to this position, but that are not included 
>>>>>> on my resun~e. I worked for a magazine publisher for a while, keeping 
>>>>>> their subscription database up-to-date; for                I 
>>>>>> retyped all of their various manuals using Microsoft Word, a project 
>>>>>> which required formatting, tables, pictures, etc. ; and at 
>>>>>>       I worked with Excel a fair araount. So I have some experience 
>>>>>> with various computer programs and tend to figure out new ones pretty 
>>>>>> quickly. 

>>>>>> I’d love to hear more about the position and your project--it sounds 
>>>>>> like an oppoltunity where I would get to learn a lot in the process, 
>>>>>> which is always nice. Let me know if you third: there’s a way we can 
>>>>>> still talk; othel~vise, best of luck! 

>>>>>> regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear    Good to hear from you and yes I would like to meet ~vith you. 
>>>>>> As for the writing sample, I only need two pages However, I am 
>>>>>> interviewing students on Friday (tomorrow) and would like to meet 
>>>>>> possibly around 2:45 or 3pm in Davis Libral~-, 8th Floor, Carrell #8026. 
>>>>>> Please let me know if’you are available Also, keep in mind that I will 
>>>>>> not check my email again until later this afternoon since I am teaching 
>>>>>> some 2 classes during the Summer. Hope to hear from you soon. 
>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> Quoting 

>>>>>>> I am a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 
>>>>>>> word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
>>>>>>> Annotated Bibliography of Entertainers and African American 
>>>>>>> Newspapers I would like to apply for this position, but the 
>>>>>>> information I received did not indicate how- long the writing sample 
>>>>>>~ should be I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 
>>>>>>> could forward, so that yuu cuuld luok at however much yuu liked Or, 
>>>>>>> if there is a particular length you prefer, I can take a selection 
>>>>>>> from the paper. Please let me know, and I will tW to send it to you 

>>>>>>> Thank you, 

>>>>>>> Yahout Messenger with Voice PC-to-Phone calls [’or ridiculously 

>>>>>> Luve cheap thrills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls tu 30 ~ countries for 
>>>>>> just 2"/rain with Yahoot Messenger with Voice 

>>>>> Do You Yahoot ? 
>>>>> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
>>>>> http://mail.yahoo.com 



>>>> Do You Yahoo! ? 
>>>> Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spare protection around 
>>>> http :i/real l.y ahoo. c om 

>>> Talk is cheap. Use Yahoot Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls. Great 
>>> rates starting at l"itnin. 

>> How lo~v will we go’.’ Check out Yahoo! Messenger s lo~v PC-to-Phone call rates. 

> Doyou Yahoo!? 
> Every’one is raving about the all-new Yahoo! Mail Beta. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 26, 2006 1:55 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: A favor 

Dear     Yes, I will be willing to do so. Ho~vever, you need to provide 
both the form as well as ~vell as brief bio since I have a lot of 
students and don’t al~vays remember ~vho is ~vho. Perhaps we can meet in 
person in the fall. Also, you need to make sure that I get the form 
early because I don’t want to miss the deadline and I will need time to 
compose as I travel quite a bit. I ~vill be out of town Iicom July 31 - 
August 10th Hope you get this opportunity as it will be excellent for 
your career. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~emaihunc edu>: 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you?ve had a great summer Your first year seminar on cinema 
was a highlight of my first year at UNC You exposed me to 
innovative thought and helpful criticism Your class helped to 
expand my thinking and improved my written expression. In hope of 
continuing to broaden my horizons, I am applying to study abroad in 
Madrid in the spring of 2007. I would be vep)~ grateful if you would 
write a recommendation fur me Ifyou?d like I will ~2~rward the 
recummendation ~2~rm akmg with more in~2~rmatiun. I luok furward tu 
hearing from yuu. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 27, 2006 12:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks! 

Dear    : I still ~vill need a brief bio, when you were enrolled in my 
class, the class in which you were enrolled, and the grade received 
Please provide me with the following materials and let me kno~v about 
the deadline. As previously mentioned I ~vill be out of town from July’ 
31, 2006 - August 10, 2006 Sincerely’, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~)email.unc.edu>: 

Great! Thalql,;s [ 

The recormnendation materials ~vere mailed to your office this morning. 
Here is the ~veb page for t2ae IES Madrid Program: 
http://www.iesabr~ad.~rg/~pencms/~pencms/IESAbr~ad/~r~grams/Spain/Madrid/madrid.htm~ 

If you need anything else, please call: or email: 

@email.unc edu. 
Thank you veW much. 
Sincerely, 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear     Yes, I will be willing tu du so. However, you need to 
>> provide both the form as well as well as briefbiu since I have a 
>> lot of students and don’t always remember whu is whu Perhaps we can 
>> meet in persun in the ]’all Alsu, yuu need to make sure that I get 
>> the form early" because I dun’t want tu miss the deadline and I will 
>> need time to compuse as I travel quite a bit I will be uut oftuwn 
>> from July 31 - August 10th. Hupe you get this upportunity as it will 
>> be excellent for your career Sincerely’, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> Quuting ~)email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Prufessor Regester, 
>>> 

>>> I hupe you?re had a great summer Your ]first year seminar un 
>>> cinema was a highlight ufmy first year at UNC. You exposed me to 
>>> innuvat~ve thuught and helpful criticism. Yuur class helped tu 
>>> expand my thinking and improved my written expressiun ]n hope of 
>>> cuntinmng tu bruaden my horizuns, I am applying to study abroad in 
>>> Madrid in the spring of 2007. I would be very grateful ifyuu 
>>> wuuld write a recummendatinn for me. Ifyuu?d like I will furward 
>>> the recorrmrendatinn form along with more information. I look 
>>> forw-ard to hearing from you. 

>>> Thank you, 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 27, 2006 12:59 PM 

blanche Arons ~       @highstream.net> 

Re: Revised Devil in a Blue Dress Paper 

Devil in a Blue DressRevisedPaper .doc 

Dear Blanche: Attached is a cop?’ of my revised version of Devil in a 
Blue Dress I will check my email over the weekend Thanks much for all 
of your assistance Please let me know that you have received this 
material Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

~highstream.net>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 
> Please acknowledge receipt of the edit for your letter of 
> recotmnendation. Important problem: your title says first name is 
>       your e-letter says it’s       Check it out ..... BI. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 28, 2006 2:42 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks! 

Dear    : Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~ema/[ unc.edu>: 

Son5’ I didaa’t mention it in the email, but I enclosed a list of 
pertinent achievements, a photo of myselt; and the class i took with 
you in the packet i sent this morning I didn’t mention my grade in 
the class, ~vhich ~vas an The deadline is 28 September 2006, this 
is also included in the packet for your reference. 

Re: the bio, J didn’t write a paragraph but rather a list of 
achievements that i vie~v as relevant to the stu@ abroad program. If 
you would like a more through biography than the list I provided 
please email me and J ~vill quickly write one 

Thanks again, 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear    : I still will need a brief bio, when you were ewolled in 
>> my class, the class in which you were enrolled, and the grade 
>> received Please provide me with the following materials and let me 
>> know about the deadline. As previously mentioned I will be out of 
>> town from July 31,2006 - August 10, 2006 Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting ~@email unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Great! Thanks[ 

>>> The recommendation materials were ma/[ed to your office this 
>>> morning Here is the web page [’or the IES Madrid Program: 
>>> http://www.iesabrnador~/~pencms/~pencms/lESAbrnad/~r~rams/Spain/Madrid/madridhtm~ If you need anything else, please call: 
>>>       ~ema/[.unc.edu 
>>> Thank you very much 

>>> regester@email unc.edu wrote: 

>>>> [)ear     Yes, I will be willing to do so. However, you need to 
>>>> provide both the form as well as well as brief bio since I have a 
>>>> lot of students and don’t always remember who is who Perhaps we 
>>>> can nreet in person in the fall. Also, you need to make sure that I 
>>>> get the form early because I don’t want to miss the deadline and I 
>>>> will need time to compose as I travel quite a bit. I will be out 
>>>> of town from July 31 - August 10th. Hope you get this opportuni~" 
>>>> as it will be excellent for your career. Sincerely-, Charlene 
>>>> Regester 

>>>> Quoting ~eraail.~mc. edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Professor Regester, 

>>>>> I hope you?re had a great surmner. Your first year seminar on 
>>>>> cinema was a highlight of my first year at UNC. You exposed me 
>>>>> to itmovative thought and helpful criticism. Your class helped 
>>>>> to expand nry thinking and improved nay- written expression. In 
>>>>> hope of continuing to broaden my horizons, I am applying to study 
>>>>> abroad in Madrid in the spring of    . I would be very grateful 
>>>>> i[’you would write a recormnendation for me. Ifyou?d like I will 
>>>>> forward the recommendation form along with more inforraation. I 
>>>>> look fot~ard to hearing front you. 

>>>>> Thank you, 

or email: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:45 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assi~nt 

Dear     Congratulations and sorly to see you leave As for the 
articles, you are ~velcome to slip them under my door, Room 8026. I am 
glad that you had not started doing too much work before this 
opportuni~z presented itsel£ Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

@yahoo corn>: 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I hate to do this to you, but I have had another job opportunity 
come tap, and I’ve decided that it would be too much for me to work on 
your project during the fall The other job was one I applied for 
back in May, and since I had not heard anything back from them for so 
long, I had assumed it was filled If I had kno~vn that it was still 
open as a possibility’, I of course ~vould not have commited to your 
project as well. I sincerely apologize, and I hope that this does 
not create too much of a problem for you I can return your articles 
any time, so let me know when I might catch you in your carrel, or if 
I can leave them in the department office or something since you are 
leaving town. 

Sincerely, 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Dear    Please keep in mind that I will be away during the week of 
July 31 until August 10th Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> Eli I)r Regester, 
>> 

>> I apologize for the misunderstanding, but when I spoke to Debby 
>> Crowder last week and gave her my social security number, she said 
>> that she was having trouble getting people on payroll and said that 
>> she would let me know how it went. So I was waiting to hear from her 
>> before putting in any hours. I just emailed her to ask whether I was 
>> all set, and her response was that you hadn’t submitted any hours 
>> me yet. So I take that to mean that I’m good to go now[ However, 
>> because of all this, I haven’t put in any hours yet But I can get 
>> started now, and the next time sheet will be due in two weeks, 
>> correct? 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear     Please note that tomorrow is the end of the pay period. 
>> Therefore, I will need for you to submit a time sheet by putting 
>> underneath my door 8th Floor Davis Library. Also, please email me the 
>> total nun~ber of hours worked on the newspaper proiect. Sincerely-, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> 

>>> Hi Dr. Regester: 

>>> I would definitely be interested in working on your project, if you 
>>> are still willing to take me on. I have attached a writing sample 
>>> for you, and please let me know if you need anything else. 
>>> Otherwise, just let me know about training this week. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> regester@email.anc.edu wrote: 
>>> Dear     You are welcome to meet with me on this Thursday or Monday of 
>>> next wee (Friday is not a good day for me). II’you can meet tomorrow, 
>>> just come to my carrell around 2pm 8th floor Davis Libraly Room 8026. 
>>> We will talk again. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>> Quoting 

>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>>> Yes, I would still be interested. I just finished teaching a poetry 
>>>> class to rising ninth graders last week, so I’m back to being 
>>>> unemployed and have plenty~ of time for a new projectt Just let me 
>>>> know when would be a good time to meet and talk. 

>>>> Thanks, 

>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 



>>>> Dear Currently, I may still need someone to work on my research 
>>>> project. If you are still interested, please let me know. Sincerely, 
>>>> Charlene Regester 

>>>>> Thanks, Dr Regester. Maybe you could let me know if you end up 
>>>>> needing another person later on, and we could arrange something then? 
>>>>> I will be here for the rest of the summer, so I will be available 
>>>>> any time. In the meantime, best of luck with the project[ 

>>>>> regester@email.~c.edu wrote: 
>>>>> Dear    : Currently, I have already hired two persons. However, one 
>>>>> person cannot work the entire summer. Therefore, if you would still 
>>>>> like to meet we can since I may need somone else in the future. Let me 
>>>>> know for certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>> Hi, Dr. Regester. Are you still looking for an assistant, or have 
>>>>>> you already found someone? I am back in Chapel Hill now, so let me 
>>>>>> l~ow if you would like to meet. I am available just about any time. 

>>>>>> Thanks, 

>>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear : Thanks for the itffo. Perhaps when you return we could meet in 
>>>>>> person at that time. I prefer to meet in person rather than conducting 
>>>>>> a phone interview. Just email me as soon as you return to set up an 
>>>>>> appointment. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>> I am out of town at the moment, visiting my parents in       for a 
>>>>>>> few weeks before returning to Chapel Hill for the rest of the summer 
>>>>>>> So I am unable to meet you tomorrow, and in fact will not be back 
>>>>>>> ua~til around June 7. I of course will understand completely if you 
>>>>>>> need to go ahead and hire someone there following intervie~vs 
>>>>>>> tomorrow-, but I am attaching my resume and writing sample just in 
>>>>>>> case, and I would be able to intel-,ziew by phone if you were 
>>>>>>> comfortable with that 

>>>>>>> I also want to quickly mention a few minor jobs I’ve held in the 
>>>>>>> past that may- be relevant to this position, but that are not included 
>>>>>>> on my- resume. I worked for a magamne publisher for a while, keeping 
>>>>>>> their subscription database up-to-date; for                I 
>>>>>>> re~zped all of their various manuals using MicrosoR Word, a project 
>>>>>>> which required formatting, tables, pictures, etc.; and at 
>>>>>>>        I worked with Excel a fair amount. So I have some experience 
>>>>>>> with various computer programs and tend to figure out new ones pret~z 
>>>>>>> quickly 

>>>>>>> I’d love to hear more about the position and your project--it sounds 
>>>>>>> like an oppoltunity where I ~vould get to learn a lot in the process, 
>>>>>>> which is always nice Let me know if you think there’s a way we can 
>>>>>>> still talk; otherwise, best of luck! 

>>>>>>> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>>>>>>> Dear    Good to hear from you and yes I would like to meet with you. 
>>>>>>> As for the writing sample, I only need two pages However, I am 
>>>>>>> lnter~dewing students on Friday (tomorrow) and would like to meet 
>>>>>>> possibly around 2:45 or 3pro in Davis Library, 8th Floor, Can-ell #8026. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know if you are available. Also, keep in mind that I will 
>>>>>>> not check my email again until later this afternoon since I am teaching 
>>>>>>> some 2 classes during the Summer. Hope to hear from you soon. 
>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>> Quoting 

>>>>>>>> I am a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 
>>>>>>>> word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
>>>>>>>> Annotated Bibliography of Entertainers and African American 
>>>>>>>> Newspapers I would like to apply for this position, but the 
>>>>>>>> information I received did not indicate how long the writing sample 
>>>>>>>> should be. I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 
>>>>>>>> could forward, so that you could look at however much you liked. Or, 
>>>>>>>> if there is a palticular length you prefer, I can take a selection 
>>>>>>>> from the paper. Please let me know-, and I will try to send it to you 

>>>>>>>> Thank you, 



>>>>>>>> Yahoo! Messenger ~vith Voice PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously 

>>>>>>> Love cheap tl-r*ills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30+ countries for 
>>>>>>> just 2"/rain with Yahoo t Messenger with Voice. 

>>>>>> Do You Yahoot ? 
>>>>>> Tired of spare? Yahoo! Mail has the best spare protection around 
>>>>>> http://mail.5~ahoo.com 

>>>>> Do You Yahoo! ’.’ 
>>>>> Tired of spar*x’.’ Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
>>>>> http:i/mail.vahoo.com 

>>>> Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo’. Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls Great 
>>>> rates starting at 1 "/rain. 

>>> How low will ~ve go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger s low PC-to-Phone 
>>> call rates. 

>> Do you Yahoo! ? 
>> Everyone is raving about the all-ne~v Yahoo! Mail Beta. 

> Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo! Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls. Great 
> rates starting at l"/min. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 23, 2006 4:10 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: class 

Dear      : The only way that you cari enroll in one of my Independent 
Study classes is that you should have taken AFAM 76 (no~v 276) prior to 
enrollment. Other~vise, you can contact another professor in our 
department. Hope this helps Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)email.unc.edu: 

Hello Pro£ Regester, 

My name is       and I have taking a couple of your courses in Afam 
studies. I enjoyed my time in those courses and I am writing this 
email because I saw that you have an open independent studies course 
and I was wondering exactly what that would include and what I would 
need to do to enroll 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:17 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: graduate assi~nt 

Dear    : If you know of another grad student who might be interested 
in working on my project, please tell them to contact me. I prefer a 
grad student at the doctoral level who is motivated, responsible, 
reliable, committed, and not ~vorking too many jobs Also, if you are 
still interested, please let me know if not for this semester perhaps 
over the Xmas break or next semester Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting                        @~yahoo.com>: 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I hate to do this to you, but I have had another job opportunity 
come tap, and I’ve decided that it would be too much for me to work on 
your project during the fall The other job was one I applied for 
back in May, and since I had not heard anything back from them for so 
long, I had assumed it was filled If I had kno~vn that it was still 
open as a possibility’, I of course ~vould not have commited to your 
project as well. I sincerely apologize, and I hope that this does 
not create too much of a problem for you I can return your articles 
any time, so let me know when I might catch you in your carrel, or if 
I can leave them in the department office or something since you are 
leaving town. 

Sincerely, 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
[)eat-    Please keep in mind that I will be away during the week of 
July 31 until August 10th Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> Eli I)r Regester, 
>> 

>> I apologize for the misunderstanding, but when I spoke to Debby 
>> Crowder last week and gave her my social security number, she said 
>> that she was having trouble getting people on payroll and said that 
>> she would let me know how it went. So I was waiting to hear from her 
>> before putting in any hours. I just emailed her to ask whether I was 
>> all set, and her response was that you hadn’t submitted any hours 
>> me yet. So I take that to mean that I’m good to go now[ However, 
>> because of all this, I haven’t put in any hours yet But I can get 
>> started now, and the next time sheet will be due in two weeks, 
>> correct? 
>> 

>> Thaaks, 
>> 

>> 

>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear     Please note that tomorrow is the end of the pay period. 
>> Therefore, I will need for you to submit a time sheet by putting 
>> underneath my door 8th Floor Davis Library. Also, please email me the 
>> total nun~ber of hours worked on the newspaper proiect. Sincerely-, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting             : 
>> 

>>> Hi Dr. Regester: 

>>> I would definitely be interested in working on your project, if you 
>>> are still willing to take me on. I have attached a writing sample 
>>> for you, and please let me know if you need anything else. 
>>> Otherwise, just let me know about training this week. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> regester@email.anc.edu wrote: 
>>> Dear     You are welcome to meet with me on this Thursday or Monday of 
>>> next wee (Friday is not a good day for me). II’you can meet tomorrow, 
>>> just come to my carrell around 2pm 8th floor Davis Libraly Room 8026. 
>>> We will talk again Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>> 

>>> Quoting 

>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 

>>>> Yes, I would still be interested. I just finished teaching a poetry 
>>>> class to rising ninth graders last week, so I’m back to being 
>>>> unemployed and have plenty~ of time for a new projectt Just let me 
>>>> know when would be a good time to meet and talk. 

>>>> Thanks, 



>>>> regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>>>> [)ear     Currently, I may still need someone to work on my research 
>>>> project. If you are still interested, please let me know. Sincerely, 
>>>> Charlene Regester 

>>>>> Thanks, Dr Regester. Maybe you could let me know if you end up 
>>>>> needing another person later on, and we could arrange sonrething then? 
>>>>> I will be here for the rest of the sur~wner, so I will be available 
>>>>> any" time. In the meantime, best of luck with the project! 

>>>>> regester@email.~c.edu wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Currently, I have already hired two persons. However, one 
>>>>> person cannot work the entire sumruer. Therefore, if you would still 
>>>>> like to meet we can since I nray need somone else in the future. Let me 
>>>>> know for certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>> Hi, Dr. Regester. Are you still looking for an assistant, or have 
>>>>>> you already found someone? I am back in Chapel Hill now, so let nre 
>>>>>> l~ow i[’you would like to meet. I am available just about any time. 

>>>>>> Thanks, 

>>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear    Thaaks for the itffo. Perhaps when you return we could meet in 
>>>>>> person at that time. I prefer to meet in person rather than conducting 
>>>>>> a phone interview. Just ema/[ nre as soon as you return to set up an 
>>>>>> appointment. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>> I am out of town at the moment, visiting my parents in Maine for a 
>>>>>>> few weeks before returning to Chapel Hill for the rest of the summer 
>>>>>>> So I am unable to meet you tomorrow, and in fact will not be back 
>>>>>>> ua~til around June 7. I of course will understand completely if you 
>>>>>>> need to go ahead and hire someone there following intervie~vs 
>>>>>>> tomorrow-, but I am attaching my resume and writing sample just in 
>>>>>>> case, and I would be able to intel-,ziew by phone if you were 
>>>>>>> comfortable with that 

>>>>>>> I also want to quickly mention a few minor jobs I’ve held in the 
>>>>>>> past that may- be relevant to this position, but that are not included 
>>>>>>> on my- resume. I worked for a magamne publisher for a while, keeping 
>>>>>>> their subscription database up-to-date; for JetBlue Airlines I 
>>>>>>> re~zped all of their various manuals using I~crosoR Word, a project 
>>>>>>> which required formatting, tables, pictures, etc.; and at Random 
>>>>>>> House I worked with Excel a fair amount. So I have some experience 
>>>>>>> with various computer programs and tend to figure out new ones pret~z 
>>>>>>> quickly 

>>>>>>> I’d love to hear more about the position and your project--it sounds 
>>>>>>> like an opportunity where I would get to learn a lot in the process, 
>>>>>>> which is always nice Let me know if you think there’s a way we can 
>>>>>>> still talk; otherwise, best of luck! 

>>>>>>> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>>>>>>> Dear    Good to hear from you and yes I would like to meet wi[h you. 
>>>>>>> As for the writing sample, I only" need two pages However, I am 
>>>>>>> lnter~dewing students on Friday’ (tomorrow) and would like to meet 
>>>>>>> possibly around 2:45 or 3pro in Davis Library, 8th Floor, Cart-ell #8026. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know if you are available. Also, keep in mind that I will 
>>>>>>> not check my email again until later this afternoon since I am teaching 
>>>>>>> some 2 classes during the Summer. Hope to hear from you soon. 
>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>> Quoting 

>>>>>>>> I am a doctoral student in the English department, and I received 
>>>>>>>> word that you are looking for an assistant to help you with an 
>>>>>>>> Annotated Bibliography" of Entertainers and African American 
>>>>>>>> Newspapers. I would like to apply for this position, but the 
>>>>>>>> infornration I received did not indicate how long the writing sample 
>>>>>>>> should be. I have an article length paper I am just finishing that I 
>>>>>>>> could forward, so that you could look at however much you liked. Or, 
>>>>>>>> if there is a palticular length you prefer, I can take a selection 
>>>>>>>> from the paper. Please let me know-, and I will try to send it to you 



>>>>>>>> Thank you, 

>>>>>>>> Yahoo! Messenger with Voice PC-to-Phone calls for ridiculously 

>>>>>>> Love cheap tl-r*ills? Enjoy PC-to-Phone calls to 30+ countries for 
>>>>>>> just 2"/rain with Yahoo t Messenger with Voice. 

>>>>>> Do You Yahoot ? 
>>>>>> Tired of spare? Yahoo! Mail has the best spare protection around 
>>>>>> http://mail.5~ahoo.com 

>>>>> Do You Yahoo! ’.’ 
>>>>> Tired of spar*x’.’ Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
>>>>> http:iimail.yahoo.com 

>>>> Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo[ Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls Great 
>>>> rates starting at 1 "/rain. 

>>> How low will ~ve go? Check out Yahoo! Messenger s low PC-to-Phone 
>>> call rates. 

>> Do you Yahoo! ? 
>> Everyone is raving about the all-ne~v Yahoo! Mail Beta. 

> Talk is cheap. Use Yahoo! Messenger to make PC-to-Phone calls. Great 
> rates starting at l"/min. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:08 PM 

~unc.edu> 

Re: Database Work 

Dear       I will review your CV but when you decide to meet with me 
we need to do so at my office in Davis Library, 8th Floor, room 8026 
The reason ~ve need to meet here is for you to see the project which I 
have stored in the library. Let me know if you would like to come next 
Thursday and when. Good luck on your exams I know you are rea@ to put 
this behind you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~unc edu>: 

Dear Dr. Regester, 
I passed by 105 Gardner and must have missed you bet~veen 4:50 and 5 
PM. I brought a copy of my CV and have attached it to this message. 
I have a comprehensive exam next week and will seek you out during 
your office hours if I regain consciousness by then. Talk to you 
later, 

Quoting regester@emaihunc.edu : 

>> Dear       You are welcome to meet with me in person My preference 
>> is for persons in History or English but I am willing to work with 
>> you if you meet the requirments My office hours are on Thursday at 
>> 11-12 noon 204 Battle Hall or you can meet on Tuesday at 5pro 105 
>> Gardner as my class ends. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting ~unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Sit- or Madam: 

>>> I am wondering if you are still looking for help with your database 
>>> project. I have considerable experience in the skill areas you 
>>> mentinn in the note outside Odom Lab. 

>>> ’]’hank you-- 

>>> ~he University of Nnrth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> 351 Hamilton Hall, C[3113265 
>>> Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3265 
>>> unc.edu/-           ~tmc.edu 
>>>       ~post.harvard.edu.AB96 

The Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

351 Hamilton Hall, C’~3#3265 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3355 

unc.edu;-           ~tmc.edu 
~post.harvard.edu Co1’96 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 8:10 AM 

~unc.edu> 

Re: Database Work 

Dear      : Next Thursday it will be best to meet after 12noon at the 
Davis Libraw, Room 8026 on t2ae 8th floor. ;Vhen I leave my ofiice at 
Battle Hall give me around 15 minutes to get back to Davis Libraw. 
Hope to see you then Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting {~unc.edu>: 

> Hi Charlene: If you will be holding your office hours during the 
> 1 la-12p time at the Davis office I can come by then. Othelavise, I 
> can come by at noon after you finish your hours. I have no other 
> con~mitments that day, so these times are equally good. Thanks for 
> the wishes on the comp (I may need it’. ). Best, 
> 

> Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 
> 

>> Dear : I will review your CV but when you decide to meet with 
>> me we need to do so at my office in Davis Libraly, 8th Floor, room 
>> 8026 The reason ~ve need to meet here is for you to see the project 
>> ~vhich I have stored in the libra.. Let me know if you would like to 
>> come next Thursday and when Good luck on your exams I know you are 
>> ready to put this behind you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting @unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Dr. Regester, 
>>> I passed by 105 Gardner and must have missed you between 4:50 and 5 
>>> PM I brought a copy of my CV and have attached it to this 
>>> message. I have a comprehensive exam next week and will seek you 
>>> out during your office hours ifI regain consciousness by then. 
>>> Talk to you later, 

>>> Quoting regester@emaihunc.edu: 

>>>> Dear       You are welcome to meet wi[h me ~n person My 
>>>> preference is for persons in History or English but I am willing 
>>>> to work with you if you meet the requirments. My office hours are 
>>>> on Thursday at 11-12 noon 204 Battle Hall or you can meet on 
>>>> Tuesday at 5pm 105 Gardner as my class ends Sincerely Charlene 
>>>> Regester 

>>>> Quoting ~!unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Sir or Madam: 

>>>>> I am wondering if you are still looking for help ~vith your 
>>>>> database project. I have considerable experience in the skill 
>>>>> areas you mention in the note outside Odom Lab. 

>>>>> Thaak you-- 

>>>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> 351 Hamilton Hall, ~B~3265 
>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
>>>>> unc.edu/~-           ~unc.edu 
>>>>>       ~post.hat~ard.edu.AB96 

>>> The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> 351 Hamilton Hall, CB#3265 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

>>> unc.edu~’~             ~unc edu 
>>>      .~post.harvard edu Co1’96 



The UniversiF- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

351 Hamilton Hall, CB#3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

unc. edu/~           ~anc.edu 
~post.harvard.edu Co1’96 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 7, 2006 11:06 AM 

~hotmail.com 

[Fwd: Fwd: $ tbr Women’s Fihns] 

Fwd $ for Wommfs Fihns.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 7, 2006 11:57 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: meeting 

@aol.com wrote: 
> Thursday around 7:30 at Southern Season probably will work best for me 
> In case I forget (I’ll be rushing in and out of town as usual), could 
> you call me on Thursday as a reminder ; ifrm not in, please 
> leave a message. 
> 

> LGreene 
Dear Dr. Greene: Currently, I have been looking for the lyrics to the 
song for Devil in a Blue Dress. Someone in the music department is 
helping me but we have not had much success. Can you give me some more 
specific information that might help? By the way, when are you coming to 
Chapel Hill. Please let me know-. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:25 PM 

@email. unc.edu 

Re: ttello 

Dear      If you can meet tomorrow- on Friday around 2pm this would be 
great. If not, we can do this next week Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting        ~email.uaac. edu: 

Hi Dr Regester, 
I hope that you had a great weekend. SorW about not getting 
back in touch with you a little bit sooner than now-. I ~vanted to let 
you know that I would be available to help you with your project, and 
would like to meet with you either tomolTow or sometime next week to 
talk it over. Let me know ~vhat would be a great time for you, and 
I’d be happy to come by the office. I am free on Tuesday, Thursday, 
and Friday, and am available on Monday and Wednesday at anytime 
except tlcom 11-12:15 

Looking forward to hearing Iicom you, and hope that you have a great 
day and weekend. Talk to you soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 8, 2006 1:05 PM 

~aol.com 
Re: song lyrics 

Dear Dr. Greene: Yes, I found the one that was recorded in 1964 but 
was thinking that it was based on an earlier song published in the 
1920s or 1930s. I can get the one that ~vas made in the 1960s. 1£ this 
is the correct song, then I can get these lyrics but just let me know 
if you think that this is the song. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Quoting @aol cam: 

Charlene, 

The song might have various titles: Devil in a Blue Dress, Devil with a 
Blue Dress, Devil ~vith a Blue Dress On, and so forth Do a 
Google.com search 
for the song title. My preliminary search said it was first 
recorded in 1964 
by The GratetM Dead? Check out this site. 

Lee Greene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 11, 2006 1:30 PM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Letter for 

-Letter.doc 

Dear Blanche: Hope your health is improving and that you are still 
editing as welh If so, attached is a letter that I need for you to 
review. Please let me know if you are still working and if you have 
received this material. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting blanche Arons        @highstream net>: 

Dear Charlene, 
Belo~v is a copy of info I sent to (she has been asking about 

mY "well-being" til I thought she might know the story. It’s not a 
secret, but I didn’t want to worry you both.) So, here is ~t:: 

> Have a good Labor Day ~veekend! 
> 

> Blanche 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 11, 2006 5:02 PM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Letter for 

Dear Blanche: Good to hear that you are making a quick recovery Thanks 
much. I will forward other material as soon as I get back to work 
Thanks as always. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons @highstream net>: 

Dear Charlene, 

, thank you, and yes I would be pleased to 
continue to edit for you. I’ll probably get to your letter tomorrow 
(Tuesday). 

Blanche 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2006 1:29 PM 
Subject: Re: Letter for 

>> Dear Blanche: Elope your health is improving and that you are still 
>> editing as well If so, attached is a letter that I need ]2~r you to 
>> review. Please let me know if you are still working and if you have 
>> received this material Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting blanche Arons @highstreamnet>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> Below is a copy of info I sent to     (she has been asking about 

>>> mY "well-being" til I thought she might l~ow the story. It’s not a 
>>> secret, but I didn’t want to worry you both.) So, here is it:: 

>>> Have a good Labor Day- weekend! 

>>> Blanche 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 12, 2006 8:07 AM 

vincent brook @ea(thlink.nel> 

Re: Press-ing on! 

Dear Vincent: Thanks much for your quick reply Previously, I received 
an advance contract with Wesleyan l~ and then they changed editors and 
dropped my work. Now my work is ~vith the Universi~ of Texas Press but 
I am afraid they may not take up because of my past experiences. 
Therefore, in the meantime, I plan to send to other presses even 
cormnerical presses I will keep you posted and thanks for responding to 
my email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting vincent brook 

~)earthlink.net>: 

Charlene: 

YVhat are the presses? I’ve been going through Rutgers, and they’ve 
been rely’ supportive Leslie Matchner has been my contact there. I 
haven’t had experience with any other presses, so I’m not the best 
person to ask about them You’ve probably alrea@ looked around to 
see which presses have been publishing the most (and best) on Black 
subjects That would be the tack I would take 

If I can be of more help, let me know 

All best, 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:        @earthlink.net> 
Sent: Mi~nday, September 11, 2006 10:05 AM 

>> Dear Vincent: This is an attempt tu email yuu [’or a secund time 
>> regarding yuur assistance. Currently, I am attempting tu publish a 
>> manuscript un black actresses in cinema before 1950 I received an 
>> advance contract frum one press but then they decided nut to muve 
>> furward with this wurk Now it is under review with anuther press 
>> but I am not certain that they will accept it either I[~yuu have 
>> any suggestiuns ur advice regarding this prucess, please let me 
>> knuw. Thanks again fur all ofyuur suppurt over the years 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 12, 2006 11:36 AM 

vincent brook @ea(thlink.nel> 

Re: Press-ing on! 

Dear Vincent: This is exciting news that Adam Clayton Powell is 
teaching at your school. I ~vould love to meet and interview- him 
regarding his mother since I have a chapter in my book on her Of 
course, I don’t have the money to come LA but if thing comes up, please 
keep me posted. I am very very interested. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting vincent brook @earthlink.net>: 

> Okay, good luck. I’m sure you’ll land a contract some where, 
> hopefully soon! BTW: I’ve just learned that Adam Clayton Po~vell III, 
> teaches at USC, where I’m 
> presently teaching 

> Vmce 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.uaac.edu> 
> To: "vincent brook" @earthlink.net> 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 5:06 AM 
> Subject: Re: Press-ing 

>> Dear Vincent: Thanks much for your quick reply Previously, 
>> received an a&’ance contract with Wesleyan UP and then they changed 
>> editors and dropped my work Now my work is with the University of 
>> Texas Press but ! am afraid the?" may not take up because of my past 
>> experiences. Therefore, in the meantime, I plan to send to other 
>> presses even commerical presses. I will keep you posted and thanks 
>> for responding to my email Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> vincent brook @earthlink net>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene: 
>>> 
>>> What are the presses? I’ve been going through Rutgers, and they’ve 
>>> been very supportive. Leslie Mitchner has been my contact there. I 
>>> haven’t had experience with any other presses, so I’m not the best 
>>> person to ask about them. You’ve probably already looked around to 
>>> see which presses have been publishing the most (and best) on Black 
>>> subjects. ’]Nat would be the tack I would take. 

>>> ]£ I can be of more help, let me know 

>>> All best, 

>>> Vince 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>>> To: :@earthlink.net> 
>>> Sent: Monday, September l 1, 2006 10:05 AM 

>>>> Dear Vincent: This is an attempt to email you for a second time 
>>>> regarding your assistance. Currently, I am attempting to publish a 
>>>> manuscript on black actresses in cinema before 1950. I received an 
>>>> advance contract from one press but then they decided not to move 
>>>> forward with this work. Now it is under review with another press 
>>>> but I am not celtain that they will accept it either. If you have 
>>>> any suggestions or a&¢ice regarding this process, please let me 
>>>> know. Thanks again for all of your support over the years. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 13, 2006 11:04 AM 

vincent brook @ea(thlink.nel> 

Re: Press-ing on! 

Dear Vincent: Thanks much and I will attempt to do so. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Quoting vincent brook @earthlink.net>: 

You could email hnn, and do a phone interview..? 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.uaac.edu> 
To: "vincent brook" ~earthlink.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 8:35 AM 
Sulziect: Re: Press-ing on! 

>> Dear Vincent: This is exciting news that Adam Clayton Powell is 
>> teaching at your school I would love to meet and interview him 
>> regarding his mother since I have a chapter in my book on her. Of 
>> course, I don’t have the money to come LA but if thing comes up, 
>> please keep me posted I am ve~ very interested. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting vincent brook @earthlink.net>: 
>> 

>>> Okay, good luck. I’m sure you’H land a contract some where, 
>>> hopefully soon! BTW: I’ve j ust learned that Adam Clayton ~ owel[ 
>>> III, , teaches at USC, where I’m 
>>> presently teaching. 

>>> Vince 
>>> 
>>: ...... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>>> To: "vincent brook" @earthlink.net> 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 5:06 AM 
>>> SubJect: Re: Press-ing on! 

>>>> [)ear Vincent: ’]’hanks much ~2~r your quick reply. Previously, I 
>>>> received an advance contract with Wesleyan U~ and then they 
>>>> changed editors and dropped my work. Now my work is with the 
>>>> University of Texas Press but I am afraid they may not take up 
>>>> because of my past experiences Therefore, in the meantime, I plan 
>>>> to send to other presses even commerical presses. I will keep you 
>>>> posted and thanks for responding to my emaih Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>> Regester Quoting vincent brook        @earthlmk.net>: 

>>>>> Charlene: 

>>>>> What are the presses? I’ve been going through Rutgers, and 
>>>>> they’ve been very supportive. Leslie Mitchner has been my contact 
>>>>> there. I haven’t had experience with an?" other presses, so I’m 
>>>>> not the best person to ask about them. You’ve probably already 
>>>>> looked around to see which presses have been publishing the most 
>>>>> (and best) on Black subjects. That would be the tack I would take. 

>>>>> 11~ I can be of more help, let me know. 

>>>>> All best, 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@eraail.unc. edu> 
>>>>> To: @earthlink.net> 
>>>>> Sent: Monday, September 11, 2006 10:05 AM 

>>>>>> Dear Vincent: This is an attempt to email you for a second time 
>>>>>> regarding ?’our assistance. Currently, I am attempting to publish 
>>>>>> a manuscript on black actresses in cinema before 1950. I 
>>>>>> received an advance contract from one press but then they 
>>>>>> decided not to move forward ~vith this work. Now it is under 
>>>>>> review with another press but I am not certain that they will 
>>>>>> accept it either. If you have any suggestions or advice 
>>>>>> regarding this process, please let me know. Thanks again for all 
>>>>>> of your support over the years Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 13, 2006 11:09 AM 

blanche Arons .~highstream.net> 

Re: Plea~ acknMdg 

Dear Blanche: Thanks much for your review Currently, I am working a 
short essay on Gone With the Wind. Hope to have completed by the first 
part of next week. ;Vlll forward at that time. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Quoting blanche Arons @highstream net>: 

> Dear Charlene, Please acknowledge receipt. 
> 

> Blanche 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 13, 2006 11:20 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: Dept and film/It 

Dear : I ~vill probably attempt to call you over the ~veekend. 

I ~vill begin to assemble my list of items that we need to 
discuss. First, I would like to catch. Then in a second phone call we 
can discuss the film/lit project. Since you are still working on your 
special issue of the journal we can delay this conversation for a 
little while. Will be in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @aol.com: 

Dear Regester, 

It is good hearing from you. I’ll look to speak ~vith you after the 
week 

Here’s my mailing address: 

Okay, stay in touch with me Looking forward to catching up and 
hearing what’s happening 

Talk soon. 

Sincerely, 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu 
To:          @aol.com 
Sent: Tue, 5 Sep 2006 7:15 AM 
Su~iect: Re: Dept and filrrdlt 

Dear       : Thanks much for aH of your emaiIs as well as the letter 
received. Please provide your mailing address so that ! can send some 
materials by mail Although you gave me your box number -- please 
provide again just in case I have misplaced it. Thanks much Will 
call after this week because 
and it is really hard for me to talk in detail. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Quoting ~@aol corn: 

>> Dear Regester, 
>> 

>> I am VClN happy both you and Eunice rec’d my emails. I am at~xious > 
>> with emails these days. It took a good hour to get through emails > 
>> and be able to transmit. The network kept shutting down. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Regester, it is ~mconscionable that you would have close to 150 > 
>> students. For that araoant, you should have several teaching > 
>> assistants. Something really needs to be done with the volume of > 
>> students taught there and the exploitation of the professors. It is 
>> > almost like, since you had a leave, now you have even more[ It > 
>> almost makes you wish you didn’t have the leave so that you stick > 
>> with just 70/80 students per semester. 
>> 

>> I’m looking at your thoughts on the film/lit prRiect Do you still > 
>> have your copies of the last printouts with all the titles? If not, 
>> > I can electronically transmit to you You can then save it to disk 
>> > and take it to the copy center for them to print it since it won’t 
>> > print on letter or legal size paper. It has to be done on 1 lx17 > 
>> because the list was so long including comments and whatnot. 
>> 

>> My first impression ~vould be to do two projects The encyclopedic > 
>> one that you originally envisions with just short entries on both > 
>> novels and fihns. And then, a second publication with comprehensive 
>> > critical essays on possibly 10/20 of the most important or popular 
>> > novels/films (that would require determining ho~v we selected them.) 



>> 

>> We can discuss all of this when we speak. 
>> 

>> After I moved, I sent a quick email just letting hun know that I 
>> > didn’t have an opportumty to say goodbye to him and that I 
>> thanked > him for the support when I was trying to finish; wished 
>> him well on > his research prnjects, tie sent a short email back 
>> wishing me welh > Nothing much. As you said, he is a m~xed back at 
>> this point If he > doesn’t contact you, I think by now you can 
>> determine the deal. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Yes, came through and I am looking forward to it. I can’t > 
>> even describe how- I am feeling about the opportunity. Just thaa~ful 
>> > to reinvent myself and yes, I plan on taking maximum advantage of 
>> it > by-just writing writing writing. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Check out AOL.com today. Breaking news, video search, pictures, 
>> cmail > and LM. All on demand. Al~vays Free. 
>> 

Check out AOL.com today Breaking news, video search, pictures, email 
and IM. All on demand. Always Free. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 14, 2006 8:21 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Print Letter 

-Letter2[1].doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am 
submitting for a student. Please print on letterhead so that I can mail 
it today when I come to the office during my office hours. If not, I 
will try to bring to the office on a floppy disk. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting regester@email.unc.edu: 

Dear Travis: Regarding my travel 

Departed July 31 at 6am and arrived at 12noon 

Returned August 6 at 6am and arrived at 12noon 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

RetuQuoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

>> hi, and good morning to you. 
>> 
>> Can you tell me what time you left for your trip and what time you 
>> got back. Its just something I have to put on the travel form. 
>> Thank you, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:46 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Letter 

Dear     I put the letter in the campus mailbox today. I would love to 
see you get a study abroad opportuni~ This would be really great for 
you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

It was nice to see you in the student union yesterday. This is just 
a reminder to send my letter or recommendation to the stu@ abroad 
office Thank you veW much for writing the letter, it is greatly 
appreciated. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  4:00 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Final Hours Worked for Student 

Dear Debby: The final hours worked by        amount to a total of 23 
hours. Please proceed to pay her since she is no longer working on the 
project. At this point, I do plan to hire another grad student to 
replace her who is affiliated with the political science department. 
Once he lets me know for sure that he wants to work, then I will have 
him contact you regarding payroll issues. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 14, 2006 5:25 PM 

submitupa@univpress.com 

CHARLENE B 2006.doc 

Dear Editor: Attached is a copy of my cv to accompany the previously 
submitted proposal on Black Actresses in the First FiI)z Years of 
Cinema. Will forward the book chapters in a separate email Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 14, 2006 5:32 PM 

submitupa@univpress.com 

Chapters-Black Actresses in the First Fifty Yeaxs of Cinema 

LOUISE BEAVERSUPSummer2005.doc 

Dear Editor: Attached are two chapters from my manuscript on Black 
Actresses in the First Fifty Years of Cinema. This material is being 
forwarded to accompany my previously submitted proposal. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
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LOUISE BEAVERS 

In the first half of the twentieth century, African American actresses were 

strategically positioned by Hollywood to elicit the gaze of primarily white spectators. 

They simultaneously served to enhance and embellish the white stars with whom they 

were paired. Constructed as a racial Other on screen, rendered as a racial Other off screen, 

and sometimes even Othered by the African American community, African American 

actresses responded in a variety of ways. 

Louise Beavers, who received widespread acclaim in the 1930s and 1940s, 

responded to her marginalization by negotiating her screen representations. Recognizing 

that limited screen roles were available to African American women, she utilized her 

histrionic talent to elevate her roles to a level of unquestionable dignity. Although she 

represented the quintessential "mammy" on screen, she became much more than the 

subservient figure signified by her screen roles. 

Brief Biography 

Louise Ellen Beavers was born March 8, 1902, in Cincinnati, Ohio, to Ernestine 

Monroe Beavers of Ohio and William M. Beavers, originally from Georgia. J In 1912, 

when Beaver’s mother, a schoolmarm in the Cincinnati public schools, began to have 

health problems, the family moved to Pasadena, California. While attending public 

schools in Pasadena, Louise Beavers reportedly played on the girl’s baseball team,2 but 
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one source notes that her early training for the theater was fostered by her music 

affiliations in the church, singing in the choir. By June of 1920,3 she worked as a dressing 

room attendant for a photographer and as a personal maid to white film star, Leatrice 

Joy.4 Later, Beavers performed with "The Lady Minstrels" - a group of young women 

who provided amateur productions and appeared on stage at the Lowes State Theatre. 

These appearances may have showcased Beavers’ talent and attracted the attention of 

studio executives. However, Beavers’ entrance into the cinema industry is clouded by two 

differing versions of her discovery. According to the Afro-American, Baltimore, after 

Beavers appeared with "The Lady Minstrels," she was recruited by an agent to audition 

for a role with Universal Studios.5 Yet, according to the Negro Digest in 11949, she was 

recruited after participating in an amateur contest held at the Philharmonic Auditorium in 

Los Angeles. Beavers is quoted as saying, 

I sang. I don’t know how good I was or how I even managed to get 
through the song. But I kept telling myself --- ’You’ve got to do it - 
you’ve got to!’ I sang a song called Pal ofMy OM Cradle Days. 
When the song ended, I didn’t even wait for the applause but the I stopped 
and turned to the audience again and bowed to my mother on the side of 
the auditorium. I blew her a kiss and left the stage. 

Beavers reports that a few days after her performance, she received a call from Charles 

Butler, affiliated with the Central Casting Bureau who recruited black actors to appear in 

Hollywood productions. Butler allegedly "discovered" Beavers after hearing her sing in 

7 this amateur contest and was responsible for her transition from the stage to the screen. 

On Butler’s recommendation, Beavers landed one of her first roles, in Uncle 7bra’s Cabin 

(1927).8 Universal studios called Beavers three times before she responded to their 

offers; she contended that she resisted "because of the African roles given to colored 
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people.’’9 Another version is that Butler invited her to audition for a role in Uncle "Ibm’s 

Cabin, that she auditioned and received the screen role, thus launching her acting career 

in the cinema industry. J0 However, other sources suggest that she was not given the part 

because she was deemed too young for the role.11 

Beavers had been reluctant to pursue an acting career, primarily because of the 

demeaning, parodic constructions of African Americans that dominated the black screen 

image. Articulating her objection, she asserted: ’~In all the pictures I had seen, they never 

used colored people for anything except savages - and I had no ambition to appear before 

the public in a G-String and an African smile. The costume seemed a little bit too sketchy 

for general use.’’12 However, although the exact number of her screen appearances 

remains in dispute, by the late 1930s she had worked in over 250 films.13 These are a 

testament to her talent and prolific career, and Beavers, while acknowledging that her 

screen roles were quintessential subservient ones, at least could say, °’I have never been 

called on to impersonate a savage!’’14 

Beavers’ most well known role was that of Delilah in Imitation of Life (1934). 

Following her appearance in this film, in 1936, Beavers married Robert Clark, a native of 

New York. Clark served as her manager by arranging Beavers’ twenty-week tours of 

theaters that she conducted annually,is After this marriage ended in divorce, Clark 

married a dancer, Anise Boyer,16 and Beavers later married Leroy Moore, an interior 

decorator; their marriage lasted until her death in 1962.17 It is ironic that although Beavers 

(herself an only child) never had children, on screen she played the black matriarch. 

Moreover, on screen she was a servant, but off screen she may have been a descendant of 

a powerful white patriarchy, for she often stated that her grandfather, James Monroe, was 
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a descendant of the former president, similarly titl ed. Beavers herself was interested in the 

political arena, as evident by her public support for political candidate, Richard Nixon, 

who later became a U.S. president.Is 

Beavers appeared in several screen roles with white actress, Mae West, and the 

two became close friends--a friendship that continued in the 1950s, when they appeared 

together on stage in Las Vegas. Also during this period, Beavers replaced Hattie 

McDaniel on the "Beulah" radio and tel evi sion shows. Beavers was one of few actresses 

who made the transition from film to television, appearing in other television shows such 

as "Cleopatra Collins" (1956), "The Hostess With the Mostest," (1957), "The Swamp 

Fox," (1959), and "You Bet Your Life," (1959-a Groucho Marx Production). 

Toward the end of her life, Beavers received two honors: in 1957, Beavers was 

inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame and became a board member in the 

Screen Actors Guild.19 During the early 1960s, she began to experience health problems 

due to the onset of diabetes. She died of a heart attack on October 26, 1962, at the Cedars 

of Lebanon Hospital in Los Angeles. 

African American and Mainstream Press Coverage of Beavers’ Role in 

Imitation of Life 

Following the release of Imitation of L(fe, one reviewer noted that Beavers was 

omitted from the advertising material, despite her unparalleled performance: "The star is 

hidden by the producers while the white players are given the ’write ups.’ But the truth 

comes out when the play is seen.’’2° 
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Despite such marginalization, Beavers’s performance, however, was widely 

acclaimed. A variety of publications recognized her talent and commented on her 

transformation from actress to screen star. For example, Crisis magazine stated: 

Everyone who sees Imitation of Life will agree that Miss Beavers "steals" 
the picture, even though two of filmland’s best box office bets--Claudette 
Colbert and Warren William are in the cast with her. That such a triumph 
should come to Miss Beavers demonstrates that a level head, a firm belief 
in one’s own possibilities, and a willingness to accept small, 
inconsequential parts and enact them well are necessary to climb from the 
level of mediocrity to a place of more than ephemeral distinction in motion 
pictures.21 

Complimenting Beavers’s talent and attesting to her ability to transform a subservient 

role into a starring role, the Motion Picture Herald stated that, "Miss Beavers comes very 

near to being the actual star of the picture, partially because her problem, as the Negro 

mother, is the more poignant of the picture’s dual themes.’’22 Variety, seemingly intended 

to give credit where credit was due but proved unable to escape its own preoccupation 

with race, observed that the "picture is stolen by the Negress, Louise Beavers, whose 

performance is masterly. This lady can troupe .... It is one of the most unprecedented 

personal triumphs for an obscure performer in the annals of a crazy business.’’23 Even 

Time magazine conceded that "the real heroine of Imitation of Life is not Bea Pullman 

but Aunt Delilah.’’24 In the same vein, the Negro Liberator asserted that "Claudette 

Colbert is billed as the star of the play. She isn’t. The honors belong to Louise Beavers 

and Fredi Washington.’’25 

The Pittsburgh Courier applauded Beavers’s talent while expressing their 

disappointment that she was denied an Oscar for her performance. Their revie~ver stated 

that "Claudette Colbert, talented, well directed, high salaried actress was the mistress of 
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Louise Beavers, daughter of American slaver},, but a born actress underpaid for her 

artistic ability by the screen Czars. Yet this actress stole the picture from her white sister 

on sheer acting ability. And the honorable judges just couldn’t take it--and didn’t.’’26 

These views were affirmed by the Negro Liberator which reported, "Claudette Colbert is 

billed as the star of the play. She isn’t. The honors belong to Louise Beavers and Fredi 

Washington.’’27 Apparently the African American press had hoped that their public 

lobbying on Beavers’s behalf would cause the Academy to recognize the merit of their 

reviews and award Beavers an Oscar for her outstanding performance. The Baltimore 

Afro-American observed that, "Should Louise Beavers Win Academy Award for Best 

Performance of [the] Year?’’28 the act would burnish the image of white Hollywood. This 

report continued, "the fact that the motion picture industr}, has not set aside racial 

prejudice in naming a [black] actress. I don’t see how it is possible to overlook the 

magnificent portray of that Negro actress, Louise Beavers.’’29 The Pittsburgh Courier 

reprinted an article that appeared in the California Graphic Magazine, which stated: "But, 

of course, the Academy could not recognize Miss Beavers. She is black!’’3° 

The African American press, reporting on Beavers’ s attendance at the Imitation of 

Life premiere, noted: "Surrounded by two enormous white men and their wives was 

Louise Beavers, wearing a black lace gown and a lovely seal trimmed with summer 

ermine. Miss Beavers was queen for a night and Hollywood paid her homage.’’3~ White 

and whiteness were encoded as privileged and empowered: white males were 

accompanied by wives; Beavers, with no male escort, was de-privileged and 

disempowered. However, in addition to commenting on her elegant attire, the press also 

noted that at the end of the film’s premiere Beavers attended Earl Dancer’s Tiempo Club 
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and was accompanied by a male companion, referred to as "Bob.’’32 According to 

Baltimore Afro-American, "It was to ’Bob’ that Miss Beavers sang ’someday 

Sweetheart.’ it was ’Bob’ who lifted whiskey sours in toasts to Louise. And it was ’Bob’ 

who took the wheel of Beavers’s new Cadillac sedan as the party disappeared into the fog 

early that morning. And a fight handsome devil, that ’Bob’ is!’’33 

The denial of the Oscar to Beavers was taken as a rejection of all African 

Americans whose talent had gone unrecognized and whose labor had been exploited. 

Beavers was embraced by the African American community, - but at the same time they 

were forced to acknowledge how she and other black actors were doubly coded, being 

forced to provide parodic constructions of the African American for the screen. 

Fourteen years later, when the film GoodSam (1948) was advertised in the 

Chicago Defender, the report read: "Academy Award Winner Louise Beavers [appears] 

with Gary Cooper and Ann Sheridan in Leo McCarey’s Good Sam.’’34 Beavers’s picture 

and the Academy award trophy were featured in the advertisement; the paper was 

apparently taking it upon itself to bestow the award upon Beavers, perhaps to repay her 

for the Academy’s oversight. 

Beavers Resists the Subservience Inscribed in Her On-Screen Role of Delilah 

On screen, Beavers was a signifier of opposition in her relationship with Peola. 

Off screen, she also embodied opposition: as an agent of political activism, she publicly 

articulated a defense of the roles she played. In response to criticism of her willingness to 

assume subservient roles and her objectification as a matriarchal figure, Beavers 

transformed her roles into such unparalleled performances that she subverted the gaze of 
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spectators. She was said to have deflected the gaze or "look" back onto the spectators and 

the stars with whom she was paired, all of whom were in awe of her talent. While 

Hollywood had deliberately constructed her as a racial Other, she managed in her own 

ingenious way to force spectators themselves into the position of Otherness. Her talent 

refracted the subservience implied by these roles. 

One example of Beavers’s public resistance to subsew’ience occurred during the 

making of lmitalion of Life in regards to a scene edited from the final version of the 

film. This scene focuses on Peola, who while on a train traveling South is approached by 

a black male. The man is then accused of accosting a "white" woman. When it is revealed 

that Peola is not white, the planned lynching is halted. Peola "rushes into the center of the 

mob and shouts: ’Stop! Stop! I’m a Nigger too.’’’35 The word "nigger" was scheduled to 

be used in the film, but Beavers met with the scenarist and asked for it to be removed 

because she found it offensive. Her protests became public knowledge and elicited a 

response from the NAACP, who sent a letter to the studio expressing their objection and 

stressing their support for Beavers. Because this had now become a political issue beyond 

the industry, studio officials proceeded to punish Beavers, whom they considered a 

troublemaker: "the next day the studio sent for her and had her repeatedly pronounce the 

word ’Negro’ and tested out its sound.’’37 Such punishments were intended to deter other 

African American artists in the industry from asserting themselves in the future. 

Anna Everett contends that despite such acts, the black press took "pride in 

divulging Beavers’ s pro-studio outspokenness, her failure to be accessible to her black 

audience, and her role in detracting from the community’s goal of racial uplift.’’38 Everett 

continues that 
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Ultimately, the attitude here is one of compromise. Beavers and other 
actors of stock black stereotypes are deemed entitled to earn a livelihood 
in Hollywood so long as they manifest their racial pride and solidarity off- 
screen when called on to do so. According to this logic, Beavers had failed 
miserably to separate the requirements of her public persona as a film star 
from her private responsibility as member of an oppressed minority 
community. Adding further to Beavers’s temporary ostraci sm in the black 
press was her dismissive attitude toward her black constituency, as 
reflected in the numerous unflattering quotes attributed to her that 
launched a good many black press missives against her.39 

These unflattering quotes are attributed to the misrepresentations that she received in the 

black press. It is true that Beavers was at times, alienated and ostracized by the black 

press, as were other artists who provided offensive representations. Yet some of her 

alienation can be attributed to misrepresentations that occurred with the black press. 

For example, when the Imitation of L~fe was shown at a screening for newspaper 

reporters, Beavers lobbied for members of the African American press to attend.4° 

Unfortunately, there was a misunderstanding, and the Baltimore Afro-American fal sely 

reported that she had expressed a disinterest in allowing them to attend and had even 

"snubbed" black reporters.41 In response to her alleged actions, the paper began to attack 

what they deemed to be her callous attitude: 

There is something pitiful and futile, something despicable and ignoble, 

something suicidal, certainly something that strikes awfully at the very 

base of the colored man’s economic status and racial self-respect when our 
own people forget their identity and perpetuate the policies that make them 
the butt of ridicule and enslavement by other races of the world.42 

Beavers had in fact attempted to embrace the black press and to articulate a plea to 

prevent African Americans from being further marginalized on screen. Defending her, the 
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Chicago Defender corrected the erroneous report and cautioned members of the African 

American press against circulating "malicious statements.’’43 Harry Levette insisted that, 

For not only is she in private life just like the kindly self-sacrificing race- 
loving ’Delilah’ of the screen but neither she, Universal Studio nor 
Pantages who showed the least disinterest for the Negro press. Mrs. C. A. 
Bass publisher of the California Eagle was sent passes from the theater; 
the Defender representative was sent sufficient [passes] for his party by 
Mr. Teddy McDonald, Universal’s publicity ace, and other local 
newspaper folk received recognition.44 

Such statements could damage the careers of black actors and might "endanger the future 

of the Race artists just now beginning to receive recognition as emotional actors.’’45 

Beavers’s acceptance of subservient roles caused her difficulties within the 

African American community, but she continued to defend her choice of roles. She 

declared: 

As for the characters, I think that somewhere one might find a person like 
Delilah, a person who would not be affected by any amount of money 
which might come to her. A person who would be content to go along her 
way as long as she was assured of a place to sleep, enough to eat and a big 
funeral at the end. But there was more to Delilah than that. There was the 
trait of faithfulness, devotion, her love for her white friend and her child.46 

Beavers understood that multiply positioned characters such as Delilah became signifiers 

of a variety of racial codes, which actors and actresses could manipulate and alter for their 

own purposes. As for the scene in lmitalion of Life when Delilah refuses an opportunity 

to become a partner in the business she helped create, Beavers exclaimed, "Let somebody 

walk up to me now and ask me ifI wanted $20,000 - I’d take it and ask what for.’’47 She 
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then added, "I am only playing the parts. I don’t live them.’’48 In Rainbow on the River 

(1936), she was forced to say "Negroes were happier in slavery"; Beavers declared: "I 

have no objection to playing the so-called ’Aunt Jemima’ roles, because they are period 

plays. I am an actress and interpret the characters as they are written.’’49 In Mr. Blanding~s 

Builds" His Dream House (1948), she was again positioned as a subservient, but this time 

her words and actions were central to the plot. In this film, it is the idea of the black 

maidservant Gussie (Beavers) that allows the white male advertising executive to excel in 

his profession: She exclaims, "Not ham! Wham! ... If you ain’t eating wham, you ain’t 

eating ham," and this becomes the slogan needed to revive his languishing career. This 

hints at the dependence of the white protagonist on the intelligence of his racial Other, in 

much the same way as in Imitation of Life. 

Beavers Endures Alienation from Black Theater Audiences and the Black Press 

Discussing how she negotiated these representations, Beavers stated: "While I 

might interpret the roles of ignorant people at times, I have heard it said that it takes 

intelligence to do such a part.’’5° However, African American spectators were not fully 

convinced. In Memphis in the late 1930s, Beavers’s scheduled appearances were greeted 

by small crowds. The press reported that "Many Beale streeters voiced their disapproval 

&the various roles played by Miss Beavers. Some said her portrayals belittle the Race.’’51 

Even lesser-known entertainers garnered larger crowds than she did - perhaps because 

some in the African American community were offended by her continual "mammy" 

roles,s2 Beavers was evidently disappointed and disturbed by her poor reception in 
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Memphis. When she toured Dallas, she expressed great appreciation of her reception 

there: "I have been more cordially received in Dallas than any other city in which I have 

made a personal appearance.’’53 

This generally ambivalent reception among African American audiences was 

echoed in the black press. On the one hand, the press viewed Beavers as a signifier of 

black advancement in the cinema world, despite the marginalized roles she assumed. On 

the other hand, they castigated her for these roles and seldom embraced her as a leader in 

the movement to improve the black screen image. Seeking to improve their own plight 

and that of their constituency, members of the African American press were divided. 

Some saw their mission as hampered by conspiring with the white patriarchal inscriptions 

of these representations; others felt it necessary to compromise the black screen image in 

order to achieve some level of progress. Their ambivalence can perhaps be seen in a 1942 

press photo of Beavers wearing a handkerchief on her head, with an apron around her 

waist, but positioned next to a white woman similarly dressed as a maid. The caption 

reads, "What’s Wrong with This Portrayal?’’54 in a further example, the Baltimore Afro- 

American decried Beavers’s absence from the list of nominees for board members of the 

Screen Actors Guild in the late 1940s but referred to her as the "Buxom elfin-face[d] 

Louise Beavers," thus sexualizing and marginalizing her.ss Everett concurs that 

the press successfully navigated the choppy economic waters between 
agitating for black performers’ rights to work in Hollywood and critical 
appraisals of films casting black actors in stereotypical roles. The papers 
were cognizant of the risks associated with alienating Hollywood, 
especially where the matter often pivoted on calls for access to studio 
publicity departments or strident insistence on black performers’ 
employment opportunities. The press understood as well the unlikelihood 
of meaningful change without the demand for it.s(s 
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Beavers Alienated and Marginalized by the Cinema Industry 

Beavers faced more threatening tacti cs from the industry itself, and came 

dangerously close to having her career obliterated. As had happened to other African 

American actors, her parts began to be edited out of the final version more and more 

frequently, thanks to "certain busy body censors."57 She also found it difficult to acquire 

roles commensurate with her talent. According to the Baltimore Afro-American "after 

Imitation of L~fe she automatically was elevated into the featured player class, [but] 

casting directors stopped employing her, since that meant paying her considerably more 

money. In other words, she promoted herself out of the maid roles which she did so 

effectively and frequently.’~Ss African American actresses found themselves in a double- 

bind: they were vilified if they succeeded, and vilified if they failed. Beavers received less 

money for her roles, such as the one in No Time.for Comedy (1940, alternately titled Gt~y 

~Tth A Grin) where she was cast as Clementine - the black maid to Linda Esterbrook 

(Rosalind Russell). In this film, Linda is the leading lady in Gaylord Esterbrook’s (James 

Stewart) first Broadway play for which he receives critical acclaim. Taking on Linda as 

his wife and in view of the success he has achieved, Gaylord is then encouraged to 

abandon comedy and produce a tragedy: an act that nearly results in the destruction of his 

marriage as well as his professional career. As for Beavers’s role, reports note that her 

hands had been contracted for several weeks at a large salalT, but the studios, after 

utilizing a close-up of her hands, substituted a male extra, Benny Washington, for the 

additional scenes. The fact that Beavers’s hands were used rather than Beavers herself 

was insulting but even more insulting is when this small scene was substituted by a male 
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figure. This was a cost-cutting measure for the studios, no doubt, but an insult to 

Beavers.s9 Because this film was not accessible for viewing, little is actually known of 

Beavers’s contribution to the film. 

Denigrated on screen, Beavers also was denigrated off screen. For example, the 

Baltimore Afro American reported: 

One day she parked her automobile near the studio and when she returned, 
it had been stolen. In great haste, she went into the lunchroom, seized the 
telephone and directed her mother, in an excited manner, to find the 
license number and call the police. While she was talking, a young 
Southern white woman, waiting for the phone, drawled impatiently to the 
effect that it was a shame that any woman who wasn’t white should be 
hogging the phone and what would happen to her if she were down South. 
Miss Beavers overheard her .... she approached the white woman, some 
words were passed, and in the twinkling of an eye, Miss Beavers had 
reached out and slapped the white woman. Astonished and pained, the 
Southern girl looked around among the other white diners and asked: "Are 
you going to let her do that to a white woman?" Nobody in the cafe 
stirred.6° 

To deny the subservience implied in her screen roles, Beavers often affirmed her 

blackness and applauded whites who were supportive of African Americans. Writing 

about Beavers, Lula Jones Garrett wrote: "She likes Mae West, with whom she has 

played in She Done Him Wrong because Miss West never does anybody wrong, and 

especially does right by always having some colored actors in her pictures. She likes 

Universal for the same reason, because colored actresses and actors get much 

consideration.’’61 She also appeared in all-black-cast films, such as Dark Manhattan 

(1937) produced by the Million Dollar Production Company.62 During the Second World 

War, Beavers, like many black entertainers (e.g., Rex Ingram, Ben Carter, Nina Mae 

63 McKinney), attended a rally to boost the morale of soldiers preparing for the war. 
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Undeniably, she utilized her position - albeit a position that was questionable to many in 

the community - to support causes that were instrumental to advancing African 

Americans. 

Despite the public image that she developed as a result of her screen career, 

Beavers was not a "natural" for subservient roles. She had come from Cincinnati and then 

migrated to California, and was far removed from the southern mammy types she often 

portrayed on screen. In fact, because she had never lived in the South, "she had to learn 

the Negro dialect just as one learns a foreign language. ’I couldn’t even understand the 

language.., but I kept studying, reading books, and poems and finally mastered the 

dialect sufficiently to use [it] in screen roles.’’’64 She also had limited experience as a 

servant. She suggested in a 1935 interview that the only domestic work she had ever 

performed off screen was while employed as a maid to white actress Leatrice Joy in the 

early 1920s and that she did not possess the cooking skills customarily associated with 

maid’s roles.65 She confided that "it took her five days to learn to flip pancakes, during 

which time she became so tired of batter and griddles and turner that she swore she would 

never touch another pancake as long as she lived.’’66 

Beavers Assumes an Assertive Posture Off-the-Screen and Thwarts her 

Political Power 

Beavers’s resistance to her screen representations and her dissociation from them 

was apparent when she was forced to appear in court for a lawsuit involving an 

automobile accident. Because Beavers was working on a film, she appeared in court in a 

maid’s uniform, but as the press reported, "the famous actress was accompanied by her 
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personal maid.’’67 Flaunting the fact that in real life she was not a maid, but instead 

employed one, Beavers created her own image, that of a woman of means. She was also a 

firm follower of the Christian Science philosophy, a religious belief and practice 

diametrically opposite to the religious fervor she displayed in the role of Delilah.68 Unlike 

most of her on screen characterizations, where she was denied a male companion, off 

screen she was married twice. 

Beavers’s public support of black institutions that have operated in the public 

interests of blacks attempting to achieve equality and democracy was apparent when she 

endorsed Robert S. Abbott, editor of the Chicago Defender and his newspaper. According 

to the Defender_, "To [Beavers] the work of Editor Robert S. Abbott in building the 

Chicago Defender into an institution is the greatest single accomplishment the country 

can boast. ’I’ve loved that man for years though I had never seen him.’"69 That she 

publicly supported and endorsed one of the most vigilant organs designed to achieve 

equality for African Americans during a period when many were denied a voice speaks to 

her allegiance to causes and institutions that Africans Americans embraced. 

However, Beavers’s political views provoked considerable debate, particularly 

later in her career. Richard Nixon’s "first campaign for public office was launched in 

Louise’s Los Angeles home.., with Irene Dunne co-sponsor.’’7° Beavers, defending her 

support of Nixon, once said, "I’m not really partisan in my politics, but I’m for Dick 

Nixon all the way.’’71 She thus endorsed a political figure who would become anathema 

within the African American community. This either speaks to Nixon’s skill at exploiting 

Beavers to try to gain African American support, or reveals her political naivete. Perhaps 

she genuinely supported him early in his political career, believing that he demonstrated 
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some sympathy for African Americans. IfNixon viewed Beavers as being ideologically 

consistent with the subservient roles she played, then he would have assumed that she 

was the "pleasant, likeable Negro [maid] -- plump and happy and quick to laugh.’’72 An 

image that allowed her to make the transition to television when she replaced Hattie 

McDaniel in the Beulah television series in the 1950s, following McDainel’s declining 

health. 

Early Screen Roles 

However, her most visible role of the decade was in Coquette (1929), with white 

actress Mary Pickford,73 a film that established Beavers as a leading African American 

actress despite the fact that she was cast in a "mammy" role. This solidified her screen 

persona forever and reinforced preexisting notions about race, but perhaps she 

rationalized that this was less disturbing than playing a "jungle savage." Far too often it 

was these one-dimensional representations that American cinema popularized and that 

played into what Homi K Bhabha characterizes as the "colonial stereotype." Bhabha 

relates that "it is the force of ambivalence that gives the colonial stereotype its currency: 

ensures its repeatability in changing historical and discursive conjunctures; informs its 

strategies of individuation and marginalization: produces that effect of probablistic truth 

and predictability which, for the stereotype, must always be in excess of what can be 

empirically proved or logically construed.’’74 Unfortunately, African American spectators 

witnessed a virtually endless parade of such representations, to their detriment. 

Beavers, however, signified much more than the black subservient: she became 

the embodiment of hypersexuality, a trait that filmmakers wanted to disengage from 
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white women. It was believed that if thi s (immoral) trait were overtly attributed to white 

women, it would disrupt preexisting notions about the purity of white womanhood. 

Therefore, hypersexuality was displaced onto the white woman’s Other--her black 

servant. Affirming this position, Sander Gilman (whose study was confined to artistic 

representations yet whose views have countenance for black screen representation) writes 

that, in "’The Servant’ the overt sexuality of the black child [in this instance black maid] 

indicates the covert sexuality of the white woman .... ,75 Thus Beavers not only overtly 

signified the sexuality that white women were not allowed to have, but her roles served a 

multiplicity of purposes that went beyond embelli shing the characterizations of the white 

women with whom she was paired. Her unique subj ect position, while seemingly 

disengaging her from the films’ plots, in fact caused her to be quite central to their 

narrative development: in most of these films, she was paired on screen with white 

heroines who were either fatalistic femmes or were rebelling against social tyranny. 

An example of this can be seen in Coquette, in which Beavers is cast as the 

mammy figure for Norma Besant (Pickford). Norma, an upper-class fatalistic femme, is 

in love with a man from the lower classes. Her father, Dr. John Besant, objects to the 

relationship because of the class difference. As tension mounts, her father and her fiancee 

engage in a duel, resulting in her fiancee’ s death and the incarceration of her father who 

faces murder charges. Although ostensibly a romance, Coquette really foregrounds class 

differences and attempted to reduce them to binary opposites--upper and lower. At the 

trial, Norma testifies on behalf of her father, despite her ambivalence toward him. But 

there is a curious twist: at the trial’s end, having witnessed his daughter on the stand 

fabricating a story to secure his liberation, the father is so overwhelmed with guilt that he 
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commits suicide in the courtroom by shooting himself. Here the white male is rendered a 

tragic figure in order to diffuse the sympathy that other~vise would have been reserved for 

the heroine. 

As Julia, the mammy figure in Coq~wtte, Beavers is constructed as much as a 

maternal figure as she is as a subservient. As the narrative unfolds, we learn that Norma is 

motherless. Julia automatically becomes a surrogate mother to Norma, for maternalism is 

inherent in the mammy figure. Julia is multiply positioned: she serves as Norma’s black 

racial Other as ~vell as her servant - a position reinforced not only through her uniform, 

but also by her association with the kitchen (she appears wearing a handkerchief on her 

head and an apron around her waist). The film establishes the kitchen as Julia’s territory; 

yet it is this space in which she exerts control, power, and authority. This is evident when 

Norma’s brother Jimmy, an excited and impatient adolescent, rushes in to hurry Julia and 

demands that she increase her pace with his command "to shake a leg." Responding to his 

demands and demonstrating that she is in power there, she retorts emphatically that she 

does not intend to "shake a leg for anyone." 

This dialogue is a not-so-subtle attempt to reduce the black subservient to her 

body. Bhabha contends that "the construction of the colonial subj ect in discourse, and the 

exercise of colonial power through discourse, demands an articulation of forms of 

difference - racial and sexual. Such an articulation becomes crucial if it is held that the 

body is always simultaneously inscribed in both the economy of pleasure and desire and 

the economy of discourse, domination and power.’’76 The "shake a leg" remark suggests 

how the black woman is reduced to her body and sexuality. Donald Bogle points to 

Beavers’s size as a ~vay by which she commodified the quintessential mammy figure and 
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contends that Beavers "came to prominence portraying overweight mammy figures ready 

to take on the troubles &the world. Beavers was a big-boned woman, dark, full-faced, 

wide hipped. She perfected the optimistic, sentimental black woman whose sweet, sunny 

disposition and kindheartedness almost always saved the day.’’77 Yet while Beavers, as 

Julia, is deliberately constructed as unattractive when contrasted with the white screen 

star, she at the same time becomes symbolic of the sexuality denied to white women in 

that she is allowed to embody the hypersexuality that they are not allowed to possess (i.e. 

making sexually explicit remarks that white actresses would not dare articulate) and 

epitomizes the black racial Other. 

More importantly, if Julia’s size accentuates the emotional effect that she arouses, 

then she similarly signifies emotionalism by exerting a calming effect in times of 

emotional intensity. As Julia is hurried by Jimmy, she serves as a device to alter the 

emotional intensity of the film, and becomes an agent for transmitting that intensity. 

Richard Dyer argues that "whiteness is related to blackness, materially and emotionally 

dependent on it, yet still holding sway over it.’’7~ 

A more subtle example of how Julia is multiply positioned as the maternal figure 

and the black racial Other is her role as a surrogate male for the male figure denied to 

Norma. This is not to argue that Julia is masculinized, but if we consider Freud’s position 

that the woman is predetermined by her lack, then Julia is a surrogate male figure in the 

absence of a male figure for Norma. This position is further supported by Laura Mulvey’s 

suggestion that "it is her lack that produces the phallus as a symbolic presence, it is her 

desire to make good the lack that the phallus signifies.’’79 It is conceivable that Norma is 

preoccupied with her lack, which in this instance refers to the male character she desires 
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but is denied. Thus the black maid often serapes to fill this void in the absence of a male 

figure for her white employer. Yet when the male figure enters the picture, the maid 

usually disappears or remains in the background. 

Michael, Norma’s fiancee, is characterized as wild, unstable, and unemployable; 

he is rendered as an Other, albeit not a racial one. His Otherness is palpable in his speech, 

style, and dress; he is juxtaposed to the other white males in the film and their class 

differences are heightened. But what is particularly interesting is that Michael’s speech 

closely resembles black dialect - raising the question of whether his voice has been 

dubbed by an African American. That white characters have been constructed to 

personify blackness is certainly tenable in view of Joel Williamson’s position on Rhett 

Butler (played by Clark Gable) in Gone with the Wind, Linda Williams’ subtle 

suggestions regarding the character of Scarlett in the same film, and Richard Dyer’s 

indirect interpretation of Bette Davi s as the protagonist of Jezebel. In order to render 

Michael different, an Other, the filmmakers seem to have constructed him to approximate 

blackness. Moreover, he is tall, dark in complexion, and dressed in dark clothing. 

Michael’s positioning (blackness being a signifier of the underprivileged class) makes him 

a threat to whiteness (which signifies privilege). Although race is not a primary thematic 

in Coquette, if spectators are made to perceive Michael as approximating blackness, then 

his desire for the white beaut}, intensifies the conflict. Norma, overtly signifies whiteness: 

A blonde, she is dressed only in white or light colors. A signifier &beauty and sexuality, 

she wears low-cut, sleeveless dresses, parades in pearls, and flounces about in frills and 

lace. If Michael approximates blackness, then he is equated on some level with the only 

black character in the film, Julia. And if Michael is equated with Julia, then it is arguable 
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that Julia comes to symbolize the male figure denied to Norma. That the black maid 

serves as the surrogate male figure in the absence of male figure is supported if we 

entertain that Julia and Michael symbolically represent the male figure that Norma 

desires. 

As Julia, Beavers often assumes her myriad positions simultaneously. This is 

evident in a climactic scene in which Michael returns to visit Norma after having been 

absent for several months trying to earn money for marriage and to prove his worth to her 

father. Michael secretly enters a party attended by Norma so that the two can be reunited. 

Norma cannot publicly admit to her affair with Michael, so she leaves the party with him 

and they seek refuge in a cabin owned by his mother. As the two leave the cabin in the 

early morning hours, however, they are observed. Michael proposes to silence rumors of 

an illicit affair by suggesting to Norma’s father that he grant permission for them to 

marry. Enraged by the proposition, Dr. Besant vows to bring a resolution to Michael’s 

pursuit of his daughter and retrieves his gun. Michael leaves the house disillusioned by 

the father’s violent confrontation. 

Fearing for the life of her lover, Norma succumbs to despair and has to be 

comforted by Julia. Julia embraces Norma and reassures her that "your mammy 

understands." Norma even sits on Julia’s lap, simulating the mother-child position, while 

pouting out her grief, declaring that she is no longer a "coquette" - as beauty, purity, 

chastity, and virginity are all inscribed onto whiteness in this scene. The way in which 

Norma is comforted by Julia, re-invokes the mother-child positioning alluded to by Julia 

Lesage in her critique &Broken Blossoms (19116). Lesage suggests that if the female is 

constructed in the liminal position between childhood and adulthood, her sexual 
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exploitation becomes more understandable and problematized.8° Therefore, when Norma 

sits in the lap of Julia, she simulates the half-child/half-adult position and by doing so, 

reflects her vulnerability and innocence which explains why she is likely to be the victim 

of a sexual assault yet, in this instance, sexualized. Perhaps Julia is strategically inserted 

at this point to diffuse the increasing emotional intensity leading up to Michael’s death. 

Her embrace of Norma becomes a substitute both for the dead mother’s embrace and for 

Michael’s embrace, an embrace that presumably took place in the cabin, off screen, 

because Norma could not be shown in that scene - a scene in which she is sexualized, as 

she is a signifier of the purity of white womanhood. 

After Michael is wounded by Norma’s father and later dies, Norma is comforted 

by Julia. As Julia witnesses Michael’s death in the presence of Jimmy (Norma’s brother) 

and Stanley (a suitor who is acceptable to her father’s class interests but whose advances 

she has spurned), Norma again seeks refuge in the arms of Julia. All of these scenes 

demonstrate Julia’s multiple positioning: simultaneously representing blackness, 

signifying the sexuality denied to white women, sew’ing as a surrogate mother to Norma, 

and becoming symbolic of the male embrace. By providing emotional support during her 

distress, Julia as the racial Other enables Norma to come to terms with the emotional void 

that the deaths of her mother, her father, and Michael have created. 

With this, her, first major film, Beavers established a pattern of multiple 

positioning--a pattern that would be replicated in all of her later screen roles. As the 

black subservient, she not only commodified blackness, embodied subservience, signified 

maternalism, interjected emotional balance, and connoted sexuality, she also signified the 

male figure that white women were denied or lacked.81 According to Bogle, Beavers 
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assumed the roles of"cheerful, nafve maids and companions [who] were always there to 

soothe, never to rock the boat. Perhaps it is the unyielding gentleness and submissiveness 

of her heroines that make them seem less complex and invigorating.’’82 The traits alluded 

to by Bogle may have been borrowed from her own personality. Newspaper columni st 

Lillian Johnson wrote: 

Personally Miss Beavers is just splendid, just as fine as she appears on 
screen, but she also has a charm all her own, which needs no screen role 
for recognition. She has a very pleasing personality, one that draws people 
to her instantly and makes them feel that they are meeting a friend instead 
of a Hollywood star. 

In a way, Beavers’s personality transcended her screen persona. Within the context of 

white Hollywood cinema, a black body or black presence was used to transmit a variety 

of messages that would allow spectators to explore their own racial idiosyncrasies and 

fears. This is what Otherness afforded in all of its ambivalence. According to Bhabha, 

without the attribution of ambivalence to relations of power/knowledge, to 

calculate the traumatic impact of the return of the oppressed -those 

terrifying stereotypes of savagery, cannibalism, lust and anarchy which are 

the signal points of identification and alienation, scenes of fear and desire, 

in colonial texts. It is precisely this function of the stereotype as phobia 

and feti sh that, according to Fanon, threatens the closure of the 

racial/epidermal schema for the colonial subj ect and opens the royal road 
to colonial fantasy.84 

Beavers provided the vehicle by which Holly~vood could experiment with 

blackness. She was again cast as the companion (Pearl), to a white actress in She Done 

Him Wrong~ (1933). In this film, the white protagonist Lady Lou is played by Mae West, 

who challenges the white patriarchy through her assertiveness and alluring sexuality. She 

is a nightclub performer who moves between two worlds--the world of legality and 
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morality, and the other world of illegality and immorality. Although thi s is a woman’s 

picture and men are objectified as part of the landscape of Lou’s world, Lou is 

nonetheless also rendered as an obj ect of the gaze. She becomes a signifier of male desire 

and a symbol of female sexuality. 

The plot of She Done Him liVrong revolves around Lady Lou, who manipulates 

men in order to claim her space and territory. When an imprisoned lover, professing his 

love for Lou, escapes prison to retrieve her, he kills another suitor in the process. In the 

meantime, in his absence Lady Lou reconstructs a life for herself by establishing new 

relationships with other males through her connections with the underworld and by 

elevating her career as a nightclub performer. Even Lou herself is reduced to committing 

murder when she accidentally kills a j ealous female competitor in a dispute that erupts 

when the other woman’s lover succumbs to Lofts overwhelming appeal. As police raid 

the nightclub seeking Lou’s ex-lover, the escaped murderer, they discover an illegal 

operation involving the manufacture of counterfeit money. The police proceed to arrest 

the club patrons, all but Lady Lou. She manages to elude the authorities because she is 

rescued by an infatuated policeman (Cary Grant). The film ends with the club patrons 

heading for jail, while Lou and her policeman head for marriage. 

in order to examine Beavers’s role as Pearl, the black subservient and Lady Lou’s 

racial Other, it is necessary to first examine Lady Lou as a signifier of white femaleness. 

Laura Mulvey contends that "the free and easy approach to sex epitomized by the ’new 

woman’ reached its zenith in the pre-Code raciness and sexual self-sufficiency of screen 

heroines .... Mae West has now become emblematic of this period.’’85 Thus, West 

signified the newly liberated woman in that she was sexualized, she exerted power and 
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control over males, she represented independence, assertiveness, and aggressiveness, but 

most of all, she appeared invincible. Moreover, she was white and blonde and therefore 

epitomized Eurocentric standards of beauty. She was somewhat stout, exhibiting what 

Dyer referred to as "undulating contours,’’86 and her tight gowns accentuated her large 

bust and wide hips. It is interesting that in She Done Him Wrong, West’s black servant, 

Pearl, is similarly stout; codes associated with black female sexuality (possessing large 

hips, etc.) could then be displaced onto Lady Lou, rendering her even more sexually 

alluring, even hypersexualized. Lou’s sexuality in She Done Him l!~ong is accentuated by 

her deep voice. Speaking with her mouth partially closed, she provocatively asks "Why 

don’t you come up and see me sometime?" This question, which became Mae West’s 

trademark, is followed in the film with "and I’ll read our fortune." Proud of her exploits 

and skill, Lou even declares, "Once I get them, they’re branded." That West is paired 

with her black maid, speaks to the fact that "West also participates in complicated cross- 

racial identifications with blackness that are key to her transgressive image.’’87 

in the film, Lou is always elegantly dressed, suggesting power and authority 

without denying sexuality, but her grandeur is excessive, and this undermines her 

representation of the new liberality. Perhaps this was a deliberate device by the 

filmmakers to undermine the liberality while ostensibly portraying its screen icon. As Lou 

flaunts long, tight-fitting gowns, feathered hats, gloves, and jewels and strategically 

positions her hands on her hips to draw attention to her sexuality, she is perhaps too 

successful. But even more important are the symbols of white male authority and power 

that she wields--a (jeweled) walking cane and cigarettes, subtly suggesting masculinity. 

it has been argued that Lou, as played by West, appears more like a male in drag than a 
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liberated woman, unless liberation means assuming male characteristics. Mary Ann 

Doane has observed that Lou appears to be "masquerading" her femininity.88 But if her 

femininity is a masquerade, then so, too, is her masculinity. Molly Haskell notes of West 

that, 

In her size, her voice, her boisterous one-liners, and her swagger, there was 
something decidedly, if parodistically, masculine. But she was a woman, 
and she thus stretched the definition of her sex. Those who obj ect that in 
her masculinity (and her maternalism) she reinforced the myth of male 
supremacy (phallic, imperialist, sexist) in the cinema fail to see that it is 
the valuation of the sex itself, male over female, rather than their inherent 
qualities, which is the basis of structural inequality.89 

Adding to these views, Tania Modelski argues that such masculinization of 

women supports Judith Butler’s prediction of gender trouble "in which gender, anatomy, 

and performance are at odds with one another [and] does not necessarily result in the 

subversive effects claimed for it.’’9° Thus Lou in fact demonstrates how issues of gender 

and performance become confused. When gender is complicated by race, Modelski 

continues, "the black woman is seen either as too literally a woman (reduced to her 

biology and her biological functions) or in crucial ways not really a woman at all.’’9~ As 

for Lou, she is reduced to her body, implying that she is "too literally" a woman. At the 

same time, she is constructed as "not really a woman at all" because of her own 

masculinization and her association with her black screen foil. Therefore, the white 

woman’s liberation as embodied by Lou is ultimately claimed by males; and ifLou 

becomes associated with blackness through her black racial Other, then she al so signifies 

the ambiguity reflected in the black woman’s image. 
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In She Do~te Him W)’ong, Lou’s persona is complemented by the presence of her 

black maidservant Pearl, who also is well dressed in her maid’s white pinafore and 

ruffled headpiece. Pearl expresses delight in the fact that she works for Lady Lou, a 

woman of stature and wealth, with men falling at her feet. Of course, Pearl also is 

delighted by the diamonds Lou parades in. Making herself indispensable, Pearl unzips 

Lou’s dress, carries her packages, and straightens the ruffles of her long gown. it is of 

interest to note that in attending to Lou’s most personal needs - unzipping her dress, 

preparing her bath, removing her shoes, undressing her behind a screen - Pearl reinforces 

how sexuality is linked with blackness.92 Pamela Robertson observes that "West is clearly 

the boss and center of attention. The maids frame her and set off the whiteness as well as 

the whiteness of the room .... West’ s conversation with her black maids, however, 

masks racial difference by focusing on gender [and] simultaneously foregrounds her 

racial difference from the maids and her gendered identification with them.’’93 

When Lou remarks to Pearl that "the wolf is at her door," Pearl responds that 

while this may be the case, this wolf is certainly unlike the wolf (economic hardship) that 

frequents her own door. The self and Other share in their sameness and their difference: 

Lou and Pearl at times mirror each other; at other times they are in direct contrast. Black 

maidservants also came to signify the intellectual incompetence attributed to women by 

men. The white woman is allowed to displace her lack of intellect onto her black racial 

Other. For example, Pearl is slow to respond and lacks the skill to manipulate men in the 

same manner as Lou. This is similarly displayed in Imitation of Life between Miss Bea 

and her black maid, Delilah. When Lou summons her maid, Pearl responds that she has 

been asleep - the slow response is designed to play upon the stereotype of the African 
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American’s perceived mental inferiority, while suggesting the white screen star’s mental 

superiority. 

While allowing the white female to seek refuge intellectually through her black 

Other, Pearl similarly becomes a foil to the white screen actress, in that like Lady Lou she 

is somewhat masculinized. According to the Freudian view of the female as troubled by 

the lack of a phallus (which in this film could be read as the lack of a stable male figure), 

Pearl stands as a surrogate for the stable male figure denied to Lou. Pearl appears to have 

been masculinized for the film: as is apparent in a close-up, a light moustache has been 

applied to her upper lip. While the film masculinizes both the black woman (not by 

choice) and the white woman (by choice), it continues to position them to elicit the male 

gaze. At the film’s conclusion, Lou is finally united with a stable male figure, the 

policeman referred to earlier in the film as "talk, dark, and handsome." Pearl, on the other 

hand, curiously disappears from the film. Lou now has a stable male figure in her life, and 

so her surrogate male (Pearl) is no longer needed. However, even this refeminizing of 

Lou suggests that the liberation of women depends on males. 

In Forty-Second Street (1933), Beavers is again multiply positioned and becomes 

vital to the development of the white female protagonist, with whom she is paired - in 

this case, Bebe Daniels. As for this film, Beavers is utilized less to embody or mirror the 

hypersexualization of the white actress and more to regulate the emotional intensity of the 

film, but she again serves as a surrogate maternal figure. 

For~v-Second Street centers on another fatalistic femme, this time a stage 

performer, Dorothy (Bebe Daniels) launches an ill-fated romance with the show’s elderly 

producer, Abner (Guy Kibbee), while maintaining her affection for a younger male. The 
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romantic conflict develops within the larger context of the film’s narrative, which focuses 

on a stage director’s ability to match his previous success despite having suffered 

emotional and psychological stress. Dorothy is the director’s leading actress who suffers 

an ankle injury while performing onstage and is replaced by a less-well-known actress, 

thus j eopardizing the show’s success. Dorothy’s absence from the production reunites her 

with her young lover and allows her to dissolve her relationship with the elderly producer, 

who had planned to replace her when he learned of her romantic affair. 

The play within the film is entitled "Pretty Lady," a title designed to valorize 

Dorothy’s star status and to signify the desirability and sexuality embodied by this white 

Hollywood actress. Dorothy is elegantly dressed, adorned in jewels, a mink wrap, a veiled 

hat, and gloves. Her elegance is accentuated by the film’s choreographer, Busby Berkeley, 

who utilizes chorus girls instead of the black maidservant to signify the 

hypersexualization associated with the white screen star but ultimately denied to the star. 

For example, the chorus girls auditioning for the stage show are instructed to elevate their 

skirts to display their legs; the camera then pans an endless display of legs, clearly 

sexualizing these women and reducing them to their bodies. Their commodification as 

sex obj ects and their reduction to the body is again apparent when one of the stage 

producers remarks, "We need a girl who can count to forty without a pad or pencil." The 

implication of course is that because these women lack intellect their only useful assets 

are their bodies. 

it is the second half of the film before the black maidservant is introduced, a 

practice used by many Hollywood productions. Such productions often featured black 

actors only in cameo appearances or appearances well into the latter half of the picture. 
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Beavers’s first appearance in the film comes in a scene when the producer announces the 

day before the play’ s opening that the show must be moved to another city. Taken by 

surprise, Dorothy exits the stage, still holding her coffee cup, but Beavers, dressed in a 

black uniform with white collar, cuffs, and apron takes the cup from her. Beavers’s 

deliberate insertion at this point in the film suggests that she has been introduced to alter 

the emotional intensity of the film, since Dorothy’s resistance to traveling to another city 

could threaten the survival of the show. In fact, Beavers always appears at climactic 

points in this film, though, interestingly she remains unnamed throughout the picture. 

As the black racial Other, Beavers is deemed vital and central to Dorothy’s 

development, in spite of her subservience. When Dorothy sings on stage and her 

performance is interrupted because she has forgotten a handkerchief that is part of her 

costume, it is Beavers who provides the handkerchief, which suggests that Dorothy’s 

performance would be incomplete without her. Again, Beavers is used as a calming 

element prior to the film’s emotional apogee when Dorothy sings on stage surrounded by 

an entourage of men strategically positioned to heighten her sexuality. After Dorothy’ s 

performance, she is greeted by Beavers, who remarks "You nearly was elegant Mi ss 

Brye." Beavers’s presence again signals a shift in the film’s emotional intensity: as 

Dorothy becomes distraught that she has not received the phone calls she desired from her 

lover and begins a tirade. When Abner, the show’s producer, attempts to enter Dorothy’s 

dressing room, it is Beavers who halts him. This is symbolic of Dorothy’s romantic 

rej ection of Abner. Thus Beavers becomes a stand-in for Dorothy, converting her 

mistress’ s intent into action. 
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In Forty-Second Street, Beavers again serves as a surrogate for the male figure 

denied to the female protagonist. Because of Dorothy’s relationship with Abner - a 

relationship she had launched for the purpose of advancing her career - she is without the 

male figure she truly desires. When Dorothy rej oins her lover, Beavers again disappears 

from the film. As Forty-SecondStreet ends, the elegantly dressed chorus girls dance on a 

rotating stage and the camera gazes through a pyramid of legs. This scene is designed to 

obj ectify women and to hint at Dorothy’s hypersexualization now that she is reunited 

with the male of her desire. 

Throughout her film career, Beavers was often paired with white fatalistic femmes 

- a linking that is both figurative, as blackness is associated with darkness or tragedy, and 

literal, in that Beavers herself could be viewed as tragic because she portrayed the 

quintessential mammy figure. By extension, because of her blackness, she becomes an 

agent for transforming white womanhood on screen. In 14~hat Price Hollyrr’ood (1932) she 

was paired with Constance Bennett, who starred as Mary Evans, an aspiring actress who 

is working as a waitress when she captures the attention of an alcoholic Hollywood 

producer. Although elevated to movie star status, she loses her husband to divorce, she 

loses a friend (the film producer who launched her career) to suicide, and she loses her 

reputation in the Hollywood community. At the film’s end, Mary’s stardom is 

transmogrified and she is persecuted by the same press that had earlier elevated her film 

career. Her fate suggests that stardom results in tragedy for any females who aspire to act, 

since they will ultimately fall victim to a male-dominated industry and become tragic 

figures. 
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In What Price Hollywood, Mary’s star status is constructed so that she becomes a 

signifier of desire and beauty. In the opening scene Mary flips through movie magazines 

fantasizing about stardom. She is foregrounded through close-up shots of photographs of 

Hollywood stars displayed on the covers of these magazines. As she dreams of becoming 

a star, the magazine comes to symbolize a mirror. Jacques Lacan’s mirror-image thesis 

would suggest that Mary is engaging in attempts to transform herself into the Other.94 For 

example, as the magazine advertises silk stockings for women, the camera foregrounds a 

woman’s legs; this photo is then superimposed on Mary as she eases into her hose. The 

camera zooms in on her face while she applies lipstick, suggesting her sexualization. 

These visual codes are reinforced with verbal codes. Two elderly women whom Mary 

serves in a restaurant comment on her unmistakable beauty and affirm for her that she is 

bound to be cast in pictures some day. In this same setting, she becomes acquainted with 

a film producer (Max Carey) who elevates her to stardom resulting in the press promoting 

her as a "devastating blonde beauty" (blondeness commonly associated with beauty and 

whiteness). 95 

Prior to Beavers’s appearance in the film, African American actor Eddie 

(Rochester) Anderson appears as Max’s valet. He functions on screen as the white male’s 

racial Other, strategically inserted to provide comic relief and becomes a signifier of 

black maleness. His introduction nearly prepares us for Beavers’s entrance in the part of 

the maidservant, Bonita. As the black racial Other for the white actress, Beavers, as 

Bonita, becomes a foil for her employer (Mary), who is blonde, beautiful, and already a 

star. With a million-dollar seven-year contract, Mary has been cast as the "typical 

American girl." As her maid Bonita, Beavers is the embodiment of maternalism, 
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subservience, and the sexuality denied to white women. Moreover, she is again the agent 

for transmitting the film’ s emotional intensity. 

As with other films, Beavers assumes a multiplicity of positions simultaneously. 

For example, it is Bonita who assists Evans on location while rehearsing for a film that 

focuses on a polo match. She appears on screen dressed in a black uniform with white 

pinafore, cuffs, and ruffled headpiece. Handing her employer a pair of gloves, Beavers, as 

Bonita, again demonstrates herself to be indispensable - this time to Mar5,. While Bonita 

signifies subservience to validate Mary’s star status, she also participates in one of the 

film’s climactic moments; when Mary develops an attraction for Lonny, a male polo 

player. Ironically, the polo player had previously indicated his disillusionment with 

Holl~vood blondes like Mary. Mary’s whiteness is accentuated by the fact that Bonita is 

foregrounded in a scene in which she holds a cosmetic case into which Mary peers to 

perfect her make-up and undeniably connote how she signifies beauty. 

The climax builds when Mary is accidentally hit by a stray polo ball, which gives 

her license to approach the desired male figure. He objectifies her with his gaze in much 

the same manner that she had objectified him with her gaze, and their gazes become 

mutually gratifying. He extends a dinner invitation to her to make up for having hit her 

with the ball. 

After accepting Lonny’s dinner invitation --an act in which she relinquishes some 

power - Mary seeks to reclaim her authority, and she does this by displacing her own 

subjugation onto Bonita as in when she issues a barrage of commands to Bonita, 

instructing her to retrieve her script and cigarette -- symbols signifying white male 

authority and power. Seeking further to reclaim her authority, Mary requests a menu of 
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expensive and exotic food in addition to a thirty-piece orchestra. She forces Lonny to 

provide an outrageously expensive evening, an evening she sees as well deserved because 

of her star status. Then, after Lonny accedes to her every wish, she fails to attend - a 

strategy designed to both pique his interest and punish him for his earlier callous remark 

regarding Hollywood blondes. It is Bonita who arrives at the dinner and delivers Mary’s 

regrets when she cancels their engagement, it is worth noting that Bonita, upon delivering 

the letter, widens her eyes - either to direct attention to the film’s climax, to accentuate the 

emotional intensity of this scene, or to conform to the parodic constructions of African 

Americans on screen. 

Bonita, however, plays a more interesting role in this film. It is through her visual 

gestures that spectators receive clues about what is most important. Her gaze merges with 

the gaze of the spectator and controls it in much the same way that Hattie McDaniel 

controls the gaze of spectators in Gone with the 14Zind. Yet in this instance, Bontia’s gaze 

is the scopophilic gaze--one that observes and documents. In light of bell hook’s 

argument regarding the "oppositional gaze" and her contention that it emerged out of a 

historical terrorization in which blacks were denied the right to look, it is interesting that 

it is Bonita who is strategically positioned to dictate the gaze of    ¯ ¯ % spectators. But there is 

an irony here, for the gaze in this instance is still ultimately claimed by the white 

filmmakers. Therefore, when Bonita delivers the note-- declining Lonny’s dinner 

invitation--she peers past Lonny to direct our attention to the lavish dinner arrangements. 

These are the arrangements that Mary insisted Lonny make but that she purposefully 

declines to share with him. It is as if Mary has played a joke utilizing her Other to carry it 

out. Lonny, having gone to such extremes to prepare for the elaborate evening, retaliates 
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by invading Mary’s home, crashing through a glass door. He physically carries her back 

to the dinner, dressed only in her nightgown. (Resorting to physical force is of course one 

way by which white masculinity is represented on screen and is directly contrasted with 

femininity.) The romance ultimately results in marriage, in true Holls~ood fashion. 

At this point in the plot of What Price Hollyu~ood, Bonita is rendered 

insignificant. Having been the surrogate male figure, she is now no longer needed 

because the white female is supplied with an actual male figure. Later, when Lonny 

becomes increasingly annoyed with the machinations of Hollywood and their interference 

with his marriage, Bonita curiously reemerges, suggesting that the marriage (or Lonny 

himself) is weakening. While he sits on the studio lot waiting for Mary to appear, there is 

Bonita, holding a cosmetic mirror for Mar?- to use between takes. Bonita’s presence again 

serves to forewarn the spectator of impending danger, in this case signaling that the 

marriage is about to come to an end. The mirror signifies that Mary lives vicariously 

through her black maidservant but also that Beavers may live vicariously through the 

white screen star. 

When the film crew assembles at Mary’s home, there is a sense of abandon as 

they congregate around the swimming pool. While serving the guests, Bonita is 

approached by Max, who declares that even she might possess acting talent. Bonita, 

excited at his proposition, imitates African American song stylist Billie Holiday and sings 

one of Holiday’s most famous songs, "All of me." Having her sing Holiday’s song could 

have been an attempt to hint at her sexuality by comparing her with Holiday. in this 

instance, Bontia provides what Christian Metz characterized as both "filmic pleasure" and 

"filmic displeasure" can be taken to embody negative and positive associations made to 
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Holiday.97 Because Bonita, a black subservient, simulates the music of Holiday--a sexy, 

sultry song stylist, who was in direct contrast to Beavers -- it appears that the film 

attempts to exploit both women. The association made through the merging of one 

character type with another may marginalize all black women by reducing black 

womanhood to one of two choices: "mammy" or "entertainer." 

Moreover, in the same scene, the drunken Carey reaches for Bonita and pulls 

Bonita into the pool with him while she is fully dressed. This can be read in several ways. 

First, if Carey is rendered as Other (given that he is an alcoholic renders him different 

from other males in the film) in much the same manner that Bonita represents the racial 

Other, then j oining the two demonstrates how the self (Max) desires to become the racial 

Other (Bonita). Additionally, if the black maidservant becomes symbolic of death or 

tragedy because of her blackness, then Max’s subsequent suicide is presaged by this 

scene. However, the most plausible explanation for this scene is that it is designed to 

provoke laughter that will then intensify the impending tragedy.98 

Bonita and Max’s immersion in the pool may represent an attempt to erase their 

Otherness, to cleanse them of their difference, but while their Otherness is never erased, 

the characters themselves are erased. When Mary is reunited with her spouse, following a 

temporary separation, Bonita again disappears from the film. Max’s invisibility is 

rendered through his subsequent death. Thus Otherness becomes synonymous with 

invisibility and central to the enhancement of the white star’s status. While a tragic figure, 

the white protagonist is still privileged: she is never rendered Other in the same way that 

Bonita and Max are rendered as Other. 
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Prior to the di ssolution of Mary’s marriage, Bonita is again foregrounded when 

she assists Max who returns to Ma~’s home late one night. Max is inebriated and seeking 

refuge after being rej ected by Hollywood because of his alcoholism. In another instance, 

it is also Bonita who delivers the telegram to the studio lot when Mary receives her 

divorce from Lonny. Bonita is the bearer of news, more often than not bad news. She is 

the herald of tragedy, preparing us for the film’s climactic moments. 

Mary’s world begins to collapse after her husband leaves her and Max commits 

suicide. As in Coquette, it is the white male who is rendered the tragic figure. The tragedy 

customarily assigned to the white female is displaced onto the white male, perhaps to 

make the female protagonist a more sympathetic character. That a male is allowed to 

claim the tragedy designed to render the female tragic could be viewed as a way by which 

males continue to claim the emotional power of the film, despite the fact that it is a 

woman who is the focus of the plot. 

After Max’ s suicide, Bonita again appears on screen, preventing reporters from 

invading Mary’s home to sensationalize the situation. She yells to reporters from an 

upstairs window that they are required to vacate the premi ses. That the black servant 

becomes identified with the window or door, suggests that she is still confined because of 

her race: while the black racial Other can gaze at the outside world, she has only limited 

access to it. And although Bonita seemingly assumes an authoritative position, she is still 

confined by her role as maidservant reflecting upon the ambiguity of the subservient in 

much the same manner that Mammy dictates orders to Scarlett in Gone with the 14~nd In 

view of the tragic circumstances and in the absence of the white male, Bonita now 
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becomes a surrogate male and maternal figure for Evans, protecting her from outside 

forces. 

Overcome by the tragedy of Max’s suicide, Mary moves to France seeking refuge 

from adverse publicity. In France, she pairs Bonita with a white French cook - a pairing 

that signals how both are similar in their Otherness. Yet the two are of course in direct 

contrast to each other because of their race, language, and culture. Bonita, frustrated in 

her effort to communicate with the French cook, tells Evans that while she had instructed 

the cook to include raisins in her rice pudding, the cook failed to do so. She claims that 

the cook, apparently frustrated with her guidance, responded by "barking like a dog" - 

indicating Bonita’s inability to comprehend the French language. More importantly, 

because the racial Other uses animalistic terminology to decipher the French cook’s 

response, again, the racial Other becomes inseparable from bestiality. Additionally, 

Bonita as racial Other is linked to food: the raisins which are dark in color, may represent 

Bonita’s blackness, and their omission from the pudding could signify Bonita’s inability 

to be integrated into French culture. While the specifics are open to debate, this scene is 

cl early designed to accentuate both raci al and cultural di fference whil e distingui shing 

Mary as different from both. 

Bonita’s final appearance in the film basically serves to inform spectators that 

99 Lonny will reenter Mary’s life; he soon arrives in France to retrieve his wife and son. 

Thus, the white female protagonist is reunited with her estranged spouse, signifying the 

domestic utopia promised by Hollywood films of this period. These films suggest that 

once the male figure reenters the white heroine’s life, she is no longer rendered a tragic 

figure. 
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Bombshell (1933, alternately titl ed Blonde Bombshell), i s another film that 

foregrounds a white female protagonist who is thrust into the turbulent world of 

Hollywood. Beavers plays Loretta, the maid and black Other to Lola (Jean Haflow). Lola 

is a white Hollywood actress attempting to continue her career while contending with 

family members who move into her Hollywood mansion and exploit her. The pursuit of 

her career as an actress consequently results in the deterioration of her romantic 

relationship with Hugo (Ivan Lebedeff). Eager for motherhood, despite the demands of an 

acting career, she considers adoption. 

Loretta is first seen entering Lola’s elaborate bedroom to awaken her for a day of 

rehearsals. Lola’s blonde curls can be seen against the satin bed sheets. This white star’s 

importance is underscored by her entourage: a black maid, a white female secretary, and a 

white butler. Loretta is adorned in a gown and a satin robe trimmed with ostrich feathers, 

but with her hair uncombed (unlike the white star’s perfectly arranged curls). When Lola 

remarks that Loretta is wearing evening attire, Loretta responds that this wrap is all that 

she has to wear because her negligee was torn the night before. The implication is that 

Loretta must be having an exciting sex life and therefore, she is sexualized right from the 

beginning because of her blackness. She becomes the site by which whites can explore 

their sexual fantasies. Arguably, she is symbolic ofLola’s denied sexuality even though 

Lola is still rendered as an object of desire because she is a signifier of white 

womanhood. Loretta’s sexuality is displaced onto her white employer to render her 

desirable but not too sexually explicit - an overt reference to her sexuality would be a 

direct insult on white womanhood. The similarity in their names also hints at their 

sameness and at their interwoven identities. Gwendolyn Audrey Foster noting how white 
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actresses such as Mae West become commodifiers of black sexuality is apparent in her 

assertion that West in I’m ~To Angel (1933) "treats her black female servants as slaves and 

confidantes with whom she shares sexual remarks about men for its supposed sexuality, 

humor, and musicality in her strange performance in the film that at once appropriates 

male sexual desire, black female humor and oppenness about sexuality and blues 

,,100 numbers co-opted from black women .... 

Of course, as the racial Other and subservient to Lola, Loretta renders herself 

indispensable to her white employer. When Lola is in her dressing room preparing for a 

film shoot and surrounded by her dogs, Loretta stands by her side. She prepares Lola for 

the shooting, reciting her lines from the script implying that the white actress could not 

rehearse her lines without the assistance of her black racial Other. On the set, Loretta is 

ubiquitous, holding a cosmetic mirror for Lola between takes. 

In this film, Beavers’s character is more assertive than her previous screen roles, 

as evident by her refusal to respond to a scolding by Lola’ s white secretary. Perhaps her 

assertiveness, like her sexuality, is strategically designed to be displaced onto the white 

screen star. 101 When Lola refuses to be manipulated by a news reporter, she emerges as a 

feisty and uncompromising actress, well aware of Holly~vood’s whims. Loretta again 

functions as the surrogate male figure for the white female lead. This is particularly 

apparent in Bombshell when Lola’s romance with Hugo dissolves. Yet, while she serves 

as a surrogate male figure for Lola, she is more often the caretaker ofLola’s sheepdogs. 

The film’s most disturbing assertion is that Loretta is not only undeniably associated with 

bestiality, but is also subordinate to the dogs. 
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For example, when Lola heads to the studio she orders Loretta to bring along her 

three sheepdogs. To some extent they become an extension of Loretta’ s physical size and 

psyche. The three leashed dogs are always shown leading the way, with Loretta struggling 

either to keep pace behind them or to maintain order as they proceed in three different 

directions simultaneously. It becomes clear that it is not Loretta who leads the dogs but 

the dogs who lead Loretta. It is as if Loretta has become an Other to the three dogs, who 

are referred to as Trio. 

Beavers was inextricably linked to bestiality in another film, Reap the ~riM Wind 

(1942). The African American press reported that while cast in her customary role as a 

maid, "Beavers tries to reason with an obstreperous monkey.’’1°2 When the monkey raids 

the star’ s dresser to find her undergarments, he becomes entangled in the lingerie. John 

Wayne, as the white male protagonist, comments on the monkey’s behavior and declares 

that he’s "quite a ladies’ man"; thus Beavers, who is tussling with the monkey, is 

implicitly linked to both bestiality and sexuality in this scene - an association that 

permeated other screen roles such as Bombshell. 

Loretta’s association with the dogs in Bombshell is utilized both to symbolize the 

chaos in Lola’s life and to insert humor into the film’s plot. For example, when Lola flees 

Hollywood and escapes to the desert, she is accompanied by Loretta and Trio. Loretta’s 

presence, along with Trio, becomes symbolic of the disturbance that has transformed 

Lola’ s life. When Lola takes a horseback ride, Loretta has to follow with the dogs. 

Loretta, though already black, declares that she’s likely to become sunburned. While this 

scene is certainly designed for comic relief, the black racial Other is made to construct her 
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own Otherness through self-berating, a technique that is extremely disturbing to the 

viewer. 

Beavers’s multiple positioning in Bombshell is similar to that in many of her 

earlier films.1°3 As the racial Other, she differs only in name as she portrays the characters 

Julia, Pearl, Bonita, and Loretta - and sometimes she even remains unnamed. After many 

years of being assigned only minor roles, Beavers emerged as a screen star in her own 

right playing the part of Delilah in Imitation of Life (1934). Still signifying the 

quintessential mammy and still multiply positioned, in this film she also continues to 

embody sexuality and to serve as both a surrogate maternal figure and a surrogate male 

figure. Equally important is that she also is subordinate to the white female lead and 

functions as a device to alter the emotional intensity &the film. Seemingly, little has 

changed, but one major difference can be noted. 

Beavers’s Role in Imitation of Life 

Imitation of Life is Beavers’s own story. Delilah struggles to escape from the 

ownership claimed by her white mistress, Miss Bea (Claudette Colbert). Moreover, she 

attempts to establish her own independence through her daughter, Peola (Fredi 

Washington), who becomes the agent by which Delilah liberates herself, albeit a 

liberation through death. Thus Imitation of Life--a film that canonizes black subservience 

and subordination--can also be read as a film that represents the politicization of the 

black female as she attempts to liberate herself from her dominant white Other. By 

deconstructing the film in view &this position, it can be repositioned in a new light.1°4 
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Imitation of Life strategically defines what it meant to be black in America in the 

1930s. It depicts white female liberation at the expense &the exploitation of black labor 

through the pairing of a white female entrepreneur, Miss Bea and her black maid, 

Delilah.1°5 The two women are drawn together, almost interwoven, as mistress and maid. 

They combine their efforts to conquer the world’s perils and elevate themselves 

socioeconomically. Yet they are dually positioned, in that each is a single mother, each is 

a woman without a man, and each is a woman with a daughter who possesses her own 

aspirations. Miss Bea’s daughter, Jessie, is desirous of Bea’s fiancee, while Delilah’s 

daughter, Peola, is desirous of whiteness. On first examination, the film appears 

straightforward, with no need for examination beyond the obvious. And yet, it is the 

film’s racial politics that calls for reexamination. Although a number of scholars have 

already explored the film’s racial and sexual politics, there is still a need for a return to the 

film’s disturbing subtext: Delilah’s subservience. This is the most offensive element in the 

film, suggesting that to be black implies compliance, passivity, and resignation. I argue 

that Delilah’s subservience camouflages her desire to escape from the ownership claimed 

by Miss Bea. 

And if we view Delilah as a character who lacks a phallus because she is a 

woman, then she becomes a woman in search of that which she has been denied. 

Moreover, if the phallus can be viewed as a weapon or political instrument that she 

desires then through her desire for the phallus she automatically becomes associated with 

a political weapon. By association with a political weapon, Delilah then can be viewed as 

a political agent. Delilah’s empowerment and political agency is evident if we view her 

daughter, Peola, as the vehicle of her liberation. To develop this argument, this critique 
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will reconstruct the politicization of Delilah, and will reexamine Peola’s role in Delilah’s 

liberation and Delilah’s death as it becomes symbolic of the liberation that she herself 

strives for. 

Delilah, the Subservient, Constructed as Repulsive 

Before this argument can be developed, Delilah’s unrelenting subservience has to 

be addressed so as to understand how morally offensive and unacceptable her behavior is. 

Delilah’s seeming lack of desire to achieve liberation for herself epitomizes, on some 

level, the struggle between the consciousness and the unconsciousness. While she longs 

to provide for her daughter, at the same time, she must come to terms with her blackness 

and the lack of opportunities afforded to black women in this period. Absurd as it may 

seem, Delilah has an unrelenting desire to placate her white employer, so much so that we 

begin to wonder if her subservience is not in fact, an expression of considerable 

radicalism. Her submissiveness, obeisance, and self-denial are practiced to such an extent 

as to be offensive even for the 1930s. Could she perhaps have been expressing the 

opposite of what she projects? The extremity of her behavior calls into question the 

reason for such a degree of servility; is it perhaps a hidden form of radicalism? It is 

conceivable that through Delilah’s subservience she is actually camouflaging the 

resistance or radicalism that she possesses in her attempt to liberate herself from the 

oppression and exploitation that her life as a subservient ascribes. 

Delilah establishes herself in the beginning of the film as a self-sacrificing 

character. She arrives at Miss Bea’s door nearing desperation and seeking employment. 

She smiles incessantly, leaves her daughter standing outside, baggage in hand as though 
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her daughter’s presence might interfere with her ability to obtain employment. Then 

Delilah immediately demonstrates her skill and talent at housekeeping by taking charge of 

a boiling coffeepot. Delilah’s juxtaposition to Miss Bea is evident in Delilah’s darkness 

contrasted to Bea’s whiteness, her large frame positioned next to Bea’s small stature, and 

her domestic attire next to Bea’s middle-class working attire. Their differences are reified 

even in their naming: Delilah is always referred to by her first name - without a title - 

while Bea is always referred to as "Miss Bea." This is a practice commonly engaged in 

between blacks and whites of that period in order to further mark the distinction in their 

status. Blacks were to be reminded that they were subordinates, and the Miss or Mister 

that preceded the first name of the whites were meant to denote respect "due" the 

"superior" race. 

Particularly offensive is the self-denigrating diatribe that Delilah delivers to Miss 

Bea, attempting to convince her to hire her by affirming that she will not be an expense, 

since "I don’t eat like I look." Then further insulting herself, Delilah feels it necessary to 

correct Miss Bea’s claim that Delilah is "200 pounds of mother" t~Ning to take care of her 

child; Delilah emphatically proclaims that she weighs 240 pounds. These remarks are 

coupled with a dialect that Sterling Brown observes is a white fabrication of black dialect. 

Brown identifies black dialect as that which evolved from a black slave tradition and that 

becomes indicative of their transcendence into American life and culture. Yet, he 

suggests that in this film whites attempt to fabricate black dialect to such an extent that 

they result in distorting this dialect. Brown states of Delilah, "Her idiom is good only in 

spots; I have heard dialect all my life, but I have yet to hear such a line as ’She am an 

angel.’"1°6 This opening scene is so offensive as to make the spectator nearly dismissive 
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of Delilah’s plight to earn a living for herself. It demonstrates, in the decade of the 1930s, 

in the words of Houston Baker, "black domestic labor mak[ing] a narro~v circuit from 

kitchenettes to white folk’s kitchen.’’1°7 

Compounding Delilah’s construction as the quintessential subservient, her 

complicit behavior throughout the film seems inexplicable and inspires resistance in 

many spectators. Delilah’s complicit behavior is especially evident when: (a) she refuses 

to leave the white family, even though offered the opportunity to become a partner in a 

business that she helped to build; (b) she rubs Miss Bea’s tired feet in a negation of her 

own exhaustion as a domestic; (c) she is more committed to Jessie (Miss Bea’s daughter) 

than to her own child; and (d) she incessantly desires to fulfill Miss Bea’s needs while 

neglecting her own. Affirming this position, Jeremy Butler asserted that "Delilah fits 

comfortably into the ’mammy’ type: large framed, self-effacing, religious to the point of 

superstition, uneducated but ’wise’ in matters of the heart, and above all else totally 

committed to nurturing not just her own daughter but Bea’s daughter and Bea herself." 

Delilah is so convincing in her subservience and undeniable dedication to her white 

employer, and in denying her own needs, that it is left to the spectator to beg for Delilah’s 

liberation, self-reliance, and autonomy. 

While on the surface of the film this assertion of self is visibly absent, it can be 

found--it is present in Peola. Delilah’s subservience is camouflaged in Peola’s resistance, 

which is indicative of Delilah’s desire for liberation. Could she publicly express such a 

desire? In the sociopolitical climate of that time, the answer is absolutely no. Therein lies 

a way for the behavior of both characters - a resistant Peola and a subservient Delilah-- 

can be better explained and understood. 
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Peola’s Resistance as Delilah’s Resistance 

That Delilah’s conscious subservience is displaced onto Peola in the form of her 

unconscious resistance is apparent in nearly every scene in which Peola appears. 

Affirming Peola’s resistant behavior, Sandy Flitterman-Lewis characterizes Peola’s 

behavior as indicative of"her violent refusal of her mother’s culture.’’1°9 When Peola is 

initially introduced in the film, she stands outside the screen door, peering through the 

screened wire mesh as though she is an Other. Peola remains silent until her mother 

instructs her to speak to Miss Bea and Jessie. Peola’s silence becomes predictive of the 

defiance that she soon comes to represent. In denying her voice, she disavows herself 

from being allowed to speak. Added to this, when Delilah concedes that it is difficult to 

obtain employment when it is discovered that she has a child, Delilah acknowledges, 

"Folks just don’t want Peola." Thus Peola is constructed as an outsider, an Other. Her 

silence early on prepares us for her later outbursts of anger, frustration, and continual 

resistance. 

Throughout the film, Peola gives the impression of resenting and resisting her 

blackness, but perhaps it is really Delilah, living vicariously through Peola, who is really 

resenting and resisting whiteness. Moreover, in this scene, in which Peola stands outside 

of the door, with Miss Bea, Jessie, and Delilah positioned on the inside, the door becomes 

a metaphor for Peola’s exit from blackness and entrance to whiteness. Or more 

importantly, the door becomes a metaphor for Delilah’ s exiting whiteness to achieve her 

liberation in blackness. 
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Peola embodies the resistance to whiteness that Delilah seeks to escape. This is 

made clear when Jessie and Peola are shown leaving together for school, rehearsing world 

capitals. At that moment, Miss Bea and Delilah acknowledge to each other the affinity the 

two children have developed for each other. But when Miss Bea admits that Peola is 

smarter than Jessie, Delilah quips "We all start out that way - we don’t get dumb until 

later." The implication is that blacks are intelligent but are forced to compromise 

themselves when their knowledge becomes threatening to whites. Even more poignantly, 

Delilah is talking about herself, while hiding that fact in her groveling subservient 

manner. In reality, she is much smarter than she allows herself to appear; her servility is 

an attribute contrived to disguise her own desire for liberation, a desire she secretly 

intends to achieve through Peola. 

While Delilah’s secret recipe for a pancake mix propels Miss Bea into becoming a 

wealthy entrepreneur, Delilah continues to act out the part of the black maid. This is 

reified in the secret that Peola engages in when she attempts to disguise her blackness by 

masquerading as white, and it further signifies Delilah’s secret in that while she poses as a 

black subservient, she really is quite rebellious - a rebelliousness that manifests itself in 

the behavior of Peola. 

The more subservient Delilah becomes, the more rebelliously Peola behaves, it is 

as though the two dispositions coexist and coincide with one another, ultimately reaching 

a crescendo upon Delilah’ s death. For example, in the first scene where Peola begins to 

display her resistance to her blackness, she returns from school and reveals that Jessie 

called her "black." Peola is distraught: "I’m not black, I won’t be black" she cries out, 

and then she turns on Delilah and proclaims, "It’s because of you that I am black! You 
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make me black." Such a declaration begs the question as to whether Peola means that 

genetically Delilah is responsible for her blackness, or whether she is suggesting that if 

Delilah did not look so identifiably black then Peola could live in denial of her blackness 

and exist as white. 

Such implications invoke the debate surrounding racial purity, racial origin, 

"black blood," and the "one-drop rule." Such issues are addressed by Jane Gaines, who 

argues that "all of these glaring inconsistencies - the child who looks white but is 

classified black, the mother who is [the] producer of slave labor, the father who is but is 

not a father - are indicative of the trouble the social imperative encounters in its attempt 

to manage the incontrovertible evidence of the human body.’’11° Affirming the conflicting 

positions and complexity related to miscegenation, Gaines further contends: 

"Biologically, white bodies can produce black bodies just as easily as black bodies can 

produce white ones.’’111 Susan Courtney examines how the film confused miscegenation 

for the Production Code Administration and contends that the film "not only confounded 

the PCA’s ability to discern racial identity, but perpetually threatened to unmask ’race’ as 

itself an imitation through and through - a cultural fiction in which we are asked to 

believe which has no natural life of its own.’’112 Courtney adds that "what is at issue here 

is precisely the psychic dimension of racial ideology: not only how subj ects are culturally 

identified as raced subj ects (’black,’ ’white,’ etc.), but how subj ects psychically identify 

with such interpellations.’’113 Thus, when Peola exhibits resistance to her blackness, it is 

almost simultaneous with our seeing Delilah washing windows for Miss Bea’s new 

business. It is as though Peola’s resistance coincides with the exploitation of Delilah’s 
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labor. Therefore, Peola’s resistance functions as symbolic of Delilah’s resistance to the 

exploitation of her labor. 

Peola’s resistance becomes ever more pronounced throughout the film, as does 

Delilah’s subservience. The next scene in which we witness Peola’s rebelliousness is the 

one in which there is a heavy rainstorm, and Delilah has gone to Peola’s school to provide 

her with rubbers and a raincoat. Delilah doesn’t know which room Peola is in, so she 

approaches the teacher to find out, but the teacher proclaims emphatically that there are 

no "colored children" in her room. Again, the door becomes a metaphor for Delilah and 

Peola’s racial positioning. Standing behind the door, Delilah peers into the class and finds 

her daughter. Peola is embarrassed and furious that her black mother has uncovered her 

disguise and that her classmates now know that she is black. She flees the classroom in a 

rage and exclaims to her mother, "I hate you, I hate you!" Returning home, drenched from 

the rain, Peola refuses Delilah’s assistance. 

At this point, Miss Bea intervenes, and Peola becomes receptive to instruction 

from Delilah. However, Peola’s responsiveness to Miss Bea and dismissal of her own 

mother signifies her desire for whiteness and canonizes her displeasure with blackness. 

Yet Peola’s rebelliousness could also be interpreted as Delilah’s resistance to her white 

employer and to the segregated education system that denied blacks access to institutions 

like those that Peola had access to when passing for white. 

Peola’s resistance to her blackness coincides with Delilah’s lost opportunity to 

own twenty percent of the partnership in a pancake company that she had helped to 

establish--an offer that was unusual, even though it no doubt was less than what she 

deserved. Delilah’s subservience reaches a pinnacle, when she declines this offer, finding 
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it more important to continue to fulfill the needs of the white family for whom she works, 

while denying her own and her family’s needs. Delilah’s declaration implies that rather 

than enjoying a life of self-sufficiency and autonomy, she chooses to continue in self- 

imposed bondage. She seems to be saying that her self worth is so dependent on this 

white family that without them she would be virtually devoid of value no matter. 

To construct Delilah as a character who actually thinks in such a way signifies the 

embedded politicization of blackness and the blatant propaganda that went into such 

screen representations. Considering Delilah’s complicity, Peola’s resistance is certainly 

more understandable. If to be black means dependence rather than independence, then we 

can understand why Peola is so intolerant of her own blackness. But if we consider that 

Peola’s defiance is really indicative of Delilah’s own implicit resistance, then these 

representations seem more accessible for contemporary spectators. 

Later in the film, Peola’s transcendence from childhood to adulthood becomes 

synonymous with Miss Bea and Delilah’s success as entrepreneurs. Miss Bea has become 

so successful that she stages an elegant party at her opulent residence. The party is like a 

ball, featuring a live band and an expanded staff; the formally attired guests wear 

expensive jewelry- to signify wealth. Despite the fact that it is Miss Bea and Delilah’s 

success being celebrated, Delilah and the now adult Peola cannot attend; instead, they are 

confined to the downstairs. Peola makes disparaging remarks regarding the band, while 

Delilah notes that they sure do play good for white boys. Peola quips that they ought to 

since they get paid substantially, then she retreats to their quarters, expressing her 

frustration with having to live "beneath the veil," while the whites seemingly enj oy 
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themselves upstairs. Conceding to her mother that her frustration stems from her desire 

for whiteness, Peola declares, "I want to be white like I look." 

Such intolerance expressed by Peola can be read as an indication of Delilah’s 

intolerance too. Here Delilah is confined to the downstairs and unwelcome at the party. 

Although Delilah should rightfully have been treated as a partner in the success and its 

celebration, Miss Bea has let Delilah and Peola know that they are not welcome at the 

party. While Delilah is not considered "good enough" to be included in the party, she is 

invited to discuss the evening with Miss Bea after the party. And after the party there is 

Delilah, listening to Miss Bea and rubbing Miss Bea’s tired feet. 

The more subservient Delilah becomes, the more resistant Peola becomes. In 

order to understand Delilah’ s complicity and Peola’ s inability to be contained, the two 

could be viewed as one character conflated into a divided self- divided between self and 

Other, with the Other reflecting the unconscious while the self reflects the conscious. 

Seen in this way, the more Delilah seeks her liberation, the more aberrant Peola becomes. 

For example, when Peola agrees to comply with Delilah’s proposition to attend a black 

school in the South - one that will allow her to come to terms with her blackness and 

where she can escape the dilemma of having to confront whiteness - Peola attends the 

school for a while and then makes a conscious decision to pass as white. Unable to adjust, 

Peola leaves the school and takes a job in a white restaurant where she masquerades as 

white. 

Delilah receives a letter telling her that Peola is no longer enrolled in school. 

Then, with the assistance of Miss Bea, Delilah locates Peola and brings her home. Peola 

now does the most hurtful thing she can do: she denies her own mother, telling Delilah 
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that she is not her mother. Miss Bea interrupts and attempts to shame Peola for disowning 

her own mother. It is of note that in nearly every instance where Peola resists, Miss Bea is 

present. This lends credence to the notion that if Delilah’s resistance is displaced onto 

Peola then Delilah is indirectly confronting her white employer. Peola’s outburst becomes 

symbolic of Delilah’s final public outcry against her exploitation because it is at this point 

that Delilah’s health begins to decline; a decline that parallels her path to liberation. 

Delilah’s Death as Symbolic of Her Liberation 

When Miss Bea and Delilah return home from attempting to retrieve Peola, they 

are greeted by Peola who indicates that she intends to pass as white and seeks their 

participation even if they are reluctant to do so. Delilah pleads with Peola that "you can’t 

ask me to unborn my own child" but reluctantly concedes - a concession that signals the 

beginning of Delilah’s declining state of health and that leads to her ultimate death. At 

this point, Peola has definitively decided to live independently of both Miss Bea and 

Delilah, while passing as white. Peola’s departure signifies the departure that Delilah 

makes from her white employer on her way to achieving her liberation; albeit a liberation 

achieved in death. As soon as Peola departs, Delilah’s health sharply declines, and from 

this point on she is rarely seen in the capacity of subservient. 

Confined to her death bed, she is no longer exploited for her labor. Now it is the 

whites who are positioned almost as subservient, waiting on Delilah. Miss Bea and Jessie 

rush to her bedside to accommodate Delilah as they realize that their existence is 

intricately interwoven with Delilah’s emotionally if not physically. When Delilah makes 
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demands of Miss Bea to provide an opulent funeral and to take care of Peola, she 

promises to comply. 

Delilah’s death is a symbol of her liberation, and by extension, it might be thought 

of as a foretelling of all blacks’ liberation during the funeral scene, blacks fill the screen 

for the first time and spectators are provided with a glimpse of artificially constructed 

black life. However, this particular black liberation has been achieved through a death, 

which is a dangerous position in and of itself. And everl in death, black liberation is still 

ultimately claimed by whites. This position is perhaps best articulated in a Philadelphia 

Tribune review of Imitation of Life that notes: "In death [blacks] have an opportunity to 

approach equality and they take it. But even in death the grim specter [of] prejudice rears 

its head. Cold dead bodies must have separate resting places--one for white and another 

for colored. And in Philadelphia, a colored body may not be cremated--the ashes of 

colored bodies might get mixed with some white ones.’’114 Though Delilah’s body is 

subj ected to segregated practices, she has nevertheless achieved her personal goal of 

liberation. Her labor is no longer exploited and since Peola is now liberated from her 

blackness, Delilah is similarly liberated from whiteness. And though Delilah’s conscious 

self dies, her unconscious continues to live in the aftermath of her death, evident when 

Peola returns to Delilah’s funeral. It is at this point that Peola acknowledges the pain that 

she has inflicted on her mother - a suggestion that she is coming to terms with her 

blackness. However, while Delilah is liberated, Peola remains forever enslaved. Sandy 

Flitterman-Lewis argues that Peola’s insistent denial of her blackness is an expression of 

both "the racial self-hatred of the mulatto and the sexual self-hatred of the female in 

patriarchal culture’’115 but may instead represent Delilah’s hatred of what she signifies as 
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the producer of labor and her hatred of the status assigned to black women in the 

sociopolitical culture of 1930s America. Finally, as Hortense Spillers characterized the 

mulatto as a neither/nor proposition, the black maid is similarly a neither/nor 

sub s ervi ent. 116 

Conclusion 

Beavers’ characterizations call for examination because of her contributions to 

cinema and her strident resistance to the caricatures inscribed in these roles. In the final 

analysis, it can be argued that off screen Louise Beavers attempted to deny and defy the 

subservience she was hired to portray on screen. Moreover, she used her acting talent to 

lessen the marginalization that came with her screen roles, and by doing so she negotiated 

new screen representations for subsequent actors and actresses. 

She is best remembered for her role in Imitatior~ of Life, a film that spawned both 

her career as well as the career of Fredi Washington. While Beavers capitalized on the 

notoriety that this role provided by popularizing such roles in other films, Washington 

was much more resistant to such one-dimensional roles. According to Everett, 

Washington characterized "the cinema’s first reluctant black anti-hero. Her private 

yearning was the public demand for an acknowledgment of black humanity.’’J 17 Although 

thrust on the screen together, Washington’s portrayals were diametrically opposed to 

those of Beavers, as will be shown in the following chapter. 
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NINA MAE MCKINNEY 

At the age of sixteen, Nina Mae McKinney was already portrayed as an obj ect of 

desire. In one of the first attempts by a major motion picture studio to produce an all 

black cast film, Hallelujah (1929), McKinney played her most popular role, that of a 

sassy young dancer and conniving suitor called Chick. McKinney, like many African 

American actresses in this period, found it difficult to escape the role that she 

popularized. The movi e, Hallelujah, elevated her to stardom within the African American 

community and made her newsworthy in the African American press, but her on-screen 

role increasingly crossed over into her off-screen private life, as the reel and real began to 

merge. In her effort to capitalize on her stardom and maintain a star image, despite its 

illusory and fleeting quality-, she became the object of admiration, gossip, and vilification. 

Toward the end of her acting and stage career, she was reduced to working as a domestic 

- the very role that she escaped in her early off-screen life and that she sought to escape 

as an actress on-screen. 

Brief Biography 

The reports about McKinney’ s early life (like those o f her later years) are often 

conflicting, but a clear overall picture emerges of a black woman who aspired to be an 

actress and promote her image as well as her talent to the public. McKinney, the only 

child of Hal and Nannie Crawford (also referred to as Georgia), was born on June 12, 

1912, in Lancaster, South Carolina. Taking her mother’s first name, she was christened 

Nannie May but later changed her name to Nina Mae. McKinney’s parents separated 

when McKinney was a child, left the South, and moved to New York City, leaving 
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McKinney to be reared by her great-aunt. Other reports suggest that she may have been 

reared by her grandmother (her grandparents were former slaves). However, in these early 

years, it was McKinney’s aunt, Mrs. Kelly Sanders (also known as Carrie and employed 

by the white southern aristocrat Col. LeRoy Springs of Lancaster) who reared McKinney. 

Several generations of the McKinney family apparently had ~vorked for the Springs 

family and Nina Mae, along with her aunt, provided them with domestic sew’ices. In the 

early years, McKinney attended the Lancaster Training School (sometimes called 

Lancaster Industrial School) until around sixth grade. When McKinney was eight years 

old, she had visited her parents, and when she was thirteen, she decided to move to New 

Yorl~ and j oin them. In New York, McKinney attended Public School Number 126. 

Apparently, after her parents’ separation, McKinney’s mother remarried--this time to a 

New York postal clerk, and she became Mrs. Georgia Maynard. (However, another report 

claims that it was McKinney’s father who was a postal clerk.) 

In 1928, McKinney joined Lew Leslie’s Blackbirds stage show performing as a 

chorus line dancer. Then, at the age of sixteen, she landed a role in Hallelqjah; the film 

that launched her acting career. Although McKinney would continue to work as an actress 

in several films following Hallelq~iah, she never became a major screen star and never 

really achieved the same screen success that she garnered with this film and that she 

desired. Nonetheless, many of her early roles allowed her to make the transition from 

screen to television, where in the 1930s, she was credited as the first black person to 

appear on British television. In the subsequent decades of the 1950s and 60s, she 

reportedly lived in Athens, Greece, where she was billed as the "Queen of Night Life." 

However, it is possible that this report is in error and refers only to some performances 
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abroad, since her death certificate indicates that she remained a resident of New York 

City for some forty years prior to her death. (Of course McKinney could have maintained 

her residency in New York even though she resided outside of the U.S.) That she was 

living in New York in the late 1960s, is not disputed, nor is the fact that she suffered from 

heart disease. McKinney died May 3, 1967, in Manhattan. After her death, in 1978 she 

was inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, where she was heralded as the 

first black actress to perform in a sound motion picture. Since that time McKinney’s 

portrait has been displayed on the county courthouse wall in Lancaster, South Carolina, 

with other notables of the city including U.S. President Andrew Jackson, Dr. J. Marion 

Sims (physician/gynecologist); Col. Elliott White Springs; and Gen. Charles Duke 

(astronaut). 1 

Lands Role in Hallelujah 

The role for which McKinney became famous and that catapulted her to stardom 

was one that she did not land instantly. King Vidor, served as the director of Hallehtjah, 

produced by MGM (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corporation), and utilized the talents of 

musical composer Irving Berlin who contributed to the music (with songs "Waiting at the 

End of the Road" and "Swanee Shuffle").2 Early reports indicate that in 1928, when 

Vidor began recruiting actors for his all-black cast film, Josephine Hall, a singer at the 

Cotton Club in New York; Honey Brown, a toe dancer at the Club Harlem; and Langdon 

Gray; an 86 year old non-professional were selected among some five hundred applicants 

vying for a part in the film3 In selecting black actors to appear in the film, Vidor had 

launched a search in Hollywood and Chicago but was unable to secure appropriate actors 
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for the roles desired until he ventured to New York.4 It is of note that singer and actress, 

Ethel Waters claims that she was among those considered for a role in the film, but that 

her recruitment was halted by Vidor’s casting assistant, who was deterred by blacks in the 

theater world of New York who viewed Waters unfavorably, resulting in the casting 

assistant claiming that he could not locate Waters upon his arrival on the east coast.5 

Impressed with the New York talent, Vidor selected Honey Brown who was in 

competition with Josephine Hall for the lead role. Upon the selection of Brown, Vidor 

proceeded to shoot several scenes using his newly recruited actress, but later decided to 

replace Honey Brown. According to reports, "Miss Brown worked too fast for the picture 

photographers. Of a naturally nervous disposition, she could not keep still for long 

periods at the time.’’6 Added to this problem, while Vidor was shooting the film, Honey 

Brown developed pneumonia, causing him to search for another leading actress. 

Meanwhile, rumors circulated in the black press that due to Brown’s illness (she was near 

death), "her husband, Buck Taylor, grief stricken attempted to kill Vidor in a fit of rage, 

during which he accused the director of having mistreated Miss Brown. it was a pathetic 

case and those who knew the sunny-smiled girl and her genial husband were heart- 

broken.’’7 Of course these rumors were dispelled ~vhen it was revealed that Bro~vn was 

dancing at the Lafayette Theater in New York and therefore, was not near death as 

previously implied and that her husband, a waiter at the Lenox Club, did not recall 

meeting Vidor, and therefore could not have issued a death threat.8 Such rumors by the 

black press were bound to attract attention for the upcoming film. 

Replacing Brown in the leading role for Hallehtjah, McKinney, a former chorus 

girl ~vith Lew Leslie’s Blackbirds’, had been considered for the part ~vhen Brown (who 
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al so was a dancer with thi s same show) was being recruited. But Vidor had decided on 

Brown and sent her along with other pre-selected cast members to Memphis where some 

of the film’s scenes were being shot. McKinney was not among this group of actors who 

made the trip to Memphis. It was some two weeks after shooting started that McKinney 

was invited to join the pre-selected actors, and when she arrived in Memphis (with her 

mother), Brown informed her that she was being considered for the leading role. At this 

point, Vidor had not completely decided on who would assume the leading role. 

According to the New York Amsterdam News, "The decision as to who, Honey or Nina 

Mae, would win the part hung fire until the day of the making of the big baptism scene 

..... Vidor favored Honey, but he took Nina Mae along anyway. A last minute phone call 

to the studio convinced him of the wisdom [that] Nina Mae has been chosen by the 

powers-that-be.’’9 

Providing another perspective on Vidor’s interest in McKinney for the leading 

role comes from a reviewer for the Pittsburgh Courier. He describes the New York 

performance in which Vidor obsew’ed McKinney as a stage performer and noted: 

"Rhythmically bowing and turning with a troupe of seasoned chorus girls, she was 

unconscious of [the] critical eyes of the great director, King Vidor. She did not kno~v that 

the pendulum had swung from mediocrity to stardom when he viewed her with unusual 

interest.’’1° Although the reviewer implies that McKinney was unconscious of Vidor’s 

gaze, it seems that she was in fact quite conscious of it, and was using her body to 

fascinate onlookers. That McKinney presented herself in this manner is confirmed by 

newspaper critic and (black)1~ Hollywood reporter, Ruby Berkeley Goodwin, who 

described McKinney as "the seductive little cabaret dancer," "the vampire," "the true 
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daughter of Eve," "beautiful and irresistible’’12 - descriptions that emphasize her as sexy 

and with more than a touch of naughtiness. While characterizing her screen persona, these 

descriptions also apply to her off-screen personality. McKinney’s on-screen character w’as 

regarded as "a child who wants the admiration of the world,’’13 from the sexually alluring 

role she played, but McKinney the actress became indistinguishable from McKinney the 

off-screen person. 

The Film Hallelujah 

Hallehtjah focuses on a black cotton picker, Zeke (played by Daniel Haynes), who 

ventures to the city to sell cotton grown by his family on a cotton farm in South Carolina. 

Eagerly awaiting his return, his family expects that their efforts will translate into cash, 

goods, and gifts. Having received cash for the cotton, Zeke is distracted by the city-wise 

and sexually alluring Chick (played by McKinney). Initially unimpressed with Zeke’s 

rural appearance (dressed in overalls), Chick sees him as just a poor count~ farmer, but 

when she sees the roll of bills he proudly displays, she reconsiders. Mesmerizing Zeke 

with her languorous body movements while dancing, Chick tells Zeke she knows how to 

double his money. She lures him into shooting craps with Chick’s partner, Hot Shot, who 

uses loaded dice to cheat Zeke out of his money. The game ultimately results in Zeke’s 

brother (Spunk) being killed. Enraged, Zeke retaliates with gunfire. Zeke becomes a 

roving preacher and again encounters Chick and Hot Shot standing amongst the 

onlookers. Although, Chick initially questions Zeke’s religious metamorphosis, later she 

becomes consumed by his religious zeal. After she attends one of his revival meetings, 

she is so overwhelmed by the spiritual experience that she decides to join the converts. 
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Abandoning his role as preacher, Zeke flees with Chick, marries her, and becomes 

a sawmill worker. But Chick is unable to overcome her passion for excitement and unable 

to adjust to domestic life with Zeke. Chick tries to run off with Hot Shot, but Zeke blocks 

their escape, wields a gun, and shoots Chick, who dies in his arms. At the film’s end, 

Zeke is imprisoned for the murder of Chick and Hot Shot and following his release from 

prison, he returns home to be reunited with his family and his former love, Missy Rose. 

We have to wonder if Chick’ s conversion occurs out of embarrassment, out of her 

desire to again attract the attentions of Zeke, or out of a genuine change, even if only 

temporary, in her moral beliefs. As film scholars Raymond Durgnat and Scott Simmon 

note, "Her conversion involves something that isn’t quite bad faith at all. An important 

element in Chick’s capitulation is the fact that she who came to mock the pious ("Betcha 

ten-to-one you can’t save me, Brother Zekial !") is suddenly the only ’sinner who hasn’t 

repented, which puts her in a position of acute social embarrassment."14 Whatever her 

motivations, her transformation is short-lived, and once again, she exerts her control over 

Zeke, forcing him to leave his family and church. 

While placating black spectators’ craving for black images on the screen, Vidor 

was also catering to the interests and appetites of white spectators. The film became a 

window through which whites could explore black life from a disengaged perspective and 

whites could construct their fantasies of black male and female sexuality. Whether or not 

the filmmakers’ tactics were intentionally racist is debatable, but racist assumptions 

certainly seem to have provided an underpinning for this film. In fact, in review of the 

film, Variety stated: "Hallehtjah to the whites is a big, entertaining picture. To the 

Negroes it will either be a gigantic sensation or revelation or looked upon as holding up 
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some of their ancient sacred rites to ridicule.’’15 The racism in Hallelujah, I will show is 

not an independent characteristic, but rather a by-product, the first and most blatant 

configuration having been sexualization. 

Role in Hallelujah 

While Hallelujah attempts to foreground the weakness of the black male, it really 

becomes an exploration of the allure of black female sexuality. Chick is clearly the object 

&the male gaze. She is dressed in a short tight black dress when she is introduced in the 

film. A pair of white dice (with black "eyes") are positioned on the shoulder, simulating 

the gaze she both elicits and projects, implying that she is a woman associated with 

gambling and the under~vorld. 

Affirming her sexualization, Donald Bogle observes, "Executing sensuous bumps 

and grinds in the famous cabaret scene in Hallehtjah, Nina Mae McKinney was the 

movies’ first black whore.’’16 Although harsh in his assessment, he does hint at her 

undeniable sexuality. To complement her dress, McKinney wears black shoes, fastened 

with bows - subtly connecting her adult body with her childlike status. (McKinney was 

only sixteen at the time she was cast in this role.) That she embodies adult-like 

characteristics even though she assumes child-like status coincides with the 

adult/childlike positioning of the woman who, according to feminist scholar Julia Lesage, 

is deliberately designed to play upon the woman’s sexuality and mark her vulnerability 

for the exploitation of her sexuality by males. Lesage notes that "the awakening to her 

childhood, sexuality and maternal emotion all at once, [plays into] ... the other drama, 

that of masculinity and of men’s need [to exploit her sexuality]."17 
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Adding to her sexualization is her dancing style. When Chick dances, she lifts her 

legs high and wide in order to elicit the voyeuristic gaze of male spectators and embodies, 

"the exotic and erotic ... wielded together, situating the African woman as the signifier of 

an excessive, incommensurable sexuality.’’18 Of course, males are led to believe that it is 

her sexuality that invites and gives license to the victimization that they are likely to 

inflict. When Chick dances, she is surrounded by a crowd of males who shout, "Shake 

those hips," "Boy, open that door and let me in," "Boy, she’s chocolate to the bone," and 

"Heaven’s angels [are] walking on earth." She is reduced to her body with their 

references to her hips, eyes, and bones, becoming a site for males to fantasize. 

Interestingly, the basis for attraction is different for Chick. While she attracts the 

attentions of Zeke through her body, she is drawn to Zeke primarily because of his 

money. When she refers to him as "Big Boy"-- clearly a play upon his sexuality but also 

his financial and social status. 

In addition to the blatant devices that are used to depict black female (and black 

male) sexuality, there are more subtle devices at work. For example, Chick’s 

sexualization is often defined both by her dancing as well as the music and through other 

characters. For example, when Chick persuades Zeke to j oin her at a nightclub, the 

atmosphere is seductive, with a jazz band playing in the background, dancing waiters, 

smoke spiraling to the ceiling, and bodies clinging to each other on the crowded dance 

floor. The music sew’es as a narrative device to accentuate the sexuality embodied in the 

black characters. As the music increases in intensity and the pace of the dancing 

accelerates, the scene almost simulates an orgasmic experience: the music, the movement, 

the emotional fervor all reach a crescendo, achieve a climax, and then begin to subside. 
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Significantly, Chick’s dances are doubly seductive, simulating both a feminine and a 

masculine position. At times she appears to imitate clownish behavior that is preceded by 

a march; then this dissolves into a wiggling of her hips. She occasionally widens her eyes, 

as if to play upon the typical parodic constructions of the African American screen 

image. 19 McKinney’s sexualization in the nightclub scene is reinforced through the 

provocative dancing of the other women. Wearing a plaid skirt that tightly hugs her body 

to accentuate her wide hips, one unnamed woman rotates her hips to attract attention to 

her sexuality. Her partner is a much shorter male, and this reinforces the impression of the 

black male’s subordination and the black female’s dominance.2° 

The sexualization of Chick is further marked by her association with immorality - 

automatically implied because of her gender and race. For example, in the first scene, the 

film introduces a couple attempting to marry after having produced eleven children. 

When the couple announce to "Pappy" (Zeke’ s father) that they intend to marry, he 

remarks, "the damage is already done." While the remark is rendered as a j oke, the harsh 

reality is that it intends to point to a lack of moral behavior associated with blackness.21 

Zeke’s father’s assertion also may serve to define black sexuality, and thus Chick’s 

uncontrollable sexuality, even before she appears in the film. Chick’s association with the 

immoral is further apparent when she is contrasted to other black women in the film who 

are de-sexualized and thus become symbolic of morality, as most of the women who 

assume primary roles are fully covered in long dresses and staid head wraps (or wear 

¯ 2~ 
unkempt hairstyles). " 

Chick’s sexuality is not only portrayed through her association with immorality, 

body, dress, dancing style, and other characteristics, but is also developed through the 
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black male body. For example, when Zeke conducts a baptism and immerses Chick, in 

addition to a number of other converts, into the river, Chick is so overcome by the 

experience that she has to be carried away to an isolated tent. it is apparent that Zeke’s 

attraction for Chick overwhelms him and his lust becomes uncontrollable. Donald Bogle 

contends that Chick’s baptism becomes symbolic of the fact that "McKinney’s been such 

a hot little number that we know she’ s being dunked in the water not so much to purify 

her as to cool her down.’’23 Zeke, however, is so drawn by her magnetism in the tent that 

he falls into her arms and kisses her neck. In this moment, Zeke allows his spiritual 

beliefs to be momentarily supplanted by sexual fantasies. While embracing Chick, he, 

however, is halted by his mother, who pulls Zeke away from Chick and interrupts their 

embrace. Zeke, extending his shaking hands (an indication of his uncontrollable 

sexuality24) asks for the Lord’s forgiveness. In this scene, the sex act never occurs, but it 

is implied as Zeke becomes symbolic of black (and thus also Chick’s) sexuality. 

According to Durgnat and Simmon, "The baptismal cries called for by her feigned (or 

sincere, or naturally overdetermined) sensations of regeneration by grace in Zeke’s arms 

become ecstatic wails of love, of surrender, and -by no very great stretch of the 

imagination -orgasm. For sensuality lurks in the very temple of religion, perhaps because 

each plunges its roots so deep into human nature as to draw half its strength from the 

other.’’z5 

Chick’s sexualization is further heightened by her mulatto appearance. According 

to Lola Young, the belief that "light-skinned black women - especially those who can 

’pass’ for white are often sexually troublesome’’26 is associated with the mulatto because 

of the black slave experience. Chick’s mulatto appearance, therefore, automatically codes 
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her as a product of miscegenation, who because of her mixed race ancestry, is destined to 

be both problematized and more specifically in this instance, sexualized. Bell hooks 

professes that "As sexist/racist sexual mythology would have it, she [the mulatto] is the 

embodiment of the best of the black female savage tempered by those elements of 

whiteness that soften this image, giving it an aura of virtue and innocence .... She is the 

perfect combination of virgin and whore, the ultimate vamp.’’27 That Chick assumes the 

mulatto role and becomes a tragic figure is apparent at the film’s end when she dies 

tragically at the hands of Zeke who shoots her (maybe deliberately).28 

Despite the film’s implications for spectators, Chick’s sexualizing is further 

evidence that not only is she objectified by the black male on screen and by white 

spectators who identify with the black male protagonist, but she also thwarts the gaze 

proj ected by the black male and inverts the traditional male-female roles and obj ectifies 

him. The black male assumes a passive (feminine) position, while she assumes an active 

(masculine) position.29 The "masculinization" of Chick and "feminization" of Zeke are 

played out in other ways in Hallelttjat~. For example, when Chick confronts Hot Shot 

regarding his inability to pay her the money he owes her, she indicates fearlessness and a 

willingness to challenge the accustomed social status of the dominant male figure. Even 

being involved in a money scheme at all (a traditionally masculine pursuit) reflects this 

switch in roles. When Hot Shot attempts to keep Chick from attending the revival 

meeting led by Brother Zeke, Chick assaults Hot Shot with a fireplace poker (a phallic 

symbol); she is clearly assuming a masculine position, as she exclaims, "That’s what I do 

to anybody [who] stands in my path to glory!" Durgnat and Simmon in a critique of this 
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scene note, "That violence in her sexuality, which Nina Mae McKinney carries offwith 

ebullient spasms, has Zeke in open-nostriled, slack-j awed awe.’’3° 

After Chick and Zeke marry, she becomes bored both with him and the mundane 

life of a sawmill worker and is lured away by Hotshot who intends to re-introduce her to 

city life and her city ways. Bags in hand, Chick escapes through the bedroom window- and 

rushes to reach Hot Shot. "As Chick and Hot Shot, eloping, speed offinto the forest in 

their horse-drawn carriage, Zeke blasts away with his shotgun, ready to risk killing the 

girl, whom he might have wanted to rescue.’’31 When Zeke reaches a screaming Chick, he 

holds her in his arms, recognizing that she is nearing her death, and reassuring her that 

she should not fear the devil--nearly an affirmation of her final m etamorphosi s from evil 

to good. Facing death, she is forgiven for her sins. With an animal-like magnetism as a 

predator stalks his prey, Zeke next chases Hot Shot through the dense and foggy swamp. 

These scenes are dark and dimly lit, to reverberate the film’s tragic ending and to reflect 

on Zeke’s dark side. Zeke captures Hot Shot; they wrestle in the murky waters of the 

swamp; then Hot Shot succumbs to strangulation - a strangulation that is not visible on 

screen. According to Durgnat and Simmon, "The strangulation is left to our imagination 

(except in publicity stills). Thus the moments of highest ecstasy, violent or erotic, are 

denied us. it’s possible to see this tantalizing avoidance as catering to an audience 

embarrassment at passi on .... One might even see it as a way of restraining the too- 

soulful frenzy of black folk.’’32 That Chick is punished by death through Zeke’s violent 

act of a shooting speaks to how women are victimized and rendered as tragic figures. Bell 

hooks suggests that the black female as a wild sexual savage can only be tamed through 

the violent and sexually dominating machinations of the black male indoctrinated by the 
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patriarchal culture.33 Therefore, Chick’s violent death is viewed as warranted in view of 

the deception that she inflicted on Zeke as well as the sexualization that she appropriated 

to lure him from his path of righteousness. 

The Aftermath of Hallelujah and Its Double Premiere 

The period following Ha[[elqjah’s 1929 debut gave false hope to black audiences, 

who assumed that with the production of this film they could expect Hollywood to take a 

serious interest in blacks and black life. According to Thomas Cripps, black spectators 

were even willing to ignore the racial discrimination endured during the production of 

this picture. Cripps revealed that according to "the gossip of the movie lots -- Nina Mae 

McKinney ... had almost quit after a grip called her ’nigger’’’34 Further attesting to the 

treatment accorded to black actors, Eva Jessye, black musical director for Hallelujah, 

reconstructed the gross inequities that existed between white actors and black actors in 

this film and the discrimination endured by the film crew. For example, according to 

Jessye, "she [Jessye] was paid but $100 per week for her very exacting work whereas a 

white person doing the same work would have received three or four times as much .... 

Miss Jessye also [reported that on] location in the South, the company issued each day 

two sets of lunches, one for the Negroes and another for the whites.’’35 While these 

discriminatory practices occurred during the picture’s production, off-screen whites in 

Holl~vood were more inclined to interact with blacks on a social level.36 

When Hallehtjah was completed, prior to its release, it created controversy on the 

announcement that there would be a double premiere in New York: one for black 

audiences at the Lafayette Theater and one for white audiences at the Embassy on 
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Broadway - a downtown theater.37 The Chicago Defender reported that "Arrangements 

for the dual presentation of Mr. Vidor’s long awaited dramatic study of the Negro, his life 

and his spirituals, was made to meet the thousands of requests for a showing in 

Harlem.’’38 When blacks attempted to gain entrance to the film’s premiere at the Embassy 

Theater, they were denied admission and subsequently filed law suits on the basis of 

discrimination.39 The New York Amsterdam News related that, "When announcement of 

the opening, said to be the first of its kind in theatre history, was made, immediately the 

cry went up in Harlem that the Lafayette secured the photoplay because Negroes were not 

desired at the downtown playhouse.’’4° In addition to law suits being filed against the 

Embassy Theater, blacks in Harlem similarly protested the dual exhibition &the 

picture.41 

On-Screen Image Merges with Off-Screen Profile 

As this controversy became public, McKinney was escalated to stardom, and 

during the same month of the film’s controversial premiere, August 1929, she reportedly 

wed Jimmie Marshall, manager of the Lafayette Theater where Hallelujah premiered for 

black audiences.42 McKinney, however, denied the story:43 "in an interview with a 

representative of the Amsterdam News on Monday night, little Nina Mae McKinney ... 

emphatically denied that she was ever married as reported by a number of newspapers 

many month ago after she had left New" York for Hollywood.’’44 The report is typical of 

the way in which details of her private life were devoured and distorted by the black 

press. 
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Off-screen, McKinney was always an object to be viewed "with unusual interest." 

Attending Hallelujah’s premiere in Holl~a~-ood, she was described as "the beautiful Nina 

Mae McKinney ... gorgeous in her pink tulle frock with pink taffeta shirred evening 

wrap, bearing a mammoth cape collar and wearing the pink tulle turban.’’45 Her appeal 

was often exaggerated, as for example when it was reported that the Maharajah of 

Kapurthala was so impressed with her that he extended an invitation for her to tour 

Europe and then travel to India.46 Her hyped appeal was complemented by her continuing 

self-promotion as a sex symbol. One year after the premiere of Hallelujah, take just one 

example, she struck a sexually alluring pose for photographers, on the announcement of a 

new movie contract for a part as "queen of the night club" in Takinglt Big (11930).47 

However, despite her talent and proven ability, McKinney received few- further 

film offers. Hollywood, apparently, did not intend to create additional roles for its "dark 

star." Although she did land a role in the MGM production 7hey Learned about Woman 

(1930) - playing the part of a "Harlem Madness" singer -- she soon found it necessary to 

return to the legitimate stage in order to continue her career as a performer.48 

Accompanying these reports were those suggesting that she was in conflict with 

other actresses, such as white actress, Clara Bow. McKinney resented a comparison made 

between the white actress and the black actress, and she publicly stated that she had no 

intention of profiting from such a comparison. Yet, the "press continued to eulogize her 

as the ’it’ girl, much to Miss Bow’s discomfiture.’’49 The black press exacerbated such 

conflicts to both manufacture news and elevate the black actress. 

There, too, the emphasis was on her person and the psychological effect of her 

performance. In 1930, William Smith, a Chicago Defender columnist, reviewed one of 
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her stage performances in Chicago and assured his readers that she was more attractive in 

person than she was onscreen: "She is much prettier, folks, very much prettier. Her skin is 

golden, and her eyes fascinating. Her voice is low and mellow, and to see her in the flesh 

is a delightful experience.’’5° Other news reports described her as "vibrant with the 

mysterious fetching quality called ’it,’ and noted that the feminine portion of her 

audiences seem to like her as well as the men.’’51 A performance in Pittsburgh was 

covered extensively by the Pittsburgh Courier; its reports, too, concentrated on her body 

as commodity: "Being small and daintily curved, she wears present-day fitted garments 

with a decided air.’’s2 

As new accolades were heaped upon her, however, there seemed to be a 

concomitant increase in reports regarding her sexuality. For example, African American 

newspaper critic, Floyd Snelson, described McKinney by stating that her "vamping role in 

Hallelujah was as natural to Nina as though it was written and staged exclusively for her 

benefit. She has plenty of that so-called rhythm in her bones and it takes but little 

syncopation to put her in action - for she can shake a wicked hip as well as a ’mean’ 

Charleston .... [She] wears only a vest, bloomers, and slip under her dresses.’’s3 Even 

some publications affiliated with the mainstream press rendered McKinney as little more 

than a black sex symbol, diverting interest away from her acting talent. From such 

innuendoes, it was a short step to declaring her immoral, since black femaleness was 

associated with uncontrolled sexuality. 

The April 1930 issue of Motion Picture Classic magazine contained one of these 

hostile articles. Written by white columnist Elizabeth Goldberg (whose name was later 

misspelled by the black press as Elisabeth Goldbeck, perhaps as a kind of insult to 
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Goldberg in response to her denigrating comments to McKinney), the article was entitled 

"Black and Potentially Blue.’’54 The Baltimore Afro-American excerpted the article to 

demonstrate how McKinney was being defamed in the mainstream press. Goldberg had 

asserted that, "Nina Mae imagines she has made the big jump from the black world to the 

white. Poor little Nina. Colored people no longer appeal to her fastidious taste .... In 

,,55 her illusory success, she has drawn away from her own race. Goldberg quoted 

McKinney’s public statement that she found it necessary to distance herself from the 

masses: "If you start going out with them, pretty soon they think they’re just as big as you 

are.’’56 The newspaper, speaking for the African American community, was disturbed that 

Goldberg was exposing McKinney’s dubious racial politics, but was even more outraged 

at Goldberg’s attempt at the end of the article to undermine their star’s sexual power: 

"Nina is a Cleopatra for sure. She wants to be a siren and heart-breaker. Crazy for men. 

Crazy for money. Crazy for admiration. No wonder she has accepted the illusion of 

Holl~vood’s friendliness.’’57 Offended by this attempt to undermine her, McKinney 

reportedly filed a lawsuit for damages against both Goldberg and the Motion Picture 

Classic, to repair the damage done to her image. The Pittsburgh Courier, perhaps to 

muster support for McKinney, reported that Goldberg’ s article was so upsetting to 

McKinney that it "brought her to tears.’’58 

To restore luster to her faltering public image, McKinney again turned her 

attention to her screen career. Though some in the press had begun hinting it would be 

short-lived,59 other reports attested to her viability in the industry, declaring that she had 

signed several long-term contracts. The Chicago Defender reported: "MGM has no 

intention of letting Nina Mae go. Warner Brothers Studios and Fox have both been 
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negotiating for the bronze siren of Hallehtjah, but Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will not even 

lend the star out to other studios.’’6° Meanwhile, to sustain her career between screen 

roles, McKinney performed on stage in New York, Pittsburgh, and Chicago (where she 

was met by a delegation of city officials and a parade); singing songs that she had 

popularized on screen in Hallehtjah.61 However, McKinney was seen again on the screen 

in only one all-black-cast musical short, entitled Manhattan Serenade (1930).62 

Private Life 

While McKinney’s screen career stalled and the black press had little to report on 

her career, they shifted their focus to her personal life. For example, McKinney again 

became controversial in the black press when in August 1930, the Baltimore Afro- 

American reported that she had married the prizefighter Willie (Gorilla) Jones; again she 

denied this.63 McKinney’s marriage to Jones also was reported in the Chicago Defender 

and denied.64 The Chicago Defender stated, "Rumors have it that Nina Mae McKinney 

isn’t married to Gorilla Jones, the Ohio prizefighter, as reported from San Francisco. 

Jones is alleged to have called Nina Mae over long distance when the news of his 

supposed tie-up reached him and informed the former movie star that that kind of 

publicity wasn’t desire by him. it is also alleged that the star of Hallehtjah is out of the 

talkies and without one single bid from producers.’’6s These rumors persisted and it seems 

they were intended to rekindle her languishing screen career by keeping her name before 

the public -- a coverage the black press was eager to provide. In fact, the Baltimore Afro- 

American reported that thi s was a strategy employed by McKinney to sustain her career 

as an actress even when Hollywood provided few roles.66 



After her marriage to Master Daniels, she declared that the Gorilla Jones 

stuff was the bunk, just a sort of nice way of keeping her name before the 
public. Others now say that the publicity at that time served skillfully to 

cover-up her failure to get more work to do at Hollywood - that she would 

rather have had the public to believe that she had been overcome by love 

and had thus deserted the glare &the movies for the quiet pleasures of 
domestic life, than for the story to get out that she was no longer useful.67 
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The Baltimore Afro-American claimed that this publicity about her private life "at that 

time sew’ed skillfully to cover up her failure to get more work to do at Hollywood.’’68 

Other black newspapers covered similar stories: the Chicago Defender reported that 

McKinney had married Douglas Daniels, a vaudeville performer.69 Her youth was made 

an issue, as the Baltimore Afro-American noted that "nineteen-year-old star of the film 

Halleluj ah, who took unto herself a seventeen-year-old cabaret dancer husband, last week 

in Chicago and instead of a honeymoon - [she] faces the court on the charge of having 

had too violent a love affair with a sixteen-year-old child.’’7° Sensationalizing the report 

on McKinney’s marriage, the Philadelphia Tribune claimed that McKinney allegedly 

invited Daniels out to lunch and "cast some of spell over him’’71 when they then drove to 

Crown Point, Indiana to be married by the Justice of the Peace. The Baltimore Afro- 

American, a few weeks later, reported that McKinney was seeking to have the marriage 

annulled and admitted that Daniels stayed away from home for nearly a week after their 

marriage.72 In an attempt to defend his self, the press reported that, "The boy husband 

also charges Nina Mae also stayed out nights and said he feared she would take up with a 

count or prince when she sets sail for Paris soon.’’73 
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European Tour 

In view- of her faltering career, McKinney seems to have tried more than one way 

to give the public the impression that she was still sought after. When using the 

importance of her domestic life above that of a career failed to sustain her popularity, she 

may- have begun to believe that not only was she failing herself but she was also failing 

the African American community. In another attempt at escaping Holl~a~’ood’s neglect, 

McKinney turned to Europe in an effort to revive her career. In December 11930, 

therefore, amid public scrutiny and controversy, she traveled to Europe, like other black 

stars before her, determined to revive her career as an actress. Newspaper critic, Bessye 

Bearden of the Chicago Defender, announced the trip: "Sailing with little Nina are the 

thoughts and good wishes of her stage and screen-loving public. They are hoping and 

wishing that her name may become as shining and as bright as it has in her own land, and 

that she will return the wearer of the laurels of fame and success.’’74 McKinney had 

reportedly negotiated offers of $1,000 per week, thus attesting to her talent and 

international appeal.7s 

McKinney’s departure eli cited a forced farewell from Ben Thau, a director who 

seemed both laudatory of her talent and apologetic for the racial politics that prevailed: 

I understand that you are leaving for Europe shortly, so here’s best 
wishes. It was a pleasure to have you at our studio. The whole 
world knows you gave an outstanding performance in our 
Hallelujah and I am sure that anything you do on the stage or 
screen must be outstanding, as you are a great artist.76 

The press covered her departure extensively with one newspaper reporting that, "Nina 

Mae boarded the S.S. Bremen wearing a black satin and black velvet coat trimmed with 

fox, and carried a huge bouquet of chrysanthemums.’’77 While on her European tour, the 
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countries that McKinney visited, as well as, the length of stay abroad remain confusing, 

because of conflicting reports that appear in the black press. Reports suggest that she was 

scheduled to perform in Europe for one year, and tour Berlin, Paris, Cannes, Deauville, 

Monte Carlo, Vienna, and London.7s 

Continuing to report on McKinney’s success abroad, the African American press 

announced that she was scheduled to appear in an unnamed European production to be 

filmed in Africa.79 McKinney may have been invisible in the mainstream press and in 

Holl~vood, but she was still revered in the black press. According to Bogle, while 

performing in Europe, McKinney was billed as the "Black Garbo," indicating how black 

stars found it advantageous to seek validation through their identification with popular 

and widely acclaimed white screen stars,s° 

While McKinney was traveling in Europe, the black press continued to report on 

her, as in a January 1931 article entitled, "Does Vivacious Motion Picture Queen Hold 

Important Angle in Backstage Romance? What Will Happen When Franc Meets Nina 

Mae in Paris?’’sl This reporter claimed that Nina Mae had been involved with Franc 

McLennon who was a friend of Douglass Daniels (McKinney’s former husband) when 

both males worked with the Whitman Team. McKinney had ended her friendship with 

McLennon to become involved with Daniels. The story went that after McLennon’s failed 

relationship with McKinney, he became engaged to another woman but their engagement 

ended and he was hospitalized for a bout with pneumonia. Exploiting these rumors, the 

paper reported that prior to McKinney’s departure to Europe she is believed to have paid 

McLennon’s hospital bill.S2 Whether this report was fact or fiction, it demonstrates the 
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press’s insatiable appetite for information on its black star even though McKinney was in 

Europe by this time.a3 

Return to the U.S. 

According to a report in March 1931, after three months abroad, McKinney 

returned to the United States to visit her ailing father,a4 This source added that 

McKinney’s very special Hollywood hit, Hallehtjah, had not been well received in Berlin 

"due to the fact the citizens were unable to understand the meaning and particular 

psychology of the American black people.’’aS By this time, McKinney had become 

disillusioned with Europe and missed her friends and relatives,a6 On her return to the 

U.S., she resumed her American stage career. This also signaled a return of attention in 

the African American press, although she was becoming disenchanted with the 

scandalous reporting that appeared in their pages, especially those regarding her private 

life. In fact the Baltimore Afro-American claimed, "Miss McKinney was greatly 

aggravated when she read newspaper reports of her supposed marriage, and is disgusted 

with many of the papers that seem, she says, ’to be so interested in my affairs.’’’aT 

Attempting to distance itself from the accusations leveled by McKinney, the Chicago 

Defender, instead reported that McKinney’s photo had appeared on a motion picture 

magazine, E1 Cine, published in Barcelona, Spain,as an attempt at elevating their black 

star rather than being so preoccupied with her private affairs. And when McKinney 

performed on stage at the Regal Theater in Chicago following her return from Europe, the 

Chicago Defender declared that the ’~dainty little star of Hallehtjah [is] back from Europe 

and [is] more beautiful than ever.’’a9 Ho~vever, McKinney’s return to the stage did not 
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create the excitement she had known in the past. One reviewer wrote that when 

McKinney performed in Chicago, she "failed to conquer despite the intensive support one 

Earl Hines gave her.’’9° She faced a similar reception in Washington, D.C., where in her 

words, audiences, were "stingy with their applause.’’91 

To revive her career, McKinney once again began to employ the circulating of 

personal rumors, the same strategy used earlier to keep her name in the public eye. This 

time it was announced that she would marry Jimmie Monroe, the man who had served as 

her manager and had frequently accompanied McKinney on her European tours.92 

Monroe later became Billie Holiday’s spouse, but it is of note that without marriage 

certificates it is often difficult to determine if many of these entertainers actually did get 

legally married. 

in 1931, McKinney, back in the U.S., once again appeared in a film, Safe il~ Hell, 

this time with white actress Dorothy Mackaill. This film provided an opportunity for the 

press to pay attention to McKinney’ s screen career, rather than concentrating on her 

private life. In the film, Safe in Hell, McKinney was cast in the role of Leonie, the Hotel 

Manager, and according to one source, "At a time when most African Americans were 

stereotyped, both Nina Mae McKinney and Clarence Muse were the two most reputable 

characters in the movie.’’93 Thomas Cripps in review of the film describes McKinney as a 

"slim brown waitress." As Cripps writes, 

the whites live off their past; the blacks off their carefully cultivated 
principles, hidden under their cool manners. They rise above the script. 
’I’m a New Orleans lady too,’ says Leonie when the writers ask her to say, 
Ts from N’Orleans myself.’ ... Leonie sets a cocky example by waiting 
tables, sings, holding to her faith, and fending off the whites. In a 
contrived ending and a sham trial the white woman [protagonist] is 
convicted and chooses death rather than a life in the hands of Bruno. In the 



last sequence the blacks help her die in peace by steering her sailor away, 
Leonie embraces her in tears .... 94 
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A reviewer for the Chicago Defender similarly commended McKinney’ s role by stating, 

"Nina Mae McKinney does some fine acting and singing in this picture. She is keeper of 

a house where murder is committed and where gangland [hides] out.’’9s But while 

McKinney longed for a screen career, the black press was becoming disillusioned with 

her relationship with Hollywood. Its writers questioned her role in Safe m Hell, asking, 

"Why Nina wasn’t permitted to appear in the picture more?’’% 

Again, it seems that McKinney felt it necessary to engage in advertising 

campaigns, both as a means of enhancing her income and as a means of remaining in the 

public eye. Thus, for example, she allowed herself to be exploited by appearing in a 

newspaper ad for Golden Brown skin ointment. The advertisement claimed that by using 

this product, one could have "skin glorified with that Creole-like charm typical of 

successful Race men and women.’’97 For McKinney, this was a form of compromising 

herself as well as not-so-subtly endorsing the idea that success depended solely on one’ s 

physical appearance. Actually, it was commonplace for black actors and entertainers of 

that period to endorse such products. Anna Everett contends that the press utilized the star 

power of these black actresses to sell products: 

Clearly, the paper’s editors understand the ideology of consumption that 
its star discourse afforded in the selling of the paper itself and its 
advertiser’s myriad consumer products. The cartoon illustration of a black 
woman enj oying the aroma of a hair pomade strategically placed under the 
McKinney story and the photograph bears a striking resemblance to the 
young star. Thus selling the star helps sell the products that help sell the 
newspapers to both readers and advertisers.98 
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However, such adverti sements allowed McKinney to remain on the pages of the black 

press and thereby in the public eye. 

McKinney continued to perform successfully on stage with her own company that 

consisted of a pianist and a partner, both of whom contributed to her act. One reviewer 

commented, "The little girl, who just a few months ago was blundering about on the stage 

trying to get herself the praise that was already handed over in pictures, is now worth 

reviewing. We thought her particularly good in a trio of songs at the Michigan [Theater] 

last Sunday night.’’99 These performances were often complemented by brief appearances 

in movie shorts as when McKinney appeared in Pie, Pie Blackbird (1932) performing 

with Noble Sissle, Eubie Blake,1°° and the Nicholas Brothers (Harold and Fayard 

Nicholas). In review of this film, the Motion Picture Herald stated, "Fairly entertaining, 

moderately enjoyable if the patron likes the negro band, with its own peculiar type of 

melody, and the singing negress, Nina Mae McKinney, with her crooning but quite 

melodious voice.’’1°~ The Film Daily reported, "Miss McKinney does several typical song 

numbers with a lot of class, and she is a good looker too.’’1°2 

The African American press observing her limited screen roles and believing that 

she deserved a better career, continued however, to promote her as a star, sometimes 

even, circulating rumors that additional screen roles were imminent. 103 Resorting again to 

references to her alluring sexuality, the Pittsburgh Courier, released a photo of McKinney 

entitled "Nina Be Good," and captioned, "This bewitching pose is very trying to the male 

of the species.’’J°4 By being reduced to her sexuality, McKinney was newsworthy in the 

black press. 
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Return to Europe and the Screen 

In 1933, frustrated by Hollywood’s lack of appropriate roles for her, McKinney 

returned to Europe, where she appeared in Paris and London and was billed as "The 

Fascinating Creole Film Star and Cabaret Artiste.’’1°5 In London while performing at the 

Leicester Square Theater, McKinney appeared in a stage show entitled, "Chocolate and 

Cream.’’l°(s A review of her performance in the show noted that: 

The colored section of the show is laid in a plantation scene in Mississippi. 
The attraction is Nina Mae McKinney, the Hallelujah girl, who has 
received so much pre-publicity that she is apt to be disappointing. Girl 
undoubtedly has best personality since Florence Mills, but is a long way 
behind her talent, although she can put over a song. Miss McKinney is 
causing a lot of controversy and keeping the box office busy, which is 
what matters most.l°7 

Even during her absence from the U.S., the black press paid homage to its "dark 

star," continuing to provide coverage of her European triumphs. McKinney professed that 

she saw "no reason for returning to the States and its prejudices" until she faced some of 

the same racist practices in Europe that she had experienced in America.1°8 On one 

occasion, a European woman refused to patronize a well-kno~vn restaurant located in 

London because it had accommodated McKinney. Ironically, while the woman was 

confronting the restaurant’s management and expressing her distaste for any 

establishment that catered to blacks, McKinney was enj oying dining in the restaurant, 

whereas the obj ector was not. J 09 

McKinney’s European tour to --London, Athens, with a side trip to Cairo, Egypt 

--was interrupted in May 1934; this time she returned home because her mother was 

ill.l~° Back in the U.S., she performed on stage, and ~vorked ~vith Eubie Blake’s orchestra 
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at the Granada Theater in Pittsburgh. 111 At that time, the African American press 

announced that McKinney would again be visible on screen; in the British film, Sanders 

of the River (1935, alternately titled Congo Raid). McKinney would play the wife of an 

African chieftain (played by Paul Robeson). Thi s film was scheduled to begin production 

in August of 1934,1~2 and apparently, while the film was in production, McKinney 

remained in London. During this time, she received harsh criticism from the British press 

for arriving late to a Royal party and for not staying long enough. According to the 

Chicago Defender, "Nina Mae McKinney will have plenty to explain before she is able to 

return to favor with producers and scribes over here as a result of... walking out on a 

~Royal’ party last month. Invited to the party that was to have been attended by Royalty, 

not only was McKinney late, but also, she had remained less than fifteen minutes. One 

paper was bitter in its attack on the famous movie stage star.’’1~3 A month later, this same 

newspaper revealed that McKinney was scheduled to appear with Will Rogers in the film, 

Steamboat Roared the Bend (released 1935). However, McKinney is not mentioned 

among those credited for appearing in the film. 114 Such reports could have been attempts 

by McKinney or the press to keep her name before the public, to remind Hollywood 

producers of this talented black actress. McKinney did, however, appear in the British 

film, Life is Real (1934) - a film about which little is known, although it did premiere in 

Los Angeles some two years later.~5 
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Organizes Band, Performs on Stage, and Appears in Sanders of the River 

By the end of 1934, when McKinney had returned to the U.S. and organized her 

own swing band, she was touring between screen roles, performing in a variety of 

nightclubs. She was still described by the African American press as the "vivacious star 

of stage and screen.’’116 McKinney’s sexual appeal on screen continued to permeate her 

stage image, as one report revealed that, "McKinney... to the world at large is known as 

exotic. The whole [flair] for eccentric, gay apparel and a gaudy hair dress is no doubt, 

what will make her a sensation before an orchestra. That [flair] is doubtless just 

protective coloration for a timidity of spirit which would have thwarted her ambition to 

be a femme band leader is revealed in full. 

By the beginning of 1935, McKinney’s British picture, Sanders oft]~e River was 

completed and its American premiere received extensive coverage by African American 

newspapers. Sanders oft/~e River focuses on a tribal chief of colonial Nigeria (played 

by Paul Robeson as Bosambo) and McKinney as Lilongo, wife ofBosambo~ Chieftan 

Bosambo, acting on behalf of the British government, attempts to establish himself as the 

ruler over other African leaders. Bosambo first meets Lilongo among a group of natives 

and is much taken by her. Marked as an object of the gaze, Lilongo wears an off’the 

shoulder wrap; she is light-complected and her arched eyebrows, lip stick make-up, and 

short straight hair clearly separate her from the rest of the natives. In comparison, the 

other African women are darker in complexion, are without make-up, and wear natural 

hairstyles - they are marked as natives different from Lilongo. Lilongo’s physical 

difference coincides with Bosambo’s symbolic difference, as he sides with the British 

government and assumes the ways of the western world. 
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Interestingly, later in the film when Lilongo appears again, it is clear that the 

native women all have a desire to become one of Bosambo’s wives. Lord Sandy - played 

by Leslie Banks and Bosambo’s superior -- reveals that Bosambo already has five 

wives. 119 Despite having been taken captive as slaves, these native women prefer serving 

as wives to Bosambo rather than returning home to their mothers and fathers. Lilongo 

also expresses a special interest in marrying Bosambo, but she declares that she knows 

that Bosambo, strictly speaking, has no other wives, because he always is seeking the 

wives of others. When Lord Sandy tries to discourage Lilongo from marrying Bosambo, 

she insists, proclaiming that she will marry him if he agrees not to have any other wives. 

With the blessing of Lord Sandy, the two marry, and a tribal ceremony is performed to 

celebrate their marriage. 

Dancing plays an important part in the marriage ceremony. While Lilongo dances 

in a grass skirt and short top, the native women dance bare-chested. Dancing becomes 

important again at the film’s end when Bosambo teaches his son the warrior dance, 

though Lilongo opposes this indoctrination, for fear of his endangerment. By this point in 

the film two issues are established: one, is that Lilongo has strength of character and 

second, is that Lilongo is presented as physically attractive. Yet, the down side of her 

Lilongo’s attractiveness and sexualization is that she is taken captive by an opposing 

African leader in pursuit of Bosambo and recognizing that he can lure Bosambo into his 

trap, he captures Lilongo and prepares for her death. 

Reviews focus on McKinney’s performance as performance: the New York 

Time~, somewhat critically, wrote: "The talented Nina Mae McKinney is likely to 

impress you more as a Harlem night-club entertainer than a savage jungle beauty.’’12° The 
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Chicago Defender more laudatory of McKinney and Robeson stated: "In the thrilling 

cinema, both Nina Mae McKinney and Paul Robeson are heard to great advantage, 

singing several haunting native chants, arranged for European orchestration. This picture 

gave both Miss McKinney and Mr. Robeson a chance to display acting ability never yet 

allowed in America.’’121 

Aside from the film’ s problematics for its exploitation of African American talent 

in these racialized roles and its perpetuation of colonialism, the Institute of Amateur 

Cinematographers regarded the film as the most significant talking picture of 193 5 and 

awarded Robeson and McKinney the annual gold medal. 122 According to the Baltimore 

Afro-American, "The Institute’s gold medal is comparable to that of Hollywood’s 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and is the most coveted trophy of English 

producers, it was awarded last year to Alfred Hitchcock, British director, for his 

melodrama 7he k4an Who Knew Too Much (1934).’’123 

Despite the continued paucity of roles for black actresses, particularly in 

American films, in 1935 McKinney landed a role (as a singer in the "Reckless" number) 

in Reckless (193 5), an MGM producti on that featuring white actress, Jean Harlow. Bogle 

claims that McKinney’s scenes were eliminated from the final version of the film. 124 

However, the Pittsburgh Courier was complimentary of McKinney despite her limited 

success in the cinema world: "Electrifying filmdom with her intoxicating rhythm, the 

glamorous Nina Mae McKinney, gorgeous golden star of the cinema, is on her way home 

to Hollywood.’’12s These reports, however enthusiastic, were frequently interspersed with 

those reporting on McKinney’s return to the stage. For example, in April of 193 5, it was 

announced that McKinney was scheduled to appear at the Harlem Opera House. This 
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time, she was promoted as the "exotic cinema player.’’126 McKinney also appeared on 

stage at the Cotton Club in New York where she "came through with according to 

expectations, scoring a tremendous triumph with a big dramatic number about ’Good for 

Nothin’ Joe’ (He done her wrong) ... especially suited to the temperament of the exotic 

young lady whom we first saw in Halleh~jah.’’127 During this period, Bogle professes that 

she also performed with Curtis Mosby’s band in clubs on the west coast. 128 

Acting Roles and Personal Struggles 

Attempting to extricate herself from the confusion of the narrow" characterizations 

by the African American press of both her stage and screen roles, McKinney publicly 

declared that she was seeking more positive screen roles. According to the Baltimore 

Afro-American, "Miss McKinney was sought by Hollywood directors who were anxious 

to portray her as the flaming Latin Lupe Valez type. Having given ’thumbs down’ orders, 

her manager negotiated with film magnates for much finer roles for the talented star .... 

She was anxious for the opportunity to get away from the ’Katie Red’ [unknown] and 

’Chick’ roles.’’129 In defense of McKinney, this report continued that, "Because of her use 

of cuss words on the screen few people liked her. it is written in the script, of course, but 

the average theatre-goer doesn’t realize that. Therefore, Nina Mae in the public’s opinion 

is the rough ~pe. This is not true." 130 

As McKinney’s screen roles became fewer, the press frequently reported on her 

stage performances as well as her physical appearance. For example, one source noted 

that, "One thing that makes Miss McKinney stand out is the clothes she wears. While in 

Paris she had several gowns designed for her work and today she leads the country in 
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dress both on stage and off. Broadway as well as Harlem has been turning out to see just 

what Nina Mae McKinney is wearing and why.’’13~ When she performed on stage with 

black comedian Johnny Hudgins in Newark, the press noted that "each time [she 

appeared] dressed in a different and expensive gown.’’~32 

In 1936, after having worked for several months at the Cotton Club, McKinney 

again returned to Europe. Dominating the press coverage was McKinney’s European tour 

to Edinburgh, Scotland, and her failing health. Reports circulated that she had suffered 

from throat problems for some five years but had delayed undergoing an operation. 133 

Refusing to have the surgical procedure performed, McKinney continued her European 

tour and arrived in Edinburgh, Scotland, where she was well received by the press. 

Regarding her performance in Scotland, the press reported, "’ She gives a brilliant display 

of rhythm-styTle singing, clever dancing and vivid impersonation. She is an artist in 

everything she does and well deserves to be leading a program of exceptional merit.’’’~34 

It was also during this year that McKinney appeared in Vitaphones’s Black Network 

(193 6) - a j azz movie short that featured the Nicholas Brothers (Harold and Fayard 

Nicholas dancing team), the Washboard Serenaders, Amanda Randolph, and Bill 

’Basement" Brown.~35 According to Henry Sampson, others who appeared in this 

production include, Eddie Green, Emett ’Babe’ Wallace, and Thomas Chappelle.~36 The 

Film Daily in review of this movie short noted that, ~’A troupe of colored stars, headed by 

Nina Mae McKinney and the Nicholas Brothers, turn in highly entertaining performances 

in an unoriginal story of a colored radio sponsor with an ambitious wife who wants to be 

the whole show .... Nina Mae McKinney sings in the new fashion of ’swing.’’’~37 This 

movie short, however, was probably made before her departure to Europe. 
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One year later in 1937, while performing in Sydney and Melbourne, Australia, 

McKinney’s health problems resurfaced. She became ill from tonsillitis and appendicitis, 

and was forced to undergo surgery, which again thrust her into the pages of the African 

American press.138 McKinney’s illnesses may have caused her to lose a role in the all- 

black-cast film The Dt¢ke Is" Tops (1938), directed by Ralph Cooper; Lena Horne took the 

role.139 Although McKinney had to compete with Horne and other new and younger 

actresses, she was still commanding press attention. McKinney’s health problems were 

compounded by the press reports, such as, "Her stormy marriage to Jimmy Monroe [his 

name is spelled differently by different sources] ended in divorce .... ,,140 The dissolution 

of her marriage was played out in the black press when her spouse, Monroe, submitted a 

letter to the Chicago Defender in defense of his own views regarding their marriage. 

Writing from Paris, France, Monroe stated: 

It appears that my wife, Nina Mae McKinney, made an unfair stab in the 
back in attempting to bring me into contempt; to expose me to public 
hatred and derision. This effort to lower my reputation; to defame my 
character, is not a surprise to me, for after six years of experience as my 
wife’ s manager I am quite well acquainted with her peculiar psychology. 
She has been guilty many times previously of scandal, but now she is 
trying libel for a change. Since your paper has been chosen as the medium 
for her unfair and unethical attack, I trust you will be fair enough to state 
both sides of the case without prejudice. 

First, I wish to deny most emphatically and categorically that there 
is any truth in the enclosed article re[garding] myself. She left me; I did 
NOT leave her. I did NOT flee England with any woman, and as regards 
$10,000 1 haven’t handled over $1,000 of her money since she was a 
popular movie player. I have never taken any of her possessions or cash 
without her consent, and be it known that I intend to begin divorce 
proceedings at the earliest possible time, as her behavior in London is not 
and has not been in accordance with accepted standards. Yours very truly, 
James Monroe141 
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The Chicago Defender certainly did not reserve its editorial remarks about the 

deteriorating marriage when they revealed that these reports had surfaced "as a result of 

hubby’s recent elopement to Paris with his Nordic love and 2,000 pounds of the star’s 

cash .... ,,142 Clearly, this controversial marriage that was nearing an end became excellent 

copy for black newspapers to both sell papers as well as appropriate their black actress. 

Overcoming these obstacles, McKinney apparently longed to return to the motion 

picture screen. By 1938, she vowed that she would not return to roles that did not present 

African Americans in an appropriate manner. In fact, McKinney’s diminishing 

professional appeal was described by the Pittsburgh Courier as "shedding glamour.’’143 

Playing upon this character slur, McKinney lashed out at Hollywood, shifting the 

controversy to the racial issue and declaring, "I will not act in another Hollywood picture 

until the prejudice is removed against colored actors in dramatic roles. Personally, I will 

not accept any maid parts. I am not a maid and will not act [like] one.’’144 According to 

the Chicago Defender, which reiterated McKinney’s strong views, she insisted that, "’I 

will definitely not play maid-role[s] any longer. I would like to do a drama or such roles 

as will benefit the race. ,,,145 

As McKinney attempted to revitalize her screen career, she often received 

denigrating reports reflecting on her private life. For example, notice that she intended to 

marry her manager, Jack Evans, was coupled with reports about her public appearances 

with a prosperous physician, Dr. Roscoe Buckner of New Jersey.146 But these personal 

reports were short-lived, as the press eagerly returned to her acting career. Rumors had it 

that she was scheduled to appear in several all-black cast films, Sl. Lo~¢is Gal (Creative 

Cinema Corporation production) and Beale Street (Creative Cinema Corporation 
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production), when actually these were films that were proposed but never actually 

completed. 147 By September of 193 8, McKinney was again reported to be performing on 

stage at the Club 65 in Chicago, 148 although such performances were often interrupted by 

reports on her return to the screen if not in Hollywood productions then certainly in 

independently produced films. 

More Difficulties and Obstacles 

As an example of her checkered career, in 193 8, McKinney managed to land a 

starring role in an all-black cast film, Gang Smashers (1938), produced by Ralph Cooper 

of Million Dollar Productions. However, in this film, McKinney encountered another 

kind of trouble. Reports circulated that during the production of Gang Smashers, Cooper 

physically assaulted her when she refused to sing. According to reports, 

Nina Mae McKinney, petite cinemactress and artist of international note, 
was the reported victim of the assault. To her friends that included Gladys 
Bentley and Evelyn "Hot Shot" Burwell who arrived at the home of the 
actress shortly after the alleged beating, Mi ss McKinney related her 
horrible experience supposedly at the hands of Ralph Cooper, veteran 
actor and an executive of the Million Dollar studios where the actress is 
under contract. Miss McKinney told friends that an argument developed 
between her and Mr. Cooper at the studio over a song she was slated to 
sing in a forthcoming film story. The actress is said to have refused to sing 
the number because she thought her voice was not capable of matching her 
acting and might hurt her reputation at the box office. 149 

McKinney denied the report. 150 However, if the assault did in fact take place, perhaps she 

was just using the report to try to salvage her fading screen career by insisting that she 

had not been victimized. 
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In addition, McKinney had to have bodyguards to protect her when it was 

revealed that she knew too much about underworld characters and their methods, 

information she had learned when she worked as a night club entertainer. She was 

reportedly escorted to and from the studio during the production of Gang Smashers, for 

fear of her being accosted by New York gangsters. It is conceivable that such reports were 

designed to draw attention to the film and titillate the imagination of audiences, thus 

increasing box-office proceeds. 151 In Gang 5~ashers, McKinney plays the role of an 

undercover policewoman (Laura Jackson) who disguises herself as a nightclub entertainer 

to capture gangsters. A contemporary reviewer stated, "This is one ofNina Mae 

McKinney’s best movies .... McKinney steals this movie, she shows her singing talents, 

comedy and sense of humor, and all in all her great acting that won our hearts when she 

was in Hallelujah .... McKinney surely has the acting talents of Clara Bow, Greta Garbo, 

and Ann Sheridan. But she’s in a class of her own for sure.’’152 

By the end of the 1930s, McKinney revived her swing band under the banner of 

the Paramount Orchestra Bureau.153 Returning to the stage with her orchestra, McKinney 

again began touring throughout the U. S., including a southern tour where she performed 

in Atlanta, Georgia; Columbia, South Carolina; New Orleans, Louisiana; Mississippi; 

North Carolina; Virginia; and West Virginia.ls4 Predictably, it was in the South that she 

encountered difficulties. In Lake City, Florida, she was "brutally assaulted" in the course 

of being refused a cup of coffee by a white soda fountain attendant, and "a near race riot 

ensued when Dick Boone, her white manager, and other members of the band 

interfered.’’lss Although now a seasoned screen star, she could not escape the 

marginalization that all blacks endured under the Jim Crow laws of the South. This 
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incident was covered extensively by the African American press so as to forewarn other 

race artists to anticipate similar exploitation. 

The late 1930s witnessed McKinney’s return to the screen in another Million 

Dollar Production entitl ed Straight to Heave~l (1939), an all-black cast film that similarly 

explored racketeering associated with the under~vorld. One source noted that, "Nina Mae 

McKinney has a part that critics have called the outstanding role of her career.’’156 

McKinney, cast in the role of Ida Williams, in addition to acting also sings, "When the 

Dark Became Dawn." The New York Amsterdam News observed that "Nina Mae 

McKinney, as the wife of Joe Williams (Lionel Monagas), plays a big part in clearing her 

husband of murder charges engineered by Lucky John [Percy Verwayen]. 1.s7 When she 

performed on stage in "Good Neighbor’’1s8 and "Tan Manhattan," newspaper critic Ralph 

Matthews commended her performance in the stage production of"Tan Manhattan." He 

wrote: "Miss McKinney topped anything she had previously done here in her revue 

appearances and displayed rare dramatic ability.’’~s9 

McKinney’s stage performances allowed her to continue to act when her screen 

roles were few and far between. In 11939, McKinney was again cast in an independently 

produced all-black cast film, The Devil’s DaughWr (1939-Sack Amusement Enterprises). 

The Devil’s Dattghter focuses on two sisters whose relationship is strained because one 

sister, Sylvia Walton (played by Ida James), is depicted as moral, and has received the 

family inheritance of a Jamaican banana plantation, while the other sister (a half-sister), 

Isabelle Walton (played by Nina Mae McKinney), is depicted as immoral and is denied 

the family inheritance. To receive the inheritance she believes is rightfully hers, the "bad" 

sister, Isabelle, plots a scheme involving voodoo to intimidate her "good" sister, Sylvia. 
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As Isabelle, McKinney is reconstructed as a "dark" character who practices voodoo; 

intoxicates her sister; plots to have her sister killed; and desires her sister’s lover, John 

Lowden (played by Emmett Wallace). McKinney, as Isabelle, epitomizes evil; there is no 

limit to the extreme lengths she will go trying to keep the family plantation from her own 

sister. At the film’s end, the two sisters are reunited, and Isabelle is forgiven for her evil 

acts, and ultimately, she even receives the family plantation. Of note is the film’s 

promotion; it was advertised as "A She Devil So Wicked All Hell Pitied Her!; .... A Two- 

Faced Woman So Mean All Men Hated Her!; .... A Harlem Hell-Cat So Jealous All 

Women Feared Her!." J 60 

The Chicago Defender’s review of the Devil’s Daughter states that, "Miss 

McKinney’s superb acting makes the Devil’s Daughter one of the most perfect colored 

pictures ever shown on the screen. She is seen as an island girl [who is] anxious to 

become a queen among her people who willingly sacrifices her own sister on the burning 

altar.’’161 Another reviewer noted that, "Miss McKinney’s work as an actress was 

flawless. She received able support from the rest of the cast. But excellent acting is not 

enough to make a great play out of a poor story, and the Devil’s Daughter is lacking.’’162 

As Isabelle, McKinney is again both sexualized and victimized (in that she is marked as 

an evil character): not only does she attempt to participate in the murder of her own sister; 

she is also desirous of her sister’s lover. It seems that McKinney could not escape the 

image that she and the press popularized in her role as Chick &Hallelujah or as Isabelle 

of Devil’s Daughter. 
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Final Screen Roles as Maid and Woman Associated with Underworld Characters 

Throughout the 1940s, McKinney was still promoted as a screen actress with great 

sexual allure. Once again, a marriage was announced -- this time, to Melvin Woolfork of 

New York.163 Despite McKinney’s past public declarations that she would not submit to 

Holl~a~’ood’s parodic constructions of African Americans on screen, she did assume maid 

roles both in Dark Waters (1943--playing the part of Florella) and in Together Again 

(1944--playing the part of an unnamed maid).164 Nevertheless, this did not lose her the 

support of the black press: "Hardly recognizable after all those years absent from the 

Hollywood scene and motion pictures is the above sparkling likeness of the ’new’ Nina 

Mae,’’165 wrote the Baltimore Afro-American. In a similar vein, the Chicago Defender 

reporting on her return to the screen noted: 

The former star of the All-Sepia cast film Hallelujah, proved 

photogenically to be one of the best looking women of her race yet to 

appear before the cameras. The beautiful brownskin actress ... was most 

strikingly beautiful in the scenes she appeared in the Ben Bogeous 

production, Dark WaWrs and her voice registered perfectly. The same, was 

noted in the lengthy scene she appeared in the Columbia Film studio 

production, 7bgetherAgain. In both pictures, Miss McKinney essays the 
role of a maid... She is actually refreshing in the minor roles making them 

stand out. Her diction should forever convince Hollywood, that it is not 

necessary to make Negro characters use southern dialect in order to 
establish their racial identity.166 

Although McKinney’s role in Dark Waters was lengthened to display her range of acting 

talent,167 such efforts by the industry could not erase the humiliation McKinney endured 

as a leading actress who had been reduced to a black subservient on screen. 

In 1949, McKinney appeared in the Hollywood produced motion picture, Pinky 

(11949). Cast as Rozelia - a woman associated with a character from the underworld and 
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reminiscent of her role in Hallelujah, she was not acting as a maid. However, she could 

not escape being cast as sinister, a money-grubber, and as a partner in crime to an 

extortionist. This role infuriated some black critics. Ebony magazine described her role as 

playing a "razor toting hussy;" a label that caused McKinney to threaten a libel lawsuit 

against the publishers. 168 In this minimal role as Rozelia, McKinney signifies how the 

black female is reduced to violence and sexuality. The film focuses on a black woman, 

Pinky (played by white actress Jeanne Crain), who passes as white in the North, but 

decides to return to the South and assist her grandmother (played by Ethel Waters). 

McKinney, as Rozelia, is associated with a deceptive black male, Jake (played by 

Frederick O’Neill), who extorts money from Pinky’s grandmother. In one scene, Rozelia 

who is believed to be accosting a white female, Pinky, is searched by police and hides a 

knife in her thigh-high hose; this characterizes her as unruly and willing to resort to 

violence. Their raising her skirt to retrieve the knife is an obvious hint at Rozelia’s 

sexuality and when she is slapped by the police, for being outspoken and insolent, the 

film suggests that because of her race and gender, she deserves to be victimized. 

Unfortunately, there is a parallel between McKinney’s sexualization on-screen and off- 

screen. It was perhaps out of frustration with the black press’ attempt to marginalize her 

that in 1949 McKinney eloped to Tiajuana with Frank Mickey.169 

The decade of the 1940s ended with reports that McKinney would return to the 

screen in Copper Canyon (1950), playing the part of a maid, Theresa, who served as the 

subservient and confidante to white actress Hedy Lamarr.17° Although such roles were 

certainly not what McKinney desired, they at least sustained her career as an actress and 

her return to the stage. Even as an aging actress, she was still lured by the entertainment 
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world, and in 1951 she was cast in the stage production of W. Somerset Maugham’s Ram. 

As Sadie Thompson, McKinney was again cast in the type she had been trying to escape, 

playing a character described as "a fugitive practicing ’the world’s oldest profession. ’’’J 71 

After 1951, McKinney rarely appeared in the black press and when she did, the 

reports more often than not referred to her most famous role in Hallehtjah. For example, 

in 1958, a report that focused on the all-black cast film Porgy andBess (1959), noted that 

McKinney’s struggles to land the leading role in Hallelujah were similar to the casting 

struggles endured by black actors for this film. This report also features McKinney in a 

photo with white actress, Jane Withers, who visited her during the production of Pinky; 

perhaps this was to remind readers of the success, however marginal, that McKinney 

achieved in Hollywood. 172 During this decade, McKinney’s acting career seemingly came 

to a halt as she virtually disappeared from the pages of the black press. As previously 

noted she may have lived outside of the U.S. during this time, but this remains unclear.173 

The New York Amsterdam News reported on McKinney’s death (May 3, 1967) at 

the age of 54. According to her death certificate, McKinney was widowed; her occupation 

was classified as domestic, and the business or industry in which she worked was listed as 

"private families.’’174 There was no mention that she had been a former actress in 

Hollywood. Most disturbing is that in spite of her talent and her desire to become a 

prominent screen actress, in death she was reduced to the very role that she attempted to 

escape, that of domestic servant. According to Bogle, a former technician who worked on 

the production of Hallelujah had actually recognized McKinney serving a dinner party in 

175 New York during her later years. 
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That McKinney had transcended from screen actress and sex symbol to maid- 

servant was not so unusual for black actresses. These women, regardless of their talents, 

had extremely limited opportunities, and if black actresses desired screen careers badly 

enough, they were forced to take what they could get, regardless of how degrading the 

roles were. However, McKinney did become the screen’s first prominent black actress to 

assume a leading role in a Hollywood production and will be recognized in cinema 

histories for her contribution. 

Conclusion 

Although McKinney’s Hollywood career was short-lived, she had paved the way 

for another generation of black actresses. In spite of these inequities and personal acts of 

racial discrimination practiced by filmmakers, black spectators remained optimistic, 

clinging to the hope that Hollywood would provide improved on-screen images of blacks. 

However, as time progressed, the issue of the black screen representation became more 

complicated. As black screen actress Hattie McDaniel demonstrated, even though blacks 

could achieve the highest honor bestowed by the industry, they remained confined to 

limited roles. The following chapter introduces McDaniel, who emerged after McKinney, 

but in roles diametrically opposed to many of those assumed by McKinney. Whereas 

McKinney had represented black sexuality on screen, McDaniel personified the 

quintessential subservient. Thus the wide spectrum of talent presented by these two 

women became a backdrop to the narrow spectrum of racial intolerance. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:04 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

Re: ttello 

Dear      :: Yes, I do remember you However, I prefer that you contact 
another instructor to write your letter since I am overloaded with 
work. In the event that you cannot find someone, I might be able to do 
so but right now I have more students than ususal in addition to a lot 
of deadlines Good to hear that you are interested in pursuing graduate 
shcooh Good luck. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @hotmaihcom>: 

Dr. Regester: 

Good morning. I hope this message finds you doing ~vell ~/~¥ name 

is . We 

originally met about years ago while I worked in the 

department of Davis. I also took AFAM with you during the 

Hopefully, you remember me. 

I’ve decided to apply to graduate school this       and would 

like to request a letter of recon~aendation from you. Please let me 

kno;v if this is something that you would feel comfortable writing. 

Also, please let me know ;vhat reformation you would like from me 

other than my restune and prospective program information. 

Thanks you in advance [’or considering this Your assistance if 

greatly appreciated. 

Regards: 

P]D: 

Check th~ ..... ther nationwide v,~ith 

>http://searchmsn.com/results.asp×?q weather&FORM WLMTAG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 19, 2006 5:28 PM 

David Chao <DChao@univpress.com> 

Re: AFRICAN AMERICAN ACTRESSES... 

Dear David Chao: Thanks much for your quick reply and for informing me 
of the roles regulating your press. I will be able to conform to the 
guidelines recommended But I will ~vait for your reply Again, thanks 
for your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting David Chao <DChao@univpress cam>: 

Dear Professor Charlene Regester: 

Thank you for your interest in the University Press of America. I_~A has 
received your proposal and will contact you in the next couple of weeks a~’ter 
the Editorial Review Board has evaluated tfae materials. 

In the meantnne, I would like to make you aware of t~vo nnportant elements of 
UPA’s publishing program 

First, each manuscript must be formatted according to ErPA-specific 
guidelines (see attached camera-ready copy guidelines). You may choose to 
undertake this task yourself, hire a freelancer, or use one of our in-h ouse 
typesetters (they charge $3.95 per :finished page). 

Second, before publishing a manuscript, UI°A’s manufacturing 
department requires 
a pre-publication purchase of 100 copies to help offset initial 
printing costs. 
Many of our authors, who use their books as supplemental texts in their 
classrooms, secure a pre-publication order from their university’ 
bookstore. The 
final price of a book is determined aRer final pages have been received, and 

the price of a paperback can range from $20-60 or more, depending on various 
factors (e.g page count and inclusion of photos). Please see the UPA website 
[’or prices of books. 

If you have any questions about these or any other issues, please 
feel free to 
contact me 

Best regards, 

David Chao 
Acquisitions Editor 
University’ Press of America 
4501 Forbes Boulevard 
Suite 200 
Latfnam, MD 20706 

Email: dchao@univpress.com 
Phone: 301-459-3366 x5327 
Fax: 301-429-5748 
Website: www.univpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 20, 2006 2:25 PM 

:@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Bibliography Dmabase 

Biblio 06- 06 - 02 .zip 

..... Forwarded message from brhill@reliasoft.biz ..... 
Date: Vri, 7 Jun 2002 16:42:58 -0dr)0 
From: "B. R. Hill" <brh~H@reliasoft.biz> 

Reply-To: "B. R Hill" <brhill@reliasoft.biz2 
Su~iect: Re: Bibliography I)atabase 

To: charlene regester <regester@email unc edu> 

Vew sorry. I lel~ off the attachment Here it is. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "charlene regester" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To: "B. R. Hill" <brhiH@reliasol~ bi/;~ 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2002 3:36 PM 
Su~iect: Re: Bibliography I)atabase 

> Dear Blair: We still cannot open this data base Please re-send the 
> original file with the mdb extension and I should be able to open the 
file 
> Please open and see if you can access prior to sending. Sincerely, 
Charlene 
> Regester 
> 

> --On Thursday, June 06, 2002 11:19 .~x5~i -0400 "B. R. Hill" 

> <brhill@reliasoft.biz> wrote: 
> 

> > Charlene, 
>> 

> > Did you rename the file and change the extension fiom .txt to .mdb? It 
> > will not open unless you do this. 
>> 

> > Let me l~ow if this works or if you need help to do it. 
>> 
> > Blair 
>> 

>> 

> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> > From: "charlene rcgestcr" <rcgester@cmail.~mc.edu> 

> > To: "B. R. Hill" <brhill@reliasoff.biz~ 
> > Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2002 8:39 AM 
> > Subiect: Re: Bibliography Database 
>> 

>> 

> >> Dear Blair: I ara not able to open this file. I was advised that if yott 
> > send 
> >> me this file in a Zip file then I will be able to access the data base. 
>>Let 
> >> me kno~v what you thil~.: Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> >> 

> >> --On Wednesday, June 05, 2002 10:47 AM -0400 "B. R. Hill" 
> >> ~brhill@reliasoR biz> wrote: 
> >> 

> >> > Charlene, 

> >> > Attached is the Biblio Access database (Biblio.mdb) Just save the 
> >> > file to a directoW where you want to keep the data. 

> >> > To ruaa, open the file in Access 2000, then run the main data entry 
form 
> >> > frmBiblio Call me if you would like me to go over this and the dat.n 

> >> > ent~z form in detail 

> >> > Thanks, 
> >> > Blatr 

> >> > P. S I just remembered that UNC email strips out attatchments with 
> > cetain 
> >> > extensions like .exe, .bas, etc. The?’ may also remove attachments 
with 
> >> > .mdb extensions so I have renamed the attachment with a .txt 
extension. 
> >> > A:ffer you save the file, rename the file with a .mdb extension before 
> >> > opening in Access 



..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 20, 2006 2:26 PM 

@email. unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Bibliography Dmabase 

Biblio 06- 06 - 02 .zip 

..... Forwarded message from brhill@reliasoft.biz ..... 
Date: Vri, 7 Jun 2002 16:42:58 -0dr)0 
From: "B. R. Hill" <brh~H@reliasoft.biz> 

Reply-To: "B. R Hill" <brhill@reliasoft.biz2 
Sul~iect: Re: Bibliography I)atabase 

To: charlene regester <regester@email unc edu> 

Vew sorry. I lel~ off the attachment Here it is. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "charlene regester" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To: "B. R. Hill" <brhiH@reliasol~ bi/;~ 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2002 3:36 PM 
Sul~iect: Re: Bibliography I)atabase 

> Dear Blair: We still cannot open this data base Please re-send the 
> original file with the mdb extension and I should be able to open the 
file 
> Please open and see if you can access prior to sending. Sincerely, 
Charlene 
> Regester 
> 

> --On Thursday, June 06, 2002 11:19 .~M -0400 "B. R. Hill" 

> <brhill@reliasoft.biz> wrote: 
> 

> > Charlene, 
>> 

> > Did you rename the file and change the extension fiom .txt to .mdb? It 
> > will not open unless you do this. 
>> 

> > Let me l~ow if this works or if you need help to do it. 
>> 
> > Blair 
>> 

>> 

> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> > From: "charlene rcgestcr" <rcgester@cmail.~mc.edu> 

> > To: "B. R. Hill" <brhill@reliasoff.biz~ 
> > Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2002 8:39 AM 
> > Subiect: Re: Bibliography Database 
>> 

>> 

> >> Dear Blair: I ara not able to open this file. I was advised that if yott 
> > send 
> >> me this file in a Zip file then I will be able to access the data base. 
>>Let 
> >> me kno~v what you thil~.: Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> >> 

> >> --On Wednesday, June 05, 2002 10:47 AM -0400 "B. R. Hill" 
> >> ~brhill@reliasoR biz> wrote: 
> >> 

> >> > Charlene, 

> >> > Attached is the Biblio Access database (Biblio.mdb) Just save the 
> >> > file to a directoW where you want to keep the data. 

> >> > To ruaa, open the file in Access 2000, then run the main data entry 
form 
> >> > frmBiblio Call me if you would like me to go over this and the data 

> >> > ent~z form in detail 

> >> > Thanks, 
> >> > Blatr 

> >> > P. S I just remembered that UNC email strips out attatchments with 
> > cetain 
> >> > extensions like .exe, .bas, etc. The?’ may also remove attachments 
with 
> >> > .mdb extensions so I have renamed the attachment with a .txt 
extension. 
> >> > A:ffer you save the file, rename the file with a .mdb extension before 
> >> > opening in Access 



..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 20, 2006 2:34 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@gmaJl.com 

Fwd: Biblio Database 2 

Biblio 06-27-02.zip 

@hotmail.com 

..... Forwarded message from brhill@reliasoft biz ..... 
Date: r~[]au, 27 Jun 2002 22:27:01 -0400 

From: "B R. Hill" <brhill@reliasoJ~.biz> 
Reply-To: "B. R. Hill" <brhiH@reliasoft bi72 
Subject: Biblio Database Update 

To: Charlene Regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 22, 2006 11:14 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SaJnple Letter 

Dear Kia: Yes, you are welcome to review my cover letter but keep in 
mind that I did not receive the a~vard. However, what I did receive 
which involved submitting another application was a Facul~ grant in 
the Arts and Humanities You are ~velcome to see this as well but just 
let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.uaac.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 
I’m applying for and was wondering 

if it would be possible to see your cover letter. Debby said that 
you applied for the award in the past The application is due on 
Monday Please let me know if you would be willing to let me use your 
letter as a model 

Thanks, 
Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 22, 2006 11:17 AM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Sample Letter 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 22 Sep 2006 11:13:52 -0400 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: Sample Letter 

To: Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

[)ear Kia: Yes, you are welcome to review my cover letter but keep in 
mind that I did not receive the award However, what I did receive 
which involved submitting another application was a Faculty grant in 
the Arts and Humanities. You are welcome to see this as well but just 
let me l,mow. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I’m applying for and was wondering 

if it would be possible to see your cover letter ])ebb?, said that 

you applied [’or the award in the past. The application is due on 

Monday. Please ]et me know if you would be willing to let me use your 

letter as a model. 

Thanks, 

Kia 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 22, 2006 1:28 PM 

~gmail.com: 

Fwd: Re: Bibliography Database 

Biblio 06-13 - 02.zip 

@unc.edu> 

..... Forwarded message ftom brhiIl@reliasoft.biz ..... 
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2002 10:52:00 -0400 

[~’rom: "B. R. Hill" <brh~lI@reliasoft.biz> 
Reply-To: "B. R Hill" <brhill@reliasoft.biz2 
Sut~iect: Re: Bibliography Database 

To: charlene regester <regester@email unc edu> 

Charlene, 

I have attached a new version of the Biblioandb program ~n a zip :file. DO 
NOT REP] ACE OR O VERWRI~fE YOUR EXISTING B]I~LIO.MDB WITH THE ATTACI;C[~D ON’£~;[ 
YOU WILL I,OSE ALL OF THE DATA YOU ENW£~;RED [ 

Instead, unzip the attached Biblio mdb into a different location l~;om your 
existing one You will need to do update the existing .mdb manually: 

1. Open your EXIST]NO Biblioandb and select "Tables" Right-click on 
"Biblio" table and select "Design View". Click on the line "Title" and 
change the "Field Size" in the lower left area of the screen from 100 to 
150. Close the window and click "Yes" to save. 

2. Select "Forms" and then right-click on "frmBiblio". Select "Rename" and 
then change the name to "frmBiblioOld" and press enter. 

3. Click "File" on the menu at the top left of the screen, then move cursor 
to "Get External Data" and select "N~port...". Locate and select the 
Biblio.mdb that you unzipped from the attacl~nent, then click "Impolt" 
button. Click the "Forms" tab and select frmBiblio and then click "OK". 

The title width and date problems should be fixed but you will have to go 
back and correct the data that is not correct. If you have any problems, 
please call 

Thanks, 
Blair 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "charlene regester" <regester@emaihunc.edu> 

To: "B. R. Hill" <brhill@reliasoft.biz> 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2002 9:13 AM 
Subject: Re: Bibliography Database 

> Dear Blair: I have attempted to enter data and it seems to be working 
fine 
> Ho;vever, I will need a few adjustments. 
> 

> 1) The title category will need more characters because I had a title that 
> was really long and the system would not allow- me to enter the complete 
> title. Therefore, I entered only parts of the title and inserted ellipses. 
> This is acceptable but for future entries it would be better if I could 
> have more space. 
> 

> 2) The biggest obstacle has been the date. When I enter the date ie. 
> 6/23/15 meaning June 23, 1915 the computer converts the 15 to year 2015 
> When I try to correct the date, a message appears indicating that I can’t 
> enter a date from the past and restructures the date to 2015 We will have 
> to work on this. 
> 

> Finally, I have entered nearly half of the entries and hope to be finished 
> in the next few days So I will complete what I am working on and then I 
> will try to export the data back to you since the adjustments will need to 
> be made on the data set that I have currently completed. At that point, 
> once the date is rectified then I will need your assistance in exporting 
> the data to the press. 
> 

> Let me know what you think. Again, thanks for all of your assistance 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

> --On Friday, June 07, 2002 4:42 PM -0400 "B. R. Itill" 
> <brhill@reliasoft biz> wrote: 
> 
> > Very sorry I left off the attachment Here it is. 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 



> > From: "charlene regester" <regester@email unc.edu> 

> > To: "B. R. Hill" <brhill@reliasoft bi72 

> > Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2002 3:36 PM 

> > Subject: Re: Bibliography Database 

>> 

>> 

> >> Dear Blair: We still cannot open this data base. Please re-send the 

> >> original :file with the mdb extension and I should be able to open the 

> > :file 

> >> Please open and see if you can access prior to sending. Sincerely, 

> > Charlene 

> >> Regester 

> >> 

> >> --On Thursday, June 06, 2002 11 : 19 A)¢1-0400 "B. R. Hill" 

> >> <brhill@reliasoft.bi~ wrote: 

> >> 

> >> > Charlene, 

> >> > Did you renarue the file and change the extension from .txt to .mdb? 

It 

> >> > will not open unless you do this. 

> >> > Let me know if this works or if you need help to do it. 

> >> > Blair 

> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 

> >> > From: "charlene regester" <regester@eruail.unc.edu> 

> >> > To: "B. R. Hill" <brNll@reliasoft.bi~ 

> >> > Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2002 8:39 AM 

> >> > Subject: Re: Bibliography Database 

> >> >> Dear Blair: I am not able to open this file I was advised that if 

you 

> >> > send 

> >> >> me this file in a Zip file then I will be able to access the data 

> >> >> base. 

>>>>Let 

> >> >> me know ~vhat you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> >> >> 

> >> >> --On Wednesday, June 05, 2002 10:47 .~v1-0400 "B. R. Hill" 

> >> >> <bNill@reliasoft.biz> ~vrote: 

> >> >> 

> >> >> > Charlene, 

> >> >> > Attached is the Biblio Access database (Biblio.mdb). Just save 

the 

> >> >> > file to a directo~ where you want to keep the data 

> >> >> > To run, open the file in Access 2000, then run the main data entlT 

> > folyn 

> >> >> > frmBiblio. Call me if you would like me to go over this and the 

> >> >> > data entU form in detail 

> >> >> > Thanks, 

> >> >> > Blair 

> >> >> > P.S I just remembered that UNC email strips out attatchments with 

> >> >> > extensions like .exe, .bas, etc They may also remove attachments 

> > with 

> >> >> > .mdb extensions so I have renamed the attachment with a .txt 

> > extension. 

> >> >> > After you save the file, rename the file with a .mdb extension 

> >> >> > before opening in Access. 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 22, 2006 1:53 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SaJnple Letter 

,Letter[1].doc; [1].doc 

Dear Kia: I am attaching some of the materials. Because I have so much 
stored on my disk, I am not certain about the exact letter for~varded 
but attached are some of the letters/applications submitted Hope this 
helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 
Thanks for the additional irfformation Yes, I’d like to see the 

other cover letter that you mentioned I’ve been working on a couple 
of applications and don’t really have the energy, to think about doing 
a cover letter l~;om scratch. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear Kia: Yes, you are welcome to review my cover letter but keep ~n 
>> mind that I did not receive the award However, what I did receive 
>> which involved submitting another application was a Faculty grant in 
>> the Arts and Humanities. You are welcome to see this as well but 
>> j ust let me know. Sincerely, Charlen e Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email uric edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> I’m applying ]2)r                              and was 
>>> wondering if it would be possible to see your cover letter. Debby 
>>> said that you applied for the award in the past The application 
>>> is due on Monday Please let me l~ow if you would be willing to let 
>>> me use your letter as a model. 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> Kia 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 26, 2006 11:10 AM 

L. Teresa Church @mindspfng.com> 

Re: Address for Literau Agent 

Dear Teresa: Thanks much and I will keep you posted. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "L. Teresa Church"         @mindspring corn>: 

Dear Charlene, 

It was good seeing you at the exhibit last Thursday evening, 
although we did not have a whole lot of time to talk and catch up 
each other’s news. As promised, however, I am sending you the name 
and address for one of the top literary agents in the couaatry. 
Please contact Marie Brown as soon as you can, and I hope something 
good will come as a result of you doing so. Let me kno~v how this 
turns out for you. 

All good wishes, 

Teresa 

Marie Brown & Associates, c/o Ms. Marie Brown, 412 West 154th Street, 
New York, NY 10032. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 26, 2006 11:44 AM 

@email. unc.edu 

Fwd: Biblio Database Update 

Biblio 06-27-02.zip 

Deal      Currently, I am attempting to resend the database format for 
the bibliography prRiect In the meantime, I will contact    to see if 
she can meet with you again to recti(y this problem. I will be in 
libra~ (computer lab 3rd floor Davis Librap)0 from 12 until 1:30 today 
as my class meets from 2-5pro. Will be in touch. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester ..... Forwarded message from b~hill@reliaso]~.biz ..... 
Date: r~[]au, 27 Jun 2002 22:27:01 -0~)0 

};rom: "B R. Hill" <brhill@reliaso~.biz> 
Reply-To: "B. R. Hill" <brhiH@reliasoft bi72 
Subject: Biblio Database Update 

To: Charlene Regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email,unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 27, 2006 11:31 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: [SCMSBlack] Caribbean Fihn::FI,ASHPOINT FILM FESTIVAl, 06! 

..... Forwarded message from terri.francis@ale.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 26 Sep 2006 14:27:08 -0400 

From: Terri Francis <terri.francis@ale.edu> 
Reply-To: Terri Francis <terri ticancis@ale.edu> 
Subject: [SCMSBlack] Caribbean Film::FLASHPOIN~F FILM FESTIVAL 06’. 

To: scmsblack@cmstudies, org 

From: "[~.ASHPOINT FILM FESTIVAL 06" <mfo@flashpoinffest~val.com> 
To:          @ahoo.com 
Importance: Normal 
Sensitivity: Normal 
X-Originating-IP: [72.27 137 201] 
X-Forwarded-For: [(null)] 
Date: Mi)n. 25 Sep 2006 22:12:55 ~ 0000 
Subject: NEWS[~.ASH::FLASHPOJNT FILM FESTIVAL 06! 
Reply-to: shasta@ flashpointfestiva [.corn 
X-YaleITSMaiIFilter: Version 1.2c (attachment(s) not renamed) 
X-Yale-Not-Spare: For more info see: 
http ://www yale. edu/email/spamicontent.htm[ 
X-Yale-Spare-Score: ** (2.419) 
X-Scanned-[3y: M-[MEDefang 2.52 on 130.13250.9 
Status: [~.ASHPOJNT FILM FESTIVAL 2006 
Igniting a Visual Revolution! 

DECEMBER 1 - 3, 2006 @ ’HW. CAVES, NEGR]L, JAMAICA 

F]J_.M SUBMISSION I)t;~%DL]NE: NOVEMBER 10, 2006 

FOR FILM SU[3MISSION FORM AN[) ALL INFORMATION, CONTACT: 
Shasta Saulter 
Flashpoint Film Festival Coordinator 
876-818-FILM (3456) 
shasta@flashpoint festival.corn 

Our website at \:V%VVv~.FLASHPOINTFESTIVAL.COM will be online any day now. 

In the meantime, check us out at ;\n3,WV.MYSPACE.COM/FLASHPOIB.~FILMFESTIVAL 

THE C.%RIBBEAN’S DIGITAL FILMREVOLUTION RAGES ONt 
We are thrilled to announce the second annual staging of Flashpoint 
Film Festival, the Caribbean’s premiere forum for new film works by 
out region’s most exciting emerging filrrut~akcrs. 

All filnwnakers, film industl5, professionals, entertairwacnt media and 
lovers of the Caribbean in the region and the diaspora are invited to 
converge and witness this year’s spectacular showcase of CARIBBEAN 
FEATURE FEbMS, SHORT FILMS, DOCIo~!E_-x~ARIES. AiN~VIATIDN, MUSIC VEbEOS, 
VIDEO ART, INTDUSTRY WORKSHOPS and LIVE 2~fUSIC, in a spectacular 
setting on the honeycomb cliffs of Ncgril’s West End. 

The festival directors have broadened the Flashpoint focus beyond 
Jamaican shores to encompass the works of filrrututkers from the 
Caribbean and the wider Caribbean diaspora, increasing diversity in 
the Flashpoint Film Festival prograrrut~e and promoting the talent and 
artistic potential of the entire region through the medium of film. 

With a steady stream of film submissions from a ne~v generation of 
active digital filmmakers fi*om Jamaica, Trinidad, Barbados, Cuba, 
Haiti, Belize, the L,~(, Canada and others, Flashpoint 2006 promises an 
unprecedented, exciting convergence of local and international talent 
and players from the film industry 

2vfORE NEYVS TO COME SOON! 

PLEASE PASS THIS E-\iAIL ON TO YOLN FRIENDS, COLLEAGUES AND FILM ENrlIqUSIASTS 

THIS IS A OiN~E-OF-A-KINZ), GRASS ROOTS, DON’T-IVIISS 

Terri Francis, Ph.D 
Assistant Professor 
Film Studies and African American Studies 
Director of Undergraduate Studies, Film 
Freshman Advisor, Silliman College 
Ya le University 



SPECIAL COURIER: 53 Wall Street. Rm 218 

PR [ORITY & R][~;GU[.AR MAIL: P.O. Box 208363 

New" Haven, CT 06520-8363 

TEL: 203~432-7193 FAX: 203-432-6764 

http://www.gale edu~,filmsmdiespro~ram 

The SCMS homepage: http://www cmstudies org 

SCMSBlack itffo and archive: 
http ://mailman. cmstudies, or~/mailman/listinfo/s cmsblack 

SCMSBlack is supported by the Telecommunication and Film Department, 
the Universi~ of Alabama: http:/iwww.tcf.ua.edu. Opinions expressed 
here do not necessarily represent those of SCMS, the TCF Department, or 
the University of Alabama. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 27, 2006 2:20 PM 

blanche Arons- @highstream.net> 

Re: Gone with the Wind Essay 

Gone with the Wind Essay.doc 

Dear Blanche: Attached is an essay that I have to submit for an 
Encyclopedia My essay is a little longer than requested but because of 
all of the information I ~vas asked to include, I have no idea how they 
expected me to do this in the allotted 3 pages double-spaced. 
Therefore, I have decided to break the rules a little and will revise 
if forced to do so. But anyway the?- ~vanted me to: 
Discuss the novel; surmnarize novel; reaction to novel; summarize film; 
reaction film; how the film promoted vie~vs of the Lost Cause; discuss 
sequel -Scarlett; discuss the Wind I)une Gune; ect. This is virtually 
impossible to do in 3 pages Please edit the fi~lluwing attachment 
whenever yuu have a chance. Yuu can let me knuw what yuu think. Also, 
this required mure work than I had imagined Finally, hope things are 
guing well and thanks tremenduusly. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

;@hi gh stream, net>: 

> Dear Charlene, Please acknuwledge receipt. 
> 

> Blanche 



Gone with the Wind Essay 

International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2na Edition 

Margaret Mitchell, a former writer for the Atlanta Journal and native of Atlanta 
who descended from the southern aristocracy published her Pulitzer Prize winning novel, 
described as a "masterpiece" and a novel that was in excess of some 1,000 pages, in 1936. 
The novel represented a culmination of her family’s southern histor?-, Atlanta’s local 
history, the south’s reconstruction in the aftermath of the Civil War depicted through the 
gaze of its protagonist, Scarlett O’Hara - a woman with a determined spirit, 
uncompromi sing sensibility, and willingness to do whatever was necessary to survive in 
an era where women were not known to defy Victorian expectations. 

Summary of Novel: 

The novel explores the machinations as well as struggles of Scarlett characterized 

as one &the most popular southern belles in Clayton County, Georgia who is forced to 
maintain the Tara Plantation in the aftermath of the Civil War. Scarlett’s existence is 
further disrupted when she discovers that Melanie Hamilton intends to marry Ashley 
Wilkes (incidentally Melanie’s cousin) and the object of Scarlett’s desire. Disillusioned 

by their romance, Scarlett proceeds to marry Melanie’s brother, Charles but their 
marriage is short-lived due to his untimely death as a confederate soldier. As the war 
ensues, Melanie and Scarlett find themselves reunited in Atlanta working to assi sting 
wounded soldiers but later are compelled to flee the city when attacked by Yankee forces. 
Prior to their departure, Melanie gives birth to an infant and Scarlett proceeds to escape 
with her surrogate family in tact traveling along with her black servant, Prissy and 
assisted by Rhett Butler -- a blockade runner as well as outcast. Returning to the Tara 
Plantation, Scarlett discovers that her mother is dead and that the plantation is nearly 
destroyed except for a few faithful slaves. Scarlett, who is resilient in spirit, then attempts 
to save the plantation. In dire straits for money, she returns to Atlanta to secure funds 
from Rhett yet resorts to marrying her sister’s fiancee in an effort to save the plantation. 
Exhibiting her independence and entrepreneurship, Scarlett purchases and operates a 
sawmill; an act that propels her to become the victim of an attack as well as results in the 

death of her husband. With the death of her second husband, Scarlett is then reunited with 
Rhett who provides her with an enormous estate and luxuries that lead her to become 
spoiled by such privileges. Despite her newly reconstructed life, Scarlett maintains her 
affection for Ashley. Reluctant to bear children by Rhett, Scarlett does have a daughter 
(her third child as she had two children in prior marriages) who is accidentally killed. At 
her daughter’s death, both Rhett and Scarlett are devastated - a crisis that signals the end 
of their marriage. The novel ends when Melanie faces death and entrusts Scarlett to take 
care of Ashley, yet it is at this moment that Scarlett recognizes that her love for Ashley 
was merely a preoccupation while her real her love was for Rhett. Unfortunately, by this 
time, Rhett has lost his affection for and attraction to Scarlett demonstrated by his exit at 

the novel’s end. 
The popularity of the novel is evident in that within six months of its publication 

the novel had earned some one million dollars. It later received a Pulitzer Prize, became a 



Book of the Month Selection, and became a best selling novel. Its popularity as a literary 
work has been debated by a number of critics who attribute Mitchell’s success to her 
ability to infuse characters with captivating attributes; or her ability to reconstruct 
southern history in an emotional and meaningful way from the perspective of victim yet 
survivor; or her ability to convey hope and optimi sm when facing despair and defeat; or 
its interdisciplinary appeal as a literary work to those interested in military, geography, 
anthropology, psychology, sociology et. A1. 

Mitchell’s novel provided a response to the mythical view of the Lost Cause 
fueled by the defeat of the South in the aftermath of the Civil War and represented by the 
loss of wealth and power as Atlanta was reduced to ruins. Mitchell’s work responded to 
this Lost Cause through the assertiveness and aggressiveness of her protagonist, 
Scarlett - a character who symbolized that the south could emerge from the bowel s of its 
past degradation and despair despite the wealth formerly achieved from its plantation 
economy and idealized by its glamorized past. 

Novel/Film Adaptation 

In 1936, Producer David O. Selznick purchased the screen rights to the novel for 
some $50,000 - an amount that became one of the largest sums ever paid for a screen 
play. The film’s production was complicated by changes in the director, changes in 
scriptwriters, searches for appropriate actors, etc. Rhett Butler, played by Clark Gable 
reluctantly accepted the role despite the fact that he was the public’s popular choice. 
Scarlett O’Hara, played by Vivien Leigh, a British actress won the role after a number of 
widely known actresses such as Katherine Hepburn and Bette Davis had been considered 
amidst criticism that she was non-American. The film cost some 4.25 million dollars and 
ran for well over 3 hours and 40 minutes. When the novel was adapted to the screen, little 
was lost in the transformation, however, among those events that appeared in the novel 
but not the film included: Scarlett’s two children; Rhett’s blockade activities; Rhett’s 
relationship with Belle Watling; the Ku Klux Klan’s role; et. A1. 

Comparison to Birth of a Nation 

Upon the film’s completion it was compared to The Birth of a Nation (1915), 
based on Thomas Dixon’s novel, The Clansmen and produced by D. W. Griffith. Both 
films were civil war epics, both were massive productions, both attempted to capitalize 
on historical facts, and both were regarded as controversial because of their racialized 
representations. These t~vo films were further similar in that they shared a common 
respect for the dramatization of American history, as well as the importance of romance 
and family as a means by which to experience this history. Birth of a Nation was nearly 
an attempt to embrace and resuscitate the past, while Gone with the Wind acknowledged 
its past from which it was fleeing and utilized this past as a means by which to 
reconstruct a new future in addition to a new identity. 

However, both films endured censorship difficulties with the Birth of a Nation 
facing numerous censor boards prior to its exhibition because of its racial politics, while 
Gone with the Wind challenged the Production Code’s profanity restrictions with Butler’s 
famous line, "Frankly, my dear, I don’t Give a damn." Specifically, Birth of a Nation 



spawned riots in some northern cities and invited protests. Gone with the Wind, in 
comparison, elicited protests even prior to its completion and raised the ire of black 

newspapers. 

Film’s Reception 

Carlton Moss, an African American dramatist submitted a letter to Selznick 
illuminating the racial insults committed by the film suggesting that the film fabricated 
the myths that blacks were not concerned with freedom and that they lacked the innate 
ability to govern themselves. These views were echoed by members of the black press as 
the New York Amsterdam News described Gone with the Wind as the "pus oozing from 
beneath the scab of a badly healed wound." The Chicago Defender charged that the film 
glorified slavery and depicted the black male as a "grotesque and ravishing beast." The 
Crisis Magazine expressed its obj ections to the word "darky." These offenses were 
further compounded when black actress, Hattie McDaniel was not invited to attend the 
film’s Atlanta premiere. In spite of such derision, McDaniel received an Academy award 

as best supporting actress for her role as "Mammy" in the film, becoming the first 
African American to receive this award. 

The mainstream press was much more enamored with the film. The New York 
Times claimed that while the picture may not have been the greatest motion picture ever 
made, it was "the greatest motion mural ... seen and the most ambitious film-making 
venture in Hollywood’s history." Other critics noted that the film was extremely well cast 
and acted with "costuming ... above reproach; the interior sets are first rate; [and] much 
of the Technicolor photography is beautiful." The film’s overwhelming reception coupled 
with its movie attendance records is further testament of its appeal and popularity. When 
the film premiered in 1939, some 55 million people reported that they had intended to see 
the film. Over a million people traveled to Atlanta for the film’s premiere that was 
accompanied by parades and celebrations. Added to these accolades, the film won some 
ten academy awards including an award for best picture. 

Film Impact and Subsequent Works 

Gone with the Wind was such a powerful force in garnering sympathies for the 
south in the post-helium period that one critic suggested that even Northerners stood to be 
influenced by this southern mythology to the extent that though the North and South were 
once divided, northerners were now willing to j oin southern forces and "whistle Dixie." 
The film’s impact continues to evolve with subsequent releases of the film. Both the 
novel and film’s impact is further apparent when the Mitchell estate commissioned 
Alexandra Ripley to write the sequel to Gone with the Wind entitled Scarlett and 
published in 1991. This novel was also transformed visually in a 1994 television mini- 
series, yet was met with much less success. Variety stated that "Viewers’ best hope, 
however, is to try to forget that classic book and film, and approach Scarlett for what it is: 
an eight-hour bodice-ripper." 

Gone with the Wind was again re-ignited into public view when Alice Randall 
published The Wind Done Gone (2000) described as a parody of Gone with the Wind. 
Randall’s work challenges the views propagated by Gone with the Wind by creating 



characters antithetical to those in the previous work. The Wind Done Gone provoked 
controversy because many critics claim that Randall infringed on the copyright of the 
1936 novel resulting in a court dispute to prevent the publication of the latter work. 
Randall’s work is distinctly different from Gone with the Wind in that it explores the 
intersection of race and sex, defies the myth of black savagery and primitivism, and 
counters views of th e bl ack female in slavery as b eing hypersexualized. 

As both the novel and film continue to surface in contemporary discussions and 
debates the film has become a part of Hollywood legend and the novel has become an 
integral part of the literary canon. For the novel as well as film have solidified their place 
in American history and cinema - capturing and marking an historical moment that 
deserves to be returned to again and again. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Devil in a Blue Dress stuff 

Dear         Whenever you have a chance, I’d like to send some 
important announcements to my students that I receive through a 
listsel~’e for my class Therefore, I will need your help in doing so. 
Just let me know when you can meet me in the computer lab Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting regester@email.unc edu: 

DeaI         Thanks much Will see you next ~veek By the way, I 
still need to pay- you for the articles and you failed to mention 
yesterday. Please remind me next week. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 
Quoting       @email.unc.edu: 

>> Hi Dr Regester, 
>> 

>> ?Devil With A Blue Dress On? by Mitch Ryder & The Detroit ;Vheels 
>> According to http://w~vw mitchl~der.de/disco~raphv-1 .php the song was 
>> released m September of 1966, by a record company called New Voice 
>> 
>> The lyrics came from 
>> http://www smart~vrics.com/Son~38847~-Mitch-Ryder-Devi~-With-A-B[ue-Dress-~n--Good-Go~y-Miss-Mo~b/~-Lvrics.aspx 
>> They are as ~2)llows: 
>> 
>> "Fee, :gee, fi, fi, fo-fo, faro 
>> Look at Molly now [2: look out once again, now], here she comes 
>> Wearin’ her wig hat and shades to match 
>> She’s got high-heel shoes and an alligator hat 
>> Wearin’ her pearls and her diamond rings 
>> She’s got bracelets on her fingers, now, and everything 
>> She’s the devil with the blue dress, blue dress, blue dress, 
>> Devil with the blue dress on 
>> Devil with the blue dress, blue dress, blue dress, 
>> Devil with the blue dress on 
>> Wearin’ her perl~me, Chanel No. 5 
>> Got to be the finest girl ahve 
>> She walks real cool, catches evewbody’s eye 
>> She’s got such good lovin’ that they can’t say goodbye 
>> Not too skinny, she’s not too fat 
>> She’s a real humdinger and I like it like that 
>> She’s the devil with the blue dress, blue dress, blue dress, 
>> Devil with the blue dress on 
>> Devil with the blue dress, blue dress, blue dress, 
>> Devil with the blue dress on 
>> 
>> ("Good Golly Miss Molly" interlude:) 
>> Good golly, Ntiss Molly 
>> You sure like to ball 
>> Good golly, Ntiss Molly 
>> You sure like to ball 
>> While you’re rockin’ and rollin’ 
>> Can’t you hear your mama call 
>> From the early-, early mornin’ ’til the early-, early nights 
>> See Miss Molly rockin’ at the House of Blue Lights 
>> Good golly, Ntiss Molly 
>> You sure like to ball 
>> While you’re rockin’ and rollin’ 
>> Can’t you hear your mama call 
>> 

>> Return to "Devil With The Blue Dress": 
>> [LP version repeats entire first verse; single edit omits first four lines]" 
>> 

>> I hope that takes care of it. I’m going to be out of town this 
>> weekend, but I’ll have my laptop with me...so if you need me to do 
>> anything, just let me know[ 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:24 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Listserve 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed             17:20:06 -0400 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: Devil in a Blue Dress stuit" 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear         Whenever you have a chance, I’d like to send some 
important announcements to my students that I receive through a 
listserve for my class. There:tore, I will need your help in doing so. 
Just let me know when you can meet me in the computer lab. Thanks much 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting regester@email.unc.edu: 

Dear         ’]’hanks much. Will see you next week. By the way, I 
still need to pay you for the articles and you failed to mention 
yesterday Please remind me next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting       @email unc edu: 

>> Hi Dr. Regester, 
>> 

>> ?Devil With A Blue Dress On? by Mitch Ryder & The Detroit Wheels 
>> According to http:i/www.mitchrvder de/discography-1 php the song was 
>> released in September of 1966, by a record company called New Voice. 
>> 

>> ’12ae lyrics came from 
>> http://vaYw.smartIgrics.con’~,Son g388471 -Mitc h-Ryder-Devil-With -A -Blue-Dress-On--Good-Golly-Mi ss-Mo Hy-Lgrics.aspx 
>> They are as follows: 
>> 
>> "Fee, fee, fi, fi, fo-fo, :gum 
>> Look at Molly no~v [2: look out once again, no~v], here she comes 
>> Wearin’ her wig hat and shades to match 
>> She’s got high-heel shoes and an alligator hat 
>> Wearin’ her pearls and her diamond rings 
>> She’s got bracelets on her fingers, now, and everything 
>> She’s the devil with the blue dress, blue dress, blue dress, 
>> Devil with the blue dress on 
>> Devil with the blue dress, blue dress, blue dress, 
>> Devil with the blue dress on 
>> Wearin’ her perf~trae, Chanel No. 5 
>> Got to be the finest girl alive 
>> She walks real cool, catches evelNbody’s eye 
>> She’s got such good lovin’ that the?" can’t say- goodbye 
>> Not too skinny, she’s not too fat 
>> She’s a real humdinger and I like it like that 
>> She’s the devil with the blue dress, blue dress, blue dress, 
>> Devil with the blue dress on 
>> Devil with the blue dress, blue dress, blue dress, 
>> Devil with the blue dress on 
>> 

>> ("Good Golly Miss Molly" interlude:) 
>> Good golly, Miss Molly 
>> You s~tre like to ball 
>> Good golly, Miss Molly 
>> You s~tre like to ball 
>> V~qaile you’re rockin’ and rollin’ 
>> Can’t you hear your mama call 
>> From the early, early momin’ ’til the early, early nights 
>> See ivliss Moll?’ rockin’ at the House of Blue Lights 
>> Good golly, Miss Molly 
>> You sure like to ball 
>> V~qaile you’re rockin’ and rollin’ 
>> Can’t you hear your mama call 
>> 

>> Return to "Devil With The Blue Dress": 
>> [LP version repeats entire first verse; single edit omits first four lines]" 
>> 

>> I hope that takes care of it. I’m going to be out of to;vn this 
>> ;veekend, but rll have my laptop with me..so if you need me to do 
>> anything, just let me knowt 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 



..... End forwarded message ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 27, 2006 5:26 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: [SCMSBlack] Caribbean Film::FLASttPOINT FILM FESTIVAL 06! 

Dear         Just wanted to let you know that I received ?’our 
materials. Thanks much for obitua~z and notebook Will keep you posted. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting          ~aol.com: 

> Dear Regester, 
> 

> Thank you SO iVIUCH for for~varding this information to me This looks 
> rely’ interesting[ I’ll need to do a bit of research to see which 
> countries will be represented in the festival. 
> 

> How are you? Did your week get offto a good start? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Alright, 1’11 call you towards the end of the week Possibly 
> Saturday morning since that seems to be a good time for you. 
> 

> Okay, again, hope your week is going well At least we are at midpoint 
> 

> Take care, talk soon. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> F’rom: regester@email.unc.edu 
> To:          @aol.com 
> Sent: Wed, ~7 Sep 2006 10:30 AM 

> Sutziect: Fwd: [SCMSBIack] Caribbean Film: :FLASHPOL’~F FILM b~;STIVAL 06! 
> 

> 

> 

Folwarded message from terri.francis@yale.edu ..... 
> Date: Tue, 26 Sep 2006 14:27:08 -(N00 

> From: Terri Francis <tcrri.francis@ale.edu> 
> Reply-To: Terri Francis <terri.francis@yale.edu> 
> Subject: [SCMSBlack] Caribbean Film::FLASHPOINT FILMFESTIVAL 06! 
> To: scmsblack@cmstudies.org 
> 

> 
> 

>> From: "FLASHPOIiN~F FILM FESTIVAL 06" <info@flashpointfestival.com> 
>> To:          @yahoo.corn 
>> Importance: Nom~al 

>> Sensitivi~’: Normal 
>>X-Originating-g°: [72.27.137.201] 
>> X-Forxvarded-For: [(null)] 
>> Date: Men, 25 Sep 2006 22:12:55 +0000 
>> Subject: 57EWSFLASH::FLASHPOINT FILM FESTIVAL 06! 
>> Reply-to: shasta@flashpointfestival.com 

>> X-YaleITSMailFilter: Version 1.2c (attachment(s) not renamed) 
>> X-Yale-Not-Spare: For more irffo see: > 
>> httl~:i/~vw~v.vale, edu/emailisl~arr~content.html 
>> X-Yale-Spare-Score: ** (2.419) 
>>X-Scanned-By: M]MEDefang ~.5. on 130.132.50.9 
>> Status: FLASHPOINm2 FILM FESTIVAL 2006 
>> Igniting a Visual Revolution’. 
>> 

>> DECEMBER 1 - 3, 2006 @ THE CAVES, 5,~GRIL, JAMAICA 
>> 

>> FILM SL~MISSION DEADLINE: NO’~MBER 10, 2006 
>> 

>> FOR FILiVl SUBMISSION FORM AND ALL INFORk4ATION, CONTACT: 
>> Shasta Saulter 
>> Flashpoint Film Festival Coordinator 
>> 876-818-FILM (3456) 
>> shasta@flashpointfestival corn 
>> 
>> Our website at WV~EV.FLASHPOIN~FESTIVAL.COM will be online any- day now 



>> 

>> In the meantime, check us out at W~ZTW MYSPACE.COM/FLASHPOINTFI].MFESTIV~kI. 
>> 

>> THE CARI[3BEAN’S D[GI[[’AL FILM RIiVOLUT[ON [~GES 
>> We are thril led to announce the second annual staging of Flashpoint 
>> > Film Festival, the Caribbean’s premiere :[’ormn for new film works 
>> by > our region’s most exciung emerging filmmakers. 
>> 

>> All filmmakers, film industry professionals, entertainment media and 
>> > lovers of the Caribbean in the region and the diaspora are invited 
>> to > converge and witness this year’s spectacular showcase of 
>> C.%RIBBEAN > FEATURE FILMS, SHORT FILMS, DOCUMENTARIES, ANI~v~_TION. 
>> ~VggSIC \rIDEOS, > VIDEO ART, INDUSTRY WORKSHOPS and LIVE MUSIC, in a 

>> spectacular > setting on the honeycorab cliffs of Negril’s West End. 
>> 

>> The festival directors have broadened the Flashpoint focus beyond > 
>> Jamaican shores to encompass the works of filn~nakers from the > 
>> Caribbean and the wider Caribbean diaspora, increasing diversity in 
>> > the Flashpoint Film Festival prograrmne and promoting the talent 
>> and > artistic potential of the entire region through the medium of 
>> fihn. 
>> 

>> With a stea@ stream of film submissions frora a new generation of> 
>> active digital filmmakers from Jamaica, Trinidad, Barbados, Cuba, > 
>> Haiti, Belize, the IYK, Canada and others, Flashpoint 2006 promises 
>> an > unprecedented, exciting convergence of local and international 
>> talent > and players frora the film industry. 
>> 

>> MORE NEWS TO COME SOON! 
>> 

>> PLEASE PASS THIS E-MAIL ON TO YOL~ FRIENDS, COLLEAGUES AND FILM ENTHUSIASTS. 
>> 

>> THIS IS A ONE-OF-A-KIN~-D, GRASS ROOTS, DON~T-MISS EVENTt tt t[ 

-- Terri Francis, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Film Studies and African American Studies 
Director of Undergra duate Studies, Film 
Fresl~man Advisor, Silliman College 

Yale Universi~z 
SPECIAL COURIER: 53 Wall Street, Rm. 218 
PRIORITY & REGULAR IVlAIL: P.O. Box 208363 
New Haven, CT 06520-8363 
TEL: 203M-32-7193 F.aZx2:203-432-6764 
http://v,~vw vale edu/filmstudiesprogram 

The SCMS homepage: http://’~vw~v.cmstudies org 

SCMSBlack inf,a and archive: 

http://mailman cmstudies, org/mailman/listinf,ais cmsblack 

SCMSBlack is supported by the Telecommunication and Film Department, 
the Universi~ of Alabama: http://wwwtcf.ua.edu. Opinions expressed 
here do not necessarily represent those of SCMS, the TCF Department, 
or the University of Afabama. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

Ch~ ;ut th; ~w AOL; ~ost ci~mp~hen~ive ~;~ free safety/and 

security tools, free access to millinns of high-quality videos :[’rom 
across the web, fi-ee AOL Mail and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 28, 2006 8:32 AM 

~iustin@duke.edu 

Journal Essay for Devil in a Blue Dress 

Dear Justin: Currently, I am working on an essay to submit to a 
journal. Let me know if you would be avaliable to edit t2ais ~vork. At 
this point, I do not have a deadline so I am fiexible in terms of your 
schedule. Thanks much and I look forward to hearing from you soon 
Sincerely, Charlune Regester Quoting Justin Faerber <n!iustin@duke.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I’ve finished work on your essay and attached two copies of the 
edited file to this e-mail. Please note that the one titled 
1934-ChungesIncorporated.doc is the final version with all of my 
changes incorporated (the way you said you preferred) The other file 
(1934-ChangesVisible.doc) sho~vs my alterations in the form of Word’s 
track changes feature. This is just for your reference. I ~vould also 
be happy to also mail you a hard copy of either version. 

Please note that I did make a few- small additional COlTections 
(mostly matters of spacing and a few typos) to the final version that 
do not appear in the 1934-ChangesVisible.doc file Again, all of my 
changes are incorporated in the file titled 
1934-ChangesIncorporated.doc 

As we discussed the other day, I have put comments and suggesuons to 
you in the form of footnotes. Each is keyed to a unique symbol in the 
text. I have occasionally placed curl?, brackets around a phrase or 
passage about which I was unclear. In all such cases, a corresponding 
footnote explains my confusion or suggestinn 
alteration/elaboration 

Please let me know if you have aW questiuns about what I’ve done 
really e~ioyed working on this. Thank you [’or the opportunity Thanks 
also ~2~r your/vep)~/prompt payment, which arrived in the mai[ 
Saturday. 

Thanks again and best wishes, 
Justin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 28, 2006 1:25 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Phone conversations 

Dear look forward to your call. Sincerely, Regester Quoting 

@aol.com: 

Dear Regester, 

Vel)’ happy you rec’d the materials. I’ll look to speak with you on 
Saturday morning for a catch up Hope your week is going ~vell. 

Sincerely, 

Check out the new AOL. Most comprehensive set of free safe~ and 
securi~z tools, free access to millions of high-quality videos from 
across the web, free AOL Mail and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 28, 2006 3:45 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: [SCMSBlack] FYI: USF Dissertation Fellowship Program 2007-8 

ATT00001 .c 

Folks, 

I thought this might be of interest to you folks. 

Bambi 

From: Mary Leonard <mleonard@,uprm.edu> 
Date: September 27, 2006 3:10:41 PM CDT 
To: Aravind Adyanthaya _~,hotmail.com>, Gilberto Blasini < gblasini~_,uwm.edu>, Juan Duchesne Winter ~_,prtc.net>, 
Judith Escalona ~..prdream.com>, Enrique Garcia <eqarcia(~.comolit.umass.edu>, Alberto Martinez Marquez < 

@yahoo.com>, Hugo Rios              @yahoo.corn>, Elisa Sanchez         @yahoo.com>, Viveca Vazquez < 
i~,hotmail.com> 

Subject: USF Dissertation Fellowship Program 2007-8 

The University" of San Francisco invites applications from 

underrepresented etlmic minoriF scholars for the USF Dissertation 

Fellowship Pmgraa~ for academic year 2007-2008. 

Program: Scholars complete the dissertation and initiate an ongoing 

program of scholarly or creative work, and become familiar with the 

usual service responsibilities of a university, faculty, member. Scholars 

teach one course in the diseipline each semester and serve the 

University in vaxious capacities. The Program provides a stipend of 

$32,000 and limited support tbr relocation and reseaacch-related 

expenses. Additional support includes office space, computer and library, 

privileges. 

QuaJdfications: Scholars are members of one of the following groups: 

Afi-ican Americans, Asian America~s, Hispa~csiLatinos~ or American 

Indians a~d ~ace U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Candidates mast 

have completed all course work leading to the doctorate by summer 2007 

and must be considering a career in college teaching. We are searching 

in the following field: College of Arts and Sciences: Media Studies. 

Applicants should submit a letter of application (indicating area of 

expertise), curriculum vitae, transcripts, dissertation prospectus, 

brief description of research plans, evidence of teaching abili~ 

(including student evaluations), and three letters of recommendation to: 

Gerardo Mar?n, Ph.D., Associate Provost 
DisselIation Scholars Sea, ch 

U~fiversity of Sa~ Francisco 

2130 Fulton Street, LM Rossi 4th floor 

San Francisco, CA 94117-1080 

Complete applications must be received by Janua~ 15, 2007 to ensure 
full consideration. 

The University of San Fraa~cisco is a Jesuit Catholic university lbunded 
in 1855 to educate leaders who will ti~shion a morn humane and j ust 
world. Candidates should demonsq_rate a commitment to work in a 
culturaJdy diverse environment and to contribate to the mission of the 
University’. 

USF is m~ Equal Oppormni~ Employer dedicated to affirmative action and 

to excellence through diversity-. The University’ provides reasonable 

accommodations to qualified applicants with disabilities upon request. 

david silver 
department of media studies 
university of san fra~cisco 
http://silverinstlblogspot.com 



Gilberto Blasini 

z~ssistant Professor, Film Studies 

English Department, UWM 

PO Box 413 

Milwaukee, WI 53201 

gblasini@u w~n.edu 

(414) 229-4540 

http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/En~lish/film/ 

The SCMS homepage: htlp://www.cmsmdies.o ,m 

SCMSLat info and archive: http://maihnan.cms~udies.oN/mafiln~aMis~info/scmslat 

SCMSLat is supported by the Telecommunication and Film Department, the University of Alabama: ht~p://www.tcl:ua.edu. Opinions expressed here do not 

necessarily repre~nt those of SCMS, the TCF Department, or the University of Alabmna. 

Bmnbi Haggins 

Director of Graduate Studies 

Department of Screen Arts & Cultures 
Universi .ly of Michi 

6528 tlaven 

bhagginK~umich.edu 

Office: (734) 615-4208 

Fax: (734) 936-1846 

B~anbi Haggins 

Director of Graduate Studies 

Department of Screen Arts & Cultures 

University of Michigan 

6528 Haven Hall 

bhaggins~umich.edn 

Office: (734) 615-4208 

Fax: (734) 936-1846 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 28, 2006 3:47 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: [SCMSBlack] Job Opening 

..... Forwarded message Iicom mimask@vassar.edu ..... 
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2006 15:15:46 -02/)0 (EDT) 
From: Mia IVlask <mimask@vassar.edu> 

Reply-To: Mia Mask <mimask@assar.edu> 
Subject: [SCMSBlack] Job Opening 

To: scmsblack@cinema studies.org 

Hi Folks, 

’];his is just a reminder that Vassar College has a tenure track job opening 
in film production. Please remind your talented grad students and 
teaching assistants that this post is open. You can see full details at 
Academic Keys 

Full-time Assistant Professor (tenure track) 
Film Depar~xnent 
Vassar College 
Poughkeepsie, NY 
Date Posted: May. 31 st, 2006 

http ://finearts.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?6846-FA02060918 

Best, 
Mia 

Mia Mask, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Film 
Department of I)rama and Film 
Vassar College 
124 Raymond Avenue 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604 
(845)437-5244 

The SCMS homepage: http://www.crastudies.org 

SCMSBlack itffo and archive: 
http ://mailman. cmstudies, org/mailman/listinfo/s cmsblack 

SCMSBlack is supported by the Telecommunication and Film Department, 
the Universi~ of Alabama: http:/iwww.tcf.ua.edu. Opinions expressed 
here do not necessarily represent those of SCMS, the TCF Department, or 
the University of Alabama. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 4, 2006 3:43 PM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Encycl. 

Dear Blanche: Thanks much for your review I will let you know- what 
they finally decide Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

@highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, 
Please acknowektge the attached edit. 

For reader-friendliness, I arbitrarily differentiated 
the novel: quotation marks around standard lettering "Xx~’cxx" 
the film: italics al-ound fihn t~tles X~’ccccx 

the ne~vs: standard lettering underlined Xx~’cxx 

I tightened the first section. I know you want them to accept the 
entire~z, but if given a choice, I suggest omitting parts of Film’s 
Reception section and Film Impact section. 

Good luck, El. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 4, 2006 4:11 PM 

gale.iess@thom~n.com 

Re: IESS Contracts 

Dear Kelli: This is to let you know that I ~vill forward my essay by the 
end of the week. I just wanted to double check all entries and accuracy 
of the information included. Also, my essay is a little longer than 
required so I will forward and then you can edit as you ~vish or I will 
be willing to delete those sections that you think are urmecessary 
Please note that you required that I address a number of issues for 
such a short essay. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
gale iess@thomson, corn: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Thank you for your response and interest in the project I am happy 
that you will accept our invitation to write the article on Gone with 
the Wind. 

We will have contracts and a contributors’ manual in the mail to you 
soon. Can you please confirm your mailing address? 

Meanwhile, I have attached an e-file of the manual to this email for 
handy reference 

Best regards, 

Kelli Cuuk 
Editorial Assistant 

Macmillan Reference USA 
27500 rXake Road 
Farmingtun ttills, MI 48331 

248-699-4253, ext. 8026 
800-877-4253, ext. 8026 (tull free) 
kelli.couk @thomson.corn 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: regester@email.unc.edu [mailtu:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006 4:40 PM 
To: Gale IESS 
Subject: Re: Invitatiun: International Encyclupedia uf Sucial Sciences, 
2ndeditinn 

Dear Alan: Yes, I will be willing to contribute tu this volume I luuk 
forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sinccrely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting gale.iess@thomson.com: 

>> International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2nd edition 
>> 

>> Editor in Chief: William A. Dari~" 
>> 

>> Editorial Board: Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Philip Costanzo, Patrick L. 
>> Mason, Paula D. McClain, David Scott, Theresa Singleton 
>> 

>> J~me 27, 2006 
>> 

>> Dear Professor Regester: 
>> 

>> On behalf of William A Darity and the merabers of the editorial board 
>> of the International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2nd 
>> edition, I cordially invite you to be a contributor to this 
>> eight-volume reference title plarmed for publication in 2007. This 
>> new- work is being developed for high school and college students as 
>> well as the educated layperson. It will be a successor to the 
>> Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (ESS, 1930-1935) and the initial 
>> set of the International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (IESS, 
>> 1968) - two groundbreaking Macmillan works that "established 
>> standards for knowledge in social science research and practice" 
>> (CHOICE, 2001). This set will be updated to cover scholarship and new 
>> fields that have been established since the publication of the 
>> original edition. 
>> 

>> The social sciences were defined in ESS as "mental or cultural 
>> sciences that deal ~vith the activities of the in&vidual as a member 
>> or group." The usual disciplines associated with the social sciences 
>> - including political science, geography, history, economics, law, 
>> anthropology, psychiatry, psychology, sociology, and statistics - 
>> ~vill be studied. Yet, because subject matter that fits into the 
>> category of social sciences evolves in parallel with societal 
>> changes, ne~v fields of stud?-, issues, and concepts will be added, 
>> such as censorship, income distribution, cultural relativism, culture 



>> of poverty, same-sex marriage, and psychological and economic aspects 
>> of aging. Recognizing the important impact in&viduals and their 
>> specific studies have made to the social sciences, the new set will 
>> feature numerous biographical entries of past and contemporary 
>> contributors to the field 
>> 

>> Below is an assignment list (Schedule A), which indicates the article 
>> the editors would like you to contribute, its desired length, date of 
>> completion, and a description of its contents. (If you are being 
>> invited to contribute multiple alticles, you will receive a formal 

>> invitation for each.) 
>> 

>> If you agree to become a contributor, I will send you a fornral 
>> agreement for your signature, along with a set of guidelines for the 
>> preparation of your manuscript. Please contact me if you have 
>> questions concerning the assignment. I would be happy to discuss a 
>> revision of deadlines in order to acconwnodate your writing schedule. 
>> It is our policy not to renrove an author’s name from our list of 
>> potential contributors until we are notified that he or she cannot 
>> participate in the project. Therefore, please let nre know no later 
>> than 7/5/2006 whether or not you are willing to ~mdertake this 
>> assignment. 
>> 

>> I look forward to imforming Professor Darity and his editorial board 
>> that you have agreed to participate in this iraportant project by 
>> becoming a contributor. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> Alan Hedblad 
>> Macmillan Reference USA / Thomson Gale 
>> 27500 Drake Rd. 
>> Farmington Hills, MI 48331 
>> alan.hedblad@thonrson.cora 
>> 

>> Schedule A 
>> 

>> 

>> Entry: 
>> Gone ~vith the Wind 
>> 

>> Scope: 
>> Discuss the significance of Margaret Mitchell’s Pulitzer 
>> Prize-wirming novel, and the classic film epic, Gone with the wind. 
>> Briefly summarize the plot, and address its strengths, weaknesses, 
>> and controversies as a literary work, film, and historical epic In 
>> particular, address how- the novel and the movie have shaped the 
>> national (and perhaps international) understanding of slavew, the 
>> Civil War and Reconstruction and, in general, ho~v this ~vork supported 
>> the preferred narrative of the South for proponents of the Lost 
>> Cause. Also, briefly examine the persistent popularity of both the 
>> novel and the film, and comment on the authorized sequel Scarlett, 
>> and the paro@ The Wind Done Gone 
>> 

>> Due Date: 
>> September 25, 2006 
>> 

>> Assigned Words: 
>> 750 
>> 

>> Payment Amount: 
>> $90.00 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:53 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Paper 

Dear       : I have not yet looked for your paper but I do have some of 
the old A papers However, today is not a good day since we have a 
paper due soon in one of my classes and I will have several students 
who are attempting to meet with me for this assignment. You are welcome 
to try to meet one day next ~veek, maybe Wednesday afternoon between 5 
and 6 since I have to show a fihn at 6pm eveW Wednesday If you decide 
to meet then, please come to my office in Davis LibraW on the 8th 
floor Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting       ~email unc edu: 

> Hi Professor Regester! I was just wondering if you found my final 
> paper and if so, should I come to office hours? Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 10, 2006 8:25 AM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Symposium on the HumaJ~ities, New York, February 2007 - Call for Papers 

..... Forwarded message from tom nairn@humanitiessymposium corn ..... 
Date: Sat, 07 Oct 2006 21:34:21 +1000 
From: Tom Naim <tom.nailaa@humanitiessymposiuln.com> 

Reply-To: Tom Naim <tom.naim@humanitiessymposiumcom> 
Subject: Symposium on the Humanities, New- York, Februar,v 2007 - Call 
for Papers 

To: regester@email unc.edu 

Dear Colleague, 

We are writing on behalf of the Organising Cowanittee, to inform you of 
the call for papers for a: 

S Y~,fPOSIU,~,I ON Tt ]Iv. tlUMANIT]I;.S: FINDING A PLACE IN C[tANG]NG TIh/K;.S 

Columbia University, New Yo~k CI~, 24-26 Februaw 2007 
http:i/www HumanitiesSymposium corn 

The Symposium is to be hosted by the Internatinnal Conference on New 
Directions in the Humanities and the Intematinnal Journal of the 
Humanities, in conjunction with the Center for Comparative Literature 
and Society at Columbia Universi~’. 

’]?he aim of the symposium to address the ambiguous a difficult task of 
the Humanities today, a situation which could at times be called a 
crisis Key questions for discussinn will include: 
* Purposes of the humanities: systemic, critical, emancipatory? 
* Perceptions of the humanities: Why are they regarded with suspicion? 
How do we attain institutional purchase? What is it to be elite but 
marginal? How to avoid trivialisation? 
* Programs under threat: Which? Why? How do we respond? 
* Fast capitalism and slow- learning: How- do the humanities position 
thenrselves in relation to globalisation and corporatisation? 
* Sec~tring ’diversity’ and ’tolerance’: What roles for the anrbivalent 
enterprises of feminism and multiculturalism’.’ 
* Global predicaments: YVhat agenda for the humanities? 
* Higher education in the h~tmanities and elenrentary education for the 
poor: How do we bridge the gap? 

We would particularly like to invite you to respond to this call for 
papers and presentations. Presenters may choose to submit xvritten 
papers for publication before or after the confe*ence in the fully 
refereed International Journal of the Httmanities. If you are unable to 
attend the syrrlposium in person, virtual registrations are also 
available which allow you to submit a paper for refereeing and possible 
publication in the jo~nal, as well as access to the online version of 
the j ournah 

The deadline for the next ro~xd in the call for papers (a title and 
sholt abstract) is 31 October 2006. Proposals are reviewed within one 
week of subrrlission. 

Full details of the conference, including an online call for papers 
form, are to be found at the conference website - 
http :i/w~vw.HumanitiesSympositm~. corrl 

We look forward to receiving your proposals and hope you will be able 
to join us m New- York in Februals’ 2007. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Tom Nakn 
Globalism Institute 
RMIT University- 
Melbourne, Australia 

Gayatri Chakravort5, Spivak 
Center for Comparative Literature and Society’ 

Columbia University’ 
New York City’, USA. 

Note: lt’you wish to be removed from this notification list, please 
inform us by reply. 



..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:34 AM 

Gautier, Jacket E <gautie@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Help with your data ent~’ 

Dear Janet: Thanks so much and I will be in touch Currently, I am 
twing to secure a grant and you know how complicated this can be. 
Finally, I really appreciate all of your assistance that you have 
extended over the years. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Janet 
Gautier <gautier@email.unc.edu>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> I have asked around and found 2 people who said they would be 
> interested in helping you ~vith your data ently. 

> Yuu can cuntact me ifyuu have any questions or contact them directly 

> Janet Edwards Gautier, Directur 
> Summer Schuo[ 
> CB 3340, 134 E Franklin St 
> ’]’he University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3_M0 
> 919-%6-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 10, 2006 12:14 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: Update 

Dear Dr Greene: First, I just wanted to check with you since I have 
not heard anything from you in some time. Second, did you get the info 
mailed regarding Langston Hughes? Third, I still have not uncovered any 
new information about the earlier version of Devil in a Blue Dress. 
However, I don’t think that this ~vill alter my essay. As soon as I have 
completed the essay, I will forward because this is becoming more 
difficult than expected since so many people have written on this 
fihrdnovel. I will keep you posted and hope all is ~vell Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Quotin8 @a ol.com: 

I was thinking, too, that it was a song earlier than the 1960s, but I don’t 

know You are probably ~vise to keep searching, for it probably was earlier. 

Have you used the site ask corn? 

LeeGreene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Dear       : Afternoons are better for me ;Vhat about Thursday afternoon 
-- I have an appointment at 3:30 so ~vhat about around 4:30. Just let me 
know Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting       .~email.unc.edu: 

Dr. Regester, 

I am writing to follow up on our discussion yesterday relating to my 
working for you. You stated that Thursday or Friday would be the most 
convenient days for a meeting; would you prefer to meet in the 
morning or afternoon? Mornings are best for me, as I am ahvays tied 
tap on Friday afternoons. Please let me know which works best for you. 
And thank you for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 12, 2006 4:27 PM 

@email.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: Biblio Database Update 

Biblio 06-27-02.zip 

Attached is the bibliography data base for the black newspaper project. 
..... Forwarded message from brhill@reliasoft biz ..... 
Date: 7hu, 27 Jun 2002 22:27:01 -0~)0 
}:rom: "B R. HilF <brhill@reliasoJ~.biz> 

Reply-To: "B. R. Hill" <brhiH@reliasoff bi72 
Subject: Biblio Database Update 

To: Charlene Regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:12 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: recommendation letter, how are you’s a~d other things! 

Dear        In response to your request, yes I would be more than glad 
to submit a letter on your behalt\ Ho~vever, please keep in mind that 
you really need those with big names and I don’t have one. Also, 
because these are ver,v competitive schools, I would urge that you apply 
to other schools as welh You seem to be limiting your choices and 
people who have made films that have had some degree of commercial 
success could possibly be the people that you are competing against 
Having considered all of my concerns, you can let me kno~v if you would 
still like for me to submt a letter of recommendation on your behalIi 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.2~yahoo corn>: 

He?’ Professor Regester, 

This is from the ~aA’am 
rm in no;v in case you didnt know, I hope your semester is 
going ;vell! 

Well im planning to apply to film school       in hopes of being 
accepted for I am interested in becoming a screenwriter. 
I am applying to 
Your film class has been very instrumental to my foundational 
beliefs about film- 
always going one level deeper, always paying attention to how I 
portray certain characters, and just continmng to tell the stoW of 
a people whose stories are usually not in their control. 
So i thought you would be the perfect person to write a 
recommendation for my application 
The application is due Dec 1st 
I have my creative materials completed already 
Ms. Debby already has the forms. 
Even if you cant what i learned in your class will be evident in all 
the film i dot 
But if you can just me knowt 
Thanks 

Stay in the know. Pulse on the new Yahoo.corn Check it out. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:13 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: recommendation letter, how are yoffs and other things! 

Hey Professor Regester, 

This is from the Afam 

I’m in now in case you didm know, I hope your semester is going well! 

Well im planning to apply to film school in hopes of being accepted for . I am interes~ted in becoming a screenwriter. 

I am applying to 

Your tilm class has been very instrumental to my tbnndationa] beliefs about tilm- 

always going one level deeper, always paying attention to how I tx~rtmy certain characters, and jus~t continuing to tell the story of a people M~ose stories axe usually not 

in their control. 

So i thought you would be the pert~ct per~m to write a recommendation for my application. 

The application is du~ 

I have my creative materials completed already. 

Ms. Debby aJ~ready has the forms. 

Even if you cmit what i learned in your class roll be evident in all the film i do! 

But if you can just me know! 

Thanks 

Stay in the 1,mow. Pulse on the new Yahoo.com. Check it out. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday                12:40 PM 

@YAHOO.COM> 

Re: recommendation letter, how are you’s a~d other things! 

Dear      : I ~vill proceed to submit a letter on your behal£ I assume 
that all of the necessary forms are in the Department with Debby? 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~YAHOO.COM>: 

> Dear Dr Regester: 
> I agree ~vith you that I should apply to other schools and I will 
> look into some that I have heard positive things about. But I do 
> think that you are a good candidate to write me a recommendation 
> letter, though your name may not be big I believe your knowledge of 
> film is valuable to the film industry and to your film students 
> Therefore I think you would be able to provide a meaningful 
> recormnendation So I would be proud if you ~vould write me a 
> recon~mendation. 

> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> [)ear        In response to your request, yes I would be more than glad 
> to submit aletter on your behaK However, please keep in mind that 

> you really need those with big names and I don’t have one Also, 
> because these are very competitive schools, I would urge that you apply 
> to other schools as well You seem to be limiting your choices and 
> people who have made films that have had some degree of commercial 
> success could possibly be the people that you are competing against 
> Having considered all of my concerns, you can let me know if you would 
> still like for me to submt a letter ol!recommendation on your behaK 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> Hey Professor Regester, 

>> This is frorn    Afam 
>> I’m in ] I hope your semester is 
>> going well[ 

>> Well im planning to apply to film school ~       in hopes of being 
>> accepted %r . I am interested in becoming a screemvriter. 
>> I am applying to 
>> Your film class has been very instrumental to my foundational 
>> beliefs about film- 
>> always going one level deeper, ahvays paying attentinn to how I 
>> portray certain characters, and j ust continmng to tell the story of 
>> a people whose stories are usually- not in their control. 
>> So i thought you would be the perfect person to write a 
>> recommendation for ray application. 
>> The application is due 
>> I have my creative materials completed already. 
>> Ms. Debby already has the fom~s. 
>> Even if you cant what i learned in yo~tr class will be evident in all 
>> the film i do! 
>> But if you can just me kmow! 
>> Thanks 

>> Stay in the kmow. Pulse on the new Yahoo.com. Check it out. 

> Doyou Yahoo!? 
> Get on board. You’re invited to try the new Yahoo! _Mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                12:45 PM 

’,@aim.com 

Re: 

Deal        My career has been rather circuitous -- received a B.A 
(English), MA. (Radio, Televison, Fihn), Ph.D (Education-Educational 
Media Tract). It was really my passion that led me to black cinema. If 
you are really interested in cinema, you should definitely attend one 
of the well known film schools Even though my degree was not directly 
related to this field, this was ~vhat I have always been interested in. 
However, my career suffered because I should have received a degree in 
the area that I intend to teach I am making my way but my progress and 
comaections have been much slo~ver relative to my peers. You definitely 
do not want to follow my path because I have not taken the most direct 
route. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@aim.corn: 

Hello, Dr. Regester I am     graduate of UNC al"~d I am a former 
student of yours. I was in your                       course. I ~vas 
curious about what your course work was in when you completed your 
master’s and PhD How did you get started researching African 
Americans contributions to film? Did you major in Aticican American 
histor,v or was it a passion that lead to the work that you do no,v? I 
am louking for some guidance. 

’]’he woman came out of a man’s rib; not from his :feet to be walked on, 
not fi-om his head to be superiur, but frum the side tu be equal, and 
under the arm tu be protected, and next tu his heart tu be lured. 

"When sumeone tells you who they are believe them" 
- Maya Angeluu 

"Never make someone yuur priuri~" when to them you are simply an optiun" 

Check Out the new free AIM(R) Mail -- 2 GB uf storage and 
industry-leading spare and email virus protection. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 24, 2006 5:28 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Bibliography Database 

Biblio 06-13 - 02.zip 

..... Forwarded message ftom brhiIl@reliasoft.biz ..... 
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2002 10:52:00 -0400 

[~’rom: "B. R. Hill" <brh~lI@reliasoft.biz> 
Reply-To: "B. R Hill" <brhill@reliasoft.biz2 
Sut~iect: Re: Bibliography Database 

To: charlene regester <regester@email unc edu> 

Charlene, 

I have attached a new version of the Biblioandb program ~n a zip :file. DO 
NOT REP] ACE OR O VERWRI~fE YOUR EXISTING B]I~LIO.MDB WITH THE ATTACI;C[~D ON’£~;[ 
YOU WILL I,OSE ALL OF THE DATA YOU ENW£~;RED [ 

Instead, unzip the attached Biblio mdb into a different location l~;om your 
existing one You will need to do update the existing .mdb manually: 

1. Open your EXIST]NO Biblioandb and select "Tables" Right-click on 
"Biblio" table and select "Design View". Click on the line "Title" and 
change the "Field Size" in the lower left area of the screen from 100 to 
150. Close the window and click "Yes" to save. 

2. Select "Forms" and then right-click on "frmBiblio". Select "Rename" and 
then change the name to "frmBiblioOld" and press enter. 

3. Click "File" on the menu at the top left of the screen, then move cursor 
to "Get External Data" and select "N~port...". Locate and select the 
Biblio.mdb that you unzipped from the attacl~nent, then click "Impolt" 
button. Click the "Forms" tab and select frmBiblio and then click "OK". 

The title width and date problems should be fixed but you will have to go 
back and correct the data that is not correct. If you have any problems, 
please call 

Thanks, 
Blair 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "charlene regester" <regester@emaihunc.edu> 

To: "B. R. Hill" <brhill@reliasoft.biz> 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2002 9:13 AM 
Subject: Re: Bibliography Database 

> Dear Blair: I have attempted to enter data and it seems to be working 
fine 
> Ho;vever, I will need a few adjustments. 
> 

> 1) The title category will need more characters because I had a title that 
> was really long and the system would not allow- me to enter the complete 
> title. Therefore, I entered only parts of the title and inserted ellipses. 
> This is acceptable but for future entries it would be better if I could 
> have more space. 
> 

> 2) The biggest obstacle has been the date. When I enter the date ie. 
> 6/23/15 meaning June 23, 1915 the computer converts the 15 to year 2015 
> When I try to correct the date, a message appears indicating that I can’t 
> enter a date from the past and restructures the date to 2015 We will have 
> to work on this. 
> 

> Finally, I have entered nearly half of the entries and hope to be finished 
> in the next few days So I will complete what I am working on and then I 
> will try to export the data back to you since the adjustments will need to 
> be made on the data set that I have currently completed. At that point, 
> once the date is rectified then I will need your assistance in exporting 
> the data to the press. 
> 

> Let me know what you think. Again, thanks for all of your assistance 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

> --On Friday, June 07, 2002 4:42 PM -0400 "B. R. Itill" 
> <brhill@reliasoft biz> wrote: 
> 
> > Very sorry I left off the attachment Here it is. 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 



> > From: "charlene regester" <regester@email unc.edu> 

> > To: "B. R. Hill" <brhill@reliasoft bi72 

> > Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2002 3:36 PM 

> > Subject: Re: Bibliography Database 

>> 

>> 

> >> Dear Blair: We still cannot open this data base. Please re-send the 

> >> original :file with the mdb extension and I should be able to open the 

> > :file 

> >> Please open and see if you can access prior to sending. Sincerely, 

> > Charlene 

> >> Regester 

> >> 

> >> --On Thursday, June 06, 2002 11 : 19 A)¢1-0400 "B. R. Hill" 

> >> <brhill@reliasoft.bi~ wrote: 

> >> 

> >> > Charlene, 

> >> > Did you rename the file and change the extension from .txt to .mdb? 

It 

> >> > will not open unless you do this. 

> >> > Let me know if this works or if you need help to do it. 

> >> > Blair 

> >> > ..... Original Message ..... 

> >> > From: "charlene regester" <regester@eruail.unc.edu> 

> >> > To: "B. R. Hill" <brNll@reliasoft.bi~ 

> >> > Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2002 8:39 AM 

> >> > Subject: Re: Bibliography Database 

> >> >> Dear Blair: I am not able to open this file I was advised that if 

you 

> >> > send 

> >> >> me this file in a Zip file then I will be able to access the data 

> >> >> base. 

>>>>Let 

> >> >> me know ~vhat you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> >> >> 

> >> >> --On Wednesday, June 05, 2002 10:47 .~v1-0400 "B. R. Hill" 

> >> >> <bNill@reliasoft.biz> ~vrote: 

> >> >> 

> >> >> > Charlene, 

> >> >> > Attached is the Biblio Access database (Biblio.mdb). Just save 

the 

> >> >> > file to a directo~ where you want to keep the data 

> >> >> > To run, open the file in Access 2000, then run the main data entlT 

> > folyn 

> >> >> > frmBiblio. Call me if you would like me to go over this and the 

> >> >> > data entU form in detail 

> >> >> > Thanks, 

> >> >> > Blair 

> >> >> > P.S I just remembered that UNC email strips out attatchments with 

> >> >> > extensions like .exe, .bas, etc They may also remove attachments 

> > with 

> >> >> > .mdb extensions so I have renamed the attachment with a .txt 

> > extension. 

> >> >> > After you save the file, rename the file with a .mdb extension 

> >> >> > before opening in Access. 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 24, 2006 5:29 PM 

@email.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: Biblio Database Update 

Biblio 06-27-02.zip 

..... Forwarded message from brhiH@reliasoft.biz ..... 
Date: Thu, 27 Jun 2002 22:27:01 

From: "B. R. Hill" <brh~H@reliasoft.biz> 
Reply-To: "B. R Hill" <brhill@reliasoft.biz2 
Sutziect: Biblio I)atabase Update 

To: Charlene Regester <regester@email unc.edu> 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 25, 2006 4:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM 276 Paper II 

Afam 276 Paper II.doc 

Dear Travis: Please print some 55 copies of paper II for my class. I 
will not need until next Tuesday but if you have them copied tomorrow, 
I can pick them up when I come over to the department for office hours. 
You might want to print out one copy first just to check the 
formatting. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



AFAM 276 REGESTER 
FALL 2006 

GUIDELINES FOR PAPER II 

As part of the course requirements, each student is required to submit a second paper. Your paper should critically 
examine any topic related to the intersection of race and cinema in the post-1950 period. The topics below are being 
provided to assist you in developing a final paper topic. This paper should be 7-9 pages in length and must adhere to 
the following guidelines. The paper is an argumentative paper and may require consulting the following sources: 
class lectures, assigned reading materials, course pack, reserve reading material, videotapes on reserve at Media 
Resources, etc. Consult journal articles, books, documents, etc. and do no limit your search to materials provided 
exclusively on-line. This paper constitutes one-fourth of your grade and should reflect your best effort. 

1) Select a motion picture that has been re-made and examine how these versions compare to or 

differ from each other in their representation of African Americans on the screen. 

The Defiant Ones (Sidney Poitier & Tony Curtis)/Fled (Laurence Fishburne); 

A Time to Kill (Samuel Jackson)/To Kill a Mockingbird; 

Cry the Beloved Country (Sidney Poitier, Canada Lee)/Cry the Beloved Country 

(James Earl Jones);Shaft (1971, Richard Roundtree)/Shaft (2000, Samuel L. Jackson) 
2) Examine how African American physicians historically have been transformed on screen in films such as No 

Way Out, Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, Eve’s Bayou etc. Assess whether or not their screen image 

has improved or deteriorated. 

3) Explore how and why comedians have dominated the African American screen image in the 1980s. Assess whether or 

not the preponderance of comedians in American cinema is similar to previous decades. 

4) Select an actor or actress and develop a guiding argument that will allow you to examine his/her body of works with 

respect to how they have been transformed on screen (Denzel Washington, Angela Bassett, Laurence Fishburne, 

Whoopi Goldberg, Samuel Jackson, Morgan Freeman, Jada Pinkett, Vivica Fox, Alfre Woodard, Halle Berry, Will 

Smith, Cuba Gooding, etc.) 

5) Examine how the African American family has been presented on screen from the 1960s to the present (i.e. Once 
Upon a Time When We Were Colored, A Raisin in the Sun, The Preacher’s Wife, Eve’s Bayou, Crooklyn, 

Inkwell, Soul Food, Beloved, etc. ) 
6) Examine how African Americans in the military have been presented on the screen (i.e.Glory, A Soldier’s Story, 

Tuskegee Airmen, Buffalo Soldiers, Courage under Fire, Crimson Tide) 
7) Assess how institutions of higher learning have been depicted on screen (i.e. School Daze, 

Higher Learning) 
8) Examine how interracial relationships have been reconstructed on screen (i.e. Guess 

Who’s Coming to Dinner, One Potato, Two Potato, Jungle Fever, Body Guard, Jackie Brown, 

Bulworth, Mississippi Masala, One False Move, Monster’s Ball). 

9) Explore the relationship between rap artists and cinema (Ice Cube, Ice Tea, Queen Latifah, 

Tupac, Heavy D, Will Smith, Mos Def, Snoop Dog) 

10) Examine how black militancy has been transformed on the screen (i.e. Panther, Malcolm X). 

11) Examine the evolution of black horror films in cinema (i.e. Blacula, Tales from the Hood, 
Def by Temptation, To Sleep with Anger, Last Vampire in Brooklyn, Scream Blacula Scream) 

12) Assess how black male camaraderie has been transformed on screen and discuss how black 
masculinity is presented in these films (i.e. Cooley High, Boyz in the Hood, Juice, New Jack City, Menace II 

Society, Get on the Bus, Five Heartbeats, The Best Man, The Wood, Life, Baby Boy, Drumline, The 

Brothers) 
13) Compare and contrast the black detective to the white detective (i.e. Shaft vs. James Bond, Seven, Enemy of the 

State, True Crime, Kiss the Girls, Man on Fire, High Crimes) 
14) Examine Black/White Buddy Films (i.e. Danny Glover, Eddie Murphy, Keenan Wayans, 

Morgan Freeman -- Lethal Weapon I, II, III, IV, Shawshank Redemption, Seven, Beverly Hills 

Cops, The Last Boy Scout, Kiss the Girls, Money Train, Pulp Fiction, Training Day) 



15) Explore Black Love as reconstructed in cinema (i.e. Lady Sings the Blues, A Warm 
December, Poetic Justice, Higher Learning, Love Jones, Boomerang, A Thin Line 
Between Love and Hate, Jason’s Lyric, What’s Love Got To Do With It, Waiting to 
Exhale, Love Jones, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, The Preacher’s Wife, Why Do Fools 
Fall in Love, What’s Love Got To Do With It, Love and Basketball, Disappearing Acts) 

16) Examine the evolution of the drug dealer on the screen (Superfly, New Jack City, Juice, Menace II Society, Boy z 
’n theHood, Sugar Hill) 

17) Examine black westerns in cinema (i.e. Buck and the Preacher, Posse, Wild Wild West) 
18) Examine black female camaraderie as transformed on the screen (i.e. Set It Off, Waiting 

to Exhale, Soul Food, How Stella Got Her Groove Back). 
19) Critically examine the works of a contemporary black filmmaker (i.e. Spike Lee, Bill Duke, Forest Whitaker, Julie 

Dash, Mario Van Peebles, John Singleton, F. Gary Gray, Robert Townsend, Kasi Lemons). Explore the impact of 
his/her works on the African American screen image and spectators. 

20) Examine black bio-films (Malcolm X, Dorothy Dandridge Story, Hurricane, Ali, Ray). 
21) Explore films that attempt to examine the issue of transgressing racial difference (i.e.Watermelon Man, Soul Man, 

White Man’s Burden, True Identity, Bulworth) 
22) Compare and contrast black exploitation films to "hood" films produced in the early 1990s (Boyz N the Hood, 

Menace II Society, Juice, Sugar Hill). 
23) Examine African American history when transformed on the screen (Rosewood, Ghosts of Mississippi, Malcolm X, 

The Tuskegee Airmen, Josephine Baker Story, Mississippi Burning, Lean On Me, Glory, Amistad, Dorothy 
Dandridge, Medgar Evers Story, Four Little Girls) 

24) Examine the African American athlete when transformed on the screen (Cooley High, 
Cornbread Earl and Me, Boyz n’ the Hood, He Got Game, Hurricane, Jerry Maguire, Ali) 

25) Examine the African American novel when transformed on the screen (Devil in a Blue 
Dress, Beloved, Waiting to Exhale, Color Purple, Once Upon A Time When We 
Were Colored, Knock On Any Door, Native Son, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, I Know 
Why the Caged Bird Sings, Their Eyes Are Watching God) 

26) Examine the black male/female as a gangster/criminal (i.e. Hoodlum, Rage in Harlem, Jackie Brown, 
Set It Off, New Jack City, Menace to Society, Boy z N the Hood, Hurricane, True Crime, Green Mile, Life) 

27) Examine black presidents/leaders (Mandela and DeKlerk, Deep Impact) 
28) Examine the representation of African American athletes in documentary films (Hoop 

Dreams, When We Were Kings). 
29) Examine black father/son relationships (i.e. Boy z N the Hood, He Got Game, Baby Boy). 
30) Examine the construction of race -- whiteness and blackness (i.e. Bulworth, Jackie Brown, 

Summer of Sam, American History X, Bamboozled, Remember the Titans). 
31) Examine the neutralization of blackness in cinema (i.e. Deep Blue Sea, Bone Collector, Pelican Brief). 
32) Examine the construction of race in films involving serial killers (i.e. Summer of Sam, Kiss the Girls, Seven). 

ALL PAPERS MUST ADHERE TO THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES: 

1) Title page that includes the title of paper, full 
name, PID number 
2) Typed and Double-Spaced/Times New Roman 
Style Preferred 
3) Adhere to basic rules on Grammar and Style 
4) Contain Footnotes or Endnotes (Parenthetical 
Documentation is acceptable) 

5) Include Bibliography 
6) Legible, Near Letter Quality or Better (Original 
Dark Copies) 
7) Pages should be Numbered and in Correct 
Order 

8) Please do not print paper on front and back 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:19 AM 

@hotmafil .cam> 

Re: Hi Dr. Regester 

Dear          : First, I want you to kmow that I don’t have a big name 
and therefore, I am not certain that a letter of support would really 
help you in the medical communi~/. However, if this is not an issue for 
you then I don’t mind. Second, please provide a photo of yourself so 
that I can remember you; indicate the classes that took ~vith me 
(Semester, Year, Course Name, & Grade Received); and finally, please 
make sure that I receive your materials in due time before the deadline 
because I travel a lot, I will need ample time to create your letter. 
Please indicate if the letter is to be returned to you or to the 
school, address all envelopes, and complete forms appropriately if they 
require you to enter certain information. Good luck on your endeavor 
and you can let me know what you decide Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @hotmail.com>: 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

My name is and I took your class in 
the I tluly enjoyedyour class and earned an in it 
I learned a great deal and still think about some of the issues we 
discussed in class even when watching or discussing :films now. I 
graduated in and am now applying to medical school and I wanted 
to ask if you could write a letter of recommendation for me. I know 
that it is rather informal to ask for a letter over email but I am 
currently living in    and thus it’s difficult to come see you in 
person I also understand that you are probably very busy with the 
school year but I would be so very grateful if you could write a 
letter on my behalf. I am very excited to be apr~l;’in~ to medical 
school seeing as I am 
I have any information you may need and I hope that I hear back from 
you soon Thank you ~2~r your time and have a wonderful evening 

Thank you again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:13 PM 

~hotmaS~l.com> 

RE: Ill Dr. Regester 

Dear You can maile either to my home or office: 

Home Address: 

School Address: Department of African & Atlco-American Studies, 204 
Battle Hall, CB#3395, Universi~z of Nolth Carolina Chapel Hill, Chapel 

Hill, N.C. 27599-3395 
The home address receives mail much faster than the school address. 
Also, please indicate the deadline for your materials. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~hotmail.com>: 

Hi Dr Regester, 

Thank you very much for helping me! The admissions committees 
specifically request letters from non-science professors so yours 
will help me tremendously :) I have attached a picture and my 
personal statement in this email and will also send a hard copy What 
is the best address to send the information to? I can put it in the 
mail this a~emoon. 

Thank you again: 

>> Date: Thu, 0S: 18:38 -0400> From: regester@email unc edu> 
>> To: @hotmail.com> Subject: Re: Hi Dr. Regester> > I)ear 
>~" First, I want you to know that I don’t have a big name > 
>> and there[ore, I am not certain that a letter of support would 
>> really > help you in the medical community However, if this is not 
>> an issue [’or > you then I don’t mind Second, please provide a photo 
>> ofyourseff so > that I can remember you; indicate the classes that 
>> took with me > (Semester, Year, Course Name, & Grade Received); and 
>> finally, please > make sure that I receive your materials in due 
>> tune before the deadline > because I travel a lot, I will need ample 
>> time to create your letter > Please indicate if the letter is to be 
>> returned to you or to the > school, address all envelopes, and 
>> complete forms appropriately if they > require you to enter certain 
>> information Good luck on your endeavor > and you can let me l~ow 
>> what you decide. Sincerely, Charlene Regester> > Quoting o 

>> ))hotmail.com>:> > > IIi Dr. Regester,> >> > 
>> name is and I took your class in > > 
>> the I truly enjoyed your class and earned in 
>> it. > > I learned a great deal and still think about some of the 
>> issues we > > discussed in class even ~vhen watching or discussing 
>> films now. I > > graduated in     and am now applying to medical 
>> school and I ~vanted > > to ask if you could write a letter of 
>> recormnendation for me. I know > > that it is rather informal to ask 
>> for a letter over email but I am > > currently living in    and thus 
>> it’s difficult to come see you in > > person. I also understand that 
>> you are probably very busy with the > > school year but I would be 
>> so ve~ grateful if you could write a > > letter on ray behal£ I am 
>> very excited to be applying to medical > > school seeing as I am 
>>                                              > > I have any 
>> information you may need and I hope that I hear back from > > you 
>> soon. Thank you for your time and have a wonderful evening.> >> > 
>> Thank you again,> >> > >> >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 30, 2006 3:08 PM 

blanche Arons, @highstream.net> 

Re: Time is Flyinggggggg 

Dear Blanche: Thanks much for your review I have to complete a book 
review and will forward to~vard the end of this week or the beginning of 
next week Have a happy Halloween. Before you know it, Thanksgiving 
will be here soon Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

@highstream.net>: 

Please acknowledge receipt. 

and 
thank you, Charlene 

and 
aw gee, it’s almost clock-setting time 

and 
BRRR, it’s chill?-. 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November l, 2006 12:42 PM 

Matfl~ew Solomon <solomon@mail.csi.cuny.edu> 

Re: bx~ok review 

Dear Matthew: Yes, I am in the process of completing the book and 
composing the revie~v. I assumed that the deadline is still Nov 15th 
At this point, I should be able to make this deadline. Let me know if 
you need me to do something differently. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Matthe~v Solomon <solomon@mail.csi cuny.edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I am writing to see if you are still on track to complete your book review 
of Jacqueline Stewart’s Migrating to the Movies: Cinema and Black Urban 
Modernity later this month for Nineteenth Century Theatre and Film . 
Please let me know I hope that this message finds you well. 

Best regards, 
Matthe~v Solomon 
Assistant Professor 
Cinema/Graduate Studies Program Coordinator 
Department of Media Culture 
College of Staten Island, CUNY 
Building 1P, room 226 
2800 Victo~ Boulevard 
Staten Island, NY 10314 
USA 
(718) 982-2548 
(718) 982-2710 [fax] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November l, 2006 6:21 PM 

Matfl~ew Solomon <solomon@mail.csi.cuny.edu> 

Re: bx~ok review 

Dear Matthe~v: ~’aat about the specifications on length? Hope to hear 
from you soon Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Matthew Solomon <solomon@mail csi.cuny edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Yes, I wa s still hoping to have your review by November 15. Thank you for 
adhering to the deadline Thanks for working to complete your book review so 
promptly. Some formatting notes: your review should be untitled, simply give 
the full citation for the book at the top and your name and institutional 
affiliation at the bottom Use British English ~vhere applicable, single 
quotes for direct quotations, and parenthetical page numbers. You can find 
additional information about the journal’s style guidelines at the following 
lh~: 

o > http://www.manchest eruniversitvpress, co uk/infolanation areas/j ournals/19th ’/o20centurv/nineteenth.htm 

Look at the "notes for contributors" link, and then go to "guidelines." You 
can also "download a free sample issue," and go to the Reviews section [’or 
examples. (Keep in mind that some of these are review essays.) Once you have 
completed and conformed the review (<2000 words), please send it to me as a 
Microsoft Word attachment. Do not hesitate to contact me with further 
questions Once again, I appreciate your time and attention to the review. 

Best regards, 
Matthew 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: <regester@email unc edu> 
To: "Matthew Solomon" <solomon@mail csi.cuny.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 01 2006 12:42 PM 
Subject: Re: book review 

>> Dear Matthew: Yes, I am in the process of completing the book and 
>> composing the review. I assumed that the deadline is still Nov. 15th. 
>> At this point, I should be able to make this deadline Let me know if 
>> you need me to do something differently. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting Matthew Solomon <solomon@maihcsi.cuny.edu>: 
>> 

>> > Dear Professor Regester, 

>> > l am writing to see if you are still on track to complete your book 

>>>ofJacqueline Stexvart’s Migrating to the Movies: Cinema and Black Urban 
>> > Modernity later this month for Nineteenth Cent~y Theatre and Film . 
>> > Please let me knoxv. I hope that this message finds you welh 

>> > Best regards, 
>> > Matthew Solomon 
>> > Assistant Professor 
>> > Cinema/Graduate Studies Program Coordinator 
>> > Department of Media Culture 
>> > College of Staten Island, CL~NY 
>> > Building 1P, room 226 
>> > 2800 Victory- Boulevard 
>> > Staten Island, NY 10314 
>> > USA 
>> > (718) 982-2548 
>> > (718) 982-2710 [fax] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 8:12 AM 

~hotmafil .corn> 

Re: Letler of Rec 

Dear          Yes, I received your materials. As soon as I compose 
the letter, I will let you know by email. It ~vill be at least another 
week or so before I can get to this. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting                          @hotmail.com>: 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

rm ~vriting to make sure you received my package. I also realized 
that I forgot to put a stamp on the envelope to Career Services and 
for this I sincerely apologize. I will send you another addressed 
envelope ~vith a stamp this time. I hope you had a good week and 
look for~vard to hearing from you. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 2, 2006 12:02 PM 

jmgaines@duke.edu 

Re: hnmediate 

Jane Gaines wrote: 
> Charlene: I miss you. But needed to tell you that I’ll be in Sweden this 
> spring semester. Also, please put on your calendar, Friday and Saturday, 
> January 13and 14. They are doing a conference here in my honor as I am 
> no longer directing the program. You should get an official invite, but 
> rm not sure when. I really ~vant you to come!’, jg 
> 

> regester@email uric edn wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Jane: This is to let you know- that I submitted your name as a 
>> potential reviewer for my manuscript on black actresses. If you are 
>> contacted, I ~vould greatly appreciate your review- of my work Have a 
>> good holiday and thanks again for all of your assistance over the 
>> years. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting jmgaines@duke.edu: 
>> 

>>> Charlene: I’m just on my la st week of a China trip. I would try the 
>>> following presses in this order: Indmna, Texas, Scarecrow. We had a 
>>> great ume in London, didn’t we? ttOpe to hear about Paris :first hand 
>>> from you jg 

>>> .......... Original message .......... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
>>> To: jmgaines@duke.edu 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2005 2:47:01 PM 
>>> Subject: Immediate Attention Needed 

>>> Dear Jane: 7his is to let you know that currently I am looking for 

>>> publisher Wesleyan UP sent me an adwmce contract, requested money to 
>>> defray publishing costs, and even sent me to New York to locate photos 

>>> the Book Then, they changed editors and my book was dropped 
>>> Un~2~rtunately, I am back to square one in terms of locating a press. 
>>> Do you 
>>> have any suggestions regarding places ~hat might be interested in the 
>>> manuscript on black actresses in early cinema. I did not submit to 
>>> Illinois 
>>> because they are are alrea@ publishing a book that examines black 
>>> actresses in a later period and I assumed that my work would not be 
>>> appealing to them. If you have any suggestinns, please provide. 
>>> Finally, 
>>> thanks as always for all of your support and encouragement Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester 

Dear Jane: First, I received the material regarding your seminar, 
however, I received the material too late to attend. Yet, I ara going to 
t~ to make the next one scheduled for Nov. 18th. Second, my paper was 
accepted to SCMS and if you plan on attending do you think that we could 
share a room to save on the expense. Hope to hear from you soon. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 3, 2006 2:01 PM 

Photot~st, Inc. <Victo@photofestnyc.com> 

Re: Invoice from Photofest 

Dear Accouaat Executive: Yes, I received the invoice attached and will 
forward payment in the next few days. Thanks much for your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Photofest, Inc" 
<Victor@photofestnyc com>: 

Dear Regester : 

Your order is sincerely appreciated, the invoice may be found below-. 

Plea se remit an acknowledgement of receipt, and kindly alTange for 

payment at your earliest convenience. 

If you require a copy of the invoice via post or facsimile, I will 

have one forwarded in~aediately. 

Cordially, 

S. Victur Burgos, Accuuntant/Accuunt Executive 

Phutufest 

32 East 31st Street, 5th Fluor 

New York, NY 10016 

212-633-6330 (phune) 

212-366-9062 (fax) 

To view the attached file, you must have Acrobat(R) Reader(R) 

installed You can downluad Acrobat(R) Reader(R) from the Adobe~R) 

Web site: 

http:i/www.adube.com/pruducts/acrubat/readstep2.htm[ 

Yuu are viewing a text versiun uf this message because yuur e-mai[ 

reader doesn’t suppurt HTi’,/fL We recummend using e-mail sofavare 

that suppurts HTML or enabling thi s feature if it’s turned uf~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 8, 2006 6:35 PM 

blanche Arons ~highstream.net> 

Re: Book Review for Theater Jonrnal 

Dear Blanche: Thanks much I will for~vard more material in the near 
future. I also think it is interesting that I have so many requests 
while publishers are slow about publishing my book -- I don’t know what 
to make of this but I keep plugging any way. Your support is always 
greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arnns 

@highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, 
I received the book review; it looks quite interesting As always, I 
will work on it (in bits and pieces) as time slots allow I think 
it’s great that you get so man?’ requests for this kind of ~vork; my 
question is, ~vhen do you get the time???? Any~vay, it makes me feel 
good to know that your work is appreciated 

Best, 

Blanche 

> 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@em ~ I unc edu> 
Tu: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 07, 2006 5:43 PM 
Subject: Re: Book Review ~2~r Theater Journal 

>> Dear Blanche: Attached is a buok review that I have been asked to 
>> write It is for a journal that is devuted tu theater histury and not 
>> film histury. I luuked at sume of the examples uf reviews published in 
>> the juurnal and they were qmte sophisticated and theoretical. 
>> Therefore, when I ~2~rward my versiun I will let the editur knuw that if 
>> this is not what he wants, I will attempt tu revise. Yuu can let me 
>> knuw what yuu think. Thanks much ~2~r your assistance as always 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting blanche Arons 
>> @highstream net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I received the essay. Thanks,.and since it’s a shurt one, I’ll be 
>>> "fitting it in" quite suon. 

>>> Be well,    Blanche 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email unc edu> 
>>> Tu: "blanche Arons" @highstream net> 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, Octuber 25, 2006 3:44 PM 
>>> Sut~iect: Re: Encycl 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Attached is an essay that I was asked to review for 
>>>> publication in the Journal of Film and Video. \Vhenever you have a 
>>>> chance, please review and please let me know that you have received 
>>>> this material. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

>>>       @highstream.net>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>>>> Please acknoweldge the attached edit. 

>>>>> For reader-friendliness, I arbitrarily diffcrentiated 
>>>>> thenovel: quotationraarks around standard lettering "Xxx~’cx" 
>>>>> the film: italics alo~md film titles U,L~c’c~x 
>>>>> thencws: standard lettering underlined Xx~’c’cx 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I tightened the first section. I know- you want them to accept the 
>>>>> entirety, but if given a choice, I suggest omitting parts of Film’s 
>>>>> Reception section and Film N~pact section. 

>>>>> Good luck, B1. 

>> 

>> 

>> 



AFAM 101 
FALL 2006 

EXAM II 

REGESTER 

DIRECTIONS: This exam consists of two parts that includes Identifications and 
Essays. The Identifications should be answered in Blue Book I and at least two of the 
following Essays should be answered in Blue Book II. 

I. IDENTIFICATIONS: Please identify and state the significance of at least 7 (seven) 
of the following (Spts. each/total 35pts.). 

a) William Webb 
b) Ralph Quarles 
c) Dr. Samuel Cartwright 
d) Rose Williams 
e) Infanticide 
f) "Are you willing to fight for your freedom?" 
g) George Liele 
h) John Canoeing 
I) "The judgment of the court, is that you be taken hence to the j all from whence you came, 
thence to the place of execution and on Friday next, between the hours of 10am and 2pm be 
hung by the neck until you are dead, dead, dead and may the Lord have mercy on your 
soul." 

II. ESSAYS: Please answer at least two of the following essays (32.5pts each/total 
65pts.) 

1) According to Herbert Aptheker, "The great fact in the history of slavery in the United 

States is that on hundreds of different occasions - slaves did decide to rise up. They came 
together and affirmed their hatred of slavery; they planned together how to strike a blow for 

freedom; and on scores of occasions they actually did deliver such blows." In view of 

Aptheker’ s assertion, examine active methods of resistance employed by slaves to resist the 

enslavement process and assert their humanity. 

2) According to George Fredrickson, "America ... was not born racist; it became so 

gradually as the result of a series of crimes against black humanity that stemmed primarily 

from selfishness, greed, and the pursuit of privilege." In view of the development of racial 

slavery in North America, describe the early years in Virginia and discuss why Fredrickson 

formulated this conclusion. 

3) John Blassingame contends that, "Antebellum black slaves created several unique 

cultural forms which lightened their burden of oppression, promoted group solidarity, 

provided ways for verbalizing aggression, sustaining hope, building self-esteem, and often 

represented areas of life largely free from the control of whites." Thus, describe and discuss 

the existence of slave culture and demonstrate how these cultural forms allowed them to 
survive the institution of slavery. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 9, 2006 8:41 AM 

~aol.com 
Re: Update 

Dear Dr. Green: Thanks much for your veW informed response I really 
appreciate this kind of information to avoid problems that I might run 
into ~vithout even fully realizing it Finally, I checked on the press 
in Mississippi to ~vhich I submitted my work and it was located in 
Jackson, MS Again, thanks for everything Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting        @a ol.com: 

I don’t see a problem serving as a reader. People do it all the time, 
whether tenured or not. Just don’t get on a cormnittee with a 
director with whom 
you might clash. Typically, a reader just reads, gives advice about 
sources, 
errors, and things like that, and that’s about all. Typically, the reader 
reads after the director has approved the thesis, though the reader 
m~ght give 
some advice along the way if the student asks Don’t let the 
student put you 
in the position of being a "second" director, for this often causes a 
problem with t2ae director. 

LGreene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 9, 2006 8:43 AM 

blanche Arons @highstream.net> 

Re: Book Review for Theater Journal 

Dear Blanche: If possible the revie~v is due November 15th However, do 
not rush as I think this editor is willing to work with me. Thanks 
much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

@highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, 
I received the book review; it looks quite interesting As always, I 
will work on it (in bits and pieces) as time slots allow I think 
it’s great that you get so man?’ requests for this kind of ~vork; my- 
question is, ~vhen do you get the time???? Any~vay, it makes me feel 
good to know that your work is appreciated 

Best, 

Blanche 

> 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
To: "blanche Arons" @highstream.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 07, 2006 5:43 PM 
Subject: Re: Book Review ~2~r Theater Journal 

>> Dear Blanche: Attached is a bunk review that I have been asked to 
>> write It is for a journal that is devuted tu theater histury and not 
>> film histury. I luuked at sume of the examples uf reviews published in 
>> the juurnal and they were qmte sophisticated and theoretical. 
>> Therefore, when I ~2~rward my versiun I will let the editur knuw that if 
>> this is not what he wants, I will attempt tu revise. Yuu can let me 
>> knuw what yuu think. Thanks much ~2~r your assistance as always 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting blanche Arons 
>> @highstream net>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I received the essay. Thanks,.and since it’s a shurt one, I’ll be 
>>> "fitting it in" quite suon. 

>>> Be well,    Blanche 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email unc edu> 
>>> Tu: "blanche Arons" @highstream net> 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, Octuber 25, 2006 3:44 PM 
>>> Sut~iect: Re: Encycl 

>>>> Dear Blanche: Attached is an essay that I was asked to review for 
>>>> publication in the Journal of Fihn and Video. \Vhenever you have a 
>>>> chance, please review and please let me know that you have received 
>>>> this ruateriah Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

>>>       @highstream.net>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>>>> Please acknoweldge the attached edit. 

>>>>> For reader-friendliness, I arbitrarily diflhrentiated 
>>>>> thenovel: quotationraarks around standard lettering "Xxx~’cx" 
>>>>> the film: italics alo~md film titles U,L~c’cxx 
>>>>> thencws: standard lettering underlined Xx~’c’cx 

>>>>> I tightened the first section. I know- you want them to accept the 
>>>>> entirety, but if given a choice, I suggest oruitting parts of Filru’s 
>>>>> Reception section and Film N~pact section. 

>>>>> Good luck, Bh 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 10, 2006 12:00 PM 

blanche Arons ~highstream.net> 

Re: Pls acknw. 

Dear Blanche: Thanks much I really appreciate your effort and did 
receive this material I will keep you posted on the editor’s reaction 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting blanche Arons 

@highstream.net>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Pls ackmvldg receipt of attacl~aent 

You have done an excellent review[ I have a few notes--see below. 

I wasn’t sure about the word pre-classical; I put pre in italics and 
with an -, to call your attention to it, and perhaps also to attract 
attention in general.I believe consistency will make either choice ok 

I also put all b and w (black and white) in louver case, for consistency 

I also kept all Stewart stuff in present tense, and the movies in past tense 

IF the length is a problem, I am sure we can work that out .... 

B I. 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:21 PM 

~yahoo.oom> 
Re: Graduate School 

Dear      : Yes, I do prefer submitting letters by regular mail 
because in the past some of their websites do not always ~vork well and 
this can delay the process. Please note that I have several other 
letters to complete for other students and this is quite time 
consuming. I prefer to keep it as simple as possible. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                  @yahoo. corn>: 

Hi Dr. Regester: 

I have attached a photo of myself per your requst I was enrolled 
in in the and I received an in your 

class. 

I am applying to at the 

All the applications allow online recommendations with the 
exception of 

I will send out tomorrow via U.S. mail a package with stamped 
envelopes and timelines for those two programs. Only 

reqmres a paper form with the letter of recommendation. I 
have included that in the package Since the remaining five programs 
request online recommendations, the submission information [’or those 
programs will be sent to you via e-mail when I formally submit my 
application I have also included in the package a list of due dates 
for applications so you will know when to expect the e-marl 
notifications Please let me l~ow if you would prefer to submit all 
the letters via US mail, and I will send you address m[’ormation 
and era’elopes for the remaining programs 

I hope this gives you a little more information about my plans, and 
that you are still willing to submit a letter this year on my behal[~ 

Once agmn, maW thanks. 

Regards, 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Dear       Yes, I would be willing to submit a letter of 
recorrm~endation on your behalf, however, I generally request the 
following irfformation: 

1) Forms completed and signed. You need to indicate if the letter is to 
be returned to you or if it goes directly to the school. Envelopes with 
complete addresses for specific departments. 

2) Please identify courses taken with me, seruester and year enrolled, 
and grade received (I have far too many students for me to remember all 
of this itffo) 

3) You need to give rue at least 3 weeks in advance, since I travel a 
lot and I do not want to miss the deadline. 

4) Finally, please provide a photo because while your narue is ~aruiliar, 
your face is not. I feel that a photo will jog my memory and will allow 
me to say a lot more once I recognize you visually. 

5) Make sure that I receive all materials in an appropriate ruanner and 
within the alloted time frame. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~          : 

>> Dear Dr Regester, 
>> 

>> It has been a couple of years since I was in your 
>> course at UNC In the interim, I have decided to attend graduate 
>> school for                  I hope that by revie~ving the attached 
>> documents, you ~vill be able to reacquaint yourself with my writing 
>> and may be willing to provide a recon~aendation for me as I apply to 
>> graduate programs for admission next 
>> 

>> My goal is to apply to programs that are heavily interdisciplinaW 
>> and explore 
>>                                              I feel that 



>> the course I took with you is a good example in terms of both 
>> research techniques and genre of what I hope to follow up with by 
>> attending graduate school. 
>> 

>> I hope to hear back from you 
>> 

>> Many thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Access over 1 million songs - Yahoo! Music Unlimited Ti~- it today. 

> Cheap Talk’? Check out Yahoo! Messenger’s low PC-to-Phone call rates. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 13, 2006 6:24 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Proposal tbr PCA/ACA Conference 

..... Forwarded message from .~rochester.rr com ..... 
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2006 16:53:20 -0500 
From: "ProIi Housel" ~)rochester rr.com> 

Reply-To: "ProIi Housel" @rochester.rr com> 
Subject: Re: Proposal for PCA/ACA Col~ference 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Hi: Your email last year did not come through as I never received any 
email from you and always respond to queries with detailed responses. 
I am sorry that occurred and if it happens again in the future, be sure 
to send further emails to check on the status of your query. If you 
still don’t hear, then you know your emails are not getting through 
(this can happen ~2~r a variety of reasons, such as fire-walls, etc.) 
and then you may proceed in contacting the conference organizer ]2~r 
help. 

I happen to have a vacancy which you may :fill with your paper 
presentation despite your late submission By the length of your 
proposal, I’m going to advise that you keep the presentation limit in 
mind--only :fifteen minutes per presenter which equals no more than 
seven pages double-spaced in ~INR font 12. 

I’ll be in touch via email with an official PCA acceptance letter. If 
you don’t receive this email by December 1st, please contact me. 

Thank you for your interest in Film Adaptation! Rebecca 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:          @rochester.rr corn> 
Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2006 1:33 PM 
Sublect: Proposal for PCA/ACA Conference 

Dear Professor Housel: \Vhile I ara aware that I have missed the deadline 
for paper proposals to the upcoming PCAiACA confurence, I would greatly- 
appreciate if at all possible that tW proposal be considered. I 
submitted last year electronically but never received a response so I 
really ~vanted to submit again this year, unfurtunately I overlooked the 
deadline. However, I do fully understand that if it is too late then I 
will be willing to submit again next year. Attached is a copy of my 
proposal for your review. Please let me know that you have received 
this material. I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  6:28 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Letter for 

Dear Debby: Please let me know if you have the appropriate forms for 
the letter of recommendation for           If the deadline is 
I will need to start on these materials as soon as possible because I 
have several letters that I am submitting for other students as well. 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 20, 2006 3:45 PM 

~lomon@mail .csi.cuny.edu 

Re: reviewer for a gra~t application? 

Dear Matthew-: Yes, after looking at the materials, I ~vill definitely 
support your project by serving as a reviewer for your grant proposal 
Sorry it has taken me such a long time to respond but I have quite a 
few deadlines to meet. Assuming, I have not missed airy deadlines, I 
will submit my review according to the website ~vithin a week. If I have 
missed the deadline, please let me know. Have a good Holiday. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Matthew Solomon 
<solomon@mail csi.cuny edu>: 

> 

> 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 

> In your last message, you kindly invited me to contact you if I ~vere 
> to need additional assistance and I will waste no time in asking for 
>it 

> 

> I am palt of a panel responsible for locating revie~vers to evaluate 
> grant proposals in the Performing Alts Scholarship area of the 
> PSC-CUNY Research Awards, awarded yearly to faculty of the City 
> University of New York Each proposal requires evaluation by someone 
> in CUNY and another person outside of the system I am writing to see 
> if you are willing to sep~e as an external reviewer for a grant 
> application that begins as follows: 
> 

> I am applying for a PSC-CUNY research grant to fund a three-week 
> research trip to Los Angeles and San Francisco next sumaner. MY 

> project, "The P~vota[ Role of the Mi~vie, "]’he Color Purple,’ in the 
> Assertion of Power by Black Women," will be a chapter in a book I am 
> preparing, "The Emergence of Women of Color in Hollywood." 
> 
> If you were able to participate, your evaluation could be done 
> entirely online and carries with it an honorarium of $50. I have 
> attached a document further explaining the program that funds these 
> projects. 
> 

> Please let me know if you are able tn serve as a reviewer I 
> apologize for coming to you so soon with another request [’or your 
> expertise. Thank you [’or your consideration. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Matthew 
> 

> Matthew Solomon, Ph.D 
> Assistant Professor 
> Cinema/Graduate Studies Program Coordinator 
> Departnrent of Media Culture 
> College of Staten Island, CUNY 
> Building 1P, room 226 
> 2800 Victory Boulevard 
> Staten Island, NY 10314 
> USA 
> (718) 982-2548 
> (718) 982-2710 [fax] 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sent via the WebMail system at mail.csi.cuny.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Appropriating Racial Otherness in the Absence of the Racial Other: 
An Examination of the Protagonists in Alanhattan M~elodrama (1934) and 

Happened One Night (1934) 

In the year of 1934, Hollywood demonstrated its fascination with Otherness by 
producing several films that explored the marginalization of those outside the dominant 
hegemony as well as those relegated to social margins. Two films in particular that reflect 
this preoccupation with Otherness include Manhattan Melodrama and It Happened One 
ATght. As these films allow spectators to vicariously experience Otherness through 
identification with the protagonists, what becomes glaringly apparent is that Otherness in 
these films is infused with racial connotations even though the protagonists are not racial 
characters. Therefore, it is conceivable that these films appropriate racial Otherness in the 
absence of a black racial Other evident in an examination of Manhattan Melodrama and 
It Happened One 3!Tght - two films that featured Clark Gable in leading roles thereby 
allowing him to become a marker of racial otherness. 

W. S. Van Dyke’s Manhattan Melodrama reconstructs the tragic tale of two boys 
whose friendship becomes strained by circumstances that lead one to become governor 
while the other assumes a life of crime, ultimately leading to his execution. Blackie 
(played by Gable) becomes the criminal and signifier of"ethnic marking." Blackie’s 
metaphorical racial otherness is underscored by his ultimate fate - the death penalty 
being a sentence disproportionately administered to black males. Ironically, Manhattan 

Melodrama went on to become a part of historical legend when it was revealed that the 
real-life gangster John Dillinger was shot by federal agents after attending a screening of 
the film at the Chicago Biograph Theater. 

While this coincidental combination of Dillinger and a gangster film had grim 
consequences for both the criminal and the genre, the "happy accident" of Frank Capra’s 
It Happened One Night led to wild success for all who came together to film it. The film 

focuses on a dispute between a wealthy father and his daughter, Alexander Andrews 
(played by Claudette Colbert) regarding her decision to marry a man whom her father 
dislikes - a marriage that is ultimately disrupted because of her affection for a drunken 
newspaper reporter Peter Warne (played by Clark Gable). Despite the fact that the film is 

a light-hearted romance, it also functions as an examination of Otherness. Both Ellie and 
Peter are outside normative and dominant cultural codes and expectations. In particular, 
Peter, while not necessarily appropriating blackness, becomes synonymous with the 
racial other in his nonconformity, outsider position, dismissal from his job, and drinking 
behavior among others marking him as a commodifier of racial otherness. Finally, this 
paper proposes that racial otherness can infuse representations even in the absence of the 

black racial other. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:38 AM 

[YNCNa~nes <uncname@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: nomination tbrm 

The only name that I have to submit is currently a 
who is applying for 

admission          I do not have her SS# number nor an?’ additional 
reformation. Hope this helps Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
UNCNames <uncnames@admissions uric edu>: 

Attached is the form to nominate students. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regesl~e@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:37 AM 

@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Letter of Recommendation’. 

Dear       : Come at the time that we nolrnally scheduled for the 
Independent Stud?’. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.uaac.edu : 

Sure that is fine. ~at time works best for you? 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear       : ]1"you have time, please try to meet with me in person 
>> on Wedaaesday to discuss further in person Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting ;@email uric edu: 
>> 

>>> Hey Prof. Regester, 

>>> I ~vanted to send you all the information that you will need in 
>>> order to ~vl-ite my letter of recornmendation. Attached is a cop?- of 
>>> my resume that lists my campus/communi~ involvement Also I’ve 
>>> listed below items/topics that should be included in the letter. I 
>>> will however need from you: your department name and address, along 
>>> with your telephone number and email address so that I can send you 
>>> a prefilled recommendation form Once you get this form and have 
>>> completed the letter of recommendation, you will then send it 
>>> directly to the address on the form as I am not allowed to send it. 
>>> I would really love for it to be sent before          if at all 
>>> possible. If you have any questions or need anything just let me 
>>> know. 

>>> Things to include in the letter: 

>>> It is important that the recommenders be able to comment honestly 
>>> about the applicant’s ability to do well in law school and in the 
>>> legal profession upon graduation. Please ask recommenders to 
>>> provide substantive information with comments about all the 
>>> following areas: 

>>> Intelligence/Reasoning Ability 

>>> Individuality of Thought/Creativity 

>>> Initiative/Motivation 

>>> Judgment/Maturity 

Written Corcanunication Skills 

>>> Oral Corrmmnication Skills 

>>> Integri~ 

>>> Leadership Abili~" 

>>> Analytical abilities 

>>> Academic achievements 

>>> Unique talents 

>>> Corrmmnity involvement 

>>> Thartks again for agreeing to write this letter for me! I ~vill see 
>>> you on Thursday! 

>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Spanish, BA 
>>> Class of 

>>> (c) 
>>~ ~email.unc edu 



Alexis LaStar Can~ 
University of North Carolina at Chapel tli[l 
Spanish, BA 
(;lass of 2007 Resident Advisor 
Resident Advisor Mentor 
Vice President Society of Janus Chapter- 
National Residence Hall Honorary 
Site Coordinator, Coram~miversity Youth Program 
(h) 919-914-2525 
(c) 252-412~J~)73 
starcat~@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 8, 2007 1:52 PM 

Bazemore, Meredith H <meredith horne@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Merit Scholarship Discussion Group 

Dear Meredith: Yes, I might be ~villing to participate in this next 
discussion Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Meredith Horne 

<meredith horne@unc.edu>: 

> My phone number is 962-9494. I might take you up on the offer if we 
> are short for deadline 2 readers/discussion group leaders. I’m not 
> sure what your spring schedule looks like, but we will start D2 
> readings in Feb and the second scholar day will be held on Fri, March 
> 23rd If you are interested in being part of that, just let me know 
> Take care, and we look forward to having you work ~vith us on the 
> merit scholarship selection process in the fiature. 
> 

> Meredith 
> 

> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Meredith: Thanks much for working with me. I apologize that I 
>> did not reform you earlier Thanks again for working with me and I 
>> will attempt to make this up in some ~vay if needed in the future By 
>> the way, please forward your phone number so that I can call you 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting Meredith Hume 

>> < meredith~ hurne@unc.edu> : 
>> 

>>> No prublem, I just need tu :find someone tu :fill yuur spot You 
>>> won’t need tu read essays since we use the combined discussion 
>>> group and essays tu determine final selectiuns. Enjuy the 
>>> cunference and thanks ~2~r your help with the initial readings. 

>>> Best, 

>>> Meredith 

>>> regester@email unc.edu wrute: 
>>>> Dear Meredith: You are currect that I will not be here un this 
>>>> day When I scheduled my conference some ume ago, I had no idea 
>>>> that it wuuld cuincide with this process, tlowever, I can attend 
>>>> the meeting un Monday if needed. I apulogize but did not realize 
>>>> this earlier. Additionally, if you still need for me tu read the 
>>>> essays, I will need to knuw how tu access them su that I can read 
>>>> by Monday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Meredith Hurne 

>>>> <meredith hurne@unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Charlene- 

>>>>> The discussion groups and schular day is the 26th (Friday). Does 
>>>>> this mean you will not be here for that portion of the process? 
>>>>> If so, I need to try to find someone to fill your spot as quickly- 
>>>>> possible. Thanks. 

>>>>> Meredith 

>>>>> regester@email.~c.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Meredith: This is to inform you that I will be attending a 
>>>>>> conference and will be out of town January 24-28. I hope this 
>>>>>> does not interfere with the schedule. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Quoting Meredith Horne <meredith horne@unc.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hello All- 

>>>>>>> Thanks again for your participation as a discussion leader for 
>>>>>>> Scholar Day 2007. We have a talented and desel~’ing group of 
>>>>>>> applicants that will be here on the 26th, and I hope you will 
>>>>>>> enjoy meeting them. 

>>>>>>> We would like to get evelyone together (if possible) on Monday, 
>>>>>>> Jan. 22nd to give you copies of applications for the students 
>>>>>>> that will be in your individual discussion groups. We will try 
>>>>>>> to put students whose applications you read in your group, but 
>>>>>>> it is almost impossible to guarantee evelyone will be someone 
>>>>>>> you selected By providing you the applications (12 or less), 
>>>>>>> we’re hoping it ~vill g~ve you a chance to look them over again 
>>>>>>> if you are interested in doing so. 

>>>>>>> This will also serve as a chance for those of you who were 
>>>>>>> discussion leaders last year to offer an?’ insight/suggestions 
>>>>>>> to those who are ne~v to the process and for those who are first 
>>>>>>> timers to ask an?- lingering questions I realize it may be 
>>>>>>> impossible to find a time to meet evewone’s schedules, but 
>>>>>>> please email me ~vhat time frameis on Monday, Jan. 22nd would 
>>>>>>> ~vork for you If we cannot find a time that coordinates with 
>>>>>>> your schedule, I will work with you to get the applications to 
>>>>>>> you in advance of Friday. 



>>>>>>> Thanks again for you help[ 

>>>>>>> Meredith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 21, 2007 5:38 PM 

churVv~:ils.unc.e&~ 

Fwd: (no subject) 

Regester.rtx 

..... Fopa, arded message from Jawlal 7@cs.com ..... 
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2007 19:00:21 EST 

From: Jawlal 7@cs corn 
Reply-To: Jawlal7@cs.com 
Subject: (no subject) 

To: regester@email unc.edu 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:23 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Newspaper ANcles tbr Bibliography Project 

Dear      :: Still, I have not yet received my ne~vspaper articles. My 
deadline is ve~’ near Please return all materials even if you have not 
finished. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.unc.edu>: 

> Charlene: I have evelything in good order I will give them to you 
> or leave them in your dept. I regret my delays. 
> 

> regester~d2email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>Dear      : Please let me know that you are receiving my emails I 
>> need for you to return all ne~vspaper articles and computer disks if 
>> you have any remaining materials. Thanks much. Hope the semester 
>> ~vent well for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> ~)email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene: Sure, thank you. Sorpi I have not delivered the 

>>> disk.                                        , then a 
>>> midterm hit my undergrad class right away and it’s been a maelstrom 
>>> (I say) Will you be on campus today after 5 &/or tomorrow-? 

>>> Political Science 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear      : Do you want me to go ahead and submit your pay for 
>>>> some 30 hours If so, please provide pid number and I will beg~n 
>>>> to process payment. Also, indicate your home department 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>        ~email mac edu>: 

>>>>> Charlene, Will you be on campus this afternoon or Friday such 
>>>>> that I could pick up another :[’older? Thank you. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 15, 2007 8:13 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Facul~ and Administra’6ve Positions in Humanities 

..... Forwarded message licom amccarthy@academickeys.com ..... 

Date: Thu, 14 Jun 2007 13:37:52 -0400 @DT) 
From: Andrea McCarthy <amccalthy@academickeys corn> 

Reply-To: amccarthy@academickeys.com 
Subj ect: Faculty and A&ninistrative Positions in Humanities 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear Professor Regester, 

This month’ s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for ttumanities 
features 15 faculty openings, 3 senior administrative positions, 
and 3 Post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education 

Issue: Humanities 06/13/07 

Circulation: 26,400 

A discipline specific version of this e-flier is also distributed. If 
you are interested in that version, please visit our site: 
w~v.academickeys.com 

POST YOUR JOB AN’NOI2NCEMENT 

Add your department’ s positions to our next e-Flier, where 94% of the 
top 100 institutes in the US advertise their positions: 

http:i/tlumanities.AcademicKeys.com/client lo~in.php?taff HU88070613 

SABBATICAL HOUSING 

~> Locate a home for your next sabbatical or academic position 
~> Find a tenant or a buyer for your home during your next extended 

~> Visit AcaderuicHomes.com - providing a housing resource 
to the Academic Cotlm~unity 

htt p://www.AcademicHomes.com 

IN’I’ERESTED IN COi~4UNITY COLLEGE POSTINGS? 

Hundreds of jobs posted at community colleges across the country: 

http:i/communitycolleges.academickcys.colr~’ 

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS: 

NEW! - Dean of Faculty 
Faculty of Arts and Law    The University of the South Pacific 

Fiji Date Posted: May 10fla, 2007 

http ://socialsciences Aca demicKegs.com/redirect.php ? 10350-HU88070613 

DEAN- OF THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL ANZ) BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
University of Alabama at Birmingham Birmingham, AL 
Date Posted: Mar. 12th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?9828-HU88070613 

Dean 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Northern Arizona University 
Flagstaff; AZ 
Date Posted: Feb. 6th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.com/redirect php?9514-HU88070613 



ACADE,N{[C POSITION S: 

NF.W! - Executive Director and Associate/Full Professor 
l.Jnivers~" of New Mexico 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Center Jk~r Health Policy 
Albuquerque, NM 
Date Posted: Jun. 1st, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKe,~s.com/redirect.php?lO496-HU88070613 

NEW! - Chair, Department of Cormnunicative Sciences and Disorders 
School of Education 
Universit’y of Montana 

Missoula, MT 
Date Posted: May. 31 st, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys.com/redirect.php?10485-HU88070613 

NEW! - Tenure Track - United Statesi.aJ’rican American Histocy 
History 
L-niversi~" of San Francisco 
San Francisco, CA 
Date Posted: May. 25th, 2007 

httt~://humanities.AcadcmicKevs.comiredirect. ~hl~ ? 10447-HU88070613 

NEW! - Assistant Professor of History 
Department of Histo13~ 

Weber State Univ¢lsit~- 
Ogden, UT 
Date Posted: May. 21 st, 2007 

http://humanities Aca demicKeys.com/redirect php ? 10410-HU88070613 

Position in Ottoman History 
Department of Middle Eastern Studies 
University of Haifa 
Haifa 
Israel Date Posted: May. 2nd, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKey s c om/redirect.php ? 10276-HU88070613 

%vo Full-Time Faculty Members in Philosophy 
Philosophy 
United Arab Emirates University 
A1 Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Apr. 10th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKev s. com/redirect php ?10107-HU88070613 

Full-Time Faculty- Member in Linguistics / Generalist 
Arabic Language & Literature 
United Arab Emirates Universi~ 
AI Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Apr. 10th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?10106-t]1388070613 

Full-Time Faculty Member in Public Policy/Administraion 
Political Science 
United Arab Emirates University 
AI Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Apr. 3rd, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?10042-HU88070613 

t;ull-Time Facul~,’ Member in Literature in English / Generalist 
English Literature 
United Arab Emirates Universi~ 
AI Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Mar. 28th, 2007 

http://hmnanities.AcademicKeys.com/redirect.php?9992-ItU88070613 

Full-Time Faculb- Member in Literature in English / Cultural Studies 
English Literature 
United Arab Emirates University 
A1 Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Mar. 28th, 2007 

http ://l-~umanities.AcaderaicKevs.com/redirect.php’.’9991-HU88070613 



t"ull-Time Faculty Member in Literature in English / Film Studies 
English Literature 
United Arab ]~;mirates Universi~ 
AI Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Mar. 28th, 2007 

http://hmnanities.AcademicKe~/s.com/redirect.php?9990-ItU88070613 

National Director of hnagining Atnerica (023095) 
The College of Arts and Sciences 

S YRAC~;SE UNT~rERS1TY 

Syracuse, NY 
Date Posted: Mar. 24th, 2007 

http ://l-lumanities.AcaderaicKevs.com/redirect.php 79951-HU88070613 

Full-Time Faculty Member in Oeneralist Social Work 
Social Work 

United Arab Emirates Universi~" 
A1 Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Feb. 27th, 2007 

httr~://humanities.Acadel~icKevs.coru/redirect.r~lm?9714-HU88070613 

one-year visiting assistant professor 
English 
Pomona College 
Claremont, CA 
Date Posted: Feb. 21st, 2007 

http ://humanities.AcademicKevs.com/redirect.php ?9658-HU88070613 

Lecturer - English 
English 
CUNY Ciry College 
New York, NY 
Date Posted: Feb. 5th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKev, s.com/redirect.php?9455-HU88070613 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS: 

Research Associate 

Physics 

Kansas State University 

iVlanhattan, KS 

Date Posted: Mar. 7th, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.com/redirect php?9806-HU88070613 

Postdoc Fellowship at the New" England Complex Systems Institute 
Research 
New England Complex Systems Institue 
Cambridge, MA 
Date Posted: Feb 27th, 2007 

http://socialsciences AcademicKevs com/redirect.php?9723-ItU88070613 

lecturer 
Histor,f 
Open University 
Rannana 
Israel Date Posted: Feb 26th, 2007 

http ://humanities AcademicKe ,vs.com/redirect.php ?9689-HU88070613 

Change your emailisubscribe directly: 

Do you need to update your email information with us? Proceed to the 
following page: 

http://www.academickevscom/all/user change email.php 

Did you receive this e-Flier froru a colleague and would like to 
continue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Academic Keys? Please 
proceed to the following page: 

http :/iwww. acadel~ickey s. col~/allisubscribe.php 



UNSUB SCR]Ia.E: 

This e-Flier was sent to the email address: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe li*om further e-Fliers 
and other correspondence from AcademicKeys corn, 
must proceed to the :following web page: 

http:iiAcademicKevs.corr~’all/unsubscribe.php 

Copy EXACTLY the email address shown above into the 
fomx on that page and submit the fomx. Your request 
to ~subsclibe will be processed within 24 hours. 

We ass~e you that we make every attempt to honor requests 
to unsubscribe. Thartk you for your patience! If you 
ha’,~e any further conmxents or suggestions, please send an 
email to EmailUs@AcadcmicKeys.com 

Sincerely-, 

Andrea McCarthy 
Academic Keys, LLC 
18 Dog Lane, Sttite B 
Storrs, Comxecticut 06268 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 26, 2007 2:00 PM 

~7)..,verizon.ne[ 

Re: Hm-lem Theater/Amsterdmn News 

Dear David: You are correct that the only copies of the N.Y Amesterdam 
that have been housed on microfilm start in 1922/23. Therefore, I did 
not have access to earlier issues nor am I aware of any place that 
would have these issues. The only other suggestion that I have is to 
check the George P Johnson Papers housed at the UCLA Film Archive -- 
this collection is also available on microfilm. If I think of 
additional sources, I ~vill for~vard. Good luck on your work. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting             @verizon net: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Congratulations on your marvelous book regarding African-American 
performers m newspapers. I am researching a book on New York 
histo~ (due out in 2008 from N2q~" Press), and one of my chapters will 
deal with the great Lincoln Theater on 135th Street in Harlem. At 
the moment I’m trying to uncover a newspaper account of the theater’s 
opening in 1915, and the Amsterdam News seems to be my best option. 
The Ne~v York Age has wonderful dramatic coverage during the period, 
but the paper’s dramatic editor, Lester Walton, was also (at the 
time) manager of the rival Lafayette Theater - and he wasn’t about to 
g~ve his new competitmn any publici~’t I’ve also checked other 
A[~rican-American papers throughout the country (Defender, Bee, 
Afro-American), but none contain anything about the opening. BTW, 
the opening was so significant because the Lincoln was the first 
Harlem theater built expressly for African Americans (whereas the 
Lafayette had had a "white" policy when it first opened). 

’]?he problem, as I’m sure you’re aware, is that there does not seem to 
be any surviving copy of the Amsterdam News dating back to 1915. The 
microfilm at Schomberg here in NY begins with 1922, and I can’t 
locate any earlier versions. Do you happen to know of any source 
that might have a copy of the Amsterdam News from this general perind 
(mid-teens)? Perhaps you encountered the same issue during your 
research. Any thoughts you have would be most appreciated. 

With kind regards, 
David Freeland 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Thank you 

Dear       I am trying to complete your letter today. Please send me a 
cell phone number so that I may call to confirm how you want me to mail 
the letter since the deadlin is fast approaching I just returned to 
work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester (My cell              . Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting      ~email.unc.edu: 

Greetings Dr Regester, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to provide me with a recommendation I 
know- how busy you are so I am humbled by your kindness. Hope you are 
doing well. Thank you once again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 26, 2007 2:12 PM 

Na~cy Tannenbaum < @ya]~oo.com> 

Re: just checking the liszt 

Dear Nancy: Yes, this address is correct. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Nancy Tannenbaum <         ~yahoo com>: 

Hi CHHSoc Board members, 

rmjust checking to make sure I have everyone’s correct email 
address. Could you reply to let me kno}v? 
Thanks 
Nancy 

................................. 

Building a website is a piece of cake 
Yahoo! Small Business gives you all the tools to get online 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:33 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina United 

Dear : Thanks much for the invitation but I will be out of towri 
during the time in which your event as well as dirmer have been 
scheduled. I wish you much success on this event Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting,                  .~email.unc.edu>: 

Dear Dr Regester, 

My name is            ~nd I am a counselor for Carolina United 

In facilitating this program, which is currently in its second year, 

my fello~v staffmembers and I hope to foster an engaging, open environment 

in which we can voice our concerns regarding diversity across campus. We are 

expecting nearly 80 proven student leaders from the sophomore, junior, and 

senior classes to participate in our activities from           through 

, which will attempt to bridge cultural, religious, ideological, 

and political gaps between their respective organizations. 

We are contacting you because we believe that your presence on 

this campus and in our community is an asset to our experience as UNC 

students and residents of the town of Chapel Hill. On behalf of the 

Carolina United staff, I cordially invite you to dinner on Monday, 

, at 6:00PM so that you and our faculty invitees can meet our participants 

and interact with them in a relaxed, and informal way. If you are interested 

in attending, please respond to me via email at       ~email unc edu so 

that I can provide you with the logistics for the evening, including 

directions to Camp Chestnut Ridge in Efland, NC. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

Carolina United Counselor 

Senior Undergraduate 

Political Science and Economics 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 23, 2007 12:39 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Senior AFAM [x~sition job announcement 

Dear Ken: Please note that I ~vill be attending a conference from August 
8-14 on the ~vest coast and I hope to return by the meeting date. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Kenneth Janken 
<krjanken@email.uaac.edu>: 

> Dear Colleagues, 

> Attached is a draft of the job announcement that ~vill be the basis of 
> our discussion on August 17 at 10 am (place to be detelrnined). I 
> have set up a Blackboard site for us to have prelimina~’ discussion 
> of the amaouncement The title of the site is "Afro-American Studies 
> Faculty." We may even be able to use it as a fOlqam for discussing 
> the search itself as it unfolds, depending on various legal issues. 

> I have enrolled you in this Blackboard site (blackboard unc.edu) If 
> the course does not automatically appear when you log in to 
> blackboard, here is the course id for the site: 
> "afri aIico-american faculty cmte", so you should be able to search 
> for it when you click the "courses" tab after you have logged in. 
> 

> If you have difficult?’ accessing the blackboard site, call the IT 
> tlelp Desk at 919-;%2-4357 and ask [’or Blackboard assistance. 

> Once you are on the site, click the link for Discussion Boards. 
> began one ]2~rum on the announcement and also included there an 
> explanation for why I wrote the announcement the way I did I’d be 
> happy if there was some discussion on this board prior to our 
> mid-August meeting. 

> I will be out of town from July 24 to ~ugust 1 and again from August 
> 4 to August 11. 

> Regards, 
> Kenneth 

> Kenneth R Janken 
> 

> Professor of Afro-~/~nerican Studies 

> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 

> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>/and/ 
> Director of Experiential Education 
> 

> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
> 

> 300 Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 

> Universi~" of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

> 019) 962-1519 &oice) 
> 

> @19) 966-2694 

> http ://uncpr ess uric. edu/books/T-8059.html 
> http ://www.umass edu/umpress/spr 97/ianken.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2007 9:54 AM 

gale.iess@thom~n.com 

Re: IESS ti-ont matter--name verification 

My information is con-ect. As for my title - Assistant Professor. 
Quoting gale iess@thomson corn: 

International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2nd edition 

Editor in Chief: William A Darity, Jr. 

E&torial Board: Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Philip Costanzo, Patrick L. 
Mason, Paula D. McClain, 
Donald M. Nonini, David Scott, Theresa Singleton 

Dear Professor Regester, 

We are writing to COl~’irm the information on file for you as we 
prepare our roster of contributors for the front matter of the 
International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2nd edition. 
Please let us know if any’ corrections are needed to your name, title, 
or affiliation information, as it appears here: 

First name: Charlene 
Middle name/initial: 
Surname: Regester 
Suffix if any: 
Title: 
Institution/location: Universi~" of North Carolina&ndash;Chapel Hill 

lESS publishes November 30. ’]’hanks again for your contribution to this set 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Grace 
Editorial Assistant 
Macmillan Reference USA 

> E-mail: gale iess@thomson corn 
Phone: 248-699-4253, ext. 1095 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2007 2:42 PM 

coursepack5@store.unc.edu 

AFAM 276 Syllabus-Regester 

276- Fall07Tuesyllabus.doc; 276- Fall 07Tuesday sched.doc 

Dear Abby and Brad: Attached is my syllabus for AFAM 276. Please let me 
know that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



AFAM 276 (76) - THE AFRICAN AMERICAN IN CINEMA: 1900 TO THE PRESENT 

Dr. Charlene Regester Meeting Time: 3:30-6:20 T 
Office: 204 Battle Hall Meeting Place: 105 Gardner 
Office Hours: TH 12:30-1:30 TUESDAY 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
Fall 2007 

African Americans have been involved in the cinema industry and have made significant contributions to 
filmmaking. They have participated as writers, directors, producers, actors, etc. and have played a key role in the 
development of this industry. Although African Americans have contributed to the growth and development of the cinema 
industry, rarely have their efforts been recognized or their contributions to the filmmaking industry been noted. Film 
histories often exclude the African American in their reporting of cinema history or provide minimal coverage of the 
African American and his involvement in this industry. Thus, AFAM 276 is a critical, historical, and theoretical examination 
of the African American in cinema from the 1900s to the present. This examination will seek to analyze their role on 
screen; will explore how stereotypical representations of the African American developed; and will investigate the efforts 
of a number of African American actors and actresses who attempted to subvert these representations. 

This examination is essential to understanding the black experience in the United States. It is well known that the 
media is an integral part of American society and has often been credited with molding and shaping existing attitudes 
regarding its ethnic and cultural diversity. Therefore, examining the role of the African American and their representations 
in cinema will serve to provide a better understanding of the black experience in American society and will serve to 
provide a better understanding of the role of the media in influencing attitudes. 

The African American in cinema from the 1900s to 1910 is examined to identify early black pioneers in the motion 
picture industry and to reveal how blacks were initially portrayed on screen. The emergence of all-black cast films from 
1910 to 1920 is examined to determine why these films developed and why audiences craved these screen images. The 
more sophisticated all-black cast films produced from 1920 to 1930 are examined to determine why these films increased 
in popularity and why black film stars began to emerge. African American screen images in motion pictures from 1930 to 
1940 are examined to reveal how the African American image began to change from that of a subservient to a more 
assertive and humane individual. Representations of African Americans from 1940 to 1950 are examined to determine 
how and why black entertainers, particularly musicians, began to dominate the screen. Films produced from 1950 to 1960 
are examined to investigate how the integrationist era began to influence the screen image of the African American. Black 
screen images from 1960 to 1970 are examined to determine how the resurgence of black pride influenced this 
representation and how this resurgence of black pride led to the development of black exploitation films. Black 
exploitation films are examined to determine why they began to decline in popularity and why black audiences began to 
demand more quality black films. African American representations from 1980 to 1990 are examined to reveal how black 
comedians began to dominate the black screen image and to determine the impact new black filmmakers have on the 
contemporary representation of the African American in cinema. The preponderance of black filmmakers in the decade of 
the 1990s is examined to determine how they influenced and shaped filmmaking in this period. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, motion pictures, and guest 
speakers. Two examinations (a midterm and final exam) will be given during the semester. Students are required to 
submit two papers (7-9 pages in length) examining the portrayal of the African American in motion pictures. These papers 
must be completed by the stated deadlines and must adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MLA Handbook of 
Style, Turabian, etc). 
TEXTS 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films. New 

York: Continuum (1989). 
Diawara, Manthia, ed. Black American Cinema. New York: Routledge, 1993. 
Smith, Valede ed. Representinq Blackness: Issues in Film and Video New Brunswick, N J: Rutgers UP, 1997. 
Bogle, Donald. Blacks in American Films and Television: An Illustrated Encyclopedia. New York: Simon & Schuster 

(1988). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Bowser, Pearl and Louise Spence. Writinq Himself into History. New Jersey: Rutgers UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Boswer, Pearl, Jane Gaines, and Charles Musser. Oscar Micheaux and His Circle. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2001. ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Cripps, Thomas. Slow Fade to Black: The Neclro in American Film, 1900-1942. New York: Oxford University Press 

(1977). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Gaines, Jane. Fire and Desire. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE 

LIBRARY 
Green, J. Ronald. Straight Lick. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
OTHER RESOURCES: 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~ 
http://www.lib.unc.edu/stone/afam :film guidc.html 
ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to view all films selected for this course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on October 9, 2007 (PAPER I) and November 20, 2007 
(PAPER II). 
GRADING EXAMS: There will be two examinations (midterm and final) 
Midterm 25% that must be taken on the dates specified. 
Paper I 25% ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory. 
Paper II 25% CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged and will influence 
Final Exam    25% your final course grade. 



TUESDAY WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

August 21 
First Black Motion Picture 
Producers & Directors 
Reaction to "Ethnic Notions" 
Introduction of Stereotypes 
1900- 1910 
"Ethnic Notions" 

August 28 
Emergence of All-Black Cast 

Films 
The Birth of a Nation 
Emergence of Black Actors 
"Hallelujah" 

September 4 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
1910- 1920 
Paul Robeson 
Nina Mae McKinney 
Josephine Baker 
1920 - 1930 
"Emperor Jones" 

September 11 
Black Independent Filmmaker 

Oscar Micheaux 
Black Westerns 
"Race Movies"/"Within Our 

Gates" 

September 18 
Servants and Maids Dominate 

the Screen Image of African 
Americans 

Hattie McDaniels 
Louise Beavers 
Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln Perry) 
Eddie Rochester Anderson 
1930 - 1940 
"Imitation of Life" 

September 25 
Entertainers as Film Stars 
Lena Home 
Bill Robinson 
Hazel Scott 
Duke EIlington 
Cab Calloway 
1940 - 1950 
"Lost Boundaries"/"Intruder in 
the Dust" 

October 2 
Decline of All-Black Cast Films 
Impact of Integration 
1950 - 1955 
"No Way Out" 

October 9 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
Sidney Poitier 
Ethel Waters 
Dorothy Dandridge 
1955 - 1960 
"In the Heat of the Night"/ 
"A Raisin in the Sun"/"Shaft" 
PAPER I DUE October 9 

October 16 
Impact of Sidney Poitier on the 

Portrayal of the African 
American Male Screen Image 

Rise of Black Exploitation Films 
1960 - 1965 
"Cooley High" 

FALL BREAK 
MIDTERM EXAM 

October 23 
Impact of Black Exploitation Films 
Emergence of Assertive African 

American Males & Females 
Jim Brown 
Richard Roundtree 
Pam Grief 
1965 - 1970 
"A Soldier’s Story" 

October 30 
Decline of Black Exploitation 

Films 
Emergence of a New Wave of 

Black Filmmakers 
Gordon Parks 
Melvin Van Peebles 
1970 - 1975 
"Devil in a Blue Dress" 

November 6 
Black Comedians Rise as Film 

Stars 
Richard Pryor 
1975 - 1980 
"Boyz’n’the Hood" 

November 13 
Black Comedians (Cont.) 
Eddie Murphy 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Impact of "The Color Purple" 
Introduction to the 1990s 
John Singleton 
1980 - 1985 
"Crash" 

November 20 
Contemporary African American 

Filmmakers 
Spike Lee as Producer, Director, 

& Actor 
1985 - 1990 
African American Cinema in the 
1990s 
"Get on the Bus"/"He Got 

Game"/"Do the Right Thing"/ 
"Bamboozled"/"Twenty-Fifth 
Hour" 
"Inside Man" 
PAPER II DUE November20 
THANKSGIVING 

November 27 
Intro to New Decade of 2000 
Blacks-Academy Awards 
"Green Mile"/"Training 

Day"I" M onster’s Ball"l" Ray"/ 
"Last King of Scotland" 
"D~j~ vu" 

December 4 
Contemporary Representations 
"Hustle and 
Flow"/"Shadowboxer" 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 

FINAL EXAMINATION: Friday, December 14, 2007 4pro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2007 2:43 PM 

coursepack5@store.unc.edu 

Syllabus 101-Regester 

101-SYL.Fall07.doc 

Dear Abby and Brad: Attached is the syllabus for AFAM 101. Please let 
me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



Instructor: Dr. Charlene Regester 
Office: 204 Battle 
Office Hours: Th 12:30 - 1:30 

AFAM 101 (40) THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
Fall 2007--Class Time: T/Th 11-12:15 
Place.: GA 105 
Section: 2 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
AFAM 40 is designed to examine slavery from its inception to its virtnal demise in North America in 1865. This examination 

of slavery explores its begi~ming, wtfich can be traced to the practice of slavery in Greek and Roman Empires, the organization of the 
slave trade, the widespread development of slavery throughout the diaspora, the demise of this institution, and the impact that slavery 
would have on American society. 

Ancient sla:~rery is examined to provide an understanding as to how slavery evolved. The ideological as well as political 
factors influencing the emergence of this institution are explored. Arguments attempting to legitimize the practice of this institution are 
introduced, debated, and examined. 

The organization and structure of the slave trade is introdi~ced to reveal how this economic system of labor while capital 
producing, was silnilarly engaged in the exploitation of humans. Arguments regarding labor systems, capitalism, and business practices 
are reviewed. 

In the sixteentl~ seventeentl~ and eighteenth centuries, sla:~ery became widespread throughout the diaspora~ Slavery was a 
practice that a variety of European powers engaged in and competed for dominance in tbis trade. Institutions of slavery began to 
emerge throughout the diaspora and their existence in other parts of the world are compared and contrasted to slavery as it evolved in 
North America. Slave religion, culture, and family arc among those aspects of slave life that arc trcaled in this course. 

The decline of slavery is examined to provide an understanding as to w~ slavery lost its populari~ and appeal. The abolition 
of slavery is traced and issues surrounding its dissolution are explored. Free Blacks involved in the abolition of slavery and those who 
attempted to assert theraselves following their enslavement, arc explored in detail. This examination of slavery attempts to provide the 
historical context within which slavery was introduced, developed, and ultimately dissolved while providing an understanding of the 
black experience prior to 1865. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, videos, and guest speakers. Three 
examinations will be given during the semester. These exalninations will consist of two tests and one final exam which will collectively 
constitute 3/4’s of your grade. The remaining part of your grade will consist of a paper which must be completed and submitted by the 
stated deadline. This paper must adhere to basic rules on academic style i.e. Ctficago Manual of Sts, le or MLA Handbook of St-¥1e. 

REQUIRED TEXTS 
Blassingamc, John W. The Slave Communits,: Plantation Life in the Antebellum South. New York: Oxford University Press, 1972. 

Palmer, Colin. Passageways: An Interpretive Histor~" of Black America to 1863. Orlando, Florida: Harcourt & Brace Publishers, 1997. 
Walker, Margaret. Jubilee New York: Bantam Books, 1966. 

SECONDARY TEXTS 
Mullane, Deirdre, ed. Crossing the Danger Water: Three Hundred Years of African-American Writing. New York: Anchor Books, 

1993. 
Thompson, Vincent. The Making of the Diaspora in the Americas 1441-1900. New York: Longman, 1987. 

COURSEPACK 
In addition to the texts required for "this course, a course pack has also been compiled and contains articles relevant to 
nraterials introduced in class. 

ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to write a paper approximately 5-7 pages in len~h. This paper is due on or before October 16, 2007. 

GRADING: 2 Tests = 50% - Paper = 25% - Final Exam = 25% 

EXAMS: There will be three scheduled examinations which must be taken on the dates specified. No make-ups will be 

ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged. 



WEEKLY CLASS SCHEDULE 

Week I 

Week II 

Week III 

Week IV 

Week V 

Week VI 

Week VII 

Week VIII 

Aug. 21 - Aug. 23 
Introduction: Why study the Black 

Experience? 
Ancient Slavery: Greek and 

Roman Slavery 
Definition of Terms 
Myths of Africa 

Aug. 28 - Aug. 30 
African Empires 
Beginning of African Slavery 
Slave Trade: Countries Involved 
Acquisition of Slaves 
"Old African Blasphemer" 

Sept. 4 - Sept. 6 
Organization and structure of the 

slave trade 
Impact of the slave trade on 

European and African Societies 
Middle Passage 

Sept, 11 - Sept. 13 
Evolution of slavery in Latin 

America 
Introduction to Racial Slavery in 

North America 
"Amistad" 

Sept. 18 - Sept. 20 
Racial slavery in North America 

during the 17th century (Cont.) 
Indentured servitude vs. slavery 

FIRST EXAM 

Sept. 25 - Sept. 27 
Development of Plantation 
Societies in the Americas 
Slave Community 
"New York Burial Ground 
Project" 

Oct. 2 - Oct. 4 
Slave Culture 
Linguistic Patterns 

Oct. 9 - Oct. 11 
Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Ne~,orks 
Naming Patterns 
"Half Slave/Half Free" 

Week IX Oct. 16 
Slave Religion 
Patterns of Resistance 
"Amistad" 

FALL BREAK 
PAPER DUE October 16 

Week X Oct. 23 - Oct. 25 
Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways/Maroons 
"Slave Resisters and Slave 
Catchers" 
SECOND EXAM 

Week XI 

Week XII 

Oct. 30 - Nov. 1 
Underground Railroad 
Legal Status of Free Blacks 
"Flight to Freedom" 

Nov. 6- Nov. 8 
Free Blacks 
Schools 
Churches 

Week XIII Nov. 13 - Nov. 15 
Newspapers 
Literary Socities 
"Glory" 

Week XIV Nov. 20 
Mutual Aid Societies 
Abolition Movement 
Thanksgiving Holiday 

Week XV Nov, 27 - Nov. 29 
Black Abolitionists 
White Abolitionists 

Week XVI Dec.4 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final Exam 

FINAL EXAM: THURSDAY, December 13, 2007 - 12noon 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2007 2:44 PM 

coursepack3@store.unc.edu 

AFAM 276 Syllabus-Regester 

276- Fall07Tuesyllabus.doc; 276- Fall 07Tuesday sched.doc 

Dear Abby: Attached is the syllabus for AFAM 276. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



AFAM 276 (76) - THE AFRICAN AMERICAN IN CINEMA: 1900 TO THE PRESENT 

Dr. Charlene Regester Meeting Time: 3:30-6:20 T 
Office: 204 Battle Hall Meeting Place: 105 Gardner 
Office Hours: TH 12:30-1:30 TUESDAY 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
Fall 2007 

African Americans have been involved in the cinema industry and have made significant contributions to 
filmmaking. They have participated as writers, directors, producers, actors, etc. and have played a key role in the 
development of this industry. Although African Americans have contributed to the growth and development of the cinema 
industry, rarely have their efforts been recognized or their contributions to the filmmaking industry been noted. Film 
histories often exclude the African American in their reporting of cinema history or provide minimal coverage of the 
African American and his involvement in this industry. Thus, AFAM 276 is a critical, historical, and theoretical examination 
of the African American in cinema from the 1900s to the present. This examination will seek to analyze their role on 
screen; will explore how stereotypical representations of the African American developed; and will investigate the efforts 
of a number of African American actors and actresses who attempted to subvert these representations. 

This examination is essential to understanding the black experience in the United States. It is well known that the 
media is an integral part of American society and has often been credited with molding and shaping existing attitudes 
regarding its ethnic and cultural diversity. Therefore, examining the role of the African American and their representations 
in cinema will serve to provide a better understanding of the black experience in American society and will serve to 
provide a better understanding of the role of the media in influencing attitudes. 

The African American in cinema from the 1900s to 1910 is examined to identify early black pioneers in the motion 
picture industry and to reveal how blacks were initially portrayed on screen. The emergence of all-black cast films from 
1910 to 1920 is examined to determine why these films developed and why audiences craved these screen images. The 
more sophisticated all-black cast films produced from 1920 to 1930 are examined to determine why these films increased 
in popularity and why black film stars began to emerge. African American screen images in motion pictures from 1930 to 
1940 are examined to reveal how the African American image began to change from that of a subservient to a more 
assertive and humane individual. Representations of African Americans from 1940 to 1950 are examined to determine 
how and why black entertainers, particularly musicians, began to dominate the screen. Films produced from 1950 to 1960 
are examined to investigate how the integrationist era began to influence the screen image of the African American. Black 
screen images from 1960 to 1970 are examined to determine how the resurgence of black pride influenced this 
representation and how this resurgence of black pride led to the development of black exploitation films. Black 
exploitation films are examined to determine why they began to decline in popularity and why black audiences began to 
demand more quality black films. African American representations from 1980 to 1990 are examined to reveal how black 
comedians began to dominate the black screen image and to determine the impact new black filmmakers have on the 
contemporary representation of the African American in cinema. The preponderance of black filmmakers in the decade of 
the 1990s is examined to determine how they influenced and shaped filmmaking in this period. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, motion pictures, and guest 
speakers. Two examinations (a midterm and final exam) will be given during the semester. Students are required to 
submit two papers (7-9 pages in length) examining the portrayal of the African American in motion pictures. These papers 
must be completed by the stated deadlines and must adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MLA Handbook of 
Style, Turabian, etc). 
TEXTS 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films. New 

York: Continuum (1989). 
Diawara, Manthia, ed. Black American Cinema. New York: Routledge, 1993. 
Smith, Valede ed. Representinq Blackness: Issues in Film and Video New Brunswick, N J: Rutgers UP, 1997. 
Bogle, Donald. Blacks in American Films and Television: An Illustrated Encyclopedia. New York: Simon & Schuster 

(1988). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Bowser, Pearl and Louise Spence. Writinq Himself into History. New Jersey: Rutgers UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Boswer, Pearl, Jane Gaines, and Charles Musser. Oscar Micheaux and His Circle. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2001. ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Cripps, Thomas. Slow Fade to Black: The Neclro in American Film, 1900-1942. New York: Oxford University Press 

(1977). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Gaines, Jane. Fire and Desire. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE 

LIBRARY 
Green, J. Ronald. Straight Lick. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
OTHER RESOURCES: 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~ 
http://www.lib.unc.edu/stone/afam :film guidc.html 
ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to view all films selected for this course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on October 9, 2007 (PAPER I) and November 20, 2007 
(PAPER II). 
GRADING EXAMS: There will be two examinations (midterm and final) 
Midterm 25% that must be taken on the dates specified. 
Paper I 25% ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory. 
Paper II 25% CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged and will influence 
Final Exam    25% your final course grade. 



TUESDAY WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

August 21 
First Black Motion Picture 
Producers & Directors 
Reaction to "Ethnic Notions" 
Introduction of Stereotypes 
1900- 1910 
"Ethnic Notions" 

August 28 
Emergence of All-Black Cast 

Films 
The Birth of a Nation 
Emergence of Black Actors 
"Hallelujah" 

September 4 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
1910- 1920 
Paul Robeson 
Nina Mae McKinney 
Josephine Baker 
1920 - 1930 
"Emperor Jones" 

September 11 
Black Independent Filmmaker 

Oscar Micheaux 
Black Westerns 
"Race Movies"/"Within Our 

Gates" 

September 18 
Servants and Maids Dominate 

the Screen Image of African 
Americans 

Hattie McDaniels 
Louise Beavers 
Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln Perry) 
Eddie Rochester Anderson 
1930 - 1940 
"Imitation of Life" 

September 25 
Entertainers as Film Stars 
Lena Home 
Bill Robinson 
Hazel Scott 
Duke EIlington 
Cab Calloway 
1940 - 1950 
"Lost Boundaries"/"Intruder in 
the Dust" 

October 2 
Decline of All-Black Cast Films 
Impact of Integration 
1950 - 1955 
"No Way Out" 

October 9 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
Sidney Poitier 
Ethel Waters 
Dorothy Dandridge 
1955 - 1960 
"In the Heat of the Night"/ 
"A Raisin in the Sun"/"Shaft" 
PAPER I DUE October 9 

October 16 
Impact of Sidney Poitier on the 

Portrayal of the African 
American Male Screen Image 

Rise of Black Exploitation Films 
1960 - 1965 
"Cooley High" 

FALL BREAK 
MIDTERM EXAM 

October 23 
Impact of Black Exploitation Films 
Emergence of Assertive African 

American Males & Females 
Jim Brown 
Richard Roundtree 
Pam Grief 
1965 - 1970 
"A Soldier’s Story" 

October 30 
Decline of Black Exploitation 

Films 
Emergence of a New Wave of 

Black Filmmakers 
Gordon Parks 
Melvin Van Peebles 
1970 - 1975 
"Devil in a Blue Dress" 

November 6 
Black Comedians Rise as Film 

Stars 
Richard Pryor 
1975 - 1980 
"Boyz’n’the Hood" 

November 13 
Black Comedians (Cont.) 
Eddie Murphy 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Impact of "The Color Purple" 
Introduction to the 1990s 
John Singleton 
1980 - 1985 
"Crash" 

November 20 
Contemporary African American 

Filmmakers 
Spike Lee as Producer, Director, 

& Actor 
1985 - 1990 
African American Cinema in the 
1990s 
"Get on the Bus"/"He Got 

Game"/"Do the Right Thing"/ 
"Bamboozled"/"Twenty-Fifth 
Hour" 
"Inside Man" 
PAPER II DUE November20 
THANKSGIVING 

November 27 
Intro to New Decade of 2000 
Blacks-Academy Awards 
"Green Mile"/"Training 

Day"I" M onster’s Ball"l" Ray"/ 
"Last King of Scotland" 
"D~j~ vu" 

December 4 
Contemporary Representations 
"Hustle and 
Flow"/"Shadowboxer" 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 

FINAL EXAMINATION: Friday, December 14, 2007 4pro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2007 2:45 PM 

coursepack3@store.unc.edu 

AFAM 101 Syllabus-Regester 

101-SYL.Fall07.doc 

Dear Abby: Attached is the syllabus for AFAM 101 Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Instructor: Dr. Charlene Regester 
Office: 204 Battle 
Office Hours: Th 12:30 - 1:30 

AFAM 101 (40) THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
Fall 2007--Class Time: T/Th 11-12:15 
Place.: GA 105 
Section: 2 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
AFAM 40 is designed to examine slavery from its inception to its virtnal demise in North America in 1865. This examination 

of slavery explores its begi~ming, wtfich can be traced to the practice of slavery in Greek and Roman Empires, the organization of the 
slave trade, the widespread development of slavery throughout the diaspora, the demise of this institution, and the impact that slavery 
would have on American society. 

Ancient sla:~rery is examined to provide an understanding as to how slavery evolved. The ideological as well as political 
factors influencing the emergence of this institution are explored. Arguments attempting to legitimize the practice of this institution are 
introduced, debated, and examined. 

The organization and structure of the slave trade is introdi~ced to reveal how this economic system of labor while capital 
producing, was silnilarly engaged in the exploitation of humans. Arguments regarding labor systems, capitalism, and business practices 
are reviewed. 

In the sixteentl~ seventeentl~ and eighteenth centuries, sla:~ery became widespread throughout the diaspora~ Slavery was a 
practice that a variety of European powers engaged in and competed for dominance in tbis trade. Institutions of slavery began to 
emerge throughout the diaspora and their existence in other parts of the world are compared and contrasted to slavery as it evolved in 
North America. Slave religion, culture, and family arc among those aspects of slave life that arc trcaled in this course. 

The decline of slavery is examined to provide an understanding as to w~ slavery lost its populari~ and appeal. The abolition 
of slavery is traced and issues surrounding its dissolution are explored. Free Blacks involved in the abolition of slavery and those who 
attempted to assert theraselves following their enslavement, arc explored in detail. This examination of slavery attempts to provide the 
historical context within which slavery was introduced, developed, and ultimately dissolved while providing an understanding of the 
black experience prior to 1865. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, videos, and guest speakers. Three 
examinations will be given during the semester. These exalninations will consist of two tests and one final exam which will collectively 
constitute 3/4’s of your grade. The remaining part of your grade will consist of a paper which must be completed and submitted by the 
stated deadline. This paper must adhere to basic rules on academic style i.e. Ctficago Manual of Sts, le or MLA Handbook of St-¥1e. 

REQUIRED TEXTS 
Blassingamc, John W. The Slave Communits,: Plantation Life in the Antebellum South. New York: Oxford University Press, 1972. 

Palmer, Colin. Passageways: An Interpretive Histor~" of Black America to 1863. Orlando, Florida: Harcourt & Brace Publishers, 1997. 
Walker, Margaret. Jubilee New York: Bantam Books, 1966. 

SECONDARY TEXTS 
Mullane, Deirdre, ed. Crossing the Danger Water: Three Hundred Years of African-American Writing. New York: Anchor Books, 

1993. 
Thompson, Vincent. The Making of the Diaspora in the Americas 1441-1900. New York: Longman, 1987. 

COURSEPACK 
In addition to the texts required for "this course, a course pack has also been compiled and contains articles relevant to 
nraterials introduced in class. 

ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to write a paper approximately 5-7 pages in len~h. This paper is due on or before October 16, 2007. 

GRADING: 2 Tests = 50% - Paper = 25% - Final Exam = 25% 

EXAMS: There will be three scheduled examinations which must be taken on the dates specified. No make-ups will be 

ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged. 



WEEKLY CLASS SCHEDULE 

Week I 

Week II 

Week III 

Week IV 

Week V 

Week VI 

Week VII 

Week VIII 

Aug. 21 - Aug. 23 
Introduction: Why study the Black 

Experience? 
Ancient Slavery: Greek and 

Roman Slavery 
Definition of Terms 
Myths of Africa 

Aug. 28 - Aug. 30 
African Empires 
Beginning of African Slavery 
Slave Trade: Countries Involved 
Acquisition of Slaves 
"Old African Blasphemer" 

Sept. 4 - Sept. 6 
Organization and structure of the 

slave trade 
Impact of the slave trade on 

European and African Societies 
Middle Passage 

Sept, 11 - Sept. 13 
Evolution of slavery in Latin 

America 
Introduction to Racial Slavery in 

North America 
"Amistad" 

Sept. 18 - Sept. 20 
Racial slavery in North America 

during the 17th century (Cont.) 
Indentured servitude vs. slavery 

FIRST EXAM 

Sept. 25 - Sept. 27 
Development of Plantation 
Societies in the Americas 
Slave Community 
"New York Burial Ground 
Project" 

Oct. 2 - Oct. 4 
Slave Culture 
Linguistic Patterns 

Oct. 9 - Oct. 11 
Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Ne~,orks 
Naming Patterns 
"Half Slave/Half Free" 

Week IX Oct. 16 
Slave Religion 
Patterns of Resistance 
"Amistad" 

FALL BREAK 
PAPER DUE October 16 

Week X Oct. 23 - Oct. 25 
Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways/Maroons 
"Slave Resisters and Slave 
Catchers" 
SECOND EXAM 

Week XI 

Week XII 

Oct. 30 - Nov. 1 
Underground Railroad 
Legal Status of Free Blacks 
"Flight to Freedom" 

Nov. 6- Nov. 8 
Free Blacks 
Schools 
Churches 

Week XIII Nov. 13 - Nov. 15 
Newspapers 
Literary Socities 
"Glory" 

Week XIV Nov. 20 
Mutual Aid Societies 
Abolition Movement 
Thanksgiving Holiday 

Week XV Nov, 27 - Nov. 29 
Black Abolitionists 
White Abolitionists 

Week XVI Dec.4 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final Exam 

FINAL EXAM: THURSDAY, December 13, 2007 - 12noon 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2007 2:59 PM 

swenz001 @wa] denu.edu 

Re: study invita’6on 

Dear San@: Unfoltunately, I will not be able to participate in this 
study. However, thanks for thil~ing of me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting swenz001 @~valdenu edu: 

I am searching for potential participants for my study with Walden 
University I am a student there working on nay dissertation. It is a 
Delphi study on the problem of the over-representation of AIicican 
American males in special education The stu@ is bringing together 
experts from across the US who has expertise in the fields of African 
American studies and special education. I am writing to find out if 
you would consider participating and/or could recon~mend someone that 
may be interested in participating. 

I realize you are a veW busy person This study would require less 
than 2 hours of your time and this would be spread out over a couple 
of months If you need more information you can also call me at 

. Thank you in advance for your reply. I attached a 
consent letter to give you a little more information on the stu@. 
Sandy Wenzel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2007 3:48 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@unc.edu> 

Attention: Fred 

Attention Fred: Recently, I attended a Umversity of Film and Video 
conference and found two films that are incredibly powerful as well as 
being very useful for some of the classes that I teach. Therefore, I 
would like to know if our libraw can order No Sholt Climb by Robert 
Johnson and Women Behind the Camera by Alexis Krasilovsky. Please let 
me know if we can add these to our collection. I left brochures on your 
desk for ordering (please return the brochures) Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2007 2:52 PM 

robinbayou@aol.com 

Fwd: A Peak at the Pre-Publica’6on draft of Our Fall Newsletter 

milestones draft.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

..... Forwarded message from j fjordan@email uric edu ..... 
Date: t;ri, 17 Aug 2007 13:43:36 -(MO3 
From: Joseph Jordan <1 fl ordan@email unc edu> 

Reply-To: Joseph Jor&m <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu> 
Sut~iect: A Peak at the Pre-Publication draR of Our Fall Newsletter 

To: Joseph Jordan <j~ordan@email unc.edu> 

Attached You Will Find the Pre-Publication draft of Our Fall 
Newsletter whi ch wil I be di stributed the 
last week of August 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



STONE CENTER EXHIBIT PAYS TRIBUTE TO 

LEGENDARY ENTERTAINER ACTIVIST PAUL ROBESON 

Paul Robeson is perhaps one of the most important 

African-American figures in U.S. history. 

His unmatched talents as an athlete, actor, 

singer, cultural scholar, author and political activist 

brought hiru a great deal of fame and notoriety. 

This fall, the Stone Center pays tribute 

to Paul Robeson by featuring an exhibit 

based on his life and legacy in the 

Center~ Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery 

and Museum.The exhibit titled Body and 

So*tl: Paul Robeson, Race and Representation, 

opens with a special reception on Tuesday 

October 9 at 7 p.m.The exhibit, on 

display through January 25, 2008, features 

photographs, rare movie posters, personal 

letters and other ephemera on loan 

from the Alden Kimbrough and Mary 

Kimbrough Collection. 

Born m 1898 to a fom~er slave, 

Robeson rose to fame as an actor and 

stager in the 1920’s and 1930’s. "He 

was one of the few in the early 1930’s 

who was like Muhammad Ali in terms 

of people knowing who he was," said 

Kimbrough, "He was the most well- 

known black person of his time." In 

addition to being a versatile singer 

and actor, he was also a scholar. He 

graduated from Purgers University, 

where he was a celebrated athlete and 

his class valedictorian. He then attended 

Columbia University where he received 

a law degree. He found work at a law 

firm in New York but racial conflict 

on the job caused him to quit, which 

led him to pursue his acting and singing 

talents. Some of his most notable work 

included All God’s Chiltun Got !/Vings (1924) and The 

Emperorffones (1925). His trademark song, Of’ Man 

River, established hiru as one of the most popular 

singers of his generation. He became an international 

star, performing benefits throughout the world. 

In the 1940’s, P~obeson’s outspokenness against 

inequality- and racism in the U.S. and abroad, 

made him the focus of FBI surveillance for years. 

"He lost his voice in terms of outreach to Black 

Aruerica," said Kimbrough speaking about the 

government’s inquiry ofRobeson. 

WeaU and depressed during those years 

of government scrutiny, Robeson retired 

from pertbrming in the 1960’s and lived 

in Philadelphia until his death in 1976. 

Kimbrough wishes that more people 

knew about Paul Robeson and his 

importance to American history, "I go to 

high schools and ask if anyone has heard 

of Paul Robeson and most had not heard 

of him." Exhibit hours are Monday 

through Friday, 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; the 

exhibit is closed on University holidays 

and ~veekends. 

In recent years, the Stone Center’s 

Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and 

Museum has served as an inviting exhibit 

space for a variety of visual arts that 

critically examine the African diaspora 

including The Hewitt Collection of ,4:.fi’ican- 

American Art, The A,t of Michael Harris, 

Fleeting Memory, Endurinj~ Lej~acy: The 

People of La Costa Chica, Oaxaca ~Iexico 

and Inbetween Spaces: Texlured Imaginings 

of African-American Lives. 



STUDENTS RECEIVE STONE 
TO S[UDY ABROAD 

CENTER FELLOWSHIPS 

1"he S[one Center is c~.Jrrently hiring tb~ its new t-falvey E, 

Beech P~ofessional Development Internship P~ogram. 

The program ~s open to a~ XdbtFne UNC at Chapel 

sophomores, juniors and sen::o~xs ~n good academic 

stand~n£, ~nterns wd] earn a $£200 stipend for 

suocesst:~]::y como::e(~n8 the 20-week pro£rarn, Sea:coted 

students interested ~n rece~vin8 c, red~t for the ]ntemsh:: p 

,AdI] r~eed ~o coordinate with ~he~r acadern~c departments, 

Students may apply for one of the ro::lowF}£ internships: 

Pub::~c Re::a~ons & Communications. Curator~ayGaI]ery, 

P~oglTJrs & Cu]tulTJ:: P~q~ect Mana£ement and Commur~b.y 

Education (Commun~vers~ty), App~]cat::ons are available 

a( the Stone Center, SuRe 2.1.5 or on the S(one Center 

webs~te at vA~’7,unc,,eduideptsistonecenter. The deadl::ne 

~or app::~cat]ons ::s $e~te~be~ ~ ~0~7, Call the Stone 

Center at 952-900£ for more informatk~n, 

Angela Harper and Brian K. Seymour II, seniors at 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

received $2500 Undergraduate International Studies 

Fellowships from the Stone Center to study abroad 

this past smnmer. 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black 

Culture and History, awards up to $2500 tbr 

academic research or study in an international 

setting to UNC students from groups who are 

underrepresented in international study and travel 

programs. A selection committee evaluates applicants 

on their academic records, extracurricular activities, 

finan cial need and obj ectives of their intended 

international experience. 

Harper is double majoring in international studies 

and socio]ogT. She ~vorked this past summer ~vith 

two anti-slavery groups: Anti-Slavery International in 

London, England and The Association of People 

for Practical Life Education (APPLE) in Ghana, 

West Africa. 

Seymour, who is majoring in philosophy, 

studied this summer in South Afi-ica. His program, 

"South Afi-ica: Education and Social Change," is 

sponsored by the School for International Training 

in Bratdeboro, VT. 

The tbllo,vships, fhnded through the generous git~ 

of an anonymous alumnus, contribute to university 

efforts to internationalize the campus community. 

Upon their return, fbllo,vship recipients share their 

research and experiences in a public forum arranged 

by the Stone Center. i=i==i==i==: 



DIASPORA FESTIVAL OF BLACK AND INDEPENDENT FILM 
OPENS ON SEPTEMBER 

The Stone Center’s 2007 Diaspora Festival of Black 

and Independent Film continues this fall with the 

screening of four films that raise political and social 

consciousness. The festival theme, Blackness Inside/ 

Out, explores alternative constructions of Black 

identities and the ways ’Blackness’ is seen in cross- 

cultural contexts. The festival opens on September 

13 with the film Follow Me Ilome, starring Alt?e 

Woodard. The film, 

directed by Peter Bratt, 

explores intercultural 

race relations through 

the lives of four artists, 

one African-American, 

one Native American 

and two Latino cousins, 

~vho embark on a cross- 

country road trip to paint 

a mural on the XXlhite 

House. Along the way, 

they meet a mysterious African-American woman, 

played by XXZoodard, bearing a deep secret. The 

travelers soon discover they are also on a road to self- 

discovery. Lakota Harden, a Native American activist 

and diversity trainer will moderate the discussion 

following the film. 

Naming Number ~I~o (No. 2), stars celebrated 

African-American actor Ruby Dee as Nanna Marie, 

the matriarch of a large Fijian family. Nanna Marie 

wonders what has happened to the elaborate feasts 

and gatherings once common in her family. She 

decides to force her self-absorbed family members 

to thro,v a traditional Fijian party, so that she can 

name her successor as head of the family. The fihn 

challenges and goes against casting norms by featuring 

Ruby Dee as Nanna Marie. 

The festival continues on October 2 with Skin 

Complex, a film that deals with race and cultural 

issues ~vith an 

interesting and 

unique approach. 

Directed by actor 

and producer 

Craig Harris, 

the film’s central 

character is 

a Harvard educated professor ~vho is fed up with 

the judgments and limitations of being black. He 

considers undergoing a controversial "race-change" 

operation but must first confront his dying tiither and 

the rest of his t~imily about his decision. Craig Harris 

will lead a discussion following the film. 

The film festival concludes on November 1 

with the screening of Son of Man (Jezile), a politically 

charged adaptation of the story of Jesus, set in 

contemporary South At?ica. In the film, Jezile 

(Jesus) travels the country preaching non-violence 

and speaking out against political and government 

corruption. Soon the government ~ows suspicious 

of his teachings, which ultimately leads to the death 

of Jezile. 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent 

Fihn is the Stone Center’s twice a year series 

featuring primarily independent film from all corners 

of the African diaspora. All screenings are free and 

open to the public. For more information, contact 

the Stone Center at 962-9001. 



STONE CENTER WELCOMES VENEZUELAN 
V SITING FELLOWS 

ver the last several years, the Stone Center 

has connected ~vith Afro-descendant 

groups and institutions in Columbia, 

Venezuela and other countries in the Americas. This 

tM1, the Center continues ~vork with these regions by 

inviting professors from the Instituto Universitario de 

Bar]ovento in Higuerote, Venezuela, to participate 

in programs centered on Afro-Latino rights. The 

Instituto Universitario de Barlovento is one of the 

The p~gfeg:g~fs, Alejandro Correa-Ortega and 
Gcr0nimo Sanchez-Gonzales, colleagues at the 

...... ~niversi ¯ will as the Center’s International .... .... t?, serve 

Visiting Fello,vs from October 6 through 10. 

Founded in 1991, The Instituto Universitario 

de Barlovento began as a communiV initiative. 

Located on the shores of the Caribbean Sea, the 

,~:~ ................... .:.....,:::.........!~mg£{:~iD~ has the distinction of being the first 

.................. .......................... ............ ::::::::: .......... and"oa~l institution of higher learning in the area, 

providing young people in the region an opportunity 

to pursue higher education. The University opened 

with just 250 students but now boasts enrollment of 

more than 2,800 students. The University has a staff 

of 150 professors who teach subjects ran~ng from 

tourism to computer science. Because the school is 

a part of a network of national universities, students 

e,\joy free services such as transportation and dental 

and medical services. 

During their residency, professors Ortega-Correa 

and Sanchez-Gonzales will talk about their work 

with the Afro-Venezuelan Network, a collection 

of civil society organizations that advocate for 

the rights of Black and Indigenous Venezuelans. 

Sanchez-Gonzales is a member of one of the 

commissions examining the issue of minority rights 

in the Venezuelan constitution. Both visitors will be 

available for conversations across the campus, i==i==i==i== 



Follow Me Home 

Thursday, September 13, 2007//7pm 

The Stone Center Theatre and Auditorium 

Follow Me Ifome, directed by Peter Bratt is a poetic tale exploring intercultural race relations through the 

lives of four artists, one African-American, one Native American and two Latino cousins, who embark on 

a cross-countW road trip to paint a mural on the White House. Along the way, they meet a mysterious 

African-American woman, played by Alfre Woodard, bearing a deep secret. During the trip, they each 

learn things about themselves as well as each other. The film stars Benjamin Bratt and Jesse Borrego and 

~batures an appearance by Salma Hayek. Lakota Harden, a Native American activist and diversity trainer 

will moderate the discussion following the fihn. 

Naming Number Two 

Thursday, September 20, 2007//7pro 

The Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Naming Number ~1~o explores the challenges that Families endure to stay connected to one another. In the 

film, a Fijian Family’s bond has grown worn and tattered through the years, which leaves Nanna Marie, the 

family matriarch, wondering what has happened to the elaborate feasts and gatherings once common in her 

family. Nanna Marie decides to force her self-absorbed family members to throw a traditional Fijian party, 

so that she can name her successor as head of’the Family. The film challenges and goes against casting norms 

by featuring celebrated African-American actor Ruby Dee as Nanna Marie. 

Skin Complex 
Thursday, October 2, 2007//7pro 
The Stone Center Theatre and Auditorium 

Skin Complex is a Fascinating fihn that deals with race and cultural issues from a unique perspective. 

Chris Harrison, a Harvard educated professor, is fed up with the judgments and liruitations of being black. 

As such, he considers undergoing a controversi~ race-change operation. First, he must reluctantly confront 

his dying Father and the rest of his Family about his decision. Along the way, he is forced to contend with 

his fiance, who is white, and with an ’advisor’ who has undergone the reverse transtbrmation from white to 

black. Craig Harris, the director, will lead a discussion after the film. This screening is co-sponsored by the 

Kappa Omicron Chapter of Deka Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 

Son of Man 
Thursday, November 1, 2007//7pro 
The Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Son of Man is a retelling of the story of Jesus, set in contemporary Southern Africa. In the film, Jezile is 
born in Judea, a troubled country in Southern Africa. After cM] war breaks out, Jezile travels the country 

preaching against political and government corruption. Before long, government oftlcials grow suspicious 

of his teachings, ultimately deciding to restore order by eliminating the opposition--Jezile. Son of Man was 

the first South African film to be featured in the Sundance Film Festival. 

Friday, October 5, 2007//4pro 

The Stone Center 

Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

The Stot~e Ce~ter welcomes Micere (i}i~.hae 

Mugo as this year’s Afi"ican Diaspora Lecturer. 

Mugo is a Ke~.ya~a poe~:, playwright a~.d 

community acOvist wlaose work i~acludes six 

books, ~ co-~mthored play arid ~mmerous 

i~ternatio~ally anthologized poems, Mugo is 

chair of gl~e Departrnen~ of AFrican--American 

Studies at Syract~se U~aiversity, 

Saturday, October 6- 

Wednesday, October 10, 2007// 

Programs TBA 

The Stone Center 

AIcja~adro Correa-Or~.ega a~ad Geronimo 

Sar~chez-Go~zales, proi’essors a~ tl~e Inst.it.ut.o 

(.JniversitaAo de BaOovem-o in }-{iguero~e, 

Ve~ezuela, wi~I serve as the Ce~ter’s 

I~atema~:ional VisRing Fellows Dora October 

6 ~:hrougla :10. The I~astimto U~aiversitario de 

B~rlovento is o~e of the few Ns~orically bl~ck 

i~s~imtio~s i~ La~in America~ For I~bm~ation 

o~ scheduli**g either Ortega.-.Correa or Sanche~-- 

Go~azales please co~.mc~- 919-9¢:~2-9001. 



OTHELLO 

The Stone Center pays tribute to Paul IZobeson by featuring an exhibit based on his 

life and legacy in the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum. 

The exhibit, on display through December 10, features photographs, rare movie 

posters, personal letters and other ephemera on loan from the Alden Kimbrough 

and Mary Kimbrough Collection. 

COMMUNIVERS}TY NEWS 

Communiversity begins on September 11, 2007. Parent orientatiot~ will take place on September 6 

at the Stone Center. The Comnmniversity Program is looking froward to new partnerships with the 

Carrboro Arts Center and the 21st CentuU Comnmnity Learning Centers. 

CONSTRUCT{ON ALERT 

The initial phase of the Bell Tower Development Project is scheduled to begin in the f?dl of 2007. 

This construction project will severel limit and eventually eliminate parking in the Bell Tower 

Parking Lot. The project is expected to continue through winter 2011. For more infbrmation and 

updates, please visit the Facilities Planning & Construction website at http://’~www.fpc.unc.edu/ 

CIP/Proj ects.asp?Prqiect=32. 



Donor Generosity Contributes to Success of the 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center Black Culture and History 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History continues its mission with the financial support of the many alumni 

and friends who ,five ,fenerously to the or‘fanization. These individual.; are key to the center’.; current and future qfforts. The Stone 

Center ‘freatly appreciates and recognizes donors to the Stone Center for the 2007fiscal ),ear tkrou,fk dune 27, 2007: 

Ms. Eadinda Meekins Adams 

3!h:_JeveIIe Antwan Alexander 

A4s. Iris Nixon Anasine 

Ms. Doretta Davis Anderson 

3!h: and 3!hs. 3d~chaeI L. Andrews 

Ms. Ma~jorie Arri,~ton 

Ma and Mrs. David Kelsey Baker S~ 

M~: D ArhelI Barnes 

Ms. Erika daneIle Barrem 

Ms. Beatrice Webber Barrow 

Da Cah,in Arthur Bell 

M~ doshua David Berkov 

Ms. Susan Bickf)rd 

~L~. Crystal Darvin BiIes 

M~ Elroy Donald Black fft: 

Ms. Kr#ti_loy Booker 

~L;. Chimi Lushana Boyd 

Ms. Pamela ~gner Bmdsher 

Ms. PatrMa Brewton 

M~: Christopher Lamont Brown 

M~ Robert ff. Brown 

Ms. "[bNola Doris Brown-Bland 

Da ffoy Laverne Bryant 

Ms. Sylvia Karen Bullock 

Ma Clarence tfarvey Burke 

~L;. Elizabeth Morey Campbell 

M~ Cmi~ Carlson and Ms. Margaret 

Barrett 

Da ffohn Kenyon Chapman 

Da and Mrs.dames Paer Charles 

Ma and Mrs. Rodney Eugene Cheek 

~L;. NMine ChanneIIe Chr#mpher 

M~ MichaeI AIIan Clark 

D~ Phillip Leroy Clay 

Ms._]oi Marie Corrothers 

Ms. Ladeune ff. Cox 

M~ Gregoq Nherri!l Cmt~vd 

M~: and M~. Anthony ~,rone Cross 

Ms. Ma~jorie Lancaster CroweII 

7 kte lion Anthony Wayne Cummings 

~L;. Shawntana LacheIIe Danids 

Ms. Liana Alex# D’Anjou 

D~ H~’lliam Alexander Dariq Ja 

M~s. Bernice Howmd Davenport 

Ms. Fmncine Dalton Davis 

Ms. Ivana Gilchrist Davis 

A/Is. Kenya Tanganyika Davis 

Ms. Cheryl Denise Day 

Ms. Dorene Bigelow Dixon 

A/Is. Malene ~ackson Dixon 

Ms. Linda Brown Douglas 

Ms~ Chanda d. Douglas- Ward 

A&. Sail)’ Kaye Dove 

Ms. Nicole Natasha Dunlins 

D~ Roberta Ann Dunbar 

D~ Connie Clare Eble 

Ms. Carol ~)’II# Echo# 

Ms. Barbara Edgerton 

M~ Arvin Bertez Edwards 

M~ R~wis Raq¢brd EIIer 

Ms. Sharon Lynette E!liott 

M~ Sidney Horace Evans_]~ 

Ms.Jackie R. FaIk 

M~ Michael Lynn l’~rmer 

M~ Zachary Stuart Ferguson 

D~: Cassandra G. Fitzpatrick 

M~ EJ. Fleishman 

D~ Roy DeVonne Flood_Jr. 

Dt: Elson S. Floyd 

Ms. PTvian Leeper Ford 

A& Maurice Keith Foushee 

The Hon. and Mrs. Cad Raynard Fox 

Ms. ’ibresa Michelle FraMer 

~&. Norma Freeman 

M~ George ~ Gaff}my 

Ms.Astrid Laureen Gatling 

~&. Ehrika Aileen Gladden 

Ms.Amy Micheala Goodman 

Ms. Kathy Marie Graham 

The Hon George Rwster Greene 

M~ Rkhard Alvin Greenleed~ 

M~ and Mrs.desse Lee Gr#som J~ 

AKs.dennfer Ahn Harmer 

Dt: Hugh A. Harris 

Dn Darnel! Felix Hawkins 

Dn Ken~,, Lee Haynie 

Ms. R yauoyne Hill Hicks 

Mn and Mrs.doseph Cooley High 

Mn and Mrs. ~)IIiam Allen Hill 

Ms. [hnessa Ho@cs 

.&h: Wi!bert Lindsay f folmes Jr. 

Ms. Elizabeth 3/lyatt Holsten 

D~: Patrida Lynn Hooker 

Ms. Paula Maynor Hopkins 

Ms. Emma ~,r~hy Howad 

The Re~ H Stuart Irvin 

Ms.dokena C. Islam 

Ms. Deborah M ffe~}ries 

Ma EIondust Patrick_lohnson 

.&h: Gregory Jones 

Ms. Demaria EIIen ffones 

Ms. Erika NicoIe doncs 

Ms. Rosalind Marie dones-George 

D~ Royce Etienne_loyner 

Ms. _Nancy Kalow 

Ms. Son& Katchian 

Madohn Kelly 

Dadamcs Edwmd Ketch 

Ms. Anne Marie Kinsella 

Ms. Lisa Unde~’ood Kukla 

Ms. Lisa Maria LaveIle 

.&h: ~’!liam Wesley Lawrence Jr. 

Ms. Marcie Melissa Leemore 

Da AIba Myets Lewis 

Ms. Martha Elizabeth Lineberger 

Ma Adam Linker and Ms. Kffsten Bonatz 

Ma Timothy Lockett 

Ms. Natasha Latrd!e Long 

Ms.dacqueline Lucas 

Ma Timothy Shawn Lucas 

Ms. Courtney Marie Lynn 

Ma George Lyons da 

Ma dohn Ro(f Madse, 

Ms. Crystal Cradle Maia 

Ma KhmnbmI Marshall 

Da and Mrs. Christopher Sargent 

Martens 

Ms. ~Iorie Ramseur McCulIough 

Da G ~TIIiamson McDiarmid 

.&h: Quint& Maurice 

The Hon Riekye McKoy-Mffchell 

Ma Bernmd Aaron McLean 

Da Genna Rae McNeil 

Ma RonaId B~ck McNeilI 

Da Barbara Butler McPherson 

M~ A Leon Miller 

3da Charles Everette Mills 

Ma Timothy Minor and Dr. Radiah 

Minor 

3ds. Rhyan Ashley Minter 

Ma Patrick fferreII Moore 

M~ Michael Moseley 

Ms. M~chelIe BrasweII Moss 

Ms. Dara Lee Murphy 

Ms. Den#e Mkhelle Murre!l 

Ma Lewis Horace ,~,ers 

M~ and Mrs. Gre~oq Anthony Nash 

~ ~ames Neely 

Ma Aaron Mar6n Ndson 

D~ Pavia Renee 

M~ Rona!d Norman 

Ms. ffacque~m McCmy NowelI 

D~ and Mrs. DanieI A. Okun 

M~Yukio Ono 

D~: Abayomi Iroroye Owei 

Ms. H~anda Simms Page 

Ms.doy Edith Pa{~e 

Ma Derw#k IqMelI Paige 

Ms. Monica Glynn Parham 

Ms.jan Paris 

Ma Thomas Parr#h 

Ma and Mrs. Henq~ Newton Pattersond~ 

M~ ffoseph Marion Pipkin 

D~: LeShawndm N~me Pffce 

Ma T Gregory Prince 

Ms. Anne 

Ma Almer King Reddick 

D~ Rupa Cook Redding-LaIIinger 

Ms. Mary Louise Brown Reed 

Madoseph A. Rodriguez IH 

D~ Checo and Da ~’arm Rorie 

Ms. Den#e Olivia Ross 

D~: KathIeen A. Rounds 

D~ Hgndy Alexia Rountree 

Ms. Norma McCoy Royal 

Ms. Den#e ~tite Sampson 

Ms. Mary ~Tnne Sherwood 

Ms. Courtney Ann Shipp 

Ma and Mrs. Richanl OdeII Simpson 

Ma and Mrs. Rod C. Smith 

D~ and Mrs. Itermon Walter Smith II1 

Ms. Kathleen Hoskins Smith 

3!Is. Sonya Thomas Stephens 

Mr.john B. Stephens 

D~ and Mrs. Emmett FflzgemId Steward 

D~ DaHd Lawrence Straight 

Ms. Diane Wheeler Strauss 

D~ Gre2o~ Stmyhorn 

Ms. ~rita Sutton- ~7IIiams 

Ma Addison N>el Sweeney 

Ms. Davene DaShawn Swinson 

D~ James Lawrence TaylorJ~ 

D~ Dorothy Elliott Thomas 

Ms. Margaret ~ Thomas 

Mt: ~h’chael Anthony Thompson 

Ms. Danita Marie Thompson 

D~ and Mrs. PhiIIip Zachary Timmons 

Ms. Dada Merle Sampson Toil 

Ms. Andrea Fulton ’ibliver 

Ms. Misha Renee Turner 

Ms. Rho,da Hairsto, Turner 

Ma Eli 7hylor Ullum 

Ms. Beryl Elaine ~de 

Ms. Latisha Kim k~Iker 

Ms. Sherrylyn Ford W~llace 

Ms. Anita Branch 

Ms. An~eIine ~hrren 

Ms. Annette BalMs ~ters 

Ms. Deborah Cherrie ~7Ider 

Mt:_]. Rayvon Williams 

Ma Billy Myles Hqlliams 

Ms. Den#e Barbee HqIIiams 

Ms. ~resa Holland ~’IIiams 

Ma Rkhard 7~rone ~Tlliams 

M~ Harold HToodard 

M~:_lohnny Boyd ~Fodhoused~ 

Ms. Edith duanita Wright 

Ms. Elida Timberlake 

Ms. Laura Anderson Wright 

Ms. Erlene ~right-Mc N~ill 

Ms. MichelIe Denise Yeager 

\Ve have come this far by faith, perseverance and collective effort. Thank you for generously supporting our programs and mission. 

-- The Staff and Board of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History,. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2006-2007. 

Yes, I want to support the Sonja Haynes Stone Center jbr Black Culture and History 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STA~I E ZIP 

I prefer my gift to go toward: 

Soqja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture & History 

General Fund (6013) $ 

History Art Fund (6206) $ 

CommuniversiD" Program (6021) $ 

Other $ 

Enclosed is a check for: 

~ $1,000 ~ $500 

~ $100 ~ Other $ 

(Please make check payable to UNC-Chapel Hill) 

I prefer to make my gift by credit card: 

~ Visa ~ Mastercard 

Card # 

Expiration / 

Signature 

I prefer to make my ~ft over the next year. 

Please send me a reminder or charge my credit card: 

~ Monthly ~ Quarterly 

~ Biannually ~1 Yearly 

Please detach and send this form to: 

University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of University Development 
PO Box 309 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-9931 

A 11 gifts are tax-deductible. 

For more bformation please contact: 7)’mothy Minor, ’94 ¯ Director of Development for Centers and Institutes " 208 Hz. Franklin Street ¯ Chapel ttill, NC 27599-6100 



STONE CENTER STAFF 

Joseph Jordan 

919.962.9001 

j~ordan@cmail.unc.edu 

Mora Beauchamp-Byrd 

919.962.9001 

mbeaucha@emaiLunc.edu 

Trevaughn Eubanks 

919.962.9001 

thrown3 @cmail.unc.edu 

Lotticia Mack 

919.962.9001 

lmmack@email.unc.edu 

919.962.9001 

919.962.9001 

o@iday@cmail.unc.cdu 

l~aqnel Von Cogell 

919.843.5808 

raqucl.cogcll@unc.cdu 

Gregg Moore 

919.843.5804 

moorejg@email.u nc.edu 

Randy Simmons 

919.843.1854 

rlsimmon @email.unc.edu 

MOR£ BEALCHAMP-BYR© .,lOINS STONE 
AS NEW ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

qiwclcomeshC Stone CenterMora 

Beauchamp-Byrd 

as its new assistant director. 

Mora previously worked 

as the assistant director 

for Mellon Initiatives in 

Research and Academic 

Programs at The Sterling and 

Francine Clark Art Institute 

in Williamstown, MA. In 

her new role, she will work closdy with the Stone Center 

director, development officer and advisory board to create 

and implement the Center’s development and fundraising 

plan. Her duties will also include international project and 

prodam planning. Mora is currently a doctoral candidate 

in art histoW at Duke University. She holds two master’s 

degrces--a M.A. in art history from Columbia University 

in New York and a M.A. in visual arts administration from 

CENTER 

New York University, where she also received a B.A. 

in art history. 

Mora brings a wealth of fimdraising, grant writing 

and program administration experience to the Stone 

Center. She has held several positions at prominent arts 

and cultural centers including director and curator of the 

Visual Arts Department at the Amistad Research Center 

at Tulaae University and curator and director of special 

projects at The Caribbean Cultural Center in New York. 

Since joining the Stone Center, Mora is a~usting to 

her new role and the UNC campus. °’I was drawn to the 

Center’s continuing programmatic focus on African 

diaspora culture and history and the tremendous oppor- 

tunities afforded by the spacious new building," she said. 

°’I am so pleased to be joining the staffat the Stone Center 

at such an exciting trine and look forward to working 

with Dr. Jordan and tlne rest of the impressive staff." 

The Stone Center staffis pleased to have Morajom 

the team and looks forward to working with her. ::i::i::i::i 

~UIIH ~I~dVHD jv 
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STONE CENTER EXHIBIT PAYS TRIBUTE TO 

LEGENDARY ENTERTAINER ACTIVIST PAUL ROBESON 

Paul Robeson is perhaps one of the most important 

African-American figures in U.S. history. 

His unmatched talents as an athlete, actor, 

singer, cultural scholar, author and political activist 

brought hiru a great deal of fame and notoriety. 

This fall, the Stone Center pays tribute 

to Paul Robeson by featuring an exhibit 

based on his life and legacy in the 

Center~ Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery 

and Museum.The exhibit titled Body and 

So*tl: Paul Robeson, Race and Representation, 

opens with a special reception on Tuesday 

October 9 at 7 p.m.The exhibit, on 

display through January 25, 2008, features 

photographs, rare movie posters, personal 

letters and other ephemera on loan 

from the Alden Kimbrough and Mary 

Kimbrough Collection. 

Born m 1898 to a fom~er slave, 

Robeson rose to fame as an actor and 

stager in the 1920’s and 1930’s. "He 

was one of the few in the early 1930’s 

who was like Muhammad Ali in terms 

of people knowing who he was," said 

Kimbrough, "He was the most well- 

known black person of his time." In 

addition to being a versatile singer 

and actor, he was also a scholar. He 

graduated from Purgers University, 

where he was a celebrated athlete and 

his class valedictorian. He then attended 

Columbia University where he received 

a law degree. He found work at a law 

firm in New York but racial conflict 

on the job caused him to quit, which 

led him to pursue his acting and singing 

talents. Some of his most notable work 

included All God’s Chiltun Got !/Vings (1924) and The 

Emperorffones (1925). His trademark song, Of’ Man 

River, established hiru as one of the most popular 

singers of his generation. He became an international 

star, performing benefits throughout the world. 

In the 1940’s, P~obeson’s outspokenness against 

inequality- and racism in the U.S. and abroad, 

made him the focus of FBI surveillance for years. 

"He lost his voice in terms of outreach to Black 

Aruerica," said Kimbrough speaking about the 

government’s inquiry ofRobeson. 

WeaU and depressed during those years 

of government scrutiny, Robeson retired 

from pertbrming in the 1960’s and lived 

in Philadelphia until his death in 1976. 

Kimbrough wishes that more people 

knew about Paul Robeson and his 

importance to American history, "I go to 

high schools and ask if anyone has heard 

of Paul Robeson and most had not heard 

of him." Exhibit hours are Monday 

through Friday, 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; the 

exhibit is closed on University holidays 

and ~veekends. 

In recent years, the Stone Center’s 

Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and 

Museum has served as an inviting exhibit 

space for a variety of visual arts that 

critically examine the African diaspora 

including The Hewitt Collection of ,4:.fi’ican- 

American Art, The A,t of Michael Harris, 

Fleeting Memory, Endurinj~ Lej~acy: The 

People of La Costa Chica, Oaxaca ~Iexico 

and Inbetween Spaces: Texlured Imaginings 

of African-American Lives. 



STUDENTS RECEIVE STONE 
TO S[UDY ABROAD 

CENTER FELLOWSHIPS 

1"he S[one Center is c~.Jrrently hiring tb~ its new t-falvey E, 

Beech P~ofessional Development Internship P~ogram. 

The program ~s open to a~ XdbtFne UNC at Chapel 

sophomores, juniors and sen::o~xs ~n good academic 

stand~n£, ~nterns wd] earn a $£200 stipend for 

suocesst:~]::y como::e(~n8 the 20-week pro£rarn, Sea:coted 

students interested ~n rece~vin8 c, red~t for the ]ntemsh:: p 

,AdI] r~eed ~o coordinate with ~he~r acadern~c departments, 

Students may apply for one of the ro::lowF}£ internships: 

Pub::~c Re::a~ons & Communications. Curator~ayGaI]ery, 

P~oglTJrs & Cu]tulTJ:: P~q~ect Mana£ement and Commur~b.y 

Education (Commun~vers~ty), App~]cat::ons are available 

a( the Stone Center, SuRe 2.1.5 or on the S(one Center 

webs~te at vA~’7,unc,,eduideptsistonecenter. The deadl::ne 

~or app::~cat]ons ::s $e~te~be~ ~ ~0~7, Call the Stone 

Center at 952-900£ for more informatk~n, 

Angela Harper and Brian K. Seymour II, seniors at 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

received $2500 Undergraduate International Studies 

Fellowships from the Stone Center to study abroad 

this past smnmer. 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black 

Culture and History, awards up to $2500 tbr 

academic research or study in an international 

setting to UNC students from groups who are 

underrepresented in international study and travel 

programs. A selection committee evaluates applicants 

on their academic records, extracurricular activities, 

finan cial need and obj ectives of their intended 

international experience. 

Harper is double majoring in international studies 

and socio]ogT. She ~vorked this past summer ~vith 

two anti-slavery groups: Anti-Slavery International in 

London, England and The Association of People 

for Practical Life Education (APPLE) in Ghana, 

West Africa. 

Seymour, who is majoring in philosophy, 

studied this summer in South Afi-ica. His program, 

"South Afi-ica: Education and Social Change," is 

sponsored by the School for International Training 

in Bratdeboro, VT. 

The tbllo,vships, fhnded through the generous git~ 

of an anonymous alumnus, contribute to university 

efforts to internationalize the campus community. 

Upon their return, fbllo,vship recipients share their 

research and experiences in a public forum arranged 

by the Stone Center. i=i==i==i==: 



DIASPORA FESTIVAL OF BLACK AND INDEPENDENT FILM 
OPENS ON SEPTEMBER 

The Stone Center’s 2007 Diaspora Festival of Black 

and Independent Film continues this fall with the 

screening of four films that raise political and social 

consciousness. The festival theme, Blackness Inside/ 

Out, explores alternative constructions of Black 

identities and the ways ’Blackness’ is seen in cross- 

cultural contexts. The festival opens on September 

13 with the film Follow Me Ilome, starring Alt?e 

Woodard. The film, 

directed by Peter Bratt, 

explores intercultural 

race relations through 

the lives of four artists, 

one African-American, 

one Native American 

and two Latino cousins, 

~vho embark on a cross- 

country road trip to paint 

a mural on the XXlhite 

House. Along the way, 

they meet a mysterious African-American woman, 

played by XXZoodard, bearing a deep secret. The 

travelers soon discover they are also on a road to self- 

discovery. Lakota Harden, a Native American activist 

and diversity trainer will moderate the discussion 

following the film. 

Naming Number ~I~o (No. 2), stars celebrated 

African-American actor Ruby Dee as Nanna Marie, 

the matriarch of a large Fijian family. Nanna Marie 

wonders what has happened to the elaborate feasts 

and gatherings once common in her family. She 

decides to force her self-absorbed family members 

to thro,v a traditional Fijian party, so that she can 

name her successor as head of the family. The fihn 

challenges and goes against casting norms by featuring 

Ruby Dee as Nanna Marie. 

The festival continues on October 2 with Skin 

Complex, a film that deals with race and cultural 

issues ~vith an 

interesting and 

unique approach. 

Directed by actor 

and producer 

Craig Harris, 

the film’s central 

character is 

a Harvard educated professor ~vho is fed up with 

the judgments and limitations of being black. He 

considers undergoing a controversial "race-change" 

operation but must first confront his dying tiither and 

the rest of his t~imily about his decision. Craig Harris 

will lead a discussion following the film. 

The film festival concludes on November 1 

with the screening of Son of Man (Jezile), a politically 

charged adaptation of the story of Jesus, set in 

contemporary South At?ica. In the film, Jezile 

(Jesus) travels the country preaching non-violence 

and speaking out against political and government 

corruption. Soon the government ~ows suspicious 

of his teachings, which ultimately leads to the death 

of Jezile. 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent 

Fihn is the Stone Center’s twice a year series 

featuring primarily independent film from all corners 

of the African diaspora. All screenings are free and 

open to the public. For more information, contact 

the Stone Center at 962-9001. 



STONE CENTER WELCOMES VENEZUELAN 
V SITING FELLOWS 

ver the last several years, the Stone Center 

has connected ~vith Afro-descendant 

groups and institutions in Columbia, 

Venezuela and other countries in the Americas. This 

tM1, the Center continues ~vork with these regions by 

inviting professors from the Instituto Universitario de 

Bar]ovento in Higuerote, Venezuela, to participate 

in programs centered on Afro-Latino rights. The 

Instituto Universitario de Barlovento is one of the 

The p~gfeg:g~fs, Alejandro Correa-Ortega and 
Gcr0nimo Sanchez-Gonzales, colleagues at the 

...... ~niversi ¯ will as the Center’s International .... .... t?, serve 

Visiting Fello,vs from October 6 through 10. 

Founded in 1991, The Instituto Universitario 

de Barlovento began as a communiV initiative. 

Located on the shores of the Caribbean Sea, the 

,~:~ ................... .:.....,:::.........!~mg£{:~iD~ has the distinction of being the first 

.................. .......................... ............ ::::::::: .......... and"oa~l institution of higher learning in the area, 

providing young people in the region an opportunity 

to pursue higher education. The University opened 

with just 250 students but now boasts enrollment of 

more than 2,800 students. The University has a staff 

of 150 professors who teach subjects ran~ng from 

tourism to computer science. Because the school is 

a part of a network of national universities, students 

e,\joy free services such as transportation and dental 

and medical services. 

During their residency, professors Ortega-Correa 

and Sanchez-Gonzales will talk about their work 

with the Afro-Venezuelan Network, a collection 

of civil society organizations that advocate for 

the rights of Black and Indigenous Venezuelans. 

Sanchez-Gonzales is a member of one of the 

commissions examining the issue of minority rights 

in the Venezuelan constitution. Both visitors will be 

available for conversations across the campus, i==i==i==i== 



Follow Me Home 

Thursday, September 13, 2007//7pm 

The Stone Center Theatre and Auditorium 

Follow Me Ifome, directed by Peter Bratt is a poetic tale exploring intercultural race relations through the 

lives of four artists, one African-American, one Native American and two Latino cousins, who embark on 

a cross-countW road trip to paint a mural on the White House. Along the way, they meet a mysterious 

African-American woman, played by Alfre Woodard, bearing a deep secret. During the trip, they each 

learn things about themselves as well as each other. The film stars Benjamin Bratt and Jesse Borrego and 

~batures an appearance by Salma Hayek. Lakota Harden, a Native American activist and diversity trainer 

will moderate the discussion following the fihn. 

Naming Number Two 

Thursday, September 20, 2007//7pro 

The Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Naming Number ~1~o explores the challenges that Families endure to stay connected to one another. In the 

film, a Fijian Family’s bond has grown worn and tattered through the years, which leaves Nanna Marie, the 

family matriarch, wondering what has happened to the elaborate feasts and gatherings once common in her 

family. Nanna Marie decides to force her self-absorbed family members to throw a traditional Fijian party, 

so that she can name her successor as head of’the Family. The film challenges and goes against casting norms 

by featuring celebrated African-American actor Ruby Dee as Nanna Marie. 

Skin Complex 
Thursday, October 2, 2007//7pro 
The Stone Center Theatre and Auditorium 

Skin Complex is a Fascinating fihn that deals with race and cultural issues from a unique perspective. 

Chris Harrison, a Harvard educated professor, is fed up with the judgments and liruitations of being black. 

As such, he considers undergoing a controversi~ race-change operation. First, he must reluctantly confront 

his dying Father and the rest of his Family about his decision. Along the way, he is forced to contend with 

his fiance, who is white, and with an ’advisor’ who has undergone the reverse transtbrmation from white to 

black. Craig Harris, the director, will lead a discussion after the film. This screening is co-sponsored by the 

Kappa Omicron Chapter of Deka Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 

Son of Man 
Thursday, November 1, 2007//7pro 
The Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Son of Man is a retelling of the story of Jesus, set in contemporary Southern Africa. In the film, Jezile is 
born in Judea, a troubled country in Southern Africa. After cM] war breaks out, Jezile travels the country 

preaching against political and government corruption. Before long, government oftlcials grow suspicious 

of his teachings, ultimately deciding to restore order by eliminating the opposition--Jezile. Son of Man was 

the first South African film to be featured in the Sundance Film Festival. 

Friday, October 5, 2007//4pro 

The Stone Center 

Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

The Stot~e Ce~ter welcomes Micere (i}i~.hae 

Mugo as this year’s Afi"ican Diaspora Lecturer. 

Mugo is a Ke~.ya~a poe~:, playwright a~.d 

community acOvist wlaose work i~acludes six 

books, ~ co-~mthored play arid ~mmerous 

i~ternatio~ally anthologized poems, Mugo is 

chair of gl~e Departrnen~ of AFrican--American 

Studies at Syract~se U~aiversity, 

Saturday, October 6- 

Wednesday, October 10, 2007// 

Programs TBA 

The Stone Center 

AIcja~adro Correa-Or~.ega a~ad Geronimo 

Sar~chez-Go~zales, proi’essors a~ tl~e Inst.it.ut.o 

(.JniversitaAo de BaOovem-o in }-{iguero~e, 

Ve~ezuela, wi~I serve as the Ce~ter’s 

I~atema~:ional VisRing Fellows Dora October 

6 ~:hrougla :10. The I~astimto U~aiversitario de 

B~rlovento is o~e of the few Ns~orically bl~ck 

i~s~imtio~s i~ La~in America~ For I~bm~ation 

o~ scheduli**g either Ortega.-.Correa or Sanche~-- 

Go~azales please co~.mc~- 919-9¢:~2-9001. 



OTHELLO 

The Stone Center pays tribute to Paul IZobeson by featuring an exhibit based on his 

life and legacy in the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum. 

The exhibit, on display through December 10, features photographs, rare movie 

posters, personal letters and other ephemera on loan from the Alden Kimbrough 

and Mary Kimbrough Collection. 

COMMUNIVERS}TY NEWS 

Communiversity begins on September 11, 2007. Parent orientatiot~ will take place on September 6 

at the Stone Center. The Comnmniversity Program is looking froward to new partnerships with the 

Carrboro Arts Center and the 21st CentuU Comnmnity Learning Centers. 

CONSTRUCT{ON ALERT 

The initial phase of the Bell Tower Development Project is scheduled to begin in the f?dl of 2007. 

This construction project will severel limit and eventually eliminate parking in the Bell Tower 

Parking Lot. The project is expected to continue through winter 2011. For more infbrmation and 

updates, please visit the Facilities Planning & Construction website at http://’~www.fpc.unc.edu/ 

CIP/Proj ects.asp?Prqiect=32. 



Donor Generosity Contributes to Success of the 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center Black Culture and History 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History continues its mission with the financial support of the many alumni 

and friends who ,five ,fenerously to the or‘fanization. These individual.; are key to the center’.; current and future qfforts. The Stone 

Center ‘freatly appreciates and recognizes donors to the Stone Center for the 2007fiscal ),ear tkrou,fk dune 27, 2007: 

Ms. Eadinda Meekins Adams 

3!h:_JeveIIe Antwan Alexander 

A4s. Iris Nixon Anasine 

Ms. Doretta Davis Anderson 

3!h: and 3!hs. 3d~chaeI L. Andrews 

Ms. Ma~jorie Arri,~ton 

Ma and Mrs. David Kelsey Baker S~ 

M~: D ArhelI Barnes 

Ms. Erika daneIle Barrem 

Ms. Beatrice Webber Barrow 

Da Cah,in Arthur Bell 

M~ doshua David Berkov 

Ms. Susan Bickf)rd 

~L~. Crystal Darvin BiIes 

M~ Elroy Donald Black fft: 

Ms. Kr#ti_loy Booker 

~L;. Chimi Lushana Boyd 

Ms. Pamela ~gner Bmdsher 

Ms. PatrMa Brewton 

M~: Christopher Lamont Brown 

M~ Robert ff. Brown 

Ms. "[bNola Doris Brown-Bland 

Da ffoy Laverne Bryant 

Ms. Sylvia Karen Bullock 

Ma Clarence tfarvey Burke 

~L;. Elizabeth Morey Campbell 

M~ Cmi~ Carlson and Ms. Margaret 

Barrett 

Da ffohn Kenyon Chapman 

Da and Mrs.dames Paer Charles 

Ma and Mrs. Rodney Eugene Cheek 

~L;. NMine ChanneIIe Chr#mpher 

M~ MichaeI AIIan Clark 

D~ Phillip Leroy Clay 

Ms._]oi Marie Corrothers 

Ms. Ladeune ff. Cox 

M~ Gregoq Nherri!l Cmt~vd 

M~: and M~. Anthony ~,rone Cross 

Ms. Ma~jorie Lancaster CroweII 

7 kte lion Anthony Wayne Cummings 

~L;. Shawntana LacheIIe Danids 

Ms. Liana Alex# D’Anjou 

D~ H~’lliam Alexander Dariq Ja 

M~s. Bernice Howmd Davenport 

Ms. Fmncine Dalton Davis 

Ms. Ivana Gilchrist Davis 

A/Is. Kenya Tanganyika Davis 

Ms. Cheryl Denise Day 

Ms. Dorene Bigelow Dixon 

A/Is. Malene ~ackson Dixon 

Ms. Linda Brown Douglas 

Ms~ Chanda d. Douglas- Ward 

A&. Sail)’ Kaye Dove 

Ms. Nicole Natasha Dunlins 

D~ Roberta Ann Dunbar 

D~ Connie Clare Eble 

Ms. Carol ~)’II# Echo# 

Ms. Barbara Edgerton 

M~ Arvin Bertez Edwards 

M~ R~wis Raq¢brd EIIer 

Ms. Sharon Lynette E!liott 

M~ Sidney Horace Evans_]~ 

Ms.Jackie R. FaIk 

M~ Michael Lynn l’~rmer 

M~ Zachary Stuart Ferguson 

D~: Cassandra G. Fitzpatrick 

M~ EJ. Fleishman 

D~ Roy DeVonne Flood_Jr. 

Dt: Elson S. Floyd 

Ms. PTvian Leeper Ford 

A& Maurice Keith Foushee 

The Hon. and Mrs. Cad Raynard Fox 

Ms. ’ibresa Michelle FraMer 

~&. Norma Freeman 

M~ George ~ Gaff}my 

Ms.Astrid Laureen Gatling 

~&. Ehrika Aileen Gladden 

Ms.Amy Micheala Goodman 

Ms. Kathy Marie Graham 

The Hon George Rwster Greene 

M~ Rkhard Alvin Greenleed~ 

M~ and Mrs.desse Lee Gr#som J~ 

AKs.dennfer Ahn Harmer 

Dt: Hugh A. Harris 

Dn Darnel! Felix Hawkins 

Dn Ken~,, Lee Haynie 

Ms. R yauoyne Hill Hicks 

Mn and Mrs.doseph Cooley High 

Mn and Mrs. ~)IIiam Allen Hill 

Ms. [hnessa Ho@cs 

.&h: Wi!bert Lindsay f folmes Jr. 

Ms. Elizabeth 3/lyatt Holsten 

D~: Patrida Lynn Hooker 

Ms. Paula Maynor Hopkins 

Ms. Emma ~,r~hy Howad 

The Re~ H Stuart Irvin 

Ms.dokena C. Islam 

Ms. Deborah M ffe~}ries 

Ma EIondust Patrick_lohnson 

.&h: Gregory Jones 

Ms. Demaria EIIen ffones 

Ms. Erika NicoIe doncs 

Ms. Rosalind Marie dones-George 

D~ Royce Etienne_loyner 

Ms. _Nancy Kalow 

Ms. Son& Katchian 

Madohn Kelly 

Dadamcs Edwmd Ketch 

Ms. Anne Marie Kinsella 

Ms. Lisa Unde~’ood Kukla 

Ms. Lisa Maria LaveIle 

.&h: ~’!liam Wesley Lawrence Jr. 

Ms. Marcie Melissa Leemore 

Da AIba Myets Lewis 

Ms. Martha Elizabeth Lineberger 

Ma Adam Linker and Ms. Kffsten Bonatz 

Ma Timothy Lockett 

Ms. Natasha Latrd!e Long 

Ms.dacqueline Lucas 

Ma Timothy Shawn Lucas 

Ms. Courtney Marie Lynn 

Ma George Lyons da 

Ma dohn Ro(f Madse, 

Ms. Crystal Cradle Maia 

Ma KhmnbmI Marshall 

Da and Mrs. Christopher Sargent 

Martens 

Ms. ~Iorie Ramseur McCulIough 

Da G ~TIIiamson McDiarmid 

.&h: Quint& Maurice 

The Hon Riekye McKoy-Mffchell 

Ma Bernmd Aaron McLean 

Da Genna Rae McNeil 

Ma RonaId B~ck McNeilI 

Da Barbara Butler McPherson 

M~ A Leon Miller 

3da Charles Everette Mills 

Ma Timothy Minor and Dr. Radiah 

Minor 

3ds. Rhyan Ashley Minter 

Ma Patrick fferreII Moore 

M~ Michael Moseley 

Ms. M~chelIe BrasweII Moss 

Ms. Dara Lee Murphy 

Ms. Den#e Mkhelle Murre!l 

Ma Lewis Horace ,~,ers 

M~ and Mrs. Gre~oq Anthony Nash 

~ ~ames Neely 

Ma Aaron Mar6n Ndson 

D~ Pavia Renee 

M~ Rona!d Norman 

Ms. ffacque~m McCmy NowelI 

D~ and Mrs. DanieI A. Okun 

M~Yukio Ono 

D~: Abayomi Iroroye Owei 

Ms. H~anda Simms Page 

Ms.doy Edith Pa{~e 

Ma Derw#k IqMelI Paige 

Ms. Monica Glynn Parham 

Ms.jan Paris 

Ma Thomas Parr#h 

Ma and Mrs. Henq~ Newton Pattersond~ 

M~ ffoseph Marion Pipkin 

D~: LeShawndm N~me Pffce 

Ma T Gregory Prince 

Ms. Anne 

Ma Almer King Reddick 

D~ Rupa Cook Redding-LaIIinger 

Ms. Mary Louise Brown Reed 

Madoseph A. Rodriguez IH 

D~ Checo and Da ~’arm Rorie 

Ms. Den#e Olivia Ross 

D~: KathIeen A. Rounds 

D~ Hgndy Alexia Rountree 

Ms. Norma McCoy Royal 

Ms. Den#e ~tite Sampson 

Ms. Mary ~Tnne Sherwood 

Ms. Courtney Ann Shipp 

Ma and Mrs. Richanl OdeII Simpson 

Ma and Mrs. Rod C. Smith 

D~ and Mrs. Itermon Walter Smith II1 

Ms. Kathleen Hoskins Smith 

3!Is. Sonya Thomas Stephens 

Mr.john B. Stephens 

D~ and Mrs. Emmett FflzgemId Steward 

D~ DaHd Lawrence Straight 

Ms. Diane Wheeler Strauss 

D~ Gre2o~ Stmyhorn 

Ms. ~rita Sutton- ~7IIiams 

Ma Addison N>el Sweeney 

Ms. Davene DaShawn Swinson 

D~ James Lawrence TaylorJ~ 

D~ Dorothy Elliott Thomas 

Ms. Margaret ~ Thomas 

Mt: ~h’chael Anthony Thompson 

Ms. Danita Marie Thompson 

D~ and Mrs. PhiIIip Zachary Timmons 

Ms. Dada Merle Sampson Toil 

Ms. Andrea Fulton ’ibliver 

Ms. Misha Renee Turner 

Ms. Rho,da Hairsto, Turner 

Ma Eli 7hylor Ullum 

Ms. Beryl Elaine ~de 

Ms. Latisha Kim k~Iker 

Ms. Sherrylyn Ford W~llace 

Ms. Anita Branch 

Ms. An~eIine ~hrren 

Ms. Annette BalMs ~ters 

Ms. Deborah Cherrie ~7Ider 

Mt:_]. Rayvon Williams 

Ma Billy Myles Hqlliams 

Ms. Den#e Barbee HqIIiams 

Ms. ~resa Holland ~’IIiams 

Ma Rkhard 7~rone ~Tlliams 

M~ Harold HToodard 

M~:_lohnny Boyd ~Fodhoused~ 

Ms. Edith duanita Wright 

Ms. Elida Timberlake 

Ms. Laura Anderson Wright 

Ms. Erlene ~right-Mc N~ill 

Ms. MichelIe Denise Yeager 

\Ve have come this far by faith, perseverance and collective effort. Thank you for generously supporting our programs and mission. 

-- The Staff and Board of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History,. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2006-2007. 

Yes, I want to support the Sonja Haynes Stone Center jbr Black Culture and History 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STA~I E ZIP 

I prefer my gift to go toward: 

Soqja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture & History 

General Fund (6013) $ 

History Art Fund (6206) $ 

CommuniversiD" Program (6021) $ 

Other $ 

Enclosed is a check for: 

~ $1,000 ~ $500 

~ $100 ~ Other $ 

(Please make check payable to UNC-Chapel Hill) 

I prefer to make my gift by credit card: 

~ Visa ~ Mastercard 

Card # 

Expiration / 

Signature 

I prefer to make my ~ft over the next year. 

Please send me a reminder or charge my credit card: 

~ Monthly ~ Quarterly 

~ Biannually ~1 Yearly 

Please detach and send this form to: 

University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of University Development 
PO Box 309 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-9931 

A 11 gifts are tax-deductible. 

For more bformation please contact: 7)’mothy Minor, ’94 ¯ Director of Development for Centers and Institutes " 208 Hz. Franklin Street ¯ Chapel ttill, NC 27599-6100 



STONE CENTER STAFF 

Joseph Jordan 

919.962.9001 

j~ordan@cmail.unc.edu 

Mora Beauchamp-Byrd 

919.962.9001 

mbeaucha@emaiLunc.edu 

Trevaughn Eubanks 

919.962.9001 

thrown3 @cmail.unc.edu 

Lotticia Mack 

919.962.9001 

lmmack@email.unc.edu 

919.962.9001 

919.962.9001 

o@iday@cmail.unc.cdu 

l~aqnel Von Cogell 

919.843.5808 

raqucl.cogcll@unc.cdu 

Gregg Moore 

919.843.5804 

moorejg@email.u nc.edu 

Randy Simmons 

919.843.1854 

rlsimmon @email.unc.edu 

MOR£ BEALCHAMP-BYR© .,lOINS STONE 
AS NEW ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

qiwclcomeshC Stone CenterMora 

Beauchamp-Byrd 

as its new assistant director. 

Mora previously worked 

as the assistant director 

for Mellon Initiatives in 

Research and Academic 

Programs at The Sterling and 

Francine Clark Art Institute 

in Williamstown, MA. In 

her new role, she will work closdy with the Stone Center 

director, development officer and advisory board to create 

and implement the Center’s development and fundraising 

plan. Her duties will also include international project and 

prodam planning. Mora is currently a doctoral candidate 

in art histoW at Duke University. She holds two master’s 

degrces--a M.A. in art history from Columbia University 

in New York and a M.A. in visual arts administration from 

CENTER 

New York University, where she also received a B.A. 

in art history. 

Mora brings a wealth of fimdraising, grant writing 

and program administration experience to the Stone 

Center. She has held several positions at prominent arts 

and cultural centers including director and curator of the 

Visual Arts Department at the Amistad Research Center 

at Tulaae University and curator and director of special 

projects at The Caribbean Cultural Center in New York. 

Since joining the Stone Center, Mora is a~usting to 

her new role and the UNC campus. °’I was drawn to the 

Center’s continuing programmatic focus on African 

diaspora culture and history and the tremendous oppor- 

tunities afforded by the spacious new building," she said. 

°’I am so pleased to be joining the staffat the Stone Center 

at such an exciting trine and look forward to working 

with Dr. Jordan and tlne rest of the impressive staff." 

The Stone Center staffis pleased to have Morajom 

the team and looks forward to working with her. ::i::i::i::i 

~UIIH ~I~dVHD jv 

VNI’IO’dVD IAJ_’dON fo 

X32I S’d ~IAINFI EIH~L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:13 PM 

~emml.nnc.edu> 

Re: research assistanl/editor possibili~ 

Dear         : Yes, I am definitely intereted in having you work on my 
project I talked with     earlier today and came up ~vith a rate based 

If you accept, then you might 
want to contact her next week to set tap a meeting to get started and 
she can keep you posted on what has and has not been edited. Finally, 
thanks much for your inquiry and I look forward to working with you if 
you find this an acceptable proposition. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting                      ~email.unc.edu>: 

> Dear Dr Regester, 

> Thanx again for considering me to be an editor for you this fall. It 

> was good to talk to you and find out more information. I remembered 

> right after I left you flaat my morn is in town actually till next 

> Tuesday,        , but if you would want to meet on Wed,          as 

> we discussed, my schedule is free (as well as for the rest of the 

> week). Feel free to e-mail or call vis a vis talking again and do 

> let me know if you have any quesuons in the meantime 

> all the best, 

> "Being a professional is doing the things you love to do, on the days 

> you don’t feel like doing them." -- Julius Erring 

> Ph.D Candidate, Department of History 

> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel t Jill 

>       ~email un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:34 AM 

~emml.nnc.edu> 

Re: research assistanl/editor possibili~ 

Dear         : Thanks for agreeing to work on this project as I 
desperately need ?’our assistance. 

We can discuss the final deadline later because at this point 
it really depends on how quickly the data entry operators are able to 
complete their portions. Again, thanks for agreeing to work on the 
project and I will be available for futher questions if necessa~-. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)email unc edu>: 

> dear Dr Regester: 

> thal~x so much for this opportunity,, thanx also for your patience re: 
> my getting back to you. my mom left earlier this afternoon and i’ve 
> been consumed till no~v dealing ~v/her 
> 
> yes, i wuuId be interested, the muney as wel[ as the time commitment 
> sounds right i’ll plan un getting in tuuch w/kim today to see 
> abuut training 

>        .2) i l,muw you said the deadline was this fall and i was 
> wondering when the exact deadline would be. i anticipate    could 
> train me this week ur next week but i’d really get gmng on it after 
> I return from a conference      . (between       and       , i 
> have a lut uf free time and cuuld pussibly get it cumpleted by 

> thanx, 

> Quuting regester@email unc.edu: 
> 

>> Dear : Yes, I am definitely intereted in having you wurk on 
>> my project. I talked with     earlier tuday and came up with a rate 

>> . Yuu 

>> can let me know if this wurks fur you. [ lease keep in mind that 
>> is alsu willing to train you :[’or the prqject. Ifyuu accept, then 
>> you might want to contact her next week to set up a meeting to get 
>> started and she can keep you posted on what has and has not been 
>> edited. Finally, thanks much for yo~ inquiry and I look forward to 
>> working with you if you find this an acceptable proposition. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>       @emaihunc.edu>: 

>>> Dear Dr. Regester, 

>>> Thal~x again for considering me to be an editor for you this fall. 
>>> It was good to talk to you and find out more information. I 
>>> remembered right after I left you that ray morn is in town actually 
>>> till next Tuesday,        , but if you would want to meet on Wed., 
>>>       , as we discussed, my schedule is free (as well as for the 
>>> rest of the week). Feel free to e-mail or call vis a vis talking 
>>> again and do let me know if you have ant" questions in the raeantirae. 

>>> all the best, 

>>> "Being a professional is doing the things you love to do, on the 
>>> days you don’t feel like doing them." -- Julius Erving 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email,unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:25 AM 

~emml.nnc.edu> 

Re: ulxtate on editorial position 

Dear          : Keep me posted and in the event that you need to meet 
with me, let me know Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)email uric edu>: 

> dear Dr. Regester: 
> I spent about an hour and a half today receiving excellent training 
> Iicom I plan to contact her after I return from the conference 
> on n order to get an update on what needs to be done. I’m 
> thinking now it probably ~vould take me between 1 and 3 ~veeks to 
> complete the 20 hours. I should definitely have it done by the end 
> of        I don’t have any questions for no~v but will for sure to 
> let you know if any come up. 
> all the best, 
> Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 
> 

>> Dear : Thanks for agreeing to work on this project as I 
>> desperately need your assistance. 
>> 

>> The time Iicame that you have 
>> available [~or working on the project is appropriate Please note 
>> that most of the data should be completed and added to the data base 
>> by the end of We can discuss the final deadline later 
>> because at this point it really depends on how quickly the data 
>> entry operators are able to complete their portions. Again, thanks 
>> for agreeing to work on the pr~iect and I will be available for 
>> luther questions If necessary Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> ~email unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> dear Dr. Regester: 

>>> thanx so much for this oppormm~, thanx also [’or your patience 
>>> re: my getting back to you my morn leR earlier this afternoon and 
>>> i’ve been consumed till now dealing w/her. 

>>> yes, i would be interested, the money as well as the time 
>>> commitment sounds right, i’ll plan on getting in touch w/ 
>>> today to see about training. 

>>> just two questions for now: 

>>>              .2) i know you said the deadline was this fall and 
>>> i was wondering when the exact deadline would be. i anticipate 
>>> could train me this week or next week but i’d really get going on 
>>> it after I return from a corfference        (between        and 
>>>       , i have a lot of free time and could possibly get it 
>>> completed by      I. 

>>> Quoting regester@email.unc.edu: 

>>>> Dear        : Yes, I am definitely intereted in having you work 
>>>> on my project. I talked with     earlier today and came up with a 
>>>> rate based on her reconwnendatinn. 

>>>       . You can let me know if this works for you. Please keep in 
>>>> mind that     is also willing to train you for the proj ect. If you 
>>>> accept, then you might want to contact her next week to set up a 
>>>> meeting to get started and she can keep you posted on what has and 
>>>> has not been edited. Finally, that~zs much for your inquiry and I 
>>>> look forward to working with you if you find this an acceptable 
>>>> proposition. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>             ~email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Dr. Rcgester, 

>>>>> Thar~x again for considering me to be an editor for you this fall 
>>>>> It was good to talk to you and find out more infolrnatiun I 
>>>>> remembered right after I leR you that my mom is in town actually 
>>>>> till next Tuesday,        , but if you would want to meet on 
>>>>> Wed,       , as we discussed, my schedule is free (as well as 
>>>>> for the rest of the week). Feel free to e-mail or call vis a vis 
>>>>> talking again and do let me know if you have any questions in the 

>>>>> all the best, 

>>>>> "Being a professional is doing the things you love to do, on the 



>>>>> days ?’ou don’t feel like doing them." -- Julius Ep¢ing 

>>>>> Phi). Candidate Department of History, 
>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel tIill 

>>>>>      ~)em ~il unc edu 

>>> "Being a professional is doing the things you love to do, on the 
>>> days you don’t feel like doing them." -- Julius Elving 

>>> Ph.D. Candidate, Department of History 
>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>      ~email.unc.edu 

> "Being a professional is doing the things you love to do, on the days 
> you don’t feel like doing them." -- Julius Er, dng 

> Ph.D Candidate, Department of Histoly 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>      ~email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2007 9:33 AM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Propo~d Stone Center Advisory Board Meeting 

Dear Joseph: Regarding the meeting, I will be more than glad to attend 
but I don’t think that I am still on the board. However, ifI am still 
on the board, Thursday meetings are not good for me not unless they are 
earlier in the day tlcom around 3-5pm But I can make an exception on 
either date. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Joseph Jordan 
<j fjordan@email.unc.edu>: 

September 5, 2007 

MEMORAix,~:)UM 

To: Stone Center Advisory Board Members 
From: Joseph Jordan, Director, Stone Center 
Re: AdvisoW Board Meeting Date 

As you know the Adviso~ Board of the Stone Center has not held a 
meeting since flae close of the Spring Term 2007. I would like to 
reconvene the remaining members of the Board to address several 
issues: 

1.         How tu take the necessary steps to recunstitute the 
Buard according to 

our By-Laws; 
2. Discuss proposed new procedures for appu~nting Buard 
members; 
3. Discuss proposed new quarterly meeting schedule; 
4 Begin discussions ufa new five year strategic plan; 

Please let me know ifyuu are available tu attend a meeting un 
Thursday, September 20 at 5:15 pm here at the Stone Center. An 
alternative date is Thursday, October 4 at 5:15 pro. If there are 
additiunal items that need tu be discussed during this meeting please 
let me knuw. ~[~yuu can let me knuw in the next day or two whether 
Thursday, Sept. 20 ur Octuber 4 wurks for you I will be able tu send 
out more information abuut the meeting. 

Thanks t 

Juseph Jordan 
Assoc. Prof, Directur 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(,919) 962-9001 
jfj ordan@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

~emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Re: G.O.L.D.-n-L.O.V.E. Panel Event-Please Read 

Dear       At this point, I probably ~vill not be able to attend. 
Currently, I am already overbooked with events for ~vhich I am scheduled 
to attend or be involved in Good luck on your program and keep me 
posted on your developments Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.unc.edu: 

Greetings Professor Regester! 

Last semester I was in your AFAM First Year Seminar. I know- you 
cannot always put a name with a fame so I have attached a picture 
just in case. Recently I have joined G O.L.D -N-L.O.V.E, which is a 
minority’ service organization. We are planning an event for early 
October at which we are requesting your participation. The program 
is scheduled for       ,7 - 8:30 pm and I apologize for not being 
able to deliver a finalized location. I believe that you are 
well:~ersed in the subject of our panel and would be able to deliver 
a much needed perspective 

For this panel discussion we are looking at why non-blacks are at the 
fi~refront in fostering the development of youth with in the African 
American community as opposed to our black elites as well as 
ourselves as minorities. We envision the panelist to sit as follows: 
3 students representatives, who have a background in working with a 
mentoring program like Big Brother, Big Sister, 3 
professionals/faculty members of UNC-CH campus. We are in the 
process of contacting these people, some of which you may know: 
Bridget Weller (Social Worker also a Big Sister), Ann Hastings (UNC 
Sociology Professor), V~rginia Carson (Campus Y/Mentoring Program 

Coordinator), Terri tlouston (UNC Office of Multicultural Affairs), 
and Darryl Porter (Big Brother Volunteer). 

Please share your ideas with me about participating in the program. 
Also if you would like more information on the program, our motto, 
the acronym and what we are about I would be glad to provide you with 
that information 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2007 3:37 PM 

Gramling, Su~ <susan gmmling@unc.edtr~ 

Re: COS F~mding Record(s) farm Su~n Gramling <snsan~gmmling@unc.edu> 

Dear Susan: Thanks much. Currently, I am reviewing the grants 
forwarded. IfI am eligible and considering my time constraints, I will 
apply Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Susan Gramling 
<su san~ramling@unc edu>: 

Susan Gramling <susan gramling@unc.edu> wants you to see these COS Funding 
Opportunities Records: 

Message from Susan Gramling <susan gramling@unc.edu> 
Charlene, It was good to see you again today. I’ll talk with the 
person who administers the URC Small Grant Program on Monday to find 
out whether someone can get that grant a second time for the same 
prRiect 

ha the meantime, I looked through COS to see if I could find an?’ 
external funding opportumties that might be worth your looking into 
I’ve saved them on your COS Workbench, and you can click on the link 
in this email to see You can also login to your COS workbench at 
http://workbench cos.corn, username            and password 

to see them on your Workbench. Call me (962-7766) if you 
have an?’ trouble accessing these. 

Susan 

>http://fundingopps.cos.com/c~i-bm/showRecordSearch?ta~ &aid 104336&ticket 48da04f26e02397241d4d59b4d4c9294 

Register now at http://www.cos com/lo~in/ioin.shtm[ 
(c) 2007 CSA, Bethesda, Maryland All rights reserved 

(Sender’s e-mail address and name were given voluntarily and are unverified) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2007 3:01 PM 

Pamela Turner <UNC@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Dear Pam: I will certainly call Sincerely Charlene Regester Quoting 

Pamela Turner <UNC@email unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

"¢~qaat’s going on. I am doing some temp work in Upward Bound with Dr. 
Joseph Green uaatil September 21 Please give me a call next week 
962-1281 or            . Would love to hear from you 

Pam 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2007 3:06 PM 

dandb2@peoplepc.com 

Re: Introdnction tbr Volume II 

African American Newspapers Volmne II.doc 

Dear Blanche: Attached is an introduction for Volume II of my annotated 
bibliography that I am forwarding for your review I hope to send off 
the second volume at the end of October so I have attempted to provide 
a draft of the introduction. Please review/edit whenever you have a 
chance -- I probably won’t need this uaatil late October Hope things 
are going well As you know school started and I am back at the rat 
race. Will begua work on aaother essay next week and will keep you 
posted Thanks much for all of your assistance. I may call soon to give 
you an update in person. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting dandb2@peoplepc.com: 

Hello, Charlene, 

Sounds like you’ve had a rough time--particularly the Dentist part. 

I think you shouldn’t have trouble receiving this edit attachment, 
but please, when you acknowledge receipt, do notice (and record) the 
change in my e-mail address. New company name: peoplepc.com 

Best, 

Blanche 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2007 10:58 AM 

BAUER, HEATHER <BAUERH@mailtx~x.sc.edu> 

Re: Fihn t hstory 

Dear Heather: Yes, I am willing to participate in your project and am 
certainly ~villing to contribute in any way that I can. Since I have not 
seen flae exhibit, I am still a little unclear about what the interview 
entails but I am willing to do the best that I can based on my own 
experience as a researcher and scholar of black film history. Finally, 
thanks for the invitation and I look forward to hearing tlcom you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "BALER, HEATHER" 
<BAUERH@mailbox sc edu>: 

Dear Dr. Charlene Regester: 

Hello, I am Heather Bauer, an Art History graduate student at the 
University of South Carolina. This semester, I am teacher’s 
assistant for Associate Professor Karla Berw’s film histoly course, 
which concentrates on African American cinema The students are 
preparing an exhibit to be displayed late fall concerning AIicican 
American cinema With that said, Professor and I are scouring the 
Carolina’s for the most klm~vledgeable film historians, and we believe 
yuur knuwledge can help make this exhibit a success We are asking 
[’or an interview, regarding your research and :findings as a 
professur. We can arrange a date tu have an interview (we will 
travel to you), if you accept to do su Your interview will be used 
in Professur Berry’s film class for preparation of the said exhibit 
All of us in the Media Arts I)epartment wish to congratulate yuu un 
yuur success and hope tu learn of your l~uwledge as an African 
American film histurian 

Best wishes and many thanks, 

Heather Bauer 

Graduate Schuol of South Carulina 
Art Histury and Media Arts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2007 3:22 PM 

UNC Student Stores <CPACK2@store.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM 051 Course Pack tbr Spring 2008 

Dear Kelly: Yes, I ~vill offer this course in the Spring of 2007 and 
will try to submit the necessary materials by the stated deadline 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting L~,-C Student Stores 
<CPACK2@store.unc. edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

We were pleased to produce the course pack for your AFAM 051 course here at 
I_,~-’~’C in Spring 2007 I am writing to see if you ~vill be reordering this 

course pack for the upcoming Spring 2008 tenn. We have your previous pack 
on file and we are happy to make any changes or revisions that you may- 
require. If you order your course pack by October 19th, ~ve can offer you a 
$25 gift card for purchases in Student Stores. In addition, your students 
will benefit by receiving a five percent discount on the price of the course 
pack 

To reorder your course pack, simply respond to this email or call us at 
962-4708 if you have an?- questions. Alternatively, you can order by going to 
our ~vebsite at http://www.unc edu/-~csockell/<http://w~v.unc.edu/~csockell/> 
, filling out the order and copyright clearance worksheets, and attaching 
them to your reply" to this email. 

We appreciate your patronage in the past and look forward to hearing fi~om 
you soon 

Thank you, 
Ke]ly Quick 
Copyright Assistant 
Course Pack Publishing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:12 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Race Relations Week 

Dear        You are welcome to come to my class to announce these 
events Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

zormnittee through the Campus Y, and we are hosting 
Race Relations Week (RRW) We have many exciting 
events and activities going on throughout the week, and we are 
contacting you since you are the professor of AFAM 101 and AFAM 276. 
We thought that you and your students may be interested in attending 
some of our events, specifically for AFAM 276, we have a fihn 
festival going on throughout the ~veek 

We wanted to see if you would be willing to either let us come speak 
to your class for a few minutes about RRW the week before, 

, or oiler some type of extra credit to the class for 
attending one of our events. Our ~vebsite 
www campus-y.unc.edu/racerelationsweek shows a list of our main 
events, so please let us know if either of these options works 
you (and i~?when to come speak to your class). Thank you for your 
time 

Sincerely, 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2007 6:07 PM 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Saturday game 

Dear Mary: Thanks for the invitation but because I have several 
conferences for which I am involved, I will have to decline this 
inivation. Thanks much for thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Professor Regester, 

Robert Mercer and I were wondering if you would like to guest coach 
this Saturday? 
Mary W. 

Mary C. Willingham 
Learning Specialist!SI Coordinator 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
(919)843-6029 
mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:09 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Dear      : Unfommately, I will have to decline this invitation 
Currently, I am preparing for several upcoming conferences and will not 
have the time to do this. However, in the future I might be available. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.unc edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester: 

On Thursday                  the Alpha chapter of Theta Nu Xi 
Multicultural Sorority, Incorporated, and the Omega Iota chapter of 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated are hosting a Women of Color 
Seminar. The goal of this seminar is to educate undergraduate women 
about the importance of achievement after college, and the 
difficulties one encounters as a woman of color On behalf of both of 
our chapters we are welcoming you to come and speak For 5-10 minutes 
we ask that you speak about your o~vn experiences, an?, suggestions you 
have for undergraduate women, and be open to receiving and answering 
questions. The program will start with a brief presentation by career 
services on etiquette, and then the speakers, after that we will have 
a question and answer session and a meet and greet for anyone that 
has further questions. ’]?he program will start at 6:30pro, and will end 
at 8:30pm. 

If you could please let us know by               of your interest 
in this program we would greatly appreciate it. If you have any 
questions feel free to contact either 
or 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class o:f 
English Literature 
Student Assistant, Dean of Students Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2007 1:53 PM 

Celebrating Reconstructing Womanhood Symposium <tkb2104@columbia.edu> 

Re: Tina Campt and Saidiya Har’tmm~ Invite you to Reconstructing Wommahood Symv~sium 

Dear Conference Organizers: Unfortunately, because of the short notice 
and lack of funds I will not be able to participate in this conference 
Thanks much for extending an invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Celebrating Reconstructing Womanhood Symposium 
<Ikb2104@columbia edu>: 

Sunday, September 30, 2007 

Dear Charlene, 

We hope this message finds you well We’re writing to invite you to 
participate in an intimate but very important event. This year 
marks the twentieth auniversary of the publication of Hazel Carby’s 
seminal text, Reconstructing Womanhood We would like to use this 
occasion to recognize the importance of Hazel’s scholarship in the 
fields of LiteralT and Cultural Studies, African Diaspora Studies, 
Gender Studies, and Post-Colonial Studies. As you know, Hazel has 
been an outstanding teacher, mentor and institution builder whose 
work has shaped so many- of us in and beyond these fields 

We are planning a one-day symposium, "Reconstructing Womanhood A 
Future Beyond Empire," to be held at Columbia University on 
November 2, 2007 and we would be honored and thrilled if you would 
join us as a symposium participant. 

Much of the critical labor of Reconstructing Womanhood was concerned 
with interrogating the ideolog3~ and conventions of womanhood that 
banished black women from the definition nf woman and with 
analymng the racialized exclusions constitutive of humanist 
discourse We aim to revisit the import nf Reconstructing Womanhood 
in relation to an extended set of issues. As you will see in the 
attached schedule fi~r the conference, the symposium is organized 
around keynote presentations by four speakers and a closing address 
by tlazel that will illuminate such topics as re-wriung the human, 
the production of disposable life, and refashioning masculinities 
and queer sexualities 

Discussion is key to our idea fi~r the symposium, and our aim is to 
assemble a group of people (suggested by Hazel herself) who could 
reflect collectively on the impact of her work and generate a 
vibrant discussion that extends it in new ways. Your work has long 
been engaged with Hazel’s and made its own provocative 
interventions in these fields which is why we’re looking forward to 
having you as one of those individuals at the conference. 
Unforttmately, we’re unable to cover travel and accommodation 
expenses, but hope that funding might be available from your own 
institution." 

Although you may not need hotel information, we have attached 
infornration on nearby- hotels as well as a poster on the symposium. 
Your R.S.V.P. is crucial in our plamfing of theSympositun. Please 
R.S.V.P. with our conference coordinator, Khalilah Boone as soon 
as possible at FKB2104@Colun~bia.edu. When you R.S.V.P. with us 
please add lkb2104@columbia.edu and 
attend-hc-symposium@colunrbia.edu as accepted senders in your email 
so that confirmation and follow- up emails do not get sent to your 
bulk or trash box. 

We look forward to seeing you at this exciting event and hearing 
fiom you soon. 

With best xvishes, 

Saidiya Hartman, Columbia University 
Tina M. Campt, Duke University 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2007 1:13 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Tina Ca~npt and Saidiya Hartman Invite you to Reconstructing Womanhood Symtx~sium 

..... Forwarded message Iicom regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 03 Oct 2007 13:53:00 -02/)0 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: Tina Campt and Saidiya Har~nan Invite you to 
Reconstructing Womanhood Symposium 

To: Celebrating Reconstructing Womanhood Symposium <Ikb2104@columbia.edu> 

Dear Conference Organizers: Unfortunately, because of the short notice 
and lack of funds I will not be able to pamcipate in this conference 
Thanks much for extending an im’itation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Celebrating Reconstructing Womanhood Symposium 
<lkb2104@columbia edu>: 

Sunday, September 30, 2007 

Dear Charlene, 

We hope this message finds you well We’re writing to invite you to 
participate in an intimate but very important event. ~flais year 
marks the twentieth auniversa~ of the publication of Hazel Carby’s 
seminal text, Reconstructing Womanhood We would like to use this 
occasion to recognize the importance of Hazel’s scholarship in the 
fields of Literap)~ and Cultural Studies, African Diaspora Studies, 
Gender Studies, and Post-Colonial Studies. As you know, Hazel has 
been an outstanding teacher, mentor and institution builder whose 
work has shaped so many of us in and beyond these fields 

We are planning a one-day symposium, "Reconstructing Womanhood A 
Future Beyond Empire," to be held at Columbia University on 
November 2, 2007 and we would be honored and thrilled if you would 
join us as a symposiun~ participant. 

Much of the critical labor of Reconstructing Womanhood was concerned 
with interrogating the ideology- and conventions of ~vomanhood that 
banished black women from the definition of woman and with 
analyzing the racialized exclusions constitutive of humanist 
discourse. We aim to revisit the impolt of Reconstructing Womanhood 
in relation to an extended set of issues. As you will see in the 
attached schedule for the conference, the symposimn is organized 
around keynote presentations by four speakers and a closing address 
by Hazel that will illuminate such topics as re-writing the human, 
the production of disposable life, and refashioning masculinities 
and queer sexualities. 

Discussion is key to our idea for the symposium, and our aim is to 
assemble a group of people (suggested by Hazel herself) who could 
reflect collectively on the impact of her work and generate a 
vibrant discussion that extends it in new ways. Your work has long 
been engaged with Hazel’s and made its own provocative 
interventions in these fields which is why we’re looking forward to 
having you as one of those individuals at the conference. 
Unforttmately, we’re unable to cover travel and accommodation 
expenses, but hope that funding might be available from your own 
institution." 

Although you may not need hotel information, ~ve have attached 
information on nearby- hotels as well as a poster on the symposium 
Your R.S.V P is crucial in our plauning oftheSymposium Please 
R.S.V P with our conference coordinator, Khalilah Boone as soon 
as possible at FKB2104@Columbia edu VVhen you R.S.VP. with us 
please ad d fkb2104@columbia.edu and 
attend-hc-symposium@columbia.edu as accepted senders in your email 
so that confimaation and follow up emails do not get sent to your 
bulk or trash box 

We look forward to seeing you at this exciting event and hearing 
from you soon. 

With best wishes, 

Saidiya Har~nan, Columbia University 
Tina M. Campt, Duke Universi~z 



..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2007 4:23 PM 

Roberi Andrew Jackson <raj8a@cms.mail.virginia.edu> 

Re: thanks 

Dear Bob: Thanks much for the email I am attempting to look for my 
UFVA Conference program so that I cari email the information regarding 
the film on Katrina. As soon as I do so, I will forward. I am glad that 
I now have your email address I will keep you posted on any new 
developments in cinema studies. Good to hear from you and I enjoyed the 
conference as well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Robert Andrew 
Jackson <raj 8 a@cms.mail virginia.edu>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> It ~vas a great pleasure to meet you and talk about film and all else 
> last week at U2X!C I appreciated your comments on my paper too, which 
> I wrote down and have been thinking about even though the panel 
> session ended before we could cover evelything. It was a great 
> symposium in general, though I was a bit tired by the end of the last 
> panel. 
> 

> Please let me kno~v if you happen through Charlottesville sometime in 
> the future, and if I can be of sel-,zice to you in scholarship or 
> otherwise I have a lot of friends down in the Triangle area, so 
> perhaps we can get together for lunch sometime when I’m down to visit 
> them. 
> 

> Best for the fall, 
>Bob 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                5:05 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

Re: Another potential database editor 

Dear    : Please let me know ~vhen we can meet. I just want to discuss 
all the work that has been completed as ~vell as the person you 
recommended for completing the editing Thanks much. Oh, Monday 
afternoon of this comin~z week would be good for me. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                   @gmail.com>: 

> Hi Dr Regester, 

> I hope your day is going well so far. There is someone I would like to 
> introduce you to; she is interested in taking over on copy editing the 
> database Her name is              , and she’s a UNC graduate (not grad 
> student) working full-time as an administrative assistant at the Business 
> School. She has experience editing and entering reformation into computer 
> systems. Also, she sounds ~villing to work on the project long-term The mare 
> issue for her is that she ~vill have to work and meet ~vith you outside of 
> regular business hours. Her e-mail address is ’ 
>           ~yahoo.com>. 
> I also have a question I would like to ask you. I’m making plans for 
> employment next year, and I would like to explore my options to work for a 
> year in a field besides teaching Can you uffer any suggestmns that I would 
> be qualified fur with experience in U.S. histury, ural histop)~, and 
> research? 

> Thank your 
> Have a guod weekend, 

> "Their story, yuurs, mine -- it’s what we al[ carry with us on this trip we 
> take, and we uwe it to each uther to respect uur sturies and learn frum 
> them." 

> -- William Car[us Williams 

> US t]istory doctoral candidate 
> U North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



Questions for Survey on Teaching: 

What is your educational background? Currently, I have a B.A. in English, M.A. Radio, Television, 

& Film, Ph.D. In Educational Media-Curriculum & Instruction Design. Completed a 2 year 

Post-Doctoral Fellows Program to study Newspaper coverage of African Americans in Film 

History. 

II. What obstacles have you faced in teaching students, and how did you overcome them? The 

obstacles that I have faced in teaching, includes teaching students who have a wide range of 

skills. In such instances, I have consulted with the teaching and learning center on campus 

and as well as learning skills center to insure that students who need additional assistance 

receive this assistance. 

III. What are your feelings on the state of higher education? While I think higher education is doing 

a good job of training students to exist in a global society and world, more emphasis needs 

to be placed on encouraging students to become bi-lingual. Added to this, higher education 

needs to make a more concerted effort to counsel students adequately regarding careers or 

life after college. More emphasis certainly needs to be directed toward financial planning so 

that students are better equipped to take care of themselves. 

IV. Describe your teaching experience. My experience has been characterized by teaching large 

classes. Under such conditions, I am not certain that I/we are as effective as we could be. 

Therefore, I urge a move to smaller classes so that students can receive more personal 

assistance and so that teachers may teach more effectively. 

What are some of the positives and negatives of teaching? Far too often, I encounter students 

who should have received assistance from other offices on campus but who are not 

receiving the assistance that they should either because they are not aware of these offices 

or because of neglect. Again, having to teach such large numbers of students, I feel that 

many of those who really need assistance are not being attended to. The positives of 

teaching are that it allows me to continue my research as well as receive feedback on my 

research. It forces me to keep abreast of current literature as I attempt to remain 

competitive in my field. 

Vl. What is your teaching philosophy? My philosophy is to try to be thorough, challenging, and 

realistic both in terms of being an effective lecturer as well as regarding student 

expectations. 



VII. What are your strategies and methods? My teaching includes a variety of approaches such as 

relying on video/film, outside lecturers, and creative assignments such as encouraging 

students to engage in primary research by accessing microfilm sources. When learning is 

interactive, I have discovered that it is more effective. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2007 4:39 PM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

Review lbr Journal ofFihn m~d Video 

Biopics- Review of Journal fihn & video.doc 

Dear Steve: Attached is the re-read for the essay, "Lust for Art: 
International Artistic Biopics " This is essay is being recommended for 
publication -- it should be accepted for publication My con~aents are 
attached. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Review for Journal of Film and Video 

Title: Lust for Art: lnternational Artistic Biopics, 1980-2005 

The revised essay includes many of the recommendations and suggestions made in the 
previous review. Therefore, I urge that this essay be considered for publication in your 
j ournal. As previously noted, it is thorough in its analysis and contributes to the existing 
body of literature on biopics. 

1) The introduction does a good j ob of reviewing relevant literature, providing the 
historical context, and providing adequate examples so that the reader clearly 
understands the focus and direction of this essay. 

The creation of subsections as a means by which to examine the various types of 
biopics is incredibly useful to the reader in view of the magnitude and scope of 
this genre. 

3) The writer effectively describes the plot, style, iconography, and politics of each 
film selected and this allows to reader to better understand how these biopic fit 
into the larger paradigm proposed by this essay. 

4) The conclusion synthesizes many of the ideas introduced earlier in the paper and 
speaks to the importance of the biopics as a genre. Your comparison of American 
versus foreign interests in making biopics is quite revealing as well as the other 
comparisons provided. 

5) You might provide a transition sentence between each section but this is a 
decision that can be made by the editor. 

Finally, this essay is informative, entertaining, and a pleasure to read. It reflects that the 
writer has conducted a considerable amount of research for this topic and has given this 
topic considerable thought. Without question, it deserves to be published by the Journal 
of t~lm and Uideo. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:50 PM 

@yahoo.com 

Bibliography Project 

Dear       :         recommended you to serve as an editor for my 
bibliography project. If interested in this project, she agreed to 
train you However, before you consent we need to discuss the fact that 
most of the work will have to be completed in Marming Hall at the 
Institute for Research in the Social Sciences as the lab stays open 
during the week until 9pm. You ~vill need to let me kno~v if this will 
work for you. Also, we will need to disucss the pay as I have paid grad 
students approx 

We can discuss this further by phone. My cell 
phone is               Please call at your earliest convience so that 
we can discuss further by phone. Thanks for your interest in this 
project. As I will need someone to start right away because my deadline 
of the             is fast approaching. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2007 2:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM    Exmn 

AFAI~ Mid- TermFallSe~nester2007.doc 

Dear Alvaro Gomez: Attached is a copy of the mid-term exam for 
¯ We are scheduled to take the exam tomorrow, however, he can 

take the exam whenever it is convenient for him. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

Dear Alvaro Gomez: Since our exam for AFAM    has not yet been 
established, I cannot forward an exam¯ Once ~ve establish the 
definitive date of the exam and I then complete the exam, I will 
forward However, our class has not yet determined when will take the 
midterm Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting Alvaro Gomez 

<alvaro@email un c edu>: 

>> Professor Regester, 
>> Mr             is scheduled to take ynur exam with us on MOn&~y, October 
>> 15 at 3:30 pm. Please email the exam to this address, or let us know 
>> shnuld you prefer a different methnd nf delivery / return. Also, please 
>> indicate what, if any, aides are allowed on the exam ’]’hank you! 
>> Alvaro Gomez 
>> 

>> 

>> Alvarn GnmeT, Assistant Director 
>> Department of Disability Services 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-8300 (V/~V~[’Y) 
>> 

>> http ://disability services uric. edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Demetria Howard-Watkins 

Howard-Watkins 

Demetria 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

150 South Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5250 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 962-0977 

E-mail: dhwatkins@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2007 1:41 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: cluster proposal for Identity and performance 

Dear Ken: IfI am already invovled in one cluster -- does it make sense 
for me to be involved in another. 1£ this is okay, then I am wilhng to 
participate. If not, please let me know so that I will not waste time 
forwarding emails Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Kenneth Janken 
<krjal~en@email.unc.edu>: 

> Dear Professors Sontag,Carter, Lefebvre, Mack, and Regester, 

> Not long ago, you participated in a program at the Johnston Center on 
> "Identity and Performance." I am writing you today to see if you 
> might be interested in developing this into an interdisciplina~ 
> cluster under the General Education curriculum. I am attaching a 
> cop?- of the recent call for proposals for clusters The deadline for 
> submission of a proposal is November 30. I am happy to offer 
> whatever assistance I can in helping you to develop such a proposal 
> and ~vould be glad to talk ~vith you about it 
> 

> I look f,arward to hearing from you 
> 
> Regards, 
> Kenneth 

> Kenneth R. Janken 
> 
> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> 

> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

> Battle tlaH, Campus Box #3395 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>/and/ 
> Director of Experiential Education 
> 

> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
> 

> 300 Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> 

> (919) 962-2694 (l?x) 

> http:i/uncpress.unc.eduibooksiT-8059.hm;tl 
> 

> http ://www.umass. edu&mpress/spr 97/ianken.html 



FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:47 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [stonelist~rv] Free ScreeNng "Welcome to Durham" 

Criminal Justice Action and Awareness presents a free screening: 

6:30-8:3i2pm, Thursday Octobe2 25, Calroll 111 
~ Featuring an introduction ~y Film Produce~ Hinge Wilsona 

The decumentary illustrates how crime and gang vJ e]ence is no ier~gei[ th} exclusive dMaain of urban cities ]J ke L]s Angeles, 
New York and Chicago, and how prostitutes, street hustlers and gang members live in the shadow of violence and under the 
constar’t threat of going to jail ar’d death. 
There are ~’ore than 30 gangs in Durham, totaling nearly 800 active ~’e~’bers, averaging between 18 and 25 in ages. The eye- 
opening and raw poiEtfayal of the street life and gai]g envJronnent through the film’s unp2ecgdei]%ed access h}ips put a fac} 
the growing problem around the country, and sends a powerful message about situations in which inner-city youth-some as young 
as 11 or 12 find themselves i~aersed. 
AND 
"Word on the Street" 
6:00 pm Tuesday October 30, Bingham 103 
A Panel-Led Discussion of the Award Winning Documentary "Welcome to Durham" and the Increasing Reality of Gang Activity among 
Young Adults J~ Urban CoK~u~J [lies. 
****FREE food will be provided at the discussion*** 
Panel-Led Discussion Featuring: 
- Hike Wilson- Welcome to Du:ham Supervising Producer 
- Tamar Birckhead- UNC Law Professor; Juvenile Justice expert 
- Officer Hitch Mickinney- Chapel Hill Police Officer and expert on Gang Violence in the Area 
Events Co-Sponsored 
The Sonja HayrH~s Stone Center foil Black Cu] ture and Histery 
Students for a Democratic Society 
Table Talk 

PolitJ ca] Actioi~ Colr~r~J tree (BSM) 
Helping Youth by Providing Enrichment 
For additional information, please contact at 9email~unc.edu. 

¯ -- You are cuirently subscribed to 

stonelistserv as: _Le_g_e___sie_!~2~__e__r_~!~!=_%n_£:_e_d___u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edw~u~id=4979488.2c2e2f3be3bfed59dc2a~f732~e47eef&n=T&~=st~nelistserv&~=18523255 or send a blank emM to 
leave- 18523255-4979488.2c2e2f3be3btk:d59dc2aOff320e47eef(&listse~<m~c.edu 



AFAM 276 REGESTER 
FALL 2007 

GUIDELINES FOR PAPER II 

As part of the course requirements, each student is required to submit a second paper. Your paper should critically 
examine any topic related to the intersection of race and cinema in the post-1950 period. The topics below are being 
provided to assist you with developing a final paper topic. This paper should be 7-9 pages in length and must adhere 
to the following guidelines. The paper is an argumentative paper and may require consulting the following sources: 
class lectures, assigned reading materials, course pack, reserve reading material, videotapes on reserve at Media 
Resources Center, etc. Consult journal articles, books, documents, etc. and do no limit your search to materials 
provided exclusively on-line. This paper constitutes one-fourth of your grade and should reflect your best effort. 

1) Select a 1notion picture that has been re-made and exanaine how these versions co~npare to or 
differ from each other in their representation of African Americans on the screen. 
The Defiant Ones (Sidney Poitier & To~\v Curtis)/Fled (Laurence Fishburne); 
A Time to Kill (Samuel Jackson)i To Kill a Mockingbird; 
Cry the Beloved Country (Sidney Poitier, Canada Lee)/Cry the Beloved Country 
(Jame s Earl Jones); Shaft (1971, Richard Roundtree)iShaft (2000, Samuel L. Jackson); King Kong (1933 )/King 
Kong (2005) 

2) Examine how African American physicians historically have been transformed on screen in films such as No 
Way Out, Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, Eve’s Bayou etc. Assess whether or not their screen image 
has improved or deteriorated. 

3) Examine the construction of race in films involving serial killers (i.e. Summer of Sam, Kiss the Girls, Seven). 
4) Select an actor or actress and develop a guiding argument that will allow you to examine his/her body of works with 

respect to how they have been transformed on screen (Denzel Washington, Angela Bassett, Laurence Fishburne, 
Whoopi Goldberg, Samuel Jackson, Morgan Freeman. Jada Pinkett, Vivica Fox, Afire Woodard, Halle Berry, Will 
Smith, Cuba Gooding, Terence Howard, Forest Whitakcr, etc.) 

5) Examine how the African American family has been presented on screen from the 1960s to the present (i.e. Once 
Upon a Time When We Were Colored, A Raisin in the Sun, The Preacher’s Wife, Eve’s Bayou, Crooklyn, 
Inkwell, Soul Food, Beloved, Color Purple, etc. ) 

6) Examine how African Americans in tile milita~ have been presented on the screen (i.e.Glory, A Soldier’s Story, 
Tuskegee Airmen, Buffalo Soldiers, Courage under Fire, Crimson Tide) 

7) Assess how institutions of higher learning have been depicted on screen (i.e. School Daze, 
Higher Learning) 

8) Examine how interracial relationships have been reconstructed on screen (i.e. Guess 
Who’s Coming to Dinner, One Potato, Two Potato, Jungle Fever, Body Guard, Jackie Brown, 
Bulworth, Mississippi Masala, One False Move, Monster’s Ball, Something New). 

9) Explore the relationship between rap artists and cinema (Ice Cube, Ice Tea, Queen Latifah, 
Tupac, Hea+)~ D, Will Smith, Mos Def. Snoop Dog, Fifty Cents) 

10) Examine how black militancy has been transformed on the screen (i.e. Panther, Malcolm X). 
11) Examine the evolution of black horror films in cinema (i.e. Blacula, Tales from the Hood, 

Def by Temptation, To Sleep with Anger, Last Vampire in Brooklyn, Scream Blacula Scream) 
12) Assess how black male camaraderie has been transformed on screen and discuss how black 

masculinity is presented in these films (i.e. Cooley High, Boyz in the Hood, Juice, New Jack City, Menace II 
Society, Get on the Bus, Five Heartbeats, The Best Man, The Wood, Life, Baby Boy, Drumline, The 
Brothers, Idlewild) 

13) Compare and contrast the black detective to the white detective (i.e. Shaft vs. James Bond, Seven, Enemy of the 
State, True Crime, Kiss the Girls, Man on Fire, High Crimes, Inside Man) 

14) Examine Black/White Buddy Films (i.e. Danny Glover, Eddie Murphy, Keenan Wayans, 
Morgan Freeman -- Lethal Weapon I, II, III, IV, Shawshank Redemption, Seven, Beverly Hills 
Cops, The Last Boy Scout, Kiss the Girls, Money Train, Pulp Fiction, Training Day, Miami Vice) 



{PAGE } 

15) Explore Black Love as reconstructed in cinenm (i.e. Lady Sings the Blues, A Warm 
December, Poetic Justice, Higher Learning, Love Jones, Boomerang, A Thin Line 
Between Love and Hate, Jason’s Lyric, What’s Love Got To Do With It, Waiting to 
Exhale, Love Jones, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, The Preacher’s Wife, Why Do Fools 
Fall in Love, What’s Love Got To Do With It, Love and Basketball, Disappearing Acts) 

16) Examine the evolntion of the drug dealer on the screen (Superfly, New Jack City, Juice, Menace II Society, Boy z 
’n theHood, Sugar Hill, Hustle and Flow) 

17) Examine black westerns in cinema (i.e. Buck and the Preacher, Posse, Wild Wild West) 
18) Examine black female camaraderie as transformed on the screen (i.e. Set It Off. Waiting 

to Exhale, Soul Food, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, Dream Girls). 
19) Critically examine the works of a contemporary black filmnmker (i.e. Spike Lee, Bill Duke, Forest Whitaker, Julie 

Dash, Mario Van Peebles, John Singleton, F. Gary Gray, Robert Townsend, Kasi Lemons, Carl Franklin). Explore 
the impact of his/her works on the African American screen image and spectators. 

20) Examine black bio-films or bio-pics (Malcolm X, Dorothy Dandridge Story, Hurricane, Ali, Ray, Last King of 
Scotland). 

21) Explore fihns that attempt to examine the issue of transgressing racial difference (i.e.Watermelon Man, Soul Man, 
White Man’s Burden, True Identity, Bulworth) 

22) Compare and contrast black exploitation films to "hood" :films produced in the early 1990s (Boyz N the Hood, 
Menace II Society, Juice, Sugar Hill). 

23) Examine African American history when transformed on the screen (Rosewood, Ghosts of Mississippi, Malcolm X, 
The Tuskegee Airmen, Josephine Baker Story, Mississippi Burning, Lean On Me, Glory, Amistad, Dorothy 
Dandridge, Medgar Evers Story, Four Little Girls, The Last King of Scotland) 

24) Examine the African American athlete when transformed on the screen (Cooley High, 
Cornbread Earl and Me, Boyz n’ the Hood, He Got Game, Hurricane, Jerry Maguire, All, Remember the 
Titans) 

25) Examine the African American novel when transformed on the screen (Devil in a Blue 
Dress, Beloved, Waiting to Exhale, Color Purple, Once Upon A Time When We 
Were Colored, Knock On Any Door, Native Son, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, I Know 
Why the Caged Bird Sings, Their Eyes Are Watching God) 

26) Examine the black male/female as a gangster/criminal (i.e. Hoodlum, Rage in Harlem, Jaclde Brown, 
Set It Off, New Jack City, Menace to Society, Boy z N the Hood, Hurricane, True Crime, Green Mile, Life, 
Idlewild, Hustle and Flow) 

27) Examine black presidents/leaders (Mandela and DeKlerk, Deep Impact, The Last King of Scotland) 
28) Examine the representation of African American athletes in documentary fihns (Hoop 

Dreams, When We Were Kings). 
29) Examine black father/son relationships (i.e. Boy z N the Hood, He Got Game, Baby Boy, John Q). 
30) Examine the construction of race - whiteness/blackness (i.e. Bulworth, Jackie Brown, 

Summer of Sam, American History X, Bamboozled, Remember the Titans, Crash). 
31) Examine the neutralization of blackness in cinema (i.e. Deep Blue Sea, Bone Collector, Pelican Brief, Man on Fire). 

ALL PAPERS MUST ADHERE TO THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES: 

1) Title page that includes the title of paper, full 
name, PID number 
2) Typed and Double-Spaced/Times New Roman 
Style Preferred 
3) Adhere to basic rules on Grammar and Style 
4) Contain Footnotes or Endnotes (Parenthetical 
Documentation is acceptable) 

5) Include Bibliography 
6) Legible, Near Letter Quality or Better (Original 
Dark Copies) 
7) Pages should be Numbered and in Correct 
Order 

8) Please do not print paper on front and back 



Saturday, November 10, 2007 
Richard White .Auditorium 

Duke Universi~ East Campus 

12:00pro to 10:30prn 
free an.d open to the public 

Bm~ght l~a yot~ by ~t T~mg~. Chapter ~Ew~ing ~ssion Gm~p) 

Sponsors : Duke Center ~or h~ternational Development ¯ Hart Leaderst~ip Program 

Duke Program in ~,"\ibm.en~s Studies * Duke Film/Digital/V:ideo program 

’~::O:r" mo~’~ :i~ffbrm, atio~t a:lJo~t tfi~’~ofiSn scfiedi~ ’~:~isit [ittp:!!www. una.,,zv’esttriang~, or~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2007 2:30 PM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ urflv.edu 

Paper Proposal for UNLV Cont~rence 

UNLVProposalSpring2008.doc 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Attached is a proposal that I am submitting to be 
considered for presentation to the upcoming UNLV Conference. Your 
review of this materia 1 is greatly appreciated. If I need to send a 
hard copy of my proposal by mail, I can do so. Thanks as always for 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



"I Didn’t Peep at Your Wife ... I Ain’t No Peeping Tom": 

An Examination of White Man’s Burden 

In ~7~ite Man’s Burden (1995)i, it is apparent that the wealthy, po,verful, and privileged 

are associated with blackness as, blackness becomes synonymous with that previously assumed 

by whiteness. Whiteness, as the antithesis to blackness is associated with poverty, powerlessness, 

and the de-privileged. Therefore, when Louis Pinnock (played by John Travolta), a delivery boy 

for a chocolate factory (one that pours black chocolate over white cakes), is sent on a mission to 

deliver a package to Thaddeus Thomas’s (played by Harry Belafonte) house and goes to the 

~vrong side of the house while gazing upward, accidentally seeing Thad’s wife -- Megan (played 

by Margaret Avery) partially nude in front of a window, he is immediately accused of peeping. 

Later in the film, Louis adamantly denies this accusation and states, "I didn’t peep at your wife 

... I ain’t no peeping Tom." Louis’ innocent mistake, then, is interpreted by Thad as an act of 

peeping and Thad proceeds to inform Louis’ boss, Lionel (played by Tom Wright), that in the 

future, he should instead send another delivery boy. More importantly that Thad interprets Louis’ 

inadvertent action as a sexual assault on his ,vile reflects the perceived sexual threat that black 

male sexuality posed to white women historically. When Louis’ unintended glance is reduced to 

intentional peeping, he is positioned as a threat because of his race and perhaps even class. In 

this instance, Thad’s allegations cast Louis as a voyeur, a peeping tom. As such, Louis’ gaze then 

becomes symbolic of our own gaze as spectators of this film, looking at blacks transposed as 

white and whites transposed as black. It is through Louis’ gaze that we will view the world of 

injustice, but Thad’s gaze, allo,vs us to examine ho,v the victimizer becomes victimized. 

White Man’s Burden then represents an innovative examination of race in America and a 

complicated critique of racial masquerade. However, despite the film’s progressive attempt to 



challenge certain stereotypes through a racial role reversal, it finds itself becoming a vehicle for 

the appropriation and reinforcement of some of the very racial stereotypes it seeks to eradicate, 

elevating the white male to heroic status through his victimization. As the film explores this 

motif it invokes a discussion of several key topics: (1) the gaze/look; (2) racial mythification; (3) 

the protagonists as father and son; and (4) historical visual representations. I argue that while the 

film is designed to be an expose" of the struggles associated with blackness and black 

victimization, at the film’s end, our sympathies as spectators, lie not with the powerful blacks 

embodied by Thad but rather with the powerless, victimized whites embodied by Louis, who 

symbolically personifi es blackness on screen while personifying white privilege and power off- 

screen. Thus, the film may defeat its own purpose by reinforcing the very racial attitudes it was 

attempting to alleviate. In fact, according to Hernan Vera and Andrew Gordon, "white racial 

masquerade in the movies might be understood not only as [a] subversion of whiteness but also, 

ironically, as an assertion of white privilege’’11 

i The film’s title may have been borrowed from Ruyard Kipling’s famous poem of the same 

name. Kipling’s poem, published in 1899, has been characterized as a "lighting rod for both the 
supporters and the opponents of imperialism, as well as racism and white supremacy" (Patrick 
Brantlinger, "Kipling’ s ’ The White Man’s Burden’ and Its Afterlives," English Literature In 
Transition 1880-1920, vol. 50.2 ( 2007): 172-191). The film’s title may also reference Thomas 
Dixon’s novel The Leopard’s" Spots’: A Romance of the White 3~[an’s Burdern (1902) or a host of 
other historical signifiers. Ella Shohat and Robert Stare note that, "Film was born the moment 
when a poem such as Ruyard Kipling’s White Man’s Burden could be published, as it was in 
1899, to celebrate the US acquisition of Cuba and the Philippines, (Ella Shohat and Robert Stam, 

.Unthinking Eurocentrism, New York: Routledge, 1994, 100). 
1’ Hernan Vera and Andrew M. Gordon, Screen Saviors: Hollywood Fictions of 14~hiteness 

(Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, inc., 2003), 120. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2007 4:27 PM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ urflv.edu 

Re: Paper Proposal for UNLV Cont~rence 

Thanks much for your quick reply. I look forward to seeing you at the 
conference Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
felicia campbell@unlv.edu: 

Thanks. Your acceptance is in the mail. 
Felicia 

regester@email unc.edu 
11/02/07 10:29 AM 

To 
felicia.campbell@unlv.edu 
cc 

Subject 
Paper Proposal for UNLV Cont?rence 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Attached is a proposal that I am submitting to be 
considered for presentation to the upcoming UNLV Conference. Your 
review of this material is greatly appreciated. If I need to send a 
hard copy of my proposal by mail, I can do so. Thanks as always for 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:40 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: AFAM Midterm 

Dear           You are welcome to discuss ti~rther in person. For me to 
reply to evely criticism illuminated in your email would exhaust a lot 
of my time. Please note that I did almounce in class the length of the 
exam as well as format We saw a film not because our previous class 
was cancelled but because this is the way that I have ahvays conducted 
this class. You certainly would not have been allowed the full 3 hours 
take an exam that normally would have been given ~vithin the same time 
allotted for a Tuesday/Thursday class. We can discuss this tomorrow if 
you would like Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.uaac.edu: 

Professor Regester, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2007 9:28 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Bibliography Editing Job 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
<j cdavis@email unc edu>: 

Hi 

Charlene Regester (regester@email.unc.edu) of the At’Am dept asked 
me to email an?’ English grad students I know about this She’s 
looking for someone who could start editing 
a bibliography project for her as soon as possible. Don’t kno~v if 
any of you ~vould have an?- interest in the job, but if not, could one 
of you at least for~vard this to the English grad student listserve? 

Thanks a bunch, hope all’s well. 

See you round campus, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2007 1:38 PM 

Keever, Ma~ha L <Leamctr@email.unc.edu> 

Assistance Needed-Dr. Keever 

Dear Mami Keever: Currently, I am working on a massive annotated 
bibligraphy project. In order to meet my deadline, I need to hire 
someone who can help to edit the data or check for errors. Do you kaaow 
of a graduate student ~vho might be interested in working on this 
project ~vith me during the month of November and perhaps in December. I 
will need for them to start right way. If you have any leads, please 
let me kno~v. I have already contacted some grad students in history and 
english but no one has responded. Thanks much for your assistance and 
an?’ leads that you can provide will be greatly appreciated Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2007 1:58 PM 

robinbayou@ema~l, unc.edu 

Fwd: Facul~ and Administra’6ve Positions in Humanities 

..... Forwarded message licom amccarthy@academickeys.com ..... 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2007 23:07:11 -0500 (EST) 
From: Andrea McCarthy <amccalthy@academickeys corn> 

Reply-To: amccarthy@academickeys.com 
Subj ect: Faculty and A&ninistrative Positions in Humanities 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear PrnfessorRegester, 

This month’ s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for ttumanities 
features 90 faculty openings, 11 senior administrative positions, 
and 6 Post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education 

Issue: Humanities 11/08/07 

Circulation: 26,400 

A discipline specific version nfthis e-flier is also distributed. If 
you are interested in that version, please visit our site: 
www.academickeys.com 

POST YOUR JOB A]x’NOI_JNCfiMF.NT 

Add your department’ s positions to our next e-Flier, where 94% of the 
top 100 institutes in the US advertise their positions: 

http:i/tlumanities.AcademicKeys.com/client login.php?tag HU88071108 

APPLICANTS: 

Build a *raultimedia portfolio* and send your papers, presentations, 
video and pictmes along with your resume, cover letter and statements 
to anyone with an e-mail address[ Learn more or get started now, it’s 
free! 

http :i/w~vw. ac ademicke¥ s. c orrdall/multimedia, php 

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS: 

NEW! - Dean - College of Social Sciences, Math and Education 
N/A 
Univcrsity of Tampa 
Tampa, FL 
Date Posted: Oct. 24th, 2007 

httl~:/isocialsciences.AcademicKevs.corrdredirect.php? 12422-HU88071108 

Dean, College of Social Sciences 
Social Science 
Loyola Universi~z New Orleans 
New Orleans, LA 
Date Posted: Oct. 3rd, 2007 

http ://socialsciences Aca demicKe ,vs.com/redirect.php ? 11932-HU88071108 

NEW’. - DEAN. COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS 
College of Arts and Letters, Dean’s Office 
Columbus State Umversity 
Columbus, GA 
Date Posted: Oct 29th, 2007 

http://humanities Aca demicKeys.com/redirect php ? 12494-HU88071108 

Dean, School of Cormnunication, Information and Library Studies 
School of Communication, Information and Library Studies 
Rutgers, The State University Of Ne~v Jersey 
New Blamswick, NJ 
Date Posted: Oct. 3rd, 2007 



http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?11907-t]U88071108 

Dean, College of Humanities and Natural Science 
Humanities and Natural Science 
Loyola Umversity New Orleans 
New Orleans, LA 
[)ate Posted: Oct 3rd, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 11930-HU88071108 

DEAN OF INSTRUCTION HUMANITIES 
HL%¢IANITIES 
Mt. Hood Community College Gresham, OR 
Date Posted: Sep. 6th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 11347-HU88071108 

NEW[ - Assistant Dean for Administration 
Graduate School of Liberal Studies 
Hamline Univcr si~" 
St. Paul, MN 
Date Posted: Oct. 18th, 2007 

httr~:/iadministration.AcademicKevs.com,’redirect.ph~?12305-HU88071108 

Associate Dean for Graduate Studies and Research 
Graduate 
Universi~- of Great Falls 
Great Falls, NIT 
Date Posted: Oct. 9th, 2007 

http://administration AcademicKe ,vs.com/redirect.php? 12072-HU88071108 

Dean, College of Humanities and Natural Science 
Humanities and Natural Science 
Loyola University New Orleans 
New- Orleans, LA 
Date Posted: Oct 3rd, 2007 

http://administration.AcadelnicKeys.cona/redirect.php? 11936-HU88071108 

Executive Vice President and Provost 
Office of the President 
University of Nevada, Reno 

Reno, NV 
Date Posted: Sep 16th, 2007 

http://administration AcademicKevs.com/redirect.php? 11506-HU88071108 

Head of Department of Humanities 

Department of Humanities 

Qatar University 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Jul. 5th, 2007 

http:i/administration.AcademicKe~/s.corn/redirect.php?lO756-IlU88071108 

ACADEX/2[C POSITION S: 

NEW! - Assistant Professor (Libra," Science) 
Curriculmn and Instruction 

Tennessee Tech Universi~ 
Conkeville, ~IN 
Date Posted: Nov’. 5th, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKe~/s.com/redirectphp?12684-HU88071108 

NEW! - Assistant Professor 
Human Sep¢ices 

Western Washington University 

Bellingham, WA 

Date Posted: Nov. 1st, 2007 

http:/isocialsciences.AcaderaicKevs.corr~redirect.php? 12627-HU88071108 

NEW! - Assistant/Associate Professor - World History/Geography 
School of Education and Social Sciences 

ROBERT MORRIS L2NIVERSITY 
Moon Township, PA 
Date Posted: Oct. 30th, 2007 



http://socialsciences.AcademicKeys.com/redirect.php? 12544-HU88071108 

NEW[ - Chair 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Universib" of Guelph 
Guelph, ON 
Canada Date Posted: Oct. 22nd, 2007 

httl~ :/isocialsciences.AcaderaicKe,~’s.corrVredir ect.l~hp ? 12355-HU88071108 

NEW[ - Assistant Professor 
Environmental Studies 
Uni-,~ersity of California, Santa Barbara 
Santa Barbara, CA 
Date Posted: Oct. 22rid, 2007 

http ://socialsciences Aca demicKe ,vs.com/redirect.php ? 12378-HU88071108 

NEW’. - Assistant Professor 
Sociology and Anthropology 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, NC 
Date Posted: Oct 18th, 2007 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad emicKe,~’s.colrgredirect php ? 12249-HU88071108 

Professor or Associate Professor 
Legal Studies 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst 
An~herst, MA 
Date Posted: Oct. 5th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences Aca demicKevs.com/redirect.php ? 12005-HU88071108 

Endowed Chairs and Faculty Positions in Sustainability 
Provost Office 
Michigan Technological University 
Houghton, MI 
[)ate Posted: Oct. 2nd, 2007 

http ://socialsciences. AcademicKeys. corn/redirect php ? 11901 -HU88071108 

Latina/o Studies 
American Studies 
University of Alabama 
Tuscaloosa, AL 
[)ate Posted: Sep 29th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKe ~vs.con’gredirect.php ? 11825-t]1J88()71108 

Assistant Professor 
Anthropology 
Wichita State University 
Wichita, KS 
[)ate Posted: Sep. 28~h, 2007 

http ://socialsciences.AcademicKeys.con~/redirect.php ?11792-HU88071108 

Extension Associate 
School of Human EcoloE~" 
LSU AgCenter 
Baton Rouge 
Date Posted: Sep. 25th, 2007 

http :/isocialsciences.AcaderrlicKe,~’s.corrVredir ect.php ? 11703-HU88071108 

AS SISTAiX~2 PROFES SORS 
GRADY COLLEGE OF JOL~NALISM AND MASS COMMLrNKCATION 
L~Tv’ERSITY OF GEORGL~_ 
ATHENS, GA 
Date Posted: Sep. 24th, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.con~/redirect.t~hl~?11673-HU88071108 

FACI~-L TY POSITION IN SYSTEM DYNAMICS 
Management Science Area 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, _’viA 
Date Posted: Sep. 21st, 2007 



http ://socialsciences AcademicKe,vs.congredirect.php ? 11638-t]U88071108 

Assistant Professor 
Women and Gender Studies 
The University of Colorado - Boulder 
Boulder, CO 
Date Posted: Sep. 21st, 2007 

http ://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.com/redirect.php ?11650-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor, Tenure-track. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
(EC%)/EARLY LN2~RVENTION 

Httman Development and Family Studies 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, CO 
Date Posted: Sep. 14th, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.com/redirect.php? 11493-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor, Child and Family Studies 
Child and Family Studies 
The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, TN 
Date Posted: Sep. 10th, 2007 

httl~ :/isocialsciences. AcadermcKevs. corraledit ect.1)ho ? 11409-HU88071108 

Assistant/Associate Professor 
College of Education 
Aub~n University 
Auburn, AL 
Date Posted: Sep 6th, 2007 

http ://socialsci ences AcademicK ev, s. com/redirect.php ?113 71-HU88071108 

Associate Professor 
SociologT and Criminal Justice 
Saint Louis Universi~z 
St. Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Aug 7th, 2007 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad emicKeys.colr~redirect php ? 11010-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor 

Sociology and Criminal Justice 

Saint Louis University 

St Louis, MO 

Date Posted: Aug. 7th, 2007 

http ://socialsci ences AcademicK evs. com/redirect.php ?11011-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor 
Sociolog3, and Criminal Justice 
Saint Louis University St. Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Aug. 7th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKe,vs.congredirect.php ? 11012-t]U88071108 

Open Rank 
Anthropology 
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Jul. 31st, 2007 

http ://socialsciences. AcademicKeys. corn/redirect php ? 10938-HU88071108 

Assistant Prnfessor 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, CO 
[)ate Posted: Jul 19th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKeys.congredirect.php ? 10862-t]U88071108 

Tenure Track - Media & Society 
Media Studies 
Universi~" of San Francisco 
San Francisco, CA 
Date Posted: Jul. 2nd, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.com/redirect.php? 10723-HU88071108 



NEW! - Director, University Language Center 
Colloquy On Integrated Learning 
Zayed University 
Dubai 
United Arab Emirates [)ate Posted: Nov 7th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?12732-t]1388071108 

NEW! - Assistant, Associate and Full Professors - English Language 
Colloquy On Integrated Learning 
Zayed University 
Abu Dhabi and Dubai 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Nov. 7th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 12733-HU88071108 

NEW! - Assistant Professor of German and French 

Foreign Language 

Shenandoah University 

Winchester, VA 

Date Posted: Nov. 6th, 2007 

httl~:/ihumanities. Ac ademicKevs, c om/redirect.php ? 12710-HUB 8071108 

NEW[ - Assistant Professor 

Asian Pacific American Studies 

Arizona State University 

Tempe, AZ 

Date Posted: Nov. 5th, 2007 

http://humanities.Acad emicKeys com/redirect.php ? 12688-HU88071108 

NEW’. - Cox Family Visiting Scholar/Artist 
Center for Humanities and the Arts 
UniversitT of Colora do at B oulder 

Boulder, CO 
Date Posted: Nov. 1st, 2007 

http://humanities Aca demicKeys.com/redirect php ? 12624-HU88071108 

NE~V! - Instructors - English Language Center 

English Language Center 

Zayed Universi~z 

Abu Dhabi 

United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Oct. 31st, 2007 

http://humanities.Acad emicKevs com/redirect.php ? 12577-HU88071108 

NEW’. - Assistant Professor - Public Relations/Journalism 
School of Communications and Information Systems 

ROBERT MORRIS 12NI’~IRSITY 
Moon Township, PA 
Date Posted: Oct 30th, 2007 

http://humaniti es Ac ademicKey s. c am/redirect php ? 12531 -HUB 8071108 

NEW! - Assistant Professor - Communication 
School of Communications and Information Systems 

ROBERT MORRIS U~VERS~Y 
Moon Township, PA 
Date Posted: Oct. 30th, 2007 

http : //hmnanities.AcademicKey s com/redirect.php ?125 3 3-t ]1~88071108 

NEW! - Assistant Professor - Public Relations/Journalism 
School of Communications and INk~rmation Systems 

ROBERT MORRIS 12NI’~;RSITY 
Moon Township, PA 
Date Posted: Oct 30th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?12534-HU88071108 

NEW! - Assistant Professor - English Studies and Communications Skills 
School of Cormnunications and Information Systems 

ROBERT MORRIS U~!IVERSITY 
Moon Township, PA 
Date Posted: Oct. 30th, 2007 

http:/ihumanities.AcadernicKeys.com/redirect.php?12535-HU88071108 



NEW! - Post-Doctoral Fellows ’ 08 - ’ 09 Academic Year 

Committee on Global Thought 

Columbia Univcr si~" 

Now York, NY 

Date Posted: Oct. 26th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.com/’redirect, php ? 12469-HU88071108 

NEW! - Chair 
Department of English 
The Universib" of Memphis 
Memphis, TN 
Date Posted: Oct. 26th, 2007 

http://humanities Aca demicKeys.com/redirect php ? 12474-HU88071108 

NEW! - Assistant Professor - Linguistics (Tenure-Track) 
English and Communications 
Tennessee Tech University 

Cookeville, TN 
Date Posted: Oct. 26th, 2007 

http://humanities.Acad emicKeys com/redirect.php ? 12483-HU88071108 

NEW’. - Assistant Professor, Early U.S. History 
History 
University of Idaho 

Moscow, ID 
Date Posted: Oct 18th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKev s. com/redirect php ?122 89-HU88071108 

NEW! - 20th-Century U S History, Tenure track 

Department of History 

Middlebury College 

Middleb ury, VT 

Date Posted: Oct. 17th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?12258-tK388071108 

NEW! - Modem Chinese History, Tenure Track 

Department of History 

MJddlebury College 

Maddlebury, VT 

[)ate Posted: Oct 17th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?12259-HU88071108 

NEW! - Assistant Professor (Tenure-Track)of German 
Foreign Languages 
Tennessee Tech University 
Cookeville, TN 
Date Posted: Oct. ] 7th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?12291-tK388071108 

"N-fixAT[ - Spanish Instructor, Tenure-Track 
Foreign Languages 
Tennessee Tech Universi~" 
Cookeville, TN 
Date Posted: Oct. 17th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys.com/’redirect, php ? 12290-HU88071108 

NEW! - Tenure-track Assistant Professor in 19th Century American 
Literature and Cultuxal Studies 

English/Cultural Studies 
Claremont Graduate University 
Claremont, CA 
Date Posted: Oct. 17th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys.com/’redirect, php ? 12270-HU88071108 

NEW! - Assistant Professor of English in Renaissance Drarna Including 
Shakespeare 
English 
Universi~- of Oklahoma 
Norman, OK 
Date Posted: Oct. 16th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?12237-HU88071108 



Nt~;W! - English, Tenure ’]?rack Latino/Latlna Literature 

English 

Umversity of St. Thomas 

St Paul, N/fN 
[)ate Posted: Oct. 16th, 2007 

http://hmnanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?12218-t]1~-88071108 

Assistant Professor - English Education 
English and Jouxnalism 

Western Illinois Universi~ 
Macomb, IL 
Date Posted: Oct. 12th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php?12188-HU88071108 

Media, Language, and Digital YVriting 
Humanities 
New Jersey h~stitute of Technology 
Newark. NJ 
Date Posted: Oct. 10th, 2007 

httl~:/ihumanities. Ac ademicKevs, c om/redirect.php ? 12073 -HUB 8071108 

Assistant Professor 
Romance Languages 
The University of Nolth Carolina at Greensboro 

Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Oct. 10th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKey s c om/redirect.php ? 12119-HUB 8071108 

Associate/Full Professor 
English 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Greensboro 

Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Oct 10th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?12121-HU88071108 

Tenure-Track Assistant Professor 
Wolnen’s Studies Department University- of Massachusetts Boston Boston, MA 
Date Posted: Oct. 10th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKevs com/redirect.php?12077-HU88071108 

Faculty--Business, Engineering, Science, and English/Literature 
Dubai Aerospace Enterprise University 
Dubai Aerospace Enterprise Universi~z 
Dubai 
United Arab Emirates [)ate Posted: Oct. 2nd, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?l 1886-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor 
t{nglsh 
~I1qe Universi~ of North Carolina at Greensboro 

Greensboro, NC 
[)ate Posted: Sep 28th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?l 1798-t]1388071108 

Assistant Professor 
Englsh 
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Greensboro, NC 
[)ate Posted: Sep. 28th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?l 1799-HU88071108 

Assistant/Associate Professor 
African American Studies/Women & Gender Studies 
Trle University" of North Carolina at Greensboro 

Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Sep. 28th, 2007 

http:/ihumanities. Ac ademicKey s. c om/redirect.php ? 11800-HUB 8071108 

Assistant Professor - Latin Literature 



Classical Studies 
Wellesley College 
Wellesley, MA 
Date Posted: Sep. 27th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?l 1735-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor -MaterialCulture 
Classical Studies 
Wellesley College 
Wellesley, M A 
Date Posted: Sep. 27th, 2007 

http : //t~umanities.AcademicKey s. com/redirect.php ?117 3 7-HU88071108 

ACADEMIC VISITOR 

Institute for the Stu@ of the Ancient World 
NEW YORK L~-NIVERSITY 
NEW YORK, NY 
Date Posted: Sep. 27th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 11767-HU88071108 

FACU~L TY POSITION 
Institute for the Study of the Ancient World 

NEW YORK U~rIVERSITY 
NEW YORK, NY 
Date Posted: Sep. 27th, 2007 

http:/ihumanities. Ac aderuicKey s. c om/redirect.php ? 11754-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor - American Studies 
American Studies 
Wellesley College 
Wellesley, 
Date Posted: Sep 26th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKey s c omiredirect.php ? 11724-HU88071108 

Newhouse Professor/¥Vriter-in-Residence English Department/Newhouse 
Humanities Center Wellesley College 

Wellesley, 
Date Posted: Sep 24th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKey s c omiredirect.php ? 11668 -HU88071108 

Program Director 

Religious Studies 

University of Oklahoma 

Norman, OK 

Date Posted: Sep. 21st, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?l 1652-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor (Tenure-Track) of ttisto® 
ttistory 
Tennessee Tech University 
Cookeville, TN 
Date Posted: Sep 20th, 2007 

http://hmnanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?11609-t]U88071108 

Assistant Professor English Education 

Department of English and Modem Languages 

I,ongwood 12niversi~ 

Farmville, VA 

[)ate Posted: Sep. 20th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?l 1612-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor 
>~anerican Studies and Ethnicity 
Umversity of Southern California 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Sep. 20th, 2007 

http:/ihumanities. Ac aderuicKcy s. c om/redirect.php ? 11605 -HUB 8071108 

Full-Time Facul)- Member in Program of Mass Communication 
Mass Cormnunication 
United Arab Emirates University 



AI Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Sep. 19th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?l 1596-HU88071108 

t"u[1-Time Facul~" Member in Program of Philosophy 
Philosophy 
United Arab ]~;mirates Universi~ 
A1 Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Sep. 19th, 2007 

http:/ihumanities. Ac ademicKe¥ s. c om/redirect.php ? 11598 -HUB 8071108 

Full-Time Faculty- Member in Program of Translation 
Translation Study 
United Arab Emirates Uni-,~ersity 
A1 Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Sep. 19th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 11590-HU88071108 

Full-Time Faculty Member in Program of English Literature 
English Literature 

United Arab Emirates Universi~" 
A1 Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Sep. 19th, 2007 

htt~:/ihumanities. Ac aderaicKevs, c om/redirect.l~hl) ? 11592-HU88071108 

Full-Time Faculty- Member in Program of General and Applied Linguistics 
General and Applied Linguistics 
United Arab Emirates University 
A1 Ain 
United Arab Emh-ates Date Posted: Sep 19th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKe¥ s c omiredirect.php ? 11593 -HUB 8071108 

Full-Time Faculty 2viember in Program of History (Including Asian) 
History 
United Arab Emirates University 
A1 Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Sep. 19th, 2007 

http://humanities Aca demicKeys.com/redirect php ? 11594-HU88071108 

Open Ral~ 
History 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Sep 18th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKev s c omiredirect.php ? 11566-HU88071108 

Composition and Rhetoric 
English and Comparative Literature 
San Jose State Universi~ 
San Jose, CA 
[)ate Posted: Sep. 18th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?l 1549-HU88071108 

()pen Rank 
ttistory 

~ihe Universi~ of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Greensboro, NC 
[)ate Posted: Sep 18th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?11568-t]U88071108 

Japanese Literature 
Foreign Language 
San Jose State Universi~ 
San Jose, CA 
Date Posted: Sep. 18th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 11550-HU88071108 

Creative Arts 
Humanities Department 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, CA 



[)ate Posted: Sep 18th, 2007 

http://hmn anities. Ac ademicKey s c om/redirec t.php ? l 1551 -tKJ88071108 

Computatinna] Linguistics 
Linguistics & Language Development 
San Jose State Universi~ 
San Jose, CA 
Date Posted: Sep. 18th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 11552-HU88071108 

Tesol/Applied Linguistics 
Linguistics & Language Development 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, CA 
Date Posted: Sep. 18th, 2007 

http:/ihumanities. Ac ademicKe¥ s. c om/redirect.php ? 11553 -HUB 8071108 

Assistant Professor, Tenure-track 
History 
Skidmore College 
Saratoga Springs, NY 
Date Posted: Sep. 14th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKevs.comiredirect, pho ? 11471-HU88071108 

Dhector of the Program in the Humanities and Human Values 
Humanities and Human Values 
Uinversity of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 
Date Posted: Sep. 12th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?11448-HU88071108 

Lectm-er in Studies in Religion (Level B 05 FTE) 

School of Letters, Arts and Media 
The University of Sydney 
Sydney 
Australia Date Posted: Sep. 10th, 2007 

http : //humanities.AcademicKey s com/redirect.php ?11402-HU88071108 

Chair in the Stu@ of Contempora~z Japan 
International Institute 
UCLA 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Sep. 4th, 2007 

http://humanities Aca demicKevs.com/redirect php ? 11316-HU88071108 

Assistant/Associate Professor, Art Historian 
Department of Art CUNY Hunter College 

New York, NY 
Date Posted: Aug 31st, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?l 1292-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor (term) 
Rhetoric and Composiuon 
University of San Francisco 
San Francisco, CA 
Date Posted: Aug. 30th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?11239-tKJ88071108 

Assistant Professor 
Classical Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Aug. 30th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?l 1257-HU88071108 

Department Chair 
African American and African Studies 
The Ohio State University 
Colmnbus, OH 
Date Posted: Aug. 21st, 2007 



http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?l 1143-t]U88071108 

Adwmced Assistant/Associate Professorship 
Women and Gender Studies 
University of CA - Davis 
Davis, CA 
Date Posted: Aug. 15th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 11091-HU88071108 

Slavery in the Aracricas 
History 
Washington University in St. Louis 
St. Louis, _’rio 
Date Posted: Jul. 24th, 2007 

http:/ihumanities.AcaderaicKeys.com/redirect.php?10888-HU88071108 

Senior Position in Modern Judaism 
Religious Studies 
University of California, Riverside 

Riverside, CA 
Date Posted: Jul. 18th, 2007 

htto://humanities.AcadcmicKevs.comiredirect.l~ho ? 10849-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor of Religion 
Religion and Philosophy 
Southwestern University- 
Georgetown, TX 
Date Posted: Juh 6th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?107 74-HU88071108 

Assistant Professor Religion and Philosophy 
South;vestern University 
Georgetown, TX 
Date Posted: Juh 6th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?107 7 5-HU88071108 

Professional Developer in History 
Institute for Learning (IFL) 
Umversi~z of Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Date Posted: Jun. 28th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKev s c omiredirect.php ? 10712-HUB 8071108 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS: 

Nt*;W! -Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Complexity Science 

CABI~,N Research Cluster, Said Business School 
University of ()x~rd 
Oxford 
United Kingdom Date Posted: Oct. 25th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKe,vs.comYredirect.php ? 12438-t]U88071108 

Post-Doctoral Fellow 

Center for International and Regional Studies 

Georgetown University School of Foreign Service in Qatar 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Oct 1 st, 2007 

http ://socialsciences.AcademicKeys.com/redirect php ? l 1830-HU88071108 

Postdoctoral Scholar in Autism Spectrum 

Koegel Autism Clinic, UCSB 

Universi~ of California, Santa Barbara 

Santa Barbara, CA 

[)ate Posted: Sep 13th, 2007 

http :/,,’socialsciences.AcaderaicKe’~’s.corr~redir ect.php ? 11453-HU88071108 

Post-doctorate 
Sociology- and Criminal Justice 
Saint Louis University St. Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Aug. 7th, 2007 



http ://socialsciences AcademicKe,vs.congredirect.php ? 11013-t]1J88071108 

NEW! - A. W. Mel]on Postdoctoral Fel]owship in Medieval Studies 
Medieval Institute 
University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame, IN 
[)ate Posted: Oct 30th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 12554-HU88071108 

Junior & Post-Doctoral Fellowship 
Fox Center for Humanistic Inquir~" 
EmolN University 
Atlanta, GA 
Date Posted: Oct. llth, 2007 

http:/ihumanities. Ac aderuicKc¥ s. c om/redirect.php ? 12139-HUB 8071108 

Change yo~ email/subscribe directly: 

Do you need to update your email irtfomxation with us’.’ Proceed to the 
following page: 

htt~:i/www.academickevs.com,’all/user chan~e email.~h~ 

Did you receive this e-Flier from a colleague and would like to 
continue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Acaderuic Key-s? Please 
proceed to the following page: 

http:i/www, acaderaickevs.corr~all/subscribe.php 

UNSUB SCRIBE: 

This e-Flier was sent to the email address: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe from further e-Fliers 
and other correspondence from AcademicKeys corn, you 
must proceed to the following web page: 

http://AcademicKe,vs.corrJa ll/unsubscribe.php 

Copy EXACTLY the email address shown above into the 
fom~ on that page and submit the fom~. Your request 
to tmsubscribe will be processed within 24 hours 

We asstu-e you that we make evely’ attempt to honor requests 
to unsubscribe. Thank you for your patience! If you 
have any further comments or suggestions, please send an 
email to EmailUs@AcademicKeys corn 

Sincerely, 

Andrea McCarthy 
Academic Keys, LLC 
18 Dog Lane, Suite B 
Storrs, Connecticut 06268 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2007 2:03 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Dear Camille: Thanks for responding to my queW. Yes, I would love to 
meet so that we can discuss this further in person. I would like to 
meet tomorro~v after 2pm or on Friday. Let me know what works best for 
you Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
pa ssalac@email.uaac edu: 

Dear Ms Regester, 

would be interested in helping to edit your bibliography. 

I look forward to hearing ticom you. 

Sincerel,v, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2007 2:10 PM 

Jim Burr <jim@ntpress.ppb.utexas.e&~> 

Re: reader’s report 

Dear Editor Burr: This is just to follo~v up on my response to the 
reader’s report that I submitted by mail some time ago. "¢~qaenever you 
have a chance, please let me know if you have any new information to 
provide. Hope things are going well with you. Finally, thanks again for 
all of the assitance that you have provided. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Jim Burr <jim@utpress.ppb utexas.edu>: 

> Dear Charlene: 

> It ~vas good to meet you in Chicago. Once again, I am so very sorry 

> that you didn’t get this before. I’ve attached the report here as a 

> pdf Like I said, it’s a mixed review, so I’m curious to see what you 

> think about it. Once you’ve had a chance to read it and think about 

> it, can I have your official response to it? Indicate where you agree 

> with the reader and what changes you’ll make as a result, and where 

> you disagree and why. We want to give you as the author an equal 

> voice with the reviewer 

> Once I have your report, we can talk about how- to strategize our next steps. 

> Best, 

> JLrn 

> Jim Burr 

> tIumanities Editor 

> University of Texas Press 

>PO. Box 7819 

> Austin, TX 78713-7819 

> vox 512-471 ~4278 

> fax 512-232-7178 

> jim@utpress.ppb utexas.edu 

> www.utexaspress.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 25, 2007 2:02 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Bibliography Project 

Dear        YVhenever you have a chance, let me know how things are 
going. I look forward to hearing from you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting                         ~yahoo.com>: 

Dr. Regester, 

Unfortunately, I haven’t been able to devote as much 
time as I thought towards your bibliography project 
I’m certain I would be able to get a whole lot more 
done ifI ~vere able to work on it from home. Do you 
know if/how I can access the drive remotely? 

Thanks, 

--- regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear reco~nended you to selN’e as an 
>> editor for my 
>> bibliography project. If interested in this project, 
>> she agreed to 
>> trmn you However, before you consent we need to 
>> discuss the fact that 
>> most of the work will have to be completed in 
>> Manning Hall at the 
>> Institute ]2~r Research in the Socia[ Sciences as the 
>> lab stays open 
>> during the week ~til 9pro You will need to let me 
>> l~ow if this will 
>> work ~2~r you. Also, we will need to disucss the pay 
>> as I have paid grad 
>> students approx per hour But rather than charge 
>> by the hour, I 
>> prel~r to charge by the number of entries edited 
>> since most can edit 
>> some 50 entries within an how Therelk~re, I prel~r 
>> to pay      per 
>> 1,000 thousand entries. We can discuss this further 
>> by phone. MV cell 
>> phone is               Please call at your 
>> earliest convience so that 
>> we can discuss fwther by phone. ~Ihanks 12~r your 
>> interest in this 
>> project As I will need someone to start right away 
>> because my deadline 
>> of the October 30th is fast approaching. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regestcr 
>> 

Do You Yahoo~ ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoot Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.gahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2007 6:25 PM 

Justin Faerber @gmail.com> 

Re: White Mmfs Burden essay 

Dear Justin: Currently, I need someone to review two letters of 
recommendation and a revie~v of an essay that I have to submit to a 
journal. Previously, I had someone to edit these short pieces but she 
has since retired. Let me know if you are interested in these one page 
pieces as I generally prefer to rely on you for longer essays but I 
have not yet replaced an editor who can work on the small pieces. 
Please let me know your thoughts on this proposition. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Justin Faerber 

@gmail.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I am writing to you from my personal e-mail address at home, rather than my 
usual Duke account. I have attached to this message the edited version of 
your essay on ~Vhite Man’s Burden, which I found most interesting. Thank you 
for the opportuni~ to work on it. As usual, I have used Macrosoft Word’s 
track changes feature so that you can see all of my changes, large and 
small. (My questions and suggestions to you appear in the comments field.) 
You can then accept or reject them one by one or collectively by going under 
the Tools menu and selecting track changes ~[’you would like to view the 
edited version with my changes already incorporated, simply select "Final" 
(as opposed to "Final Showing Mark-up") under the the track changes menu. 
Please let me l~ow if you have any trouble with the attachment or viewing my 
edits 

As we discussed, I have inserted endnotes where needed, including as much 
information as was available from the text and telling you ~vhat was missing 
(sometimes entire references, sometimes just a date, publisher, or page 
number). Again, please let me know if you have any questions. E-mail is 
probably best, but if you need to reach me by phone, my number is 

Because this project was relatively short in comparison to some others, I 
have not included a separate ~2~rma[ invoice but I can do so if you like. 
Please send a check :[’or                           to my home address: 

I appreciate your g~ving the opportunity to edit this interesting essay 
Please feel free to pass along my contact information to any of your 
colleagues who may have similar editorial needs in the future. 

Best wishes, 
Justin 

P.S. You will notice that the conwnents come up labeled RI1, RI2, etc. This 
is simply because I was working on ray wife’s laptop. Her name initials are 
"RI," and so the default user name and initials are hers. Just FYI. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2007 9:19 AM 

carterE@email.mis~uri.edu 

Editing Services 

Dear E. Suzarme Carter: recommended that I 
contact you regarding your editorial services. Currently, I have a few 
small pieces -- two letters of recon~aendation and a review- that I would 
like for you to edit for me. In the future, I may have longer essays 
but for now I only have these short pieces. Please let me kno~v if you 
are available and are willing to work with me We cari discuss the 
amount and forms of paper once you let me know if you are available 
Thanks much for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from 
you soon Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2007 9:25 AM 

ca(terE@mis~uri.edu 

Editing Services 

Dear E. Suzalme Carter: Currently, I am seeking editorial ser,Aces. 
recommended that I contact you. I have two 

letters of recommendation and a review that I will need to submit in 
the next couple of weeks. In the future, I may have longer essays but 
for now I only have a few- short pieces. Please let me know- if you will 
be available to assist me. Once you make a decision we can then discuss 
the amount and methods of payment. Thanks much for your consideration 
and I look forward to hearing Iicom you in the near future Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2007 2:28 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Editing Services 

Dear Susanne: Thanks for your qick reply. Yes, ~ve can do a trial run 
and I ~vill send you some of my material as soon as possible. Please 
note that I do not use the tool bar (track changing) and find it 
difficult to navigate. You can expect to hear tlcom me soon. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I’d be glad to help. My rate is    per hour. If you want to do a 
trial mn before we make a cormmtment, please send me something to 
edit. Do you use the editing toolbar? 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regesterCJ)email nnc edu] 
Sent: Tue 11/27/2007 8:24 AM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
Subject: Editing Services 

Dear E Suzanne Carter: Currently, I am seeking editorial services 
recommended that I contact you. I have two 

letters of recommendation and a review that I will need to submit in 
the next couple of weeks. In the future, I may have longer essays but 
for now I only have a few short pieces. Please let me know if you will 
be available to assist me. Once you make a decision we can then discuss 
the amount and methods of payment. Thanks much for your consideration 
and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday November 28 2007 2:34 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Re: Bibliography Project 

Dear         Please let me know when you would like to meet to pick up 
th4e articles. I will be on campus today until 8pm which is Wednesday. 
Call me on my cell phone. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting                         ~yahoo corn>: 

> He?- Dr. Regester, 
> 

> Things are ok. I was able to access the data remotely 
> last week and am working on Biblio #11. 
> 

> I have noticed that there is some information missing 
> (keywords, notes, etc) and have filled in the blanks 
> wherever I can. However, there’s information that I’m 
> unable to complete and ~vill need copies of the 
> articles. 
> 

> I hope I’ll have some time tomorrow- to call you so we 
> can set tap a time for me to get those articles. 
> Meanwhile, I’ll continue making notes of which records 
> need tu be corrected ur cump]eted. 
> 

> 

> @era ail un c edu wrute: 
> 

>> Dear Whenever yuu have a chance, let me knuw 
>> how things are 
>> guing. I luuk forward to hearing frum you. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting @yahou.com>: 
>> 

>> > Dr. Regester, 

>> > Unfurtunately, I haven’t been able to devute as 
>> much 
>> > time as I thuught tuwards your bibliugraphy 
>> pruject. 
>> > I’m certain I wuuld be able to get a whule lot 

>> > done if I were able tu work un it frum home Du 

>> > knuw if/huw I can access the drive remotely? 

>> > Thanks, 

>> > @email.unc.edu ~vrote: 

>> >> editor for my 
>> >> bibliography project. If interested in this 

>> >> she agreed to 
>> >> train you. However, before you consent we need to 
>> >> discuss the fact that 
>> >> most of the work will have to be completed in 
>> >> Manning Hall at the 
>> >> Institute for Research in the Social Sciences as 
>> the 
>> >> lab stays open 
>> >> during the week until 9pm. You will need to let 

>> >> know/[’this will 
>> >> ~vork for you. Also, we will need to disucss the 
>>pay 
>> >> as I have paid grad 
>> >> students approx per hour. But rather than 
>> charge 
>> >> by the hour, I 
>> >> prefer to charge by the number of entries edited 
>> >> since most can edit 
>> >> some 50 entries within an hour Therefore, I 
>> prefer 
>> >> to pay     per 
>> >> 1,000 thousand entries. We can discuss this 
>> further 
>> >> by phone. My cell 
>> >> phone is Please call at your 
>> >> earliest convience so that 
>> >> we can discuss further by phone. Thanks for your 
>> >> interest in this 



>> >> prc~iect. As I will need someone to start right 

>> >> because m?’ deadline 
>> >> or’the October 30th is fast approaching 
>> Sincerely, 
>> >~ Charlene Regester 

>> > Do You Yahoo! ’.’ 
>> > Tired of spare? Yahoo[ Mail has the best spare 
>> protection around 
>> > http://mail.~,~ahoo.com 

> Be a better sports nut[ Let your teams follow you 
> with Yahoo Mobile. Tts~ it now. 
> http :i/mobile.yahoo. COlrlispolt s;~vlt=At9 qDKvtAbMuh 1G 1SOtBI7ntAc J 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2007 2:37 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: Ruby Dee qnestion 

Dear Tim: All I know is that when I was invited to eat with her at the 
Carolina Inn, I ~vas enrolled in the RTVMP Department. It is possible 
that the black professor in this department Dr. Bishetta Merritt now 
Chair of Communication Studies at Howard Universi~ might have been 
responsible for bringing her to the campus. Also, Chuck Stone who is 
from her generation might have some personal connections to her. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tjml@email.unc.edu: 

> hiDr. R-- 

Hope your semester is ending well. The MLK committee is bringing 
Ruby Dee to campus and ~ve were trying to figure out is she has any 
connections on campus. Do you remember who brought her to L~NC last 
time (and when that was?) An?’ help would be greatly appreciated. 

take care 

-Tim 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2007 5:27 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Editing Services 

Dear Susanne: Thanks for your response. I ~vork in African & 
Afro-American Studies. Hopefully, I ~vill be able to send you something 
tomolTow. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susalme" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

In lieu of the toolbar, I can highlight (in color) changes that I 
suggest and also send you a version with no highlighting, if that 
will work I work wit2a all kinds of writers who use various tools so 
I have no problem being flexible In what department do you teach at 
UNC? 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester@email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Wed 11/28/2007 1:28 PM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Su~iect: RE: Editing Services 

Dear Susarme: Thanks for your qick reply. Yes, we can do a trial run 
and I will send you some of my material as snnn as possible. Please 
note that I do not use the tool bar (track changing) and find it 
difficult to navigate. You can expect to hear from me snnn. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> I’d be glad to help. My rate is per hour If you want to do a 
>> trial mn before we make a commitment, please send me something to 
>> edit. Do you use the editing toolbar? 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tue 11/27/2007 8:24 AM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: Editing Set, rices 
>> 

>> Dear E. Suzanne Carter: Currently, I am seeking editorial sep~ices. 
>>                       recommended that I contact you. I have t~vo 
>> letters of recormnendation and a review that I will need to submit in 
>> the next couple of ~veeks. In the future, I may have longer essays but 
>> for now I only have a fe~v short pieces. Please let me know if you will 
>> be available to assist me. Once you make a decision ~ve can then discuss 
>> the araom~t and methods of payment. Thanks much for your consideration 
>> and I look for~vard to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely-, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2007 10:33 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Bibliography Project 

Dear        I will have these folders ready for you today at 3:30. 
Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@yahoo.cam>: 

I looked at the data set for Biblio #11 and it looks 
like most of the alticles I’ll need ~vere ficom 
California Eagle, Janua~z through May of 1937 

Thanks. I’ll see you later 

~email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear        Please let me know when you would like 
>> to meet to pick up 
>> th4e articles. I will be on campus today until 8pm 
>> which is Wednesday. 
>> Call me on my cell phone Thanks much Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting @yahoo.cam>: 
>> 

>> > Hey Dr Regester, 

>> > Things are ok I was able to access the data 

>> > last week and am working on Biblin ��11 

>> > I have noticed that there is some in]f~rmation 
>> missing 
>> > (keywords, notes, etc) and have filled in the 
>> blanks 
>> > wherever I can. However, there’s m[’ormation that 
>> I’m 
>> > unable to complete and will need copies of the 

>> > articles 

>> > I hope I’ll have some time tomorrow to call you so 

>> > can set up a time for me to get those articles. 
>> > Meamvhile, 1’11 continue making notes of which 

>> > need to be corrected or completed 

>> ~ @eraaihunc.edu wrote: 

>> >> Dear \Vhenever you have a chance, let me 
>> know 
>> >> how things are 
>> >> going. I look fot~ard to hearing from you. 
>> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> >> Quoting                         @yahoo.cam>: 

>> >> > Dr. Regestor, 

>> >> > Unfortunately, I haven’t been able to devote as 

>> >> > time as I thought towards your bibliography 

>> >> > rm certain I would be able to get a whole lot 

>> >> > done ifI were able to work on it from home. Do 

>> >> > know if/how I can access the drive remotely? 

>> >> > Thartks, 

>> >> > @emaihunc edu wrote: 

>> >> >> Dear recommended you to ser~,e 

>> >> >> bibliography project. If interested in this 

>> >> >> train you. Ho;vever, before you consent ;ve need 

>> >> >> discuss the fact that 
>> >> >> most of the work will have to be completed in 



>> >> >> Marming Hall at the 
>> >> >> Institute for Research in the Social Sciences 

>> >> the 
>> >> >> lab stays open 
>> >> >> during the week unti] 9pm You wi]l need to 
>> 

>> >> >> l,mow if this will 
>> >> >> work for you. Also, we will need to disucss 
>> the 
>> >> pay- 
>> >> >> as I have paid grad 
>> >> >> students approx pet horn. But rather than 
>> >> charge 
>> >> >> by the hour, I 
>> >> >> prefer to charge by the number of entries 
>> edited 
>> >> >> since most can edit 
>> >> >> some 50 entries within an ho~tr. Therefore, I 
>> >> prefer 
>> >> >> to pay-     per 
>> >> >> 1,000 thousand entries. We can discuss this 
>> >> further 
>> >> >> by phone. My cell 
>> >> >> phone is               Please call at your 
>> >> >> earliest convience so that 
>> >> >> we can discuss fmther by phone. Thanks for 
>> your 
>> >> >> interest in this 
>> >> >> project. As I will need someone to s~art right 

>> >> >> because ray deadline 
>> >> >> of the October 30th is fast approaching. 
>> >> Sincerely, 
>> >> >> Charlene Regester 

>> >> > Do You Yahoo’.? 
>> >> > Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam 
>> >> protection around 
>> >> > http://mail yahoo corn 

>> > Tamala M. Grissett 

>> > Be a better sports nut[ Let your teams follow you 
>> > with Yahoo Mobile. ’Fry it now. 

>http://mobiIe.yahoo.com/sports: ylt At9 qDKvtAbMuhlG1SOtBITntAcJ 

> Tamala M. Grissett 

> B; a better pen {al 

> Text or chat with friends inside Yahoo! Mail. See how. 
> http://overview.mail.yahoo.com/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2007 12:51 PM 

Faison, Christopher D <chris faison@unc.edu> 

Re: Hi there 

Dear Chris: You are welcome to meet with me on Tuesday. My class ends 
at 12:15 and I could meet between this time and 3:30 when my next class 
starts. However, if you decide to meet ~vith me, I will be located in 
Davis Library on flae 8th floor, Can-ell 8026 Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Chris Faison <chris faison@unc.edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

Hi there Sorry we missed you today. We weren’t able to get by like 
we planned, so we can try for another time I know that the semester 
is coming to an end, so just let me know of a time convenient for you. 

Look forward to talking to you, 

Chris 

>> 

>> regester@email.unc.edu ~vrote: 
>>> Dear Chris: Yes, I will be in my office on Thursday between 12:30 
>>> and 1:30. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Chris Faison 

>>> <chris faison@unc.edu>: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2007 12:54 PM 

Bazemore, Meredith H <meredith home@unc.edw~ 

Re: Merit scholax selection 2008-2009 

Dear Meredith: Thanks for your quick reply I will call later today or 
next ~veek -- my plate is quite full. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Meredith Home <meredithhome@unc. edu >: 

> Hi Charlene- 
> 

> Thanks. You can read ~vhenever is convenient for you on Friday I can 
> tell Dave when you’ll be there, so your files will be ready, and then 
> you can read as long as you need to. My phone number is 962-9494. 
> 

> Thanks- 
> 

> Meredith 
> 

> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Meredith: Sorry, I got my dates coN’used. I am willing to do 
>> this next Friday -- a week from today which is December 7th. Please 
>> give me your phone number and I will call just to get a relicesher 
>> about the process Thanks much. Also, please indicate the time 
>> because it seems that it took me a lot lunger than ! had expected 
>> the last time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting Meredith Home 

>> <meredith horne@unc edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene- 
>>> 

>>> I have the 3rd as a Monday. I)u yuu mean Mun&u, Dec 3rd ur Friday, 
>>> Dec 7th. Ifyuu want to give me a call, I’m happy to do a little 
>>> refresher un the ratings, but basically you will be reading 25 
>>> files, and just need to rank them 1-25. Yuu’ll base that on the 
>>> essay respunses, activities, what impact yuu think they would have 
>>> un campus, etc From the rankings of everyune, we’ll determine how 
>>> many sluts tu invite 

>>> Thanks again- and j ust let me know what date and what time you 
>>> anticipate being at Admissions. 

>>> Meredith 

>>> regester@emai[.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> [)ear Meredith: It seems that Friday, December 3rd wuuld be a guod 
>>>> day for me. Please let me know the time and [ucation. You might 
>>>> need to refresh my memory abuut the rating prucess but I do 
>>>> vaguely remember how this was conducted. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>> Regester Quoting Meredith Horne <meredithhorne@anc.edu>: 

>>>>> It would be great to have you read. I’m short of readers, but I 
>>>>> think I’m ok on group leaders. If you can tell me dates/times 
>>>>> you’d like to read between Ded 3rd-Dec 14th that would be 
>>>>> wonderful. That~k you[ 

>>>>> Meredith 

>>>>> regester@email.~c.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Meredith: I might be available to review the applications 
>>>>>> as I did in the past but the January 25th date coincides with a 
>>>>>> conference that I plan to attend. I think this is what happened 
>>>>>> as well previously. Let me know if this will help you in any 
>>>>>> way. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Meredith Home 

>>>>>> <meredith horne@unc.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Charlene- 

>>>>>>> Hope your semester is going well. I am writing to see if you’d 
>>>>>>> be interested in participating again this year in our merit 
>>>>>>> scholar selection process. I l~mw you were unable to be a group 
>>>>>>> leader last year, and I was hoping you’d be able to be a part 
>>>>>>> of the readings and discussions for our new class. The reading 
>>>>>>> dates for deadline 1 are dec 3rd-dec 14th (anytime bet~veen 8-5 
>>>>>>> over in Admissions to read 25 files again), and the first 
>>>>>>> scholar day is Jan 25th I am really short of readers and 
>>>>>>> leaders, so if you can palticipate, it would be a great help. 

>>>>>>> Mere&th 

>>>>>>> Meredith A Home 
>>>>>>> Assistant Director, Scholars Recruitment Program 



>>>>>>> Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 
>>>>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>> (919~62-9494 
>>>>>>> meredith home@uric edu 

>>>>> Meredith A Home 
>>>>> Assistant Director, Scholars Recruitment Program 
>>>>> Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 
>>>>> lj2NC-Chapel Hill 

>>>>> @19)962-9494 
>>>>> meredith horne@tmc.edu 

>>> Meredith A Home 
>>> Assistant Director, Scholars Recruitment Program 
>>> Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 
>>> UNto-Chapel Hill 
>>> (919)962-9494 

>>> meredith horne@mxc.edu 

> Meredith A Horne 
> Assistant Director, Scholars Recruitment Pl-ogram 
> Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> (919)962-9494 
> meredith horne@unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2007 12:34 PM 

Faison, Christopher D <chris faison@unc.edu> 

Re: Hi there 

Dear Chris: I will not hold office hours on Thursday. Currently, I will 
be in Davis LibraW for the next couple of days nearly all day Please 
give me a specific tune when you will come to my can-ell in Davis 
Libraly and I can be in place Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester oting Chris Faison <chris faison@unc.edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I came by today around 2:45 but must have missed you. I’ll tw to get 
by your office on Thursday if you’ll be around. 

Chris 

regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>> Dear Chris: You are welcome to meet with me on Tuesday My class 
>> ends at 12:15 and I could meet between this time and 3:30 when my 
>> next class starts. However, if you decide to meet with me, I will be 
>> located m Davis L~brary on the 8th floor, Carrel18026. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting Chris Faison <chris faison@unc.edu>: 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2007 12:35 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Dear Debby: This is okay and I will pick up the papers in the next few 
days. I have quite a bit going on and cannot come immediately. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Deborah Crowder 
<dacrowde@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Dr. Regester. This young one came in and said you said he needed 
to take the first test. I went ahead and gave it to him and he 
didn’t seem to tlfink he did very well. Hope that is ok. dc 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2007 12:36 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Fwd: 30 sites tbr you on Dorothy Dandridge’s 85th birthday 

Dear Vander: Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~aol.com: 

Dear Regester, 

Is this list of interest to you? It is of websites on Dandridge 

Will look fola~’ard to speaking with you again following the end of the 
semester. We have much to discuss ~ 

Sincerely, 
Vander 
----Forwarded Message ..... 

From: Abdul Alkalimat <mcworter@L~UC EDU> 
Sent: Nov 26, 2007 10:37 
To: H-AFRO -AM@H-ix.~T MSU EDU 
Subject: Re: 30 sites for you on Dorothy Dandridge’s 85th birthday 

From: Kathleen E. Bethel <kbethel@northwestemedu> 

>> Academic Blog Portal: 
>> http://www academicblo~s net/wikiiindex php/Main Pa~e 
>> 

>> ) 
>> African Americans at Miami (Maami U., Ox[~ord, Oil): a documentary history of 
>> African Americans at Miami using newspaper articles, photographs, and other 
>> media, http://www lib.muohio edu/afamhist/ 
>> 

>>/Black Agenda Report/: [quote] [n the fall of 2006, Glen Ford, Bruce Dixon, 
>> Margaret K~nberley and Leutisha Stills of (;BC Monitor le~ Black 

>>> which Ford had co-founded and edited since 2002, and launched Black Agenda 
eport. 

>> ht tp://w~v.blacka~endarepor t. corn/ 

>> Black Metropolis Research Consortium: [quote] an unincorporated 
>> Chicago-based 
>>> association of libraries, universities, and other archival 
>>> institutions with 
>> major holdings of materials that document ~frican American and African 

iasporic 
>> culture, history, and politics, with a specific focus on materials relating 

>> (~’hicago. 
>> http:i/www.blackmetropolisresearch.org/ 

>> ) 
>>/BSTMT: formerly Black Sports The Magazine, is now free. 
>> http:i/www.blacksportsthemagazine.com/ 

>> ) 
>> Center for Black Music Research: National Corfference on Black Music Research 
>> 2008, which will be held February 14-17 at the Palmer House Hotel in 
>> (~’hicago. 
>>> htt p://w~wz.colmn.edu/cbmricorfference2008/index.php. 

>> ) 
>> Charles Warner Pierce, 1867-1947: A digital exhibit from the collections of 

he 
>> Illinois Institute of Technology Archives, Chicago. Pierce is believed to be 

he 
>> first African Anrerican to receive a degree in Chemical Engineering. 
>> http:i/archives.iit.edv.’exhibitsipierce/index.html 

>> ) 
>> Chicago Science in The Ci~ 2007: [quote] two weeks of events designed to 
>> encourage Chicagoans to explore and experience the various fields of 

>> http://www chicagoscienceinthecitv.or~/index.html 

>> ) 
>> Civil Rights Project (UCLA): [quote] Our mission is to help renew the civil 
>> rights movement by bridging the worlds of ideas and action, to be a 

reeminent 
>> source of intellectual capital within that movement, and to deepen the 
>> understanding of the issues that must be resolved to achieve racial and 

thnic 
>> equity as society moves through the great transformation of the 21st 



>> http://www civilrightsproiect.ucla.edu/ 
>> 

>> ) 
>> Classical Theater of Harlem: co-founded by Christopher McElroen and Alfred 
>> Preisser in February of 1999. 
>> http ://www.classicalth eatreofharlem.or~/ 
>> 

>>/The Double-Bind Dilemma for Women in Leadership: Damned if You Do, 
>> Doomed if 
>>> You Don?t/, [48 pg pdf]: study by Catalyst, the non-profit organization 
> orking 
>> to advance opportunities for women and business. 
>> http://wwav.catalvstwomen.or~/filesifull/2007%20Double%20Bind.pdf 

>> ) 
>> Ella’s Daughters: a new network of activist wonren wurking in Ella Baker’s 
> radition. 
>> http:i/www.ellasdaughters.org/ 

>> ) 
>>/Equity- for Minority- Historians in the Academic History Workplace: A 
>> Guide to 
>>> Best Practices:/From the American Historical Association. 
>> http ://wxvw.historians.org/Perspectives/issues/2007/0710/0710proT. cfin 

>> ) 
>>/Exploring Girls’ Leadership/[30 pg. pdf]: frora the Girl Scout Research 
> nstitute. 
>>http://www.airlscouts.or~/research/publicationsiori~inal/exNorin~ ~irls leadershmpdf 

>> ) 
>> gangresearch.net: [quote] ...research on gangs to students, 
>> academics, public 
>>> officials, the media, and the general public., reposito~ for documents of 
> he 
>> Chicago Gang Histol~- Project. 
>> http ://gangresearch.net/ 

>> ) 
>> ,’Kaiser Health Disparities Report: A Weekly- Look at Race, Ethnicity and 
>> Health/://The Hemy’ J. Kaiser Family Foundation is a non-profit, private 
>> operating foundation focusing on the major health care issues facing the 
> ation. 
>> Is is not associated with Kaiser Pelrnanente or Kaiser Industries. 
>>http://wwwkaisernetwork.org/Dailyreports/rep disparities cfm 

>> ) 
>> Ledisi: performing the first single from her Vel-,ze Records debut, 
>/Alright/*. 
>> [KEB’s privilege to share a favorite songstress.] 
>> http ://uk.voutube com/watch?v ZO7D1 am7fP~) 

>> ) 
>> Literature and Culture of Francophone Africa and the Diaspora: Brown 
> niversity 
>> Libra~"s site linking to Internet resources: 
>> http ://dl.lib .bro~vn edu/francophone/ 

>> ) 
>> London, Sugar & Slavep)< new permanent exhibit at the Museum in Docklands 
> hat 
>> examines the ci~?s im’olvement in transatlantic slavery and its legacy on 
> ondon. 
>>http://wwwanuseumindocklands.or~.uk/En~lish/EventsExhibitions/IVuture/London Sugar and Slaver~’.htm 

>> Monroe Anderson: blog o17 Chicago journalist: [quote] Political and social 
>> commentary on Chicago, the USA, the World and, occasionally, the 
> ultlverse--as 
>> I know them. 
>> http://monroeanderson Wpepad corn/ 

>> ) 
>> Negro League Baseball Players Association: 
>> http :i/nlbpa. corn/ 

>> ) 
>> Online Speech Bank: [quote] Database of and index to 5000 ~ full text, audio 
> nd 
>> video streaming versions of public speeches, sermons, legal proceedings, 
>> lectures, debates, interviews, other recorded media events, and a 
>> declaration 

>> two. [U. of Texas @ Tyler conmxunications professor’s/Arnerican Rhetoric/web 

> ite.] 
>> http:i/www.aruericanrhetoric.com/speechbartk.htm 

>> ) 
>> Oprah on YouTube: exclusive, behind-the-scenes footage frora "The Oprah 
> itffr ey 



>> Showy" and videos created by Oprah Win:grey 
>> http ://~/outube. com/oprah 
>> 

>> SciVee: The Public Library of Science, Natinnal Science Foundation, and San 
>> Diego Super Computer Center have a YouTube-like service that encourages 
>> researchers to submit multimedia objects All submissinns must be open 

>> The service offers a number of videos summarizing or elaborating open access 
>> articles, http:/iwww.scivee.tv/ 

>> ) 
>> 17 Special)- Search Engines Evet3~ Web Developer Should Bookmark, by 
>> Christina 
>>> Laun on VirtualHosting.com blog. 
>> http :/;’~wzw.vit tualhosting.com/blog/2007i 17-specialt~-search-engines-everv-web-developer-should-bookrr~ark/ 

>> ) 
>>/Status and Trends in the Education of Racial and Ethnic Minorities:i From 
> he 
>> National Center for Education Statistics. 
>> http:/h~ces.ed.gov/pubs2OO7/minoritytrends/ 

>> ) 
>>/Studying Students:The Undergraduate Research Proj ect at the Universit’y of 
>> Rochester./Foster, Nancy Fried, Susan Gibbons, and eds. Chicago: 
>> ACRL, ALA, 
> 007 
>> htt~:i/www.ala.or~ialaiacrl/acrll)ubs/doxvnloadablesiFoster-Gibbons cm~d.Ddf 

>> ) 
>> Virtual Jamestoxvn: [quote] a digital research, teaching and learning project 
>> that explores the legacies of the Jamestown settlement and "the Virginia 
>> experiment." As a work in progress, Virtual Jamestown aims to shape the 
> ational 
>> dialogue on the occasion of the four hundred-year armiversary observance in 
> 007 
>> of the founding of the Jamestown colony 
>> http ://www.virtua liamestown org/ 

>> ) 
>> Voyages el’~ Afrique: part of Gallica (Biblioth6que Natlonale de 
>> France) a vast 
>>> digita 1 library proj ect of the French national library. 
>> htt p ://gallic a bN’. fr/Voya g esEnAlicique/ 

>> ) 
>> WiSe Up: [quote] Financial plarming for Generation X & Y Women. developed 
>y 
>> the U S Dept. of Labor Women’s Bureau in support of the Dept. of Labor’s 
>> Strengthening the Family Initiative. The WiSe Up curriculum was developed by 
>> Texas Cooperative Extension under contract with the Women’s Bureau. 
>> http://wiseupwolnen.tamu.edu/ 

> More new features than ever Check out the ne~v AOL Mail ! - 
> http://o.aolcdn.colnicdn webmail aol com/mailtour/aol/en-usitext.htm?ncid aolcmp00050000000003 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2007 3:18 PM 

Faison, Christopher D <chris faison@unc.edu> 

Re: Hi there 

Dear Chris: Today is better than on Friday. I already have a meeting on 
Friday. Or tomorro~v. Yes, I am here right now but I ~vill need to go to 
the computer lab. You cari call me on my cell               Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Chris Faison <chris faison@unc.edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I realized that I probably you may not get the email in time, so 
let’s say between 2:30-3:30 on Friday Dec 7th 

Thanks, 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2007 1:23 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Editing Services 

Dear Susanne: I have not yet had a chance to write my review I will do 
so probably over the weekend or the first part of next week. Hope this 
works for you Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Cartel, E. 

Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I’ve attached two versions, one highlighting my suggested changes and 
one with the changes made and no highlighting. I noticed in the 
Dudley letter you referred to the student by first name, but in this 
one you used the individual’s last name. I hope this is helpful 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regesterCJ)email nnc edu] 
Sent: Fri 11/30/2007 4:08 PM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Editing Services 

[)ear Susanne: The second letter is attached Please return next week if 
possible Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 
Susarme" < CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> Sounds interesting. I look forward to helping you 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wed 11/28/2007 4:27 PM 
>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Editing Services 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: ~Ihanks for your response I work in African & 
>> Afro-2,merican Studies Hopefully, I will be able to send you something 
>> tomorrow. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> 
>>> In lieu of the toolbar, I can highlight (in color) changes that I 
>>> suggest and also send you a version with no highlighting, if that 
>>> will work. I work with all kinds of writers who use various tools so 
>>> I have no problem being flexible. In what depaltlnent do you teach at 
>>> L~C? 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester,@,email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wed 11/28/2007 1:28 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Editing Services 

>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for your qick reply. Yes, we can do a trial run 
>>> and I will send you some of my nraterial as soon as possible. Please 
>>> note that I do not use the tool bar (track changing) and find it 
>>> difficult to navigate. You can expect to hear frorrl me soon. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@nrissouri.edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>>> 

>>>> I’d be glad to help. My rate is per hour. If you want to do a 
>>>> trial ~ before we make a conrmitment, please send me sonrething to 
>>>> edit. Do you use the editing toolbar? 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Tue 11/27/2007 8:24AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: Editing Services 

>>>> Dear E. Suzanne Calter: Currently, I am seeking editorial services 
>>>~                       recommended that I contact you. I have two 



>>>> letters of recommendation and a review that I will need to submit in 
>>>> the next couple of weeks. In the fature, I may have longer essays but 
>>>> for now I only have a few short pieces. Please let me know if you will 
>>>> be available to assist me. Once you make a decision we can then discuss 
>>>> the amount and methods of payment. Thanks much Jk~r your consideration 
>>>> and I look forward to hearing l~;om you in the near future Sincerely, 
>>>> Charlene Regester 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell 

Caldwell 

Kia Lilly 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-0539 

Mailing Address: 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

CS #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2007 11:28 AM 

Caxol Tre~lini <Carol Tresolini@unc.edu> 

Re: Stone Center Review 

Dear Carol Tresolini: I ~vould be willing to serve but I travel quite a 
bit in the Spring Semester and this might interfere with my ability to 
attend all of the required meetings Plea se let me know what you think 
and advise before I make a final decision. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Carol Tresolini <Carol Tresolini@unc.edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester-- 

I’m writing to ask if you would serve on a small committee to conduct 
the routine five-year administrative review of Joseph Jordan in his 
role as Director of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. The process will 
involve several cormnittee meetings (usually 4) over a 6-week period, 
beginning in Janualy and extending into Februaly Della Pollock will 
chair the committee 

I’ve attached a document describing procedures for the review, and 
I?m also happy to answer an?- questions you might have 

Please let me know as soon as possible whether you?ll be able to 
serve on this committee Thank you so much for considering this 
request. 

Regards-- 

Caro[ TresoIini 
>__ 

Caro[ P. Tresolini, PhD 
Associate Provost for Academic Initiatives 
CB//3000, 104 South Building 
’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3(;00 
919-%2-3907 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:30 AM 

@email .nnc.edu> 

Re: Recommendation 

Dear      ~: Yes, I have written the letter but have not yet mailed. I 
plan to do so in the next day or so. Please see me during the final as 
I hope to have it mailed by then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

’@email.unc.edu : 

Hey Professor Regester, 

I was just wondering if you had had a chance to ~vork on my 

recon~aendation f,ar          yet. Let me know if you have any 

questions or if there’s anything you need from me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2007 1:57 PM 

Caxol Tre~lini <Carol Tresolini@unc.edu> 

Re: Stone Center Review 

Dear Carol: You might have misunderstood me, I am not really willing to 
serve because of my travel schedule. At this point, please see if you 
could have someone else serve I will do so only as a final option 
because I need to focus my time on tenure. I apologize that I was not 
as clear as I needed to be in the earlier email. Thariks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Refgester Quoting Carol Tresolini 

<Carol Tresolini@unc.edu>: 

Dear Charlene-- 

Thank you so much for your willingness to serve despite your busy 
travel schedule This committee will be fairly small, so I’m 
optimistic that we’ll be able to work around your schedule If you 
have to miss one of the meetings, it will not be a problem. I 
anticipate two or three meetings in January and one or two in 
February 

Looking for~vard to hearing your final decision about this. 

Again, many thanks for considering this. 

Cardi 

regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>> Dear Carol Tresolini: I would be willing to serve but I travel quite 
>> a bit in the Spring Semester and this might interfere with my 
>> ability to attend all of the required meetings. Please let me know 
>> what you think and advise before I make a final decision. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting Carol Tresolini <Carol Tresolini@unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Professor Regester-- 

>>> I’m writing to ask if you would serve on a small committee to 
>>> conduct the routine five-year administrative review of Joseph 
>>> Jordan in his role as Director of the SoNa Haynes Stone (;enter. 
>>> The process will involve several committee meetings (usually 4) 
>>> over a 6-week period, beginning in January and extending into 

>>> Februa~. Della Pollock will chair the committee 

>>> I’ve attached a document describing procedures for the review, and 
>>> I?m also happy to answer any questions you might have. 

>>> ]- lease let me know as soon as possible whether you?ll be able to 
>>> ser~,~e on this corrm~ittee. Thank you so much for considering this 
>>> request. 

>>> Regards-- 

>>> Carol Tresolini 

>>> Carol P. Tresolini, Pt~ 
>>> Associate Provost for Academic Initiatives 
>>> CB# 3000, 104 South Building 
>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
>>> 919-%2-3907 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2007 2:02 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmgaines@duke.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: 2/14: Cinema Century. Workgroup] 

Dear Jane: I really need to talk with you by phone. I called your home 
number but this number is no longer ~vorking Please give me a new 
number so that I cala reach you by phone My cell number is 

I desperately need to talk with you regarding nay manuscript. 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
<jmgaines@duke.edu>: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

Gomez, Alvaro Francisco <alva~o@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM    Final Exa~n 

AFAM FinalFall .doc 

Dear A1varo Gomez: Attached is a coW of the Final Exam for AFAM 
will forward a copy of the AFAM    Final Exam later today -- I am in 
the process of creating this exam. Please let me kno~v that you have 
received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Alvaro 

Gomez <alvaro@email.unc.edu>: 

Professor Regester 

Affi- & Afro- American Studies 

According to our records, the Department of Disability Services ~DDS) will 
be proctoring a final 

exam for one or more students in your AF~M class this 
semester 

The scheduled date and starting time are specified below for each of the 
students who will be 

receiving final exam accotmnodatlons at DDS Please disregard this email 
if you have aheady sent the exam. 

For the following student(s), you have indicated "Email" as the preferred 
deliver?, method Please 

email the specified exam(s) to alvaro@unc.edu, or upload the exam to 
> http :i/disabiliwservices.unc.edu/drop box. If possible, please email exams 

at least one 

business day prior to the starting time Should you have any questions, 
or have made alternate 

al~angements with the student, please let us know- by responding to this 
email or by calling us at 

962-8300. Also, please indicate any new- information such as aides allowed 
or how the exam 

should be returned to you upon completion. 

Student Student will 

~vill begin be finished 

Exam Date Student’s Name 
exam at: by: 

Friday, 
12:00 PM 4:30PM 

Friday, 
4:00 PM 

Thank your 

Alvaro Gomez 

Alvaro Gomez, Assistant Director 
Department of Disabili~ Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-%2-8300 (WTTY) 

http ://disabilityservices.unc.edu 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <-regester@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 12, 2007 5:29 PM 

stropi ano.ifl~aca.edtr@ em~l .unc.edu 

Jouma] of Film and Video 

ReviewJouma]o~’ihnaVideoTfiumphofWill.doc 

Dear Stephen: Attached is my review of the essay forwarded some time 
ago. Please note that I will not return the form that indicates whether 

or not the essay should be published since I felt that I could not 
adequately review- this work However, please see my comments attached 

Smcerely~ Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2007 5:36 PM 

stropiano@email.ithaca.edu 

Journal of Film aM Video 

ReviewJournalo~’ihnaVideoTfiumphofWill.doc 

Dear Steve: Attached are my comments regarding the essay recently 
fur~varded. Please note that I am not returning the instrument which 
suggests whether or not to publish because, I did not feel that I could 
adequately evaluate this essay. Please see my comments, attached. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2007 5:38 PM 

jmgaines@duke.edu 

Re: Assistance Needed 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2007 14:02:00 -0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply -Tn: regester@email unc ed~ 
Subject: Re: [Fwd: 2/14: Cinema Century Workgroup] 

To: Jane Gaines <jmgaines@duke edu> 

Dear Jane: I really need to talk with you by phone. I called your home 
number but this number is nn lnnger working. Please give me a new 
number so that I can reach you by phone. My cell number is 

I desperately need to talk with you regarding my manuscript 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qunting Jane Gaines 
<jmgaines@duke edu>: 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2007 6:16 PM 

stropiano@ithaca.edu 

Journal of Film and Video 

ReviewJoumalofFihnaVidedFfiumphofWill.doc 

Dear Steve: Attached is a review for the essay "The Marriage of Realism 
and Abstraction in Riefenstahl’s Triump of Will." I did not feel that I 
could adequately critique this essay so I am sending you nay comments. 
did not enclose the form that indicates if we reconamend the essay for 

publication. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2007 10:16 AM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@columbia.edtr~ 

Re: Update 

Dear Jane: I will wait until you return in early Januaw but I will 
need your local phone nunaber when you get back. Please note that I am 
calling because I desperately need for you to read my manuscript as 
well as advice on publishers -- the current publisher still has not 
sent a rejection letter and my time is rurming out I really, really, 
need for you to step up to the plate for me. Thanks much and get some 
rest. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
<jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 

> Charlene: I have moved to New York, teaching at Columbia This is 

> the best email Here finishing nay grades and leave for Europe 

> tormnorrow, not back until earl?- Janualy. Haven’t even finished my 2 

> papers. Sorly I can’t call you before I leave because I’m crazily 

> rushed. I was in Durham last week sorly you didn’t call me then 

> Jane Gaines, Visiting Professor 

> Fihn Division/School of the Arts 

> Columbia University 

> 513 Dodge Hall 

> 2960 Broadway MC 1805 

> New York. NY 10027 

> FAX (212) 854-7702 

> phone (212) 854-3457 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2007 10:23 AM 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Reserves inquiry - electronic link available 

You are ~velcome to add the link to my reseves. As for the book, I do 
not want the book to be removed. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Reserves Processing <reserve reading@unc.edu>: 

Hello, 
"¢~qaile processing your reserve items, we found a link to an electronic 
version of a book you currently have on reserve for AFAM276:/Slow 
Fade to Black/(PN1995.9 N4 C7). To see the electronic version, 

> click: http://site ebrarv. COl~’lib/uncch/Doc ?id 10085376 
The electronic version is available through Ebraw, which contains 
the ti~ll-texts of books, and can be accessed from the libraw 

> homepage, http://w~vw lib.unc.edu/, under E-Research Tools. We would 
be glad to put a link to the electronic version with your electronic 
reserves, but we would like to make stare that you agree with this 
We understand that there are many reasons for an instructor to not 
want the electronic version with reserves. 
If you ~vould like the link with your electronic reserves, please let 
us know if you would like the book removed from reserves or if you 
would like the link simply added to reserves 

Thank you, 

Reserves Processing 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2007 1:35 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Museums in Paris 

Dear          Thanks much for the info. Have a good break. Hope to see 
you some day in Paris. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~kenan-flagler unc edu>: 

Professor Regester, 

You will find attached to this email a list of a few museums in Paris 
that I thil~ would be interesting to you... 
Again, do not hesitate to contact me by email ~vhenever you plan on 
going there! 

I will see you in a few hours for our final, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:31 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Fall Semester 

Dear      Yes, I will be willing to talk ~vith and discuss your 
situation. I am willing to work with you so that you can complete the 
semester rather than withdraw from school Since my schedule is not 
consistent, call me on my cell phone and then we can set up a meeting 
time if we need to Sending an email is not good because I may not 
respond again until aI’ter Xmas. ~/~¥ cell number is Hope 
to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@gmail.com>: 

Dear Dr Regester, 

I am available to meet 

any day aRer 2pro, except Wednesday and Thursday of this week. Please let 

me know of a time that works [’or yuu ur if you cannot speak with me. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2007 1:53 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@colnmbia.edtr~ 

Re: Phone 

Dear Jane: Thanks much and I will be in touch. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Jane Gaines <jmg2196@columbia edu>: 

> Charlene: If you need to send anything the mailing address is below. 
> Early Januaw, rll be in Washington DC, in the LOC where cell 
> phone will be off-- 1 st ~veek in Janua~z, but my cell will work there 
> at night:               I’m happy to help, but really really busy 
> working for 2 institutions Publishers bugging me to finish reading 
> manuscripts I promised to read 2 months ago and a tenure review 
> manuscript to read. So I really can’t read your ms, but cari look at 
>it. 

> Happy Holidays. jg 

> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear Jane: I will wait until you return in early January but I will 
>> need your local phone number ~vhen you get back. Please note that I 
>> am calling because I desperately need for you to read my manuscript 
>> as well as advice on publishers -- the current publisher still has 
>> not sent a rejection letter and my time is running out. I really, 
>> really, need for you to step up to the plate for me Thanks much and 
>> get some rest. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
>> <jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 

>>> Charlene: I have moved to New York, teaching at Columbia This is 
>>> the best email tlere :finishing my grades and leave ~2~r Europe 
>>> tommorrow, not back until early January tlaven’t even ]finished my 
>>> 2 papers. Sorry I can’t call you before I leave because I’m crazily 
>>> rushed I was in Durham last week sorry you didn’t call me then. 

>>> Jane Gaines, Visiting Professor 
>>> Film Division/School of the Arts 
>>> Columbia Umversity 
>>> 513 Dodge Hall 
>>> 2960 Broadway MC 1805 
>>> New YoN, NY 10027 
>>> FAX (212) 854-7702 
>>> phone (212) 854-3457 

> Jane Gaines, Visiting Professor 
> Film Division/School of the Arts 
> Columbia University 
> 513 Dodge Hall 
> 2960 Broa&vay MC 1805 
> Ne~v York~ NY 10027 
> FAX (212) 854-7702 
> phone (212) 854-3457 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:33 PM 

To: @ema~l.tmc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Re: AFAM 

Dear        Yes, I will submit a letter on your behalf, ho~vever, this 
short deadline is impossible. If you could give me a little longer then 
I will agree Also, I will need all forms, instructions, etc. in order 
to submit this recommendation on your behalt\ I will be on campus 
tomorrow in Davis Library at my Carrell, room 8026 il’you ~vant to slip 
something underneath my door I can’t give a specific time because I 
will probably be in the computer lab but I ;vill be around. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                    @email.uaac.edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

He?’ there Dr. Regester, how- are you doing? Hopefully, you’ve found 
time to eRjoy your break as much as I know I have been tlying to. 

I was 
thinking that as a past prufessur uf mine you would be able to wr~te 
about my classruom participation or ability to achieve in the 
classroom The recummendation letter is actually due this Thursday, 
January 10, 2008, but I have talked to the dean of the schuol and he 
told me that it will be alright if the letters are a little late. 

I apolugize for the extremely late nutice, I was uriginally nut sure 
of whether or not I would be applying to 
but the more I have thuught about it, the more determined I have 
become to earn placement into the schuol next semester. 

If you are available tu write this recotmnendatiun letter, I would 
like yuur permissiun to send you the online recommendation furm; this 
requires me tu enter yuur mailing address and email address into the 
recummender’s page of the UNC application I wuuld alsu be inure than 
happy to send you my prufessional resume uutlining my academic and 
extracurricular progress since my high schuol career. 

I louk forward tu hearing from you soon, your respunse and help in 
any way would really mean the wurld tu me Once again, I apulogize 
for the inconvemence that I am undoubtedly causing you. I [uok 
forward to hearing l~um you soun. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 7, 2008 4:35 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: ms. 

Dear      Yes, I definitely ~vould like to meet with you and greatly 
appreciate all of your effort I really did not have anyone else that I 
could ask to read my work so I am rely grateful. I am available to meet 
on Wednesday at lpm. -- Do you want to meet in Davis Library? If so, 
please let me know Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu: 

Hi, Charlene, 
I’ve read all but one chapter in your ms on black actresses. Thank 
you for entrusting me with it. 
I have various reactions and suggestions that I’d be happy to share 
with you. Would you like to get together for an hour sometime? 
Usually rm available in the early afternoon on Mondays and 
Wednesdays (say, 1:00) and Thursdays at noon 
Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2008 11:48 AM 

Filene, Peter G <tilene@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: ms. 

Dear Peter: I will see you tomorrow-. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting filene@emaihunc, edu: 

Dear Charlene, 
It’s good to hear from you. Wed. (tomorrow-) at 1 will be fine Let’s 
meet at your office and decide where we ~vant to sit and talk. 
Until then, 
best, 
Peter 

--On Monday, January 7, 2008 4:35 PM -0500 regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear Peter: Yes, I definitely would like to meet ~vith you and greatly 
>> appreciate all of your effort. I really did not have anyone else that I 
>> could ask to read my work so I am very grateful I am available to meet 
>> on Wednesday at lpm. -- Do you want to meet in Davis Libraly? If so, 
>> please let me know-. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> filene@emaihua~c.edu: 
>> 

>>> Hi, Charlene, 
>>> I’ve read all but one chapter in your ms. on black actresses, rlhank 
>>> you for entrusting me with it. 
>>> I have various reactions and suggestions that I’d be happy to share 
>>> with you. Would you like to get together for an hour sometime? 
>>> Usually I’m available in the early afternoon on Mondays and 
>>> Wednesdays (say, 1:00) and Thursdays at noon. 
>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Peter 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2008 2:11 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may have another 
letter in the next few days so I will ~vait before I for~vard payment 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regesterCa)email nnc edu] 
Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
Sulziect: Letter of recormnendation 

Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am forwarding 
[’or your review. Thanks much for your review of this material and I 
lnnk forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2008 2:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: sorry about that 

Dear Travis: Thanks for the delivery. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Did Debby tell you she had me in the office all day? 
trying to get ready for the first day of class. I will bring 
everything to you in the morning if that is ok. Thanks! 

Travis 

We’ve been 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:17 PM 

To: ~ema~l.tmc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Re: AFAM 

Dear       \~¢ mailing address is 204 Battle Hall, U2x,-C-Chapel Hill, 
N C 27599-3395, Department of African & Afro-Am Studies. Hope this 
helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu>: 

Dr. Regester; 

I Completely understand I have spoken with the 
and they told me that they can be more lenient with that 

portion of the application. Thank you so much for your help, the 
reconamendation form is done online; ho~vever, in order for me to send 
it to you I need your mailing address (street name and zip code). 
Once I am able to enter this inf,armation into the website the rest 
will be automatically emailed to you. I have also attached my most 
recent resume, at the yew bottom of the document you can find my 
recent college activity. 

Once again, thank you so much for evels’thing, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel tli[l 
(2lass 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email unc edu 
To: ~@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Man, : 4:32 pm 
SubJect: Re: A [~’AM 

Dear 

Yes, I will submit a letter on your behalf, however, this short 
deadline is impossible. If you could give me a little longer then 
will agree. Also, I will need all forms, instructions, etc. in order 
to submit this recommendation on your behalf I will be on campus 
tomorrow in Davis Librap)~ at my Carrell, room 8026 if you want to 
slip something underneath my door. I can’t give a specific time 
because I will probably be in the cornputer lab but I will be arotmd. 
Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@ernail.unc.edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I was > 

thirtking that as a past proI~ssor of rhine you would be able to write 
> about my classroom palticipation or ability to achieve in the > 
classroorn. The recomrnendation letter is actually due this Thursday, > 
January 10, 2008, but I have talked to the dean of the school and he 
> told rne that it will be alright it’the letters are a little late. 

I apologize for the extremely late notice, I was originall!/not sure 
> of whether or not I would be applying to the 

> but the rnore I have thought about it, the rnore determined I 
have > become to earn placement into the school next semester 

l£you are available to write this recommendation letter, I would > 
like your permission to send you the online recommendation form; this 
> requires me to enter your mailing address and email address into 
the > recormnender’s page of the L~,-C application I would also be more 
than > happy to send you nay professional resume outlining my academic 
and > extracurricular progress since my high school career 

I look forward to hearing from you soon, your response and help in > 
an?- way ~vould really mean the world to me. Once again, I apologize > 
for the inconveinence that I am undoubtedly causing you I look > 
forward to hearing from you soon 



Carolina a~ Chap~l Hi~] C~ass of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2008 12:20 PM 

Na~cy Tannenbaum @ya]~oo.com> 

Re: Fwd: RE: Pearl ttarbor program at CHHS 

Dear Nancy: Please note that I will not be able to make this event. 
Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Nancy Tamaenbaum 

@yahoo.corn>: 

Laura Melega        ~earthlink.net> wrote: From: "Laura Melega" 
@earthlink net> 

To: "Nancy Tarmenbaum" @ahoo.com> 
Subject: RE: program at CHItb 
Date: Thu, 10 Jan 2008 07:54:08 -0500 

The broadcast is Friday, Jan 18 tlcom 2pm-3:30pm in Hanes 
Au&torium at Chapel Hill High School. We will have 20 seats 
reserved for the CH Historical Society Board. If you’d like more 
than that, just let me know and we’ll have them ready for you. 

Thanks so much, 
Bill Melega 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nancy Tarmenbamn 

To:      @earthlink.net 
Sent: 1/7/2008 8:44:58 PM 
SubJect: program at CHHS 

Hi Bill, 
(;an you tell me a date and time [’or the program at school broadcast 
from Pearl Harbor? 

Nancy Tannenbaum 

Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mi~bile 
Try it now 

Never miss a thing. Make Yahoo your homepage 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:23 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

Re: Recommendation Request 

Dear      Please attend my office hours next Thursday from 11-12noon 
so that I can remember who you are Bring old assigmnents as well and 
at that point we can discuss your letter Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting       @email.unc.edu: 

Hi Professor Regester, 

My name is              I took your AFAM     lecture this past 
surmner. I was wondering if you would be ~villing to fill out a short 
recommendation form for                            that I am 
considering palticipating in this summer. I know it’s been a while, 
and you may not be familiar with my work anymore, so if you need me 
to, I can t~z to relocate some of my assignments from the class 
Thanks for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 14, 2008 5:20 PM 

Nixon, Thomas J <tommy nixon@unc.edu-~ 

Re: John M. Stahl 

Dear Tommy: Thanks as always. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Tommy Nixon <tommy~ixon@unc edu>: 

<http://www.fihnreference.cona/Directors-Sc-St/Stahl-John-M.html> 

Charlene, 

Good seeing you today. Here’s a a bit more on Stahl, but nothing new 
on his papers, I’m afraid. Also attached is his NY Times obit 

Good luck, 
Tommy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2008 8:41 AM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ urflv.edu 

Conference Attendance 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Unfortunately, I will not be able to attend this 
year’s conference. ~en I applied, I assumed that I could manage this 
event but since that time              as ~vell as the fact that I am 
comming up for tenure -- both factors have limited my ability to 
attend. Please do not take my lack of attendance at this year’s 
conference as an?- indication of a lack of interest as I have always 
loved this cont?rence. Hopefully, next year I ~vill be in a better 
position to attend. Please let me know that you have received this 
email and please do not return the registration fee ~vhich ~vill help to 
support this year’s conference so that it will continue Thanks much 
for your assistance and again, I apologize for not attending Please 
let me kno~v that you have received this email. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 16, 2008 1:26 PM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ urflv.edu 

Re: Conference Attendmace 

Dear Dr Campbell: Thanks much for your assistance. I may send my paper 
but I have not yet decdied. Hope to see you next year. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting felicia.campbell@unlv edu: 

Dear Charlene, 
We will really miss you I am sony about the illness and hope your 

tenure is forthcoming. 
If you your paper is finished and you ~vould like to email it, I can 

have someone in your session present it in absentia and you will have 
credit for a paper presentation 
All the best, 
Felicia 

To&nbsp;&nbsp; felicia campbell@unlv edu 
cc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
bcc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Subject&nbsp;&nbsp; Conference Attendance 

regester@email unc.edu 

01/15/2008 08:41 EST 
<font size -1 ></[~ont> 



Dear Dr. Campbell: Ur~fortunately, I will not be able to attend this 
year’s conference. ~2~len I applied, I assumed that I could ruanage this 
event but since that time family illness as well as the fact that I ara 
cormning up for tenure -- both factors have limited my abili~" to 
attend. Please do not take ray lack of attendance at this year’s 
cor~ference as any indication of a lack of interest as I have always 
loved this conference. Hopefully, next year I will be in a better 
position to attend. Please let me know that you have received this 
email and please do not return the registration fee which will help to 
support this year’s confcrence so that it will continue. Thanks much 
for your assistance and again, I apologize for not attending. Please 
let me know that you have received this email. Sincerely-, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 16, 2008 1:28 PM 

Lauder, Valarie A <vlauder@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Socity Calendar 

Dear Val: I have not idea about securing photos. As for contributing 
any material, I would have to do so during the latter part of the 
Surmner because with my shcedule right now I am barely keeping a breast 
Maybe we can talk in person. Sicnerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
vlauder@email.m~c.edu : 

Dear Charlene: 

It was so nice to meet you at the Society’ program and learn of your 
interest in movies in Chapel Hill 

As we plan the 2009 Calendar with its theme, "100 Years of Movies," 
I’m hoping you’ll be willing to serve on the committee. 

Terry mentioned your knowledge of a theater for Atidcan-Alnericans in 
Carrboro. Do you have an?- photos or know where/how ~ve might obtain 
some .. or some detail we might use for a dra~ving? And could you 
gather up the historical material to write text for this -- a page 
for one of the months? 

Looking for~vard to working with you, 

Val Lauder 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:37 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Ati~m 

Dear       Currently, the class if ti~ll but I will forward your 
email to the department. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu : 

Hi Professor Regester, 
My name is 

I am desperately trying to add your 
Afam    class on Tuesdays to fill my aesthetic requirement because I 
did not get into the other class I need. I have added a second minor 
while abroad and I plan on doing an honors thesis, so it will be 
extremely difiicult for me to finish my major and minors ifI do not 
fill this perspective now 

and would really like to be able to save room in my schedule 
to take swahili next year if at all possible, and taking this course 
no~v might allo~v me to do that. 
ha addition,                      and I have ahvays been 
interested in taking one of the film classes at U2",!C If you would be 
able to add me to this class I would be eternally grateful! 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 16, 2008 5:41 PM 

Lauder, Valarie A <vlauder@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Socity Calendar 

Dear Val: It might be best that you call me by phone because at this 
point I am uaaclear about what kind of information you are interested in 
including Please class me on my cell Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting vlauder@email unc edu: 

Dear Charlene: 

The Calendar will have to go to the printer in iVlay or June We want 
to have it in stores sometime in July, no later than the first week 
of August. 

Perhaps you could just send me a few notes on the theater in 
Carrboro, an?’ information you have on it, that someone could use as a 
starting point to research it 

Many thanks. 

Val Lauder 

Quuting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear Val: I have nut idea abuut securing phutos. As for cuntributing 
>> any material, I wuuld have to do su during the latter part of the 
>> Sumaner because with my shcedule right nuw I am barely keeping a 
>> breast. Maybe we can talk in persun. Sicnerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quuting vlauder@email.unc.edu: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene: 
>>> 

>>> It was so nice tu meet you at the Suciety prugram and learn ofyuur 
>>> interest in movies in Chapel Hill. 

>>> As we plan the 2009 Calendar with its theme, "100 Years of Muvies," 
>>> I’m hoping you’ll be willing to serve on the committee. 

>>> Terry mentioned your knuwledge ufa theater for African-Americans 
>>> in Carrburu Do you have any phutos ur l,muw where/how we might 
>>> obtain some .. ur sume detail we might use for a drawing? And 
>>> could you gather up the historical material tu write text for this 
>>> -- a page for une of the munths? 

>>> Louking forward to working with yuu, 

>>> Va[ Lauder 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 18, 2008 3:43 PM 

Reznick, Steve <reznick@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: [t~s spring08instrucmrs] FYS EaJcly Feedback (Response requested) 

Dear Steve Reznick: Generally, I use my own methods are barometer to 
gather feedback from nay students regarding the seminal- However, I will 
give this more thought when I have a chance Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu>: 

> Dear Instructors of First Year Seminars (FYS): 
> 

> A FYS should focus on a relatively sophisticated topic and evoke 
> active learning, but it can have no prerequisites, and it is taught 
> to students who are not far beyond high school. From this 
> perspective, teaching a FYS would be an interesting opportuni~ and 
> challenge for any of us I am writing to offer a suggestion that I 
> hope you ~vill find helpful. 
> 

> The formal course evaluations that you receive after your FYS is 
> over will give you a good sense of how well you accomplished your 
> goals, but it will be too late to make adjustments that would have 
> helped. In my own courses, I always use an "early feedback" strategy 
> in which I find a few minutes in the 3rd or 4th week of class to ask 
> the students to respond anonymously to a few questions (e.g, "How’s 
> the course going for you?" "I)o you have an?’ suggestions :[’or improving 
> the course?" "tlave you ertioyed the reading assignments thus far’?") 
> This preliminary feedback not only helps me improve my course but 
> also helps the students realize that I care about my teaching and how 
> it is being received. 
> 

> Ed Neal and Iola Peed-Neal at The Center ~2~r Teaching and Learning 
> (CTL) and I have come up with a plan to help you get especially 
> useful early feedback on your FYS. We have developed a feedback form 
> that is specifically designed for FYS, and we would be glad to send 
> you a packet of these forms. And, if you want to make optimal use of 
> the feedback, Ed will provide you with a cor~fidential consultation 
> That is, if you will designate a volunteer student to collect the 
> forms and deliver them to the C’IL on the ground floor of Wilson 
> Library, Ed will collate the data and then set up an appointment with 
> you to discuss the feedback and adjustments that you could consider. 
> Research indicates that early feedback is better than no feedback and 
> that professional consultation regarding the feedback is 
> significantly more effective. 
> 

> Please note that obtaining early feedback is completely voluntary 
> And, if you decide to consult with Ed Neal, the results of the 
> feedback and your conversation with Ed will be completely 
> confidential. We recommend gathering the early feedback within the 
> next two weeks, depending upon how- frequently- your FYS meets. The 
> best target for effective early feedback is after a class has met 6 
> times 
> 

> Please reply to this e-mail to let me know your plans: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

A. I will not get early feedback from rrly students. 

B. I ~vill use tW o~vn method to get early feedback. 

C. I want to use the CTL form. 

D. I want to use the CTL forms and consult with Ed Neal. 

> To obtain CTL forlns, click the link below- to send your name, Campus 
> Box Number, and the number of fom~s you will need to 
> mailto:ctl unc(~,’unc.edu. 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Steve Reznick 
> 

> Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 

> You are CUl~ently subscribed to fysspring08 instructors axsd: 
> regester@email.unc, edu. 
> To unsubscribe send a blal~ email to 

> leave-20378682-10920274.1 a0bbfe735el 4db77741 ec4f35b 17998@listser\~ uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2008 8:28 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: Bibliography Project 

Dear 

We can try to meet on Wednesday at some point -- if we need to. 
If you call me today, I will be in class from 9:30 until 1 lam and 
3:30-6:30 If you want to leave the articles outside of my carrell door 
in Davis libraly t2ais should work. I will be in touch. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                         @ahoo com>: 

> Dr. Regester, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> I tried to call you a couple of times today to let you 
> know that Wednesday would be a better day for me to 
> meet with you I’ll try tu give yuu a call later un. 
> 

> If there’s sumewhere I can drup uff the folders of 
> articles that I dun’t need anymure before Wednesday, 
> let me know. 
> 

> ’]’here are some things I need tu currect from Bibliu 

> 17, but I don’t have the folder ~2~r thuse articles 
> ~ffom CA Eagle 12/02/1937-03/07/1940). I’m still 
> wurking on Biblio numbers 18 and 19 and will try my 
> best tu have thuse cumpleted be]2)re the end uf the 
> week. B~blio 18 includes articles frum Pittsburgh 
> Cuurier 09,’30/1933-12/29/1934 and Bibliu 19 includes 
> articles l~;um CA Eagle 03/21/1940-04/02/1942. 
> 

> Talk tu yuu later, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> --- regester@emai [.unc. edu wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Thanks for the update. Currently, I 
>> realized that I needed 
>> tu re-review database 12 and then I will re-examine 
>> 7, 8, & 9. At this 
>> point, we may need to meet again just to double 
>> check everything. Some 
>> times I feel that I am doing double work but I will 
>> keep you posted. 
>> Sicnerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> 

>> @ahoo.com>: 
>> 

>> > Dr. Regester, 
>> > 

>> > I did complete Biblio #22. Whcn I spoke with 
>> back 
>> > in October, she told me that the following were 
>> left 
>> > to complete: 6, 10, 11, 14, 16 and up. Since that 
>> > time, I have worked on numbers 6 and 10 and 
>> completed 
>> > 11, 14, 16, and 22. I am now working on nunabers 
>> 17, 
>>> 18, and 19. 
>> > 

>> > 

>> > -- regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> > 

>> >> Dear Yes, ~ve need to meet and tomorro~v 
>> >> afternoon would be a 
>> >> good time for me to meet. We made need at least 
>>30 
>> >> minutes or more so 
>> >> that I can confer with you on what needs to be 
>> >> edited as I have 
>> >> received the information provided below Please 
>> let 
>> >> me know by email or 
>> >> call my cell phone Thanks much. 
>> >> S~cerely, Charlene 



>> >> Regester Quoting 
>7, >> ~.a~yahoo.com>: 
>> 7"> 

>7, >> > Happy New Yeart 

>> >> > Thanks for the update on the password. 

>> 7,> > I made some of the necessary corrections to 

>> Biblio 
>>>> 11, 
>> >> > using the alticles you gave me. However, I 
>> still 

>> >> > the alticles ftom California Eagle (07/21/1933 

>> >> > 07/06/1934) to coraplete it. 

>> >> > I completed Biblio numbers 14 and 16 and will 
>> need 

>> >> > following articles, in order to make 
>> >> corrections/fill 
>> >> > in the blanks: Pittsburg Courier(01/01/1944 to 
>> >> > 12/31/1945). 

>> >> > I’m still workit~g on Biblio 22, but should be 
>> able 

>> >> > complete that over the weekend. From there, 
>> rll 

>> >> > on Biblio numbers 17, 18, and 19. 

>> >> > Do you want to meet sometime next week? Because 
>> >> > classes start next Wednesday, I ~vould prefer to 

>> >> > on either Monday or Tuesday afternoon 

>> >> > I look for~vard to hearing from you 

>> >> > @ahoo con?> 

>> >> >> Correction: I will now- work on Biblio numbers 
>> >> 14, 
>> >> >> 16, 

>> >> >> ~yahoo.com> 

>> >> >> > I’ve completed 2,000 entries (most of Biblio 
>> 10 

>7, >> >> > and all of I 1)and am now working on Biblio 

>> >7, >> > I will need articles from the California 
>7, Eagle 

>7, >> >> > July 1933 through April 1936. 

>7, >> >7, > I’ll give you a call ~omorrow (Monday) 

>> >> >> > -- regester@email uric edu wrote: 

>> >7, >> > > Dear I will have these folders 

>> >7, >> > > today at 3:30. 
>> 7,> >> > > Hope to see you then Sincerely, Charlene 

7> >> 7> > > @~yahoo.conl>: 

>> >> >> > > > I looked at the data set for Biblio #11 
>> and 
>> >> it 



>> >> >> > > > like most of the articles I’ll need were 

>> >> >> > > > Cali%rnia Eagle, January through May of 
>> >> 1937. 

>> >> >> > > > Thanks I’ll see you later 

>> >> >> > > > --- regester@emai [.unc.edu wrote: 

>> >> >> > > >> Beat Please let tile kmow when 

>> >> >> > > >> to meet to pick up 
>> >> >> > > >> th4e articles. I will be on campus 
>> today 
>> >> >> tmtil 

>> >> >> > > >> which is Wednesday. 
>> >> >> > > >> Call me on ray cell phone. Thap2~s much. 

>> >> >> > > >> Charlene Rcgester 

>> >> >> > ~yahoo.com>: 

>> >> >> > > >> > Hey Br. Regestcr, 

>> >> >> > > >> > Things are ok. I was able to access 
>> the 

>> >> >> > > >> > last week attd am working on Biblio 
>>#11. 

>> >> >> > > >> > I have noticed that tJaere is some 
>> >> >> information 

>> >> >> > > >> > (keywords, notes, etc) and have 
>> filled 

>> >> >> > > >> blanks 

>> >> >> information 

>> >> >> > > >> > unable to complete and will need 
>> copies 

>> >> >> > > >> > I hope I’ll have some t~me tomon-ow 

>> >> call 

>> >> >> > > >> > Meanwhile, I’ll continue making notes 
>> of 

>> >> >> > > >> > need to be con-ected or completed 

>> >> >> > > >> > --- regester@email unc.edu wrote: 

> message truncated 

> B; ~ ~tter fi-iend~ ~;wshnund~ ~nd 
> know-it-all with Yahoot Mobile TI~ it now 
>http://mobilevahoo cam/; glt Ahu06i62sRSHBtDvpaoSWcj9tAcJ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2008 8:34 AM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ urflv.edu 

Re: bx~ok review 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Yes, I would be ~villing to review the book. Hope you 
will give me at least a month or two to read and complete my review-. 
You can mail to: 205 North Graham St., Chapel Hill, N.C 27514 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting felicia.campbell@unlv.edu: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> We missed you! Would you like to do a book review for Popular 
> Culture Review of Dancing on the ;Vhite Page: Black Women Entertainers 
> Writing Autobiography by Kwakiutl L Dreher? It should be from about to 
> 500 to 1000 words long. If you are interested, I ~vill mail you the book. 
> Best. 
> Felicia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2008 11:21 AM 

Lauder, Valarie A <vlauder@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Socity Calendar 

Dear Val: In the early years, the Majestic Theater was designed to 
accomodate and cater to the black population in Chapel Hill. This 
theater may have been followed by the Standard Theater which was in 
existence in the 1930s By the 1950s, the Hollywood Theater was 
constructed to cater to the African American population during an era 
of segregation. The Hollywood Theater was started by E.C Smith, white 
owner of the Carolina Theater. Despite the existence of the these 
theaters in Chapel Hill, blacks also frequented black theaters in 
Durham such as The Wonderland Theater started by F.K Watkins and later, 
The Regal Theater. 

Hope this helps. Please note that my essay containing this information 
has not yet been published so I would like to receive credit for this 
information so that others do not claim the research that took me a 
considerable amount of time to gather. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting vlauder@emaih unc.edu: 

Dear Charlene: 

The Calendar will have to go to the printer in May or June We want 
to have it in stores sometime in July, no later than the first week 
of August. 

Perhaps you could just send me a few notes on the theater in 
Carrboro, any informatinn you have on it, that someone could use as a 
starting point to research it 

Many thanks. 

Val Lauder 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear Val: I have not idea about securing photos. As for contributing 
>> any material, I would have to do so during the latter part of the 
>> Sun.her because with my shceduIe right now I am barely keeping a 
>> breast. Maybe we can talk in person. SicnereIy, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting vlauder@emaiI.unc.edu: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene: 
>>> 

>>> It was so nice to meet you at the Society program and learn of your 
>>> interest in movies in Chapel Hill. 

>>> As we plan the 2009 Calendar with its thenre, "100 Years of Movies," 
>>> I’m hoping you’ll be willing to SCl~’e on the conm~ittee. 

>>> TerW mentioned your knowledge of a theater for African-Americans 
>>> in Carrboro. Do you have any photos or know where/how we might 
>>> obtain some ... or some detail we might use for a drawing? And 
>>> could you gather up the historical material to write text for this 
>>> -- a page for one of the months? 

>>> Looking forward to working with you, 

>>> Val Lauder 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2008 11:22 AM 

Reznick, Steve <reznick@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: [t~s spring08instructors] FYS Early Feedback (Respon~requested) 

Dear Steve: Yes, I will circulate a note card to gather feedback from 
students. Once I receive this feedback do you want me to forward? 
Please note that we have not yet had 6 class meetings and this is a bit 
preliminaly but I will do so by the end of this week. I hope that I 
fully understand. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Steve Reznick 

<remaick@email uric edu>: 

Charlene - Have you made a decision yet? 

Steve 
..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.uaac.edu> 
To: "Steve Remaick" <reznick@email uric edu> 
Sent: Friday, Janualy 18, 2008 3:42 Pivl 
Sulziect: Re: [fys spring08instructors] FYS Early Feedback 
(Responserequested) 

>> Dear Steve Reznick: Generally, I use my own methods are barometer to 
>> gather feedback from my students regarding the seminar. However, I 
>> will give this more thought when I have a chance. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting Steve ReTmick <reznick@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Instructors of First Year Seminars (FYS): 

>>> A FYS should fi~cus on a relatively sophisticated topic and evoke 
>>> active learning, but it can have no prerequisites, and it is taught 
>>> to students who are not far beyond high school. From this 
>>> perspective, teaching a FYS would be an interesting opportunity and 
>>> challenge [’or any of us. I am writing to offer a suggestion that I 
>>> hope you will find helpful. 

>>> The fi~rmal course evaluations that you receive after your FYS is 
>>> over will give you a good sense of how well you accomplished your 
>>> goals, but it will be too late to make ac[iustments that would have 
>>> helped. In my own courses, I always use an "early feedback" 
>>> strategy in which I find a few minutes in the 3rd or 4th week of 
>>> class to ask the students to respond anonymously to a few questions 
>>> (eg., "How’s the course going ~2~r you?" "Do you have any 
>>> suggestions :[’or improving the course?" "Have you enjoyed the 
>>> reading assignments thus far7") This preliminary feedback not only 
>>> helps me improve my course but also helps the students realize that 
>>> ! care about my teaching and how it is being received 

>>> Ed Neal and Iola Peed-Neal at The Center [’or Teaching and Learning 
>>> (CTL) and I have come up with a plan to help you get especially 
>>> useful early feedback on your FYS. We have developed a feedback 
;>>>" fo1Tn that is specifically designed for FYS, and we would be glad to 
>>> send you a packet of these forms. And, if you want to make optimal 
>>> use of the feedback, Ed will provide you with a confidential 
>>> consultation. That is, if you will designate a volunteer student to 
>>> collect the forms and deliver them to the CTL on the ground floor 
>>> of Wilson Library, Ed will collate the data and then set up an 
>>> appointment with you to discuss the feedback and adjustments that 
>>> you could consider. Research indicates that early feedback is 
>>> better than no feedback and that professional consultation 
>>> regarding the feedback is significantly more effective. 

>>> Please note that obtaining early feedback is completely voluntalN. 
>>> ~amd, if you decide to consult with Ed Neal, the results of the 

>>> feedback and your conversation with Ed will be completely 
>>> confidential. We reconwnend gathering the early feedback within the 
>>> next two weeks, depending upon how frequently your FYS meets. The 
>>> best target for effective early feedback is after a class has met 6 

>>> Please reply to tl-fis e-mail to let me know your plans: 

A. I will not get early feedback from tW students. 

B. I will use my own method to get early feedback. 

C. I want to use the CTL form. 

D. I ~vant to use the CTL fO1TIlS and consult with Ed Neal 

>>> To obtain CTL forms, click the link below to send your name, Campus 
>"    x Numt~er, and the number of forms you will need to 

>>> mailto:ctl unc@unc.edu. 



>>> Sincereb,, 

>>> Steve Remick 

>>> Assnciate Dean t’or First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 

>>> You are currentl’~’ subscribed tn ~s spring08 instructnrs axsd: 
>>> regester@email.anc, edu. 
>>> To unsubscribe send a blat~ email to 
>>> leave-20378682-10920~74.1 a0bbfc735e14db77741ec4f35b17998@listserv.~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2008 6:26 PM 

Reznick, Steve <reznick@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: [t~s spring08 instructors] FYS Early Feedback(Responserequested) 

Dear Steve: Thanks much. I apologize that I did not fully understand. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Steve Reznick 
<reznick@email.unc.edu>: 

Charlene - The feedback is for you, not for me. My goal was to 
encourage FYS instructors to get early feedback and I tried to help 
by offering some ways to facilitate the process (e.g, the CTL form 
or the consultation ~vith Ed Neal) rll list you as "using your own 
method to get feedback", and I hope that the process is useful to you 

Thanks, 
Steve 
..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.uaac.edu> 
To: "Steve Reznick" <reznick@email uric edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2008 11:22 AM 
Subject: Re: [fys spring08 instructors] FYS Early Feedback(Responserequested) 

>> Dear Steve: Yes, I ~vill circulate a note card to gather feedback 
>> from students Once I recetve this feedback do you want me to 
>> forward’? Please note that we have not yet had 6 class meetings and 
>> this is a bit preliminary but I will do so by the end of this week. 
>> I hope that I fully understand. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> Steve Reznick <reTzaick@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene - tlave you made a decision yet? 

>>> Steve 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email unc edu> 
>>> To: "Steve Reznick" <reznick@email uric edu> 
>>> Sent: Friday, Januaw 18, 2008 3:42 PM 
>>> Su~iect: Re: [[~,!s spring08 instructors] FYS Early Feedback 
>>> (Responserequested) 

>>>> [)eat- Steve Reznick: Generally, I use my own methods are barometer 
>>>> to gather feedback from my students regarding the seminar. 
>>>> However, I will give this more thought when I have a chance. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Steve Reznick 
>>>> <reznick@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Instructors of First Year Seminars (FYS): 

>>>>> A FYS should ~2~cus on a relatively sophisticated topic and evoke 
>>>>> active learning, but it can have no prerequisites, and it is 
>>>>> taught to students who are not far beyond high school. From this 
>>>>> perspective, teaching a FYS would be an interesting opportuni~" 
>>>>> and challenge for any of us. I am writing to offer a suggestion 
>>>>> that I hope you will find helpful. 

>>>>> The formal course evaluations that you receive after your FYS is 
>>>>> over will give you a good sense of how well you accomplished your 
>>>>> goals, but it will be too late to make adjustments that would 
>>>>> have helped. In ray own courses, I always use an "early feedback" 
>>>>> strategy in which I find a few minutes in the 3rd or 4th week of 
>>>>> class to ask the students to respond anonymously to a few 
>>>>> questions (e.g., "How’s the course going for you’.’" "Do you have 
>>>>> any suggestions for improving the course?" "Have you enjoyed the 
>>>>> reading assignments thus far?") This preliminat5, feedback not 
>>>>> only helps me iraprove ray course but also helps the students 
>>>>> realize that I care about my teaching and how it is being 

>>>>> Ed Neal and Iola Peed-Neal at The Center for Teaching and 
>>>>> Learning (CTL) and I have come up with a plan to help you get 
>>>>> especially useful early feedback on your FYS. We have developed a 
>>>>> feedback form that is specifically designed for FYS, and we would 
>>>>> be glad to send you a packet of these forms. And, if you want to 
>>>>> make optima 1 use of flae feedback, Ed will provide you with a 
>>>>> confidential consultation. That is, if you will designate a 
>>>>> volunteer student to collect the forms and deliver them to the 
>>>>> CTL on the ground floor of Wilson Libra., Ed will collate t2ae 
>>>>> data and then set up an appointment ~vith you to discuss the 
>>>>> feedback and adjustments that you could consider. Research 
>>>>> indicates that early feedback is better than no feedback and that 
>>>>> professional consultation regarding the feedback is significantly 
>>>>> more effective 

>>>>> Please note that obtaining early feedback is completely 
>>>>> volunta~z. And, if you decide to consult with Ed Neal, the 
>>>>> results of the feedback and your conversation with Ed will be 



>>>>> completely confidential. We recommend gathering the earl?’ 
>>>>> [~eedback within the next two weeks, depending upon how frequently 
>>>>> your FYS meets. The best target J2~r effective early feedback is 
>>>>> after a class has met 6 times 

>>>>> Please reply to this e-mail to let me know your plans: 

>>>>> A I will not get early feedback from my students 

>>>>> B. I will use my own method to get early feedback. 

>>>>> C. I want to use the CTL form. 

>>>>> D. I want to use the CTL forms and consult with Ed Neal. 

>>>>> To obtain CTL fom~s, click the link below to send your name, 
>>>>> Campus Box Number, and the number of fom~s you will need to 
>>>>> mailto:ctl unc(~unc.edu. 

>>>>> Sincerely, 

>>>>> Steve Rezinck 

>>>>> Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 

>>>>> You are currently subscribed to fys spring08 instructors axsd: 
>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu. 
>>>>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>>>>> leave-20378682-10920274.1 a0bbfe735el 4db77741 ec4~35b 17998@listsel~’.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2008 6:28 PM 

Lauder, Valarie A <vlauder@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Socity Calendar 

Dear Val: The Hollywood Theater was located in Carrboro dowri below- St. 
Paul AM.E. Church as you approach Kentucky’ Fried Chicken I believe a 
body shop is one of the businesses ~vhere the theater might have been 
housed. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting vlauder@email uric edu: 

Dear Charlene: 

Any infolrnation on where these theaters were located? 

Val 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear Val: In the early years, the Majestic Theater was designed to 
>> accomodate and cater to the black population in Chapel Hill. This 
>> theater may have been followed by the Standard Theater which was in 
>> existence in the 1930s By the 1950s, the Holly~vood Theater was 
>> constructed to cater to the African American population during an 
>> era of segregation. The Hollywood Theater was started by E.C Smith, 
>> white owner of the Carolina Theater. Despite the existence of the 
>> these theaters in Chapel Hill, blacks also frequented black theaters 
>> in Durham such as The Wonderland Theater started by F.K Watkins and 
>> later, The Regal Theater 
>> 

>> Hope this helps. Please note that my essay containing this 
>> information has not yet been punished so I would like to receive 
>> credit [’or this irfformation so that others do not claim the research 
>> that took me a considerable amount of time to gather. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting vlauder@emaihunc.edu: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene: 

>>> The Calendar will have to go to the printer in May or June. We 
>>> want to have it in stores sometime in July, no later than the first 
>>> week of August 

>>> Perhaps you could just send me a few notes on the theater in 
>>> Carrboro, any information you have on it, that someone could use as 
>>> a starting point to research it 

>>> Many thanks 

>>> Val Lauder 

>>> Quoting regester@email.unc.edu: 

>>>> Dear Val: I have not idea about securing photos. As for 
>>>> contributing any material, I would have to do so during the latter 
>>>> part of the Sunwner because with tW shcedule right now I am barely 
>>>> keeping a breast. Maybe we can talk in person. Sicnerely, Charlene 
>>>> Regestcr Quoting vlauder@email.unc, edu: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene: 

>>>>> It was so nice to meet you at the Society program and learn of 
>>>>> yore interest in movies in Chapel Hill. 

>>>>> As we plan the 2009 Calendar with its theme, "100 Years of 
>>>>> Movies," I’m hoping you’ll be willing to serve on the conm~ittee. 

>>>>> Terl~ mentioned your knowledge of a theater for African-Americans 
>>>>> in Carrboro. Do you have any photos or know- where/how we might 
>>>>> obtain some ... or some detail we might use for a drawing? And 
>>>>> could you gather up the historical material to write text for 
>>>>> this - a page for one of the months? 

>>>>> Looking forward to working with you, 

>>>>> Val Lauder 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2008 6:31 PM 

Sally Vihlen ~comcast.net> 

Re: B~zaJcd’s Roost 

Dear Sally: It really depends on where blacks and whites might have 
seen the film. If blacks saw the film in black theaters, then this 
would be inappropriate. 1£ blacks or whites saw- he film in a place like 
Atlanta, then this might be appropriate You may need to consult some 
of the research conducted by IVlatthew Bernstein ~vho has done work on 
theaters in Atlanta in this period and specifically Gone with the Wind. 
Hope this helps Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Sally Vihlen 

@comcast.net>: 

I am currently ~vriting a novel in ~vhich several of my characters are 
watching Gone With the Wind at the Ambassador Theater in Raleigh in 1940 Do 
you think it will be historically accurate to create ari incident in the 
buzzard’s roost? I have tried to ascertain ~vhether or not this theatre had a 
balcony for blacks, and if so, if was still being used in 1940, but I camaot 
verify either way. I decided my best bet was to ask your opinion. 

Thank you for ~vhatever information you can oiler. 

Sally Vthlen 
Nokomis, }:L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:22 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Ms. Regester 

Dear How soon will you need it completed. 

Can you come by nay 
office on Thursday to discuss further in person 11-12noon, 204 Battle 
Hall. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Ms. Regester, 

This is            formerly from your 

class and currently your AFAM              class. 

1£ this is possible, I can drop off the form you would need to fill 

out and attach to the recommendation Just let me know if this is 

possible 

Thanks so much. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:55 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Ms. Regester 

Dear     Please leave the materials as soon as possible and 
definitely meet ~vith me by next Thursday You can also come and meet 
with me on Wednesday night at 6pm undergrad libraw, Room 204 because I 
show films during this time. In fact, this might be a better time to 
meet and to leave the recommendation in my hand. Let me kno~v if this 
works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.unc edu>: 

Dear Ms Regester, 

I would need the recommendation completed within the next two weeks. 
It 

wouldn’t be anything too large though 

Unfortuaaately, I am not available this Thursday       to meet I am 
available next Thursday though If you want, I can drop the 
information off at ?’our office soon and you could look over it and 
let me know if it would be possible. 

’]’hanks so much for your quick reply! 

regester@em ~i unc edu wrote 
>> Dear     tIow soon will you need it completed 

Can you come by 
>> my office on ~[]aursday to discuss further in person 11-12noon, 204 
>> Battle }{all. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>~" @email unc edu>: 
>> 
>>> Ill Ms. Regester, 

>>> ’]’his is            formerly from your 
>>> class and currently your AFAM               class 

>>> If this is possible, I can drop off the form you would need to fill 
>>> out and attach to the recommendation. Just let me know if this is 
>>> possible. 

>>> Thanks so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:20 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Fall Semester 

Dear      If possible let’s meet in person either Wedenesday night at 
6pm room 207 undergrad since this is when I show a film or on Thursday 
during myoffice hours from 11-12noun, 204 Battle Hall. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                          @gmail corn>: 

Thank you for understanding my situation I wish eve~’ Professor cared 
about their students the way that you do I will be calling you if you do 
not respond to this email in order to discuss the Incomplete I have in your 
class. Once again thank you for understanding and I look forward to 
speaking with you soon. 

On 1:31 PM. <regester@email.unc.edu> ~Vl-ote: 

>> Dear      Yes, I will be willing to talk with and discuss your 
>> situation. I am willing to work with you so that you can complete the 
>> semester rather than withdraw from school Since my schedule is not 
>> consistent, call me on my cell phone and then we can set up a meeting 
>> time if we need to Sending an email is not guud because I may nut 
>> respond again until after Xmas My cell number is tlope 
>> to hear from you suon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> @gmail.com>: 
>> 

>> > Dear IN- Regester, 

I did read almost 
>> all 
>> > uf the material and I found it very interesting. I just wish I would 
>> have 
>> > been able to devote all of my time to the course. I am available to 
>> meet 
>> > any day after 2pm, except Wednesday and Thursday of this week. Please 
>> let 
>> > me know of a time that works for you or if you cannot speak with me. 
>> > 

>> > Sincerely, 
>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:59 PM 

,@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Please Read 

Dear       You can meet with me on Wednesday night tlcom 6-8 at 207 
Undergrad Library or Thursday 11-12noon, 204 Battle Hall. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                        @email.unc.edu>: 

Hello! 

Unfortunately, I am not in class this semester However, I still 
wanted to know ~vhen your office hours are because I ~vanted to talk 
with you about ~vriting a letter of recommendation for me I would 
appreciate the time to go into more detail about this with you in 
person. 

Sincerely, 

UNC-CH Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2008 6:57 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Facul~ and Administra’6ve Positions in Humanities 

..... Forwarded message licom amccarthy@academickeys.com ..... 

Date: Mon, 4Feb 2008 15:43:22 -0500 (EST) 
From: Andrea McCarthy <amccalthy@academickeys corn> 

Reply-To: amccarthy@academickeys.com 
Subj ect: Facul~ and A&ninistrative Positions in Humanities 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear Professor Regester, 

This month’ s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for ttumanities 
features 75 faculty openings, 3 senior administrative positions, 
and 8 Post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education 

Issue: Humanities 02/04/08 

Circulation: 26,400 

A discipline specific version of this e-flier is also distributed. If 
you are interested in that version, please visit our site: 
www.academickeys.com 

POST YOUR JOB AN’NO1;JNCEMENT 

Add your department’ s positions to our next e-Flier, where 94% of the 
top 100 institutes in the US advertise their positions: 

http:i/tlurnanities.AcademicKeys.com/client lo~in.php?taff HU88080204 

FEATURED SERVICE 

Search journals and professional publications 
-http://humanities.Acaderr~icKevs.comiiour main.php?tag HU88080204 

S EiX~IOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS: 

NEW! - Associate Vice-Provost (Eurolruent) 
Office of the Provost 
University of Calgary 
Calgary, AB 
Canada Date Posted: Jan. 18th, 2008 

http:/iadruinistration.AcademicKevs.cor~,’redirect.php?13819-HU88080204 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Dean’s Office New Mexico State University 
Las Cruces, NM 
Date Posted: Dec. 21st, 2007 

http:/iadruinistration.AcademicKevs.cor~,’redirect.php?13580-HU88080204 

Assistant Dean for Administration 
Graduate School of Liberal Studies 
Hamline Univer si~ 
St Paul, MN 
Date Posted: Oct. 18th, 2007 

http://administration AcademicKe ,vs.com/redirect.php? 12305-HU88080204 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS: 

NEW! - Lecturer/Senior Lecturer level Education Research 
Department of Educational Studies 
Ghent UniversiW 
Ghent 
Belgium    Date Posted: Feb. 1 st, 2008 

http ://socialsciences Aca demicKevs.com/redirect.php ? 14007-HU88080204 



NEW’. - Assistant/Associate/Professor in Sociolinguistics 
Sucial Sciences 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Jan. 31 st, 2008 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKeys.cum/redirectphp?13999-HU88080204 

NEW! - Departm ent Head 
S uciulogy/Ant hrupologT. 
New Mexico Stere University 
Las Cruces, NM 
[)ate Pusted: Jan 25th, 2008 

http://sucialsciences AcademicKe ,vs.congredirect.php ? 13910-t ]U88080204 

NF, W! - Business Reference Librarian (Sr. Assistant Librarian) 
Library 
SUNY Cullege at Old Westbury 
Old Westbury, NY 
[)ate Posted: Jan. 18th, 2008 

http ://socialsciences. AcademicKeys. cure/redirect php ? 13820-HU88080204 

Teaching Assistant in Sociology/Antl’uopology 
Social Sciences 
Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http :/isocialsciences.AcadernicKevs.corr~redir ect.php ? 13369-HU88080204 

Linguistic S ociologist/Anthropologist 
Social Sciences 
Qatar Universi) 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

htt~://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.com/redirect.~hl~?13367-HU88080204 

Chair 
Departrnent of Sociology and Anthropology 
Univclsit~- of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Little Rock, AR 
Date Posted: Dec. 6th, 2007 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad elnicKeys.colrFredirect php ? 13291-HU88080204 

Department Head 

Anthropology & Sociology 

Western Carolina University 

Cullowhee, NC 

Date Posted: Dec. 3rd, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKeys. com/redirect.php ?13206-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor in Human Development and Family Studies 
School of Family al’~d Consumer Studies 
Kent State University 
Kent, OH 
Date Posted: Nov. 29th, 2007 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad elnicKe’~’s.colrFredirect php ? 13135-HU88080204 

Founding Dean of the School of Social Sciences 
School of Social Sciences 
Singapure Management University’ 
Singapure 
Singapore Date Posted: Nuv. 21st, 2007 

http://sucialsciences AcademicKe ,vs.congredirect.php ? 13023-t ]U88080204 

Daniel Patrick Moynihan Chair in Public Affairs 
Office of the Dean 
Maxwell Schuol of Syracuse University 
Syracuse, NY 
[)ate Posted: Nov. 16th, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKeys.cum/redirectphp?12957-HU88080204 



Extension Associate CASPP CFC 
Human Environmental Sciences 
Unlversib~ of ]Vhssouri Extension 
Columbia, MO 
][)ate Posted: Nov 15th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKe,vs.com]redirect.php ? 12921-t]U88080204 

Department Head 
Sociology, Anthropology, & Criminology 
Eastern Michigan University 
Ypsilanti, MI 
Date Posted: Nov. 1 lth, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.com/redirectphp?12821-HU88080204 

Biological Anthropology 
Anthropology 
Grinnell College 
Orinnell, La. 
Date Posted: Nov-. 10th, 2007 

http :/isocialsciences.AcademicKevs.corrgredir ect php ? 12803-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor (Library Science) 
CulTiculum and Instruction 
Temxessee Tech Universib" 
Cookeville, TN 
Date Posted: Nov. 5th, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKeys.com/redirectphp?12684-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor 
Human Services 
Western Washington University 
Bellingham, WA 
Date Posted: Nov. 1st, 2007 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad emicKeys.co~rFredirect php ? 12627-HU88080204 

Latina/o Studies 
American Studies 
University of Alabama 

Tuscaloosa, AL 
Date Posted: Sep 29th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKevs. com,’redirect.php ? l 1825-HU88080204 

AS SISTAiN~r PROFES SORS 

GRADY COLLEGE OF JOURi<.a!~ISM AND MAS S COMMUNICATION 

IFNTVERS ITY OF GHORGIA 

ATHENS, GA 

[)ate Posted: Sep. 24th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences.AcademicKeys.com/redirect php ? l 1673-HU88080204 

NEW! - English Lecturer 
English 
Chaminade Universl~ o17 Honolulu 
Honolulu, HI 
Da~ Posted: Jan. 3 ] st, 2008 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13997-tK]88080204 

NEW! - Visiting Assistant Professor, 18th-century Literature 
English 
Saint Anselm College 
Manchester, NH 
[)ate Posted: Jan. 30th, 2008 

http://humanities AcademicKe~[s.com/redirect php?13988-HU88080204 

NEW! - Teacher 

South Asian Studies 

The Ne~v Jersey Scholars Program 

Lawrenceville, NJ 

Date Posted: Jan. 29th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcadelnicKcys.com/redirect.php?13951-HU88080204 

NEW! - Professor 



Histop)~ 
United Arab Emiraes University 
A[ Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Jan. 24th, 2008 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?13893-HU88080204 

Nt~;W! - Assistant/Associate Professor of Journalism/Mass Comm unication 

School of Business and Management 

Notre Dame de Namur University 

Belmont, CA 

Date Posted: Jan. 24th, 2008 

http://l~umanities.AcademicKeys.com/redirect.php?13883-HU88080204 

NEW! - University Lectureship in English Literature of the Romantic 
PeriodgMargaret Candfield Fellowship 

Faculty of English Language and Literature 
University of Oxford/University College 
Oxford 
United Kingdom Date Posted: Jan. 22nd, 2008 

http : //t~umanities.AcademicKey s. com/redirect.php ?13847-HU88080204 

NEW! - Ass’t./Assoc./Full Professor in Culture, Performance and 
Globalization 

World Arts and Cultures 
UCLA 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Jan. 1 lth, 2008 

http://humanities Ac a demicKe¥ s. c om/redirect php ? 13714-HUB 8080204 

Assistant Professor of French 
Dept of Foreign Languages & Literatures 
McDaniel College 
Westminster, ivID 
Date Posted: Jan. 9th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13686-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Modern Languages 
Mel~cimack College 

North Andover, ivIA 
Date Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http://humanities Ac a demicKevs, c om/redirect php ? 13551 -HUB 8080204 

Professor, History 
Human Resources 
Nit. San Antonio College 
Walnut, CA 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http : //hmnanities.AcademicKey s com/redirect.php ?13 5 5 2-t ]1388080204 

Professor, History 
Human Resources 
?,/It San Antonio College 
Walnut, CA 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?13554-HU88080204 

Professor, History 
Human Resources 
Mr. San Antonio College 
Walnut, CA 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http : //hmnanities.AcademicKey s com/redirect.php ?13 5 5 5-t ]1388080204 

Spanish Professor 
Foreign Languages and Literatures 
Houghton College 
Houghton, NY 
Date Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 13544-HU88080204 



Assistant Professor of Spanish, Tenure Track 
Modern Languages 
Minnesota State University, Mankato 
Mankato, MN 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 12th, 2007 

http://hmnanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?13410-tK~-88080204 

Islamic Histot), 

Humanities 

Qatar Universit3, 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 13382-HU88080204 

Arabic Linguistics 
Arabic Language 

Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http : //humanities.AcademicKe’/ s. com/redirect.php ?13 3 70-HU88080204 

Broadcast Engineer 
Mass Coramunication and Infomxation Science 

Qatar Unlversit3, 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect.php ? 13383-HU88080204 

Arabic Morpholog3~ and Syntax 
Arabic Language 

Qatar Umversity 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?13 3 71-HU88080204 

Arabic Languages & Literature 
Arabic Language 

Qatar Unlversib 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 1 ltJ~, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKev s c om/redirect.php ? 13372-HU88080204 

Modern Arabic Literature 
Arabic Language 

Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?13373-HU88080204 

Director for Program of Arabic for Non- Native Speakers 
Arabic for Non- Native Speakers (Program) 
Qatar 12niversib" 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 1 lth, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13374-t]U88080204 

Liberature & Drama 

Foreign Languages 

Qatar Umversity 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?13375-HU88080204 

English Novel 
Foreign Languages 
Qatar Unlversit~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth. 2007 

http : //humanities.AcademicKe’/ s. com/redirect.php ?13 3 76-HU88080204 

Modern Histot3, of the Middle East 



Humanities 

Qatar Umversity 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?13377-HU88080204 

Modern History of the Arabian Gulf 
Htm~anities 

Qatar Unlversi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth. 2007 

http : //humanities.Acadel~icKey s. com/redirect.php ?13 3 78-HU88080204 

Modern Philosophy 
Humanities 

Qatar Umversib 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac adcmicKe¥ s. c omiredirect, php ? 13379-HU88080204 

Adveltising/Public Relations 
Mass Communication and Information Science 
Qatar Unlversi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 10th. 2007 

http://humanities.Acadel~xicKcys.com/redirect.php?13328-HU88080204 

Jotu~alism 
Mass Cormnunication and Information Science 
Qatar Unlversib 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 10tJ~, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKe¥ s c om/redirect.php ? 13329-HU88080204 

Radio and TV 
NIass Conrmunication and Infom~ation Science 

Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 10th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?13 3 30-HU88080204 

Technician in Media Facilities 

Mass Cormnunication and Information Science 

Qatar Unlversi~ 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec 10tJ~, 2007 

http : //hmnanities.AcademicKey s com/redirect.php ?13 3 31-tK388080204 

Associate Director 
Hall Center for the Humanities 
The Universib" of Kansas 
Lawrence, KS 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 10th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?13354-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor in Modern Languages 
School of Arts and Sciences 
SUNY College at Old Westbury 
Old Westbury, NY 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 6th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13274-tK388080204 

Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor in Cultural Studies 
British and American Culture 
Kyung Hee UniversiW 
Yongm 
South Korea Date Posted: Nov. 27th, 2007 

http : //humanities.AcadcmicKey s. comiredirect.php ?13069-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor of Modern Languages 
Academic Affairs Office 



Waldorf College 

Forest City’, IA 

Date Posted: Nov 21st, 2007 

http : //hmnanities.AcademicKey s com/redirect.php ?13020-t ]1~-88080204 

Keough-Naughton Fellowship in Irish Studies 
Keough-Naughton Institute ]2~r Irish Studies 
Uni-,~ersity of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame, IN 
Date Posted: Nov. 21st, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ademicKey s. c omiredirect, php ? 13014-HUB 8080204 

Facul)- 
Department of General Studies 
Alfaisal University 
Riyadh 
SaudiArabia Date Posted: Nov. 19th, 2007 

http://t~umanities.AcademicKeys.com/redirect.php?12959-HU88080204 

George E. Pankey Endowed Chair in Renaissance Literatuxe 
Department of English 
Louisiana Tech Universi~ 
Ruston, LA 
Date Posted: Nov. 15th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac adcmicKey s. c omiredirect.php ? 12914-HUB 8080204 

Assistant Professor German and Arabic 
Foreign Languages Department 
Sam Houston State University 
Huntsville, TX 
Date Posted: Nov. 8th, 2007 

http://humanities Aca demicKeys.com/redirect php ? 12758-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor of German, Fall 2008 
Foreign Languages Department 
Sam Houston State Umversity 
Huntsville, TX 
Date Posted: Nov 8th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKey s c om/redirect.php ? 12761 -HU88080204 

Director, University Language Center 
Colloquy On Integrated Learning 
Zayed University 
Dubai 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Nov. 7th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?12732-HU88080204 

Assistant, Associate and Full Professors - [gnglish Language 
Colloquy On Integrated Learning 
Zayed University’ 
Abu Dhabi and Dubai 
United Arab Emirates [)ate Posted: Nov 7th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?12733-t]1~88080204 

Assistant Professor 
Asian Pacific American Studies 
Arizona State University 
Tempe, AZ 
Date Posted: Nov’. 5th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?12688-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor - Linguistics (Tenure-Track) 
English and Communications 
Tennessee Tech University 
Cookeville, TN 
Date Posted: Oct. 26th, 2007 

http : //humanities.AcademicKey s. com/redirect.php ?12483-HU88080204 

Post-Doctoral Fellows ’ 08 -’ 09 Acadermc Year 
Committee on Global Thought 
Colmnbia Univcr si~" 



New York, NY 
[)ate Posted: Oct 26th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?12469-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor (Tenure-Track) uf German 
Fureign Languages 
Tennessee Tech University 
Cookeville, TN 
Date Posted: Oct. 17th, 2007 

http : //humanities.Acadel~xicKcy s. com/redirect.php ?12291-HU88080204 

Spanish Instructor, Tenure-Track 
Foreign Languages 
Tennessee Tech Universib" 
Cookeville, TN 
Date Posted: Oct. 17th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 12290-HU88080204 

Assistant Profcssor of English in Renaissance Drama Including 
Shakespeare 

English 
Uni-,~ersity of Oklahoma 

Norman, OK 
Date Posted: Oct. 16th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect.php ? 12237-HU88080204 

English, Tenure Track ~;i, ~ Latino/Latina Literature 

English 
University- of St Thomas 

St. Paul, 
Date Posted: Oct 16th, 2007 

http://humanities Ac a demicKe¥ s. c om/redirect php ? 12218 -HUB 8080204 

Assistant Professor 
Romance Languages 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Oct. 10th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKe¥ s c omiredirect.php ? 12119-HU88080204 

Associate/Full Professor 
English 
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Oct 10th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php ? 12121-HU88080204 

Assistant Professur 
Englsh 
~flqe Universi~ of North Carulina at Greensboro 

Greensboro, NC 
Date Pusted: Sep 28th, 2007 

http://hmnanities.Academic Keys cum/redirec t.p hp ?11798-t]1388080204 

Assistant Pru:[’essor 
Englsh 
The University uf North Carolina at Greensburu 
Greensburu, NC 
[)ate Posted: Sep. 28th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?l 1799-HU88080204 

Assistant/Assuciate Prufessur 
African American Studies/Wumen & Gender Studies 
~flqe Universi~ of North Carulina at Greensboro 

Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Sep. 28th, 2007 

http : //humanities.Acadel~xicKcy s. com/redirect.php ? l 1800-HU88080204 

Assistant Profcssor -MaterialCultttre 
Classical Studies 
Wellesley College 



Wellesley, MA 
Date Posted: Sep. 27th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?l 1737-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor - Latin Literature 
Classical Studies 
WellesleyCollege 
Wellesley, M A 
Date Posted: Sep. 27th, 2007 

http : //humanities.AcademicKe’/ s. com/redirect.php ? l 1735-HU88080204 

Assistant Professor - Arnerican Studies 
American Studies 
Wellesley College 
Wellesley, _’viA 
Date Posted: Sep. 26th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 11724-HU88080204 

Newhouse Professor/Writer-in-Residence English Department/Newhouse 
Htm~anities Center Wellesley College 

Wellesley, _’viA 
Date Posted: Sep. 24th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKevs.comiredirect.l~hl~ ? 11668-HU88080204 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS: 

Peace and Conflict Studies (%vo-Year PostDoc) 
Anthropolo~z, Histoly’, PolSci, or Sociology 
Grmnell College 
Gl-il~nell, IA 
Date Posted: Nov 10fl~, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKev, s. com/redirect.php ?12805-HU88080204 

Post-Doctoral Fellow 
Center for International and Regional Studies 
Georgetown University School of Foreign Service in Qatar 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Oct 1 st, 2007 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad elnicKeys.colr~redirect php ? 11830-HU88080204 

Post Doc, African American Literature 
English 
Rutgers Universi~ 
New Brunswick, NJ 
Date Posted: Dec. 18th, 2007 

http://hmnanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?13493-t]1388080204 

Post-Doctoral Fellowship 
(;enter for Arts in Society 
Carnegie Mellon Universi~ 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Date Posted: Dec 4th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?13224-HU88080204 

New: Junior & Post-Doctoral Fellowship in Poetics 
Fox (;enter for Humanistic Inqui~ 
Emory University 

Atlanta, GA 
[)ate Posted: Nov 27th, 2007 

http://hmnanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?13075-t]1~88080204 

Geraldine R. Dodge Post -Doctoral Fellow 
Institute on [~thnici~’, Culture, and the Modem Hxperience 
Rutgers, The State Universi~" of New Jersey 
Newark. NJ 
Date Posted: Nov. 13th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac adcmicKey s. c omiredirect, php ? 12860-HUB 8080204 

A. W. Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowship in Medieval Studies 
Medieval Institute 



Universi~ of Notre Dame 

Notre Dame, IN 

[)ate Posted: Oct. 30th, 2007 

http : //hmnanities.AcademicKey s com/redirect.php ?125 54-t ]1~-88080204 

Junior & Post-I)octoral Fellowships 
Fox Center :[’or Humanistic Inquiry 
Emory University 
Atlanta, GA 
Date Posted: Oct. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ademicKey s. c omiredirect, php ? 12139-HUB 8080204 
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..... t{nd fopa, arded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 7, 2008 10:58 AM 

Blanche Arons <bm’ons@croasdaile.com> 

Re: Best wishes 

Willia~ & Mary.doc 

Dear Blanche: Attached is a short talk that I am giving at William and 
Maw the weekend of Febualy 16th. Please review Much of this has been 
extracted from my earlier work Let me know- that you have received this 
email Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting B lanche Arons <barons@croasd aile corn>: 

Charlene, 

I tried to catch the little problems, and I also shortened the Intro 
by 2 pages 

Take special note of a section I thought you might better include as 
a footnote. 

Also, I used 4 bold qu. ma~ks before and after, ~n one case (toward 
the end, I think). 

I did not work on the How to Use Index at the end of the chapter I 
simply don’t kno~v about such .... 

Let me know if you have specific questions I hope the 
computer-shifting back and forth did not cause any problems 

1 wish all wonderful things: for you personally, and for you and your career 

Friends, as always, 

Blanche 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2008 5:03 PM 

Blanche Arons <baxons@croasdaile.com> 

Re: 

Dear Blanche: I only have some 10 minutes. I basically extracted 
reformation from previous papers and put into this one talk. The theme 
is on black moviegoing and theaters. The person ~vho invited me will 
discuss theaters in Virginia and I am to discuss black theaters and 
movie-going in NC. The?- asked me rather later and I did not have time 
to create original material. However, the info I have on Chapel Hill 
theaters is ne~v and has not yet been in print. Thanks for your prompt 
response Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Blanche Arons 

<barons@croasd aile corn>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Received the material I believe the paper you attached is the one I 
had already edited, rll give it another looking-over. 
Questions: How many minutes should "a short talk" be? What is their 
weekend theme? 

Blanche 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@em ~ I unc edu> 
To: "Blanche Arons" <barons@croasdaile.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2008 10:58 AM 
Subject: Re: Best wishes 

>> Dear Blanche: Attached is a short talk that I am g~ving at William and 
>> Mar?, the weekend of Febuap)~ 16th Please review. Much of this has been 
>> extracted from my earlier work. Let me know that you have received this 
>> email. Thanks much for your assistance Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting Blanche Arons <barons@croasdaile.com>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I tried to catch the little problems, and I also shortened the Intro 
>>> by 2 pages. 

>>> Take special note of a section I thought you might better include as 

>>> Also, I used 4 bold qu. marks befi~re and after, in one case (toward 
>>> the end, I think). 

>>> I did not work on the How to Use Index at the end of the chapter I 
>>> simply don’t know about such .... 

>>> Let me know if you have specific questions. I hope the 
>>> computer-shifting back and forth did not cause any problems. 

>>> I wish all wonderful things: for you personally, and for you and 

>>> Friends, as always, 

>>> Blanche 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:35 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

doc 

Dear Susalme: Attached is the second letter for ?’our revie~v. Thanks 
much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susalme" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Stare, 

This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
payment until we have a more substantive total. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wed         1:11 PM 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Let*er of recommendation 

[)ear Susanne: Thanks much ]2~r your prompt response I may have another 
letter in the next few days so I will wait before 112~rward payment 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
<CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.tmc.edu [raailto:regester(&eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tue         11:44 AM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I ara fo15varding 
>> for yo~ review. Thanks much for your review of this material and I 
>> look fo15vard to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely-, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

.doc 

Dear Susamae: Attached is the third letter for ?’our review. Thales, 
again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Stare, 

This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
payment until we have a more substantive total. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wed         1:11 PM 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

[)ear Susanne: Thanks much ]2~r your prompt response I may have another 
letter in the next few days so I will wait before I ~2~rward payment 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
<CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester(~cmail.tmc.edu [raailto:regester(&eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tue         11:44 AM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recomr~tendation that I ara fo15varding 
>> for yo~ review. Thanks much for your review of this material and I 
>> look fo15vard to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely-, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 11, 2008 7:08 PM 

Blanche Arons <baxons@croasdaile.com> 

Re: Please acknowledge receipt. Also, please let me know if’this is what you waJated... 

Dear Blanche: Thanks for your review I have not had a chance to 
examine but will do so as soon as possible. Also, I have a revie~v of an 
essay for the journal that I review for Let me kno~v if you ~vould like 
to receive this In terms of the deadline -- I am well ahead becuase it 
is not clue until Feb. 20th. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting B lanche Arons <barons@croasd aile corn>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 

> I HOPE this works ......... 
> 

> Blanche 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 12, 2008 8:15 AM 

Arthur Knight <iakrfig@wm.edu> 

Re: Itinerary tbr Willi~unsburg Visit 

Dear Arthur: Thanks much for the info. Hopefully, I will not need too 
many directions once I arrive in Williamsburg. See you on Saturday 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Arthur Knight <iaknig@wm.edu>: 

Dear Charlene-- 

attached is the itineraly for your upcoming visit to Williamsburg, 
along with the schedule for our festival I think it provides all 
the information you’ll need, but please let me know if you have any 
questions or concerns 

As I recall, you probably weren’t going to use powelT)oint for your 
presentation, but in case you’ve changed your mind: I’ve spoken with 
the tech at the theatre, and he assures me that powerpoint, either 
from your laptop at the podium or from his computer in the tech 
balcony (so I guess you’d have to ask for image changes, the 
old-fashioned way) is all set up. ll’you have an Apple, we will need 
the converter "dangle"--let me know if you need that. 

We’re aH really [uoking furward tu having yuu up. Again, let me 
know uf questiuns ur concerns. 

Thanks. 

AK 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 12, 2008 8:25 AM 

Blanche Arons <baxons@croasdaile.com> 

Re: Please acknowledge receipt. Also, please let me know if’this is what you waJated... 

Orson Welles and Rouben Mamoulim~review.doc 

Dear Blanche: Attached is the review- of the of essay that I read and 
respond to for Journal of Fihn and Video. You can work on it whenever 
because I am heading for out of town Thanks much and I am glad you are 
back in the saddle Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Blanche Arons 

<barons@croasdaile.com>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 
> I HOPE this works ......... 
> 

> Blanche 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2008 1:52 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for ?’our prompt 
response. I really appreciate you ~vorking with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here are my recommended edits The rev version has all edits accepted. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regesterCJ)email nnc edu] 
Sent: Mort 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recommendation that I will 
need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>> payment until we have a more substantive total 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 
>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnendation 

>> I)ear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response I may have another 
>> letter in the next few days so I will wait be[~ore I forward payment. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@errlail.m~c.edu [rrlailto:regester(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subiect: Letter of recorrm~endation 

>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of reconm~endation that I am forwarding 
>>> for your review. Thanks much for your review of this material and 
>>> look forward to hearing froru you in the near future. Sincerely-, 
>>> Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2008 1:53 PM 

,@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Please Read 

Dear       You can pick tap your letter in the AFAM office in my mail 
box Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu>: 

Hey~ 
Just wanted to do as I was told and check up on the progress of the 
recommendation letter. I hope you had a great weekend. I’m sure you 
were busy working as usual. 

Quoting regester@email.unc.edu : 

>> Dear      You can meet with me on Wednesday night from 6-8 at 207 
>> Undergrad Library or Thursday 11-12noon, 204 Battle Hall Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hello! 
>>> 
>>> Unfortunately, I am not in class this semester. However, I still 
>>> wanted to know when your office hours are because I wanted to talk 
>>> with you about writing a letter of recommendation ~2~r me. I would 
>>> appreciate the time to go into more detail about this with you in 
>>> person. 

>>> Sincerely, 

>>> UNC-CH Class of 

UNC-CH Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:53 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Ms. Regester 

Dear     You can pick tap your letter in the AFAM office mailbox 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc edu>: 

Dear Ms Regester, 

I remember you saying that I should email you to remind you about the 
recommendation materials I gave you last class. Hope you have a 
great start to the week and see you on Tuesday for class. :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 14, 2008 8:51 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM    Paper 1 Topic 

Dear        Your topic has potential but I still think you need to 
give this more thought. As it stands, this is obvious -- focus more 
intently on the not so obvious. How does your idea force me to view the 
fihn in a different way? Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting                   @email.unc.edu>: 

AFAM 
Paper 1 Topic 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 14, 2008 8:55 AM 

~emml .unc.edtr~ 

Re: AFAM    Discussion of Topic’!! ! 

Dear        Yes, we can discuss Ii~lther. I think that your argument 
had some merit but it needs to be developed more. Also, focus primarily 
on what occurs in the film, you can’t really speculate about the 
filn~maker’s iritent -- this is where you are likely to mn into trouble. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)email unc edu>: 

Hi Ms. Regester, 

This is                 and I was wondering if I could meet ~vith you 

sometime tomorrow after 12:50pm or between 10:50 AM to 12:00 r~m. 

about the discussion of a possible topic. 

This is just an idea and I 

wanted to talk it over with you and maybe explain it a little better 

’]’hanks!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2008 5:11 PM 

@emml .unc.edtr~ 

Re: AFAM    Discussion of Topic’!! ! 

Dear          I will not be able to meet on Friday because I have to 
attend a conference at William and Mary in Virginia The only time that 
I might have may be Monday afternoon but I have an appointment in 
Durham at 2pm so if I get back to campus this is the only time. We can 
tW then or I may have to give you an extension. This is the best that 
I can do. I am on campus now- but I will be leaving soon. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                     ~email.unc.edu>: 

When ~vill we be able to discuss further? 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear         Yes, we can discuss further. I think that your 
>> argument had some merit but it needs to be developed more. Also, 
>> focus primarily on what occurs in the film, you can’t really 
>> speculate about the filmmaker’s intent -- this is where you are 
>> likely to run into trouble. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> @email.unc.edu>: 
>> 
>>> Hi Ms Regester, 

>>> This is                 and I was wondering if I cuuId meet with 
>>> you sumetime tumurruw aider 12:50pm or between 10:50 ~/~\~i tu 12:00 
>>> pm. abuut the discussiun of a possible topic. 

>>>              This is j ust an idea and I wanted to talk it over 
>>> with you and maybe explain it a little better Thanks!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2008 3:48 PM 

Church, Lila Tere~ <lchurch@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Position -- ArchivaJ~ Fellow tbr African America~ Studies 

Dear Theresa: FYI Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from cogell@email nnc.edu ..... 

Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2008 13:36:58 -0500 
From: Raquel Cogell <cogell@email.unc edu> 

Reply-To: Raquel Cogell <cogell@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: U~!C Position -- Archival Fellow for African American Studies 

To: Barbara Anderson <bandersl@email.unc.edu>, Perry Hall 
<hallpa@email.nnc edu>, Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu>, 
"Reginald F Hildebrand" <hildebra@email.unc.edu>, Kenneth Janken 
<krjal~en@email nnc edu>, Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.nnc.edu>, Tim 
McMillan <tjml@email.nnc.edu>, Alphonse Mutima <smutima@email.uaac.edu>, 
Julius E Nyang’oro <jen321@email unc.edu>, Robert Porter 
<rporter@email.nnc.edu>, Charlene Regester <regester@email unc.edu>, 

Ennice Sahle <eunice@email.nnc.edu>, Bereket Selassie 
<bselassi@email unc edu>, Karla Slocum <kaslo@email unc edu>, Kia 
Caldwell <klcal&ve@email.unc.edu>, Joseph F Jordan 
<j fj ordan@email nnc edu>, kbrennan@bellsouth net, 
drdalet@email.nnc.edu, leemc@email.unc.edu, nzongola@email.unc.edu 

*Position*: The Grace McSpadden Overholser Archival Fellow for 
African American Studies *(*Fixed-Term Appointment*)* 
* Available*: May 1, 2008 

The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill seeks a motivated, 
~nnnvative, collaborative, and knowledgeable individua[ for the 
posiuon of The Grace McSpadden Overholser Archival Fellow for African 
American Studies. This is a post-graduate-degree, time-limited posiuon 
working with and expanding the African American-related materials at 
the Southern Historical Collection (SHC) located in the Wilson Library. 
The Overholser Fellow will work under the supervision of the director 
of the SHC. The SHC houses distinctive archival collections centered on 
the history of the American South, and is located in the Wilson Library 
at the Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This 
specially-funded position is designed as a full-time archival job for 
an in&vidual planning a career focusing on A[~rican American 
documentation. 

*Responsibilities* 

* Sur~ey African American holdings of the SHC, update current online 
guides, and help with other efforts to make these materials more 
accessible. 

* Participate in discussions with those responsible for African 
American archival materials elsewhere, especially at HBCUs, to help 
identify the most useful roles the SHC can play in strengthening 
efforts to document the African ~erican experience. 

* Contribme to other discussions and research aimed at formulating a 
practical and sustainable African ~erican materials collecting policy 
for the SHC. 

* Work with the director in identifying and acquiring archival 
materials that docnn~ent the African .~erican experience in the South. 

* Coordinate activities of the SHC with those of the Sonja Haynes Stone 
Center for Black Culture and HistolN at UN-C Chapel Hill. 

*Qualifications* 

*Required*: 
ALA-accredited MLS or a Master’s degree in American histoW or a 
related field, already received or to be received no later than June 
2008. Knowledge of archival standards and best practices; familiarity 
with methods of scholarly, especially archival, research in the 
hnn~anities and social sciences, particularly as it relates to African 
American studies. Strong organizational skills and superior oral and 
written communication skills. Ability’ to work with staIt; faculty, and 
students at UNC Chapel Hill and other institutions. Commitment to 
set, rice and to professional growth and development. 

*Preferred*: 
Experience in an archival setting; research in African American studies. 

*The Universi~ and The Libraries* 
The University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <http://w~vwunc.edu/> 
is the country’s oldest state university~ L~.-C-Chapel Hill has an 
em-ollment of approximately 27,000 students, employs more than 3,100 
facul~, ofi~rs 77 doctoral degrees as well as professional degrees in 
dentistry, medicine, pharmacy and la~v, and the Libra.’ collections 



include over 6 million volumes, r,[lqe Library is a member of the 
Association of Research Libraries, the Center :[’or Research Libraries, 
and SOLINBT. Together with the Health Sciences and Law libraries at 
Chapel Hill plus the libraries at Duke University, North Carolina 
Central University, and North Carolina State Universi~, the members of 
the Triangle Research Libraries Network (TRLN) provide services and 
collections to their students, faculty, and stalK" in support of the 
education, research, and service m~ssions of the umversities. 

*The Region* 
The Triangle region <http ://triangle. citysearch, corn/> is one of the 
most desirable places to live and work in North America and offers its 
residents a wide array of recreational, cultural, and intellectual 
activities. The mountains or the seashore are less than half day’s 
drive from Chapel Hill. 

The University of North Carolina is an equal opportunity employer and 
is strongly corrm~itted to the diversity of our faculty and staff. 

*Salary and Benefits* 
This is a *twelve-month fixed-terra appointment, with the possibility of 
a one year renewal*. Salary- will be commensurate w-ith qualifications 
and experience. Standard state benefits of annual leave, sick leave, 
and State or optional retirement plan. At the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, librarians enjoy the benefit of academic 
status and are represented on the faculty council. 

*Deadline for Application* 
Review of applications will begin on March 3, 2008. Applications will 
be accepted until the position is filled. 

*To Apply*: 
Send a letter of application, a resume and the names, addresses and 
telephone nmnbers of three professional references to: 

* Overholser Archival Fellow* 
c/o Tiffany Allen, Persormel Librarian 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #3932, 213 Davis Library 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

Email: TiffanyAllen@unc edu 

Raquel Von Cogell 
Librarian, The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histoi~’ 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
150 South Road 
Campus Box 5250 
Chapel Hill, N(2 27599-5250 

919-8,43-5808 voice 
919-962-3725 fax 

raquel.cogell@unc edu 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2008 4:21 PM 

Stephen Tropiano <stropiano@ithaca.edu> 

Re: Journal of Film and Video 

arson Welles and Rouben Mamoulim~review.doc 

Dear Steve: Attached is a review of the essay comparing Mamoulian and 
arson Welles. Please let me kno~v that you have received this material 
I will forward the form by mail. Sincerely, Charlene Regester n Quoting 
Stephen Tropiano <stropiano@ithaca.edu>: 

> Great--thanks! 
> ST 

>> Dear Steve: Attached is a review for the essay "The Marriage of Realism 
>> and Abstraction in Riefenstahl’s Triump of Will." I did not feel that I 
>> could adequately critique this essay so I am sending you my comments. I 
>> did not enclose the form that indicates if we recommend the essay for 
>> publication Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> Stephen Tropmno 
> Director, Ithaca College Los Angeles Program 
> Editor, Journal of Film and Video 
> James B. Pendleton Center 
> 3800 Barham Blvd Suibe 305 
> Los Angeles, California 90068 
> stropiano@ithaca edu 

> "You can move" 
> -Dear Abby’s response to a reader who, concerned about a gay couple 
> mnwng next door, wants to know what he can do to "improve the quality 
> of the neighborhood" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2008 8:34 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: Bibliography Project 

Dear        I thil~ Biblio 20 has been completed. I have started 21 
and since I am having some problems with the keywords section, I ~vill 
work on this one alone. You might start 22. Once I finish 21, I will go 
back and check on 18. Thanks for the update Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                         @ahoo.com>: 

> I completed Biblio #18. I can start editing Biblio #20 
> (only 252 records). From there, I can work on Biblio 
>#21 
> 

> Talk to you later, 
> 

> 

> ~yahoo corn> wrote: 
> 

>> Dr. Regester, 
>> 

>> It looks like I won’t be able to meet with you until 
>> Wednesday. I have a dentist’s appointment tomorrow 
>> (Monday)afternoon and I know Tuesdays are a busy day 
>> for you. 
>> 

>> So, I guess we’ll talk later. 
>> 

>> 

>> --- regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> 

>> > Dear 

>> > We can try to meet on Wednesday at some 
>> > point -- if we need to 
>> > I_[’you call me today, I will be in class from 9:30 
>> > untl[ 11am and 
>> > 3:30-6:30 If you want to leave the articles 
>> outside 
>> > of my carrel[ door 
>> > in Davis library this should work. I wil[ be in 
>> > touch. Sincerely, 
>> > Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> >               @ahoo.com>: 

>> > > Dr. Regestcr, 

>> > > I tried to call you a couple of times today- to 
>> let 

>> > > knoxv that Wednesday would be a better day for me 

>> > > meet with yon. I’ll try to give you a call later 

>> > > 11" there’s somewhere I can &op offthe folders 
>> of 
>> > > articles that I don’t need anymore before 
>> > Wednesday, 
>> > > let me know 

>> > > There are some things I need to correct from 
>> > Biblio 
>> > > 17, but I don’t have the folder for those 
>> articles 
>> > > (from CA Eagle 12/02/1937-03/07/1940). rm still 
>> > > ~vorking on Biblio numbers 18 and 19 and will try, 

>> > > best to have those completed before the end of 
>> the 
>> > > week. Biblio 18 includes alticles from 



>> Pittsburgh 
>7, > > Courier 09/30/1933-12/29/1934 and Biblio 19 
>> > includes 
>7, > > articles l?om CA Eagle 03/21/1940-04/02/1942. 

>7, > > Talk to you later, 

>> > > --- regester@email.tmc.edu wrote: 

>> > >> Dear That~:s for the update. Currently, 
>> I 
>> > >> realized that I needed 
>> > >> to re-review database 12 and then I will 

>> > >> 7, 8, & 9. At this 
>> > >> point, we may need to meet again just to double 
>> > >> check everything. Some 
>> > >> times I feel that I am doing double xvork but I 
>> > will 
>> > >> keep you posted. 
>> > >> Sicnerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> > >> ~_~yahoo.com>: 

>> > >> > Dr. Regester, 

>> > >> > I did complete Biblio #22. "A~en I spoke with 

>> > >> back 
>> > >> > in October, she told me that the folloxving 

>> > >> left 
>> > >> > to complete: 6, 10, 11, 14, 16 and up. Since 
>> > that 
>> > >> > time, I have worked on numbers 6 and 10 and 
>> > >> completed 
>> > >> > 11, 14, 16, and 22. I am no~v working on 

>>>>>17, 
>>>>>> 18, and 19 

>> > >> > --- regester@email uric edu wrote: 

>> > >> >> Dear Yes, ~ve need to meet and 

>> > >> >> afternoon would be a 
>> > >> >> good time for me to meet We made need at 

>> > >> 30 

>> > >> >> that I can confer with you on what needs to 
>> be 
>> > >> >> edited as I have 
>> > >> >7, recmved the information provided below. 

>> > Please 

>7, > >7, >> call mY cell phone Thanks 

>7, > >> 7,> Sincerely, Charlene 
>> > >7, 7,> Regester Quoting tama]a grissett 
>7, > >> 7,>                (@yahoo.coin>: 

>7, > >> >> > Happy New Year! 

>> > 7,> >> > Thanks for the update on the password 

>> > >> >> > I made some of the necessary corrections 

>7, > >> Biblio 

>> > >> >> > using the articles you gave me. However, 
>> I 
>7, > >7, still 

>7, > >> 7,> > the articles from California Eagle 

>> > (07/21/1933 

>> > >> >> > 07/06/1934)to complete it. 

>> > >> >> > I completed Biblio nttmbers 14 and 16 and 
>> > will 

>> > >> >> > following articles, in order to make 
>> > >> >> correctiona/fill 



>> > >> >> > in the blanks: Pittsburg 
>> Courier(01/01/1944 
>> > to 
>> > >> >> > 12B1/1945). 

>> > >> >> > I’m still working on Biblio 22, but should 
>> > be 
>> > >> able 

>> > >> >> > complete that over the weekend. Frora 

>> > >> rll 

>> > >> >> > on Biblio numbers 17, 18, and 19. 

>> > >> >> > Do you want to meet sometirae next week? 

>> > >> >> > classes start next Wednesday, I would 
>> prefer 

>> > >> >> > on either Monday or Tuesday afternoon. 

>> > >> >> > I look forxvard to hearing from you. 

>> @yahoo.corn> 

>> > >> >> >> Correction: I will now work on Biblio 

>> > >> >> 14, 

>> > >> >> >> and 22 

>> > @yahoo.corn> 

> message truncated 

> Be a better friend, newshound, and 
> know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile Try itnow 

>http://mobilevahoocom/; vlt Ahu06i62sRSHDtDvpaoSWcj9tAcJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 28, 2008 4:40 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: Bibliography Project 

Dear        I may need to re-check 20 Currently, I am working on 21 
so just continue with 23 VVhen I finish 21, I will revisit 20 and 18 
(but for 18 I may need the articles, however, it won’t be until next 
week). It is possible that 20 may not be saving the changes (I don’t 
know but my notes indicate that it ~vas completed by me). By the way, 21 
will not let me make changes to some of the keywords -- the lab 
attandent said this might be a glitch in the program I will edit what 
I can and may have to get the computer expert to find out what’s going 
on -- that’s why I did not ask you to ~vork on this data set. If you 
have any problems with others please let me know) Thanks for giving me 
the update. We are getting near the the end’.!!! Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                         .2~yahoo.com>: 

"v~qaen I opened tap Biblio 20, I noticed semicolons in 
the keyword field for several of the entries, so I 
figured it hadn’t been completed 

I can, however, start working on 23; I completed 22. 

--- regester@email unc edu wrute: 

>> Dear        I think Biblin 20 has been cumpleted I 
>> have started 21 
>> and since ! am having some prublems with the 
>> keywurds sectinn, I will 
>> wu~k on this one alune. You might start 22. Once I 
>> [~mish 21, I will go 
>> back and check on 18 Thanks fur the update. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting 
>> ~yahuu cum>: 
>> 

>> > I completed Biblio #18. I can start editing B/bliu 
>> #20 
>> > (only 252 recurds) Frum there, I can wu~k on 
>> Biblin 
>> > #21. 

>> > Talk tu yuu later, 

>> > ~yahou cum> 

>> >> Dr. Regester, 

>> >> It looks like I won’t be able to meet with you 
>> until 
>> >> Wednesday. I have a dentist’s appointment 

>> >> (Monday)afternoon and I know Tuesdays are a busy 
>> day 
>> >> for you. 

>> >> So, I guess we’ll talk later. 

>> >> --- regester@email.unc.edu xvrote: 

>>                We can try to meet on Wednesday at some 
>> >> > point -- if we need to 
>> >> > If you call me today, I will be in class from 
>> 9:30 
>> >> > uaatil 1 lam and 
>> >> > 3:30-6:30. If you want to leave the articles 
>> >> outside 
>> >> > of my carrell door 



>> >> > in Davis llbrar,f this should work. I will be in 
>> >> > touch. Sincerely, 
>> >> > Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> >> >                ~)yahoo.com~: 

>> >> > > IX. Regester, 

>> >> > > I tried to call you a couple of times today 

>> >> let 

>> >> > > ~ow that Wednesday would be a better day for 

>> >> > > meet wi~ you. rll tq- to give you a call 
>> lair 

>> >> > > ~there’s somewhere I can &op offthe 
>> folders 
>> >> of 
>> >> > > articles that I don’t need anymore before 
>> >> > Wednesday, 

>> >> > > ~ere are some things I need to correct from 
>> >> > Biblio 
>> >> > > 17, but I don’t have the folder for those 

>> >> > > (l?om CA Eagle 12/02/1937-03/0T1940) rm 
>> still 
>> >> > > working on Biblio numbers 18 and 19 and will 
>> try 

>> >> > > best to have those completed before the end 
>> of 

>> >> > > week Biblio 18 mcNdes articles from 
>> >> Pittsburgh 
>> >> > > Cowier 09/30/1933-12/’29/1934 and Biblio 19 

>> >> > > articles f?om CA Eagle 03/21/1940-~/0T1942. 

>> >> > > Talk to you later, 

>> >> > > --- regester@email unc edn wrote: 

>> >> > >> Dear Thanks for the update 
>> Cwrently, 

>> >> > >> realized that I needed 
>> >> > >> to re-review database 12 and then I will 

>> >> > >> 7, 8, & 9. At this 
>> >> > >> point, we may need to meet again just to 
>> double 
>> >> > >> check erecting. Some 
>> >> > >> times I feel that I am doing double work but 
>> I 
>> >> > ~vill 
>> >> > >> keep you posted. 
>> >> > >> Sicnerely, Charlene Reges~r Quoting 

>> >> > >> ~)yahoo corn>: 

>> >> > >> > I did complete Biblio #22 ~Nen I spoke 
>> wi~ 

>> >> > >> > in October, she told me that the following 

>> >> > >> left 
>> >> > >> > to complete: 6, 10, 11, 14, 16 and up. 
>> S~ce 

>> >> > >> > time, I have worked on n~abers 6 and 10 
>> and 



>> >> > >> completed 
>> >> > >> > 11, 14, 16, and 22. ! am now working on 
>> >> numbers 

>> >> > >> > 18, and 19 

>> >> > >> >> edited as I have 
>> >> > >> >> received the itffom~ation provided below-. 

>> >> > >> >> call tW cell phone Thanks 

>> >> > >> >> Sincerely, Charlene 
>> >> > >> >> Regestcr Quoting 

>> >> > >> >> > Thanks for the update on the password. 

>> >> > >> Biblio 

>>>>I 
>> >> > >> still 

>> >> > >> >> > the alticles from California Eagle 
>> >> > (07,’21/1933 

>> >> > >> >> > 07/06/1934) to complete It. 

>> >> > >> >> > I completed Biblio numbers 14 and 16 

> message truncated 

> 

> Fred them fast with Yahoot Search. 
> http: //tools.search. yahoo.com/newsearch/cate~orv.php?cate~orv shoppin~ 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:12 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Recommendation 

Keep me posted. I don’t want to see you get lost. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                   @email.unc.edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

Since I decided I ~vanted to apply to more schools than I previously thought, 
I have decided to wait to apply for          em-olhnent instead. The hope 
is that I can prepare better applications and be more prepared for the GMAT 
by waiting until I only have to work rather than now- where I have to both 
attend to my school work and work Hopefully as well I will be able to 
afford to have more choice ifI take a lil~le time offto work full-time. 
Either way thanks for your attention to nay request for a recommendation and 
I apologize I did not get back with you about my decision sooner I will be 
taking your AFAM class this summer so I will talk to about a future 
recommendation then 

Thank You 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 29, 2008 5:14 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: MEET1NG TtlURSDAY 

Dear I need more information in order to make 
recommendations TIN to look at some of her films and let the argument 
evolve Iicom the film. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting       ~email.ua~c.edu: 

Professor Regester, 

I was unable to meet with you yesterday because I had to leave 
earlier than expected to come to 

I apologize for this because I ~vould have rather met ~vith 
you than talked via email, but unfortuaaately my plans were changed 
beyond my control. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 4:06 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Facul~ and Administra’6ve Positions in Humanities 

..... Forwarded message ficom amccarthy@academickeys.com ..... 

Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 14:45:00 -0500 (EST) 
From: Andrea McCarthy <amccalthy@academickeys corn> 

Reply-To: amccarthy@academickeys.com 
Subj ect: Faculty and A&ninistrative Positions in Humanities 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear Professor Regester, 

This month’ s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for ttumanities 
features 73 faculty openings, 3 senior administrative positions, 
and 6 Post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education 

Issue: Humanities 02/29/08 

Circulation: 26,400 

A discipline specific version of this e-flier is also distributed. If 
you are interested in that version, please visit our site: 
www.academickeys.com 

POST YOUR JOB AN’NOI_JNCfiMF.NT 

Add your department’ s positions to our next e-Flier, where 94% of the 
top 100 institutes in the US advertise their positions: 

http:i/tlumanities.AcademicKeys.com/client lo~in.php?taff HU88080229 

FEATURED SERVICE 

Post job opporttmities for grad students and post-docs 
-http:/ihumanities.AcademicKe’~s.com/client iob.php?dothis newl&tag HU88080229 

S EiX~IOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS: 

NEW! - Associate Provost for International Programs 
Office of the Provost 
Univclsit~- of North Carolina Greensboro 
Greensboro, NC 
Date Posted: Feb. 22nd, 2008 

http:/iadministration.AcademicKevs.com,’redirect.php?14354-HU88080229 

Founding Dean of the School of Social Sciences 
School of Social Sciences 
Singapore Management Univcrsity 
Singapore 
Singapore Date Posted: Nov. 21st, 2007 

http ://socialsciences Aca demicKe ,vs.com/redirect.php ? 13023-HU88080229 

Associate Dean for Graduate Studies and Research 
Administratlve/Fa cul~z 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
Milwaukee, WI 
Date Posted: Jal’~. 26th, 2008 

http://administration.AcademicKeys.con’v’redirect.php? 13926-HU88080229 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS: 

NEW’. - Director, Institute of Water Policy 
Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy 
National Unlversit5’ of Singapore 
Singapore 
Singapore Date Posted: Feb. 26th, 2008 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad emicKevs.colrdredirect php ? 14378-HU88080229 



Nt~;W! - Assistant Professor of Special Education (Applied Behavior 
Analysis) Special Education    Special Education 

Sitranons College 

Boston, MA 
Date Posted: Feb 8th, 2008 

http://socialsciences AcademicKe~vs.congredirect.php ? 14140-t ]U88080229 

Facul~" Position in Human Coraputer Interaction 
School of Humanities and Social Sciences 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 
Singapore 
Singapore Date Posted: Feb. 4th, 2008 

http://socialsciences.AcadelnicKeys.com/redirect.php?14043-HU88080229 

Lecturer/Senior Lecturer level Education Research 
Department of Educational Studies 

Ghent Universi~" 
Ghent 
Belgium    Date Posted: Feb. 1 st, 2008 

httl~ :/isocialsciences.AcaderaicKe,~’s.corr#redir ect.1)h~ ? 14007-HU88080229 

Assistant/Associate/Professor in Sociolinguistics 
Social Sciences 
Qatar Universi) 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Jan. 31 st, 2008 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKeys. com/redirect.php ?13999-HU88080229 

Depar~’nent Head 

S ociology/Anthropology 

Ne;v Mexico State Universi~- 

Las Cruces, NM 

Date Posted: Jal’~. 25th, 2008 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad emicKevs.colrJredirect php ? 13910-HU88080229 

Business Reference Librarian (Sr. Assistant Librarian) 
Library, 
SUNY College at Old Westbua3, 
Old Westbury, NY 
Date Posted: Jan 18th, 2008 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKevs. com/redirect.php ?13820-HU88080229 

Linguistic S ociologistiAnthropologist 

Social Sciences 

Qatar Umversity 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKeys.com/redirectphp?13367-HU88080229 

Teaching Assistant in Sociology/Anthropolog3~ 
Social Sciences 
Qatar Universi~" 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 1 lth, 2007 

http://socialsciences AcademicKe ,vs.congredirect.php ? 13369-t ]U88080229 

(;hair 
Department of Sociolog3, and Anthropology 
Universi~" of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Little Rock, AR 
[)ate Posted: Dec 6th, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKegs.com/redirectphp?13291-HU88080229 

Deparm’lent Head 
Anthropology" & Sociology 
Western Carolina UniversiF- 
Cullowhee, NC 
Date Posted: Dec. 3rd, 2007 

http :/isocialsciences.AcaderaicKe’~’s.corr~redir ect.php ? 13206-HU88080229 



Assistant Professor in Human Development and Family Studies 
School of Family and Consumer Studies 
Kent State University 
Kent, OH 
Date Posted: Nov. 29th, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKe,Ts.con~/redirect.php?13135-HU88080229 

Daniel Patrick Moynihan Chair in PuNic Affairs 
Office of the Dean 
Maxwell School of Syracuse University 
Syracuse, NY 
Date Posted: Nov-. 16th, 2007 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad emicKe,~’s.colr~redirect php ? 12957-HU88080229 

DeparWnent Head 
Sociology, Anthropology., & Criminology 
Eastern Michigan Universib~z 
Ypsilanti, 2vii 
Date Posted: Nov 1 ltJ~, 2007 

http ://socialsciences Aca demicKe ,vs.com/redirect.php ? 12821-HU88080229 

Biological Anthropology 

Anthropology 

Grmnell College 

Grinnell, IA 

Date Posted: Nov. 10th, 2007 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad emicKevs.co~r~redirect php ? 12803-HU88080229 

Assistant Professor (Libras~ Science) 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Tennessee Tech University 
Cookeville, TN 
Date Posted: Nov 5th, 2007 

http://socialsciences AcademicKe ,vs.comYredirect.php ? 12684-t ]U88080229 

Assistant Professor 
Human Services 
Western Washington University 
Bellingham, WA 
Date Posted: Nov. I st, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKegs.com/redirectphp?12627-HU88080229 

ASSISTANT PROt,I4S SORS 

(}[LADY CO]~,LF.GE OF K)URNALISM AN[)MASS COMMUNICATION 

UN]V[iR SITY OF G EORGIA 

ATHENS, GA 

Date Posted: Sep 24th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKe,vs.comYredirect.php ? 11673-t]1J88()80229 

NEW[ - Assistant Professor of English 
English 
Oklahoma Cit7- Universit7- 

Oklahoma Cib’, OK 
Date Posted: Feb. 26th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys.conriredirect, php ? 14387-HU88080229 

NEW! - Assistant Professor 

Institute of Histou and Area Studies 
Universit’}, of Aarhus 
Arhus 
Derwaark Date Posted: Feb. 19th, 2008 

http : //hunranities.AcademicKeys. com/redirect.php ?14291-HU88080229 

NEW! - Lectmer In Spanish 
Departnrent of World Languages 
Universi~" of Central Arkansas 
Conway, ~¢R 
Date Posted: Feb. 18th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect.php ? 14268-HU88080229 



Nt~;W! - Assistant Professor of English 

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences 
Springfield Technical Community College 
Springfield, MA 
[)ate Posted: Feb 15th, 2008 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?14264-t ]1~-88080229 

NEW! - Department Head 
Department of Hispanic Studies 
Texas A&M Universit-v 
College Station, TX 
Date Posted: Feb. 1 lth, 2008 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 14151-HU88080229 

NEW! - Lecturer or Assistant Professor in Russian Language & Literature 
Russian 
Wellesley College 
Wellesley, MA 
Date Posted: Feb. 7th 2008 

http:/ihumanities. Ac aderuicKe¥ s. c om/redirect.php ? 14129-HU88080229 

NEW! - Visiting Professor (open rank) 
Women’s and Gender Studies 
An’~er st College 
2ur~aerst, MA 
Date Posted: Feb. 6th 2008 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect.php ? 14114-HU88080229 

NEW’. - Professor, English 

Humanities and Social Sciences Division 

~/it Sari Antonio College 

Walnut, CA 

Date Posted: Feb. 5th 2008 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?1406 5-HU88080229 

NE;V! - Professor, French 
Humanities and Social Sciences Division 
Nit. San Antonio College 
Wah~ut, CA 
Date Posted: Feb 5th 2008 

http://humanities.AcademicKevs com/redirect.php?14066-HU88080229 

NEW’. - Professor, Spanish (2 vacancies) 
Humanities and Social Sciences Division 
Mt Sari Antonio College 
Walnut, CA 
Date Posted: Feb. 5th 2008 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirectphp?14067-HU88080229 

Nt~;W! - Professor, American Sign Language 
Humanities & Social Sciences 
Mr. San Antonio College 
Walnut, CA 
Date Posted: Feb 4th 2008 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?14062-t]1~88080229 

English Lecturer 

Chaminade University of Honolulu 

Honolulu, H! 

Date Posted: Jan. 31st, 2008 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?13997-HU88080229 

Visiting Assistant Professor, 18th-century Literature 
English 
Saint .amselm College 
Manchester, NH 
Date Posted: Jan. 30th, 2008 

http:/ihumanities. Ac aderuicKe¥ s. c om/redirect.php ? 13988 -HUB 8080229 

Teacher 



South Asian Studies 
The New Jersey Scholars Program 
Lawrenceville, NJ 
[)ate Posted: Jan. 29th, 2008 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php ? 13951-HU88080229 

Professor 
Histol~/ 
United Arab Emirates University 
A1 Ain 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Jan. 24th, 2008 

http:/ihurnanities. Ac ademicKe¥ s. c om/redirect.php ? 13893 -HLT88080229 

University Lectureship in English Literature of the Romantic 
Period/Margaret Candfield Fellowship 

Faculty of English Language and Literature 
University of Oxford/University College 
Oxford 
United Kingdom Date Posted: Jan. 22nd, 2008 

http : //hurnanities.Acader~xicKey s. com/redirect.php ?13847-HU88080229 

Ass’t./Assoc.iFull Professor in Culture, Performance and Globalization 
World Arts and Cultures 
UCLA 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Jan. 1 lth, 2008 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect.php ? 13714-HU88080229 

Assistant Professor of French 
Dept. of Foreign Languages & Literatures 
McDaniel College 
Westminster, MD 
Date Posted: Jan. 9th, 2008 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?13686-HU88080229 

Professor, History 
Human Resources 
Nit. San Antonio College 
Wah~ut, CA 
Date Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKev s c om/redirect.php ? 13554-HU88080229 

Professor, HistoQz 

Human Resources 

}~/[t San Antonio College 

Walnut, CA 

[)ate Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?13555-HU88080229 

Spanish Professor 

Foreign Languages and Literatures 

Houghton College 

Houghton, NY 

][)ate Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http://hurnanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?13544-t ]1J-88080229 

Assistant Professor of Spanish 

Modern Languages 

Merrimack College 

North Andover, MA 

Date Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php ? 13551-HU88080229 

Professor, History 
Hurnan Resottrces 
Mt. San Antonio College 
Wak~ut, CA 
Date Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http : /,/hurnanities.AcademicKcy s. com/redirect.php ?13 5 5 2-HU88080229 

Assistant Professor of Spanish, Tenure Track 



Modern Languages 
Minnesota State Universi~, Mankato 
Mankato, MN 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 12th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?13410-HU88080229 

Modem Philosophy 
Htm~anities 
Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http : //humanities.AcademicKe’/ s. com/redirect.php ?13 3 79-HU88080229 

Islamic Histot), 

Humanities 

Qatar University 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 13382-HU88080229 

Arabic Linguistics 
Arabic Language 

Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http : //humanities.Acadel~xicKcy s. com/redirect.php ?13 3 70-HU88080229 

Broadcast Engineer 
Mass Cormnunication and Information Science 
Qatar Unlversib 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 1 ltJ~, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13383-HU88080229 

Arabic Morpholog3~ and Syntax 
Arabic Language 

Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?13 3 71-HU88080229 

Arabic Languages & Literature 
Arabic Language 

Qatar Unlversib 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 1 ltJ~, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13372-t]U88080229 

Modern Arabic Literature 

Arabic Language 

Qatar University 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?13373-HU88080229 

Director for Program of Arabic for Non- Native Speakers 
Arabic for Non- Native Speakers (Program) 
Qatar 12niversib" 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 1 lth, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13374-t]U88080229 

Liberature & Drama 
Foreign Languages 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac adcmicKe¥ s. c omiredirect, php ? 13375 -HUB 8080229 

English Novel 
Foreign Languages 



Qatar Universi~" 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 1 lth, 2007 

http : //hmnanities.AcademicKey s com/redirect.php ?13 3 76-t ]1~- 88080229 

Modern History of the Middle East 
Humanities 
Qatar UniversiF 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ademicKe¥ s. c omiredirect, php ? 13377-HU88080229 

Modern Histou of the 2uabian Gulf 
Humanities 
Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http : //humanities.AcademicKe’is. com/redirect.php ?13 3 78-HU88080229 

Associate Director 
Hall Center for the Humanities 
The Universi~ of Kansas 
Lawrence, KS 
Date Posted: Dec. 10th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect.php ? 13354-HU88080229 

Advertising/Public Relations 
Mass Con~munication and Infom~ation Science 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 10th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?13 3 28-HU88080229 

Jotu~alism 
Mass Cormnunication and Information Science 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 10fl~, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKe¥ s c om/redirect.php ? 13329-HU88080229 

Radio and TV 
iVlass Conrmunication and Infom~ation Science 

Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 10th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?13330-HU88080229 

Technician in Media Facilities 
Mass Cotmnunication and Information Science 
Qatar Universi~" 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 10th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13331-t]1388080229 

Assistant Professor in Modern Languages 
School of Arts and Sciences 
SUNY College at Old Westbury 
Old Westbury, NY 
[)ate Posted: Dec 6th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?13274-HU88080229 

Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor in Cultural Studies 
British and American Culture 
Kyung Hee University 
Yongin 
South Korea Date Posted: Nov. 27th, 2007 

http : //humanities.AcademicKc’is. com/redirect.php ?13069-HU88080229 

Assistant Professor of Modern Languages 
Academic Affairs Office 
Waldorf College 



Forest City, IA 
Date Posted: Nov’. 21st, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?13020-HU88080229 

Keough-Naughton Fellowship in Irish Studies 
Keough-Naughton Institute :[’or Irish Studies 
Uniyersi~ of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame, IN 
Date Posted: Nov. 21st, 2007 

http : //humanities.AcadelnicKey s. com/redirect.php ?13014-HU88080229 

Facul~ 
Department of General Studies 
Alfaisal L-r~iver sit’3~ 
Riyadh 
SaudiArabia Date Posted: Nov. 19th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys.comiredirect.php?12959-HU88080229 

George E. Pankey Endowed Chair in Renaissance Literature 
Department of English 
Louisiana Tech Universi)- 
Ruston, LA 
Date Posted: Nov-. 15th, 2007 

httl~:/ihumanities. Ac aderaicKevs, c om/redirect.l~hl) ? 12914-HUB 8080229 

Assistant Professor German and Arabic 
Foreign Languages Department 
Sam Houston State University 
Huntsville, TX 
Date Posted: Nov 8th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKe¥ s c omiredirect.php ? 12758 -HU88080229 

Assistant Professor of Gel~nan, Fall 2008 
Foreign Languages Department 
Sam Houston State University 
Huntsville, TX 
Date Posted: Nov. 8th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?127 61-HU88080229 

Director, Universi~z Language Center 
Colloquy On Integrated Learning 
Zayed Universi~z 
Dubai 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Nov 7th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKevs com/redirect.php?12732-HU88080229 

Assistant, Associate and Full Professors - English Language 
Colloquy On Integrated Learning 
Zayed University 
Abu ])habi and Dubai 
United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Nov’. 7th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?12733-HU88080229 

Assistant Professor 
Asian Pacific American Studies 
Arizona State University’ 
Tempe, AZ 
Date Posted: Nov 5th, 2007 

http://hmnanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?12688-t]1~88080229 

Assistant Professor - Linguistics (Tenure-Track) 
English and Communications 
Tennessee Tech Universi~ 
Cookeville, ~IN 
Date Posted: Oct 26th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 12483-HU88080229 

Post-Doctoral Fellows ’ 08 -’ 09 Academic Year 
Coramittee on Global Thought 
Columbia L-niver sity 

New York, NY 



[)ate Posted: Oct. 26th, 2007 

http : //hmnanities.AcademicKey s com/redirect.php ?12469-t ]1~-88080229 

Adwmced Assistant/Associate Professorship 
Women and Gender Studies 
University of CA - Davis 
Davis, CA 
Date Posted: Aug. 15th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ademicKey s. c omiredirect, php ? 11091 -HUB 8080229 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS: 

Peace and Conflict Studies (Two-Year PostDoc) 
Anthropology, History, PolSci, or SociologY" 
Grirmell College 
Grinnell, IA 
Date Posted: Nov. 10th, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKeys.com/redirect.php?12805-HU88080229 

NEW! - Postdoctoral Fellowship in Modern Israel Studies 
Australian Centre for Jewish Civilisation 
Monash Univer sit’y 
Melbomne 
Australia Date Posted: Feb. 15th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcademicKcys.com/redirect.php?14238-HU88080229 

Post Doc, African ./Mnerican Literature 
English 
Rutgers Universi~# 
New Brunswick, NJ 
Date Posted: Dec. 18th, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKey s c om/redirect.php ? 13493 -HU88080229 

Ne~v: Junior & Post-Doctoral Fello~vship in Poetics 
Fox Center for Humanistic Inqui~’ 
Emory University 
Atlanta, GA 
Date Posted: Nov. 27th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?130 7 5-HU88080229 

Geraldine R. Dodge Post -Doctoral Fello~v 
Institute on Ethnicity, Culture, and the Modem Experience 
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey 
Newark. NJ 
Date Posted: Nov 13fl~, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?12860-t]1388080229 

A W Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowship in Medieval Studies 
Medieval Institute 
University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame, IN 
Date Posted: Oct 30th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?12554-HU88080229 

Change your emailisubscribe directly: 

Do you need to update your email information with us? Proceed to the 
following page: 

http://www.academickeyscom/all/user chan<e email.php 

Did you receive this e-Flier li*om a colleague and would like to 
continue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Academic Keys? Please 
proceed to the following page: 

http:/iwww, academicke~/s.com/allisubscribe.php 

LrN-SUB SC’RIBE: 

This e-Flier was sent to the email address: 

regester@email.unc.edu 



If you would like to unsubscribe li*om further e-Fliers 
and other correspondence from AcademicKeys com, you 
must proceed to the following web page: 

http :i/AcademicKe ,v s. com/a [1/unsubscribe.php 

Copy EXACTLY the email address shown above into the 
form on that page and submit the form. Your request 
to unsubscribe will be processed within 24 hours 

We ass~e you that we make every attempt to honor requests 
to unsubscribe. Thartk you for your patience! If you 
have any further conmxents or suggestions, please send an 
email to EmailUs@AcadcmicKeys.com 

Sincerely-, 

Andrea McCarthy 
Academic Keys, LLC 
18 Dog Lane, Sttite B 
Storrs, Comxecticut 06268 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 4, 2008 8:12 AM 

To: ~aol.com 

Subject: Re: greetings 

Dear Dr. Greene: I have not heard from you in some time Hope things 
are going ~vell I will be traveling quite a bit during the month of 
March ~vill be in touch after this time so let me know if you plan to 

come to to~vn. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting         @aol.com: 

Charlene, 

I know this is short notice. I will be in Chapel Hill this Tuesday and 
Wednesday. If you want to have coffee, luaach, or dinner, let me 
know Mid-day 
Tuesday through early Wednesday evening are my best times 

>LG 

************************************** See what’s new at http://w~vw.aol.com 



From: Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 4, 2008 8:16 AM 

To: @aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: DLB 

Dear Vander: I al;q just forwarding for your review the following to 
convey ho~v complicated this publishing process is becoming. It is 
nearly unbelievable Sincerely, Charlune Regester ..... Forwarded 
message from sctracy@afroam umass.edu ..... 

Date: Sun, 02 Mar 2008 09:45:27 -05~.) 
From: sctracy@afroam.umass edu 

Reply-To: sctracy@afroam umass, edu 
Su~iect: DLB 

To: a~vald@umich.edu 

To: Contributors to the Black Chicago Renaissance DictionaU 
From: Steve Tracy, editor 
Re: Current situation 

I must first apologize profusely for the excessive delays ~vhich have plagued 
this project. I have worked assiduously to try to bring this project to 
fruition, but there have been a number of intervening delays. However, the 
promise of imminent resolution held me back ticom writing until I had 
definitive 
word on huw the project would proceed Some of these problems involved missed 
cuntributor deadlines or people dropping uut :[’or a variety ofreasuns. 
Hurricane 
Katrina even encroached upun the project, and fur sume time ~[’ter 
Katrina hit, I 
was unable to contact some contributors. The published wuuld not proceed with 
the w~lume at all until all entries were in, so these circumstances 
pushed back 
the date uf publication. 

By far the biggest problem, though, was a series of disagreements I had 
with the 
publisher regarding the inclusion of essays, the length of essays, and uther 
such matters. I began to feel as if the vulume was not taking the shape I 
wanted, and I was being told to make changes that would have unduly taxed buth 
me and sume cuntributors. After long discussions, I finally made a stand and 
withdrew the manuscript from the publisher. I assure yuu that I did not make 
this decision lightly. I felt it had to be done. 

tto*vever, I retained my cotmnitment tu the project and, *vith a sense ufmy 
responsibility’ to the subject matter and to you contributors. I sent it 
out fur 
consideration to uther presses Several were interested The most desirable 
press touk it under consideration prumptly, but experienced delays due tu some 
personnel issues That touk up anuther nine months or so. When it rains, it 
pours. And, of co~se, editorial and marketing con~’nittees must take 
their turns 
as well. I was becoming quite depressed. 

The stow, though, is noxv poised to have its happy ending. I ara 
delighted to let 
you knoxv that the University of Illinois Press has sunt me a contract for the 
volmne. Further, they are committed to marketing the book toward some 
classroom 
use as well, which may also see it published in paperback. Best of all, 
Illinois 
has agreed to honor the .02 per word commitment xve had from the DLB 
publisher which is a stretch for a University Press, and indicates the 
extent of 
their interest in the project. Contributors will also receive a copy of 
the book 
as well. I think this is some much-needed exciting news. 

There may be a couple of more essays we will be adding that will hold 
us up just 
a tiny bit longer, but copy editors at the Press are poised to get 
started, and 
once the manuscript is submitted, I assume we will be talking about the usual 
length of about a year to get the book published. I do hope that everyone 
remains interested in being included in this volume, and I am looking 
fur~vard to 
keeping in touch with you as the various stages of the publication proj ect 
occur. 

Once again, my sincere apologies for the delay and for my silence during this 
time. I realize now that intermittent updates were indicated, but my desire to 
present positive news, and the unforeseen nature of delays, influenced me, 
unwisely, to wait tbr resolution 

Steven C. Tracy, Plod 
Professor of Afro-.~merican Studies 



UniversiW of Massachusetts Amherst 
325 Ne~v Africa House 
Amherst, MA 01003 
Office: 413-545-3275 
Home: 
Fax: 413 -545-0628 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2008 3:53 PM 

Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: A request from Undergraduate Admissions! 

Dear Damon: You are welcome to call me during my oftice hours on 
Thursday 11-12noon to discuss further. I might be interested in the 
future but right now, this is a difi)cult time for me personally and 
professionally. Hope to hear from you soon Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Toone, Damon" <dtoone@admissions unc.edu>: 

Greetings Dr Regester! 

I hope that you are well. This is Damon Toone, your former student from 
the 1990’s <http://www.admissions.unc edu/diversitv,/outreach htm> . It 
is good to know that you are still teaching one of my favorite 
classes during my four years at Carolina. 

Dr. Regester, I am email to request your assistance in our recruitment 
progran~aing in the Office of Undergraduate Admissions My colleague has 
worked closely with Dr. McMillan with great success and this began tu 
make me think outside of the bux and wonder about yuur availabili~’. 
am interested in seeing ifyuu might be willing tu teach a muck class or 
two to prospective students during several campus visits uver the year. 
For example, this sumaner, we will have a prugram called Camp Carolina 
Schulars I will love for these students to learn how to think 
analytically while still getting the entertainment value of the movie(s) 
selected I would alsu [uve our prospective students to see black 
faculty in action as well. 

Is this something that you would be interested in? I would love to call 
you and share more details, share details, or work uut a plan that is 
convement tu yuu. Please let me l~uw when you. 

See you soon 

Damon Toune 

Seniur Assistant Director uf Admissions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2008 3:37 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: Bibliography Project 

Dear        Please note that I changed the pass~vord. Also, I have the 
articles for 25 so if you want to meet and pick them up, please let me 
know I plan to work on 24. If we meet, we should do so this week since 
I will be away next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.~yahoo.com>: 

When I opened up Biblio 20, I noticed semicolons in 
the keyword field for several of the entries, so I 
figured it hadn’t been completed. 

I can, however, start working on 23; I completed 22. 

--- regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear        I think BIblio 20 has been completed. I 
>> have started 21 
>> and since I am having some problems with the 
>> keywords section, I ~vill 
>> work on this one alone. You might start 22 Once I 
>> finish 21, I will go 
>> back and check on 18. Thanks for the update 
>> Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Re,ester Ouotthg 
>> .~r)yahoo.com>: 
>> 
>> > I completed Biblio 1~18 I can start editing Biblio 
>> 1~20 
>> > (only 252 records). From there, I can work on 
>> B/blio 
>> >//21 

>> > Talk to you later, 

>> > ~)yahoo.com> 

>> >> Dr. Regester, 

>> >> It looks like I won’t be able to meet with you 
>> until 
>> >> Wednesday. I have a        appointment 

>> >> (Monday)afternoon and I know Tuesdays are a busy 
>> day 
>> >> for you. 

>> >> So, I guess we’ll talk later. 

>> >> --- regestcr@eraail.tmc.edn wrote: 

>>              We can tiy to meet on Wednesday at some 
>> >> > point -- if we need to. 
>> >> > If you call me today, I will be in class ticom 
>> 9:30 
>> >> > until 1 lam and 
>> >> > 3:30-6:30 If you want to leave t2ae articles 
>> >> outside 
>> >> > of my carrell door 
>> >> > in Davis library this should work. I will be in 
>> >> > touch. Sincerely, 
>> >> > Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> >> >                ~yahoo.com>: 

>> >> > > Dr. Regester, 



>> >> > > I tried to call you a couple of times today 

>> to 

>> >> let 

>> >> > you 

>> >> > > l~mw that Wednesday would be a better day for 

>> me 

>> >> > to 

>> >> > >rneet with you. I’ll try to give you a call 

>> later 

>> >> > on. 

>> >> > > II*there’s somewhere I can drop off the 

>> folders 

>> >> of 

>> >> > > articles that I don’t need anymore before 

>> >> > Wednesday-, 

>> >> > > let rne know. 

>> >> > > There are some things I need to correct frorn 

>> >> > Biblio 

>> >> > > 17, but I don’t have the folder for those 

>> >> articles 

>> >> > > (l?om CA Eagle 1T02i1937-03/0T1940). I’m 

>> still 

>> >> > > working on Biblio nmnbers 18 and 19 and will 

>> try 

>> >> > my 

>> >> > > best to have those completed beibre the end 

>> of 

>> >> the 

>> >> > > week. Biblio 18 includes articles from 

>> >> Pittsburgh 

>> >> > > Courier 09/30/1933-12/29/1934 and B iblio 19 

>> >> > includes 

>> >> > > articles from CA Eagle 03/21/1940-04/02/1942. 

>> >> > > Talk to you later, 

>> >> > > --- regester@email.unc.edu ~vrote: 

>> >> > >> Dear Thanks for the update. 

>> Currently, 

>>>>I 

>> >> > >> realized that I needed 

>> >> > >> to re-revie~v database 12 and then I will 

>> >> > re-examine 

>> >> > >> 7, 8, &9 At this 

>> >> > >> point, we may need to meet again just to 

>> double 

>> >> > >> check everything Some 

>> >> > >> times I feel that I am doing double wofl~ but 

>> I 

>> >> > will 

>> >> > >> keep you posted. 

>> >> > >> Sicnerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> >> > @ahoo.com>: 

>> >> > >> > I)r Regester, 

>> >> > >> > I did complete Biblio #22. When I spoke 

>> with 

>> >> > >> > in October, she told me that the lbllowing 

>> >> > >> > to complete: 6, 10, 11, 14, 16 and up 

>> Since 

>> >> > that 

>> >> > >> > inne, [ have worked on numbers 6 and 10 

>> and 

>> >> > >> completed 

>> >> > >> > 11, 14, 16, and 22. I am now- working on 

>> >> > >> > 18, and 19. 



>> >> > >> > --- regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> >> > >> ~> good time [’or me to meet. We made need at 

>> >> > >> >> that I can corffer with you on what needs 

>> >> > >> >> edited as I have 
>> >> > >> >> recei’,~ed the inforraation provided below. 
>> >> > Please 
>> >> > >> let 
>> >> > >> >> me know by email or 
>> >> > >> >> call my cell phone               Thanks 

>> >> > >> >> Sincerely, Charlene 
>> >> > >> >> Regester Quoting 

>> >> > >> >> > Thar~ks for the update on the password. 

>> >> > >> >> > I ruade some of the necessary 

>> >> > >> Biblio 

>> >> > >> >> > using t}le articles you gave me. 

>>>>I 
>> >> > >> still 

>> >> > >> >> > t2ae articles tlcom California Eagle 

>> >> > (07/21/1933 

>> >> > >> >> > 07/06/1934) to complete it 

>> >> > >> >> > I completed B~blio numbers 14 and 16 
>> and 

> message truncated 

> Looking for last minute shopping deals? 
> Fred them fast with Yahoo! Search. 
> http://tools.search vahoo.com/newsearch/cate~orv php?cate~orv shoppin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2008 12:01 PM 

Agniax, Ann-Louise Clemmer <aim-louise agniax@unc.edu> 

Re: t~f: Contirming talk at the General Alnmrfi As~ciation 

Dear Arm-Louise: As previously mentioned I will be attending a 
conference this week, therefore, I hope that can I provide the title 
and description of my lecture next week. Today has been incredibly busy 
for me since I am leaving tomorrow Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Aguiar, Ann-Louise" <Ann-LouiseAguiar@unc.edu>: 

> 

>> Dear Professor Regester, 
>> 

>> It was so nice to speak to you this morning and I cannot tell you how 
>> excited ~ve are to have you speak on our Carolina College of Lifelong 
>> Learning program this fall. I am writing to confirm that we have set 
>> your talk for Wednesday, September 17 from 2:30 to 4:00 p.m. in the 
>> Royall Room at the GAA, on the Carolina Club side offlae Alu~rmi 
>> Center We will be happy to get together with you at some point 
>> before that date to test out your DVD of the video clips you’d like to 
>> incorporate into your presentation. 
>> 

>> As I mentioned, we are only able to offer a $100 honorarium to our 
>> speakers and so we especially want to thank you for this service to 
>> the Universi~ communi~’. I am attaching a little bit more information 
>> about CCI~I~ for your review 
>> 

>> Since we need to have a class title and a 2-3 sentence (short 
>> paragraph) description to include in our catalogue by late April, feel 
>> free to use a title that will generally cover your topic and don’t 
>> wor~, about the specificity If you would also include a short 
>> biographical paragraph as well, that would be very helpful. I’ll put 
>> one of our spring CCLL catalogues in campus mai[ to you, so you can 
>> get a picture of what we usually include. 
>> 

>> Again, many thanks and I look forward to meeting you in the near 
>> future. Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time if you have 
>> an?’ questions or if I can be of service. 
>> 

>> <<background in]2~ for potential lecturers.doc>> 
>> Kind regards, 
>> 

>> Ann-Louise 
>> 

>> Ann-Louise Aguiar ’76 
>> Manager of Alumni Education and Travel 
>> UNC General Alumni Association 
>> P@ Box 660 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 
>> @19) 962-3574 
>> 019) 962-0010 fax 
>> Alu~mi Travel Program (877) 962-3980 
>> http://alumni.m~c.edu 
>> 

>> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2008 6:56 PM 

Moriell, Patrick <moriell@email.unc.edu~ 

Re: new computer 

Dear Patrick: I am definitely flexible Kwe can’t do it this 

Thursday-, then next Thursday from 11 unil 1 will work for me. 

Sincerely’, Charlene Regester Quoting Patrick Moltell 

<mortell@email.unc.edu>: 

> Proil Regester, 
> Travis asked me to setup your computer at 11 tomorro~v. I have 
> another appt then, and basic setup takes awhile (~vait for network 
> registration, imaging program,) so I asked a work study student to do 
> that today. 
> I’ll drop by before 11 to make sure you can login OK arid email and 
> printers are OK. If we can’t meet tomorrow I can still copy data 
> from your laptop if you’d like that (as long as it’s there and I can 
> login to it. I also agreed to briefly assist an instructor at noon 
> tomorrow, so that time’s out, but suggest another time and we’ll meet. 

> Patrick Mortell 
> OASIS http://www.unc.edu/-mortell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2008 8:17 AM 

Agnia~, Ann-Louise Clemmer <aim-louise agnia~@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Contirming talk at the General Alnmrfi As~ciation 

When Velvet Drapes Become a Metaphor for Veiled Racial Desile in Gone with the Wind.doc 

Dear Ann-Louise: Attached is my title and brief synopsis of the lecture 
that I intend to give. Please let me know if this works You are 
welcome to revise accordingly. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
"Aguiar, Ann-Louise" <Ann-LouiseAguiar@unc.edu>: 

> 

>> Dear Professor Regester, 
>> 

>> It was so nice to speak to you this morning and I cannot tell you how 
>> excited we are to have you speak on our Carolina College of Lifelong 
>> Learning program this fall. I am writing to confirm that we have set 
>> your talk for Wednesday, September 17 from 2:30 to 4:00 p.m. in the 
>> Royall Room at the GAA, on the Carolina Club side of the Alumni 
>> (;enter We will be happy to get together with you at some point 
>> before that date to test out your DVD of the video clips you’d like to 
>> incorporate into your presentation. 
>> 

>> As I mentioned, we are only able to offer a $100 honorarium to our 
>> speakers and so we especially want to thank you for this service to 
>> the Universi~ communiD’. I am attaching a little bit more irfformation 
>> about CCI~I~ for your review 
>> 

>> Since we need to have a class title and a 2-3 sentence (short 
>> paragraph) description to include in our catalogue by late April, feel 
>> free to use a title that will generally cover your topic and don’t 
>> wor~, about the specificity If you would also include a short 
>> biographical paragraph as well, that would be very helpful. I’ll put 
>> one of our spring CCLL catalogues in campus mail to you, so you can 
>> get a picture of what we usually include. 
>> 

>> Again, many thanks and I look forward to meeting you in the near 
>> future. Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time if you have 
>> any questions or if I can be of selwice. 
>> 

>> <<backgronnd info for potential lecturers.doc>> 
>> Kind regards, 
>> 

>> Ann-Louise 
>> 

>> Ann-Louise Aguiar ’76 
>> Manager of Alunmi Education and Travel 
>> UNC General Alunmi Association 
>> PO Box 660 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 
>> (,919) 962-3574 
>> (919) 962-0010 fax 
>> Altmmi Travel Program (877) 962-3980 
>> http://alumni.m~c.edu 
>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, _ 11:44 AM 

< .~gma~l.com> 

Re: Dinner at 6:30, Lime and Basil 

Dear      I went last night but did not see you. I did not arrive until 
arouaad 6:40 or 6:45 and stayed until 7:15 waiting for you -- then I 
walked to my car Apparently we missed each other ~Vhen my class ended 
at close to 6:30, I had to walk to the restaurant ~vhich took some 15 
minutes. We will need to re-schedule. Let me know what ~vorks best for 
you Solay tfaat I missed you Next time give me a call on my cell 

and give me your cell number as well. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting            <      @gmail.com>: 

I hope you’re having a great day! rm just writing to remind you about 
our diner plans today at 6:30 Here’s a link with the address of Lime 
& Basil and some revie~vs. I haven’tt been there before, but I hear 
it’s a veiN good restaurant. And it’s a great day for some pho soup! 

See you soon, 

http://triangle.ciWsearch cum/prufile/41280615/ 

U Nurth Carolina, Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2008 1:12 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Re: Dinner at 6:30, Lime and Basil 

Dear      Yes, let’s tly to meet next Tuesday -- I assume you want to 
meet at the same place. We can schedule for 7 but wait at least 20 
minutes because sometimes my students like to talk with me aI’ter class 
and this delays me Hope to see you then. By the way, if you have your 
cell give me the number and if I am ruaming late I can call or please 
call me on my cell. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@gTnail.com>: 

Oh, rm So1Ty about that I sat outside until 6:45, then drove home. 
I’m happy to reschedule -- pretty much any weekday except Thursday is 
fine for me. We could tly next Tuesday if you want and push the time 
back to 7 to be more convenient. 

Have a good evening! 

On Wed, Apr 2, 2008 at 10:43 AN~ <regester@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 
>> Dear      I went last night but did not see you. I did not arrive until 
>> arouaad 6:40 or 6:45 and stayed until 7:15 waiting for you -- then I 
>> walked to my car Apparently we missed each other. When my class ended 
>> at close to 6:30, I had to walk to the restaurant which touk some 15 
>> minutes. We will need tu re-schedule Let me know what works best ~2~r 
>> you Sorry that I missed you Next time give me a call un my cell 
>>         and give me your cell number as well. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quuting @gmail corn>: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> > Hi, 

>> > I hope yuu’re having a great day! I’m just writing tu remind you about 
>> > our diner plans today at 6:30. Here’s a link with the address of Lime 
>> > & Basil and some reviews. I haven’tt been there before, but I hear 
>> > it’s a very goud restaurant. And it’s a great day for some phu soup[ 

>> > http://trian~le cit’,’searc h. con~,prufile/41280615/ 

>> > U. North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

U. North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2008 12:35 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Facul~ and Administra’6ve Positions in Humanities 

..... Forwarded message licom amccarthy@academickeys.com ..... 

Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 11:29:42 -0400 (EDT) 
From: Andrea McCarthy <amccalthy@academickeys corn> 

Reply-To: amccarthy@academickeys.com 
Subj ect: Facul~ and A&ninistrative Positions in Humanities 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear Professor Regester, 

This month’ s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for ttumanities 
features 71 faculty openings, 2 senior administrative positions, 
and 8 Post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education 

Issue: Humanities 04/11/08 

Circulation: 26,400 

A discipline specific version of’this e-flier is also distributed. If 
you are interested in that version, please visit our site: 
w~v.academickeys.com 

POST YOUR JOB A]x,’NOI2NCEMENT 

Add your department’ s positions to our next e-Flier, where 94% of the 
top 100 institutes in the US advertise their positions: 

http:i/tlumanities.AcademicKeys.com/client lo~in.php?taff HU88080411 

FEATURED SERVICE 

Search journals and professional publications 
-l-~ttp://humanities.AcadcmicKevs.comiiour main.php?tag HU88080411 

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS: 

Director, Institute of Water Policy 
Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy 
National L-niversib" of Singapore 
Singapore 
Singapore Date Posted: Feb. 26th, 2008 

http :/isocialsciences.AcademicKevs.corrdredir ect.php ? 14378-HU88080411 

Director for Program of Arabic for Non- Native Speakers 
Arabic for Non- Native Speakers (Program) 

Qatar Universi) 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities.Acad emicKeys com/redirect.php ? 13374-HU88080411 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS: 

NEW! - AssistanffAssociate Professor in School Psychology 
Human Development and Psychoeducational Studies 
Howard Universi~/ 
Washington, DC 
Date Posted: Apr. 2nd, 2008 

http ://socialsciences Aca demicKe ,vs.com/redirect.php ? 14785-HU88080411 

NEW’. - Assistant/Associate Professor in School & Community Consuling 
Htunan Development and Psychoeducational Studies 
Howard University 
Washington, DC 
Date Posted: Apr 2nd, 2008 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.colrdredirectphp?14786-IffU88080411 



Nt~;W! - Assistant/Associate Professor in Educational Psychology 
Human I)evelopment and Psychoeducational Studies 
Howard University 
Washington, DC 
Date Posted: Apr. 2nd, 2008 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKe~vs.comTredirect.php ? 14784-t]U88080411 

NEW! - Visiting Assistant Professor 
Anthropology Department 
SUNY College at Plattsburgh 
Plattsburgh, NY 
Date Posted: Mar. 27th, 2008 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.con~/redirect.php?14717-HU88080411 

FaculF- Member 
College of Social Sciences 
Kazald~stan Institute of Management, Economics and Strategic Research 

(KLMEP) 
Alma~ 
Kazald~stan Date Posted: Mar. 19th, 2008 

http ://socialsci ences.AcademicK evs. com/r edirect.~hl~ ?14646-HU88080411 

Assistant Professor/Director 
Human and Con~’ntmiF- Development 
Universi~" of California, Davis 
Davis, CA 
Date Posted: Mar. 7th, 2008 

http : //socialsci ences.AcademicK eys. colr~redirect php ?14 5 30-INJ88080411 

Faculty - Communications 
Jalmen School of Arts & Sciences 
Tri-State University 
Angola, IN 
Date Posted: Mar. 6th, 2008 

http ://socialsci ences AcademicK ev, s. com/redirect.php ?14492-HU88080411 

Assistant Professor of Special Education (Applied Behavior Analysis) 
Special Education Special Education 
Sin’nnons College 

Boston, 1VIA 
Date Posted: Feb. 8th, 2008 

http : //socialsci ences.AcademicK evs. colr~redirect php ?14140-INJ88080411 

Faculty Position in Human Computer Interaction 
School of Humanities and Social Sciences 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 
Singapore 
Singapore Date Posted: Feb. 4th, 2008 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKe,vs.comTredirect.php ? 14043-t]1788()80411 

Lecturer/Senior Lecturer level Education Research 
Department of Educational Studies 
Ghent University 
Ghent 
Belgium    Date Posted: Feb. 1st, 2008 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKegs.com/redirectphp?14007-HU88080411 

Assistant/Associate/Professor in Sociolingmstics 
Social Sciences 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Jan 31 st, 2008 

http://socialsciences AcademicKevs.comTredirect.php ? 13999-t ]U88080411 

Department Head 
S ociologyiAnthr opolog~" 
New Mexico State Universit-v 
Las Cruces, _N~¢I 
Date Posted: Jan. 25th, 2008 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKegs.com/redirect.php?13910-HU88080411 



Business Reference Librarian (Sr. Assistant Librarian) 
Llbra~ 
SUNY College at Old Westbury 
Old Westbury, NY 
[)ate Posted: Jan 18th, 2008 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKe~vs.comYredirect.php ? 13820-t]1J88080411 

Linguistic S ociologist/Anthropologist 
Social Sciences 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKe,~s.com/redirect.php?13367-HU88080411 

Teaching Assistant in Sociology/Antl’uopology 
Social Sciences 
Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

htt~ :/isocialsciences.AcaderaicKe,~’s.corr~redir ect.1)hp ? 13369-HU88080411 

Chair 
Department of Sociology- and Anthropology" 
Universi~ of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Little Rock, AR 
Date Posted: Dec. 6th, 2007 

http ://socialsciences AcademicKev, s. com/redirect.php ?13291-HU88080411 

DeparWaent Head 
Anthropology & Sociology 
Western Carolina University- 
Cullowhee, NC 
Date Posted: Dec. 3rd, 2007 

http ://socia lsciences.Acad emicKevs.col~redirect php ? 13206-HU88080411 

NEW! - Visiting Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Foreign Languages 
Hiram College 
Hh-am, OH 
Date Posted: Apr. 9th, 2008 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKev s c omiredirect.php ? 14857-HU88080411 

NEW’. - STEPS - Communication Faculty- 
Arts & Sciences Program 
The Petroleum Institute 
Abu Dhabi 
Date Posted: Apr. 3rd, 2008 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?14802-HU8808(N11 

Nt*;W! - Gilbert Chair 
International Institute 
UC] ,A 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Apr. 2nd, 2008 

http://hmnanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?14791-t ]1~-88080411 

NfiW! - Assistant Professor/Instructor in African-American ttistory and 
American Studies 
American Studies 
SUNY College at Old Westbury 
Old Westbury, NY 
Date Posted: Mar. 25th, 2008 

http://hmnanities.AcademicKeyscom/redirect.php?14701-t]1~88080411 

NEW! - Assistant/Associate Professor of Spanish 
Modern Foreign Languages 
North Carolina Central University- 
Durham, NC 
Date Posted: Mar. 24th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 14690-HU88080411 



Nt~;W! - Assistant Professor, Philosophy 
Modern Languages & Literatures/Philosophy 
Eastern Washington University 
Cheney, WA 
[)ate Posted: Mar. 20th, 2008 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?14669-t]1J88080411 

Senior Lectmeship/Lectureship In Philosophy 
Philosophy 
University College Cork    Cork Cib" Ireland Date Posted: Mar. 18th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect, php ? 14637-HU88080411 

Lecmrcr in English Language 
Foreign Languages 
Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Mar. 10th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcadelmcKe’/s.com/redirect.php?14546-HU88080411 

Coramunication Faculb- 
Arts & Scicnces Program 
The Petroletm~ Institute 
Abu Dhabi 
UnitedArab Errfirates Date Posted: Mar. 10th, 2008 

http://l-mmanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect.php ? 14499-HU88080411 

Assistant/Associate/Professor in Linguistics 
Foreign Languages 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: \{al-. 10t~, 2008 

http : //humanities AcademicKe,is. com/redirect php ?1454 5-HU88080411 

Professor 

Hispanic Studies    Universi~ College Cork    Cork City Ireland 

Posted: Mar. 7th, 2008 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKe¥ s c om/redirect.php ? 14509-HU88080411 

Date 

Professor 
Renaissance Studies University College Cork    Cork Ci~ Date Posted: 

Mar 7th, 2008 

http://humanities Ac a demicKevs, c om/redirect php ? 14510-HUB 8080411 

Assistant Professor of English 
English 
Oklahoma CW Universi~" 
Oklahoma City, OK 
[)ate Posted: Feb 26th, 2008 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?14387-tKJ88080411 

Assistant Professor 
Institute of Histop)~ and 2,sea Studies 
University of Aarhus 
Arhus 
Demnark Date Posted: Feb. 19th, 2008 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php ? 14291-HU88080411 

Lecturer In Spanish 
Department of World Languages 
University of Central Arkansas 
Conway, AR 
[)ate Posted: Feb 18th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcadelmcKe’/s.com/redirect.php?14268-HU88080411 

Assistant Professor of English 
Arts, Hmnanities & Social Sciences 
Springfield Technical Cormmmib" College 
Springfield, MA 
Date Posted: Feb. 15th, 2008 



http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.comiredirect.php?14264-HU88080411 

Department Head 
Departrrlent of Hispanic Studies 

Texas A&M Universit3,- 
College Station, TX 
Date Posted: Feb. 1 lth, 2008 

httl~:/ihurnanities. Ac aderuicKevs, c om/redirect.php ? 14151 -HUB 8080411 

Lecturer or Assistant Professor in Russian Language & Literature 
Russian 
Wellesley College 
Wellesley, MA 
Date Posted: Feb 7th, 2008 

http://humanities.Acad emicKeys com/redirect.php ? 14129-HU88080411 

Visiting Professor (open rank) 
Women’s and Gender Studies 
Arnherst College 
Amherst, \SX 
Date Posted: Feb. 6th, 2008 

http://humanities Ac a demicKe¥ s. c om/redirect php ? 14114-HUB 8080411 

Professor, English 
Humanities and Social Sciences Division 
Nit. San Antonio College 
Wah~ut, CA 
Date Posted: Feb 5th, 2008 

http://humanities.Acad emicKevs com/redirect.php ? 14065-HU88080411 

Pro fessur, French 
Humanities and Social Sciences I)ivision 
]Vlt San Antonio College 

Walnut, CA 
Date Posted: Feb. 5th, 2008 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?14066-HU88080411 

Prufessor, Spanish (2 vacancies) 
Humanities and Sucia[ Sciences Division 
Mr. San Antunio CulIege 
Walnut, CA 
Date Pusted: Feb 5th, 2008 

http: //humanities.AcademicKeys cum/redirect.php?14067-t ]1~-88080411 

Professur, American Sign Language 
Humanities & Sucia[ Sciences 
Mt San Antonio College 
Walnut, CA 
Date Posted: Feb. 4th, 2008 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?14062-HU88080411 

English Lecturer 
English 
Chaminade Universi~" of Honolulu 
Honolulu, HI 
Date Posted: Jan. 31 st, 2008 

http://hurnanities.AcaderuicKeys.com/redirect.php?13997-HU88080411 

Visiting Assistant Professor, 18th-centur?, Literature 

English 

Saint AnseN~ College 

Manchester, NH 

Date Posted: Jan. 30th, 2008 

http://humanities. Ac adcmicKev s. c omiredirect, oho ? 13988 -HUB 8080411 

Teacher 
South Asian Studies 
The Ne~v Jersey Scholars Program 
Lawrenceville, NJ 
Date Posted: Jan. 29th, 2008 



http: //hurnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13951-t]1~-88080411 

Professor 

Histor,f 

United Arab F.mirates University 

AI Ain 

United Arab Emirates Date Posted: Jan. 24th, 2008 

http://humanities. Ac adcmicKe¥ s. c om/’redirect, php ? 13893 -HUB 8080411 

Director or Associate Director 
Appenzeller School of Global Business 
PaiChai University DaeJeon 
South Korea Date Posted: Jan. 22nd, 2008 

http://humanities. Ac adcmicKe¥ s. c om/’redirect, php ? 13848 -HUB 8080411 

University- Lectureship in English Literature of the Romantic 
Period/Margaret Candfield Fellowship 

Faculty of English Language and Literature 
Universit’y of Oxforc$1Universit-v College 
Ox.~’ord 

United Kingdom Date Posted: Jan. 22nd, 2008 

htto://humanities. Ac adcmicKev s. c om/’redirect, oho ? 13847-HU88080411 

Ass’t./Assoc./Full Professor in Culture, Perforruance and Olobalization 
World Arts and Cultures 
UCLA 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Jal’~. 1 lth, 2008 

http://humanities Ac a demicKe¥ s. c om/redirect php ? 13714-HUB 8080411 

Assistant Professor of French 
Dept of Foreign Languages & Literatures 
McDaniel College 
Westminster, ivID 
Date Posted: Jan. 9th, 2008 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13686-HU88080411 

Spanish Professor 
Foreign Languages and Literatures 
Houghton College 
Houghton, NY 
Date Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKev s. com/redirect php ?13 544-HU88080411 

Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Modern Languages 
Men-imack College 

North Andover, MA 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http: //humanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?135 51-t]1~88080411 

Professor, History 
Human Resources 
Mt San Antonio College 
Walnut, CA 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?13552-HU88080411 

Professor, tlistory 
Human Resources 
Mr. San Antonio College 
Walnut, CA 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http: //hurnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?135 54-t]1388080411 

Professor, Histot)~ 

Huruan Reso~ces 

Mt. San Antonio College 

Walnut, CA 

Date Posted: Dec. 20th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcadcmicKeys.com/’redirect, php?13555-HU88080411 



Assistant Professor of Spanish, Tenure Track 
Modern Languages 
Minnesota State Umversity, Mankato 
Mankato, MN 
[)ate Posted: Dec. 12th, 2007 

http://humanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?13410-tKJ88080411 

English Nov-el 
Foreign Languages 
Qatar Universib 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac adcmicKey s. c omiredirect, php ? 13376-HU88080411 

Modern History of the Middle East 
Humanities 

Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

httl~://hurnanities.AcademicKe’~s.com/redirect.~h~?13377-HU88080411 

Modern History- of the Arabian Gulf 
Humanities 

Qatar Universib 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13378-HU88080411 

Modem Philosophy 

Humanities 

Qatar Umversity 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?13 3 79-HU88080411 

Islamic History 
Humanities 

Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 1 ltJ~, 2007 

http://humanities.Acad emicKevs com/redirect.php ? 13382-HU88080411 

Arabic Linguistics 

Arabic Language 

Qatar University 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php?13370-HU88080411 

Broadcast Engineer 
Mass Cotmnunication and Information Science 
Qatar Universig~" 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities.Academic Keys com/redirec t.p hp ?13383-t]U88080411 

Arabic Morphology and Syntax 

Arabic Language 

Qatar University 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKeys.com/redirect php ? 13371-HU88080411 

Arabic Languages & Literature 
Arabic Language 
Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth. 2007 

http://hurnanities.AcademicKe’is.com/redirect.php?13372-HU88080411 



Modern Arabic Literature 

2uabic Language 

Qatar Universi~ 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac adcmicKe¥ s. c omiredirect, php ? 13373 -HUB 8080411 

Literat~e & Drama 
Foreign Languages 
Qatar Universi~ 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 1 lth, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?13 3 7 5-HU88080411 

Technician in iVledia Facilities 
Mass Cormnunication and Information Science 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 10tJ~, 2007 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKe¥ s c om/redirect.php ? 13331 -HU88080411 

Associate Director 
Hall Center for the Humanities 
The University- of Kansas 
Lawrence, KS 
Date Posted: Dec. 10th, 2007 

http : //humanities AcademicKev s. com/redirect php ?13 3 54-HU88080411 

Advertising/Public Relations 
Mass Cormnunication and Information Science 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec 10th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13328-tK388080411 

Journalism 
Mass Communication and Information Science 
Qatar University 
Doha 
Qatar Date Posted: Dec. 10th, 2007 

http://humanities AcademicKe~/’s.com/redirect php?13329-HU88080411 

Radio and TV 

Mass Cowanunication and Information Science 

Qatar Universi~" 

Doha 

Qatar Date Posted: Dec 10th, 2007 

http: //hmnanities.AcademicKeys com/redirect.php?13330-tK388080411 

Assistant Professor in Modern Languages 
School of Arts and Sciences 
SUNY College at Old Westbttry 

Old Westbu13~, NY 
Date Posted: Dec. 6th, 2007 

http://humanities.AcademicKeys.comiredirect, php?13274-HU88080411 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS: 

NEW[ - Postdoctoral Associate 
Center for Developraental Science 
Universit’y of North Carolina-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 
Date Posted: Mar. 31 st, 2008 

htt~://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.com,’redirect.~hr~?14745-Hg88080411 

NEW! - Postdoctoral Fellowship in Marine and Coastal Governance 
COlnl~lunity-University Research for Recovecy Alliance 
Memorial University 
St. Jol-m’s, ~ 
Canada Date Posted: Mar. 26t2a, 2008 



http :/isocialsciences AcademicKev, s.corrgredirect.php ? 14710-t]1J88()80411 

NF, W! - Postdoctoral Fellow 
SafetyNet Centre for Occupational Health & Safety Research 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
St. John’s, NF 
Canada Date Posted: Mar. 25th, 2008 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKe,~s.con~,’redirect.php?14700-HU88080411 

Postdoctoral Fellowship in International Relations and Energy Research 
Political Science 
Institute of International Studies 
Berkeley, CA 
Date Posted: Mar. 10th, 2008 

http :/isocialsciences.AcaderaicKevs.corrgredir ect.php ? 14547-HU88080411 

Research Fellow-: Regulation and Risk 
Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy 
Lee Kuan Yea" School of Public Policy 
Singapore 
Singapore Date Posted: Mar. 5th, 2008 

http://socialsciences.AcademicKevs.con~/redirect.~hl~?14476-HU88080411 

NEW! - Fulbright Postgraduate Awards for L~ Citizens 
Awards Department 
US-UK Fulbright Corc~ission 
Various, 00 
Date Posted: Mar 20th, 2008 

http : //humanities AcademicKey s. com/redirect php ?14660-HU88080411 

Postdoctoral Fellowship in iVlodem Israel Studies 
Australian Centre fk~r Je~vish Civilisation 

Monash Umversi~ 
Melbourne 

Australia Date Posted: Feb. 15th, 2008 

http://humanities. Ac ad emicKey s c om/redirect.php ? 14238 -HUB 8080411 

Post Doc., African American Literature 
English 
Rutgers University 
New- Brunswick, NJ 
Date Posted:Dec. 18th, 2007 

http://humanitiesAcademicKevs.com/redirectphp?13493-HU88080411 

Change your email/subscribe directly: 

Do you need to update your email information with us? Proceed to the 
following page: 

http://www.academickeyscom/all/user chan~e email.php 

Did you receive this e-Flier fi*om a colleague and would like to 
continue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Academic Keys, Please 
proceed to the :following page: 

http :/iwww. academick ey s. com/allisubscri be.php 

UNSUB SCR]Ia.E: 

This e-Flier was sent to the email address: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe li*om further e-Fliers 
and other correspondence from AcademicKeys corn, 
must proceed to the :following web page: 

http :i/AcademicKey s. com/a ll/unsubscribe.php 

Copy EXACTLY the email address shown above into the 
fomx on that page and submit the fomx. Your request 
to tmsubscribe will be processed within 24 hours. 

We assure you that we make every attempt to honor requests 
to unsubscribe. Thartk you for your patience! If you 
have any further conmxents or suggestions, please send an 
email to EmailUs@AcadcmicKeys.com 



Sincerely-, 

Andrea McCarthy 
Academic Keys, LLC 
18 Dog Lane, S~tite B 
Storrs, Cormecticut 06268 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:36 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Dear      : Yes, we could meet but maybe at the end of the semester 
might be best for me or you are welcome to come on Wednesday night at 
6pm. 207 Undergrad because I sho~v films and we could talk then 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting                      @yahoo corn>: 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I received an email from         stating you were looking for 
someone to TA for you, then teach a course for a year. I am ve~¢ much 
interested and hope we can meet to discuss this. I am free Fridays 
aI’ter 3P, Monday tlcom 10-1, Tuesdays before 4P, and Thursdays before 
5P. Please feel free to email or call me at            . Thank you, 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Tired of spare? Yahoo! Mail has the best spare protection around 
http://mail yahoo corn 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:40 PM 

To: @nnc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Dear         I will need to meet ~vith you at the end of the semester. 
I will also need to talk with my department to see if this is still 
option. Contact me at the end of the semester and we can talk then. 
Sicnerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@unc edu>: 

> Dr. Regester, 

> I hope you had a fabulous weekend informed me that 

> you are looking for a TA for one semester and someone who could 

> possibly teach in the department for a year or so Can you give me 

> more details on this opportuni~ ~Vhich semester? ~en ~vould the 

> teaching begin? Could I TA for you instead of in my department? I 

> look forward to hearing from you 

> Universit5’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2008 1:39 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Bibliography Project 

Dear        I changed the password on Sunday -- go up to the next 
number. The next time we meet remind me to give you your t-shirt. I 
have it in my book bag. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@yahoo.com>: 

Dr. Regester, 

Are you still able to give me a check on Friday for 
If so, then we can make that the final check and 

rll do whatever needs to be done on Biblio 28 

I’ll give you a call tomorro~v, if I can, and we can 
talk about it 

Thank you, 

--- regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear        I have just started Biblio 23 Perhaps 
>> on Wednesday we can 
>> meet so that I can get articles from 18 and update 
>> with you Thanks 
>> much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> ~yahoo corn>: 
>> 

>> > Sorry, I just noticed your email, because it was 
>> in my 
>> > bulk mailbox and I don’t check it much. I have the 
>> > folders for Biblio 18 here at work with me, just 
>> 
>> > me know when you want to meet so ! can return 
>> them. 

>> > Talk to you later. 

>> > --- regester@email unc.edu wrote: 

>> >> Dear I may need to re-check 20. 
>> Cun-ently, I 
>> >> am working on 21 
>> >> so just continue with 23. When I :finish 21, I 
>> will 
>> >> revisit 20 and 18 
>> >> (but for 18 I may need the articles, however, it 
>> >> won’t be until next 
>> >> week). It is possible that 20 may not be saving 
>> the 
>> >> changes (I don’t 
>> >> l~mw but tW notes indicate that it was completed 

>> >> me). By the way, 21 
>> >> will not let me make changes to some of the 
>> keywords 
>> >> - the lab 
>> >> attandent said this might be a glitch in the 
>> >> program. I will edit what 
>> >> I can and may have to get the computer expert to 
>> >> find out what’s going 
>> >> on - that’s why I did not ask you to work on 
>> this 
>> >> data set. If you 
>> >> have any problems with others please let me 
>> know.) 
>> >> ThapX<s for giving me 
>> >> the update. We are getting near the the end[[[[ 
>> >> Sincerely, Charlene 
>> >> Regester Quoting 
>> >>           @~yahoo.com>: 

>> >> > "¢,qaen I opened up Biblio 20, I noticed 
>> semicolons 

>> >> > the keyword field for several of the entries, 

>> >> > figured it hadn’t been completed 

>> >> > I can, however, start ~vorking on 23; I 
>> completed 



>> >> 22. 
>> >> > 

>> >> > 

>7, >> > --- regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> >> > 

>7, >> >> Dear I think Biblio 20 has been 
>> >7, completed. I 
>> >> >> have started 21 
>> >> >> and since I am having some problems with the 
>> >> >> keywords section, I will 
>> >> >> work on this one alone. You might start 22. 
>> Once 

>> >> >> finish 21, I will go 
>> >> >> back and check on 18. Thanks for the update. 
>> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene 
>> >> >> Regester Quoting 
>> >> >> @al’loo.corrl>: 
>> >> >> 

>> >> >> > I completed Biblio #18. I can start editit~g 
>> >> Biblio 
>> >> >> #20 
>> >> >> > (only 252 records). From there, I can xvork 
>> on 
>> >> >> Biblio 
>>>>>>>#21. 
>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > Talk to you later, 
>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > ~yahoo.com> 
>> >> >> wrote: 
>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> >> Dr. Regester, 
>> >> >> >> 

>> >> >> >> It looks like I won’t be able to meet with 

>> you 
>> >> >> until 
>> >> >> >> Wednesday. I have a appointment 
>> >> >> tomorrow 
>> >> >> >> (Monday)akernoon and I know- Tuesdays are a 
>> >> busy 
>> >> >> day 
>> >> >> >> for you 
>> >> >> >> 

>> >> >> >> So, I guess we’ll talk later. 
>> >> >> >> 

>> >> >> >> 

>> >> >> >> --- regester@email unc.edu wrote: 
>> >> >> >> 

>> >> >> >> > Dear 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> We can tW to meet on Wednesday 

>> >7, some 
>7, >> 2>> >2> > point -- if we need to 
>> >7, >> >> > ]l’you call me today, I will be in class 

>> >> >> 9:30 
>7, >> >> >7, > until 1 lam and 

>> >> >> >> > 3:30-6:30 If you *wmt to leave the 
>7, articles 

>7, >> >> >> > of my can-ell door 
>> >7, >> >> > in I)avis library this should work. ! will 
>7, be 

>> >> >> >> > touch. Sincerely, 
>> >> >> >> > Charlene Regester Quoting 



>> >> >> >> > > I tried to call you a couple of times 
>> >> today 
>> >> >> to 
>> >> >> >> let 
>> >> >> >> > yOU 

>> >> >> >> > > know that Wednesday would be a better 
>> day 
>> >> for 
>> >> >> me 
>> >> >> >> > to 
>> >> >> >> > > meet with you. I’ll t~y to give you a 
>> call 
>> >> >> later 
>> >> >> >> > on. 

>> >> >> >> > > If there’s somewhere I can drop off the 
>> >> >> folders 
>> >> >> >> of 

>> >> >> >> > > articles that I don’t need anymore 
>> before 
>> >> >> >> > Wednesday, 
>> >> >> >> > > let me know. 

>> >> >> >> > > There are some t2aings I need to correct 
>> >> i2om 
>> >> >> >> > Biblio 
>> >> >> >> > > 17, but I don’t have the folder for 
>> those 
>> >> >> >> articles 
>> >> >> >> > > @om CA Eagle 12/02/1937-03/07/1940). 

>> >> >> still 
>> >> >> >> > > working on Biblio numbers 18 and 19 and 
>> >> will 

>> >> >> >> > > best to have those completed before the 

> message truncated 

> Be a better friend, newshound, and 
> know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile T15~ it now 
>http://mobilevahoo corn/: v, lt Ahu06i62sRSHDtDs~paoSWci9tAcJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2008 4:59 PM 

Lowman, Robert P <lowman@unc.edu> 

Re: Ark~ a~d ttumanities Awards 

Dear Bob: Yes, you can add my name Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Robert P. Lowman" <lowman@unc.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Did I successfully answer your questions/concerns? Are you on board 
for the proposal review? 

We’ve got a great group of reviewers this spring. I’m really excited 
about working with all these folks: 

Laurie Langbauer, English 
David Mora-Marin, Linguistics 
Dorothy Verkerk, Art 
Susan Wolf. Philosophy 

If I can add your name, the panel is complete! 

Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2008 1:56 PM 

Blanche Arons <baxons@croasdaile.com> 

Re:Please again acknowledge receipt .... 

Review Journal of Film & Video-Pedagogies.doc; Book Review-D~cing on the White Page.doc 

Dear Blanche: Attached are t~vo short pieces that I would like for you 
to edit ~vhenever you have a chance. Hope things are going well with 
you i 

Will discuss further by phone so please provide me with 
your phone number at some point. Thanks much for your assistance and 
look fol~¢al-d to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

Blanche Arons <barons@croasdaile.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I read and agree with the suggestions the?" sent you about your title 
(That keeps your original list for your organization as you present 
the paper. 

I did not change the Submission part, except to check on the 
computer-position of the letters b and m in Submission 

Below is suggested title: 

A FILM-UPDATAING OF RACD~L RI~LATIONStlIPS: This lecture will, in a 
historic context, examine the production and public reaction of 
racial relationships in prominent films-of-the-past Reexaminations 
via today’s more sophisticated studies will lead to the observing of 
black characters’ leaning toward a masquerading and appropriating of 
whiteness, and (perhaps not known or accepted in the past) the 
observing of white characters’ leaning toward a masquerading and even 
an approprmting of blackness. 

OK, I hope ??7? 

Blanche 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@email.anc.edu> 
To: "Blanche Arons" <barons@croasdaile.com> 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 2:40 PM 
Subject: Re: Please acknowledge receipt .... 

>> Dear Blanche: Attached is a brief title and description that I have 
>> been asked to give for The Carolina College for Lifelong Learning 
>> General Almnni Association. They asked me to provide a brief title and 
>> description of the lecture so that the?" could include in a brochure. 
>> She indicated that I should keep the title rather open-ended so that I 
>> could move in an?" direction that I desired when it was time for rue to 
>> give me the lecture. Please review the attached and give rue your 
>> opinion. Thanks ruuch as always. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> Blanche Arons <barons@croasdaile.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> I hope this set-up works. Please exam the attachment carefully, and 
>>> let rue know if it really- IS the edited version, AND ALSO, of course, 
>>> if it is OK as an edit. 

>>> Blanche. 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 2, 2008 8:18 AM 

Blanche Arons <baxons@croasdaile.com> 

Re: Sincere rashes 

Dear Blanche: Tuesday is fine and thanks for your concern. I will be in 
touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Blanche Arons 

<barons@croasd aile corn>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Blanche 

p.s. My phone number is             I received your 2 
e-attachments, but I won’t be able to work on them until Tuesday. So 
please let me know if that’s ok. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 2, 2008 4:09 PM 

@aol .com 

Re: Journal of Film and Video 

Dear Steve: It will probably be the end of next week before I can get 
it to you. I had not forgotten but this is near the end of the semester 

-- all of course ~vhich happened at the 
same time. Will send asap Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.~aol.coln: 

Charlene: 
I I just wanted to let you know- that you owe me a report on the essay 
"Pedagogies of Doculnentary and Journalism: Hell House al’~d 
Critical-Rhetorical Alticulation" 

Please get it to me as soon as possible 

Steve 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 5, 2008 4:45 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: Bibliography Project 

Dear        Please let me know when you would like to pick up the 
articles. I will be here eve~z day this week except on Friday, I will 
have to leave campus around lpm Tuesday afternoon, I give an exam from 
4pm until 7pm. Call me on my cell              to let me know when 
you want to pick up your arictles -- indicate the years needed Also, I 
started on 2,000 and I am up to 2,500 Hope to reach 3,000 by the end 
of the week but it is going mcuh slower than expected. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                         @ahoo.com>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I hope things are ~vell with you. I got your voicemail 
message, but I didn’t get a chance to call you back 
during the week. 

Based on what I’ve done of 1001-2000 of Biblio #29, I 
defiintely ~vill need the articles, because most of the 
notes are incomplete Now that classes are over, I 
should be able to meet sometime this week to pick up 
the articles. 

Talk to you later, 

--- regester@email unc edu wrute: 

>> Dear I changed the passwurd on Sunday -- gu 
>> up to the next 
>> number. The next time we meet remind me tu give you 
>> your t-shirt, l 
>> have it in my buok bag. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting 
>> ~@yahuu cum>: 
>> 

>> > Dr. Regester, 

>> > Are yuu still able tu give me a check on Friday 
>> :[’ur 
>> > Ifsu, then we can make that the final check 
>> and 
>> > I’ll du whatever needs to be done on Bibliu 28. 

>> > I’ll give yuu a call tumurrow, if I can, and we 

>> > talk about it. 

>> > Tharlk you, 

>> > -- regester@emaihunc.edu ~vrote: 

>> >> Dear I have just stalted Biblio 23. 
>> Perhaps 
>> >> on Wednesday we can 
>> >> meet so that I can get articles from 18 and 
>> update 
>> >> w-ith you. Tharlks 
>> >> much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> >> @yahoo.com>: 

>> >> > Sorry, I just noticed your email, because it 

>> >> in my 
>> >> > bulk mailbox and I don’t check it much. I have 
>> the 
>> >> >foldcrs for Biblio 18 hcre at w-ork with me, 

>> >> let 
>> >> > me know when you want to meet so I can return 

>> >> > Talk to you later. 

>> >> > --- regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 

>> >> >> Dear I may need to re-check 20. 
>> >> Currently, I 
>> >> >> am working on 21 
>> >> >> so just continue with 23. ~Saen I finish 21, I 



>> >> will 
>> >> >> revisit 20 and 18 
>> >> >> (but [’or 18 I may need the artic]es, however, 
>> it 
>> >> >> won’t be unti] next 
>> >> >> week). It is possible that 20 may not be 
>> saving 
>> >> the 
>> >> >> changes (I don’t 
>> >> >> know but my notes indicate that it was 
>> completed 
>> >> by 

>> >> >> me). By the way, 21 
>> >> >> will not let me make changes to some of the 
>> >> keywords 
>> >> >> -- the lab 
>> >> >> attandent said this might be a glitch in the 
>> >> >> program. I will edit what 
>> >> >> I can and may have to get the coraputer expert 
>> to 

>> >> >> find out what’s going 
>> >> >> on -- that’s why I did not ask you to work on 
>> >> this 
>> >> >> data set. If you 
>> >> >> have any problems with others please let me 
>> >> kt~ow.) 
>> >> >> Thanks for giving me 
>> >> >> the update. We are getting near the the 
>> end[[[[ 
>> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene 
>> >> >> Regester Quoting 
>> >> >> ~yahoo.cora>: 
>> >> >> 

>> >> >> > VV2~en I opened up Biblio 20, I noticed 
>> >> semicolons 
>> >> >> ill 

>> >> >> > the keyword field ibr several of the 
>> entries, 
>> >> SO [ 

>> >> >> > figured it hadn’t been completed. 
>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > I can, however, start working on 23; I 
>> >> completed 
>>>>>>22. 
>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> > --- regester@email.unc.edu ~vrote: 
>> >> >> > 

>> >> >> >> Dear I think Biblio 20 has been 
>> >> >> completed. I 
>> >> >> >> have started 21 
>> >> >> >> and since I am having some problems with 
>> the 
>> >> >> >> keywords section, I will 
>> >> >> >> work on this one alone. You might start 22. 
>> >> Once 

>> >> >> I 
>> >> >> >> finish 21, I ~vill go 
>> >> >> >> back and check on 18. ~I1qanks for the 

>> update. 
>> >> >> >> Sincerely, Charlene 
>> >> >> >> Regester Quoting 

>> >> >> >>               @ahoo.com>: 

>> >> >> >> > I completed Biblio ttl 8 I can start 
>> editing 
>> >> >> Biblio 
>> >> >> >> #20 
>> >> >> >> > (only 252 records). From there, I can 
>> work 

>> >> >> >> Bib[io 

>> >> >> >> > Talk to you later, 

>> ~yahoo.com> 

>> >> >> >> >> It looks like I won’t be able to meet 
>> with 

>> >> >> >> >> Wednesday. 

>> >> >> >> >> (Monday)afternoon and I know- Tuesdays 



>> >> >> >> >> So, I guess we’ll talk later 

>> >> >> >> >> --- regester@email, unc edu wrote: 

>> We can try to meet on 
>> Wednesday 

>> >> >> >> >> > point -- if we need to. 
>> >> >> >> >> > If you call me today, I will be m 
>> class 

>> >> >> >> 9:30 

>> >> >> >> >> > 3:30-6:30. If you ~vant to leave the 

>> >> >> >> >> > in Davis library, tJais should work. I 
>> will 

>> >> >> >> >> > Charlene Regester Quoting 

> message truncated 

> 

> know-it-a[] with Yahoot Mobile. Try it now. 
> http://mobile.yahoo.com/: y]t=Ahu06i62sRSHDtDypaoSWci9tAcJ 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2008 10:56 AM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@columbia.edtr~ 

Re: Phone 

Dear Jane: ;Vhen will you be in Durham -- I really need to meet ~vith you 
in person. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
<jmg2196@columbia edu>: 

> Charlene: If you need to send anything the mailing address is below 
> Early January, rll be m Washington. DC, in the LOC where cell 
> phone ;vill be off-- 1 st week in January, but my cell will work flaere 
> at night:               I’m happy to help, but really really bus?’ 
> working for 2 institutions. Publishers bugging me to finish reading 
> manuscripts I promised to read 2 months ago and a tenure review 
> manuscript to read So I really can’t read your ms, but can look at 
>it 

> Happy Holidays. jg 
> 

> regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Jane: I will wait until you return in earl?- January but I will 
>> need your local phone number when you get back Please note that I 
>> am calling because I desperately need for you to read my manuscript 
>> as well as advice on publishers -- the current publisher still has 
>> not sent a re~ection letter and my time is running uut. I really, 
>> really, need for you tu step up tu the plate fur me. Thanks much and 
>> get sume rest. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
>> <jmg2196@columbia.edw~: 
>> 

>>> Charlene: I have moved tu New Yurk, teaching at Columbia. This is 
>>> the best emark Here finishing my grades and leave :for Europe 
>>> tommorrow, not back until earl?" January. Haven’t even :finished my 
>>> 2 papers Sorry I can’t call you before I leave because I’m crazily 
>>> rushed. I was in Durham last week sorry yuu didn’t call me then. 

>>> Jane Gaines, Visiting Professor 
>>> Film Divisiur~,Schuo[ of the Arts 
>>> Columbia Universi~,’ 
>>> 513 ]Dodge Hall 
>>> 2960 Bruadway MC 1805 
>>> New" York, NY 10027 
>>> }:AX (212) 854-7702 
>>> phone (212) 854-N57 

> Jane Gaines, Visiting Professor 
> Film DivisiordSchool of the Arts 
> Columbia University 
> 513 Dodge Hall 
> 2960 Broadway MC 1805 
> New- York, NY 10027 
> FAX (212) 854-7702 
> phone (212) 854-3457 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2008 11:28 AM 

~aol .cam 

Re: Journal of Film and Video 

Review Journal of Film & Video-Pedagogies.docx 

Dear Steve: Attached is my review for the essay forwarded. Again, I 
apologize for the delay but I seem to be back on track Thanks for 
working with me and please let me know that you have received this 
material Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting          @aol.com: 

No problem...I hope your 
ST 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester(a)email.unc.edu 

To:          ~aol cam 
Sent: Fri, 2 May 2008 1:08 pm 
Subject: Re: Journal of Film and Video 

Dear Steve: It will probably be the end of next week before I can get 
~t to you. I had not forgotten but this is near the end of the semester 
and         is extremely ill -- all of course which happened at the 
same time. Will send asap. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~aol.com:~ 
>> Charlene:~ 
>> I I just wanted to let you know that you owe me a report on the essay 
>> "Pedagogies of Documentary and Journalism: Hell House and 
>> Critical-Rhetorical Articulation" ~ 
>> ~ 
>> Please get it to me as soon as possible.5 
>> ~ 
>> Steve5 
>> ~ 
>> 5 
>> ~ 
>> ~ 

is doing better---take as long as you need 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2008 12:07 PM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ urflv.edu 

Re: bx~ok review 

Book Review-Dancing on the White Page.docx 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Attached is my book review that I am forwarding 
Please let me know that you have received this material. Again, thales 
for providing me with this oppoltunity Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting t?licia campbell@unlv.edu: 

Great. We will run it in the Surnmer issue 
Felicia 

To&nbsp;&nbsp; feiicia.campbell@unlv.edu 
cc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
bcc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Subject&nbsp;&nbsp; Re: book review 

regester@emaii.unc.edu 

05/02/2008 16:35 AS’]7 
<font size -1 ></~2mt> 



Dear Dr. Campbell: This is to let you l~ow that I will have tW book 
review forwarded to you by the end of next week. Sorry it has taken so 
long but between travels, end of the semester, etc. I ara barely keeping 
abreast. Again, thanks for providing me with this opportuni~. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting felicia.campbell@unlv.edu: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> We missed you! Would you like to do a book review for Popular 
>> Culture Review of Dancing on the YVhite Page: Black Women Entertainers 
>> Writing Autobiography by Kwakiutl L. Dreher? It should be from about to 
>> 500 to 1000 words long. If you are interested, I will mail you the book. 
>> Best. 
>> Felicia 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2008 2:35 PM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ unlv.edu 

Re: bx~ok review 

Book Review-Dancing on the White Page ReSend.doc 

Attached is the document I am attempting to re-send. Please let me know 
if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
felicia.campbell@unlv edu: 

>Hi, 
> Is it possible for you to send me this in a Word document? I can’t open 
> this one 
> Best. 
> Felicia 
> 

> 

> To&nbsp;&nbsp; feiicia.campbell@unlv.edu 
> cc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
> bcc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
> Subject&nbsp;&nbsp; Re: book review 
> regester@emaii.unc.edu 
> 

> 05/08/2008 12:06 AS’]7 
> <font size -1 ></~2mt> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



> Dear Dr. Campbell: Attached is ray book review that I am folwarding. 
> Please let me know that you have received this material. Again, thartks 
> for providing me with this opportani~’. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> Quoting felicia.campbell@unlv.edu: 
> 
>> Great. We will run it in the Smnmer issue 
>> Felicia 
>> 

>> 

>> To&nbsp;&nbsp; felicia.campbell@unlv.edu 
>> cc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
>> bcc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
>> Subject&nbsp;&nbsp; Re: bookreview 
>> regester@eraail.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 05/02,’2008 16:35 AST 
>> <font size -1 ></font> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



>> Dear Dr. Campbell: This is to let you know that I will have my book 
>> review forwarded to you by the end of next week. Sorry" it has taken so 
>> long but between travels, end of the semester, etc. I am barely keeping 
>> abreast. Again, thanks for providing me with this opportunity-. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting felicia.campbell@unlv.edu: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> We missed you! Would you like to do a book review for Popular 
>>> Culture Review of Dancing on the White Page: Black Women Entertainers 
>>> Writing Autobiography by Kwakiutl L. Dreher? It should be from about to 
>>> 500 to 1000 words long. If you are interested, I will mail you the 

book. 
>>> Best. 
>>> Felicia 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

- Book Review-Dancing on the ~,\~ite Page. docx 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 9, 2008 9:37 AM 

@aol .com 

Re: Journal of Film and Video 

Dear Steve: I will send the form by maih Thanks again for ~vorking ~vith 
me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting           ~aol.com: 

Thank you so much! I really appreciate it> 
ST 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc edu 
To:         ~aol.com 
Sent: Thu, 8 May 2008 8:28 am 
Subject: Re: Journal of Film and Video 

[)ear Steve: Attached is my review for the essay forwarded. Again, 
apologize for the delay but I seem to be back on track. Thanks 
working with me and please let me know that you have received this 
materiah Sincerely~ Charlene Reges~r Quoting          @aol.com:~ 

>> No problem..I hope is doing better---take as long as you need 
>> ST~ 
>> ~ 

>> ~ 

>> ..... Origina[ Message-----~ 
>> From: regester@email.~c.edu~ 
>> To:         ~aol com~ 
>> Sere: Fri, 2 May 2008 1:08 pm~ 
>> Subject: Re: Jo~al of Film and Video~ 

>> ~ 

>> ~ 

>> ~ 

>> I)ear Steve: It will probably be the end of next week before I can get~ 
>> it to you. I had not forgotten but this is near the end of the semester~ 
>> and        is ex~emely ill - all of comse which happened at the~ 

>> same time. Will send asap. Sincerely, Charlene Rcgester Quoting~ 
>>           ~aol.com:??S 
>>> Charlene: ?S 
>>> I I just wanted to let you ~ow that you owe me a report on the essay~ 
>>> "Pedagogies of Documenta~ and Jo~nalism: Hell House and~ 
>>> CrNcal-~etorical Atticulation."?~ 
>>> ’?~ 
>>> Please get it to me as soon as possible. ?~ 
>>> ’?~ 

>>> Steve’.’~ 
>>> ’?~ 
>>> ,.,~ 
>>> 

>>> 
>> ~ 
>> ~ 
>> ~ 
>> ~ 
>> ~ 
>> ~ 
>> ~ 
>> ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:43 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Attachment 

Deal     I read the attachment and its seems okay but I just 
remembered that Home appeared in an hadependent film called, The Duke 
Is Tops, which was an all-black cast film and she also assumed the 
stalTing role. So that you won’t have to mention this film maybe should 
can say that she appeared in two starring roles in Holly~vood 
productions -- I think just insert Hollywood and this would keep the 
statement tlcom being inaccurate. Sor~z for all the changes and I did 
not thiuk about this film earlier. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting      @email unc.edu: 

Forgot again. If this won’t fit, may cut some of the other stars 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2008 4:20 PM 

Jill Hastings qlttastings@ybp.com> 

RE: Black Entertainers in At~can American Newspaper Anficles 

Dear Jill: This is to inform you that I plan to for~vard volume II of 
the bibliography in the next month. I am vel)’ near the end Please let 
me know what format you would like to receive this material Currently, 
I am using Microsoft Access Thanks much for your assistance 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jill Hastings <JHastings@ybp.com>: 

Thanks for the update. Do you expect to have a print edition of volume 
2? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 8:51 AM 
To: Jill Hastings 
Subject: Re: Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles 

Dear Jill: This is to update you on volume II of African American 
Entertainers Currently, I am ~vorking as fast as I can on this project. 
I hope to have the completed project by the Fall (maybe late Fall). I 
will be in contact when I am near the end so that I can send the data 
electronically. Will keep you posted as I move forward. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Quoting Jill Hastings <Jtlastings@YBP corn>: 

>> I am looking ~2~r information on "Black Entertainers in African 
American 

>> Newspaper Articles". I know that vol. I was published in 2002. Have 
any 

>> other w~l umes been published? If not, what is the expected due date 
:[’or 

>> vol 2? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thank you for your help. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Jill Hastings 
>> 

>> Continuations, YBP Library Services 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> The irfformation in this e-mail is confidential. In the event of any 
error in 

>> transmitting, unauthorized recipients are requested to contact the 
sender 

>> irmnediately and not to disclose or make use of this itfformation. 
Although 

>> this e-mail and any attactm~ents have been checked for viruses, it is 
the 

>> responsibility of the recipient to ensure that they are virus free and 
no 

>> responsibility is accepted by YBP LibralN Sel~’ices or Lindsay & Croft 
from 

>> any loss or damage arising in any way from the receipt or use thereo£ 
YBP 

>> Library Services and Lindsay & Croft cannot accept liability for any 
>> statements which are clearly the senders own and not expressly- made on 
>> behalf of YBP Libraiy Ser~,4ces, Lindsay & Croft or one of its agents. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2008 4:24 PM 

barons@croasdaile.com 

Prospectus 

ProspectusBlack Actresses.doc 

Dear Blanche: Please edit the following prospectus. This has been 
edited before so it may only need a read through. I am not trying to 
make major changes as I need this to send to a press Please let me 
know that you have received this material Thanks as always, I still 
plan to call but I am overwhelmed starting Sun~aer School tomorro~v and 
just finished up some work on Friday Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2008 4:34 PM 

Jill Hastings qlttastings@ybp.com> 

RE: Black Entertainers in Ati’ican American Newspaper Arlficles 

Dear Jill: So1Ty for the misunderstanding -- ~vhen it is in print, I 
will let you kno~v. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jill Hastings 
<JHastings@ybp. corn>: 

Will volume 2 be available in print? I am not interested in receiving 
the material electronically 

Thanks 

Jill 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2008 4:20 PM 
To: Jill Hastings 
Subject: RE: Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles 

Dear Jill: ’]7his is to inform you that I plan to forward volume II of 
the bibliography in the next month. I am very near the end. Please let 
me know what format you would like to receive this material. Currently, 
I am using Macrosoft Access Thanks much :[’or your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jill Hastings <JIIastings@bp.com>: 

>> ~hanks for the update. Do you expect to have a print edition of 
volume 

>> 2? 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 8:51 AM 
>> To: Jill tlastings 
>> Subject: Re: Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles 
>> 

>> Dear Jill: This is to update you on volume II of African American 
>> Entertainers Currently, I am working as fast as I can on this 

project 
>> I hope to have the completed project by the Fall (maybe late Fall). I 
>> will be in contact when I am near the end so that I can send the data 
>> electronically Will keep you posted as I move forward Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Quoting Jill Hastings <YHastings@’~%P.com>: 
>> 

>>> I am looking for irffom~ation on "Black Entertainers in African 
>> ~qlerican 

>>> Newspaper Articles". I kmow that vol. 1 was published in 2002. Have 
>> an?" 
>>> other volumes been published? If not, ~vhat is the expected due date 
>> for 
>>> vol. 2? 

>>> Thank you for your help. 

>>> Jill Hastings 

>>> Continuations, YBP Libraly Set’,dces 

>>> The irtformation in this e-mail is cotffidential. In the event of any 
>> error in 
>>> transmitting, uaaauthorized recipients are requested to contact the 
>> sender 
>>> in~aediately and not to disclose or make use of this information. 
>> Although 
>>> this e-mail and an?’ attacl~nents have been checked for viruses, it is 
>> the 
>>> responsibility of the recipient to ensure that they are vires Iicee 

and 
>> no 

>>> responsibility is accepted by YBP LibraW Sel~’ices or Lindsay & Croft 
>> from 
>>> any loss or damage arising in an?- ~vay ticom the receipt or use 



> thereoll 
>> YBP 
>>> Library, Services and Lindsa’~’ & Croft cannot accept liability lk~r any 
>>> statements which are clearly the senders own and not expressly made 
> on 

>>> behalf of YBP Library, Services Lmdsa’~, & Croft or one of its agents 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 15, 2008 2:24 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Atiican American Actresses in Early Cinema 

ProspectusBlack Actresses.doc 

Dear Jane: In response to your request, I am forwarding the materials 
that you need. I will send in 3 separate email attachments If you need 
for me to mail you a hard cop?’, let me know Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Belmken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks very much for your follo~v-up note. We have received the 
manuscript and I would like to begin the review process. However, I 
need a few more pieces of in~2~rmation from you. Would you go ahead 
and send a prospectus situating your book with other literature on 
African American Actresses? It doesn’t need to be particularly 
lengthy, but this information will be useful to the editorial board 
and our reviewers Would you also please include a CV and a table of 
contents? 

I’m sorry [’or the delay in processing your manuscript; we will do our 
best to get it out the door for review as soon as we have the 
additional iN2~rmation. I remain very excited about your work and 
look forward to hearing from you 

With many thanks, 

Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2008 1:22 PM 
To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
Subject: African 2,merican Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Editor Jane Behnken: After meeting with you at the recently held 
SCMS,I decided to forward nay manuscript on African American Actresses 
in Early Cinema to be considered for publication by your press. It was 
forwarded nearly four weeks ago and I have not heard anything frorrl your 
office. Please let me know if you have received this material and if 
you are interested in sending it out for review. I really would 
appreciate your consideration of this request and I look forward to 
hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 15, 2008 2:25 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Atiican American Actresses in Early Cinema 

CHARLENE B 2008.doc 

Dear Jane: Attached is a copy of my CV Sincerely’, Charlene Regestr 
Quoting "Behl~en, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks very much for your follo~v-up note. We have received the 

manuscript and I would like to begin the review process. However, I 
need a few more pieces of reformation from you. Would you go ahead 
and send a prospectus situaung your book with other literature on 
African American Actresses’? It doesn’t need to be particularly 
lengthy, but this information will be useful to the editorial board 
and our reviewers Would you also please include a CV and a table of 
contents? 

I’m sorry [’or the delay’ in processing your manuscript; we will do our 
best to get it out the door for review as soon as we have the 
additional iN2~rmation. I remain very excited about your work and 
[oak forward to hearing from you 

With many thanks, 

Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
J;rom: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2008 1:22 PM 
To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
Subject: African 2,merican Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Editor Jane Behnken: After meeting with you at the recently’ held 
SCMS,I decided to forward my manuscript on African American Actresses 
in Early" Cinema to be considered for publication by your press. It was 
forwarded nearly four weeks ago and I have not heard anything frora your 
office. Please let me know if you have received this material and if 
you are interested in sending it out for review. I really would 
appreciate your consideration of this request and I look forward to 
hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 21, 2008 5:39 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@colnmbia.edtr~ 

Re: Phone 

Dear Jane: I contacted Karen Glyma regarding using the Cripps 
collection to locate photos for the Macheaux Retorspective at the 
Lincoln Center She is going to make this available for me. I looked at 
the list of titles provided in previous email but ~vas a little unclear 
about exact photos Do you want photos from scenes of the films 
provided or do you ~vant photos of specific actors/actresses who 
appeared in these fihns? Do you want both? Also, I am in Sulnmer School 
and it ~vill not end until June 16 so I won’t be able to go over until 
then -- hope this is not too late. My independent study student does 
not have a car and the Robertson Scholars Bus is not operating over the 
summer so I will have to do this mysel£ Give me more specific 
directions when you have a chance so that I clearly understand what I 
am looking for. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane 
Gaines <jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 

> Charlene: If you need to send anything the mailing address is below. 
> Early January, rll be m Washington DC, in the LOC where cell 
> phone will be off-- 1 st ~veek in January, but my cell will work there 
> at night:               I’m happy to help, but really really busy 
> working for 2 institutions Publishers bugging me to finish reading 
> manuscripts I promised to read 2 months ago and a tenure review 
> manuscript to read. So I really can’t read your ms, but can look at 
> it. 
> Happy Holidays. Jg 

> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> [)ear Jane: I will wait until you return in early January but I will 
>> need your local phone number when you get back. Please note that I 
>> am calling because I desperately need for you to read my manuscript 
>> as well as advice on publishers -- the current publisher still has 
>> not sent a rqjection letter and my time is running out. I really, 
>> really, need for you to step up to the plate for me Thanks much and 
>> get some rest. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
>> <jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 

>>> Charlene: I have moved to New York, teaching at Columbia This is 
>>> the best email tlere :finishing my grades and leave 12~r Europe 
>>> tommorrow, not back until early January tlaven’t even ]finished my 
>>> 2 papers. Sorry I can’t call you before I leave because I’m crazily 
>>> rushed I was in Durham last week sorry you didn’t call me then. 

>>> Jane Gaines, Visiting Professor 
>>> Film Division/School of the Arts 
>>> Colurrlbia University 
>>> 513 Dodge Hall 
>>> 2960 Broadway MC 1805 
>>> New York, NY 10027 
>>> FAX (212) 854-7702 
>>> phone (212) 854-3457 

> Jane Gaines, Visiting Professor 
> Film Division/School of the Arts 
> CoNmbia University 
> 513 Dodge Hall 
> 2960 Broa&vay MC 1805 
> Nexv Yorl¢ NY 10027 
> FAX (212) 854-7702 
> phone (212) 854-3457 
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1 Dr. Regester’s Movie Database 
2 parenthesis denote another movie on same tape 
3 
4 
5 Movie Title Format No. of Copies Location 
6 
7 School Daze DVD & VHS 2 Davis 
8 4 Little Girls DVD 1 Davis 
9 John Q DVD 1 Davis 

10 The Hurricane DVD & VHS 2 Davis 
11 He Got Game DVD 1 Davis 
12 The Bone Collector DVD 1 Davis 
13 Lady Sings the Blues VHS 2 Davis 
14 The Green Mile DVD 1 Davis 
15 The Shawshank Redemption DVD 1 Davis 
16 Devil in a Blue Dress VHS 1 Davis 
17 Joe’s Bed-Stuy Barbershop VHS 1 Davis 
18 Shaft VHS 1 Davis 
19 Boyz N the Hood VHS 1 Davis 
20 Glory (The Decks Ran Red) VHS 1 Davis 
21 The Decks Ran Red (Glory) VHS 1 Davis 
22 She’s Gotta Have It VHS 2 Davis 
23 Malcolm X VHS 1 Davis 
24 Matrix VHS 1 Davis 
25 Girl 6 VHS 1 Davis 
26 Get On The Bus VHS 1 Davis 
27 American History X VHS 1 Davis 
28 A Time To Kill VHS 1 Davis 
29 Mo’ Better Blues VHS 2 Davis 
30 Jungle Fever VHS 1 Davis 
31 The Mack VHS 1 Davis 
32 What’s Love Got To Do With It VHS 1 Davis 
33 Chameleon Street VHS 1 Davis 
34 Friday VHS 1 Davis 
35 Hollywood Shuffle VHS 1 Davis 
36 Ghost Dog VHS 1 Davis 
37 Amistad VHS 1 Davis 
38 The Learning Tree VHS 1 Davis 
39 Eve’s Bayou VHS 1 Davis 
40 Do The Right Thing VHS 1 Davis 
41 Women of Brewster Place VHS 1 Davis 
42 Five Heartbeats VHS 3 Davis 
43 Poetic Justice VHS 1 Davis 
44 New Jack City VHS 2 Davis 
45 I’m Gonna Get You Sucka (Moving, Bird) VHS 1 Davis 
46 Moving (I’m Gonna Get You Sucka, Bird) VHS 1 Davis 
47 Bird VHS 2 Davis 
48 A Soldier’s Story VHS 1 Davis 
49 To Sleep With Anger VHS 1 Davis 
50 Coming to America VHS 1 Davis 
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51 Lean on Me VHS 2 Davis 
52 Mississippi Burning VHS 1 Davis 
53 Dolemite VHS 2 Davis 
54 Coffy VHS 1 Davis 
55 Sounder VHS 1 Davis 
56 Superfly VHS 1 Davis 
57 Black Caesar VHS 1 Davis 
58 Diamond Shaft VHS 1 Davis 
59 Another 48 Hours (Tarzan Episode) VHS 1 Davis 
60 Tarzan Episode (Another 48 Hours) VHS 1 Davis 
61 Sarafina VHS 1 Davis 
62 SisterAct VHS 1 Davis 
63 The Associate VHS 1 Davis 
64 The Color Purple VHS 3 Davis 
65 Menace II Society VHS 1 Davis 
66 The Nutty Professor VHS 1 Davis 
67 Trading Places (Purple Rain) VHS 1 Davis 
68 Purple Rain (Trading Places) VHS 1 Davis 
69 Big Momma’s House VHS 1 Davis 
70 Michael Jordan: An American Hero VHS 1 Davis 
71 Beloved VHS 1 Davis 
72 Cigar Box VHS 1 Davis 
73 Tap VHS 1 Davis 
74 Rosewood VHS 1 Davis 
75 Oprah Show w/Sidney Poitier VHS 1 Davis 
76 Bojangles VHS 1 Davis 
77 Down in the Delta VHS 1 Davis 
78 Zebrahead VHS 1 Davis 
79 Virtuosity VHS 1 Davis 
80 White Girl VHS 1 Davis 
81 Carmen Jones VHS 2 Davis 
82 Prime Suspect VHS 1 Davis 
83 Space Jam VHS 1 Davis 
84 The Incident VHS 1 Davis 
85 Bodyguard VHS 1 Davis 
86 The Rat Pack VHS 1 Davis 
87 Once Upon a Time When We Were Colored VHS 1 Davis 
88 Looking for Langston VHS 1 Davis 
89 One False Move VHS 2 Davis 
90 Boomerang (One False Move) VHS 1 Davis 
91 The Story of A Three-Day Pass VHS 2 Davis 
92 Dangerous Passion (The Mighty Quinn) VHS 1 Davis 
93 The Mighty Quinn (Dangerous Passion) VHS 1 Davis 
94 Spook Who Sat By The Door VHS 1 Davis 
95 Ghost Dad (48 Hours) VHS 1 Davis 
96 48 Hours (Ghost Dad) VHS 1 Davis 
97 Blacula VHS 2 Davis 
98 Scream, Blacula, Scream VHS 1 Davis 
99 The Defiant Ones VHS 2 Davis 
100 Knock On Any Door VHS 1 Davis 
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101 Mahogany VHS 1 Davis 
102 Nothing But A Man VHS 1 Davis 
103 Higher Learning VHS 1 Davis 
104 Shaka Zulu VHS 1 Davis 
105 Sugar Hill VHS 1 Davis 
106 US Marshals VHS 1 Davis 
107 Sparkle VHS 1 Davis 
108 Blue Streak VHS 1 Davis 
109 Mr. Mean VHS 1 Davis 
110 Pulp Fiction VHS 2 Davis 
111 The Inkwell VHS 1 Davis 
112 Love Jones VHS 1 Davis 
113 Why Do Fools Fall In Love VHS 1 Davis 
114 Come Back Charleston Blue VHS 1 Davis 
115 Shaft (2000) VHS 1 Davis 
116 Crimson Tide VHS 1 Davis 
117 Rising Sun VHS 1 Davis 
118 Fresh VHS 1 Davis 
119 Clockers VHS 1 Davis 
120 Soul Food VHS 1 Davis 
121 Seven VHS 1 Davis 
122 Tales from the Hood VHS 1 Davis 
123 Crooklyn VHS 1 Davis 
124 Cotton Comes To Harlem VHS 1 Davis 
125 Band of Angels VHS 1 Davis 
126 Imitation of Life (1934) VHS 1 Davis 
127 Pinky VHS 1 Davis 
128 Song of Freedom VHS 1 Davis 
129 Princess Tam Tam VHS 1 Davis 
130 Zou-Zou VHS 1 Davis 
131 Rufus Jones for President VHS 1 Davis 
132 Big Fella VHS 1 Davis 
133 Sanders of the River VHS 1 Davis 
134 King Solomon’s Mines VHS 1 Davis 
135 The Green Pastures VHS 2 Davis 
136 Borderline VHS 2 Davis 
137 The Pool Group (Borderline) VHS 1 Davis 
138 Gone With The Wind VHS 2 Davis 
139 Island in the Sun VHS 1 Davis 
140 Dorothy Dandddge HBO VHS 1 Davis 
141 The French Way VHS 1 Davis 
142 The Duke Is Tops VHS 1 Davis 
143 Cabin in the Sky VHS 1 Davis 
144 Daughters of the Dust VHS 1 Davis 
145 Reap The Wild Wind VHS 1 Davis 
146 Intruder in the Dust VHS 2 Davis 
147 Hollywood’s Attic VHS 1 Davis 
148 A Controversial Filmmaker: Oscar Micheaux VHS 2 Davis 
149 Home of the Brave VHS 2 Davis 
150 The Heat’s On VHS 1 Davis 
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151 Stormy Weather VHS 1 Davis 
152 Rhapsody in Blue VHS 1 Davis 
153 Saratoga Trunk VHS 1 Davis 
154 Paul Robeson: Here I Stand VHS 1 Davis 
155 Showboat VHS 1 Davis 
156 I’ll Make Me A World Part II & Ill VHS 1 Davis 
157 Bullets or Ballots VHS 1 Davis 
158 The Negro Soldier VHS 1 Davis 
159 The Negro Sailor VHS 1 Davis 
160 Bronze Buckaroo VHS 1 Davis 
161 Harlem Rides The Range VHS 1 Davis 
162 The Blood of Jesus VHS 1 Davis 
163 The Colored Museum VHS 1 Davis 
164 Joshua VHS 1 Davis 
165 L.A. Confidential VHS 1 Davis 
166 Hell Up In Harlem VHS 1 Davis 
167 Mississippi Masala VHS 1 Davis 
168 The Legend of Dolemite VHS 1 Davis 
169 The Best Man VHS 1 Davis 
170 Dynamite Brothers VHS 1 Davis 
171 Paris Is Burning VHS 1 Davis 
172 Juice VHS 1 Davis 
173 Two-Gun Man From Harlem VHS 1 Davis 
174 Bucktown VHS 1 Davis 
175 Hoop Dreams VHS 1 Davis 
176 A Dry White Season VHS 1 Davis 
177 Jezebel VHS 1 Davis 
178 The Member of the Wedding VHS 1 Davis 
179 Always Outnumbered: Adaptation of Walter Mosley Novel VHS 1 Davis 
180 Harlem Globetrotters VHS 2 Davis 
181 The World, The Flesh, & The Devil VHS 1 Davis 
182 The Bedford Incident VHS 2 Davis 
183 Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner VHS 2 Davis 
184 Buck & The Preacher VHS 1 Davis 
185 In the Heat of the Night VHS 2 Davis 
186 Lilies of the Field VHS 1 Davis 
187 Imitation of Life (1959) VHS 1 Davis 
188 Kings Go Forth VHS 1 Davis 
189 The Slender Thread VHS 1 Davis 
190 Paris Blues VHS 2 Davis 
191 Cry The Beloved Country VHS 1 Davis 
192 Movies of Color Clips Documentary VHS 1 Davis 
193 A Patch of Blue (The Exile) VHS 1 Davis 
194 The Exile (A Patch of Blue) VHS 1 Davis 
195 Brother John VHS 1 Davis 
196 Red Ball Express VHS 1 Davis 
197 To Sir, With Love VHS 1 Davis 
198 Something of Value VHS 1 Davis 
199 Charlie Chart (A Raisin in the Sun, Cooley High) VHS 1 Davis 
200 A Raisin in the Sun VHS 2 Davis 
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201 Cooley High VHS 2 Davis 
202 The Organization VHS 1 Davis 
203 For The Love Of Ivy VHS 1 Davis 
204 Uptown Saturday Night VHS 1 Davis 
205 Six Degrees of Separation VHS 1 Davis 
206 Shoot to Kill VHS 1 Davis 



Document Cannot be Rendered 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 26, 2008 1:24 PM 

Wendy Sung @gmail.com> 

Re: At~can America~ Encyclopedia of Popnlax Culture Chapter final review before publication 

Dear Wen@: I will folavard my changes in the next few- days. I am 
attempting to get some help with the track changes program. Sincerely’, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Wendy Sung            ~@gmail corn>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Thank you for your continued patience throughout this project. Dr Boyd and 
I very much appreciate all the effort and time you have spent both in 
writing your chapter and in communicating with us in order to dehver a 
great final product As you know, the chapters were submitted to 
Praeger/Greenwood’s editorial team and have now been returned to us for one 
last review before publication We ask you to please review the changes the 
publisher’s editor have made and to please make any necessary changes you 
deem fit We ask that you return these chapters ~vith your final changes to 
me at           @gmail corn no later than May 25, 2008 If you do not feel it 
necessary to change anything please notify me so I can prepare your chapter 
for return. In addition, if I do not receive you chapter by the deadline of 
May 25, I will assume that your chapter is ready and your chapter will be 
returned to the publisher for publication as is. Instructions for your final 
editing process is listed below. 

We edited the :file using Microsoft Word, using the track changes feature. 
When working with Microsoft Word’s track changes feature, we ask that you do 
not Accept or Reject any editing changes We ask that you instead just type 
in your comments/additions at an appropriate location within the file. When 
you have the track changes feature turned on, as it should be, the text you 
add, and any deletions you make, will appear in a different color from the 
editor’s marks This feature allows us to see the changes you have made and 
incorporate them correctly, and helps us guarantee a sound editorial 
process. If your additions are not showing up ~n a different color, the 
track changes feature is not turned on, and you must turn it on. Please let 
me know if you have any concerns about using the track changes feature 

Once again, from Dr. Boyd and myself, thank you for your contribution to 
this exciting project and please :gee[ free to contact me if you have 
questions or concerns 

All best, 
Wendy 



A B C D 
3 Movie Data Base 
4 May-05 
5 
6 
7 Movie Title Format Copies Location 
8 (~!~a.Ee.n~t.!~.es.i§...d.e.n o~e...r~.o.re...t!~.~.n..£ n.e...r~.oxi.e...£~...a..~ Re.) 
9 100 Rifles ~VHS I~MRC 

10 4 Little Girls ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
1148 .................................................................................................................................................................................... Hours (Ghost Dad) !.~!H.S .............................. .: ......................... ~..~.~.~.i~ ............... 
12 A Controversial Filmmaker: Oscar Micheaux ~VHS 2~ Davis 
13 ~..D.~..W.h.i~...~.~.~.~ ...................................................................................................................... ~.~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
14A .................................................................................................................................................................................... Patch of Blue (The Exile) ~.~H.S .............................. .: ......................... ~..~.~.~.i~ ............... 
15 A Raisin In The Sun ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
16 ~..R~.i~.in...!.n...~.~...S.u.n..~.C.££!.~.~..~i.g.~.~...~.h~!i.e...~.h.a.n) .............................. 

~.~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
17 ~VHS 1 ~ Davis ............................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................ 
18 A Thin Line Between Love and Hate ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
19 A Time To Kill ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
20 A Warm December ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
21 A Woman Called Moses ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
22 Above the Rim ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
23 Always Outnumbered: Adaptation of Walter Mosely ~VHS . 1 ~Davis 
24 ...................................................................... .............................. ......................... ................. 
25 6~.e.d.cgn...~.is~.£.~..~ ......................................................................................................................... 

~.~# ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
26 Amistad ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
27 Anna Lucasta w/Eadha Kitt & Sammy Davis, Jr. ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
28 6£.£~.h~[.48..~£~.[S...(~g[~.£...E£i~£.d.~) ........................................................................ 

~.~# ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
29Autobiography ..................................................................................................................................................................................... of Miss Jane Pittman ~.~ ......................................................... ¯ !..~.B~!.~ ............... 
30 B. Williams after Bidh of a Nation (Notions,Blck) ~VHS . 1 ~Davis 
31 Bamboozled ::DVD 1 ::Davis 
32 ..................................................................................................................................................................................... ~.~ ......................................................... ............... 
33 Barbershop ~DVD 1 ~Davis 

35 Beloved ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
36 Big Fella ~VHS l~Davis 

38 Bird ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
39 Bi~hright ~VHS 2~ Davis 
40 Black A~ists of the Silver Screen ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
41 Black Caesar ~VHS l~Davis 
42 Black Like Me ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
43 Black Mama, White Mama ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
44 Black shaaows on a sii~er screen (NotiOnS, B~W~) ~VHS ~[ i~DaViS 
45 Blackenstein ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
46 Blackula ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
47 Blacula ~VHS 3~ Davis 
48 Blade Runner ~DVD l~Davis 
49 B.!.a~i.~ g..S.a.d~!.e.s ................................................................................................................................... 

~..D~D ........................................................ ............... 
50 Blue Streak ~VHS l~Davis 
51 Bodyguard ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
52 Bojangles ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
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53 Boomerang (One False Move) ~VHS ~ 1 ~Davis 

55Borderline .................................................................................................................................................................................... (The Pool Group) .~.~!H.S ....................................................... ~ ;~.~.l~#.Y.i§. ............... 
56 Boy! What a Girl~ (Junction, Broken, Sepia) ~VHS . 1 ~Davis 
57 B.~.~...N.~.h.e..~££.# ................................................................................................................................. ~.~# ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
58Bringing .................................................................................................................................................................................... Down the House .~.~D ....................................................... ~ ~..~.~#.Y.i~. ............... 
59 Broken Strings (Junction 88, Sepia, What a Girl) ~VHS . 1 ~Davis 
60 Bronze Buckaroo ~VHS l~Battle 
61 Bronze Buckaroo ~VHS l~Davis 
62 Brother John ~VHS l~Davis 
63 B.[£~£...S.ug.a.[ ............................................................................................................................................. 

~..D~D ........................................................ !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
64 Buck & The Preacher ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
65 Bucktown ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
66 Buffalo Soldiers ~VHS l~Battle 
67 Bullets or Ballots ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
68 Bush Mama ~VHS l~Davis 
69 9g~i.~...!.n..~.~..S.kY ................................................................................................................................ ~.~# ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
70 Carmen Jones ~VHS 2~Davis 
71 Chameleon Street ~VHS l~Davis 
72 ~ ~.~.£.g.in.g...~.~.£ ~s ................................................................................................................................... 

~..D~D ........................................................ !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
73 ~.h.a.d.i~...~.h.a.a...(~..~gi.~i.£...!.£..~.h.e..~ ~.£.~...~.o.e.!e.Y...H.igh) .............................. 

~.~H.S .............................. ~ ......................... ~..~.~#.Y.i~ ............... 
74 Chasing A Rainbow: The Life of Josephine Baker ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
75 Cider House Rules ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
76cigar ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Box ~.~# ......................................................... . !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
77 Cinderella ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
78 ~!.e.o.#~[a..~.£.£.~s ................................................................................................................................... ~.~ ......................................................... !..~.M.B~ ................. 
79 Clockers ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
8o .................................................................................................................................................................... .............................. ......................... ............... 
81 Come Back Charleston Blue ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
82Coming ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... To America ~..X~.~ ............................................................ .: .................................................. ~....~..~.~.X.~.~ .............................. 
83 Cooley High ~VHS l~Davis 

85 Cornbread, Earl & Me ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
86 Cotton Comes to Harlem ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
87 Cotton Comes To Harlem ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
88 Cradle to the Grave ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
89 Crimson Tide ~VHS l~Davis 

91 ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
92 Dangerous Passion (The Mighty Quinn) ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

94 Darktown Revue ~VHS l~Davis 
95 Daughters of the Dust ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

97 Dead Presidents ~DVD l~Davis 
98 Def by Temptation ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
99 Deliver Us From Eva ::DVD 1 ::Davis 
100 ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
101 Devil in a Blue Dress ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
102 Diamond Shaft ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
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103 Dimples iiVHS ii l iiMRC 

105Disappearing .................................................................................................................................................................................... Acts .~.!~D ....................................................... ~ ~!..~.l~#.~.i§. ............... 

107 Dolemite ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 

110 Down in the Delta ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
111 Duchess of Idaho ~VHS 1 ~ Battle 
112 Duel in the Sun ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

114 Dutchman ~DVD 1 ~ Davis 

118 Ethnic Notions (Black Shadows, B. Williams) iVHS . 2iDavis 
119 Eve’s Bayou ::VHS 1 ::Davis 

121 Fifty-Fourth Massachusetts Regiment i VHS . 1 i Battle 

123 Five Heartbeats ::VHS 3 :: Davis 

126 Fresh ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
127 Friday ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 

129 Get On The Bus ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

132 Girl 6 ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
133 Glory (Decks Ran Red) ::VHS 1 ::Davis 

136 Gone With The Wind ~VHS 2~Davis 

138 Half Slave, Half Free ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
139 Hallelujah ::VHS 1 ::Davis 
140 Harlem GIobetrotters ~VHS 2 ~ Davis 
141Harlem ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Rides The Range .... !.~1-[!~ ......................................................... !..!.D.axi.~ ............... 
142 Hattie McDaniel Documentary Film Clips ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
143 He Got Game ::DVD 1 ::Davis 

145 Higher Learning ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

147 ’ ~VHS 1 ~ Davis Hollywood s Attic . 
148 Home of the Brave ~VHS 2~Davis 
149 Home of the Brave ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
15oHoop ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Dreams .... !.~!§ ......................................................... !..!.D.axi.~ ............... 
151 Hotel Rwanda ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
152 I Dood It ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
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153 I’ll Make Me A World Part II & III iVHS :: 1 iDavis 

155 Imitation of Life ~VHS 1 ~MRC 

159 Intolerance ~DVD 1 ~ Davis 

161 IIVHS 1 IIMRC 
162 Intruder in the Dust ~VHS 2~Davis 
163 Island In The Sun ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
164 Island in the Sun ~VHS 1 ~MRC 

166 Jackie Robinson Story ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
167Jazz .................................................................................................................................................................................... PBS (Ken Burns Episodes) !.~!H.S .............................. .: ......................... ~!..!.B.~t[t.!~ .............. 
168 Jezebel ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 

170 John Q ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
171 Joshua ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

173                                                  ~VHS               1 ~MRC Judge Priest                                                   . 

174 Juice ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
175 Juice ~DVD 1 ~ Davis 
176 Junction 88 (Broken Strings, Sepia, What a Girl) iVHS . 1 iDavis 
177 Jungle Fever ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

183 Kings Go Forth ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

185Knock ..................................................................................................................................................................................... On Any Door .... !.~!§ ......................................................... !..!.D.azi.~ ............... 
186 L.A. Confidential ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

188Lady ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Sings the Blues .... !.~§ ........................................................ 2.!.D.azi.~ ............... 
189 Lean on Me ~VHS 2~Davis 
190 Lilies of the Field ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
191 Littlest Rebel ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
192 Looking for Langston ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
193 Lost Boundaries ~VHS 2~MRC 
194 IIVHS 1 IIMRC 
195 Love and Basketball ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
196 Love Jones ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

198 Mahogany ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 

201 Malcolm X ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
202 Mandela and DeKlerk ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
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203 Mandingo ~VHS ~ I~MRC 
204 Matrix ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
205 Men In Black II ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
206 Men of Honor ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
207 Menace II Society ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
208 Meteor Man ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
209 Michael Jordan: An American Hero ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

210 M.i.£h.e.a.ux..,~£.£.i~e.E~.~.r~.M.~.a!.0.d.a.!..~e.!.~.l~[a~ti.o.n ............................................ ~.~1~!~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.9 ............... 
211 Micheaux: The Exile ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
212 Midnight Ramble (Symbol of the Unconquered) ~VHS . 2~Davis 
213 M.i.d.£i.g.~...S.h~.~.~ ................................................................................................................................ 

~.~ ......................................................... !..~.B~!.~ ............... 
214 Miracle in Harlem ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
21 5 M.i~i~.~i.p.pi...B.U.~.i.ng 

217 Mo’ Better Blues ~VHS 2~Davis 
218 Monster’s Ball ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
219 Movies of Color ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
220 ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
221 Moving (I’m Gonna Get You Sucka, Bird) ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
222 Mr. Deeds Goes to Town ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
223 Mr. Mean ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
224 ~.~.s 
225 M~e.~...~.~.~.~.~...~G.0...~.~.~...~.~ ......................................................................... ~.~ ......................................................... ~..~.~.~ ............... 
226 Native So~ ~V~S 1 ~MRC 
227 Negro Soldie~ ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
228 New Faces ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
229 New Fa~es of 1952 ~V~S 1 ~Battle 
23O ~.e~..~.~.~...~.~ 
231 New Orleans ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
2~2 ..................................................................................................................................................................................... ~.~ ......................................................... ~..~.~.~ ............... ~.~.~.~.~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
233 No Way Out ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
23~ ~.~.~..~.u~..~..Ma.~ ........................................................................................................................... ~.~ ......................................................... ~..~.~.a~.~ ............... 
235 ~V~S 1 ~ Battle ~.~.~..S.a.~ ................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................................................. 
23~ Odds Against Tomorrow ~V~S 1 ~MRC 
237 ~.~U~x!~.~...~.a~..~.~...~.~a~i.~ ................................................................................................. ~.~ ......................................................... ~..~.~.~ ............... 
238                                               ~VHS              1 ~ Davis Once Upon a Time When We Were Colored                       . 

239 One Down, Two to Go ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
2~o ~.~.~...~.~.~..M~.~.~...~£~.~.~ ....................................................................................... ~.~ ........................................................ 2.~.~.a~.~ ............... 
2~o~ ..................................................................................................................................................................................... s~ow w~ si~ Po~t~e~ ~.~ ......................................................... . ~..~.~.a~.~ ............... 
242 Paisan (Paisa) ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
243 Paris Blues ~VHS 2~Davis 
244 ~VHS 1 ~ Davis ~.~.~i.~..~..~.~.~.i~.~ ................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................................................. 
245 Paul Robeson: Here I Stand ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
2~ ~.~.~.k~ .................................................................................................................................................................... ~.~ ......................................................... ~..~.~.a~.~ ............... 
247 ~VHS 1 ~MRC ~.~.~.~ .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ~ ................................................................. 
248 Poetic Justice ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
2~ ~.~.~gz~..~.~s.s ........................................................................................................................................... ~.~ ......................................................... ~..~M.~ ................. 
250 ~V~S 1 ~ Battle 
251 Prime Suspect ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
252 Princess Tam Tam ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
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253 Pulp Fiction ~VHS ~ 3~Davis 
254 £.~.[l~!.~...R~i.£...(~[~di.~.g...l~!.~.£~) ............................................................................................ ~.~§ ......................................................... !..~.D.a~i.~ ............... 
255 Queen ~VHS 1 ~ Battle 
256 Queen Kelly 1929 ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
257 Quiet One ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
258                                               ~VHS              1 ~ Davis R.a.i£.~[~..~0.u.a~ ................................................................................................................................................................................ ~ ................................................................ 
259 R.a~...~a.~.k..~.~) ~.~.s ~ :.~ ................................................................................................................................... .............................. ~ ......................... .~..:~.,.~.,..~.~ ................. 
260 ~.~...~h.e...~i!d...~i.n# ..................................................................................................................... ~.X~# ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
261Red .................................................................................................................................................................................... Ball Express .~.~H.S ....................................................... : ~..~.~#.Y.i~. ............... 
262 Remember the Titans ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
263 ~[2~.£~£t.i~e...£.[.B.!gC.k..~i.!.~...~.iS~.£.~ ........................................................................ 

~.~# ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
264Rhapsody .................................................................................................................................................................................... In Blue .~.~H.S ....................................................... : ~..~.~#.~.i~. ............... 
265 R.i~.i~.g...S.~.£ ................................................................................................................................................... ~.~U.S .............................. ~ ......................... ~:.~..:~;. ~.Y.!~ ............... 
266 ~i.v.e.[..N.ig~[ .................................................................................................................................................. 

~.~ ......................................................... !..~.B~!.~ ............... 
267 Romeo Must Die ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
268 Rosewood ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
269 Rufus Jones for President ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
270Rules .................................................................................................................................................................................... of Engagement .~.~XD ....................................................... : ~..~.~#.Y.i~. ............... 
271 Sanders of the River ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
272 Sankofa ~VHS 1 ~ Battle 
273 Sankofa ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
274 Sarafina ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
275 S.~.[a.t£.#.~..~.[~.£.~ ..................................................................................................................................... ~.~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
276 Scar of Shame ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
277 Scar of Shame ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
278 School Daze ~DVD & VHS 2~Davis 
279 Scream, Blacula, Scream ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
28O S~£i.~...£.i£.@.[e.!.!~...(B.[£~.~.£.,...~.u.a£~i.e.n..88.~...9.i[.I.) ~.~u.s .............................................. .............................. ~ ......................... .~..:~;.~.~..~.,.~ ............... 
281 Set It Off ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
282 Seven ~VHS 1 ~ Battle 
283 Seven ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
284 Shaft ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
285Shaft ..................................................................................................................................................................................... (20O0) ~.X~# ......................................................... . !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
286 Shaka Zulu ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
287 She’s Gotta Have It ~VHS 2~Davis 
288 Shoot To Kill ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
289 Show Boat ::VHS 1 ::Battle 
290 Showboat ::VHS 1 ::Davis 
291 ~VHS 1 ~MRC S.id.n~...~£i~.i~[..~..¢...a...Bi.££.[a.#.h~ ................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................................................. 
292 sister Act ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
293 S.i~..D~.g.[~e.s..£f..~.~.£~[a~i.o.n .................................................................................................... 

~.~# ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
294 , ~VHS 1 ~MRC Slaughters Big Rip-Off                                          . 
295 Small Steps Big Strides ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
296 S.~.!2m£~...N.e.~h.~.~.:s..@.#.~e.~ ........................................................................................... ~.~# ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
297Something ..................................................................................................................................................................................... of Value ~.X~ ......................................................... ¯ !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
298 son Ingagi 1930’s ~VHS 1 ~Battle 
299 S.£.£9..£f...E.~.~.q.e.m ............................................................................................................................... ~.X~# ......................................................... !..~.Be~l.~ ............... 
300Song ..................................................................................................................................................................................... of Freedom ~.X~# ......................................................... ¯ !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
301 Soul Food ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
302 Sounder ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
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303 Space Jam iiVHS i 1 iiDavis 
3o4 S.!~.~.[k.!fl .............................................................................................................................................................. ~.~!§ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
305Spartacus .................................................................................................................................................................................... !.~!H.S .............................. .: ......................... ~..~.B.#t~.!~ .............. 
306 ......................................................................................................................................... .............................. ......................... ................. 

308Spook .................................................................................................................................................................................... Who Sat By The Door ~.~H.S .............................. .: ......................... ~..~.~#.~.i~ ............... 
309 S~g.~...D.o.e.[..~.~.~t.e~ ~ ...................................................................................................................... .............................. ......................... ............... 

311                                                ~VHS              1 ~ Davis Sugar Hill                                                     . 

31 2 
313 S.~i.£g ................................................................................................................................................................... 

~.~ ......................................................... !..~.B~!.~ ............... 
314 ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
315 Swordfish ~DVD 1 ~ Davis 
316 ~6~i~{~~0~~~~~~~(~i8~i~~{~~6i~ ................................... ~~~ .............................. ~[ ........................ 2~6~~i~ ............... 
317 ~~~6~i~{~0~~~~~~~(~i~~i~~~~~~ .................................. ~~ .............................. ~ ......................... ~~[~~i~ ............... 
318 Tales From Tthe Hood ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
319 Tales of Manhattan ~VHS 1 ~ Battle 
320Tamango .................................................................................................................................................................................... ~.~H.S .............................. .: ......................... ~..~.M.~ ................. 
321 ~a.P ......................................................................................................................................................................... .............................. ......................... ............... 
322 ~.~.[Z~ ~...E.~.i.S£~.~...(~.n.~.~ ~ [.#8..~0.U.[~) ........................................................................ ~.~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
323 Ten Minutes to Live ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
324 The Associate ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
325 The Bedford Incident ~VHS 2~Davis 
326 The Best Man ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
327 The Bi~h of a Nation ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
328 The Blood of Jesus ::VHS 1 ::Davis 
329 The Bone Collector ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
330 The Cider House Rules ~DVD 1 ~Davis 

331 ~.~..~!.~.~..p.U[~.l.~ ................................................................................................................................. ~.~ ........................................................ ~.~.D.axi.~ ............... 
332 The Colored Museum ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
333 The Crying Game ::DVD 1 ::Davis 

334 ~.~..D~�.ks...~...Re.d...~G.l.o.~) ................................................................................................ ~.~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
335 The Defiant Ones ::VHS 2::Davis 
336 The Duke Is Tops ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
337 ~.~ ~..E.xi.!.e...(A...~ ~�.h..~ f...B!.u.e) ................................................................................................. ~.~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
338 ::VHS 1 ::Davis 
339 The Girl from Chicago ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
340 The Green Mile ~DVD 1 ~Davis 
341 The Green Pastures ~VHS 2~Davis 
342 The Heat’s On ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
343 The Hurricane ::DVD & VHS 2::Davis 
344 The Incident ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
345 The Inkwell ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
346 ~.~..~e.a.[~.i.ng..~.~e.e ............................................................................................................................ 

~.~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
347The ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Legend of Dolemite ~.~ ......................................................... ¯ !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
348 The Mack ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
349 ~.~..M.~.!.e..G.~.~ .................................................................................................................................. ~.~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
350 ~VHS 1 ~ Davis ~.~..M.~.~.b.e.~..~.[.~.~.~..~d.d.i.ng .......................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................................................. 
351 The Middle Passage ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
352 The Mighty Quinn (Dangerous Passion) ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
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353 The Negro Sailor ~VHS i 1 ~Davis 
354 ~.l~..N~g.r£..S.£.!~l.i.e.[ ............................................................................................................................ ~.~§ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
355The .................................................................................................................................................................................... Negro Soldier !.~!H.S .............................. .: ......................... ~!..!.l~#.Y.i§ ............... 
356 ~h.~...~.~..~.~.~e.ss~ ~.~.s ...................................................................................................................... .............................. ~ ......................... .~..i.~.~.~ ............... 
357 ~.t~ ~..Q.[g.a.n.iz.a~t.i0.n ................................................................................................................................ ~.~1~!~ ......................................................... !..~.D.axi.~ ............... 
358The .................................................................................................................................................................................... Pool Group (Borderline) !.~!H.S .............................. .: ......................... ~!..!.l~.~.i§ ............... 
359 The Rat Pack ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
360 The Shawshank Redemption ::DVD 1 ::Davis 
361 The Slender Thread ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
362 The Southerner ~VHS 1 ~Davis 

363 ~.t~ ~..S.t~.[y..~ f..,~..~.t~ r~e~:.l~.~..P.as.s .................................................................................... ~.~1~!~ ........................................................ 2.~.D.axi.~ ............... 
364 The World, The Flesh & The Devil ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
365 ~.~,.s ...................................................................................................................... .............................. ~ ......................... .~..:~:.,.~.,..~.~ ................. 

367 To Sir, With Love ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
368 ~.~,.s ................................................................................................................... .............................. ~ ......................... .~..:~:.~.~..~.,.~ ............... 
369 Tomorrow’s Children ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
370 Too Fast Too Furious ::DVD 1 ::Davis 
37 1 ~0.P.S~...&..E.~.a 
372 Tor ~VHS 3~ MRC 
373Trading .................................................................................................................................................................................... Places (Purple Rain) !.~!H.S .............................. .: ......................... ~!..!.l~.~.i§ ............... 
374 ~[~i.n.iu.g...D.a.y ............................................................................................................................................. 

i.!~Xl~ .............................. ~ ......................... !..i.l~.~.i~ ............... 
375 ~.~.k~ge.e..,~i.rn~r~ ............................................................................................................................... ~.~1~!~ ......................................................... !..~.Bg~!.~ ............... 
376Twenty-Fifth ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Hour !..U~U ........................................................ . !..!.!~.axi.~ ............... 
377 Two Gunmen from Harlem ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
378 Two-Gun Man From Harlem ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
379 Uncle Tom’s Cabin ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
38O L).~!.~...S.~t.U.[~!.~..N.igh.t ~.~.s ............................................................................................................. .............................. ~ ......................... .~..:~:.~.~..~.,.~ ............... 
381 US Marshals ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
382 Veiled Aristocrats ~VHS 1 ~ Davis 
383 Virtuosity ::VHS 1 ::Davis 

385                                               ~VHS              1 ~ Davis What Price Hollywood                                           . 

386 What’s Love Got To Do With It ::VHS 1 ::Davis 
387 White Girl ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
388Why ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Do Fools Fall In Love !.~1-[!~ ......................................................... ¯ !..!.D.axi.~ ............... 
389 Within Our Gates ::VHS 1 ::Battle 
390 Within Our Gates ::VHS 4::Davis 
391 Women of Brewster Place ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
392 Words & Music ~VHS 1 ~MRC 
393 XXX :: DVD 1 :: Davis 
394 Zebra Head ~VHS 1 ~Davis 
395 Ziegfeld Follies 
396 Zou-Zou ::VHS 1 ::Davis 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 26, 2008 4:25 PM 

Wendy Sung ’@gmail.com> 

Re: At~can America~ Encyclopedia of Popnlax Culture Chapter final review before publication 

Dear Wen@: I did read through my essay and reviewed the changes. I 
approve of all of the changes and made a few comments or marks that are 
indicated in blue. I will double check all footnotes and return in the 
next fe~v day’s I am working as fast as I can but I am in Sun~aer School. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Wendy Sung            @gmail com>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Thank you for your continued patience throughout this project. Dr Boyd and 
I very much appreciate all the effort and time you have spent both in 
writing your chapter and in communicating with us in order to dehver a 
great final product As you know, the chapters were submitted to 
Praeger/Greenwood’s editorial team and have now been returned to us for one 
last review before publication We ask you to please review the changes the 
publisher’s editor have made and to please make any necessary changes you 
deem fit We ask that you return these chapters ~vith your final changes to 
me at           @gmail corn no later than May 25, 2008 If you do not feel it 
necessary to change anything please notify me so I can prepare your chapter 
for return. In addition, if I do not receive you chapter by the deadline of 
May 25, I will assume that yuur chapter is rea@ and yuur chapter will be 
returned to the publisher for publication as is. Instructiuns for your final 
editing prucess is listed beluw. 

We edited the :file using Microsuft Word, using the track changes feature. 
When wurking with Microsoft Wurd’s track changes feature, we ask that yuu do 
not Accept ur Reject any editing changes We ask that you instead just type 
in your cumments/additiuns at an apprupriate lucation within the file. When 
you have the track changes feature turned on, as it should be, the text you 
add, and any deletions yuu make, will appear in a different cobr from the 
editor’s marks This feature allows us to see the changes you have made and 
incorporate them correctly, and helps us guarantee a suund editurial 
process. If your additiuns are not shuwing up in a different color, the 
track changes feature is not turned on, and you must turn it un. Please let 
me know if you have any concerns about using the track changes feature 

Once again, from Dr. Boyd and myself, thank yuu for yuur cuntribution to 
this exciting project and please :gee[ free tu cuntact me if you have 
questions or cuncerns 

All best, 
Wendy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2008 8:47 AM 

Wendy Sung ~gmail.com> 

Re: Afifican America~ Encyclopedia of Populax Culture Chapter final review before publication 

Dear Wen@: I made a few changes in the foonotes section in addition to 
changes mentioned in the text in previous email message. However, in 
order to give it a thorough proofread and look up every single 
footnote, I really need more time but I think the major errors have 
been detected. Thanks much for working with me Please let me kno~v if 
you have problems receving these changes which are indicated in blue 
marks Sincerely, Charlene Regester .Quoting Wen@ Sung 

~gmaih cam>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Thank you for your continued patience throughout this project Dr. Boyd and 
I very much appreciate all the elt’ort and time you have spent both in 
writing your chapter and in communicating with us in order to deliver a 
great final product. As you know, the chapters ~vere submitted to 
Praeger/Greenwood’s editorial team and have no~v been returned to us for one 
last review before publication. We ask you to please review the changes the 
publisher’s editor have made and to please make any necessary changes you 
deem fit. We ask that you return these chapters with your final changes to 
me at           @gmail.com no later than May 25, 2008. If you do not feel it 
necessary to change anything please notil}’ me so I can prepare your chapter 
for return In addition, if I do not receive you chapter by the deadline of 
May 25, I will assume that your chapter is ready and your chapter will be 
returned to the publisher for publication as is. Instructions for your final 
editing process is listed below 

We edited the file using Microsoft Word, using the track changes feature. 
When working with Microsoft Word’s track changes feature, we ask that you do 
not Accept or ReJect any editing changes. We ask that you instead just type 
in your cotranents/additions at an appropriate location within the file. When 
you have the track changes feature turned on, as it should be, the text you 
add, and any deletions you make, will appear in a different color from the 
editor’s ma~ks. This feature allows us to see the changes you have made and 
~ncorporate them correctly, and helps us guarantee a sound editorial 
process If your additions are not showing up in a different color, the 
track changes feature is not turned on, and you must turn it on Please let 
me know if you have any concerns about using the track changes feature. 

Once again, li’om Dr Boyd and myself; thank you for your contribution to 
this exciting project and please feel free to contact me if you have 
questions or concerns. 

All best, 
Wendy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2008 8:59 AM 

~tracy@at?oam.umass.edu 

Essay tbr Anthology 

Dear Steve: This is to let you kno~v that I am tlying to meet the 
deadline to complete my essay on Robert Abbott However, I will need at 
least through the ~veekend to complete because I am teaching Surmner 
School and have quite a bit on nay plate Thanks much and you can expect 
to receive the updated version soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2008 4:17 PM 

Wendy Sung @gmail.com> 

Re: Atiican America~ Encyclopedia of Popnlax Culture Chapter final review belbre publication 

Dear Wen@: If not don’t worry about it -- I think I detected most of 
the mistakes but generally, I like to check evelT single footnote in 
detail However, I t?el fairly confident with what has been submitted. 
Again, thanks for working with me Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting 
Wendy Sung           @gmail com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for reviewing your chapter. I believe that June 2 is the latest ~ve 
can give, although I will check I hope this extra time helps the situation 
but I will get in touch with my contact at Praeger about the possibility of 
more time 

All best, 
Wend?- 

On Thu, May 29, 2008 at 5:47 AM. <regester@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

>> Dear Wen@: I made a I?~v changes in the foonotes section in addition to 
>> changes mentioned in the text in previous emai[ message. However, in order 
>> tu give it a thurough pruofread and luuk up every single Jbutnote, I really 
>> need mure time but I think the major errors have been detected. Thanks much 
>> for working with me. Please let me knuw if you have prublems receving these 
>> changes which are indicated in blue marks. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting Wendy Sung @gmaiLcom>: 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Prufessor Regester, 

>>> Thank yuu for your continued patience throughuut this pruject Dr. Buyd 
>>> and 
>>> I very much appreciate all the erfurt and time yuu have spent buth m 
>>> writing your chapter and in cotmnunicating with us in order tu deliver a 
>>> great final pruduct. As you knuw, the chapters were submitted to 
>>> Praeger/Greenwoud’s edituria[ team and have now been returned tu us [’or 
>>> one 
>>> last review befi~re publication. We ask you tu please review the changes 
>>> the 
>>> publisher’s editur have made and to please make aW necessary changes you 
>>> deem fit. We ask that yuu return these chapters with yuur final changes tu 
>>> me at @gmaihcum nu later than May 25, 2008. Ifyuu do not feel 
>>> it 
>>> necessary tu change anything please nutify me so I can prepare your 
>>> chapter 
>>> for return. In addition, if I do not receive you chapter by- the deadline 
>>> of 
>>> May 25, I will assume that your chapter is ready and your chapter will be 
>>> returned to the publisher for publication as is. Instructions for your 
>>> final 
>>> editing process is listed belo~v. 

>>> We edited the file using Microsoft Word, using the track changes feature. 
>>> \~2~en w-orking with Microsoft Word’s track changes feature, we ask that you 
>>> do 
>>> not Accept or Reject any editing changes. We ask that you instead just 
>>> ~’pe 
>>> in your conm~entsiadditions at an appropriate location within the file. 
>>> YVhen 
>>> you have the track changes feature turned on, as it should be, the text 
>>> yOU 
>>> add, and an?" deletions you make, will appear in a different color fiom the 
>>> editor’s marks. This feature allows us to see the changes you have made 
>>> and 
>>> incorporate them correctly, and helps us guarantee a sound editorial 
>>> process. If your additions are not showing up in a ditTerent color, the 
>>> track changes feature is not turned on, and you must turn it on. Please 
>>> let 
>>> me know if you have any concerns about using the track changes feature. 

>>> Once again, from Dr. Boyd and myself, thank you for your contribution to 
>>> this exciting project and please feel free to contact me if you have 
>>> questions or concerns. 

>>> All best, 
>>> Wendy 

>> 

>> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email,unc.edu> 

Friday, May 30, 2008 3:24 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Fwd: Visit to Chapel Hill 

Dear Vander: Tell Dr Greene he responded far too ouickly for 
me. Sincerely, Charlrene Regester Quoting           ~)aol. com: 

FYI...I’m for~varding this as a courtesy.? You weren’t included in the 
original reply[ ? And you KN©W that I am laughing as I ~vl-ite this.. 

Have a good afternoon ? 

PS.? Notice I fast he wrote back’. ? I am laughing even more now... 

Sincerely, 
Vander. 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: .~aol.com 
To: @aol.com 
Sent: Fri, 30 May 2008 10:02 am 
Subject: Re: Visit to Chapel Hill 

Rubin, 

>? 

I shuuld be coming tu Chapel Hill within the next cuuple of weeks ? 
Just keep reminding me su that I won’t furget unce I’m there. 

>? 

LGreene 

Get trade secrets for amazing burgers. Watch "Cuoking with Tyler 
Florence" on AOL Fuod. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 2, 2008 5:59 PM 

~tracy@at?oam.umass.edu 

Re: DLB 

Abbott, Robe(t 3-10-05.wpd 

Dear Steve: Attached is the Robert Abbott with the end notes included 
If I need to make additional changes, please let me know. Thanks for 
working ~vith me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
sctracy@afroam urea ss.edu: 

Hi, all: I have received some of the revised essays, but not all. If you have 
not contacted me, please do so I can get a sense of when things are coming. 

Best, Steve 

Quoting sctracy@a froamumass edu: 

>> tte[lo, all. I hope your school years have gone well, and you are 
>> rea@ing for 
>> a 

>> productive and/or restful summer. 
>> 

>> Illinois Press has sent me some guidelines for the preparation of 
>> our Chicago 
>> Renaissance manuscript that are different from those of the DLB, so I am 
>> returning your essays to you (in a separate e-mail) with the new guidelines 
>> (attached here) so that you can look over your article, make any corrections 
>> or 

>> updates you need or *wmt to make, and send them back to me via e-mail 
>> attachment 
>> by June 1st This is important, because I have things to do to the 
>> manuscript 
>> before it is submitted, and I need the month between June 1 and the the 
>> manuscript due date to put things together I don’t think that 
>> anyone has to<) 
>> much to do to their essay, so I hope the one month deadline is not a 
>> hardship. I 
>> apologize that xve have to go through this again, but the DLB guidelines were 
>> dif*hr ent. 
>> 

>> Some major differences to emphasize: 
>> 

>> 1) We are now- using endnotes to docmnent quotes in the text, so you need to 
>> get 
>> out those sources and provide documentation for those as outlined in the 
>> attachment. 
>> 

>> 2) Please use 12 point ~pe in Times Nexv Ronran as you put evetTthing in 
>> order. 
>> 

>> 3) Make sure once again that you have not quoted beyond fair use guidelines. 
>> 

>> NOTE: Maintain the separation of listings of the pieces xvritten by 
>> the author 
>> and the secondary works cited. 
>> 

>> Please get these back to me via e-mail attachment as soon as 
>> possible, and at 
>> the latest by J~xe 1st. 
>> 

>> Once again, I appreciate your efforts, and your prompt response to this 
>> request. 
>> 

>> Best, Steve 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting sctracy@afroamumass.edu: 
>> 

>> > To: Contributors to the Black Chicago Renaissance Dictionary 
>> > From: Steve Tracy, editor 
>> > Re: Current situation 
>> > 

>> > I must first apologize profusely for the excessive delays which have 
>> plagued 
>> > this project. I have ~vorked assiduously to try to bring this project to 
>> > fruition, but there have been a number of intervening delays However, the 
>> > promise of in~ainent resolution held me back from writing until I had 
>> > definitive 
>> > word on how the project would proceed. Some of these problems involved 
>> missed 
>> > contributor deadlines or people dropping out for a varie~z of reasons. 
>> > Hurricane 
>> > Katrina even encroached upon the project, and for some time after Katrina 
>> > hit, I 



>> > was unable to contact some contributors. The published would not proceed 
>> with 
>> > the volume at all until all entries were in, so these circumstances pushed 
>> > back 
>> > the date of publication. 

>> > By tar the biggest problem, though, was a series of disagreements ! had 
>> with 
>> > the 
>> > publisher regarding the inclusiun of essays, the length of essays, and 
>> other 
>> > such matters. I began to feel as if the volume was not taking the shape I 
>> > wanted, and I was being told to make changes that would have unduly taxed 
>> > both 
>> > me and some contributors. After long discussions, I finally made a stand 
>> and 
>> > withdre~v the manuscript from the publisher. I assure you that I did not 
>> make 
>> > this decision lightly. I felt it had to be done. 

>> > However, I retained my commitment to the project and, with a sunse of my 
>> > responsibility to the subject matter and to you contributors. I 
>> sent it out 
>> > for 
>> > consideration to other presses. Several were interested. The most 
>> desirable 
>> > press took it under consideration promptly, but experienced delay-s due to 

>> > persounel issues. That took up another nine months or so. When it 
>> rains, it 
>> > pours. And, of course, editorial and marketing corrm~ittees must take their 

>> > as well. I was becoming quite depressed. 

>> > The sto~z, though, is now poised to have its happy’ ending I am delighted 

>> > let 
>> > you know that the Universi~ of Illinois Press has sent me a contract for 
>> the 
>> > volume. Further, they- are cormnitted to marketing the book toward some 

>> > use as well, which may also see it punished in paperback. Best of all, 
>> > Illinois 
>> > has agreed to honor the .02 per word cormnitment we had from the DLB 
>> > publisher~hich is a stretch for a University Press, and indicates the 

>>>of 
>> > their interest in the project. Contributors will also receive a 
>> copy of the 
>> > book 
>> > as well I think this is some much-needed exciting news 

>> > There may be a couple of more essays tve will be adding that will 
>> hold us up 

>> > a tiny bit longer, but copy editors at the Press are poised to get 
>> started, 

>> > once the manuscript is submitted, I assume we will be talking about the 
>> usual 
>> > length of about a year to get the book published. I do hope that everyone 
>> > remains interested in being included in this volume, and I am looking 
>7. forward 

>> > keeping in touch with you as the various stages of the publication project 

>> > Once again, my sincere apologies for the delay’ and for my silence during 
>> this 
>> > time. [ realize now that intermittent updates were indicated, but 
>7. my desire 

>> > present positive news, and the unforeseen nature of delays, influenced the, 
>> > unwisely, to wait for resolution 

>7. > Steven C Tracy, PhD 
>> > Professor of Afro-American Studies 
>> > Universi~ of Massachusetts Amherst 
>> > 325 New Afidca House 
>7. > ~nherst, N~*. 01003 
>> > Olfice: 413-54.5-3275 
>7. > Home 
>> > Fax: 413-545-0628 

>> Stevun C. Tracy, PhD 
>> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
>> University of Massachusetts Amherst 
>> 325 New Africa House 
>> An@lerst, MA 01003 



>> ()ffice: 413-545-3275 

>> Home 

>> Fax: 413-545-0628 

Steven C. Tracy, PhD 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

University of Massachusetts Amherst 

325 New Africa House 

Amherst, MA 01003 

Office: 413-545-3275 

Home: 

Fax: 413-~45-0628 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 8, 2008 4:58 PM 

Wendy Sung @gmail.com> 

Re: Afidcan America~ Encyclopedia of Popnlaac Culture Chapter final review before publication 

Dear Wen@: You can submit the version that I previously returned where 
I made changes to both the text and endnotes section. Thanks for 
working with me Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Wend?’ Sung 

@gmail.com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I hope all is well I was wondering if you still needed the extra time or if 
I should just hand in the version of your chapter you submitted to me a bit 
ago. Our Praeger contact needs it by June 7 at the latest so I just wanted 
to make sure I submitted the correct and most up to date version. Thanks so 
much for your time 

All best, 
Wen@ 

On 6/2/08, Wendy Sung @gmail.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> I’ve contacted Praeger and they have allowed a couple more days for you to 
>> look over your chapter if needed. I hope this helps and let me know if I can 
>> assist you in any way. 
>> 

>> All best, 
>> Wendy 
>> 

>> On Thu, May 29, 2008 at 1:17 P]VI. <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Wen@: If not don’t wonT about it -- I think I detected most of the 
>>> mistakes but generally, I like to check every single ~2~otnote in detail. 
>>> tJowever, I feel fairly confident with what has been submitted. 
>>> Again, thanks 
>>> ~2~r wofldng with me Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting Wen@ Sung < 
>>>          @gmail com>: 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>> Thanks for reviewing your chapter. I believe that June 2 is the latest we 
>>>> can give, although ! will check. I hope this extra time helps the 

>>>> but I *viii get in touch with my contact at Praeger about the possibi[i~" 

>>>> All best, 
>>>> Wen@ 

>>>> On Thu, May 29, 2008 at 5:47 AM. <regestcr@cmail.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Dear Wen@: I made a few changes in the foonotes section in addition to 
>>>>> changes mentioned in the text in previous email message. However, in 

>>>>> to give it a thorough proofread and look up every single footnote, I 
>>>>> really 
>>>>> need more time but I think the major errors have been detected. Thanks 

>>>>> for xvorking with me. Please let me know if you have problems receving 

>>>>> changes xvhich are indicated in blue marks. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>> .Quoting Wen@ Sting           @gmail.com>: 

>>>>> Dear Professor Rcgester, 

>> . >" Thank you for your continued patience throughout this project. Dr. Boyd 

>>>>>> I very much appreciate all the effort and time you have spent both in 
>>>>>> writing your chapter and in cormnunicating with us in order to deliver a 
>>>>>> great final product. As you know, the chapters were submitted to 
>>>>>> Praeger/Greenwood’s editorial team and have now been returned to us for 

>>>>>> last review before publication. We ask you to please review the changes 

>>>>>> publisher’s editor have made and to please make an?’ necessaU changes 

>>>>>> deem fit We ask that you return these chapters with your final changes 



>>>>>> me at ~r)gmail.com no later than May 25, 2008. If you do not 

>>>>>> feel 

>>>>>> it 

>>>>>> necessaw to change anything please noti(y me so I can prepare your 

>>>7,>> chapter 

>>>>>> for remm In addition, if [ do not receive you chapter by the 

>>>>>> deadline 

>>>7,>> May 25, I will assume tha your chapter is ready and your chapter will 

>>>>>> returned to the publisher for publication as is. Instructions for your 

>>>>>> final 

>>>>>> editing process is listed below. 

>>>>>> We edited the file using Microsoft Word, using the track changes 

>>>>>> V~en working with Microsoft Word’s track changes feature, we ask that 

>>>>>> not Accept or Reject any editing changes. We ask that you instead just 

>>>>>> in your conm~entsiadditions at an appropriate location within the file. 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> you have the track changes feature turned on, as it should be, the text 

>>>>>> add, and any deletions you make, will appear in a different color from 

>>>>>> editor’s nrarks. This feature allows us to see the changes you have made 

>>>>>> incorporate them correctly, and helps us guarantee a sound editorial 

>>>>>> process. If your additions are not showing up in a different color, the 

>>>>>> track changes foature is not turned on, and you must turn it on. Please 

>>>>>> me kmow if you have any concerns about using the track changes feature. 

>>>>>> Once again, iicom Dr. Boyd and myselt; thank you for your contribution 

>>>>>> this exciting project and please feel iicee to contact me if you have 

>>>>>> All best, 

>>>>>> Wendy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Jnne 8, 2008 4:59 PM 

Rachel Baker <RachelB@enslow.com> 

RE: Advisor seaJcch for tbrthcoming Africa~ America~ actors book 

Dear Rachel: Thanks for the invitation but my summer is alrea@ 
overextended as I have a number of deadlines that I will need to meet 
before I can make another commitment. Thanks again for thinking of me 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rachel Baker <RachelB@enslow.com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you for your response The manuscript is approximately 16,000 
words--62 double-spaced pages in Word without counting front- and 
backmatter. The revie~v would be due about a month from the date I send 
it, so for example, if I sent it today June 6, then it would be due back 
July 7. ll’you’re interested, I can mail a hard cop?- of the manuscript, 
and/or I can e-mail it as a Word doc that you can mark up with the 
"track changes" feature. 

The manuscript is currently unedited; editing ~vill happen here at Enslow 
during a later stage All we would be asking you to do is review it for 
factual accuracy and suggest an?’ changes/deletions/additions to the 
text, as well as any additional sources that the author may use. Please 
let me know if you have any further questions and if you will be 
available to take on this pr~iect. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 
Rachel 

Rachel Baker 
Editorial Assistant 
F.nslow Publishers, Inc. 
(908) 771-9400 x 417 
wv, as,.enslow.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2008 3:58 PM 
To: Rachel Baker 
Subject: Re: Advisor search [’or forthcoming African American actors book 

Dear Rachel: If I were to get involved in this prc~iect, I would need to 
know the length of the book project in terms of pages as well as the 
exact month that the editorial review would be required At this point, 
I cannot make a cotmnitment until I have this information Finally, 
thanks for thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rachel 

Baker <RacheIB@ensbw.com>: 

>> Dear Charlene Regester: 
>> 

>> I’m an editorial assistant at Enslow Publishers, h~c., a children’s 
>> book publisher in N.J. We’re going to be publishing a book on African 
>> American actors, geared to grades 5-9 and marketed to school and 
>> public libraries. Right now- we’re searching for an expelt advisor who 
>> is willing to read the unedited manuscript of this work for us. The 
>> advisor would be evaluating the manuscript’s #actual accuracy and its 
>> sources, noting an?" deficiencies or suggested changes or additions, 
>> and offering suggestions and conm~ents. He or she ~vould have one month 
>> to look over the manuscript and return feedback to me. The advisor 
>> would also receive an honorarium of $100 in appreciation for his or 

her efforts. 
>> 

>> I found your academic profile on the UNC Web site. Would you be 
>> interested in being an advisor for Enslow on this title, or are you 
>> able to direct me to an?" individuals who are experts in the subject of 

>> African American actors and might be interested? Thanks in advance for 

>> your assistance. I can be reached by e-mail at rachelb@enslow.com or 
>> by phone at (908) 771-9400 ext. 417. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> Rachel 
>> 

>> 

>> Rachel Baker 
>> Editorial Assistant 
>> Enslow Publishers, Inc. 
>> (908) 771-9400 x 417 
>> www enslo~v.com <http://www.enslowcom/> 
>> 

>> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 9, 2008 4:02 PM 

Wendy Sung @gmail.com> 

Re: Afi~can AmericaJ~ Encyclopedia of Populax Culture Chapter final review before publication 

Dear Wen@: "¢,qaen I looked at the version saved on my computer this one 
does not show the blue marks so I cannot tell which version you have 
received However, I do know- that the most updated version responded to 
queries indicated in the endnotes and I actually looked up some of the 
material in question and made corrections based on this. If changes 
have been made in the endnotes section by me, then you ~vill kno~v that 
you have the correct version. Either I did not save this edited version 
or the version that I have is not showing the markups in blue and so I 
cannot tell if this is one that I worked on. If you still have trouble, 
let me know and I can look at the copy that I actually- printed out 
Sorry for the confusion and thanks for your help. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Wendy Sung            @gmail com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Great’. Thanks for your time I was ~vondering if you would send this version 
of your chapter to me again. I seem to have your emails discussing the 
changes but don’t see the corresponding document attached. Sorry for the 
inconvenience but if you would get that to me as soon as possible, I ~vould 
greatly appreciative Thanks again. 

All best, 
Wend?" 

On Sun, Jun 8, 2008 at 1:57 PM; <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Dear Wen@: Yuu can submit the versiun that I previously returned where I 
>> made changes tu both the text and endnotes section. Thanks ]2~r working with 
>> me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Wendy Sung @gmail.com 
>> >: 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I hupe all is well I was wondering ifyuu stil[ needed the e×tra time ur 
>>> if 
>>> I should j ust hand in the versinn ufyuur chapter you submitted to me a 
>>> bit 
>>> agu. Our Praeger cuntact needs it by June 7 at the latest so I just wanted 
>>> tu make sure I submitted the correct and must up to date versinn Thanks 

>>> much for yuur time 

>>> All best, 
>>> Wen@ 

>>> On 6/2/08, Wen@ Sung @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>> I’ve contacted Praeger and they- have allowed a couple more days for you 

>>>> look over your chapter if needed. I hope this helps and let me l~mw if I 

>>>> assist you in any ~vay. 

>>>> All best, 
>>>> Wen@ 

>>>> On Thu, May 29, 2008 at 1:17 PM, <regester@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

>>>> Dear Wen@: If not don’t ~vorry about it -- I think I detected most of 
>>>>> the 
>>>>> mistakes but generally, I like to check every single footnote in detail. 
>>>>> However, I feel fairly confident with what has been submitted. Again, 
>>>>> thanks 
>>>>> for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting Wen@ Sung < 
>>>>>          @gmail.com>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>> Thales for reviewing your chapter. I believe that June 2 is the latest 

>>>>>> can give, although I will check. I hope this extra time helps the 
>>>>>> situation 
>>>>>> but I ~vill get in touch with my contact at Praeger about the 
>>>>>> possibili~ 



>>>>>> All best, 
>>>>~> Wendy 

>>>>>> On Thu, May 29, 2008 at 5:47 AM, <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> Dear Wen@: I made a few changes in the foonotes section in additinn to 

>>>>>>> changes mentioned in the text in previous eruail message. Howcver, in 

>>>>>>> to give it a thorough proofread and look up evety~ single footnote, I 
>>>>>>> really 
>>>>>>> need more tirue but I think the major errors have been detected. Thanks 

>>>>>>> for working with rue. Please let me l~ow if you have problems receving 

>>>>>>> changes which are indicated in blue ruarks. Sincerely, Charlene 

>>>>>>> .Quoting Wen@ Sm~g ~gmail.com>: 

>>>>>>> Dear Professor Regester, 

>>>>>>>> Thaak you for your continued patience throughout this project. Dr. 
>>>>>>>> Boyd 

>>>>>>>> I ve15~ much appreciate all the effort and time you have spent both in 
>>>>>>>> writing your chapter and in conwnunicating with us in order to deliver 

>>>>>>>> great final product. As you know, the chapters were subruitted to 
>>>>>>>> Praeger/Greenwood’s editorial team and have now been returned to us 

>>>>>>>> last review before publication. We ask you to please review the 

>>>>>>>> publisher’s editor have made and to please make any necessalyz changes 

>>>>>>>> deem fit. We ask that you return these chapters with your final 

>>>>>>>> me at @gmail.com no later than May- 25, 2008. If you do not 
>>>>>>>> feel 

>>>>>>>> necessaw to change anything please notil}’ me so I can prepare your 

>>>>>>>> for return In addition, if I do not receive you chapter by the 
>>>>>>>> deadline 

>>>>>>>> May 25, I will assume that your chapter is ready and your chapter 
>>>>>>>> will 

>>>>>>>> returned to the publisher for publication as is. Instructions for 

>>>>>>>> final 
>>>>>>>> editing process is listed below. 

>>>>>>>> We edited the file using Microsoft Word, using the track changes 

>>>>>>>> When working with Microsoft Word’s track changes feature, we ask that 

>>>>>>>> not Accept or Reject an?’ editing changes We ask that you instead 

>>>>>>>> in your comments/additions at an appropriate location within the 
>>>>>>>> file. 

>>>>>>>> you have the track changes feature turned on, as it should be, the 

>>>>>>>> add, and any deletions you make, will appear in a different color 

>>>>>>>> editor’s marks This feature allows us to see the changes you have 

>>>>>>>> incorporate them correctly, and helps us guarantee a sound editorial 
>>>>>>>> process If your additions are not showing up in a different color, 

>>>>>>>> track changes feature is not turned on, and you must turn it on. 

>>>>>>>> me know if you have any concerns about using the track changes 

>>>>>>>> Once again, from Dr. Boyd and myself, thar~k you for your contribution 



>>>>>>>> this exciting project and please feel l~;ee to contact me if’~’ou have 
questions or concerns. 

>>>>>>>> All best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 9, 2008 4:07 PM 

Wendy Sung @gmail.com> 

Re: Afidcan AmericaJ~ Encyclopedia of Popnlax Culture Chapter final review before publication 

Early African American Pioneers in In&pendent Cinema (1)[2].doc 

Dear Wen@: This is the version that was saved on my computer but when 
it does not contain the blue/red edited marks therefore, I am not sure 
that this is the revised version. Using this editing/tracking system is 
not very efl’ective for my computer because I am not certain that the 
changes that I make are being saved Let me know. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Wen@ Sung            ~)gmail.com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I hope all is well. I was wondering ~l’you still needed the extra t~ne or if 
I should j ust hand in the version of your chapter you submitted to me a bit 
ago. Our Praeger contact needs it by June 7 at the latest so I just wanted 
to make sure I submitted the correct and most up to date version Thanks so 
much fi~r your time. 

All best, 
Wendy 

On 6/2/08, Wen@ Sung @gmail.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> [)ear Charlene, 
>> 

>> I’ve contacted Praeger and they have allowed a couple more days for you to 
>> look over your chapter if needed I hope this helps and let me know if I can 
>> assist you in any way 
>> 

>> All best, 
>> Wend?" 
>> 

>> On Thu, May 29, 2008 at 1:17 PM, <regester@email unc edu> wrobe: 
>> 

>>> Dear Wen@: If not don’t wot~y about it - I think I detected most of the 
>>> mistakes but generally, I like to check every single footnote in detail. 
>>> However, I feel i~airly confident ~vith what has been submitted. 
>>> Again, thanks 
>>> for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting Wendy Sung < 
>>>          @gmail.com>: 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>> That~zs for reviewing your chapter. I believe that June 2 is the latest ~ve 
>>>> can give, although I will check. I hope this extra time helps the 
>>>> situation 
>>>> but I will get in touch with my contact at Praeger about the possibility 
>>>> of 
>>>> more tirrle. 

>>>> All best, 
>>>> Wen@ 

>>>> On Thu, May- 29, 2008 at 5:47 A_’vL <regester@eruail.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

>>>> Dear Wen@: I ruade a few changes in the foonotes section in addition to 
>>>>> changes racntioned in the text in previous email ruessage. However, in 
>>>>> order 
>>>>> to give it a thorough proofread and look up every single footnote, I 
>>>>> really 
>>>>> need more time but I think the major errors have been detected. Thanks 
>>>>> much 
>>>>> for working ~vith me. Please let me kno~v if you have problems recevmg 
>>>>> these 
>>>>> changes which are indicated in blue marks. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>> Quoting Wen@ Sua~g           ~)gmail.com>: 

>>>>> Dear Professor Regester, 

>>>>>> Thank you t;ar your cuntinued patience tl~roughout this prqject Dr. Boyd 
>>>>>> and 
>>>>>> I very much appreciate all the effort and time you have spent both in 
>>>>>> writing your chapter and in con~nunicating with us in order to deliver a 
>>>>>> great final product. As you know, the chapters ;vere submitted to 
>>>>>> Praeger/Greenwood’s editorial team and have no;v been returned to us for 
>>>>>> one 
>>>>>> last review before publication We ask you to please review the changes 
>>>>>> the 



>>>>>> publisher’s editor have made and to please make any necessary changes 

>>>>>> deem :fit. We ask that you return these chapters with your final changes 

>>>>>> me at @gmaihcom no later than May 25, 2008. If you do not 

>>>>>> necessary to change anything please noti(y me so I can prepare your 

>>>>>> for return. In addition, if I do not receive you chapter by the 
>>>>>> deadline 

>>>>>> May 25, I xvill assume that your chapter is rea@ and your chapter xvill 

>>>>>> returned to the publisher for publication as is. Instructions for your 
>>>>>> final 
>>>>>> editing process is listed below. 

>>>>>> We edited the file using Microsoft Word, using the track changes 

>>>>>> ~,~nen ~vorking with Microsoft Word’s track changes feature, we ask that 

>>>>>> not Accept or Reject any editing changes. We ask that you instead just 

>>>>>> in your conmxentsiadditions at an appropriate location within the file. 
>>>>>> "A~en 
>>>>>> you have the track changes feature turned on, as it should be, the text 

>>>>>> add, and any deletions you make, will appear in a different color from 

>>>>>> editor’s marks. This feature allows us to see the changes you have made 

>>>>>> incorporate them correctly, and helps us guarantee a sound editorial 
>>>>>> process. If your additions are not showing tap in a different color, the 
>>>>>> track changes feature is not turned on, and you must turn it on Please 
>>>>>> let 
>>>>>> me know if you have any- concerns about using the track changes feature. 

>>>>>> Once again, ftom Dr. Boyd and myselt; thank you for your contribution 

>>>>>> this exciting project and please feel ftee to contact me if you have 

>>>>>> All best, 
>>>>>> Wendy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 9, 2008 4:10 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: New IAAR Director 

..... Forwarded message from hildebra@email.unc.edu ..... 

Date: Mo~ 09 Jun 2008 12:36:33 -0400 
From: "Reginald F. Hildebrand" <hildebra@email unc edu> 

Reply-To: "Reginald F. Hildebrand" <hildebra@email.uaac.edu> 
Subject: New IAAR Director 

To: Julius E Nyang’oro <jen321 @email.unc.edu>, Perry’ Hall 
<hallpa@ema il.unc, edu>, Kenneth Janken <krj anken@email.unc, edu>, Kia L 
Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>, charlene regester 
<regester@email unc edu>, Timothy McMallan <tjml@email.unc.edu>, 

Roberta Arm Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu>, Eunice SaNe 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>, Bereket H Selassie <bselassi@email.unc.edu>, 
Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu>, Rachael A Murphey-Brown 
<ramurphe@ email.unc, edu>,                     @emai 1. unc edu> 

Dear AFRI-AFAM Colleagues, 

The 3 finalists to become the successor to Sandy Darity as Director of 
the Institute for African ./~anerican Research will be coming to campus 
soon for the last phase of the selection process. I expect that each 
of these distinguished senior scholars will seek a joint appointment in 
our Department, and I hope that you will find them worthy to become 
colleagues. 

If you are around and available, please come to hear them offer 

\VEDNESDAY, JUNI~ 11,2:4.5-3:30. R~)OM 200, STON~2{ CENTER 

Come if you can. Thanks much. -Reg 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2008 4:36 PM 

Wendy Sung ~gmail.com> 

Re: Afiican America~ Encyclopedia of Popnlax Culture Chapter final review before publication 

01 03 Regester independent cinema.ce.doc 

Dear Wendy: Attached is the essay with revisions. Please let me know 
that you have received this material. It was difficult to retrieve. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Wendy Suaag            @gmail.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

ThalgzS for your reply rm looking at the attached document and I believe 
this is the original version of the chapter. The cop?’ editor for~varded the 
chapters with a document name that should look like this: 
01 03 Regester independent cinema Perhaps if you can take a look atyour 
outbox of your emai[, you can retrieve the edited document even if you 
didn’t save it to your actual flies. Since you sent the revised chapter I 
believe it should exist there. Please let me know ifI can help out in any 
other way. Hope this solves the problem! 

All best, 
Wendy 

On Mon, Jun 9, 2008 at 1:06 PM, <regester@emaiI.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Dear Wen@: This is the version that was saved on my computer but when it 
>> does not contain the blue/red edited marks there[ore, I am not sure that 
>> this is the revised version. Using this editing/tracking system ~s not very 
>> effective [’or my computer because I am not certain that the changes that I 
>> make are being saved. Let me know Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> Wen@ Sung ~gmail.com>: 
>> 

>> 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I hope all is well. I was wondering if you still needed the extra t~ne or 
>>> i~ 
>>> I should just hand in the version of your chapter you submitted to me a 
>>> bit 
>>> ago. Our Praeger contact needs it by June 7 at the latest so I just wanted 
>>> to make sure I submitted the correct and most up to date version. Thanks 
>>> so 

>>> much for your time. 

>>> All best, 
>>> Wen@ 

>>> On 6/2/08, Wendy Sung ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>> I’ve contacted Praeger and they have allowed a couple more days for you 
>>>> to 
>>>> look over yore chapter if needed. I hope this helps and let me know if I 
>>>> carl 
>>>> assist you in any way. 

>>>> All best, 
>>>> Wendy 
>>>> 

>>>> On Thu, May 29, 2008 at 1:17 PM, <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Dear Wen@: If not don’t worry about it -- I think I detected most of 
>>>>> the 
>>>>> mistakes but generally, I like to check every single footnote in detail. 
>>>>> However, I feel fairly confident ~vith what has been submitted. Again, 
>>>>> thanks 
>>>>> for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting Wendy Sung < 
>>>>>          @gmail corn>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>> Thanks for reviewing your chapter I believe that June 2 is the latest 

>>>>>> can give, although I will check. I hope this extra time helps the 
>>>>>> situation 
>>>>>> but I will get in touch ~vith my contact at Praeger about the 
>>>>>> possibility’ 
>>>>>> of 
>>>>>> more time. 



>>>>>> All best, 
>>>>~> Wendy 

>>>>>> On Thu, May 29, 2008 at 5:47 AM, <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> Dear Wen@: I made a l~w changes in the foonotes section in addition to 

>>>>>>> changes mentioned in the text in previous emai[ message. However, in 

>>>>>>> to give it a thorough proofread and look up evets~ single footnote, 
>>>>>>> really 
>>>>>>> need more time but I think the major errors have been detected. ~anks 

>>>>>>> for working wi~ me. Please let me ~ow if you have problems receving 

>>>>>>> changes which are indicated in blue marks. Sincerely, Charlene 

>>>>>>> .Quoting Wen@ Sung @gmail.com>: 

>>>>>>> Dear Professor Regesmr, 

>>>>>>>> Tha~ yo~ for yow continued patience tt~oughout this project. Dr. 
>>>>>>>> Boyd 

>>>>>>>> I ve15~ much appreciate all the efI~tt and time you have spent both in 
>>>>>>>> writing yore chapter and in complicating with ~s in order to deliver 

>>>>>>>> great final product. As you know, the chapters were s~bmitted to 
>>>>>>>> Praeger/Greenwood’s editorial team and have now been returned to us 

>>>>>>>> last review before publication. We ask you to please review the 

>>>>>>>> publisher’s editor have made and to please make any necessalN changes 

>>>>>>>> deem fit. We ask that you return these chapters with your final 

>>>>>>>> me at @gmail.com no later than May 25, 2008. If you do not 
>>>>>>>> feel 

>>>>>>>> necessaw to change anything please notiI}’ me so I can prepare your 

>>>>>>>> for return In addition, if I do not receive you chapter by the 
>>>>>>>> deadline 

>>>>>>>> May 25, I will assmne that your chapter is rea@ and yow chapter 
>>>>>>>> will 

>>>>>>>> retm-ned to the publisher for publication as is. Instructions 

>>>>>>>> fmal 
>>>>>>>> editing process is listed below. 

>>>>>>>> We edited the file using Microsoft Word, using the track changes 

>>>>>>>> When working with Microso:R Word’s track changes feature, we ask that 

>>>>>>>> not Accept or Reject any editing changes We ask that you instead 

>>>>>>>> in your comments/additions ~t an appropriate location within the 
>>>>>>>> file. 

>>>>>>>> you have the track changes feature turned on, as it should be, the 

>>>>>>>> add, and any deletions you make, will appear in a di:fl~rent color 

>>>>>>>> editor’s marks This featwe allows us to see the changes you have 

>>>>>>>> incorporate them correctly, and helps us guarantee a sound editoria[ 
>>>>>>>> process If your additions are not showing up in a different color, 

>>>>>>>> track changes ]~ature is not twned on, and you must turn it on. 

>>>>>>>> me know if you have any concerns about using the track changes 

>>>>>>>> Once again, from Dr. Boyd and myself, thar~ you for yore contribution 

>>>>>>>> this exciting project and please feel free to contact me if you have 



>>>>>>>> All best, 

>>>>>>>> Wendy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 23, 2008 5:16 PM 

Guesl, All son tteather <aguest@email .unc.edu-~ 

Re: A gueslion tbr you 

AFAM101-SUMSYL007.doc 

Dear Alison: Attached is a copy of my syllabus. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Alison Guest <aguest@email.uaac edu>: 

Thank you for your quick response. I am thil~ whatever class a 
freshman would take. 

Thanks, 
Alison Heather Guest 
Learning Disability Specialist 
Academic Success Program for Students with I,])/ADHD 
(Furmerly Learning Disabilities Services) 
UNC-Chape[ tliH 
aguest@email.unc.edu[ 1 ] 919-962 -7227 

regester@email.unc edu wrute: [)ear Alisun: I teach two classes so I 
was not certain as to which syllabus you wuuld like tu receive Please 
let me knuw and I will ~2~rward by email Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quuting Alison Guest <aguest@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello 
I am guing to be wurking with the Summer Bridge prugram and will be 
teaching a seminar on time management and planning ~2~r cullege. We 
are 
louking to use a real syllabus to simulate a Fall ur Spring Schedule 

Your name was given to me by the Learning Center(which I work under) 
and I was wundering if I could have a cupy. 
’]’hank yuu for yuur time, 

Alison Heather Guest 
Learning Disability Specialist 
Academic Success Program for Students with L])/ADHD 
(Furmerly Learning Disabilities Services) 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
aguest@email.unc.edu[ 1 ] 919-962-7227 

Links: 

[1] mailto:aguest(~email.unc.edu 

Links: 

[1] mailto:aguest(~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 29, 2008 4:55 PM 

Mahsheed Ayoub <mayoub@cbs.ucsb.edu> 

Re: Screening Noir, Vol. 1 No.2 - Editorial Board 

Dear Mahsheed: My mailing address is                     , Chapel 
Hill, N C. 27516. Thanks much for your assistance and i look f,arward to 
receiving a copy. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mahsheed Ayoub 
<mayoub@cbs.ucsb.edu>: 

> To: Editorial Board, Screening Noir 
> 

> Hello, if you are in receipt of this email, your name is listed as an 
> Editorial Board Member of Screening Noir, that has not received their 
> complimenta~z copy 
> The latest issue, Vol 1 No.2 (Spring/Summer 2008) has been published 
> and ~ve would like to send you your copies at this time. 
> If you would please provide me with your* mailing address, *three 
> copies will be sent out to you as soon as we have your information. 

> Professor ~amna Everett is the Founder and Editor of this publication. 
> For your information, here are the Table of Contents: 
> AIicofuturist Visions in Jolm Akromfrah’s/The Last Angel of Histow 

>/(Sheila Pet~) 

> Sizing up the Queer Black Thug Lover: ’]’he Down Low as Counter 
> Discourse to Homonormauvity ~Roberto Strongman) 
> 
> MTV’s Karamo: The Homo ~Ihug and the Queering oft]yper Masculini~" in 
> Popular Culture (A (2. Abbott) 

> Whose Digital Revolution? (Vivek Bald) 
> 

> Archeology of a Virtual Tour: Uncovering the Layers of Student 
> Engagement with Complex Issues of Race in Digital Space 
> (Hsiu-Zu Ha, Beth Yeager, Judith Green, Carol N Dixon & Heather 
> Tomlinson with Gall Desler & Jean Rogers-OReilly) 
> 

> Thank you, 
> Mahsheed 

> Mahsheed Ayoub 
> Business Officer 
> UniversW of California, Santa Barbara 
> Center :[’or Black Studies Research 
> 4603 South Hall 
> Santa Barbara, CA 93106-3140 

> 805-893-3914 
> 805-893-7243 FAX 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 30, 2008 11:44 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lebron Vogne Cover 

Dear       Thanks for the update I looked at the clip and found it 
quite interesting Hope things are going well ~vith you Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting        @email.unc. edu: 

Hey Dr. Regester, 

I hope that your summer is going well. I justed wanted to see ho~v 
your stammer is going and to give you some insight into one of our 
class discussions this past spring semester of Black in Film. This 
video clip is concerning the Lebron James Vogue cover page in which 
we discussed the similarities it had in relation to King Kong 

> http:/i~v’a~v.voutube com/watch?v BRJGsNCZecY 

I hope that all is well ~vith you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 30, 2008 11:51 AM 

Blanche Arons <baxons@croasdaile.com> 

Re: Black Theaters in Chapel 

Dear Blanche: Please let me know that you received my newspaper article 
on black theaters in Chapel Hill. Again, thanks for all of your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Blanche Arons 

<barons@croasdaile.com>: 

African American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Prospectus 

INvI~ODUCTION 

This examination of African American actresses in pre-1950 cinema is 
a re-positioning of the black actresses, allowing them to re-claim 
the space denied them in cinema history, to render them visible, and 
to foreground their contributions to the cinema industry as they were 
far too often backgrounded in cinema histories The questions guiding 
this investigation abound and call for e×aminafion at what is now an 
outdated and perhaps invalid or incomplete version of the black 
actresses’ experience in pre-1950 cinema. 

Who were these women nfthe early 1900s who challenged the Hollywood 
establishment and fi~ught [’or their place in the world of cinematic 
entertainment? How were these women utilized in the cinema industry 
and how were they constructed on screen? How did these black 
actresses circumvent the racial politics that prevailed? How did the?" 
negotiate their duplicity as per~2~rmers or entertainers who became 
screen actresses? How did they respond to their on-screen 
representations? How did they participate in constructing black 
stardom? How did their on-screen representations intersect with their 
off-screen lives? How were the?" constructed in the black press and 
mainstream press? In what ways did the?" appropriate themselves as 
black actresses attempting to penetrate the racial boundaries of 
white Hollywood? What did these black actresses contribute to the 
black screen image? ttow did these black actresses accentuate the 
stardom often embodied by the white stars with whom they were 
co-starred? 

’]7his study will answer the questions above through a combination of 
theoretical, historical, and critical examinations of selected black 
actresses in pre-1950 cinema. 

The nine actresses chosen for inclusion in this work were selected on 
the basis of their popularity, prominence, number of screen roles, 
and invisibility in film histories and critiques. They include: 
Madame Sul-Te-Wan, Nina Mae McKirmey, Louise Beavers, Hattie 
McDaniel, Fredi Washington, Dorothy Dandfidge, Lena Horne, Hazel 
Scott, and Ethel Waters. 

Chapter I - Madame Sul-Te-Wan-Transcnding the Invisible to Become 
Visible: This chapter posits that Sul-Te-Wan was one of the earliest 
African-American actresses to sustain a long-term career in the 
cinema industry. She managed to construct visibility for herself and 
obtain long-terra employment in Hollywood. Although she was confined 
to secondary roles and rarely received screen credit for her 
contributions, S~l-Te-Wan established a name for herself in the 
industry, and became one of the first black actresses to land a 
contract with the motion picture studios. 

Chapter II-- Nina Mae McKinney-Reinventing Stage and Screen Career: 
McKinney’s on-screen objectification in HallelNah ultimately 
transcended her oil-screen private life. This chapter demonstrates 
how she signified sexuality in Hallelujah, how black female sexuality 
was constructed through the black male body, and how she ~vas 
olziectified off screen. Although the African American press 
participated in objectiI}’ing McKinney, and constructing her 
oil-screen hypersexualization, she herselI; despite such rendering, 
never stopped reinventing herselI; because of the limited 
opportunities available to black women in the cinema industry. 

Chapter III -- Louise Beavers - Negotiating Racial Diil’erence: This 
chapter argues that Beavers responded to her unique subject 
positioning on screen - unique in that she assumed multiple functions 
as the black maid to white screen actresses, by negotiating her 
screen representations. Beavers responded to her on-screen 
marginalizat~on in her oil-screen private life, subverting gaze of 



white spectators and elew~ting her roles despite the subservience to 
which she was confined. Beavers was multiply positioned when cast 
next to white screen stars with whom she was paired, at various times 
embo@ing subservience, maternalism, emotional balance, 
sexuality/hypersexuality, and the surrogate male figure denied to 
white women. Beavers negotiated the marginalized roles that she 
assumed on screen and defied the Otherness that she endured off the 
screen. 

Chapter IV -- Hattie McDaniel - Assertive On-Screen, Victm~ized by 
the Press Off-Screen: Chapter IV analyzes _McDaniel’s unique subject 
positioning as the disenrbodied voice of Scarlett in her role in Gone 
with the Wind. The chapter considers the argument that McDaniel as 
Marrmry becomes a symbolic metaphor for the South in GWTW, as this film 
reconstructs the aura of Southern plantation life and the sense of 
despair that the war created for Southerners. Additionally, this 
chapter posits that in attempting to locate a space for herself in 
the filru and because of her assertiveness on screen (in that she 
defied Otherness), McDaniel as MarmW offthe screen fell victiru to 
the Otherness that consumed her private life. 

Chapter V -- Fredi Washington: The Mulatto Positioning: This chapter 
advances the idea that Washington popularized mulatto roles on 
screen, because her physical appearance allowed her to do so 
effectively. However, she personally shared the status of victim, 
with the mulatto character.\~2~ile the mulatto was victimized because 
of uncertain racial identi _ty, Washington herself fell victiru to being 
consumed with always having to defend her blackness. This position is 
examined in a discussion of masquerades of whiteness, black 
nrasquerades, and nrasquerades of self, with the conclusion that 
because of her uncertain physical appearance that obscured her racial 
identity, the ambivalence embodied in the masquerade of self best 
reflects Washington, a black actress probleruatized by the cinema 
world. 

Chapter VI - Dorothy Dandridge - Signifies the Complexi~¢ of Black 
Stardom: This chapter focuses on how Hollywood and other filmmakers 
constructed Dandridge as a "dark star" (meaning because of her 
blackness, she was compromised as a star and problematized) through 
the cormnodification of her blackness and the exploitation of her 
sexualiW Chapter VI argues that Dandridge was constructed as an 
object of the male gaze in her screen roles, a construction that 
transcended her off-screen life It further argues that she subverted 
her racial construction to represent a variety of ethnicities - more 
often than not anything except African American. By the end of her 
life, Dandridge bears a striking parallel to white screen actress 
Marilyn Mom-oe; Dandridge became increasingly unable to separate the 
real and reel, and as she appropriated her death, she prophesized, 
predicted, or willed her self to death, 

Chapter VII -- Lena Home - Politicizing Race and Gender: 
This chapter posits that while other actresses responded passively to 
the marginalization they endured, Home actively challenged her 
marginalization even to the point of risking her career as an 
actress. Despite the fact that many of her scenes were edited from 
final versions of films when they toured South, Horne still made an 
impression on both black and white audiences as she symbolized black 
beauW and protest. Home became an icon in that she signified the 
black standard of beauty for blacks that largely had been ignored by 
whites, and signified active resistance to the racial oppression that 
blacks confronted during an era of racial segregation. 
Chapter VIII -- Hazel Scott - Resisting Her Ot~iectification: This 
c h apter notes that in the first-half of the 20th century, film 
directors utilized man?" black entertainers m films to deliberately 
exploit their entertainment value. Because white Southern audiences 
opposed seeing blacks in prominent roles, most black entertainers 
found that their contributions to the film other than as entertmners 
or subservients, were often deleted from these productions when they 
toured the South. Hazel Scott, however, actively challenged her 
marginalization, even to the point of risking her creer as an 
actress. It has been argued that because Scott was an entertainer 
and assumed such roles on screen, she was disconnected from the 
film’s plot. Confined to such limiting roles, Scott became a 
s~gnifier of racial and sexual codes not only to establish a space 
for herself in the film but to establish a space by which whites 
could seek validation as authentic artists when juxtaposed to black 
singers/musicians In response to the m arginalization that she endured 
both on and off the screen, she became politically active, 
challenging the dominant hegemony 

Chapter IX-- Ethel Waters: Chapter IX asserts that Waters’ role in 
Member of the Wedding best reflects how she was used by the cinema 
industry to commodil}’ Otherness, and that her role in this film bears 
a striking resemblance to Waters’ ofl-screen persona. In critiquing 
Waters’ role in this film, this chapter contends that the white 
female’s search for fenrinini _ty and adulthood is achieved through the 
assistance of the black female bo@. The chapter explores looking 
relations as erubodied in Berenice’s Look (when she looks, how she 
projects the look, what she sees) and Frankie’s Gaze (the white 
female protagonist’s look). This examination also investigates 
sexuali _ty and masquerade, as Berenice is positioned in Frankie’s 



struggle to achieve her identity’ and transcend from adolescence into 
aduRhood It is also suggested that Waters’ on-screen character, 
Berenice, masquerades as the real-life Waters herself- as the two 
share striking parallels. 

CONCLUSION 

This work will add to the existing body of literature on the 
contributions of blacks actresses to early cinema history. It is 
intended to fill the void that currently exists in the literature on 
black actresses in cinema history because despite the existence of a 
number of biographies and autobiographies, many rarely critically 
examine black actresses from the perspective of a research scholar or 
cinema historian. For example, among the recent works that have been 
published on black actresses, Bennetta Jules-Rosette’s examination of 
Josephine Baker in Art and Life-The Icon and Image provides a 
thorough examination of Baker but focuses more broadly on her image 
beyond her screen career. Dancing on the White Page: Black Women 
Entertainers Writing Autobiography by Kwakiutl L. Drcher examines 
Lena Horne, Dorothy Dandridge, Eartha Kitt, Diaahann Carroll, 
Wilson, and Whoopi Goldberg but focuses primarily on women beyond the 
scope of the proposed work (except for Home and Dandridge) in the 
post-1950 period and is much more narrowly focused on how- their 
autobiographies become vehicles for assessing how they saw themselves 
as well as how they were seen by others. This book does not focus 
specifically on their screen careers and how they- were positioned on 
screen or commodified race on screen. Other works on black women such 
as Jacqueline Bobo’s Black Woman as Cultural Readers and Black Women 
Film and Video Artists examine how black women as audiences responded 
to representations on screen or examine the contributions of black 
women and video artists who have struggled to cultivate their own 
iraages of themselves. More general works such as Donald Bogle’s Toms, 
Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies and Bucks or Ed Guerrero’s Framing 
Blackness discuss the contributions of African Americans to the 
industly at large and mention the contributions of women but do not 
explore the specific contributions of women to the industry- and ho~v 
they- ~vere utilized by the indust~z as does the present work. V~ile 
Bogle’s work Brown Sugar explores black actresses in the cinema 
industly, he approaches this discussion from an historical 
perspective by providing biographies of their lives and careers 
without critically examining how- they were utilized as vehicles on 
the screen and within the cinema industl~-. Forthcoming works examine 
black actresses in the cinema industi~’ in a more contempora~ period 
without illuminating these actresses in the early period. Therefore, 
the work proposed is one that would add to the existing body of 
literature and foreground how these women were positioned on screen, 
how- they commodified race, and how- they negotiated the industry in 
order to establish themselves as black "stars" working in industry- 
over which they had little controh 

Thus, this prospectus of "African American Actresses in Early- Cinema" 
wishes to introduce a unique presentation for eternity--true accounts 
(important artistically, and historically) of the struggle of some of 
the most impoltant African-American actresses of our country’s 
pre-1950 cinema 

..... Original Message ..... From: <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
To: <barons@croasdaile corn> 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2008 4:24 PM 
Subject: Prospectus 

>> Dear Blanche: Please edit the following prospectus This has been 
>> edited be:tore so it may only" need a read through I am not trying to 
>> make major changes as I need this to send to a press Please let me 
>> know that you have received this material Thanks as always, I still 
>> plan to call but I am overwhelmed starting Summer School tomorrow and 
>> just finished up some work on Friday Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 30, 2008 5:03 PM 

devans@nando.com 

Chapel ttill theaters 

Dear Doug: Currently, I have completed my essay on Chapel Hill Theaters 
for the Chapel Hill Newspaper. I ~vill for~vard in the next or t~vo since 
I still need to edit Once you have received the article, I can bring a 
photo by the CH Newspaper office. Please note that I do not have photos 
of an?- of the theaters mentioned and that the paper might be able to 
secure photos of local theaters (Pickwick Theater, Carolina Theater, 
Varsity’ Theater, Standard Theater) tlcom the NC. Collection. The only 
pictures I have are xeoxed copies of advertisements that appeared inthe 
Chapel Hill Ne~vspaper. You can let me know if this works Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2008 10:21 AM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Current traveling exhibits - Separate Cinema Archive 

ATT00001 .htm; Front 9:ipg; Eront 9.jpg 

Separate Cinema Archive - current traveling exhibits 

THE VINTAGE YEARS - 30 Years of Race Fihn 

THE MORRIS MUSEUM, Morristown, New Jersey 
June 24 - November 23, 2008 
(Reception - Sunday July 13 at 2 p.m. ) 
The Morris Mu~um, a major New Jer~y cultural institution in historic Morristown, will hos~t an important exlfibition of vintage film tx~sters on loan from the Separate 

Cinema Archive, THE VINTAGE YEARS. ’][’his exhibition of magnificent graphic work, originally produced ibr African-American audiences by pioneering 
independent film companies operating parallel to the Hollvsvood sys~tem, features rare posters for films produced, scripted and directed by black fihnmakers, with 
entirely African- American casts. Museum visitors will surely recognize the nanms and Faces of those actors who also worked in mainstream Hollysvood films- Paul 
Robeson, Lena Home, Ethel Waters, Stepin Fetchit, Mantan Moreland and others-and will also be introduced to fihn personalities heretofore lofft to history. 

In addition to the cultural and historical themes of the exhibition, visitors will experience the superb graphic art of eaa:ly film posters, with their innovative design, 

beautiful drawing, and rich colo~: unequaled by commercial modern day movie advertising. 

The Morris Museum brings art, history, science and theater to the citizens of New Jersey and surrounding mid-Atlantic area. Established in 1913, the museum’s 

exhibitions, collections, and educational programs adhere to the highest standards of museum presentation tbr the enjoyment of its la~e and diverse audience. The 

Morris Museum is located at 6 Nonnandy Heights Road, in the Normaa~@ Paack tlistoric District, Morristown, New Jersey, (973) 971-3700, m~d on the web at 
w~,.morrismuseum.org. 

TO BOOK THIS EXHIBIT for your museum, or any of the other different "theme exhibits olt~red by the Separate Cinema Archive, visit the fully illustrated website: 

www.SeparateCinema.coln or contact: John Kisch at (845) 452-1998 or (914) 475-1778. 

Crarent Exhibits: 

5/1/08 - 8/1/08 - JAZZIN’ JAMM1N’ & JIVIN’ -Jazz on Film - Delta Cultural Center - Helena, Arkansas 
5/24/08 - 7/27/08 - HARLEM GOES WEST -The Black Cowboy - Eiteljorg IVluseum - Indianapolis. Indiana 
6/24/08 - 11/24/08 - THE VINTAGE YEARS - 30 1Zests of Race Film - Morris Museum - Morristown, New Jersey 

If you would prel’cr nol t<~ receive thture invilafions to our screenings, lectares or receplions, 

please REPEY with the word REMOVE m the Sul2iect Line. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Jnly 1, 2008 10:43 AM 

CarterE@missouri.edu 

Theaters in Chapel ttill 

Theaters and the Moviegoing Experience in Chapel Hill.doc 

Dear Susalme: Attached is ari article that I am submitting on Chapel 
Hill Theaters to the local paper Can you review/edit this piece for me 
in the next few days. Please let me know if you can and if you have 
received this material Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



{PAGE } 

Theaters and the Moviegoing Experience in Chapel Hill 
at the Turn of the Twentieth Century 

Rambunctious, loud, noisy, and exciting describes the atmosphere of one of the 
Chapel Hill’ s first moving picture theaters, The Pickwick Theater which ~vas erected in 
1909 and was located on the North side of Franklin Street near Columbia Street. The 
opening of the this theater ushered in an era of moviegoing for this small southern college 
town as the motion picture industry began to capture the imagination and titillate the 
fascination &the nation at large. Despite the thrill of the movie-going experience, it was 
a varied experience for some Chapel Hillians because of the segregated practices that 
existed at the turn of the twentieth century. Yet, because motion pictures provided 
entertainment to audiences excited by the spectatorial pleasure derived from this new 
medium despite the racial politics that prevailed, all would have access to this venue. To 
reconstruct this history in all of its complexity and to reflect on the social atmosphere of 
Chapel Hill in this early period, the first theaters and the moviegoing experience will be 
delineated. 

Samuel Jackson Brockwell, a Chapel Hill entrepreneur who operated a transit 
service that provided bus service from Durham to Chapel and who owned a department 
store in the Brockwell Building, opened the Pickwick in the fall of 1909 which was 
described by Mabel Hill, former piano player at the theater during the silent period, as a 

very nice theater for a town of this size. The Pickwick attracted university students who 
flocked to the theater as an escape from the rigors of college life. According to Hill "As 
soon as the lights went down a hurricane of peanuts, acorns, and other missiles filled the 
air, and if the films were in any way disappointing, shouts of derision notified the 
manager." Despite such outbursts, the films ranged from the serious dramas to the 
slapstick comedies of Buster Keaton. In fact, Hill revealed that in providing music during 
these silent dramas she pl ayed a wide range of music to coincide with the visual imagery 
presented on screen. For battle scenes she frequently played the Robert E Lee march, for 
romantic scenes she played soft music, and for the comedies she played fast music. In 
later years, she was accompanied by an orchestra composed primarily of university 
students. Hill had fond memories of her experience despite her mother’s obj ections to 
playing in a theater at night while still enrolled in high school. 

With the success of Chapel Hill’s first theater other theaters followed but not 
without some setbacks. In 11923, the Pickwick experienced a fire and the theater had to be 
rebuilt. Some four years later, a Raleigh firm built a second theater in Chapel Hill, named 
the Carolina Theater which opened in September of 1927 and was managed by E. 
Carfington Smith. The Chapel Hill Weekly announced "When Jo Fernandez, the 
decorator finished his job last week, the seats and organ had to be installed, the 
ventilating blowers had to be mounted against the openings in the rear wall, the screen 
and projecting lantern had to be set up and the steps leading to the ground from the 
emergency exists had to be built" (Sept. 16, 1927). Admission to the theater was thirty 
cents for adults and ten cents for children. Some two years later in 1929, the Carolina 
Theater began to accommodate sound pictures and earned the reputation as being the first 



{PAGE } 

theater in the South to show foreign films on a regular basis. While the Carolina Theater 
managed to survive the depression, the Pickwick was forced to close. 

By the late 1930s, however, the Pickwick was re-opened as the Pick Theater and 
was managed by Smith who operated the theater until its closing after World War II. 
During this period, the Carolina Theater frequently advertised upcoming films in the 
Chapel Hill Weekly - many of which were shown on Sunday. During this period the 
Chapel Hill Movie Guild which had been exhibiting films on Sunday under a 
"gentleman’s agreement" were granted the legal right to showy pictures on Sunday even 
though they had been exhibiting pictures without such approval. 

In the subsequent decade of the 1940s, a new theater was erected when Smith’s 
employers, N.C. Theaters Inc. purchased property to erect a new Carolina Theater in 
1942, while the old Carolina Theater was re-named the Village Theater. With the incline 
&the Village Theater, the Pick Theater declined and ~vas closed permanently in 1946. 
Some six years later, the Village Theater was re-named the Varsity Theater. 

Through the decade of the 1950s these theaters catered to whites only and it was 
not until the 1960s that theaters would become integrated - an integration that occurred 
though not without protest. Smith who continued to operate the Carolina Theater refused 
a request from a ministerial association to exhibit "Porgy and Bess" (1959-an all-black 
cast film) to a de-segregated audience at the all-white theater. His action prompted a 
boycott &both the Varsity and Carolina Theaters by the Citizens for Open Movies. Both 
theaters became partially de-segregated in 1961 as a full integration policy was instituted 
by the Varsity in December 1961 and the Carolina in March of 1962. Unfortunately, 
when two blacks were allowed to attend the theater they screened, "The Dark at the Top 
of the Stairs" (1960), a film’s whose title outraged the black community given that blacks 
were subjected to such insults. 

Despite the struggles of integration, during the jim crony era while blacks were not 
accommodated by white theaters this did not mean that they did not have access to 
moviegoing. In fact, as early as 1917, some eight years after the Pickwick was started, an 
early theater was reportedly opened by Frederick KWatkins (known as the "Movie 
King") and who owned several theaters throughout the state operating the all-black 
Wonderland Theater in Durham. To coincide with this early access to movie-going for 
African Americans, long time resident Velma Perry revealed in an intervie~v that movies 
were shown out of her parents home located on Lindsey Street, as their home was built in 
1920. Perry claims that a man from Durham would narrate these silent films to explain 
what was happening on screen. Many of the films viewed in this setting were serials with 
incomplete endings so that you would have to return to the theater the following week to 
kno~v ~vhat happened. 

By the 1930s the Standard Theater was opened to cater to black audiences in 
Chapel Hill. This theater existed on West Franklin near Merritt Mill Road at 603 West 
Franklin. The Standard Theater was either owned or operated by Davie O’Kelly. This 
theater may have been one of the longest sur~iving black theaters in the city which 
existed from the early 1930s through the 1940s. Perry adds that the facility not only 

served as a theater but accommodated social events so that the seats could be removed 
when dances were held. In 1937 the theater became a funeral home and grocery store. By 
1944, the Standard Theater was no longer in existence and a Carolina Produce Company 
was erected on the site of the former home of the theater. 
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According to Perry, Smith who operated the white theaters in Chapel Hill, opened 
the all-black Hollywood Theater in the aftermath of the Standard Theater to cater to 
Chapel Hill’s black population during a segregated era. This theater was located in 
Carrboro behind the St. Paul A.M.E. Church and was operated by Kenny Jones - the 
exact dates of its exi stence remain undetermined. 

In all of its glamour and glitter in what was known as the "city of make-believe" 
Hollywood - the excitement associated with motion pictures infiltrated small southern 
towns such as Chapel Hill. And although the south was segregated with whites and 
blacks viewing movies in separate theaters and some times in the same theaters with 
blacks being relegated to the balconies or the "buzzard’s roost" or at other times to being 
restricted to midnight screenings referred to as "midnight rambles," with the advent of 
integration they would view movies in the same theaters where they developed mutual 
respect for each others differences. 

Sources Consulted Include: 

Chapel Hill Illustrated History by James Vickers, Thomas Scism, Dixon Qualls (Chapel 
Hill: Barclay Pub., 1985). 

Fist State University: A Picgtorial history of the University of North Carolina by William 
S. Powell, UNC Press, 1972. 

Buildings on Franklin Street (NC. Collection) 

Audio Tape: Interview with Mrs. V. A. H. conducted by Scott Bradley and Daniel 
Patterson, Manuscripts Department, Southern Historical Collection 

Chapel Hill Weekly 

"From the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Movie-going in Durham and Other North Carolina 
Cities during the Early Period of American Cinema," by Charlene Regester, Film History 
vol. 17, no. 1 (2005): 113- 124. 

"Theaters Aided De-segregation Movement," Daily Tarheel, February 15, 2005. 

Interview with Velma Perry 

Additonal information on theaters in Chapel Hill can be forwarded to the Chapel Hill 
Newspaper or to the writer. 
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Fwd: 4fl~ installment 

Regester 12000-14999.doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 23, 2008 9:56 AM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Fwd: 4fl~ installment 

Regester 12000-14999.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 23, 2008 9:57 AM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Fwd: 5fl~ installment 

Regester 15000-17999.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 23, 2008 9:57 AM 

cc 1 @pdnting.unc.edu 

Fwd: 6fl~ installment 

Regester 18000-end.doc 

Please acknowledge that you have received all six installments. Thanks, Rhonda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 2, 2008 3:52 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Atiican American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Jane: Please let me know the status of my manuscript on Black 
Actresses in Early Cinema as soon as you can Your decision is 
necessary in order for me to report to my department. Thales much for 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane 

Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 

> We are ~vaiting on one more report and will follow-up with that reader today 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Jane 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 9:46 AM 
> To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
> Subject: RE: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 
> 

> Dear Jane: Please let me know as soon as possible the status on my 
> manuscript on black actresses in early cinema because I am coming up 
> [’or promotion and tenure this fall. Your assistance is greatly 
> appreciated. ~Ihanks [’or working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> Quoting "B ehnken, J ane Kathleen" <jbehnken @indiana.edu>: 
> 

>> Thanks, Charlene We have and the manuscript is alrea@ out [’or 
>> review. I’ll let you know as soon as we receive feedback 
>> 

>> All best, 
>> Jane 
>> 

>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, June 09, 2008 3:11 PM 
>> To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
>> Subject: RE: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 
>> 

>> Dear Jane: Please let me know that you received the materials 
>> requested. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, 
>> Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 
>>> ~Ihanks very much for your follow-up note We have received the 
>>> manuscript and I would like to begin the review process. However, I 
>>> need a few more pieces of infom~ation from you. Would you go ahead 
>>> and send a prospectus situating your book with other literature on 
>>> African American Actresses? It doesn’t need to be particularly- 
>>> lengthy, but this irfformation will be useful to the editorial board 
>>> and our reviewers. Would you also please include a CV and a table of 
>>> contents? 

>>> I’m sorry" for the delay in processing your manuscript; we will do our 
>>> best to get it out the door for review as soon as we have the 
>>> additional irfformation. I remain very excited about your work and 
>>> look forward to hearing from you. 

>>> With raany thap2~zs, 

>>> Jane 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@eraail.m~c.edu [raailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday-, April 28, 2008 1:22 PM 
>>> To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
>>> Subiect: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 

>>> Dear Editor Jane Behnken: After meeting with you at the recently held 
>>> SCMS,I decided to forward my manuscript on African American Actresses 
>>> in Early Cinema to be considered for publication by your press. It was 
>>> for~varded nearly four weeks ago and I have not heard anything from your 
>>> office. Please let me know if you have received this material and if 
>>> you are interested in sending it out for review-. I really ~vould 
>>> appreciate your consideration of this request and I look forward to 
>>> hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:12 PM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Can I interview you? 

Dear        : Yes, sorry I missed you yesterday but I was late getting 
to my oftice and did not arrive until about 15 minutes later You can 
meet with me this Thursday during the same time or meet at my 6pm 
screenings at Wednesday night in the Undergrad, room 205. Let me know 
what works for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.~email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

MY name is I had AFAM with you ~              , I 
think you remember my face but you might not remember my name. 

I wanted to know if I could intel-,ziew you about your 
collection for an article to be be published in an 

on-campus publication. 

I had come to your office hours around 12:30 yesterday and knocked on 
the door, but I couldn’t reach you. 

Could we meet sometime early next week so i could talk to you more 
about this because it sounds so interesung 

I am available anytime after 11am on Tuesday and after 3pm on Wednesday. 

Please let me know if any of those times would work for you, I would 
really appreciate it! 

Best, 

~emaiI.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 3, 2008 4:13 PM 

Daisy Nmn ~<tkn2108@columbia.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Oscar Micheaux Conference Save the Date 

Dear Daisy: Yes, I am planning on attending this event and will need to 
talk with Jane ti~rther regarding the exact focus of the paper that she 
would like for me to present. Thanks much for the invitation and I look 
forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Daisy Nam <dkn2108 @columbia edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Jane Gaines and I were wondering if you received the email below and 
would be able to participate. 

Please let me know if you have any questions 

All best, 
Dais?’ 

................................... 

Daisy Nam 
Events Manager 
Schnnl of the Arts 
dkn2108@columbia.edu 
212 854 7633 

Begin forwarded message: 

>> From: Daisy Nam <dkn2108@columbia.edu> 
>> Date: September 10, 2008 12:13:06 PMEDT 
>> To: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> Subject: ()scar Micheaux Conference Save the Date 
>> 

>> Dear Professor Regester, 
>> 

>> On behalf of Professor Jane Gaines, I am emailing you about a 
>> conference to be held at Columbia Umversity from February 5 ? 7, 
>> 2009 : "Oscar M~cheaux: A[~rican American Enigma,"which will 
>> accompany the Film Society at Lincoln Center’s retrospective. 
>> Please save these dates ]2~r this conference 
>> 

>> We would like you to deliver a paper on %/licheaux’s Women: Alice B. 
>> Russell, Evelyn Preer" and also to be part of the Columbia Seminar 
>> on Thursday evening, Feb 5, for the Round-Table on the ’]2aird 
>> Generation of Micheaux Scholarship We need you to arrive by 6:00 
>> pm on Thursday, Feb. 5, 2009, and be here the day of the 6th. The 
>> conference is over at 5:30 pm on the 7th. You will receive an 
>> official letter of invitation with more detail. Please confim~ these 
>> dates with me as soon as possible if you are able to attend. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> Daisy Nam 

>> Daisy Nam 
>> Events Manager 
>> School of the Arts 
>> Colmnbia University 
>> dkn2108@columbia.edu 
>> 212 854 7633 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 3, 2008 4:23 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: First Section of Black Entertainers 

Dear Rhonda: A couple of days ago, I forwarded the first section of 
Volume I on Black Enteltainers that had been edited Please let me kno~v 
that you have received this material Thanks much for your assistance 
and I have proceeded to work on Section 2 Hope to hear from you soon 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Rhonda Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Attached is the index, compiled from the key~vord 
files you sent. It ~vorked very nicely 

You did a great job handling the database! 

Please proof the index too. I would suggest spot checking the numbers. 
You may find alternate spellings of names so please look at evely entW 
name. 

If we can finalize this by the middle of next month we will plan on 
advertising this for our Spring 2009 list Let me know your thoughts 
about schedule of proofing on your end. 

’]’hanks for al[ your hard work, Rhonda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 3, 2008 4:30 PM 

~aol.com 
Re: Coming to Chapel Hill 

Dear Dr. Greene: I sent an email inquiring if you are coming to Chapel 
Hill? I have not yet heard from you. I am just trying to follow up and 
hope things are going well as I am always very concerned Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting         @aol corn: 

see attachment and disregard spelling error on copy of the press’s web site 

********************* for simple solutions to your real-lil’e financial 
challenges? Check out WalletPop for the latest news and information, 
tips and 

calculators. (http ://,a~vw.walle~op. com/?NCID emlcntuswall00000001) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 7, 2008 8:10 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: Coming to Chapel Hill 

Dear Dr. Greene: Hope we can meet. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@aol.com: 

Charlene, 

Son5’ if I forgot to reply. There is a chance that I will be in 
Chapel Hill this coming Thursday or Friday rm not certain as yet, 
but ~vill let you know (probably at fl~e last minute, since it will be 
a last minute decision I’m doing well 

I know it is difficult for you I’ve been there. 

Lee Greene 

**************New- MapQuest Local shows what’s happening at your 
destination. Dining, Movies, Events, News & more. Try it out[ 

> (http ://local.mapquest com/?ncid emlcntnew00000001) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 8, 2008 1:27 PM 

Lori Tedder <LTedde@mcti~rla~dpub.com> 

Re: REM1NDER McFMand - Marketing Questionnaire Black Entertainers in At?ican American Newspaper Articles, Volume 2.978-0- 
7864-2495-5 

Dear Lori: I will reply as soon as possible but I have been spending a 
considerable amount of time trying to go through the proofs. Will do so 
as soon as possible Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Lori Tedder 
<LTedder@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear author: 

According to our records, we have not yet received your response to the 
marketing questionnaire. (For your convenience, a copy of the 
questionnaire appears below.) We eagerly await your responses. 

Sincerely, 

Lori 

][)ear author: 

Now that your manuscript has been delivered, McFarland needs to collect 
some information from you to speed along marketing efforts. Please 
answer the 12~llowing six items as :fully as possible, and reply directly 
to this e-mail ltedder@mcfarlandpub.com within five business days. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Tedder 

Administrative Assistant 

McFarland & Company 

ltedder@mcfarlandpub.com 

1) Your name: 

2) Book title (either a descriptor, working or final title): 

3) If we have requests from the media or from researchers, may we 
provide them with your mail or e-mail address, or a phone nttraber? 

4) In straightfor~vard language, please describe your book in about 100 
words: 

5) Enumerate the additional features of your book (photographs, line 
drawings, appendices, bibliography, notes, glossar,v, indexes, foreword 
by Jane Doe, charts, maps, filmographies, etc.): 

6) Provide a few sentences of biographical highlights. Mention an?’ other 
published books or significant journal articles, an?- eye-catching past 
or present activity, and your present position: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 10, 2008 1:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: AFAM: Imeresling Exhibit Pertinent to Blacks in Film 

Dear          Thanks for the info. I attended the lecture yesterday and 
it was quite informative. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu: 

Hi Dr. Regester, I found this article in the News & Observer, and 
thought it would be something that you would be interested in. I’m 
not sure if it’s something you ~vere already aware of. but if not, I’m 
glad I am able to bring it to your attention It’s an article 
pertinent to an exhibit that ~vill feature information about Oscar 
Macheaux and some films that were produced during the time periods we 
have recently studied 

Here is the link: http://v~vwnewsobser,zer.cona/105/story/1248229 html 

( I ~vill hopefully be trying to catch up with you in the next day or 
two to go over some things with my paper) 

Talk to you soon, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 10, 2008 1:21 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: AFAM: Interesting F~xhibit Pertinent to Blacks in Film 

..... Forwarded message from    .~email.unc.edu ..... 

Date: Thu, 09 Oct 2008 11:24:36 -0400 
From: @email unc edu 

Reply-To: @emaihunc.edu 
Subject: AFAM: Interesting Exhibit Pertinent to Blacks in Fihn 

To: regester@emaihunc.edu 

Hi Dr Regester, I found this article in the News & Observer, and 
thought it would be something that you would be interested in. I’m not 
sure if it’s something you were already aware of, but if not, rm glad 
I am able to bring it to your attention. It’s an article pertinent to 
an exhibit that will feature information about Oscar MJcheaux and some 
films that were produced during the time periods we have recently 
studied. 

Here is the link: http://va,cw.newsobservercom/105/sto~/1248229html 

( I will hopefully be trying to catch up with you in the next day or 
two to go over some things with my paper) 

Talk to you soon, 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:32 PM 

To: @ema~l .nnc.edtr> 

Subje~’t: Re: AFAM Paper 1 

Dear : Assuming that I understand the topic you could use 

I will be in Davis Libra~z from 4 until close to 5 
today if you want to discuss further in person, Room 8026 on the 8th 
floor Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting       @email unc.edu: 

> Hi Protl Regester 

> I spoke to you during class on tuesday about my paper topic, and I 
> wanted to discuss the 

> Thank You! 

Do you have any’ suggestions? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email,unc.edu> 

Friday, October 10, 2008 1:41 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@colnmbia.edtr> 

Re: Fwd:Sampson talk 

Dear Jane: You might want to invite Sampson to New York -- His talk was 
not really revealing of new information, ho~vever, his photos were quite 
extensive and exciting. He had considerable information on the career 
of Noble Johnson and his association with the company. Excellent photos 
of Johnson from a variety of Hollywood productions. He said that he met 
with George Johnson prior to his death but ~vhen his granddaughter 
discovered that he was visiting him the nursing home, she ~vent to the 
home and had his files removed. Two ~veeks later he was dead. Also, he 
seemed quite almoyed that a lot of scholarship has been done on 
Micheaux but not yew much on Lincoln and the Johnson Brothers He 
suggested that the Johnson’s paved the way for Oscar Micheattx and 
deserved as much if nor more attention You definitely need to meet 
with him regarding your work on Noble. He also said that he was 
approaching his research from the perspective of a scientist by just 
verifying facts -- it was not his intent to be interpretive of this 
histolT. Please let me kno~v when you ~vant to meet as I cannot do so 
until after the month of October His address is below: 

Henry Sampson 

-- -@gmail cam 

Quoting Jane Gaines <jmg.196@columbia.edu>: 

> Charlene: I will miss Sampson’s talk and very, sorry’ not to be there 
> as I will be in NY Will you report back to me because we may want to 
> invite him to the ()scar MJcheaux: African >~anerican t:.nigma conference. 
> I assume that you will have his contact information. Your friend and 
> fan, jane 
> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Forwarded message from ulittlej@email.unc.edu ..... 
>> Date: Thu, 02 Oct 2008 09:14:20 -0400 
>> From: "Ursula E. Llttlej ohn" <ulittlej @email un c edu> 
>> Reply-To: "Ursula E. Littlqjohn" <ulittlqj@email.unc.edu> 
>> Sublect: Re: Upcoming Fall Event at SoNa Haynes Stone Center 
>> To: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> Hello Dr. Regester, 
>> 
>> I just wanted to send a quick update to the event referenced below. 
>> Dr. Sampson’s lecture time will now- be 12:15 and the subj ect will be 
>> ""THE RISE AND FALL OF THE LINCOLN MOTION- PICTURE COMPANY-AN INSIDE 
>> VIEW". 
>> 

>> Using unpublished material from his extensive black film collection, 
>> Dr. Sampson will present an inside view of the success and l:ailure 
>> of the Lincoln Motion Picture Company, which was established and 
>> financed by African Americans in 1915 as the first motion picture 
>> company in the United States to produce and distribute feature 
>> length fihns reflecting the lives of middle class African Americans. 
>> 

>> A complimentary lunch xvill be provided at this mid-day event. I 
>> hope that you xvill indeed pass the word along and join us if at all 
>> possible. 
>> 

>> Many thanks again, 
>> 

>> Ursula E. Littlcjotm 
>> Program Coordinator 
>> The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Cultuxe and HistoW 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> (919) 962-0395 (phone) 
>> (919) 962-3725 (l?x) 
>> www.unc, edu~’d eptsistonecenter 
>> 

>> "It doesn’t matter who you are, where you come from The ability’ to 
>> triumph begins with you. Always." 
>> --Oprah Winfrey 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Ursula E. Littlqiohn wrote: 
>>> Dr. Regester, 

>>> I just ~vanted to provide a quick update on the visit referenced 
>>> below. Dr Sampson will be offering a lecture event begilming at 



>>> 12:30 pm (on r~[Inursday, October 9th) here at the Stone Center. He 
>>> wtll be giving a talk on the "History of Blacks in Film" and it 
>>> will be held in our Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
>>> 

>>> We would love ffyou would make mention of this event in your class 
>>> and certainly hope that you and your students can attend We would 
>>> welcome your participation and support in this event. 
>>> 

>>> As we get the flyer generated for this lecture I wtll certainly 
>>> pass that along also. 

>>> Sincerely, 

>>> Ursula 

>>> Ursula E. Littlejol-m wrote: 
>>>> Dr. Regester, 

>>>> The opening will actually occur on a Thursday so uht’ort~mately, he 
>>>> will not make it to your class night. However, if you would 
>>>> perhaps like to have some time to talk with Dr. Sampson or othcr 
>>>> ideas that may be of interest to you, we can look into having this 
>>>> occur. 

>>>> We’d also like to ask you if there are an?" articles or writings 
>>>> that you have done that we raay look to include as the main piece 
>>>> for our printed exhibit catalog? Please let us know- as we would 
>>>> love to have you featured in this event. I have also attached a 
>>>> preliminary synopsis of the exhibit premise as it raight be helpful. 

>>>> Many that~:s again, 

>>>> Ursula 

>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Ursula: Yes, I am definitely interested and I will have my 
>>>>> students participate in your event My class is offered on 
>>>>> Tuesday from 3:30 to 6:30 so if this coincides with his visit, 
>>>>> then he can come my class. Thanks much for the invitation and 
>>>>> keep me posted Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Ursula E 
>>>>> Littlejohn" <ulittlej@email.u~c.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hello Dr. Regester, 

>>>>>> I am Ursula Littlejohn, program coordinator here at tl~e Stone 
>>>>>> Center and I am contacting you related to an upcoming event tl~at 
>>>>>> we will be hosting here in the upcoming semester. 

>>>>>> On October 9th, we ~vill have our fall galle~7 exhibit opening entitled: 

>>>>>> *Black Dreams/Silver Screens: Black Film Posters 1920-2005 

>>>>>> This exhibit will include letters, vintage posters and other 
>>>>>> memorabilia from these eras. Another component to this opening 
>>>>>> night event may also include a lecture by Dr Hemg’ T. Sampson, 
>3,>:>>> world-renowned physicist and film scholar To :find out more 

>>>>>> about Dr Sampson’s work, please visit 
>>>>>> http://www.tibit.biz/inventor-2006-8 him 

>>>>>> I’m reaching out to you in hopes that you and the students from 
>>>>>> your upcoming "Blacks In Fi]m" course will join us on this 
>>>>>> evemng. I would also like ~o (if possible) ]ook at ways that 
>>>>>> Dr. Samson’s time here may be of benefit to your class. Please 
>>>>>> let me know if there are manners in which we may be able to do 
>>>>>> this. ’];he tentative p]an is to have him arrive here on October 
>>>>>> 8th (n~d-~t’ternoon)and depar t on the 12th. I ]ook to know 
>>>>>> definitely of Dr Sampson’s plans to join us by tomon-ow. 

>>>>>> ! look forward to us talking soon. 

>>>>>> Sincerely, 

>>>>>> Ursula E. L~ttlejohn 

>>>>>> Program Coordinator 
>>>>>> The SoNa Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and HistoW 
>>>>>> The Umversl~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> (919) 962-0395 (phone) 
>>>>>> (919) 962-3725 
>>>>>> w~vw.unc.edu/deptsistonecenter 

>>>>>> "It doesn’t matter ~vho you are, ~vhere you come from. The ability 
>>>>>> to trimnph begins with you. Al~vays." 
>>>>>> --Oprah Witffrey 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 10, 2008 1:45 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Black Entertainers Section II 

Regester 3501-6999111 ].doc 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is the revised version for Section II of Black 
Entertainers and Newspaper Articles I do not have any deletions for 
this section. Please let me klmw that you have received this material. 
I did not have Amy’s email address in tlcont of me which is why I have 
not forwarded her a copy as well. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Attached is the index, compiled from the key~vord 
files you sent. It worked very nicely 

You did a great job handling the database! 

Please proof the index too. I would suggest spot checking the numbers. 
You may find alternate spellings of names so please look at every entry 
name. 

If we can finalize this by the middle of next month we will plan on 
advertising this for our Spring 2009 list Let me know your thoughts 
about schedule of proofing on your end. 

’]’hanks for all your hard work, Rhonda 



From: Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:40 PM 

To: @emaJd .nnc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: AFAM Paper 1 

Dear 

Charlene Regester Quoting 
Hope this helps. Sincerely, 

@email.unc.edu : 

Thalzk you for your advice. I am unable to make it to Davis between 4 
and 5 this afternoon. 

Thank you for your input. 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear Assuming that I understand the tot~c you could use 

>> I will be in Davis 
>> Libraw from 4 until close to 5 today if you want to discuss further 
>> in person, Room 8026 on the 8th floor. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting @email.unc.edu: 
>> 

>>> Hi Pro[ Regester 
>>> 

>~> I spoke to you during class on tuesday about my paper topic, and I 
>>> wanted to discuss 

>>> Thar~ You! 

Do you have any suggestions? 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:55 PM 

To: @ema~l .nnc.edu"~ 

Subje~’t: Re: AFAM Paper 1 

Dear          : You can submit your paper the Tuesday we return from the 
break. Bring your articles at that time as well. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting       .~email.tmc edu: 

Thank you Protl Regester 

Can 
i hand in the paper on the day of the midterm? 
Thank You, 

Quoting regester@email.unc.edu : 

>> Dear 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hope 
>> this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> @email.unc.edu: 
>> 

>>> Thank you for your advice. I am unable to make it to Davis between 
>>> 4 and 5 this afternoon 

>>> Thank you [’or your input 

>>> Quoting regester@email.unc edu: 

>>>> I will be in 
>>>> Davis Library froru 4 ~mtil close to 5 today if you want to discuss 
>>>> further in person, Room 8026 on the 8th floor. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>> Regester Quoting      @email.~mc.edu: 

>>>>> Hi Pro£ Regestcr 

>>>>> I spoke to you during class on tuesday- about ray paper topic, and 

>>>>> have any suggestions? 

>>>>> That~ 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

Assuming that I understand the topic you could use 

Do you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 14, 2008 2:08 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Atiican American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Jane: Since you have received at least one reader report for my 
maunscript, would you be willing to send me a copy? Because it seems 
that I may have to submit this work to another press as my time for my 
tenure is expiring and since your press is not near a decision, I am 
considering withdrawing this work ~vith your press. I really appreciate 
all of the assistance you have provided and extended. Please let me 
know what you think as soon as possible Again, thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" 
<jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

> Dear Charlene, 
> 

> We are ~vaiting on one more report and will follow-up with that reader today 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Jane 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 9:46 AM 
> To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
> Subject: RE: Aftican American Actresses in Early Cinema 
> 

> Dear Jane: Please let me know as soon as possible the status on my 
> manuscript on black actresses in early cinema because I am coming up 
> [’or promotion and tenure this fall. Your assistance is greatly 
> appreciated. ~Ihanks [’or working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> Quoting "B ehnken, J ane Kathleen" <jbehnken @indiana.edu>: 
> 

>> Thanks, Charlene We have and the manuscript is alrea@ out [’or 
>> review. I’ll let you know as soon as we receive feedback 
>> 

>> All best, 
>> Jane 
>> 

>> From: regester@emaibunc.edu [regester@emaibunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, June 09, 2008 3:11 PM 
>> To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
>> Subject: RE: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 
>> 

>> Dear Jane: Please let me know that you received the materials 
>> requested. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, 
>> Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> Thanks very much for your follow-up note. We have received the 
>>> manuscript and I would like to begin the review process. However, I 
>>> need a few mure pieces of infom~ation from you. Would you go ahead 
>>> and send a prospectus situating your book with other literature on 
>>> African American Actresses? It doesn’t need to be particularly- 
>>> lengthy, but this irfformation will be useful to the editorial board 
>>> and our reviewers. Would you also please include a CV and a table of 
>>> contents? 

>>> I’m surr~" for the delay in processing your manuscript; we will do our 
>>> best to get it out the door for review as soon as we have the 
>>> additional irfformation. I remain very excited about your work and 
>>> look forward to hearing from you. 

>>> With many thanks, 

>>> Jane 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@errlail.m~c.edu [rrlailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday-, April 28, 2008 1:22 PM 
>>> To: Belmken, Jane Kathleen 
>>> Subject: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 
>>> 

>>> Deal- Editor Jane Belmken: After meeting with you at the recently held 
>>> SCMS,I decided to forward my manuscript on African American Actresses 
>>> in Early Cinema to be considered for publication by your press. It was 
>>> for~varded nearly four weeks ago and I have not heard anything from your 
>>> office. Please let me know if you have received this material and if 
>>> you are interested in sending it out for review-. I really- ~vould 
>>> appreciate your consideration of this request and I look forward to 
>>> hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

>> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 16, 2008 4:51 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Atiican American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Jane: Thanks much for your prompt reply-. In the next few days, I 
will respond to the readers comments and for~vard how I ~vill change the 
manuscript to accomodate their recommendations Thanks again 
tremendously for working ~vith me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
"Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Charlene, 

You definitely have a point: we sent the book initially to the first 
reviewer in May! I’m mortified by ho~v quickly the time has passed 
since we began the process and I can respect your need for some kind 
of forward motion. 

I attach the second reader’s report here. This reviewer is a kno~vn 
quantity to our editorial board, and I am fairly confident that I can 
get it through on Monday based on this report. I also have one 
facul~z member in mind who may be able to provide a last-minute read. 

In the meantime, will you please read the below and provide a 
response (brief and by email is fine) to the cotranents? We only need 
to know which recommendations you would plan to incorporate in your 
final manuscript, and whether you disagree with any of the reader’s 

comments and why. 

MaW thanks, 
Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 14, 2008 2:08 PM 
To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
Subject: RE: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 

[)ear Jane: Since you have received at [east one reader report for my 
maunscript, would you be willing to send me a copy’? Because it seems 
that I may have to submit this work to another press as my time for my 
tenure is expiring and since your press is not near a decision, ! am 
considering withdrawing this work with your press. I really appreciate 
all of the assistance you have provided and extended. Please let me 
know what you think as soon as possible Again, thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" 
~ib ehp2~zen@indiana, edu>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> We are waiting on one more report and will follow-up with that reader today-. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> Inne 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 9:46 AM 
>> To: Bel~ken, Jane Kathleen 
>> Subject: RE: African American Actresses in Early- Cinema 
>> 

>> Dear Jane: Please let me know- as soon as possible the status on my 
>> manuscript on black actresses in early- cinema because I am coming 
>> for promotion and tenure this ~all. Your assistance is greatly 
>> appreciated. Thanks for working with me. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting "Bel’mken, Jane Kathleen" <jbetmken@indiana.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Thap2~zs, Charlene. We have and the manuscript is already out for 
>>> review rll let you know as soon as we receive feedback. 

>>> All best, 
>>> Jane 

>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent:Monday, June 09, 2008 3:11 PM 
>>> To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
>>> Subject: RE: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 
>>> 

>>> Dear Jane: Please let me know that you received the materials 
>>> requested. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, 
>>> Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 



>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>> Thanks very much for your Jk~llow-up note We have received the 
>>>77 manuscript and I would like to begin the review process tlowever, I 

>>>> need a few more p~eces of in]k~rmation fi~om you. Would you go ahead 
>>>> and send a prospectus simaung your book with other literature on 
>>>> African American Actresses? It doesn’t need to be particularly 
>>>77 lengthy, but this information will be useful to the editorial board 

>>>> and our reviewers. Would you also please include a CV and a table of 
>>>> contents? 

>>>> I’m sorry for the delay in processing your manuscript; we will do our 
>>>> best to get it out the door for review as soon as we have the 
>>>> additional itffom~ation. I remain very excited about your work and 
>>>> look fom’ard to hearing from you. 
>>>> 

>>>> With many thanks, 

>>>> Jane 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@eraaihunc.edu [mailto:regester(~emaih~mc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, April 28, 2008 1:22 PM 
>>>> To: Bektr~en, Jane Kathleen 
>>>> Subject: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 
>>>> 

>>>> Dear Editor Jane B&mken: After meeting with you at the recently- held 
>>>> SCMS,I decided to forward my manuscript on African American Actresses 
>>>> in Early Cinema to be considered for publication by your press. It was 
>>>> forwarded nearly four weeks ago and I have not heard anything from your 
>>>> office. Please let me know if you have received this material and if 
>>>> you are interested in sending it out for review. I really- would 
>>>> appreciate your consideration of this request and I look forward to 
>>>> hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 16, 2008 4:54 PM 

jm~2196@co umbia e& 

Fwd: RE: African America~ Actres~s in Early Cinema 

R2.doc 

..... Forwarded message from jbehnken@indiana edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 14 Oct 2008 14:29:57 -0400 
From: "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu> 

Reply-To: "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu> 
Subject: RE: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 

To: "’regester@email unc.edu’" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Charlene, 

You definitely have a point: we sent the book initially to the first 
reviewer in May! I’m mortified by how quickly the time has passed 
since we began the process and I can respect your need ~2~r some kind of 
forward motion. 

I attach the second reader’s report here. This reviewer is a known 
quantity to our editorial board, and I am fairly confident that I can 
get it through on Monday based on this report. I also have one faculty 
member in mind who may be able to provide a last-minute read 

In the meantime, will you please read the below and provide a response 
(brief and by email is fine) to the comments? We only need to know 
which recormnendations you would plan to incot2oorate in yore final 
manuscript, and ~vhether you disagree with any of the reader’s comments 
and why. 

Many thanks, 
Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto :regester(d~,,email.unc. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 14, 2008 2:08 PM 
To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
Subject: RE: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Jane: Since you have received at least one reader repolt for ray 
maunscript, would you be willing to send me a copy? Because it seems 
that I may have to submit this work to another press as tW time for my 
tenure is expiring and since your press is not near a decision, I am 
considering withdrawing this work with your press. I really appreciate 
all of the assistance you have provided and extended. Please let me 
kno~v what you third: as soon as possible. Again, thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" 
<jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

We are ~vaiting on one more report and will follow-up with that reader today 

Thanks, 

Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 9:46 AM 
To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
Subject: RE: .aXl-ican American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Jane: Please let me know as soon as possible the status on nay 
manuscript on black actresses in early cinema because I am coming tip 
for promotion and tenure this fall. Your assistance is greatly 
appreciated. Thanks for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

>> Thanks, Charlene We have and the manuscript is already out for 
>> review. I’ll let you know as soon as we receive feedback 
>> 

>> All best, 
>> Jane 
>> 

>> From: regester@emaibunc.edu [regester@emaibunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, June 09, 2008 3:11 PM 
>> To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 



>> Subject: R[~: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 
>> 

>> Dear Jane: Please let me know that you received the materials 
>> requested. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, 
>> Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> rI1nanks very much for your lk~llow-up note We have received the 
>>> manuscript and I would like to begin the review process. However, I 
>>> need a few mure pieces of infom~ation from you. Would you go ahead 
>>> and send a prospectus situating your book with other literature on 
>>> African American Actresses? It doesn’t need to be particularly- 
>>> lengthy, but this itfformation will be useful to the editorial board 
>>> and our reviewers. Would you also please include a CV and a table of 
>>> contents? 

>>> I’m sort?~ for the delay in processing your manuscript; we will do our 
>>> best to get it out the door for review as soon as we have the 
>>> additional irfformation. I remain very excited about your work and 
>>> look forward to hearing from you. 

>>> With many thap2~s, 

>>> Jane 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:re~ester(~email.~mc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday-, April 28, 2008 1:22 PM 
>>> To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
>>> Subiect: African American Actresses in Early Cinema 

>>> Dear Editor Jane Behnken: After meeting with you at the recently held 
>>> SCMS,I decided to folk’card my manuscript on African American Actresses 
>>> in Early Cinema to be considered for publication by your press. It was 
>>> for~varded nearly four weeks ago and I have not heard anything from your 
>>> office. Please let me know if you have received this material and if 
>>> you are interested in sending it out for review-. I really ~vould 
>>> appreciate your consideration of this request and I look forward to 
>>> hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

..... End for~vardedmessage ..... 



African American Actresses in Early Cinema 

This is an important work that makes visible historically overlooked African 

American actresses of the early stage of cinema. This scholar correctly notes that, to 

date, there is a paucity of sources and studies that illuminate this history. She has selected 

nine women whose screen presence occurred before the Civil Rights Movement of the 

1960s, and whose careers were affected, often adversely, by the dictates and practices of 

racial casting. That fact illustrates the need for such a volume. These selections obligate 

the author to make the case for the inclusion (or exclusion) of specific subjects. Since 

basic biographical details of each woman’s life and career are available--with varying 

degrees of accuracy--on the internet, the author is also charged with the greater task of 

bringing cohesiveness, freshness, and a critical framework to this work. She sets out to 

provide three-sided examination--theoretical, historical, and critical--of her subjects. This 

requires a clear and robust premise and a strong introduction that presents the reader with 

a multi-layered roadmap. She mostly succeeds. 

Introduction 

While the work largely holds together by the questions and framework she 

raises, the author could do a better job of historical framing and providing the roadmap 

in the introduction. This would sharpen the historic focus and address the implied 

assumption that this broader history is known. The author attempts to establish some 

consistency in her discussion by raising key questions at the outset. Yet the uneven 

careers of the women--some careers are very short--make it difficult to apply the same 

questions. This could be managed a bit better, I think, by re-thinking the introduction. 

If the intended audience is a lay one, which it seems to be, there may need to be a broader 



Black American Actresses/Early Cinema 

and deeper scholarly engagement with the historical representation of blacks in cinema, 

not just these actresses. Beginning with a broader historical overview, may also prepare 

the reader for the questions raised about these actresses. Even if the reader had some 

knowledge of the history of blacks in cinema, it would help show how these women 

individually and collectively, fit into the larger picture. While each selection is well- 

researched using mostly secondary sources, linkages need to be made more explicit. In 

other words, there is not enough to connect these actresses through the theoretical 

elements she employs. There needs to be some discussion of the periodization she uses. 

What changes after 1950 distinguish the actresses of this period from the next period? 

This won’t be difficult, but it should be explained, not taken for granted. 

Another concern is the selection criteria for the actresses. They stated as 

popularity, prominence, and visibility, but it could be argued that some of the excluded 

actresses (whom the author says she does not intend to further marginalize) fit her 

categories for inclusion. Eartha Kitt, for example, is arguably more prominent, visible, 

and popular than, say, Madame Sul-Te-Wan. The criteria may also argue for the inclusion 

of Butterfly McQueen, whose role in the classic Gone with the Wind has become a 

reference point in popular culture. Clearly, these are subjective decisions, but the author 

needs to have a stronger argument for them or simply admit that these are personal 

favorites. 

Glossary 

Given the use of theoretical and argot terms and the assumption of a lay 

audience, it may be helpful to provide a glossary of theoretical terms within the book 

rather than just in footnotes, which are less accessible. 

(PAGE } 



Black American Actresses/Early Cinema 

Writing 

The author is generally clear in the presentation of information but could do more 

to ramp-up the stylistics. Some sections end abruptly, without transitions. I would make 

more effort to seek connections among the women and create more of a thread between 

the chapters. The feel of a continuous narrative, not discrete stories or bios creates 

symmetry and better sto~telling. Since the women are mostly contemporaries, there is a 

natural curiosity about relationships among them, if they existed. I know, for example, 

that Fredi Washington was quoted saying that she envied Nina Mae McKinney because 

of her darker skin color. Quotes like this may enliven the text and provide social-cultural 

context in a narrative treatment. 

Title and subtitles 

Can the author think of a more imaginative title for her book? ’African 

American Actresses in Early Cinema’ is descriptive, but not inviting. Chapter titles such 

as "Dorothy Dandridge: Signifies the Complexity of Black Stardom" can also be 

tweaked to sound less like a newspaper headline. The verb "signifies" is vague; 

"complexity" is nondescript; a cliche. The subtitles within the essays convey a 

j ournalistic, sometim e s even tabloid feel. Th e author has to decide if thi s is the best 

approach, and if her scholarly intent is undermined. 

Individual chapters 

Well researched, with good, interesting detail. The author does a good job of 

mixing critical readings of the films and performances. Again, I would argue for making 

more linkages among the actresses. For example, could recurring issues of 

(PAGE } 



Black American Actresses/Early Cinema 

victimization, audience reception, and reaction to the actresses and their relationships 

with the press be more prominently linked; compared and contrasted? More on the 

parallels and differences between Beavers and McDaniels, for example. The theoretical 

sources are fairly well integrated into the discussion. This is particularly true of the 

analysis of Imitation of Life in the chapter on Fredi Washington which works for a 

scholarly and popular audience. 

Overall 

This book, when revised, will make a significant contribution to African 

American film history. It needs to be more ambitious, however, with a fuller presentation 

of black film history, and a clearer rationale for inclusion of the subjects. ( I would 

suggest and expansion of your list to at least include Kitt and McQueen), and clearer 

questions (fewer?) at the outset. 

Summing up 

A short concluding chapter would add synthesis and substantiveness. What has 

these women experiences meant collectively? What are their legacies? Make other 

forward looking observations about what is about to come. 

Reviewer’s Recommendation 

Revise and publish. This books fills a gap in film history and will have broad 

appeal. 

(PAGE } 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                2:56 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Blacks in Movies 

Dear       : Thalrks much for the update Glad to kno~v that you are 
doing ~vell Regarding Oprah -- I may have softened my position somewhat 
but the final verdict still remains undetermined. I will try to view 
the movie that you mentioned I saw Great Debaters and thought that it 
was ~vell done -- hope you see this as well Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                         ~)gmail.com>: 

> Hello Professor Regester, 
> 

> You probably don’t remember me because you have taught soooo many 
> students But your class was one of my favorites at UNC You forever 
> changed the way I look at and think about the movies that I watch 
> One thing I al~vays remember is ho~v you described Oprah as the modern 
> day Mammie. I just wanted to ask do you still believe that? 
> Personally I think that over the years, especially since I graduated 
> UNC in      she has Ii~lther entrenched herself in that position I 
> think the creation of her school in South Africa was the ultimate act 
> of’maanml-ism ’ Anytime I talk to someone about Oprah I always tell 
> people of what my Afam professor @ou) taught me. It al~vays results 
> in an interesting conversauon I was j ust wondering if you still 
> [’eel that way and if you still teach that to current students. 

> Thanks for your time and I hope all is well with you. 
> 

> BTW, I saw a screening of’]The Secret Life of Bees (also read the book) 
> and it is excellent Just makes me proud to see how far we Black 
> people have come in films 
> Movie made me think of you and all that you taught me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 17, 2008 3:11 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: Ati-ica~ American Actresses in Eaxly AmericaJ~ Cinema 

Dear Jane: In response to your questions, I chose to write about this 
time period because so little has been written on this early period 
particularly regarding African American contributions Regarding other 
works that exist on black actresses after 1950 -- works by those such 
as by Maa Mask (which is forthcoming) focuses on black actress in the 
post-1950 period, while works by those such as Jacqueline Bobo explores 
black women’s responses to Color Purple published some time ago and 
which also explores the post 1950 period My work focuses on an 
underexplored time period and fills this void in fihn histols’. Added to 
this while knowledge on these women exists in biographies or other 
isolated sources, no resource provides an examination of these 
actresses collectively as they endured similar struggles or experiences 
while attempting to carve a niche for themselves in the industry. It 
seems that 1950 marks a pivotal point in terms of representing the end 
of a segregated era and clearly represents the rise of the Civil Rights 
movement which in and of itself likely impacted those pursuing an 
acting career. Added to this, African American newspaper coverage would 
have been less important since in the post-1950 period, black 
stars/actors/actresses would have been more likely to be covered by the 
mmnstream press. If you need additional information, please let me 
know Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" 
<jbehnken@indiana edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I’m working on the contract proposal now, and hope to get it 
circulated press-wide before I leave the office in an hour. I have 
one remmning question: why did you choose to write about this time 
period? Are there other works that address African American 
actresses after 1950? Do the roles fundamentally change after 1950? 
Or is there a historic event that makes for a logical stopping point? 
’]’his will be a question posed by the board, and it will also likely 
be a factor in the way we pitch the book to our readers. 

Thanks! 

Jane 

Jane Behnken 
Music & tlumanities Editor 
Indiana Umversity Press 
601 N. Morton St. 
Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
(812) 855 5261 
fax: (812) 855-8507 
jbehnken@indiana.edu<mailto :ibehnken(~indiana.edu> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 17, 2008 3:16 PM 

jmg2196@columbia.edu 

Fwd: proposal meeting 

Charlene, 
I have had some other issues to work on today and have not been able to finish your proposal. Unfortunately, this means I will not be able to take it to the board on Monday. 
The next Board meeting is on November 3. I will have it on the agenda for that meeting, and anticipate no problems getting it through the board then. You make an excellent 
case for the work and it will fit well with IUP’s current cinema studies and African American studies lists. Hopefully by then we can even get the rogue readet~ report in house. 
I’m very sorry for this delay, but I assure that it will be the final one. 
Please contact my assistant Katie Baber at iupmusic@indiana.edu, if you need anything while I am out of the office. 
Thank you, 

Jane 
Jane Behnken 

Music & Bumanities Editor 

Indiana University Press 

601 N Morton St 

Bloomington, IN 47404.-3797 

(812) 855 5261 

fax: (812) 855-8507 



African American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Response To Reader’s Report 

In response to the reader’s report received on African American Actresses in early 
cinema, this report made informative and valuable comments that stand to improve this 
work. The comments were thoughtful, insightful, and instructive. In fact, of most 
importance is that the reader understood the value of this work. As the work was intended 
to provide a theoretical, historical, and critical discussion of some nine black women in 
pre-1950s cinema, the reader commented that, "she mostly succeeds." To a writer, this is 
incredibly important because sometimes in the development process, one is frequently so 
involved with the detail that the larger picture being assembled is frequently lost. 
Therefore, because of the instructive comments provided and because I have succeeded 
on some level of accomplishing the task that I set out to achieve, I overwhelmingly agree 
with this reviewer’s critique of my work and will revise accordingly. Below are the 
specific steps that I will take based on the comments provided and that will serve to 
improve and enhance this work in preparation for its publication. 

II. 

The introduction will be substantially revised to provide a larger historical 
context of the black cinema experience within which to situate the plight of 
these black actresses in their struggle to elevate themselves in the cinema 
industry. Because these were women attempting to establish themselves in the 
pre-1950s era, I will attempt to demonstrate how the struggles unique to this 
period impacted these women. At the same time, I will attempt to distinguish 
this early period from subsequent periods in black film history to convey how 
this particular period is unique, distinct, and compares to or differs from later 
periods in cinema history. In expanding this introduction, I intend to provide a 
broader framework regarding how these women were selected for inclusion in 
this study and note in more detail, why other black actresses were omitted for 
excluded. 
The argument undergirding this decision will be strengthened as well as 
theoretical framework advanced in both the introduction as well as throughout 
the entire work. If necessary, as suggested by the reviewer, I will provide a 
glossary of theoretical terms toward the end of the book for quick reference 
and easy access. 

III. Regarding the book chapters, I certainly intend to provide stronger transitions 
between each chapter and make stronger connections between the women 
throughout. I did not do so initially because I thought that the ordering of the 
chapters might be changed and rather than make these strong transitions 
which might have been subj ect to change due to the re-ordering of the 
chapters, I thought I would wait until the revision stage to do so and once the 



final order had been established, I would then insure that these transitions are 
adequate and appropriate as they conformed to a chronology established in the 
introduction. In making these connections, as the reviewer illuminates, I will 
also seek to establish any relationships that might have existed between these 
women, as I am certain that they were aware of each other and the struggles 
endured since they similarly pursued acting careers. It is no doubt, that 
because they were all in the same business they were very much aware of each 
others presence and knew about the women who came before or after them. 

IV. Moreover, if necessary I can add additional chapters as suggested by the 
reader on Butterfly McQueen or Eartha Kitt (who actually extends beyond the 
purview of this study), for example, but this stands to lengthen an already 
fairly long work. And if this or additional chapters are not added, then I will 
explain why they were neglected in this particular study. 

Based on the reviewer’s comments, it is certainly my intention to re-title the 
work to make it more interesting and appealing. Initially, it was my intent to 
keep it simple so as to avoid debate and sometimes dispute regarding an 
appropriate title but this was in no way to ignore the need of re-titling this 
~vork. Additionally, the chapter headings may not be necessary and can be 
eliminated all together or re-phrased in a more appropriate manner. 

VI. Finally, the conclusion will be shortened and re-focused so as to unveil the 
plight of the black actress in a later period. This section will respond to the 
questions posed by the reviewer regarding the legacies of these black women 
as well as what their experiences mean collectively for the industry at large 
and black women in particular. 

Therefore, the above outline will serve as a guide that I intend to follow in revising 
this manuscript and preparing it for publication. These comments will certainly be 
taken seriously and adhered to in this revision process as they stand to improve the 
manuscript tremendously so that it is more readable, accessible, and appealing to a 
wider audience. 
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Reviewers Comments for essay : "Black Writers and the Hollywood Studio: Langston Hughes, Clarence, 

and the Making Of Way Down South (1939)" 

The essay" Black Writers and the Hollywood Studio: Langston Hughes, Clarence, and the Making of Way 

Down South (1939)" contributes to the evolving body of literature on the contributions of African 

Americans to cinema history but needs to be further developed, expanded, and contexualized within 

cinema history prior to being published. Following are some of the concerns that need to be addressed 

prior to publication and that will enhance the development of this piece which is fairly well researched: 

1) The title of the essay suggests that you will focus primarily on the efforts of Langston Hughes 

and Clarence in making this production, Way Down South, but in reality you provide a fair 

amount on discussion on Sol Losser, producer of this production and his contributions to the 

motion picture. By doing so, this seems to distract from the focus implied by the title. This is not 

to suggest that your discussion of Lesser is not appropriate because it is quite appropriate, it is 

to suggest that your title should not be so narrowly focused. 

2) Your essay seems to imply that Hughes was the only black writer to work in the industry but you 

cannot ignore other black writers such as, Zora Neale Hurston, who also contributed to the 

industry even if they did so only marginally. Later in the essay, you do mention Wallace Thurman 

but perhaps reference to other black writers in the industry should be included all in one section 

of the essay. In fact, I am enclosing a significant essay that has been written on a similar topic 

that illuminates other writers who worked in the industry, that references Way Down South, and 

that also mentions Hughes’ contributions to the cinema industry. This essay may help to assist 

you in providing a stronger introduction because your introduction seems to make accusations 

that are not necessarily correct. 

3) My gravest concern with this essay is the introduction because you easily mention white writers 

who worked in the industry without in the same breath mentioning a wide range of black 

writers affiliated with the cinema industry and therefore, it appears as though you are being 

negligent of this history. Added to this, you suggest that the film has been ignored in film 

histories primarily because of Thomas Cripps’ omission. First, I think you are giving Cripps far too 

much credit and second, Cripps did provide a groundbreaking study of black film history despite 

his faults and errors. I think your criticism is far too harsh because for many of us in film history 

we frequently write about films that we have not seen and we only have newspaper reports to 

rely on. While you criticize Cripps for this offense, later in your own essay, you use one black 

newspaper article as coverage of the film in the black press. Therefore, you are committing the 



very same act that you have accused Cripps of committing. Please keep in mind this is in no way 

to defend Cripps, but to encourage you to provide a more appropriate context for such criticism. 

Perhaps Way Down South has been ignored because in the opinion of some it is "just another 

plantation drama" and a number of scholars did not see it all that different from many similar 

productions. My point, is that you should be careful in making these kinds of assertions and be 

careful not to speculate as to why a film has been neglected unless you have concrete evident. 

In my own research, I frequently neglect films that I do not have access to but this is no way 

means they are not important. 

4) When you criticize Cripps you mention J. Ronald Green and his discussion of Oscar Micheaux as 

an alternative history. To compare these two works is like comparing apples and oranges. 

Cripps’ history was an examination that extended over several years and provided a broader 

perspective of this history, while Ron Green’s work was more narrowly focused on the films of a 

single filmmaker and with a very specific focus. To suggest that Cripps’ work is dismissive and 

fragmentary is not necessarily a fair criticism because when he wrote this work it was not 

designed to be all inclusive of the entire black experience. Therefore, to compare Cripps and 

Green is not an adequate comparison. Moreover, Green is not the only person to write on 

Micheaux and even given the perspective of Micheaux that he provides, he has invited criticism. 

Your reference to Green is stated in such a manner as though your are neglecting other 

Micheaux scholars such Louise Spence and Pearl Bowser as well as Jane Gaines. To throw 

around these names without really demonstrating an adequate understanding of this film 

history distracts from the focus of the present study. In your mention of other film scholars such 

as Daniel Leab, Donald Bogle, et. AI. most of whom published works twenty years ago, you fail to 

mention some of the more contemporary scholars writing on black film history such as Ed 

Guerrero (who published his work well over ten years ago) or Gerald Butters, Jacqueline Stewart 

(among the more contemporary scholars). Thus, your introduction needs to be more well 

developed and substantially revised with these considerations in mind. Perhaps, you should 

approach this discussion more from a literary perspective rather than film perspective since this 

seems to be your strong suit. 

s) Furthermore, your introduction seems to be rather long because your essay really begins on 

page six with the section titled production history. When you revise, in your introduction you 

should identify the various sections of this essay and this will help to organize the focus. 

Additionally, the central argument that is being advanced remains unclear - what is the specific 

focus for critiquing Way Down South - is it to unveil the contributions of Hughes, is it to convey 

his frustration with the cinema industry, is it to convey why Sol Lesser embarked on this project? 

Whatever central argument you are attempting to make needs to be stated clearly and 

explained fully in the introduction to serve as the guiding focus for this larger discussion. To 

suggest that the film has been ignored and needs to be reviewed can be a part of this essay’s 

purpose but it should not be the primary purpose for this essay. 



6) In the section on reception and legacy, I urge that you consult other black newspaper articles 

regarding this film because to use one article from the Amsterdam News and infer that this is 

representative of the black press is quite limited. Other papers such as California Eagle, Chicago 

Defender, Pittsburgh Courier likely covered this film. This will provide you with a wider range for 

making such an accusation. 

7) Specifically, on page 8 when you refer to Beavers who assumed the "mammy" role, I think it is 

appropriate to insert "mammy" in quotes because you do not want to give readers the 

impression that these are your words. To some, this could be offensive and therefore, by 

inserting quotes you are avoiding such an offense. 

8) Later in the essay, you mention such films as Jezebel but you do not provide the date of 

production or release. You should be consistent with all films throughout the essay. 

Finally, the essay has potential and does provide some knowledge of this film and Hughes’s involvement 

in the production that is worth being published. However, I recommend that the essay be revised prior 

to its publication by providing a much stronger guiding argument in the introduction explaining why this 

film needs to be reviewed or revisited and provide a much stronger introduction that either 

demonstrates a wider understanding of film history in general and black film history in particular or 

approach this topic from the perspective of black literary figures who worked in the cinema industry as a 

testament of their contributions to the cinema history. Hopefully, the essay enclosed with this review 

will at least make you aware of other relevant literature and might assist in expanding your particular 

focus on Way Down South. Again, this is an important project but needs additional work. 
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7000. 1936, March 28. Joe-MaxBattle Set for New York. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Joe Louis, Detroit’s 
internationally famous "Brown Bomber," will train for his next fight with Max Schineling. With the 
announcement from the office of Promoter Mike Jacobs of the Twentieth Century Club that New York has 
been selected as the city where the fight would be held...Yankee Stadium as the bowl...and June as the 
month, was also made known to the public. It was further revealed that Louis and his entourage would 
begin shortly with prelimi~kary training for this bout at Lafayetteville. (Sect. 2). 
7001. 1936, March 28. Louis Armstrong, Who Once Made 260 Consecutive "High C’s" and Finished on 
"Top F, "Is Daddy of Swing Music. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Louis Armstrong, the king of swing music, 
internationally famous for his original performance on the trumpet, has recently broken all attendance 
records throughout the East, and has even delighted and amazed staid old Boston. He has played in England 
and all over the continent, and the audiences have mal~’eled over his playing as they have over no other 
actor or musician of his race. While his country lacked appreciation, foreign countries immediately 
recognized him as a genius. (Sect. 2). 
7002.1936, March 28. "Lucky" ~Iillinder and Band, in To~t, Can’t Play Because Savoy Is Dark; 
Lunce.[brd Is 40 Miles.[hom City---And It Could as Well Be 40,000. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Pittsburgh’s 
dance halls, preparing for land-slide business and a real test of popularity, are still in the "darl~" today. 
Because neither Jinunie Lunceford, affectionately known as the "Harlem Express" nor "Lucky" Millinder 
were able to play last night. Lucky, who arrived with his band Tuesday evening, wasn’t able to go on the 
bandstand at the Savoy Ballroom because there were no lights. (Sect. 2). 
7003. 1936, March 28. Lunce.[brd Is Back at the Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Jimmie Lunceford and 
his sensational band, return to the Apollo this Friday to complete another big "gala" month at the popular 
125th Street: Apollo. The popularity of the Apollo is proved in view of the patrons increasing in numbers 
from other sections of the city to see the fast and snappy stage show. 
7004. 1936, March 28. Memphis Points with Pride to W.~: Handy, "Daddy of the Blues." Pittsburgh 
Courier. pT. Just to show you how illogical Dixie, home of race prejudice de luxe can be, witness the 
attitude of Memphis and the way in which this Te~messee city is beside itself with joy over W.C. Handy’s 
acceptance of an offer to participate in a colton carnival there in May. (Sect. 2). 
7005. 1936, March 28. Owens Is Winner of ~ree "Firsts." Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Sweeping all 
opposition before him, Ohio State’s sensational athlete won first: place in the 60-yard dash, the 60 yard 
hurdles and the broad jump and grabbed the lion’s share of the glor), at: the annual Butler indoor relay 
carnival held hcrc in Indianapolis, last week. (Sect. 2). 
7006. 1936, March 28. Ruth Ellington to Play in Nashville. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Ruth Ellington, a 
much-publicized girl orchestra leader, will hop to Nashville Sunday night, April 5, and play a dance date. 
Ruth Ellington has met with remarkable success in the past few months. She has played engagements 
where before ouly white orchestras could break the ice. (Sect. 2). 
7007. 1936, March 28. War Costs Blasting Financial Foundations of Italy as Ethiopian Sun, Rain, Take 
Toll. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Without aid from other powers, I confidently predict that Italy 
will never subdue a united Ethiopia. I write these words as Rome is broadcasting reports of Italian victories 
at Amba Aradam and Amba Alaji. I write them because I know that the world which sympathizes with 
Ethiopia shudders at the prospects for this African empire when it reads the Fascist commtmiqu6s and the 
censored dispatches of the correspondents with the Italian armies. 
7008. 1936, April 3. Armstrong Wipes Out Defeat. California Eagle. p l0. Hem3~ Armstrong, a contender 
for the world’s feather~veight title and George Turner, divided honors at the Olympic Auditorium when 
Armstrong got a well-earned decision over Ritchie Fontaine. 
7009. 1936, April 3. Clarence Muse a Talking to You. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Laurence Stallings writing under the title of "Bush Briganes and Blackamoors" 
in the April edition of the American Mercury calls all of the Ethiopians living in Addis Ababa a group of 
about "one hundred thousand syphilitic niggers, ruled by a thousand black and tan Jack-the-Rippers." In 
fact, the entire article is one of the most damaging bits of propaganda ever written about the Negro in any 
part of the world. 
7010. 1936, April 3. "De Lawd’Averts Crash Wrecks Trailer. California Eagle. pl 1. Cliff"Rex" Ingm~ 
recent portrayer of the role of "DeLawd" in the filming of"The Green Pastures," narrowly escaped serious 
injury when another car forced his nrachine and trailer off the road. If he had gone to join the real angels at 
the real heavenly "fish-fry," the superstitious would have said, "That’s what he got for playing God." 
7011. 1936, April 3. Hughes’ Play Has Premiere in Cleveland. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. Changing from his 
social protest propaganda and the actors taking a holiday :from serious fare, Langston Hughes’ comedy, 



"Little HalrL" made its world premiere. "Little Ham," enacted by the Gilpin players, proved a decided 
theatrical treat at the small Karamu theater in Cleveland, Ohio. 
7012. 1936, April 4. Aids Victims of Big Flood. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. This trim looking young man 
(pictured above) is none other than Joe Louis, who is coming to Pittsburgh Monday for the benefit bo~ng 
show at the Syria Mosque to help the flood victims. A sellout is already assured. 
7013. 1936, April 4. Bomber Glad to Help Out at Big Amateur Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Joe Louis, 
the Brown Bomber, came to Pittsburgh to do his part toward helping making a success of the big amateur 
benefit boxing show for the benefit of the flood victims at Syria Mosque. (Sect. 2). 
7014.1936, April 4. Composer of Song Hit "Christopher Columbus" Wiggles Out Of Alleged $50,000 
Law Suit. Earl J. 1Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Fletcher Henderson’s sax player, Leon "Choo" Berry, 
composer of the song hit, "Christopher Columbus," has wiggled out of the alleged $50,000 song theft suit, 
by selling his rights to the song and royalties outright to Joe Davis, the publisher of the swingy melody. 
(Sect. 2). 
7015. 1936, April 4. "Fats’ Waller and 2~Iaude Russell Top State Bill. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Broadway 
has been sizzling during the past week with some super torrid syncopation and modem "swing" music as 
performed by "Fats" Waller and Maude Russell, who topped the vaudeville bill at Loew’s State Theater. 
(Sect. 2). 
7016. 1936, April 4. Gone to Maxwelton’s Braes. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. After nmking a reputation in 
England through her work in "Sanders of the River," Nina Mac McKinney, motion picture actress, has 
gone to "Maxwelton’s Bonny Braes," opening at the Royal theater, EdinburgtL Scotland, last Monday 
evening. McKinney, pictured above, will tour Europe for 16 weeks before returning to the United States. 
7017. 1936, April 4. John Larkin (~Film Fame Dies. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Wflh the entire Negro 
motion picture colony as well as man5’ white actors who knew him in attendance, ftmeral services were 
held for John Larkin, famous character actor, once featured in "Sporting Blood" and member of"Green 
Pastures" cast. 
7018. 1936, April 4. Lew Leslie Back in US from London; Seeking Colored Choir. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p6. Lew Leslie arrived in New York from London, planning to take over a choir of good singers, 
expressing that London and the Orient are "ripe" for good choir music done in modem form. (Sect. 2). 
7019. 1936, April 4. Louis-Schmeling Bout to Be Broadcast Over Radio. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. A 
boxing bout between Joe Louis and Max Schmeling is scheduled to be broadcast over the radio. (Sect. 2). 
7020. 1936, April 4. Nicholas Brothers Get European Offer. Billy Rowe. Pittsbu@ Courier. pT. The 
Nicholas Brothers received an offer to perform in Europe. (Sect. 2). 
7021. 1936, April 4. Paramount Seeks Joe Louis to Star in Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Jessemer Brown, 
personal maid of Marlene Dietrich, confided with a Courier reporter that plans are being formulated to 
attempt to sign Joe Louis for a starring role in a forthcoming all-colored motion picture under the 
Paramoum film banner, titled "Chocolate Prince." (Sect. 2). 
7022. 1936, April 4. Rogers Leaves Ethiopia; French and English Interpreter for Haile Selassie to Take 
His Place. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. J. A. Rogers, noted War Correspondent in Ethiopia, for The Pittsburgh 
Courier, who has been in the countl?." for the past five months, has left Addis Ababa, enroute to the United 
States. Rogers left early this week on the eve of Ethiopia’s "rail\,�" season." Before arriving in this country 
about the middle of May, Rogers will visit Geneva, where the League of Nations meets in Paris. 
7023. 1936, April 4. Rogers Predicts Collapse of Italian Morale. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
Italy has been at war against Etlfiopia exactly six months. Three months ago, I gave a sununap:~ of what she 
had accomplished. Let us now see what she has done in another three. On the north during February, the 
Italians advanced from Makale to the great natural fortress of Amba Aiaji, a distance of about sixty miles. 
7024. 1936, April 4. Stepin Fetchit Wires Flowers to Larkin Funeral. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Stepin 
Fetchit, whose personal appearance tour kept him from attending the funeral services for beloved motion 
picture actor Jolm Larldn, wired flowers. (Sect. 2). 
7025. 1936, April 4. White Journalist Rates Sehuyler’s Column: J.A. Rogers Also Praised_lbr Fine 
Ethiopian Stories. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. The colulnn is a letter to the editor of the Pittsburgh Courier by 
Freeman H. Hubbard, a white journalist and editor of Railroad Stories magazine. He commended the 
Courier’s two leading writers George S. Schuyler and J. A. Rogers .... "Rogers’ handling of the Ethiopian 
war news is the finest thing of its kind I have ever seen." (Sect. 2). 
7026. 1936, April 4. WillAidFlood Victims. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Clfick Webb offered to play on aw 
authorized benefit to aid homeless victims of the floods throughout the country. He has also sent in his cash 
contributions. (Section 2). 



7027. 1936, April 10. Clarence Muse a Talking to You. California Eagle. pl. The following was written 
by Clarence Muse: Thirty years ago William Edgar Easton, whose parents were natives of Haiti, 
dramatized the life of Christophe, the black emperor. Our original "De Law&" Richard B. Harrison, played 
the character of Henri Christophe mal\v years ago in a stage production of the play. 
7028. 1936, April 10. Launch Drive Towards Negro Theater. California Eagle. p12. A drive towards a 
Negro People’s theater has been launched by the New Theater League. As the opening initiative in this 
drive, the league has published a one-act Negro play by Alice Holdship Ware, wife of the former president 
of Atlanta University. 
7029. 1936, April 10. Louis WillBe Exposition Attraction. California Eagle. pT. It was learned this week 
that Joe Louis will fight here late this summer under the auspices of the California Pacific International 
Exposition. 
7030. 1936, April 11. Bomber, Dempsey Benefit Magnets, Boxers Show Class. Chester Washington. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The citizens of Pittsburgh paid tribute to the perfect fighter, Joe Louis, by giving 
him an ovation unparalleled with the possible exception of Caesar’s triumphant entry into Rome. (Sect. 2). 
7031. 1936, April 11. Cab Calloway Back at Apollo in Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Cab Calloway 
returns to Harlem to perform at the Apollo Theater after a tour throughout the nation. Fans will have a 
chance to see Calloway as well as Letitia Hill, Nicodemus, Ralph Brown, and Dynamite Hooker. (Sect. 2). 
7032. 1936, April 11. Chick Webb Is Given More Radio Time on the Nat’l Hook-Up. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Each week after his regular Wednesday night broadcast over station WEAF as 
feature attraction on the "Gems of Color" program~ Chick Webb received bags and bags of mail from 
admirers. As a result of these letters, he was rated seventh among the best radio bands for 1935 and 
suddenly found himself in grcat demand by important networks all over New York. (Sect. 2). 
7033. 1936, April 11. "Delilah" in a New Role. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Louise Beavers, who soared to 
fame as "Delilah" in "Imitation of Life," is expected to trcad the paths of glory again in the new Warner 
Brothers production, "Bullets Or Ballots." Beavers appears in the above photo. (Sect. 2). 
7034. 1936, April 11. Does the Same Destiny Draw Together Separate Paths of Marian Anderson and 
Nadine Waters. l~ittsburgh Courier. pl0. Cincinnati prepares for Nadine Walers’s homecoming. She has 
appearcd in many cities at the same time witll Marian Anderson. (Section 2). 
7035. 1936, April 11. Fletcher Henderson to Receive Royal Welcome in Dayton Easter Monday. 
l~ittsburgh Courier. pl 1. The Paramount Amusement Club will prcsent Fletcher Henderson in Dayton’s 
Cotton Club Easter Monday night. Henderson’s combination is one of the outstanding nmsical 
aggrcgations of the nation .... For a solid decade, the name of Fletcher Henderson has been written across 
the sk3r of orkdom. 
7036. 1936, April 11. "Green Pastures" Plans World P~emiere in May. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The fihn 
"Green Pastures," with a cast of 600, is scheduled for its world premiere in May .... Actual filming has 
been concluded and the picture now is being edited and matched with the musical background. Rex Ingram, 
who headed the all-Negro cast, did superb work in the leading role of "De Lawd." (Sect. 2). 
7037. 1936, April 11. Has Voice Insured for $30,000: Arthur Lee Simpkins Quits Grand Terrace and 
Earl Hines Orchestra to Organize New Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. It was formally am~ounced that 
Arthur Lee Simpkins, with the backing of W. S. Hargrove, has formed his own orchestra, which includes 
14 talented musicians, headed by the famed tenor. At the same time that plans to organize his band were 
completed, Hargrove had Simpkins’ voice insured for $30,000. (Sect. 2). 
7038. 1936, April 11. Maid in Waiting. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Edna Harris, the "evil gal" in the legitimate 
production of "The Green Pastures," appears as the nraid of Lee (Joan Blondell) in the Warner Brothers 
production, "Bullets or Ballots." The two appear in the above photo. 
7039. 1936, April 11. ~Ime Walker Heiress Wins Second Divorce. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. Mac Walker 
Perry, remaining heiress to the Walker millions, was granted a divorce from her second husband, Marion R. 
Perry, an attorney, on the grounds of cruelty and non-support. (Sect. 2). 
7040. 1936, April 11. "Porgy and Bess" Is Closed After Run of 17 Weeks. Chappy Gardner. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. "Porg3~ and Bess," called by its ambitious producers, George Gershwin and Mamoulin, the 
first real American opera, closed after a total run of seventeen weeks. The play, originally produced by the 
Theater Guild for the amusement of its large membership only, ran a little over two months in New York, 
closing here only after most of the members had not seen it and as a result, the production failed to appeal 
to induce non-members and the public to see it. (Sect. 2). 
7041.1936, April 11. Record Crowd Is Expected to Greet Lunceford at Charleston Armory. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl0. A crowd of several tllonsand persons will assemble in the Armory. April 15tl~ attircd in gay 



Easter "toggery" to greet the sensational "King" of them all--Jinunie Lunceford and lfis famous band. 
(Sect. 2). 
7042. 1936, April 11. Tiny and His Band in Baltimore. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Tiny Bradshaw, popular 
band leader, opened at the Club Astoria in Baltimore as the featured attraction. Ti~ was greeted by a 
packed house and the patrons were enthusiastic in their praise for Ti~\V and the band. (Sect. 2). 
7043. 1936, April 11. Toledoans to Hear "Fats" Waller. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. The Maple Leaf Club in 
Toledo, Ohio presented "Fats" Waller at the Civic Auditorium on April 16th. Waller is known to theater 
audiences throughout the country for his singing and mastery of the piano and organ. He is famons, too, in 
the musical revue field for his authorship for the music in "Keep Shuffling" and "Hot Chocolates." (Sect.2). 
7044. 1936, April 11. Walton Acts as Key Man. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Through the tactful and diplomatic 
maneuvering of Lester Walton, U.S. Minister to Liberia, the questions which threatened seriously to disrupt 
Liberia’s relationship with the United States were ironed out successfully during a visit of Harvey S. 
Firestone, Jr., representing the great American rubber interests. 
7045. 1936, April 17. Book Ellington, Calloway Bands for Exposition. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl0. Two 
nationally famous Negro orchestras, Cab Calloway and Duke Ellington, have been booked to play to the 
$25,000,000 Texas Centem~ial Exposition. Calloway, Harlem’s famous Hi-de-ho composer and orchestra 
conductor, will present his musicians for four daily shows in the Exposition. 
7046. 1936, April 17. Clarence Muse a Talking to You. Calijbrnia Eagle. p 1. "Song of Freedom," is the 
title of Paul Robeson’s new film, now being made in London. He plays the part of a stevedore, who later 
becomes a singer of great renown. It is uncanny to think tlrat Robeson is making such a story in a picture, 
when you know that it has been a secret ambition of his, to live in Africa among Africans. 
7047. 1936, April 17. CurtisMosby Victim of Sneak Thieves. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. pl0. Curtis Mosby, widely 
known cabaret: owner, was a victim of a burglary.. Thieves made off with theatrical costumes valued in 
excess of $150.00. The popular nitc impresario, especially bemoaned the fact that the ttfieves had also made 
offwith a case of his best beer. Mosby plans to operate a high class supper club at the address. 
7048. 1936, April 17. "DeLawd’ Denies Promise to Wed Here. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p12. Rex Ingrain 
proclaims, "I’m with my wile right this moment, and I can’t understand these newspaper headlines saying 
I’m traveling over the country with some other woman." Ingram is currently appearing in the screen version 
of "Green Pastures." 
7049. 1936, April 17. Louis to tour Europe If He Wins Crown. Cal(ibrnia bSagle, pl0. If Joe Louis defeats 
Max Schmcling in June and then goes on to win the world’s hca~Tweight championship from James J. 
Braddock, he is promised an extensive European tour next :fall. 
7050. 1936, April 18. Armstrong Coming for Mammotlt Benefit. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Louis Armstrong 
offered his services to aid in raising money for people who were victims of Pittsburgh’s worst flood. The 
interuationally famous trumpet player, who has played conunand performances before the crowned heads 
of Europe, has offered his services to aid in raising money for his people who were victims of the ci~"s 
worst flood. (Sect. 2). 
7051. 1936, April 18. Cab and His Boys Truck on Down in Movie. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Cab Calloway 
and the boys and girls of his famous orchestra are one of the featured units in "The Singing Kid," the A1 
Jolson fihn. Calloway appears in a scene from the film in the above photo. (Sect. 2). 
7052. 1936, April 18. Haile Protests Italy’s Poison Gas, Bombings. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Great Britain may be seen as Ethiopia’s ace in the hole, if Haile Selassie’s strategy and troops fail. 
7053. 1936, April 18. Harris, Howell in Auto Wreck. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Bud Harris and Bert Howell 
of the team of Harris & Howell left Fort Wayne, Indiana after a performance at the Palace Theater en route 
to New York via Pittsburgh, when the car in which they were riding was struck by a car occupied by a 
party of drunken whites near Clinton, Pe~msylvania. Harris suffered a dislocated hip. Sect II. 
7054.1936, April 18. Has Cupid Hit Robinson and Aida Ward? Pittsburgh Courier. p4. A report fluttered 
tl~rough Harlem, based on a brief item that Orlando Robeson, silver-voiced radio tenor and Aida Ward, well 
known stage star, were on the verge of a serious engagement. The two were seen frequently together at the 
downtown Kit-Kat club. 
7055. 1936, April 18. Louis May Tour Continent If He Beats Braddock. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. While 
Joe Louis was making final plans prior to his departure for his preliminary training camp at Lafayette, New 
York, Jeff Dicksol~ Europe’s No. 1 promoter, am~ounced that a lucrative tour of about 11 continental cities 
looms for Louis if he beats Schineling and then Jinmay Braddock. (Sect. 2). 
7056. 1936, April 18. Rogers Lectures Beg[ore Lord Mayor of London. Pittsbucgh Courier. p3. J. A. 
Rogers was in Ethiopia where he reported on the war with Italy lbr The Pittsburgh Courier weekly. Upon 



arriving in London, he gave an interview with the Daily Herald, one of London’s biggest papers. During a 
lecture he made before the Lord Mayor of London, he gave a glowing account of the war. 
7057. 1936, April 18. Ruth Ellington’s Whirlwind Tour of Dixie Will Swing Her to Nov Orleans Next 
Sunday. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Ruth Ellington, sensational girl orchestra leader, played at the Golden 
Dragon Caf6 in New Orleans. From there she was scheduled to perform for Charlie Nash in Jackson, 
Mississippi and then a May Day dance in Tupelo, Mississippi. (Sect. 2). 
7058. 1936, April 18. SatchelMay Return, Rumor. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Satchel Paige was reported to 
be plam~ng on playing for tl~e Bismark, North Dakota Club but a telegraphic report indicates tl~at Satchel 
planned to leave Los Angeles to join the Pittsburgh Crawfords. (Sect. 2). 
7059. 1936, April 18. "Singing Kid" Used Race Artists. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. "The Singing Kid," 
starring A1 Jolson, featured numerous Sepia performers including Cab Calloway. (Sect. 2). 
7060. 1936, April 18. Stepin Fetchit Made Over $62,000 Last Year. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Stepin Fetchit, 
noted stage and screen comic, made $62,000 in 1935. The United Press had issued a statement quoting the 
ace comedian’s income at $18,000. They made a "small error of $44,000," the fihn star said. "My income 
including pictures and persouals was $62,000." (Sect. 2). 
7061. 1936, April 18. What I Think About Joe Louis and His Future Fights. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. In a 
few years, Joe Louis climbed to inestimable heights and showed that he possessed the attributes and 
requisites of a great fighter: acumen, alertness, cleverness, sagacity and perspicacit)~. Braddock was not the 
natural-born fighter that Louis was and neither Jim Braddock nor Max Schmelling could compete with 
Louis’s timing, coordination, precision, and prowess. (Sect. 2). 
7062. 1936, April 18. Willie Bryant and Ubangi Club Revue at Apollo This Week. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
Willie Bryant and the Ubangi Club Revue opened at the Apollo Theater on Friday, April 17, 1936. The cast 
included Gladys Bentley, Pearl Baines, Roy White, and Edna Mac Holly. (Sect:. 2). 
7063. 1936, April 24. Composer. Califi~rnia Eagle. pl. William Grant Still, composer, will give an analysis 
of his music, in particular his Afro-American Symphony, at the Gray Conservatory Musart, located on 
Central Avenue. Still is in Los Angeles on a Guggcnhcim Fellowship. He appears in the above photo. 
7064. 1936, April 24. Fetch# Back for Pictures. (TaliJbrnia bSagle, pl. The Santa Fe Chief pulled into the 
station and discharged travelers, a crowd of onlookers always on hand to catch a glimpse of celebrities, 
were amazed to see among the group who departed with a peppy step, none other than the famous Stepin 
Fetchit. Fetchit reported that he had jnst returned here from a New York engagement and he had contracted 
with 20th Century. Fox to appear in some productions. The studio are said to have "toned down" Fetchit’s 
air travels. Fetchit is scheduled to appear with Shirley Temple in "Dimples." 
7065. 1936, April 24. Hall Johnson Choir Ends Work. California Eagle. pl0. The famous singing 
ensemble of Hall Jolmson, noted director, completed their recording role and portrayal of the "Heavenly 
Choir" in the famous "Green Pastures." 
7066. 1936, April 24. Owens Enters Penn Rdays. California Eagle. pl 1. With Jesse Owens expected to 
star in the Penn Relays to be held in Philadelphia and the Drake Relays, boasting almost equally as 
spectacular performers of track and field take the weekend sports spotlight. 
7067. 1936, April 25. Chilton, Thomas Sail. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Maceo Thomas and Carol Chilton 
were given a bon voyage aboard the French liner Lafayette for a 12-week engagement abroad. The dancers 
had engagements in London, Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool and other English cities. (Sect. 2). 
7068.1936, April 25. Earl Morris Says Valaida Is Brilliant in Currrent Revue at Grand Terrace. Earl J. 
Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. According to Courier theatrical correspondent Earl Morris, "Valaida 
Snow’s performances may be best described like a whiskey ad. She gets better and better, or mellow and 
more mellow as time goes by." The show which Sammy Dyer, producer at the Grand Terrace Caf~, built 
around her made Morris think of a priceless diamond in a setting of solid platinum or gold. (Sect. 2). 
7069. 1936, April 25. Hopkins Touring in Dixie. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Claude Hopkins and his band 
played at the Memorial Auditorium in Raleigh, North Carolina. Hopkins presented Ovie Austin, sensational 
entertainer and singer, famous for doing songs like "I’ve Got My Fingers Crossed." Orlando Robeson was 
also a featured performer in the show. (Sect. 2). 
7070. 1936, April 25. Ingrain Wife. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. This is a picture of Mrs. Geneva May Ingrain, 
who disputed the claim that any other woman can be the legal wife of Cliff Rex Ingran~ "de Lawd" of "The 
Green Pastures." She declared that Rex will not be free to marry again until after she lras signed the 
interlocutol)~ decree of divorce. Sect II. 
7071. 1936, April 25. Is Rex Ingrain a Bigamist? Ex-Wife Asks. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Rex Ingram’s ex- 
wife declared that he could not legally wed again until April 3, 1937. 



7072. 1936, April 25. JamesA. Jackson in South. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. James A. Jackson left New 

York for an extended tour of the south. Jackson, recognized as an authority on Negro business and Negro 

markets of the entire count~’, was the principal speaker for the Phi Beta Sigma "Bigger and Better Negro 

Business" programs conducted by the Chapters of that fraternity in Nashville and New Orleans. 

7073. 1936, April 25. Owens, Peacock Magnets to Relays. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Jesse Owens and 

Eulace Peacock were two of the main attractions at the Penn Relays held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

Several stellar relay" teams from Negro colleges, representing Tuskegee, Morgan, Wilbefforce, Lincoln, 

Howard and Cheyney entered the relay. (Sect. 2). 

7074. 1936, April 25. Paris" SuitIs Won by "Jo’Baker. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Josephine Baker won a 

lawsuit, filed against her by the management of the Nature Theater at Poitiers, a Parisian theater. The 

lawsuit alleged that she had broken her contract by failing to appear at an open-air performance on June 22, 

1934. She gave illness as the reason for her non-appearance. The Court decided that she was justified in her 

refusal to appear in the open air wearing the extra-light costumes which have contributed to her success, as 

otherwise she might have risked losing her frail voice. (Sect. 2). 

7075. 1936, April 25. Rogers Arrives in ~L S. Ira F. Lewis. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. J. A. Rogers, war 

correspondent for the Courier, returned from Ethiopia. A series of articles contaiuing information about 

Ethiopia and the war, which could not get by the censors and which were written by Mr. Rogers will be 

published in The Courier. 

7076. 1936, April 25. Royal Welcome Awaits Armstrong Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. A record crowd 

was anticipated at Pittsburgh’s Pythian Temple, awaiting the arrival of great trumpet player, Louis 

Armstrong. The great "Satchmo" of the trumpet and the man, who first originated the style of music made 

famous by Cab Calloway, was the guest of honor with a "welcoming committee" arranged to meet him at 

the station, and with numerous little affairs plaImed in his honor. (Sect. 2). 

7077. 1936, April 25. Ruth Ellington Revises Her Bookings; to Appear in Nashville Sunday Eve. 

Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Paul Rabinovitz, manager of the Ruth Ellington orchestra, explained why Ruth 

Ellington failed to appear in Nashville as scheduled. Because of the long jump to Nashville and because of 

the added impediment of the tornado-torn areas, it was impossible ~br Ellington to keep the dance date. The 

orchestra was rescheduled for Sunday, April 26th. (Sect. 2). 

7078. 1936, April 25. Satchel Paige Returns to Crawfords. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Satchel Paige, ra/ted as 

one of the greatest speedball pitchers in the game, but barred from league baseball in 1935, rejoined the 

Pittsburgh Crawfords. Paige was reported to be set to play with the Bismark club for fl~e 1936 season, but 

left Los Angeles to come directly to Pittsburgh. (Sect. 2). 

7079. 1936, April 25. Two Great Sluggers Meet. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. This is an International News 

photo of boxer Joe Louis and Mickey Cochrane, manager of the Detroit Tigers baseball team, during the 

opening game at Detroit. The Tigers played and beat the Cleveland Indians. (Sect. 2). 

7080. 1936, May 1. Clarence Muse a Talking to You. California Eagle. pl. The Actor’s Fund of America 

was established fifty years ago by Daniel Frohman to care for and nourish back to health the indigent and 

sick of the theatrical profession. For fifty years the annual Actor’s Fund Benefit has been the outstanding 

affair on old Broadway, New York. Due to the influx of the profession in Hollywood, it has been 

transferred to these parts. 

7081. 1936, May 1. Critics" Hail Grant Still. California Eagle. p2. The work of William Grant Still, an 

Afro-American symphony, played before a capacity crowd in Philadelplfia under the direction of the great 

Leopold Stokowski. A favorable crowd of Colored music lovers were noticeably present at both nights of 

the civic concert. 

7082. 1936, May 1. Edna Harris in Fox Film. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl0. Edna Harris, beautiful and talented 

star of both the stage and screen version of the "Green Pastures," returned from a studio location trip to 

Yuma, Arizona. She was a member of the RKO film company there to film scenes for the "Garden of 

Allaff’ production. 
7083. 1936, May 1. Jesse Owens Takes National Track and Field Spotlight. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl 1. With 

40,000 fans keyed to witness the spectacular duel between Jesse Owens and Eulace Peacock, Peacock was 

carried offto the hospital with a knee injur)~. 

7084. 1936, May 1. "Snowflakes" Has ~IGM Film Role. California Eagle. pl0. One of the best screen 

roles given a sepia actor recently went to Snowflakes. The "natural type" actor has been given a role in that 

studio’s current production, "The Gorgeous Hussy." 

7085. 1936, May 1. Stepin Fetchit Cast for Chief Comic Role in Shirley’s Film. Calijbrnia Eagle. pl0. 

Stepin Fetchit has been cast for the ctfie:f confic role in "Dimples" starring Shirley Temple. Fetchit upon his 



arrival back on the coast stated that he had not entirely dissolved the idea of accepting an English film offer 
to star him. For the present, Fetchit decided to settle down to perform serious work with the Darryl Zanuck 
production. 
7086. 1936, May 1. Willie Best in Sizeable Role. California Eagle. pl0. Willie Best, formerly known as 
Sleep’n’Eat, RKO studio comic, is cast for a sizeable role in "Blood Lines." The picture is about a race 
track. The sepia comic is expected to turn in one of his usually good performances. 
7087. 1936, May 2. Armstrong Establishes Local Dance Record. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Louis 
Armstrong, king of trumpet players, played before a capacity audience of 2,200 people in the Pythian 
Temple. Armstrong established a record as special police officers were pressed into service as hundreds of 
people filed into the hall. Ouly one other crowd larger than tl~is had ever attended an affair of that kind in 
Pittsburgh and that was one wl~ich featured Duke Ellington. (Sect. 2). 
7088. 1936, May 2. Bill Bailey Latest Star on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Bill Bailey was one of 
the featured entertainers in Gus Edwards’ show at the Broadway theater. The revnsical was produced as an 
experimental effort toward the much discussed resuscitation of "two-a-day" vaudeville. Bailey did an 
impersonation of Bill Robinson in a scene titled "pictures of big time stars." (Sect. 2). 
7089. 1936, May 2. "Blackbirds" Stars on High Seas to Europe. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. With 
a tear in many eyes and a happy smile on many lips, Harlem went down to the sea to bid bon voyage to a 
good number of well known performers who had succumbed to the call of Lew Leslie and his European 
"Blackbirds." Among those considered as bon voyage bidders were: Mrs. Claude Hopkins, Fredi 
Washington, Joyce Beasley, Peaches of Pete, Peaches and Duke, Cook and Brown, Hy Curtis, the entire 
family of J. Rosamond Johnson, and many others. (Sect. 2). 
7090. 1936, May 2. Daily Press, Radio Join in Heralding Rogers’ Return. Pittsbu~2qh Courier. pl. Roman 
Lapica, UIfited Press staff correspondent, wrote an article chrouicling the return of J. A. Rogers to the 
United States and his reception at New York. His story, was released to 1,100 daily newspapers throughout 
the country and Canada. It was reproduced for Pittsburgh Courier readers. J. A. Rogers was the only 
American Negro war correspondent in Ethiopia and reported about comments :from Emperor Haile 
Selassie. 
7091. 1936, May 2. Jesse Jumping, Tuskegeean Timper-Topping and Finish ~100-Meter at Penn 
Relays. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p5. The :following is the caption for photos featuring Jesse Owens and others 
who participated in the PeIm Relays in Philadelphia: Here’s Jesse Owens winning the broad jtunp at the 
Penn Relays in Philadelphia last week. Center photo shows R. KIfight of Tuskegee, leading the 440-meter 
hurdle race in one of the heats. Knight placed second in the finals. Photo at right shows the fiuish of the 
100-yard invitation race, with Owens breezing in an easy wim~er. (Sect. 2). 
7092. 1936, May 2. Joe Louis Departs for NY Training Camp. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Joe Louis traveled 
from Detroit, Michigan to Lafayetteville, New York, where he did his prelimina~ training for his June 18th 
fight against Max Schineling. (Sect. 2). 
7093. 1936, May 2. Lunceford Will Invade Lone Star State Next Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Houston 
dance lovers anxiously awaited the arrival of famed orchestra leader Jimmie Lunceford and his band to the 
Harlem Grille. The fame of Jimmie Lunceford is known throughout the world. Lunceford’s rise in the 
music world is similar to those days on the grid-iron when he smashed his way through the opponent’s line 
to can~ victory for Fisk University. (Sect. 2). 
7094. 1936, May 2. Mother of "~7tappy" Gardner Is Buried. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Mrs. Mary L. 
Gardner, mother of James "Chappy" Gardner, well known newspaper journalist and theatrical 
correspondent, died in the Harlem hospital following a sudden heart attack. She was 72 years of age. 
Interment services were held in the family lot at Passaic, New Jersey. (Sect. 2). 
7095. 1936, May 2. RexIngram Goes "Collegiate" in KY. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Rex Ingram spoke at a 
chapel assembly of Louisville Municipal College. He admonished the students to concentrate on their early 
lxaining in order to become successful. (Sect. 2). 
7096. 1936, May 2. Robeson Greets His Son. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The following is the caption for a 
photo: Paul Robeson, famous star of the concert hall, stage and screen, shown as he greets his son, Paul, Jr., 
on the occasion of the latter’s arrival in England, where l~is father plans to send him to school. It is young 
Paul’s first trip to England. (Sect. 2). 
7097. 1936, May 2. Ruth Ellington to Play Texarkana Mon., May 4; Expect Record Crowd. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. Monday, May 4, Ruth Ellington and her orchestra played what is said to be the biggest dance 
in the history of Texarkana. In Nashville, she played a date at the swank Ambassador nightclub owned by 
Leon Kukn. (Sect:. 2). 



7098. 1936, May 2. The Sepia Side of Hollywood. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. "Show Boat," 
Universal Studio’s spectacular musical comedy starring Irene Dunne and featuring Paul Robeson and 
Hattie McDaniel was previewed by Hollywood and Los Angeles critics. RKO-Radio Pictures previewed 
"The ex-Mrs. Bradford" co-starring William Powell and Jean Arthur. (Sect. 2). 
7099. 1936, May 2. "Windy" Hendrickson Gets Film Contract in Detroit. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
"Windy" Hendrickson, of the celebrated dance team of"Windy and Gussie," was given a prominent role in 
a conunercial talking movie labeled "Going Places." He was immediately furnished with a script and began 
rehearsals. (Sect. 2). 
7100. 1936, May 8. Ad Showboat. California Eagle. pl0. This is an advertisement for "Showboat," that 
features Paul Robeson and Hattie McDaniel. The film is being shown at the Pantages Hollywood Theater. 
7101. 1936, May 8. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an article 
by Clarence Muse: At last a real value will be placed on good writing. Whether for news stories in 
newspapers or for novels, motion picture raaterial or just gags, the Screen Writers Guild is waging a war 
for closed shop, and it looks like they will win. 
7102. 1936, May 8. Dazzling Starlet. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. Edna Harris, star of stage and screen has been 
signed by Hall Jolmson, to play the starring role in his Broadway stage production, "Run Little Chilhin." 
Harris appears in the above photo. Rehearsals have already begun on the play which is scheduled for an 
early opening at a Hollywood theater. Harris has made considerable progress in films appearing in "Garden 
of Allah," "Bullets or Ballots," and "Private Number." 
7103. 1936, May 8. Muse Has Lead in Emperor Jones. California Eagle. pl0. Clarence Muse stars in the 
stage version of "Emperor Jones" at the Wilshire-Ebell Theater. Muse, ranking second ouly to Paul 
Robeson as the greatest of living colored actors, points out that Alexander Korda, British producer, had led 
the way in realizing the dramatic possibilities of the black man’s history. "Hollywood has been included to 
view the Negro in a lighter vein, where the British producers are packing the theaters with serious 
productions." 
7104. 1936, May 8. Nina Mae McKinley Clicks. David Kane. CaliJbrnia b2agle, pl 1. Nina Mac McKinney, 
American stage and screen star, received a tremendous welcome at her opening performance at the Royal 
Theater, Edinburgh, Scotland. The Scottish Daily Express of Edinburgh said: "Nina Mac McKiuney was 
given a tumultuous welcome upon the occasion of her first performance at the Theater Royal. Her singing 
of ’Why Am I so Black and Blue’ was passionately realistic and she has certainly found a new way of 
’making the music go arotu~d and around."’ 
7105. 1936, May 8. Refuses Appearance of "Bojangles’ at School. California Eagle. pS. Bill "Bojangles" 
Robinson, world champion tap dancer, closed his one week stand at the local Earl Theater, to fly back to 
the Coast and join Shirley Temple whom he is to coach for "Dimples." Before leaving, Robinson had a rift 
with the principal of the Dunbar High School, where he gave a short demonstration for students at an 
assembly. Upon Robinson’s iultial arrival at the school, the principal refused to acknowledge him because 
he had been invited without the principal’s consent. 
7106. 1936, May 8. Robeson Stars in "Showboat." California Eagle. pl0. Paul Robeson, outstanding 
baritone, recreates for Universal Studios the robust, voiced Joe that he played in the London and New York 
revivals of "Show Boat." Hattie McDaniel and Clarence Muse also appear in this production. 
7107. 1936, May 8. Sail for Europe Soon. California Eagle. pl 1. The Nicholas Brothers, now featured in 
"ZieO’eld Follies" on Broadway, will sail for Europe the ~niddle of May with Lew Leslie to star in the new 
production of "Blackbirds." 
7108. 1936, May 9. Father oftheBlues Going to Memphis. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. W. C. Handy 
aunounced that he would tour enroute to Memphis, Tennessee, where he and his orchestra are to be 
honored at the city’s famous "Cotton Festival." (Sect. 2). 
7109. 1936, May 9. Harlemites Greet "Daddy of Blues." Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The following is from the 
caption of a picture: Hundreds of persons, including many leading citizens, went to the Apollo theater, New 
York, last Sunday to greet William C. Handy, "Daddy of the Blues," and composer of "The St. Louis 
Blues," on the occasion of a personal appearance. He is to raake a tour across the countl~. Bessye J. 
Bearden, deputy collector of internal revenue, presents him with the "key to Harlem" while Geraldine 
Patton socie~ song-stylish, looks on. (Sect. 2). 
7110. 1936, May 9. Jimmie Lunceford Outfit Buys Up-State Night Club for Summer. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. Jinunie Lunceford and his band, under the name of the Larchinont Artists, aunounced that they had 
bought the Larchinont Casino. The deal which brought this under the Lunceford bauner was made through 
his personal manager, Harold Oxley. (Sect:. 2). 



7111. 1936, May 9. Joe Louis’ Wife Misses Injury in Auto Mishap. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Marva Trotter 
Louis, wife of Joe Louis, was in a car accident, 20 miles east of Coldwater, Michigan, while enroute to her 
home in Chicago. The accident occurred when the automobile in which she was riding, crashed into the 
back of a t~ck. Mrs. Louis, nor a~one involved in the accident, was hurt. 
7112. 1936, May 9. Nina Mae McKinn~ Wins Race Against Time: Opens "On Schedule’ in London; 
Critics Praise Art. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. In a dramatic race against time, Nina Mae McKinney, arrived 
exactly three hours before she was scheduied to make her debut at the Theater Royal on March 30th. The 
Edinburg Daily Record critic concerning her act, said: "Nina Mae McKim~ey, who played the native girl in 
the Paul Robeson film, ’ Sanders of the River,’ is a striking personality at the Theater Royal... She is an 
artist in everything she does and well desel~-ed to be leading a progranune of exceptional merit." (Sect. 2). 
7113. 1936, May 9. Owens Ties World ’lO0’Mark in Mud. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Jesse Owens and his 
Ohio State track teammates proved that mud and speed need not be strangers. Making his first competitive 
collegiate appearance before an Olfio State crowd, Owens tied a world-record equaling 9.4 100-yard dash. 
(Sect. 2). 
7114. 1936, May 9. Race Artists Superb in "Show Boat" Premiere. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. Bernice Patton described the acting (especially that of Paul Robeson and Hattie McDaniel) in the 
premiere of Edna Ferber’s "Show Boat," as superb. "Throughout the picture, bits of comedy are supplied 
by the inimitable Hattie McDaniel. Paul Robeson’s singing is a highlight of the picture, which is destined to 
become one of the box office attractions of the year." (Sect. 2). 
7115. 1936, May 9. Schmeling "Sure He Can Stop Louis’; Promises Fair Treatment of Race Athletes at 
Olympics. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. "I am absolutely sure that I can stop Louis," Max Schmeling said, 
regarding his fight against: Joe Louis at Yankee Stadium. "In spite of his spectacular ring career, he is just a 
human being like myself. When I hit him, I will hit him in the right place and he will go down." He also 
declared that: colored athletes would be treated cordially in Germany for the Olympics. (Sect. 2). 
7116. 1936, May 9. "Selassie Ordered Citizens to Destroy Capital"--Rogers. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. This is an excerpt from the article: Destruction of the city of Addis Ababa by Ethiopian 
natives, long-predicted and ordered by Emperor Halle Selassie, is a sign that the old order, rather than the 
new, now has the upper hand in Ethiopia. Free of the restrain of their Christian Emperor, Ettfiopians will 
vent the :fierce hatred of whites which has been welling up wittfin them ever since Italy began her 
aggression against their country. 
7117. 1936, May 9. Stars Sought in Stage Verson of Famous Novel. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p4. Elsie Roxborough, niece of Jotm Roxborough, manager of Joe Louis, sought out: Frcdi Washington, 
Andrew Bishop, Billy King, Monte Hawley, and Leonard Reed in her dramatic adaption of Walter White’s 
famous novel "Flight." (Sect. 2). 
7118. 1936, May 9. "When the Jack Hollers" Is Comic "Tobacco Road." Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The 
article is a revue of the Gilpin Players "When the Jack Hollers," a Negro folk comedy by Langston Hughes 
and Arna Bontemps. (Sect. 2). 
7119. 1936, May 15. Butler Hires Extras at Home Now. California Eagle. pl0. Charles E. Butler, noted 
casting director for colored motion picture extras and players, is now doing his usual work at home, instead 
of working with the Central Casting Corporation where he formerly performed his highly technical and 
exacting duties. Butler received a letter from Campbell McCulloch, general manager of Central Casting, 
which informed him that due to the necessity of having to reduce expenses, he would have to take him 
along with other employees off salary. However, Butler is performing the same work at home on a 
percentage basis. 
7120. 1936, May 15. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. Mel~2cn Douglass, screen star, 
states that, "The theater could die tomorrow and the picture business would lrardly know it. The theater 
might be lamented--undoubtedly it would be--but as for the defect its demise would produce, there would 
be none at all." 
7121. 1936, May 15. Studio Shorts. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl0. Louise Beavers and Daniel Haynes, well known 
stage and screen players, are at MGM and will appear with Joan Crawford in "The Gorgeous Hussy." 
Snowflakes is also in the cast. Over at 20th Century" Fox with Shirley Temple on the "Dimples" set is 
Stepin Fetchit. Daisy Bufford and Jolm Lester Jolmson go to work shortly with Cromwell at 20th Century- 
Fox in a picture yet untitled. 
7122. 1936, May 16. Ada Brown Scores on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Ada Brown performed well 
on Broadway in the new edition of Ted Blacknran’s "Hot Chocolates." (Sect. 2). 



7123. 1936, May 16. George Randol Wins Praise at Pasadena. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. George Randol, 
presented a beautifully balanced program at the Pasadena Conwnunity Playhouse. In addition to a resonant 
voice of exceptional range, Randol had perfect poise and great personal charm. (Sect. 2). 
7124. 1936, May 16. Louis Starts Workouts in Lakewood Camp. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Joe Louis arrived 
in camp to start his preliminary workouts. Under the watchful eye of his trainer and managers, it is 
probable that Joe will be down to his finest fighting form. (Sect. 2). 
7125. 1936, May 16. Name Bands Begin Summer Tours of Country. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Those bands 
which have held forth on Broadway, Harlem and other prominent spots, traveled into the mid-West, the far- 
West and through Dixie for personal appearances during the summer. Among those "name bands" who 
toured included Louis Armstrong, Don Redman, Cab Calloway, Earl Hines, Claude Hopkins, and Don 
Albert. (Sect. 2). 
7126. 1936, May 16. P~incipal Refuses "’Bojangles" Permission to Appear at School. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p2. Bill "Bojangles" Robinson had a rift with Walter L. Smittk principal of Dunbar High School, where he 
gave a short demonstration for the students at an assembly. Robinson was invited by Mrs. Hallie Q 
Jackson, language instructor at Dunbar, to appear at the school and address the students. Robinson was 
accompanied by Shep Allen (manager of the Howard Theater) when Principal Smith is alleged to have 
refused to acknowledge Robinson and demanded of Jackson her authority to invite any one to the school 
without his consent. 
7127. 1936, May 16. R. Todd Dunean, Howard Singers Valle Guests. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. R. Todd 
Duncan, celebrated baritone and star of the late show "Porg3~ and Bess," and the Howard University Men’s 
Glee Club were guest artists on the Rudy Vallee radio program over Station WRC. The program was 
broadcast over a national network. (Sect. 2). 
7128. 1936, May 16. Ruth Elh’ngton to Play Battle of Band~ with Boots and Her Buddies in Houston. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pT. All Houston is a~vaiting the "Battle of Bands" to be staged between Ruth Ellington 
and Boots and Her Buddies at the Pilgrim’s Temple. Ruth Ellington has become America’s Number One 
Girl Maestro. She has been the most publicized girl orchestra leader in sepia America. (Sect. 2). 
7129. 1936, May 16. Stepin Fetehit Is BookedJbr Cali.[brnia Exposition. Pittsbm2gh Courier. p6. Stepin 
Fetchit, has been booked to appear during the months of June and July at the California International 
Exposition to be held in San Diego, Califonfia. (Sect. 2). 
7130.1936, May 22. Armstrong Keeps State Feathetm,eight Title. California Eagle. p I 1. Henry 
Armstrong, ruler of the state’s featherweights, blasted Bobby Pancho Leyvas of Mexico, out of the 
Olympic ring in lbur rounds before a four-fifth packed house. 
7131. 1936, May 22. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. "The Emperor" (meaning the 
Emperor Jones) is very proud of Emperor Haile Selassie’s successftd departure from Ethiopia. You have to 
recall the treachery of France in the case of Toussaint L’Ouverture to see what I mean. 
7132. 1936, May 22. "Green Pastures~ Will Be Called Best Picture of 1936. Almena Davis. California 
Eagle. pl0. The "Green Pastures" will be called the greatest picture of 1936 and Rex Ingrain probably the 
greatest of Negro actors. There are few white actors who could equal Rex Ingram’s portrayal of three 
characters, De Lawd, Adam, and Hezdral. I know now that Marc Connelly must have suspected that A1 
Jolson would have made a farce of the role. That it took a man of Ingrmn’s sympathetic nature to crystallize 
the dream of a people, fabulous yet familiar, humorous yet pathetic, nkatter of fact, yet so very whimsical, a 
group’s dream could be enacted with the simplicity of childhood. 
7133. 1936, May 22. Play Will Run Only 3 Days. California Eagle. pl0. Clarence Muse, favorite actor, 
singer and composer of the race, comes to the stage for a three day run for the drama "The Emperor Jones." 
Formerly played by Charles Gilpin and Paul Robeson, this brilliant play receives a rich and impressive 
handling by Muse under the inspired direction of Samuel F. Hoffman. 
7134. 1936, May 29. "Bojangles of Harlem" New RKO Picture. Cal~brnia Eaj~le. pl 1. Sepia screen 
players pricked up their ears in an expectant fashion this week when it was learned that RKO studio was 
preparing for an early filming of "Bojangles of Harlem." The film story of course was believed to surround 
the life or activities of a widely known sepia dance figure who made Harlem his headquarters. It was 
recalled here that Bill Robinson, noted tap dance ldng, was for years known on the Orpheum stage as 
"Bojangles." Fred Astaire, outstanding screen dancer, is slated for the starring role in the extraordinary film 
story with a broad sepia background. (Released as "Swing Time," film). 
7135. 1936, May 29. Book FetchitJbr "Expo." California Eagle. pl0. Stepin Fetchit, comedian of stage 
and screen, lras been booked to appear during the months of June and July at the California International 
Exposition to be held in San Diego, California. 



7136. 1936, May 29. Feature Fetch# in New Picture. California Eagle. pl 1. Stepin Fetclfit, has been 
given a featured place in the cast of "Thank You Jeeves," which goes into production at 20th Centm3~-Fox 
with Arthur Treacher in the title role. 
7137. 1936, May 29. Muse, Technically Does Fine Job of "Emperor," Says Critic. Almena Davis. 
California Eagle. pl0. There were three black men who played a white nkan’s dream of a Negro Pullman 
porter, who lived by his primitive passions in a white man’s world where all passion is caged, who broke 
his cage and on an island off the Pacific coast nkade himself the tyram~ical lord of a race of cringing blacks. 
As the Emperor Brutus Jones, who succumbed in the end to his own inherent suspicion to meet his death in 
a haunted forest, this role was first played by Gilpin, later Robeson, and now Muse .... However, it was a 
true testimony to the Muse artistry that he played the role as he felt it should have been played both 
dramatically and technically, and did a very fine job of it. 
7138.1936, May 29. "Noah," New Stage Play to Star Brooks. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl0. Jesse Lee Brooks, 
star of the current Federal Theater Project stage play, "Black Empire," has been signed to play the lead title 
role in another project play "Noah." Brooks, who rose to stellar heights in the theatrical world by his 
mal~’elous interpretation of the character of the dramatic role of the Emperor Henri Christophe, is expected 
to be put to a most severe test in this role, in order to match his role of Noah with that created by Gilmore 
Brown. 

7139. 1936, May 29. Scholars n~th Hall Johnson. Cal!ibrnia Eagle. pl 1. The famed Hall Johi~son Choir 
of 52 well-trained voices, who sang in the recently completed Warner Brothers’ screen version of, "The 
Green Pastures," appeared in concert last week at the First Baptist Church, white, of Pasadena, under the 
auspices of the Friendship Bapist Church of the same city. 
7141). 1936, June 5. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Ca/~ibrnia bSagle, pl. "Bury The Dead" arrived at the 
Belasco Theater via the Contemporary Thcater group. The production, a Broadway success, however, the 
Hollywood production has aroused the attention of Alexander Korda, the London producer and it looks like 
England censors are about to agree that the world should see this drankatic gem via motion pictures. 
7141. 1936, June 5. "Sampson and Delilah " to Be First. Lawrence Lamar. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. pl. Slated to 
commence shooting on the first of a series of ten shorts June 15, George Randol, noted actor and radio skit 
artist, was notified last week that the RKO studio here, had purchased the screen rights of’the shorts 
authored by himselI; with the added proviso that hc act as co-dircctor in thc productions. The shorts arc to 
be made with the famous Hall Johnson singers supplying "the vocal highlights. First of the schedifled ten to 
be fihned will be, "Sampson and Deliah." The series is said to be based upon the dramatization of biblical 
characters. 
7142. 1936, June 5. Signed to Long Term Contract. Lawrence Lamar. California Eagle. pl. News releases 
from Columbia studio announced tl~e signing of William Grant Still, to write and score music to a long 
term contract. Still, who can boast of a long string of successful American compositions, has been given a 
general assignment at the studio. 
7143. 1936, Jtme 6. Carolynne Snowden Stars at Lansing Palais Royal. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
Carolyune Snowden headed the unit featured at the Palais Royale, which included Bob Howe, whistling 
m.c., Ed~vards, Jenkins and Pierson, Corrine Eccolas, and Four Dots and Dash. (Sect. 2). 
7144. 1936, Jtme 6. Claude Hopkins on Tour of All Imporant Cities. Gertie Lyons. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. Claude Hopkins and his Cotton Club Orchestra were scheduled to appear at the Nashville Cotton Club, 
playing a date which marked the start of an extended tour of leading dance halls and variety houses of the 
key cities throughout the nation, including Atlanta, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Lexington, Louisville, St. 
Louis, and Memphis. From there, they were scheduled to move North again, with not a stop until its 
country-wide following had been satisfied. (Sect. 2). 
7145. 1936, June 6. Consul-General Talks to Emperor; Gives J. A. Rogers An "Inside Stork,." J. A. 
Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The consul general of Ethiopia reported to J. A. Rogers, writer for The 
Courier, that Emperor Haile Selassie is as full of fight as he ever was and will continue to battle Italy 
diplomatically. "In the midst of discussing other matters," asserted Mr. Shaw, "his majesty denied canards 
tlrat were spread following his departure from Addis Ababa...This report lras no foundation of truth 
wlratsoever." 
7146. 1936, June 6. Duke Says Goodbye to "Chi" on Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Duke Ellington 
played a farewell dance at the Armory, ending his tour of Chicago, which included performing six weeks in 
the Joseph Urban Room of the Congress Hotel. The farewell dance was under the auspices of the 
Associated Promoters--Dewey Bryant, Fred White, and Bill Donaldson. (Sect. 2). 



7147. 1936, June 6. Earl Hines Denies Retirement Rumor. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. In response to a story 
which had come out of Chicago, Earl Hines said, "Why should I even mention quitting the game when my 
band is going greater than ever. I feel that rm right now ready to realize some of my ’dream ambitions’ in 
the realm of music and you can tell the world that the rumor is a lie of the first water, and I don’t know 
from what source it emanated." (Sect. 2). 
7148. 1936, June 6. Louis Punishes Six Sparring Mates. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. In 
seven sizzling rounds of boxing, six sparring partners felt the sting and the swing of the sturdy fists of Joe 
Louis as he paced methodically through his workouts in his usual fashion. (Sect. 2). 
7149. 1936, June 6. Louis Spends $2S000 to Keep Faith with Kid-Fans. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Since 
moving into boxing’s big time, it has cost Joe Louis and his managerial board approximately $25,000 to 
keep faith with his admiring public. More than 200,000 requests have been received for autographed 
photographs of Louis. More than 200,000 requests have been granted. (Sect. 2). 
7150. 1936, June 6. Sissle to Play at Swank Aright Club. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Noble Sissle and his 
orchestra, the first band to appear at New York’s French Casino, Chicago’s Congress Hotel and 
Louisville’s Hotel Kentucky, has been aligned for a two-week engagement at the Moonlight Gardens in 
Cincinnati. The spot is one of the finest in Ohio and caters to the swankiest of night club patrons. Other 
colored orchestras have appeared there for one-night engagements, but Sissle and his boys are the first to 
play there for any length of time. (Sect. 2). 
7151. 1936, June 6. Sobol Calls Louie Armstrong "King of Swing." Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Louis 
Armstrong is America’s No. 1 "King of Swing." This fact was made ki~own when Louis Sobol, one of the 
countlT’S greatest columnists and editor of "The Voice of Broadway" in the New York Evening Journal 
rated the famous trumpet player ahead of the field, following the baltle of swing music conducted at the 
Imperial Theater. (Sect. 2). 
7152. 1936, June 6. l~ddy Wilson ~!!ay Become Benny Goodman Regular. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Teddy 
Wilson, famous jazz pianist, caught the attention of Beamy Goodman, and became a regular member on 
Goochnan’s show. (Sect. 2). 
7153. 1936, June 12. Cab, Duke Go to Dallas. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl0. Negro visitors lo the Texas 
Centennial will be treated to swing and jam nrasic. Duke Ellington and Cab Calloway arc both scheduled 
to play here. 
7154. 1936, June 12. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Calg/brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from a 
Clarence Muse article: "The Negro in Pictures" seems to be the subject on the tongue of eveu actor today 
and the sn~art thing to talk about at bridge parties and leas. It is true that a number of race actors are 
included in screen presentations even more than the usual amount during eight years of talkies, but to 
accept the opinion of some that he is a definite fixture in this particular business, frown the point of offering 
characters that are a credit to Negro culture, is still a point open for discussion and improve~nent. 
7155. 1936, Jtme 12. Hall Johnson Choir to Sing atBarn. California Eagle. pl0. The qnartet of the Hall 
Johi~son Jubilee Singers, who sang over the radio, will sing at Sunset Barn Cafd. 
7156. 1936, Jtme 12. "Noah" Now at Mayan Theater Scores. California Eagle. pl0. "Noah" was 
presented to an initial audience at the Mayan theater. The audience was large and appreciative. Jesse Lee 
Brooks, the star of the play who essays the title role turns in a splendid performance. Others who appear in 
this cast include: Cleo Desmond, Onest Conley, and Arthur Ray among others. 
7157. 1936, Jtme 12. Repeat Langston Hughes’ Play at G.O.P. Convention. California Eagle. pl0. "Little 
Ham," by Langston Hughes, the outstanding hit this season recreated by Cleveland’s famous Gilpin 
Players, is being repeated at the Kauramu Theater during the Republican National Convention. The play is 
unique in that it is one of the very few comedies written by a Negro playwright. 
7158. 1936, June 13. Associated Promoters Book Ruth Ellington’s Band for Month of July. Earl J. 
Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Paul Robinowitz, executive of Orchestra Service of America, held a 
conference with Bill Donaldson, Dewey Bryant, and Fred White of the Associated Promoters, in the 
Shermun Hotel. Ruth Ellington was sold for the month of July to the Associated Promoters in a Detroit 
night club, following the Hotel Sherman conference. (Sect. 2). 
7159. 1936, June 13. Buck andBubbles Praised. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The theatrical critic of Variety, 
New York’s largest theatrical magazine, had this to say: "Perhaps the most renrarkable thing about the 
Music Hall stage show this week is the presence of a colored singing-dancing-gagging-piano-playing 
twosome [Buck and Bubbles[ doing a full vaudeville routine in front of what the big house modestly calls 
’in-one.’" (Sect. 2). 



7160. 1936, June 13. ~7ticago Will Be at the "Big Fight" by Rail, Air andAuto. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. 
The one thing which is already settled regarding the Louis-Schrneling fight in Yankee Stadium next 
Thursday is that Chicago will be well represented by the foremost personages of its business and sports 
world who are preparing now to use planes, the rails and fine motor cars to get there. (Sect. 2). 
7161. 1936, June 13. Fats Waller Is Guest ofRudy Vallee. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. In keeping with his 
policy of presenting Negro artists on the Fleisclunan Hour radio program, Rudy Vallee had as his guest of 
honor, "Fats" Waller, the famous piaulst and composer. Waller received a grand reception. (Sect. 2). 
7162. 1936, June 13. Four Name Bands to Play Chicago in "Swing" Battle. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. 
Fletcher Henderson, Don Redman, Chick Webb, and Erskine Tate were the bands selected to compete in a 
free-for-all rhythmic battle royal. (Sect. 2). 
7163.1936, June 13. Jimmy Luncef ord to "Swing".[hom "Home" Thursday Aright. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. When Jiramie Lunceford and l~is orchestra opened at the Larchinont Casino, it marked the first time that 
a name colored attraction was presented in a class caf~ in which it holds a financial interest. (Sect. 2). 
7164. 1936, June 13. "Joe in Tip-Top Condition"---~es. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. In 
his most impressive workout since he pitched his training camp, Joe Louis served notice on a crowd of 
3,000 sportsmen, newspapermen and laymen, that he is ready for Max Schmeling. (Sect. 2). 
7165. 1936, June 13. Julian NowAn Italian. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Hubert Julian, the "Black Eagle," 
once a filler for Emperor Haile Selassie of Etl~iopia, is now an Italian, according to an announcement nrade 
by Julian and the Italian government. Italy claims that all Etl~iopians are now Italian citizens, and Julian 
was given Ethiopian citizenship by Selassie. 
7166. 1936, June 13. King Louis BookedJbr ~Teveland. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Following his highly 
successful week at the Paramount Theater in New York City, Louis Armstrong moved on to the RKO 
Palace Thcater in Cleveland, for one week. The engagement marked the first stop on a long tour for the 
noted trumpeter and his famous orchestra. (Sect. 2). 
7167. 1936, June 13. Mamie Smith Takes Far South by Storm. Pittsbut2qh Courier. pT. Mamie Smith and 
her orchestra started their Southcrn tour, opening in Mound Bayou, Mississippi, to turn away business. She 
was treated royally and was given a wonderful reception. It seemed that with every visit to the South, 
Mamie’s friends increased and their reception to hcr got stronger. (Sect. 2). 
7168. 1936, June 13. RaeeAetor Featured in Soviet Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. William E. Hill, 
Pittsburgh’s Urban League secretary, interviewed Wayland Rudd, former U. S. actor at Kieve, Ukrania and 
was informed that Rudd was filmcd in the Soviet film version of"Tom Sa~er." Hill also reported that 
Marian Anderson and Paul Robeson received highest praises from the Russians. (Sect. 2). 
7169. 1936, Jtme 13. Vallee Says Actors’ Group Is Open to All. Thamalia Kaplan. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. 
Delightfully encouraging in a labor movement which often threatens to collapse under the weight of its 
own cynicism, Rudy Vallee, president of the American Federation of Actors, writes for the Pittsburgh 
Courier on the Negro problem: "The American Federation of Actors’ membership is open to all bonafide 
artists employed in our jurisdiction, regardless of race, creed or color." (Sect. 2). 
7170. 1936, Jtme 13. William Grant Still Signed by Columbia. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
William Grant Still signed a six months’ optional long-terna contract expiring at the end of five years as 
assistant music director to Morris Stoloff, for Columbia Studios in Hollywood. He is the first of l~is race to 
achieve the distinction of writing and scoring music for all pictures made at the film studio. (Sect. 2). 
7171. 1936, Jtme 19. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to you. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: "Go West young man, go west" is the slogan of all colored clubs, lodges, and 
fraten~ities during the summer months. 
7172. 1936, June 19. Edna Harris, Lucky Stewart Get Leads. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl0. Lawrence "Lucky" 
Stewart went through the scenes of, "Sampson and Delilah," in the role of Sampson. Edna Harris, lead of 
both the stage and screen, has the other starting role .... Stewart got off to a good start and all indications 
are that he will manage to turn in a velT fine characterization of Sampson. 
7173. 1936, June 20. Anti-Lynching Film Is Smashing Hit in New York. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. "Fury," 
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer anti-lynching film, which opened at the Capitol Theater, was held over for a 
second week because of the huge crowds which stormed the theater. The NAACP pronounced the fihn one 
of the strongest educational features against lynching that has ever been placed before the public. Sect 
7174. 1936, June 20. Cab Calloway’s Orchestra Plays in Crescent ~tk; June 28. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. 
The Gypsy Tea Room, one of the finest night clubs inthe South for Negroes, presented Cab Calloway and 
his famous Cotton Club Orchestra at the Fairground on June 28. (Sect. 2). 



7175. 1936, June 20. Harlem Elite Deluge Marva Louis with Favor!. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Although 
besieged with many invitations for parties, Mrs. Joe (Marva Trotter) Louis, preferred to remain in the 
seclusion of the lavish Sugar Hill apartment of Mrs. Jessica Rollins, where every convenience had been 
placed at her disposal. 
7176. 1936, June 20. Hines Plays for "June Prom" in Youngstown. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The Mystic 
Knight Club secured Earl Hines and his Grand Terrace orchestra to play for their fourth annual June prom. 
Sect II. 
7177. 1936, June 20. Joe and Max Await Bell. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. One man 
awaited his "hour of triumph," while another awaited his "day of doom." This article described the 
different attitudes held by Joe Louis and his opponent Max Schineling, as they awaited their upcoming 
boxing match. The odds were 5 to l, in favor of Louis. 
7178. 1936, June 20. "Joe Is Fit as a Fiddle!"--Ches. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The 
following is from an article by "Ches" Washington about the bo~ng match between Joe Louis and Max 
Schineling: With the biggest ballyhoo guns of"belittling" in a decade silenced by the bombing fists of Joe 
Louis, the Brown Bomber battered his way through his final drills before his big battle with Max 
Schineling in Yankee Stadium. (Sect. 2). 
7179. 1936, June 20. Joe Louis Worth $150,000; Seeks Bigger Title Fee. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Joe 
Louis at 22 was worth $150,000 personally and stood to make $375,000 for himself and managers when he 
met Max Schmeling. He insisted that he be given more than the usual 12 1/2 per cent challenger’s cut. 
7180. 1936, June 20. Lena Home’s Fame Grows as Sensational Dance Director. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
Lena Hon~e, now a member of Noble Sissle’s intenrationally famous orchestra, has become the most 
sensational girl director in the country,. The charming singer and director was placed at lhc head of Sissle’s 
orchestra following Sissle’s inju~, in an automobile accident. (Sect. 2). 
7181. 1936, June 20. Louis Armstrong Headlines at Detroit’s Smartest Theater. Rollo S. Vest. Pittsbu~2gh 
Courier. pT. Louis Armstrong’s weeklong engagement at a Michigan theater in Detroit was his orchestra’s 
first appearance. It also marked the first time in the history, of Detroit lhat the winner of a colored 
popularity contest had been presented or crowned from the stage of a downtown theater. (Sect. 2). 
7182. 1936, June 20. Mamie Smith "Packs ’Era In," to Tour Texas’ Main Cities. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
When Mamie Smith and her famous Victor Recording Orchestra played a dance engagement at Fountain 
Lake in Hot Springs, Arkansas, all atlendance records were broken and a new high was established. 
Al~terwards, they were booked to play in nightclubs and hotels in Dallas, Galveston, Houston, Waco, 
Austin, and San Antonio. (Sect. 2). 
7183. 1936, Jtme 20. Owens, Williams, Menace World Track Marks. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Jesse Owens 
raced and leaped his way to four first places in a dual track and field meet against the Universi~r of 
Southern California to enable the Buckeyes to finish in a tie. (Sect. 2). 
7184. 1936, June 20. Rex Ingrain Loses Pars Court Case. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Rex Ingram lost his 
second case in a French court when the Aix-en-Provence Appeals court upheld the judgment of a Nice 
court, rendered back in 1932. The beginning of the suit goes back to 1930, when Ingram filed suit against 
Ed Cauglion-Melinier former Mentong notary, for abuse of confidence and fraud. 
7185. 1936, June 20. Satchel Pitches Shut-Out Victory. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Ten thousand baseball 
fans turned out to see Satchel Paige come into his own as The Pittsburgh Crawfords and the Newark Eagles 
split a doubleheader. Paige allowed five lilts in registering his first shut-out victory of the league season. 
(Sect. 2). 
7186. 1936, June 20. Schmeling Won’t Come Out for 4th, Says Harrington. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. 
According to Courier fight critic L. E. Harrington, Max Schmeling is the easiest man Joe Louis had met in 
the past year leading to their bout. "Several fight critics have declared that Schmeling is the most 
dangerous fighter Louis has been called on to fight, but that is ’ballyhoo.’" 
7187. 1936, June 20. Sings for President. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Etta Moten sang at the residence of 
President and Mrs. Getulio Vargas before a select group from the Brazilian diplomatic corps and the elite 
social circles of Rio de Janeiro. (Sect. 2). 
7188. 1936, June 20. Tony Langston Sees a Good Sho~; Reminisces on the Good Old Days. Tony 
Langston. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Tony Langston commented that there have been ma~ changes and 
ro~nance seems to be gone out of modern day show business. (Sect. 2). 
7189. 1936, June 26. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Calijbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: A little over a year ago we all hoped that Ethiopia would win her war for 
freedom and j ustice. 



7190. 1936, June 26. Curtis Mosby Opens Nov Cafd. California Eagle. pl0. Cmtis Mosby opens today, 
one of the finest restaurants and bars, said by travelers to better al\v similar kind operated by Negroes 
anywhere in America. The newest addition to the eastside’s finer eating and dining empofimns, operated by 
Curtis Mosby, is housed in the Hudson-Liddell Bldg. at Central Avenue. 
7191. 1936, June 26. Death, Disaster Strike. A. E. White. California Eagle. pll. Death and disaster stalked 
the Yankee Stadium. First death came to Tom O’Rouke, veteran prize fight manager. Later, disaster 
overtook Joe Louis when he lost the fight to Maximillian Adolph Otto Schineling. 
7192. 1936, June 26. Fetchit Is Tops in Gang Film. California Eagle. pl0. Stepin Fetchit really gets 
long awaited opportunity to "go to town" in the current 20th Century-Fox film production, "Across The 
Aisle." It is a semi-gangster screen story that gives the noted sepia screen comic plenty of space for 
dialogue and action. This production, almost without a~; box office names in the cast other than Fetchit, 
actually approximates a Fetchit starred production. (Film released as "36 Hours To Kill"). 
7193. 1936, June 26. Hubert Julian Adopts Italy. Cali~brnia Eagle. pl. The forn~er Black Eagle of Harlem, 
Colonel Hubert Julian arrived in Italy to take a new country and a new name. He voluntarily adopted Italy 
following Badoglio’s entry into Addis Ababa. 
7194. 1936, June 26. London Bans "The Pastures." Cal~/brnia Eagle. pl0. Banning the Warner Brothers 
film version of, "The Green Pastures," has been reported by the British Board of Film Censors. If the film 
cannot be shown in Great Britain, it will share the same fate as the stage play which came under the ban of 
the Lord Chamberlain, stage censor, resulting in a widespread protest of indiguation. 
7195. 1936, June 26. Louis-Schmeling Film at Flo Mills. Cal(/brnia Eagle. pl0. A first run showing of the 
Louis-Schmeling Fight Pictures has been announced by the Florence Mills Theater. 
7196. 1936, June 26. Marva Cries as Crowd Hails Her. Ca/~ibrnia bSagle, pl 1. The wile of Joe Louis, 
Mal~a, stepped out of a car on St. Nicholas Avenue in New York and the crowd of :five tmndred cheered 
loudly as she quickly made her way inside covering her [’ace with her handkerctfief to hide the tears. 
7197. 1936, June 27. Courier City Editor Writes a Letter to Joe Asks Why He Didn’t Listen to 
Blackburn. William G. Nunn. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. The following is from an article (in the forn~ of a 
letter to Joe Louis), that Bill Nunn wrote after Louis’s loss to Max Schineling: Tonight, Joe, under the 
flaming arc lights which bathed that ring, you were beaten by a BETTER MAN! .Disappointed as I am, 
Joe, I’m still proud of you ’cause you went down as a champion should! ..I know that in between the second 
and third round, Jack Blackburn told you how to evade that cocked right hand! I know that at fl~at time your 
head wasn’t all beclouded. Didn’t he tell you what to do, Joe’? (Sect. 2). 
7198. 1936, June 27. Dixon, Race Hater, Angered by Victory of "Black and Tan." Pittsbut2qh Courier. p3. 
One of the most disappointed men in the Carolinas at the seating of the "Tireless Joe" Tolbert delegation by 
the Republican credentials conunittee was Thomas Dixon, Negro-hating author of "Birth of a Nation." 
Dixon, whose rifling passion is "white supremacy," left the Democratic party because of the consideration 
given Negroes under the Roosevelt administration. 
7199. 1936, June 27. Harlem in Mourning Over Louis Setback; Deny Disturbances. Edgar T. Rouzeau. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p4. The article describes the reaction of some Harlem residents after Joe Louis’s loss to 
Max Schmeling in boxing. "At 110th Street and Seventh Avenue, a seven-year-old girl was crying as if her 
heart was broken. An elderly woman explained that the child had asked permission in the afternoon to join 
a group of children in a victory.., she had saved an old family cake plan to beat out the news of another Joe 
Louis victory, and she was sorely disappointed." (Sect. 2). 
7200. 1936, Jtme 27. Herndon Is Given a Sixty-Day Stay. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. A 60-day stay of 
execution of the decision of the Georgia State Supreme Court dooming Angelo Herndon to 20 years on the 
Georgia chain-gang was secured by attorneys for the International Labor Defense, as announced by Alma 
Damon, acting national secretary of the organization. 
7201. 1936, June 27. "I’ll Come Back!" Joe Louis. Pittsburgh Courier. p l. Joe Louis, knocked out in 11 
rounds by Max Schemling at Yankee Stadium, New York, sent the message, "I’ll come back!" through the 
Pittsburgh Courier to his millions of admirers. 
7202. 1936, June 27. "Joe Agreed to Stall.[br 3 Rounds," Says Trainer. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. Out of a deep well of anguish rose the angry wail of Jack Blackbunt fatherly trainer of Joe 
Louis, a wail that included the comment that he believed his fighter had been tricked into stalling around 
with Max Schineling for the benefit of the motion pictures until it was too late. 
7203. 1936, June 27. Julian Gets Italian Name. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Hubert Julian, formerly of 
Ethiopia, got a new Italian name as he landed for a tour of Italy. Julian is now "Col. Huberto Fauntleroyana 
Juliano." 



7204. 1936, June 27. London Censors Ban "Green Pastures" Film. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. A ban of the 
Warner Brothers film version of "The Green Pastures," was reported by the English Board of Film Censors, 
although the London office of the Hollywood motion picture compa~\v had not been officially notified. 
(Sect. 2). 
7205. 1936, June 27. Our Ethel to Appear atApollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Ethel Waters made a one time 
appearance at the Apollo Theater to perform songs which she popularized on Broadway. She also did a 
scene from, "As Thousands Cheer." (Sect. 2). 
7206. 1936, June 27. O5vens Cracks World 100 Meter Mark. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Jesse Owens, 
streamlined track star of Ohio State, broke the world’s record for the 100-meter dash yesterday at the 
National Collegiate A. A. track and field championships. Owens made the dash in 10.3 seconds and nosed 
out Foy Draper of Southern California with an extra burst of speed at the finish. (Sect. 2). 
7207. 1936, June 27. She’s Prettk; Eh? Pittsburgh Courier. p3. This is a picture of Fmncine Everett, 
member of the "Dixie to Broadway" chorus. 
7208. 1936, June 27. Was Louis Doped? Ira Lewis Raises Query. Ira F. Lewis. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. 
Never before in the l~istory of pugilism has a fighter entered the ring such a prohibitive favorite and form to 
win as did Joe Louis at Yankee Stadium; but Louis did not win. One of several things in a hideous form 
was in that ring combating Joe Louis that night which dulled his senses, thwarted his reflexes, and 
prevented his natural mental forces from coordinating with his physical self. In our humble opiuion, Louis 
was doped. Of course, we have no facts or evidence but it would take more than a punch to make a man of 
Louis’ ability and stamina, to forget all about boxing, even to the extent of forgetting the rudiments and 
fundamentals of the boxing art. (Sect. 2). 
7209. 1936, July 3. Canada to Review "Pastures’Again. Califi)rnia l’~agle, pl0. Harry. Painter, Warner 
Brothers general manager in Canada, was received with considerable joy by an awaiting public who had 
recently despaired at seeing the screening of the "Green Pastures" film, after the recent ban of the picture, 
when he announced that the drastic censor ruling had been appealed and that the film wotdd be reviewed. 
7210. 1936, July 3. ~7ticago Tribune Detective Spikes Dope Rumors in Louis-Schmeling Fracas. 
Cal~)rnia Eagle. pl 1. An investigation conducted Ibr the Chicago Tribune revealed that Joe Louis was 
neither doped nor framed when he lost to Max Schmeling at Yankee Stadium. 
7211. 1936, July 3. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~)rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an article 
by Clarence Muse: A dignified, cultured gentleman bowed graciously before the League of Nations, and 
immediately a group of Italian newspapermen, who have failed with the "power of press" to tun~ the entire 
world against Halle Selassie and Ethiopia, began to jeer and howl. 
7212. 1936, Jtdy 3. Fetchit at Work on Century-Fox Lot. California Eagle. pl0. Stepin Fetchit, 20th 
Centu~3~ Fox studios screen comic, started work on that studios current production "Thank You Jeeves." 
Fetchit recently finished an all important role in "Across the Aisle." "Thank You Jeeves," was delayed in 
its production because Fetchit was completing another screen role. 
7213. 1936, Jtdy 3. Mosby’s Opening Setjbr July 4. California Eagle. pl0. Curtis Mosby has changed the 
grand opening of his new Caf6 Beautiful because the place was not quite ready to handle the expected 
crowds. 
7214. 1936, Jtdy 3. Muse Aids Alphas; to bring J.A. Rogers to Speak Here. California Eagle. pl. Sensing 
a need for representative and civic minded people to get behind the move of members of the local chapter 
of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity to make the national convention to be held here, Clarence Muse took the 
initiative to make this move a reality. J.A. Rogers is scheduled to speak at this event. 
7215. 1936, July 3. Robeson Wants 100 G’s to Do Film. Cal!/brnia Eagle. pl0. Since the making of 
"Showboat," it was lean~ed that the salary demands of Paul Robeson have skyrocketed. His lawyer received 
an offer from the coast from Sol Lesser, regarding the signing of the noted sepia actor-singer for a 
forthcoming film and asked for a cool $100,000 to do the part. To this delnand, Lesser wired his "no dice" 
answer. The film offer was for an appearance in the next Bobby Breen, child singer, picture. Robeson is at 
present in London doing concerts and played the role of Joe in "Showboat." 
7216. 1936, July 3. Say FightIs Ring Natural. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl. If the "ear to the ground" department 
is to be taken seriously, the Joe Louis-Max Scluneling fight of a recent date will be re-fought next 
September. 
7217. 1936, July 3. Troy Brown Scores in New Club Alabam Floor Show. Lawrence Lamar. Cal!/brnia 
Eagle. pl0. Ben and Pete Rizzoti, presented their current all talent starting floor show and revue at their 
Club Alabam. The production is well timed beautifully stage and moves forward with a pleasant and well 
modtdated pace. Troy Brown, New York comic ace, easily stars the well studded bill. 



7218. 1936, Jtdy 4. Ananias Berry Seeks Divorce from Valaida. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. 
Ananias Berry revealed to The Pittsburgh Courier in an exclusive inte~iew that he had begun divorce 
proceedings against Valaida Snow. (Sect. 2). 
7219. 1936, Jtdy 4. Caterino Jarboro Will Re-Create "Queen of Sheba. "Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Caterino 
Jarboro re-created her role in the opera, "Queen Of Sheba." (Sect. 2). 
7220. 1936, Jtdy 4. DidMax Or Marva Beat Joe? William G. Nunn. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The 
copyrighted article of Arch Ward in the Chicago Tribune speculated that Joe Louis may have lost to Max 
Schmeling because of a quarrel Louis may have had with his wife Ma~a Trotter about her former suitor 
Joe Gibbons who had secured a license to marry.T her. Readily admitting that Gibbons, a taxicab driver, had 
secured a marriage license to marry Marva Trotter Louis in 1934, but vehemently denying that Joe and his 
wife had quarreled over an alleged letter said to have been received by Mrs. Louis the night before the fight 
was scheduled, Johi~ Roxborough and Julian Black, co-managers of Joe Louis, gave an inter~’iew which 
shed new light on the article. 
7221. 1936, Jtdy 4. Fetchit Is Bu~y. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Stepin Fetclfit had just finished work in "The 
Bowery Princess," with Shirley Temple and ilmnediately began working in "Across the Aisle." (Fihn 
released as "36 Hours To Kill"). 
7222. 1936, Jtdy 4. J.A. Rogers Scores Big Hit in Jackson. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. J.A. Rogers delivered 
an inspirational message in Jackson under auspices of the Brotherhood Bible Class of Mr. Helm Baptist 
Church. (Sect. 2). 
7223.1936, Jtdy 4. "Lucky" Lauds Joe Louis Booster; "All Quiet on Eastern Front," Writes. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. "Luc~" MJllinder, director of Mills Blue Rhythin Band, wrote this article, which gave praise 
to Dan Parker, sports writer for the New York Daily Mirror, for his June 23rd column concenfing the still 
great Joe Louis. He also raved about a song written by Will Hudson and reported on other entertainment 
news. (Sect. 2). 
7224. 1936, July 4. Marva’s All for Joe!!. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. The following is from the caption of a 
picture of Marva Louis: Here is a late photo of Mal~a Louis, taken in her New York apartment "the day of 
the fight. She looks like she is all for Joe, don’t you thin,k? 
7225. 1936, July 4. "Mulatto" Star Charges Actor Slandered Her. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Mercedes 
Gilbert, leading woman in Langston Hughes’ "Mulatto," filed charges with the Actors’ Equity against Leon 
Janney, former movie feature player on the grounds that before he left the show, he was responsible for 
publicly tmmiliating her and impairing her professional reputation. According to the charges, the offense 
was in the form of a letter to Harry. Hershfield, who in turn read a portion of it over station WMCA. (Sect. 
2). 
7226. 1936, Jtdy 4. Prattis Says Joe Wasn’t Doped, Reviews Career. P. L. Prattis. Pittsbur,~h Courier. p4. 
The columnist did not believe that Joe Louis was doped in his fight with Max Schmeling. He stated that "it 
adds to the already great stature of Joe Louis to have him deny that he was doped. Despite his defeat by 
Max, it will be discovered that Louis is still the greatest drawing card in the American ring when he 
resumes fighting." (Sect. 2). 
7227. 1936, Jtdy 4. Robeson’s $100,000 Demand Frightens Film Producers. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Sol 
Lesser began looking for another singer when Paul Robeson demanded $100,000 to act as a feature in a 
full-length picture starring Bobby Breen. The producer wired the famous stage, radio and screen star’s 
lawyer in New York, but made no impression trader the figure asked. (Sect. 2). 
7228. 1936, Jtdy 4. Says Joe Louis Took It Like a Man, So ShouM We. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. The article 
is by Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong as told to Earl J. Morris. He believed that the race should line up 
stronger than ever behind Joe Louis, despite being defeated by Max Schmeling. (Sect. 2). 
7229. 1936, July 10. Another Joe Louis Probe On. Cal!/brnia Eagle. pl 1. Developments this week caused 
more probing into the investigation in the defeat of Joe Louis by Max Schineling. Although previous 
investigation had brought on the conclusion that there was absolutely no truth to the dope angle in the 
defeat of Joe Louis by Max Schineling, such reports caused more probing. 
7230. 1936, July 10. Bar NegroAetors on Project. Cal~/brnia Eagle. pl0. Black Members of the cast of 
"Follow the Parade" are ousted. Their dismissal involves a "strange attitude," adopted by the Federal 
government in dealing with white and black actors working under the Federal Theater Project program. It 
was ruled that black members of the cast of "Follow the Parade," the play offered under the jurisdiction of 
Federal Theater Projects, will not be permitted to accompany the white members of the cast to Dallas, 
where the show is scheduled to play for the next ten days. Following a protest of the baneful presence of 
Negro actors appearing on the stage with the white actors in the south on the part of Centennial officials, 



govermnent project officials evidemly acquiesced in opposition to the ban and deleted the Negro members 
froln the cast of "Follow the Parade." 
7231. 1936, July 10. CurtisMosby’s Place for Elite. California Eagle. pl0. Curtis Mosby, owner of 
Mosby’s Cafd Beautiful, was honored by his wife with a surprise party for his birthday. Mosby discovered 
that he was the celebrated guest at his own establishment. 
7232. 1936, July 10. "Louis (5’an StillBe Tops’--Haynes. California Eagle. pll. LeRoy Hayes, top 
ranking heavyweight title threat believes that Joe Louis can still be champion despite his defeat at the hands 
of Max Schmeling. 
7233. 1936, July 10. Makes Concert Debut. California Eagle. pl. Mae Muse, 18 year old daughter of the 
nationally known actor, Clarence Muse, will raake her debut, as a concert singer. She appears in the above 
photo. 
7234. 1936, July 10. Muse Bills Stellar Programme. Calij~brnia Eagle. pl. Clarence Muse brings to Los 
Angeles its greatest seasonal attraction in the lavish "Convention Preview" of the Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity at the University of Southern California. Appearing on the program is J.A. Rogers, one of the 
greatest living anthropologists and war correspondents who lectures on Ethiopia. 
7235. 1936, July 17. Clarence 2~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Race antagouism is still the moving force behind the "Great Olympic Games" to 
be held in Gernrany this year. Universal Studios, yesterday, refused permission to allow the Olympic 
basketball team, which won the national title while sponsored by the Film Company and which was 
allowed to use the Universal name during its games continue to do so. 
7236. 1936, July 17. Ethel Waters’ kin Is Pilot as Plane hurtles Two to Death. California Eagle. pl. Frank 
Mallory, brother-in-law to Ethel Waters and William Roberts were killed when the student plane which 
Mallory was piloting went into a nose dive and crashed near the Harlem airport. Frank Mallow, was well 
known throughout the count~ due to his chauffeuring Waters and her entourage on her various theatrical 
tours about the count~. Frank is the brother to Eddie Mallory., well known orchestra leader and husband to 
Waters. 
7237. 1936, July 17. ERa Moron returns Home. California Eagle. pl0. Etta Moten disembarked from the 
S.S. American Legion, returning to America after a four month stay in South America. Upon her return, 
Moron reported that she had been charmed with the beauty and graciousness of Argentina and Brazil, the 
two countries which she visited. "It was a remarkable experience to have no sense of inhibition because of 
race or color .... In Argentina, the people simply do not think of color while in Brazil, being brown was a 
virtue." 

7238. 1936, Jtdy 17. Famous Hall Johnson Choir Sunday Guests of Phillips. California Eagle. pT. The 
nationally" known Hall Johnson choir will appear as guest singers at the Phillips Temple Colored Methodist 
Church in co~mection with their Men’s Day program. 
7239. 1936, Jtdy 17. Mae Muse Debut Is Praised. Ahnena Davis. California Eagle. pl0. At first glance 
one might have thought that Mae Muse’s selections were rather ambitious and the results apt to be rather 
painful, but on the whole she did more than well. Muse appeared in concert at the Pacific School of Music. 
She is the 18 year old daughter of Clarence Muse. 
7240. 1936, Jtdy 17. Master of Song. California Eagle. pl. Hall Jolmson and his world famous choir of the 
same nmne will appear in concert at the Hollywood Bowl. Johnson appears in the above photo. 
7241. 1936, Jtdy 17. Stepfather of Joe Louis Dies. California Eagle. p 11. A paralytic stroke suffered two 
days before Joe Louis’ fight with Max Schineling proved fatal to Pat Brooks, stepfather of Joe Louis. 
7242. 1936, July 17. Still to Conduct Works. California Eagle. p 10. In a musical event of much 
significance to Negroes in Southern California, the Hollywood Bowl will present the Hall Johi~son Choir. 
William Grant Still, young American Negro composer, conducting his own compositions will also be 
presented. 
7243. 1936, July 18. Cab "Turns Down’ An Invitation to Visit Disabled War Vets. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
Cab Calloway is said to have been invited to appear for the benefit of the disabled veterans at the U. S. 
Hospital in Robinson City, Tem~essee and to have dimmer there. When he did not show up, Negro patients 
were said to be visibly worried over the "turn down." Several other famous bands, including those of Duke 
Ellington’s, Jean Calloway and Anna Ray Moore, have visited the veterans, bringing considerable joy and 
sunshine into the lives of the unfortunate "Buddies" confined to the hospital. Cab is the first one to "turn 
dowff’ an invitation to visit the hospital and citizens are still wondering w~7. (Sect. 2). 
7244. 1936, July 18. Derides Rumors of Joe Losing Fight Unfa&ly. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. This is an 
excerpt from a letter to the editor of The Pittsburgh Courier: "There has been far too much superstition 



injected into the Louis-Schineling fight. I have read what Mr. Edgar T. Rouzeau, William G. Nunn, and Ira 
F. Lewis had to say about the Louis defeat and I certaiuly cannot agree with Mr. Lewis and Mr. 
Nunn...they both had made a little wooden god out of Joe Louis, and in fact, Joe Louis was an 
exceptionally fine fighter on paper. However, I am in agreement with the ex-champion, Jack Jolmson when 
he said that all of the men whom Joe Louis defeated, were defeated when they walked into the ring. I am 
also in agreement with Harry Wills who said that a~\v good right-hander could lick Joe Louis if he did not 
lose his nerve upon entering the ring." (Sect. 2). 
7245. 1936, July 18. Eddie Green and George Wiltshire on Television Tryout Broadcast. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. Eddie Green, popular stage, radio and screen comedian, and George Wiltshire, well-known 
"straight nral~" were the two men of color chosen to lend their bit to the first test television broadcast by 
the Radio Corporation of America from its studios. (Sect. 2). 
7246. 1936, July 18. Ethiopia Can Continue War, Asserts Rogers. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. In 
his axticle, J.A. Rogers revealed that Mexico freed itself after the death of its leaders. Ethiopia, he asserted, 
can continue the war. 
7247. 1936, July 18. Given Hypo at Fight with Max’ Sister ~arges. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The United 
Press revived once again the question of "What Happened To Joe Louis the Night of His Fight With 
Schineling" with a story which spoke of a sworn affidavit in which a sister of Joe Louis charged that Louis 
received a hypodermic in his left arm the day of of the Schmeling fight. It quotes Louis as saying his left 
arm refused to relax after the "shot" and he was unable to hold it up. 
7248. 1936, July 18. Jesse Owens Is Triple Winner; 17 Others Place. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. In Olympic trials at Randall’s Island Stadium, Jesse Owens set a world’s marl� in the 200 
meter sprint, which he covered in 21 seconds flat. He won in 2 other events during the trials. 
7249. 1936, July 18. Louis Armstrong Breaks Three Records in One Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. When 
Louis Armstrong played fl~e Michigan Theater in Detroit, he broke the record held there by Ted Lewis. He 
took a slump fl~e following week at Shea’s Hippodrome in Toronto, but came back strong to smash dance 
attendance records in Pittsburgh, surpassing the ones held by Cab Calloway and Duke Ellington. He played 
to an overflow crowd in Columbus, shattering the attendance mark set by Fred Waring. In Cincinnati, 
Louie eqt~aled the one-night attendance records of Jack Benny, Wayne King and Guy Lombardo. (Sect. 2). 
7250. 1936, July 18. Lunceford Proving Real Sensation at Larchmont. Pittsbu~2qh Courier. pT. Jimmie 
Lunceford proved to be a real sensation at the Larchmont Casino, swanky night club spot in Larchmont, 
New York. He and his orchestra perlbrmed there three times eveu week. (Sect. 2). 
7251. 1936, July 18. Owens Leads Big 10 of Race Lads Who Win Berths. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. 
Cornelius Johnson and Dave Albritton shattered world high jump marks, Johimy Woodruff of Pitt beat Ben 
Eastman, and Jesse Owens toppled the world mark in the 200 meter race. (Sect. 2). 
7252. 1936, July 18. Paralytic Stroke Proves Fatal to Brown Bomber’s Stepfather. S. T. Holland. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p3. Joe Louis was at the bedside of his stepfather Patrick Brooks who died at his home 
in Detroit, the victim of a paralytic stroke. 
7253. 1936, July 18. VV~llie Bryant ScheduledJbr National Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Willie Bryant, 
ace exponent of jazz, and "Clown Prince of Joy," announced that he and his popular aggregation would 
take to the road for a national theatre and dance tour of the country. (Sect. 2). 
7254. 1936, July 24. Ad--Unknown Soldier Speaks. California Eagle. pl0. This is an advertisement for 
the "Unknown Soldier Speaks," which depicts the bravery of the Negro soldiers in the World War. The 
film is currently playing at the Florence Mills Theater. 
7255. 1936, July 24. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. According to Clarence Muse, 
it’s thrilling to know that the, "Hollywood Symphony Under The Stars," invited William Grant Still to 
waive his baton before the Bowl Orchestra. Not ouly as a guest director but the sympho~ played some of 
his works. Such an event should light the spark of race pride among blacks if for no other reason than to 
prove that when given the opportunity, the gang is with him, cheering him on just as loud as they did for 
Joe Louis. 
7256. 1936, July 24. Flo Mills has Exclusive Film on Screen. Califbrnia Eagle. pl0. The bravery of the 
Negro soldiers in the World War will be shown in "The Unknown Soldier Speaks." Such a picture has 
never been seen here before and it will not be shown on the coast again. It depicts how 300,000 Negro men 
and boys fought valiantly for their country that they loved and helped to win the war. The fihn is being 
shown at the Florence Mills Theater. 
7257. 1936, July 24. Gives Lowdown on Joe Louis. California Eagle. p l 1. Roy Ottley, sports editor of the 
New York Amsterdam News, interviews Joe Louis and gives the real lowdown on what happened to Joe. 



7258. 1936, July 24. Louis Dope Tale ~7ticago Detectives Pipe Dream. California Eagle. p2. Three 
lawsuits were filed in local courts over the recent Joe Louis/Max Schmeling fight in New York in which a 
private detective, Sheridan A. Bruseaux, for the Chicago Tribm~e was investigating Joe Louis for doping. 
7259. 1936, July 24. Rogers in Italo Expose. Lionel Gordon. California Eagle. p3. J.A. Rogers, foremost 
race anthropologist and journalist exposed truths of Italian atrocities and facts concerning the Ethiopian 
situation at the concert-lecture featuring Hall Johnson’s choir. Clarence Muse presented the Alpha Phi 
Alpha fraternity at this event which sponsored Rogers. Rogers stated that the American government was, 
like all other big powers, a camouflage of loop-holed promises and soft-soap diplomacy. 
7260. 1936, July 24. Stage World Mourns Death of Rose McClendon. California Ea,~le. pl0. Theatrical 
Harlem is grieving over the death of the "First Lady of the Stage, Rose McClendon who died at her home. 
She will be remembered for her first Broadway appearance in "Deep Rover." McClendon died from 
pneumonia at the age of 51. 
7261.1936, July 25. "Dope Story" Detective Sued by Joe’s Managers. Pittsb u~gh Courier. p 1. One of the 
biggest legal bouts in Chicago’s history was held in a cotmroom with Julian Black, Joe Louls’s manager 
and his partner John Roxborough and the sleuthing Sheridan A. Bruseaux. The battle involved sometl~ing 
which may silence for all time the "doping" rumor about Joe--a suit from $200,000--through which Louis 
mauagers hope to floor the "snooping" Southsider and knock out the unfounded dope rumor. 
7262. 1936, July 25. Etta Moten Will Pinch Hit for Billy Rowe Next Issue. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Etta 
Moter~ star of stage, screen and radio, played a strange role as the New York correspondent colunmist for 
the Pittsburgh Courier, when she replaced Billy Rowe for a week to write of her travels and her impression 
of New York and Harlem after being away too long. Billy Rowe’s weekly feature was titled Billy Rowe’s 
Harlem Notebook. (Sect. 2). 
7263. 1936, July 25. Handy An,~,ers Porter Roberts’ Criticism. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Noted music 
publisher Handy explained his position in answer to Porter Roberts’s statement that he was 20 years behind 
the times. (Sect. 2). 
7264. 1936, July 25. Harlem Mourns Death of Rose ~!!eClendon. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Theatrical 
Harlem grieved over the death of the "First Lady of the Stage," Rose McClendon, who died at: her home at 
the age of 51. An attack of pleurisy developed into pncumoula, wtfich caused her death. (Sect. 2). 
7265. 1936, July 25. J. A. Rogers Is Ejected.Ji"om TWA Airplane arkansas City, Mo. Bernice Patton. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p2. J. A. Rogers was subjected to gross insults and mistreatment by the 
Transcontinental and Western Air,rays Sel~ice at Kansas City, Missouri. It is claimed that Mr. Rogers was 
ejected from a TWA airplane at Kansas City and his baggage thrown out. His seal: is said to have been 
given to Buddy Rogers, motion picture star. As a result, he was delayed an entire day" and forced to cancel 
several radio speaking engagements. 
7266. 1936, July 25. Jack Carter Walks Out of Broadway Show. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. With 
not a thought for the impeachable record he had established for himself in the theater, Jack Carter, star of a 
score of both mixed and all-Negro light dra~uas of stage and radio, walked out on the much discussed 
"Macbeth" during the second act. (Sect. 2). 
7267. 1936, July 25. Joe Louis Signs to Meet Sharkq, v. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The much-mooted question 
of who would be Joe Louis’ first opponent on the first milestone of his comeback trail was fiually settled 
when Jack Sharkey, former champion of the world, signed to meet the Bomber at the Yankee Stadium on 
August 18th. Sect II. 
7268. 1936, July 25. Louie and His Gang Packing ’Em in at Chicago Theatre. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
The Oriental Theater in Chicago became the Royal House of Louis Armstrong when he, accompanied by a 
great gala~ of stars of the stage, performed there. During the entire week, thousands literally januned the 
place to pay homage to America’s foremost Swing King. (Sect. 2). 
7269. 1936, July 25. Praise and Criticism. Porter Roberts. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. This particular article 
featured praise and/or criticism of Fletcher Henderson, Jinunie Lunceford, and Paul Robeson. (Sect. 2). 
7270. 1936, July 25. Uncle Sam’s 2 Triple Threats. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. The following is from a 
caption of a picture of Jesse Owens and Helen Stephens: Jesse Owens, sprint star, compares his style with 
that of Helen Stephens, women’s sprint star of the U. S. Olympic squad. Owens and Stephens will try for 
three Olympic crowns in Berlin. Sect II. 
7271. 1936, July 31. "Blackbirds q["36’ Instant Hit in London. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl0. Low Leslie’s, 
"Blackbirds of 1936," wl~ich has just opened in London has been enthusiastically received by both press 
and public alike, with the lion’s share of the plaudits going to Harold Nicholas, shorter member of the 
sensational Nicholas Brothers. 



7272. 1936, July 31. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. At last a major studio, in fact 
the most powefftd of the majors, M.G.M. has released a picture that every Negro, Indian and White 
American citizen shotdd see at least three times. It is called "Fury" with Spencer Tracy as lead. According 
to Clarence Muse, it is the most dramatic presentation of lynch mobs in America that has ever reached the 
greatest medium of them all, pictures. 
7273. 1936, July 31. Cleo Brown Hurt in Accident. California Eagle. pl0. Cleo Brown, beautiful sepia 
pianist, was slightly injured when her car crashed into another vehicle. Jessie Morris, personal assistant to 
Brown, was with her at the time of the accident and she was also injured. Brown received a laceration on 
her nose and several scratches on her body. 
7274. 1936, Juiy 31. Etta Moten Portrays Real Ethel Waters. Etta Moten. California Eagle. p5. To Ethel 
Waters, Harlem means Negroes, colored people, her race and next to her love for God, Ethel Waters loves 
her people. The fact in itself is perhaps, not quite a secret--but the nrany ways in which she shows that 
love, the nranifold expressions of her devotion to her own, would probably renrain undivulged if she had 
not invited me to breakfast the other day. 
7275. 1936, July 31. "Green Pastures’ Opens. California Eagle. pl. Over 5,000 people attended the initial 
showing of "The Green Pastures" at the Radio City Music Hall in New York on July 9th. 
7276. 1936, July 31. Louis Armstrong, Trumpet King, Back in City. California Eagle. pl0. Louis 
Armstrong arrived here this week for motion picture and night show work. Arn~strong appears in the above 
photo. 
7277. 1936, July 31. Owens Seeks to Break Three Worm marks. Cal!iornia Eagle. pl 1. Jesse Owens will 
seek to break world records in the 100 and 200 meters and the broad jump at the Olympic Village in Berlin, 
Germany. 
7278. 1936, July 31. "Showboat’ with Robeson at Tivoli. California Eagle. pl0. Paul Robeson, outstanding 
baritone, recreates for Universal Studios the robust, resonant voiced Joe, that he played in the London 
revivals of "Show Boat," in lhe 1936 version at the Tivoli Theater. 
7279. 1936, July 31. Star in London Revue. California Eagle. pl0. The famous Nicholas Brothers are 
being acclaimed as stars of Lew Leslie’s, "Blackbirds of 1936," which began a run in London just recently. 
7280. 1936, July 31. A TWA Bon Voyage. California Eagle. pl. J.A. Rogers, foremost race anthropologist 
and journalist is being paid a farewell by Clarence Muse, as the famed reporler of the Italo-Ethiopian war 
who left Los Angeles afler his appearance at the Alpha Phi Alpha convention. Both appear in the above 
photo. 
7281. 1936, August 1. Ashton Stevens, Noted Critic, Declares Louis Armstrong Is Definition of "Swing." 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The following is from an article which appeared in the Chicago American on July 
20 after Ashton Stevens, famous theatrical critic, had witnessed the performance of Louis Armstrong, Luis 
Russell and his Old Man River orchestra and a 60-minute revue: Another acceptable definition of what the 
jazztimers temporarily call "swing" is "Louis Armstrong." Sect II. 
7282. 1936, August 1. "Blackbirds of 1936" Instant Hit in London. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Lew Leslie’s 
"Blackbirds of 1936" opened in London at the Gaie~ theater following trial pefforraances outside of the 
Big City. It was enthusiasticalbr received in traditional manner by both press and public alike, with the 
lion’s share of the plaudits going to Harold Nicholas, shorter member of the sensational Nicholas Brothers 
team. (Sect. 2). 
7283. 1936, August 1. J. A. Rogers Has Breakfast in Midwest, Dinner on Coast. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p2. The following is from an article J. A. Rogers wrote about air travel: "Breakfast in Kansas Ci~; 
dinner in Los Angeles! This was my amazing experience last week. Even more astonishing to me was the 
return trip to Chicago. Once I sped over those 2,200 miles by the fastest transcontinental train in 70 hours, 
now it took me 11 hours and 50 minutes, 40 minutes of which had been consumed in four stops!" (Sect. 2). 
7284. 1936, August 1. Jimmy Lunce.[brd Will Take StaJ.[’of Jazz Aces on Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
After extended performances at the Larchinont Casino, Jimmie Lunceford and his band planned a tour of 
the country, opeuing in Virginia Beach, Virginia. (Sect. 2). 
7285. 1936, August 1. Lester Walton to Return to U. ~: on Vis#. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Lester A. Walton, 
United States Minister to Liberia, was granted a leave of absence from his duties in Monrovia and was 
scheduled to depart for the Uuited States for a 2 month leave period. 
7286. 1936, August 1. Louis Drills for Sharkey. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Joe Louis began the grind for his 
10-round bout with Jack Sharkey in the Michigan country’. (Sect. 2). 



7287. 1936, August 1. Race Athletes Not Involved in Olympic Scandal Charges. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
No breath of scandal has touched the Negro athletes who are with the U. S. Olympic team. None of them 
broke training rules. 
7288. 1936, August 1. Ruth Ellington Outdraws Chick Webb in Chicago. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. Ruth Ellington, the girl maestro, and her orchestra, played in Detroit, which marked their first 
appearance in extremely northern territory. Her attendance at the Graystone Ballroom attracted three times 
the people who attended the same ballroom to hear Chick Webb’s orchestra. (Sect. 2). 
7289. 1936, August 1. Stepin Fetchit Buys Five Extra Boxes and 200 Tickets So His Friends Can 
Witness History-Making Event at Hollywood Bowl. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Although he had a season box 
at the Hollywood Bowl, Stepin Fetchit engaged five other boxes, seated among the film nobility of 
Hollywood to seat members of his race. He also gave away more than two hundred tickets to those who 
were interested in music, but who could not afford the price. (Sect. 2). 
7290. 1936, August 1. Still Conducts Symphony at Hollywood Bowl. Benfice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pT. William Grant Still, assistant music director to Morris Stoloff of Columbia Studios, made history for 
the Negro in Hollywood, when he conducted the Los Angeles Philharmonic Symphow Orchestra to 
appro~mately seven thousand people at the famed Hollywood Bowl. (Sect. 2). 
7291. 1936, August 7. (;it), Awaits Opening of Green Pastures. California Eagle. pl0. Of interest to the 
Negro connnunity of Los Angeles is the announcement that, "The Green Pastures," will open its 
engagement at Warner Bros. Hollywood and downtown theaters. The history of Connelly’s fable is legend. 
As a stage play, it enjoyed an unprecedented engagement 20 months in New York Ci~ and five years on 
the stage, playing to out of the way hamlets, as well as, to the largest metropolitan cities. Warner Bros. was 
said to have poured the vast resources of their organization into this motion picture version of "Green 
Pastures," making it one of the outstanding photoplays of all time. 
7292. 1936, August: 7. Fanfare Hullabaloo Absent as Joe Louis Begins Training. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl 1. 
Joe Louis slipped quietly into town and out again as he began preparation to meet Jack Sharkey on August 
18. 
7293.1936, August: 7. ()wens’ Jump Mark Is O.K. by LA.A.F. Cal~ibrnia Eagle~ p 11. The 26 foot 81/4 
broad jump made by Jesse Owens a year ago when he broke three world records was written officially into 
the books as the universal standard by the International Amateur Athletic Federation. 
7294. 1936, August: 7. PaulRobeson Praises Soviet Union. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p13. Paul Robeson 
proclaims, "The Soviet Union is the only country I’ve ever been in where I’ve felt completely at ease. I’ve 
lived in England and America and I’ve almost circled the globe--but for mysell; wife and son, the Soviet 
Union is our future home." 
7295.1936, August 8. Actor, Writer Board Plane. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The following is from the 
caption of a picture: Clarence Muse, famous motion picture actor; Mrs. Muse and J. A. Rogers, war 
correspondent and historian, board a TWA airplane at Los Angeles. Mr. Muse sponsored several lecture 
appearances for Mr. Rogers in the Golden States. 
7296. 1936, August 8. "Buckwheat" Filling Farina’s Shoes Nicely. Pittsbu@ Courier. p2. Stepping into 
the shoes of Farina, who filled the shoes of Sunshine Sanuny, is a migh~ big job but Billie "Buckwheat" 
Thomas carried on to the utter satisfaction of all concerned as a member of "Our Gang" in those side- 
splitting comedies produced at the Hal Roach film studios. 
7297. 1936, August 8. Claude Hopkins to Play Columbus Aug. 11. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. Tuesday, 
August 1 lth, was a red-letter day for the dance and music-lovers of Central Ohio, when Claude Hopkins 
brings his wonderful orchestra scheduled to play a five-hour dance and concert at the beautiful Lane Askins 
Gardens. 
7298. 1936, August 8. Eddie South Does StuJ]’at French Casino. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Eddie South, the 
"Dark Angel of the Violin," and his ensemble of three opened for an extended engagement, heading a rex~e 
in the cocktail lounge of the French Casino. The famous violinist and orchestra leader last appeared in New 
York as one of the feature attractions at Ben Marsden’s Riviera, where at the time, he shared honors with 
Bing Crosby and Paul Whitelnan. (Sect. 2). 
7299. 1936, August 8. Hawkins and Collegians to Play for Dayton Dancers on August 14. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl 1. On Friday, August 14, Daytonians had a date with Ersldne Hawkins and lfis famous origilml 
’Bama State Collegians at the Dayton Cotton Club. (Sect. 2). 
7300. 1936, August 8. "Joe Is Good to Me" Louis Mother Says. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Mrs. Brooks, 
mother of Joe Louis, had several things to say concerning her illustrious son. Although she rode around in 
an expensive black, chromium-trimmed automobile, a gift from Joe, she was most modestly attired in a 



simple red gingham dress. "Joe is good to me," she declared. "He takes care of the money he is earning, 
and is a director of an insurance compa~." 
7301. 1936, August 8. Joe Louis Back in Pompton Lakes" Camp. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Jack Sharkey and 
Joe Louis moved into their training camps to prepare for their ten-round bout, scheduled for Tuesday night, 
August 18. Sharkey returned to his old lucky spot at Orangeburg, New York, and Joe Louis went to Dr. 
Bier’s camp at Pompton Lakes, New Jersey. (Sect. 2). 
7302. 1936, August 8. Leonard Reed Seeks Sixteen Chorus Girls for Fall Season. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
Leonard Reed sought sixteen girls to work in his dancing choruses. He offered transportation to Detroit and 
a salary of $20 a week for each girl. (Sect. 2). 
7303. 1936, August 8. Rogers Describes His "Adventures" in Jim Crow Land. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p2. The following is from an article by J. A. Rogers: Leaving Chicago recently for New Orleans, I 
bought a first-class ticket...all went well, so far as I was concerned, until about 6 p.m. I was in my seat 
when both the train and the Pullman conductors came to me. "What nationali~7 are you?" asked the train 
conductor. "American," I replied absentmindedly looking up from "The Life of Voltaire," which I was 
reading..."You’re not what they call a Negro?" stammered the train conductor, playing on the safe side. 
Then and oniy then the situation dawned on me. I had crossed the Mason-Dixon line. I was no longer in the 
United States. I was in the brave, the courteous, the chivalrous South. (Sect. 2). 
7304. 1936, August 8. Wins Three Firsts to Qualm[j: as World’s Olympic Champion; Woodruf[~ Johnson 
Also Triumph. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Beating out Mack Robinsol~ Jesse Owens made it "three in a row," 
by winning the 200-meter event, and stamped himself as the greatest atlflete in modem Olympic history. In 
the two previous days, he won the broad jump and the 100-meters. 
7305. 1936, August 14. Ad--"Green Pastures." California l~agle, pl0. This is an advertisement :for, "The 
Green Pastures," starring Rex Ingrain as "De Lawd." The film is currently playing at the Hollywood theater 
in Los Angeles. 
7306. 1936, August: 14. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Califi~rnia l~;agle, pl. Thc following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Novelty seems to be fl~e only caption the commercial world can find when 
Negroes offer something outstanding. "Green Pastures," one of the biggest box-office pictures in major 
theaters, is advertised as an unusual novelty .... It is true that the world is always looking lbr an innovation, 
but I believe we have passed the day when the accomplishments of talented Negroes are mere novelties. 
7307. 1936, August: 14. "Green Pastures’Smashes Records. (Talifi~rnia bSagle, pl0. The wires arc saying 
that audience comment and critics’ reviews of "The Green Pastures," arc more laudatory than any ever 
accorded any motion picture shown in San Francisco. The film is smashing box office records at the 
Warfield Theater. 
7308. 1936, August 14. Jack Johnson Picks Sharkey. California Eagle. pl 1. Jack Johi~son, who has been 
quite open in his criticisms of Joe Louis, picked Jack Sharkey as a winner over the Brown Bomber. 
7309. 1936, August 14. Louis" on Toes, Eager for Jack Sharl~v Fracas. California Eagle. pl 1. Joe Louis 
is working diligently at his Pompton Lakes camp for his fight with Jack Sharkey on August 18. 
7310.1936, August 14. Majority of 800 Players in Cast Resident of Los Angeles. California Eagle. p 10. 
The majority of the cast of players who appear in "The Green Pastures," are Los Angeles residents and 
many of these will be recognized by those who see the picture. In all, over 800 players appear in the cast of 
the all-colored production. The picture is currently playing at the Hollywood and downtown theaters. The 
picture, which retains all the unique qualities that made the stage production known as "Amefica~s best 
loved play" embraces all that unique, uncommon humor which firmly established the story as a prime 
favorite with millions of theatergoers. 
7311. 1936, August 14. Mrs. Jesse Owens Is Expo Hostess. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl 1. Mrs. Jesse Owens, wife 
of the Cleveland flash who has astounded the entire world by blazing three Olympic ribbons, was hostess at 
the Great Lakes Exposition. 
7312. 1936, August 14. "Mulatto’ in llth Month. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl 1. The never-ending "Mulatto," 
interracial sex play of the South by Langston Hughes, has not been stopped by the hottest surmner on 
record. It has reached its 1 lth month at the Ambassador theater on Broadway. 
7313. 1936, August 14. No Title-Group of Scenes from "The Green Pastures." California Eagle. pl. Rex 
Ingram is seen in the center of this group of scenes from, "The Green Pastures," in his role of "De Lawd" at 
the gates of heaven about to descend to earth to walk among his people. 
7314. 1936, August 14. Says Owens Could Jump 27.fl., 10 in. California Eagle. pll. A leap of 27 feet, 10 
inches, more than a foot beyond his present world record, is within the range of Jesse Owens possibilities, 
believes Thiele, [hmous German trainer. 



7315. 1936, August 15. Armstrong Acclaimed as New Feather Champ. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The 
charge of the black brigade thundered over the sport front at Wrigley Field and when it was gone Helwy 
Armstrong, seemingly destined to become one of the greatest of all Negro fighters, was found standing 
victoriously over the mutilated form of Baby Arizmendi. A disappointing crowd of slightly more than 
10,000 fans sat in awed silence as the referee, George Blake, solemnly raised Armstrong’s hand in token of 
triumph, a triumph which carried with it California’s recognition of a world’s featherweight championship. 
(Sect. 2). 
7316. 1936, August 15. Armstrong Is "Clicking" in Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. In the Bing 
Crosby film, "Pemfies From Heaven," Louis Armstrong played the role of"Hen~.T." They said that 
Armstrong took to acting like a "duck does to water." He also did a singing number in the fihn. (Sect. 2). 
7317. 1936, August 15. "De Lawd" and "~Ioses" Draw Fines for Traff[~c Violations. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p2. Rex Ingrain, who was "De Lawd" in the filn~ "The Green Pastures," and Frank Wilson, who played 
"Moses," were both fined for traffic violations. Traffic Judge Dominick Marooui fined Ingram $50 for 
permitting an uulicensed driver to operate his auto, and Wilson was assessed $10 with $2 costs for driving 
without a license. 
7318. 1936, August 15. Louis Looks "None Too Good’ in StiJf Drills at Pompton Lakes, Reports Courier 
Writer. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Joe Louis and his managers were grim and determined, but Louis was hit 
again by right hand blows of his sparmates. 
7319. 1936, August 15. Owens Gets $200,000 Offers. Robert L. Vann. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Jesse 
Owens decided to "cash in" on his fame. Lured by gold and a chance to capitalize on his amazing uuiversal 
popularity, he decided to turn pro and accept a few of his most lucrative offers. 
7320. 1936, August 15. ~hvens, the Superman, Salutes; Williams Win by Eyelash. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. 
Jesse Owens, a triple winner and aid to the U~filed States in wiIming the 400-meter relay, is shown saluting 
in a picture. In another photo, Archie Williams of California is shown beating out Brown of England in a 
stirring finish "to win the 400-meter dash in 46.5. (Sect. 2). 
7321.1936, August 15. Rogers Discovers the Most Amazing Fact About Race. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p2. This article covers more of J.A. Rogers’s observations during his travels in the South. 
According to Rogers: "I said that the Italians, Greeks and Jews come from a lower cultural level than ours. 
Yet, in the most important of all human values, namely, self-respect, they top us every, time." 
7322. 1936, August 15. Stepin Fetchit, "World’s Laziest Man," Dedicates Temple of Rest. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p2. The following is from a caption for pictures: On the left, Stepin Fetchit, famous movie star, 
who plays roles that are a tribute "to indolence, is shown in the foreground as he dedicated his Temple of 
Rest...They say that Stepin’s philosophy is that too much work kills the soul, so he has designed a 
commuuity enterprise where his friends may find escape from too much strain of living. 
7323. 1936, August 15. Trim, Determined Joe Louis Drills at Pompton. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. This is a 
continuation of an article about Joe Louis and his training regimen before his fight with Jack Sharkey. Sect 
II. 
7324. 1936, August 15. Willie Bryant and His Ubangi Club Revue Smash Hit at the Apollo Theatre. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pT. As Willie Bryant and the Ubangi Club Revue carried on before the glare of 
footlights and curious appreciating eyes, unsurpassed box-office records made by others, supposedly way 
ahead of Bryant inthe art of music bit the dust. (Sect. 2). 
7325. 1936, August 21. At Flo Mills. California Eagle. pl0. Paul Robeson sings "Old Man River" in 
Universal’s "Show Boat," which is currently playing at the Florence Mills Theater. Robeson appears in the 
above photo. 
7326. 1936, August 21. Clarence ~Iuse a Talkin to You. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Getting around the world and seeing other people at work and play is becoming a 
fad with our group during the summer months. 
7327. 1936, August 21. Jesse Owens’ Homecoming Planned For. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl 1. Arrangements 
are being completed to give Jesse Owens one of the biggest homecomings recorded. 
7328. 1936, August 21. Jesse’s Dad Would Rather Run Than Eat Revealed in Intimate Article on Owens’ 
Family. Cal~ornia Eagle. p4. Jesse Owens’s dad remembers, "I used to go out and run against fellows in 
Alabama and miss my meals; I really believe that I would rather run than eat." 
7329. 1936, August 21. The People Speak About "The Green Pastures." Almeua Davis. Cal~ornia Eagle. 
p4. "The Green Pastures," Marc Co,molly’s play made famous by Richard B. Harrison as De Lawd in its 
five year stage run, opened last week at Warner Brothers Hollywood, where it is attracting large crowds. To 



the Eagle office have come pouring letters about the film, protestations and commendations, proving that it 

is the greatest thing, dramatically, that has ever touched the lives of the members of the Race. 

7330.1936, August 21. Rex Ingrain gets 10 Curtain Calls. California Eagle. pl0. Rex Ingram, star of the 

fihn "Green Pastures’~" and veteran of many Broadway productions, proved a sensation in the title role of 

"Emperor Jones" where he and ltis cast received 10 curtain calls. Ingram appeared in a stage version of the 

"Emperor Jones,’~" in New York at the Robert F. Cutler’s County Theater. Given before the largest and most 

enthusiastic audience of the season, this famous play proved to be the most ambitious and exciting staged at 

the County Theater. 

7331. 1936, August 22. Bill Robinson on Air with Bernie Next Tuesday. Pittsbur,~h Courier. pT. After a 

week’s vacation from the air, Ben Bernie and all the lads returned to the American Can Company and 

presented a repeat guest star, the famous "Mayor of Hafleln," Bill Robinson, world famous tap dancer. 

(Sect. 2). 
7332.1936, August 22. Crowd Roars Its Approval as Prodigal Joe Is Acclaimed. George S. Schuyler. 

Pittsburgh Courier. p5. As Jack Sharkey swayed into the ropes and sank helpless into the resin, a mighty 

roar rose from packed humanity and acclaimed a prodigal son back into its heart again. Joe Louis, master of 

the squared ropes; Joe Louis, inscrutable, nerveless, alert-fighting machine; Joe Louis, uncrowned 

champion proved beyond doubt that he is nraster of them all. (Sect. 2). 

7333. 1936, August 22. Here’s Action at Its Best. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The following is from a caption 

of a picture of Jesse Owens: The remarkable form of Jesse Owens, world’s broad jump king, is shown in 

this splendid photo of his winning leap in the Olympics. (Sect. 2). 

7334. 1936, August 22. Herndon to Run for Assembly on Communist Ticket, Report Says. Pittsburgh 

(-~burier. p2. Angelo Herndon, the martyr in the famous Georgia insurrection case, decided to run for 

assembly man on the Communist ticket. He was not expected to poll more than one vote out of every. 

twenty, but there was hope in Iris party that he would attract enough votes to bring the Communist ticket in 

ahead of the Socialist. 

7335. 1936, August: 22. Hundreds of Race Kiddies in Withers’ Film. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. 

pT. One of the most interesting characters in "Can This Be Dixie" was 98 year old Kentuckian Mrs. Hattie 

Hill, who was a lbrmer slave. In addition to "Mother" Hill, the picture also included hundreds of trained 

and untrained Negro children whom ctfild star Jane Withers insisted on having appear with her. (Sect. 2). 

7336. 1936, August: 22. I’ve Done Enough for AAU Owens Says, to Accept Opportunity to Make Money. 

Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Jesse Owens :formally annom~ced iris entry into the professional ranks and was 

given a chance to capitalize on his fame. The announcement came on the heels of his suspension by the A. 

A. U. for refusing to accompany the American track team to Sweden. 

7337. 1936, August 22. Louis Winner!. William G. Nunn. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Joe Louis, who had lost 

to Max Schmeling less than two months prior, vindicated lfimself at Yankee Stadium, by defeating Jack 

Sharkey in a boxing match. 

7338. 1936, August 22. "Pastures’ Ranks 8th in Receipts. Louis Lautier. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. "The 

Green Pastures," the Marc Connelly Pulitzer pfize-wi~ming play which Warner Brothers have transferred 

from the stage to the screen, ranks eighth among great American plays since the Civil War from the 

viewpoint of performances given, attendance, and box-office receipts. (Sect. 2). 

7339. 1936, August 22. Rogers Finds Race Has Lost Its Old Jobs in the South. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh 

Courier. p2. The following is from an article written by J. A. Rogers: "I first visited the Southern States in 

1911. Coming from the North, where it was difficult for a Negro to get sometimes even the menial job of 

dishwashing, I was very much struck by the seeming monopoly that the black man had on all the humbler 

kinds of work in the South...Returning 25 years later, I have been equally struck by the change in the color 

of those now holding these jobs. These despised occupations have become respectable. They are white 

men’s jobs." 

7340. 1936, August 22. "Rose ]~IcClendon Was True Friend’--Cunard. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The 

following is from a letter to the editor, writtenby Nancy Cunard (Paris, France): "Will you allow me to 

add my sorrow to that of the American people over the tragic death of Rose McClendon, which I have just 

seen with horror in the Pittsburgh Courier. Although I never was fortunate enough to see her on the stage 

she received me in 1932 in her house in Harlem with the most delicious friendship--one of the most 

touching and loving welcomes I have ever met with in my life." 

7341. 1936, August 28. Clarence ]~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 

article by Clarence Muse: Only a few of our "extra" players belong to the Screen Actors’ Guild. The fee 



per year in the Junior Guild is so small, it seems ridiculous that all of the colored actors who depend upon 
pictures for a main part of their econolnic safety, are not members. 
7342. 1936, August 28. Goes Broadway. California Eagle. pl0. Beautiful Edna Harris played the role of 
the vamp, "Zeba," in the Warner Brothers picturization of "The Green Pastures." Harris left Los Angeles 
last Saturday for New York, where she will join the Cotton Club revue on Broadway. Harris appears in the 
above photo. 
7343. 1936, August 28. Hubert Julian Reveals Why Ethiops Lost War: Says Selassie Puts No Trust in 
Things Black; Discredits Rogers’ Ne~vs. California Eagle. p4. According to Hubert Julian "because of the 
glowing stories of synthetic victories of vicious slaughters of Italian soldiers, of trumped up accounts of 
planes and tanks and thousands of prisoners, I was branded as a Benedict to Haile Selassie when I 
attempted to tell the American colored people whom I loved, of the true condition in Ethiopia ... Ethiopia 
is a conquered kingdom today because it refused to believe in anything in black." 
7344. 1936, August 28. Is He Telling the Truth ? CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. Hubert Julian startled the country 
last week by revealing what he calls the real reason why Ethiopia lost the war. Julian appears in the above 
photo standing on top of his plane. 
7345. 1936, August 28. Lunce.[brd Faces Bankrupt Petition. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl 1. The Larchmont 
Casino opened last spring as a pern~anent home for Jimmie Lunceford and his band. The establishment 
faces closing with the filing last week of an involuntary petition in a bankruptcy lodged by three of its 
creditors. 
7346. 1936, August 28. Owens, Louis Praised by Dixie Daily. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl 1. Dixie Dailies have 
given due prominence to the exploits of Jesse Owens on track and field and Joe Louis in the prize ring. 
7347. 1936, August 28. Schedule Louis-Ettore Fistie Jamboree. California b~agle, pl 1. Following his 
three round knockout of the Boston Tar, Jack Sharkcy, Joe Louis, and Al Ellore were matched for a 15- 
rotund bout at the Philadelphia Municipal Stadiun~. 
7348. 1936, August 28. SocieO, Celebrates William Grant Still’s Natal Day. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p6. One of 
the most outstanding affairs of the season was given by Dr. Herbert Harris honoring Mr. William Grant 
Still, nationally known composer of music, with an in[brmal surprise, birthday party. 
7349. 1936, August 28. Tell Why Jesse Didn’t talk on Vallee’s Hour. California Eagle. pl 1. Why Jesse 
Owens, star of the 1936 Olympics, was not able to go through with a scheduled appearance with the Rudy 
Vallee hour ~br Fleishman’s Yeast a week ago, is because AAU officials refused to give permission 
despite the fact he was not getting paid. 
7350. 1936, August 29. "~Tti" Is Flirting to Have Bryant "Come on Over." Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. Fletcher Henderson retraced his steps to the ecliptic path of band success that Willie Bryant 
had been chosen as the logical musical attraction to replace him when he started on a theatrical and dance 
tour. In lieu of the fact that during his stay at the Ubangi so many offers had been dumped into the lap of 
Joe Springer, his manager, it was not definitely known at the time if the Chicago date would be accepted. 
(Sect. 2). 
7351. 1936, August 29. Get’s "Low Down" from Bing andLouie. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. The following 
is the caption from a photo (by Bill Thomas): Bernice Patton, Hollywood correspondent for the Courier, 
interviews Bing Crosby and Louis Armstrong on the Columbia set of"Pennies From Heaven," in which 
Crosby is starred, with Madge Evans and Edith Fellows in major roles. Louis Armstrong, "king of swing," 
also has a major part and plays and sings one of the principal songs in the picture. (Sect. 2). 
7352. 1936, August 29. New York Gives Jesse Owens Hero’s Welcome. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Jesse 
Owens did for the United States through his athletic endeavors and his tempered public utterances as much 
or more than most of its great statesmen and brilliant generals. Upon returning to New York from the 
Berlin Olympics, he was received with open arms. (Sect. 2). 
7353. 1936, August 29. Only Ex-Champs and Louis in NY Heav)m,eight Clique, ~arges Gus. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. "The forces controlling the heavyweight situation have formed a powerful clique and with the 
lone exception of Joe Louis, have excluded all fighters who are not heavyweight champions," stated Gus 
Greenlee. Greenlee, nranager of Jolm Hena3~ Lewis, world’s light heavyweight champion, returned from 
New York City where he did his best to get Jolm Henry into the heavyweight picture. (Sect. 2). 
7354. 1936, August 29. "Popular Request" to Return Hines to ArC. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. The folks in 
Asheville, North Carolina enjoyed Earl Hines’s piano playing so mucl~ they demanded that Hines return to 
North Carolina to perform. (Sect. 2). 
7355. 1936, August 29. Satchel Paige Is Magnet at E-W Game; Players of Big League Calibre Perform. 
William G. Nunn. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p5. There is no disputing the [hct that Satchel Paige is the magnet 



which has drawn thousands and thousands of people through the turnstiles. Long, tall, dark, and with that 
"color" wlfich sets him apart from the mob, he has proven his worth through the years. (Sect. 2). 
7356. 1936, August 29. Some Callltlnspiration, Others Love. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The following is 
from a caption of a picture of Jesse Owens: Amidst the pomp and heral&3~ of the Olympic Games, wlfile 
thousands of admirers trailed him and sang his praises, Jesse Owens always remembered "Little Mother o’ 
Mine" and lfis wife back home. They were his inspiration. Mother and wife are shown above kissing the 
hero upon his return. 
7357. 1936, August 29. Sought by Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The following is from a caption of a 
picture of Lorraine Brown: The candid camera takes a striking close-up of the demure, pretty Lorraine 
Brown... Brown is the fenm~e half of that sensational dancing tea~ Brown and Brow~ whose reputation 
places them among the theatrical topnotchers. 
7358. 1936, August 29. Thousands Join Triumphant Procession in Clevelandj[br Jesse. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl0. The following is from a caption of a picture: Milling crowds in motor cars and afoot met 
Jesse Owens in Cleveland...as he arrived on a special train at the East End station. The mayor, city 
councihnen and business and professional leaders of both races nosed their cars into the giant parade which 
stretched out through fifteen miles of the city’s streets. (Sect. 2).. 
7359. 1936, September 4. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cali3~brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Modem machinery is the direct cause of all the unrest in Europe, the Far East 
and here in the United States. When the economic structure is upset by new labor saving machines, at once 
someone hollers the government is all wrong. 
7360. 1936, September 4. London Society Charmed by Owens, MetcalJi" Cal~fi~rt~ia Eag&. p6. Colored 
members of Amcfica’s Olympic team werc guests of honor at a rcception tendered by thc Associated Negro 
Prcss. Jesse Owens and Ralph Metcalfc were introduced. 
7361. 1936, September 4. Star ~ "Porgy and Bess’ wins Tennis Crown. Cal(fbr~ia l’iagle, p5. R. Todd 
Duncan, star of "Porgy and Bess," won the singles championship in the tennis tournament, conductcd by 
the Banneker Temfis Club. Duncan defcatcd Frank Perkins. 
7362. 1936, September 5. Earl Hines and His Famous Orchestra to Take His "Swing" to Texas. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pT. It was reliably rcported "that Earl Hincs and Iris famous orchestra werc 
contemplating a southwestern tour beforc he took up his rcgular fall engagements in the East. Prcston 
Mayes of Houston informed that he would be handling the Hines aggrcgation through the Southwest. (Sect. 
2). 
7363. 1936, September 5. Editorial in Dixie Dailey Lauds Owens, Joe Louis. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. 
Dixie dailies have, for the most part, given due prominence to the exploits of Jesse Owens on the track and 
field and Joe Louis in the prize ring. (Sect. 2). 
7364. 1936, September 5. Flo Mills’ Parlors in London Scene of Fete for Race Olympians. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. The new Forence Mills Social Parlor, mecca of colored Londonites and a shrine 
commemorating the inunortal Flo Mills, was the site of the reception which drew a distinguished interracial 
gathering. After the distinguished guests were officially received by Sam Manning, Jesse Owens, star of the 
Olympics was presented, along with Ralph Metcalfe. 
7365. 1936, September 5. Gene Venzke Scores A.A.U’s Stand in Jesse Owens Case. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p5. Gene Venzke was outspoken in his criticism of Olympic officials for their suspension of Jesse Owens 
Sect II. 
7366. 1936, September 5. He Came Back to His Own Acclaimed Nim--Owens at Home Again. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p4. The following is from a caption of a picture of Jesse Owens: Cleveland gave its 
world-famous son, Jesse Owens, one of the mightiest welcomes ever accorded a private citizen upon his 
return to the Forest City...bearing four Olympic gold medals. At the left, Jesse is shown with his wife as he 
sits waiting the starting signal for dilmer. (Sect. 2). 
7367. 1936, September 5. Lew Leslie’s "Blackbirds" Close in London. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. In spite of 
its great popularity, Lew Leslie’s stage revue "Blackbirds" closed in London. (Sect. 2). 
7368. 1936, September 5. Minister Walton Returns. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Lester A. Waltork U. S. 
Minister to Liberia, arrived in New York on the Ile De France with his family for a 60-day leave of absence 
from his official duties in Monrovia. 
7369. 1936, September 5. Motion Picture Extras "Strike" in Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
Approximately 75 Negro motion picture extras went on a strike at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Strictly 
a labor condition, the extras demanded higher salaries for the customa~; costume roles in which they were 
characterized in a jungle picturc. According to Charles Butler, who cast thc extras for fl~e film work, thc 



men approached the situation with the wrong attitude. He asserted that they should have filed a complaint 
to the Central Casting Bureau and the matter would have been ironed out. (Sect. 2). 
7370. 1936, September 5. Owens Accepts Stage Bid, Sill No "Pro." Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Jesse Owens 
decided to become a professional entertainer. Lany Snyder, Owens’ coach at Ohio State, made it clear that 
Owens was not sacrificing his amateur standing as an athlete by choosing to become an entertainer. 
7371. 1936, September 5. Rogers Pays Tribute to Colonel Robinson. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. J. A. Rogers 
met Colonel John C. Robinson, distinguished veteran of the Ethiopian war, during his brief stay in Chicago. 
Rogers believed that Robinson, not Mussolini’s sons, was the real hero of the war. (Sect. 2). 
7372. 1936, September 5. Speed Webb Signs New Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Speed Webb, the ork 
leader who started on the road to a successful career after a stab at pictures, made a sensational comeback. 
He signed a two-year contract with Paul T. Robinowitz, executive of Orchestra Service of America. (Sect. 
2). 
7373. 1936, September 11. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Just one little match in the hands of just one young man with a little brains, has 
caused the lost of one valuable life and millions of dollars worth of property belonging to both rich and 
poor .... The white nran who burned the earnings of thousands of people, putting some of them into a state 
of poverty, will soon be free to do the same if he so desires. But the poor Negro never has a chance to learn 
a lesson in Georgia. He must die. 
7374. 1936, September 11. Jesse’s Pal. California Eagle. pl 1. When Jesse Owens and other Olympic 
athletes were presented with keys to the ci~ of New York, and medals of national recognition for their 
fetes abroad at ceremonies held at Randall’s Island, Jesse turned to Bill Robinson and presented him with 
the first medal that he won at Berlin. 
7375. 1936, September 11. (hn,ens Is Big Hit on Return to New York. (TaliJbrnia Eagle. pl 1. Jesse Owens 
sat: on the lblded top of the first car which also contained Stanley H. Hower, executive secretary to the 
major. In Harlem, flags tmng from stores and apartment houses and peopled lined the street to get a look at 
the Negro attflete. 
7376. 1936, September 11. Radio Stage Screen. California Eagle. pl0. Anyone hearing that things were 
being stolen on the Columbia lot would jump to thc conclusion lhat "Satchmo" Arn~strong was stcaling the 
picture, "Pennies from Heaven." with his "Skeleton in the Closet" number. Well, for that matter, he did-- 
but that’s not: the story.. 
7377. 1936, September 18. Ad Black Net~vork; Nina Mac McKinno,. Califi)rnia Eagle. pl0. This is an 
advertisement for "Black Network;" Nina Mac McKinney stars in the picture. The fihn is being shown at 
the Tivoli Theater. 
7378.1936, September 18. Brown Bomber Sues Schmeling. California Eagle. p 1. Julian Black and John 
Roxborough, managers of Joe Louis created a sensation when they am~ounced that they had instituted a 
$500,000 suit against Max Schnaeling, charging libel. 
7379. 1936, September 18. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. Clarence Muse Reports 
that we mourn the loss of Irving Thalberg, our friend and motion pictures greatest genius. 
7380. 1936, September 18. Cotton Club Won’t Meet Bill Robinson’s Demands; to Return Here for Film 
~brk. California Eagle. p 10. Manager Starks ad~nitted to the press that Bill Robinson, king of tap dancers, 
would not be cast in the floor show as has been publicized for the opening of the New Cotton Club located 
on Broadway. Starks did not give a reason for the withdrawal of Robinson’s name. Those on the inside, 
however, said that the price requested by Robinson was too high a figure for the club to pay. 
7381. 1936, September 18. Dan Haynes Will Star in Vehicle. California Eagle. pl0. Daniel Leo Haynes 
will play the leading role in a stimulating, vigorous stray of hard drinking, hard singing, hard loving, "John 
Henry." The play opens with a cast of one hundred and thirty at the Mayan Theater onSeptember 30. 
7382. 1936, September 18. In "Rainbow on the River." Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl0. With Ernest Whitman in 
the current production, "Rainbow on the River," at Pathe Studio, is Louise Beavers, noted buxom screen 
actress, hit of the unforgettable, "Imitation of Life." Beavers, appears in the above photo. Robeson had 
originally been offered a part in this production, but assertively refused because a sala13~ of $100,000 was 
not forthcoming. 
7383. 1936, September 18. Jesse Owens Sees Landon; Asks Support. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. Despite orders 
by his manager to "lay off politics," Jesse Owens visited with Governor Landon, then issued a statement 
urging Negroes to support the Republican presidential nominee. 



7384. 1936, September 18. 6h~ens Vetoes Pro Contract Signature. California Eagle. pl 1. The A.A.U. got 
rid of its headache when it almounced that Jesse Owens, cause of the headache of several week’s duration, 
was definitely suspended from amateur athletics for an indefinite period of time. 
7385.1936, September 18. Radio Stage Screen. California Eagle. p 10. The next king of Nigeria, Crown 
Prince Modupe, has "come Hollywood," and with his retinue of 38 musicians, jesters and mimes will do 
big things for the "White Hunter," featuring Warner Baxter and Simone Simon. Modupe has lectured at the 
leading tmiversities and written two widely acclaimed books on African culture. 
7386. 1936, September 18. West Indies Ban "Green Pastures." California Eagle. pl0. West Indians have 
been denied the pleasure of seeing, "The Green Pastures," the miracle of the theater, which has now 
become the miracle of the screen. It is claimed that there are certain features which are "objectionable," and 
might not react very nicely in a Carribean community. Again, it is said that the film is sacrilegious, 
especially the role played by Rex Ingrain representing "DeLawd." 
7387. 1936, September 19. Anna Ray 2~Ioore, PretO, Girl Maestro, to Play Farewell Dance for Houston. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pT. After playing a farewell dance in Houston, Texas, orchestra leader Anna Ray 
Moore began a 20-day tour of Florida. (Sect. 2). 
7388. 1936, September 19. Armstrong Breaks Apollo Record. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Louis Armstrong 
performed with Luis Russell’s Orchestra and Sony Woods and Bobble Gaston at the Apollo Theater. The 
show set new records. (Sect. 2). 
7389. 1936, September 19. Did Hitler Snub Owens? Read This . Richards Vidmer. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p5. The article is the result of Richards Vidmer’s inter~Tiew with Bill Henl~- on the much-discussed Hitler 
"snub" of Jesse Owens at the Olympics. Bill Henry was present at the games. (Sect. 2). 
7390. 1936, September 19. "Green Pastures" Ban Is LiJ~ed. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. A special board of 
appeal named by the governor lifted Trinidad’s ban on the epochal American film, "The Green Pastures." 
(Sect. 2). 
7391. 1936, September 19. Harlem Cool to Owens; Situation Analyzed. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. The 
lbllowing is from a letter to the editor at The Pitlsburgh Courier: Though acclaimed by legions all over the 
world, Owens’ appearance in Harlem was practically a dud. There were neither fluttering banners nor 
milling crowds in Seventh and Lenox avenues. The scant welcoming crowd at Randall’s Island was scarcer 
still of "sundown folk." (Sect. 2). 
7392. 1936, September 19. Joe Louis, AI Ettore Primed for Philly Fight. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Joe 
Louis and A1 Ettore trained for their upconfing boxing match in Philadelphia. (Sect. 2). 
7393. 1936, September 19. Louis FaeesAcid Test Against Ettore. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. A Joe Louis 
with the "killer instinct" once more revived, faced his "acid test" in Philadelphia’s manwnoth Sesqui- 
Centennial Stadium. 
7394. 1936, September 19. Marie Dressler’s Former Maid and Husband Use Wealth to Cheer the Weary 
Traveler. Pittsbu~eh Courier. p3. Mrs. Mamie Cox and Jer~ Cox, who, for more than 22 years, were the 
personal employees for the late Marie Dressier, used their wealth (obtained from Dressler’s will) to build a 
"Wayside Inn" for members of the Negro communit?�.’. (Sect. 2). 
7395.1936, September 19. Mystery About Speed Webb and Band Cleared. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. Although there was mystery about whether Speed Webb and his band signed a contract with 
Paul T. Robinowitz and the Orchestra Se~-~ice Of America, the Courier confirmed that Webb would 
definitely work for them. (Sect. 2). 
7396. 1936, September 19. Owens States His Political Creed Afler Landon Visit. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. 
Jesse Owens visited Governor Alf Landon, Republican candidate for President. After Owens’ visit, he 
reflected on his political creed. 
7397. 1936, September 19. Per.[brmers RebelAfter Insult. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. There was 
a near-riot in the Douglass Hotel when employees refused to admit a visiting male guest to the rented room 
of Pigmeat Markham. Having been treated similarly before in nrany cases, the numerous performers who 
have kept the doors of the Douglass open with their patronage these nrany years rose up in a body under the 
leadership of Pigmeat and told the hotel workers just what they thought of them and their hotel. (Sect. 2). 
7398. 1936, September 19. Praise and Criticism. Porter Roberts. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Porter Roberts 
offered praise and criticism for Negro show producers regarding vulgar hip swinging by colored women in 
motion pictures, swing rhythm, and other topics of the day. (Sect. 2). 
7399. 1936, September 19. Rogers Urges Greater Appreciation of Negro Literature. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p2. J. A. Rogers encouraged Negroes to read more Negro literature. (Sect. 2). 



7400. 1936, September 19. West Indies Ban "Green Pastures" Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. Certain 
features of "Green Pastures" were branded "objectionable" and the film was banned in the West Indies. 
7401. 1936, September 25. Cab Calloway Must Pay Back Income Tax for ’35. California Eagle. pl0. Cab 
Calloway must pay the govenunent $1,386 due on his New York state income tax for 1935. The state 
supreme court rendered this decision last week. 
7402. 1936, September 25. ~larence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: You talking about a "comedy of errors," we are living through a cycle of 
changing events that should send all of us to the hospital with an over attack of laughter. The radio, 
newspaper, ministers and every agent of public speech have gone nutty about the "masterpiece of world 
government, our Constitution." 
7403. 1936, September 25. Fetch# Heads Orpheum Stage Show. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl0. Stepin Fetclfit, the 
screen’s "dark cloud of sunshine," will be the special headliner of the new show starting at the Orpheum 
Theater. Promising to be more "liver-lipped, slower and even more cussed," than ever, Fetchit~s act will 
comprise several "bits" from his recent fihns, in addition to a hilarious variety skit. 
7404. 1936, September 25. Jesse Owens, After Confab with Landon, Has His Say. California Eagle. p14. 
Jesse Owens stated, "My obligation to govermnent-I mean our form of government-really never impressed 
me very deeply until I went away to participate in the Olympics." 
7405. 1936, September 25. Standing of Owens Seems in Balance. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl 1. If the 
Northeastern Ohio district board of the A.A.U. has its say, Jesse Owens will be reinstated as a full-fledged 
amateur innnediately, for after interviewing the Olympic hero last week, a telegram was sent to Daniel J. 
Jerris reconnnending his return to anrateur standing. 
7406. 1936, September 25. Supreme Court--Divine War Looms: Harlem Potentate ’on ~pot’ as 
Politicians Increase Drive ’to get him. ’" Cal~)rnia Eagle. pl. The latest development in the rumored plot 
to "get" Father Divine before the November elections was seen today in the action of the Supreme Court: 
Justice who ordered an investigation of the private acco~mts of the Harlem potentate. 
7407. 1936, September 25. Tours with Hughes’ Play. California Eagle. pl0. Mercedes Gilbert is now on 
tour with Langston Hughes’ play, "Mulatto," which closed in New York a week ago. Gilbert appears in the 
above pholo. 
7408. 1936, September 26. 3000 Hear Anna Ray Moore in "Farewell" Pittsburgh Courier. pT. More than 
three thousand people came to hear Anna Ray Moore and her orchestra for their farewell dance at the 
Harlem Grille in Houston. (Sect. 2). 
7409. 1936, September 26. Armstrong Breaks EveO’ Record at Apollo Theater; Does Over $16,000 Gross. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Louis Armstrong’s performance at the Apollo Theater broke every record set there, 
grossing $16,000. (Sect. 2). 
7410. 1936, September 26. Buckeye AA U Votes to Lift Suspension Ban on Jesse Owens. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p4. If the Northeastern Ohio district board of the A. A. U. has its say, Jesse Owens will be 
reinstated as a full-fledged amateur i~nnaediately, for after interviewing the Olympic hero last week, a 
telegram was sent to Daniel J. Ferris, secretary-treasurer of the A. A. U. reconnnending his return to 
amateur standing. (Sect. 2). 
7411. 1936, September 26. Ethel Waters Still "Tops" as Drawing Card. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Ethel 
Waters headed a revue on stage at the Apollo Theater with the able assistance of Pigmeat Markham. With 
such headline attractions, the Apollo Theater forged to the front presenting a stronger claim for the right to 
be billed as America’s leading colored theater. (Sect. 2). 
7412. 1936, September 26. Ettore’s Charges Smashed by Joe’s Powder Blasts. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. 
The article is continued from a previous page and continues to describe the boxing match between Joe 
Louis and A1 Ettore. (Sect. 2). 
7413. 1936, September 26. Joe’s Wife Leaves Ho~pital After Throat Treatment. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. 
Marva Trotter Louis left the hospital after being confined there for several days for a minor throat ailment. 
The doctor stated that her throat ailment was brought on by an anemic condition. 
7414. 1936, September 26. Killer Louis Wins by K.O. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The 
boxing nratch between Joe Louis and A1 Ettore ended in the fifth round with a knockout and a win for Joe 
Louis. 60,000 fans attended the fight. 
7415. 1936, September 26. Louis’ Fists Awaken Ettore Jhom "Dream of Conquest." Franklin Penn. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The pounding of the nrallet of Knockdown Timekeeper Joe Cervino as he drummed 
the count on the ring apron probably brought some vestige of consciousness to A1 Ettore, who, was down 
for the fourth time in the fifth round of his fight with Joe Louis. 



7416. 1936, September 26. Rogers Tells How White Publishers Control Negro Writers. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p2. J. A. Rogers stated that white publishers do not want stories of White women and 
colored men, but the reverse is ok. (Sect. 2). 
7417. 1936, September 26. Ruth Ellington on "Comeback" Trail. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
Ruth Ellington took the comeback trail. The writer claims responsibility for Am~a Ray Moore and her 
orchestra. However, when Ruth Ellignton played Detroit, she was a flop; her performance was terrible. 
(Sect. 2). 
7418. 1936, September 26. The Sepia Side of Hollywood. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The 
following is from Bernice Patton’s column: Louise Beavers, the pancake queen of "hnitation of Life," is 
doing her "yes, roams" in "Wives Never Know," a Paramount comedy dranra. Hattie McDaniel is so busy 
in pictures that she is going sideways to keep from flying. (Sect. 2). 
7419. 1936, September 26. Will "Swing." Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The following is from the caption of a 
picture of Carn~en Newsome: Handsome conductor of an orchestra bearing his name, who has been 
engaged by the Jesse Owens Reception committee to "swing" his baton in front of his aggregation at a 
manunoth "Home Coming Reception ball" in the Trianon Ballroom in Cleveland given in honor of the 
Olympiad heroes. (Sect. 2). 
7420. 1936, October 2. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Ain’t it strange that we use as free gifts, a thousand things that have been bought 
with human lives, pearls for which divers have vomited blood, books rescued from piles of ashes .... What 
I want to say is, that I am sick and tired of our so-called modern thinkers making light of our glorious past. 
7421. 1936, October 2. Madame Sultewan Gets Paramount Role. Cal~/brnia Eagle. pl0. Madame Sul Te 
Wan, veteran actress, gets an important role in the Paramotmt production, "Maid of Salem," starring 
Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray. Sul-Te-Wan assumes the role of "Tituba"--a Haitian who is the 
cook to a family in old Salem Village. 
7422. 1936, October 2. A Product of the North. California Eagle. p2. The staid South was shocked this 
week when one of its own writing in the Charlotte, N.C. News commending the Hall Jotmson choir, said: 
"It remains for the cold, scholarly North. by arduous research, by a comparison of sources and the 
compilation of texts, to preserve in its most authentic form what the South has produced." Johnson, 
appearing above, is the creator and director of the choir, rated the best of its kind in the world. Johnson was 
born in the South, but reached iris musical eminence in the North. 
7423. 1936, October 3. All-Star Colored Show ()pens on Broadway. Billy Rowe. Pittsbu@ Courier. p6. 
Intoxicating rhythm, sweet singing, dazzling dancing, ripe humor--there you have Clarence Robinson 
production of the 27th edition of the "Cotton Club on Parade." This is an entertaimnent so fierce in flavor 
that one cannot gently taste it in a spirit of critical detaclmaent. The show features Bill Robinson and Cab 
Calloway among others. (Section II). 
7424. 1936, October 3. Anna Ray Moore in Florida. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Anna Ray Moore, the girl 
maestro, played here to record crowds. She is considered one of the most popular of girl orchestra leaders. 
... Alma Ray Moore and Ruth Ellington are under the exclusive management of Orchestra Ser~qce of 
America. (Sect. 2). 
7425. 1936, October 3. Armstrong Is Called Answer to Theater (hvner’s Prayer. A1 Moses. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. They came, saw, and conquered the teeming thousands of New Yorkers who find their 
happiest moments these burdensmne days peering across the footlights of said conquerors of Mirthland 
with Louis Armstrong and Cab Calloway. Their booking was weeks apart done purposely to satisfy the 
time worn argument as to who is the better attraction. (Sect. 2). 
7426. 1936, October 3. Duke Listed. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Nationally known orchestra leader, Duke 
Ellington, will appear at the Texas Centennial which has been designated as "Negro Day" by the 
Centennial management in connection with a football clash between Wiley College and Prairie View State 
College. Ellington appears in the above photo. (Section 2). 
7427. 1936, October 3. Eva Jes~ye to Present (,’horus. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Eva Jessye, noted choral 
conductor, formerly of the cast of "Hallelujah," will present her chorus from Claflin College .... Jessye is 
rated as one of the world’s outstanding musicians. (Sect. 2). 
7428. 1936, October 3. Fisk Singers to Broadcast. Pittsbu@ Courier. pT. The Jubilee Day program, 
honoring the 65th anniversalT of the Fisk Jubilee Singers, will be broadcast over radio station WSM. 
(Section 2). 
7429. 1936, October 3. The Hall Johnson Choir to Sing. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The Hall Johnson Choir 
and Mart:ha Grat~am will make a joint appearance at Carnegie Hall. (Section 2). 



7430. 1936, October 3. Italy Forced to Yield Vast Area in Rainy Season. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. J.A. 
Rogers states that, "Within the period of the four-month rainy season~ the Italians in Ethiopia, according to 
Eudora Paris, have been forced to relinquish most of the territory in Ethiopia which they had captured in 
the previous seven months." (Section 1). 
7431. 1936, October 3. Lunceford’s Band to Make Pictures. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Jirnmie Lunceford 
and his orchestra will soon be seen in pictures. According to an announcement made by Harold F. Oxley, 
manager, the orchestra will appear in a Warner Brothers short. (Section 2). 
7432. 1936, October 3. Paul Robeson on Board of London Company. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Paul 
Robeson is going on the board of a new producing uuit here as soon as arrangements can be completed. 
The name of the new compaw is Ensign Films, Ltd .... Already on the company’s program are two 
pictures which will feature Robeson as the star. The first among them is rifled, "Ceballa" which is 
scheduled to go into production. (Section 2). 
7433. 1936, October 3. Picture Review of Bomber Joe’s Victory. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Joe Louis was at 
his bombing best in her bout with A1 Ettore, with a fourth round knockdown. The series of scraps illustrate 
the fourth round knockdown. The powerful right-hand smashed to the chin, sent Ettore to the canvas on this 
occasion. (Section 2). 
7434. 1936, October 3. P~aise and Criticism. Porter Roberts. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. White men who own 
so-called Negro theaters, are writing to Hollywood film companies suggesting that Negroes be used more 
in picture casts. Hollywood might as well know now that it caunot control Negro writers, for the most 
successful branch of the Negro press is runby intelligent Negroes who know the value of the freedom of 
the press. (Section 2). 
7435. 1936, October 3. The Sepia Side of Hollywood. Ben~ice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Jemajo 
Perry, six year-old son of Stepin Fetchit, had a big birthday party on September 12. Hattie McDaniel has 
gone and bought herself a brand new Packard Sedan. Players reeling before the camera are as follows: Clef 
Herndon and Billy McClain at Columbia Studio; Ernest Wilson, A1 Duval at Universal; Ernest Whitman, 
Eddie Hines, Walter Knox, Ralph Cooper, George Harris, Hattie McDauiel, Troy Brown, Daniel Haynes 
and extras appear in "Can This Be Dixie" at Twentieth Century Fox Studio. Stepin Fetchit has the 
swankiest bachelor apartment you ever laid eyes on. (Section 2). 
7436. 1936, October 3. Song Hit Skyrockets Andy Kirk to Fame. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. On the verge of 
breaking into the genuine big time, Andy Kirk and iris Twelve Clouds of Joy seem on the road to 
international fame. They made the popular song hit, "Until the Real Thing Comes Along," and this hit has 
received equal value by making Andy popular. (Section 2). 
7437. 1936, October 3. Speed Webb and His Band in Texas. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Speed Webb and his 
Hollywood orchestra recenfly reorganized and are now under the ba~mers of Orchestra Service of America. 
Webb is well known in this section of Houston, Texas and the recent tangle over contracts which was 
widely publicized has also created a great interest and a record crowd is expected to greet the genial 
maestro. (Section 2). 
7438.1936, October 3. Texans Await Invasion of Carolina Cotton Pickers. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
Wesley Jones, sepia America’s sensational maestro, has been breaking records throughout the South and 
closed out several dances by big name bands recently. Jones is tops, according to big band leaders, who 
have seen him in front of the Cotton Pickers Orchestra. (Section 2). 
7439. 1936, October 3. Theatrical "Pros’ Insist They Be Used on Theater Projects. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p7. Representatives from the Theatrical Association of New York, including J. Homer Tutt, Leigh 
Whipper, Will Conway, Jr., William DeMont Evans and Richard Campbell appeared at the New York 
Urban League protesting the employment of non-professional people in the WPA Theater projects. (Section 
2). 
7440. 1936, October 9. Bill and Cab in Big Splash on Broadway. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl0. Bill Robinson 
and Cab Calloway nrade a big splash at the opening of the Cotton Club on Broadway. One reviewer started: 
"The Cotton Club has made a big splash in the night life of Broadway. Uprooted from Harlem, where it 
reigned supreme for many years as the most famous Negro night club in America, it has boldly invaded 
Broadway to make a compelling bid for patronage in a fierce competition with other popular-priced cabaret 
restaurants concentrated in that area." 
7441. 1936, October 9. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: You lcnow one of these days, a group of real serious minded young folks are 
going to get together and spend several years peffecring a real school for acting .... Troupers like Cleo 



Desmond and Lottie Gee, who spent years in legitimate stock productions in New York, are indeed a lesson 
and inspiration to young actors. 
7442. 1936, October 9. Dan Haynes to Be Soloist at Independent. California Eagle. p4. The Peoples’ 
Independent Church of Christ will celebrate its twenty-first anniversary and Daniel Haynes, famons singer 
of stage and screen, will be guest soloist. Haynes, fmnous singer of stage and screen, who was leading 
~nember of "Green Pastures" cast, will perform for this congregation. 
7443. 1936, October 9. Enters PoliticalArena. California Eagle. pl. Jesse Owens, U.S. Olympic 100 and 
200 meter sprint champion, attended the Republican rally held in Boston. Owens turned political speaker 
for the Bay state G.O.P. ticket. 
7444. 1936, October 9. Fail to Prove Divine Has Income. Cal!/brnia Eagle. pl. "Legally, no; spiritually, 
yes." These were the shrewd, discriminating words of Father Divine to the Internal Revenue when they 
were trying by hours of grilling inquiry to cmmect him with an "income" and collect taxes from him. 
7445. 1936, October 9. "John Henry’ Wins Praise of Critics. Calijbrnia Eagle. pl0. Working with Negro 
players for the first time after twenty-seven years of acting and directing, Lorin Raker has some interesting 
observations to make regarding, "John Henry," federal Theaters stirring drama of the old soutl~ now at the 
Mayan. 
7446. 1936, October 9. Makes Operatic Debut. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl0. Jack Johnson, who once ruled the 
heavyweight ranks of pugilism, is pictured in the costume of an Ethiopian General, the role he portrayed in 
"Aida." Johnson appears in the above photo. The production is being staged at the Hippodrome Opera 
company in New York. 
7447. 1936, October 9. Paul Robeson and Elizabeth Welch Appear in New Film. California Eagle. p l 1. 
"Song of Freedom," a new talking picture shown for the first time with Paul Robeson and Elizabeth Welch, 
is receiving wide praise by English critics who at the same time declare they want the famous singer to 
[brget his savage roles and appear as "a distinguished and honorable gentleman." In tiffs film, Robeson 
[bllows his "Emperor Jones" and "Sanders of the River" tradition. 
7448. 1936, October 10. Ben Bernie Calls Ethel Waters the Greatest. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Ethel 
Waters, affectionately known as "Our Ethel," is "the greatest stage and radio personality" in the world 
today. At least, that’s what Ben Bernie, famous air "maestro" so terms her. The tribute is one of the highest 
ever paid any artist and was tendered to Waters last Tuesday evening upon the occasion of her visit here in 
Chicago where she was presented over a national radio hook-up as the guest artist of Bernie’s program. 
(Sect. 2). 
7449. 1936, October 10. Blanche Calloway to Tour Southland. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Blanche Calloway, 
sister of the famous Hi-De-Ho King and famous in her own right, has just completed an engagement at the 
Club Astoria. Blanche begins a tour of the Southern states October 6. (Sect. 2). 
7450. 1936, October 10. Commissioned. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. William Grant Still, one of the fore~nost 
American composers, who has recently been cormnissioned by the Columbia Broadcasting System to write 
music, including symphonies, operas, and concerto is slated especially for broadcasting purposes. Five 
other distinguished composers, all white, receive similar commissions. Still appears in the above photo. 
(Section 1). 
7451. 1936, October 10. DanM Hayes Superb in Drama. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. "Jolm 
Hem~," the stirring Negro dranka from the appealing pen of Frank B. Wells, was presented at the 
magnificent Mayan Theater by the Federal Theater Project players. Reliving the life of the militaut slave, 
Daniel Leo Haynes, who has contributed so many fine performances on Broadway and the Hollywood 
screen, took nearly a dozen curtain calls for the starring role of "John Henry." (Sect. 2). 
7452. 1936, October 10. Edwards Sisters to Cotton Club Revue. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
Those rhythinic tap dancing darlings, the Edward Sisters, who remind you of the Nicholas Brothers, who 
are currently appearing here in Detroit, are scheduled to open in the fourth edition of the Cotton chib revue. 
Herman Stark of the Cotton Club wired their father, Jay Eddie Edwards, recently to negotiate for the gifts. 
(Sect. 2). 
7453. 1936, October 10. Erskine Hawkins and ’Bama State Boys Score in Philly. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
Erskine Hawkins and his sensational Bama State Collegians are at the Nixon Grand Theater after a record 
breaking engagement at the all new and modern Savoy ballroom in New York. (Sect. 2). 
7454.1936, October 10. Feather, English Dance Authority, Makes Statement. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
Leonard Feather, English dance music authority touring America for a British r~thm magazine, is author 
of the statement that most Italian-Americans have a definite animosity towards artists of color and declare 
some have done little or nothing to further the cause of jazz. (Sect. 2). 



7455. 1936, October 10. Jesse Talks About Olympic Triumphs at Landon Meeting. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p2. Jesse Owens, recent Olympic games star, stopped in Baltimore to lend his aid to the cause of Landon. 
Before an enthusiastic crowd of 10,000 colored and white persons at the Fifth Regiment Armory, Owens 
told how he was not snubbed by Adolf Hitler but by President Roosevelt instead. In a brief speech lasting 
less than 15 minutes, Owens stated, "The President didn’t even send me a message of congratulations after 
my victories. Gov. Landon, however, was very considerate and wired me a message of congratulation." 
(Sectionl). 
7456. 1936, October 10. Joe Louis Speaks for Roosevelt; Gets Mired Up. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Joe 
Louis came near flooring the United Colored Democrats of New Jersey for a full 10 count when he flew 
here from Detroit to make a political speech on behalf of Roosevelt at Henry Swder High School. (Section 
1). 
7457. 1936, October 10. Mrs. Louis Armstrong to Have Busy Week in West. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Mrs. 
Louis Armstrong will have a very busy week in the West according to the report from the Bronzeville 
Artists Bureau of Chicago, who have booked this nationally known attraction for the week of October 7th. 
She will play to a record crowd at the beautiful Bacon’s Casino, when that new dance craze of 1936, the 
Susi Q will be introduced. (Section 2). 
7458. 1936, October 10. Paul Robeson and Elizabeth Welch Appearing in New London Film. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pT. "Song of Freedom," a new talking picture, produced by a British film company and shown for 
the first time last week with Paul Robeson and Elizabeth Welch as the stars, is receiving wide praise by 
English critics who at the same time, declare they want the famous singer to forget his savage roles and 
appear as "a distinguished and honorable gentlenran." (Sect. 2). 
7459. 1936, October 10. Peeved at Roosevelt. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Jesse Owens told an audience that he 
was supporting Governor All M. Landon because the Kansas executive sent him a cable-gram of 
congratulations for his Berlin achievements and President Roosevelt didn’t. Owens made it clear that he 
thought the President of the United States should have taken time off to pay him tribute. Owens appears in 
the above photo. (Sect. 1). 
7461~. 1936, October 10. Pigment ~!!arkham Supplies a Great Theatrical Need. Pittsbu@ Courier. p6. 
There can be no doubt that one of the most valuable people in the world on colored show business today is 
Pigmcat Markham. That curious and slightly offensive word, "comedy," still is of vital importance in all 
branches of the legitimate theater, but tmfortunately, most of the quality seems to ha:~e departed when the 
last breath of life was taken from the earthly forms of great mean of the theater like Bert Williams .... 
Pigmcat has given both the "Track" and comedy in colored show business new life and a right to ask :for its 
place in the halls of theatrical fame alongside its master--Pigmeat. (Sect. 2). 
7461. 1936, October 10. Praise and Criticism. Porter Roberts. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Back to Hollywood 
Again: Judging by the type of colored pictures Hollywood has given the world in the past, the name 
Hollowrude fits that part of California much better, don’t you think? Yeah, colored people have a right to 
complain. Instead of spending money to see pictures concerning Negroes, colored people should spend 
time picketing theaters. (Sect. 2). 
7462. 1936, October 10. Virginia’s Gift to Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Ruby Hill, Richinond’s latest 
gift to New York’s theatrical world, where her talent and charm have opened wide the doors to success for 
her, is under contract to Radio Corporation of America and will make her New York debut in the new show 
at the Ubangi Club, Harlem’s leading nitery. Hill appears in the above photo. (Section 1). 
7463. 1936, October 10. William Grant Still Honored with Radio Commission. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. 
Announcement was made by the Columbia’s Broadcasting Company that William Grant Still is one of the 
six American composers to receive a commission from the radio system to write music specifically for 
broadcasting. (Sect. 1). 
7464. 1936, October 16. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. "Way Down Yonder in 
New Orleans," the home of beautiful Creole Queens, gumbo and all the nice origiual things to eat and 
please, don’t forget the good old drip coffee, is the background for a new picture called, "Murder on the 
Mississippi" at Universal Studios. Libby Taylor appears in this flicker with your humble servant. 
7465. 1936, October 16. Clarence Muse in Star Radio Role. California Eagle. pl0. Clarence Muse is to be 
the featured performer in Irving Cobb’s "Paducah Plantation," a radio feature which will be heard weekly. 
The program which will be under the sponsorship of Oldsmobile, will tell a cmmected story of life on a 
mythical southern plantation. 
7466. 1936, October 16. Coroner’s Jury to Decide Today If Death of ex-Beau of Mrs. Joe Louis ,,as 
"Justified." Califi)rnia Eagle. pl. A coroner’s jury is expected to decide whether the killing of Joseph 



Gibbons, former sweetheart of the wife of Joe Louis, Marva Louis, was justified or murder. He was a cab 
driver and shot in the back a block from his home. 
7467. 1936, October 16. Jack Johnson Goes to Court to see if he’s being Sue& is ToM to "Sit Tight." 
California Eagle. p3. Jack Johnson, now of the opera instead of the boxing ring, strolled into the New York 
City Court house. When asked what he was to be examined about, he said he did not know. Reporters took 
him to the clerk where it was learned that he was not involved in any suit coming up that day. 
7468. 1936, October 17. Actress Gets Role in Colbert Film. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. Madame Sul-Te- 
Wan, veteran actress, gets an important role in the Paramount production, "Maid of Salem," starring 
Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray, it was learned this week. The piece which will deal with puritan 
days and the witchcraft hysteria about 1692 has Madame Sul-Te-Wan in the role of "Tituba," a Haitian, 
who is a cook to a family in the old Salem village. (Sect. 2). 
7469. 1936, October 17. Andy Kirk to Play in Fairmont, Pittsburgh: Orchestra Has Broken Records in 
Maw Cities. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Moving east with a record-breaking string of engagements, Andy 
Kirk and his famous orchestra, who have moved to a sainted place in the theatrical firmament, are due to 
invade West Virginia and Pittsburgh before the end of the month. (Sect. 2). 
7470. 1936, October 17. Cab Calloway Back on Air. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Cab Calloway is back on the 
air again, broadcasting three times a week from the new Cotton Club in the heart of Times Square. (Sect. 
2). 
7471. 1936, October 17. Clyde Barrie, Rated Second Only to Roland Hayes, to Sing Over Air. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p 11. Clyde Barrie, baritone, called one of the greatest Negro singing discoveries since Roland 
Hayes, will be a guest singer on the coast to coast program of the "Heinz Magazine of the Air" over 
Columbia’s blue network. (Sect. II). 
7472. 1936, October 17. Duke Ellington Headed for Texas. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. Duke Ellingtlon and 
his famous orchestra, currcntly at the Howard Theater in Washington, D.C. will play single engagements in 
Charleston, West Virginia; Keystone, West Virginia; Fayetteville, N.C.; Greenville, S.C. and Memphis, 
Te~messee en route to Dallas, Texas for an extended engagement. (Sect. 2). 
7473. 1936, October 17. The "Duke" Puts Pep Into Dee Cee’s Dull Social Schedule. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pl0. The coming of Duke Ellington, with his orchestra, headlined the stage show at the Howard Theater 
this week. Nothing was plaImed, except a party by the Dr. William A. Goodloe. The gct-togetbers were all 
impromptu and centered mostly around Duke. (Sect. 1). 
7474.1936, October 17. Jeni Legon Back in America.[i"om London Success. Pittsburgh Courier. p 11. 
Jeni LeGon has returned to America and at present in this city making extensive plans to remain for some 
time. LeGon was discovered by Earl Dancer in Hollywood who added her to his own compa~ of nite 
world entertainers and before long, she was the toast of the coast and the entire count~ as she was signed 
to star with Bill Robinson in an RKO musical, "Hooray for Love." (Sect. 2). 
7475. 1936, October 17. Langston Hughes Talks!. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. The Pittsburgh Courier did an 
interview with Langston Hughes, one of the most outstanding poets and authors. (Sect. 2). 
7476. 1936, October 17. Larry Steele Has Musical Extravaganza: Harlem Casino Revue Presents 
Talented Array. Pittsbu~eh Courier. pl 1. It’s the greatest floor show a Pittsburgh night club has ever seen! 
That’s what they’re saying about Larp:~ Steele and his musical extravaganza. (Sect. 2). 
7477. 1936, October 17. Louis Stung by Brescia, Rallies to K.O. Foe: Wilson Says Foe Shook Bomber. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. "Uncle Mike" Jacobs charged $11.50 tops for the fans to enter the Hippodrome 
here on Friday night to see Joe Louis and Jorge Brescia. He rallied to knock out Brescia after two minutes 
and twelve seconds of fighting in the third round of the scheduled ten-round battle. (Sect. 2). 
7478. 1936, October 17. Miss Jeni LeGon. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. The following is from a caption: Jeui 
LeGon, popular Hollywood artist, has just returned from London and the Continent, where she enjoyed 
phenomenal success. She is pictured in one of the scenes from her London fihn success, "Follow the Sun." 
(Sect. 2). 
7479. 1936, October 17. New York’s ColoredAetors’ Club Scores in its DemandJbr WPA Theater Setup. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. The Colored Actors’ and Performers’ Associatiork Inc., of New York City, in its 
second meeting with Philip W. Barber, director of the Federal Theater project for New Yorl~, scored an 
important point in its battle to have the Negro theater in Harlem staffed on the same lines which govern 
other theaters. (Sect. 2). 
7480. 1936, October 17. Nieodemus "Crashes’ Hollywood ,qth Mae West and Aliee Brady. Bernice 
Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Nicodemus, Harlem’s droll, swingtime comedian, is ascending 
Hollywood’s slippery ladder of fame via a contract from fihndom’s glamorous star, Mac West and the 



cinema’s eminent producer, Emanuel Cohen. You will see his hilarious antics in Mac West’s starring 
picture, "Go West, Young Man," and "Mind Your Business." (Sect. 2). 
7481. 1936, October 17. On Southern Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Etta Moten begins her fall concert 
tour which will embrace a nmnber of cities throughout the country with concerts at Natchez and Meridian, 
Mississippi. Moten appears in the above photo. (Sect. 1). 
7482. 1936, October 17. Owens was "Snubbed." Pittsburgh Courier. p12. It seems that our star Olympic 
athlete, Jesse Owens, is mad at President Roosevelt because the Clfief Executive did not send him a 
telegram of congratulations when he won those races in Berlin. And because President Roosevelt did not 
send him a special telegram of congratulations, Owens says he is going to vote for Governor London, who 
allegedly did send him such a telegram. (Sect. 1). 
7483. 1936, October 17. Presentation of "Noah" Ine.ffective, Says Billy Rowe. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl0. Even though Carlton Moss had been accepted as one of the wisest of production supervisors 
along the WPA front, Billy Rowe considered his production of the play "Noah," a farce. He said it "was not 
very" Biblical, but very" much wrong." (Sect.2). 
7484. 1936, October 17. Rogers Discusses "Political Emancipation of the Negro." J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p2. I have been asked several times whether I tlfink that Negroes should vote for the 
Comnmnists. My reply is that I think they should not oniy take an active part with the Communists but 
with all the other parties, political, social, religious, scientific, that go to make up American life. The great 
sin of the Negro is or ought to be, to break down prejudice, to change the misconceptions that worl~ against 
him, and the best way to do this is to go everywhere. Nor should he wait only until he is coaxed into going. 
(Sect. 2). 
7485. 1936, October 23. Ad---Green Pastures. California Eagle. pl0. This is an advertisement for "Green 
Pastures," starring Rex Ingrain. The film is currently playing at: the Gayety Theater located on 24th and 
Central Avenue. 
7486. 1936, October 23. Clarence ~!!use A Talkin’to You. Calffbrnia Eagle. pl. Paul Robeson, now 
making a new film in London ritled, "King Solomon’s Mines," has just returned from a vacation in Russia. 
He picked up a great deal of "poundage," while there on a diet of Vodka and Caviar, but has lost sixteen 
pounds in the last: few weeks. 
7487. 1936, October 23. George Dewey Washington Comes Here with "Scandals." CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl0. 
George Dewey Washington, famous Negro singing star comes to the Coast in the Biltmorc Theater’s 
production of George White’s "Scandals," according to the Hollywood Safari--a movie and city stage and 
screen magazine of Sepia artists. Washington, familiar a few years ago to coast stars, is rated by New York 
critics as one of the foremost baritones in the country. His acting ability has also been widely praised. 
7488. 1936, October 24. Armstrong to Receive Valuable Gi.fl in Appreciation for His Outstanding 
Achievements in Music. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Ben Davis, president of the Sehnar Instrument Compa~ 
of London, announced in a cablegram to Joe Glosser, personal manager of Louis Armstrong, that he had 
issued an order for the creation of a new gold trumpet especially designed for the trumpet king. (Sect. 2). 
7489. 1936, October 24. Butter and Sue to Tour. Allan McMillan. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Butterbeans and 
Susie, the famous funsters of musical comedy, came back to Harlem at the Apollo tl~eater in the grand 
opening of their new "Swing Revue" which is soon to take the stage favorites of the past decade on tour of 
the theaters as far South as New Orleans and to the Pacific coast. (Sect. 2). 
7490. 1936, October 24. Earl Hines Stops Show in Philly. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. There’s "no more 
singing the blues" here at the Lincoln Theater since Earl "Father" Hines and his orchestra arrived. They 
"packed em in." Tlfis is just one of the stopovers in Philadelphia on the itinerary mapped out for Earl and 
his Grand Terrace Orchestra. (Sect. 2). 
7491. 1936, October 24. Stars Enjoy Selves. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The following is from a caption of a 
picture: Mamie Smith, famous blues singer and Edna Harris of"Green Pastures" fame, appear to be 
enjoying themselves at the society charity ball sponsored by the Aeolian Ladies of Charity. The two appear 
in the above photo. (Sect. 1). 
7492. 1936, October 24. Sunset Royal Entertainers Outplay Tommy Dorsey in "Battle of Music." 
Pittsburgh Courier. p7. The Sunset Royal Entertainers, musical surprise of 1936, stock more feathers in 
their cap following their week’s engagement here at the Nixon-Grand Theater. They outplayed Tommy 
Dorsey in the "Battle of Music." (Sect. 2). 
7493. 1936, October 24. They’ve Sold 75,000 Records of Kirk Song Hit. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. All 
records for advance sale tickets went by the boards here when more than 600 requests for advance sale 
tickets for the dance were filled. The occasion marks the :first appearance of Andy Kirk and His 12 Clouds 



of Joy. Kirk and his "Clouds of Joy," have become such an important recording uuit for Decca Record 
Company that the president of the firm, has signed them as exclusive Decca recording artists and they are 
soon to raake twelve new sides. (Sect. 2). 
7494. 1936, October 24. To Pittsburgh!. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Marian Anderso~ world renowned 
contralto, will be one of the stars of the local music season here. Anderson appears in the above photo. 
(Sect. 1). 
7495. 1936, October 30. Armstrong Clinches Title Recognition. California Eagle. pl 1. Approxiraately 
9500 fans saw Henry "The Greaf’ Armstrong clinch his rights to be called "Featherweight Champion" of 
the World" when he convincingly thrashed Mike Belloise. 
7496. 1936, October 30. Armstrong to Box Espinosa Monday. Cal~brnia Eagle. p 11. The turnstiles will 
click merrily Monday night at Eastside arena, when He~u3~; Armstrong, wofld’s feather~veight champion, 
meets Gene Espinosa, in the ten round event. 
7497. 1936, October 30. Blanche Calloway in the Bronx. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl0. Blanche Calloway’s 
orchestra has been signed by Leo Hoffman for a three night appearance at the Swing Club in the Brore¢. 
Calloway is the sister of Cab Calloway. 
7498. 1936, October 30. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Kentucky is coming in for its share of publicity these days: "The Daniel Boone" 
picture recently appeared in New York with the Irvin S. Cobb Paducah Plantation program and the musical 
picture of the Green Grass State as drawn by William Grant Still, which has the Indian name of this state 
for its title, "Kaintuck." 
7499. 1936, October 30. Hall Johnson Choir’s Role Is Different. Cal~[brnia F~agle. pl0. The Hall Johi~son 
choir, one of the most famous of America’s choral groups, has drawn its strangest assigmnent by singing 
in the native Tibetan language in the film, "Lost Horizon." The choir will sing in the native Tibetan 
language. With a sixty-voice chorus of the Hall Jotmson group, Dmitri Tompkin, who is composing and 
arranging the score and who has been working [br four months on a folk song of the strange plateau lands 
beyond the Mongolian border, began recording this week. 
7500. 1936, October 30. Wants No More of Play, "Mulatto." Cal~ibrnia bSagle, pl0. David H. Pierce says, 
"There have been too many plays and stories with the ’Mulatto’ theme. I shall be satisfied if I see no more 
of fllem. In their place, let us have more plays like ’Stevedore,’ wherein a lynch mob :faces armed Negroes 
and whites who know how to use guns and employ them :for reducing the lynching population." 
7501. 1936, October 31. Armstrong Writes Book on "Swing ~lusie." Allan McMillan. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p8. Louis Armstrong, the undisputed king of the trumpet, has found time to write a book on the much 
discussed subject of "Swing Music." The title of the book is "Swing That Music," which is being published 
by Longmans, Green and Compa~. The name of Satchino needs no introduction to the American or 
European music enthusiast. (Sect. 2). 
7502. 1936, October 31. Carroll Dickerson to Open Dance Tour at Pittsburgh ’s Savoy. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pS. A special "farewell" party, tendered Carroll Dickerson and his orchestra at the Swingland Caf~ 
by scores of Carroll’s friends, attracted hundreds of Chicagoans who paid fitting tribute to the "swing" 
maestro. He will open at Dance Tour at Pithe Savoy in Pittsburgh. (Sect. II). 
7503. 1936, October 31. Colored Actors’ Club Buries Its Own Dead Without "Passing Hat." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p5. The sudden death of George Stemper will no doubt add a stinging tragedy to a~ of the old 
time followers of the stage. He died a poor ma~ unwanted and unloved by the masses he once entertained 
so skillfully. Stemper, then known as George Hortor~ started in show business 23 years ago in Philadelphia 
at Duncan’s Theater singing and doing the strut, the dance which carried the popularity of the Pigmeat 
truck today. (Sect. 1). 
7504. 1936, October 31. A Duke Crowns Queen. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. The high spot of Negro Day at 
the Texas Centennial Exposition was Duke Ellington, maestro of rhythm, crowning Mabel Porter. 
Ellington, laid down his baton long enough to officiate at the ceremonial. He appears in the above photo. 
(Sect. 2). 
7505. 1936, October 31. Ethel Waters to Close Philadelphia’s Lincoln Theater Next Thursday. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. This city’s (Philadelphia) once famous Lincoln Theater which in the last 
season or two has gone through many unwarranted metamorphoses, will come to the end of its road as a 
picture and vaudeville theater, as the last performance from the talented throat of Ethel Waters echoes 
throughout its interior. (Sect. 2). 
7506. 1936, October 31. Harlem’s Ubangi Club Upholds Its Tradition with a Gala New Fast-Stepping, 
~)lorful Revue. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. The Ubangi Club presents Broomfield and Greeley’s 



production, "Round the World in Swing Tempo." Ruby Hill and Avon Long among others appeared in tlfis 
production .... Within the last few seasons or so, by its presentations, the Ubangi Club has ca~Ted for itself 
a lasting place in the hearts of nocturual night prowlers. (Sect. 2). 
7507. 1936, October 31. Jimmie Lunceford Closes for European Tour: To Play France, Norway, 
Sweden. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Jimnfie Lunceford and his "streamline" rhythm are streamlining to Europe 
in Janua13./. The fact was nkade known late last week when Harold Oxley, manager of the sophisticated 
maestro, announced that the group had been signed for European engagements which looms as one of the 
greatest this countl?." has ever witnessed. (Sect. 2). 
7508. 1936, October 31. "Jimmie Lunceford’s Rare Personality Just Pulls Your Heartstrongs." Bessie 
Holloway. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Some seventeen hundred people jammed in the Savoy Ballroom and 
discovered that certain something that makes Jin~ny Lunceford the most outstanding and the most dearly 
loved of all the musicians who swing batons before groups of musicians. When he flashes that smile and 
radiates that personality which is so striking, he just tugs at your heart strings and lands himself solidly 
right in the middle of the old cardiac organ and there you are--a Jimmie Lunceford fan forever. (Sect. 2). 
7509. 1936, October 31. Louis Armstrong to Invade Georgia. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. The biggest event of 
the fall season is scheduled for Friday evening, Nov. 6 when Louis Armstrong plays a dance engagement at 
the City Auditorium in Savannah, Georgia under the auspices of the Harlem Club. This will be the first 
appearance of the orchestra in this territory. (Sect. 2). 
7510. 1936, October 31. Lunceford Spent $23,000 in a Year on Transportation. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. 
Jimmie Lunceford and his orchestra are traveling now in their own "streamlined" automobiles. The change 
was made when the office discovered that more than $23,000 had been spent in a single year chartering 
buses lbr their trips around the countu. (Sect. 2). 
7511. 1936, October 31. "Mulatto’ Cheered, Jeered, on Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. "Mulatto," the 
stirring southern drama from the pen of Langston Hughes which scored a surprising success in New York 
City and venturcd on a successful tour of the hinterlands, is at this late datc collecting a variety of praises 
and criticisms. (Sect. 2). 
7512. 1936, October 31. New Version of "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" Ready. Pittsbm2gh Courier. pS. The new 
version of "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" opened at the 51 st Theater. (Sect. 2). 
7513. 1936, October 31. NotedRaee Choirs Get Film Work. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. This is choir week in 
Hollywood as two of the best known singing groups in thc countu have been engaged for fihn work. They 
are the Hall Jotmson choir and the St. Luke’s choir. The Hall Johnson choir, a world famous musical group, 
has been engaged to furnish Tibetan musical accompaniment "to sequences of Frank Capra’s forthcoming 
"Lost Horizon." The other choral group at work for Columbia this week is the celebrated St. Luke’s choir 
of Long Beach who are appearing with Grace Moore, singing star of the screen and opera. (Sect. 2). 
7514. 1936, October 31. Praise and Criticism. Porter Roberts. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Jesse Owens is 
becoming the leading laugh-provoker in the count~" vel?." fast. Owens was and still is the "world’s fastest 
hunkan." But when he goes about the count13./from town to town telling colored people to vote for Landon, 
when he is NOT a registered voter himself, he not only- looks funny, he is fum\v. (Sect. 2). 
7515. 1936, October 31. Rogers Reveals Political Stupidity of Foreign Diplomats. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. 
The following is from an article written by J. A. Rogers: Old-line diplomats with all their supposed 
cleverness surely can give examples of political stupidity that would be a disgrace to their office boys. In 
December, 1934, Pierre Laval, French Foreign Minister, to win Italy over to France, gave Mussolini a free 
hand in Ethiopia, several thousands of square miles of French territoq~ to raake the invasion of Ethiopia 
easier, and three thousand shares in the Franco-Ethiopian railway. (Sect. 2). 
7516. 1936, October 31. Scenes from "Song of Freedom." Pittsburgh Courier. p8. "Song of Freedom," a 
new British-made film, starring Paul Robeson and Elizabeth Welch, has just made its debut on London 
screens and is due for an early screening in America. Here are typical scenes from the picture, which tells 
of a dock hand (Paul Robeson) with a great singing voice who sings a mysterious melody in London music 
halls and is told that the song comes from a West African tribe. He finds out from a talisman that he is the 
heredita~ ruler of the tribe and goes there to become ldng, then later commutes between Africa and 
European capitals, where he gives concerts to help his tribe’s treasul)’. (Sect. 2). 
7517. 1936, October 31. "Speed" Webb Plays Jackson, Tenn., on 12. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. "Speed" 
Webb and his nationally famous "Blue Devils" will play a one night engagement at the newly remodeled 
$12,000 Oriental ballroom on November 12. (Sect. 2). 
7518. 1936, November 6. AIDuval Plays in Jungle Film. Cal!/brnia Eagle. pl0. Alpheus Duval, former 
star tackle at Loyola University, is playing parts in jungle scenes in the movies. The magnificently 



physiqued former athlete has just been noticed by Hollywood executives and is being cast for several minor 
parts suiting his type. 
7519. 1936, November 6. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: President Franklin Delano Roosevelt has alwws had faith in the people of the 
United States and has dedicated his life to the people of all classes, races, and creeds. The people 
demonstrated their faith in this tree, clean American at the ballot box .... I learned that the Florence Mills 
Theater is plwing that masterful doctrine against lynching, a picture made by MGM. Louis B. Mwer’s 
studio, called "FreT," with Spencer Tracy. It is the best argmnent to date against lynching and told through 
the world’s greatest medium, talking pictures. 
7520. 1936, November 6. "De Lawd’jailedfor lack o.I"$100. Cal~ornia Eagle. p13. "De Lawd" were to 
jail because he could not work the minor miracle of raising $100 cash. The nragistrate ordered jail for Rex 
Ingrain, 40, because he did not have $100 cash bail needed for granting an adjourmnent of Ingram’s third 
degree assault case until this Friday. 
7521. 1936, November 6. "Hearts in Dixie" at Tivoli Sunday. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl0. The Tivoli theater 
has the pleasure of presenting the greatest pictures ever produced. "Hearts in Dixie" with a one hundred 
percent all star, all colored cast, features Clarence Muse, Stepin Fetchit, Eugene Jackso~ Mildred 
Washington and many others. This is the only showing of the production in the last seven years and the 
Tivoli only made this possible by sending to New York for the studio print, "Hearts in Dixie." 
7522. 1936, November 6. lie’s New York Bound. Cal{fi~rnia Eagle. pS. New York and Chicago bound is 
Clarence Muse, noted actor and singer. Muse, whose latest contribution to the world of entertainn~ent is his 
work on the Paducah Plantation Hour, where he will accompaw Irvin S. Cobb, to the grand celebration of 
the 1937 Oldsmobile. Muse appears in the above photo. 
7523. 1936, November 6. Louise Beavers signs contract. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. pl0. Louise Beavers, star of 
"hnitalion of Life," has been signed to a seven year contract with the Sol Lesser productions at Pathe-RKO 
studios, calling for a salary in the four-figure class. Beavers, has just completed a role in Bobbie Breen’s 
"Rainbow On the River." 
7524. 1936, November 6. Nov York Leave for Muse, Cobb. California 1,2agle. pl0. Radio’s newest and 
most sensational team, Irvin S. Cobb, famed humorist and Clarence Muse, celebrated actor, singer and 
composer leave Los Angeles to celebrate the new 1937 car models. 
7525. 1936, November 6. Nina Mae and Hubby Adopt Baby. California Eagle. pl0. Nina Mac McKi~mey 
and husband, James Monroe may change their American allegiance to become naturalized British subjects 
on account of an adopted 14 month old "baby without a country." According to McKinney, % poor colored 
woman--she lives in London--heard about my "oaby craze’ through a friend. She’d had big trouble with 
two kiddies, but couldn’t afford to keep them both. She came to see me at the theater and my husband and I 
fell for Brenda right away." Lawyers are now ironing out the final legal technicalities. They have been told 
that they could not take Brenda along because she is neither the adopted child of British subjects nor has 
she been adopted trader the U.S. law. 
7526. 1936, November 6. Roland Hayes Sings Here on 20th inst. California Eagle. p13. When Roland 
Hayes, distinguished Negro tenor, who will give a concert at the Philharmonic, first determined to become 
a professional singer, his mother, mindful of the low estate of the cormnon music hall Negro singers, 
sought to dissuade him. When, however, she was finally convinced of her son’s determination, she gave 
him fifty hard-earned dollars and bade him Godspeed. Hayes went to Nashville, Tennessee where he 
entered Fisk Institute and was first formally trained. 
7527. 1936, November 6. Sepia Talent Is New Order of Day Locally. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p13. With the 
opening season at the Philharmonic auditorium, Roland Hayes, famous tenor, will come out of his sanctmn 
in Boston to be presented at the Philharmonic. Marian Anderson will also provide a performance. The 
Biltomore Theater will feature Langston Hughes~ play, "Mulatto," the much discussed miscegenation play 
that ran for a year in New York, despite the nausea of Broadway critics. 
7528. 1936, November 7. And)’ Kirk Slatedj[br Theater Tour. Pittsbu<gh Courier. pT. Following a thirty 
day tour of dance engagements throughout the South and Middlewest, Andy Kirk and his sensational 
orchestra began a series of theater dates at the Nixon Grand in Philadelphia .... Kirk and his orchestra, now 
heralded as one of the most up-and-coming musical organizations of the present day, will have a fast 
musical show built around his excellent array of "Swingsters." (Sect. 2). 
7529. 1936, November 7. Barrington Guy and Phil Scott Thrill Cedar Gardens Goers. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. Everybody’s doing it! We mean the new "Boola" dance introduced here by Barrington Guy at 



the famous Cedar Gardens, and the "Baloney" dance which Phil Scott goes into for the benefit of the 
patrons in Cleveland, Ohio. (Sect. 2). 
7530. 1936, November 7. Butterbeans and Susie, Don Redman Score in Smash Week at Nixon Grand. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. It’s been a gala bit of entertairanent during the past few days at the Nixon Grand 
Theater in the city of Brotherly Love, and this commentator has been enjoying it all, especially the music of 
Don Redman’s Fine Orchestra and Butterbeans and Susie, the last of the famous husband-wife musical 
comedy teams. (Sect. 2). 
7531.1936, November 7. Carroll Dickerson’s Band in Auto Wreck: Bus Wrecked as Two Are Killed; 
Tour Is Resumed. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Carroll Dickerson and his entire company of sixteen people 
escaped injuries when the bus in which they were riding en route to fill a dance engagement at Pittsburgh 
crashed with an automobile killing two passengers. The entire band was held pending investigations. A 
State Highway officer, who is said to have been an eye -witness to the accident, declared the driver of the 
orchestra bus did his best to prevent the accident which was unavoidable. (Sect. 2). 
7532. 1936, November 7. Ethel, Waters Has Band Unit. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Ethel Waters’s band unit, 
with Eddie Mallory" and his orchestra, the Brown Sisters, Six Lindy Hoppers, Teddy Hale and others, have 
beenbooked by R.K.O. for two weeks after they close at the Howard Theater in Washington, D.C. (Sect. 
II). 
7533. 1936, November 7. Nicholas Brothers in Europe. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. This is the caption on a 
picture: The sensational Nicholas Brothers as they appear in Lew Leslie’s "Blackbirds" now successfully 
holding forth in Europe. They will return to America soon to star in a Hollywood picture. They appear in 
the above photo. (Sect. 2). 
7534. 1936, November 7. Obie Austin and Orlando Robeson Get (hvn Bands, Sign with Rhythm Club. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Orlando Robeson and Obie AustilL former members ofthc Claude Hopkins’ 
aggrcgation, who desertcd him just a fcw weeks ago, have acquired their own orchestras and will hcrcaftcr 
be the leaders instead of thc lead. They signcd manager’s contracts with the Colorcd Rhythm Club Artists 
Burcau. (Sect. 2). 
7535. 1936, November 7. "Pennies.[i"om Heaven." Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Thc following is from the 
caption of a picturc: Louis Armstrong, King of thc Swing Music, and his orchcstra in a scene from 
"Pennies from Heaven," which stars Bing Crosby. (Sect. 2). 
7536. 1936, November 7. The Sepia Side of Holl)m,ood. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Hattie 
McDaniel is just a flying through Margarct Mitchell’s best- selling novel of thc year, "Gone with the 
Wind," to be photographcd by David O. Selznick for Selznick International Studios. McDaniel and Troy 
Brown will appear in "Can This Be Dixie." Louise Beavers will be the pancake queen of her first starring 
five-year contract picture in "Aunt Jemima" you know the big dark lady with two rows of shiny white 
teeth, broad grin and the jolly slant in her hirainous eyes? (Sect. 2). 
7537. 1936, November 7. "We’ve Had Enough of Hattie McDaniel Praise," Writer Says. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p2. In a letter to the editor submitted by Marzine Harris, she states, "Thanks a million for a writer 
like Porter Roberts. His column is tops, but I guess he can’t write about fellow workman. If he could, I 
dare say he would say like many I come in contact with, that he is "fed up" with Bernice Patton’s praise of 
one Hattie McDaniel. Why, or w~ can’t something be done about her throwing the lives of our race into 
the gutter? Her speech, the things the stars say to her ... please Mr. Roberts, do something." (Sect. 2). 
7538. 1936, November 7. What? "DeLawd’ of Films Jailed. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Rex Ingram, 42 year 
old "DeLawd" of"Green Pastures" spent a few uncomfortable hours in a detention pen because of his 
inabili~ to furnish bail when he was carried into court on a charge of assault by a process sewer. The 
trouble started Thursday night backstage at the Apollo Theater, where Ingrain had just finished a week’s 
personal appearance engagement. A Bronx lawyer came upon the scene to sela~e Ingram with a sununons to 
court to explain w~ he had moved away from a former address, leaving an unpaid balance on a rent bill 
amounting to $312.75. (Sect. 1). 
7539. 1936, November 13. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle,. pl. The following is from 
an axticle by Clarence Muse: Enroute on "The Chief’ with Irvin S. Cobb, I was indeed gratified to hear 
Cobb tell some of the guests of the Santa Fe, "That you will never hear a line or conversation on the 
Paducah Plantation Program, telling of bandana handkerchiefs or telling about black people who are so 
happy in the south that they will never tear away from the plantations and go to the big cities. That is not 
true." 
7540. 1936, November 13. Dones Heads Calijbrnia To,~t Site. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl0. Sidney P. Dories 
declines to be a candidate for public office because he had a longing for thc country, life in Landon, 



California, the newest and most inviting town sites in the state. Dories maintains a large estate in this "land 
of opporttmity," and acres of vegetables and fruits have been planted for the enjoyment of his guests. 
7541. 1936, November 13. English Lifl Bann of "Green Pastures." California Eagle. pl0. "Green 
Pastures," banned from the English stage in 1931, will be shown to London audiences. The fihn version 
prohibited some five months ago in London, will be shown according to film censor, Baron Tyrell. The 
original objection to the play was based on the British law prohibiting impersonation of the deity on the 
stage. As this statue does not affect pictures, the ban on the fihn was hinged on a legal technicality. 
7542. 1936, November 13. Hampton to Play with Goodman. California Eagle. pl0. Lionel Hampton, 
billed locally as the world’s greatest dmnuner, left to fill an unlhnited engagement with Bem\v Goodman’s 
Band at the Penn Hotel in New York City. Hampton will be the second colored musician to be featured 
with the famous Goodman trio. Teddy Wilson, pianist, was the first. 
7543. 1936, November 13. Jules Bledsoe Sues Lew Leslie. California Eagle. pl0. Jules Bledsoe, famous 
singer and actor of"Or Man River" filed suit last week against Lew Leslie, clrarging breach of contract. 
The New Yorker is credited with having sung "O1 Man River," more than 20,000 times. 
7544. 1936, November 13. "Mulatto" Star. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Mercedes Gilbert opened in one of the 
leading roles of Langston Hughes’ miscegenation drama, "Mulatto." Gilbert plays the part vacated some 
months ago by the death of Rose McClendon. Her performance of Cora, concubine of a southern plantation 
owner, and mother of four half white children, two of which refuse to "stay in their places" and 
consequently cause tronble, is nnequaled. 
7545. 1936, November 13. Roland Hayes. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. The golden voice of Roland Hayes will 
charm music lovers of Los Angeles when Merle Armitage presents the singer in concert at the 
Philharmonic auditorium. Hayes fbr the past few months in seclusion at his Boston home will open his 
concert tour with this Coast: appearance. Hayes appears in the above photo. 
7546. 1936, November 14. Beavers’ Contract Is Guarantee to ~!!ovie Stardom. Pittsbu@ Courier. p 11. 
Hollywood histo~ was made last week when Louise Beavers was placed trader long-term contract, with 
provisions guaranteed stardom. She was signed by Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pictures. Beavers is 
the first race artist to receive this double accolade in motion pictures .... The award came to Beavers as 
result of her work in the recently completed picture, "Rainbow On the River." (Sect:. 2). 
7547. 1936, November 14. "Buckwheat" Sheds Pigtails, Steals Spotlight in "General Spanky" Latest 
"Our Gang’ Picture. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. Little "Buckwheat" of "Our Gang," has shed his pigtails and 
almost stole the show right from the famous juvenile star, "Spanky" McFarland in the "Our Gang" full- 
length Hal Roach fcalurc "General Spanky." "Buckwheat" christened by his parents, Billie Thomas, has 
been given a long term contract by Producer Hal Roach, who says he is "much too valuable to be ~ped in 
taboo pickaninny roles." (Sect. 2). 
7548. 1936, November 14. Choir Requires No Musical Instrument in 2Vo~ RKO Picture. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl0. The Hall Johnson Choir of fifty Negro voices, currently featured in "Rainbow on the River," 
starring Bobby Breen, sings without the accompaniment of a~\,�" musical instrument--not even a piano. 
(Sect. 2). 
7549. 1936, November 14. English Ban Lifted on "Green Pastures." Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. "Green 
Pastures," hammed from the English stage in 1931, will be shown to London audiences. Film censor Baron 
Tyroll passed the Warner Bros. motion picture Tuesday’. The original objection to the play was based on the 
British law prohibiting impersonation of the deity on the stage. (Sect. 2). 
7550. 1936, November 14. Etta Moten Gets Glorious Kick and Surprises on Her Tour Through the 
Sunny Southland. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Etta Moterk whose series of concerts in Mississippi are 
bringing inspiration and appreciation to the cultural and artistic life of Mississippi, where she is being 
received with unbound enthusiasm, is frank in expressing her surprise at some of the things which she lras 
found here in the deep South. Moten revealed, "Conditions here in Mississippi are certainly infinitely 
different from what I had been told I would find." (Sect. 1). 
7551.1936, November 14. Famous Bandleader Attempts to End Life: Bardu Ali Drinks Poison in N. E 
Flat. Pittsburgh Courier. p 10. Bardu Ali, famous band leader of the much publicized Chick Webb 
aggregation, narrowly escaped death when he, in a fit of frustrated temper, emptied the contents of a Lysol 
bottle into his stonrach in an attempt to end it all. The incident occurred in the apartment of his estranged 
wife, the locality of which has not been established by this reporter. (Sect. 2). 
7552. 1936, November 14. Gross Earnings of Louis Estimated at $1,800,000. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Mike Jacobs, the fistic impresario, estinrated that Joe Louis has made over $1,800,000 in his 27 
professional fights. This is an estimate of the gross gates which Louis has dra~vn. (Sect. 1). 



7553. 1936, November 14. Jo Baker in Paris. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. Josephine Baker, star of the current 
"Follies-Bergere," is going to extend her activities to entertaining the stay-up-laters. The international star 
is going to again to open here her own nite club on the rue Pierre-Charron in the Champs-Elysees district. 
(Sect. 2). 
7554. 1936, November 14. Jubilee Singers Go Big on the Coast. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. The Texas 
Cente~mial Jubilee Singers, now on the Pacific Coast, have become one of the best drawing cards in the far- 
West and are now on the Bert Levey Vaudeville Circuit .... The aggregation is comprised of five men and 
five women, all possessed of ma~’~Telons voices and all recruited from the various Negro colleges in Texas, 
Alabama and Tennessee. (Sect. 2). 
7555. 1936, November 14. Louise Beavers in New Thriller. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. This is a picture of 
Louise Beavers and others, from the production of "Rainbow on the River." Beavers, appears in the above 
photo. (Sect. 2). 
7556. 1936, November 14. New Edition of"Blackbirds’ Opens in London: Lavada Carter, Eunice 
Wilson Listed as Stars. P. L. Prattis. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. Lew Leslie’s edition of"Blackbirds" opened 
at the Adelphi Theater before a capacity audience starring Lavada Carter and Eunice Wilson. The Nicholas 
Brothers also performed at this event. (Sect. 2). 
7557. 1936, November 14. Our Marian Is Selected as One of WorM’s Ten Greatest Women. P. L. Prattis. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p 10. Society Hostess Elsa Maxwell lras selected Marian Anderson as one of the ten 
greatest women in the world in an exclusive Daily Mirror article .... Of Anderson, who is a Negro woman, 
one critic writes, "Who, despite the fact that she is a Negro woman, she became a really great concert 
singer." (Sect. 1). 
7558. 1936, November 14. Paul Robeson Will Tour in Australia. Pittsbu~gh Courier. pl0. The reports that 
Paul Robeson, celebrated actor-singer, will tour in Australia were confirmed. On his tour, Roberson will 
touch both concert and stage. Should nothing happen to stop the coming of the great artist, he will be the 
highest paid imported artist ever to visit these shores. (Sect. 2). 
7559. 1936, November 14. Texas Symphony, with Paul Whiteman Conducting, Plays Negro composition. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 0. Paul Whiteman included in his concert program, combining his own orchestra 
with the Fort Worth Symphony and directing both orgaulzations in the first of the local orchestra’s current 
season of concerts in the First Baptist Auditorium, Tuesday, William Grant Still’s "Ebony Chronicle." 
(Sect. 2). 
7560. 1936, November 14. Three Sharps and a Flat, DetroH Radio Team, May Get Motion Picture 
Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Meyer Davis, manager of the Three Sharps and A Flat, well known 
radio quartet, announced that plans were being made between him and a major motion picture studio of 
Hollywood to feature the singers in a series of shorts. The boys are now the current attraction at Walter 
No~ood’s Club Plantation here. (Sect. 2). 
7561. 1936, November 14. Trip Abroadjbr Louis Planned. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. A fight in London 
dtNng May at the time of the coronation of King Edward, with Max Baer as a probable opponent, and a 
tour of the U.S. before that time, is definitely on the Joe Louis menu, according to Mike Jacobs, John 
Roxborough, and Julian Black mentors of the Brown Bomber. (Sect. 2). 
7562. 1936, November 14. b:N.LA. P~otests Biased Films in England. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. A serious 
effort is being made in England by the Universal Negro Improvement Association to prevent the showing 
in Great Britain of Moving Pictures and Broadcasting Features calculated to create prejudice against the 
colored race in the country .... In keeping with the effort to curb the showing of pictures in which Paul 
Robeson appears like, "Sanders of the River," "Emperor Jones," and "Song of the Freedom" resolutions 
were sent to the Home Secretary of the organization. (Sect. 1). 
7563. 1936, November 14. "Uncle Tom’s Cabin"to Get First "Real’ P~esentation Soon. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. For the first time in 86 years, "Uncle Tom’s Cabin," is to have what might be 
called a modern investiture. Never before has the play been so completely rewritten. (Sect. 2). 
7564. 1936, November 14. Zach Whyte Set ~Cbr Holiday in Akron, Fairmont. Pittsburgh Courier. p l 1. 
Two of the biggest dances of the holiday season are scheduled when Zack Whyte and his revamped 
Chocolate Beau Bruminels orchestra, invade the dance-crazed towns for two gala engagements in Akron 
and Fairmont. The affair is under the direction of Booker T. Brooks, who is fighting to retain l~is status as 
the leading sepia promoter in these parts. (Sect. 2). 
7565. 1936, November 20. AI Duvall an Actor; Hopes to Be Lawyer. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl0. A1 Duvall, 
former Loyola football sensation has turned movie actor. Within the last few weeks he has played an 
important role in "Jungle Jim." Duvall states that hc has not launched himself on a permanent screen 



career. "I want to be and I intend to be a lm~3rer," he declared. "Acting is just a means to an end. It is 
enabling me to return to school next year." 
7566. 1936, November 20. Braddock and Louis to Fight with $400,000 to Champion if Bout goes 
Through. California Eagle. pl 1. James J. Braddock and Joe Louis may fight a 12 round no-decision bout 
at Atlantic City with Braddock paid $400,000, maybe. 
7567. 1936, November 20. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: En route from New York to Chicago, with a two-day stay in the Windy City, 
when we board the City of Los Angeles Streamline for Hollywood .... Bill Robinson is the greatest 
sensation on Broadway at present. 
7568. 1936, November 20. Football Star Turns Actor. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. A1 Duvall, Los Angeles 
football player who won a place on several major all-American football selections of 1935, has turned 
actor. Within the past few weeks he has played in two Uuiversal productions, "Murder on the Mississippi" 
and the serial, "Jungle Jim." Duvall appears in the above photo. 
7569. 1936, November 20. From Swingster to Writer. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl0. Louis Armstrong, pictured 
caressing his beloved trumpet, has turned writer. Armstrong shares his views on the swing music 
phenome~a of the modern music world in a book called, Swing That Music. 
7570. 1936, November 20. Gilpin Player produce Hughes Play. California Eagle. pl0. Cleveland’s 
famous company of Negro performers, the Gilpin Players, opened in their first production of the season, 
"Troubled Island." The play in three acts and several scenes, treats the straggle of the Haitian slaves for 
freedom, the rise of Dessalines to power, and the life of his court during that period when he was Emperor 
of Haiti and Napoleon was Emperor of France. 
7571. 1936, November 20. "Mulatto" Star Feted Here by Friends. Lionel Gordon. California Eagle. p6. 
The "tops" in sepia dramatics and friends from the "outside," gathered around the clever bar of Rio 
Hedgespeth, to honor the greatest actress the color claims, Mercedes Gilbert, star of fl~e current drama 
"Mulaltu." Of course Gilbert does not claim to be the grcalcst and instead contends that Cleo Desmond is 
the greatest actress. 
7572. 1936, November 20. Muse Gets Gigantic Welcome. Cali~[brnia Eagle. p2. Dispatches from New 
York stated that Clarence Muse was given a welcome in New York when he arrived there last week. Muse 
appears in the above photo. 
7573. 1936, November 20. Report Jo Baker’s Husband Dead. California Eagle. pl0. According to reports 
from Paris, Count Petitio Albalino, husband and former manager of Josephine Baker, died due to a kidney 
ailment. The Count and Baker were separated several months ago [bllowing a visit to America, and 
unconfirmed reports indicate they were not reconciled at the time of his death. 
7574. 1936, November 20. To Tour Australia. California Eagle. p3. Panl Robeson, celebrated actor-singer, 
will tour Australia next year and will appear both in concert and on the stage. Rumors have it that Robeson 
will make several pictures for the fast growing Australian moving picture companies. Robeson appears in 
the above photo. 
7575. 1936, November 21. Andy Kirk a Riot in Philly. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Andy Kirk and his orchestra 
"went to town" here during the past week for gross attendance at the Nixon Grand Theater. It was their first 
appearance at the North Philly Playhonse. The orchestra presented a well-balanced program of "swing" 
music and allowed Pha Terrell and Ma~3T Lou Williams an opporttmity to show off with some excellent 
specialties. (Sect. 2). 
7576. 1936, November 21. Armstrong "Steals’ Bing Crosby’s Picture. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgt’~ Courier. 
pT. Columbia Pictures presented for the benefit of the press a preview of Bing Crosby’s latest starring film, 
"Pennies from Heaven," in which Louis "Satchino" Armstrong takes a part. (Sect. 2). 
7577. 1936, November 21. Art Tatum toAppear in Movies. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Art Tatunk the blind 
piano wizard, who has appeared on Ben Bernie-Rudy Vallee’s and Paul Whitenran’s radio programs, as 
guest artists on several occasions, left for Hollywood where he will spend four months. (Sect. 2). 
7578. 1936, November 21. Buck andBubbles QuitLondon Revue. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Buck and 
Bubbles, famous American comedians, have left the east of "Trans-Atlantic Rhythm," a new revue which 
recently opened at the Adelphi Theater, after a week of doubt due to financial troubles. (Sect. 2). 
7579. 1936, November 21. Clarence Muse in Chicagoj[br Visit. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Clarence Muse 
won a nice little pre-holiday vacation when he came East to Chicago with Ii~-ing Cobb to do a broadcast of 
the Paducah Plantation hour on which both appear. Bill Robinson and the Hall Johnson Choir, singing from 
Hollywood were on the same program. (Sect. 2). 



7580. 1936, November 21. Ethel Moses in "Temptation. "Pittsburgh Courier. p3. The following is from a 
caption of a picture: Ethel Moses, in a scene from Oscar Micheaux’s soon to be released all-star film, 
"Temptation." Moses appears in the above photo. (Sect. 1). 
7581. 1936, November 21. Ethel Waters’ Show Grosses $22,500 in Cleveland Theater. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. Cleveland was "swing" conscious when Ethel Waters hit the stage of the Palace Theater. Her 
show grossed $22,500. (Sect. 2). 
7582. 1936, November 21. Ex-~De Lawd’ Now b~iversity Prof Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Charles Winter 
Wood, former understudy of Richard B. Harrisork guest instructor of the Florida A. and M. College, has 
organized dramatic classes among the faculty as well as the students of the school. (Sect. 2). 
7583. 1936, November 21. Gilpin Players Stage Life Stoo~ of World’s First Negro Emperor. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. "Troubled Island," the production of the fall season for Cleveland’s nationally ka~ow Gilpin 
Players, is a full length poetic play by Langston Hughes, based on the life of the world’s first Negro 
Emperor, Jean Jacques Dessalines of Haiti. (Sect. 2). 
7584. 1936, November 21. J.A. Rogers Explains "Your History’ Feature in the Courier. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p2. In a special to the Pittsburgh Courier, J.A. Rogers explained how he checked up on 
all the facts about race in "Your History." (Sect. 2). 
7585. 1936, November 21. Jeni LeGon to Star in Paul Robeson ~inema. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
LeGon is to be featured opposite the European stage, radio and screen idol, Paul Robeson, in a new cinema 
production. New Yorkers, however, will not be disappointed, for on Friday, November 27, LeGon will be 
featured at the Apollo Theater in an Earl Dancer musical, titled "Something Special." (Sect. 2). 
7586.1936, November 21. Josephine Baker’s Husband Reported Dead. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. 
According to reports, the husband of Josephine Baker, Cotu~t Albatino, and former manager died of a 
kidney ailment. Shortly after Baker entered the theatrical world in the French capital, 10 years ago, Count 
Albatino became her manager and under his guidance, she gained national fame. (Sect. 1). 
7587. 1936, November 21. Lunceford to Sail January 27. Pittsbut2gh Courier. pT. Jimmie Lunceford 
orchestra has announced that the band will sail on the M.S. Bergensfjord in January. for Europe. While in 
Europe, Lunceford will lake his band to Norway, Sweden, Demnark, Holland, Belgium and Paris, and 
possibly to other regions. (Sect. 2). 
7588. 1936, November 21. Myra Johnson to Star ~qth "Fats’ Waller. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Myra 
Johnson, the Manhattan Madcap, who was seen here last season at the Club Plantation, will be a part of the 
show wtfich comes to the Fox Theater. She will star with "Fals" Waller. (Sect. 2). 
7589. 1936, November 21. Now You Can Talk; "Birth of a Nation" May Be a Talkie. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. Almost as soon as this column said all was quiet on the protestin’ front and suggested that letters of 
praise be sent to radio and amusement companies featuring creditable colored talent, in comes 
communication from the Bureau of Conwnercial Research attempting to get this race’s reaction to air 
programs featuring sepia performers or Negroid humor. Before this can be answered, up jumps an 
aunouncement that Thomas Dixork author of the infamous "Birth of a Nation," is considering reruaking the 
picture as a talker. (Sect. 2). 
7590. 1936, November 21. The Sepia Side ofIIollywood. Pittsbu~eh Courier. p6. Louise Beavers, whose 
five-year ticket to Principal Production Studios, says that her first starring picture is "Aunt Jemirua," takes 
time out from the flickers to entertain her close friends. "Go West, Young Man," and see Mae West’s new 
sensational film find, Nicodemus, paged to Hollywood via the TWA plans to climb filmdom’s slippery 
ladder of fame. (Sect. 2). 
7591. 1936, November 21. That Teddy Wilson Story Bobs Up Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Some weeks 
ago your colunmist said that according to reports from California, Teddy Wilson was barred from 
appearing with Beamy Goodman in "The Big Broadcast of 1937," but his music was used. Variety, the 
theatrical magazine, and certain others, scoffed at the story--which incidentally, we still have sound 
reasons to believe is true--and contended his statement was "hurting colored artist." (Sect. 2). 
7592. 1936, November 21. Ton)’ Langston, Noted Critic, Dies in Chicago. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The 
newspaper world and theatrical circles were shocked to learn of the death of Tony L. Langstork nationally 
lcnown newspaperman and theatrical critic, a veteran of 35 years ser~ice and one of the most popular men 
in his profession. His death Monday morning followed an illness of two months and funeral services were 
set for Thursday morning at the Charles Jackson mortuary. (Sect. 1). 
7593. 1936, November 27. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an axticle by Clarence Muse: Back home in Hollywood, with Chicago still ringing in my ears. The three 
hundred thousand Negroes in this windy city, and I mean windy, arc economically happy. 



7594. 1936, November 27. Daniel Haynes Is BoundJbr New York. California Eagle. pl. Daniel Lee 
Haynes, who recently starred in the drama, "Jolm Henry," accompanied by his wife, left Los Angeles for 
their home in Stanton Island. 
7595. 1936, November 27. "De Lawd’Is Acquitted. California Eagle. p3. Rex Ingrarn, who played "De 
Lawd" in the motion picture version of the "Green Pastures" was cleared of assault charges brought against 
him by a process server. The magistrate in the Harlem court dismissed the charges when the complaint was 
withdrawn by Murray J. Cohen, white. 
7596. 1936, November 27. Hayes Pleases Large Crowd at Philharmonic. Almena Davis. California 
Eagle. pl0. Roland Hayes sang at the Philharmonic Auditorium before the largest assemblage of Negroes 
ever in attendance at an uptown concert. A fair sized audience of all colors enthusiastically greeted the 
famous tenor as he stepped onto the stage and sang the opening song of his program, "Heart of My Heart." 
7597. 1936, November 27. Henry Armstrong Returns to Hometown a Hero After Absence of Five Years. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. p9. The career of HenlT Armstrong, world’s featherweight champion, reads a chapter 
from one of the Horatio Alger novels. Five years ago, he left home a hobo. The other day he returned a 
hero. When he stepped offthe train, he was greeted by more than 600 persons of both races while 
newspaper photographers flashed bulbs all around. 
7598. 1936, November 27. Hits Unconventionality of Los Angeles Society at Roland Hayes Appearance. 
Almena Davis. Cal~brnia Eagle. p6. Los Angeles society continued its habit, fast becoming a tradition, of 
unconventionality at the opening of the Philharmonic concert season with the appearance of Roland Hayes, 
famous tenor. While approximately one half of the house was sepia and one lralf that of the acknowledged 
cream of the crop, evening clothes were as rare as a tuxedo at a skating party .... Very appreciatively 
applauding was the renowned Stcpin Fetchit, who really displayed a penchant for Roland Hayes’ German. 
7599. 1936, November 27. Langston Hughes’ ~lother Shoved from Cleveland Fur Store; Damage Suit 
Filed. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p3. Climaxing a m~mber of recent injustices and discfimina/tory practices afforded 
Cleveland Negroes by merchants, Carolyn Clarke, mother of Langston Hughes was shoved from the door 
of the Liberty Fur company. 
7600. 1936, November 27. "Mulatto" Star Feted by l~acher. Califi)rnia Eagle. p6. Mercedes Gilbert, star 
of"Mulatto," Langston Hughcs’s drama in its closing week, was the guest of Kath~n Graham, sixth grade 
teacher and well known Angeleno socialite at a luncheon in the school cafeteria. 
7601. 1936, November 27. On Stage. Cal~)rnia Eagle. pl0. The Cabin Kids, famous swingin’, truckin’ 
juveniles from Harlem appear on the Orpheum theater stage. The vaudeville headliner is Troy Brown, 
colored star, who also appears on the screen with Jane Withers in "Can Tiffs Be Dixie?." 
7602. 1936, November 27. Stepin Stepping. California Eagle. pl0. Stepin Fetchit, la~T comedian of 20th 
Centur3~ Fox’s, "Love Is News," is busier than a whirling dervish off-stage arranging details for a Negro 
cultural center in Hollywood to be called Harlemwood. 
7603. 1936, November 28. S,500 Fans Pay $7,500 to See Joe Knock Out 2 in Exhibition Bouts. Bob 
McKim~ey. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Joe Louis was shown with great satisfaction to a record crowd of 
$5,500 fight fans who paid $7,500 to see the Bomber dispose of two foes. (Sect. 2). 
7604. 1936, November 28. Ace Comedian. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Jolm Mason is the other part of the 
famous team: Pigmeat, Mason and Baskett which is this week’s stopping shows at the Royal Theater in 
Baltimore. The fact that Mason is one of the fum~iest black-faced comedians on the American stage today 
has not only been proven on eve~3~ theatrical front of the colored circuit, but along Broadway’s legit theater 
as well. (Sect. 2). 
7605. 1936, November 28. Andy Kirk’s Song Hit Is Year’s Best. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The prize song 
hit of the year, as we’ve told you before, is "Until The Real Thing Comes Along," by Andy Kirk. For every 
encore theater audiences give to other request numbers, ten are given for this one. (Sect. 2). 
7606. 1936, November 28. Armstrong Coming at Crest of Popularity. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Loendi 
Club is bringing Louis Armstrong, the world’s greatest cornetist and his golden trumpet to a place where 
everyone can hear him! ... Am~strong has broken records in every city he has played. Sunday, a week ago, 
more tlran 6,500 people crammed eveu~ nook and comer of Chicago’s mammoth Savoy to hear him. 
(Section 2). 
7607.1936, November 28. Bill Robinson Gets Second Extension from Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. Having obtained a second extension from Twentieth Century-Fox Studios in Hollywood, Bill Robinson 
continues his engagement with Cab Call, way at the Cotton Club in New York City. (Sect. 2). 
7608.1936, November 28. Carroll Dickerson "Built Up" for An A~ful Let-Down. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
With a threat to institute suits against two well-known orchestras, E.O. Taylor, president of the Paramount 



Alnusement Club, bitterly denounced the lnethods employed by certain orchestra leaders in accepting 
deposits on engagements and then breaking their engagements at the "eleventh hour." Taylor’s threats were 
directed against Carroll Dickerson and his orchestra for their failure to appear in Dayton on November 13 
where they were scheduled to play a "battle of music" with Zack Wl\vte and his orchestra. (Sect. 2). 
7609. 1936, November 28. Critic Buried. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Last rites for To1\,�" Langston, veteran 
newspaper man and critic, were held at the Jackson Funeral Home, Clficago, Thursday. Hundreds of people 
of all walks of life passed his bier to pay their last respects to their esteemed friend. Langston appears in the 
above photo. (Sect. 1). 
7610. 1936, November 28. Daniel Haynes Is BoundJbr ]~,w York. Pittsbu@ Courier. pT. Daniel Lee 
Haynes, who recently starred in the drama, "John Hemy," accompauled by his charming wife, left Los 
Angeles for their home in Stanton Island. (Sect. 2). 
7611. 1936, November 28. EarI Dancer, Harlem’s Pioneer Producer, to Strut Stu.[f at Apollo. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Earl Dancer is scheduled to perform at the Apollo Theater. Starting out at 
the Lafayette Theater many years ago when the edifice was glorying in the heyday of theatrical fame, Earl 
Dancer by his ability and unbelievable talent for presenting the right thing at the right time, found his path 
to fame paved with inunediate success. (Sect. 2). 
7612. 1936, November 28. Fats Waller to Feature in Post Turkey Day Dance. Pittsburgh Courier. p 11. 
Fats Waller and his celebrated radio orchestra will raake his debut in Youngstown, Ohio to play for the 
Progressive Clubs post-Thanksgiving dance. Fats has many admirers in this section who have longed for 
the opportunity of seeing him in action here and an overflowing crowd has been predicted and is evident 
from the large number of advance ticket sales. (Sect. 1). 
7613. 1936, November 28. Fritz Pollard, Jr., Leads North Dakota to Victory Over Detroit. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p5. Paced by the brilliant hallback, Fritz Pollard, Jr., the University of North Dakota rolled over 
the University of Detroit with a 14-13 victory. (Sect. 2). 
7614. 1936, November 28. Girl Sensation atApollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Jeni LeGon, sensational 
California protdgd of Earl Dancer, who made a name for herself in the film, is booked for a week’s 
engagement at New York’s Apollo Theater, before returning to Europe. LeGon appears in the above photo. 
(Sect. 2). 
7615. 1936, November 28. Hollywood Weeps at "Mulatto." Pittsburgh Courier. p6. "Mulatto," Langston 
Hughes’ impetuous drama, is billed at tbc Biltmorc Theater lbr an extended engagement. Based on 
miscegenation, the piquant epic is a plea lbr American womanhood of African descent, proving that the 
Negro girl or woman in Dixie is the victim of circumstances, harbored by the lusts of degenerate, illiterate 
white men. Mercedes Gilbert and James Kirkwood give a marvelous performance. (Sect. 2). 
7616. 1936, November 28. "Iron Man" Duvall, Football Hero, Enters Movies, Plays in "Jungle Jim." 
Pittsburgh Courier. p7. "Iron Man" A1 Duvall, the colored youth who won a place on several of the major 
All-American football selections of 1935, has turned movie actor. Within the last few weeks he has played 
an important role in "Jungle Jim" and "Murder on the Mississippi." Duvall proclaims tlkat he intends to be a 
lawyer and that acting is jnst a means to an end. (Sect. 2). 
7617. 1936, November 28. Jesse Owens Gets Hollywood Offer. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. A telegram from 
Jesse Owens confirmed reports that Twentieth Centt~-Fox studio is seeking him for a role in the next 
Charlie Chan picture. Owens, a senior at Ohio State University, dropped out of school but plans to return to 
finish his work for a degree next year. He is at present a guest of Bill Robinson in New York. The movie 
under consideration will probably be ~kamed, "Clkarlie Chan At the Olympics." (Section 1). 
7618. 1936, November 28. Louis Armstrong to Replay Detroit. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Louis Armstrong, 
billed as the greatest dance attraction in the country, will return to Paradise Valley on Noveraber 30 for his 
last engagement in this city of Detroit this year. Armstrong is being presented by Studio Attractions, 
Incorgorated. Since appearing here several months ago, Armstrong lras been setting new box office records 
all over the country and has made a picture with Bing Crosy, "Pennies from Heaven," which is being 
released now all over these forty-eight states. (Sect. 1). 
7619. 1936, November 28. Nov Trial Is Refused in Florida’s Scottsboro Case. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. A 
new trail was refused to four defendants in Florida’s little "Scottsboro" case and preparations immediately 
began to take the case before the State Supreme Court. (Sect. 1). 
7620. 1936, November 28. Owens Through as Amateur, Has Earned Fifty Grand. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p4. Jesse Owens, America’s hero of the recent Olympic games, said he will never run as an amateur again. 
The movie and radio offers he’s received are too tempting to throw to one side. (Sect. 2). 



7621. 1936, November 28. Pastures’ May Hurt Race’s Prestige in London. P. L. Prattis. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. "Green Pastures" has escaped the stage ban and will be in English theaters. The English 
heretofore have been disposed to oppose the portrayal of God on the stage and screen, especially in the 
form of a Negro. But other representations in the play might lower the status of the American Negro in the 
English mind. (Sect. 1). 
7622. 1936, November 28. Picket Theaters 147~ere Moving Picture Operators Are Denied Jobs. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p9. Following a reduction in their ranks from 30 operators down to six, the Chicago Employment 
Council of Colored Moving Picture Operators have started a boycott of 17 theaters where colored operators 
are refused jobs. (Sect. 2). 
7623. 1936, November 28. Pigmeat Wants to Protect His Dance. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. With the famous 
dance Truckin’ and Suzie-Q sweeping the country, more and more every day, claimants from all over the 
country are beginning to put in their bid as the new creators of such a vogue. The Pigmeat truck will not 
only become a trademark but a copyrighted possession as well. (Sect. 2). 
7624. 1936, November 28. Praise and Criticism. Porter Roberts. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Florence Mills 
died! One of the greatest stars of all times. She desel~Ted a memorial. A group of men and women of the 
stage said she would have a memorial. So they collected some money for that purpose. Now, maybe, some 
of those who contributed to the "Florence Mills Memorial Fund," would like to know what has happened to 
the money. A few weeks ago I wrote that "they were grooming Benny Cerrigan (white trumpet player on 
the CBS Saturday hight Swing session) for the King of Trumpet throne. That title belongs to Louis 
Armstrong." (Sect. 2). 
7625. 1936, November 28. Real Truth About Teddy Wilson and Benny Goodman. Frank Marshall Davis. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. At last your columnist has what he believes is the truth about that situation 
conceruing Teddy Wilson in the new Paramount film, "Big Broadcast of 1937." In the original story 
released by this writer, it: was charged that picture moguls turned ttmmbs down on any appearance of 
Wilson with Benny Goodman’s band with the result was that over the protest of Jess Stacey, regular white 
pianist, and Benny himself, whose hands were tied by his contract, it: was decided to use Teddy’s music 
with Stacey dummying at the Steinway. (Sect:. 2). 
7626. 1936, November 28. Rogers Is Dazed by "Crazy Quilt’ Patched by Prejudice. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p2. During the election campaign, Hearst, as spokesman for a certain element among 
the rich, labeled everyone who was against him and his class, Communist. By this, he meant that: we 
opposed him and intended to smash the supposedly fair and orderly nm~ng of this country. (Sect. 2). 
7627. 1936, November 28. Star of "Aida" to Tour Soviet Russia. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Caterina Jarboro 
is making three appearances in "Aida." Her debut on November 4 was a triumphant success. Madam 
Jarboro will tour the South of France in the month of January, singing the leading role in "Aida" and 
immediately thereafter will leave for an extended tour of Russia. (Sect. 2). 
7628. 1936, December 4. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. According to Clarence 
Muse, Hollywood has caught on to a new idea in radio and they are making it a weekly diet. Haven 
MacQuarrie, an artist representative, conceived the idea that there are hundreds of young girls and boys all 
over America, that want to act and can act. Over the radio each week, he has a program called "Do You 
Want to Be an Actor?." 
7629. 1936, December 4. CoL Julian to Fly to Paris and Return. California Eagle. pT. Col. Hubert 
Fauntleroy Julian, who has been announcing long distance flights since way back when~ revealed plans for 
a 7,000 mile air flight to London and Paris and to return without stopping. Accompanying him, said the 
aviator who was once chief of the Ethiopian air force and more lately an enemy of Abyssinia and a self- 
s~71ed "Italian subject," will be Allen Mote~ son of Robert Moron, president-emeritus of Tnskegee 
Institute. 
7630. 1936, December 4. Ellington ’ s Band Coming to Paramount. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl0. Dnke Ellington 
has been announced as the headline stage attraction at the Paramount Theater for one week. In the ten years 
since Ellington and his small orchestra were first discovered in New York’s obscure Kentucky Club, he has 
risen to a position of first prominence among American musicians. 
7631. 1936, December 4. Fetchlt Gets Role in News Film. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl0. Stepin Fetchit, world’s 
famous slow-motion comedial~ draws one of the featured roles in the 20th Century Fox studio’s, "Love Is 
News." The film has Loretta Young and Tyrone Powers in the romantic leads. 
7632. 1936, December 4. Jeni Le Gon, Back in ~S. Make Debut. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl0. Earl Dancer’s 
new prot6g6e, Jeni Le Gon, made her eastern debut at the Harlem Apollo Theater. LeGon achieved 



spectacular success with Bill Robinson and Fats Waller in "Hooray for Love." Following this, she toured 
Europe, where she was the sensation of London and Paris. 
7633. 1936, December 4. Louise Beavers Burns Up Road. California Eagle. pl0. Louise Beavers recently 
drove from San Francisco to Los Angeles in ten hours (record time) to rejoin the cast irk "Rainbow On the 
River." Beavers is noted for her punctuality and is considered one of the most dependable actresses on the 
movie lots. 
7634. 1936, December 4. Mills Bros. Open at Apollo Today. California Eagle. pl0. The Mills Brothers, 
who have just returned from Europe, will appear at the Harlem Apollo Theater for a week. 
7635. 1936, December 5. Abbie Mitchell, William Allen Will Feature Msuical Art Concert. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p 11. The first of the series of concerts by the newly orgauized Musical Art Group will feature 
Abbie N~tchell, the nationally known concert singer and William Allen, the noted pianist. (Sect. 2). 
7636. 1936, December 5. Benny Goodman Q[fers $S, O00 for Ella’s Contract, but Chick Webb Says "No 
Sale." Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Chick Webb, who holds the contract for Ella Fitzgerald’s appearances with 
his orchestra, refused to sell the binding document to Benny Goodman for $5,000. (Sect. 2). 
7637. 1936, December 5. Caterina Jarboro Triumphs Abroad. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Word received 
reveals that Caterina Jarboro is making three appearances at the Opera de la Mounale, Bruxelles, Belgium. 
(Sect. 2). 
7638. 1936, December 5. CountBasie to Vacate for Hines. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Count Basic and his 
musical aggregation, who have been in the Windy City of Chicago, are packing up their instruments and 
getting ready to leave to make room for "Father" Earl Hines and his orchestra. (Sect. 2). 
7639. 1936, December 5. Dancer’s New Show a Riot in Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Through years, 
Earl Dancer has established and kept the reputation of producing as fine a revue as could be viewed in these 
parts. The present one at the Apollo Theater featuring Don Redman and his band and Jeni LeGon of 
Hollywood, is no exception. (Sect. 2). 
7640. 1936, December 5. Etta Moten in Jacksonville for First Time. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. For the first 
time in her career, Etta Moten will thrill a Jacksonville (Florida) audience when she sings next week. The 
engagement is one that has been eagerly sought in this state for several years. (Sect 2). 
7641. 1936, December 5. Jesse Owens Accepts Offer for Movies. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. 
Jesse Owens was offered and accepted a contract from 20th Century-Fox Corporation. According to 
advance agents, the track star was given a straight dramatic part in a flicker to be made by Fox which as yet 
has not been titled. (Section 2). 
7642. 1936, December 5. Leslie Wants Black Actors to Stay Black in Revived "Blackbirds." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p9. Lew Leslie, who started a new edition of his "Blackbirds of 1936" has issued orders that he 
wants his actors to stay the color they were when hired. The showman declared that Negro artists he 
brought here from America changed several shades lighter after being in London for a few months. The 
girls in particular do eve~’thing possible in make-up to relieve their duskiness. (Sect. 2). 
7643. 1936, December 5. Louis Armstrong, Greatest of ’Era All, to Play Youngstown, Akron Next Week. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pS. "Little Louie," the king of trumpet players and author of "Swing That Music," who 
recently scored also as a featured movie player, will appear at the Nu-Elm Ballroom and bring with him the 
greatest show on the road today. Armstrong who made his name famous as a trumpet player and a "swing" 
musician has broken more records in the count1)~. Today, Armstrong is without a peer as a trumpet player. 
(Sect. 2). 
7644. 1936, December 5. Louis Beavers Burns Up the Road. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Louise Beavers, 
recently drove from San Francisco to Los Angeles in 10 hours (record time) to rejoin the cast of Bobby 
Breen’s new starring musical, "Rainbow on the River." Beavers is noted for her punctuality and is 
considered one of the most dependable actresses on the movie lot. (Sect. 2). 
7645. 1936, December 5. Metronome Says Sunset Royals Beat Tom Dorsey. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. In the 
last issue of the "Metronome," a magazine of moderu music and its makers, Norman Pierre Gentieu gave 
the Sunset Royal Entertainers the decision in a "Battle of Music" he heard between the Sunset Royals and 
Toramy Dorsey and his band. Jimmy Lunceford con~nented that the Sunset Royals were the greatest 
entertaining band he had ever heard. (Sect. 2). 
7646. 1936, December 5. The Mills Brothers and Ovie Alston Headlining New Show at the Apollo. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Harlem’s Apollo Theater presents the sensational Mills Brothers and their dad, 
headliuing a revue with the all-new orchestra of Ovie Alston. (Sect. 2). 



7647. 1936, December 5. Noble Sissle to Play for Victory Ball in Philly. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Noble 
Sissle and his internationally famous orchestra will play for the Democratic Victory Ball at Convention 
Hall in Philadelphia. With the Sissle orchestra are the misses Edna Harris and Leana Home. (Sect. 2). 
7648. 1936, December 5. "Our Gang" Star Poses. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. This is a caption for the picture: 
Billie "Buckwheat" Thomas of "Our Gang" screen comedies, poses with his mother, Mattie Thomas and 
Bernice Patton, Courier scribe. (Sect. 2). 
7649. 1936, December 5. Roland Hayes Presented in Coast Reeital. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Roland 
Hayes, internationally known tenor, was represented in concert by the distinguished Merle Armitage at the 
Philharmonic Auditorium .... The timbre of Hayes’ rich voice seemed to have ripened with the "wintering" 
of his concert years. (Sect. 2). 
7650. 1936, December 5. The Sepia Side of Hollywood. Ben~ice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Theresa 
Harris Robinson is doing alright for herself again in "Banjo On My Knee," starring the lovely Barbara 
Stanwyck. Hattie McDaniel’s 22-pound turkey was gobbled up by her sister, Etta Golf and friend, Joseph 
Spalding; Madam SUl-Te-Wa~ will be seen shortly in "the Maid of Salem." (Sect. 2). 
7651. 1936, December 5. Supreme Court to Review IIerndon Case Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. The 
Supreme Court decided to review for a second time the conviction of Angelo Hemdon, youthful 
Communist, in Georgia courts on a clrarge of attempting to incite insurrection under a Georgia statute 
passed in 1871. (Sect. 1). 
7652. 1936, December 12. All-Colored Air Show Introduced Over Nation-Wide NBC Hookup: ~iek 
Webb, Ella Fitzgerald and Other Stars Make Hit on Red Network Program. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The 
most important radio news of months is the aunouncement of the new all-Negro air show which NBC 
inaugurated. It will be heard each Friday ~fight over the NBC Red network at 10:30 p.m. The premiere 
brought Chick Wcbb and the sensational singer of hot songs Ella Filzgcrald. (Sect. 2). 
7653. 1936, December 12. Angelo Herndon Arrives in Cir.; Will Speak Tonight. Cal~rnia l~;agle, pl~ 
Angelo Hemdon arrived in the city and will remain for three days~ He speaks tonight in the auditorium of 
Maso~fic Hall. 
7654. 1936, December 12. "Black Rhythm" with All-Star Cast Ready for Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. It has been several months since a sepia nmsical show has graced the boards of the Gay White Way. 
"Black Rhythm" with book and score by Donald Haywood, the composer of the popular "I’m Coming 
Virginia" and author of "Ole Man Satan" will premiere at the Comedy Theater. Among those who appear 
in this production arc Maude Russell and Alex Love.joy. (Sect. 2). 
7655. 1936, December 12. British Want Colored Show at Coronation. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Not unlike 
the fame of the Cotton Club when it was known the world over as the aristocrat of Harlem, now as the 
biggest thing along the nite-life lane of Broadway, its fame has again recalled the tour corners of the world. 
Today, notwithstanding the fact that the world famous Kings Coronation might find a new King set for the 
Palladimn in London ... ff plans go through, the next show will be headed by Paul Robeson and Duke 
Ellington and his famous orchestra. Negotiations are already afoot for Robeson’s se~’ices. (Section 2). 
7656. 1936, December 12. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Christmas is right at your front door and of course, many promoters of benefits 
are hanging up their twenty-four sheets. Since the government has played such an important role in aiding 
people to earn a living, the matter of preparing Cl~stmas baskets for the poor requires some good sound 
thought. 
7657. 1936, December 12. Crowd to See Joe, Eddie in Ohio Bout. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Clevelanders 
and Louis fans from all over the state nearly had heart failure when it became known that Johrmie Risko, 
had broken ribs and would not be able to appear against Joe Louis, but will fight Eddie Simms instead. 
(Sect. 2). 
7658. 1936, December 12. Edna Heard Is Guest at Piekfair. Cal~/brnia F~agle. pl. Movie society listened 
to the artistry of one of the greatest of the sepia artists when Mary Pickford played host to several theatrical 
folks at her Pickfair home. Listed among the guests was Edna Heard. Heard appears in the photo. 
7659. 1936, December 12. Fletcher Henderson Fails to Appear; Arrest of Dance Promoter Sought. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Failure of Fletcher Henderson and his orchestra to appear for a dance scheduled has 
resulted in an attempt to have the American Federation of Musicians prevent further bookings until a 
settlement has been made. (Sect. 2). 
7660. 1936, December 12. Joe and Louis Are Pals. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Two monarchs met when Joe 
Louis and Louis Armstrong exchanged greetings. The two appear in the above photo. (Sect. 2). 



7661. 1936, Decelnber 12. Louis Meets Dangerous Foe in Cleveland Monday. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Eddie Sinuns, pride of Forest City fighters, will climb into the ring to attempt to give Brown Bomber Joe 
Louis a fistic setback. (Sect. 1). 
7662. 1936, December 12. Louis Offered $100,000 to Box "Slapsie" Maxie. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Joe 
Louis was offered $100,000 to fight Maxie Rosenbloom, former light hea~3rweight champion. (Sect. 2). 
7663. 1936, December 12. Lunceford Won’t Play in London. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Jimmie Lunceford, 
who sails for Europe around Januap:T 27, will not play in England because of the current war between the 
British Minister of Labor and the American Federation of Mnsicians. (Sect. 2). 
7664. 1936, December 12. Rogers Revi~.nvs Historic "Finish Fights" of N.A.A.C.P. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p2. For the past few weeks I have been going over the back numbers of the Crisis, the 
organ of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. 
7665. 1936, December 12. Triumphs!. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The following is from the caption of a 
picture: Carol Chilton, of the internationally famous dancing team of Chilton and Thomas, shown at the 
Rock Studio in England, doing one of her steps in the fihn, "Calling All Stars." Chilton appears in the 
above photo. (Sect. 1). 
7666. 1936, December 12. WPA Actors Threaten General Strike. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pT. A defiant note has been added to the noticeable unrest at one of Harlems’ best known theaters, the 
Lafayette home of "Macbeth," "Noah" and other WPA productions. Faced with impending reductions in 
the personnel of the Federal Negro Theater, the actors have countered with threats of a general strike. (Sect. 
2). 
7667. 1936, December 19. Ad Duke Ellington. Cal![brnia Eagle. p15. This is an advertisement for Duke 
Ellington and his band who have just ended an engagement at thc Paramount theater, downtown Los 
Angeles, and who are scheduled to open at: the Cotton Club in Culver City. 
7668. 1936, December 19. Ad Louise Beavers. California Eagle. p15. This is an advertisement for 
Louise Beavers, who sends Christmas greetings to her maw fans. 
7669. 1936, December 19. Armstrong in New Film at Paramount. California Eagle. p14. Old Hot Lips is 
coming to town, not in person, however, but in a motion picture, "Pennies from Hea~en,’’ which opens at 
the Paramount Theater. Old Hot Lips is none other than Louis Armstrong. Armstrong appears with his 
entire orchestra, all of whom have specialty numbers in the picture. 
7671~. 1936, December 19. Baltimore Hears Anne Brown in Pleasing Recital. Pittsbu@ Courier. pT. 
Anne Wiggins Brown, famous soprano, who took the role of "Bess" in "Porgy and Bess," appeared in 
recital at Sharp Street A.M.E. Church. The program was for the benefit for the Department of Health and 
P~sical Education at Morgan College. (Sect. 2). 
7671. 1936, December 19. Bill Robinson celebrates SO years in Theatrical Business; His Start Recalled. 
California Eagle. p14. Bill "Bojangles" Robinson celebrated 50 years in theatrical business with 
cere~nonies at the Cotton Club on Broadway. Robinson was born in Richinond, Virginia and began his 
stage career at the age of eight. It was not until 20 years ago, in 1916 that "Bojangles" started on the trail 
that gave him the title of world’s greatest single entertainer. And it took a split-up with his partner, Cooper, 
to send him. 
7672. 1936, December 19. "Bojangles" Ends FiJi)" Years on the Stage. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Bill 
"Bojangles" Robinson celebrated fifty years in theatrical business with appropriate ceremonies at the 
Cotton Club on New York’s Broadway, where he has been drawing a salary of $3,500 for a dozen or ~nore 
weeks .... Naturally, there are many people jealous of Bill’s achievements and reputatiork and they seize 
evel3~ opportunity to belittle him. Being hunran, he has his faults but that doesn’t keep "Bojangles" from 
being a grand guy, a credit to the profession, and a genius at his specialty. (Section 2). 
7673. 1936, December 19. Choirs Doing Fine. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The choirs are doing rather well 
these days. Hall Jolmson has kept his group reasonably busy in California, albeit grumblings that some of 
the choristers get more work than others and that no determined effort is made to book the group as a 
whole. (Sect. 2). 
7674. 1936, December 19. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: As Christmas glides in slowly but surely, maw Negro artists can say "Christmas 
Gift" and mean it. The new Cooper-Randol tie-up, designed by these two colored artists to meet the need 
for an all colored picture product, has signed Howard Higgin to direct their first effort, "Dark Maulaattan." 
7675. 1936, December 19. Duke Scores Heavily at Paramount. California Eagle. pl4. Duke Ellington 
came to Paramount Theater stage commencing an engagement that is now rum~ing into the second week. 



More of a showman than al\v of the proponems of modern day music, the Duke and lfis boys in bright red 

and white, were the only compensations for an extraordinarily ineptly named picture, "The Jm~gle Pincess." 

7676. 1936, December 19. Dusty Fletcher Scores in Baltimore Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Dusty 

Fletcher, in all the ma~ times he has trod Baltimore’s theatrical boards, has never put on as fine a frolic as 

he has currently. The bag of comedy tricks he’s rocking audiences here with this time is so much better 

than a~~ he has ever tmleashed for the bettermem of enjoyment. A~ comparison is absurd. (Sect. 2). 

7677. 1936, December 19. An Ellington Goes to Orleans. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Ruth Ellington and her 

splendid organization, will show their wares to New Orleans December 20 at the Gypsy Tea Room. (Sect. 

2). 
7678. 1936, December 19. Etta Moten Finds Fair Sisters Eagerj[br Knowledge. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. 

Etta Moten, who is on a concert tour of the South during which she has sung at points in Mississippi, 

Arkansas, Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, Florida and North Carolina and has had one stimulating 

experience "after another. (Sect. 1). 

7679. 1936, December 19. Example of Edward Reflects True Democracy, Says Rogers: Showed Courage, 

Not Weakness When He Abdicated Throne. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. There seems no 

similarity whatever between the King Edward-Mrs. Simpson "affair and the case of the Negro in America. 

But there is much and it does not take any keenness to see it, either. England is the home of caste and hide- 

bound tradition. The only other country in the world that excels in this respect is India. (Sect. 2). 

7680. 1936, December 19. Fall Bout May Give Joe Title Chance. Pittsbucgh Courier. p5. Those bo~ng 

"wise guys" who seem to be "in the know" in big-time fistic circles were betting that Joe Louis would get a 

chance at the heavyweight title against the Braddock-Schineling winner before October rolls around. (Sect. 

2). 
7681. 1936, December 19. "Fats" Is .Just Himself Pittsburgh Courier. pT. As one Ctficago writer put: it 

after seeing Fats Waller and his revue on the stage of the Palace Theater in the Windy City, "Fats is no 

slough at the ivories." He is not: an Art Tatun~ nor a Teddy Wilson, nor a Duke Ellnigton. He is well-- 

himself. He plays with fl~e white man’s touch in many of his Immbers, proving his musical education has 

not been devoted entirely to jazz. (Sect:. 2). 

7682. 1936, December 19. Fletcher May Succeed Waring. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The Ford Motor 

Company hasn’t: decided yet what it’s going to replace Fred Wafing with at the end of this month in the 

half-hour spots it has been occupynig on NBC and Columbia. The agency is suggesting a swing band [’or 

the vacancy. Among those contacted arc Patti Whiteman and Fletcher Henderson among others. (Sect.2). 

7683. 1936, December 19. "IKnow a Secret." Pittsbut2qh Courier. p6. The following is a caption from a 

picture: "Porl9~’’ Lee is telling "Buckwheat" Thomas something interesting. They are awaiting their turn 

before the camera for Hal Roach’s latest, "General Spanky." (Sect. 2). 

7684. 1936, December 19. Jesse Obvens. California Eagle. p12. Jesse Owens added another token of world 

wide recognition to his strong of four Olympic medals when he was voted the outstanding atlflete of 1936. 

7685. 1936, December 19. Joe Earns $1,000 a Second in Bout. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Joe Louis in his 18 

second knockout victory over Eddie Sinuns earned him $1,000 a second. (Sect. 2). 

7686. 1936, December 19. Joe Louis Flies to Detroit After Fight. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Accompanied by 

his bodyguard and Dr. Chester Ames, Leonard Reed, Joe Louis rushed back to Detroit by plane following 

the fight. (Sect. 2). 

7687. 1936, December 19. Joe Louis Kayoes Foe in Record Time: Bomber’s First Punch, a L~hal Left, 

Stops Eddie. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. A lethal left which landed like a thunderbolt between lfis temple and 

jaw put the "lights out" for Eddie Simms for the first time here. That crashing left hook, the first punch 

delivered by a serious-minded Joe Louis "after 18 seconds of fighting, dropped Eddie like he had been shot 

by a firing squad. (Sect. 1). 

7688. 1936, December 19. John Mason Of J’ered Broadway Show Spot. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. John 

Mason, one of the few Harlem comedians with a long and successfifl Broadway career behind him, was 

offered another chance to bring laughter "after a fashion to the great white way as comedian lead in a new 

Broadway production which will go into rehearsal the first of the year. (Sect. 2). 

7689. 1936, December 19. Lew Leslie’s "Blackbirds" Having Money Troubles. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 

Trouble with Lew Leslie’s revised "Blackbirds of 1936," which began with the failure of the boy star, 

Harold Nicholas, to show up for an evening’s performance of the show, continued for several days with the 

theater still dark. (Sect. 2). 



7690. 1936, December 19. Luis Russell atApollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. New Yorkers are happy to learn 
that Luis Russell, noted orchestra leader and his band are at the Apollo Theater next week. Russell appears 
in the above photo. (Sect. 2). 
7691. 1936, December 19. Marian Anderson to Sing in Kansas City. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Marian 
Anderson, one of the world’s foremost contraltos, who is now touring Europe, will appear in recital. (Sect. 
2). 
7692. 1936, December 19. Owens VotedNo. 1 Athlete. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Following the trail blazed 
by Joe Louis, Jesse Owens, was voted as America’s outstanding athlete of 1936 in the Associated Press 
poll. (Sect. 1). 
7693. 1936, December 19. Praise and Criticism. Porter Roberts. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Bem~y Goodnran 
(the white swing band man) went to Harlem to find a colored band he would like to pattern his band after. 
He picked Chick Webb’s band. And with the assistance of colored arrangers he developed a good "swing" 
band. (Sect. 2). 
7694.1936, December 19. "Scottsboro Boys" May Be Freed. Pittsburgh Courier. p 1. Four of the world 
famous Scottsboro defendants will be freed by the State of Alabama due to lack of evidence. (Sect. 1). 
7695. 1936, December 19. The Sepia Side of Hollywood. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Duke 
Ellington and his band, also the lovely Ivie Anderson, arrived here mid the stirring drums and regal 
splendor of Los Angeles’ hospitality. (Sect. 2). 
7696. 1936, December 19. Texas Centennial Jubilee Singers Crash Golden Gate. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
The Texas Centennial Jubilee Singers, on their first international concert tour. were elated to "cmsff’ the 
"Golden Gates" but to be held over for a second week exceeds even their most optimistic expectations. 
(Sect. 2). 
7697. 1936, December 19. Thelma Porter Tells ~)urier Fans of Hawaii. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. Aboard the S.S. Lurline, filmdom’s stars travel to Hawaii between pictures, and include such 
performers as Thelma Porter, Duke Upshaw and their troupe. Thclma in appreciation to her hundreds of 
cinema fans who deluged her with mail regarding her performance in "Showboat," as well as her work in 
"Green Pastures," has writlen the "Sepia Side of Hollywood" an interesting account of her troupe. (Sect. 2). 
7698. 1936, December 19. To Broadway. Pittsbut2qh Courier. pT. Jotm Mason, popular comedian, has been 
offered an opportunity to play in Broadway production. Mason appears in the above photo. (Sect. 2). 
7699. 1936, December 19. To Start New Year Here. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Lena Home, charming, 
entertainer and radio singer, will rctum to the Pitlsburgh district again in December 30 with Noble Sissle’s 
popular orchestra. Home appears in the above photo. (Sect. 1). 
7700. 1936, December 24. Hughes’ Mother in Out-of-Court Settlement. California Eagle. pl. Carolyn 
Clarke, mother of Langston Hughes whose court case against the Liberty Fur Compa~ for damages from 
brutal assault have been settled out of court for a sizeable sum. 
7701. 1936, December 24. Louis Beavers on Two Screens. California Eagle. p9. Bobby Breen definitely 
establishes himself as a brilliant star by singing nine songs in his second film, "Rainbow on the River," 
which is showing at both RKO and Pantages Hollywood theaters together with that laughable detective 
pair, Jimmy Gleason and Zasu Pitts in, "The Plot Thickens." 
7702. 1936, December 24. Plays Miss Santa Claus to the Kiddies. California Eagle. p9. Hattie McDa~fiels, 
exercising her great love for children, is playing Kris Kringle to a number of kiddies again this year. 
McDaniel recently appeared in "A Once Over Lightly," with Guy Kibee and Una Merkle. McDaniel 
appears in the above photo. 
7703. 1936, December 26. Andy Kirk, with Pha Terrell Singing, to Play Pittsburgh and W. Va. Towns. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Folks have sung their praises far and wide and they are still clamoring for a chance 
to hear them, Andy Kirk and his Twelve Clouds of Joy. Those boys with "real swing" and the "real thing" 
came along with Kirk and so in answer to thousands of requests--Andy Kirk will return to Pittsburgh on 
tlrat night of nights, Christnras to bring greetings and joy to Smoketowners at the Savoy Ballroom. (Sect. 
2). 
7704.1%6, December 26. Babe ~Iatthens Rated GoodAll-Round Performer. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
A long, tall willowy sot of girl "wowed" them right into the back row the early part of the Apollo theater 
bill taking curtain call after call. Her name is "Babe" Matthews. (Sect. 2). 
7705. 1936, December 26. Bessie Smith Still "Queen of the Blues." Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Bessie Smit~ 
chanting a sort of "swing-blues" that is bluer tlran deepest indigo, seems to improve with age after the 
fashion of rare old vintages. (Sect. 2). 



7706. 1936, December 26. "Bojangles" Chokes Up as Friends Pay Him Tribute. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. 
For 50 years in show business, Bill Robinson has presented to the world a round, bright face, marvelously 
expressive, and a series of facial chnckles. But when Broadway laid aside all of its cheapness and meanness 
and let its hair down to j oin in his fiftieth anniversa~3T, the copper-colored mask of Robinson’ s merriment 
was wrecked .... His eyes became more and more serious and the grin faded away. (Sect. 2). 
7707. 1936, December 26. Ellington Pleases at Paramount. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Duke Ellington and 
his famons band opened an engagement at Paramount and completely captured the hearts of Los Angeles 
theatergoers. I~y Anderson, San Francisco girl, who joined the Ellington aggregation several years ago, is 
the featured singer with the band and received heart warming applause from her old friends and her new 
admirers. (Sect. 2). 
7708. 1936, December 26. Erskine Hawkins Is Classed ~th Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. Erskine Hawkins and his sensational "Bama State Collegians" is the big attraction at the 
Apollo. Rated second only to Louis Armstrong, Hawkins’ unit has improved more than 50 percent since 
their last appearance. (Sect. 2). 
7709. 1936, December 26. Ethel Waters Takes Pittsburgh by Storm. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Ethel Waters, 
"the incomparable," is haunting the stage of the downtown Stanley Theater this week, the worst week of 
the year for show business and is packing ’era in! Which all goes to show that a name, regardless of adverse 
conditions, Waters brought her vivid star-studded revue, "Swing Harlel~ Swing," into the ci~ Friday and 
proved conclnsively once agai~ just w~ she rates as one of the high-salaried stage stars traveling the 
countlT today. (Sect. 2). 
7710. 1936, December 26. Federal Theater Shakeup Hits L.A. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. In one day, 158 
persons employed at the Federal Drama project, have been dismissed with reports that an even greater slash 
is to follow .... Jesse Lee Brooks, who scored such a tremendous success in "The Black Empire" and 
"Noah," was one of the workers who had signed the petition against Howard Miller, regional director, it is 
alleged. (Sect. 2). 
7711. 1936, December 26. London Sodety Acclaims Mabel Scott as a Mircle of Loveliness. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pT. The most beautiful colored women in the world arc to be found in the United States. It is the 
consensus of opinion of English writers, who arc more capable of such a narrative because of their widely 
traveled experiences. Into this category, I can safely mention Mabel Scott, whose joyous character of 
artistry is foreshadowed by her scintillating personality. (Sect. 2). 
7712. 1936, December 26. Money Cause of Fletcher Henderson’s Failure to Play. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pT. Fletcher Henderson and his orchestra did not play for a dance sponsored recently by the E1 Producto 
Club of Des Moines, Iowa, because no money was paid to back up the guarantee. (Sect. 2). 
7713. 1936, December 26. "Our Gang" Gets in the Moodjbr Xmas. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The 
following is from a caption on a picture: Hal Roach’s "Our Gang" singing "Silent Night, Holy Night." 
Standing behind the piano are "Buckwheat" Thomas and "Porky" Lee. (Sect. 2). 
7714. 1936, December 26. Rogers Analyzes the Problem of the Jcm, and Negro: Says Negro Problem 
Racial, but Jewish Problem Economic. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Problems can be solved or 
rather better understood, when we call them by their right names. Take the Jewish problem, for instance. It 
is often spoken of as racial. 
7715. 1936, December 26. Sissle to Bring Great Artists Here, Dec. 30: Lena Horne, Edna Thomas, and 
Billy Banks to Appear. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The greatest one night’s entertainment Pittsburgh has ever 
known, is headed into the Savoy ballroom, full speed ahead when Noble Sissle and his internationally 
famous orchestra make their final appearance of the year here .... Sissls’e groups was surrounded by Lena 
Home, Edna Harris and Billy Banks... who nrade their last appearance here early in November. (Sect. 2). 
7716. 1936, December 26. Stars ThatShine. Billy Jones. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Ethel Waters and unit are 
now at the Stanley Theater in Pittsburgh. Bill Robinson will play Santa Claus to the children of Harlem 
Christmas eve at the WPA Federal Music Project. (Sect. 2). 
7717. 1936, December 26. William Grant Still Gives Scholarship to Los Angeles Pianist. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. Cornelia Owens, Los Angeles student of piano, won the William Grant Still award of 40 
weeks instruction under Professor John Gray of the Gray Conservatory of Music. At a symposium held 
Sunday afternoon at Gray Musart, Owens, played "Slumbertime" by Still, the number which was used in 
the contest. (Sect. 1). 
7718. 1936, December 31. All-Colored Film to Be Great, Is Claim. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p9. "Dark 
Manhattan" picture will be the most up-to-date of any all-colored comedies nrade as far back as 1929. It is 



a good story on the popular gangster order with plenty of music, dancing and comedy. The fihn is being 
made by George Randol and Ralph Cooper. 
7719. 1936, December 31. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: "O1’ Man River" just keeps rollin along and so the year 1936 is slowly ending its 
journey at the "Delta of Time." Yet time moves on like the river and we record it by nmnbers. The next 
filing will read Year 1937. 
7720. 1936, December 31. King Midas has Nothing on Joe Louis; Bomber earns $281,930 during Year. 
California Eagle. pl0. King Midas had nothing on Joe Louis, it was discovered this week with the 
summing up of the aggregate earnings of the Brown Bomber for the year 1936. 
7721. 1936, December 31. Motion Picture Studios Re-open. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p9. "Dark Manhattan," 
George Randol and Ralph Cooper’s new all-colored cast feature, was the first of the productions that 
stopped for the holidays to resume work in preparation for the 1937 crop of new films. 
7722. 1936, December 31. On~tes Plays Santa to Tutor. California Eagle. pl0. With more than $50,000 
already earned since turning professional, Jesse Owens continued to remember those who had helped him 
by presenting a new automobile to Charles Riley, his first coach, as a ChiSstmas present. 
7723. 1937, Jannary 2. Benny Goodman Pays $500.[br Six ]~lary Lou Williams Arrangements. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. Benny Goodman paid $500 for six arrangements by Mary Lou Williams, recognized as 
"Queen" of the Ivories and featured as a pianist with Andy Kirk and his Twelve Clouds of Joy orchestra. 
(Sect. 2). 
7724. 1937, JannalT 2. "Black Rhythm" Folds When Stars Walk Out. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
The cast of Donald Heywood’s production, "Black R~;thm," took a walk, closing the maestro’s first 
Broadway production in many moons. Maude Russell quit when she was refused an advance in cast~ Babe 
Matthews called it a day when a better chance came her way from Philadelphia, and the others left the 
farce cold because even they thought it was far too amateurish for Broadway, and if taken seriously, even 
too amateurish for Harlem. (Sect. 2). 
7725. 1937, January 2. Claude Hopkins Discovers Sensational Girl Artist. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Beverly 
White became the latest female sensation to flash across the musical and theatrical horizon, upon becoming 
discovered by Claude Hopkins. White, who is a talented arranger and composer, takes the place of Orlando 
Robeson. (Sect. 2). 
7726. 1937, January 2. Ella FitzgeraM Returns to Chick Webb Again After Run-Away Scare. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pT. Ella Fitzgerald, singer with the Chick Wcbb aggregation, returned after causing one of the 
greatest scares of the fading season. According to reports, Fitzgerald had disappeared after learning of 
Beuny Goodman’s $5,000 offer to buy her contract from Webb. (Sect. 2). 
7727. 1937, January 2. Gets Two Proposals in Less Than Hour After Winning Divorce, Louis’ Sister 
Tells La~.er. S. T. Holland. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Eulalia Gaines was given a divorce from her husband 
on grounds of cruelty and non-support. Gaines, sister of Joe Louis, was also given custody of her five-year- 
old daughter. She told her lawyer that less than an hour after winning the divorce, she received two 
proposals. 
7728. 1937, January 2. Jimmie Lunceford Forced to Leave Tennessee Hotel Through Back Door. Jasper 
T. Duncan. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. According Jimnfie Lunceford, he was forced to leave through a rear 
door from the Hotel Devoy, a building wlfich he had entered only a few minutes before by the ~nain 
entrance. He had gone to visit Francis and Mallory Chamberlain of Radio Station WNBR in the studio 
located in the hotel. (Sect. 2). 
7729.1937, January 2. Joe Louis ]~Iade $281,930 in Ring During Year. Pittsburgh Courier. p 1. For 
fighting 25 rounds during 1936, exclusive of exhibitions, Joe Louis made $281,930 or $3,759 a minute. It 
was the biggest ean~ing of any sports participant during the year. 
7730. 1937, January 2. Langston Hughes’ Mother Settles Out of Court with Fur Company. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p5. The conunon pleas court case of Carolyn Clarke, mother of Langston Hughes, against the 
Liberty Fur company for damages from a brutal assault was settled out of court for a sizeable sum. Mrs. 
Clarke had sought damages amounting to $5,000 charging she was brutally assaulted by a Mr. Gross, an 
employee of the Liberty Fur company, when she asked that the sale of a coat on which she had ~nade a 
deposit be cancelled and her deposit returned. Gross became angry when the store manager granted the 
return after he had refused. 
7731. 1937, January 2. Lincoln Theatre in Orlando Fla., to Seat Over 700. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The 
new Lincoln Theater for colored people is now under construction on West Church street, where most of 



the colored businesses are located. This theater will have approximately 700 upholstered seats with features 
especially designed for comfort. (Sect. 2). 
7732. 1937, January 2. "Pigmeat" Given Novel Present by Santa Claus. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. On 
Christmas morning when Pigmeat Markham opened his ma~\v Christmas presents, between shows at the 
Apollo Theater, he was forced into a loud round of laughter. A beautiful engraved truck fell upon his hand 
with a card attached, "A prize truck to the grandest trucker of them all, from the South American boys, who 
enjoyed your dance so much when in New York last summer." Enclosed in the toy present, which Pigmeat 
said will be added to his growing collection, was also a letter telling him that his dance has already been 
duplicated in Latin countries and is proving the same success it has achieved in America. (Sect. 2). 
7733. 1937, January 2. Robeson to Put Son in Soviet School to Duck Discrimination. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pl. Paul Robeson, Jr., 9-year-old son of the distinguished singer and actor, will go to school in Russia in 
order to avoid race discrimination in America, until he is older and his father can be with hin~ the elder 
Robeson announced. 
7734. 1937, January 2. Rogers Discusses Leadership of "Uncle Tom" Types. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p2. There is a type of Negro leadership which even at this late day continues to assure white 
audiences, especially the rich ones, that the Negro does not wish social equality. Such Uncle Toms usually 
are most eloquent when they, themselves, are being entertained at dinner or at other social functions by 
white people. (Sect. 2). 
7735. 1937, January 2. Stars of Two Cities Sparkle in Larry Steele’s "Harlem on Parade." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. Paced by celebrities of night life fame from New York’s Cotton Club and Chicago’s Grand 
Terrace caf~, Larry Steele’s fifth edition of "Harlem on Parade" marched ahead at Pittsburgh’s I-Iaflem 
Casino. When you blend the names of such stars as Larry. Steele, Helen Wiles, Dewey Moon, Toy Fitus, 
Brown and Brown, the Three Esquires, Grace Smith, Sparkplug George and the Steelettes into a musical 
revue, that is the acmc of production. (Sect. 2). 
7736. 1937, January 2. Teddy Hill and Famous Orchestra Go to Apollo After Fla. Success. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pS. Teddy Hill, famous sax playing orchestra leader, who had just returned to New York after a 
six week engagement in the Harlem Square Club in Miami, Florida, went to the Apollo Theater after an 
absence of more than six months .... Hill and his orchestra have been Harlem favorites for more than three 
years. (Sect. 2). 
7737. 1937, January 2. l~roat Trouble Detains Marian Anderson’s European Song Tour. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. According to a doctor’s report, throat: trouble detained Marian Anderson from making a song 
and recital tour stop in Vienna, Austria. Due to that set-back, her entire tour had to be re-arranged. (Sect. 2). 
7738. 1937, January 2. Ifl~at If’ill "’De Lawd" Do Next. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Rex Ingram has three 
offers, but is in a quandary as to where he will go. First, he has been offered a role in the 20th Century 
Fox’s forthcoming production of "Gone With the Wind." The Second offer on the list is a chance to head a 
cast for a personal appearance during the showing of"Green Pastures," in Europe which lifted its ban on 
the stirring folk drama. The third offer of importance comes from Broadway asking Ingram to play the lead 
in his own play of a few seasons back, the "Drums of the Bayou." (Sect. 2). 
7739. 1937, January 8. Absence of Miss Harris in Film Criticized. Han~ Levette. California Eagle. pl0. If 
Theresa Harris’ agent had gotten busy, she would not ouly have had a featured part in the film, "Banjo On 
My Knee," but also would have provided the singing in the way that she did for her screen role in, "Baby 
Face." 
7740. 1937, January 8. Ad Dimples; Stepin Fetch#; Hall Johnson Choir. California Eagle. pl0. This is 
an advertisement for the motion picture, "Dimples," which features Shirley Temple, Stepin Fetchit, and the 
Hall Jolmson Choir. The film is currently playing at the Tivoli Theater. 
7741. 1937, January 8. Beautiful AJhican Princess Arrives in London.[br Film Role Opposite Paul 
Robeson. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl0. After three days of beauty treatments in Paris, Princess Kouka, an 
amazingly lovely brown woman from the Sudan, in Africa, arrived in London. She plays opposite Paul 
Robeson in "Jericho." 
7742. 1937, January 8. Dark Manhattan Scenes Shot on Central. Cal![brnia Eagle. p14. Shooting day and 
night in order to complete editing by Jan. 19 for the big eastside pre-preview and premiere planned, scenes 
for "Dark Manhattan" were filmed on Central Avenue all week. Under the direction of George Higgins, 
sequences of the Randol-Cooper-all race feature were nrade with the Grand-National studios. 
7743. 1937, January 8. Duke Ellington Heard on Coast-To-Coast MBS Hook-up ~qth 17 Bands 
Tomorrow. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl0. No less than eighteen top-notch dance bands of the country will be 
available to the dialers of KHJ and other stations in thc nationwide network of the Mutual Broadcasting 



System. Fans who have been cupping their ears for the famed syncopation of Duke Ellington’s Orchestra, 
get their reward at 11:30 p.m. 
7744. 1937, January 8. Ethel Waters Opens at Paramount January 28. California Eagle. pl0. Ethel 
Waters has been booked for an engagement at the Paramount theater starting January 28. The noted musical 
comedy and light opera star will arrive in the city with her cortege of swingcopators. Waters’ last 
appearance in Los Angeles was in the Biltmore stage production, "As Thousands Cheer." 
7745. 1937, January 8. Fay Jackson to have Special Presentation before French Parliament on Arrival. 
California Eagle. p3. Sailing from New York harbor for Paris, France, Fay" M. Jackson, newly appointed 
European correspondent for the Associated Negro Press, arrived in Chicago en route to New York City. 
One of the West’s most outstanding journalist, Jackson has set,Ted as editor and publisher of the California 
News and West Coast Representative of the Associated Negro Press for a number of years. 
7746. 1937, January 8. Hall Johnson C~orus at Philharmonic. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. pl0. The Hall Johi~son 
Chorus of 50 voices will be presented at the Philharmonic auditorium. The concert is the second to feature 
Negroes at the Philharmonic this season. The first was the appearance of Roland Hayes, famed lyric tenor. 
The third and last tllis season will be the appearance of Marian Anderson, called by some the world’s 
greatest contralto. 
7747. 1937, January 8. Princess to Play Opposite Robeson in Film. California Eagle. pl. Princess Kouka, 
the Sudanese beau~;, will play opposite Paul Robeson, world-famous American stage star, in the spectacle 
"Jericho." This is the first time she has ever been out of her native Africa. Kouka appears in the above 
photo. 
7748. 1937, January 9. And), Kirk, Fletcher Henderson Invade Ohio. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 1. The 
Paramount Amusement Club is bringing Andy Kirk and iris famous Clouds of Joy back to Dayton’s Cotton 
Club. The Mapleleaf Club will bring to Toledo’s dance lovers, Fletcher Henderson. 
7749. 1937, January 9. Bill Rowe Reviews 1936 Theatrical Season. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. In Bill Rowe’s 
review of the 1936 theatrical season, tie claimed that thespians excelled in both comedy and tragedy. He 
considered Bill Robinson, Ella Fitzgerald, Pigmeat Markham, Avis Andrews, and the Nicholas Brothers to 
be at the top of the list for 1936. (Sect. 2). 
7750. 1937, January 9. Blanche and Band in Philly. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Blanche Calloway, sister of 
Cab Calloway, who acquired a good amount of fame in her own fight as an orchestra leader, opened with 
her orchestra at: the Ace of Clubs in Philadelphia, PeImsylvania. (Sect. 2). 
7751. 1937, January 9. Bob Pastor Signed as Next Foe for Joe Louis. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. A contract 
was signed for a fight bet~veen Joe Louis and Bob Pastor, white boxer, at: Madison Square Garden, for ten 
rounds or less. It was agreed that if Pastor wins, he would be prevented from fighting for anybody without 
the consent of Mike Jacobs, Joe Louis’s mauager, for a year’s time. (Sect. 2). 
7752. 1937, January 9. Brilliant Writer to Tour Europe and Observe the Racial Slants, New News. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Associated Negro Press sent Fay Jackson, who was appointed European 
correspondent, abroad to cover news events of interest to women and to American Negro readers. 
7753. 1937, January 9. Brilliant Writer to Tour Europe and Observe the Racial Slants, New News. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pS. The Associated Negro Press sent prominent newswoman Fay Jackson abroad to 
"cover" news events of interest to women. One of the West’s outstanding journalists, Jackson has served as 
editor and publisher of the Califolalia News and West Coast representative of the ANP for a number of 
years and was the first Negro to be accredited by the motion Picture Producer’s and Directors Association 
as a Hollywood correspondent for motion picture news. 
7754. 1937, January 9. Cast of Lew Leslie’s "Blackbirds" Stranded After Closing Abroad. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. According to a cablegram, the entire cast of Lew Leslie’s "Blackbirds," with the 
exception of the Nicholas Brothers, was stranded in London after closing a none-too successful engagement 
at one of tlrat city’s local theaters. Since its opening in England early last summer, the one-famous musical 
has been the center of much theatrical controversy. (Sect. 2). 
7755. 1937, January 9. Eddie South Wins Spirited Court Battle in Illinois. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. In a 
sweeping decision~ handed down by the Illinois Appellate Court, Eddie South, known intenratioually as 
"The Dark Angel of the Violin," won his right to play again without being entangled in a maze of salary 
difficulties which had been his lot for three years. South was awarded $1,210.78 back salary from Samuel 
Skolnick, his former manager, and the ban against South playing only under the mauagement of his former 
boss, was lifted. (Sect. 2). 
7756. 1937, January 9. Ethel Waters, Duke Ellington and Nicholas Brothers May Be Next Cotton Club 
Attraction. Billy Rowe. Pittsbu~2qh Courier. pT. The "Cotton Club Parade of 1937," in its 15th week, drew 



a quarter million people. Bill Robinson and Cab Calloway co-starred in the lavish revue. Ethel Waters, 
Duke Ellington and the Nicholas Brothers were also signed to head the show. (Sect. 2). 
7757.1937, January 9. Europe Bound. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. The following is from the caption of a 
picture: Fay M. Jackson, prominent jourualist, will sail for Paris, January 9, to cover the English 
corouatio~ continental capitals and observe racial slants. She is representing the Associated Negro Press. 
Jackson appears in the above photo. 
7758. 1937, January 9. Fisk Singers to Broadcast on NBC Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The Fisk Jubilee 
Singers are broadcasting again each Monday evening on the Magnolia Blossoms program over WSB and 
the red network of the NBC at 3:00. The program features music of the South and the Fisk Jubilee singers 
sing the same Negro folk songs that delighted people in both Europe and America when the first group 
went out in 1871. (Sect. 2). 
7759. 1937, January 9. Race Must Finance Own Broadcasts, Sissle. William G. Nunn. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pT. "If Negroes are to get ’conunercial’ spots on the radio, they must finance those broadcasts themselves." 
This was the significant statement made by Noble Sissle, internationally famous stage star, producer and 
orchestra leader. Sissle spoke at length upon the fact that Negro orchestras have no profitable commercial 
hookups. (Sect. 2). 
7760. 1937, January 9. Teddy Hill, with Brown and White Revue, at Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
Teddy Hill, courting the lovely voice of Beatrice Hall, acquired a decided yen for novel~ tunes. At the 
Apllo Theater, that yen served him good stead for it was with this mass collection that he and his boys 
stopped even~ show on board there. (Sect. 2). 
7761. 1937, January 15. Behind the Scenes. Harry Levette. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl0. Following is the 
production program of a few of the motion picture studios which arc using colored players--Grand 
International: "Dark Manhattan," Ralph Cooper and Cleo Herndon,stars. Stepin Fetchit finished, "Love Is 
News" at: Fox, then a part in "On the Avenue" and is now filling a sizeable role in "Fifty Roads to Town." 
"Dark Mant~attan," finished as the scenes were on Central Avenue all during the week. Ethel Waters’ 
arrival was a~vaitcd at: the Santa Fe Station by old friends and new ones. 
7762. 1937, January 15. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The ~bllowing is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: I suppose it is tn~e, that the major industry of any large city has a certain 
influence upon the economic ambitions of its citizens. Hollywood and pictures have played their part in 
shaping the mental attitude of our group. 
7763. 1937, January 15. Ethel Waters, Show Here for 5luch Work. Cal~)rnia 1,;agle. pl0. Ethel Waters, 
famous ebony blues singer, stage and radio star, plans to undertake the organization of a little theater 
movement for colored people of Los Angeles. The first of its kind in the country, the ptuq~ose will be to 
develop talent for the radio and stage. Waters will also make her bow to the film colo~ in an engagement 
at the popular Hollywood night spot, Trocedero. 
7764. 1937, January 15. Evelyn Preer Air Program has 4th Anniversary. California Eagle. pl0. The 
Evelyn Preer Memorial Program celebrated its fourth New Year’s advent with a special bill. 
7765. 1937, January 15. Folk Songs of Negro, as Sung by Hall Johnson chorus, Glorified at 
Philharmonic. California Eagle. pl0. Los Angeles made a discovery that America has one choir that can 
compete and come out on top. The discovery was made as Hall Johnson led his symphony of 30 mixed 
voices through the group’s concert appearance at the Philharmonic auditorium. 
7766. 1937, January 15. Pioneer Film Producer. California Eagle. pl. George Randol, who, with Ralph 
Cooper, heads the Randol-Cooper Productions at the Grand-National Studio. They are the first Negro 
producers to establish a bona-fide company in Hollywood. "Dark Manhattan," their first picture, will have 
its premiere, Jan. 22 at the Tivoli Theater. 
7767. 1937, January 15. When Waters Arrived. California Eagle. pl. Ethel Waters, the nation’s most 
outstanding interpreter of "blues" songs, arrived for numerous local engagements. Waters appears in the 
above photo with Oscar Smith, Eddie Mallory, and others. 
7768. 1937, January 15. Worm Premiere, Preview of "Dark ~Ianhattan" at Tivoli Next Week. Cal~brnia 
Eagle. pl0. This will be the first real world premiere of an all-Negro film, made and released by Negro 
producers. "Dark Manhattan," authored and produced by George Randol and Ralph Cooper, will be 
flashed on the screen of the Tivoli Theater. 
7769. 1937, January 16. Anti-Nazi Group Hopes to Deal Schmeling Out. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p5. Joe Louis’ hope for a crack at the heavyweight title seemed brighter with the arn~ouncement of 
a boycott of the Max Schineling-Jim Braddock championship bout by Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League. 
News of the boycott: broke like a bombshell in the offices of Madison Square Garden and the Twentieth 



Century Sporting Club, co-promoters of the bout. Morti~ner B. Zerwick infor~ned Mike Jacobs, head of the 
Twentieth Centtu?." Sporting Club, that both Madison Square Garden and the New York Hippodrome, 
where Jacobs is sponsoring professional bores, would be picketed and crushed if Max Schmeling figured in 
the championship bout. (Sect. 2). 
7770. 1937, Jannal3.r 16. Armstrong, Teddy Wilson Rate "Tops" All-American "Hot" Bandsmen for the 
Year. Fmuklyn Frank. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Louis Armstrong was rated at the top of trumpet players. Of 
piano players, Ted@ Wilson was rated at the top. (Sect. 2). 
7771. 1937, Jannary 16. Atlanta Names Two Streets for Noted Race Characters. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Street markers placed in the two new streets included in University Homes, the new WPA slum clearance 
and low rent housing project, reveal the fact that final approval has been given to the naming of these 
streets in honor of Richard B. Harrrison and Dr. John Hope. They will be called "Harrison Way" and "John 
Hope Drive." 
7772. 1937, January 16. Beautijitl Afriean Princess, Daughter of Desert Sheik, in London to Act with 
Robeson. Pittsbu@ Courier. p12. After three days’ beau~ treatment in Paris, Princess Kouka from the 
Sudan, Africa, arrived in London to play opposite Paul Robeson in the film "Jericho." 
7773. 1937, January 16. Bojangles to Remain at Cotton Club. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. pl2. 
Bill Robinson, who was scheduled to end his Broadway engagement with the Cotton Club, was granted 
permission to remain with the show. Robinson, under the terms of a contract with the Warner Baxter 
Motion Picture Corporation, was to leave for Hollywood for a role in a new film, but Herman Stark, 
manager of the Cotton Club, obtained the postponement in a long distance conversation with the Warner 
Baxter Studio. 
7774. 1937, January 16. "Duke" of the Famous Dancing Team of "Pete, Peaches, and Duke" Succumbs. 
Billy Rowe. Pittsbm2gh C(mrier. pT. Stars of stage and night club world paid final homage to Duquesne 
Orlena Miller as fimeral sel~ices were held in Harlem. "Duke," as he was fanfiliarly known to his public, 
was a member of the dancing team of Pete, Peaches and Duke. He died at 27 :from complications which 
followed a previous attack. (Sect. 2). 
7775. 1937, January 16. Earl ~llorris "Winchellizes" Stage Stars. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. 
Reports have it lhat Valaida Snow will wed Earl Sutliffe, her man of all duty in Europe... Wonder if she 
will have to get two divorces from Nyas Berry... She married him twice. Once in Philly and in Chi. The 
rumor is slill: ...That Nyas may wed the demure Katherine Perry. should she get a divorce from Earl 
Hines...More rumor...The Earl lhen will do the "I Do" act with that sweet little 16-year-old Grand Terrace 
singer. 
7776. 1937, January 16. Fats Waller Appearing at Loew’s State. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Fats Waller and 
his band head the new stage show current at the Loew’s State Theater. Fats was heard as a guest artist over 
the NBC network on the Shell Chateau Hour, and pleased his listeners as usnal with his ininfitable way of 
playing the piano and singing. (Sect. 2). 
7777. 1937, January 16. Lucky Millinder Reorganizes Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Lucky Millinder has 
"cleaned house" and comes forth with a re-organized band. Lucky’s new men are all hand picked 
musicians. He "spotted" thegn from time to time when he went on tour and now that his new aggregation 
has been assembled, the band is one of the best ever heard. (Sect. 2). 
7778.1937, January 16. Plan Worm Premiere for "Dark Manhattan." Harry Levette. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. At last the dream of Negro fihn fans all over the country seems about to be realized. This dream is that 
some day Hollywood would make all-cast, or nearly all-cast, pictures of modern Negro life that wotdd not 
have to depend on spirituals or the low-come@ side of the plantation Negro. Now comes the first real 
world premiere of an all-Negro cast film made and released by Negro producers, "Dark Manhattan," 
authored and produced at the Grand International Studio by George Randol and Ralph Cooper. (Sect. 2). 
7779. 1937, January 16. Rogers Lauds Pres. Roosevelt for His Forceful Speech. J. A. Rogers. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p2. According to J. A. Rogers, "President Roosevelt, unlike most of his predecessors, does not 
deliver cut-and-dried speeches that seem intended to win the good-will of friend and foe alike. He usually 
goes to the point and one knows where he stands." (Sect. 2). 
7780.1937, January 16. Salaries of Stage Star Are Revealed. Pittsburgh Courier. p 1. The Internal 
Revenue Bureau’s report showed the salaries of persons receiving more than $15,0000 a year in 1935, as 
shown by income tax returns. The report revealed the names of three persons, all stage and fihn stars. 
Heading the list was Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, who earned more than $29,000. Lincoln "Stepin Fetchit" 
Perry’s earnings totaled more than $25,000. Ethel Waters earned more than $23,000. 



7781. 1937, January 16. Says Lunceford Music Will Stagger Europe. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. "Lunceford 
will stagger Europe." This startling statement headlined an article in the Melody Maker, England’s most 
up-to-date and authoritative musical sheet to "warn" Europeans of what to expect when the genial Jimmie 
Lunceford leads his band across the sea. "But for sheer showmanship combined with extraordinary 
musicianship, I found my first dose of Lunceford astonishingly potent," said Leonard Feathers, the 
correspondent of the Melody Maker. (Sect. 2). 
7782. 1937, January 16. Thousands ~eer as Ethel Waters Arrives in Hollywood with Revue. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. Ethel Waters, star of"As Thousands Cheer" and head of her own star-studded revue, arrived 
in Los Angeles aboard the Santa Fe Chief, where she was met by a huge crowd. A gala reception followed 
in honor of Waters and her cast. (Sect. 2). 
7783. 1937, January 16. The Truth About Ella’s $5000 Of[or. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. "There is no one 
offering the kind of money that I would ask for releasing my rights to the services of Ella Fitzgerald, star 
singer with my band," Chick Webb said. He went on to say that Beamy Goodman "has been trying to get 
Ella in the worst way... I didn’t like his method of approach...instead of coming to me direct, he went to 
other individuals and tried to get them to coerce Ella to join his orchestra." 
7784. 1937, January" 22. Ad Dark Manhattan ([Hm). California Eagle. pl0. This is an advertisement for 
"Dark 1Manhattan’’ which is currently playing at the Tivoli Theater. The film is advertised as a Randol- 
Cooper Production. 
7785. 1937, January" 22. Behind the Scenes. Harry Levette. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl0. "Dark Manhattaff’ will 
draw them to the Tivoli box office for $3.50 a seat. Following are pictures in which colored players are 
working: MGM, "A Day at the Races" and "Captains Courageous," finishing. 20th Century Fox, "FifO; 
Roads to Town" and "Last Sla:~er,’’ shooting. Selznick International, "Gone With the Wind," preparing. 
Hal Roach, new "Our Gang" comedy, preparing. 
7786. 1937, January 22. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Someone called me the other day representing an important social organization, 
stating that there are rumors that colored children, suffering from infantile paralysis, arc not: wanted at 
Warm Springs, Georgia; the institution established by President Roosevelt:. I am quite sure that the 
President intends that children of all races arc to enjoy the comforts of this intelligent hospital, that receive s 
donations from all over America each and every’ year. 
7787. 1937, January 22. Harlem Bound. Califi)rnia biagle, pl0. Slim Thompson, famous actor, left for 
home after scoring in the screen version of "Petrified Forest," "Green Pastures," and other fihns. 
7788. 1937, January~ 22. He Goes Back to Court. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl 1. Jack Johnson, :former world’s 
heax)Tweight champion, was hailed into a New York court to defend hi~nself against a $360 suit by a former 
business partner for breach of contract. 
7789. 1937, January 22. Louie Armstrong Goes Under Knife. California Eagle. pl0. Louis Armstrong, 
internationally fmnous trumpeter and orchestra leader, underwent an operation on his throat at Provident 
Hospital. In New York a year ago, he went under the knife for a similar procedure which was unsuccessful. 
7790. 1937, January 22. Lynching Is Subject of New Film. California Eagle. pl 1. Lynching, a subject long 
taboo in the fihn capital is the subject of several new pictures both ready for release and in the making. 
The cause of this radical departure froln tradition is "Fury," which created a sensation last year after being 
filmed by MGM. Ready for release by Paramount is, "Happiness Preferred." MGM is working on 
"Courthouse Square." Warner Brothers will produce "Death in the Deep South." 
7791. 1937, January 22. Sign Lucrative Radio Contract. California Eagle. pl0. Floyd Ray and his 
Fourteen Dictators, New York’s foremost swing band, lras just landed a big radio contract with the Carlton 
Tailors at San Diego. This is the first time a colored act has received a commercial contract in San Diego. 
The group appears in the above photo. 
7792.1937, January 22. Writer, in new magazine, advances 3 reasons why Joe Louis shouldn’t Be 
champ. Cal~brnia Eagle. pll. Some writer reveals three reasons why Joe Louis shouldn’t be champion of 
the ring according to the latest issue of "The Commentator," a new magazine out today. In the article, John 
B. Kennedy, who doesn’t pull his punches no nratter how frail they are, notes three reasons for advancing 
this position. 
7793. 1937, January 23. Andy Kirk 2~Ioves Into Trianon in Cleveland. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Andy Kirk 
and his famous Kansas City orchestra, with Mary Lou Williams at the piano, started a month engagement at 
the exclusive Trianon ballroom in Cleveland. 
7794. 1937, January 23. Armstrong Recovering from Throat Operation. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. After 
having undergone an operation on his throat, for an ailment which he had suffered for some time, Louis 



Armstrong rested easily at Provident hospital. His friends were hopeful that his falnous "mugging" would 
be resumed unimpaired. (Sect. 2). 
7795. 1937, January 23. Attractive West Coast Figure Trades Hubby, Business Career for Movie Studio 
Gut Glamour. Marie B. Tancil. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Jessmer Brown (Mrs. Guernsey Booth in private 
life), former maid and secretary to Marlene Dietrich is living in Philadelphia where she will soon open a 
beauty shop; she met her husband for the first time at Mardi Gras. She was a business school graduate of 
Los Angeles, as well as a licensed cosmetologist. She plans to open a cosmetician’s salon, once her license 
can be transferred, so that she may serve Negro women with the benefit of the talents that won her acclaim 
in Hollywood. 
7796. 1937, January 23. Cast of "Blackbirds" Returns to America. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Most of the 
members of the cast of "Blackbirds," which had run aground, leaving the entire cast stranded in Europe, 
returned home to America on the French liner, S. S. Paris. Among the returning members were Lucille 
Wilson, Sehna Sampson, Marie Robinsor~ and Ann Jones. (Sect. 2). 
7797. 1937, January 23. Claude Hopkins to Play Duke [L Prin. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Claude Hopkins 
was selected to play at the annual spring Prom at Duke University (Durham, N.C.). Hopkins and his 
orchestra was chosen from a list of twenty well-known musical groups because of their nationwide 
popularity among colleges and uhiversities. (Sect. 2). 
7798. 1937, January 23. Ethel Waters Will ~Iake Third Appearance with Ben Bernie. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. Once again the Old Maestro bowed to the denrands of the American Can Company radio audience, by 
again bringing to the microphone Ethel Waters. This made Ethel’s third appearance with Ben Bernie in the 
last year and after every appearance, letters pour in asking the Old Maestro when she will be back. (Sect. 
2). 
7799. 1937, January 23. Etta Moten Sings and Is Feted in Columbus. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. The most 
outstanding musical event in Columbus, Ohio of several seasons was the presentation of the internationally 
famous stage, screen, and radio star, Ella Moten. 
7800. 1937, January 23. Fats Waller and Dusty Fletcher Score at Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Confing 
to the Apollo Theater after a country-wide tour, Fats Waller and Turner’s Arcadians chalked up another 
great week as a musical attraction A-I. Sharing honors with Waller was comedian, Dusty Fletcher and his 
two side-kicks, Sandy Bums and George Wiltshire. (Sect. 2). 
7801. 1937, January 23. Fletcher Henderson Raps ~lills Methods. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. According to 
Fletcher Henderson, an article appearing in an issue of The Courier, reporting that three men had been 
dismissed from Lucky Millinder’s band, is not true. The men are said to have at one time been members of 
the Henderson aggregation and according to the celebrated maestro, left Luc~’s band because they refused 
to re~uain under the mauagement of Irving Mills. Henderson bitterly attacked the method used by Mills in 
handling sepia orchestras, but was loud in his praise of Lucky’s ability as a musician and orchestra leader. 
(Sect. 2). 
7802.1937, January 23. Harrington Rips Into John Kennedy’s Article Criticizing Louis as Ch ampion. 
Lmmie Harrington. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. John B. Kennedy, well-known news commentator and writer, 
has gone into the publishing business and his first issue of "The Commentator," fires a blast at Joe Louis, 
the idol of fight fans from coast to coast. This lengthy article, giving "reasons and facts," declares that Joe 
shouldn’t be hea~3rweight champion of the world and offers three distinct reasons for saying so. The 
cmnnaentator intimates race would take advantage of victo~ and uses plenty of"ifs" in drawing his 
ridiculous conclusions. (Sect. 2). 
7803. 1937, January 23. Irving Mills Plans Big Merger with Roekwell-Okeefe @[flees. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. Irving Mills, manager of Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway, and Lucky Millinder and the Mills 
Blue Rhythm Band, let go of some of his clientele, excluding Ellington and Calloway. It was said that the 
"clean-out" was a preliminary to a deal being perfected which would, if successful, bring about a merger 
with either the Rockwell-O’Keefe booking office, which handled Louis Armstrong, Claude Hopkins, and 
Andy Kirk, or the Consolidated Radio Artists, Inc. (Sect. 2). 
7804. 1937, January 23. J. A. Rogers Takes Issue with Statement of Robert Ripley. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p2. J. A. Rogers, noted race historian, says Moulai Ismael was not the only Negro 
owning white slaves: Robert Ripley of"Believe It Or Not" fame, in his weekly broadcast of January 10, 
speaking of Moulai Ismael, a Sultan of Morocco in the eighteenth century, who had twenty-five thousand 
slaves to build his city and palace of Meknes, said that Moulai Isnrael was "the only black man ever to have 
white slaves." This, however, is far from being correct. Not only were there hundreds of black men who 
owned white slaves, but there were perhaps hundreds of thousands of them (Sect. 2). 



7805. 1937, Jannary 23. Jack Carter Scores as "Mephistophilis." Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Repeating the 
tremendous success he enjoyed in the title role of "Macbeth," Jack Carter invaded the environs of 
Broadway and emerged with a major share of the glory that was rightfully bestowed on the Federal 
Theater’s presentation of "The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus." Carter was the only Negro in the cast. 
He portrayed the character, Mephistophilis. (Sect. 2). 
7806. 1937, Jannary 23. Joe Training at Pompton; Taking Fight Seriously. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Joe 
Louis is at Pompton Lakes, training with studied severity for his fight. He admits that he learned his lesson 
and refuses to take any opponents lightly now, and when Bob Pastor walks into the ring, he’ll be facing the 
"killer" that Joe Louis is today...a man with death in one hand and destruction in the other. (Sect. 2). 
7807. 1937, January 23. Leonard Reed, Nationally-Known Producer, Is Seriously Injured in Automobile 
Accident. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Leonard Reed, nationally-known producer, was seriously 
injured in an automobile accident. Driving at a high speed, Reed misjudged the curbing when the 
headlights of an approaching car blinded his vision. The accident occurred about eight miles from Pontiac. 
Reed was taken to the Pontiac General Hospital. 
7808. 1937, January 23. Many Colored Men in MeLaglen Picture. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Victor 
McLaglen, experienced a new dramatic sensation in "Nancy Steele Is Missing." Over fifty colored players 
picked for their ability and willingness to fight, worked in the thriller. (Sect. 2). 
7809. 1937, Jannary 23. Pretty Lena Horne Banishes Career.[br Love and Home. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p12. Lena Home exchanged vows with Louis Jordan Jones. The ceremony was performed by Rev. B. S. 
Mason, an old friend of the groom’s family, in the presence of relatives and close friends. (Sect. 2). 
7810. 1937, Jannary 23. Robeson’s Decision to Enter Son in Russian School Is Questioned. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p2. In a letter "to the editor of the Courier, Paul Robeson’s decision to enter his son into a Russian 
school was questioned. The following, written as an open letter to Paul Robeson, is an excerpt from the 
letter: "In Soviet Russia there is freedom of choice as to occupation, education, business connections, 
companionst~ips, etc. But is your son not restricted in matters of religion and his faith in and worship of 
God?" (Sect. 2). 
7811. 1937, January 29. Behind the Scenes. Harry Levelle. Califi~rnia l~;agle, pl0. Duke Ellington’s band 
is to be the highlight of the new musical upon which Republic Studio is going "to spend a half million. It is 
called, "Hit Parade of 1937." Ethel Waters was sent home from the famons Trocadero Club where she had 
been filling an engagement, threatened with pneumonia. 
7812. 1937, January 29. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal~/brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Have lhe Negro agencies throughout America realized "that thonsands of colored 
families are suffering from the tortures of hell due to the increasing floods? Are we doing something about 
it? Are we sending even a part of our "blood" money to help? 
7813. 1937, January 29. Ethel Waters Up from Flu; is Para Star. California Eagle. pl0. Ethel Waters was 
ordered to bed by her doctor after suffering from the flu but she has fitly recovered and will open at the 
Paramount. The change of clinkate and the flu that reached epidemic proportions, fastened itself on Waters. 
While performing Sunday of last week, she had to answer encores until she had rendered eleven songs. 
This was when she became ill. 
7814. 1937, January 29. Expect Louis to Score K.O. Tonight. California Eagle. pl. Joe Louis came to 
town expecting to make short work of their engagement in Madison Square Garden with Bob Pastor, the 
New York university journalism student. 
7815. 1937, January 30. 19-Year-Old Girl Nov Radio Sensation. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Like a chapter 
from a work of fiction or a version of the March of Time reads the life-story of radio star, the diminutive 
vocalist, Midge Williams, National Broadcasting Company’s personality singer. Williams along with Bing 
Crosby, A1 Jolson, and Rudy Vallee, made a guest appearance on the "Magic Key" radio program. 
7816. 1937, January 30. Benny Carter Makes London Gasp in "S,qng" Music Concert. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. By a process of evolution, or perhaps convolution, jazz music now colloquially termed 
"swing" music, was presented at a concert given by Benny Carter at the Hippodrome Theater in London. 
The vast audience went wild with excitement. (Sect. 2). 
7817. 1937, January 30. Count Basie Is Coming to ~ty’s Chatterbox. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Count 
Basie’s appearance at Pittsburgh’s "Chatterbox" Cafe, located in the William Penn Hotel, marked the first 
time a race band had played at the spot. (Sect. 2). 
7818. 1937, January 30. Daughter Joins Dad’s Act. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The following is from a 
caption of a picture: A touch of color was added to the famous father and daughter acts when Miss Olivette 



Miller, graceful daughter of Flournoy Miller, who won fame teamed with Aubrey Lyles, became the junior 
member of a new comedy team, Miller and Miller. (Sect. 2). 
7819. 1937, Jannary 30. Earl Dancer Gets Another Chance. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. In the 
event that present negotiations between Earl Dancer and Walter Wanger of Hollywood are completed 
successfully, Dancer, the once colored production czar of the film ciU, will again fill that role and produce 
for the gentleman in question a 15-minute sequence as a part of "Vogues" of 1937, a million dollar musical 
planned for a nation-wide release through United Artists. (Sect. 2). 
7820. 1937, Jannary 30. Ella Fitzgerald and ~7~iek Webb ’s Band Click at the Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pT. Ella Fitzgerald and Chick Webb performed at the Apollo Theater in New York. Ella stopped the show 
at each performance. Other performers included Clarence Robinson, Pigmeat Markham, and Jinunie 
Baskett. (Sect. 2). 
7821. 1937, Jannary 30. Girl Maestro May Set New Record in Dayton. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Blanche 
Calloway was scheduled to n~tke her first appearance in Dayton at the Cotton Club since setting a new box 
office record a year before. (Sect. 2). 
7822. 1937, January 30. Kid Chocolate, Who Squandered Over Half-~Iillion Dollars on "Wine, Women 
and Song," Starts Back on Rocky Road Which Has "Comeback" at Its End. L. E. Harrington. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. Kid Chocolate squandered more than $500,000 on wine, women and song and he was only 
permitted to re-enter the country on the condition that he would pay back, out of his ring earnings, the more 
than $4,000 income tax, owed the U.S. govenunent. His "comeback" was as sensational as his initial entry 
into the country from his native Cuba. It was reported that he was still the sensational boxer of his halcyon 
days...and his whiplash fight was just as deadly. (Sect. 2). 
7823. 1937, January 30. Louise "Jota" Cook and Hubby 3lake Up. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Louise "Jotd’ Cook Mills and her husband, Herbert, of the Mills Brother quartette, reconciled. Mrs. Mills 
in a telegram to Earl Morris, writer of the article, followed an item stating that "they were rumored ready to 
tell it to the judge," explained, "We realize that you had good reasons to believe that we were going to be 
divorced. But thank heavens we made up!" (Sect. 2). 
7824.1937, January 30. Marian Anderson Arrives in States. Pittsburgh Courier. p 1. Mafian Anderson 
arrived in the U.S. after performing abroad. She arrived on the S. S. Champlain to begin a five months’ 
concert tol~r from coast ~to coast. 

7825. 1937, January 30. Miller and Lyles Is No More, but Miller and Miller Lives On. Pittsbut2qh Courier. 
pl. Olivette Miller, daughter of Flournoy Miller, joined her dad in a topnotch vaudeville act. During the 
years when the team of Miller and Lyles... when Miller and the late Aubrcy Lyles were traveling around the 
country, Olivette was practicing her do-re-mi’s on the piano and on the harp, and is recognized as one of 
the outstanding harpists of the race. (Sect. 2). 
7826. 1937, January 30. Movies List 15 Race Actorsfor GoMAward. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p7. Of the fifteen race actors identified by the movie industry to receive the Gold Award, two of the most 
well known actors, Hattie McDaniel and Bill Robinson were not included or recognized for this award. 
This marked the first time that Negro actors had been considered. Among those nominated included Paul 
Robeson, Rex Ingram Clarence Muse, and Louise Beavers. (Sect. 2). 
7827. 1937, January 30. Ring Notables See Louis Pound Mates. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Under the 
appraising eyes of such boxing notables as James J. Braddock, Joe Gould, Mike Jacobs and James. J. 
Johi~ston, Joe Louis went through his training chores in preparation for his ten-round fight with Bob Pastor. 
He impressed his onlookers with the vim and verve with which he went about his appointed tasks. He 
boxed with four sparring partners, two of whom he rendered hors de combat; did six miles on the wet, 
slushy roads of the surrounding countryside, and finished with a long session of bag punching and rope 
skipping. (Sect. 2). 
7828. 1937, February 5. Ad---Can This Be Dixie. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl0. This is an advertisement for "Can 
This Be Dixie?" which features Troy Brown and Hattie McDaniel. 
7829. 1937, February 5. ClareneeMuse a Talkin to You. Calijbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article written by Clarence Muse: The angry waters of the Mississippi roll on in untifing destruction. 
People stand by hopelessly waiting for calm, peaceful days on the banks of the mighty fiver. 
7830. 1937, February 5. Ellington Is Dance Rage in Bay District. Cal~rnia Eag#. pl0. "The Duke is on 
the Air’--That was the introduction given to Californians who packed the Hotel Oakland for the 
President’s Ball last week. Since that record breaking affair, the famous Maestro is not only on the air, but 
everywhere .... The popular music king scored a much bigger hit with white dancers than on his previous 



appearance in 1934, furnishing a much "hotter" Upe of dance music, divided about evelfly with his own 
compositions and popular tunes. 
7831. 1937, February 5. Noted Maestro Coming for Film Work. California Eagle. pl0. Noble Sissle and 
his band will tour a number of southwestern cities enroute to Hollywood, where plans are to feature the 
organization in a moving picture. It is reported that the Sissle organization will play in the picturization of 
the life of Capt. Vernon and Irene Caste, famous dancers of a decade ago. Sissle appears in the above 
photo. 
7832. 1937, February 6. Astaire and Bojangles-Sure Are Good; Almost as Good as I. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
pT. "Fred Astaire and Bojangles Robinson ... they’re good.., but I’m better," quotes Bill Bailey, successor 
to the famous "Bojangles" at the Cotton Club in New York. Bailey made this comment recently when a 
guest offered Bailey what he thought was a compliment when he compared him to Astaire and Robinson. 
(Sect. 2). 
7833. 1937, February 6. Chapella’s "Kentucky Sue" Stars Singing George Dewey Washington and 
"Gwen" Reid. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Walter Norwood, owner of Club Plantation here, 
ushered in Friday Chappy Chapppelle’s splendid revue, entitled, "Kentucky Sue," starring George Dewey 
Washington and Gwendolyn Reid .... The revue is indeed a variety. Washington was magnificent singing, 
"Pagliachio" and "Without A Song. " (Sect. 2). 
7834. 1937, February 6. CountBasie in Smoketown. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Count Basle appeared at his 
engagement at the Chatterbox in Pittsburgh. This is the first time that a Negro band has played this spot. 
The band sprang into the spotlight when heard hightly from the Grand Terrace in Chicago a few months 
ago. Basie appears in the above photo. (Sect. 2). 
7835. 1937, Febnmry 6. "Dark ~!!anhattan" Fails to Make Premier. Benfice Parton. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. Panedmonium broke out at the Tiovoli Theater, a neighborhood show house with a seating capacity of 
approximately 800 people, when the Goerge-Randol-Ralph Cooper film, "Dark Manhartan," failed to have 
the gala world premiere, as advertised several weeks in advance .... Los Angeles’ blacks turned out in full 
blast to support the film with a colored cast, prodi~ced by two New Yorkers who deceived them miserably 
by not even appearing at the sour incident with an apology or explanation. (Sect. 2). 
7836.1937, February 6. Jimmie Lunceford in Final American Bow at the Apollo ~eater. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Jimmie Lunceford will return to the Apollo Theater to per[bnn [’or dance and music 
lovers. Featured on the Lunceford bill at the Apollo will be Mabel Scott, who is making her first American 
appearance since returning from Europe where kings and queens applauded her singing rhythin. (Sect.2). 
7837. 1937, February 6. Louis Wins, but Fails to Catch Up with Pastor. W. Rollo Wilson. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p4. Another fantastic fihn in the fight saga of Joe Louis was unreeled in Madison Square Garden 
on Friday night when the Ring Robot clanked and stumbled his way to a ten-round decision over Bob 
Pastor, former New York University journalism student. (Sect. 2). 
7838.1937, February 6. Marian Anderson, the Beloved Diva, Is Home Again After Success" Abroad. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Marian Anderson, eminent singer who was so widely heralded by white 
newspapers throughout the country on her tour last year, has recently" returned from Europe. Her voice 
shows the improvement and warmth one would expect of a singer so talented. Because her boat was 
delayed by fog, Anderson was able to spend only- twenty-four hours in her hometown of Philadelphia 
before she left on tour. 
7839. 1937, February 6. Noble Sissle, "Sweetest Music" Maestro, on Way to Filmland. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. Popular band leader, Noble Sissle, will tour the Southwest euroute to Hollywood, where he 
will appear in the Castle-Vernon film. It is reported that the Sissle organization will play in the picture now 
in production in Hollywood filming the lives of Irene and Vernon Castle, famous ballroom dance team of a 
decade ago. Sect II. 
7840. 1937, February 6. Slavery Started Kidnapping in U.~:, J. A. Rogers Reveals: Double Standard of 
Justice Blamed.[br Lawlessness Here. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. According to J. A. Rogers, 
"The G-Men are showing a fihn of their war against crime tlrat is most impressive. The pictures are driven 
home with talks by J. Edgar Hoover, head of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the well-known news 
conunentator, Lowell Thomas .... There are close-ups of the horrible and of Dillinger and Baby-Face 
Nelson and their bleeding bodies on slabs in the morgue .... Still another factor that has contributed to make 
America the most lawless country of all times, that lras been uamed or could be named--is the double 
standard ofjnstice that has always prevailed; namely one for white and one for black. (Sect. 2). 
7841. 1937, February 12. Behindthe Scenes. Harry Levette. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl0. Bill Robinson, the king 
of all tap dancers and one of the best featured players in motion pictures, is back and it has been one 



continual round of greetings from all races. Robinson has a featured part in the new Fox film, "The Caf~ 
Metropole," for wlfich a $50,000 set has been rebuilt after being destroyed by fire last week. 
7842. 1937, February 12. Ben Carter’s Theatrical Units Complae Film Engagements. California Eagle. 
pl0. Ben Carter, theatrical agent here from the east, has just completed casting a production for the Metro- 
Gold~3rn-Mayer production starting the Marx Brothers, "A Day at The Races." In this Marx comedy are 
features such outstanding colored artists and theatrical specialties as Darby Jones, Myrtle McIntyre, the Hot 
Shots, the Plantation Boys, Ivie Anderson. Troy Brown, and others. 
7843. 1937, February 12. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Ea~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: The most amazing tlfing in all this world has happened, and that is most colored 
citizens are now conscious of the fact that the sorrows and pains of wlfite Americans are just as much their 
business as the colored citizens. By this remark, I mean our group is sending money to the American Red 
Cross in large stuns without the timeworn request that the money is for my group only, but the good of 
mal~kind. 

7844. 1937, February 12. Evelyn Preer Hoar, KRKD, Carries On. California Eagle. pl0. A white woman, 
Bunola Kay, now directs and announces the Evelyn Preer Memorial program originated by Clarence Muse 
in honor of Evelyn Preer who died, ending a brilliant stage career. The enthusiasm and willingness with 
which Kay, herself a noted artist, glorifies the art not only of the deceased artist, Preer, but the living Muse, 
is but an example of the lack of racial lines among the cultured class in Hollywood. 
7845. 1937, February 12. La Waters Losing Her Grip? Almeua Davis. Califbrnia Eagle. pl0. There has 
been a lot of talk since Ethel Waters came to town that La Waters "ain’t what she used to be," and so forth 
and so on in tlrat vein. No Miss Waters ain’t wlrat she used to be by a long shot. She used to be just another 
torch singer...today she’s an artist. There is something grafi~ing about a woman at forty or thereabouts .... 
Matured of limb, voice, and manner and above all endowed with a queenly dignity that is every woman’s 
birthright and few women’s possession .... 
7846. 1937, February 12. Negro Film has Premiere Tomorrow. (;alifi~rnia bSagle, pl0. Proving that: the 
third time is the charm, "Dark Ma~flaartan," long awaited all colored cast, will have its premiere showing 
tomorrow at the Tivoli theater. The announcement was made by F. L. Wyatt, manger of the theater, who 
staled definitely that patrons would not be disappointed this time as he has the print in his possession. The 
fihn has finally arrived after capacity audiences lined the theater earlier awaiting its release when producers 
could not procure the print. 
7847.1937, February 12. Paul Robeson leaves Soviet Russia; Reception Second only to That of Ira 
Aldridge. Cal~rnia biagle, p5. Not since the great Negro actor, Ira Aldfidge, swept through Russia in a 
blaze of histronic glory in the latter half of the 19th century has a colored artist received such a tremendous 
reception as that accorded Paul Robeson. Robeson was deeply touched by the reception given him in 
Russia and said that Soviet audiences are quite unlike audiences a~\vwhere else in the world. 
7848. 1937, Februal3.~ 13. (Sblored Girl Signed to Play Role of Algerian Princess in 20th Cenmry’s "Cafd 
Metropole." Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Louise Clark was signed to a contract and a fancy 
salary in the role of an Algerian Princess for the upcoming Twentieth-Century Fox picture, "Card 
Metropole." The role offers significant dialogue in French throughout the picture and Clark will be seen 
hixuriously gowned and jeweled as she mingles with Europe’s royalty. "Bojangles" Robinson and Billy 
McClain will also be featured in this production. 
7849. 1937, Februal3.~ 13. Drew Would Beat Jesse Owens-Lawson Robertson. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
Lawtson Robertson, Olympic track coast and a man well qualified to speak of track "speedsters" for the 
past two decades, believes Howard Drew, whom he termed as the "best sprinter inthe last 30 years," would 
beat Jesse Owens by 100 yards, but believes that Owens might smash the world’s "440" record. 
7850. 1937, February 13. Erskine Hawkins’ ’Bama State Boys to Get NBC Hookup. Billy Bell. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl9. Erskine Hawkins success in radio circles mauages to land him favorable commentary. Local 
colunmists like Walter Winchell, Louis Sobel, and Ed Sullivan have all gone on record as stating that 
Hawkins has one of the finest swing aggregations in the ci~; .... Hawkins has a new contract calling for a 
nightly half hour broadcast over one of New York’s most important coast-to-coast networks. 
7851. 1937, February 13. "Father"Hines, Ork to Swing in W. Va. Ohio. Pittsburgh Courier. p22. Earl 
"Father" Hines and his orchestra are due to swing into this section next week to begin a series of one-night 
stands in Wheeling, West Virginia, Dayton and Akron, Ohio. The band has been on tour since leaving the 
Grand Terrace Caf~ in Chicago, where it lras been playing for the past eight years. Hines does practically 
all of the musical arranging for his orchestra and plays piano while directing. 



7852. 1937, February 13. Gorilla Jones Is Suspended. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Gorilla Jones, the forlner 
middleweight champion, was suspended for six months last week by the Wisconsin boxing comnfission 
because of his fight last Friday uight with Franlde Battaglin which ended in the tenth round as a draw. 
Everybody com~ected with the bout except Battaglia and his manager endured suspensions. 
7853. 1937, February 13. Great Road Show and Louise Beavers Set for Apollo Theatre. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p19. Jimnfie Lunceford and his sensational band, playing a farewell engagement at the Apollo 
Theater before departing for a tour of the capitals of Europe, again came in for the highest praise Harlem 
theatergoers have to offer. From morn till ~fight, entertaimnent seekers, all ears for the swell swing tunes 
which Lunceford has become famous for, packed and jammed the local playhouse, establishing a new high 
in box-office value .... Next week, the Apollo Theater will offer for its raass followers, Louise Beavers, the 
famous star of stage and screen, who will nrake her personal appearance in New York. 
7854. 1937, February 13. Inside Story of "Dark Manhattan." Pittsburgh Courier. p 18. The town is 
dumbfounded, surprised, shocked and still in a daze of wonder. "Dark Manhattan," the much heralded and 
already nationally discussed all-colored cast feature film did not have its world premiere last Thursday 
night, although the Tivoli was packed to its capacity of 1,200 and 1,000 fought for entrance outside. The 
print which was to have been delivered that afternoon never arrived. 
7855. 1937, February 13. Jesse Owens W~ll Direct Own Orchestra. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Jesse Owens, 
whose twinkling feet and infectious smile thrilled hundreds of thousands of people at the Olympic games, 
held in Germany last summer, is turning dance maestro. He will appear later this month in a benefit affair 
and will direct his own 14 piece swing band. 
7856. 1937, February 13. Larry Steele Will Stage P~emiere of New Show Here Sunday; Plans to Go on 
Road; Heads (hvn Band. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 9. Famous young night club maestro, Larry Steele, has 
projected himself into the spotlight as the outstanding producer of this type of show in the country. 
7857. 1937, Febn~ary 13. "Mulatto" Banned in Philadelphia. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. After persevering 
lbr filleen months on Broadway, in Ctficago, and on a road tour, "Mulatto," the racial sex-drama written by 
Langston Hughes, starring Mercedes Gilbert, ran into an abrupt snag in Philadelphia when Mayor S. Davis 
Wilson banned the scheduled opening. The city’s chief executive indicated that after he received numerous 
protests from churches and other organizations, they decided to prohibit the play from exhibition. 
7858. 1937, Febnuary 13. Paul Robeson Departs from Soviet Russia Following Reception Second Only to 
~at Given Ira Aldridge. Pittsburgh Courier. p 10. Paul Robeson leaves Russia and his deparlure is 
accompanied by a big reception. No other entertainer other than Ira Aldridge has received such recognition. 
Himself deeply touched by the wholehearled and sincere reception given him in the Workers Republic, 
Robeson remarked upon his return to Moscow that Soviet audiences are quite unlike audiences anywhere 
else in the world. 
7859. 1937, Febrnaryr 13. Pushkin NotedPoet, "Made" Russian Language--Rogers. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p14. J. A. Rogers reveals that Alexander Pusl~kin, Russian poet, was an eternal rebel 
and was proud of his Negro ancestry, lineage .... "Pushkin’s writings continue to be world famous. In the 
Negro history department of the West 135th street library" in Harlem, is a fine collection of his works which 
have been gathered together during the last 25 years by Arthur Schomburg, the curator and leading Negro 
bibliophile, whose collection of books on the Negro, purchased by the City of New York became the base 
for this department." 
7860. 1937, Febrnary~ 13. l~7~y Should Fans Expect Joe Louis to K.O. Ever)" Foe, Scribe Asks. Lonnie 
Harrington. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Joe Louis, fell for the thonsands of good things said about him and 
developed the idea that he was really invincible, took his fight with Schineling as just a good workout. He 
consequently met the only defeat of his sensational career. That defeat at the hands of Schineling, while 
stunning the raillions of fans who thought it just could not be done, sel~’ed to show that after all, he was 
huraan and that no man in the ring is invincible. 
7861. 1937, February" 19. All Russia Unites to Honor Pushkin, Poet. California Eagle. p6. Tens of 
thousands of Russians gathered here at the Alexander Pnshkin monument in the heart of Moscow, the 100th 
anniversary of the death of the great Negro-blooded poet, honored as "the father of Russian Literature." 
7862. 1937, February" 19. Annouce Concert of Marian Anderson. Almena Davis. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl0. 
L.E. Behymer, Los Angeles impresario, am~ounced the tentative program to be sung by Marian Anderson 
on the occasion of her concert at the Philharmonic. Subject to change, the song schedule inchides a group 
of four numbers by Haendel, a group of five by Schubert, one from Verdi’s "O Don Fatale," numbers from 
the works of Kilpinen and Sibelius and spirituals by Hall Jolmson. 



7863. 1937, February 19. Behind the Scenes. Harry Levette. California Eagle. pl0. Todd Duncan, star of 
"Porgy and Bess" had them standing in the aisles at the Philharnaonic as he sang. Duncan was supported by 
a select group of sixteen singers trained for the concert by Mrs. Riley. 
7864. 1937, February 19. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Seems to be the year of great disasters. Neaxly every important star now in 
production has been laid up with the "flu." MGM, Warners, and Paramount were the hardest hit. Losses 
here will mn into millions. 
7865. 1937, February 19. Colored Film Scores Hit at Opening. California Eagle. pl 1. "Dark Ma~hattan," 
had its long awaited premiere at last on Friday night at the Tivoli Theater, the same house that was the 
scene of a near riot on Jan. 28 when 2,000 ar~xions fans of all races paced the inside and outside and were 
returned their admission fees when the film did not arrive on time. Jns t as many were out again, having 
passed up the usual Friday night dances, downtown show openings etc. as soon as they learned from 
heralds and notices in all the papers that the film that already caused so much lrationwide discussion that 
was to start a regular run of five days .... Ralph Cooper was greeted with prolonged applause in response to 
the demands of the crowd and he stepped onto the stage following the first show. 
7866. 1937, February 19. Cotton Club Show to Star Duke, Ethel.. California Eagle. pl0. Under the 
personal supervision of Irving Mills, the score for the new show at the famous Cotton Club is being written 
by half a dozen famous composers. The new show will star Duke Ellington and his orchestra and Ethel 
Waters. 
7867. 1937, February 19. "Good Samaritan ’ j[br Flood Sufferers. CaliJbrnia Eagle.. p3. Clarence Muse 
conceived a Broadcast over the Blue Network of the National Broadcasting Company with all Negro stars 
from Hollywood in aid of the Red Cross Flood Fund, introducing Bill Robinson, who gave $500 as an 
incentive for other citizens to lbllow. Muse and Robinson appear in the above photo. 
7868. 1937, February 19. "Mulatto" Jury Splits; Mayor to Decide Fate. Califi)rnia Eagle. p5. Philadelphia 
Mayor, S. Davis Wilson, who was ordered to prevent the scheduled opening of "Mulalto," has decided to 
see it for himself before continuing or lifting the ban. According to Wilson, "Mulatto," "is tfighly 
objectionable and violates every sense of decency." Yet, after the censorship jury split, three to three, 
Mayor Wilson admitted that he had not seen the drama but had taken the advice of his secretary who saw 
the play in New York. 
7869. 1937, February 19. Race ~!!ovies New Demand in England. Ca/~ibrnia b2agle, pl0. Since "Sanders 
of the River" and "Green Pastures" were rated the greatest box office draws in England, studio executives 
arc turning an eye to a full schedule of motion pictures about Negroes. "The vogue of Negro pictures, or 
rather pictures of African and American Negro life, may be said to have started here with ’ Sanders of the 
River,’ a staff member of Norton Bradey’s Agency informed me this week." 
7870. 1937, February 19. ~Tlliam Grant Still Produces Radio Work. California Eagle. pl0. William Grant 
Still, distinguished composer, is the first member of the Columbia Broadcasting System’s composers’ 
commission to produce a finished piece written directly for radio. It is called "Lenox Avenue," and is 
dedicated to Harlem’s famous thorouglffare. 
7871. 1937, February 20. Armstrong in New Crosby Film. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Louis Armstrong, 
world’s outstanding trumpet player, and one of the recoguized authorities on swing music, has just been 
notified that he will be used in the new Bing Crosby picture. Armstrong’s work in "Pennies From Heaveff’ 
has established him among the movie "Who Who," with the result the he and his golden trumpet will be 
used more and more in the fihn capital as the days go by. Armstrong’s services were also sought by Rudy 
Vallee for his newest film. 
7872. 1937, FebrualT 20. Bill Robinson Selects White Girl as Dancing Partner in Latest Film. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl8. Bill Robinson has interceded with studio officials on behalf of a white girl who will work 
opposite him in "Cafd Metropole." The white girl will blacken her face to dance as "Bojangles"’ partner in 
the production and speculation is rife regarding Robinson’s failure to choose a colored girl for the favored 
spot since there are so nrany capable dancers to share the spot. 
7873. 1937, FebrualT 20. Blanche Calloway Rests in Chicago Be.[bre Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. 
Blanche Calloway has embarked on a dance tour that will take her through the East and will last through 
the Spring. The first engagement on this tour will be played in GAIT, Indiana, where a record crowd is 
expected .... Calloway received a contract from a major Hollywood studio. The name of the film company 
was not revealed. This movie offer, will delay Calloway’s trip to Europe where she is scheduled to 
perform. 



7874. 1937, February 20. Broadway and Harlem at Boa Voyage Party. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Jinunie 
Lunceford and his orchestra received a "King’s" send-off prior to their departure to foreign shores .... The 
orchestra’s sailing marked a tour of some ten weeks and a tour which will take them to Denmark, Sweden, 
Non~ay, Holland, and France. 
7875. 1937, February 20. Cab, Host of Stars Will Turn Out for Big Amateur Show. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p22. Cab Calloway and a number of other entertainers will perform on Saturday night while hosting a big 
amateur show. 
7876. 1937, February 20. "Dark Manhattan" Premieres" in Calijbrnia. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p19. "Dark Manhattan," the best all-colored film recently produced had is initial showing at the Tivoli 
Theater in California. The showing was billed as a world premiere with klieg lights flickering before the 
little conununity house, but the event fell short of its aspirations because no gorgeously gowned motion 
picture stars brought greetings to the world over microphones as previously advertised. Los Angeles, civic, 
political, and social leaders were conspicuous by their absence .... It is a gangster picture showing 
Harlem’s underworld which is full of stealing, cheating, brawls and knife wielding. It co-stars pretty Cleo 
Herndon and dapper Ralph Cooper .... The film is technically inferior as a feature film. The scenery 
suffered from weak photography. The lighting effect was poor and the directing faulty. 
7877. 1937, February 20. Ethel Waters, Duke Ellington to Co-Star in Are,, Cotton Club Show. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p18. Ethel Waters and Duke Ellington are among those scheduled to appear on stage March 15th 
in an effort to feature famous composers who have created musical scores. Ellington will write original 
music for a couple of the production numbers. This event is part of the new Cotton Club show. 
7878. 1937, February 20. Etta Morea on Air; Please Radio Listeners. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Etta Moten, 
brilliant radio, stage and screen personality, was heard over a Columbia Broadcasting System national 
network and entertained radio listeners. 
7879. 1937, Febn~ary 20. Fats Waller, the One-Time Church Organist, Now .Iaz~z Idol ¢~Millions. 
Pittsburgh (-~burier. p20. It took Fats Waller a long time to gain his rightful place among the recognized 
stars of Broadway. For many years the genial, yotmg composer struggled along selling smash-hit 
compositions for a few measly dollars, banging on out-of-tune pianos, and working long hours in the dingy, 
smoke-filled back rooms of a dozen Harlem speakeasies .... But it was worth it. His hard work enabled 
to keep his family together and :finally drive the wolf from his door. 
7880. 1937, Febn~ary 20. Florida Governor Says "No Negro on Earth Worth $4,000 a Year Salary" Joe 
Louis "Not Worth a Damn." Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Governor Cone of Tallahassee, Florida used the 
phrase, "Not worth a damn," in evaluating Joe Louis, the famous "Brown Bomber." His statement came 
during a discussion of appropriating public funds to operate Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
"There’s no Negro on earth that’s worth $4,000 a year salary--not to teach school." 
7881. 1937, Febrnary 20. Highest Court Hears Herndon Case. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Arguments as to 
whether Georgia’s 70-year-old insurrection law, aimed at ex-slaves, was constitutional were heard Monday 
by the U.S. Supreme Court in the case of Angelo Herndon, Cincinnati Conununist who was sentenced to 
serve 18 to 29 years on the Georgia chain gang. 
7882. 1937, Febrnary 20. Jota, Hubby Plan Second Honeymoon. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. 
Louise "Jota" Cook, the wife to Herbert Mills of the Mills Brothers, plans to embark on a second 
honeymoon following their re-unification .... She personally disproved all rumors that she and her husband 
were ever at the parting of ways. 
7883. 1937, Febrnary 20. Louis Armstrong Says It’s a "Sympton Starts on the Lips, Spreads to Fingers-- 
And Toes." Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. "It’s don’t mean a thing ff you ain’t got the swing," is 
now the far reaching cry of the musical world and its mass of converted followers. Therefore, it is not 
strange that the devotees of Back Brahams and Beethoven have become very inquisitive as to just what is 
this thing called "Swing." ... Swing is the blues on roller skates, according to Billy Rowe who applauded 
the musical talent of Louis Armstrong. 
7884. 1937, February 20. Nicholas Brothers Due in ~: This Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. The 
Nicholas Brothers have been scheduled to perform in Harlem "after returning from their European tour. 
Upon their arrival, the star of both the stage and screen will go into rehearsals for a week’s engagement at 
the Apollo Theater as headline attraction. Lucky Millinder and his new sensational band will share honors 
on the bill with the boys. 
7885. 1937, February 20. "Pigmeat" Turns Down ~lovie Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Dewey 
"Pigmeat" Markham and Jimmy Baskett, comedian and straight man are shown in the pose which caused a 
well known movie scout to offer "Pigmeat," $1,000 to work in flickers. He was forced to decline the offer 



because of his present contract, which is binding until July. At the present, Pigmeat and Baskett are closing 
out a very~ successful engagement at the Nixon Grand Theater in Philadelphia. 
7886. 1937, February 20. Rogers Gives "Lie"to Belief About Race and Tuberculosis. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p14. J. A. Rogers claims that "Because the tuberculosis death rate among Negroes is 
sometimes as high as seven to one over that of whites, American medical science has long considered it 
proof positive that this excessively higher percentage is due to race and that the Negro possesses an 
organism inferior to whites." Rogers refutes this claim that blacks were the ouly group susceptible to this 
illness. 
7887. 1937, February 26. Ad Rainbow on the River. California Eagle. pl 1. This is an advertisement for 
"Rainbow on the River," which is currently playing at the Tivoli Theater. Louise Beavers and the Hall 
Johnson Choir appear in this production. 
7888. 1937, February 26. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Our young students are seldom interested in the history and cultural background 
of the Negro throughout the world. I am always amazed at the amount of interest and information most 
intelligent white students have on our group. 
7889. 1937, February 26. Dance Stars Return. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl 1. After more than eight months in 
Europe, the Nicholas Brothers returned to their native land aboard the Ile De France.The young dance stars 
were accompanied by their mother and sister. They went into a rehearsal for a week’s engagement at the 
Apollo. The Brothers appear in the above photo. 
7890. 1937, February 26. Divorce Scandal Looms: Actor Jesse Lee Brooks Sued by Wife. Califbrnia 
Eagle. p 1. The name of the mysterious "other woman" is promised in spicy disclosures tomorrow when the 
first round of the newly filed divorce case bet~veen Rita Catherine Brooks and her hnsband, Jesse Lee 
Brooks is unveiled. Brooks, nationally famous as a dramatic actor and concert artist, was sued by his 
spouse of fifteen years, charging that he deserted her. 
7891. 1937, Febn~ary 26. Ethel Waters Scores at "Frisco Theater. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pll. Ethel Waters 
opened at San Francisco’s largest playhouse with her "Swing, Harlem, Swing," and played to a packed 
house practically every performance. San Franciscans and Oaklanders remember Waters’ great work in "As 
Thousands Cheer." 
7892. 1937, Febnmry 27. 64-Year-OM Woman Stars as Sorceress. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p 18. Madame Sul-Te-Wan, 64 year-old artist of radio, stage and screen, added another bit to her laurels as 
an actress in the recently released, "Maids of Salem," a Paramount picture starring Claudette Colbert and 
Fred McMurray. Sul-Te-Wan is cast in the role of a sorceress named Tituba, witch counselor of the staid 
Salem village in the period of 1692. 
7893. 1937, February~ 27. Abbie Mitchell’s Former Husband Dies of Suicide. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Leslie Thompkins, Abbie Mitchell’s former husband, ended his life last Tuesday morning by firing a bullet 
into his temple. The body was discovered by Thompkins’ stepson. Thompkins’ present wife, Grace is a well 
known teacher. 
7894.1937, February~ 27. "Dark Manhattan" Premiere in Harlem. Pittsbuc~h Courier. p22. Although 
"Dark Manlmttan," which features Ralph Cooper, had its preview in Hollywood with respective notices 
accorded it by the white press, the George Randol produced vehicle will have its official world premiere at 
New York’s Apollo Theater begi~ming March 12th. Harlem is expected to turn out in all its grand finery for 
the first grand opening of a picture since Nina Mac McKiuney made her personal appearance with 
"Hallelujah" some years ago. 
7895. 1937, February 27. Earl Morris Reveals News Winchell Never Knew Until Now. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl9. Bill Robinson evidently believes the phrase, "When you’re white, you are right." He hired 
the white gal as his dancing partner when there are hundreds of Alice Whiteman’s and Ehner Turner’s in 
his own race. It is reported that he will receive $30,000 for his role in the film .... Noble Johnson, is to my 
knowledge, the only sepia film actor who is in truth an actor in the eyes of the studio. He has played a 
Negro, African, and other parts which call for a dark person. But that isn’t all; I have seen him play white 
roles in westerns. 
7896. 1937, February" 27. Etta Moten’s Spring Concert Tour Takes in Several States. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p9. Etta Moten left Chicago on her early spring concert tour. Her first stop was in Bluefield, West Virginia, 
where she sang on February" 19, for the Bluefield State Teachers College in Ramsey Auditorium. 
7897.1937, February" 27. Hollywood 2~Iagazine O.K. ’s "Dark Manhattan." Pittsburgh Courier. p 19. 
Despite the fact that some critics rated the recently released, "Dark Manhattan" as only passing fair, the 
Hollywood Reporter, trade magazine, thinks the picture is a "worthy venture." Their complete review 



follows and states: "The quali~T of naturalness which marks the histrionics of the sepia actors is botmd to 
be intriguing to the average audience. Several sequences involve the cast in action which delightfully 
burlesque the whites." 
7898. 1937, February 27. J.A. Rogers Rip’s Veil of Hypocrisy from Best Seller. Pittsburgh Courier. p14. J. 
A. Rogers argues that "Gone with the Wind" by Margaret Mitchell fails to reveal the real truth about Dixie. 
"The current best seller, "Gone with the Wind," is the latest sample of this long line of attempted 
justification. But as abit of propaganda, Mitchell’s book not only does not offer anything new, but it lacks 
the fire of the earlier defenders as [those such as] Thomas Dixon." 
7899.1937, February 27. Jimmy and Joe Sign for Heavyweight Title Scrap in Chicago. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. Joe Louis is scheduled to fight Jinuny Braddock in an upcoming match which is to be held in 
Chicago. The fighters appear in the above photo signing the contract to confirn~ the scheduled bout. 
7900. 1937, February 27. Louis-Braddock Looms as Battle of Century. Ira F. Lewis. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p 16. Joe Louis has been the most outstanding figure in the world of pugilism for the past two years. His rise 
from obscurity to a million-dollar attraction was attended by all of the glamour and appeal characteristic of 
any individnal in athletics, business or any other field of endeavor surrounded by the Horatio Alger aspect. 
His color, which in itself is a lack of color, brought something new to sportsdom right at a time when 
boxing in particular had reached a dull and practically uninteresting status. 
7901. 1937, February 27. ~Iarian Anderson Acclaimed in Kansas City Appearance. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p8. Marian Anderson, performed recently in Kansas City where she was acclaimed by critics. She was 
dressed in a simple white velvet gown with a short train. Her only ornament was an immense jeweled pin 
fastened low on her breast. Anderson possesses a rare voice of great power. 
7902. 1937, Febn~ary 27. Marian Anderson Will Sing in South America. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. Marian 
Anderson, is scheduled to sing in South America from J~me until August at the completion of her tour of 
American cities. 
7903. 1937, February 27. Nicholas Brothers and Lucky 3lillinder’s New Orchestra Apollo Hit. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 9. The Nicholas Brothers and Lucky Millnider’s Orchestra arc currently 
performing at the Apollo Theater where they have been described as stage hits. 
7904.1937, February 27. "0l’ Man Satan" to Be Put on Screen. Frank Byrd. Pittsburgh Courier. p 18. The 
Tobias Film Corporation signs Rex Ingram and Barrington Guy along with Vivian Baber and Frank Wilson 
to a screen version of Donald Heywood’s "O1’ Man Satan." The movie title will be known as "Blow 
Gabriel," and the director will be Edgar J. Ulma. Filming will begin at the Paramount Studios in Long 
Island on March 1st. 
7905. 1937, February 27. Roland Hayes Nov Word, "Triptych," Floors NY Critic. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p23. Roland Hayes, the great tenor, has developed a euphemism. He has coined the word "triptych" to 
cover an Afro-American song sequence which he rendered at Town Hall in his first New York appearance. 
7906. 1937, February 27. Texas Rafves Over Music of Sissle. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Noble Sissle, who 
is enroute to Hollywood with his band, has been playing dance engagements throughout the state of Texas. 
He is one of the best loved maestros in the business and for years has occupied a place in the hearts of all 
dance lovers. 
7907. 1937, February 27. We’re Still Madly in Love, Says Marva on Her Return f, om Vacation in 
Bermuda. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Following a vacation in Bermuda, Marva Louis, wife of Joe Louis 
revealed that "Joe got a bit miffed with me because I didn’t wire him every day from Bermuda." 
7908. 1937, February 27. ~7~en Joe Louis Hits ’Era, They Stay Hit, Says Harrington. Lonnie Harrington. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Lonnie Harrington argues tlrat Joe Louis ruined Patsy Pierrone and Brescia’s title 
chances. No other hea~3~weight in the history of the game so completely eliminated all opposition once and 
for all during a rise to the top of the division; a rise which has been the most sensational of all time. 
7909. 1937, March 5. Behind the Scenes. Harry Levette. California Eagle. pl3. For the Paramount feature, 
"Valiant is the Word for Carrie," the Colored players were Hattie McDaniel and Lew Payton. "Rainbow on 
the River" at RKO has Louise Beavers in a big part. "Murder on the Mississippi," features Clarence Muse 
and Libby Taylor as well as Eddie Anderson. "San Quentin," at Warner~s First National, has 32 to 40 
colored players. In "Justice After Dark," Cleo Herndon is one of the few race players cast in the sensational 
film. "Slave Ship" lras finished at 20th Century Fox with large numbers of colored players. 
7910. 1937, March 5. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Califbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: I heard the greatest voice that ever came from a human being the other night at 
the Philharmonic Auditorium. It was the voice from Marian Anderson. Consununate artist, intelligent, and 
she moved her audience like magic. 



7911. 1937, March 5. Few Stories for Race Film Players. California Eagle. p9. The reason there has been 
little doing for colored players in pictures is because there are tufty a few of the stories under production at 
this time. 
7912. 1937, March 5. Hall Johnson Choir to Give Concert. California Eagle. p9. The famed Hall Jolmson 
Choir will appear in concert in the main auditorium of the Wesley A.M.E. chnrch. 
7913. 1937, March 5. Kansas Citians Stage "Sit-at-Home" Strike. California Eagle. p3. Expressing 
opposition to a special midnight show for Negroes featuring Ethel Waters at the Main Street theater, wlfich 
does not accept colored at regular shows, citizens staged a "sit at home strike" which was successful at 
cutting attendance. Waters, however, is considered the innocent victim of circumstances. According to 
friends, she did not know until her arrival here that the main street bars colored trade and on learning so, 
she sought to give a show elsewhere. Since no Negro theater was available, she arranged to present her 
show to the race in a special midnight performance. 
7914. 1937, March 5. Madame Sul-Te-Wan. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p13. Madame Sul Te Wan, 64 year old 
artist of radio, stage and screen fame, was heralded as the unsung star in the recent released Paramount 
picture, "Maid of Salem." 
7915. 1937, March 5. New Robeson Film Sets Precedent. California Eagle. p13. Staggering, even to a 
former Hollywood motion picture correspondent, are the facts and figures relating to the production of 
"King Solomon’s Mines," starring Patti Robeson, Anna Lee, Cedric Hardwick and Roland Young. 
7916. 1937, March 5. Nina Mac Collapses on Irish Stage. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p3. There has been extreme 
concern shown over the health of Nina Mac McKinney, following her collapse on the stage of Dublin’s 
largest theater in London. Suffering from a chrouic stomach ailment, the beautifill young actress was 
brought to London’s Duchess Nursing home and remained under treatment there for two weeks. A :few 
days prior to McKinney’s release from the hospital, Jimmy Monroe, is said to have left: for Paris with an 
English woman. McKinney claims that he took all of her money which amotu~ted to some two thousand 
pounds, and many of her personal effects. 
7917. 1937, March 5. Robinson Goes to Bat for Others. California b~agle, p13. "Caf~ Metropole," at 
Twentieth Century-Fox, featuring Bill Robinson, put in a busy week. A number of other colored players 
have been added, principally at Bill’s suggestion. 
7918. 1937, March 5. San Diegans Protest Showing of Film. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl0. A conflagration :from 
some years back flames again here in San Diego with the showing of"The Birth of a Nation" at the 
Superba Theater. 
7919. 1937, March 5. Waller Mentioned in Spicy Su#. Califi)rnia Eagle. p9. "Fats" Waller was mentioned 
in the half million dollar breach of promise suit of Peggy Garcia against Dave Rubinoff, celebrated 
violinist. 
7920. 1937, March 6.17,000 Swing Fans Jam the Metropolitan Theater in Boston to Hear King Louie. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p19. More than 17,000 dyed-in-the-wool swing fans jannned every nook and comer of 
the huge Metropolitan Theater here last Thursday to hear Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong, extending to the 
trumpet king and motion picture actor one of the greatest receptions ever witnessed in Boston. 
7921. 1937, March 6. Courier Reporter Tells of Magic of Joe Louis’ Name. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pS. Edgar Rouzeau reports, "I was the principal witness as the name of Joe Louis worked magic in 
the hearts of weather-bitten customs officials and hardened dock workers. Marva Louis was returning from 
a Bermuda vacation in the company of Mrs. John Roxboroguh and Mrs. Jtflian Black, the wives of the 
Brown Bomber’s managers. My assigmnent was to obtain denial or co~tfirmation of a rumor published in a 
New York tabloid that the two Louis’ were separated." As a reporter, in an attempt to obtain the sto~;, 
Rouzeau evaded custom officials to reach Mal~Ta Louis. 
7922. 1937, March 6. How Radio Stations ConductBroadeasts. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p18. Juano Hernandez directs a radio program on which Ella Fitzgerald and Chick Webb appear. 
7923. 1937, March 6. Kansas City People Stage "Sit at home" Strike Against Ethel Waters’ Special 
Midnite Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. In Kansas Ci~; when Ethel Waters performed on stage at a 
midnight performance characterized by Jim Crow practices, nrany decided to boycott her performance as a 
public display against such practices. Waters, however, is considered the innocent victim of circumstances. 
According to friends, she did not know until her arrival here that the Main street bars colored trade and on 
learning so, sought some way to give a show elsewhere. Since the Negro theater was available, she 
arranged to present her show to the race in a special midnight performance. Although the Mainstreet 
nrmagement advised her against it, she went ahead, believing she would get support. 



7924. 1937, March 6. Marva Louis and Her Companions Delightfully Entertained in Sun-Kissed, 
Glamorous Bermuda. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Marva Louis returned from her recent vacation in Bermuda. 
The Brown Bomber’s wife was eager to see her husband, Joe Louis and denounced minors that she and the 
Brown Bromber were not deeply in love with each other. "It seems like we can’t have a quarrel or spat like 
other married couples, unless all the world makes a terrible fuss about it." 
7925. 1937, March 6. Noted Song Composer Dies in NY Ho~pital. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Bob Williams, 
noted composer dies in a New York hospital and many mourn his recent death. Williams was very active in 
the theatrical profession until eight months ago when he was forced to go to the hospital because of illness. 
7926. 1937, March 6. Party for Louise Beavers Is Gay. Frank Byrd. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. A party was 
recently held for the cinema actress Louise Beavers at the new Lincoln Tavern. It was an impromptu get- 
together and a fitting climax to a successful week of personal appearances at the Apollo Theater for the 
young star. Beavers appeared around midnight, escorted by Bob Clark, Harlem’s dashing ladies’ man. 
7927. 1937, March 6. Philadelphia Mayor Reinstates Defender of Hughes "2~Iulatto." Pittsburgh Courier. 
p19. Langston Hughes’ play, "Mulatto," was banned in Philadelphia. However, the nrayor decided to 
reinstate the play and defended the controversial theme of Hughes production. 
7928. 1937, March 6. Rogers Reveals How Whites "Play W~th" Truth.[br Sake of Color. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p14. J. A. Rogers continues his attack on American writers who belittle the race in their 
literary works. 
7929. 1937, March 6. Roland Hayes Sings to Capacity Crowd in Town Hall Concert. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p18. Roland Hayes, famous tenor, failed to either dim his art or threaten his prestige, judging at least from 
the superb interpretative gifts which the artist evinced at Sunday afternoon Town Hall recital. Hayes’ list of 
songs, were never compromising .... The artist, as nsl~al, was gracious. 
7930. 1937, March 6. Stockholm Hails "Lunceford Rhythms" as Greatest Ever. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. 
Jimmie Lunceford and his orchestra have been hailed as the greatest entertainers after pefforn~ing in 
Stockholm. The smooth rhythms and interpretative style of the man who made himself America’s 
outstanding band leader in less than two years, have captivated the town and the orchestra is being hailed 
everywhere. 
7931. 1937, March 6. The. Roll in Aisles at ’%’tep." Pittsbu@ Courier. p19. Stepin Fetchit, the slow, 
shuffling, yet highly entertaining comedian of the movies, is appearing in person at the Loew’s State 
Theater here all this week, offering a new version of his popular act, "The Art of Doing Nothing." Like 
always, Fetchit proved quite a sensation and a house full of patrons never failed to let him know it by 
laughter and applause .... Fetchit just completed a :film at Twentieth-Centu~-Fox studios, entitled, "Love 
Is News." 
7932. 1937, March 12. 750 Players Used in "Slave Ship’ at Fox. California Eagle. p13. History was made 
last week when 750 colored screen players acted in final scenes of the greatest spectacle that has been made 
by a~\,�" studio since the opening of the 1937-38 motion picture season in "Slave Ship." This fihn has broken 
all of the Fox records so far as colored players are concerned. 
7933. 1937, March 12. Ad House of Connelly (play). California Eagle. p13. This is an advertise~nent for, 
"House of Connelly," a dramatic stage production that features Ruby Dandridge and that is being 
performed at the Mayan Theater. 
7934. 1937, March 12. Behind the Scenes. Harp:~ Levette. California Eagle. p13. "One Mile From 
Heaven" is the very latest feature preparing at 20th Century-Fox studio which is scheduled to have ahnost 
as large a number of colored players of various classes as "The Big Broadcasf’ two years ago. It features 
Bill Robinson. 
7935. 1937, March 12. Brooks Plays Shakespeare Role March 25. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p13. For the first time 
in the history of the American theater a Negro actor, Jesse Lee Brooks lras been selected to play the 
important role of the Prince of Morocco in Shakespeare’s "Merchant of Venice." The famous classic will 
be staged at the Hollywood Playhouse starting March 25 with Brooks playing the Moroccan Prince. 
7936. 1937, March 12. Clarence 2~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: I’ve just seen the most forceful example of the meaning of the word 
OPPORTUNITY. The example is a young woman who has contributed national stories to nrany 
outstanding nragazines, Mabel Thompson Rauch and the editor notes: "Story written with insight and 
sympalhy and no little understanding by a white woman whose contacts with Negroes in her early life, has 
served to broaden her outlook and interests." 
7937. 1937, March 12. Evelyn Preer Radio Program Goes to KFAC. California Eagle. pl3. A tribute was 
extended to a great actress tiffs week when Clarence Muse announced that the Evelyn Preer Memorial 



prograln will continue over a larger radio outlet. It was four years ago when one of the outstanding 
thespians of the legitimate stage met her untimely death. Shortly afte~vards, Muse established the Evelyn 
Preer Memorial Progrmn. 
7938. 1937, March 12. Guest Soloist. California Eagle. p13. Edna Rossalyn Heard is to be the guest soloist 
to the Inspirational Vesper that is to be presented by Eugene Heluy Huffmark well known local writer at 
Symphow Hall. Heard appears in the above photo. 
7939. 1937, March 12. "Lindy Hoppers’ Get Movie Contracts. California Eagle. p13. The Lindy Hoppers 
i~npressed directors at MGM studio last week and they were signed to work in "A Day at the Races." Ben 
Carter, well known ~nusical director, who casts the majori~T of the musical talent in MGM’s recently 
completed, "A Day at the Races," visualized what a riot they would be in the picture. 
7940. 1937, March 12. Stork, of Hall Johnson Is U~[blded. George Garner. Cal~brnia Eagle. p9. Noted 
maestro, Hall Johnson, tells of his interesting career .... Hall Johnson began his phenomenal musical career 
as a teacher of music in New York in 1914. There in his private studio, he drilled students in the intricacies 
of the violin and other musical instruments. Later he joined the "Shuffle Along" compaw starring Florence 
Mills and was Keppelmeister of the company’s orchestra for four years. 
7941. 1937, March 13. Baltimore Says "No" to Hughes "Mulatto." Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Langston 
Hughes’ play, "Mulatto," is rejected in Baltimore because of its controversial thematic. 
7942. 1937, March 13. "Birth of a Nation" Film Protested. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. San Diego citizens 
says the notorious picture, "Birth of a Nation," engenders race hatred and although the citizens were 
outraged with the picture, the officials while promising to act on their charge, did nothing. 
7943. 1937, March 13. Claims Garvey’s Goal WasAJhica. W. C. Francis. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Marcus 
Garvey, leader of the Back-To-Africa movement, has the objectives and goals of his movement delineated 
by this writer. "As usual, he refused because such an enterprise was too practical. He threw ’cold water’ on 
it because his goal was to regain Africa and not to help members to own property in America or in ant, 
other part of this western world .... Today, the organization owns nothing in America or anywhere else, 
and they are not in Africa, either." 
7944. 1937, March 13. Columbus Waits for Steele Show. Pittsbm2gh Courier. p19. Law Steele’s Musical 
revue is packing ’em in throughout the tri-state area of Columbus, Ohio. The show has been establishing 
attendance records throughout the Warner Bros. theaters in the tri-state district. 
7945.1937, March 13. Denmark...Norway...Sweden! All Acclaim Jimmie and His Band as Absolutely 
"Greatest Sensation." Pittsbm2gh Courier. plS. When Jimmie Lunceford and his orchestra pefforn~ed in 
Europe, they were heralded as the "greatest sensation." 
7946. 1937, March 13. Following Joe Louis, Day by Day. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The following is a day 
by day report on the champion boxer, Joe Louis’ activities. The tour will start in Denver and end in San 
Diego. Following this tour, Louis will go to Hot Springs for prelimina~T conditioning. 
7947.1937, March 13. It’ll Be Ethel, Duke and George De~vey Again When Cotton Club Show Opens. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Ethel Waters and Duke Ellington are among those performers who will appear at 
the Cotton Club when the new show debuts. These name attractions from some three years ago work 
together again to create the "greatest show ever." 
7948. 1937, March 13. "Maid of Salem," False Film, Bishop Declares. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. 
According to Bishop Walls, "The Maid of Salem," a picture that focuses on witchcraft is regarded as false 
and reflects greatly on the race since black actress, Madame Sul-Te-Wan is cast in a role that is not 
historically accurate. "Histop:~ is distorted to make it appear that a Negro slave called Tituba, started the 
witchcraft at Salem." 
7949. 1937, March 13. Marian Anderson Thrills Los Angeles; Jarboro Acclaimed All Over Europe. 
Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Marian Anderson conquered Los Angeles when she sang here in 
the famous Philharmonic Auditorium. Critics lauded the contralto. One critic stated, "Anderson has her 
lower tones more thrilling in dark color than any contralto on the American concert stage." Another critic 
revealed, "Every number proved not only great natural gifts, but magnificent training." 
7950. 1937, March 13. Mussolini’s Drive for More Babies Falls on Barren Soil. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl4. J.A. Rogers reports that Mussolini’s latest enemy is the stork. Italy has not been giving him 
enough babies. Rogers reveals the social issues that prevail in Italy under the leadership of Mussolini. 
7951.1937, March 13. Mystery "Other Woman" Promises Spicy Developments in Coast Divorce Case. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Rita Catherine Brooks seeks divorce from her hubby, Jesse Lee Brooks. Brooks 
was allegedly involved with another woman. Rita Brooks also claims that her former spouse treated her in a 
grievous, cruel and inhuman manner for some time. 



7952. 1937, March 13. Victim of RacialBoycott. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Ethel Waters (pictured above) 
is tl~e victim of a racial boycott when patrons refused to attend the theater where she was scheduled to give 
a midnight Jim Crow performance in Kansas City. Waters cried on the stage because of the ordeal to which 
she was subjected. 
7953. 1937, March 19. 100 Women get $15 Per Day at Studio. California Eagle. p13. Of the 300 women 
in 20th Century-Fox’s "Slave Ship," 100 were cast in the "bit" class which awarded them $15 per day. 
Sarah Butler, who was in charge of casting, selected these women for the perfection of their figures as well 
as their acting ability. Among those in the cast included: Arie Lee BranclL Daisy Lee Mothershed, Francis 
Curl?.’, among others. 
7954. 1937, March 19. Armstrong Stuns New York critics in 4-Round K.K. q[’Belloise. Cal~brnia Eagle. 
p14. Hem)" Armstrong, recognized by California and affiliated states as world’s featherweight champion, 
stopped Mike Belloise, National Boxing Association titleholder, in four rounds. 
7955. 1937, March 19. Behind the Scenes. Harry Levette. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl3. Clinton Rosamond, who 
portrayed the old prophet in "Green Pastures," has landed the part of the janitor who figures prominently in 
the gripping story, "Murder in the Deep South." 
7956. 1937, March 19. Build Studios to Get Rid of Uncle Tom. Harry-Levette. Calijbrnia Eagle. p13. The 
following is from an article by Harl3~ Levette: If you are tired of seeing Negro and other featured players 
doing nraids, washwomen, stable boys in pictures, let’s put our money in one big pool and build a studio to 
depict the other phases of Negro life. Disloyality, because while Japanese, Jews, Italians, and other 
distinctly separate racial groups laud and honor the successful men and women of their nationalities, 
merely because they are of the same blood, we are so prodigal of praise and support that a scarcely known 
screen player of an5’ other group will receive three times as much fan mail as the most famous celebrities of 
Ollr race. 

7957. 1937, March 19. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Califi)rnia Eagle. p l. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Every, week, some Negro writer or citizen takes a crack at our Negro actors in 
pictures. They seldom praise these artists for good performances. 
7958. 1937, March 19. Jess Brooks Gets Film Contract for Warner Short. California Eagle. p13. Jesse 
Lee Brooks, talented former concert artist, is being showered with good fortune. He was selected to play 
the Prince of Morocco in "The Merchant of Venice." Now under the wing of Ben Carter, Brooks has been 
given the lead in a Warner Brothers Vitaphone short as a singing African prince. 
7959. 1937, March 19. Kindly SpirR Felt in Virginia. Cal~ibrnia k2agle, p13. Echoes from the tapping feet 
of"Bojangles" Bill Robinson, were heard as far away as Richmond, Virginia. Rumor has it: that Bill is a 
native of Richmond and not long ago through one of the councilmen he contributed funds for the relief of 
the family of a Richinond policeman who was slain by a bu@ar. 
7960. 1937, March 19. Marian Anderson on G.M. Concert Sunday. California Eagle. pl6. Marian 
Anderson will be the soloist of the General Motors Concert program. She will sing with the 70 piece 
General Motors Symphony Orchestra on a national broadcast. Thus, the listening audience will have the 
opportunity to hear her in an American Broadcast for the first time this season, an American artist to whom 
the New York Times accorded praise. 
7961. 1937, March 19. "Stymie" Beard Moving in Mon~. Class in Films. California Eagle. p13. Little 
"Stymie’ Beard, formerly the most popular of Hal Roach’s "Our Gang," has at last advanced into the $205 a 
week class in "Rainbow On tl~e River." Last week he finished a movietone short entitled, "Santa Anita." 
7962.1937, March 20. Amazing Popularity of Louis Armstrong Nets Fames "Swing King" 1 O, 000 Fan 
Letters. Allan McMillan. Pittsbuqgh Courier. plS. Satchmo’s ever working magic is a constant puzzle to 
music critics. He is scheduled to make two motion pictures this year and will head to the Paramount 
Theater in New York to give a performance. 
7963. 1937, March 20. Andy Kirk Names Four Leading Orks; Lunceford First. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. 
A crowd of nearly 3,000 persons packed the Sunset Casino here Friday night to hear Andy Kirk and his 
Twelve Clouds of Joy. Maly Lou Williams, sensational girl pianist, was wildly applauded when she was 
featured. Kirk’s orchestra was brought to the city by J. Neal Montgome~; and others. Kirk named bands he 
believed to be the most outstanding today and noted Jinmfie Lunceford’s orchestra along with Duke 
Ellington, Don RedmaK and Louis Armstrong. 
7964. 1937, March 20. Bill Meats Is "Broke" but Happy, Says Worm Will Soon Hail, Sunset Royals. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl3. "I owe $10,000 BUT will pay it back in two years" is the statement of the 
outstanding orchestra manager, Bill Meats of the Sunset Royals, who has never broken his word. 



7965. 1937, March 20. Brother and Sister Warblers. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Winnie Jolmson and her 
brother Bobble, singers and dancers, wow crowds at the Apollo Theater in Harlem. They have, so they say 
on Seventh Avenue, a way" all their own. The two appear in the above photo. 
7966. 1937, March 20. Count Baise Will Headline Apollo’s Gala Revue Next. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. 
Count Basie, spoken of in some music circles as one of the greatest exponents of modern swing music, has 
been signed to headline the coming week’s revue on board at the Apollo theater. The show, which will 
feature mawr well known ebo~r performers, is being produced by Earl Dancer. 
7967. 1937, March 20. Duke Ellington Will Broadcast Twice Weekly. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Duke 
Ellington and llis orchestra will inaugurate a series of twice weekly broadcasts via WOR and the Mutual 
network from the Cotton Club in New York on Wednesday. Ethel Waters, George Dewey Washington, and 
the Nicholas Kids will be featured in the new show with Duke Ellington and his band. 
7968. 1937, March 20. Fordto Play with Robeson. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Wallace Ford will appear with 
Paul Robeson in the forthconling picture, "Jericho." Ford’s role in "Jericho" involves sela~ing as a much 
traveled and "kicked around" doughboy who teams up with Robeson to escape from injnstice to sail in a 
tiny boat to African waters. 
7969. 1937, March 20. Greatest Number Ever Used in One Day in Holl)~vood. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. 
History in the motion picture industry was made last week when the greatest number of extras, 750 colored 
screen players acted in the final scenes of the greatest spectacle tlrat has been made by any studio since the 
opening of the 1937-38 season. This was in "Slave Ship" the gripping, romantic, and llistorical super- 
feature that has been unde~,ay at Twentieth-Century-Fox. 
7970. 1937, March 20. Ida James Graduates from Amateur Contest as New Voice Sensation. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 9. Ida James performs in an amateur contest and emerges as a new voice sensation. 
Billy Rowe reported, "I have heard such a voice before, but I was drcanfing and the notes emerged from the 
throat of an angcl--I have seen such a face before, but it too graced the likeness of a dream girl that I now 
call my own." 
7971. 1937, March 20. "I’1l K.O. Louis by 8th Rd" Braddock. Pittsburgh Courier. p l. Jimmy Braddock 
has it all figured out on how he will defeat Joe Louis when they meet on the night of June 22 in Chicago. It 
seems simple enough, according to Braddock, especially if Louis doesn’t tag him with a sleep producing 
wallop and send him to Slumberland. 
7972. 1937, March 20. Joe Louis at Best Rated Better Than Johnson. Lolmie Harrington. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl 6. Critics claim that Joe Louis would have stopped former boxing champion Jack Johnson. 
7973. 1937, March 20. Joe Louis Topping Over Foes on Exhibition Tour of West. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p16. Joe Louis hopes to lift the heavyweight crown from Jim Braddock. In June, Louis left here (Chicago) 
last week to do what Max Schineling, who also has designs on the same diadem worn by Braddock, was 
supposed to have started March 1--tour the hinterlands before the championship bout takes place. 
7974. 1937, March 20. LuncefordBand in "Command" Performance. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. The latest 
musical sensation to hit Europe, is none other than the Jimmie Lunceford orchestra, who were required to 
play for the King Gustave of Sweden on March 8th. His majesty was given a sample of typical Lunceford 
"swing" ... the same that has caused the critics to claim Lunceford as the "finest colored or white orchestra 
ever presented" and to predict that "Lunceford can never be duplicated." 
7975. 1937, March 20. Marian Anderson on the Air Sunday Night...A Bit of Nov N~nv England in North 
Carolina. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Marian Anderson, the great contralto, is the guest soloist on the radio on 
a program where she will sing with the 70 piece General Motors Sympho~\v Orchestra. Thus, the listening 
audience will have the opportunity to hear in an American broadcast for the first time this season an 
American artist to whom the New York Times, following her concert in December, 1935, accorded the 
accolade of its discrimiuating praise when it said that she is "One of the greatest singers of our time." 
7976. 1937, March 20. Noted Composers Inspiration Dies in NY. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p24. W.C. Handy’s wife, succumbs and her death shocks the entire uation. Mrs. Handy took over the 
booking end of the business and urged her husband to organize a string of bands throughout the State of 
Mississippi. She kept the bands busy and Handy soon found himself forced to keep up with the public 
demand for more of his music. 
7977. 1937, March 26. Armstrong Returns; Louis Coming. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. Henl3" Armstrong was 
welcomed here following a successful invasion of eastern rings. Joe Louis, nearing the last leg of his 
exhibition through the southwest and west, was reported as a possible drawing card at the Olympic. 



7978. 1937, March 26. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. "Nine Old Men" the 
sensational book by Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen that deals with the Supreme Court is going on the 
screen. Which all goes to prove that the American audience is intensely interested in the headlines of today. 
7979. 1937, March 26. Jesse Lee Brooks Heard in KHJ’s "Tom Sarryer." California Eagle. p2. Mark 
Twain’s "Adventures of Tom Sa~Ter’’ followers were surprised to leala~ that the voice of Jasper, was that 
of Jesse Lee Brooks, veteran Negro actor-singer. 
7980. 1937, March 27. Billy Rowe Reviovs Ne, v Cotton Club Show. Billy" Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. 
Ethel Waters and Duke Ellington performed on stage with the new Cotton Club Show. They were assisted 
by the Nicholas brothers and George Dewey Washington among other entertainers. 
7981. 1937, March 27. "Bloodk; but Unbowed." Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Angelo Herndon appears in the 
above photo. Herndon, hero of many court battles to win his release from a Georgia chain gang sentence 
reads a book, "Let Me Live." 
7982. 1937, March 27. "Bojangles" Featured in New Flicker. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Bill "Bojangles" 
Robinson plays a role in a Twentieth-Centuas~-Fox Production, "Caf4 Metropole." The above pictures 
shows the famous tap dancer in one of his best scenes in the film. 
7983. 1937, March 27. Fredi May Be Featured in New Picture. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Fredi 
Washington ~nay appear in a new picture, "One Mile From Heaven," which is a Twentieth-Centu~; Fox 
production written by Ben Lindsey. Washington who was praised for her work in the "Imitation of Life," 
will do another mulatto role, according to information received from the studio lot. 
7984. 1937, March 27. Henry Armstrong, Thrills Again in Beating Spoldi. Pittsburgh Courier. p lT. 
Henl3~ Armstrong inflicts danrage on his heavier foe (Spoldi) who is badly beaten by the "dream fighter." 
... For ten rounds, the 135 pound Spoldi wavered and retreated from the 126 pound opponent. The only 
reason he didn’t: get knocked out was because he wouldn’t stay put: long enough for Armstrong to get him 
set: up. 
7985. 1937, March 27. Hundreds Attend Rites for Mrs. W. C. Hand),. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Htu~dreds 
pay their respects to the wife of W. C. Handy at: her funeral and burial services. A photo of the service is 
provided. Minto Cato and fl~e Southen~aircs sang and Fats Waller played the organ. 
7986. 1937, March 27. Jesse Owens in Dayton Easter Monday Night. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p22. Jesse 
Owens appears and his orchestra will perform in Dayton, Otfio on Easter Monday. The world knows the 
reputation Owens has made on the cinderpath. He was the outstanding track athlete in this country, and he 
won new laurels when he rctun~ed from the Olympics early last: summer. 
7987. 1937, March 27. Joe Louis Packing ’Era on Southern Tour. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p16. Following a 
trimnphant tour of the mid-west, Joe Louis and his party will sweep through the Lone Star State like a 
Texas tornado, opening his Steer State exhibitions here Monday .... Shortly" after April, Louis will go into 
Hot Springs for preliminary conditioning. 
7988.1937, March 27. Noble Sissle Makes Big Hit at the Swanky Colleges. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Noble Sissle performs at the Greystone Ballroom in Detroit. During the tour, Sissle has played for Texas, 
Michigan State, Ohio, Wesley, Kentucky, Wayne and Cornell Uuiversities. One report stated, "It was with 
pride that I noted the colored students attending the prom dance at Cornell correctly garbed in formal 
attire." 
7989.1937, March 27. Pigmeat Creates Ncm, Dance to Combat New Cotton Club’s "Peckin." Pittsburgh 
Courier. plS. Dewey "Pigmeat" Markahm creates a new dance that is previewed at the new Cotton Club 
show. "Pigmeat," top-flight comedian in this (Philadelpltia) and other northern towns, trucked out on the 
stage of the Nixon Grand theater here and for the first time on any stage introduced an all new dance which 
he terms "The Pigwneat Tip." 
7990. 1937, March 27. Recalls High Courts Stand in Dred Scott, Civil Rights Cases. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl4. J. A. Rogers declares that this is not the first time that an outc~ has been raised 
against the Supreme Court. There have been at least three other occasions, all involving the Negro. The 
first time involved the Dred Scott Decision among other civil rights cases. 
7991. 1937, March 27. Refuses to Be Jim-Crowed ~Iisses Broadcast. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Don 
Redma~ dinlinutive leader of the orchestra cans~ing his name, refi~sed to ride a service elevator in the Plaza 
hotel here in San Antonio, Texas and thus robbed San Antonians of a half-hour of good radio 
entertai~unent. 
7992. 1937, March 27. Toledo to Hear Langston Hughes. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Langston Hughes, 
noted poet, will be presented at the Y.M.C.A. in Toledo, Ohio. Hughes is known both for his individual 
st-yle of verse in this country and in Europe. 



7993. 1937, March 27. "Voodoo" Film Brings Protest. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. The current "March of 
Time" film, canying what is purgorted to be a theme of Negro voodoo said to be ~pical of Negro life, 
brought letters of protest to the desk of the publicist manager of the March of Time staff. A race relations 
executive expressed great disappointment with the presentation of "Harlem Black Magic." 
7994. 1937, March 27. "Wows" Apollo Patrons. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Jeni LeGon, Earl Dancer’s big 
attraction, pranced and danced her way into the hearts of the Apollo tl~eater fans last week to the 
sensational tunes of Count Basic and his "swing" aggregation. LeGon appears in the above photo. 
7995. 1937, April 2. Behind the Scenes. Harry- Levette. California Eagle. p2. Bill Robinson, philanthropic 
monarch of "Tapdom," tl~anked the Eagle for the consideration it has given him. Who is the star in the 
picture "One Mile from Heaven?" asked one of the chauffeurs and his response was "Why Bill Robinson 
is, isn’t he?" High Speed Snapshots: "Zulu Land" with Jesse Brooks as the singing African prince, finished 
at Warners-First National studio. Page 2-B. 
7996. 1937, April 2. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: "The Negroes of Harlem are a very religious people," is the statement made by 
the commentator in this month’s March of Time Film. It further states that out of the 300,000 colored 
citizens of the greatest Negro sector in the world, nearly one-third of them worship Voodoo Gods." And in 
a very Christian-like spirit, the film proceeds to poke fun at tl~is particular group of Harlemites. 
7997. 1937, April 2. Hit "~Iarch of Time’ Film of New York Negro. Franldyn Frank. California Eagle. p2. 
Leading organizations including Associated Film Audiences have sent in protests on the recent released 
"March of Time" film which depicts all of the colored residents of New York as voodoo worshippers in a 
sequence entitled, "Harlem Black Magic." page 2-B. 
7998. 1937, April 3. 250 Theaters in U.S. Cater to Colored Fans. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. A survey 
reveals that 150,000 people see films daily and some 250 tlleaters cater to colored fans of motion pictures. 
... New York city tops the list: of cities in ~mmber of houses and seating capacity though only eight theaters 
of 31 are designated as catering exclusively to the colored population. Twenty-three arc tabbed as theater 
with a mixed audience. 
7999. 1937, April 3. Baltimore Theater Manager Guilty. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Joe Kane, manager of the 
Royal Theater, is fuund guilty of conducting a lottery. Kane who manages the theater for Sam Stieffcl, 
chain operator of Philadelptfia and Washington, was running a bingo game on Monday and Thursday 
nights, in addition to his regular show as a business booster. He was arrested and indicted two weeks ago. 
8000. 1937, April 3. Chilton and Thomas Delay Return to U.S. Pittsbut2qh Courier. plS. Chilton and 
Thomas ha~e been retained for an additional three weeks while traveling abroad and have delayed their 
return to the U.S. 
8001. 1937, April 3. Darker People of Other Lands. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. p14. A new kind of 
missionary is needed in Africa today. The following letter will help explain. It was sent to be by a native 
African, Fabian O. Osa-Afiana, from Nigeria. 
8002. 1937, April 3. Hines Makes ]~2,w Record. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Earl Hines makes a new record 
which will be soon released. 
8003. 1937, April 3. Joe Louis Kayoes Three in Texas Exhibition. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. Thonsands of 
Galvestonians, both white and colored, milled about the Island’s one million dollar Union depot Thursday 
morning in an attempt to get a glimpse of Joe Louis, sepia stone-faced contender for world’s heax~weight 
championship and his entourage of 12 persons, as they arrived by private Pnllman coach to the ci~ for the 
scheduled 4 rotmd exhibition at the City Auditorium. 
8004. 1937, April 3. Louis Armstrong, His Orchestra Sign to Headline Coast-To-Coast Commercial for 
Business Concern. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Louis Armstrong, King of Trumpeteers, is 
scheduled to replace Paul Whiteman on a coast-to-coast broadcast. The successful deal which goes down in 
colored theatrical history as the first of its kind, came to its final stage after many months of negotiation 
and is considered as a great aclfievement on the part of the white controlling power in the theater with a 
thought for the advancement of the performers of color. 
8005. 1937, April 3. PigmeatAids Old Friends. Pittsburgh Courier. pl9. Dewey "Pigmeat" Markham aids 
old friends and performs on stage. 
8006. 1937, April 3. Rex Ingrain, Louise Beavers SignedJbr Film Production. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl8. Warner Brothers gets signatures of famous couple, Louise Beavers and Rex Ingrain, pending 
production of "Gone with the Wind." The only other player to be definitely signed for the production is 
Clark Gable .... Louise Beavers, a veteran of the silver screen and one who has harried its varied fronts, is 
allotted the part of "Mammy," tl~e devoted slave of the Scarlett O’Hara family. 



8007. 1937, April 9. Behindthe Scenes. Harry Levette. California Eagle. p4. The most devout Christian 
and the most regtdar churchgoer is Stepin Fetchit, a very strict and orthodox Catholic. With Rex Ingrain 
and Louise Beavers already inte~Tiewed for "Gone With the Wind," inte~Tiews for the lesser sepia parts 
will start shortly. "One Mile From Heaven" is moving along speedily at Twentieth Century-Fox with Fredi 
Washington receiving mm\v compliments for her fine portrayal of the mother who is raising a white child 
as her own and Bill Robinson as a police officer. Sam McDaniel, for seven years the "Doleful Deacon of 
KNX," has been entertaiuing forever with his faitlfful pal, Roberta Hyson at the Log Cabin Club in 
Hollywood. Page 4-B. 
8008. 1937, April 9. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Entertainment is a powerful force these days, in fact, one of the most vital ways 
of getting our group to come out. 
8009. 1937, April 9. Langston Hughes in Views of Marriage. Calijbrnia Eagle. pl. Langston Hughes, 
poet, novelist and dramatist asked if he is getting ready to marry and he told newspaper men, "not yet." "I 
am too much of a nomad to consider marriage seriously. I have never been able to remain in one place long 
enough for any young woman to convince herself whether she loves me or not." Page 1-13. 
8010. 1937, April 9. Notes Lack of Negro Comedians in Radio. Franldyn Frank. Calijbrnia Eagle. p4. 
Other than Juano Hernandez’s show which is a network feature and not sponsored conunercially, and 
Clarence Muse~s part in Irvin S. Cobb~s "Paducah Plantation," there is not one sepia regularly engaged in 
radio comedy. What makes this absurd is the sentimental homage paid dusky wit by our paleface brothers. 
Public speakers and conversationalists delight in telling funny stories invohdng Afra-Americans. We are 
branded as a people of wide grins and loud laughter. Page 4-13. 
8011. 1937, April 9. Sepia Screen Fan Survey Is Completed. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. Hope dmvns for the 
Negro screen actor, the continuous efforts of the California Eagle to secure rccog~fition from the Negro 
theatergoers, and Negro players, has at: last drawn the attention of Hollywood. We have always held that if 
the motion picture industry ever realized how large a percentage of their income came :from the pockets of 
Afro-Americans, they would accord them greater recognition. Page 4-B. 
8012.1937, April 10. Armstrong Begins Broadcasts Friday Night. Pittsburgh Courier. p 18. Louis 
Armstrong begins to broadcast in "the first air commercial on Friday night. For the :first time in the tfistory 
of radio, a Negro artist has been contracted "to broadcast commercially. Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong was 
selected by Fleishmann’s Yeast: Company Ibr this initial honor on the strength of his popularity and rare 
musical ability. 
8013. 1937, April 10. Billy Rowe Goes Into a Rave Over Nov Musical at the Ubangi Club. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plS. According to Billy Rowe, the Harlem "Hot Spot" presents grand performances 
provided by Barrington Guy, Mac Jolmson, Babe Matthews, and others. 
8014. 1937, April 10. Clinton Rosemond Clicks in Problem Film. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p18. Clinton Rosemond’s "steals the picture," in "The Deep South," hailed as a great drama. In "The Deep 
South," young Negro men and boys go to their deaths on circumstantial evidence in order to hide the guilt 
of white crinfinals in the daring film play, the most timely and liberal epic ever to reach the screen. It will 
undoubtedly stir the nation confing at a time when the United States Congress is considering the Anti- 
Lynch Bill. 
8015. 1937, April 10. Elsie Roxborough, Langston Hughes May Take Alter Trek. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Is it love in bloom between Elsie Roxborough, pretty playwright and heiress to the 
Roxborough fortune and Langston Hughes, famons author of "Mulatto," and other works? Both have 
evaded answering the questions directed to them concerning their rumored love affair .... The gossip about 
the couple started when it became publicly known that Hughes and Roxborough will wimess the 
presentation of the play, "Drums of Haiti" written by Roxborough. 
8016. 1937, April 10. Fletcher Henderson to Re-Open Grand Terrace. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Fletcher 
Henderson is scheduled to re-open at the Grand Terrace and indicates that sepia orchestras are keeping 
busy at choice spots throughout the country. Others who are performing at these venues include Cab 
Calloway and Earl Hines. 
8017. 1937, April 10. Howard Theater First to Of[or Luneq[brd After European Tour. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl9. Jinmaie Lunceford~s show, "Streamlined Rhythm Revue" which was a success abroad is now 
being perforn~ed at the Howard Theater. 
8018. 1937, April 10. Hughes Scores Big Ovation in Toledo. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Langston Hughes 
gives the highlights of his career at a lecture in Toledo, Ohio where he received a big ovation. Hughes in 
his own inimitable, pleasing manner gave intcrcsting highlights on his carcer and read many of his best 



known poems. Hughes stressed especially the similarities in the problems of all working people, stating that 
only a realization of the necessity of working mutnally thru the organization of labor and for better 
economic conditions can there be a solution of racial problems. 
8019. 1937, April 10. Louis Armstrong Breaks All Box Office Records in Philly Prior to Start of 
Commercial. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Louis Armstrong breaks box office records in 
Philadelpllia prior to his performance for the air commercial. From morning until night, the Nixon Grand 
itself and the surrounding streets were filled to the overflowing point dt~ng the entire run of the 
Armstrong show. People pnshed and squirmed their way to within hearing distance. 
8020. 1937, April 10. Rogers Tells of Hypocrisy Which Governs Intermarriage in US. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p14. J.A. Rogers discusses the hypocrisy surrounding interracial marriage in the U.S. 
and uses Maxwell Anderson’s play as the basis for llis frank discussion. 
8021. 1937, April 16. Attacks Film Stereotype qJ’the Negro. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. The Hollywood fihn 
stereotype of the Negro as a criminal or clown, was under attack with the amtouncement of the formation of 
a new, independent producing organization to produce films "that truthfully reflect the life and dranra of 
contemporary America." The appearance of the new group, to be known as Frontier Fihns, was hailed by 
Lester Granger, secretary of the Worker’s Bureau of the national Urban Leagl~e. Granger declared, "No 
opinion forming agency in America does so much to perpetnate tllis stereotypes as the films produced in 
Hollywood with roles played by Stepin Fetchit, "Bojangles" Robinson, Louise Beavers, and Clarence 
Muse." 
8022. 1937, April 16. Cab Calloway on Warner Bros. ’ Screens. Cal{fi~rnia Eagle. p4. Cab Calloway, last 
seen locally in a record-breaking stage appearance brings his voice, band and entertainers back to Los 
Angeles on the screens of Warner Brothers and Hollywood theaters. Complete with his celebrated Cotton 
Club orchestra, Cab swings and sings in "Hi De Ho," accompanying fcaturctte to "Marked Woman," 
smashing First National picture starring Bette Davis wtfich tells the sensational story of a racketeer 
operation of "clip joints." Page 4-B. 
8023. 1937, April 16. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. Cal~/brnia Eagle. pl. The lbllowing is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Constructive criticism is an important force in the career of an actor. His work at 
all times must receive critical judgment, not only by the press but also the public. 
8024. 1937, April 16. Gets BigRole in WarnerBrathers Film. James E. Jones. Ca/{ibrnia Eagle. p4. 
Setting a precedent in the motion picture industry, Warner Brothers signed Frederick Clarke to play an 
important part in "Ever since Eve." The role assigned to Clarke is that of butler for Mr. Montgomeu, 
which calls lbr a Jamaican Negro. Page 4-B. 
8025. 1937, April 16. Gets Juicy Role in "WB" Film. California Eagle. pl. Frederick Clarke was signed to 
play the part of a Jamaican Negro butler in the Warner Brothers First National picture, "Ever Since Eve." 
Clarke was born in London. His natural ability to speak fluent English as well as l~s polished manners, won 
him the place in the production over ma~\v veteran Negro actors. Clarke appears in the above photo. 
8026. 1937, April 16. RaceActors Given Too Little in Films. California Eagle. p4. There is a feeling that 
colored performers have never been given enough to do in pictures. Stepin Fetclfit has had a couple of 
meaty roles and it meant coin, but as a flickering figure in other films, his presence apparently availed little. 
Average all-colored cast pix are pretty poor, and since this has been learned, such fare totals up far less 
impressively than ninny regular Hollywood releases. Very rarely is the reverse true as in the outstanding 
instance of "Sanders of the River." Patti Robeson dominates the film, and there is the added name of Nina 
Mac McKim~ey. Page 4-B. 
8027. 1937, April 17. Armstrong Headedflbr Paramount. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Louis 
Armstrong, Trumpet King, heads for the Paramount Theater where he is scheduled to perform in an 
upcoming Broadway revue. 
8028. 1937, April 17. Bar Cabin Kids.l~om New Florida Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. The Cabin 
Kids of motion picture fame, have been barred from the new Lincoln Theater in Orlando, Florida. 
8029. 1937, April 17. Chorines May Stage "Sit Dotv~ Strike." Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. 
New York chorines claim that they have been overworked and as a result threaten to strike. They contend 
that they endure meager pay and are overworked. 
8030. 1937, April 17. Courier Goes Behind Broadcasting Scenes. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. 
Billy Rowe provides his criticisms of Louis Armstrong’s broadcasting debut. Standing before the ears of 
the nation awaiting the signal to commence the first all-colored coast-to-coast commercial radio program 
under the sponsorship of the Fleischmaun Yeast Compa~, was a great achievement and personal triumph 
for all connected with the presentation of Armstrong and his orchestra .... My heavens from what we saw, 



the man responsible [he’s white] he thinks that Harleln or the Negro world as a whole is just another 
uncivilized jungle. [As for Armstrong] he provided superb music on par with the best in the land. 
8031. 1937, April 17. Elsie Roxborough Captivates Detroit with "Drums of Haiti." Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Elsie Roxborough, provides her dramatic presentation of "Drums of Haiti" in 
Detroit. 
8032. 1937, April 17. Fats Waller Is in Dayton Next Friday. Pittsbuq~h Courier. p22. Fats Waller is 
scheduled to perform in Dayton~ Ohio next Friday. Waller and his troupe lead all the name bands in theater 
box office draw in 1936 and as far as reports go, they are likely to repeat the same pattern this year. 
8033. 1937, April 17. Forced Plane Landing. Pittsburgh Courier. plg. The chartered plane on which 
Orlando Robeson boarded was forced to make a landing in a field, yet this did not prohibit the band from 
fulfilling its engagement. 
8034. 1937, April 17. "House ofHandy"Again Visitedby Grim Reaper. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. W. C. 
Handy, "Father of the Blues," who lost his wife on March 11, was preparing this week to bury his 
daughter-in-law, Mrs. W. C. Handy, Jr. She succumbed Sunday at 4pm at the Women’s Hospital following 
complications which occurred after undergoing a minor operation. 
8035. 1937, April 17. Marian Anderson Recital Here a Big Triumph. Julia B. Jones. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p9. Julia B. Jones declares that Marian Anderson is incomparable. "The tall, slender brown girl in superb 
and grand style sang an most impressive program. 
8036. 1937, April 17. "Rarin ’ to Go" JOE. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Joe Louis, pictured in the above 
photo, is amdous about his upcoming fight with Jinuny Braddock. Louis plans to go to Hot Springs for a bit 
of preliminary conditiouing prior to the fight. "I’m rarin’ to go and intend to be ready." 
8037. 1937, April 17. Reputed Niece of Famous Band Leader Alleged to Have Robbed "Truckin’ King." 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 9. The niece of famous band leader is alleged to have robbed Pigmeat Markham, the 
well known comedian, for $2,000 in jewelry as he removed the cork from his lace after his last 
performance on the stage of the Howard Theater. The burglar passed herself off as the niece of Jimmie 
Lunceford. 
8038. 1937, April 17. Rogers Denounces "The Robert E. Lee" Postage Stamp. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p14. J. A. Rogers condemns postage stamp of Robert E. Lee and suggests that it: idealizes tl~e 
greatest of all champimts of slavery. 
8039. 1937, April 23. Behind the Scenes. Hart), Levette. Califi)rnia Eagle. p4. Hattie McDanlels is going 
to have some classy looking clothes in MGM’s "Saratoga" :for which she received a contract recently. Page 
4-B. 
8040. 1937, April 23. "Bojangles" in Strong BidJbr Turf Honor. Fred C. Williams. California Eagle. pl. 
Alfred K. Vanderbilt, millionaire sportsman, race and breeder of thorough-bred horses, in expressing his 
admiration for "Bojangles" Robinson, said "Some day when I find a good colt wortl\v of a ~kame that lkas 
been nkade famous because of your ability, I am going to name him after you." 
8041. 1937, April 23. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Negro journalism for a long while used only front page copy that played up 
prejudice. They found some excuse to make everything that happened in life regarding our race, a matter 
of prejudice. 
8042. 1937, April 23. Louise Beavers Law Suit Victor. California Eagle. pl. Louise Beavers escaped 
judgment of $32,000 when she was absolved from all blame for an automobile accident. Lan3~ LaRoche, 
white, sued Beavers as a result of a collision involving her Cadillac and his car, when his wife was injured. 
The accident occurred November 11, 1935. 
8043. 1937, April 23. Negro Movie StereotjTeAgain Scored. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p3. Colored critics of the 
roles their own stars take in motion pictures, received support from Archer Winsten, staff writer of the New 
York Post, who criticized "The Negro Stereotype in American Pictures," in a signed article in New York’s 
most liberal daily paper. "Begim~ing with the ’Birth of a Nation’s’ burnt-cork and leering rapist and 
extending to the current ’March of Time’ which shows a Harlemite leaping in frenzied voodoo rites, 
American moving pictures have been strikingly single-minded in their choice of Negro types and subjects." 
Page 3-A. 
8044. 1937, April 23. Thinks Louis Armstrong Show Best Yet. Franldyn Frank. Calijbrnia Eagle. p4. The 
Reverend Satchemouth (Louis Armstrong) and his jazz choir moved into tl~e Fleischina~m Yeast temple for 
weekly half hour revival services over the National Broadcasting Compa~. For the most part the Species 
Aframericanus rejoiced at this recognition given one of the most diligent Apostles of Swing. Page 4-B. 



8045. 1937, April 24. Armstrong Breaks All Records at Paramount. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p 19. 
Seemingly when this fella, Louis Armstrong, now known as the trumpet King of swing, gets going, there’s 
no stopping him. His past deeds, the writing of a book on swing music, breaking house records in 
Phildelphia and capturing the first all-colored coast to coast connnercial, are today past headlines. 
Armstrong opened on Broadway at the Paramount theater and shattered eve~3~ known box office record of 
New York’s finest main stem theater. 
8046. 1937, April 24. "Duke" Will Be 38 Years OldApr. 29--Top as Composer. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. 
Duke Ellington, leading music composer, turns 38 years old .... Ellington has written nearly one hundred 
published numbers that have been composed and played by his orchestra, but never captured on paper. His 
capacity for melodic invention seems scarcely to have been tapped by his prolific work. 
8047. 1937, April 24. "Fats" Waller and Jimmy Raschel in Big "Battle of Music" Saturday. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p18. Fats Waller will play a mean piano at the Armory in Charleston, W. Va. Saturday Night. 
Jimmy Raschel and his orchestra have also been booked for this event. 
8048. 1937, April 24. Fats Waller in Dayton Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. p22. Fats Waller, well known as 
radio’s "Harnfful Little Arnfful," and his famous dance orchestra will be the attraction here this Friday 
evening for a one-night dance engagement. The affair is being sponsored by the Paramount Amusement 
club, and is just another in a series of dance triumphs given under the auspices of the orgauization. Waller 
is generally recognized as the most colorful pianist in the country. 
8049. 1937, April 24. Goodman Refuses to Accept Southern Dates. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Bem~y 
Goodman refuses to accept southern offers to perform because whites objected to Teddy Wilson and Lionel 
Hampton. 
8050. 1937, April 24. Jesse ()wens Is Not So Fast as a Bandleader. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Jesse Owens 
is not as successfifl as a bandleader as he is as an athlete. The world’s greatest colored idol is doing very. 
poorly among race people as a band leader. 
8051. 1937, April 24. Joe Louis Libel Trial ()pens in Chicago. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Adding to the legal 
tangle now in federal court~ on whose decision rests the possibility of his title with Jim Braddock, Joe Louis, 
fighting hca~Tweight contender, was scheduled to attend Friday’s session of circuit court, when the libel 
suit filed by Louis and his co-managers, Julian Black and John Roxborough, against Sheridan A. 
Brusseatr,~, comes up for hearing. 
8052. 1937, April 24. Lovely Etta "At Home"in Texas. Pittsbu@ Courier. p9. Etta Molen will relnrn 1o 
her native state, Texas next week, when the rare contralto will thrill audiences in several cities. 
8053.1937, April 24. Nation’s "400" Dance to Strains of Sissle’ s Music in Waldorf-Astoria’s Empire 
Room. Pittsbu@ Courier. p4. Noble Sissle and his great orchestra peffor~ned at the Waldorf-Astoria for 
Elsa Maxwell’s pa~V--an event attended by some of the nation’s wealthiest. 
8054. 1937, April 24. Nicholas Bros. in Nov Show. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. The Nicholas were scheduled 
to appear in a new show entitled, "Babes in Arms." As expected, the dancing talent of the youthful 
Nicholas-Brothers, walked away with ~nuch of the honors, proving that they are among our top show 
stealers. 
8055. 1937, April 24. Philadelphia Theatre-Goers Go for Count Basie’s "Swing." Pittsburgh Courier. 
p19. Count Basic, "America’s newest swing sensation," fresh from his musical victories in Pittsburgh, 
where he brought new life to the famous Chatterbox in tl~e William Penn Hotel and the widely known 
Roseland Ballroom in New York, heads tl~e all-star colored revue at the Nixon Grand Theater .... Between 
shows here all week, the Count with the aid of his men of music, are soliciting aid for the passage of the 
anti-lynch bill. Already, they have acquired over 200,000 names on a petition. 
8056. 1937, April 24. Sues to Break Turpin Will. Pittsburgh Courier. p15. The will of the late Charles 
Turpin has been challenged. According to his will $119,000 worth of stock was intended for scholarships at 
Negro high schools. The suit, filed in circuit court by State Senator Michael Kinney, administrator of the 
estate, seeks to set aside a trust established by Charles H. Turpin, justice of the peace, who died December 
1935, leaving a will bequeathing $1 to his son C. Udell Turpin of Chicago, and making certain other minor 
bequests but not disposing of the residue of the estate, ffthe suit is successful, the son will get the shares. 
8057.1937, April 24. Teddy Blackman to Replace Joe Johnson at Detro#’s "Plantation." Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl9. Joe "Little Ziggy" Jolmson ushered in his farewell revue at Club Plantation 
Friday. He will be replaced by Teddy Blackman. The present opus will run for three weeks. 
8058. 1937, April 30. Bill Robinson at Elks Hall. Cal![brnia Eagle. p3. The month of May will be ushered 
in with a big, free program of high-class entertainment by Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, king of tap dancers. 



Robinsol~ always true to himself, as a believer of his fellow man and a willingness to serve, that has made 

him a favorite in every big city in the U.S. appears in the above photo. Page 3-A. 

8059. 1937, April 30. Bill Robinson Is Star of Two Films. California Eagle. p4. Both "Caf6 Metropole" 

and "One Mile From Heaven" practically starred Bill Robinson at 20th Century-Fox, although Loretta 

Young is credited as starring in the first and Claire Trevor in the second. Page 4-B. 

8060. 1937, April 30. BontempsAuthors NewBookfor Children; RatedHigh. Frank Marshall Davis. 

California Eagle. pl. Arna Bontemps, who a year ago authored "Black Thunder" is the writer of "Sad- 

Faced Boy" just published by Houghton Mifflin. Page 1-B. 

8061. 1937, April 30. Fay Jackson Reports No "Official’ Color Bar in London Hotels. Fay M. Jackson. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. p5. The following is from an article by Fay Jackson: "Several London hotels are putting 

on a ’color bar’ for the coronation. Unlike America, when the English start their jim-crow act, they have to 

begin with the Indians and go down the line of colonials to the Africans .... But officially there is no color 

ban in London Hotels." Page 5-A. 

8062. 1937, April 30. Henry Armstrong to ~Ieet Frankie Klick in Olympic Headliner. California Eagle. 

p3. Facing the toughest test of the year, Henry Armstrong, world’s featherweight champion, will t~ his 

leather machine-gun bullets against Frankie Klick at the Olympic auditorium. Page 3-B. 

8063.1937, April 30. Rosamon d Is Discovered in "Deep South." Californ ia Eagle. p4. "Deep South," is a 

bold treatment of a social problem--the lynching evil--how circumstantial evidence can implicate an 

innocent nran in a crime. Clinton Rosamond is the new sepia find of LeRoy, who lauded him to the highest, 

following his creation of the colored janitor in the college who is at first suspected and tried for the rape- 

murder of one of the girl students. Page 4-B. 

8064. 1937, April 30. SongBird. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p4. Roberta Hyson is still at the Cabin Club in 

Hollywood where, for over a year, she has been entertaining with "Deacon" Sam McDaniel. Hyson appears 

in the above photo. Page 4-B. 

8065. 1937, May 1. Chronology (~Angelo Herndon Case. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Angelo Herndon was 

arrested in Atlanta July 11, 1932 while getting mail from a post office box. His case has dragged on for 

almost 5 years. 

8066. 1937, May 1. Don Redman Is Big Hit atApollo. Pittsbu@ Courier. p18. After a long and 

successful tour of the hinterlands, Don Redman and his jazz-swinging orchestra, came to roost on stage of 

the Apollo Theater here in New York, headlining an all entertaining sepia revue, which included: Chuck 

and Chuckles, Berry Brothers, and others. 

8067. 1937, May 1. "Egyptians Are My People," Robeson Tells ~!!erguson in Cairo Interview. R. W. 

Merguson. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. The popularity of Paul Robeson during his short stay in Egypt has 

been immense. Double-column interviews in the leading Egyptian dailies and magazines have appeared, 

and the whole populace of Cairo has been appreciative of his rare talents. He has just finished his fihn, shot 

in the desert near the three great pyramids. It is believed that Iris role with rank as one of his masterpieces. 

Robeson revealed, "Here I found myself in an atmosphere of Egyptian culture and refinement which cannot 

be said to exist in America." 

8068. 1937, May 1. Europe Again Calls on Sepia Performers. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. The call to Europe 

which during the last decade has kept a steady flow of race actors back and forth across the Atlantic ocean 

and has recruited such great personalities as Duke Ellington, Josephine Baker, Nina Mac McKinney, 

Adelaide Hall and others, is now recruiting a Clarence Robins production. 

8069. 1937, May 1. Fats Waller Bookedjbr New Ballroom in Detroit. Pittsbu@ Courier. p 19. Fats 

Waller and his orchestra have been booked for new ballroom at Eastwood Amusement Park in Detroit, 
which had its initial opening last week to a capacity crowd. 

8070. 1937, May 1. For 10 Years, World Famous Cotton Club Has Given Race Taken Its Greatest 

Opportunity. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Billy Rowe proclaims that when Broadway closed its 

doors to race performers, the Cotton Club sought them out and gave them a chance. Colored stars who 

performed at the Cotton Club include: Bill Robinson, Nina Mac Mckinney, Ethel Waters, Duke Ellingtork 

Cab Calloway, George Dewey Washingto~ and others. Through them the Cotton Club, by its success and 

theirs, started the first run on colored talent since the death of the farsighted Jim Europe, the one man in the 

world of colored entertainment who kept the Broadways of the world color conscious. 

8071. 1937, May 1. Harlem Stars Predominate Broadway’s "Big Top" Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. pl9. 

Louis Armstrong is being held over for a third week at Paramount Theater. Old "Satchmo" and his 

broadcasting orchestra with Luis Russell, Sonny Woods and Bobble Caston, are headlining a fast and 



entertaining Harlemania Revue .... Almost directly across the street at the Lowe’s State, Cab Calloway, his 
Hi-De-Ho, holds the attention of a good crowd of swing-crazed theatergoers. 
8072. 1937, May 1. Joe Goes Through Paces in Michigan. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. With the showdown 
in Madison Square Garden’s case against Braddock expected before the weeks end, a nonchalant Joe Louis 
leisurely went through a series of road work routines and light drills here in Stevensville, Michigan on 
Monday’. 
8073. 1937, May 1. Joe Johnson’s "Farewell Show"in Detroit "Tops’ Earl Morris. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsbu@ Courier. p19. Joe "Little Ziggie" Johnson went to town on his farewell revue tagged, 
"Coronation Swing," which opened Friday at Club Plantation in Detroit. It seems that the diminutive 
producer saved his best revue for last. It was highly entertaining and judging from plaudits of the patrons 
the farewell revue was "darn good." 
8074. 1937, May 1. Les Hite’s Famous Orchestra Coming East. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Les Hire and his 
famous Hollywood orchestra is probably the most famous Negro band on the Pacific coast. Millions of 
movie fans have heard their music and seen the shadmv37 outlines of their faces in cinema productions. 
Millions more have heard their music wafted over the airways from Sebastian’s famous Cotton Club in 
Culver Ci~7, California. 
8075. 1937, May 1. Minta Cato to Debut in "Aide" Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. p l 8. Continuing the 
second and third week-end performances of the current fifth season, the Hippodrome Opera Compaw 
presents a repertoire of standard operas with casts featuring new artists from Italy and the debut of 
American singers. "Aida" will receive its second presentation of the season .... Another interesting debut at 
this performance will be that of Minta Cato, celebrated soprano, who some years ago, deserted a colorful 
career on the American stage. She will appear in the title role. 
81~76. 1937, May 1. Nicholas Family in Memorial Services. Pittsbu@ Courier. p19. The Nicholas 
Brothers, along with their mother and sister, have created a memorial for their lather who died some two 
years ago. Since that fatal year, the Nicholas Brothers, with their mother ever present in the background as 
an inspiration and guiding force, have jumped from one success to another. In pictures, like on the stage, 
they have excelled. In Europe, like in America, they have received the plaudits of an admiring public. 
81~77. 1937, May 1. Robeson Nixes Big Concerts. Pittsbu@ Courier. p23. Paul Robeson will give no 
more big concerts, nor will he make any more big tours in either Europe or America. This was revealed by 
the noted singer-actor last week while making the motion picture, "Jericho," for Capitol films along with 
Princess Kouka. 
81~78. 1937, May 1. Rogers Attacks Anti-Negro Propaganda (~Movie. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p14. In the matter of anti-Negro propaganda Hollywood took the lead with the "Birth of a Nation’’ and has 
kept ahead ever since. Whilst the Negro is working hard to win the esteem of white America, Hollywood is 
working as hard to undo it. Shamelessly, it continues its campaign of belittlement. 
8079. 1937, May 1. Stepin Fetchit Seriously Hurt. Pittsburgh Courier. p 1. Stepin Fetchit, the $50,000 a 
year "tired man" of the movies, was critically injured here in New York Sunday evehing in an automobile 
accidem in the heart of his beloved Harlem. The famous cmnedian, interuatioually famous for his favorite 
role of the indolent, slow-spoken hired man, who falls asleep standing over a brook or just standing, 
suffered a fractured skull when his Lincoln car struck an "L" pillar at the intersection of 135th street and 
8th avenue. 
8080. 1937, May 1. Suit Won by Louise Beavers. Pittsbu@ Courier. p18. Louise Beavers, stage and 
screen star, was victor in a law suit brought against her recently by Mr. and Mrs. Larry LaRoache as a 
result of an automobile accident, in which the LaRoache car and Beavers’ cars were involved. Plaintiffs 
claimed to have suffered $527.50 danrages over a year ago when the Beavers’ car, driven by her chauffeur, 
Bob Clark, collided with the car in which the LaRoache’s were riding. The case was disraissed. Beavers 
created a mild sensation when she appeared in Muuicipal Court in a maid’s uniform .... The famous actress 
was accompanied by her personal maid. 
8081. 1937, May 1. W~llDebut in "Aida." Pittsbu@ Courier. p19. Minto Cato, former Columbia College 
and Julliard student, will sing the title role in "Aida" with New York’s Hippodrome Opera Company on 
Friday. Cato appears in the above photo. 
8082. 1937, May 7.15 Expert Swimmers Called.[br Last Show in "Slave Ship." Cal![brnia Eagle. p4. 
"Slave Ship," the famous story of the last of the slave trade and that throws more light on the bitter history 
of the race, did not finish until last week. Actual photography was finished several weeks ago when 75 
worked in one day, but an added scene of the rescue of 25 male swimmers had to be take~ so Charles 



Butler selected 15 of his largest and best swimlners and they were transported to the fathomless ocean off 
Santa Monica. Page 4-B. 
8083. 1937, May 7. Armstrong Thrills with K.O. of Klick. California Eagle. p3. Two ring gladiators, 
He~m.r Armstrong and Fmnkie Klick sprang into action when the bell clanged for the first round at the 
Olympic Auditoriu~n. Page 3-B. 
8084. 1937, May 7. Behind the Scenes. California Eagle. p4. Charles Butler, busy casting director for 
Central Casting Bureau, placed film players at a number of studios during the week. At Paramount, John 
Lester Johnson, famous former heax3,weigN chalnpionship contender, worked in another excellent bit. 
Page 4-B. 
8085. 1937, May 7. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Lester B. Granger, secretary of the Workers’ Bureau of the National Urban 
League, sends a special delivery letter from New York after reading the comment of this colunm in 
reference to his criticism of the Negro Motion Picture Artists. He begs to state that he had no intention of 
insulting successful actors but he hoped to arouse a finer appreciation of Negro artists in the major studios. 
8086. 1937, May 7. Jesse Owens Is Gone but There Are Others, Says Expert. California Eagle. p3. We 
may have to wait maW a day for another Jesse Owens, but there are still athletes good enough to keep 
Aframerica at the top of the track and field heap. Page 3-B. 
8087. 1937, May 7. Les Hite’s Band Makes Film Titled "Murder in S, qngtime." Harry Levette. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle.. p4. Of all the musical shorts that have been turned out in the Hollywood and New York 
Movietone Studios, "Murder in Swingtime" (fihn released as "Who Killed Gail Preston’?"), filmed last 
week by Les Hite and his band is predicted to grab off the Croix de Guerre with a double palm. The piece is 
as unique as its name and instead of being a potpourri of tunes as an excuse for the band to play, it has a 
definitc plot that moves right along on the waves of music until thc unexpected climax. Page 4-B. 
8088. 1937, May 7. LilRandolph Tabbed "Girl of Many Voices." Cali~/brnia Eagle. p4. To be able to sing 
in onc voice is a God-given talent but to be able to range into more than onc voice is not only an example 
of natural ability but also of acquired techniquc. "Lil" Randolph has a natural contralto voice. In addition 
to bcr vocal talents, she is an excellent actress and monologist with a largc store of side-splitting comcdy. 
(Sect. B). 
8089. 1937, May 7. Muse Drops in on Hal S~.les’ Show. California Eagle. pl. "This is the fastest moving 
employmcnt agency I ever saw!" these were thc words Clarence Muse, famous star of radio, stage and 
screen used in describing Hal Styles’ "Help Thy Neighbor" show. 
8090. 1937, May 7. Paul Robeson Starred in New British Film. California Eagle. p4. The final "shots" in 
the British film, "Jericho," starring Pard Robeson is nearing completion at Pinewood studios. Among other 
colored players who appear in this production are Johnnie Nit, Chris Gill, Ike Hatch, Orlando Martin and 
Rufus Fem~ell. Page 4-B. 
8091. 1937, May 7. Recall Herndon Told President in White House Visit, "IAnt Angelo Herndon." 
California Eagle. pl. Angelo Herndon, 23 year old Atlanta Communist organizer, was set free last week by 
another famous 5-4 decision for the U.S. Supreme Court, which voided the Georgia anti-slave insurrection 
act of 1871-under which Herndon faced an 18-20 year chain gang sentence. 
8092. 1937, May 7. "Shuffle Along’ Opens on Lincoln Theater Stage for 5Days Saturday. Califorr~ia 
Eagle. pS. Not since the days of the late beloved "Little black-bird" Florence Mills, star of the first "Shuffle 
Along," has Los Angeles theatergoers been given such an entertaimnent feast as awaits them. Manager 
Wolff of the Lincoln Theater has succeeded in bringing to his theater one of the outstanding colored 
attractions of the year, "Shuffle Along," with a compaw of fifty sepia stars. Page 8-B. 
8093. 1937, May 7. Step Keeps Pose of Lazy Man as Visitors Take Peek. California Eagle. pl. Stepin 
Fetchit, fihn comediark was reportedly recovering at a Harlem hospital from injuries sustained in an 
automobile crash in which he suffered a fractured skull. Fetchit caused considerable show of interest as he 
lay in an open ward in the hospital with a screen around his bed. The "laziest maff’ in America, is said to 
have had three $100 bills in his pocket when he arrived at the hospital. 
8094. 1937, May 8. Broadway Searches for New Green Pastures. Pittsbztrgh C’oztrier. p14. Now here 
agairk Roarl~ Bradford is looking toward Broadway but this time he is ready and willing to do his own 
adaptation. Out of his own book, "John Henry," he has written the libretto and lyrics for a musical show 
that awaits a score. 
8095. 1937, May 8. Famous Whitman Sisters Revue Opens Friday in Philadelphia. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p19. For years and years the Whitman Sisters have been famous. They have been associated with cleark up- 
to-date shows and excellent per[brmances. The Whitman Sisters will head a revue with a cast of 40 



performers which opens at the Nixon Grand Theater in Philadelphia .... There are many who still claim that 
pret~T Alice Whitman is the best female tap dancer in the count~T. 
8096. 1937, May 8. Herndon Comments on Decisive Victory. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Angelo Herndon, 
23-year-old Atlanta Communist organizer who was set free last week by another famous 5-4 decision of the 
U.S. Supreme court, which voided the Georgia anti-slave insurrection act of 1871, is still receiving 
congratulations of jubilant members of the Young Conununist league, of which he is the national chairman. 
8097. 1937, May 8. History of Black Man Is Written in Arabic, Paul Robeson Discovers. R. W. 
Merguson. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. So impressed was Paul Robeson, the eminent actor, concert artist and 
student, with the relationship between the black African, so-called Negro and E~ptians, that Robeson 
spoke extensively on the subject when interviewed in Cairo. "People who have never seen E~Tpt and never 
will, speak volubly as to their Caucasian genesis. You must come here to really see and to have an unbiased 
viewpoint." 
8098. 1937, May 8. Hughes-Roxborough Drama Will Be ScoredJbr Opera by IV.. Grant Still. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p24. Elsie Roxborough, who directed the Roxanne Players in the Detorit success, "Drums of 
Haiti," points out the places in the script where she embellished the play to Langston Hughes, the author, 
who came to Detroit to see his play before going to California to work with Will Grant Still. Hughes is 
much pleased with the Detroit production of "Drums Of Haiti." 
8099. 1937, May 8. Z A. Rogers Sails for Europe Tells of Experiences Aboard Ship. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pT. J. A. Rogers in traveling to Europe reveals that "Colored voyagers rarely if ever 
travel on the United States lines. They thi~k that they will be unwelcome .... But whatever the belief 
concerning the United States Lines, I must say that I have received the most courteous treatment from the 
employees of the ship 
8100. 1937, May 8. Jimmie Lunceford and Count Basie Battle with Swing Bands. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p 14. Jimmie Lunceford of the Streamlined Rhythm and Count Basic, heralded as the new swing 
sensation, armed to the teeth with a varied collection of nmsical instruments and modern day swing 
arrangements, fired away at half-hour intervals at each other to the great joy and entertainment of a mixed 
audience of more than 2,200 swing-crazed dance lovers. 
8101. 1937, May 8. Joe Louis Barred. Pittsburgh (Tourier. pS. Joe Louis, challenger to the heavyweight 
championship title of James Braddock, who goes into training :for the match scheduled to be held at 
Chicago’s Comiskey Park on the night of June 22, won’t be able to train at: Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. This 
[’act became known when protests halted Louis’ access to the prqiected truining site. Homeowners inforn~ed 
the mayor and merchants that they would boycott stores if the challenger comes to this resort. 
8102. 1937, May 8. Star PauIRobeson in NewBritish Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. The final shots in 
the British film, "Jericho," produced by Walter Futter and starring Paul Robeson and others, is nearing 
completion at Pinewood Studios. It should ready for the preview in the near future. Among the colored 
actors who appear in this film are: Johrmie Nit, Chriss Gill, Ike Hatch, Orlando Martin and Fufus Fennell. 
8103. 1937, May 8. Stepin Fetchitls Out of Danger. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Famous comedian, in New 
York hospital calls Courier office to say he’s recovering. Fetchit stated, "I want all of my friends to know 
that I suffered a fracture of the skull in n\v accident here Sunday night a week ago. I have received 
hundreds of telegrams, letters and telephone calls. I’m busy answering most of them, but I want all of my 
people to know that I’s all right again." 
8104. 1937, May 8. Sues Fletcher Henderson for Breach of Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Fletcher 
Henderson, famous dance band leader, was named defendant in a suit for $16, 350 filed last week by Atty. 
J. Nelson Thompson, president of the E1 Producto club which sponsored a dance last November in Des 
Moines, Iowa, at which Henderson failed to appear. Thompson charged breach of contract against 
Henderson. 
8105. 1937, May 14. Ad HitParade. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p4. This is an advertisement for "The Hit Parade" 
which is currently playing at the Loew’s State Chinese Theater. Duke Ellington appears in this production. 
Page 4-B. 
8106. 1937, May 14. Ad-Bronze Standouts. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl. This is an advertisements for the 
upcoming performances by "Canada" Lee and MaU7 Lou Williams. An illustrated drawing of both artists is 
provided. Page 1-B. 
8107. 1937, May 14. Behindthe Scenes. Harry Levette. Cal~rnia Eagle. p4. Picture work was at a 
standstill as colored players are concerned on account of the big strike in force by the techi~icians and other 
studio workers. At Paramount, fifty of the largest men Charles Butler has on his list of Central Casting 
Bureau, were cast by trim in a new, remained picture. "Murder in Swingtime" (fihn released as "Who 



Killed Gail Preston?"), filmed at Colm Studios featuring Les Hite’s band finished in the cutting room and is 
all ready for the market when the publicist department has finished the press sheets and exploiting 
literature. Page 4-B. 
8108. 1937, May 14. Bill Robinson Not in "Caf~ Metropole’.t l&7~o Kicked? California Eagle. p2. Bill 
"Bojangles" Robinson, who was called from New York’s Cotton Club back to Hollywood to take an 
important role in 20th Century-Fox’s "Cafd Metropole, has no part in the picture, it has been revealed. Thus 
far 20th Centmy Fox has made no official statement as to w~r this part of "Cafd Metropole," was 
elimi~mted after sizeable salaries had been paid to "Bojangles" and his partner. Page 2-A. 
8109. 1937, May 14. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Soon thousands of children will be out of school for their ammal vacation. Many 
thousands of the fortunate ones will have the pleasure of going to camps and wide open places with their 
parents. 
8110. 1937, May 14. "Hit Parade’ Features Ellington. California Eagle. p4. In the motion picture, "The 
Hit Parade," some twenty-five outstanding radio personalities contributed to the merriment of the melody 
packed romance. Duke Ellington is among those who appear in this production. Page 4-B. 
8111. 1937, May 14. Roland Hayes in London. Cal{/brnia Eagle. pl. Arriving here on the S.S. Normandie, 
was Roland Hayes, famous tenor who is to appear in recital at the Salle Gaveau on May 20. Hayes is 
scheduled to make his London appearance at Widmore Hall on May 31, after which he will return to 
America. Page 1-B. 
8112. 1937, May 14. W.C. Handy Compiles New Booklet. Franklyn Frauk. California Eagle. pl. W.C. 
Handy, the grand old man of the blues, has compiled a booldet entitled, "Negro Authors and Composers of 
the United States." Page 1-B. 
8113. 1937, May 15. Broadway House Plans Sepia Vaudeville. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. The closing of 
New York’s vast and varied sections of theatrical entertainment, occurred when burlesque spots were 
closed, forcing entertainers to seek sepia vaudeville venues. Groups such as Chick Webb and Don Redman 
will open at some theaters. 
8114. 1937, May 15. Chick andElla StillSeore. Pillsburgh Courier. p18. Chick Webb, diminutive dance 
maestro from the Savoy ballroom and Ella Fitzgerald, hotcha singer, who has been wowing them on dance 
stands throughout the East, appear in the above photo. 
8115. 1937, May 15. Joe Goes Through Drills atKenosha. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Joe Louis in 
preparing for the Braddock fight on June 22, goes through drills at Kenosha, Wisconsin after being denied 
access to another region in Wisconsin. 
8116. 1937, May 15. Negroes Graduate from French Army. J. A. Rogers. Pittsburgh Courier. p14. It is 
always somewhat of an inspiration for me to return to France because I am again reminded of the fact that 
the inferior position held by the Negro in America is due not to inherent inability." but to sheer race 
prejudice .... In all the military and naval colleges in France will be found scores of Negroes, chiefly from 
the West Indies. 
8117. 1937, May 15. W.C. Hand)" Booklet Reveals Interesting Dope on Song Hits and Negroes I~7~o 
Wrote ’Era. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. W. C. Handy, the grand old man of the blues, has compiled a booklet 
entitled, "Negro Authors and Composers of the United States." It is the most exhaustive record of the 
compositions of our music writers yet to be published. 
8118. 1937, May 15. WPA Worker, in Operatic Debut Scores in "Aida." Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Friday 
night, Minto Cato, the possessor of a lyric dramatic voice of great appeal, achieved an outstanding success 
in the title role of Verdi’s beautiful and emotion-stirring, "Aida," presented under the direction f New 
York’s popular operatic impresario, Alfredo Samaggi, at the Hippodrome. 
8119. 1937, May 21. "Angel City Is a Hell Hole" Adam Powell. Ahnena Davis. California Eagle.. pl. 
After a visit to Los Angeles, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. reportedly referred to the city as a "Hell Hole." It is 
no mere figure of speech to say Los Angeles stood for the young preacher. Avid listeners jam-packed 
church auditoriums every night last week and three times on both Sundays, conunencing on Mothers’ Day, 
and all who couldn’t get seats, cheerfully stood alongside the walls. Page 1-B. 
8120. 1937, May 21. "Bojangles" Robinson Heads Paramount Stage @[fering. Cal{/brnia Eagle. p 1. Bill 
Robinson heads a spectacular stage show now current at the Paramount theater, guaranteed to be classed as 
the best show in town. In one munber, that he performs with Fanchon and Marco’s beauties, he is sure to 
bring his public to the theater at least twice to get the intricate details of this epic. 



8121. 1937, May 21. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. Alexander Pnsl~kin, the great 
Negro poet of Russia, in his tales of Russian Wonderland, tells in adventurous folklore and childlike 
simplicity, the real facts of life. 
8122. 1937, May 21. "I’m Goingto Shock America When IReturn’ Robeson. Fay M. Jackson. 
California Eagle. p 1. While Capitol Films were in the last shooting stages of their large-scale desert drama, 
"Jericho," I had the rare pleasure of interviewing Paul Robeson. Robeson was a gentleman despite the fact 
that he knew I led attacks against his acceptance of certain roles of that peculiar "uncle toraisff’ smell in 
America. Nevertheless, he remained courteous, proved delightfully interesting, and above all admitted that 
our peeves were justified. Page 1-B. 
8123. 1937, May 21. Joe Louis, Already Worth $250,000 Celebrates Birthday. Califbrnia Eagle. pl. Joe 
Louis, who has saved an estimated $250,000 from his ring earnings of approximately $758,000 took time 
out from his training for his championship bout with James J. Braddock to celebrate his 23rd birthday. Page 
1-13. 
8124. 1937, May 21. Local Business Men Banquet Boxer Henry Armstrong. J. Cullen Fentress. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Gathering in the private dining room of the Dunbar hotel, newspapermen were guests 
of Mrs. Hart3T Spates, William Brooks and James C. Nelson at an appreciative dinner honoring Henl3T 
Armstrong, world’s feathe~Teight champion. Page 2-B. 
8125. 1937, May 21. Robeson says Egyptians .lust Negroes. Fay M. Jackson. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. 
Egyptians are "just another bunch of colored folk," Paul Robeson discovered during l~is trip to Egypt 
recently where the cast of "Jericho," had been taken on location. Garbed in flowing Arabian robes, with a 
great turban wrapped around his head, Robeson came over whenever there was a lull in the shooting or 
adjustments that had to be made by cameramen, and confided bits of intriguing experiences he had in Egypt: 
and Africa. Page 4-B. 
8126. 1937, May 22. Benny Goodman, Chick Webb Music Battle Drew Huge Crowd. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Benny Goodman and Chick Wcbb engaged in a music battle at the Savoy and drew the biggest crowd 
Harlem has ever seen at a dance hall. 
8127.1937, May 22. Earl Morris Finds Teddy Blackman’s Harlem Hoteha Revue Worth), of Its Name. 
Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Teddy Blackman’s "Harlem Hotcha" revue, which had its initial 
premiere here in Detroit last Friday night at the Club Plantation, was filled with color, speed, and rhythm. 
Wifl~ it Blackman introduced to these parts a show which filled well its entertaining purpose, but with a 
new diversified trend. It: was a superb revue and evoked thunderous applause from the huge audiences. 
8128. 1937, May 22. Lew Leslie Sued for "Blackbirds" Passage Mono,. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Passage 
money of some of the "Blackbirds" was the subject of a court action in London this week, when judgment 
and costs were given against Lew Leslie, who was sued by interuational freight forwarders, for 79 pounds, 
16 shillings. They claimed the money was spent by them at the request of Lew Leslie with respect to 
certain artists in Leslie’s production "Blackbirds of 1936." 
8129. 1937, May 22. Louis Armstrong Will Fly to Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis Armstrong 
is the most pleasing and entertaining individual in the profession today. He received added assurance this 
week when the great trumpeter was called upon to take a special part in a forthcoming Paramount 
production .... Having already signed the trumpet king of swing for a flicker in the fall.., it was necessau" 
for the film compa~\v to post a bond of $5,000 as an indenmit?�." to insure the return of Armstrong to New 
York by noon of the day preceding lfis May 28th broadcast. The indemnity wlfich was posted through 
Lloyd’s of London was made payable to Standard Brands and marks the first time in the histo~~ of the 
profession that such a bond has been obtained by a film compa~; and made payable to any air comInercial. 
8130. 1937, May 22. Metropolitan Dailies Are Fighting Race Discrimination on Stage, Screen and 
Radio. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With colored stage, screen and radio artists contributing so much to the 
field of entertainment here and abroad, many fair-minded newspapermen throughout the countl3~ are 
endeavoring to form a bulk of mass protest to stem the tide of discrimination thrown in their direction by 
others in the same field. The latest such protest came from the pen of Nick Kenny, radio editor of the New 
York Daily Mirror who questioned why black artists were referred to on the basis of their race. 
8131. 1937, May 22. New Flicker Features Les Hite’s Orky. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Of all the musical 
shorts that have been turned out in the Hollywood and New York movietone studios, "Murder in 
Swingtime," fihned last week by Les Hite and his band, is predicted to grab the chevron with the double 
palm. The piece is as unique as its name, and instead of being a potpourri of tunes as an excuse for the band 
to play, it has a definite plot that moves right along on the waves of music until the expected climax. 



8132. 1937, May 22. Noble Sissle Opens Detroit’s ]~2,west Resort. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
To the strains of Noble Sissle’s captivating music, fun-seekers from all over this fair city flocked to 
Jefferson Beach’s new $2,000,000 playground to bask in the entertainment glory which is theirs with the 
opening of this new spot in Detroit. With the Sissle crew were Billy Banks and the exotic Edna Harris. 
8133. 1937, May 22. Rpgers Says Negro Entertainment in France on Road Back. J. A. Rogers. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p14. When Lieut. Jim Europe, bandmaster of the 369th, set all Europe a dancing with 
his jazz after the war, he started a vogue that made the American Negro entertainer king of the night life of 
Paris. I recall the time when the Negro musician of Montmartre rolled in wealth, when the least capable of 
them would turn up his nose at 1,000 francs a night. Negroes monopolized places like the Palermo. 
Nevertheless a few of them have survived. The first deserving of mention is Josephine Baker. 
8134. 1937, May 22. Scores Readers Who Call Negro Actors All "Uncle Toms." Pittsburgh Courier. p14. 
In a letter to the editor, Tom Wilson of Detroit, stated, "Stepin Fetchit is often criticized harshly by elite 
Negroes for his Uncle Tom acting. Here is a typical character that is as rare as hens teeth and who will not 
be easily duplicated. I know he has serious aspirations and has done many kind things with his wealth. He 
resents the attitude that the learned Negro takes toward his characterizations." 
8135. 1937, May 22. "Snakehips" Dies in NYHo~pital. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Earl "Snakehips" Tucker, 
internationally famous dancer, who amassed a fortune in a brief but colorful career in Europe and America 
died here in New York at Harlem Hospital in a destitute condition. "Snakehips" was buried Tuesday in Mt. 
Olivet Cemetary. 
8136. 1937, May 22. Teddy Hill Sets New Musical Trend. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In the case of Teddy 
Hill, youthful nraestro currently at the Savoy ballroom, WJZ "Good Time Society" and recorder of a best 
seller, Hill is unique in that his music isn’t swing as we commonly know it, but staccato rhythin, a musical 
variation which exudes from his reed brass and rhylhrn sections like lhe rapid fire of a nkachine gun 
dispensing leaden bullets of dealh. 
8137. 1937, May 28. Armstrongto Draw Hugh Turn-Out at Wrigley Ibnight. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p5. 
Feather King-Pin Henr), Armstrong is [hvored to whip Wally Hally in one of three main events at: Wrigley 
Field. Page 5-B. 
8138. 1937, May 28. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: To make tunnan necks safe for Democracy, you must interest not only colored 
Americans citizens, but white, brown, yellow and all. Page 1-A. 
8139. 1937, May 28. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: It is amazing as well as gratil~,ing to see hard-boiled business and professional 
men drop their work and dignity to join up with Mr. DeFranz, super-money getter for the YWCA 
throughout America. Page 1-A (Date May Be Incorrect). 
8140. 1937, May 28. Hollywood to Start all-colored Features. California Eagle. p4. Things looked very 
bright for the local colony of stage and screen actors, following the emphasized announcement by Mr. 
Leroy Prinz that tlfis studio and RKO had definitely decided to each make an all-colored feature this 
sununer. This is sure to start a cycle of such pictures but with greater assurance of them being a bigger 
success than "Hearts in Dixie" and "Hallelujah." Page 4-B. 
8141. 1937, May 28. HughesAids Spanish Loyalists. California Eagle. pS. The new poetry series started 
in France, set by hand and painted by Nancy Cunard and Pablo Neruda, called "The Poets of the World 
Come to the Defense of the Spanish People" has just published a fine poem by Langston Hughes, "A Song 
of Spain." Page 8-A. 
8142. 1937, May 28. Louis Armstrong Comes to Hollywood by Plane. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. Forced down 
at Kansas City because of bad flying conditions, Louis "O1’ Satchmo" Arn~strong arrived in Hollywood as 
scheduled. Page 4-B. 
8143. 1937, May 29. Bojangles Will Tap at Texas Fair. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Bill "Bojangles" 
Robinson, idolized tap dancer, will appear June 19 at the American Exposition in Texas. 
8144. 1937, May 29. Fats Waller Runs Into Some Trouble in Durham. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Sheriff 
serves writ of attachment against the gate receipts and the musical instruments of Fats Waller who was 
performing in Durham, N.C.G.W. Logan and E. C. Hill claimed damages of $1,300 charging that Waller 
breached his contract. Logan and Hill declared Fats Waller was under contract to play for dances in 
Winston-Salem, Charlotte, Durlram, Greenville and Columbia but "walked out" to accept more profitable 
engagements elsewhere. 
8145. 1937, May 29. Lautier Says "Song of Freedom" Is Finest Film. Louis Lautier. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Check off another motion picture which must be seen. It is a British production called, "Song of 



Freedom." It was previewed at the Lincoln Theater last Thursday night and will probably be shown at the 
Booker T. Theater in mid-summer. "Song of Freedom," is the finest story of colored folks yet brougN to 
the screen. Its import is different from that of a~\,�" story of colored life that Hollywood has done. 
8146. 1937, May 29. Louis Has Right Mental Attitude, Nunn Finds on Visit to Joe’s Kenosha Camp. 
William G. Ntum. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. The Joe Louis 90,000 people will see under the brilliant 
floodlights of Chicago’s Comiskey Stadium Tuesday evening, June 22 will be a throwback to the blasting, 
relentless, stalking "killer" of the Camera and Baer fights. 
8147. 1937, May 29. Martha Raye Gets "Swing Religion" Sings with Earl Hines Band. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p20. Earl Hines, rated along Easter shores as the father of this thing called swing, opened here last 
week at Sebastian’s famous Cotton Club, with his orchestra and the voice of petite Ida Mac James. 
Notwithstanding that this is the city of glamour and fame, the Earl Hines opening at the Cotton Club 
brought with it a new kind of glamour, a new kind of color. 
8148. 1937, May 29. "No Compromise!" Scottsboro Boys. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Attorney General 
Albert A. Carmichael was notified today that a retrial of seven of the eight Scottsboro case defendants lras 
been set to begin July 6. 
8149. 1937, May 29. Orlando Robeson to Play Ohio’s O,~t Famed Cotton Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
After a week of rehearsing and recording new tunes for the Master Records, Orlando Robeson and his new 
orchestra, appeared in Lansing, Michigan. The band is scheduled to play Ohio’s own famed Cotton Club. 
8150. 1937, May 29. Teddy Hill Orchestra Heads Revue Enroute to European Capitals. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Heading the show is the band of Teddy Hill and the Berry Brothers who are scheduled to 
launch a European tour. It is the first all-colored revue to be sent to Europe since the ill fated Lew Leslie’s 
"Blackbirds," which folded there several months ago became stranded. 
8151. 1937, June 4. Behindthe Scenes. Harry Levettc. California Eagle. p4. Paramounts "Artists and 
Models," featuring the trumpet king Loule Armstrong, with Jack Benny and Martha Raye, was just about 
the biggest and most sensational page in the week’s book of sepia film history, with events moving swiftly 
and a world of work crowded into five days of intensive, carefully organized activity. Charles Butler in the 
meantime had called an interview and 78 players of all ages and various degrees of dancing ability, were 
selected. (Sect. B). 
8152. 1937, June 4. Bill "Bojangles" Robinson. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pS. Bill "Bojangles" Robinson. beloved 
stage and screen star, will attend the Louis-Braddock fight. Page 8-B. 
8153. 1937, June 4. Earl Hines in Last local Appearanee, Sunday, June 13. California Eagle. p4. Sunday, 
June the Thirteenth is the lucky day for colored dance lovers this year, for that great artist Earl Hines, now 
at Sebastian’s Cotton Club plays either at the Elks’ Auditorium or another spot, possibly the beach. Page 4- 
B. 
8154. 1937, Jtme 4. Earl Hines to Tour West Coast on Dance Tour. California Eagle. p4. Earl Hines, now 
known to Coast radio listeners as "Father" Hines, will hit the road for one-nighters up and down the Pacific 
slope, when he leaves the famous Sebastian’s Cotton Club. Page 4-B. 
8155. 1937, Jtme 4. Langston Hughes Addreses Group at Los Angeles, J.C. California Eagle. p3. As one 
of the most outstanding events of the year, the James Weldon Johnson club, Negro cultural group of the 
Los Angeles Junior college, presented Langston Hughes, eminent author to an appreciative audience at the 
college. Page 3-A. 
8156. 1937, Jtme 5. After Years of "Run-Around" Louis Is First to Get (5’rack at Heavyweight Title in 
U.S. Lo~mie Harrington. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. When Joe Louis climbs through the ropes to battle 
Jimmy Braddock for the world’s heavyweight title on the night of June 22, he will be breaking through a 
barrier that has been placed in the path of Negro heavyweights since champions were recognized in the 
division. Never before in the history of boxing has a Negro been permitted to fight for the heavyweight title 
in the role of challenger in this country. 
8157. 1937, June 5. Andy Kirk to Replace Earl Hines in Smart CaliJbrnia Nite Club. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Earl "Father" Hines and his orchestra have come into their own. More than four thousand persons 
packed the Pan-Pacific auditorium in Los Angeles and half that number were turned away, when Bing 
Crosby put on a "musical feast" for the benefit of Joe Sullivan his former pianist recently. For the occasio~ 
Crosby selected the most outstanding orchestra available at the time, to accompany the largest number of 
sVars ever assembled at any one gathering, to swing for the benefit of his old pal. Among the orchestras 
chosen to participate in the greatest musical festival ever held, was the Hines aggregation with sweet little 
Ida James, singer. 



8158. 1937, June 5. Armstrong, Boxing’s Brown Cobra, Stings Another. Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. The 
Brown Cobra of boxing, human punching Henry Armstrong, added another victim to his list here Friday 
hight, when a willing but outclassed Wally Hally bowed via the kayo, in the fourth round. The round by 
round, blow by blow account as given by the Los Angeles Examiner follows. 
8159. 1937, June 5. Blanche Calloway Back to Boston. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Blanche Calloway, the 
famous girl maestro, will return to the Southland in Boston. She is scheduled to appear for one year in this 
region. 
8160. 1937, June 5. Exclusive I~Ttite Club Pays $500 for Ernie Fields’ Far~,ell Engagement. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. It was announced several weeks ago that Ernie Fields and his famous orchestra, well known 
throughout the westen~ musical world, would leave shortly on their western tour, being booked by 
Columbia Service. Many white promoters and orgaulzations desired to book the famed orchestra and 
bidded fiercely to schedule them. The well known "400" Club won the opportunity to have Fields play for 
them. 
8161. 1937, June 5. Fats Waller Off on Dixie Danee Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Fats Waller, the 
"Harnfful Little Arnfful, of radio fame and his orchestra headed South this week for another short tour. The 
date for Wallet’s first summer tour of Dixie has been set for June 4th at the annual Cotillion dance. Waller 
and his outfit just completed a successful summer week at the Apollo Theater. 
8162. 1937, June 5. Herndon in Soviet Headlines. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Following receipt of news 
which created widespread interest here, that Angelo Herndon had been freed by the U.S. Supreme Court, 
the newspaper "Pravada" (Moscow) devoted space to a large article about the now freed victim of 
America’s color and class oppression and his sentence to the chain gang. 
8163. 1937, J~me 5. Life Stork, of Armstrong: Henry Is Sold for $5.00 Down, Then He Kayoes Wright. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 7. Excerpts from the life story, of champion boxer, Henry. Armstrong, arc provided. 
"Five dollars down. And now, Mr. Wirt ’One Shot’ is the manager of Henry.. For he has yet to be uamed 
’Armstrong.’ The first thing on the books was to put the newly-bought installment fighter to test in the gym 
against: some real competition. Chalky Wright, recently reported tl~e chauffeur of film star, Mac West:, was 
in his prime then, a hard hitting, shift-y weatherweight. ’Just bought this guy,’ Ross told Wright, ’at least I 
paid $5 down on him. See what’s he’s got:. Knock trim fiat.’" 
8164. 1937, June 5. Services Held in Memory of Late Mine. Walker. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. Memorial 
services in honor of the late Mine. C. J. Walker, who died May 1919, are being held all over the country by 
thousands of Walker agents and friends of the deceased ptfilanthropist. A number of such services were 
held on May 24th and 30th. Scores of the nation’s leaders in business, education, science and other 
professions have paid tribute to the memo~ of one of the greatest women who ever lived. 
8165. 1937, Jtme 5. Step to Appear in Two Nc~w Pictures. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Dispelling rumors that 
have circulated in theatrical circles, Stepin Fetchit, the screen’s "la~" man declared that he is not under the 
management of Joe Glaser. The beloved comic, who has just recovered from a serious accident, will play 
an engagement here at the Golden Gate Theater before he leaves for Hollywood where he will appear in 
two new pictures. 
8166. 1937, Jtme 5. Teddy Blackman Puts in Second Show in Detro#. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Teddy Blackman, uatioually known producer, ushered in his new card opus, tagged, "Plantation 
Revels," at Walter Norwood’s Club Plantation here in Detroit. This marks the second edition of 
Blackman’s revue in this city. 
8167. 1937, Jtme 5. With the Greatest of Ease, "Satchmo" Flies Home to NE Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong flew home to New York last Wednesday. Arriving fresh and jubilant after his 
20 hour trip which covered some 3,600 miles from Los Angeles to New York, Armstrong stepped from the 
giant TWA plane to be greeted by photographers and reporters from The Courier, who escorted him to his 
hotel. 
8168.1937, June 11. Author of "Birth of Nation" Against Lynch Bill. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. Thomas 
Dixon, who wrote the Negro-hating novel, "The Clansman," from which the motion picture, "The Birth of 
a Nation," was made, has made a bitter speech against the Gavagan anti-lynching bill at Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina before the Carolina Political Union. Page 1-A. 
8169. 1937, June 11. Behind the Scenes. Harry Levette. Cal~rnia Eagle. p4. "Artists and Models" at 
Paramount had to rush so that Louis Armstrong could get back to New York within the five days granted 
him by his radio sponsors and Martha Raye could get started in her new picture. Page 4-B. 



8170. 1937, June 11. Bill Robinson Must Fly to Keep Dates. California Eagle. p4. Bill Robinson left last 
week on a personal appearance tour through the East, but according to his contract at Twentieth Century- 
Fox he must be back at the studio by July 14th. Page 4-B. 
8171. 1937, June 11. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Making this world a great place to live in is the hardest job I know of for the 
millions of people on this earth .... You can even make a picture emphasizing the fundamentals of 
freedom--why I even expect to see more pictures like, "Fury," that condenmed lynching. The entire world 
can learn a lesson on life in Hollywood. Page 1-A. 
8172. 1937, June 11. "Hustlin’ Henry to Fight Pittsburgh Boy at Olympic. California Eagle. pT. Hen~~ 
Armstrong, the "Tan Tornado," feather, eight champion of the world, faces Jackie Carter, Irish thunderbolt 
of Pittsburgh, PA in a 10-round main event at the Olympic auditorium. Page 7-B. 
8173. 1937, June 11. Negro Extras Praised by Strikers. Califbrnia Eagle. p4. Although the stroke of studio 
technicians, artisans and makeup men and women is still on and picket lines continue to march in front of 
the gates, work is going on inside. To colored actors and extras, they are even more respectful and 
sympathetic, desiring to have them remember that all are workers just like the craftsman. Page 4-B. 
8174. 1937, June 12. Armstrong’s Flashy Fighting Catches A1Jolson’s Eve and He Buys tIenr); Life 
Story Reveals. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. A bronze mite of a hurricane struck the west coast under the 
guiding hand of Wirt Ross. It was the most discussed fistic bombardment in the west since the Frisco 
earthquake. One hundred and twenty-five pounds of human dynamite, stalking shifting, relentlessly moving 
for~’ard and upward, all in one motion, with a pair of letlral fists, cased in small brown gloves. Henl)~ 
Armstrong, the hard punching, wide shouldered lad who hoboed his was from St. Louis captured the hearts 
of the coast fans. 
8175. 1937, June 12. "Clansman" Author Is Played by Maverick. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Representaive 
Maury Maverick, liberal Democrat of Texas, disclosed last Thursday that Thomas Dixon, author of"The 
Clansman," a novel extolling the Ku Klux Klan, from which the motion picture, "The Birth of a Nation," 
was made, disagreed with his denunciation of lynct~ng recently before the North Carolina Political Union, 
a student organization of the University of North Carolina, at Chapel Hill. 
8176. 1937, June 12. Joe Louis Will Cop Heavk~veight Title but ~lust Beat a Great "~loney Fighter" to 
Win. Lonnie Harrington. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 8. Bombing Joe Louis will quite likely be the new 
heax.wweight champion oft:he world after he fights Jimmy Braddock for the title on the night of June 22 at 
Chicago but: before the fight is over, Louis will have to batter down one of the gamiest and most 
courageous fighters the heavyweight division has ever known. 
8177. 1937, Jtme 12. "Louis Doesn’t Have to Whip Braddock," Says P. L. Prattis. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p 18. Joe Louis just doesn’t have to whip Jimmy Braddock on the night of June 22 you know. The writer 
recalls the 10-To-1 odds against Braddock in Baer fight and 12-To-1 bets favoring Louis in the Sclwneling 
fight. 
8178. 1937, Jtme 12. Louis Scores 5 KnockDowns; Jim Shows Speed. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. The 
Brown Bomber exploded here Sunday in his workouts and with such an explosion that one of his sparring 
partners felt the impact. In six rounds of the best boxing he has conducted during his training grind for his 
title bout with Jirmny Braddock, June 2, Louis scored five knockdowns and would have scored clean-cut 
knockouts had he not lightened up on his spar-mates. 
8179. 1937, Jtme 12. Lunceford’s Lido Casino Makes Bow in Grand Fashion. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Jimmie Lunceford and his orchestra reopened the former Larchmont Casino in upper West Chester. The 
opening, aside from attracting the crbme de crbme of West Chester society, brought about an exodus of 
New York’s higher brackets and the box office take of the new Lido Club Casino reached an all-time high 
as a result. 
8180. 1937, June 12. Negro Stage ShouM Tender Rising Vote of Thanks to Irvin C. Miller. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Irvin C. Miller, the man who "glorified" the brown-skin gifts and whose stage productions 
have thrilled hundreds of thousands of people, has probably done more for the theater than a~ other 
person. Today, he’s at the head of the 14th edition of his nationally famous, "Brown Skin Models," which 
is appearing in downtown Pittsburgh. 
8181. 1937, June 12. Noble Sissle, Chick Webb in Battle of "Swing Notes" in Dayton Thursday. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p23. Noble Sissle and his famous "swing" orchestra is scheduled to meet Chick Webb 
and his Savoy "Swing" band in Dayto~ Ohio. The affair is being staged under the auspices of the 
Paramount Amusement Company. 



8182. 1937, June 12. Performers Applaud Drive to Organize Colored Vaudeville. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. From all over the country, performers and those who feel the brunt of the pressing need for 
tmionization, are sending in to this department, letters of congratulations and assurance that they back the 
Courier’s drive to organize the profession. Among those who support this effort include: Duke Ellington, 
Chick Webb, Avis Andrews, Butterbeans and Susie and host of others. 
8183.1937, June 12. Plane Delay Cost Lloyds $5,000 on Louie Armstrong. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Joe Glaser, personal manager of Louis Armstrong, revealed that Lloyd’s of Londor~ in 
reality, had insured the appearance of Armstrong arriving on time in Hollywood and New York for $5,000 
with both the picture company and his commercial sponsors, raising the publicized sum to $10,000 instead 
of the $5,000, as brought to light by the press. 
8184. 1937, June 12. Robeson Seeks Aid for Negroes Defending Democracy in Spain. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p3. With a gift of $250 to Dr. Arnold Donowa, Paul Robeson, famous film star, actor, and singer, expressed 
the desire to initiate a fund for the relief of the independents of American Negores fighting in defense of 
democracy in Spain. Robeson had connnented on the unprecedented example and inspiration which is 
being established by the Soviet people in their aid to the Spanish Republic. 
8185. 1937, June 12. Sehmeling Bout Looms If Joe Beats Braddock. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p18. Broadway is seething with reports that arrangements have been completed for a return 
engagement between Joe Louis and Max Schineling. According to those who claim to know, the present 
dope calls for a meeting in mid-September between the Brown Bomber and his conqueror either in the 
Yaukee Staditun or the Polo Grounds. 
8186. 1937, June 12. "Wanted Louie to Work with Me" Martha Rave. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Bernice Patton gets exclusive interview and learns "Artists and Models" employed 67 sepia 
performers who earned $48,000. The film can’t miss being a hit with such box office attractions as Jack 
Benny, Martha Raye, Louis Armstrong, and ofl~ers. 
8187. 1937, June 12. We Paid Race Performers $500,O00--~teiffel: DqJ’ends Circuit Against Attacks. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. ’Tve been criticized because of alleged unfairness to colored performers, but I’ve 
paid over $500,000 to colored artists and bands during the past seasons. I’ve presented the finest in 
entcrtninment and my houses, managed by colored men, contain stafI~ in excess of 200 people." This was 
the statement of Sam Steiffcl, head of the famous Steiffcl circuit: of theaters. 
8188. 1937, June 18. Behindthe Scenes. Harry Levette. Cal~)rnia l’iagle, p4. Herbert Jeffties, popular 
talented master of ceremonies at fl~e Club Alaham, is still receiving congratulations from fans who did not: 
know hc had returned a :few weeks ago. The Four Tones, introduced to radio audiences by Maceo Sheffield, 
has quickly grown to be one of the most popular acts on the air. Page 4-B. 
8189. 1937, Jtme 18. Clarence Muse a Talkin~ to You. California Ea,~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Gestures mean so much to an ever moving civilization. By that I mean doing 
something out of the goodness of your heart for the betterment of man in a way that others may see and get 
an inspiration to do the same. Mae West mailed a check for fif~" tickets to the youth benefit staged at the 
Lincoln Theater so that others could attend. Page 1-A. 
8190. 1937, Jtme 18. Joe Louis Pronounced in Perfect Trim After Exam. California Eagle. p4. Joe Louis 
is "the most perfect p~sical specimen that ever has fought in a ring in this count~ or in a~\v other count~3~ 
for that matter," said Joe Trainer of the Illinois Athletic connnission. Page 4-B. 
8191. 1937, Jtme 18. Noted Columnist MufJ~" One About WorM’s Tap King. Califorma Eagle. pl. O.O. 
McIntyre, the usually accurate white columnist, tariffed one last week. Speaking of Bill Robinson, 
McIntyre wrote: "Bill Robinsor~ the desel~-edly popular ’Bojangles of Harlem,’ can neither read nor write." 
Page 1-B. 
8192. 1937, June 19. Armstrong’s Radio Engagement Ends. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis 
Armstrong’s All Colored Radio Troupe, featured on coast-to-coast hookup in the interest of Fleischman 
Yeast, will make its bow from the aim, ays June 25 after its thirteenth consecutive broadcast .... The half 
hour broadcast opened a new field for Negroes in the profession. 
8193. 1937, June 19. Benny Carter Organizes Mixed Band in Europe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Benny 
Carter left London today after flying from Holland to set up certain musicians for the band he is installing 
in the Palais De Danse, Scheveningen. Carter organizes a twelve piece band which includes some six 
British musicians. Two of them are colored. 
8194. 1937, June 19. Champ at Peak, Joe Must Reach Itto Win, Sutton Finds on Trip. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. If James Braddock fought Joe Louis today, I believe he would beat the Brown Bomber. But 



since he has to wait until the night of June 22 before he meets Louis, I doubt whether he can keep himself 
at the peak of lfis condition until the day of the fight. 
8195. 1937, June 19. Film City Nitery Gets Stuff Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Stuff Smith and his 
famous swing orchestra, opened at the Famous Door here in Hollywood last Sunday. For the opening, film 
famous who had heard via the radio and the newspapers about the fame of this small aggregation, turned 
out en masse to honor him. 
8196. 1937, June 19. Harlem’s Plantation Club Has No Racial Bias. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
Plantation Club, Harlem’s newest nitery, has broken all local precedents. Not only is the venue accessible 
to many colored entertaimnent and fun seekers but demonstrates to colored patrons that they are not only 
welcome but are invited. 
8197. 1937, June 19. Joe "Quicker on the Draw" Than Jimmy, Says tIarrington; Picks Louis by K.O. L. 
E. Harrington. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. With all due consideration to Jinuny Braddock, heavyweight, 
champion of the world and lfis ability to "bear down," when there is most at stake, I am picking Joe Louis, 
the Brown Bomber to win the title by the knockout route when they clash in Chicago next Tuesday night. 
8198. 1937, June 19. John Kirby Holds Own at NYNitery. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. John Kirby and his 
Spirits of Rhythin are now engaged at the Onyx Club in New York. The young maestro, who is well known 
in musical circles, is successor to "Stuff" Smith, who closed the Onyx engagement after 18 months and is 
holding his own at the swank nitery. 
8199. 1937, June 19. Josephine Hall Sets NatalDay. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Josephine Hall, widow of 
Bert Hall, theatrical impresario and funder of the Rhythn~ Club in Harlem, will make a second trip to the 
alter at S. Luke’s P. E. Church today with Charles R. Smith, Harlem businessman. 
8200. 1937, June 19. Life Story of Armstrong. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. It wasn’t very long after Al Jolson 
took over Henu’s contract and put Eddie Mead in charge that the ebony-hued little buzz-saw knocked at 
the door of the championship of the world. His long-dreamed ambition had come true. 
8201. 1937, June 19. Louie, All-Negro in Million-Dollar Film Musical. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Louie 
Armstrong, "King of Swing," will be featured in million dollar motion picture, "The Chocolate Parade," to 
be produced by Paramount Pictures during the 1937-38 season. 
8202. 1937, June 19. Louis-BraddockAwaHBell. William G. Ntum. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Two men-- 
one white and the other black--await the "zero" hour here next Tuesday night .... The champions name is 
James Braddock and the challenger’s name is Joe Louis Barrow. They’re talking about a crowd of 90,000 
people and a million dollar gate. 
8203. 1937, June 19. Mills Bros. Will Tour Continent. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The famous Mills 
Brothers, one of the most outstanding successful harmo~ teams of the stage, radio, screen, variety, 
departed these shores last Friday for a vaudeville and concert tour of Europe. 
8204. 1937, Jtme 19. Orlando Robeson Gives Praise to His Dashing Band. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Orlando Robeson, he of the sweet voice and the mellow band of 14 pieces, made a brief 
sojourn in this city of Detroit last week. He aunounced that he and his musical aggregation would play a 
battle of music with Sammy Ray at the Jefferson Beach here next Sunday. 
8205. 1937, June 19. Presenting the Unusual. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Elise Roxborough, as she appears 
with Margaret Bonds, well known concert pianist of Chicago, and interpretive dance group from Langston 
Hughes play, "Drums of Haiti," will begin a recital tour on June 11. Roxborough appears in the above 
photo. 
8206. 1937, Jtme 19. Protest Against Ethel Waters Using Bridle Paths "Flops." Edgar T. Rouzeau. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Because Ethel Waters and her friends insist on using the bridle paths in Central 
Park for horseback riding, white equestrians have threatened a boycott of the Cotton Club Revue on 
Broadway, wl~ich features Waters and other colored stars. The boycott was suggested after the group had 
failed in several attempts to restrain Waters and a number of girls from the Cotton Club chorus from riding 
in the park. 
8207. 1937, June 19. Tin)’ Bradshaw’s New Ork Is Hailed as Season’s Greatest Swing Find. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Tiny Bradshaw, that dynamic bit of musical personality which several years ago, very 
successfully harried the most important ports of the orchestra world, again joins the select company in 
ranking men of music .... Under the guidance of Ben Bart, former band booker of note, the orchestra after a 
four week secret rehearsal across the river, is all set for an extensive southern tour. 
8208. 1937, June 25. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Calijbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: It seems that the most important economic question of the day is the status of the 
Colored extra in pictures. I can’t see why it is so hard for Negro labor to realize that the day of the "Scab 



Worker" is over in all lines of employment .... During the filming of "Green Pastures," colored actors did 
not get all that was due to them, simply because they refused to join the Guild. Page 1-A. 
8209. 1937, June 25. Louis’ Performance hailed as He Lifts Boxing (2:,own. California Eagle. pl. More 
than 35,000 colored citizens, a larger population than Boley or Mound Bayou, let out a mighiy roar at 
Comiskey Park as their representative, Joe Louis, stood over the prostrate, unconscious form of a fallen 
gladiator, the world’s champion hea~3Tweight, James J. Braddock. Page 1-A. 
8210. 1937, June 26. 10,000 Detroit Fight Fans Witness Louis-Braddock Fight. S. T. Holland. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. In the city of Detroit, Joe Louis’ hometown, some 10,000 fans turned out to witness the Louis- 
Braddock fight. 
8211. 1937, June 26. Apollo Has Great Show with Duke. Pittsbucgh Courier. p21. If one was to rate the 
present Apollo Theater revue according to stars, they would have no less than four such individuals to 
consider. For music, Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra, with I~¢ Anderson for comedy, Pigmeat 
Marldmm and Jimmie Baskett with John Mason and Adelaide Mashall filling in superbly. 
8212. 1937, June 26. Chick and Ella "Send" Chicago Theatergoers. Willie Bryant. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Chick Webb and Ella Fitzgerald performed in Chicago at the Regal Theater. It was reported that Webb 
and his aggregation, heading an all-star revue, are drawing in the record crowd in town for the big battle of 
the hea~weights Tuesday uight. 
8213. 1937, June 26. Declares Chick Webb’s Band Better Than Ever. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. "The New Sepia Swing Sensation," looming on the musical horizon is none other than Speed Webb. 
This swing master up until a few weeks ago was nmning independent. But now he is flying the colors of 
Famous Orchestra Sel~’ice of America. 
8214. 1937, June 26. Ethel Waters on the Air Again Tuesday Nite. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ethel Waters, 
one of the favorite singers heard with Ben Bernie, will make another appearance with the Old Maestro on 
the American Can Company program, Tuesday, June 29 at 9p.m. This makes the first appearance of Ethel 
and Ben since she appeared with the old maestro in Hollywood. 
8215. 1937, June 26. Harrington Weighs Foes Joe Will Have to Face. L. E. Harrington. Pittsbutigh 
Courier. pl 8. When Joe Louis whom many fans thought was through because hc was knocked out by Max 
Schineling and failed to catch Bob Pastor, put on the masterpiece of his career to batter down Jimmy 
Braddock, at Chicago last: Tuesday night and win the hea~weight title in eight rounds, his hope for 
wiuning the title and earning a million dollars in the ring were recalled. 
8216. 1937, June 26. Joe Flattens Braddock in Eight Savage Rounds. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. Cutting his foe down with a barrage of fistic fire so deadly that only a superman could have 
stua,ived it, Joe Louis, boMng’s Prince of Punchers, blasted his way to the heav?c.Tweight throne here tonight 
when he knocked out Jimmy Braddock in the eighth round of bloody coronation. 
8217. 1937, June 26. Langston Hughes Speaks Out West. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. A large audience of 
Colomdians attended the Fine Arts Club to hear Langston Hughes, noted poet and playwright, lecture on 
his literan.~ works. 
8218. 1937, Jtme 26. Mighty Brown Bomber Crushes Foes on March to Title. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. 
Photos of Joe Louis in the ring with his opponents are provided. 
8219. 1937, Jtme 26. Nunn Describes South Side as B Goes MadAfler Joe Louis Victory. William G. 
Nunn. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Swirling, careening, madly dashing from house to house...yelling, Cl?.’ing, 
laughing, boasting, gloating, exulting... No thought of racial friction, mind you. A well-behaved crowd of 
60,000 cheered their favorite on to the final crushing right from the explosive gloves of Joe Louis which 
seemed to bash in the entire side of Jimmy Braddock’s face. 
8220. 1937, June 26. Paul Robeson Jr. Gets High Mark in Soviet Schoo# Is Awarded. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. For finishing his studies with the mark of "excellence," Paul Robeson, Jr., was presented with 
an autographed book of Alexander Pushkin. This same class souvenir which is presented only to those 
pupils with marks of excellence, was received by approximately fifty percent of Robeson’s classnrates. 
8221.1937, June 26. Rainey Says Joe Displayed Power and Brains, Too. Joseph Rainey. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl6. Joe Louis fought his most brilliant fight tonight when he defeated James Braddock here to 
gain the hea~cweight title. After being floored in the iuitial round with an uppercut to Braddock, Louis 
branded thousands who has previously said he could not think for himself by outwitting his opponent. 
8222. 1937, June 26. Shell Oil Company Acts in Calloway Case. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Following a letter 
of protest from the NAACP over the treatment of Blanche Calloway, famous orchestra leader and sister of 
Cab Calloway, a Shell gas station in Yazoo City, Miss, the Shell compa~ headquarters in New York has 
expressed its regret to the incident and has taken up the matter with the office in this region. 



8223. 1937, June 26. Teddy Hill’s Band and Its" "Staccato" Rhythm Become Rage of Paris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The entertaimnent week just passed was made memorable by the brilliant performance of 
Teddy Hill and the Cotton Club Revue which made its initial bow here last Friday in Paris at the Caf6 Des 
Ambassaduers. The costuming of the show, the singing and dancing of the colored sisters and brothers, 
were enough to fill the entertainment wants of any Frenchinan or French woman. 
8224. 1937, June 26. Walton, Liberian Envoy Gets Salary Boost. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. When the two 
govermnents (Liberia and the U.S.) resumed normal diplomatic relations in June 1934, President Roosevelt 
in July norainated Lester A. Walton as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at a salary of 
$10,000. Miuister Walton presented his credentials in Mourovia the following October and is the first 
officially to represent fully his govermnent in this capacity. 
8225. 1937, June 26. What Joe’s Mangers Says: "Knew He Had the StuJf Black; "Sckmeling in Sept." 
Roxborougk. Pittsburgh Courier. pl8. Julian Black, comanager of Joe Louis, the new heavyweight 
champion of the world made the following statement "after the sensational eight round kayo victor~~ over 
James Braddock. "I knew Joe had the stuff and he proved it to the world tonight. I was confident that he 
was coming through." 
8226. 1937, July 2. Ban Louis-Braddock Films. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. Joe Louis may be the newest and 
greatest heax~weight champion boxer all over the rest of the world, but to Miami’s prejudiced whites, he’s 
just another worry. Page 3-A. 
8227. 1937, July 2. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Cal([brnia F~agle. pl. Bill Robinson just completed a 
successful personal appearance in Dallas, Texas. He was the guest of both groups and was received with 
the dignity of a diplomat from the government and all "Jim Crow Practices Were Paroled During His Stay." 
Page 1-A. 
8228. 1937, July 2. MGM to Make Movie of Dr. George Carver. Califi~rnia l~agle, p4. Representatives of 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios are expected at the Institute to arrange for a feature on Dr. George 
Wastfington Carver. Page 4-B. 
8229. 1937, July 2. Movie Notes. Cal~rnia Eagle. p4. Fifteen tmndred colored actors and extras crowded 
into Masonic Hall to be admitted fornkally into the screen actors Guild, that [’ought and got "the wages of 
screen extras raised from $5 to $7.50 a day to $8.10. Muse charters members of the Senior Guild to a 
moving spirit in the new changes and recognition of colored screen players. Page 4-B. 
8230. 1937, July 2. Scant 100 Persons Hear Fay Jackson in Brilliant Address. Cal~rnia l~;agle, pl. That: 
a prophet is without honor in his own country, was tragically exhibited here last Friday evening when a 
scant 100 persons heard Fay Jackson lecture at the Second Baptist: Church. Recently returned home after 
six months abroad on assigmnent for the Associated Negro Press, of which she is the Los Angeles 
representative, the former editor of a local weekly was presented in this address by the California Eagle .... 
Jackson told a story so realistic and vital that two hours slipped by with hardly a rustic from the audience. 
Page 1-B. 
8231. 1937, Jtfly 2. Stepin Fetch# at Rosebud Sunday. California Ea~le. p4. With a big cast in a great 
picture, Stepin Fetchit appears together with the Ritz Brothers, Alice Faye, Dick Powell, in "On the 
Avenue" at the Rosebud Theater. Page 4-B. 
8232. 1937, Jtfly 3. Bill Corum N. E Journal. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. This is how the Horatio Alger 
story of James Braddock, late hea~)Tweight champion of the world ends: It is the eighth round of a savage, 
silent, bloody fight for the two-century-old title of champion fist fighter of the world. A round, silver moon 
and a quiet, orderly crowd peer down into the white square of light in which sit two men. 
8233. 1937, July 3. Clinton Rosemond Triumphs in New Southland Film. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "They Won’t Forget," is Mer~n LeRoy’s daring, dynanfic cinema of the deep South. 
Hollywood awed at such a triumphant, potential, film achievement, adopted from Ward Green’s best- 
selling novel, "Death in the Deep South." Clinton Rosemond triumphs in this production. 
8234. 1937, July 3. Dame Rumor Has Orlando Robeson’s Band Breaking Up--He Says "No, No!." Earl 
J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Following in the wake of the successful battle of music between 
DonRedman and Orlando Robeson orchestras here Monday night at the Greystone Ballroom, rumors were 
flying that the Orlando Robeson band may dissolve. The rumors set discontent as the cause of the reported 
strife among the musicians. These rumors, however, were denied. 
8235. 1937, July 3. Howard "Proj"’ Predicts Louis Will Keep Poise as Champion. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p18. Dr. Emest Y. Williaras of the Howard University, School of Medicine, took Joe Louis apart 
psychologically Wednesday, and predicted tlrat he will be a "good clrampion" because he is the vagotonic 
instead of the sympathectonic type. The assistant professor of neurology and psychology at the famous 



tmiversity believes that Louis will accept the responsibilities of being in the public eye because his 
emotional makeup is such that he will not t~.T to show that he is champion. 
8236. 1937, July 3. Joe Louis Read)" to AM "Father" I~7~en He Gets Sufficient Proof Pittsburgh Courier. 
p2. Joe Louis, world’s hea~Tweight boxing champion, who grew up thinking his father was dead, declared 
Friday he stands ready to give financial aid to an imnate in Alabama State asylum who claims to be his 
"dad" if he gets proof. The new champion made this statement while resting at the home of his mother. 
8237. 1937, July 3. Louis’ Sister Got Excited, Rushed Home in Confusion. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. A 
sharp contrast in poise, reserve, calnmess was shown between two members of Joe Louis’ family last 
Tuesday night during the memorable Louis-Braddock championship battle at Comiskey Park. Joe’s wife, 
Marva Louis,stayed at home .... Louis’ sister tl~inking that Louis had been knocked out and not waiting to 
see the end result of the fight, rushed home from the park. 
8238. 1937, July 3. l~Iiami "Dusts Oj[]" An OM Law to Ban Louis-Braddock Pictures. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. Joe Louis may be the newest and greatest heaxsweight champion boxer all over the rest of the world, 
but to Miami’s prejudiced whites, he’s just another worry. This fact, unusual as it is in the rest of the state, 
was strikingly revealed after the champ’s match with Jim Braddock last week, when newspapers that had 
devoted whole pages to discussion of the coming bout before the fight, had not a single word to say after 
the fight. 
8239. 1937, July 3. Pittsburgh to Hear "Big Time" Orchestras. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Pittsburgh will 
have its full quota of "name orchestras" and the first to invade the section will be Noble Sissle, who is 
playing an engagement at Olympia Park. Others include: Jimmie Lunceford, Louis Armstrong, Duke 
Ellington, Cab Calloway, and others. 
8240. 1937, July 3. Speed Webb Goes "Sweet" to Bring Forth Some Haunting Melodies. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The swing and sweet nmsic of Speed Webb and his orchestra still haunts me after 
hearing his splendid musical aggregation during their week’s engagement at ~brest park on the Clevland- 
Toledo highway at Toledo. Those soft, haunting tones, those swingy arrangements certainty gave me a 
most mellow memory of a pleasant evening. Wcbb was a former motion picture studio orchestra leader. 
8241. 1937, July 9. Beauteous Film Co-Star. (TaliJbrnia bSagle, p2. Princess Rouka, has fl~e role opposite, 
in what is expected by critics, to be the greatest movie Paul Robeson has even played. Princess Rouka, a 
Sudanese beauty adjudged by connoisseurs of beauty as one of the loveliest women in the world is co- 
starred with Robeson in "Jericho." Rouka appears in the above photo. (Sect. A). 
8242. 1937, July 9. Behindthe Scenes. Harry. Levette. Cal~ibrnia k~agle, p4. Clarence Muse left on a 
hurried trip to Chicago last week for a conference with a radio sponsor. Lil Randolph, "the girl of many 
voices," is at last preparing to take a vacation from the Paradise Caf~ after the second year there. (Sect. B). 
8243. 1937, Jtdy 9. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an article 
by Clarence Muse: Outdoor weather is here in full bloom. Build the body up for winter hazards, is the 
slogan of all health organizations. Dr. Stovall is fighting at high speed with his tuberculosis machine, built 
in a sanatorium to cure and present this terrible disease. Page 1-A. 
8244. 1937, Jtdy 9. Eminent Composer Poses at Work. California Eagle. pl. William Grant Still, 
America’s foremost moden~ composer of color, illustrates for Eagle readers, how he goes about recording 
the score of one of his works. The eminent composer has been a resident of Los Angeles’ Westside for three 
years now since he first came in 1934 on a Guggenheim Fellowship. (Sect. A). 
8245. 1937, Jtdy 9. Jesse Lee Brooks in Title Role of "Macbeth" at Mayan. California Eagle. p4. 
Members of the all-colored cast of the Federal production, "Macbetk" opening at the Mayan July 14, will 
demonstrate their talents in the more serious type of roles. Jesse Lee Brooks, who plays the title role, had 
been limited to comedy roles. (Sect. B). 
8246. 1937, July 10. Apollo Bringing Jimmie Lunceford to Stage Next Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Mixing the past with the present, the management of the Apollo Theater will present one of its finest 
revues, starring the orchestra of Jimmie Lunceford, who comes direct to Harlem after closing a lengt~ 
engagement at the Lido Club Casino. 
8247. 1937, July 10. Bill Robinson Back in Harlem, on Top of WorM. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. "May it ever so humble, there’s no place like home," so spoke a wise man many years ago and in 
particular, Bill Robinson, "Mayor of Harlem," as he returned home last week from his triumphant success 
in Hollywood and on the leading legit stages throughout the hinterlands. 
8248. 1937, July 10. Billy Rowe Places Blame for Amrstrong’s Failure on Air at Door of Program’s 
Sponsors. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong was not heard on WJZ at he had been 
previously. Race conscious listeners all over the country have several answers to the direct reasons for the 



tmtimely death of this program. One argmnent advanced is that the too lnuch was expected for the show 
and that explains w~~ it was so short-lived. 
8249. 1937, Jtdy 10. Joe Louis Visits NAACP Confab in Detroit, Then Goes" to Ball Game. S. T. Holland. 
Pittsbu@ Courier. p5. There were plenty of disappointed foils at the Friday evening session of the 
NAACP Conference at Ebenezer A.M.E. Church. Joe Louis mmnentarily attended the session where huge 
crowds greeted him. 
8250. 1937, July 10. Pictures of Louis-Braddock Fight Prove That Bomber Is Not "A Sucker for a 
Right." William G. Nmm. Pittxburgh Courier. p16. So Joe Louis, hea~)Tweight champion of the world as 
recognized by the New York Boxing Conunission ... is a sucker for a right hand punch. That’s what you’ve 
heard but since his defeat at the hands of Max Schmeling last June, but take a look at this picture. 
8251. 1937, Jtdy 10. Plan on to Unionize TheatriealStars. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The cry for 
unionization of workers and the right for collective bargaining between employer and employee, which has 
penetrated the most obscure corner of the country, has at last found its way into the realms of colored show 
business. The organization which has not yet been given a definite name includes such entertainers as 
Pigmeat Markham, Jimmy Baskett, Dusty Fletcher and others. Manager of the Apollo Theater, Frank 
Schiffman supports this effort. 
8252. 1937, Jtdy 10. Rudy Vallee Pays Bill Robinson Compliment Supreme in Introducting Him Over 
theAir. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "The word artist, much abused in radio fits Bill Robinson like a glove. 
He’s an artist in every sense of the word." So spoke Rudy Vallee Thursday hight as he introduced Bill 
Robinson to his vast radio audience. 
8253. 1937, Jtdy 10. "Schmeling Must come to Chicago to Fight Joe" Black. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
Max Schmcling must come to Chicago ff he wants a shot at the heavyweight crown worn by Joe Louis, it 
was announced by Julian Black, co-manager of the champion. 
8254.1937, Jl@ 10. Tiny Bradshaw’s Band Is Staging Real "Comeback." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Tiny Bmdshaw, the little mnsical maestro and his band arc staging a terrific comeback. 
Bradshaw has been absent from the musical horizon for the last two years. The new Tiny Bradshaw crew 
left New York :for a brief tour. 
8255. 1937, July 16. Behind the Scenes with Harry. Harry Levelle. California Eagle. p4. "Bargain with 
Bullets" is the title of the new feature and as a famous scenarist who happened to be present at lhc first 
screen and voice tests made last week remarked, "Cooper’s past performances will be blasted inlo oblivion 
by his work in the forthcoming picture." A new all-colored cast picture is starting this week produced by a 
newly organized company which plans to release twelve all-colored cast picturcs a year. (Sect. B). 
8256.1937, Jtdy 16. Bernice Patton, Scrap-Heaping Columnist from Holl)~vood Comes to "Smoke 
Town." California Eagle. pT. Bernice Patton, crap-heaping colurm~ist from out Hollywood-way, came to 
Smoke Town last week and Smoke Town has been turned upside down socially for her. Patton has kept 
herself in the limelight for a number of years for her scrap-heaping of so-called movie Uncle Toms, ma~ 
of whom she bitterly criticizes. Page 7-A. 
8257. 1937, Jtdy 16. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Califorr~ia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: You know, it is quite a job trying to solve or help solve all the many problems 
that come up daily in our group, especially here in Los Angeles. Muse comments on a noted Negro 
producer who is asking Guild members to be "scabs" and work for him at reduced salaries because he is a 
colored businessman and cannot hold the standard set by the Guild. However, this same producer pays 
union scale to every white employee. Page 1-A. 
8258. 1937, July 16. Gershwin’s Death Dints Hopes of "Porgv" Star; Leaves Hollywood_Ibr "Windy 
~Tt),." CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. Lillian Cowa~ alternate "Bess" to Anne Wiggins Brown in "Porgy and Bess," 
left Hollywood for Chicago because the death of George Gershwin this week dimmed her hopes of starring 
in the film version of the famous production. Page 4-B. 
8259. 1937, July 16. Jo Baker Breaks a Leg but They Don’t Shoot Her. Fay M. Jackson. CaliJbrnia Eagle. 
p4. It would take more than a wooden horse, or a charity show, or even a broken leg to put Josephine 
Baker, Follies Bergere star entirely out of commission. Baker, the gal made famous or infamous, for 
imitating Eve right in front of all the cash customers of the Follies Bergere--substituting bananas for figs-- 
fell off a wooden horse while giving a benefit performance in London and injured her pretty legs. Page 4- 
B. 
8260. 1937, July 16. Stars of Stage and Screen Pay Tributes. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. Broadway, black and 
white, paid final tribute today to George Gershwin, the Brooldyn composer, who lifted Jazz from the gutter, 
and placed her on the sidewalks of the world. Some 35,000 persons famous and near famous, black and 



white, Jew and Gentile, crammed into the Temple Emanuel where fm~eral services were conducted for 
George Gershwin. Page 1-A. 
8261. 1937, July 17. Complete Plans for Louis-Farr Fight Aug 26. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. Tomn\~" Farr, 
the Welsh hea~3rweight, can duck a court action in London, he will take a boat for these shores sometime 
this week to begin training inunediately for his 15 round title fight with Joe Louis in the Yankee Stadium 
on Aug. 26. 
8262. 1937, July 17. "Duke Goes to Town" in His Latest Revue. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. I~ Anderson 
and Duke Ellington appeared in Ellington’s stage revue at the Stanley Theater last week and were greeted 
by capacity crowds. The revue was cleverly staged and maintained a rapid pace of sure-fire entertainment 
from the time it opened until the curtain closed. 
8263. 1937, July 17. Francis Lederer Reveals ... Concerning the Negro Problem. Bernice Patton. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The "World Peace Federation’’ and the name of its president, Francis Lederer, 
motion picture star of Columbia Studios, are symbolic in importance throughout the universe. Inasmuch as 
existing chaos and rumors of war loom on the horizon of all Europe, Lederer stated, "In my opinion the 
crisis of war and its horrors are not the consent of the nrasses. The prevention of war should be decided by 
the people polling a nationwide vote." 
8264. 1937, July 17. Jimmie Lunceford’s Band Booked to Play in Huntington W. Va. Pittsburgh Courier. 
plT. Jinunie Lunceford and his streamlined r~thm which catapulted him to the top of the heap will invade 
Huntington, W. Va. as the biggest dance attraction of the year next Friday. The nationally known orchestra 
leader who started at Fisk University and then nrade Europe, via the Cotton Club and Broadway "hot 
spots," is due to bring his singing, "swing-playing" troupe of ace musicians to the Vanity Fair Ballroom. 
8265. 1937, July 17. Joe Louis and Friends Visit Cleveland Night Spot, Talks of Fight. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p 17. Joe Louis drove here to Cleveland from Detroit with a group of friends for a brief visit and 
then attended a party in his honor at the beautiful gardens. Louis discussed his upcoming fight. 
8266. 1937, July 17. Nixon-Grand Shows Are Attached as Obscene. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Tanya," 
hailed as the "boneless brown beauty" of the stag world, does a "lewd" dance on the Nixon-Grand stage in 
Philadelphia. This is the opinion of the Mayor S. Davis Wilson’s "crime commission," which recently 
reported on the colored vaudeville shows at the Nixon-Grand Theater. 
8267. 1937, July 17. Notables Gather to Help Dedicate "Bojangles Bar." Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. From all over the city, they came to pay honor to Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, the great tap dancer, in 
whose honor the oasis was named at the event held at the Plantation Club. With a round of applause which 
m~doubtedly sounded to the high heavens, the popular "Mayor of Harlem" was introduced to the masses by 
Willie Bpj~ant. 
8268. 1937, July 17. Robeson MakesThrilling Speech on Behalf of Stricken Spain. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p13. A tremendous ovation followed Paul Robeson’s appearance after leaving Moscow. Robeson delivered 
a speech on behalf of Spain. He stated, "Through the propagation of false ideals of racial and national 
superiority, the artists, scientists, and writers are challenged. The battle front is everywhere." 
8269. 1937, July 23. Armstrong to Stand Trial. California Eagle. pl. Henp:~ Armstrong was held to answer 
to the charge of assault with a deadly weapon, having been accused of shooting into the home of a minister 
in an attempt to kill him because of jealousy over a woman. Page 1-B. 
8270. 1937, July 23. Behind the Scenes with Harry Levette. California Eagle. p4. Willie Best, famous 
young screen comedian still working under the five-year contract signed with RKO a year ago, has just 
finished a new picture at Universal entitled, "Lady Fights Back." Page 4-B. 
8271. 1937, July 23. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Most people who have radios are fully satisfied that it is the greatest instrument 
in the world for bringing people together. It is our most powerful medium of education. 
8272. 1937, July 23. Floyd Ray’s Orchestra in Farewell Danee at Elks’ Hall. Clarence Muse. California 
Eagle. p4. Floyd Ray’s Orchestra performed in a farewell dance at the Elks Hall. Many remember Floyd 
Ray as the orchestra who scored so heavily with dance lovers on the Fourth of July at the Bohemian 
Gardens where they appeared as co-attraction with Jimmy Doresy and his orchestra. Page 4-B. 
8273. 1937, July 23. George Carver, Famed Scientist, Tells Life Story on Edgar Guest’s Radio Show. 
California Eagle. pl. George Washington Cal~’er, born of slave parents in Missouri and now one of 
America’s leading research scientists, told his life story on a radio program called, "It Can Be Done." Page 

8274. 1937, July 23.2~Iuse Finds Southern Theater Owners Not Prejudiced Against Negro Film Artist. 
Cal~ibrnia Eagle. pl. It is not often that the motion picture artist comes in close contact with the salesmen 



of screen productions. But that was the unique experience of Clarence Muse when he responded to an 
invitation to be present at the Uplifters Club for a party given by Colmnbia studios for its sales force. Mnse 
claims that, the "South is not prejudiced to Negro Actors." Mnse appears in the above photo. Page 1-B. 
8275. 1937, July 23. N~v All-Colored Cast Picture, "Bargain with Bullets," to Be Ready in September. 
California Eagle. p4. Following six months of intensive preparation, the first of a series of all-colored cast 
pictures is now before the camera with a schedule set for its release the first week in September. It is titled 
"Bargain with Bullets,’" starring Ralph Cooper. Page 4-B. 
8276. 1937, July 24. "Get Me Schmeling-I Won’t Feel Right Until I Lick Him," Joe Pleads to "Uncle" 
Mike Jacobs. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Mike Jacobs shared his views on the re-match between Joe Louis 
and Max Schmeling. "Louis is not dodging Scluneling and Joe is not "afraid of him." 
8277. 1937, July 24. Louis Starts Drills for Farr Bout Next Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. For the first 
time as the hea~3-weight champion of the world, Joe Louis, the "Brown Bomber" will return early next 
week to the traihing scene of his early conquests to begin preparations for the first defense of his title. 
8278. 1937, July 24. "Pigmeat" Trucks to Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Broadway and the street of 
many lights and varied entertaimnent in its drive to renew the life of its sectors with colored entertainment, 
claimed another favorite son in the person of "Pigmeat" Markham, exponent of comedy and the Truck this 
past week. 
8279. 1937, July 24. Ralph Cooper Quits Own Company to Join New Movie Organization in Hollk~vood. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ralph Cooper, former vaudeville performer, has abandoned his holding in the 
Randol-Cooper colored moving picture concern and is now working under the banner of the Million Dollar 
Productions, Inc. The new company with its main purpose being the making of modern screen plays with 
colored casts, anticipates nothing but: class "A" productions. 
8280. 1937, July 30. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The [bllowing is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Four of the Scottsboro Boys were lucky enough to find :fair minded while people 
in the Grand State of Alabama, to say "Not: Guilty." Of course tiffs came after they had the rope dangling 
over their heads [br six long years. Page 1-A. 
8281. 1937, July 30. Famous "Green Pastures’ Player Takes Featured part in All-Colored Production. 
California biagle, p4. Reginald Fenderson, who played the part of "Joshua" :for five years in the stage 
version of "Green Paturcs," is a member of the current cast in "Bargain With Bullets." Others included in 
the cast of this fihn arc: Frances Turnham, Theresa Harris, Lawrence Cfiner, Edward Thompson. Sam 
McDaniel, Clarence Brooks, Jotm Lester Jotmson, among others. Page 4-B. 
8282. 1937, July 31. End of Angelo Herndond Case in Georgis. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Georgia is getting 
ready to write "finis" to the six-year-old Angelo Herndon case. The U. S. Supreme Court mandate, freeing 
the conuntmist and holding unconstitutional the insurrection la~v under which he was convicted, will be 
formally delivered toFulton superior court where the case began in September, 1931. 
8283. 1937, July 31. Eva Jessye ~7toir to Sing at Gershwin Memorial Concert. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A 
Gershwin memorial Concert, dedicated to the American composer, will be held and among the huge list of 
celebrated artists scheduled to perform, is Eva Jessye’s choir. 
8284. 1937, July 31. Fredi Washington Steals Another Movie. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Fredi Washington, 
pretty "Peola" of"Imitation of Life," gives a stellar performance in 20th Century Fox’s latest release, "One 
Mile From Heaven," which was previewed here in Los Angeles recently. While Bill Robinson and 
Washington are featured in the film, Washington walks away with acting honors. 
8285. 1937, July 31. Louis Must Fight Max Schmeling Says NBA. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Unless 
Champion Joe Louis, in the interest of "pure sportsmanship" agrees to fight Max Schmeling of Germany 
within the next six months, the championship ratings committee of the National Boxing Association 
declared Friday, it would recommend tlrat the N.B.A. declare the title vacant. 
8286. 1937, July 31. Louis Starts Drills in Pompton Lakes Camp. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Determined to 
be in the pink of condition for the first defense of the title which he fought so hard to earn, Joe Louis, 
hea~3~weight champion of the world came to New York Tuesday and then proceeded to his favorite 
Pompton Lakes training camp where he started drills for his bout with Tonuny Farr in Yanl~ee Stadium 
August 24. 
8287. 1937, July 31. ]~Iorris Interviews "Bojangles;" Learns He Is Real Race Man. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, the greatest of all tap dancers, the prince of good will 
ambassador for the race, is probably the most misunderstood man identified with those sun-tinted 
Americans. While here Saturday, he revealed many perplexing problems prior to his benefit performance a 



the Detroit Police Field Day lneet. "There are maW who feel that I haven’t lny race at heart. This is not 

true. I am a race man." 

8288. 1937, July 31. Negro Composer’s Symphony Is Accepted for Motion Pictures. Rosemarie Beri3/. 

Pittsburgh Courier. p 12. James P. Johnson, New York song writer has just been notified from Hollywood 

that his sy~nphonic suite in four movements, based on W.C. Handv’s "St. Louis Blues," has just been 

accepted as backgronnd for a forthcoming motion picture. 

8289. 1937, July 31. Roland Hayes Saves Church. Pittsburgh Courier. plg. The A.M.E.Z. Church of 

Portland, the only Negro Church in Maine, has heroically maintained itself during the depression‘ when at 

times 90 percent of its members were unemployed. Roland Hayes was enlisted to give a concert and a 

representative conm~ittee of Negroes and whites worked together to "make his night of song a day of hope 

for the church." The concert was not only a financial success but a profound religious experience. 

8290. 1937, July 31. Teddy Hill, Sensation in Paris, Will Open This Week at London Paladium. 

Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After a most sensational six weeks in Paris, France, the highly touted Cotton Club 

Revue, featuring the music of Teddy Hill and his orchestra will open here at the Paladium Theater for two 

weeks. 

8291. 1937, August 5. All Colored Film Finished at International. Califbrnia Eagle. pT. "Bargain with 

Bullets," the new gripping screen melodrama that is already being widely discussed and awaited, finished 

last week at International Studio, and is now in the cutting room. Million Dollar Productions made the film 

and Ralph Cooper is "affiliated with this compaw. (Section A). 

8292. 1937, August 5. Behind the Scenes with Harry. Califbrnia Eagle. pT. Just about the biggest 

happening in Sepia Cinemaland during the last week, red-hot as to temperature but mild to employment 

was the finishing of "Bargain With Bullets." Several dozen letters have been received from theaters all over 

the country that want to book the picture. (Section A). 

8293. 1937, August: 5. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. Clarence Muse reports on 

that the California News is scheduled to merge with the California Eagle newspaper to become the Sunday 

Eagle, especially designed to meet the Motion Picture interests. By doing so, we put: a capable woman like 

Fay Jackson at the head of a weekly paper than can serve the need of our citizens. Page 1-A. 

8294. 1937, August: 5. F/oyd Ray and Orchestra "Stop Show~ at Second Hollywood "Swing Concert." 

California biagle, pT. A sensational "swing-land find" marked Hollywood’s second swing concert at the 

Palomar when Floyd Ray and Iris exponents of syncopation and "swing" walked off with honors and 

stopped the show. (Section A). 

8295. 1937, August: 5. F/oyd Ray Gives Jaz~ Recipe. Califi)rnia Eagle. pT. Floyd Ray gave an Eagle 
reporter the recipe for the success of his rapidly rising band. Ray proclaims that his success is based on 

twen~ inspired young artists, practicing three hours eve~N day, who listen to one and only one person, their 

director. (Section A). 
8296. 1937, August 5. Madame Sul-Te-Wan in "Old Chicago." California Eagle. p3. "In Old Chicago" at 

20th Centmy-Fox, Madam Sul-Te-Wan, kindly 63-year-old silent film veteran, is cast in an important 

featured bit. She was one of the first called when the novel picture went into production a month ago. Page 

3-A. 

8297. 1937, August 5. Sepia Actress Scores in "Brother Rat." California Eagle. pT. Eulabelle Moore, 

"Jenny" to the cadets in the hilarious comedy hit, "Brother Rat," now in its tlfird week at the Biltmore 

theater, plays the part of the maid and receives a cheerful round of applause nightly. (Section A). 

8298. 1937, August 7. Billy Rowe Refused Service in Jersey Cafd. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. Billy Rowe 

was refused service in a boardwalk restaurant here in New Jersey on Sunday on account of his color. In 

another restaurant, he was handed an emergency Negro menu with prices boosted to four times the normal 

rate. 

8299. 1937, August 7. Blanche Thompson Near Death in Auto Crash. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Lovely 

Blanche Thompson, star of"Brownskin Models," narrowly escaped death in an auto accident near here 

(Michigan) recently Milch demolished her car and sent her to the hospital with cuts and bruises. 

Thompson, in private life is the wife of Irvin C. Miller, producer and owner of the "Models" show. 

8300. 1937, August 7. Champ Looks Great in First Camp Workout. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 

Courier. pl6. Joe Louis is ready right now to step into a ring and defend his title with every possibility that 

he would emerge the winner. That’s how good Joe Louis looks. 

8301. 1937, August 7. "Cotton Time," with Lavada Carter in Star Role, to Premiere in London. 

Pittsburgh Courier. p21. America’s most cosmopolitan citizen will have their eyes on London. next month 



for an event to take place which should be of interest to all race playgoers. Lavada Carter will star in this 
new mnsical revue. A number of other performers are also involved in the production. 
8302. 1937, August 7. Duke Ellington Is Headin~ Akron Way on Aug 18. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Duke 
Ellington and his internationally famous orchestra will play a dance engagement at the East Market 
Gardens in Akron, Ohio. Since Ellington’s last appearance around this section, the band is better than ever 
and has regained its place at the head of the list of favorites. 
8303. 1937, August 7. Joe Louis Not Champ! British Solon Says Bout with Farr "Elimination." 
Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Joe Louis is not the hea~3~weight champion of the world. So has said the Board of 
Boxing Control after a lengtl\’yT round table conference Saturday. In fact, according to their statement, there 
is no champion of the word. 
8304. 1937, August 7. Sissle Introduces New Song in Indianapolis. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Noble Sissle 
has written in conjunction with J. Rosemond Johi~son~ a sequel to his "Dream of the Big Parade," which has 
been appropriately titled, "Song of the Southland Troubadour." Sissle introduced the number last week 
when he opened an engagement at a downtown theater in Indianapolis. 
8305. 1937, August 12. Cab Calloway Scores with "Peckin." Cal~ornia Eag&. p3. Most folks will shake 
their heads and say it was inevitable, but nobody canbe sonT about Cab Calloway’s appearance onthe disc 
circuit with "Peckin." Most of the country’s leading swingsters have already gone into this "Pecldn" 
business and Calloway’s version of the epiglottal dance was recorded long ago, but the platter moguls were 
so impressed with Cab’s interpretation that they decided its release date ought to be held offuntil they 
could sell Calloway to the high and mighty in "private sittings." (Section B). 
8306. 1937, August 12. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Some years ago a group of Chicago citizens who had made up their minds to be 
"Native" Caliibrnians thoughl if thcy met once in a while as a club, they would not forget their original 
birthplace. (Section A). 
8307. 1937, August 12. Dramatic Action, Humor, Music in "Bargain with Bullets." Ca/ifbrnia Eagle. p3. 
Starting Ralph Cooper, Francis Tumham and Thercsa Harris, "Bargzin With Bullets," has been called by 
preview critics thc fincst movie ever made by an zll-colorcd czst. (Section B). 
8308. 1937, August 12. Gorilla Jones Beats Freeman. Calffbrnia bgagle, pT. Gorilla Joncs, one time 
rccog~fized as word’s middleweight champion, earned z ten round dccision over Tommy Frceman, lbrmcr 
welterweight champion. (Section A). 
8309. 1937, August 12. Of[’er Louis $4S0,000 to 5leet John Henry Lewis in Title Bout at Forbes Field. 
Cal~)rnia Eagle. pT. In a swift, sure hand, John Henry Lewis, light hca~Tweight champion of the word 
affixed his signature to a challenge to Joe Louis for the heavyweight title. (Section A). 
8310. 1937, August 12. VarieO" Pans Sequence in Para Film. California Eagle. p3. Previews of the highly 
publicized film, "Artists and Models," in which Louis Armstrong and a Harlem sequence are featured, 
drew fire from Variety, theatrical magazine. Conunenting on the scene in which Armstrong and Martha 
Raye appear, the publication stated, "There are a couple of misguided sequences, one of which may react 
negatively to the future of Martha Raye whom the studio has developed into sizable box office. It’s that 
Public Melody Number One sequence, done in a franldy Harem setting, with Louis Armstrong tooting his 
trumpet against a pseudo-musical gangster idea. While Miss Raye is under cork, this intermingling of the 
races isn’t wise." (Section B). 
8311. 1937, August 14. Armstrong Breaks Own Record and Others at Graystone. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. King Satchino, his royal highness Louis Armstrong, emperor of all trumpetdom 
and king of kings of all comet players the word over, last Monday, really went to town here at the 
Graystone Ballroom in Detroit. King Satchmo broke all records here for a month. His box office attendance 
was a thousand more than that of Cab Calloway, the Hi-De-Ho King. 
8312. 1937, August 14. "’Broadway-Broadway-Here We Come," Say Ella and ~ick. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Starting Aug. 19th, Chick Webb and his Savoy Swing Orchestra will open for a week’s engagement at 
the Loew’s State Theater, Broadway in the heart of Times Square. On that occasion the band will feature 
Ella Fitzgerald, conceded "first lady of swing." 
8313. 1937, August 14. "Hello," Champ Joe Louis Greets Braddock When Jim Visits Pompton Lakes. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Champion Joe Louis met the nran from whom he won the title for the first time 
since June 22 in Chicago at his training camp Wednesday and both behaved as if there had never been a 
fight between them. 
8314.1937, August 14. Henry Armstrong, Now Referred to as the "Black Terrible Tero’" McGovern, to 
Fight John Caballo in Washington. Pittsburgh (7ottrier. p 18. Hen~ Armstrong, sensational "Brown 



Cobra" feafl~erweight, who has been making rapid strides toward two boxing rifles, has been signed for a 
fight here in the Nation’s capital on Aug. 16th at Griffith Stadium. Armstrong will fight John Caballo, 
Puerto Rican, mittman, who also maintains high respect in the middleweight division. 
8315. 1937, August 14. Joe Louis and Farr Swing Into Heavy Drills. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. With the 
hea-~?zweight championslfip bout a little ~nore than two weeks away, Joe Louis got down to so~ne real work 
with his core of sparring partners Sunday. 
8316. 1937, August 14. Preview for "Bargain with Bullets" August 20. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. New 
York’s Harlem is again charged with electrical anticipation over the announce~nent that out in Hollywood 
the Million Dollar prodncrions, Inc. of which Ralph Cooper is a head member, has completed its first all- 
colored modern screen play. 
8317. 1937, August 14. Robeson’s New Film Excites British Critics. Pittsbu@ Courier. p13. Paul 
Robeson, famous American Negro artist and film star is once more the subject of controversy in the British 
press, playing the role of tribal king in "King Solomon’s Mines," released here in London. According to the 
Sunday Express, Robeson looks like a king of his people but he is nrade to sing childish lyrics to dreary 
tunes in the most uulikely circumstances. 
8318. 1937, August 14. Sehmeling and Louis May 2~Ieet This Fall. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pl. Max Schineling, the man Joe Louis wants to meet again, is returning from Gernrany this month for 
another crack at the hea~cweight title. 
8319. 1937, August 14. Seottsboro Case Outcome Is Wester of Inconsistencies, Says Christian Century. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p 11. Freedom for four of the Scottsboro boys under the terms of the statement issued 
by the prosecution has created an issue almost as violent as that which haunted the celebrated case when all 
nine boys were fighring for their lives. Students of the case now profess to be unable to nnderstand why 
[’our of the boys should be adjudged guilty on the same evidence which the state considered insufficient to 
convict the other five. 
8320. 1937, August 19. Bernice Patton Stricken. California Eagle. pl. Stricken Tuesday, Bernice Patton, 
prominent newspaperwoman and film correspondent for the Pittsburgh Courier, was rushed to St. Mary’s 
hospital, where it is thought she has appendicitis. (Section A). 
8321. 1937, August 19. Candid Camera Shots of Hollywoodland. Fay M. Jackson. Ca/~ibrnia Eagle. p4. 
Frederick Clarke, new contract player at B.P. Scbulberg’s studio, brings a new kind of butler to the screen. 
English born, Freddie is a "gentleman’s gentleman." The studio wants him that way; be is natural and we 
look forward to the development of a splendid charactcrizalion in "Blossoms on Broadway." Page 4-B. 
8322. 1937, August 19. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Universal Studios, where the great picture, "Imitation of Life," was borrk played 
host to Judge Annond Scott of Washington, D.C., who was visiting our city during the week .... Many of 
the artists at the studio asked the judge for his autograph because as they said it was an honor to meet for 
the first rime a Negro Judge. (Section A). 
8323. 1937, August 19. Floyd Ray’s Band Opens at Orpheum. California Eagle. p4. The hottest band in 
town, Floyd Ray and his 15 Harlem Dictators, opened a week’s engagement at the Orpheum Theater. Ray, 
incidentally, is a protdgd of the internationally famous Clarence Muse. (Section B). 
8324. 1937, August 19. Gossip of the Movie Lots. California Eagle. p4. The past week saw considerable 
activi~ at the various studios with "All Baba goes to Town," "Bull-dog Drummond Comes Back," "Wells 
Fargo," "Tom Sawyer," "In Old Chicago," "Tovarich," and other films that inclnde colored players. 
"Jungle Menace" in which Clarence Muse had an important role at Columbia Studio should be about 
through cutting. "Bargain With Bullets," now just about ready for delivery from the cutting room to Million 
Dollar Pictures, Inc. is to have its western preview at the Tivoli Theater according to Mr. F. L. Wyatt. 
Onest CoNey, well known Federal player, and son of the famous Madame SUl Te Wan, is soon to become a 
Benedict. He plans to wed Inez Smith in the near future. (Section B). 
8325. 1937, August 19. Hollywood Hotel has Theresa Harris in Role. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. "Hollywood 
Hotel," the famous radio program presented by Louella O. Parsons in which newly finished film features 
are dranrarized, had a new artist, Theresa Harris. Harris was permitted by courtesy of Million Dollar 
Productions to 20th Century-Fox Studios to play the part of "Flora" which was interpreted by Fredi 
Washington in "One Mile From Heaven." (Section B). 
8326. 1937, August 19. In New Guild Theater Role. California Eagle. p4. Donald Heywood’s, "How 
Come Lawd?" has been selected as the first production effort of the newly formed Negro Guild Theater in 
New York. Rex Ingrain (pictured above) has been signed to play the leading role. (Section B). 



8327. 1937, August 19. Toots in T~,o Films. Califorr~ia Eagle. p4. Louis "Satchino" Armstrong, appearing 
in the new Paralnom~t picture, "Artists and Models," currently held over at local theaters, has so thoroughly 
established himself as a cinema personality that he is definitely set for two more Hollywood assignments 
during October. (Section B). 
8328. 1937, August 21. Fats l~’aller to Quit as Orchestra Leader. J. T. Duncan. Pittxbu@ Courier. p21. 
Thomas "Fats" Waller and his orchestra played to nearly 4,000 colored and white dance lovers here 
Monday at the Me~norial Auditorium in Chattanooga, Telmessee. Waller revealed that he plans to retire as 
orchestra leader next year. 
8329. 1937, August 21. Louis Armstrong Is Set for 2 Hollywood Assignments. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. 
Louis Armstrong, appearing in the new Paramount picture, "Artists and Models," has been drawing such 
favorable conunents from the motion picture critics and has so thoroughly estublished himself as a cinema 
personality tlrat he is definitely set for two more Hollywood assignments during the month of October. 
8330. 1937, August 21. Noble Sissle Denies He 2~Iade Speech Condoning Jim Crou,. Pittxburgh Courier. 
p4. A statement purported to have been made by Noble Sissle, orchestra leader, which was reported in a 
story by Camille Cole and published in the Courier, was denied by Sissle. Cole reported that Sissle made 
the following statement: "I play for white or colored dances but not for mixed affairs and until the 
objectionable patrons leave the floor, music will not be resumed." Sissle, however, deuied this accusation. 
8331. 1937, August 21. Scottsboro Boys Starting Theater Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In the wake of 
the most anrazing battle ever fought against race prejudice and persecution, the first chapter of an amazing 
sequel will be written, starting Friday at the Apollo Theater that will conunand much space in the archives 
of show business. This tale, of course, concerns the four Scottsboro boys who for six long years went 
through hell, riding misfomme to glorious and unprecedented heights into the hearts of liberal humans the 
world over. 
8332. 1937, August: 21. Set Prelim’s for Joe Louis and Farr Go. Pittsbu@ Courier. p18. Tom McArdie, 
of the Twentieth Centur), Sporting Club, has arranged to put on six preliminary bouts in support of the Joe 
Louis and TomIW Farr world championstfip hea~Tweight match at the Yankee Stadium on August 26. 
8333. 1937, August 21. Tiny Bradsha~v’s Band Heads South. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. TiW Bradshaw, the 
jumping jack maestro and his orchestra, departed these parts last week and headed south to fulfill the most 
extensive dance engagement tour since forming the all new aggregation. The long tour has been routed 
through the South. 
8334. 1937, August 21. To Feature a Mi, ced Cast in "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round." Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p20. Cinema fans may look forward with interest to the release early next month of one of the pictures of 
the season, "Manhattan Merry-go-round" which has a mixed cast of artists. Among those who appear in the 
film are Cab Calloway, Ted Lewis, and others. 
8335. 1937, August 22. Candid Camera Shot ofHolly~vood. Califorr~ia Eagle. p6. Louise Beavers has jnst 
been signed by l~,fillion Dollar Productions for their next all-colored cast feature picture. Bill Robinson and 
Little Bo plan on buying a home out west. They have bought the real estate and will build a brand new 
home. 
8336. 1937, August 22. Frederick Clarke Gets Its Second Film at Schulberg’s Film Studio. California 
Eagle. p6. Frederick Clarke began work on "Blossoms On Broadway," B.P. Schulberg’s ~nusical comedy 
and Clarke’s second major film since he was discovered less than three months ago. Boasting a broad 
Oxford E@ish accent, Clarke was first cast in films by Director Richard Wallace as a "gentleman’s 
gentleman’’ and so successful was the novelty of the role for a Negro butler, that he was given a contract by 
Schulbert to assume the same cNaracterization in the forthcoming comedy. 
8337. 1937, August 22. JeniLegon. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p6. Jeni Legon returns to Hollywood and has 
another stab at cinema fame in Eddie Cantor’s starring vehicle, nearing completion at Twentieth Century- 
Fox studios. Cantor’s starring vehicle is "Ali Baba Goes to Town." Legon’s interpretative dance of Milmie 
the Moocher in the Harlem sequence drew no end of praise. 
8338. 1937, August 26. Actress Compares Race Company to Holl.wvood Films. Cal~rt~ia Eagle. p4. 
Theresa Harris likes working with the Negro film producing compaw because she gets to wear a beautiful 
wardrobe that is usually denied colored women in white movies. Harris is currently appearing in "Bargain 
with Bullets." (Section B). 
8339. 1937, August 26. Candid Camera Shots ofHollyn,oodland. Cal~fi~rt~ia Eagle. p4. Earl Dancer says 
two studios are angling for Jeni LeGon and she’ll be positive "colored class" when you see her new routine 
in "Ali Baba Goes to Town." Clinton Rosemond is sure to land a juicy contract for his characterization of 
the old preacher. Hattie McDaniel finishes up at Warncr’s in a comic. Harry. Levettc, press agent for the 



Million Dollar Pictures, says positively the new all-colored fihn, "Bargain with Bullets" will be ready for 
release this week. Louise Beavers brings great hope to the compact because of her great box office pull 
and she has been signed for the next opus. (Section B). 
8340. 1937, August 26. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Ea~gle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Well, in spite of the fact that we do not write fan letters or letters with 
constructive ideas for our artists on the screen~ there is a growing interest among several producers to make 
a super-Negro Musical. (Section A). 
8341. 1937, August 26. Fred Clarke Goes Into New Picture. California Eagle. p4. Frederick Clarke, who 
seems to be the most sensational movie "find" since Jeui LeGon astonished movie critics by being signed 
and cast in a picture without a screen test, went into production of "Blossoms on Broadway," at B.P. 
Schulberg’s studios. (Section B). 
8342. 1937, August 26. LeGon Captures Swant Troeadero Crowd in Guest Performance Show. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. In her first personal appearance since returning from London, Jeni LeGon stopped the 
show as Sunday night’s guest specialty in the swal~:y Trocadero. To producers and stars who had seen 
LeGon in her first performance, over two years ago, at the Wilslfire Ebell theater, when Earl Dancer 
"discovered" her and rushed her onto the stage from his Tempo Club to try her wares before the movie 
critics, the girl topped all previous predictions tlrat she would eventually bring a new class to screen 
dancing. (Section B). 
8343. 1937, August 28. Chick Webb Heads Stage Revue at Times Square Vaudeville House. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Chick Webb, diminutive King of Drums, and his famous Savoy Swing orchestra, known 
throughout the country as originators of and leaders in the highly competitive field of "Swing," are making 
their Broad,ray stage debut at the Loew~s State Theater this week. 
8344. 1937, August 28. Courier Critic Previews Mixed Cast Film. Louis Lautier. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Hollywood is beginning to catch on if "One Mile From Heaven," the Twentieth-Century-Fox production, is 
ant, criterion. It is the first American made picture with a mixed cast, in wtfich "there is not only no 
objectionable dialogue from the viewpoint of the colored moviegoer but the characters portrayed by the 
colored actors are decent, upstanding people. 
8345. 1937, August 28. Duke May Go to England for Motion Picture. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke 
Ellington and his orchestra may go to England to take part in a pending motion picture. Ii~ing Mills, is 
currently negotiating with a British film group. 
8346. 1937, August 28. Fats Waller to Play Beekley’s Auditorium.[br George ~lorton. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Fats Waller, radio’s "Harmful Little Armful," who has threatened to quit "the road next year, 
is heading this way again. The famons radio pianist and his equally famous orchestra, which has always 
been a prime favorite in these parts, is scheduled to return here to the Beckley Armory this Saturday 
evening, August 28. 
8347. 1937, August 28. Jimmie Lunceford to Feature Porter Robert’s Song Hit at Big Affair Here on 
Sept. 3. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jinunie Lunceford, streamlined "Prince of Rhythm," and Porter Roberts, 
famous Courier columnist, have collaborated to write a song hit which is sweeping the country. 
8348. 1937, August 28. Louie, Duke, Don, Leading Record Hits for the Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, and Don Rednkan are the dominant colored swingsters who hold 
phonograph records and are among the best record sellers for each label. 
8349. 1937, August 28. Louis-Farr Await Bell; Schmeling Bout in October, Rumor. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pl. "I’ll be down to about 198 and I’ll try to make it short." With these emphatic words, Joe Louis answered 
two vital questions while waiting for his upcoming bout. 
8350. 1937, August 28. Orlando’s Orchestra to Play Akron’s East Market Gardens Sept 5. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Orlando Robeson, the singer and his famous orchestra, which has been hailed throughout the 
mid-west, will make their first appearance in this metropolis of Akron, Ohio. Robeson’s band has been 
meeting with unusual success. 
8351. 1937, August 28. Sales End Fears All-Negro Musical Film Will Not Go. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Hollywood is still keen on attempting an all-Negro filmusical, but sales departments of the film companies 
have stymied at least two deals that were all set to go through. The film producers think it can be made 
conunercially successful but the distributing ends so far have kayoed it because of merchandising qualms. 
8352. 1937, August 29. Ben Carter in Record as Actor-Agent. Califbrnia F~agle. p6. Motion picture fans 
will witness an entirely new treatment of jazz music on the screen when they see and hear Ben Carter’s 
Plantation Boys, augmented by Perkins’ Blackbirds and the Jones Boys in the "sing band" of Fox’s new 
Eddie Cantor vehicle, "Ali Baba Goes to Town." 



8353. 1937, August 29. Cantor andNew Sing Band. California Eagle. p6. Ben Carter is featured with a 
group of players in the Harlem Sequence of the new Fox Film, "Ali Baba Goes to Town," starring Eddie 
Cantor. Carter and his original plantation boys appear in the above photo. 
8354. 1937, August 29. Every Negro An Ambassador of His Race--Cantor. Fay M. Jackson. California 
Eag&. p6. The following is from an article by Fay Jackson: Comedians and chorus girls have always 
seemed to me to have a corner on the unusual things in life .... Eddie Cantor was interviewed by Jackson 
during the production of "Ali Baba Goes to Town." Cantor holds the fondest memories, the greatest esteem 
and credits what little he has learned, to Bert Williaras. 
8355. 1937, August 29. Singer Buries Mother, New York. California Eagle. p6. Lillian Randolph, stellar 
songstress in the current floor show and revue at the Paradise Caf6, left here last Saturday to attend the 
fimeral rites over the remains of her recently decreased mother in New York. 
8356. 1937, September 2. Behind the Scenes. California Eagle. p4. Frances Turnham, the pretty feminine 
half of the "Frances and Earl" team has just finished playing the leading role of "Kay" in "Bargain with 
Bullets." Aside from being a classy dancer she was discovered to be an excellent dramatic actress, and 
interpreted the character of the scheming siren and gangster’s moll in a manner that could hardly be 
surpassed by Bette Davis or other actresses with more experience who essay such characters. (Section B). 
8357. 1937, September 2. BillRobinson. Cal![brnia Eagle. p4. A $3,500 weeldy check will be handed Bill 
Robinson for his work in the new show at the Cotton Club, now in rehearsal. Cab Calloway will again be 
co-featured. (Section B). 
8358. 1937, September 2. Call Alberta Hunter "Apostle of Gaiety’ in London and Paris. Califbrnia Eagle. 
p4. Alberta Hunter, the "Apostle of Gaiety," who is now starring in the Cotton Club revue at the Palladium 
Variety house, is achieving an overwhehning preponderance of success. The nmnner in which she puts over 
her numbers at the Palladium each night sends a stir of interest through the most lethargic imagination of 
the English people. (Section B). 
8359.1937, September 2. Los Angeles Boxing Surprised at Louis-Farr Fight Outcome. California b~ag/e. 
p3. Colored fans who crowded around the public radios along Central a:~enuc, or huddled up to them at: 
homes expecting to hear the announcer call a knockout for Joe Louis over Tommy Farr, were in for an 
awful let down. (Section B). 
8360. 1937, September 2. Studio Scribe Says Technicolor Favors Making of Great ~lovie Featuring 
Negro. Fay M. Jackson. Ca/~ibrnia Eagle. p4. The :following is from an article by Fay Jackson: Since the 
advent of sound in motion pictures and the present transition from black and white to color, there is an 
undercurrent of feeling and opinion here that, as soon as the story, is written and the actor-material appears 
on the scene, Hollywood will make the great Negro epic for which raillions of Afro-American movie fans 
have been clamoring. (Section B). 
8361. 1937, September 2. Will Sing at Philharmonic This Season. California Eagle. p4. Marian Anderson 
will again be presented as guest artists on Louis E. Be~mer’s 1937-38 musical season at the Philharmonic 
auditorium. (Section B). 
8362.1937, September 4.2,200 See Music Ass’n Award Plaque W. C. Handy for His St. Louis Blues. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Before an abundance of 2,200 persons Monday night at the Washington 
Tabernacle Baptist Church, W. C. Handy’, famous composer, was honored at a six-day convention of 
musicians in St. Louis. The musicians were part of the National Association of Negro Musicians. 
8363. 1937, September 4. Billy Rowe Catches Theatre Celebrities Present at Ringside. Billy" Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Enhancing the huge crowd who sat to watch Joe Louis defeat To~nn\V Farr were 
theatrical and night life celebrities from all over the country. Among those around and near the ringside 
were Mr. and Mrs. Cab Calloway, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Armstrong, Rex Ingrain, Ethel Waters, and Ella 
Fitzgerald. 
8364. 1937, September 4. "Bojangles" Will Set New Salary Record When He Reopens Cotton Club on 
Broadway with Calloway. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Herman Starks, manager of the famous Cotton Club, 
this week signed Bill Robinson and Cab Calloway to co-star in the third edition of the Cotton Club Parade 
which will open in September. Robinson who lras been engaged by a special arrangement with Darryl 
Zanuck and 20th Century Fox films, will receive $3,500 per week for his work, the highest salary ever paid 
a colored performer in a Broadway production. This salary is also more money tlran has ever been received 
by any individual for a night club appearance. 
8365. 1937, September 4. Call Alberta Hunter "Apostle of Gaiety." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Alberta 
Hunter, the "Apostle of Gaiety," who is now starring in the Cotton club revue at the Palladium Variety 
House in London, is achieving an overwhehning preponderance of success. The manner in which she puls 



over her numbers at the Palladium each night sends a stir of interest through the most lethargic imagination 
of English people. 
8366. 1937, September 4. Callahan Refuses to Grant Scottsboro Boys New Trial. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
When the Scottsboro trials were completed with the freeing of four of the nine defendants after the State 
dropped its charges, the general belief prevailed that the famous Scottsboro cases were ended. However, 
denials by an Alaba~na judge forced the cases to the U.S. Supreme Court again. 
8367.1937, September 4. Chick and Ella Are Returning to Harlem’s Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Chick Webb and his now famons Savoy Swing orchestra is very much in the news and the stream of 
popular swing aggregations. Main Stem critics viewing him for the first time, enhanced by the superb voice 
of Ella Fitzgerald, the "First Lady of Swing," if ever there was one, threw more adjectives his way than 
could be found in a comprehensive dictionary. 
8368. 1937, September 4. Edgar Haves Has Real Thing in Swing Bands. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Fifteen 
years ago, Earl Hines, Pittsburgh’s own pianist, left the city for Chicago. Hines has been playing for Lois 
Deppe and his famous orchestra. When Hines left, Deppe brought to this city a musical genius of the 
ivories, who was destined to become one of the greatest in the country. That man was Edgar Hayes. 
8369. 1937, September 4. Harlem Fails to Get "Her Up" Over Louis Victory. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Harlem, blas6 New York’s famous black belt, which heretofore declared a Roman holiday when the 
devastating Louis battered an opponent to the canvas, took the latest Joe Louis triumph as just a matter of 
fact. The din of tin pans, the glare of street lights, and the howl of satisfied humans were not a part of the 
scenery as the great Louis marched on to another victory. 
8370. 1937, September 4. Larry Steele Turns Down Plantation Of[or to Return to "Harlem Casino." 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Larry, Steele, handsome maestro producer of floor shows and stage productions, is 
returning to the scene of his lbrmer triumphs in Pittsburgh at the Harlem Casino~ The capable maestro 
announced that he turned down an attractive offer, received from proprietors of Harlem’s Plantation Club, 
to return to Pittsburgh. 
8371. 1937, September 4. Louis Wins with One Hand. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Joe 
Louis reveals that he injured his right hand in the fourth round based on an interview that he conducted 
with a Courier reporter. And in winning with one hand, Joe proved to himself that hc’s a champion worthy 
of the name. 
8372. 1937, September 4. Marva Gets All "Dolled Up" but Is Absent at Ringside. Bessie Holloway. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Courier’s Bessie Holloway covered the title bout from a woman’s point of view. 
She noticed that, although Marva (Trotter) Louis had spent several hours in a beauty salon getting all 
"dolled up" a few hours before the fight, she was not present for the bout, stating that she and her hubby 
Joe planned to fly to Detroit after the fight. 
8373. 1937, September 4. "Mulatto" WillBe Revived in Fall. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. According to the 
latest announcement, "Mulatto," is scheduled to be revived in the fall. "Mulatto,’~ a dramatic bit from the 
pen of Langston Hughes exploring mixed love in the deep Soutl~ was last presented on Broadway. 
8374. 1937, September 4. Ralph Cooper Delays Trip to Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Ralph Cooper, 
who was scheduled to arrive in Harlem from California, was unable to do so when he became prostrated in 
Hollywood when informed about the death of his nephew, Albert Smock Cooper, in Harlem. 
8375. 1937, September 4. White and Colored See Motion Pictures Side by Side in Alabama Town; Only a 
Brick Wall Separates Them. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. The Macon Theater in Tuskegee, 
Alabama, built by a Negro contractor, has separate entrances and separate ticket booths on the same street, 
one for blacks only and the other for whites only--it even has separate slaff. 
8376. 1937, September 4. Zanuck Still Interested in Colored Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Consistent 
with reports found in the columns of this paper last week, Darryl Zanuck, of the 20th Century Fox Fihn lot, 
is still interested in an all-Negro filmusical. Although it lras been suggested that the production, if 
completed, may run into sales trouble, the film head is still considering this possibility. Lew Leslie is 
working with the studio on the proposed project. 
8377. 1937, September 5. Ad--"A Day at the Races" (film). Cal~ornia Eagle. pT. The motion picture, "A 
Day at the Races," that features the Marx Brothers is advertised at the Tivoli Theater. 
8378. 1937, September 5. Ad--"Slave Ship" (film). California Eagle. pT. The motion picture, "Slave 
Ship," is currently being advertised at the Tivoli Theater. The picture includes well over 200 "colored 
players." 
8379. 1937, September 5. LuncefordJbr Cotton ~Tub. Cal![brnia Eagle. pS. Jinmfie Lunceford, director of 
his own orchestra and glee club, is scheduled to open at the Culver City Cotton Club. 



8380. 1937, September 5. Rene and Jones" Boy’s Sing Band Give Effect to Movies. Fay M. Jackson. 
California Eagle. pS. Out of Hollywood comes the newest wrinkle in vocal adaptation of the curious 
r~rthrn that has sent America dance crazy, A-Sing-Band, that goes a whole orchestra better than the Mills 
Brothers’ idea and brings an entirely new and different aspect to music recordings for motion picture 
studios. The Jones Boys, all five of them, startled the cinema capital with a suggestion of a sing band for 
the picture, "Can Tlfis Be Dixie," "Racing Blood," and "Big Show." But when Bing Crosby made "Double 
or Nothing," they became so definite a fixture as orchestral background that they were engaged to do all the 
musical effects for the picture, augmented by an all-white chorus of 75 voices. 
8381. 1937, September 7. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Califorr~ia Eagle. pl. Joe Louis, the 
heavyweight champion of the world is the headlined fighter in the world of sports every two or three 
months. It may seem unimportant to many of my readers as a headline attraction, but it is very important 
when you realize that when any Negro reaches the headlines, regardless of what profession he is in, the 
entire Negro race is subject to rise or fall on the event. 
8382. 1937, September 9. Behind the Scenes. Harry Levette. Cal~rma Eagle. p4. "It Never Happened 
Before," a new film at R.K.O. studio, is busily shooting with from ten to a score of colored players taking 
part daily. At Warner’s-First National, the director is using 26 colored men, and 12 colored women in a 
new fihn that has not even been named yet. "Bargain with Bullets," new all-colored cast gangster thriller, 
filmed by Million Dollar Productions, starring Ralph Cooper, opens with a big western premier September 
17 at the Lincoln theater. (Section 13). 
8383. 1937, September 9. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Calijbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: The National Baptist Congress moved into the City of Angels this week, from all 
parts of lhc country. It is indeed evidence of progrcss when I hear all around me, people of every olhcr 
denomination sincercly, inviting lhcse visitors to their homes. 
8384. 1937, September 9. Jess Brooks to Star in "Crusade’ Play. California Eagle. p4. The thrce act 
drama, "Thc Lost Chord," will begin on October 8 at the Lincoln theater starting Jesse Lee Brooks and 
Mac Turncr. Brooks and Turner will be supportcd by Cleo Desmond, Webb King, Haw Levettc, Leon 
Wastfington, Floyd Covington, and others. (Section B). 
8385. 1937, September 9. New Film to ()pen with Big Premiere. Califi)rnia 1,;agle. pl. "Bargain with 
Bullets," ncw all-star, all-Negro motion picturc is set to open September 17, starting Thercsa Harris, Ralph 
Cooper, Frances Turuham, and Edward Thompson. Other members ofthc cast include: Sam McDaniel, 
Lawrcnce Criner, and Clarcnce Brooks. A typical Hollywood prcmiere is promised, according to officials 
of the production. 
8386. 1937, September 11. Boxing Writers Roast Joe, Praise Welshman. Gary Schumacher. Pittsburgh 
Courier. plS. A symposium of ringside opinion innnediately after the battle approved unanimously the 
decision in favor of Joe Louis. Some of the opinions: Tim Mars--Louis won without question. Ex-mayor 
James J. Walker--Louis, but an uninteresting fight. 
8387. 1937, September 11. Eastern Theatres Prepare for Fall Season. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgt’~ Courier. 
p20. Off to a start in September, the show shops of the Negro metropolis along the Eastern seaboard, are 
already praying for "fat" months when winter comes. At the Apollo Theater here in New York, the new 
season got off to a flying start with Ella Fitzgerald and Drum Swing King Chick Webb. 
8388. 1937, September 11. "Glad to Meet You" Exclaim Louis" and Schmeling as June Match Is 
Scheduledjbr "Somewhere in the United States’." S. T. Holland. Pittsburgh Courier. p 16. "That’s the best 
thing I’ve seen yet," shouts Joe to promoter Mike Jacobs during their long distance telephone conversation 
Friday afternoon, when informed that Max Schmeling had just si~naed a contract for a retun~ bout next June 
with the world heavyweight championship at stake. 
8389. 1937, September 11. Handy, Who Wrote "St. Louis Blues" Gets Yearly Royalty of Over $20,000. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Since 1904, the publication date of W.C. Handy’s famous "St. Louis Blues," 
1,500,000 copies have been sold and royalties from radio and films net him $20,000 annually. With such an 
income, the internationally famous composer has no worries involving finances for years to come. 
8390. 1937, September 11. Harrington Defends Joe: Describes Flights of Former C~amps.[hom 
Strongest Rivals. L. E. Harrington. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. To most of those who have reached the top 
they paid the price on the way up. But in the case of Joe Louis, the blasting Brown Bomber, who at the 
tender age of 23 is champion of the heavyweight division, thereby, being the youngest titleholder the 
division has ever known and one of the youngest fighters to ever hold a world ~s title, it is something 
different. 



8391. 1937, September 11. Hollywood Honors Gershwin; Race Artists on Air Program. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The memory of George Gershwin, which was honored in the Stadium concert of Augns 9, 
will be honored on an even more extensive program at the Hollywood Bowl. The program will include 
Todd Duncan, Anne Wiggins Brown and Ruby Elzy who will present excerpts from "Porgy and Bess." 
8392. 1937, September 11. ’7 ToM Joe He CouM Out-Box Farr" Blackburn. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
"After Joe hurt Iris hand in the fourth round, I told him tlkat he could outbox Farr," declared Jack 
Blackburn, trainer of the heavyweight Champion Joe Louis, in an exclusive interview with the Pittsburgh 
Courier. "I knew that was the only thing for him to do after he smashed his hand and Joe certainly did a 
good job of it. For a one-armed man, he gave Farr one of the greatest lacings with a left hand that I’ve ever 
seen," Blackburn continued. 
8393. 1937, September 11. Third Man in Ring Analyses Fight for the Courier. Edgar T. Rouzeau. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Radio fans who heard the round-by-round description of Clem McCarthy of the 
heavyweight championship bout between Joe Louis and Tommy Farr, were mildly astonished when the 
Brown Bomber retained his crown. Farr was surely the winner if the broadcast meant anything. 
8394. 1937, September 11. Two Zephyrs Have Signed Up with Duke. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ernest 
Turner and William Washington, better known along theatrical row as Two Zephyrs, have been signed for 
a week’s engagement with Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra, when he plays a theatrical 
engagement in Minneapolis, Minn. 
8395. 1937, September 16. Ad--"Bargain ,~th Bullets." Cal~ornia Eagle. pl. The motion picture, 
"Bargain With Bullets," is advertised at the Lincoln Theater. 
8396. 1937, September 16. All-ColoredFilm in Premiere atLincoln. Cali~brnia Eagle. pg. The first real 
premiere of an all-colored cast movie melodrama, "Bargain With Bullets" will be presented at "the Lincoln 
theater. The picture stars Ralph Cooper. Honored guests for the film’s premiere include: George Raft, 
Martha Raye, Ricardo Cortez, Alice Faye, Lionel Standers, Jas Cagney, Clarence Muse, Vince Barnett, 
Pinky Tomlin, Hattie McDaniel, Louise Beavers, Nicodemus Stewart, Troy Brown, and others. (Section 
A). 
8397. 1937, September 16. Clarence Muse A Talkin to You. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: We are going to have to have a real honest to goodness Hollywood premiere 
on Central Avenue Friday night with the opening of an all-colored photoplay called, "Bargain with 
Bullets." Kleig lights, orchestra, radio tie-ups, autograph collectors, rope lanes, courteous police, and all of 
the glamorous things that make a night of great excitement, will be the program of the opening of the all- 
colored photoplay called, "Bargain with Bullets." 
8398. 1937, September 16. German "Ed’ Writes Film Executives. California Eagle. pl. Dolph Frantz, 
managing editor of the Shreveport Journal, Louisiana, has staged a one-man campaign against the casting 
of Negroes in fihns with whites, by assertively writing a race-baiting letter to motion picture executives 
here which is reportedly to have passed through all major studios. Frantz criticized such films as "Artists 
and Models" and "Imitation of Life" by declaring that these films made him sick to the stomach when film 
producers became so bold as to put Negroes on social eqnali~ with whites in pictures. 
8399. 1937, September 18. Armstrong Kayoes Burns; Defoe Is Next Opponent. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. 
Moving into the stretch for his title fight against Petey Sarron, Hen~." Armstrong, California claimant of the 
feathe~veight crown, stopped off in Pittsburgh last week long enough to polish off Charlie Bums, 
Johi~stown lightweight, in two minutes and 55 seconds of the fourth round. 
8400. 1937, September 18. "Cotton Club" Revue Returns from Europe. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. After a three months’ tour of the theaters and night clubs of both Paris and London, the Cotton Club 
Revue, in its major parts, returned to America via Canada last Friday. Among those who performed with 
tlfis revue included: Berry Brothers, Rosalie Lincoln, Lucia Moses, and others. 
8401. 1937, September 18. Duke Plays for Whites First Then Colored. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In 
Yonngstown, Ohio, because of the local laws regulating the mixing of whites and blacks, Duke Elingtol~ 
performed a dance engagement for whites first and then performed for the colored dance lovers. 
8402. 1937, September 18. Empty Pockets Stump "De Lawd." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. In fact, the "De 
Law&’ Rex Ingram, is so banl~rupt that he can’t even buy the stationa~ and stamps to write an explanation 
to Hollywood, where he owes a bill of $116 for gasoline and oil which he bought on a visit there. Ingrain 
did not care to go into details when someone asked him why he lrad waited until the depression got him 
before he remembered that he had this bill to pay. 



8403. 1937, September 18. Grand Terrace Job Is Real Test for An@ Kirk’s Band. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Nightly broadcast adds to the popularity of orchestra-piano playing Maur Lou Williams who was an 
excellent feature of the band. 
8404. 1937, September 18. Herndon and White Anti-Red Clash at Workers Meeting. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p5. Angelo Herndon, Communist leader addressed a meeting of the Workers School, held at Southwest 
Y.W.C.A., Friday night. In his speech he reviewed the treatment of the Negro during the past 50 years with 
emphasis on the 5,000 lynchings perpetrated during that time and his own experiences in Georgia. 
8405. 1937, September 18. Kirby’s Band Holds Forth at Onyx Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
youthful dapper Jolm Kirby and his band set in well and tempered the heat wave at the downtown hot spot, 
the Onyx Club. Kirby, a former exponent of the Fletcher Henderson, unit seems to know all the questions 
in hot jazz repertoire and evidently is giving the answers. 
8406. 1937, September 18. Liehtmans Get 2 More Houses in Richmond, VA. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Lichtnran Theaters acquired two more motion picture houses in Richmond, Virginia. The two theaters the 
Lichtnran chain has just acquired are the Hippodrome and the Globe. 
8407. 1937, September 18. Louis Armstrong, Bound jfbr Holl)~ood, Breaking Records on Tour Through 
Dixie. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis "King of Trumpets" Armstrong will make an appearance here 
tonight at the Municipal Auditorium in Macon, Georgia. "King" Louis is enroute to Hollywood, where it is 
rumored he will appear in another movie. 
8408. 1937, September 18. Rhinelander Case Echoes Rock New England. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. 
Memories of the famous Kip Rhinelander case in New York several years ago were revived Tuesday as 
Earl Perldns, white machinist, filed a divorce and annulment suit against his wife, Gertrude Perldns, on the 
grounds she concealed her true race, Negro, from him prior to their marriage May 2, 1936. 
8409. 1937, September 18. Seottsboro Appeals Face Prolonged Delay. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Though it 
has been generally understood since the denial at Decatur several weeks ago by Judge W. W. Callahan of 
motions lbr a new trial in the cases of Clarence Norris, Charlie Weems, and Andy Wright, Scottsboro Case 
defendants, that further appeals will be filed and would be taken directly to the United States Supreme 
Court, it is now learned from competent legal authority that this cannot be done. 
8410. 1937, September 23. Behind the Scenes. Harry Levette. CaliJbrnia b?agle, pT. Bill Robinson came 
slipping back nito town so quietly that no one knew he was headed for the coast but Fox Studio officials 
and his hosts at his 21 st street stopping place. Ray Martin, former La Grange, Illinois football star, is in 
charge of the extras working in this year’s "Jungle Jim" serial at Universal studio. Louise Beavers has 
received one of the hundred script books completed last week lbr the next picture by Million Dollar 
Productions, producers of all-colored cast pictures. Lillian Randolph returned from New York a week ago 
after being called there for the sad ~nission of attending her mother’s funeral. (Section A). 
8411. 1937, September 23. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: As powerful evidence of the power of good motion pictures is the cast of the 
famous Warner Bros. Studio production of. "I Am A Fugitive From A Georgia Chain Gang," back in 1932. 
8412. 1937, September 23. "De Lawd’ Files Bankruptcy Plea. California Eagle. pS. Rex Ingram, famous 
actor who played "De Lawd" in the movie version of "Green Pastures," filed for bankruptcy. He listed 
9,511.62 in debts, his assets nothing--no real or personal property other than the clothes on his back. 
Ingmm has been unable to get a~~ suitable roles in the films lately. (Section 8). 
8413. 1937, September 23. Hall Johnson Named Guest (2bnductor. California Eagle. p4. Hall Jolmson, 
organizer and director of the world famous choir that bears his name, has been appointed to the position of 
guest conductor of the Phillips Temple CME church choir. The Phillips Temple choir is recognized as one 
of the best music organizations in the city. (Section A). 
8414.1937, September 23. IIenry Armstrong Kayoes Another. Cal~fi)rnia Eagle. pS. "Hurricane Henry" 
Armstrong, terror of featherweight and lightweight ranks, knocked out young Charley Burns, in the fourth 
round of a scheduled 10 round bout. (Section B). 
8415. 1937, September 23. NBA Tells Joe to Sign for Sehmeling Fight in 30 Days or Vacate. California 
Eagle. p4. In a strongly worded ultimatum by the National Boxing Association, Joe Louis was ordered to 
signi~ within 30 days his willingness to fight Max Schmeling for the crown or else have his title declared 
vacated. (Section B). 
8416. 1937, September 23. Satchmo’s Flicker Date Set_[br October 1st. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p8. Louis 
"Satchmo’Armstrong, the trumpet kingpin begins work on October 1, with Bing Crosby on a new picture 
for Paramount. The picture is untitled but will be adapted from an O’He~uy yarn titled, "The Badge of 
Policman O’Roon." (Section B). 



8417. 1937, September 23. Variety Sees Great Future in Negro Movies. California Eagle. p7. Variety 
magazine turned its attention to "Bargain with Bullets," all-colored cast feature premiere at the Lincoln 
theater. Rather than a brief mention~ the national publication devoted a cohmm and a half to criticism of 
the film. This source revealed that: "The picture is an exhibit of unusual interest because it is the first 
feature length fihn yet to be played by an all-Negro cast and it therefore opens up the possibility for a raw 
and hitherto unexploited field of motion picture production." (Section A). 
8418. 1937, September 23. Washington and Strode in Bruin Lineup Tomorrow. California Eagle. pl. 
"Westwood Will" Spaulding called his UCLA gridders together Monday for the final week of practice for 
the season’s opener with the University of Oregon tomorrow at the Coliseum. All eyes are on Kearny 
Washington and Woodrow Strode, Negro flashes, this year. (Section B). 
8419.1937, September 23. Writer Commends Technical A~pects of Film "Bargain with Bullets." Jolm 
Kinloch. California Eagle.. pl. Despite the hackneyed plot, "Bargain with Bullets," emerges the finest all- 
colored motion picture ever produced. The story, which is of the rise and fall of a Harlem "big shot," is one 
which affords Ralph Cooper ample opportuni~7 to display his particular brand of histrionics. (Section B). 
8420. 1937, September 25. All-Colored Casts to Feature Newest Picture Series. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
The first in a series of all-colored pictures starting Louise Beavers will get under way here in Hollywood 
on or about October 1st at the Argosy Studios. The films, under the balmer of the Million Dollar 
Productions, Inc., will have Ralph Cooper as director and producer and a host of well known colored actors 
and actresses who are responding to the company’s call. 
8421. 1937, September 25. ~ick andElla atLoew’s. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Chick Webb and Ella 
Fitzgerald whom the theater and dance public have come to look upon as God and Goddess of swing, 
provide the headline attraction of the Loew’s State second "Fall Festival," vaudeville program the current 
week. 
8422. 1937, September 25. Film Heads Refuse to Accept Role as Educators in Picture Production. 
Pittsburgh (-~burier. pl 3. Hope thai: film moguls might be moved to change their minds on the currently 
popular characterizations of Negroes and others received a setback last: week when their spokesmen met 
leaders of Jewist~ Protestant and Catholic groups and indicated that producers would "stick to straight 
entertainment, subject only to standards of common decency." 
8423. 1937, September 25. Garvey Says His New Plan Will Save Race. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Marcus 
Garvey, President-General of the Universal Negro Improvement Association, has launched a campaign to 
obtain money from Negroes everywhere, as well as whites. He has established headqnarters in a London 
flat [br operation of his "five-year-plan" with the slogan, "Our Last Chance To Save Ourselves." 
8424. 1937, September 25. Government Says "Step" Owes Income Tax. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Stepin 
Fetchit, the slow talking and jnst as slow working comedian of the stage and screen will have to do some 
fast talking and thi~tking if he would convince Uncle Sam that he doesn’t owe $3,103.66 in additional 
income taxes for 1936. 
8425. 1937, September 25. Hollywood Tattle. Bernice Patton. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Libby Taylor, 
Harlem’s diamond Lil, whose deep dimples keep her in the "too pretty for mammy roles" is stepping high 
and wide when she assumes a role in "Buccaneer." ...Dimunitive Jehi LeGon, made her fihn debut in 
"Hooray for Love." 
8426. 1937, September 25. Joe Louis Mobbed by Crowd of 30,O00 in Philly, Call Riot Squad. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. Men, women, and children fight to touch Joe Louis in appearance with his Brown Bomber 
softballers. Pandemonium broke loose when Louis walked on the field to take his position at first base. He 
was mobbed. Fights broke out, women fainted, and the management was forced to call the riot squad. 
8427. 1937, September 25. Louie and Bing to Star in Paramount Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis 
Armstrong, King of high notes, and Bing Crosby, president of Crosby, Inc., and one of the movies’ greatest 
stars, have been signed to work together again. The contract, which will uuite the two stars of "Pennies 
From Heaven," was signed here last week and Armstrong is currently heading to California for this 
purpose. The picture will be taken from an O’Henry story, entitled, "The Badge of Policeman O’Roon." 
8428. 1937, September 25. Nicholas Brothers Replace "Bojangles" in Cotton Club. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Famed dancing team the Nicholas Brothers and Cab Calloway will headline a show on Broadway, due 
to open this week. The sudden decision of Manager Herman Starks to sign the youthful brothers to aid in 
the headlining of the Cotton Club’s third offering on Broadway was brought about by the last minute 
departure of Bill Robinson, who has originally been signed to co-star for cinenra productions on the 
Twentieth Centtu3; Fox studio lot. 



8429. 1937, September 25. So. Movie Critic Hates Mixing of Races in Films. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
"Artists and Models," the movie in which Louis Armstrong is a featured player, which was screened in 
Atlanta a few weeks ago, evoked loud criticisms from a local movie critic, all because in one of the 
sequences, the great "Satchino" appears in a skit with Martha Raye, former small time New York show 
girl, now a Hollywood star. The critic stated, "I have no objection to Negroes on the screen. I like them 
from Bill Robinson on down the line. There stuff usnally is good .... But I don’t like mixing white folk-- 
and especially a white girl--in their acts." 
8430. 1937, September 25. Willie Bryant atApollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Willie Bryant, acted as 
headline attraction at the Apollo theater on Friday. In the past, Bryant’s coming to the Apollo Theater was 
no more or less than the billing of any other musical attraction. However, coming into the Apollo this time, 
Bryant is something new, something that has never been done, something that cannot be missed. 
8431. 1937, September 30. Bessie Smith, World-Famed Blues Singer, Killed in Automobile Crash. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. Bessie Smith, for 20 years one of the nation’s leading blues singers, died when an 
automobile in which she was riding turned over. Two weeks ago she retun~ed to Mempllis to join the 
"Broadway Rastus" show on Beale Street and was with a company when the tragedy occurred. She was 50 
years old. 
8432. 1937, September 30. "Black Eagle’ Julian Hurt in Crash--Not Plane, but Chair. California Ea~le. 
p3. Colonel Hubert F. Julian, Harlem’s "Black Eagle," crashed, however not in a airplane, but this time 
from a lowly, unromantic chair .... He reported that the unfortunate occurrence in his hotel compelled him 
to postpone his trip to the Far East where he had planned to join the Chinese air force. Julian appears in the 
above photo. (Section A). 
8433. 1937, September 30. Candid Camera Shots of Hollywood. Fay M. Jackson. CaliJbrnia bSagle, p4. 
Reports from the Screen Actors Guild reveal that extras working on "The Birth of a Nation" received $2.50 
per day for a I 0-hour day. Hattie McDaniel has a screamingly funny part in the new RKO comedy, "Taking 
the Town," starring Fred Stone (film Released as "Quick Money"). (Section B). 
8434. 1937, September 30. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. The Ibllowing is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Why do a great man5, newspaper columnists think the way to become a great 
Negro writer is to try to tear down the good work of other Negroes? Here comes a mean and nasty editorial 
from a young man, who is to my mind a great intellectual, a sincere fellow, but unbalanced on the subject 
of complexion. 
8435. 1937, September 30. Clarke Finishes "Blossoms on Broadway" ,qth Studio Praise. Cal~ibrnia 
bSagle, p4. Frederick Clarke, "the "miracle boy" of sepia filmland, who brings comedy with a finesse to his 
butler roles, finished his work in "Blossoms on Broadway." Frequently, according to Director Wallace, 
Clarke’s comedy, executed with an uncanny seriousness and "dead-pan" expression, stopped production 
until the actors themselves could work with a straight face. (Section B). 
8436. 1937, September 30. "De Lawd" Names Local Girl in Pauper Claim. California Eagle. p4. When 
Cliff (Rex) Ingrain filed an involuntary petition for bankruptcy in the U.S. District court, he included 
among his creditors, Pansy Lee Harper, an employee in the count" Tax Assessor’s office. Harper entered a 
suit against the actor for money owed to her some two years ago and followed up with a breach of promise 
charge when he failed to honor the loan. (Section B). 
8437. 1937, September 30. Did the OM Water-Robinson Feud Flare Up in Gotham’s Current Cotton 
Club Revue? California Eagle. p6. We have to be evil but it sounded funny to those in the know when we 
heard that Ethel Waters and Bill Robinson would play in the same Cotton Club revue this season. Waters 
said tlrat she never would forget how Bill treated her when she was trying to get a start in life... Bill 
squirms from the memory of it, swears he has tried to be nice. Page 6-B. 
8438. 1937, September 30. Did the Old Waters-Robinson Feud Flare Up in Gotham’s Current Cotton 
Club Revue? Cal![brnia Eagle. p6. We hate to be evil, but it sounded funny to those in the know when we 
heard that Ethel Waters and Bill Robinson would play in the same Cotton Club revue this season. Ethel 
said she never would forget how Bill treated her when she was trying to get a start in life and Bill squirms 
from the memory of it, swears he has tried to be uice. Perhaps, he’d rather play "Uncle Billy" to Shirley 
Temple out at Fox and cinch his career as your uncle tom on the silversheet than stand the gaff in hectic 
Harlem. (Section B). 
8439. 1937, September 30. Hot Lips Page Held Over at Small’s. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p5. Oran "Hot Lips" 
Page, trumpeter who has been creating a sensation with his swing back at Smalls’ Paradise, has been held 
over at the famous Harlem night club as the feature attraction in the Leonard Harper extravaganza which 
premiered Sunday night. (Section B). 



8440. 1937, September 30. Mulatto. California Eagle. p5. "Mulatto" which has been touring the Atlamic 
Coast Circuit, begins a week’s engagement at the Brighton theater with a cast headed by Abbie Mitchell, 
Smart Beebe, Hurst An\vx, Janet Leland and Harry Hanlon. (Section B). 
8441. 1937, September 30. "Sam Quentin’ on Lincoln Screen Sunday. California Eagle. p6. After long 
delays occasioned principally by state law interference and strict censorship, "San Quentin," gripping 
prison picture opens at the Lincoln theater on Sunday. From 150 to 500 players were used each day" 
including from 50 to 60 colored convicts in the great penal institution. (Section B). 
8442. 1937, September 30. Sid Dones, Althea Carrere Wed in Quiet Ceremony. California Eagle. p7. 
Sidney P. Dones, thrice-married and well-known real estate dealer, has again taken unto lfimself a wife. 
The popular forty-nine year old business man was married to pretty Althea Carrere, 21. The newlyweds 
appear in the above photo. (Section A). 
8443. 1937, September 30. Van Vechten Catches Nora Holt in Gay Mood. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p5. 
Everybody knows that Carl Van Vechten is a candid camera addict and probably started the indoor sport 
that is now madly sweeping the country. Glamorous Nora Holt is caught by the author in one of her ma~7 
exotic moments. Holt appears in the above photo. (Section B). 
8444. 1937, October 2. Bessie Smith, Famous Blues Singer, Dead in Auto Crash. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Bessie Smith, queen of the Blues, was killed at noon last Sunday morning when an automobile in which 
she was riding overturned near Cahoma, Miss. Show folks on Memphis’ famed Beale Street mourned the 
death of the fifty-year-old singer when news of her death reached them Monday. 
8445. 1937, October 2. "Black Eagle" Julian Is Hurt When Chair, Not Plane, Crashes in Paris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p24. Colonel Hubert F. Julian, Harlem’s erstwhile "Black Eagle," former "Chief of the 
Royal Ettfiopian Air Corps," and twice "nearly" a trans-Atlantic flyer, last Tuesday :figured in another 
crash, not, however in an airplane, but this time from a lowly, unromantic chair .... He reported that the 
unfortunate occurrence in his hotel compelled him to postpone iris trip to the Far East where he had planned 
to join the Chinese air force. 
8446. 1937, October 2. Cotton Club Show Proves "Spades Are Trumps." Billy Rowe. Pittsbu~2gh Courier. 
p20. Two seasons have passed and as the world famous Cotton Club moves into its third part of the gay 
heterogeneous panorama that is Broadway--all is well--for it: has a lhll line up of top flight colored 
entertainers. Among those arc Cab Calloway, the Nicholas Brothers, Avis Andrews, and many others. 
8447. 1937, October 2. Has Louis Slowed Up Since the Camera Fight. Frank Sutton. Pittsbut2gh Courier. 
plT. Almost everyone admits that Joe Louis fought his best fight against Primo Camera. On that 
memorable day in June of 1936, out there under the blazing glare of countless :floodlights of Yankee 
Stadium’s squared stadium, the Brown Bromer was at lfis peak. 
8448.1937, October 2. Joe Louis Breaks Silence in Philly, but Doesn’t Know When He’s to Fight Again. 
Johi~ Saunders. Pittsbu~eh Courier. plT. Joe Louis told the Courier correspondent, "I don’t know when I’m 
going to fight again .... The ouly time I know I’m fighting is when my manager tells me to get ready." 
8449. 1937, October 2. Lil Armstrong and Horace Henderson Orks to "Battle." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Lil Armstrong, "Queen Of Swing," and her orchestra will engage in a battle of swing music with Horace 
Henderson and his Swingland Band just before they take to the road. Armstrong has returned to 
prominence as the conductor of a great band. 
8450. 1937, October 2. Ralph Cooper Flies from Hollywood to Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ralph 
Cooper, Harlem’s favorite son and the ouly male movie star, flew into New York last Friday to aid in the 
selling of his latest all-colored major production~ "Bargain with Bullets." 
8451. 1937, October 2. Teddy Hill Back in States After Triumphs Abroad. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Teddy Hill and his famous orchestra returned to America after four sensational months in 
Europe. The youthful maestro of staccato rhythm and one of the few American bands to achieve success 
abroad was met at the pier by a host of followers and friends. 
8452. 1937, October 2. Tiny Bradshaw Is a "One Man Show." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Tiny Bradshaw 
and his orchestra, the toast of Baltimore nightlifers and dance fans, is headed toward this city of 
Huntington, W. Va. for a dance engagement at the Fifth Street Arn~ory Friday night. Bradshaw leads one of 
the better known bands that plays music in a different style. 
8453. 1937, October 7. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: It takes celebrities to make famous locales, the world over. Royal personalities 
nrade the Piccadilly, the promenade of London .... Carl Van Vechten brought honor and fame to Harlem 
but personalities of our own group made Central Avenae, Los Angeles. (Section A). 



8454. 1937, October 7. Congratulations!. California Eagle. p4. William C. Handy may well claim title to 
the term "Father of the Blues." He created a pattern from which jazz and swing music derived. Handy 
appears in the above photo. Now, nearly a quarter of a centre?.T after "St. Louis Blues," was composed, a 
symphonic arrangement has been completed after five years work and the plaintive Negro melody may 
soon take its place on American concert programs---companion piece, perhaps, to Dvorak’s "New World 
Symphony." (Section B). 
8455. 1937, October 7. Deny Hotels Refused to House Louis. California Eagle. pl. Rabid denials that Joe 
Louis, world’s heavyweight boxing cha~npion, has been denied accommodations in San Francisco hotels, 
reached here this week, following the boxer’s arrival in this city. According to the San Francisco Chroulcal 
and Examiner, the story released through the United press was erroneous based on the concoction of a taxi 
driver turned reporter for the moment. (Section A). 
8456. 1937, October 7. Four Studios Bid_[br Renes’ Song; RKO Studio Gets Their "Sleep)’ Time in 
Hawaii" Hit. California Eagle. p4. From a nickel in the slot victrola to the finest of cinema palaces 
throughout the world is quite a step for, "Sleepy Time in Hawaii," the latest song sensation by Leon and 
Otis Rene. (Section B). 
8457. 1937, October 7. Les Hire and Earl Dancer Injured. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl. Les Hite, famous band 
leader, had been severely injured in a head-on collision with a big sedan carrying eight white people, as he 
and his orchestra were returning from an engagement in Bakersfield. Hite’s valet, Jesse Hurley, died from 
skull fractures en route to the Bakersfield General hospital without regaining consciousness. (Section A). 
8458. 1937, October 7. Muse Wins Contract for Champion Joe Louis. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p3. Joe Louis, 
heavyweight champion of the world, signed a movie contract and started going through his paces under the 
tutelage of Clarence Muse, for a motion picture in which he will star. Louis signed the contract with an 
independent company, backed by eastern capital, Tuesday afternoon in offices of the Lew Golder artist 
agency. "The Spirit of Youth," is the temporary, title for tiffs fihn built around the life of the young 
champion. 
8459. 1937, October 7. Randol Tells (~Split with Cooper After "~!!anhattan." Cal(fbrnia Eagle. p4. 
George Randol, former "Green Pastures" actor and president of the Randol-Riualdo Productions, Inc., told 
of his split with Ralph Cooper after they filmed, "Dark Manhattan." According to Randol, after "Dark 
Manha~aan.’’ was released, Cooper used plans that were laid for Randol-Cooper Productions and "contacted 
a shrewd bm~ch of Jewish theater men and fl~ey at once started to produce colored pictures." He said this 
[breed trim to reorganize the company into the Randol-Rinaldo Productions in company with Ben Riualdo, 
the only whito man in the original group. (Section B). 
8460. 1937, October 7. The Rev. Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. California Eagle. p4. The Rev. Adam Clayton 
Powell, Jr., who this week by virtue of his father’s resignation from New York’s Abbyssinian Baptist 
church, became senior pastor of the church, rated the largest of its denomination in the United States. 
(Section A). 
8461. 1937, October 7. Robeson Finds Soviet a Haven for Artists" of All Nationalities. California Eagle. 
p4. The mountains would not come to Paul Robeson, so Robeson came to the mountains and is spending 
time here in the foothills of the Caucausus mountains in what he calls a much-needed rest in this Soviet 
Riviera on the Black Sea coast. (Section B). 
8462. 1937, October 9. And)" Kirk to Charleston Next Sat. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Andy Kirk’s No. 1 
recording band, which just completed an engagement at the Grand Terrace in Chicago, is now on the road 
playing one night stands. Kirk’s Twelve Clouds of Joy have steadily gained in popularity with dancers. He 
is scheduled to play in Charleston next Saturday. 
8463. 1937, October 9. "Bargain with Bullets" Bought by Loew Chain. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Charles 
Moskowitz, managing director of Loew’s great chain of theaters throughout the country, made theatrical 
history last week when he added his name to the contract buying the Million Dollar Productions initial all- 
colored feature, "Bargain With Bullets," featuring Ralph Cooper. In signing "Bargain With Bullets," the 
executive members of the theater chain believe that they have found a picture worthy of presentation to 
both their white and colored audiences, going further to state that as long as the Million Dollar Productions, 
Inc., continues to make such pictures, it would find Loew’s a willing concern with which to do business. 
8464. 1937, October 9. Church Accepts Resignation of Rev. Powell. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Rev. Adam 
Clayton Powell, St., 72 submitted his resiguation for the third time to his congregation. The resignation was 
officially accepted by members of his churck the Abyssinian Baptist Church. Following his resignation, he 
will be succeeded by his so~ Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., assistant pastor. 



8465. 1937, October 9. Elite of Stage Worm Weep at Bier of Bessie. John Saunders. Dittsburgh Courier. 
pl. Even in death, Bessie Smith, throaty songstress had an appreciative audience. Not one who sung her 
praise with thunderons applause but a congregation wept for her because she was truly a great artist. Some 
30,000 attend the rites of Smith, "Queen Of Blues." 
8466. 1937, October 9. Harlem to Have Another Theatre. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The rumor 
that a new theater would soon open in Harlem became an assurance here last week when Harl?.T Brock, a 
well known hotel and theater man, made it known that he had completed extensive plans to open the former 
Dixie picture theater on 125th Street, off St. Nicholas avenue, as a first run vaudeville presentation theater 
for colored revues. 
8467. 1937, October 9. Moanin Blues Voice of Bessie Smith, Who 2~Iade $60,000 a Year, Will Never Still 
b.v Death. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Bessie Smith, for many years queen of the blues, crossed the 
River Styx the other day--cut away from early life. In losing Bessie Smith, the profession has lost one of 
its most important pillars, one who tradition alone has always held high as a guiding light for those who 
came along much later. 
8468. 1937, October 9. "Porgy and Bess" May Be Next All-Colored Air Commercial. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p4. Efforts are being made to make "Porgy and Bess," an air commercial which is being promoted to 
several broadcasts. In the event that the deal goes through, it will be the second commercial program to 
ever feature colored performers on a coast-to-coast hook-up in their own right. 
8469. 1937, October 9. Randol Tells of Split with Cooper After Release of "Dark Manhattan." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p3. George Randol, former "Green Pastures" actor and president of Randol-Rinaldo Productions, 
Inc., last week, told of his split with Ralph Cooper after they filmed, "Dark Ma~hattan" and announced 
movie making plans for his company. According to Randol, after "Dark Mznhattaff’ was released, Cooper 
used plans that were laid for Randol-Cooper Productions and "contaclcd a shrewd btmch of Jewish theater 
men znd they at once started to produce colored pictures." He said this forced him to rcorgznize the 
company into the Rzndol-Rinaldo Productions in company with Ben Rindaldo, the only white man in the 
original group. 
8470. 1937, October 9. Teddy Hill Packs Up and Goes Home. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Teddy Hill, having 
recently returned from Europe, refused to play zt the Apollo Thezler. Hill claimed that the management 
rcfnsed to pay him adequately and that was why he refi~sed to plzy. He stated, "I will not play any of these 
thealcrs, uuless they stop trying to raake all the money themselves and give us poor per~brmers a chance to 
make a living wage." 
8471. 1937, October 9. Union Moving Picture Operators Celebrate. N. B. Young. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. The first Moving Picture Operators’ local union in the cotmtry composed of colored mechanics is 
celebrating the begilming of its third year here in St. Louis. The tenacious fight of this group of young men 
two years ago, and their subsequent success in developing a field of gainful employment that had not been 
opened to colored, is one of the important events of progress in the mid-west. 
8472. 1937, October 14. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: At last, there seems to be a definite interest in our stars by our folks. When they 
make personal appearances at ball parks, churches or theater, they really get excited and applaud them. 
(Section A). 
8473. 1937, October 14. Gossip of the Movie Lots. Harry Levette. California Eagle. pl0. Local colored 
screen players feel highly enthused and encouraged at the signs which point to a busy 1938 season. For the 
past two weeks, a considerable number have been busy at various studios. In "Rebecca of Sunny Brook 
Farm," Bill Robinson started last week with this new feature starring Shirley Temple. In "Too Much of 
Everything" (film released as "Beloved Brat") at Warner’s First National, in answer to a call to Central 
Casting bureau for four pretty maids, the following were sent by Butler: Lucille Battle, Mildred Boyd, 
Grace Boone and Ernestine Porter. (Section B). 
8474. 1937, October 14. Washington to Play Despite Injured Finger. Califbrnia Eagle. p5. An injured 
finger, sprained in a practice session, will not keep Kenny Washington out of the UCLA-Oregon game, the 
Westwood star told an Eagle reporter. (Section B). 
8475.1937, October 16. Ada Brown, George Dewey Washington, Earl Hines Carry Brunt of Grand 
Terrace Revue. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Swing City" presented by Ed Fox, manager of the 
lavishly-appointed Grand Terrace in Chicago, which was produced by Addison Carey, and which stars Ada 
Brown and George Dewey Washington, is a fast, bree~ and well costumed revue. And despite what nray 
be said to the contralT Earl Hines and his boys are playing some mellow music. 



8476. 1937, October 16. "Bargain with Bullets" to Have New York Premiere Armistice Day. Pittsbur,~h 
Courier. p20. According to the latest dispatch from the main office of the Loew’s theater chain here and the 
Million Dollar Productions, November 11 has been set for the gala premiere of "Bargain with Bullets," at 
both the Loew’s Victoria and 116 Street Theaters. With signed and sealed contracts stored away in both 
houses managers and press department have already begun work on what they hope will be the most 
successfifl and complete publicity campaign ever waged on a single picture to have its initial opening in 
Harlem. 
8477. 1937, October 16. "Big Shots" Seem to Agree. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louise Beavers and George 
Randol seem to be agreeing on the type of sto~~ that will be interesting to the public and which the Randol- 
Rinaldo Productions, Inc., are preparing for forthcoming release. The two appear in the above photo. 
8478. 1937, October 16. Composer Seeks Divorce. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Charging "cruelty" and 
"desertion" William Grant Still, noted composer and musician, recently filed suit in a Los Angeles County 
Court for a divorce from his wife, the former Grace Dorothy Bundy. 
8479.1937, October 16. Ethel Waters to Head O~t Company on Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ethel 
Waters, ranking star of stage radio and screen, has been set for her first tour of the south heading an all- 
colored vaudeville compa~. The outfit is to be featured by several name performers with Eddie Mallory"s 
orchestra adding the musical accompaniment. 
8480. 1937, October 16. Fats Waller and Brilliant Revue Wowed ’Era at RKO Palace--Watson. Ted 
Watson. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Chicago theatergoers were given something to go back home talking 
about the past weekend when "Fats" Waller and an all-star revue closed a record-breaking week at the 
Palace theater in the loop of Chicago. 
8481. 1937, October 16. Homer Tutt in One of Latest Roles~ Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Homer Tutt 
Whitney (pictured) appears in one of Donald Heywood’s dramas, "How Come Lawd" which was recently 
produced on Broadway. The play also fcalurcs Mercedes Gilbert and Leigh Whipper. 
8482. 1937, October 16. Joe Looks Great in Screen Tests. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Joe Louis will soon 
become a full-fledged movie star and the idol of millions of movie fans as well as fl~e hero of many a fistic 
encounter. After signing a contract with an independent film company here in Hollywood to star in the 
seven-reel autobiograptfical film, Louis went about the business of making screen tests and he looks grcat. 
8483. 1937, October 16. New Harlem Theater to Be Finest. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With plans definitely 
in the bag ~br the reopening of the former DeLuxe Theater on West 125th Street here as a first class 
vaudeville theater, performers all over the count13~ arc being considered as the nucleus of an opening rew~e 
early next month. 
8484. 1937, October 16. Orlando Robeson Through as Band Leader. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Orlando 
Robeson, delineator of songs, announced this week that he has taken his last tour as a bandleader. The 
singer, a former star attraction with the Claude Hopkins crew of musicians, performed last season under the 
guidance of the century Orchestra Corporation of America, fronted with his own band. Robeson discharged 
his entire organization and then later formed his own group of musicians. 
8485. 1937, October 16. Sissle Opens Another Spot for Race Bands’. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The first 
downtown supper club this city of Louisville has seen in several years, Chez Paree, opened last week to a 
capacity house, featuring the suave music of Noble Sissle and his orchestra from new York. The band, 
booked here for a two week stand, is proving that it’s just what doctors of music ordered. 
8486. 1937, October 21. Beavers Pic Starts. California Ea,~le. p7. An actual start on Louise Beaver’s first 
all-colored cast film was made by Millon Dollar Productions, which borrowed the star of "Imitation of 
Life" from the Sol Lesser studios. (Section A). 
8487. 1937, October 21. Busy Season in Sight.[br Film Extras. Cal~ornia Eagle. p7. A hungry film extra 
will be a rare sight this season, a survey disclosed today. (Section A). 
8488. 1937, October 21. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: I am glad that our friend Mr. Schuyler has ably denied that he intended to attack 
Paul Williams silnply because he was a "Mulatto" who dared to disagree with him. (Section A). 
8489. 1937, October 21. Composer Silent on Divorce Proceedings. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl. William Grant 
Still was silent in his Westside holne after reports that he has recently filed suit for divorce from his wife, 
the former Grace Dorothy Bundy, of Cleveland .... Records in the Los Angeles County Clerk’s office last 
week revealed that Still, noted composer and musician, charged cruelty and desertion in his complaint. 
(Section B). 



8490. 1937, October 21. Dr. James Weldon Johnson Says New Justice Is b~fit. California Eagle. p4. 
Hugo Black failed in every test of candor and honesty and is unfit to serve on the Supreme Court bench, 
declared James Weldon Johnson, distinguished author and lecturer. (Section A). 
8491. 1937, October 21. Hundreds Are Kept Bu~y in DeMille Film. California Eagle. p8. Cecil B. 
DeMille completed nine weeks of directing, during which there were never less than 250 people on the set. 
... The veteran moviemaker’s 64th picture called, "The Buccaneer" and starring Fredric March and 
Fmnciska Gaal, thus looms as his heaviest undertaking to date. (Section A). 
8492. 1937, October 21. Introducing the "Louisiana Swing." California Eagle. pS. Jeni LeGon, petite 
musical comedy star, recently of Cochran’s Revue in London, is the originator of the spectactflar dance 
routine and will introduce it for the first time to American audiences in the Columbia musical, "College 
Follies of 1938." (Section A). 
8493. 1937, October 21. Jeni LeGon and Peters Sisters Get a Big Hand.[br Act in Eddie Cantor Satire. 
Fay M. Jackson. Califbrnia Eagle. pT. "Ali Baba Goes to Town" was exhibited to the largest preview 
audience of stars, critics and plain movie fans this season at the Chinese theater. Jeni LeGon is seen in the 
best performance she has yet given on stage or screen and one of the surprise highlights of the film are the 
Peters Sisters, prot6g6s of Eddie Cantor (See. A). Page 7-A. 
8494. 1937, October 21. Movies Beckon Race Actor. Cadillac Washington. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p8. It is time 
for show business to stage a comeback; the movies are the way .... Now that the talkies are no longer a 
novelty and color-tone pictures have not yet caught on as producers thought they would, the picture 
industry is looking for a new way to attract the picture public’s fancy, so what is left for them to do? I’ll tell 
you. Put Negroes in pictures in a big way. They have been tried in little parts for a long time. (Section A). 
8495. 1937, October 21. Roland Hayes in To~ Hall. Cal~rnia l~agle, p7. Undatu~led by the usual "toll 
taken by singing for years, Roland Hayes performed well at Town Hall. The singer’s vocal endurance is, of 
course, on "the wane. But the same beaut5’ of tone and finished style arc there, qualities in themselves are 
more than a lesson to aspiring students of the vocal art. Hayes appears in the above pholo. (Section A). 
8496. 1937, October 21. Stepin Fetehit in Auto Crash. CaliJbrnia b~agle, p4. Stepin Fetchit was in another 
automobile accident last week while riding in his new limousine with a friend at the wheel. Fetchit was 
badly battered in a previous accident when he slammed into a subway pillar on Eigth Ave~me in New York. 
(Section A). 
8497. 1937, October 21. U~7~A Star Wingman Lauded for Stellar Game Last Saturday. Cal~ibrnia k~agle. 
p2. Woodrow Wilson Strode was recognized this week as the most outstanding end on the West coast, and 
one of the best in the country, following the UCLA versus Oregon State college game. (Section B). 
8498. 1937, October 23. Bill BailcT, Famous Tap Dancer, Imported to Detroit Nite Club. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Walter Norwood, owner of the Magnificent Club Plantation brought Broadway to 
Adams Avenue in Detroit, when he imported Bill Bailey, fresh from his European triumphs, to the Motor 
City .... Bill Bailey, as you know is one of America’s topnotch stars. Last year he stepped into the Cotton 
Club to fill the spot vacated by Bill Robinson. 
8499. 1937, October 23. Irving Mills Plans to Replace Cab and Duke. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. According 
to current reports, Irving Mills, for many years a key figure in the band world, will give up that position 
within the month in favor of picture production and other allied activities. Since the inception of his 
recording enterprise, Mills has featured such artists as Cab Calloway and Duke Ellington among others. 
Mills, intends to sell the band division of his organization. 
8500. 1937, October 23. Larry Steele’s Harlem Casino Revue Shows Talent of Producer. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Larry Steele is currently worldng at the Harlem Casino. Steele, the tall, youthful, suave and 
handsome em cee producer, who is the "rave" among lovers of"after-dark" spots," produced a floor show 
at the Casino which ranks with the best. 
8501. 1937, October 23. Luneeford to Stay Another l~Ionth at the Cotton Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Jimmie Lunceford’s, internationally famous band, lras been held over for an additional four week 
appearance at the smart Cotton Club owned by Mike Sebastian in Culver City, California. Lunceford, a 
favorite everywhere arrived here a few weeks ago to appear in the swanl~ car& 
8502. 1937, October 23. New Yorkers Greet Hartley Toots Ork. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hartley Toots 
Orchestra which played a dance engagement here at the Renaissance Ballroom, con~er of 7th Avenue and 
138th Street, last Sunday is "going places." Included in the persom~el for the band is a bass fiddle player 
who performs "A La Cab Calloway," and who creates somewhat of a sensation with his singing and 
playing. "Snookem" Russell is a great favorite with the crowds who have been turning out for the band’s 
appearances. 



8503. 1937, October 23. Todd Duncan Recital to Aid "Fallen Girls." Pittsburgh Courier. p12. A recital 
planned for Nov. 10, at Mother A.M.E. Zion Church and presenting baritone singer Todd Duncan, star of 
"Porgy~ and Bess," is being sponsored by the widely known Katy Ferguson League. The league does a 
commendable work in caring for girls in their teens who become mothers. 
8504. 1937, October 23. l~Ttitman Sisters Clicking in Texas. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Whitman 
Sisters are still canting on in Dallas, Texas. The Royal family of South Parkway opened here last Saturday 
at the Klub 25. The Whitman Sisters brought their entire revue and the revue is one of the best that has 
been seen in these parts. 
8505. 1937, October 23. Young Powell Succeeds Dad in Church Post. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. The 
Abyssinian Baptist Church of Harlem, said to be the largest Protestant Church in America, with an active 
membership of over ten thousand, will have a new pastor after Nov. 1. The Rev. Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. 
was elected unanimonsly at a corporate meeting of the membership to succeed his father. 
8506. 1937, October 28. Carter Says Race Film Players Reach New High in Employment by Major 
Hollywood Studios. Cal~brnia Eagle. p4. While Central Casting Bureau serves n~jor motion picture 
studios with many of their calls for extra film players to be used in large productions demanding crowds for 
atmosphere scenes such as, "Marco Polo," "Hurricane," and the like, Hollywood finds a unique and 
convenient service in the Chudnow Artist Agency, as Ben Carter supplies Negro bit and feature players of a 
higher class to most of the larger studios producing in Hollywood. (Section B). 
8507. 1937, October 28. Clarence Muse A Talkin’ to You. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl. Clarence Muse reports 
that a velT interesting new Negro Enterprise has been organized. It is called the American Economic 
Council, a new California corporation founded to secure funds to aid students in getting business 
educations and finding new enterprises so they can put their training in practice. (Section A). 
8508. 1937, October 28. Edna Mac Harris Here to Star with Louis in Film. (TaliJbrnia bSagle, p4. Edna 
Mac Harris is to play the starring role opposite Champion Joe Louis in the new all-colored motion picture, 
"Spirit of Youth," according to Clarence Muse of the Globe Productions Company. Harris, Louis, and 
Muse appear in the photo .... Interviewed from her new home selected by the Globe executives, Harris said 
she was the happiest girl in Aframerica when she received the wire from Muse informing her of the 
decision to give her the role of Joe’s co-star in what presages to be the most significant fihn yet made 
featuring colored players. (Section B). 
8509. 1937, October 28. Etta 5loten Initiates Concert Season. Califi)rnia Eagle. p5. Etta Moten, concert 
artist, whose career includes successes on radio and screen, initiated her current concert season this week at 
Booker T. Washington High School auditorium in Memphis. Moten appears in the above photo. (Section 
B). 
8510.1937, October 28. It Is the "Spirit of Youth"for Fair!. California Eagle. p 1. Stepping down the 
boardwalk of Santa Fe station early Sunday is pretty Edna Mac Harris, newly selected star of "Spirit of 
Youtl~" with screenland’s Number One actor, Clarence Muse and famous Joe Louis, as co-stars in the film. 
The three appear in the above photo. (Section A). 
8511. 1937, October 28. Louis Will Join Screen Actors Guild. California Eagle. p4. Joe Louis stands out 
alone as Heavyweight Champion of the World. He will soon star in an all-colored motion picture with a 
distinguished cast of film players including Clarence Muse, Edna Mac Harris, Mac Ttvner and Jesse 
Brooks and will sign up as a member of the Screen Actors Guild. The picture in which he appears is 
entitled, "The Spirit of Youth." (Section B). 
8512. 1937, October 28. Marian Anderson on UCLA Series This Fall. California Eagle. p4. Open in 
November by Otto Klemperer and the Los Angeles Philharmouic Orchestra, the recital series will present 
Marian Anderson, contralto, and Johi~ Charles Thomas, American baritone, as guest artists. (Section B). 
8513. 1937, October 28. New "Tarzan" Film at Sol Lesser’s Features Clarke. California Eagle. p4. With 
hundreds of Negro extras signed for the latest version of "Tarzan," Sol Lesser studios are well into 
production of "Tarzan’s Reruns" (film released as "Tarzan’s Revenge"), it was announced this week. 
Among the feature players is Frederick Clarke. Clarke is cast in the role of a colonial secretary to the ruling 
potentate and his part calls for accent on the peculiar brand of comedy Hollywood lras discovered in a 
Negro who speaks faultless English. Gus Robinson is also prominently cast as an African chief. (Section 
B). 
8514. 1937, October 30. Armstrong to Be Featured in Mac West Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Louis"Satcluno" Armstrong, whose name has been on the payroll of the major studios here in Hollywood 
since October, hit a new high in popularity last week when the alluring Mac West, star of ma~; stage and 



screen hits, approached her director and demanded that "King" Louie be given a part in her new film, 
"Everyday Is A Holiday." 
8515.1937, October 30. Deal Between Rockwell-O’Keefe and Mills Office Falls Through. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. With a bang that resounded from California to this city of New York, the reported Mills- 
Rockwell-O’Keefe deals which took the man behind Duke Ellington and Cab Calloway flying to the coast a 
few weeks ago, blew up into thin air. As a result, Mills reported that he would not renew his booking 
contract with Consolidated Radio Artists to whom he had turned his attractions over. 
8516. 1937, October 30. Etta Moten Scores in Memphis. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Etta Moten, the 
celebrated star of stage and screen was presented in a recital to a capacity crowd of more than 1,500 at the 
Hamilton Auditorium of Booker T. Washington High School in Memphis, Tennessee .... The house was 
packed before the first first curtain was drawn and Moten was presented. 
8517. 1937, October 30. Famous Dancer Injured. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Pegleg Bates, international 
famous dancer, was reported to be under physician’s care following an injury received on the Roxy stage. 
According to the doctor, the injury sustained by the famous dancer is not of a serious nature, but is one that 
must be kept under extreme care. 
8518. 1937, October 30. Fans Welcome "Lil’ Armstrong on Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lil 
Armstrong, "Queen of Swing," lras had nothing but "smooth sailing" since she launched her cross-country 
tour, according to her personal manager. After taldng honors in Chicago, Armstrong scored in Gary and 
Milwaukee. 
8519. 1937, October 30. Fredi and Edna in New Joe Louis Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Fredi 
Washington, who starred in "Imitation of Life" and Edna Harris, "The Green Pastures," siren, who has 
been appearing with Noble Sissle’s band, have been selected for thc leading feminine parts in the new 
motion picturc starring Joe Louis,which will be produced by an independent company, of which Clarence 
Muse is the official. 
8520. 1937, October 30..lack Johnson in Cheap Show, Sill Belittlin." Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Stripped of 
all glamour, unhcralded, and no longer the idol of millions, Jack Jotmson, first Negro to cver don 
pugilism’s most coveted crown, the hca~Tweight diadem, slid into Philadelptfia last week as the premierc 
attraction of a five and dime side-show. 
8521. 1937, October 30. Laguardia Pays Tribute to Ella. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. Mayor LaGuardia, new 
York’s first citizen, paid tribute to Ella Fitzgerald, "thc First Lady of Swing," in person last Friday night at 
a benefit dance hcrc, which they both attcnded. Meeting the race’s delineator of songs on his way to further 
his plans for re-election, the Mayor stopped his party long enough to greet the dusky star and voice his 
opinion that she was truly the best swing singer heard to date. 
8522.1937, October 30. Leonard Reed Has Become "Ace" Producer of Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Since his fine bit of co-production job at the Cotton Club on Broadway here, Leonard Reed’s "Peek’s Bady 
Body," of the West, has seemingly been claimed as new York’s own. Since his coming here late last 
sunnner to visit his friend, Joe Louis, Reed has been constantly in demand. 
8523. 1937, October 30. Marcus Garvey Passes Through Boston Enroute to West Indies. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p2. Marcus Gal~Tey, president-general of the Universal Negro Improvement Associatiork arrived 
in Boston Saturday aboard the SS. Lady Nelson en route to the West Indies and South and Central America 
where he will deliver a series of lectures. 
8524. 1937, October 30. Robeson Spurns "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" Roles. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul 
Robeson, world-renowned fihn, theater and radio star, has decided to devote his great talent to building up 
democratic art in this country. He is the latest recruit to the Unity Theater, a working class organizatio~ 
where he joins other dranratists. Robeson proclaimed, "Most scripts which are sent to me to read go into the 
waste-paper basket because they do not deal with ideas of social progress. I have no room for the Uncle 
Tom Cabin type of Negro play. It must be a play of struggle." 
8525. 1937, October 30. Singer Takes Time Out to Watch Boxers. Pittsbu@ Courier. p13. Ethel Waters 
decided to give her highly prized voice a rest, and she with her hubby (Eddie Mallory, band leader) 
attended a boxing show. Here they (Waters and Mallory) are shown watching the regular Saturday night 
card at Rockland Palace in Harlem. 
8526. 1937, November 4. Bill Robinson on Cantor Celebration. Cal~ornia Eagle. p9. Bill Robinson, 
world’s leading tap dancer and star of the screen and stage, was among those who contributed to the 
program at the Testimonial Dinner climaxing the Eddie Cantor Amfiversary Week, held at the Ambassador 
hotel. Page 9-A. 



8527. 1937, November 4. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: This "Uncle Tom Cabin" role discussion is getting to be a complex. One time, I 
was convinced that the thinking Negro was objecting to parts on the stage that referred to slave days or 
made him a loyal servant to some highly honored colonel. Now comes an article from Russia under the 
same title discussing the same problem from a point of Class Struggle. I agree with the recent article of my 
friend and artist, Paul Robeson, that we need plays that are more of the people than just mental studies that 
point to no definite ideal. (Section A). 
8528. 1937, November 4. International Star Writes Music Score for "Spirit of Youth." California Eagle. 
pS. Edward Shanberg, president of Globe Productions, is now completing its casting schedtde for, "The 
Spirit of Youth," starring Joe Louis with Clarence Muse, Edna Mae Harris and Mae Turner, announced the 
selection of Elliott Carpenter to write the musical for the all-colored film. Page 8-A. 
8529. 1937, November 4. Kenny Turns in an All-American Performance. California Eagle. p6. An All- 
American performance was turned in by Kenny Washington in the sensational game between the 
University of California at Berkeley and the Los Angeles branch of the same school. (Section A). 
8530. 1937, November 4. Louis Armstrong in "Artists and )lodels" Opening Lincoln Theater. California 
Eagle. pS. Louis Armstrong, king of trumpet players, opens in "Artists and Models" at the Lincoln Theater 
for four days. Featured in a specialty with Martha Raye, Armstrong plays an important part in the picture. 
Page 8-A. 
8531. 1937, November 4. Mae Turner to Play Opposite Harris in New All-Colored Pic. California Eagle. 
p9. Mae Turner has been selected for one of the starring roles opposite Joe Louis and Edna Mae Harris in 
the new Globe Pictures, "Spirit of Youth." ... In the film, Turner is assigned the role of "Flora Bailey," an 
entcrtainer who first tries to trick thc champion into losing his fight but later rctaliates for her evil plan by 
becoming the medium thru which Louis and his sweetheart arc finally rcunited and thc championship bout 
is won in the last minute bit of strategy. Page 9-A. 
8532. 1937, November 4. Nicholas Brothers Prove Top Act in Harlem Cotton Club. Califi)rnia Eagle. p9. 
The Nicholas Brothers arc bringing a new popldari2ty to the famous New York Cotton Club. Although the 
team commands salary, and acclaim wtfich fcw adults in the entcrtainmcnt world rcceive, they arc just kids 
off thc stagc .... The Nicholas Brothers appear in the above photo. Page 9-A. 
8533. 1937, November 4. "Our Gang’ at Roach’s to Be Seen in "Follies." Califbrnia Eagle. pS. Hal 
Roach studios will produce one of the most rollicking burlesques of the year tiffed, "Our Gang Follies." ... 
Monday, Ben Cartcr signed the following colored boys and girls for a part in the lbrthcoming "Follies." 
Drawn, lbr the most part, from Laurctta Butler’s Kiddies Dancing School, which is the same source from 
which Carter got his famed Plantation Choir these youngsters will receive the highest salaries ever paid to 
kids for atmospheric parts in pictures under a new Screen Actors Guild ruling, Carter said. Page 8-A. 
8534. 1937, November 4. Pla)~vright Sees Future for Race Films. California Eagle. pS. Believing that the 
opportune time has now arrived for Negro talent to get a "break" on the screen, F.E. Miller, noted 
playwright and comedian, has annonnced his association with the fihn producing company of Associated 
Features, witl~ the purpose of producing a series of musical comedies featuring all-Negro casts. Associated 
Features at the present time is fihning "Harlem on the Prairie," with Miller and his partner, Mantan. Page 
8-A. 
8535. 1937, November 4. Strode Is Coast "Only 60-Minute’ End. California Eagle. p6. Woodrow Strode, 
stellar end on the U.C.L.A. Varsity, has the distinction of being the only end on the Coast, who thns far in 
the season, has played the full sixty minutes of the past four gmnes. (Sect. A). 
8536. 1937, November 4. Twelve Brown Pretties Selected for Smart Sequence This Week. California 
Eagle. p8. Earl Dancer was selected this week by Mel~3~n LeRoy, producer-director at Warner Brothers 
studios, to hold auditions for the dances in "Food for Scandal," LeRoy’s technicolor starring Carole 
Lombard and Fernand Gravet .... Jeni LeGon is set for a dancing role with the possibili~ of doing two 
characterizations, one of Cab Calloway and one of Josephine Baker. Page 8--A. 
8537.1937, November 6. Basle and His "Gang" to Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basie of the 
fascinating and unusual swing music, will move into New York Friday as headline attraction at the Apollo 
Theater. 
8538. 1937, November 6. Dixon Reveals Sequel to His "’Birth q[’a Nation." Pittsbu@ Courier. p15. A 
new novel dealing with the Scottsboro case, the rise of Conununism among Negroes, and painting Dr. 
W.E.B. DuBois as "a Red radical teaching dictatorship of the proletariat," is almost completed by Thomas 
Dixon, Negro-hating white author of"The Clansman," which became the film, "Birth of a Nation." 



8539. 1937, November 6. Duke’s Father Is Dead in NE Pittsburgh Courier. p20. James Edward 
Ellington, father of Duke Ellington, world-famous musician and composer, died here Thursday night in the 
Medical Center. He was 58 years old and was born in Lincolnton, North Carolina. Funeral services were 
held in Washington, D.C. 
8540. 1937, November 6. Edna Harris Chosen as Joe Louis’ Leading Lady. Fay M. Jackson. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. It is all settled who is to play the starring role opposite champion Joe Louis in the new 
colored motion picture, "Spirit of Youtl~" according to supervisor, Clarence Muse, of the Globe 
Productions Company. She is the attractive, dark-eyed, streamlined Edna Mae Harris, one of the stars of the 
famed "Green Pastures." 
8541. 1937, November 6. Homicide IIenry Wins Crown in Sizzling Brawl. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. plT. Hem-y Armstrong has partially fulfilled his destiny. He is the newly crowned king of 
featherweights but if form and performance mean awthing, you can rest assured that he will someday be 
sitting at the top of the lightweight division. It will be only a matter of time. 
8542. 1937, November 6. "Mulatto" Will Go on Road Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Mulatto," the 
stirring drama from the pen of Langston Hughes, is scheduled for another try at the road, the rights having 
been secured by Hurst Ameyx and Alice L. Heath. The dranra was first presented here in New York by 
Martin Jones, whose faith in the production kept it running on Broadway for many months despite the 
heated arguments which it caused in theatrical circles. 
8543. 1937, November 6. New Theater in Harlem to Open Doors Nov 11. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After 
several months of careful preparations, the West-End Theater, in the heart of Harlem’s business section, 
will, on November 1 lttv become the second theater in the community presenting an all-colored stage revue 
along with first run pictures. 
8544. 1937, November 6. Whitman Sisters Score in Texas. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The famous Wtfitman 
Sisters have been appearing here at various spots for several weeks. With an aggregation of 24 people and 
an ace band headed by Pops and Louie, the noted dancers are putting on a sensational perfonnance. 
8545. 1937, November 6. "Woman Jury Needed in Seottsboro Trial." Pittsburgh Courier. p12. If the 
Scottsboro trial jury had been composed of women, different verdicts from those consistently handed down 
would have been probable, according to an article appearing in a New York daily by Dorothy Dunbar 
Bromley, staff columnist. 
8546. 1937, November 11. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. (TaliJbrnia bSagle, pl. The following is an 
excerpt from Clarence Muse’s column: I was thiuking the other day about the many wishes and desires of 
our group in Motion Pictures. Then the thought came to me that it might prove to be very interesting to ask 
the average public to take time out and write on a postal card jnst the type of subject that should be offered 
on the screen and that would be a credit to the colored race. Page 1-A. 
8547. 1937, November 11. Joe Louis Picture Will Show Variety of Racial Beauty. California Ea,~le. p6. 
"The Spirit of Youth," starting Joe Louis with Clarence Muse, Edna Mae Harris, Cleo Desmond and a cast 
of famous stage and screen players, is proving to be one of the most interesting experiments with new 
screen technique applied to colored players. This week, during the filming of a large banquet and cabaret 
scene in which more than a hundred atmosphere players were used, cameramen and color experts flocked 
to the set from various som~d stages of Hollywood Studios lot to observe unique effects being worked out 
by Globe Productions Company with the colored people whose complexion range from deep black to olive 
hues. Page 6-B. 
8548. 1937, November 11. Louis Beavers Heads Current Orpheum Fare. California Eagle. p4. John M. 
Stahl sought someone to play the part of the colored mother in "Imitation of Life," he sought Louise 
Beavers for this role. Critics throughout the world praised her for this role and she was sent east to fulfill a 
series of public appearances that were very profitable for her. Now she comes to the Orpheum Theater to 
headline the show. Page 4-B. 
8549. 1937, November 11. Noted Opera Star Leavesj[br New Fame. California Eagle. p5. Returning from 
Belgium from Lithuania where she has been making concert appearances, Caterina Jarboro, first Negro 
woman to star in Grand Opera in the United States, is awaiting her numerous contracts. Jarboro was already 
preparing to appear in Belgium in "Queen of Sheba," and in "Africana." Page 5-B. 
8550. 1937, November 11. Perfect Double for Champion Louis in Hollywood-ll Year OM Anthony Scott 
Looks Enough Like Joe Louis to Be His Twin Says Director. Cal~rnia Eagle. p4. In this strange city of 
nmke-believe where ordinary civilians let their hair grow long, don loud costumes and parade along 
Hollywood boulevard with the hope that spectators and, possibly a producer may take them for actors, 



anybody’s double may be found. A perfect double for champion Joe Louis in Hollywood is 11 year old 
Anthony Scott. Page 4-B. 
8551.1937, November 13. "Bargain with Bullets" Premieres Thursday. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
stage is set and today "Bargain with Bullets," all-colored gangster thriller starring RalphCooper, sepia 
world’s favorite son will have its iuitial opeuing at the Loew’s 116th Street Theater .... From all 
indications, it will be the greatest thing that Harlem has seen in many moons. 
8552. 1937, November 13. Billy Rowe Interviews" Maxine Sullivan. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Maxine Sullivan is a ct~ous and interesting phenomenon. Within a very short period of time she has taken 
New York by storm. Wanderers who know their way about among the fashionable downtown nite spots are 
already familiar with this slip of a girl who helped put the "ing" in swing music. 
8553. 1937, November 13. Louis Armstrong, His Trumpet, His Band Will Be Featured at Hollywood’s 
"Vogue." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Negotiations were completed here in Hollywood last week between Joe 
Glaser, personal representative of Louis Armstrong and officials of "The Vogue," Hollywood’s latest and 
newest dance spot, for the personal appearance of the Trumpet King and his famous orchestra for a four 
week engagement. 
8554.1937, November 13. Mary Lou Williams, Foremost Female Swing Pianist, Shuns News Reporters. 
David Kane. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. A trinL lithe, youngish looking woman stood behind one of the big 
stone columns in the Grand Central Station, ilnpatiently awaiting the arrival of a Red Cap .... She was 
Mary Lou Williams, sensational pianist with the Andy Kirk orchestra who was just returning from an 
engagement in Hartford. 
8555. 1937, November 13. Teddy Blackman’s "Darkest Russia" Is Big Hit in Detroit. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p24. "Darkest Russia," another great revue was held in Detroit at the maguificent Club 
Plantation. Bill Bailey was the star of this revue. Bailey is the tops in the younger dance set and is only 
eclipsed by Bill "Bojangles" Robinson. Bailey’s educated feet can do everything it seems but talk. 
8556. 1937, November 18. Artists Honor Louise Beavers Here. (TaliJbrnia Eagle. p6. Royalty of the 
theater again paid homage to a star at the Orpheum when Bill Robinson, Clarence Muse, Edna Mac Harris 
and others took bows while Louise Beavers headlined the show. Beavers surprised many of her fans by 
singing such numbers as "Rainbow on the River," and "Half of Me is Good," in regular swing time. Page 

8557. 1937, November 18. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. (TaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: Who said our group would not write their opinions when asked? Or is it on 
certain things they will write’? Page 1-A. 
8~58.1937, November 18. "One Mile from Heaven’ and "Think Fast, Mr. Moto’ at Tivoli 2 Days Only. 
California Eagle. p2. Drama that blasts the front pages wide open with its sensational story of a girl 
reporter who tracked down the story of the year is brought to the screen in the Twentieth Century-Fox 
pictures, "One Mile From Heaven," when it opens at the Tivoli for two days only .... Other Important roles 
in the film are played by Fredi Washington and Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, whose twinkling toes cany him 
into the hearts of millions in the role of a kindly policeman. Page 2-A. 
8~59. 1937, November 18. Paul Robeson in "Solomon’s Mines’ Comes to Lincoln. California Eagle. p2. 
Counted one of the best adventure films produced by Gaumont-British studios, "King Solomon’s Mines" 
comes to the Lincoln theater for a five-day showing starting Saturday. The film features Paul Robeson in a 
leading role. Page 2-A. 
8~60. 1937, November 18. Rain, Snow Freezes" Kenny’s Arm. California Eagle. p4. A native born 
Californian, used to the caress of Southern California sun all year long, Kem~y Washington might have 
been a frozen mummy in last Saturday’s game up in Seattle. Page 4-B. 
8561. 1937, November 20. Luneeford Band to Play for Courier Benefit. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jinunie 
Lunceford and his famous Harlem Express Orchestra, will appear in a mammoth Christmas Charity Benefit 
dance in Pittsburgh on Friday. The band, which has been the rage and sensation of Sebastian’s Cotton Club 
at Culver City, is at present on a dance tour of the West Coast and are breaking all existing records. 
8562. 1937, November 20. Nancy Cunard Hits "Prancing Nigger." Pittsburgh Courier. p15. Nancy 
Cunard states, "I have just read something in the American colored press which horrifies me--the proposed 
name of a new film to be produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer: ’Prancing Nigger.’ Presumably this is based 
on the book which bears that title by Ronald Firbank, an exotic fantasy on the West Indies. Be it added that 
it is very doubtful whether the author’s intent can be embodied in any film." 
8563. 1937, November 20. Orlando Robeson in Freak Accident. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Orlando 
Robeson was in a freak accident on Thursday on the way here from New York to appear in his first 



engagement with Don Redman’s orchestra. The engine so Orlando said snapped off the train causing a five 
hour delay. 
8564. 1937, November 20. "We Laugh About Ourselves and Everybody Else" Says Famous Zora Neale 
Hurston. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. "Our people are able to laugh about ourselves and about everybody else 
in the world," declared Zora Neale Hurston, noted Negro writer and one of the prominent authors on the 
Armistice Day program of the Boston Book Fair. 
8565. 1937, November 24. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is an 
excerpt from Clarence Mnse’s column: The death of the old fashion drama depicting our group in Cotton 
Fields hoping for a new day seems to be something among mm\v other things to be thankful for. Page 1-A. 
8566. 1937, November 24. "Jezebel." Cal~ornia Eagle. p6. Claiming attention on the Wamers lot is, 
Theresa Harris in "Jezebel." Producers are gradtLally waking up to her acting abili57 and claim that she is 
the "greatest Negro actress." Currently occupied with a maid part in "Jezebel," Harris has a string of film 
credits on her line and seems to be staging a heroic comeback to major productions. Page 6-B. 
8567. 1937, November 24. Robeson Wants Cast-Iron Storyj[br Next Picture. California Eagle. p6. "When 
I sing ’Let My People Go,’" said Paul Robeson, "I want it in future to mean more than it has meant before. 
It must express the need for freedom." Robeson declared, "I shan’t do any more films after the two that are 
being fiuished now not unless I can get a cast-iron story--the kind that can’t be twisted in the making." 
Page 6-B. 
8568. 1937, November 24. Scenes from "Boy in the Streets." Cal![brnia Eagle. p6. In a scene from "Boy 
in the Streets," Chuck (Jackie Cooper) gives orders to Spike (Paul White) as the gang looks on. Page 6-B. 
8569. 1937, November 24. Southern Folk and Glad Handers q[’Harlem Contrasted. Cal~rnia Eagle. 
pT. The deep soutt~ with its kindly human folks, its hard-working people often on the verge of stal~ation, 
its great love for its offspring and its tenderness in the face of calamity, is sharply contrasted with noisy, 
boisterous and oftimes criminal Harlem in "Life Goes On," Louise Beavers’ starring screen play. In this 
picture, Beavers depicts a sweet lovable widow, the mother of two growing sons, who when she finds that 
the educational facilities in her home village arc inadequate to give her sons the advantages she has been 
denied, she goes to New York’s Harlem to discover, to her dismay that the North is far less kind, far less 
human, and far less charitable than the great region below the Mason Dixon line. Page 7-B. 
8570. 1937, November 24. Strode, Washington Star as SMU Defeats UCJM in Grid Thriller. Cal(fbrnia 
Eagle. p4. Woodrow Strode and KeImy Washington, UCLA lbotball thoroughbreds, ran sensationally 
against the Southern Methodist U~versity gridders at fl~e Coliseum. Page 4-B. 
8571. 1937, November 27. Arrangements of Both Fletcher and Horace Used by with Bands. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Horace Henderson, younger brother of popular Fletcher Henderson, has an orchestra that is 
attracting a great deal of attention here in Chicago, with its unique s~rle of playing dance rl\vthms. Horace 
has been receiving considerable press attention. 
8572. 1937, November 27. "Bargain with Bullets" Is Reviewed by Andy Razaf Andy Razaf. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The Million Dollar Productions, Inc. has, at last, given the public something new--a real 
honest-to-goodness big shot-colored gangster, killer and hi-jacker. We had always thought our group was a 
flop, in this particular field, but, evidently, we haven’t been reading the papers. 
8573. 1937, November 27. "Bojangles" Is Back on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The third edition 
of the Cotton Club parade has grossed over $160,000 during its first five weeks. Cab Calloway and the 
Nicholas Brothers are co-starred in the chocolate extravaganza. Bill Robinson plans to return to the revue. 
8574. 1937, November 27. Fats Waller Featured at Hollywood’s Famous Door. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Fats Waller, whose brand of entertainment has nrade him a headliner over the radio in the recording field 
and in the theater, entrained for the coast, after several theatrical and recording engagements in the East. 
Immediatley after arriving on the coast, Waller was assigned to the post of maestro at the "Famous Door" 
in Hollywood, which had a gala fall opening recently. 
8575. 1937, November 27. Hollywood Tough Place, Eddie Says. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Eddie Green, 
ace funny man of countless radio programs, returned here from the coast last week after enjoying several 
successful weeks as a feature on the coast-to-coast radio hour, revealed that things are none too good for 
the race out where the sun always shines. Those doing anything at all are those who have been sent to 
perform either in the movie or the few night clubs established out there. 
8576. 1937, November 27. "King Louie" Up to Old Tricks; Smashing Records on Coast. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Louis "Satchino" Armstrong, the "Swing King of the Trumpet," who opened here in Los 
Angeles, with his orchestra on Nov. 13 at The Vogue, has played to more people during his first week than 
any previous orchestras has in the [’our weeks prior to his opening. 



8577. 1937, November 27. Larry Steele’s Latest Revue at Harlem Casino Shows "Master Touch" of 
Genius. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. Lany Steele, who hails from the Golden West, is preparing lfimself for 
the East by producing some of the finest nite club revues this critical city has ever seen. Steele with 
admirable ingenuity has fashioned a swift-moving and altogether different revue around the diminutive and 
exotic Alice Harris among other performers. 
8578. 1937, November 27. Mississippi l~Ttites Threaten to Lynch Exhibitor of Interracial Motion 
Pictures. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. J.D. Cam smooth Chicago propagandist, was overtaken by a group of six 
white men and warned that he must show no more motion pictures in Mississippi of white and blacks 
eating together or of white girl stenographers taking dictation from Negro officials. 
8579. 1937, November 27. Robeson to Help Chinese in War. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Paul Robeson, the 
brilliant film actor and singer, has openly declared his support for China in her heroic straggle against 
Japanese imperialism and will give his services free to the China Defense Committee, headed by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury. 
8580. 1937, November 27. West End Theater Has Gala Opening. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Harlem 
sector went wild Thursday night when it ran second only to Hollywood in a gay first nite affair at the New 
West End Theater on 125th Street off St. Nicholas Avenue, tan town’s newest edition to the ebony world of 
entertainment. 
8581. 1937, December 2. Accent on Elegance Is in Race Sequence. Cal~brnia Eagle. p4. Reviewing 
production schedules of Hollywood’s many studios this week, one cannot resist giving the palm to Warner 
Brothers’ First National for the grandest gestures made towards colored players. In Mervyn LeRoy’s 
musical, "Food for Scandal," one will see the most gorgeously costumed act ever presented with Negro 
performers. Je~fi LeGon, dancing star, dons white tails and top hat. Page 4-B. 
8582. 1937, December 2. Better Race Relations Started by Warners. Ca/~ibrnia Eagle. p5. In Warner 
Brothers, "Too Much of Everyttfing," Stymie Beard and Bonita Granville, learn a few tricks with a BB gun. 
Grateful to the little boy for teaching her how to "pull the trigger," Bmfita invites him in for lunch. Page 5- 
B. 
8583. 1937, December 2. Candid Camera Shots of Hollywoodland. Fay M. Jackson. Ca/~ibrnia Eagle. p5. 
Two of the all-Negro films were previewed this week. "Life Goes On," a million dollar productions film 
starting Louise Beavers had a showing for representatives of local weeklies at the Lincoln Theater. Prior to 
the preview, genial Ralph Cooper and Harry Levette, of the executive stall’, were hosts to avenue publishers 
and news correspondents at a luncheon in the Hotel Dunbar. Page 5-B. 
8584. 1937, December 2. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. Tbc following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: All hands are working feverishly for that Eternal Day, Christmas. Shops are 
selling at high speed for the holidays already .... Ve~3~ few pictures are being made. Most of the producers 
are telling of their big program innnediately after the holidays. Page 1-A. 
8585. 1937, December 2. Handy Tells Parle. of Blues Origin. California Eagle. p5. W.C. Handy, 
composer of "St. Louis Blues," "Memphis Blues," Beale Street Blues" and a score of others, told the 
National Association of Negro Musicians holding their annual meeting that there was a philosop~ behind 
the Blues. The songs were inspired by that strange combination of sorrow and joy often found in the Negro, 
the composer went onto explain. Page 5-B. 
8586. 1937, December 2. Jack Johnson Linked with Auto Victim. California Eagle. pl. Because he 
became almost as famous for t~3dng out his specially built automobiles in limited speed zones, as for his 
colorful career as heax)~weight champion of the world, the name of Jack Johnson of pugilistic renown, was 
linked with that of the victim of a spectacular auto crash last week. In fact, the deceased was another person 
by the name of Jack Johnson who was the victim of a fatal accident. Page 1-A. 
8587. 1937, December 2. "Kut-Up’ Kenny Again Booms for All-Coast Team Backfiehl Berth. Califbrnia 
Eagle. p3. Another performance which furthers his claims for all-Coast honors this year was turned in by 
Kenny Washington, Sensational UCLA Bruin back. Page 3-B. 
8588. 1937, December 2. Strode and Ken~v Play USC in Finale. Cal~/brnia Eagle. p2. USC and UCLA 
will bring down the curtain in the Pacific Coast COlfference in impressive rivalry at the Coliseum Saturday 
afternoon. Kenny Washington, fully recovered from the ordeal of defeating Missouri almost single- 
handedly last Saturday, awaits the annual classic with eager anticipation. As usual, Woodrow Strode will 
be in there snaring passes, spilling runners, and blocking for his backfield brothers. Page 2-B. 
8589. 1937, December 4. "Bargains ~qth Bullets" to Play Two New Houses. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Having broken records at two Loew’s Theaters and on its way to another at the Nixon Grand in 
Ptfiladelphia, "Bargain With Bullets," the first modern all-colored picture produced by Million Dollar 



Productions, starring Ralph Cooper, has been signed for two new houses. The film is scheduled to be 
shown at the West End Theater. 
8590. 1937, December 4. Hammond Questions Way Bessie Smith Died. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Famed 
music critic writes article in December "Down Beat" on the death of Bessie Smith. "Bessie Smith was 
killed during the last week in September, and perhaps the greatest and last appreciated artist in American 
jazz has gone. My admiration for her has been expressed too often to warrant repeating here, but I feel like 
kicking myself for not having done more to make her art known to thousands who might really have 
appreciated her, had they only had the opportunity." 
8591. 1937, December 4. Louis May Defend Title in February. S. T. Holland. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
There are strong possibilities that Joe Louis may defend his world heavyweight crown here in Detroit next 
February against the winner of the Nathan Mann-To,tony Farr match scheduled during the latter part of 
December. 
8592. 1937, December 4. The Luck of "Lucky" Millinder Puts Him Near Top Once More. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. LuclqT Millinder and his new sensational swing band descended upon this town Thursday 
night last, in the midst of many Turkey dinners and tore things asunder. Engaged to play a Thanksgiving 
dance at the Strand Ballroom, Millinder and his youtllful band came into town all afire and cast sparks that 
set the entire dancing public aflame. 
8593. 1937, December 4. Marian Anderson to Sing on Coast Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Marian 
Anderson, is scheduled to sing on the west coast with the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra. 
8594. 1937, December 4. ]~Iovie Official Books All-Colored Film in Far South. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. 
Nailing one more episode in the recent advent of the Negro in pictures, Hollywood’s first Negro production 
manager Halley Harding is at: present on a tour of the territory supplied by Million Dollar Productions all- 
colored cast pictures. Harding headed first: for Dallas, Texas to confer with the five agents who gathered 
there from their tcrritol3, in the South. They gave glowing reports on the reception of "Bargain with 
Bullets." 
8595. 1937, December 4. Rev A. ~: Powell, Jr., Is Installed as Pastor ,~Abyssinian Baptist Church. 
Pittsburgh (-~burier. pl 9. Rev. A. C. Powell, Jr. is installed as pastor of Abyssinian Baptist Church in an 
impressive ceremony. 
8596. 1937, December 4. ZiegfeM WouM Have Starved Ella, Chick. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ella 
Fitzgerald is the most exciting find this column has encountered since a quarter century, ago. Fitzgerald 
seems to have eve13,thing [br a national and international career in sepia singing, except diet. She is a 
perpendicular ... but, although only 19, she is already expanding horizontally. 
8597. 1937, December 9. All-Race Western on March of Time Tonight. California Eagle. p5. "Harlem on 
the Prairie," first all-Negro westela~ produced by Associated Features and previewed last week here, will be 
heard on the "March of Time" radio series. Page 5-B. 
8598. 1937, December 9. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: I’m stuck for an opinion. Maybe you can give me the answer. Why is it that a big 
well advertised affair like the anti-lynclling meeting held last Spring at one of the prominent white churches 
can draw nearly 5,000 people who defihitely expressed their interest in this great movement by putting in 
cash dollars can’t be found when they are needed to pay" one dollar per head for a year’s membership? 
8599. 1937, December 9. Dr. Carver’s Life Filming. California Eagle. p5. Famed for his memorable 
portrayal in "They Won’t Forget," Clinton E. Rosemond was signed by MGM studios to play the role of 
Dr. George Carver, Tnskegee wizard, in the film version of the scientist’s life. Page 5-B. 
8600. 1937, December 9. Forty-seven Cast in Big Apple Scene at M.G.M. California Eagle. p4. There’s 
plenty of swing these days out at MGM where the Lindy Hoppers are holding forth in the Big Apple 
sequence of that studio’s current production. Charles Butler sent 47 men and women as onlookers in the 
picture to sel~’e as background for the famous swingsters. Among those were: Jesse Graves, Rosalee 
Lincoln, Daisy Bufford, Florence Snowden, Virgil Owens, as well as others. Page 4-B. 
8601. 1937, December 9. Hattie McDaniels. California Eagle. p5. Hattie McDaniel, currently is seen in a 
comic role with Troy Brown in, "Nothing Sacred." Brown has been suggested by critics as Hollywood’s 
number one comedian. McDaniel appears in the above photo. Page 5-B. 
8602. 1937, December 9. Kenny Washington Astounds "Experts" with Longest Heave. California Eagle. 
p3. On the throwing end of the longest completed pass in the hiStOly of American football, Kenny 
Washington has been the subject of spirited discussion. Page 3-B. 
8603. 1937, December 11. "Brown Sugar" Closes After Three Per.Jbrmances. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "Brown Sugar," the new play from the pen of Benfie Angus, depicting a small portion of life 



in Harlem, opened at the Biltmore Theater in the Broadway viciui~r last Thursday to the usual nm of first- 
niters and newspaper critics. As a play, "Brown Sugar" is a build-up for colored actors and actresses but an 
awful let-down for Harlem. Those who appeared in this production included: Juano Hernandez, Butterfly 
McQueen, Alvin Childress, Ruby Elzy, Georgette Harvey among others. 
8604. 1937, Dece~nber 11. (5;~itic Says LeGon Has Stolen Picture from Eddie Cantor. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p20. Jeni LeGon, glamorous brown toned dancing spirit, has again made the grade in select Hollywood 
movie circles. She was featured in that $500,000 extravaganza of Eddie Cantor’s "Ali Baba Goes To 
Towff’ and "Jeni Goes To Town." 
8605. 1937, December 11. Don Redman’s Band Ranks with Greatest, Band Critic Claims. Lee A. 
Matthews. Pittsburgh Courier. p 12. Don Redman, affable nraestro who is the spearhead of one of the best 
musical organizations of its kind in the country, features Orlando Robeson, that heavenly golden-voiced 
tenor who can hold any audience spellbound. Rednran’s newest arrangements have that rhythinic impulse 
that makes one fairly quake and shiver in his shoes. 
8606. 1937, December 11. Duke Rated Fifth Among "Best Swing Bands." Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. In the current month’s edition of"Down Beat," the musical magazine out of Chicago, a 
complete tabulation of these selected few have been published. In maw branches as individual musicians, 
colored men lead the field, but collectively as an orchestra, they lag far behind, giving way to others who 
over a period of time have stolen their thunder. 
8607. 1937, December 11. Ellington Crashes Color Line, Plays White Memphis Theatre. Nat D. 
Williams. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Duke Ellington and his orchestra received favorable conm~ents when 
they performed at the Orpheum Theater in Memphis. The Duke and his aggregation did something that has 
not been duplicated in the Bluff City since the days of Bert: Williams and the "Blues King," W.C. Handy. 
He played an engagement at the Orpehum--a colored attraction was billed in a Main street theater. 
8608. 1937, December 11. "Jo" Baker Weds Wealthy Sportsman and Becomes Citizen of France, as 
BandPlays, Guns Roar a Salute. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Josephine Baker, beloved "toast" of the "Folies 
Bergere," who rose from the raw,ks of end-girl in "Shuffle Along" to the greatest stardom ever attained in 
the country, was married last Tuesday. Baker became the bride of Jean Lion, 27 year old wealthy white 
French merchant, aviator and sportsman in the little village of Crcvecocur le-Grand which translated means 
"Heartbreak." 
8609.1937, December 11. Ken Washington’s Long Passes Thrill 70,000. Pittsburgh Courier. p 16. Stellar 
University of the city of Los Angeles, hallt)ack, Kenny Washington, whose sensatioual passes of 44 yards 
and nearly 70 yards thrilled thousands in the Angel City, last Saturday, appears in the above photo. 
8610. 1937, December 11. RKO Buys Louise Beavers New Flicker "Life Goes On. "Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The RKO Chain bought for their three Harlem Theaters (Regent, Alhambra, 
Roosevelt) "Life Goes On," starring Louise Beavers. This marks the first time that this chain of theaters 
have bought for presentation an all-colored flicker, not because of a~ prejudice against such but because it 
is the first time that one has been produced which can be considered up to the RKO standard of 
entertainment. 
8611. 1937, December 11. Tiny Bradshaw Is Going Great Guns. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Tiny Bradshaw, 
the "human buzz-saw of swing," whose personal popuiari~ is reaching higher eve~3~ day, is creating a 
sensation here at the Howard Theater, where his orchestra is appearing for a week. The dirainutive maestro 
has been so favorably received on his recent tour, that dance, theater, and night club dates will keep him 
busy until late in Janual3,~. 
8612.1937, December 16. Audiences Will 2~Iarvel at Newest All-Negro Film of Joe Louis’ Life Critics 
Declare at Preview of Film. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. "The Spirit of Youth," a Globe production starring Joe 
Louis, with Clarence Muse, Edna Mac Harris, Mac Turner, Cleo Desmond, Clarence Brooks and other well 
lcnown motion picture players in Hollywood’s sepia movie colow, was shown in Hollywood studios to a 
distinguished group. Page 2-B. 
8613. 1937, December 16. Baker Will Give Up Stage. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Josephine Baker, who was 
nrarried to a French wholesale broker, Jean Lyo~ was said today to be planning to quit the stage. Page 2-B. 
8614. 1937, December 16. Brooks Turns in Fine PerJbrmance. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Clarence Brooks 
turned in another hit peffornrance in the Globe Productions of"The Spirit of Youth." Brooks plays the role 
of Joe’s trainer and shows remarkable skill as a screen hea~¢. Page 2-B. 
8615. 1937, December 16. Chick Webb on Schedule for L.A. Ball. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Chick Webb and 
his noted swing band with Ella Fitzgerald, who made the maestro as famous as his own band of swing, will 
be the next feature on an excellent season of dance programs at Shrine auditorium. Page 2-B. 



8616. 1937, December 16. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: You know I am telling you about the pleasant weather and the outlook is still 
better because I hope our good friend Mrs. Charlotta Bass, who is confined to the hospital room waiting for 
old nature to kuit a broken bone, will read this .... Enjoyed a conference yesterday with the waiters in the 
diner between meals, who asked questions about Mrs. Bass and provided the fifll dope on the "Spirit of 
Youth." I gathered from them that most of the passengers, both black and white, are interested in Joe Louis. 
And boy, were they glad to know that Joe is great in the picture. Page 1-A. 
8617. 1937, December 16. Hollywood Seeks Girl Like Step for Screening. California Eagle. p2. For the 
production of "Froo-Froo," starring Louise Ranier, M.G.M. studios are seeking a Negro girl to play an 
important feature that looks like Stepin Fetchit. Ben Carter, casting agent for the film, said a fine contract 
awaited the lucky lady Step and the possibility of a role in "Gone with the Wind." Page 2-B. 
8618. 1937, December 16. Horse Opera Pleases Film Critics. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Hollywood’s first all- 
negro western, titled "Harlem on the Prairie," produced by Associated Features for national consumptio~ is 
likely to cut a new figure in movie burlesques with original Negroid touches given to the opus of the wide 
open spaces and some crack villainy turned in by Maceo Sheffield. Page 2-B. 
8619. 1937, December 16. Movie Executive Arrives for Premiere. California Eagle. p4. Shown is a party 
of staff members of Million Dollar Productions greeting Harry Popldn at Santa Fe station on his alxival 
here for the premiere of "Life Goes On," starring Louise Beavers. Page 4-B. 
8620. 1937, December 18. Akron Prepares Gay Welcome for Ella and Chick. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Akron, hailed as the rubber center of the world, is preparing for its "night of nights" on Christmas Eve, 
when Cl~ick Webb, greatest of modern trumpeters and his singing sensation, Ella Fitzgerald, move into the 
East Market Gardens. 
8621. 1937, December 18. Basle Willing to Meet 3lillinder’s Swing Challenge. Pittsbu~2qh Courier. p20. 
Last week, Count Basic was chosen as the second greatest swing band in the counlry and sixth among the 
greatest such in the counlry and he hurled back in the direction of Lucky Millinder, his challenger, with the 
acceptance of an offer to appear in a musical battle. 
8622. 1937, December 18. Butterfly MeQueen in New Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Butterfly 
McQueen, a big personal success in the ill-fated "Brown Sugar," will go into "Brother Rat" another George 
Abbott production that met with far better success than the aforemcnlioned "Brown Sugar." "Brother Rat," 
has been running on Broadway for more than a year. 
8623. 1937, December 18. Ethel Waters Plays Cupid to Newlk~eds. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Ethel Waters 
plays cupid to newlyweds Rebecca McCain and Benjamin Champion. Their incognilo sojourn with Waters 
in her quaint cottage near Pompton Lakes during the latter part of August, climaxed a romance that 
sprouted in New Jersey more than two years ago. 
8624. 1937, December 18. Frank Schifjman Makes Peace with Stage-Hands’ Union. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Frank Schiffman, general manager of the Apollo Theater, signed a pact with the Local Colored 
Stagehands union, putting the govermnent of his stage in their hands for the first time in the history of his 
houses in Harlem. 
8625. 1937, December 18. Ho, Ho, Hun, Hitting Henry Scores KO. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. HemT 
Armstrong, featherweight champion of the world, ran true to form and knocked out Jimmy Jones of 
Pittsburgh in one minute of the second round before a large crowd of enthusiastic fans. 
8626. 1937, December 18. Joe Louis Watches Max Schmeling KO Thomas. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p17. Max Schineling, who alone of all the top notch heax3~weights has ever taken Joe Louis’ 
measure, won an eight round technical knockout victory over Harry Thomas... Jack Blackburn, Joe Louis’ 
manager, was candidly of the opinion that Schineling was about as prepared as he ever was. 
8627. 1937, December 18. Louie Armstrong to Open at Grand Terrace on Jan 28. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Louis Armstrong’s, "King of the Trumpet," and his famous all-star radio and movie orchestra, will 
perform at the Grand Terrace. The band which has just finished a picture with Bing Crosby is touring the 
Pacific coast following a sensational run at Hollywood uight spot. 
8628. 1937, December 18. ~Iusieians’ Union Closes West End Theatre. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Until further notice, the West-End which less than four weeks ago came into being, as the newest 
addition to the world of colored entertainment in Harlem, will remain a closed affair .... The closing of the 
new theater was due to a misunderstanding between the management and local musicians union. 
8629. 1937, December 18. Pacific Coast Says Floyd Ray Has Best "S,qng Band" in US. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. When it comes to down-home "swing" music, this town of Los Angeles feels that it has the 
greatest "swing" of them all with Floyd Ray’s orchestra. 



8630. 1937, December 18. Sissle Named President of Actors Guild. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Negro 
Actors Guild has been finally formed as an organization that long has been the goal of colored members of 
the profession, but for the last four years, had remained only an idea. Recently Noble Sissle was named 
president of the organization. 
8631. 1937, December 18. ~7~en Marva Won Joe Louis’ Heart, His Little Jers~ Friend Married 
Another Man; There Is Evidence the Union Didn’t Take. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Frank Dickens, to 
whom Dorotl\v Penn tun~ed for comfort, announces in a newspaper that his pretty spouse "has left n\v bed 
and board." Dorothy Penn’s name had been linked to Joe Louis some two years ago. 
8632. 1937, December 23. Armstrong Welcomed by Mayor Show and Banqueted on Return. California 
Eagle. p9. Los Angeles featherweight champion, Henry Armstrong, returned home and a group of 
representative citizens escorted him to the office of Mayor Frank L. Shaw for an official welcome and 
banqueted him in a manner befitting a champion. Page 9-A. 
8633. 1937, December 23. Clarence ~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. Clarence Muse "A 
Talkin’ to You" in the city of Chicago for a couple of days before Christmas where the wind, snow, and 
slippery pavements nrake you think of the old-time Christnras when Santa Claus really came to town on a 
sleigh with reindeers. Page 1-A. 
8634. 1937, December 23. "Fats’ Waller Heads Bill at Orpheum. Cal![ornia Eagle. p4. The inimitable 
"Fats" Waller is going to "sit right down and write himself a letter" for one week starting at the Orpheum 
Theater. Waller known as radio’s "harmful little armful," is malting his first personal appearance at the 
downtown theater in quite some time, and his appearance on the stage will be greatly welcomed by his host 
of admirers. Page 4-B. 
8635. 1937, December 23. It Could Only Happen in H’wood. Ben Carter. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p4. Some of 
the amusnig incidents of casting the bit and feature player in films are lold in sketches by Ben Carter 
Among my many calls was one from a young woman with a heavy, southern accenl. We kept her in mind 
[br our next Tarzan series. Page 4-B. 
8636. 1937, December 23. My Second Ten Years in the Theater. Earl Dancer. California 1,Sag/e. p6. As 
told by Fay M. Jackson, exactly ten years ago this month, I wrote an article "My First Ten Years in the 
Theater." Now, ten years later I must admit I had much better material for my first resume .... The motion 
piclurc is still in its iufancy as far as the Negro is concerned. Unless the Negro is engaged to sing or dance, 
he must be black and portray a servant .... You must admit that ill is prclty rotten propaganda for the Negro. 
But that is the fault of every. Negro who pays his money to see those pictures. Page 6-B. 
8637. 1937, December 25. Andy, Mark’ Lou and Pha Terrell to Take City by Storm on Monday Night. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Andy Kirk and his Clouds of Joy orchestra came to Pittsburgh to play to one of 
the largest crowds this "dance-loving" town has ever seen. Others to be featured with this aggregation 
include Mary Lou Williams. 
8638. 1937, December 25. Armstrong to Appear on Bing Crosby Program. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. The 
band which this section of the conntry is convinced is the greatest box-office draw in the cotmtry, 
Armstrong, closed a blaze in glory after establishing an all time attendance record. In his first week at the 
Vogue, he did more business than any other band had done during a four week period and his popularity 
continues to grow. 
8639. 1937, December 25. Bojangles Paid "Greatest" Honor by Dance SocieO’. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
Bill "Bojangles" Robinson stepped out of character here last week when he donned his customary whiskers 
and the like to play Santa Clause to the Harlem’s of the country. Robinson delivered toys to the police 
station to be distributed to kids throughout the city. Robinson was selected by the Dance Society to 
represent America at its finals to the dance convention that is currently being held. 
8640. 1937, December 25. Chick Webb Promises to Be Good, So Akronites Will Get "Hot ~Iusie." 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. Chick Webb and his famous Savoy Ballroom Orchestra featuring Ella Fitzgerald, 
swing out at the East Market Gardens on the stroke of midnight in Akron, Ohio. 
8641. 1937, December 25. La Baker on Dance Honeymoon. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Two days after her 
nrarriage to Jean Lion, young, handsome, and wealthy French manufacturer, Josephine Baker, honey- 
colored St. Louis stage star, was photographed dancing with her bridegroom at a charity benefit in Paris. 
8642. 1937, December 25. Louis Armstrong Best Box-Office Draw, Says Reilly. Pittsburgh Courier. p lT. 
Louis Armstrong is the best box-office draw with Jimmie Lunceford and Ella Fitzgerald, closely following. 
8643. 1937, December 25. Lucky’s StilILueky. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. The rumors which stated that 
Lucky Millinder, who touched the figures for a thousand dollars in Boston last week where he was at the 



Metropolitan Theater and successfully defeated Jack Denny in a battle of music on stage there, had taken 
his grand and the band’s payroll, were proven false when he returned from Chicago. 
8644. 1937, Decelnber 25. "Melody Maker" Poll Lists Duke Ellington Greatest "Swing" Band. 
Pittsbu@ Courier. plT. Duke Ellington has the world’s greatest swing band, with Benny Goodman 
second, according to the final results of an international poll conducted by the Melody Maker, weekly 
British magazine. 
8645. 1937, Dece~nber 25. Robeson Writing Play on Mahatma. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. Paul Robeson, 
internationally famous singer and actor, is at present actively engaged in co-authoring a play which will 
dramatize Mahatma Gandhi’s passive resistance campaign in South Africa in 1893 on behalf of Indians 
settled there. 
8646. 1937, December 25. Tiny Bradshaw Roars His Defiance as Was on "Swing" Continues. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p16. In response to the Down Beat’s selection of top bands and band leaders, Tiny Bradshaw, 
promoted as a definite rival to Cab Calloway hastened to promote his own aggregation and meet the 
challenger of the Basie-Millinder swing battle. 
8647. 1937, December 30. Armstrong Hangs Up Radio Record. California Eagle. p5. The attendance 
record for Byron "Speed" Reilly’s regular Sunday "Swing Spotlight Show" on radio station KLS, set by 
Rudy Vallee, was expected to stand for all time, but it was either broken or badly bent when Louis 
Armstrong was the guest star. Page 5-B. 
8648. 1937, December 30. Clarence 2~Iuse a Talkin ’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: Christnras Day in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the home of the Quaker Oats and until 
yet I have not see one oat on the table where I’m stopping .... I feel that some of the greatest achievements 
of the coming year will come from Dear Old Hollywood. One dream I have now is that Margucrita Ward, 
the famous cosmetician who made Edna Me Harris so beautiful in "The Spirit of Youtl~" will become one 
of the great make-up artists of the nation this year. Page 1-A. 
8649. 1937, December 30. C/co Brown. California Eagle. p5. Cleo Brown, talented daughter of a Chicago 
mi~fistcr who took to the glamour of the night club rather than teach school. Brown arrived here [’or an 
m~limited engagement in Club Lorenze. Page 5-B. 
8650. 1937, December 30. Extra Players Kept Busy in Big Pictures. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p6. Big production 
during the past ten months in Hollywood have boosted the average number of extras given daily 
employment to 993--one of the largest figures in the past decade. Page 6-B. 
8651. 1937, December 30. The Jointls Jumping!. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p5. As only Fats Waller can make it, 
radio’s king of swing is now at the Orpheum Theater where he and his band arc headlining the show. 
Waller appears in the above photo. Page 5-B. 
8652. 1937, December 30. Lincoln to Present Louise Beavers in Film "Life Goes On." California Eagle. 
p4. In "Life Goes Ork" at the Lincoln Theater New Year’s Eve, Louise Beavers rises to heights never 
before attained by a colored star. For the first time in eight years, Beavers has been a screen headliner when 
she was given a role with the possibilities of "Sally Weston," a Southern widow, who because of the 
educational limitations of the deep south, goes to New York’s Harlem to educate her two sons in an 
atmosphere designed, as it were, to make or break a young man. Page 4-B. 
8653. 1938, January 1. Bill Bailey Flies to 2Ve~ York; Sails for Europe on Normandie. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p3. Bill Bailey flew to New York from Chicago and boarded the French Liner Normandie for 
Europe, where he had been signed to headline a revue with an all-white cast .... Bailey, who just recently 
returned from Europe, with the Cotton Club Revue, was quite a sensation, having yet to see Bill Robinson 
at his peak the theatergoing public there were quoted as willing to accept Bailey for the great Robinson. 
8654. 1938, January 1. Bill Bailey Flies to New York; Sails for Europe on Normandie. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. Bill Bailey, the next best single tap dancer to Bill Robinso~ flew here from Chicago last week 
and boarded the French liner Normandie for Europe, where he has been signed to headline a revue with an 
all-white cast. 
8655. 1938, January 1. Chick and Ella in Charleston New Year’s Night. Pittsbu@ Courier. p9. The great 
Chick Webb and his singing sensation, Ella Fitzgerald, will appear at Charleston’s first cabaret dance New 
Year’s night from 10 pm until 2 am at the Charleston Armory. For the occasion the Armory has been 
bedecked in gay holiday colors, palms and other greenery and will be lighted with vari-colored lights. 
8656. 1938, January 1. Count Basic and Chick Webb to Stage Battle of "Swing Music." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. The much discussed battle of music between Count Basic and Chick Webb is seemingly all set 
for the Savoy Ballroom here January 16th. From any music lover’s point of view, the battle of notes should 
be more thanjnst interesting. 



8657. 1938, January 1. Dr. Carver’s Life Story I~2ll Be ToM in Movies. Lawrence Lamar. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p7. Clinton Rosemond has been assigned to the role of the noted scientist in the production of 
"The Life of Dr. George Washington Car~Ter." Rosemond assumes the role of Car~Ter. The actor told 
newsmen that he more than appreciated the opportunity to play the role of a great man that he revered. 
8658. 1938, January 1. Duke Will Step OutAgain. Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Duke Ellington, Walt Disney 
and John "Jock" Whitney are among those who have been approached to collaborate in the creation of a 
special ballet for Col. W. de BasiFs Ballet Rnsse de Mont Carlo. 
8659. 1938, January 1. Floyd Ray Recovers, Rejoins His Band. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Floyd Ray, the 
youthful "Maestro of Swing" who sustained injuries in a recent automobile accident near Belleville, 
Kansas, while enroute to fill dance engagements, is now well on the road to recovery and has rejoined his 
orchestra for their ten day engagement at the Club Lido in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
8660. 1938, January 1. Jesse Owens Will Open Swanky Night ~Tub in Cleveland. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. 
Jesse Owens, who during the last Olympic Games in Europe won the title of the fastest human, is again 
scheduled to change his direction and go into the nite club business as a sideline. According to plans, the 
spot will be in accord with those in New York’s Harlem which Owens visited and admired during his nrany 
trips East. 
8661. 1938, January 1. Joe Louis, Nathan Mann Pick Training Sites. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Champion 
Joe Louis and Nathan Maim (who punched the pedaling Bob Pastor out of the current fistic picture) decided 
upon their training sites for the Bomber’s first tune-up for the Schmeling battle. The fight will be held at 
Madison Square Garden on the night of February 23 and has already aroused considerable attention. 
8662. 1938, January 1. ~Iartha Raye "Goes Colored" and the South Raises "Cain. "Pittsburgh Courier. 
p6. The general reaction of the South to the appearance of white and colored actors in the same movie was 
made the subject of a letter, sent recently to the editor of the Independent, publication of the Independent 
Theater Owners Association by W. A~ Rush, manager of the Houston Theater, Houston, Miss. "At the 31 st 
semi-annual convention of the Motion Picture Theater Owners Association of Arkansas, Mississippi, and 
Te~messee, ’A warning to forestall censorstfip was sounded,’ because of the ’indiscriminate mingling of the 
white and black races in motion pictures intended for the Southern exhibitors.’" Films implicated by these 
charges include "One Mile From Heaveff’ and "Artists and Models" (featuring Martha Raye and Louis 
Armstrong)~ 
8663. 1938, January 1~ Nicholas Bros. Sing for Radia Commercial: Ben Bernie Will Feature Them on 
National Hook-Up. Billy Rowe. Pittsbu~2qh Courier. p6. Ben Bernie will feature the sensational Nicholas 
Brothers, Fayard and Harold, on uational hook-up. They signed a contract with the U.S. Tire Company for 
this purpose. The program which will go over the entire country via the CBS coast-to-coast hook-up, will 
give the famous boys a four week shot at national radio conunercializing. 
8664. 1938, January 1. On Air with Ben & Bernie. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The Nicholas Brothers, pictured 
above, will appear for four weeks as part of the uatioual radio show of the United States Tire Company. 
They are to share honors with Ben Bernie, Buddy Clark and Jean Pickens. 
8665. 1938, January 1. Ralph Cooper Anxious to Sign Up Maxine Sullivan. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. The fame of Maxine Sullivan, who less than two months ago smashed across the theatrical 
horizon of this fair city of New York, is becoming a topic for discussion in every corner of the world. In the 
current month’s edition of the Melody Maker, a European publication, she was rated among the best swing 
song delineators of the day .... In Hollywood, where both pictures and history are made, flicker executives 
are giving all ears to the wave of recent Sullivan fans. Many of the newly organized colored film 
companies such as Million Dollar Productions, are dickering for a shot at her. 
8666. 1938, January 1. Stage Feud Between SehifJman, Pigmeat and Slatko Still On. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Frank Schiffman, Pigmeat Markham, and Harry Slatko are feuding .... It was 
learned that after the closing of the West-End Theater where Pigmeat Markham was the main attraction, 
Schiffman of the Apollo Theater closed the doors of that house against him and his partner, Jimmie Baskett 
in an endeavor to carry out his threats that no perforn~er could work his theater who also worked at the 
West-End Theater. Knowing his feeling, the comedian and his side-kicks turned their heads toward the 
Quaker City and approached Hal~ Slatko for employment. Slatko was then contacted by Schifffman who 
demanded that he cancel their act. 
8667. 1938, January 6. At Four Star. California Eagle. p5. Madame Sul-Te-Wan, distinguished film 
actress, will be seen in a part of the 20th Century-Fox production "In Old Chicago," which opens here at 
the Four Star Theater. Sul-Te-Wan appears in the above photo. (Sect. B). 



8668. 1938, Jannary 6. Bill Robinson ’5’ to Face M.G.M. Team. California Eagle. p0. The 13ill Robinson 
13ojangles, local team of basketball players, sponsored by the noted tap dance king, play their first regular 
game since organizing in the Pan-Pacific Auditorium. 
8669. 1938, Jannary 6. Cinema to Say It with Music as 1938 Opens. California Eagle. p5. Hollywood will 
say it with music in 1938. As the new year comes in, Paramount studio has five important musical pictures 
rea~ for release during the opening weeks of 1938.13lack actors will appear in some of these films such as 
"13ig 13roadcast of 1938." (Sect. B). 
8670. 1938, Jannary 6. Finds Perfect "Mammy’ in FDR Kitchen. California Eagle. p5. Louella O. 
Parsons, motion picture editor of International News Ser~Tice, reported that Mrs. McDtuffie is being 
supported in her ambitions to become an actress by the first lady, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. McDuffie is 
scheduled to test for a role in David Selznick~s unnamed production [is believed to be "Gone with the 
Wind"]. (Sect. 13). 
8671. 1938, Jannar3" 6. Louis Plays.[br Elks on January 13th. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p5. Louis Armstrong will 
be root-toot-tooting in one of the wildest jam sessions on the Eastside at the Elks. Armstrong appears in the 
above photo. (Sect. 13). 
8672. 1938, Jannal3" 6. ~Iuse’s Tour Meets with Great Success. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p4. Heading a company 
of thirty people, Clarence Muse, actor and singer, with Elliott Carpenter, the talented pianist, his personal 
accompanist, just completed a series of appearances in a special show tour. (Sect. 13). 
8673. 1938, Jannal3" 6. Rosamond Recounts Feeling in Role of Dr. George IV.. Carver. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. 
p4. "For the first time in a long career of acting, I was timid--vel3" timid in accepting the role of Dr. Car~er 
for M.G.M.’s Pete Smith depicting the life and achievements of the great scientist," Clinton Rosemond said 
this week. (Sect. 
8674. 1938, J~nuary 8. Billy Rowe’s Theatrical Calvaeade of 1937. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
To say that 1937 was the best theatriczl year of this or any other generation would be taking too much for 
granted, but as we take stock of that year which came upon with more hope, more opportunities than any of 
our experience, we can hold high our heads when we szy we have fared well. Evidence of these successes 
arc in the achicvemcnls of Jimmie Lunceford, Frcdi Washington, znd many others. 
8675. 1938, J~nuary 8. Bing Crosby Knows Howto Send ’Em. S~llye Bell. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. We 
can give credit where it is due by showing sincere appreciation and therefore, I would like to commend 
13ing Crosby, for his mauner toward Louie Armstrong when he was guest at the Music Hall, last week. If 
you hczrd the broadcast, you will recall that when Bing introduced Louis--there was not even the slightest 
shade of a difference in his manner as compared to when he announced Connie 13oswell and the other guest 
artists. 
8676. 1938, January 8. Duke, Louie, Jimmie, Cab Named Among l O Best Band of Year. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. From a crude beginning, colored musicians have lifted music which is commouly called jazz, 
swing or what have you to symphonic qnality and finds that there is still hope for it by whatever name one 
might choose to call. Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Jimmie Lunceford, Cab Calloway and others are 
among the top bands of the year. 
8677. 1938, January 8. Duke, Louie, Jimmie, Cab Named Among 10 Best Bands of Year. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. In selecting the ten best orchestras in the country, I think that it should be done without 
prejudice or a differentiation where color is concerned, because, in the field of music among musicians less 
and less prejudice is becoming apparent. To them...they are all men ... musicians. In a class by themselves 
are Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Jimmie Lunceford, Guy Lombardo, Cab Calloway, Paul Whiteman, 
and others. 13illy Rowe placed Cout Basle above Chick Webb for "Swing." He also rated Lucky, Andy, 
Fletcher, and Don Redman. 
8678. 1938, January 8. Eva Jes~ye Choir on Air. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Making their first feature 
broadcast in several seasons, the Eva Jessye choir of 25 voices was heard Dec. 30 over the Cohnubia chain. 
The half hour presentation consisted of a watch meeting sermon and music from the Santee swamps of 
South Carolina entitled, "The Prodigal Son," written and directed by Eva Jessye. 
8679. 1938, January 8. Harlem Likes It’s Drama "D~[ferent;" Weird Plays "Sell" Best at Lafayette. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p l2. It is significant that the Lafayette Theater, one of the few houses in Harlem 
equipped for the production of legitimate drama, is situated between a church and a nightclub. The 
Lafayette Theater opened Februal3" 1936 and the first play produced here was one by the Federal Theater 
entitled, "Walk Together Chilhm." It played five weeks and was seen by more tlran 10,000 persons. Since 
tlrat time the WPA Negro Theater has staged a total of nine productions and played to an audience of about 
175,000. 



8680. 1938, January 8. Joe Louis Resolved to Beat Schmeling. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p17. "I’m going to heat Schineling if I fight him this year." This was the single, solenm resolution made by 
the World’s Heavyweight Champion Joe Louis in our heart-to-heart talk here on Resolution Day in his 
Brown Bomber Chicken Shack, rendezvous of Detroit’s elite, on Motortown’s arterial Vernor high~vay. 
8681. 1938, January 8. Nicholas Bros. to Hit Airways Next Wednesday. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With but 
a few days between them and their first coast-to-coast radio conunercial; the first for the race this year; the 
sensational Nicholas Brothers who during the last year rose to new heights in the theatrical world, are 
priming themselves for their biggest chance of 1938. 
8682. 1938, January 8. Nicholas Bros. to Hit Airways Next Wednesday. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With but 
a few days between them and their first coast-to-coast radio commercial; the first for the race this year; the 
sensational Nicholas Brothers who during the last year rose to new heights in the theatrical world, are 
priming themselves for their biggest chance of 1938. 
8683. 1938, Jannary 8. Nixon Grand Will (,’lose Doors This Month. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Nixon 
Grand Theater, here in Philadelphia, which just a few months ago opened its doors under the management 
of Han3~7 Slatko will again close its doors to the colored perforn~er within the month. It was learned that the 
planned closing of the theater is due to stage hands’ union trouble. 
8684. 1938, Jannary 8. Portray "Race Great" in Moving Pictures, AI Moses Suggests. A1 Moses. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Five year contracts have been scaled and signed by more than a score of players 
who during the past ten years have appeared in various roles on the legitinrate stage. Still we’d thrill a 
million times more to the dramatization and picturization of salient chapters from the lives of such 
deathless characters as Black Patti, Paul Laurence Dunbar, Crispus Attucks...Othello. 
8685. 1938, January 8. Pushkin Is Honored by Russia in Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Made in Russia 
by Lenfilm Productions and released by Amkino, "Young Pushkin," a full-length talking picture depicting 
part of the life of the great Negro poet, was given its New York premiere at the Cameo theater last week 
with V. Litovsky in the title role. 
8686. 1938, January 8. Ralph Cooper "Most Valuable’ Performer of ’37 Writer Also Picks "Biggest 
Boner." Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. At the risk of providing you with special memories of 
twelve months of theatergoing, I cite the [bllowing best of 1937 and heading the lists is Ralph Cooper along 
with Louis Armstrong, Cab Calloway, and others. 
8687. 1938, January 8. ~here’s Nothing to It! Says Louis of Separation Rumor Aired by Winehell. 
Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Joe Louis and wife spend part of the holidays together in 
Detroit. The reunion of this couple dispelled rumors previously circulated that the couple had separate& 
8688. 1938, January 8. WestEnd Theater Re-Opens. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The long awaited opening 
of the West-End Theater came to pass Saturday evening, but with a far different meaning to Harlem than 
when it first opened its doors a few months back, bringing with it ideas of a new deal in entertaimnent for 
the section. 
8689. 1938, January 8. Write Scribe Who Predicted Joe’s Defeat by Schmeling Last Time Says Louis Will 
Lose Again. James Edmund Boyack. Pittsburgh Courier. p 16. James Boyack, sports writer, predicts that 
Joe Louis’ crown will come tumbling down when he meets Max Schmeling, the cold-eyed, next June for 
the hea~.~Tweight championship of the world. But Joseph the Great will not go down ignominiously in 
history for his amazing fight career and his staunch fighting heart will be spread across boxing am~als in 
bold letters. 
8690. 1938, January 13. Armstrong Returns from Nov York to Fight in Arizona. California Eagle. p6. 
Fresh from his triumph over Enrico Venturi, Italian lightweight king, Henry Arn~strong, will turn westward 
for a bout in Phoenix, Arizona with Franlde Castillo, Mexican lightweight. Page 6-B. 
8691. 1938, January 13. Bernice Pilot Wins New Contract with Warner Brothers. Cal~brnia Eagle. p4. 
Starting offthe new year with good news for Negro motion picture players, comes the tip that Bernice 
Pilot, well known feature player, had her option taken up by Warner Brother studios at the fiuish of her 
work in "Penrod and Sam, Double Trouble." ... The actress has held 6 month contracts with Warners for 3 
years, according to her agent, Rodney Pantages. Page 4-B. 
8692. 1938, January 13. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Cal~/brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Waterloo, Iowa. The Ci~7 that is divided by the Cedar Falls River. Each side of 
the river claims supremacy. Page 1-A. 
8693. 1938, January 13. Jesse Owens Wants an OK---Seeks Reinstatement as Amateur. California Eagle. 
p6. Jesse Owens applied last week to the A.A.U. for reinstatement to alnateur status. Owens and the 



A.A.U. parted when the sprinter began campaigning for Alfred Landon, Republican presidential candidate. 

Page 6-B. 

8694. 1938, January 13. Kenny Washington Denies Bear-Bruin Transfer Rumor. California Eagle. p6. 

Rmnors that he would transfer from Westwood to California at Berkeley next fall were dispelled most 

vociferously last weekend by Kenny Washignton, UCLA’s star halfback. Page 6-B. 

8695. 1938, January 13. Paul Robeson Sings to Aid Spanish Loyalists. California Eagle. p4. Patti 

Robeson, ordinarily one of the world’s highest paid singers, contributed lfis services free by singing "Ol’ 

Man River" at a public meeting of Spanish Loyalist sympatlfizers at Albert Hall. Page 4-B. 

8696. 1938, January 13. Releases Film on Life of Young Alexandre Pushkin. California Eagle. p4. Made 
in Russia and released by Amkino, "Young Pnsl~ki~" a full length talking picture depicting part of the life 

of the great Negro poet, was given its New York premibre at the Cameo theater. Page 4-B. 
8697. 1938, January 13. Rumor Washington, Strode to Transfer to University of Berkeley. CaliJbrnia 

Eagle. p2. Gossip most current along local grapevines is that Kenny Washington and Woodrow Strode, 

football sensations at UCLA, will desert for California at Berkeley come next fall. Page 2-B. 

8698.1938, January 15. Alberta Hunter...Smart Brown, with Plenty of (,’harm and Poise. Pittsburgh 

Courier. p21. Alberta Hunter is a smart brown woman, with plenty of charm and poise who has entered the 

hearts of millions of people with her torch songs. And when this clever interpreter of song bursts forth, she 

sends her audience trembling. 

8699. 1938, January 15. Alberta’s ContraetExpires This Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Alberta Hunter, 

song delineator who for two and a half years tlwilled the European public with her superb voice, is today 

taking up where she left off in America before her most successful European jaunt. She signed to appear on 

station WEAF in New York. 

8700. 1938, January 15. Cincinnati-Born Louise Beavers Never Had First Lesson in Acting I. James Hill. 

Pittsburgh Courier. p21. According to the buxom, lovable lady who gained international fames as "Aunt 

Delilah," in the f~mcd "Imitation of Life," tfistfionic art was in her bones the day she was born; and just as 

a :flower blooms with maturity, so her thespian nalure sought expression when the time came. "I’ve been in 

Hollywood ever since I was eleven ... and naturally, I call it home." 

8701. 1938, January 15. Claims article on Bessie Smith Untrue. Pittsburgh Courier. p14. Mick Clark 

submitted a letter to the editor regarding the previous article on Bessie Smith. "The story that Bessie Smith 

was turned down at the door of a Memphis hospital was not true. Hammond of "Downbeat’ states that one 

office members of Chick Webb’s orchestra told him that they saw it, was not true .... Smith was hurt in 

Mississippi and received treatment a few miles below Clarksdale and that is 75 miles :from here. She died 

there and was never brought here. This appeared in several of our papers." 

8702. 1938, January 15. Count Basic and ("hick Webb to Start Battle for "Swing Supremacy" Sunday. 

Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Incited by many musical ratings which put Count Basic above him in the world of 

swing music, Chick Webb, the reputed "drum king of swing" accepted the challenge and hurled his way 

ahead of Basic several months ago. 

8703. 1938, January 15. Declines Role. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Elizabeth McDuffie declined role of 

"Manuny" in "Gone with The Wind." She appears in the above photo. 

8704. 1938, January 15. Erskine Hawkins to Tenn. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Erskine Hawkins and his 

’Bama State Collegians, who took a new management last week, are already showing the fruits of that 

decision in new and more important dance and theater engagements. 

8705. 1938, January 15. Eva Jes~ye’s Daughter. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Little Hattie Mac Jessye Spears, 

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles (Evas Jessye) Spears, is enroute to California with her parents. She 

appears in the above photo. 

8706. 1938, January 15. Facts Behind Closing of the Nixon Grand. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 

The closing of the Nixon Grand Theater in Philadelphia, though rumored for several weeks, came as a great 

shock to colored theatrical circles. With its closing, the working chances of those beyond the footlights 

have been lessened. 
8707. 1938, January 15. Joe Louis to Qu# Ring. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Bo~ng champ Joe Louis, in an 

interview with the Pittsburg Courier, said he is fed up with professional fighting and wants to travel and 

study. 

8708. 1938, January 15. "Life Goes On" Hailed as One of Better Movies. James Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. 

p21. Louise Beavers and Lawrence Criner are "tops" as artists in the motion picture, "Life Goes On." The 

picture is possibly one of the best all-colored cast pictures shown in the Baltimore region. The story is not 

very. unusual and reeks of banality in some parts, such as the scene where Mrs. Weston (Beavers) works 



doggedly to raise and educate her two sons, one of whom is devoted to her and the other naturally 

felonious. 

8709. 1938, Janual3/15. Louis Film to Lincoln. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Joe Louis’ new feature length 

picture, "Spirit of Youth," will have its world premiere at the Lincoln Theater in Waslfington, D.C. The 

fihn will play an extended run at this theater at advance prices. 

8710. 1938, Janual3/15. Marian Pleases Boston Audience. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Marian Anderson, 

whose voice thrilled thousands of people in every land, made her first American appearance for the year in 

Boston, Sunday, Janum)~ 2nd, before an audience that forgot Boston coldness and whistled and stamped its 

approval. 

8711. 1938, Jannary 15. New Theatre to Open in Brooklyn Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. With the 

announcement of E.B. Dudley, former Western theater owner and manger, that he has completed all 

renovations and plans to revive the former Loew’s Dekalk theater in Brooklyn and that he would open its 

doors to the public on Friday, headlining a picture and vaudeville policy, hope was renewed for the 

vanishing circles of colored show business. 
8712.1938, Jannal~~ 15. Sissle Being Booked by Rockwell-O’Keefe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Noble Sissle 

and his orchestra were signed to the office of Rockwell O’Keefe. 
8713.1938, Jannal~~ 15. Sissle Being Booked by Rockwell-O’Keefe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Noble Sissle 

and his internationally famous orchestra are now signed by the Rockwell-O’Keefe, Inc. Sissle’s new 

bookers are located in the RKO building in New York. 

8714. 1938, Jannary 15. Willie Bryant Is Philadelphia’s Greatest Box Q[fiee Attraction. Pittsbuqgh 

Courier. p20. Willie Bryant, the "Clown Prince of Joy," and one of Harlem’s Favorite Sons, was credited 

with the greatest box-office record ever attained at the Nixon Grand theater in Philadelphia. More than 

65,000 people saw Bryant’s revue; attendance broke the record mark set: by Louis Armstrong the previous 

summer. 

8715. 1938, January 15. Willie Bryant Is Philadelphia’s Greatest Box Office Attraction. Pittsbu@ 

Courier. p20. More than 65,000 people saw Willie Bryant’s revue; attendance broke the record mark set: by 

Louis Armstrong during the summer of 1937. Bryant, the "Crown Prince of Joy" and one of Harlem’s 

favorite sons was credited with the greatest box-office record ever attained here at the Nixon Grand Theater 

in Philadelphia. 

8716. 1938, January 20. Ad Life Goes On. California Eagle. p6. This is an ad :for the :film "Life Goes 

On," featuring Louise Beavers. The :film will be screened at the Tivoli Theater. Page 6-A. 

8717. 1938, January 20. "Androeles’ Moves to Belasco. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. pT. With several weeks of 
packed houses at the Holly’wood Playhouse to their credit, the Negro trait of Federal Theaters Project are 

currently cast in G. Bernard Shaw’s comedy farce, "Androcles and the Lion," which opens at the Belasco. 

Jesse Lee Brooks and Mac Turner appear in tlfis production. Page 7-A. 

8718. 1938, January 20. Big Stage Show and "Life Goes On" at Tivoli Jan. 27. California Eagle. p6. 

Offering a gem in entertaimnent, "Life Goes On." starting Louise Beavers, will be shown by the Million 

Dollar Productions at the Tivoli Theater. Page 6-A. 

8719. 1938, January 20. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Ea,~le. pl. The following is from an 

article by Clarence Muse: Back home! The haven that most Americans hope to land in, either to visit, or 

stay--Hollywood! Page 1-A. 
8720. 1938, January 20. Diffie Hopes for Film Role Are Blown Up. California Ea,~le. p6. Elizabeth 

McDuffie, White House maid servant of President Roosevelt, learned this week that she will not play the 

role of"Mammy" in Margaret Mitchell’s much discussed, "Gone With the Wind." It was the opinion of the 

California Eagle that either Louise Beavers or Hattie McDaniel, both of whose work in pictures has been of 

high standard and enriched the coffers of film producers, should be granted first consideration. Page 6-A. 

8721. 1938, January 20. Famous Star Says Race Should Write for Films. Fay M. Jackson. Cal~/brnia 

Eagle. p6. Last week, it was Frances Lederer’s turn at party and gift giving for the finished "The Lone 

Wolf’ at Columbia studios. His special guests were Ke~meth Washington, gridiron hero of the season and 

the writer. Lederer in commenting on the industl~" stated: "Colored performers... They are so absolutely 

much more imbued with talent and personality than any other race .... Only Negro writers can do subjects 

pertaiuing to real Negro life." Page 6-A. 

8722. 1938, January 20. Film Society Is Launched to Aid Protection of Race Dignity in Screen 

Portrayals. J. Cullen Fentress. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pT. Filling a long-felt need in the promotion of 

international understanding through motion pictures and pre-staging, a direct and definite effort to raise the 

status of colored people in films, is the annotmcement of the formation of a Cniema League of Colored 



Peoples, initiated this week by Fay M. Jackson. Started in the center of film activities, the Hollywood 
league will invite and encourage membership of Negroes from other world centers. Page 7-A. 
8723. 1938, January 20. J. Rosamond Johnson Here for Musical. California Eagle. p7. Having written 
mawr popular songs and known for his work as a collector and arranger of Negro spirituals, J. Rosamond 
Jolmson arrived to begin rehearsal for "Porgy and Bess." Page 7-A. 
8724. 1938, January 20. Louise Beavers. California Eagle. pT. Louise Beavers, who arrived in Baltimore 
for the premiere of "Life Goes On," is meeting with great acclaim by Easterners with the "movie bug." 
Page 7-A. 
8725. 1938, January 20. Says He Still Has "That Old Feeling." California Eagle. p6. Rabid denials were 
made this week by Joe Louis, heavyweight boxing champion~ that he and his beautiful socialite wife, 
Marva Trotter, are "on the outs." Page 6-B. 
8726. 1938, January 20. Sports Flashes--Bojangles Seek to Wipe Out Defeats; Play MGM. Califbrnia 
Eagle. pT. Bill Robinson’s "Bojangles," under the lash of two stringing defeats, seeks revenge over the 
weekend at the expense of MGM studio league when they meet them in a return casaba tossing duel at the 
Patriotic hall. The game is under the auspices of the AAU. Page 7-A. 
8727. 1938, January 20. Washington Steps Right Up and Says U~ZA Satisfies Him. Cal![brnia Eagle. p6. 
Rumors that Kem~y Washington would transfer from Westwood to California at Berkeley next fall were 
dispelled most vociferously last weekend by Kenny Washington, UCLA’s star halfback. Page 6-B. 
8728. 1938, January 22. CallArmstrong UnerownedKing of Lightweight. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p17. "One way to lose to He~u3~7 Armstrong is to run into him, and the other is to run away from 
him." Frank Graham, provides the complete story of what took place when Enrico Venturi, Italian 
lightweight, tried to pit his ring generalship and his fistic acumen against He~u3~ Armstrong in what was 
scheduled as a ten-rotmd feature bout at Madison Square Garden in New York last Thursday night. 
8729. 1938, January 22. Champ to See Farr, Braddock Battle. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. 
Joe Louis broke up his snowbound training camp to travel to Madison Square Garden to see the boxing 
match between Farr and Braddock .... Thursday, Louis will go to Washington, D.C. to make a personal 
appearance in connection with iris motion picture. 
8730. 1938, January 22. Champ to See Farr, Braddock Battle. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
Joe Louis broke up his snowbound training camp here Wech~esday, preparator), to opening at Pompton 
Lakes, New Jersey. The rest here seems to have done the champion a lot of good. He is full of pep and very. 
jolly. He has taken daily tfikes in the hills and sawed down sixteen pine trees during the last two weeks. 
8731. 1938, January 22. Champ, Marva Deny Rift. Marva (TrotIer) Louis. Pittsbu~2qh Courier. pl. Joe 
Louis, champion boxer and his wife, Ma~’a, deny that they are having a rift. "Joe is the sweetest husband in 
the world." She added, "Despite all of the upsetting rumors that have caused me so much embarrassment 
and worry, I will continue to trust the man I married." 
8732. 1938, January 22. Earl Hines’ Band Will Make Way for "King Louie" at Grand Terrace, Jan 28. 
Ted Watson. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. One of the sharpest bands to ever hit the road will be that of Earl 
Hines, now acknowledged as one of the greatest show bands throughout the nation. Hines’ unit is booked 
solidly for three months and the rest of the bookings are one-niters. 
8733. 1938, January 22. Harlem Still Divided Over "Swing" Battle. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
In the undying words of the great purveyors of swing, Count Basic and Chick Webb brought two 
aggregations of cats to the famous Savoy Ballroom Sunday night and set the whole section of rl\vthmic fire. 
Never in the history of the internationally known "home of happy feet" has a more ma~’elons musical 
diversion been presented. 
8734.1938, January 22. "I’m Engaged... There’s Nothing to Joe and Me... We’re Good Friends" 
Declares Marian Egbert. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Pretty Plantation Club dancer, 
Marian Egbert, wonders why the gossipers picked on her as the press alleges a romantic link between she 
and champion boxer, Joe Louis. 
8735. 1938, January 22. "I’m Taking ~Iarva to Paris After June Fight," Champ Tells Courier. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl3. According to Joe Louis, "Marva wants me to redeem myself by beating Schmeling, but after 
tlrat we want a chance to go away and be to ourselves for a while." 
8736. 1938, January 22. Louis-Schmeling Bout May Be Held in Detroit. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Joe 
Louis will defend his world’s heavyweight championship crown against Max Schineling at Detroit next 
June, according to a story published by Michael Strauss Jacobs, the promoter and man who will decide 
where the fight is going to be held. 



8737. 1938, Jannal3., 22. Lunceford to Play at Stanl~ Theatre. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jimnfie Lunceford 
is schednled to play at the Stanley Theater. Lunceford and his crew will headline a touring revue which will 
feature Babe Matthews among others. 
8738. 1938, Jannal3.r 22. Nat Towles’ Band Is Smash Hit at Omaha Music Box. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Nat ToMes’ band is packing them nightly at Omaha’s Music Box Ballroom. There are two floors and two 
bands at this place -- one white and one colored band. Since ToMes’ opening, the Gerorgian Room is 
continnally packed with dancers who formerly dance in the Blue Room, where the white band played. 
8739. 1938, Jannal3., 22. Nicholas Brothers Will Be on Air This Week. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. The Nicholas Brothers, signed to feature a radio commercial program along with Ben Bernie for U.S. 
Tires, resulted in the darkest gloom last Wednesday night when the advertised half hour came on without 
the dynamic brothers. According to several white columnists, the reason for their absence "came about after 
the preview rehearsal of the program during which the boys stole the radio entertaimnent away from the 
white artists." 
8740. 1938, Janual)" 22. Sophie Tucker Pays Glowing Tribute to "2~Ian Who Made Her." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Sophie Tucker, eminent star of stage, screen, and radio, featured the program with a glowing 
tribute to Shelton Brooks and "Some Of These Days," the song which made both she and Brooks famous. 
8741. 1938, Janual~" 22. Step’s on the Stage at Stanlek; but He’s Happy About Stork. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Stepin Fetchit is doing his act at the Stanley Theater and he’s sending packed audiences into 
convulsions. But Step’s mind ain’t on no stage, he is very much interested in something else. Pretty Winnie 
Johnson, his young and charming wife, makes no secret of the fact that they have a "blessed event on the 
way ]’ 

8742. 1938, January 22. To Release All-Negro Pictures. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Four all-colored pictures 
are being planned by Richard C. Kahn of Hollywood and will be distributed through the southwest Sack 
Amusement enterprise. The first picture to go inlo production is, "Two Gun Man From Harlem." 
8743. 1938, January 27. Ad Life Goes on (l~lm);. California Eagle. pT. This is an ad for "Life Goes On," 
a :film starting Louise Beavers.The film is being screened at the Tivoli Theater. Page 7-A. 
8744. 1938, January 27. Announcement! One Million Dollars to Loan!. California Eagle. p6. Sidney P. 
Dories has just been appointed as agent for the largest financial institution in lhis country. He is now in the 
position to make :first and second loans ranging :from $200 to $10,000. Page 6-A. 
8745. 1938, January 27. Burwell Wins Contract with Mae West. California Eagle. pT. When most of the 
world is c~ing for "one hour" with the famed screen star and any gal who can gel: wittfin an inch of her 
professionally is made, twenty-two weeks on a personal appearance tour of the country, is the grand prix 
falling to Evelyn Burwell, Harlem’s "Miss Hot Shot," Central Avenue’s Princess of Swing. Burwell 
appears as a maid in Mac West’s stage show. Page 7-A. 
8746. 1938, January 27. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Ea~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Well, from my point of view, it looks like the anti-lynching bill has not only tied 
up congress but the entire national business. Page 1-A. 
8747. 1938, January 27. Hollywood. California Eagle. p7. Ben Carter was obliged with an audition of Eva 
Jessye, the inimitable choir director and arranger of Negro music. Sunday at 3 o’clock on the Mutnal 
network, Clarence Muse will broadcast with George Jessel. Clarence Brooks announced a new western in 
production this week starring himself, Mac Turner, and Jesse Lee Brooks. Fredricke Clarke appeared in 
"Tarzan’s Return." Page 7-A. 
8748. 1938, January 27. "Life Goes On’ on Tivoli Screen Tonight. California Eagle. p2. "Life Goes Off’ 
opens at the Tivoli Theater. The all-colored cast film stars Louise Beavers in her greatest role. As a fitting 
background to the picture of mother love, "Life Goes O~" a number of stars and contract players of 
Million Dollar Productions will be presented by Ralph Cooper from the stage. Page 2-B. 
8749. 1938, January 27. Stars in Musical. California Eagle. p7. Heading a large cast of artists appearing in 
"Porgy and Bess" are Todd Duncan and A~me Brown in title roles. Duncan has become nationally 
prominent in concert, radio, and the theater. Duncan still retains his chair as professor of music at Howard 
Uhiversi~, which he has held for a number of years. Page 7-A. 
8750. 1938, January 27. Students Protest "Birth of a Nation." California Eagle. p4. The showing of the 
anti-Negro picture "The Birth of a Nation’’ and the appearance of the Columbia University campus and the 
appearance of Thomas Dixon, were protested by a vigorous picket line of Negro and white students. Page 
4-A. 
8751. 1938, January 29. Armstong to Open at Grand Terrace. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong 
and his outstanding band are schednled to open at the swank Grand Terrace Card in Chicago. Armstrong, 



fresh from radio and screen triumphs in Hollywood, is coming into the Terrace to replace Earl Hines, 
whose music has been heard over the airways from that spot for several months. 
8752. 1938, Janua~r 29. Basie "Swing" Stirs Harlem, Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count Basic, 
the man of fascinating swing rhythm, is today regarded as one of the town’s greatest exponents of the 
national craze, "Swing Music." Last week as a participant in more than one presentation which made 
Swing histo~~, Basic over night became the talk of the great metropolis and desev~Tingly so, for he is one of 
purveyors of broken notes in the cotmt~. 
8753. 1938, Janua~r 29. Broadway Will Pay Homage to Its "Greatest Actor" Saturday Night. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. Bill Robinson, "Mayor of Harlem," and the undisputed leader of the tap dancing world will 
receive this city’s greatest theatrical honor Sunday night after the show at the world’s famous Cotton Club. 
Nosing out a host of white and colored performers in a contest that started a year ago by a local daily paper, 
Robinson was voted by a board of judges close to the profession as the artist who during 1937 added more 
to Broadway than any other artist. 
8754. 1938, JannalT 29. Champ Batters Sparmates in Pompton Drills. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p16. The Joe Louis who clambered into an indoor ring here Saturday afternoon for the initial 
workout of a campaign which he hopes will lead to a second meeting with Max Sclmaeling, the German, 
kill joy, was the old familiar two-fisted hard-hitting, relentless and merciless Joe Louis who first came East 
in 1935 to pack huge stadiums and set the tongues of the sport world wagging. 
8755. 1938, JannalT 29. Ellington Will Follow Cab at the Cotton Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke 
Ellingtun is writing the score for the next floor show at the Cotton Club in New York. The Duke and his 
famous orchestra will be featured in the new revue, which will have its pre~niere on March 11. 
8756. 1938, Jannary 29. Joe Sees Himself "Make Love" on Screen as "Spir# of Youth" Has World 
Premiere. Louis Lautier. Pittsburgh Courier. p 13. Joe Louis, the hca~Tweight champion of the world, took 
time out from training lbr his next fight with Nathan Mann in New York on February to make a personal 
appearance at thc world prcmierc of his motion picturc, "Spirit of Youth," at tbc Lincoln Theatcr in 
Wastfington, D.C. Tbc nation’s capital gave him a hearty welcome with crowds jamming the strcets and 
cameras flashing, etc. 
8757. 1938, January 29. "Jota" Cook Planning Comeback. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louise Cook Mills, 
who belbrc her hcctic courtship with Herb Mills of the famous Mills Brothers and their subsequcnt 
marriagc, was Louise Cook, rcveals that she plans to come back to the profcssion she loves so well. Many 
times rcported on the verge of a divorce from hcr singing tmsband who is at the prcsent in Europe, Cook 
rcfused to comment when asked if this move on hcr part would bring truth to these rumors. 
8758.1938, January 29. "Life Goes On" Hailed as Real Hit in Harlem; Plan Sepia Musical. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. "Life Goes On," the all-colored flicker starring Louise Beavers which had its Harlem 
opening on Friday can now join the record breaking ranks of its predecessor, "Bargain with Bullets." ... 
This picture, "Life Goes On," and another good picture featuring race stars is sure to bolster a lagging box- 
office. "The attendance this week is the largest in the histo~~ of the theater." 
8759. 1938, Janna~T 29. Nicholas Brothers "Go to Town" on Ben Bernie’s Radio Program. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Presented to the nation on the Ben Bernie’s commercial for U.S. Tires over the NBC coast- 
to-coast radio chain, after a stoma of protest caused the Nicholas Brothers to be re-instated after they had 
been removed from the program because they refused to revert to the usual vernacular of colored 
peffornaers on the radio, the dynamic Nicholas Brothers, are today being credited as setting a new 
precedent in the field. 
8760. 1938, January 29. Noble’s Music Has Thrilled Nations for Over 25 Years. James Hill. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The years have been extremely kind to Noble Sissle, and the gray tendrils are sparse on his 
head. In his dressing room, backstage at the Royal Theater, Noble elaborated at length on his ma~ musical 
ventures. "Our music is our heritage," declared Sissle. 
8761. 1938, January 29. Silas Green Show Closes in Georgia. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Silas Green 
Show closed its 1937 tour in Brunswick, Georgia on Monday with a gala homecoming. This is the last of 
the tent shows to close, having made a record tour of 11 months, not missing a single performance. 
8762. 1938, Jannary 29. To Sing in Columbus. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Etta Moten, famous radio, screen, 
and stage star, rated as one of America’s premiere entertaimnent celebrities and who has achieved 
international renown with her fine performances, will thrill a Cohimbus audience Friday evening. Moten 
appears in the above photo. 



8763. 1938, February 3. Anne Brown Says Career and Home-Making Can Be Success. California Eagle. 
pT. Anne Brown, star of "Porgy and Bess" says she looks fox,yard to "having a home of my own some day 
and I believe any well-balanced and intelligent person can match a career and home." Page 7-A. 
8764. 1938, February 3. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. According to Clarence 
Muse, "Porgy and Bess" seems to be the thought of the day. It is a definite contribution to the theater, we 
all admit, so I feel that we are begi~ming as a group to be concerned about things theatrical. Page 1-A. 
8765. 1938, February 3. Eva Jessye Choir to Be Guest Artist. California Eagle. p6. The choirs of the St. 
Paul Baptist church are presenting their first musical extravaganza. They are having a special treat with the 
world famous Eva Jessye choir of New York City. Page 6-A. 
8766. 1938, February 3. GotPlenty O’ Nothing. Cal([brnia Eagle. p9. Life in Catfish Row--Depicted in 
this scene of the squalid court from "Porgy and Bess" is not a very pretty proposition, nevertheless it lends 
itself to an arresting narration--picturesque, primitive, slashed broadly with a dramatic treatment by the 
splendid cast of Negro players that make it fairly leap through the imagination of the audience. Page 9-A. 
8767. 1938, February 3. Louis and Manager Deny Reported Marital R~[~ was Publicity Build-up. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. Joe Louis and manager John Roxborough formally denied the rumor that reported 
Joe-Marva rift as a publicity build-up. Page 1-B. 
8768. 1938, February 3. Soapsuds to Champagne Is L~[’e Stork, of Georgette Harvey in "Porgv" Cast. Fay 
M. Jackson. Cal![brnia Eagle. p8. Georgette Harvey’s grandmother was a slave. She, the St. Louis woman 
who rose from rags to riches practically overnight, spent 14 years in Russia in the good old days when St. 
Petersburg set the pace for style and passion. Georgette in backstage life holds all the secrets of the cost of 
over 100 in "Porg3T and Bess," settles most of their difficulties, keeps a warm heart and a sympathetic ear 
fbr the personal trials and tribulations of the young and old in the famous company. Page 8-A. 
8769. 1938, Febn~ary 3. "Spirit of Youth" Will Not Be Duplicated, Says Reviewer in Time. California 
bSagle, pS. With a full page spread of photographs showing scenes from the film, "Spirit of Youth," starring 
Joe Louis, supported by Clarence Muse, Edna Mae Harris, Mae Turner, Cleo Desmond, and Jesse Lee 
Brooks, "Time" critic declared that the all-Negro movie will not be duplicated for many a moon. Page 8-A. 
8770. 1938, Febnmry 5. ANP Presents "37All-American Swing Band." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Selected 
through a poll of theatrical editors and writers, the Associated Negro press presents its All-American Swing 
Band choices :for 1938. Selections are based on five points [’or each band nominated and three points for 
each second choice nomination. Of all musicians named by the committee of seven, Louis Arn~strong 
received the unanimous vote of critics. 
8771. 1938, Febnmry 5. Bill Robinson Presented with Gold Medal as Broadway’s "First Artist." Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Bill "Bojangles" Robinson was honored at the Cotton Club as screen and 
radio celebrities applauded. Robinson was presented with the Ted Friend Mirror award, a gold medal 
designed by the white colurmfist to signify "Outstanding ArtistD~" for 1937. 
8772. 1938, Febrnary 5. Bright Moments During Louise Beavers Stay in Chicago. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p13. Pictures of Louise Beavers, celebrated film personality, who spent a week in Chicago. 
8773. 1938, Febrnary 5. Color on Broadway and in Pictures. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Teddy Wilson and 
Lionel Hampton clicked with Benny Good,nan; Armstrong, Peters Sisters and Chilton and Thomas 
performed on stage at the Paramount Theater in New York. In pictures, Louise Beavers appeared in "Life 
Goes On." 
8774. 1938, February 5. Fans "Mob" Champ Joe Louis in Philadelphia. John Saunders. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p2. Pushing, shoving and fighting, a multitude of worslfippers deluged the Nixon Grand Theater 
last Friday evening to see and hear Joe Louis, heavyweight champion of the world, who came here from 
New York to make a personal appearance at the Philadelphia premiere of the motion picture, "Spirit of 
Youth." 
8775. 1938, February 5. First Step Taken for Negro Actors’ Guild. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
installation of the officers of the Negro Actors Guild was predominated by a most impressive conclave. The 
present Negro Actors Guild is not a new thing, but a dream wlfich took shape more than four years ago and 
would have been put together then, but Noble Sissle, its founder along with several other active members of 
the Negro Theatrical world did not feel that the psychological moment was at hand. 
8776. 1938, February 5. Joe’s Manager Confirms Courier’s Exclusive Scoop on Champ’s European Trip 
in June. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. John Roxborough, co-manager of Joe Louis, 
heavyweight champion, confirmed details that Louis and his wife, Marva Trotter Louis, will sail for Europe 
inunediately after the Schmeling fight in June. 



8777. 1938, February 5. Lena Home Accepts Hollywood Film Of[or. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Lena Home 
of Pittsburgh, who in 1936 was rated as one of the two outstanding younger artists of the stage and radio, 
has capitulated to the lure of the klieg lights. The former Cotton Club beauty and starlet of Noble Sissle’s 
orchestra, flew to Hollywood Monday to accept a co-starring role in Million Dollar Productions first 
musical extravaga~za. 
8778.1938, February 5. Lew Leslie to Start No~, "Blackbirds." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Lew Leslie of the 
"Blackbirds," just about the time when he was nearly forgotten, it was am~ounced that the once famons 
maker of colored stage shows has again acquired himself a bankroll and is ready to try it again with an all- 
colored legit musical. 
8779. 1938, February 5. Looking Over Time Tables--Hubby’s Goodbye. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Lena 
Home is with William Harris checking flight tables prior to boarding a plane to Hollywood where she is 
scheduled to be co-starred in a movie. She and her husband, Louis Jordan Jones, appear in the above photo. 
8780. 1938, February 5. Louis Floors Sparmate in Pompton Workout. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p17. If Joe Louis fights Max Schmeling in a June engagement with the same amount of 
viciousness which he displayed with a trio of sparring partners here on Saturday, there will be nothing to 
that fight. 
8781. 1938, February 5. Louise "Jota" Cook Sued for $50,000. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louise 
Cook who returned to the incandescent glare of show business last week was sued by two wlfite men for 
$50,000. The suit is the outcome of an accident that occurred several years ago. 
8782. 1938, February 5. Lunceford Ork Gives Successful Concert at Winston-Salem, NC. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p13. Jinunie Lunceford and his internationally famous orchestra were received at Winston- 
Salem’s Teachers College in a concert Tuesday. Approximately 1,000 persons attended the event. 
8783. 1938, Febn~ary 5. Maxine Sullivan Signs with Victor. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Maxine Sullivan, 
who has in a very. short time made quite a name lbr herself as swing song delineator at the Onyx Club, 
received another assurance of her growing popularity and ability when she as signed last week as a Victor 
recording artist. 
8784. 1938, Febn~ary 5. Memphis Censors Cut Race Stars.[i"om Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Falling 
back on an old order that there shall be no scenes portraying "social eqt~ality" among the races, the 
Memphis board of censors last week banned from the film, "Hollywood Hotel," those sequences showing 
the famous Benny Goodman quartet composed of Goodman and two colored stars, Teddy Wilson and 
Lionel Hampton. 
8785. 1938, Febn~ary 5. Nicodemus Signedby Joe Glaser. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Nicodenms, the lazy- 
bone comedian, formerly featured with the Cab Calloway revue, has been signed by Joe Glaser, who will 
represent the famous comic star for radio, stage and motion picture assignments. 
8786. 1938, Febrnary 5. Plan Benefit for Ex-Green Pastures Star, Who Is Ill and Stranded in West 
Indies. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. J. Homer Tutt, who went to Trinidad to regain lfis health, faces deportation 
as penniless alien. Friends have learned that he is subject to deportation as a penniless alien and are 
planning to spare him this indignity by a series of benefits. 
8787. 1938, Febn~ary 10. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: This thing called character! A very elusive and deceiving fellow, but an 
important requirement of all of the virtues we claim as a race are to mean a~thing--the keeping of one’s 
word, loyalty to friends, good habits and above all, a champion for our constitutional rights, especially the 
14th and 15th Amendments. It is difficult for me to understand how an intelligent citizen who has lived 
among a group of real honest to goodness people for a number of years can for a few slices of bread find 
the time and energy to make another Negro unhappy. Page 1-A. 
8788. 1938, February 10. Hughes Sees Spanish Loyalist Win. California Eagle. p2. Returning to this 
country after a stay of six months in Spain, Langston Hughes, internationally famous poet, expressed that 
the Spanish Loyalists will defeat the Fascists. Page 2-A. 
8789. 1938, February 10. Leading Lad), Here for Filmusical. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl0. Lena Home arrived 
here to play a leading role in "The Duke Is Tops." Home discarded her bungalow aprons and left a baby 
daughter to come to Hollywood for tests for the flicker. Page 10-A. 
8790. 1938, February 10. Negro News Film Ready for Release. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl0. News shots of 
Negro life, made by George Randol-Rinaldo, formed during a tour of the southland, are ready for release, 
Randol a~mounced. The scenes include the Negro exhibition of the Texas Centem~ial, Wiley-Tuskegee 
football game, a pictorial survey of the Excelsior Life Insurance company and high school activities in 
Dallas and Oklahoma City schools. Page 10-A. 



8791. 1938, February 10. "Porgy and Bess" Thrills Elite at Brilliant West Coast Premiere. California 
Eagle. pl0. "Porgy and Bess" was performed before a brilliant first night audience of stage and screen 
celebrities, dignitaries from social and civic circles, and throngs of theater patrons. Swift-moving dramatic 
action was perfectly coupled with rich voices beautifully trained in an unusually difficult score without a 
sacrifice of a~~ of the values of either art. Page 10-A. 
8792. 1938, February 10. Young Sam Langford, Woman Tell Versions of Attack to Police. California 
Eagle. pl. Arrested on a complaint filed by Daisy White, young Sam Langford, an ex-prize fighter is held 
in jail under a $25,000 bail and is facing a charge of suspicion for rape and assault with a deadly weapo~ 
which he denies. Page 1-A. 
8793. 1938, February 12. Brusseaux Suit Against Joe Louis Dismissed. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Another 
suit of $100,000 for damages was filed against Joe Louis and co-nrauager Jolm Roxborough by Sheridan 
Bmsseans, private detective after a Federal judge dismissed the original case .... The suits are the aftermath 
of the champion’s fight with Max Schmeling. The detective alleges Louis publicly accused him of 
extortion. 
8794. 1938, February 12. Ellington and Lunceford Are Coming. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Duke Ellington 
and his famous orchestra open a week’s engagement at Pittsburgh’s Stanley Theater, marking the first of 
the "big ualne" bands to play here this year. The famous leader, when he comes here, will be celebrating 
the first year of an event he inaugurated over the local air-waves. Following the Duke, Jimlnie Lunceford 
and his famous Harlem Express Orchestra, will play here the week of March 1 lth. 
8795. 1938, February 12. Flying Dangerous...So Lena Reaches Hollywood Via Santa Fe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p13. Lena Home and co-star Ralph Cooper are shown at the Saute Fe Station in Los Angeles, 
where Home was met by a delegation of officials from Million Dollar Productions. Home recently arrived 
on the west coast for the production of the "The Duke Is Tops." 
8796. 1938, Febn~ary 12. Joe Louis "Coasts" Through Pompton Workout. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Joe 
Louis is training bcrc in Pompton Lakes for his title contest with Nathan Mann in Madison Square Garden 
on February 23. 
8797. 1938, Febn~ary 12. JoinsAnti-Lynch Protest. Pittsbu~igh Courier. p13. Fredi Washington, pictured 
above, noted screen star and executive secretary of the Negro Actors Guild, wears a black armband as a 
dramatic sign of mounting for tbc eight victims lynched last: year. 
8798. 1938, Febn~ary 12. La Baker in London Nite Club. Pittsbutigh Courier. p24. Josephine Baker, 
internationally famous singer and dancer, now at the height of her fame abroad, is shown in one of the 
much-talked-of scenes from the revue which is now being staged a the Cafd de Paris in staid, but naughty 
London. 
8799. 1938, February 12. Louis Armstrong Featured Over NBC Transcontinental. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong, the "Swing King of the Tumpet," will continue his present broadcasting 
series from the Grand Terrace Cafd in Chicago until February 25th. Among the broadcasts with his 
orchestra evepy night over the NBC coast-to-coast network, he will also appear on the trans-continental 
each night, making a total of fourteen airings every seven days. 
8800. 1938, February 12. Nicholas Brothers "Off the Air." Pittsbu~eh Courier. p20. With a sensational 
four week success under their belts co-featuring Ben Beanie commercial for U.S. tires, the Nicholas 
Brothers have been signed for a two week engagement, with an option of three to headline a bill of 
entertainment at the Paramount Theater on Broadway. Last Wednesday night, the kids made their last 
appearance with the coast-to-coast conunercial in grand s~le. 
8801. 1938, FebmalT 12. Solid "Swing" Versus Sensational "Swing." Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Baltimore featured Count Basle and Luc~ Millinder in a grand battle of swing. Ignited by the flame 
which started in the big ci~, swing enthusiasts who since have been converted by the thousands, turned out 
in all their glory’, bringing with them bells, washboards, horns and other noise-makers of all descriptions. 
8802. 1938, February 12. Stepin Fetch# Outdraws Duke at Memphis Orpheum. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
More than 500 were turned away from the exclusive Orpheum Theater on the opening of the showing of 
"Stepin Fetchit," the celebrated feature star of Harlem Hit Parade which opened here for a three-day run. 
...Fetchit broke the attendance established recently by Duke Ellington and his orchestra when they 
appeared here. Patrons were standing in line awaiting the opening of the ticket office to witness the show. 
8803. 1938, February 12. "They’ve Really Got Something"---Those All-Girl Orchestras. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The Dixie Rhythm Girls, under the direction of charming Dot Morgan, New Orleans 
musicians, are playing return engagements throughout Florida. Whenever the band has appeared it has 



made a favorable impression and has become so popular that maW advance dates have been booked in 
cities like Pensacola, Jacksonville, Tmnpa and others. 
8804. 1938, February 12. Williams’ Latest Song Hit, "I’ve Found a 2Ve~ Baby," ~7~osen as Criteria for 
Swing by French Academy. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Clarence Williams’ song, "I’ve found a New Baby," 
was recently chosen as a criteria for swing by the Academic Francaise of France, which is the Holy of 
Holies of Art, to determine whether or not the world swing should be added to their new dictionary. 
8805. 1938, February 17. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: "EveryT person lynched is guilty" are the final words of the respectable citizens 
who are enroute to their homes after a night of dealing justice with a rope .... Hatred and fear foster this 
kind of i~human thinking. Page 1-A. 
8806. 1938, February 17. Friendly Rivalry Is Shown in Casting of Sepia Star for Metro’s "Froo-Froo." 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Keen but friendly rivalry marks the tests for casting in "Froo-Froo," where tests and 
finals have been narrowed down to two of the most outstanding younger actresses in Hollywood: Theresa 
Harris and Jeni LeGon. Each admires the other as tops in her own sphere. LeGon is favored for her 
youtlffulness, sprightliness, dancing ability and the chance to prove that she can measure up in dramatic 
acting talent. Theresa Harris, slightly beyond age limit can with the aid of makeup easily assume the role of 
a girl of 17, it is thought. She raw,ks highest among the dramatic actresses in Hollywood. Page 2-B. 
8807. 1938, February 17. Georgette Harvey Tests for "Gone with the Wind" Picture Role. Cal~fi~rnia 
Eagle. p2. Georgette Harvey was inter~’iewed by Selznick executives for other role of"Maum~y" in the 
southern epic, "Gone with The Wind." Reconunended to George Cukor by Rouben Mamoulian, Hala~ey 
had been previously sought for the coveted role when Cukor visited New York .... Louise Beavers, famed 
lbr her role of Delilah in "hnitation of Life" is being strongly considered for the "Wind" opus. Page 2-B. 
8808. 1938, Febnmry 17. Lots of Fun Is in Store at the Tivoli. Califi~rnia Eagle. p2. A lot of fun is in store 
for patrons of the Tivoli Theater where Republic’s newest musical production, "Manhattan Merry-Go- 
Round," is scheduled to open. Cab Calloway and Ted Lewis are among those who appear in this 
production. Page 2-B. 
8809. 1938, Febn~ary 17. Louis’ Title at Stake in Garden Bout Next Wednesday Night. Califi)rnia Eagle. 
pT. When Joe Lotfis defends the heaw~weight championship against Nathan Mann at Madison Square 
Garden, it will be the first time a heavyweight crown has been at stake in an indoor match since Jack 
Dempsey knocked out the late Bill Brennan in the old Garden in 1920. Page 7-A. 
8810. 1938, February 17. Robeson in Paris from Spain Front. California Eagle. p2. Having met and 
talked with about a hundred American Negroes fighting on the Loyalist side in the Spanish war, Paul 
Robeson, returned from Spain, where he gave concerts for soldiers on both sides. Page 2-B. 
8811. 1938, February 17. "St. Louis Blues" to Be Screened. California Eagle. p2. Plans have been 
completed at Paramount for the filming of a musical with Broadway and showboat setting titled, "St. Louis 
Blues." Page 2-B. 
8812. 1938, February 17. Step Fetched More Than Duke at Memphis Orpheum. California Eagle. p2. 
More than 500 were turned away from the exclusive Orpheum theater on the showing of "Stepin Fetchit," 
the celebrated featured star of Harlem Hit Parade which opened here. Stepin Fetchit broke the attendance 
record established by Duke Ellington and his orchestra. Page 2-B. 
8813. 1938, February 17. Todd Duncan to Replace Robeson in London Operetta. California Eagle. p3. 
Close on the heels of his west coast success in "Porgy and Bess," Todd Duncan has been offered the 
leading role in the London production of "Children of the River" [which may be titled "Sanders of the 
River"l. Duncan was suggested for the part of Bosambo originally written for Paul Robeson. Page 3-B. 
8814. 1938, February 19. Berry Brothers to Europe Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. On or about March l0 
the Berry Brothers will embark aboard the Normandie for their Fourth trip to Europe, where in the past they 
have danced before the crowned heads of the continent. The present European engagement of the famous 
strutters and dancers will take them to Paris where for six weeks they will headline the ABC Theaters of 
that gay city. 
8815. 1938, February 19. "Birth of a Nation" Film Is Of[ered to New York Schools. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p13. A protest has been sent to the New York City board of education by the NAACP asking that principals 
in the public schools be instructed not to book the race-hating film, "The Birth Of A Nation." 
8816. 1938, February 19. Field Open to Right Kind of Colored Films. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Colored show business which now finds itself at a point of metamorphosis which seemingly comes at 
the maturing point of every" new generatio~ today it is turning towards the silver screen for new life and 
added luster to an entertainment which has become traditional of both the American and European stages. 



... Like the poor, colored moving pictures in stone sort of resemblance has always been with us, but in the 
form that a~r good race theatergoer would want to discuss when professional achievements of a people are 
to be considered. 
8817. 1938, February 19. Harlem Bar. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Billy Eckstine appears in the above photo. 
He represents, "a striking example of real class and personality." He is a local lad who developed a 
reputation in the East, but is introducing star acts at the Harlem Bar here in Pittsburgh. 
8818. 1938, February 19. "Harlem on Prairie" Is Seen as Good Money Maker. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. 
"Harlem on the Prairie," the first Negro musical western, which had its New York premiere at the Rialto 
Theater beginning last Friday is viewed by critics as a film which should make money for the producers, 
both as a colored theater attraction and as a novelty for white show business .... Herb Jeffries, former 
singer with the Earl Hines band, is singled out for praise as the vigilante hero and for singing several songs 
effectively. 
8819. 1938, February 19. Housekeeper for "Heaven." Pittsburgh Courier. p l. Frances Everett, one of the 
featured players in the Broadway musical, "Swing It," became the bride of Rex "De Lawd" Ingram early 
in December. Ingram is 40 years old and Everett is 24 years old. The two appear in the above photo. 
882~1. 1938, February 19. Into His Home "De Lawd" Brings a Brand New "Angel." Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p3. Photographs of Rex Ingrain and his most recent bride, the glamorous Frances Everett, featured in the 
Broadway production, "Swing It," are provided. 
8821. 1938, February 19. Joe-Max Bout to Cl~i, Says Rumor. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. The New York 
Daily News, in a Sunday article states that Chicago has been selected as the site for the return engagement 
between Joe Louis and Max Schmeling. 
8822. 1938, February 19. Just Who Is the "King of Swing?." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Since the advent of 
Chick Webb, Benny Goodman, Count Basic, Louis Armstrong and several other known orchestras, the title 
"King of Swing," has mn the gauntlet of public fa~or. Some say that Goodman is king, others say that 
Wcbb is king, while others prefer to stfift the crown to the heads of either Basic or Armstrong. 
8823. 1938, February 19. Louie Stll Best Draw in Kansas Cir.. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong 
and Anson Weeks brought a new high for attendance at Will H. Wittig’s Pal-Mor Ballroom here t~vo 
successive weekends, with a total gross soaring past the $2,500 mark. Weeks, playing last Saturday night 
took in $1,025 with a rich range of 75 cents per person .... But sepia-skinned, trumpet-blowing Armstrong 
grossed a strong $1,750 for his one niter the preceding week. 
8824. 1938, February 19. Louis Looks "Ready"in Sizzling Workout. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p 17. Next Wednesday... Joe Louis will step through the ring ropes of Madison Square Garden to 
defend the world’s heavyweight title in a 15 round meeting with the idol of New Haven, Com~., Nathan, 
Mama. 
8825. 1938, Febrnary 19. Lunceford in Houston on Feb 27. Pittsburgh Courier. p14. Jirmnie Lunceford 
and his nationally known aggregation are scheduled to perform in Houston, Texas. Lunceford and his 
"boys" have been proving the rage in various sections of the state where they are appearing with a snappy 
colored revue at a number of leading white theaters. 
8826. 1938, Febrnary 19.2~Tght Club Manager Resents Insult to Louise Beavers. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
The presence of Louis Beavers, star of stage and screen, in a gay" party here at the Morocco Club Sunday 
night is currently the chief topic of discussion among white nocturnal nite prowlers who are sole patrons of 
the swank nitery .... Miss Beavers’ presence was resented by a constant patron who complained to the 
management of the club for allowing any member of the colored race in the spot. Up until that time, 
Beavers was the center of attraction. After receiving a great ovation when introduced, she was stormed by 
autograph seekers .... Here to make a personal appearance with her first all-colored starrer, "Life Goes On," 
Beavers scored a great success with Philadelphia’s theatergoers both on stage and screen. 
8827. 1938, February 19. Rex Ingrain, Stage, Screen Star, Weds Again: Frances Everett Becomes Latest 
Wife of Artist. Bill)" Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. After two of the most hectic years of his long and 
colorful career, which embraced both great success and domestic despair, Rex Ingram, show’s addition to 
the theater was made memorable by his characterization of "De Lawd," in Marc Connelly’s screen version 
of the "Green Pastures," has taken unto himself a worldly angel in the person of Francis Everett, beautiful 
young actress. The nrarriage of the actor who is 40 and the actress who is 24, took place secretly early last 
December. 
8828. 1938, February 19. Says Duke Will Keep Sepia Theatricals in Forefront. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
"The Duke Steps Up" may be the name for the proposed movie to go into production soon, but it more 



aptly describes the current theatrical review at the Stanley Theater. The modern world can continue to 
depend on Duke Ellington to bring us the new features and inventions of the swing music world. 
8829. 1938, February 19. Scottsboro Boy ~7~arges Deal: Insists Racket Made of Tours. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p3. Olen Montgo~nery charged last week that freedom for four was bought at the cost of keeping 
the other five Scottsboro boys in jail to serve terms. He says the four got proof of a deal at the offices of 
Scottsboro Defense Committee, August 3 and threatened to expose the offer but the Rev. Thomas Harten 
blocked it. 
8830. 1938, February 19. Stepin Fetchit Walks Out on Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Stepin Fetclfit and 
His Harlem Hit Parade with Erskine Hawkins and his orchestra closed a vep:~ successful engagement at the 
Orpheum theater on Feb. 4. The show proved such a tremendous hit tlrat the manager re-booked the show 
for an additional three day run. But Stepin Fetchit walked out. 
8831. 1938, February 19. A& T Bennett Students Boycott White Theatres. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. 
Retaliating to resolutions passed recently by Southern Theaters, Inc. against colored and white actors 
appearing in the same films with any semblance of "social equality," students at Greensbror A & T and 
Bennett Colleges, launched a boycott of these theaters. Mass meetings were held at local churches for the 
purpose of renewing discrimination on the part of the boycotters and interesting citizens in continuing the 
fight. Southern Theaters, Inc. was incensed over colored actors in "One Mile From Heaven" and the Louis 
Armstrong-Martha Raye sequence in "Artists and Models" and threatened to boycott the Hollywood 
studios if they continued malting "social equality" films. 
8832. 1938, February 19. Thousands Hail Joe! See Clark Score K.O. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. Two 
thousand fans filled Rockland Place Saturday night to see Dave Clark, Detroit sensational 175 pound 
contender, quali~ for a shot against Tiger Jack Fox via tbc rugged person of Italian Bruno Sala. 
Instead...the unheralded presence of tbc world’s hca~Tweight king, Joe Louis and the sensational punching 
and all-around boxing ability of Carl Holmes, took major honors. 
8833. 1938, Febnkary 19. Tuskegee Choir to Leave the Air February 27. James Edmxmd Boyack. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Music lovers throughout the country will be stunned this week to learn "that the 
world famous Tuskegee Institute Choir has been broadcasting every Sunday over N.B.C. network. 
8834. 1938, Febnkary 19. Webb and His Gang "Rock in Swing." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With a 
satis~ing swing blast that rocked the staid foundation of the Boston Convervatory of music, Chick Webb, 
the diminutive drum king of swing, his orchestra and vocalist supreme, Ella Fitzgerald, got off to a great 
musical start here playing for the first time within the gaiety bound portals of Lavaggis swank nitery of 
nocturnal j oy. 
8835.1938, Febrnary 19. ~Tll Joe Be "On the Spot" in His Bout with Mann ? P. L. Prattis. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p16. Mark Hellinger’s warning to his friends to be prepared for one of the biggest fistic upset in 
years when Heavyweight Champion Joe Louis meets Nathan Mann in Madison Square Garden February 
23, directs attention to the fact that the Brown Bomber has been quietly "put on the spot." 
8836. 1938, February 24. Ad Harlem on the Prairie. California Eagle. p2. This is an ad for "Harlem on 
the Prairie." The picture is being shown at the Lincoln Theater and features Herbert Jeffries, Connie Harris, 
Spencer Williams, Maceo Sheffield, and Miller and Mantan. Page 2-B. 
8837. 1938, February 24. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Some weeks ago, I personally signed application blanks for many light colored 
ladies and gentlemen to join the Guild .... Many of them worked as dress extras in the Joe Louis picture, 
"The Spirit of Youth." Page 1-A. 
8838. 1938, February 24. Etta Moten to Be Heard on New Radio Program. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p3. Having 
completed a highly successful concert that took her to nearly every Negro college, Etta Motten, will be 
featured on a coast-to-coast broadcast of "Cabin at the Crossroads" program. Moten appears in the above 
photo. Page 3-B. 
8839.1938, February 24. Frances Everette Becomes Bride of Rex Ingrain, "DeLawd’ of "Green 
Pastures." Cal!/brnia Eagle. p3. Rex Ingrain, ’de Lawd’ in the screen version of"The Green Pastures," has 
been the husband of Frances Everett for two months. Everett will be remembered by theatergoers as a 
member of the "Black Cat Quartet," which specialized in songs and comedy dancing. Everett was born in 
Durham, N.C. in 1915 but was educated in New York city. Ingram is a native of Cairo, Illinois. Page 3-B. 
8840. 1938, February 24. "Harlem on the Prairie" Opens Tomorrow. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. "Harlem on 
the Prairie" opens for one week at the Lincoln Theater. Featured in this all colored western thriller are such 
players as Herbert Sheffield, Miller and Mantan, Spencer Williams, and an all-colored cast. This picture 
recently played on Broadway New York City. Page 2-B. 



8841. 1938, February 24. Jess (h~ens in L.A. California Eagle. pll. Jesse Owens is coming to town! Los 
Angeles will jam-pack the Pan Pacific auditorium when the "world’s fastest humaff’ brings his basketball 
team here. Page 11-A. 
8842. 1938, February 24. Joe Louis Victor)’. California Eagle. pl 1. Hea~3rweight Champion Joe Louis 
defended his title successfully the second time when he knocked out Nathan Mann, in the third round of a 
15 round match. Page ll-A. 
8843. 1938, February 24. Marian Anderson ~arms Southern CaliJbrnians. California Eagle. p3. Three 
concert appearances of Marian Anderson broke all records when standing room was at a premium in 
Philharmonic, Westwood for the University of California at Los Angeles and Pasadena’s Civic Auditorium. 
... Lavish in praise of the artistry of Marian Anderson, press critics drew no little notice to her commanding 
personality and general intelligence as well. Page 3-B. 
8844. 1938, February 26. Blackbirds Making Ready for New Musical: Leslie Digs Up $50,000. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. With a new edition of his famous "Blackbirds," assured by a $50,000 angel, Lew Leslie has 
signed Jack Osterman to write the book for l~is new musical which will be a revised version of the hit 
colored show the producer toured in London with last year. Much of the original book used for that show 
will be retained in the new copy. 
8845. 1938, February 26. Chick Webb Booked to Play at Hippodrome in Baltimore with Colored Show-- 
First in Years. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Chick Webb and his sensational swing orchestra, who with Ella 
Fitzgerald are creating great favor as the first colored attraction to ever play in the Flamingo Room of 
Levaggi’s Boston nitery, hops into the news again after being signed by the management of the 
Hippodrome in Baltimore to play that theater with a colored unit the week of April 1st. 
8846. 1938, February 26. ~7~ick Webb May GetRadio Spot. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Wilh the intentions 
of the Moe Gale office to present an all-colored script to major radio chains here to be used as a sustaining 
program with hopes of a commercial buyer, Chick Webb, the dram King of Swing and Ella Fitzgerald may 
once again become a coast 1o coast radio feature. 
8847. 1938, February 26. Count Basle, Don Redman to Swing Battle Two White Bands at Roseland 
Ballroom. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic and Don Redman, lwo of the better purveyors of swing 
music, are sharpening their musical guns here this week for a gala battle of swing against Zinn Arthur and 
Gene Karrdos at the Roseland Ballroom. The Roseland, which has been chosen for New York’s first team- 
work swing baltle, is right in the heart of Broadway and this town’s best while dance palace. The white 
bands to do the battle with the t~vo sepia sons of the trade are rated among the town’s best such bands and 
are expected to give them notes aplenty to shoot after. 
8848. 1938, February 26. Duke Gets Ready for New Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After a successful two 
weeks’ theater tour, Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra are in town again making ready for the new 
Broadway revue at the Cotton Club. Saturday nite, with his crew, Ellington played a dance engagement at 
Rutgers University, the school made race famous by Paul Robeson. 
8849. 1938, February 26. Edgar Hayes’ Band Sails for Tour of Sweden: Bon Voyage Group Gathers at 
Pier at Orchestra Leaves. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Amid the plaudits of family and public, 
Edgar Hayes, who reached musical prominence here several years ago as a pit piano player with the old 
Alhambra Stock company, sailed away to Europe Saturday abroad the Swedish-American liner, 
Dottingholm, as leader of his own aggregation. 
8850. 1938, February 26. Erskine Hawkins to Savoy. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Erskine Hawkins and his 
youthful swing band returned here after creating quite a sensation with Stepin Fetchit on a tour of dance 
halls and theaters throughout the country. On their last engagement at the Metropolitan Theater in 
Memphis, notwithstanding the fact that Fetchit left the show unexpectedly, the boys, in a hold-over date, 
left the entire city conscious of their ability as musicians. 
8851. 1938, February" 26. Famous Brother Teams Are Starring on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
The tradition of race performers is kept in the minds of Broadwayites by two brother teams the current 
week. At the Paramount, the city’s most famous vaudeville house, the Nicholas Brothers of stage, screen 
and radio fame are stopping proceedings with their clever knack of singing and dancing. 
8852. 1938, February" 26. Lena Horne Home. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Lena Home-Jones returned from 
Hollywood Sunday hight by TWA. She fiulshed her picture, "The Duke is Tops." I saw some of the stills 
and they are marvelous. Home says she has lots to tell us and as soon as I can pin her down in a comer, I’ll 
ring a story from her. She is all bubbling with happiness. 
8853. 1938, February" 26. Louis "Evil" on Eve of Fight: Champion Will Have No Alibi If Mann Beats 
Him. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. There will be no alibis by Joe Louis or iris camp followers 



if the champion fails to win from Connecticut’s Nathan Mann in their heav3.,~weight tire contest tonight in 
Madison Square Garden. There will be olfly one thing to say, that Mann was the better fighter. Louis should 
win by a knockout within eight rotmds. 
8854. 1938, February 26. Lucky Millinder to "Swing" in Florida. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Swing fans in 
Florida will get their first chance to dance to the music of Lucky Millinder and his Orchestra when the 
pride of Harlem plays a 9 day engagement for the Associated Promoters with offices located in the 
Rockland Palace Ballroom building staring March 7th. The popular band from up Harlem way who scored 
at the Cotton Club on Broadway and out Hollywood way will open ltis tour in Durham, N.C. on March 7th. 
8855. 1938, February 26. Nixon Grand in Philly to Open. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Nixon Grand 
Theater here in Philadelphia, which closed its doors to sepia vaudeville several weeks ago for a picture- 
game policy, announced this week that, starting this Friday, it will again present this city with colored 
vaudeville. The Grand, which is under the personal direction of Harry Siatko, started out great guns during 
the winter months of last year. Presenting the best in colored attractions, its drawing power was the greatest 
in the city. Rmming into union trouble early in December, the house changed its policy the first week in 
January, a week which, with Willie Bry’ant and Pigmeat at the helm, brought in its greatest box-office 
return. 
8856. 1938, February 26. Presenting Tropic. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Katherine Dunham, is presenting for 
the Woman’s Auxiliary for the Chicago Urban League, "Tropics," impressions and realities, an exotic 
interpretation of Haitian folldore at the Goodman Theater, Sunday afternoon, March 6. Dmtham appears in 
the above photo. 
8857. 1938, February 26. Protest "Birth of a Nation" Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Local organizations, 
including the Natioual Negro Congress, United Federal Workers, American Federation of Teachers, 
Howard Teachers Union, Women’s Trade Union League and Workers’ Alliance of America, protested the 
superintendent, last week, against showing of "The Birth of a Nation," a film in Washington, D.C. 
8858. 1938, February 26. Ralph Cooper as "The Duke." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ralph Cooper as the 
"Duke" in his new musical extravaganza, "The Duke Is Tops," is seen here shaking hands with his pal, 
Johnny Taylor, in the Million Dollar production. Lena Home, New York and Pitlsburgh beaut-y is Cooper’s 
leading lady. Lawrence Cfiner, center, in a new comedy role, is Doc Dorando, a medicine show quack. 
8859. 1938, February 26. Sponsors Actors’ Ball. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Fredi Wastfington of stage and 
screen fame, who has been elected Executive Secretary of the newly formed Negro Actors Guild, who will 
sponsor an inaugural ball at the Sa:~oy Ballroom, March 1st. It is scheduled to be a gala affair. Many 
prominent citizens famous in civic and theatrical circles will be in attendance. Washington appears in the 
above photo. 
8860. 1938, February 26. To Sing at Town Hall Concert. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Bessie Voorhees, 
popular young music student of the New York School of Music, has again been selected to sing in the 
annual concert of the school of Town Hall, March 13. Voorhees has a rare contralto voice. A brilliant future 
is predicted for her. Voorhees appears in the above photo. 
8861. 1938, March 3. Boycott Is Effective Against Film Houses Protesting Race Role. California Eagle. 
p2. Demonstrating in the most emphatic manner that Negroes can fight and win a successful battle against 
race prejudice in Greensboro, North Carolina, theater owners working trader the rifle "Southern Theater 
Incorgoration," which scolded Hollywood producers for using Negro actors in white fihns, threatened a ban 
on such pictures. However, they retreated from their position and withdrew their proposed boycott when 
Negroes offered to "return the compliment" by staying away from the theaters that did not show films with 
Negro actors. Students at N.C. A & T and Be~mett launched a boycott of those theaters whose managers 
accepted and adopted this resolution of the corporation. Page 2-B. 
8862. 1938, March 3. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Califbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Every" now and then we find in remote places people who have something 
definite to offer the world .... He made an art and success of cooking. But between meals and at night he 
gave the same ldnd of service to his creative genius. Ray Buffen, an executive, in one of the outstanding 
advertising firms, is his employer and he told me the other day with great enthusiasm that his cook who had 
tried to read his play to him for more than six months has just contracted with one of New York’s Biggest 
productions on Broadway. Buffen never read or listened to his employee but somebody did. Page 1-A. 
8863. 1938, March 3. Demand Is ]~Iade.[br "Race’ Backing of Motion Pictures. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. 
"Every Negro connected with the production of so-called all-Negro motion pictures compauies is no more 
than a stooge fronting for whites to whom the bulk of the profit goes," is the statement made by Maceo 
Sheffield. Page 2-B. 



8864. 1938, March 3. Dixie Theater Sets Precedent with Race Acts. California Ea~le. p2. Setting a 
precedent in Dixie amusement initiative on a big scale, the Palace theater of New Orleans, is playing a kind 
of"Major Bowes" for Negro amateur talent .... It is in this spirit that we have attempted to give to New 
Orleans and other places the highest type of theatrical entertaimnent for its colored citizens. Page 2-B. 
8865. 1938, March 3. "Harlem on the Prairie" Holds Over at Lincoln; "Spirit of Youth" Follows. 
California Eagle. p3. Everyone who has viewed "Harlem on the Prairie," now showing at the Lincoln 
theater, has told the management that it is the best all-Negro fihn yet. It is also announced that "Spirit of 
Youtlt" starting Joe Louis will open next Friday evening at the Lincoln Theater. Page 3-B. 
8866. 1938, March 3. Hollywood. California Eagle. p2. Monday morning found the whole family hugging 
the dial for Etta Moten’s voice in the Qtuaker Oats presentation of "Cabin at the Crossroads." ... 
Complaints are coming in on the employment methods of Million Dollar Production Company .... A 
revival of the drama, "Porgy" by DuBose Heywood, is planned for a southern tour. Heywood wired 
management of "Porgy and Bess" for Georgette Harvey whom he wants to play "Marie." ... In 
Scandinavia, Marian Anderson attracts no end of attention because the Scandinavians are curious to see a 
Negro singer with a Swedish name. Page 2-B. 
8867. 1938, March 3. Jesse Owens a Home Lover and Believes in "Ed’ Specialization. Cal~brnia Eagle. 
p8. At 24, Jesse Owens looks ahead to a new record hopefully with a catch in his voice when he dares 
mention, he will not be satisfied until he has a son. Page 8-A. 
8868. 1938, March 3. Jesse Owens Optimistic Over U.S. Chances in 1940 Olympics. California Eagle. pT. 
Jesse Owens feels very optimistic toward the United States’ chances in the 1940 Olympics and as the 
greatest track star in the world has ever known, Jesse should know. Page 7-A. 
8869. 1938, March 3. Jo Baker ’temperament’ Blamed for New Queen in Parisian Gay Spots. Fay M. 
Jackson. Cal~ibrnia biagle, p3. The prediction was made that Josephine Baker, long reigning queen of the 
Folies Bergere and a cabaret bearing her name, would be replaced in French l’a:~or by a new sepia idol. 
Ttvcatening the Baker throne was Bficktop, a sepia blonde who ruled the night club circle in Paris from a 
small but extremely smart Parisian club known only as "Bficktop." Page 3-B. 
8870. 1938, March 3. Lew Leslie Starts nov "Blackbirds." Calgfi~rnia Eagle. p2. Jack Osterman has been 
signed to write the book for Lew Leslie’s new "Blackbirds" version of the colored hit. Page 2-B. 
8871. 1938, March 3. Louise Beavers Pleases Hard Harlem Crowd. California l~2agle, p3. Latest reports 
from Manhattan declare that Louise Beavers has proved a great favorite at the Apollo theater in the heart of 
the black ghetto. Page 3-B. 
8872. 1938, March 3. Medicine Show Is Theme of New Popkin Pie; Stars Lena Horn, Ralph Cooper. 
California Eagle. p2. "The Duke is Tops," [incorrectly stated as "The Duke Steps Our’] s ready for the 
cutting room. The picture stars Ralph Cooper as the "Duke" and Lena Home. The musical features a 
medicine show theme with Lawrence Cfiner doing the honors as the fakir. Page 2-B. 
8873. 1938, March 3. Picket "Birth of Nation" Film in Washington. California Eagle. pl. Nine colored 
pickets walked up and down in front of the Rialto Theater protesting the showing of "The Birth of a 
Nation." Tlfis protest was conducted by the Fihn Society of Washington. Two of the signs had inscriptions 
of the National Negro Congress and the District Workers Alliance. Page 1-A. 
8874. 1938, March 3. Scenef, om Newest Film. California Eagle. p3. Mac Turner and Joe Louis are shown 
talking things over in a uight club scene from "Spirit of Youth." Pretty chofines appear in the background. 
Joe becomes infatuated with Flora (Mac Turner), a night club entertainer, and she with him. The club is mn 
by Duke (Jules Smith), who made fabulous sums of money betting on Joe. Page 3-B. 
8875. 1938, March 3. Tivoli Theater Runs First Fight Films of Louis Bout. California Eagle. p2. Offering 
a scoop of the fight pictures of Heavyweight Champion Joe Louis and Nathan Mann in Madison Square 
Garden’s management of the Tivoli Theater announced this outstanding feature to mn on its bill of screen 
fare. (Sect. B). 
8876. 1938, March 3. ToddDuncan Injured in Stage Fall. Cal~/brnia Eagle. p2. Todd Duncan received 
painful injuries in a fall resulting in a fractured aukle during a performance of "Por~; and Bess" in San 
Francisco. Page 2-B. 
8877. 1938, March 5. Armstrong Rocks Rightmire to Sleep with Powerful Punches in 3 Rounds. Fred 
Downer. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Ringside, International Ampitheater, 43rd and Halsted streets some 
15,000 fight fans came out to see Helu3~; Armstrong and Everett Rightmire of Sioux City, Iowa exchange 
blows here Saturday night in the new arena located in the heart of the stock yards’ district where the 
choicest cattle is auctioned for so much per pound. This was the first time it has been used to show off a 
human prize. 



8878. 1938, March 5. Billie Tltru with Basie, in ~2,w Spot. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Fresh from a 
sensational engagement at the Apollo Theater and her last with Count Basic and his orchestra, Billie 
Holiday, one of the modern delineators of swing songs, will go into Clark Mouroe’s Uptown House in 
Harlem for an indefinite engagement. 
8879. 1938, March 5. Count Basic and His Great Band to Play in Akron, Mar. 23. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p23. Attendance records are expected to go by the boards on Wednesday evening, March 23, when Count 
Basic and his famous orchestra, hailed as one of the greatest "swing bands" the country has ever produced, 
make their first appearance here. The orchestra, hailed everywhere as the "swing masters of the west," has 
been secured as a Booker T. "Joy Boy" Brooks attraction, and their popularitFT over the air and via discs, 
has the entire section talking. A famous swing stylist is expected to attract record crowds at East market 
Gardens during the latter part of the month. 
8880. 1938, March 5. Critics Acclaim Louis as "Super Man" Again: Critical New York Acclaims Joe 
Louis. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. The chores of praise which has been swirling around 
the ears of our heavyweight champion, since his three-round knockout victory last week of Nathan Mann, 
has probably awakened Joe Louis to the potentialities which he carries in each fist when he steps into the 
ring with an opponent. 
8881. 1938, March 5. Dixie Fans Eagerly Await Lucky Millinder. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Swing fans 
down this way can hardly "await" the arrival of Lucky Millinder, who leaves Harlem long enough to jump 
down in Dixie to baptize them in rl~ythm .... So says he, and Luc~7 never jokes. From all reports from the 
Associated Promoters who are leaving no stone unturned, Lucky will without a doubt hang up a new record 
for Dixie as advance tickets in the various cities have hit a new high. 
8882. 1938, March 5. Duke Gets Honors. Pittsbu~qh Courier. p21. Honors seem to be showering oi1 the 
pianistic, music maestro, Duke Ellington from every direction. During a recent session of the CBS Swing 
Club, Down Beat, the musicians’ own newspaper awarded him a trophy cup. Then Ellington was the first 
guest: star to appear on a series of concerts presented on the Viennese roof of the Hotel St. Regis by a group 
of modern composers, headed by Vernon Duke. 
8883. 1938, March 5. Floyd Ray Is Booked in Apollo. Pittsbutiqh Courier. p21. Floyd Ray and his 
Hollywood Californians have been signed by manager Frank Schiffman of the Apollo Theater in Harlem 
for a week’s engagement, starting March 25. The deal was set by Ray’s personal manager, Reg. D. 
Marshall. 
8884.1938, March 5. He Swung at Joe... but Missed the Blow... Candid Camera Shows How ~lann 
was Man-Handled. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. The lesson that Nathan Mann learned in New York last 
Wednesday was, "Don’t swing at Joe." Mann tried it but landed on the canvas when Joe retaliated with a 
murderous left. 
888~. 1938, March 5. Horace Henderson’s Band to Go on Tour. Ted Watson. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Horace Henderson, the suave maestro, who answers the call of the airlanes to a cheery "Chris and His 
Gang," will take that superb unit on the road in just about seven weeks. In the personal interview with 
Henderson, it was learned that Sam Beers, well known in theatrical circles and who is connected with the 
Three Deuces Caf~ on North State Street in Chicago will book the band from his offices. 
8886. 1938, March 5. Joe Glaser May Open Own Booking Office: Would Take Over Management of 
Most "Name" Bands. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Recent changes among the band sellers of the country have 
been fast and furious since the first of the year, with every major office tightening their personnel in an 
attempt to keep out of the red. Since Harry Moss made his stomping grounds with Music Corporation of 
America after several minute changes, Joe Glaser, the sepia "Band-world man of the hour," executive with 
the Rockwell-O’Keefe office and personal representative of a string of colored bands, inchiding Louis 
Armstrong, Willie Bryant, Andy Kirk and others, is chief topic of discussion. 
8887. 1938, March 5. June Richmond tv~th Jimmy Dorsey at Hotel New Yorker. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. White swing lovers, to whom the very name "Dorsey" has been a by-word for a decade, 
poured into the Terrace Room of the Hotel New Yorker, Sunday, past to do honor to Jimmy Dorsey, who 
with his orchestra began an engagement there on that nite. Aside from enjoying that kind of swing they 
love, habitues of that spot saw and heard for the first time, a colored girl augmenting and sharing the vocal 
spot with a white orchestra, in a major hotel in the person of June Richmond. 
8888.1938, March 5. "Life Goes On" Is Hailed as Greatest of All Race Movies. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
"Life Goes On," the second of Million Dollar Production pictures, which is appearing in theaters 
throughout the country, is without a doubt the best all-colored movie ever produced for Negro 
consumption. Absolutely on a par with many of the muking two-star and three-star pictures, the plot 



revolves around the superb performance of Louise Beavers, supported by an excellent cast. Starting out 
with a nice swing, the picture holds to its tempo until the final scene, and is proving to thousands of 
theatergoers that Negro artists, given proper vehicles and top-notch direction, are capable performers before 
the klieg lights. 
8889. 1938, March 5. Marian Anderson Sings at Santa Ana. Pittsbu@ Courier. p9. Orange County paid 
tribute to the artistry of Marian Anderson last Wednesday evening when music lovers packed the new 
Santa Ana auditorium and sat spell bound throughout a difficult program ranging from "Don Carolos," a 
difficult aria by Verdi, to Negro spirituals, ballads and simple Finish folk songs. 
8890. 1938, March 5. Maxine Sullivan Gest New Onyx Club Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Maxine 
Sullivan, the reason "Loch Lomond" and "Am~ie Laurie" are being dined in your cars so often these days, 
has inked another six month contract to appear with the John Kirby orchestra at the Owx Club. Since the 
sepia songstress introduced the Scotch folk tunes in swing arrangements some months ago, they have 
zoomed into the lilt class on the radio and on records. 
8891. 1938, March 5. Picket Theater Showing "Birth of a Nation": Nation’s Capital Red[uses to Banish 
Infamous Picture. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. The Klan rode in Washington last Wednesday night on the 
screen of the Rialto Theater, where nearly 1,500 persons gathered for a return showing of the "Birth of a 
Nation," presented by the Fihn Society of Washington. It was shown while eight pickets, representing the 
National Negro Congress, marched in a circle at the theater entrance to protest the film. The fihn was 
described as a slander against the colored race by John P. Davis, national secretary of the congress and 
acting captain of the picket line. 
8892. 1938, March 5. Plenty of Action Grinding Out New Feature Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Scenes 
arc displayed on the sound stage of Million Dollar motion picture studio while the elaborate sequence of 
"The Duke Is Tops," was being filmed with Ralph Cooper the star. The camera is mounted on a giant 
traveling crane capable of elevating 50 feet in the air and of carrying the camera and cameraman. On the 
bandstand of this $10,000 cabaret set arc Lena Home, Cooper’s leading lady, center, with Harr), Popkin, 
executive producer right, and Cooper, left. 
8893. 1938, March 5. Report Josephine Baker’s Third Marriage Wobbling. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Reports were released in the local dailies that Josephine Baker, star of the "Follies Bergere," in Paris and 
her husband, Jean Lyon, whom she recently married had reached the parting of ways. The celebrated 
actress and wealthy French importer were quietly married in December. 
8894. 1938, March 5. Romance of Pushkin Is Almost Finished. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Although 
Alexander Pushkin made many themes the subject of his :fecund pen, he tfimself is the subject of a romance 
now being completed by the local Soviet writer, U.N.Ti~anov. Gathering of the historical material for the 
romance which is to be in two volumes, has been completed. 
8895. 1938, March 5. So They Are Separated, Are The.? Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Our photographer 
snapped this picture of domestic felicity to disprove the claims of the gossipers that pretty Mar~’a Trotter 
Louis and her hubby, the hea~)~weight champion, had reached the end of the trail. Here they are shown 
arriving at Union City, N.J. to attend the banquet to Ex-champion James J. Braddock last Thursday night. 
8896. 1938, March 5. W.C. Handy, Stepin Fetch# May Feature O5vn Musical. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Stepin Fetchit, lazy" man supreme of stage and screen and W.C. Handy, famous "Daddy of the Blues," may 
team together in an all-Negro musical show under the management of C.H. "Doe" Hottum, white Memphis 
promoter, based on information received last week when the noted composer visited here in Memphis. 
8897. 1938, March 10. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Guild members beware of unofficial meetings called by politicians who would 

tO" to feast their bodies on the day check of [overworked] extras and bit players in the junior guild. Page 1- 
A. 
8898. 1938, March 10. Edna Heard Scores Hit with Music. Cal~ornia Eagle. p8. Edna Rosalyne Heard, 
talented Negro composer, scores a tremendous hit with her original score in "Aladdin," gala Oriental 
extravaganza, slated to open at the Federal Theater’s Mayan show house. Heard is reputed to be one of the 
only two women composers of her race on the West coast. Page 8-A. 
8899. 1938, March 10. Henry Awaits Mexico’s Fighter. California Eagle. p2. World’s Featherweight 
champion Henry Armstrong and Baby Arizmendi of Mexico will throw leather at each other for the fourth 
time at the Olympic auditorium. Page 2-B. 
8900. 1938, March 10. Should Negro Film Heads Be Branded as "Stooges" of White Capitalists? Harry 
Levette. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p9. Five short months ago there had been no modem up-to-date all-colored cast 
pictures made by a company with sound backing and a permanent program of continual production laid out. 



But now not oniy have such organizations become an accepted fact, but are they are undergoing the fate of 
all pioneering ventures and are the attacks of adverse criticism. The first of these calne from Negro heads of 
an interracial company which had released its first picture with great success, but they now turned against 
the white backers with whom they gladly joined hands and have released articles condemning such set ups. 
Page 9-A. 
8901. 1938, March 10. Strode Performs in Long Beach Relays; Miller Stars. California Eagle. p2. 
Woodrow Strode appeared in a track competition at Long Beach. Despite the shaded showing of Strode, 
who was one of the mainstays on the UCLA football temn last season, observers predict that he will live up 
to all the publicity notices, the school press bureau sends out about him periodically. Page 2-B. 
8902. 1938, March 10. Swing, Song and Sock Featured in Joe Louis Film at Lincoln Sunday. Cal![brnia 
Eagle. p8. "Spirit of Youth," the Globe production starring Joe Louis which begins an engagement at the 
Lincoln Theater, is an unusual and interesting filmbased on the champion’s own life StolT and the film has 
plenty of swing, song and sock to make it engrossing entertainment for everyone. Diverging from the 
familiar pattern of touching only upon the championship phases of a fighter’s life, "Spirit of YoutK" begins 
from the leather-pusher’s own boyhood. Page 8-A. 
8903. 1938, March 12. Akron’s Black and Tan Night Club Fetures "Scat Man" and His Band. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The "Scat Man" and his famous swing band, is out in Olfio these days. Working 
out from Harry’s deluxe Black and Tan night club, located on the comer of Barges and Rhodes avenue, the 
band which has been whispered about as "having something" in night clubs both east and west, for the past 
year and a half, has finally blossomed into fruition with a bang. What the band has is r~thm, undulating 
and hot. 
8904. 1938, March 12. Another Holl)~vood "Kid" Star Unearthed. Pittsbm2gh Courier. p21. Paul White, a 
13 year old lad who only recently entered fihns, is the hit of "Boys of the Streets," a Monogram production 
featuring Jackie Cooper and Maureen O’Connor, which opens at the Howard Theater in Washington, D.C. 
on Friday. Paul steals every scene in which he appears with a broad grin, glistening teeth, his facial 
expressions and doleful manner of speaking his lines. And he can act. 
8905. 1938, March 12. Armstrong’s Loew’s State Contract makes Him Highest Paid Attraetion. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In keeping wflh Broadway’s seeming desire to go colored, the management 
of the Loew’s State Theater in the heart of Times Square has engaged for one week, beginning March 24, 
Louis Armstrong, the trumpet king of swing and his orchestra, headline and background an all-colored bill 
of entertainment. 
8906. 1938, March 12. Benny Goodman Raves as Hotel Denies Rooms to Wilson, Hampton. John A. 
Saunders. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Old man "Ji~n Crow" knocked the swing right out of Bem\,�" Goodman’s 
famed "swing contingent," which filled an engagement at the Earle Theater, Philadelphia’s first show 
house, last week. Teddy Wilson and Lionel Hampton, Negro vibraphonist and pianist, respectively, of the 
Goodman Swing Quartet, were denied rooms at a popular South Philly white hotel, where some of the 
white orchestra members stayed during the Earle Theater engagement, according to substantial reports. 
8907. 1938, March 12. Book Theater Dates for Bill Robinson. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. At the close of his 
current engagement at the Cotton Club, Bill Robinson will play a few weeks of theater dates. First, is a 
verbal agreement which contracts hi~n for the Keith-Memorial, Boston, opening on March 17. And other 
dates will be subject to his recall to the 20th Centu~ Fox lot for celluloid appearances. 
8908. 1938, March 12. Buck andBubbles to Open atApollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In their own 
original maimer, Buck and Bubbles, stars of many a Broadway production including the stage, screen, and 
radio, scored again on the street of many lights as headline attractions at the Loew’s State Theater the 
current week. The present showing of the famous come@ team will mark the last time that they will appear 
on stage as an act. 
8909. 1938, March 12. Cab Hits Broadway This Week. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Cab Calloway, king of the 
musical world’s court of hi de ho, took his "noted" subjects into the Paramount Theater on Wednesday, for 
an engagement that in all probability will run into three weeks. The present run of Calloway and his 
orchestra at the Paramount, Broadway’s stellar picture and variety act presentation theater, will mark the 
first time in nrany years that the band has headlined the spot. 
8910. 1938, March 12. Chi Theater Opens Earlier for Joe’s "Pie." Pittsburgh Courier. p22. In order to 
acconm~odate the crowds expected for Joe Louis’ "The Spirit of Youth," the doors of the Avenue Theater, 
will open Sunday at 10:30a.m. continuing to midnight all three days. This is the first feature picture being 
brought under the new manager, Ben Elkins. 



8911. 1938, March 12. Dancer Sues Kirk Bandmanfor Jilting Her. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. A stoD~ of 
heart-break, disillusionment, and broken promises was revealed here Tuesday in the filing of a breach of 
promise suit by Josephine Myers, beautiful Cleveland dancer, against Booker Collins, whose address is 
given as the Majestic Hotel. The young woman, who is internationally famed for the interpretive dances, 
and who has enjoyed top billing in such aggregations as "Blackbirds of 1929-33," with which she toured 
European countries, charges specifically that Collins, a musician and member of Andy Kirk’s orchestra, 
promised to marl?.- her and then reneged. 
8912.1938, March 12. Detroit May Get Louis-Schmeling Match. Pittsburgh Courier. p 16. Hea~Tweight 
champiork Joe Louis and Mayor Richard W. Reading of Detroit, conferred Monday afternoon on the 
possibility of holding the championship bout between the Brown Bomber and Max Schmeling here next 
June. 
8913. 1938, March 12. Earl Hines to Play on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Earl "Father" Hines and 
his Grand Terrace orchestra this week opened a one week engagement on Broadway as headline attraction 
at the Loew~s State Theater. Coming to Broadway for their first engagement this year, the band leaves 
behind several successful theater and dance dates in Harlem at the Apollo and other theaters. 
8914. 1938, March 12. Horace Henderson’s Orchestra Now Available for Limited Number of 
Engagements. Pittsburgh Courier. p22. Dance lovers will be "tickled pink" with the news that Horace 
Henderson, the new "Sultan of Swingland" and his great orchestra are available for engagements. The 
statement was made Monday by A.H. "Hank" Linder, personal representative for Henderson .... The action 
is the result of a constant and insistent demand for this master of swing since his record-breaking 
engagement at Chicago’s famous Swingland Caf4. 
8915. 1938, March 12. Jimmie Opens Here Friday: Famous Maestro to Play Stanley. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. When Jimmie Lunceford and his famous orchestra move into the Stanley Theater Friday morning, it 
will mark the first time that local theater audiences will have had the opporttmi~ to hear what many regard 
as the greatest orchestra in the world in its peculiar class. Not a swing band, in the strict sense of the word. 
The band was slated over Benny Goodman by music critics of the white dailies when it played in Texas 
recently. 
8916. 1938, March 12. ~ddy Hill Crashes Radio’s "Big Time." Pitesburgh Courier. p20. Ted@ Hill and 
his Sa~oy orchestra nosed into big time radio Saturday night when they replaced Larry. Clinton on the RCA 
Victor show :from 8 to 8:30. With Hill handling the baton, the music of his popular Harlem band was 
ushered to the nation via the National Blue network from coast: to coast. With the ear of the country at his 
command [’or the first time in several months, Hill proved his knowledge of the current swing craze and 
radio broadcasting. His music for the occasion was sweet with fullness and well selected tunes. 
8917. 1938, March 17. Armstrong Decisions Arizmendi in Bruising Battle at Olympic. J. Cullen Fentress. 
California Eagle. p9. Hem3./- Armstrong may not have knocked out Baby Arizmendi at the Olympic but 
beating the little Mexican was enough. Page 9-A. 
8918. 1938, March 17. "Bojangles" Goes on the Road. California Eagle. p3. At the close of his 
engagement at the Cotton Club, Bill Robinson will play theater dates, it was learned. Robinson has been 
recalled to 20th Century-Fox for a celluloid appearance. His studio contract which expires in August, calls 
for three more pictures. Page 3-B. 
8919. 1938, March 17. Buck and Bubbles Head NEw Musical Cavalcade. California Eagle. p2. Buck and 
Bubbles, famous musical comedy stars of stage and screerk have organized their own orchestra and will 
have their premiere performance at the Apollo theater in New York City. Buck and Bubbles now billed as 
the "Prime Ministers of Rhythm," begin an extended tour of delte;e theaters for RKO. Page 2-B. 
8920. 1938, March 17. Cab on Tour. California Eagle. p2. Cab Calloway is swinging out on a national 
tour following a terrific season at the Cotton Club. Calloway has twenty solid weeks of booking, including 
the Earle in Washington, Philadelphia, etc. Page 2-B. 
8921. 1938, March 17. Candid Camera Shots of Hollywood. Fay M. Jackson. Cal~/brnia Eagle. p2. Any 
critical analysis of these methods will reveal the following startling facts: that somehow or other, more than 
ever, Negro players are being relegated to the category of atmosphere, along with the furniture and the 
scenery and the costumes. When these conditions apply to a white performer, he is elevated but when they 
apply to a black artist, he is cast aside! What is to be the future of the Negro actor under these conditions? 
For what shall he aim’? W~; is he being destroyed? Page 2-B. 
8922. 1938, March 17. Clarence 2~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Just a few days ago the news ran around the world that California was at the 
mercy of a :flood .... It looked like Stmny California had lost: its charm. Hollywood has already made 



wisecracks of "yesterdays flood." The whole world is looking at California with admiration and not pier. 
All of which has been said to emphasize what should be our attitude to the present Anti-Lynch bill defeat. 
Page 1-A. 
8923. 1938, March 17. Dixie Theater May Sue Stepin Fetchit. California Eagle. p2. Because Stepin 
Fetchit, who with Erskine Hawkins were stars of the Harlem Hit Parade revue, failed to fill a return 
engagement, management of the Orpheum Theater indicated they may sue. Page 2-B. 
8924. 1938, March 17. Floyd Ray to Appear at Ncm, York Theater. California Eagle. p2. Floyd Ray and 
his 18 Hollywood Californians have been signed by the Apollo Theater in New York for a week’s 
engagement. The Apollo engagement will mark the official eastern debut of his western band and all 
Harlem is eagerly awaiting the appearance of America’s greatest entertaining colored orchestra. Page 2-B. 
8925. 1938, March 17. "Haiti", William DuBois Exciting Drama of the Black Napoleon, Earns 
Unanimous Praise of Critics as Greatest Triumph. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. With an attendance of 4,378 for 
the first five days of its run at the Lafayette Theater in Harlem, the ~VPA Federal Theater project 
production of "Haiti," already passed the record set by "Macbeth." The premiere of "Haiti," last week was 
a brilliant opening for the popular Harlem playhouse. Page 3-B. 
8926. 1938, March 17. Holl)~vood. California Eagle. p2. Hattie McDaniel was signed by MGM for the role 
of Martha in "Shopworn Angel," starring Joan Crawford. Avon Long is reported signed by RKO for some 
future picture. Clarence Muse returns to radio today on the Hollywood Serenade program. Page 2-B. 
8927. 1938, March 17. ~Iaxine Sullivan Marries. California Eagle. p2. Maxine Sullival~ who has 
s~Trocketed into prominence through her unique swinging of Scotch ballads, became a bride when she 
married John Kirby, who leads the band at Club Onyx. Page 2-B. 
8928. 1938, March 17. The ~lidget and the Satchmo Get Together for a Long Tour. Califi)rnia Eagle. p3. 
Midge Williams and Louis Armstrong will appear in a headline all-colored bill at Loew’s. Both Williams 
and Armstrong appear in the above photo. Page 3-B. 
8929. 1938, March 17. Plan All-Negro Chicago Picture Company. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. A group of 
Chicagoans met at the home of A. L. Foster, executive secretary local Urban League, to meet David A. 
Lundy, president of the Sunset Picture Company. The projected studio plans to develop actors and 
actresses, directors, cameramen, scenario writers and other movie specialists. Page 2-B. 
8930. 1938, March 17. Robeson Adds Spanish Songs to Repertory. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p3. Paul Robeson, 
di~ring his recent visit to Spain, added a number of songs in Spanish and will include them in a number of 
concert appearances planned for England and America in the interest of the Spanish republic. Page 3-B. 
8931. 1938, March 17. Roland Hayes, Fisk Choir in Concert. (TaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Roland Hayes, the 
Fisk Jubilee Singers, and the entire Fisk University Choir are to appear in a gigantic program to be here at 
the Auditorium theater. Page 2-B. 
8932. 1938, March 17. Sepia Fans Raise Cry of Pushing Hank Too Fast; Scribe Says "No." Frank 
Marshall Davis. California Eagle. p9. Henry Armstrong, world’s featherweight champion, will t~3~ to lift 
Barney Ross’ welterweight crown in New York and 30 days later will climb into the ring hoping to leave 
with Lightweight king Lou Ambers’ title. Page 9-A. 
8933. 1938, March 17. Waters May Be in Musical. California Eagle. p2. Plans are being developed in 
which Ethel Waters and Buck and Bubbles will take leading roles. The play, which would be a musical 
version of S.N. Behrman’s "Serena Blandish," already has half the score written by the late George 
Gershwin. Page 2-B. 
8934. 1938, March 19. Billie Holiday Signs Contract with Art Shaw. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Billie 
Holiday, acclaimed as the third ranking singer of "swing" songs in the country, who recently completed an 
engagement with Count Basie’s orchestra claiming, "He didn’t treat me right" signed up last week with Art 
Slraw’s all-white orchestra and opened a three-month engagement at the Roseland State Ballroom, Boston, 
this week. 
8935. 1938, March 19. Billie Holiday to Be Featured in All-White Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Billie 
Holiday, who ranks third on the top list of the nation’s singers of swing song, this week moves into history- 
nmking channels of colored theatricals, having become the second colored girl to be chosen to feature in an 
all-white band. Signed last week, Holiday departed for Boston last Saturday where she will join the all- 
white aggregation of Artie Shaw, who, this week, opened a three month engagement at the Roseland State 
Ballroom there. 
8936. 1938, March 19. ChickIs "Honored" at Yale. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Chick Webb, the diminutive 
drum king of swing and his orchestra playing both the Yale University’s prom and Frat dances last week- 
end, received the highest honors ever accorded an orchestra by that edifice of learning when its swing 



conscious students conferred upon him the letters. D.M.S. Having thusly been honored, Webb becomes the 
first and only modern man of music to receive an honora~r degree from any university. 
8937. 1938, March 19. Colored Orchestra Smashes Color Bar Down in Baltimore. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Smashing color bars with musical gusto, Tracy’s Kentuckians, stellar Mound City swing aggregation, 
recently brought to a triumphant close their 14 week engagement at the exclusive white ~fitery tagged, "Gil- 
Nor Supper Club." The local rhythm dissenfinators, the cream of the abundant and talented Baltimore 
swing band crop, were confronted with almost insurmountable union bulwark when it first became known 
several months ago that Gilber Norris, the club’s white owner, was planning to engage the band. 
8938. 1938, March 19. Cotton Club Show with Duke at Helm, Among Best--Rowe. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. It’s nothing new to say that the Cotton Club has presented New York with another 
colorful extravaganza, bnbbling over with sepia charm. On the other lrand, it would be just as stereotypical 
to say that Clarence Robinson has produced another masterpiece, interwoven with the allure and talent of 
the colored performer. But in the past there were no Duke Ellington’s or Peg Leg Bates." ... The revue 
presented at the Cotton Club last Thrusday, in my mind was an all around opus that surpassed anything 
seen to date and began with the standout performance of Duke Ellington. 
8939. 1938, March 19. Count Basieto Play West Virginia Toners. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic 
and his orchestra, better ki~own as the "Count of Swing," will give West Virginia the treat it has been 
waiting for the past six months. The band recently won decision over such bands as Chick Webb, Lucky 
Millinder and Andy Kirk in the battles of music halls as the "new sensation of swing." 
8940. 1938, March 19. Earl Hines and Band Ready for Invasion of Florida. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
With Lucl9" Millinder scoring for the Associated Promoters of this state of Florida, in his recent 
engagement when he really "Baptized" us in rhythm ... fans have turned their eyes and ears on fl~e coming 
of the "King of Ivories," Earl "Father" Hines and Iris orchestra, who plays a 10 day engagement starting 
March 29th in Jacksonville. 
8941. 1938, March 19. Failure to Keep Date ~bsts Waller $1,000: Lawyers Settle Durham Claim. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Thomas "Fats" Waller, rotund batoneer and famed light-fingered pianist of stage, 
screen and radio had his bankroll depleted to the tune of $1,075 last week when a Durham, N.C. promoter 
was awarded damages in that amount due to Waller’s failure to fill a dance engagement in the latter city in 
Februar),. 
8942. 1938, March 19. Louis Training in Chicago.[br Thomas Bout: Bomber Wants Fight in May. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p 16. Joe Louis, hca~weight champion of file world, arrived in town tiffs morning from 
Stevensville, Mich., to begin serious training Ibr his third title defense when he meets Harry Thomas at the 
Chicago stadium two weeks from Friday. 
8943. 1938, March 19. Mercy Killer of Paul Robeson Kin Now Seeks Merck" at Court’s Hand. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p6. William H. Buckner, popular sporting figure here, has thrown himself on the mercy of the 
court in the "mercy killing" at Princeton. last December, of his invalid wife, Mrs. Ida Robeson Buckner, a 
cousin of the internationally known singer, Paul Robeson .... That Buckner shot his wife to relieve her of 
her suffering has been the accepted explanation of many of Buckner’s friends in Princeton where the 
defendant lived with lfis wife. 
8944. 1938, March 19. "Mississippi Rainbow" Plays to Packed House. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Unheralded and unsung, "Mississippi Rainbow," with a cast of 10 clever artists, slipped into the 49th WPA 
Theater last week and kept a capacity house laughing for two solid hours. Completely eclipsed by the 
glorious opening triumph of "Haiti," at the Lafayette Theater in Harlem the night before, few expected the 
"Rainbow" from the deep South to so seriously challenge the prestige of the Harlem production. 
8945. 1938, March 19. Roekwell-O’Keefe to Exand Band Dept. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Expansion of the 
Rockwell-O’Keefe colored band department with Joe Glaser having renewed his contract for another year, 
is taken for granted in band booking circles here. On May 1 st, Glaser will move out of the R.O.K’s offices 
into a separate suite of his own. 
8946. 1938, March 19. Theater Jim-Crow in Ohio Fought. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Although Columbus is 
the capital of Ohio, which lras a strong civil rights laws, white theaters have been so positive in their refusal 
to accept Negro patronage that the Civil Rights committee of the local NAACP branch has launched a 
determined fight to end this discrimination .... Commenting, President Jesse G. Dickinson of the local 
branch said, "In maW places over Columbus, Negroes are continually denied their civil rights. It is our aim 
to make secure those rights which should accrue to every American citizen." 
8947. 1938, March 24. Clarence ]~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: The public generally knows what it wants. It is difficult: to understand what it 



wants at times. But it has a definite way of expressing its likes and dislikes .... It is indeed inspiring that 
you even made it plain to the average theater exhibitor that you want good pictures done in accordance with 
high standards. Page 1-A. 
8948. 1938, March 26. Atttachment Fails to Halt Nat Towled. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Armed with a writ 
of attachinent, an ex-dance promoter and constable of Hot Springs, trailed Nat Towles 90 miles into Hope, 
Ark., where the writ was seI"~’ed for Towles’ failure to play a dance in Hot Springs in a dance hall Sunday, 
termed as "hole in the ground." Upon arriving in Hot Springs Sunday morning, Towles went to look the 
dance hall over. Not liking the spot and finding the promoter unable to produce the $100 guarantee, Towles 
refused to play the engagement. 
8949. 1938, March 26. Basic Opens W. Va. Tour Saturday. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic and his 
famous "men of Mighty Swing," are all set for their invasion of West Virginia, opening this Saturday night 
at Huntington and playing two more dates in tlrat territory .... The trio of dances in the Mountaineer state 
have elicited ulmsnal interest ... this being the first that a "name" orchestra has appeared in this section for 
several months. 
8950. 1938, March 26. Buck and Bubbles Present New Find in Petite Alice Harris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Buck and Bubbles and their new orchestra and petite and sugaly brown Alice Harris, made their initial 
theatrical bow at the Apollot theater here as musicians and bandleaders this week. Already famous as 
headline theatrical entertainers, the former comedians dancing act moved into the swing groove in grand 
style .... The band and Alice Harris are an innovation to the profession .... 
8951. 1938, March 26. Chick Webb Gets Yale University Degree. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. In the fraternity 
hall of Alpha Signra at Yale University, Chick Webb, center, drum king of swing, smiles lrappily as Palmer 
York, Jr. presents him with the honorary degree of D.M.S., while Walter Mennel looks on and sets Wcbb’s 
student cap Ibr the cameraman. Webb appears in the above photo. 
8952. 1938, March 26. Earl Hines and His Great Orchestra to Invade Florida for Big Dance Tour. 
Pittsburgh Cburier. p20. The second of a series of invasions by "big-time" bands under the capable 
leadership of Willie R. Davis, president of the Associated promoters, will start next Tuesday evening when 
Earl Hines and his famous Grand Terrace Orchestra, fresh from an invasion of Loew’s State Theater on 
Broadway, will start a tour of the State. Tiffs aggregation, hailed as the band with the "king of the ivories," 
as its maestro, has long been hailed as one of the most popular outfits ever to invade tiffs tcrritor),. 
8953. 1938, March 26. Home to Harlem Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The lovely and talented Nina 
Mac McKinney of the stage and screen fame, who returned to Harlem last week after several seasons in 
Europe. During her continental tour, McKinney played every important theater and city in the old country. 
Her last engagement was in Australia. Back in America, she is considering several screen and stage offers. 
McKim~ey appears in the above photo. 
8954. 1938, March 26. Jimmie Mundy Quits Benny Goodman’s Band. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. The celestial castle of swing which Benny Goodman, the accredited "King of Hot Music," has in a 
few short years built into a towering sk3~scraper, is today seemingly crumbling down around his musical 
ears. The avalanche which was started last week by Drummer Gene Krupa, white, who deserted to found 
his own aggregation, was given added speed Saturday by his colored arranger, Jimmie Mundy, who was 
preceded in his act by Teddy Wilsork the world’s number one pianist. 
8955. 1938, March 26. Louis, Thomas Speed Drill for Chicago Battle. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. While the 
boxing moguls of New York were deciding on June 22 as the official date of the long-long forward to Joe 
Louls-Schineling return battle (with the place undecided), world heavyweight champion Joe Louis, was 
diligently going through his paces here at Trafton ~Tm in preparing for his fight with Harry Thomas of 
Minnesota here, April 1st. 
8956.1938, March 26. Marian Anderson’s Recital Brilliant. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. Those of us who 
went to the auditorium on Sunday, March 13, did so with great expectations. From the moment Marian 
Anderson arrived to the stage and stood momentarily motionless and silent at the piano, we thought of the 
phrase, "queen of all she surveys," and knew that our greatest expectations of her would be fully realized. 
8957. 1938, March 26. Maxine Sullivan Rejects Hollywood Offer: Has Created Furor Because of "Swing 
Singing" of Ballads. Billy Rowe. Pittsbuc~h Courier. p20. Maxine Sullival~ the small, tan and terrific 
swing song delineator from Pittsburgh this week becomes the center of nationwide interest as radio 
executives and press alike defend her right to swing old Scottish tunes. Starting the vogue here last 
summer, with a rendition of "Loch Lomond," the petite singer of songs became an overnight sensation at 
the O~x Club on West 52nd Street, the "Cradle of Swing," where Stuff Smith first saw the light of 
nationwide ~hme. 



8958. 1938, March 26. Newest Broadway Revue May Feature Ethel Waters, Maxine Sullivan, Buck and 
Bubbles. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With half a musical score supposedly composed by the late George 
Gershwin and completed by Ven~on Duke, Vincente Mim~elli has scheduled as his first independent 
Broadway venture, a musical version of S.N. Belmnan~s "Serena Blandish," with an all-colored cast. The 
tentative cast of the fo~hco~ng production is headed by Ethel Waters, Maxine S~liva~ Buck and 
Bubbles, Ruby EI~ and others. 
8959. 1938, N,~rch 26. Says ~ York "Cheated," but M~rine Was Grand. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The 
public does not want swing renditions of old sentimental ballads~and swingsters cheated in the "sentiment 
vs. swing" radio musical battle Saturday ~ght. These were the conclusions drawn Monday by Radio 
S~tion ~J’s General N~ger Leo Fitzpatrick who provoked the battle by ba~ng swing treatment of old 
songs on ~s station. 
8960. 1938, ~rch 26. Stepin Fachit and Hawkins Band Click on Theatrical Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Ers~ne Hawkins and ~s yout~ul swing band with Stepin Fetc~t at the helm, departed these pa~s last 
week for an eight week tour of the East and West to fill one-~ght, t~ee, and fo~-day dance and theater 
engagements with a snmll u~t. According to box-office repots received for the first 11 days of the troupe~s 
jaunts, the new i~movation in t~s p~se of the profession ~s proven to be ~g~y successful. 
8961.1938, ~rch 31. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal([brnia E~gle. pl. The following is from an 
a~icle by Clarence Muse: W~t is a good pro~am for a yo~g girls social club? T~s is the question I am 
geaing often here of late from the young groups. Muse conveyed that it is impo~nt to become an asset to 
your co,numb~. Fight injustice, praise success, learn more of the ~sto~ of yore people, ~e pride in 
being a Negro, but above all be a success, regardless of your vocation. Page 1-A. 
8962. 1938, March 31. Hall Johnson Heads ~ords.[br Los Angeles CiO’ Schools. (~l~[brnia bSagle, p5. 
Fo~fion of a huge colored chorus m~der the direction of Hall Johnson was made this week ttvough the 
Ad~flt Education Section of the Los Angeles City School. Page 5-A. 
8963.1938, March 31. Hollwood. Cal~ibrnia biagle, p2. Announcement was made last week of another 
independent company foxed to produce all-negro films. Four or five such companies already exist. To 
date, these pieties arc no more t~n "quic~es," as the scale of general motion picture productions go. 
Page 2-B. 
8964. 1938, March 31. Jolson Leads Jim Crow 1?y. California b?ag&, pl. A1 Jolson is seeking to bar 
horses, cows, goats, other [h~ anhnals and all persons not members of the white race from his residence in 
San Fen~ando in a petition :filed be[brc the City Council. Page 1-A. 
8965. 1938, March 31. Louise Nears Million as Fighter. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p5. In defending Iris title 
against Ha~~ Thomas at the C~cago Stadium, Joe Lo~s, hea~3~weight c~mpio~ approaches the ~llion 
dollar nmrk in ea~ngs. Page 5-A. 
8966. 1938~ March 31. MGM Recasts "~x" in N~ Southern Film; Harris Role. California Eagle. p2. 
T~ee weeks of unce~ain~" over selection of the colored gift to play the pa~ of "Pix" in "Froo-Froo" 
retitled "Toy Wife," Theresa Harris, was fi~lly assigned the role ~ter Billy Yarbo was signed by the 
sa~dio. "Pix" is the tlfird leading c~racter in the southern opus w~ch stars Luise Rainer. It is said to be the 
most impo~ant role yet given a sepia player in Hollywood fil~, with the exception of "h~tation of Life." 
Other actors who appear in the film include: Clarence Muse, Sul-Te-Wan, Clinton Rosemond, Libby 
Taylor and others. Page 2-B. 
8967. 1938~ March 31. Special Show of Porgy-Bess Set for March 10. Cal~ornia Eag&. p2. Feeling t~t 
eve~3~ Negro in Los Angeles shoed have the oppoat~" to witness t~s nm~fificent musical of the race, a 
group of businessmen began negotiations to bring "Porg~ and Bess" to the Eastside at pop~ar prices. Page 

8968. 1938, ~rch 31. T~ans Bar Marian Anderson at Hotels. Cal~rnia Eag&. pl. Although wlfite 
Texans jam-packed McFarlin auditorium to hear Marian Anderson, they ~d no acco~odatio~ for her 
either at hotels or c~es, after the recital. As a result, she ~d to find lodgfings and her meals at a private 
home. The strange, parado~cal situation~wherein w~te people t~ong to hear the famed contralto sing 
but refuse to provide her with a ~ght~s lodging~emp~sized a new hypocrisy of so-called race relations 
below the ~son-Dixon line. Page 1-A. 
8969. 1938, April 2. $2&000 Suit Ignored by Stepin Fetch#: Comedian Manager Deny All (~arges. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Stepin Fetcl~t, the ~n who ca~ed the traditio~l Negro laziness to the extremes 
of con~ercialism on the s~ge, screen and radio, refused to be ~ffied at the prospect of a $25,000 breach 
of contract suit filed agai~t ~m by a Memp~s exl~bitor. 



8970. 1938, April 2. Art Tatum Sails for Europe to Open at (¥ro ’s in London. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Art Tatum, the almost blind pianist who became of much interest here to swing fans as a nightly feature of 
the Famous Door on West (Swing Alley) 52nd Street, sailed Wednesday last aboard the Queen Mary for a 
four or five months tour of Europe. The first engagement of the great musician will be at Ciros Club in 
London, where swing music is as important as it is here. 
8971. 1938, April 2. Belives Don Redman Could Organize Greatest Quartet in "Swing" History. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Don Redman, if he were to start playing soprano saxaphone again, could assemble 
the greatest, "swing quartet," in the history of modern music. This is the opinion of a famous Broadway 
musical critic who rates the diminutive maestro as one of the greatest arrangers the orchestra world has ever 
produced. 
8972. 1938, April 2. Century Orchestra Service Is Branching into "Big Time." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Another booking agency is going on the "big time." It’s Century Orchestra Service at 1619 Broadway and 
the entire company has been re-organized. The new setup sees James Evans occupying the president’s chair 
with Tommy Morton in the role of general manager. According to inside informatior~ Evans has just 
completed a deal to take over Lucky Millinder and his orchestra, who recently returned from a successful 
invasion of the South. 
8973. 1938, April 2. Comic SuedJbr 25,000. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. A $25,000 suit was filed here Friday 
by the Memphis Orpheum Theater against Stepin Fetchit and C.R.A. for the comedian’s failure to appear 
for an engagement there in Chicago in February. The suit claims that Fetchit’s absence forced ticket 
refunds. 
8974. 1938, April 2. CountBasie HeadedJbr Kansas City. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Through the news 
department of Music Corporation of America here, it was announced this week that the first lap of Count 
Basie’s musical Dixie bamstornfing trip proved ills assertion that the Count of fascinating swing music is 
the coming band of the generation. Playing several dates in West Virginia, for Universal promoters, under 
the direction of George E. Morton, Basle and his boys did the biggest dance business in the history of their 

8975. 1938, April 2. Ethel Waters3lemphis Bound. Pittsbm2qh Courier. p20. Ethel Waters, scintillating 
star of the Broadway success, "As Thousands Cheer," will bring her fast-stepping revue to the Palace 
Theater/’or one week beginning April 17th. The show will include a chorus of sepia sirens plus the laugh 
provoking Butterbeans and Susie and the music of Eddie Mallory’s band. 
8976. 1938, April 2. Just Who Is "Swing King" of Dixie? Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Just as Hartley Toots 
and his gang were about to leave the New Rockland Palace after a full two hour jam session rehearsal, he 
winked at Melrose Colbert, his torch singer, and "Snookurn" Russell, nationally known Skat singer and 
said: "Let that be a lesson to Mr. Ace Harris and his Sunset Royals." 
8977. 1938, April 2. Louis "Fit as a Fiddle"for Thomas Bout, Black Reports. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. 
Champion Joe Louis is in "fine shape" for his 15 round title bout with Challenger Hera)~ "Powerhouse" 
Thomas, white Minnesota heav?c.-weight, at the Chicago Stadium Friday night, Co-Manager Julian Black 
revealed this week. 
8978. 1938, April 2. Marian Anderson Barred from Texas Hotels. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. Although 
white Texans jam-packed McFarlin Auditorium last Tuesday night to hear the golden voice of Marian 
Anderson, they had no acconunodations for her either at hotels or cafes, after the recital ended. As a result, 
she had to be find lodgings and her meals at a private home. 
8979.1938, April 2. Maxine Sullivan "Middle-Aisles": Latest Singing Sensation of Broadway Becomes 
Bride of John Kirby, Whose Band Plays at Onyx Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. At exactly 5 o’clock, 
Saturday evening, Maxine Sullivar~ Queen of Subtle Swing, became the bride of Johi~ Kirby, the nran who 
rocks the Onyx Club, famous as the cradle of swing throughout the country. The marriage of the two 
famous exponents of swing came as a surprise to both their vast line of followers and their many friends 
here. 
8980. 1938, April 2. Maxine Sullivan to "Swing" More Scotch Songs Saturday. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
The recent civil war which was declared in the musical world a few weeks ago as to how and jnst who 
should shouid sing old ballads, Scottish or otherwise, is still raging here with both sides taldng or giving no 
quarters .... The petite swingster, Maxine Sullivan, will this week cast another bomb in the face of those 
who want their ballads un-swung when they set aside an entire night at which nothing will be sung or 
swung but Scottish folk tunes. 
8981. 1938, April 2. Ripley Says Negroes Created Jazz, Swing: Pays Tribute to Handy, Armstrong in 
Radio Program. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong, who distinguished tfimself in the 



annals of theatrical history as the best race star to headline an all-colored radio conwnercial, last week 
became radio timber again as guest star of one of the most widely-listened to programs in the countB~, 
headed by Robert Ripley, whose daily show is "Believe it Or Not." 
8982. 1938, April 2. Superman Armstrong K.O’s Eddie Zivic. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Launching a 
vicious two-fisted attack, "Hurricane Hem3./-" Armstrong, the feather-weight champion of the world, 
hammered out a technical knock-out victory over game Eddie Zivic, a frail-built Pittsburgh light-weight, in 
the fourth of a scheduled ten-round main event at Olympia, Friday night. 
8983. 1938, April 7. Bark of Six-Guns Beat Tempo for Hit Songs in First Negro Musical Western Ever 
Made. California Eagle. p3. "Harlem on the Prarie" is one of the current season’s genuine novelties and 
has the added distinction of being the only picture with an all-Negro cast in one of the so called "white’ 
theaters in New York. Six-guns bark to the rhythm of red-hot swing, ebony-hued outlaws "shoot it out" 
with the John Laws, and love and virtue triumph in an exciting and glorious climax, as Negro romance 
climbs into the saddle for a song-gallop over the western plains. Page 3-B. 
8984. 1938, April 7. ~larenee Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Califbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from a 
colunmby Clarence Muse: The Grape Street School in Watts, as you probably know, is about one hundred 
percent colored, which is a rare thing in California schools. A school teacher contacted the studios to secure 
musical instruments for students in need at her school. Page 1-A. 
8985. 1938, April 7. Eagle Reviewer Pays Visit Million Dollar Productions on Site of Old Ray Studio. 
John Kinloch. Cal~rnia Eagle. p3. The offices of Million Dollar Productions, producers of "Bargain With 
Bullets" and "Life Goes On," are leased in the Louis Weisse studios; one of the larger small lots on which 
Adventure films, Spectra Pictures and the short and serial department of Columbia also operate. Page 3-B. 
8986. 1938, April 7. Ernest Whittnan and Gee Gee James. Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. Ernest Whitman and Gee 
Gee James arc shown, as they appeared on NBC radio programs when they won seventh place among 
radio’s leading comic personalities. James is currently cast as the maid in "Hilltop House," five times a 
week on the Columbia network. Page 2-B. 
8987. 1938, April 7. Etta 31oten Takes Radio Leave. Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. Etta Moten will take a five-day 
leave from "Cabin at the Crossroads," heard over NBC’s networks, so that she can fill concert engagements. 
According to NBC officials, Moten has received more fan mail than any other artist. Page 2-B. 
8988. 1938, April 7. Jack Johnson Now 60 Years Old. California Eagle. p2. Jack Johnson, world’s 
hea~Tweight champion from 1908 to 1915 and a prizefighter for 30 years, was 60 years old Thursday. "Li’l 
Arthur," as he was known, was born in Galveston, Texas. He started fighting at the age of 20, but it was 10 
years later, when he was 30, that be won the title, holding it until he was 37 and then yielding it to Jess 
Willard at Havana in an alleged "deal" to permit his return to America. His final ring appearance was in 
1938, atthe age of 50. Page 2-A. 
8989. 1938, April 7. Pony Fails to Appreciate Comic’s Wit. California Eagle. p3. Whether it was the 
waving sombrero or F.E. Miller’s comic boast that upset the horse, will never be known, but the pony took 
the bit between his teeth, pimped back his flea bitten ears, and started to gallop across the plains. Page 3-B. 
8990. 1938, April 7. Roland Hayes, Fisk Singers Thrill C:~owd. California Eagle. p2. Appearing before an 
audience that taxed the capacity of the Chicago Auditorium, the girded Fisk Jubilee Singers and the Fisk 
Universi~ Choir presented a program highlighted by the appearance of Roland Hayes as guest soloist. Page 

8991. 1938, April 7. Young Sam Langford Gets 20 Years. California Ea~le. pl. A sentence totaling 20 
years was given to Sam Langford, ex-prize fighter, in Superior Court, for rape and assault with a deadly 
weapon. Langford denied the charges and entered a plea of not guilty. However, he admitted being in the 
neighborhood of the alleged attack and admitted that he spoke to the woman who filed the charges. Page 1- 
A. 
8992. 1938, April 9. AI Jolson Askes That Negro Be Excluded. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. The race 
residents of the famous Gold Coast are ablaze with indignation at the duplicity and traitorous action of 
black-face, Jewish comedian A1 Jolson and other film players whose names were foremost on a petition 
signed by property owners in San Fernando Valley to bar all persons not of the Caucasian race from 
residence in that area. 
8993. 1938, April 9. Boston Bubling with Sepia Talent--Rowe. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Chick Webb, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday and the Four Ink Spots of Harlem’s most amazing children of 
swing are calrying well the theatrical tradition of the man of color in this, the Hub City of the Atlantic-- 
Boston. As an assurance of their success since their coming several weeks ago, the entire city’s 
entertai~uncnt conscious populace has gone for them to the nth degree. 



8994. 1938, April 9. Buck and Bubbles, with Alice Harris, at Boston’s RKO Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Making what in theatrical circles comprises an unusual development, Buck and Bubbles and their 
newly found orchestra, which features jointly petite Alice Harris and Enunett Matthews, will open its first 
important white theater engagement Thursday at the RKO Theater in Boston for a seven day fling. 
8995. 1938, April 9. Charm Behind the Trumpet. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Flossie Ha~vkins, charming wife 
of Erskine Hawkins, whose band is swinging in the hinterland is a part of Stepin Fetchit’s re~a~e. Liker her 
talented husband, N~s. Hawkins is very popular in Harlem’s social circles. 
8996. 1938, April 9. Diplomat’s Daughter Weds. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Majorie Walto~ daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Lester Walton, was married Saturday evening at St. Martin’s Protestant Episcopal Church, New 
York. The bride’s father is United States minister to Liberia. The bride appears in the above photo. 
8997. 1938, April 9. Earl Hines Takes Florida by Storm. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Earl Hines and his 
swing swinging soubrette, Ida James, literally took the town here last Sunday night on their jaunt around 
the Grapefruit circuit squeezing out streamlined r~thm in their best Grand Terrace manner. The Hines’ 
outfit played the renovated Rockland Palace Ballroom to standing room and swapped arrangements with 
Hartley Toots, the local swing king, who held the bandstand prior to the arrival of the "Father." 
8998. 1938, April 9. Etta Moten Speaks on "The Power of Song." Pittsburgh Courier. p5. With Etta 
Moten as guest of honor, the famous Metropolitan Conmaunity Church Choir of Chicago began its 17th 
year of "Fourth Sunday Musicals" last Sunday night, March 27. J. Wesley Jones is director of the choir, 
one of the best known musical groups in the country, which on the fourth Sunday of every month attracts to 
Community Church a capacity audience. 
8999. 1938, April 9. Etta Moten Takes Radio Leave to Sing in Concerts. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Etta 
Moten, famed concert and radio zrtist, will take z five-day lezve from her current brozdcast, "Cabin at the 
Crossrozds," heard over NBC’s red and blue network every week day mon~ing. Moten was just recently 
signed to the Quaker Oats program on a 13 week contract znd was purposely omitted from thc agreement 
so that she might fill concert engagcments effccted prior to the radio contract. 
9000. 1938, April 9. Henry Armstrong’s Hurricane Antics May Prove to Be Just Anothr Calm in Fistic 
Breeze After Ross. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Homicide Heury Armstrong, featherweight champion of the 
world, the man who has been laying fistic foes upon the canvas with such regularity of late, may be 
slzughtercd and behezded when he climbs into the ring on May 26 against tough Ross, king of the world’s 
welter~veight. 
9001. 1938, April 9. Joe 5laps O.[]~ensefor Sehmeling Go. William G. Ntum. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. In 
the quiet hotel room at the Southway Hotel herc, Joe Louis, heavyweight champion of the world, told your 
correspondent today, just how he’ll fight Max Schineling "somewhere in the United States," on June 22. 
9002. 1938, April 9. Louis ~7~o Stopped Thomas Will Also K.O. Schmeling. William G. Nunn. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. The Joe Louis who started fighting in the third round here tonight and knocked tough-chinned 
Hart3./- Thomas out in two minutes and fifty seconds of the fifth round here tonight, would have kayoed the 
Max Schmeling he met two years ago in less than five rounds. 
9003. 1938, April 9. LuncefordMay NotMake European Trip. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Should the 
Europeans war horizon get any darker, Jimmie Lunceford and his celebrated orchestra will forget all about 
their proposed European jaunt which has been scheduled for early sununer. In the event that the well 
known aggregation~ which already has a Continental stamp upon it, is forced to change its plans, due to war 
clouds, plans are to shuffle back to the Larchinont Casino in the town for the same name where the idle 
dance month will be spent swinging local "cats." 
9004. 1938, April 9. Marian Anderson in Town Hall Finale. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Entering New 
York’s famous Town Hall for the last time this season, Marian Anderson, internationally concert artist, last 
week thrilled an overflow audience that turned out to hear La Anderson’s "swan song" in the big 
metropolis. 
9005. 1938, April 9. Marian Thirlls at Town Hall Concert. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Last 
Wednesday night at Town Hall the mass of New Yorkers who have not yet gone swing crazy turned out en 
nrasse to again pay tribute to Marian Anderson, the internationally known contralto. For the occasion every 
seat in the coveted hall of the artists was sold out tarning Anderson’s first appearance of the spring season 
into the largest of the town hall’s season to date. 
9006. 1938, April 9. Memphis Theater Case Settled Out of Court by Stepin Fetch#. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Literally screaraing that he is the victim of conspiracy, unfair play and gross injustice, Stepin Fetchit, 
Amerca’s Sit Downer No. 1, this week issued exclusive statements to The Courier which said in effect that 



it is unfair to utter the name of Erskine Hawkins, batoneer at Stepin’s Harlem Hit Parade unit now on tour, 
in the same breath with that taken to extol the sacred name of the screen’s naive and exhausted Negro star. 
9007. 1938, April 9. Movie Star Falls Victim to Billie Holiday’s "Swingin. " Pittsburgh Courier. p21. It is 
amusing to note the attention that Billie Holiday, veteran soubrette par excellence, is getting in the national 
press since radio fans discovered that Attic Shaw’s swelegant swing has become swingier since the 
addition of Holiday to that top flight outfit. 
9008. 1938, April 9. New Haven CtTizens Resent Movie. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Members of the Negro 
Community Council of this city went on record here last week as disapproving of the portions of the highly 
publicized movie version of Mark Twain’s innnortal classic, "Tom Sawyer," currently being shown at the 
Roger Sherman Theater. 
9009. 1938, April 9. Says Race Bands Should Plug Negro Songs. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. In a desire to 
ward off the approaching dilemma of the colored song writers throughout the country’, Eubie Blake whose 
name has for many years stood out whenever modern music is played and is best known for his part in the 
never to be forgotten "Shuffle Along," is plam~ing to establish an organization here to keep alive the 
contribution of the Negro composers in the world of music. 
9010. 1938, April 9. Theresa, Libby "In," Louise, Billy "Out." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After several 
weeks of searching for the right type of Negro girl to play the role of"Pick" in the forthcoming MGM 
production of "The Toy Princess," starring Academy Award winner Luise Rainer, the film compaw cast 
Billy Yarbo in the role. Then suddenly, movie tycoons replaced the New York comedienne with Theresa 
Harris. The action attracted much attention since it is the second disappointment that Director Thorpe’s 
picture has suffered since casting began. The first occurred when Libby Taylor landed the part that seemed 
"in the bag" for Louise Beavers. 
9011. 1938, April 9. Thomas’ Scalp on Belt, Joe Guns for Schmeling. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Joe Louis, 
looking utterly indifferent, stretched out on his dressing table here tonight, lbllowing his five-round K.O. 
victory over Harry Thomas and expressed tfimself as well pleased with the outcome of the fight. 
9012. 1938, April 9. Willie Bryant’s Comment on Fitzgerald Seen as a Slap at Her Manager ~Ttick 
Webb. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A measure of substantiation was lent last week to persistent rumors that 
Willie Bryant and Chick Webb, rival band maestros, arc at daggers’ point. The tip off came from Bryant 
himself while the popular baton wielder was waxing eloquently on sundry subjects for the benefit of a 
group of newspapermen. Chick Webb stated, "I gave him the break of his life when I discovered his star 
singer, Ella Fitzgerald and gave her to him. Now I don’t mind saying that she is desel~dng of a better 
manager." 
9013. 1938, April 14. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Look at the desert flowers blossoming over the hillsides, the budding fruit trees, 
thousands and thousands of grapes showing a pale green young foliage and begin to feel within yourself 
that certain tired feeling. You know without looking at the calendar--it’s Spring. Page 1-A. 
9014. 1938, April 14. Footlight Flickers. California Eagle. p3. Stump & Stumpie appear at the Apollo 
Theater. Cab Calloway broke records, appearing at the Frauk Schiffman House opposite Avis Andrews, 
noted singer. Page 3-B. 
9015. 1938, April 14. Hughes Writes" Song for Discs. California Eagle. p2. Langston Hughes and Midge 
Williams are shown, looking over a copy of Mr. Hughes first blues song, "Love is Like Whiskey," which 
Williams has recorded. The two appear in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
9016. 1938, April 14. Jolson Not to Blame, Says Encino Official. California Eagle. pl. Letters received 
by the Eagle this week expressed concerned regarding the A1 Jolson petition, allegedly to bar non- 
Caucasians from the Encino-Van Nuys district. A1 Jolson’s agent and the Encino Chamber of Commerce 
provide a rebuttal to these complaints. Page 1-A. 
9017. 1938, April 14. Protest Songs Featuredby Johnson. California Eagle. p3. "Folk songs are being 
made every~ day," said Hall Johnson, who is sometimes rated American’s outstanding arranger of spirituals 
and choir director. Johnson is presenting his choir of 50 voices in a recital at the Wilshire Ebell Theater on 
Monday, April 23. Page 3-B. 
9018. 1938, April 16. Duke’s "Jungle Rl~ythm" Will Be "Short-Waved" Across Atlan~ic. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The desire of the British music public to hear Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra again, 
aside from his many recordings which have flooded London and the continent, will be realized April 29, 
when Ellington and his men will be short-waved across the Atlantic. The pending engagement of Ellington 
and his orchestra for this program will mark the first time that the composer-maestro has been thusly 



starred, notwithstanding the fact that the British Broadcasting Corporation has been negotiating for his 
talent since the begilming of the "America Dance Series." 
9019. 1938, April 16. Erskine Annoyers Fetchit. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Naively ignoring Stepin Fetchit’s 
blasting tirade against him last week, mild-ma~mered Erskine Hawkins, batoneer of the ’Bantu State 
Collegians orchestra now on tour with Fetchit’s Harlem Hit Parade unit, put the sleepy comedian of stage 
and screen on the proverbial spot by stating that he "thinks very little of a star [who] makes such 
declarations" of someone who works side by side with him. 
9020. 1938, April 16. Erskine Hawkins Wanted in Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Erskine Hawkins and 
his orchestra, who with Stepin Fetchit are cutting an entertaining bit of swing and comedy in New York. At 
present Hawkins and Fetchit are still packing the dance halls and theaters throughout the soutl~ according 
to reports. 
9021. 1938, April 16. Etta Moten Capitvates Capital (,’it), Society. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Etta Moten, in 
private life, Mrs. Claude Barnett, while in Washington, D.C. was the house guest of Dr. and Mrs. E. 
Toussaint Moore and was kept in the social whirl beginning with her reception. 
9022. 1938, April 16. Flash.t Maxine Sullivan May Do Dance and Theater Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. pl3. 
Beginning tomorrow (Friday) Stuff Smith and his orchestra will give their initial peffornrance to begin an 
extended return engagement at the Onyx Club, in the heart of New York’s Swing Alley. Returning to the 
club which is both the scene of his original introduction and success in the musical world, Stuff Smith and 
his boys leave behind almost a year of hinterland barnstorming which took them to California, the movies 
and the famous door in Hollywood. 
9023. 1938, April 16. A GrandDiva Charmingly Relaxes. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Lillian Evanti, the great 
diva, appeared at the Rialto Theater in Wastfington last week with critics singing her praises. Mrs. Franklin 
D. Roosevelt headed the patron’s list wtfich included the elite of Washingon. She will :fill a few 
engagements in several eastern and southern cities. 
9024. 1938, April 16. How Tiny Bradshaw Broke Down the Color Line at "The Citadel," White S.(’: 
School. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The rare modesty of a topnotch headliner, Tiny Bradshaw reached its 
peak recently at the scene of what might well have been his greatest triumph when the maestro (currently 
playing a tbc Cotton Club here) raised his hands to quiet tbc fllunderous applause of thousands of wtfite 
persons and said: "Your applause touches my heart .... "Bradsha~v’s band, nattily attired in immactflate 
white ties and tails, appeared at the hall and swung out lightly. Rising to the crisis in a melodious burst of 
rhythm, the aggregation was greeted with the th~mderons applause of the entire assembly. 
9025. 1938, April 16. "Intimate Spots" Supplant Theaters for Entertainment. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p13. Life’s contention has always been that it is the small things that count the most. Today in 
colored show business, the small spots have become most important. Gone are the days when a performer 
could walk into a booking office and be greeted with a blanket contract of 52 or more weeks, taking them 
around a circuit which automatically made them new by the time they got around to your local theater 
twice. 
9026. 1938, April 16. Langston Hughes in St. Louis. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. Langston Hughes, Negro 
poet and globetrotter, appeared Friday evening, April 5 before a sizeable audience at Metropolitan AME 
Church in St. Louis under the auspices of the International Workers Order, a fraternal organization .... 
During the course of the lecture, Hughes described the history of his career since his early childhood which 
was spent mainly in Joplin, Mo. and Lawrence, Kansas and read poems of his own composition which were 
inspired by and indicative of the various stages of his life. 
9027. 1938, April 16. Lucky Millinder Engaged to Open Philly’s Ubangi Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Lucky Millinder and his tuneful orchestra is scheduled to invade the Quaker City in the very near future 
when Harvey Lockman~s Ubangi Club, re-decorated at an expense of more than $35,000, presents the new 
Cotton Club show. The Mutual Broadcasting Company will put the band on the air from coast to coast 
three times weekly. 
9028. 1938, April 16. ]~Ian Who Hires Hollywood Actors Talks About the Future of All-Colored Pictures. 
Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Clrarles E. Buffer is the sepia Santa Claus of the colored fihn 
colony here. He is the man who puts the okay on more than 90 percent of the colored film players. He is the 
Joppa Gate to film success. Butler is a casting director for the Central Casting Company. This concen~ 
employs all the extras and bit players in the film industry. He is probably the only Negro in the industry 
who holds an executive job .... Butler says, "The future of the Negro in the film industry depends upon the 
Negro. It is a money making business. It caters to the public." 



9029. 1938, April 16. "Not an Ingrate" Jolson. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. "I have the colored race to thank 
for its superb music and grand humor ... two of the things which have made me a success in impersonating 
them ... and I’m not the kind of a heel that would bite the hand that fed me." This was the gist of an 
exclusive statement given to The Courier last Wednesday afternoon by Jolson, famed star of stage, screen, 
and radio, who asked if he had taken part in allegedly bam~ing Negroes from living in San Fernando 
Valley. 
9030. 1938, April 16. Screen Actors’ GuiM Wants Negro on Board. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. The Screen Actors’ Guild, which has its Junior members who are the extras and bit players, is in the 
midst of a controversy. Clarence Muse is one of the most powerful members of the Guild. There is a fight 
between the colored members who are trying to place a colored man on the board of directors. The Guild 
wants one but the colored players can’t decide on who they want. 
9031. 1938, April 16. Theresa Harris a "Comer." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Theresa Harris, charming little 
veteran of the movie lots here, will soon be seen in the most important role given to a sepia feature player 
since "hnitation of Life." Harris is cast in "Toy Wife," which stars Louise Rainer. More than 365 colored 
members of the film colony here were interviewed for the role held by Harris. Billie Yarbo was originally 
considered for the role but the studio officials finally decided upon the versatile Harris. 
9032. 1938, April 16. The Town’s Agog to Greet Lovely Marva Louis. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. The town’s 
on its toes to greet the lovely Marva Louis, the wife of our Joe, who will be the guest mannequin at the 
Junior Hostess Vogue-Esquire Fashion Revue, Friday, the 29th. 
9033. 1938, April 16. Waters’ "AJ~’icana" to Be Filmed in Hollywood. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. "Africana," musical extravaganza of the stage a few years back which starred Ethel Waters and was 
produced by Earl Dancer, will be made into a motion picture, according to Earl Dancer and a recent press 
release by Louella O. Parsons, noted screen writer. According to Dancer all financial arrangements have 
been completed and the film will in all probability go into production within eight weeks. 
9034. 1938, April 16. Willie Bryant Denies Story. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Willie Bryant in a letter to the 
Courier stated, "As far as Chick Wcbb is concerned, perhaps we may have our personal differences at times 
because we are friends, and friends like brothers, always seem to disagree at some time or other, but that is 
no criterion. In the past, Wcbb has done many things for me. He helped mc when I needed it most, 
therefore you can hardly picture me blasting him now." 
9035. 1938, April 21.39th Year Looks Duke in Faee. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. p2. Duke Ellington, king of 
sophisticated rhythm, will celebrate his thirty-ninth birthday on April 29 by broadcasting with his famous 
orchestra, a special program to radio fans of Great Britain. Page 2-B. 
9036. 1938, April 21. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Ea,~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Well, the betterment ticket won in the junior guild election. They won the new 
president, Major Philip J. Kleffer. Our young progressive Edward F. Boyd won on this ticket with the 
highest number of votes, which makes his term two years, while Jesse Graves, rum~ing on the old regime 
ticket with the defeated ex-president, Larry Steers, will serve one year due to his small number of votes. 
Page 1-A. 
9037. 1938, April 21. Eddie Anderson Is Cast in ~2,w Columbia Film. Fay M. Jackson. California Ea,~le. 
p2. Considered one of the finest all-star casts assembled for a motion picture, Frank Capra was set to begin 
filming the first scenes of his latest production "You Can’t Take It With You." Eddie Anderson and Lillian 
Yarbo have been engaged to play the parts of Donald and Rheea. Page 2-B. 
9038. 1938, April 21. Federal Players Here Call Mass Meeting in Demand for More Jobs. California 
Eagle. pl. Claiming that their petition for more extensive placement of skilled teclmicians and artists in the 
Federal Theaters Project in Los Angeles has been shunted aside and the Negro players and writers put on 
the waiting list a committee of colored players called a citizens mass meeting. Page 1-A. 
9039. 1938, April 21. Hit Caricature of Race in Film. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. The New Haven Negro 
Cominuni~ Council meeting here unanimonsly voted on a resolution denouncing the discriminatory 
portrayal of the Negro child in the film, "Adventures of Tom Sawyer." The council wl~ich is composed of 
400 members representing various orgal~izations, pointed out that the practice of film producers in 
portraying Negroes as clowns and criminals is directed at perpetuating race hatred and false concepts of 
wl~ite superiority. Page 2-B. 
9040. 1938, April 21. "I’m An Accident" Maxine Sullivan Tells Scribe Here. Fay M. Jackson. Cal~brnia 
Eagle. p2. Maxine Sullivan jammed Pl~il Selzuick’s Club Versailles on the Strip when she opened Sunday 
night to one of the most exchisive Hollywood patrons’ list assembled to pay tribute to an artist’s premiere in 
the film capital. Page 2-B. 



9041. 1938, April 21. "I’m Not a Has-Been" Ethel Waters Tips Off Scribe in New Orleans. California 
Eagle. p3. Assuming an air of aristocracy and clinging to her years of box office supremacy, Ethel Waters 
and her Harlem revues played to capaci~T crowds at the Palace Theater. Page 3-B. 
9042. 1938, April 21. Jackie Robinson Broadjump Find. California Eagle. p9. Jackie Robinson, younger 
brother of Mack Robinson, star of the last Olympic Games, loomed as a possible number one broad jumper 
of the west coast. Page 9-A. 
9043. 1938, April 21. Kenny and Schell Set Passing, Kicking Records. California Eagle. p9. Kenny 
Washington and Walt Schell, two Bruin backfield aces, set American records in passing and place-kicking 
in an international kicking and passing contest. Page 9-A. 
9044. 1938, April 21. Kenny Leads in Batting. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p9. Kenny Washington, shortstop on the 
UCLA baseball team, led the California Inter-Collegiate Baseball association in batting tl~is week. Page 9- 
A. 
9045. 1938, April 21. Laura Bowman Furnishes New York Play with "Voodoo’ chants. California Eagle. 
p3. Voodoo chants from the newly published "Voice of Haiti" are being used in the New York WPA 
Federal Theater project production, "Haiti." The Collection of authentic folk material was compiled by 
Laura Bowman, noted stage and radio artist, former member of the Lafayette Players. Page 3-B. 
9046. 1938, April 21. LeGon Features Wilshire Frolic Next Sunday. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Jeni LeGon 
returns to the stage as she headlines the "Hollywood Vaudeville Frolics," opening at the Wilshire Ebell 
Theater. LeGon recently signed for a role in "Hooray for Love" and is scheduled to appear in "Fools for 
Scandal." Page 2-B. 
9047. 1938, April 21. Nicholas Brothers Refuse Date to Eulogize Father. Cal~brnia Eagle. p3. The 
Nicholas Brothers, famous for screen, stage and radio appearances, gave up a scheduled RKO Theater date 
because the run would take them into Easter, where Ibr the last: three years, they have set up a memorial 
their late faflier. Page 3-B. 
9048. 1938, April 21. Paul Robeson Returns to English Concert Stage with T~iumphant Success. 
California Eagle. p3. After an absence of about two years, Paul Robeson rctunied to Albert Hall with 
triuniphant success in a recital with Lawrence Brown, assisted by other arlists. Page 3-B. 
9049. 1938, April 21. Sid Dones-Althea Carreer Tie on Rocks; Action Filed. (TaliJbrnia b2agle, pl. Sidney 
P. Dones, four-times married realty broker and "the sweetest man in the world" captured the interest of the 
communi~ with reports that his fourth wife, Althea Carrcer-Dones, was filing :for divorce. Evidently the 
break is mutual with no hard feelings. The divorce petition filed revealed that Doncs was indifferent and 
too busy to devote sufficient time to home life. Page 1 -A. 
9050. 1938, April 21. Thelma Porter Sails for Year in Honolulu. California Eagle. p2. Offto Honolulu 
goes Thelma Porter for a year’s stay in the islands. She will join her husband, Duke Upshaw, who left to 
open with an eight piece band. Porter will sing with the band at the Hawaiian pleasure resort. Page 2-B. 
9051. 1938, April 23. Clarence Robinson’s Revue Embarks for South American Theater and Nite Club 
Tour. Pittsbuceh Courier. p21. Aboard the Puerto Rico-Havana liner, Clarence Robinson and the revue of 
36 performers departed Thursday from these shore for a 12 week theater and nite-club tour of South 
America. The revue, which co st its backers $15,000 to import, is the first all-colored show to ever be sent 
to South America intact. 
90~2. 1938, April 23. First Hollywood Trip for Maxine Sullivan. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Aboard the American airlines which in its takeoff depicted the rise of her own short career, Maxine 
Sulliva~, the petite lady of swing, embarked on her fist airplane ride and trip to the coast. While on the 
coast, she will perform at a varie~ of entertainment spots. 
90~3. 1938, April 23. Golden Trumpet of "King" Oliver Stilled by Death. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Joe 
"King" Oliver, one of the great pioneers of the trumpet that most of today’s swing-crazy youth lrave 
forgotten or never even heard, is dead. That’s about all one can say about a nraster musician such as the 
"King." One lras to catch one’s breath when a man like that isn’t with us anymore. The "King" died here in 
Savaunak Ga. a few days before Easter Sunday. 
90~4. 1938, April 23. Great Future for Negro Pictures. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "I am glad 
to see sepia pictures being produced," said Frank G. Roos, white, manager of the Tiovoli Theater in Los 
Angeles. The Million Dollar Productions, Jed Buell’s and Merit Pictures are making serious inroads in the 
film industry and racial progress. 
90~. 1938, April 23. "I Can’t Believe That A1Jolson Would Humiliate Race," Noble Sissle Writes. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "I’ve known A1 Jolson personally for twenty-five years and I’m sure that no Negro 
song writer, entertainer or performer who has been acquainted with him could ever be convinced that A1 



would ever do anything to humiliate or hurt the Negro race." That was part of the exclusive statement that 
Noble Sissle, veteran of stage, screen and airlanes both here and abroad, made to The Courier this week. 
9056. 1938, April 23. "I’m Holding Out Because Joe Dimaggio Advised Me To," Says Satchel Paige. 
Pittsbu@ Courier. plT. Satchel Paige, current riddle of the Negro National League, is enjoying hi~nself 
here taking dancing lessons and t~ing to decide whether to accept the salary offered by the Pittsburgh 
Crawford’s, sign over to the Newark Eagles, or succumb to princely offers made hi~n by Argentina, South 
Alnerica interest, who are offering three times the salary he could conwnand in this count~T. 
9057. 1938, April 23. Justice for Genius of Race Men Created by Musical Society. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. With swingology the modern vogue in all fields of music, you can’t help remiulsce with the Negro and 
his contribution to art. As far back as the birth of "The Rain Song" and "Exaltation," when its composer 
had his eyes set on the now beloved Abbie Mitchell and her success, Will Marion Cook never thought his 
"hn’ Coming Virginia," which he composed so many years later with Donald Heywood, would at this day 
and age be one of the country’s outstanding hits. 
9058. 1938, April 23. Lil’Armstrong to "S~qng" in Dixie. Pittsburgh Courier. p22. It won’t be long 
before Lil’ Armstrong and her Swing Orchestra will hit the road again under the careful promotion of the 
Associated Promoters of Florida. The "Queen of Swing," will follow in the footsteps of her fellow brothers, 
Earl Father Hines, Lucky Millinder, Tiny Bradshaw, Sunset Royals, and others. 
9059. 1938, April 23. Reveal Pushkin Clan Signed Decree Putting First Romanov Autocrat on Russian 
Throne. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. Historical material here discloses that the Pushkin clan, which stretches 
back many generations in Russian life, played a leading role in establishing the Ronranov dynasty of 
autocrats on the Russian throne. At the same time, there were Negroes present in the czar’s palace during 
the very. last days of the Romanov autocrats, Nicholas Second, in 1917. 
9060. 1938, April 28. Actors Guild Launehes Membership Drive; Asks Profession and Laity In. 
California Eagle. p3. The Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc., has just launched its first open drive for 
memberstfip throughout the world, for both the Negro members and those of the [lay public] who arc 
desirous of joining. Page 3-B. 
9061. 1938, April 28. Anne Brown, "Porgy and Bess" Star, Wins Divorce. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. Anne 
Brown, who won acclaim as "Bess," won an uncontested divorce suit in court from her tmsband, Dr. F. H. 
Howard and the right to resume using her maiden name. Page 3-A. 
9062. 1938, April 28. Bledsoe May Sing in Ne~, York Opera. California Eagle. p3. Jules Bledsoe, 
internationally famous baritone, who returned to "the States this week, is considering an oiler to appear in 
opera. Page 3-B. 
9063. 1938, April 28. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Actors of New York point the way, in the desire to raise the standards of the 
theater, intellectually, aesthetically and spiritually. Last Easter Sunday they held memorial services 
declaring, "We dedicate this, our first religious service, to the memop:~ of those brave troupers of the past 
who established the Negro as an artist of outstanding ability." Page 1-A. 
9064. 1938, April 28. "Frankie" Sues Picture Company for $200,000. California Eagle. p3. Suit for 
$200,000 damages was filed for Frankie Baker, who says she is the origi~kal "Frankie" of Frankie and 
Johimie, against a Hollywood fihn company and several stars who appeared in the picture. Baker charged 
that the picture produced by Republic Pictures portrayed incidents in her life that were erroneous and 
"malicious." Page 3-B. 
9065. 1938, April 28. Hollywood. California Eagle. p2. Having arrived in Hollywood, Bill "Bojangles" 
Robinson received his new assignment with Shirley Temple, "Lucky Pe~my." (Fihn released as "Just 
Around the Comer") Theresa Harris, featured sepia actress in "Jezebel," who lras just fiulshed a leading 
role in "Toy Wife" for MGM, was proclaimed the perfect type of Colonial beauty by artist Mirel Bercovici. 
Clarence Muse was drawn in to the Federal Theaters players group now worldng to establish an art theater 
under Federal supervision to "preserve the sacred and honorable traditions of the race." Maxine Sullivan, 
who is currently creating such a furor on the strip in Beverly Hills’ swankiest club, will be in the cast of 
"St. Louis Blues." Page 2-B. 
9066. 1938, April 28.2~Iarian Anderson Leaves Homeland on Year’s Tour. Calijbrnia Eagle. p3. Gifted 
Marian Anderson will give her farewell concert at the Academy of Music. This "farewell" means that the 
recital is the singer’s last appearance in America until the fall of 1939. Page 3-B. 
9067. 1938, April 28.2~Iiss Harvey Dangerously Ill in New York. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. Reports indicate 
little improvement occurred in the condition of Georgette Harvey, who is gravely ill at Mr. Sinai hospital. 



Har~’ey suddenly" became ill as she suffered from an old malady immediately upon her arrival here in New 
York frown Hollywood and the west coast. Page 3-B. 
9068. 1938, April 28. Music Lovers Accliam Hall Johnson Choir. California Eagle. p2. Singing a 
progra~n of Negro folk music to a capaci~" audience, the Hall Johnson choir won new plaudits Monday 
evening with its concert in Wilshire-Ebell Theater. Page 2-B. 
9069. 1938, April 28. Paul Robesons Flee Europe as Fascist Spread Is Feared. California Eagle. p2. Paul 
Robeson, his wife, and their son will flee Europe for good and return to New York in Jnne, it was reported 
by the Amsterdam News .... Not only was Robeson said to be fearful of a major European war breaking 
out between Russia and Germa~r because of the aggression of the latter, but he is said to be indignant over 
the Fascist government that now exists in England. Page 2-B. 
9070. 1938, April 30. Actors Guild Seeks to Place Office Workers in Broadway Agencies. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. According to iuformation received from Fredi Washingtork executive director, the Negro 
Actors Guild of America, has interested itself in the placement of colored office workers in those agencies, 
whichbook and manage race orchestras and talent. 
9071. 1938, April 30. Anne Brown, Star of "Porgy and Bess" Wins Divorce Suit. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. 
Anne Brown Howard, widely known singer, who can acclaim for her work as "Bess" leading feminine role 
in the late George Gershwin’s folk-opera "Porgy and Bess" last week won an uncontested divorce suit in 
Circuit Court from her husband, D.F.H. Howard, and the right to resume her maiden name, Anne Wiggins 
Brown. The refusal of her husband to resume marital relations after her return from a singing engagement 
abroad in 1934 was given by Brown as the reason for the rift in their happiness. 
9072. 1938, April 30. Another Singing Cowboy. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Herbert Jeffrey, tall, daslfing, 
hard-riding, gun-slinging cowboy, posed in a scene :from "Two Gun Man From Harlem" with Mac Turncr, 
veteran screen actress. Jeffrey is the first: sepia to play the role of a cowboy on thc screen and has two 
western fihns to Iris credit. The two appear in the above photo. 
91~73. 1938, April 30. Argue About Step’s Show, Tragedy Results: She Wanted to See Droll Comedian, 
Boy Friend l)idn’t. Pittsbu@ Courier. p5. Stcpin Fetchit, droll comic of slagc and screen, proved too 
strong an attraction for Minnie Black, comely domestic employed by a white Knoxville family, and 
resulted in thc near fatal shooting of her 25 year old paramour, George Bradley. Four bullet wounds from a 
policeman’s gun sent thc enraged youth to the Gencral Hospital last week where little hope is held for his 
recoveu. 
91~74. 1938, April 30. Armstrong May Meet His Waterloo in Ross Sutton. Frank Sutton. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. pl 7. "Although Henry Armstrong is, in my opinion, the greatest little fighter since the days of 
George Dixon and Terry McGovern, I’m afraid he will be facing his Waterloo when he meets Barney Ross 
on May 26."Armstrong is a great hitter. He swings left and right hooks and always advances towards his 
opponent." 
9075. 1938, April 30. Buck and Bubbles Plan Tour of Dixie. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Buck and Bubbles, 
the famous international dance and comedy" team who found themselves an orchestra here a few months 
back, have gotten themselves into the groove of things and at present are preparing to tour the conntry. 
9076. 1938, April 30. (;hick Webb and Duke Ellington Guests of Tommy Dorsey at the Broadway 
Paramount Theater. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Inaugurating the first in a series of musical 
guest nites at the Paramount theater on Broadway, Tonnny Dorsey, who is enjoying a successful 
engagement there currently, had as his honored guest Thursday night, Chick Webb, the King of the Drums, 
and Duke Ellington, the King of Jungle Rl\vthm. The affair which before it was any too old reverted into 
the greatest jam session ever held on the stage of the Paramount and made history in the musical world 
hereabouts. 
9077. 1938, April 30. Florida Dance Lovers Still Undecided as to Who Won Swing Battle. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. The Swing battle between Hartley Toots and His Orchestra which features "Snookum" 
Russell, Skat singer and petite Melrose Colbert, torch singer and Ace Harris and his Sunset Royals 
Orchestra is over but the fans are still "talking." 
9078. 1938, April 30. Floyd Ray Threat to Swing Throne Pretenders: "Name" Bands Had Better Watch 
This New Aggregation. Reginald Fisher. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Dimunitive Floyd Ray, the amazing 
nraestro, whose meteoric rise to the pimracles of Swingdom has been hailed by veteran critics as a serious 
threat to pretenders to the coveted throne of the musical reahn tore into town Easter Monday nite like a 
terrific tornado and treated blasd Pittsburghers to a elegant fiesta garnished with sugar, spice, and 
everything nice. Ray out performed every colored orchestra that has been west of the Alleghenies in a 
decade. 



9079. 1938, April 30. Frankie Baker Files $200,000 Damage Suit in St. Louis Court. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p23. According to a petition on file in the Circuit Court, Frankie Baker, of Portland, Oregol~ has instigated 
a $200,000 damage suit against the Republic Pictures Corporation of St. Louis, Republic Pictures Mid- 
West Film Distributors, Inc., Select Pictures Corporation, and others. Baker, who claims to be the Frankie 
of the folk song, "Franlde and Johnnie," alleges that the moving picture people misrepresented her in the 
fihn version of the tale which was released two years ago. 
9080. 1938, April 30. Jack Benny’s "Rochester" in Films. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Eddie 
Anderson, that lovable comic of the stage, screen, and radio who has the role of "Rochester" on the Jack 
Bem\v program each Sunday evening has been selected for a role in "You Can’t Take It With You." Billie 
Yarbo also will have a part in this film. 
9081. 1938, April 30. King Louis Will Swing in Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis "Satchmo" 
Armstrong, the kingpin of the trumpeters and international "Swing King," will make a personal appearance 
with his famous orchestra at Rockland Palace this Friday night, April 29th as the main attraction for the 
42nd annual ball and souvenir reception sponsored by the Hotel Bellman’s Beneficial Association. 
9082. 1938, April 30. Luky Millinder Opens at Philadelphia Ubangi Club. Pittsburgh Courier. pl3. In a 
blaze of swing glory, Lucky Millinder and his orchestra opened here last week at the exclusive Ubangi 
Club as star attraction of a fast-stepping all-colored floor revue. Bringing with him all the tricks and 
showmanship which rate him best among the band leaders and set his band apart as one of the finest, 
Millinder has achieved considerable success. 
9083. 1938, April 30. MabelRidley Is Victim of Stroke. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Mabel Ridley, who for 
many years was a well known character of the Salem Tutt Whitney show and along the touring route of the 
then famous T.O.B.A., succumbed here last week after an attempt to recuperate in the Harlem Hospital 
from a stroke. Funeral services held here Wednesday at Mickey’s Funeral Home on Lenox Avenne were 
well attended and a testimonial was accorded to her by Ella Gordon. 
9084. 1938, April 30. Satchel Paige RestrainedJhom Going to S. America. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. The 
Negro National League in a fast-tri-city actioI~ succeeded on Thursday mousing in having colorful Satchel 
Paige, the pitcher, restrained by the New York Supreme Court from boarding a plane in Newark and flying 
to Argentina. Paige planned "to leave Wednesday for the South American country where he had agreed to 
pitch this season for a fancy salar),. 
9085. 1938, April 30. Sissle Appeals to Race Aetors.[br Support: Negro Actor’s Guild Launches 
Campaign to Obtain Members. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The theatrical profession is jubilant at the initial 
success of the Negro Actor’s Guild of America, an organization designed to help members of the 
profession and to keep the racial standards of the race on the same lof~T scale as those of other races, colors 
and creeds. Noble Sissle, veteran race performer, has been elected president of the group which has 
established offices at 1764 Broadway, this ci~r of New York. 
9086. 1938, April 30. Spreading Cheer at Easter Time. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Ella Fitzgerald, who was 
once this size, and also in an orphanage herself, took Easter offto visit Riverdale Home for colored kiddies 
and brought joy to the 200 under its care by showing them how to "truck." The youngster shown in the 
picture with Fitzgerald is very talented and but eight years old. She is being coached for "Our Gang" 
comedies in Hollywood. 
9087. 1938, April 30. "’Toots" Will Play Cincinnati Cotton Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The King is 
coining .... Officials of the Cincilmati Cotton Club are making ready to greet Dixie’s true Kings of Swing 
when Hartley Toots and his Rockland Palace Swing orchestra open a two-week engagement here on May 
3rd. 
9088. 1938, April 30. Whitman Sisters Are Heading East. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Whitman Sisters 
"Swing Revue on Parade," heading East after sensational engagements in the Southwest and West, opened 
the new $150,000 Regal Theater here on Sunday with a show that included Pops and Louis, dynamic 
juvenile entertainers; Alice and Bert Whitman, Princess Pee Wee and Prince Arthur, the world’s smallest 
colored entertainers and a supporting cast of 20 talented artists. 
9089. 1938, April 30. Willie Bryant "Natural Born" Stage Personality. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Willie 
Bryant, the nimble-witted orchestra leader, who brings his famous orchestra to the Savoy Ballroom here 
this Thursday night, April 28, is one of the most likeable stage personalities inthe world. Not only is he a 
director of an orchestra, but an actor, dancer and comedian as well. 
9090. 1938, May 7. AI Jolson Give Morris "Lowdown .... Hurt to My Heart." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "It’s like sticking a knife into my heart," said A1 Jolson to the colored press last week. "I 
never could be guilty of such a thing. Now that I have publicly denied the nasty accusation, my denial is 



questioned. They question my sincerity," stated A1 Jolson to Jeni LeGon, Earl Dancer, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph Matthews and this writer on his lovely estate in Encinado. 
9091. 1938, May 7. Duke Will Go Under Knife. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Since a hernia which first began 
to aunoy him two years ago has returned to plague him recently, Duke Ellington will undergo an operation 
upon leaving the Cotton Club when it closes for the summer season later this month. 
9092. 1938, May 7. Gus Smith Takes Place of Rex Ingrain in "Hait," for One Week. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Rex Ingrain, "De Lawd" in "The Green Pastures," and General Henri Christophe in "Haiti," current 
WPA hit at the Lafayette Theater in Harlem, has been drafted to take part in the making an educational film 
on tuberculosis at Tuskegee Institute, Ala. He will be absent from the play for about a week. His place will 
be filled by J. Augustus Smith, producer of the Negro Theater in Harlem. 
9093. 1938, May 7. Handy to Take Part in "Folk" Festival. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Through the 
cacophony of America’s music a tender, melancholy strain lifts its plaintive tendrils of melody. Born of 
inhibitions and repressions, it takes its rhythin from the heartbeat of a nation within a nation. It speaks a 
backache and heartache, persecution and weariness, disappointment and the hope of a brighter tomorrow. 
... With Mr. Handy will go his famous trumpet, his guitar, and two of his first brain-children, the "St. 
Louis" and "Memphis Blues." 
9094. 1938, May 7. tIartley Toots and His Band a Success on Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. They have 
been here and gone and all Atlanta is amdously awaiting their return .... This is the c~; of the many fans 
that danced to the "Swing" tunes of Hartley Toots and his Famous orchestra here last Thursday night. The 
aggregation came to town highly advertised and really lived up to everything tlrat has been said about them. 
9095. 1938, May 7. Jeni Steals Spotlight by Artistry. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Last Sunday 
evening Little Jeni Legon ran away with all honors. It was here at this same theater that producers caught a 
glimpse of Jeni LeGon and overnight she became the "Cinderella Girl," in the films. On the bill were Irene 
Fmnklyn, the Biltomorettes and Jeni Legon was in the toughest spot to [bllow. But: she came through with 
flying colors and sang and danced her way into their hearts and sent the critics office daily press away 
raving over tiffs girl, Jeni LeGon. 
9096. 1938, May 7. Jesse (h~ens Gest Job in Bath House. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Jesse Owens, Olympic 
sprint and broad jtunp champion, who is known as "the world’s fastest human," is now an employee of the 
city of Cleveland at $1,180 annually. He was appointed Wednesday as a bath house attendant, a technical 
title which will really give Owens the job of playground and athletic instructor and leadership in the 
division of recreation. 
9097. 1938, May 7. Moe Gale Sued by Nazarro. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Because a contracted dance and 
vaudeville tour with Chick Webb, the Ben3./- Brothers, and Buck and Bubbles as headliners, has not been 
fulfilled nor paid for, because of Chick Webb’s continued renewals at Levaggis’ Boston nitel?.’, Nat 
Nazarro, manager of the two dance teams, filed suit in New York Supreme Court against Moe Gale, 
manager of the band. 
9098. 1938, May 7. Negro Conductor to Direct White Orchestra. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Dean Dixon, 
young Negro conductor, will make his New York debut with the League of Music Lovers Chamber 
Orchestra at Town Hall, Saturady evening, May 7th in a program of compositions by Bach, Handel and 
Corelli. 
9099. 1938, May 7. PigmeatBack atApollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. After an extended tour of the 
hinterlands, Pigmeat Markham, the well known blackfaced comedian, who became famous as the greatest 
exponent of the "truck," is back in town again where he enjoyed his most successful engagements. Leaving 
the Apollo more than five months ago to play the West End Theater a few blocks away in direct opposition, 
Pigmeat and Frank Schiffnran, Apollo’s general manager, declared what was then termed open warfare, the 
outcome being the closing of the West-End with Schiffnran at the Apollo on top and Pigmeat out of a place 
to work in Harlem. 
9100. 1938, May 7. Records Sung in Japanese by Midge Williams P~otested. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Radio listeners of WNEW "Make Believe Ballroom," conducted by Martin Block every afternoon from 5 
to 7 o’clock, issued a strong protest last Saturday afternoon following a 15 minute broadcast of American 
songs sung in Japanese by Midge Williams, the petite delineator of swing songs now with the Louis 
Armstrong orchestra. "The protest was not because of any color discrimination against Williams because 
she is one of the most popular guest artists ever presented over our network. It was purely a matter of 
sympathetic expression from people in New York Ci~ who are not in accord with the Japanese invasion of 



9101. 1938, May 7. Report Lunceford Took Over Box Office IkTten Orchestra Played at Nixon Grand. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Nixon Grand Theater here in Philadelphia, which just recently reopened 
trader the direction of HanT Slatko for the presentation of colored vaudeville, is reported as in the midst of 
trouble galore. Last week during the presentation of Jimmie Ltmceford and Iris band the undercurrent of 
money trouble which has been a predominating factor since the theater junked its straight picture policy to 
return to vaudeville after trouble with the stage hand’s Union, became a prominent won3T of most of those 
engaged in the cast. After doing a record business all week, members of the Ltmceford aggregation 
reported that during the last three days of their engagement, Lnnceford feeling that there might be reasons 
why his group might not receive their money, took over the box-office and in that manner got enough to 
pay his band and its contracted cast. 
9102. 1938, May 7. Split Rumored as Hayes Returns to ~LS. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Edgar Hayes and 
his Blue Rhythm orchestra, which sailed offto Europe amid the fanfare and well wishes of Harlera, 
returned here Thursday morning completely surprising the entire musical and theatrical world. Just two 
days before the talented piano player and his band returned to the States, this department received a letter 
from him which stated the band would not be coming home until a later date. In an interview with him 
Saturday, it was learned that his retun~ was even unexpected to him until the last moment .... Now back in 
America, rumors are current that the group is at a breaking point with nranager Harold Oxley. 
9103. 1938, May 7. Took the Town by Storm. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Gracious, beautiful Mal~’a Louis, 
guest mam~equin in the Y.M.C.A. Junior Hostess Fashion Revue, last Friday ulght, took the town by storm. 
She and her popular hubby, Joe, were practically mobbed by hundreds of admirers. Marva appears in the 
above photo. 
9104. 1938, May 7. Two Gallant Kings and a Commissioner; the Champs’ Smiles. Pittsbu~2qh Courier. 
p 17. Dr. McClelland, Boxing Commissioner of Pennsylvania, Joe Louis, hea~weight champion and John 
Henry Lewis, light hea~.wweight king, arc shown having a little talk about their profession, the fight game. 
Tiffs is a rare photo in that Joe and John He~u3~ hold the top titles in fistana. 
9105. 1938, May 12. Both Races Picket "Birth of a Nation." Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. Negroes and whites 
participated in a monster mass street corner meeting, at 95th and Broadway in New York, to protest the 
showing of "Birth of a Nation," at a neighborhood theater. Page 2-B. 
9106. 1938, May 12. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Opportunity is the slogan of the Golden West Lodge, No. 86. Opportunit-y in its 
true sense. Not only :for those who have many chances to choose from, but those who probably have one 
opportunity in a life time. Page 1-A. 
9107. 1938, May 12. Denial of Factions in Screen Guild Is Made by Leaders. California Eagle. p2. 
Leaders spoke out, condemning an article appearing in a local paper, which asserted that factions within the 
screen actors guild membership had developed among colored players as an outgrowth of an election 
campaign of two members Jesse Graves and Edward Boyd. Page 2-B. 
9108. 1938, May 12. Evelyn Burwell Returns Home with Mae West. California Eagle. p2. Having 
completed a successful tour with Mac West, Evelyn Pope Burwell returned to Hollywood.Burwell nkakes 
her present home in Hollywood where her first notice as an entertainer was gained in King Vidor’s 
"Hallelujah." Page 2-B. 
9109. 1938, May 12. Fletcher Faces Damage Suit. California Eagle. p3. A writ of attachinent against 
Fletcher Henderson, orchestra leader, was granted to J. Nelson Thompson for $2,995 damages. Page 3-B. 
9110. 1938, May 12. Henry Sturts Training for Ross Fight; Weighs 142!. California Eagle. p4. Henry 
Armstrong arrived to start training for his welterweight title fight with Barney Ross and carried a total of 
142 pounds. Page 4-B. 
9111. 1938, May 12. Struggle Plays Best for Race, Says Johnson. California Eagle. p3. James Weldon 
Johnson, lecturer, novelist and poet, spoke at the YMCA to the Negro Peoples Theater Group this week in 
Chicago. Page 3-B. 
9112. 1938, May 12. Theresa Harris Looks at Her Future in Films. Calijbrnia Eagle. p2. Theresa Harris 
revealed in an exclusive interview that she has an interesting experiment up her sleeves for her career in 
films from now on. Harris remarked that, "One of my greatest ambitions is to make some pictures in Great 
Britain for there have emanated some beautiful stores about Africa and other dark countries and their 
people with such fine talent as Paul Robeson and Elizabeth Welch." Page 2-B. 
9113. 1938, May 12. To Dance for Haitian Minister. Cal~ornia Eagle. p3. Katherine Dunhank famous 
dancer, gave a recital in Washington, D.C. for the Haitian Coffee Fest which was given by the wives of the 
faculty of Howard University. Dunham appears in the above photo. Page 3-B. 



9114. 1938, May 14. Baron Lee and His Band Sails for S. America. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
The transportation obstacles which in the past stood between group talent and South America’s uiteries, 
theaters, and dance halls, now takes a back seat in face of the age-old law of supply and demand. Saturday 
aboard the S.S. Western World, Baron Lee and His Cotton Club Orchestra embarked for the Pampas 
country for an extended engagement at the Casino De Urea, the outstanding hotel of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. 
9115. 1938, May 14. Cab ’ sNew Romeo and Juliet Stars "Jitterbus" Shaking. Reginald Fisher. Pi ttsbuq~h 
Courier. p20. Cab Calloway, the Hid-De-Ho Miracle Man, has wrought another and greater musical 
miracle, swinging the Band’s magnum opus with the musical gusto that is the heritage of the House of 
Calloway. He calls the piece "The Hi-De-HoRomeo." The new Cotton Club revue is a fast moving vehicle 
um-ivalled for finesse and literally dripping with swingly rhythin. It ~s the best Calloway show in several 
seasons and has a cast that includes King Calloway, Avis Andrews, the Six Cotton Club Boys and two 
talented youngsters who call themselves Stump and Stumpie. 
9116. 1938, May 14. Chick and His Band Reach a New High. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Chick Webb and 
his swing cats from Harlem’s famous Savoy Ballroom did it again here this week with an all-star sepia 
revue at the RKO Boston Theater. Webb and his band were widely praised by entertaimnent critics in 
Boston. 
9117.1938, May 14. Count Basie to Select New Swing Singer .[’or His Ban d. Pittsb u~h Co urier, p20. 
Count Basic and his men of rhythm, whose brand of swing, fascinating and barbarous, has leaped into 
national favor, will come to Harlem and the Apollo Theater next week as its star feature in music. Since 
coraing here off and on during the past and present year, Basic has built the town’s cats, a following which 
always charges his return with electrical anticipation. 
9118. 1938, May 14. Lena Horne Is Visitor in Ne,v York. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lena Home, former 
song and dancing beauty of the world famous Cotton Club and later sensation with Noble Sissle group in 
the same capacity, came back to town last week to those who loved her to once again and offer herself to 
the glamour an din of the theater. Home gave a special audition before Vincente Mninelli for a part in the 
pending all-colored version of "Serena." 
9119. 1938, May 14. Philly Theater Closes Its Doors After Walk-Out. John Sannders. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. A disaster which had [’or many months threatened the ve~ existence of the Nixon Grand Theater, 
Philadelphia’s only Negro show house, descended last week ... closing the theater.., and destroyed eve~ 
hope of an early re-opening. Angered over the failure of Harry Slatko, white manager, to pay back salaries 
and meet other obligations, the entire Nixon Grand working force walked out last Wednesday. They barred 
entrances to the theater and formed the picket line prepared to protect their position at ant’ cost. 
9120. 1938, May 14. Portrays Role of Dr. Carver. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Clinton Rosemond appears as 
Dr. George Washington Carver, famed scientist, in Pete Smith’s, "The StouT of Dr. Car~er," directed by 
Fred Zinneman and produced by Jack Chertock for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Rosemond appears in the 
above photo. 
9121. 1938, May 14. Satchel Paige Confesses Fraud. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. The decision of an umpire 
on a baseball diamond has often meant the difference between victory and defeat to Leroy "Satchel" Paige, 
Negro Baseball’s most colorful pitcher, but for the first time in his life, the tall, lanky hurler awaits a 
decision that will have an important bearing on both his baseball future and his life .... Charged with 
"fraudulent conversion’~" and possessing two baseball suits and $100 belonging to the Pittsburgh Crawford’s 
Baseball Club, Paige was arraigned before Alder~nan Fitzgerald to answer the claims of Augustus 
Greenlee, owner of the Pittsburgh Crawford’s, baseball team, Wednesday night. 
9122. 1938, May 14. Schmeling Positive He Can Beat Louis Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Max 
Schineling is absolutely positive he can whip Champion Joe Louis and thereby, become the first 
hea~3Tweight in history to regain the title when they fight in New York next month. 
9123. 1938, May 14. Stuf[’Smith’s "Cats" Bankrupted. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. There was much weeping 
and wailing at the bar, so to speak in the case of Five of Stuff Sraith’s cats, currently swinging out at the 
Onyx Club here on West 52nd Street, as they filed petitions of bankruptcy in the Federal court last week. 
Each of the five swingsters listed their assets as nil and named Herbert K. Rosenberg, New York atton~ey 
as chief creditor. 
9124. 1938, May 14. Tin)’ Bradshaw to Open Tour of Floida. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Tiny Bradshaw, 
whose ups and downs in musical fame, have given him a certain amount of fame, becomes the next name in 
the musical "cavalcade of swing" which has appeared in Florida during the past few months. Willie R. 
Davie, president of the Associated Promoters of this ciS~, announced Monday that the rehired maestro and 
his orchestra have been engaged to make an 8 day appearance in the Palmetto State starting June 1. 



9125. 1938, May 14. Willie Bryant Is Most Outstanding "Air" Personality. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
They’re singing the praises of Willie Bryant again. The Southside youngster, who used to be "teamed" with 
Leonard Reed when the Whitman Sisters were in all their glory, is once again the idol of this ... the second 
largest Negro city in the world.,. Bryant is doing fair business in the Savoy Ballroom, but the entire country 
is talking about the broadcasting. Willie’s radio voice and personality rank with the best. 
9126. 1938, May 14. Willie Bryant to Be Starred in New Set-b~, Rowe Says. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. For the second time in the world of colored theatricals, the possibilities of an all-colored 
radio commercial loom across its hued horizons is being developed. And judging by the unprecedented 
demand for such talent in all branches of the profession, the commercial will soon be a reality. Willie 
Bryant is among those who will perform for the show. 
9127. 1938, May 19. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: There is a new art in Hollywood called Philately. It is sacred with some people 
but it is not a voodoo rite, just a hobby that is of great benefit to unfortunate artists that need help .... The 
Motion Picture Relief Fund is maintained by each featured actor or star donating regularly a small 
percentage of his weekly salary to the fund. Page 1-A. 
9128. 1938, May 19. Flo Mills Films "Spirit of Youth" June 7. Calijbrnia Eagle. p2. "Spirit of Youth," a 
feature length picturization of the true life story of the hea~3~weight champion of the world, Joe Louis, 
starts at the Florence Mills Theater. Page 2-B. 
9129. 1938, May 19. Guild Drops 3,000 Extras This week in New Purge; Opposes WPA Film Move. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. The Screen Actor Guild executives declared that more than 3,000 extras will be 
permanently bam~ed by the film indnstry in a reduction purge of chiselers and people who "work for a lark" 
while professional actors and actresses are kept out of employment. (Sect. B). 
9131~. 1938, May 19. Hollk~ood. California l~;agle, p2. We have seen many sepians in come@ roles in 
films but scarcely one to outdo the work of Madame Sul-Te-Wan in the epochal flicker, "In Old Chicago." 
Entering films at a time ante-dating most of the contemporary players, Sul-Te-Wan has participated in their 
development from old fastfioned nickelodeon horse operas thru the southern cycle to present sound and 
technicolor. Page 2-B. 
9131. 1938, May 19. Neeka Shaw, Dance Star, Dies in Paris. California Eagle. p2. After a long fight 
against illness in the American Hospital, beautififl Neeka Shaw died in Paris. Tuberculosis ended the brief 
but brilliant career of the talented young performer who had starred in several American productions before 
going to Paris six years ago. Page 2-B. 
9132. 1938, May 19. Strode Sets New Discus Mark in West Coast Relays. California Eagle. p6. The 
double winner of the day was Woodrow Wilson Strode, the pride and joy of We stwood’s Har~N Trotter. 
Strode won the shot put and the discus. Page 6-A. 
9133. 1938, May 21. Art Tatum "Rage" at London’s Paradise. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Art Tatmrk dean 
of the swing pianists of the North American continent, conducted a successful initial cmnpaign to win the 
hearts of Britain’s jitterbugs in his debut a few days ago at the fmnous Paradise Club here. So distinctive is 
Tatum’s technique that prior to his appearance here it was believed that he was white. 
9134. 1938, May 21. Birth of a Nation Film Is Shown Despite Protest. Pittsbu@ Courier. pT. The 
Ormont Theater here in East Orange, New Jersey, though "requested" by a committee of the East Orange 
Council to discontinue showing of the ~novie, "Birth of a Natiork" last week refused to stop the picture, but 
agreed to delete those portions of the film which colored citizens denounced as objectionable. 
9135. 1938, May 21. Dean Dixon Makes His Bow as Symphonic Conductor. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Serious Negro musical achievement is slowly but surely evolving. Last week another milestone was 
attained through the Town hall debut of Dean Dixon, a symphonic conductor of this city, scarcely out of his 
teens. Negro conductors are not at all new but we believe that Dixon is a pioneer in the sense of artistic 
practical traiuing along serious lines. 
9136. 1938, May 21. Famed Screen Comic Thinks Negro press Should Support Him. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p13. Stepin Fetchit, who lately lras been making" much war" with the Negro press for "abusing" him, 
nrade a courageous, though veiled, bid to return to the good graces of the key-punching clan of the fourth 
estate. In special correspondence to the Courier, Fetchit leaves one with the impression that he has been 
framed although he never comes forth and directly says so. He doesn’t drop his guard for a minute in the 
literary joust with The Courier. In fact, Step even had the temerity to put across a couple of stiff ones 
himself. In a message to the press, Fetchit proclaims, "I don’t think that the papers were fair to me in 
rejecting an answer I made through one of the correspondents about the Negro writers." 



9137. 1938, May 21. Hurricane Henry Tells How He’ll Beat Barn~ and I~7~y He Took Match. 
Armstrong. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. " Find n\~Tself more worried over Joe Louis’s chances of whipping 
Max Schmeling than I am in my own adventure with Barney Ross on the 26th of this month. When 
hour comes to step into that outdoor ring in Long Island Ci~~, I am going in convinced that Barney Ross is 
the toughest man I have ever been called upon to meet and I can afford to take no chances." 
9138. 1938, May 21. Joe Glaser Opens Ohvn Offices. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. One of tl~e most elaborate 
suite of offices handling race theatrical talent was recently opened in the R.K.O. Building by Joe Glaser, in 
association with Rockwell-O’Keefe, Inc. Glaser now handles all colored talent in the O’Keefe office, 
personally supervising booking for such name bands as Noble Sissle, Andy Kirk, Willie B~ant, Louis 
Armstrong, Claude Hopkins and many others. 
9139. 1938, May 21. Joe Goes to Rustic, N. E Camp to Train. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. The bronzed giant 
and the white giant killer who will probably stage the greatest sports dm~na of 1938 stood face to face in 
the offices of the New York State Boxing Commission one day last week, but it is safe to say that for both 
men the meeting was an embarrassing one. The atmosphere was as electrifying as if both men were already 
clutching at each other’s throat. The hea-~3~weight champion of the world, Joe Louis, and the challenger for 
his title, Max Schmeling were there to affix signatures to a legal document. 
9140. 1938, May 21. June Richmond to Leave Jimmy Dorsey Band. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
June Richmond, who last August became the center of the theatrical and musical spotlight as the first 
colored girl to be chosen to sing with a white orchestra, will in a few weeks become the first to be hit by 
race prejudice when she is released by Jimmie Dorsey, leader of that same outfit. According to Richmond, 
in an exchisive interview with the writer, she is being given the axe because the band is on the verge of 
e~nbarking on an extended southern tour and Dorsey doesn’t feel that the time is yet ripe to offer nfixcd 
entertainment below the Mason-Dixon line, 
9141. 1938, May 21. Maxine Sullivan Gets Break ,qth Paramount. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Maxinc 
Sullivan, who came here less than two months ago to accept the star spot at Club Selznick, was last week 
set for a featured role in Paramount’s production of "St. Louis Blues." Since her arrival here from New 
York and the glory of her success at the Onyx Club on 52nd Street, Sullivan has been going great guns, 
duplicating the success and favor she enjoyed in that city. 
9142. 1938, May 21. Mills Brothers to Guest Sir on Radio Commercial. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The four 
Mills Brothers, who just recently returned from an extended tour of Europe, have been signed [’or a guest 
star appearance on A1 Pearce’s progran~ via CBS network, May 24. Since returning here last month, the 
brothers and their father, who replaces a deceased member of the aggregation have been dormant 
theatrically. 
9143. 1938, May 21. Paige Mr. Sherlock Holmes! Satchd Paige Has Disappeared!. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p16. A strange dark mystel3.~, so baffling that Scotland Yard is the only orgauization qualified to handle it at 
the present time, revolves around the priceless head of Leroy "Satchel" Paige, the mighty man of Negro 
baseball .... Satchel is now classed as a fugitive from justice, a contract breaker and is under a number of 
other technical law terms. Ordered to answer charges of fraudulent conversion and held on bond by Gus 
Greenlee, owner of the Pittsburgh Crawford’s, Paige suddenly disappeared and has not been heard from 
since. 
9144.1938, May 21. Psychological Superiori~. Will Beat Joe---Schmeling. James Edmund Boyack. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl. A gay and debonair Max Schineling sat here today in a green satin easy chair 
which he filled with his massive figure and declared that he will become hea~)~weight champion of the 
world on June 22nd next when he fights Joseph Louis Barrow, who battled his way from a humble origin in 
Alabama to win fistiana’s most treasured elite. 
9145. 1938, May 21. RKO Theater Bars Colored Couple. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. The RKO Theater 
corporatiork with headquarters in New York, has so far refused to answer a complaint made by the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People that a colored couple in Columbus, Ohio who 
attempted to purchase tickets to the RKO Palace Theater of that ci~ were refi~sed by the box office 
attendant who told them she would not sell them tickets to the theater as colored people were not 
accommodated. 
9146.1938, May 21. Scottsb oro Case Appeals to Be Heard Th is Week for Th ird Time. P i tts b urg h 
Courier. p3. Appeals pending for months in the cases of three of the remaiuing "Scottsboro Case" 
defendants, Clarence Norris, Andy Wright and Charlie Weems finally will be submitted to the Alabanra 
Supreme Court here, on argument by opposing counsel, Thursday, May 19. It will be the third time that the 
state’s highest tribunal has been called on to decide the [’ate of the same three defendants. 



9147. 1938, May 21. To Inaugurate Greater Negro Movie Month. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Absorbing the 
art and effort of the neighboring movie lots here in the motion picture mecca, Million Dollar Productions, 
an all-Negro corporation, has written another chapter in the sepia saga of the silver screen with the 
inaugural of an am~nal event to be known as the "Greater Negro Movie Month." According to an exclusive 
communiqu6 from Ralph Cooper, stellar performer and producer for Million Dollar Productions, dates for 
the observance have been set for Jtme 3 to July 3. 
9148. 1938, May 26. Ad--Spirit of Youth. California Eagle. p2. Edna Mac Harris has a feminine lead 
opposite Joe Louis in "Spirit of Youth." The film will be shown at the Florence Mills theater. Page 2-B. 
9149. 1938, May 26. Alberta Hunter Makes Hit. California Eagle. p2. Alberta Hunter made a big hit with 
"Swing Brother Swing" in London over the British Broadcasting Company. Page 2-B. 
9150. 1938, May 26. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: I am told by Bert Kenner of the Los Angeles High School that since "Boy’s 
Week" has just been celebrated recently, the entire nation is "Boy-Minded." Page 1-A. 
9151. 1938, May 26. Court Nix Placed on Wallace Thurman’s "Tomorrow’s Children." CaliJbrnia 
Eagle. p2. After it had played to fihn houses all over the country, "Tomorrow’s Children" picture with a 
sterilization theme, was order balmed by a decision of the New York Court of Appeals. "Tomorrow~s 
Children," is an original screen play written by Wallace Thurman, first Negro to have a scenario screened 
for general theater fare. Page 2-B. 
9152. 1938, May 26. Henry Armstrong, Barney Ross Await Gong Tonight. California Eagle. p6. Henl-y 
Armstrong, feather, eight champion, and Barney Ross, welterweight king, are awaiting the gong which will 
send them into the greatest battle between little men to pop up in years. Page 6-A. 
9153. 1938, May 26. Jo Baker Screen ()pus ScheduledJbr U.S. Showing. California Eagle. p2. Josephine 
Baker dominates the screen sets, sings and is seen in tender and angr), moods in "Princess Tam Tam," a 
great motion picture shot in Tunis. Such is the enthusiastic description of one of the few movies in which 
La Belle Baker has stn~tted her stuff magnifique. Page 2-B. 
9154. 1938, May 26. Theater Man Arrested for Showing "Birth of a Nation." Cal(fbrnia Eagle. p2. In 
Orange, New Jersey, Adolph Rettig, manager of the Armont Theater, has been arrested for exhibiting "The 
Birth of a Nation." The warrant Ibr his arrest was sworn out by Dr. Theodore Ingc, president of the Orange 
branch of the NAACP based on a law passed in 1935 designed to curb Nazi propaganda. The la~v bans any 
picture which in any way incites, promotes, advocates or symbolizes hatred, violence, or symbolizes hatred, 
violence or hostility against any group of persons by reasons of race, color, religion or maimer of worstfip. 
Page 2-B. 
9155. 1938, May 28. Artists Come to Defense of Ethel Waters: Porter Roberts~ Column Attacked as 
Being Unfair. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Pittsburgh Courier has always been very kind to the people of 
the theater, and we are duly grateftd, but you must remember that an article of this sort will have far more 
weight than all the good things you might have done up to this time. This is the first time that Mr. Roberts 
has attacked unfairly one of our talented and brilliant stars [Ethel Waters[ ... Our opportm~ities, with all of 
our talents are still limited and to have those jeopardized by one who is so obviously ignorant, handicaps us 
to a great extent. 
9156. 1938, May 28. Comedian’s Wife, MotherNow. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Mrs. Lincoln Pen3.,~, wife of 
the film comedian, Stepin Fetchit, gave birth Saturday evening, May 21, to an 8 pom~d 14 ounce baby boy, 
just 24 hours before her husband had wired Walter Winchell of the blessed event. Mother and son, as the 
saying goes, "are doing fine." Before birth, the boy was named Gilesa Martin, a combination made up from 
letters from the names of three saints canonized Easter Sunday by the Pope. Winnie Johnson Perry appears 
in the above photo. 
9157. 1938, May 28. "Goodbye, New York Hello, Hollk~vood.t." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Friends gather 
around Louise Beavers and her hubby, Bob Clark, as they prepared to leave New York last week for 
Hollywood aboard the crack limited, Iroquois. Shown in the picture are Fredi Washingtol~ executive 
secretary of the Negro Actors’ Guild, Beavers, Clark, and Jimmy Mundy. 
9158. 1938, May 28. Hattie Noels Gets $250 Per Week on Cantor’s Program. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Hattie Noels is really in the big time. Her humor and wit places her on par with all nationally 
known laugh provokers. Her comedy on the Eddie Cantor program is a thing that should instill pride in the 
breast of every sepia throughout the length and breadth of this land. Hattie Noels has arrived. And she is the 
same girl with a great big, pleasant smile for every one that we know back in Chicago and New York. 
9159. 1938, May 28. "He Was Plain Lucky When He Fought Meg[or the First Time." Edgar T. Rouzeau. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Joe Louis let out a loud sneer when someone showed him the front page of last 



week’s Courier, containing Jimmy Boyack’s intei~Tiew with Max Schmeling in which the German boasted 
of his "strong psychological superiority over the Negro." 
9160. 1938, May 28. "Hollywood Ignores Black America" Morris: The Negro Spends Millions; All He 
G~s--Insults. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. I have been here long enough to see behind the 
veneer and tinsel of Hollywood. Hollywood producers simply ignore the vast theatergoing sepia public. Big 
executives produce sequences that if they are not a gross insult to a race, they teach the white public to 
appreciate the sepia performers in roles which spreads the propaganda that Negroes are inferior people .... 
Yet, at box office prices ranging from 15 cents to 50 cents, Sepias spend more than $50,000,000 a year to 
maintain Hollywood. There isn’t a single group or race in America that spends as much proportionately to 
see motion pictures as the Negro. 
9161. 1938, May 28. "HotLips" Page to Play Pantation. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Oran "Hot Lips" Page, 
a former member of the Ben~ Moten’s famous band, which is now under the talented piano finger 
guidance of Count Basic, will open for his initial engagement at Harlem’s famous Plantation Club. Moving 
into his first indefinite location job since his long term fall fling at Small’s Paradise, Page becomes a name 
in swing a~mals to be conjured with among swig cats. 
9162. 1938, May 28. Jimmie Lunceford’s Band Won’t Open at Larehmont Casino. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. A change of plans has again seeped into the camp of Jimmie Lunceford and his manager, Harold 
Oxley, and not only have they called off their contemplated June jaunt to Europe, but the re-opening of the 
Larchmont Casino as well. According to the president and vice-president of the camp of streamline 
rhythm, the heaviest summer schedule of the band’s entire career is being set aside to keep the "men at 
work" sign constantly suspended. 
9163. 1938, May 28. Millino Dollar Productions Getting Ready to "Step Out." Pittsbm~h Courier. p21. 
With the entire film industry and vaudeville stage in an uproar over what is seemingly developing into an 
entertaniment civil war, Ralph Cooper, executive head of the Million Dollar all-colored movie productions, 
make it known to Billy Rowe of The Courier staffvia long distance telephone that his company is read5’ to 
step out .... At the present, the company has one picture, "The Duke is Tops," starring Ralph Cooper, 
which is set for a nationwide release within the month to come. 
9164.1938, May 28. N.J. Theater Man JailedJbr Showing "Birth of a Nation." Pittsburgh Courier. p5. 
Adolph J. Rettig, manager of the Ormont Theater here, has been arrested for exhibiting the race-hating 
fihn, "The Birth of a Nation." The warrant for his arrest was sworn out by Dr. Theordorc R. Ingc, president 
of the Orange branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People under a New 
Jersey law passed in 1935 designed originally to curb Nazi propaganda. 
9165. 1938, May 28. Satchel Paige Barred from N.N.L. for Life: Moguls "Black Ball" Hurler. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p17. Leroy "Satchel" Paige, sepia baseball’s most eccentric character and colorful figure has been 
barred from playing in the Negro National League for the rest of his life. Officials of the League, at a 
special meeting last Tuesday in Baltimore, elected to strike the name of Paige from the records of the 
league and refuse him permission to ever play again in organized "Negro baseball." 
9166. 1938, May 28. "Step" and Winnie Proud Parents of Boy I~7~o Was named Before Birth. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. "It’s a boy" ... for the Stepin Fetchit’s (Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Pen~)... born Saturday night at 
9:15p.m. in the Conununity Hospital, here in New York City. Both the baby and his pretty mother, the 
former Wiunie Johnson, of the Cotton Club are doing fine. 
9167. 1938, May 28. Stuff Smith Will Leave Onyx Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The scene~~ isn’t the 
only change that is scheduled to take place at the famous Onyx Club on West 52rid Street, here, for 
according to the latest aunouncement from the cradle of swing, Stuff Smith and his toy toy swingaroos 
will exit the spot and go for themselves with an augmented band of 14 or more cats. 
9168. 1938, June 2. Ad--The Spit# of Youth. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. This is an ad for "The Spirit of 
Youth," which depicts the rise from poverty to riches and fame of the world’s hea~3~weight champion, Joe 
Louis. The film is being shown at the Florence Mills Theater. Page 2-B. 
9169. 1938, June 2. Champ’s Bout Airs on June 22. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. A popular demand showing of 
"The Spirit of Youth," depicting the rise from pove~ to riches and fame of the world’s hea~3~weight 
champion, Joe Louis. Louis brings to the Florence Mills Theater, at Central Avenue and East Jefferson, 
what is declared by critics to be the best motion picture with an all-Negro cast in screen fare. Page 2-B. 
9170. 1938, June 2. Claim Strode Q[f Form in Coast Meet; Laud Berkeley. Cal~ornia Eagle. p3. 
Woodrow Strode, UCLA’s champion weight man, suffered a set-back in the Pacific Coast conference track 
and field meet. Page 3-B. 



9171. 1938, June 2. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ m You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: As far as the colored actor and actress are concerned they have at last realized 
that acting is a highly developed profession. Page 1-A. 
9172. 1938, June 2. Gala Premiere at Lincoln of "Duke." California Eagle. p2. Starring Ralph Cooper and 
Lena Home in "The Duke is Tops," Million Dollar Productions presents its first showing in a gala premiere 
at the Lincoln Theater. Page 2-B. 
9173. 1938, June 2. Jim Crow Reversed at Lunceford Ork Concern in Kentucky. California Eagle. p2. 
When Jiramie Lunceford’s orchestra appeared in Louisville, Kentucky for a one night engagement, he 
filled a second engagement that made histou~ in two ways. On the same evening he played for a colored 
audience at the Memorial Auditorium, with Negro patrons seated on the lower floor and balcony seats 
reserved for whites. Page 2-B. 
9174. 1938, June 4. Anna Is No Longer "Mrs. Leonard Reed." Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Am~a Jones, 
famous "Personality Girl" of the stage, is no longer Mrs. Leonard Reed. The pretty Chicago girl was given 
a divorce four days after suit was filed...one of the speediest on record. Grounds for the action was based 
on desertion. Her ex-husband, Leonard Reed, is producer of the current Grand Terrace caf6 show. Jones 
appears in the above photo. 
9175. 1938, June 4. Another All Sepia Film Company May Be Organized on Coast. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Plans are being formulated for the formation of an all-colored film company by 
Louis Phillips, wealthy Los Angeles contractor and father of James Phillips, the well-known baritone 
singer, who first gained nationwide attention as a song stylist for Fletcher Henderson and later with 
Leonard Reed. The elder Phillips at a conference held here in Los Angeles Thursday made known his 
plans .... Nat Cole, orchestra leader and composer, will be engaged by Phillips to write melodies for the 
pictures. 
9176. 1938, June 4. Buck andBubbles Pulled OffStage. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Violation of contract" 
was fl~e statement made by the manager of the RKO Palace theater, when interviewed by telephone in 
connection with "pulling off’ the famed dance team, Buck and Bubbles last Tuesday. Continuing his 
statement the fl~eater manager asserted that Bubbles failed to show up on time [br the second performance 
of file day, thus putting the house in an embarrassing predicament. 
9177. 1938, June 4. Chick Webb Sets New Apollo Record, Is Held Over for a Second Week. Isadora 
Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Currently at the Apollo theater here, Chick Webb, whose sensational rise 
in the musical world has earned him the title, "Drum King of Swing," is setting two new records in this 
hued section of town. At the box office, where the Webb’s name has always been a strong drawing magnet 
since the advent of swing, mounting attendance figures are over-riding all those who came before him. 
9178. 1938, Jtme 4. Count Baste on Tour ofl--Nighters. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic, chief"cat 
of swing and all his kittens" camped on the musical back fence of the Savoy ballroom last week. When the 
first purr-off note on last Sunday until the final one Saturday’, the Count and lfis boys kept the Savoy 
jumping. 
9179. 1938, Jtme 4. Hartley Toots Carries On; Scoring 3Tghtly on Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. It was 
aunounced by officials of the Associated Promoters today" that Hartley Toots and his famous orchestra, who 
are now on their annual coast to coast tour, are now regarded as one of the best "Box Office" draws to play 
Dixie this season. 
9180. 1938, Jtme 4. Here Th~ are, Victor and Vanquished. Pittsbur,~h Courier. pl. Photo shows Henry 
Armstrong and Barney Ross squaring offbefore their fight in Long Island Bowl. 
9181. 1938, June 4. Here’s How Harry Keck Dopes Joe’s Chance Against Max Schmeling. Pittsburgh 
Courier. plT. Joe Louis will beat himself in his return bout with Max Schmeling in New York next month, 
according to Schmeling, who has been saying this over and over. The German holds that the Bomber will 
not be able to forget the knockout finish of their first meeting, two years ago, and regardless of how he 
plans, will sink to his level of that bout after he gets hit a few times, and will prove an easy victolT again. 
9182. 1938, June 4. His Telephone Bill $160.[br Five Days, but Step Must Know How His "Two Angels" 
Are Doing. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Three times daily, a Chicago telephone operator is requested to get a 
New York number. When com~ections are nrade, Stepin Fetchit is attempting to remain in contact with wife 
as well as mother to his newly born son. 
9183. 1938, June 4. Historical Drama, "Haiti," Wins Praise of Stage Stars. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Wallace Ford, featured player in the recently cloned Broadway prize dranra "Of Mice and Melt" compared 
the WPA Federal Theater Project’s production of "Haiti" to "Emperor Jones," declaring that "not since 
’Emperor Jones’ has there been such perfect playing of such an exciting play." 



9184. 1938, June 4. Louis Stars Drill Siege in PompWn Camp: Courier Covers Joe’s 1st Workout. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Swinging into Iris first boxing workout since his fight with Nathan Mama, Joe 
Louis eagerly waded into his initial drill here last Friday afternoon when he went through two spirited 
rounds with George Nichols of Yo~ikers, New York. Louis, moving into Pompton late Thursday night, had 
expected to witness the Armstrong-Ross fight last week but when the battle did not materialize, he went to 
Pompton and started drilling a day earlier than he had originally planned. 
9185. 1938, June 4. Orlando Roberson Can Hit High C’s Again: Famous Tenor’s Voice Is O.K. Now. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Orlando Robeson, stellar sepia performer who hit the top rung of the ladder of 
success a few years ago with a golden voice that hit high "C" with little effort, came to Quaker Town last 
week completely recuperated from a recent throat affliction and is ready to face the klieg lights again. 
Reluctant to talk at length to reporters, Roberson confided that he had been so often misquoted that he did 
not wish to jeopardize his comeback with "adverse publicly7." 
9186. 1938, June 4. Pittsburtgh Gets Worm Premiere of Picture: Ralph Cooper, Lena Home Co-Starred 
in "Duke Is Tops." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Climaxing the inauguration of Greater Negro Movie month, 
the effort of Million Dollar Productions, Inc., to make the group appreciate high-class all-sepia movies, the 
company announced here this week that its latest vehicle, "The Duke is Tops," will be given its world 
premiere the week of June 12, at the New Granada Theater in Pittsburgh. 
9187. 1938, June 4. "Short’nin ’ Bread" Controversy Is Entered Into by Clarence Robinson. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. "Short’nin’ Bread," the tune composed several years ago by Reese DuPree, the Philadelphia 
dance promoter, upon which he lrauled several publishers into court a few months back for ilffringement, is 
again on the verge of becoming the center of a legal controversy, as Clarence Williams, the colored 
publisher and composer, serves notice on other publishers who have from time to time used the number 
proclaiming that in 1925 he copyrighted the tune by assigmnent :from Duprce tfimself. 
9188. 1938, June 4. Step Too Smart.Jbr Process Servers. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Stepin Fetchit, who rose 
to stage and screen stardom because of his ability to enact: the role of the world’s laziest: man, proved 
himself too agile and too speed5’ for Chicago process servers last Thursday night. The droll screen 
comedian had been co-starred with Gene Raymond, Hollywood star, at the Oriental theater downtown. 
9189. 1938, June 4. WPA Color Mixing Questioned. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Federal Theater here 
last: week shelved temporarily, if not [br good, its first scheduled musical production, "Sing For Your 
Supper." The reason given for the action on the part of the F.T.P. is because of the alleged difficulty over 
the mixing of the white and colored races and file counter-activity by a supposed radical element. 
According to an a~mouncement, the show has been postponed until August, but will be re-written to 
eliminate the wlfites and Negroes from mixing. 
9190. 1938, Jtme 9. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Los Angeles added another page to its glorious histo~ when it paid tribute to a 
great educator and friend, Robert Hill Lane. Page 1-A. 
9191. 1938, Jtme 9. Gala Premiere of "The Duke Is Tops" at Lincoln Friday. California Eagle. p5. In 
"The Duke Is Tops," which has its premiere at the Lincoln Theater, Ralph Cooper and Lawrence Criner 
will be seen dispensing a new brand of side-splitting comedy. Page 5-B. 
9192. 1938, Jtme 9. George DewcT Washington on Way to Europe. California Eagle. p5. George Dewey 
Washington, the deep-voiced baritone, will leave the states to fill four months of English bookings. Page 5- 
B. 
9193. 1938, Jtme 9. Stuff Smith Band Files Bankruptcy. California Eagle. p5. Five of the six members of 
Stuff Smith’s swing crew now at the Owx Club, filed petitions of bankruptcy in New York. Page 5-B. 
9194. 1938, June 11.1,600 Hear Don Albert in Tulsa. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Don Albert, "The Music 
Maker," and his music came to Tulsa last Friday, played to 1,600 whites at the famed Blue Moon nite club, 
played C12¢stal Palace for colored, Sunday night, and was called the greatest of all-colored bands by those 
who saw and heard them play. Playing his distinctive swing music, Don had the large crowd dancing to and 
cheering each number. 
9195. 1938, June 11. Bill Robinson Statges Benefit.Jbr Kiddies; Stars Do Their Stuff Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Like a Hollywood premiere was Bill Robinson’s benefit for ldddies held at the 
Lincoln Theater last Wednesday in Los Angeles. A gala:9~ of stars from scree~ radio, and stage turned out 
en masse to do their bit for the underprivileged children of this Rainbow City. Because of Bill Robinson’s 
benefit for the ldddies, more than a thousand children will be given a vacation this summer in camps. 
9196. 1938, June 11. Braddock and Jack DempsO, Will Also Help Champ, Rumor. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pl. Add the ring generalship of Gene Tunney, the boxing prowess of Jimmy Braddock and the pugilistic 



power of Jack Dempsey to the fistic attributes which Joe Louis already has, and the Brown Bomber will be 
a sure bet to blast Sclwneling into oblivion. 
9197. 1938, June 11. Count Basie to Play Against Mr. Goodman, in "Battle of Swing." Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p21. Count Basic of the fascinating swing r~thin will get the chance hoped for by every colored 
name band in the country, when on next Sunday" at Madison Sqnare Garden, he will play in a battle of 
swing against Benny Goodman, the reputed King of molten r~thin. Coming together for the first time in 
their respective careers, the two great attractions are being billed as star features of a huge benefit for the 
Los Angeles hospital fund. 
9198. 1938, June 11. Earl Morris Reviews Preview of "Toy Wife." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Accompanied by Earl Dancer, we attended the studio premiere of "The Toy Wife," produced by MGM, 
Tuesday. It is a magnificent picture, possessing the charm of the romantic background of New Orleans in 
the 1850’s .... The picture is interesting to Black America, because nearly every colored player in 
Hollywood was given employment in the picture. Theresa Harris, an intelligent modern girl, educated at 
Southern Conservatory of Music and Zoeliner Music Conservatory, who along with Clarence Muse, 
Clinton Rosemond and others are all modern Negroes who find the antebellum or "Uncle Tom" type of 
Negro distasteful, swallow their racial pride and bow to the great God of Fine Arts. 
9199. 1938, June 11. Edie Cantor Proud to Be Life Member of Negro Actors’ Guild. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Eddie Cantor, perennial favorite of stage, screen, and airwaves is "proud to be a life member of the 
Negro Actors Guild of America," he told a nationwide audience recently in one of his regular weekly coast- 
to-coast broadcasts .... Cantor sang the praises of the Guild during a serious interlude in the regular 
Monday broadcast which is sponsored by a popular cigarette firm. 
9200. 1938, June 11. Erskine Hawkins All Set to Return to Harlem’s Savoy. Pittsbm~gh Courier. p20. At 
present on the last leg of a nationwide theater tour which took trim and his youthful swing aggregation into 
many new cities and towns, Erskine Hawkins and his boys informed this department they’re set for a return 
to Harlem and its rug-cutters paradise, the Savoy Ballroom. The band with Stepin Fetchit as star attraction 
has been on tour more than four months and during that time has been successfully :featured throughout the 
West. 
9201. 1938, June 11. Henry Armstrong May Fight Freddie Steel for the Middle~,eight Crown. Edgar T. 
Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p l 6. Henry Armstrong received $27, 203.12 as his share of the gate for 
walloping Barney Ross into a bleeding pulp and relieving him of his welterweight title in the Madison 
Square Garden, Long Island Bowl, the other night. The dethroned champion received a check for 
$47,605.46, which should buy him plenty of salve. 
9202. 1938, Jtme 11. June Richmond to Appear Here with Dors~ Orchestra. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Jimmie Dorsey, whose orchestra leaped into national notice when almost a year ago, he signed June 
Richmond, the colored jump singer, to serve as vocal feature of his band, and who was set to let her go 
because of racial prejudice. Dorsey now reports that he will keep the girl who makes his orchestra different 
from others. 
9203. 1938, Jtme 11. Max Floors Sparmate with Left in Camp Drill. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. Joe Louis’ 
brain trust may be amazed to find their great champion floored by a terrific left hook which the Brown 
Bomber defends his title against Max Schmeling at the Yankee Stadium on June 22nd. This is the 
conclusion formed during a week visit to Schmeling’s training camp here midst the beautiful Adriondack 
mountains and we could not help recalling that it was this same punch which Max Baer used to floor 
Tonuny Farr for the first time in his career in the fourth stanza of their recent battle. 
9204. 1938, June 11. "Negro Musicians Superior to Whites" Rowe. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Beneath the spotlight of the invigorating rays of a summer sun, greats and near-greats of the musical 
world gathered en ~nasse to lend their rhythinic voices to the cry of swing supremacy, and their drawing 
power to all the hospital coffers of the Musicain’s Local 802 .... Bands, many of them, white and colored, 
were rhythinically augmented by the stomp of 50,000 feet and the clap of equally as nrany hands .... The 
most outstanding achievement of the afternoon was performed by Chick Webb, the drum king of swing; 
Count Basic, of the fascinating rhythm; Duke Ellington, the master, etc. 
9205. 1938, June 11. New Film Co. Formed in New York to Make All Colored Moving Pictures. Isadora 
Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The film bug which has recently been biting many independent producers 
of screen entertainment, leaving them with the desire to go into the making of all-colored pictures, struck in 
Harlem last week. As a result, the Olympic Film Corporatiork which in the past handled and lnade many of 
the Jewish pictures throughout the country, gets a change of policy and will attempt the successful 



production of hued screen fare. As a starter under the new banner, the company is planning to put before 
the screen an opus which has been adopted from an original story by Donald Heywood. 
9206. 1938, June 11. "Pops" Tops Another Famous Whitman Revue. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Tonight in 
this mass of humanity as we await the curtain for this new review that has been put together, we wonder 
what kind of show this wonder producer has assembled this season. We were not kept waiting long. The 
lights are dirmned and the strains of "Louisiana Swing" peels forth. With the rhythm and tempo we know 
for sure that the Whitman Sisters are with us again. 
9207.1938, June 11. What Happened to Louis Armstrong in Bing (5;,osby’s Latest Picture? Billy Rowe. 
Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. "Is there a Sherlock Holmes in the house?" That was the query of many 
theatergoers here last week when they got their first glimpse of Bing Crosby in "Doctor R~Tthm," not 
because they needed someone of this fame to find the entertainn~ent in the screen fare but to find out just 
what happened to Louis Armstrong trumpeteer .... So all one can hope for is a Sherlock Holmes to unravel 
the mystery of the missing trumpet king from the fihn. 
9208. 1938, June 11. Will It Be Donald... or Gilesa!. Pittsburgh~ Courier. p l. On May 21, a son was born 
to Mrs. Fetchit in New York. Mr. Fetchit, belying his role, hastened to name the youngster, Gilesa Martin 
Perry, being as how Mr. Fetchit is Lincoln Perry in real life. Now, it is reported, that Mrs. Fetchit, the 
former Winnie Johi~son, has moved without a second tlrat the child’s name shall be Donald. According to 
unconfirn~ed reports, Fetchit is strenuously objecting to the motion and may return to the coast without 
having seen his latest child. Mrs. Fetchit appears with her son in the above photo. 
9209. 1938, June 11. Willie Bryant Gets Q[fer to Play at New Penn Night Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Willie Bryant, Harlem’s famous "Clown Prince" of rhythm and his "swinging cats" made such an 
impression on the management of the New Petal, swanky local night club where Ina Ray Hutton is now 
holding :forth, that efforts arc being made to engage the band for an indefi~fite run. 
9211~. 1938, June 16. Armstrong Back; Says Louis Will Kayo Schmeling. Califi)rnia biagle, pl. Hem3’ 
Armstrong came home yesterday. Although there was no elaborate reception tendered the conqueror of 
Barney Ross, the small crowd of admirers literally mobbed the champion. Page 1-A. 
9211. 1938, June 16. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: So many times artists and celebrities have complained about the manner they arc 
treated in so-called society events; banquets to favored officials or visiting guests, I felt that I should speak 
of it in the "wide open." Page 1-A. 
9212. 1938, June 16. Reviews--"The Duke Is Tops." CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. The film ("The Duke Is Tops") 
presents a galaxy of expert performers and the final night club sequence may be matched favorably with 
efforts of several of the major concerns. Portraying a small-circuit backwoods "speeler," Ralph Cooper 
does a fine job of the more loquacious episodes although the dramatic ones suffer. This, of course, cannot 
be laid at the feet of actor Ralph Cooper. Page 2-B. 
9213. 1938, Jtme 18. Braddock Sees Louis, Schmeling, Picks Louis. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. ’"’I’ve seen 
’em both and I still pick Louis." Thus spoke James Braddock, former hea~)~weight champion of the world, 
after watching Max Schineling, the German challenger, move methodically through the listless workout 
here Sunday. 
9214. 1938, Jtme 18. Composer’s Song Is Barred in U.S. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The United States, 
which prides itself on its freedom of speech, has barred Spencer Williams’ new song because of one line. 
Written about and titled, "Barbary Coast," the objectionable words are, "Light your marijuana," which 
American authorities claim is an advertisement for the drug. It is surprising that such exception should be 
taken to the number which contains ouly that short reference when such tunes as "Reefer Man," 
"Muggies," "Texas Tea Pa~, .... Chant of the Weeds," and "If You’re Viper," were published without 
interference. 
9215. 1938, June 18. "Don’t Worry! Joe Will Win," Says Critic. P. L. Prattis. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Joe 
Louis will ship Max Schineling next Wednesday night. All the dopesters can tuck their pencils away behind 
their ears. Joe doesn’t need any more brain, any more power, aw more boxing skill than he had on that 
June night in 1936, when Schmeling belted him out in 12 rounds. But this time, Joe will win. 
9216. 1938, June 18. Earl Morris Reviews Private Preview q[" "Story of Dr. Carver." Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. This writer, along with Fay Jacksork well known girl reporter, and Earl Dancer, 
internationally known impresario, were invited to a private preview of the picture, "The Story of Dr. 
Carver," on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot by A1 Sellers and Chuck Korum. This is one picture that I 
heartily endorse for Black America as highly educational, inspiring, and entertaining. It is a Pete Smith 
short, is 22 minutes in length, and is a t~vo-reeler. 



9217. 1938, June 18. "Flat-Footed Floogies." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Leroy "Slam" Stewart of 
Englewood, N.J. and "Slim" Gaillard of Detroit, Slim and Slam, who met in a Harlem night club and 
decided to team up, appear in the above photo. They have become a big time radio hit with their swing 
masterpiece, "Flat Foot Flog~r With the Floy Floy." 
9218. 1938, June 18. Gale’s "Harlem Hotel" Being Set by NBC for Summer Presentation. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Moe Gale office, inthe downtown sector of New York City, under whose 
super~Tision an all-colored radio sustainer ran for more than two years under the title, "Good Time Society," 
is plam~ing another such program with a greater chance at the commercial stage. Should the new sepia 
radio entertaimnent deal now being entered into by Gale and executives of NBC radio chain go through, the 
show will be tagged "Harlem Hotel." The script for the new show has been written by Juano Hemandez. 
9219. 1938, June 18. Jimmie Luneeford and His Great Band to Invade Five Florida Cities During Trip. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jinnnie Lunceford, who hails as one of the nation’s outstanding exponents of real 
"swing" r~thm, is Florida-bound. The suave, dapper maestro with the 3 !/~ ft. Baton, who demonstrates 
polish and class wherever real dance music is played, is bringing his internationally famous aggregation in 
the State under the auspices of Willie Davis’ Associated Promoters, June 29. 
9220. 1938, June 18. Joe Out to Avenge ’36 Defeat, Braddock Predicts K.O. Victory. Edgar T. Rouzeau. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl. "I’m gunning for a knockout." On the eve of the fight for which the world is 
waiting, a calm but determined Joe Louis made this emphatic statement especially for readers of The 
Pittsburgh Courier. "And nothing but a knockout will satisfy me," the bronzed champion added in his bhurt 
but convincing manner. 
9221. 1938, June 18. Liberian Minister in Paris. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Daily papers in Paris, Thursday, 
carried excellent pictures of Minister Lester A~ Walton and Mr~ Walton who had just arrived in the capital 
of France, after a trip across the ocean from America on board the S.S~ Manhattan .... The minister and 
Mrs. Walton were scheduled to sail for Africa after a week’s stay in Paris. 
9222. 1938, June 18. Mills Is Tltinking of Colored Moving Picture Making Again. Isadora Smith. 
l~ittsburgh Courier. p20. Irving Mills, who reached the peak of the bank booking horizon on the fame of 
Duke Ellington and Cab Calloway, this week again turns his thoughts to the possibilities of making all- 
colored pictures. The idea which came into being a year ago with 20th Century Fox and other movie 
companies on the coast listening to him, fell short when it was discovered by distributors that the market 
for such picl~rcs did not live up to expectations. Since the successful venture of Ralph Cooper for Harry 
Popkin and the Million Dollar Production finn, the outlook in the colored field has changed considerably. 
9223. 1938, June 18. One Hit Song Brought Fame to Slim, Slam. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Slam" 
Stewart of radio’s new song and dance team, "Slim and Slam," is a native of this Jersey town and the two 
spend their weekend here with Mr. and Mrs. Eliot Stewart, "Slam’s" parents. The team skyrocketed to fame 
in the last few months by their song, "Flat Floot Floog)T with the Floy Floy." "Slim" Gaillard is a Detroit 
product. He came east last winter and met his partner in a Harlem night club. 
9224. 1938, Jtme 18. Question of Color Raised. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In answer to the reports that the 
Federal Theater Project’s pending production, "Sing For Your Supper," in which are cast more than 100 
colored actors, dancers and singers, along with blacks and whites would be called offbecause of racial 
trouble, Director George Kondolf is quoted as terming the rumor, "pure nonsense." Despite those flavored 
words from the director, the racial feeling which has found its way into the Federal Theater’s production 
came into the open here last week with a stage meeting of the cast. Those in the play who objected to the 
colored performers were asked to state their case. 
9225. 1938, June 18. Refuses to Appear at Premiere of Own Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The "Duke is 
Tops," may be a good movie, but it isn’t worth starlet Lena Home’s attendance at its premiere here at the 
Granada Theater, Saturday night. Just why Lena Home "high-hatted" the performance is the talk of 
Pittsburgh. Why the lil’ gal dashed downtown to see a white movie while her friends were expecting her to 
attend the testimonial in her honor may be summed up in the telegram she sent to Manager Han)~ Hendel in 
answer to his invitation to be guest at the premiere: "Professional appearances should be made on a 
professional basis." 
9226.1938, June 18. Winnie Liked "Donald ~Iartin" and "DonaM Martin" It Will Be. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Stepin Fetchit paid a brief 16 hour visit to New York last week to see his pretty wife, the 
forn~er Winnie Johnson and his infant son, Donald Martin Per~~. It was his first glimpse at this new son, 
whose name was the cause of some controversy between the "screen’s laziest man" and his pretty ex- 
chorine wife." Step was for naming the youngster "Gilesa Martin," while the baby’s mother insisted on 
naming her son Donald Martin--Donald Martin is on the birth certificate. 



9227. 1938, June 23. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Hollywood attracts more people aunnally who are movie struck or glamour 
minded than California did in the days of the Gold Rush; young men and women, children and even old 
people who are easy prey to all of the sharks, chiselers, blackmailers and promoters. Page 1-A. 
9228. 1938, June 23. Dr. George D: Carver. California Ea~le. p2. Dr. George Washington Carver, 
Tuskegee scientist, poses after siguing the contract which permitted M.G.M. to make the stooT of his life. 
Page 2-B. 
9229. 1938, June 23. Herbie Jeffries. California Eagle. p2. Herbie Jeffries, singing star of "Harlem on the 
Prairie," embraces his leading lady. The two appear in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
9230. 1938, June 23. Joe Gets Revenge in Overwhelming Win Over Max. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl. Central 
Avenue was deliriously happy late yesterday afternoon when results of the Joe Louis knockout of Max 
Schineling came booming out of radios. Page 1-A. 
9231. 1938, June 23. Lena Horne Won’t Attend Premiere. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. Lena Home refi~sed to 
attend the premiere of "The Duke is Tops" held at the Pittsburgh’s Granada Theater, and chose to go to a 
downtown movie instead. Home allegedly explained her unprecedented behavior in a letter to Manager 
Ha132¢ Hendel in a response to his invitation to be a guest at the premiere. Home indicated that professional 
appearance should be nrade on a professional basis. This was taken by Hendel to mean that the star wanted 
to be paid for her appearance. Page 2-B. 
9232. 1938, June 23. See Phenomenal Development in "Negro ]~Iotion Picture industry’; Most 
Incredible. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. The past several months has seen the most phenomenal development in 
the "Negro Motion Picture Industry" since the inception of flickers. The present activi~, on the other hand, 
has every, eammrk of permanency, Associated Features, is considered financially the weakest of the Negro- 
producing outfits and has a schedule which near effervesces with future horse operas. Globe Picture, is the 
strongest, having the where-with-all to hire Champ Louis. Page 2-B. 
9233. 1938, June 25. All-Sepia ~lusieal Praised by Morris. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "The 
Duke Is Tops," starting Ralph Cooper and beautiIhl Lena Home, is the tops. It is the best colored motion 
picture I have ever seen. And I am screaming it from the housetops. Go and See this picture. It is the first 
serious attempt by a colored fihn company to make a musical. It is definitely Box Office. The Hollywood 
premiere of the picture was held here Friday night at the Lincoln Theater. Ralph Cooper and other members 
of fl~e cast appeared here. 
9234. 1938, June 25. Bill Nunn Believes "Duke Is lops" Sets Pace.[br Colored Pictures. William G. 
Nunn. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "The Duke is Tops," is a great: picture. To my mind, it: ranks with the best: 
colored picture I’ve seen. It world-premiered here last Saturday miduight at the New Granada Theater and 
continued for five days. It’s a musical comedy and introduces to the screen for the first time, Lena Home, a 
young lady who has definite possibilities, and incidentally is the best looking cinema star I’ve seen. The 
picture has been widely discussed. Some people have criticized the acting and they are perfectly within 
their rights to view the production through their own eyes .... Home has a voice of surprising sweetness, 
and she photographs wonderfully .... She will eventnally develop into a first-rate artist, mark our words for 
it. 
9235. 1938, Jtme 25. Billy Rowe Gives COunt Basie Edge in Swing Battle with Benny Goodman. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Benny Goodman, the chief "cat" of swing and Count Basle, who would 
purr on his throne, came together in the squared arena of Madison Square Garden, already history-famous 
as the temple of fights and men of strength, last Sunday night, to do musical battle with the title "King of 
Swing" in balance. From his comer of the huge palace of the athlete, Count Basie rushed in with a blare of 
saxophones and a din of trumpets with the well balanced blues voice of James Rushing. 
9236. 1938, June 25. CBS Negro Choir Recruited from C~urches in Ohio. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
members of the "Wings Over Jordan" program, which is heard every Sunday over the Columbia network, 
are not native New Yorkers, but are recruited from the representative churches of Cleveland. Although the 
choristers use no written music, memorizing their parts by ear as they are given, and although soloists are 
not trained singers but voices selected at random from the choir, still during the past three months, the 
program has collected quite a following in both races. 
9237. 1938, June 25. Duke (;loses atApollo, Louis In. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke Ellington and his 
orchestra closed a successful week’s engagement at the Apollo theater Thursday night and were followed in 
by Louis Armstrong and his band. The Duke’s stand at the Apollo was his first in Harlem since opening at 
the Cotton Club early last March. 



9238. 1938, June 25. Erskine Hawkins Back in Harlem; Gets Coast to (2bast Radio Time. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p13. Erskine Hawkins and his youthful swing aggregation returned here after this week after more 
than two months of swinging in the hinterlands. The sojourn, which took Hawkins and his boys through the 
South and West, was the most profitable one, in both finance and experience, they have yet enjoyed. 
Heading a small unit, with Stepin Fetchit as star attraction, the group aided in the new demand for such 
entertaimnent throughout the country. 
9239. 1938, June 25. Florida’s Gone Swing (~;~azy, ’Cause Lunceford’s on His ~Vay. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. After waiting for a long time, the fans will get what they have been asking for ... the fans will get 
what they have been craving for ... yes, the fans will get what Professor Jirmnie Lunceford and his 
internationally famous orchestra have in store for them. The King of Swing will open a five day tour her in 
Jacksonville, Florida on Thursday. 
9240. 1938, June 25. Hartley Toots and His Band to Savannah for Two Holiday Dates. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Hartley Toots and his famous orchestra will stop in this man~s town just long enough to dish 
out the swing for the many dance fans at the Hollywood Casino and the dates are July 3rd and 4th. Frank 
Freeman, popular manager of this beautiful rendezvous declares that this attraction without a doubt will 
draw more people than any to play Savarmah this season. 
9241.1938, June 25. "He Fourled Me," Raves Beaten Maxie After Being Knocked Out Five Minutes. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. A beaten hulk of a man named Max Schineling, who just 10 minutes previously 
had been reduced to red ruin under the pulverizing jolts of Joe Louis, the vindicator, let out this yelp of the 
beaten warrior, who couldn’t take it, in a dressing room statement at the Yankee Stadium Wednesday. 
9242. 1938, June 25. "Hollywood Overlooking Sepia Gold Mine" Earl Morris: Dusting @If Old Films 
in EfJbrt to Revive Business. Earl J. Morris. Pittsbtu~h Courier. p21. Hollywood is in a quandary. It’s 
problems are complex. Producers find it hard "to obtain suitable film [’arc. It must coddle and pamper the 
South. There arc all sorts of"don’ts" from the various censor boards of the country. Added there are 
international objections .... Hollywood needs the Negro. The motion picture industry needs an injection to 
spur up the box office receipts. 
9243. 1938, Jtme 25. Joe Smashes Way to Quickest Vietory by K.O. in Fight History. Chester 
Wastfington. Pittsburgh (-;burier. pl. Blasting his foe into subnfission like a conquering lion against the 
rival who-defied his reign, Joe Louis proved his fight to the title of King of Kings of the fisfic [brcsts by 
stopping Max Schmeling in the :first round of’their scheduled fifteen round :fight. 
9244. 1938, June 25. Louis Armstrong to Carry Outstanding Cast on Tour. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p21. After 
finistfing a sensational week at the Apollo Theater, here, Louis Armstrong, the Trumpet King of Swing and 
his orchestra will leave New York, June 24th, for an extended tour of dance and theater engagements 
throughout the South and Southwestern States. 
9245. 1938, Jtme 25. "Louis Had Knocked Schmeling Out Before Referee Stopped Bout" Nunn. 
William G. Nunn. Pittsbuq~h Courier. pl. It’s 12 minutes and four seconds past 10 o’clock. Max 
Schmeling is on the floor. It’s lfis third ... and last ... trip to the canvas. A towel comes fluttering into the 
ring, to drape itself across the ropes. Schmeling’s seconds come crowding through the ropes. Jack 
Blackburn is in there with them. 
9246. 1938, Jtme 25. Louis Sues Distributing Firm for $25,000 Damages. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Based 
on charges that lfis name has been wrongfully used in the advertising for sale of novelD" pins and good luck 
pieces, Joe Louis, heaDweight champion filed suit Tuesday in Superior Court, asking $25,000 damages 
from the National News Co., colored distributors of newspapers, periodicals, and novelties. 
9247. 1938, June 25. Lunceford Headed to Atlanta. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jinmaie Lunceford, favorite 
of Atlanta dance lovers, returns to Atlanta, Friday hight, June 24, to fill a double feature engagement. 
Under direction of Neal Montgomery, head of the Southeastern Artists’ Bureau, Lunceford and his 
orchestra will appear in concert from 8:30 to 9:30 at Sunset Casino before playing for the regular dance at 
the same site. 
9248. 1938, June 25. New York Like OM Times on Eve of Great Fight. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsbuqgh 
Courier. p4. The meeting between Joe Louis and Max Schmeling has again converted New York into a big 
fight town. Reminiscent of the days when Shufflin’ Joe was lambasting his way to the top of the 
heavyweight pile, leaving such victims as Camera and Baer in his wake. 
9249. 1938, June 25. Nicholas Brothers to Detroit. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With a month’s rest under 
their belts, the sensational Nicholas Brothers will depart the ci~; this week for Detroit and the Fox Theater 
for a week’s stand as headline attraction. Since closing the beginning of the season on Broadway where 



they performed for more than a year as co-stars of "Babes in Arms," the brothers have played several 
theater engagements. 
9250. 1938, June 25. Roy Eldridge and Band to Play This Section: Will Play Midnight Dance in Akron 
July 3rd; Here Next Night. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Roy Eldridge, his golden trumpet, and his famous 
Chicago orchestra ... the band which this section of the country has been wanting to hear for years are 
heading this way. The dapper little maestro, who lays claim to being the "swing sensation of 1938," is 
leaving his favorite haunts for a short road tour, swinging tlml Ohio and Pem~sylvania. 
9251. 1938, June 25. Sting of Maxie’s Right Unleashes Fury of Bomber. W. Rollo Wilson. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p17. The execution of Max Schineling so confidently predicted by experts in 1936 was delayed 
for two years, but it took place before 80,000 here tonight .... Joe, his face marred with blood drooling 
from a comer of his mouth--red evidence of the effect of the German’s right hand--rushed in for the kill 
and dropped Schmeling again. Again, the hammer of the timekeeper beat time for the shouts of the 
hysterical crowd. 
9252. 1938, June 25. "Swell Fight"--Wills: Says German Would Have Been Killed Had Fight Kept On. 
Hal~ Wills. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. This huge crowd would have seen a man slaughtered tonight if 
Schineling’s seconds had not mercifully thrown in a towel as a token of surrender. Joe fought the most 
beautiful fight of his career. His foot work was beautiful to watch. He made no mistakes and every punch 
was a telling punch. 
9253. 1938, June 25. W~fe Thought Stepin’s Name Was Girlish. Pittsburgh Courier. p l. Stepin Fetchit, 
famous screen comedian, is en route to Hollywood, trailing a new movie contract, but stopped off here 
early this week long enough to emphasize the fact there is no marital trouble. He stated that his pretty wife 
changed his latest heir’s name back to Gilesa as a Father’s Day gift: to him, but: he insists that the name 
Donald stands. 
9254. 1938, June 25. "Wrong" Johnson: "No Man Living Could Face Joe and Live," Jack. Jack 
Johnson. Pittsbut2qh Courier. plT. On the basis of what: I saw to,night, I am forced to reverse my opinion 
about Joe Louis. Tonight, I witnessed a great: fight by a great champion, a man who had vastly improved 
his style of attack and his defense since he met Max Schineling in their first engagement two years ago. 
9255. 1938, June 30. "Birth of Nation’ Shows Here; Protests MiM. Cal~ibrnia bSagle, p2. The revival 
showing in Los Angeles of the allegedly race-hatred inciting picture, "The Birth of a Nation," [’ailed to 
draw fl~e vigorous protests that: it drew in other major cities. The NAACP sent a letter of protest to 
authorities, but decided to take no further action because of the small attendance attracted by the picture 
that was once the screen’s greatest box office hit. Page 2-A. 
9256. 1938, Jtme 30. ~2tizens to Give Henry Armstrong Gala Farewell Reception and Dance at Elks." 
California Eagle. p5. Honoring the greatest fighting machine in the history of the ring, Los Angeles will 
give Helwy Armstrong, a gala reception and dance at the Elk’s Hall. (Sect. A). 
9257. 1938, Jtme 30. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Ea~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Coming and going is the spirit of the times. Many people are coming daily from 
the east and soutk and ma~ of our good Califon~ians are using cargoes of gas, oil and water to go east and 
south. Page 1-A. 
9258. 1938, Jtme 30. Clarence Museto Stage Gala Movie Ball at Warner’s. California Eagle. p3. 
Clarence Muse’s history has been a curious one. He has gained experience from the oddest sources; as a 
singing waiter on the Hudson and in the lovely cafes of Palm Beach, Florida; an instructor of drama in a 
Chicago school; an ordinary trouper on the road; a producer of traveling shows in the deep south; an actor 
and star of the Lafayette Players National Broadcasting artists; and a featured motion picture actor in over 
293 pictures in ten years. Page 3-B. 
9259. 1938, June 30. Guild Aetors Score Grand Slam in Prize Radio Drama. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p3. 
Registering a grand slam for the Negro Actors Guild of America, a brilliant cast of dramatic stars made 
radio history in a streamlined broadcast version of "In Abraham’s Bosom." Page 3-B. 
9260. 1938, June 30. Johnson Killed in Train-Auto Crash. California Eagle. pl. James Weldon Jolmson, 
famous author, composer and poet, was killed in an automobile accident in Maine. The distinguished 
author was killed instantly. His re~nains were shipped to New York, his home where funeral ser~ices will 
be held at noon today. Mrs. Johnson’s condition was reported as fair by doctors at the Maine hospital where 
she was removed. Page 1-A. 
9261. 1938, June 30. LongLive the Queen. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Recently Ethel Waters was the storm 
center of controversy started by a young newspaperman. It provoked many who knew and loved her to 
defend her for her achievements in the theater. The editor has known Ethel Waters for a number of years 



and knows beyond a reasonable doubt that the unwarranted attack made against her a few weeks ago was 
ridiculous. Page 2-B. 
9262. 1938, June 30. Marva, Harlem Go Wild Over "Bomber’ Victory. California Eagle. p6. Marva Louis, 
lovely wife of the world’s hea~3rweight champion, wasn’t a bit nervous as she sat with friends awaiting the 
bout between her husband and Max Schineling. Page 6-A. 
9263. 1938, June 30. Mellow Mugging. Earl Dancer. California Ea~ele. p3. Those two fine youngsters, who 
are to this generation what Buck and Bubbles were a few years back. Nias Berry of the Ben3./- Brothers, 
brings back memories of the great George Walker. I think Bernice "Tanya" Bruce, the clever contortionist 
caused more heads to be lost than Salome of old. Lena Home, who gave such grand promise when I saw 
her with Noble Sissle and of whom I predicted then, because of her great beauty of face and form and her 
natural charm, would go very far in the theater. Page 3-B. 
9264. 1938, June 30. Negro Public and Press Demand Recognition from Holl)~ood Motion Picture 
Moguls Who Ignore Race. Earl Dancer. Cal~/brnia Eagle. p2. For 25 years, Black America and its press 
has contributed millions of dollars publicizing the motion picture industry. Let’s see what they have given 
us in return First, we must take all the "Aunt Jeminras" and "Uncle Toms" because there has been more of 
them than anything else. Oh yes, they gave us "Hearts in Dixie," "Hallelujah," and "Uncle Tom’s Cabin." 
Page 2-B. 
9265. 1938, June 30. Robeson Injects New Philosophy Into His Acting. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. A mild 
sensation in theatrical circles here, was created by Paul Robeson when he turned down an offer to appear in 
West End Play and as elected to worl~ with a group of cooperative actors in the play, "Plant in the Sun." 
Page 2-B. 
9266. 1938, June 30. Strode Looks Forward to AA UMeet. California Eagle. p5. "You know after my 
defeat at Minneapolis, I felt very badly. But I feel that I have partially redeemed myself here in the Big 
Ten meet and I hope to wipe out my prcvious failure completcly in the Nationals," said Woody Strode. 
Page 5-A. 
9267. 1938, July 2. 100,000 in Wild Victory Celebration in Harlem 1,000 Reserves Called. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl 2. A dozen policemen injured and broken heads galore was Harlem’s answer to Joe Louis 
Thursday aller celebrating the victory, of the dreadnaught over Max Schineling. In one of the most riotous 
celebrations in years, Harlem turned out 100,000 strong to jam Lenox and Seventh Aves., as soon as thc 
butchery in Yankee Stadium had been done. 
9268. 1938, July 2. ~7tampion and Wife Entrain for Chicago. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Thc world’s 
greatest fighter, Joe Louis, accompanied by his beautiful wife, Marva, pause :for photographers on thc steps 
of the Twentieth Century Liraited, as he and his wife say goodbye to New York last Thursday afternoon. 
The couple appears in the above photo. 
9269. 1938, July 2. Chick Webb to Play Two Dance Dates in West Virginia. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. On 
Tuesday, July 5th and Wednesday, July 6th, the swing fans of Southern West Virginia will get their long- 
awaited favorite when Chick Webb and his orchestra, featuring the "First Lady of Swing," Ella Fitzgerald, 
play at the beautiful Hillside View near Bluefield, W. Va., and the spacious Mt. Hope Armory just a few 
miles out of Beckley, W. Va. 
9270. 1938, July 2. Count Basie to Get New Engagement in Broadway. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Count Basic and his orchestra of fascinating swing r~thin have been signed for an extended 
engagement at the Famous Door on West 52nd Street, the very heart of this city’s swing cradle. The 
signing of Basic and his orchestra to feature this spot, marks the first time in the history of the street that a 
full aggregation, colored or white, has been so engaged. 
9271. 1938, July 2. Demands Negro Be Recognized in Holl)~ood: Will Hays’ Qffiee Is Told I¢7~y 
Negroes Want Better Break. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Tom S. Petty and Gabe York, 
executives of the motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, which is publicly known as the 
Will Hays office, in a conference last week with the Pittsburgh Courier, gave the inference that something 
could be done relative to the Negro in the industry. Mrs. Petty, during the interview, presented a 
sympathetic attitude toward the problem, while Mr. York at intervals was inclined to be negative. 
9272. 1938, July 2. Famous Author Fatally Hurt in Auto Mishap. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. James Weldon 
Johnson, who lras won international fame through his multifarious accomplishinents as author, poet, 
educator, diplomat, song writer, lecturer and crusader for Negro rights, was killed here Sundy afternoon in 
a Maine Central grade crossing accident. He was 67 .... Contemporaries are agreed that the untimely 
passing of James Weldon Johnson deprives America of a genius and still a pen that has long been potent in 
its beneficial influence to humanity. 



9273. 1938, July 2. "Fight Extras" Give Joe’s Mother First Inkling He Had Won. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p12. It wasn’t 40 minutes after Joe Louis belted out Max Schmeling Wednesday night that his mother heard 
he had won and then the information came from a newsboy calling out extra on a corner. Mrs. Barrow 
didn’t want to either see the fight or hear it broadcast. So she went out riding leaving the rest of tl~e family 
huddled about the radio in the big house her son had given her. As soon as her car rolled to a stop and the 
big policeman on guard in front of the house opened the door, the entire family of cousins, brothers, sisters 
~shed her to see who could give the most hugs and kisses. 
9274. 1938, July 2. Henderson’s Orchestra Is "Red Hot." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Beautiful is a ~nild 
descriptive word for Savoy’s new outdoor gardens ... Horace Henderson, many times called "Cl~fis" and 
his gang, performing on the illuminated bandstand and expounding hot tunes, entices one to participate in 
Chicago’s resplendent dance "amoreuse." 
9275. 1938, July 2. Her Broadway Role "Out." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ethel Waters, hailed as the sepia 
"First Lady of the Stage," won’t play the leading part in "Serena Blandish," production of the play in New 
York was halted last week. It had been scheduled for a full Broadway opening. Waters appears in the above 
photo. 
9276. 1938, July 2. "I’ll fi~Iurder] Joe Louis," Says "Two Ton" Tony! but John Henry Lewis Stands in 
the Way. Wendell Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. "In the meantime, there’s a guy who hails from Newark, 
N.J. by the name of Tony Galento. A rotund fellow, with two little slits for eyes and a big tummy that 
hangs down like a burlap sack, this pugilistic freak actually believes that fate intends for him to be the next 
heavyweight champion of the world .... As soon as Joe Louis blasted Max Schmeling out of the picture the 
other evening, "Two Ton" To~ started yelping for a fight with the Brown Bomber. 
9277. 1938, July 2. "Joe Louis a Challenge to lblerance in an Intolerant World." Pittsburgh (-~burier. 
p16. No place for prcjudice~"If Schmeling had saved his sqnawk [br consumption abroad I would not 
beef. I have no quarrel with what is printed about: sports outside of the United States of America, but I’m 
deeply concerned about that which is printed here. There is no place for prejudice or politics in sports here 
and to me, Joe Louis is an American kid who has fought honestly and fairly to a high place in American 
sports." 
9278. 1938, July 2. Joe Louis An~s~vered the Challenge--Kept His Head High as Victor Should Mrx 
Bethune. Mary. McLeod Bethune. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Not~vithstanding the many difficult and 
perplexing problems which faced me last week, I was happy to find time to relax and concentrate and pray 
~br the victory of our Joe Louis .... He not: only held his own head high--he held high the heads of millions 
of his race, young and old, who sat tensely around the radios that night. 
9279.1938, July 2. Louis Hailed by Press; Agrees to Meet Baer: Joe Won’t Quit Ring, Writers Advised. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p15. The probability of World Heavyweight Champion Joe Louis, going to the post 
again in September in a title match against Maxie Baer loomed today according to promoter Mike Jacobs, 
the man who holds big-time boxing in the palm of his hand. Meanwhile, Baer signed with Jacobs for a 
three year option on his services. 
9280.1938, July 2. Marva Tried to Be Calm, but It Couldn’t Be Done. Pittsburgh Courier. p 12. Marva 
Louis, lovely wife of the world’s greatest fighter, wasn’t a bit nervous at 10 o’clock Wednesday night as 
she sat with friends in the apartment of Mrs. Mac Savage on St. Nicholas Avenue in Harlem, awaiting the 
boxing match between her husband and Max Schineling. Marva even said she wasn’t nervous and even at 
five minutes before the broadcast started, she was complimenting her hostess on one of those big, wide 
straw hats. 
9281. 1938, July 2. Maxine Denies Divorce Rumors. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Maxine Sullivan 
who became famous along this city’s swing alley as the singer of subtle ditties, returned here last week 
from a coast engagement at the Selznick Club in Hollywood. While on the coast, Sullivan enjoyed the same 
success that was hers when she was the featured attraction at the Onyx Club here. 
9282. 1938, July 2. Randy Dixon "Airs" His Views on Louis-Sehmeling Fight. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
Because station WPEN is trying to increase its colored listening public, it contracted Randy Dixon, colored 
sports writer whose fight article appeared in last week’s Courier, to give his version of the Louis-Schmeling 
set-to last Sunday. 
9283. 1938, July 2. Robeson Injects New Philosophy Into His Acting. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A mild 
sensation in theatrical circles here was created by famed singer-actor Paul Robeson when he turned down a 
lucrative offer to appear in a West End Play and instead elected to worl¢ with a group of cooperative actors 
at Unity Theater in the play, "Plant in the Sun," which deals with a sit-down strike in America. 



9284. 1938, July 2. Roy Eldridge’s Arrival in the Part of Country Eagerly Awaited. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. When Roy Eldridge and his famous orchestra invade Ohio and Pem~sylvania over the Fourth of July" 
holidays, the greatest swing band Chicago has ever produced, headed by the second-greatest trumpet player 
in the country, will be heard for the first time. Roy and his famous orchestra, booked out of the offices of 
the Consolidated Radio Artists of Cleveland, are scheduled to appear here in Akron at the East Market 
Gardens on Sunday, July 3rd. 
9285. 1938, July 2. "Sepia America" Goes Wild as Bomber Wins: Cheering Throngs Dance, Make Merry 
in Major (Tties. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Negro America, which seldom has cause for united cheering, 
went wild with a bang tl~roughout the nation as Joe Louis--"our Joe" to the jubilant millions--belted out 
Gernrany~s Max Schineling in Yankee Stadium Wednesday ulght. Although there were parades of shouting 
happy thousands in cities over all the land, comparatively little violence was reported. 
9286. 1938, July 2. "Serena Blandish" Junked, Broadway Hopes Blasted. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
well-laid plans of Vincente Minnelli to produce and offer Broadway an all colored version of"Serena 
Blandisff’ was along the same lines as produced by the Theater Guild several seasons ago, have been called 
off.... The idea was first born late last fall, many colored artists were talked about for various roles 
including Ethel Waters, Maxine Sullivan, Buck and Bubbles, Lena Home, and Billy Daulels. 
9287. 1938, July 2. Town Where Joe Louis First Saw Light of Day Takes Victory Calmly. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p12. The victory of Joe Louis and the retention of his world’s hea~3~weight crown when he 
la~ocked out his former conqueror, Max Scluneling, last Wednesday night to establish a new all-time record 
in knockout speed--caused no surprise among the champion’s relatives and boyhood friends here in 
Lafayette, Alabama. They expected Joe would put the German challenger away, but had thought it would 
probably take four or five rounds. 
9288. 1938, July 2. Webb to Invade Florida. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Under the personal supervision of 
Martin Block of radio station, WNEW, this city’s most unique swing contest moves into its final stages the 
current week .... Moving into the final stages this week, only three bands remain for listeners to choose as 
the monarch of swingdom. Chick Webb is the only remaining colored band who has not as yet tasted 
defeat. 
9289. 1938, July 2. Will Petition for Pardon of Five Seottsboro Boys. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p2. A petition 
[’or pardon for the five Scottsboro defendants still remaining in prison, will be filed with Governor Bibb 
Graves of Alabama. As a preliminary step, required by Alabama law, a Ibrmal notice of application 
pardon has been drafted and will be published for two weeks in Alabama newspapers. 
9290. 1938, July 7. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~)rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an article 
by Clarence Muse: Now that all the excitement of the holidays is over, we look around to see what is the 
next thing to yell about or to fire our guns. Here’s one thing we almost need a special day to go over. 
News slipped thi~ by the underground telegraph system that some prominent member of our group has 
submitted a request to some outstanding white resident of Pasadena for separate schools. Page 1-A. 
9291. 1938~ July 7. Clarence Muse Explains Technique He Will Use in "Un Lil Chillun." California 
Eagle. p3. There is no quarrel in Hollywood between the stage and screen. It is demonstrated in Clarence 
Muse’s selection to direct its forthcoming musical folk drama, "Run, Little Chillun," set to open at Mayan 
Theater. Page 3-B. 
9292. 1938~ July 7. Georgette Harvey in NewPlay. California Eagle. p3. Georgette Har~ey will play an 
important role in the new production "Michael Drops Iff~ which begins a summer run at the Ridgeway 
theater. Page 3-B. 
9293. 1938, July 7. Hall Johnson Singers Top Golden State Broadcast. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. The famous 
Hall Jolmson Sextette will be featured in a program over the Mutual Broadcasting System celebrating the 
Thirteenth Anniversary of the Golden State Mutnal Life Insurance Compa~. Page 2-A. 
9294. 1938, July 7. Notables Gather at James Weldon Johnson Funeral. Califbrnia Eagle. pl. With the 
galleries of the l~istoric Salem A. M.E. church packed hours before the funeral, James Weldon Johi~son was 
buried as he had requested, in his "working clothes" of a lounging robe and formal morning trousers with a 
copy of his famous book of poems, "God’s Trombones," in his hands. The eminent author, diplomat, 
professor and lecturer was en route to his summer home at Great Barfington, Mass. when his car was struck 
by a passing train. His wife, Gail Nail Johnson, driver of the car, was seriously injured. Poor visibili~ 
tl~rough fog and a hea~¢ rain was blamed for the crash. Page 1-A. 
9295. 1938, July 7. Unveil Portrait of Bill Robinson at Virginia Theater. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Bill 
Robinson, honorary president of the Negro Actors Guild of America, was the recipient of another honor to 



add to the long list of those already conferred upon him, when a life-size portrait of him was unveiled in the 
lobby of the Richmond Theater. Page 2-B. 
9296. 1938, July 7. Will Hays Office Makes Concessions to Colored Picture Players. California Eagle. 
p2. Our pebbles thrown against the walls of the motion picture industry are being heard. In answer to our 
fight that the Negro be given sometlfing besides roles as doormen and that our actresses be given parts 
other than "Aunt Jemimas," has been heeded by no less an authority than the Will Hays office. Page 2-B. 
9297. 1938, July 9. Another Fla. Band to His "Big Time" When Hartley Toots Invades Apollo Theater 
Later This Month. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Dixie ... land of great musicians is moving to the forefront 
again in a big way. Hartley Toots, known throughout the South as Dixie’s Swing King, will move into New 
York late this month, according to an announcement by Willie R. Davie, his manager .... Toots himself, a 
master musician, has assembled a group of fine musicians. 
9298. 1938, Jtfly 9. Benny, ~ick Are New York’s Most Popular Swing Aggregations. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Radio’s famous emcee, Martin Block, conductor of "Make Believe Ballroom," over Station WNEW, 
found himself in the same groove here last week when his swing contest to end all swing contests ended 
with Benny Goodraan in the lead and Chick Webb mm~ing him a close second by 20 votes. 
9299. 1938, Jtfly 9. Champ Joe Graces a Smile. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. The usual deadpan of Champion 
Joe Louis is split with a wide smile as he is pictured trucking a step with Bill "Bojangles" Robinson and the 
champ’s wife, Marva at the Chicago home of the champion’s manager, Julian Black, after Louis return 
from his victory in New York. The three appear in the above photo. 
9300. 1938, July 9. Duke Rests WelIAfler Operation. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke Ellin~,rto~ the master 
of modern American music, is resting easy in his private quarters at the Wickersham Hospital on west 58th 
Street after undergoing a henfia operation last week .... Though confined to the hospital, Ellington is :far 
from idle and had already composed several new songs which he asserted may turn out to be just as big 
universal hits as iris present tune. 
9301. 1938, July 9. Hall Johnson’s Choir Is Special Feature with Philharmonic. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
After having been absent from tiffs section for five years, the Hall Jotmson Choir was the week’s special 
feature of the concerts of the Philharmo~fic-Symphony Orchestra at: the Lewisohn Stadium of City College, 
Tuesday. 
9302. 1938, July 9. "Joe Louis Killed Nazi SupremaO, Theor); " Says William Patterson. William 
Patterson. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p4. "Where do we go from here?" he said: I did not answer at: once, although 
knew full well what that meant, what follows the victou of Joe Louis? I did not answer immediately 
because I wanted to see the working of his mind. What I saw was gratifying. It was clear that he saw the 
victory of Louis as making a definite advance in the Negro struggle. He was thi~tking of the fight in terms 
of politics. And the fight was a political event lfighly dramatized by the mighty fists of a modest Negro boy. 
My friend saw the fight was ushering in a new stage of struggle, and it does. Joe Louis killed the idea of 
Nazi supremacy. 
9303. 1938, Jtfly 9. Maxine Is Sensation in ~7~icago. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Maxine Sulliva~, Lady 
Number One of Song on the musical horizon, opened at the Palace Theater last Friday and wowed a packed 
house. Singing latest songs in a style heard more frequently on Broadway and in Hollywood, she was taken 
in wild acclaim. 
9304. 1938, Jtfly 9. Nov Swing Tune by Mary Lou, "The Lady Who Swings the Band," Revives 
American Jazz Idiom. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. When you see Mary Lou Williams, the sensational 
"swing" pianist, with the Andy Kirk Orchestra, you think of her as a modest, sl\v, college co-ed making her 
first trip to the big city. She is so coy and submissive like. Yet, there is tlrat vivid intellect, tlrat definite 
something about her which causes her personality to sparkle and radiate far beyond the surface of human 
emotions. 
9305. 1938, July 9. Noble Sissle Is Guest at Rifle Range. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. The inclement weather 
of June 26 dampened, the grounds at Ehnwood Park but not the powder and enthusiasm of those who came 
out to participate and witness the shooting. Among the enthusiastic visitors who took part in the day’s 
activities was the international celebrity, Noble Sissle, who shot both over the rifle range and traps. 
9306. 1938, July 9. Once Famous Emcee, Who Now Is Movie Executive, Will Play in Theater That He 
Made Famous. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ralph Cooper, who, during the heyday of colored 
vaudeville, became nationally known as "Harlem’s Favorite Son," retun~ed to the scene of his early 
triumphs last week amid the acclamation of those whom he entertained and chided many times as the 
country’s foremost master of ceremonies. After more than four years in Hollywood, where through his 
efforts, the first all-colored moving picture company was founded, Cooper returns to Harlem this trip [’or a 



short stay and a personal appearance engagement at the Apollo Theater in conjunction with lfis latest 
picture, "The Duke Is Tops." 
9307. 1938, July 9. "Porgy andBess" CastPaid Off Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. After first having tried to 
ignore his claim to Equity that the salaries of the "Porgy and Bess" company, which was stranded on the 
coast, would be paid, Charles L. Wagner did a complete about-face, and settled the claims for 
approximately $4,000. It was agreed, however, that if Equity received any money from Merle Armitage, 
the California manager who played the opus, Wagner is to get his money hack. 
9308. 1938, July 9. Signs for Short-Wave Broadcast to Europe. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Leading among the chief exponents of swing, Count Basic and his orchestra have been signed by the 
British-Broadcasting Co., to inaugurate its sununer series of short-wave broadcasts toEurope. The initial 
broadcast is scheduled to begin this Saturday and will be etherized from the Columbia Broadcasting 
System’s studio in this city of New York. 
9309. 1938, July 9. Thousands in Final Tribute to J. W. Johnson. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p12. James Weldon Johnson, who dwarfed so many of his contemporaries with his brilliant and 
multifarious accomplishinents as author, poet, composer, statesmark educator and humanitarian, was borne 
Thursday afternoon to his final resting place in Greenwood Cemetary in Brooklyn, New York, following a 
lengthy but beautiful funeral seadce at the Salem M.E. Church in Harlem. Johnson was killed near the 
village of Wiscasset, Maine last Sunday night in a railroad crossing accident. 
9310. 1938, July 9. To Bar Use of Race Players in Typed Roles: Order Is Issued by Of[~ce of Will Hays. 
Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A signal victol3~ has been won for the race, it was revealed, 
Saturday to the Pittsburgh Courier and Earl Dancer, movie editor of the "Eagle" who sent a forman 
instruction sheet to all the Motion Picture Studios to refrain from presenting sepia players in type roles. The 
Courier platform urged Hollywood to depict Negroes as something else besides "maids," "lazy people," 
and singers and dancers. 
9311. 1938, July 14. Car Demolished as Hall Johnson Group in Crash. California Eagle. pl. Although 
only very minor injuries were suffered by Jester Hairston, director, and Ernest Baskett of the Hall Johnson 
Sextett who were treated at Georgia Street Receiving Hospital following an accident, the car was 
completely demolished. Page 1-A. 
9312. 1938, July 14. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Hate, fear vanity and love are emotions that belong to every, human being, 
Chinese, Irishman, Jew, or Negro. Ill iS universal that all men and women have these emotions and that 
Greta Garbo is not the only person who can portray these emotions on the screen. Page 1-A. 
9313. 1938, July 14. Jesse Lee Brooks in Nov Role. California Eagle. p2. Jesse Lee Brooks will be seen in 
a new departure from his former roles when he plays the character of"Rev. Jones" in "Run, Little Chillun." 
Page 2-B. 
9314. 1938, July 14. "Run, Little Chillun" Offers Star Talent for Run at Mayan. California Eagle. p4. All 
Los Angeles is agog over the opening of "Run, Little Chilluff’ at the Mayan theater, which brings the 
largest cast of renowned actors, singers and dancers assembled for a stage production. Page 4-B. 
9315. 1938, July 14. Spates Endorses Actors and Musicians Drive for Job. California Eagle. p4. Harry 
Spates, genial owner of the Dunbar Grill, knows personally the great majority of Sepia theatrical lumina~ 
through the countl?.; upon learning of the Eagle’s program for obtaining employment of Negro Actors. 
Spates appears in the above photo with Harold and Fayard Nicholas. Page 4-B. 
9316. 1938, July 14. Stepin Fetchit Featured in Paramount Stage Offering. California Eagle. p2. The 
Paramount Theater will feature a special press preview showing of Paramount Studios’ latest production. 
Rated as the studio’s great outdoor epic, the film brings to the screen a great cast of stars, including Stepin 
Fetchit. Page 2-B. 
9317. 1938, July 14. Strode Back from Spike Wars in East. Cal~brnia Eagle. p5. Home from the Eastern 
track wars came Woodrow Strode, UCLA weightman who slipped quietly into town at the Central station 
and out to his parents home. Page 5-A. 
9318. 1938, July 14. W~fe to View Johnson Remains. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. Cremation of the remains of 
James Weldon Johnson are being withheld until such time as his wife is able to view them. It is believed 
that she has not been inforn~ed of her husband’s death. Page 1-A. 
9319. 1938, July 16. Clarence Robinson Revue Closes in South America. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
Clarence Robinson all-colored revue, which earned the distinction of being the first intact Negro opus ever 
to be imported from America here, closed its engagement at the Avenida Theater here after a six weeks run 
in Buenos Aires. 



9320. 1938, July 16. Duke Ellington Rated "Joe Louis" of Music: Man ~o Created a New Jazz Is Real 
World Champion of the Musical Horizon Today. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Because of Joe 
Louis, HemT Armstrong, Jolm Henry Lewis and a collection of track and other stars of the sports world, the 
race today excels in that field. In the profession which gains its substance from the glare of lights, the din of 
applauding hands, and the excitement of the theater, there are many champions, Count Basie, Ethel Waters, 
Bill Robinson, Noble Sissle, Chick Webb, Paul Robeson, Ella Fitzgerald, MaMne Sullivan and scores of 
others, but none have reigned more nobly or as constantly as Duke Ellington. Where others have followed a 
set trend, he has created a new one setting a tradition for a world to follow. 
9321. 1938, July 16. Future of "Our Champions" Menaced by "Celebrations." Pittsburgh Courier. p24. 
Since the second Joe Louis-Max Schmeling fight, wan~ings, inspired by the hilarious aftermath of that 
portentous interracial combat, have been heard and read on both sides of the Atlantic ocean~ Those 
wan~ings, published in large part by the white press, have concerned themselves with the published reports 
of the conduct of Negroes in more than a score of cities after the fight. In the light of the reaction of 
Negroes to such combats where their heroes are successful, prejudiced whites, and many who are not 
prejudiced are raising the question~ "Should There Be a Color Ban for Boxing?." 
9322. 1938, July 16. "Haiti," !47tich Has Played to 7.~,000 People in 103 Performances, Moves to Daly’s 
Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. "Haiti," which promises to become the most successfid drama produced 
by the Federal Theater in New York City, opened July 11 at Daly~s Theater after a run where it played to 
more than 75,000 persons. 
9323. 1938, July 16. Helen Humes, Rose ~lurphy to ~Varble for Count Basle. Pittsburgh (~ourier. p20. 
After searching the country over for a girl singer to fill the vacancy left by Billie Holiday, Count Basie, of 
the fascinating swing rhythin, who opens an extcnsive engagemcnt at the Famous Door on West 52nd 
street, the very hcart of this city’s swing alley, found the girl of his choice right hcrc in Harlem in the 
person of Heln Humes .... Another girl sensation chosen to aid Basle in his new nitcry spot is Rose Murphy 
of Cleveland who sings and plays thc piano and is ratcd as a copper-colorcd killer diller. 
9324. 1938, July 16. Lunceford andToots Captivate Dixie Now Heading for Broadway and Harlem. 
Pittsburgh 6~’ourier. p21. Jimmie Lunceford and his streamlined orchestra left New York a fcw months ago 
on a tour that carried them as far West as Texas, breaking box office rccords as they went along. Of course, 
this is nothing new for this gentleman from Fisk. Hartley Toots and his orchestra left Miami last April on a 
tour that has carried them through the entire South playing all the leading spots that Dixie has to offer. 
9325.1938, July 16. Major Film Companies Must Recognize Negro: Courier’s motion Picture Editor’s 
Fight Gains Force. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Following the Earl Dancer confercnce with the 
Will Hays office, Tom S. Petty, executive of that body, wished to know the available number of dramatic 
actors and actresses in Los Angeles and throughout the country. 
9326. 1938, July 16. Ralph Cooper to Make Personal Appearance Tour with Latest "Pico" Pittsbtu~h 
Courier. p12. The theatrical sections hereabout are tl~is week charged with a new kind of excitement 
regarding its latest attraction, which involves Ralph Cooper, who will make his first persol~al appearance 
here in three years and the first New York showing of his all-colored starrer, "The Duke Is Tops." 
Scheduled for opening at the Apollo Theater, Friday, anticipation has already reached its highest peak in 
the Harlem section which is pla~ming to out-Hollywood a~\~" opening the city of make-believe has ever 
seen. 

9327. 1938, July 16. Tells l~7~y Louie Didn’t Appear in Crosby Picture. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Lar~" Crosby, brother to Bing Crosby, in an exclusive interview wishes Bing Crosby~s and 
Louis Armstrong’s fans to know that the deleted sequence of Louis Armstrong was not due to racial or 
professional jealousy, but rather to teclmical imperfections, long running continuity. Scenes featuring Bing 
Crosby and Andy Devine were also cut from the film, "Dr. Rhythm." 
9328 1938, July 16. Toots ~Vill Go to Texas~ Pittsburgh Courier. p20. To answer the many request of the 
fans and promoters out Texas way, Willie R. Davie, personal massager of the Hartley Toots orchestra who 
is breaking all Box office records on its present tour, almounced that inunediately following its engagement 
at the Apollo Theater the Band will play some very important dates in Texas. 
9329~ 1938, July 21. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl~ The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: "Mnse Goes to a Pa~" and what a glittering affair. It was held in what we call 
real "Hollywood Style." Playrooms across the patio away from the Mansion proper the kind of good 
judgment, Paul Williams, who is famous for building to the persol~ality of the owner. The party was at the 
new home of the great American citizen, Bill Robinson. Page 1-A~ 



9330. 1938, July 21. Footlight Flickers. A1 Moses. California Eagle. p2. Ralph Cooper, the man who 
chased the word "opporttmist" for a seat among the mighty in the nation’s center of motion picture 
industry, is coming back to his own this montk playing the leading role in Hollywood’s first musical drama 
with a hand-picked all-colored cast in "The Duke is Tops." Lena Home has been given the femi~fine lead 
role and it’s worth the price to sit and look at this peach comple~oned beauty. Page 2-B. 
9331. 1938, July 21. Hail Cooper atApollo in New York. California Eagle. p2. When Ralph Cooper, star 
of "The Duke is Tops" stepped through the curtains on the Apollo Theater stage, the deafening applause 
that greeted lfim rivaled any that arises at the appearance of President Roosevelt. Page 2-B. 
9332. 1938, July 21. Movie Extra Held as Victim Dies. California Eagle. pl. Martin Turner, 56-year old 
film extra, faces a murder charge, the result of the death of Stonewall Blair, 56. Blair died from a 
concussion of the brail~ produced when Turner struck him over the head with a milk bottle during an 
altercation. Page 1-A. 
9333. 1938, July 21. "Run, Little Chillun" Opens Tomorrow Aright. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Opehing 
tomorrow night at the Federal Mayan theater. "Run, Little Chilhin" is expected to have one of the most 
brilliant premieres of any drama presented here featuring Negro artists. Page 2-B. 
9334. 1938, July 21. Vocalist Known to Millions Back in Her Old Home Town. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. Ivy 
Anderson, who has contributed so much to the success of Duke Ellington and his orchestra, is home for a 
short and much needed rest. Page 2-B. 
9335. 1938, July 23. Cab to Play in New Orleans Sunday Night. Pittsburgh Courier. p15. The Crescent 
city is all agog over the coming of Cab Calloway who will bring his aggregation to the new Elks’ Forest in 
the basement of the Elk’s Home recently purchased from the owners of the defunct Bull’s Aid and Pleasure 
Club. Calloway and the boys arc scheduled to perform and do their numbers on Sunday night. 
9336. 1938, July 23. ~?)oper Is Still the Great Emcee. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Thc Apollo Thealcr here is 
tops in entertainmcnt this week, with Ralph Cooper headlining both the stage and screen entertainmcnt 
"The Duke is Tops," is setting a ncw summer mark for thc House. When his engagement is completed hcre, 
Cooper will return to the Coast to begin work on another all-colored flicker. 
9337. 1938, July 23. Count Basie and His Band "Click Big" a the "Famous Door" on the Broadway 
Beat." Isadora Smith. Pittsbm~h Courier. p20. Broadway, the mecca of musicians and per~brmers alikc the 
world over, is this week loud in its praises of a sepia son of rhythm, Count Basie, who becomes the first 
colorcd full band to invade its nitery sector outside of thc Cotton Club for many years. Realizing an 
ambition which has been with him since Iris beginning with Benny Moten, several years ago and later when 
he himself acquired the aggregation upon the untimely death of thc great Moten, Basie is giving out at the 
Famous Door a kind of swing music that’s new and fascinating to its habitues. 
9338. 1938, July 23. Don Albert Declares War on Hartley Toots. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. When Don 
Albert read through the columns of the Pittsburgh Courier, where Hartley Toots has no rival in Dixie as far 
as "Swing" is concerned, he became somewhat peeved and stated that he could not see how this could be. 
Albert who is playing one nighters enroute to Florida, irmnediately went to the telephone to call Willie R. 
Davie, personal manager of Hartley Toots, to ask him "how could this be?." 
9339. 1938, July 23. FloydRay andBand Toastofthe Coast. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. 
Floyd Ray is the idol of California! The youthful orchestra leader played here Thursday night for a dance, 
held at the Elks’ Hall. Nearly two thousand dance-loving, dance-crazed jitterbugs crowded into the 
inadequate ballromn to hear the new music sensation of the nation. Floyd Ray and his musical aggregation 
were formed here in California, and it was a joyful homecoming. 
9340. 1938, July 23. George Randol to Feature "Shorts." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
Premier Production company finished the first of a series of 12 shorts last Wednesday. It was titled, 
"Rhythm Rodeo" and features Troy Brown, the hefty comedian. The Premier Productions is an all colored 
concern. George Randol, who co-produced "Dark Manhattan," with Ralph Cooper, is in trutk the first 
sepia of this decade to produce pictures with his own capital. 
9341. 1938, July 23. "2~lammy Louise" of Cleveland Cafd Fame, Now in Hollk~vood. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p21. Marking the first time in history that a member of the race has operated a place of business in the 
exclusive aristocratic districts of Hollywood, Louise Brooks, proprietress of the "Mammy Louise" chain of 
cafes in Cleveland, has opened an elaborate cafd here. It is just across the street from the famous Trocadero, 
Meacca of the movie stars and the social elite of the city. 
9342. 1938, July 23.2~Iaxine Sullivan Stops Gershwin’s 2~Iemorial: Her Rendition of Noted Composer’s 
Song Hit a Classic. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Tuesday hight, at the George Gershwin memorial 
concert, Maxine Sullivan, with the combined music of the Ptfilham~mfic Symphony orchestra and the 



symphonic jazz of Paul Whiteman as her musical background, reached the height of her short musical 
career .... Giving voice to George Gershwin’s immortal number "Summertime," she eclipsed all of those 
who have done like-wise in the past. 
9343. 1938, July 23. Sepia Performers Hitting on Broadway the Current Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Stepping out at the Loew’s State Theater the current week, the sensational Nicholas Brothers, are as well 
known to the street as they are among the mawr lights on Broadway due to their ma~\v performances, and 
are again featured on a bill with all white headliners. 
9344. 1938, July 23. Studio Ends Quest for Language Interpreter: Martin Wilkins Is Hired by MGM. 
Lawrence Lamar. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio here in Los Angeles has after a 
lengthy search for key actors to portray difficult film drama of the mysterious vanishing of Captain 
Refdern, lost aviator who vanished some several years ago, a~mounced the begi~ming of the production of 
"Too Hot To Handle" and located a character who could master the difficult dialect of the Brazilian 
Portugese language in the person of Martin Wilkins, sepia product of radio and films. 
9345. 1938, July 28. Bill Robinson Hurt Rumors Unfounded. California Eagle. pl. Very much a whole of 
body is Bill Robinson, world’s foremnst tap dancer, despite reports of a broken arm. Robinson was 
hospitalized for his injuries and received telegraphs of sympathy from Shirley Temple. These rumors 
circulated in the black press and were quickly dispelled when Robinson’s wife was contacted. According to 
his spouse, Robinson is in perfect health and is keeping l~is arm in shape for throwing speed balls. Page 1- 
A. 
9346. 1938, July 28. Clarence ~luse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: There was a great big party last week and the Golden West Lodge 86 gave it. It 
was not at Tom’s house but on Stage 6 of the Warner Brothers Studio in Hollywood, and everybody was 
there. Page 1-A. 
9347. 1938, July 28. Extras Demand Regular Rate of Pay. Earl Dancer. Cal~ibrnia ~agle. pl. Sevent-y-five 
Negro extras, called for scenes in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s "Too Hot to Handle," became too hot for studio 
officials to handle when they declined to work for less than $11 a day. Page 1-A. 
9348. 1938, July 28. Flo O!Brien Wins Acclaim in "Run, Little Chillun" Role. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p2. 
Florence O’Brien, who plays one of the leading roles in "Run, Little Chillun," which opened at the Mayan 
Theater, established herself as an outstanding actress of the all-Negro unit of Federal Theaters Project:. Page 
2-B. 
9349. 1938, July 28. Floyd Ray and Les Hire to Meet in Band Battle. Ca/~ibrnia bSagle, p2. News that 
startled the dance world was that Floyd Ray, sensational swingstcr and his great Orchestra, will meet Les 
Hite and his orchestra in "A Great Battle of Mnsic." Page 2-B. 
9350. 1938, July 28. Footlight Flickers. A1 Moses. California Eagle. p2. Jhnnfie Lunceford passing 
through Georgia had some interesting photos made with Victor Green, the first colored man in the South to 
promote and manage white boxers. Billie Holiday’, the girl who gained her stage fame with Count Basic, 
still causes her large Harlem following to tune in over the radio at every broadcast. Page 2-B. 
9351. 1938, July 28. Gossip of the Movie Lots. California Eagle. p3. Eight years ago in pictures, "Hearts in 
Dixie," which started preparing at the end of 1929, was finished shooting and theater audiences were 
seeing Clarence Muse in a picture made in Hollywood for the first time. Fox studio sent for him to replace 
the late Charles Gilpin who unfortunately had run afoul of Director Sloan’s strict department rules. Page 3- 
B. 
9352. 1938, July 28. Hall Johnson. California Eagle. p2. Hall Johnson’s "Run, Little Chillun~" now 
playing at the Mayan, is the most definite contribution to the theater to date. Page 2-B. 
9353. 1938, July 28. Langston Hughes Sails for Peace Parleys in Paris. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. Langston 
Hughes sailed on the S.S. Normandie on a delegation to attend two peace conferences to be held in Paris. 
Page 1-A. 
9354. 1938, July 28. Negro Actors’ Guild Meets; Ethel Waters Presides. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Ethel 
Waters presided at the meeting of the Negro Actors Guild held at Small’s Paradise club. A silent tribute 
was given to the memory of two former members, James Weldon Johnson and Arthur Schomburg. Page 2- 
B. 
9355. 1938, July 28. "Run, Little Chillun" Gives Birth to a New Hope, Faith. Earl Dancer. Cali~brnia 
Eagle. p2. "Run, Little Chllun" gives birth to a new hope and faith in colored film. The stage production is 
directed by Clarence Muse and cast members who appear in this production are illuminated. A review of 
tl~is production follows. This review stated that, "Jesse Lee Brooks’ performance as the good shepherd to 



his little flock must be chronicled in the theater as one of the truly great performances of all times." Page 2- 
B. 
9356. 1938, July 28. She’s Popular. California Eagle. p2. Etta Moten, lovely concert singer, was voted as 
the most popular of the past season’s crop of radio stars in a recent "Radio Guide" poll. Page 2-B. 
9357. 1938, July 30. Count Basie’s Opening Causes New Interest for Negro Bands. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. For ma~\v years now members of the colored press here, have written pages of 
copy bringing out the unfairness of those who book and those who use musicians, in regards to the non- 
Nordic brothers of the trade. Last week in the New York Times, this city’s most staid white newspaper, 
Jack Gould had this to say about the Negro Musicians after viewing the opening of Count Basic at the 
Famous Door: "A n orchestra, that of Count Basic, the pianist, made its local dark debut the other hight at 
the Famous Door. It is a tip-top aggregation distinguished for several reasons, from many other Negro 
bands." 
9358. 1938, July 30. Dixie Dance Fans Await Battle of Music Between Don Albert and Hartley Toots. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. This town is in a panic--and it is all about the coming Swing Battle between 
"DiMe’s" two ace bands who have agreed to battle it out just to prove who is the "Swing King." There 
seems to be no two fans with the same belief as to which is King--Don Albert or Hartley Toots. 
9359. 1938, July 30. Eva Jessye C~oir Gest Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A new contract has been 
signed with the American Guild of Musical Artists by the Outstanding Artists, inc., for the Eva Jessye 
Choir for the coming season. Better working conditions, higher wages, and transportation expenses are the 
terms. 
9360. 1938, July 30. Famous Tap Daneer Breaks Arm in Fall. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Rmming to catch 
a taxicab ~fter stopping to talk with a panhandler, Bill "Boj~ngles" Robinson, world’s foremost star, fell 
and broke his arm Tuesday afternoon .... One of the first telegrams received ~I a Hollywood hospital where 
he is confined came from Shirley Temple, with whom he has starred in many pictures. 
9361. 1938, July 30. Hall Johnson’s "Run Little Chillun" A Hit. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
"Run Little Chillun" opened here in Los Angeles Friday at the May~n Theater. The Federal Theater players 
portrayal Friday evening made a classic of Hall Johnson’s great nmsic drama. 
9362. 1938, July 30. Hartley Toots Pleases Blas~ Harlemites. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The South’s 
greatest swing ~ttractim~ Hartley Toots ~nd his Rhythm Rascals, after more than a year of expectation, 
invaded the big Apple for a seven days filing ~I the Apollo Theater. Coming into this city on the heels of 
columns and columns of advance publicity, the band which t~as been rated as the pride ~nd joy of Dixie, hit 
Harlem ~nd hit it solidly. 
9363. 1938, July 30. Hollywood Stages Movie Ball in Honor of J. Finley Wilson. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "The Hollywood Meets Harlem" movie ball held on a sound stage of Warner 
Brothers’ Hollywood studio last Thursday was the first and largest affair ever sponsored by Negroes in the 
film capital. Clarence Muse proved a credit to this race in staging this mammoth event. Muse and J. Finley 
Wilson officiated, with the aid of ma~ others. 
9364. 1938, July 30. Jacobs Plans Elimination Bouts to Find Joe’s Foe. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. Now 
that a September clash between world heav?c.-weight champion Joe Louis and challenger Max Baer is 
definitely listed among pugilism’s forgotten venture, due to the former’s four record breaking diadem 
defenses in a year’s span, plus that 75 percent purse take Uncle Sam would snatch, ... Mike Jacobs, peer of 
boxing promoters, is planning a heavyweight elimination tourney to decide a fit opponent for the Brown 
Bomber next stmuner. 
9365. 1938, July 30. Joe Glaser Breaks witk Rockwell-O’Keefe: Louie’s Manager Seeks "New Deal" in 
Band Booking. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Joe Glaser who just a few months ago moved offices out of the 
Rockwell O’Keefe suite to larger quarters under his own name, but still under the RKO banner, went a step 
further last week when he announced that he will sever all connections with that firm when his contract 
expires August 1st. 
9366. 1938, July 30. ~Iillinder Is BoundJbr Dixie Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Immediately following 
a long conference with officials of the Century Orchestra Corporation, it was announced that arrangements 
have been made for Lucky Millinder to return to Dixie in August .... As a showman, Millinder needs no 
introduction for he proved to be true on his last trip in Dixie and left fans yelling for more. 
9367. 1938, July 30. Negores Will Get Important Roles in Forthcoming Films. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The motion picture industry through the Will Hays office is beginning to recognize Black 
America. These things were accomplished by the efforts of the Pittsburgh Courier and Earl Dancer, and 
those race loving readers of this newspaper who answered the call :for letlers to the studios. It was your 



numerous letters to the studios that was the big thing in getting Hollywood to refrain from Uping the Negro 
as just a servant. New 20th Centm~ Fox comes forth with an untitled film giving Bill Robinson a role as a 
mechanic and owner of a used car lot .... Clarence Muse will serve as dialectician in "Gone with the 
Wind." George Randol will serve as technical director for RKO’s "Gunga Din." Martin Wilkins has been 
signed by Metro-Goldwyin-Mayer as a dialectician. 
9368. 1938, Jtdy 30. Ralph Cooper Headed for Hollywood and a New All-Sepia Flicker. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. After completing the most successful summer week in the recent history.T of the Apollo 
Theater, Ralph Cooper, Harlem’s favorite son, packed his baggage and was offto Hollywood. Once in the 
city, he will begin casting for the next all-colored flicker of the Million Dollar Productions. The compa~\v 
hopes to sign Nina Mac McKinney. Cooper will return to New York in September to resume a personal 
appearance tour with "The Duke Is Tops." 
9369. 1938, August 4. "Bojangles" Plays Mechanic in New Auto Racing Story. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p3. Bill 
"Bojangles" Robinson has received word from 20th Centul3, Fox studios that he was wanted immediately 
for a picture about auto racing, which is yet to be titled. Page 3-B. 
9370. 1938, August 4. Clarence l~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: To listen to the raves of many loyal lovers of art, about the beauty of girls who 
appeared in the recent Beauty Contest, I am compelled to pay tribute to Mrs. Tommie Cross Simpkins of 
the Colonial beauty shop for the use of Lady Ebo~ Make-up, and the artistic application by Alberta Gower 
and Thelnra Brooks. Page 1-A. 
9371. 1938, August 4. Ivie Is Weekend Star at Club Alabam. Cal~ornia Eagle. p3. Ivie Anderson, famous 
song delineator with the Duke Ellington orchestra, will guest star at the Club Alabam for the Ben Bowie 
Post of the American Legion. Page 3-B. 
9372. 1938, August: 4. MGM Guilt), of Jim Crowism. Earl Dancer. Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. Never was the 
Deep South more guilty of discrimination than MGM studios whose recognized beads arc the same Jews 
who arc being persecuted the world over. I know from experience that: MGM studios have always been the 
most prejudiced studio in California .... But tbc main issue today is the discrimination of 75 to 100 Negroes 
working in a picture whose working title is, "Too Hot to Handle," starring Clark Gable and Myrna Loy. 
Page 2-B. 
9373. 1938, August: 4. Nina Mae i~leKinney to make "St. Louis GaL " Calffbrnia Eagle. p3. Nina Mac 
McKinncy, one of the foremost colored actresses appearing upon international stage and screen, has been 
signed to a long term contract: of an all-Negro feature motion picture. "St:. Louis Gal," will be McKinney’s 
first starring vetficle for Creative Cinema Corporation. Page 3-B. 
9374. 1938, August 4. Saves Star’s Neck but Cuts Hands’. California Eagle. p2. James Stephenson, 
colored movie extra, saved Boris Karloff’s neck on the set of"Devil’s Island" when a movie guillotine 
didn’t follow direction and went berserk in a "last minute pardon" scene which nearly ended disastrously 
for Karloff. Page 2-B. 
9375. 1938, August 4. Weldon Johnson Leaves Estate of "Over $10,000." California Eagle. p2. James 
Weldon Johnson, killed in an auto crash in Maine, left an estate of over $10,000 it was learned when Grace 
Johi~son, the widow, filed the will for probate. Page 2-B. 
9376. 1938, August 6. "Cyclone Bill," Once a Fighter, Wins Acclaim as Broadway Actor. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p15. Since December 1935 when the WPA Federal Theater project established a Negro unit at the 
Lafayette Theater in Harlem to rehabilitate unemployed Negro artists, the experiment brought to light many 
interesting personalities. The latest discoveryT is no less a personage than "Cyclone Bill Cumberbatch," a 
one-time pugilist, now appearing as a Haitian native in the sensational drama "Haiti," which has broken 
attendance records at the Lafayette Theater in Harlem. 
9377. 1938, August 6. Duke Discovers New Songbird in Jean Eldridge. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jean 
Eldridge who got her theatrical start at Ann Montgomery’s Little Harlem Club in [Buffalo], N.Y. was 
brought here last week by Duke Ellington for recording, stage, and radio work under his banner. Eldridge 
wowed Buffalo with her unique style of swinging songs and was the featured attraction at the Little 
Harlem. She has been at the center of discussion in respected musical circles. 
9378. 1938, August 6. Famed ~icago Band Invades Harlem This Week: Roy Eldrige and His Boys to 
Play at Savoy Ballroom. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Roy Eldridge and his band ilwade New York this week 
for the first time, when they open a four week engagement at the famous Savoy Ballroom on Harlem’s 
Lenox Avenue. The band has a just claim to fame and greatness. New York is the testing ground for all 
"big things." 



9379. 1938, August 6. Floyd Ray Wins Out Over Tommy Dots,., Glen Gray’s Band. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Swing histo~ was made here Sunday afternoon when Floyd Ray and his sensational orchestra won for 
the second consecutive time at the Hollywood Swing Concert, which consisted of 15 top notch bands, at the 
Palomar, Hollywood’s most famous ballroom. 
9380. 1938, August 6. Horace Henderson May Have to Tell Why He "Broke" Contract. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. According to Mr. Falk of Falk-Kibbler Agency here, Horace Henderson will have to explain 
to the American Federation of Musicians just w~ he agreed to go on a dance tour for that group and 
allegedly "broke" his contract. According to the news agency, a scheduled tour was to be similar to "Battle 
of Swing" with Horace Henderson and Roy Eldridge pitted against each other. 
9381. 1938, August 6. James Weldon Johnson Estate Over $10,000. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. James 
Weldon Johnson, killed on June 26, in an auto crash at Wicasset, Maine, left an estate of"over $10,000" it 
was learned Saturday when Mrs. Grace Nail Johnson, the widow, recuperating in a hospital in Maine, filed 
the will for probate here through her lawyers. 
9382. 1938, August 6. KatherineDunham in Recital. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. With a select group of 
Chicagoans, predominately white, present, Katherine Dunham, Rosenwald Fellowship student in classic 
and folk dancing, appeared in recital here last Wednesday night at the Bowen Hall, Hull House. 
9383. 1938, August 6. Latest Recordings Place Armstrong in Another Category. David Kane. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong’s latest recordings of modern Negro spirituals with a 50 voice choral group, 
has suddenly placed the famous trumpeteer and "swing" music in a new light with the noted music critics 
of America. Armstrong is the world’s greatest exponent of what is known as jazz. He is an individualistic 
performer, having a s~qe of his own which is impossible of duplication. 
9384. 1938, August 6. On the Way to Holl)~ood. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Maxinc Sullivan takes to the 
airlines again for a trip to the coast where she immediately started work on the long-postponed "St. Louis 
Blues." When Hollywood commanded, Sullivan was obliged to cancel man5, stage appearances and bid a 
sad farewell to hubby, John Kirby and Paul Scheiner, who were at the airport to see her depart:. 
9385. 1938, August: 6. Race Extras Stage Sit-Down Strike at MGM~ Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Seventy-five Negro motion picture extras staged a sitdown strike here Tuesday morning at the Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer studios. The militant actors protested against the low wage scale wtfich the studio offered 
to pay them for their work in the Clark Gable, "Too Hot To Handle," forthcoming picture. 
9386. 1938, August: 6. Turpin Breaks Father’s Will, Get $125,000: Three Year Fight to Fix Trust Is 
Over. Pittsbm2qh Courier. p4. Climaxing a three year fight in the courts of St:. Louis, where the object was 
to set aside the trust estate of his father, Capt. Udell Turpin, of the Eight Illinois Infantry Regiment by 
prominent Chicago lawyer, last Tuesday, was sustained in St. Louis County Circuit Court by Jude Eugene 
Sartorions, who set aside the will, holding that it had been obtained by fraud and undue influence. Turpin’s 
father, the late Charles H. Turpin, former St. Louis justice of the peace and wealthy businessman, left an 
estate valued today at $125,000 but willed his son only $1, caused doubtless by his son’s unwillingness to 
live in St. Louis and take charge of the elder Turpin’s motion picture theater and cabarets and assume his 
mantle of political leadership among colored people there. 
9387. 1938, August 11. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: At last the press, I mean the Negro Press, is becoming conscious of the fact that 
Negro actors in the picture business, need some help and appreciation from the patrons and press. Page 1- 
A. 
9388. 1938, August 11. Ingrain Appears in New Musical. California Eagle. p2. Canada Lee, veteran 
Broadway actor, took over the role of Christophe in the WPA’s "Haiti," last August when Rex Ingram left 
the cast to appear in "Sing Out the News." Ingram will embark on this new production while Lee will 
continue in his previous role. Page 2-B. 
9389. 1938, August 11. May Cast Jesse Brooks in "Wind" Role. California Eagle. p2. Jesse Lee Brooks, 
who has starred in numerous Federal Theater Prqiect plays, is being considered for the part of"Sam" in 
"Gone with the Wind." Page 2-B. 
9390. 1938, August 11. Mrs. Robeson Negotiates for London Production of "Haiti." California Eagle. p2. 
The possibility of a London production of "Haiti" loomed large with the arrival from England of Eslanda 
Robeson, wife of the internationally famous Paul Robeson. Page 2-B. 
9391. 1938, August 11. Still Writes World’s Fair Music. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. William Grant Still, noted 
composer, has written the music for the Theme Center of the New York World’s Fair, 1939. Page 2-B. 



9392. 1938, August 11. Title Bout Postponed!. California Eagle. pl. Helwy Armstrong, holder of the 
featherweight and welterweight boxing crowns, whose bid for his third title, the lightweight, was 
temporarily halted by rain last night. His bout with Lou Ambers has been postponed. Page 1-A. 
9393. 1938, August 13. Big Fall Season Looms for ColoredArtists. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Things are looking up definitely in the world of colored theatricals. With but a few short weeks separating 
an inactive summer season from an active fall one, many are the plans in the Broadway sector which 
revolve around the men and maids of the profession .... The Nicholas Brothers co-starred in a production in 
which Duke Ellington provided the musical score. 
9394. 1938, August 13. g~ick Webb to Halt Road Tour for Week at ~: E Paramount. Isadora Snfith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Chick Webb, the ace beater of the universe and all his cats, lugging their brass but 
musically fine, slave tools, will come into town Aug. 10th for their initial engagement at the Paramount 
Theater in the heart of this town’s main nfidway to beat out the righteous tunes. 
9395. 1938, August 13. "L~J’e" Lists "King" Oliver, "Duke" Ellington, "Count" Baste, "Prince Louie" in 
Swing Parade. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. In the current issue of Life, the nation’s leading picture magazine 
when speaking of swing, it listed four colored bands as the top in that phase of modern music. The bands 
included: King Oliver, Duke Ellington, Count Baste, and Louis Armstrong. 
9396. 1938, August 13. Lucky Millinder Going South Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Luc~" Millinder, 
who left Harlem a few weeks ago to dish out the "Swing" at the beautiful Chez Maurice, an exchisive 
Night Club in Dallas, will swing eastward this week, but must stop in tlfis section of Mianfi, Florida to 
answer the call of the many fans who have been crying for his return since last March. 
9397. 1938, August 13. Maxine Wows ’Era on L.A. ’s Central Avenue. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Maxinc Sullivan in her first: appearance on "Central Avenue," the heart of the colored film colony last 
Sunday evening, won the hearts of the patrons at the Club Alabam. Jeni LeGon, the daring darling of the 
films, carved her way into the hearts of Hollywood’s Harlem. Bill Robinson, the master showman, put on a 
guest: show for the Club Alabam. 
9398. 1938, August: 13. Sit Dow Strike atMGM Ends. Earl J. Morris. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p20. Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer, the controversial studio which figured prominently in the recent sit-down strike of 75 
sepia extras during the production of "Too Hot To Handle," adjusted matters and procured proof that since 
the strike they have paid 35 extras $11 a day and the balance of 250 extras were given $8.25 a day. Some as 
late as Friday received $35 a day. 
9399. 1938, August: 13. Song Writers Organize to Protect Composers. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In the 
initial move to give some sort: of protection to Negro composers, a representative group of the profession, 
met last Sunday here and formed an organization to directly afford protection to those whose pens have in 
the past or will in the future document the moods of a people in song. At the first meeting on Sunday, the 
following composers were present which includes Eubie Blake along with others. 
9400.1938, August 13. Tells How Louis-Schmeling 2nd Fight Picture Was Faked!. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p5. Dan Parker, famons New York Sports editor, reveals how the Louis-Schmeling fight films were faked, 
which brought an official protest from co-manager, John Roxborough. "Clips were taken from the films of 
the first Schineling-Louis fight, showing Max inflicting severe punislwnent on Joe. The devastating punches 
Joe landed on Max in the second bout, were deleted with one snip of the scissors." 
9401.1938, August 18. Case Against Ralph Cooper Is Dismissed. California Eagle. p 1. Ralph Cooper 
wired his studio to inform them that the case brought against him by his blind wife for non-support of the 
couple’s ten year old daughter has been dismissed because of a lack of evidence and other matters. Page 1- 
A. 
9402. 1938, August 18. Clarence ~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: "Stimulate Business" is the war cry of the entire motion picture business by 
advertising to the extent of one million dollars in the newspapers of the country. The campaign is called 
the "Motion Pictures Greatest year." Page 1-A. 
9403. 1938, August 18. Eddie Anderson Gets Small Role in Film. California Eagle. pT. Eddie Anderson 
has a small part in the Paramount picture "Thanks For The Memory." Page 7-A. 
9404. 1938, August 18. Hollywood Jews Use Southern Prejudice as Smoke Screen, Say. Ear Dancer. 
Cal~ornia Eagle. p7. For the last ten years, the executives of the motion picture industry, who are for the 
most part Jews, have hidden their real motives belfind a smoke screen of southern prejudice whenever the 
suggestion is made that the Negroes received better roles in films and by better we mean roles other than 
"Uncle Toms and Topsys." Page 7-A. 



9405. 1938, August 18. Sings for Teachers. California Eagle. p7. Etta Moten gave eight concerts in North 
Carolina under the auspices of the North Carolina State Department of Education. Moten sang for a number 
of schools in North Carolina including: Shaw University, North Carolina College, Elizabeth City 
University, Fayetteville State University, Johnson C. Smith Univeristy, Livingstone College, A & T 
College, Winston-Salem Teachers College. Page 7-A. 
9406. 1938, August 18. Tivoli Theater to Be Renamed "The BillRobinson." California Eagle. p3. Los 
Angeles is the second city to name a theater after Bill Robinson, the first being his home town, Richinond, 
Virginia. The management received a letter of acceptance from him, allowing them to name their theater 
after him. Page 3-A. 
9407. 1938, August 20. Armstrong Signs Contract with Warners. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis 
Armstrong, world’s greatest trumpet player, who was given the title of the "Prince of Swing," in a recent 
issue of Life Magazine, is in Hollywood today, possessor of a movie contract from Warner Brothers, to 
take an important part in that company’s coming production, "The Hottentot." 
9408. 1938, August 20. Chick and Ella Set Attendance Record at the Paramount. Isadora Snfith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. If this reviewer records here that the Chick Webb-Ella Fitzgerald unit caught on 
stage at the Paramount theater on Broadway was the best ever seen within that theater, cries of prejudice 
would ring to the high heavens .... From the begim~ing to the end the cast chosen for this presentation was 
a show stopping one, each member received three to four encores. 
9409. 1938, August 20. Don Albert Band Members Beaten in Georgia: Instruments Are Broken Up 
During Dance Hall Brawl. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Don Albert, famous orchestra leader and member of 
his band suffered a beating; the lost of several hundred dollars in band instruments, and were forced to pay 
a fine of $115 after being lodged in jail here following a "free for all" fight which broke out last Tuesday 
night in the school auditoriurn in Thomasville, G.A., where the dance was being held. 
9410. 1938, August 20. Earl Morris Becomes a MovieExtra "For aDay." Earl J. Morris. Pittsbut2gh 
Courier. p21. I am now a fullfledged actor. I went and gave Clark Gable a hand in his picture, "Too Hot To 
Handle." This is the controversial film which prompted 75 Negro actors to stage a sit down strike on the 
MGM lot. With the view toward bringing to the readers of the Courier authentic infurmation from the 
inside .... We arc appreciative of the employment of our group in this film, "Too Hot To Handle," also for 
the $35,000 that was given to Negroes. But these pictures are not made often enough to keep Negro actors 
in good meals throughout the year. 
9411. 1938, August 20. Turpin’s $113,000 Fortune Was ~!!ade from Negro ~!!ovie Houses. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The $113,000 estate of Charles H. Turpin of St. Louis which had been accumulated from a 
chain of colored motion picture houses was finally settled by Circuit Judge Eugene Sartorious. After setting 
aside a trust fund which was established in 1932, the estate was awarded to C. Udell Turpin, a son from 
Chicago. 
9412. 1938, August 25. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Our Surmner holidays are rum~ing short. We are now close to Labor Day and 
that seems to be the signal for work and back to school days for the yotrag folks. Page 1-A. 
9413. 1938, August 25. "Gone with the Wind" Ready for P~oduction; Selznick to Give Picture Thorough 
Treatment. California Eagle. p2. After ma~\v months of work at Selzulck International, the screen play, 
research, set plans, costumes and even a shooting schedule have been completed for "Gone with The 
Wind." Casting of the picture was and is the greatest problem of all. Selzuick purchased "Gone with the 
Wind" in galley proof form, before its publication, for the sum of $50,000. Page 2-B. 
9414. 1938, August 25. Theresa Harris. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Theresa Harris, lovely young artist who 
scored a tremendous hit in Louise Rainer’s ill-fated, "Toy Wife," steps into one of the most important sepia 
spots in the long-delayed "Gone With The Wind." Harris appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
9415. 1938, August 27. Actors Guild P~oves Perfect Host on First Moonlight Sail. Pittsburj~h Courier. 
p21. Founded on the long-established tradition of the theater, the Negro Actors Guild of America 
demonstrated last Monday night that it is rapidly establishing a tradition of its own--that of being the 
perfect host. The occasion was the much-heralded mooulight cruise on S.S. State of Delaware, when more 
than two thousand pleasure seeking guests marched aboard anticipating an unusually gay program of 
festivities. 
9416. 1938, August 27. American Whites, Negores Being Shoved Into Background in Movies by Jewish 
Film Owners. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. An American Tragedy is happening here. The 
gradual elimination of the Negro in motion pictures by the major studios is not a Negro problem. It is 
definitely an American problem. So much so, since the same thing is happening to white American actors 



and actresses. We used to see the Hattie McDniels, Louise Beavers, Jeni LeGon’s Theresa Harris’ and 
Clarence Muses quite often in pictures. With the exception of an occasional Negro in a small bit, the large 
portion of Black American actors and actresses are confined to extra work. 
9417.1938, August 27. Armstrong Heades for Coast, to Rest 3 Months: Hailed by Press as Great 
Champion. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Slightly tattered and a bit torn from his 15 round slugging match with 
plucky Lou Ambers at Madison Square Garden last Wednesday night, three crown champion, He~wy 
Armstrong, planned to leave eaxly this week for Los Angeles, California, where he will rest for at least 
three months before fighting again. 
9418. 1938, August 27. Basie Held Over at Famous Door. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic of the 
fasciuating swing r~Tthm and his orchestra, listed among the best in the country by "Life Magazine," has 
met with a great success at the Famous Door on West 52rid Street and will be held over for an additional 
two months. 
9419. 1938, August 27. CRA Plans to Invade Coloed Band Field: WouM Tie in with Joe Glaser; Louie 
Main Attraction. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. With more than a passing interest already being 
shown in the coming colored theatrical season, which of course, covers all phases of entertaimnent, many 
well-known and long established offices which barter in human talent, are sidetracking other forms of 
bookings to set up for the growing demand for an entire colored depamnent. In ma~ such offices, such a 
thing is a precedent, as heretofore, colored talent was only bought and booked when asked for. 
9420. 1938, August 27. Erskine Hawkins Paying Novel Bet to Ben Bernie. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Erskine Hawkins, the youthful dispenser of torrid tunes, paid his debt in full to Bem~ Bernie Thursday 
morning last week when he took his trumpet to 34th Street afront Macy’s window and played the tunes that 
make jitterbugs jump nitely at the Savoy Ballroom. 
9421. 1938, August 27. Fats Waller Success in Scotland. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The land of the kilts 
which has laid down its bagpipes in favor of a swing pianist, has received Fats Waller with open arms. To 
his extreme surprise, after his first show in the stage of the Glasgow Empire, the audience arose and still 
imbued with the enthusiasm of swing, demanded that Waller make a speech. All in all, Fats said that it was 
the greatest reception he ever received here or in his own countu. 
9422. 1938, August 27. Floyd Ray Scores in the "Angel Cir.." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Floyd Ray, his royal tfighness, prince of swing from the land of Swingaroo emerged victorious in a swing 
battle with the old maestro, Les Hite, by public acclamation Thursday as 2,000 jitterbugs jammed in the 
inadeql~ate Elks Hall in Los Angeles. 
9423. 1938, August 27. Grandtown--Don’t Kiek a Guy When He Is Down. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. The Ralph Cooper, film star mess has been neglected by this column. This reporter, along 
with others, has been bombarded with calls and verbal lashings, because we failed to cmnn~ent on Ralph 
Cooper and the alleged summons to court by his blind wife, Je~mie Salmon .... It is difficult for me to 
believe that Cooper who is an intelligent man and executive of a fihn concern, held up as an idol to his 
people on the screen~ would knowingly trod upon a defenseless blind woman~ who is his wife. 
9424. 1938, August 27. "Hank" Armstrong Gives Lie to White Supremacy Myth. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
The conservative New York Herald Tribune, in an editorial published Aug. 19, poses the question: "What 
has become of that quaint old theory known as Nordic supremacy," and then proceeds to answer it in terms 
of the amazing fistic record of three world-title champion, Henry Armstrong. The editorial continued, "Be 
that as it may, not even his critics can laugh offthe fact that he holds three titles, something that no other 
man, black or white, ever did in the history of boxing." 
942S. 1938, August 27. Muse, Robinson Advisors to Flicker "Gone with the Wind." Pittsburgh Courier. 
p12. At last "Gone with the Wind," the most postponed StOly and the most discussed story in the history of 
the motion picture industry will soon go before the camera The story was purchased from Myron Selznick 
by Warner Brothers and will star Bette Davis and Errol Flynn. Bill Robinson and Clarence Muse will sel~’e 
as dance advisor and dialecticians for the production. 
9426. 1938, August 27. They Were Broadway Senders Last Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Chick Webb, 
Ella Fitzgerald and the orchestra made the Broadway Paramount Theater their swinging grounds last week 
and with a show stopping array of colored talent as a background they sent Broadway in a record-breaking 
fashion. Ella, with a right to be happy is caught on stage before the mike giving her fine swing voice over 
to "A Tisket, A Tasket" the number which she composed and which was rated on the Luky Strike Hit 
Parade radio commercial as the number one popular tune of the nation. 
9427. 1938, September 1. CTaim Edna Heard as VersaKle as Any Composer Can Be. California Eagle. 
p2. One oft:he most important figures in the Los Angeles Federal Theaters Project is Edna Heard, FTP’s 



only lady composer, who services the West Coast string of drama and music projects with original 
compositions and musical arrangements. Page 2-B. 
9428. 1938, September 1. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Ea,~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: We are developing fine actresses and actors in our group by the dozens these 
days and I am wondering where they are going from here. Page 1-A. 
9429. 1938, September 1. Col-Yum. California Eagle. p2. Rave notices given the Capra-Riskin "You Can’t 
Take It With You" herald happy days for comedian Eddie Anderson. Was Million Dollar embarrassed 
when their alleged new contractee, Nina Mac McKim~ey did not arrive Sunday morning? What with 
cameras ’n everything, she was to be greeted in the true Hollywood fashion. A slip-up in calculating the 
time accounted for the mistake. Page 2-B. 
9430. 1938, September 1. Nina Mae MeKinney Fails to Arrive; Large Crowd on Hand. CaliJbrnia Eagle. 
p2. Through some misunderstanding, a large crowd of friends and well-wishers, waited in vain for the 
arrival of Nina Mac McKim~ey, famous movie star last Sunday at the S.P. Station. They had acted upon a 
wire from New York offices of Million Dollar Productions declaring that she would arrive to start a new 
picture, "Gang Snrashers," for the company with an all-colored cast. Page 2-B. 
9431. 1938, September 3. Brownskin ~Iodels in Atlantic City Week of September 6. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Irvin C. Miller’s "Brownskin Models," now playing the Algonia Theater, Sault St. Marie, Ontario, 
their last stand of a very successful Canadian run, will leave for Allentown, Pa., where they open 
September 5, Labor Day, for a one-night stand. The "Model’s" then move into the Globe Theater here for a 
week’s engagement starting September 6. 
9432. 1938, September 3. Chick Webb toAtlanta. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Chick Webb and Ella 
Fitzgerald, rated top in the musical world by Atlantans, will play here at the city auditoriurn Sunday, 
midnight, September 4. A crowd of 8,000 or more is expected to attend this stellar attraction. 
9433. 1938, September 3. Cooper Will Take Unit on Tour, May Go Into Deal with Glaser. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Just before departing for the coast and another picture with Nina Mac McKi~mey as the 
leading lads’, Ralph Cooper, in conference with several theatrical agencies, decided that when he returns 
here early next month, he in conj~mction with the one making him the best offer, will head an all-star 
colored revue and tour the entire country. 
9434. 1938, September 3. Eastern Theater ~reuit Set for New Season. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. After a summer of quiet hibernation, the colored theatrical world is at present preparing to come to life 
in a greater :form than at any time since the old days before ’29 .... With the opening of the Strand Theater 
on Broadway as a vaudeville variety and picture house, colored theatricals will receive anofl~er occasional 
outlet for its bigger acts and bands. 
9435.1938, September 3. Jimmie and the Duke Break Dance Record in Baltimore. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke Ellington, the king of all that’s musical and Jimmie Lunceford, whom some 
claim should have his throne, came here last week and captured every jittering," ickie" alligator or what 
have you in this town .... Since hearing Lunceford for the first time at the old Lafayette theater in New 
York several seasons ago, we have never heard him to better advantage as he is like rare wine in that he 
gets better with age .... As a musician, Duke Ellington is a genius and seemingly that quality has been 
instilled into the playing of his orchestra and once hearing him, there can be no doubt that he is the king of 
everything musical. 
9436. 1938, September 3. London’s Broadway Loses Paul Robeson; He Elects to Star in Workers’ 
Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul Robeson, internationally famous baritone, has literally turned his 
back on the wealthy patrons of the West End stage and screen colony. He has refused ma~ lucrative 
contracts and is appearing weekly at the Unity Theater in plays built around a struggling working class, 
wl~ich~ he says, gives him the necessary scope to portray some of the virtues of the Negro race. 
9437. 1938, September 3. Movie Stars Help Louie, ~Iuse in Show. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Clarence Muse and Louis Armstrong certainly put on big time shows at the Club Alabam last Sunday and 
Thursday evening. The Club Alabam lras been opened for the past few weeks by the Ben Bowie Post of the 
American Legion to raise an entertaining fund for visiting Legionaires at the convention to be held here in 
Hollywood. 
9438. 1938, September 3. Nov York’s Kit Kat Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jimmie Lunceford goes 
"high hat." Even ffthis news is a bit startling, it’s nevertheless true, according to a release from the 
Lunceford Artists Inc., office. However, the news does not apply to the genial, modest maestro himself, but 
to his future clientele at the Kit Kat Club here in New York. 



9439. 1938, September 3. Nicholas Brothers Stop Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The sensatioual 
Nicholas Brothers--Fayard and Harold--came here over the weekend for a return engagement at the 
exclusive Five Hundred Club to headline an all-white revue and in doing so, captured the town’s title, "It’s 
Favorite Entertainers." 
9440. 1938, September 3. Owens Finds Dixie Hospitality No So Hot; Track Star Booed, Jeered in 
Richmond, Va. William Forsythe, Jr. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Jesse Owens, the former Ohio State tack 
star who startled the world with his brilliant performances both on the track and field teams of the United 
States in the 1936 Olympics almost walked out on his audience of 5,000 spectators, white and colored here 
during an exhibition. The colored track luminary who was appearing as a featured added attraction before 
the Richinond Colts-Charlotte Hornets baseball game, of the Piedmont league held at Tate Field, Mayo 
Island was the center of abusive language and derisive remarks from the white hecklers. 
9441. 1938, September 3. Peters Sisters Are the Rage of London. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Peters 
Sisters, who became famous in America as screen entertainers in several big feature films, are here 
currently in London duplicating the success they enjoyed in Hollywood and on Broadway at the Cotton 
Club with Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra. 
9442. 1938, September 3. Robeson Stirs Audience with His Pleas.[br "My Flesh and Blood" in W. 
Indies. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Impassioned speeches by various speakers, including Patti Robeson, and a 
program of spirituals by the latter, were features of a recent indiguation meeting held here to protest against 
British imperialism in the British West Indies. 
9443. 1938, September 3. Toots Scores at Savoy in Chicago. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Following in the 
footsteps of Chick Webb and Ella Fitzgerald’s battle of swing with Horace Henderson, and preceding the 
battle between the two Henderson boys, Hartley Toots and his gang proved to a huge crowd of "Swing 
Jitterbugs," just why they arc acclaimed as Dixie’s Swing Kings. 
9444. 1938, September 8.30,000 Have Seen "Run, Little Chillun." Ca/~ibrnia bSagle, p2. There seems to 
be no decline in the growing popularity of "Run, Little Ctfillun," held over at the Mayan Theater by popular 
demand; it is still drawing capacity audiences. Ruby Elzy., one of the stellar players in the cast of 150 was 
featured soloist on the Showcase hour of KNX on Friday. Page 2-B. 
9445. 1938, September 8. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. Clarence Muse slates in 
his column that in nearly every issue of the daily papers, we find remarks of praise [’or the show, "Run, 
Little Ctfilhm." ... Critics, fans and the entire populace, many of whom have seen "Run. Little Chilltu~" 
[bur and five times, acclaim this as the magic attraction of Los Angeles theatrical history. Page 1 -A. 
9446. 1938, September 8. European Comments. Cal~ibrnia biagle, p2. Adelaide Hall, who seems to be 
endowed with perpetual freslmess ofyoutl~ is now in London under the carefifl guidance of her husband, 
Bert Hicks, who acts as her manager. Page 2-B. 
9447. 1938, September 8. Floyd Ray, George Brown to Battle at Shrine Thursday. California Eagle. p2. 
The Battle of Orchestras scheduled between that famous Swing Orchestra of Floyd Ray and his eighteen 
members and his Ebo~ Collegians most of whom are Pasadena products promises to be one of the greatest 
and most colofftfl dance events in the history of L.A. Page 2-B. 
9448. 1938, September 8. Footlight Flickers. California Eagle. p2. Paul Robeson, one of the world’s 
outstanding actors, has been recently starred in two motion pictures. One of Robeson’s pictures is "Dark 
Sands’--a film where he plays the role of a sergeant in the American army who has been falsely accused of 
murder. (Film released as "Jericho") Page 2-B. 
9449. 1938, September 8. Nine Mae McKinnO" Here for All-~blored Cast Film. California Eagle. p2. The 
old adage that "the tl~ird time the charm" worked out for the friends, reporters, cameramen, and Million 
Dollar Studio officials who welcomed Nina Mac McKim~ey, famous movie star "after two previous 
attempts. A large crowd awaited her on the Sunday morning previous to her arrival and she was again 
awaited for on Thursday but when they cheerfully tried again at 8:30a.m. Saturday, they were rewarded by 
seeing her pretty smiling face framed in the door way of the U.P. train from Chicago. Page 2-B. 
9450. 1938, September 8. On Church Broadcast. California Eagle. p2. Jesse Lee Brooks, star of the 
Federal Theater production of "Macbeth" and current play, "Run Little Chillun," is among the prominent 
stage artists cooperating in the "Big Bradcast of 1938" sponsored by the Collins Utility Club of the First 
A.M.E. Church. Brooks appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
9451. 1938, September 10. Armstrong Starts on Tour This Month. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louie 
Armstrong, king of all the trumpet players, who is working here on a picture which will star Dick Powell, 
finishes at the Paramount Studio the latter part of this montk and will immediately rejoin his band, 
according to an announcement just released. 



9452. 1938, September 10. "Bojangles" Enroute to Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Bill Robinson, 
Mayor of Harlem and its leading screen star, made a hurried return here Wednesday of last week and 
departed Friday of the same week for a return trip to Hollywood and to work on the movie lot of 20th 
Centu~r Fox. 
9453. 1938, September 10. Columbus Theater Case to Be Appealed. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The local 
branch of the NAACP decided last week that it would appeal the case of Alva Caliman and Haru~ Woods 
against the RKO Palace Theater here in Columbns, Ohio. More than a month ago, Caliman and Wood were 
arrested following an attempt to purchase tickets at the RKO theater which caters to whites as do all of the 
downtown moving picture houses in this city. 
9454. 1938, September 10. Divorced Wife Seeks Share of Turpin Estate: Former Louise Dawson Is Busy. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p3. Senator Mike Kmmey, trustee of the estate of the late Charles Turpin, who died 
leaving an estate estinrated in excess of $100,000 was served last week with a copy of the claim of Louise 
Dawson Turpin for a widow’s share of the estate. Married to Turpin in 1927 and now a resident of New 
York City, it is understood that her contention is that the divorce secured by Turpin the following year was 
fraudulent. 
9455. 1938, September 10. Don Albert Big Hit Nap Toner. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The billing of Don 
Albert and husband of Dixiland Swingers was no fake affair here in Indianapolis. The band of 16 pieces has 
held forth at the Sunset Terrace for a week and their two-week engagement comes to an end this Sunday 
night. 
9456. 1938, September 10. Erskine Hawkins a "Jitterbug" Sender at the Apollo Theater. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Exiting the Famous Savoy Ballroom for a short Southern tour, Erskine Hawkins 
and his youthful men of swing, slopped off at the Apollo Theater here to inaugurate that spot’s fall 
theatrical season in a grand swingly slyle. Backgrounded by the perfect vaudeville bill, Ha~vkins and his 
men of rhythm did right by themselves and the audience of jitterbugs who follow the country’s crop of 
swing cats. 
9457. 1938, September 10. Hollkwood Has Never Offered Screen Role to Marian Anderson. Earl J. 
Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. "At the prcsent, Negro film studios couldn’t employ Marian Anderson, 
Ethcl Waters, and artists of that t-ype, but they could if the Negro movie public spent $15,000, 000 a year 
with colorcd motion picturc sludios." 
9458.1938, September 10. Lunceford Band Has Solid Booking Until March of Next Year. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Up to March 1939, the activities of Jimmie Lunceford and his famous band will include: a 
week at the Apollo theater begimfing September 9; New York appearances Sept. 16, 17 and 18; a month’s 
engagement at the Southland Card in Boston~ etc. 
9459. 1938, September 10. Peters Sisters at Roxy Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The three Peters 
Sisters, who became national theatrical figures after the showing of the Eddie Cantor flicker, "All Baba 
Goes to Town," have been signed for a three week engagement at the Roxy Theater in New York. 
9460. 1938, September 10. World’s Fair Theme Song to Be Recorded by Duke Ellington. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Duke Ellington, the master of things musically, became the first aggregation in this city." to be 
authorized to record, "The Dawn of a New Day," the theme song of the New York World’s Fair, composed 
by Ira and George Gershwin. 
9461. 1938, September 15. Bill Robinson Theater to Greet Public. California Eagle. p2. Next Tuesday 
night the old Tivoli theater will be formally dedicated the new "Bill Robinson Theater" in tribute to the 
world’s greatest tap dancer, "Bojangles." ... "The Duke is Tops," starring Ralph Cooper, will be the screen 
feature. The stage show will present outstanding stars of stage and screen. Page 2-B. 
9462. 1938, September 15. ~larenceMuse a Talkin’to You. Calijbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an axticle by Clarence Muse: Amusement has a mad week. Legiomraires take the ci~ by storm but they put 
a human earthquake on Central Avenue .... The old Tivoli theater establishes the Bill Robinson Theater. 
Page 1-A. 
9463. 1938, September 15. ~larenceMuse a Talkin’to You. Calijbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an axticle by Clarence Muse: The colored artists of the Screen Actors Guild, who won first prize in the 
Labor Day Parade and that is what they went to do. Page 1-A. 
9464. 1938, September 15. Now I’m the Law!. California Eagle,. pl. Mayor Frauk L. Shaw pins an 
emerald-encrusted honorary police captain’s badge on the coat of Bill Robinson as the world’s greatest tap 
dancer smiles his approval. Robinson and Shaw appear in the above photo. Page 1-A. 
9465. 1938, September 15. Rumors Strude, U6ZA End, Coach Spaulding on "Outs." CaliJbrnia Eagle,. 
p3. The Iowa-UCLA game, will rcveal the true status of affairs belween Woodrow Wilson Strode, husky 



Bruin gridder and Bill Spaulding, coach at the school. There have been rumors of a break between the 
athlete and the coach. Page 3-B. 
9466. 1938, September 17. Bill Robinson Dropped by 20th Century Fox: 2Vo Reason Is Given for Sudden 
Action by Film Company. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Bill Robinson, the lfighly paid and best known colored 
star on the contract list with 20th Century Fox Film Compaw was this week dropped from the list along 
with 10 white stars .... At this writing, Robinson who just returned here from a short personal appearance 
tour is hard at work in "Hard to Get," which like most of his picture work since coming here, will not star 
the Shirley Temple lassie. His last film work with the child star was "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." No 
reason was given by the film company w~~ his contract was not renewed. 
9467. 1938, September 17. Dixie Fans Welcome Toots and Gang Home. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hartley 
Toots and his famous swing orchestra, closed its 3 day engagement here tonight at the exclusive Colonial 
Club and began their trek southward playing one-nighters directly into Miami. The band can boast of the 
most successfid tour than any band on tour this season which includes those from the East and West. 
9468. 1938, September 17. Duke Ellington Refuses to Pass NY Picket Line. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Duke 
Ellington, famous band maestro, last week, refused to pass a picket line in front of the Town’s Hat Store at 
49th W. 125th street. He said it was his standing policy never to do so. The store was being picketed by 
members of the Harlem Labor Union. 
9469. 1938, September 17. Eddie South Now Under Joe Glaser’s Banner. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Last 
week, that boy, Eddie South and the man who gave him his first chance--Joe Glaser--met once again in 
Chicago by request of the former and when Glaser returned to New York by plane, he carried in his brief 
case a signed contract which made him South’s personal manger. 
9470. 1938, September 17. Jimmie to Go on Airways Twice a Week from Boston. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Ralcd by cotmtless thousands as the real King of Swing, Jimmie Lunceford and his Harlem Express 
orchestra will thrill the swing world when he broadcasts from the South Land Card, Boston, Mass. 
Lunceford is featured on the School of Jazznocracy program trader the direction of Harold F. Oxley. 
9471. 1938, September 17. Million Dollar Productions to Make Two Pictures at Once. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Due to create as much interest with the theatergoing public as when a year ago Million Dollar 
Productions produced its first all-colored class "A" picture, comes the news that Ralph Cooper, its 
originator is about make news tfistory. After a conference with Harry. Popkin, executive producer of Million 
Dollar Productions, it was decided to put to new units to work at once and at the same time. Each of these 
tufits will be making its separate picture with a separate, full complete staff of directors, cameramen, prop 
men, electricians. Nina Mae McKinney will be star of "Gang Smashers" and Ralph Cooper will direct 
second picture. 
9472.1938, September 17. "Models"---Sunset Royals Doing Big Business in A.C. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. An enthusiastic crowd of "first nighters" turned out at the Glove Theater last week to see and hear the 
latest edition of Irvin C. Miller’s "Brownskin Models" and the Sunset Royal Entertainers orchestra. The 
steady downpour of rain failed to dampen the spirit of the large crowd and the various acts were given big 
hands. 
9473. 1938, September 17. Nicholas Brothers, Cab Calloway Set for Cotton Club Opening. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. The Nicholas Brothers and Cab Calloway, who have weathered ma~ a nitery show in past 
seasons, have been signed to co -star the scheduled showing of the Cotton Club Parade, which has been 
billed to make its bow on Broadway September 28th. 
9474. 1938, September 22. Canada Lee Plans Career in Films. California Eagle. p2. Canada Lee, who 
recently took over the role of General C1Nstophe in "Haiti," is contemplating an operation to remove a 
growth on both ears. Canada is seriously contemplating a movie career. (Sect. B). 
9475. 1938, September 22. Daddy of the Blues’ Says Swing Music on Way Out. CaliJbrnia Eagle.. p2. 
Swing is definitely on the way out and the jitterbugs may as well recognize that the craze is no more stable 
than styles, at least that is the opinion of W.C. Handy. Page 2-B. 
9476. 1938, September 22. Louise Beavers Signedj[br Film. Cal~rma Eagle. p2. Louise Beavers, who as 
the colored "mammy" in "Imitation of Life" and "Rainbow on the River" was responsible for more tears 
shed than aw other Hollywood film player, has been signed for the part of "Cassey" in "Peck’s Bad Boy 
with the Circus." Page 2-B. 
9477. 1938, September 22. Ar. Y. Critics Laud Capra Production. CaliJbrnia Eagle.. p2. Known as a 
consistent producer and director of a long succession of motion picture hits, Frauk Capra was definitely 
assured of another triumph when the press and public acclaimed the world presentation of "You Can’t Take 



It With You." The critics also intimate that the picture is the year’s outstanding contender for the Academy 
Award. Page 2-B. 
9478. 1938, September 22. Shoot Western at Million Dollar. California Eagle. p2. "Happy Valley" is the 
working name of the new western which is under production at Million Dollar studio, directed by Ralph 
Cooper. Others to appear in this production include Mantan Moreland and Herb Jeffries. Page 2-B. 
9479. 1938, September 22. Stars and Movie Fans Turn Out for Dedication of Bill Robinson Theater. 
California Eagle. p2. With lights, stars, and general world premiere equipment, the theatrical institntion is 
tmdergoing a sensational titular shift from "Tivoli" to "Bill Robinsoff’ put on a show that will be 
remembered. All the glamour, crowds, confusion and grazed chins typical of a Hollywood opening were 
present at the Tivoli--oops Bill Robinson Theater. With Nina Mac McKim~ey and a score of smash 
theatrical personalities in attendance such as Louise Beavers and Ralph Cooper, the night was termed a 
"tremendous success." Page 2-B. 
9480. 1938, September 24. Duke Ellington Is Rated a 2~Iusieal Genius. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Fronted by a gala all-colored unit, Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra, playing on stage of the 
Loew’s State Theater, Broadway and 44th Street, are adding much to the great gay way the current week. 
... "If we were asked to name the ten best American composers living or dead, we would put Duke 
Ellington on the list, not because of intricacies of his compositions, but because he has expressed the soul 
of his people better than any other nran."--Greensboro (N.C.) news. 
9481.1938, September 24. Erskine Hawkins to Start Southern Tour Next Month. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Erskine Hawkins and his youthful swing aggregation returned here the week after a short tour of 
vicinity theater and resumed swing sessions at the Savoy in New York City. Hawkins and his band who 
will soon start a waxing session for Victor recording company, will exit the Savoy next month. 
9482. 1938, September 24. Ethel Waters Named in Suit. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Ethel Waters and Eddie 
Mallory, Mr. and Mrs. Both, named in recent suit filed by Florence Hill, Chicago dancer, who claims that 
Mallory’s divorce rumor is bogus and is asking for valid papers and a settlement of $5,000 and $100 a 
week. Hill sets out that Mallory is keeping Waters in an unbelievably luxurious 10 room apartment in 
Harlem and has given her three cars, a country home, and all the trimmings. Waters and Mallory appear in 
the above photo. 
9483.1938, September 24. Fats Waller "Short Waves" to America. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Enthusiasts 
of the short wave sets here were greeted by the cheerful pianoing and patter which arc synonymous with 
the name Fats Waller, last week. Teamed with Adelaide Hall, Waller was on for a special 15 minute relay 
brought to America via NBC. He leaves Great Britain to do a few piano waxings for the same studios. 
9484. 1938, September 24. Louis Served with Summons in $250,000 Slander Suit. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. 
While heavyweighi cha~npion Joe Louis was being treated in Providem Hospital Monday night for an 
inju~T to his right foot, he was served with a summons in com~ection with the $250,000 suit filed against 
him, along with Julian Black and Jolm Roxborough, co-manager. 
9485. 1938, September 24. Nina Mac McKinn~ Retains Her Allure, Says Earl Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Nina Mac McKinney, whom many of her severe critics said was through, is not through by a 
long shot. She started her first day on the Million Dollar lot Tuesday to have the starring role in "Gang 
Smashers," which will be directed by Leo G. Popkins, associate producer of Million Dollar Studios. In 
addition to this, the glamorous lady is being sought by Paramount studios and MGM. 
9486. 1938, September 24. Publishing Company Signs Count Basie for Three Years to Publish All Tunes 
Composed by Swing Maestro and His Cre~v. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic whose nitely jam 
session at the Famous Door here on West 52nd Street, the home of swing, has over-nite put him into the 
circle of the biggest swing aggregations in the countlT, added another honor to this scroll last week when 
he was signed to a three year contract by the Bregman, Vocco and Corm publishing company. 
9487. 1938, September 24. ShouM Negroes Ban White Motion Pictures? Hollywood Takes All, Gives 
Nothing, Earl Morris Claims. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hollywood has taken millions and 
millions of dollars of Negro Money! Black dollars have helped to fashion the palaces in which the movie 
queens, the movie ldngs, and the czars who produce the films reside! But Hollywood ignores the Negro ... 
tells the world he is only a clown, a buffoon, a trespasser in the world of make-believe. Hollywood tells the 
world that the Negro is lazy, a dolt!. 
9488.1938, September 24. Tiny Bradshaw Will Play at Charleston Armory on Saturday. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Dance patrons and music lovers of Charleston and Southern West Virginia, have wanted to 
things for a long time 1) Ti~ Bradshaw and his world famous orchestra and 2) a "Lindy Hop" dance 



contest. Through Universal Promoters, both wants are going to be ftflfilled at the same time at the 
Charleston Armory on Saturday, September 24. 
9489. 1938, September 24. Willie Bryant Quits His Band, Will Go for Himself Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Willie Bryant, the titled "Clown Prince" of Joy, announced this week that he was giving up lfis post as an 
orchestra leader and returning to the master of ceremonies art, his first love. The rumor which started in 
Billy Rowe’s Notebook several ~nonths ago and was later denied by Bryant and Joe Glaser his manager, 
will become a shocking fact of news to several bookers throughout the country. 
9490. 1938, September 29. Capra Film to Screen in b:S. Theaters. California Eagle. p2. More than 300 
leading theaters throughout the country will simultaneously inaugurate the national presentation of Frank 
Capra’s latest production for Columbia, "You Can’t Take it With You." Page 2-B. 
9491. 1938, September 29. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: For "public good and welfare" something must be done about the ordinary 
material tlrat’s coming over our loud speakers of the radio. Page 1-A. 
9492. 1938, September 29. Ethel Waters Takes Role in New Play. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Dorothy and 
DuBose Heyward’s book, "Mamba’s Daughter," will be adapted to the stage with Ethel Waters in the role 
of"Hagar." Page 2-B. 
9493. 1938, September 29. Refuse to IndictBojangles. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. Los Angeles Grand Jury 
denied an indictment against Bill Robinson, which was pressed by Paul Moffatt, a football player. After 
Moffatt’s car brushed up against Bill’s, Moffatt told the ju13~ Robinson leaned out and allegedly swore at 
him. In the altercation that followed, Moffat insisted that Robinson pulled out a gun without warning and 
beat him over the head with its handle. (Sect. A). 
9494. 1938, September 29. "Run, Little Chillun" RunsAgain. California Eagle. p2. Federal Theaters 
began another engagement of "Run, Little Chillun" which has thrilled over 48,000 theatergoers at the 
Mayan Theater in its first "ten weeks’ of peffornkances. The entire production is by the Negro Unit of 
Federal Theaters, under jonit sponsorship of Federal Theaters and Music Projects. Clearcnce Muse directed 
the players and Hall Johnson, author of the play, trained the Carlyle Scott Federal Music Project singers. 
Page 2-B. 
9495. 1938, October 1. Bojangles Beats Football Player; Angry Mob Forms but Cops Save Him. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 3. Bill Robinson’s famous temper got him in trouble Tuesday night when he was 
locked up for an hour after allegedly beating a lbotball star of Southern Californai University over the head 
with a revolver during a near collision. The dancer had to be rescued by police from a threatening crowd of 
whites. The "trouble began when Paul Moffat, 21, white, center on the USC team, driving home to a 
fraterni~" house ... attempted to wedge his roadster between Robinson’s new limousine and a truck .... An 
argument developed which soon led from a mere exchange of words to actual combat. 
9496.1938, October 1. (5’hick Webb’s Band Is Forced out of N2,w England by Storm. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Playing in the middle of a would be record-breaking week at the State Theater in 
Hartford, Conn., with his orchestra, Chick Webb, Ella Fitzgerald, and the first backgrounded colored show 
to come this way in a long time, were caught in the very midst of nature’s cyclonic fury. 
9497. 1938, October 1. (5’horine Who Sought Decent Treatment Fired. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Because 
she allegedly chose to demand respect and adhere to the set rules of the fashionable supper club at which 
she was employed, Bennie Williams, pret~ chorus girl, was fired last week by Ed Fox, Malkager of the 
Grand Terrace Card. It is a known fact that the show people are not allowed to mingle with patrons of the 
cafd at any time and Fox’s alleged action has proven to be a jolt to all in in Chicago. Williams reports that a 
policeman barged into the dressing room of the chorines without warning and when reprimanded by her, 
she became the target of verbal abuse. Williams demanded that the officer show respect for the gifts but 
was subsequently fired because of her demand. 
9498. 1938, October 1. Ellington to Feature World-Wide Broadcast from Stage of Apollo. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra will inaugurate a new phase in the entertainment of 
Harlem next Thursday, when they are used as the feature of the first round of the world broadcast from the 
singe of the Apollo Theater. The broadcast will be picked up here by the Columbia Broadcasting System, 
transmitted through Europe by the BBC and over the United States by several clrains, including the 
Canadian Broadcasting Company. 
9499. 1938, October 1. Hearing Jim-Crow Theater Case Delayed. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. The case of 
Mrs. Laura Allmond whose arm was dislocated by the alleged brutal assault of a Royal Theater employee 
when he attempted to force her to sit in the jim-crow theater section was again delayed Wednesday when 



Judge W. Lindley Jeffers of the District Court found it necessary to postpone some of the Court 
proceedings. 
9500. 1938, October 1. Lauds" Work of Cinema (Z4tic. Pittsburgh Courier. p14. In a letter to the editor, 
Lawrence Blas stated: "Sepia cinema, therefore, in fighting for acceptance in the class A field, is fighting as 
well for financial racial support as well as expansion of indnstry. First, we have to depend on white authors 
to write the play. These writers are not acquainted authentically with the good side of Negro activities, 
therefore, they portray the bad side which is an insult to the Race. If Negro authors would concentrate on 
producing the type of story we desire; and the producers would purchase said stories for Negro production 
and consumption we would have something there." 
9501. 1938, October 1. Nat Towles and His Orchestra Trave in "Highway Pullman." Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p21. Nat Towles, who is now completing his fourth season in the Mid-west, is having the biggest success 
ever. One of the new Wilson Body Co., special sleeper buses is now in use by the band. It is the largest 
sleeper bus ever built and utilizes a cab over the motor tractor. Towles’ band recently made their first 
Kansas City appearance. 
9502. 1938, October 1. Principals Sign Up]’or Appearance in Two Forthcoming Western Motion 
Pictures. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. First panel--Mantan Moreland, noted comedian of stage, screen, and 
radio seems to be whispering a message in the ear of his burro, with pretty Margaret Whitten on the 
receiving end. Both are stars in two forthcoming Hollywood Production westerns which will star Herb 
Jeffries. 
9~03. 1938, October 1. War Clouds Worry Peformers Now in Europe: Race Performers Ready to Leave 
at First Call of War. Isadom Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In a letter received by this department, the 
current week from Europe where the war clouds of war get darker and darker, it was disclosed that the 
many colored performers working through many foreign countries arc as much on edge as Europe’s ruling 
powers and are ready to return home at the first call to arms and war. Among those performing abroad 
include: Fats Waller, Adelaide Hall, Coleman Hawkins, Valaida Snow and man5, others. 
9~04. 1938, October 6. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. Clarence Muse reports in 
his column that the Screen Actors Guild has just completed a new eight year pact with the producers. 
Page 1-A. 
9~0~. 1938, October 6. Edna Heard Writes for New FTP Play. Calg/brnia Eagle. p2. Edna R. Heard, ace 
composer for Federal Theaters Prqiect, was assigned to do the musical score for "Volponc," Ben Jonson’s 
bold satire of the Elizabethan Period. The production is scheduled to run at the Mayan Theater November 
4, at the close of"Run, Little Chillun." Page 2-B. 
9~06. 1938, October 6. Hal.[:Century Post Reached by "Chillun." California Eagle. p2. Passing its 50th 
performance mark, "Run, Little Chillun," the sensational Negro folk play which features a cast of 150 
capable actors from the Federal Theater and Music Projects, celebrated with SRO signs in the Mayan 
Theater lobby. Page 2-B. 
9~07. 1938, October 6. Ingram’sAet Steals Show in NewRevue. California Eagle. p2. A group of colored 
actors lead by Rex Ingrain, has been acclaimed by critics as turning in the highlight performances of "Sing 
Out the News," which opened on Broadway. Page 2-B. 
9~08. 1938, October 6. Reviov. John Kinloch. California Eagle. p2. "The Story of Dr. Car~er’’ is a short, 
big feature picture, that dares to deal with the Negro intelligently. This fihn is one of the most significant 
Hollywood has ever produced. In "You Can’t Take It With You," the Sycamore family is the nuttiest and 
sanest family ever to hit the screen. Their antics are screwball straight through. The underlying philosophy 
of it all is deep and yes, beautiful. Eddie Rochester Anderson and Lillian Yarbo appear in this film. Page 2- 
B. 
9~09. 1938, October 6. Washington in Key Position at Fullback; to Call Signals. Cal~rnia Eagle. p3. 
Kenny Washington, UCLA’s All-American potentiality, was a tentative selection yesterday to call siguals 
for the Brains in Saturday’s game with the University of Washington. Page 3-B. 
9~10. 1938, October 8. Ella’s Gonna Find Her Little Yellow Basket. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Ella 
Fitzgerald, whose version of the age-old nursery rhyme, "A Tisket, A Tasket," was for six weeks the 
leading song of the nation, breaking both sheet and recording sale records, will put another number to wax 
the current week as a sequel to tlrat number. The new number is titled, "I’ve Found My Yellow Basket," 
will be waxed by Chick Webb and his orchestra. 
9511. 1938, October 8. Ellington and Crew a Musical Sensation at Apollo Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Duke Ellington, whom "Life Magazine" credited this week as being the leader of America’s most 
finished swing band, is currently the headline attraction at the Apollo Theater here in New York City. With 



a band that’s musically fine in its fullness as a backgrom~d and the superb voices of Ivie Anderson and 
Dolores Brown, Ellington takes all honors from past and present musical presentation at this theater. He is 
truly a master. 
9512. 1938, October 8. Home Town Has Proven "Jinx" for Louis Armstrong. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Louis Armstrong, native of New Orleans and his band, seem to be jir~xed in his native State. Hailed by 
crowds wherever he goes, Armstrong ouly seems able to draw a corporal’s guard in the Pelican state. 
Friday night, in Baton Rouge atop the Odd Fellows Temple, the crowd was very small. 
9513. 1938, October 8. "Kid" Herman Suicide in Angel City. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Will "Kid" 
Herman, veteran actor and early advocate of sepia produced and starred motion pictures, leaped to his death 
from the fourth floor of the Los Angeles hospital here last Saturday. Herman is believed to have been 
despondent over ill health. 
9514. 1938, October 8. Maxine Sullivan Returns to N. Y. Onyx Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Maxine 
Sullivan, the swing voice sensation of the past season, returned here "after several months in Hollywood 
where she was engaged in a picture assigmnent for two major companies. Back in the city, Sullivan 
returned immediately to her former stomping grounds, the Onyx Club, where business lras taken quite a 
slump since she left and Count Basic moved in at the Famous Door next door. 
9515. 1938, October 8. Philly Won’t Have Vaude Shows This Season: Lincoln and Nixon Grand Won’t 
Go in for "Flesh" Shows. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Theatrical sections of this city, Philadelphia, 
which heretofore took on new life around this time of the new season, are as dead now as they were in July 
directly "after the closing of the vaudeville houses for the summer seasons, according to current rumors-- 
they will remain that way throughout the entire year as this city is to remain without a colored vaudeville 
theater the entire year. The Lincoln Theater which was scheduled to change its Yiddish policy and return to 
the presenlation of screen shows along with colored flesh rc~a~es, is reported to have suddenly run into a 
change of heart. 
9~16. 1938, October 8. Six Horace Henderson Men Return to Earl Hines’ Band. Ted Watson. Pittsbut2qh 
Courier. p21. Reports from Musicians’ Local 208 in this city relate the filing of their leave from Horace 
Henderson’s band by six men who were formerly members of the I-line’s Grand Terrace CalE orchestra. 
The reason for their lea~’ing Henderson’s band has been attributed to unemployment with that band. 
9~17. 1938, October 13. All-Colored Show to ()pen at Orpheum. Cal~ibrnia k£agle, p2. "Harlem’s 
Jitierbug Jamboree," one of the greatest all colored shows ever to be presented on the West Coast, opens a 
week’s engagement at the Orpheum Theater. The 4 Hot Shots, wifl~ their inimitable comedy and dancing, 
star in the show. For the musical background of the "Jamboree," Les Hitc and his orchestra will do the 
honors as well as present several of his own musical specialties in the famous Les Hite manner. Page 2-B. 
9518. 1938, October 13. "Bojangles" Robinson Taps on Paramount Stage This Week. California Eagle. 
p2. Dancing Bill Robinson heads the new stage show now at the Paramount theater. Robinson, often 
referred to as the "Bojangles of Harlem," for many years has been recognized as one of the cleverest and 
most capable dancers. (Sect. By. 
9519. 1938, October 13. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: We are all artists is a true statement of fact. If you are a great cook, you are an 
artist. Page 1-A. 
9520. 1938, October 13. Dude Ranch 2 New Films Is Site of California Eagle. p2. For the first time in the 
history of the colored film indnst~, an all colored talking picture is being filmed on a colored location. 
Hollywood productions is photographing "Bronze Buckaroo" and "Harlem on the Range," starring Herbert 
Jeffrey on Murray’s Dude Ranch in Victo~ille, Calffon~ia. Page 2-B. 
9521. 1938, October 13. Joe Louis to Be Guest at Murray’s Ranch. California Eagle. p2. Joe Louis, 
world’s hea~weight champion, will be a guest at the ranch in order to attend the nonprofessional rodeo at 
Victorville. Page 2-B. 
9522. 1938, October 13. Nina Mae McKinney Bu~y in )}Iillion $’s "Gang Smashers." California Eagle. 
p2. Declaring that she was "very happy" to star for the first time in a Class-A all colored cast picture 
depicting moderu Negro life, Nina Mac McKi~mey, avidly plunged into her work in "Gang Smashers" at 
Million Dollar Studio. Page 2-B. 
9523. 1938, October 13. Today. Charles Edwards. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p5. "Negro Radio, Stage and Screen 
stars are your best entertainment." Tlrat’s the sign I would put up all over the country if I were in Will 
Hayes’s place in the motion picture industry~. Page 5-A. 
9524. 1938, October 15. Count and Maxine Attract 52nd St. Stay-Up-Laters. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Nitery habitues along West: 52nd Street, the spot here known as the "Cradle of Swing," have 



a variety of entertainment to choose from. But judging by the attendance records being established at the 
Famous Door ,which houses Count Basic and his men of fascinating swing rl\vthm and the Onyx Club 
which featured Maxine Sullivan of the subtle swing and John Kirby and his aggregation~ these spots are 
drawing good crowds. 
9525. 1938, October 15. Doli Armenra Greatest Woman Cornetist. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The attractive 
Doli Armenra is being featured with Walter Barnes and his popular orchestra. The young lady was signed 
up with the famous band maestro upon her recent trip to this city of New York and plans to play the 
trumpet as a featured artist. 
9526. 1938, October 15. Erskine Hawkins Looking for a Girl. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Don Redman and 
his orchestra replaced Erskine Hawkins and his youthful swingsters at the Savoy Ballroom in Harlem, 
Sunday, to allow Hawkins and his boys to take to the road for a belated country-wide tour. 
9527. 1938, October 15. Louie Armstrong and Duke ~osen by Paul Whiteman for Carnegie Hall 
Concert. Pittsburgh Courier. pl3. Paul Whiteman added Louis Arn~strong to his list of musicians 
scheduled to feature his Carnegie Hall Concert this Christnras nite for the revival of Geroge Gershwin’s 
one act opera, "135 Street." Though Armstrong’s ability is well known to the reputed king of jazz, it is said 
that he became desirous of having him take part in the concert after hearing this recording of "Shadrack." 
... Duke Ellington, who was selected several weeks ago, is the only other colored musician named to take 
part in the affair. 
9528. 1938, October 15. New Hotel Spot to Feature "Hot Notes" of "Hot Lips" Page. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Hot Lips" Page and his orchestra have been set for an extended engagement at 
the Hotel American on West 47th Street off Broadway. The aggregation is scheduled to open its initial run 
at the spot "this Saturday. 
9529. 1938, October 15. They’re Filming Race Movie at a Colored "Dude" Ranch. Pittsbut2qh Courier. 
pl3. For the first time in the history of the colored film industry, an all-colored talking picture is being 
filmed on a colored location. Hollywood Productions is filming "Bronze Buckaroo" and "Harlem on the 
Range," starring Herbert Jeffrey on Murray’s Dude Ranch in Victol~,ille, California. Tiffs is the only 
colored dude rance in America. 
9530. 1938, October 15. Webb to Play Pittsburgh on Theater Tour: To ()pen Stanley Theater Friday. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Heading the :first all-colored show to hit "this city the entire season, this or last:, 
Chick Webb and iris famous orchestra with swing queen, Ella Fitzgerald at the mike, and a small, but good 
show to boot, gave "the town a taste of what it will miss by not having a colored vaudeville theater of its 
own this season .... After his week here, Webb and his crew including "the Chocolateers, Ella, and Big 
Time Crip will move into Pittsburgh where they will annex a week at the Stanley Theater, the class 
vaudeville house of Smoketown. 
9531. 1938, October 20. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: A Clearing House for the best in chauffeurs has come to my notice. My remarks 
last week about the many walks of life struck a high note with this group and information came to me that 
they are really artists in the best sense of the word. Page 1-A. 
9532. 1938, October 20. Floyd Ray in Swing Battle on Para Stage. California Eagle. p2. On the stage, 
Fanchon and Marco present the timely stageshow, "The Battle of Swing." Offering the last work in the 
current craze of swing dances and music, the program features the outstanding sepia orchestra of Floyd 
Ray together with Joe Alexander and Ivy, Vern and Von. (Sect. B). 
9533. 1938, October 20. FloydRay to FollowBojangles. California Eagle. p2. The Paramount, which 
features the ever-popular Bill Robinsol~ comes forth with another smash sepia bill on the schedule for the 
following week, when Floyd Ray will combine with a Jitterbug Contest. (Sect. B). 
9534. 1938, October 20. Million Dollar Studios Meets Nina Mac ~IcKinney. Califbrnia Eagle. pl3. The 
above photo is the daily scene at Million Dollar Studios as Ralph Cooper meets Nina Mac McKinney, star 
of the studio’s newest flicker, "Gang Smashers." Cooper and McKinney appear in the above photo. Page 
13-A. 
9535. 1938, October 20. Photo-"Gang Smashers." California Eagle. p12. A tense moment occurs in 
Million Dollar Production’s new gangster fihn, "Gang Smashers." Appearing in the above photo are: 
Lawrence Criner, Mantan Moreland, Vernon McOalla, Nina Mac McKinney, and Lester Wilkins. Page 12- 
A. 
9536. 1938, October 20. Race Actress Is "Lad)’ of Day" Choice on Coast Radio Hit. California Eagle. p8. 
Ruby Elzy, who is currently featured in the Federal Theater production, "Run, Little Chillun" was chosen 



the "Lady of the Day" on last Monday’s presemation of omstanding women selected for an interview by 
KEHE, Hearst West Coast radio network. Page 8-A. 
9537.1938, October 20. Rosamond Johnson, Todd Duncan Included in Gershwin Memorial. Lou Layne. 
California Eagle. p2. George Gershwin whose musical compositions bear the umnistakable stamp of 
Americanism, was i~ffluenced to a large degree by the Negro idiom .... It is only natural therefore, that in a 
collection of tributes to that great composer whose untimely demise shocked the nation little more than a 
year ago, Negro artists wotfld be mentioned. When tribute was paid to Gershwin in a publication, the names 
of J. Rosamond Johnson and Todd Duncan were noted. Johnson and Duncan were closely allied with 
Gershiwn, principally through the Gershwin-Heywood folk opera "Por~ and Bess." Page 2-B. 
9538. 1938, October 20. "Run, Little ~illun" Heads.[br All-Time Theater Mark. California Eagle. p2. 
Pacing ahead of all other productions in local theaters, "Run, Little Chillun~" the folk drama by Hall 
Johnson, currently showing at the Mayan Theater, seems likely to win an all-time theatrical marathon for 
Los Angeles, as attendance records hover around the 100 thonsandth nrark. Page 2-B. 
9539. 1938, October 20. Woodrow Strode Out of Bruin Lineup for Idaho Tilt. Cal![brnia Eagle. p3. 
UCLA will face the University of Idaho in Los Angeles’ Memorial Coliseum minus the 200-pounds that is 
Woodrow Strode, it was learned. Strode was injured in a scrimmage session. Page 3-B. 
9540. 1938, October 22. Armstrong Romance Ends in Wedding Bells: Houston Place of Surpirse 
Marriage. John Williams. Pittsburgh Cburier. p20. That love will find a way--eventually--was evidenced 
here last Tuesday by the marriage of America’s No. trmnpeter, Louis Armstrong, to his faithfid and 
efficient personal secretary, the winsome Alpha Smith. The wedding took place at the local court house 
yesterday with the Justice of the Peace. 
9541. 1938, October 22. Cab Calloway, Nicholas Brothers Reach Their Peak in the Cotton Club’s Latest 
Broadway Offering~ Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Amid the clamor and glamour that is Broadway, the fifth 
edition of the Cotton Club Parade made its gracefid bow last week and in doing so, "holy rollered" and 
"boogie woogied" its way into the hearts of Manhattan’s cat’4 society .... Surpassing anything that he has 
done in his long and spectacular career, Cab Calloway, showing a versatility that is lacking in any other 
baton master ,is surely the most pleasing personality on the bill of many .... Sharing headline honors with 
Cab, the youthful and show-wise Nicholas Brothers, arc seen at the height of their grand career. 
9542. 1938, October 22. Ellington, Luneeford, Basic "Tops" in Swing. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hugues 
Panassie, the famous French music critic, whose writing on jazz and swing is widely read the world over, 
arrived here Wednesday tbr a short visit. Panassie, asked by a white reporter bow the white bands stacked 
against: colored, said in so many words that there was no comparison. Colored men arc the origina/tors of 
this music you call swing. 
9543. 1938, October 22. Lautier Gives Hollywood An Idea for a Great American Super Movie. Louis 
Lautier. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Notwithstanding the excellent motion pictures which are listed in the 
$250,000 Movie Quiz Contest as a part of the campaign to prove that movies are the best entertainment, 
Hollywood lacks foresight. The potential patronage of colored people has not been tapped by the motion 
picture industry.’. There are any number of reasons w~ the movies could be their best entertainment. But 
Hollywood apparently is not inclined to aid the exhibitor in making a special bid for that patronage. 
9544. 1938, October 22. Lew Leslie Prepaes to Bring His Famous Blackbirds Back Home. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Lew Leslie, whose international productiol~ "Blackbirds" drew world wide attention to such 
great stars as the late Florence Mills, Adelaide Hall, Katherine Peny and others, is preparing another such 
revue for Broadway. The 1939 edition of his famous "Blackbirds," which is at present in rehearsal here, is 
scheduled to open in Boston. Others who will appear with this show include Lena Home and Pigmeat 
Markham. 
9545.1938, October 22. Screen Actors’ Guild Agent Defied; Artists Refuse to Quit. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Pandemonium reigned Thursday when Charles Drubbin, an agent of the Screen 
Actors Guild, motored the 105 miles to N.B. Murray’s Dude Ranch here from Los Angeles and asked all 
Negro actors who belonged to the Guild to leave the "Bronze Buckaroo" and "Harlem Rides the Range" set 
on location here. Drubbin asked all colored actors to leave on the grounds that Hollywood Productions was 
not a sigmatory to the Guild. The writer knows that the Negro film company made repeated attempts to 
become identified with the Actor’s group. Every actor in the films refused to leave. Drubbin also tried to 
get the allied unions to leave the set. But no one left. Production was held up for several hours Thursday, 
but finally resumed in full force Friday. 
9546. 1938, October 22. Should the Negro Ban White Motion Pictures? No. Ruby Berkley Goodwin. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p14. Somehow the arguments advanced by Earl Morris in his recent article arc so 



childish, so shopworn, so characteristically Negroid, until at first, I thought they were not factual enough to 
be taken seriously by anyone. Then I remelnbered that very few of the many thousands of Courier readers 
really know Hollywood. Indeed Editor Morris does not seem to know Hollywood .... According to reports 
Spencer Williams had no regard for appointments, but the studio put up with this because Spencer is a real 
scenarist .... We must face it, Hollywood is in the business to make money through entertailwnent .... What 
Hollywood has done to the Negro actor is nothing co~npared to what the Negro actors did to each other. 
Peter jealousy, rivalry and other bum sport tactics is rife among our players. 
9547. 1938, October 22. Toots and His Gang the Rage in Dixie. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Although 
headed for Chicago where irmnediate rehearsals are to begin with a galas" of big names of the stage, screen 
and radio for 1938’s "Swing Show" ... "Dixie to Harlem," Hartley Toots and his gang stopped here long 
enough to dish out some of their "Swing" to the many dance lovers who came from maW miles. 
9548. 1938, October 22. Who Said Ralph, Nina Were "2~Iad" at Each Other. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. 
Ralph Cooper and Niua Mae McKinney are pictured above to dispel rumors that the two were nrad with 
each other after worldng together on "Gang Smashers." 
9549. 1938, October 27. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. Clarence Muse in his 
colunn~ states that every now and therk when race prejudice is forgotten, some enterprising gentlemen 
comes forward in our own race for the sole purpose of renewing it. The Screen Actor’s Guild, founded on 
real democratic ideas, Ms above all things refused to entertain any race attitudes that are un-American. 
Page 1-A. 
9550. 1938, October 27. Hallowe’en Dance atElks. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. Les Hite and his Cotton Club 
orchestra come to Central Avenue in one of the greatest swing fests staged in the Elks’ Hall. Hite and his 
boys will ride the broom stick, as the jitterbugs say in a pre-Halloween dance, scheduled from 8p.m. until 
the wee hours of the morning. Page 2-B. 
9551. 1938, October 27. Jackie Robinson Sparks Pasadena Jaysee Grid Win. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p2. Ill was 
all Jackie Robinson in the Rose Bowl, where the Pasadena Jaysee Bulldogs trammeled the Los Angeles 
City College Cubs 16-0. Page 2-B. 
9552. 1938, October 27. Linguists of No Mean Ability in "Little Chillun." Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. It has 
been said of the theater that the best actors live their parts, but one visit to the Mayan Theater dressing 
rooms of the cast of "Run, Little Chillun," defies that popular belief in a rather convincing manner. While 
all or most of the Negro players arc required to speak the crude dialect of Toomcr’s part of Deacon Esau 
Red& one finds linguists of no mean ability among them. Arthur Ray, who was educated in Scotland, 
speaks the Highlander Gaelic ... Ruby Elzy adds a typical Negro tear to Nor~vegian songs in her 
Scandauavian group. Page 2-B. 
9553. 1938, October 27. Premiere of "Gang Smashers’ SetBack to November 18. California Eagle. p2. 
Destined to attract even greater attention than if it had been held on Nov. 10, the world premiere of Million 
Dollar Theater production’s new underworld thriller,"Gang Smashers," is to be staged at the Million Dollar 
Theater. The delay was caused by additional editing that was needed resulting in the gala affair being 
postponed. Page 2-B. 
9554. 1938, October 27. Woody Strode Back in Bruin Lineup for StanJbrd Game. California Eagle. p3. 
UCLA’s Bruins will have Wood,�" Strode back in the lineup when they square off against Stanford in the 
Los Angeles Coliseum. Page 3-B. 
9555. 1938, October 29. Cab’s Sister Files Petition in Bankruptcy. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Blanche 
Calloway, vivacious band-leading sister of Cab Calloway, filled a volm~tary petition of ba~ptcy here last 
week in the New York federal Court, listing her liabilities at $10,182 with no assets. Listed as creditors are, 
her brother for $300 among others. Blanche played her last engagement here at the Apollo Theater several 
weeks ago. 
9556. 1938, October 29. Count Basle and His Band Set for Date at Paramount Theater and Carnegie 
Hall. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count Basie and his men of fascinating swing rhythm, 
current at the Famous Door here, received the two prize bookings of the season when they were set for a 
turn at the Paramount Theater on Broadway, and the staid, traditioual old Carnegie Hall, where music was 
swung for the first time by Benny Goodnran earlier this year. 
9557. 1938, October 29. "Dixie to Harlem" Revue Ready Soon. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Some sort of 
special award ought to be established for those two veterans of the stage, Butterbeans and Susie. 
Butterbeans and wife, Susie, have, it is believed, the distinction of being on the road longer as a team than 
any other performers in the country, white or colored. Since the early 1900’s, they’ve been "rolling them in 
the aisles." 



9558. 1938, October 29. "Gang Smashers" to Premiere on Nov. 10. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The biggest 
news of the moment is that "Gang Smashers," just finished this week by Million Dollar Productions, will 
smash the ponderons volume of Hollywood history, by having its premiere at one of the west’s leading 
downtown theaters .... The debut by "Gang Smashers" is predicted to definitely establish the fact that all- 
colored cast pictures will draw white audiences as well as colored. 
9559. 1938, October 29. Harlem Suitcase Theater to Feature Hughes Plays. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
second year of the Negro people’s theater movement here will be launched Sunday, Oct. 30, when the 
Harlem Suitcase Theater opens for a second season of the I.W.O. Community Center. The doors will open 
at 9pro. The opening performance will also mark a revival of Langston Hughes,’ "Don’t You Want To Be 
Free?" which ran for 33 performances last year. 
9560. 1938, October 29. Hazel Scott, Season’s Musical Sensation, to Organize Swing Band. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Hazel Scott, rated along radio and swing row as the musical sensation of the year, and at 
present one of the colored features of the very successful Broadway musical, "Sing Out the News," will this 
week organize her own male swing band. The new group to be batoned by Scott will number fourteen and 
will be located on the stand of a new skating rink and dance hall scheduled to open in Harlem. 
9561. 1938, October 29. "Jobs" Harlem Church War Cry. Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p 12. During the first three decades our 20th Century the plight of the Negro had been growing increasingly 
desperate. He found more and more fields of employment closed to him and could not get a job even at the 
lowest wages. During the time, the church--the cornerstone of the community--and the preachers, 
unvexed by social problems and unstirred by a social gospel, preached the old-time religion. 
9562. 1938, October 29. Kenny Washington, Woodrow Wilson Strode Played Against White Tex School. 
Wendell Smith. Pittsbu~gh Courier. plT. "Kenny Wastfington is one of the best lbotball players I have ever 
seen," replied Coach Bell of the Southern Mefllodist University lbolball team. "Why that guy can do 
cveryttfing .... He passes, runs, kicks and is a great defensive man. He sure had us worried in that game. 
And that Strode played a great game too. He’s a sweet end. He wasn’t as great as Keuny, but believe me 
he’s a wonderful player." 
9563. 1938, October 29. Pre.[~rs to Lead a Swing Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p l 3. The beauliful and 
talented Hazel Scott, current feature in the Broadway hit nmsical, "Sing Oul the News," will give it all up 
to lead her own swing band. Scolt, who just turned 18, is listed as the season’s most talented find. Known 
as fl~e High Priestess of Rhythm, Scott composes as well as plays and sings. She will front a 14 piece band 
which goes into rehearsal tiffs week. Scoltl appears in the above photo. 
9564. 1938, October 29. Unselfish Henry Gives Up Featherweight Crown. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p16. Henry 
Armstrong, until recently holder of three titles is shown placing the featherweight crown on the head of 
Joes Archibald, who won recognition in New York State recently by beating Mike Belloise. Excess weight 
has forced He~.~ to give up the title, but he will defend one of the other two next Wednesday night when 
he battles Ceferino Garcia in a welterweight championship battle. 
9565. 1938, November 3. Alberta Hunter Returns to U.So California Eagle. p2. Alberta Hunter arrived in 
New York and will remain in this country indefinitely from Paris. She concluded an engagement at Fred 
Payne’s Artists club in Paris just before sailing for America, her trip is being hastened by the news that her 
motl~er’s home had been visited by burglars three times recently. Page 2-B. 
9566. 1938, November 3. Robinson Heads Benefit Body. California Eagle. p2. With Bill Robinson as 
honorary chairman in charge, plans for the midwinter benefit of the Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. 
were launched this week. Proceeds from the benefit will be applied to the continuation of the welfare and 
cultural work among actors, musicians, and performers in general which the Guild has carried on since its 
inception ten months ago. Page 2-B. 
9567. 1938, November 5. Don Redmon "On Way Back" Lauded by Critics. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Don 
Redmon, "the mighty midget of Subtle Swing" performs three times weekly over a nationwide NBC hook 
up .... Don Rednran, through the years, was the "plaything" of fortune. Opportuhities which the average 
nran would have jumped at were offered him, if he would devote all of his time to arranging. He was 
offered as high as $50,000 a year. Paul Whiteman and other great musical leaders counted on his 
arrangements. But Redmon was determined to succeed in the field he had chosen for himself. 
9568. 1938, November 5. Joe Johnson to P~oduce Shows at the Apollo. Ted Watson. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Joe Johnson’s amazing and colorful closing at swingland Theater took Chicagoans by surprise. 
Johnson has been contacted by Frank Schiffman to produce stage shows for the Apollo Theater and the 
circuit connected therein. 



9569. 1938, November 5. Members of "Haiti" Cast Arrested in Boston: Five Arrested Without Cause, 
Later Released. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Five members of the Federal Theater cast of"Haiti,:’ the now 
famous melodrama of the "Black Napoleon,:’ which opened Monday night, here, at the Copley Theater and 
received grave notices from local conservative dailies, had a terrifying experience according to those 
involved shortly after leaving the packed theater that had been for more than two hours filled with 
enthusiastic Bostonians, when they were arrested on a downtown street and locked up as far as they were 
concerned, for no reason at all. 
9570. 1938, November 5. Plans Being Set to Present Duke Ellington’s Opera of the Negro to Broadway 
in ’39. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. With Broadway seething with legit activities on all fronts, 
Irving l~,fills, personal manager of Duke Ellington, entrained to New Orleans Friday to confer with the great 
musical genius regarding the production of his recently completed opera of the Negro. In the event that 
Ellington gives the manager his okay, the musical drama would be presented on Broadway early next year 
with Ellington and his orchestra playing the music. 
9571. 1938, November 5. Scenes.[hom Million Dollar Productions Forthcoming "Gang Smashers." 
Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Scenes are from forthcoming stellar motion picture, "Gang Snrashers," produced 
by Million Dollar Productions in Hollywood. At left, Nina Mae McKi~mey, who plays the star role. Center, 
love finds Nina Mae and Monte Hawley. Right, Nina Mae gets ready for a pistol episode. 
9572. 1938, November 5. Stars to Honor "Father of the Blues" on His 6.qth Birthday. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. An unprecedented galaxy of Negro musical stars will gather at Can~egie Hall on Monday evening, 
Nov. 21 to help celebrate, with song and music the 65th birthday of William C. Handy, dean of jazz 
composers, who has to his credit such timeless tunes as "The St. Louis Blues," "Birth of the Blues," etc. 
9573. 1938, November 5. Three More All-Colored Pictures Finished by Hollk~ood Studios. Earl J. 
Morris. Pittsburgh Courier~ p20. The colored :film industry has stopped cranking its cameras on three of the 
best all-colored talking pictures in its histou. Million Dollar Productions and Hollywood Productions all 
finished on scheduled time and all report that no one was injured by the numerous hazardous scenes that 
the actors had to do .... Nina Mae Mckinney, as an actress, is at her best. Monte Hawley and La~vrcnce 
Criner give fine and realistic portrayals. Herbert: Jeffrey rides his horse and pulls his six guns in a fashion 
that will make t~m loved by black America. 
9574. 1938, November 10. AFM Jamboree Nov. 21 to Honor W~lliam 6: Handy. CaliJbrnia ~agle. p2. 
Hollywood fihn stars, twenty world-famed dance bands, a beaut-y and talent contest to pick "Miss Motion 
Pictures" and celebration of the 61 st birthday of William C. Handy, "Daddy of American blues," will 
feature the first annual jamboree of the "American Federation of Musicians." Page 2-B. 
9575. 1938, November 10. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: There has been a great urge recently anaong our group, especially the younger 
folks to write plays. That’s good and a very healthy thing for our progress in the theatrical and literary 
world. Page 1-A. 
9576. 1938, November 10. Presenting Eddie Anderson: "Rochester" to Benny, You. California Eagle. p2. 
Eddie Anderson owes his present position as Jack Beuny’s "air valet" to his inability to leave the dimmer 
table. The bewildering Rochester, who exasperates his boss with his laziness and larceny over the NBC- 
Red network, might have been a jockey rather than a radio and screen comedian with a string of his own 
thoroughbreds if he’d practiced a little more restraint at meal times as a boy. Page 2-B. 
9577. 1938, November 10. "Run, Little Chillun" Run Continues Until Christmas. California Eagle. p2. 
As "Run, Little Chillun," current Federal Mayan Theater hit enters its 17th successful week last night, an 
announcement was made that the folk drama by Hall Johi~son will continue until December 25. Page 2-B. 
9578. 1938, November 10. Shuffle Along Premieres at Tally’s Tonight. Calijbrnia Eagle. p2. "Shuffle 
Along 1939" will have its world stage premiere at the Criterion Theater, Los Angeles, it is announced by 
Alfred Butts, producer. The production stars Miller and Mantan, Hattie Noel, and a number of other 
entertainers. Page 2-B. 
9579. 1938, November 10. Wade Concert Acclaimed Great Success. Cal~rnia Eagle. p5. "Magnificient 
success" was the verdict of local music lovers when Ernestine Jones Wade, dramatic soprano, jam-packed 
the Second Baptist Church with her concert. At the conchision of the musicfest, Wade was showered with 
floral and verbal tributes. (Sect. A). 
9580. 1938, November 12. Chick Carter Will Get His Big Cahnce at Apollo Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. All Harlem will be awaiting the grand debut of Clarence "Chick" Carter and his orchestra at the 
Apollo theater Friday of this week. While the band has won a place in the hearts of night lifers in 



Cincinnati, Ohio, critical Harlem will either put its stamp of approval on the aggregation after next week’s 
performance or it will turn thumbs down on the ar~xious group. 
9581. 1938, November 12. Chick Webb Leaves Baltimore Hospital. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Chick Webb, 
the diminutive "Drum King of Swing," was discharged from the John Hopkins Hospital Thursday after a 
week’s confinement for treatments and obser~Tations. Again on his own, Webb was schedtfled to join lfis 
orchestra in Buffalo Friday for an engagement at the RKO theater for one week. 
9582. 1938, November 12. Lionel Hampton on Durms for Benny Goodman. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Benny Goodman, sometimes called the king of swing, but who is better ki~own as the man 
who in large measure aided in the eradication of racial prejudice in the world of popular music, gave that 
phase of Americanism another boot in the pants when he took Lionel Hampton out of the Goodman qnartet 
and added him to his regular orchestra as drummer. 
9583. 1938, November 12. Mother of Cabin Kids Says the "South Isn’t So Bad." Pittsbu@ Courier. p14. 
Beatrice Hall, mother of the Cabin Kids stated, "In the course of time, events have occurred that have 
destroyed the scarecrow picture of Negro disadvantages in the South. The fact that Negroes prosper in the 
South is evident." 
9584. 1938, November 12. Radio’s Famous "Rochester." Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Eddie Anderson owes 
his present position as Jack Benny’s "air valet" to his ability to leave the dinner table. The bewildering 
Rochester, who exasperates his boss with his laziness and larcew each Sunday night over the NBC Red 
network, might have been a jockey rather than a radio and screen comedian with a string of his own 
thoroughbreds if he’d practiced a little more restraint at meal times as a boy. 
9585. 1938, November 12. Rex Ingram’s Second Wife Will Seek Freedom: Franeine Everette Wants 
Divorce; May Name "Other Woman." Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The story, book-like 
romance between Rex Ingrain, who became fl~eatfically famous as "De Lawd" in Marc Connelly’s screen 
version of "Green Pastures" and Francine Everctte, which last December ended at the alter, reached its :final 
chapter here last week wifl~ an unhappy finis when it was announced that the new angel had given up the 
earthly heaven of "DeLawd" and would seek means [’or a speedy divorce. 
9586. 1938, November 12. Stepin Fetch# Denies Marriage with PretO, Aetress--WiJo Is on the Rocks. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p3. Stepin Fetctfit, scrcendom’s famous "lazy comedian" and one of the best movie and 
personal appearance box-office attractions in the countr),, is "tops" again in Hollywood and "tops" in the 
heart of his pretty actress-wife, Winnie Johnson. The famous comedian took time out: last Monday night to 
call the home office of the Pittsburgh Courier to de:finitely spike the rumors now being aired concenfing a 
separation affecting himself and his wife, now appearing at the Famous New York Cotton Club. 
9587. 1938, November 12. Why Does Hollywood Ignore 5,000,000 Colored Customers. Louis Lautier. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Recently" the suggestion was offered that the motion picture industl3.~ produce and 
exhibit some photoplays of particular appeal to the colored motion picturegoer. A similar suggestion with 
respect to the social drama was made by a motion picture critic two weeks ago. He hinted that social drama 
was conspicuous for its absence and in its stead the movie fans were being offered remote historical 
pageants, screwball comedies, carbon copy melodramas, and synthetic variety shows. 
9588. 1938, November 17. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: What is the world coming to, is the question asked by millions of sane people 
throughout the world. Two great nations of Europe have decided that the way to get world recognition is to 
persecute and destroy minority groups. Page 1-A. 
9589. 1938, November 17. JefJ?ey Lynn Tests for "Gone with Wind." California Eagle. p2. Jeffrey Lynn, 
Warner Bros. Player who came to film prominence in "Four Daughters," will take time off the "Yes, My 
Darling Daughter" set this week, to test for the role of Ashley Wilkes in "Gone With The Wind." Page 2-B. 
9590. 1938, November 17. Langston Hughes and Bontemps to Speak in L.A. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. 
Langston Hughes and Arna Bontemps, two noted Negro authors who will arrive in Los Angeles soon, have 
accepted an invitation to speak at the Vernon Branch Library. Page 1-B. 
9591. 1938, November 17. Photo-Paul Robeson and Hattie McDaniel in "Showboat." Cal~[brnia Eagle. 
p2. This is a picture of Paul Robeson and Hattie McDaniel in a scene from "Show Boat." Page 2-B. 
9592. 1938, November 17. Roland Hayes Scores in Initial Recital. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Roland Hayes, 
leading tenor, gave his first New York recital of the season before an enthusiastic audience at Town hall. 
Page 2-B. 
9593. 1938, November 19. Book Noble Sissle.[br Paramount Hotel Spot. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Noble Sissle and his pula~eyors of conservative modern music have been signed for a limited 
engagement as the headline musical attraction :for Billy Rose’s soon to open "Diamond Horsehoe," which 



is given to Manhattan as an added feature of the Paramount Hotel on West 46th Street. Sissle’s Broadway 
appearance was set by the William Morris office which this week am~ounced his opening date as November 
25. 
9594. 1938, November 19. Boston Views Worm Tremiere of "Blackbirds": Lena Home Heads 
Glamorous Cast; Negro Ballet Good. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Lew Leslie, who’s been glorifying the 
brown-skilmed beauties for more than 15 years, this week drew the curtains aside in Boston’s historic 
Majestic Theater to show his newest "Blackbirds," with new stars, new songs, and new ideas which is a 
wide departure from his usual swinger show .... In a series of handso~ne costumes, Leua Horne sings and 
dances her lovely way through the show and makes usually silem Boston get up off its bands. 
9595. 1938, November 19. Brings Down the House. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Alberta Hunter, 
internationally famous singer, who performs at the E1 Morocco Club in New York on a six act bill last 
Saturday ulght brougN down the house. She opened with "Swing, Brother, Swing," a Clarence Williams hit 
tune which she has been featuring all over Europe and also in America. Hunter appears in the above photo. 
9596. 1938, November 19. Chick Carter’s Band Sensational in Joe Johnson’s Initial Show at the Apollo 
Theater in New York. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In the traditional maimer of the colored world of 
theatricals, Joe Johnson, the "Little Ziggie" of the West, presented the habitues of the Apollo Theater with 
the fastest, dancingest revue witnessed their in many months. Carefully plauned and built by a youth 
making his first bid for theatrical favor in the mecca city of the world, the show is chockfull of classy ideas, 
woven around a cast headed by Harlem’s greatest favorites, Ralph Cooper, Willie B1Tant, Jimmie Baskett 
and George Wilshire. 
9597. 1938, November 19. Horace Henderson, with Sensational Girl Singer, Invades Akron Wednesday. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Horace Henderson, whose swinging orcbestra has just completed a spectacular 
engagement at the swank Plantation Club in Detroit:, will be the attraction at the annual Thanksgiving eve 
dance at East: Market Gardens next Wednesday eveulng November 23. 
9598. 1938, November 19. Louis and Lewis Due in Gotham Next Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. With 
the signing ceremonies for the sepia sockfcst of the century all set for November 25, in the New York 
Boxing Commission office, John Henry Lewis, the cballenger, was keeping trim by playing bandball in 
Pittsburgh, while Joe Louis, the champion headed for West Baden, Indiana, where be will engage in 
preliminary training drills prior to going into his Pompton Lakes camp. 
9599. 1938, November 19. Once in a Hundred Years. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Marian Anderson, world’s 
greatest contralto, is pictured as she arrived at Victoria Station in London. England to keep an engagement 
at the famed Queen’s Hall. Anderson was told by the famous Toscaninni at the Salzburg Festival, "A voice 
like yours is heard once in a hundred years." 
9600. 1938, November 19. Roland Hayes to Sing Jackson, Miss. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Roland Hayes, 
famed tenor who has just completed a recital tour in the East, including one concert in New York City, will 
sing here December 2 at Jackson City auditorium. 
9601. 1938, November 19. Ten Years Is a Long Time ... but Roland Hayes Still Hopes for Chance to 
Sing in Metropolitan Opera House. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Roland Hayes returned 
last week to the scene of his greatest triumphs and also greatest disappointment. The world-known tenor, 
who comes out of seclusion yeaxly to cast the spell of his golden voice over critical audiences both here and 
overseas, appeared in Town Hall last Tuesday night in what was probably his twentieth (or maybe his 
thirtieth) successful New York recital. 
9602. 1938, November 23. Armstrong to Box in Cleveland. Califorr~ia Eagle. p3. HemT Armstrong, light 
and welterweight champion, will defend his 147 pound title against A1 Manfredo of Los Angeles at a 
charity boxing show. Page 3-B. 
9603. 1938, November 23. Fritz Pollard Jr. Ends College Grid Career. Cal~rt~ia Eagle. p3. Last 
Saturday marked the end of the colorful football career of Fritz Pollard, Jr. at the Ul~iversity of North 
Dakota as they closed their football season with a 7-0 victou~ over Uulversity of Omaha. Page 3-B. 
9604. 1938, November 23. Photo-The Four Tones. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. The Four Tones are now busy in 
a local picture and are also appearing on radio. This group of singers are nationally known and praised for 
their m~ique style of vocal harn~m~izing. Page 2-B. 
9605. 1938, November 23. Robinson Directs Stars in Actor’s Guild Show. Cal~fi~rt~ia Eagle. p2. Under the 
direction of Bill Robinson, more than one hundred of America’s stage stars have enrolled to entertain at the 
first annual benefit show to be given by the Negro Actors Guild. The money will help to establish a 
permanent fund to assist the sick and needy of the profession. Page 2-B. 



9606. 1938, November 26. Basle on Air with Goodman. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic and a small 
group of his men of fascinating swing rl\vthrn, were labeled the killer dillers of Benny Goodman’s radio 
commercial via the CB S coast to coast hookup Tuesday night. Rated by Goodman himself as one of the 
finest swing aggregations in the land, Basic and his boys, which included Walter Paige, Joe Jones and a few 
others, were heard at their best advantage and were without a doubt, the lifting spirits of the haft-hour. 
9607. 1938, November 26. "Blackbirds" in Trouble; Closes in Boston--To Open in New York This 
Week, Is Claim. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Lew Leslie’s sixth "Blackbirds," although apparently headed for 
success, lilt a snag here last Wednesday night when creditors refused to wait for money due for scene~ and 
other incidentals, it is alleged, and forced the closing of the show three days before it was scheduled to 
leave for its New York opening. According to reports, the back, Mr. Kramer, owner of the Hotel Edison in 
New York, refused to advance more money to cover current expenses. 
9608. 1938, November 26. Chick Carter Engaged for Boston’s Southland Caj[~. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Chick Carter and his swing aggregation from the West, which made a sensational debut at the Apollo 
Theater here last week, have been signed for a three-week engagement at Boston’s famous Southland Caf6. 
At the Hub City nitery, the youtlfful nraestro and his crew will play for both revue and dancing. 
9609. 1938, November 26. Chick Webb Clicks at Chicago’s Savoy, May Revive "Vaude" There. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Excitement such as seen once in a blue moon, has this city’s famous 
Southside jumpin’ in rhythm with Chick Webb and his swingsters from Harlem. Coming to the Regal 
theater as the first vaudeville attraction in six months, Webb as the center of a fast moving entertai~unent, 
has things all his way. 
9610. 1938, November 26. Etta Moten Thrills in Langston Recital. John Williams. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. One of the most delightful musical treats that Langston University has ever had was the Etta Moten 
Recital, held here last evening. The personable Moten gave one of her finest entertainment treats on this 
occasion and endeared herself to Langstonites in a way that perhaps no other artist has ever done. 
9611. 1938, November 26. Louis Armstrong Is Set for Busy Time During Deeember. Pittsbut2qh Courier. 
p20. Louis Armstrong, who has been gracing the West with his presence more often than the East, is 
heading this way and is due to arrive here on the twelfth of December. First, the trumpet king is scheduled 
lbr a waxing session for Decca. Armstrong is going to keep up the good work he started with tbc Biblical 
"Sharrack" by recording two more spirituals. 
9612. 1938, November 26. Lunceford to Broadcast from New York’s 52nd St Band Box. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. With the closing of iris engagement at tbc exclusive Kit Kat here, Jimmie Lunceford and his 
orchestra will open their School of Jazznochracy at the Band Box located on New York’s famed 52nd 
Street, next Wednesday night. Although few changes are noted in the style of playing first adopted by the 
Lunceford aggregation, it still remains one of those bands you never tire of hearing. 
9613.1938, November 26. Philly ’ s Nixon Grand Reopens Thanksgiving: Ethel Waters to Be "Star" 
Feature of Opening Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. America’s largest colored show house, the Nixon 
Grand, in Philly, will reopen its doors Thanksgiving day and makes the buuqng of the hatchet by Sam 
Stiefel and Haru~ Slatko, with a promise of continued flesh shows in Philly. Ethel Waters, the "First Lady" 
of the sepia show world and her own show will be the feature attraction .... Followng the Etl~el Waters 
show the attraction will be the world’s greatest tap-dancer; and famous co-star of the films’ Shirley Temple, 
Bill Robinson, with his own show of stars. 
9614. 1938, December 1. Ad--"Gang Smashers." California Eagle. p2. This is an advertisement for 
"Gang Smashers" which is now playing at the Million Dollar Theater. Members of the cast include: Nina 
Mac McKinney, Lawrence Criner, Monte Hawley, Regindald Fenderson, and Mantan Moreland. The film 
is directed by Leo C. Popkin. Page 2-B. 
9615. 1938, December 1. Ad Nina Mac ~IcKinney. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. This is an advertisement 
featuring Nina Mac McKinney who is appearing on stage in a show entitled, "Harlems A Poppin." Page 2- 
B. 
9616. 1938, December 1. Benton’s Service Is Tops, So Says "Rochester" of the Jack Benny Program. 
Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. What is California’s loss will be New York’s gain when Eddie Anderson, well known 
comedian, portrayer of the character known as Rochester with the famous Jack Benny radio program, 
nmkes his way to New York with the Jack Benny troupe where they will open in Radio City. Page 2-B. 
9617. 1938, December 1. Charles Winter Wood Gets Film Of[or. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Charles Winter 
Wood, dramatist and understudy of the celebrated Richard B. Harrison, in the part of "DeLawd" in the 
singe version of "The Green Pastures," has received an offer from Paramount to play in the forthcoming 



production of that company. Wood would not release for publication, at this time, the nature of the part that 
he has been offered by the Paramonnt Pictures. Page 2-B. 
9618. 1938, December 1. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Intelligent understanding of your fellow citizen is the only solution of racial 
differences. "To know thy neighbor" is the first step toward tolerance. Page 1-A. 
9619.1938, December 1. Clarence Muse Leads Campaign for NAACP Members. California Eagle. p 1. 
Initiating a drive to enlist all Negroes and friends of Negroes in a city-wide membership campaign for the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Clarence Muse was named chairman of the 
drive. Page 1-A. 
9620. 1938, December 1. Hughes, Bontemps at Library Book Club Meet. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p9. An 
invitation was sent to the public of Los Angeles to hear two distinguished authors, Langston Hughes and 
Arna Bontemps, lecture on their recent travels in Spain and Haiti. Page 9-A. 
9621. 1938, December 1. Kenny May Not Play in IIawaii Tilt. California Eagle. p3. Kenny Washington 
may not make the trip to Hawaii to play in the Rose Bowl on New Year’s Day because of an injury. Page 3- 
B. 
9622. 1938, December 1. Les IIite’s Band in Snqng Battle Sunday Nile at Elks." Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. 
Climaxing a busy social season, the dance at the Elk’s Auditorium, will undoubtedly be the greatest event 
of its kind of the year. Les Hite’s orchestra will provide the music for the occasion. Page 2-B. 
9623. 1938, December 1. Literary GuiM to Hear Langston Hughes Tuesday. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl. The 
Los Angeles Literary Guild will present Langston Hughes, noted author in the A.M.E. Zion Auditorium. 
The public is cordially invited to hear him at this time. Page 1-A. 
9624. 1938, December 3. Billie Holiday Released_li"om Shaw’s Band: Prejudice Hits Last Race Singer 
with White Outfit. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Billie Holiday, the last girl vocalist fcalurcd with a 
white orchestra, was hit by racial prejudice here last week and was released by the clarinet maestro Attic 
Sha~v, who signed her to feature his band last summer. According to reliable information, Billie Holiday 
was released by the Attic Shaw when he learned from the sponsors of the radio commercial of Old Gold 
cigarettes, which he was signed to feature, that she could and would not be used on the program. 
9625. 1938, December 3. Broadway Debut for "Blaekbrids" Look Doubtful. Pittsbut2@ Courier. p24. The 
trouble wtfich caused the sudden closing of Lew Leslie~s "Blackbirds" in Boston, last week, has seemingly 
lbllowed through to this city (New York) and may cause the planned opening of the revue on Boradway to 
be forgotten. Opening to poor critics’ fa:~or in the hub city, the all-colored revue wtfich heretofore always 
went big in Boston did about $3,000 the first week with a $2.75 admission price. Alter the first week 
attendance fell to a new low and the show was ready to be packed and brought to New York with new 
material and tighter entertainment. 
9626. 1938, December 3. Chick Webb Opens in Kay (Lee Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Chick Webb 
and lfis orchestra, with Ella Fitzgerald heading an all-colored revue, will open a one-week engagement here 
Friday at the Newman theater. The incoming show with its colored performers will be the only colored 
show in the house during its entire engagement as the Newman is a strictly white variety, unattended by 
colored theatergoers. 
9627. 1938, December 3. Duke Ellington Jimmie Lunceford to Battle. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
dance salon of the Penn Athletic Club here in Plfiladelphia will be the scene on Monday, December 26, of 
the biggest musical attractions of the season, of several seasons in fact, when Jimmie Lunceford and his 
Streamlined R~thin orchestra meets the inimitable Duke Ellington and lfis band in a gigantic "Battle of 
Music." 
9628. 1938, December 3. Erskine Hawkins Denies Blame for Cancelled Date. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. 
Erskine Hawkins and his youthful aggregation of swingsters became the innocent bystanders in a dance 
date boomerang last week when a dance promoter in Montgomery, Ala., charged that the famed trumpeter 
refused to show for a dance at the Harlem Country Club which had attracted 1,000 jitterbugs to hear him 
and his band go to swing town. 
9629. 1938, December 3. It’s a Baby Girl at the Cab Calloway’s. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. It’s a baby gift at 
the Cab Calloways. The famons band leader and his wife are the proud parents of a girl born to Mrs. 
Calloway, the former Winona Conacher, Thanl~sgiving morning. While details have been cloaked in 
mystery, it is believed the child was born at the Hudson View Hospital in Harlem. 
9630. 1938, December 3. Lunceford Sues Record Company. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Word from the 
offices of Jiramie Lunceford’s band reveal that Shubert has been negotiating with the famous maestro and 
his manger, Harold F. Oxley, in a deal to have Luncelbrd play the entire score on the colored version in 



swing of "Mikado." Lunceford in the meantilne continues his appearance at the Band Box on 52nd Street. 
... Lunceford is suing Decca Record Compact for non-payment of money due for the recording of 76 
platters. 
9631. 1938, December 3. Marian Comes Back Home for Thanksgiving. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Marian 
Anderson (pictured above), internationally" famed contralto returned form Europe Thanksgiving Day and 
lost no time boarding a train for Philadelphia. 
9632. 1938, December 3. Maxine Sullivan Will Star in Song at Gold Coast Colony Club. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Ma~ne Sullivan, rated now as the most channing delineator of songs, will sway" Chicago 
again when she opens a four-week engagement at the beautiful and unique dine and dance rendezvous, The 
Colony Club, on Cl~icago’s glamour-it "Gold Coast" on Wednesday, December 14 .... With a solid 
theatrical career confronting her, it is believed that Sullivan will add ma~7 new laurels to her endeavor in 
having played an engagement at the Colony Club. 
9633. 1938, December 3. Ralph Cooper Fans in ~Tncinnati Organize. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
Cincinnati Ralph Cooper club, which was chartered here Nov. 1, elected officers when it met recently at the 
home of Blanche Brown .... Ralph Cooper, idol of nrany movie fans, has several clubs about the country 
named in his honor. The Cincinnati club is among the new groups. 
9634.1938, December 8. Bill Robinson Airing Stars Amateurs. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. "Silence, please, 
we’re on the Air." That was the cry from the stage of the Bill Robinson Theater as the first talent show 
ever broadcast from this newly named theater. The show was broadcast over KFOX, a Long Beach station. 
Conm~ents were heard from all quarters on the excellence of the entertainment. Page 2-B. 
9635. 1938, December 8. "Chillun" Players Get Film Parts. Cal!/brnia Eagle. pl. Playing their first fihn 
roles, Florence O’Brien and Janet Collins, were given feature parts in, "The Great Diamond Scandal." 
O’Brien and Collins were principals in the Federal production, "Run, Little Chillun," currently playing at 
the Mayan Theater. Page 1-A. 
9636. 1938, December 8. Covington may Be ’39 Grand Juror. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. pl. The first Negro in the 
state of California to be so designated, the name of Floyd C. Covington, executive secretau of the Los 
Angeles Urban League, was submitted on the list of 200 prospective 1939 grand jurors. Indication of 
Covington as a grand j uror culminated a long fight by the Calilbrnia Eagle newspaper and civic groups to 
place Negroes on active jury duty. Page 1-A. 
9637. 1938, December 8. George Randol Productions Now An Incorporated Studio. Calg/brnia Eagle. p2. 
The distinction of becoming the first colored motion picture company to be incorporated and issue 
securities under the stringent laws of the state of Claifornia were given the George Randol Productions last 
week, when George Randol, president of the new compa~ was informed last week that the last hurdle had 
been cleared. Randol declared, "There are more than 600 theaters in this count~)~ which cater mainly to the 
support of the colored people. Statistics show that we can realize a profit of $60,000 from a picture that 
costs $15,000 to make. We think this money should be returned to the pockets of the people who spend it 
for their entertaimnent." Page 2-B. 
9638. 1938, December 8. Great Broadway Show Looms for Negro Actors Guild Benefit. California Eagle. 
p2. Moved by the impulse to aid the sick and needy, upwards of one hundred stars of the stage, screen, 
radio and opera have volunteered to entertain at the first am~nal benefit show to be given by the newly 
organized Negro Actors Guild of America. Page 2-B. 
9639. 1938, December 8. Million $ Pie Held Over Second Week. California Eagle. p2. With daily 
increasing crowds, revealing that there are still thousands of fans a~txious to see "Gang Smashers" and the 
big stage show that has broken all records at Million Dollar Theater, it is being held over. "Gang 
Smashers," Million Dollar Productions, new all-colored cast Class-A feature, starting Nina Mac McKi~mey 
with Lawrence Criner, turned them away at Million Dollar Theater downtown at Third and Broadway last 
Friday. Page 2-B. 
9640. 1938, December 8. Negro Humor Defended by Noted Writer. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl. Langston 
Hughes, world-famous poet, lectured before an enthusiastic audience at jam-packed A.M.E. Zion church 
auditorium. The renowned poet is on the coast as part of a lecture tour through the nation’s educational 
systems. In l~is editorial remarks, he defended Negro humor and advocated more tolerance on the part of 
Race audiences in regard to humorous works by sincere colored writers. Page 1-A. 
9641. 1938, December 10. Armstrong and Russell Star at Artists’ Ball. Pittsb u~gh Courier. p20. Louis 
Armstrong, king of trumpet players, plus Luis Russell and Midge Williams, grand singing personality lent 
powerful rhythinic atmosphere to the frantic search for "Ferdinand the Bull," who was on location on the 
gay Artists’ and Models Ball Friday night, December 2, in the Drake Hotel in Chicago. 



9642. 1938, Decelnber 10. (Looper Not at Million Dollar Productions: Popkin Denies Split Rumor. 
Isadora Smith. Pittsbu~eh Courier. p21. In a telegram to this department, HartT M. Popkin, executive 
president of the lVfillion Dollar Picture Compact, which specializes in the making of modern all-colored 
fihns, denies that Ralph Cooper, production head of the organization, had been fired. "Cooper has done a 
great deed for lfis race in the film industiT. I couldn’t live with myself if I let him out now and through him 
a great business has been built up." 
9643. 1938, December 10. Duke to Open in Brooklyn This Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Duke 
Ellington and his orchestra have been signed to headline an all-colored revue at the Brooklyn Strand 
Theater for an entire week begim~ing this Friday. Ellington, who is rated among the kingpins of modern 
American music will return to this city early Friday morning from a Hinterland tour which has covered 
several of the large cities through the East and West. In most cases, Ellington who is still a great favorite 
among both white and colored dance and theatergoers throughout the country, added another successful 
tour to a list that has been steadily growing for more than ten years. 
9644. 1938, December 10. Ellington’s Negro Opera Not Being Peddled: "Must Be Done Right Or Not at 
All," Says Famous Composer. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Edward Kennedy Ellington, who answers with 
flashing infectious grin to the name of "Duke," is in town this week. The famous musical composer and 
orchestra leader is "whooping ’em up" on the boards of the Stanley Theater stage in the city’s famous 
"Golden Triangle," and those who have witnessed his many classy revues, rate his present presentation 
among the finest he’s ever brought here. 
9645. 1938, December 10. Great Broadway Show Looms for Negro Actor’s Guild Benefit. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Moved by a human impulse to aid the sick and needy of the professio~ upwards of 100 stars 
of the stage, screen, radio and opera have volunteered to entcrtain at thc first annual bencfit show to be 
given by thc newly organized Negro Actors Guild of America .... From every indication, the show should 
be one of the greatest cver staged in thc history of Broadway. 
9646. 1938, December 10. Henry’s Machine Gun Attack Seals Foe’s Doom Early in Third Round Before 
13,000. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. Raining blows all over his bewildered opponent like 
a mighty sky rocket in full flare, Henry, Armstrong, fistiana’s brilliant little brown bomber, blastcd 
ambitious A1 Manfredo of Fresno, Calif., into submission in the third round of their scheduled 15 round 
battle hcre tonight. 
9647.1938, December 10. No Highhat, No Divorce, No Blessed Event; Maxine Sullivan Confides to 
"TAN 0" Town. Julia B. Jones. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Maxine Sullivan was known in the little town of 
Homstcad a few years ago before tim radio, the screen, the stage heralded her as the Original Lady of 
Swing. A little brown gal whose voice has that haunting, husky, taunting something that tugs at the corner 
of your heart that lifts your soul into strange ecstasy ... that sends you mightily! The glamour of success 
has not extended its haughty hand to clutch the throat of charming Sullivan and rob her of the love and 
admiration of all friends. She is snappy, effervescent, witty ... and all-over-the-place 90 pounds of activity 
... dancing, singing, seemingly glad that she is alive. Happy to be happy!. 
9648. 1938, December 15. Atlanta Auditorium Opens to Her. California Eagle. pl0. Etta Moten appeared 
in Atlanta’s new ~nunicipal auditorium, in a trimnphant event, the first sponsored by and for Negroes in the 
newly completed structure. Moten appears in the above photo. The talented artist came to Atlanta after 
concerts at Langston University, Fort Smith and Pine Bluff, Ark. Page 10-A. 
9649. 1938, December 15. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: The great spirit has at last struck the colored citizen of Los Angeles and he is 
determined to nrake the NAACP, local branc~ the greatest in America. Page 1-A. 
9650. 1938, December 15.2~larcus Garvey Backs Bilbo-s Back-to-AJkica Proposal. Cal~r~ia Eagle. pl. 
Calling upon all branches of his organization, the Universal Negro hnprovement Assocation, to give their 
"sincerest support," Marcus Garvey, exiled one-time leader of a back-to-Africa movement for the 
American Negro, this week urged consideration of the motion of Senator G. Bilbo of Mississippi to 
consider the establishment of a country" in Africa for Negroes. Page 1-A. 
9651. 1938, December 15.2~lillion $ Pic Enters 3rd Big Week. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl0. Brealdng all house 
records, "Gang Smashers," premiered at Million Dollar theater and goes into its third week there. In 
conjunction, there will be a new edition of the fast stage show "Harlem’s a Poppirk" which has been 
sharing almost equal honors with the all-colored cast feature, rated as the best yet released by Million 
Dollar Productions. Page 10-A. 



9652. 1938, December 15. Washington and Strode Sail Today with UCLA Gridders. California Eagle. 
pl 1. Kenny Washington and Woodrow Strode, headliners on the Bruin Football team~ will bid goodbye 
where they will board the liner, Matsonia, for the Hawaiian Islands. Page 11-A. 
9653. 1938, December 17.3,650pay $10,000 to Hear Marian Anderson in Recital. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pl. Two women artists, both colored, caused the "Standing Room Only," sign to be hung up at the box 
office window of Carnegie Hall, two nights last week, to set a record of some sort. Ensebia Cosine, Cuba~s 
leading dramatic actress, packed the hall for her costume recital of Afro-Antillean poems on Sunday night, 
Dec 4 with $2.20 top. Box office receipts were over $6,000. On Tuesday night, Marian Anderson, 
internationally known contralto, appeared in her first recital of the season. The 3,200 seats in the hall were 
taken and 450 standees stood five deep in the dress circle. The recital, with a $3.30 top, netted close to 
$10,000. 
9654. 1938, December 17. Alice Rhinelander Mourns Her Mother. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Alice Jones 
Rhinelander, the New Rochelle beauty who created a sensation by her marriage to wealt~7 Leonard Kip 
Rhinelander, scion of an aristocratic New York family, is practically alone in the world after a series of 
deaths in her inunediate family. Last week she lost her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth H. Jones. Her father and the 
man she married both died within the past two years. Funeral services for Mrs. Jones were held here in 
Pelham, New York at Christ Roman Catholic Church on Thursday. 
9655. 1938, December 17. Artie Sha~; Old Gold Cigarettes "Explain" Billie Holiday Mix-Up. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Charging business rather than racial prejudice, Artie Shaw, white band 
leader, gives his reason for dispensing with the services of Billie Holiday as feature vocalist with his all- 
white band. In an interview with the white maestro at the Lincoln Hotel it was learned that due to the fact 
that Billie Holiday had just recently signed an exclusive recording contract with fl~e Brunswick company 
thus legally eliminating herself from the opportunity to make records with Shaw under the Bluebird label, 
this is the only reason she was released by Sha~w 
9656. 1938, December 17. Basle at Carnegie Hall Soon. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count Basle and his 
orchestra who in less than a short period of time has risen to fl~e lop of swing favor in both America and 
Europe, will take Negro swing through the gamut of achievement in a concert of American race music at 
Carnegie Hall, Friday night. 
9657. 1938, December 17. Blackbirds Gets Backer; Groom for Opening. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p20. The 
very much out in the cold 1938-1939 production ofLew Leslie’s once famous "Blackbirds," is again 
scheduled 1o come to roost on Broadway after failing to do so when the Boston takers tried and coulchl’t 
like it several weeks ago. At first billed for pro-Thanksgiving opening of the street of many lights, the opus 
and its producers were given the cold shoulder by Nate Kramer; local hotel man and show "angel." With no 
money to post as bond with Actor’s Equity to safeguard the salaries of its members in the revue, plans for 
the show being presented here in New York seemingly were adrift. 
9658. 1938, December 17. Count Basle to Play Dayton’s Memorial Hall Monday Night. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. The paramount Amusement Club will treat Dayton and out-of-town music and dance lovers, 
swing fans, jitterbugs, etc, to what they have been waiting for--months ... The swing sensation of 1938- 
Count Basie and his orchestra, with James Rushin and Helen Humes, will be the attraction at the Memorial 
Hall, Monday night, December 19. The Count and his musicians emerged from Kansas City just two years 
ago. They have played some of the most prominent spots in the countur. 
9659. 1938, December 17. Duke Goes Over Big at the Strand. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Living up to the 
standards of the great maestro-composer, the revue was of a fast stepping entertaining variety and carried 
all the zest punch of performers wise in the ways of the theater. Headed by Ivie Anderson who could only 
leave the stage after five or six hot numbers, the house rocked with the talent of the Two Zephyrs, Flash 
and Dasl~ and Dolores Brown. 
9660. 1938, December 17. Gee Gee James to Make Film in Hollywood. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Gee Gee James, one of the few remaining colored radio artists worldng on white commercial 
programs, is scheduled to be off for Hollywood where she will continue her radio work while emoting 
before the cameras. The flicker to feature James, is not yet titled. 
9661. 1938, December 17. In New Leading Role. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Edna Thomas of "Stevedore" 
and "Macbetff’ fame, plays the leading role of "Lavinia" in George Bernard Shaw’s "Androcles and the 
Lion" which the Negro unit of the WPA Federal Theater project is presenting at the Lafayette Theater. 
Thomas appears in the above photo. 
9662. 1938, December 17. ~Iarian Anderson, Who Once Was a Flop with Harlemites Now Has Them as 
Admirers After the Whites Okayed Her. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. When Marian 



Anderson lures 500 or more Negroes to her current New York recitals, as she did last week in her Carnegie 
Hall appearance, she proves again that Negroes, as a role, will pour out their hero worship on a~thing or 
anybody upon whom the white folks have first placed their stamp of approval. The man who said this ought 
to know, because he bases his judgment on a sad experience with Marian Anderson and Negro audiences 
some years ago. In fact, says Harlem’s James H.G. Green, if a Negro artist depends on ability alone to 
make a hit with Negro audiences, he will end up as a flop. But if he once gets the white folks’ backing, he 
will go places with the Negro race. 
9663. 1938, December 17. Marian Superb. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. New York--Marian Anderson, one of 
the most distinguished singers of our time, gave her first new York recital of the season at Carnegie Hall 
last Tuesday night, before a capacity audience and many standees. It was an appreciative audience who, by 
repeated applause, recalled the famous contralto time after time. In the end the standees rushed down the 
aisles to the foot of the stage to get a close up of the artist they had so earnestly and rapturously applauded. 
... Boston--Marian Anderson, whose voice is unequaled, whose poise is a thing of beauty, and whose 
stage presence is the em~T of every artist, opened her season’s tour in Boston Sunday with a magnificent 
program at Symphony Hall. Before a crowd of wildly enthusiastic Bostonians which numbered over three 
thousand, Anderson, in a gold satin gown, and accompanied by Kosti Vehanen, electrified concert-goers 
with her choice of compositions. 
9664. 1938, December 17. Negro Actors’ Guild Stages "Finest" Benefit: Eddie Cantor Opens All-Star 
Bill; Marian Anderson Closes It. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Negro Actor’s Guild basked in 
the spotlight of its greatest triumph Sunday night when its initial benefit to aid stricken performers was 
presented at the 46th Stree theater in Downtown Manhattan. Cloaked in the finery that is Broadway, 
enhanced by the hauteur of Park Avenue and the grandeur of Fifth Avenue, the affair was the most colorful 
in the tfistory of the Negro theatrical world. 
9665. 1938, December 17. Randol Incorporates His Picture Company. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. George 
Randol incorporates his new motion picture enterprise. After studying the purposes and principles of the 
company and the ability and experience of the personnel, the department of investment of the division of 
corporations granted the newly :formed corporation a permit. This is the first: time that a colored motion 
picture company has ever been given a pernfit to engage in the sale of its stock, although numerous groups 
have attempted to enter this kind of financing. 
9666.1938, December 17. Roland Hayes A eelaimed in Misssissippi. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. Roland 
Hayes, making his first appearance in Mississippi at: the City Auditorium in Jackson, was given one of the 
greater ovations of his career. If Mississippi had any doubts about the ability of Hayes as an artist:, they 
were swept away at the very beginning of the program. 
9667. 1938, December 22. Author-Zora Neale Hurston. California Eagle. p2. Zora Neale Hurston, author 
of the new book "Tell My Horse," has been widely praised by critics. The book is the story of folk life in 
Haiti and Jamaica personally observed as no white person ever saw it. One critic stated, "Her book is full of 
keen social cormnent relieved with constant humor, is packed with good stories, accounts of folk religions, 
songs, with both music and words." Page 2 
9668. 1938, December 22. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: "Peace on earth and goodwill to meff’ is the headline thought of yuletide. It is 
the most important doctrine of Cl~fistianity. Still there are whole nations that are ignoring this truth. Page 1- 
A. 
9669. 1938, December 22. Edna Heard Completes New "Valpone’ Musical Score. California Eagle. p2. 
Edna Rosalyne Heard, California’a gifted and versatile race composer, lras just completed another musical 
score. This time Heard offers Federal Theater Project audiences "Volpone." (Sect. B). 
9670. 1938, December 22. Johnson Choir in Roach Film. California Eagle. p2. Producer A. Edward 
Sutherland signed the Hall Johnson choir for a spectacular musical sequence in his new production, "It’s 
Spring Again." For this picture, the choir will feature the old Southern song, "In The Evening By the 
Moonlight," which was written by James Bland who wrote "Carry me Back to Old Virginny." Page 2-B. 
9671. 1938, December 22. ~Iarian Anderson Due Here Carnegie Concert Lauded. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. 
Retarning to the Carnegie after which she will start her annual mid-winter tour of the U.S., winding up in 
California, Marian Anderson, with an artistv~~ that surely must be nearing its peak, appeared before her 
customary throng. Page 2-B. 
9672. 1938, December 22. Oscar Polk in Role of "Pork’ in "Gone with the Wnd." California Eagle. p2. 
Oscar Polk, the outstanding colored actor of the Broadway stage, was signed by David O. Selznick to 



portray Pork, the O’Hara’s family servant, in "Gone With the Wind." Pork is the faithful butler who 
remains at Tara, the O’Hara plantation home, throughout the Civil War. Page 2-B. 
9673.1938, December 22. Vote Armstrong Greatest Athletic Phenomenon of 1938. California Eagle. p3. 
He~m.r Armstrong, the ouly man who ever held three world boxing championships at the same time, was 
crowned as the greatest athlete of 1938 in the United Press annual poll of sports writers. Page 3-B. 
9674. 1938, December 24. Battle of Music Between Duke, Jimmy Will Make Swing History. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Monday ~fight, December 26, under the banner of the Sigma Kappa fraternity, this 
city’s (Philadelphia) swank Penn Atl~letic Club, will resound to the tantalizing ttmes of Duke Ellington and 
Jinnnie Lunceford and their orchestras. In the more unthinking musical circles of the day, the affair is being 
termed a battle of swing with Lunceford trying to wrest the kingly crown from the masterful head of 
Ellington. 
9675. 1938, December 24. "Blackbirds" to Open on Broadway Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Broadway will get its clrance to finally view Lew Leslie’s current production of his internatioually known 
"Blackbirds" Friday when it will then have its initial Manhattan opening at the 44th Street Theater. Since 
its first trial showing in Boston last month, both producer and backer of the once famous colored musical 
revue, have been looking for the silver on the fringe of the nrany dark clouds which have shrouded the 
revue’s attempted opening here in New York city. 
9676. 1938, December 24. Count Basic to Battle Edgar Haves in Harlem After Carnegie Concert. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With all plans completed and Carnegie Hall already a sell-out, Count Basic and 
his fascinating swing orchestra are awaiting the sound-off for the first all-colored musical concert at 
Carnegie Hall, Friday .... This is Basie’s first swing battle since he engaged Chick Webb at the Savoy 
Ballroom several seasons ago. 
9677.1938, December 24. Duke and Louie on Whiteman Concert. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. In a program largely devoted to jazz, the Negro’s contribution to American music, Paul Whiteman and 
his orchestra were to present on Christmas Night their first Carnegie Hall Concert in more than five years. 
For tiffs affair, the white maestro long since known as the "King of Jazz" will present many variations in 
music and the city’s best collection of musicians. During the concert Whiteman will present Louis 
Armstrong and Duke Ellington. 
9678. 1938, December 24. Ethel Waters, Fredi Washington, Cast Set for "Mamba’s Daughters." Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ethel Waters, world-famous musical comedy star, who has had a 
successful fling at radio, screen, and both the legit and vaudeville stages, is to be starred on Broadway 
about Janua~ 3 in "Mamba’s Daughters," a drama of inner strife, love, hate and emotions of the colored 
world in the South from the prolific pen of Du Bose Heywood. The production already in rehearsal will 
give Waters her first chance at the heavier side of theatrical entertainment. 
9679. 1938, December 24. Louie Armstrong, Bill Robinson to G~ $10,000: Race Stars to Head All-Sepia 
Show at Broadway’s Strand. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Loule Armstrong, trumpet king star of the stage, 
screen and radio, and his sensational orchestra are scheduled to make their first theatrical appearance in this 
city of New York come Jan. 5, at the Strand Theater on Broadway co-starring on a bill of sepia 
entertainment with Bill Robinson who enjoys the same billing and fame in the world of tap dancing. The 
pending revue for the stage of the Strand Theater will mark the first time in its history that its vaudeville- 
film policy has been used as a talent outlet for colored performers. 
9680. 1938, December 24. Louis-Lewis Set Training Plans. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. The heavyweight 
title match between Joe Louis, the title holder, and John Hem~ Lewis, the challenger, will take place in 
Madison Square Garden on the night of January 25. Joe Louis, accompanied by his mauagers, Julian Black 
and John Roxborough, and John Henry Lewis, flanked by his nrauager, Gus GreeNee, signed the fornral 
contracts last Friday afternoon in the offices of the New York State Boxing Coramission. 
9681. 1938, December 24.2~Iaxine’s Opening in Chicago Brilliant. Ted Watson. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
The much heralded Maxine Sullivan packed the Colony Club Wednesday, December 14, when she made 
her first Chicago supper club debut. Hundreds of Sullivan devotees swamped the Rush Street retreat to take 
over the heaviest advance reservation in history at Sonny Goldstone’s magnificent hight club. 
9682. 1938, December 24. RKO Theater Chain to Present "Gang Smashers": Picture Has Been Booked 
for Three Harlem Theaters. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The RKO chain in this city of New York City stole a 
nrarch on its picture presenting rivals this week when its executive announced the success of their efforts to 
obtain "Gang Slnashers," from the Million Dollar Productions as a feature of their three Harlem Houses. 
Set for an initial opening at the Regent Theater in lower Harlem January 5th, the flicker starring Niua Mac 



McKinney and Monte Hawley, is to be presented three different weeks in the section at the Roosevelt and 
Alhambra Theaters in mid-Harlem. 
9683. 1938, Dece~nber 31. Armstrong’s Magnetism, Personality Top ~Ttiteman’s Carnegie Hall Concert. 
Billy Rowe. Pittsbu~eh Courier. plT. On the great stage of Carnegie Hall, which has been traversed by 
musical geniuses of eve~3~ generation, a white man stepped upon the podium, an overflowing audience held 
its breath in abeyance, 15,000 clamored in the streets seeking admission. The maestro, Paul Whitman, 
acknowledged the plaudits of those before him, turned, raised his baton and from the symphonic lair of 
musicians burst forth what might be called the first American motif.... There Sunday night, adding a direct 
contribution was the music of Duke Ellington and the personality of Louis Armstrong. 
9684. 1938, December 31. Broadway Turns "Thumbs Down" on Robeson Film. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. The one thing in Americanism which has kept Paul Robeson away from these 
shores in spite of the great demand for his supreme talent struck home again last week, when Broadway, 
which has always given his European pictures first showing, turned down his latest "Big Fella" because 
they see in the picture too much of a trend towards racial equality. "Big Fella," with an all-star cast of 
colored and white European actors and actresses, was produced abroad several months ago by the number 
one flicker company in England. 
9685. 1938, December 31. Duke Set for First American Concert. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. The first 
serious concert ever attempted by Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra in this country" will be presented 
on January" 3rd, 1939, in the Great Hall of City College in New York City. Ellington and his orchestra 
played two concerts in London and one in Paris during their European tour. But the organization has never 
been heard in the United States except in theaters and ballrooms. 
9686. 1938, December 31. NAACP Will Honor Duke Ellington. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. With the dance 
music of Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra as the :feature, simultaneous charity balls will be held by 
Negroes in all key cities of tbc United States on the ~figbt of Febrna~ 1 lth, sponsored by the NAACP. 
Ellington and his band will play for tbc affair in the 369th Armory. in New York City. 
9687. 1938, December 31. Popkins Visits in New York. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Harry, M. Popkin, 
executive president and sole backer of Million Dollar Picture Corp., Hollywood’s only all-colored flicker 
company presenting the count~ with modern colored pictures, is in Otis city completing negotiations with 
leading moving picture chains for the output of the company’s 1939 schedule. While in the city, the 
executive is making the rounds of local nite clubs and theaters looking for new talent to import to the coast 
lbr three new pictures slated to go into production as soon as be returns to California next week. 
9688. 1938, December 31. "Slim" and "Slam" Believe 104,000 "Flat Foot Floogie" Records Sold. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p16. "Slim" and "Slam" of"Flat Foot Floogie" fame said last week while playing at 
the Paramount Theater here that they planned to fight through counsel to secure an accounting of proceeds 
from the sale of their records. They said they believed they had sold at least 104,000 "Flat Foot" records 
instead of the mere 80,000 they are credited with. Their statement was the first one in an expected series of 
explosions by big time musicians who are beginning to believe their white managers get too big a cut of 
their earnings. "Slim" Gaillard and "Slam" Stewart both threatened to quit the game if they were to make 
no more money than they had made. 
9689. 1939, January 5. Ad Bronze Buckaroo. California Eagle. p2. This is an advertisement for "Bronze 
Buckaroo," a Million Dollar Productions picture, which features Herb Jeffries. The fihn is being shown at 
the Bill Robinson Theater. Other members of the cast include: Lucius Brooks, Artie Young, Clarence 
Books, Earl J. Morris, W.G. Dumis Rellie Hardin, CulT Lee Cahnes, and Spencer Williams along with the 
Four Tones. Page 2-B. 
9690. 1939, January 5. Ad Going Places. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. This is an advertisement for "Going 
Places," that features Louis Armstrong and Maxine Sullivan. Page 2-B. 
9691. 1939, January 5. Bronze Buckaroo Premier at Bill Robinson Theater. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. The 
latest and by far the best of all colored westerns, "The Bronze Buckaroo," starring Herbie Jeffries will 
nmke its debut at the Bill Robinson theater. The cast of "The Bronze Buckaroo," consists of maW well 
lcnown actors who outdo themselves to make this outdoor thriller so full of fresh, new comedy and rip 
roaring action that you will want to see it twice. Page 2-B. 
9692. 1939, January 5. Clarence 2~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Just before the Happy New Year bells began to ring on December 29th to be 
exact, our genuine good fellow, Jolm L. Hill gave his annual stag party. Page 1-A. 
9693. 1939, January 5. "Going Places" Held Over at Warner Bros. California Eagle. p2. Proving again 
that "all the world loves a swingster," "Going Places," nfirthful musical in which swing artists Louis 



Armstrong and Maxine Sullivan have leading roles, has been held over a second week at Warner’s 
Hollywood and downtown theaters. In "Going Places," torrid trumpeter Armstrong plays a groom to the 
man-killing horse Dick Powell is supposed to ride. Page 2-B. 
9694. 1939, January 5. "Lil Chillun" Cast Fetes Director Muse with Banquet, Celebrate 25th Smash 
Week. California Eagle. pl. Celebrating their 25th smash week at the Mayan Theater, the cast of "Run~ 
Little Chillun" feted their director, Clarence Muse, stage, crew and house mauagement with a sumptuous 
banquet on the stage of the theater. Page 1-B. 
9695. 1939, January 5. Louis and Lmvis Enter Training. California Eagle. p2. Hea~3~weight champion Joe 
Louis began training here New Year’s day for his 15-round title bout with John He~uy Lewis, light 
heavyweight king. Page 2-B. 
9696. 1939, January 5. Say ~lillion Dollar Studio Has Given Race Opportunity. California Eagle. p2. The 
advent of the Negro motion picture as a real entertainment and economic factor within the past year, has 
stirred tlae creative genius of the Negro in this long-neglected field. Not until the coming of Million Dollar 
Productions has the colored theatrical person been given an opportunity to fill executive positions in an 
entertainment business of wide scope. Page 2-B. 
9697. 1939, January 7. A1 Moses Lists Race’s "Ten Best" Box Of[~ce Attractions. A1 Moses. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. After much consideration and deliberation; we voted tlae following array of satellites last 
season’s best attractions, whether taken from the box-office appeal (boy, that’s important) or pure fan 
interest and they include: Bill Robinson, Duke Ellingto~ Louis Armstrong, Count Basic, Cab Calloway, 
Chick Webb, Jinunie Lunceford, Fats Waller, Willie Bryant, etc. 
9698. 1939, January 7. Armstrong and Sullivan "Hot" in "Going Places" at Strand on Broadway. 
Pittsburgh (-~burier. p20. The Warners Bros. production, "Going Places," which features Maxine Sullivan 
and Louis Armstrong will premiere on Broadway at the Strand Theater. Backed by a 20 piece aggregation, 
Armstrong and his trumpet swing out for Sullivan and a choral group of 35 voices. 
9699. 1939, January 7. As Duke and Jimtnie Met in Quaker City. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke Ellington 
and the French swing critic, Panassie, meet for the first time since Ellington played in Europe several years 
ago. Here they get chummy and talk of music, of course. "Your music is grand," said the Frenchman, "and 
you’re still my king." In the other picture, Jimmie Lunceford is listening as Panassie says: "You still rate, in 
my mind, among the three best orchestras in the country." 
9700. 1939, January 7. Blackbirds May Not Hit Broadway After All: Lew Leslie’s Show Runs Up Again.,~t 
Dollar Shortage. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The dark cloud which has been hovering over the 
38-39 production of Lew Leslie’s nationally famous "Blackbirds" presented itself this week when the all- 
sepia musical made another attempt to show itself on Broadway. Scheduled to open at tl~e 44th Street 
Theater, Dec. 23rd, New Yorkers wondered and shook their heads when it was again set back Monday, 
then Thursday and fiually for an indefinite period. 
9701. 1939, January 7. Chick Webb Is" Given $1,500 to Play Swank Society Engagement. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Chick Webb, the sensational drum king of swing and his comely queen of song, Ella 
Fitzgerald, captured the spotlight hereabouts when they received a $1,500 contract to play a one-nite stand 
at the famous steleS" built Orange Country Club in New Jersey. Not with standing that Webb and 
Fitzgerald have been record breakers all along the theatrical and dance routes during all of last year, tl~is is 
the first time that such a sum has been received for a single night, not only by the aggregatiolL but others of 
its kind. 
9702. 1939, January 7. D.C: Theatre Takes $2500 Beating When It Refuses to Take Chance and Gives 
Hawkins a 50-50 Break. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Erskine Hawkins and his band, using the stage of the 
Howard theater as a proving ground of their drawing power, got the last and best laugh on the management 
this week when they drew a record-breaking crowd to the theater which left a cash assurance of the group’s 
popularity upward to $8,500. When the manager of the theater was first approached regarding an 
engagement for the Hawkins crew, his doubt, was strong enough to keep him from offering a salary 
guarantee acceptable by Hawkins and his mauager. 
9703. 1939, January 7. Henry’s Welter Crown at Stake in Coast Bout. Pittsburgh Courier. p lT. Hurricane 
Henry Armstrong, the busiest fighter in Fistiani, goes back to work in defense of the heavier of his two 
titles Tuesday night under the glaring lights of Wrigley Field when he faces Baby Arizmendi in a 15 round 
bout. 
9704. 1939, January 7. La Waters’ Name Is in Lights on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After more 
than a season which was spent in waiting, "Mamba’s Daughters," with Ethel Waters in the leading role, 
made its bow to eager Broadwayites Tuesday night at the Empire Theater. Coming in under the Guthrie 



McClintic banner as his second production of the season, the practically all-colored drama is looked upon 
as one of the most important plays of the season and the first, well cast and serious Negro legit offering to 
nit the main-way in several years. 
9705. 1939, January 7. Marian Anderson, Famous Contralto, Earns $250,000 a Year, Average Audience 
Is 4000--Has Traveled Over 100,000 miles. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Marian Anderson, who is probably 
the most worshipped contralto the world has ever known, is now on her fourth consecutive American trans- 
continental tour, breaking records with every appearance. On tnis tour she will probably exceed her last 
year’s record of 26,000 miles, more than the distance around the equator. Her total mileage today is well 
above the 100,000 mark. Last season alone Anderson faced more than a quarter million people from her 
concert platforms. 
9706. 1939, January 7. National Blues Week Being "Idea-ed" to Honor W. C. IIand); George Gershwin. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The most extensive plans in the history of modern music are centered here this 
week as merabers of the American Music Society begin preparations for the first national "blues" week in 
honor of the 25th anniversary of the first indigo song "Memphis Blues." ... The jubilee of blues as a history 
of American music, will honor W.C. Handy, the recognized Father of the Blues and the late George 
Gershwin. 
9707. 1939, January 12. Armstrong Still Champ, Arizmendi Bloody but Unbowed. Cal~ornia Eagle. p3. 
Nobody wanted to take the lick in the welterweight title fracas between the fistic marvel, Henry Armstrong, 
and the scrappy little idol of the Mexican village, Baby Arizmendi. Page 3-B. 
9708. 1939, January 12. Bit Player Signs to Write All-Colored Photoplays. Cal~fi)rnia Eagle. p2. 
According to an announcement by George Randol, James Adamson has been sigued to a contract to write 
~br a newly ibrmed company of Motion Pictures which will specialize in all colored photoplays. Page 2-B. 
9709. 1939, January 12. Brother of Jaekie Robinson Mauled by Pasadena Police. (TaliJbrnia bSagle, pl. 
Charging police brutalit-y, with the latest specific case involving the brother of Mack and Jack Robinson, 
~hmous athletes, the Pasadena branch of the National Association lbr the Advancement of colored People 
authorized a resolution of protest: to the Pasadena Police department. The allegedly false arrest and beating 
on Ja~mary 2 of Edgar Robinson, elder brother of the two attfletes was cited as the latest instance of flagrant 
discrimination and brutal treatment of colored citizens in Pasadena by police. Page 1-A. 
9710. 1939, January 12. Cab and June. Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. A photo shows the famous Cab Calloway, 
introducing his first: soloist, the noted June Richmond, who formerly warbled for a white band before she 
signed with Cab’s Cotton Club orchestra. The two appear in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
9711. 1939, January 12. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: History was made at the YMCA when the Assistance League of the Los Angeles 
Outdoor Life and Health Association raised at the dimmer table $517.00 for the building of a service 
building at their new sanitarium at Duarte. Page 1-A. 
9712. 1939, January 12. "First Lady" in New Role. California Eagle. p2. "Mamba’s Daughter" has been 
adapted for stage and opened with Ethel Waters in the stellar role on Broadway at the Empire Theater. The 
erstwnile "First Lady" of revues, plays the role of Hagar, a child-like Negro woman whose passion was too 
much for her ilnn~ature mind to cope with, thereby driving her to murder. Page 2-B. 
9713. 1939, January 12. Handy Accuses Leaders of Snubbing His "Blues." California Eagle. p2. A few 
skeletons in contemporary Negro [circles] were rattled by W.C. Handy, known as the "Father of the Blues" 
and called by some critics the composer who has given America its greatest contributiork in a letter to 
James H. Hubert. It has long been rumored that Handy nourishes a grudge against prominent individual 
Negroes and groups for treatment accorded him. A request from Hubert that Handy take part in a benefit 
being sponsored by the League on February 19, seems to have ignited the spark of Handy’s anger .... 
Handy accuses Negro leaders of ignoring and ostracizing him because they have a persoual dislike for the 
"blues." Page 2-A. 
9714. 1939, January 12. Louis Greatest of all at 21 Says Tunney. Califbrnia Eagle. p3. There never was a 
greater 21-year old fighter in fight history than Joe Louis, declared Gene Tunney, former champion, at the 
annual Father and Sons Athletic jamboree. Page 3-B. 
9715. 1939, January 12.2~Iiller, Covington Off to NYA Confab in Washington. Cal~ornia Eagle. pl. 
Invited by the national office, Loren Miller and Floyd C. Covington, secretary of the city’s Urban League 
branch, left for Wasnington, D.C. to attend a conference on Negro problems called by National Youth 
Administration. Page 1-A. 
9716. 1939, January 12.2~Iuse, Langston Hughes to Be Featured in Pasadena Forum. Cal~brnia Eagle. 
p2. In keeping with its program of seeking to bring to Pasadenans the best known nmsical, literary and 



thespian names, the Town Hall Formn of the Scott Methodist Episcopal Church present Clarence Muse, 
together with Langston Hughes. Page 2-A. 
9717. 1939, Jannary 12. Randol Film Company Plans to Produce Negro History Films. California Eagle. 
p2. Included in the class of pictures that will be produced by the George Randol Productions, Inc., are 
historical dramas which will photographically place the Negro in his right firmament in world history. The 
colored motion picture compact plans stories based on the lives of such eminent personages as Col. 
Charles young, highest ranking Negro officer of the U.S. Army; Booker T. Washington, one of America’s 
leading educators; Alexander Dumas the great [Russina poet]. Page 2-B. 
9718. 1939, Jannary 12. Record Folk Music of Hall Johnson C7toir. California Eagle. p2. On a 20,000 
mile tour, Henri Diaraant-Berger of the French Ministry of Coramunications, made recordings of the folk 
music sung by Carlyle Scott Federal Music Project singers in "Run, Little Chillun." Page 2-B. 
9719. 1939, Jannary 12. "Run Lil Chillun" Runs Into Solid Half Year. California Eagle. p2. Rounding 
out a solid half year at the Mayan Theater is "Run, Little Chillun," Hall Johnson’s stirring deep South 
Negro folk play. Page 2-B. 
9720. 1939, January 12. Wind Up Security Sale.[br Negro Film Company. California Eagle. p2. Plans for 
winding up the sale of securities within the next 30 days have been made by George Randol Productions 
Inc., according to an announcement by George Randol. Page 2-B. 
9721. 1939, Jannary 14. Back to the Life She Loves. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Fredi Washington, of stage, 
screen and Negro Actors Guild fame, will assume the role of the daughter in "Mamba’s Daughters," played 
by Ethel Waters. Washington appears in the above photo. 
9722. 1939, Jannary 14. Blackburn Pays Tribute to John’s Superb Defense. Pittsburgh Courier. pl5. 
Trainer, Jack Blackburu said today that he was training Joe Louis to fight the world’s greatest defensive 
fighter in the person of John He~u3~ Lewis. He expects Joe to win, but would not predict a knockout. 
9723. 1939, January 14. Duke Ellington Is Superb on Concert Stage: 3,000 Harlemites Join Broachvay in 
Glorious Tribute. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 7. Thc intelligent of modern American jazz music 
turned out in the three thousand lot last Tuesday night to witness the first serious works of Duke Ellingl:on 
and his orchestra, presented in the great Hall of the College of the City of New York by the Harlem Branch 
YMCA in the fulfillment of its fifth ammal New Year Concert. Presenting his band there for its initial 
appearance upon the American concert stage, Ellingl:on seemingly took thc opportunity to prove for the 
first time the finesse of American Negro Music and in doing so was superb in his presentation. 
9724. 1939, January 14. Earl ~!!orris l~lls Who to Thank in Hollywood. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl 1. Hollywood may not have pleased us with her attitude toward the Negro Motion Picture 
audiences in 1938, but a few did go out of their way to please us or to give fat roles to colored actors. So 
let’s write some thank you letters. Write and thank Hal Wallis at Waruer Brothers Studios in Burbank, 
California for giving Louis Armstrong and Maxine Sullivan such good parts. 
9725. 1939, January 14. Joe Louis Drills to Outsmart John: Champ ~eerful with His "See" Joe Jolts 
Bodyguard Playfully, Plays Pool After Drills. Pittsbu~eh Courier. p15. Busy but contented in his Pompton 
Lakes (N.J.) training camp, Joe Louis is taking his drills seriously" for his titular scrap with John Henly 
Lewis in Gotham’s Garden on January 25. Photo at left show him with his loyal secretary, Freddi 
Guinyard. 
9726. 1939, January 14. La Waters Catapults Race to New Heights in "Mamba’s Daughters." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p17. On the stage of the Empire Theater, the undisputed "class" house of Broadway, just below 
Times Square, Ethel Waters, the greatest colored lady of the musical comedy world, blossomed forth last 
week into the greatest dramatic actress of the generation. Treading upon boards made famous by the 
Bernhardts, Barrymores, Howards, Hayes, and Cornells of several generations, Ethel Waters did not fall 
short of the great draraatic tradition which they left for others to follow and be guided by. 
9727. 1939, January 14. Louie and Bojangles Line ’Era Up in Street: Trumpet King to Tour South After 
Broadway Show. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Fresh from record-breaking engagements at 
Harlem’s Apollo theater and the Nixon-Grand in Philadelphia, Louis Armstrong, king of trumpet players, 
his orchestra and a number of star acts, headlined by "Bojanlges" (Bill Robinson) moved into the Strand 
Theater, 47th and Broadway, Friday morning for the first all-colored stage revue this house has presented. 
9728. 1939, January 14. "2~Iikado in Swing" with All-Negro Cast, PlannedJbr Broadway Sho,qng. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. The "Mikado is Swing" patterned after the highly successful, WPA play in 
Chicago, is among the first legit productions of the new year scheduled for a turn on Broadway with an all- 
colored cast. Caputring the idea from J.J. Shubert, who first thought of bringing the sepia version to 



Boradway after viewing its possibilities in Chicago, Alfred De Liagre, Jr. has definite plans for the 
entertaimnent. 
9729. 1939, Jannary 14. Webb Leads Four Race Bands" in Paramount Theater Poll. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p17. Chick Webb, known hereabouts as the drum king of swing, finished first with 14,000 votes ahead of 
four other colored bands who placed in the annual poll conducted in the lobby of the Paramount theater on 
Broadway here. As in the past, the year long contest ran into its final stages with Benny Goodman in top 
place as the people’s choice of the still "king of swing." 
9730. 1939, Jannary 19. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Many persons who are interested in giving charity affairs or a~ kind of meeting 
where the appearance of stars, actors or dancers are requested to give public appearance, have asked me 
what is the meaning of theater authority. Page 1-A. 
9731. 1939, Jannary 19. Ellington to Play]br NAACP Dance. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Plans are well under 
way for celebrating the thirtieth anniversary of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People. The key dance will be held in New York City with Duke Ellington and his orchestra. Page 2-A. 
9732. 1939, Jannary 19. Hughes’protest Play Under Production by New Local Group. California Eagle. 
p2. Langston Hughes’ "protest" drama, "Don’t You Want to Be Free," will be produced in Los Angeles, 
according to recent reports. It was also announced that Hughes has been signed to write the script "St. 
Louis Woman," for the WPA. Page 2-B. 
9733. 1939, Jannary 19. Lesser Signs l~Iuse, Hughes to Script. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Sol Lesser has signed 
Langston Hughes and Clarence Muse to script "Song of Tomorrow" which is scheduled to be the next 
screen vehicle for Bobby Breen. Page 2-B. 
9734. 1939, JanualT 19. Lewis Says He’ll Wade in and Carry Fight to Joe Louis. California Eagle. p3. 
John Hen~ Lewis is going to box Joe Louis, the Brown Bomber, when the two meet in in Madison Square 
Garden? Page 3-B. 
9735. 1939, January 19. Louis Meets Lewis. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p3. The first: heavyweight title bout between 
two Negroes ever fought: will get underway between Joe Louis and John Henry, Lewis. Page 3-B. 
9736. 1939, January 19. Negro Actors in Ten Best Films for ’39. Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. Alt:hongh no 
colored stars were listed among the top flight lunfinafies of the year 1938, colored actors were featured in 
[bur of the accredited best fihns of the year. "In Old Chicago," Madame Sul-Te-Wan, the famous 65 year 
old dramatic actress played the important part of "Battle." In "Jezebel," starring Bette Davis, Theresa 
Harris and Lew Payton both had important parts, wtfile over 150 other colored players had bits or played in 
atmosphere roles. "You Can’t Take It: With You," completed by Cohimbia brought Lillian "Billie" Yarbo 
into the limelight and gave Eddie Anderson the fame that was begun two years ago. In MGM’s "Test Pilot," 
a number of colored players served in bits and atmosphere including Sam McDaniel. Page 2-B. 
9737. 1939, January 19. Randol Claims Fertile Fieldjbr All-Negro Films. California Eagle. pg. Ever 
increasing demands for better entertaimnent by colored people indicate great success for those identified 
with that field, according to George Randol, president of the motion picture company wlfich bears his 
name. After an intensive study of colored people and their desires for entertaimnent, Randol reports that 
there are now more than 600 theaters in the United States that cater for the most part to colored people and 
the pictures they want to see determine whether the theater is a success or not. Page 9-A. 
9738. 1939, January 19. Ruby Elzy to Sing for Luncheon. California Eagle. p2. Ruby EI~", one of the 
leads in the current Federal theater opus "Run Little Chillun," will be one of the soloists at a luncheon 
given at Avalon Christian Church. Page 2-B. 
9739. 1939, January 19. To Film Another Dumas Story. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Another of the great novels 
by the world famous French Negro writer, Alexander Dumas, will be filmed. The novel, "The Man in the 
Iron Mask," will be nrade into a motion picture and will be directed by James Whale. Page 2-B. 
9740. 1939, January 19. Washignton, Strode Home--Hawaii Was "WonderJhL " Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p3. 
Spouting the wonders of "Hawaiian heaven, land of make believe come true," Kenny Washington and 
Woodrow Strode, UCLA Football stars, retun~ed to their Eastside home last week. Page 3-B. 
9741. 1939, January 21. 1938 Banner Year.Jbr Negro Movie Industry. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. The colored motion picture industry looks back on 1938 as a banner year of pioneering. The Negro 
motion picture audiences awakened to a new interest in sepia films. A patient Negro audience turned out in 
ever increasing numbers to new colored artists on the screen. The Colored fihn industry is still in its 
i~ffancy. But here is the record of Black Hollywood--Nine feature length fihns and one short is on the 
credit side of the ledger for the industry. The cycle started with: "Dark Manhattan" "Bargain with Bullets," 



"Life Goes On," "Duke is Tops," "Harlem on the Prairie," "Two Gun Man Froln Harlem," Rl\vthm 
Rodeo," "Bronze Buckaroo .... Gang Smashers," and "Harlem Rides the Range." 
9742. 1939, January 21. Chick "Swinging Out," Ella "Singing Out" at Park Central Soon. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Chick Webb, whom Broadway selected last week as the sepia king of swing and 
its most popular drurmner, began this week to groove his men of rl\vthm for their initial opening at the 
swank Park Central Hotel on Wednesday, January 25th. Currently at the Apollo Theater where with Ella 
Fitzgerald, his band and an all-star revue, the little drurmner is turning bad weather failure into record 
breaking success and by the end of the week and hopes to have another record feather to add to his already 
well filled cap. 
9743. 1939, January 21. ColoredAetors in Four of Year’s Ten Best Pictures. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Although no colored stars were listed among the top-flight luminaries of the year of 1938, colored actors 
were featured in four of the accredited best films of the year. Madame Sul-Te-Wa~ appeared in "In Old 
Chicago;" Theresa Harris appeared in "Jezebel;" Lillian "Billie" Yarbo and Eddie Anderson appeared in 
"You Can’t Take It With You;" and Sam McDaniel appeared in "Test Pilot." 
9744. 1939, January 21. CountBasie a Riot in D.C. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Swing, with all its admirable 
features, won the acclaim of Washington’s critical show fans as Count Basic and his famous orchestra with 
a speedy show opened at the Howard here in Washington D.C. last week. Jimmie Rushing and Helen 
Humes were warmly received and the Count once more scored. 
9745. 1939, January 21. Deny Million Dollar Productions Has Quit: Courier Fails to Veri.[)’ Rumor. Earl 
J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The office of Hany M. Popkin, executive producer of Million Dollar 
Productions, denied the rumor that the film company had "gone out of business." The rumor was circulated 
throughout the colored film colony lale Wednesday night and Thursday that Harry M. Popkins "was 
disgusted" and had closed its doors. The Courier communicated with tbc offices of Harry M. Popkin and 
the secrctau, a Miss Brown said: "It’s just idle rumors. We arc preparing to go into production on ’Re[brm 
School’ starring Louise Beavers." 
9746. 1939, January 21. Duke Ellington’s Sister, Ruth, Heads Unique Symphony Orchestra. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Members of the recently organized Girls Symphony orchestra of Harlem, headed by Ruth 
Ellington, sister of Duke Ellington, will sponsor a benefit dance at the Savoy Ballroom on Saturday 
evening, February. 11. Proceeds will go to a growing fund for the purchase of music and instruments. 
9747. 1939, January 21. Euniee May Sign for Films. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Pretty Eunice Wilson, 
international singing star, is in Hollywood negotiating with Hollywood Productions about a role in a 
[brthcomlng play. Wilson was formerly a vocalist with Noble Sissle’s orchestra. Wilson appears in the 
above photo. 
9748. 1939, January 21. First Sepia Revue to Play White Theatres in Florida, Scores. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Hartley Toots, famous swing orchestra along with the much publicized "Dixie to Harlem" revue which 
features Butterbeans and Susie, uatioually-known comedy team; Wood Sisters, Bob and Joe, Katherine 
Ragland, and the beautiful Creole chorus which started in St. Louis ten weeks ago setting records, moved to 
Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati and then down to Dixie. 
9749. 1939, January 21. Hollywood Productions May Sign Eunice Wilson. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p13. Lovely Eunice Wilson~ interuatioual actress and song stylist, has been negotiating with 
Richard C. Kahn and Spencer Williams executive of Hollywood Productions, with a view toward featuring 
Wilson in a forthcoming production. Wilson, however, is not a newcomer to motion picture audiences. She 
made two Warner Brothers shorts in New York. 
9750. 1939, January 21. In "Moon Over Harlem." Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Cora Green, bright star of 
radio, stage, and screen~ who has starred at New York’s Cotton Club, and was recently a headliner in Oscar 
Micheaux pictures, will be seen soon in a stirring movie, "Moon Over Harlem." The Meteor Productions 
Company, with studios and offices in the heart of Harlem is putting forth every effort to elevate sepia films. 
Green appears in the above photo. 
9751.1939, January 21. Joe’s Punches Jolt Sparmates: Jack Says Joe Will Beat Peak for Bout. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. Rocking his spar mates with "lance-life" lefts and punishing rights, Joe Louis 
began preparing for his upcoming match. 
9752. 1939, January 21. Lincoln Theater in Philadelphia Closes: The Nixon-Grand May Follow Suit. 
Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After a vaudeville trial of less than a month, the Lincoln Theater 
here, in the heart of the colored section of Philadelphia, folded up its stage and called it quits after Jimmie 
Lunceford’s final appearance Thursday night. As inthe past seasons, the closing of the theater, though 
expected from the beginning, comes as a shock to the profession as it: bottles up another lucrative outlet for 



active performers .... In a more distant part of the city, the Nixon Grand Theater ... is on the brink of 
following in the footsteps of the Lincoln with a closing date scheduled for this Thursday after Ellington, his 
band and re~-ae perform. 
9753. 1939, Jannary 26.24th Spingarn Medal to Marian Anderson. California Eagle. p2. Marian 
Anderson, world famous contralto, has been named to receive the Spingarn Medal for 1938, awarded 
annnally by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People "for the highest or noblest 
achievement by an American Negro during the preceding year." Page 2-A. 
9754. 1939, Jannary 26. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: "You must have art in your heart" if you will be truly an artist. I heard these 
words from a great artist last week and they impressed me. Page 1-A. 
9755. 1939, Jannal3T 26. Noted Singer Barred from Appearance in Constitution Hall. Cal~brnia Eagle. 
p 1. Marian Anderson, world’s greatest contralto, has been barred by the Daughters of the American 
Revolution from an appearance at Constitution Hall in Washington, D.C. Page 1-A. 
9756. 1939, Jannal3T 26. Randol Expresses Views. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. The largest racial minority in the 
United States should place their side of the question before the world. That is the opinion of George 
Randol and will be the motivating factor in the making of pictures of the Negro, for the Negro, and by the 
Negro. Pictures with emphasis on Negro life have made money. Page 2-B. 
9757. 1939, Jannal3" 26. Seek Nina Mac Resemblance. California Eagle. p2. All the girls expressed 
excitement in Jackson, Mississippi following a telegram from the director of Million Dollar productions 
launching a nation-wide hunt for a girl who resembled Nina Mac McKi~mey enough to ser~e as her double. 
She would be used as a "stand-in" for the internationally famous star in her next picture. McKinney’s latest 
starting vetficle and her first :for an all-colored cast: company was "Gang Smashers." Page 2-B. 
9758. 1939, January 28.24th Spingarn Medal to Marian Anderson. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. Marian 
Anderson, world famous contralto, has been named to receive the Spingarn Medal for 1938, awarded 
annually by J.E. Spingarn, president of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, 
"for the highest or noblest actfievement by an American Negro during the preceding year or years." The 
fbrmal statement of the committee declared: "Marian Anderson has been chosen fbr her special 
achievement in the field of music. Equally with that achievement, wtfich has won her world-wide fame as 
one of the greatest singers of our time, is her magnificent dignity as a human being." 
9759. 1939, January 28. Andy Kirk to State in Boston. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. According to an 
annolmcement from Joe Glaser Inc., tiffs year is fast moving into a banner season fbr that office’s 
attractions. On the heels of setting Louis Armstrong and his band for a country-wide theatrical and dance 
tour, with Roy Eldridge well set on Broadway at the Arcadia Ballroom, Glaser made it known to this 
department that Andy Kirk and his band have been set for an extended swing session at the State Ballroom 
in Boston, where Artie Shaw with Billie Holiday got their start. 
9760.1939, January 28. "Birth of a Nation" Film Gets Objectors in Trouble. Pittsburgh Courier. p 11. Dr. 
Hart3./- Mickey and Dr. Theodore Inge, who climaxed their protest against the showing of the picture, "The 
Birth of a Nation," here last spring, by bringing about the arrest of Otto Rettig, the manager, have been 
sued in district court by Rettig, who is asking for damages due to a false arrest. 
9761. 1939, January 28. DAR’s Block Appearance of Concert Singer: La Marian Can’t Sing in Hall in 
Shadow of Lincoln Memorial. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. The racial ban of the Daughters of the American 
Revolution, which prohibits the appearance of Marian Anderson in Constitution Hall, was attributed 
editorially by the Washington Herald last Tuesday to the disfranchisement of iulaabitants of the Nation’s 
Capital. The Daughters of the American Revolution own Memorial, Continental Hall and Constitution Hall, 
some of the most valuable real estate in Washington, tax free. 
9762. 1939, January 28. Jimmie Luneej[brd and "Fats" Waller Seheduled.Jbr Summer Trip to Europe; 
Leaving in May. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Unless like Lloyds of London stated, "there will 
be another World War before another World’s fair," Jimmie Lunceford and his grand band will be off on 
another trip to Europe if present plans are successfully completed here and abroad. The band at present has 
a tentative sailing schedule on its book for early May. Once abroad, its first opeuing date will center around 
Norway in the City of Oslow about Junel. From then on, the aggregation is supposed to indulge in a 
count~-wide concert tour with ideas of stamping the modern American Negro music on the solid mind 
foundation of foreign music lovers. 
9763. 1939, January 28. John Henry to Use Speed; Joe Will Depend on Punch. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
For the first time in the histo~ of American boxing, two sepia pugilists--Joe Louis, the hea-~3~weight 
champion of the world and John Henry Lewis, the challenger--will fight fbr the highest honors in the 



realm of Fistiana. The sepia rockiest of the century~ will bring together two of the finest fighters developed 
in modern. 
9764. 1939, Jannaryr 28. Marian Anderson’s Luminous, Gertrude Lawrence’s English Accent. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p9. Marian Anderson’s luminous brown eyes! Gertrude Lawrence’s captivating English accent. A 
singing star and a dramatic star rang down the plaudits of Pittsburgh with magnificent performances ... 
brought tributes to their perfection and drove the insipid lull of the after holiday season out of the horizon 
and replaced the cloudy" atmosphere with brilliancy rivaling the sun. 
9765. 1939, Jannary 28. "Red" Saunders Brilliant at Delisa, Sayso of Ted Watson. Ted Watson. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. With oodles of"umph" in a masterful musical style, "Red" Saunders, popular 
drumming nraestro of the band hearing his name, is plowing his way to the top in quest for "name band" 
honors in Chicago. Now current at Mike DeLisa’s Card located at 55th and State streets, Saunders and his 
band play a brilliant showdown and in a way most enervating. 
9766.1939, January" 28. Secure Count Basiej[br Big Akron Dance. Pittsburgh Courier. p 11. Count Basic, 
"King of Swing," and his famons orchestra, have been secured to play this city next month. The 
attraction--one of the greatest to have been presented in this city in years, will be heard at East Market 
Gardens on Wednesday evening February 15 and will supplant McKirmey’s Cotton Pickers of Detroit, 
which was originally scheduled to play on February, 14. 
9767. 1939, January" 28. Stefiel Sued_[br $3,500 by Irvin C. Miller: Theater Owner Is Hit with Breach of 
Contract Suit. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. In Supreme Court here in New York City last week 
with Judge LaMarr Perkins presiding, Irving C. Miller, famous producer of Brownskin Models, filed a 
breach of contract suit for $3,500 against Sam Stefiel, Eddie Sherman and one Rapaport of the Hippodrome 
Theater in Baltimore who as the Edwards Theater, Inc. operated the Nixon Grand Theater in Philadelptfia 
which closed its doors when they stepped down last: Thursday. According to Miller, his revue, Brownskin 
Models which had successfully toured the country the entire season, was contracted to play the Nixon the 
week of January. 13th with the music of the Sunset Royal Entertainers backgrounding the opus. 
9768. 1939, Febn~ary 2. Butterfly McQueen. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Butterfly McQueen, heroine of New 
York’s Harlem because of her rise from factory’ work to success on the Broadway stage, came to 
Hollywood to become Scarlett O’Hara’s personal maid, Prissy, in "Gone With the Wind." It is Butterfly’s 
first motion picture assignment. But when George Abbott was casting an all-colored show, "Brown Sugar," 
Butterfly, whose actual name is Thehua boldly applied for one of the roles and landed it. Page 2-B. 
9769. 1939, February 2. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Now that Hitler has declared to the whole world over the radio that he wants 
peace and she canbe made very happy if the Jews are completely a~mihilated. Page 1-A. 
9770. 1939, February 2. A Great Singer, Now a Great Actress!. California Eagle. p2. Ethel Waters appears 
in the dramatic success, "Mamba’s Daughters," currently at the Empire Theater in New York. Waters 
appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
9771. 1939, Febrnary~ 2. Jess Lee Brooks Signs for Part in Film. California Eagle. p2. Jesse Lee Brooks, 
who is currently appearing in the Negro folk drama, "Rurk Little Clfillun," was signed by Universal Studios 
for a part in "Risl~~ Business." Possessed with a deep, rich baritone voice, Brooks has held a top spot on the 
coast for many years among Negro actors. Page 2-B. 
9772. 1939, February 2. Maxine on Stage. Califorma Eagle. p2. One of the greatest pieces of the theatrical 
news in recent months is the announcement by Fanchon and Marco that the dusk?." songstress, Maxine 
Sullivan, is to make a personal appearance on the stage of the Paramount theater. Page 2-B. 
9773. 1939, February" 2. Randol Productions Set-up Here Creates Nationwide Interest. Cal~rnia Eagle. 
p2. Nationwide interest is being shown in the activities of the George Randol Productions, according to 
George Randol. Letters from every state in the union are being received asking about the stock that has 
been placed on sale. Page 2-B. 
9774. 1939, February" 2. "Run, Little Chillun" a Hit in Frisco; to Run Until Spring. California Eagle. p8. 
"Run, Little Chilhm" has turned into a hit and critics say it will run ’til Spring. The Alcazar Theater in San 
Francisco is doing the best business of its career and the government is malting money on at least one WPA 
project. The fact that few of the people on this project are professional seems to be no hindrance to the 
enthusiastic portrayals of emotional experiences. Page 8-A. 
9775. 1939, February" 2. Tatum at Paramount. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Something novel in the way of 
modern "swing" music will take the spotlight of the Paramount theater stage, starting when Fanchon and 
Marco feature the popular pianist Art Tatum. The duslq¢ Art can get more music out of a piano than anyone 



else and his interpretation of the popular songs of the day are unequalled. He has a large nmnber of ardent 
fans and Brunswick and Decca recordings are top sellers. Page 2-B. 
9776. 1939, February 4. Admits Joe Is a Terrific Hitter. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. "I think they shouldn’t 
have stopped the figh!!" These were the frank, sober words Monday morning of John Henry Lewis, the 
man who defied two fists of T.N.T. belonging to Joe Louis and came out on the short end of a technical 
knockout after 2 minutes and 19 seconds of fighting in the first round. 
9777. 1939, February 4. Chick and Ella Open at Park Central Hotel: Cocoanut Grove G~s in the Groove 
to Welcome Webb. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Park Avenue dropped its hauteur, Fifth Avenue 
abandoned its glamour and Madison Avenue gave away its tradition and accepted, after eight years, among 
the hotel glory of Broadway, its first all--colored entertainment with the opening of Chick Webb, Ella 
Fitzgerald and band in the Cocoanut Grove of the Park Central Hotel Wednesday evening. As glorious as 
are the raany flickering lights tlrat are Broadway, so was the initial bow of this crack colored aggregation in 
its raidst. 
9778. 1939, February 4. Draw Big Money and Are Paid Same Way. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The next 
time you go to a theater to hear your favorite band "swing out," you can get some idea of how they rate 
from the following inforn~ation, gleaned from the Billboard .... Cab Calloway tops colored bands, getting 
$7,500 ... Next to Cab comes Louis Armstrong. His take for a week runs around $6,500 along with Jimmy 
Dorsey. In the $5,000 to $5,500 class are Duke Ellington and Chick Webb; and Noble Sissle and Jinnnie 
Lunceford are grouped in the $3,000 to $4,000 class. 
9779. 1939, February 4. Duke’s Carnegie Hall Date SetBack Until Third Week in April. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Duke Ellington, the generation’s great raan of music, will feature his own concert at Carnegie 
Hall April 12, instead of February 26, as originally planned. The scheduled concert at the great hall of 
Music is to be a sequel to the very. successfitl one Ellington presented for the local branch Y.M.C.A., at the 
beginning of the year. At that time, downtown critics reviewing the affair, clamored for a repeat in the 
Broadway vicinity. After completing the planned affair at Carnegie Hall, Ellington will play similar 
engagements throughout the key cities of the country, thereby bringing to pass his first concert tour in 
America. 
9780. 1939, Febnkary 4. Ethel May Make Grade as "Best Actress of Year" by Portrayal. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With the new year well on its way, Broadway theatrical circles arc already casting 
various actors and actresses for the list as the candidates for the best performances of 1939. Ethel Waters, 
whose superb make-believe as Haggar in the GuttNe McClintic prodnction of "Mamba’s Daughters" is her 
initial dramatic performance, heads the current list. 
9781. 1939, Febrnary 4. "Gone with the Wind" Put on Spot by Earl Morris: Predicts Picture Will Be 
Worse Than "Birth of a Nation." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Clinton Rosemond, film actor 
who portrayed the title role in "Life of Dr. Carver," will not have a role in "Gone with the Wind." It is 
alleged tlkat this action provoked the renkark from an official: "Dr. Rosemand is too polished for a role." 
With the exception of two actors, Clark Gable and Oscar Polk, all otl~ers were chosen by competitive 
measures. For the colored roles, an average of thirty actors tried ont for each part. Each before the 
producer, Director Cukor and crew were required to speak lines which were filled witl~ the word "n .... r." 
While the book of Margaret Mitchell contains the objectionable word throughout, the script also contains 
the word .... A great nkany of the colored movie audiences may react to the film as they did D. W. 
Griffith’s "Birth of a Nation." We cannot criticize the colored artists too severely for tl~eir attempt at racial 
suicide, because they are economic slaves. The readers who object to tl~e word "n .... r" should write Will 
Hayes, Motion Picture Producers Association and deraand that the word be deleted along with all material 
that places the Negro in an ilfferior position. 
9782. 1939, Febrnary 4. Nicholas Brothers to Europe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The sensational brothers, 
currently co-starring with Cab Calloway and his orchestra at the Broadway Cotton Club, are scheduled to 
nmke their second trip aboard in March. In England last year this time, the two brothers--Fayard and 
Harold--chalked up a success for Americna colored tap dancers that has been duplicated only by Bill 
Bailey, who is considered as great as Bill Robinson abroad. During their initial tour of the old country, the 
ldds played every important theater and hotel across the Atlantic. 
9783. 1939, February" 4. Opera Stars Protest Ban on Marian Anderson: Tibbett, Farrar and Stokowski 
Among Thos Who HitDAR. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Famous names in the world of music including stars 
of the Metropolitan Opera, voiced a strong protest against the action of the Daughters of the American 
Revolution in barring Marian Anderson from singing at a concert in Washington’s Constitution Hall, April 



9. The D.A.R. owns the building, the only suitable concert auditorium in the Nation’s capital and has a 
contract clause prohibiting the appearance of colored artists in the hall. 
9784. 1939, February 4. "~ Want Galento" Blackburn: Chappie Gives Inside Story on Joe’s Victory. 
Chester Waslfington. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. "We want Two-Ton Tony!" This was the theme-of our 
lengthy interview with Jack Blackburn, famous trainer of the world’s greatest fighter, when we talked to 
him Monday morning about the Louis-Lewis fight and its aftermath. "We’ll take Galento like Grant took 
Richinond, but it won’t take us nearly that long," Jack bellowed into the phone so loudly that you would 
have thought he was across the street instead of in far away in Chicago. 
9785. 1939, February 9. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: When a group of young people, some professional, some just workers, but none 
of them professional actors are willing to spend three or four nights a week giving expression in a little 
theater, I am sure we are moving toward a healthy cultural goal. Page 1-A. 
9786. 1939, February 9. Ingrain a Sensation. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Rex Ingrain, shown above in a scene 
from "Huckleberry Finn" with Mickey Rooney, is one of the few Negro actors today enjoying the wannest 
public reception. Page 2-B. 
9787. 1939, February 9. Order Stepin Fetehit to Pay. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Lincoln Perry, well known as 
"Stepin Fetchit," must go to jail or pay $650 awarded to Albert Ereolino and Bert Pastman for injuries 
suffered by them when a car owned by Fetchit collided with another car driven by Pastman. Page 2-B. 
9788. 1939, February 9. Plays ShawRole. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. Edna Thomas, who won Broadway 
stardom in "Stevedore" and who played Lady MacBeth in the WPA Federal Theater play of the same 
name, portrays "Lavinia" in George Bernard Shaw’s "Androcles and the Lion." Thomas appears in the 
above photo. Page 2-B. 
9789. 1939, Febn~ary 9. Retired Army Man New Director of Randol Film Company. California Eagle. p2. 
Master Sergeant George Johnson has been added to the Board of Directors of George Randol Productions, 
Inc. Johnson at the present time is commander of the colorful Ben Bowie Post of the American Legion and 
has been very active in the affairs of veterans now residing in Southern California. Page 2-B. 
9790. 1939, Febn~ary 9. Work Begun on Pic Portraying Life in Harlem. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. Production 
is moving at top speed for "Moon Over Harlem," the first colored motion picture to be produced with a star 
studded cast for showing in white theaters. The :film will star Bud Harris, Cora Green, Izinetta Wilcox, 
Mcrcedes Gilbert, Alex Lovcjoy, Joyce Beasley, Rosetta Williams, Earle Gough, Slim Thompson and 
Walter Richardson. Page 2-B. 
9791. 1939, Febn~ary 11. "Blackbirds" Get a New Bankroll. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The truth oft:he 
assertion, " A man may be down but never out," is being used in an "I told you so" fashion by Lew Leslie 
of the theatrical clar~ as again he takes the long contemplated "Blackbirds" along its course for another 
performance on the Great White Way .... According to Leslie, all tmion trouble has been resolved and 
because of his long wait to get back to Broadway, this will be Iris best colored musical yet. The production 
will resemble the same fashion in which it bowed in Boston several months ago. 
9792. 1939, Febrnal3£ 11. "Bojangles" to Star in Swing Mikado. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
With Bill Robinson and a few other colored actors signed to play important roles in his all-colored swing 
version of the Gilbert and Sullivan opera, "The Mikado," Mike Todd, the scheduled producer of the piece, 
is rtmuing into stem objection from the WPA Federal Theaer which got the idea first in Chicago and 
presented an entertaining and successful version of it in swing time. 
9793.1939, Febrnal3£ 11. Count Basic Expected to Draw Crowd. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. According to an 
announcement from the student body of Queen’s Univesity here, in Kingston, Ontario, the Engineering 
Societ)" is virtually assured of over $2,600 in gross receipts when Count Basic and his men of rhythm come 
here on the 17th to swing out at their annual Science Formal. 
9794. 1939, February 11. D.A.R. Ban on Marian Anderson Remains. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Despite the 
protest of famous persons in the world of music including stars of the Metropolitan Opera, the Daughters of 
the American Revolution voted to uphold its ban against the appearance of Marian Anderson in a concert, 
wl~ich was to have been held at Constitution Hall here on April 9. 
9795. 1939, February 11. Harlem Goes Ga-Ga for Million Dollar Productions Film "Gang Smashers" at 
Regent Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. "Gang Smashers," starring Nina Mac Mckinney, was greeted 
uproariously at its Harlem premiere at the Regent Theater last week. 
9796. 1939, February 11. Harlemites Go "First Nighter" for Sepia Film: "Gang Smashers" Opened with 
Pomp of Hollywood’s Best. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Harlemites again got the chance to go 
first-nighter last Thursday eveuing, when RKO presented the all-colored gang thriller, "Gang Smashers," at 



the 116th Street Regent Theater with Nina Mac McKinney and Monte Hawley in the starring roles. Calling 
forth all the presentation tricks of the exhibitor, the management of the Harlem Theater added the pomp of 
the visiting stars of the stage, the flash of the news camera and an impromptu stage fare to lure a well filled 
audience to act as juryT to the initial unveiling of the second all colored flicker to be thus presented at this 
house. 
9797. 1939, February 11. La Waters Throws Willie Bryant for a Loss in "Mamba’s Daughters." 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The ahnost life and death struggle between Ethel Waters and Willie Bryant in the 
fight scenes for "Mamba’s Daughters" was brought home to Broadway last week in stark reality, when 
during one of their nightly encotmters to bear out the Heyward’s story for the giant woman of the South, 
Bryant suffered a fall that left him unable to continue with his role in the show. 
9798. 1939, February 11. Lunce.[brd to Play Cincinnati, Feb 16. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Under the 
supervision of Hershel W. Bayless, who looms as the latest and most progressive dance promoter of the 
city and with the assistance of Etta’s Drum Corps of Elks, captained by Capt. Garner, Jimmie Lunceford 
and his streamlined rhythin orchestra will stop off here for a one-night engagement on Feb. 16. The band 
jumps to Ci~micinati direct from Pittsburgh and the affair, according to present indications, loom as one of 
the most attractive of the season. 
9799. 1939, February 16. Ad--Two Gun Man from Harlem. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. This is an ad for "Two 
Gun Man From Harlem," a picture that features and all-black cast. The picture is being shown at the Bill 
Robinson Theater. Page 2-B. 
9800. 1939, February 16. Bill Robinson Again Honorary Prexy of Actors Guild. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Bill 
Robinson, honorary president of the Negro Actors Guild of America, was unanimously re-elected to that 
post:. Other officers elected to fill vacancies were Laura Bowman and Lester A. Walton (vice-presidents); 
James A. (Billboard) Jackson, historian; and Vivian Harris, recording secretary,. Page 2-B. 
9801. 1939, February 16. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Califi)rnia l~;agle, pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: I didn’t quite get: the idea, when Bruno Ussher, well known critic, said that 
Marian Anderson, was overrated. I have always read Mr. Ussher’s remarks with great interest and 
admiration. Page 1-A. 
9802. 1939, February 16. Fetchit Is Colorful. California Eagle. p2. Stories about Stepin Fetchit, the slow- 
moving, soft-speaking character actor, who appears as Zero in "It’s Spring Again," starring Oliver Hardy 
and Harry Langdon, are among the most colorful of Hollywood lore. Fetchit was called in for rehearsals. 
He mumbled his lines characteristically and the producer and director were far from impressed. Apparently 
Fetchit realized that he was not succeeding. The :following morning, Fetchit appeared at their offices and 
told them he had a dream and the Lord said that if he wanted to be happy he would have to receive $50 
more for lfis work in the picture. The producers complied with his request but recormnended "don’t go 
dreanfing again." Page 2-A Page 2-B. 
9803. 1939, Febrnary 16. Herbert JefJhey Recordings Completed. California Eagle. p2. Herbert Jeffrey, 
number one sepia singing cowboy of the screen, recently completed two months of recordings for David 
and Schweleger, a transcription compal\v of Hollywood. Page 2-B. 
9804. 1939, Febrnary 16. Marian a Genius. Almena Davis. California Eagle. p2. To four thousand music 
lovers, described by her accompanist as an unusually sympathetic audience, Marian Anderson, world 
famous contralto, was presented in concert at the Philharmonic Auditorium. When she sung the last of 
twenty-four numbers, nineteen prograrmned, one encore and four requests, she left her audience even more 
certain, if possible, that it had heard the outstanding vocal genus of the day. Page 2-B. 
9805. 1939, February" 16. Maxine atPara. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. MaMne Sullivan, the famed swing singer, 
heads the new Paramount Theater stage show, "St. Louis Blues." Sullivan became famous as the colored 
gal with the Irish name who sang Scotch songs. Her first rendition of "Loch Lomlnond" over the airways 
electrified the country. Sullivan will be featured in the screen version of "St. Louis Blues." Page 2-B. 
9806. 1939, February" 16. Sunday at the Bill Robinson. California Eagle. p2. This is a scene from "Two 
Gun man From HarleM’ starring Herbert Jeffrey and Clarence Brooks, supported by an all-Negro cast. The 
film will be shown at the Bill Robinson Theater. Page 2-B. 
9807. 1939, February" 16. Woodrow Strode Is Bruin Track Mainstay This Year. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p3. 
Woodrow Wilson Strode, steam-lined Bruin athlete, rests the fate of the UCLA track and field team, when 
the bosses give over the tuffto the two-legged sprinters come spring. Page 3-B. 
9808. 1939, February" 18. Broadway in Sepia on Screen and Stage. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. The sons and daughters of Harlem are really holding their own in the heart of this city’s great cawon 
of lights and might, which is commonly called Broadway. At "the Paramount Theater, Maxinc Sullivan, 



featured in a seventy-five percent white cast with Hall Johnson Choir, is stealing entertainment honors in 
the flicker, "St. Louis Blues," written and adapted for the screen froln the inunortal song of the same name 
composed more than a generation ago by W.C. Handy .... At the Loew’s State Theater, Stepin Fetchit, the 
la~ bones comedian of the screen is making one of his infrequent appearances on Braodway as an extra 
added attraction on an all-white bill. 
9809. 1939, February 18. "Bronze Buckaroo" Comes to Pittsburgh 3 Days Next Week. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "The Bronze Buckaroo," hailed as the greatest all-colored western produced and starring 
Herb Jeffrey, Artie Young, Rollie Hardin comes to the New Granada Theater starting this Sunday, 
Februap:T 19. Flotm~oy Miller and Clarence Brooks also appear in important roles. The picture received 
"raves" from Film Daily and other trade magazines. 
9810. 1939, February 18. Chick Webb Is Held Over at New York’s Park Central Hotel. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Chick Webb, with Ella Fitzgerald and his great swing band, will be held over at the Park 
Central Hotel after the expiration of their contracted four weeks there, which was scheduled to end the 
twenty-second of this month. The management of the swank white spot exercised its right under an option 
in Webb’s contract last week extending the original four weeks into six with the addition of the holdover 
two. 
9811. 1939, February 18. Count Basie and His Band SetJbr Four Week’s Swing Session at Southland 
Ca.[~. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. The management of the Southland Club in Boston flew here last week and 
successfully completed a deal with Willard Alexander of M.C.A. to feature Count Basic and his fascinating 
swing band in that nitery for a four-week period beginning early in March. The Southland, rated as the 
Cotton Club of Boston, is fast becoming an important stop-off spot for white bands. 
9812. 1939, February 18. Duke Is Honored by ASSMP. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Duke Ellington, the 
composer of "I Let a Song Go Out of My Heart," was last week honored among the best composers of the 
year 1938 by the American Sociely of Composers, Authors and Publishers for fl~e writing of that same tune. 
9813. 1939, Febnmry 18. Joe and Marva. . . Just Be.[bre the Party. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. No, this isn’t 
Toscanini at the piano but our very own Joseph Barrow (Joe Louis to you). Beside him is the lovely Mrs. 
Joseph (Marva) Barrow. Thc picture was taken thc other evening before fl~ey "stcpped out" to the social 
function in Chicago. 
9814. 1939, Febnmry 18. Lew Leslie’s Blackbirds in Broadway Debut: Lena Impressive but Weak 
Material May Kill Chances. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In fl~e case of this opus, Mr. Leslie’s 
sixth American tl), at a jam session of colored entertainment, we can say in short that its bark Saturday 
night proved worse than its bite. Notwithstanding that he has surrounded himself with upwards ~o a 
hundred well meaning and hard working performers, the Leslie ~nusical is in no way on par with any of 
those conceived in the past, even without the added inspiration of the needed co~neback, a success would 
give him .... At the star of the peace, Lena Horne suffered lnore than "Blackbirds" itself. In her spot, she 
was so weighted down by the responsibilities of the revue that her unique talent and beau~ lost much of 
their glow. 
9815. 1939, Febrnary 18. Marian Anderson Packs ’Era in at Angel City Concert. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. 
Marian Anderson, distinguished American contralto, appeared here Sunday afternoon in a recital at the 
Philharmonic Auditorium. Los Angeles lovers of concerts attended en masse to hear the distinguished 
artist sing. 
9816. 1939, Febrnary 18. Offensive Word and KKK Sequence DeletedJhom Film Version of "Gone with 
the Wind." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The publiciS~ department of Selznick studios revealed to 
the reporter of the Pittsburgh Courier that the objectionable word "n    -r" has been deleted from the film 
script of Margaret Mitchell’s "Gone with the Wind." The department assured the reporter that nothing 
offensive to the Negro race will be added in the picture. The admission nmrks a victory for the Pittsburgh 
Courier, which was the first colored newspaper to publish the fact that the film version of the book would 
be more offensive to Negroes than the hated "Birth of a Nation." 
9817. 1939, February 18. One of Nations Greatest Saxaphonists Dead: Herschel Evans, Basie’s Ace 
Tenor, Claimed by Reaper. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Herschel Evans, rated among the world’s greatest 
saxophone players died Thursday morning, the victim of a heart attack .... Born in Texas, the youth 
musician left school in that state to be brought up by his sister in California after the death of his mother 
and father. Like most men of color, he was born with rhythin in his soul which when coupled with several 
years of hard study made him become an outstanding instrumentalist. 



9818. 1939, February 23. Ad St. Louis Blues. California Eagle. p2. This is an advertisement for "St. 
Louis Blues," which features the Hall Johnson Choir. Maxne Sullivan is featured in this production. Page 
2-B. 
9819. 1939, February 23. Calloway to Play for Guild Ball Wednesday. California Eagle. p2. Preparations 
for the Second Annual Ball of the Negro Actors Guild of America slfifted definitely into "hi-de-ho," with 
the announcement that Cab Calloway and his Cotton Club orchestra will serve the feature musical dish of 
the evening’s festivities. Page 2-B. 
9820. 1939, February 23. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Ea,~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: The World’s Fair has started. It is interesting to note the many colored citizens 
are interested in this event. There are nrany weekend parties from Los Angeles and San Diego, which only 
goes to prove that the modern Negro is intensely mindful of great events and makes it his business to see 
what is going on. Page 1-A. 
9821. 1939, February 23. Floyd Ray Band Signed by Decca Records. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. Culminating a 
year of negotiations, Floyd Ray and his California Orchestra, were signed to an exclusive recording 
contract by Decca records. Page 2-B. 
9822. 1939, February 23. "2~Iikado" Waxes Hot. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Conjecture as to the filture of the 
swing version of "The Mikado," a Federal Theater project, was the nrain topic of discussion on Chicago 
rialto as the hit show began the 21st week of its successful run. New York City WPA officials reportedly 
announced that the show, now playing in Chicago, be taken East and open March 1st at the New York 
theater. Page 2-B. 
9823. 1939, February 23. New Negro Theater. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. With March 16 set as the opening 
date, the New Negro Theater will make its bow to the public with the presentation of Langston Hughes, 
"Don’t You Want to Be Free," as its first production, sponsors a~mounced. Page 2-B. 
9824. 1939, February 23. Paul Robeson Too Big.[br BroaaS~ay. Califi~rnia Eagle. p2. "Big Fella," starring 
Paul Robeson was reported turned down by Broadway show houses because of the racial equality existent 
throughout the film. Page 2-B. 
9825. 1939, Febn~ary 25. Andy Kirk’s Band Will Open at Boston’s Southland Cafd. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Andy Kirk and his band featuring Mary Lou Williams and Pha Terrcl, came in for its share of 
audience plaudits at the Apollo Theater last week, as the musical attraction heading a gala bill of 
performers. 
9826. 1939, February 25. Bill Rrobinson Recuperating. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Bill "Bojangles" 
Robinson is recuperating after suffering a setback from a previous operation. At the present, the tap 
maestro is in the process of returning to the Cotton Club. 
9827. 1939, February 25. Corm Seeking Punching Power by Absorption. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Billy 
Corm, latest Irish fistic sensatiork is rated one of the best boxers in the game. However, ma~ critics claim 
that Billy hasn’t the punch required of champions and as a result may never reach to the top. Above, 
ambitious Billy is shown holding the hands of Joe Louis. 
9828. 1939, February 25. Duke Ellington to Play Snooty Waldorf-Astoria. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke 
Ellington and his famous orchestra have been commanded to play for Columbia Uuiversity’s junior prom, 
March 24th, in the swa~k enviromnent of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York’s stopping place of kings 
and queens of the cream of European and American society. 
9829. 1939, February 25. Lew Leslie’s "Blackbirds" Give up the Ghost. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Lew Leslie, who brought to life on Broadway, last Saturday eveuing, his sixth attempt in the creation 
of an entertainn~ent that was colorful, fast and different, in the form of his once famous "Blackbirds," 
awoke Sunday morning to discover that his week-long struggle was nothing but a bad dream and his hopes 
for a success had turned into nothing but a ghost tlrat would do well not even to haunt Broadway on its 
darkest hight. 
9830. 1939, February 25. Lunceford Breaking All Records on Present Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
What will probably go down in history" as the greatest dance tour in recent years will occur when Jinunie 
Lunceford and his "streamlined rhythn~" orchestra tour the Midwest and south. 
9831. 1939, February" 25. Marian Anderson Will Sing in D.C. Despite Ban. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Wold 
famous Marian Anderson, who was decorated by the French government and the Kings of Sweden and 
Denmark, will sing here on April 9 despite the action of the Daughters of the American Revolution and the 
board of education. Miss Lulu V. Childers, Howard University music director, announced last Friday that 
Anderson would sing in a local churcN the auditorium of which will seat 3,000. 



9832. 1939, February 25. "Our Marian" Has Given 73 Concerts This Season; Traveled 26~000 Miles. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p7. Marian Anderson, internationally famous contralto singer, appeared here in a 
recital last Sunday" before 4,000 at the Philharmonic Auditorium. Anderson has appeared every year for the 
past four years. Her first local appearance was in 1931. 
9833.1939, February 25. Swing Band Plays Funeral Dirge as Musician Is Buried. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. They buried Herschel Evans, famed tenor sax player of the Count Basic orchestra, 
here Tuesday. Interment was in Rosedale cemetery. More than 5,000 people passed his bier as it lay in state 
at the pretentious Angelus Funeral Home for two days. 
9834. 1939, March 2. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Brunno Usher, Los Angeles critic and the D.A.R., the celebrated good-American 
organization that Eleanor Roosevelt had to give up are the only two forces in all the world that are against 
Marian Anderson. Page 1-A. 
9835. 1939, March 2. First La@ Protests Anderson Ban. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl. "I am shocked beyond 
words to be barred from the capitol of my country, after having appeared in almost every capitol of the 
world." These are the first words of famed Marian Anderson following the resignation from the Daughters 
of the American Revolution by Eleanor Roosevelt. Page 1-A. 
9836. 1939, March 2. Maxine Held Over. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. The current paramount Theater program is 
now in the second week of its engagement. The show comprised of Maxine Sullivan in person on the stage 
and "St. Louis Blues" on the screen is proving to be one of the best the theater has offered this year. Page 

9837. 1939, March 4.2,100Is "Tops" in Kay See. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Thi’illing a crowd of 2,100 
with their distinctive "Streamlined Rhythm," Jimmie Lunce[brd’s band was definitely a hit on Friday night, 
February 24, whcn they played in the Arena of the Municipal Auditorium. "Tain’t What You Do," thc ork’s 
latest: tune sensatim~, was demanded again and again after the first rendition. 
9838. 1939, March 4. All Set for Tour of European Cities. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. The three charming 
Dandridgc Sislcrs who have been set [’or a ten-week tour of European cities after completing their current 
successful turn at the Cotton Club on Broadway. Coming :from the coast after appearing with Louie 
Armstrong in "Going Places," Ihe girls, Ella, Vivian and Dorothy, have done things to Broadway. The three 
enIcrtainers appear in the above photo. 
9839. 1939, March 4. Armstrong May Play at Fairs. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong, "king" of 
trumpet players, back in New York following a tour of the South in which practically evelS date mn into 
"percentages" may probably go to Hollywood sometime soon. According to inside information, Armstrong 
is being considered for a major role in a forthcoming picture. 
9840. 1939, March 4. Armstrong-Bobby Pacho in Title Go. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Double titleholder 
Hems Armstrong, will place his welterweight crown on the block again this week when he cli~nbs through 
the ropes here Saturday night against tough Bobby Pacho .... Ar~nstrong has fully recuperated from his 
historic battle with Lou Ambers and is in tip-top shape for his first title defense outside the United States 
border. 
9841. 1939, March 4. Atlanta Writer "Raves" Over Marian Anderson. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. After 
hearing Marain Anderson, the famous contralto, who can find no place to sing in Washington, on a recent 
Sunday night radio program, "The Circle," Dudley Glass, regular columnist on Hearst’s Atlanta Georgian, 
praised her as a "great singer." 
9842. 1939, March 4. Dandridge Sisters Set for Ten I~’eeks Tour of Europe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
Dandridge Sisters, Etta, Vivian and Dorothy have been set for a l0 week theater and night club tour of the 
capital cities of Europe by their personal manager, Joe Glaser, who discovered them on the coast while 
visiting with Louie Armstrong during the recent shooting of "Going Places" the Warner Brothers flicker in 
which Armstrong played a prominent role. 
9843. 1939, March 4. Federal Theatre’s Much Ballyhooed "S~qng 2~Iikado" to Open on Broadway. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Like twin rainbows after a rain storm, the two Mikados "Hot" and 
"Swingcopated," of Mike Todd and the Federal Theater, respectively, are overcastting the local theatrical 
horizon. Shining forth in all its colors the WPA troupe came in from Chicago and swung into action 
Wednesday evening at the New Yorker Theater with settings and costumes far more South Seas than 
Japanese. 
9844. 1939, March 4. June Richmond to Leave Cab, May Sing ,qth "King" Louie. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. June Richmond, the theatrical world’s number one jump singer of syncopated songs, is on the move 
again after handing Cab Calloway her latcst boss the usual two week’s notice .... Joi~fing up with 



Calloway after her break with Jinwny Dorsey last year, June Richmond was quite a name in the song 
delineation field. 
9845. 1939, March 4. Lionel Hampton to Quit Benny Goodman Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lionel 
Hampton, it was learned this week, has decided to end his combined services as arranger xylophonist and 
drmnmer with Beamy Goodman’s swing orchestra. From the same authority it was learned that Hampton’s 
contract would expire in September, and that he would not renew it, but instead would devote his efforts to 
the organization of an "all-star" Negro swing band which he plans to head. 
9846. 1939, March 4. Louis to Leave for Coast This Week. Pittsbu~eh Courier. plT. Determined to be in 
tip-top shape and in keeping with his pledge to train diligently for eveB~ opponent, regardless of his caliber, 
Joe Louis, the heavyweight champion, was pla~ming on leaving on Saturday or Sunday for his jaunt to the 
West Coast, where he will train for his fight with Jack Roper on April 16. 
9847. 1939, March 4. Lucky Millinder and Hazel Scott Bands to Open L~v New Ballroom. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Billed as "The Dawn of a New Entertainment in Harlem," the State Palace Ballroom, directly 
under the site which once housed the famous Cotton Club, is scheduled to swing its doors wide Friday, 
March 10 to the tunes of Luclq¢ Millinder and his famous orchestra augmented by Hazel Scott and her 
sensational male aggregation. 
9848. 1939, March 4. Marva Louis Steals Spotlight at the Mardi Gras. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Practically 
swamped by admirers and caught between rounds in a social whirl of teas, breakfast dances, carnival balls, 
and autograph seekers, Mal~’a Trotter Louis, wife of the worlds’ heavyweight king, Joe Louis, was a 
welcome guest to the New Orleans’ famous carnival season. 
9849. 1939, March 4. Mary Lou "Tops" as Arranger. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. When Andy Kirk and his 
"Sweet Swing" orchestra opens at Boston’s famous Southland Card and your radio will bring them to your 
home over the airways, pay special attention to the piano-player. Because that piano player.., a woman... 
is not o~fly rated as one of the greatest in the world, but is known as an arranger without a peer. The lads’ in 
question is none other than Mary Lou Williams, who was born in Pittsburgh, and who used to engage in 
"jam-sessions" in the good old days back in the Smoky city. 
9850. 1939, March 4. Two Bands, Dancers to Break Ground.[br World’s Fair Savoy. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Harlem will have its great day at the coming New York world fair on Saturday when to the tune of 
Erskinc Hawkins and Chick Webb’s orchestras, five hundred Lind5’ Hoppers will dance across the massive 
Tri-Bridgc to break the first ground to start the building of the World’s Fair Savoy Ballroom, the largest all- 
colored venue to become a part of the event .... The World’s Fair Savoy is to be one of the seven wonders 
of the soon-to-open land of the Trylon and Perispherc. 
9851. 1939, March 4. Work Started on NEw Pushkin Monument. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Work was 
begun here this week on a magnificent monument in memory~ of Alexander Pushkin, greatest of all the 
poets of Russia, on a sqnare in the heart of the city near the Kiev Opera house. The base of the monument 
will be finished in black marble, topped by a bronze figure of the frizzy-headed Pushkin exceeding five 
meters in height. 
9852. 1939, March 9. Assign Jesse Clark part in "Gone with Wind." California Eagle. pl. Jesse Clark, 
colored actor of 12 years experience in motion pictures, has been assigned with the part of Uncle Pete in 
"Gone With the Wind." Page 1-B. 
9853. 1939, March 9. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Looking down the road with field glasses and at the same time, practicing good 
business methods is the program of the picture indnstl3.r today. And I think it is a good one, because ~nany 
times our younger artists have lost their pep and interest waiting for a chance. Page 1-A. 
9854.1939, March 9. Louis to Drill for Roper Bout. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p 1. Most of the residents of tlfis 
small western town, Victorville, turned out en masse to see world heavyweight champion Joe Louis when 
he arrived. Page 1-A. 
9855. 1939, March 9. McDanielBiography. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. When Hattie McDaniel signed for the 
role of"Mammy," faithful se~ant of Scarlett O’Hara in "Gone with the Wind," she turned back the 
calendar nearly three-quarters of a century’. McDaniel’s grandmother lived and worl(ed on such plantations 
as the Tara, described in Margaret Mitchell’s best seller novel of the Civil War South. She might well have 
been of the kindly, fiercely possessive type whose loyalty to her white mistress never wavered. There is no 
better ki~own "manm~y" in films tlrat Hattie McDaniel. Her round, beaming face, her 290 pound bulk, her 
expressive eyes, not to mention her versatile talent, keep her in de~nand at all times. She averages 16 
pictures a year. Page 2-B. 



9856. 1939, March 11. Abvays the Showman!. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Bill Robinson, tap dancer 
extraordinary, who with Louie Armstrong appeared here last week as star attraction at the State Theater, 
was added to this city’s hero list when he routed two tough guys from backstage after they had attacked the 
crippled doorman in an attempt to see Robinson and Armstrong in their dressing rooms. 
9857. 1939, March 11. Bar on Marian Anderson "Pagan" Clergymen Declare. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. 
The action of the Daughters of the American Revolution in not allowing Marian Anderson to sing in 
Constitutional Hall is "quite pagarL" according to the Rev. Elmore M. McKee, rector of St. George’s 
Episcopal Church. This is also the opinion of his assistants. 
9858. 1939, March 11. Basie Is Drawing on Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basie and his orchestra 
are enjoying sensational drawing power on his present tour. Tonight the Count and his boys are set for a 
one-night session at the Graystone Ballroom in Detroit with two dates to follow in Cleveland, after which 
the aggregation will open a month’s fling at the Southland in Boston, March 13. 
9859. 1939, March 11. Chick, Ella Are Back at Paramount. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Chick Webb and his 
sensational orchestra, with that queen song delineator of swing, Ella Fitzgerald, invaded the sacred 
entertainment portals of the Paramount Theater in the heart of Times Square this week for another jump 
jam session of colored showmanship, revolving around unadulterated swing from Harlem. The present 
engagement of Webb and his outfit at the Parmount marks the second time in less than one theatrical 
season the attraction lras been booked at Broadway~s lmlnber one variety entertaimnent and picture house. 
9860. 1939, March 11. Concert Tour for Duke in Europe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Unless present plans 
receive an unexpected setback, Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra will set sail for Europe March 24, 
to embark on a four week concert tour of capital cities of the old country. Under contract to the Reuter and 
Reuter agency, the band is slated to open its first engagement in Stockholm, April 4, with a guaranteed 
amount of weeks to follow~ 
9861. 1939, March 11. Cotton Club Closed Pending New Revue. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
The Cotlon Club, Broadway’s number one sepia show palace, closed its doors Sunday 1fight for three 
weeks to set its new extravaganza prior to the opening of the coming New York World’s Fair. The current 
closing of the famous spot is more or less a great surprise to the stem, as tiffs is the :first time in its history 
that such a step has been taken .... According to reports, the club will re-open wilh an entirely new revue 
on or about the 26th, with Bill Robinson and Cab Calloway headlining an all-star revue. 
9862. 1939, March 11. Globe Trotters Play Celtics Sunday. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. With all indications 
pointing toward a complete sell-out, Abe Saperstein’s highly touted Harlem Globetrottes is ready and rarin’ 
to go forward with the courtly batlle with the famous Celtics here Sunday afternoon on the White City 
hardwoods. 
9863. 1939, March 11. LaudArmstrongfor Pacho Kayo: "Army" Routs Bobby in Four. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p 17. Hurricane Hem3./- Armstrong, king of the lightweight and welterweight divisions, successfully 
defended the latter crown here Saturday night by pounding out a convincing and bruising four-round 
technical knockout over rugged Bobby Pacho before approximately 10,000 enthusiastic fight fans. 
9864. 1939, March 11. Lunceford to Play 3 Dance Dates in West Virginia. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Jimmy Lunceford, with his boiling hot r~thin, is coming back. Bring out your old "gray" bonneff because 
the band that has everything is returning to the mountain state of West Virginia, where the "jitterbugs" 
really know their bands and one and all ... all and all say it .... Jimmie Lunceford." First to welcome will 
be the Charleston fans, on Saturday, March 25, who hail Jimmie as the band of bands ..... 
9865. 1939, March 11. Many Hollywood Scripts Have Banished "Hate" Word: "Emperor Jones" and 
"Operator 13" Had to Be Rewritten in Order That Race Would Not Be Offended. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Justifiable but premature resentment at Selznick International Pictures, Inc., can be set at ease now 
that both the new director, Fleming, and the other studio officials deny that the hateful word n r will be 
used throughout the script. According to Russell Birdwell, publicity director, discussion had come up 
concerning the epithet at the first story conferences .... Deletion of this fighting word from the script brings 
to mind the fact that it also had to be culled from the original script of "Emperor Jones." It was to have 
been used by not only whites in the picture but by Paul Robeson to speak of island subjects as "ignorant 
bush n     rs." 
9866. 1939, March 11. "Moon Over Harlem"Is Latest All Colored Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Moon 
Over Harlem," latest of the all-colored cast movies, is being produced by Meteor productions. The film is 
now in the cutting room being prepared for sponsors, according to a release from the company. Included in 
the cast are: Bud Harris, Slim Thompson, Alex Lovejoy, Cora Green and others. 



9867. 1939, March 11. "Reform School" in Production. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Million Dollar 
Productions will begin production on "Reform School," the new crime thriller which will feature Louise 
Beavers who is a kindly member of the probation board, who undertakes to put a big gang of tough 
youngsters on the road to decent, worthy mm~hood. Reginald Fenderson is among those cast in this film. 
9868. 1939, March 11. Rogers Threatens Su# Against Stepin Fetchit. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. A1 Rogers, 
well-known agent, started the ball rolling here this week in a breach of contract against Stepin Fetchit, the 
movie comic who walked out on a show at the Rivera theater last week when the management refused to 
comply with his request that he, Fetchit, be paid his full pay, a day in advance .... According to the 
manager of the theater, he was under orders from Fetchit’s manager, Walter Batchelor, who told him not to 
pay the comedian until his engagement was closed at the Rivera for the week. 
9869. 1939, March 11. Screen Actors Guild to Probe Race’s Status in Film Industry. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. An announcement was lnade by Audrey Blair, secretary and treasurer of the 
Junior Council and Jesse A. Graves, militant Negro official of the Screen Actor’s Guild, that the motion 
picture body would appoint a conunittee to investigate the status of the Negro in the film industry. Messrs. 
Blair and Graves will serve on the committee and will ask Edward Arnold, Pat O’Brein of"Angels with 
Di~ Faces" fame and this reporter, Earl J. Morris, to serve. 
9870. 1939, March 11. Teddy Wilson Quits Benny Goodman’s Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Teddy 
Wilson, celebrated pianist with the Benny Goodman orchestra, terminated his services with the famons 
swing unit here last week. Wilson made his final appearance, Thursday hight at the Fox Theater, where the 
Goodlnan band concluded a week’s engagement. It marl~ed the end of a three-year "affiliation. 
9871. 1939, March 16. ClareneeMuse a Talkin to You. Cal~/brnia Eagle. pl. Clarence Muse reports in his 
column that the Screen Actors Guild is just about to complete a year since Jesse Graves and Edward Boyd 
were elected to the board of directors of the "Junior Guild" now called Class B. Page 1 -A. 
9872. 1939, March 16. Elzy on GoldHour. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. Hitting a new high in Southern California 
Radio entertainment, the Gold Hour started out the present week with a surprise announcement and 
presentation of Ruby Elzy as a permanent part of the program. Elzy known "to thousands from coast to coast 
as the singing Ambassador of the Race is also known for her excellent performance in Broadway shows 
and in the local production "Run, Little Chillun." Page 2-B. 
9873. 1939, March 16. Hall Johnson Choir to Sing Sunday at Health Meeting. California Eagle. p2. The 
Hall Johnson Choir, under the personal direction of Johnson, will participate in the program of the free 
communi’~ health meeting to be held at the Second Baptist Church. Page 2-B. 
9874. 1939, March 16. Roland Hayes Passes Thru City; on Tour. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p2. Roland Hayes, 
world-famed tenor, was in Los Angeles for the first time since the 1937 season. The singer passed through 
LA quietly making no public appearance. The previous Friday, however, he was presented in a highly 
successful San Franciso concert. Page 2-B. 
9875. 1939, March 16. Ruby Elzy Is Santa Aria Soloist. California Eagle. p8. Orange county was honored 
by Ruby El~, noted soprano in a recital at the Fullerton Union High school auditorium. The program was 
made up of Folk Songs along with Negro Spirituals. Page 8-A. 
9876. 1939, March 18. Claim Earl Hines Band Is Best Ever. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. When Earl Hines 
and his famous Grand Terrace orchestra, now touring the mid-west, jump into this city on Easter Tuesday, 
April 11, the piano wizard will treat dance fans to the greatest orchestra they’ve heard. This is the 
consensus of opinion following the review of musical critics who have heard the band recently. They say 
that Hines has adapted a style of r~thinic music which will eventnally be the forerunner of a new day in 
music. 
9877. 1939, March 18. Detroit’s Club Plantation Has "Red-Hot" Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
Club Plantation ... is just about the last word in class and is the dream spot of entertainers and nigN-life 
pleasure seekers alike. Decorated ... with softly colored lights lending an atmosphere conducive to real 
fun, obsequious waiters always at one’s beck and call, the place impresses you with its air of refinement 
and distinction found the moment you enter .... Stealing the show, are two lads who answer to the Moke 
and Poke. Without a doubt, they’re the greatest comedy dance act we’ve ever seen. 
9878. 1939, March 18. Europe Beckons to "Fats" Waller. Isadora Smith. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Fats 
Waller, rotund piano gentleman of swing, departed these shores last Saturday on board the Queen Mary for 
his second invasion of Europe. Waller will make a complete tour of night clubs, theaters, and several 
concert halls. Following Art Tatum, the lralf-blind piano genius who also performed in Europe on lfis last 
tour, Waller lived up to every expectation. 



9879. 1939, March 18. Globe Trotters Beat Celtics, 37-24. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. In one of the biggest 
upsets in current basketball bistroS, the crack Harlem Globe Trotters passed, dribbled, and shot their way to 
a 37 to 24 triumph over the world title contending New York Cetlcs in a thi-illing game here this afteruoon. 
9880.1939, March 18. Hawkins Wins Over Clinton. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Rousing jitterbugs of all 
varieties came into their Sunday night at the Savoy Ballroom in Harlem as Erskine Hawkins, the 
"Twentieth Centu~r Gabriel" and his orchestra, came to musical blows with Lar~)T Clinton and his suave 
gentlemen of swing from downtown Manhattan .... Brought together to commemorate the thirteenth 
anniversal3.r of the "Home of Happy Feet," the white and colored orchestras swung out in gala fashion .... 
With all of that, this white band was no match for Erskine Hawkins and his crew. 
9881. 1939, March 18. Hold Chick, Ella Over at Paramount. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
Paramount theater in Boradway which is the mecca of all performers throughout the country, went sepia 
again last week with Chick Webb, Ella Fitzgerald and an all-star colored revue. With a swing reputation 
that goes a long way on the street of bright lights, the Webb-Fitzgerald combination is a definite sockeroo. 
9882. 1939, March 18. Louie and Bojangles Give Prison Benefit. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Bojangles" 
Robinson and Louie Armstrong and company, including lovely Midge Williams and "Sonny" Woods, gave 
a benefit performance for ilunates of the Connecticut state prison here Sunday. The entertaimnent, which 
lasted for more than an hour, was one of the finest ever given by an outside group for the men of this 
institution. 
9883. 1939, March 18. Lucky Millinder, Hazel Scott Open Harlem’s Newest Ballroom. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. In a fashion "after Hollywood, the State Palace ballroom, Harlem’s latest contribution to the 
dancing, skating, and sporting world, make its public bow Friday evening with Lucky Millinder and Hazel 
Scott holding sway of local and Broadway celebrities rug-cutting in fine fastfion on its new dance floor. 
9884. 1939, March 18. Marian Anderson ~llay Sing at White House. Pittsbu@ Courier. pl. Marian 
Anderson, internationally-famous contralto, whom the DAR banned from an appearance in Constitution 
Hall, may sing at the White House. Reports arc current that she will be present at a "command 
performance" when the King and Queen of England visit President and Mrs. Roosevelt this spring. 
9885. 1939, March 18. Marian Anderson to Sing at N.Y. World’s Fair. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. 
According to Grover Whalen, the No. 1 executive of the pending New York World’s Fair, Marian 
Anderson, the great soprano, will appear in one concert of a series in the great hall of the World’s Fair 
Musical Center. Having already completed negotiations, the superb artist will be brought to the :fair on May 
28 and present her concert which is to be a part of the fair musical festival, which is scheduled to present 
world-famous soloists, orchestras and choruses of all countries and races. 
9886. 1939, March 18. Mike Todd’s "Hot Mikado" Is Scheduled to Open March 20. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. The presentation of the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, the "Mikado in Swing Time" is seemingly 
becoming contagious. Here after a prolonged battle with the Federal Theater whose "Swing Mikado" is 
framing with great success at the New Yorker Theater, Mike Todd announced last week that his "Hot 
Mikado," starting Bill Robinson will open March 20 at the Broadhurst theater in the Broadway locally’. 
9887. 1939, March 18. Nicholas Brothers to Follow Cab at Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Cab 
Calloway, his higlmess of hi-de-ho and the original creator of the jitterbug world, came to Harlem and the 
Apollo Theater last week for his first local appearance in many months. As a real show treat, Calloway 
brought along one of the finest revues the section has seen in many weeks. Featured on the bill were the 
Sensational Berp:T Brothers, June Riclunond, and others .... Beginning next week, the talented Nicholas 
Brothers and Don Redmon with his sweet swing aggregation will headline a review that will feature 
George Dewey Washington among others. 
9888. 1939, March 18. Whether Marian Will Sing in D.C. School Auditorium Still in Doubt. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. In a letter in which detailed exception was taken to the compromise offer of the District of 
Columbia Board of Education to permit the use of the Central High School auditorium for a Marian 
Anderson concert to be held Easter Sunday, the Marian Anderson Citizens’ Conunittee reconnnended last 
Friday that the Howard University School of Music accept the offer. 
9889. 1939, March 23. "Chillun" to Run Year. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. With only three months remaining in 
which to match the longest Federal Theater Production, "One Third of a Nation," fans of "Run, Little 
Chillun," the famed all-Negro musical drama by Hall Johnson, are predicting a year’s engagement at the 
Mayan Theater. Page 2-A. 
9890. 1939, March 23. Clarence 2~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Here and there you will find people over ambitious, who seek important 
positions regardless of their ability to fill them. Page 1-A. 



9891. 1939, March 23. Edward Thompson in "Run, Li’l Chillun" Role Stirs Row. California Eagle. pl. 
There is controversy over the employment of Edward Thompson as "Jim" in the play "Run, Lil Chillun." 
Thompson replaced Affred Grant when he left the FTP for private employment. It is charged that he is not 
rightfuily employed by the WPA (works progress administration) on the ground that Thompson has other 
means of livelihood and is not entitled to work relief. Page 1-A. 
9892. 1939, March 23. Photo-Rqform School. California Eagle. pl0. Juauita Edwards, for ten years one of 
the most efficient police women in the Juveuile Department working from Newton Station, visited Louise 
Beavers on the set at Million Dollar Studio, while the famous star was playing the role of the 
Superintendent of a reform school. Beavers is currently appearing in the fihn, "Reform School." Page 10- 
A. 
9893. 1939, March 23. Polishes Brass Cuspidor. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl 1. Ed Walsh is the young man who 
wants to be free in "Don’t You Want To Be Free," Langston Hughes’s drama of Negro life now showing at 
Gray’s Musart Theater. Page 11-A. 
9894. 1939, March 23. "Reform School" Is Completed; to Be Premiered Soon. Harry Levette. Califbrnia 
Eagle. pl0. Winding up three months of research work, preparation, and actual shooting, "Reform School," 
featuring Louise Beavers and a new all-colored cast, was finished. The picture was filmed by A. A. Brooks 
company, under the banner of Million Dollar Productions which last year released the four great pioneering 
successes, "Bargain with Bullets," "Life Goes On," and others. The film was especially written for Beavers 
by Joseph O’Donnel and Hazel Barnes on what is called one of the most daring themes ever portrayed on 
screen. Page 10-A. 
9895. 1939, March 23. Reviews. John Ki~floch. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl0. A visit to the Million Dollar studios 
last week netted the following: This new Louis Beavers picture ought to be something. Beavers is the 
races’ outstanding dramatic, artist. The new young talent is just what colored films need. Page 10-A. 
9896. 1939, March 25. Armstrong May QuitAfler Ambers. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Homicide Henry 
Armstrong, the biggest little man in Fistia~fi, displayed his amazing punching power here Thursday night to 
his hometown fans and tough Lou Feldman in 2 miuntes and 12 seconds. With both his lightweight and 
welter~veight crowns at stake, Arn~strong gave one of his greatest exhibitions of punching as he threw what 
seemed like a million punches. 
9897. 1939, March 25. ErsMne Hawkins Will ~!!eet Tony Galento at Loew’s State Theatre. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Erskine Hawkins, the 20th Centuu Gabriel and his orchestra, arc being credited 
with the prize booking of the year by Harlemites when it was learned last week that he wotdd share 
headline honors with Tony Galento the rotund prize fighter who goes around calling the great Joe Louis 
sundry hard names. 
9898. 1939, March 25. Floyd Ray, Slim, Slam at Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The sensatio~ml 
Nicholas Brothers, much larger and more talented than we have ever seen them before, came into the 
Apollo theater last week with Don Redmon and his orchestra for a seven-day run .... In the theatrical 
world, both Floyd Ray and the Slim and Slam team are among the newest headliners to New York’s 
entertainment horizon, having reached their pim~acle on the influx of swing, the modern version of Negro 
jazz. 
9899. 1939, March 25. Joe Turns "CowPuncher" on Ranch. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. Joe 
Louis is in the pink of condition. Watching him train here for his forthcoming Los Angeles bout with Jack 
Roper on April 17, Joe Louis seems in good enough condition to whip three contenders for his throne at the 
same time. 
9900. 1939, March 25. Laneeford’s Orchestra IIas Been a Favorite in Big White Universities. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p20. Jinmaie Lunceford and his orchestra, when they appear at Clemson College, Clemson, S.C. 
April 21 and 22, will have definitely established themselves as the outstanding favorite among white 
universities of aw of the sepia aggregations. In February, they appeared at Williams College, Cornell, 
Northwestern, Purdue and Chicago Univeristy. 
9901. 1939, March 25. "Moon Over Harlem" New Film, Stars Cora Green, Bud Harris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Negroes have made a step higher in the film industry. That is, if you will judge the 
performance of Cora Green, Bud Harris, Izinetta Wilcox, Earl Gough, Mercedes Gilbert, Walter 
Richardson, Alex Lovejoy, and others. These stars give an excellent performance in the picture titled, 
"Moon Over Harlem." 
9902. 1939, March 25. New Season Has Earmarks of Being Best--Rowe. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Cotton Club Opens Friday--Scheduled for Friday, the World’s Fair edition of the Cotton 
Club parade will make its White Way bow. Bill Robinson and Cab Calloway, an accepted Broadway duo, 



will head a cast of one hundred featuring Sister Tharpe, Ta~ra Bruce, Katherine Per~r, the Beachco~nbers, 
and others. 
9903. 1939, March 25. Ncm, York to Stage Joe-Tony Battle. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. Joe Louis will defend 
his word’s hea~3~weight championship in the Ya~kee Stadium here on Wednesday, Jtme 28, if promoter 
Mike Jacobs can secure the approval of the New York State Athletic Commission for the challenger, Tony 
Galento. 
9904. 1939, March 25. Paul Robeson’s Brother Pastor. Baxter R. Leach. Pittsburgh Courier. p15. The rise 
of the Zionist branch of Methodism, as exemplified by the birth of the mother church in Harlem, remains 
after 142 years, one of the most intriguing chapters in the fight against racial intolerance in religion. Blacks 
who originally attend the John Street Church left this church to form their own independent denomination 
which became Mother A.M.E. Zion Church in Harlem, located on 137th Street between Lenox and Seventh 
Avenue. The church was later moved but Dr. B. C. Robeson (brother of Paul Robeson) became its pastor in 
1936. His administration has been one of the most successful in the history of the church. 
9905. 1939, March 25. West Virginia Set for Triumphant Invasion of Luneej[brd and His Band. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. From Maine to the gulf and from the Atlantic to the Pacific, Jimmie Lunceford 
and his famous men of streamlined rhythn~, have been playing record-breaking crowds on their present 
tour, but nowhere will they be given a finer welcome and reception than in the Mountaineer State, when 
they invade that section this Saturday night for the start of a four-day tour which should reestablish new 
attendance marks. 
9906. 1939, March 25. Zora Neal Hurston Visits in the Queen City. Camille Hood. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pT. The spacious parlors of the Delnrar Hotel made a lovely background for the charming affair given by 
members of the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority for their distinguished soror, Zora Neale Hurston, internationally 
known writer .... Her request for questions brought many queries about: Haiti and the queer customs of the 
small republic. 
9907. 1939, March 30. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Califi)rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: It’s grand to have that feeling which comes over you when :friends show up from 
all directions to tell you "I am with you" in a time of stress. Page 1-A. 
9908. 1939, March 30. Eddie Anderson on Contract List at Paramount. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Eddie 
Anderson, famed stage, screen and radio comedian, is the only Negro listed on the contract for Paramount 
studios, released Otis month. Anderson appeared in "You Can’t Take It With You." He also appeared in 
"Man About Town." Page 2-B. 
9909. 1939, March 30. Edna Harris Due on Coast for Film at M.G.M., Report. Ca/~ibrnia Eagle. p2. 
Edna Mac Harris is reported due to arrive for a screen role at MGM studio. She is reported being sought by 
George Randol, for a starring role in a forthcoming epic film to be made by his recently organized all- 
colored fihn company. Page 2-B. 
9910. 1939, March 30. Famed Comic Beaten, Robbed. California Ea,~le. pl. Following an altercation with 
actor Edward Thompson over a "friendly card game" at the home of Cleo Desmond, well known actress, 
film comedian Dudley Dickerson was beat up and robbed at the entrance of the Clark Hotel Annex. Page 1- 
A. 
9911. 1939, March 30. Hattie Back with Eddie. California Eagle. p2. Hattie Noels, buxom stage and radio 
singing comedian, returned this week as a principal performer with Eddie Cantor’s famed radio act. Noels 
was rocketed to ether fame because of her portrayal of a Negro laundl3.~ worker who won a sweepstake 
ticket prize. Page 2-B. 
9912.1939, March 30. Maceo Sheffield in S uperintendent’s Role for Million Dollar Productions Pic. 
Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. Maceo Sheffield is seen here in the role of Supt. Stone, cruel over-bearing head of the 
corrective institution for boys in the new feature, "Reform School," soon to be released. Page 2-B. 
9913. 1939, March 30. Monte Hawley in "Reform SchooL" Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Monte Hawley, Million 
Dollar Productions contract player, will be seen again in "Reform School," starring Louise Beavers with an 
all-colored cast. Page 2-B. 
9914. 1939, March 30. Negro Actors Prominent. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. Federal Theater Projects 1939 
season in New York seems ahnost to have been planned especially for the Negro actor, for out of its five 
current productions, Negro actors appear in all but one "Awake and Sing." "Androcles and the Lion," now 
in its fourth month at the Lafayette Theatr in Harlem, is an all-Negro production with a cast of 75. Edna 
Thomas, who played Laddy Macbeth in the WPA’ sensational "Macbeth" three seasons ago, portrays the 
role of"Lavinia." Daniel Haynes, plays "Ferrovius." Page 2-B. 



9915. 1939, March 30. Popkin and Films. California Eagle. p2. Hany M. Popkin, founder of Million 
Dollar Productions, Inc. will no doubt be looked upon in days to come as the Rosenwalf or other great 
benefactors by the colored Americans of the nation. By making the first all-colored cast Class A fihns 
possible with intelligent stories of modern, authentic Negro life, he has done what the race had long 
despaired. Page 2-B. 
9916. 1939, April 1. Andy Kirk Won’t Go with MCA. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Andy Kirk and his 
sensational orchestra, will definitely not leave the Joe Glaser office to be booked by MCA. This was the 
news emanating from reliable sources last week, following the rumor which had struck band circles to the 
effect that Willard Ale~nder and Joe Glaser had made a deal. 
9917. 1939, April 1. Armstrong-Day in Title Go at Garden: Henry’s Welster Crown Is at Stake. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. Henry Armstrong, holder of the lightweight and welterweight crowns, risks the 
latter of his titles here Friday night against ambitious Davey Day of Chicago in a scheduled fifteen round 
bout at Madison Sqtuare Garden. 
9918.1939, April 1. Bill Robinson Opens New Road on Broadway in th e "Hot Mikado." B illy Row e. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Although the odds against this feat are growing heavier every day with the 
springing up of new editions all over the country, Mike Todd, presented this town with a new version of the 
Gilbert and Sullivan "Mikado," with a freshness and a originality of theme that found his first night 
audiences cheering and applauding in a fashion that vibrated throughout Broadway and its vicinities. 
9919. 1939, April 1. Congress to Probe Ban on Noted Singer. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. A congressional 
investigation into aspects of the District public school system--which was brought to public attention as a 
result of the Marian Anderson ban--was promised last Sunday by Representatives James P. McGranelT 
(Dem) of Pennsylvania. McGrancry’s proposals was read before more than 800 persons attending the 
protest meeting at the Metropolitan A.M.E. Church, sponsored by the Marian Anderson Citizens’ 
Committee. Declaring that Anderson. world-famous contralto, who has been refused permission to sing at 
the Central High School Auditorium is a citizen of his Congressional District in Phildadelphia, McGranery 
said: "If you believe it proper, I should like to introduce a resolution which would have as its purpose, an 
investigation looking toward a census of the use of District public schools for all comnmnity activities." 
9920. 1939, April 1. Cotton Club Reopens with World’s Fair Revue. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. The World’s Fair edition of the Cotton Club revue, which was ~mfurled to gay Manhattan Friday night 
under the glaring eyes and lights of Broadway and the critical star of visiting celebrities of all races, is truly 
up to the latest headline news beginning like the roll of drums from some ancient temple filled wilh 
aboriginal thrills .... Bringing together Bill Robnison and Cab Calloway with their magnetic ability for 
intimacy in entertainment, the Cotton Club has assembled one of the greatest casts of its entire Broad~vay 
existence .... 
9921. 1939, April 1. Dandridge Sisters, Teddy Hill Prepare for European Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Both Teddy Hill and the Dandridge Sisters, booked for the next week’s appearance at the Apollo theater, 
may find themselves shuffling offto Europe soon after, in the event that present plans are terminated 
successfully. Already set for a 10-week tour of Europe by Joe Glaser, who discovered them on the coast, 
the Dandridge sisters are reported to be off early in April to fulfill several engagements already contracted 
in England. 
9922. 1939, April 1. Ellington and His Band Won’t Appear in London. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Acording to a dispatch received from London by this department, the music loving masses of that city are 
up in arms against the English Ministu" of Labor for refusing to adjust its stay-out law agai~tst American 
bands in the case of Duke Ellington who is at the present malting a concert tour of several European 
countries. Reviewing the situation, the Melody Maker, England’s most widely read, musical publication 
had this to say: "On April first, Duke Ellington and his orchestra are coming to Europe for four weeks, but 
not to England." 
9923. 1939, April 1. "Rochester" Signsj[br Film Role. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Eddie Anderson, one of 
the most outstanding colored comedians on the screen and radio was signed for a role in "Gone with the 
Wind," Thursday, according to press a~mouncements from the publicity department at Selznick’s 
International Studios. 
9924. 1939, April 1. Seek Removal of Clarence Muse as Director q[’Federal Theater Play. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Run, Little Clfillun" is being run ragged here. Clarence Muse, director of the Hall 
Johnson play which has been highly successful and has entered its 39th week at the Federal theater, is the 
object of an attack by members of the company. Fornral protests asking for the removal of Clarence Muse 
as supervisor and director of the federal project were presented this week to Ole M. Ness, acting project 



director in Southern California by 20 members headed by Jesse Lee Brooks, noted singer and actor, Webb 
King, Thaddeus Jones, and Am~a Mac Swanson. The present stir was caused by Muse placing Edward 
Thompson, fihn actor and former Lafayette Player in the lead role. 
9925. 1939, April 6. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Ea,~le. pl. Clareance Muse reports in his 
column that "what is so rare as a day in early spring in California when the hills beckon you to climb to the 
top and see all nature in bloom .... There are some important character reasons w~r Negroes should not 
accept a Negro way to get into the upper brackets of the Arn\v." 
9926. 1939, April 6. Clarence Muse to Guest Star for "A Night of Bands." California Eagle. p2. Ma~T 
Pickford, general chairman of "A Night of Bands," has added a unique feature to the forthcoming event in 
the form of a dance championship.Pickford and her co-workers are striving to make this monster dancefest 
from which 100% of the receipts will go to the non-sectarian refugee relief. Clarence Muse will guest star 
for this event. Page 2-B. 
9927. 1939, April 6. Eddie Anderson Gets Part in Selznick’s "Gone nqth Wind." California Eagle. p2. 
Eddie Anderson was signed to play Uncle Peter in "Gone With the Wind." Anderson was born in Oakland 
and had a successful career as a vaudeville dancer and fum~yman. He has appeared in "You Can’t Take It 
With You." Page 2-B. 
9928. 1939, April 6. Ernestine Jones-Wade Weds (?) Twice in Day. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl. Ernestine Jones- 
Wade, well known lyric soprano of motion pictures and the concert stage, was married twice on the same 
day this week, with each ceremony climaxing in a near riot.The singer, alias Valada Gree~ fianc6e of 
Andrew Brown--otherwise known as the latter portion of the famed radio team "Amos and Andy," 
appeared on the Columbia network Monday on the program to take the marital vows with Andy in a 
hilarious wedding program. Page l-A. 
9929. 1939, April 6. Everett Brown Signed. Ca/~ibrnia b?agle, p2. Signed for the part of Big Sam in "Gone 
with the Wind" is Everett Brown, who is said to ha~e worked in more pictures than ant, colored actor in 
Hollywood. Brown had important parts in "Fugitive from a Chain Gang," "Under Pressure," "Stand Up and 
Fight," and "Nagana." He also appeared in one stage play, "Black Tower." Brown has appeared in other 
films such as "Kismet" and "Tarzan." Page 2-B. 
9930. 1939, April 6. "Harlem’s Tuff Kids" in New MDP Film, "Reform School" Ca/~ibrnia bSagle, p2. 
"Harlem’s Tuff Kids" as they arc known in Hollywood, arc Eugene Jackson, DeForrest Covan, Freddie 
Jackson, Eddie Lynn and Bob Simmons. They will be seen in "ReIbrm School." Page 2-B. 
9931. 1939, April 6. "Run, Little Cl~illun" Plays 183rd Night at Mayan. Cal~)rnia b?agle, p2. "Run, Little 
Chillun," which has scored such tremendous success at the Mayan Theater, played its 183rd perlbrmance 
last night before the usual capacity audience. Page 2-B. 
9932. 1939, April 6. Whipper in "Of Mice .... " California Eagle. pl. Wallace Ford almounced that among 
the nationally known players who will star in "Of Mice and Men," will be Leigh Whipper, outstanding 
Negro favorite of Broadway. After interviewing a virtual army of men, George Kaufman, famed playwright 
chose Leigh Whipper to portray the lone Negro character in the sensational, "Of Mice and Men." Page 1- 
A. 
9933. 1939, April 8. Duke Ellington’s Personal Manager Seeks to Have Ban of Band Lifted in England. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Arriving here in London several weeks ago to set a further tour for Duke Ellington 
who sailed from New York last month to open in Oslo, Norway on a variety contract, Irving Mills, personal 
manager of the aggregation, started the ball rolling to have the ban against specialized American bands 
lifted to allow his great attraction a chance to repeat its huge success in England. 
9934. 1939, April 8. Efjbrt to Boycot Anderson Concert in Memphis Fails as 3,000 Storm Auditorium 
and Pay $5,000 to Hear Great Contralto. Johi~ Williams. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. The brilliant career of 
Marian Anderson who already is being proclaimed and accepted as "The World’s Greatest Living Singer," 
elsewhere, perhaps reached its zenith last Thursday evening in the Municipal Auditorium of Memphis, the 
last city of the South to recognize and accept the great contralto. Three years ago, when Anderson’s 
booking agency sought to arrange a concert for her in Memphis, negotiations stopped abruptly when a 
group of influential music lovers in this city decided that "no Negro singer is worth more than a thousand 
dollars." 
9935. 1939, April 8. Hartley Toots, Fresh from D.C. Triumph, Plays Charleston’s Armory Saturday 
Night. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The greatest individual performance the boards of the staid old Howard 
Theater have witnessed in years occurred last week, when Snookum Russell, vocalist with Hartley Toots 
and his famous Florida aggregation of swing specialists "stopped the show" for more than five minutes. 



9936. 1939, April 8. Joe Hits Too Hardjbr Coast Sparmen. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Joe 
Louis is too tough for his sparring mates. It seems that there is a dearth of good fighting material here and 
Jack "Chappie" Blackburn and Julian Black may have to import a crew of sparmates from the East. 
9937. 1939, April 8. Last Lick Secret of Beating Dave Day. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
He~.r Armstrong gave away one of the secrets of his meteoric climb to fame and power when he took the 
measure of one Davey Day in 12 bruising rounds in Madison Square Garden last Friday night. 
9938. 1939, April 8. Louis Armstrong Defends "Saints" Recording. Isabel Thompson. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. "I don’t think there’s any harm in my record, ’When the Saints Go Marching Home." Thus spoke 
Louis "Satchino" Armstrong, world famous trumpeter, as he rested in the star dressing room between 
shows at the Fox Tower Theater (white) this week. Armstrong continued, "That’s the same way I played it 
years ago in brass bands down in New Orleans, my old hometown. We played it in parades and at church 
affairs, and no took offense. In fact, various miuisters and other church persons have praised me for the 
recording of this piece." 
9939. 1939, April 8. Marian Anderson--AndAfler. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Despite DAR and School 
Board jim-crowism, Marian Anderson will sing in Washington, D.C. on April 9, and appropriately enough 
at the Lincoln Memorial. The Washington Citizens’ Committee a~mounces that it will continue its fight 
against the Washington School Board but we don’t tl~ink tl~is will amount to ve~ much unless the 
Committee is prepared to go down to fundamentals. 
9940. 1939, April 8. Marian to Broadcast at Shrine of Lincoln. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Marian Andersor~ 
world-famed contralto, will sing from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in a half hour free concert. 
9941. 1939, April 8. Mercer Ellington Denies He’s the Father of Girl’s New-Born Baby. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Mercer Ellington, only son of Duke Ellington, the great composer-band leader denied 
emphatically in an interview here this week that he is the father of Ruth Sailas’ new born baby as reported 
by a local paper .... The young son of the great musician further stated that the story Sailas gave to a local 
paper last week was false in its entirety. 
9942. 1939, April 8. "Reform School" Louise Beavers Greatest Film. Pittsbu~qh Courier. p20. Louise 
Beavers, America’s own internationally famous dramatic actress, had never been allotted the proper vehicle 
she had always craved until Million Dollar Productions had James O’Donnell and Hazel Barnes, wrote 
"Reform School," for her. Alter a long and illustrious career as a featured player in major studios, she was 
first elevated to real stardom in "Life Goes On," her first all-colored cast feature for Million Dollar. But 
still, in spite of all the nationwide acclaim she received as the mother of two boys follownig diverse paths, 
it was not until she interpreted the powerful but diffic~dt role of Mother Barton in "Reform School," that 
she had an opportunity to give vent to a wide a variety of emotions. 
9943. 1939, April 8. Roosevelt Thrilled by Tuskegee Choir. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt paid his first official visit to Tuskegee Institute since he has been the uations’ Chief Executive, 
Thursday morning, en route from Washington to Warm Springs, Ga. for a brief rest on his estate there. 
Roosevelt was thrilled by the Tuskegee Choir. 
9944. 1939, April 8. Stepin Fetch# Organizes New Vaudeville Unit. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Stepin 
Fetchit, the screen’s laziest man~ has organized a new vaudeville unite called "Hollywood Jamboree," 
which despite the unusually slow season has been scoring a success. 
9945. 1939, April 8. WillardAlexander Resigns from MCA. Isadora S~nith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Willard Alexander, vice-president of Music Corporation of Ameica, the largest band and talent booking 
house in America, resigned from that organization last week, advancing as his reason that he was tired in 
both mind and body and was off to take a rest in some distant port. The resignation of Alexander from 
MCA comes as a great shock to the world of colored music for during his four and a half years with that 
concern he has done much to aid that phase of American mnsic .... In that field he brought such great bands 
to the fore as Cout Basic, Benny Goodman, Harry James and others. 
9946. 1939, April 13. Bojanglesfor City Council. Cal![ornia Eagle. p2. Bill Robinson’s popularity grows 
and grows. He is being chosen to represent Harlem in the New York City Council. The acknowledged 
Mayor of Harlem, with a street in his home town, Riclunond, VA, named for him, the most popular Negro 
outside hea~cweight champion Joe Louis, Robinson is being boomed to represent Harlem in the New York 
City Council. Page 2-B. 
9947. 1939, April 13. Cab’s Daughter Can Talk, He Claims. California Eagle. p2. Cab Calloway, king of 
"Hi-de-Ho," said in an interview that his five-month old daughter, Cosntance, can say "hi-de-ho." Page 2- 
B. 



9948. 1939, April 13. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: The Important matter of electing a member to the council of the Screen Actors 
guild is the business of nearly all the junior members during these days. Page 1-A. 
9949. 1939, April 13. Louis and Roper on Edge for Title Bout Here Monday Eve. California Eagle. p3. 
With the exception of a few last nfinute details, everytlfing was in readiness for the hea~Tweight title fight 
between Joe Louis and Jack Roper at Wrigley Field. Page 3-B. 
9950. 1939, April 13. Miss Marian Anderson in Triumph. California Eagle. pl. Introduced by Secreat~ 
of State Ickes, Marian Anderson, great Negro contralto, sang before seven~r-five thonsand people at 
Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C. Anderson becomes one of the few living artists who has performed 
before so vast an audience because three months ago, the Daughters of the American Revoluton refused to 
allow her to appear in the Constitution Hall. Page 1-A. 
9951. 1939, April 13. Randol Film Company to "Shoot" First Pic in May. Robert A. Flying. California 
Eagle. p2. According to a statement by George Randol, the production of the first of four feature pictures 
will begin in May. That this compa~ is to start shooting at a very early date is sufficient evidence that 
many of our group in Califon~ia and elsewhere have invested therein; but there is still room enough for 
others who are desirous of investing in a sound, all-Negro owned and directed enterprise .... Page 2-B. 
9952. 1939, April 15. Birth of a Nation Film Barredj[hom Denver Theatres. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. For 
the second time in less than 30 days, an attempt has been made to show "The Birth of a Nation," in local 
neighborhood theaters. Recently, the manger of the Hiawatha Theater in Denver was hailed before the 
Manager of Safety by representatives of the NAACP and Rev. Russell Brown, to show cause as to w~ he 
should advertise the showing of a picture that would incite racial feeling which is contrary to the statutes of 
Colorado. 
9953. 1939, April 15. Chick Webb Out of Ho~pital.[br Tour. Pittsbu~2gh Courier. p20. Chick Wcbb, the 
dinfinutive king of the drums, was this week discharged from the John Hopkins hospital where he was 
confined for a week’s check-up on his ailing kidneys. During his stay in the hospital, the Webb orchestra, 
with Ella Fitzgerald starred and ... played a successful engagement at the Howard Theater in Washington. 
9954. 1939, April 15. Duke’s First French Concert Wildly Acclaimed: Paris Goes WiM Over Ellington’s 
Famous Orchestra. Pittsbut2gh Courier. p21. Duke Ellington and his famous American orchestra was 
enttmsiastically received by the music loving populace of this country. (France) when he stopped off en 
route to Nonvay, for a short concert. Appearing in Paris for the first time in six years, French music critics 
who have always considered Ellington the greatest in jazz nmsic in the world, found him a far greater and 
more mature man of music than at any time before. 
9955. 1939, April 15. Greatest Voice Thrills 75,000. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The Great Marian Anderson 
took a modest bow Sunday afternoon to the deafening applause of 75,000 admirers, fourth-fifths of them 
white, who had just heard her sing in the shadow of the memorial erected here to honor the president 
(Lincoln) who gave his life to free the slaves. 
9956. 1939, April 15. Jimmie a Hit in Newark. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jinunie Lunceford and his 
orchestra who have captured a new lease on popularity with that swingcopated ditty, "Tain’t What you 
Do," scored decisively at this cit?c.T’s Paramount Theater with a featured colored revue. Billed with the 
attraction were Babe Matthews, the Lang Sisters, and Swan and Lee with Norman Astwood. 
9957. 1939, April 15. June Richmond Joins Andy Kirk’s Orchestra. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. When June 
Richmond, of stage and radio fame, completes her engagement at the Howard Theater this week she will 
join Andy Kirk and his famous orchestra, thus completing a renovation which is destined to put Kirk in the 
"big money" class .... Richmond has had a varied career on the stage and over the air. First attracting 
national attention as vocalist with Jimmy Dorsey, she was the first colored woman to "crash" the color-line 
with white "name" bands. 
9958. 1939, April 15. Langston Hughes Dreams of a National Negro Theatre. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A 
Negro national theater, using authentic Negro plays--this is the dream of Langston Hughes, playwright, 
novelist, poet and composer, who filled speaking engagements here in Kansas City, April 4, 5, and 6. 
Expressing this desire, in a Courier interview, Hughes expanded on his subject, "This theater would be 
comparable to the Abbey Players (an Irish group that travels all over the world)." He feels that a true 
depiction of Negro life would have censored versions influenced by conunercialism. 
9959. 1939, April 15. Lincoln 2~Iemorial Perfect Settingj[br Marian’s Voice. Louis Lautier. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. Marian Anderson, world-famed contralto, whose voice is such that it is "heard only once in a 
hundred years," sang from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial at 5 o’clock Easter Sunday afternoon. 



Forming a fitting setting for the occasion, in the background, was the rugged statue of the Great 
Emancipator, under whose rule her forebears were freed from bondage. 
9960. 1939, April 15. Louis Armstrong at SoutMand Cafd. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Louis Armstrong, 
trumpet and his famous orchestra, moved into the Southland Cafd here Monday for a two week 
engagement. While there, the band will be featured over the air. The band has just finished a tour of the 
Midwest and it is rumored that Armstrong might go back to Hollywood for another fling in the pictures. 
9961. 1939, April 15. Louis, Roper Ready for Battle. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Joe Louis 
and Jack Roper completed training this week for their historic fight Monday and are ar~xiously awaiting the 
bell. 
9962. 1939, April 15. Nieholas Bros. Get Six Weeks in Philly. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Nicholas 
Brothers, who just completed a bang-up co-starring with Cab Calloway at the famous Cotton Club on 
Broadway are the current stars on tap at the Howard Theater in Washington on a bill of entertainment that 
includes the charming and talented Dandridge Sisters, who were seen with Louis Armstrong in "Going 
Places," and who will appear at the Cotton Club here in New York. 
9963. 1939, April 15. Says Negro ShouldBe in AllPictures. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
"There is no reason why Negro actors should not be in every picture nrade in Hollywood," emphatically 
stated two-fisted Jesse A. Graves, colored official for the Screen Actors Guild, at a banquet given in his 
honor at the swank Club memo last week, by thirty-five members of the Hollywood film colony. "Never in 
the history have a large number of people assembled for a street scene where there wasn’t some Negroes 
present. The motion picture producers seem to overlook this fact. The Negro should be presented to the 
world in a more favorable light." 
9964. 1939, April 15. Will DAR Be Received at the White House. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Will or will not 
the Daughters of the American Revolution be received at "the White House by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt when 
they come to Washington for their annual Congress this week. Mrs. Roosevelt has resigned from the world- 
famous genealogical society, as a protest against its action in also bauning world-famous Marian Anderson, 
contralto singer, from Constitution Hall. 
9965. 1939, April 20. "Abbie" Mitchell in Broadway Hit with Bankhead. California Eagle. p2. One of the 
most talked about plays on Broadway is the "Little Foxes," starting Tallulah Bankhcad, finding place 
among the stellar cast lbr Abigail "Abbie" Mitchell and John Marriott, both famed Negro troopers. Page 2- 
B. 
9966. 1939, April 20. Ad Reform School. California Eagle. p2. This is an advertisement for the film 
"Reform School," starring Louise Beavers. Others who appear in the film include Reginald Fenderson and 
Monte Hawley. (Sect. B). 
9967. 1939, April 20. All Colored Rodeo to Be Premiered May 6 and 7. California Eagle. p3. Glorifying 
colored cowboys and girls, Maceo B. Sheffield is presenting the first all-colored Rodeo and Wild West 
Circus at the White Sox ball park. Page 3-B. 
9968. 1939, April 20. Cast for First Film Is Selected by Randol. Robert A. Flynn. California Eagle. p2. It 
was from among such a wealth of beauty that George Randol, the president-director of the Randol 
Productions, Inc. after much obser~ation and rare judgment, selected two very artistically talented girls who 
will star in the first picture. These actresses remain unnamed. Page 2-B. 
9969. 1939, April 20. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Ea,~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: War, War, War--is all you can hear every day in the newspapers and on the 
radio. (Sect. A). 
9970. 1939, April 20. Film Operators Asked in St. Louis. California Eagle. p2. A number of social welfare 
and civic organizations, headed by the Colored Clerks’ Circle and the local branch of the NAACP, are 
pushing their demand that colored motion picture machine operators replace white operators in theaters 
attended by Negroes. Page 2-B. 
9971. 1939, April 20. Herbert Jef[hies. Califbrnia Eagle. p3. Herbert Jeffries and the Four Tones are 
scheduled to leave on a personal appearance tour through the southern states which will end in New York 
City. Jeffries and the Four Tones appear in the above photo. Page 3-B. 
9972. 1939, April 20. Louis "Decapitates" Roper to Keep Crown in Title Bout Here. California Eagle. 
pl0. Before appro~mately 25,000 boxing fans, Joe Louis all but "deheaded" Jack Roper, the 36-year old 
challenger in two minutes and 20 seconds of the first round of a bout which was scheduled for 10 rounds. 
Page 10-A. 
9973. 1939, April 20. "2~Iikado" Cast Leaves WPA. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. A new chapter in the interesting 
life of the Chicago WPA production of"The Swing Mikado," modernized version of the Gilbert and 



Sullivan comic operetta which had a record-breaking run in the Windy City, was unfolded this week and 
the a~motmcement that the compa~\v will enter private employment was made public. Page 2-B. 
9974. 1939, April 20. Movie Producer Reports Theft. California Eagle. p3. George Randol, movie 
producer, reported to police the theft of various personal articles from his automobile. Page 3-B. 
9975. 1939, April 20. "Run, Little Chillun" Goes "Hollywood" This Week. California Eagle. p2. "Run, 
Little Chillun," has given Los Angeles FTP the lead in the length of rims that will "go Hollywood" 
according to an announce~nent. After 213 performances at the Mayan Theater, this record breaking 
production will have a gala premiere, celebrating the beginning of its second year’s run at the Hollywood 
Playhouse. Page 2-B. 
9976. 1939, April 20. Shooting on MDP’s "Re~[brm School" excites Whittier. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. 
Because they did not notice any cameras which were at a distance, several citizens excitedly and hurriedly 
rang up the police and reported the suspicious actions of five strange, rough looking young colored fellows. 
They did not know they were part of the production of "Reform School." Page 2-B. 
9977. 1939, April 22. Duke Elh~gton Family Breaks ,qth Mills. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
The rumored break between Irving Mills and Duke Ellington, the generation-old team of band leader and 
personal manager, which started back in 1927 became an expected fact here last week with the 
announcement of the William Morris office that Duke Ellington had signed an exclusive management 
contract with that outfit, effective upon the great composer-musician genius return from his current 
European concert tour. 
9978. 1939, April 22. "Duke" Feted by Royalty in Paris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Since he reached these 
shores, life for Duke Ellington has been one continuous round of parties, concerts and more parties. The 
swankiest of the parlies was the surprise party given last Monday night by the Countess Inga-Lisa 
Liewenhaupt of Sweden. 
9979. 1939, April 22. Ella Wins Palm as Best Singer; Chick Webb’s Band First. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. 
Ella Fitzgerald, featured singer with Ctfick Webb’s orchestra, left, was chosen as the fa:~orite singer by 32 
colleges throughout the United States in a poll conducted by a national theatrical magazine. Shown at the 
piano, Ella presents a different side of the great personality wtfich brought her from an orphanage to the top 
rung of theatrical and recording fame. 
9980. 1939, April 22. Fats Waller Doubles in London Town. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Judging from the 
prevalence of doubling in vaudeville here, theatrical circles are facing a shortage of talent that will probably 
only be remedied after the current war scare is over and more American performers arc allowed to come 
over .... Going strong here (in London), Fats Waller’s name power is credited with yet another success in 
far away Cairo. 
9981. 1939, April 22. Hartley Toots Band to Undergo Important Changes in Personnel. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. The Hartley Toots orchestra, staged by Willie R. Davie of the Rockland Palace Ballroom is 
one of the most progressive of the newer aggregations. The band has just reached this section (Miami) after 
touring the East and parts of the South. 
9982. 1939, April 22. Louis Hollywood’s Latest Idol: Roper Is Blasted to the Floor in First. Pittsbuc~h 
Courier. pl. Tonight, in the presence of those who portray drama on the screen, Joe Louis, heax3~weight 
champion of the world, wrote a drama of real life which has left Hollywood gasping. Withitn two minutes 
he made a perfect p~sical specimen a human wreck. 
9983. 1939, April 22. Movie WorM Awaits "Rejbrm School" Premiere. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Reform 
School," hailed as the greatest of all the Million Dollar Productions, starring Louise Beavers and using 
Reginald Fenderson and the Harlem Tuff Kids in feature roles, will premiere at Pitttsburgh’s famous New 
Granada Theater. 
9984. 1939, April 22. Says Movies Should Depiet Life of John Brown on the Screen. Louis Lautier. 
Pittsburj~h Courier. p6. If the movies can portray such characters (i.e. Jesse James) sympathetically, they 
raight depict on the screen the life of such a raan as Johi~ Brown, who took part in the same border warfare 
in which the James brothers got their training for a life of outlawry. Such pictures would be less offensive 
to a larger number of movie fans than "Gone with the Wind," which is now being made. Besides, it would 
indicate an appreciation for the large colored patronage which the motion pictures enjoy in this country. 
9985. 1939, April 22. Slim and Slam the Flat Foot Floogie Boys Split. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Slim and Slam, who less than six months ago became nationally known with their composition and 
interpretation of "The Flat Foot Floogie" and otherjnst as nutty roy roy ditties, came to the detour of their 
partnership last week as the result of a week long dissention which started at the Apollo Theater in Harlem 



their last play date together. Slim Galliard is credited with the composing genius of the act. Leroy Stewart, 
is the Slam part of the duo. 
9986. 1939, April 22. Two Mikados,"Hot and Swing" to Fight It Out in Broadway Vicinity. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Having successfully acquired the Federal Theater Production, the "Swing Mikado," Bernard 
Ulrich is plalming a complete restaging job and will present it at the 44th Street Theater directly in front of 
the Broadhurst, where Bill Robinson is head ~nan in Mike Todd’s hot version of the Gilbert and Stdlivan 
operetta. 
9987. 1939, April 27. Announce NEw Bontemps Novel. California Eagle. p2. A new novel by Arna 
Bontemps, distinguished Negro poet and novelist, is announced by Macmillan for publication, "Drums at 
Dusk," portrays one of the most picturesque of the many struggles for freedom throughout the world. Page 
2-B. 
9988. 1939, April 27. Ask DAR.[br 1 q[’15 Dates for Marian. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p5. That the DAR may 
have no excuse in the matter as far as dates are concerned, nranager of the famous Marian Anderson, has 
submitted 15 open dates asking for the use of the Million Dollar auditorium in November. 
9989. 1939, April 27. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: The Hugh E. Macbeth Research and Historical Socie~ is another brilliant 
movement among our women to preserve some of the Culture of our forefathers. Page 1-A. 
9990. 1939, April 27. D.A.R. "Explains’ Negro Ban; Grew Out of Hayes’ Recitals. Cal~rnia Eagle. p5. 
Tight-lipped officials of the Daughters of the American Revolution, heard the first official reports on the 
world famous Marian Anderson controversy, when Mrs. Henry Roberts, president-general of the 
organization, rendered her annual report. Defending the action of the DAR in refusing use of Constitution 
Hall, owned and operated here by the organization, to Anderson, brilliant singer. Roberts sought "to defend 
the DAWs "independence of action" in the lace of "far-reaching social forces." Page 5-B. 
9991. 1939, April 27. Hattie Noels Signed to Paramount Film Role. Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. Hattie Noels 
was signed to a lucrative screen role in a current Paramount studio film production titled, "Our Leading 
Citizen." The film stars Bob Bums. Noels best remembered by coast radio listeners [’or her work as the 
ignorant laundress who held a winning sweepstake ticket, heard over the Eddie Cantor starred program on 
Monday nights. Page 2-B. 
9992. 1939, April 27. Hattie Noels Wins Role in "Gone with the Wind" Film. California Eagle. p2. The 
name of Hattie Noels, buxom sepia actress of stage and radio fame, was added to the roster of "Gone With 
the Wind." Noels, who was heard on a nationwide radio hook-up as a member of Eddie Cantor’s famed 
weekly program was cast [’or a role in an added hospital sequence. Page 2-B. 
9993. 1939, April 27. Leave on Tour of Dixie. California Eagle. p5. Herbert Jeffrey and the Four Tones 
are heading for a personal appearance tour of the South. They are scheduled to open at the Dixie Theater in 
Galveston, Texas. Page 5-B. 
9994. 1939, April 27. Louise Beavers Leaves for Eastern Appearances. California Eagle. p2. A crowd of 
fans of both races gathered at the Santa Fe Station in Los Angeles to bid good-bye to Louise Beavers, 
leaving for personal appearances with "Reform School," in New York and other eastern cities. Page 2-B. 
9995. 1939, April 27. "Reform School" Premiere. Har~r Levette. California Eagle. p2. With Louise 
Beavers latest starring role in "Reform School" presented tonight in a world pre~niere, the fifth milestone 
will be passed in the release of an all-colored cast Class-A pictures. This is a notable event of interest to all 
races, but especially to colored Americans whose art and talent these pictures have displayed as never 
before. Page 2-B. 
9996. 1939, April 29. AngelenosAttend Cornerstone Laying. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Film celebrities and 
business and civic leaders turned out in huge throngs to dedicate a new swimming pool in the beautiful 
playground, Val Verde Park near Los Angeles. The pool was built at a cost of more than $100,00. In the 
photo at left is Hattie McDaniel, one of the featured players of"Gone with the Wind," and beside her is 
Thehna "Butterfly" McQueen of New York, who also appears in this film. 
9997. 1939, April 29. Attended Memorial.[br "Dad." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The sensational Nicholas 
Brothers returned here from Philadelphia, where last week they started a six week engagement at the 
Walton hotel on Broad Street, to again be with their family at the annual memorial service for their late 
father U.D. Nicholas, who died of a heart attack en route to California four years ago. Each year when the 
time arrives for the kids with their mother and sister to pause in loving respect for their father, they seem to 
be solidly fixed in a new field. 
9998. 1939, April 29. Cal~[brnia (,’harm Girl. Pittsburgh Courier. pl3. Gladys Snyder, talented young Los 
Angeles socialite, who is now in training for a movie role appears in "the above photo. Snyder is a pleasing 



singer and is also an adept dancer. With plenty of personality and a wealth of ability, Swder has two of the 
vital attributes for the making of a star. 
9999. 1939, April 29. Count Basie Booked for 6 Week Session in Chicago’s College Inn. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Count Basic and his orchestra which first came into national prominence when 
booked into the Chattebox of the William Penn Hotel in Pittsbu@ several seasons ago as the first colored 
attraction ever to play that hostelry, was given another such engagement to add to his list of seldom played 
hotels by race musicians when it was announced here this week by Harry Moss of MCA that the superb 
attraction had been signed for a six-week engagement at the famous College Inn in the Sherman Hotel, 
Chicago. 
10000. 1939, April 29. "Hat Film" Shoing Leads to Fine, Jail. Pittsbu@ Courier. pl. Robert E. Allen 
(white), proprietor of the Jewel Theater in Denver, was fined $1,400 and sentenced to 120 days in the 
County jail last Wednesday on charges of violating a city ordinance by showing the motion picture, "The 
Birth of a Nation." ... There were several Catholic priests present in the courtroom to lend their moral 
support to the prosecution. 
10001. 1939, April 29. Lunce.[brd Will Play at Aragon’s Leading Colleges. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Jimmie Lunceford’s orchestra, which will tour the New England States next mont~ has three outstanding 
dates on its calendar: First of three engagements is on May 6 at Dartmouth College in Hanover. 
10002. 1939, April 29.2~Iarian Anderson to Sing at World’s Fair, May 28. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. 
Singers of world repute have been booked for appearances at the World’s Fair in a series of concerts and 
musicales begim~ing May 2 and running intermittently until its close. Anderson will sing on May 28 .... 
Anderson’s manager, S. Hurok, released the contents of a telegram which he sent last week to the 
Daughters of the American Revolution, replying to the explanation of the president-general as to why 
Anderson was barred from appearing in the DAWs Constitution Hall during Easter week. 
10003. 1939, April 29. No Wedding Bells for "Rochester." Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Eddie (Rochester) 
Anderson, famous screen and radio comic, denied to The Courier Sunday, the report published by Ed 
Sullivan, Hollywood colunmist that he would marry Mayme Nelson. Anderson admitted that he had been 
dating Nelson for a nnmber years, but is unable to explain how the present rumor, which has bobbed up 
oftimes in the past, started. 
10004.1939, April 29. Randol’s Company Hopeful. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. At a recent meeting of 
stockholders and friends of the George Randol Productions, Inc., the public became acquainted with the 
rapid growth of the corporation. In a short address given by the president-director of the corporation, 
George Randol pointed out that the success of the corporation was not of mushroom growth, but was the 
result of seven years of intensive and extensive planning and investigation. 
10005. 1939, April 29. Taps Miller Sues Composer of "HoM Tight." Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Taps Miller, well known local tap dancer, this week started suit against the composers of "Hold Tight," the 
wac~~ ditty which has been circulated throughout the country in every modern form. Retaining the law 
finn of Goldie and Gunnn, personal lawyers and managers of such stellar performers as Ethel Waters and 
Fredi Washington, the dancer, has secured a list of famous personages who, under oatlk have promised to 
show that (Miller) and not Lenny Kent is the brain-father of the tune Walter Winchell typed the "Zaniest 
Song of 1939." 
10006. 1939, May 4. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Ea~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: It looks like a great Negro victory is on the horizon when a colored school 
teacher is about to get a seat on the Los Angeles School Board. Page 1-A. 
10007. 1939, May 4. Negro Heroes to Be Filmed. Harry Levette. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. Responding to the 
desire expressed by Negroes to see real life of the race depicted on the screen, Harry M. Popkin and his 
brother Leo and Arthur Brooks, plan to produce a series of pictures built around actual facts of the Negro 
in history. Page 2-B. 
10008. 1939, May 4. Randol Studio Opens. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. The George Randol Production had a 
forn~al opening of its studio on Sunset Drive in Hollywood. A large number persons from Los Angeles 
visited the studio, including stockholders and others. The president and his co-workers selaTed as guides to 
the guest as they passed through the various departments of the studio. Page 2-B. 
10009. 1939, May 4. Writes Song Sung by Eddy in Nov Film. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Belated fame looms 
just ronnd the corner for Leon Rene, talented song composer, pianist and band leader. That fame will come 
with the release of "Let Freedom Ring" starring Nelson Eddy. The song hit of the picture was rendered by 
Eddy and was especially written by Rene, marking one of the few times that a colored composer was 
assigned to compose for a Hollywood feature of the dramatic order. Page 2-B. 



10010. 1939, MatT 6. "Don’t Worry, Folks," Says Miss Mcdaniels. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hattie 
McDaniels, who is cast as "Mammy" in Selznick’s "Gone with the Wind," is seen telling Thomas 
Southern, film actor, Louise Clark, wardrobe mistress and Evelyn Myers, "Don’t worry, there is nothing in 
this picture that will injure colored people. If there were, I wouldn’t be in it." McDaniel appears in the 
above photo. 
10011. 1939, May 6. Duke Returning to Us After Triumph Abroad. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke 
Ellington and his famous orchestra today departed this city aboard the liner I1 de France, returning to 
America after the greatest European concert tour of his spectacular career. Opening his four week series of 
concert in Paris several weeks ago, Ellington and his aggregation played in the bomb proof National 
Theater de Chaillot and attracted a record crowd of 2,800 people. 
10012. 1939, May 6. Famed English Critic Praises Benny Carter. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Leonard 
Feather, well known English critic currently visiting America who is collecting material for a book on the 
history of American jazz in which the Negro musicians will be the predominating characters, provided 
some very interesting conunents on Benny Carter whom he remembers fro his sensational invasion of 
England less than a year ago. Feather said of Beuny Carter, "One of the personalities who has impressed 
me most and who also has yet to be fully appreciated in this country, is Benny Carter. I have known Beuny 
for years. He was staff arranger with the British Broadcasting Compa~’s radio house band for 
months and in London and Paris, I learned what a brilliant musician he was and what a very swell person." 
10013. 1939, May 6. From a Pal to a Co-Starter. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Bill Robinson, the grand "old 
young man" of the stage, screen, and radio, currently starring in the "Hot Mikado" and at the Cotton Club, 
all on Broadway, presents Cab Calloway, who co-stars with him in the Cotton Club’s World’s Fair Revue 
with a gold notebook, fronted with a daimond likeness of his hi-de-ho highness. 
10014~ 1939, May 6. Louise Beavers to Make PersonalAppearance Tour. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p21. 
Louise Beavers, leaves for a tour of personal appearances in conjunction with "Reform School, her latest 
starting vetficle, wtfich opens at the Apollo Theater in New York. She was met by part of the crowd at the 
Santa Fe Station last Monday morning as she left on "the Chile." Beavers, with her husband, Robert Clark, 
and Harry Levette, publicity director for Million Dollar Productions, along with others appear in the above 
photo. 
10015~ 1939, May 6. Movies Using Great Number of Colored Extras: Metro Is Leading Field in Casting. 
l~ittsburgh Courier. p20. If recent activities here are ant, sort of theatrical barometer, the famous saying, 
"Go West Young Man." can be reversed and applied to colored actors throughout the cotu~try~ In answer to 
the heaviest call for them in many years, colored actresses and actors are currently on the receiving end of 
the biggest harvest in the history of this city of make-believe. According to casting directors and Central 
Casting, upwards to 12,000 working days have been put in by colored performers, with Metro leading, 
using approximately 7,500 work days for "Tarzan in Exile" (film released as "Tarzan Finds A Son"). 
10016.1939, May 6. Noble Sissle Does It Again--On Broadway. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
In his fifth month as main musical attraction at Billy Roses’s famous Diamond Horsehoe in the Paramohi~t 
Hotel of Times Square, Noble Sissle and his international orchestra is creating a new kind of se~tsation for 
colored hands along the gay white way which is Broad~vay. Like, in his long and eventful career, Sissle 
again becomes the first colored orchestra to be featured in the maturer in which he was presented at the 
much bally-hooed Billy Roses’ spot. 
10017. 1939, May 6. Randol Starts His First Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. George Randol, who wrote 
the screen story, "Midnight Shadows," will also direct the picture. His shooting schedule calls for a picture 
every three months or four fihns a year. 
10018.1939, May 6. Stepin Fetehit "In Dutch" Once Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Stepin Fetchit, well 
known stage and screen star, ran afoul of the law here in Fargo, North Dakota, last week in one of his 
frequent tiffs off stage. Arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, Fetchit in spite of his plea of not 
guilty was found guilty, fined $100 and received a 60 day suspended sentence. 
10019. 1939, May 6. "Way Down South" May Open Doors for Race in Films. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Hollywood is watching the filming of "Way Down South," starring lovable little Bobby 
Breen. A great deal depends upon this picture. Sol Lesser, the producer has dared to tread upon territory 
which has long been evaded by Hollywood producers, ff this picture is successful it will start a cycle of 
films giving Negroes prominent roles. 
10020. 1939, May 11. Clarence ]~Iuse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Every city or town in the United States is guilty of bragging when it hits 
something outstanding. Page 1-A. 



10021. 1939, May 11. "Reform School" in Finale. California Eagle. p2. Going! Going! Going! Last 
chance to see that marvelous all-colored cast feature "Reform School" at Million Dollar theater. Opening 
April 27 for its world premiere, "Reform School," drew a steady stream of theatergoers ever:T day and 
evening. So steadily increasing were the crowds that it was necessary to hold it over another week 
regardless of previous bookings. Page 2-B. 
10022. 1939, May 13. Committee ~2ll Sponsor Marian Anderson Mural. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. When 
Marian Anderson sang "America" in front of the Lincoln Memorial on Easter Sunday, freedom rang 
triumphantly throughout the land. In order to capture the solenmity, grandeur and challenge of that moment 
for prosperity purposes, the Marian Anderson Mural Fund Committee is seeking to replace money for a 
mural painting of that unforgettable scene. 
10023. 1939, May 13. The "Duke" Writes An "Exclusive’.[br the Courier. Duke Ellington. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Duke Ellington reports on lfis travels in Europe. "Europe is among the finer countries in the 
world if one is to judge from the manner in which the band and I were received at every concert stop. Over 
there people seem to have a great appreciation for good American Negro jazz and with that appreciation 
they have a great love and respect for colored musicians. We played two concerts in Paris, which were the 
most enorn~ous engagements in out entire career." 
10024. 1939, May 13. Eddie South to the "Troe" in Hollywood. PittsbuEgh Courier. p20. Eddie Souttk the 
"Dark Angel of the Violin," now under the management of Joe Glaser, who also handles Louis Armstrong 
and Andy Kirk, is scheduled to open an engagement at the Trocodero, Hollywood’s glamour spot, touight. 
South is rated as one of the best violinists in the country and since leaving Chicago sometime ago, has 
become uatioually known. 
10025~ 1939, May 13. Erskine Hawkins Selected "King" of Savoy Jitterbugs. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Erskinc Hawkins and his youthftd swingsters were voted No. 1 among Harlem’s jitterbug world last week 
in a poll conducted at the Sa~oy ballroom to determine at what orchestral shrine the local bugs found their 
best jitterbug ground. 
10026~ 1939, May 13. Jesse (hvens Admits That He’s Broke. laittsburgh Courier. pl. Jesse Owens, whose 
tremendous leg power ground all track competition into the earth and earned him the title, "the world’s 
fastest tunuan," admitted that his lilhe limbs were not swift enough to carry him across the tape ahead of 
the credit men here last week, when he filed a voluntary bankruptcy petition in Federal Court, listing 
liabilities of $8,890 and assets of $2,150~ 
10027~ 1939, May 13. "Lead Belly" Can’t Sing His Way Out ~ This. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. "Lead 
Belly," knife-wielding troubadour who sang tfimself out of Texas and Louisiana penitentiaries, was 
convicted before Judge George Donnelian here in New York on Thursday of cutting Hen13..,- Burgess, a 
fellow roomer, at a party and will be sentenced May 15. "Lead Belly," born Huddie Ledbetter, is called by 
music experts an "Encyclopedia of Unwritten Negro Melodies." 
10028. 1939, May 13. Lunceford Set for European Tour If "War Scare" Blows Over. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In the event that the present European situation remains just a war scare, Jimmie 
Lunceford and his aggregation will be off for Europe sometime in August on a tour that is scheduled to 
keep them abroad two and a half months. In accord with present plans, the crew and its college professor 
leader will start its musical capture of the old country in Zurich, Switzerland, where they are scheduled to 
open the Swiss Exposition about September first, staying on for a week’s stand. 
10029. 1939, May 13. Merchants Protest Closing of D.C. Theater: Strange Case of Howard Theater Is 
Before Public. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A petition protesting the closing of the Howard Theater, Thursday, 
is being circulated by business interests in the vicinity of Seventh and T Streets, Northwest. If the theater 
chain~ which operates the Howard fails to satisfy the request of these interests for a longer season without 
temporary closings before Christmas and in lent, an organization of pickets at U Street movie theaters is 
threatened. 
10030. 1939, May 13. Royal Theater in Baltimore ClosedJbr Vaude Shows. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. With the closing down of vaudeville at the Royal Theater here last week, all is again quiet on 
the Baltimore theatrical front, with outlets for visiting performers centered around the few nite clubs in the 
various sections of the city. The performers shut-out at the Roayl, though expected for months, sends a 
shocking blow to the profession, leaving but two all-colored vaudeville presentation houses in the country, 
the Apollo in New York and the Howard in Washington. 
10031. 1939, May 18. Bontemps’ New Novel Tells of Haitian Slave Revolt. Califbrnia Eagle. p8. On the 
publication of "Black Thunder," Anra Bontemps became generally recognized as the first American Negro 
to write an historical novel. Page 8-A. 



10032. 1939, May 18. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Ea,~le. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: When you are doing all right and eveu’bo@ is talking about your success, there 
is always somebody that comes along to tell you how you should stop doing well and tU" something else. 
Page 1-A. 
10033. 1939, May 18. Paul Robeson Film Opens Downtown at Million Dollar. California Eagle. p2. As a 
special treat to their many friends and patrons, the management of Million Dollar Theater which wound up 
a memorable two weeks’ run of "Reform School," is presenting another great Negro artist in Paul Robeson 
tonight. Page 2-B. 
10034. 1939, May 20. Andy Kirk "Framed" on Charge, G-Men Convinced: Noted Band Leader Freed in 
Newark; Letter Is Blamed. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Andy Kirk, leader of one of the finest 
swing-sweet bands in the country, June Richomond, his chauffeur and a traveling companion were released 
here last Thursday morning after they had been arrested by local police and turned over to officers of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation on the strength of an anowmous letter to the FBI branding Kirk an 
importer of reefers and other forn~s of dope which he was supposedly taldng to Chicago .... When the over 
night fate of the band leader was learned by those who know him well here in Harlem, it was hard to 
believe, as neither does Kirk drink nor smoke the weed and his band is one of the coming aggregations of 
the year. 
10035. 1939, May 20. Apollo Is Packing ’Era In; Reason?. Louis Armstrong. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The Apollo theater stepped in front last week with its presentation of Louis Armstrong, the 
trumpet king of the generation, the movies, stage and radio. Making his first appearance in Harlem since 
his great success with "Jeepers Creepers" in the flicker, "Going Paces," plus several personal appearances 
on Broadway and through the hinterlands with Bill Robinson co-starred, Armstrong is the trumpeter who 
rocked this section in the heydays of the Lafayette theater and unadulterated vaudeville. 
10036.1939, May 20. Battle to Grab Turpin Estate in Court Again. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The :fight for 
the control of the estate of the late Judge Charles H. Turpin, which is valued at more than $100,000, will be 
back in court Monday, May 22, as the result of a ruling made last week by Judge Ernest F. Oakley in 
overruling a demurrer on the part of the defendants in the case. 
10037.1939, May 20. "Birth (~a Nation" Fight to Continue. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. The long :fight 
which the NAACP has waged against: the "Birth of a Nation" will be continued as vigorously as ever, it 
was announced here in New York this week by the board of directors of the association. The old fihn, 
which made its first appearance twenty years ago, has been revived and is now being booked in man5, cities 
either as "a revival of a classic" or as "an edi~cational feature of the development of the cinema." 
10038. 1939, May 20. Difference Between "Hot" and "Swing" Mikados: Billy Rowe Gives Courier 
Readers the Real Low Down. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Coming to Broadway on the heels of 
the greatest theatrical controversy ever entered into in the world of legitimate stage entertainment between 
two camps, both the "Hot Mikado," produced by Mike Todd and starring Bill Robinson and the "Swing 
Mikado," ventured into by the Federal Theater with an all-colored cast, have been indelibly stamped into 
the minds of the nations theater-going masses .... The box office tabulation of the two shows since going 
into open warfare proves that Bill Robinson’s drawing power keeps the "Hot" show in front. 
10039. 1939, May 20. Eddie South Captivates Patrons at Trocodera. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Eddie 
South, the Dark Angel of the Violin, has captivated the City of Angels with his superb music at the 
Trocodera Club here in Los Angeles, where he is the current attraction. He has been signed to fill a three 
month engagement at one of Hollywood’s most famous night spots and playground of the motion picture 
stars. 
10040. 1939, May 20. Louise Beavers Honored by Sorority. Pittsburgh Courier. p22. Louise Beavers, an 
honorary member of Sigma Ganuna Rho sorority, was honored by her sorors in WaslfingtoK D.C. of Phi 
Sigma chapter .... The following week found Beavers in Richomond, Virginia at the Booker T. Theater. 
10041. 1939, May 20. Luneeford to Play Dance for University of North Carolina. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p20. And here’s another star to be added to the already well filled "crowff’ of Jinunie Luncefor’s musical 
achievements. Luncefored and his Harlem Express orchestra have broken down the walls of prejudice and 
will play a dance engagement at the Univesity of North Carolina on June 2. In being selected to play the 
prom at the Univesity of North Carolina, once again Negro orchestras and performers see the dawn of a 
new day for more engagemems in places where Negroes have heretofore been barred. 
10042. 1939, May 20. Marian Anderson to Sing at Opening of Lincoln Film in Hollywood and Illinois. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Marian Anderson, internationally known contralto, who will sing a group of songs 



as a feature of the world premiere of "Young Mr. Lincoln," at Springfield, II1., on Memorial Day, has also 
been engaged by Twentieth Century Fox to sing for the Hollywood opening of the picture June 2nd. 
10043. 1939, May 20. Senator Asks for Fight Picture Repeal in DC Because Joe Louis Is "Univversally 
Admired." Pittsburgt~ Courier. plT. A sub-conunittee of the Senate Interstate cormnerce Coramittee will 
hold hearings on May 25 and 26 on the bill introduced by Senator W. Warren Barbour, Republican of New 
Jersey, to repeal the ban on interstate transportation of prize fight films .... He believes the ban can be lifted 
now because "the present hea~3Tweight champion, Joe Louis, is universally admired." 
10044. 1939, May 25. BillRobinson’s "Hot Mikado" for West. California Eagle. p2. Bill Robinson and 
his "Hot Mikado" cast appearing now in New York, may start a West Coast tour in early June. Page 2-B. 
10045. 1939, May 25. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: When Langston Hughes and myself conceived the idea to write Bobby Breen’s 
picture in the colorful atmosphere of Old Louisiana, we did not realize at the true we would start a cycle of 
New Orleans stories. Page 1-A. 
10046. 1939, May 25. Duke Ellington at State Theater. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Before Duke Ellington, his 
famous orchestra and Ivie Anderson got offthe Ile de France, when they returned from a European concert 
series, they were booked for several appearances. Duke plays the State Theater in New York this week. 
Page 2-B. 
10047. 1939, May 25. Edna Thomas Is New Head of WPA Negro Theater. California Eagle. p2. Edna 
Thomas, who for raa~ years has been prominent in Negro drama, succeeded J. Augustus Smith as head of 
the WPA Federal Theater Project’s Negro unit. The veteran actress began her career in 1918 with the 
Lafayette Stock Company. Page 2-B. 
10048. 1939, May 25. LA Anderson on A& Memorial Day. Ca/ifi)rnia Eagle. pl. It was announced that 
Marian Anderson, prcmier contralto of the world, will broadcast from Springfield, Illinois Memorial Day 
over WOR. Page 1-A. 
10049. 1939, May 25. Muse Inks Contract with Principal. Califi)rnia 1,?agle. p2. Clarence Muse has signed 
a thrce-way contract with Principal Productions whercin he will play a featured role in thc new 
picturc,"Way Down South." Page 2-B. 
10050. 1939, May 25. Photo-Bill Bojangles Robinson. California Eagle. p2. The sixty-first birth of one of 
the world’s happiest men, undoubtedly the fbrcmost Negro in thc American thealcr, is being celebrated 
today, on May 25, 1878, in Richmond, Virginia. Bill Robinsm~ king of tap dancers, idol of "Harlem" and 
friend "to America was born. Page 2-B. 
10051. 1939, May 25. Ralph Cooper to Return to ~bast. California Eagle. p2. Ralph Cooper is rctuming 
to the Coast for a new picture in which he will star for Million Dollar studio. Page 2-B. 
10052. 1939, May 25. Robeson Hits Race Prejudice. California Eagle. p2. Paul Robeson, famed star of the 
screen and stage and in recent years advocate of the social philosop~ of Soviet Russia, arrived aboard the 
S.S. Nonnandia, for a five-week vacation. The star of the screen version of "Showboat," will spend some 
time with relatives and friends here in Philadelphia and Somerville, N.J. before returning to Britain, where 
he is scheduled to begin work on a new movie opus, "The Citadel." Page 2-B. 
10053. 1939, May 27. American Screen, Concert and Radio Offers Rejected. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. More so than ever before, Paul Robeson is ready for the theatrical scene of this country and 
though at the present he is turning down eve~" offer to appear in the movies, on the radio or stage, he is 
making plans. Though he will return to Europe this summer to complete his annual concert tour, he will 
come back to America in the early fall, at which time he will endeavor to carB~ himself and his people to a 
higher plane in all branches of entertainment which have already assured him of their great desire to use 
him in the proper light befitting an artist, white or colored. 
10054. 1939, May 27. "Bojangles" Jailed on Broadway. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. From now 
on~ Patrolman Thomas Christian of the West 47th Street precinct will be on Bill Robinson’s list of "people 
who never will be missed." Last Friday night while Bojangles was standing on the comer at Broad~vay and 
47th Street, he heard a loud voice of authority tell him to "Move On." Although there were about 75 other 
people also standing around watching an animated sign showing scenes from the "Hot Mikado" in which 
Robinson is starred, he alone had been told to move on. Resenting the treatment received, Robinson asked 
the cop, "Why don’t you move the white folks?" Whereupon with a few more words, the officer placed him 
under arrest and they walked over to the station house followed by the crowd, a member of which offered 
to post his bail .... In court, the disorderly conduct charge was dismissed, and Bill Robinson displayed his 
gold honoraB~ badge in the New York police department indicating that he should not have been arrested. 



10055. 1939, May 27. Bojangles Jailed on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Last Friday night while 
Bojangles was standing on the comer at Broadway and 47th Street, he heard a loud voice of authority tell 
him to "Move On." Although there were about 75 other people standing around watching an animated sign 
showing scenes from the "Hot Mikado" in which Robinson is starred, he alone had been told to move on. 
Robinson who refused to do so, was arrested for disorderly conduct. The charge was later dropped. 
10056. 1939, May 27. Duke Ellington Goes to Broadway, Thursday. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Making 
first Broadway appearance since returning from the sensational tour of Europe, Duke Ellingtor~ the master 
of all things musical in the world of jazz, will set up bandstand at the Loew~s State theater Thursday for a 
one week fling along the gay-white-way. 
10057. 1939, May 27. Joe Louis to Appear in W. Va. Enroute East to Nova-Baer Fight and Camp. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. The city of Clarl(sburg, W.Va., will have its first chance to see heavyweight 
champion Joe Louis in person next Tuesday night when the Brown Bomber is scheduled to do some of the 
seconding on the fight card which is being sponsored by Apples Meyers, once a Pittsburgh bo~ng 
promoter. 
10058. 1939, May 27. Lucky Millinder Has Finally Organized a Great S~qng Band. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Lucky Millinder, the most dynamic of the present crop of band leaders, has seemingly done the 
impossible and discovered from somewhere the swingingest group of youthful musicians left in the 
country. With Count Basic, Chick Webb, Duke Ellington, Jimmie Lunceford, Erskine Hawkins, Bem~y 
Carter and Andy Krirl(, all having drained the country of its best, the fact that Millinder still found a great 
group is really amazing. 
10059. 1939, May 27. "~Iamba’s Daughters’" Closes Run on Broadway: WorM’s Fair Competition Is 
1bo Great. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Mamba’s Daughters," the DuBose Heyward drama of Southern life, 
presented at the Empire Theater by producer, Guthrie McClintic and starring Ethel Waters, closed Saturday 
night alter a five month nra during which time it was lauded by critics and public alike. 
10060.1939, May 27. Marian’s Concert in Syracuse Set Record. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. A record unique 
in local musical circles was set by the illustrious and world renowned contralto, Marian Anderso~ in her 
recital here in Syracuse Tuesday evening, May 9. All space in the huge Lincoln auditorium--even to 
standing room--had been sold out since the middle of January. when the first announcement of her 
lbrthcoming appearance in this city was made. 
10061.1939, May 27. Marian’s Concert in Syracuse Set Record. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. A record unique 
in local musical circles was set by the illustrious and world renowned contralto, Marian Anderso~ in her 
recital here Tuesday evening, May 9. All space in the huge Lincoln auditorium--even to standing room had 
been sold out since the middle of January when the first a~mouncement of her forthcoming appearance in 
this ciB~ was made. 
10062.1939, May 27. Million Dollar Productions and Sack Amusement Company Combine. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. In a move destined to write a new page in the history of the Negro race in the movie industry, 
the two men best able to assist in the powerful medium of motion pictures and provide "big time" 
financing, combined forces last week. These two men were Harry M. Popkin, founder and president of 
Million Dollar Productions and Alfred N. Sack, president of the Sack Amusement Enterprise .... The 
public will benefit by the merging of these enterprises because instead of waiting for months for pictures, 
they will have an opporttmi~" to see one every six weeks or two months. 
10063. 1939, May 27. Opens Way for Films Defending Negroes: Protests Will Be Unable to Halt 
Showing of "(2bnfessions of a Nazi Spy." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jubiliant over the fact that direct 
protest from Berlin and the activities of Germans here in Los Angeles will be unable to halt the showing of 
the famed "Confessions of a Nazi Spy," Jack Warner, vice president of Wamers First National Studio 
stated tlrat such films are needed. Hence instead of ceasing, he plans to film others as bold or bolder 
because of their expose and denunciation of racial prejudice. He declared tlrat it has proved that pictures 
can be good entertainment and at the same time spread propaganda against a towering evil. 
10064. 1939, May 27. Returns Home. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul Robeson, the great dramatic actor and 
singer of folk songs of all races, returned to America last week to look over several irresistible concert, 
radio, and screen offers. The superb artist will renrain here but a short time before retun~ing to England to 
begin work on a new film. Robeson appears in the above photo. 
10065. 1939, May 27. Rex Ingram Signedjbr British Pic. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Rex Ingrain, popular 
star of the stage and screen, is scheduled to sail for Europe aboard the liner Normandie, come May 30th to 
take a prominent part in the coming Alexander Korda’s production of the "Thief of Bagdad." According to 



Ingmm, the production is scheduled to start upon his arrival but will take several months to complete after 
which he will take a short theatrical tour throughout the continent. 
10066. 1939, MW 27. "Run Little Chillun" in Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hollywood paid 
homage to "Run, Little Chilluff’ when it opened Thursday night at the Hollywood Playhouse. The play" was 
given an official salute by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce. "Run, Little Clfillun," was written by 
that genius, Hall Johnson and directed by Clarence Muse. Florence O’Brien, Edward Thompson, Ruby 
Elzy, Gende Henderson and Jesse Lee Brooks have the stellar roles. 
10067. 1939, May 27. "Snookum" Russell New Leader of Toots’ Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Snookum Russell, sensational scat singer and all around musician, is the new leader of the Hartley Toots’ 
orchestra. The aunouncement was made Monday in a special release by Willie Rivers Davie, owner of the 
band. Russell will take charge of the band when the new streamlined, parlor car bus is delivered. 
10068.1939, May 27. Sunshine and Partner Headjbr Australia. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Sunshine 
Sanuny, the last of the once famous "Our Gang" comedy kids and his dancing partner, "Sleepy" Williams, 
left last week on the first leg of a theatrical tour tlrat is scheduled to end in Australia. En route to Australia, 
they have been booked on an impressive theater run. 
10069. 1939, June 3. Andy Kirk to Play Original June German Dance. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Frank 
Lewis is facing the promotional fight of his long and illustrious career here in RockT Mount, N.C. but he’s 
meeting it with clinched fists and flags waving high. For years and years, the "Colored June Germaff’ 
dance has been one of the outstanding social and entertaimnent features of the entire South and has been 
scheduled for Monday, June 11. Lewis has secured Andy Kirk and his famous orchestra, starring June 
Richmond, Plra Terrell and Mary Lou Williams for this event. 
10070. 1939, June 3. "Bo" Celebrates His 61st Birthday in Own Unique Manner. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Bill Robinson, the world’s greatest tap dancer, Mayor of Harlem and the "Hot Mikado," of Broadway, 
presented Manhattan with a full curriculum Thursday upon the occasion of his 61 st birthday. Starting out 
early in the morning, the great "Bojangles’ with the hot swing blaring of unmuted trumpets in his ears, 
soothed by the even tones of solid sax, piano, and drum rhythms of Cab Calloway’s band, started tap 
dancing at Sixty-first Street and Central Park West. 
10071.1939, June 3. Claims Screen Story Stolen; Seeks. Pittsburgh Courier. p 1. Oscar Michcaux, of New 
York, nationally known Negro producer, was served with a court smnmons here on May 23 by the sheriff 
of Marion County as he was about: to board a train for Chicago. The suit was the outcome of a stou said to 
have been written by Mac Edwards of Indianapolis and produced by Michcaux in the film production of 
"Lying Lips." 
10072. 1939, June 3. Duke Rock," Broadway, 6~ick Swings Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Duke 
Ellington and his famous orchestra with Ivie Anderson featured, are currently the main attraction of a four- 
act vaudeville bill at Loew’s State Theater in the very heart of Times Square. Making his first appearance 
on Broadway since his very successful jauut abroad, Ellington is being acclaimed anew along the Street of 
Bright Lights and Light Hearts in a mauner that itself speaks for l~s irmnormlib~ in the world of popular 
music. 
10073. 1939, June 3. Erskine Hawkins, (’,hick Carter to Play Commencement Prom in Dayton, June 8. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Paramount Amusement club members are busy these days making 
preparations for the year’s outstanding social affair .... The Commencement prom--an aunnal affair given 
in honor of graduates of Wilbefforce university and all high schools and colleges in this section .... 
Orchestras selected to play- are Ersldne Hawkins, the 20th Century Gabriel, and his original Bama State 
Collegians, who will be pitted against Chick Carter and his Dixie Rhythin Boys, who have proved the 
East’s latest musical sensations. 
10074. 1939, June 3. Jesse Graves Wins 3 Year ~:A. G. Post by Landslide Vote. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. 
Jesse A. Graves, landslide vote of 1,738 in the recent election of the Council to the Screen Actors Guild 
nmkes him one of the most powerful members of the movie union. Flo Wix, who was the standard bearer 
and who along with Graves was re-elected, will serve a three year term and polled a total of 2,069 votes out 
of 4,600 ballots cast. The extras voted almost 60 to 1 to remain in the Guild. 
10075. 1939, June 3. Jimmie Lunce.lbrd Opens Swank Hi 1to Casino in Regal Fashion; Erskine 
Hawkins to FollowHim. Billy Rowe. Pittsbu<gh Courier. p20. Backed by a gross of flowery adjectives as 
the result of his most recent theatrical and dance tour of the country, Jimmie Lunceford brought his band 
and streamlined rhythm to roost on the stand of the swank Hi Ho Casino across the bridge where Brooklyn 
meets Coney Island, the playground of Manhattan’s Saturday nighters. In securing Lunceford for opening 
honors, the new management of the Hi Ho pulled more than a rabbit out of their hats, and they found that 



there spot, which is more dance hall than nite club, jammed to the bursting point with no room left to 
squeeze in the two hundred or more who clmnored to get in. 
10076. 1939, Jtme 3. Marian Draws Turn-Away Crowds Totalling 5,135 Two Days Apart. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. More than two hundred persons were ttmaed away when Marian Anderson sang in the hall of 
Music, the World’s Fair grounds, Sunday afternoon. Tlfis marked her fifth New York concert this season. 
Four other concerts were given in Carnegie Music Hall, each to capaci~r audiences, the last being last 
Friday night. 
10077. 1939, June 3. Marian to Meet King and Queen. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. Marian Anderson, world- 
famed contralto, will be presented to their British Majesties, while Mrs. Henp:T M. Robert, president general 
of the Daughters of the American Revolution, will be o~fly one of the 1,300 socialites, who will jam the 
royal garden party at the British Embassy .... Now Anderson will sing for visiting British royal~7 at the 
White House musicale, while Mrs. Robert is invited to the British Embassy garden pa~7. According to 
custom, Anderson will be presented to the British King and Queen. 
10078. 1939, June 3. Nov Colored Film Hits Market. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Three scenes from the new 
all colored flicker, "Moon Over Haflel~" which is scheduled to be released in Harlem by the RKO chain 
early this month, appear in the above photo. Starred in the opus are Bud Harris, Alex Lovejoy, Cora Green, 
Mercedes Gilbert, and others. 
10079. 1939, June 3. New 2~Iovie Star Hailed as "Cinderella Girl" of 1939. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. It is a 
dream from which the charming little new star of George Randol Productions hasn’t yet awakened. She is 
indeed the "Cinderella Girl of 1939." ... The new queen of Sepia Hollywood fell into this movie acting 
business like the little trouper that she is .... She had studied dramatics and voice culture in school .... 
Frances E. Redd, the new screen personality, has all Sepia Hollywood at their feet. Long may she reign. 
10080. 1939, June 3. Robeson to 1)o "EtnperorJones." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul Robeson, famous 
actor and singer of folk songs has consented to open the White Plains summer season with a one week 
performance in the title role of the immortal drama, "Emperor Jones." According to Robeson. he only 
consented to do this bit of acting on American soil before iris return tiffs fall after going back to Europe, 
because of the persistence of a friend who is interested in the upstate summer theater. 
10081. 1939, June 3. Worm Fair Throng Acelaims 31arian Anderson. Isadora Snfith. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Marian Anderson, internationally famous contralto who is gifted with a voice that is heard but once in 
many gcncrations, brought the concert season to a close here Sunday afternoon by attracting thc largest 
audience the great Music Hall of the World’s Fair has ever housed. 
10082.1939, June 8. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Again that man, "Dr. Bruno David Ussher" finds fault with Marian Anderson 
and her art. This time he thinks if Mr. Zanuck was t~dng to "lend artistic air to his Lincoln picture," w~~ 
should he waste $6,000 dollars on Marian Anderson. Page 1-A. 
10083. 1939, June 8. Film Secretary. California Ea~le. p2. Alice Pettus is occupying a unique position. 
She is secretap:T to Harl?." M. Popkin in his executive offices that head the Popldn interests, most important 
of which is Million Dollar Movie Productions. Pettus appears in the above photo standing outside a studio 
sound stage at Million Dollar Studio where she worked before her promotion. Page 2-B. 
10084. 1939, June 8. How do You Like It, Marian? California Eagle. pl. We’ll jnst bet the distinguished 
trip, Marian Anderson, George R. Garner and L.E. Be~mer, was connnenting on the beauty of the new 
Union Station when a photographer snapped the shot. Anderson appears in the above photo at Union 
Station. Page 1-A. 

10085. 1939, Jtme 8. Jester Hairtston to Wed ~risco "Swing Mikado’ Lead; Set Date. California Eagle. 

p6. Exactly one month from the closing date of "Run, Little Chillun," the Federal Theaters Project will 
produce "Swing Mikado" with an all-colored cast at the Federal theater on Treasure Island. Jester Hairston 
is the director of both productions and he has announced his engagement to Margaret Swanigan, who 
appears in "Swing Makado." Hairston is a gradate of Tufts College and several schools of drama. Page 6- 
A. 
10086. 1939, June 8. Plan Memorial Here for Playwright. California Ea~ele. pl. Memorial services are 
being planned in Los Angeles for Garland Anderson, playwright and metaphysician, who died of a heart 
ailment in New York’s Harlem Hosptal. Anderson was well known in Southern California where he 
lectured extensively. He became famous a decade ago when, while worldng as a bellhop in a San Francisco 
hotel, he wrote a play, "Appearances." Page 1-A. 



10087. 1939, June 8. President and WifeAmong Listeners. California Eagle. pl. Marian Anderson, top- 
flight singer on the concert stage will close a record-breaking season tonight, singing her finale before the 
heads of two great nations, King George and Queen Elizabeth of England, and President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt and Mrs. Roosevelt, in the garden of the British Embassy in Washington, D.C. Anderson 
revealed prior to her departure last Saturday from Los Angeles where she filled an engagement that she will 
sing an eight minute program. (Sect. A). 
10088. 1939, Jtme 8. Those 28 Hours Marian Anderson ~pent in L.A. Almena Davis. California Eagle. 
p2. The 28 hours spent in L.A. by Marian Anderson~ who had come to sing a 15 minute concert Friday 
night for which she was paid $6,000, was described to me shortly after the Chief pulled out of our brand 
new Union station, taking Miss Anderson east toward tonight’s engagement with the King and Queen of 
England. Page 2-A. 
10089. 1939, June 10. Ethel Waters Is Tied for the Top Theater Honors: Comedienne Tops Dramatic 
Field in Critics’ Poll. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ethel Waters who for the first time in her 
colorful career went down to the footlights as a dramatic actress this year, emerged last week, tied for first 
place with the white actress, Judith Anderson, as giving the best perfornrance of the 38-’39 season after the 
tabulation of votes cast by the city’s ten best known critics .... In the history of Broadway’s dramatic 
world, this is the first time that a colored actress has received all but one of the ten votes polled to put her in 
first place on the critics list. 
10090. 1939, June 10. Federated Musicians to Meet in Kansas City. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jinunie 
Luncefored and his streamlined r~Tthm boys will play for the big dance at Roseland Ballroom on Friday 
night, June, 16 in Kansas City. This announcement was made by William Shaw, president of Musicians 
Local 627, regarding the meeting of the American Federation of Musicians. 
10091. 1939, June 10. Heavyweight Champ in Potnpton Lakes to Start Drills for Bout with "Two Ton" 
Tony. Joe Louis. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. "I’m not going to play around with Tony Galento. I’m going out: 
to get him as soon as I can ... Galento can hit. He has a good left, but: I ttfink I can beat him to the punch. 
... I’ve been working up at Sevensville and I’m down to 202 already." These are the words of Joe Louis as 
he contemplates his upcoming bout with Tony Galento. 
10092.1939, June 10. "Hot Mikado" Closes on Broadway, Set to ()pen at WorM’s Fair. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. "Hot Mikado," which closes its Broadway run Saturday night after ending in the red week 
after week due to the great: attraction of the World’s Fair, will now be scheduled for production at the 
World’s Fair June 20th. For the pending engagement at: the Fair, the hit all-colored nmsical, which stars 
Bill Robinson, will go through a week and some days of re-staging to :fit itself for the larger stage of the 
Great Hall of Music. 
10093. 1939, June 10. Marian Anderson Electrifies Movie Premiere: Great Singer at the First Showing 
of"Young Mr. Linclon." Gladys Greenaway-Clark. Pittsburgh Courier. pg. With the bright lights and 
general fanfare that belongs only to a Hollywood premiere, "Young Mr. Linclon," a 20th Century Fox 
production, was previewed on Friday evening, June 2, at the Fox Wilshire theater, bringing plaudits not 
only to the cast of this magnificently directed picture, but to internationally famous Marian Anderson, 
whose deep contralto stirred all who heard. 
10094. 1939, June 10. Marian Steals Show at Lincoln Film Premiere. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Marian 
Anderson, who sang four numbers before a distinguished audience of Illinois citizens featured at the 
Memorial day world premiere of"Young Mr. Linclon," new 20th Century Fox Film, was easily the star of 
the show despite the presence of a large group of Hollywood celebrities. Anderson appeared in ceremonies 
at the Fox-Lincoln theater before the first public showing of the fihn and received a rousing reception. 
10095. 1939, June 10. Noble Sissle Files Petition in Bankruptcy: Famed Band Leader Owes More People 
Than He Can Pay. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Noble Sissle, the really last of the great 
maestro-composers from the hectic musical era of the late Jim Europe, who with his orchestra is currently 
filing the musical attraction spot at Billy Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe in the Paramount Hotel, startled the 
profession last week when he filed a voluntary petition of baul~ruptcy in the Federal Court here, listing his 
assets as $965 against liabilities of $9,689. 
10096. 1939, June 10. Randol Film in Cutting Room. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Midnight Shadow," has 
just left the lot as a completed product--is now in the cutting room and will soon be on its way to the many 
theaters which have been anxiously awaiting its release .... "Midnight Shadow," is the finest and greatest 
picture ever produced by an all-colored cast. 
10097. 1939, June 10. "Snookum" Russell Heads Own Orchestra. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. There’s an old 
band with a new name on the nmsical horizon ... Snookum Russell and his orchestra. The change was 



made the first of the montl~ when Willie R. Davie, who has been handling the fortunes of the Florida 
aggregation for several years, announced that he placed the orchestra under the name and direction of the 
sensational scat singer. The change in the band came inunediately following its appearance in Akron, Ohio. 
10098. 1939, Jtme 10. Spencer Williams Is Hurt in Movie Scene. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Spencer 
Williams, Jr. film actor, during a movie scene fell and badly lacerated his right knee, Thursday. He was 
rushed to the studio p~sician and was X-rayed for a possible fracture. Williams’ condition was found not 
to be serious. But he limped through the balance of the picture. Williaras role was one of the most 
sympathetic ever accorded a sepian .... The tentative title of the picture is, "Uncrowned Queen." 
10099. 1939, Jtme 10. "Stufj~’’ Smith and Band BookedJbr Hotel Edison Engagement. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Stuff Smith and his sensational crew of swingsters who for the last few months or so have 
been setting all sorts of attendance records at the LaSalle Hotel in Chicago, will become the first colored 
aggregation to ever play an engagement at the Hotel Edison, opening there June 15 for a summer run 
Stuff Smith and his boys were called for the new assignment by Maria Kramer, lady owner of the hotel, 
who made the move when the new union demands made it tough for her to pay the bigger white bands. 
10100. 1939, June 15. King, Queen Pleased with Marian. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. On her next concert tour 
of Europe, Marian Anderson, famed contralto, will be asked to give a peffornrance before the King and 
Queen of England in Buckingham Palace in London. Two types of artistic endeavor, musical and dietetic, 
were the contributions of Negroes to the entertailunent of the British King and Queen, George and 
Elizabeth, at the historical affair, hosted in the White House by President and Mrs. Franldin Roosevelt. 
Anderson was a featured soloist on the All-American Program. Greeted with "grave appreciation" by their 
royal listeners were the North Carolina Negro Spiritual singers, page 3-A. 
101~1. 1939, June 15. Last Rites for Anderson Briq[: Califi)rnia l’;agle, p3. Friends who wanted a last look 
at Garland Anderson, 53-year old playwright, lecturer and metaphysician, got none, as brief funeral 
services were held over his cremated body. Not even his white wife, Mrs. Doris Sequira Anderson, viewed 
the remains after his death June 1 at Harlem hospital or while it lay at the funeral home. But the latter was 
according to the wishes of Mrs. Anderson. Page 3-A. 
101{~2. 1939, June 15. Muse, "Chillun" Quit W.P.A.: Private Backing Takes Over FTP Hit; Jim Crow 
~7targed. Cal~)rnia l’;agle, pl. Sensational developments in the WPA’s Federal theater came to light 
yesterday with two revelations. One that the hit play, "Run, Little Chillun," had rtu~ out on the 
Gover~nncnt; two that Clarence Muse, director of the show, had resigned. Sweeping charges of racial 
discrimination on the part of Alexander Leftwich, executive director of the project:, were made by Muse in 
a letter. Muse said that the spirit of helping the needy had been forgotten; that Negroes were fired and 
replaced with non-Califoruia resident whites. Page 1-A. 
10103. 1939, June 17. Benny Set for a Six Week Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Benny Carter and his 
orchestra who for the last several months have played into a solid groove at the world famons Savoy 
Ballroon~ will be routed for a short six week tour of the hinterlands starting July 4. According to Carter, 
this tour is being planned so that he might get the reaction of the thousands of music lovers throughout the 
count~ who have been a part of his radio audience since his start at the Savoy Ballroom. 
10104. 1939, June 17. 57tick Won’t Go Into Park Central Hotel Until Fall. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Having all but established a record as the most worked band during the present and past season, Chick 
Webb, Ella Fitzgerald and the band, will not go into the Park Central Hotel as planned next week, but will 
take their first vacation that they have had in several seasons. The band with Webb and Fitzgerald, left New 
York after a week’s ~am at the Apollo Theater for a tour of the South under the promotion banner of Resse 
DuPree of Philadelphia. 
10105. 1939, June 17. Courier Army Photos Cause Flood of Letters to Million Dollar Studios. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. That the long drawn out fight made by the Pittsburgh Courier for the rebuilding of the Negro 
regiments to full strength, and the admittance of Negroes to the navy and the aviation corps has drawn the 
support of nrany race citizens, as witnessed in the letters received by the office of Million Dollar 
Productions. Referring to the fine appearance presented by the 10th cavall3~ at West Point in the recent 
series of pictures that appeared in the The Courier, letters have been pouring in urging the studio to aid in 
tlfis fight by making pictures that will enlist the powerful medium of the screen on behalf of colored 
soldiers. 
10106. 1939, June 17. Fletcher Henderson Signed by Benny Goodman. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Benny Goodman, white maestro whose ways in the world of music have always been spiced by 
countless surprises, pulled another one out of his hat last week when he bought Fletcher Henderson’s 
contract outright from Ed Fox, owner of the Grand Terrace, Henderson and Hines. The unexpected move 



on the part of Benny Goodman whose leaning towards a~r number of colored lnusicians which have made 
them overnight sensations and in public demand, was made to acquire Fletcher Henderson as a full time 
arranger for his band. 
10107. 1939, Jtme 17. Four Ink Spots, of "If I Didn ’t Care" Fame, Sensational in Philly. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The Four Ink Spots, whose original recording of the song hit, "IfI Didn’t Care," has become 
all but a national theme song, are the latest sensation to the the city of Philadelphia. Brought into the swank 
Rathskeller a few days ago for a two week run with an option, the four boys proved such a tremendous 
success, the option was taken up the second night and stretched to eight weeks with another option of six 
lnore. 

10108. 1939, June 17. Joe Louis Looks "Sharp" in Drills: Champ Shows Good Form. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p16. If the World’s Heavyweight Champion, Joe Louis and his handlers are worried about the 
forthcoming title match with Two-Ton Tony Galento, they didn’t show it when inte~’iewed here last week 
at Dr. Bier’s trailfing camp. 
10109. 1939, June 17. Name Bands Must Tour in Summer to Keep Busy. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
"Big Bands" are taking to the road these days in an effort to offset the closing of theaters and night clubs to 
the glamour of their music. Every summer the same thing happens. Most of the "name’’ attractions are 
situated on locations during the winter months but with the coming warm weather, they must hearken to the 
call of the great outdoors and tour the country. 
10110. 1939, June 17. "WellAll Right Then" Is Jimmie’s Newest Song Hit. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Jimmie Lunceford will desert these shores late August for a tour of Europe, but before he does so, he’s 
going to leave another song hit which will have the whole country hulnming the refrain. Sunday night, on 
the final dance program of the Columbia Broadcasting System, Jimmie and his boys swung out from New 
York and their rift rhythins and peculiar swing style, coupled with their voice ensemble, created a 
sensation. 

10111. 1939, June 22. "Bomber’ at Peak of Career. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p3. Manager Joe Jacobs may have 
made it a bit tougher [’or his meal ticket Two-ton Tow Galento, by charging that Joe Louis "used a 
gimmick" in his sensational one round knockout of Max Schmcling a year ago. Page 3-B. 
10112. 1939, June 22. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Realizing the importance of the Federal Theaters and what it means to the actor 
as well as the American public, all three of the Guilds: Screen Actors, Writers and the Directors have made 
an urgent request to Senaitor Glass to continue the Federal Theater at least 60 days. Page 1-A. 
10113.1939, June 22. Hattie Noels Scores Again in M.G.M. Picture. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p2. Making her 
third successful appearance before the camera lens, Hattie Noels scored in her present assigmnent at Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer in "The Women." Other films in which the former lnember of the Eddie Cantor radio 
program appears are "Gone with the Wind" and "Our Leading Citizen." Page 2-B. 
10114. 1939, June 22. Local Fighter "Dies’ in Film Battle. California Eagle. p2. "Cannon Ball" Green, 
hard-hitting local middleweight, doesn’t fare so well in film battles. Out at Columbia studios where Green 
has a realistic bout with William Bolden, star of"Golden Boy," "Cannon-Ball" is killed in the story. 
Clinton Rosemond assumes the role of his father in this production. Page 2-B. 
10115. 1939, June 22. M.G.M. Addition. California Eagle. p2. Everett Brown, well known bit player, has 
been added to the cast of"Blackmail" at M.G.M. studios. Page 2-B. 
10116. 1939, June 22. "StufJ~ Smith Opens. California Eagle. p2. Having broken all eMsting records at the 
Hotel La Salle in Chicago, "Sttfff’ Smith and his swing orchestra, opened in the Edison Hotel. Page 2-B. 
10117. 1939, June 22. WellKno,~ Players. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Well known colored players in "Gone 
With the Wind" are Hattie McDaniels, Oscar Polk, Everett Brown, Butterfly McQueen, Eddie Anderson 
and Ernest Whitman. Page 2-B. 
10118. 1939, June 24. Ban on Fight Films Lifted. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Without a single objection, the 
Senate last Tuesday passed the bill to lift the bar against the interstate transportation of prize fight films. 
Sponsored by Senator W. Warren Barbour, Republican of New Jersey, the measure would repeal the law 
enacted in 1912 malting illegal the transportation in interstate commerce of prizefight films. 
10119. 1939, June 24. Band Plays "Taps;" Ella Sobs "My Buddy" at News of Death. Pittsburgh Courier. 
pl. The real meaning of the slogan, "The show must go on," was demonstrated here Friday night by a 
group of plucky musicians and a singer who felt the full weight of the tragedy of death. Chick Webb’s 
orchestra was playing an engagement here in Montgomery, Alabama. The famous druramer was not 
leading, but the band was cawing on its tour of the South, booked before Webb took ill in Baltimore. Ella 



Fitzgerald, the songstress known through her many record lilts and radio programs, was singing with the 
group. 
10120. 1939, Jtme 24. Ella May Be New Boss" of (~ick Webb’s Band." Singer Is K~. Figure in Band’s 
Success. Pittsburg¢~ Courier. p21. Ella Fitzgerald, who has long been considered as the most important 
point of the late Chick Webb’s success, is the next in line to take over the band left by the drum maestro. In 
the event that Fitzgerald becomes the leader of the aggregation, the name of the group will be changed to 
"Ella Fitzgerald and her Chicks." 
10121. 1939, Jtme 24. Glaser Becomes Biggest Sepia Band Booker. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. After many months of searching the field for a logical tie-in, Joe Glaser who for many years played 
the Lone Eagle game in the band world last week, combined forces with CRA for the purpose of setting up 
an allied colored band department under the worldng title of Glaser-Consolidated, Inc. 
10122. 1939, June 24. Had Risen to Fame as Swing Master; Dies in Hospital. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. The King is dead! But today, a saddened "swing world" cries out "Long Live tl~e King." For in 
Chick Webb, who died here Friday as the last rays of a sununer sun flickered in the west, the swing world 
lost more than a monarch of swing more than a king of the instrument he mastered. In the untimely death of 
Webb, it lost an individual who combined all the seldom-allied traits that nrake a man fitting nraterial for 
life’s everlasting Hall of Fame. 
10123. 1939, June 24. Hattie Noel, Radio and Screen Comedienne, Is Sued by Booking Agents. 
Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Hattie Noel, radio and stage star, was made the target of a court suit when David 
Chudnow and Associates, theatrical booking agents filed suit against the comedienne for breach of 
contract. The bill charges that Noel, who came into the national spotlight as a comedienne with Eddie 
Cantor, has broken a five-year contract with them and that tl~ey wanted a percentage of her earnings since 
that time. 
10124.1939, June 24. He’ll Sail Right Back to America. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Rex Ingrain, who sailed 
away to Europe last Wednesday aboard the liner Normandie, to play a fcatured part in the Alexander Korda 
production, "Thief of Bagdad," will undoubtedly sail right back to America, having been released by Korda 
to play the title role in the O’Neill drama, "The Emperor Jones." 
10125. 1939, June 24. Joe Louis Thrills Crowd at Drills. Chester Washington. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. 
Witll a crowd of nearly 3,000 hero-worshippers looking on. hca~3~weight champion Joe Louis gave the 
folks from Harlem something to rave about when he breezed through six rounds of a boxing session which 
featured the Bomber’s speed, pep, and ptmching power. 
10126. 1939, June 24. Luncq[brd Dance Promoter Winner, Loser Same Night. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. 
Robert Hemy, local dance promoter, is nursing a braised head following altercations with a trio of men, 
one of whom is white, over receipts collected at the record-breaking dance by Maestro Jimmie Lunceford. 
Hemy held a contract for the ser~Tices of the Lunceford aggregation, one of the highest paid "name" bands 
in the countpy, for the night of June 24. The band appeared at the Barn Night Club, allegedly owned by Joe 
Kirksky, white, and all attendance records were broken. Kirsksky later proclaimed that, He~wy owed him 
money from the box office receipts collected and allegedly assaulted He~.~. 
10127. 1939, June 24. Lunceford’s Akron Appearance Promises" to Set a New Record. Pittxbu@ Courier. 
p20. Ji~nnile Lunceford will draw the biggest dance crowd Akron has ever seen when he and his famous 
orchestra, now completing their last tour of the states before they sail for England, appear at the air-cooled 
East Market Gardens on Tuesday evening, Jtdy 4. 
10128. 1939, June 24. "Mamba’s Daughters" to Reopen at the Empire. Pittxbu@ Courier. p21. With 
tl~eatrical business taking a decided upturn along Broadway, several plays which shuttered in the face of the 
World’s Fair, are thinking of reopening and nmking another try" at keeping out of tl~e red. "Mamba’s 
Daughters," which starred Ethel Waters in her first dramatic role, is listed among those primed for 
reopehing at the Empire Theater. 
10129. 1939, June 29. Chick Webb’s Song Hits His Funeral Dirge. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. All engagements 
for the late Chick Webb’s band have been cancelled for two weeks, and when won is renewed again, Ella 
Fitzgerald, who contributed much towards its national success, will be in charge. The band will be known 
as Ella Fitzgerald’s band, according to Moe Gale’s office in New York. This change in management is 
occurring because of the death of Chick Webb. More than 10,000 persons attended the Waters A.M.E. 
Church where the funeral was held. Many women fainted during the long services. Active pallbearers 
included: Fletcher Henderson, Benny Cooper, A1 Cooper; honorary pallbearers: Jiramy Lunceford, Cab 
Calloway, Gene Krupa and Duke Ellington. Webb died at Johi~ Hopkins hospital Friday a week ago 



following an operation for a kidney aihnent. Tuberculosis of the spine contributed to his deatl~ according to 
doctors. Page 2-B. 
10130. 1939, Jtme 29. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Eagle. pl. A very lovely note from J. 
Rosamond Johnson now in New York and a member of "Mamba’s Daughters" cast, states that he reads the 
Eagle every week and that the work done here in the theater is far reaclfing. Page 1-A. 
10131. 1939, Jtme 29. Eddie Rochester Anderson has Had Colorful Career. California Eagle. p2. From 
cho~s boy in an all-sepia revue to tops among screen and radio performers; that’s the stouT in a nutshell of 
the career of Eddie Anderson, better known to millions of radio fans as Jack Bem\v’s man, "Rochester." 
Rochester will make a personal appearance on the stage of the Paramount Theater starting Thursday, July 
13. He will also be seen on the screen the same week in Bem~y’s latest screen hit, "Man About Town." 
Page 2-B. 
10132. 1939, June 29. Galento Asks for Return Match. California Eagle. pl. Joe Louis technically 
knocked out Tony Galento here last night to successfully defend his world’s heaxs~weight boxing title. Page 
1-A. 
10133. 1939, June 29. Jeni LeGon Goes into Harlem’s Sky Club with Revue. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. 
Moving Hollywood to Harlem, Jeni LeGon, dancing darling of Hollywood, who was featured as an exotic 
dancer in "Ali Baba Goes to Towl~" opened at Harlem’s Sky club. Presented by Earl Dancer, known 
throughout the show business for his many productions, the show built around LeGon, featured many 
favorite sons and daughters of Harlem in a fast stepping revue. Page 2-B. 
10134. 1939, June 29. Louis T.K.O’s Galento in 4. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl. Hea~37weight champion Joe Louis 
apparently is looking for new worlds to conquer as a result of his rousing display of fistic might at Yankee 
Stadium when he successfully defended his diadem for fl~e seventh time against the bull-like rushes of 
challenger Tony Galento. Page 1-A. 
10135.1939, July 1. Bill Robinson Takes His Troupe to Music Hall at WorM’s Fair. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh (-~burier. p21. Bill Robinson, Mayor of Harlem, Kingpin of the Cotton Club and the hottest Hot 
Mikado in the land, bundled up his belongings last week and took iris crew out to Grover Whalen’s great 
acres to bring life and color to the World’s Fair with Mike Todd’s swingocpated version office Gilbert and 
Sullivan operc~eta in "hot" :form. 
10136.1939, July 1.5"hick’s Band W~lled to Ella Fitzgerahl. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ella 
Fitzgerald the queen of all swing singers lbund herself face to lace with the old axion~ "The Show Must 
Go On," when by Ctfick Wcbb’s own will she has been commanded to carry on with his orchestra where 
death made it necessary that he leave off. 
10137. 1939, July 1. Count Basie Leaves Sherman Hotel; Back at Famous Door, July 7. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Solid senders are the words for count Baste and his fascinating swing band which opened 
here six weeks ago in the Panther Room of the swank Hotel Sherman. Since coming here, Baste, who 
arrived on the heels of the town’s one o’clock curfew clamp-down, has done a capacity business at the 
Sherman, giving a good account of not only himself but the people he represented as well. 
10138. 1939, July 1. Eddie South Stays at Holl)n~ood’s Trocadero: EfJbrt to Break His Contract a 
Failure. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The controversy between Eddie South, "Dark Angel of the Violin," and 
the management of the swank Trocadero club was settled last week when Joseph Weber, national president 
of the Musicians Union declared, "The Contract of Eddie South must remain intact." 
10139. 1939, July 1. Hm,kins Returns to Savoy. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With a complete tour of the 
South and Middle West safely tucked away on his book of profits for the summer season, Erskine Hawkins 
and his youtlfful crew will shake the road dust out of their instrtunents and set up camp at the Savoy 
Ballroom here July 4th for another long term return engagement that will undoubtedly keep them in this 
part of the country until early fall. 
10140. 1939, July 1. Lucky Millinder Qff on Southern Tour, Will Hit Florida, Georgia, Texas. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Lucky Millinder the most dynamic band leader in the world of swing today and his superb 
swing band departed this city last week on the first leg of a national dance tour tlrat will take them through 
every large state in the south including Florida and Texas. 
10141. 1939, July 1. "Rooster" Hammon, Who Has Seen ’Em All, Rates Joe Louis Greatest Glove 
Slinger. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Thonras (Booster) Hanmaond, has been able to span the enchanted space 
between the days of the legendary warriors of the mauve era and the early turn of the century and the 
present crop of beak busters who "uulimber" their thrusts in the presence of thousands of fight fans 
crouched just beyond the pale of the glaring night lights. Roots has seen them all and is of the opinion that 
Joe Louis, present heavyweight champion, is the greatest fighter of them all. 



10142. 1939, Jtdy 1. Snookum Russell Takes Over a Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Snookum Russell, 
sensational "scat singer" and rhythm king, will leave here immediately in the band’s new streamlined bus 
to fill engagements in the Virginias and the Carolinas. Along with Russell will be Lucille Taylor, former 
vocalist with Teddy Hill and Bernard Brown, sensational crooning drununer. 
10143. 1939, Jtdy 1. I~7~y Chick Webb Was Not Given ]~: Y. Funeral: Mother and Family Won Out Over 
Wijb and His Manager. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. As they laid Chick Webb, the drum king of 
swing, to rest Tuesday, the tears of more than 20,000 admirers fell to earth and aided the rain in soaking the 
dirt Milch henceforth will hide his earthly remains from those who loved him as they love life. As this ci~r 
(Baltimore) once took to its breast a son who, despite his handicaps in life, had gone out and found greater 
worlds and conquered them, more than a million New Yorkers seethed under their sorrow at being robbed 
of the chance to pay their kind of last respect to a fallen son who had stepped over to the other side to bask 
in the glory of that "Valhalid’ beyond the sun. 
10144. 1939, July 6. (,’hick Webb Casket worth $I,000. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. The grey metal casket in 
which Chick Webb, the drunm~er boy, was buried was valued at $1,000. Approximate cost of the funeral 
was $3,000 and flowers, which came from all parts of the country were estimated at another thousand 
dollars. No will has been found for the bandleader. It is believed his estate will go to his widow, Mrs. Sally 
Webb, former stenographer who married him six years ago. Page 2-B. 
10145. 1939, July 6. Clarence2!,Iuse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Well the big mid-summer holiday, the fourth of July, came and went, leaving a 
number of interesting visitors from the East and South. July is generally the School Teachers’ month in 
California. Page 1-A. 
10146. 1939, July 6. Eddie Anderson. California Eagle. p2. Eddie Anderson. better known to millions of 
radio fans as Jack Benny’s man "Rochester," will appear on the stage of Paramount Theater. Anderson 
appears in the above photo. Rochester will also be seen on the screen in "Man About Town." Page 2-B. 
10147. 1939, July 6. Hattie Noels in New Para Picture. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. p2. "Seventeen" is the title of 
the Paramount studio production into which buxom Hattie Noels, clever sepia comedie~me steps this week. 
The production stars Jackie Cooper, "Skippy," of a few years back, who currently portrays the bewildered 
youth of the title age of "Seventeen." Page 2-B. 
10148. 1939, July 6. Kenneth Spencer Sings in Seattle. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Kenneth Spencer, young 
baritone, was presented in a concert here. He was very well received and accompanied by LeEtta Sanders 
King. The yotmg singer left soon after for Vancouver, British Columbia, where he has an eight week 
engagement. Page 2-B. 
10149. 1939, July 6. Louise Beavers and Reginald Fenderson Back from Tour. California Eagle. p2. 
Bringing back glowing reports of the enthusiastic acclaim with which they were received through the East 
and South, Reginald Fenderson returned from a tour of stage appearances with Louise Beavers. The two 
have been filling engagements for the past month in conjunction with the screening of the latest Million 
Dollar Production feature, "Reform School," which starred Beavers and added new laurels to Fenderson. 
Page 2-B. 
10150. 1939, July 6. Lunceford to Play on Continent. California Eagle. p2. Jirmnie Lunceford will play 
famous spots on the Continent from September 1 to November 20, it was announced today. Lunceford and 
the boys are booked for an appearance at the Swiss expedition at Zurich, Switzerland, September 1. Page 2- 
B. 
10151. 1939, July 6. Review. Almena Davis. California Eagle. p2. Under a commercial banner and the 
author’s direction, Hall Johnson’s "Run, Little Chilhm," with the same cast tlrat carried it to a smash 
Federal theater hit, opened last Friday at the scene of its first triumph, the Mayan Theater. And if the first 
night audience is any indicator, the production will run much longer than two weeks. Page 2-B. 
10152. 1939, July 6. Set Premiere of Gilbert, Sullivan Hit. CaliJbrnia Eagle.. p2. With ultra modern jazz 
arrangements by Elliott Carpenter, "The Mikado-in Swing" beats out a hot new tempo for its west coast 
premiere at E1 Capitan theater in Hollywood. Music lovers and theatergoers will be treated to their first 
view of the famous Gilbert and Sullivan operetta sung in swingtime. Page 2-B. 
10153. 1939, July 6. Stepin Fetch# "born tired" say Seattle Theatergoers. California Eagle. p2. "Just as 
tired offthe stage as on ... just naturally born tired," was the reaction here to Stepin’ Fetchit, stage and 
screen stag who nrade a personal appearance in Seattle. Page 2-B. 
10154. 1939, July 8. Cab Calloway Will Break Hi-De-Ho Tradition for Coming Theater Tour. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Inch by inclk mile by mile, Cab Calloway, who has long been known as his highness of hi- 
de-ho, is getting closer to his vohintary abdication of the throne. Having threatened, to break away from his 



established style of warbling for some time, Cab is definitely going to stop when he sets out on his theater 
tour September at the conclusion of an unusnally long run at the Cotton Club. 
10155. 1939, Jtfly 8. Ella and Her (5"hick Webb Band Booked for Broadway Date. Pittxburgt~ Courier. 
p21. Ella Fitzgerald, now leader of the famous Chick Webb orchestra, will get her first chance to show 
herself and aggregation to Broadway when she starts a week’s engagement at the Loew’s State Theater 
here Thursday. With a feeling that the band, the late drum king left behind, must develop into one of the 
greatest in the country, Fitzgerald, with the aid of Moe Gale and Charlie Buchanan, personal mangers of 
the outfit, is grooving the orchestra into one of perfection, leaving nothing undone. 
10156. 1939, Jtdy 8. Ethel Waters Scores in Television Debut: "Mamba’s Daughters" Star Repeats Her 
Success in New Role. Eva Jessye. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The National Broadcasting Company presented 
through station WXB S, last Wednesday evening at 8:30, Ethel Waters and others of the original cast in the 
Commissary scene from the recently closed "Mamba’s Daughters," which marked the noted singers entry" 
to the dramatic field. Hailed by critics as the greatest surprise of the season, elevated to a position along 
with lifelong luminaries of the legitimate theater, Waters took the television performance in stride; cool, 
calnk and remarkably impressive. 
10157. 1939, July 8. Fetchit Doubles Business at Portland Vaudeville House. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. 
The Pix Theater here in Portland, Oregon, a new vaudeville house, did a $1,000 per night business for three 
nights when Stepin Fetchit appeared, heading a list of five acts. It was the second week of the house’s 
opening and the box office did double business that week. 
10158. 1939, July 8. Future for Louis Undecided. Pittsbu@ Courier. pl6. Just who will be the next 
candidate for homicide that is, who will be the next opponent of Hea-~37weight Champion Joe Louis? Three 
men loom as the only possible :foes. They are Tommy Farr, who stayed 15 rounds in the Brown Bomber’s 
first titular defense; Bob Pastor, who outran Louis 10 rounds to finish on his feet; and Lou Nova, young 
Californian who recently conquered Max Baer. 
10159. 1939, July 8. Harlem Goes Wild as Louis Triumphs. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. 
Two Ton Galento wasn’t: as good as he thought be was, but be put Joe Louis to a lot of trouble to prove the 
point. For a fighter who was rated not better than an outsider’s chance in the pre-fight betting, Galento 
pulled a big surprise. His defeat was a street demonstration in Harlem that could only be compared with the 
demonstration that attended the flattening of Max Schmeling in that famous revenge :fight. 
10160.1939, July 8. Is Louis Too Good Or Foes Too Bad? Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Concerned more with 
his proposed September joust in Detroit with Bob Pastor than with the paradoxical rantings of the boxing 
experts over his knockout of Tony Galento, Champion Joe Louis, accompanied by Manager Julian Black 
and their respective Misses, shied away from the din and clamor of New York for the cmnparative quiet of 
Atlantic City over the weekend. 
10161. 1939, July 8. Moe Gale, Largest Stockholder of the World’s Fair Savoy, Sues Fair Corporation 
for $10,000. Isadom Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Moe Gale, boss of the World’s Fair Savoy and 
personal manager of Ella Fitzgerald, Erskine Hawkins, Benny Carer and owner of the famous Savoy 
Ballroom in Harlem, startled the town to no end tlfis week when it was learned that he, acting for his board 
of directors, filed suit against the World’ s Fair corporation for $10,000. 
10162. 1939, July 8. Noble Sissle’s Agent Sues MCA for $25,000. Pittxbu@ Courier. p21. The name of 
Noble Sissle, internationally known maestro, stepped into the court records again this week when Andrew 
J. Clark, as an assignee of his, filed suit in Supreme Court here against the Music Corporation of America, 
former booking office of Sissle, for $25,000. According to Assignee Clark, Sissle over a period of time, 
either overpaid or MCA deducted excessive commissions on engagements which were secured for the well 
known baton swinger from December 5, 1933 to January of 1936. 
10163. 1939, July 8. Paul Robeson Sets New Summer High Box-Office Record in White Plains. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul Robeson, the great dramatic actor and singer of folk songs found that the 
superbness of his ability as an artist of the first degree has not died within the memory of the American 
theatergoing public and upon ending his first American appearance in more than three years in the title role 
of Eugene O’Neill dra~na, "Emperor Jones," at the Ridgeway Theater in White Plains, N.Y., he found that 
he had set a new box office high for summer theater presentations in this section of the country. 
10164. 1939, July 8. Pushkin Is Honoredby Russians. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. The 140th anniversary of 
the birth of Alexander Pnshkin, greatest of Russian poets, was widely observed in Soviet Russia on the 
poet’s birthday, June 6. Pnshkin was born in Moscow in the family of an ancient and noble household 
Milch had helped to place the Romanov line of tsars on the Russian throne. One of his ancestors was an 
African, Hannibal, who was a favorite and intimate of Peter the Great. 



10165. 1939, Jtdy 8. Site Leads the "Sky Club Revue." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jeni LeGon is coming 
back strong once more as the featured artist in a satirical skit, "The Mikado Jumps" at the Sk3.T Club, 
exclusive nitery. The skit was written by Donald Heywood and Earl Dancer. LeGon appears in the above 
photo. 
10166. 1939, Jtdy 8. Teddy Wilson’s Band Is Clicking on Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The age-old 
adage "that you can’t keep a good man down," is running true to form in the case of Teddy Wilson and his 
orchestra which has been playing in this section since the first of the month. Moving slow to be sure, the 
superb musician who won his spot in the Hall of Swing fame with Benny Goodman and his orchestra, has 
jumped into great favor here in Washington, D.C. after playing several important summer engagements. 
10167. 1939, July 13. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: When you do something worthwhile; I mean create an opportuhity for somebody 
else or make other people happy, you are entitled to take a bow. Page 1-A. 
10168. 1939, July 13. Film Critic Lauds Work of "Rochester" in New Pic. Cali~brnia Eagle. p2. "More 
truth than poetry" connnented LA. Examiner columnist, Erskine Johnson, of the ~xailer quip on Jack 
Benny~s new picture, "Man About TownY "Rochester steals the picture," said Johnson. Rochester is 
Eddie Anderson, ace Negro comedian. Page 2-B. 
10169. 1939, July 13. Hatte Enjoys Rest at Lake Elsinore. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Hattie McDaniel is 
enjoying a complete rest at Lake Elsinore. Hattie has taken a six room cottage at the resort where she plans 
a quiet vacation to recuperate from a cold she contacted just before she finished her role in "Gone With the 
Wind." Page 2-B. 
10170. 1939, July 13. Robeson Sailsj[br London. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Paul Robeson and his accompanist, 
La~vrcnce Brown sailed from here en route to London. ending a 7-week business-pleasure trip. According 
to his schedule, Robeson will make a picture in England, then rctun~ here with iris wile in October. Page 2- 
B. 
10171. 1939, July 13. Robeson Signs as "John Henry" Star. Cal~ibrnia b?agle, p2. Paul Robeson. famous 
actor and one of the top ranking concert stars, will retun~ to the New York stage as star of a nmsical drama 
"John Hen~." The signing of Robeson was announced tiffs week by producer Sam Byrd as the 
internationally famous star sailed for England to fulfill a fihn contract. Page 2-B. 
10172. 1939, July 13. "Rochester" in "Man About Town" on Para Stage Today. Cal~)rnia l’;agle, p2. 
Jack Benny’s Man Friday, "Rochester," will be very much in evidence at the Paramount Theater when the 
famed comedian will be seen both on the screen in "Man About Towff’ and on the stage in person at all 
shows. Page 2-B. 
10173. 1939, July 15. Akron Theatre Back to Vaude with the Duke. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Palace 
Theater here which for the past month has been rum~ing a straight picture policy, switched to stage shows 
last weekend and presented Duke Ellington and his famous band and supporting revue for a four day fling. 
According to the house management, the present booking is no indication that the Palace is ready for a 
complete return to vaudeville. 
10174. 1939, July 15. Andy Kirk to Play in Dayton Next F~iday. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Andy Kirk and 
his star-studded 17 piece orchestra will play Dayton’s Memorial Hall on Friday night. Kirk’s swell 
aggregation has been augmented to seventeen entertainers including those such as June Richnaond and 
Mary Lou Williams. 
10175. 1939, July 15. Bill Robinson and Clarence Muse Object to Auction of Baptists on Will Rogers’ 
Bid. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Delegates to the recent National Baptist Sunday School and B.Y.P.U. 
Congress in Tulsa were guil~ of"un-Christian conduct" and being "show-offs" when they refused to 
accept the invitation of the Claremore, Okla. Chamber of Commerce to visit the Will Rogers Memorial 
because the late Rogers once used an objectionable epithet in a broadcast according to Clarence Muse and 
Bill Robinson, who were personal friends. Both well known actors in statements to the Associated Negro 
Press told of Rogers’ deep friendship for Negroes and cited instances of ways in which he had specifically 
aided members of the race. 
10176.1939, July 15. Bill Robinson Slated.[br New Broadway Production. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Bill 
Robinson, the ex-"Hot Mikado" of Broadway, now holding court at the World’s Fair, is current topic for 
another Broadway production comes fall. The new play to be produced by Maxwell Anderson is a stage 
version of "Aenaeas Africanus." 
10177. 1939, July 15. Count Basie Returns to New York’s Famous Door. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count 
Basie, now resting on a peak of a sensational swing career, brought his fascinating group of syncopators 



back to the big city last week to the proper groove for their opeuing a the Famous Door and Fifty-second 
Street, known as the Cradle of Swing. 
10178. 1939, Jtdy 15. Eddie Cantor Pays Belated Tribute to Chick: Comedian Center of Heated 
Controversy After Racial Slight. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Stage, screen and radio followers of 
Harlem’s vast area got under way with a three corner boycott of Eddie Cantor, famous white comedian, 
who according to the connnunity, willingly or unwillingly slighted the colored man’s presence as a part of 
the indefinite panorama that makes a nation’s history during his record-breaking appearance at the Loew’s 
State Theater on Boradway last week. According to those who witnessed the performance, Cantor 
incorporated into his act the statement, "How good it is to be living in America at so t~3~ing a time when all 
Europe is seething with hate toward races." In so many words, he brought to light tlrat in this great countryT, 
so many races combine love and talent to make it the most outstanding country on earth. In naming these 
different races, he named them all but the Negro. 
10179. 1939, July 15. Eddie Cantor Pays Belated Tribute to Chick: Comedian Center of tIeated 
Controversy After Racial Slight. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Stage, screen, and radio followers 
of Harlem’s vast area got under way with a three corner boycott of Eddie Cantor, famous white comedian, 
who according to the community, willingly or unwillingly slighted the colored nran’s presence as part of 
the infinite panorama that makes a nation’s history during his record-breaking appearance at the Loew’s 
State Theater on Broadway last week. 
10180. 1939, July 15. "Hot Mikado" Packs ’Era In. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Coming up with an 
attendance total tlrat looks like show business in its heydays, Mike Todd announces that his "Hot Mikado" 
starring Bill Robinson has played to 24,000 people since its opening at the World’s Fair late last month. 
10181~ 1939, July 15~ Is Louis the Fastest? Arthur Donovan. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Joe Louis, was 
fighting Eddie Simms, and I was referee. After Schineling had hammered Louis to a pulp, every, one said he 
was washed up, but he was trying to come back. Eddie was a husky six-footer, built like a wedge, a perfect 
model of a fighting machine, with a good punch in each hand and a long string of knockouts to his credit. 
1018Z 1939, July 15~ Jimmie’s Niece in Battle of Music Against Lucky Millinder in ’Orleans. Pittsbut2qh 
Courier. p21. Lucky Millinder and his great new swing band get the toughest assignment of their new 
career here July 23, when they arc schcdifled to do musical battle against Joe Robichatbx and his Rhythin 
Boys featuring Joan Lunceford, niece of Jimmie Lunceford in New Orleans’ famous Rhythin Club. 
1018& 1939, July 15~ Jitterbugs’ on Way Out, Says Luneeford. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Boisterous 
swing (jitterbug style) is on the way out," according to a statement by genial Jimmy Lunceford, maestro of 
an internationally famous band and creator of the song "Well All Right Then." Lunceford prophesized that 
"there is a tendency toward a smooth version of present swing music." 
10184.1939, July 15. Joe Louis Won’t Retire Before 1942. Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. Despite published 
statements that Joe Louis plans to retire in 1940 after four more title defenses, the champion will be in there 
pitching leather until 1942, if you take the word of Johi~ Roxborough, his co-manager. "No, Joe isn’t going 
to retire. But I’ll tell you what he is thinking about. He’s thi~_king of taking on everybody who wants a 
chance until about the winter of 1942." 
10185. 1939, July 15. "Lying Lips" Worth $10,000 to Micheaux, Court Rules. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. 
Mae Edwards, local beautician living at 1810 Boulevard Place has been awarded $10,000 default judgment 
against Oscar l~,ficheaux, movie producer and playwright. Edwards filed suit for $25,000 judgment last May 
which Micheaux did not bother to answer. The suit grew out of the alleged use of a sto~3~ written by 
Edwards and made into a motion picture by Micheaux. The picture, "Lying Lips," opens at the Walker 
Theater on Sunday in Indianapolis, Indiana, July 9. The sto~ is said to have been written from a true 
experience in the life of Edwards. Edna Harris of"Green Pastures" cast has the feminine role supported by 
Frances Williams and Carmen Newsome. 
10186. 1939, July 15. Paul Robeson Chose to Play Role of "John Henry." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
title role in "Johi~ Hen13~," the play by Roark Bradford and Jaques Wolfe, which Sam Byrd will produce on 
Broadway the coming season will be played by Paul Robeson. The announcement was made just before the 
actor and singer sailed on the Queen Mary" for England, where he will make a motion picture this summer. 
... Robeson has been absent from America for a period of years but returned a few weeks ago to prepare 
for his appearance in "Emperor Jones" which was produced at the Ridgeway Theater in White Plains, N.Y. 
10187. 1939, July 15. Paul Robeson Thrills Large Audience at Mother Zion Church. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p14. Mother Zion A.M.E. Church was crowded with a large and distinguished audience of music patrons 
Sunday afternoon to hear Paul Robeson, the noted actor and concert singer who appeared in a song recital, 
the first since his return to America recently. The announcement of the appearance of Robeson. who will 



return shortly to Europe, created a great deal of interest and gave Harlem an opportmlity to hear one of the 
most distinguished artists produced by the race. 
10188. 1939, Jnly 15. Pay Raise Averts Strike of "Hot Mikado" Cast: Record Crowds Lead to Action. 
Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "The Hot Mikado," whose syncopated fame has spread the length and 
breadth of the country on the twinkling toes of Bill Robinson’s famous dancing feet, dangled perilonsly 
close to real trouble here last week over a question of prevailing wages for its performers when on Monday, 
Dorotl\v Richinond and George Boschel, of the Chorus Department of Equity, were sent to the great hall 
with orders to call the "l~fikado" cast out unless Producer Todd came across with the scale wages agreed 
upon for the members of the all-colored opus. 
10189. 1939, July 15. Teddy Wilson andHis Singing Star. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Teddy Wilson, the 
sensational pianist, appears in the above photo. His orchestra has been signed for its first appearance in 
Harlem and will play the Apollo Theater the week of July 28. This will mark the piano maestro’s first show 
uptown since he left Benny Goodman to front his own band and is rated one of the best by critics. Thelma 
Carpenter performs with the Wilson orchestra. 
10190. 1939, July 15. To Star in New Flicker. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Edna Mac Harris, beautiful star of 
stage and screen, is caught in her dressing room at the Apollo Theater where she is appearing on a bill with 
Benny Carter’s superb band the current week. After her run at the Apollo, Harris will begin work on a new 
colored film in New York. She appears in the above photo. 
10191. 1939, July 20. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: For the sake of the artists that have given their best for weeks, contributing to the 
making of the "Mikado In Swing," I hope some financial sponsor shows up. Page 1-A. 
10192.1939, July 20. Entire New Stage Fare at Para. California Eagle. p2. Starting today, the Paramount 
Theater is holding over for a second big week its current program which features on the screen Jack 
Benny’s entertaining picture, "Man About Town" and "Rochester" on the stage in person, who is also seen 
on the screen. "Man About Town," is packed fifll of entertainment of the kind that makes a picture a big hit. 
Not only in Los Angeles but all over the country., the picture is scoring an outstanding success. Page 2-B. 
10193. 1939, July 20. Film Cotnedy Team to Tour South. California Eagle. p2. "Crawfish, and 
"Mistletoe," known professionally as Miller and Mantan, are discussing ways and means of dividing some 
new-found gold. These comics, who appear in the above photo, have made good in motion pictures and 
will tour the South about July 15. Page 2-B. 
10194. 1939, July 20. Louis to EuropeAfler Pastor Go. California Eagle. p3. Joe Louis, heavyweight 
champion of the world will vacation in Europe after his fight with Bob Pastor in September. Page 3-B. 
10195. 1939, July 20. Louis-Pastor 14~llMeet in Detroit. California Eagle. p3. Heavyweight champion Joe 
Louis defends his title for the eighth time against Bob Pastor, as negotiations for the stadium were 
completed. Page 3-B. 
10196. 1939, July 20. Nina Mae McKinney to Star in Ne, v Million Dollar Film. California Eagle. p2. 
"Straight to Heaven," starring Nina Mac McKinney is the first of these brought back from New York. 
McKinney slimmer, prettier, in excellent voice and displaying new depths of dramatic ability has an 
excellent supporting cast, most important is the new discovery in the person of Bobby Breen. This 
production is another release by Million Dollar Productions. Page 2-B. 
10197. 1939, July 20. Review. J. Cuilen Fentress. California Eagle. p2. "Man About Town" is the best 
thing to date that has ever happened to "Rochester" sometimes known as Eddie Anderson. Rochester plays 
the juiciest part of his motion picture career to perfection. As butler to Benny, he handles comedy expertly. 
His eccentric dancing is a highlight of the film. Page 2-B. 
10198. 1939, July 20. Screen Public Takes Negro as All Do. California Eagle. p2. The conspicuous 
success of "Rochester," otherwise Mr. Eddie Anderson in "Man About Town," wherein he plays the valet 
extraordinary to Jack Benny, nmkes also conspicuous the fact that the Negro comes but rarely to the laurels 
of the screen. And this too, is in the face of the fact of his abilities of mimicry, syncopation and his inherent 
dramatic emotionalism. In the New York Herald Tribune, Howard Barnes makes this the text of argument 
stating: "Wlrat baffles me is w~ the motion picture does not use their acting skill more frequently, w~ 
they are not given bigger parts or why, for that matter, there are virtually no films in which they have the 
major responsibility." Page 2-B. 
10199. 1939, July 22. Count Basie and His Band Back a Famous Door. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. In a 
blaze of glory, Count Basic and his orchestra emphasized their return engagement to the Famous Door on 
West Fifty-Second Street Tuesday night with a syncopated bang that was heard throughout the gay places 
of Manhattan and resounded from coast to coast via the modern intake of the radio. 



10200. 1939, July 22. FloydRay Through with RegMarshall. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Floyd Ray broke with Reg D. Marshall, his manager for the past two years, this week. Ray, the sensational 
orchestra leader who recently returned here from a tour of the East in an exclusive inter~Tiew with The 
Courier stated: "Reg D. Marshall as a man is okay. But he could not obtain sufficient bookings for an 
orchestra of our size." 
10201. 1939, July 22. Louis Ponders Over Training. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. With promoter Mike Jacobs 
assisting Manager Jolm Roxborough in perfecting the arrangement, plans were practically completed here 
this week for the Joe Louis-Bob Pastor fight in Briggs Stadium on September 20. 
10202. 1939, July 22. Maharajah Helps Sissle Celebrate His 50th Birthday. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A 
maharajah of India helped famous baton-wielder Noble Sissle, celebrate his fiftieth birthday last Monday at 
Billy Rose’s beautiful Daimond Horsehoe here, where Sissle and his orchestra have been playing for the 
last seven months. The Maharajah of Kapurthala and his son the crown prince, came to the Horseshoe when 
they learned that it was Sissle’s fiftieth birthday. 
10203. 1939, July 22. Paul Robeson to Get $80,O00 for Six-Week Concert Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Paul Robeson is to make a 6-week tour of Australia at $80,000 for the period, according to an 
announcement received by reliable sources. His salary for the tour, to begin sometime in the near future, 
will n~ke him the highest paid single artist ever to appear on the continent. 
10204. 1939, July 22. "Pegleg" Sails for a Tour of Europe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Pegleg Bates, 
internationally famous dancer, sailed away to Europe for his sixth consecutive annual tour of England, 
Saturday. Bates current tour is scheduled to keep him abroad for four weeks. 
10205. 1939, July 22. "Satchmo" Takes in 16 Grand at State Theatre in Chicago. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20~ Once more demonstrating his ability to "pack ’em in" and giving further proof that he is America’s 
No. I sepia attraction, Louis Armstrong did over $16,000 worth of business at the State Lake Theater here 
recently. Box office returns [’or the week preceding Armstrong’s appearance showed about $8,000 but Ole 
Satchino and his trumpet came in and doubled the receipts for the next week. 
10206~ 1939, July 22~ Two Stars in "Gone ,qth the Wind." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Rather than sell her 
father’s watch, Scarlett O’Hara (Vivien Leigh) presents it to the faithful servant at Tara, Pork (Oscar Polk), 
in this scene from Selznick International’s technicolor production, "Gone with the Wind." Clark Gable, 
Vivien Leigt~ Leslie Howard and Olivia De Haviland star in the film which Victor Fleming directs. 
10207~ 1939, July 2% Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Califi~rnia l~;agle, pl~ The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: We’ve got to do something about our ambitious young folks. It comes to my 
attention this week that two boys who call themselves "Skip and Skippy" and who are about 20-years old, 
are expert parachute jumpers. To me it is marvelous to see such ambition among the young and we’ve got 
to do something to encourage and help such boys. Page 1-A. 
10208.1939, July 27. Duke Becomes Critic; Biggest Bands Revioved by Ellington. Duke Ellington. 
California Eagle. p2. Duke Ellington states, "It is to be hoped that those musicians who are today standing 
at the top of the ladder of success will continue to permit their musical spirit of independence to function 
sufficiently to allow for constant experimentation and innovation, qualities which are the principal 
ingredients of musical progress. In conunenting upon outstanding contempora~~ bands of today we herald 
with a musical fanfare every significant instance of the spirit of musical independence. These bands 
include: Tonuny Dorsey, Benny Goodman, Paul Wlfitema~ Bob Crosby, Jimmy Lunceford, Fred Waring, 
Count Basic, Artie Shaw, Don Red,nan, Cab Calloway, Louis Al~nstrong. Page 2-B. 
10209. 1939, July 27. Eddie South, 3 Others, Win Damages in Jim Crow Suit. California Eagle. pl. 
Judgment for $400.00 was granted Eddie South, Kathryn South, Ferne Dowdy and George Dowdy against 
the Clemente Caf~. The judgment was for damages for refusing to sel~’e them because they were colored. 
South, a world famous violinist, has been in the city for the past three months under contract at the 
Trocadero Card in Hollywood as a special invitation. Page 1-A. 
10210. 1939, July 27. Joe Louis to Vacation in Vietorville. California Eagle. p6. Joe Louis, fistic idol, will 
be in Victorville vacationing at Murray’s Ranch. Page 6-A. 
10211. 1939, July 27. Langston Hughes Announces Early Closing of Play. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. The 
performances of "Don’t You Want to be Free" will probably be the last until fall, according to Langston 
Hughes on his return to Los Angeles. Hughes, who founded the New Negro Theater, has returned to Los 
Angeles to start casting for their new production. The first vel~icle of the Theater lras received enthusiastic 
support from leaders of the civic and theatrical worlds. Page 2-B. 
10212. 1939, July 27. On Orpheum Stage. California Eagle. p2. Art Tatum, internationally known blind 
pianist, tops the stage fare at the Orpheum theater~ Tatum appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 



10213. 1939, Jtfly 27. Operetta to Open with Matinee. California Eagle. p2. The long awaited "Mikado-In 
Swing" will definitely come to town. Matthew Allen~ manager of El Capitan Theater in Hollywood, brings 
the cheering news that contracts have been signed. Page 2-B. 
10214. 1939, Jtfly 27. When a Composer Plays His Own. California Eagle. p2. Dr. R. Nathaniel Dett, 
famous composer and director of music at Bennett College, rehearses with Etta Moten, concert and radio 
artist. The two appear in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
10215. 1939, Jtfly 29.389 Movie Theatres Cater to Negroes. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Movie theaters 
catering to Negroes in the United States number 389, according to a release from Joseph R. Houchins, 
acting specialist in Negro statistics of the department of conunerce. This, says Houchins’ report, represents 
an increase of 116 theaters over the list made available in 1937. One hundred and forty-two theaters are 
located in the South Atlantic states .... Through the cooperation of the Sack Amusement Enterprises of 
Dallas, distributors of Negro pictures, the tentative list of theaters was made available. 
10216. 1939, July 29. Armstrong Playing on West Coast. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong, king 
of trumpeters, with Luis Russell, Sonny Woods, Midge Williams and all the rest of his famous movie and 
stage troupe, is out on the West Coast, heading for Hollywood, and are open for a few engagements. 
10217. 1939, July 29. "Chi" Show Life May Boom This Fall, Says Ted Watson. Ted Watson. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Chicago theatricals felled by a staggering blow from the 1 o’clock closing law this spring and 
summer, will vie for a strong come back this fall when Bennie Skoller and Ed Fox will be the first to open 
the season with hard-hitting floor shows with much big-time talent aboard. 
10218. 1939, July 29. Eddie Green to Start Making All-Colored Movie Shorts. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Eddie Green, famous for the laugh trail on the stage, screen, and radio, entered another field here last week 
when he annolmced the opening of new quarters on Seventh AveIme, from which he plans to produce all 
new colored film shorts. Green plans to make so many a year for general distribution. The idea of 
producing all-colored short film subjects dealing with Negro life throughout the world is an idea that Green 
has fathered for many years and he now has an outlet for these productions. 
10219.1939, July 29. Ella to Give Birth to a New Song Soon. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ella Fitzgerald, the 
vocal queen of swing and Larry Ellington, ha~’e combined their talents and are scheduled to give birth to a 
new song that will rival anything either of them has done in the past .... In both cases, the two musical 
personalities have contributed greatly to the blue or ballad side of the game with songs that have been 
known to tug at the heart. 
10220.1939, July 29. Ernie Fields’ Orchestra Has Been Added to ~rele of Coming Aggregations. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ernie Fields is a maestro with a great: band, a cross between Count Basic and 
Jimmie Lunceford, but with more basic quality in mnsic than either one of them possessed when they first 
set up instruments in the big town. In Oklahoma, Fields was a great favorite. He was featured by radio 
station KTUL and the state’s most popular ballroom and nite club outfit. 
10221. 1939, July 29. Kirk Draws 4,000 at Detroit Engagement. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Andy Kirk, 
playing here last week at the Graystone Ballroom in Detroit for Jap Sneed and Stutz Anderson, established 
a new surmner high, when 4,000 people packed the spacious ballroom to hear the band. 
10222. 1939, July 29. NotBroke, Says Owens. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Jesse Owens, Olympic star and 
"world’s fastest human" is far from broke although he recently went through bankruptcy. Owens revealed 
that his circumstances were red~ good. He asserted he owns a part interest in the baseball team and gives 
framing exhibitions at athletic meets, fairs, baseball games and other events to provide a steady source of 
income. 
10223. 1939, July 29. NotedBride and Husband. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. First, an exclusive photograph 
of Anne Wiggins Brown, star of"Porgy and Bess" and Dr. C. C. Pettit, Harlem cl~iropodist whom she 
recently wed. This picture of the couple was taken by Charlie Spears at Lewisolm Stadium, New York. 
10224. 1939, July 29. RKO Circuit "Exec" Cancels All-Colored Film: Action Is Taken After Booker Had 
Insulted Group. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Max Fellerman, one of the three biggest 
executives of RKO’s vast theatrical chain in the East, brought out in bold relief last week his company’s 
high regard for the race. Upon the request of Ralph Cooper, he cancelled from l~is three Harlem theaters, 
"Two Gun Man From Harlem," whose broker, he was told, insulted the race and the film in a telephone 
conversation with a member of his working staff. The insult which caused the drastic action on the part of 
Fellerman and Cooper was given birth by one Adolph Pollack, Eastern representative of the Sack 
Amusement Compa~ of Texas, which at present is the best-known distributor of colored pictures 
throughout the country .... In cancelling the Hollywood-made colored western, Fellern~an made it known 



that the Sack outfit could never again do business with RKO as long as its staff workers fell short on their 
respect for a~\v race of people. 
10225. 1939, July 29. Roy Eldridge Chosen Best "Swing Trumpeter." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
America’s jitterbugs have a new "No. 1" swing trumpeter. His name is Roy Eldridge and he’s a former 
Pittsburgh boy. At the present he’s in his thirty-fourth week at the Arcadia Ballroom down Broadway and 
his fame is growing by leaps and botmds. 
10226. 1939, August 3. Broach~ay Stars and Writers F~e CaliJbrnia New~oman. California Eagle. p4. 
Arriving in New York for a vacation visit with Georgette Harvey, Fay M. Jackson, well known Los 
Angeles newspaper wonkan, was the honored guest of a reception at Miss Harvey’s home attended by 
Broadway stage celebrities. Page 4-A. 
10227. 1939, August 3. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal(/brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: California is just a grand place to live and evel3~body who lives here takes this as 
a matter of fact. But you don’t begin to realize what an unusual spot this land of sunshine is until the great 
influx of summer visitors. Page 1-A. 
10228. 1939, August 3. Duke Ellington’s Son Has Own Orchestra. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Nineteen-year 
old Mercer Ellington, son of Duke Ellington, has an orchestra of his own. A student at the Julliard School 
of Music, young Ellington plays the piano, trumpet, and saxophone. Page 2-B. 
10229. 1939, Augnst 3. Jackie Robinson. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. Jackie Robinsol~ the lad who already has 
the football reputatio~ although this will be his first year as a UCLA Bruin, figures to be just what the 
doctor ordered. Page 3-B. 
10230. 1939, August 3. London Gives Dandridge Sisters "Rave Notices." Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p2. The 
Dandfidgc sisters, Etta, Dorothy and Vivian, originally of the West Coast, are getting "rave notices" after 
appearances in local London theaters. The girls arc close harmony swing singers and tap dancers and made 
several successIhl appearances in moving pictures before coming abroad. Page 2-B. 
10231. 1939, August 3. Review. Almcna Davis. Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. "The Mikado-in Swing"--To 
paraphrase a 20th century, classic--anyway you slice it, it’s still Uncle Tom--referring to the nfinstrcl show 
version of the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, "The Mikado-in Swing," which opened in Hollywood at E1 
Capitan Theater. Calculated to run all summer, the thrice conceived "Mikado," provides good, lightweight 
entertainment of the traditional soYt, trucking, shagging, tomnfing Negroes, made to order for fl~ose who 
"just adore" our "quaintness and naturalness." Page 2-B. 
10232. 1939, August 3. Sign Agreement for Welter Title Joust If Lou Wins on 22rid. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p3. 
"Two Crown" Heavy. Armstrong and challenger Lou Ambers were signed here :for two championship bouts. 
Page 3-B. 
10233. 1939, August 3. Tribute to a Film. California Eagle. p4. The motion picture "Juarez" which stars 
Paul Mmfi and Bette Davis, is probably the most eloquent plea for interracial understanding and tolerance 
that has ever been fihned in Hollywood. It is almost a patriotic duty for every black citizen to see "Jnarez." 
Never before have motion pictures dared so frank and comprehensive an analysis of tlfis thing, 
"democracy." Page 4-B. 
10234. 1939, August 3. Troy Brown May Play on Broadway. California Eagle. p2. When a casting officer 
for the New York group interested in producing a play modeled along the lines of "A Midsununer Night’s 
Dream," left last week by plane for Gotham. he carried with him pictures and names of six sepia 
comedians. However one of the six, Troy Brown, has an almost cinch chance to land in the cast. Hattie 
Noels also stands a good chance of being cast in the production along with Maxine Sullivan. Page 2-B. 
10235. 1939, August 5. Basie’s Joe Jones Is Called Country’s Greatest Drummer. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. There may be a prophetic note in all of this, but if there must be someone chosen to step into 
the well worn shoes of the late Chick Webb, the king of all drummers, we can think of no better nran than 
Joe Jones, the great drummer with Count Basie’s fascinating swing band, now holding forth at the Famous 
Door on West 52rid Street. 
10236. 1939, August 5. Broadway’s Paramount Theatre Signs Ink Spots for Two Weeks’ Fling to Start 
the New Season. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. If there was such a thing as tabulation in the 
profession to determine the greatest theatrical phenomena of the season, one wouldn’t have to add a 
prophetic note to sing out the name of the Ink Spots, the lads who made and were in turn made famous by 
tlrat heart-winning ditty, "If I Didn’t Care." Definitely on the upgrade, the Ink Spots whose last engagement 
took them to Atlantic City,have been booked for vaudeville. 
10237. 1939, August 5. Goodman Will Boss "Midsummer night’s dream" Production. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. By far the most important a~mouncement of the waning summer season broke the 



lull of the presem theatrical doldrums last Saturday night when it was made known that Benny Goodman 
was signed to supervise the music and direct a pit hand for the scheduled forthco~ning production of 
Shakespeare’s "Midsmnmer Night’s Dream." 
10238. 1939, August 5. Satchmo in "Big Money" Again; Sid Catl~,Ct Won’t Desert Band. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Louis Armstrong is back in fast compa~\v again. Untli he played the State Lake Theater last 
month; it was no secret that profitable dates for Satchmo and his cohorts had been few. Now it’s a different 
stm)T. Louis did the best business of the sunnner for the house. 
10239. 1939, August 5. Teddy Wilson Scores" Decisively at Apollo; Real Show Headliner. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Teddy Wilson, the peer of all modem pianists and his orchestra made their initial appearance 
in Harlem last week as the headline attraction at the Apollo Theater. In recent years, no orchestra or leader 
has been billed in the aforementioned theater with as much or more expectation than Teddy Wilson and his 
crew. 
10240. 1939, August 10. Championships at Wriglo’. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. Just where will tlfis Robinson 
fellow stop? Jackie Robinson is to be a UCLA Bruin in the Fall and will be seen in action at Wrigley Field 
in the Municipal baseball playoff. His team, the Pasadena Sox, are favorites. Page 3-B. 
10241. 1939, August 10. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: A distinguished visitor is in our midst-Judge Armond Scott of Washington, D.C. 
It is significant because he is among the few Negro judges in the countl~ and his recent reappointment by 
the President proves that he has done his job well. Page 1-A. 
10242. 1939, August 10. San Francisco’s "Snqng Mikado" Gets Rave Notices from Press. Cal~/brnia 
Eagle. p2. With Jester Hariston, as Ko-Ko, the Lord High Executioner is making a special hit, "The Swing 
Mikado," streamlined version of the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta. Co-directed by Hairston, who also 
directed the 18 week hit "Run, Lil Chillun," for Federal Theaters, the musical comedy drew rave notices 
from the Bay City press. Page 2-B. 
10243. 1939, August 12. Eddie Green Plans Film on Li,[O of James Bland. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Eddie 
Green who just recently entered the moving picture field here to make comedy and historical shorts 
regarding Negro life in America, announced Saturday that: iris company would soon start casting for a 
suitable company to film the life of James A. Bland, the great Negro composer who gave the country as 
many and as touctfing a group of folk songs as the much revered Stephen Foster. 
10244. 1939, August 12. Eddie South Leaves West for Chicago. Pittsbm2gh Courier. p20. Eddie South, the 
Dark Angel of the Violin, left here Monday for Chicago. The famous musician ended his three month 
engagement at the swank Trocadora Club in Hollywood. While music lovers lauded Eddie South for his 
superb music, he, however, was at the center of a contractnal difficulty while here in Los Angeles. 
10245. 1939, August 12. Erskine Hawkins to "Swing Out" at Famous Vanity Fair Ballroom. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Erskine Hawkins, the "Twentieth Centu13./Gabriel," whose famous band has lately been aired 
over NBC from Harlem’s famous Savoy ballroom, "the Home of Happy Feet," comes to Vanity Fair on 
Saturday, August 19, for a personal appearance during their limited tour. Hawkings is rapidly gaining a 
reputation as the hottest trumpet player in the world and already several critics have rated him over the 
inimitable Louis Armstrong. 
10246. 1939, August 12. Greatest Saxaphonist, Back Home After 5 Years Abroad Tells Billy Rowe About 
Swing. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The world’s greatest saxophone player is a short, stocky, thin- 
haired, good-natured fellow, thi~-three years old, is colored and answers to the name of Coleman 
Hawkins, who arrived home to America last week after five years in Europe. Like all great artists, Hawkins 
has perfected the art of being a snrall guy. 
10247. 1939, August 12. Hail Maxine as Best Singer of Popular Songs During ’38-’39. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Maxine Sullivan, who rose to national prominence on the wings of subtle swing, was on the 
receiving end of another high honor this week when she was selected and given the award of the Society of 
Singing Instructors of America, as the best popular singer of 1938 and 1939. 
10248. 1939, August 12. HeadAll-White Revue. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Buck and Bubbles, famous 
comedy dancing team, which has successfully run the gauntlet of evel~" theatrical test, are holding their 
peak headlining with an all-white revue on the stage at the Rox)" Theater in the Broadway vicinity the 
current week. They are the only colored vaudeville attraction on the stem at this time. 
10249. 1939, August 12. Lucky’s Here Friday for "Big Day" of Swing; Battles Hopkins Sunday at 
~Tncy’s Greystone. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lucius "Lucky" Millinder, who runs up and down the ladder 
of musical aclfievement with gay abandork is on his way up again. The dynanfic maestro, who is hailed as 
one of the greatest showmen of all times, is being hailed by musical critics as the latest musical sensation of 



the year. And it’s all because Lucky has amassed a group of young musicians and is playing a brand of 
music which is the delight of jitterbug lovers from coast to coast. 
10250. 1939, August 12. New York Releases First All-Race Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Four scenes 
from "Moon Over Harlem," the first colored flicker produced in New York by the Meteor Picture 
Company, are shown in the above photo. Headed by Nina Mac McKim~ey, Jack Carter, and Percy 
Ve~vayen, the new screen fare boasts of a stellar cast of well known stage personalities. Bought by Million 
Dollar Productions, the picture is now offered for national showing. 
10251. 1939, August 12. Peters Sisters Return. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After a highly successful tour of 
Europe which covered England, France, Ireland and Scotland, the Peters Sisters who did a bit here a few 
years back co-starring with Duke Ellington at the Cotton Club retun~ed to these shores aboard the 
Normandie .... With several bookings already set, the Sister’s are planning to make a hurried trip home to 
California where they got their first big chance with Eddie Cantor in "All Baba Goes to Town." 
10252. 1939, August 12. Warns Colored Companies Their Films ~Iust Be Good. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Max Fellennan, chief picture buyer for the vast RKO eastern chain of theaters, who proved 
his high regard for the colored theatergoing public just a few weeks ago, revealed a bit of sound advice in 
an exchisive interview last week as he informed this writer and Ralph Cooper tlrat his company would 
always be in the nrarket for good colored pictures. Fellernran stated that the time has long since passed 
when a colored audience will go to see a picture just because it’s colored. 
10253. 1939, August 17. Cab Calloway Plans Coast-to-Coast Tour Next Month. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. 
Cab Calloway, hi-de-ho singer and his band, will begin a theater tour coast-to-coast. Page 2-B. 
10254. 1939, August 17. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: I hear so much talk about "Good Government" and cleaning up the city of Los 
Angeles that I am almost ready to accept it: as a valid decision. Now comes to my notice that in order to 
keep the city cleaner we must cut down on garbage men. Page 1-A. 
10255.1939, August 17. Down in Front. California 1,Sag/e. p3. The biggest argument for the participation 
of the Negro in major league baseball was enacted at Wrigley Field, the home of the Los Angeles Angels. 
Among the finalists and ultimate winner of the Southern California championstfip among the simon-purses 
that the Pasadena Sox boasted, were three sepia baseballers. They are Jackie Robinson, shortstop; Nat 
Moreland, pitcher; and Elle~ Prince, catcher. Page 3-B. 
10256. 1939, August 17. Former Ellington Soloist Signs for Hawkins. California 1,Sag/e. p2. Delores 
Brown, formerly with Duke Ellington’s orchestra, has signed with Erskine Hawkins. Page 2-B. 
10257. 1939, August 17. Hank Ready for Ambers. California b?agle, p3. All :fears that Henry Armstrong 
wotdd be able to come in at or under the lightweight limit vanished today with Armstrong weighing 136 ~A 
pounds. (Sect. B). 
10258. 1939, August 17. Hite’s Music Background for MGM Picture. California Eagle. p2. Les Hire and 
his celebrated Cotton Club orchestra were selected for synchronization of the music for the picture, "A Day 
at the Circus." Page 2-B. 
10259. 1939, August 17. JackiePaces Team to 12-7 Win. California Eagle. p3. Jackie Robinson showed 
baseball fans what to expect should Negroes ever be admitted to the Big Leagues, in pacing his team to the 
Southern California amateur baseball championship. Page 3-B. 
10260. 1939, August 17. Says Movie Makers Still Libel Negro in Pies. California Eagle. p2. One of the 
most scathing indictments against the motion picture industry’s continual featuring of the Negro in films in 
a menial, servile, and irresponsible role appears in the current issue of Film Survey, a pamphlet published 
by Film Audiences for Democracy. According to this source, "The rope that lynches Negroes in America is 
woven of ma~ strands. One of the toughest of these is the American motion picture, which year after year 
continues to regard the Negro as a stereotype for submissiveness, irresponsibility, gaiety and sex 
perversion." Page 2-B. 
10261. 1939, August 17. Sepia Hollywoodia. Lawrence Lamar. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Stepin Fetchit, famed 
film comic, is in town, but is silent on his plans. Clinton Rosemond, famous for his screen role in "They 
won’t Forget," is reportedly slated for the big sepia role in, "Of Men and Mice." Page 2-B. 
10262. 1939, August 19. "Armstrong to Be Framed"--Rumor: Claim Lightweight Champion ~Iay Be 
Victim of Fistie Plot in Title Battle with Ambers. Ted Poston. Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. Harlem supporters 
of Henl3" Armstrong were deeply worried this week over widespread reports that the lightweight champion 
was likely to be deceived out of his title next Tuesday night in his battle with Lou Ambers. The reports, 
were so widespread, that they even percolated through to this sylvan retreat where Hank is working off 
extra weight in order to meet boxing specifications. 



10263. 1939, August 19. Art Tatum to Be Presented with Les Hite. Pittsbur,~h Courier. p20. Local 

residents of both races are planning a swing concert featuring the music of Les Hite and his celebrated 

orchestra, along with Art Tatum, the great pianist, according to press releases in this city of Los Angeles. 

The affair is expected to rival those of Belmy Goodman and Duke Ellington, which were held in the East. 

10264. 1939, August 19. Changes Movie Producers Still Libel Race: Industry Urged to Present True 

Picture of Race. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. One of the most scathing indictments against the motion picture 

industry’s continual featuring of the Negro in fihns in a menial, servile, and irresponsible role appears in 

the current issue of Film Survey, a pamphlet published monthly by Fihn Audiences for Democracy. The 

article stated, "The rope that lynches Negroes in America is woven of maw strands, which year after year 

continues to regard the Negro as a stereotype for sublnissiveness, irresponsibility, gaiety, and sex 

perversion." 

10265. 1939, August 19. Edna Thomas Executive in Actors’ Guild. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Last 

Monday, Noble Sissle, president of the Negro Actors Guild, announced that Edna Thomas, well known to 

the theatergoers for her portrayals on the stage who created the role of "Lady Macbeth" in the WPA 

Theater production of that play, was selected by the executive board of the Ngero Actors Guild of America 

Inc. as acting executive secretary to direct the affairs of the guild during the indeterminate absence of Fredi 

Washington. 
10266. 1939, August 19. Ella Ready to Break Awayfrom New York for First Big Road Tour. Pittsburgh 

Courier. p20. Ella Fitzgerald and her omhestm who have been pulling some record-breaking crowds into 

Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom recently are at last about to embark upon their first real road tour since the 

umimely death of their leader. Happy at the chance to finally show the out-of-towners exactly how well 

they are cawing on although the aggregation has been airing some splendid programs, they feel that seeing 

is believing. 

10267.1939, August 19. Jimmie Lunceford and Orchestra in Farewell Performance at Paramount. 

Isadom Smith. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Jimmie Lunceford, his streamlined syncopation and his famous 

"Tain’t What You Do," boys have again all but done the impossible and this time set a record of sort as 

being the first band to go into the Paramount Theater on Broadway after a sensational fling at: the Apollo in 

Harlem. Though having played on and around Broadway for several years even pulling stakes at Loews 

State Theater just across the street:, this is the first time that the swinging professor and his students have 

been called in for a session at the first: run Paramom~t, the mecca of present day bands and performers. 
10268. 1939, August 19. Noble Sissle Files for Divorce: Adultery Charges Denied by Wt.’J’e. Billy Rowe. 

Pittsburgh Courier. pl. One oft:he most sensational divorce suits in local annals has been filed in 

Manhattan Supreme Court, here in New York. The Courier learned this week that Noble Sissle, 

interuationally famous orchestra leader and composer, charges his wife, Harriet Toy Sissle, with adultery. 

The suit papers which were filed quietly more than a momh ago, resulted from the arrest and conviction of 

Mrs. Sissle on a morals charge in Boston. 

10269. 1939, August 19. Satchmo in Denver for First Time. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong 

and Iris boys appeared at the Rainbow Ballroom in Denver and this event became the most popular affair of 

its kind this season. According to Mr. Bill Jones, there were more than 1,600 paid admissions. 

10270. 1939, August 24. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 

article by Clarence Muse: What crimes do men cormnit to get into the headlines of the daily papers? To 

have a colored American, experienced in the most subtle kind of race distinction, in his own home, make 

comment while on foreign soil, that is detrimental to another minority group, is beyond me. No Negro in 

any part of the world could ever condone race prejudice if he is in his right mind. Page 1-A. 

10271. 1939, August 24. Movie Company Formed in Harlem. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. With familiar 

theatrical figure Eddie Green as guiding light, a new motion picture compaw was formed this week called 

the, "Sepia Arts Pictures Company." Page 2-B. 

10272. 1939, August 24. Peters Sisters with Lunceford. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. The internationally famous 

Peters sisters, who hail from the beach town of Santa Monica, plan a visit home after filling current and 

scheduled engagements. Co-starring now with Jinmaie Lunceford at the Paramount Theater in New York, 

the trio will appear in Chicago about Sept. 10. Page 2-B. 

10273. 1939, August 24. Returns to Work. California Eagle. p2. Ralph Cooper, famous movie and stage 

star, returns to Hollywood and Million Dollar Studios after a year at the New York office. Cooper will start 

work shortly in his next starring vehicle and according to reports will also soon produce the stage opening 

at the Burbank Theater. Cooper appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 



10274. 1939, August 24. Sepia Hollywoodia. Lawrence Lamar. California Eagle. p2. Paul Robeson, noted 
sepia actor is back in New York and ready for the lead role in "John Henry." Stepin Fetchit, famed lazy- 
man of the flickers, is here in Nuestro Senora De Los Angeles without even one automobile to his name. 
Correction: It will be Leigh Whipper who played the role in the stage version here and in New York of the 
play, "Of Men and Mice," who gets the role in Hal Roach’s studio play of the same name slated to undergo 
production soon instead of Clinton Rosamond. Page 2-B. 
10275. 1939, August 24. Varied Views Offeredjbr Hank’s Loss. California Eagle. p3. The loss by Helwy 
Armstrong of his lightweight title to Lou Ambers, from whom he won the title a year ago, has created a 
furor in boxing circles. Page 3-B. 
10276. 1939, August 26. Andy Kirk’s Famous Orchestra Has Covered 30,000 Miles This Summer. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Andy Kirk has traveled to America this summer--he’s traveled probably as no 
other "name" band in the country, East, West, North and South the "All-American" band sensation of 1939, 
with its galaxy of all-star talent, including Andy, Mary Lou Williams, ace pianist; June Richinond, full- 
throated songbird, Pha Terrell, Floyd Smith and others have been dispensing the music which his music 
machines throughout the country have been playing. 
10277. 1939, August 26. Another Picture by Million Dollars. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Following four 
weeks of intensive work, "One Dark Night," was finished last week by Million Dollar productions and was 
sent to the cutting room to be prepared by Screen Editor Arthur Brooks and staff for release next month. 
Mantan Moreland and Bettie Treadville are co-starred. The new feature length picture is the first all- 
colored cast comedy ever attempted, with its few predecessors being shorts and of the exaggerated or 
burlesque style. 
10278.1939, August 26. Arrive in Jamaica to Make Motion Picture. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jamaicans 
arc bubbling over these days with "How do you do’s?" for the fihn stars. Three of a contingent of six 
reached Kingston from Miami, last Wednesday to start work on a special film, "Daughters of the Island." 
These actresses include, Ida James and Nina Mac McKinncy. 
10279. 1939, August 26. Count Basie Going Strong. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Although the sheriff has 
taken charge and shuttered many swing palaces along 52rid Street’s Swing Alley due to their bankrupt 
condition, the Famous Door, which has Count Basle to carry its swing banner high. has had to enlarge the 
room to almost to accommodate the huge crowds which :flock to the place. 
10280.1939, August 26. Dolores Brown In, Ida James Out. Pittsbu~2qh Courier. p20. Ida James of the 
charming :face and small voice, experienced another change in her song career last week when she was 
replaced as feature vocalist with the Erskine Hawkins, top flight swing aggregation, by the just as charming 
but hea~3~ voiced Dolores Brown. 
10281. 1939, August 26. Ella and Her Gang BoundJbr Dayton. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Dayton will get 
its first chance to see Ella Fitzgeradl in her role as band directress on Saturday evening September 9, when 
the Lady of Swing will bring her aggregation to Memorial Hall for a one-night engagement. The famous 
singer, whose popularity appears to increase with the passing of time, has carried on in the footsteps of her 
illustrious predecessor in such a maimer that the attraction once again looms as a real natural. 
10282. 1939, August 26. Film Stars Fly to Jamaica to Make Picture: Nina Mae, Hamtree, Ida James in 
Group. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jamaicans were delighted last Wednesday by the arrival by airplane of six 
theatrical stars contracted by the Lemval Productions, Inc., New York, to take the feature roles in a motion 
picture, "Daughters of the Island," which is to be filmed here in Jamaica. Arriving from Miami were Willa 
May Lane, Ida James, and Nina Mae McKim~ey. The male contingency consisted of Emmett Wallace, 
Hamtree Harrington, and Jack Carter. 
10283. 1939, August 26. King Louie Deserts Pacific Coast for Pickings in Dixie. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
King Louie Armstrong whose orchestra is once more moving steadily up the highway of musical greatness, 
has been forced to desert the call of Califon~ia. Burried under an avalanche of requests from the southen~ 
states, the contemplated swing king is scheduled to move into one of Hollywood’s most exclusive spots, 
has been delayed temporarily, in order that a number of lucrative Dixie engagements can be fulfilled. 
10284.1939, August 26. Louis’ "Shock Absorbers" Well PaidJbr Taking Bomber’s Punishment. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Those fellows who will be listed as sparmates in the training camps of Joe Louis 
and Bob Pastor, will play an important part in the conditioning of these two sterling athletes for their 
coming championship fight at Briggs Stadium, September 20. 
10285. 1939, August 26. Ralph Cooper and Pigmeat Markham Off to Hollj~ood. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. After weeks of careful preparation, Ralph Cooper and Pigmeat Markham left Saturday for Hollywood, 
Calif, to play co-starring roles in several million Dollar Productions scheduled for release next season. In 



the almals of colored moving picture making, Ralph Cooper, "Harlem’s Favorite Son," is an old hand and 
is the first of the race to instigate the forming of a company in Hollywood to show the world at large how 
modern American Negroes are today. 
10286. 1939, August 26. Roy Eldridge Gets Another "Holdover" at Arcadia. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Roy Eldridge, show blasting trumpeter, has made a name in the world of swing second to none in the 
country, apparently just can’t get off the main stem. The diminutive artist, who left Pittsburgh to become a 
national figure in the musical world, announced through his office just last week, that he has signed a new 
contract at the famous Arcadia Ballroom, which will keep him on Broadway until the end of September. 
10287. 1939, August 31. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Labor Day is but a little ways offand "after the holiday, all of the folks, including 
the school children, will have to turn their minds to constructive programs of work and study. Page 1-A. 
10288. 1939, August 31. "Pigmeat" Headlines New Burbank Stage Fare. California Eagle. p2. Dewey 
"Pigmeat" Markham, is the name of the comedian who headlines Ralph Cooper’s "Ecstatic Ebony in 
Swing," premiering at the New Burbank. Markham appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
10289. 1939, August 31. Ralph Cooper Presents New Show. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Local theatergoers are 
in for an unexpected treat this week, brought after by the return of Ralph Cooper to the Coast. Cooper will 
present "Ecstatic Ebow in Swing," all colored stage revue. Page 2-B. 
10290. 1939, September 2. Benny Goodman Signs Up Two New Race Stars. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Bringing into the limelight two more unknown, but superbly talented race musicians, Benny Goodman, 
whose good work in the world of modern music as far as colored musicians are concerned, seemingly has 
no limit, completed arrangements this week to add Clarence Profit and Charlie Crhistian to his nationally 
lhmous orchestra. 
11!291.1939, Seplember 2. Benny to Plug Les Hire Tune. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. During Benny 
Goodinan’s last broadcast from the Pacific Coast, Les Hire, leader of the famous Cotton Club orchestra 
hearing iris name, was a guest in lhe broadcasting sludio. While in the studio, Hite turned one of his latest 
compositions over to the famed king of swing. 
11!292. 1939, Seplember 2. Cab WillStart on New Idea. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Cab Calloway, who first 
hepped the co~mt~ to the present clan of jitterbugs by organizing the first jilterbug club when he was 
housed in the old Cotton Club in Harlem, is fathering another idea to bring fame to the "cats" of modern 
swing as he prepares to embark on his seasonal theater and dance tour of the count~. 
11!293. 1939, Seplember 2. Henry Armstrong Is Through Fighting as Lightweight. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p 18. On "the advice of his phy sician, Henry Armstrong, who lost his lightweight championship Tuesday 
night to Lou Ambers from whom he won it a year ago, will campaign from now on oniy as a welterweight. 
The little wonder man who a year ago held three titles just did come in at the weight limit of 135 pounds 
for the Ambers fight. 
10294. 1939, September 2. How Ella Fitzgerlad Got Into Grand Terrace Cafd. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
The story "behind the story" of the deal which is sending Ella Fitzgerald and her orchestra into Chicago’s 
Grand Terrace Card, involves three figures ... two of them sworn enemies ... and the other a friend of each 
of the enemies. As most people in the band world know, Ella Fitzgerald and her band are controlled by 
Moe Gale, shrewd and capable directing genius. The Grand Terrace Card is owned and operated by Ed Fox, 
who has long controlled the destinies of Earl Hines and until recently, Fletcher Henderson. Gale and Fox 
have been enemies of long standing ...Of course, Fox and Gale haven’t agreed to "kiss and forget" but 
apparently, the way has been opened for further negotiations, and the credit for the Fitzgerald-Grand 
Terrace deal can go to Joe Glaser and Joe Glaser alone. 
10295. 1939, September 2. Joe Starts "Heavy Work"for Title Battle with Pastor at Northville Camp. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. The resounding effects of a two-month layoff from boxing were heard in the 
punches of spar mates as they connected with Joe Louis’ nose and jaw in the first two days of his workouts 
here. And the champion, scaling 209 pounds and heavily tanned from outdoor exercises at Stevensville for 
the past three weeks, showed the effect in the discoloring of his face. 
10296. 1939, September 2. Kirk’s Seven-Star Orchestra Tops Big Apollo Show. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Furthering his boosters’ claims that he is highest among the season’s crop of bands that will 
arrive before the year has turned around, Andy Kirk and his orchestra, which features among other things 
seven outstanding musical artists, June Richmond, Mary Lou Williams, and others, moved into the musical 
spotlight of the Apollo Theater Friday in a blaze of musical glory that gave Harlem something to jump for. 
10297. 1939, September 2. Louie on Tour of Dixie. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong, "King of 
the Trumpet," is preparing himself for a real late summer and early fall schedule. According to his office, 



the band played last week and set out on a three-week string of one-nighters. They opened at Virginia 
Beach and will play in Florida before heading North. 
10298. 1939, September 2. Lunceford’s European Trip May Be Cancelled: War Scare May Cause 
Change in Sailing. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Scheduled to embark on the Normandie for Europe Wednesday 
at 10 o’clock, Jinmaie Lunceford with his orchestra was undecided as to what move he would make late 
Tuesday night in view of the recent develop~nents abroad which are leading straight to immediate war. 
According to the maestro, he is already to sail, packed bags, luggage, and tickets...but it is not known if 
Uncle Sam will allow him to make the trip since all Americans who are in Europe are being requested to 
leave. 
10299. 1939, September 2. When Opportunity Called This Little Stenog, She Spoke Up and Answered 
"Present." Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Carol Pertlow, labored over a typewriter in a local newspaper 
distributing office for several years and wrote and continues to write long columns on the doings of the 
North Jersey socialites. Every week she perused the newspapers from all over the country and read therein 
of the life of Hollywood and also the film life of New York. Then one day last week a talent scout from a 
New York studio--Eddie Green’s Sepia Art Picture Compaw happened to be in Newark and happened to 
see Pertlow. She was offered a screen test to try out for a part in a production being made by this company. 
She will appear in Eddie Green’ s, "Dress Rehearsal." 
10300. 1939, September 7. Baby Playing on Trestle Saved by Nina. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. The fact that 
Nina Mac McKinney is an expert bicycle rider made her a fit candidate for a Carnegie medal "after saving 
the life of a 3-year old child while riding her bike during the production of "Straight to Heaven." In the new 
Million Dollar production, McKinney plays the new part of mother of a 10 year old boy. Page 2-B. 
10301. 1939, September 7. Basic Granted "Unusual" Request. California Eagle. p2. Radio fans of the 
Count Basic broadcast, who missed him from the airwaves on Tuesday night of last week, can lay the 
discrepancy at the door of an unusual request made by Basic. He asked not to be scheduled because of the 
Armstrong-Ambers fight. Page 2-B. 
10302. 1939, September 7. Burbank Of Jors Second Edition of Stage Show and New Film. California 
Eagle. p2. Rivalling syncopated Mikados that has monopolized attention and headlines in the theatrical 
world, Ralph Cooper’s second stage revue, "Ecstatic Ebony in Swing," premiered last week. In addition, 
Ralph Pollock, supervisor, is staging the western premiere of Nina Mac McKinney’s latest screen feature, 
an all-colored cast musical drama, "Straight to Heaven." Page 2-B. 
10303. 1939, September 7. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: Well we have a brand new war on our hands, advertised to be bigger and more 
destructive than any previous. At present we are hoping to keep out of it. But with the great jump of the 
stock markets, I feel that the Negro should look around and see what he is producing, so he can get into the 
swing of money making that has already reached our shores. Pagel-A. 
10304. 1939, September 7. Count Basie Is Musical Director for Elks. California Ea,~le. p2. Count Basic, 
famous orchestra leader, received an appointment as musical director of the Peunsylvania Elks. Page 2-B. 
10305. 1939, September 7. Floyd (5"alvin Dead in New York. California Ea,~le. pl. Death claimed Floyd J. 
Calvin, editor of Calvin’s Newspaper Ser~ice, here Friday moruing at the Medical Center and Neurological 
Institute. The prominent editor and writer had been ill seven weeks and died from a brain tumor, blood clot, 
and complications after being hospitalized for a three week period. Page 1-A. 
10306. 1939, September 7. Harding Heads New Film Company. California Eagle. p2. The formation of a 
new all-colored motion picture company "Colored American Cavalcade," was announced by" producer 
Halley Harding, former general manger of Million Dollar Productions sales force. This company intends to 
invade the short subject field with a series of films focused on colored Americans. Their first production 
will examine the United Golf Association’s national 14th annual open. Page 2-B. 
10307. 1939, September 7. Paul Robeson on Broadway Dee. 27. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. The Broadway 
premier of Paul Robeson in "Jolm Hena3~’’ is announced by Sam Byrd. Page 2-B. 
10308. 1939, September 7. "Snowflake" has Role in New Para Picture. Cali~brnia Eagle. p2. "Remember 
the Night" with Barbara Stanwyck and Fred MacMurray in the starring roles, is now in production at 
Paramount studios. The film also features Fred "Snowflake" Toones. Page 2-B. 
10309. 1939, September 9. Basic Set for Session at Hollywood Palomar. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Count Basic and his fascinating swing band closed their very successful engagement at the Famous 
Door on West 52nd Street Sunday night. With no time off, Basic and his crew, will start an imn~ediate 
engagement at the Roseland Ballroom in Brooklyn. 



10310. 1939, September 9. Billie Holiday May Become "Star of Stars." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Billie 
Holiday became a sensation while being featured with Count Basic and Artie Shaw. The girl with the 
talking eyes and croohing voice is being hailed as 1939 "Star of Stars." The reason for the title is contained 
in the phenomenal success she achieved last week at the Apollo Theater where she was featured with Andy 
Kirk’ s band. 
10311. 1939, September 9. Earl Hines’ Dance Boycotted by Fans. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. In what might 
be the strongest indication of cooperation on the part of colored residents in this city (Evansville, Ind.) was 
displayed here tonight when some eight or nine hundred sepia dance fans failed to purchase tickets to the 
Earl Hines concert held inthe Coliseum. And as a result of this action, only 18 or 19 couples were present 
on the dance floor, which is unusual for a dance played in the city, where Earl Hines is a favorite. Their 
action was in response to a previous event in which the white promoter refused sepia waiters at a dance. 
This same promoter sponsored the Earl Hines’ dance and patrons decided to boycott this event. 
10312. 1939, September 9. Ella Moving ’Cross Country Toward Chi. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Shades of 
Chick Webb, but this gal Ella’s "carrying on" and somewhere beyond the clouds, the little maestro must be 
smiling happily and nodding his head in acquiescence of what the young lady is accomplishing in his name 
and in his stead. Since Webb’s untimely demise a few months ago, Fitzgerald lras romped, stomped, and 
swung right on up the ladder of fame with the boys Chick Webb left behind bacldng her. 
10313. 1939, September 9. Eunice Wilson Is Free. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Eunice Wilson, former member 
of Low Leslie’s "Blackbirds" was released by authorities following her return here to Detroit on charges of 
conspiracy to defraud. Wilson had been questioned by police for several hours until they were satisfied that 
she was not implicated in defrauding a white apartment owner of some $900. 
10314. 1939, September 9. Floyd Calvin Is Dead in New York. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. Floyd J. Calvin, 
veteran newspaperman and editor of Calvin’s Newspaper Service, West 125th Street, died in a Medical 
Center here Friday evening while awaiting an operation for a brain tumor. He was 37 years old. Calvin. is a 
[briner feature writer and New York editor of The Pittsburgh Courier, and had been confined to the 
Medical Center for almost three weeks. 
10315.1939, September 9. Joe Sharp in Drills for Bob Pastor. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. But tiffs afternoon 
when Joe Louis cut loose with two punishing fists, there was nottfing left: to hold George Nicholson ... and 
down he went. A large crowd cheered wildly as Louis whipped over a sharp right to the jaw and then 
followed through with a terrific left hook to drop the pride of Yotmkers. 
11)316. 1939, September 9. Maxine Won’t Sing with Artie Shaw Or Any Other Orchestra. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 3. Maxine Sullivan, the little lady with the nffllion dollar voice, who has found the 
proverbial rainbow’s end, laughed loudest this week when she was asked if Artie Shaw, sensational white 
bandsman, had asked her to join his band and if she would accept the offer. She answered both questions in 
the negative. 
10317. 1939, September 9. Principals Prepare for Million Dollar’s "One Dark Night." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Harry Rose, Hungarian cosmetician, with a long record on Broadway and now rated as one of 
the best makeup men in Hollywood, is shown making up Betty Treadville for her part as Hannah in Million 
Dollar Productions, "One Dark Night. She is leading lady to Mantan Moreland, the famous comedian. 
10318. 1939, September 9. Race Performers Set to Return to America from War Infested Europe. Billy" 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The war scare wlfich has been a part of the civilized world’s evePjTday 
thought for maw months now, was brought home in stark reality Sunday when Great Britain and France 
declared war on Germa~r for her recent atrocities in Poland .... Among the great number of Americans 
abroad are several colored performers who have either jnst recently been imported or have been over there 
for quite some time. Among the score or so in England, France and other parts of the continent are: the 
Mills Brothers; the Nicholas Brothers, Patti Robeson, Pegleg Bates, the Dandridge Sisters, Adelaide Hall, 
Ada Brown, and many others. 
10319. 1939, September 9. "Rochester" Signs Again with Benny. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Eddie 
(Rochester) Anderson, Jack Bem~y’s unpredictable valet, does his best to antagonize his employer once 
again when he returns to the NBC-Red network on Sunday, October 8th. Anderson will also appear with 
Benny in "Buck and Beamy Rides Again." 
10320. 1939, September 9. What Is Wrong with Colored Bands and Their Engagements on Fifty-Second 
St. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Fifty-Second Street, in New York’s roaring theatrical district, is the graveyard 
of sepia "name" bands and attractions. For several years now, Negro newspapers have been warning about 
the big names who have been appearing in the nrarquees of the spots on the streets just off Broadway 
According to the rumor, the Onyx Club went bankrupt when Maxine Sullivan was working there. 



10321. 1939, September 9. Young Band Maestro Also (’.lever Artist. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Not only is 
Hartley Toots one of the cleverest baton wielders in the orchestral world, that young man is also a clever 
artist. Hartley definitely showed his versatility by painting murals for the newly renovated Cotton Club 
here in Cincim~ati, Ohio. 
10322. 1939, September 14. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. California Ea,~le. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: The motion picture indnstl?.T, the indnstO~, the most vital element of our ci~r of 
Angels, is confronted with a period of strict econon\v. The War has practically killed foreign business 
which was about 40 percent of our income. Page 1-A. 
10323. 1939, September 14. Hattie Noels Signed at Universal Studios. California Ea,~le. p2. Hattie Noels, 
buxom stage screen and radio comedienne, was signed to a role in Universal studio’s current film 
production, "Little Accident." Page 2-B. 
10324. 1939, September 14. Ma~v Negro Voices in Comedy. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. Not since the filming of 
"Emperor Jones" have Negro voices been given the opportunity that they have in the "Marx Brothers at the 
Circus." For the spectacular "Swingali" number in this picture, a chorus of 96 voices--all Negro--is led by 
Harpo Marx, who never uttered a sound during his directing. Page 2-B. 
10325. 1939, September 14. Spar Mates Jolt Louis as Pastor Fight Nears. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. 
Heavyweight champion Joe Louis resumes his final training sessions in preparation for his title defense 
against Bob Pastor of New York. Page 3-B. 
10326. 1939, September 14. "Wind" Scored as Slur on Soldiers. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. A drive to ban the 
showing of "Gone With the Wind," based on the novel of the same name was started by the Daughters of 
Union Veterans. The Daughters declared in a resolution that the production of the movie was an 
"outrageous attempt to palliate the treason of the South and smirch the reputation of General Sherman." 
Page 2-B. 
10327. 1939, September 16. Father Hines to Record for Victor Bluebird. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Earl 
Father Hines and his orchestra will make a number of records under the new contract, recenlly signed by 
the Bluebird Company. For approximately three years, Hines, who is one of the old fa~orites, has done no 
recording. 
10328.1939, September 16. Joseph Loekett to Give Piano Concert, Sept. 14. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Joseph Lockett of Philadelphia, called by many the grealcst colored concert pianists in the world, will make 
his debut here in Town Hall Sunday, September 24, in a benefit recital for the National Negro Artists fund. 
10329.1939, September 16. Lillian Evanti Believed to Be in War Zone. Pittsbmlqh Courier. p21. Lillian 
Evanti, internationally famous lyric coloratura soprano, is having difficulty getting passage to the United 
States, according to word received this week by The Pittsburgh Courier .... Evanti is at present in Trinidad 
where she was scheduled to sing at the Royal Theater. She is still making a desperate attempt to get 
reservations on a northbound liner. 
10330. 1939, September 16. Louis Picked to Stop Pastor in 7. S. T. Holland. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. 
With both fighters putting on the finishing touches--Louis sharpening up at Nortonville and Pastor 
polishing off at Brighton--the dopesters around Motortown are begimling to broadcast their majority 
opinion that the Brown Bomber will catch up with the back-pedaling Bob Pastor and "tag him out" before 
the eighth round. 
10331. 1939, September 16. Lunceford-Decca Battle Over $7500. Isadora Smith. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. 
The now more than a year old court battle which brought Jimmie Lunceford and the Decca Recording 
colnpany to the parting of the ways, bobbed up again here last week in the New York Supereme Court 
when Lunceford, the plaintiff applied for an inspection of the waxing outfit’s books and other records. 
10332. 1939, September 16. Satchel Paige to Hurl Against Amerk Giants. Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. The 
American Giants park at 39th and Wentworth, will be taxed to capaci~ next Sunday, September 17 when 
the peerless Satchel Paige, the "Chris~ Mathewson of colored baseball," leads his powerful Negro all-Star 
against the American Giants in a doubleheader. 
10333. 1939, September 16. Styles Dixon Book 2~Iost Vicious Propaganda. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. The 
new novel by Thomas Dixon entitled, "The Flaming Sword," is the most anti-Negro propaganda of the 
decade said Dr. L.D. Reddick curator of the Schomburg Collection of Negro literature. Reddick continued, 
"This book makes a frontal attack on the NAACP, the Commission on Interracial Cooperation, and all 
organizations north and south Milch are working for the extension of human and constitutional rights to 
Negroes." 
10334. 1939, September 16. "Toots" Scoring at C.C. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hartley Toots, who now 
boasts of having the "best band of his career," is scoring nightly at the Cotton Club here. The band which 



features Cornelius Comell and Verdell King, has been so well received that they have been asked for them 
to remain. 
10335. 1939, September 21. Clarence Muse a Talkin’to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: You just can’t think when li~e thermometer reads 104 degrees. So if I am a 
little off color as to logic, reason or truth, I am safe in blaming it on li~e heat. Page 1-A. 
10336. 1939, September 21. Georgette Harvey. California Eagle. p3. Georgette Harvey, called "first lady" 
of Race actresses is shown along the great Milky Way of New York’s famed theater street. Harvey, who 
appears in the above photo, is at present preparing for a strenuous season which will find her in several 
Broadway productions. Page 3-A. 
10337. 1939, September 21. Louis Knockout Winner in 11. California Eagle. pl. Joe Louis exploded here 
last uight and left Bob Pastor, challenger for the heavyweight championship, groveling in the resin. Page 1- 
A. 
10338. 1939, September 21. Photo-Leigh Whipper. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. Leigh Whipper, well-known 
stage actor, has been included in the cast of the screen version of "Of Mice and Men." Wl~ipper appears in 
the above photo. Page 3-A. 
10339. 1939, September 21. Troy Brown SignedJbr Role in New York Stage Play. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. 
Hollywood agents for the group who are backing the New York stage production "Midsummer Night’s 
Dream in Swing" being readied for a Broadway showing, notified Troy Brown, hefty stage and screen 
sepia comic, that his contract had been accepted. Page 2-B. 
10340. 1939, September 23. Benny Adds Charlie Christian but Won’t Sign Up Clarence Profit. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The talk and stories which got started the latter part of last month that Benny 
Goochnan would add piano playing Clarence Pro:fit to the colored contingent of his orchestra, were labeled 
false by Goodman, t~imsel:f, in an interview with this department last week. 
10341.1939, September 23. "Birth ¢~ a Nation" Producer Aeeused of "Prejudice" Plot. Pittsbut2qh 
Courier. p4. David Wark Griffith, the pioneer movie producer who made a :fortune from his Negro-baiting 
film, "The Birth of a Nation," was accused in Supreme Court here lifts week of attempting to recoup iris 
[brtune by cashing in again on race prejudice. Griffith and a former Congressman, Woodson R. Oglesby, 
were charged by a former business associate with forcing residents of the fashionable Edgcwater point 
section at Mamaroncck to purchase his property there at: an exorbitant price on the threat of selling it to 
Father Divine [’or a "heaven." 
10342. 1939, September 23. Hartley Toots Starts on Road Tour, Tues. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p20. Hartley 
Toots and iris orchestra, who complete a lenglily engagement here at the Cotton Club Friday night of this 
week, will begin a coast to coast road tour next Monday. Reports received by Dilworth Attractions of 
Savannak Ga., have been to the effect that the band lkas done a fine job at the C.C. and has created a great 
demand for its services. 
10343. 1939, September 23. Ink Spots Set for Paramount Fling. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The sensational 
Ink Spots, radio and recording stars who rose to national prominence just a few months ago with their 
heart-thrilling waxing of "If I Didn’t Care," will start on their most important theatrical week, today 
Wednesday in the heart of Times Square at the Paramount Theater. 
10344. 1939, September 23. Lionel Gets New Waxing Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lionel Hampton,, 
whose unmatchable ability in the music world, has set him aside as among the greatest artists of modern 
music, was this week signed to a new recording contract by the Victor Record Company under whose 
banner his waxings have catapulted into li~e best seller class. With the recent signing, Hampton now goes 
into his third year with the intenrationally known company whose recorded music has long since been in a 
class by itself. 
10345. 1939, September 23. Movie Bug Gets tIenry Armstrong; Heads Cast of All-Colored Movie. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Henry Armstrong, whose battering fists have brought him fame throughout 
the world as the greatest little fighter of the generation, laid aside his boxing gloves last week, to don grease 
paint and bask in another kind of spotlight for the star role in an all-colored flicker. Tentatively titled, 
"Keep Punching," features Armstrong in a prominent role. 
10346. 1939, September 23. Nina Mae Mckinney in Surprise Marriage. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Through an exclusive source here Sunday, it was revealed to the Pittsburgh Courier that Nina 
Mae McKinney, star feature of many white and colored flickers, took unto herself a husband in the person 
of twenty-year-old, Robert Montgomery, who got l~is start as a backstage errand boy at the Apollo Theater 
in Harlem. The romance which ended in marriage here last Monday at l0 o’clock in the morning can be 
considered one of li~e greatest surprises of the season in her many years as a theatrical headliner. 



McKiuney, now Mrs. Montgomery, has been romantically linked with any number of theatrical and 
professional men and lately, it was rumored she would man3~ her theatrical agent as soon as she received 
her final decree frmn Jirmnie Monroe, the husband she left in France several seasons ago. 
10347. 1939, September 23. Orlando Robeson Back with Claude Hopkins; Set for Apollo Date. 
Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. The finest ~nusic this side of anywhere, embodying jazz, swing and all the other 
intricate notes of modern American music, found its way into the Apollo Theater Friday, when Duke 
Ellington and his famous orchestra came in for the one of their infrequent sessions. 
10348. 1939, September 23. Sign Armstrong for Nov Cotton Club Revue. Pittxburgh Courier. p20. On or 
about October 1, Louis Armstrong, the trumpet king of swing and his orchestra will return to Broadwy and 
the scene of their first success as the musical headliners of the Cotton Club’s fall revue .... The setting of 
the variety show will bring several new acts to the Club as a number of the older faces will be released. 
10349. 1939, September 28. Ben Carter Gets Role in New Film. California Eagle. p2. Ben Carter, well- 
h~own colored booking agent was chosen by 20th Century-Fox studios to play a big role over those he was 
promoting. It is most unusual when a casting director is chosen to portray a role in a motion picture for 
which he has been trying to sell. (Sect. B). 
10350. 1939, September 28. Cab gives "Minnie" a Birthday Part)’. California Eagle. p2. The 10th 
birthday of a famous lady, "Mitotic, the Moocher," was celebrated with a party in the Cotton Club by her 
father, Cab Calloway, famous band leader. The celebration nrarked a decade of popularity for Cab’s radio 
theme song. Page 2-B. 
10351. 1939, September 28. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from 
an article by Clarence Muse: Many times you will hear people say, that the Motion Picture Industry is the 
backbone of California. That is the money exchanged and circulated in this slate thru this industry, is 
responsible for the great progress of California. Page 1-A. 
10352.1939, September 28. Hall ,lohnson Choir Under Contract. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. Twentieth 
Century-Fox has placed the famous Hall Johnson choir under contract for "Swance River," the production 
based on the life of Stephen Foster, the great song writer who was the first to popularize Negro music. Page 
2-B. 
10353. 1939, September 28. Leigh Whipper Says Screen Work Easy. California Eagle. p2. Leigh 
Whipper, a trouper of 29-years experience, is in motion pictures at last and making a vacation out of it. 
Whipper is Crooks, the Negro stable band in the Hal Roach picture, "Of Mice and Men," which is being 
produced and directed by Lewis Milestone. Page 2-B. 
10354. 1939, September 28. Migratory Workers. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p2. Migratory. Workers Burgess 
Meredith and Lon Chaney, Jr. are shown arriving at a new job and introduced are by one-armed Roman 
Bohnen to Leigh Whipper, in the Hal Roach production of John Steinbeck’s, "Of Mice and Men." Whipper 
appears in the above photo displaying a scene from the film. Page 2-B. 
10355. 1939, September 28. Urban League Film Exhibited at New York WorM’s Fair. California Eagle. 
p2. Alnong the educational motion pictures on display daily at the New York World’s Fair is, "Let My 
People Live," a film made through the cooperation of the National Urban League and Tnskegee Institute 
with the National Tuberculosis Association was exhibited. Page 2-B. 
10356. 1939, September 30. Basle to Play in Oakland. Pittxburgh Courier. p20. Count Basle, his royal 
highness of swing, the first Negro orchestra leader to break into the Palomar Ballroo~n in Los Angeles, will 
appear here at Sweet’s Ballroom October 2nd. Basie’s Palomar engagement starts on the 4th. 
10357. 1939, September 30. Ben Carter Cast by 20th Century Fox. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Anything can 
happen in Hollywood. But it is most unusnal when a casting director is chosen to portray a role in motion 
pictures instead of the actor(s) he has been trying to sell. Such was the case Friday when Ben Carter, well- 
lcnown booldng agent was chosen by 20th Century Fox studios to play one of the biggest roles ever given to 
a Negro actor. 
10358. 1939, September 30. Bill), Rowe Reviews Colored Movie Industry. Billy Rowe. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p21. New colored movie compahies and rumors of new movie companies are developing throughout the 
country .... At the present throughout the country, there are at least ten big circuits in the market with an 
audience of more than a million theatergoers on the hunt for good colored pictures .... In Chicago, there are 
the Warner and Balaban and Katz circuits. In the South, Lichtman, Wilbur, Kiney and Star -- Wade Allen 
in Detroit, Rome in Baltimore, Wax in Philadelphia -- RKO, Loew’s and Brecker in New York. 
10359. 1939, September 30. Dayton Awaits Coming of Duke. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. This town is 
beating the war drums for the contemplated arrival of Duke Ellington and his famous orchestra, who are 
scheduled to appear a the Memorial Hall this Friday eveIfing, September 29. The attraction, booked by the 



Paramount Amusement Company, is expected to draw a crowd almost equal to the record-breaking turnout 
which recently witnessed the emergence of Ella Fitzgerald as the head of her own band. 
10360. 1939, September 30. Famous Scribe Lauds Bomber. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. A man, if he is 
honest, can have o~fly one opinion on a given subject--his own. Here are my reasons for thinking Joe Louis 
is the greatest fist fighier I ever saw: He wins. He wins fairly and convincingly. He is content to stand on 
the record of his performances inside the ropes, never alibiing in defeat or boasting in victory. I remember 
quite distinctly and accurately what he has said to me. After Schmelling knocked him out, he said: "He beat 
~ne fair." 
10361. 1939, September 30. The Four Ink Spots Only Colored Stars on Main Stem; Solid. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p20. Billed as a special added attraction, the Ink Spots, making their iuitial appearance at the 
Paramount Theater which gives Times Square that New York--like glow, most decidedly the hit of the 
show of hits. From the the time they step on the stage until the closing seconds of the bill, honors are 
extended. 
10362. 1939, September 30. Louie Armstrong Gets Critic’s "Rave" Notice at Cleveland Theater. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A. S. Kany, stage critic, went into raves aplenty about Louis Armstrong and his 
company here in Cleveland, Ohio last week. Kany stated, "The one and only Louis Armstrong, who must 
make the Angel Gabriel envious with the way he toots his trumpet, heads this week’s stage show at the 
Colonial. Armstrong, fat and sassy, his eyes rolling and his teeth gleaming, bring along a hot band and a 
group of entertainers who combine to give this theater the most rousing entertainment imaginable." 
10363. 1939, September 30. Louis’ Power Beats Pastor--Ches. Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. 
plT. Jolting Joe Louis never went to college here touight in Detroit’s classic coliseum of sock and taught 
New York U.’s Bobbing Bob Pastor a lesson he’ll never forget. Ring experts touight hailed him as the 
"perfect" champion of all times. Louis outboxed Pastor for nine rounds before delivering the knockout 
blow. 
10364.1939, September 30. Movie Company Eyes Bill Robinson and "Hot ~!!ikado." Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Already set for a long road tour late next month, the next few days arc still needed to determine just 
which way "The Hot Mikado" will head when it goes back to its original two-hour form. In the event that 
the pending fihns deal is consummated, the syncopated version of the Gilbert and Sullivan opus will head 
west for four weeks in Los Angeles and as long as the film folks need the cast .... In the event that "the film 
deal goes as it should, Bill Robinson will remain as the "Hot Mikado," plus an almost intact cast. 
10365. 1939, September 30. Robesome All Set for "John I-Ieno?’ Role. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Paul 
Robeson cabled his American representative, Robert Rockmore, that he will arrive in New York in time to 
start rehearsals in the title role of Sam Byrd’s production of Roark Bradford’s and Jacques Wolfe’s play 
with music, "John Hem3~." The great actor and singer of folk songs will sail on the first American ship 
available after he fiuishes the feature film he is now working on in Wales. 
10366. 1939, September 30. Roy Eldridge, All American Ace, Next Apollo Attraction. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Returning to the Apollo Theater last week with the fine voiced singer added to his list of features, 
Claude Hopkins for the first time in maw seasons, was a real draw. As a band, Hopkins and his crew have 
lost much of the fire which several seasons ago catapulted them into a country-wide favorite. Yet, when 
Orlando Robeson hits the stage and lifts his superb voice to a sentimental ballad, all that is forgotten is 
brought back in the thrill that Hopkins who once featured Orlando Robeson provided .... Starting Friday, 
Roy Eldridge, the trumpet ace, and his band featuring Laurel Watson, the vocal sensation, will head a bill 
augmented by the Dandridge Sisters. 
10367. 1939, September 30. Rumor Split Between Rochester; Jack Benny: Comedians Have Reached 
Parting of Ways, Alleged. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. When Eddie "Rochester" Anderson, the wise-cracking, 
clever dancing comedian starred with Jack Benny in the recent picture, "Man About Town," he played so 
well in the picture that he apparently out-did himself. For rumors are now circulating that the now famous 
Negro actor will split with Benny and hitch his star to the wagon driven by Bob Hope of the Paramount 
studios .... Benny is allegedly scouting around for another Negro comedian to take "Rochester’s" place, 
since Rochester has now been elevated to star status. 
10368. 1939, October 5. Armstrong Film Almost Finished. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p3. Production of a Henry 
Armstrong starring opus, "Keep Punching," neared completion here with final Armstrong scenes scheduled 
to be shot this week. An all-colored picture, the fihn reportedly has Armstrong as a financial backer. 
Frances Everette is his leading lady in the film. Page 3-B. 



10369. 1939, October 5. Bomber WillDefend Title in January. California Eagle. pl 1. It will be 
heavyweight champion Joe Louis against Lou Nova of California at Madison Square Garden in January. 
Page 11-A. 
10370. 1939, October 5. Clarence Muse a Talkin to You. California Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: Pride of race, is a fundamental virtue of a~\V people. I still find that we have 
proud Negroes all over the world. Page 1-A. 
10371. 1939, October 5. "DeadEnd" KidsAlso on Para Stage. California Eagle. p2. Count Basie and his 
orchestra and the "Dead End" Kids in person will head the stage show opening today at the Paramount 
Theater. Page 2-B. 
10372. 1939, October 5. Hattie Nods in New Fox Film. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. "He Married His Wife," a 
hilarious comedy, went into production early this week at 20th Century-Fox with Hattie Noels, buxom 
sepia actress, in an appreciative role. The casting of Noels in the production marks the first time this studio 
has undertaken to cash in on the sepia comedienne’s talents since she was introduced by Eddie Cantor 
while he was under contract to 20th Century-Fox. Page 2-B. 
10373. 1939, October 5. Kenneth Spencer in "John Henry." Cal~rnia Eagle. p3. Kenneth Spencer has 
returned to New York "after a short stay here to take a leading role in "John Henry" to open on Broadway. 
Page 3-B. 
10374. 1939, October 5. Marian Anderson will Sing in New York. California Eagle. p2. Marian 
Anderson’s first concert in this city for the 1940 season was announced today as January 2. Page 2-B. 
10375. 1939, October 5. Same Cast to Appear in Gilbert and Sullivan Operetta. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. 
Happy crimes are returning to E1 Captan theater in Hollywood, tonight when the rip-roaring fun feast, "The 
Mikado-In Swing" returns for a limited engagement, to continue its long record-breaking engagement. This 
pixilated version of the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, with a dusky cast of fast-stepping and swing-swaying 
songsters, will once again roar into the spotlight with its laugh-provoking bundle of humor and gayety. 
Page 2-B. 
10376. 1939, October 5. Stage Screen. California Eagle. p2. In a scene from "Abe Lincolin in Illinois," 
Raymond Massey, who stars in the title role, offers up a prayer for a sick child of Mr. And Mrs. Seth Gale 
(Fay Helm and Herbert Rudley) while a faithful servant, Napoleon Simpson, also bows his head. The cast 
appears in a scene from the film in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
10377. 1939, October 5. Universal May Make "Mikado." California Eagle. p3. Universal studios 
reportedly took an option on "The Hot Mikado," the Bill Robinson-starred version of Gilbert and Sullivan’s 
operetta, "The Mikado," which might become a movie. Page 3-B. 
10378. 1939, October 7. Andy Kirk and Band Go Great at Loew’s State on Broadway. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p20. With the sensational Ink Spots doing a holdover engagement at the Paramount Theater across the 
street, Andy Kirk and his seven star band drew up at Loew’s State Theater on the Seventh Avenue side of 
Times Square for their first jumpinjive session at a big time down town theater. 
10379. 1939, October 7. Dazzling Runs by Jackie and Ken Beat Texas. Herman Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. 
plT. Jackie Robinson and Kem\v Washington, UCLA’s two sepia scintillating stars, have gone hog wild in 
the third quarter to spark an inspired team to a breath-taking 6-2 victory over their great opponent last 
Friday night. By stopping the Texans, the Uclans suapped T.C. U’s 14 game wi~ming streak which began 
before last season. 
10380. 1939, October 7. Maxine Sullivan Guestars "We the People" Commercial. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Maxine Stdlivan, the world famous subtle singer of swing tunes who rose to starship swinging 
Scottish folk songs, was the guest star of CBS widely heard radio commercial, "We, the People," Tuesday 
evening at nine o’clock along with Seward Brisbane, son of the late newspaper editor. 
10381. 1939, October 7. Negroes Still Rule Snqng World Billy Rowe. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. On the recording end most good white records are enhanced greatly by superb colored musicians who 
come along and fill in the week spots but in the end, it is all credited to white supremacy. The great Negro 
instrumentalists are forced to play the role of begging dogs and take what the masters cast aside .... 
Therefore, white bands always lack the excitement of their colored brothers and though the good ones like 
Benny Goodman and Artie Shaw as well as others provide a magnificent ensemble tone backed by an 
unbelievable superb brass section, there is always that little something that’s lacking. For those and sundry 
reasons, I for one, am tired of being told that this or that white bandsman is king of swing when we have 
such great musical characters as Louis Armstrong, Jimmie Lunceford, Count Basle, Duke Ellington, etc. 
10382. 1939, October 7. Palomar Burns; Basie’s Coast Engagement Off Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The beautifid Palomar Ballroom, long regarded s one of the most lavish spots of its kind in 



this count~T, burned to the gronnd Sunday night ,with damages estimated at a half million dollars. Count 
Basie and his famous swing orchestra were scheduled to open there Wednesday for an indefinite stay. 
10383. 1939, October 7. "Rochester" Signed by Paramount Studios. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Paramount 
studios annonnced that Jack Benny and Eddie "Rochester’ Anderson are slated to share top honors in "The 
Ghost Breaker," scheduled for shooting in November. The picture is to be based on the old Broadway stage 
production which hit the boards as a comedy by Paul Dickey and Charles Goddard. 
10384. 1939, October 7. Teddy Wilson in Return Engagement at the Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Billed the All-American trumpet star as the headline attraction for America’s leading colored theater, Roy 
Eldridge, who is well entitled to that marquee bit of wordage, set up band stakes at the Apollo Theater 
Friday and started trumpet blasting his way into the hearts of Harlem theatergoers. In the world of swing, 
there’s no doubt about Eldridge’s artistry as the great exponent of his instrument. 
10385. 1939, October 7. They Can’t Control "Fats" on Airwaves. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Local NBC 
execs won’t admit it, but they were perturbed aplenty last month with Fats Wallet’s broadcasts from the 
Sherman Hotel--so much so that they warned him repeatedly to "control" his jive on the air. Fats’ biggest 
trouble, it was learned, was his honesty. At the close of a broadcast, when the announcer would raise his 
hands and signal for dancers to applaud, Fats several times leaned over into the mike on his piano and 
shouted "don’t pay no attention to that ... that’s jive applause." Fats also talked to his wife and two 
children over the air. 
10386. 1939, October 12. "Birth of a Nation." Cal![ornia Eagle. p2. Opening here recently, the Negro- 
baiting and offensive fihn, "Birth of a Nation," was officially banned for all time in Chicago last week. A 
delegation of 25 prominent Negroes went before Mayor Edward J. Kelly and Corporation Counsel Barnet 
Hodes and registered its protest. Page 2-B. 
10387~ 1939, October 12. Boyd First of Race to Be So Honored~ Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. Ed~vard F. Boyd 
was elected to the executive comnfittee of the Motion Picturc Democratic committce, the first Negro "to be 
honorcd. With a mcmbership of approxinkately 1,800, thc committee, as its name implies, is a democralic 
organization composed of artists, writers, dircctors, producers and workers in all branches of thc motion 
picturc nidustry who arc intcrcsted in the democratic ideal and the furtherance of that ideal herc in the 
Unitcd States. Page 2-B. 
10388. 1939, October 12. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: We still have tomorrow before us: this is onc dream that is still thc property of 
the oppressed. To think that we still live in an era that education, culturc and accomplishinent arc not 
strong enough "to rub out race prcjudice, should be discouraged. Page 1-A. 
10389. 1939, October 12. CountBasie Scores atPara. California Eagle. p2. To Count Basle goes the 
honor of bringing stage shows back to the Paramount Theater with a bang. A well balanced swing 
aggregation of 14 pieces, in addition to Basie on the piano, the Count had swing enthusiasts in an uproar as 
he took over most of the time for the stage show. Page 2-B. 
10390. 1939, October 12. Etta Moten on Concert Tour. California Eagle. p2. Continuing a concert tour 
which is in its second month, Etta Moter~ contralto, has spent ahnost the entire month of September in her 
home state, Texas. Her tour has included Waco, Wichita Falls, Fort Worth and Dallas. Page 2-B. 
10391. 1939, October 12. Joe Louis Once Wanted to Play Violin. California Eagle. pl. Joe Louis’ mother, 
Lily Brooks Barrow wanted him to be a musician and gave him violin lessons for a while. She states that 
he never gave that fiddle much attention once he started to fight. Page 1-B. 
10392. 1939, October 12. Kenny Washington. California Eagle. p3. Kenny Washington, UCLA Bruin star, 
is practicing to heave one for UCLA in the game Saturday with the Stanford Indians. Page 3-B. 
10393. 1939, October 14. Basle Received $1,O00 for Broadcast, Rumor. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
According to well-informed but unconfirmed reports, it has been stated that Count Basie and his orchestra 
received $1,000 for the half-hour broadcast which marked the conclusion of the Courier’s successful fight 
for Negro bands on the "Bandwagon" program Sunday afternoon. Basle, during the course of the interview 
took occasion to thank the Courier. 
10394. 1939, October 14. Colored ~icagoans Give "Mamba’s Daughters" Cool Reception--Wood. Sam 
Wood. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Guthrie McClintic’s stage presentation of DuBose Heyward’s novel, 
"Mamba’s Daughters," starring Ethel Waters and now showing at the Grand Opera House, was more on the 
side of ridicule to the present day of Negro life, evidenced here last week after two nights of showing. 
Despite the fact that the fine acting on the part of its star cast was prevalent, this sprinkled colored 
patronage squirmed and became unsettled as the play unreeled itself. From the rise to the fall of the curtain, 



the continuous usage of the word most disliked by the colored race, expunged whatever thought they might 

have possessed concerning the goodness of the play. 

10395. 1939, October 14. Cotton Club Prepares Latest Revue for Broadway Showing. Pittxburgh Courier. 

p21. After maW months of unprecedented success, the present Cotton Club revue, co-starring Bill 

Robinson and Cab Calloway, is scheduled to give way to a new tenant late this month. Under the 

production genins of Clarence Robinson, the pending revue is expected to be a sure bet. Louis Armstrong 

and Stepin Fetclfit are among those who are expected to be recnfited for this production. 

10396. 1939, October 14. Henry Armstrong to Defend Welter Title Against "Cowboy" Howard. 

Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. Hurricane Henr3T Armstrong starts actively campaigning again Friday night when 
he battles "Cowboy" Howard in a ten-round rifle bout for the welterweight championship. This will be 

Armstrong’s first encounter since he fought his famous "low-blow" battle with Lou Ambers in New York 

recently. 

10397. 1939, October 14. Hines Next Headliner atApollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Earl Father Hines and 

his orchestra will be the next musical headline attraction a the Apollo Theater starting Friday, sharing top 

honors with Katherine Perry. Returning to this city after an extensive dance tour, reports are that Hines, 

who has nrade nmnerous changes in his aggregation, is piano maestroing the best crew of his entire career. 

10398. 1939, October 14. InkSpots in Third Week at Paramount. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. If the public 

didn’t care, the Ink Spots wouldn’t be in their tlfird week at the Paramount Theater on Broadway, but 

they’re there, so somebody must care for the brand of syncopation the four boys and their piano player are 

laying down on stage of Manhattan’s leading variety theaters. 

10399. 1939, October 14. Rochester’s Dance Ruled Loop Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. When 
Chicago theatergoers viewed the heavy top-billing received by "Rochester," Hollywood’s most impressive 

comedian--they gasped. Then after witnessing more of the brilliant eccentric dancing that was pictured in 

the flicker, "Man About Town," they :filled the playhonse with confinuons applause. 

10400.1939, October 19. Clarence Muse a Talkin’ to You. Cal(fbr~Tia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 

article by Clarence Muse: All arom~d us, every day there is something new. Television is a reality because 

[br the second time in my life, I have just appeared over Television from KHJ :for the automobile show. 

(Sect. A). 
10401. 1939, October 19. George Randol Productions Merge nqth Bert Goldberg. Cal(fbr~Tia Eagle. p2. 

George Randol and Bert Goldberg reached an agreement for a merger that will make histor3~ in the Negro 

motion picture indust~. These two potent factors in production and distribution of motion pictures for 

theaters that get most of their support from members of the races have long realized the need 

stabilization in this field. Goldberg after years of experience in distribution among theaters that cater to the 

Negro, associated with his brother Jack Goldberg of New York, came to Hollywood several weeks ago. 

Page 2-B. 

10402. 1939, October 19. Hattie Nods Assigned Role in RKO’s "Distant Fields." California Eagle. p2. 
RKO studio casting officials announced the addition of Hattie Noels, clever sepia comedienne to a role in 

that studio’s forthcoming production, "Distant Fields." Noels was cast in the excellent role by studio 

officials, after they had reviewed her work on the recent Eddie Cantor starred radio program, in wlfich she 

played the role of an illiterate sepia laundress who had just won the sweepstakes prize. Page 2-B. 

10403. 1939, October 19. Sepia Film Comic Rehearses for Role in Swing Version of "Midsummer 

2~Tght’s Dream." California Eagle. p2. With a rehearsal date for the production of "A Midsununer Night’s 

Dream" set for next week, the producers am~ounced the completion of the cast with the arrival of Troy 

Brown. Page 2-A. 
10404. 1939, October 21. Cab Calloway Breaks Record in Hart.[brd. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Cab 

Calloway, his Royal highness of Hi-De-Ho, has been booked for a nationwide vaudeville tour with his 

Cotton Club Revue. Calloway and his organization have just completed a fourteen-month run at the world- 

famous Cotton Club. Appearing with Cab’s unit are the Three Choclateers, well-known comedy act, Sister 

Tharpe, and others. 

10405. 1939, October 21. "Frankie and Johnny" Song ]~lay Cost Filmland Neat Sum. Pittsburgh 

Courier. p23. The heating, which came exactly 40 years to a day when, on October 13, 1899, Miss Frankie 

Baker, then living on Harges street, a spot now occupied by magnificent and huge St. Louis municipal 

auditorium, shot and killed Allen Bfitt, her 18 year-old sweetheart. The slaying, for which Miss Baker was 

subsequently exonerated, came after Bfitt had broken into her room and started to attack her with a knife. 

From the episode, which became the theme song of the then popular balladeer, a song known as "Frankie 

and AI" arose. Later, however, when relatives of young A1 Bfitt, the slain youth, objected, fl~e name was 



changed to "Fmnkie and Johnnie" and has remained to the present time. In 1936, Republic Pictures 
released a film starring Chester Morris as Johnny and Helen Morgan as Frankie. It was on the basis of this 
picture that Miss Baker, now owner of a shoe shine parlor in Portland, Oregon instructed Attorneys 
McLemore and Witherspoon to file suit for $200,000. 
10406. 1939, October 21. George Randol and Bert Goldberg in Hollywood Merger. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. George Randol, president of George Randol Productions and Bert Goldberg, president of Bert 
Goldberg & Port, Inc. and West Coast representative of International road shows, reached an agreement for 
a merger last week that will make histo~~ in the Negro motion picture industly. These two potent factors in 
production and distribution of motion pictures for theaters that get most of their support from members of 
the race, have long realized the need for stabilization in the filed. 
10407. 1939, October 21. Jimmie Loses First Round in Decca Battle. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jimmie 
Lunceford, the originator of Streamlined Swing, lost the first round in the year old battle with the Decca 
Recording Company, here this week, when Justice Thomas Noonan of the New York Supreme Court 
denied him an application calling for the inspection of the books and recordings of the waxing outfit. In 
denying the bandleader of his desire, the Justice told him to secure the information he needed to continue 
the battle before the case was due for trial. 
10408. 1939, October 21. Louie Greatest Trumpet Player--Goodman. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Take the 
word of Benny Goodman for it ... Louis Armstrong is the world’s greatest trumpet player. Recognized in 
many circles as the King of Swing, Goodman made this announcement Saturday ulght, when it was 
broadcast to millions of radio listeners as he introduced Armstrong as a guest of the program. 
10409. 1939, October 21. Luncej[brd Going to Southland. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. After a recording 
session on November 14, Jimmie Lunceford and his band will resume the route mapped out by its bookers. 
The route includes: Trenton, N.J. on November 15 for the Elks’ Club; Howard Theater, Washington, D.C. 
for week of November 17; Lafayette College, Easton, Pa., Nove~nber 24. 
10410. 1939, October 21. New Ruling May Wreck Famous Bands. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
In what it calls a determined effort to stamp out the ambition of out-of-town bands coming here to New 
York, making this city their headquarters and giving local bands a fight for jobs as well as to put a stop to 
local men organizing traveling bands composed of musicians from other cities, Local 802 of the American 
Federation of Musicians’ passed a new law wtfich, u~fless some plans are worked out by the managers of 
bands affected, will create havoc with some of the countu’s famous colored aggregations .... Traveling 
dance orchestras which establish headquarters in the jurisdiction of any locale are not permitted to compete 
lbr or accept and play engagements in said jurisdiction. 
10411. 1939, October 21. Robeson Back on U.S. Soil. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul RobesolL world 
famous actor and singer of folk songs, is back on American soil again after several years in Europe selling 
his talent to peasants and kings alike. The most misunderstood star in the count~" today, Robeson declined 
to discuss the war or a~, European developments with eager reporters who swamped him aboard the S.S. 
Washington Thursday for fear of being misquoted. 
10412.1939, October 21. "Rochester" and Jack Benny on Best of Terms; to Star in "Buck Benny Rides 
Again." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Contra~ to all rumors is the fact that there is no split 
between Jack Benny, comedian and Eddie "Rochester" Anderson. Rochester, according to the publicity 
department of Paramount Pictues has recently signed another contract with Jack Beuny. This contract, 
however, is a personal contract and Eddie Anderson works for Jack Benny. Rochester will work in a fihn 
for Paramount whose shooting title is, "The Ghost Breaker," in which Jack Benny will not appear. 
10413. 1939, October 21. Sister of Famous Comedian Succumbs. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. Mrs. Dora 
Cole-Norman, well known public school teacher, died suddenly with a heart ailment Tuesday at her 
residence on Staten Island .... Norman was a sister of the late Bob Cole of the once famous theatrical team 
of Cole and Johnson. 
10414.1939, October 26. Armstrong Decisions Garrison in Welter Title Defense Here. California Eagle. 
p3. Taking nine rounds, welterweight champion of the world Henry Armstrong, successfully defended his 
laurels here at the Olympic auditorium against Jiminy Garrison of Kansas City. Page 3-B. 
10415. 1939, October 26. Clarence Muse a Talkin ’ to You. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. The following is from an 
article by Clarence Muse: J. Rosamond Johnson writes from Chicago, while he is there playing in Ethel 
Waters’ hit play, "Mamba’s Daughters," he is lost without his weekly copy of the Caifornia Eagle. Page 1- 
A. 
10416. 1939, October 26. Development of Negro Music Traced in Lecture by Handy. Cal!/brnia Eagle. 
p2. W.C. Handy, in an entertaining and highly informative lecture, discussed the development of Negro 



Mnsic. Handy stated, "Ifa song lives for more than 20 years, if everybody sings it all over the world, if 

~nore than 60 arrangements of it are made, it it helps to make life pleasanter and says something significant, 

then it is good music. I hope you agree with me." Page 2-B. 

10417. 1939, October 26. Ella Fitzgerald. Califorr~ia Eagle. p2. The life story of Ella Fitzgerald is this 

week’s feature by Ted Yates, rauking New York columnist for Eagle readers. According to Yates, at one of 

the performances billed "Amateur Night in Harlem," a husky-throated 16 year old colored girl attracted the 

attention of the late Chick Webb. Fitzgerald appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 

10418. 1939, October 26. Fay M. Jackson. California Eagle. p4. Fay Jackson, nationally known 

newswoman, returned to the city this week after spending the summer in New York Ci~. Jackson appears 

in the above photo. Page 4-B. 

10419. 1939, October 26. Jack Carter Here.[br RKO Role. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Jack Carter, excellent 

sepia stage and screen actor, arrived on the Santa Fe Chief Limited from New York. He is slated to begin 

work on a RKO studio production starring Orson Welles. Page 2-B. 

10420. 1939, October 26. Kenny Big Noise in Bruins’ 20-6 Win Over Montana. Cal![brnia Eagle. p3. 

Kenny Washington, UCLA’s left halfback, was the big noise of the day, galloping up and down the field at 

will. He scored all three of the Bruin touchdowns. Page 3-B. 

10421. 1939, October 26. Laura Boo,nan, Famous Actress, Returns for Vacation. California Eagle. p2. 

With scores of "old friends" on hand to greet her, Laura Bowman, famed "first lady" of the sepia show 

world, arrived to begin enjoying a much needed vacation from radio, stage and research work. The noted 

actress will be remembered for her many remarkable performances at the Lincoln Theater, when she 

appeared there as a member of the famous Lafayette Players group ten years ago. Page 2-B. 
10422. 1939, October 26. ~!!ajor Company Formed Here for Production (~ Negro Pies. Cali~/brnia Eagle. 

p2. For the first time in motion picture history, a major company forms :for the production, solely, of Negro 

pictures, the Argus Picture Corporation, headed by top-notch cinema producers and directors. All pictures 

produced by this company will be released thru major distributors and will be shown in the leading chain 

theaters as well as the leading Negro honses. Page 2-B. 

10423. 1939, October 26. Paul Robeson. California Eagle. p4. Paul Robeson and family were welcomed 

back to New York :from Europe. The internationally famous singer and actor is expected to go immediately 

into the role of "John Henl3," in the play of that name. Page 4-B. 

10424. 1939, October 26. Trio Shares Honors ~qth Arnheim. California Eagle. p2. The Peters Sisters, the 

sensational singing trio, appear in person on the stage at the Paramonnt Theater during the current Fanchon 

and Marco five-star review. Page 2-B. 

10425. 1939, October 28. Armstrong Won’t Desert His Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Regardless of what 

else Louis Armstrong does, he positively will not give up his famous orchestra. This information was 

released by his nmnagement late last week, in the wake of rumors to the effect that Armstrong, co-starring 

with Bill Robinson at the Cotton Club, was considering two attractive stage offers. 

10426. 1939, October 28. Bradshaw to Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Apollo Theater was double- 

crossed in more ways than one in the booking department last week, but in the face of it all the 

management came through with a corking good show. Heading the bill, Buck and Bnbbles, in their own 

inimitable nmm~er, though unchanged except for an electrical piano, captured audiences favor with their 

singing, dancing, and ivory swinging .... The Apollo will present TiW Bradshaw, toplining an all 

entertaining revue starting Friday. 

10427. 1939, October 28. Duke Ellington Opens Hotel Coronado Stay. Pittxburgt’t Courier. p21. Duke 
Ellington, intenmtional famous maestro, had the rare privilege of opening up a long engagement at the 

Beautiful Club Carpice, in the Hotel Coronado, Friday night, October 20. His stay is expected to be three 

weeks, probably longer. 

10428. 1939, October 28. Edward Sisters to Open at Howard. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Edward 

Sisters, famous dancing team under the direction of their father, Jay Eddie Edwards opens this Friday at the 

Howard Theater for a week’s engagement. Following this, they go to Boston for four weeks. 

10429. 1939, October 28. "Hot Mikado" Set for Road Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Michael Todd’ s 

"Hot Mikado" at the World’s Fair will close on Tuesday, Oct. 31 and open a road tour at the Bushnell 

Memorial Auditorium, Hartford, Nov. 3rd. Traveling in six cars, it will be one of the largest shows to 

troupe in some time. Bill Robinson will continue as star and the entire World’s Fair cast will remain intact. 

10430. 1939, October 28. Jeni LeGon Starred in New Film. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jeni 

Legon was signed last Friday by the Argus Film Company and she went before the cameras Wednesday for 



her first starring role. Monte Hawley, veteran of the stage and films, will play the masculine lead in the 
flicker which has the shooting rifle, "Double Deal." 
10431. 1939, October 28. Kenny Washington 20--Montana 6!. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. Ledby the great 
All-Coast halfback, KenW Washington, who scored his team’s three touchdowns, the University of 
California at Los Angeles won a comparatively easy game last Saturday in Memorial Coliseum from 
Montana, 20 to 6. 
10432. 1939, October 28. Little Man with Big Horn, to Play in Akron, Dayton. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Come next Tuesday uight and swingin,’ the town will get its first opporttmity to hear "Little Man Wifl~ the 
Big Horn." ... Roy Eldridge, is bringing his "cats" to the East Market Gardens, following a record-breaking 
engagement at the Arcadia Room on Broadway. 
10433. 1939, October 28. Luneej[brd Gets Order to See Deeea’s Books. Pittsburgh Courier. p21.After 
many weeks of controversy, Jimmie Luncefurd is finally going to be permitted to see Decca’s books, but 
only because the courts have ordered it so. Last Tuesday a Supreme Court Jusrice signed an order 
permitting Lunceford the right to examine the royalty papers and recapitulation sheets of the record 
company, in connection with his $7,500 suit against them. 
10434. 1939, October 28. Perj[brmers Rrebel Against Agents Demands. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. The greatest battle of the season loomed here this week in New York between performer and agent 
when Nat Nazarro, well known artists manager, lrad the scheduled engagement of "Mae Diggs" singing and 
dancing artist, cancelled from the present Apollo Theater show line-up. According to Diggs, Nazarro took 
this action because she refused to sign a contract making him her personal representative for a three year 
period giving over to him 33 1/3 per cent of her weekly earnings whenever she was given an engagement. 
10435.1939, October 28. Scores Third Round Kayo. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Hen13~ Armstrong 
successfully defended his welterweight title here last Friday night by scoring a techi~ical knockout over 
Richie Fountaine of Missoula, Mont., in the third rotund of their scheduled 15-round bout in Civic 
auditorium. 
10436.1939, October 28. Toats Scores in Miami, Fla. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Swing fare throughout 
Dixie turned out en masse to welcome Hartley Toots and his Harlem band who broke records the past two 
weeks on its present tour. The band has met with great success since lea:~qng Detroit last month on a dance 
tour which has included stops in Ohio, West Virginia, Washington, D.C., Ma~land, and other cities. 
10437. 1939, November 2. Cordell Hiekman Role Dwarf~ That of Co-Star. California Eagle. p6. The 
child actor Lonny LeRoy, who was cast in the co-starring role with 6-year old sepia actor Cordell Hickman, 
failed to live up to casting expectations and as a result, he was replaced in fl~e cast by Jimmy Lee. Hickman, 
the sepia child star, because of his excellent performances thus far in the auimal film production looms as 
one of the "fine" child stars of the year. Page 6-A. 
10438. 1939, November 2. "Double Deal" FirstArgus Picture. California Eagle. p2. "Double Deal," first 
production of Argus Pictures Inc. with Jeni LeGon and Monte Hawley as co-stars will be released the 
studio announced. The iuitial effort of Argus pictures, a new major film corporation funned to produce 
Negro features, will be directed by Arthur Dreifeuss, former RKO and Columbia Director. Page 2-B. 
10439. 1939, November 2. Ella Fitzgerald May get in Movies Here. California Eagle. p6. On a 
barnstorming tour, Ella Fitzgerald, swing queerk who inherited the late Chick Webb’s band, is expected to 
reach the Pacific coast for possible movie work. Page 6-A. 
10440. 1939, November 2. Hattie Noels Hits New Heights" in Film World. California Eagle. p4. RKO 
studio signed Hattie Noels, excellent sepia screen actress, to a role in its current film production, "Distant 
Fields." The clever sepia actress who was swept to fame when she appeared in the role of an illiterate sepia 
laundress who had just won a sweepstakes over Eddie Cantor’s broadcast show, is revealed as ascending to 
newer cinematic heights in landing the present lucrative film role. Page 4-B. 
10441. 1939, November 2. Lillian Yarbo Ascends Film Ladder. Cal~rnia Eagle. p6. Lillian Yarbo got 
her start in films when she was cast in a comic role in "Rainbow Over the River." The sepia comedienne’s 
work was pronounced as "excellent" and critics began to predict for her a great future. When the 
opportunity came for her to play the sizeable nraid role in Columbia studio’s, "You Can’t Take it With 
You," opposite Eddie Rochester Anderson, the Academy Award winning film proved to be a new era for 
Yarbo. Page 6-A. 
10442. 1939, November 2. Luncej[brdHere in January. California Eagle. p2. Jimmie Lunceford and his 
band will appear for an undetermined number of weeks in Los Angeles in Januau~. This will be 
Lunceford’s second recent visit to the Coast, having played here in 1937. Page 2-B. 



10443. 1939, November 4. $125,000 Turpin Will Contest Set for Dec.: Wife Is Seeking a I~2dow’s Share. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Dec. 8 is the date set for the hearing in Judge Robert Oakley’s court on the fight of 
Mrs. Louise Dawson Turpin to obtain a widow’s share in the $125,000 estate left by Charles H. Turpin~ 
who died in Florida, December 1936. Mrs. Turpin~ who is represented by Attorneys McLemore and 
Witherspoon, is contending that Judge Turpin obtained his divorce from her illegally. 
10444. 1939, November 4. Andy’s Contract at the Golden Gate Is Renewed. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Harlem’s million dollar Golden Gate Ballroom in close proximity to the Savoy is catching on. So large 
have been the crowds and so enthusiastic the reception accorded Andy Kirk and his famous orchestra, that 
the hand’s contract has been renewed for another several weeks. 
10445. 1939, November 4. Bennie Goodman’s Sextet, with Three Colored Lads, Goes to Town’ on 
Columbia. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Benny Goodman and his sextet wlfich includes Lionel Hampton, 
Fletcher Henderson, Charlie Christia~ his latest sepia discovery, has for a new waxing for the Columbia 
Recording company which, when released this month will undoubtedly prove a natural for the coin boxes. 
10446. 1939, November 4. Cotton Club Gets "Step" to Star in Shubert Musical. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Stepin Fetchit and the Cotton Club have finally reached an agreement. This announcement was made 
Monday and on Wednesday evening the famous star was headlining the bill along with Louis Armstrong 
and his orchestra who injected his talent into the all-star revue which has been drawing capacity crowds. 
10447. 1939, November 4. Eldridge to "Swing" at Victory Ball in W. Va. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Roy 
Eldridge, the nation’s newest swing master, will be host to thousands of football fans here Saturday night at 
the Charleston Armory after the championslfip football battle between West Virginia Slate College and 
Bluefield. 
10448. 1939, November 4. Hartley Toots Captivates New Orleans Jitterbugs. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Continuing its record-breaking tour, Hartley Toots and his Harlem orchestra, which features Mathew 
Rucker and his trumpet, as well as Priscilla Royster and Johimy Taylor, set another record here when nearly 
2,000 swing fans and jitterbugs packed the Elks’ Forest club last Sunday as well as Halloween. 
10449~ 1939, November 4. Lew Leslie Back Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Lew Leslie must be a firm 
believer in the saying, "A man may be down but he’s never out:," for after each successive stroke of bad 
luck dealt him by a relentless fate, he always pops up to try again. His latest attempt to give the public a 
"Blackbirds" and make them like it, is titled, "Rhapsody in Black," which will show before the less 
discriminating audiences of the hinterlands at two dollars topso 
10450~ 1939, November 4. Louie Accepts "Swingin" the Dream Contract. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. From present indication "Swingin’ the Dream" as you can guess, a "swing" lake-off on 
Shakespeare’s "Midsunnner Night’s Dream," scheduled for a late month’s showing at the Center Theater, 
will rival both "Swing" and "Hot" Mikado for newspaper publicity .... According to information just 
received, Louis Armstrong has been finally signed to play the role of "Bottom" in the opus and will be 
given equal billing along with Benny Goodman~ whose money ’tis said is backing the show. MaMne 
Sullivan will also be one of the features in the show. 
10451. 1939, November 4. Noble Sissle Band and Ada Brown Are Apollo Headliners. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. The Apollo Theater will bring together Friday two of the count~."s best known musical entertainers to 
headline its usual run of snappy colored vaudeville in the person of Noble Sissle and Ada Brown. Noble 
Sissle and his orchestra featuring Billy Banks and Ruby Hill, come to Harlem after a year on Broadway at 
Billy Rose’s Diamond Horsehoe stop at the Paramount Hotel. 
10452. 1939, November 4. Snookum Russell’s Band Has Been One of Features with Brown Skin 
Models. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Dixie is in the midst of another war. Not a Civil War, but a hot war of 
"hof’ notes and at present, Snookum Russell, famous scat singer, who took over the band organized by 
Willie R. Davis and which he spotted many a banner, appears at this writing to have an aggregation primed 
and ready for a battle to the bitter end. 
10453. 1939, November 4. Washington, Robinson Spark U~ZA to Victory Over Oregon. Herman Hill. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Fifty thousand crazy fans witnessed one of the greatest exhibitions of an act of 
single individual brilliance ever shown on the Pacific Coast last Saturday at Memorial Colieseum when 
Jackie Robinson, called by experts the greatest one-man threat in collegiate football today, broke the 
University of Oregon’s heart with a swerving 62 yard touchdown run and a circus catch of a perfectly 
thrown 58 yard pass by Ken Washington, which he turned into a second score, after framing 8 yards more, 
leaving two Oregon defenders, flat-footed and assuring UCLA of a 16 to 6 victol~. 
10454. 1939, November 9. George Randol Chosen as Czar of New Combine; Plan Large Advertising 
Campaign. Earl J. Morris. California b~agle, p2. The colored motion picture industry has now grown up 



and an extensive prograln is being instituted for major output. Following a series of conferences, plans are 
being drafted to make the incoming motion picture season, 1939-1940, one of the greatest in the histou" of 
all-colored cast films. Page 2-B. 
10455. 1939, November 9. Kenny Leads Bruins to Grid Win. California Eagle. p3. Without the services of 
one of his greatest threats, Joe Bruin of UCLA scored a convincing 20 to 7 victop~T over the University of 
California as Kenny Washington assumed the offensive burden and turned in an All-American 
performance. Page 3-B. 
10456. 1939, November 9. Muse Gives Little Theater a Push. California Eagle. p2. A little theater 
movement, sponsored by the 28th Street YMCA, has started offwith a bang. Under the tutelage of 
Clarence Muse, the group is laying the basic ground work for an extensive expansion relative to Negro 
films. Page 2-B. 
10457. 1939, November 9. Seeks 2 Girls for Roles in Film Series. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. Clarence Muse, 
actor of screen, radio and stage announced that he would seek two girls for roles in a series of six pictures 
entitled, "The Lovejoy Family." Among those considered for these roles inchide: Theresa Harris, Artie 
Young, Florence O’Brien, Daisy Bufford, and Margaret Whitten. Supreme Pictures Corporation is plalming 
this series. Page 2-B. 
10458. 1939, November 11. The Goldbergs, George Randol Control Newest Movie Setup. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Controlled by Jack and Bert Goldberg, who piloted Miller and Lyles "Shuffle Along" to 
million dollar fame, the recently organized International Road Shows, Inc., will selaTe as parent-body to the 
film productions groups--George Randol Productions, Inc., and Argus Picture Company. 
10459. 1939, Noveraber 11. Hollywood Ban on Colored Artists; Sullivan Reveals Standing Warning. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Outspoken, Ed Sullivan, says: "There is a standing against the use of white 
performers on the same show with colored performers, yet Shirley Temple has often performed with Bill 
Robinson and Eddie Cantor did a dance with black performers in his last picture." The m~ly picture that 
Hea~3’weight champion Joe Louis made "Spirit of Youth," there was an objection to the scene among white 
audiences to showing a colored fight manager giving money to a broken down white fighter, the 
implication arousing Southern resentment and resentment in the British and French colonies. 
10460. 1939, November 11. "I’m Sticking with Buck" Rochester Tells Courier. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Eddie "Rochester" Anderson, wise-cracking radio and screen comedian, has informed the Pittsburgh 
Courier that reports that hc was splitting with his radio partner, Jack Benny arc entirely unfolmded and that 
he intends to remain with Benny. 
10461. 1939, November 11. It’ll Be Snookum Russell in Akron, Thanksgiving Eve. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Call it what you will! Booker T. Brooks will gamble once again against that imp of per~Tersity which 
has consistently dogged his footsteps when he brings Snookum Russell and his swinging band from Dixie 
into the East Market Gardens on the night of November 22. 
10462. 1939, November 11. Kenny Washington Continues to Romp for UCLA as Universi~. of CaliJbrnia 
Bears Go Down by 20-7 score. Herman Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. All-American bound Kenny 
"General" Washington personally handled UCLA’s rout of the California Bears before 65,000 fans in 
Memorial Coliseum last Saturday afternoon. Playing perhaps his greatest game of the season, Washington 
had a hand in all of his team’s scores. 
10463. 1939, November 11. Robeson "Hot" Over theAir. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In a direct departure 
from awthing that has happened before, the Columbia Broadcasting System presented Paul Robeson, 
America’s most famous singer of folk songs, as the star of its Sunday afternoon program, "Pursuit of 
Happiness," leading the famous Lyn Murray Mixed Chorus of white and colored voices, so mixed for the 
occasion. 
10464. 1939, November 16. Cast Seleetedj[br 2~IDP’s "Gang War." Cal~brnia Eagle. p3. With beautiful 
Gladys Swder, talented 19 year old singer, dancer and dramatic artist selected as leading lady to the star, 
Ralph Cooper, all the names considered for Million Dollar Productions’ new fihn, "Gang War," have been 
tentatively listed. Page 3-B. 
10465. 1939, November 18. Armstrong, Goodman to Get Same Billing. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. When 
the slightly altered "Midsummer Night’s Dream" of William Shakespeare swings into the groove, the event 
will get equal billing this month under the title of "Swing, in’ the Dream" with Louis Armstrong, who will 
start revolving in a gut-bucket groove and who will get equal billing with Benny Goodman as the show 
idea belongs to Goodman. 
10466. 1939, November 18. Artie Shaw May Duplicate Benny Goodman. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. According to those in the know around music circles, Artie Shaw, chosen as the white king 



of swing for 1939, will add at least four colored swing stars to his band for feature work within the month. 
Billed as the band of the year, Shaw has reached the syncopated heights along swing row by virtue of his 
mastery as a ~nusician and as such, is quoted as respecting the ability of others, regardless of race, creed, or 
color. 
10467. 1939, November 18. Bill Mears, "Maker of Bands" Starts on Snookum Russell. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Best news heard in a long time in the Keystone state and in surrounding states, is the coming 
of Snookum Russell, about whom so much has been said and about whom columns have been printed. The 
band, now booked by Bill Meats, of the Sunset Royal Entertainers orchestra and the man who started the 
latter group, will be featured for two days at the beautiful Club Alhambra in Chalreston, W. Va. Beginning 
Saturday of this week. 
10468. 1939, Noveraber 18. Blanche on Way toApollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Blanche Calloway, 
famous bandleading sister of Cab Calloway, the king of musical jive, will bring her own male orchestra and 
brand of modern swing into the Apollo Theater here Friday "after a year’s tour of the New England states. 
10469. 1939, November 18. Consider Cab for Stage Role. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A possibility for 
theatrical immortality is Cab Calloway. Although nothing definite has been set as yet, the king of hi-de-ho 
has been approached concerning a part in a Negro fantasy, "Little Joe," for which Vernon Duke and Johnny 
Mercer would do the score. 
10470. 1939, November 18. Hollywood Experts Claim "Double Deal" Is Technically Perfect. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. When "Double Deal" Argus Picture Corporation’s first all-Negro production was viewed this 
week by a board of Hollywood teclmical experts which consisted of leading cameramerk electricians, and 
sound and recording technicians, it was acclaimed as a technically perfect picture. 
10471.1939, November 18. Ingrain An ().[fleer in French Foreign Legion. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Rex Ingrain, internationally known stage and screen actor, who reached the peak of the 
success as De Lawd in the screen version of Marc Connelly’s "Green Pastures," returned to America last 
week aboard the Italian linter. In England, most of this time, the actor spent days beforo the camera as an 
important part of Alexander Korda’s screen version of"The Thief of Bagdad," an important film 
production which is to have an American rolease under the United Artists banner. 
10472. 1939, November 18. "One Dark Night" Called Million Dollar’s Best All-Colored Film. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Advancing rapidly in its stride towards the making of first class colored pictures, the Million 
Dollar Productions, Inc. of Hollywood, shipped here last week, "One Dark Night," which will have its 
world premiere at the Apollo Theater on the 24th. According to advance information, "One Dark Night," 
which stars Mantan Moreland, well known stage comedian, is the best colored picturo yet made in 
Hollywood. Down to earth, it is an evepj~-day family- plot, filled with all the emotional qualities of real-life 
drama. 
10473. 1939, November 18. Two Colored Shorts WillBeReleased. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Two colored 
shorts, the first of which is a sort of Negro "March of Time," which goes by the name of "Colored 
American on Parade" and another under the title of "Joe Louis-The Brown Bomber," will soon be released 
to the public. 
10474. 1939, November 18. Waller Featured on Hobby Lobby Program. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Fats 
Waller, famous for his talented work as a piano virtuoso and song composer, was shown through the eyes 
of fame in yet another light Sunday as a hobbyist on the widely heard Hobby lobby commercial program 
emanating from the Colmnbia Broadcasting studios in New York City. Wallet’s hobby is the collection of 
rabbit’s feet and he has several varieties. 
10475. 1939, November 18. Washington All-American. Wendell Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. You can 
look this country over from coast to coast and back again, but you will never find another athlete of the 
likes ofKenny Waslfington. He’s All-American. 
10476. 1939, November 18. White and Colored Band Goes Into "Cafd Society." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
For the second time in the lfistory of New York’s night life a white and colored orchestra will become a 
part of its entertainment setup when a six piece crew of three white and three colored musicians take the 
stand at the Cafd Society this week under the direction of Joe Sullivan, well known white piano star .... The 
colored members of the band are Billy Taylor on bass, Ed Hall on clarinet, and Wells on drums. 
10477. 1939, November 23. Famous Choir to Feature Song Feast at Zion Hill. Cal~ornia Eagle. p5. The 
Hall Jolmson Choir will appear at the Third Annual Song Feast sponsored by the Senior choir of Zion Hill 
Baptist Church. Page 5-B. 



10478. 1939, November 23. Fisk Jubilee Singers on AirMonday. California Ea,~le. p5. The Fisk Jubilee 
Singers will be featured over 87 radio stations, coast to coast, when the Cankation "Contented Hour" 
presents its "International Nights" program salute to Nashville and the State of Tennessee. Page 5-B. 
10479. 1939, November 23. Jo Baker Makes Troops Gay in French War Zone. California Eagle. p5. 
With Maurice Chevalier and Gracie Fields, Josephine Baker is entertaining troops in the French war zone. 
Baker, an American girl, has been in France for several years and is married to wealthy French nobleman. 
Over the years she has maintained her place as one of the outstanding continental stage personalities. Page 
5-13. 
10480. 1939, November 25. Colored Talent Keynote of Broadway Shows. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. After more than fifteen years of bartering their aboriginal talent in the corner locality of Broadway, 
colored perforn~ers once again will be brought out into the front lights of the world’s greatest street of the 
season in three major productions. From all sections of the country, and even the world, hued thespians 
have been recruited to offer entertainn~ent that is both serious and of a lighter vein that has been copied 
many times but rarely duplicated. Early stage pefforn~ers include: Jesse Shipp, Aida Overton Walker, Alex 
Rogers, Georgette Harvey, Will Marion Cook. Florence Mills, Whitman Sisters and many others. 
10481. 1939, November 25. Ella Fitzgerald SignedJbr Important Role. Isadora Sraith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. The much discussed girl role of the pending production of Dorot~ Barker’s, "Young Man 
With a Horn," was this week allotted to Ella Fitgerald, the queen delineator of song, as a present on a dance 
tour of the country with her orchestra, after a successful engagement at the Grand Terrace in Chicago. La 
Fitzgerald is scheduled to return here on or about December 12 to begin rehearsal for her first legit main 
session. 
10482. 1939, November 25. Ethel Waters Tells Sorors "Power of Prayer." Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Ethel 
Waters, star of"Mamba~s Daughters," told soros of Zeta Sigma chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority, 
that she knew of the power of prayer and that she gives God credit for her success. "I had to overcome 
many problems before I was given this role and I am grateful that the serious side of me has been 
demonstrated. I always wanted to do dramalics." 
10483.1939, November 25. Les Hire Plans Eastern Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Now It Can Be 
Told," Les Hitc, the veteran west coast orchestra leader has finally decided to invade "the east with his 
Hollywood Orchestra and engagements are now being booked. 
10484. 1939, November 25. Louis Armstrong Admits He’s Worth Over $100,000. Pittsbut2qh Courier. 
p21. The nkan of many tires, "Old Satchino," "King of Trumpet, "Rev. Satchclmouth," et. cetera has now 
been dubbed with a new one by Malcolm Johnson, New York S~m columnist. In a recent interview with 
Armstrong the writer refers to him as, "A Chocolate Gabriel Over Broadway." The interview took place in 
a corner of the Cotton Club where, as Johnson says: "Bit by bit, we got his story." 
10485. 1939, November 25. "Mulatto" Banned by Philly Judge. Pittsbuq~h Courier. pl. Interracial 
marriage in the South, re-enacted on the stage in this city, might be the cause of interracial disturbances 
here, ruled Curtis Bok, Monday in upholding the original ban placed on the showing of Langston Hughes’ 
"Mulatto," here. The show, which has traveled a roclcy road since it opened in New York in the fall of 
1935, was scheduled to re-open here at the Walnut Theater November 20. 
10486. 1939, November 25. "My Prayer" Soars, Ink Spots Score. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Ink 
Spots’s latest waxing, a relative ditty that carries the title of "My Prayer," rang a bell loud and long at the 
town’s cash registers last week as the famed quartet took over at the Chicago theater, top vaude spot in the 
Windy City. The number, which is expected to outsell the record-breaking, "IfI Didn’t Care," is one of the 
best the boys have made in a long time and rapidly rose to the top of the town’s musical mountaiK after its 
release some weeks ago. 
10487. 1939, November 25. One Dark Night to Premiere at Apollo. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. "One Dark Night," the first and only true to life all-colored picture made in Hollywood by Million 
Dollar Productions, Inc., the pioneer company of the modern trend of colored flickers, will have its world 
premiere here at the Apollo Theater on Friday in conjunction with the star studded stage revue. 
10488. 1939, November 25. Race Musicians Named on Whiteman’s AI1-Star Band. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Paul Whiteman has included seven Negro musicians in the great 1939 all-star swing band which he 
and the country’s radio editors have chosen. This is more than Whiteman has ever put on any of his 
previous all-American choices and indicates his feeling that the Negroes not only gave America its jazz 
music but, in proportion to its population, continue to show the way. 
10489. 1939, November 25. Sensational Robber)’ Nicks Blanche CallowayJbr $5,000 Gown Wardrobe. 
Isadora Snfith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Blanche Calloway, the hi-de-ho queen of swing, faced her Apollo 



Theater engagement here last week without one dress to wear, after she was robbed in Baltimore of gowns 
valued upwards to $5,000 by street hoodlums who jimmied her car from the street side as her manager kept 
watch from the sidewalk unaware of what was going on. 
10490. 1939, November 30. Four Ink Spots Topflight Play-Singers. California Eagle. p4. Topflight 
instrumental and vocal quartet is the combination known as the Four Ink Spots. They are positive senders 
on the stage and air and their recent record releases, "Address Unknown" and "My Prayer," are currently 
leading all record sales. Page 4-B. 
10491. 1939, November 30. Hurston Writes with "Weird Beauty." California Eagle. p5. "A weird beauty 
of its own," is achieved at times by the writing of Zora Neale Hurston, a reviewer said recently of her latest 
book, "Moses, Man of the Mountain." Page 5-B. 
10492. 1939, November 30. Nov Field for Shelton Brooks. Almena Davis. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p4. Shelton 
Brooks, veteran of 35 years of "Show Business" has come to Los Angeles to live with his family, which 
includes his mother, wife, son and daughter in law. Brooks is the composer of "Some of These Days," 
"Darktown Stmtter’s Ball," and "Walkings the Dog." ... Cinemagoers will soon see Brooks in his first 
movie role, portraying himself, famous composer and pianist, in "Double Deal." Page 4-B. 
10493. 1939, November 30. Noted Singer in First of 4 Concerts. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p4. Marian Anderson, 
famed contralto, sang over the Coast to Coast broadcast of the Ford Sunday Evening hour, the first of four 
concerts for which she has been signed. Page 4-B. 
10494. 1939, November 30. Philly Puts Ban on Hughes’ Play. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. Injunction 
proceedings to lift the ban on Langston Hughes’ play, "Mulatto," were sought by attorneys for the producer. 
When the nranagement of the Walnut Street Theater made known its desire to produce the play, city 
authorities refused "to lilt the ban. The play deals with the race question and miscegenation. Page 4-B. 
10495. 1939, November 30. Praise for Town Hall Debut Dorothy Maynor Wins High. California Eagle. 
p5. Dorothy Maynor, who made her dcbut before a packed audience at Town Hall proved that she had 
virtually everything nceded by a great artist-the superb voice, one of thc finest that the public can hear 
today. This is the glowing tribute paid the former soloist ofthc Hampton Institute Choir. Pagc 5-B. 
10496. 1939, November 30. Sepia-Art Pictures Begins Work on Second Film. California Eagle. p4. Sepia 
Art Pictures Company, one of thc fcw Negro owned motion picturc producing entcrprises, is hard at work 
on its second picturc. The first of its productions is "Drcss Rehearsal;" a film which has been receiving 
letters from exhibitors demanding that the second picturc be produced at once. Eddie Green is thc general 
managcr of the company. Page 4-B. 
10497. 1939, December 2. Bill Meats, Sunset Royals Reach Parting of the Ways. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Bill Meats, who after eight years with the present Sunset Royals, has severed his connections with that 
aggregation, left Pittsburgh early this week en route to Miami, Fla., where he will work from the 
Associated promoters Booking Office, located at 829 N.W. Second Avenue in the Rockland Palace 
Building. Mears will devote his entire time to booking the Snookum Russell Orchestra, and to several big 
promotions throughout the State of Florida. 
10498. 1939, December 2. Compares Ethel Waters to Ethd Barrymore and Katherine Cornell. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. William F. McDernaott in his review of the play, "Mamba’s Daughters," which was produced 
at the Hanna Theater recently, called Ethel Waters, the play’s star "great." The critic declared that he 
considered Waters’ performance "great in the sense that Ethel Barpymore’s best performances are great or 
Katherine Cornell’s and Helen Hayes’ performances are great." 
10499. 1939, December 2. Dorothy Maynor Wins High Praise. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Dorot~r Maynor, 
the 28 year old soprano, who made her debut before a packed audience at Town hall here Sunday evening, 
November 19, "proved that she had virtually everything needed by a great artist--the superb voice, one of 
the finest that the public can hear; exceptional musicianship and accuracy of intonation; emotional intensity 
and communicative power." 
10500. 1939, December 2. Erskine Hawkins to Play at Park Central. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. The truth of the assertion that everything comes to him who waits, was brought home to Erskine 
Hawkins and his crew in glowing returns here last week when they returned to Harlem "after a tour of the 
count~ to find three thousand jitterbugs milling around the Savoy room in block-long lines to hear them 
strike up. Though a bit unpolished, the Hawkins band was about as good when it came here from Alabama 
several years ago as it is today but it found New York a tough venue to crack and pillared from this post to 
another, never seeming to get any place fast. 
10501. 1939, December 2. Ink Spots "Requested’ Not to Sing "211y Prayer" in Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Out Chicago way last week, Dukc Ellington, still the greatest maestro of ’em all, once again 



demonstrated his musical superiority as a record crowd packed the Windy City’s Columbia Studios on 
Friday" night to hear his aggregation as they aired on a coast to coast hookup. The program, the well known, 
"Young Man With a Horn" feature, has presented several race bands on the series. Ellington has aroused 
the most comment .... Disappointment reigned supreme, however, when the quartet, the Ink Spots, failed to 
sing their favorite number, "My Prayer," which was done by Shep fields and his orchestra, who were co- 
featured. 
10502. 1939, December 2. Jeni LeGon-Monte Hawl~. First Starring Vehicle, "Doable Steal" Great 
Action Film. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Double Deal," an action film drama ushers in a new 
deal in all-colored-cast motion pictures. It is one of the best to come from black Hollywood. The bulk of 
the credit belongs to the genius of Director Arthur Dreiffus, whom we label the Frank Capra and Richard 
Thorpe of the colored motion picture industry. Additional credit belongs to Mack Stengler, Dreiffus’ stable 
mate, who photographed "Double Deal." All throughout the picture you can see evidences of the wizardry 
of Dreiffus and Stengier. The picture is probably one of the finest technically correct all-colored-cast 
movies to enuauate from Hollywood. 
10503. 1939, December 2. Nina Mae to Lead Her Own Orchestra. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. According to 
a release from the paramount Artist Bureau, Nina Mae McKi~mey, lovely screen and stage star, will in the 
near future assemble and lead her own orchestra. 
10504. 1939, December 2. Phenomenal Young Singer. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Dorot~7 Maynor, 
sensatioual young soprano, who made her concert debut last week, is shown with Serge Koussevitzky, 
conductor of the Boston symphony orchestra, just before her New York appearance with that orchestra. Dr. 
Koussevitzky first recognized her talent when she sang for him at the Berkshire Festival last sununer. 
Maynor appears in the above photo. 
10505.1939, December 2. Stepin Fetchit Terminates Engagement at Cotton Club. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p20. The hot water which Stepin Fetctfit brought to the Cotton Club when he opened there earlier this 
month, co-starting a bill of entertainment with Louis Armstrong, finally boiled over last week and the 
famous comic walked out, leaving the sepia palace colder than a Thanksgiving day turkey. Fetchit caused a 
disturbance on Iris opening night and the next night, only the superb work of Armstrong as a showman 
carried the show along when he was ten nfinutes late answering his cuc. 
10506. 1939, December 2. Will Share Honors in Big Carnegie Hall Concert, Xmas Eve. Isadora Snfith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Always in the center of any sensational news in the world of swing, Benny 
Goochnan does the unexpected again this week when he accepted an invitation to sit in with Count Basie 
and his orchestra for the second annual "Spiritual to Swing," concert scheduled [’or Carnegie Hall 
Christmas Eve. 
10507. 1939, December 7. All-ColoredMusical Is Planned. California Eagle. p3. With $50,000 to work 
with, Clarence Muse has the job of assembling a story and cast for an all-colored lnusical. Eddie Cantor, 
one of the most influential ua~nes in show business, has commissioned Muse to get the musical on foot on a 
thelne in keeping with his philosophy of greater world tolerance. Page 3-B. 
10508. 1939, December 7. December Anniversary of Sherman’s Liberating "March to the Sea." 
Elisabeth Lawson. California Eagle. p3. December 1939 brings the 75th anniversary of Shenuan’s march 
to the sea. There is an urgent reason for the irmnediate telling of the true story of the siege of Atlanta in the 
Civil War and the famous march that followed it. That reason is the completion of the film, "Gone with the 
Wind," which is from all prelimiuary accounts, only too faithful to the historical falsifications of the anti- 
Negro novel on Milch it is based. Page 3-B. 
10509. 1939, December 7. Eddie Still Holds Para Contract. California Eagle. p3. Eddie "Rochester" 
Anderson is one of the 14 cinema stars holding special contracts with Paramount Studios, according to the 
official studio contract list. Anderson receives second billing to Jack Benny in Paramount’s forthcoming 
picture, "Buck and Benny Rides Again." Page 3-B. 
10510. 1939, December 7. Erskine Hawkins Signed for Early Broadway Showing. Cal~r~ia Eagle. p3. 
Erskine Hawkins, who with his trumpet and orchestra have set a new all-time high in attendance since 
returning to the Savoy Ballroom, has been signed to play a leading role in "Young Man with a Horn." 
Hawkins appears in the above photo. Page 3-B. 
10511. 1939, December 7. "Hallelujah" RevNed for New York Showing. Cal![brnia Eagle. p3. 
"Hallelujah," which starred Niua Mae McKiuney and a stellar cast of Negro players, was revived for a 
three day showing in New York at the Brooklyn Apollo Theater. Page 3-B. 
10512. 1939, December 7. "Hamtree" Harrington to Appear in Pictures. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. His face a 
beaming red-brown, Hamtree Harrington, celebrated stage comedian told reporters that he had been signed 



to appear in the movies. Harfington leaves for Hollywood the last of this month to work in a Paramount 
picture. Page 3-B. 
10513. 1939, December 7. Hollywood Casting Experts Need Knowledge of Race History. California 
Eagle. p3. A casting director in Hollywood these days would do well to take a course in anthropology. The 
way pictures are being produced with locales scattered all about the globe, it takes an expert on races and 
race lfistory to keep tlfings straight. Page 3-B. 
10514. 1939, December 7. Nora Holt, Former Toast of Music Halls, Opens Salon. California Eagle. p4. 
Nora Holt, who is mentioned in E. Sims Campbell’s "Blues are the Negroes Lament," appearing in this 
month’s issue of Esquire magazine and has been the subject of many an author’s sketchbook, announces 
the opening of a beauty salon. Page 4-A. 
10515. 1939, December 7. Notes on a Scratch Pad. Bill Smallwood. Cal~brnia Eagle. p3. Every ~fight, 
some years back in a little theater far from the theatrical center of London, a number of people went mad 
over "All God’s Chillun Got Wings," which was acted by our Paul Robeson and their Flora Robson. It 
was one of the most thrilling performances that was ever seen~ although it labored under great 
disadvantages. Page 3-B. 
10516. 1939, December 7. Roland Hayes Sings in Town Hall. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p3. Rivaled by numerous 
other musical attractions, a Roland Hayes concert attracted near capacity audiences to the Town Hall. 
According to critics, Hayes equipped himself with his usual artistry, singing 26 numbers, many of them 
encores. Page 3-B. 
10517. 1939, December 7. "Snowflake" has Hole in New Paramount f!lm. Cal~ornia Eagle. p3. Fred 
"Snowflake" Toones, popular child movie player has a prominent part in the Paramount picture, "The 
Biscuit: Eater," in production now. He appears on screen as the comrade to a white boy and his dog. Page 3- 
B. 
10518. 1939, December 9. Billy Rowe "First Nights" Cotton Club Revue. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. There is a conquering God on Broadway these days. Sculptors might show him as a Hemles with 
motors on his feet, or as sprinter with that final anguish on his :face. Showmen would herald his approach 
with the sandy shuffle of a tap dancer’s feet, by the tick of the ticker, orby the rapid inexorable clicking of 
a blind man’s cane. The God is pace. And the God is devoutly worshipped in the vogue world of shadows, 
stage, and screen. Pace is a brilliant God. He has sponsored the best things America has given to 
entertainment: The rhythms of Duke Ellington and Count Basle, "the dancing of Bill Robinson, the precision 
of Lionel Hampton’s playing and the staging of shows like the current sixth edition of the Cotton Club on 
parade as produced by Clarence Robinson. 
10519. 1939, December 9. Ella Loses Her Bus in Alabma. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ella Fitzgerald, queen 
of swing singers, was able to leave Birmingham and continue her southern tour after Robert F. McDavid, 
white, withdrew lfis attachinent writ against the band’s bus. McDavid, a dance promoter attached the bus to 
settle a $1,300 debt allegedly due because of the breaching of two dance appearance contracts. 
10520. 1939, December 9. Gee Gee James Refuses to Bow to St. Louis Jim-Crow. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Gee Gee James, that charming actress who has been received in millions of American homes via the 
air waves and who is scoring success after success as Clementine in "No Time for Comedy," starring 
Kateherine Comell and Francis Lederer, just can’t quite get used to prejudice and jim crowism. As a result, 
drying her stay in St. Louis the week of Nov. 27--Dec. 2 at the American theater, she found herself unable 
to accept the invitations of Tony Scarpelli, general manger of the affair Club Plantation, to be his guest and 
witness the star-studded show produced by Joe "little Ziggie" Johnson .... However, Gee Gee just couldn’t 
see why she should be forced to use the rear door, which leads directly into the kitchen and into the show’s 
dressing rooms. 
10521. 1939, December 9. Lionel Hampton’s Vvibe Playing Breaks Up "Swingin’ the Dream." Isadora 
Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Since the opening of "Swinging the Dream," at the Center theater, 
Wednesday night, New York is in the throes of a new kind of jitters. Not the kind that keeps nerves on end 
or causes the body to quiver without reason, but the ldnd that puts the heart to ecstasy and keeps the mind 
wandering back to the first blast of aboriginal music which the dark men brought to this continent from the 
darker comers of Europe centuries ago. 
10522. 1939, December 9. "Swingin ’ the Dream" Has Something... but What!. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
"Swingin’ the Dreara," is a musical variation for Shakespeare’s "A Midsummer Night’s Dream," by Gilbert 
Seides and Erik Charell and others .... "It’s a million dollar cast, hamstrung by conventions, which refused 
to allow them to ’act natural."’ IfEfik Charell will allow his super cast of stars to be themselves, then 



"Swinging the Dream" which opened last Wednesday night on the boards of Radio City’s Center Theater in 
the new version of "Midsummer Night’s Dremn," will have a long run. 
10523. 1939, December 9. Washington, Robinson, Strode Nation to Watch ’Era Saturday. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. One htmdred thousand football fans will be drawn to the Coliseum by the magnetic power of 
three great Negro football players Saturday" at noon when UCLA battles Southern California’ mighty 
Trojans in the game that is expected to determine the west coast representative in the Rose Bowl on New 
Year’s Day. 
10524. 1939, December 9. Willie Bryant’s ~Tfe Sues. Pittsbu@ Courier. pl. It was smiling, dapper 
Willie Bryant, co-star of"Mamba’s Daughters," who talked to Courier reporters after he had been served a 
libel in divorce instituted by his pretty wife, Lillian. The cold, drizzling rai~ had made dark splotches on 
Bryant’s smart Fedora, but he continued to smile and pat the little piece of paper that may mean freedom. 
In the meantime, pretty Lillian, his wife, declared she was "just fed up with Willie’s doings," and wanted 
her freedom. 
10525. 1939, December 14. Ban Showing of "Mulatto" in Philly. Cal~brnia Eagle. p3. Shown only to a 
selected few in a preview to allow city officials a chance to determine "the wisdom" of allowing it to be 
shown, "Mulatto," stage play by Langston Hughes, will definitely not be presented in this city-- 
Philadelphia. A parade of witnesses which included various ministers and dignitaries asked to opine 
whether showing of the play would induce race riots and after hearing the frank testimony of John Devoe, 
who claimed already to have gotten embroiled in a fist-fight over the play, they decided to ban the play. 
Page 3-B. 
10526. 1939, December 14. Board of Censors to Judge All-Colored Motion Pictures. CaliJbrnia Eagle. 
p3. Formation of a Negro Board of Censors, to pass judgment upon motion picture plays, was one of the 
chief topics of discussion when civic leaders and members of the Press were invited to a studio hincheon. It: 
was pointed out by Laura Bowman, distinguished actress, that some sort of check should be placed upon 
pictures. Page 3-B. 
10527. 1939, December 14. Gang, War" Goes Before Cameras. California Eagle. p3. "Gang War," 
Million Dollar Production-Gold Seal’s new all-colored cast picture, starring Ralph Cooper, went before the 
cameras today. After testing over 100 girls for the feminine lead, the company was forced to start shooting 
without a leading lady. Page 3-B. 
10528. 1939, December 14. Josephine Baker Completes Triumphal French Front Tour. Calffbrnia 
Eagle. p6. Josephine Baker will open in a new revue at the Casino de Paris. She has just completed a 
triumphal concert performance at the front. Her famous song which is a great favorite in France, "J’ai deux 
amours" (I Have Two Loves), was sung by her while hundreds of soldiers listened enthusiastically and 
joined in the choruses. Page 6-A. 
10529. 1939, December 14. Leigh Whipper. California Eagle. p6. Leigh Whipper has returned to New 
York after a stint in "Of Mice and Men," which will be given a gala premiere in Hollywood soon. 
Whipper’s work in this flicker has garnered rave notices in advance. Whipper appears in the above photo. 
Page 6-A. 
10530. 1939, December 14. Marian Anderson Will Sing Sunday. California Eagle. p3. Her first concert of 
the season in Carnegie Hall, Nov. 29, a record-breaker, Marian Anderson will be heard again at Carnegie 
January 2. Page 3-B. 
10531. 1939, December 14. Other Papers Say. Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. California Eagle. pS. Adaln 
Clayton Powell,Jr. submits a colunm and reveals that The New York Times reports as of Wednesday, Nov. 
29 that 500 women crowded the Hotel Roosevelt complaining about the shortage of household help. This 
is strange news to the unemployed Negro women of Harlem. Page 8-B. 
10532. 1939, December 14. Tenacity of Purpose Outstanding Characteristic of Kenny "General’ 
Washington, His "Best Girl’ Says. Almena Davis. Calijbrnia Eagle. p4. "Watch and see what I tell you. 
Some day that boy’s name is going to be in headlines." The speaker was a little old lady, now four years 
dead; the time more than 15 years ago and the subject of her prophecy, 1939’s football idol, Kenny 
Washington. Page 4-B. 
10533. 1939, December 16. Butterfly MeQueen Becomes the First Colored Life Member of Actor’s 
Equity. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Butterfly McQueen who crashed Broadway as a producer’s 
luck charm, struck another luc~ blow for the race here last week when she became the first artist to be 
entered as a life member of Actor’s Equity. Equity, one of the most powerful organizations in the world of 
the legitimate stage, like several such unions, for years operated without giving due recognition to the 
colored artist. Back in fl~e heyday s of the legitimate stage when half of the entertainment on Broadway was 



controlled by Negroes, such great and successfifl shows as "Shuffle Along" ran without the jurisdiction of 
Equity wlfich even then had a set policy of governing all shows produced in the Broadway vicinity. 
10534. 1939, December 16. Count Basic and Liond Hampton See ~bmmerdal Radio Opening for Race. 
Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Getting together with Lionel Hampton directly after an extensive tour 
of the West and South, Count Basic, the year~s most sensational swing product, discussed at length the 
possibility of breaking down all racial prejudice on big-rime radio conwnercials. In lfis opening sentence, 
Basic again lauded The Courier for its rimless efforts in t~ying to bring about a better hearing for the Negro 
in all things American. 
10535. 1939, December 16. Duke Gets Big Moneyfor Dates. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Proving that the 
Duke is still the king and a "grand" one at tlrat, he is scheduled to play four one nighters this month each 
for more than a $1,000. Last Saturday night found him at the Blackstone Hotel where he made the 
management glad they had signed him at his $1,100 price when the crowds poured in to linger and listen. 
10536.1939, December 16. Erskine Hawkins Signedjbr Important Role. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After 
several months of extensive searching, Vinton Freedley, Broadway producer, signed Erskine Hawkins, 
youthful trumpet exponent, to an important role in his forthcoming legit production, "Young Man with a 
Horn." The play, based on a book of the same name, is a take-off on the life of the Late Beiderbecke, white, 
who was hailed as the greatest trumpet player in the world of hot music. Hawkins’ role which earlier was 
reserved for Louie Armstrong, is to be a three-way one, that is acting, playing and speaking. 
10537. 1939, December 16. Hattie Noel Featured in New Movie. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Helen Vinsor~ 
Patric Knowles, Hattie Noel, Barbara Read, and Alan Marshall are shown here in a scene from RKO’s radio 
drama of the eternal triangle in wl~ich Miss Noel is featured. The picture’s called, "Married and In Love." 
Noel appears in the above photo. 
10538.1939, December 16. Jo ’ Baker Sings to T~oops. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Soon Josephine Baker 
will open in a new revue of the Czsino de Paris. She has since completed a triumphal concert performance 
at the :front and other whereabouts zrc not mentioned. Her famous song which is z great favorite in France, 
"J’aim Deux Amours," (I Have Two Lovers) was sung by her while hundreds of soldiers listened 
enflmsiastically and joined in the choruses. 
10539.1939, December 16. Lucky Heads All-Colored Stage Revue. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lucky 
received his right to his name here recently when he tilt the jzckpot of the theatficzl slot mzchine after 
many weeks and months of hammering. He is again heading a show wtfich is schedtfled to be produced in 
and around New York for at least six weeks. Millinder, has been on tour for quite some time strictly as a 
hand and as part of z show. He considers this the start of a lucky break for trim. 
10540. 1939, December 16. Stepin Fetchit a Hit in Boston. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Stepin Fetchit, whose 
escapades and nightlight experiences have been almost as nmnerous as his featured roles in various movies, 
is heading for the heights once morn. Co-starred with Simone Simon in "Three After Three," the new 
musical comedy with the Shubert backing, the production in which the la~T comedian appears is being 
described by press critics as one of the real hits of the show. 
10541. 1939, December 21. Armstrong Picture Has World Premiere. California Eagle. p6. "Keep 
Punching," the Eddie Mead picture, featuring Hera3~ Armstrong and Mac B~3~ant has its world pre~niere at 
the Apollo Theater. Page 6-B. 
10542. 1939, December 21. Avenue Crowds See Filming of "Gang War." California Eagle. p6. After 
several weeks delay for a search for a leading lady to play opposite Ralph Cooper in "Gang War," Million 
Dollar fihn got started. Gladys Snyder will play the leading lady. Page 6-B. 
10543. 1939, December 21. BabeMatthews Scores Again in New Picture. Cal~brnia Eagle. p6. A few 
seasons ago when Ethel Waters left the "Rhapsody in Black" show, Babe Matthews stepped into the place 
and according to all reports, filled it well. Matthews toured with Jimmie Lunceford~s band and will be 
featured in the Sepia Arts production, "What Goes Up." Page 6-B. 
10544. 1939, December 21. Dr. A. (Tayton Powell to Open Speaking Series in San Diego. California 
Eagle. p6. Dr. A. Clayton Powell, former pastor of Abyssinian Baptist churcl~ is scheduled to open a series 
of special meetings at Bethel Baptist church. Page 6-A. 
10545. 1939, December 21. Films of U.S. Negro Make Hit. California Eagle. p2. "Colored Americans on 
Parade," a series of interesting films on the Negro in America, produced and presented by Edward Lewis, 
forn~er photographer for the Daily News, has made a decided hit here in Washington. Staid Washingtonians 
applauded loudly the appearance on the score of such notables as Judges Myles Paige and others. Page 2- 
A. 



10546. 1939, December 21. Hattie McDanid Honors Actor at Luncheon. California Eagle. p4. Hattie 
McDauiel entertained at her home with a luncheon honoring Robert Downing, member of the Lunt 
Fontaine compact which was playing at the Biltmore Theater in "Taming of the Shrew." Page 4-A. 
10547. 1939, December 21. Hattie McDanid Laudedjbr Portrayal on "Gone with Wind." California 
Eag&. p6. Premiere crowds in Atlanta where the widely heralded "Gone with the Wind" opened, were 
completely captivated by the "lovable portrayal of Mammy" by Hattie McDaniel. In real life, McDaniel 
cuts a stylish figure, as above in the photo, she appears in fox furs and a pin-striped suit. Page 6-B. 
10548. 1939, December 21. Jeni LeGon’s Rise to Film Prominence Insp&ational. Almena Davis. 
California Eagle. p6. The stouT of Jeui LeGon’s rise to movie opporttmity should furnish plenty of 
inspiration and hope for youngsters who aspire to places in the entertainment world. Possessing the 
makings of a real cinema glamour girl, LeGon is working her "fingers to the elbow" to achieve the 
transition .... LeGon doesn’t exactly "lay an egg" in "Double Deal," but she’s no Ginger Rogers either. 
Page 6-B. 
10549. 1939, December 21. "John Henry" L&es in Paul Robeson. Cal~ornia Eagle. p6. "John Henry" the 
"Paul Bunyaff’ of colored legend, was brought to life this week by Paul Robeson in the premiere of "John 
HenlT." Robeson, a former football star, fitted the legendary character to a "T" and his efforts were roundly 
cheered by the large sized audience. He was called back for ma~ curtain calls. Page 6-B. 
10550. 1939, December 21. Photo-Ernestine Jones Wade. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p4. The artistic triumph of 
Ernestine Jones Wade is doing a credit to her community in which she was reared. Wade finds a token on 
the Eagle’s Tree of Recognition. Page 4-A. 
10551. 1939, December 23. Barred at Film Debut: "Gone ~qth the Wind" Seen Only by Whites. 
Pittsburgh (-~burier. pl. Negro reaction "to Margaret: Mitchell’s "Gone with the Wind," will have "to wait 
m~til the film comes North. Here in fl~e heart of the South (Atlanta), where the picture premiered at prices 
ranging upwards from $10 a seat, the showing was "for whites only." With all the fanfare of a Roman 
holiday, and with crowds estimated at better than 200,000 li~fing the streets to view screen celebrities, 
governors, and other state and civic dignitaries, the picture opened last Friday night .... Needless to say, 
Hattie McDaniel, sepia movie actress who played fl~e part of maid to Scaflett O’Hara, was Not present. 
10552. 1939, December 23. Cab’s Revue to Appear in Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Cab Calloway his 
royal highness of hi-de-bo and file country’s leading exponent ofjumpin’ jive, will bring his orchestra and 
revue bcre Friday for a week’s session at tbc Apollo Theater as the keynote of the comnmnity’s holiday 
week bill of entertainment. Not having set up iris musical tent in Harlem for more than a year, Cab and his 
crew who have played extensively on Broadway at the Cotton Club and various theaters are looked for~vard 
to by localities with far more anticipation than at any other time since lfis first great hi-de-ho success ma~\v 
years ago. 
10553. 1939, December 23. Columbia Plans Waxing of W.C. Handy’s "Blues Album." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. In a season of ma~ honors, William C. Handy, famous and innnortal father of the blues is 
scheduled to receive his greatest of the year in accord with an announcement from the studios of the 
Columbia Recording corgoration that plans are already under~vay under the direction of John Hannnond 
and Leonard Feather to innnortalize in wax an album of all the best known blues composed by the great 
musician. 
10554. 1939, December 23. Eddie Green’s All-Colored Flicker Telecast by Nat’l Broadcasting Co. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. History was made here Saturday afternoon, Dec. 16, when the National 
Broadcasting Company picked the Sepia-Art Pictures Company’s featurette, "Dress Rehearsal," featuring 
Eddie Green~ to broadcast over their television station here in New York City. Not only is "Dress 
Rehearsal" the first Negro motion picture ever to be broadcast by television, but to its credit the picture was 
written and produced in its entirety by Negroes. 
10555. 1939, December 23. Harlem Sticks to Ella Fitzgerald. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Funny business this dance promoting. Just a few weeks ago Clrarlie Barnett, whose white band plays more 
colored music than any other in the profession, had Harlem standing in line to get an ear full of him at the 
Apollo theater and perhaps, had there been no Ella Fitzgerald, at the Savoy Thursday night, they would 
have done a repeater at the Golden Gate just down the street. In more ways than one, the battle for box- 
office supremacy between the queen of swing delineators and the saxophone king of swing was taken as a 
proving point as to whether the conm~unity was tired of colored swing and had taken a sudden lilting for the 
name white attractions. Doing the second largest Thursday night business in the history of the "Home of 
Happy Feet," La Fitzgerald proved that Harlem is still loyal to the colors. 



10556. 1939, December 23. Herbie Jeffery, Singing Cowboy, Says Sepia Flickers Have Future. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Herbie Jeffrey, golden-voiced singing cowboy of the movies, visited Pittsburgh 
last week and predicted that the sepia cinema will soon be a thriving and important part of the moving 
picture industry. Idol of a million kids throughout the nation, the "Bronze Buckaroo" is now thrilling dance 
lovers as a vocalist in Duke Ellington’s famous orchestra. 
10557. 1939, December 23. Ink Spots, Robeson and Basie in Neqvs of Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
"John He~.T,’’ the Roark Bradford drama starring Paul Robeson, opened in Philadelphia last week at the 
Erlanger Theater to a large first night audience. Praised by reviewing critics, the piece moved on to Boston, 
Monday .... Returning after a national theater tour along the important entertaimnent fronts of the country, 
the famous Ink Spots opened an extended engagement at the Famous Door .... Count Basic and his 
orchestra are currently rehearsing for their annnal Xmas concert at Carnegie Hall. 
10558. 1939, December 23. New Star Looms on Hollywood Horizon. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Glamorous 
Gladys Snyder will make her debut as new screen find in the recently finished all-colored motion picture, 
"Gang War," starring Ralph Cooper and produced under the Million Dollar Productions ba~mer. Snyder 
appears in the above photo. 
10559. 1939, December 23. Robeson Is Superb as John Henry. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "John HemT," 
the "Paul" of colored legend, was brought to life last week at the Theater by Paul Robeson, baritone singer, 
in the premiere of Roark Bradford’s music by the same name. Robeson, a former football star and 
legendary character, was applauded for his efforts and roundly cheered by the large sized audience. He was 
called back for more curtain calls. 
10560.1939, December 23. "Son of Ingagi" Different Theme.[hom Other Movies. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Son of Ingagi," the new all-colored cast motion picture which features Laura 
Bowman and Zack Williams, which will soon be released, is a departure from the themes of the usual 
Hollywood sepia fares. The picture was photographed under the title of "House of Horror." ... "It is our 
intention to give the public a different kind of vehicle and to introduce to them Zack Williams as a sort of 
Black Boris Karloff." 
10561. 1939, December 28. Cab’s "Jive’ Disc a Best Seller. Cal~/brnia Eagle. pT. Cab Calloway’ s record 
of"The Jumpin Jive" was the only disc by a colored artist to be included in general popular best selling 
records for 1939. Page 7-A. 
10562. 1939, December 28. Engagement of June Bradley to Kenneth Washington Announce& Follows 
Two-Year Courtship. Califi)rnia Eagle. p4. Culminating a courtship of nearly two years duration, thc 
engagemcnt of J~me Bradley to Kenncth Washington, famous football player was announced. Pagc 4-A. 
10563. 1939, December 28. Fats Waller. California Eagle. p2. Hot pianist Fats Waller led critics’ lists of 
1939’s records made by Negro Swingsters. Waller’s best efforts include "Your Feet’s Too Big" and "Hold 
Tight." Waller appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
10564. 1939, December 28. "Gone with the Wind" Coming to UnitedArtists. California Eagle. p2. On 
December 29th, David O. Selznick’ "Gone with the Wind" will start its engagement at the United Artists 
downtown. Page 2-B. 
10565. 1939, December 28. Jeliffes in Nov York to Seek Aid in Rebuilding Famous Theater. California 
Eagle. p2. Most of those in the audience to see "The Little Foxes" had come to be and were thrilled by the 
dynamic star, Tallulah Banl~head. But tl~e Jeliffes, Rowena and Russell, the bright-looking people, were 
intent upon the work of the Negro actor who played the part of"Cal," John Marriott. After the 
peffornaance, the Jeliffes went backstage. They gave John Marriott the sincere, simple praise they thought 
was his. Page 2-B. 
10566. 1939, December 28. Jimmie Fidler Pays Glowing Tribute to Hattie McDaniel. Cal~rnia Eagle. 
p2. In his syndicated, nationally read movie colunm, Jimmie Fidler, ace commenVator, paid high 
compliment to the artistry" of Hattie McDaniel’s portrayal of Scarlett’s O’Hara’s manm~y in "Gone With the 
Wind." Fidler declared, "Hattie, with one of the greatest dramatic performances of all time, steals that 
picture... Long after I’ve forgotten their work (the other stars), I’ll still see the emotion wracked, ebony face 
of Hattie, tears coursing down her cheeks as she pleads for Olivia de Havilland’s help outside the room 
where Scarlett’s and Rhett’s baby lies dead." Page 2-B. 
10567. 1939, December 28. Paul Robeson Defends Russia, Sees New Alignment in Europe. Cal~[brnia 
Eagle. pS. Paul Robeson said this week that the action of the Soviet Union in Finland was necessary to balk 
a united drive of the big imperialist powers against the Soviet Union. Robeson’s attitude was expressed in 
an interview which appeared in the Philadelphia Record. The noted artist is here as the star of the new play, 
"John Henry," now in its first week at the Erlanger Thcater. Page 8-A. 



10568. 1939, December 28. Strode Signs t~o pact; to Play with Kenny Sunday. California Eagle. p2. 
Joining his teammate, Kenny Washington~ UCLA’s all-coast end and Woody Strode donned the uniform of 
Washington’s Collegians this week in preparation for the professional game with the Los Angeles 
Bulldogs. Page 2-B. 
10569. 1939, December 28. Won’t "Blister" GWT~;" Quits Paper. California Eag&. pT. Declaring he 
could not agree with his publishers order to ’blister’ the fihn epic "Gone With the Wind," Howard 
Rushinore, movie critic for the Daily Worker, the Conwnuulst party’s organ, annotmced he had quit his $25 
a week job. Rushmore claimed that the Daily Worker board had ordered lfim to criticize GWTW 100 
percent and to even call on the paper’s readers to boycott the film. Page 7-A. 
10570. 1939, December 30. Cab ’ s "Jumpin ’Jjive" Listed Among Best Selling Records of the Year. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Cab Calloway’s Vocation record of "The Jumpin’ Jive" was the oniy disc by a 
colored artist to be included in general popular best selling records for 1939, a survey of record 
manufacturing companies discloses. 
10571. 1939, December 30. Etta Moten a "Natural" in Des Moines. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Music 
lovers by the hundreds came out last Sunday to hear Etta Moten, concert, radio and motion picture singer in 
concert in the beautiful auditorium of the Hoyte Herman place here. Moten~s program was informal, 
including many spirituals. 
10572.1939, December 30. Fidler Praises G. W.W. "Mammy." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Last Tuesday, in 
his syndicated natioually read movie column, Jinunie Fidler, ace commentator paid high compliment to the 
artist~ of Hattie McDaniel’s portrayal of Scarlett O’Hara’s mammy in "Gone with the Wind," multi- 
million dollar film epic starring Clark Gable, Vivian Leigk and Olivia de Haviland, and others. Fidler 
declared, "Hattie, with one of the greatest dramatic perlbrmances of all time, steals that picture .... Long 
after I’ve Ibrgottcn their work (’the other stars), I’ll still see the emotion-wracked, ebo~ face of Hattie, tears 
coursing down her cheeks as sbc pleads for Olivia de Haviland~s help outside the room where Scarlett’s 
and RheWs baby lies dead." 
10573. 1939, December 30. Fletcher Henderson Out as Goodman Pianist. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p20. As 
Benny Goochnan enters tbc t~vo week engagement at the Empire Room of Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here, 
John Guarnieri replaces Fletcher Henderson at the piano as a regular member of the swing king’s orchestra. 
The pianist will also be featured with the Goodman Trio and sextet. 
10574.1939, December 30. Hattie MeDaniel’s Part in "Gone with the Wind" Outstanding. Pittsbut2qh 
Courier. p4. Western critics who attended the select press preview of "Gone with the Wind" were 
m~animous in naming Hattie McDaniel’s per[brmance of outstanding merit. One writer said that her ability 
as an actress would give the world a greater estimate of the Negro race. Another stated that her 
performance equaled in brilliance that of Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh. Attending the special press 
showing were motion picture editors, syndicate writers and colmnnists from all over the United States. 
These seasoned critics judged the work of Hattie McDaniel solely on the basis of draraatic ability and the 
actress came through with flying colors. 
10575. 1939, December 30. Hawkins, Fitzgerald, Christian Win Out in Poll. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Virtually "buried" in a stale beer garden in Holland with a small three-piece band, a year ago, Coleman 
Hawkins this week was named greatest tenor sax soloist in the world by 14,000 Ameican musicians. 
Ha~vkins, whose great talent was heard with Mamie Smitl~ Fletcher Henderson, and others before he sailed 
for Europe five years ago, came back to win Down Beat magazine’s 1939 poll .... Ella Fitzgerald proved 
herself to be still the favorite gift singer in the land, defeating Mildred Bailey to take a place on Down 
Beat’s All-American band. 
10576. 1939, December 30. Perfect Pattern for Class, Talent Style and Beauty. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. 
Etta Moten ... in private life, Mrs. Claude Barnett of Chicago. The one and only loveliest of the lovely. She 
is regarded as a leader in the world of fashion and as a soprano concert artist, she excels. Her marvelous 
personality endears her to all. She is expected in Boston this week at the annual Boule of her sorority, 
Alpha Kappa Alpha. Moten appears in the above photo. 
10577. 1939, December 30. Red Movie Critic Fired_tbr Not Rappigng "Gone with the Wind." Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl. The Connnunist Daily Worker, which has rediscovered the Negro question since the Nazi- 
Soviet pact broke up its united front line, fired its movie critic Thursday because he refused to blast 
completely the recently-released Civil War picture, "Gone with the Wind." ... A Baptist choir which sang 
last Thursday night at the city auditorium where the "Gone with the Wind" ball was held and an A.M.E. 
choir which sang religious songs in front of the downtown theater where the world premiere of the motion 



picture was held, was denounced at the weeldy lneeting of the Atlanta Baptist Ministers’ union Tuesday at 
Greater Wheat Street Baptist Church. 
10578. 1939, December 30. Rev A. Clayton Powell’s Inspired, Dynamic Speech on "l~Tngs Over Jordan" 
Program a Bitter Indictment of Hypocrisy. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. "The Negro has come a long way" since 
the day" that John Brown cracked his pistol at Harper’s Ferry; William Loyd Garrison’s voice thundered 
across Ha~’ard Square; Nat Turner staged the insurrection of Southampton County, Va., and Frederick 
Douglass’ oratory echoed arom~d the world crying, "Let My People Go.’ When in the nfidst of despair with 
the leaders of the abolitionists giving up all hope, Sojourner Truth posed her irmnortal questiorL ’Is God 
dead?’---our group was still in bondage." This was part of the speech delivered by Adam Clayton Powell, 
Jr. who spoke from Cleveland, Ohio on the "Wings Over Jordan" program. 
10579. 1939, December 30. Robeson Pledges aid to Amateur Thespian Group. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Paul Robeson, famous actor, promised his hearty cooperation in helping the progress of the theater of the 
New Negro in an address at the theater headquarters last Friday night. Robeson appeared recently in this 
city (Philadelphia) in the title role of the Negro folk drama, "John Henry." The actor also praised the efforts 
being made by the organizers of the group and pointed out that such theaters as that of the New Negro, 
provided the means of true expression for the Negro race. 
10580. 1940, January 4. 1939 "Greats’ Find Marian Anderson No. l, Carver Aro. 2. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. 
The "most distinguished Negroes" were am~ounced this week. "The Ammal Floyd J. Calvin Award," 
selected Marian Anderson as number 1 and George Washington Carver number 2. Page 2-A. 
10581. 1940, January 4. Ad Double Deal. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. This is an ad for the film "Double Deal," 
an all colored moving picture, set to premiere at the Lincoln and Bill Robinson theaters. The film features 
Jeni LeGon and Monte Hawley. Page 2-B. 
10582. 1940, January 4. Author of Currently Popular Novd. California Eagle. pl. Zora Neale Hurston is 
the brilliant author of the popular, "Moses, Man of the Mountain," which has received wide praise in 
literary circles since its publication rccently. Hurston, a Guggenheim Fellow of several years ago, won 
fame wifl~ hcr first novel, "Jonah’s Gourd Vine," "Of Mules and Men," and "Their Eyes Are Watching 
God." Page 1-B. 
10583. 1940, January 4. Covington Joins Gold Hour as M.C. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. Appointment of Floyd 
C. Covington, executive secretary of the local Urban League, as nmster of ceremonies on thc "Gold Hour," 
was announced by Morris Gold. Well known over the State as a brilliant public speaker, Covington began 
his new duties with the first program of the New Year on Monday. Page 2-B. 
10584. 1940, January 4. "Darktown Strutters Ball" to Be George Randol’s next Film. California Eagle. 
p2. George Randol, president of the George Randol Productions, the only all-colored motion picture 
company in Hollywood, annotmced early" this week that he is now preparing for production the 
dramatization of the song hit of a few years back, "Darktown Strutters Ball." Composer of the ever-popular 
number, Shelton Brooks, in collaboration with F.E. Miller, has written a story that will be as interesting and 
entertaining a picture as "Alexander’s Ragtime Band," Randol claims. Page 2-B. 
10585. 1940, January 4. Dr. A. Clayton Powell Sr. Here to Fulfill Speaking Dates. California Eagle. pl. 
Dr. A. Clayton Powell Sr., New York religious leader, arrived to begin a series of speaking engagements in 
Southern California that will keep him on the Coast for an indefinite time. Page 1-A. 
10586. 1940, January 4. Jack Johnson Ill in Hospital. California Eagle. p3. Stricken with double 
pneumonia, New Year’s Eve, Jack Johnson, 62, was reported "resting comfortably." Page 3-B. 
10587. 1940, January 4. Jackie Robinson to Start in Cage Series. California Eagle. p3. With Jackie 
Robinson slated to start at forward, the UCLA Brain basketballers play practice games against St. Mary’s 
and Loyola. Page 3-B. 
10588. 1940, January" 4. Kenny to Get $2,500 Per Picture. Cal!/brnia Eagle. pl. Kem~y Washington, all 
time coast football great, became a motion picture star with the sigl~ing of a contract with Million Dollar 
Productions which will guarantee him $2,500 per picture. Signing of the Hollywood contract was 
Washington’s second step in cashing in on the fame earned throughout three years of intercollegiate 
football. Page 1-A. 
10589. 1940, January" 4. Kenny Washin&on. California Eagle. p2. Kelmy Washington and his new "boss" 
Harry Popkin, Million Dollar Productions executive director, are shown "shaking lrands off’ a contract 
signed by Washington to make movies. Both appear in the above photo. Page 2-A. 
10590. 1940, January" 4. Kenny Washin~on’s All-Americans Lose but Look Good at It. Cal~/brnia Eagle. 
p3. Kenny "The General" Washington and his All-Americans were on the short end of a 22 to 6 pro grid 



total at Gilmore stadimn but in losing to the Los Angeles Bulldogs, Kenny and his outfit looked good, very 
good. Page 3-B. 
10591. 1940, January 4. Les Hire Set for Ncm, York Engagement. California Eagle. p2. A deal was closed 
for the appearance of Les Hite, billed as "California~s Greatest Colored Attraction," at the new Million 
Dollar Ballroom. Page 2-B. 
10592. 1940, January 4. Negro Press Featured in No~ Pie. California Eagle. p2. Thanks to the efforts of 
the Negro press in fighting the exploitation of their people as gangsters and Uncle Tom characters in 
motion pictures, the public has been promised colored pictures showing the "real side" of the Negro. This 
announcement was made by Arthur Dreifi~ss who has chosen a story showing what goes on behind the 
scenes of a colored newspaper office and what an important part the profession plays in the everyday life of 
the fifteen million people that it represents. Page 2-B. 
10593. 1940, January 4. Nina Mae Takes Band to New Orleans. Cal~rnia Eag&. p2. Dubbed by her 
press agent as "America’s Number One Sweetheart," Niua Mae McKinney, famed dancer and movie 
actress, will bring her newly organized dance band to a local night spot for an indefi~fite engagement. 
McKinney will perform at this local venue in New Orleans. Page 2-B. 
10594. 1940, January 4. Premiere Setj[br Lincoln, BillRobinson. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. The premiere of 
Argus’ "Double Deal," an all colored moving picture, has been set for the Lincoln and Bill Robinson 
Theaters, Argus officials announced today. The film features Jerd LeGon and Monte Hawley. Page 2-B. 
10595. 1940, January 4. Ralph Cooper’s New Film, "Gang War," Is Completed. California Eagle. p2. 
Million Dollar Productions latest picture "Gang War," was screened "in the rough" ChiSstmas Eve. The 
filmjnst finished production "after t~vo weeks of day and hight shooting and which required over two 
months of preparation. Thc picturc has an outstanding cast. The story is a withering indictmeut of 
racketeering and gangsterism. Ralph Cooper, the star is "Killer" Meade, a grcedy, suave gang leader. 
Opposite him is Gladys Snyder, new leading lady, as Mazie, who loves thc gang leader for his better 
qualities. Page 2-B. 
10596. 1940, January 4. Sidney P. Dories. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. p2. Sidney P. Dories, vetcran Los Angeles rcal 
estate broker, carries on in the namc of property expansion for Negroes. Dones appears in the above photo. 
Page 2-A. 
10597. 1940, January 4. Song Bird Migrates Southward. (TaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Etta Moten, stcllar concert 
artist, opens hcr 1940 season tonight at Rollins College, white, in Winter Park, Florida. Motcn who is 
presented by the Chicago Concert Burcau, has eight engagemeuts--chiefly intcrvacial--in the winter rcsort 
area of Florida during January and will also visit Nassau, Bahanms. Pagc 2-B. 
10598. 1940, January 4. Washington, Strode Feted by Masons; Given Award. California Eagle. p3. "If 
there is a~thing the race really needs, it is men of the caliber of these young men," said Roscoe H. Broyles 
as he was presenting the Maso~fic awards to Kenneth S. Washington and Woodrow W. Strode. The 
occasion was a banquet last Friday evening at Masonic Temple, 50th and Central Avenue given by the 
Prince hall affiliation honoring the Bruin stars "for distinguished service in athletics." Page 3-B. 
10599. 1940, January 6. Joe Louis Sued by Sports Writers for $103,321. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. AI 
Warden, sports editor of the Ogden, Utah, Standard-Examiner, started a civil suit seeking $103, 321 in 
damages here in Federal District Court against Heavyweight Champion, Joe Louis and his co-mauagers, 
Julian Black and Johi~ Roxborough, this week. Warden charged that the suit was an outgrowth of a Western 
and South American exhibition tour that Louis had planned for this winter and then cancelled. 
10600. 1940, January 6. Kenny Washington, Woody Strode Star in Professional Debuts. Pittsburgh 
Courier. plT. Proving to be the magnet that drew some 25,000 holiday fans, All-American Kenny 
Washington and Woody Strode, star UCLA players, made their professional big-time football debuts at 
Gihnore Stadium here last Sunday, when the Kenny Washington All-Americans, consisting of ex-All-Coast 
and All-American players, lost by a 22 to 6 margin to the Los Angeles Bulldogs, Americans professional 
league champions. 
10601. 1940, January 6. Lovely "Little Bo" Captivates Smoketowners. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Behind the 
scenes of Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, is his lovely wife, Fam~ie Robinson .... Anywhere you see her, she 
attracts and provokes attention. When she posed for the Pittsburgh Courier, she wore a flame triple crepe 
with black accessories. Her hat was red with black coquet feathers. And of course, her cape was silver fox. 
10602. 1940, January 6. New Movie Finds Stars in Gangster Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Gladys 
Snyder, new Coast find and Ralph Cooper, as Killer Meade in a scene from Million Dollar’s recently 
completed, "Gang WarY It will be released in Pittsburgh soon. They appear in the above photo. 



10603. 1940, January 6. Nicholas Brothers Are Back. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The interuatioually famous 
Nicholas Brothers who have harried every important theatrical front both at home and abroad, returned here 
last week after a wildly acclaimed tour of South America. Returning home abroad the liner Brazil, the 
famous brothers and their mother Mrs. U.D. Nicholas had notlfing to say regarding the war that is tearing 
parts of Europe apart, for according to them, South America is in no way affected .... At no time during 
their tour did they encounter a~~ racial prejudice, even though they were stars on bills of entertaimnent 
featuring ma~\v whites from this America. 
10604. 1940, January 11. "Doable Deal" Breaks All Records. California Eagle. p2. The sensational 
success of"Double Deal" in Kansas City, Los Angeles and in every ci~ that it has played to date, has 
proven beyond a doubt that all-colored cast pictures are now to be rated along with the product of the n~jor 
studios; for they are just as entertaining and are produced, directed, and written by men of the same caliber 
as those who have helped to make motion pictures the world’s best entertainment. Page 2-B. 
10605. 1940, January 11. Ernest Whitman. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pT. Ernest Whitman, popular singer and 
screen player, who has just completed a hilarious sequence in "Buck Benny Rides Again" with Eddie 
Anderson and Theresa Harris is adding new laurels to his cinematic career. He is compiling and editing a 
Stage, Screen, and Radio Guide for his fellow members of the film industry. Whiteman is shown in an 
outfit worn in "Shark Island." (Sect. B). 
10606. 1940, January 11. Galento Talks Great Right ,qth Louis. Califbrnia Eagle. pT. To~; Galento, No. 
1 challenger for the hea~3-weight crown worn by Joe Louis, who was interested in playing a game of poker, 
was interrupted when two local colored reporters entered and requested that he grant an interview. Page 7- 
B. 
10607. 1940, January 11. Hank Won’t Fight Garcia; to Tackle Mantanez Jan. 24. Califi)rnia Eagle. p3. 
Welterweight champion Henry, Armstrong, who knocked out Joe Ghnouly of St. Louis in 34 seconds of the 
fifth round said his proposed bout with Ceferino Garcia, middleweight champion in New York and 
California, was "all ofF’ and that hc would defend his crown against Pedro Montancz. Page 3-B. 
10608. 1940, January 11. Hattie Noel Tops Para Stage Show. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. Fanchon and Marco 
arc currently presenting in person on the stage, the screen’s mirthful mammy, Hattie Noel, who is the 
headline attraction in the gay and colorful "Follies of 1940." Noels is a veteran of the screen and has to her 
credit many outstanding roles. Page 2-B. 
10609. 1940, January 11. "One Dark Night" Set.[br Eastside. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. p2. Featuring the "Brown 
Family," headed by Mantan Moreland, "One Dark Night," Million Dollar Productions new comedy-dranm, 
is scheduled to open on the Eastside shortly. Plans are tu~del~vay to hold its first western showing at both 
the Lincoln and Bill Robinson Theaters. Page 2-B. 
10610. 1940, January 11. Theresa Harris, Some Day, Wants to Be a Great Actress. California Eagle. p2. 
Theresa Harris came to California when her parents, Ina and Antho~ Harris, migrated here with some five 
children. They were leaving Houstol~ Texas behind. Harris demonstrated singing talent when she was 
eleven years old. "Even the white ladies whose homes she visited with her mother when her mother washed 
clothes," affirmed her talent. Harris recently appeared in "Buck Benny Rides Again." Page 2-B. 
10611. 1940, January 13. Glad Negroes a Part of "Gone with the Wind" Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Contrary to those so-called conscious men who make their buttered bread by the per~ I liked David O. 
Selznick’s production of Margaret Mitchell’s story of the old South, "Gone with the Wind." ... As part of 
this new trend in screen entertainnaent, the Negro is a strong and motivating factor. As a result, I found the 
peffornaances of Hattie McDaniel, Butterfly McQuee~ Oscar Polk, Everett Brown, Ernest Whitman, Blue 
Washington and Eddie Rochester Anderson of a superb quality. 
10612.1940, JanualT 13. Joe Louis Heads.[br Pompton Camp. Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. Fresh from a 
prelimiuary training siege in his secluded new Michigan farm, Hea~3-weight Champion Joe Louis, was due 
to arrive here Friday to start his final drills for his titular defense against Arturo Godoy in Madison Square 
Garden Feb. 9. 
10613. 1940, JanualT 13. Joe Louis Is Still "A Bum" to Galento!. Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. On 
Wednesday evening Two Ton Tony Galento, No. 1 challenger for the hea~3~weight crown now worn by Joe 
Louis, who was interested in playing a smart game of poker with Jinnnie Frain, his publicity manager and 
others at this tavern at 24 S. Day Street, was interrupted when two local colored reporters entered and 
requested that he grant an interview. Galento was prevailed upon to answer several questions, among which 
was one having to do with being banned from New York in another championship brawl with Louis. 
10614. 1940, January 13. Jules Bledsoe Is Coming Back. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After a layoff of several 
years from the concert: stage, Jules Bledsoe, internatioually known baritone is scheduled to be heard in a 



Town Hall recital the last Sunday in January. His program for the occasion will consist of Italian arias, folk 
songs, and the ever popular spirituals. 
10615. 1940, January 13. Kenny Washington Is SignedJbr Star Role in Million Dollar Film. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Marking the first time a colored football ace has ever been signed to star in pictures because 
of his fame, Kem\~T Washington was placed under contract last Saturday by Million Dollar Productions. 
Harry M. Popkin, executive producer scooped another all-colored cast compa~\~" that was angling for the 
great all-American. Washington was represented by his uncle, Detective Lieutenant Roscoe Washington. 
10616. 1940, January 13. Les Hire Passes" Through City Enroute to Harlem’s Golden Gate. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Les Hire, the famous "Hollywood Heat Wave" and his equally famous movie colony 
orchestra, passed through Pittsburgh early Monday afternoon, en route for New York City where they 
opened Tuesday night for an engagement at Harlem’s Golden Gate Ballroom. The band made a flying trip 
to New York from Dallas, Texas, which spot they left early Saturday morning. 
10617. 1940, January 13. The Nicholas Brothers Return A_lter 10 Weeks Tour of South America. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The internationally-famous Nicholas Brothers, who have harfied every important 
theatrical front both at home and abroad, returned here last week after a wildly acclaimed tour of South 
America. Returning abroad the liner Brazil, the brothers and their mother, Mrs. U.D. Nicholas, had nothing 
to say regarding the war that is tearing Europe apart, for according to them, "South America is in no way 
affected. Instead the people there are living in peace with no visible of sign of racial hatred." 
10618. 1940, January 13. Paul Robeson and ToM Talk It Over. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "John Henry-," 
fabulous man of story and song, created by Roark Bradford and brought to life by Paul Robeson a few 
weeks ago in Philadelphia, is a different man now. Since the opening of the ambitious and novel production 
of the singing play at the Colonial Theater a fortnight ago, "John Henry.," has been changed considerably. 
No doubt that when it opens in New York this week it will be quite another play and yet: there is still the 
haunting music based on spirituals and always the legendary figure of the man six feet tall who could load a 
boat with cotton by himself and build a railroad practically alone. It: is Robeson’s play. The stage in spflc of 
the excellent chorus and the fine co-workers seem empty until Mr. Robeson appears. 
10619. 1940, January 18.4 Ink Spots to Tour with Band. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. The Four Ink Spots, 
rhythnfic best sellers of Decca records, will tour with a band, it was aunounced today. Page 2-B. 
10620. 1940, January 18. Catholics Join Attack on "GWTW." California Eagle. p2. The Cafllolic Legion 
of Decency joined the Communists in assailing the Hollywood production "Gone with the Wind." The 
Catholic group [bund the fihn "objectionable" on moral grounds but was silent on the alleged anti-Negro 
character and "distortion of American history;" points on wtfich the Communists and many Negro 
organizations are centering their attacks. Page 2-B. 
10621. 1940, January 18. Count Basie on Apollo Stage. California Eagle. p2. Count Basic, swing pianist 
and leader of one of the country’s most popular bands headlined the revue at Harlem’s 125th Street Apollo 
Theater. Page 2-B. 
10622. 1940, January 18. Eddie Anderson, "Rochester" of Stage, Radio, Screen Fame, Really Wants to 
BeAviator. California Eagle. p2. From chorus in an all Negro revue to tops among Negro screen and radio 
performers, that’s the story of the career of Eddie Anderson. His one great ambition is to establish a Negro 
flying corps in the United States Army. He actively advocates a training school for Negro aviators. 
Anderson recently appeared in "Buck and Beuny Rides Again." Page 2-B. 
10623. 1940, January 18. Fay Jackson Elected to News Guild. California Eagle. pS. Fay M. Jackson, 
intematioually known newspaper woman, was elected secretary-treasurer of the American Newspaper 
Guild Free Lance Unit. Page 8-B. 
10624. 1940, January 18. Film Execs visit Eagle Plant. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Arthur Dreifuss, director and 
co-producer with Bert Goldberg of"Mystery in Swing," an all-colored cast picture, based on the life of a 
star reporter and showing what an important part the Negro press plays in the everyday life of its people, 
paid a visit to the California Eagle. Page 2-B. 
10625. 1940, January 18. Gee Gee James Wins Plaudits of Swank Biltmore Audience. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. 
pS. With a brilliant audience of Hollywood himinaries and social leaders that packed the Biltmore Theater 
to the rafters, "No Time For Comedy," starring Katherine Cornell and Francis Lederer, opened Monday 
night for a two week engagement. Gee Gee James who plays the part of a sophisticated maid and Ernest 
Whitman appear in this production. Page 8-B. 
10626. 1940, January 18. Hattie McDaniel Signs Long-Term Contract with Selznich. CaliJbrnia Eagle. 
p2. Hattie McDaniel, whose remarkable climb to screen fame has been unparalleled, was recently signed to 



a long term contract by Selznick International Studios. The studio has intimated that it plans to give 
McDaniel outstanding parts since she has proven her ability in Selznick’s greatest production. Page 2-B. 
10627. 1940, January 18. Hollywood Productions’ Film Is Neat. John Kinloch. California Eagle. p5. In 
"Horror House," Zack Williams in the "monster" portrayal, which might have easily been botched beyond 
repair, plays with great skill. His presence is a real help. This is a good picture. As is to be expected with 
most colored flickers right now, the production is a bit frayed around the edges even a bit out at the elbows. 
Spencer Williams produced the story. Laura Bowman appears in the cast. Page 5-A. 
10628. 1940, January 18. Robinson to Lead Bruins Against USC. California Eagle. p3. Ledby all-round 
athlete Jackie Robinson, the Bruins tangle with the Hoopsters of the University of Southern California in 
the second round of southern division Pacific Coast Conference. Page 3-B. 
10629. 1940, January 18. Theatrical Editor Writes History of Negro in Motion Pietures for Trade 
Magazine. James Asendio. CaliJbrnia Eagle.. p2. The article is a reprint of one that appeared in the January 
issue of Internatioual Photographers magazine-a white publication. Twenty years ago, Oscar Micheaux 
started producing Negro pictures in the East. These pictures have served their purpose, but could hardly be 
said to have kept pace with the progress of the industry. There have also been several other efforts to 
produce Negro pictures, but never on the same scale and with a definite trend toward quality as is now the 
case in Hollywood. Page 2-B. 
10630. 1940, January 20. Butterbeans and Susie, Snookum Russell, Open Show in Florida. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Butterbeans and Susie, famous comic team of the stage, opened here Sunday night in their 
popular "Dixie to Harlem" revue, featuring Snookum Russell and his celebrated orchestra. The Lyric 
Theater was packed and jammed to capacity as the show unfolded and the orchestra and funny team 
received rounds and rounds of applause. 
10631.1940, January 20. Ink Spots Get Return Date at N. Y. Paramount. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Thc now famous Four Ink Spots who were catapulted into natioual favor with their tricky 
arrangemcnt and voice handling of a semi swingsweet ditty, "ff I Didn’t Care," can start asking the same 
question ofthc theatrical public hcre for if they didn’t care, tbcn why are thc :four lads whom Moe Gale 
nursed along for years on NBC suddenly the center of so much theatrical favor. Starring tiffs week thc 
quartctte which is considered the one in a million to reach success since the rise and fall of the Mills 
Brothers now in Europe, will start as hcadlinc attraction at thc Paramount Theatcr in the very. bcart of 
Times Square. 
10632.1940, January 20. Kenny Washington Prefers Blondes and Athletics. Julia B. Jones. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p9. There arc women in tbc lifc of Kenny Washington ... big, colorful football star, who made the 
All-American team of two outstanding authorities. He told us so the other day when interviewed in his 
native town--Los Angeles. They are: Marian Washington, 37 year-old mother of the popular athlete and 
June Bradley, his 21 year-old sweetheart. 
10633. 1940, January 20. Montancz to Test Armstrong. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. In his first New York 
defense of the world welte~eight title since last May, Henry Armstrong opposes Pedro Montanez, Puerto 
Rican, in a 15 round match at Madison Square Garden next Wednesday, Jan. 24. It will be one of the 
toughest tests in Armstrong’s career. 
10634. 1940, January 20. Robeson Is Back on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul Robeson, great 
dramatic actor and superb delineator of songs, returned to the American theatrical scene at the 44th Street 
Theater here, last week, in the title role of Roark Bradford’s fabulous story, "John Hem?.’." 
10635. 1940, January 20. l~7~at 1939 Meant to the Negro in Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. The 
colored motion picture industl3~ in Hollywood predicts a banner year for 1940s and boast that it will release 
35 feature-length films during the year. In the first picture, above is Ralph Cooper, one of the early pioneers 
in the film industry and in spite of its ups and downs, one of the leading executives of the film world. 
10636. 1940, January" 25. Dead 13 Years, Today’s Birthday of Flo Mills, beloved Stage Star. Almeua 
Davis. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. Florence Mills, would have been 45 years old today. Today is the birthday of 
that radiant star, whose peer has not been found in the 13 years since her death. Mills was on stage 
practically all of her life. Her career began before she was six and stopped o~fly with death. She could have 
shown today’s juvenile stars a thing or two about bridging the gap between adolescence and maturity. Page 

10637. 1940, January" 25. From (,’horus Girl to Motion Picture Star--That’s LeGon. James Asendio. 
Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. Jeni LeGon’s career is one of those rises to fame, for which Hollywood is so famous. 
Since just a few years ago, the now 21 year old, was just a little chorus girl with the Whitman Sister’s 
show, trying to gct to the top of the ladder of success. Page 2-B. 



10638. 1940, January 25. Kenny Gets Three of Five Trophies. California Eagle. p3. Kelmy Washington 
was presented three of five trophies at the 21st am~ual football banquet for the Bruin football team. Page 3- 
B. 
10639. 1940, January 25. Kenny Named Greatest Back of Year; Strode Most Improved. California Eagle. 
pl. Kenny Washington won the American Legion award for Most Valuable Player. Woodrow Strode holds 
the trop~r for being the most improved player of the year. Page 1-A. 
10640. 1940, January 25. Randol Tells of Great Negro Actors. George Randol. California Eagle. p2. 
Several days ago, I heard two young actors at the studio discussing pictures and the theater. Their 
comment was that we have no great Negro actors, nor have we ever had any great actors in the theater. 
Really, it is nice to hear these young people in earnest discussion of things that have to do with their 
profession and one wonder’s sometimes why more of them don’t try to get real facts concerning those who 
have gone on before, making it possible for us today. Regardless of what we may think, people are aware 
of the great performances given by actors of bygone days: Ira Aldfidge, Ernest Hogan, Bob Cole, 
S.H.Dudley, Bert Williams, George Walker, Cole and Johnson, Florence Mills, Charles Gilpin, Aubrey 
Lyles, Rose McClendon, Richard B. Harrison, Evelyn Preer, etc. Page 2-A. 
10641. 1940, January 25. Robeson, Marian Anderson Discs to Be Heard Sunday. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pT. 
The music stores are reporting a great run on the records of Paul Robeson since he made the national radio 
program, "The Pursuit of Happiness," a stampede, as Time magazine put it. Similarly, since Eleanor 
Roosevelt protested discrimiuation by the Washington, D.C. Daughters of the American Revolution against 
Marian Anderson, the stock of the latter has risen sharply. Page 7-B. 
10642. 1940, January 25. Woodrow Strode Assumes Duties for D.A. ’s Q[fice. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. 
Woodrow Wilson Strode, famed UCLA football player, took up Iris new duties as process server and 
investigator for the Bureau of hwestigation in the District Attorney’s office. Page 1-A. 
10643. 1940, Jamuary 27. Joe Rocks Three Sparmates with Jolting Lefts. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
plT. With the same old fire in his eyes and fight in his heart that led him along the bumpy road of 
achievement to successftdly conquer and defend a world hea~Tweight championship, Joe Louis, the 
glamour boy of fistians, had plenty of knees buckling here Sunday as he mn the gauntlet of his usual work 
period with six rounds of boxing. 
10644.1940, Jamuary 27. Les Hite Seheduled.Jbr New York Theater Bow; Apollo Headliner. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Les Hire, the band :from across the Rockies who made its successful dance hall bow here a 
few weeks ago at the Golden Gate Ballroom with the usual fanfare accorded good aggregations, will have 
its, second Harlem debut this Friday when it goes into the Apollo Theater as the number one attraction of 
the week to play a bit of contrasting music to that of "Slim" Galliard and his "Flat Foot Floogie" Boys. 
10645. 1940, January 27. Paul Robeson ’ s "John Henry" Closed Over Money Squabble. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. "Jolm Henry," the Roark Bradford mythical Negro giant, who moved into the 44th Street 
Theater Wednesday, a week or so ago, but closed after a mere three days’ showing, did so, not because of 
lack of audience appeal, but in the face of a string of financial tangles .... Undisturbed by the ill-luck of 
John Henly, Paul Robeson the great delineator of folk songs and dramatic actor, plans an extensive concert 
tour next fall under the supervision of Fred Schang Jr. of the Metropolitan Musical Bureau. 
10646. 1940, February 1. Dempsey Knocks OutLouis!. California Eagle. p3. Jack Dempsey knocked out 
Joe Louis in a mythical ring battle envisioned by none other than Gene Tunney, who used to be a boxing 
man. Page 3-B. 
10647. 1940, February 1. Floyd Ray Breaks Records in San Diego. California Eagle. p2. Floyd Ray and 
his swing band are breaking records at the College Inn, in San Diego where he is entering their fifth week. 
Ray’s aggregation was the first Negro group to play the spot. Page 2-B. 
10648. 1940, February 1. Marian Anderson to Sing in Long Beaeh in Lincoln Fete. Cal~brnia Eagle. p8. 
On South Martin street in Philadelphia, not far from the Union Baptist Church where the singing voice of 
Marian Anderson was first heard, stands a little frame dwelling owned by the illustrious singer. Page 8-B. 
10649. 1940, February 1. Marian Anderson to Sing Work of Young Composer. California Eagle. p2. 
"Dark Virgin," a new work by Florence B. Price, young Negro composer, will be sung by Marian 
Anderson. Anderson reportedly stated that she is always searching for songs that will "move her deeply" 
and consequently move her audience in a similar manner. Page 2-B. 
10650. 1940, February 1. New York Golden Gate Likes Les Hire. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Les Hite and his 
California orchestra have been "standing them on their heads" at Harlem’s "Million Dollar Ballrooln," the 
Golden Gate. They were such an overnight hit that the manger inmaediately signed new contracts for a 
return engagement. Page 2-B. 



10651. 1940, FebmauT 1. Ruby Elzy Returns;" Disappointed in Closing of Play; "John Henry." California 
Eagle. p2. Ruby Elzy is back in town, happy to be re-united with her husband, but quite frankly 
disappointed by the abrupt closing of "Jolm Henry." EI~- went back to Broadway in October to play 
opposite Paul Robeson in "Jolm Henry." Page 2-B. 
10652. 1940, Februau" 1. Washington to Play in "Frisco." California Eagle. p3. Northern California 
football fans will have chance to see famed Kearny Washington in his first appearance according to plans 
for the Golden Gate Bowl benefit game. Page 3-B. 
10653. 1940, Februau" 3. Cameras Start Work in "Mystery in Swing." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Cameras began grinding this week on "Mystery in Swing." Arthur Dreiffus, the producer-director, 
stated to this writer: "We realize that the gangster theme in all colored cast pictures have been overworked. 
So Arthur Hoerl and F.E. Miller will write our screen stories." 
10654. 1940, Februau¢ 3. Duke Ellington Wows ’Era at Harlem’s Famous Savoy. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Duke Ellington, the musical aristocrat of America and his superb aggregation of star musicians took 
over the bandstand of the Savoy Ballroom Sunday night in conjunction with Erskine Hawkins and his crew 
in a maimer a la mode. Attracting a record crowd of some 4,000 jitterbugs and musicians, the torrid 
combination rocked the "Home of Happy Feet," from early afternoon until late in the evening. 
10655. 1940, Februau¢ 3. Eddie Green Discovers a New Film Outlet.[br Harlem Actors and Actresses. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Eddie Green, famous stage, screen, and radio laugh-provoker, is on his way to 
realizing his ambition to be a businessman-producer. Having successfully released his second all-colored 
short subject in Harlem, Green is opening a new outlet for the race in the theater. 
10656. 1940, Februau¢ 3. Etta Moten Don~t Dixie Way Now.t. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Etta Moten, 
tantalizing and pleasing songbird and motion picture star, who has been concerting hcrc in Dixie with 
marvelous success, is scheduled to appear therc at the Magnolia Avenue High School auditorium Tucsday, 
Feb. 6 and is expectcd to be welcomed by a capacity house, according to the remarkable-advance ticket 
sales~ 
10657. 1940, Februa~ 3. Experts Say Kirk’s Band Should "Come Into Its Own" This Year. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Tonight (Thursday), Andy Kirk and his famous Clouds of Joy orchestra embark in Moncssen, 
Pa., on a nationwide tour which should go a long way towards establishing the outfit as "thc band of 1940." 
Many of the current crop of better known musical aggregations fcel that 1940 is the year but none can lay 
ant, better claim to the honor than thc aggregation which swung out for two solid months at the Golden 
Gate Ballroom herc in New York which has just finishcd an engagement at thc Arcadia. 
10658 1940, Februa~ 3. Fats Waller Establishes New Record. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Fats Wallet’s 
opening day at Ray Schriber’s Colonial Theater set an all-time record for the house, when the famous 
pianist and his band drew 9,034 people in the 1,455 seat house. 
10659. 1940, Februau~ 3. Fats Waller Receives Threat. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Fats Waller was guarded 
dt~ng lfis week’s stay here, filling a theater engagement, because of an anonymous telephone call 
threatening him with death if he did not accede to monetary demands. 
10660. 1940, Februau~ 3. Gale Inc. Names Race Man to Important Post: Lee Matthews 147ll Represent 
Group in Tri-State Area. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Gale, Inc., which controls the destiny of such bands as 
Ella Fitzgerald, Erskine Hawkins, Benny Carter, The Savoy Sultains, and which also discovered and 
handles the sensational Four Ink Spots, drove another nail into their closely-knit booking organization last 
Saturday when they announced the appointment of Lee A. Matthews, director of the New Artist Service as 
their booking representative in the Tri-State area. 
10661. 1940, Februau~ 3. Heavyweight Champion Gives Spar Hands a "Break" in Drills. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Joe Louis, the greatest heavyweight fighter in all the world today, despite the 
rampage of Her Hitler and Joe Stalin, is at the peak of his fighting condition~ and therein lies a good 
argument against capital punishment. Seen here today in the pink, with a capital sting, the great Brown 
Bomber faced his usual round of human punching bags and from all appearances trained his body for 
catching rather than pitching. 
10662. 1940, Februau~ 3. Henry Proves Greatness Against Pedro ~Iontanez; Gareia Bout Next. Ted 
Poston. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. A new Henry Armstrong--equipped with a killing punch and an 
tmlimited assortment of weapons--turned back a courageous challenge for his welter~veight crown 
Wednesday night by battering a heavier Pedro Montanez into submission before 19,157 cheering fans at 
Madison Square Garden. 
10663. 1940, Februau~ 3. Ink Spots to Travel in Ambulance f!"om Broadway to Harlem. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. In the case of the nationally famous Ink Spots, who will soon start a cotu~try, wide 



tour of the United States, we’re at a loss as to just what explanation is in order, ’"’Will wonders never 
cease?" or "What will they be doing next?" ... Starting an engagement at the Paramount Theater three 
weeks ago as an added attraction of an all wlfite revue, the group received its first hold-over last week with 
the entire revue. 
10664. 1940, Febmal?.- 3. Kenny Captures Award. Pittsbu~eh Courier. p16. Here’s Kenny Washington, 
famed UCLA football star, receiving the All-Players trophy after having been voted the most valuable 
player for 1939 as a unanimous voice of 110 teams and more than 1,800 players. Washington appears in the 
above photo. 
10665. 1940, Febmal?.- 3. Picket Premiere of "Abraham Lincoln." Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Above is a 
view of the scene outside the RKO-Keith Theater in Washington, D.C., last week when the film version of 
"Abraham Lincoln in Illinois," had its world premiere. The theater was picketed in protest against the 
barring of Negroes from Washignton show houses. Under the sign which says, "Negroes are barred from 
theater in the nation’s capital," is Mrs. Patrick Hurley (blonde), one of the capital big-wigs who attended 
the opening. 
10666. 1940, FebmalT 3. Robeson Files Pay Claim Against "John Henry." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
mystery" which shrouded "John Hem)’," the Roark Bradford vehicle wlfich starred Paul Robeson in his first 
American play many years, came more to light here last week as personal attorney for the star filed a claim 
with Actors Equity asking for $5,600 in pay due the great singer. 
10667. 1940, FebmalT 3. Step Proves a Sensation in Chicago. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Three After 
Three," is Stepin Fetchit, screen and stage star, who opened with the play Monday night at Chicago’s loop 
Erlanger Theater. This nrark’s Step’s Chicago dra~natic debut and will prove a successful engagement .... 
He was greeted with a grand ovation on his opening night and is expected to score a tremendous success. 
10668.1940, Febma~ 3. To Dee Cee. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. John Mason, featured blackface comedian, 
who has traveled with much success the highways and byways of Broadway, is the current laugh provoker 
at the Howard Theater in Washington, D.C. where he has been playing for two months. 
10669. 1940, Febma~ 3. Two-Weeks-OM Baby Gets $75 Per Day Job in Movies. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
A little colored youngster landed a nice fat contract at wages most any grown person would be glad to get. 
Tiffs is Brenda Tooms, a baby girl born January. 5 to Mr. and Mrs. Tooms. Her proud parents signed a 
contract Ibr the little girl to appear in a new picture now fihning at Warncrs First national at $75 per day. 
... She was placed by Charles Butler of Central Casting Bureau. 
10670. 1940, Febma~ 8. Abbie Mitchell on Tour. California Eagle. p2. Two outstanding colored players 
will be in the production of "The Little Foxes," starting Tallulah Bankhead. They are the veteran. Abbie 
Mitchell and talented newcomer, John Marriott. Page 2-B. 
10671. 1940, Febmao~ 8. Alberta Hunter. California Eagle. p2. Alberta Hunter, who is internationally 
famous as a singer, will have been completely around the world when the compa~ of "Mamba’s 
Daughters" reaches the Coast. Hunter plays her first drankatic part, the role of "Dolly" in the Ethel Waters 
starred dra~na. Page 2-B. 
10672. 1940, Febmao~ 8. Armstrong Starts Boxing Today for Garcia Match. California Eagle. p3. 
Although he plalmed to start boxing tomorrow, Helwy Armstrong changed his mind and will start today" at 
the Main Street g)~nukasium in preparation for his fourth title bid where he meets Ceferino Garcia. Page 3- 
B. 
10673. 1940, Febmao~ 8. "Black and Tan Revue" on Orpheum Stage Stars Mills. California Eagle. p2. 
Starting the internationally" famous Mills Brothers, a great aggregation of colored talent is seen on the stage 
of the Orpheum Theater this week in "The Black and Tan Revue of 1940." page 2-B. 
10674. 1940, Febma~ 8. Cameras Roll on Press Yarn. California Eagle. p2. After weeks of searching and 
testing of actors in "Mystel3~ in Swing," cameras started rolling on this fast moving newspaper drama. The 
press yearn is centered around Biff Boyd, a star reporter for The World and his Girl Friday, Linda Carrol. 
Page 2-B. 
10675. 1940, Febma~ 8. Celebrated "Green Pastures" Star and W~’e Call It a Day. Cal~fi)rnia Eagle. pT. 
Seven years ago, Ivan Sharp was a star in "Green Pastures." In the last six years, Sharp has been identified 
with a profitable business in a shopping center of New York’s Harlem. He and his wife, the former Bettie 
Esther Parham have come to the parting of their devotional and business-like contract. Their ro~nance is on 
the rocks. Page 7-A. 
10676. 1940, Febma~ 8. "Chi" Picket Lines Fight "GWTW." California Eagle. pT. Prominent Chicago 
civic, church and labor leaders led a drive against the showing of the film, "Gone with the Wind." They 
warned that the film constituted a lynch incitement such as that which "led to the disgraceflfl riots of 1919 



in Chicago," and laid plans to picket the Woods and Oriental Theaters where the film opened on Jan. 25. 
Page 7-A. 
10677. 1940, February 8. Composer’s Recital Slated Tonight on Santa Monica. California Eagle. p2. In a 
public concern sponsored by the First Christian Church, Edna Heard presents a well-rounded program of 
original compositions. Heard will be featured both as a soloist and accompanist in a new spiritual titled, 
"Troubled Nfind." Page 2-B. 
10678. 1940, February 8. "Darktown Strutters Ball" Director Discusses Editing. California Eagle. p2. 
Arthur David Hilton, who has had varied experience as editor, was signed by George Randol, to direct and 
supervise editing of, "Dark Town Strutters’ Ball." Page 2-B. 
10679. 1940, February 8. DarMown Strutters Ball Director Discusses Editing. James Asendio. Cal~rnia 
Eagle. p2. Arthur David Hilton, who has such varied experience as editor, production ~nanger and director 
and for years as associate of Sol Lesser, was signed by George Randol, president of George Randol 
Productions, to direct and supervise editing of "Dark Town Strutters’ Ball." Page2-B. 
10680. 1940, February 8. "Fats" Waller Threatened in Detroit. Cal~rnia Eagle. pT. The life of Thomas 
"Fats" Waller, noted pianist and leader of his own orchestra, was threatened during his theater engagement 
last week. Waller left Detroit Sunday night with his orchestra for an engagement in Milwaukee. While here 
he was guarded by two detective-sergeants from the Special Investigation squad. Page 7-A. 
10681. 1940, February 8. Ivie Anderson. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. Ivie Anderson is back with Duke 
Ellington’s band, after an illness. Rumors suggested that she was going to be replaced. Anderson appears 
in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
10682. 1940, February 8. Louis Ready for Godoy Friday Night. California Eagle. p3. From both training 
camps, Louis at Pompton Lakes, New Jersey and Godoy at Summit, New Jersey come reports that both 
boxers arc confident. Page 3-B. 
10683. 1940, Februau 8. Louise Beavers Back. California Eagle. p2. Louise Beavers, who made her first 
great screen hit in "Imitation of Lil’c" with Claudette Colbert returned to films recently in Paramount’s, 
"Women Without Names." Page 2-B. 
10684. 1940, Februau 8.3larian Anderson Back in Cl~ieago April 21. (TaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Duc to the 
great demand of those unable to get seats to hear her, Marian Anderson, will be heard in Chicago on April 
21. Page 2-B. 
10685. 1940, February 8.3larian Anderson to Sing on Abraham Lincoln’s Birthday. Ca/ffbrnia Eagle. 
p3. On the birthday of Abraham Lincoln, Long Beach will be signally honored by the appearance in concert 
of Marian Anderson. So great was the demand for tickets that the program, originally scheduled to be given 
in the large auditorium at Polyteclmic High School had to be changed to the Municipal Auditorium to 
satis~ the throngs of her enthasiastic admirers. Page 3-A. 
10686. 1940, February 8. May Arbitrate Robeson’s Suit. California Eagle. p7. The Actor’s Equi~ is 
expected to arbitrate Paul Robeson’s suit filed for $5,600 in salary due him from the ill-fated "Jolm Henry" 
which closed after five performances. Page 7-A. 
10687. 1940, February 8. Writes Letter to Forestall Picketing. California Eagle. pT. A letter from Fredi 
Washington, secretary of the Negro Actors’ Guild, forestalled action of the Washington Civil Rights 
committee to picket the National theater here during the performance of "Mamba’s Daughter’s." 
Washington stated in her letter, "The entire company agrees wholeheartedly that the segregation which 
exists in the nation’s capital is a condition of which we are ashamed and feel should be fought until 
improved." Page 7-A. 
10688. 1940, February 10. Armstrong Flies Into Angel City to Prep for Garcia Title Bout. Herman Hill. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. "Hustling" Henry Armstrong, "Little Perpetual motion" and current welter king, 
bounced off a giant United Arilines plane here last week, direct from Chattanooga, Tenn., where he nrade a 
personal appearance of a premiere showing of "Keep Punching," a talkie starring the popular champ 
himself. ... Armstrong spoke enthusiastically of his latest picture, "Keep Punching," which he says packed 
’era in both New York and Chicago. He believes there is a great future for Negro motion picture stars of the 
right ~pe. 
10689. 1940, February 10. Broadway "Idea-ing" Another All-Colored ~Iusieal Revue. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. With the death of the recently presented "Johi~ Hena3~" and the star-studded "Swingin’ the 
Dream" still fresh in the minds of Broadway theatergoers who also expected to see a bit of sepia swing in 
the now called-off presentation of "Young Man With a Horn," word emanates from the main stem sector 
this week that the two gentlemen of musical noted, Dr. Milton Bender and A1 Lewis, are remaining true to 
the colors and ha~e gone to work on a piece called "Litte Joe." ... When the ideas first came to life the past 



decade, Cab Calloway whose versatiliU exceeds his abiliU as a bandleader, was mentioned as the possible 
star. 
10690. 1940, February 10. Budget of $2OO, OOO for Sepia Movies This Year. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. All colored cast motion pictures are here to stay. At a confab held here this week, motion 
picture producers, members of the Bert Goldberg and Port combine, along with their distribution firm of 
the International Road shows, distributed a budget of over $200,00 for the production of all colored cast 
photoplays for the first quarter this year .... This money is being used to produce five pictures .... Clarence 
Muse is a supervisor and writer for Bert Goldberg and Port Productions. F. E. Miller is a writer for Aetna 
Pictures .... George Randol will produce "Darktown Strutter’s Ball." 
10691. 1940, February 10. Ex-Basie Trumpeter Detained; A.[haid He Might Kill His Family. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Robert Moore, 23, who formerly played a hot trumpet in Count Basie’s band for three years, 
was being held in the Bellevue hospital observation ward this week as a result of his revelation that he 
feared that he might kill his whole family and himself. ... The musician told detectives that he lrad been 
feeling queerly for months as a result of smoking marijuana cigarettes. This "reefer" habit had cost him his 
job in the Basic orchestra in 1937, he said, after he had been playing with the aggregation since early in 
1934. 
10692. 1940, February 10. FloydRay WillPlay Orpheum. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Floyd Ray and his 
California orchestra of Decca Recording fame, announces that they have been assigned for a week’s 
engagement at the Orpheum Theater, Los Angeles. Floyd and his aggregation have been playing the 
College Inn in San Diego, California for the past few weeks and are now starting on an extended tour of the 
Pacific coast. 
1069& 1940, Febma~ 10. Joe and Ella to Head Chick Webb Memorial. Isadora Smith. Pittsbm2qh 
Courier. p20. The theatriczl profession here is charged with a new kind of enthusizsm as the date 
approaches for the huge benefit set for this Monday in Baltimore, Md. for the purpose of building a lzsting 
memorial for Chick Wcbb, the late king of the drums and native son of Maryland’s lezding city. With Joe 
Louis znd Ella Fitzgerald pledged to head the procession of performers from this city, Moe Gzle and 
Charles Buchanan chartered a special train to accommodate the huge cast which will include Teddy Hill, 
Mercer Ellington, the Nicholas Brothers and others. 
10694. 1940, Febma~ 10. Joe Louis Will Head NAACP Annual Dance. Pittsbm2qh Courier. pl0. 
According to an a~mouncement from the office of Dr. Jas. J. McClendon, president of he Detroit branch of 
the NAACP, Joe Louis has accepted the post of honorary, chairman of the anniversa~ dance. The dance is 
scheduled for Graystone’s Ballroom February 12. 
10695. 1940, February 10. Klein Doesn’t Like "Black Hollywood." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Walter D. 
Klein, well known distributor of all colored cast films writes: "I suggest that you use some other term to 
describe the Colored motion Picture Industry instead of using ’Black Hollywood.’ It suggests segregation." 
10696. 1940, February 10. Matthews to Handle No~ Hollywood Find. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Bert Goldberg, head of a super motion picture combine, who recently appointed Lee Matthews of 
Pittsburgh as a representative in the Tri-State territory for the fihn firm of Goldberg and Port and 
International Road shows, sought Matthews to handle bookings for Cee Pee Jolmson and his orchestra for 
personal appearances in the theater section .... Goldberg broke all tradition here when he contracted "Cee 
Pee" Johnson to produce the music in "Mystery in Swing." 
10697. 1940, February 10. Muse Chosen for Star Role in N~, Hollywood Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Public disapproval of sepia gangster pictures has caused Hollywood Producers to seek other ~pes of stories 
for screen consumption. Bert Golberg and Port, Inc., have completed all readings on a script entitled, 
"Broken Strings," and should be before the cameras shortly. Clarence Muse, the distinguished actor of the 
stage, screen and radio, has been chosen for the stellar role. The story is rated as a great story calling for 
characterization by Clarence Muse, ala Paul Muni. 
10698. 1940, February 10. Play Broadway and Harlem at Same Time. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The well 
lcnown Ink Spots who have followed in the wake of history many times, created a new page here tiffs week 
acting as the star attraction at two theaters at the same time: the Paramotmt on Broadway and the Apollo 
Theater in Harlem. Going further into the realm of the unusual, the famous four who made the ballad, "If I 
Didn’t Care," the heart throb of the uation, hired an ambulance to aid them in making their cues between 
the two houses. 
10699. 1940, February 10. Race Band Reeordsj[br Film. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. For the 
first time in the history of motion pictures, a Negro orchestra records the entire musical score in a film play. 
Cee Pee Johnson, enterprising young orchestra leader and known as thc King of the Tom-Toms, scored his 



own music on recording for the mystel3.r picture, "Myste~." in Swing." Cee Pee Johnson also has a role in 
the film and beats his tom-toms in the same mauner which caused him to be crowned king of that 
instrument. 
10700.1940, Febma~.- 10. Robeson Laud," Russia, Denounces AM to Finns. Ted Poston. Pittsburgh 
Courier. plS. For the second time in as many months, Paul Robeson, internationally distinguished singer 
and actor, publicly defended the Soviet invasion of Finland here in New York City, Thursday and 
denounced local efforts to raise money for the films through theatrical benefits. Robeson, a former All- 
American football star and Phi Beta Kappa graduate at Rutgers who only two weeks ago received the 
degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from Hamilton College, declared that Russia was fighting a defensive 
war and am~ounced that he would not participate in any benefit perforn~ance for Finland. 
10701. 1940, Febmaly 10. Rowe Interviews Moe Gale. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Moe Gale, entertailm~ent 
tycoon, who has just opened his ownbooking office, is being interviewed here by The Courier’s man-on- 
the-spot, Billy Rowe. Gale controls such stars as Ella Fitzgerald, the Ink Spots, Ersldne Hawkins, Benny 
Carter, the Savoy Sultans and other name attractions. Gale appears in the above photo. 
10702. 1940, Februaly 10. Triupms in Hometown. Pittsburgh Courier. p22. The sensational soprano, 
Dorothy Maynor, who scored a triumph when she recently returned to Norfolk, Va., her hometown, in a 
recital. Maynor also gave a brilliant recital at Hampton Institute, her alma mater where she used to sing 
with the Hampton choir. Maynor appears in the above photo. 
10703. 1940, Februaly 15. Armstrong Hopes to Start Writing Career on Garcia. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. 
Henl~~ Armstrong, imbued with literal~~ aspirations, hopes to start llis writing career on Feb. 22 at Gilmore 
Stadium, "How I Won My Fourth World Title," he yearns to write." Page 3-B. 
10704. 1940, Febma~ 15. Bill "Hot Mikado" Robinson in St. Louis. (~’al~ibrnia bSagle, p2. Bill Robinson, 
supported by a cast of 150, opened at the American theater in the "Hot Mikado," swing version of the 
Gilbert and Sullivan operetta. Page 2-B. 
10705. 1940, Febma~ 15. Goday Farce May Aid "Bomber" Financially; Joe Is Not Slipping. Cal~fbrnia 
bSagle, p3. That farcical hea~weight championship bout between Joe Louis and Arturo Godoy of Ctfile in 
Madison Square Garden, during which boxing rules took a sound beating, may eventually be a big help to 
the ever-needy Lo~fis purse. Page 3-B. 
10706. 1940, Februa~ 15. Jules Bledsoe l~lls Who Singers Use White Accompanists. California Eagle. 
p2. Jules Bledsoe, considered by many both in this country and abroad as one of the world’s most 
magnificent baritones, gave his analysis Otis week of a question which has been controversial among music 
lovers for a number of years: "Why does the Negro artist employ wtfite accompanists?" Page 2-B. 
10707. 1940, Februaly 15. Lunceford Leaves for Oakland. California Eagle. p2. With four away, Jimmie 
Lunceford and his band move on to Oakland for the 15th of 16 scheduled California engagements. 
Lunceford opened his series of one-night stands last Friday night at the Glendale Civic Auditorium. Page 2- 
B. 
10708. 1940, Februaly 15. Marian Anderson to Sing at Philharmonic Next Week. California Eagle. p2. 
The work of a young Negro composer, Florence Price, will be included in the program of Marian 
Anderson, when she sings here next week. Anderson will be heard at the Philharmonic Auditorium in two 
concerts, next Tuesday evening and the following Sunday afternoon. Page 2-B. 
10709. 1940, Februaly 15. A Motion Picture Producer’s "Girl Friday" Write," Her Views on Films About 
Negro. Helen May. California Ea~le. p2. Being secretal3.~ to a motion picture company for the first time has 
its definite excitement like one’s first love, but I somehow can’t rid n\vself of the feeling that histoly in the 
evolution of the colored race is being made right before my eyes. We have as our co-producer and director 
(my boss), Arthur Dreifuss. Dreifuss has only recently entered the field of colored picture production but is 
already establislling a reputation for himself. He seems to have a talent for bringing out the best qualities in 
his actors and actresses. Page 2-B. 
10710. 1940, Februa~ 15. Robeson Assails Hoover Aid~[br Helsinki Outfit. California Eagle. p4. Aid to 
the Helsinki regime in Finland is in reality aid to the "reactionary forces and the enslavers of the colonial 
peoples," Paul Robeson, world famous singer and actor, declared this week in a~mouncing that he had 
refused to participate in stage benefits sponsored and directed by ex-president Herbert Hoover for aid to 
Helsinki. Page 4-A. 
10711. 1940, Februa~ 15. Rochester Without Black Birthmark, Upsetting Jack Benny, Phil Harris. 
Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. Jack Benny and Phil Harris have been given the task of searching for a dark 
birthmark which Eddie "Rochester" Anderson assures them he bears upon his features. This is part of the 
plot from his recent appearance in "Buck and Beuny Rides Again." Page 2-B. 



10712. 1940, February 15. Singers, Dancers Work in RKO-Radio Film. California Eagle. p2. One 
hundred colored singers and dancers under the direction of Benjamin Carter and Leroy Broomfield, worked 
at RKO Radio Studios for scenes in "Irene," screen adaptation of American’s most successful musical 
comedy. Producer Herbert Wilcox selected the talent after extensive t~outs, picked such well known 
artists as Hattie Noel, the Three Rockets, the Dandridge Sisters, and Etta Jones. Page 2-13. 
10713. 1940, February 15. Victor to Release New Robeson Disc. California Eagle. p2. The Victor 
Company will soon release the recording of Paul Robeson’s rendition of the "13allad of Americans" over 
the "Pursuit of Happiness" program of the Columbia 13roadcasting System. Page 2-13. 
10714. 1940, February 17. Basie Receives Down Beat Award as Most Popular. 13illy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Nort more than a few years ago, Count 13asie and his orchestra were just another musical 
aggregation on the musical horizon blasting away for national tee%tuition, hoping for the one break that 
would make it the outstanding one in a world of many. Friday night at the Golden Gate Ballroom, where he 
was closing out a two week session, Count 13asie, with the applause of several thousand dance lovers 
ringing in his ears, realized that ambition when he was awarded the Down 13eat Trophy for having been 
selected by the musicians of the country as the most outstanding colored swing band in America. 
10715. 1940, February 17. Chicago’s Two Mecca Theatres’ ’40 Vaudeville, Plans AreBuiltAround 
"Name" Band Attractions. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. According to an am~ouncement from the Chicago and 
State Lake Theaters, the Balaban and Katz, two mecca houses here, name bands that will hold the booldng 
spotlight for the 1940 season in all cases. Taking a survey among theatergoers, Nate Platt, head booker for 
the 13. and K. theaters, claims tlrat he has found that bands are still riding the crest of the popularity wave 
and as long as they continue to do so, they will headline vaudeville variety bills out here. 
10716.1940, Febma~ 17. "Double Deal" ()pens at Granada Sunday. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Double 
Deal," first of the series of pictures to be released by International Road Shows, the combination of movie 
producers on the Pacific Coast, who arc planning to go into the making of sepia films in a big way, opens 
this Sunday at the New Granada fl~eater [’or a rml. A number of other pictures arc scheduled to go into 
production soon, with several already made. 
10717~ 1940, Febma~ 17. Ella Plays Broadway’s Roseland. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ella Ftizgcrald, the 
sensational song delineator of the generation and her famous band, which has been keeping dancers on their 
toes at the Savoy 13allroom for several weeks, breaking records with her popularity, will trade Harlem for 
Boradway and open a three week engagement at the Roseland 13allroom the coming Wednesday. 
10718~ 1940, Febma~ 17. Ex-Trumpeteer in Basie’s Band Becomes Raving Maniac; to Be Confined at 
Mattewan Prison. Pittsburgh Courier. p21.13elieved at first to be temporarily deranged as a result of 
reefer-smoking, Robert Moore, 20 year old ex-trumpeter in Count Basie’s band, was this week declared a 
raving maniac and hopelessly insane patient at Bellevue Hospital .... The youth seemed quite sane when he 
was sent to Bellevue for observation, but became a raving maniac in less than a week. 
10719. 1940, February 17. Frank Wilson, Edna Harris, Lucky Millinder, Are Stars of New All-Colored 
Flicker. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. With Joe Seide in the director’s chair and Irving Miller as 
his assistant, the Jubilee Picture Corporation, of which Jack Goldberg is executive leader and producer, has 
put a host of colored stars and featured players before the camera in two Jersey studios to screen-create an 
original story by Frank Wilson, tentatively titled "O’Footlights." 
10720. 1940, February 17. Lionel, Charlie, "Go to Town" with Benny Goodman. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
A capacity house greeted Benny Goodman and his orchestra at the downtown Stanley Theater last Friday. 
With the first strains of his familiar theme song, a gigantic shout arose from the audience ... the c~~ of the 
jitterbugs and ickles and they were ready to swing out in the over-crowded theater and give vent to their 
feelings with cries of "Mercy, Mercy," ... to further demonstrate their approval of Bem~y, the Good Man 
and his stars, Lionel Hampton, Charlie Christian and Elggy Elman, by swinging out in what little space was 
left in the aisles. 
10721. 1940, February 17. Louis Wins, but Fails to Kayo Crawling Godoy. Chester Washington. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. From the opening bell, this strange Chilean crawl, as demonstrated by Godoy, was 
mystifying to Joe Louis. Louis looked down on the procedure like a big cat watching disdainfi~lly the antics 
of a lowly rodent. And waiting his chance to get a clean slap at the rodent’s jaw.... Inthe 13th, Joe threw a 
right hand, the hardest blow of the night, which wheeled Godoy around but he recovered, grabbed Joe and 
held on for dear life. 
10722.1940, February 17. Marian Anderson, Joe Louis and Dr. Carver Among Nation’s Outstanding for 
Past Year. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. The twelve "American Negroes of distinguished achievement for 
1939" were aImounced over the New York radio station, WE\rD, Tuesday night, Feb. 13. Dr. L.D. 



Reddick, curator, gave the results of a nationwide poll sponsored by the Schomburg Collection of Negro 
Literature of the New York Public Library and the New York branch of the Association for the Study of 
Negro Life and History. Of the twelve persons selected on the basis of their achievements, Marian 
Anderson, Joe Louis, and George Washington Carver were among those named. 
10723. 1940, Febmal?.T 17. Marian Won’t Sing in Philly Until May; Ticket Sale Brisk!. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The seat sale for the third concert recital this season by Marian Anderson, the world 
renowned contralto, wlfich will be given at the Academy of Music on Thursday, May 23, indicates alrea@ 
that there will be a capacity audience to greet the famous artist just as there were on two previous 
appearances in December and last month. 
10724. 1940, February 17. Mr. Robeson Faces the Uncertain Future. Pittsbu@ Courier. p13. Paul 
Robeson, the versatile genius who might have delighted parlor pinks twenty years ago, has returned to his 
native land to confront the gravest issues of his career. To escape prejudice and to make the most of his 
diverse talents, Robeson went to England to live. He became a student of the political philosophies of the 
day and plied his art where his heart and mind lay .... Now he is kept in the land from which he once took 
his leave in disgust. 
10725. 1940, Febmaq¢ 22. Arthur D. Hilton to Direct "Darkton~t Strutters’ Ball." Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. 
George Randol, co-producer with Bert Goldberg and Port, Inc. of"Dark Town Strutters’ Ball," announced 
that he has secured the services of Arthur David Hilton, to direct the special. Hilton who was for many 
years an associate of Sol Lesser, has a world of experience in the motion picture industry and Randol 
definitely feels that by assigning the directorship of "Dark Town Sturtters’ Ball" to him, he will guarantee 
the theatergoing public a perfectly directed picture. Page 2-B. 
10726. 1940, Febma~ 22. Fay Allen Visits "Mystery in Swing" Set. Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. Fay Allen, 
member of the Los Angeles Board of Education, was guest of honor at a party given by Bert Goldberg, on 
the elaborate set of "Mystery in Swing." The film features Monte Ha~vley and Marguerite Whitten. It is in 
the final stages of cutting and will be viewed by the press in a private showing next week. Page 2-B. 
10727. 1940, Febma~ 22. Louis-Godoy Flms to AMAfflieted. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. A benefit [’or the aid 
of fl~ose afflicted with tuberculosis is being held with a portion of the proceeds to be given from the 
showing of the :fight pictures taken of the world’s championship fight between Joe Louis and Arturo 
Godoy. Page 2-B. 
10728. 1940, Febma~ 22. Muse Stars in "Broken Strings." Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Clarence Muse, 
distinguished actor, proved beyond a doubt, during a shooting of "Broken Strings" that hc has not lost any 
of file great dramatic ability that started him on the road to fame. "Broken Strings" is a heart touching 
drama showing the trials and tribulations of a great violinist and will introduce Muse in an entirely different 
character from any that he has ever played on screen. Page 2-B. 
10729. 1940, Febma~ 22. Noted Singer Enthralls Santa Barbara. California Eagle. pl. The first lady of 
the race, Marian Anderson, held music lovers spellbound with her genuine charm and beautiful voice in 
Santa Barbara. Anderson was dressed in a gown of flowered brocade, its gold flowers catching the light, 
and wore a single orchid. She was accompanied at the piano by Kosti Vehanen. Page 1-B. 
10730. 1940, Febmau~ 22. Pie Breaks Down Musician Bar. California Eagle. p2. When CeePee Johnson 
and his all-colored orchestra played the last note of music in the underscoring of the picture, "Mystery in 
Swing," histop:~ was made after many years of fighting to break down the color bar against a colored 
orchestra doing the underscoring for a full length feature picture. Page 2-B. 
10731. 1940, Febma~ 22. Swing Out. California Eagle. p2. Jimmie Lunceford and his orchestra come to 
the stage of the Paramount theater. Hailed as one of the most popular swing bands, Jinunie and his boys 
"put out" music that few equal. Page 2-B. 
10732. 1940, Febmau; 24. The Battle of "Tuxedo Junction"... Savitt Vs. Miller Vs. Hawkins!. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "Tuxedo Junction," on which Erskine Hawkins, of the sky scathing trumpet, rose to heights 
of musical masteD’, has become centered in the battlefield of the year’s first war on wax. The tune, recently 
adopted by Hawkins as his theme, sold 85,000 copies when waxed by Hawkins for the Bluebird label. 
10733. 1940, Februau; 24. Cast of New Sepia Flicker to Be Filmed in New Jerso,. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Taking time out from scene shooting of the new picture tentatively titled, "Footlights," the cast posed 
for the cameranran on the set in New Jersey. Left to right standing are: Alex Lovejoy, George Williams, 
Billy Rowe, Edna Harris, Merritt Smit~ Lorenzo Tucker, Herman Green, Sidney Easton. Seated, left to 
right: Babe Matthews, Frank Wilson, Francine Everette, Mantle Sntlth and Madeline Belt. 
10734. 1940, Februau; 24. Claim Theatre ]~Iagnates Boycott Race Films. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. A startling accusation of a subtle boycott of all colored cast films by Frank A. Schiffman, 



manager of the Apollo Theater in New York Ci~r and Dave Wallerstein, booker for the Balban and Katz 
chain, owners of the Regal Theater in Chicago, were made Thursday afternoon at a press conference by 
George Randol, Bert Goldberg, and Mabel Port, executives of a super film combine here. In their 
indictment Randol, Goldberg and Port issued the serious statements that Frank Schiffman, who controls 
seven or eight colored theaters, along with Wallerstein of Chicago, are both guilty of racial discrimination. 
10735. 1940, Febmal?.- 24. Ink Spots in Huntington on March 4. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The "If I Didn’t 
Care" boys are the inimitable Four h~k Spots who will make their initial Huntington appearance at a grand 
ball and concert Monday" night, March 4 at the Vanity Fair Ballroom, Huntington, West, Virginia. When 
the boys, along with the Sunset Royal Entertainers orchestra appear here, they will be coming directly" frown 
New York, where they were forced to do double duty appearing on Broadway and at the Apollo Theater 
during the same week. 
10736. 1940, Febma~ 24. Lunceford Wows ’Era in Northwest. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jimmie 
Lunceford’s world famous dance band is touring the northwest block of states from Colorado to California 
and Arkansas, New Mexico to Washington. 
10737. 1940, Febma~ 24. "Porgy and Bess" Once Sepia Standard Opus, Will Go White. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. From general appearances, the members of the Medelssohn Glee Club have little 
or no leaning toward that old adage, "Give unto Caesar that which is Caesar’s and unto the colored man 
that which is his," else why have they taken "Porgy ad Bess," the work of the late George Gershwin who 
did it for the Negro and cut it into parts for white performers to do at their second concert of the season. 
Perlraps it’s because the affair will be held at the ven~ swank Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. 
10738. 1940, Febma~ 24. She’s a Sensation in Kay See. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Harlem’s Mammy of 
Swing," Ada Brown, is a sensation anywhere she goes, but she went over especially big in Kansas City, 
Mo., where she has just completed a veu successful engagement. Brown appears in the above photo. 
10739.1940, Febmau 24. Thousands Attend Webb Memorial in Baltimore. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Greater love hath no man than he who would give up his life for his friends, as did Chick 
Wcbb, the late and great: swing king of the drums, whose path to glou and great entertaimneut led him to a 
new love as his death came too soon. Monday night some 10,000 white citizens :from all walks of life 
turned out to pay tribute to so great an artist. The huge affair which surpassed anything in the tfistory of 
white or colored show business was inaugurated to make enough money to found a community center for 
boys in East Baltimore. 
10740. 1940, Febma~ 24. Woo@ Strode Wins in Pro Mat Debut. Pittsbu@ Courier. p14. Woo@ Strode, 
UCLA famous herculean grid iron. made a successful entrance to the ranks of the professional grunt and 
groan artists here last Wednesday night when he stopped big 285 Vic Bruer, former Southern California 
weight lifter a the Olympic auditorium .... Strode had only been training for stone six weeks. But he 
handled himself like a veteran. 
10741. 1940, Febmau, 29. Actor ~Tto Won’t Talk. California Eagle. p2. The wife of John Marriot, colored 
trouper who has won praise in the part of"Cal" in Lillian Hellman’s hit, "The Little Foxes," swears that it 
was two years after she and John were married before she learned of some of his achievements. Page 2-B. 
10742. 1940, Febmau, 29. Florence Cole Talbert. California Eagle. p5. Florence Cole Talbert, famous 
soprano, who is a member of a pioneer California family’, has been in the city for some ti~ne, attending to 
her mother, Sadie Cole, who is convalescing from a recent illness. Talbert appears in the above photo. Page 
5-A. 
10743. 1940, Febma~ 29. Grace of Marian Anderson Rare Gift, Says S.F. Reporter. California Eagle. 
p3. With the great star, Marian Anderson, in our midst, we are somewhat in awe and wonderment. It was 
amusing, however, during one of Anderson’s concerts to note the undisciplined audience who didn’t even 
possess the common courtesy given fighters in the pugilist ring. They gave the artist no real rest period with 
their continued applause. Page 3-A. 
10744. 1940, Febman~ 29. Hattie MeDaniel in "Maryland." California Eagle. p2. The first Hollywood 
producer to follow up the success which the Negro actress, Hattie McDaniel, made in "Gone With the 
Wind" was Darryl F. Zanuck. McDaniel is scheduled to appear in the motion picture, "Mauland." Page 2- 
B. 
10745. 1940, February 29. Hattie MeDaniel in Running for Academy Award~Ibr ’39. Califbrnia Eagle. 
p2. Hattie McDaniel’s portrayal of "Manm~y" in "Gone with the Wind" has placed the actress definitely in 
the m~ming for an Academy Award for giving the greatest supporting role of a~ actress in Hollywood for 
1939. Hollywood columnists led by Jinuny Fiddler and Hedda Hopper, have declared that McDaniel turned 
in the most finished piece of acting in the Selznick super production. Page 2-B. 



10746. 1940, February 29. Lionel Hampton Earned $32,000 During 1939. California Eagle. p2. Lionel 
Hampton, with Benny Goodman’s band, refused to confirm to reporters where he appeared that it was 
authentic that he earned $32,000 in 1939. Hampton, who is from Los Angeles, is supposed to have made 
$23,000 working for Goodman and $9,000 from other work, a higher salary than that received by any 
musician, who is not a band leader. Page 2-B. 
10747. 1940, February 29. Lunceford at Paramount Today. California Eagle. p2. Jimmie Lunceford and 
his orchestra open a week’s engagement. Local fans have been waiting a long time for the personal 
appearance of this "Sepia King of Swing" and his stay at the Paramount will be a record-breaking one. 
Page 2-B. 
10748. 1940, February 29. Lunceford to Appear at Vogue, March 10. California Eagle. p2. In his last 
scheduled appearance here, Jinunie Lunceford will be presented with his band in another great public dance 
at the Vogue. Lunceford opens an engagement at the Paramount Theater today and will appear on the stage 
there for one week. Page 2-B. 
10749. 1940, February 29. MGI~I Seeks Paul Robeson, Report. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Metro-Gold~Tn- 
Mayer is reportedly trying to sign Paul Robeson, to sing "Ballad for Americans" in one of their projected 
musical fihns. Robeson caused a nationwide sensation by his rendition of the ballad several months ago 
over the Columbia Broadcasting System. Page 2-B. 
10750. 1940, February 29. Paul Robeson, Marian Anderson Among Favorites of UCLA Students. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. In a poll taken by the Daily Bruin, student publication of UCLA, Paul Robeson and 
Marian Anderson were voted among their concert favorites. Page 2-B. 
10751. 1940, February 29. Town hall Sold Out for Maynor. California Eagle. p2. A sell-out house greeted 
Dorothy Maynor, soprano, who replaced George Enesco, famous Roumanian conductor-composer- 
violinist, on the Town Hall Endowment Series last night. Maynor, who gives promise of being as great as 
Marian Anderson, famous contrallo, came to Town Hall for her second appearance. Page 2-B. 
10752. 1940, March 2. All Colored Films (hvn Worst Enemy--Rowe. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Whatever his nfinor imperfections might be, Frank Schiffman, general manager of the Brccker 
Theatrical Enterpirses in Harlem, can never be charged with race prcj udice towards any set group of people 
or any branch of the theater’s profession, as was the suggestion in last week’s article .... Because of 
Schiffman at: the Apollo Theater, we have seen several colored films there, including all those made by 
Eddie Green and others by Million Dollar Productions that were not sold to RKO or Loew’s. Already billed 
[br showing is Ralph Cooper’s, "Gang War," a picture that might be worthwhile entertainment, but isn’t 
true of the Negro, notwithstanding the fact that it was written by a colored girl on the staff of The Courier 
in conjunction with Ralph Cooper. 
10753. 1940, March 2. Apollo Chorines Win Strike! Socialites Join Picket Line. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Twenty four hours ago, twelve pretty chorus girls from the Apollo Theater went on strike Saturday" 
evening, and they won a contract from Frank Schiffinan which called for a closed shop, a $30 minimum for 
chorus girls, and other concessions that had been requested .... As hundreds of Saturday night theatergoers, 
white and colored, gathered outside to watch the girls strike, union officials announced from A.G.V.A. 
headqnarters that they were seeking a minimum of $35 a week for the chorus, $50 for all principals and 
extra pay" for doubling. Also, they charged that Schiffman had refused to negotiate for a union contract. 
10754. 1940, March 2. Armstrong-Garcia Await Bell. Herman Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. The zero 
hour is at hand, speculation is rife and rampant. A certain breathless hush permeates the atmosphere, ring 
history is in the making. The whole wide world, from Manila to Maine, awaits the answer with bated breath 
and excitement, can he do it? Will He~3~; Armstrong the world’s greatest fighter, pound for pound, 
accomplish the hitherto declared impossible and score a grand slam by annexing his fourth world’s boxing 
crown, the middle weight title? 
10755. 1940, March 2. Earl Morris Gives "Mystery in Snqng" 3 1/2 Stars. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "Mystery in Swing," is the best all-colored picture I have ever seen. And believe you me, I 
have seen practically all Negro fihns, whether produced in Black Hollywood or in Harlem. It is probably 
the first all-colored cast picture filmed on a major scale. This is one all-colored film that I can sincerely 
advise all fans of Negro movies to put on their "must see" list. It has everything .... Bert Goldberg can sit 
back and receive the plaudits of the entire colored motion picture industry for producing a photoplay that 
can compete with those produced on the major lots. 
10756. 1940, March 2. Grand Town: AHollywood Girl Friday Jots Film Notes. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. I am getting a thrill out of being your Girl Friday. I l~now that you are also thrilled because 
you, along with Clarence Muse and Harry Levelte, arc probably the first three Negro columnists who have 



cast ballots for the Great Film Oscars. So, this year we not only had Hattie McDanlel nominated but were 
represented on the voting sided of the Acadelny Awards. That’s racial progress. 
10757. 1940, March 2. Hollywood Premiere for "Mystery in Swing." Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. The 1notion 
picture, "Mystery in Swing," will have a regular Hollywood premiere here Saturday midnight, March 2, at 
the Paramount Theater in downtown Los Angeles. Stars, stars--white and colored--klieg lights, 
photographers, movie cameramen, will be present Saturday in true Hollywood style to greet the producers 
and cast of Black Hollywood’s major production, "Mystery in Swing." 
10758. 1940, March 2. Ink Spots Start Nationwide Tour Next Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Fresh from 
new triumphs on Broadway, in Harlem and in Philadelphia, the Four Ink Spots, latest sensation of the 
musical world, start their nationwide tour this week, appearing for one-night engagements in the 
outstanding ballrooms in the country. Collaborating with them on the trip will be the famous Sunset Royals 
orchestra of Florida and others. 
10759. 1940, March 2. Town Hall Award to Dorothy Maynor. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Dorothy Maynor, 
superb soprano, who was discovered in Bosto~ Mass. Late last fall, was unanlmonsly selected as the 
wiuner of the 1940 Town Hall Endowment Series Award by the Town Hall Music committee. The 
aunouncement was issued Sunday here by Walter W. Naumberg, clrairman of the Town Hall committee. 
10760. 1940, March 7. Apollo Theater Chorines Win 24-Hour Strike. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. One of the 
quickest strikes in Harlem and the first ever staged by chorus girls, was won within the short space of 24 
hours when 22 out of 32 girls at Harlem’s famed Apollo Theater, walked out on his Saturday show and 
picketed the theater. The girls have long complained of working conditions and small pay but it was only 
after secretly joining the American Guild of Variety Artists that they secured the courage to walk out. Page 
2-B. 
10761. 1940, March 7. Armstrong-Garcia Go for Middleweight title Called Draw. Calg~brnia Eagle. p3. 
The middleweight championship battle was staged with champion Ceferino Garcia and challenger He~u3~ 
Armstrong. Armslrong, the welter~veight champion who was seeking his foutth world’s championship, 
was the victor in the eyes of experts and the fans, but rather comically, referee George Blake declared the 
10-round bout a draw. Page 3-B. 
10762. 1940, March 7. Awards $40 for Title to Kenny’s Pie. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Cameras will start 
rolling very. shortly on Million Dollar Production’s new football feature, starring the holed football ace, 
Keuny Washingt:on. Page 2-B. 
10763. 1940, March 7. Chi Mayor in Tribute to Abbott. Calg~brnia Eagle. pl. In a church filled with 
notables from every walk of life, funeral services were held for Robert Sengstacke Abbott, pioneer Chicago 
journalist, who for 35 years guided the columns of the world’s best known Negro newspaper, The Chicago 
Defender. No church in Chicago would have been large enough to hold the crowds which sought entrance. 
Page 1-A. 
10764. 1940, March 7. Cullen’s "The Medea" to Have Premiere in Atlanta College. California Eagle. p2. 
Countee Ctdlen’s moderu version of the famous Greek tragedy, "The Medea," will have its premiere at 
Spelman College in Atlanta. It will be performed by the Uuiversity Players, leading collegiate dra~natic 
organization of the southeast, under the direction of Owen Dodson. Page 2-B. 
10765. 1940, March 7. Eagle Editor Praised Hattie’s Work. California Eagle. pl. Beneath the star- 
spangled canopy of the Ambassador Hotel’s swank Coconut Grove, Hattie McDaniel was acclaimed as one 
of the finest actresses in Hollywood when she won the coveted award from the Motion Picture Academy of 
Arts and Sciences for the best work as a supporting actress for 1939. The golden trophy was given to 
McDahiel for her role of "Mammy" in Selznlck’s superproduction, "Gone with the Wind." Strangely 
enough, the role that she won for the actress, the highest honor Hollywood could bestow upon a supporting 
player, was condemned by maw Negro colunmists. Charlotta Bass, editor-publisher of the California 
Eagle, was the first and only western publisher to praise the picture and McDanlel’s work. Page 1-A. 
10766. 1940, March 7. Fetch# Scores in Musical Comedy. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. A week’s engagement at 
the American theater was brought to a close here in the musical comedy production, "Three After Three," 
starring Stepin Fetchit, who kept the audience in an uproar each time he appeared. Fetchit was the only one 
of the cast able to win any laughs. Page 2-B. 
10767. 1940, March 7. Hollywood Applauds Hattie MeDaniel as She Reeeives Award. CaliJbrnia Eagle. 
p2. Histo~ was made Friday at the Ambassador Hotel when Hattie McDaniel became the first Negro 
actress to receive the coveted award for giving the best supporting performance of any actress in 
Hollywood for 1939. The winning of this award was no small feat when one considers the actresses in the 



rum~ing. McDaniel was presented with her award by Fay Bainter who won a similar award last year. Page 

10768. 1940, March 7. Josephine Baker. California Eagle. p2. Josephine Baker, former A~nerican star, 
who now is one of France’s leading stars of stage, screen and radio has been signed to make a French film, 
"A Paris un Soir" (One Night in Paris). Baker appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
10769. 1940, March 7. Marian Anderson Praises Young Singer. California Eagle. p2. Pauline Wilkerson, 
promising young soprano, gave an audition before Marian Anderson and her managers during Anderson’s 
sojourn in the city. Anderson was quite impressed with the training she is receiving and complimented her 
for the excellent rendition of several songs. Page 2-B. 
10770. 1940, March 7. New Film Co. to Produce Negro Pies. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. A newly incorporated 
picture producing organization, headed by Ted Toddy, has entered the Negro picture field to produce eight 
feature pictures with all Negro casts. The company is called Di~e National Pictures and will distribute 
through its own exchanges which operate under the banner of Dixie National films. Officers include Jed 
Buell. Page 2-B. 
10771. 1940, March 9. AbbottIs Buried in Chicago. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Fnneral services were held 
here Monday in Chicago for Robert S. Abbott, editor and publisher of Chicago Defender, at the 
Metropolitan Comnmnity Church. Seldom has anyone ever witnessed a similar tribute paid to any man by 
citizens of all races and in all walks of life as was paid to the man who doggedly fought his way to the top 
in his selected field. 
10772. 1940, March 9. Abbott, Defender Editor, Succumbs. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Robert S. Abbott, 
editor and publisher of the Chicago Defender, a pioneer in the Negro newspaper business and first of the 
great Negro publishers, died at his South Parkway residence here early Thursday morning after an illness of 
nearly 13 years. Abbott was 69 years of age, having been born in Savannah, Ga., Nov. 24, 1870, the son of 
Thomas and Flora Abbott. 
10773.1940, March 9. All Florida Is Awaiting Ink Spots, Sunset Royals. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Backed 
by the Sunset Royals and others, the internationally famous Ink Spots, have just started their nationwide 
tour of the country, and will move into Florida, next Thursday, March 14, for a seven-day engagement 
which appears destined to break ever), record made in the State. Of particular interest to Florida dance 
lovers and nmsic lovers, is the fact that the double barreled attraction is just what the State has been looking 
lbnvard to for a long time. 
10774.1940, March 9. Armstrong-Ambers May Scrap in Los Angeles. Pittsburgh Courier. p 16. If and 
when Hen~ Armstrong and Lou Ambers meet again inside the squad arena, they will not square off in New 
York City, according to fight anthorities here. With this rumor now circulating about fisticuff row, it is the 
general consensus of opinion here that Amrstrong and Ambers will be rematched soon and that Los 
Angeles will be the site of the fireworks. 
10775.1940, March 9. The Bill Robinson’s Feted in ~2ncinnati. Pittsbu~eh Courier. p8. Hazel Jean Lucas 
entertained a gronp of friends at the Cotton Club Tuesday evening, February 27 with Mr. and Mrs. Wm 
"Bojangles" Robinson as her honored guests. The King of Tap complimented highly Leonard Gay’s 
smooth aggregation, the fast-stepping floor show and the amusing M.C. Abadaba Mitchell. 
10776. 1940, March 9. Blake’s Draw Shocks Fistic World. Herman Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Going 
into the eighth round with his eye tightly closed, Henry Armstrong raised the already killing pace he had set 
and battered Garcia from pillar to post. Scoring heavily with right hands that hurt and which threatened to 
pnt him down, the ninth and tenth sessions were almost a repetition of the eighth, with Armstrong crossing 
hea~3~ rights and lefts to Garcia’s jaw and head that amazed onlookers with his power and marksmanship. 
10777. 1940, March 9. Blaze Damages Home of Joe Louis’ Mother. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The beautiful 
home of Mrs. Lillie Brooks, mother of world’s hea-~3~weight champion Joe Louis, on McDougall street in 
Detroit was the scene last Tuesday of a $3,000 blaze which destroyed interiors, clothing, and furniture in 
four upstairs rooms. The resident was one of Joe’s gifts to his mother. 
10778. 1940, March 9. Butterbeans and Susie Will Be Featured with Snookum Russell. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. What appears to be destined as the greatest double-barreled attraction to hit the far South will 
resume activities Sunday at this city’s remodeled and redecorated New York club, with many other 
important engagements to follow. The attraction has already been swinging along and when they appeared 
at the Top Hat in Atlanta, Ga., last Sunday, they drew one of the largest crowds in the history of the city .... 
Always prime favorites in the world of the theater and hight club, Butter and Sue recently finished an 
engagement at Chicago’s Swingland, while Snookum Russell and his famous scat-singing troubadours have 
been sweeping along in sensational style wherever they have played. 



10779. 1940, March 9. Courier Survey Shows No Boycott of Race Entertainment on Radio in Richmond, 
VA "I~7~ere South Begins." Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The age old excuse used by Northern 
Radio Advertising Firms that whites in the South will not accept mixed radio programs was provenjnst so 
much talk here in Richinond last week in an exclusive sur~Tey among white radio listeners throughout the 
city by Courier representatives in an attempt to break down the barrier which is now keeping talented 
Negroes out of the coast to coast connnercial set-up which is all powerful in New York City.’. 
10780.1940, March 9. DonaM Heywood Opus Shortened. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. After having tried to 
interest Broadway and its theater, "Angels" in taking a flyer on his "Carribean Cruise," for almost a year, 
Donald Heywood finally decided to shorten his opus to a "South A~nerican Cruise," not canting quite so 
many passengers. And instead of the Broadway opening which the producer wanted for his brain child, the 
show made its debut at the Majestic Theater here in Patterson, New Jersey, last week. 
10781. 1940, March 9. Dorothy Maynor Sings to SRO at To~ Hall. Pittsbu@ Courier. p9. Appearing in 
a recital in the seventh event of the Town Hall Endowment Series, Dorothy Maynor, golden voiced soprano 
who has been taking New York by storm, sang to a huge audience. The house was sold out for days in 
advance and a large overflow crowd sat on the stage. Appearing for the second time this season, Maynor 
seems to gain more confidence as she goes along and displayed a more expert control over her exceptional 
voice than on the previous occasion. 
10782.1940, March 9. The Duke Does Four "Oldies." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Although Duke Ellington 
recently concluded his contract with Columbia Records and resigned with the higher priced Victor, he still 
had four more records to make for Columbia. Wisely, the compaw in receiving the fulfillment of Duke’s 
agreement to wax four more numbers, selected four of the Ellington "classics" namely Solitude, Mood 
Indigo, Soptfisticated Lad5’, and Stormy Weather, all of which are some of his best arrangements. 
10783.1940, March 9. Former Theater Manager FinedJbr Showing "Birth (~ a Nation." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p3. Robert E. Allen. former manager of the Jewel Theater, in Denver, Colorado, convicted in 
police court some time ago for showing, "The Birth of a Nation," appealed his case to a higher court to test 
the validity of such an ordinance, prohibiting the showing of a picture that would incite to race hatred. The 
judge of the high court sustained the ordinance and the case was remanded to the County Court for a trial. 
Allen pleaded guilty and was fined $200 and 120 days in jail by the court. The jail term and $100 of the 
fine was remitted. 
10784.1940, March 9. Hattie McDaniel Gets "Oscar." Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Hattie McDdaniel is shown 
here receiving from Fay Bainter (last year’s winner) her statue :for giving the best: performance by an 
actress in a supporting role. The role was the portrayal of "Mammy" in the film "Gone with the Wind," and 
the presentation took place at the 12th Annual Awards of ~nerit banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences. 
10785. 1940, March 9. Hattie McDaniel Wins Coveted Academy Award. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "I mn tickled pink[" That’s how Hattie McDaniel, famous "Ma~nn\,�’," in "Gone with the 
Wind," expressed her feelings when informed last week that she became the first Negro to win one of the 
coveted Academy Awards. The famous actress was presented one of the prized "Oscars" last Thursday 
night at the swauk Ambassador Hotel, after being chosen in a poll in which more than 1,200 votes was cast. 
10786. 1940, March 9. Jackie Robinson Wins Coast Point Honors; Named on All-Star Quintet. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p16. By virtue of scoring 13 points in the last two games of the season against the 
University of Southern California, newly-crowned Southern division champions, Jackie Robinson, UCLA’s 
great basketball star and all-around athlete, won the league’s high scoring championship for the season. 
Robinson scored 148 points in 12 Conference games for an average of better than 12 points per contest. 
10787. 1940, March 9. Joe Louis Switches Training Camps; Starts Drills.[br Paycheck This Week. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Joe Louis will leave Detroit Thursday for his training camp at Greenwood Lake, 
New York, where he will prepare for his hea~3-weight championship fight against Johnny Paycheck, March 
29 in Madison Square Garden. Louis, according to Roxborough, will not return to the camp at Pompton 
Lakes, N.J. where he has trained for all his Eastern fights with the exception of his first encounter with Max 
Sclmaeling in 1936. 
10788. 1940, Mareh 9. Marian Wants to Do Ballet. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Marian Anderson, world’s 
foremost contralto, has a suppressed desire to be a ballet dancer, she revealed here recently. "But it’s all so 
silly," she said. "I suppose everyone wants to be something he isn’t.., something that’s quite impossible." 
10789. 1940, March 9. Memphis Has Never Had a "Beale Street." Pittsburgh. Courier. p4. Now that Bill 
Handy’s "Beale Street Blues," has won such undying fame among lovers of music, a determined movement 
is under way to make the title officially authentic by renaming the thoroughfare it immortalizes. There isn’t 



and never was a "Beale Street" in Memphis. It was actually Beale avenue to which Handy had referenced 
when he named his celebrated composition. That’s the way it is indicated in city records and maps. 
10790. 1940, March 9. Memphis Proud of "Native Son"Author. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Both colored and 
white friends here by the score have wired and written their congratulations to Richard Wright of Chicago, 
author, born on a plantation near Natchez, Miss., but who spent his childhood and most of his youth in 
Memphis, whose novel, "Native Son," has just been selected for the March Book-of-the-Month Club, as 
Amerca’s best. 
10791. 1940, March 9. Paul, Marian Are Favorites of U~ZA. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. In a poll taken by 
the Daily Brain, student publication of the University of California at Los Angeles last week, collegians in 
favor of classical concerts won over the college jitterbugs, voting among their concert favorites, Paul 
Robeson and Marian Anderson. 
10792.1940, March 9. Savoy Has Played Host to Almost 10,000,000 People in Last 13 Years. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Since way back in the prosperous twenties when Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom first saw the light 
of day, many bands have played their hearts out on the two bandstands, many dances have been originated 
and popularized and many songs have been penned and plugged. Next week on March 12, the ballroom 
will have been open for fourteen years, during which practically every band, large or small, has been 
presented. 
10793. 1940, March 9. Sues Theater Corporation. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Suit for $10,000 against Royal 
Theater Corp. of Tennessee, for injuries suffered as a result of a theater door being slammed in her face, 
was filed here in Raleigh last week by Mrs. Ada Dark. Milton Stag, owner of the East Hargett Street 
Theater where the action is alleged to have taken place, also was named in the suit. 
10794.1940, March 14. Abbott’s Will Filed for Probate. California Eagle. p6. Nanfing as executors and 
trustees, Edna Abbott (widow), John H. Sengestacke (nephew), and James B. Cashin (lawyer), the will of 
the late Robert S. Abbott was filed in probate court. According to the terms of the will, the estate is to be 
kept intact tmtil John Sengstacke reaches the age of 45 when it may be divided in the plans set up by 
Abbott. Page 6-A. 
10795.1940, March 14. Earl Hines Is Son of a Ban Leader. California Eagle. p2. Earl Hines and 
Orchestra arc on tour, after a successfifl engagement at lhc Harlem Apollo Theater. Hines is known for his 
in and out of the band world as "Father" Hines, the son of a band leader. His lather had a band many years 
ago in Pittsburgh. Page 2-B. 
10796. 1940, March 14. Hattie Noels in Mexican Resort. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Leaving here last week, 
Hattie Noels arrived in Tia Jua~a, Mexico to begin entcrtai~fing in one of the town’s exclusive resorts. 
Noels is slated to return here at the request of Paramount studio in time to start work on "Virginia." Page 
2-B. 
10797. 1940, March 14. Mosby to Reopen Club Alabam. California Eagle. p2. Club Alabam will reopen! 
This much was indicated this week when it was learned that Curtis Mosby, outstanding Cabaret operator, 
had obtained a lease and liquor license for the spot. Page 2-B. 
10798. 1940, March 14. Numerous Sepia Players in 2Orb-Fox Picture. California Eagle. p2. With Hattie 
McDaniel, who just won a film "Oscar" heading the sepia cast, shooting began at 20th Century-Fox studio 
on "Mal?.’land," starring Brenda Joyce and John Payne. Others who appear in this production include Anita 
Brown, Jesse Lee Brooks, and Charlie Moore. Page 2-B. 
10799. 1940, March 16. Abbott’s I~Tll Is Filed. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Naming as executors and trustees 
Mrs. Edna Abbott, widow, John H. Sengstacke, nephew and James B. Cashin, lawyer, the will of the late 
Robert S. Abbott was filed Thursday in probate court .... According to terms of the will, the estate is to be 
kept intact until John Sengstacke reaches the age of 45 when it ~nay be divided in the plans set up by Mr. 
Abbott. 
10800. 1940, March 16. "Cinderella Man" Does Not Own Part of Joe Louis, Suit Against Mike Jacobs 
Reveals. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. That Jinmay Braddock, former champion, does not own a "piece" of Joe 
Louis, but instead has a contract with Mike Jacobs for 20 percent share of the promoter’s profits from the 
titleholder was evidenced here last week when a suit was filed against Jacobs for $104,201.64 alleging 
breach of contract. 
10801. 1940, March 16. D.C. Crowds Pass Pickets to See GWTW. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Pickets and 
distributors of handbills failed to stop the throngs which packed the Lincoln Theater in Washingto~ D.C. 
last week to witness each of the fourteen performances of "Gone with the Wind," and on opening night, 
there was a Hollywood air about the theater that lured hundreds of spectators along the main boulevard of 
the upper section of Washington .... Consensus of opinion was that: there was no reason for Negroes to feel 



indiglmnt over the film, wlfich was fairly tree to the original script. Loud guffaws rewarded Butterfly 
McQueen’s characterization of "Prissy," and applause was Hattie McDaniel’s repayment for the role of the 
lovable tyrant who ruled the household. 
10802. 1940, March 16. Ella Bids Adieu to Roseland. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Last Thursday night down 
at Roseland Ballroom on the Great White Way’, there was a Hafle~n Night, and it was all in the form of an 
honorary farewell party for Ella Fitzgerald and her band. Colored and white artists in town at the time were 
invited to the dance palace as guests of the management, to wish the swing queen success. 
10803. 1940, March 16. Ink Spots Sensational on Tour Fla. Bound. Billy Rowe. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p20. The greatest box-office attraction Dixie has ever known is the appellation being attached to the 
double-barreled feature which combines the Ink Spots, internationally famous quartet and the Sunset 
Royals orchestra. And the records are proving this contention. In exactly five nights on their present two- 
month tour and during the middle of the Lenten season, the attraction has played to more than 12,000 
people throughout the states of West Virginia and Virginia. 
10804. 1940, March 16. "2~Iamba’s Daughters" 2~Iay Get a Return Date on Broadway. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "Mamba’s Daughters," the tale of the backwoods, starring Ethel Waters, which was such an 
instantaneous success when it opened last spring, may possibly reopen on Broadway if Guthrie McClintic’s 
present plans go through. Playing to SRO (Standing Room Only) houses, the drama was set to enjoy a long 
run at the Empire Theater here when it opened. 
10805. 1940, March 16. Orchestra Leader in "Alimony Jail" Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Benny Carter, leader 
of the orchestra which carries his name, and recognized through the musical world as one of the greatest of 
modern saxophonists, is in the city’s only branded, "Alimony Jail." Carter, who recently returned from 
London ... was jailed last week and held pending payment of $1,655 to his wife, Ma~ Smith Carter. 
Unless a satisfactory, agreement can be worked out, it is rumored that his incarceration will cause 
cancellation of a proposed road trip throughout the south and mid-west. 
10806.1940, March 16. S.H. Dudley Dies in D.~: Pittsburgh Courier. p2. S.H. Dudley, one of the best 
known figures in the theatrical world, died at his country home, Oxon Hill, Ma~land, last Friday, after an 
illness which had kept him confined for over a year. 
10807.1940, March 21. Carol Chilton and Maceo Thomas. California Eagle. pl. Carol Chilton and 
Maceo Thomas, international song and dance artists, arc scheduled to play the Orpheum on March 27. The 
two appear in the above photo. Page 1-A. 
10808.1940, March 21. Hattie Noel Says She’s Bankrupt. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p3. Hattie Noel filed a 
petition in federal court this week asking to be declared bankrupt. She listed her liabilities as $335.00. Noel 
was recently named defendant in an action brought by her agents, David Chudnow and associates, in which 
they alleged that the actress owed them large sums of money for engagements under her contract. They 
further asserted that the defendant would within the next two years earn approximately $54,250 and asked 
that they be awarded $5,425.00 as their percentage of her earnings. Page 3-A. 
10809. 1940, March 23. Count Or Ella Will Open Nov Philly 2~Ttery. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Harvey 
Lockman, night club impresario in this city, who originally managed the Ubangi Club in West 
Philadelphia, has switched back to sepia shows. Forsaking colored shows for white in Dehnonico’s the Gay 
Nineties nitery, which he opened after the Ubangi closed, Lockman has decided that his original policy was 
the best .... At the present, two bands under consideration for the opening are: Count Basic and Ella 
Fitzgerald. 
10810. 1940, March 23. Earl Morris Gives "Broken Strings" Four Stars. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. The motion picture "Broken Strings," is an artistic triumph. Here is a Negro movie that tops 
anything and everything that has been done in this neck of the woods. It is indeed an extraordinary picture. 
It is simple in plot and stars the great Clarence Muse. Muse’s portrayal of a concert violinist who thought 
that swing music desecrated the very word of music is indeed masterful. 
10811. 1940, March 23. Erskine Hawkins Tuxedo Junction Sets New Record. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
"Tuxedo Junction," the tune that Erskine Hawkins, a Birn~ingham boy wrote about a crossing in his 
Alabama home, has hit a new high for first week sales. According to Lewis, who published the song, it has 
sold over 115 copies during its first seven days on the stands. 
10812. 1940, March 23. Gale and Warners Combine. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Believing in those two old 
adages "in Unity there is strength," and "The Lord helps him who helps himself," Moe Gale, president of 
Gale, Inc. has increased his personal managing office--first to include a booking office and second to join 
hands with Warner Brothers to form a music publishing company. Negotiations, have been underway 



between Gale and Herman Starr, head of the Wan~er music outfits for quite some time, but it was not until 

Tuesday of last week that the new organization completed business operations and received its charter. 

10813. 1940, March 23. Midge Williams Is Still with Louie. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Midge Williams, 

dynamic "personality singeff with Louis Armstrong and lfis orchestra, now being featured at New York’s 

famous Cotton Club, will not desert the band to go with Duke Ellington. The rmnor which gained 

widespread publicity during the past week has been discounted by the star’s personal manger, Joe Glaser, 

who am~ounces that Williams has just recovered from a serious operation and is back "swinging" with the 

band. 

10814. 1940, March 23. NAACPto Fight "Birth of a Nation." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Legal action will 

be taken by the Chicago branch of the NAACP to stop the showing of "The Birth of a Nation." ... The 

legal redress comnfittee of the branch, was given the go-ahead by the president. The committee will seek to 

dissolve an injunction that was entered in 1917 by the owners of the film. The injunction~ which is 

permanent prevents the mayor, commissioner of police, and other city officials from using their powers to 

ban its showing here in Chicago. 

10815. 1940, March 23. New Tunes Recorded.[br Columbia by Billie Holiday. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 

Billie Holiday recorded two brand new original tunes for Cohimbia last week entitled, "What Is Going to 

Get Us" and "Ghosts of Yesterday." Both numbers are by Irene Wilson and Arthur Herzog, Jr. 

10816. 1940, March 23. President’s Son Signs "Rochester’.[br Movie. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. James 

Roosevelt, visiting here this week, almounced the contracting of Eddie Anderson, Jack Benny’s 

"Rochester," to appear in the first picture under the Roosevelt bam~er, "The Bat." Edna Mac Oliver, veteran 

character actress, is the only other person yet signed for the picture. 
10817.1940, March 23. Seattle Girl "Rescues" Marian Anderson from Excited Crowd of Admiring 

Autograph Seekers. Ted Wood. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. A 15 year-old gift who hopes to reach the heights 

attained by the woman whom "genius has touched with the tips of her wing," rescued Marian Anderson 

from the largest crowd of music lovers ever to assemble in this city’s huge civic auditorium, Monday night. 

For aiding her to escape the hundreds who rushed back stage at the end of the concert, the young gift 

received a kiss from the world’s greatest artist and encouragement to continue her piano studies. 

10818. 1940, March 23. Sister Trio Makes Good in Hollywood. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p20. The Steven 

Sisters, Charmaine, Lynctte, and Santclla, three little New Orleans girls are making good in this busy 

movie capital, having appeared in an all-colored flicker entitled, "Broken Strings," soon to be released. In 

the picture mentioned, the sisters sang and danced. 

10819. 1940, March 23. Success of "Gone with the Wind" Gives New L~[’e to "Birth of a Nation." 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Revival of"The Birth of a Nation," and its remaking in technicolor and sound as a 

sequel to "Gone with the Wind," were annotmced here last Tuesday. Harry E. Aitkerk president of Epoch 

Producing compm\,�", which is distributing the original version of the picture glorifying the Ku Khtx Klan 

stopped in Washington briefly last Monday on his way to Raleigh. N.C. to co~ffer with Thomas Dixon, 

author of "The Clansman," the book from which the picture was made. 

10820. 1940, March 23. Such Fun to Meet, Courier Reporter Writes of Mrs Bill Robinson; Plans 

Birthday Fete. Isabel Tholnpson. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. I know that Mrs. Bill "Bojangles" Robinson has 

been interviewed by Courier reporters in several other cities. I know, also, that others have discussed her 

sweet friendliness and consideration. And if there is slight repetition here, will you realize that such a 

person compels this kind of praise. Such fun to meet! She seems so full of vitality and is one who loves life 

and people. 

10821. 1940, March 28. Langston Hughes to Write Drama on Booker T. Washington.[br CBS Airing. 

Cal~ornia Eagle. p8. Langston Hughes, famous poet, has been conunissioned by Columbia Broadcasting 

system to write a dm~na based on the Booker T. Washington autobiography, "Up From Slavel~." The 

finished work is to star Rex Ingrain in a specially prepared program for Columbia’s "Pursuit of Happiness." 

Page 8-B. 

10822. 1940, March 30. Another "Mulatto" Headache. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Mulatto," the play of 

miscegenation which has played to bans and hard luck more often than it has played to audiences, has 

struck another snag, this time up in Boston. The Theatrical Managers, Agents and Treasurers’ Union has 

protested to the Shuberts that they allowed the play to open in their Copley Square Theater without a 

TMAT company manager or press agent. 

10823. 1940, March 30. Auditorium Ban at Marian’s Recital in New Orleans Fought. Pittsburgh 

Courier. pl. Marian Anderson’s forthcoming recital here at the Muuicipal Auditorium May 6 has brought 

into sharp focus the issue of discrimination against Negroes as practiced by the auditorium management. 



Negro leaders here complain: 1. That the local Municipal Auditorium is the only such structure in the South 
which Negroes are not permitted to rent. 2) That when Negroes are admitted they are placed so high in the 
balcony that they cannot enjoy the performance. Because of these two factors, there is an insistent and 
growing demand that an attempt be made to settle the issue once and for all before Marian Anderson comes 
to town in New Orleans. 
10824. 1940, March 30. Hattie May Adopt Two Children. Pittsbuc~h Courier. p20. Hattie McDaniels, the 
first lady of the films of our race, it is am~ounced, will adopt two children from an orphanage. McDaniels, 
although having been wedded twice, has never been blessed with children. At the moment, she is 
completing scenes in "Malyland," a Twenteith-Centt~r Fox film starring, Brenda Joyce. 
10825. 1940, March 30. Jeni LeGon Chosen as Ken~v Washington’s Leading Lady in Film. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Entering just four days before the final selection was to be made, Jeni LeGon, 
internationally-famous star of stage and screen, carried off all the honors in the nationwide contest for 
leading lady to Kenny Washington last week. Over a score of other girls had been considered from other 
states. 
10826. 1940, March 30. Louis and Paycheck in TitleBout. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. Putting his cherished 
heavyweight championship crown on the block for the tenth time since he won the title less than thee years 
ago, Jolting Joe Louis will be out to prove that he is still the potent puncher which brought him worldwide 
fame, when he faces Johrmy Paychek of Chicago in a 15 round battle in Madison Square Garden. 
10827. 1940, March 30. Member of Duke’s Band Quizzed by Federal Agents. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. 
William F. Downes, a member of the Four Hot Shots, appearing with "Hollywood Varieties" at the 
Broadway Theater last week, is being held by narcotic agents in the Denver county jail, according to police, 
after iris room was searched March 21 at the the Rossonian Hotel and they found a pound of marihuana. 
The police claim that Downes confessed to the ownership of the drug. In the room with him at the time of 
his arrest was Otto J. Hardwick, a member of Duke Ellington’s orchestra. 
10828. 1940, March 30. "Rochester" Better Than Ever in Latest Film. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Eddie 
Anderson, Jack Benny’s vehement valet of radio and screen, has achieved the one great theatrical ambition 
of his life. He has a stand-in for his role in Paramount’s "Buck and Benny Rides Again," a gent named 
James .... Eddie’s start in motion pictures was a dance number in Mervyn Leroy’s first feature, "No Place 
to Go," which starred Lloyd Hughes and Mary Astor. His first film speaking part was as Lowell Sherman’s 
valet in "What Price Hollywood" with Connie Bennett. Later films include: "Green Pastures," "You Can’t 
Take It With You," "Old Country Doctor," among others. 
10829. 1940, March 30. "Sing Song Swing" Puts Ella’s "Tisket" in Its Vendor Basket. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Lad,�" Ella, the vocal Duchess of Fitzgerald and things definitely swingistical, scored another 
direct wax hit last week, as "Sing Song Swing," an infectious little ditty in the "Tisket-Tasket" manner, 
took a finn hold on the attentions of the Middle-west’s record nobility and threatened to sweep the musical 
countlyside. The disc, the latest of the Fitzgerald series, features Ella in the vocal spotlight with another 
nursel3,r tune to do vocal wonders. 
10830. 1940, March 30. To Fight ~ange in Name of Housing Project: James Weldon Johnson Home Is 
Made Target by Opposition Forces. Pittsburgh Courier. p 10. Race zealots throughout the city are 
expressing determination to fight a~\’v" proposal which would change the name of the James Weldon 
Johi~son Home, gover~unent housing project at 25th Street and Ridge Avenne. Indicative of the general 
co~nn~ents being made by race citizens are one from Arthur H. Fauset, militant educator and civic leader, 
and another from Dr. John Rice, head of a group of affiliated civic clubs. 
10831. 1940, March 30. To Sue Theatre and Imposters Posing as "Four Ink~pots." Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Charging that they have misrepresented thelnselves as the famous Inkspots, Moe 
Gale, president of Gale Inc., is bringing suit against a quartet which has been playing in New Orleans the 
past week. Not only is Gale suing the singers, but he is also suing Joy’s Strand Theater at which they 
appeared and which worded its advertisements to give the impression that the Ink Spots playing the theater 
were the originals who popularized such as songs as, "If I Didn’t Care," "My Prayer," and "Memories of 
You." 
10832. 1940, March 30. West Virginia State College Deltas Honor Diva Dorothy Maynor at Brilliant 
A.[fair. Pittsburgh Courier. p8. Last Sunday evening, following the recital of Dorot~ Maynor, noted 
soprano, at West Virginia State College, approximately 300 persons attended the reception at the home of 
President and Mrs. John W. Davis given by chapters of the Delta Sigma Theta sorority in honor of the 
brilliant and charming Maynor. 



10833. 1940, April 4. Ethel Waters Mauls Bryant. California Eagle. p2. A very realistic scene occurred in 
"Mamba’s Daughters" here last week when Ethel Waters the star in her fight with Willie Bryant, mauled 
him so vigorously that she tore a ligament and burst a blood vessel in his left arm. Page 2-B. 
10834. 1940, April 4. Marian Anderson (Lbncert to Benefit 4 National Groups. California Eagle. p2. 
Despite the fact tlkat she is completing the heaviest New York season scheduled in her career, Marian 
Anderson will give a concert at Carnegie Hall for the benefit of four Negro national organizations. 
Proceeds from the concert will be divided eqnally among: NAACP, Division of Colored Work, National 
Council of the YMCA, and National Urban League and International Conunittee on African Affairs. Page 
2-B. 
10835. 1940, April 4. Other Papers Say. Ralph Matthews. California Eagle. p4. We were "afraid something 
like this would happen-we mean, that the success of "Gone With the Wind," financial and otherwise, would 
give rise to a series of pictures based on the struggle between the North and the South. That is exactly what 
happened and already Hollywood is busy nraking plans to revive, "The Birth of a Nation." If ever the 
public should get up on its hind legs and rebel against the trash that Hollywood has been ramming down 
our unprotesting throats in the name of entertainment, now is the time. Page 4-B. 
10836. 1940, April 4. Rex Ingrain and Langston Hughes. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Rex Ingram and Langston 
Hughes will share honors on Columbia’s "Pursuit of Happiness" broadcast. Hughes has written a radio 
drama, based on the classic Booker T. Washington autobiography, "Up From Slavery," in which Ingrain 
will play the leading role. The two appear in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
10837. 1940, April 6. "Birth of a Nation" in (~icago Court Tangle. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Although 
the local branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People stood closer to a final 
showdown as to whether fl~e age-old "hate film," "Birth of a Nation," is to be shown here in the city of 
Chicago or not, it lbund itself emneshcd in a very delicately entwined legal tangle until April 16 at least. 
Tuesday motoring the two-hour hearing was taken up by the city’s lawyers, who were defending Lieut. 
Costello, police censor, :for contempt. 
10838.1940, April 6. Columbia Will Wax Lunceford. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jimmie Lunceford will be 
heard on Columbia discs starting this month. His switch from Vocalion to the Columbia label is another 
sign in the series of events indicating that the Lunceford band, ever-rising in name-band popularity, will go 
far and high in the nrasic makers’ world. 
10839.1940, April 6. Diva’s Manager Issues Denial. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. "Absolutely Untrue." That’s 
the answer which is being given by fl~e booking office of Marian Anderson. famous contralto, to the 
persistent rumor that the diva has taken the altar-trek with "Raz" Fisher, prominent socialite and 
Philadelphia architect. The emphatic denial came from the lips of Sol Hurok, personal nkanager of the noted 
contralto, when contacted at his office Monday. 
10840. 1940, April 6. Erskine Hawkins’ Contract Bought by Gale from CRA. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Moe Gale, president of Gale Inc. last week purchased from Consolidated Radio Artists Erskine Hawkins’ 
contract. Whereas the Gale office has held a personal raanaging agreement with the bandleader for a couple 
of years, still it did not have full control of the band because of the deal it had with CRA. The purchasing 
price is rumored to be over $10,000. 
10841. 1940, April 6. Hal Roach, Inkspots Deal On. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. After seeing the colossal 
success they are making of their tour and having heard their superb harmo~\v, Hal Roach, long famons for 
his movies in Hollywood, is dickering with Gale, Inc. for the famous Four Inkspots to appear in a picture. 
Arrangements are practically complete with only a few more details to be attended to. 
10842. 1940, April 6. James "Billboard" Jackson Injured in Auto Accident. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. 
James A. (Billboard) Jackson, special representative of the Esso marketers, the Standard Oil Co. of N.J. and 
affiliated companies sales organization, has returned to his home and office in New York, after a somewhat 
harrowing experience in West Virgiula, here since March 1 he has been malting a tour of the high schools 
of the state under the supervision of Prof. I. J. K. Wells, state supe~Tisor of Negro Schools, conducting an 
"inspirational and vocational program." The program and its travel schedule was interrupted for some days 
when the car in which they were riding collided with a truck on the Ohio River Bridge between 
Parkersburg and Bellaire, Ohio, while en route to Lakin Industrial school .... Billboard suffered a fractured 
ankle, scalp lacerations requiring eight stitches, a contusion of the hip and bit Iris tongue. 
10843. 1940, April 6. Joe Stops Frightened Foe with Terrific Right in Second. Wendell Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p16. Joe Louis paid off in fifll here toulght in historic Madison Square Garden before 11,620 fans 
when he cashed in on the terror-stricken Paychek with a pulverizing right that zoomed out of nowhere and 
exploded like a grenade after 44 seconds of the second round had elapsed. 



10844. 1940, April 6. Katherine Dunham Still Holds Sunday Concerts. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Working 
as a special guest for two Sunday nights at the Windsor Theater, Katherine Dunham and her dancers have 
been staying here to satisfy the loud acclamation and demands of the audiences .... Their choreograp~r is 
so genuinely human that it is a real pleasure to see them and not feel obliged to try to understand them as is 
required with so ma~\V groups. 
10845. 1940, April 6. Nation-Wide Protests on "Birth of a Nation" Are Sent to Will Hays. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. In response to an appeal sent out by the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People, heads of prominent organizations interested in race relations, labor, business, and social 
service have protested to Will Hays, motion picture czar, against releasing for further distribution a sound 
version of the the vicious anti-Negro film, "The Birth of a Nation." ... The NAACP replied on March 26, 
reiterating its protest against continued distribution of the film. Hays has made no comment. 
10846. 1940, April 6. Paychek Lost at Weigh--In When Joe Said Hello to Him in Commission Office. 
Wendell Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. After the roof of Madison Square Garden fell in on Jolumy 
Paychek tonight, a bewildered throng of more than 11,000 fans, who paid out a total of $62,481.41 left the 
famous arena almost as bewildered as the man who was knocked out. Paychek lost his only bid for a world 
championship to Joe Louis at 12:15 o’clock Friday afternoon. Ten hours before the scheduled battle. 
Johnny Paychek officially lost the battle just a few moments ago on a technical knockout. 
10847. 1940, April 6. Pops and Lourie Signed to Star in "Dixie in Harlem." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Having stolen the show on their present tour of Dixie with the Whitman Sisters show, Pops and Lourie, 
fresh from Chicago triumphs, have been chosen to headline the 1940 edition of "Dixie to Harle~" with 
some of the outstanding stage names in its cast. Others to appear in the cast included the Edwards Sisters, 
greatest female juvenile dance team in the country among others. 
10848. 1940, April 6. Stepin Fetchit Has Filed Claim Against Shuberts with Equity. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p20. Stepin Fetctfit, lazy-bones comedian of stage and screen, who has had the most "in again, out: again" 
acquaintances with trouble of any performer for a long time, is having another run-in with Lady 
Misfortnnc. Recently returned to New York from a road tour with the Shubert play, "Three After Three," 
Fetchit has filed a complaint against the Shuberts charging that they stranded him in Detroit. 
10849. 1940, April 11. Ben Carter Elopes with Betty Beckham. California Eagle. pl. Ben Carter, actor’s 
agent who turned actor to score a tremendous hit in "Little Old New York" was married last: night in an 
elopement via the airlines to Yuma, Arizona. His bride is Betty Jane Beckham of Los Angeles. Page 1-A. 
10850. 1940, April 11. Earl Dancer. California Eagle. pl. Earl Dancer, one time stage producer and 
theatrical manager, is pressing a suit in the New York court against: a Broad~vay restaurant, accused of 
giving "Mickey Finns" to Negroes who persist in asking to be served. Dancer claims that he and a 
companion, Marian Jordan, became ill and were rushed to the hospital after they had been served at the bar 
of the restaurant. "Mickey Finn" is a common name for a poisonous substance served in a drink. Page 1-A. 
10851. 1940, April 11. Hattie McDaniel Entertains with Buffet Dinner. California Eagle. p4. Sunday 
evening Hattie McDa~fiel entertained a group of friends at her Westside home with an i~fformal midnight 
btfffet dinner. Proceding the dinner, guests enjoyed an impromptu program with Ernest Whitman as master 
of ceremonies. Page 4-A. 
10852. 1940, April 11. Hughes Writes Sketch for April Issue of "Opportunity." California Eagle. p2. 
Langston Hughes, noted writer, Edward S. Hope, superintendent of building and grounds at Howard 
University, Ferdinand C. Smith, secretary of the National maritime Union of America and Bernard 
Braxton, graduate student in social economy at American Universi~ are featured contributors to the April 
issue of Opportunity magazine. Hughes is represented by a sketch entitled, "Love in Mexico"--a section of 
a forthcoming autobiograplfical travelogue. Page 2-B. 
10853. 1940, April 11. Joe Louis to Make Second Movie Here. Cal![brnia Eagle. p3. Joe Louis will make 
a second movie, co-manager Johi~ Roxborough announced following the champion’s arrival here for a visit 
with his family. The film will be made in California and is scheduled to begin May 1st. Page 3-B. 
10854. 1940, April 11. Noble Sissle Finishes Book manuscript; to Come Here. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p3. 
Noble Sissle, orchestra leader who for more than a year has held forth in the Billy Rose "Diamond 
Horseshoe" on Broadway, announces the completion of a manuscript for his book which he has been 
preparing for more than three years. Page 3-B. 
10855. 1940, April 11. Other Papers Say. A. Wayman Ward. California Eagle. p4. To say that "Native 
Son" has been selected as a Book-of-the-month selection and to note its phenomeual sale, is to stamp it at 
once as a contribution to the literature of America that challenges attention and thought. Certaiuly,Wright is 
to be congratulated, both for his literary, ability, and for his having crashed, as it were, the closely selected 



group of writers able to gain recognition of the critics who determine what is praiseworthy in these days. 

Page 4-B. 

10856. 1940, April 13. Booking Agency Has Problem Finding Enough Large Halls. Pittsburgh Courier. 

p20. Lee Matthews, director of New Artists Service, booking agents for Moe Gale, Inc., Inten~ational Road 

Shows and Lawrence Golden Enterprises, is busy looking for promoters who can get contracts on indoor 

auditofimns which have outdoor seating capacities. 

10857. 1940, April 13. Count Hits High Spot on "Attendance Scale." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count 

Basic and his men of rl\,c’thrn, who came out of the West like a bolt from many months ago and took New 

York by storm with their special brand of swingcopation, are again setting the trail on fire as they play" in 

and around the Broadway area. Appearing at Loew’s State for the past week, the band has been keeping the 

customers’ ears wiggling to keep time with their hot licks. 

10858.1940, April 13. Harlem Gets Worm Premiere q[’Picture Starring "Rochester." Pittsburgh 

Courier. p20. The first world premiere Harlem has ever seen and one of the most elaborate seen anywhere 

is planned for the first showing of the new Paramount picture, "Buck Benny Rides Again," the Jack Beamy 

starting velficle in which Eddie "Rochester" Anderson and Theresa Harris play important featured roles. 

Presnet plans call for a typical Hollywood celebration with an added New York flourish. 

10859. 1940, April 13. Hot Mikado’ Closing Despite High Box. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The "Hot 

Mikado," that colorful production based on the original Gilbert & Sullivan operetta, featuring Bill 

Robinso~ will close the 15th of this month in its current mn at the Hubert Theater in Boston. Although 

claims have been made that receipts at the box-office still show a profit, Mike Todd, producer of the show 

says that he now has many other interests to be concerned with. 
10860. 1940, April 13. Ink Spots Set Record in Kay See. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Biggest dance we ever 

sponsored," said William Shaw, veteran entennaimnent promoter and president of Musicians Local No. 627 

[br 12 years when five thousand people saw and heard fl~e Ink Spots with an orchestra, the Sunset Royals, 

in the Municipal Auditorium arena, Thursday night, April 4. 

10861. 1940, April 13. "Satchmo" Wants to Play Stanley. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Unlike Greece’s 

Alexander, who could find "no more worlds to conquer," Satchmo the Great, in the person of Louis 

Armstrong, still has things he’d like to do, and one of them is to play the Stanley Theater in Pittsburgh. BUt 

just opposite to what Alexander’s Greece might have done for trim, Pittsburgh citizen~ wouldn’t "wall up" 

the town to keep out the Great Louis, Conqueror of ’Era All. 

10862. 1940, April 13. Southernaires Entertain Harry L. Warner. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 

Southernaircs, of radio fame, entertained Harry L. Warner, Hollywood make-up man and newspapermen at 

Snfith and Gaston’s Funeral home in Bir~ningham, Ala., last week. They appear in the above photo. 

10863. 1940, April 13. Step’s Son Wants His Name Changed. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. "Dad has disowned 

me and I want to change my name," thus spoke eight-year-old Robert Lee PenT, son of Stepin Fetchit, film 

comedian, when he filed a petition in the Superior Court, Tuesday’, requesting per~nission to change his 

name. Young Master Perl3./-’s petition charged that lfis famous father had disowned lfim and for that reason 

he wished to assume the name of Robert Lee Strange. 

10864. 1940, April 13. Too Many Stage Hands, So "Mamba’s Daughters" Folds. Pittsburgh Courier. 

p21. "Mamba’s Daughters," which went out on the road to play" to large audiences and returned to 

Broadway two weeks ago with high hopes for the same occurrence, last Saturday night shut off its electric 

lights and closed its doors for the last time, as its return engagement concluded. Although prices were cut 

from the original $3.30 to popular price scale with $1.65 top, still box-office receipts for the week were 

only slightly more than $6,000 which wasn’t even enough to meet expenses. 

10865. 1940, April 18. Call Girl, 20, Movie "Find." California Eagle. p2. Even though her bit [that of 

Joan Douglas] in Million Dollar Productions new football pictures starring Kenny Washington was small, 

critics watched her work and were impressed with the talent revealed by Joan Douglas. She ran second to 

Jeni LeGon in the recently completed contest for leading ladies to the noted grid star. Page 2-B. 

10866. 1940, April 18. Denies Barring of Wright Novel,. California Eagle. pl. The report that the 

Brooklyn Public library had not stocked Richard Wright’s sensational novel, "Native Son," allegedly 

because the NAACP had registered a protest against the book, were denied here in New York. Page 1-A. 

10867. 1940, April 18. Drop Charges AgainstAetor. Califi~rnia Eagle. pl. Charges involving endangering 

of the morals of a trio of juvenile boys were dismissed against Ben Canner, actor-agent. Canner was arrested 

last April 8, on a warrant after three boys told juvenile officers a tale of asserted sex orgies, engaged in by 

themselves and the actor in his West Temple district home. When the case went to the court, the youth 

revealed that they lied about the incident. Charges against Canner were then dismissed. Page 1-A. 



10868. 1940, April 18. Duke Ellington to Play at Orpheum Theater Wednesday. California Eagle. p2. 
Duke Ellington, whose playing at the famous Cotton Club in New York won him fl~e title of "Harlem’s 
Aristocrat of Jazz," will be fl~e stage attraction at the Orpheum Theater for one week. Made popular by 
radio, Ellington and his musicians have created a sensation in theaters from coast to coast as well as in 
Europe. Page 2-B. 
10869. 1940, April 18. Evelyn Burwell in Operetta. California Eagle. p2. Evelyn Pope Btu~vell, stage and 
screen actress-singer, has been assigned the role of Rose France, a music student in an Italian ci~T in the 
forthcoming operetta, "Milan In May." The talented actress will sing two numbers, one especially written 
for her. Page 2-B. 
10870. 1940, April 18. "GWTW" Opens to Hostile Harlem. California Eagle. p2. Despite the fact that 
Hollywood broke all precedent in giving the Academy Award for the most outstanding supporting actress 
of the year to Hattie McDaniel, when "Gone with the Wind" featuring McDaniel opened in Harlem, a 
picket line was formed in front of the theater. Those protesting the film were members of the Motion 
Picture Projectionist Association which was affiliated with the Harlem Labor Union. Page 2-A. 
10871. 1940, April 18. HattieMeDaniel. California Eagle. pl. Hattie McDaniel is shown receiving the 
Academy Award for her excellent portrayal of "Mammy" in "Gone with the Wind." McDaniel appears in 
the above photo. Page 1-A. 
10872.1940, April 18. Haunted House Serves as 2~Iovie Set. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. The Sepia-Art Pictures 
company, in the midst of production on the feature, "Come Midnight," is shooting the scenes between 
Eddie Green and the ghost of "Old Man Mose" in an actual authentic haunted house in New Jersey. This 
old house is situated in New Jersey on the pike just four miles outside of Plainfield. Old residents in this 
vicinity say that night after night many strange ttfings go on in this house where no one has lived :for 50 
years. Page 2-B. 
10873. 1940, April 18. Hollywood Goes Harlem. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p2. "Hollywood Goes Harlem" to 
unveil "Buck Benny Rides Agaiff’ in which Eddie "Rochester" Anderson and Theresa Harris play 
important roles. Page 2-B. 
10874. 1940, April 18. Hughes’ Play in Final Performance. Cal~ibrnia b?agle, p2. Rounding out one of the 
most popular and successful ventures in Litfle Theater movements here, file cast of, "Don’t You Want to be 
Free," Langston Hughes’ poetic drama, will be presented in a final performance at Gray’s Mus-Art 
auditorium. A feature of intricate specialties lbr this performance will include a dance interpretation of Hall 
Johnson’s immortal composition, "City Called Heaven," by Jo Stevenson. Page 2-B. 
10875. 1940, April 18. Jimmie Lunceford on Columbia Discs. California Eagle. p2. Jimnfie Lunceford’s 
first Columbia label release of Jimnfie Lunceford’s band will be a light swing version of Beefl~oven’s 
fascinating "Sonata Pathetique." Page 2-B. 
10876. 1940, April 18. Leg Broken in Film Fight Scene. California Ea,~le. p2. Acting became realiS~ at 
the Sunset Studio during the fihning of Kem\v Waslfington’s first starring vehicle "Gridiron Graft." 
Participants in a free-for-all, fight sequence forgot to "pull" their punches. As a result Joe Fluellen is 
confined to the hospital with a broken ankle. (Fihn released as "While Thonsands Cheer") Page 2-B. 
10877. 1940, April 18. "Mr. Washington Goes to Town" Very, Very Good. Lawrence Lamar. California 
Eagle. p2. At last Hollywood seems to have arrived at the business of producing all-sepia flickers, bearing 
some degree of screen merit. The writer comes to flfis conclusion after viewing the screening of one of the 
latest productions, "Mr. Washington Goes to Town." The fihn is very, ve~~, very good. That should equal 
four stars in a~body’s country.’. The film features Maceo Sheffield, Florence O’Brien, Clarence Hargrave, 
Nathan Curry, Slickum Garrison, among others. Page 2-B. 
10878. 1940, April 18. Sweeps Winner Albertine Pickens Shares Estate. California Eagle. pl. Royal E. 
Spurlark, $75,000 1938 Irish Sweepstakes wilmer, left an estate of $40,000 to be divided among lfis widow, 
Albertine Pickens, well known former actress, his son, Royal E. Spudark, Jr., and two nieces and a nephew. 
Half of the estate will go to Pickens and haft to his son. Pickens had been married to the deceased for only 
three months prior to this death. Page 1-A. 
10879. 1940, April 20. Another Film Is Finished. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Sepia-Arts Pictures wlfich have 
been quietly working along in studios, have another fihished picture to their credit rifled, "Comes 
Midnight." It is a featurette with a number of notable stars in its cast. Headed by such names as Susie 
Sutton, famous over the entire country as our foremost actress, Amanda Randolpk who is currenfly 
appearing on Broadway in "The Male Animal and Jimmy Baskett as the leading man, are among those who 
appear in this production. 



10880. 1940, April 20. Celebrities ExpectedJbr Harlem Premiere of "Buck Benny Rides Again." 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Today is the day, boys and girls, when Eddie Anderson "Rochester" to you, will 
a_rrive in this fair city (New York) to inaugurate the first Harlem premiere of a Grade A Hollywood picture. 
At ten o’clock, when that iron horse rolls in from the West and "Rochester" disembarks at the 125th Street 
depot, he will be met by a delegation, the likes of which has never been seen before .... The day of the 
premiere itself has been designated as "Rochester Day." 
10881. 1940, April 20. Colored Movies GainingRe~peet. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "There 
is no denying the fact that the colored motion picturegoers are increasing," i~fformed Ira "Buck" Woods in 
an exclusive interview with The Courier. Colored audiences are beginning to take the efforts of Black 
Hollywood sefionsly and are becoming acquainted with the various screen personalities of their own race. 
Also the pictures turned out in Black Hollywood are getting better and better. 
10882. 1940, April 20. Duke Returns to West Coast. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke Ellington will be 
received as visiting royalty when he and his orchestra appear here Monday at Sweet’s Ballroom, under the 
sponsorship of that British-accented impresario, John A. Bur-Ton. This will mark the first appearance of 
the Duke on the Coast in years and the Duke Ellington fans will turn out en masse to greet the great 
musician who paved this way for numerous orchestras. 
10883. 1940, April 20. Ella Fitzgerald Opens at "Famous Door" Be]bre Visiting Celebrities. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Ella Fitzgerald, queen of the swing singers, is nightly ruling her subjects with her haunting 
voice as they gather at the Famous Door on Fifty-second street to listen. Doing a tremendous business, the 
band is packing in the patrons like no other band has since Count Basle left there last fall. 
10884. 1940, April 20. Erskine Hawkins Starts His Tour Earlier Than Planned. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Erskinc Hawkins, the Twentieth Century Gabriel, who has set the swing world on :fire with his trumpeting, 
not to mention his sensational number, "Tucxcdo Junction," which is sweeping the country, has also got his 
fans in the hinterlands clamoring for his appearance. So impatient have they become that Hawkins has had 
to shorten his stay at the Savoy Ballroom here in New York in order to launch the first leg of his tour. 
10885.1940, April 20. Floyd Ray Plans Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Floyd Ray and his Decca 
Recording orchestra signed a new long term contract: with Reg. D. Marshall of Hollywood, California, 
April 1st, and plans were immediately made to send the band on their third a~mnal coast to coast tour. The 
band will feature again this year those three "torchers" ’--Ivy, Vern and Von, who captivated audiences 
everywhere the past two years with the band. 
10886.1940, April 20. Hattie MeDaniels Plans 5-Week Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hattie McDaniel, 
the race’s No. 1 dramatic screen star, will begin a five week personal appearance tour beginning April 24. 
10887. 1940, April 20. Joe Louis and Billy Corm Meet in Pittsburgh Ring--But Not to Fight. Wendell 
Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Joe Louis and Billy Corm were guest referees at an amateur boxing show 
Wednesday night at the Center Avenue Y, which was a featnre of the association’s almiversary week 
program, and each refereed one of the eight amateur bouts. 
10888. 1940, April 20. Lester Walton Visits Capital. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. Lester A. Walton, U. S. 
Minister to Liberia, was a visitor in the capital of Washington, D.C. last week when he made a report to the 
Secretary of State on conditions in general in Liberia. Being one of the few remaining neutral countries 
abroad, Liberia assumes an important position in world affairs and as the days of diplmnatic corps in the 
capital of Liberia, Walton finds himself placed in a slightly important position. 
10889. 1940, April 20. Liond Hampton’s FFTfe Heads Sorority Project. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Mrs. 
Philitus W. Joyce, National President of Lambda Kappa Mn Sorority has appointed Mrs. Lionel Hampton, 
who is treasurer of the Delta chapter to head the music project for Bethune-Cookman College. This group 
will solicit instruments and funds for the school and it is the hope of the sorority to make the music 
department one of the most outstanding among race schools. 
10890.1940, April 20. Marian Anderson Greets Youthful Singer-Admirer. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. 
Holding a bouquet presented by the Montreal Colored Women’s club, Montreal, Canada, renowned 
contralto Marian Anderson smilingly greets her youthful admirer, Susie Malt, 17 year old wiuner of the 
Quebec Music festival award. 
10891. 1940, April 20. Mr. Washington Goes to Town Gets Four Stars. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. "Mr. Washington Goes to Town," is a four star picture. It is the first all-Negro feature 
comedy ever made. If you recall, Jed Buell produced the first all-colored western, "Harlem Rides the 
Prairie," with Herbert Jeffries and it made a record at that box office. This picture, "Mr. Washington Goes 
to Town," rates four stars because it is an innovation in Negro films. Second, this is the first time an all 



colored feature picture employed trick photography. Third, there are a hundred laughs to every hundred feet 
of film. 
10892. 1940, April 20. Pioneer Movie Producer Dies. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Willialn Foster, producer 
of the first all-Negro 1notion picture, "The Pulhnan Porter," died here in Los Angeles, Tuesday at the age of 
78. The well known producer’s death following several years illness ended a career long associated with 
the stage and stage life .... Seeing a great future in Negro fihns, Foster was the first to introduced an all- 
colored motion picture. His comedy, "The Pullnkan Porter," starred Bob Cole and Lottie Grady. 
10893. 1940, April 20. Promising Juveniles to Vie with "Fats" Waller and Joe Johnson. Pittxbu@ 
Courier. p23. Promising juveniles will vie with such outstanding nationally known artists as "Fats" Waller, 
Joe "Little Ziggie" Johi~son, Streamline Sue, Pete Mugent, and others. 
10894. 1940, April 25. All-Colored Cast Film Starring Kenny Washin~on Is Finished. Haw Levette. 
Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Climaxing over four months of preparation, rehearsals and actnal camera "shooting," 
Million Dollar Productions’ new film melodrama starring Kenny Washington, was finished last week. A 
longer length of time and a larger budget of expense was used on this picture than on aw previous all- 
colored cast picture. It was directed by Leo C. Popkin and will be released shortly. Page 2-B. 
10895. 1940, April 25. Behind the Scenes with Hart), Levette. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. Colored movie extras 
are all excited over the big upset in Central Casting Bureau which culminated in the replacement of 
Campbell McCullough, by Howard Philbrick as General Manager. Neither the wlfite nor colored 
atmosphere players for whose employment Central Casting is a clearing house have been entirely satisfied 
with McCullough’s handling of affairs. The great complaint the Race members had was that the first thing 
McCullough did was to cut Chaflie Butler off the office payroll forcing him to do his work at home on 
commission. Page 2-B. 
10896. 1940, April 25. "Buck Benny Rides Again." Cali~/brnia Eagle. p9. Eddie "Rochester" Anderson has 
Jack BenW and Andy Devine bellowing from "Buck Benny Rides Again," now showing at the Paramom~t 
Theater. "Rochester" appears in a scene from the film in the above photo. Page 9-B. 
10897. 1940, April 25. Claire Trevor. Cali~/brnia Eagle. p9. Claire Trevor and Marie Gover appear in, 
"Dark Command," a Republic :film. The two appear in the above photo. Page 9-B. 
10898. 1940, April 25. Duke Ellington. California Eagle. p9. Duke Ellington, famed as the "aristocrat of 
jazz," and his orchestra are now playing a limited engagement on the stage of the Orpheum Theater. 
Ellington appears in the above photo. Page 9-B. 
10899. 1940, April 25. Eva Jes~ye Choir Sings, Dances. California Eagle. p2. The Brooklyn Institute of 
Arts and Sciences brought to a close its series of "Music and the Dance" in a Negro folk festival of song 
and dance featuring the well known Eva Jessye choir thrilling a large audience. Page 2-B. 
10900. 1940, April 25. Hall Johnson Choir at Philharmonic. California Eagle. p2. Manager L.E. 
Bel\,~mer expects a capacity audience to attend the concert of the nationally noted Hall Johi~son Choir, 
when they appear in their 15th amfiversary concert. The choir was organized in 1925 with a membership of 
eight singers. At that time nobody envisioned that this organization would grow, flourish, and attain 
national fame and recognition. Page 2-B. 
10901. 1940, April 25. Louise Beavers. California Eagle. p2. Louise Beavers is being considered as a star 
in a new screen drama by Million Dollar Production. The popular star is seen waving good-bye as she left 
for a triumphal tour following, "Reform School," her last Million Dollar picture. Beavers appears in the 
above photo. Page 2-B. 
10902. 1940, April 27. Cause of Marian Anderson Concert Boycott. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Mtmicipal 
Auditorium in New Orleans is built from taxes paid by all the people but which Negroes cam~ot rent. It has 
become the center of a controversy because Negroes have been restricted to the use of balcony seats for the 
Marian Anderson recital scheduled for May 6. Leading Negroes of the city and organizations are advising 
prospective patrons to boycott the concert. 
10903. 1940, April 27. DAR Conducts Poll on Racial Poliqv. Jolm Williams. Pittsbu@ Courier. pl. Proof 
positive that charges leveled at the Daughters of the American Revolution because of their color exclusion 
policy have lrad their effect was exposed here this week when it was learned that a secret poll is being 
conducted from Washignton to determine from the membership, the expediency of lowering the color bar. 
It seems that the unfavorable publicity growing out of the Marian Anderson incident in Washgtinon last 
year has given the membership great concern. National headquarters admit many influential members are 
asking that the bars be lowered. 
10904. 1940, April 27. Duke Ellington Tune Chosen by Boston Symphony Orchestra. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Duke Ellington, who has long been known as one of the masters of jazz music, has received "the honor 



of having one of his runes chosen to be played by the Boston Popular Symphol\y orchestra. The 
composition titled, "Reminiscing In Tempo," will be played some time during the smmner concerts this 
year. At present, Ellington and his men of mnsic, are on tour in the West, where they have not been heard 
in quite some time. 
10905. 1940, April 27. Gladys Snyder, Hollywood’s "G-Girl’ Clicks with Public. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hollywood has long been a genius at coining words to describe actresses with 
such phrases as "sirens," shebas," "It Girl," "glamour girl," "comph girl," etc. but our little Gladys S~\yder 
who had the feminine lead in "Gang War," is in truth a "G-Girl" ff we nkay have the privilege of adding our 
coinage to the already crowded descriptive phrases .... The gorgeous, glamorons, glorious, glittering, 
gracious, gay, genteel, generous Gladys Snyder was a gumnan’s moll in the gangster fihn, "Gang War." In 
all seriousness, Gladys Snyder is a good girl and an genuine artist following in the footsteps of her darling 
mother, Lucille Snyder, who was a member of the theater for thirty years. 
10906. 1940, April 27. "Gone with the Wind"Draws 700 in Denver. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. More than 
700 persons attended a Denver theater from April 14 to 18 with two performances each day during the 
showing of the famed picture, "Gone with the Wind." 
10907. 1940, April 27. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Zack Williams, who played a 
role of the child-like half-man half-beast in the motion picture, "Son of Ingagi," is being credited with one 
of the best characterizations in his entire film career. The "Son of Ingagi" played here at the Bill Robinson 
and Lincoln theaters recently to a movie-wise audience, many of whom have played in films or seen them 
in the making or worked in the homes of famous stars. 
10908. 1940, April 27. Hattie MeDaniels Won’t Accept Salary RaiseL Hattie Feels Moguls Will Fail to 
Hire High Salary Maids. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Despite "the fact that she won the Academy Award, 
there’ll be no raise in pay for Hattie McDaniel, it is being said here. Hattie has refused to adopt a salary 
raise offered by her agent .... "Mammy" Hattie McDaniel rel~sed to let her newly won prestige over 
GWTW overshadow her common sense. Her agent wants to hike her salary, but Hattie, remembering 
Louise Beavers’ experience after "Imitation of Life," says No. Big salaries and little work don’t interest me. 
10909.1940, April 27. Leading Movie Star. Pittsbm2qh Courier. pl. Marguerite Whitten, popular and 
leading movie star of International Pictures, Hollywood, California who plays the feminine lead in the 
recent picture "Mystery in Swing," appears in the above photo. 
10910.1940, April 27. Marian "On Spot" in Dixie. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. If Marian Anderson, world 
famous contralto, comes to sing in this city’s (New Orleans) Municipal Auditorium May 6, she will bring 
her beautiful voice into an atmosphere charged with rancor and an ugliness of feeling not exceeded by that 
in Washington last year when she was denied the use of Constitution Hall by the Daughters of the 
American Revolution. 
10911. 1940, April 27. More "Birth of a Nation" Protests Reach Hays: Proposed Plan to Remake Picture 
in Sound Opposed. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Three more protests on the reported plan to make a sound 
version of the film, "The Birth of a Nation." have been sent to the office of Will Hays, motion picture czar. 
The Rev. Everett R. Clinchy sent a letter, as did Dr. Alice Keliher, motion picture chairman of the National 
Council of Women, and Harl?i H. Pace, president of the Supreme Libei~ Life insurance of Chicago. Prior 
to these letters, eight other national organizations had sent protests. 
10912. 1940, April 27. Screen "Find" Ben Carter Is Hattie McDaniel’s"Mate." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Ben Carter, who literally "stole the picture ("Little Old New York") will appear as Hattie McDaniel’s new 
screen husband in "Mapyland," recently released by Twentieth Centul?i Fox. "Little Old New York," is still 
playing the smaller theaters, however, if you haven’t’ seen it, you’d better. It’s worthwhile. 
10913. 1940, April 27. Stage Success. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hattie McDaniel, Academy Award winner, 
whose sterling peffornrance in "Gone with the Wind," has been hailed throughout the nation as one of the 
finest bits of dramatic acting to hit the screen, had her first real test of personal acclaim before the 
footlights when she appeared in person Friday and Saturday at the Roxy Theater in Glendale. Before a 
packed house which gave her thunderous applause as she stepped out of the wings, the singing actress put 
on her act. Each sequence drew an appreciative round of applause, but it remained for "Mannny’s 
Meditations," an original number by McDaniel, to bring the house down. 
10914. 1940, April 27. Teddy Wilson Denies "Disbanding" Rumor. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "There is not 
a word of truth in it." That is the vehement statement of Teddy Wilson, ex-pianist with Benny Goodnran’s 
orchestra in answer to a rumor now being heard in Harlem that he plans to disband his band. The band, 
which closed an engagement at New York’s Golden Gate Ballroom is to go on another road tour 
immediately. 



10915. 1940, May 2. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p2. Million Dollar Productions 
recently finished a picture starring Kenny Washington and the picture is now passing rapidly through the 
cutting room, where so mm\v future careers wind up on the floor. But rest assured the handsome face of the 
famous Brtfin half-back will not be "the face on the cutting room floor," because believe it or not, the 
earnest, hard-hitting smasher of opposing gridders can also really emote. He did a fine piece of work. Page 
2-B. 
10916. 1940, May 2. Graves Lands NEw Film Role. California Eagle. pT. Jesse Graves, screen actor and 
~nember of the Screen Actors Guild, has been signed to a lucrative fihn role in the current filmization of, 
"The Howards of Virginia," at General studios. Graves essays the role of Uncle Robert in the piece. Page 
7-A. 
10917. 1940, May 2. Ivy Anderson. California Eagle. pT. Ivie Anderson will accompaw Duke Ellington 
and the boys tonight at Lincoln Park Roller Rink where an unprecedented crowd is expected. The little 
warbler, veteran of the Ellington organization, was paid tribute last week by metropolitan critics for her 
Orpheum Theater stint. Page 7-A. 
10918. 1940, May 2. Kenny Washington. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Kermy Waslfington, famous UCLA All- 
American halfback, starring in, "Gridiron Graft," his first of three features for Million Dollar Productions, 
is caught here by the cameraman in a romantic pose with Jeni LeGon, his internationally famous leading 
leady. The two appear in the above photo. (Film released as "While Thousands Cheer") Page 2-B. 
10919. 1940, May 2. Mantan 2~Ioreland. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. Mantan Moreland, famons former stage 
comedian started in a new feature with Frankie Darro at Monogram yesterday. Fans predict that the pair 
will become an inseparable team. Moreland appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
10920. 1940, May 2. The Peters Sisters. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pT. The Peters Sisters, about six tmndred poumds 
of swing and away on the hoof; who appear this week at New York’s Apollo Theater, tops in the nation’s 
colored vaudeville houses. The Peters Sisters appear in the above photo. Page 7-A. 
10921. 1940, May 2. Peters Sisters in New York. California Eagle. p2. Co-starring with TiW Bradshaw’s 
band, the three Peters sisters, opened here at the Apollo Theater. Page 2-B. 
10922. 1940, May 2. Set Hearing on Showing of Film. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. The fight to ban "The Birth 
of a Nation," now showing in a new sound tracked version at: a local theater, received an unexpected 
setback in Circuit Court. The Civil Liberties committee, asked to intervene in the case charged that the city 
has no right to censor aw fihn because such would be an infringement of free speech. Page 2-B. 
10923. 1940, May 2. Woodrow Wilson Strode. California Eagle. pT. Woodrow Wilson Strode, former 
track and football star of UCLA, is more recently a Central Avenue businessman and now turned movie 
star. Strode appears in the above photo. Page 7-A. 
10924. 1940, May 4. Andy Kirk Opens at Cotton Club on Broadway, Friday. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
This city’s famed Cotton Club will resound to the swinging rhythins of Andy Kirk and his muhi-starred 
aggregation when Kirk, Mary Lou Williams, Pha Terrell, June Richinond, Floyd Smith and the rest of the 
band take over festivities here Friday for an indefinite engagement. Kirk is blessed with an organization of 
artists, who combined are sensational yet most of them stars in their own right are capable of carrying their 
own following with them wherever they play. 
10925. 1940, May 4. Armstrong Too Much. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Sixteen thousand wildly cheering 
fans acclaimed Henp:~ Armstrong as a super champion here last Friday night as the little whirlwind from 
Los Angeles, Calif. defended his welterweight crown with an impressive seventh round teclmical knockout 
victol?." over Paul Junior, New England champion, after six rounds of fast fighting. 
10926. 1940, May 4. Buckaroo Eddie "Rochester" Anderson and Wife Hailed. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Harlem turned out en masse last week to hail America’s most famous sepia cowboy, Eddie "Rochester" 
Anderson of radio fame and his charming wife. Above the famous comedian and his better-half stop 
sighing autographs long enough to pose for photographs. 
10927. 1940, May 4. Crowds So Heavy That "Rochester" Comes Near 2~Iissing Own Premiere. Isadora 
Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. If you were fortunate enough to have received one of the coveted gold 
tickets to the Harlem premiere of "Buck and Benny Rides Again," or were foresighted enough to have 
purchased your ticket in advance, then the only two other things you needed to attend was a strong right 
arm and a stout heart, for believe you me, the latter two were necessities. 
10928. 1940, May 4. Erskine Hawkins Hitting the Recording High Spots. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Erskine Hawkins, who hasn’t been able to turn out music fast enough to satisfy his followers who have 
increased a thousand fold since his penning of "Tuxedo Junction," has finally had to take time to turn out 
some new records for the "juke" box jitterbugs. The demand for new Hawkins originals, or in fact any 



number just so long as it’s Hawkins, has been so insistent that the Twemieth Century Gabriel had to cancel 
two dance dates last week in order to turn out some new waxings. 
10929. 1940, MatT 4. First-Nighters See "Rochester" and Benny. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. First nighters 
really turned out in numbers and in style last Tuesday night in New York City’s Harle~n to pay homage to 
Eddie Anderson, better known as "Rochester," on Jack Benny’s radio feature. The occasion was the 
premiere of "Rochester’s" latest ~notion picture, "Buck Benny Rides Again," at Loew’s Victoria Theater on 
125th Street in New York, followed by a reception at the Savoy Ballroom. 
10930. 1940, MatT 4. Floyd Ray Will Replace Savoy Sultans in Ffla. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
Associated Promoters have decided to substitute Floyd Ray, the band that "bucked-up" against the best 
swing orchestras that California could offer and came out "on top," in place of A1 Cooper and the Savoy 
Sultans to play that long list of school proms in Florida begim~ing June 1st. 
10931. 1940, MatT 4. "Hot 2~Iikado" $18,000 in "Red" So Mike Todd 2~Iay Be Sued by 2~Iarty Forkins. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Although the general public belief has been that the road tour of Bill Robinson 
and the "Hot Mikado" was a rip-roaring success, nevertheless, Mike Todd, was the show’s manager and 
producer, states that the production lras lost some $18,000. 
10932. 1940, MatT 4. Luneeford to Go Into Daneeteria. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jimmie Lunceford who 
never seems to spend much time in New York and who hasn’t lrad a location job in this city since the ill- 
fated Band Box closed two years ago, nevertheless holds the distinction of being the first colored orchestra 
to play at the Fiesta Danceteria on the comer of 42rid Street and Broadway. 
10933. 1940, MatT 4. Roy Eldridge, Billie Holiday Open N. Y. ’s New Kelly Stables. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Pittsburgh born, Roy Eldridge, his band and Billie Holiday, the sensation swingsongster, opened the 
new Kelly Stables, in this city, Thursday night, to an enormous opening night throng. Every available 
comer of the Stables was packed tight with New York I~igbt life. 
10934. 1940, Mat, 4. Strode to QuR Mat for ~llovies. Pittsburgh Courier. pl 7. Woodrow Wilson Strode, 
former UCLA football ace and who not so long ago embarked on a professional wrestling career, stands 
suspended for a period of 60 days by the California State Athlete commission because of a non appearance 
in San Diego recently. MacBeth, Strode’s business advisor, indicated that Woody was unable to keep the 
wrestling date in San Diego because of a previous urgent business appointment. 
10935. 1940, Mat, 4. White Southern Universi&. Raves Over Andy Kirk. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Andy 
Kirk has broken color line here in the deep South. Ever since Kirk played thc swanky white Emou 
University Prom last Tuesday, the Southerners down this way have been attcmpting to re-engage the band 
[’or other white affairs in this vicinity. Telegrams and letters by the score have been flooding Joe Glaser’s 
office in New York, from members of the Emory Student Body and others requesting return engagements 
of the band, but of course Kirk’s opening at the New York Cotton Club Wednesday night prevents any 
immediate bookings elsewhere. 
10936. 1940, May 9. Anderson Sings in Chicago. California Ea~le. pT. A tu~nult of applause rang out as 
Marian Anderson made her appearance on the great stage of the Auditorium theater in Chicago. Each and 
everyone of the 3,800 person who comprised the great audience of a "sold-out" house, welcomed Anderson 
with a tremendous ovation of thunderous applause as never before given to one actor or actress. Page 7-B. 
10937. 1940, May 9. Dorothy Stevens. California Eagle. p2. Filing of a petition by the son of Stepin 
Fetchit in Superior Court recently asking that he be allowed to change his name to Robert Lee Strange, 
caused considerable comment in the movie colony. Charges that his father, the world famous comedian had 
disowned him was based on the fact that Step has married again since the death of his first wife and is now 
the father of another child. Dorothy Stevens, Step’s first wife appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
10938. 1940, May 9. Hall Johnson Choir Leaves Reviewer at a Loss for Superlatives. Johi~ Kinloch. 
Cal~ornia Eagle. pl. There is a very neat tradition in Negro journalism with regards to the performances of 
race artists. Each appearance is "triumphant" every house is packed and nobody has ever been so vulgar as 
to lay an egg or belch in the middle of an aria. This is a nice arrangement, indeed, from the performer’s 
point of view, but not strictly conducive to journalistic honesty .... Friday night the Hall Jolmson Choir 
appeared at the Philahannonic Auditorium in one of the greatest exhibitions of vocal gymnastics it has ever 
been this reporter’s privilege to hear .... It is our solemn conviction tlrat the Hall Johi~son people can sing 
circles around the chores of the Metropolitan Opera Co., Inc. Page 1-B. 
10939. 1940, May 9. Laura Bmcman Elected Head of Television Unit Here. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. Laura 
Bowman, internationally-famed Lafayette Player, was elected president of the Lafayette Players unit of the 
Television Artists and Writers Guild, Inc. "This achievement definitely places race artists and writers on 



the ground floor in the field of television, scheduled to open on a national commercial scale early in 
September." Page 2-B. 
10940. 1940, May 9. Laura Bowman, Le Roy Antoine in Recital Sunday. California Eagle. p2. The Los 
Angeles Musicians’ Association is observing National Music Week by presenting Laura Bowman and 
LeRoy Antoine in recital at the Allied Arts Auditorium. Bowman will be remembered for her work with the 
Lafayette Players. Page 2-B. 
10941. 1940, May 9. Mae West. California Eagle. p3. Mac West has been the means of many colored 
actors and artists getting into the movies, dating from her first arrival on the coast. The first move she 
made was to send for Libby Taylor, a former fellow-trouper, who for a while was employed by the 
glamorous blond. Taylor soon entered pictures in her own right and lras lrad much success. Besides using 
large numbers of colored players in nearly all of her pictures, West has employed Harvey Brooks and other 
music composers to write songs for her films. Page 3-B. 
10942. 1940, May 9. Nina Mac McKinney. Califbrnia Eagle. pT. Nina Mae Mckinney now leads her own 
band and the famous movie star is reported to be slated for a long engagement at the New Yorl~ World’s 
Fair. She is seen above in a scene from Million Dollar Production’s "Straight to Heaven," filmed in New 
York. Her leading man is Jack Carter, a la~y’er and confidential friend. The two appear in the above photo. 
10943. 1940, May 9. "Rochester" and Jack Benny. California Eagle. p3. "Rochester" and Jack Bermy, 
hilarious comedians of screen and radio fame, will be featured stars in the million dollar talent show, 
"Champions of 1940," to be held at the Los Angeles Coliseum. "Rochester" and Benny appear in the above 
photo. Page 3-B. 
10944. 1940, May 11. Armstrong Gets Rid of Eight Men. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis Armstrong, 
whose blasting trumpet has kept him listed as the greatest of ’era all, announced late last week that he is 
reorganizing his band "for the sake of harmony." Eight men. including Luis Russell, ha~e already been 
tendered their two week notices. 
10945.1940, May 11. "Buck" Woods Gets Spot on Vallee Hour. Pittsbm2gh Courier. p20. Eddie 
"Rochester" Anderson’s successfifl career on the Jack Benny program has paved the way for olher colored 
comedians to obtain top notch radio spots. This fact was evidenced last Thursday when Buck Woods, well 
known film comedian was signed by Rudy Vallee for a series of weekly broadcasts on the National 
Broadcasting Company hookup. 
10946.1940, May 11. Joe Louis Celebrates 26th Birthday ~!!onday; Maps Plans for Godoy Bout. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Next Monday, May 13, Joe Louis, heavyweight champion, will be 26 years old 
and at approximately the same time, start mapping out training plans for the 11 th defense of his lille. Louis 
was just 23 years old when he won the title from Jim Braddock in 1937 and since that time has put his royal 
crown on the block eleven times, almost twice as much as al\v other champion. 
10947. 1940, May 11. Les Hire Prepares for Mid-West Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Another youngster, 
now grown up, who got his musical inspiration in Chicago, has returned to the scenes of his youth to repeat 
trimnphs which have followed him on the West Coast and the East Coast. The newest swing conqueror is 
Lest Hite, whose orchestra was the "Toast of the Coast" for more than a dozen years, when he was making 
his headquarters in Los Angeles. 
10948. 1940, May 11. Major Company to Make Race Film Series. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
A milestone of racial advancement was achieved here when A. W. Hackle, one of Hollywood’s leading 
producers and president of Supreme Pictures, went into the production recently on the motion picture, "Am 
I Guilty?" starring Ralph Cooper. The entrance of Mr. Hackle into the Negro field definitely proves that the 
production of all colored cast films can no longer be classified as novelties. 
10949. 1940, May 11. "Rochester’s" Ex-Partner Is Jailed. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Johnny Taylor and 
Russell Ware were seized here in Los Angeles on a burglau charge early Thursday morning. They were 
charged with burglarizing the Central Avenue Branch of the Gas Company of Southern California. Taylor 
is a well known stage and screen comedian, having appeared recently on the Jack Benny Hour as 
Rochester’s brother. 
10950. 1940, May 11. "Silas Green" Hangs S.R.O. in Savannah. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Wlfile most of 
the nation’s road shows were shivering, complaining, and suffering "box-office" trouble because of the late 
spring cool wave throughout the United States, Silas Green of New Orleans nranaged to hang out the 
standing room only sign on its engagement at the City Auditorium here last week. 
10951. 1940, May 11. Will Keep My Orchestra Ella Tells Courier. William G. Nunn. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. "There is no force on earth strong enough to take the Chick Webb orchestra away from me as long as 
lllere is a breath of life within me." These were the words of Ella Fitzgerald when she conducted an 



interview with The Courier newspaper reporter. If anyone tells you that Ella is about to break up her 
orchestra, just don’t believe it. It’s not true. 
10952. 1940, May 16. Ella Fitzgerald on One-Night Stands. California Eagle. p2. Denials that the band 
she inherited from the late Chick Webb is about to be disbanded were made by Ella Fitzgerald, as she 
prepared to leave on an extended tour of one-night stands. Page 2-B. 
10953. 1940, May 16. Glamorous Ruth Ellington talks, Talks ... Talks About Her Famous Brother. 
Almena Davis. California Eagle. p2. Ruth Ellington, sister of Duke Ellington, internationally famons 
musician and orchestra leader, has been in "our midst" since her brother paid a whirlwind visit to the West 
Coast a couple of weeks ago. Resting from the grind of biology classes at Columbia University, Ruth 
Ellington, who’s just about half of Duke’s age, is here for an indefinite stay. Page 2-B. 
10954. 1940, May 16. Holl)m~ood Production Schedule. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p2. Editing "While Thousands 
Cheer," formerly "Gridiron Graft," starring Kenny Washignton and Jeni LeGon, is on the Million Dollar 
Production’s schedule. Others who appear in this film include: Mantan Moreland, Lawrence Criner, Monte 
Hawley, Edward Thompson, and Florence O’Brien. Page 2-B. 
10955. 1940, May 16. Laura Bowman-LeRoy Antoine Recital Pleases. California Eagle. p2. The recital of 
Laura Bowman and LeRoy Antoine attracted a cultured and appreciative audience at the Allied Arts 
auditorium. Bowman was her usual magnificent self in her offerings which ran the gamut of emotions from 
comedy to tragedy. Page 2-B. 
10956. 1940, May 16. ~Iiss Anderson faces Jim Crow in Atlanta Depot. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pT. Marian 
Anderson, famed contralto, got a taste of Atlanta’s dual personality from a race prejudice point of view just 
before she boarded a train for New Orleans. Anderson was stopped and ordered to go around to the side 
entrance reserved for colored. Page 7-B. 
10957. 1940, May 16. Preview of the Week: ’%’outh to Karanga." Cal~)rnia 1,;agle. p2. "South to 
Karanga" is a stirring melodrama in which among other uunsual incidents, a fight manager goes to the 
wilds of Africa hoping to :find and develop a native who can dethrone Joe Louis. Scenes similar to the 
above occur when the natives gather to stage a rebellion at the copper mines. Page 2-B. 
10958. 1940, May 16. "Show Boat" Tugs into Philharmonic Under full Steam. John Kinloch. Cal~ibrnia 
bSagle, p4. Jerome Kent’s "Show Boat," :fast becoming the Old Ironsides of the U.S. theater, tugged into 
Philharmonic auditorium under :full steam and was mauned by a star-studded cast. The old ship still has 
plenty of life and principals who first made the craft: famous on Broadway thirteen years ago guided her 
course tenderly Monday night. Page 4-B. 
10959. 1940, May 18. "Apollo Won’t Close" Frank SchifJman. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Apollo 
Theater will not close. Frank Schiffman, owner of the famous 125th Street showhouse, told Courier 
reporters last Saturday that there was no truth to the rumor currently going the rounds in Halrem that the 
theater was on the verge of closing its doors. 
10960. 1940, May 18. Armstrong Snubs Fair’s Offer; to Play Theatres. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. They 
won’t do right by Louis Armstrong at the World’s Fair and so Louis, the Great Satchino, will probably not 
appear there this year, Joe Glaser promoter for the world’s greatest trumpet player aunounced here this 
week. Armstrong was to play in the "Little Old New Orleans Show" (which city incidentally was 
Armstrong’s hometown as a kid) but the show completely lacked a~\v chance for Armstrong to do a~~ 
broadcastings and would be a free affair so Armstrong turned it down. 
10961. 1940, May 18. Birmingham Turns Out 3,000 Strong to Hear Jimmie Lunceford. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Starting the summer dance season off here with a resounding bang last week, 
Jimmie Lunceford, who has been likened unto Duke Ellington in more ways tlran one, packed the 
Municipal Auditorium Monday night with approximately 3,200 glitterbugs of various varieties. Grossing a 
neat $2,200 the Lunceford crew gave Promoter Martel Brett plenty heart for his future summer parade of 
bands, which will include Ella Fitzgerald on June 6 and Erskine Hawkins for a July 4th session. 
10962. 1940, May 18. By Invitation Only: Southern Premiere of Picture Depicting Life Story of 
Tuskegee’s Rained Scientist, Will Be Held at School He Has Given Life’s Labor. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. 
A full length film production which will have its Southern premiere here on May 16 and 16, will present 
the life-stolT of Dr. George Washington Cal~’er, world-famed scientist who, despite his advanced years and 
failing health, toils daily in his research laboratory at Tuskegeee Institute, for as long as his waulng strength 
will permit. 
10963. 1940, May 18. Clarence ~Iuse to Direct Eddie Cantor’s All-Negro Production on Broadway. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Clarence Muse who for four years enjoyed the title of the most popular colored 



movie star in the west coast city of make-believe, has been signed in direct "Sweet Land of Liberty," an all- 
colored musical to be produced by Eddie Cantor on Broadway in autumn. 
10964. 1940, May 18. Critics Praise Kirk’s Ncm, Cotton Club Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
excellent job that Andy Kirk and his organization, aided and abetted by Buck and Bubbles, at the Cotton 
Club was receiving considerable notice by the New York dailies this week. Colmnnist Dan Walker, of the 
widely circulated "Daily News," commenting on the show last week gave the Kirk show top position 
among New York attractions. 
10965. 1940, May 18. Earl Hines’ Band Will Open Soon at the Roseland. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Broadcasting on NBC three times weekly, Earl Hines has just signed a contract to open May 24 at the 
Roseland Ballroom on New York City’s Great White Way, according to Joe Glaser, head of Glaser 
Consolidated Attractions, Inc. 
10966. 1940, May 18. Ella Clicking on New England Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ella Fitzgerald, the 
nation’s first lady of swing, was carrying her swing-songs into the conservative old New England states this 
week and malting hits all along the line. Fitzgerald, with the applause of Broadway still ringing in her ears 
following her recent engagement at the Famous Door, has left li’l old New Yawk and is heading into 
Massachusetts for a string of one nighters before she works her way westward to the Coast and Hollywood. 
10967. 1940, May 18. Hattie Calls @if’Pittsburgh Date. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With all of Pittsburgh’s 
theatergoing public, both white and colored, awaiting her arrival for a week’s engagement at the Stanley 
Theater, Hattie "Mammy" McDaniel, the first and only colored actress to ever win the coveted Academy 
Award, was forced to cancel here personal appearance tour before beginning here last Friday. 
10968. 1940, May 18. Hattie MeDaniel Once Worked in Milwaukee Night Club Restroom. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Hattie McDaniel, colored mammy in "Gone with the Wind," the role for which she won the 
Motion Picture Academy Award, once worked for Sam Pick’s Club Madrid here :for $7 a week and tips. 
And nice tips they were, says Pick, who remembers very. well the night McDaniel coupled impromptu and 
entertained with her restroom duties while she stopped the show and collected $90 from the floor. 
10969. 1940, May 18. Joan and Hattie on Stage. James Asendio. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. That 250 pound 
bronze bundle of joy and song who created such a sensation on Eddie Cantor’s program as the sweepstakes 
wiuner and who in the past several years has gained the reputation as a picture stealer in Hollywood, is to 
be fcalured with movie actresses Joan Blondell, in a lavish stage production (as yet untitled). She is Hattie 
Noels. A1 Woods, the producer, claims that Hattie will have one of the largest roles ever given any Negro 
actress in this type of rew~e. 
10970. 1940, May 18. Lucky Back at Savoy. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lucky Millinder, the mad cap 
maestro of swing, who returned to Harlem last week after completing an engagement at the Roosevelt 
Theater in Pittsburgh, is now warming the dancing toes of the Savoy Ballroom’s jitterbugs with the latest 
rhythin. 
10971. 1940, May 18. Marin Is Lauded by L.A. Daily. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. Writing in the New Orleans 
Tribune under the signature of C.L.D., a Southern writer lauded Marian Anderson to the heights for her 
recital in New Orleans last Monday night at the jim crow Mtmicipal Auditorium. The article was a follows: 
"A Stradivarius of voices. A virtuoso of singing. This sums up briefly Marian Anderson, of whom 
Toscanini said--’A voice like hers comes only once in a hundred years.’" 
10972. 1940, May 18. Southern Poll Places Basic, Hawkins on Top. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
In a popular band poll conducted through Richmond, Va., where the South begins to the top coast line city 
of Florida, the orchestras of Count Basic, the solid rhythm man and Erskine Hawkins, the Twentieth 
Century Gabriel, stand out among the masses as the best bands of the 1939-40 season because of their 
originality in swing syncopation. 
10973. 1940, May 18. T. Wilson Starts New Seven Man Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The complete 
revamping of Teddy Wilson’s orchestra, which has broken up completely, is contemplated by the former 
Benny Goodman pianist it was am~ounced here this week. The new band will be a seven-piece outfit and 
will probably start next month on a night club engagement. 
10974. 1940, May 23. Ad--"Rochester"]br 2~Iayor. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. The following is an 
advertisement featuring Eddie "Rochester" Anderson who is running for nrayor of Central Avenue. His 
platform is outlined in this advertisement. Page 2-B. 
10975. 1940, May 23. Andy Kirk’s Orchestra Chockfull of Composers. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. There are 
more composers in Andy Kffk’s band, which is now a sensation at the Cotton Club. Top music writer in the 
band, of course, is Mary Lou Williams, Andy’s sensational pianist and arranger who has over 20 tunes to 
her credit. Page 2-B. 



10976. 1940, May 23. Jackie Robinson Will Broadjump in Coast Meet This Weekend. California Eagle. 
p3. Jackie Robinson, UCLA’s great all-rotmd athlete, will complete in the Pacific Coast Conference Track 
and Field championships. Page 3-B. 
10977. 1940, May 23. Lionel Hampton’s New Disc Tunes Rate Critics’ Raves. California Eagle. p2. New 
recordings made by Lionel Hampton and a new combination of "Hot jazz" artists, are slated to rate "tops" 
in anybody’s cabinet. Heard on a recent broadcast, the numbers and the instrumentalists fairly "burned up" 
the ether waves. Page 2-B. 
10978. 1940, May 23. New Miller and Mantan Picture Series l~derway. California Eagle. p2. Plans were 
made for immediate starting of the production of "Harlem Super-Snoopers," second in the series of seven 
special features. Ted Toddy, president of Dixie National Pictures, Jed Buell, producer, and Jack Coyle, 
vice-president of the company are preparing forthcoming pictures with all-black casts. Page 2-B. 
10979. 1940, May 23. "Showboat " Goes to theBay ~ties. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. With everyone singing its 
praises as the finest and most beautifully staged of all its predecessors, the Los Angeles Civic Light Opera, 
"Showboat," would complete a big week at the Philharn~oulc. To capacity audiences, Paul Robeson, 
stopped the show twice every night with his "O1’ Man River," being greeted with a big ovation the moment 
he came in sight on stage. Page 2-B. 
10980. 1940, May 23. Who’s Working This Week. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Million Dollar Productions is 
editing "While Thousands Cheer," starting Kenny Washington with Mantan Moreland, Jeni LeGon, 
Reginald Fenderson, Lawrence Criner, Monte Hawley, Edward Thompsol~ Ida Belle, Florence O’Brien. 
Supreme Pictures is editing "Am I Guilty," drama of the medical profession starring Ralph Cooper with an 
all-colored cast. Dixie National Pictures is preparing to film, "Harlem Super-Snoopers," a comedy. Page 2- 
B. 
10981. 1940, May 25. Basle to Feature the Million Dollar Saxophone Section at Harlem’s Apollo. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count Basie, the Jump "King of Swing," will present swingdom’s "Million Dollar 
Saxophonc Section" at his opening show Friday monfing at Harlem’s Apollo Theater. Joining the Count to 
jam out on iris famous "One O’Clock Jump" with the Basie band, will be Coleman Hawkins, Charlie 
Barnett, Benny Carter, Jimmie Dorsey and Bob Chester as a trait. 
10982.1940, May 25. "Birth of a Nation" Starts Again. Pillsburgh Courier. p21. Remade with sound and 
all the original parts of hate which were in it several years ago, "The Birth of a Nation" is again being 
presented in various Southern cities in theaters for whites only. Starting in Charlotte, N.C. several weeks 
ago at: the Broadway theater, the flicker is being bought by several distributors in North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Georgia and Florida. 
10983. 1940, May 25. "Comes Midnight" Flicker Stars Great Eddie Green. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Sepia Arts Pictures latest laugh riot, "Comes Midnight," starring Eddie Green will be released through the 
Stanmtis Theater chain houses, it was announced here last week. "Comes Midnight," a comedy farce of a 
haunted house, is currently showing at the Apollo Theater. It is the first of the Sepia Art films to break the 
Stamatis houses. 
10984. 1940, May 25. "Fats" on Way to Hollywood Plays S.R.O. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Headed for 
Hollywood an a motion picture contract, "Fats" Waller and his orchestra played a "standing room only" 
engagement at the beautiful Blossom Health Night Club here Saturday and Sunday of tlfis week. At the end 
of Fats’ present trip to the West coast, a two-week appearance at the Los Angeles Paramount Theater awaits 
him, starting May 30. 
10985. 1940, May 25. Former Wife of R.S. Abbott Weds Again. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Helen Thornton 
Abbott, first wife of the late Robert Abbott, founder of the Chicago Defender, was married here recently to 
George C. Pryce, pharmacist and a member of one of Los Angeles oldest families. Mrs. Abbott has been 
living in tlfis city of Los Angeles for two years. She came here from her home, Athens, Ga., where she had 
lived with her mother for most of the time after she was divorced from her publisher husband. 
10986. 1940, May 25. Gale Attractions Have Grossed Half Million Dollars in Four Months. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Gale, Inc. the youngest booking office in New York City has turned in the largest gross 
business in the colored field for the winter and spring of 1940. Orgaulzed on January 15, this department ... 
grossed one-half million dollars in the four month period. From all present indications tlfis organization 
will turn in two million dollars worth of business yearly. Gale, Inc. handles the destiules of the Ella 
Fitzgerald and Erskine Hawkins orchestra and also books and manages the Four Ink Spots. 
10987. 1940, May 25. Jimmie Lunceford Back Home After Five Months. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After 
five months away from New York, Jinunie Lunceford and his band return to their home grounds Sunday, 



May 26 to play a dance a the Renaissance Casino in Harlem. Lunceford and his band left New York during 
the holidays for a road tour that took them to the West coast and back, breaking dance records all the way. 
10988. 1940, May 25. Maynor to Appear at WPA Confab. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Dorothy Maynor, 
widely known soprano, last week obtained recognition of national importance when she was invited by 
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt to take part in a conference on WPA community problems in Washington on 
May 21, 22, and 23. Unusnal honor is associated with this invitation, inasmuch as Mayor is the only 
practicing musician who has been asked to attend. 
10989. 1940, May 25. "Native Son" May Be Dramatized... Robeson as Bigger. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
According to reliable sources here this week in New York, Richard Wright, author of the best selling Negro 
novel, "Native Son," is considering offers to have his book dramatized with Paul Robeson in the starring 
role as "Bigger." 
10990. 1940, May 25. Robeson Stops "Show Boat" in Angel City. Herman Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
The Jerome Kern-Oscar Han~nerstein in~nortal "Show Boat" sailed majestically into Los Angeles in all of 
its splendor and glol)~ last Monday uight for a week’s stay to open the city’s third annual Civic Light 
festival season at the Philharmonic auditorium. The latest "Show Boat" has been declared by critics and 
spectators to be the most lavish production vehicle since the original staging in New York. Robeson, 
internationally famous singer and actor that he is, played the unforgettable role of "Joe and almost nightly 
stopped the show as he received ovation after ovation for his rendition of "Old Man River" and the 
humorous, "I Loves Me." ... Twenty-five members of the distinguished Hall Johnson choir, forming part of 
the choral ensemble, were outstanding and received splendid notices from the critics for their efforts. 
10991.1940, May 25. "Tuxedo Junction" Has Made Erskine Hawkins "Top" Band Attraction. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Chicago really jumped last week when the Twentieth Century Gabriel, Erskine 
Hawkins played a one-nighter at the Savoy on May 12. Close to five thousand music lovers jammed this 
famous ballroom to hear the "Tuexedo Junction" man give out:. Ha~vkins drew the largest crowd the Windy 
City has had in a long time, breaking the recent record set by the Four Inks Spots. 
10992.1940, May 30. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California ]~2agle. p2. In "No Time for Comedy," a 
comedy-drama at Warners, Louise Beavers has an excellent :featured part, one of the best of her colorful 
career. In "The Howards of Virginia," Bernice Pilot and Jesse Graves had important roles that kept: them 
under contract for several weeks. In "They Drive By Night," Jesse Graves played a head butler oft:he 
"Carlston Home." Page 2-B. 
10993. 1940, May 30. Book Luneefordfor Danceteria. Califi)rnia Eagle. p9. Although the nation’s top 
notch bands have all played in the Fiesta Dancetcria on Times Square, Jimmie Lunceford’s set a triple 
record when Harold Oxley signed them into the Broadway dance and dine rendezvous. This is the first 
Negro band to be booked in Fiesta. Page 9-B. 
10994. 1940, May 30. Edna Heard to Be Bo~4 Guest Artist. California Eagle. pl. Edna Heard, Santa 
Mouica singer and composer, will appear as guest artist for the Pleiades Breakfast Club. She will present a 
group of original compositions which will include selections from the opera "A King in Africa," Heard is a 
graduate of the University of Southern California School of Music. 
10995. 1940, May 30. Ernestine Jones WadeBack in L.A. California Eagle. pl. Ernestine Jones Wade, 
outstanding member of the Hall Johnson choir and well known concert, radio, stage and screen performer, 
was back in the city after a stint with the production of "Show Boat." 
10996. 1940, May 30. Erskine Hawkins. California Eagle. p2. Erskine Hawkins’ famous composition is 
Number One for the 10th consecutive week in the phonograph recording boxes all over the conntry. 
Hawkins appears in the above photo. Page 2-A. 
10997. 1940, May 30. Louis Armstrong Now on Tour. California Eagle. p9. Louis Arn~strong, who 
recently completed an extraordinal3T engagement at the Cotton Club, is now on tour with his sensational 
band. Armstrong played social and college proms in and around the big city until he finished his 
conunercial radio show series. Page 9-B. 
10998. 1940, May 30. Louis Armstrong Opens in Chicago. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Louis Arn~strong, 
trumpet king, opens at the State and Lake in Chicago for one week’s engagement. Armstrong is on his 
annual tour, having closed at Broadway’s Cotton Club last month. Page 2-A. 
10999. 1940, May 30. Marian Anderson Closes Big Season. California Eagle. pl. Marian Anderson’s 
concert for benefit of the NAACP, The Urban League and several other Negro groups, closed a season of 
90 concerts to which more than 120,000 persons paid admission. 



11000. 1940, May 30. New Jers~. WillHonor CountBasie. California Eagle. p2. The state of New Jersey 
will honor Count Basie, a native son, in a homecoming at Newark Armory on June 15. Basie left his home 
town, Red Bank, 18 years ago to seek his fortune in the West. Page 2-A. 
11001. 1940, May 30. Robinson Wins Broad Jump as USC Trojans Bag Coast (5:,own. Califorma Eagle. 
p3. With a magnificent 25-foot leap, Jackie Robinson, UCLA’s great all-around athlete, added his 
contribution to a series of record-breaking performances during the Pacific Coast Conference track and 
field meet. Page 3-B. 
11002. 1940, May 30. "Rochester" Almost Misses Coast Plane. California Eagle. p9. Eddie "Rochester" 
Anderson was given a police escort to La Gnardia Field when, due to crowded traffic, the plane to Los 
Angeles was held up some 15 minutes awaiting his arrival. Page 9-B. 
11003. 1940, May 30. "Rochester" Comes to Aid of Ex-Dance Partner. California Eagle. pl. Johi~ "Taps" 
Taylor, noted dancing entertainer, arrested last month with Russell "Buff’ Ware on an attempted burglary 
charge, won his freedom yesterday as a result of the intervention of Eddie "Rochester" Andersork famous 
radio, stage and screen comic. Anderson made known to the court that he had a job awaiting Taylor 
following this release. 
11004. 1940, May 30. "Rochester," "Fats" Waller and All-Sepia Revue on Para Stage. California Eagle,. 
p2. By popular demand, Paramount Theater currently presents sensational personal appearances by Eddie 
"Rochester" Anderson, better known as Jack Benny’s "Man Friday" and "Fats" Waller, the singing pianist 
with his orchestra and an all-star sepia revue. Page 2-B. 
11005. 1940, June 1. Armstrong K. O. ’s Zannelli. Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. In one of the most spectacular 
ring battles seen here in years, dynamic Henry Armstrong battered tough Ralph Zannelli into submission in 
five rounds here, Friday night to retain his welterweight crown. 
11006. 1940, June 1. Babe Wallace Will ’,Front" Fitzgerald Band on Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Babe 
Wallace, the popular master of cercmmfies, has been selected to front the famous Ella Fitzgerald Orchestra, 
according to an official statement released from Gale, Inc., which manages the band and which was 
announced here Thursday. This move does not: disrupt: aw previously laid plains to the Ella Fitzgerald 
band. The orchestra will continue on a circle tour oft:he United States before returning to their favorite 
stomping grounds, the Savoy Ballroom in New York City. 
11007. 1940, Juice 1. Baseball War Brews Over Satchel Paige as Two Teams Claitn His Service. 
Pittsburgh Cburier. pl 7. Heart and threatening war clouds hung over both the Negro American League 
and Negro National League this week and movements were noticeable on all fronts as generals of the two 
leagues surveyed the situation critically. As officials of the two leagues lined up for whatever may come, 
the name of Satchel Paige, famous pitcher, loomed forth again as the most fiery issue in Negro baseball. 
11008. 1940, June 1. Basle Gets "Greatest" for Apollo Jam Session. Pittxbu@ Courier. p20. In a riotous 
opening that saw 2,000 swing fans crowded into every available inch of the Apollo Theater and 1,000 in 
the lobby and street, Count Basle and his band, aided by Erskine Hawkins, Coleman Hawkins, Charlie 
Barnett and Benny Carter put on one of the greatest shows this 125 Street house has ever seen, Friday’. 
11009. 1940, June 1. "Breakin ’ Up Just Not So" Satchmo Says. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Just because an 
orchestra leader changes four men with the betterment of his band in mind, is not reason for m\,c’one to 
believe he intends to break up, or has broken up his band," Joe Glaser, manager of Consolidated 
Attractions, Inc. and Louis Armstrong said in a signed communication to the Courier offices this week. 
This report crone in answer to rumors to the effect that Louis Armstrong would break up. 
11010. 1940, June 1. Butterbeans-Susie and Snookum Russell Click. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. If any 
doubts ever existed as to whether the Butterbeans and Susie combination still has the old pep, all of those 
doubts were quickly dispelled this week when the famous duo and their newly revamped, modern swing 
time unit made a three day appearance a the Roosevelt Theater. 
11011. 1940, June 1. "Dark Angel" Eddie South at Jiggs. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Eddie South, "the Dark 
Angel of the Violin," and his band opened at the famous Jiggs Place on 51st street here this week and 
inunediately became the newest thrill sensation of New York theatrical thrill hunters and the ciU’s ever- 
hungry sensation seeking hight life. 
11012. 1940, June 1. FitzgeraM to Play at National Air Carnival: Is First Colored Band So Honored. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. For the first time in the history of the National Air Carnival held here in 
Birmingham, Alabama, every year, Ella Fitzgerald, hailed as the nation’s first lady of swing and her 
orchestra will appear here in the auditorium on Saturday. 
11013. 1940, June 1. "Gay New Orleans"Is Big hit at Fair. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. New York critics are 
hard to convince in the world and arc tmanimously lining up on the side of Michcal Todd’s "Gay New 



Orleans," the World Fair show that inchides a colored unit in its set up. The sepia portion of the show stars 
the Ben)T Brothers, among others. 
11014. 1940, Jtme 1. Kirk Little Affected by Fair ~bmpetition. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Despite the fact 
that patronage at the Cotton Club has been affected to a small extent by the competing World’s Fair which 
opened recently and by the war scare now rampant in New York City among cafd society, Andy Kirk and 
his Cotton Club show continue to bring in more than their quota of the cash cnstomers. 
11015. 1940, Jtme 1. Les Hite’s Orchestra Clicks in Mound City. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. Les Hite, the 
boy from the Middlewest, who has been scoring such a big hit out on the West Coast for some few years, 
made another big hit when he came to St. Louis recently to play an engagement at the Castle Ballroom. 
Those dance lovers who heard him vowed that he has one of the best musical aggregations that has been in 
St. Louis in many moons, not barfing such groups as Jimmie Lunceford, Duke Ellington and Erskine 
Hawkins, all of whom are "tops" with local dancers who pay to hear them play. 
11016. 1940, June 1. Re-Sign Holiday and Roy Eldridge. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. A renewal of their 
contract at the New Kelly Stables, located directly across from the Hickory House on 52nd Street and raises 
in salaries were granted Pittsburgh’s Roy Eldridge and swing-singing Billie Holiday this week as a result of 
negotiations between the management of the Stables’ and Glaser’s Consolidated Attractions, Inc. 
11017. 1940, June 1. "Satchmo" at Chi Theatre Has Eyes on Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
"Satchmo the Great," the nran who’s gomra make Gabriel go into a partnership someday to prevent 
competition, is scheduled to play the State Lake Theater here begi~ming Friday, June 7, and is also 
contemplating a stop-off appearance in Pittsburgh on his way here from New York, it was am~ounced in 
this city (Chicago) this week. 
11018. 1940, June 6. Behind the Scenes with Harry Levette. (Talifi)rnia bSagle, p2. "The Howards of 
Virginia," big costume feature, with story, laid just after the Revolutionary war, is using more and more 
colored players. "The Return of Frank James," at 20th Century-Fox, has Ernest Whitraan of stage, radio 
and screen ~hme in an important :featured part. Henry Fonda is the star, with Andrea Leeds and Jackie 
Cooper, heading fl~e list of featured players in the support cast. Page 2-B. 
11019. 1940, June 6. "Birth of Nation" Shows in Chicago. Califi)rnia 1,;agle. p2. "The Birth of a Nation," 
allegedly race-baiting film, may be shown in Chicago at only one theater at a time, a judge ruled. Judge 

McKinley said he could understand "the opposition of Negro leaders to the film," but reminded the 
NAACP, :fighting the :film that, "we must have regard for the constitutional principles of free speech, press, 
and dissemination of views." Page 2-B. 
11020. 1940, June 6. Claire Trevor andMarie Gover. California b~ag/e, pT. This is a picture which shows 
Claire Trevor and Marie Gover in a scene from Republic’s, "Dark Conunand," which had its world 
prenilere in New York. Trevor and Gover appear in the above photo. Page 7-A. 
11021. 1940, June 6. Ella Fitzgerald. California Eagle. p2. Ella Fitzgerald, America’s First Lady of Swing, 
who with her orchestra after a successful stand at Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom and the Famous Door on 
Broadway, is on tour and California Bound. An illustrated dra~ving of Fitzgerald appears with this caption. 
Page 2-B. 
11022. 1940, June 6. Washington Picture to Be Released in Fall. California Eagle. p2. "While Thousands 
Cheer," the powerful football melodrama starring Kenny Washington, recently finished at Million Dollar 
Productions, will not be released until the fall at the same time when other football stories made by other 
studios will be premiered. This action was decided on after hundreds of theater managers wrote to Million 
Dollar Productions asking that the picture be held until then. They declared that it would mean twice as 
much business for them, as it it harder to get the mind of the public on football this time of year. Page 2-B. 
11023. 1940, June 8. Abbie Mitchell Tells q[’First Race Singer at Carnegie Hall. Etta Moten. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "The place--Carnegie Hall, the singer--Sisseretta Jones, the time--well, long before you 
and I were born," Abbie Mitchell was living again the story she heard as the gift wife of Will Marion Cook. 
... Cook played on the program on this memorable night in New York at Carnegie Hall. The house was 
packed to hear the first Negro wonran singer who had ever appeared on the stage of that hall. Her name was 
Sisseretta Jones. When she finished her performance, the elder Cornelius Vanderbilt rose from his seat and 
cried out: "I dub you ’Black Patti’ and presented her with a check for $5,000 for further voice cultivation." 
... Abbie Mitchell is remembered as the petite soubrette or ingenue with the beautiful voice, who sang 
"Red, Red Rose" and made many of the famous Will Marion Cook numbers the lilts that they were. 
11024. 1940, June 8. Armstrong Feted by Friends in St. Louis. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Back home for a 
short visit between fights, Henl3" Armstrong, that human dynamo, who keeps on defending his fistic crown 
with such success, had a right good time as his friends feted ~br his recent victory over Zannelli in Boston. 



11025. 1940, Jtme 8. Basie Records New Tunes for Columbia. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Eddie South, "The 
Dark Angel of the Violin," recorded for Columbia this week his Eddie South Album. The recordings will 
feature concert pieces in swing, some of which will be violin classics. Dave Martin~ former bandleader, 
now with the South aggregatio~ arranged the numbers. Following South in the Columbia Fifth Avenue 
studio, Count Basie and his full band tiffed off four sides for the compa~ in the best form shown since his 
immortal "One o’clock Jump." 
11026. 1940, Jtme 8. Court Dismisses Sissle’s $25,000 Suit Against MCA. Pittsbuc~h Courier. p20. The 
law suit of Andrew J. Clark, as assignee of Noble Sissle and his orchestra, Inc., against Music Corporation 
of America for $25,000 was dismissed last week in the New York Supreme Court by Justice Louis A1 
Valente. In tossing the suit out of court the justice gave as his only reason the failure of the plaintiff to 
prosecute. 
11027. 1940, June 8. Hattie May Appear Here at Stanley. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hattie McDaniel, 
whose "Mammy" role in David O. Selznick~s vivid production of"Gone with the Wind," brought her 
national screen and stage fame and the award of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences as the 
most outstanding actress in a supporting role for 1939-40, nray come here next month to go through with 
her engagement at the Stanley Theater which was cancelled a few weeks ago. Scheduled to appear here on 
the last lap of a personal appearance tour, the star was called back to Hollywoof for retake work on 
"Maryland," another Selznick period picture in which she is prominently cast. 
11028. 1940, June 8. Langston Hughes, Arna Bontemps Work on Script. Pittsbucgh Courier. p20. 
Expected to be one of the nrajor entertainment features of the American Negro Exposition when it opens in 
Chicago Coliseum on July 4 for 60 days until September 2 is "Tropics After Dark," plans for which were 
aunounced this week by Truman K. Gibson, Jr. executive director. Occupying a large space on the main 
floor of the Exposition, "Tropics After Dark" will offer both entertainment and rcfrcshinents with enough 
tables to accommodate sizable crowds and plans to produce several shows daily. Work is nearing 
completion on the special script for the show. Two of the nation’s foremost writers arc in charge of this, 
Langston Hughes, noted poet and novelist and Arna Bontemps, famous novelist. 
11029. 1940, June 8. Louis Drops Spar 3late in Drill: Champ Floors Emil Scholz. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p16. Apparently in the peak of conditioning Ibr his championship battle with Arturo Godoy in June at 
Yankee Stadiun~, heavyweight champion Joe Louis, shelled his sparring mate with heavy bombs. Emil 
Schotz, one of Joe’s best sparmates felt the power of the left Joe intends to use on Godoy in fl~e Sunday 
afternoon workout and hit the canvas. 
11030. 1940, June 8. Nieodemus Is Back on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Irving Berlin-Morrie 
Ryskind musical comedy, "Louisiana Purchase," which opened at the Imperial Theater here in New York 
last Tuesday, added to its cast of Broad~vay stars, Nicodemus, the ace sepia comedian .... Taking the 
comedic role, Nicodemus gets all tangled up in the hilarious proceedings that result when a New England 
senator becomes the intended victim of a gang of southern crooks. 
11031. 1940, June 8. Tiny Bradshaw Contracts for Madeline Green. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
services of Madeline Green, swing songstress much desired by Benny Good,nan and formerly under 
contract to Good,nan, have been secured by Tiny Bradshaw and his band. 
11032. 1940, June 13. Alberta Hunter Makes 4 Records. California Eagle. pT. Alberta Hunter, blues 
singer who carved a big name for herself a few years back, is hitting the comeback trail. Last Tuesday, she 
made four records--her own compositions--for Victor Records, "I Won’t Let You Down," among others. 
Page 7-B. 
11033. 1940, June 15. Alberta Hunter ~Iakes Four Records. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Alberta Hunter, the 
charming blues singer who carved a big name for herself a few years back, is hitting the comeback trail and 
doing all right. Last Tuesday, she made four records--her own compositions for Victor records. 
11034.1940, June 15. Armstrong to Drill at Greenwood Lake for Title Tilt with Jenkins. Pittsbucgh 
Courier. plT. Making a blitzkrieg arrival and departure to the Angel City (Los Angeles), for a short visit 
with his family, Henl3" Armstrong, welter king, arrived here last Sunday hight by plane. The little 
champion hearty and fit as a fiddle, stated that he expected to meet Patti Junior in a re-match the latter part 
of this month in Portland, Maine. 
11035. 1940, June 15. "Bojangles" Raises $2,420 for Red Cross. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Bill Robinsor~ 
the "King of Taps," danced for an hour at a caf6 party here Sunday and raised $2,420 for the American Red 
Cross. The impromptu performance, given at a delayed celebration of the famous dancer’s 62nd birthday, 
entertained an audience of fihn notables who contributed after the exhibition. 



11036. 1940, Jtme 15. Cab toAudition YoungMusieians. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Cab Calloway, like all 
other top flight band leaders, is constantly besieged by young musicians who seek an opporttmity to lay in 
an established band. Such vagaries often prevent a busy orchestra from devoting time to these aspirants .... 
Calloway begins a new coast-to-coast tour of the nation’s leading vaudeville theaters and dance 
auditoriums on July 5 appearing at the Foxt Theater in Detroit. 
11037. 1940, Jtme 15. Coleman Hawkins Signs with Gale. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Coleman Hawkins, 
the sensational top-flight saxophonist, who has been home from Europe only long enough to get together a 
superb group of musicians, has joined the parade of bands which have signed with Gale, Inc., new booking 
office. Also under the Gale personal management banner, Hawkins is well on the way to bigger and better 
things. 
11038. 1940, June 15. Eddie, Hilda Open "Spot" in New Haven. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Eddie Greenlee 
and Hilda Rodgers, favorites in the theater world from coast to coast and on the European continent, have 
opened a caf6 here in New Have~ Connecticut. Since their recent opening such great names as Stepin 
Fetchit, Ethel Waters, the Inkspots, Willie B1Tant, Freddie Washington, and others too numerous to 
mention have been entertained there. 
11039. 1940, June 15. Erskine in Dayton Thursday; at Myers Lake, Canton, June 19. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. The ever-rising "Whispering Grass" will continue to grow in popularity at the feet of Erskine 
Hawkins, famed "Twentieth Century Gabriel," this Thursday, June 13 as "Tuxedo Junction" moves itself to 
Dayton’s Memorial Hall and the swing fans below him "A Tappin’ at the Tappa." 
11040. 1940, June 15. Father of Berry Brothers Very Much Alive in Angel ~2ty. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Ananias Berry responded to rumors that he was not dead and revealed that his brother, Texas Berry, was 
the one who was deceased. A Chicago newspaper caused great alarm when according to Berry., they 
reported my brother’s death with the headline, "Ben3~ Brothers’ father passes." 
11041. 1940, June 15. "Home lbwn" Friends to Honor Count Basle This Saturday. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Count Basic, the famous "Jump King of Swing," will be honored Saturday, June 15 by the Physicians’ 
Guild of the Newark Comnmnity Hospital, which will tender him a testimonial dinner at this hometown of 
Red Bank. Basic will be met Saturday afternoon at the Jersey City side of the Holland Ttmnels and escorted 
to Red Bank. There Count Basic will be celebrated with the dinner in his honor. 
l104Z 1940, June 15. Jimmie Goes Suave, Smooth at Fiesta Daneeteria Opening. Nell Dodson. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Broad~vay welcomed Jimmie Lunceford last Friday night and Jimmie turned the 
reception into a Lunceford scoop. Jimmie and his boys put on an opening show at the Fiesta Danceteria that 
was a work of art. 
11043. 1940, June 15. Joe Louis Vicious in FinalDrills. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Appearing to be in the 
pink of condition, Joe Louis slowed down his strenuous training drills this week upon the order of Trainer, 
Jack Blackburn, so as not to be too "fine" the night of June 20, when he defends his heav?c.-weight crown 
against Arturo Godoy at Yankee stadium. 
11044. 1940, June 15. Movie Necessity, Les Hite’s Stars Are Making His Band Pay. Ralph Koger. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Les Hite possessed one of the countl?.’s outstanding bands and is an excellent 
example of good orchestra management. He was recruited by the motion picture indnst~ to appear on 
screen. 
11045. 1940, June 15. Mrs. LionelHampton Collects. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Vacationing inthe West is 
Mrs. Lionel Hampton, wife of the popular vibraphone and drulnnaer king. Being treasurer of the Lambda 
Kappa Mu sorority, Mrs. Hampton is combining sorority work along with pleasure on this trip where she is 
collecting funds for the music depamnent of the Bethune-Cookman College. Hampton appears in the above 
photo. 
11046. 1940, June 15. NBC to Honor W.C. ,qth an All-Handy Program. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
National Broadcasting Company and its associated stations will give an all-W.C. Handy program Sunday, 
June 16, in honor of the celebrated, composer, and music publisher. The program will be presented to the 
Chamber Music Society of Basin Street at 4:30p.m. 
11047. 1940, June 15. "Plight of Colored Film Actress Pathetic" Gladys Snyder Admits. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "The plight of the colored film actress is pathetic. It is no bed of roses to be a 
member of the Black Hollywood film colony," stated glamorous Gladys Swder, Hollywood "G-Girl" in an 
exclusive inter~iew with The Courier. Cleo Herndon’s film career began and ended with the picture, "Dark 
Manlmttan," which starred Ralph Cooper. Maw people have forgotten that a pretty girl named Rosalie 
Lincoln had the title role in "Georgia Rose" with Clarence Brooks. Frances Turham started and finished in 
"Bargain with Bullets" with Ralph Cooper. Theresa Harris made one colored picture, "Bargain With 



Bullets," likewise Jeni Legon, "Double Deal." Artie Young had the femiulne lead in two Herbet Jeffrey 
films, "Bronze Buckaroo" and "Harlem Rides the Range" and that was the last we saw of her. Daisy 
Bufford died a natural death in "Son of Ingagi." Laura Bowman has made only one film. 
11048. 1940, June 15. Rated by Variety as "Tops." Nell Dodson. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Last week, 
when Variety, the prayerbook of the theatrical trade named the Miller Brothers and Lois as one of the finest 
acts of the year, it didn’t surprise a~rbody but the three kids involved. Dante Miller modestly showed the 
write-up to a few of his intimates and then yanked it a~vay, apologetically. George couldn’t even be found 
for conunent. Lois Bright crinkled up her nose and said somebody was just being "nice." 
11049. 1940, Jtme 15. Says Armstrong-Angott to Stage Bout Here. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. It appears that 
Pittsburgh will get one last big fight this summer, following the announcement that Sammy Angott, NBA 
lightweight champio~ will fight welterweight champion Henry Armstrong in Smoketown sometime in 
August. 
11050. 1940, June 15. Sepia Entertainers Gain New Spot to Display Talent. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Nappy Whiting, the nationally known stage and screen comedian, heads the gala revue of variety acts at the 
swank Vincenour Caf6 here in Los Angeles .... This is the first time that a sepia revue has appeared at this 
spot. 
11051. 1940, June 15. Step Hits Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The much discussed "Walk With 
Music" opened at the Ethel Bal~more Theater, last Tuesday and despite a cast of Broadway stars, 
including Stepin Fetchit, it was listed as just fair entertainment. New York critics were only lukewarm in 
their reception, mainly criticizing the dull book and lack of flash in the musical score. 
11052. 1940, June 15. Suit Against Ella Thrown Out. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. After hearing testimony 
presented by both sides, Circuit Judge J. F. Thompson. Tuesday ordered that Ella Fitzgerald, singer and 
orchestra leader, who was defendant to a garnishinent action brought against her by R. D. McDa~id, of this 
city be discharged. The singer, whose band provided the music for the Air Carnival Ball at the Municipal 
Auditorium last Saturday, was charged along with the Chick Webb orchestra, for failing to fill two conlract 
engagements here last year, the complainant claiming $3,000 damages. 
11053.1940, June 20. Actor Fatally Stabbed. Califi~rnia Eagle. pl. Kate Dunn was ordered held by a 
coroner’s juu for the fatal slabbing of Henu Washington, well known screen actor. According to a 
witness, Washington allegedly exposed himself indecently in front of a group of girls when one girl 
resented his beha~ior as well as remarks. Washington became enraged, struck Dunn and then chased her up 
the street. Washington returned later bleeding profusely. 
11054.1940, June 20. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California k£agle, p2. "With patriotism traditional 
among Negro citizens of the United States, I feel that there is little to fear of subversive activities making 
much headway with them," declared Har~.~ M. Warner in an interview after he had finished a stirring 
patriotic appeal to 6,500 employees of Warner-First National Studios. In the ~nass meeting which the astute 
studio head had called for this specific purpose were stars, technicians, and a hundred colored janitors, 
maids, and neatly uniformed "set service men." Warner stated, "We don’t want any Conununists, 
Bundsters, Fascists, or members of a~ un-American group in this studio." Page 2-B. 
11055. 1940, June 20. Earl Hines Daddy of Piano Style of U.S. Pianists. California Eagle. p2. Earl Hines 
and his famous orchestra are featured at the Roseland Ballroom here. Hines is known as Earl "Father" 
Hines, because he’s the daddy of the piano style of most of the leading pianists today. His father was a 
bandleader, his mother a pianist, and his brother and sister are both pianists and bandleaders. Page 2-B. 
11056. 1940, June 20. Jules Bledsoe. California Ea~le. pl. Jules Bledsoe will sing his twenty thousandth 
performance of "Old Man River" from "Show Boat" at the Wilshire Ebell Theater in a benefit for the 
Holland Relief Fund. Bledsoe appears in the above photo. 
11057. 1940, June 20. Louis to Seek Early Kayo in Bout with Godoy Tonight. California Eagle. p3. 
Scheduled to weigh-in today at nool~ heavyweight champion Joe Louis expects to tip the Fairbanks at 200 
pounds for his return title defense tonight in New York against challenger Arturo Godoy. Page 3-B. 
11058. 1940, June 20. Paul Robeson to Sing atBo,4. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. Fraught with national import, 
as well as a prospective feast of music the "Ballad for Americans," stirring patriotic cantata, will be the 
theme of a memorable concert to be staged by Paul Robeson as principal feature of the summer’s season of 
"Symphonies Under the Stars." Page 2-B. 
11059. 1940, June 22. "Am I Guilty" Great Picture, Says Earl Morris. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. "Am I Guilty?," is a great picture and Ralph Cooper rises to a new high. A.W. Hackel, the producer 
promised a new Ralph Cooper and believe you me, Ralph Cooper’s portrayal for a young struggling doctor 
may well earn him a Black Oscar. This is a major picture and is as well directed, acted, photographed as 



any Hollywood product. It is a picture that can hold its own on the double bill. This picture from a 
production standpoint tops a~~ other picture we have seen, made in Black Hollywood. 
11060. 1940, Jtme 22. Armstrong Finds Peace and Rest in His Model Home After Big Fights. Herman 
Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Following the age-old adage that "A Man’s Home Is His Castle," Henry 
Armstrong, the dapper world’s champion, has built, completely furnished and equipped, one of the most 
home-like, livable yet unpretentious dwellings in beautiful Los Angeles. Armstrong characterizes it as "the 
Little House Built for Little People." 
11061. 1940, Jtme 22. Armstrong on Tour After S.R~O. at ~7~i State Lake, Buffalo. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. After doing a sensational job of packing in the cash customers at the State Lake Theater in Chicago 
during his recent stay there, Louis Arn~strong, the world’s greatest trumpet player, was heading into Akron 
and Youngstown for engagements during the week of June 21. Louis has also just completed a theater 
engagement in Buffalo, N.Y. where he has been playing for the past week, opening there last Friday. 
11062. 1940, June 22. Article in White Magazine Stirs Champ’s Manager. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Incensed by what they described as a degrading and uncomplimentary article appearing in the June 17 issue 
of Life magazine on Joe Louis, thousands of Detroit Negroes and John Roxborough, one of the champion’s 
managers, rose in bitter protests here this week and branded the story written by Earl Brown as a perfect 
example of "yellow journalism," and one of the most vicious ever written about any champion. 
11063.1940, June 22. Cables Tell of Garvey’s Death. Pittsburgh Courier. p 1. Numerous officials of the 
Universal Negro Improvement Association iuformed newspapers this week that they had received cabled 
word from London that Marcus Gal~’ey founder of the association had suffered a relapse last Monday and 
died. The reports, not confirmed by The Courier, indicated that Garvey’s body would be shipped to 
Kingston, Jamaica [’or burial. 
11064.1940, June 22. Colored Radio Program Is Barred from Air. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Negro’s 
fight for union recognition here is believed to be responsible for the barring of the All-Negro program from 
radio station KEEN last week. The regular Friday night program was barred from the air with less than 24 
hours notice in spite of the fact that the sponsors’ contract does not expire until July 1st. Gus West, 
conductor of the program, featuring Negro talent and news, was refused his regular time by R.S. McCaw 
who recently took over the station. 
11065. 1940, June 22. Duke Accepts Post as 5lusie Consultant for ~Tticago Exposition. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. At the conclusion of an all-day coufcrcnce with Truman K. Gibson, Jr. executive 
director of the pending Negro World’s Fair, Duke Ellington, top ranking composer of modern Negro music, 
became musical director and consultant for the American Negro Exposition to be held here from July 4h 
through September 2nd. 
11066. 1940, June 22. Ella Fitzgerald to Play Frisco Fair as Erskine Hawkins Hits Road Again. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The month of July will be a banner month in Califon~ia for the office of Gale, 
Inc., with two of its biggest bands set for important engagements on the west coast. Top favorites with 
swing music fans in the South, North, and Midwest, it has not often been the lot of the Queen of Swing nor 
her musician partner, "The Twentieth Centu~)~ Gabriel," to play for the ear delectation of the far westerners. 
11067. 1940, June 22. Garvey Dominated Negro America in Early 20’s. Morgen S. Jensen. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl0. Word was received here that Marcus Aurelius Gar~ey, who once ordained himseff "Emperor 
of the Kingdom of Africa" in Harlem and later appeared before the League of Nations as representative of 
"the Black Peoples of the World," died last week in London~ England. He was reputedly 65 years of age. 
Garvey, who came to the United States from the British West Indies during the first World War, was 
possessed of a fertile imagination--an imagination which eventually landed him in a Federal prison. 
11068. 1940, June 22. Hampton Records on Coast. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Lionel Hampton has just 
finished three recordings for RCA-Victor, using Helen Forrest, vocalist with Beamy Goodman’s orchestra 
and the now famous King Cole Trio. The three recordings are: "I’ll Be Lost Without You," "House of 
Morgan," and "The Central Avenue Breakdown." 
11069. 1940, June 22. Hite’s Band Takes Detroit by Storm. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Les Hire, California’s 
popular and renowned band leader has just closed a triumphant engagement here at the Graystone ballroom 
and Detroiters seem to agree that this Pacific aggregation is about the hottest group of swing artists that lras 
visited the Motor city for a long while. The Les Hite band is jnst fiuishing a long and successful itinerary 
which has taken them from California to New York and almost every engagement has been exceptionally 
successful. 
11070.1940, June 22. Joe "Rarin ’ to Go" Against Godoy. Pittsburgh Courier. p 16. "I’m down to 202, 
feelin, fine, and rarin’ to go," declared Hea~.wweight Champion Joe Louis in an exclusive telephone 



interview with a Courier representative relative to his titular fight with Arturo Godoy in Yankee Stadium 
Thursday" night. 
11071. 1940, Jtme 22. Kirk Waxes "Kansas City" Tunes, Ella’s "Sugar Blues" Make Good. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. In the past few weeks both the orchestras of Swing-Singer Ella Fitzgerald and Andy Kirk 
have been busily engaged in making recordings for Decca, leading swing music "wa~ng" compact in this 
city. Andy Kirk, who has just left the Cotton Club, will be engaged for the present in recording a long list 
of tunes which originated in Kansas City or which are about Kansas City. 
11072. 1940, Jtme 22. Lunceford Will Return to West Coast This Fall. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Following 
closely on the trail of Jinunie Lunceford’s sensational achievements during his recent nationwide road tour, 
when all box office records were eclipsed, Lunceford and his band have been recalled to California for a six 
weeks booking at the Culver City Casa Manana, in the heart of the movie colony, starting August 15. 
11073. 1940, June 22. Marcus Garvey. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. Marcus Gal~’ey was inevitable. As 
bumptious, bizarre and bigoted as he was, as comically incompetent and ridiculous as he and his movement 
proved to be, as incredible as his aspirations seemed, the fact re~nains that he struck a responsive chord in 
the hearts of lowly Negroes whose hopes were whetted by resounding Wilsonian phrases and then dulled 
by post-Versailles reaction. 
11074. 1940, June 22. Mixed "Dream Band" Plays Sensational Swing to Dream Audience’s Plaudits: 
Record Crowd Turns Out to Welcome Ralph Cooper and Pigmeat. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. The sensational dream band of this year is composed of musicians previously selected as most 
outstanding. The whole affair was a tribute to the superb tenor saxing of Cole~nan Hawkins, who was the 
orchestral for the week .... For not only was there to be a special jam sessio~ but also Harlem wanted to 
hang out the welcome sign [’or Ralph Cooper and Pigmeat Markham, who had deserted fl~e city :for so long 
in favor of California and its picture-making industry. 
11075. 1940, June 22. "S~qng Mikado" Cast Will Appear in Cavalcade (~ Negro Theater. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. The entire cast of the "Swing Mikado," the sensational Chicago production which created a 
new cycle of Gilbert and Sullivan presentations, will be included in the more "than 150 performers in the 
Cavalcade of the Negro Theater at the American Negro Exposition here, it was announced this week. The 
"Swing Mikado" group, which scored a distinct triumph on Broadway after its conquest of Chicago, is 
already rehearsing for the new production which will outline the history, of the Negro in the field of 
entertainment. 
11076.1940, June 27. Ad---Ella Fitzgerald First & Only Appearance at Vogue Ballroom. Ca/~/b~wia 
Eagle. p2. Ella Fitzgerald appears in an advertisement for her perfonnance which has been scheduled [’or 
July" 4th at the Vogue Ballroom located on Ninth and Grand. Page 2-B. 
11077. 1940, June 27. Behindthe Scenes with Harry. California Ea,e/e. p2. In "City for Conquest," being 
directed at Warner-First National by Anatole Litvak, Nell Litvak, Nell Clisby, former hea~3~weight 
championship contender had an opportunity to don the gloves again, in a realistic battle with Reginald 
Anderson, better known as "Panama." Howard Washington, well known concessionaire at Warner’s 
studio, who doubles as an actor, played the part of a second to Clisby. One of the unusual things done by 
studios took place last week at Warner Bros., in "No Time for Comedy." Louise Beavers had just finished 
her role which had kept under contract tract for several weeks at a large salary. But it was found that a 
close-up should be taken of Beavers’ hands performing an ilnportant bit of acting. The closeup was made 
but the hands of a male extra, Benny Washington, were photographed, after his were selected as being the 
closest resemblance to hers. Page 2-B. 
11078. 1940, June 27. Ella Fitzgerald to Sing at Vogue Ballroom July 4. California Eagle. p3. With her 
world famed peach fuzz voice, Ella Fitzgerald moves into the Vogue ballroom the evening of July 4 to 
declare independence all over again. Moreover, Fitzgerald brings with her that whole syncopated troupe, 
that whole gut-bucket, jive-jumping band. Page 3-B. 
11079. 1940, June 27. Fans Would Welcome Kenny and Jackie in Majors. Ca/~/brnia Eagle. p3. There is 
a limit, however, as to how far the colored athlete can go. The same barriers and prejudices that haunt them 
elsewhere also follow them into the sports world. Yes, they can play baseball and football and te~mis and 
basketball, and run around the track--but they can only go so far. Colleges, at least the ones that are open 
to all, welcome them without restriction. But it must also be admitted, there are nrany colleges today that 
keep the Negro athlete down by means of a subtle "discouraging process." Page 3-B. 
11080. 1940, June 27. Josephine Baker. Ca/!/brnia Eagle. p8. Glamorous Josephine Baker, American 
actress who has been the idol of France for a decade, was reported in Brive, Southern France, this week 
after fleeing Northern France and Hitler’s legions. Twice married to white Frenchmen, Baker refused to 



leave France and her present husband, a wealthy marquis when war crashed into France. Dispatches 
reported her often at the Front, singing and dancing to cheer the Allied arn\,�T. Baker appears in the above 
photo. Page 8-A. 
11081. 1940, Jtme 27. Louis SignedJbr Defense in Fall. California Eagle. p3. Following his smaslfing 8th 
round technical knockout over the Clfilean challenger, Arturo Godoy, Joe Louis, the hea~3Tweight king of 
the world, was signed by promoter Mike Jacobs to defend his crown against To~ Galento-Max Baer bout. 
Page 3-B. 
11082. 1940, Jtme 27. "One Dark Aright." California Eagle. p2. In a scene from "One Dark Night," wlfich 
opens greater Negro movie month at the Burbank Theater, Lawrence Cfiner, as the villain, tried to come 
between Josephine Pearson and John Thonras. Page 2-B. 
11083. 1940, June 27. "One Dark Aright’’ to Have First Coast Showing July 7. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. 
Although it has been enjoyed by audiences in many other sections of the country since its release, "One 
Dark Night," all-colored cast comedy-drama, was set for its initial showing on the coast Sunday. With a 
veritable premiere planned for its opening at the Burbank Theater, many race movie fans who have been 
inquiring about it for months, plan to see this feature, said to be one of the finest made by Million Dollar 
Productions. Among the cast are: Mantan Moreland, Lawrence Criner, Monte Hawley, and others. Page 2- 
B. 
11084. 1940, June 27. "One Dark Aright’’ Will Open Here. Cal~brnia Eagle. p8. "One Dark Night" will 
have its western premiere shortly. You jnst can’t keep your mind on air-raids, while watching Mantan 
Moreland, Betty Treadville and the rest of the big-name cast that Million Dollar Productions has called to 
the colors of general happiness to chase away general gloom. Dressed up in an interesting plot that finds 
good excuse for an elaborate cabaret scene that is equal to a full :floor show, "One Dark Night" includes a 
wider variet-y of bona-:fide characters drawn from the real life of the modern Negro than have ever been 
transferred to the silver screen. Page 8-B. 
11085. 1940, June 27. A Scene.Jhom "One Dark Night." Cal~ibrnia Eagle. pT. A scene from "One Dark 
Night," new Negro release, reveals Mantan Moreland gesturing in merriment as the Suzy-Q couple in the 
lbrcground prepare "to swing it-but all of it! Page 7-A. 
11086.1940, June 27. l~rms Story in Life Magazine an Insult to Heavyweight Champ. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. 
p3. John W. Roxborough, co-manager of Joe Louis, hea~weight champion of the world, was up in arms at 
what be termed insults to the champion, contained in a story in Life magazine, written by Earl Brown. Page 
3-B. 
11087. 1940, June 27. To Make Film of Negro’s Progress in Cali.fbrnia. California Eagle. pl. The 
California Commission to the American Negro Exposition to be held in Chicago, July 4 to Sept. 2 
aunounced this week that plans are nearing completion for n~aking a motion picture of the story of the 
Negro’s progress in California. Production of the story will follow the technique used in presenting, "The 
March of Time." 
11088. 1940, June 29. Cab Enroute to Chicago’s State Lake. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Cab Calloway, king 
of hi-de-ho and his band head west this week for Chicago and the State-Late Theater where they’ll appear 
for a week. Cab has just returned from a dance tour that began right after his recent engagement at the 
Apollo Theater. 
11089. 1940, June 29. Duke to Play for Grand Lodge Ball. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Grand Lodge 
committee of the I.B.P.O.E. of W., has secured the services of Duke Ellington and his band for the Grand 
Ball which is to be held in the Municipal Auditorium during the week of the Grand Lodge sessim~, August 
25 to 31. And with the announcement of the contract going through, members of the local grand lodge 
connnittee are quite happy because that means that their last major obstacle has been accomplished and that 
their big task now is to iron out all of the minor details so that everything will be worldng smoothly when 
Grand Exalted Ruler J. Finley Wilson and his cohorts arrive here for the huge affair. 
11090. 1940, June 29. The Duke, the Director, the Star. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. In the above photo are 
three of the chief people of the Ameican Exposition that includes Duke Ellington. 
11091. 1940, June 29. Earl Hines Scheduled to Marry Ann Jones. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
In a surprise announcement that may or may not have meant anything to an unsuspecting Apollo Theater 
audience, Earl Hines, the piano-bandleading swingster announced and gave instrumental meaning to a 
number composed by him to his new fiance, Ann Jones Reed, titled "Wonderful Ann." In an exclusive 
interview backstage, "Father" Hines stated frankly that he felt himself the luckiest man in the world and 
would wed the former Cotton Club beauty sometime next month in Chicago. 



11092. 1940, Jtme 29. Earl Hines, An@ Kirk, Louis Armstrong, at Apollo in That Order. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. "Father" Earl Hines, nimble-fingered pianist and his band opened at Harlem’s famed Apollo 
Theater this week and were received by a most enthusiastic audience. The weather in New York is nice and 
cool for this particular time of the year and as a result, the vacation spots have not as yet done much 
damage to theater audiences. 
11093. 1940, Jtme 29. Ella Fitzgerald Exits from N~nv Orleans Dance Tattered and Torn by Frenzied 
Mob. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Gasping for breath, Ella Fitzgerald the "first Lady of Swing," emerged from 
her dance engagement at the New Rl\vthm Club here last Sunday night, with her clothes tattered and torn as 
4,000 frenzied patrons grappled with her for autographs. Appo~zdmately 2,500 on tl~e outside, unable to get 
filrther than the nrain entrance, yelled and nrade a mad rush for Fitzgerald as she made exit from the 
januned R~Tthm Club. 
11094. 1940, June 29. Ella to Play Dance Date in CaliJbrnia. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ella Fitzgerald, the 
queen of swing, who has been swing-sweeping her way across America in lightning fashion, will win the 
hearts of music lovers of Oaldand when she appears here at Sweet~s ballroom July 8, under the bam~er of 
John A. Bul-9-Ton, the British accented impresario. With Fitzgerald will be the handsome Babe Wallace, 
fronting the band for her. 
11095. 1940, June 29. Exposition Cavalcade to Star Lovely Etta. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. So glamorous, 
so gracious, so gifted, Etta Moten of motion picture, radio and concert fame will be the star of the great 
spectacle, "Cavalcade of the Negro Theater," to be shown at the American Negro Exposition in Chicago, 
begim~ing July 4. In the Cavalcade will be five operettas, choral groups, bands and 15 motion pictures free 
of charge. Moten appears in the above photos. 
11096~ 1940, June 29. Heavyweight Champion Proves Greatness by Smashing Godoy’s Title Dreams in 
Eight Rounds. William G. Nunn~ Pittsburgh Courier. pl 7. With a snarl on his usnally immobile face, with 
murder in his hearl, dynamite in his fists and revenge as the motivating factor, Joe Louis, the heavyweight 
division’s greatest fighter, proved tfimselfbeyond all doubt here tonight, when he batlered Chile’s Arluro 
Godoy into punch-drunk helplessness at Yankee Stadium in the bloodiest fight in hea~Tweight histor),. It 
was his 1 lth defense of his title. 
1109% 1940, June 29. Henry Smashes Out Junior in Third: Hank Impressive in Three Round Kayo Over 
Junior. Pittsburgh Courier. p l 8. He~u~. Armstrong, "the Little Brown Bomber," of fistiana, successfully 
defended his welter~veight crown here Friday night by scoring an impressive three-round technical 
knockout over Paul Junior. It was the second time Junior has tried to lift the welterweight crown from 
Henry’s bronzed brow~ And it was the second time he went out via the kayo route. 
11098. 1940, June 29. Libby Taylor Says Screen Work Much Worese Than Stage. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Speaking from her experience of working on both stage and screen, Libby Taylor, famed screen 
actress, said while working here during the filming of the "The Howards of Virginia" that in her opinion, 
the screen demands much more of its stars than the stage .... The screen makes the greater demands 
because on the stage the performer is utterly dependent upon oneself. 
11099. 1940, June 29. Music and Dance Made Famous by Race Will Live Once More. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Cavalcade of the Negro theater, sponsored by the American Negro 
exposition~ will not ouly recapture the great moment of tl~e golden era of Negro entertainment, its authors 
declared this week, but it will also call attention to the vast reser~oir of colored talent in America. The 
ambitious production, which will sketch the histo~ of the Negro in the tl~eater, was discussed at length by 
Langston Hughes and Arua Bontemps who will act as co-authors of the great stage delineation. 
11100. 1940, June 29. Paris "Too Hot’for Jo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Josephine Baker and her nobleman 
husband were among the many French civilians who fled German hordes recently. One of France’s most 
popular entertainers, Baker remained among the soldiers as long as possible, but left the French capital 
about 10 days before Paris was captured. 
11101. 1940, June 29. Tuxedo Junction Plans Big Doings for Erskine. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Tuxedo 
Junction, the sepia gathering place here made famous by Erskine Hawkins in his nationally popular song of 
that title, plans a regular Roman holiday with Hawkins and his boys in person July 4th. Under the personal 
direction of Martel Brett, local promoter, Erskine Hawkins and his famous Savoy Ballroom orchestra will 
swing out at the Municipal auditorium for an all-colored session. 
11102. 1940, June 29. W~lliams Co. Bringing Out Fats’ Foilo. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Williams 
Pubishing Com. recently published "Boogie Woogie Blues Folio," a swing folio featuring Tholnas Fats 
Waller’s original tunes. 



11103. 1940, Jtme 29. Writer of "Insult Story" on Joe Louis Fired by NY Paper. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
In the wake of a mighty storm of public protest, "Life" Magazine dispatched a profound letter of apology to 
Manager John Roxborough for its recent illustrated stoi3T on Joe Louis. The letter from the Life Magazine 
Publishing Compact, apologizing for the article, written by Earl Brown of New York, followed 
Roxborough’s prompt denouncement. It assured Roxborough that Life Magazine has always held Joe Louis 
in the highest esteem and that they certainly did not intend to insult Louis or the colored race. 
11104. 1940, Jnly 4. Ad--One Dark 3Tght. California Eagle. p2. This is an advertisement for the fil~ 
"One Dark Night,’starring Mantan Moreland and which is playing at the Burbank Theater. The picture 
features Mantan Moreland, Betty Treadville, Josephine Pearson, Bob Sinnnons, Lawrence Criner, Monte 
Hawley, Four Tones, and Ruby Logan. Page 2-B. 
11105. 1940, July 4. George Garner Seen with Marian Anderson. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. George Garner 
seen with famed vocalist Marian Anderson. The well-known Pasadena musician conducted the combined 
Chorus of Choirs at the services held for the late Rev. T.L. Griffith. Garner and Anderson are pictured in 
the above photo. 
11106. 1940, July 4. Hattie McDaniel Guest of "Wings Over Jordan." Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. "Wings Over 
Jordan," Columbia network program originated by the Rev. Glenn T. Settle to better understanding 
between the races, moved to a new broadcast period. Hattie McDaniel is a guest on the program. Page 2-B. 
11107. 1940, July 4. Hattie McDaniels. California Eagle. p2. Hattie McDauiel, Academy Award winner 
appears over the Columbia network as guest star of the "Wings Over Jordaff’ program conducted by Rev. 
Glenn T. Settles. McDaniel is pictured in the above photo. 
11108. 1940, July 4. Premiere of "One Dark Nite" Sunday. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. The Golden Poppy 
Democratic Club is sponsoring the opening event of "Greater Negro Movie Month." The event will feature 
the first western showing of, "One Dark Night," Million Dollar Production’s all-colored nmsical comedy 
sbarfing Mantan Moreland. Page 2-B. 
11109. 1940, July 6. Basle to Play Regal First Chicago Stage Date. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Count Basle and his men of fast rhythm, who hold several dance box-office records in this territory, strange 
as it seems, have never played a theater engagement in tiffs city of Chicago. To break that record, Basle and 
his boys will set up musical camp on stage of the Regal Theater for a week’s session starting Friday--a day 
after the initial opening of the great Negro Exposition. 
11110. 1940, July 6. Ben Carter Signed by Zanuek. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p20. Darts. l Zanuck, chief of 
productions at Fox studio, who gave Stepin Fetchit and Bill Robinson opportm~ities to display their talent 
on the screen, last week, signed Ben Carter to a contract. Zanuck said, "I personally feel that Ben Carter 
will prove one of the greatest comedians that a race has ever produced." Carter’s latest role was in the 
motion picture, "Malyland." 
11111. 1940, July 6. Billy Rose ToM by AFM 802 to Pay Noble Sissle Reltersal Money. Isadora Slnlth. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Billy Rose, diminutive night club impresario, who has already had two previous 
rm~-ins with the Musicians’ Union, ran headlong into the third one last week when the union presented him 
with a bill for $1,064 for rehearsal salaries due Noble Sissle and his men. For the orchestra has worked in 
the past two shows at the Diamond Horseshoe and has played for rehearsals without pay of any sort. 
11112. 1940, July 6. Joe May Be Guest of Actor’s Guild Boatride July 12. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
According to an announcement from the Negro Actor’s Guild headquarters here in New York City, all 
plans for its annual boat ride up the picturesque Hudson River, have been completed. From reliable sources, 
Joe Louis, has consented to be among the guests and Louis Armstrong will bring along his orchestra if 
present engagements permit. 
11113. 1940, July 6. Les Hite’s Band to Play at $3,000,000 Summer Resort. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Les 
Hire and his band, back in New York after a successful road tour throughout the mid-west, will leave for 
another road jaunt "after filling recording dates here this week. The new route will bake the sensational 
California band back to Chicago, where they’ll play the Savoy, July 14. 
11114. 1940, July 6. Louis Armstrong to NY Paramount, July 24. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis 
Armstrong is doing the unusual again. The famous trumpet player, who ranks as the No. 1 man in llis field, 
has just been signed to a contract to appear at the Paramount Theater on Broadway for a week’s 
engagement, beginning on July 24. 
11115. 1940, July 6. LunceJbrd’s Music Style Is Paying Big Dividends. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jimmie 
Lunceford and his smoothly streamlined orchestra is the same sensation here at Broadway’s Danceland 
Fiesta that it has been all over the country. And the nnprecedented success of the forn~er Fisk University 
gridiron star, who mapped his success plan years ago and has struck to it unceasingly, is paying 



mammoth dividends. Lunceford, who streamlined his swing and developed a sUle uniquely his own, is 
currently having his biggest year. 
11116. 1940, July 6. Meadow Brook Club to Hear Cab’s Music. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Cab Calloway, 
who has been winning back the hearts of the people in the hinterlands who have turned from lfim in recent 
years during the time he’s been too busy to go on tour and after he fihishes hanging lfis new attendance 
records on the wall, has a brand new location waiting for him. The King of Hi-De-Ho is scheduled to go 
into the exclusive Meadowbrook Club in Cedar Grove, N.J. 
11117. 1940, July 6. Preimier of Film, July 7. Pittsburgh Courier. p0. The all-colored cast comedy drama, 
"One Dark Night, will be premiered on the coast July 7. The feature, said to be one of the finest made by 
Million Dollar Productions, has been enjoyed by audiences in maW other sections of the country. 
11118. 1940, July 6. Step Quits ShowAgain. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Stepin Fetchit, "lazy" stage and 
screen comedian, quit the cast of the white musical, "Walk With Music" last week, pleading that other 
conunitments which he was unable to terminate interfered with his ability to complete the show. 
11119. 1940, July 6. Stepin Fetchit in Trouble Once More. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Lincoln Perry-, better known as Stepin Fetchit, can find more trouble to get into than any other performer on 
the theatrical horizon. Before Step can get out of one scrape, he’s into another one. And this time, it’s 
Uncle Sam who’s behind him, as he must be wrong again. Customs authorities claim that Fetchit smuggled 
three suits into the country last January without benefit of Duty. 
11120. 1940, July 6. Swing Music for Sale... but at What a Price. William G. Nunn. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. "Swing Music" is for sale these days...but there are few bids and the commodity is going a-begging. 
Behind the scenes of the stage dranra being enacted from day to day in the world of swing music, which 
sees the hot spot: being pushed out of existence is the note of what’s new .... It looks as though the present 
craze for wild swing nmsic won’t last forever. 
11121.1940, July 6. Teddy Wilson’s Little Band at Cafd SodeO~. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ted@ Wilson 
returns to his job as band maestro this week when he opens at the Card Society in Greenwich Village, with 
a new six piece combination. 
11122.1940, July 11. Behind the Scenes with Harry. Ca/~fi)rnia Eagle. p2. "Greater Negro Movie Month,’ 
had its official start: last Sunday, which defines the space of time, during which Race citizens whether 
regular patrons or not, should make it a duty to encourage the use of colored talent in the motion picture 
industry,. "One Dark Night," Million Dollar Productions all-colored cast comedy screen opened the month 
at the New Burbank Theater. A highly appreciative audience at both matinee and ~fight performances 
applauded the acting of Mantan Moreland, the star. Herbie Jeffries, famous singing cowboy star of "Harlem 
on the Prairie," "Two Gun Man from Harlem," "Bronze Buckaroo," and "Harlem Ride the Range," joined 
the Four Tones from the audience for ringing applause. In additiork he made an ilnpressive talk on the 
necessity of support for all-colored cast pictures and introduced Jolmny Thomas of the "Three Rockets." 
Page 2-B. 
11123. 1940, July 11. Ben Carter Inks Long Term Pact. California Eagle. p2. Ben Carter was signed to a 
long term contract it was reported in Hollywood. Carter’s latest film is, "Should Wives Work," in which he 
is cast as "Homer" Higgins, family retainer, who goes aristocratic when the family is discovered as heir to a 
British title. Page 2-B. 
11124. 1940, July 11. Dandridge Sisters on LuncefordDiscs. California Eagle. p3. The Dandridge Sisters, 
California trio, will record with Jinunie Lunceford. Page 3-B. 
11125. 1940, July 11. Easy Does It. California Eagle. p2. Easy does it--says Bill Robinson, looking wall- 
eyed and unconcerned as he executes a difficult tap routine. The occasion was the Outdoor Life and Health 
association’s resident artistic soiree, "al fresco," held in the Paul R. Williams’ garden. Robinson appears in 
the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11126. 1940, July 11. Eddie Anderson Heads Revue. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Eddie Anderson, Mayor of Los 
Angeles, the comic who answers to the name of "Rochester" and usually manages to steal Jack Benny’s 
pictures dead away with his eccentric dances and deft clowning does a turn or two on the stage of the 
Chicago theater. Page 2-B. 
11127. 1940, July 11. Jack Johnson, Ex-Boxing Champ, Hails ~70 Anti-War Right. California Eagle. 
p3. Jack Johnson, former world’s hea~3"weight king, has found a new champion in the CIO-one of"peace, 
prosperity and happiness for millions of people" according to his own words in accepting honorary 
membership in Local 133 of the CIO Cleaners and Dyers Union of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers. 
Page 3-B. 



11128. 1940, Jtdy 11. Laura Bowman to Produce Radio Theater for GoM Hour. California Eagle. p3. 
Announcement of a new feature on the "Gold Hour," starring Laura Bowman as producer, director and star 
of a Monday ~fight Radio Theater, was made today. Bowman will bring her talent, long experience on the 
legitimate stage, movies, and recently television to the "Gold Hour" in a series of stirring entertaining and 
educational plays. Page 3-A. 
11129. 1940, Jtdy 11. Mantan in 2 Darro Features. California Eagle. p2. Lindsley Parsons, Monogram 
producer, announced the purchase of "My Home Town,’~" an original by Lester Friedman, as the next 
Fra~tkie Darro feature he will produce. Parsons has assigned Ed Kelso to write the screenplay of his own 
original story which has a radio background and will be used as a Darro production, with Mantan Moreland 
for the sixth time in a featured part with the young star. Page 2-B. 
11130. 1940, July 11. Order Barring Fats Waller Hurts ’Bugs. California Eagle. p2. Hundreds of Kansas 
City jitterbugs were disappointed when the American Federation of Musicians issued an order to Fats 
Waller and his band not to play a dance because the promoter was not licensed. Page 2-B. 
11131. 1940, July 11. Robeson Return to Broadway This Summer. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Paul Robeson 
will return to Broadway this summer in a revival of, "Othello," Shakespearean tragedy. Nina Mae 
McKinney is being considered for the feminine lead. Page 2-B. 
11132. 1940, July 13. Are Colored Bands Being Given "Run-Around"? Billy Rowe. Pittsbuqgh Courier. 
p13. For some time now there has been a question in the writer’s mind as to just where colored music and 
musicians are headed? More so now than ever before it seems to be a question without an apparent answer, 
but when you go beyond the surface, you can almost be certain that under the present set-up the answer is 
nowhere. For more than ten years now, big colored bands with the ability to draw a crowd and talented 
individnal musicians who have started new trends have found little or not: outlet :for their wizardry.. 
11133. 1940, July 13. Bill Robinson May Do Swing Version of "Uncle Tom’s Cabin"for Broadway. 
Isadora Smith. Pittsbu~2qh Courier. p20. Broadway and Hollywood arc both in a buzzing mood currently as 
to the present plans for showing herc this fall of a "swing" version of"Uncle Tom’s Cabin." According to 
advance i~Yormation, the production would co-star Bill Robinson, whose starship is known throughout 
radio, stage and screen circles and Shirley Temple, who gave up her film career this year after becoming 
too old at eleven. 
11134. 1940, July 13. Ella Fitzgerald Takes Pacific Coast by Storm. Herman Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Ella Fitzgerald is truly the Queen of Swing. Four thousand hep cats, swing maniacs, jazz addicts and 
j ust plain music lovers of all nationalities, the largest crowd to ever storm the gates of the beautiful Vogue 
ballroom here, were on hand the Fourth of July to pay homage to the nation’s No. 1 delineator of popular 
ballads and her superb orchestra. 
11135. 1940, July 13. Holl)~,ood More Conscious of a Race Talent as Colored Aetors, Actresses Get 
Chances to Display Talent. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hollywood has felt the pinch of decreased income 
because European markets are closed since the outbreak of World War II. Attention is now being turned to 
domestic markets and moguls are beginning to become conscious of the colored audiences. The Negro 
motion picture actor is becoming more and more evident on the screen. Above, Hattie McDaniel and Ben 
Carter in a scene from the much discussed, "Maryland. ’~" Hattie has stopped her biscuit making to embrace 
her screen husband, Ben Carter, in perfect marital bliss. Scenes like this in the past were seldom seen. 
11136.1940, July 13. King Trumpeteer Louie Armstrong Swingkriegs in High Form at Apollo. Isadora 
Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong, king of those who go down to the footlights in the 
musical role of trumpeter and one of the foremost personalities of the present day stage crop, started a 
musical blitzkrieg on Harlem last Friday, at the Apollo Theater that still has the town jumping as this goes 
to press. 
11137. 1940, July 13. Morris Reviews "Maryland"--Tells of Applause. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Darryl F. Zanuck, head man out at 20th Century-Fox studios and Heddy LaMarr’s papa, 
Gene Markey, got their heads together and tun~ed out what promises to be a smash hit at the box office 
with their latest vehicle tagged, "Maryland." The picture was previewed at Grauman Chinese Theater and 
at the Studio Projection Room No. 1, simultaneously. It is abundant with Negro talent. Ben Carter, who 
started his career as a movie booking agent and casting director, steals the picture. 
11138. 1940, July 13. Novelist’s WidowDies. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Funeral services were held here last 
Friday at Emanuel Baptist church for Mrs. Susan Chesnutt, widow of the late Charles W. Chesnutt, famed 
novelist and author of "The Conjure Woman," "Wife of His Youth," and many other best sellers. Mr. 
Chesnutt died in 1932 and their only son Dr. Edwin J. Chesnutt of Chicago, passed away last September at 
fl~e home here in Cleveland. 



11139. 1940, July 13. Robeson May Play Negro Exposition. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With plans all but 
completed for his first national tour of America in many years, Paul Robeson, world-renowned bass- 
baritone, is at present considering an offer to appear in a concert for the American Negro Exposition in 
Chicago early next month. In regards to his first tour in this country in four seasons, the great singer-actor 
will start here October 6th at Carnegie Hall, after which he will sing at many universities. 
11140. 1940, July 13. Stadium Concert Features Robeson. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Last Tuesday evening 
was the scene of a unique interracial concert given by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra in the 
Lewisohn Stadium, one of several given annually throughout the sununer months. Paul Robeson, singing 
actor was easily the dominant attraction assisted by a white 50 voiced chorus and a Negro mixed chorus of 
45 voices. 
11141. 1940, July 13. Star Marries. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Frances Elizabeth Redd, Columbia, Mo., girl 
who caused a national sensation last spring when George Randol chose her as leading lady in his first all- 
Negro production, is married. Redd who is the daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Ernest S. Redd, of Cohimbia, 
Mo., became the bride recently of Gregario Henrandez in Los Angeles. 
11142. 1940, July 18. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p2. When will "One Dark Night" 
come to Central Avenue? I guess I’ll wait until it comes to the eastside and why did they open it 
downtown? Now we’ll have to wait two or three weeks for it." These are just a few of the expressions that 
have been heard from the lips of colored fans. But there are 61,000 Negroes in the County of Los Angeles 
so it caused Harry~ M. Popkin, executive producer of"One Dark Night," to wonder where the rest were. 
The fact of the matter is, it should have opened in the colored district for, "after all, it is a greater 
inconveulence to go downtown than to attend a neighborhood theater. Page 2-B. 
11143~ 1940, July 18~ Julian Seeks Funds.[br Finland. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Hubert Fauntleroy Julian, 
Harlem’s colorful soldier of fortune, was home soliciting funds to purchase 10 American ambulance planes 
for Finland. Julian arrived in Finland, 13 days after the Finns signed an armistice with Russia. Julian said 
he nevertheless rendered valuable service to Finland and that was the reason Baron Mannerhein~ head of 
the FinIfish forces, awarded trim the commission of captain in the Finnish air forces. Page 2-A. 
11144~ 1940, July 18~ "Lady Luck," Dixie National Comedy, Gets Under Way. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. The 
Dixie National Pictures company started cameras rolling on "Lady Luck," their second of a series of ten, 
starting Mantan Moreland. The current film is predicted to equal if not surpass the first, which according to 
reports is piling up big box-office receipts in many eastern key cities. Page 2-Bo 
11145~ 1940, July 18~ 3leDaniel, Carter, Muse Score. California l’;agle, p2. "Maryland," 20th Century- 
Foxes drama of the South and thoroughbred horses, opened at the downtown theaters and received warm 
praise from local critics.Hattie McDaniel, Ben Carter, and Clarence Muse received highly favorable notices 
in this picture. One critic stated, "Hattie McDaniel and Ben Carter would be competition for a~ movie star 
in the world. Hattie ..~ and Ben are so funny and so genuine in the comedy that they are worth the price of 
adinission alone. Carter is really a find and when he gets religion, he repents for so many sins, that he 
embarrasses many people." Page 2-B. 
11146. 1940, July 18. "Sincerity My Greatest Gift," Hattie Says. California Eagle. p2. Hattie McDaniel, 
Motion Picture Academy Award winner for 1939, speaking over the "Wings Over Jordan" progra~n, told 
her vast coast-to-coast audience that she felt her greatest gift to Hollywood was sincerity. She said she "felt 
no great personal pride" in her motion picture achievements; rather she was happy that "14,000,000 
Negroes had been lifted another notch." Page 2-B. 
11147. 1940, July 20. Basie Shatters RegalAttendance Records. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count Basic 
and his orchestra of solid and fascinating rhythm, who have been doing the seemingly impossible for 
something like two years, did it again here last week when they broke all opening day attendance records at 
the Regal Theater. Heading an all-star revue of his own making, Basic proved a great favorite from opening 
to closing and many times had the jitterbugs on their feet in joy and admiration with his harmony. 
11148. 1940, July 20. Courier Answers "Time" Stork,. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Time, our chest)~ weekly, 
pulls another alibi, and as awkwardly as usual. Those boys are really awkward when it comes to cover-up 
nraterial. They just don’t have a~ technique. This past week, they undertook to "build-up" a Negro writer 
who was Har~ard-smart enough to induce Life editors to pay him for writing or ghost writing an article 
concerning Joe Louis and l~is managers, with the said article appearing in Life a few days ago. When Life 
came out with the article by the Negro writer, the reading public, white and colored rose en masse to take 
Life to task for allowing the Harvard-smart Negro writer to malign Joe and his mangers under the color of 
praising Joe as a great Negro. Everybody got the slimy subtle~ running through the article and so 



nauseating was the whole thing that the Negro journal which gave the Negro writer a permanent and 
regular employment fired hiln without hesitation. 
11149. 1940, Jtfly 20. Fate of Race Musidans in Own Hands---Sissle. Nell Dodson. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. "Negro musicians and performers can set an example that will either help or hinder the entire race." It 
was Noble Sissle, dean of colored band leaders, speaking and he wasn’t cutting corners. His hair streaked 
with silver, his eyes serious behind horn-rimmed spectacles, Sissle spoke straight from the shoulder about 
some tlfings he’s been wanting to say. He said that he was proud his own band was going into its nineteenth 
lnonth at Billy Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe downtown, but immediately began to recall the days when jazz 
bands were playing at some of the best places on Broadway. Then he spoke of the present day and of how 
many of our colored musicians and performers, instead of bettering the lot of the profession are becoming 
their own worst enemies." 
11150. 1940, July 20. Father Divine Finds No Peace in Dee Cee as Angels Bring Petition. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p5. Tagged by a bus and eigN private carloads of angels singing his praise, Father Divine 
descended from his Harlem heaven into a dreary, seemingly unfriendly Washington "hell" on Friday and 
inunediately found double trouble with the temporal authority in blue uniform. Father Divine, with 
approMmately 100 of his followers rolled into a raiW Capital, carrying a heavenly scroll with more than 
250,000 names urging enactment of the anti-lynching bill and "unification" of the tweng;-one South 
American republics which they wished to present to Congress. 
11151. 1940, July 20. Film Group Is Heading for Miami. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Jubilee Pictures 
Corporation announces through producer Jack Goldberg, that the compaw has purchased a studio in 
Miami, Florida and will import a New York cast to start production on two films scheduled for shooting 
immediately. 
11152.1940, July 20. Ink Spots Insured for $100,000 by Moe Gale. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Moe Gale, 
president of Gale, Inc., head manager and booker, this week, completed a deal which insures the famous 
Four Ink Spots lbr $100,000 .... The policies taken out by Gale who also manages Ella Fitzgerald, Erskine 
Hawkins, Coleman Hawkins, and the Sunset Royal Orchestra are separated into $25,000 lots lbr each 
member of the famous quartet. 
11153.1940, July 20. Jesse Owens in Second Trip to Houston. Pittsbm2gh Courier. plS. Jesse Owens, 
king of the cinder paths, holder of :four world records, will make his second appearance in Houston, Texas, 
July 30, George Nelson, local sports promoter announced last week. Owens’ appearance along with a 
baseball game between the Indianapolis Crawfords and the St. Louis All-Stars, is billed the greatest show 
on earth. 
11154. 1940, July 20. Opening Vaudeville Roads. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ralph Cooper and Pigmeat 
Markham, the county’s famous and favorite sepia screen stars, are on a vaudeville rebuilding tour of the 
East and South. This week, the star duo is heading an all entertaining opus at the Royal Theater in 
Baltimore where vaude died the death several months ago. 
11155. 1940, July 20. Queen of Swing. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ella Fitzgerald and her fine band, 
currently touring the great West, are more than living up to their splendid reputations. Fitzgerald, who 
appears in the above photo, performs one of her swing numbers at the beautiful Vogue ballroom in Los 
Angeles where she drew 4,000 dance lovers the Foruth of July. 
11156. 1940, July 20. "Rochester" Takes Boxer Under Wing. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Eddie "Rochester" 
Anderson, the noted stage and screen actor, left here today by plane for Hollywood, Cal. "Rochester" 
stopped in the Chicago office of The Pittsburgh Courier a few hours before he took off. Regarding the 1940 
International Golden Glove champion, whose contract he purchased, he said, "I believe Anthony Jones will 
nmke a wonderful fighter on the coast and he will go places." 
11157. 1940, July 20. Todd, Ann, and the Eva Jes~ye Choir Hits on Geo. Gershwin Aright. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. With Anne Brown, Todd Duncan, the Eva Jessye Choir, Oscar Levant, piano soloist, and a 
program under the direction of Alexander Smallens, the annual Philharmohic-Symphony orchestra’s tribute 
to George Gershwin, the late composer genius at Lewisohn Stadium, attracted the largest audience in its 
history, some 22,000 paid attendance. 
11158. 1940, July 25. Armstrong, Jenkins to Fight Again. California Eagle. p3. At the conclusion of a 
hectic session before the State boxing conunission which saw Eddie Mead, manager of Henry Armstrong, 
draw a 60-day suspension for a technical violation of the rules, promoter Mike Jacobs announced that 
Armstrong and Lew Jenkins will meet in a rematch. Page 3-B. 
11159. 1940, July 25. Behindthe Scenes with Harry. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Bill Robinson’s agents refused 
the offer of Twentieth Century Fox, for Bill’s services as a featured player in "Virginia" :film which started 



on location last week. According to reports, his representatives asked for $2,500 per week as wages. 
Settlement of the strikes at Central Casting Bureau, has lessened what was beginning to be a serious 
situation among the movie extras who have to depend on calls from this clearing house for their 
employment. Page 2-13. 
11160. 1940, Jtfly 25. Ben Carter Goes Veddy English!. California Eagle. p2. Ben Carter speaks English 
and a veddy, veddy O~ord English--in the Republic film, "Should Wives Work" not in production at 
Republic studios. Carter is cast in the hilarious role of"Homer" Higgins, family retainer, who goes 
aristocratic along with the rest of the family when Joe Higgins discovers he is the long lost heir to an 
aristocratic British family and has inherited the title, "Lord Puddlestone." Page 2-B. 
11161. 1940, July 25. Hattie Noel Is Hit of Play. California Eagle. p2. Hattie Noel gathered many laughs 
from Hollywood’s first night audience and critics when she opened in "Goodbye to Love," starring Joan 
Blondell. Although the play itself was not a smash hit Noel received outstanding notices in Hollywood. 
Page 2-B. 
11162. 1940, July 25. Jack Johnson Hurls Challenge. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p3. Jack Johnson, former 
heavyweight king of boxing, announced that he is ready and willing to meet Jack Dempsey, in a three-to- 
six round bout for charity. Page 3-B. 
11163. 1940, July 25. Robeson Is Welcomed by Celebs. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p9. Paul Robeson appeared at 
the Hollywood bowl. All L.A. visiting celebrities wind up at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Garner. 
Paul Robeson is visiting Mr. and Mrs. George Garner. Robeson will leave the city of the Angels on Friday. 
He will appear in Chicago on Sunday and in Philadelphia on Wednesday. Page 9-B. 
11164. 1940, July 25. Screen Demands 2~Iore Than Stage, Libby Taylor Claims. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. 
During the filming of "The Howards of Virginia," Libby Taylor, who is one of the feature players said, 
"An5, actress who attempts a role in a film has to be a better actress than one who is cast in a stage play." 
Born in Ctficago, Taylor appeared in many stage productions in that city before making her Broad~vay 
debut in "Subway Express." Page 2-B. 
11165. 1940, July 27. Academy Awards for Race Artists. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The motion picture 
division of fl~e Califor~fia branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored people, will 
make motion picture Academy Awards at the Hollywood Motion Picture Ball on the Fair Grounds at the 
Golden Gate International Exposition. The nominations for the 1940 winners are Ben Carter for 
"Maryland," Hattie McDaniel :for "Gone with the Wind," Willie Best ~br "Ghost Breakers," Louise Beavers 
~br "No Time For Comedy," Ernest: Whiteman for "The Return of Frank James," and ofl~ers. 
11166.1940, July 27. Coleman Hawkins Is Signed.Jbr Okeh. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Coleman Hawkins 
the body and soul of the saxophone and the worlds’ greatest artist in that field, was this week signed to a 
long term recording contract by the Columbia Recording Corporation, wlfich is a subsidia~ of the 
Columbia Broadcasting Systenn, Inc. Under the new contract, Hawkins who for several years was rated as 
the greatest popular music record maker during his long stay in Europe, will work nnder the new Okeh 
label which has replaced the Vocation disc in the Columbia camp. 
11167. 1940, July 27. Grid Idol ~Tll Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Kenny Washington, gridiron ace, 
following his big game in Clficago next month, will do a series of one ~fighters, trader the personal 
management of John A. Bur-Ton, well known dance promoter of Berkeley, before returning to school, it 
was announced Wednesday’. 
11168. 1940, July 27. Hank Throws Texas Cowboy with Ease; Hailed by Experts. Wendell Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p17. A whirling, swirling cyclone of destruction from the sunny shores of California, 
Henry Armstrong, mixed an irresistible concoction of fu~, vengeance and tremendous power here 
Wednesday night in Gotham’s historic Polo Grounds before approximately 25,000 wild-eyed, awe-struck 
fight fans to quell the sudden and sensational surge of a roaring tornado from the rolling plains of Texas. 
11169. 1940, July 27. I-Iiekman Signs 7-yr Contract with Paramount. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Cordell 
Hickman, who co-starred with Bill Lee in the film, "The Biscuit Eater," signed a seven year contract with 
Paramount Pictures. The studio was so pleased with the work of the youngster tlrat they took up the option 
on his special contract. 
11170. 1940, July 27. Hall)wood Producers Forget, Race When It Comes to Spending Mane),. Earl J. 
Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. One million dollars for newspapers but not one dime for the Negro press, 
decrees Hollywood. As far as Hollywood is concerned, there are no Negroes in America who attend motion 
pictures. Recently Darrly F. Zanuck of 20th Century-Fox Studios, announced that his studio would spend 
$1,000,000 with newspapers to exploit four motion pictures, last week. In Februal?¢ Barney Balaban of 
Paramount Studios also set aside a large newspaper advertising budget. Last April and May tiffs writer, 



along with T.E. Stubblefield and Clarence Muse representing the Negro press had conferences with Har~r 
Brand studio publicity chief. Brand graciously listened to the statistics presented to him noting that at least 
20 percent of the total Negro population were moviegoers and that it was high time that they begin to 
consider the vast colored motion picture audiences as a new market for their films to alleviate the loss of 
the European field. 
11171. 1940, July 27. Lionel Hampton Splits with Goodman, Rumor. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lionel 
Hampton, vibraphone player No. 1 arrived here in New York from Hollywood, which he left Monday 
following a sensational run at Santa Catalina Island with Benny Good,nan. HamptorL is non-committal, but 
it is believed that he is here to form his own orchestra and that he has broken with Benny Goodman. 
11172. 1940, July 27. "Native Son" to Be Dramatized. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The best seller, "Native 
Son," is being worked into a play by its author, Richard Wright and Paul Gree~ author of Pultizer Prize 
wim~er, "In Abraham’s Bosom," and other plays. Jolm Housema~ of the Mercury Theater with Orson 
Welles, is interested in the play. 
11173. 1940, July 27. S.H. Dudley Will for $66,000 Estate Is Admitted to Probate. Pittsburgh Courier. 
plT. The will of the late Sherman H. Dudley, 66, one of the greatest old-timers in Negro theatrical circles 
and businessmen, which disposes of an estate in excess of $66,000 was admitted to probate last week. 
Subsequently, letters testamentary were granted to Charles S. Cuney and George E.C. Hayes, local 
attorneys with bond placed at $2,000. Dudley, a native of Dallas, Texas died on March 1. 
11174. 1940, July 27. Vaudeville at the Apollo Ends This Week: House Closing to Cheek Trend; Plan 
New Entertainment. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The sununer long rumors which have had the 
Apollo Theater closing since the beginning of June, was given credence here this week with the posting of 
the usual two weeks’ notice by Manager Jimmie Marshall. According to an interview with Frank 
Schiffman, executive for the Becket theatrical enterprises in Harlem of which the Apollo is "the main cog, 
the theater will be closed today, Thursday, re-opening in August. So as to not: mar the reputation of the 
community of never being without colored vaudeville, the l’orn~er policy of the Apollo on a small scale will 
be moved down the street to the Harlem Opera House. 
11175. 1940, August 1.25,000 Turn Out for ~!!arian Anderson. Cal~ibrnia ]~2agle. p2. A new all time 
record of attendance was reached when 25,000 persons turned out to greet Marian Anderson, when she 
appeared in New York. Page 2-B. 
11176. 1940, August 1. Harry M. Popkin. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Harry M. Popkin flew back from New 
York alter a month of reorganization and preparation for extensive fall production of all-colored cast 
pictures. Clinton Rosamond expects to be very. busy in future Paramount pictures. Clarence Muse is losing 
popularity, according to a lot of recent rumors, one of which comes from the manager of an Avenue 
Theater. Some accuse him of being too domineering. Maybe he doesn’t mean a~ harm. Page 2-B. 
11177. 1940, August 1. Hattie Back from Tour for Rest. California Eagle. p2. With dozens of calls still 
coming from theater managers all over the countD~, asking Hattie McDaniel to extend her personal 
appearance tour, the actress, tired but still smiling, returned to her home to rest. Returning from a three- 
month tour which started at Clficago theater, ended in the same city at the State Lake Theater, directly 
across from the Chicago theater. Page 2-B. 
11178. 1940, August 1. Minute Picture of Erskine Hawkins; Plays Here Aug. 11. California Eagle. p3. 
Erskine Hawkins, the Twentieth Century.T Gabriel, who will appear with his orchestra at the Vogue 
Ballroom, is the youngest ’name’ bandleader in the business. Ha~vkings was born July 26, 1914, in 
Bffmingham, Alabama. His mother was a school teacher and his father died in the World War. He holds a 
B.S. from Alabama State Teachers College and taught music for a year before he organized his own band. 
He arranges all of his own music and plays every modern musical instrument but his preferred musical 
instrument is the trumpet. Page 3-B. 
11179. 1940, August 1. Nicholas Brothers Grow Up. Cali~brnia Eagle. p2. Hollywood extended a 
welcome last week to the Nicholas kids, now grown up into the Nicholas Brothers, a dignified duo of 
dancers who bid fair to rival Bill Robinson and Fred Astaire. The boys, Fayard (21) and Harold (18) are 
here to play a part in Paramount’s "Down Argentine Way," in which as Fayard remarks, "we do a little 
dance, and Harold sings a little song in Spanish." Page 2-B. 
11180. 1940, August 1. Robeson WillAid Negro Theater Move. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Bombshell on the 
local theatrical front this week is the a~mouncement that Paul Robeson has agreed to head the patrons’ list 
of the New Negro Theater, now preparing a Negro revue in association with the Hollywood Theater 
alliance. Following a meeting of the board of directors of the Hollywood Theater, producers of the 
sensational, "Meet the People," it was agrced that the basis of the association shall provide that the New 



Negro Theater shall be a nonprofit community theater whose aims and purposes parallel those of the 
Hollywood group, bm that the Negro Theater shall at all times maintain its own individuality and influence 
and continue as an independent force. Page 2-B. 
11181. 1940, August 1. Sets Premiere of Kenny’s Picture. California Eagle. p2. From the New York 
office, Han~ M. Popldn arranged for the early world premiere of Kenny Washington’s "As Thousands 
Cheer." Production will start shortly on the first of ten fihns that will make a new uncharted era in pictures 
featuring colored actors. Page 2-B. 
11182. 1940, August 1. Stage Version of "Native Son’ Planned. California Ea~le. p8. The best-seller, 
"Native Son," is being worked into a play" by its author, Richard B. WrigN and Paul Green. The two 
authors have been doing some tentative work during their stay here looking toward a dramatization of 
"Native Son." Jolm Houseman, New York sponsor of the Mercu137 Theater with Orson Welles, is interested 
in producing the play and he is expected to confer with Wright and Green in Chapel Hill at the end of the 
month. Page 8-B. 
11183. 1940, August 3. Akron Will Hear Ella on August 15. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ella Fitzgerald, 
"First Lady of Swing," whose current tour which has carried her to the Pacific Coast is being hailed as the 
greatest ever taken by her, will stop off in this Rubber City of Akron, Ohio, Thursday evening, August 15, 
for the first sununer dance the town as given. 
11184. 1940, August 3. Benny Goodman Back Lionel Hampton’s Band. Billy Rowe. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p21. "There is no break between Benny Goodman and myself." So spoke Lionel Hampton, as he stepped 
upon good old "terra firma" after a flight from the coast, where he was appearing with the Benny Goodman 
orchestra at the swank Catalina Island casino. In an exclusive interview with The Courier, the famous sepia 
star who has risen to great: musical heights as among the greatest instrumentalists in the modern swing 
world make it known that at last, he was out: to form his own orchestra. 
11185.1940, August 3. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hollywood knows that man, 
Paul Robeson, has been here. More than 23,000 people paid to see and hear the distinguished artist at the 
Hollywood Bowl here in Hollywood .... Zack Williams, star of "Son of Ingagi," was elected head of the 
Negro Motion Picture Workers. 
11186. 1940, August 3. John Kirby and Maxine Sullivan Set for Duke at Ritz Carlton Hotel. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. John Kirby, who according to musical critics, heads the biggest little band in the country 
today and Maxine Sullivan, the queen of subtle swing delineating, will open a two week engagement at: the 
swank Ritz Carlton Hotel in Boston August 5, with an option that might can), them through the summer as 
that spot’s star feature. 
11187. 1940, August 3. Louie Armstrong, Andy Kirk Among Big Guns on Broadway. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. It’s a Louie Ar~nstrong-Andy Kirk week on Broadway currently’, with the two 
great ~nusical entertainers acting as stage headliners in two of the stem’s leading variety vaudeville 
theaters--the Paramount and Loew’s State--which face each other in the ve~ heart of Times Square. 
Stomping off at the Paramount Theater, the great Louis Armstrong, his trumpet, band and featured artists 
are enjoying the plaudits of the masses. As co-star, Ethel Waters gets part of the honors for her style of 
singing-acting. 
11188. 1940, August 3. Negro Playwright’s Company Is Formed. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Six Negro 
playwrights who are considered the best in the count~ have banded their talems and formed here, for the 
first time in the histo~" of the local theater, the Negro Playwrights Company. According to the schedule, 
the company will make its debut September 6 in a program at the Golden Gate Ballroom, featuring Richard 
Wright, author of "Native Son" and Paul Robeson, internationally known actor and singer of folk songs. 
11189. 1940, August 3. Robeson Defends Communistis Right to Vote: Jackson Is Asked to Enforce 
Laws. Pittsbu@ Courier. p24. Paul Robeson, internationally famous singer and actor, this week, joined 64 
other prominent persons in asldng President Roosevelt and Attorney General Robert H. Jackson to enforce 
laws guaranteeing the Communist party the right to petition and vote. Robeson, who issued two public 
statements defending the Soviet Invasion of Finland and who was accused by Finnish Aid groups of 
opposing theatrical benefits for the invaded country, joined in signing the statement attacking "self-styled 
vigilante and patriotic groups." 
11190. 1940, August 3. Rochester and Bojangles to Play in Charity Game. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
annual Hollywood Movie Comedians--Leading Men Manunoth charity baseball game is slated to be held 
at Wrigley Field, the night of August 8th. Their contest of mirth and clowning always draws upward of 
20,000 fun-seeking fans. Glamorous Paulette Goddard, film actress, will captain the comedians. Among the 



stars she will lead into battle will be Bill Robinson, "Rochester" Anderson, the Ritz Brothers, Edgar 
Kennedy, Clarence Muse and Ernest Whitman. 
11191. 1940, August 3. SatchelPaige to Hurl for West. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Trailing four games to 
three in the diamond "classic of classics" in the annual East-West game, the Negro National League is 
facing its "darkest hour" as it prepares for the eighth annual resmnption of the classic, to be held this year at 
the Confiskey Park, Chicago, on Sunday afternoon, Aug. 18. 
11192. 1940, August 3. Snookum Russell Closes Fine Tour witk Road Skow. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Willie Davie, the South’s foremost dance impresario and night club operator, whose hobby is the 
development of musicians and orchestras, has apparently come up with a "natural." The band in question 
has been a long time in the making, but music critics agree that with Snookum Russell and his orchestra, 
"He’s got something." 
11193. 1940, August 3. "Sonata Pathetique" Waxedby Luneeford. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The success 
of Jimmie Lunceford’s symphonic swing version of Beethoven’s "Souata Pathetique"--a Columbia 
recording--is the basis for another special arrangement to be recorded by the Lunceford orchestra-- 
"Prelude Number 7," by Chopin. 
11194. 1940, August 8. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p2. Eddie "Rochester" 
Anderson’s new picture, "Love Thy Neighbor," at Paramount, really broke the jinx. Besides the bit and 
part people placed by agents, 31 carefully selected girls and women and 32 men started work in a big 
Harlem ballroom sequence. Charles Butler provided much of the talent needed for this film. Page 2-B. 
11195. 1940, August 8. Erskine Hawkins and Band Arrive Sunday.[br Local Date. Cal~ornia Eagle. p8. 
The genius of "Tuxedo Junction," Ersldne Hawkins, coasts into LA. Sunday to warm the cockles of the 
heart of the box office of the Vogue Ballroom. The mighty man from "Bama" State College has scrawled 
his name across the musical heavens on golden, mile-high notes the likes of which have never before been 
heard on terra firma. The 20th Century Gabriel has teased tones out of his insatiable trumpet that lesser men 
never dreamed of and today he stands lightly on the top of the nation’s musical pile. Page 8-B. 
11196. 1940, August 8. Langston Hughes Writes L~[’e Story; Author Tells Adventures. Ca/i~fbrnia Eagle. 
pl. For 14 years, since the publication of "The Weary. Blues" in 1926, Langston Hughes has been widely 
recognized as one of the most important young writers in America, white or Negro. Now Hughes has 
written t~s own story--a story, as full of color, incident, vitality and good humor as the man who wrote it 
and the life it describes. Page 1-B. 
11197. 1940, August 8. Letter to Butler Called "Unfair." California Eagle. pS. Complaining of the fact 
that three of their friends did not get picked on the new Jack Benny "Rochester" picture a letter signed 
merely, "Three of your dancers," came to Charles Butler. The letter is considered unfair both by Butler and 
other attaches of the Central Casting Bureau, since he sent out the oniy thirty-eight girls for the type 
requested, who were guild members, and was still twenty girls short. The director did the picking, Butler 
had nothing to do with the assignment to work. Page 8-B. 
11198. 1940, August 10. "Account Closed" Randols Jailed. Pittsburgh Courier. p4. Mr. and Mrs. George 
Randol, Los Angeles movie picture executives, were jailed here in St. Louis, Missouri, last week for probe 
into their bank account after several checks they issued in George Randol Productions were returned here 
marked "Account Closed." Randol signed as president and his wife as secreta~3~-treasurer of the compa~ 
on the Bank of America in Los Angeles. Randol first stated: "Something must have gone wrong in Los 
Angeles." 
11199. 1940, August 10. ASCA O Pays Tribute to Its Members; Lauds Race Composers in Same Breath. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Preparing to meet the greatest blitzkrieg against its music and members in its 25 
years of service, the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers laid bare its record in a 
special feature edition of Variety, the Theatrical bible of the count1T in its current issue. In a subtle manner, 
the executive body and a varied group of members forcefully brought their point to the public, outlining the 
service of the organization in the past and its hopes for the future of American music written by American 
composers, white or colored. 
11200. 1940, August 10. Basie Gest Hollywood Flicker Assignment. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. According 
to an announcement from M.C.A.’s office here, Count Baste, the ’39-40 king of swing and his orchestra 
have been signed to do a full-length picture for Republic Studios in California. During their flicker 
assig~unent on the Coast, the Count and his boys will also open a new dance palace in tlrat section, which is 
believed to have been built to replace the Palonrar, which burned down last year. 
11201. 1940, August 10. Basie Gets Hollywood Flicker Assignment. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Besides the 
always lmique piano style of Count Basie, the sensational performance of Joe Jones on the drums roused 



4,000 persons to cheer and whistle, when Basie’s band played at Municipal Auditorium Monday night in 

Kansas City, July 29. 

11202. 1940, August 10. Duke Was Offered $100,000 by Sweden; War Ruined Chance. John Williams. 

Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke Ellington has just left Detroit after a week’s engagement at the Eastwood 

Gardens where he and his aristocrats of jazz packed ’em in for every.T performance and might have filled a 

"stay-over" engagement had it not been for the fact that previous bookings interfered .... Duke was advised 

that a large syndicate had been organized for the purpose of promoting Duke Ellington concerts in Sweden, 

Norway, Dennkark and Holland for one solid year and would guarantee to him $100,000 for that period 

with mutually agreeable compensation for each other member of the band. 

11203. 1940, August 10. EarlMorris Reviews Sepia Hollywood’s "Nine YoungMen." Earl J. Morris. 

Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The daddies of black Hollywood are nine young men. They are the highest 

authority in black Hollywood. Just as the nine old men who sit on the Supreme Bench of the United States 

... so do the nine young men sit as kings of a black motion picture empire in their Hollywood citadels .... 

They are: Clarence Brooks, Spencer Williams, Jr., Ralph Cooper, George Randol, F.E. Miller, Maceo 

Sheffield, Clarence Muse, Ben Carter and Jesse A. Graves. Without these men sepias on the silver sheet of 

the nation’s theater would be practically a non entity. 

11204. 1940, August 10. Ella Fitzgerald to Play Columbus, Ohio on Aug. 15. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 

Ella Fitzgerald Day in Columbus, Ohio will be Thursday, Aug. 15 and not Friday, August 16th. This fact 

was nmde definitely clear here last week by Phil McDade, local proprietor, after newspaper stories had 

announced that Fitzgerald, hailed as the "First Lady of Swing" and her band, would play in Akron on the 

night she has been billed to play here. 

11205. 1940, August 10. Father Divine Suggests U.S. Buy Other Americas. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. 

Among petitions received last week by the Senate was one from Father Divine, Harlem religious leader, 

suggesting that the United States buy the oilier American nations, if necessary and unite the Western 

henfisphere into one democracy. Father Divine’s proposal reads: "Peace, why not unite the three Americas 

as a national and international defense :for peace?." 

11206.1940, August 10. He’ s Crashed Holl)~vood’ s Color Line. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Continuing to 

soar in movieland’s nmsical ranks, Lee Young, local sensational drummer, just recently completed work at 

the Hal Roach Studio, where he was featured with the Studio’s recording orchestra in the famous Five 

Charioteers’ latest picture, "Road Show." Young was the only Negro in the Studio band and was loaned to 

Hal Roach through the courtesy of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, where he has been currently teactfing Mickcy 

Rooncy, the intricacies of the drum. 

11207. 1940, August 10. Hollywood Barriers Make It Hardjbr Race. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 

p20. Theresa Harris, who won your hearts when she listened to Eddie "Rochester" Anderson croon the 

tune, "My, My" in the last Jack Benny film, Lillian Yarbo, Gladys Snyder, Louise Beavers dare not have 

one of the hundreds of colored beauticians to style their hair or apply makeup in the studios. It is a ruling of 

that particular union that no Negores can become members. A few Negro hairdressers, however, are given 

pemfits. James Asendio, who is the personal press agent to Ben Carter, cannot become a member of the 

studio press department. He is a Negro. 

11208. 1940, August 10. Jellyroll Morton Has Dropped Suit Against Publishing Company. Pittsburgh 

Courier. p20. After looking over the defendant’s files in connection with "Jellyroll" Morton’s suit against 

the Melrose Music Compm\v for back royalties, the plaintiff’s attorney felt that the whole thing should be 

called off and proceeded to advise ltis client along the same lines. 

11209.1940, August 10. Orson Welles Buys "Native Son"for the Stage. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. After 

constant persistent rumors which have filtered into the public ~s ears every since "Native Son" became a 

best seller, that it would be made into a movie or play, the first definite move along that line has been 

made. Orson Welles, who is perhaps best remembered for his radio broadcast which entertained the entire 

country with reality, has bought the dramatic rights to the book with the intention of producing it on the 

stage here on the West Coast. 

11210. 1940, August 10. "They Won’t Talk, Eh?." Pittsburgh Courier. pl. When pretty Bea Ellis and 

Duke Ellingrton posed for this photo in the Detroit offices of The Pittsburgh Courier, reporters plied them 

with questions. They laughed when asked if they were alter-bound. "We aren’t talking," is the only 

"definite" statement they would make. Ellington appears in the above photo. 

ll211. 1940, August 15. Behindthe Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p2. With September 1 just 

around the comer, over 500 theaters throughout the country whose patronage is all or in the majority 

colored, arc preparing for gala premieres of "While Thousands Cheer," new sensational all-colored cast 



picture starring Kenny Washington. Because part of Alexander Korda’s new independently produced 
picture was made back East, additional scenes to a number in which Rex Ingrain worked could not be made 
without hurriedly flying the former "Lawd" of"Green Pastures" to the coast. So when Charles Butler was 
called upon to produce a double, he sere Floyd Shackelford, who passed perfectly. Page 2-B. 
11212. 1940, August 15. Bill Robinson, Galaxy of Stars at New Negro Theater Meet Tonight. California 
Eagle. p2. Plans for the reorganization of the New Negro Theater are moving forward. Sponsored by Paul 
Robeson and associated with the Hollywood Theater Alliance in the production of a Negro revue is 
meeting with writers and composers for discussion of unique revue ideas. Since the original am~ouncement 
of speakers and entertainers for the inaugural meeting program, ~na~r more big names have been added to 
both lists. Among those are Bill Robinson and Laura Bowman. Page 2-B. 
11213. 1940, August 15. Cab Calloway Hits New Box Office High. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Cab Calloway 
and his orchestra in his first week at Meadowbrook has set a new high for attendance at the Cedargrove hot 
spot. Calloway played to approximately 37,000 persons. Page 2-B. 
11214. 1940, August 15. Duke Elh~gton to Playj[br "Miss Bronze America" Finals. California Eagle. p2. 
In order to secure the self’ices of Duke Ellington and his famous band, the American Negro Exposition has 
moved the date for its "Miss Bronze America" contest finals. The entire day will be known as the "Duke 
Ellington Day," on which visitors to the Exposition nray see and meet the world renowned composer and 
band leader. Page 2-B. 
11215. 1940, August 15. Look About j[br "Native Son" Lead. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Announcement that 
Richard Wright’s history’-making novel, "Native Son," is to be brought to the legitinrate stage with all its 
gripping and controversial social implications has produced a topic for discussion. Original reports had that 
the play on wtfich Wright and Prod Green are collaborating, is being considered for Fall presentation by 
John Houseman and that Paul Robeson was being considered :for the role of"Bigger Thomas." Page 2-A. 
11216. 1940, August 15. President of the National Associaiton (~ Negro Musicians Announces--Etta 
Moten. California Eagle. p3. The National Association of Negro Musicians, announced the list of artists 
for the coveted places as soloist on Artists’ Night at: the nmsician a~mnal convention to be held in Chicago 
which included Etta Moten. Moten appears in the above photo Page 3-B. 
11217. 1940, August 15. Sees ~!!ovefor U.S. Negro Theater. California Eagle. p2. When that pillar of 
Southern reaction, Rep. Woodrum of Virginia, killed the Federal Theater, he delivered a severe blow to the 
cultural expression of the Negro people .... BUt the need for satisfying the desire of the Negro people for 
cultural expression, rcnkained. The Federal Theater taught the Negro artist and actor many things. It 
brought them together; it gave them direction and technical assistance. Page 2-B. 
11218. 1940, August 17. Armstrong Back on Coast; to Release Ditty He Wrote Soon. Herman Hill. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Plamfing back home again with ahnost comnmter-like regularity, HemT 
Armstrong, world’s welte~eight champiork recently returned to Los Angeles to spend a short vacation 
with his family. 
11219. 1940, August 17. Billie Holiday May Make First Tour of U.S. with Roy Eldridge. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Billie Holiday, the gift whose singing has taken the air-waves by storm and whose voice has 
been a r~thinic memory, is pla~ming to move around a bit and let her thousands of radio fans see her in 
person. The singing bundle of personality who has been featured for some time with Roy Eldridge and his 
orchestra, is to go on tour with the band, if present plans nkaterialize. 
11220. 1940, August 17. Book Lucky Millinder for a Session at the Keith Boston Theatre. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. With the new fall theatrical season but a few weeks away, performers all over the country are 
getting set to start their activities anew for a stronger drive toward the rebuilding of vaudeville. The first 
important booking on the slate of Luky Millinder who batons one of the finest swing bands in the country, 
becomes the Keith Boston Theater. The Dynamic leader and his crew are scheduled to open on the 29th 
running through to September 2rid. 
11221. 1940, August 17. Columbia Recording Releases Album of Bert Williams’ Hits. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Bert Williams has been dead for 13 years, but as long as the theater survives and songs are 
sung, he will be remembered as the humble Negro comedian from the British West Indies who taught 
millions of Americans to laugh and kings to cake walk. In line with its new presentation of famous albums, 
the Columbia Recording Corporation this week released eight songs, re-recorded from the old Master 
waxings Berts Williams made when he was world famous for his homely philosophy and gentle humor. 
11222. 1940, August 17. Duke, Ella, Satchmo Put Chi in Groove. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Chicago’s "big 
parade" swingistically started some months back by swingsender Andy Kirk, rolled on this week as both 
Fats Waller and Count Basle came to town for theater dates with Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, and "the 



ininfitable Louis Armstrong on the Way. Ellington opens at the Panther Room of a Loop hotel on Sept. 4, 
takes the stand at he Negro Exposition on "Duke Ellington Day," August 26, for the Miss Bronze America 
fi~mls. 
11223. 1940, August 17. Pat, Nora GetN.B.C. Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Pat and Nora, who are 
well known to radio fans here as a boy, a girl and a piano were this week signed by the NBC Artist Service 
for a series of radio programs to be aired over the NBC national hook-up. Students, both of the Detorit 
ConservatoD~ of Music, the duo has received much credit for its mnsical patter work. 
11224. 1940, August 17. Stepin Fetchit Plans Return to Hollywood: Picture Deal in Offing. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. According to aunouncement just released, Stepin Fetclfit, famous "lazy comediaff’ of movie 
and stage fame, is on his way back to Hollywood. The announcement came late last week, through the 
office of the Glaaer-Consolidated Attractions, Inc, when Joe Glaser admitted that he expected to fly to the 
west coast within a few days to work out a picture deal for the comedian .... Then, too, it is claimed that the 
droll comic has finally learned lfis lesson and has taken the oath to be a "good boy." 
11225. 1940, August 17. Willie Best Celebrates. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Willie Best, nationally known 
comedian and well established colored film star, celebrated his tenth anniversary in pictures here last week 
by laying a wreath over a fireplug on Central Avenue, the "Harlem" of Los Angeles. Ten years ago, as 
Willie sat on that veu7 same plug, broke and despondent, Gaylord Lloyd, brother of the famous comedian, 
Harold, on a tour of the Avenue in search of a Stepin Fetchit type for one of lfis brother’s forthcoming 
flickers, "Feet first," spotted Best. Reporting to the studios the next mOlTdng, Willie proved that he was 
what the part ordered and since that time has developed into a one of the best comedians onthe lot. 
11226. 1940, August 22. Behind the Scenes with Harry. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. Haiti, legend surrounded 
West Indian Island, whose fate hangs in the balance as European guns roar, forms the background for 
Million Dollar Production new all-colored cast feature fit:led "Four Shall Die." "One Dark Night," all 
colored cast screen comedy-drama, was billed for its western premiere at the Burbank Theater. It was 
released by Million Dollar Productions and has been enjoyed by thousands of fans of both races in many 
secfions of the country. It will have its first Eastside showing as well as "Gang War." Page 4-B. 
11227. 1940, August 22. Bill Robinson Scores at NNT Meet. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p9. Big names of the 
entertainment and literary world, both Negro and white, joined hands at the HTA Music box Theater in 
Holywood to make the inaugural meeting of the New Negro Theater, the most outstanding altair of its kind. 
The meeting was designed to explain the aims and purposes of the newly reorganized New Negro Theater 
and to aunounce the first production, a musical revue. Page 9-B. 
11228. 1940, August 22. Count Basic on Stage at Paramount. Califi)rnia Eagle. p4. Paramount Theater 
scores a new triumph with the opening of Count Basic, the world famous "Jump King of Swing." Basic 
swings into Los Angeles on the crest of a wave of record-breaking theater and ballroom engagements since 
leaving New York on his nationwide tour. Page 4-B. 
11229. 1940, August 22. Erskine Hawkins to Play Pre-Labor Day Dance at Beach. California Eagle. p5. 
Returned by popular demand, Erskine Hawkins will once again invade the local scene for a giant pre-Labor 
Day dance at the La Monica Ballroom on the pier at Santa Monica. Securing the spacious pleasure palace, 
easily capable of housing the vast throngs expected was heralded as a triumph for promoters. Hundreds 
who failed to hear the mighty man of the trumpet on his recent appearance at the Vouge will be able to 
make up for lost time. Page 5-B. 
11230. 1940, August 22. Kenny Sews Up Halfback Job with All-Stars. California Eagle. p5. Kenny 
Washington, former UCLA Bruin football great, appears to have the all-important left halfback position 
sewed up on the college all-star team. Although Washington won’t start the game because the opening line- 
up has been determined by a nationwide poll, it is believed that Head Coach Eddie Anderson of the 
Universi~ of Iowa will insert his first team at the first opportune moment. Page 5-B. 
11231. 1940, August 22. Randol Corp. Heads Deny ~arges. Cal~brnia Eagle. p4. After reading reports 
that George Randol, President of a Negro motion picture corporation, was arrested on bad check charges, 
the present treasurer of the Corporation came forth with statements that they have no information about 
Randol’s arrest. (Sect. B). 
11232. 1940, August 24. Cab Calloway Accused of Assaulting Nazarro. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Bedlam broke loose in the heart of Times Square in the backstage vicinity of the Paramount Theater 
here last week. When the smoke of excitement had cleared away, Cab Calloway was being likened to Joe 
Louis and Nat Nazarro, manager of a score of colored performers, charging him with a new kind of swing 
that took effect on his jaw and not his ears. In a short but heated statement, Nazarro charged in so many 
words that: the jumpin’ jive king of hi-de-ho struck him because hc dared to walk out: of the theater while 



Calloway and his band were playing on stage. As a result of the alleged assault, Nazarro on Friday 
afternoon obtained from Magistrate Rober F. Mahone of the West Side Court a sunnnons against the 
versatile maestro which called for an answer Tuesday past. 
11233. 1940, August 24. Calloway Starts Swing Session on Broadway. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. After more than a year of touring the country’s various dance routes and theaters, Cab Calloway who 
also has to his credit a record-breaking engagement at the swank Meadowbrook nitery in New Jersey, 
brought lfis hi-de-ho band into the Parmount Theater for a two week engagement. 
11234. 1940, August 24. Harlem Playwrights Take First Step Toward Local Legit Production Uptown. 
Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In an attempt to bring the legit theater to Harlem as a permanent 
part of its theatrical entertainment, the newly organized Negro Playwrights Compa~7 has acquired the 
Lincoln Theater on West 135th Street for its home stage. The former picture theater, which has been closed 
for several months, is currently being remodeled to suit both the patrons fancy and the needs of the players 
company. 
11235. 1940, Augnst 24. "I’ll Be Ready When My Country Calls" Louis. Chester Washington. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl. "I’d fight my best fight against any foreign foe who’d try to attack America--and 
I’m ready any day my country needs me," emphatically declared Joe Louis, heavyweight champion of the 
world, in an exclusive interview for The Pittsburgh Courier, Sunday, relative to his views on conscription 
and loyalty to the U.S.A. 
11236.1940, August 24. Ink Spots Booked for Four Weeks at Cl~icago’s Black Hawk Cafd. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsbucgh Courier. p21. The very talented and sensational Ink Spots whose rise to the heights of theatrical 
fame and fortune still grips the imagination of the profession~ reached another niche in their career here, 
this week, in the signing of a contract for a four week’s engagement at the Black Hawk Hotel in Chicago. 
The signing of the contract came directly after the lads who reached the top on the wings of the song, "If I 
Didn’t Care," had per~brmed before upwards to 50,000 Wall Street brokers and workers in the annual sale 
of tickets Ibr the city’s milk fund. 
11237.1940, August 24. "Little Joe" to Be Firsat Colored Play of Season. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. If 
present indications arc any criterion, "Little Joe," described as a f~ntasy with music, will be the first 
colored play to hit Broad~vay during the first month of the new thealrical season .... The cast of all-colored 
performers is be headed by Cab Calloway and his orchestra, Ethel Waters and Katherine Dunham and her 
dancers. 
11238.1940, August 24. "Passing of Sepia Era on Broadway Becomes a Harlem Lament" Rowe. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Gone, but by no means ~brgotten, is the era of the past decade when 
colored performers were the thing on Broadway and vicinity trite spots rang with their gay laughter and 
rocked in rhythm to their aboriginal syncopation and dance floors rang with the tune of tapping feet .... 
Count Basie found lfimself at the Famous Door; Jimmie Lunceford played both the Kit Kat and the Band 
Box and various other performers jumped in and out to the spots mentioned. Today, all but the Caf6 
Society are either closed completely or being used as a haven for white performers. 
11239.1940, August 24. Religious Sequence in "Maryland" Storm Center of Big Controversy. Earl J. 
Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The religious sequence in the film "Maryland," produced by Dan3~l F. 
Zanuck, head of 20th Century-Fox Studios, has become the storm center of a controversy. The particular 
sequence deals directly with Clarence Muse in the role of moaning, shouting type of preacher, and has 
evoked the ire of the clergy and the press. 
11240.1940, August 24. WasMngton Stars in All-Star Camp. Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. If Kenny 
Washington, UCLA great, romps as successfully on the night of Aug. 29 as he has been doing here in 
scrimmages with the College All-Stars, the Green Bay Packers, professional champions are going to have 
an entertaining evening. 
11241. 1940, August 27. "Art Is Art," Hampton sap’s in Mag. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p4. Lionel Hampton, 
famed drummer-vibraharpist, formerly with Benny Goodnran’s band, "gets off" with a blast at the "color 
line in swing music" in an article in the current issue of the magazine, "Swing." Entitled, "Give Us A 
Break," Hampton’s article is an amazingly articulate statement for the case for mixed bands, such as 
Goodman’s which effectively included at one time or another such race players as Hampton, Fletcher 
Henderson, Charlie Christian, and Teddy Wilson. Page 4-B. 
11242. 1940, August 27. Cab Calloway Off on Coast to Coast Tour. California Eagle. p4. Cab Calloway, 
having smashed records at the Meadowbrook, swank New Jersey dining and dancing spot and currently 
scoring high marks at the New York Paramount, embarks on a tour of the nation’s leading variety 



theaters.Irmnediately upon completing his run at the Parmnount, Calloway and his organization entrain for 
the Palace Theater. Page 4-B. 
11243. 1940, August 27. Pickets Hit "Birth ofNation." California Eagle. pl. A continuous picket line was 
being maintained at the Art Theater in the Bror~x of New York, to protest the showing of the film, "The 
Birth of a Nation." The picket line was called by the NAACP in cooperation with the New York Peace 
Association and the East Bronx Peace Council. Page 1-B. 
11244. 1940, August 27. Rebeson Revives "Emperor" Role. California Eagle. pl. Paul Robeson broke all 
attendance records here at the CountryT Playhouse Theater in a revival of"Emperor Jones." It was the first 
time in the history~ of the countryr Playhouse that a play starring a Negro had been staged in the theater in 
Westport, Connecticut. Page 1-B. 
11245. 1940, August 31. Benny Carter to Play Youngstown on Sept 6. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Word has 
just been released here by Clarence King, local promoter that Benny Carter and his famous orchestra ... 
one of the greatest in the country’.., has been booked to play in the ballroom in Youngstown, September 6. 
Carter, back in circulation once more, following a tern~ in New York’s "alimow jail," has been regarded as 
one of the worlds’ greatest all-around musicians. 
11246. 1940, August 31. Lillian Randolph Gets Film Contract. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Lillian Randolph 
has rated one of the juiciest contracts ever given a Negro actress in the film capitul in her assignment to the 
role of"Asna" in "Little Meff’ at RKO. Randolph is also featured nightly with Amos n’ Andy, as the widow 
Armbnster. 
11247. 1940, August 31. Postpone Calloway, Nazarro Battle. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The supposed 
backstage brawl between Nat Nazzarro and Cab Calloway at the Paramount Theater which resulted in 
Nazarro gclling an alleged punch in the nose and an honest to goodness court summons for the king of 
jumpiff five, charging him with assault, was delayed from its schedtfled hearing last Tuesday, to this week, 
at which time the case will be heard before Magistrate Leonard McGee of the West Side Court. 
11248. 1940, August 31. Rochester’s Work in Films and Over Air Has Changed L~[’e for Hundreds ~ 
Domestics. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Eddie "Rochester" Anderson is public valet No. 1. He 
is the patron saint to colored domestic workers throughout these United States. "Rochester," diminutive 
prince of pantomime and comedy king, is the "Lillle Napoleon" of a vast empire of colored domestic 
servants. "Rochster" and Jack Beamy have improved the lot of the colored maids, cooks, butlers, valets and 
what have you. They show their appreciation to this stellar comedy team in every, way they can. About 
three million maids, cooks, butlers, etc. served as many families "the all delicious flavors" and make them 
like it. And the Negro motion picture audience turns out en masse to see the comic antics of fl~is pair on fl~e 
screen. 
11249. 1940, August 31. Rose Mcclendon Group Will Put Spotlight on Southern Jim-Crow Law. Isadora 
Snfith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The age-old practice of all trains traveling the Southern routes with 
unclean and poorly ventilated jim crow cars for Negroes, will be spotlighted here next momh by the Rose 
McClendon Players who have woven a production around the experience of charming Marjorie Strickland, 
Greene, who defied that law in North Carolina last week and won a moral victory~ for the race. 
11250. 1940, August 31. Theatricals Take on Rene~ved Vigor in Harlem. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. After a five week spell of uncertainty, the Apollo Theater will open its doors to represent the first sign 
of a new theatrical season. With renovations centered around both house and production ideas, Frank 
Schiffman, manger of the sepia palace along with his staff, will present a record season for this poplar 
house which is the best in the country white or black. 
11251. 1940, September 5. Ernest Whitman Soloist on Angelus Airing. California Eagle. p6. After an 
absence of four weeks, the senior choir of Independent Church will be heard on the regular broadcast over 
KFOX. Soloist with the choir for the broadcast will be Ernest Whitnran of radio, stage and screen fame. 
Page 6-A. 
11252. 1940, September 5. Langston Hughes "The Big Sea" called Best Book of the Year. John Kinloch. 
Cal~ornia Eagle. pl. "The Big Sea’’ is the best Negro book of the years which is fitting and proper, it being 
the autobiograp~ of Langston Hughes. The won is a glistening gem in the current autobiographical bevy. 
Within the past few years, an alnazing collection of personal memoirs have clogged the literalT manet with 
evel3~thing from blushing confession to windy egolnania. As for autobiography, in this aspect, Hughes has 
outdone them all. Page 1-B. 
11253. 1940, September 5. Paul Robeson Warns of Attacks on Liberties in Name of Defense. Cal~/brnia 
Eagle. p3. In an article in the issue of "Friday," weekly nragazine, Paul Robeson sounds a warning against 



"those who are now calling upon the American people to sacrifice their democratic liberties in the name of 
national defense." Page 3-A. 
11254. 1940, September 5. Wright, Robeson Aid Theater. Califorr~ia Eagle. p2. Richard Wright, autl~or of 
the best-seller, "Native Sork" is scheduled to make his first public talk in Harlem when he appears at the 
Golden Gate Ballroom. Wright will tell how "Bigger was born." This central character of his novel has 
caused more controversy than any Negro character ever created in American fiction. Page 2-B. 
11255. 1940, September 7. Apollo Theater Reopens. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. In a 
spotlighted fashion akin to Hollywood, the residential, cross-section of Harlem life, came together as one, 
Friday" night to formally and officially reopen the Apollo Theater for the new fall season of 1940-41. 
Enhanced by the glamour and glitter that is Harlem’s big name stars of stage, scree~, and radio, combined 
with high socie~7 for the opening of the theater that was really an event. 
11256. 1940, September 7. Bert Goldberg Is Still in Pictures. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Bert Goldberg, 
whose first and only love is sepia pictures, has organized the Collonnade Pictures studio here in Coral 
Gables, Florida and has completed two pictures, which critics claim are among the finest ever turned out. 
The Goldbergs, both Jack and Bert, have been intensely interested in the new venture and have spared 
neither time nor expense to make them click. 
11257. 1940, September 7. Duke Lauded as Greatest. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. The only band in the world 
which a recording company will allow to wax what it pleases, is the distinction which Duke Ellington holds 
today. Practically all other bands are handed the tunes they must make, or else they must submit their 
selections for the approval of recording big-wigs. 
11258. 1940, September 7. Ella Fitzgerald Sets New Record o2[’17,638 Attendance in a Week. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Stepping into a new high, Ella Fitzgerald, the first lady of swing and her orchestra, altracted 
over a seven-day period last week a total of 17,638 people to set a new one night stand record. Starting her 
drive in Cincinnati, the chirping lady drew 2,450 dancers. In Akron she pulled 1,500. 
11259.1940, September 7. Lionel Hampton Signs Up with Joe Glaser. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Completing a deal that will probably change the entire trend of colored bands in America, Lionel Hampton, 
sensational nmsical artist: who harried every important jazz-swing front as star feature of the Beamy 
Goo&nan orchestra, signed a contract with Joe Glaser here tiffs week as the first step in the organizing of 
his own band. 
11260.1940, September 7. Seventeen Year Old Singing Waitress Gets Break, Sing with Lunceford. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Vehna Nelson, age 17 made her debut as a sparkling singing star with Jimmie 
Lunceford’s orchestra at the Casa Manana, Sunday night, thanks to a program called "Sing with Your 
Favorite Band," heard on KHJ Monday" nights. How the colored gift came to get the engagement is a 
dramatic stou~ and one that highlights the generous character of Paul Rising. 
11261. 1940, September 7. White Musicians’ Attempts to Bar Joan Lunceford’s Band Fail. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Joan Lunceford and her band played here last week in Savannah, Ga., at A1 Remier’s Club 
Royale, white. The night before the band was schednled to play, members of the local white musicians 
union went to the operator of the Club Royale and told them that he should not continue to use black bands 
in his club because the white public didn’t appreciate the music of sepia bands. They asked him not to use 
Joan Lunceford. 
11262. 1940, September 12. Basie’s Orch Leaves Coast. California Eagle. pT. The Cotmt Basie orchestra, 
which has for nearly a month thi-illed coast theater and dance audiences, left last night to tour the south in a 
series of one night dance playing stops. The group played a dance at Oakland Sunday and returned Tuesday 
for a brief rest before starting on tour. Page 7-B. 
11263. 1940, September 12. Behind the Scenes with Harry. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Million Dollar 
Production’s "While Thousands Cheer," starring the great Kearny Washington, is being released today in 
the key cities of the east. "Four Shall Die," starring Pete Webster, Million Dollar Productions new screen 
find, swung into production with the cameras rolling double time in order to catch up on the schedule. 
Page 2-B. 
11264. 1940, September 12. Cab Calloway Sets NewMark. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Cab Calloway and his 
Cotton Club revue currently on a coast to coast theater tour, broke the sununer record for the famous New 
York Paramount Theater. In the two weeks that Cab and his show held forth, 192,000 persons paid a total 
of $84,000. Page 2-B. 
11265. 1940, September 12. Kenny and Bride Come Back Tuesday. Califbrnia Eagle.. pl. Kem~y 
Washington and his wife, who were married in Chicago, were forced to cut short their honeymoon so that 



Kenny might return in time to enroll at UCLA, where he is a few units short of tl~e reqnirements for 
graduation. The bride is the former Junde Bradley of Long Beach. 
11266. 1940, September 12. Million Dollar to Distribute Own Pictures. California Eagle. p2. Following a 
four week survey of the uatioual field, Million Dollar Productions, has set up its own distribution system. 
This move, under the executive direction of producer Han3~- M. Popki~ was made in preparation for 
Million Dollar’s pretentious program of 8 big features for the 1940-41 season. Page 2-B. 
11267. 1940, September 12. Nicodemus Scores in Broadway Musical. California Eagle. pT. 
Entertainment--plus, that’s what critics tagged the musical comedy hit, "Louisiana Purchase" playing at 
the Imperial Theater. Nicodemus, the comedian and dancer of Cotton Club fame, gives a good account of 
himself--taking the spotlight on three occasions. Page 7-B. 
11268. 1940, September 12. Peter Webster in Universal Film. Cal~/brnia Eagle. p2. Pete Webster, six foot 
Adonis of the stage and screen, was cast for a role in the Universal studio film production, "Streets of 
Cairo." Webster will euact the "bit paff’ of an Arabian native. The actor upon completion of his Universal 
studio action chores, is slated to start on his feature acting role in "Four Shall Die," an all-sepia cast film. 
Page 2-B. 
11269. 1940, September 12. Says Robinson Is "Greatest." Cal~ornia Eagle. p3. Jackie Robinson of 
UCLA is "the world’s greatest athlete," so claims Coach Babe Hollingbery of Washington State college in 
a statement. Page 3-B. 
11270. 1940, September 12. "Ship of Zion" Smash Hit at Mayan. Cali~brnia Eagle. p2. Smash success has 
attended the grand world premiere at the Mayan Theater this week of "Ship of Zion," race folk drama with 
music by Zack Williams, produced and directed by Clarence Muse, with a large cast of colored stars, 136 
members of the Negro Motion Picture Players, Inc., and 85 mixed voice church choir gospel singers. Page 
2-B. 
11271. 1940, September 14. Actor Clarence Muse An~wers the Protest of Negro Clergy. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 4. "I portrayed the role of a well-known type of colored preacher on the screen," 
says Clarence Muse emphatically "and Brother George W. Harvey, Religious Editor of The Courier, writes 
that I have brought down the wrath of some 30,000 Negro ministers on my head .... Anything I did on the 
screen was done as an actor, portraying to the best of my ability a character in that particular motion 
picture." 
11272. 1940, September 14. Cab Calloway Approached on "Porgy and Bess." Isadora Smith. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p20. With the Fall theatrical season calling a halt to the various summer theaters and bringing 
performers, actors, and actresses here with an eye toward Broadway, the legit stage starts its usual 
"breaking into the news tactics." Having decided to remain with his band in preference to taking a star role 
in "Little Joe," about the only colored play seemingly really set for Broadway, Cab Calloway, currently on 
tour with his orchestra, is working over in his mind the possibilities of accepting the star role in "Porgy and 
Bess," the opus pem~ed for the Theater Guild several seasons ago. 
11273. 1940, September 14. Caught in Blitzkrieg. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Adelaide Hall, popular 
American and continental musical come@ favorite, who was blitzkrieged out of a North England theater 
last week, but only after her performance had been given. Taking refuge in an air raid shelter after leaving 
the theater, Hall said: "The greatest roar of planes as they dived, the staccato click of machine guns and 
deeper bombings of the Masserschmitt cannon made me realize for the first time since the war began just 
how horrible and devastating lnodern warfare is7 
11274. 1940, September 14. Ella Fitzgerald Is Next on Apollo Bill. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ella 
Fitzgerald, the queen of swing singers and her sensatioual orchestra which have been breaking dance 
records throughout the country the entire summer, will return here Friday for a fling at the Apollo Theater, 
headlining an all-star revue. This will mark the first time since the death of Chick Webb that Fitzgerald has 
played the theater with her own band. 
11275. 1940, September 14. Grand To,~t. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Kenny Waslfingto~ the 
great grid star, should be a much married young ~nan by the time you read this. The pretty Miss June 
Bradley left here last week to wed in Chicago. 
11276. 1940, September 14. Luneeford Reaehing New Popularity "High." Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. 
Jimmie Lunceford is "The man of the Week" in popular music. First, because several of his Columbia 
recordings such as "What’s Your Story, Mornin’ Glory?" are setting a dizzy, best seller pace; second, he 
has broken all-time box office marks at the swanl~ Casa Manana Club in Cluver City, Calif., every night 
since the Lunceford band took over the podium August 15, starting a six week engagement; third, the 
Luncefordians are currently rated as the top band of the West: Coast; fourth; and most important, Jimmie 



Lunceford has just received official notification from Washington, D.C. that he has passed the test as an 
airplane pilot--thns becoming the first Negro bandleader to win his wings. 
11277. 1940, September 14. Marian Has Leased 100 Acre Estate. Pittsburgh Courier. p 1. Marian 
Anderson, famous diva, has leased an 100-acre estate two miles from Danbury, Conn. The estate houses a 
white Colonial-type mansion with rolling orchards and shaded bridle paths. It also contains a fine stable of 
riding horses. 
11278. 1940, September 14. "Native Son" Author Admits He’s Member of Communist Par~. . Pittsburgh 
Courier. p3. Speaking before an audience of 5,000 persons at a recent benefit held at the Golden Gate 
Ballroom, sponsored by the Negro Playwrights Company, Inc., Richard Wright, author of "Native Son," 
made a public admission of his membership in the Conmmnist party. Since the best selling novel appeared 
on the stands, rumors have been rampant that Wright’s book was written by a member of the Communist 
party. 
11279. 1940, September 14. Take Steps to Protect Song Title. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Maceo Pinkard, 
head of his own music firm, Pi~tkard Publications, New York, through his attorney, Samuel Siegel, 1501 
Broadway, Paramount theater building, takes steps to protect his use of his title, "Harlem’s Poppin.’" The 
song gained such momentum that it is rumored that Harlem merchants, civic organizations, shows, etc., 
have been trying to commercialize on the title without his authorization. It has caused quite some 
confusion. 
11280. 1940, September 19. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p2. "While Thousands 
Cheer," Million Dollar Productions’ recently finished picture starring Kenny Washington, is now released. 
It was enthusiastically received over the Bijou circuit in premieres. Page 2-B. 
11281. 1940, September 19. Clarence Muse Answers Protest (~ Negro Clergy. Earl J. Morris. Cali fi)rnia 
Eagle. p2. "I portrayed the role of a well known type of colored preacher on the screen," says Clarence 
Muse emphatically, "and Brother George W. Harvey, Religious Editor of the Courier, writes that I have 
brought down the wrath of some 30,000 Negro ministers on my head." Muse is currently producing "Ship 
of Zion," a religious production created by Zack Williams. Page 2-B. 
11282. 1940, September 19. Collegians to Play for Gala Affair Honoring "Rochester." Cal~brnia Eagle. 
p3. George Brown’s Collegians will play :for a gala reception and ball at the Elk’s Auditorium. Chuck 
Bennett productions arc arranging one of the gayest and most colorful social events of the season in honor 
of Eddie "Rochester" Anderson. Page 3-A. 
11283.1940, September 19. Julian-Goering Air Duel? CaliJbrnia biagle, p 1. Was Reichmarshall Hermann 
Wilhelm Goering surveying the scene of his "final resting place" when he flew over London during a Nazi 
attack on Britain? That’s what the wags of Harlem are saying following Col. Hubert Julian’s clailn that the 
Reichinarshall had accepted his challenge to an airplane battle at 10,000 feet over the Englsih channel; and 
the Black Eagle’s threats to "maclfine gun that lousy" creature out of this life." 
11284. 1940, September 19. Louise Beavers Will Head Catholic Benefit. California Eagle. p4. The 
Benefit Cormnunity entertainment dinner, slated to be held in St. Patrick’s Church hall, has every prospect 
of being one of the most laudable affairs of its kind to be given on the Eastside. Among the outstanding 
celebrities who will appear will be Louise Beavers. Page 4-A. 
11285. 1940, September 19. I~7~at the Negro in the Theater Means to Fredi. Fredi Washington. California 
Eagle. pl. The following is from an article by Fredi Washington: Believe it or not, the mere thought of 
writing an article for a newspaper, nmde my heart pound, just as it does before I make my entrance on the 
stage. Funny, that ner~ousness you get. They say if you’re a real artist, you never lose it, ~natters not how 
long you’re in the theater. Be that as it may, the fact remains, I am not a writer, but since I’ve committed 
myself, here goes. The question uppermost in the mind of Negroes of the theater right now, is what does 
the coming season offer by way of employment? Page 1-B. 
11286. 1940, September 21. Count Basie Swings Out from Coast. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count Basic 
and his men of fascinating swing solid rhythm, departed this fair city of Los Angeles last week, headed 
East through Texas for an extensive month of dance stands that will end right on Broadway in New York 
City. Completely carried away by the original swing of Basic and his orchestra, the coast cities will 
remember him long after he’s well settled in New York. 
11287. 1940, September 21. Ella Fitzgerald Breaks ’Era Down at Apollo; Becomes Member of Musical 
Society. Isadora Smith. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Friday the 13th might be an unlucky day to some people, 
but to Ella Fitzgerald, the reigning queen delineator of songs, sweet or hot, it was not only a lucky one, but 
the day she made history. Coming into the Apollo Theater as the star opener of its first super swing show 



since its opening three weeks ago, Ella and the men of swing-sweet r~rthm had the theatergoing masses 
and the classes standing and dancing the aisles from opening to closing. 
11288. 1940, September 21. Erskine Hawkins Plans Swingkrieg in Ohio. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. It isn’t 
the Gabriel of "Green Pastures" fame, but it’s the Gabriel of the golden trumpet--Erskine Hawkins who’ll 
will bring his playing-happy legion of madcap musicians into the city of Dayton, Ohio for a one week 
engagement. 
11289. 1940, September 21. Fifteen Hundred Riot as Theater Manager Is Displaced. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p 12. Angered because the manager of the Gaiety Theater, movie house serving Negro patrons in Elizabeth 
City, North Carolina, had been fired and apparently replaced by a white man, a crowd of 1,500 colored 
persons rioted here Monday night and was dispersed only when all available policemen, firemen, and 
highway patrolmen had been rushed to the scene. 
11290. 1940, September 21. Joe Glaser Flies to Pacific Coast. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Joe Glaser, the 
man behind Louie Arn~strong, Andy Kirk, Eddie South, and Don Redmon who feathered his nest greatly 
for a few weeks ago when Lionel Hampton signed a personal management contract with him, flew to the 
coast last week to aid the great musician in the formation of his band. 
11291. 1940, September 21. Lunceford Has Broken All Records at the Casa Manana. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. A letter received from the management of the Casa Manana Caf6 in Culver City, Califoruia speaks to 
the musical popularity of Jinnnie Lunceford. The letter slates: "I personally wish to advise you that since 
Jimmie Lunceford’s opening on August 15th at the Casa Manana Ballroom Caf6 in Culver City California, 
he has been the most outstanding organization we have ever had. His musical arrangements and 
entertainments having broken all nightly and weekly attendance records of the any band or attraction that 
has ever played at the Casa Manana." 
11292. 1940, Seplember 21. Moe Gale Planning All-Colored Radio Show. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Moe Gale, president of Gale, Inc., whose efforts on behalf of Ella Fitzgerald, The Ink Spots, 
Erskine Hawkins and sundry other sepia attractions in the musical world has set him apart as the star maker 
of lan town talent, is conceiving yet another idea that would mean a new boon to colored show business the 
countu over. 
11293.1940, Seplember 21. Notables Attend Premiere of Clarence Muse’s "Ship of Zion." Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. A bonafide Hollywood premiere marked the ope~fing of the Negro folk drama, "Ship of 
Zion," written by Zack Williams and produced by Clarence Muse at the Mayan Theater in Hollywood last 
Wednesday night. Seen in the first piclure are James Roosevelt and his paw scanning the programs during 
intermission. 
11294. 1940, September 21. Premiere of Muse’s Play on Coast. Earl J. Morris. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. 
They held the world premier of Clarence Muse’s "Ship of Zion" play here at the Mayan Theater last 
Wednesday night. The premiere was conducted in typical Hollywood style with Klieg lights blazing, 
banners and btmtings decorating the streets and a radio microphone to interview celebrities in the foyer. 
Hattie McDaniel, our first lady" of the films; James Roosevelt, the President’s son; and Ralph Morgan, 
noted film actor, led the parade of celebrities and patrons who packed the Mayan Theater. 
11295. 1940, September 21. Ralph Cooper, Pigmeat and Louis Prima Orchestra Set for Next Session at 
Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Out to live up to its promise of presenting nothing but the finest on the 
stage of the new Apollo Theater, the management is bringing in for the theater’s next attraction a three way 
star affair. In the musical depamnent, Louis Prima and his augmented orchestra will be the shining lights. 
For all around joy of entertainment and tomfoolel?.; Ralph Cooper and Pigmeat Markham will hold sway’. 
11296. 1940, September 21. Robinson Leads UCLA Against ~:M. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. With Jackie 
Robinson leading the way, UCLA, launches its bid for national pigskin honors again Friday night against 
Southern Methodist in one of the first big games of the ’40 season. Minus his All-American teammate, 
Kenny Washington, the fleet-footed Robinson is expected to soar to new heights this season as the 
spearhead of the "UCLAN" attack. 
11297. 1940, September 21. Roosevelt and Walton in Confab. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Lester A. Walton, 
United States minister to Liberia, conferred with President Roosevelt September 12. While here in 
Washington, Minister Walton learned from a high official source that no more than l0 percent of Negroes 
conscripted for selective service will serve in labor battalions. In the World War, the majority of labor 
troops were made up of Negro draftees. 
11298. 1940, September 21. U~ZA Minus Washington, Strode. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Swinging into 
intensive preparations for a grueling suicide, ten game schedule, the University of California at Los 
Angeles, better known as UCLA began football practice here last Thursday. Some 75 candidates were on 



hand to greet Coach Babe HolTell. Conspicuous by their absence were Kem\v Washington, Bruin All- 
American halfback and Woody Strode, "body-beautiful" all-coast end. 
11299. 1940, September 26. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p3. In "City for Conquest," 
former heavyweight championship contender had an opportunity to don the gloves again in a realistic battle 
with Reginald Anderson, better known as "Panama." Page 3-B. 
11300. 1940, September 26. CBS Critic to Quiz Langston Hughes. California Eagle. pl. Langston 
Hughes, famous author, is to be Jolm T. Frederick’s guest on, "Of Men and Books," over Columbia 
network when the CBS litera~r critic discusses, "The Negro in American Literature." Frederick plans to 
review Hughes’ "The Big Seas" in addition to interviewing the author. 
11301. 1940, September 26. Edna Heard to Sing at Swank Kettle Drum. Cal!fbrnia Eagle. p3. Edna 
Heard, singer-composer, will give the first public peffornrmce of her British war song, "Lines to a British 
war Song." The occasion is a benefit fete for British War Relief and many prominent members of Southern 
California’s social and movie colony will be present. Page 3-B. 
11302. 1940, September 26. How Count Basie Got His "Title." California Eagle. p3. Count Basie’s real 
name is William Basie. Many years ago, Basie was down and without fare for a trip back to his home. He 
filled in as a piano player at a nickel house in Chicago and had himself a permanent job before the first 
show was over. The theater manager called him the "Count" because he said he had "that certain royal air" 
about him whenever his fingers strike a piano keyboard. Page 3-B. 
11303. 1940, September 26. Plan Film on L~’e of Late Flo l~Iills. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p3. Duo-Art Pictures 
have completed arrangements to make a full-length all colored picture entitled, "The Little Blackbird," 
based on the life of Florence Mills. According to Sid Blake, Duo-Art Pictures have been producing for the 
last: six years and have been using New York City as headquarters. They decided to come to the Pacific 
Coast and arc making the picture as their first effort. Page 3-B. 
113~!4. 1940, September 26. Review---"Ship of Zion." Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p3. Embarkation of the "Ship of 
Zion’’ is an event of dubious importance to the local Negro theater. It: boasts neither great originality nor 
great craftsmanship and is dignified by a second act: lifted at least partially :from another play. The theme is 
a familiar one. Page 3-B. 
113~15. 1940, September 26. "Ship of Zion" Founders at Mayan Here. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. pl. "Ship of 
Zion," Negro folk play which [bundercd at the Mayan Theater when its scene~ was redeemed by unpaid 
craftsmen. The play will be rescued via a last minute financial SOS, sources close to producer Clarence 
Muse disclosed. Loud protests ha~e been heard from players who allege that they have not been paid. 
113~!6.1940, September 26. War Scuttled Lunceford Tour. California Eagle. p3. Jimmie Lunceford’s 
band which will be heard at the Elks’ Hall, was one of the first American casualties of Europe’s war 
blackout. The Luncefordians were practically walking up the gangplank when Jinunie was informed that 
the guns of Europe were thundering again and his aunnal Continental Jazz Tour was scuttled. Page 3-B. 
11307. 1940, September 26. ~Tll Louis Vote for FDR or gO/t;" Opposing Camps in Air. California Eagle. 
pl. Julian Black, co-manager of Joe Louis, aunounced from Chicago that the release sent out by the 
Democratic National Conunittee to the effect that Louis would cast his first presidential vote for President 
Roosevelt was not true. 
11308. 1940, September 28. Golden Gate, Ope House, Stuff Smith, Lucky Millinder, Eddie South 
Featured in Week’s Nears. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The theatrical news of the week is 
brightened by many plans and changes which tend to mean a better outlet for race talent this winter than at 
any other time in the past. With but one exception, all of the news buzz is of a good variety and business 
seems to be on the upward trend. After seven weeks of variety entertainment, Frank Schiffman has brought 
to a close the vaudeville efforts of the Harlem Opera House and this week found that portion of its policy a 
dead issue. The flicker policy of the theater which ran uninterrupted until the Apollo ceased last month for 
a short spell, will be continued. 
11309. 1940, September 28. Grand Toner. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Am I Guilty," Great 
Film, Says Exhibitor: "Thanks for your letter and contract on ’Am I Guilty,’ starring Ralph Cooper. May I 
congratulate you on this fine production. It is without a doubt the finest colored picture I have ever seen 
and believe you me, I have seen quite a few. Will you change my play date to week beginning Oct. 13? I 
have changed my bookings so that I can have a stage show the week before the runs, so I can have plenty 
people see the trailer." 
11310. 1940, September 28. Hazel Scott Heard in Dramatic Role with Eddie Green. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Hazel Scott whose charm and exceptional talent are standouts among the boogie woogie and swing 
jazz, at Card Society in the Village, changed her role from pianist-singer to dramatic actress [br the "Bishop 



and the Gargoyle" series over WJZ, Friday at 8pm. The pianist was heard to great advantage to all 
reviewing critics who wrote that Scott can really act. Eddie Green, the radio veteran in the comic 
department, provided some laughs for his part of the program. 
11311. 1940, September 28. MillsBros. HomeAfler Tour Abroad. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. The 
internationally famous Mills Brothers returned here last week after a four months tour of South A~nerica 
where it is reported they did the best business along theatrical, night club and hotel row seen in the Latin 
countl?." in many years. The tour of the famous quartet which started back in April was cut short due to the 
decrease in the dollar value in the West coast countries. 
11312. 1940, September 28. Robeson Cuts lO-inch Record for Victor Co. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Patti 
Robeson, famous delineator of folk songs and dramatic actor of superb ability turned out several 10-inch 
records for Victor here last week in its black label series classics. Capturing all the color of tlte 
internatioually-known singer’s fine, umnatched voice, the waxings are among the best works the company 
has done with Robeson since his return front Europe. 
11313. 1940, September 28. Stars of "Am I Guilty." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. A romantic scene showing 
Ralph Cooper and Sybil Lewis as they appear in "Am I Guilty," latest all-colored flicker, which opens at 
the Apollo in New York this week. 
11314. 1940, September 28. To Create Joe Louis Shuffle. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Herbert White, the 
man who created and made an internatioual profession out of the Lindy Hop back in 1927 directly after 
colonel Charles A. Lindbergh flew the Atlantic Ocean, pulled out his dancing shoes again last week with an 
eye and mind set on the making and popularizing of a dance to honor the great Joe Louis. 
11315. 1940, September 28. Two Theatrical Openings in Harlem Friday. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. This coming Friday, two gala openings are set [br Harlem and will tax the durability of the 
communi2ty’s theatergoing masses to its fullest extent. Well on its way to a new favor among theatergoers 
throughout the city as a result of its cleaner and finer brand of entertaimnent, the Apollo Theater will try. yet 
another iImovation this weekend with the gala Hollywood like opening of"Am I Guilty," an all-colored 
flicker starring Ralph Cooper .... Different in theme from any other race picture, "Am I Guilty," is a vivid 
story of colored men in wtfite and their services as guardians of public health. 
11316.1940, October 3. Armstrong’s Title Vacated in Maryland. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. p2. On the eve of his 
joust with Fritzie Zivic in Madison Square Garden tomorrow night when he will defend his title, 
welter~veight champion Henry. Arn~strong found himself a ntier without a kingdom this week so far as this 
state is concerned. Page 2-B. 
11317. 1940, October 3. Art Tatum Opens at N. E Club. Califbrnia Eagle. p3. Art Tattun, famous blind 
pianist, opened at Cafd Society. Page 3-B. 
11318. 1940, October 3. Benny to Be Present at Ball for "Rochester" Tonight. California Eagle. p3. 
’"Rochester’ Rides Again!" This time astride a big white horse as he heads the big street parade, which will 
form at Slanson and Central Avenue tonight, the line of the parade will be north on Central. The parade will 
end in a huge reception and ball. "Rochester" will receive an achievement honor. 
11319. 1940, October 3. CountBasie Hottest Band on Road. California Eagle. p3. Count Basic, the "Jump 
King of Swing" current is just about the hottest band on the road, both at the box office and in musical 
rhythins. The Count has been smashing attendance marks in theaters and ballrooms with amazing 
regulari~. At present the Count and his bandsmen are headed for New York City." via one-niters from the 
South. Page 3-B. 
11320. 1940, October 3. Denver Pianist in Town HallDebut. California Eagle. p3. Described by critics as 
one of the few Negro pianists to show great promise in recent years, Eugene Gash will nrake his New York 
debut at Town Hall. Page 3-B. 
11321. 1940, October 3. Dr. A. Clayton Powell St., of New York, Here Sunday. California Eagle. p6. Dr. 
Adam Clayton Powell, St. of New York, the builder of the largest Protestant church in the world, arrived in 
the city. Dr. Powell, pastor of the Abyssinian Baptist church, is not only a great church builder and one of 
the most outstanding preachers and lecturers in America, but also the author of books which have been 
widely read by members of both races. 
11322. 1940, October 3. Georgette tIarvey Supper Club Owner. Cal~brnia Eagle. p3. Georgette Harvey, 
famed actress, will open "Chez Georgette," swank supper club on the site of the late Bamboo Room. Page 

11323. 1940, October 3. Handy, StilIAppear at Jefferson Hi. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. Jefferson students had 
a rare treat when W.C. Handy, the father of "St. Louis Blues" and William Grant Still appeared before a 
packed auditorium into which all music classes and as many other classes as possible were crowded. 



11324. 1940, October 3. Letters Flood CoL Julian’s Mail-Box. California Eagle. p2. Col. Hubert Julian’s 
mailbox was flooded with letters from hundreds of aviation enthusiasts following his challenge to 
Germany’s air force head, Hermann Goering. The letters indicate, Julian said, "that colored people are tired 
of this big bluffer going around throwing insults at our race." 
11325. 1940, October 3. Marian Anderson to Open Season. California Eagle. p3. Marian Anderson, 
famed contralto, will open her concert season, a five month tour of the U.S. Page 3-B. 
11326. 1940, October 3. Negro Theater Offices Moved. California Eagle. p3. The New Negro Theater has 
moved its offices from the Warner Bros. Theater building to the Mayan Theater building at Olympic and 
Hill streets. According to Alfred Grant, production manager, the change will permit the housing of 
executive offices and rehearsal rooms under the same roof. Page 3-B. 
11327. 1940, October 3. Quarrel Leads to Cutting as Luneej[brd Band Plays. California Eagle. pl. A 
capacity crowd, dancing to the music of Jimmie Lunceford’s orchestra at Elk’s ballroom, was thrown into 
an uproar when Earnest Baxter was stabbed according to police officer. 
11328. 1940, October 3. Robinson Runs 89 Yards.[br Touchdown.t. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. Although left 
halfback Jackie Robinson reeled off an 89-yard touchdown mn on a punt return, UCLA’s Brains lost a 9 to 
6 decision to the Mustangs of Southern Methodist University here Friday night. Page 2-B. 
11329. 1940, October 3. "Rochester" Back on Air Sunday. Cal~rnia Eagle. p3. Jack Benny’s versatile 
radio valet, "Rochester," who owns a limousine, station wagon, yacht, and motorcycle as compared with 
his boss’ time honored Maxnvell, will rejoin the NBC comic for his third season when the Benny program 
returns to the air Sunday. Page 3-B. 
11330. 1940, October 3. "Satehmo" at Paramount Wednesday. California Eagle. p3. Louis Armstrong, 
the trumpet king of swing, is coming to town and he opens a special engagement on the stage of the 
Paramount Theater. Armstrong has one of the most popular bands in the country today and his Decca 
records arc top sellers. Page 3-B. 
11331. 1940, October 5. Armstrong, ZivieAwaiting Bell. Pittsbm2gh Courier. plS. With the welterweight 
championship of the world hanging in the balance, the fisfic tornado from Los Angeles, labeled Hen~ 
Armstrong, will go into action against: the potent package of fistic prowess from Pittsburgh called Fistic 
Zivic in Madison Square Garden here Friday ~fight. 
11332. 1940, October 5. Basic Breaks Dixie Dance Record; Erskine HawMns Back at Apollo. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p21. Cotmt Basic and Erskinc Hawkins, the two solid swing bands that have caused more 
comment during the ncw season than any of the othcr aggregations of like profession, hop into the news 
side by side tiffs week for the same deed--breaking a dance record. The Basic deed wtfich gets him 
prominence in this story took place last week in far away Birmingham, Ala., at the City Auditorium, where 
he was greeted by a capacity crowd of music and dance lovers. It is odd indeed that it should be the hmne 
of Erskine Hawkins whom a few days later, Sunday, did the same thing at the Savoy Ballroom here in New 
York side by side with LUll./Millinder whose new and far greater orchestra is hitting a new high in solid 
music. 
11333. 1940, October 5. Cab Ends Tour in Theatres. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Cab Calloway, kind of Hi- 
De-Ho and j umpin’ man of swing’ jive, dropped theatrical anchor here this week and brought his new 
Cotton Club revue to a swinging standstill at the Flatbush Theater. Rerunning to New York after a tour of 
the most important theaters throughout the country, Calloway is in the right groove for Maulaattan 
theatergoers. 
11334. 1940, October 5. Chicago Startled as Herb Jefjhies Elopes. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Chicago’s 
glittering theatrical colony was caught off guard as Herbie Jeffries, sepia fihndom’s "Bronze Buckaroo," 
eloped to Clinton City, Iowa, Monday, wedding Chicago’s Wim~ifred C1Nstie, taking the town by surprise. 
The elopement clinraxed a two-year romance for Herbert, who met the beauteous Christie when he stopped 
off in Chicago on his way to Detroit. Both are well known in respective circles, Wi~mifred being quite 
active in the town’s social whirl. 
11335. 1940, October 5. Comes to Defense of Lunceford and Band. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. The attempt on the part of many people to make Jinunie Lunceford responsible for the outbreak of 
violence at dancers here in Los Angeles is unjnst and unfair. While it is true that patrons to the Lunceford 
dancers here have been engaged in a series of fights, scrapes, etc. it is stupid to place the blame on 
Lunceford. A certain group of persons have been spreading insidious propaganda against the Lunceford 
crew and are attempting to start a boycott of Jinunie Lunceford and his orchestra from playing the colored 
venues here. 



11336. 1940, October 5. Goodman Wants "Fatha" Hines for Piano Berth. Luther Hill. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Earl "Fatha" Hines, the scintillating piano personality, proved again that ability knows no 
color line as he continued negotiations with Benny Goodman this week for Goodman’s piano berth, 
vacated some time back by Fletcher Henderson, now Benny’s top arranger and rehearsals director. 
11337. 1940, October 5. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Pete Webster, whom you 
saw as the romantic lead in Clarence Muse’s "Broken Strings," has been promoted to stardom by Million 
Dollars. He just finished the lead role in "Four Shall Die." It seems that the tall, handsome, mellow 
Webster is being groomed to take the post vacated by Ralph Cooper .... Put "Am I Guilty," on your must 
see list. This film depicts the medical profession and brings forth some of the virtues of that profession and 
of the race. 
11338. 1940, October 5. Jimmie Lunceford Back in New York Afler Tour; Set for a Month on Gay 
Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jinunie Lunceford and his orchestra, which has been rated from coast 
to coast as one of the top flight swing combinations of this and the past decade, will roll into Broadway 
next week, replacing Charlie Barnet and his crew at Richard Decker’s Fiesta Danceteria at 42rid Street and 
Manhattan’s nrain highway. 
11339. 1940, October 5. Kenny Washington Coach at U~ZA. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. Bruin coach 
candidates are now taking orders from a master for the past week and will continue to do so for the entire 
season. One of the new University of California at Los Angeles football assistant coaches is Kem~y "The 
General" Washington, the famous All-American back of the past three seasons. 
11340. 1940, October 5. Mamie Cox, "Maid" to Late Marie Dressier, Welcomed Royally by Hollywood’s 
Stars. Ruby Berkley Goodwin. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Mamie Cox, who for 20 years served as personal 
maid and companion to the late Marie Dressier, came back to Hollywood to pay her annnal visit to the 
crypt at Forest Lawn where her benefactress lies buried. When she came back to the fihn city she was met 
by many of fihndom’s greatest personalities .... Hollywood has never forgotten the stor), of Marie Dressier 
and Mamie Cox, and in a town where sincerity and true friendship is so highly praised, Mamie Cox stands 
ace high. 
11341.1940, October 5. Muse Changes Name of Show; to ()pen Oct. 10. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Clarence Muse has changed the title of his Mayan Theater production to "Git Aboard" from "Ship of 
Zion." Muse also announces that the show will reopen at the Mayan Theater on the 10th and will have a 
brand new cast. Muse announced that Zack Williams, the author and star of the drama, had re-written the 
opus with the aid of Jack Carr, Louis Hardnut, who introduced "Summertime" in "Porgy and Bess." 
11342. 1940, October 5. Ralph Cooper’s "A m I Guilt)," World Premiere. Pittsb urgh Courier. p21. 
Combining the glamour and excitement of a Hollywood opening and a Broadway first for the world 
premiere of "Am I Guilty?" is a Hollywood produced all-colored fihn of race men in white, starring Ralph 
Cooper. Outdoing a~thing of its kind ever presented in the tan town portion of Ma~attan, the Apollo 
Theater management bathed its theater in the shining glory of klieg lights and excited the imagination of 
the masses with grinding cameras on the sidewalk which recorded the images and voices of the various 
business and theatrical celebrities attending the event which will undoubtedly go down in the theatrical 
history of the section. 
11343. 1940, October 5. Robinson Stars as USLA Loses. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. All good things must 
come to an end, even to UCLA who stfffered its first football defeat since 1938, bowing to Southern 
Methodist University of Texas, 9 to 6, here last Friday evening at the Los Angeles Coliseum before 75,000 
gird-thirsty fans .... Jitterbug Jackie Robinson, the sensational Bruin halfback, gave locals their biggest 
opportunity to cheer, when late in the second period, he grabbed a low bouncing punt near the north side 
lines, scooting down the middle for some 10 yards he dodged several tacklers, wheeled to the left into high 
gear and an open field, going all the way for a magnificent yard run and a score. 
11344. 1940, October 10. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p3. Stamped as the most 
pretentious all-colored cast feature ever made in Hollywood, "Four Shall Die," got unde~’ay for Million 
Dollar Productions. Directed by Leo C. Popkin, it presents a new star in handsome athletic Pete Webster, 
forn~er Morehouse college football star, with Mantan Moreland Edward Thompson, Alfred Grant, Jesse 
Lee Brooks, Vernon McCalla, Reginald Fenderson, Jack Cart and ma~ others in the large supporting cast. 
Dorot~ Dandridge, of the three sisters who had to hunt back to Europe from a theatrical tour at the 
outbreak of hostilities, is the leading lady. Page 3-B. 
11345. 1940, October 10. Book Calloway in Louisville. California Eagle. p3. Cab Calloway and his Cotton 
Club revue, currently on a coast to coast tour of the nation’s leading variety theaters, has been signed for a 



week engagement at the Rialto Theater in Louisville. This will mark the first time in mawr years that a 
colored attraction has been booked in Kentuclcy city for a stage appearance. Page 3-B. 
11346. 1940, October 10. HotMusic on Paramount Stage. California Eagle. p3. Louis Armstrong’s 
opening at Paramount Theater brought a rousing welcome from all of Los Angeles. Armstrong, who 
earned for himself the title of "trumpet king of swing," is also a super showman and his ability to pack hot 
music and rollicking entertaimnent on the stage has increased his fans at every appearance. Page 3-B. 
11347. 1940, October 10. Lovely Anne Wiggins Brown. California Eagle. p2. Lovely Anne Wiggins 
Brown, Californians will remember her for her singing in the Hollywood Bowl and as Bess in the folk 
opera, "Porgy and Bess," will open a voice studio in Harlem. Brown appears in the above photo. Page 2-A. 
11348. 1940, October 10. Paul Robeson, 2~Iarian Anderson to Star in "John Henry" Film. Cal!/brnia 
Eagle. p3. News that sent a thrill of expectancy through Hollywood was the apparent report that Marian 
Anderson and Paul Robeson were to appear in the screen version of the notable "John Henry" story. Page 

11349. 1940, October 10. Throngs Hear Dr. Powell at Providence Baptist. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p5. The 
special evangelistic service being conducted at the Providence Baptist church by Dr. Adam Clayton Powell, 
one of the nation’s most distinguished prelates, is drawing immense crowds. Powell is a magnetic, dynamic 
speaker who enlightens and thrills his congregations. Page 5-A. 
11350. 1940, October 12. Armstrong Great in Defeat; to Get Another Chance. Wendell Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. plT. The bronze hurricane ofbo~ng, Henry Armstrong, has finally been quelled. He whose 
violent surges against the rugged shores of Fistiana had brought him three world championships, fame and 
fortune was repulsed here tonight under the glaring lights of historic Madison Square Garden by stubborn, 
courageous Ftitzie Zivic in fifteen rounds for the welterweight title. 
11351.1940, October 12. Beautiful Vivian Dandridge Find’s Nov Theme Song. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. 
"Marriage to the last man" is the new theme song for the Jimmie Lunceford band currently appearing on 
Broadway. It all came about with the elopement last week of Gerlad Wilson and young and beautiful 
Vivian Dandridge, of the famous singing trio, tl~e Dandridgc Sisters shown above. The present Mrs. Wilson 
is considered one of the most talented youngsters in the profession. 
11352. 1940, October 12. Bill Robinson Opens a Nov Avenue on Broadway; to Co-star in Fay Revue. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Bill Robinson, the world’s greatest tap dancer, mayor of Harlem, and Shirley 
Temple’s screen Uncle Bill, who has set many theatrical trends for the race, has been signed to add a new 
leaf to Broadway’s theatrical history by becoming the first colored man to be co-starred with a name white 
artist. Ironically entitled, "All in Fun," the revue which previously bore the title "Of New Faces of 1940" is 
scheduled to hit the boards in December under the banner of Leonard Stillman, Phil Baker, famous radio, 
stage, and screen comedian who will be co-starred with Robinson and who is also an outside partner in the 
new venture. 

11353. 1940, October 12. Cast Dancers to Hear "King Louis. "Pittsburgh Courier. p21. John A. Bur-Ton, 
whose trade-mark is the British accented impresario, is all agog over the fact that he has snared Louis 
Armstrong for a ballroom performance on Monday, October 21. The great trumpeter is eagerly awaited by 
the dance lovers of Oakland, California. 
11354. 1940, October 12. Edna Thomas, Famous Actress Says Roosevelt Gave Her a Chance. Pittsbu@ 
Courier. p2. Crystal Bird Fauset, director of the Colored Women’s division of tl~e Democratic National 
committee, for the re-election of President Roosevelt, announced this week that she had received a letter 
from the celebrated actress, Edna Thomas, now the executive secretary of the Negro Actors’ Guild of 
America, volunteering her services in the campaign to re-elect President Roosevelt. In her letter to Fauset, 
Thomas said: "The Federal Theater Project, to name only one such agency, provided employment for 
thousands of Negro actors and actresses, who, like myself, found no door of opportunity open to us, during 
those leark hapless years of unemployment." 
11355. 1940, October 12. Ella Fitzgerald and Band Will Open New Broadway Nite Club. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ella Fitzgerald and her band whichjnst recently returned here from a complete 
tour of the country, received the prize booking of the season when they were signed last week to open a 
new night club on Broadway. Scheduled to open Oct. 16, the spot which has been renamed the Tropicana is 
on the site of the old Hollywood restaurant. On the fringe of the Times Square sector, the club will feature 
the only all-colored show on Broadway. 
11356. 1940, October 12. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Harl3~ M. Popkins, head of 
Million Dollar-Gold Seal Productions, has just finished filming, "Four Shall Die," starring Pete Webster, 
Dorothy Dandridgc, Mantan Moreland, with Jesse Lee Brooks and others. Previewed "Drums of the 



Deserts," starring Ralph Byrd and Mantan Moreland which was produced by Monogram. It is Moreland’s 
biggest role. 
11357. 1940, October 12. Joe Glaser Off to Coast Again for Conference with Lionel Hampton. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Just before leaving for the coast on one of his frequent trips last week, Joe 
Glaser expressed a great belief that Hollywood is about set to offer Negroes a real opportunity in pictures. 
In an exclusive interview with this department, Glaser stated that he has been offered several executive 
positions in California. According to Glaser, the city of make-believe will have on schedule next year a 
hundred percent increase in the production of musicals. In these productions, more colored performers than 
ever will be used but in order to get these jobs, the performers must be on the spot, which is where he 
conies ill. 

11358. 1940, October 12. Liond’s New Band Gets Rave Notices. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The coast is 
raving about Lionel Hampton and his new band. Opening here in Oaldand, California. last Saturday, for a 
three-day engagement, the former featured member of Benny Goodman’s orchestra swung out with a 
combination which appears to be destined to really go places. 
11359. 1940, October 12. Nicodemus Does Well in "Louisiana Purchase" Gee Gee Cast for White Play. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Nicodemus, well known comedian of stage, screen~ and radio, is continuing his 
successful laugh drive as the only colored artist in the B.G.DeSylvia-Irving Berlin musical production .... 
Playing the role of Abner, the valet, Nicodemus is prominently featured in each scene of importance giving 
him chances to show both his singing and dancing talent along with his own brand of comedy. 
11360. 1940, October 12. Opens Sudio. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Anne Wiggins Brown, famous singer, has 
opened a vocal studio in New York. She will devote her attention to young aspiring vocalists. 
11361.1940, October 12. "Rochester" Wants to Do Life of Bert Williams. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Eddie 
"Rochester" Anderson, the radio and movie comic, is expected here shortly at the Hotel Theresa where he 
will negotiate with producers to do a film based on the life of the eminent comedian, Bert: Williams. 
11362. 1940, October 12. Washington, Strode on Hollywood Team in New Professional League. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 8. All-American Kenny Washington and his former teammate, Woody Strode, will 
make their 1949 pro-football debut Sunday afternoon, Oct. 13 at Gilmore stadium here with the Hollywood 
Bears of the newly lbrmed Pacific coast professional league. 
11363.1940, October 17. Fay Jackson Given Western Division GOPAppointment. California Eagle. p 1. 
Fay M. Jackson, internationally known journalist, has been appointed to the advisory committee of the 
Western Division of the National Republican committee. Accepting the appointment, Jackson declared it: a 
"welcomed privilege to serve the party and the country at this time of its greatest need for a return to a sane 
govenunent." 
11364. 1940, October 17. Jackie to Play in Cali~brnia Tilt Saturday. California Eagle. p2. Jackie 
Robinson, who was injured in the Texas A&M game, will lkardly work out with the club before the 
California game. He is slated to play, however. Page 2-B. 
11365. 1940, October 17. Joe Louis. California Eagle. p2. Joe Louis, Heavyweight Champion of the 
World, and Sidney R. Redmond, Director, Western Colored Division, Republican National Committee, met 
at the Third Annual Mid-West Horse Show in Chicago, Illinois. The two appear in the above photo. 
11366. 1940, October 17. Review. John Kinloch. California Eagle. p3. Alexander Korda’s tremendous 
production of "The Thief of Bagdad," surpasses anything that has ever splattered magnificently across a 
movie screen anywhere at anytime. More than that, it is a triumph for the colored performer, Rex Ingrain, 
Adelaide Hall, and if you want to stretch the point, Sabu are members of the world’s darker folk eminently 
present in the big show. Page 3-B. 
11367. 1940, October 17. Robeson Film to Be at Second Baptist. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p3. Paul Robeson will 
be seen in "Sanders of the River," sensational British film in the social auditorium of Second Baptist 
church. Page 3-B. 
11368. 1940, October 17. Robeson, Yergan Named as Dyk~ra’s "Fellow Travelers." Cal![brnia Eagle. 
p 1. Paul Robeson, described as a "radical Negro singer" and Max Yergan, president of the National Negro 
Congress, accused by the Dies conmaittee as being a Conmaunist front organization, were listed as "fellow 
travelers" of Dr. Clarence A. Systra, University of Wisconsin president, by opponents of the 
Administration’s selection of the educator as director of selective service. 
11369. 1940, October 17. Washington, Strode Star as Bears Bop Bulldogs, 20 to 6. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. 
In a preview of the Pacific Coast Professional Football league, the Hollywood Bears with Kenny 
Washington as the spearhead of the attack, beat a stubborn Los Angeles Bulldog team by 20 to 6 margin. 



Aiding and abetting Waslfington on his scoring was Woodrow Strode, who was the outstanding end of the 
field. Page 2-B. 
11370. 1940, October 19. "Ant I Guilty" Brings ~knv Hope to Colored Moving Picture Execs. Earl J. 
Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Reports that the film play, "Am I Guilty" dedicated to the medical 
profession, starring Ralph Cooper and produced by A. W. Hackel, of Supreme Pictures, broke all records 
recently at the Apollo Theater has produced shouts of joy from practically every producer of colored cast 
pictures. Exhibitors throughout the nation and especially in the key cities presented a united front against 
the film fare of Black Hollywood, claiming that a series of inferior pictures had just about killed the 
market. But with "Am I Guilty," causing S.R.O. (Standing Room Only) signs to be displayed, the industry 
gathered new hopes. 
11371. 1940, October 19. Armstrong Given West Coast Raves. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis Armstrong, 
emperor of the trumpet and king of Satchmo, who has been enjoying a successful run here at the Paramount 
Theater, will move to Oakland for a one night stand at Sweet’s Ballroom, under the colors of Johi~ A. Bur- 
Ton, the British-accented impresario, Monday. 
11372. 1940, October 19. FloydRay GetsBu~y Once2~Iore. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. After taking a well 
earned and much needed rest, Floyd Ray went into rehearsal with his well known California orchestra this 
week in Los Angeles, preparatory to another far West tour. This will be followed by Eastern theater and 
ballroom engagements. 
11373. 1940, October 19. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Roses to Monte Hawley 
and Ted Watson for their series of articles on "Black Hollywood." It is encouraging to note that they were 
wholehearted in their praise of Ralph Cooper. "Coop" is deserving of the praise of this race. He has been 
the test tube lbr the sepia industl3, .... Then other pioneers of the industry include those such as Will Foster, 
Clarence Muse, George Randol, Luther J. Pollard, Clarence Brooks, Spencer Williants, Louis B. Anderson 
Oscar Micheaux, Maceo Sheffield. 
11374. 1940, October 19. Harry ~!!adison Digs Outthe Story Behind the Rocky Road Which Has Led to 
~heresa Harris’ Success. Harry. Madison. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. There wasn’t much room in the old 
Chevrolet. Seven people, two of them excessively big and five of them kids from 10 to 15 years old, more 
than filled up the five-passenger car. And when you add file family’s entire possessions, including a parrot 
and dog to the collection, you’ve really got an automobile that’s filled. But Ina and Anthony Harris didn’t 
mind. Neither did their five children. They were going to Southern Californa, the land of milk and honey, 
the land where it never got cold and oranges grew in forests so trick you couldn’t see the sun through trees. 
They were leaving Houston, Texas behind .... But Theresa, was fl~e girl who was going to be a great singer 
and go to school. 
11375. 1940, October 19. Kenny Washington Strode in Pro Tilt: Kenny and Strode Pace Hollywood 11. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Led by Keuny Washington, UCLA’s former All-American back, the Hollywood 
Bears soundly trounced the Los Angeles Bulldogs, 20-6, in the opening Pacific Coast pro-grid league 
contest held here last Sunday afternoon at Gihnore Stadium before 10,000 perspiring fans .... Both 
Washington and Strode played spectacular football all day to win the plaudits of the enthusiastic crowd. 
11376. 1940, October 19. La Ella Is Guest-Starred Via Radio. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ella Fitzgerald, 
the reigning queen of the vocal world of swing, was here Wednesday night singing over the radio with the 
"Song of My Life" program. Giving a re-description of how she was first discovered at the Harlem Opera 
house by Chick Webb a decade ago. La Fitzgerald was the ouly colored feature of the program. 
11377. 1940, October 19. New Agency Hailed as Boon to Chi’s Performers; Grand Opening Colorful. 
Luther Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Chicago’s gaily glittering theatrical colony looked for~’ard to a 
brighter swingistical future this week with the opening of an all-sepia booking office in the heart of the 
Windy City’s Southside. Holding franchises from the American Guild of Variety Artists and the Chicago 
Federation of Actors, the Sandford Proctor Agency is the ouly fully accredited office in this sectiork 
handling exchisively Negro talent .... Though located on the southside, the agency works directly with 
MCA, the Frederick Brothers office, and the William Morris agency, who handles the pick of the loop 
work. 
11378. 1940, October 19. Paul Robeson in Superb Form for First American Recital in Five Years. 
Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul Robeson, the world renowned delineator of folk songs and 
dramatic actor, returned to the New York indoor concert auditorium for his first recital in five years, 
Sunday night, at Carnegie Hall. For the international baritone’s timely debut, the great hall was packed to 
capacity, and the booming voice of the heroic artist was applauded by a discriminating audience whose 
acclaim reached a riotous tempo after Iris rendition of "Ballad for Americans." 



11379. 1940, October 19. Rex Ingrain, Adelaide Hall Head Large Cast of Negro Actors in Korda’s 
"Thief of Bagdad." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "The Thief of Bagdad" is one of the greatest 
pictures of this decade. It was presented last Thursday to the Trade and the Press at a special showing at the 
famous Carthay Circle here. It was previewed Thursday at the same theater .... In this picture you will see 
Rex Ingrain in his biggest role, figuratively speaking .... All in all, there are nearly 1,000 actors in the 
gigantic cast. It is encouraging to note the fairness of Alexander Korda to Negroes throughout the fihn. 
They ran the gamut from Nubian slaves to soldiers, merchants and court attendants. 
11380. 1940, October 19. Rex Ingrain, Adelaide Hall Head Large Cast of Negro Actors in Korda’s 
"Thief of Bagdad." Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "The Thief of Bagdad" is one of the greatest 
pictures of this decade. It was presented last Thursday to the Trade and the Press at a special showing at the 
famous Carthay Circle here. It was previewed at the same theater .... In this picture you will see Rex 
Ingrain in his biggest role, figuratively speaking. Every kid in the nation will want them a Rex Ingmm as 
little Sabu, the elephant boy, co-starring with Conrad Veldt. Then there is our little Adelaide Hall who will 
be most refreshing for you, since we haven’t seen her in several years. She is still in England. Hall sings in 
a charming manner at the Princess’ court. 
11381. 1940, October 19. Sunshine Sammy Is Back in Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Remember 
the little tot who used to trot around in the "Our Gang" comedies produced by Hal Roach who scribbled the 
name Ernest Morrison on his studio checks, but was known throughout the land as "Sunshine Sammy." 
Well, he has grown up and has joined another film gang. "Sunshine Samy" has just signed a contract with 
W. Ray Johnson, president o fMonogram Studios, for a new series of four films with the "East Side Kids." 
11382. 1940, October 19. Sunshine Sammy Is Back in Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Remember 
the little tot who used to trot: around in the "Our Gang" comedies, produced by Hal Roach, who scribbled 
the name Ernest Morrison on his studio checks but: was known throughout the land as "Sunshfi~e Sammy"? 
Well, he has grown up and has joined another film gang. "Sunshine Sammy" has just signed a contract with 
W. Ray Johnson president of Monogram Studios for a new series of four films. 
11383.1940, October 19. Tex. leant "Roughs" Jaekie Out of Game. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. In a 
bruising rough "play Ibr keeps" intersectional grid clash, UCLA bowed to Texas A & M, 7-0, before 
50,000 shirt-sleeved fans at memorial Coliseum here last Saturday with the Texans scoring the only 
touchdown of the day late in the first period .... Jackie Robinson was a marked man from the start and in 
the second quarter after lateraling the ball to a teammate, was brutally banged to the turf by a half dozen 
Aggies. 
11384.1940, October 19. Tiny Bradshaw Is "Readying’A Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Tin5’ 
Bradshaw, whose ups and downs in the musical game have been theatrical news for many years, has finally 
seen the error of his ways and has gathered together a musical aggregation which appears destined to go 
places. Bradshaw took a recent rip into Dixie and so enthralled were his audiences, that they turned out in 
numbers large enough so that he could discard his bus and purchase the latest streamlined automobile(s) for 
transportation purposes. 
11385. 1940, October 24. Ameche Stars in Film on I~:A. Screen. California Eagle. p3. From eve~~ 
indication, "Down Argentine Way" is the most impressive musical yet produced by 20th Centu~)~ Fox. 
Don Ameche has a role that was made to order for him. Capitalizing on his diversified talents, Don was 
given a grand role. Page 3-B. 
11386. 1940, October 24. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p3. "Through the Green Door," 
Million Dollar Production’s new prison melodrama, is ahnost ready for the cameras. Bobby Jordan will 
appear in a new series of comedy-dramas starring the "East Side Kids," it was announced today. Both 
Paramount and Republic Pictures want Count Basic, the sepia "Jump King of Swing," to star in a musical 
feature with his band, and have advanced lucrative offers for the Count’s sel~’ices. Page 3-B. 
11387. 1940, October 24. Dr. Powell Speaks at Second Baptist Sunday. California Eagle. p5. Dr. Adam 
Clayton Powell, Sr., pastor emeritus of the Abyssinian Baptist Church, New York Ci~, will be the speaker 
at the 11 o’clock sel~’ice Sunday morning, Oct. 27 at Second Baptist Church. Powell is author of two 
books, has traveled abroad extensively and has unlimited experience in pastoring and church 
administration. 
11388. 1940, October 24. Rub), Elzy in Recital at Wesley Nov. 1. California Eagle. p5. Ruby Elzy, noted 
soprano, is being presented in recital at Wesley Methodist church. This promises to be one of the 
outstanding affairs of the season. 
11389. 1940, October 26. Broadway Goes Colored Again as Ella Fitzgerald Opens New Tropicana Club. 
Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Broadway went a bit to the "rotogravure" side bcrc Friday night as 



Ella Fitzgerald, the reigning queen of swing, nmde her first stem bow this season as the star of an all- 
colored swingcopated floor show at the new Tropicana nitery. Musically seasoned by her extensive and 
successful dance and theater tour which took her as far west as California and as far South as Florida and 
Louisiana, Fitzgerald was the perfect swing match for the gay white way Friday night. 
11390. 1940, October 26. Claims Owners Ff Theatres Not Fair in Banning Films. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Hattie McDaniel, "Rochester," Louise Beavers, Ben Carter and other top-flight artists of our race are 
assured of a profitable career in motion pictures. Unfotunately, such is not the case with such screen actors 
and actresses as Lawrence Criner, Ralph Cooper, Monte Hawley, Reginald Fenderson, Sybil Lewis and 
scores of others who are slowly but surely seeing their dreams of a Negro motion picture industry crumble. 
... The colored actors in all colored cast films are being squeezed out in a "freeze out" by exhibitors. 
11391. 1940, October 26. Coolie Williams to Leave Duke Ellington. Billy Rowe. Pittsbu<gh Courier. p21. 
Cootie Williams, famous playing trumpeter with Duke Ellington’s just as famous orchestra, announced that 
he would be definitely joining Benny Goodman’s new aggregation within two weeks. In securing the 
ser~qces of Cootie Williams, Good,nan who has already raided several white bands and their best men and 
adds to the list of colored features performing with his group. Still trying to recapture Teddy Wilson who is 
playing here with his own band, the famons white leader is expected to fling offers to other bandsmen of 
the race in case Wilson fails to return. 
11392. 1940, October 26. Couldn’t Persuade "Bojangles" to Stay. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Bill Robinso~ 
who has been heading a mixed revue at the newly redecorated Southland Card here, closed a very 
successful engagement at the nitery last Sunday. Although the ~nanagement tried to get the star to stay for 
another week with every persuasive argument at its command, Robinson was unable to comply because of 
the start of rehearsals for the new Broad~vay nmsical, of which he is one of the leading lights. 
11393.1940, October 26. Duke to Appear at Casa Manana Cafd. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Duke 
Ellington, who has been out in Otis section for quite a while, will go even further West, as he leaves here 
shortly to fulfill an engagement at the Casa Manana card in Culver Cit-y, California. 
11394.1940, October 26. Erskine Hawkins Visits Mother on First Vacation. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Erskinc Hawkins, the "Squire of Tuexdo Jtmction," and his wife deserted the mecca city last week on a 
motor trip throughout the South on his first vacation in two years. All swank in a new Buick, the Hawkins’ 
will visit their mother and mother-in-law in the trumpetcer’s native cit-y, Birmingham, where he got his 
start in the school band. While in Alabama, Ha~vkins will make a goodwill tour of "Tucxdo Junction," the 
small working town which he put on the map in song. 
11395.1940, October 26. "King" Louie "Going to Town" Out West. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. West Coast 
theatergoers and dance fans who have been enjoying the music of "King" Louie Armstrong and his 
orchestra for several weeks, will get a chance to hear the band for a little while longer. The band, bigger 
and better than ever was a smash hit at the Paramount Theater here recently. In Oakland, they chalked up 
another hit with music lovers. A grand reception was given the attraction when it appeared in Portland, 
Oregon~ one of the stops on the West Coast route. 
11396. 1940, October 26. Leigh DTtipper Scores Hit with Shirl~,~V Temple. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. From 
the stage of the famous Lux Radio Theater in Hollywood, where Cecil B. DeMille, producer of the show 
has presented from time to time Hollywood’s leading personalities over the network of the Columbia 
broadcasting system, Leigh Whipper, well-known stage and screen actor ~nade his initial appearance on the 
Columbia network with the nations No. 1 Child star, Shirley Temple, Monday evening. Oct. 14. 
11397. 1940, October 26. LionelIs"Toast" of the West Coast. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "The greatest thing 
tlrat ever hit the country" ... that’s wlrat they’re saying about Lionel Hampton’s new band here on the West 
Coast. Smiling Lionel whose mastery of the drams and vibraphone made him a sensation from coast to 
coast while he was a member of Benny Goodman’s band, has finally stepped out on his own and organized 
a smooth working crew tlrat may outclass all other like bands. 
11398. 1940, October 26. Meet Hollk,wood’s Royal Families... Their Names Are Legend in the Land of 
the Silver Screen. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hollywood’s most famous families are the Barrymores and 
Bennetts. There are, however, other famous families, among them the McDaniels and Morelands. Pictures 
here are of America’s most famous sepia film families. They include Mareella Moreland, child star, who 
captivated moviegoers in "Am I Guilty." Etta McDaniel is shown clratting with Jackie Cooper in a scene 
from "Life With Henry." ... Hattie is movieland’s sepia queen and heads the famous McDaniel family. 
Sam and Etta McDaniel, with Hattie, formulate the top sepia family in pictures. 
11399. 1940, October 31. Actors Organize Protective Body. California Eagle. p3. In a move designed to 
have great bearing on the future status of the Negro Motion picture actor, rcpresematives of the press and 



the theatrical profession met. This new organization was designed to increase the support, interest, and 
loyalty of the Negro movie fans in Negro movies and actors. The Colored Actor’s Protective Association 
includes Laura Bowman, president; Maceo Sheffield, treasurer; and Harl3~- Levette, secretaI3~. Age 3-B. 
11400. 1940, October 31. Bojang’es Co-Stars in Broadway Revue. California Eagle. p3. Bill Robinson 
reportedly started rehearsals for a Broadway revue, "All in Fun," co-starring with Phil Baker. Page 3-B. 
11401. 1940, October 31. Ellington’s Trumpet Ace to Join BG. California Eagle. p3. Cootie Williams, 
famous trumpeter with Duke Ellington’s band, will join Benny Goodman’s new swing aggregation it was 
learned.Williams is the last of the original trmnpet section which made a sensational debut with Duke at the 
original Harlem Cotton Club in 1927. Page 3-B. 
11402. 1940, October 31. Kenny Sparks Bears to Pro Win; Play Bombers Sunday. California Eagle. p2. 
Playing in mud ankle-deep, Kenny Washington, former UCLA great, led the Hollywood Bears to a 20 to 13 
victor; over the newly founded Phoenix Panthers. Page 2-B. 
11403. 1940, October 31. Lionel, Band on Stage at Orpheum. Cal~ornia Eagle. p3. One of the greatest 
attractions to reach town is Lionel Hampton, in person with his new orchestra, who start an exclusive one 
week engagement on the stage of the Orpheum Theater. The favorite of millions of radio listeners, 
Hampton and his boys will present maw new tunes and arrangements and together with his own revue, will 
have one of the sockiest hour’s entertainment has seen in maw a moon. Page 3-B. 
11404. 1940, October 31. Revien~--"Am I Guilty?." CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. "Am I Guilty?" marks a new 
advance in Negro motion pictures. It is not a really good picture, but it is the best that sepia players have 
yet presented. The film’s most commendable features are its realistic and numerons sets, its excellent 
lighting, its fine photography and recording. Also, on the credit side of the ledger is the more or less natural 
acting of its leading players. Page 3-B. 
11405. 1940, October 31. Robeson Will Appear in Long Beach. Ca/~fi)rnia Eagle. p3. Five different 
musical attractions arc announced by the management of the Long Beach Concert Series for the confing 
winter with a song recital by the eminent American bass-baritone, Paul Robeson at the Long Beach 
Municipal auditorium. Robeson, who has been acclaimed in every capital in Europe as well as in this 
count~, has firmly established iris reputation as the greatest folk-singer of the present time. Page 3-B. 
11406. 1940, November 2. Count Basie, Benny Goodman Have Their Day in Harlem and on Broadway 
Same Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count Basle, who at present rules the colored rcahn of swing and 
Benny Goochnan, who has for many years purred on the throne of the white world of syncopation, got 
together in Harlem and on Broadway last week for a gala swing session that rocked the whole town. 
Starting at the Apollo Thealcr, Monday night where Basle and his band were in a swing jitter rounding out 
a week’s fling, Goodman sent locals with the sharps and flats that thrill on a surprise visit to the Harlm 
Theater to musically greet Basie and his boys. 
11407. 1940, November 2. Courier Editor Succumbs Fighting: Passes in Sleep in Local Hospital. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Robert L. Vann, who rose from the obscurity of a backwoods farm "out fronf’ 
Ahoskie, N.C. to confer with Presidents on the subject of the Negro, is no more! Death wrote, "thilV" to 
the dramatic life saga of America’s "No. 1 Negro Citizen," Thursday at 7:05p.m., the internationally known 
publisher and editor of The Pittsburgh Courier passed away in Shadyside hospital. He was born Aug. 20, 
1879 and was 61 years old at the time of his death. 
11408. 1940, November 2. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Dorothy Dandridge was 
the sensational star of "Meet the People." "Chichicastenango" is the name of the Latin song which 
Dandridge sang. Virginia Wright of the News, devoted a great deal of space praising Dorothy. Recently’, 
theater managers in Negro districts have refused to show more colored pictures in the colored 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles. The Big three, who have become virttkal dictators are Jules Wolfe and A1 
and Rubin Snadow. If there are to be no more Negro movies, w~ not let the Negro as a whole decide that. 
If they are going to throw all colored actors out of work, let the Negro public decide. Sure, a great many 
pictures have been lousy. So were the early talkies. But the public tolerated them. Even now Hollywood 
turns out some pathetic pictures, but they don’t close the theaters. 
11409. 1940, November 2. Had Their Day in Harlem. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basle, Charlie 
Christian and Benny Goodman, the country’s favorite trio, who romped in Harlem Monday night at the 
Apollo Theater, appear in the above photo to celebrate Basie-Goodman Day in Harlem. Later in the week, 
they jumped at the famous Pennyslvania Hotel. 
11410. 1940, November 2. Jimmie Lunceford Band Hit by BMI-ASCAP Fight. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Jimmie Lunceford, who is in the final stages of a successful engagement at the Fiest 
Dancetcria on Broadway, became the first band to be hit by the pending battle bet~veen BMII and ASCAP. 



As a direct outcome of his gathering hostilities set for a blow-off January 1, Lunceford has dropped from 
the wires of the Columbia Broadcasting System. In a press statement, the famous maestro had this to say: 
"After eight years of hard labor, continuous service and painstaking selection~ our band has developed an 
unusual technique and style. Now we have come to a point where we have been requested to use numbers 
that are not typical of our style." 
11411. 1940, November 2. Liberian Minister Lauds Record of the President. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. "The 
record of Fml~klin D. Roosevelt in the Wlfite House during the past seven years makes him the ideal as well 
as the better candidate in the Presidential campaign," declared Lester A. Waltor~ U.S. Minister to Liberia, 
at a luncheon at the West 137th Street Y.W.C.A. last week. "The President and his wife, Mrs. Eleanor 
Roosevelt, will go down in history as the two greatest humanitarians, the age has produced," continued the 
noted colored diplomat who returns to his post in West Africa soon. 
11412. 1940, November 2. Lionel Hampton to Open First Coast Theatre Session. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Lionel Hampton, who has been having things his own way musically out here in Los Angeles ever 
since he started his own band several months ago, will get right into the swing of things next week with his 
first big engagement. Staying clear of this section on a sort of break in tour, Hampton will move into the 
Orpheum Theater November 6 for a week’s engagement at which time the fullness of his band will be 
brought to the fore. 
11413. 1940, November 2. Maxine, John Kirby Open New Spot for Colored Artists on Broadway. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. As the spearheads of a new mixed musical progm~n, the first in the short history 
of tl~e famous nitery since New York’s Grand Canyon took to the Latin trend, Maxine Sullivan, of the 
subtle swing realms and "By Yon Bolmie Banks," and Johi~ Kirby, whose orchestra takes the swing down 
easy, pitched the high notes in a soft swing maimer tl~at already has the gay white way speaking of a new 
sensation. 
11414. 1940, November 2. Mills Brothers atApollo with Claude. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Back in 
America after a sensational tour of South America, the Mills Brothers whose unique style of singing started 
a new musical vogue here several years ago, will open their first theater engagement at the Apollo Theater 
this Friday. With a wealth of new material collected in various Latin countries combined with their already 
heaxT schedule, the Mills Brothers are expected to prove a strong entertainment feature for the Harlem 
House. 

11415. 1940, November 2. Peters Sisters to Tour. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p20. Jimmie Luncelbrd has signed 
the three Peters Sisters singing trio to appear with the Lunceford band in a series of personal appearances 
starting Nov. I st. After Jimmie concludes his current engagement at the Times Square fiesta, Oct. 27th, he 
will headline the stage show at the 20th Century Theater, Buffalo, New York. 
11416. 1940, November 2. A Pioneer Passes. Pittsburgh Courier. p6. When the shocking news went forth 
to the world that Robert L. Vann was now only a deep and lasting memopy, all those who knew of his life 
and work were aware that a great pioneer had passed. He was a pioneer in tl~e best American tradition, for 
starting at the very bottom of the economic and social scale, and without the aid of philanthropy, he rose 
through his own fine intelligence, boundless energy and iron determination to a position of national honor, 
leadership, and influence. 
11417. 1940, November 2. Robeson Departs on Tour. Pittsbu~eh Courier. p20. After his glorious triumph 
at Carnegie Hall, where he was highly acclaimed by musical baritone, Paul Robeson, departed last week on 
the first leg of his 194-41 concert tour; his first in five years. His itinerary." will early him into a dozen 
States, 20 cities and British Cohunbia. Robeson will sing in the following cities, universities, and colleges: 
Colgate, Hamilton N.Y.; Wisconsin, Madison; University of Minnesota, Mim~eapolis; etc. 
11418. 1940, November 2. Robinson Stars as UCLA Falls. Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. Still continuing in 
reverse gear, UCLA dropped its fifth straight grid clash of the current season last Satuday to Oregon State 
College by a score of 7-0. State’s tally coming late in the first period as the result of a 26 yard pass. Despite 
Jackie Robinson’s return to action and his subsequent brilliant individual efforts, the Brains were within 
Oregon’s 36 yard line but once all day. 
11419. 1940, November 7.4 Tones Reeord.Jbr Film Jukes. Cal~/brnia Eagle. p3. The Four Tones have 
completed the first of a series of recordings for the new phono-vision machines in which James Roosevelt, 
son of President Roosevelt, is interested. For their number, the quartet did an original song by Leon Buck, 
tenor for the group, entitled, "My Heart is Aching for You." Page 3-B. 
11420. 1940, November 7. Critics Rave Over N. Y. Musical Fantasy. Califbrnia Eagle. p3. A four or five 
month run is predicted for "Cabin in the Slcy" two act musical fantasy, which is playing here at the Martin 



Beck Theater and starring Ethel Waters, Rex Ingram, Katherine Dm~han, J. Rosamond Johnson and Todd 
Duncan. page 3-B. 
11421. 1940, November 7. Ella Fitzgerald in Broadway Night Club. California Eagle. p3. Ella Fitzgerald 
with Babe Wallace conducting, is appearing at Broadway’s new Club Tropicana. Page 3-B. 
11422. 1940, November 7. Go on in andFight!. California Eagle. p3. Reggie Fenderson as Phil 
Harrington, brother of Kenny; Hany Levette as Coach Hardy; Kearny Washington as Kenny Harrington and 
Mantan Moreland as "Pop," Kem\v’s trainer, appear in "While Thousands Cheer." They are pictured the 
above photo. Page 3-B. 
11423. 1940, November 7. Jackie Stars as Bruins Lose to Reds. California Eagle. p2. Playing their best 
ball of the season because Jackie Robinson finally found himself, UCLA’s Bruins threw a scare into 
Stanford’s coast conference leading h~dians before finally losing another close one. Page 2-B. 
11424. 1940, November 7. "Jive Artist" Hampton at Orpheum. California Eagle. p3. A riot of rhythin, 
dance and comedy highlights the stage show at the Orpheum Theater with the presentation of Lionel 
Hampton, his orchestra, sextet and the "Rhapsody in Black Revue." Hampton’s recordings and broadcasts, 
especially with Benny Goodman and his band, have been heard by millions. Page 3-B. 
11425. 1940, November 7. Ken~v Leads Bears to 30-13 Pro Win. Cal~/brnia Eagle. p2. Topping his play 
for two quarters of the game with a sparkling 45-yard run that just fell short of a touchdown, Kenny 
Washington, former great at UCLA and his Hollywood Bears professional football team soundly trounced 
the San Diego Bombers 30 to 13. Page 2-B. 
11426. 1940, November 7. Louis Handles Rebellious Harlem Audience with Ease. California Eagle. pl. 
The nation’s newest politico, Joseph Louis Barrow, defied a Harlem throng as he addressed them in support 
of Wendell L. Wilkie. The crowd burst into boos when Louis endorsed the Republican candidate and 
denounced relief. 
11427.1940, November 7. Lunceford, Peters Sisters on Tour. California Eagle. p3. Jimnfie Luncelbrd 
and His Orchestra, plus the sensational harmonizing trio "The Peters sisters," arc playing a series of 
theatrical and ballroom engagements throughout New England and arc returning to New York to fulfill a 
week’s "sitdown" in Harlem. Page 3-B. 
11428. 1940, November 7. Robeson, Marian Anderson, Dorothy Maynor Here Soon. Cal~)rnia l’;agle. 
p3. Manager L. E. Behymer announced today the appearance of three noted Negro singers who will be 
heard during the coming winter concert series at the Philharmonic. They arc Paul Robeson, Dorothy 
Maynor and Marian Anderson. Page 3-B. 
11429. 1940, November 7. Robinson, Baker Revue ()pens Dee. 23. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p3. "All in Fun," a 
revue starring Bill Robinson and Phil Baker will open at the Majestic Theater Dec. 23. Page 3-B. 
11430. 1940, November 7. Washington’s Gridiron Film Begins Run Next Week. California Eagle. p3. As 
welcome news to the thousands of friends and school mates and admirers of Kem\v Washington, his first 
starring vehicle, "While Thousands Cheer," will be released at the Million Dollar Theater. The public has 
been waiting patiently for this great melodrama that has been thrilling movie fans of the east and south for 
over a month. Because of apparent inability to get it released in the heart of the colored district on Central 
Avenue, officials of Million Dollar Productions, determined no longer to deprive the thousands of fans of 
all races of this treat, decided to open it downtown. Page 3-B. 
11431. 1940, November 7. Will Best Tops Previous Roles" in New Comedy. California Eagle. p3. Willie 
Best has topped his previous outstanding performance in the new Republic comedy thriller, "Who Killed 
Aunt Maggie," according to critical opinion. Best has more footage for his comedy antics than in any 
former film and he delivers new laughs for each additional foot. Page 3-B. 
11432. 1940, November 9. Benny Goodman Tries Mixed Orchestra on First College Date. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Testing his new idea of a mixed band Benny Goodman, white king of swing, added Teddy 
Wilson, Fletcher Henderson, and trumpeteer Red Allen to his band for an engagement at Lehigh University 
in Bethlehem, Pa., last Saturday. 
11433. 1940, November 9. A Diva Arrives Jhom South America. Pittsburgh Courier. pl0. Lillian Evanti of 
Washington arrived on the SS Argentina recently after a brilliant concert tour of South America. She is 
pictured lounging on the deck of her steamer. 
11434. 1940, November 9. Earl Hines New Band to Play in Oakland, CaL Armistice Day. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Earl Hines invades the Pacific Coast with his horde of crock musicians at the Sweets 
Ballroom Monday. Dance lovers of the Bay City region eagerly await "Fatha" Hines’ Armistice Day dance 
here under the ba~mers of Johi~ A. Bur-Ton., British accented impresario. 



11435. 1940, November 9. Ella Ftizgerald Signedjbr Major Hotel Spot in Boston with Coast-To-~bast 
Wire. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Cutting short a scheduled four week engagement at the 
Tropicana on Broadway, Ella Fitzgerald and her band weighed anchor Thursday night and left the spot after 
a two week session. The untimely closing of the queen swingster was brought about by her managerial 
office which stated that the Tropicana management failed to live up to the contracted promises. 
11436. 1940, November 9. Hall Johnson Plans $25,000 Damage Suit. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hall 
Johnson, internationally known choir master whose activities during the last several seasons have been 
centered around Hollywood’s movie colo~\v, is reported on the verge of starting a $25,000 suit for damages 
against the World’s Fair Corporation of this city and NBC. According to Johnson, both the Fair and the 
broadcasting company misrepresented him last year when a singing group alleged to be under his direction. 
The choir was radioed from the Fair as a promotional program, using his name, although he avers, he had 
nothing to do with the group. 
11437. 1940, November 9. Joe Louis’ Number Was 2,6IIth Called. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. Joe Louis, 
here to make a campaign speech for Wendell Wilkie on the day the national draft lottery" was held in 
Washington, said he was ready to become a private or "whatever they want me to be and what’s best for the 
United States." He is No. 1,874 in his draft district in Chicago His number was the 2,61 lth drawn in the 
lottel~ which means that he might be considerably called for service within a year. 
11438. 1940, November 9. Julian Black Not Re~ponsible Jbr Champ’s Campaign Speeches. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p13. Few activities in the current presidential campaigns have caused more conunent than the last 
minute appearance of Joe Louis, the popular heavyweight champiork upon the political platforms of the 
countly, expressing the cause of Wendell Wilkie, the Republican candidate. Many of Louis’ closest friends 
have :felt that a great mistake was being made in permitting the champion to take sides in a political matter 
regardless of which paw is involved. 
11439.1940, November 9. Kenny Washington Leads Hollkwood Stars to Victory. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p 18. "General" Kenny Washington led the Hollywood Bears to their third straight Pacific coast: pro-football 
league victory, last Sunday before 14,000 spectators at Gilmore stadium when the Bears rolled over the San 
Diego Bombers, 30 to 13 in a wide open, exciting contest. 
11440. 1940, November 9. New Wax for Lunceford, Calloway. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. In a drive to a 
certain popularity of its vast star list of bands, Columbia Recording Corporation is releasing a new crop of 
Okeh records :featuring a host of colored attractions. Scheduled [’or release this month are: Cab Calloway’s 
waxing of "Ctficken Ain’t Nothing But a Bird" and "Make Yourself At: Home;" Jimmie Lunceford’s "Red 
Wagon’’ and "You Ain’t Nowhere." 
11441. 1940, November 9. Plan to Fight Film Boycott. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Representatives of the 
Negro Actors Protective League, headed by Laura Bowman, met at Los Angeles Dunbar Grill last week to 
draw up plans to fight a boycott against Negro fihns. In this picture Laura Bowman sits at the head of the 
table with others including Maceo Sheffield, Lawrence F. LaMarr, Ahnena Davis, Harry Levette, Earl J. 
Morris and others. 
11442. 1940, November 9. Robinson Sparkles as UCLA Falls again. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Stanford’s 
big red grid machine Rose-Bowl bound, rolled over UCLA 20 to 14 last Saturday at Memorial coliseum in 
a rip-roaring fracas, replete with action and thrills throughout its entire 60 minutes. Sixty-five thousand 
worshippers of the great god football, sat in on the proceedings that were sparked by the All-American 
performances of Stanford’s pile-driving fullback .... Eaxly in the second period, Jaclde fielded a twisting 
spiral and returned it 45 sizzling yards through a broken field all but breaking loose. 
11443. 1940, November 9. Trumpet King Returns to Town Where He Was Married. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p20. Making his first appearance in Houston, Texas largest city and dance capital, where two years ago the 
world’s greatest trumpeter and his wife were married, Louis Armstrong and Alpha will be given a rousing 
welcome and reception celebrating his second wedding anniversary,.... Armstrong will be featured in the 
Armistice Day parade and will play a dance at the city auditorium that night. 
11444. 1940, November 14. Ad--While Thousands Cheer. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p9. This is an advertisement 
for "While Thousands Cheer," starring Kenny Washington at the Million Dollar Theater in Los Angeles. 
Page 9-A. 
11445. 1940, November 14. "As Thousands Cheer," Kenny Washington ’ s Pic, Begins Run Today. 
Cal~ornia Eagle. p9. Complimentary to the colored colleges of the United States, pennants of a dozen or 
more of the most famous ones were displayed on the walls of Keuny Washington’s room, during scenes of 
the first picture starting the noted UCLA All-American. This all colored cast feature presents Washington 
as the star football player of a colored college. It is a Million Dollar Production and opens at the Million 



Dollar theater for a limited engagement starting today. One of those unusual scenes in "While Thousands 
Cheer," is a rough and tumble three-cornered fight when Jeni LeGon, as Myra, Washington’s sweetheart, 
and Florence O’Brien, as "Daisy," a friend, corner Ida Belle, as "Rose," and force her to tell where her 
accomplices have imprisoned Kenny Washington and his brother. Page 9-A. 
11446. 1940, November 14. Behindthe Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p9. Do you think we, as 
American citizens, are going to stand idly by without protest or action against your odious policy of not 
showing All-Negro cast pictures in your theaters. There are eight theaters: the Lincoln, Bill Robinson, 
Florence Mills, Rosebud, Savoy, Avalon, Vernon, and Hub where ninety-five percent of your business is 
based on Negro patronage and you have the bold effronteuT to adopt the vicious, undemocratic principles of 
Adolf Hitler in your theaters in the heart of the black belt. It is strange to us that you take all-Negro money 
and yet not show all-Negro cast pictures." This letter was submitted on behalf of the Negro Actors 
Protective League. Page 9-A. 
11447. 1940, November 14. Criner, Moreland Top All-Star Variety Show Dee. 6. Cal([brnia Eagle. p9. 
The most sensational piece of show news is the announcement of the "All Star Colored Variety Show," 
featuring Mantan Moreland. This gigantic show comes to the stage of the Embassy auditorium. Lawrence 
Criner, of stage and screen, one of the most outstanding colored screen personalities will be the M.C. as 
well as serve as the head man in charge of the show. Page 9-A. 
11448. 1940, November 14. Ella Fitzgerald. Cal([brnia Eagle. p3. Ella Fitzgerald, first lady of swing, was 
recently elected to do the honors at New York’s new Club Tropicana and acclaimed by an over~vhelming 
majority, tops in her field. Fitzgerald appears in the above photo. Page 3-A. 
11449. 1940, November 14. Hall Johnson. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. The famous chorister, Hall Johnson, is 
believed to be planning a $25,000 suit against the New York World’s Fair Corporation and the National 
Broadcasting Company. Johnson is miffed over the misuse of his name in a Fair promotional program. 
Johnson appears in the above photo. 
11450.1940, November 14. Kenny and "Kink" Lead Hollywood Bears to Pro Win. CahJbrnia Eagle. pS. 
Keuny Washington and "Kiosk" Richards, a white back :from an unheard of college, Simpson, who once ran 
amuck for the New York Giants, worked together so well the Hollywood Bears went into the lead in the 
coast pro loop by a one-point victory, over the Los Angeles Bulldogs. Page 8-A. 
11451. 1940, November 14. Langston Hughes Returns to New Negro 1~eater. Cali fi)rnia Eagle. p9. 
Langston Hughes arrived at Union Station where he was greeted by Meredith Hatcher and Charles 
Leonard, executives of the New Negro Theater and the Hollywood Theater Alliance. Hughes was returning 
from the northern part of the state where he has been bu& with book-shop appearances in connection with 
his recently published, "The Big Sea." Page 9-A. 
11452. 1940, November 14. Lillian Yarbo in Republic Role. California Eagle. p9. Republic Pictures is 
launching the new Higgins Family in "Meet the Missus," and Lillian Yarbo, is adding her talent to the cast. 
Yarbo has contributed acting highlights other films such as "Rainbow On the River," "Big Town Girl," 
"Wives Under Suspicion," "Persons in Hiding," and "Way Down South." Page 9-A. 
11453. 1940, November 14. Louis Will Defend Title. California Eagle. pS. Hea~2cweight champion Joe 
Louis will make the 12th defense of his title Dec. 16 at Boston Garden against A1 McCoy. Page 8-A. 
11454. 1940, November 14. "Rochester" at Fellowship Meet. California Eagle. p9. The Los Angeles 
Fellowship League will hear Eddie "Rochester" Anderson at the monthly breakfast. Anderson will speak on 
aviation of which he has become a sponsor. Page 9-A. 
11455. 1940, November 16. African Prince Performs Miracle for Movie Star. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A 
witch doctor mixed a magic brew, muttered a few savage syllables and restored beautiful Lee Patrick’s lost 
voice. This demonstration of native sorcelT took place on Warner Bros. "South of Suez" set. It was here 
tlrat Prince Modupe, Oxford Graduate, lecturer and African witch-doctor, offered his services. 
11456. 1940, November 16. Count Basic May Break Up Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Billboard, 
internationally known theatrical publication, carried the following last week: Count Basic and Music 
Corporation of America, which books him, are at the moment at odds over a question of commissions. 
Argument may result in Basic disbanding his group and joining Benny Goodman, with whom he’s 
currently filling one hight dates while his own band lays off. The threat that Basic will join Goodman 
permanently is deliberately designed to force MCA to accede to his demands for a more "equitable 
adjustment" of commissions on his earnings. 
11457. 1940, November 16. FloydRay’s NewBand Clicking. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Floyd Ray and his 
orchestra have begun their Western tour. The new Floyd Ray group, which includes that hot trumpet player, 



Milton Larkin, and the nucleus of his old band played their opening date Friday for the UniversiU of Texas 
at Austin, Texas. 
11458. 1940, November 16. Kenny Washington Leads Hollywood to Victory. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. 
With the sparkling brilliance of Kenny Washington, Hollywood never shone more brightly during his entire 
career when he materially aided and abetted the plunging fullback for the New York Giants. 
11459. 1940, November 16. Maestro Sissle Takes a Wife... It’s no. 2. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Noble 
Sissle, famed maestro and his wife of a few months, the former Ethel Watkins of Miami, are a picture of 
happiness these days. Hubby Sissle is currently playing at Billy Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe in New York. 
The present wife is the second Mrs. Sissle. 
11460. 1940, November 16. Matthews Secures Earl Hines for Tri-State Tour During Christmas Holidays 
in BigDeal. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Tri-State dance fans and music lovers express eager enthusiasm in 
the advent of good news that Earl "Fatha" Hines and his orchestra of Chicago, has been booked in that area 
for the Christmas holidays. Lee Matthews and his New Artists’ Service, with offices at 2128 Central 
Avenue, have just completed negotiations to bring the internationally famous pianist to the Smoky City and 
his coming is heralded with great expectation. 
11461. 1940, November 21. Aides Keep Hughes from Speaking. Cal~/brnia Eagle. p 1. The long arm and 
raucous voice of Aimee Semple McPherson reached into the Hotel Vista Del Arroya in Pasadena to muzzle 
Afro-America’s poet laureate, Langston Hughes. The famed writer had been scheduled to address over 600 
at a literary luncheon when the archangels of Sister McPherson~s Four Square Church descended upon the 
scene in all fury. Pointing to the poem written by Hughes several years ago called, "Goodbye, Christ," the 
demonstrator’s labeled him a radical and an anti-Christ and a black devil. Page 1. 
11462.1940, November 21. Behind the Scenes with Harry. Califbrnia Eagle. pT. Kenny Washington’s 
prowess on the football field has been brought to the screen in "While Thousands Cheer," a Harry C. 
Popkin-Million dollar production. Posterity will be given a pretty good idea of how the colored All 
American put the University at Los Angeles on the gridiron map. While essentially a screen effort that will 
have its greatest appeal with rabid football fans and in the lower bracket of subsequent run houses, credit 
must be given Popkin and his associates lbr turning out a picture that shows the former UCLA star for what 
he really stood for in Pacific Coast conference football. Page 7-A. 
11463. 1940, November 21. "Cabin" Better than "Fog," Critics Claim. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. pT. New York 
newspaper critics have given quite a bit of space to the two all-Negro cast shows "Big White Fog" and 
"Cabin in the Sky," which recently opened. The general nm of opinion seems to be that while "Big White 
Fog," is a play with a more vivid plot, having :for its appeal the economic and social struggles of the Negro 
race, "Cabin in the Slc:~,’’ has to its credit a few points which make it the better of the two. These few points 
may be added up in just two members of the cast, Ethel Waters and Katherine Dunham. Page 7-A. 
11464. 1940, November 21. Duke’s Son Makes Stage Debut. California Eagle. p7. Following in the 
footsteps of his illustrious father, Duke, Mercer Ellington and his band, made their first stage appearance 
with an opening at Harlem’s West End theater. Page 7-A. 
11465. 1940, November 21. Kenny Signs 3-Year Pact. California Eagle. p6. Keuny Washington, the All- 
American football star from UCLA, last week inked a three year contract with the Hollywood Bears of the 
Pacific Coast Professional Football League. Page 6-A. 
11466. 1940, November 21. Lawrence Criner Will M.~: Variety Show at Embassy. California Eagle. pT. 
Lawrence Criner will M.C. the gigantic stage re~ae of colored variety artists at Embassy auditorium. Criner 
is one of the finest, most versatile colored actors of stage or screen. Criner is best known for his long career 
as one of the stars of the Lafayette Players that dramatic stock compa~7 tlrat thrilled thousands with 
standard stage plays in New York and other key cities in the U.S. Page 7-A. 
11467. 1940, November 21. Paul Robeson Fights Race Bias. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. Militant Paul Robeson 
came to the coast on a triumphant concert tour and remained long enough to deliver two tremendous blows 
at racial discrimination. In San Francisco where he appeared in a brilliant concert, Robeson filed suit for 
$22,500 against Vanessi’s a well known North Beach restaurant, charging racial discrimination in refusing 
serve to him and a pa~" of friends. 
11468. 1940, November 21. Robinson Is Big Star as U~ZA Victor. Cal~brnia Eagle. p6. Astounding a 
small crowd of 20,000 of the faithful, UCLA’s Bruins, featuring a great individual performance by Jaclde 
Robinson, won their first game in 8 starts. Page 6-A. 
11469. 1940, November 23. All Quiet on Count Basie, MCA Front. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. With the 
entire musical word clrarged with electrical anticipation over the outcome of his threat to abandon his band 



and join Benny Goodman, Count Basie returned to New York last week after a tour of New England and 
announced all quiet on the MCA-Basie from. 
11470. 1940, November 23. Audience Moved by Art of Jes~ye Choir. Pittsburgh Courier. p22. A dynamic 
choir directress-composer-dramatist-pianist, Eva Jessye, is deeply interested in the development of the race. 
"IfI am close enough to anyone to help him, I feel it my ’bounden’ duty to get the best out of him"’ is the 
foundation of her philosop~ revealed in an interview during an Eva Jessye choir engagement in Kansas 
City. Spending part of her time in Sumter, South Carolina, Jessye discovered that Negroes there were 
struggling for libral?." facilities. Jessye orgauized the Santee River Singers gave benefit concerts, 
corresponded with influential friends, remodeled a section of her private residence and now has created the 
Sumter Public Library with approximately 2,000 books. Negro HistolT and Education are the subjects 
emphasized in the collection. 
11471. 1940, November 23. Colored Bands 2~Iust Shave Demands to Meet Competition of Whites to Get 
Big Spots. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Perhaps it’s survival of the fittest, perhaps it’s the old 
squeeze play, or perhaps it’s the inadaptability of the colored musicians, but whatever the reason, the 
denrand for race artists is falling far short of the supply. According to a tabulation of maw of the bigger 
firn~s supplying colored bands, including Joe Glaser and Moe Gale, the fault lies more with the personnel 
of the various aggregations than with the age -old practice of racial discrimination and they will readily tell 
you that something has to be done. Messrs. Glaser and Gale on several occasions, indicated that the ratio of 
sala~ demanded by colored musicians has gone far beyond that accepted by their white brothers. For that 
reason they feel that big hotels and uight clubs are s~ of the brown attractions due to their inability to 
adapt themselves to the rise and fall of business. 
11472.1940, November 23. Ella’s Opening at Brun~wick Hotel in Boston Big Event. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Ella Fitzgerald, the first: lady of song, opened in a jubilant :fashion at the Bermuda Terrace of the 
Brunswick Hotel in Boston last week. On opening night, the sensational lady of swing, set: a new record for 
the receipt and attendance ledger, going down as the "greatest in the history of the edifice." 
11473.1940, November 23. Ethel Waters Records Tunes. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ethel Waters, star of 
"Cabin in the Sky," the current Broadway hit production, has recorded four of the songs which Vernon 
Duke and John LaTouche wrote :for the musical which is on tap at the Marlin Beck Theater in the 
Broadway locality. 
11474. 1940, November 23. Fats Waller Is Set for Hotel Sherman. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. After a 
successful week here at the Apollo Theater, Fats Waller and his nmsicians departed for Chicago where they 
started an indefinite engagement in the Panther room of the Sherman Hotel. 
11475. 1940, November 23. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Lionel Hampton is king 
of the drums and vibraphone. Young Lionel Hampton takes his place alongside our greats in the 
amusement world. Hampton, the boy with the infectious smile, a musical maniac if ever there was one. He 
is all music. When that boy starts to beat his drums, all the world listens. He is a master of his art, a wizard 
of percussion instruments. Yet this climb to the top has not been meteoric. 
11476. 1940, November 23. Harlem Theatre (;loses; 100 Performers Idle. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Culminating a run in Harlem which started jnst four shows ago, the West End Theater of West 125th Street, 
gave up the ghost Thursday hight and now traverse the lane of defunct theaters in this city and other 
sections of the country. Expecting to close since the day of its opeuing last Oct. 4 due to the lack of local 
patronage, the West End held on. Many well known performers have been presented but their magnetism 
was not of sufficient power to draw away the small hordes of theatergoers in this co~nnauuity of some four 
thousand, that has made the Apollo its nrain entertaimnent center. 
11477. 1940, November 23. Hines Has Perfect Combination; Uses Old 2~Ien to Balance the New. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Earl Hines’ musical steamroller of today has changed but little from the 
compact aggregation that set the musical world aflame with its new and different rhythms from the stand of 
Chicago’s theatrically celebrated Grand Terrace. 
11478. 1940, November 23. Jackie Robinson Hits Stride as U~ZA Beats Washington State. Pittsburgh 
Courier. pl6. The feast after the famine--yes, UCLA finally won its first football game of the current 
season after dropping seven straight, when they topped Washington State College, 34-26, in a wide open 
helter skelter fracas before 25,000 fans at Memorial Coliseum last Saturday. Twinkle-toed Jackie 
Robinson, the Brains’ fleet-footed climax runner, had a field day, turning in his most brilliant performance 
of the season. 
11479. 1940, November 23. Langston Checked by Aimee. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Langston Hughes, noted 
playwright, author, poet and lecturer, felt the wrath of Aimce Semple McPhcrson, white evangelist, Friday, 



when she and a picked band of 100 followers swooped down upon the exclusive Vista Del Arroyo Hotel in 
Pasadena where Langston Hughes has been scheduled to deliver an address. Hughes was slated to speak at 
a "Book and Author" luncheon in the Vista Del Arroyo Hotel, which is rated as one of the most exclusive 
and luxurious hotels in the world. 
11480. 1940, November 23. Lionel Packs ’Era at Coast Theatre. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lionel Hampton 
and his orchestra drew one of the largest attendances in the history of the Orpehmn Theater here when they 
played a week’s engagement recently. The management told reporters that Lionel Hampton and Ted Lewis 
drew the largest crowds in the mmals of the Orpehum Theater. 
11481. 1940, November 23. Louis Armstrong a Sensation in Dixie. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis 
Armstrong, recognized as the king of the trumpet, whose great orchestra is swinging out through the 
Southwest following a spectacular tour of the Pacific Coast, is scheduled to play here at the Casino 
Ballroom, Dec. 3. Armstrong, worldng for James Bishop, will present, in addition to his band, a floor show 
rerainiscent of his famous Cotton Club re~e, when he was the rage of Broadway. 
11482. 1940, November 23. LuncefordSn~ngs Out atApollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jimmie 
Luncefored has all Harlem turning out to hear his harmon; and rhythm at the Apollo Theater. Lunceford 
returned to his old stomping ground, the Apollo, last Friday, and he will close there Thursday night, Nov. 
23. Of course, its not news any more to repeat the old story, "Lunceford breaks own attendance nrark at the 
Apollo." 
11483. 1940, November 23. Marian Anderson Feted in Ohio’s Queen City. Pittsburgh Courier. pS. 
Marian Anderson, the internationally acclaimed concert artist, whose charln and congeniality has in no way 
been "affected by her fame, was honored with a delightfully ilfformal reception following her brilliant 
concert on Wednesday, Nov. 13th at the home of Mrs. Matfie Jackson, one of her soror’s and at whose 
home she stayed during her brief sojourn in Cincinnati. 
11484.1940, November 23. Maxine and John Kirby HeM Over. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Sticking to her 
usual brand of entertainment, Maxine Sullivan, Pittsburgh’s honey child of subtle swing gets the hold over 
nod at Broadway’s famous Beachcombe niter. Booked two weeks ago with John Kirby and his sensational 
small band, Sullivan and Kirby proved of such entertainment value that they were extended :for an 
additional week by patrons demands. 
11485. 1940, November 23. Nicholas Bros. Sign with 20th Century Fox. Pittsbut2gh Courier. p20. The 
Nicholas Brothers, that classy dance team, signed a contract with 20th Centu~ Fox last week. This makes 
the second such contract given to Negroes, Ben Carter already holds a contract. 
11486. 1940, November 23. Plans Under Way for Lincoln Theatre’s Opening in Philly. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p 13. On the heels of the expected closing of the West End Theater in New York last week came 
the unexpected announcement that the Lincoln Theater here in Philadelphia wlfich has been dark ma~\v 
months will re-open its doors this season with vaudeville as it main attraction. 
11487. 1940, November 23. Racial Prejudice Takes "Back Seat" on Broadway. Billy" Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p13. Should a visiting group of dyed-in-the-wool southerners happen to look in on the Majestic 
Theater here m\V day in the week currently, they would probably" rush back home and swear the North has 
gone cra~-. But such is not the case. All that is happening is that Bill Robinson and Phil Baker of the dark 
and lighter race are preparing a huge cast of mostly white and a few colored artists for their forthcoming 
Boradway production, "All in Fun." 
11488. 1940, November 23. Robeson Files $22,500 Su#. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Paul RobesorL 
internationally famous baritone and dramatic actor, got his first taste of Americanism here last week when 
he and eight others, three of whom were colored, were refused service in a San Francisco restaurant. 
Charging racial discrinfination, the famous singer-actor is demanding $22,500 damages, stating in the suit 
that the eatery refused to serve them. 
11489. 1940, November 28. Ella Fitzgerald Introduces New Number. Cal(ibrnia Eagle. p3. Ella 
Fitzgerald, First Lady of Swing, and her orchestra, now the hit attraction at the swank Brunswick Hotel, 
have definitely earned the stamp of approval in launching a new tune, "Muffin Man." Page 3-A. 
11490. 1940, November 28. "Father" Hines Says Swing has Reached End of Rope.t. Almena Davis. 
Cal~ornia Eagle. p3. "The trend in popular music is at a standstil!!" Up to that point, the interview I was 
having with Earl "Father" Hines, was at a standstill. It’s as rare as peace in the Balkans that a visiting 
celebrity, yields anytlfing meaty in one of these routine interviews. Page 3-B. 
11491. 1940, November 28. Gab Stuff J. Cullen Fentress. Cal~rnia Eagle. pl. Kenny’s Film--We went 
down to the Million Dollar theater to see and hear, "As Thousands Cheer," the motion picture starring 
Kenny Washington, the young man who made gridiron history at the U~fiversity of California at Los 



Angeles. It is undoubtedly the best all-Negro cast picture we have yet viewed, albeit the story is weak, 
worn out .... Supreme Pictures, "Am I Guilty," with Ralph Cooper in the leading role, should serve to open 
the eyes of all to the possibilities in the field of all-Negro cast motion pictures. Some years ago, when the 
all-Negro casts was a novelty, producers could get a~vay with a~\,cTthing .... But now comes, "Am I Guilty?" 
which is regarded as a serious attempt to put something worthwhile and thought-provoking on the silver 
sheet. The picture is not perfect, technically speaking, to be sure, but it is such an improvement over other 
attempts that there is no comparison. Page 1-B. 
11492. 1940, November 28. Jackie Robinson and Ray Bartlett Close Football Careers. California Eagle. 
p2. Local fans will see 14 UCLA Brains for the last time at the Coliseum when they face the Uulversi~" of 
Southern Califon~ia in their final game of the season. Inchided in the departing Bruins is Jackie Robinson 
and Ray Bartlett. Page 2-B. 
11493. 1940, November 28. Mantan Began as Minstrel. Cal~[brnia Eagle. p3. Mantan Moreland, one of 
the stars on bill at the Embassy Auditorium was born in Monroe, Louisiana and began his career in 1916 
which Huntington’s Minstrels of the same state. Moreland’s excellent work as a comedian was innnediately 
recognized and he was asked to take a comedy role in the famous New York show, "Lew Leslie’s 
Blackbirds," which traveled all over Europe and was also in the original "Shuffle Along" and "Great Day." 
Page 3-B. 
11494. 1940, November 28. Moreland in Bowery Film. California Eagle. p3. Republic Pictures has cast 
Mantan Moreland, prominent colored comedian in "Bowery Boy," now in production. "Bowery Boy," also 
includes among its highlights, a caf6 scene in which a group of colored performers make up a comic act. 
Page 3-A. 
11495. 1940, November 28. Reviews--"As Thousands Cheer." Jotm Kinloch. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p3. 
Having completed its local nra at the Million Dollar theater, "As Thousands Cheer," may proceed along the 
merry, road uf its national release to secure "name" box office attraction and a good deal of first-rate 
publicit-y in the trade press. Kenny Washington appears periodically throughout the :film and reveals that he 
is an excellent football player. Others in the cast, composed uf the Million Dollar reliables are Jeni LeGon, 
Mantan Moreland, Alfred Grant, Lawrence Cfiner, Florence O’Bfien, Monte Hawley, Harry "Coach" 
Levette. Morcland’s comedy is effective and the ofl~ers hold down routine assignments efficiently. Page 3- 
B. 
11496. 1940, November 28. Washington Hurt in 14-3 Bear Win. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. p2. Kenny 
Wastfington’s Hollywood Bears played the Oakland Giants and hc had to be carried offthe field in the ttfird 
qnartcr. He was hurt just above the right ankle. X-rays disclosed no broken bones and the injury is not 
regarded as a serious one. Page 2-B. 
11497. 1940, November 30. Armstrong’s All-Star Band Set for Fla. Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louis 
Armstrong, whose blasting trumpet and unique singing voice is blazing a meteoric success trail throughout 
Dixie, will swing into the fall-end of his personal appearance tour of this State of Florida starting on 
December 6 at Jacksonville. The tour, first arranged for Armstrong since he became the greatest showman 
of modern times comes during a period when Florida is stal~Ted for hot music. 
11498. 1940, November 30. Bill Robinson Made Honorary "Life Mayor" of Harlem--To Be Honored 
with Huge Dinner. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Joining hands with the Negro Actor’s Guild, Eddie Cantor, 
the famous stage, screen and radio comedia~ is writing some special material to be used at the testimonial 
dinner to Bill Robinson. Scheduled to be held at Mecca Temple on December 8, the affair is patroned by 
prominent men and women of both the political and theatrical world. 
11499. 1940, November 30. Bill Robinson, Phil Baker’s "All in Fun" Opens in Conn. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The shock absorbers for Broadway are a happy, understanding lot here. The stars 
parade in droves and the long-haired maestros strike up the bands. The good e~nanates with the bad and 
through it all, the people miles away from the din, glare, and glamour of New York’s main artery, absorb it 
all, proud to be the real first niters of a new play, dranra or musical doomed for the critical circle of 
Broadway. For such an audience, "All in Fun," co-starting Bill Robinson and Phil Baker with a galas; of 
white featured players in various roles opened here Thursday night. 
11500. 1940, November 30. Ella Fitzgerald Regains Vocali~l Lead with Vote from Police Lt. Battle. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Taking time out from his duties among the leaders of New York’s finest, 
Police Lieutenant Battle cast the first subscription vote for Ella Fitzgerald this week, to again put her at the 
top of the female vocalist list, over Helen Humes, who led in the last counting. Fighting gamely for his 
favorite, J. H. Humes, with the theme, "My vote belongs to daughter," cast another subscription ballot for 
Humes who was catapulted into :first position by a Park Avenue blitzkrieg, last week. 



11501. 1940, November 30. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The Rev. Clayton 
Russell, one of the leading clergymen of Los Angeles and Clarence Muse are the cause of Sidney R. Kent 
and Darryl F. Zanuck of 20th Century Fox to make a few extra million dollars on the film, "Maryland." 
The Rev. Russell because of his attack on Clarence Muse as a moaning preacher in that film, launched a 
controversy that brought the picture to the attention of 30,000 Negro ministers and their six million 
followers. Hattie McDaniel is busy at Warner Brothers Studio in "Far Horizon," with Bette Davis. (Film 
released as "The Great Lie") Keuny Washington appeared in the all colored cast film, "While Thousands 
Cheer," which was very good. 
11502. 1940, November 30. Maxine, John Are Through on Broadway. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Maxine 
Sullivan, John Kirby and his orchestra, who became the first colored stars to be featured at Prosner’s 
famous Beachcomber niter3" on Bomdway, closed a most successfi~l engagement Saturday night with the 
hosannas of Broadway critics liberally ringing in their ears. One raving Broadway, pemnan had this to say: 
"Miss Maxine Sullivan is as guiltless of faults in taste as Mr. Lehvim~e. She is in no way the possessor of 
so deep a musical culture or so recondite a technique." 
11503. 1940, November 30. Robeson "Mike" Technique Explained to Scientists. Pittsbu@ Courier. p3. 
Two years ago Paul Robeson discovered that if he stood in front of a microphone of a public address 
system, he enjoyed some of the desirable acoustic conditions usually associated with the studio. His 
discovery has led to a newly developed sound system which creates on the concert theater stage the 
acoustic characteristic of small rooms and surrounds a singing instrumemalist with the ability for them to 
hear themselves. 
11504. 1940, December 5. Basketball Next for Jack Robinson; Team Loses to USC, 28 to 12. Cal~fi~rnia 
Eagle. p2. One of the most disastrous seasons in UCLA history ended Saturday in the Coliseum when 
University of Southern Californ’a Trojans over-powered the Bruins 28 to 12 before 65,000 spectators. Page 
2-B. 
11N15. 1940, December 5. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p3. "Wtfile Thousands Cheer" 
did a land office business at the New Million Dollar Theater all its week’s ru~ both night and day, with the 
doors opening at 9 a.m. instead of 10 to accommodate the night workers and shoppers of all races. 
Excellent reviews were given in both colored and white publications. Eddie Anderson, Jack Benny’s 
famous "Rochester," has been selected to appear at the Hal Roach studio in the role of Eddie, Topper’s 
chauffeur, who exhibits iris traditional fear of ghosts and goblins. "Topper Returns" is the name of the 
comedy. Page 3-B. 
llN16. 1940, December 5. Bud Harris in All-Star Variety Show. California Eagle. p3. Never before in the 
history of show business has so much colored talent been obtained for one performance. Everyone of the 
acts on this gigantic program is a headliner. We have been forttmate enough to obtain Bud Harris in plenty 
comedy piano and snappy songs. Page 3-B. 
11507. 1940, December 5. Dorothy Maynor, Paul Green at Karamu House. California Eagle. p3. Dorothy 
Maynor, soprano, and Paul Green, noted white playwright who won the Pulitizer Prize for his play, "In 
Abraham’s Bosom," will be the artists and guest of honor at the 25th a~miversary of the founding of 
Karamu House. The affair will attract 800 persons to the Hotel Statler Saturday and May’nor and Green will 
broadcast over a national hook-up over the Mutual Newtowrk at noon that day. Page 3-B. 
11508. 1940, December 5. Entertainer, Returning to Iy:S., Says Nazis Definitely Anti-Negro. California 
Eagle. p3. Ivan Harold Browning, famed singer, was in possession of a documentary account of the rigors 
of life in war-torn Europe, described in a letter sent to him from William Howard Beny, one of the original 
members of the Four Harmony Kings. Bel~ wrote Browning who returned to America from Europe at the 
outbreak of hostilities, from on board the S.S. Extavia, American rescue ship en route from Lisbon, 
Portugal to New York. Page 3-A. 
11509. 1940, December 5. GWTWRole on Stage. California Eagle. p3. Hattie McDaniel has been invited 
to play "Mammy" in a stage version of "Gone With the Wind," starring Vivien Leigh on the stage of the 
Atlanta theater. The occasion is an anniversary premiere of GWTW. Page 3-B. 
11510. 1940, December 5. Hattie MeDaniels. Cal!ibrnia Eagle. p3. Hattie McDaniel--This week the City 
of Atlanta extended a special invitation to McDaniel to come there for the celebration of the first 
anniversary of the world premiere of "GWTW." Mcdaniel appears in the above photo. Page 3-A. 
11511. 1940, December 5. Lunce.[brdKeeps His Promise. Califbrnia Eagle. p3. Jimmie Lunceford will 
play an engagement at the Renaissance Casino Cl~stmas Eve because it was Bob Douglass, manager of the 
Renaissance who gave Lunceford his first opportunity in 1934. Page 3-B. 



11512. 1940, December 5. Neil Trophy Goes to Armstrong. California Ea,ele. p2. Hemmer Armstrong, one- 
time three-titleholder, was the recipient of another sports honor this week when Boxing Writers Association 
of New York awarded him the Edward J. Neil Memorial trophy for his contributions to boxing--while 
winning or losing. Page 2-B. 
11513. 1940, December 5. "Rochester" Visits Eastern-Columbia. California Ea,~le. p5. Eddie "Rochester" 
Anderson and Mrs. Anderson are shown with George Mosby, photographed during a visit to Eastern 
Columbia’s new store recently opened. They appear inthe above photo. Page 5-A. 
11514. 1940, December 5. N7~itney and Tutt Started BroomfieM on Stage Career. California Eagle. p3. 
Leroy Broomfield of the noted team of Broomfield and Greeley, entered show business because Whitney 
and Tutt wanted to do his Uncle Jack Broomfield, of Omaha, Nebraska, a favor. Whitney and Tutt team 
played Omaha for three days with "The Smareter Set" and Broomfield worked as a chorus boy. When the 
show was ready to leave the Nebraska city, Leroy’s Uncle Jack asked them to take the boy and teach him. 
Page 3-B. 
11515. 1940, December 7. Abbie Mitchell Makes Plea for Race Pride. Pittsburgh Courier. p23. "W~ 
should we be so ashamed of our background? ff it were not for our forefathers, we would not be free !" 
Abbie Mitchell, star of the theater and concert stage was talking in a Courier inte~dew. She played Kansas 
City as a member of "The Little Foxes" company starring, Tallulah Bankhead, November 23, in the 
musical. The only other Negro in the cast was Jolm Marriott. Mitchell has no patience with those who 
would attempt to ignore the facts of our history. 
11516. 1940, December 7. Baste Gets New Deal: Count Will Continue to Lead Own Orchestra. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic, whose recent disagreement with Music Corporation of America 
included two ultimatums; that of giving up iris band to join Benny Goodman and taking his complaints 
beforc President Petrillo of the Musicians Union, was halted here last week in the lace of a temporau 
settlement with MCA, the office booking his superb aggregation. According to Milt Evans, manager of the 
band, Basic has been seeking for the past month a rc-arrangcmcm of the commissions MCA has been 
exacting from iris engagements. 
11517. 1940, December 7. Ella’s Crew, Starts a New Vaude Policy. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Starting a 
new thcatrical policy in the Bronx, the Casino Thcater hit the vaudcville trail Saturday with Ella Fitzgerald 
and her orchestra headlining an all-colored revue. The new show, booked for two days, set a new 
attendance record :for the house. Featured with La Fitzgerald were: Buck and Bubbles, among others. 
11518.1940, December 7. Etta Moten Feted by Fourth Estate. Ruth Buchanan. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. 
Mcmbers of The Pittsburgh Courier staff feted charming Etta Moten at a delightful informal gathering in 
the Loendi Club parlors Tha~ksgiving Eve. To chat with the likable person is to enjoy social warmth and 
graciousness rarely encountered eve~ day. Moten, who attained national recognition on the legitimate 
stage in musicales on Broadway and on the screen has won new fmne the past six years in concert work. 
She accepted invitations to appear in Februa~ during Negro Histm~ Week at the Tem~essee Agricultural & 
Inudstrial College and also at Miami, Florida where she will speak on "Negro Music" and will interpret 
Negro works. 
11519. 1940, December 7. JackieRobinson, U~ZA Quintto Play. Pittsburgh Courier. p18. One of the 
greatest athletes in the nation’s histo~~ will appear on a doubleheader basketball card at the Chicago 
Coliseum Dec. 16. He is Jackie Robinson, sepia sensation of the UCLA basketball team, which will oppose 
the Blue Demons of DePaul, while on the same card Georgetown University will battle Loyola. Jackie, who 
has been frequently referred to as the "one-man basketball team, .... the Ebony Wizard," and the thousand 
and one superlatives of various sportswriters, is like Joe Louis, shy and retiring. He has been called "a 
coach’s drea~n," because of his willingness to submerge his brilliance for the sake of team play. 
11520. 1940, December 7. Leigh Whipper in Robin Hood of Peeos. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Roy Rogers 
finished work this week on "Robin Hood of the Pecos," with Majorie Reynolds in the feminine lead and 
Goerge Hayes heading the supporting cast. Leigh Whipper, New York stage veteran, is included in the cast. 
He made a name for himself in the screen and Broadway versions of "Of Mice and Men." 
11521. 1940, December 7. Lunce.[brd Snqtches Back to Decca. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Confirn~ing the rumors which started several weeks ago, Jimmie Lunceford will take his orchestra out of 
the Columbia Recording camp and return to tlrat of Decca on or about the first of Janual3~ at which time his 
contract with the former company will have expired. Turning to Columbia two years ago, in the midst of a 
court battle with Decca, Lunceford has sold upward to 448,000 discs under the Cohimbia label, including 
the Red and Vocalian output. 



11522. 1940, December 7. Maxine and John Kirby Go to Boston Hotel. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Directly 
after closing a successful holdover run at the Beachcomber nitery on Broadway, John Kirby and his big 
little band, starring Maxine Sullivan were signed for a December 9th engagement at the Brunswick Hotel in 
Boston. 
11523. 1940, December 7. Morris Luads Band. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Earl "Fatha" 
Hines, recognized as the "King of Ivories, is the greatest musical sensation this city has ever kuown. He 
came here last week to Los Angeles and wrapped up all the dance lovers. 
11524. 1940, December 7. Phil Baker Leaves Bill Robinson Holding "Star Bag"for "All in Fun." 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. A startling development found its way into the musical camp of "All in Fun" co- 
starting Bill Robinson and Phil Baker, who is making his stage comeback in this opus, stepped out of the 
co-star role, leaving Bill Robinson the chief cock of the walk of the "All in Fun" opus. Scoffing at the 
rumors that the show, because of this, would never reach Broadway, Baker, along with is co-producer, 
Leonard Sillnran, am~ounced that the show would be revised and re-staged. 
11525. 1940, December 7. Robinson Sings Swan Song at UCLA. Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Ending its most 
disastrous grid season in the school’s hiStOlT, UCLA bowed to the Southern Califon~ia Trojans 28-12 last 
Saturday before 70,000 partisan fans at Memorial Coliseum. The Trojan war horse, although mired in the 
Conference second division and hopelessly out of the Rose Bowl selections, demonstrated a crushing steam 
roller offensive typical of Howard Jones’ championship teams of years gone by. Jackie Robinson, UCLA’s 
ace back, playing the last collegiate contest of his career, gave a sparkling all-around exhibition. 
11526. 1940, December 7. Story of the Prisoner’s Songs. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Richard Wright, author 
of"Native Son," attends a recording session at Columbia Recording Studio when Count Basies (left) and 
his band made discs of swing selections by a race convict, Clington R. Brewer, who has been in the 
Brodentown (N.J.) prison farm since 1931. 
11527. 1940, December 12. Behind the Scenes with Harry. Ca/~/brnia Eagle. p2. Negro Agents Called 
Extras Ignorant--Incidentally when names of our players first appeared, certain colored persons then 
engaged in operating one of the many employment agencies that supplied movie talent, scolded me 
publishing them. The agent proclaimed, "They are an ignorant lot ... nnd you’ll just give them the big head 
and make them hard to handle by putting them into print." Did I obey? I should sny not. During that time 
some of the more prominent actors nnd actresses included: Madam Sul-Te-Wan, the late Gertrude Howard, 
Louise Beavers, Goerge Reed, Clarence Brooks, Mildred Washington among others. "Nottfing Doing" say 
Studios. " I was received with courtesy, but with firm refusal of advertisement, but persevered in 
publishing studio news, adding the names of the colored players who got little else at that time but ’G- 
string’ work in African pictures. But each Friday morning a copy of the Eagle fell out of the mail onto the 
desks of the studio production departments and thus it dawned upon them that even the least colored extra 
was considered important to the Eagle and its reading public." Page 2-B. 
11528. 1940, December 12. Etta Moten. California Eagle. p4. Goven~or Clyde R. Hoey of North Carolina, 
expressed great appreciation for the progress which the Negro people of the nation and his state are ~naking 
along all lines, but particularly artistically, in a brief inte~iew which he held with Etta Moten, the singer, in 
the executive offices last week. Moten, accompanied by W.R. Johnson, executive secreta~3~ of Negro Work 
in the State Department of Public Weffare, had called to meet the govenaor. Moten expressed her 
appreciation of the growing liberality and fairness which the state of North Carolina is exhibiting, declaring 
that N.C. could well se~e as a pattern for some states of the deep South to emulate. Moten had given two 
concerts in Raleigh, N.C. Page 4-A. 
11529. 1940, December 12. Langston Hughes Local NAACP Speaker Sunday. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl. 
Langston Hughes, famed Negro poet and author, will be principal speaker at the local branch of the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People at Hamilton Methodist church. The writer 
will discuss material used in his recent autobiography, "The Big Sea." 
11530. 1940, December 12. Robinson, Bruins to Midwest. Calijbrnia Eagle. p3. Suffering from bruises 
acquired during the football season, Jackie Robinson, greatest UCLA Bruin of them all, is undergoing an 
"ironing out" prep~xatory to leaving tomorrow with the Bruin quintet for a tour of the Midwest. Page 3-B. 
11531. 1940, December 12. Whites Steal Negro Bands’ Stuf[~ Don~t Beat Mag Charges. Cal~rnia Eagle. 
p2. Contending that Negro swing bands are "no longer the box-office attractions they were a few years 
back," an article by R.L. Larkin in the next issue of Down Beat, the professional musicians’ newspaper, 
startlingly clrarges that, "Colored bands are no longer distinctive as they once were." Implied were bands 
such as Duke Ellington’s, Jimmy Lunceford’s, Andy Kirk’s, Count Basie’s among others. Larkin’s article 
concludes by suggesting several steps by which race bands can "regain their lost laurels." Pnge 2-B. 



11532. 1940, December 14. Boxing Scribes HonorArmst~ong. Morgen S. Jensen. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p16. Popular HemT Armstrong, only- battler in the history of boxing to wear three titular crowns at one 
time, last week received one of the most coveted honors of the sport when he was voted the Edward J. Neil 
Memorial Trophy at a meeting of the New York Boxing Writers Association in the Hotel Lincoln. The 
highly-prized tropl\v, awarded to the man who does the most for boxing each year, will be presented to the 
former feather light and welterweight king at the association’s annual dinner in the Jacob Rupper brewery 
on January 3. 
11533. 1940, December 14. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p24. Republic studios are all 
agog over the work of Mantan Moreland, Flo O’Brien and Phil Moore that the studio will concentrate 
ballyhoo to the Negro movie audience. No one will admit it, but the real fact why the "Love Thy Neighbor" 
premiere was shifted to New York instead of Miami was because of "Rochester." Paramount doesn’t want 
the nation’s No. 1 Valet to suffer as Ted Lewis’ Charlie Witty some time ago. Daisy Bufford, the 
brownskin beauty of the films, will have a nice berth in the Bing Crosby film, "Road to Zanzibar." If 
Paramount keeps it up, sepia actors will have a chance to live in spite of the Negro movie boycott by Negro 
houses owned by whites. 
11534. 1940, December 14. Joe Louis in Final Drills for McCoy Bout. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Quartered 
at the swank Green Acres Country club, drilling daily to put the finishing conditioning touches on for his 
bout here next Monday night with A1 McCoy and helping out in spare moments as a Boston Post Sanla 
Claus cashier, Hea~weight Champion Joe Louis was primed for his thirteenth title defense here 
Wednesday. 
11535. 1940, December 14. Moe Gale Plans New Outlets for Race Bands. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. In conj traction with iris executives, who include Charles Buchanan, colored manger of the 
Savoy Ballroom, Moe Gale, president of Gale, Inc., is in thc midst of ncgotiations which, if successful, will 
open up a string of location spots for colored bands from here (in New York) to Chicago. 
11536. 1940, December 14. Urges Break for Youngsters; Les Hire Continues to Lead Count Basie, 
Erskine Hawkins. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Diverting to a trend of conversation, reminiscent 
of the first national band contest sponsored by The Pittsburgh Courier back in 1932, which he won with 
llying colors, Duke Ellington, the modcm genius of the nmsical reahns, definitely put his stamp of approval 
on thc present contest being conducted by this paper. In an interview the nmn called "great" in all nmsical 
circles, the department’s form of spotlighting the most popular band, instrumentalist, and vocalist in the 
country by public approval was highly lauded. 
11537.1940, December 14. Washington to Face Pro League Stars. Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. The Pacific 
coast football pro-league leading, undefeated, untied Hollywood Bears tangled with the Columbus, Ohio 
Bullies, champions of the American Play-for-Pay Circuit, at Gihnore Stadium, Sunday, December 15. The 
Bears most likely will be minus the services of Kenny Washington, their ace halfback and chief offensive 
threat. Washington is still recuperating from a set of hadly sprained and bruised ligaments in his 
caused during the recent Oakland-Hollywood contest when he was viciously" tackled. 
11538. 1940, December 19. Broadway Critics hail Kate Dunham. California Eagle. p4. Katherine 
Dunham currently" is drawing raves for her work in "Cabin in the Sky," Broadway production starting Ethel 
Waters in which Duulaam gives New Yorkers a new notion of what jazz dancing can be. Dtmham makes 
jazz over from hot hoofing in a smoky cabaret into a new and exciting art. Page 4-B. 
11539. 1940, December 19. "Green Pastures" on Coast-to-Coast Hookup Christmas. California Eagle. 
p 1. A radio dramatization of the famed "Green Pastures," Negro folk lore play, will be presented on 
Christmas Day on a coast-to-coast hookup of the National Broadcasting company. Rex Ingram will appear 
in this production. 
11540. 1940, December 19. Jo Baker in Unoccupied France, Claim. Cali~brnia Eagle. p4. It was reported 
here last week by way of Madrid that Josephine Baker returned to unoccupied France several days ago. 
Baker is reported to have been offered a contract as a night club entertainer in unoccupied France. She 
came to Lisbon two weeks ago from Madrid, en route, it was said, at the time to the United States. Page 4- 
B. 
11541. 1940, December 19. Josephine Baker. California Eagle. p6. Josephine Baker is in unoccupied 
France this week with a new singing job. Baker appears in the above photo. Page 6-A. 
11542. 1940, December 19. Paul Robeson a Man of His People. Cal~rnia Eag&. p4. The San Francisco 
Opera House audience called Paul Robeson back for seven encores and when the last sustained din of 
applause failed to bring him back again, they steamed in to his dressing room for a handshake, an exchange 



of greeting, perhaps an autograph. That was the way the people acted in New York and Chicago and Los 
Angeles. Page4-B. 
11543. 1940, December 19. "Snowflake" Goes on Tour. California Ea~le. p4. "Snowflake," well known 
motion picture comediark is about to leave on an extended motor trip throughout the East and South. The 
actor plans to hit such notable burgs as Washington, New York, Chicago, and St. Louis. Having held down 
jobs at Paramount, Republic, and Twentieth-Century Fox Studios, "Snowflake," is one of Hollywood’s 
veteran sepians. Page 4-B. 
11544. 1940, December 19. Warner Brothers Studios Sign Hattie McDaniel. California Eagle. p4. Hattie 
McDauiel whose unforgettable role in "Gone With the Wind" earned her a long term contract, continued 
her upward climb toward stardom when Warner Brothers studios bought her contract from David O. 
Selznick last week. So eager was the Burbank studio for the actress to sail under their banner they 
completed the deal with Selznick and took up the actress’ option a month before the option was due for 
consideration. Page 4-B. 
11545. 1940, December 21. Ink Spots, Jimmie Lunceford, 2~Iiller Bros. and Lois Are Big Guns on New 
York’s White Way. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Broadway is in a solid colored groove this 
week with several well-known race artists highlighting both stage and screen entertainment in and around 
its immediate vicinities. At the Paramount, the famous singing Inkspots are successfully going into their 
second hold-over week as added attractions of an all-star white bill. Making their third return engagement 
to the Broadway mecca theater in less than a year, the boys are reaching a new high this season .... On the 
screen is Rex Ingram and Adelaide Hall in important roles in "Thief of Bagdad," the new Alexander Korda 
technicolor production. Other screen features are the Nicholas Brothers in "Tin Pan Alley" at the Ro~7. 
11546. 1940, December 21. Lionel Hampton’s New Kind of Sweet Swing All the Rage on the Pacific 
Coast...Now. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. When an idea came to Lionel Hampton several months ago in New 
York that he wanted "to form his own band and with it introduce a new type of music to the present popular 
era, he did just that. Opening here at the Beacon Theater in Vanconver, British Columbia, last week, the 
great nrasician inlroduced what he temps sweet swing "to a critical audience that saw his performance 
through "to applaudjustily at closing curtain. 
11547.1940, December 21. ~!!ore Legitimate Plays Sought for Broadway. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. With the purpose in mind of bringing more colored musicals and dramas 1o Broadway comes 
1941, Perry Walkins, one of the best known stage technical directors in lhe profession, organized here last 
week the Bailey productions, Inc. A mixed body, the group has an executive board of three white members 
Ann Mercer, Ira Blue and Rita Hanson--all well known 1o the legitimate world of the theater, having 
contribnted largely in the writing, directiork and techi~ical portions of the theater. 
11548. 1940, December 21. No Rest Periodjbr Jackie. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Versatile quick-change 
artist! Jackie Robinson, America’s No. 1 all-around collegiate athlete, lays aside his football togs and dons 
his varsity basketball uuiform. Robinson is a flasl\v forward and led the Pacific Coast Southern Division 
Conference scores last season. He is currently touring the Midwest on a holiday barnstorming trip with the 
UCLA Brain varsity. 
11549. 1940, December 21. Powell and Imes Making Progress in Big Job Fight. Pittsburgh Courier. p5. 
The Greater New York Coordinating Coramittee for Employment, through its co-chairman, Dr. A. Clayton 
Powell, Jr. annotmced last week the employment of 22 Negro men at salaries of $4 per day" for distributing 
telephone directories. This is the outgrowth of a conference held in the office of the borough president of 
Manhattan, November 19, between the committee and executives of the New York telephone company. 
11550. 1940, December 26. Mantan Moreland. California Eagle. p2. Mantan Moreland wishes that Dem~is 
O’Keefe and Helen Vinson would pay less attention to each other and more to the menu in this scene from 
Republic’s, "Bowery Boy," which features O’Keefe, Louise Campbell, and Jimmy Lydon. Moreland 
appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11551. 1940, December 26. "Rochester" in Hal Roach Film. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Clad in a raccoon 
overcoat, Eddie Anderson, screen and radio comedian better known as Jack Benny’s man, "Rochester," 
emerged from a trap-door on a Hal Roach set, making "Topper Returns." He was dripping wet. Eddie was 
supposed to be coming out of the sea and before each take of the scene the coat was soaked in water. Page 

11552. 1940, December 28. Bill Robinson in "All in Fun" Set for Broadway Opening. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Completing a three week tour of the hinterlands, a week of rehearsing, and private previews 
here, "All in Fun," is scheduled to open at the Majestic Theater, December 27th. An all-white review, the 



musical stars Bill Robinson, making history on Broadway as the first time a colored artist has been cast as 
the leading member of such an opus. 
11553. 1940, December 28. "Cabin in Sky" May Be Filmed. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The success of 
"Cabin in the Sky," starring Ethel Waters, Dooley Wilson, Rex Ingram, Todd Duncan, Katherine Dunham 
and a host of colored artists, is something nobody can de~r. In the face of that achievement, all sorts of 
rumors of better things in store are using the Broadway "Cabiff’ as target number one. The latest food for 
rotund-table discussion is a possibility that the opus might soon receive a screen adaptation. 
11554. 1940, December 28. Duke and Count Join Song Writers’ Group. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The 
Crescendo club, the initial organization of Negro song writers in this city, added two important members to 
its list of forty in the persons of Duke Ellington and Count Basie last week. Founded several months ago by 
J.C. Johnson, who is the current president, the organization has an impressive list of famous race 
composers. 
11555. 1940, December 28. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. It might prove 
interesting to note that Paramount Studios leads with the employment of sepia actors this year. Htmdred of 
Negroes were used in the following Paramount Pictures: "The Light that Failed" with Ronald Coleman, 
"Virginia" with Louise Beavers and Leigh Whipper, "Love T~ Neighbor" with Jack Benny, and "Road to 
Zanzibar" with Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour. 
11556. 1940, December 28. Horatio Alger Had a Word for It, but Bill), Eckstine Just Calls It Success. 
Luther Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. There have been maW travelers along the Road to Fame since 
Horatio Alger took his momentous trip. Some have shown more dexterity, others more finesse. But it is 
doubtful if many have had as much fun as likeable Billy Eckstine, whose seven year rise from an amateur 
contest in Washington to the nation’s best liked songster has been plentifidly sprinkled wilh hilarity and the 
tinning sounds of laughter. 
11557.1940, December 28. Ink Spots Signed.[br 20th Century-Fox Film. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. 
Notwithstanding the national sensation created since their version of "If I Didn’t Care" took the country by 
storn~ the Ink Spots received their biggest assignment here last week. After months of speculating, the 
quartet was signed by Twe~Neth Century Fox for an important spot in its forthcoming production, "The 
Great American Broadcast." 
11558. 1940, December 28. Les Hire a Sensation in Chicago. Pittsbu@ Courier. pl 9. Les Hire and Iris 
famous Hollywood orchestra, who led The Pittsburgh Courier’s band contest for three weeks following a 
surge of Pacific Coast votes, have taken Chicago by storm. 
11559.1940, December 28. Lionel and Band Heading East. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Heading East on a 
veritable storm of raves, Lionel Hampton and his ragtime orchestra, featuring a suave, subtle, sophisticated 
type of swing ... the swing of tomorrow ... will take their place as one of the greatest of musical 
organizations, according to the opinions of critics who have heard them. 
11560.1940, December 28. Race Artists on Stage and Screen on Broadway. Pittsbu@ Courier. p 19. 
After establishing themselves anew in Hollywood in "Down Argentine Way" and "Tin Pan Alley" to the 
extent of securing a contracted agreement with Paramount, the sensational and talented Nicholas Brothers 
returned here last week for a home-town Christmas and an extra added attraction engagement at the 
Paramount Theater on Broadway .... Eddie "Rochester" Anderson and Theresa Harris play an important 
part in Jack Benny-Fred Allen initial flicker, "Love TI\,�" Neighbor." 
11561. 1940, December 28. Rochester Steals "Love Thy Neighbor" Lautier. Louis Lautier. Pittxbu@ 
Courier. p19. Parammmt expects "Love T~ Neighbor," a comedy built around the mock feud between 
Jack Benny and Fred Allen, to have a great appeal to colored moviegoers. That fact was evidenced when it 
sent by airplane the picture from its studios to Washington for a screening before mangers of the Lichtman 
Theaters at their a~mual dimmer Tuesday evening, December 17. 
11562. 1941, JanualT 2. Behind the Scenes ~qth Harry. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. History is always interesting, 
so since we always grow reminiscent at this time of the year, let’s turn the clock back on the sepians in 
Hollywood in stage and screen. October 19, 1930--Evelyn Preer and Mildred Washington finish "Ladies 
of the Big House" July 17, 1931--"Is Clarence Muse an Uncle Tom’?" No, says Harry Levette; gives proof 
of his contentions. October 9--"Arrowsmith" at United Artists, starring Ronald Coleman and Helen Hayes, 
with Clarence Brooks as Howard U. graduate. Theresa Harris First Sepia Singer in 1929--Theresa Harris 
helped make important history in 1929 when she finished the first singing part featured by a colored singer 
with a white cast. "Hearts in Di~e" and "Hallelujah" Made in 1929--Both "Hearts in Dixie," starring 
Stepin Fetchit and "Hallelujah," starring Nina Mae McKinney were both made during the fall and winter of 
this memorable year. Page 2-B. 



11563. 1941, January 2. Eagle Drama Editor Selects Year’s Best Negro Performances. California Eagle. 
p2. Outstanding sepia character peffom~ances of major Hollywood productions undoubtedly were scored 
by Leigh Whipper in "Of N,fice and Men" and Louise Beavers in "No Time for Come@." Eddie 
"Rochester" Anderson, most sensational of colored motion picture actors during the past twelve months, 
has carried a peculiar and important come@ niche for himseff in the film world. Hattie MdDaniel, winner 
of last year’s Academy Award for a supporting performance failed to score in 1940 clfiefly because of 
inactivit).~ and her presence in the mediocre, "Maryland." Page 2-B. 
11564. 1941, January 2. "Love Thy Neighbor" Film Showing Here at Paramount. California Eagle. p2. 
The picture you’ve been waiting for is at the Paramount theater--Jack Benny, Fred Allen and "Rochester" 
in "Love Thy Neighbor." It’s the battle of the century between the two feuding radio comedians, the fastest 
and fmmiest musical farce yet produced. Page 2-B. 
11565. 1941, January 2. Lucky Millinder Paid Tribute in New Book. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Prominently 
mentioned in the new popular "Jazz Men," is Lucky Millinder, one of the swing art’s immortal souls. 
Millinder’s band is at present established in the New York City area and along the Atlantic coast from 
Boston to Phialdelphia. It is generally conceded that the power and the glory of Millinder’s organization 
has faded with the passing years. Page 2-B. 
11566. 1941, January 2. Robeson Tells Auto Worker to Join CIO. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. "Join the CIO" 
was Paul Robeson’s advice to Negro workers in the Fold plant and other industries as he gave an interview 
in Detroit to "Ford Facts," the special organizing tabloid of the CIO United Automobile Workers Union. 
Robeson further stated, "It would be unpardonable for Negro workers to fail to join the CIO. I don’t see 
how that can be argued." Page 3-A. 
11567. 1941, January 4. "All in Fun" Starring Bill Robinson, Bows Amid First Nite Applause on 
Broadway. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A great: barrier was broken down Friday evening as a 
blitzkrieg of fun struck the Majestic Theater to the laughable entertainment of a packed house of wtfite 
theatergoers, given color by a splattering of colored onlookers. From our pew, "All in Fun," was just that 
and from the ring of laughter and applause in our ears in the lace of most of its tom-foolery, ma~ of the 
cash customers agreed with our opinion. 
11568. 1941, Jarauary 4. ~7)unt Basic Buys His Own ~Tmtraet from 3ICA. Billy Rowe. Pittsbutiqh Courier. 
p20. Count Basic, the sensational piano swingster who figured in the news on several fronts tiffs week, 
including an appearance on the national radio program. "We the People," and a record date with Benny 
Goochnan, offered the best headlines when at an enormous price, he bought his own contract from Music 
Corporation of America, becoming a free agent. The new move on the part of Basic is the outcome of a 
month old battle with the booking agent, who through Benny Goodman and Willard Alexander, brought 
Basic and his orchestra to New York. 
11569. 1941, January 4. Lena Horne Signed by Charlie Barnet. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Adding an 
unexpected twist to the swing world’s 1940 finale, Charlie Bamet, the white orchestra leader show brand of 
swing is similar to that of the best colored bands in the country, signed Lena Home, the ex-sepia darling of 
the world-famous Cotton Club, to become a part of his aggregation. The new turn in theatrical affairs for 
Home took her by a great stuq~rise. 
11570. 1941, January 9. Baptists Offer $5000 to Powell If he Proves Williams Charges. California Eagle. 
p4. The National Baptist convention, Inc. will give Rev. Adam Powell $5,000 if he can prove his assertions 
that the late Dr. L.K. Williams, was responsible for the death of the NBC auditor, Edward Pierson in 1930. 
That assertion was made here this week by Rev. Tho~nas S. Harten, Brooklyn pastor, whom Powell 
attacked several weeks ago, following his attack on the late Williams, who was killed recently in an 
airplane crash. Page 4-A. 
11571. 1941, January 9. Denver Hails Roland Hayes. Leon Steward. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. pl. Roland Hayes, 
noted Negro tenor, "held a not large, but noisy audience in the palms of his two hands last night at City 
Auditorium" according to the Rocky Mountain News which characterized the triumph of the race’s veteran, 
none the less brilliant artist, on the morning following his recent appearance in Denver. And the story of his 
triumph can be told by a large number of his race’s representatives since in City Auditoium event. 
11572. 1941, January 9. Dot~Iaynor Tells Own Story. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. In a special article in the 
current Tree Story nragazine, titled "She Shall Make Music," Dorot~ Maynor, brilliant soprano, tells her 
own study. A friend persuaded her to study in New York and there she turned to the concert stage where 
she rapidly came to the attention of conductors and critics. Page 2-B. 
11573. 1941, January 9. Duke Ellington Fascinates Interviewer as he Takes "Don~t Beat" Writer to 
Task. Almena Da:~is. Califi)rnia b~agle, p3. Duke Ellingt:on is a very fascinating person. This may not be 



news to thousands of females who’ve swooned over his sophisticated pan in the newspaper and swung, 
limp and hysterical, before bandstands from coast to coast and overseas. It’s not news to me and merely 
confirms a suspicion I had about the composer of that wistfully world, weary "sophisticated lady," that 
bizarre piece of satire, "Black and Tan Fantasy," of"Solitude in a Sentimental Mood" ... music which calls 
out our joy or sorrow and blows it away on the high notes of a trmnpet or drowns it in the piano’s bass. 
Almeua Davis reveals her inte~’iew with Ellington. Page 3-A. 
11574. 1941, January 9. Ellington Has SecondBest Orchestra. California Eagle. p2. Duke Ellington’s 
band was chosen the second greatest swing bank in the world in the poll conducted by Down Beat 
magazine, it was almounced today. Bem\v Goodnkan’s aggregation was listed in the top spot. Ellingtm~, 
sixth last year, placed fifth in the sweet band competitio~ and third in the sweet swing division. Page 2-B. 
11575. 1941, January 9. Etta Moten Sings in Nashville. CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. Etta Moten, the rage of 
concert stage and screen, will appear at Tennessee State College in a concert under the auspices of the 
Woman’s Field Army for Control of Cancer. 
11576. 1941, January 9. Four Tones Reeord.Jbr Ebony Records. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Realizing the 
urgent need of a Pacific Coast Race Record company these veteran ASCAP song writers met and 
formulated plans for the beginning of a Record compa~7 which will sel~’e the Pacific Coast and Eastern 
markets. The Four Tones are the first artists to record for Ebo~7. This group of artists were starred in many 
Hollywood motion picture productions including, "Harlem on the Prairie" and "Harlem Rides the Range." 
Page 2-B. 
11577. 1941, January 9. Holl)~ood in Bronze. Ruby Berkley Goodwin. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Eddie 
Anderson is building himself a house and when I say house, I don’t mean a five room California bungalow. 
Eddie, who goes in :for palatial yachts and race horses is building a rampus room complex so there will be 4 
fireplaces and 3 rumpus rooms. Atlanta is very disappointed because Hattie McDaniel couldn’t be on hand 
[’or the anniversary premiere of "Gone With the Wind." Page 2-B. 
11578. 1941, Jarakary 9. Hughes Tells Who He Wrote Poem Entitled "Goodbye Cl~rist." Langston 
Hughes. California h?agle, p5. Ahnost ten years ago now, I wrote a poem in the form of a dramatic 
monologue entitled "Goodbye, Christ" with the intention in mind of shocking into being in religions people 
a consciousness of the admitted shortcomings of the church in regard to the condition of the poor and 
oppressed of the world, particularly the Negro people. Page 5-A. 
11579. 1941, Jarakary 9. Ink Spots 6k)mingfor Film Part. California Eagle. p2. The h~k Spots were signed 
by 20th Century Fox for an added attraction role in "Great American Broadcast" last week. Page 2-B. 
11580. 1941, Jarakary 9. Jackie’s Goals Bring U6J~A Cage Win. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p3. Led by Jackie 
Robinson in a story-book finish, UCLA’s fighting Bruins won a spectacular basketball victory over the 
University of San Francisco in the Westwood ~m. Page 3-B. 
11581. 1941, January 9. Kenny to Play as Bulldogs, Bears to Fight for Pro Title. California Eagle. p3. 
With Ken~ Washington, their spearhead, again ready to go, the Hollywood Bears were drilling this week 
for the game at Gilmore stadium with the Los Angeles Bulldogs when the coast league professional 
football championship will be settled, finally and defiuitely. Page 3-B. 
11582. 1941, January 9. Louis, Armstrong in N.E; Prep for Coming Battles. California Eagle. p3. The 
fistic rialto is really humming here. Talk is centering around Hemy Armstrong, Joe Louis and Billy Conn. 
Page 3-B. 
11583. 1941, January 9. More, Better Film Roles on Offing. California Eagle. p3. It would be putting it 
mild to say that Negroes crowded into the near-star brackets in 1940. Take it from me, they actually came 
into prominence with such box office force that at this early date, I will have you know, Republic Pictures 
is launching a major program to assure collective success for Negroes in motion pictures in 1941. 
Outstanding was the performance of Clinton Rosemond and Marie Gover with Claire Trevor in "The Dark 
Command," a Republic picture. Louise Beavers appeared in "I Want a Divorce." Page 3-A. 
11584. 1941, January 9. Roland Hayes ~Iakes Only Appearance Here Tuesday. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. 
Roland Hayes, celebrated tenor who recently scored a most sensatioual triumph at Town Hall in New York, 
will make his only appearance in Southern California in a recital at the Philharmonic auditorium. His coast 
to coast tour is under the management of Ray Hehnans, former associate of Richard Copley. Page 2-B. 
11585. 1941, January 11. "All in Fun" Closes on Broadway. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
There are many angles behind the closing of "All in Fun," the all-white musical which had as its star the 
great dancer, Bill Robinson, but time will so subdue them until it will probably go down in theatrical 
history as among the quickest close outs to ever hit the stem and the the only white musical to star a colored 



artists. But just for the story behind the story of the closing of the production, this telling must be based on 
a few of those untold points. 
11586. 1941, January 11. Earl Hines Jazz Album Is Released by Columbia; Moves Into Apollo Friday. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Earl Hines, piano exponent of jazz whose spectacular rhythin style is credited 
with influencing many great pianists of the day, becomes the latest musical touch in a special hot release 
albmn of the Columbia Recording Compa~. The album consists of four records, eight sides, consisting of 
tunes that made jazz history. 
11587. 1941, January 11. Ella Fitzgerlad’s Recording of "Five O’Clock Whistle" Country’s 8th Best 
Seller. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Establishing song records is an expected achievement of Ella Fitzgerald, 
rated first lady of song. Bnt just for the records, it was aunounced this week by Decca Recording Company, 
Ella Fitzgerald’s waxing of "Five O’Clock Whistle" has become the eight best seller in the country. 
11588. 1941, January 11. Future of Basic Is Uncertain. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic, who last 
week bought lfis own contract from Music Corporation of America for $10,000 is being temporarily 
submitted for booking by the William Morris Agency. A free agent, the Count is undecided as to just who 
will permanently book his sensational crew, notwithstanding, that Willard Alexander, his personal manager 
is an executive of the Morris office. 
11589. 1941, January 11. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Leigh Whipper, who is 
really in the chips since his film with Bing Crosby and one with Louise Beavers (you remember the 
philosophical sepia in "Of Mice and Men"), is fast becoming a playboy. Hattie McDaniel, the only Negro 
to my knowledge ranked as a Star by the studio publicity department is currently writing a book. 
11590. 1941, January 11. Her Hand Rocks Cradle, Her Voice Rocks Crowds. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. 
Leua Horne, who trod the "glor), trail from a Cotton Club glamour girl to become the ttfird colored girl ever 
to sing with a white orcheslra," is shown here with Charlie Barnet, making her first appearance in Harlem. 
Home, who left Noble Sissle’s orchestra to become Mrs. Louis J. Jones of Pitt~sburgh, has evidently 
lislcncd to the voice of her first love. 
11591.1941, Jamuary 11. Hughes Says "Goodbye" to GoodBye Christ: Famous Poet Gives Retort, 
Courteous and Explanatory to Critics of His "Anti-Christ." Langston Hughes. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. 
Almost ten years ago now, I wrote a poem in the form of a dramatic monologue entitled, "Goodbye, 
Chirst," with the intention in mind of shocking into being in religious people a consciousness of the 
admitted shortcomings of the church in regard to the condition of the poor and oppressed of the world, 
particularly the Negro people. Just previous to the writing of the poem, in 1931, I had made a tour through 
the heart of our American Southland: For the first time I saw peonage, million dollar high schools Ibr while 
children and shacks for Negro children (both of whose parents work and pay taxes and are Americans); I 
saw vast areas in which Negro citizens were not permitted to vote; I saw the Scottsborog boys in prison in 
Alabama and colored citizens of the State afraid to utter a word in their defense; I crossed rivers by ferry 
where the Negro drivers had to wait until all the white cars behind them had been accommodated before 
boarding the ferry .... 
11592. 1941, January 11. Maxine Sullivan, John Kirby Come to Parting of the Ways. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl. The month old ~mors which revolved around the tbxee-year-old marriage of Johi~ 
Kirby and Maxine Sullivan, became regrettable facts here last week when Maestro Kirby am~ounced that he 
and his petite wife had come to the parting of the ways. In an exclusive interview with the writer who was 
also best man at their wedding, Kirby stated that like two sensible people, he and Maxine found that their 
differences of personality made it impossible for them to get along as man and wife. 
11593. 1941, January 11. Red Saunders, Les Hire Expected to Be Chi’s Big Bands.[br Coming Year. 
Luther Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Red Saunders, whose solid groove tub beating at the head of the fast 
swinging Club DeLisa combo is winning him national recognition as a hidesman, and personality packed 
Les Hite, California’s gift to swing whose opening at the local Parkway Ballroom this week put this hard- 
hearted town in a rage of musical rapture, room as the most promising of Chicago’s current band crop who 
starts the new year with high hopes of swingistical success and a place in the uation’s musical heart. 
11594.1941, January 11. Robeson Wins First Point in Race Bias Suit. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. By virtue 
of the dismissal last week by Superior Judge Elmer Robinson of the demurrer filed by Walter Mcgovern, 
attorney for the Vanessi restaurant, Paul Robeson, famous singer and four other Negores and five whites, 
won the first round in their suit to collect $22,500 from the eatery because the management refused their 
party admission some weeks ago. 



11595. 1941, January 11. "Rochester" Dines Before Taking Off Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Pausing for a bit 
of refreshinent before boarding a plane for New York, Eddie "Rochester" Anderson and wife, accompanied 
by Laurence K. Reynolds, his mauager, absorb food and talk before plane time. 
11596. 1941, January 11. "Rochester’s" Pony to Run in Santa Catalina Race. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
According to "Rochester" Eddie Anderson, ace radio and screen comedian, his good four-year-old colt, Up- 
N-Over, stands an excellent chance to win the $15,000 Santa Catalina stakes at the fashionable Santa Alfita 
park, January 29. The race will be run a distance race and the comedian’s horse has demonstrated on 
several occasions in the past an outstanding ability to pack weight and go "Up-N-Over a route." 
11597. 1941, January 11. SL, c Weeks on Broadway for Nicholas Duo. Pittsbur,~h Courier. p20. Not ouly 
have those tapping demons, the Nicholas Brothers been breaking down that old belief that it’s impossible to 
make a sensational comeback to the public eye once you’ve been out of sight for awhile, but they’ve also 
been making theatrical history along other lines. For the first time since the Paramount Theater first opened 
its doors to Broadway theatergoers, the nrauagement has signed the dancing act to an additional two weeks 
which will run it over into a new show and that act is the Nicholas Brothers. 
11598. 1941, January 16. Armstrong, Zivic Tie Up; Welter Titlethe Prize. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. Hemy 
Armstrong of Los Angeles was literally "champing at the bit" awaiting the gong for his bout tomorrow 
night in Madison Square Garden with champion Fritzie Zivic. Page 3-B. 
11599. 1941, January 16. Basic Buys MCA Pact, Will Keep His Band. Califbrnia Eagle. p2. Count Basic, 
sensatioual pianist and orchestra leader, has purchased his contract from Music Corporation of America and 
become a free agent. The move climaxes a month old battle which through Benny Goodman brought Basic 
and his orchestra to New York. Page 2-B. 
11600. 1941, Jara~ary 16. Behind the Scenes with Harry. Cal~ibrnia bSagle, p2. Theresa Harris in Dietrich 
Film--Marlene Dietrich will be supported by three of the screen’s foremost comedians in her new starring 
vehicle, "The Flame of New Orleans." Theresa Harris, famous colored actress, will also appear in the 
piclurc. Page 2-B. 
11601. 1941, Jara~ary 16. DotMaynor on CBSAiring. Cal~ibrnia k?agle, pl. Dorothy Maynor, brilliant 
young soprano, will be heard over the "Design for Happiness" program broadcast from here. She will sing 
with the 65 piece Women’s Symphony orchestra Ibr Chicago on the program. Page 1-B. 
11602. 1941, Jara~ary 16. Four Ink Spots Now in Pictures. California 1,gag/e. pl. The Four Ink Spots, juke 
box favorites, have just been singed [’or a feature role in 20th Centur), Fox’s newest musical opus, "The 
Great American Broadcast," starring Alice Faye, Mischa Auer and Jack Oakie. Tiffs will mark the Ink 
Spots’ debut in pictures. Page 1-B. 
11603. 1941, January 16. Hollywood in Bronze. Ruby Berkley Goodwin. California Eagle. p2. In the past 
few years, you have heard a great deal about Hollywood closing its doors on the Negro actors. Today, is a 
different story and might add different actors. The present Negro actor is not as intent upon socializing 
with white Hollywood. Today there are 9 negroes trader long term contracts at major studios: Hattie 
McDaniel, Eddie Anderson, Willie Best, Cordell Hickman, Ben Carter, Nicholas Brothers, Mantan 
Moreland and Charles Holland. All of these actors are tops in their line and that is what it takes to ride the 
crest in Hollywood. Page 2-B. 
11604. 1941, January 16. Jackie Robinson. California Eagle. p3. Leading his team in scoring against 
USC’s Trojans, Jackie Robinson is expected to continue his course in how to shoot baskets tomorrow uight 
when the UCLA Bruin quintet tangles with the Bears of the University of California. Page 3-B. 
11605. 1941, January 16. Jim Crow Cafd Loses First Round in Singer Paul Robeson’s Su#. California 
Eagle. pl. Paul Robeson, world-famous singer and champion of the "nobodies who are everybody," and 8 
others this week won the first round in a $22,500 damage suit against a jim crow restaurant producer who 
refused to serve Robeson’s party. The superior court here set aside a demurrer of Vanessi’s Restaurant 
which denied that the refusal to serve Robeson’s party was discrimiuatory. Page 1-B. 
11606. 1941, January 16. Jules Bledsoe. Ca/![brnia Eagle. pl. Tickets are going fast for the recital by Jules 
Bledsoe, famous baritone singer, who will appear at Independent church. This recital, which is expected to 
draw a capacity audience, is one of the important events of the season, say music critics. Bledsoe appears in 
the above photo. 
11607. 1941, January 16. Julian to Join RoyaIAir Force. Ca/~[brnia Eagle. pl. Col. Hubert F. Julian, the 
"Black Eagle," has passed a flying test in Cauada, given the rank of pilot officer, and within a few days will 
join the Royal Air Force in the Battle of Britain. Credentials verifying these facts were seen here by staff 
members of the New York Amsterdam News. Page 1-B. 



11608. 1941, January 16. Kenny Washington. California Eagle. p3. Kelmy Washington fought at the 
Gilmore Stadium but to no avail because he and his Hollywood Bear teammates lost a 16-14 decision to the 
Los Angeles Bulldogs and the coast league pro grid crown with it. Page 3-B. 
11609. 1941, January 16. Leigh Whipper, Roy Rogers and Marjorie Reynolds in Scene From, "Robin 
Hood of the Pecos." California Eagle. p2. Leigh Whipper, Roy Rogers and Marjorie Reynolds in a scene 
from, "Robin Hood of the Pecos," new Republic film, which is brinwning with action and dramatic 
suspense. Whipper, who is a veteran of the New York Stage, was seen in both the stage and move versions 
of"OfMice and Men." He appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11610. 1941, January 16. Maxine Sullivan, John Kirby in Marital Rift. California Eagle. p2. Billy Rowe, 
colulm~ist for the Pittsburgh Courier, declared in a signed story that John Kirby, band leader, husband of 
Maxine Sullivan, famous singer, had admitted that his three year old marriage to the singer was at an end. 
Differences in persouality made it impossible for the two musicians to get along. A rift had been reported 
for several months. Page 2-B. 
11611. 1941, January 16. Robeson Hails Peoples Parley. Califbrnia Eagle. pl. Paul Robeson, world 
famous singer and actor and Theodore Dreiser, noted white American author, cabled their greeting to the 
Peoples Convention in London. 
11612. 1941, January 16. Roland Hayes Tells of European Unrest in 1937. Harl3~7 Levette. Cal~rnia 
Eagle. p2. On Tuesday, I had a highly interesting interview with Roland Hayes who needs no introduction 
to you as that great tenor of our race, who for nrany years, has been travelling all over the world thrilling 
thousands with his wonderful voice. Page 2-13. 
11613. 1941, January 18. Airlime Fades as Union Cuts Short Les tIite’s Stand at Chi’s Parkway. Luther 
Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. With swnigsitical second guessers all over the uation decrying the sepia 
swingsters’ current box office slump and blaming it all on the omnipresent lack of reslful location jobs and 
precious airtime--the staft of life to the white musician--Chicago, always an unusual city, became even 
more so this week as it presented fl~e bizarre spectacle of a top-notch band with both, plus signed contracts 
and paid-up union cards and still not able to use them. For fame tied up with a golden ribbon was in sight 
[br Les Hire, Califonria’s :favorite soI~ as he took his band to Chicago’s beautiful, Negro-owned Parkway 
Ballroom Stu~day night with a six-week contract: and a WIND coast-to-coast ether outlet to make him 
happy. 
11614. 1941, Jam~ary 18. Amstrong Determined to Regain Crown: Plans New Attack for Zivie in Title 
Clash at Garden. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Oodles of sports fans seem to think that this fight between 
Henry Armstrong and Pittsburgh’s Fritzie Zivic in Madison Square Garden this Friday ~fight is going to be 
a whale of a battle, with the issue in doubt until the very end. But Hank himself begs to differ. 
11615. 1941, January 18. Andy Kirk Heading West on First Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Heading west 
for the first time in the history of the organization, Andy Kirk and his famous orchestra, which is today 
ranking as one of the nation’s top-notch musical attractions, will open at the Paramount Theater in Los 
Angeles on Feb. 6. 
11616. 1941, January 18. Decca Gets Hazel Scott to "Swing" the Classics. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hazel 
Scott, who is recognized in this section of the country as one of the most talented pianists and composers, 
has been signed by the Decca Recording Company as among its first waxing artists. Under the agreement 
of her new contract, Scott, is to record six piano solos on an album titled "Swing the Classics." 
11617. 1941, January 18. Eight Years of Marriage Is Reason Enough to Celebrate... the Morelands DM. 
Pittsburgh Courier. plS. Socialites and film notables paid homage to Mantan Moreland and his charming 
wife, Hazel, on their eighth anniversary in their lovely home recently in East Los Angeles. Among those 
who attended this affair include: Ernest Whitman, Clarence Muse, and many others. 
11618. 1941, January" 18. Hines Captures Nov York with Blaze of Musie. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Earl Hines, youthful "father" of swing and his crew of 16 instrumentalists set this venue to 
jitterbugging last week, when they dropped anchor on swing notes on the stage of the Apollo Theater. 
Making their first appearance here since organizing a complete new outfit, "Father" Hines came in 
swinging on the word go. 
11619. 1941, January" 18. Ink Spots, Hawkins, Lunce.[brd... Among Ranking 1940 Songsmiths. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. In an all around musical survey conducted by several theatrical and musical 
nragazines, a number of songs composed by colored authors and bands of the race familiar to music lovers 
throughout the country, were rated among the top musical achievements of 1940. Among the top recording 
artists were listed Erskine Hawkins for his "Tuxedo Junctiork" the Ink Spots for "Maybe," "My Prayer," 
and others; Ella Fitzgerald and Erskine Hawkins for the "Five O’Clock whistle." 



11620. 1941, January 18. Joe Louis in Greenwood for Burman Drills: "Galento No Worry," Says Louis. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p17. On a one-night stopover in Harlem before proceedings to Greemvood Lake, N.Y., 
where he began training on Saturday for his meeting with Red Bunuan on January 31, Joe Louis allowed 
the suspicion of a smile to creep over his features when informed that New Jersey’s Tow Galento was on 
his trail again. 
11621. 1941, January 18. King Cole Trio Plan Trip East. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Riding upon the crest of 
the popularity of their new tune, "Gone With the Draft," on Decca waxings, the King Cole Trio are 
formulating plans for an eastern tour. The King Cole Trio are the current attraction at the famous Radio 
Room of Hollywood. 
11622. 1941, January 18. KingLouie to Play in Cleveland. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. There’s always a thrill 
in catering to the best and Southland’s dance lover’s will experience that sensation when in January Louis 
"Satchmo" Arn~strong and his famous orchestra will perform at the newly opened Coliseum in Cleveland, 
Ohio. 
11623. 1941, January 18. Lena Horne... One of Nation’s Glamour Girls... Swings Out with Charlie... 
and How!. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The third colored girl in the history of the profession to sing with a 
white band ... and the only one of the three now holding that enviable positiork is attractive Leua Home, 
shown here as Cameraman Billy Rowe snapped her recently in three distinctive poses. 
11624. 1941, January 18. Western Critic Says Hampton’s Band Will "Spread-Eagle Field" During ’41. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The guiding hand of Lionel Hampton has created an incredible musical 
organization. An organization that can and will astound a generally philosophic profession. It is not the 
result of a few weeks work but rather the outgrowth of years of talent scouting by the perspicacious, 
"Handy Man of Swing." 
11625.1941, January 23. Andy Kirk at Paramount Feb. 6. California Eagle. p2. Andy Kirk who brings his 
famous "Clouds of Joy" to the Paramount Theater :for a limited engagement of one week, has one of the 
finest collections of musicians and composers ever assembled in any orchestra. First, there is Mary Lou 
Williams, Andy’s sensational pianist, arranger, and composer who is considered by leading band leaders as 
the finest popular pianist: today. Page 2-B. 
11626. 1941, January 23. Armstrong Drops Duke to Zivie; l~lls Plans to Quit. California Eagle. p3. 
Detoured on the road of retirement by Fritzie Zivic’s slashing fists, Henry Armstrong, one of the greatest 
little fighting men the ring ever knew, aunounced he was quitting active competition following his 12th 
rotmd technical knockout at the bands of Zivic. Page 3-B. 
11627. 1941, Jam~ary 23. Behind the Scenes ,qth Harry. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p2.210,961 Jobs Last Year. 
Counting both colored and white for the first 11 months of 1940, there were 210,960 placements as 
compared with 274,224 for the same period in 1939. But the dollar value of November placements was 
$30,000 more than October and $10,000 more than November, 1939. The day checks for Class B members 
ran higher during November, there being 6,706 at $11 per day; 1,962 at $16.50 per day. Page 2-B. 
11628. 1941, January 23. Evans Clicks at Hotel, in Film. California Eagle. p2. Bob Evans "sophistication 
in bronze," is proving a sensation at the Huntington Hotel in Pasadeua, where he’s doing a guest starring 
stint in the new Ship Romrk according to critics reports. He has already reported to Universal studios for 
his role before the cameras in "Flame of New Orleans," with Marlene Dietrich. His talent and modest 
refinement have won him a lot of friends at the studio. Page 2-B. 
11629. 1941, January 23. Hattie McDaniel in 2Ve~v Warner Bros. Film. California Eagle. p2. Hattie 
McDaniel, who just completed the role of Violet in "The Great Lie" has been cast in "Affectiouately 
Yours" at the same studio. "Affectionately Yours," will be the first picture McDaniel will make under her 
new contract with Wamers.Page 2-B. 
11630. 1941, January 23. Reviews. John Kinloch. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. Though this review should have 
appeared in last week’s paper, it is never too late to sing the praises of Roland Hayes, first of Negro concert 
performers, both chronologically and artistically; who appeared in a triumphant recital at Philharmonic 
Auditorium. It is useless to pretend that the master’s voice has not felt Time’s ravages ... None the less, 
Hayes’ superb artistry compensates for purely physical limitations. Page 2-B. 
11631. 1941, January 25. Armstrong May Soon Undergo Nov Operation for His Eyes, Says Doctor. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. Henry- Armstrong, who is nursing wounds received in his fight with Fritzie Zivic 
last Friday night, will soon undergo a new series of operations for his eyes, according to Dr. Alexander 
Schiff, his personal physician. Dr. Schiff exarained Armstrong after the fight and issued the following 
bulletin: "Armstrong’s forehead is ede~natous. The edema extends down to the cheeks and back~vard to the 
temples." 



11632. 1941, January 25. "Cabin in the Sky" Will Try Sunday Performances. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Although Actors Equity has expressed itself as dissatisfied and disappointed with the new experiment of 
Sunday shows for legitimate productions, nevertheless, Albert Lewis and Vinton Freedley, the directorial 
hands behind "Cabin in the Sk3.T" have arranged a new schedule to include Sabbath performances. 
11633. 1941, January 25. Colonel Hubert Fauntleroy Julian Qualifies for Royal Air Force. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p12. From Greenland’s icy mountains to India’s coral strands, scarcely is stffficient to describe the 
magic calpet over which Col. Hubert Fauntleroy Julian, the intrepid aviator and adventurer known as the 
"Black Eagle," has trod in his seven-leagued boots to all parts of the habitable and navigable world .... 
Now 44 years old, Col. Julian has recently been accepted as a member of the Royal Air Force of Great 
Britain. He was scheduled to fly his ship to England and bad flying weather which prevails at this time of 
year, will postpone the flight. 
11634. 1941, January 25. Coming to Smoketon~t. Pittsburgh Courier. p9. Etta Moten, the lovely lady with 
the haunting, vibrant contralto voice, will sing for the Pittsburgh concert Bureau’s first presentation Jan. 28 
in Young Men and Young Women’s Hebrew Association, auditorium. Moten is enjoying the plaudits of 
audiences throughout the country in this the begi~ming of her 1941 tour. 
11635. 1941, January 25. DorothyMaynor onAir. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Last Sunday night, from the 
Chicago Civic theater, Dorothy Maynor, noted colored soprano, was the guest star on the Libby Owens 
Ford Glass Radio Program. The selections rendered by the singer were "Love~s Old Sweet Song," among 
others. 
11636. 1941, January 25. Ella Is Set for Week at Paramount. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ella Fitzgerald, the 
first lady of swing, and her orchestra, signed here last week for an appearance at the Paramount Theater in 
the heart of Times Square. Opening Feb. 19, La Fitzgerald and her orchestra will become the first colored 
group to play this city’s mecca, variety house this year. 
11637.1941, January 25. Fletcher Back with Own Band. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Fletcher 
Henderson, who in the more flexible era of jazz was leader of the country’s most outstanding aggregation, 
from both a musical and drawing power standpoint but who in later years ga~e it all up to be the man 
behind such outstanding crews as Beamy Goodman and Count Basie, in the arranging field, will return to 
this first love as leader of his own band. 
11638.1941, Jara~ary 25. Hire Heads for N. E as 6~)mpromise Offers Fail to Sway Chicago Union. Luther 
Hill. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p20. Chicago’s powerful Local 208, this town’s sepia musicians’ unio~ emerged 
a doubtful victor this week in the Lest Hire Parkway Ballroom controversy, which has attracted nationwide 
attention since it broke into the headlines last week, when the union prevented Hire from playing a 
contracted month at the Parkway on grounds that uatioual proxy James G. Petrillo disraissed it as a "mere 
technicality 
11639. 1941, January 25. Hollywood Trio to Tour East. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The King Cole Trio, 
Hollywood’s most sensational sluall musical combination, which thrilled such artists as the Andrews 
Sisters, John Boles, Wally Vernon and Harold Lloyd, of the films, nightly at the Radio Room for a solid 
year, have been negotiating with their agency on an Eastern tour since the popularity of King Cole’s new 
composition, "Gone With the Draft." 
11640. 1941, January 25. Ink Spots, Erskine, to Earl. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The uatioually sensational 
Ink Spots and Erskine Hawkins, squire of "Tuxedo Junctions" who is oftimes referred to as the 20th 
Century Gabriel, have been jointly signed to appear at the Earl Theater in Philadelphia, opening Jan. 24. 
Booked in as a "sure fire two-for-one’~" attraction~ the band and quartet will headline the first all-colored 
revue seen at the Earl this year. 
11641. 1941, January 25. Jack Dempsey Belittles Joe Louis as Champion. Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. Jack 
Dempsey, former heavyweight champiolL uncorked some low punches here last week if the statements he 
is reported to have made at a luncheon session are true. According to a story printed in a January 16 issue 
of the Wilnlington News, the former heavyweight champion belittled Louis as a champion and also stated 
his reign as heavyweight champion is bringing about racial difficulties between white people and Negroes 
in the North. "Joe Louis is getting a little old, and he seems to be backward," Depmsey said according to 
the Wilmington News. 
11642. 1941, January 25. Joe Louis Looks Toward His Thirteenth Title Defense Against Burman Jan. 
31. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Seated at the ringside in Madison Square Gardn, Joe Louis mightiest monarch 
of the heavyweights, must have pondered over the thirteenth defense of his title which will take place in the 
same famous battleground of champs on January 31 against Jack Depmsey’s prot6g6, Clarence (Red) 
B urman. 



11643. 1941, January 25. Katherine Shows Dances at Yale. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Katherine Duham, 
featured dancer in "Cabin in the Sky," lectured at Yale University before student members of the 
Anthropolog)T club. After her talk, the dancer also demonstrated with the members of her compact some of 
the ceremonial dances. 
11644. 1941, January 25. Louis Points for Quick K.O. Over Burman. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. 
Disappointed by the showing he made in defending this world heax3~weight title against A1 McCoy in 
Boston last month, Joe Louis plans to be in much better condition when he risks his laurels against Red 
Burman at the Madison Square Garden a week from Friday night. 
11645. 1941, January 25. Lunceford Among Leaders in Two Orchestra Polls. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
These are "in the groove days" for nraestro Jimmie Lunceford. Radio editors voting in the uationwide poll 
conducted by Motion Picture Daily recently declared the popular sepia band one of the five top swing 
bands in the country and now comes word from the Glendale (Califon~ia) Star that readers of that 
newspaper have voted Jimmie’s band among the three top bands of the year. 
11646.1941, January 25. Lunce.[brd Returns to the Decca Fold. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jinunie 
Lunceford, after two seasons of recording for the Columbia Recording Corp, is returning to the Decca 
Record fold. Lunceford recorded for Decca for a number of years prior to switching over to Columbia and 
it was under the Decca label that Lunceford scored a number of his greatest triumphs. 
11647. 1941, January 25. New Sepia Screen Star Defends Value of All-Colored Pictures. Earl J. Morris. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "The sepia film industry is at a standstill. The boycott of all colored cast movies 
by theater owners has halted production," informed Pete Webster, handsome six-footer, upon which 
shoulders Million Dollar Pictures conferred the rank of star in their latest vehicle, "Four Shall Die." "The 
Negro cast movies have been so severcly criticized that the public may get the opinion that they are a 
detriment," stated Webster. "Contrary. to that thought, the Negro movies have been most constructive and 
have served the sun-tanned Americans. The same is true of the much criticized producers." 
11648.1941, Jara~ary 25. Sell-Out for Luneeford. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. When Jimmie Lunceford and 
his intcrnatioually famous orchestra appears at Rockland Palace, in Miami, Florida, Sunday night, the band 
is expected to break all existing rccords for the place. 
11649. 1941, Jara~ary 25. Stout-Hearted Henry Lands One in "Last Stand." Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
Here’s He~uy. Armstrong landing onc on Fritzie Zivic’s face as thc gallant little warrior failed in a valiant 
effort to rcgain his welterweight title in the Garden Friday night. 
11650. 1941, Jara~ary 25. Voteur Sues 6~)lumbia Pictures Corportaion for Infringement. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. One of the biggest infringement actions brought in the Stale of New York and filed in thc 
New York Supreme Court in October, 1936 by Ferdiuand Voteur against Columbia Pictures Corporation 
will be heard next week. Voteur will seek $1,000,000 damages from Columbia Pictures for the alleged theft 
of his sto~~, "Resurrection Morning," which he claims was used by the picture company in its play, "the 
Man Who Lived..." Besides damages, the author seeks an accounting of the ... picture .... Executives of 
the motion picture company entered general denials that Ferdinand Voteur had submitted his story to their 
company for consideration and sale, despite the fact that the author was employed in their sceuario 
department. 
11651. 1941, January 25. ~2lliam Morris Agency Signs Earl Hines. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Earl Hines, the youthful "father" of piano swingsters, who got off in the proper syncopation at the Apollo 
Theater, has been signed to an exclusive mauagement contract by the William Morris Office. 
11652. 1941, January 30. Armstrong Has Had His Day in Court. California Eagle. p3. "I shall insist that 
no tears should be shed for Henry Arlnstrong," Ned Cronin, sports editor of the Daily and Evening News 
said. "Armstrong has had his day in court. He has baked in the sunlight of worldwide renown. Money 
poured into his pockets in a golden stream, and there’s plenty reraaining there right now. He has acquired a 
name and repute that will live as long as boxing lives." Page 3-B. 
11653. 1941, January 30. Basle Won’t S, qng Old )Ielodies. California Eagle. p2. "They’re desecrating 
America’s beautiful old melodies and favorite music." That’s what Count Basie "The Jump King of 
Swing," charged before leaving this week on an extensive Southern tour. "Now that ASCAP’s modern 
music has been barred by the radio networks, the bands must turn to the old public domain for their swing 
nraterial. Consequently radio audiences are hearing over an over again swing versions of beautiful 
American folk music .... " Page 2-B. 
11654. 1941, January 30. Champion Joe Louis Defends Crown.[br 13th Time Tomorrow. Califbrnia 
Eagle. p3. Heax~weight clrampion Joe Louis puts his crown on the block for the 13th time tomorrow night 



at Madison Square Garden. Clarence Red Bunnan will be the man who will be attempting to beat him. 
Page 3-B. 
11655. 1941, January 30. Dorothy Maynor Back at Alma Mater for Concert. Marion Starkey. California 
Eagle. p5. Dorothy Maynor, who in an incredibly short time ago was just a happy-go-lucky student around 
Hampton Institute, returned to her Alma Mater as one of the most brilliant and beloved singers of her 
generation. Maynor’s rise to fame since she was "discovered" by Koussevitzky of the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra little more than a year ago has been so rapid and so spectacular that her friends in her native 
Virginia are still robbing their eyes. Page 5-A. 
11656.1941, January 30. Ellington Denies Charges of Ingratitude, "b~cle Tom-ing." California Eagle. 
p2. The controversy started by Down Beat magazine in asserting that Negro bands are losing ground before 
the advance of white swing groups, blazed anew this week with Duke Ellington, famed composer and 
orchestra leader, the unwitting center of the fray. Ellington, here playing an engagement at the Casa 
Manana, issued a vehement denial of newspaper charges that he had defended Down Beat’s stand; 
criticized Negro newspapers for charging R. L. Larkin, white writer for inflammatory article with prejudice 
and cited the second place voted him in a poll of Down Beat readers band preferences as the "greatest 
honor" he ever received. Page 2-B. 
11657. 1941, January 30. Feature Robeson on Rescue Ship Broadcast. California Eagle. p2. The entire 
Mutual Broadcasting System network of 159 stations will be hooked into the American Rescue Ship 
Mission variety show originating from WOR studios here. A brilliant array of talent is headed by Paul 
Robeson, who is one of the sponsors. Page 2-B. 
11658. 1941, January 30. Jo Baker Film Previewed in U.S. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p5. Previewed was a French 
picture, starring Josephine Baker, glamorous American dancer and actress. "Conga Girl" is the name of the 
picture, which was :filmed in Africa and Europe. Page 5-B. 
11659. 1941, January 30. Robeson Will Sing in Pasadena. California Eagle. p2. Audiences attending the 
long awaited song recital of Paul Robeson at the Pasadena Civic auditorium will experience the rich thrill 
of hearing the great baritone sing songs as "Deep River," "Water Boy," "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot." Page 
2-B. 
11660. 1941, January 30. Soviet Director Denies He Praised "Birth (~Nation." California Eagle. p5. The 
last: issue of International Literature publishes the :following letter by tl~e great fihn director Sergei 
Eisenstein. "Certain shrewd bnsinessmen, seeking to advertise the fihn, made assertions to the effect that I 
have praised it and have stated that in its time, ’Birth of a Nation,’ greatly influenced my creative work. I 
emphatically protest against these assertions." Page 5-A. 
11661.1941, Februa~./1. $50,000 for False Arrest Demanded by Eunice Wilson. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Eunice Anderson, who is better known throughout the count,./as Eunice Wilson, dyuamic star of Lew 
Leslie’s "Blackbirds" in the heyday of the profession, captured the spotlight here again last week when she 
filed a $50,000 damage stilt in Federal Court charging false arrest. Directing her suit against Julius 
Wagman, Detroit realtor; Detective Johi~ Mulligan, of the Detorit police department, and William Davis 
and Oscar Ridley, of the Chicago police depamnent, the former stage star hopes to prove character 
damages. 
11662.1941, Februa~./1. Blanche Is Apollo’s Next Bet. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ending its first month of 
stage presentations for the begim~ing of the 1941 season, the Apollo Theater will present on Friday’, the 
dyuamic songstress of swing, Blanche Calloway and her band in a two week bill headlining with Cats and 
Fiddle. 
11663. 1941, February 1. Comedian Is Pushed. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Monogram studios have been 
pushing their chief comedian Mantan Moreland, into the front ranks. Comedian Morleand, who has been 
teamed in two series of six pictures with Frankie Darro, will have a prominent role in "Sign of the Wolf," 
starring Grace Bradley. Louis Beavers will also have a large supporting role. 
11664. 1941, February 1. Doctor Examines Joe Louis’ "Bombs." Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Dr. William 
Walker is shown examining the lethal fists of Hea~)-weight Champion Joe Louis, while challenger Red 
Burman looks on. This scene was photographed when Burman and Louis posted forfeits guaranteeing their 
appearance for a title bout in New York on the evening of January 31. 
11665. 1941, February 1. Fighting for Race Movies. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Handsome Pete Webster, 
who was N~llion Dollar Pictures screen find of 1940 and who had the starring role in "Four Shall Die," 
came to the defense of Negro films against the current boycott in an inter~,iew with The Courier last week. 
11666. 1941, February 1. Hollywood 2~Iajor Studios to Feature 2~Ia~v Race Stars During ’41 Season. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Perhaps it’s the loss of the European market the film colony has been faced with 



since the war, or maybe since the great showing made in "Gone with the Wind" by Hattie McDaniel, that 
movie moguls have decided to give Negroes a better break in the ci~r of make-believe. Notwithstanding, 
whatever the causes, 1941, will find colored artists enjoying more and better breaks in some of the bigger 
screen productions already made or scheduled to be made for public consumption. 
11667. 1941, February 1. Jeni LeGon Opens Dancing School. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jeui LeGon, the 
dancing darling who tap danced to motion picture fame in a film with the master, Bill "Bojangles’~ 
Robinson has opened a dancing and theater school here in Los Angeles. 
11668. 1941, February 1. Joe Louis Heavy Favorite Over Red Burman. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. This 
time will be Clarence (Red) Burman, on the occasion that will mark Joe Louis’ thirteentl~ defense of the 
heavyweight title which he won from James J. Braddock in Chicago in 1937. 
11669. 1941, February 1. Lunce.[brd Talks About Aviation to Students. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Jimmie 
Lunceford, popular band leader, urged every N.C. A and T (Greensboro) student to avail himself of the 
aeronautics program at the college in a short talk delivered last week before the student body. 
11670.1941, February 1. Opening of Bill Robinson 2~Iimo Club Relights An Era Synonymous of Real 
Harlem. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Music, jazzed and heated, rushed madly through the portals 
of a dimly lit "after hour spot with a wild throbbing aboriginal beat. In the incandescent glare of a pin-point 
spotlight, a half clothed girl whirled and dipped in an ecsVasy of abandon, holding rigid attention with the 
subtle magnetism of her copper-bronzed body, graceful and exciting .... That was the Harlem of a decade 
ago, when Hitler was a corporal and European turmoil was something for the lamps of Cl~ina .... As a 
throwback to that gay departed era, Bill Robinson and the executive members of the Mimo Club, gave new 
life to that spot Friday uight. 
11671. 1941, Febmau 6. Andy Kirk atAlabam Sunday. California ]~2agle. p2. Andy Kirk and his band, the 
"Clouds of Joy," will be special guests of the management of the Alabam Theater Cafd. Special feature 
attraction of the Alabam Sunday show will be Sam Franklin and iris California Rhythm Rascals, a favorite 
aggregation of social clubs up and down the Pacific coast. Page 2-B. 
11672. 1941, Febmau 6. Cab Calloway Coins New Phrase. Califi)rnia Eagle. p2. Cab Calloway, "Royal 
Higtmess of Hi De Ho," who has perhaps contribuled more words and phrases into the dictionary of "jive" 
talk, was credited by his publicit-y office with one of the newest expression to take the nation by storm. 
Page 2-B. 
11673. 1941, Febmau 6. Ernest Wilson. California b2agle, p2. Movie veteran, Ernest Wilson, appears in 
Republic’s action packed western, "Bad Man from Rio." Wilson appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11674. 1941, Febma~ 6. Joe Louis Inks Contract for Next Foe. Califi~rnia l~agle, p3. Heavyweight 
champion Joe Louis came to this famed Quaker City early this week and with Gus Dorazio, 23-year old 
Philadelphian, his next opponent, signed contracts for his next title defense here at Convention Hall. Page 

11675. 1941, February 6. Marian Anderson. California Eagle. p2. Into the guest book at the Ford Rotunda 
at Dearborn, Michigan, recently went the name of Marian Anderson,, famed concert singer. She is shown 
here as she signed a book in which are the signatures of celebrities from all over the world. Page 2-B. 
11676. 1941, February 6. Mary Williams, Andy Kirk at Para Today. California Eagle. p2. Mary Lou 
Williams, greatest female swing pianist in the world will be a headliner at the Paramount Theater with 
Andy Kirk and his Clouds of Joy. Williams plays the piano for Kirk and also does all the arrangements for 
the Kirk orchestra and is a famous popular composer in her own right. Page 2-B. 
11677. 1941, February 6. Republic to Star Ernest Wilson. California Eagle. p2. Living up to its promise to 
foster Negroes in starring roles, Republic Pictures has come through with its first major flicker of the new 
year, "Bad Man from Rio," starring Ernest Wilson. A veteran of the movies, Wilson began his career over 
30 years ago when as a small child he played in the silent version of "Uncle Tom’s Cabin." Page 2-B. 
11678. 1941, February 6. Richard Wright Wis 1940 Spingarn Medal. Cal~brnia Eagle. pl. Richard 
Wright, 32, author of the famous best seller, "Native Son," has been awarded the 1940 Spingarn Medal 
Award by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Page 1-A. 
11679. 1941, February 8. Duke Ellington Says Down Beat Article Gave Wrong Impression. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. That recent article in Down Beat, the musicians’ publication, which has caused repercussions 
in the Negro press, did not quote him accurately, Duke Ellington, famous orchestra leader and composer, 
told the Associated Negro Press this week. The author of the Down Beat interview, Jimmy Gentry, "is a 
very dear friend of mine, a fair and honorable gentleman, but the article in question was merely an 
interviewer’s impression, not a verbatim report," Ellington said, adding that he is "not angry about it." 
Replying to charges published in tl~e Negro press since then that he was developing a white complex, Duke 



said: "I am a Negro and I brag about it every day. My band and I are exponent’s of Negro music. We have 
established theories proving that Negro music can be created an performed ouly by Negroes. There is no 
school of Negro music, consequently one must be born a Negro to reap such joy. What is stolen by others 
does not even scratch the surface of our virgin, fertile music 
11680. 1941, February 8. Eddie South Stars on "We the People" Program. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Eddie 
South, "Dark Angel of the Violin," guest starred Gabriel Heater’s nationally aired "We the People" 
program, Tuesday night. He brought in a perfect example of violin perfection and was presented along with 
five white youths and their mothers. South gave a playing demonstration of why would-be fiddlers should 
practice the intricate scales of their instruments. 
11681. 1941, February 8. Grand Town. Ear J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hattie McDaniel will ever 
renrain in our hearts as the first lady of the screen. She has a heart as big as a whale. She has kept herself on 
the film lots in a manner that she is respected .... She has made a niche for her race on the screen. It is too 
bad that her latest film with Bette Davis, "The Great Lie," was not produced last year because if it had, she 
would be in the rUlming for another Oscar. 
11682. 1941, February 8. Hampton Brings Chicago to Knees as Band Opens Stand at Terrace. Luther 
Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lionel Hampton, whose cradle was a drum crate and whose heart beats in 
tinpanny time, came out of the musically golden West Wednesday night, astride with a platinum vibraharp, 
to give Chicago a taste of the music California said was sensational and to take over the stand at the Grand 
Terrace, this town’s largest and most famed nitery, for six weeks and options, before one of the most 
enthusiastic crowds the town has produced since the jitterbug gentry broke down the doors at the Savoy to 
hear Fletcher Henderson’s "Christopehr Columbus." 
11683.1941, February 8. Heft. Hurrahs Hail Henry!. Pittsburgh Courier. p 16. That Hnmmerin’ He~ 
Armstrong has earned a cherished spot in the hearts of New York’s boxing fans was attested to on Friday 
night in the tremendous ovation accorded him in Madison Square Garden when he was summoned into the 
ring to receive a diamond-studded watch charm presented him by Promoter Mike Jacobs. 
11684.1941, February 8. Hines, a Hit at Fiesta, Says He Has Recording Hit of Year. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Earl Hines and his ever popular aggregation played ~br hundreds in a grand reception at one of New 
York’s biggest opening nights in the new Fiesta recently. In addition to Hines, the packed house was 
treated to "Ol’Rocking Chair" by Mildred Bailey and order feature numbers by Jimmy Dorsey, John 
Hammond, Eddie Durham, and others. 
11685.1941, February 8. Ink Spots Recording Sent to Aid Britain. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The current 
move to aid Britain has reached the music world via the Four Ink Spots. The Bridge Broadcasting 
Corporation has sent an urgent appeal from London to Moe Gale, manager of the Ink Spots, to forward, 
immediately, several albums of Ink Spot recordings calculated to bolster the morale of Britain’s nerve 
shattered population in the present nightly bombing raids. 
11686. 1941, February 8. Lena Takes Time Off as Charlie Barnett and Band Go South. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Lena Horne, whose bid for retun~ theatrical recognition was given prominence when she 
signed as featured vocalist with Charlie Barnett’s all-white band, received her first notice of difficulties last 
week when the orchestra headed south. As is the practiced custom of wlfite bands with colored featured 
artists, Home was given time off with pay and left in New York. In a short interview with this department, 
the former Cotton Club darling accepted the wishes of the band manager good naturedly, stating that she 
too did not believe that the solid south was ready to accept the breaking down of racial lines in the 
entertainment world. 
11687. 1941, February 8. Matured Louis Now More Dangerous Than Ever Be.[bre, Says Rouzeau. Edgar 
T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Somewhere, sooner or later, if the perennial search goes on and if Joe 
Louis continues fighting, they will eventnally find the mind to take his measure. But after watching the 
Brown Bomber’s latest defense of his hea~3"weight crown last Friday night in Madison Square Garden, 
your humble observer has reached the conclusion tlrat the man who turns the trick will have to enjoy 
considerable more luck than the Brown Bomber’s latest challenger. 
11688. 1941, February 8. Moe GaleIs Enroute to Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Moe Gale is offto 
Hollywood where he plans to become a movie mogul. It isn’t an idle dreambut a fact that gale, Inc., who 
handles the Ink Spots, Ella Fitzgerald, Erskine Hawkins, Lucky Millinder, and others will produce "A" 
pictures with the already mentioned imposing array of top talent in the song and music world. The Four Ink 
Spots are Hollywood bound also, for the purpose of being featured in 20th Century-Fox’s Million Dollar 
Musical, "The Great American Broadcast," starting Alice Faye, Jack Oakie and Mischa Auer. 



11689. 1941, Febma~.- 8. Richard Wright Wins 1940 Spingarn Medal. Pittsburgh Courier. p2. Because 
"He has given to Americans who have eyes to see, a picture which must be faced if democracy is to 
stay’ire," Richard Wright, 32 year-old author of"Uncle Tom’s Children’’ and "Native Son," the best-seller 
novel, was made the 26th recipient of the Spingarn Gold Medal at a meeting of the award conunittee held 
here Thursday in New York, Janua~3T 23, based on an announcement made the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People. 
11690. 1941, Febma~.- 8. Teddy Wilson Is Satisfied by Himself Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Teddy" Wilson, 
the great swing pianist who came into national prorainence as a feature of Belmy Goodman’s number one 
orchestra several seasons ago only to quit and organize his own crew, denied printed stories here last week, 
that he would return to the Goodman outfit. 
11691.1941, Febmal~ 13. Armstrong Will Lead Own Band. California Eagle. p2. Henry Armstrong will 
actually lead his own orchestra, it was revealed this week by his brother, Har~~ Armstrong. Page 2-B. 
11692. 1941, Febrna~~ 13. Behind the Movie 8-Ball. Jinunie Lunceford. California Eagle. p2. They’re the 
handymen, the ladies maids, the ’cello throated field hands who scrape cheerfully, ragged cap in hand, 
before the "Cure, el" of some gracious Southern Plantation. They’re paid to giggle richly, to roll their eyes, 
to pale in mock, trembling horror before sheeted "hants." They’re Negroes. Some achieve comparative 
and--for Hollywood--lasting fame. The "Rochester’s" and the Stepin Fetchit’s, elicit a convulsed 
indulgence from the vast moviegoing public. For most, screen popularity is a matter of three to five years, 
at most their roles are dull, stereotyped, and offer little opportunity for serious, creative acting. Page 2-B. 
11693. 1941, Febmal~ 13. Eddie Anderson. California Eagle. p2. Eddie Anderso~ with Jack Bem~y, is 
given an almnal Race Relations Award for his Harlem premiere of"Buck Benny Rides Agaiff’ and for his 
performances with his fellow-comedian, Benny. The two appear in the above photo. Page 2-A. 
11694.1941, Febmau 13. Jackie Runs WiM but UCLA Loses. California k£agle, p3. Paced by Jackie 
Robinson; great four letter man, UCLA’s Bruins came within a basket of tying a thrilling basketball game 
in the Westwood gym, bowing to USC’s Trojans 43-41. Page 3-B. 
11695. 1941, Febma~ 13. Kenny Washington. Califi~rnia Eagle. p3. Kenny Washington oft:he University 
of California at Los Angeles, fornler All-American who made good in his first season as coach at his alma 
mater, was given an annual award in race relations by the New York Public Library. Page 3-B. 
11696. 1941, Febmau 13. Mantan, Louise in New Film. Califi~rnia l~;agle, p2. To Michael Whalen falls 
the mascuiine leading role in Monogram’s picturization of the Jack London story. "Sign of the Wolf," 
which Paul Malvern is producing. Supporting roles will be placed by Mantan Moreland, Louise Beavers 
and Darryl Hickman. Page 2-B. 
11697. 1941, Febma~ 13. William Grant Still. California Ea~le. p2. William Grant Still, named this week 
among Race Relations Award wi~mers for his theme music for the New York World’s Fair and for the 
score to Katherine Garrison Chapin’s poem, "And They Lynched Him on a Tree." Still appears in the 
above photo. Page 2-A. 
11698. 1941, Febma~ 15. Famed Cole Trio Opens in Chicago. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
The King Cole Trio opens Saturday in the Panther Room of the Sherman Hotel in Chicago. This 
sensational trio made history here in Hollywood by paving a way for sepia artists in the most exclusive 
spots in the cinema capital. Prior to leaving here they enjoyed a rm~ of one solid year at the Radio Room. 
11699. 1941, Febma~ 15. Famed Trio Opens in Chicago I. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
King Cole Trio opens Saturday in the Panther Room of the Sherman Hotel in Chicago. This sensational trio 
made history here in Hollywood by paving a way for sepia artists in the most exclusive spots in the cinema 
capital. Prior to leaving here they enjoyed a run of one solid year at the Radio Room. 
11700. 1941, Febma~ 15. Gale Plans New Outlet.[br Talent. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Moe Gale, 
president of Gale, Inc., departed last week on a senti-business vacation trip to smmy Califonra. To mix 
business with pleasure, Gale, who is personal manager of a score of colored attractions including the 
famous Ink Spots, will take a vital interest in the four boys who are in the City of Make Believe to enact a 
role in their first important flicker assigmnent, "The Great American Broadcast." 
11701. 1941, Febma~ 15. Henry Armstrong Si~ed to Co-Star with Don Redman. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hanunering Hemy Armstrong, whose swing prowess lifted him to the utmost 
peak of fistic success, was signed here last week by Joe Glaser to become a part of Don Redman’s new 
swing orchestra. Always musically-minded, Armstrong first entered the fight game back in St. Louis as 
"Melody Jackson," a singer of songs and a swinger of fists. 
11702. 1941, Febma~ 15. Interest Around Broadway Production of Richard Wright’ s Famed "Native 
Son." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Gathering momentum and gathering it last, the plans of Richard Wright to 



see his best selling novel, "Native Son," recreated into a Broadway drama, are all but at the point of 
success, as more and more, it becmnes the talk of Manhattan’s theatrical circles. With the final script of the 
play completed by Wright and Paul Green. production of the piece has been assured here and the all- 
i~nportant task of selecting a suitable cast is presently being viewed as the next order of business. 
11703. 1941, Febma~r 15. Joe Louis Faces Dorazio in "Cheapest" Title Defense: ~amp Is Set for 
Philly Battle. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Phillytown is donning its best sportive-bib and tucker for the 
appearance this Monday hight of World’s Champion Joe Louis for his 15 round (or less) title fray with Gus 
Dorazio, local Italian. The test, to be staged at the m~heard of scale for a contest in which the world’s 
hea~?zweight champ appears, of from one to five dollars, will be enacted in the massive Convention Hall 
with it is 16,000 seats. 
11704. 1941, Febmal~ 15. Lautier Raps Movie Version of "Santa Fe Trail" Louis Lautier. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. "Santa Fe Trail," the Warner Brothers’ screen drama built around John Brown, the 
abolitionist, is distinguished by inconsistency and historical distortion. It portrays Brown and his followers 
as renegades, while exalting Jefferson Davis, a pro-slavery supporter who became president of the 
Confederacy. 
11705.1941, February 15. Louie and Midge Are Far Apart. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong, 
trumpet king of swing and Midge Williams, who got her best vocalist result as a former feature of a 
national radio chain here, have parted company after an association of more than two years. Joining 
Armstrong at the height of her song delineation popularity, Williams who replaced Bobble Caston with the 
band, was an overnight sensation and rode on the crest of a success wave for more than a year. 
11706.1941, February 15. L ouis Can’t Rember Wh o He’s Fighting Next. Pittsb urgh Courier. p 16. 
Although Joe Louis is booked to defend his world’s hca~weight championship Monday 1fight in 
Philadelphia, the possibility of dropping his title to the challenger is so remote :from his mind that he could 
not recall this week whether the man he is to face is named Abe StinsoI~, Arturo Godoy, Gus Dorazio or 
Bob Pastor. 
11707. 1941, Febma~ 15. Singing Beauty Sued.Jbr Divorce. Pittsburgh Courier. p 1. Lena Home was 
sued for divorce here Thursday by her husband, Louis Jordan Jones, charging desertion. The pretty singer, 
now featured with Charlie Barnett’s orchestra, failed to accept SelMce on the libel when in Pittsburgh last: 
week, as she left town the very night of the day the papers were issued. The Joneses have two children, 
Gail, three and Edwin Fletcher, one. 
11708. 1941, Febma~ 20. Marian Began Singing at Age of 6. L. E. Behymer. California Eagle. p2. 
Marian Anderson, who sings at Philharmonic Auditorium tonight, was born and reared with two sisters in 
Philadelphia’s Negro Quarter. Her father sold ice and coal, and her mother, an ex-school mistress from 
Lynchburg, helped out by taking in washing. At six, Marian Anderson appeared publicly in a duet with 
another little girl at the Union Baptist church singing, "The Lord Is My Shepherd." Page 2-B. 
11709. 1941, Febma~./20. Well, Champ JoeDoes ItAgain. California Eagle. p3. The largest crowd to 
ever see an indoor fight in this "City of Brotherly Love," 15,902 fans, saw hea~-weight titleholder Joe 
Louis knock out challenger Gus Dorazio in one minute and 30 seconds. Page 3-B. 
11710. 1941, Febma~./22. "Cabin in the Sky" Will Hit the Road Shortly. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The 
highly successful, "Cabin the in S~,’’ the heaveuly built semi-musical drama starring Ethel Waters, 
heading an all-star feature cast, including Katherine Dunham, Rex Ingram, Dooley Wilson and Todd 
Duncan, announced that it would call its Manhattan run to a halt within three weeks after which it would 
take to the road. 
11711. 1941, Febma~ 22. Ella, Bill Kenny Take Vocal Honors in Contest. Bill?’ Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Supplementing the counting of sheep with that of tabulating the thonsands of votes gathered 
by The Pittsburgh Courier’s National Band contest, which got its start late in November, the board of five 
after reviewing some 50,000 votes this week announced the winner in the vocalist department. In the 
women’s division, Ella Fitzgerald came out on top with more than 45,000 popular votes. Heading the male 
contingent, Billy Kenny, tenor of the famous Ink Spots topped James Rushing by a number of votes to 
become king of those on the footlights with a fine voice. 
11712. 1941, Febma~ 22. Fitzgerald Guest Star of Program. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ella Fitzgerald, the 
first lady of swing, who came out in that position in the national vocalist contest of this paper, entered the 
Manhattan musical scene after four successful weeks at the Brunswick hotel in Boston with a guest star 
appearance on the nationally aired, "We, the People" program. 
11713. 1941, Febma~ 22. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Marian Anderson, 
America’s foremost woman singer, who was chosen as one of the top great: women of America [’or 1940, 



sang here in Hollywood Thursday and she will return March 2. Paul Robeson, ttm~ed Pasadena upside 
down when he appeared there recently. 
11714. 1941, Febmal?.- 22. Had Good Time on Visit. Pittsburgh Courier. p22. Lovely Lena Home spent a 
few days in Pittsburgh last week. When guest at the smart Syncronettes Valentine party Friday evening, 
photographer Harris snapped tlfis charming photo. She left for Washington, Saturday afternoon to join 
Chalie Bamett’s orchestra. 
11715. 1941, Febmal?.- 22. Ink Spots Welcomed on Coast. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A 
Royal reception has been accorded the ihimical Four Ink Spots, who rose to fame as a singing quartet under 
the Moe Gale banner since their arrival here in Los Angeles. They were met at the railroad station by a 
reception connnittee from Central Avenue, headed by Bill Herin and this writer, Monday uight. Curtis 
Mosby of the Club Alabam, kept the ball a-rollin’ with a card reception for the boys and their charming 
wives. 
11716. 1941, February 22. Jimmie Lunceford Has "2 Loves," Flying, ]~Iusie. Pittsburj~h Courier. p21. 
"Two loves," has Jimmie Lunceford, internationally famous band leader. These loves are music and flying. 
"Flying is the greatest sport in the world," Lunceford declared. "When I’m piloting a plane, way, way up 
above the clouds, that’s when I get my greatest thrill." Lunceford, is the first race orchestra leader to obtain 
his pilot’s license. He learned the art of flying last summer when out onthe West Coast where his band was 
stationed for several weeks. 
11717. 1941, FebmalT 22. June Richmond "Steals" Show at Los Angeles Paramount Theatre. Earl J. 
Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. June Richinond wrapped up the Andy Kirk revue here at the Paramount 
Theater. When that gifted artist finished she had the audience begging for more. Richinond was forced to 
"make her speech" and beg off so Ellen Drew could come on the screen. 
11718.1941, Febma~ 22. Kenneth Spencer Is Added. Pittsbmlqh Courier. p21. Kenneth Spencer, basso- 
baritone, who is credited with a successful debut concert here just a few weeks ago at Town hall, was 
signed for an mflimited engagement at the Uptown Card Society. Introduced to the Card management 
during a guest appearance last week, the sensational young singer was superb and the audience demanded 
his engagement. 
11719.1941, Febma~ 22. Louis Still "Swing King" in l)orazio K.O. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Joe Louis, 
world’s heavyweight champion, collected approximately $29,061.20--or 40 percent of a gross gate --lbr 
his 14th title defense against Gus Dorazio Monday night. The bout lasted j ust four minutes--the first romld 
and one minute of the second and bo~nber Joe netted a nice sum of about $5,255.55 per minute. 
11720.1941, Febma~ 27. Abbott’s Widow to Denounce Will. Califi)rnia Eagle. p6. After ousting John 
Sengestacke, nephew of the late Robert S. Abbott, Chicago Defender founder and publisher, from his post 
as vice-president and general manager, Mrs. Edna Dennison Abbott, asserted wlfite widow of the late 
publisher, was considering denouncing the will of her late husband, leaving her one third of his estate. Page 
6-A. 
11721. 1941, Febman./27. Andy Kirk to Swing on Roof Garden. California Eagle. p2. Andy Kirk, 
sensational maestro, fresh from a triumph at the local Paramount Theater, will supply swing rhythm for Los 
Angeles dance addicts at the exclusive Roof Garden pavilion. Almost eve~)~ member of the famed "Clouds 
of Joy" is a full-fledged star in his own right. Ma~ Lou Williants, greatest of female swing pianists and a 
prolific composer, is one of Kirk’s biggest attractions. Page 2-B. 
11722. 1941, Febma~./27. "Gone with the Wind" in 2rid Week at United Artists. California Eagle. p2. A 
continuous performance policy prevails at the retum showing of "Gone with the Wind" fihn in wlfich 
Hattie McDaniel won Academy Award spurs, at the United Artists Theater. Getting its second wind, so to 
speak, the three hour and forty-five minute technicolor spectacle will enter its second week today, bidding 
fair to break as many records in its second showing as it did in its initial release. Page 2-B. 
11723. 1941, Febma~7 27. Ink Spots at Elks’ March 9. California Eagle. p2. The Ink Spots, renowned 
vocal quartet, will nmke their only West coast dance appearance at the Elks’ Hall. The four boys are on the 
coast nmking a picture at 20th Century-Fox studios. Page 2-B. 
11724. 1941, Febma~; 27. Jack Johnson Challenges Joe Louis to Three-Round Fight. California Eagle. 
p3. Because he’s convinced that Joe Louis isn’t half the fighter that people think he is, Jack Johnson, first 
Negro heavyweight champion, wants to celebrate his 64th birthday by boxing three rounds with the present 
heavyweight king, Joe Louis. Page 3-B. 
11725. 1941, Febma~; 27. Record Crowd Greets Duke Ellington in San Diego. California Eagle. p5. 
Despite inclement weather, a record crowd greeted Duke Ellington and his noted band at Mission Beach 
Ballroom. At Bethel AME Church the Progressive League held a very. interesting meeting, which Mr. 



Biggington, energetic young president, explained the purpose of the League which will assist the 
tmemployed in getting work. Page 5-B. 
11726. 1941, February 27. Sheffield Starts Company to Build Avenue Theater. California Eagle. p2. 
Coming as a surprise to local business and theatrical circles was the news that a move is on foot to build a 
large, well equipped theater on Central Avenue with Negro capital, to be owned and operated by Negroes. 
Maceo Sheffield is the moving spirit behind this progressive effort. Page 2-B. 
11727. 1941, March 1. Actor’s Guild Hears Annual Report; Many Advances Are Noted. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Pointing to the strides that have been made in show business during the past year on behalf of 
its members, Noble Sissle, made his almnal report as president of the Negro Actor’s Guild when that body 
held its ammal meeting Sunday. Sissle, re-elected to his second term spoke encouragingly to his colleagues 
on the outlook for the organization in the forthcoming year, notwithstanding the obstacles to be overcome. 
11728. 1941, March 1. Canada Lee Will Play Role of "Bigger Thomas" in Stage Version of"Native 
Son." Pittsburgh Courier. p20. With rehearsals already under way, New York theatergoers sat back this 
week to await the opeuing, tentatively scheduled for March 17 of"Native Son," the Theater Guild’s stage 
adaptation from the Richard Wright’s best selling novel of the same name. Canada Lee, who was last seen 
on the stage in "Big White Fog," a production of the Harlem Playwrights Company, has been cast for the 
role of Bigger Thomas, the main character in the book. 
11729. 1941, March 1. Etta Moten Sings at Florida College. Pittsburgh Courier. pT. The famous radio, 
concert and screen star, Etta Moten, came to Famcee last week and charmed a packed audience with the 
beauty and range of her well-trained voice. Moten is no stranger to Florida A. and M. college, where she 
has appeared on several occasions. 
11730.1941, March 1. Grand lbwn. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Of course no one is asking 
but if I had it my way, I would pass out another award to Hattie McDaniel. She really deserves two Ibr her 
work in "Gone with the Wind." Louise Beavers would get one for her fine acting in "No Time for 
Comedy," Ben Carter for his work in "Mtaryland." Butterfly McQueen. who played the part of Prissy in 
"Gone with the Wind," would be a contract: player. It was really Clarence Muse who brought in the money 
at the box office :for 20th Century Fox. 
11731. 1941, March 1. Greatest Musicians Chosen.[br All-American. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. By popular 
votes and howling demands, readers all over the com~try in several months of voting, selected the greatest 
array of instrumentalists to make up the Pittsburgh Courier’s band popularity contest. Among those 
selected were Louis Armstrong, Erksine Hawkins, Count Basic, Coleman Hawkins, Duke Ellington, 
Fletcher Henderson, among others. 
11732. 1941, March 1. Jackie Robinson May Quit UCLA to Join Pro Ranks. Herman Hill. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p16. Jackie Robinson, UCLA’s sensational performer and the nation’s top-rauking all-rotmd 
athlete, dropped a veritable bombshell according to West coast sport circles when he announced recently 
that he was seriously considering dropping out of school following the current collegiate basketball season 
which ends March 6th. He still has a season’s eligibility in baseball and track. Not so long ago, he was 
named on the 1940 All-American college track team in the broad jump. He already has a multitude of 
lucrative pro-basketball and baseball offers from the East and 1nay accept one of these tempting tidbits to 
play for pay. 
11733. 1941, March 1. Jesse Owens Seeks Reinstatement. Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. Pointing to quick 
action in reinstating Hank Lusetti, former Stanford basketball star, Jesse Owens indicated last week that he 
may ask for reinstatement as an amateur and make a comeback this spring as a member of Ohio State’s 
track team. He is currently completing his undergradnate work at that institution. Wi~mer of our medals in 
the 1936 Olympics at Berlin, Owens turned professional soon afterward. 
11734. 1941, March 1. Portrait q[’~Iarian Barred Form Corcoran; Race Prejudice Denied. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p5. Deep throated Marian Anderson, who has tasted Washington’s racial prejudice but 
subsequently transcended it by singing from the Lincoln Memorial to 75,000 persons on Easter Sunday of 
1939, will not have a portrait of her shown in the Corocran Art Gallery at its biennial exhibitions in March. 
No, race prejudice has nothing to do with the refusal to permit the painting exhibited, so say the officials. 
11735. 1941, March 1. Salaries of Ink Spots Set at $25,000 a Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Originally 
from a low-ceiling, smoke-fogged mid-western city, four golden voiced boys sang their way to the 
glittering heights of fame, opulence and international popularity. Yet at the height of their screen career, the 
Ink Spots with weekly earnings of $25,000, loom as potentially the highest paid Negro performers the stage 
has ever produced. They are now in Hollywood for roles in 20th Century’s new flicker, "The Great 
American Broadcast." 



11736. 1941, March 1. Star Meets Movie Stars. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Kenny Washington, grid ace of 
UCLA, visited the set of "Road to Zanzibar," on the Paramount lot recently. While there he had his picture 
taken with some of the cast. Left to right: Kenny Washington~ Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Ernest Whitman, 
who is made up as an African chief, and Oscar Smith, assistant director. 
11737. 1941, March 1. ToAlhambra Club. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Wilhelmina Gray, coming young star 
of the night club world, who will open at the Alhambra Club in Charleston, W. Va., in the near future. She 
has been singing in clubs in Columbus, Ohio and Buffalo the past few months. 
11738. 1941, March 1. Uncle Sam Profits from Louis’ Fights. Pittsburgh Courier. p17. Back in New 
York, resting in his suite at the Hotel Theresa, after a successful bombing raid in Philadelphia on one Gns 
Dorazio, "Brown Bomber" Joe Louis contemplated with characteristic cahn the prospect of having to turn 
all the money he makes on other fights this year over to Uncle Sam in the form of taxes. Louis is today the 
largest individnal taxpayer in sports and each fight pushes his income to the point of diminisl~ing returns as 
far as his own spending change is concerned. Louis, it is reported, is the first hea~weight champion who 
has been faced with the problem of arranging his work so as to earn as much for himself as he does for the 
man with the whiskers. 
11739.1941, March 6. Around the Movie Lots. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. At MGM in "Love Crazy," Clarence 
Muse has been working in a featured part for director Jack Conway. It is a comedy with mixed types 
starting William Powell and Myrna Loy. "Blossoms in the Dust," on the same lot has Theresa Harris and 
Clinton Rosamond featured. Hattie McDaniel, last year’s award winner is still vel3~ busy in "The Great 
Lie" at Warner Bros. First National and still the great scene stealer that she is. Page 2-13. 
11741). 1941, March 6. Caleb Peterson to Sing Sunday. Calijbrnia F~agle. p2. Appearing at the Birch Street 
Church, Caleb Peterson, young actor-singer, promises Los Angeles the revelation of a new talent that has 
won lhe praise of New York Critics, Dorothy Maynor, Paul Robeson and other equally important musical 
personalities. Winner in the National Declamation Contest of 1936 and only Negro entrant, Peterson is one 
of the most significant young Afro-Americans. Page 2-A. 
11741~ 1941, March 6. Ink Spots Shift to Roof Garden. Ca/~ibrnia bSagle~ p2. In order that all of the 
dancing public of Los Angeles might be able to hear the Ink Spots, the place has been changed from the 
Elks’ Ballroom to the Roof Garden. Page 2-A. 
1174Z 1941, March 6. Marian Anderson. California h?agle, p2. Marian Anderson took time out during her 
concert Sunday at: Ptfilharmonic auditorium to exchange greetings with her Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority 
sisters. Anderson appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
1174& 1941, March 6. Reviews. John Ki~floch. (TaliJbrnia bSagle, p2. A jam-packed Philharmonic 
auditorium audience greeted Marian Anderson when as the last of a number of encores, she sang Shubert’s 
"Ave Maria." The tribute has been well earned by Miss Anderson, whose singing of this work has become 
world-renowned. Page 2-B. 
11744. 1941, March 6. Robinson Again Cops Hoop Scoring Crown; Drops Out of School. California 
Eagle. p3. Shortly after it had been aunounced that he had won the basketball scoring title for the second 
year, Jackie Robinson, dropped out of school. His family, reportedly in need of financial assistance, was 
responsible for Robinson’s departure and his planned effort to join the Broadway Clowns, a professional 
basketball quintet of New York. Page 3-B. 
11745. 1941, March 6. The Story of Dorothy Maynor. California Eagle. p2. "One of the outstanding 
voices of the day," was the verdict of the critic of the New York Times after hearing for the first time the 
magnificent singing of Dorotl\v Maynor. Maynor’s sensational rise to fame is one of the rare success stories 
in recent musical history. A short time ago, she was a virtnally unknown singer. Page 2-B. 
11746. 1941, March 8. Broadway to Witness Rare Scene in "Native Son. "Pittsburgh Courier. p21. When 
Ann Burr and Canada Lee are left alone on the stage of the St. James Theater on March 17 in one of the 
closing scenes of "Native Son," the stage play by Richard Wright and Paul Green, Broadway will be treated 
to one of its rarest scenes--that of a white actress playing opposite to a colored star. Paul Robeson and 
Jules Bledsoe were inchided among a half dozen or so actors who have been featured on the stage with 
wlfite casts, but not in a comparable situation. 
11747. 1941, March 8. "Cabin in the Sky" (.’loses on Broadway This Satnrday. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
"Cabin inthe Sky," Broadway’s first successful Negro musical in many years, will haul in its anchors 
March 8 to go on tour. The show features Ethel Waters, Katherine Dunham, Rex Ingrain, J. Rosamond 
Johnson, Todd Duncan, and Dooley Wilson. "Cabiff’ will open in Boston on March 10 for a two week run. 
11748. 1941, March 8. Count Basie--Benny Goodman’s Second Race Guest Star. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Count Basic, the 1939 piano king of swing, appeared here Monday as guest artist with Beamy 



Goodman and his orchestra on the growing popular Old Gold Commercial emanating from radio station 
WJX. Also on the program were Goodman’s own race stars, Cootie Willimns and Chaflie Christian. 
11749. 1941, March 8. Court Issues Writ in Famous "Frankie and Johnnie" Dispute. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p22. The famous dispute arising from the picture, "Frankie and Johimie," which has created much 
national attention and which has been given wide publicity in the Metropolitan papers of the country, took 
on a new aspect Saturday morning when the law firm of Attorney Joseph L. McLemore and Robert L. 
Witherspoon, pulled a surprise and secured a writ of attachment against the Republic Distributors, in 
connection with the $200,000 suit filed back in 1938 against Republic by the two race la~Ters. At the time 
the suit was filed, Attorneys McLemore and Witherspoon contended that the inspiration of the song, 
"Fm~kie and Johimie," as well as the similarly titled picture based on Mrs. Frankie Baker, a living principal 
of the long remembered episode, had been materially damaged by the film and that she had been forced to 
go to faraway Portland, Oregon, rather than live in her native home of St. Louis. 
11750. 1941, March 8. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Monte Hawley is back .... 
Edward Thompson, the swell actor is stricken with pneumonia in Naptown. Ben Carter, tlrat mischievous 
comedian of the films is suing a Hollywood restaurant for $25,000 for the old jim crow act. 
11751. 1941, March 8. Hawkins Second, Lunceford Third; First "10" Named. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Count Basic, the 1940 champion, came through on the home stretch with colors swinging to 
capture first honors in the first annual band contest of this paper since 1932. Rallying his followers in the 
final week, the Count received five thousand votes before the closing night of the contest to top Erskine 
Hawkins, who up until that time was leading and for a time appeared to be a sure winner. In every sense of 
the word, the followers of the "Squire of Tuexdo Junctioff’ supported him well but Basic overshadowed 
them with the high counting subscription ballots that allowed him to become the winner. 
11752. 1941, March 8. Joe Louis Awaits Call "Any Day" toArmy. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Heavyweight 
Champion Joe Louis, who returncd Iris questionnaire to tiffs local drafl: board, Jan. 7 expects any day to be 
called for a physical examination and soon afl:erward inducted into army duty, he revealed last week. The 
Brown Bomber, who 379th on iris local draft board, said he has asked for no defcrment because of his 
marriage and considers it a privilege and a duty to serve the nation. 
11753. 1941, March 8. Les Hite’s Band RatedAmong "First Ten" in Contest. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Les Hitc and his sensational band, destincd to become one of the big musical attractions of 1941, arc shown 
here as thcy did a record business in Harlem’s Apollo Thealcr, recently. 
11754. 1941, March 8. US History Film Ignores Race Contributions. Pittsbtu2gh Courier. p21. "Land of 
Liberty," a motion picture sketch of the history of this country, intended "to arouse patriotism, is interesting, 
but from the viewpoint of colored Americans, the events it ignores are more significant tlkan those it 
depicts. Nothing in the picture records the part colored people have played in American history or the 
contribution they have made to the growth and development of this country, except incidentally, if the 
picture was fictional, the negligence of Hollywood would be unimportant. But motion picture fihns 
pertaining to and illnstrative of the history of the United States are accepted by the National archives for 
storage and preservation for historical purposes and study. 
11755. 1941, March 13. Anna Brown. California Eag&. p3. Anna Brown, star of the late George 
Gershwin’s folk opera, "Por~ and Bess," was presented recently in Town Hall, New York, in joint recital 
with the "Southernaires." Brown is rated as one of the race’s most versatile and nnusual artists, combining 
exceptional dramatic ability with a brilliant soprano voice. Brown appears in the above photo. Page 3-B. 
11756. 1941, March 13. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p2. Now in the Cutting Room: 
Universal’s "The Lady From Cheyenne" Cast: Loretta Young, Robet Presto~ Edward Arnold; Willie Best. 
"Native Son" Producer to Leave for Mexico City: Orson Welles, Richard Baer, his production assistant, 
and PenT Ferguson, art director, will leave New York for Mexico City in mid-April for conferences there 
on Welles’ next RKO Radio picture, according to word received here from the youtifful stage and screen 
producer. Mantan Moreland First Cast at Monogram: Producer Lindsley Parsons lras contracted Jean 
Yarborough as director for his forthcoming production "King of the Zombies." Mantan Moreland, Negro 
comedian, was the only cast member engaged. Trained Seal Kisses "Rochester" in Roach Pic: One of the 
hannniest performers in Hollywood, one of the most tireless "lens lice" in motion picture work is Slicker, a 
seal. Slicker’s latest picture is the Hal Roach mystery comedy, "Topper Returns," in which he develops a 
powerful affection for Eddie (Rochester) Anderson. Page 2-B. 
11757. 1941, March 13. Hall Johnson. California Eagle. p2. Hall Jolmson will direct a 1,000 voice chores 
in the Los Angeles Times summer Fiesta. Registration for singers, etc. to be announced next week. 
Johnson appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 



11758. 1941, March 13. Hattie Noel Jumps at Comedy Role. California Eagle. p2. Hattie Noel, popular 
comedienne, traveled a thousand miles to answer a casting call. Featured performer at, "The Cave," 
exclusive supper club in Winnipeg, Canada, Noel received the assigmnent by telegraph to a featured 
comedy role in "Double Date," romantic, fun film recently completed at Universal. Page 2-B. 
11759. 1941, March 13. Hattie Noel Scores in Film. California Eagle. p2. Hattie Noels’ latest screen 
tritnnph is, "Cracked Nuts," which features the buxom sepia comedienne with Mantan Moreland in some 
cleverly executed and hilarious scenes. Noels completed her screen chores Saturday at Universal studios. 
Noels appears in the above photo in a scene from the film. Page 2-B. 
11760. 1941, March 13. "Native Son" Has Previo~,. California Eagle. p2. A brisk ticket sale for the first 
preview performance tonight of the stage play, "Native Son~" from Richard Wright’s famous novel of the 
same name is reported by the NAACP which is staging the affair. Canada Lee will play the part of "Bigger 
Thomas" and will have a strong supporting cast. Page 2-B. 
11761. 1941, March 15. Pops and Louie Are Back in Hollywood. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Good news 
came to "Pops and Loule" this week when they received a hurried call to cancel all engagements for a 
booking at the Paramount Theater here and an indefinite stay in the movie colony at Hollywood. The boys 
had to close their engagement in Seattle and took a plane for Califon~ia. 
11762. 1941, March 15. Race Man Manages Florida Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. It was am~ounced 
this week that Julius Henderson has been appointed manager of one of the city’s (Jacksonville, Florida) 
most modern amusement houses by the owners of Colored Theater Enterprises. This is the first time that a 
Negro has been named manager of a theater owned by whites. 
11763. 1941, March 22. Ellington Hit Is Theme as Windy ~ity Cheers Show. Luther Hill. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Soaring swingistically high on thc musically scarlet: wings of "Flamingo," Duke Ellington’s 
most recent rccorded sensation, Joe Johnson,, Chicago’s sepia approach to thc glory, that was Zeigfcld, won 
Midwest laurels this week as he startled Chicago with Iris new revue at: Dave’s Caf6, "Me and You, 
Buddy," which sparkling with a Harlem cast:, looms as this section’s newest theatrical achievemcnt. 
11764. 1941, March 22. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsbtu2qh (-~’ottrier. p20. Lillian Yarbo is knocking 
herself out. She has completed five weeks work in "Pioneer Woman." starring Barbara Stanwyck. Etta 
McDaniel and Mantan Morcland arc in thc same picturc. Yarbo is indebtcd to Louis Beavers lbr the chance 
into bigtime because Beavers turned her nose to the juicy role. "Rochester" just finished "Kiss the Boys 
Goodbye" and Lillian Randolph appearcd in "Nurses Don’t Tell." (Film rcleased as "West Point Widow"). 
11765.1941, March 22. Harlem Is Raging Over "Native Son." Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsbttrgh Cottrier. pl. 
"Native Son," thc stage adaptation of the famous Richard Wright novel, is dwarfing all else as New York’s 
most controversial topic. Debates are raging in Harlem, Brooklyn, and elsewhere, as to whether or not the 
play should have been staged, whether or not it will result in adverse economic repercussions for Negro 
domestics, and whether or not a light skinned colored actress should have been used in the impersonation 
of Mary Dalton, the white girl, who meets her death at the hands of Bigger Tholnas, her colored houseman. 
11766. 1941, March 22. Hawkins Breaks Basie’s Mark at Chicago’s Regal. Luther Hill. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Erskine Hawkins, who’s just plain "Gabriel" to the folks back home in Harlem, added 
another record to his fast growing collection as he shattered Count Basie’s opening day attendance mark at 
Chicago’s Regal Theater, where he played down a week of vauds. With the town’s jitterbug gentBr lining 
the streets, Hawkins became the first of the string of big name bands who are booked in the Regal for eaxly 
dates. Jinnny Lunceford, Don Redman, Johi~ Kirby and Benny Goodman are among those on the Regal list 
for the spring season. 
11767. 1941, March 22. Jules Bledsoe Returns to His Alma Mater for Big Recital Next Tuesday. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p22. Jules Bledsoe, Bishop alumnus class of 1918 and world-famous concert and 
operatic baritone and actor will be presented in a recital of famous songs in the Oscar A. Fuller Memorial 
Hall at Bishop College in Marshall, Texas, Tuesday, March 25. Bledose’s appearance at Bishop is 
sponsored by the School of Mnsic and will be the second intenrationally known artist presented this year. 
11768. 1941, March 22. Lunce.Jbrd Flies to Tuskegee. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Jinmaie Lunceford, 
outstanding band leader, took time out, last week to pay a flying visit to Tuskegee Institute. Being a pilot as 
well as musician, Lunceford was especially interested in Tuskegee’s air training program. After a visit to 
the Tnskegee airfield to obtain first hand infornration on the program, equipment and facilities, Lunceford 
was most enthusiastic. 
11769. 1941, March 22. Marian Anderson Wins $10,O00 Award. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. Marian 
Anderson, the "First Lady" of Philadelphia, achieved the added distinction of being the first Negro to win 



the coveted "Philadelphia Award" of $10,000 and a medal for omstanding service to the communiU. The 
award was presented before an assemblage of the "400" Monday evening in the Academy of Music. 
11770. 1941, March 22. Mrs. Abbott Replies to ~arges. Pittsbu~eh Courier. pl. Branding John 
Sengstacke, recently deposed president and general manager of the Chicago Defender, a "trouble nmker," 
Mrs. Edna R. Abbott, widow of the late editor and publisher, Robert S. Abbott, in a petition filed Thursday 
in probate court deuled she was white since both parents were Negroes. The new action answered a petition 
filed the previous week by Rebecca Sengstacke, aunt of Johi~, contending that since Mrs. Abbot and Robert 
S. Abbott were married in Indiana which bars miscegenation and Mrs. Abbott was a wlfite woman and thus 
she could not be the publisher’s widow and therefore could have no interest in the estate because they were 
not legally married. 
11771. 1941, March 22. t~edict Sellout as Bomber Faces 1Sth Title Battle. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
Facing the fifteenth defense of his heavyweight title since he stopped JinmLv Braddock June 22, 1937, 
Jolting Joe Louis is primed and ready to go forth to battle against mannnoth Abe Simon in a scheduled 20- 
round contest in the Olympia Arena Friday night. 
11772. 1941, March 22. Queen Ella Goes Visiting. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Swing Queen, Ella Fitzgerald 
and emcee Babe Wallace pay a fellow-trouper a visit while in Washington D.C. George Craft, the producer 
and emcee of the Crystal Caven~s shows, was the host to these two luminaries last week during their run at 
the Howard Theater where Fitzgerald and her band set new attendance records. 
11773. 1941, March 27. Behind the Scenes with Harry. Cali~brnia Eagle.. pT. Count Basic Pulling Out of 
"the Red"-- Count Basic, the sepia "Jump King of Swing" due back on May, is in a financial plight that 
would cause ma~; a would-be maestro to change his plans and stick to a steady job, thanks to poor 
handling on the part of his former bookers, whom he shook off last month. Page 7-A. 
11774. 1941, March 27. Dot Maynor Speaks to Arts League. Cal(ibrnia Eagle. p4. In one of her few 
public appearances on her first national concert tour, Dorothy Maynor addressed the Allied Arts League in 
an informal meeting.Maynor dropped her coquettish mannerisms, which won over the capacity audience at 
the Philharmonic recently to speak seriously and with great emotion about the future of her race and its 
needs for higher art standards. She complimented the Allied Arts League for laying a ground work in Los 
Angeles for tbc study and promotion of racial culture and suggested that it establish similar branches 
throughout the country. Page 4-B. 
11775. 1941, March 27. "GWTW" in 6th Week at UA. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. Due to the many requests 
United Artists Theater, will continue showing the fihnizalion of Margaret Mitchell’s famous novel, "Gone 
with the Wind," in its complete, full-length version, nothing cut but the price. This is the film in which 
Hatte McDaniel won her Academy Award. Page 2-B. 
11776. 1941, March 27. Hattie McDanid Weds Wealth)" Montana Rancher. California Eagle. p7. Hattie 
McDaniel, queen of sepia screen stars and 1939 Academy Award wim~er, won top honors on the field of 
romance Friday when she was married to James Lloyd Crawford, wealthy Montana rancher in simple 
ceremonies at Tucson, Arizona .... Accomodations for the honeymoon trip were arranged and paid for by 
Warner Bros. studio as a token of appreciation for the star’s brilliant cinema work. Page 7-A. 
11777.1941, March 27. Louis to Battle Musto Next in St. Louis. California Eagle. p3. Following his hard- 
fought 13-round technical knockout victory over Abe Simon, heavyweight champion Joe Louis aunounced 
that the Brown Bomber’s next title defense will be against To~ Musto in St. Louis. Page 3-B. 
11778. 1941, April 3. Behind the Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p2. Lovey Lane, clever interpretive 
dancer, headlined at Hollywood Rhnm Boogie caf6 ever since its opening, made a convincing d6but as a 
dramatic actress. Featured in Million Dollar Productions’ new patriotic film, "Take My Life," now 
shooting, she surprised director Leo C. Popkin with her ability in handling a difficult role. With a strong 
underlying patriotic theme and exciting hospital and prison sequences, "Take My Life," started shooting 
last week after being delayed a month and a half by rain. Monte Hawley, former Lafayette player, is the 
star; Jeni LeGon, former MGM contract player, leading lady, with Bob Webb, former stage star and Lovey 
Lane, Rhum Boogie dancer, head a big cast of featured players. Page 2-B. 
11779. 1941, April 3. "Let ~Iy People Live" Film to Be Shown in Pasadena. Cal![brnia Eagle. p4. In 
celebration of Negro Health Week, the famous sound moving picture, "Let My People Live," will be shown 
at the Sunset Avenue church, as a preliminary feature to Rev. Owen A. Troy’s illustrated lecture on the 
darker races in Biblical history. Page 4-A. 
11780. 1941, April 3. Marian Anderson. Cal~rnia Eagle. p4. Marian Anderson was the leading 
personality on the star radio program aired over the Columbia network in connection with the National 
Urban league’s campaign [’or wider employment. Page 4-B. 



11781. 1941, April 3. Review: Song of Freedom. John Kinloch. California Eagle. p2. "Song of Freedom is 
the second of Paul Robeson’s English adventures to screen at the Bill Robinson. The brothers are to be 
congratulated for these films which are certainly among the most interesting that have ever been 
produced--at least, from a racial standpoint. The previous Robeson epic was "Dark Sands" and it was 
generally a much better picture than the current importation. It is peculiar to find that "Song of Freedom," 
is a disappointment both as entertainment and a social treatise. Page 2-B. 
11782. 1941, April 3. Robinson Appointed NYA Athletic Head at Calijbrnia Poly. California Eagle. p3. 
Jackie Robinson, one of the world’s finest and most versatile athletes, has been appointed assistant athletic 
director at the National Youth Administration’s Resident Center in the campus of California Polytechi~ic at 
San Luis Obispo. Page 3-B. 
11783. 1941, April 3. Takes Iodine After Marital Battle. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p 1. Drama as stark as anything 
sprang into the life of actor Reginald Fenderson in the wee hours when he attempted to take his own life by 
way of poisoning. Despondent because his wife, Edna Fenderso~ had told him their three-month 
separation must be permanent, Fenderson tried not to live without her. Page 1-A. 
11784. 1941, April 5. Atlanta Welcomes Harlem’s Bojangles. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. A parade of 
welcome for Bill Robinson, one of the greatest dancers of all time with the guest of honor tiding in the 
handsome new car that headed the procession, was held here Wednesday afternoon, with the cavalcade 
winding its way through the principal streets of the city’s Negro business and residential sections to the 
municipal auditorium, where that evening he appeared in a special dance progran~ assisted by the Deep 
River Boys organization. 
11785. 1941, April 5. Billy Rowe Calls Broadway Drama Both Good and Bad. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. It is odd and a bit startling, to reflect upon the melancholy fact that one man’s distorted 
version of an average Negro should have been accepted by so great a mass of people for t~vo succeeding 
years as a startling book and again as a sensational drama in the lighted shadows of the greatest street in the 
world, Broadway, Monday night after eight in the theatrical confines of the St. James Theater. The din of 
applause of a 90 percent white audience was belched out of open doors and windows, loud enough to vie 
for heating the walls of Manhattan’s grand canyon to voice an appeal for this stage version of Richard 
Wrigbt’s "Native Son," best seller, which became a hit stage drama. 
11786.1941, April 5. Cab Calloway to Play Dance Date in Akron on April 15. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Cab Calloway, still the nation’s "No. 1" sepia dance band, when it comes to price and riding the crest of a 
new wave of popularit-y which has seen him establish box office records in numerous theaters around the 
countu, will bring his all-star aggregation here for a one-hire attraction on Tuesday, April 15. 
11787. 1941, April 5. Courier’s Presentation Dance to Count Basie Set for April 22. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Taking a page from the glamour of Hollywood’s City of Make-Believe, one from the glitter of New 
York’s Broadway, another from the r~thinic din of Chicago’s South Parkway and mixing them with the 
spirit of a Mardi Gras gripped New Orleans, the executives of the Pittsburgh Courier Orchestra Contest 
have completed plans for the greatest dance ever presented in this city. The number number one wim~er of 
the band poll, Count Basic and his sensational orchestra, who for years have held onto this ranking, will be 
the main attraction at this event. 
11788. 1941, April 5. DAR in Meeting Ignores Negores. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. Riots against Americans 
in Mexico, barring Paul Robeson from singing at the DAR Hall in Washington, D.C. spotlighted the actions 
of the Daughers of the American Revolution~ who at their am~ual convention here this week in Houston, 
gave a grand ovation to a group of 70 Mexican children because they had learned to salute the flag. 
11789. 1941, April 5. Earl Dancer Organizes Own Production Company; Hopes to Crash Broadway. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Earl Dancer, who has earned several pages in the hiStOlT books of Negro 
Theatricals for his entertainment chores both at home and abroad, hopes to again become the man behind 
the scene when the curtain is drawn revealing his brand child, "Aunt Haga’s Children," on some Broadway 
stage this season. Stepping out of the production field of the legit theater when he hung out his shingle in 
the movie capital several years ago, Dancer renrained on the coast long enough to become the only 
successful Negro casting director and part time producer. 
11790. 1941, April 5. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Hattie McDaniel, our First 
Lady of the fihns has now become our first lady of the radio. As you know she is on the Eddie Cantor 
program. In addition to being a thespian of the first order, her dranratic role in the "Gone" film proved 
beyond all reasonable doubt and she is now taking comedy honors on the radio. 
11791. 1941, April 5. Greatest Colored Artists on Air. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Emanating 
as the greatest radio program ever sponsored by the race, the national Urban League brought its plea for 



jobs for Negroes in the vast defense set-up of this country to the very ears of the nation through the broad 
expanse of the Columbia Broadcasting System from its studios all over the country with voices that the 
people of America know best last Sunday. Entertainers who appeared on the progrmn included: Canada 
Lee, Louis Armstrong, Jolm Kirby, Eddie South, and others. 
11792. 1941, April 5. Hattie McDaniel Is Gone with the Wind...She Got Married. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. 
Hattie McDaniel, famous lnovie actress, showed little e~notion of nervousness last week as she became a 
bride for the third time in Tucson, Arizona. Here new husband, J. Lloyd Crawford, appeared a little excited 
however .... They stayed at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Cornelius, where the wedding was held. 
11793. 1941, April 5. Is It Wise for Joe Louis to Tackle the Tough Abe Simon Before Conn ? Fans Ask. 
Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Are they fighting Joe Louis too often’? Is it wise to have Joe 
Louis fight in a tough foe like Abe Simon again in May with the important fight with Billy Coma pending 
for June? Will the practice of fighting "burn him out" and eventually rash him into fistic oblivion like 
Henry- Armstrong? These three crucial questions are being asked by sepia fistic fans throughout the 
country. 
11794. 1941, April 5. Loew’s State Gest Louis Armstrong. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Louis Armstrong, the 
trumpet king of swing and his orchestra, will star a week’s engagement at the Loew’s State Theater today, 
Wednesday, as headline attraction of a mixed variety bill that will include a host of white and colored stars 
of the stage, screen, and radio. 
11795.1941, April 5. Louis Would Have Beaten Dempsey at His Best. Pittsb urgh~ Courier. p 17. Jack 
Keams, the man who led Jack Dempsey from a hobo to a millionaire and eventually to the hea~3~weight 
champion claims that Joe Louis would have beaten Dempsey. Kearns is probably better qualified to nrake 
this comparison than awone. 
11796. 1941, April 5. "Native Son" Swell for Indian Or Mongolian--But Being a Negro It’s Hard to 
Decide. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. IfI were an Indian or a Mongolian, I would like 
"Native Son," the play by Richard Wright: and Paul Green unveiled at: the St. James Theater here in New 
York last: week. Being a Negro, I find it hard to decide and difficult to really understand why some would 
find themselves in this predicament .... For every Bigger Thomas I have met, I have also seen thousands of 
new day Negroes who loath the very sight of them. Everything that a Bigger Thomas stands :for its 
despised by the serf-respecting Negro who wants to work so that he can get the wherewithal to establish a 
home and get married and raise a family and take his place in the world as a pillar of respectability among 
them. 
11797.1941, April 5. The Noble Sissies’ "Blue Heaven... Cynthia Makes Three." Pittsbu@ Courier. 
pl0. Mr. and Mrs. Noble Sissle of New York and their three week old daughter, Cynthia Scott Sissle, 
appear in the above photo. 
11798. 1941, April 5. Screen Rights Sought. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Well in its second week at the St. 
James Theater, just a shadow reflection from Broadway, "Native Son," the Richard Wright best seller is set 
to the stage by Orson Welles who has beco~ne quite the popular fella in the national theatricals. According 
to an announcement from Hollywood, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has started negotiations toward purchasing 
the screen rights to the drama to turn it into film fare with an all-white cast. In the event that the deal is 
successful, the studio will do a co~nplete rewrite job on the present dramatic version. The racial angle is to 
be discarded and the ~novie will emerge as an indictment of slum conditions and their results. 
11799. 1941, April 5. Snookum Russell Set for Howard Theater. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Snookmn 
Russell, whose venture with Don Redman failed to bring the promised "bucket of gold" at the end of the 
rainbow, is back on his own again and is rehearsing rapidly in preparation for a busy spring and summer 
season. 

11800. 1941, April 10. Behind the Scenes with Harry. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. "Take My Life" Finishes to 
Break Record--In spite of rain, Million Dollar Productions, "Take My Life" caught up with its schedule 
and fiuished last week a day ahead of time. Page 2-B. 
11801. 1941, April 10. Joe Has D.C. Bout; Corm to Box Here. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. With jolting Joe 
Louis gumming for Buddy Baer May 23 in Washington and Billy Conn going om to gather Nathan Mann 
here May 26, plenty of fistic sharpshooting is looming for the latter part of the month of May. But even at 
that its all part of a tune-up process for a certain June night, now set at the 18th, when challenger Billy 
Corm gets a chance at fame and fortune and risks the probability of getting knocked out by fistana’s 
bronzed King of Kings. 
11802. 1941, April 12. Andy Kirk’s Triumphant Tour Swings Into Florida. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Swinging along in the backwash of the most sensational tour he has ever experienced, Andy Kirk and iris 



famous Clouds of Joy Orchestra move in the Everglades State for a twelve-day engagement. Tops mnong 
his dates is the Easter Monday affair sponsored by Joe Higdon’s Hollywood Music Store. The affair is 
scheduled for the Two Spot Nite Club. 
11803. 1941, April 12. Box Office Decline of White bands may give sepia attractions Chance. Billy 
Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. According to the latest reports of bookers comprising the Southeast, the 
value of all but twen~r name bands at the box-office are on the decline. Listing but one colored band among 
the twenty, T.D. Kemp, Jr. manager of the Southern Attractions, Inc. and the most prominent speaker on 
the bookers list, controlling ten weeks of Southern dates found these facts to be self evident .... On the list 
of inTeriOr, disregarding Cab Calloway, Erskine Hawkins, Count Basle, Ella Fitzgerald, Jinunie Lunceford, 
Earl Hines and Lionel Hampton, who are at present regarded in all other sections as among the top drmving 
cards of the year, Kemp named only Duke Ellington on a list that was otherwise all white. 
11804. 1941, April 12. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Spencer Williams is 
somewhere in Texas. He is making personal appearances with his "Blood of Jesus," a religious film. "Take 
My Life," which stars Jeni LeGon and Monte Hawley, is the third starring vehicle for Hawley and his 
second film chance to kiss LeGon. Freddy Jackson plays the younger brother, who gets into trouble. 
11805. 1941, April 12. Heavyweight Champ Is Slipping--Randy Dixon. Pittsbu@ Courier. p16. Our 
eminent Joseph Louis Barrow was not quite appropriate the evening he encountered such difficulty in 
putting the quietus on Abe Simon, the big ape man from the Bror~x. 
11806. 1941, April 12. Paul Robeson Buys Palatial Conn. Home. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. An 
announcement has been made here this week of the sale of "The Beeches," the palatial estate here in 
Enfield, Connecticut, of the late F.W. Swindels to Paul Robeson, the famed race baritone, widely known in 
the field of radio, screen, concert, and legitimate stage entertainment. Robeson and his wife purchased the 
proper’~ from the 1929 Realty Corporation of Springfield, Mass. which has owned the proper’~ lbr several 
years. The house has been unoccupied lbr the past six months and for the last ten years had been rented by 
a series of tenants. 
118~!7.1941, April 12. Pittsburgh Agog Over Coming of Count Basie. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. 
Terminating the most successflfl dance and theater tour of iris career, Count Basie, has been acclaimed the 
1941 King of Swing in a nationwide band poll conducted by lt~e paper and will come to Pittsburgh April 
22, to play the first presentation dance ever in this city. Rivaling aw affair ever presented here or 
elsewhere, the dance will be chock-lMl of entertainment. 
118~!8. 1941, April 12. Singer’s Rumored Break with White Band Becomes Fact. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Another chapter was added to lt~e erratic history of colored stars working with wtfite bands when Lena 
Horne, former Noble Sissle, Cotton Club and Blackbirds star, telTninated her contract with Charlie Barnet 
after a one-week engage~nent with him as featured vocalist at the Paramount Theater in the heart of Times 
Square here. 
11809. 1941, April 12. Sweetheart’s of"Fatha" Hines Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Billy Eckstine and 
Madeline Green, affectionately termed the "Sweethearts" of Earl Hines sensational band, are now finishing 
a whirlwind tour of the South and are heading into the East and Middle-west. The two appear in the above 
photo. 
11810. 1941, April 17. Dorothy Dandridge. California Eagle. p2. Dorot~ Dandridge, petite colored 
beauty as she appeared with Ona Munson in "Lady from New Orleans." In addition to the lovely 
Dandridge and Munson, who is cast in the title role with Republic film stars John Wayne and featured Ray 
Middleton, Henry Stephenson, Helen Westley, and a talented array of Negro artists. Dandridge appears in 
above photo. Page 2-B. 
11811. 1941, April 17. First Lady. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. First Lady Ethel Waters and her New York Cast 
of"Cabin in the Sky," appear here for the four week LigN Opera session opening in May. Waters appears 
in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11812. 1941, April 17. Judy Conova. Cal~rnia Eagle. p2. Judy Conova will be seen soon in Republic’s 
"Sis Hopkins." She is shown here in a scene from this elaborate musical production with Daisy Lee 
Mothershed, famous colored artist, who returns to the Republic lot after scoring in, "Who Killed Aunt 
Maggie?" The two appear in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11813. 1941, April 17. Revien~--"Emperor Jones." Cal~/brnia Eagle. p2. "Emperor Jones" the first of the 
great baritone’s big cinema efforts, is in many ways, his best. With the exception of "Show Boat," in 
which he portrayed a conventional "darkey," this is Robeson’s ouly Hollywood picture. It reflects the 
blessings of intelligent craftsmanship which Robeson’s European epics have sadly lacked. Page 2-B. 



11814. 1941, April 19. Claude Hopkins Says He Is Broke. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Claude Hopkins, 
whose piano fingers brought him fame and fortune not too mal\v years ago, played a different tune here last 
week when the leader filed a voluntai~ petition of bankruptcy in the New York Federal Court. In accord 
with his action, the piano maestro listed $3,770 in liabilities and $10,866 in assets. Down to but the 
smallest amount, the huge amount of assets are exempt and include $2,741 debts due on open accounts. 
11815. 1941, April 19. Give-And-Take Philosophy Rules Opinions on Broadway’s Controversial"Native 
Son." Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p13. The philosophy of give-and-take, as this observer sees 
it, is the most noticeable aspect of various opinions voiced by Negro leaders who have found time to sit in 
on "Native Son," the highly controversial emotiol~al drama now playing to packed audiences at the St. 
James Theater on Broadway. Fathered by Richard Wright’s best selling novel of the same name, the stage 
version has divided negro leaders into three big groups, like Dr. O. Clay Maxwell, pastor of Harlem’s 
famous Mt. Olivet Baptist Church; those who are indifferent, like Hattie McDaniel, famous actress and 
those who are decidedly in favor, like Walter White, secretau~ of the NAACP. 
11816. 1941, April 19. The Great ~aplin Congratulates Canada Lee. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. After 
attending "Native Son" last Thursday hight at the St. James Theater, Charles Chaplin dropped backstage to 
congratulate Canada Lee on his performance as Bigger Thomas in the Paul Green-Richard Wright drama. 
The cameranran caught Chaplin chatting with Lee and Lionel Stander, film actor. 
11817. 1941, April 19. GreatNegro Show on Earth!. Edgar T. Rouzeau. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Greatest 
Negro show on earth. That’s "Silas Green from New Orleans." You can’t get around it. Fifty-three years 
young, Silas Green has an estimated record of 13,250 performances. One ever3T night except Sundays as 
February and March are the only idle months. Seen and applauded by millions, it has taken in millions at 
the gate, has spent the same millions in salaries, exhibit fees, maintenance and operation costs. 
11818.1941, April 19. Louie and Benny Jam It at Fiesta. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Louie Armstrong, the 
King of the Trtunpet and Benny Goodman, the monarch of the clarinet, got: together in :fine fashion here 
Satruday 1fight at Manhattan Center oi1 West 34111 Street for the greatest jam session heard hereabouts since 
the birth of swing. 
11819.1941, April 19. Louis Fights Corm in June Or I’ll Sue--Ray. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Johnny 
Ray, manager of Billy Corm, declared this week in an inter~iew that a plot has been brewed by the 
managers of Joe Louis and Mike Jacobs to call off the proposed Louis-Corm title fight in New York in 
June. At the same time, the fie~ pilot, issued a threat by declaring that if Conn is denied a shot at the title, 
he would institute a lawsuit against: Mike Jacobs. 
11820.1941, April 19. Orson Welles Plans to Break Broadway Ban with Race Star. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The boy genius of the theatrical world, Orson Welles, whose long suit seems to be 
frightening habitues of the entertainment realm, put his best scare face forward this week when he 
aunounced that he had plans to give Broadway its first Shakespearean, drama with a Negro in the title role. 
Taking "Othello" from the long list of the master pennkan’s collected works, Welles hopes Canada Lee, the 
present star of "Native Son," will assume the title role of the black Moorish merchant prince with the mixed 
talent of his Mercui~ Theater in support. 
11821. 1941, April 19. Pittsburgh Set for Trial Coronation Dance. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The stuff is 
almost here and you can bet it will be ready Tuesday night when Count Basic and his sensational orchestra 
take over the bandstand of the St. Moritz Ballroom as the East End for The Courier’s first annual 
Coronation Dance. Scheduled to be the greatest affair ever sponsored in this city, a record crowd is 
expected to do honor to the public by the acclaimed King of Swing. 
11822. 1941, April 24. Cameo Studio Films Sepia Jitterbugs. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. In an untitled musical, 
three young couples of expert jitterbug dancers, hit ’em up hot at Cameo Studio on the United Artist lot 
under the direction of Sam Coslow. They were Robert Jefferson, Lawrence Harris, Lora Steele, Leroy 
Blanchette, and Etta Mason. Page 2-B. 
11823. 1941, April 24. Paramount Tops List for Sepians. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Paramount, which saved 
the day for several hundred colored movie players just before Christmas by giving them plenty of work in 
"Road to Zanzibar," again headed the list in the number of Sepians called through Central Casting Bureau. 
Page 2-B. 
11824. 1941, April 24. Robinson "Outstanding U~ZA Player." Cal!/brnia Eagle. p3. Jackie Robinson was 
the outstanding player on last year’s UCLA eleven. That honor was bestowed upon the versatile athlete 
and only four-letter man in the histo~ of the school when he was honored at the annual banquet. Page 3-B. 
11825. 1941, April 24. "Rochester, "the NewDay. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p8. The United States, with its world 
influence through motion pictures, has had a superb opportunity to imprint upon other people a strong 



picture of her own cultural composition, her own laughter and tears, her own hatreds, fears and prejudices. 
The portrait of the American Negro which Holly’wood has given the world is one of the most consistent 
jobs of blackmail that the screen has committed. The "movie Darky" usually represents exactly what the 
foulest tradition of the South would like for Negroes--the "Darky" is servile, la~’, ignorant and felonious. 
The first great ~notion picture produced in the com~try David Wark Griffith’s "Birth of a Nation," which 
told a preposterous story of the glory and heroism of the Ku Klux Klan .... But two years ago, America 
became conscious of a new thought in Negro comedy--it was really a revolution, for Jack Be~my’s 
i~npudent butler, valet, chauffeur, "Rochester Van Jones." Page 8-A. 
11826. 1941, April 24. Ruby Elzy in "Lost Chord." California Ea~le. pl. Ruby Elz3,~, star of screen, radio 
and stage, has joined the cast of Eugene Henry Huffman’s "The Lost Chord," opening at the Bill Robinson. 
Elzy is nationally known for her performance in such hits as "Porgy and Bess," among others. Page 1-A. 
11827. 1941, April 24. Stand-in for Theresa Harris atMGM. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p2. In "Blossoms in the 
Dust" at MG1M, Louise Clark lras been working as a stand-in for Theresa Harris and Siebert Hannibal for 
Clinton Rosamond in the same picture. Page 2-B. 
11828. 1941, April 26. Ben Carter Movie Star, Opens Theater for Soldiers. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Displaying business qualities seldom shown by Negro members of the movie world, Ben Carter, lucrative 
long-term contract with a 20th Century7 Fox studio, lras built the Gate Theater in Ft. Huachuca. Opening it 
with all the glitter and glamour of a Hollywood premiere, Carter has arranged to keep the thousands of 
soldiers, defense workers, and local citizens well supplied with movie and stage entertainment. 
11829. 1941, April 26. Colored Bands Out Drawing Whites Throughout; Erskine Hawkins Sets High j[br 
Weeks. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Very" much in the swing of things, several colored bands playing one- 
nighters, theaters and college dates have established box office records in various places. Topping every 
known band in the country ~br the week, Erskine Ha~vkins playing at the Graystonc Ballroom in Detroit, 
last Monday attracted 5,100 dance lovers directly after a swing at the Book-Cadillac in the same city, 
attracting 480 socialites. 
11830.1941, April 26. Duke Ellington’s Band at "Y" Benefit Circus. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With the 
Courier’s No. I band leader, Duke Ellington, wielding a wicked baton and Ivy Anderson, California 
songbird who holds No. 2 spot to Ella Fitzgerald, in the vocalist department, warbling nmsic of the best, 
will add zest to the seventh annual Pine Street "Y" Camp Benefit Circus when it is held at the Municipal 
auditorium Friday and Saturday, May 2 and 3. 
11831.1941, April 26. Ella’s Record Is Selected as the Best. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. A student 
organization at New York University, School of Commerce, which a few years ago honored Chick Wcbb 
with a "doctor of swing" degree singled out Ella Fitzgerald, his latest discovery to receive its musical 
designation. Selecting "Muffin’ Man," the Swing Lady’s newest nursery rhyme, the student body honored 
Fitzgerald for her song. 
11832. 1941, April 26. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul Robeson will appear 
here in Hollywood at the Plfilharmonic Auditoritm~, May 19 in Gershwin’s inwnortal "Por~ and Bess" 
opera. At the mo~nent Paul Robeson is the current screen attraction at the Hawaii Theater in the heart of 
Hollywood. His "Emperor Jones," is causing a mn on the theater. Noble M. Johnson, Clarence Brooks, 
Ralph Cooper and Herbert Jeffrey are all pioneer leading men in Negro films. 
11833. 1941, April 26. Hazel Scott to Ritz-Carlton. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Hazel Scott, piano sensation 
of the Uptown Cafd Society, who swings and vocalizes the old classics like an instrumentalist doing a 
Boston on the "One O’Clock Jmnp," has been signed for a special three week session at the Ritz-Carlton 
Hotel in Boston. 
11834. 1941, April 26. Home, Barnet on Lend-Lease Basis. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The theatrical 
profession becomes the first to adopt the government lend-lease program with Lena Horne and Charlie 
Barnet getting together to disprove that existence of bad feeling caused their recent break. Signed for an 
appearance at the Savoy Ballroom Sunday, Barnet will present the former Cotton Club honey to avoid 
disappointing Harlem patrons and at the same time prove that he isn’t "mad" with the copper-colored gal. 
11835. 1941, April 26. Made Film Debut in Manhattan. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The sensational Ink 
Spots will make their film debut in New York this week at the famous Rox)" Theater in "The Great 
American Broadcast." In addition to the Ink Spots, the picture will feature the Nicholas Brothers. 
11836. 1941, April 26. River Inspired Una Carlisle to Write Nation’s Top Song. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
An impulse to write a song that expressed her joy after a delightful day on the banks of River Tlrames 
resulted in one of America’s current hits, "Walkin’ By the River," 24 year old Una Mae Carlisle, graduate 



of the music school of Wilbefforce University, revealed last Tuesday night over CB S’ national radio 
program of Gabriel Heatter’s "We the People." 
11837. 1941, April 26. St. Louis Thrillingly Awaits "Cabin in the Sky." Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Local 
citizens are eagerly awaiting the coming to the American Theater for a week starting on Sunday night, 
April 27, of "Cabin in the Sky," starting Ethel Waters and what is expected to be the greatest array of 
Negro talent ever presented here. 
11838. 1941, April 26. Stepin Fetchit Changes Name to Avoid No. 13 Bug-A-Boo. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. Stepin Fetchit, noted stage and screen laz5T man, has notified the theatrical world that he has at last 
discovered the reason ole man "hard luck" has been dogging his trail. Step says he has been burdened down 
by carrying a 13 lettered name, the perennial sign of bad luck. 
11839. 1941, April 26. SwingMusic Is Getting All Dressed Up. Billy Rowe. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. At 
the turn of the season with the sun getting hotter and pushing the mercury all over the board and with the 
slightest bit of exertion bringing out perspiration, the cry is on once again, swing is dying and schmaltz or 
the softer times are gaining a predominating lead. It’s a cry that is becoming as persistent as Hitler’s desire 
to conquer the world .... Reluctant but prone to prove the troth or falsity of this cry, the Apollo Theater 
gave way to swing after a long lay-off with Ella Fitzgerald, the first lady of that realm, who held sway on 
the podium following in the wake of a raft of smooth musical reviews that left not too groovy audiences a 
bit cold. 
11840. 1941, May 1. Behindthe Scenes with Harry. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. Sid Dones Made Silent Movie 
History. When you tllink of Sidney Dones, you probably think of sub-division, business blocks, rental 
listings and other things connected with a highly successful real estate brokerage business. But perhaps 
you do not know fl~at the expert, capable, and withal popular figure in western business circles did much to 
break ground for the recognition now being given colored actors in the movies. Page 2-B. 
11841. 1941, May 1. JeniLeGon. Cal(fbrnia Eagle. p2. Jeni LeGo~ dancer of international fame, has 
trained a group of young people who will present a floor show tmfight under the auspices of the Girl 
Friends Club. Page 2-B. 
11842. 1941, May 3. Basic Star Attraction; Set.lbr Engagement at Ritz-Carlton Hotel. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. A swingefing in all its syncopated fury was turned loose in the now nationally famous St. 
Mofitz Ballroom in East Liberty Tuesday nile as one Count Basic took charge of the place in a swing of 
musical invasion. 
11843. 1941, May 3. Lena Horne, Golden Gate Boys Rock Historic Carnegie Hall with Swing. Leonard 
G. Feather. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. It was a real music critics’ holiday at Carnegie Hall on last Wednesday 
evening. Seldom has this dignified mecca of music rocked to the strains of so much provocative musical 
food for argument. The concert proved a least three important points: 1) Caf6 Society, from whose uptown 
and downtown branches the entire talent was drawn, deserves unlimited credit for its intelligent use of the 
great Negro talent; 2) that his talent was important and varied enough to deserve its place in Camegie Hall; 
and 3) the habit of swinging the classics is becoming a horribly overworked pastime. Entertainers who 
performed at this event include: Lena Home, Art Tatum, Eddie South among others. 
11844. 1941, May 3. Maceo Birch Leaves Count Basie’s Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Maceo Birch 
who for years was identified as the only colored band road manager in the profession~ turned his back on 
that world last week and started on the road back to Kansas City to take part interest in the bar and grill 
portion of Street’s hotel, one of the most famons stopping places in the West .... Maceo who toured the 
count~ with several colored attractions, got his best start when he tied-in with Count Basic at the 
begi~ming of his career as leader of his own band. 
11845. 1941, May 3. War Aids Film’s Race Stars on Movie Sets. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
The closing of Europe as a nrarket for Hollywood films has its compensations among the sepia screen stars. 
Hattie McDaniel has a prominent role in "Reap the Wild Wind," with Merle Oberon and Ray Milland. The 
picture’s locale is Charleston, S.C. and is laid in the same era as McDaniel’s first "Wind" film. Louise 
Beavers, Clinton Rosemond, and Clarence Muse will be seen in "Belle Start," with Randy Scott and Gene 
Tiemey. It is a technicolor picture directed by Irving Cummings for 20th Century Fox. 
11846. 1941, May 8. Behindthe Scenes with Harry. California Eagle. p2. White Movie Actors Picket 
Central Casting--A line of white motion picture extras with banners accusing the Central Bureau of 
unfairness was parading in front of the large building at Hollywood Boulevard. Colored Talent Deserves 
More Work. If there is any group that deserves a more equal distribution of jobs, it is the meager 250 
colored eligible to work in Hollywood’s pictures. At least 10,000,000 of the 15,000,000 Negroes of the 
U.S. spend more for the movies, yet only 250 get a chance to work in them. Hunt Your Jobs Like Jessie 



Grayson. If you have talent and experience, you have a right to use it, so rather than remain idle too long, 
start job hunting. Mrs. Jessie Grayson is an example of what determination can do. She was told she was 
not a mother type, yet she walked into the Goldwyn lot and walked out with a contract. Page 2-B. 
11847. 1941, May 8. Cinema Survey. John Kinloch. California Eagle. p2. "The Great Lie"--This is 
another in the series of intelligent, talkative pictures of which La Davis has become the patron saint. There 
is nothing new or startling about ,"The Great Lie, and nothing objectionable either. We learned from 
authoritative sources that Hattie McDaniel’s best scenes were left on the cutting room floor at Davis’ 
request. Strange, since the star shared almost equal footage with Mary Astor. However, McDaNels 
manages to make offwith the few ~noments allotted her in fine fashion. Page 2-B. 
11848. 1941, May 8. Julian, in Rq[; May Yet Get Chance at Goering of Nazis. Cal~[brnia Eagle. pl. Since 
the war started, colorful personalities have streamed into Canada from all part of the U.S. and joined the 
various fighting forces. The "Pride of Harlem," also known as "Harlem’s Black Eagle," is Col. Hubert 
Julian, colored air hero of two wars trying his darnedest to spread his wings in a third. Page 1-A. 
11849. 1941, May 8. Louis Trains.[br Buddy Baer. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p3. Joe Louis dropped in New York 
quietly for a few minutes long enough to comqnn the story that he will meet Billy Conn here in June. Louis 
stated that he will begin training this week for his little scrap with Buddy Baer. Page 3-B. 
11850. 1941, May 8. MeDaniel-CrawJbrdReception Tops Social Season; 500 Present. Fay M. Jackson. 
CaliJbrnia Eagle. pl. Hattie McDaniel, beloved cinema actress, and her husband, James Lloyd Crawford, 
wealthy Wyoming rancher, received more than 500 guest in their Westside home at their first social since 
marriage in Tucson, two months ago. The newlyweds received their guests before the mantle in their living 
room which was converted into a flower bower through the artistry of Ralphe Porter, florist. Page 1-A. 
11851. 1941, May 10. Canada Lee Might Lead a S~qng Band. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Canada Lee 
featured in "Native Son," the Broadway legit hit is planning to organize a band of his own. He is a violinist 
and was for a time a jockey and prize-fighter, among other things. In the lalter profession he lost iris sight 
in one of iris eyes. He now owns a small eatery in Harlem called the Chicken coop, frequented by up and 
downtown society. 
11852.1941, May 10. Colored Bands Moving Slowly Into Their (hvn. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. As the 
new season moves into summer and the anticipated slump that comes with hot weather in the world of 
entertainment, the musical phase of that profession takes on a decided upturn and from all appearances is 
nearing that better day that has been discussed for so long. Breaking down barriers of long standing, 
colored bands which since the death of the Jim Europe and the Noble Sissle team, previously on the fringe 
of ttfings arc now fighting a decided battle towards coming into their own and as a result, arc being 
accepted in important white spots throughout the country. Bands such as John Kirby, Eddie South, Noble 
Sissle, Cab Calloway, are among others who are demonstrative of this progress. 
11853. 1941, May 10. Cooper, Pigmeat, Una Mae, Lucky at Apollo. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. It was a 
four-in-one entertaimnent hit at the Apollo Theater here last week with Ralph Cooper, Pigmeat, and Una 
Mae Carlisle as well as Luck3.r Millinder headlining the best revue seen on its stage since the great Bill 
Robinson produced and starred in his own show. Mating their first appearance since they returned from 
Hollywood, Cooper and funny man, dance craze creator Pigmeat, were at their best and were the nucleus 
around which the fmmiest show seen here in ages revolved. 
11854. 1941, May 10. Eddie South NBCFeature. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Eddie South, "Dark Angel of 
the Violin," who is featured with his band at Cafd Society Uptown, was guest starred on the "Song of Your 
Life" program over WJZ-NBC Blue Network, Saturday evening. 
11855. 1941, May 10. Ethel Waters Says Claxton’s Carnival Show Most Unusual. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. "It’s the most unusual show rye ever seen on any midway." That is the sincere tribute paid by 
America’s No. 1 sepia stage lady, Ethel Waters, after viewing the stellar show presented in the "Tent 
Theater" by Leon Claxton’s All Sepia revue in St. Louis. 
11856. 1941, May 10. Hampton Winding Up Chi Stand; Follows Dorsey at Panther Room. Luther Hill. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lionel Hampton, "Swing’s Handy Man," pulled a glittering rabbit out of his well- 
stocked bag this week as he "stole" the fall Panther Room booking at the Sherman Hotel away from more 
than a half dozen top-notch bands .... Hampton will get a twice uightly coast-to-coast shot over the NBC 
chain and will follow ofay Jimmy Dorsey on the stand. 
11857. 1941, May 10. Mills Brothers in Ch# on Ether Coast to Coast. Luther Hill. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p21. The rhythn~ically sensational Mills Brothers returned to the ether waves "after a four year absence last 
week, as their swing-s~led song offerings made their opening at the swank Capitol Lounge in Chicago’s 
loop theatrical district; an event of national theatrical importance. 



11858. 1941, May 10. Uncle Sam Records Another "Jam"for Stepin Fetchit. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Just a few weeks ago, Stepin Fetchit resolved tlkat he had found the source of all his troubles 
and thereby, changed his 13-lettered name to 12 and thumbed his nose in the direction of Mr. Trouble. 
From all appearances, Uncle Sam, who has a charge against the lazy comedian of stage, screen and radio, 
does not believe in signs, for here last week in the New York Federal court, Judge Murray Hulbert, decided 
that the comic must pay the government $498 for smuggling three suits, valued at $95 each, across the 
Canadian border. 
11859.1941, May 15. Dorothy Maynor. California Eagle. p2. Dorothy Maynor, sensational Negro soprano 
who will guest star on, "The Pause That Refreshes On the Air." This popular musical program is heard 
every Sunday afternoon over the Columbia Network. Page 2-B. 
11860. 1941, May 15. "Little Foxes" Starts at Sam Goldnyn. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Bette Davis, portrayer 
of vital women with sand in their craws, went before the movie camera in what many consider the hardest- 
bitten role of her career and thus, incidentally answered a number of questions which had been puzzling 
Hollywood. Chief support of La Davis will be Jessie Coles Grayson, who snagged one of the towns best 
roles in this picture, "The Little Foxes." It was announced that President George J. Schaefer of RKO Radio 
Pictures, Inc., had closed a deal with Goldwyn to release, "The Little Foxes." Page 2-B. 
11861. 1941, May 15. Madame Sul-Te-Wan Plans Eastern Tour. California Eagle. p2. Madame Sul-Te- 
Wan, oldest race actress in Hollywood, is contemplating a tour of Eastern theater, according to an 
announcement by the Grand Old Lady of the screen. For the past thirty years, Madame Sul-Te-Wan ahs 
been in Hollywood playing all kinds of roles and believes that she wants to gaze upon the Atlantic ocean 
before the final curtain is rung down on her theatrical career. Page 2-B. 
11862. 1941, May 15. Threw Dishes in "Lady from Louisiana." Califi~rnia Eagle. p2. When Ona Munson 
did her final scene from Republic’s "Lady from Louisiana," action required Ona to throw a room fifll of 
dishes at John Wayne. Dorothy Dandridge and Jesse Graves had featured roles in in this picture. Page 2-B. 
11863. 1941, May 17. Armstrong New Apollo Headliner. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p21. Louie Armstrong, the 
trumpet King of Swing whose nmsic has rocked t~vo continents, will cut short his annual spring dance tour 
and drop anchor at the Apollo Theater Friday. Coming in for iris first Harlem Stop this season. Armstrong 
will bring his own entertainers to augment the unadulterated melody of his band which will feature Sonny 
Woods, among others. 
11864.1941, May 17. Count Basic Gets Ne~, Colored Road Manager. Pittsbut2qh Courier. p21. Count 
Basic, the 1941 swing wiuner announced this week that Henry Snodgrass, former valet for the band, had 
been elevated to road manager, replacing Maceo Birch, who left a few weeks ago to enter private business 
in Kansas City. With the promotion of Snodgrass, Basic retains the distinction of being the only colored 
band with a race manager working in conjunction with its white executives. 
11865.1941, May 17. Duke Ellington Set for Pacific Coast Revue. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Duke 
Ellington, sophisticate of modern music and his orchestra, are scheduled to start rehearsing early in June for 
an important role in "Jump With Joy," the first all-colored musical to get its start here in ma~ season. 
Scheduled to open at the Mayan Theater July 2, the production is set for a Broadway showing soon 
afterwards. 
11866. 1941, May 17. Hampton’s "]~2,w Style" Music Will Take Country by Storm. Pittsburgh Courier. 
p20. Lionel Hampton is destined to become the outstanding band of 1941. This is the assertion of critics-- 
white and colored--who have seen the personality maestro and his vibraharping and dru~nnfing, bring back 
to life the "dead" Grand Terrace Caf~ here in Chicago and make it the outstanding night spot in the city. 
11867. 1941, May 17. Hazel Scott Voted "Queen" of New York University’s Senior Prom Saturday 
Night. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hazel Scott, brilliant pialfiSt-vocalist from Caf~ Society Uptown, was 
crowned "Queen of the Senior Prom" by the New York University School of Education, Class of 1941, 
Saturday evening in the Manhattan Room of the Hotel Pennsylvahia. Scott, who was born in Trinidad in 
1920, came to this country~ when she was four years old and when only eight went to Julliard for an 
audition. Though she was too young for a scholarship, a professor was so impressed that he offered to give 
her free lessons and continued to do so for eight years. 
11868. 1941, May 17. Kirk Gets Two Weeks of Theatres. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Andy Kirk and his 
orchestra, admitted in many qtLarters to be the most entertaining musical uult in the country, return here for 
the week of May 23, to move into the Apollo Theater. Following the Apollo engagement, the outfit moves 
into the Royal Theater in Baltimore. 
11869. 1941, May 17. Lena Horne Hitting the Big Time in New York; Gets Radio Contract. Isadora 
Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lena Home, forn~er darling of the once famous Cotton Club, late of 



Charlie Barnet’s all-white orchestra and current at the Cafd Society downtown, added another theatrical 
achievement to her comeback trail here when she started a song series on the WOR radio outlet Sunday 
evening as a featured member of the "Cats n’ Jammers" variety progrmn. 
11870. 1941, May 17. Loais in Great Shape. Pittsbu@ Courier. plT. Joe Louis is ready to defend his 
heavyweight title here on May 23 on the sixth stop of his "Fight-A-Month" series and the 17th defense of 
his championship with Buddy" Baer as the hopeful aspirant. Displaying a keenness and sharpness that 
comes from physical perfection and coordination and tipping the scales at 205, Joe went through a 
strenuous pace at his training camp. 
11871. 1941, May 17. Loaise Beavers Ordered to Bed. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. Louise Beavers, film 
actress, was stricken and confined to bed under orders of her physician. The famous actress was unable to 
report to the studio. During the past few months the cinema actress has worked in several films and was 
under great mental strain. This coupled with her physical condition brought about a complete collapse. 
11872. 1941, May 17.2~laxine Sullivan Si~s with Tiny Bradshaw. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Maxine 
Sullivan, subtle singer of swing songs, signed a contract with Gale,Inc., here this week and will hit the road 
with Tiny Bmdshaw in July on a one-night dance jaunt across the country. The contracting of Sullivan to 
appear with the forn~er drummer, now bandleader, is considered a nraster stroke in musical circles. 
11873. 1941, May 17. PaulRobeson HeadsAn All-White Cast. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Paul Robeson, 
world famous singer scores again with the leading role in "Proud Valley," presented by Supreme 
Productions, Inc. His supporting cast includes Edward Chapman, Simon Lack, and others. The picture was 
produced in Wales and is having its New Yorl~ premiere at the Little Carnegie Playhouse on May 16th. 
11874. 1941, May 22. "The Lost Chord" Proves Popular with Theater Crowds. Jolm Kinloch. California 
Eagle. p2. Eugene Henr), Huffman released a stinging rebuke to self-righteous Christianity in his drama, 
"The Lost Chord." So popular was the presentation that plans are now afoot to sponsor repeat performances 
at the Belasco Pasadena Community Playhouse. Among those who appeared in the production included: 
Ruby Elzy, Jack Cart, Lawrence Criner and others. Page 2-B. 
11875. 1941, May 24. Bridgeport Whites Turn Thumbs Down on Robinson Revue. Billy Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The bad taste created by file false accusation of Joseph Spell, colored house man, 
by a local white socialite here several months ago, had its repercussions last week at the Lyric Theater 
where Bill Robinson headed his own all-colored revue from Harlem. Despite the fact that the courts of tiffs 
state found the one time chauffeur not guilty, the whiles of tiffs section have created a mental indictment 
against all colored ventures and arc using the boycott route to defeat the success of any such endeavors. 
Opening here last Sunday with a fidl-fledged variety bill and the glowing reports of reviewing critics, Bill 
Robinson, who just a month before the Spell case broke the house record with a mixed mlit in three day’s, 
did most of last week’s performances with his sepia show to an eighty-five percent empty house as the 
boycott of white theatergoers impacted his show. 
11876. 1941, May 24. Count Basie, Helen Humes, Call It A Day. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Count Basie, 
the nationally acclaimed King of Swing and Helen Humes the third place winner among the cotmtry’s top 
flight vocalists, came to the parting of ways here after a long association. Joiuing the band seasons ago after 
a discovery contest conducted by Billy Rowe, theatrical of The Courier, Helen Humes was the outstanding 
contestant and at that time, loomed as a threat to the throne of Ella Fitzgerald. 
11877. 1941, May 24. Fletcher Henderson Signs Long Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Fletcher 
"Smack" Hendrson, whose overwork led to his resignation from the role of pianist-arranger with Benny 
Goodman and who then re-organized his own band, is coming back once more. Recently’, just before going 
on his present road trip which will take him as far as Texas, Henderson signed a four year contract with the 
Roseland Ballroom on New York’s Broadway. 
11878. 1941, May 24. Happy Maestro, IIappy Star. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Pittsburgh’s own Lena Home 
is shown rejoicing with Count Basle after her initial radio appearance last Sunday as the new voice feature 
of"The Cats n’ Januners," over WOR and the Mutual Broadcasting System. The two appear in the above 
photo. 
11879. 1941, May 24. Harlem’s Stars on Program. Isadom Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. With everyone 
doing his or her bit for defense both at home and abroad, the stars of the Harlem theatrical world, under the 
sponsorship of the Police Athletic Leagl~e, banded together to present a grand radio program over station 
WMCA Saturday night for the defense of youthful morale and character in Harlem. Of the entertainers who 
contributed to this program they include: Ralph Cooper, Maxine Sullivan, Louis Am~strong, Stuff Smith, 
Eddie Greerk Luck3" Millinder, Una Mae Carlisle and others. 



11880. 1941, May 24. Jack Dempsey Gives Corm Good Chance; Believes He ~’ould Have Beaten Louis. 
John Thompson. Pittsbul~]~ Courier. plT. Jack Dempsey did some wistful and wishful thinking out loud 
here this week. He predicted that Joe Louis, hea~Tweight champion of the world, would lose his title during 
the year, more than likely to Billy Conn, who Dempsey believes has a good chance to win from Louis if 
"he keeps on his bicycle." 
11881. 1941, May 24. John Kirby OffCBS Until Fall. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Johi~ Kirby’s brilliant little 
band which has been drawing crowds to Caf~ Society Uptown as well as helping to increase the radio 
audience of the popular "Duf~/’s Tavern" series over CBS, leaves Caf~ Society and the network early in 
June for the Sununer, returning to both jobs on Sept. 14. 
11882~ 1941, May 24. N.Y.U. ’s Queen Chats with Two of Her Fans. Pittsburg[~ Courier. p20. Last week, 
Hazel Scott, pianist and vocalist of Caf~ Society Uptown~ was selected by New York University students as 
"Queen" of the annual senior promo Besides being a high ranking student, Scott is a headliner in the 
musical world. 
11883~ 1941, May 24. Newest Star in Cinema Heavenso Pittsburg[~ Courier. pl. Charming, exotic Dorothy 
Dandridge, is the latest sensation of Hollywood and Los Angeles, and has been signed for an important 
musical number in the 20th Century Fox picture, "Sun Valley Sereuade?’ She appears in the above photo. 
11884~ 1941, May 24. Sissle-Bojangles to Fete Soldiers. Pit~sbu~[~ Courier. p21. Noble Sissle, president 
of the Negro Actors Guild and the beloved star, Bill Robinso~ are two on the distinguished committee of 
nineteen prominent personalities of the stage, motion pictures, and radio serving on the Committee on 
Theatrical Entertainment of the Citizens Committee for the Army and Na~, Inc. wlfich will provide an 
elaborate program. 
11885~ 1941, May 24. Slaying "Era at theApolloo Pittsburg[~ Courier. p20. Edna Mae Harris, currently 
starring at the Harlem famous Apollo Theater for the past several weeks has appeared over the Columbia 
Broadcasting System. A veteran performer, Harris is drawing a capacity crowd at Harlem’s most famous 
theater. Harris appears in the above photo. 
11886~ 1941, May 29. Employment Boom for Negro in Motion Pietrues. California ]~agle. p2. BOOM in 
Hollywood! That’s the glad tidings that the employment rolls shout this week. Everybody and iris cousin 
is hard at labor in one or another of the cinema factofieso Sensational news is the contract signing betwixt 
Louise Beavers and Cecil B. DeMille. Beavers will be cast in ~’Reap the Wild Wind.’~ At Paramount Eddie 
Rochester Anderson and Ruby Elzy hold the center of the sound stage. Page 2-B. 
11887. 1941, May 29. For Britain. California Eagle. p6. Hall Johnson directs a n~annnoth chorus of 1,000 
singers in the Coliseum, June 14, for British War Relief. Johnson appears in the above photo. Page 6-A. 
11888. 1941, May 29. Louise Beavers. California Eagle. p2. Louise Beavers just signed with "C.B." at 
Paramount for "Reap the Wild Wind." Beavers appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11889. 1941, May 29. Pioneered. California Eagle. p6. As the sound and fury mounts over Negro entry 
into aviation and aircraft industries, old-timers recall Bessie Coleman’s daring solo flights of a decade ago 
that helped fimher aviation in American. Coleman appears in the above photo. Page 6-A. 
11890. 1941, May 29. Reviews. John Kinloch. California Eagle. p2. What would you say is the best way of 
breaking the stereotype of Negro portrayals on the screen? That was the question this reporter put to Ernest 
Whitman and Mantan Moreland, two of our busiest screen figures, in a Sunday afternoon broadcast of the 
Negro Newspaper of the Air. Whitman responded: "If those who are interested in seeing colored 
performers given wider opportunity would take the trouble to tell our studios about their desires, the 
problem would be solved." Page 2-B. 
11891. 1941, May 31. John Kirby’s Band to Open New Spot. Pittsbu@ Courier. p20. John Kirby’s swell 
little band which as been wowing the folks at Cafd Society Uptown, Carnegie Hall, "Duffy’s Tavern" over 
CBS and at the Museum of Modern Art, will open the Monte Carol Beach Club. 
11892. 1941, May 31. King Louie’s Latest Band Is Called One of His Best. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. New 
York is raving about a band with an old uame. The band is Louis Armstrong’s, the old maestro of the 
trumpet, who gets better and better as the days go along and his newest musical aggregation ... who are 
today swinging back towards the top of the musical heap. 
11893. 1941, May 31. Lil Green and Her Orchestra to Tour. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Lil Green, famous 
blues singer and her boys of rhytl~n passed through the Crescent City on her somhern tour through Texas, 
Louisiaua, Arkansas, Mississippi, and other cities. 
11894. 1941, May 31. Louis Greatest of Ring’s Great. William G. Nmm. Pittsbu@ Courier. pl. Joe 
Louis is still heavyweight champion of the world--greatest that ever lived. Close to 24,000 people paid 



over $106,000 to becolne convinced of that fact. He proved his greatness by getting offthe floor to punch 
his way to glory. 
11895. 1941, May 31. Pittsburgh-Raised Amanda Randolph Has Plenty on Ball, Movie (5;,itics Say. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Most recent bright addition to Hollywood’s Negro colo~\,�T, led by such names as 
Eddie "Rochester" Anderson, the McDaniel family, Theresa Harris, Louise Beavers, Clarence Muse, Ernest 
Whitman, George Reed, Clinton Rosemond and Leigh Whipper, is Amanda Randolph, who began life as 
the daughter of a colored Methodist minister and school teacher in Cleveland and who after a successful 
career in the theater and on the air is beginning to win recognition in motion pictures. 
11896. 1941, May 31. Spilled by Baer, Joe Comes Back to Beat Buddy Into a State of Helplessness. 
Chester Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. Joe Louis, Conquering Lion of the Squared Arena, Prince of 
Punch and Sultan of Swat, is still King of Kings of the far-flung realms of Fistiana. Displaying his kingly 
clouting before a distinguished and delirious audience of ambassadors, senators, and diplomats in one of 
the most dramatic punch-punctnated epics of all time, the Brown Monarch of Mittdom battered a brave and 
gallant Buddy Baer into helpless submission here tonight and preserved the coveted purple for the 17th 
consecutive time before a thrill-chilled crowd of 24,000. 
11897. 1941, June 5. Behindthe Scenes with Harry. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. Round the Movie Lots. With 
nearly all the colored feature players busy except Hattie McDaniels, who is enjoying a much needed rest 
and the completion of her honeymoon, there is more work on hand and more coming up for our folk than 
there has been for some time. Eddie "Rochester" Anderson and Ruby Elzy are in perhaps the most 
important new feature. This is the "Birth of the Blues," starring Bing Crosby at Paramount. Page 2-B. 
11898. 1941, June 5. Ethel Waters Company Here for Civic Opera at Philharmonic. Fay M. Jackson. 
California Eagle. pT. Smiling broadly to a hearty welcome, Ethel Waters, First Dark Lady of the Stage, 
turned her "sweet self" over to Angclenos on arrival with a cast of 65 in her "Cabin in the Sky" company. 
A presentation of the Los Angeles Civic Light Opera association, "Cabin in the Sky," features an unusl~ally 
large cast of stellar performers. Page 7-A. 
11899.1941, June 7. Army Carries Color Ban to Amusement WorM. Isadora Smflh. Pittsbu@ Courier. 
p20. Following the example of the New York Urban League and the Conference of Negro Social Workers 
who signed a protest to Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson on the basis of an early act that an army officer 
had ruled against Bill Robinson because of his race, organizations throughout the country are lodging their 
protests with the War Department. 
11900. 1941, June 7. Fletcher’s New Band Sensation in South. Pittsbu@ Courier. p 19. Fresh :from 
Southern successes which establish his new aggregation as one of the best: in his scintillating swingistical 
history, Fletcher Henderson plays the Tune Town ballroom here in St. Louis soon as the next important leg 
of his cross country~ road tour which is fast sweeping hi~n to a new prominence in the theatrical world. 
11901. 1941, June 7. Llionel Hampton Conquers City with Dazzling Style. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Lionel Hampton, who holds the distinction of being the world’s greatest swing vibraharpist as well as the 
world’s greatest flash drummer, brought his famous band to Pittsburgh last Thursday uight, playing an 
engagement at Hill City Auditorium. 
11902. 1941, June 7. Louis Armstrong Called Master Showman, Lyricist. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. A 
small group of men were dining in the Orchid Room of the Hotel Theresa Thursday midnight, after 
catching Louis Amrstrong’s closing performance a the Apollo Theater. While only two of them were 
professional musicians, the other three prided themselves on their knowledge of music and musicians. The 
discussion was on Louis Armstrong as showman, lyricist, and master instrumentalist. 
11903. 1941, June 7. Lovely Fredi Washington. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. Lovely Fredi Washington, famous 
singe, screen, and radio actress resigned her post as Executive Secretary of the Negro Actors Guild last 
week. She is resigning because she will not have time to devote all of her attention to the organization. 
Washington appears in the above photo. 
11904. 1941, June 7. Temple University Will Honor Marian Anderson. Pittsburgh Courier. p19. Marian 
Anderson, internationally famous contralto, will receive as honorary" degree of Doctor of Music from 
Temple Uuiversi~ at its COlmnencement exercises June 12. A nalive of this city, Anderson, received its 
highest honor last month as being its most outstanding citizen. 
11905. 1941, June 7. Writers Told Baer to "Sit Tight" After Joe’s "Late" Punch. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. 
The story behind the story" is tlrat after the Louis-Baer battle here two weeks ago, considerable praise was 
heaped upon the broad shoulders of Hoffinan, manager of the Jewish hea~3"weight, for his "shrewd" protest 
and refusal to let his fighter face Joe Louis after being hit following the bell. 



11906. 1941, Jtme 12. Cabin in the Sky. John Kinloch. California Eagle. p2. The wlfite brother’s favorite 
story about the colored brother has seldom, if ever, been told with such compelling charm and inoffensive 
exuberance as it is in Ethel Waters’ triumph, "Cabin in the Sky." Once you accept the fact that this is 
another story about black folks and childlike conception of divinity, it becomes a revelation of beauty and 
joy. The entire production is staged with such apparent good nature and sincerity that the stock figures of 
de Debbil and de Lawd which have delighted AfroAmerican’s theatrical history lose their bad taste and are 
transformed into beings of unstifled gayety. Page 2-B. 
11907. 1941, Jtme 12. Calloway Clicks in Chicago. California Eagle. p2. Although Chicago is enjoying a 
spell of cool weather, the town is hotter than the firecracker as a result of Cab Calloway’s splash opening in 
the Panther Room of the Hotel Shern~an. Page 2-B. 
11908 1941, June 12. Ethel Waters Scores in San Diego Performance. California Eagle. p4. Enthusiastic 
audiences greeted Ethel Waters at Russ auditorium in two grand performances of "Cabin In the Sky." It 
was a show that pleased the most critical. The strong supporting cast came in for its share of honors. Page 
4-13. 
11909 1941, June 12. Hall Johnson Chorus Sings Saturday Eve. California Eagle. p6. Music lovers of 
this city are looking forward to the first appearance of the Festival Negro Chorus, under the direction of 
Hall Johi~son at the Los Angeles Coliseum. All singers are requested to be at the tunnel entrance at the west 
end of the Coliseum. Page 6-A. 
11910 1941, June 12. Jeni LeGon Inks Hal Roach Pact. Cal!/brnia Eagle. p2. Topping the cast of 
juvenile stars contracted to Charles Edwards and signed to do three films for Hal Roach Studios, a personal 
appearance to Honolulu, Hawaii, and one film for Universal in the Fall, is the famed dancing star, Jeni 
LeGon. Page 2-B. 
11911 1941, June 12. Jbnmie Lunceford 31akes and Breaks Records. Ca/~ibrnia ~agle. p2. When Jimmie 
Lunceford, whose top band is now on the stagc at tbc Orpheum Theater, was a baby in Denver, Colorado, 
he used to pyramid lettered blocks to knock them down. Now Jimnfie has a nmch more intercsting and 
profitable sport. He makes rccords in order to brcak them. Page 2-B. 
11912 1941, June 12. Maxine Sullivan. Cal~)rnia Eagle. p2. Maxinc Sullivan to tour with Sax Maestro. 
The subtle singer of swing songs who rose to national fame doing a voice job on Scottish folk songs, will 
start a national tour with Benny Carter and his orchestra some time next month. Sullivan appears in the 
above photo. Page 2-B. 
11913 1941, June 14. Corm toBeatJoe? with What!..Asks Courier’sBillNunn. William G. Nunn. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl 6. In our last article, we attempted to show how the sports writers of metropolitan 
dailies are "going along" with Mike Jacobs in "steaming up" the battle. They have definitely refused to tell 
the truth about the Corm-Knox fight which was held here in Pittsburgh recently. They also made much of 
the alleged foul which ended the Louis-Buddy 13aer bout. Views of the fight pictures will tend to show even 
more clearly than I can tell youjnst how decisively 13uddy, a big game courageous fighter, was outclassed 
in the fight from the first round on. 
11914. 1941, June 14. Ella Fitzgerald Gets Flicker Assignment. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Completing 
negotiations started on the coast during his trip to set the Ink Spots in "Great American Broadcast," Moe 
Gale, president of Gale, Inc. and personal manager to a score of top-flight colored artists announced that 
Ella Fitzgerald, the first lady of swing, had signed to appear in "Ride ’Em Cowboy," under the Univrsal 
label in Hollywood. 
11915. 1941, June 14. Flicker to Debut at the Apollo Theatre May Open New Field. 13lily Rowe. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Perhaps for the first time since Ralph Cooper went to Hollywood several years 
ago to teach Shirley Temple, Eddie Rector~s famous drill dance and stayed long enough to discover colored 
moving pictures, that phase of Negro entertainn~ent seems to be headed in the right direction .... More or 
less a direct take-off on what Cooper hoped to do, Jed 13uell has produced and directed, "Mr. Washington 
Goes to Town," the first all-colored comedy to ever come out of Hollywood. 
11916. 1941, June 14. Joe Louis and Corm Put on Finishing Touches This Week. Edgar T. Rouzeau. 
Pittsburgh Courier. pl6. It won’t be long. Joe Louis resumes his history-lnaking career in boxing next 
Wednesday night. It’s the turn of 13illy Conn. And the boxing world will soon lrave an answer to that age- 
old question: "Can a good little 1nan beat a good big man?." 
11917. 1941, June 14. Kirby Signs with Victor. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. John Kirby’s orchestra, which 
recently closed at Caf6 Society Uptown after three successful months in that mecca of Swing, lras been 
signed to record exclusively for Victor. Kirby declares he is very happy about the change from Columbia, 
as he believes Leonard Joy, Victor recording superior has, "The right fceling for my kind of mnsic." 



11918. 1941, Jtme 14. Les Hire Is a Real Comer. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. This same fellow Hite, who is 
advertised as the "Hite of Hollywood," has plenty on the ball. He~s an ace musician, a nkaster showman, 
with oodles of personality, a keen, shrewd businessnkan and a maker of musical stars. 
11919. 1941, June 14. To Honor Canada Lee. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Paul Robeson, Duke Ellington, 
Rochester, Hattie McDaniel, and Bill Robinson among others are scheduled to take part in a half-hour 
broadcast this week via station WOR honoring Canada Lee for his performance in "Native Son," the Orson 
Welles highly successful production currently on Broadway. 
11920. 1941, Jtme 14. WiJO Sues count Basie’s Road Manager for Divorce. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
He~r Snodgrass, recently named road manager for Count Basic, the jump king of swing, was named 
defendant in a suit for divorce filed here in the Superior Couft last week by l~is pretty wife, Harriet. The 
complaint, prepared by Attorney Walter L. Gordon, charges cruelty and desertion as grounds. 
11921. 1941, June 19. 60 Extras OffJbr Film Location. Lawrence Lamar. Calijbrnia F~agle. p2. A Walter 
Wanger studio production compa~ Tuesday steamed out of here carrying a cast of 60 sepia film players, a 
Hollywood record, to make a trip to the company location site at Acoma, New Mexico. The group will be 
used in scenes for the current production, "Sundown," a British African war opus. Page 2-B. 
11922. 1941, June 19. Butler Has Nine Bit Players in Sundown. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. Central Casting 
Bureau’s moving of Charles Butler from his desk at the Hollywood Blvd. and Western offices after more 
than ten years there, to function at his own home, had at least one extenuating effect. The new arrangement 
automatically empowered him to act as a regular theatrical and movie agent for players at salaries in 
uulimited brackets, whereas before he was only allowed to cast extras for a straight salary .... Butler has 
nine bit players in "Sundown." Page 2-B. 
1192& 1941, June 19~ Cl~ampion KOs Foe in 13th. California Eagle. pl. Joe Louis successfully de[ended 
his hea~weight championship for the 18th time when he knocked out Billy Corm in almost a minute of the 
13th rotund. Page 1-A. 
11924~ 1941, June 19~ Edna HeardAids "Wings Over Jordan" Program. CaliJbrnia b~agle, p2. A 
distinctive feature of the Santa Monica concert by the Wings Over Jordan choir, now on tour of the Pacific 
Coast, was the opening number of the concert sung by the audience, led by the choir with Edna Rosalyne 
Heard, Santa Monica singer-composer, directing the community~ singing. Heard first attracted the attention 
of nmsicians as an outstanding student at: the USC School of Music. Page 2-B. 
11925~ 1941, June 19~ Ella Fitzgerald. California b~agle, p2. Ella Fitzgerald, America~s "First Lady of 
Swing" and her famous orchestra and revue, come to the stage of the Orpheum Theater for a one week 
engagement. Fitzgerald appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11926. 1941, June 19. Sepia Revels. California Eagle. p2. "Sepia Revels," the big revue which opens today 
on the stage of the Paramount Theater will present in person Jack Benny’s Man Friday, "Rochester." 
"Rochester" appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11927. 1941, June 21. Corm Still Cocky on Eve. Pittsburgh Courier. p16. "Next Thursday morning I will 
be the heavyweight champion of the world." Dressed in a white shirt, grey flaunel trousers and an old cap 
turuer s~wards from his forehead, Billy Conn~ the fighting Irishman from Pittsburgh, uttered these words 
to your reporter this afteruoon with all the aplomb of a diplomat stating that he likes a nice cup of tea. 
Midst the greatest excitement in the boxing world since Max Schmeling trained for his second fight with 
Joe Louis at spectacular, New York, I came here today to find out from "Billy the Kid" in his own words 
how he was going to wrest the hea~-weight title from Louis in the Polo Grounds on Wednesday, June 18th. 
11928. 1941, June 21. Ella Fitzgerald Will Get $1,400 Weekly for Four Weeks at Universal. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p21. Ella Fitzgerald, the first lady of swing, who will enter a new phase of entertainment on the 
Universal lot the end of the montk~ will get $1,400 per week for doing so. The nationally famons singer 
who won first prize in The Courier’s recent band vocalist poll, will work for four weeks and perhaps a fifth 
with double pay for the extra work .... The flicker in which she will appear, "Ride ~Em Cowboy," will star 
Abbott and Costello the Broadway comedians, with a specially written part of singing maid for La 
Fitzgerald. 
11929. 1941, June 21. Ethel Waters Named to Executive Council. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Ethel Waters 
election to the executive council of Actors Equity Association last week nrarked the first time that a Negro 
has become a member of the governing body of the largest organization of people .... Waters was elected 
by 440 votes having received the highest number of ballots among the 30 persons elected to the council. 
11930. 1941, June 21. Farina in Army. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Private Allen Farina Hoskins, Company 
D, 47th Quartermaster regiment, is in the army now. His year’s salary doesn’t equal what his contract 



called for when he was in his prime, but he isn’t going around calling attention to the person he used be as 
Farina of Hal Roach’s "Our Gang" fame. 
11931. 1941, June 21. Lena to Victor. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lena Home, beautiful blues singer at Cafd 
Soceity Downtown, has been signed to record four sides for Victor’s forthcoming "Birth of the Blues" 
album to coincide with the new picture by the same name. 
11932. 1941, Jtme 21. Les Hite’s Band to Play for Soldier Boys at Fort Riley. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
The appearance of Les Hite is believed to be the solution to the problem of getting enough members of the 
fairer sex to come over and that means a lot to make the dance enjoyable. Hendricks explained, as he 
outlined just how difficult it is for the several thousand soldiers at Ft. Leavenwortlt attached to the Ninth 
and Tenth Calva~7, to secure dates for any of their functions. 
11933.1941, June 21. Lionel’s Band Setting Dance Circles Afire on First Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Lionel Hampton, the great vibra-drum star, whose versatility electrified the count~; with Beamy Goodman a 
few seasons back, is creating more of a sensation on his own currently during his initial tour throughout the 
South and Southeast .... According to Joe Glaser, his personal manager, demands for the new organization 
are phenomenal. 
11934. 1941, June 21. Llena to Victor. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lena Home, beautiful blues singer at Cafd 
Society Downtown, has been signed to record four sides for Victor’s forthcoming "Birth of the Blues" 
album, coinciding with the new picture of the same name. 
11935.1941, June 21. Louis Confident to Seek Quick K.O. Pittsburgh Courier. p 17. There’s an ill wind 
that blows no good for Billy Cram, the boxing Pittsburgh challenger, here on the eve of his most important 
fistic venture. It is no secret that Joe Louis is in a destructive mood. Trained down to razor edge, irritable 
and restless, the champion is in the same mood I lbund him in the night before the second Schineling 
scrimmage. 
11936.1941, June 21. Stars Honor Canada Lee Via Radio. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Presenting something 
new and unique in radio programs, WOR offered a tribute half-hour to Canada Lee the sensational star of 
the present Broadway hit, "Native Son." ... A combined radio effort: for New York and California, the 
affair was a great testimonial to Canada Lee whose talent has made much out of the only all-colored 
production on Broadway. 
11937. 1941, June 21. Successful Combination. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Jimmie Lunceford and his 
manager, Harold Oxley, who are going great in the musical world. When they first hit Gotham several 
years ago, Lunceford and Oxley joined forces to buck the big band combinations. Since then they’ve hit 
the top and are now listed among the great theatrical combinations of the country. 
11938. 1941, June 26. La Fitzgerald on Orpheum Theater Stage. California Eagle. p2. Ella Fitzgerald, 
"America’s First Lady of Swing" and her famous orchestra and revue will be at the Orpheum Theater in 
what marks their first Los Angeles stage engagement. Fitzgerald, internationally known as the greatest 
singer of popular songs will present several featured artists along with her great orchestra. Page 2-B. 
11939. 1941, June 26. McDaniel, Ellington in USO Benefit. California Eagle. p2. "The greatest array of 
stars ever seen in one show" is the way Edward Arnold, president of the Screen Actors Guild, describes the 
collection of talent that will take part in the program at the monster USO Fiesta Hollywood Bowl. A few of 
the celebrities as having already volunteered for the Bowl are Hattie McDaniel and Duke Ellington and his 
orchestra. Page 2-B. 
11940. 1941, June 28.25, 000, 000 Hear Bill Corum’s Tribute to Joe. Pittsb u@ Courier. p 17. The greate st 
tribute ever paid to any heavyweight champion was poured into a microphone at the Polo Grounds last 
Wednesday night by Billy Corum, famed sports colunmist of the New York Journal-American, just as he 
was concluding his debut as the "between the rounds" commentator of the raajor battles of the bo~ng 
world .... "In my opinion Louis has been the greatest force for good in boxing in my time. He is modest. He 
is quiet ... he is a fair fighter." 
11941. 1941, June 28. Basic Set for Ritz-Carlton. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Roaring from town to town on 
another one-niter tour, Count Basic, the "Jump King of Swing" is again smashing ballroom attendance 
records with reckless abandon. On June 8, the Count rolled up a gross of almost $3,500 for one night at 
Sparrow Beach, Annapolis, Md. 
11942. 1941, June 28. Ella SignsMovie Contract. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Ella Fitzgerald, first lady of 
swing, is congratuiated here by Johi~ A. Bur-Ton, of Oakland, California after signing a contract for a 
movie in which she will be starred. Fitzgerald appears in the above photo. 
11943. 1941, June 28. Ink Spots Will Play in Dayton. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. The Four Ink Spots, who 
rank as one of the greatest box-office attractions in the country, together with the Sunset Royal orchestra, 



will make one of their few sensational appearances in this section of the country next Tuesday night, when 
they appear at this city’s (Dayton, Ohio) Memorial Hall for a one-nighter. 
11944. 1941, June 28. Joe’s "Most Logical" Opponent Namedjbr September Battle. Edgar T. Rouzeau. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p16. Lou Nova, the California heavyweight, is the most recent newcomer to the ranks 
of the Get-Rich-Quick-Boys who woo fame and fortune by colliding with Joe Louis. He is No. 19 on the 
list, having been nominated Saturday afternoon by Promoter Mike Jabocs as the Brown Bomber’s next 
opponent. 
11945. 1941, Jtme 28. Lionel Hampton Is Honored by Broadcasting Station. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Because of his outstanding achievements as a vibraphonist, bandleader and composer, Lionel Hampton was 
awarded an honorary membership in the 1340 Kilocycle Club of radio Station KCKN in this city of Kansas 
City, Monday afternoon, June 16 during a radio interview. In a presentation speec~ the club’s president 
heaped praise on Hampton. 
11946. 1941, June 28. Lunceford’s Orchestra and Name Entertainers Click in the Angel City. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. It’s a joyous occasion at the Orpheum this week where Jimmie Lunceford and his sepia 
artists are cavorting .... So much warmth and heartiness hasn’t been shown in any local theater in a long 
time. So naturally the artists go crazy-Harlem and their dancing and musical didoes furuish all the torrid 
rhythms imaginable. 
11947. 1941, June 28. Robeson Spotted ~Cbr Big Radio Commercial. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Paul 
Robeson, the great dramatic baritone, has been set for a June 29th commercial shot for Coca-Cola’s major 
promotional hook-up. The superb singer of folk songs will receive $2,500 for his appearance. He will be 
accompanied by a full concert orchestra. 
11948. 1941, July 3. Louise Beavers and Ben Carter Completing "Reap the Wild Wind." Califi)rnia 
bSagle, p2. Louise Beavers and Ben Carter, both sepia highlights off the screen, arc completing their 
sequences in Paramount’s "Reap the Wild Wind." Jessie Grayson also appears in the production. Page 2-B. 
11949. 1941, July 3. Marriott Has Role in Film, "Little Foxes." Cal~)rnia b~agle, p2. When Jotm Marriott 
was given the part of "Cal" to play in the motion picture version of "The Little Foxes," production at 
Goldwyn’s, he was enjoying a success which began with the Gilpin Players in Cleveland, Otfio, years ago. 
Colored actors have always suffered from the disease of "Stereotypitis" in Hollywood and therc~brc, a few 
of them have gone on playing htunble roles year in and year out. But the author of"Foxes is the socially 
award Pulitzer Prize winner" who is a~varc that all is not well with the Negro in America and for that 
reason they appreciate the manliness of John Marriott. Page 2-B. 
11950. 1941, July 3. Marva Seeks to Divorce Joe. California Eagle. p l. Joe Louis, hea~weight boxing 
champion of the world, took a haymaker from Dan Cupid yesterday when his socially prominent wife, 
Marva, filed suit for divorce on grounds of cruel~T. Reports from the East indicated that Mrs. Louis 
charged the "Brown Bomber" with beating her on two occasions. Page 1-A. 
11951. 1941, July 3. Muse Signed for Monogram Film. California Eagle. p2. Clarence Muse, Negro actor 
and singer, has been signed for a featured role in Monogram’s "Li’l Louisiana Lady" which producer 
Edward Fiuney is preparing for early filming. The Clarence Muse singers, a new choral group of 30 voices, 
also have been signed to appear in the musical production. Page 2-B. 
11952. 1941, July 5. Actors’ Guild Honors" New and Ex-Secretaries at Impressive Fete. Pittsburgh 
Courier. p20. Edna Thomas, newly elected secretary of the Negro Actors Guild and Fredi Washingtor~ 
retiring secretaB~ were guests of honor Friday uight at a testimonial banquet tendered by the Guild’s 
executive conunittee at the Jimmie Daniels’ Caf6 in Harlem. 
11953. 1941, July 5. Actors Guild Honors Retiring Secretary at Elaborate Party. Evelyn Sherrer. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The executive committee of the Negro Actors Guild paid tribute to two of its 
pioneer members last week when it tendered a banquet to Fredi Washington, retiring executive secretary, 
and Edna Thomas, newly elected secretary. Bill Robinsor~ Noble Sissle, W.C. Handy, Georgette Harvey 
among others attended the affair. 
11954. 1941, July 5. Basic Faces Draft. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basic, the sepia "Jump King of 
Swing," has been summoned by his local draft board but may get a deferment since he’ll reach 36 years of 
age in August. Basic has been placed in 1-A classification and will be called into the service early next 
month mfless deferred. Basied is schedule to open at the Boston’s swank Ritz-Carlton Hotel this week for 
an engagement, the army permitting. 
11955. 1941, July 5. Canada Lee to Appear in Radio Series When "Native Son" Closes. Isadora Smith. 
Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Canada Lee, who was practically the forgotten man between the closing of the 
Federal Theater and the opening of"Native Son," has since iris reappearance in the public eye, spoken at or 



acted on more programs than you can shake a stick at. Dt~ng the run of the play, Lee proved in more ways 
than one that he was not just an actor who played one part well. Instead, he has established himself in the 
minds of dramatic and radio producers alike as one of the all time great artists of the race. 
11956. 1941, Jtdy 5. King and Queen ... Stage, Screen. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hattie McDaniel and 
Canada Lee, she of the screen and he of the stage, have achieved the most in the world of incandescent 
glare for the season just ended. Star of"Native Son" which closed in New York Saturday, Canada Lee will 
start a thirteen week radio feature. A big hit in "GWTW," McDaniel will next be seen in "Reap the Wild 
Wind," one of the most important screen releases this season. 
11957. 1941, Jtdy 5. Lena Spends Three Days Doing Victor Recordings. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Something of a record was established by Lena Home this week when the beautiful blues singer spent no 
less than three days making records for a series of sessions at the Victor studios. On Monday and 
Wednesday she sang "Aunt Hagar’s Blues," "Beale Street Blues," "Careless Love," and "St. Louis Blues." 
11958. 1941, July 5. "Native Son" Closes After 114 PerJbrmances. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. "Native So n," 
the Richard Wright novel which came into being as a sensational stage drama at the end of the winter 
season under the banner of Orson Welles, closed here Saturday after 114 performances .... As powerful on 
the stage as it was in book form, "Native Son" was chosen first among the ten best plays of the season by 
several critics and mentioned on the lists of all others. 
11959. 1941, July 5. Negro Actors Guild Fights Discrimination. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Protesting the 
fact that Negroes had not been given jobs in the entertaimnent of United States Army camps, the Negro 
Actors Guild of Americ sent the following letter to Frederick Osborne, under whose direction the 
conmaittee has been set up and copies were sent to all pertinent people in any way connected with the setup. 
"The executive board of the Negro Actors Guild of America, has instructed me to address to you an 
inquir),, as to what extent you contemplate the participation of Negroes in entertaining the soldiers of 
theUnited States Army." 
11960.1941, July 5. Race Must Be Prepared.[br Joe’s Defeat. William G. Nunn. Pittsburgh Courier. plT. 
To Otis writer’s way of thinking, Joe Louis is the greatest heavyweight champion the game has ever known 
... certainly in carr),ing his title to the fistic wars eighteen times, he’s established a record as a fighting 
champion which we doubt will ever be equaled. On Wednesday night.., in the tense and strained 
atmosphere of New York’ s Polo Grotmds in the comments of tmndrcds of people with whom we’ve talked 
since then and in the light of the emotionalism which is so nmch a part of our group, the writer sensed a 
"danger signal" which is apt to have repercussions of international import. For the 13,000,000 Negro 
Americans, I want to say this--and I can’t make it too strong. If Joe Louis continues to fight some of these 
evenings he’ll leave the ring as second best. In short, he’s going to be beaten. And when he does, Negro 
America should take his defeat in stride--they should feel about him in defeat as they have about him in 
victol?.-. 
11961. 1941, July 5. Robe, on Is Heard by I4,000. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. The star of the concert 
sponsored at Lewisolm Stadium on Monday night, Paul Robeson, the great baritone and drmnatic actor 
attracted 14,000 admirers who paid $8,200 to see him. The superb singer received one of the greatest 
ovations in the stadium’s long and colorful histo~~. In an encored, "Scandalize My Name," the audience 
joined him spontaneously in the chorus. 
11962. 1941, July 5. "Rochester" Hits Road with New Vaude Show. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Eddie 
"Rochester" Anderson, screen and radio valet to Jack Belmy, who is billed in some cities gets top billing 
over his boss, organized his annual summer vaudeville show which will hit the road during the off season. 
11963. 1941, July 5. Singer Returns Home. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Alberta Hunter, international stage 
and radio star, returned to her native Memphis and Beale Streets recently after having been away for many 
years. Hunter lived for 16 years in France and left at the outbreak of the war. 
11964. 1941, July 10. Berry Brother, Return to New York. Califbrnia Eagle. pl. The famed Berry 
Brothers, noted dance trio, left for their New York home. They are slated to open at the Loew’s State 
Theater. The clever sepia dance trio recently completed an excellent role in a soon to be released MGM 
picture, "Lady Be Good." Page 1-A. 
11965.1941, July 10. Cab Calloway Best Dressed Band Leader, Tailor’s Guild Claims. California Eagle. 
p2. Cab Calloway was designated last week by the Custom Tailor’s Guild of America as the "best dressed" 
orchestra leader in the United States. The Custom Tailor’s Guild is made up of the nation’s foremost 
manufacturers and designers of men’s clothing. Page 2-B. 



11966. 1941, Jtdy 10. Ella FitzgeraM in Universal Film. California Eagle. pl. Universal’s new Abbott and 
Costello starter, "Ride ’Era Cowboy," is now in production. In the supporting cast are Ella Fitzgerald, the 
Mery Macs, Dick Fomn, Johm\V Mack Brown, Anne Gwyune and Samuel S. Hinds. Page 1-A. 
11967. 1941, Jtdy 10. Featured 4 Tones in Nov Films. California Eagle. p2. The famed Four Tones, vari- 
styled sepia singing 4-tete, recently featured in two Universul studio productions, just completed a short 
fihn subject starring Jack Teagarden and his Orchestra. The group previously appeared in the Fred Astaire 
musical, "You’ll Never Get Rich." Page 2-B. 
11968. 1941, Jtdy 10. Mayan to "Jump for Joy" Tonight. California Eagle. pl. Duke Ellington’s long 
awaited "Jump for Joy" bows into a jam-packed Mayan Theater tonight. Scheduled to be a lilt of the show, 
is petite Dorot~7 Dandridge, who did a neat job by the recent, "Meet the People," show for the Hollywood 
Theater Alliance. Page 1-A. 
11969. 194 l, July 10. Oscar Polk Here for Role at Para. Cal~/brnia Eagle. p2. Oscar Polk, giant sized 
sepia stage, screen and radio actor arrived here from New York for a screen role in Paramount’s current 
production, "Reap the Wild Wind." Polk will enact the role of "Salt Meat" in the Cecil B. DeMille directed 
opus of the southland. Page 2-B. 
11970. 1941, July 10. Todd Duncan Is Stricken in San Francisco. California Eagle. pl. Stricken with a 
sudden attack of pleural pneumonia, Todd Duncan, who plays a leading role in "Cabin in the Sky," was 
rushed to Mr. Zion hospital, San Francisco, critically ill. Duncan is expected to be sufficiently recovered. 
Page 1-A. 
11971. 1941, July 12. Cab Inaugurates New Radio Series on WOR. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Cab 
Calloway, who just returned here from a record-breaking season at the Sherman Hotel in Chicago, 
attracting some 3,700 people his final week and having achieved a similar start at the Strand Theater with 
his band and rexa~e, became the center of radio attention Sunday night when he inaugurated a new radio 
series via lhc WOR Mutlml network. 
11972. 1941, July 12. Doors (~Apollo Close This Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Inthe face of the best 
business enjoyed this summer, the Apollo Theater management announced that Manha~aan’s only colored 
vaudeville house would close its doors after the final performance Thursday. With Canada Lee and 
members of the "Native Son" cast doing a version of the former Broadway production along with Blanche 
Calloway and her orcheslra in conjunction with other entertainment, the box-office at the Harlem house 
took a sharp turn for its final summer week. 
11973. 1941, July 12. Duke’s New Show Opens This Week. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. "Jmnp [’or Joy," the 
new Duke Ellington show produced by American Rexa~e Theater, will open at the Mayan Theater here this 
week. Rehearsals, under way" the past several weeks, will finish when Ellington returns frmn a series of 
one-nighters throughout this section. 
11974. 1941, July 12. Ella Big Hit on Coast. Pittsbu@ Courier. p21. Making their first appearance here 
in several seasons, Ella Fitzgerald and her orchestra provided the Orpheum Theater with the best all around 
week it has enjoyed since Jinnnie Lunceford’s band revue hoisted anchor on its stage. Attracting a record 
crowd, La Fitzgerald set the stage to jumpin’ with a close kind of hilarity that’s rare in this section of the 
country. 
11975. 1941, July 12. Grand Town. Earl J. Morris. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Hattie McDaniel solidly 
"came on" with the United Service (USO) Organization program .... The organization has pledged to take 
care of all soldiers regardless of race, color or creed .... Clarence Muse will have a featured role in "Lil’l 
Louisiana Lady" at Monogram .... Walter Klein of Chicago has advanced a novel idea to correct the faults 
of an almost dead Negro film industry. 
11976. 1941, July 12. Hampton, Victor Break. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Lionel Hampton, the sensational 
vibe artist and drum ace now touring the country on a dance and theater tour, failed to renew his Victor 
contract upon its expiration here last week, which called for him to front a small band on its 50 cents label. 
11977. 1941, July 12. Joe, Marva May "~Iake Up." Julia B. Jones. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. "Love and 
kisses." That’s what it looks like with the Joe Louises. Joe said as much Sunday night as he boarded a train 
for the big town. "There’ll be no divorce," he said. "The papers are wrong ... just publicity. I’m on my way 
for a conference with my la~y’er and Marva’s law3~er. Take it easy." 
11978. 1941, July 12. "Native Son" Was $36,000 in Red When It Closed. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Closed 
now for two weeks and already cut to pieces to fit the needs of vaudeville theaters here, "Native Sork" 
which has reached the legendary panorama stage that makes theatrical history, finds that now the facts 
penetrating the surface of the press can be told. Opening on Broadway some 14 weeks ago, the stirring 
Richard Wright best seller produced for lhc stage by the 201h Century genius, Orson Welles, was rated 



among the street’s successes up until a month ago, yet it closed it’s run at the St. Jmnes, June 28th $36,000 
in the red. 
11979. 1941, July 12. Paul Robeson Bookedjbr Long Concert Tour. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. Paul 
Robeson has been booked by Columbia for the most pretentious concert tour of his career since his return 
to these shores. Starting October 1, the great dramatic actor and delineator of folk songs will start on a jaunt 
of 51 concert cities, colleges and halls with an additional 20 scheduled to be added before the present 
outing is completed. 
11980. 1941, July 17. Ben Carter Will Handle Talent in RKO Film. California Eagle. p2. Ben Carter has 
been assigned to handle all Negro talent and to direct lfis Plantation Choir in RKO’s "Birth of Jazz," which 
is slated from immediate production. Carter has made an emdable record for himself at RKO since the 
sequences he cast for "Irene" and "Sum~y," both starring Am~ Neagle, won the unstinted praise of studio 
officials. Page 2-B. 
11981. 1941, July 17. Fay Jackson New Gold’s Expert. Cal![brnia Eagle. pl. Announcement of the 
appointment of Fay M. Jackson, famed newspaper woman, as public relations chief of the Gold Furniture 
store was made by executives this week. Jackson is one of Afro-America’s leading journalist, having 
covered great news throughout Europe and America. Page 1-A. 
11982. 1941, July 17. Hattie McDaniel in Warner Pic. Cal~fi~rnia Eagle. p2. Hattie McDaniel will be seen 
in Warner Brothers film version of "The Male Animal." Henry Fonda has been borrowed from 20th 
Century-Fox to play the lead opposite Priscilla Lane, Joan Leslie has also been signed as Lane’s sister. 
Page 2-B. 
11983. 1941, July 17. Jam Session. Wilma Cockrell. Cal![brnia Eagle. p2. "Jump for Joy" opened last 
Friday night. Am told it is very good and a decided hit. Ellington has some excellent show music, 
including such melodies as, "I’ve Got It Bad" and "That Ain’t Good," "Jump lbr Joy," "Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
Is a Drive-In Now," and "Brown Skin Gal in the Calico Gown." Ivie Anderson, Dorothy Dandridge, and 
Marie Bryant put plenty of vim, vigor, and vitality into the show. Page 2-B. 
11984. 1941, July 17. "Jellyroll" Morton Is Dead Here. Cal~fbrnia Eagle. p2. Learning of the dealh of 
Ferdinand J. Morton, known profcssionally throughout the land as "Jellyroll," were shocked beyond belief. 
Death came to thc popular musician after a brief illncss. He died last Thursday of a heart ailment in the 
General Hospital. Had had been residing in Chicago and later in New York. Page 2-B. 
11985. 1941, July 17. Jimmie Lunceford. Cal~ibrnia Eagle. p2. Jimmy Luncelbrd and Iris orchestra are 
seen at a recent Decca recording. The band is now winding up a road tour that has kept them steadily going 
at a fast clip. Lunceford appears in the above photo. Page 2-B. 
11986. 1941, July 17. "Jump for Joy" Is Sensational Eve in Theater Kinloch. California Eagle. p2. The 
Duke is tops! And the little man in the box-office at the Mayan Theater is leaping with ecstasy because 
"Jump for Joy" is not only a hit but a home-run. Music a la Ellington, the inspired clowning of the Rockets 
and Pot, Pan and Skillet, Ivie Anderson’s torch stuff and Herbie Jeffries sweet-toned wall make, "Jump for 
Joy" a sensational evening in the theater. Page 2-B. 
11987. 1941, July 17. Leigh Whipper Back from Bahamas Isles. California Eagle. p2. Leigh Whipper, 
noted New York stage and screen actor, returned after a two month absence on a Paramount studio trip to 
the British controlled Bahamas islands. The actor was part of the acting cast which went there for authentic 
background scenes. Page 2-B. 
11988. 1941, July 19. CountBasie a Sensation atRitz-Carlton. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Count Basie, the 
"Jump King of Swing," has hit this famous New England city (Boston) and smashed it wide open. The 
Count opened a three-week stand at the ultra swank Ritz-Carlton Hotel here July 3rd, before the greatest 
gathering since the days of the Boston Tea Party. Practically every famous member of Boston Back Bay 
society, including John Roosevelt, son of the President and his wife, were in attendance to greet America’s 
greatest dance orchestra. 
11989. 1941, July 19. Race Performers Figure in Important Bookings. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. Important 
breaks and record brealdng peffornrances are the order of things for colored musicians and pefforn~ers the 
current week here in New York and on the road. Topping things at the Strand for many weeks, Cab 
Calloway and his show attracted a record paying crowd that left the intake for the Broadway house a good 
$46,000. In Detroit, Louie Armstrong, who is currently in Canada, blew his magic horn and some 6,000 
dance lovers turned out to see what made the music go round and to see the trumpet king of swing, the 
greatest horn tooter in the business. 
11990. 1941, July 19. Robeson in Plea for Aid to USSR. Pittsburgh Courier. p12. Paul Robeson, the 
distingtfished singer, was given a tunmltuons ovation and made an honorary member of the National 



maritime Union last Tuesday after he had appeared and spoke and sung before the nearly 400 delegates 
from the East Coast, the West Coast and the Gulf. Robeson stopped the show. Referring to the participation 
of Russia in the war, Robeson declared that, "Adolph Hitler and Fascism have come to grips with a power 
that will show no quarter." 
11991. 1941, July 19. Should Joe Retire. Pittsburgh Courier. pl. With all the modes~ which has 
characterized his public career, "Gentlemaff’ Gene Tunney, the ouly retired, undefeated hea~-weight 
champ categorically declined to express his opinion on the uatioual controversy--"Should Joe Louis retire, 
undefeated heax~weight champion of the world?." 
11992.1941, July 19. Th~ Just Got Married. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. John Kirby, the leader of 
America’s biggest little band and his wife of one week, the former Margaret Cloud of St. Louis appears in 
the above photo. This is the second nrarriage for Kirby, who just recently came away single from Maxine 
Sullivan "after a divorce tangle and also the second for the new Mrs. Kirby, who divorced her former 
husband in St. Louis five years ago. 
11993. 1941, July 24. "Cabin in Sky" Opens Local Engagement No. 2 at Biltmore. CaliJbrnia Eagle. p2. 
Broadway’s brightest musical production, "Cabin in the Sky," starting Ethel Waters in the most joyful role 
of her career and the original New York cast, is rocking the Biltmore theater nightly. In the production, 
Waters, singer of immortal blues songs and actress of the first rank, gets her first opportunity to combine 
singing as well as acting, recalling unforgettable moments of the theater when she appeared in "As 
Thousands Cheer" and "At Home Abroad." Page 2-B. 
11994. 1941, July 24. Lionel Hampton on I-Night Tour. Cal~ornia Eagle. p2. A sensatioual record 
breaking tour through the middle west central states, said to be the greatest ever staged by an orchestra, will 
wind up when Lionel Hampton and his 18 piece unit, plus his orchestra, follow Benny Goodman into 
Chicago’s Hotel Sherman. Page 2-B. 
1199~. 1941, July 24. Record Week for Count Basie. California Eagle. p2. Count Basic received one of 
the greatest honors ever accorded a band leader when all New England paid the sensational maestro tribute 
in "Count Basic Record Week." Currently smashing all atlendance records at the ullra-swank Ritz Carlton 
Holel, here, the Count put in a busy week. Page 2-B. 
11996. 1941, July 24. Ruby Elz, y in Sunday Festival. Cal~brnia Eagle. p2. Ruby Elzy, who stars in the 
forthcoming Bing Crosby flicker, "Birth of the Blues," will be featured artist at the Pasadena Gold Shell in 
the second of the Crown City’s Starlight Festival series. Supported by the Deep River Vespers chorus, Elzy 
will run the gamut from spiritunls to the classics. Page 2-B. 
11997. 1941, July 26. Cab Calloway Celebrates Ten Years of Success at Strand. Pittsburgh Courier. p20. 
Cab Calloway, young, dyuamic orchestra leader and one of the top artists in the popular music world, 
celebrated his tenth year of success last week while "laying ’era in the aisles" at the Strand Theater on 
Broadway. He was visited by ma~\v celebrities and received countless congratulato~" messages from the 
public. 
11998. 1941, July 26. Champ’s W~e Seeks Quiet Settlement in Divorce Action. Pittsburgh Courier. p3. 
Optimism among friends of Joe and Marva Louis who anticipated a reconciliation was washed away 
Wednesday when the Brown Bomber inserted a personal advertisement in the Chicago Herald American 
disclaiming any responsibili~" for debts not incurred by himself. 
11999.1941, July 26. Dorothy Maynor to Be Jointly Starred. Isadora Smith. Pittsburgh Courier. p21. 
Dorot~ Maynor, whose rating in the world of classical music is akin to that of the great Marian Anderson, 
was signed here last week to co-star with Frank Black and Frank Munn in a new WJZ feature, "For 
America We Sing." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 20, 2008 5:08 PM 

brhill@ovarus.com 

Re: Invoice For Bibliography Project 

Dear Blair: Recently, I forwarded another payment by mail. Please let 
me know- that you have received this check. Thanks again for all of your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting brhill@ovams.com: 

Charlene, 

An invoice for all work on this version of the Bibliography project 
is attached as a PDF Let me know if you have any questions. 

1£ it ~vould help you, I don’t mind if you would like to break it up 

into 2 payments (one no~v and one next month). 

Thank you for the opportunity to help you with this project. I have 
enjoyed working (and talking) with you! 

Thanks, 
Blair 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 20, 2008 5:11 PM 

Marsha Orgeron <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Arlficle tbr The Moving hnagejoumal 

Dear Dr Oregeron: I have completed my review of the essay- previously 
forwarded. Do you want me to return my comments by email and then send 
the form by regular mail or would you like for me to return both by 
regular mail. If so, I plan to send out toward the end of the week. 
Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Marsha Orgeron <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> Thanks so much for agreeing to read this essay. I’ve attached it here 
> along with our reader’s report form, 
> which includes some basic guidelines. 
> 

> Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions and we 
> look forward to hearing from you 
> as soon as you can evaluate the submission We are tlying to be as 
> timely as possible in responding to 
> submissions, so if you can get to this in the next month or so it 
> would be ve~ much appreciated. 
> 

> Can you conffim receipt? 

> Best, 
> Marsha 
> 

> Dr. Marsha Orgeron 
> Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 
> North Carolina State Universib" 
> 

> Tompkms 202 
> Office: 919-515-4149 
> };ax: 919-515-1836 

> Department of English?CB 8105 
> North Carolina State Umversity 
> Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 

> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear Marsha: Yes, I would be very interested in reviewing this 
>> essay. In fact, I did a similar piece for Literature/Film Quarterly 
>> on black writers who worked in the Hollywood industry. Thanks for 
>> thinking of me and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Marsha Orgeron 
>> <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu>: 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> We met once ve~ briefly at SCMS a few years back. I’m now 
>>> co-editing, with Devin Orgeron, 
>>> The Moving N~age Journal (U Minnesota Press) and have received an 
>>> essay we hope you raight be 
>>> interested in reviewing for us. It’s called: "Black Writers and the 
>>> Hollywood Studio: Langston Hughes, 
>>> Clarence _Muse, and the Making of Way Down South (1939)." 

>>> Would you be willing to review this essay for the journal? 

>>> If so, I’ll email you the essay- as a word attachment with our 
>>> reader’s repolt form. 

>>> I hope all is well. 

>>> Best, 
>>> Marsha 

>>> Dr Marsha Orgeron 
>>> Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 
>>> North Carolina State Universi~ 

>>> Tompkins 202 
>>> Office: 919-515-4149 
>>> Fax: 919-515-1836 

>>> Department of English?CB 8105 
>>> North Carolina State Umversity 
>>> Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 20, 2008 5:19 PM 

Marsha Orgeron <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Ar~ficle tbr The Moving hnagejoumal 

Dear Marsha: I failed to mention that I would also like to enclose an 
essay that I thouht the reviewer should read When I locate the essay 
and print it, I may just send this by regular mail because I am not 
certain if it is on-line. Thanks again. Sincerely, charlene Regester 
Quoting Marsha Orgeron <marshaorgeron@ncsu edu>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> If you’ve typed your continents tap, please feel free to just email them 
> directly to me as an attachment. 
> You can do the same for the form if you’ve ~ped in your responses 
> 

> We will be sure to remove your identil~ from everything before the 
> author gets the comments This 
> is the easiest ~vay, but if you’ve handwritten comments you can mail 
> them to my address belo~v. 
> 
> Thanks so much for the prompt turnaround. 
> 

> Best, 
> Marsha 
> 

> Dr. Marsha Orgeron 
> Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 
> North Carolina State Umversity 
> 

> Co-editor, The Mitring Image 
> http://www.upress umn edu~,ioumals/movin~ima~eidefault html 
> 

> Tompkms 202 
> Office: 919-515-4149 
> Vax: 919-515-1836 
> 

> Department of English?CB 8105 
> North Carolina State Umversity 
> Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear Dr. Oregeron: I have completed my review of the essay 
>> previously forwarded. Do you want me to return my comments by email 
>> and then send the form by regular mail or would you like for me to 
>> return both by regular mail. If so, I plan to send out toward the 
>> end of the week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting Marsha Orgeron <marshaorgeron@ncsu.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Thanks so nruch for agreeing to read this essay. I’ve attached it 
>>> here along with our reader’s report form, 
>>> which includes some basic guidelines. 

>>> Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions and 
>>> we look forward to hearing from you 
>>> as soon as you can evaluate the submission. We are trying to be as 
>>> timely as possible in responding to 
>>> submissions, so if you can get to this in the next month or so it 
>>> would be very much appreciated. 

>>> Can you corffitrn receipt’.’ 

>>> Best, 
>>> Marsha 

>>> Dr. Marsha Orgcron 

>>> Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 
>>> North Carolina State Umversity 
>>> 

>>> Tompkins 202 
>>> Office: 919-515~149 
>>>Fox: 919-515-1836 

>>> Depaltment of English?CB 8105 
>>> North Carolina State Universi~ 
>>> Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 



>>> regester@email unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Marsha: Yes, I would be very interested in reviewing this 
>>>> essay. In fact, I did a similar piece for Literature/Film 
>>>> Quarterly on black writers who worked in the Hollywood industry 
>>>> ’]’hanks for thinking of me and I look forward to hearing from you 
>>>> soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Marsha Orgeron 
>>>> <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> We met once very briefly at SCMS a few years back. rra now 
>>>>> co-editing, with De’,~in Orgeron, 
>>>>> The Moving hnage Journal (U Minnesota Press) and ha’,~e received an 
>>>>> essay we hope you might be 
>>>>> interested in reviewit~g for us. It’s called: "Black Writers and 
>>>>> the Hollywood Studio: Langston Hughes, 
>>>>> Clarence Muse, and the Making of Way Down South (1939)." 

>>>>> Would you be willing to review this essay for the journal? 

>>>>> If so, I’ll email you the essay as a word attactwaent with our 
>>>>> reader’s report form. 

>>>>> I hope all is well. 

>>>>> Best, 
>>>>> Marsha 

>>>>> __ 

>>>>> Dr. Marsha Orgeron 
>>>>> Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 
>>>>> North Carolina State Uni-,~ersity 

>>>>> Tompkms 202 
>>>>> Office: 919-515-4149 
>>>>> Fax: 919-515 -1836 

>>>>> Department of English?CB 8105 

>>>>> North Carolina State Universi~z 
>>>>> Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 21, 2008 10:25 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Regester’s Letter 

Extension.doc 

Dear Debby: Attached is the letter that I am forwarding to be printed 
in hard copy format. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 21, 2008 10:26 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Response to Reader’s Repori 

Dear Susamae: Thanks much for your quick reply I have received all 
edited versions. In the next or so, I will be forwarding additional 
documents Please let me know ~vhen it is time for me to send you a 
check I don’t ~vant to be surprised by an incredibly large bill. I 
really appreciate your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

"Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here’s no. 2[ 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mon 10/20/2008 2:28 PM 
To: Carter, E. Susam~e 
Subject: RE: Response to Reader’s Report 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a review ufan essay that I wuuld like fur 
you tu edit Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Quuting "Carter, E. 

Susanne" <CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here you gu! In the first paragraph, I wuuld include the title uf 
>> your bunk. I put xxxxs in the sput 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrum: regester@email unc.edu [mailtu:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mun 9/15/2008 1:56 PM 
>> Tu: Carter, E Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Letter ufrecotmnendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I wuuld like fur you tu edit. 
>> Please feel free tu add or alter in aW mariner that yuu feel 
>> apprurpiate. I have two and will send each in a separate email. Please 
>> let me knuw that you have received this matieral. Thanks much [’or yuur 
>> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>> <CarterE@missuuri edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I ruade just a few minor revisions. I also changed the wording of 
>>> this sentence, after the words "academic ability": 

>>> Hope yore semester goes well[ 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~email.~mc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 8/25/2008 10:57 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>> Dear Susarme: Attached is another letter that I would like for you to 
>>> review. Please let me know that you have received this material. It is 

>>> for a student named               . Thanks much for your assistance. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E. Susanne" 
>>> <CalterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written Most of my 
>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow I highlighted two 
>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>> and invoice you later. I spent t~vo hours. 

>>>> Thanks and let me kno~v if you have questions 



>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@emai].nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30,’2008 2:49 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> SubJect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>> E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>> Susatme 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester~email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecorrm~endation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are my recotnn~ended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.u~c.edu [mailto:regester@email nnc edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: l~ion 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susalme 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recommendation that I will 
>>>>>> need for you to edit. I ~vill need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>> available I ~vill attach t2aem in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E Susalme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Sure, 

>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>> payment nntil we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.u~c.edu [mailto:re~ester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9,’2008 1:11 PM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter ofreconnnendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: ’]]hanks much for your prompt response I may have another 
>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so ] will wait bet’ore I ]2~rward payment 
>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>37>>37> I made a few changes I’ve attached the original version with 

>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>37>>37>>37 t~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 

>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 ~M 
>37>>37>>37 To: Carter, E. Susanne 

>>>>>>>> Subj ect: Letter of recoman endation 

>>>37>>37> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter ofrecotmnendation that I am 

>>>>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for your review of this material and I 
>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing frora you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 21, 2008 1:06 PM 

.~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: MEETING WITH 

Dear         : I will be in my office Thursday following my class from 
12:30 until 1:30 If I am late, please wait for me. 204 Battle Hall. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)email.uaac.edu>: 

Good Afternoon Dr. Regester, 

I hope that you are doing well today. I was writing to ask if I could 
come to your oftice hours and speak ~vith you regarding some academic 
pursuits of mine 

I know we spoke earlier and you said you may prefer for me to speak 
to you after or before your 11:00 class on Tue/Thur I can do this as 
well if that is best for you. I look forward to hearing from you, 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 22, 2008 12:19 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

Re: Update 

Dear Susamae: I assumed it might be much more than this You can ~vait 
until I send additional documents or you can receive payment now It is 
tap to you. But again, thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

"Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

My editing for you is at 2.5 hours right now=S50. I can bill you 
after the next round of documents, if that works for you. 

Susanne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 22, 2008 12:53 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: At~ca~ Americm~ Actresses in Eaxly AmericaJ~ Cinema 

Readers Report Black Actresses[1].doc 

Dear Jane: Attached are comments regarding the reader’s report received 
for Black Actresses in Earl?- Cinema. Thanks much for your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" 
<jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I’m working on the contract proposal no,v, and hope to get it 
circulated press-wide before I leave the office in an hour. I have 
one remaining question: why did you choose to write about this time 
period? Are there other works that address African American 
actresses after 1950? Do the roles fundamentally change after 1950? 
Or is there a historic event that makes for a logical stopping point? 
This will be a question posed by the board, and it will also likely 
be a factor in the way we pitch the book to our readers. 

Thanks! 

Jane 

Jane Behnken 
Music & Humanities Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N. Morton St. 
Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
(812) 855 5261 
l~ax: (812) 855-8507 
jbehnken@indiana.edu<mailto :jbehnken(h?indiana.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 22, 2008 5:31 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@colnmbia.edtr~ 

Re: Fwd:Micheaux Conference Paper 

Dear Jane: ~Vhenever you have a chance, I need to discuss my paper topic 
with before I can submit a paper title I would like to call you by 
phone so let me know- when you ~vill have a few minntes I have not had a 
chance to focus on this project but would like to get started as soon 
as possible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
<jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 

> Charlene: I will miss Sampson’s talk and ve~z sor~z not to be there 
> as I will be in NY Will you report back to me because ~ve may want to 
> invite him to the Oscar Micheaux: African American Enigma conference. 
> I assume that you will have his contact information. Your friend and 
> fan, jane 
> regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Forwarded message from ulittlej@email.unc.edu ..... 
>> Date: Thu, 02 Oct 2008 09:14:20 -0400 
>> From: "UrsulaE. L~ttlejohn" <ulittlej@emailunc edu> 
>> Reply-To: "Ursula E. Littlejohn" <ulittlej@emaihunc.edu> 
>> Subject: Re: Upcoming Fall Event at SoNa Haynes Stone Center 
>> To: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> Hello Dr. Regester, 
>> 

>> I just wanted to send a quick update to the event referenced below 
>> Dr. Sampson’s lecture time will now be 12:15 and the subject will be 
>> ""~[I tE RISE AN[) [:~’~LL OF THE ],INCOLN MOTION PIC~I~RE COMPANY-AN ]NSIDE 
>> V]liW" 
>> 

>> Using unpublished material from his extensive black film collection, 
>> Dr Sampson will present an inside view of the success and failure 
>> of the Lincoln Motion Picture Company, which was established and 
>> financed by African Americans in 1915 as the :first motion picture 
>> company in the United States to produce and distribute feature 
>> length films reflecting the byes of middle class African Americans 
>> 

>> A complimen~ry lunch will be provided at this mid-day event I 
>> hope that you will indeed pass the word along and join us if at all 
>> possible 
>> 

>> Many thanks again, 
>> 

>> Ursula E. Littlejohn 
>> Program Coordinator 
>> The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~ 
>> The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> @19) 962-0395 (phone) 
>> (,919) 962-3725 (lhx) 
>> ~vww.unc. ed~’deptsistonecenter 
>> 

>> "It doesn’t matter ~vho you are, where you come from. The abili~" to 
>> triumph begins with you. Al~vays." 
>> --Oprah Winfrey 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Ursula E. Littlejotm ~vrote: 
>>> Dr. Rcgester, 

>>> I just wanted to provide a quick update on the visit referenced 
>>> below. Dr. Sampson will be ofi;ering a lecture event beginning at 
>>> 12:30 pm (on Thursday, October 9th) here at the Stone Center. He 
>>> will be giving a talk on the "HistoW of Blacks in Film" and it 
>>> ~vill be held in our Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. 

>>> We ~vould love if you would make mention of this event in your class 
>>> and certainly hope that you and your students can attend. We would 
>>> welcome your palticipation and support in this event. 

>>> As we get the flyer generated for this lecture I will certainly 
>>> pass that along also. 

>>> Sincerely, 

>>> Ursula 

>>> Ursula E. Littlejohn wrote: 
>>>> Dr Regester, 

>>>> The opening will actually occur on a Thursday so unfortuaaately, he 
>>>> will not make it to your class nigN However, if you would 



>>>> perhaps like to have some time to talk with Dr Sampson or other 
>>>> ideas that may be of interest to you, we can look into having this 
>>>> occur 

>>>7, We’d also like to ask you if there are any articles or writings 

>>>> that you have done that we may look to include as the main piece 
>>>7, for our printed exhibit catalog? Please let us know as we would 

>>>> love to have you featured in this event. I have also attached a 
>>>7, preliminary synopsis of the exhibit premise as ~t might be helpful 

>>>> Many that~zs again, 

>>>> Ursula 

>>>> regester@email.unc, edu wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Ursula: Yes, I ara definitely interested and I will have my 
>>>>> students participate in your event. My class is offered on 
>>>>> Tuesday from 3:30 to 6:30 so if this coincides with his visit, 
>>>>> then he can come tW class. Thanks much for the invitation and 
>>>>> keep me posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Ursula E. 
>>>>> Littl~iohn" <ulittlej@email.~mc.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hello Dr. Regester, 

>>>>>> I am Ursula Little john, program coordinator here at the Stone 
>>>>>> Center and I am contacting you related to an upcoming event that 
>>>>>> we will be hosting here in the upcoming semester. 

>>>>>> On October 9th, we will have o~tr fall gallery exhibit opening entitled: 

>>>>>> *Black Dreams/Silver Screens: Black Film Posters 1920-2005 

>>>>>> This exhibit will include letters, vintage posters and other 
>>>>>> memorabilia from these eras. Another component to this opening 
>>>>>> night event may also include a lecture by Dr Heni~’ T. Sampson, 
>>>>>> world-renowned physicist and film scholar To find out more 
>>>>>> about Dr Sampson’s work, please visit 
>>>>>> http ://www.tibit .biz/invent or-2006 -8 hWn. 

>>>>>> I’m reaching out to you in hopes that you and the students from 
>>>>>> your upcoming "Blacks In Film" course will join us on this 
>>>>>> evening. I ~vould also like to (if possible) look at ways that 
>>>>>> Dr. Samson’s time here may be of benefit to your class. Please 
>>>>>> let me know if there are mariners in which we may be able to do 
>>>>>> this. The tentative plan is to have him arrive here on October 
>>>>>> 8th (rind-afternoon)and depart on the 12th. I look to know 
>>>>>> definitely of Dr Sampson’s plans to join us by tomon-ow. 

>>>>>> I look forward to us talking soon. 

>>>>>> Sincerely, 

>>>>>> Ursula E. Littlejohn 

>>>>>> Program Coordinator 
>>>>>> The SoNa Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
>>>>>> The Umversl~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> (919) 962-0395 (phone) 
>>>>>> (919) 962-3725 
>>>>>> www unc.edu/depts/stonecenter 

>>>>>> "It doesn’t matter who you are, where you come from The ability 
>>>>>> to triumph begins with you. Always" 
>>>>>> --Oprah Winfrey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 22, 2008 6:41 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of Recommendation- 

doc 

Dear Susarme: Attached is a letter that I ~vill need for your to edit 
Please let me know that you have received this material. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
Charlene, 
> 

> Here’s no 3. 
> 

> Susanne 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
> Sent: Mon 10/20/2008 2:29 PM 
> To: Carter, E Susanne 
> Subject: RE: Review of Way Down South 
> 
> [)ear Susanne: Attached is a review of an essay that I would like for 
> you to edit. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
> 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here you go! In the first paragraph, I would include the title of 
>> your book I put ×xxxs in the spot. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@eruaihunc.edu [mailto:regester(~emaihunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 9/15/2008 1:56 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecorcanendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I would like for you to edit. 
>> Please feel fiee to add or alter in any mariner that you feel 
>> approt2oiate. I have two and will send each in a separate emaih Please 
>> let rue know that you have received this matierah Thanks much for your 
>> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I made just a few minor revisions. I also changed the wording of 
>>> this sentence, after the words "academic ability": 

>>> Hope your semester goes well[ 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 8/25/2008 10:57 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of reconnnendation 
>>> 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is another letter that I would like for you to 
>>> review-. Please let me know that you have received this material It is 
>>> for a student named                Thanks much for your assistance 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I have finished editing this It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>> revisions ~vere minor, for consistency and flow-. I highlighted two 
>>>> places where page numbers may be missing 



>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>> ][’hanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconm~endation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>> E. Susatme" <CarterE@missotai.edu>: 

>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester(d}ernail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecorrm~endation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Here are my reconnnended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email nnc edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susalme 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recommendation that I will 
>>>>>> need for you to edit. I ~vill need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>> available I ~vill attach t2aem in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E Susalme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9,’2008 1:11 PM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>7,>>7,>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: ’]?hanks much for your prompt response I may have another 
>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so ] will wait be[ore I ]2~rw~rd payment 
>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>7,>>7,> I made a few changes I’ve attached the original version with 

>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>7,>>7,>>7, From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 ~M 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recotnn~endation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter ofrecotnn~endation that I ara 
>>>>>>>> forwarding 
>>>>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for yottr reviexv of this material and I 
>>>>>>>> look forxvard to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 22, 2008 7:03 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Acknowledgmenks 

Acknowledgments.doc 

Dear Susalme: Attached is another piece that I need for you to review-. 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here’s no. 3 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Mon 10/20/2008 2:29 PM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: Review of Way Down South 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a review of an essay that I would like for 
you to edit. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

E Susanne" <CarterF.@missouri.edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here you go! In the first paragraph, I would include the title of 
>> your book. I put xxxxs in the spot 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mort 9/15/2008 1:56 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I would like for you to edit. 
>> Please feel free to add or alter in any manner that you feel 
>> approrpiate. I have two and will send each in a separate email. Please 
>> let me know that you have received this matieral. Thanks much for yo~ 
>> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" 
>> <Car terE@raissouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I made just a few minor revisions. I also changed the wording of 
>>> this sentence, after the words "academic ability": 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> Hope your semester goes well[ 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.uaac.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 8/25/2008 10:57 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recon~nendation 
>>> 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is another letter that I would like for you to 
>>> review Please let me kno;v that you have received this material. It is 
>>> for a student named Thanks much for your assistance. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E. Susanne" 

>>> <CalterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written Most of my 
>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow I highlighted two 
>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>> and invoice you later. I spent t;vo hours. 

>>>> Thanks and let me kno;v if you have questions 



>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Su~iect: RE: Letter ofrecommen&ltion 

>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>>> nnderstand. That,s nruch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>> E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@enrail.unc.edu [mailto:rcgester(~,email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconwnendation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your pronrpt 
>>>>> response. I really appreciate you workit~g with me. Sincerely-, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are nry recorcarlended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Deal- Susanne: I have some three letters of recommendation that I will 
>>>>>> need for you to edit I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>> payment nntil we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: YVed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 
>>~>>~> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>> Sublect: R[~: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> I)ear Susanne: Thanks much ]2~r your prompt response. I may have another 
>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait be~2~re I forward payment. 
>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>> < Car ter[~@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am 

>>>>>>>> for your review. ’]’hanks much ~2~r your review of this material and I 
>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing front you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 23, 2008 1:06 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of Recommendation- 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much for ?’our assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here’s no 1[ 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regesterCJ)email nnc edu] 
Sent: Wed 10/22/2008 5:40 PM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Letter of Recoromendation 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a letter that I will need for your to edit. 
Please let me kno~v that you have received this material Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
Charlene, 

>> 

>> Here’s no. 3. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 10,’20/2008 2:29 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Sublect: RE: Review of Way Down South 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a review of an essay that I would like for 
>> you to edit. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> Here you got In the first paragraph, I would include the title of 
>>> your book. I put x~’cxxs in the spot. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 9/15/2008 1:56 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>> Dear Susarme: Attached is a docnn~ent that I would like for you to edit. 
>>> Please feel free to add or alter in an?" manner that you feel 
>>> approrpiate. I have two and will send each in a separate email. Please 
>>> let me know that you have received this matieral. Thanks much for your 
>>> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>>> 

>>>> I made just a few minor revisions. I also changed the wording of 
>>>> this sentence, after the words "academic ability": 

>>>> Hope your semester goes ~vell[ 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester@email.uaac.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Mort 8/25/2008 10:57 AM 



>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Su~iect: RE: Letter ofreconnnendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is another [erter that I would like ]k~r you to 
>>>7, review. Please let me knnw that you have received this material It is 

>>>> lk~r a student named                . Thanks much ]2~r your assistance 
>>>7, Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>7,>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow. I highlighted two 
>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>> and invoice yo~ later. I spent two hours. 

>>>>> Thanks and let me know- if you have questions. 

>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>> ..... Original Message 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.ed~ [mailto:rcgester(~,email.m~c.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecor~nnendation 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a docmnnnt for you to edit but I am 
>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>> ~derstand. Thanks much. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>>> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.ed~>: 

>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.u~c.edu [mailto:regester@email nnc edu] 
>>>>>> SeN: Tue 2,,’12,,’2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susalme 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.u~c.edu [mailto:re~ester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Mien 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>7,>>7,>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: ! have some three letters of reconnnendation that I will 
>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>7,>>7,>> available I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>7,>>7, Regester oQuoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>7,>>7,> This only tonk me 15 minutes. ! can keep tabs and we can wait on 

>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>7,>>7,>>7, t~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1N/2008 1:11 PM 
>7,>>7,>>7, To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnnndation 

>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: Thanks much [’or your prompt response I may have another 
>7,>>7,>>7, letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward payment 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. S~sanne" 
>>>>>>>> <CatterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> I made a few chat~ges. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>> chat~ges noted and one with all changes accepted. 



>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto :re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>~> Sent: Tue 1/82008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>> Su~ect: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a leRer of recommendation th~ I am 
>>>>>>>>> fo~varding 
>>>>>>>>> for your r~iew. Thanks much for your review of this material and I 
>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing ~om you in the near future. Sincerely 
>>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 23, 2008 1:14 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Fwd: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear      : Your letter is ready. Do you want me to mail the letter to 
you, if so, you did not leave an address, l£you would like to pick it 
tap in Davis Libra,- ~vhere you met me, you will need to let me know so 
that I cari leave it underneath my door. Please let me kno~v in the next 
day or so Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @gmail corn>: 

> Professor Regester, 

> I was wondering if you had a chance to look at my reccomendation I just 

> remembered that you wanted to me to send you the grades I made in your 

> classes. I took afam and afam and recieved a in both I look 

> forward to hearing from you 

> On iVlon, Sep 22, 2008 at 9:36 ~M’,/L <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Dear : Tuesday is better for me to meet with you I get out of class 

>> at 12:30 and will be in my carrel in Davis Library until 2:30 if you want to 

>> meet then. I will be located in room 8026 on the 8th floor of I)avis Library. 

>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting                          ~gmail.com>: 

> Umversity Of North Carolina -Chapel Hill 

> Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 23, 2008 1:24 PM 

@gmail.com 

Re: Fwd: Letter of Recommendation 

Quoting @gmail.com: 

I ~vill come by and pick it tap, tomo1Tow morning, thanks you again 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 
Sender: 
To: 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Letter of Recormnendation 
Sent: Oct 23, 2008 1:14PM 

Dear       Yore- letter is ready. Do you want me to mail the letter to 
you, if so, you did not leave an address. If you would like to pick it 
up in Davis Library where you met me, you will need to let me know so 
that I can leave it underneath nay door Please let me know- in the next 
day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting ~gmail corn>: 

>> Professor Regester, 
>> I was wondering if you had a chance to look at my reccomendation I just 
>> remembered that you wanted to me to send you the grades I made in your 
>> classes. I took afam and afam and recieved a m both I look 
>> forward to hearing from you 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, Sep 22, 2008 at 9:36 A,N% <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear ’Fuesday is better for me to meet with you I get out of class 
>>> at 12:30 and will be in my carrel in Davis Library until 2:30 
>>> you want to 
>>> meet then I ~vil[ be located in room 8026 on the 8th floor of I)avis 
>>> Library. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>           ))gmail.com>: 

>> Universi~" Of North Carolina -Chapel Hill 
>> Class of: 

Sent from my BlackBeny® smartphone xvith SprintSpeed 

Dear I xvill leave it in an evelope ~xderneath my carrell door 
on the 8th floor of Davis Library or taped to the door just in case I 
am not here when you arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 24, 2008 2:51 PM 

@gmail.com 

Re: Fwd: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear       Your letter is still underneath my door m a brown 
envelop. Room 8026 on the 8th Floor of Davis LibralT. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting            ~gmail corn: 

I ~vill come by and pick it tap, tomo1Tow morning, thanks you again 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 
Sender: 
To: 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Letter of Recormnendation 
Sent: Oct 23, 2008 1:14PM 

Dear       Your letter is ready. Do you want me to mail the letter to 
you, if so, you did not leave an address. If you would like to pick it 
up in Davis Library where you met me, you will need to let me know so 
that I can leave it underneath nay door Please let me know- in the next 
day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @gmail corn>: 

>> Professor Regester, 
>> I was wondering if you had a chance to look at my reccomendation I just 
>> remembered that you wanted to me to send you the grades I made in your 
>> classes. I took afam and afam and recieved a m both I look 
>> forward to hearing from you 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, Sep 22, 2008 at 9:36 A2% <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear : ’l~uesday is better for me to meet with you I get out of class 
>>> at 12:30 and will be in my carrel in Davis Library until 2:30 ff 
>>> you want to 
>>> meet then I ~vil[ be located in room 8026 on the 8th floor of I)avis 
>>> Library. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>           ~)gmail.com>: 

>> Universi~" Of North Carolina -Chapel Hill 
>> Class of 

Sent from my BlackBeny® smartphone with SprintSpeed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 27, 2008 4:08 PM 

RI tennan@mct~rla~dpub.com 

Revi~d Version Section 4 Black Entertainers & Newspaper Articles 

Regester 12000-1499911 ].doc 

Dear Rhonda Herman: Attached is Section 4 of Black Entertainers and 
Ne~vspaper Articles. Please let me know that you have received this 
material. 

Please delete the following records from this section: 

Records: 

12426 

12611 

13011 

13028 

13203 

13307 

13316 

13318 

14558 

Thanks much for your assistance Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 27, 2008 4:49 PM 

Marsha Orgeron <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Arlficle tbr The Moving hnagejoumal 

WayDownSouthReviewers Comments for essay[1].doc 

Dear Marsha: Attached is a copy- of the comments made regarding the 
essay on Langston Hughes and Clarence Muse in the making of Way Down 
South First, I hope that I have not been too harsh in my criticisms 
even though I do attempt to provide guidelines for improving this 
essay. Second, I sent a copy of these comments in the regular mail 
along with the essay (which is on-line) previously mentioned that I 
think ~vould be helpIi~l to the ~vriter in improving this essay. Please 
note that because I wrote the essay-, this is in no way an attempt to 
promote my own work but instead is an honest and genuine attempt to 
pro~vide the writer with relevant literature that has been written on a 
similar topic and that might be useful in helping to revise the essay 
submitted for publication Thanks much ~2~r inviting me to review this 
work and if I can be of any assistance in the future, please let me 
know Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Marsha Orgeron 
<marsha orgeron@ncsu edu>: 

tli Charlene, 

If you’ve D’ped your cotranents up, please :[’eel free to just email them 
directly to me as an attachment. 
You can do the same for the form if you’ve typed in your responses. 

We will be sure to remove your identify from everything before the 
author gets the comments. This 
is the easiest way, but if you’ve handwritten comments you can mail 
them to my address below. 

Thanks so much for the prompt turnaround 

Best, 
Marsha 

Dr. Marsha Orgeron 
Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 
Nolth Carolina State Universi~ 

Co-editor, The Moving Irnage 
http ://w~vw.upr ess.umn.edu/] ournals/movingimage/default.html 

Tonrpkins 202 
OJ%ce: 919-515-4149 
Fax: 919-515-1836 

DeparWaent of English?CB 8105 

Nolth Carolina State Universi~ 
Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Dr. Oregeron: I have conrpleted my review of the essay 
>> previously- forwarded. Do you want me to return ray comnrents by email 
>> and then send the form by regular mail or would you like for me to 
>> return both by regular mail. If so, I plan to send out to~vard the 
>> end of the ~veek. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting Marsha ©rgeron <marshaorgeron@ncsu.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> Thanks so much for agreeing to read this essay-. I’ve attached it 
>>> here along with our reader’s repolt form, 
>>> which includes some basic guidelines. 
>>> 

>>> Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have an?’ questions and 
>>> we look forward to hearing from you 
>>> as soon as you can evaluate the submission. We are trying to be as 
>>> timely as possible in responding to 
>>> submissions, so if you can get to this in the next month or so it 
>>> would be very much appreciated. 
>>> 

>>> Can you confirm receipt? 
>>> 

>>> Best, 
>>> IVlarsha 
>>> 

>>> Dr Marsha Orgeron 
>>> Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 



>>> North Carolina State Universi~ 

>>> Tompkins 202 

>>> Office: 919-515-4149 

>>> Fax: 919-515-1836 

>>> Department of English?CB 8105 

>>> North Carolina State Umversity 

>>> Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 

>>> regester@email.~mc.edu wrote: 

>>>> Dear Marsha: Yes, I would be very interested in re’,~iewing this 

>>>> essay. In i~act, I did a similar piece for Literature/Film 

>>>> Quarterly on black writers who worked in the Hollywood industry. 

>>>> Thanks for thip2~ing of me and I look forward to hearing from you 

>>>> soon. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting Marsha Orgeron 

>>>> <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> We met once very briefly at SCMS a few years back. rrrl now 

>>>>> co-editing, with De’,~in Orgeron, 

>>>>> The Moving Image Journal (U Minnesota Press) and have received an 

>>>>> essay we hope you might be 

>>>>> interested in reviewit~g for us. It’s called: "Black Writers and 

>>>>> the Hollywood Studio: Langston Hughes, 

>>>>> Clarence Muse, and the Making of Way Down South (1939)." 

>>>>> Would you be willing to review this essay for the journal? 

>>>>> If so, I’ll email you the essay as a word attaclmnent with our 

>>>>> reader’s repolt ibrm. 

>>>>> I hope all is well. 

>>>>> Best, 

>>>>> Mal-sha 

>>>>> __ 

>>>>> Dr. Marsha Orgeron 

>>>>> Associate Professor arid Director, Fihn Studies 

>>>>> Nolth Carolina State University 

>>>>> Tompkms 202 

>>>>> Office: 919-515-4149 

>>>>> Fax: 919-515 -1836 

>>>>> Deparlment of English?CB 8105 

>>>>> North Carolina State Universi~z 

>>>>> Raleigl~ NC 27695-8105 



Reviewers Comments for essay: "Black Writers and the Hollywood Studio: Langston Hughes, 

Clarence Muse, and the Making Of Way Down South (1939)" 

The essay" Black Writers and the Hollywood Studio: Langston Hughes, Clarence Muse, and the 

Making of Way Down South (1939)" contributes to the evolving body of literature on the 

contributions of African Americans to cinema history but needs to be further developed, 

expanded, and contexualized within cinema history prior to being published. Following are some 

of the concerns that need to be addressed prior to publication and that will enhance the 

development &this piece which is fairly well researched: 

The title of the essay suggests that you will focus primarily on the efforts of Langston 

Hughes and Clarence Muse in making this production, Way Down South, but in reality 

you provide a fair amount on discussion on Sol Losser, producer of this production, and 

his contributions to the motion picture. By doing so, this seems to distract from the focus 

implied by the title. This is not to suggest that your discussion of Lesser is not 

appropriate because it is quite appropriate; it is simply to suggest that your title should 

not be so narrowly focused. 

2) Your essay seems to imply that Hughes was the only black writer to work in the industry 

but you cannot ignore other black writers such as Zora Neale Hurston, who also 

contributed to the industry even if they did so only minimally. Later in the essay, you do 

mention Wallace Thurman but perhaps reference to other black writers in the industry 

should be included all in one section of the essay. In fact, I am enclosing a significant 

essay that has been written on a similar topic that illuminates other writers who worked in 

the industry; it references Way Down South and also mentions Hughes’ contributions to 

the cinema industry. This essay may help to assist you in providing a stronger 

introduction because your introduction seems to make accusations that are not necessarily 

accurate. 

3) My gravest concern with this essay is the introduction because you easily mention white 

writers who worked in the industry without in the same breath mentioning a wide range 

of black writers affiliated with the cinema industry and therefore, it appears as though 

you are being negligent of this history. Added to this, you suggest that the film has been 

ignored in film histories primarily because of Thomas Cripps’ omission. First, I think you 

are giving Cripps far too much credit and second, Cripps did provide a groundbreaking 



study of black film history despite his faults and errors. I think your criticism is far too 

harsh because for many of us in film history, we frequently write about films that ~ve 

have not seen and we only have newspaper reports to rely on. While you criticize Cripps 

for this offense, later in your own essay, you use one black newspaper article as coverage 

of the film in the black press. Therefore, you are committing the very same act that you 

have accused Cripps of committing. Please keep in mind this is in no way to defend 

Cripps, but to encourage you to provide a more appropriate context for such criticism. 

Perhaps Way Down South has been ignored because in the opinion of some it is "just 

another plantation drama" or perhaps a number of scholars did not see it all that different 

from many similar productions. My point is that you should be careful in making these 

kinds of assertions and be careful not to speculate as to why a film has been neglected 

unless you have concrete evident. In my own research, I frequently neglect films that I do 

not have access to but this is no way means they are not important. 

When you criticize Cripps, you mention J. Ronald Green and his discussion of Oscar 

Micheaux as an alternative history. To compare these two works is like comparing apples 

and oranges. Cripps’ history was an examination that extended over several decades and 

provided a broader perspective of this hi story, while Ron Green’s work was more 

narrowly focused on the films of a single filmmaker and with a very specific focus. To 

suggest that Cripps’ work is dismissive and fragmentary is not necessarily a fair criticism 

because when he wrote this work it ~vas not designed to be all inclusive of the entire 

black experience. Neither is it appropriate to assume that Green’s critique of Micheaux 

then becomes demonstrative of a more representative compilation of black cinema 

history. Therefore, to compare Cripps and Green (without further explanation and 

discussion) is not an adequate comparison. Moreover, Green is not the only person to 

write on Micheaux and even given the perspective of Micheaux that he provides, he has 

invited criticism. Your reference to Green is stated in such a manner as though you are 

neglecting other Micheaux scholars such as Louise Spence and Pearl Bowser as well as 

Jane Gaines. To throw around these names without really demonstrating an adequate 

understanding of this film history distracts from the focus of the present study. In your 

mention of other film scholars such as Daniel Leab, Donald Bogle, et. al. most of whom 

published works twenty years ago, you fail to mention some of the more contemporary 

scholars writing on black film history such as Ed Guerrero (who published his work well 

over ten years ago), Gerald Butters, and Jacqueline Stewart (among the more 

contemporary scholars). Thus, your introduction needs to be more well developed and 

substantially revised with these considerations in mind. Perhaps, you should approach 

this discussion more from a literary perspective rather than film perspective since this 

seems to be your strong suit. 



5) Furthermore, your introduction seems to be rather long because your essay really begins 

on page six with the section titled "Production History." When you revise, in your 

introduction you should identify the various sections of this essay and this will help to 

organize the focus. Additionally, the central argument that is being advanced remains 

unclear. What is the specific focus for critiquing Way Down South - is it to unveil the 

contributions of Hughes, to convey Hughes’ frustration with the cinema industry, to 

convey why Sol Lesser embarked on this proj ect? Whatever central argument you are 

attempting to make needs to be stated clearly and explained fully in the introduction to 

serve as the guiding focus for this larger discussion. To suggest that the film has been 

ignored and needs to be reviewed can be a part of this essay’s purpose, but it should not 

be the primary purpose for this essay. 

In the section on "reception and legacy," I urge that you consult other black newspaper 

articles regarding this film because to use one article from the Amsterdam News and infer 

that this is representative of the black press is quite limited. Other papers such as 

Calijbrnia Eagle, Chicago Defender, Pittsburgh Courier likely covered this film This 

will provide you with a wider range for making such an accusation. 

Specifically, on page 8 when you refer to Louise Beavers who assumed the "mammy" 

role, I think it is appropriate to insert "mammy" in quotes because you do not want to 

give readers the impression that these are your words. To some, this could be offensive 

and therefore, by inserting quotes you are avoiding such an offense. 

8) Later in the essay, you mention such films as Jezebel but you do not provide the date of 

production or release. You should be consistent with all films throughout the essay. 

Finally, the essay has potential and does provide some knowledge of this film and Hughes’s 

involvement in the production that is worth being published. However, I recommend that the 

essay be revised prior to its publication by providing a much stronger guiding argument in the 

introduction, explaining why this film needs to be reviewed or revisited, and providing a much 

stronger introduction that either demonstrates a wider understanding of film history in general 

and black film history in particular or approaching this topic from the perspective of black 

literary figures who worked in the cinema industry as a testament of their contributions to the 

cinema history. Hopefully, the essay enclosed with this review will at least make you aware of 

other relevant literature and might assist in expanding your particular focus on Way Down South. 

Again, this is an important project but needs additional work. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 27, 2008 5:02 PM 

Marsha Orgeron <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Artficle tbr The Moving hnagejoumal 

Dear Marsha: It is up to you if you ~vant me to review the essay after 
changes have been. It doesn’t really matter to me, as long as you think 
that it is appropriate and that the writer is careful in his/her 
criticism of other scholars in the field. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Marsha ©rgeron <marshaorgeron@ncsu edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you so much for this rely thorough and useful report. I’m sure 
it will help the author’s revisions immensely 
and appreciate how much time and effort you put into doing such a 
thorough job I will ~vait until I recewe a copy 
of your essay in them all to send these back to the author to ask for 
revisions. I’ll then send the essay out for another review 
prior to making a final decision on it Would you also be interested 
in seeing the revisions and providing a follow-up 
report? No pressure either ~vay 

I do hope you’ll keep The Moving Image in mind as a place to publish 
your future research 

Best, 
Marsha 

Dr. Marsha Orgeron 
Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 
North Carolina State Umversity 

Co-editor, The Mitring Image 
http://www.upress umn edu~,ioumals/movin~ima~eidefault html 

Tompkms 202 
©ffice: 919-515 -4149 
Vax: 919-515-1836 

Department of English?CB 8105 
North Carolina State Umversity 
Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear Marsha: Attached is a copy of the corcanents made regarding the 
>> essay- on Langston Hughes and Clarence Muse in the making of Way Down 
>> South. First, I hope that I have not been too harsh in my criticisms 
>> even though I do attempt to provide guidelines for improving this 
>> essay. Second, I sent a copy- of these cotlm~ents in the regular mail 
>> along with the essay (which is on-line) previously mentioned that I 
>> think ~vould be helpful to the writer in improving this essay-. Please 
>> note that because I wrote the essay, this is in no way an attempt to 
>> promote my own work but instead is an honest and genuine attempt to 
>> proivide the writer with relevant literature that has been written 
>> on a similar topic and that might be useful in helping to revise the 
>> essay submitted for publication. Thartks much for inviting me to 
>> review this work and if I can be of any assistance in the future, 
>> please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Marsha 
>> Orgeron <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> If you’ve ~ped your conm~ents up, please feel free to just email 
>>> them directly to me as an attachment. 
>>> You can do the same for the form if you’ve typed in your responses. 

>>> We will be sure to remove your identify from everything before the 
>>> author gets the cormnents. This 
>>> is the easiest way, but if you’ve handwritten comments you can mail 
>>> them to my address below 

>>> Thanks so much for the prompt turnaround. 

>>> Best, 
>>> Marsha 
>>> 

>>> Dr Marsha Orgeron 
>>> Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 
>>> North Carolina State University 

>>> Co-editor, The Moving hnage 



>>> http://www.upress.umn edu/iournals/movingima~e/defau[t html 
>>> 
>>> Tompkins 202 
>>> Oltice: 919-5154149 
>>> Fax: 919-515-1836 

>>> Department of English?CB 8105 
>>> North Carolina State Umversity 
>>> Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 

>>> regester@email.~mc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Dr. Oregeron: I have completed ray review of the essay 
>>>> previously forwarded. Do you want me to return my comments by 
>>>> email and then send the form by- regular mail or would you like for 
>>>> me to return both by regular mail. If so, I plan to send out 
>>>> toward the end of the week. Thanks much for your assistance. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Marsha Orgeron 
>>>> <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Thap2~s so much for agreeing to read this essay. I’ve attached it 
>>>>> here along with our reader’s report form, 
>>>>> which includes some basic gmdelines. 

>>>>> Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions and 
>>>>> we look fol~vald to hearing from yo~ 
>>>>> as soon as you can evaluate the submission. We are trying to be 
>>>>> as timely as possible in responding to 
>>>>> s~bmissions, so if you can get to this in the next month or so it 
>>>>> would be ve~z much appreciated. 

>>>>> Can you confirm receipt? 

>>>>> Best, 
>>>>> Marsha 

>>>>> Dr. Marsha Orgeron 

>>>>> Associate Professor and Director, Fihn Studies 
>>>>> Nolth Carolina State University 

>>>>> Tompkms 202 
>>>>> Office: 919-515-4149 
>>>>> Fax: 919-515 -1836 

>>>>> Depar~nent of English?CB 8105 
>>>>> North Carolina State Universi~z 
>>>>> Raleigl~. NC 27695-8105 

>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> [)ear Marsha: Yes, I would be very interested in reviewing this 
>>>>>> essay ]n lack I did a similar piece for Literature/Film 
>>>>>> Quarter[y on black writers who worked in the Hollywood industry 
>>>>>> ~I1nanks for thinking of me and I look ]~rward to hearing from you 
>>>>>> soon Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Marsha Orgeron 
>>>>>> <marsha orgeron@ncsu.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>>>> We met once vep)~ briefly at SCMS a few years back I’m now 
>>>>>>> co-editing, with Devin Orgeron, 
>>>>>>> ~I1ne Moving Image Journal (U Minnesota Press) and have received 
>>>>>>> an essay we hope you might be 
>>>>>>> interested in reviewing ~2~r us. It’s called: "Black Writers and 
>>>>>>> the tlollywood Studio: Langston Hughes, 
>>>>>>> Clarence Muse, and the Making of Way Down South (1939)." 

>>>>>>> Would you be willing to review this essay for the journal? 

>>>>>>> If so, I’ll email you the essay as a word attachment with our 

>>>>>>> I hope all is well. 

>>>>>>> Dr. Marsha Orgeron 
>>>>>>> Associate Professor and Director, Film Studies 
>>>>>>> North Carolina State L-niversi~y 

>>>>>>> Tompkins 202 



>>>>>>> Office: 919-515-4149 

>>>>>>> Fax: 919-515-1836 

>>~>>>> Department of English?CB 8105 

>>>>>>> North Carolina State University 

>>>>>>> Raleigh, NC 27695-8105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 27, 2008 5:22 PM 

lham@hiddenvoices.o~ 

Re: meet? 

Dear Lynden: Yes, I would like to meet, however, I am available on 
Wednesday night at 6pm Room 205 Undergrad Libraly because I show films 
during this time and this would be appropriate for us to meet or on 
Thursdays from 12:30 to 1:30 at my office 204 Battle Hall. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Lynden Harris <lharris@hiddenvoices.org>: 

Hey Charlene, 

Our final October perf,armances for Speaking Without Tongues are this 
upcoming Tuesday at 3:30 and 6:30. AI’ter that, we’ll be turning our 
attention to Because We’re Still Here (and Moving), the Hidden Voices 
prRiect on the traditionally Black neighborhoods in Chapel Hill and 
Carrboro 

I’m wondering if you have time to meet and talk at some point after 
Tuesday? I would love to hear more about your family and any ideas 
about the Feb. exhibits and shows at L~,-C, as well as ideas for when 
it moves into the schools in May. 

I have time next Wednesday and Thursday, if either happens to :fit 
your schedule. Just let me know what suits you. 

Thanks so much and hope you’re doing wel!! 
Lynden 

Lynden W Harris 

Director, Hidden Voices 919-732-9299 
www.hiddenvoices org 
Stories make change possible. Stories open minds and ~nsp~re 
action. Stories create pathways. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2008 1:31 PM 

lham@hiddenvoices.o~ 

Re: meet? 

Dear Lynden: This Thursday works for me at my ofi)ce 204 Battle Hall. 
Please wait if I am late arriving because sometimes my students talk 
and this delays my return to the office. Hope to see you then. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Lynden Harris 
<lharris@hiddenvoices.org>: 

How- about this Thursday, Oct 30 at 12:30? I can also make the 
following Thursday, but since I’m about to start on the script 
revisions, it would be great to meet sooner. 

Thanks so much for making time! 
Lynden 

Lynden W. Harris 

Director, Hidden Voices 919-732-9299 
www.hiddenw~ices.org 
Stories make change possible Stories open minds and inspire 
action. Stories create pathways. 

--- On Mon, 10/27/08, regester@emaihunc.edu <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: regester@email unc.edu <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
SubJect: Re: meet? 
To: lharris@hiddenvoices.org 
Date: N/ionday, October 27, 2008, 5:21 PM 

Dear Lynden: Yes, I would like to meet, however, I am available on 
Wednesday night at 6pro Room 205 Undergrad Library because I show :films 
during this time and this would be appropriate lbr us to meet or on 
~Ihursdays from 12:30 to 1:30 at my office 204 Battle Hall Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Lynden Harris <lharris@hiddenw~ices.org>: 

>> Hey- C’harlene, 
>> 

>> Our final October performances for Speaking Without Tongues are this 
>> upcoming Tuesday at 3:30 and 6:30. After that, we’ll be turning our 
>> attention to Because We’re Still Here (and Moving), the Hidden Voices 
>> project on the traditionally Black neighborhoods in Chapel Hill and 
>> Carrboro. 
>> 

>> rm wondering if you have time to meet and talk at some point after 
>> Tuesday? I would love to hear more about your family and any ideas 
>> about the Feb. exhibits and shows at UNC, as well as ideas for when 
>> it moves into the schools in May. 
>> 

>> I have time next Wednesday and Thursday, if either happens to fit 
>> your schedule. Just let me know- what suits you. 
>> 

>> Thanks so much and hope you’re doing well! 
>> Lynden 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Lynden W. Harris 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Director, Hidden Voices 919-732-9299 
>> w~vw hiddenvoices, org 
>> Stories make change possible Stories open minds and inspire 
>> action. Stories create path~vays 





From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, October 28, 2008 1:34 PM 

To: ~aol.com 

Subject: Re: hello 

Dear Dr. Greene: I will call you at the number provided to set up a 
time. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)aol corn: 

Charlene, 

I ~vill be in Chapel Hill from today until Friday morning. We can ave hmch 
or dinner. Let me knnw which would be best for you and what day. You can 
call me at though I will be out most of the time, or you 
can send me 
an email. 

LGreene 
**************Play online games for FREE at Games.com! All of your favorites, 
no registration required arid great graphics ? check it out[ 
(http:/ipr.at~vola COl~’promoclk/100000075x1211202682xl 200689022/aol?redtr 

> http ://www.games.com?ncid emlcntusgame00000001) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2008 1:37 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Hello from your Ii~rmer 

Dear      Good to hear from you and yes I got your email. I have been 
so busy that I have not had time to respond. Befure I make a 
commitment, I thil~ I ~vould like to talk on the phone. I will attempt 
to call your cell but you are also welcome to contact me on my cell 
phone ~              Glad that flaings are going well and I do remember 
you Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~hotmail corn>: 

Hi Professor Regester, I hope all is ~vell with you, it’s been too 
long since we’ve spoken! To jog your memory, this is and 

I kno~v it’s been man?’ ye£rs since that time, but ~,fou worked so 

closely ~vith me then and were so influential to my future academic 
goals that I wanted to ask if you would honor me with a letter of 
recormnendation to pursue my If you’ll 
recall, I did 

> pursue uther avet£ues. Thanks again for all o{your assistance, both 

> in school and now-. Sincerely: 
> 

> "¢,~en your life is on the go?take your life with you. 
> http://clkatdantcorrdMRT/go/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 2, 2008 4:20 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers NewspaperArticles, Section 5 

Regester 15000-17999 [ 1 ].doc 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is Section 5 of Black Entertainers in Newspaper 
Articles. Hopefully, I will be able to forward section 6 later this 
week and any additional information requested such as index, etc. 
Please note that the following deletions will need to be made to 
Section 5. 

Delete the Following Records from Section 5: 

15567 

16365 

16702 

Thanks much for your assistance and please let me know that you have 
received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F AQuoting Rhonda Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

])ear Ms Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file Let 

me know if you have any questions about sD’le, etc., as you make your 

way through the project Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~)email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 

To: Rhonda Herman 

Subject: Re: Regester. Black Entertainers in A[’rican American 

NewspaperArtlcles, Volume 2 978-0-78(7~-2495-5 

[)ear Rhonda: I received the five parts but do you want me to make the 

changes on the hard copy that I will print and then send these changes 

to you by mail or do I make the changes electronically? Let me know for 

ccrtain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 

<RHennan@mc farlandpub, com>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regestcr: 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I have been working on the export of your data from the database. 

>> Evewthing looks to be in fine shape. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Attached is the first file for you to start proofing; entries 1-3500. 

>I 

>> ran spell check on the file but there were some entries that had 

>> language that I was unable to fix. I have attached a PDF of a 

>> handwritten list of entries that you need to look at specifically. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Could you please send the introduction and any other front matter for 

>> the project right a~vay? I ~vould like to formally acknowledge receipt 

of 

>> the project as complete in the month of September if you can get those 

>> items to me 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I will work on the index this afternoon and send that to you so that 

you 

>> can be revie~ving it as you proof the manuscript. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Please acknowledge receipt of this file. As soon as this file is 

>> received successtMly, I will send the rest of the manuscript. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> This project represents a lot of hard work! Thanks, Rhonda 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 2, 2008 4:22 PM 

Gaol 

Re: Fwd: "Bir~k ofaNation" 

Dear Telry: Thanks much for the updated intb I read your article in 
the Daily Tarheel -- it was great. I am incredibly busy but will try to 
make it to some of the events or meetings Thanks for your 
understanding Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        @aol com: 

Tel~y Barnett 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: vlaud er@email.unc.edu 
To: Terry Barnett < .~aol.com> 
Cc: Val Lauder <vlauder@email uric edu> 
Sent: Fri, 31 Oct 2008 11:05 am 
Sulliect: "Birth of a Nation" 

I)ear Ter~:? 
>? 

Looking through some papers I’d put aside just now, among them I 
found -- guess what? The photocopy of the page from the old Chapel 
Hill Weekly with the add for "Birth of a Nation."? 

>? 
It was April 1940 (not certain of the exact date).? 

>? 
It played for one day -- listed amongs upcoming attractions between 
"Rebecca" and a "side-splitting comedy" starring Melvyn Douglas and 
Joan Blonde[l that has the title cut of[i ? 

>? 

The ad said;? 
>? 

D.W Griffith’s? 
Eighth Wonder of the World? 

>? 
BIRT[I OF A NATION? 

>? 
SEE HEAR ? 
’It IE SUP~E ME PIC~IIJRE O F ALL ’]TIME ? 

18,000 PEOPLE 3000 HORSES? 
>? 

(I think it’s 18,000 people -- it’s a bit blur~, but that seems to be it.)? 
>? 

I’ll keep it handy in case you want a photocopy.? 
>? 

Best,? 
>? 

Val’.’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 3, 2008 1:28 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@colnmbia.edtr~ 

Dear Jane: Try the phone number that he provided.             Let me 
know- if this works and if not, I will contact the center on campus who 
invited him to speak Quoting Jane Gaines <jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 

Charlene: I am veW happy about the news on your book, moving along. 
Thales for alerting me to the opportunity with the California outtit. 
But th~        ~ email came back I had              ~gmail.com. 

Any other ~lues? jg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 4, 2008 9:13 AM 

@alumni.unc.edu> 

Re: Recommendation Request 

Quoting ~almrmi.unc. edu>: 

> Hello Dr. Regester, 

> My name is I took your Blacks in Film course, AFAM 
> \~z purpose in ~vriting you today is to ask if you 
> would be willing to write two graduate school recon~aendations for me to 

> I realize that it has been quite some time in which you were my professor, 
> and although I was a very inquisitive and loquacious student in the 
> classroom, I aru more than happy to provide you with an?" supplementalN 
> materials that could aid in your corr~fort and abili~" to write an effective 
> recorcanendation on my behalf-including additional essays written for your 
> course. 

> I look fol~vard to hearing from you regarding my request. Thar~k you in 
> advance for your consideration. 

> Cellular ( 

Dear        : I received your email and will have to give this some 
thought because I have about 5 letters that I have alrea@ cormnitted to 
in addition to the fact that I have some 100 students this semester. If 
the letter is not due immediately, I might be able to do this for you. 
But at this point, I can’t take on anymore letters unless they are due 
after Dec. 1 or 15th. Let me know if this works because I would be more 
than glad to submit a letter on your behalf as well as the fact that I 
am excited that you are considering graduate school. I have been so 



busy I did not have time to respond be:tore now. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 5, 2008 12:53 PM 

~alumni.unc.edu> 

Re: Recommendation Request 

Quoting @almrmi.unc. edu>: 

Good Morning Dr Regester, 

I completely understand your time constraints, and greatly appreciate your 
consideration of this additional request of your time 

My understanding from reviewing last year’s paper application packet is that 
both recon~aendations are survey s~le, with only a brief written 
recommendation section; so I would assume that once you completed one 
recommendation, you could essentially copy (and paste) your written response 
into the latter I do apologize for the late submission of this 
request The 
infurmationa[ seminars on each CPS (Cuunseling and Psychological Services) 
program did not begin until late September/early October, and I wanted to 
attend all sessions in order to understand the fine differences between each 
course of study/career oppurtunitles uffered by each degree, before I 
inadvertently asked for a recommendation to the wrong prugram 

Please let me l~uw if these timelines suites your schedule and I will 
register your email address with applicatiun 
system accurdingly 

Thank you again for this consideration ofyuur time, I louk ~2~rward tu 
hearing from you. 

On Tue, Nov 4, 2008 at 9:13 AM. <regester@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

>> Quoting ~alumni.ur~c.edu>: 
>> 

>> Hello Dr. Regestcr, 

>>> My- name is I took your Blacks in Film course, AFAM 
>>> 001, My purpose in writing you today is to ask if 
>>> you 
>>> would be willin~ to write two ~raduate school recorrm~endations for me to 



>>> I realize that it has been quite some tirue in which you ~vere my professor, 
>>> and although I was a ve~ inquisitive and loquacious student in the 
>>> classroom, I am more than happy to provide you with any supplementary 

¯ > materials that could aid in your con’ffort and ability to write an effective 
>>> recommendation on my behalf-including additional essays written for your 
>>> course. 

>>> I look forward to hearing from you regarding my request. Thank you in 
>>> advance for your consideration. 

>>> Cellular 

>> Dear        I received your email and will have to give this some 
>> thought because I have about 5 letters that I have already con~aitted to in 
>> addition to the fact that I have some 100 students this semester. If the 
>> letter is not due immediately, I might be able to do this for you But at 
>> this point, I can’t take on anymore letters unless they are due after Dec. 1 
>> or 15t2a. Let me know if this works because I would be more than glad to 
>> submit a letter on your behalf as well as the fact that I am excited that 
>> you are considering graduate school. I have been so busy I did not have time 
>> to respond before now. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> Cellular I 

Dear Since this is the time-line then this worlds better for 
me. What I will need is the semester you were enrolled in my class (s) 
and the grade received. Additionally, a short resume or bring me up to 
date on your accomplishments since that time. Also, please send me 
reminder emails so that I don’t forget the date. Thanks much. 
Sincerel?’, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 5, 2008 12:53 PM 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Important: Inti~ Atx~ut tier letter of Reccomendation 

Quoting ~)email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Dr Regester, below is a brief history of my time in your class 
and knowing you as my professor I would like for you to be able to 
evaluate my performance as a student based on my reading and writing 
abilities and in comparison to other students and also my academic 
performance as a whole. 

I hope this helps you greatly! I have attached some old writing 
assignments from your class and also another copy of my resume if you 
need it. I greatly appreciate you writing the recommendation for me, 
I know you your time is very valuable. Furthermore, I really value 
your expertise and experience as a professor and am honored that you 
have decided to write this letter [’or me. Please email me at your 
earliest convenience to come and pick up the letter. Thank You again! 

Sincerely, 

Dear         : Thanks for the info. I will t~ to compose over the 
weekend Please check with me on Monday to assess my progress 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 5, 2008 12:55 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: At~ca~ Americm~ Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Jane: This works for me and I will look forward to hearing Iicom 
you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" 
<jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I have great news to deliver from the editorial board meeting 
yesterday. They enthusiastically approved a contract for your book. 
The?’ want to see some substantial revisions, ho~vever, and want to be 
sure that we complete the review process by soliciting at least one 
more outside report. I’m pleased, however, that they have agreed to 
issue a contract in advance of the final report. 

In sum their concerns are: 

1. Title: tlaey feel the current title is too flat-footed 
and that "earl?’ cinema" is not actually the period represented. 
These concerns are addressed in your response and I don’t think we 
need to discuss them again. 

2 Chapter titles: You need to create more engaging chapter 
titles (this is also addressed in your response). 

3 Jargon: They feel that the book is too jargon heavy-that 
this "drags down what could potentially be an engaging text." They 
want the book to contain a lively discussion of this previously 
overlooked material-move beyond providing references fur your 
colleagues. They felt that the text itself isn’t as theoretical as 
the language indicates. There were especially severe reactions to the 
glossary in the fi~otnotes of the introductinn. Generally, you need 
to either excise or bring into the main discussion footnotes this 
lengthy. ’]’he?" recommend (and I agree) that you get rid of the 
glossary altogether If the terms aren’t standard, don’t use them If 
they are standard but have varied meanings, introduce how you will 
use the term at first appearance. The theoretical terminology needs 
only to serve the purpose of making these histories more visible and 
available Keep this question at the fore during your revisions and 
I think it will help streamline the language 

4.    Organization: Does the current organization allow you to 
make global arguments about this canon over all or about these 
actresses overall? Are the chapters too formulaic? Be sure to focus 
each chapter on what is noteworthy about that particular actress, 
rather than simply running through the topics as set out by the TOC. 
(I did indicate to the board that you had intentionally left out the 
major transitions as you ~vere uncertain whether the current order 
would be the final one.) 

I don’t want to lose the forest for the trees, however. IL~ is 
really- ttuilled to be publishing your book and we look forward to 
helping you develop it fmther. I recommend that you hold off on 
revisions until we receive the final report at which point we should 
coiffab about ho~v best to move forward. If all of this so~mds okay- to 
you, rll go ahead and draw- up contracts for your signature. 

All best wishes, 

Jane 

Jane Betmken 
Music & Hmnanities Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 North Morton Street 
Bloomington, Ind. 47404-3797 
Ph: (812) 855-5261 
Fax: (812) 855-8507 
jbelmken@indiana edu 

http ://iupress indiana edu<http://iupress.indiana, edu/> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 5, 2008 12:57 PM 

jmg2196@co umbia e& 

Fwd: Atiican American Actres~s in Early Cinema 

Dear Charlene, 

I have great news to deliver from the editorial board meeting yesterday. They enthusiastically approved a contract for your book. They want to see some 

substantial revisions, however, and want to be sure that we complete the review process by soliciting at least one more outside report. I’m pleased, however, 

that they have agreed to issue a contract in advance of the final reporL 

In sum their concerns are: 

1. Title: they feel the current title is too flat-footed and that "early cinema" is not actually the period represented. These concerns are addressed in your 

response and I don’t think we need to discuss them again. 

2. Chapter titles: You need to create more engaging chapter titles (this is also addressed in your response). 

3. Jargon: They feel that the book is too jargon heavy--that this "drags down what could potentially be an engaging text." They want the book to contain a 

lively discussion of this previously overlooked material--move beyond providing references for your colleagues. They felt that the text itself isn’t as 

theoretical as the language indicates. There were especially severe reactions to the glossary in the footnotes of the introduction. Generally, you need to 

either excise or bring into the main discussion footnotes this lengthy. They recommend (and I agree) that you get rid of the glossary altogether. If the 

terms aren’t standard, don’t use them. If they are standard but have varied meanings, introduce how you will use the term at first appearance. The 

theoretical terminology needs only to serve the purpose of making these histories more visible and available. Keep this question at the fore during your 

revisions and I think it will help streamline the language. 

4. Organization: Does the current organization allow you to make global arguments about this canon over all or about these actresses overall? Are the 

chapters too formulaic? Be sure to focus each chapter on what is noteworthy about that particular actress, rather than simply running through the topics as 

set out by the TOC. (I did indicate to the board that you had intentionally left out the major transitions as you were uncertain whether the current order 

would be the final one.) 

I don’t want to lose the forest for the trees, however. IUP is really thrilled to be publishing your book and we look forward to helping you develop it further. I 

recommend that you hold off on revisions until we receive the final report at which point we should confab about how best to move forward. If all of this sounds 

okay to you, VII go ahead and draw up contracts for your signature. 

All best wishes, 

Jane 
Jaue 8ehuke!i 

jbeh nkerz@irzdia na ed u 

htt p://iu press.indiana.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 6, 2008 12:37 PM 

~aol.com 
Re: hello 

Quoting @aol corn: 

Charlene, 

I ~vill be in Chapel Hill from today until Friday morning. We can ave hmch 
or dinner. Let me knnw which would be best for you and what day. You can 
call me at though I will be out most of the time, or you 
can send me 
an email. 

LGreene 
**************Play online games for FREE at Games.com! All of your favorites, 
no registration required and great graphics ? check it out[ 
(http:/ipr.at~vola COl~’promoclk/100000075x1211202682xl 200689022/aol?redtr 

> http ://www.games.com?ncid emlcntusgame00000001) 

Dear Dr. Greene: I am going to for~vard you the email recently received 
from the press indicating that they intend to give me a contract. 
However, I will have to make changes and will have to do so in a 
relauvely short period of time. Finally, I really appreciate the 
support that you have provided over the years. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 6, 2008 12:38 PM 

@aoLcom 

Fwd: Atiicm~ American Actres~s in Early Cinema 

Dear Charlene, 

I have great news to deliver from the editorial board meeting yesterday. They enthusiastically approved a contract for your book. They want to see some 

substantial revisions, however, and want to be sure that we complete the review process by soliciting at least one more outside report. I’m pleased, however, 

that they have agreed to issue a contract in advance of the final reporL 

In sum their concerns are: 

1. Title: they feel the current title is too flat-footed and that "early cinema" is not actually the period represented. These concerns are addressed in your 

response and I don’t think we need to discuss them again. 

2. Chapter titles: You need to create more engaging chapter titles (this is also addressed in your response). 

3. Jargon: They feel that the book is too jargon heavy--that this "drags down what could potentially be an engaging text." They want the book to contain a 

lively discussion of this previously overlooked material--move beyond providing references for your colleagues. They felt that the text itself isn’t as 

theoretical as the language indicates. There were especially severe reactions to the glossary in the footnotes of the introduction. Generally, you need to 

either excise or bring into the main discussion footnotes this lengthy. They recommend (and I agree) that you get rid of the glossary altogether. If the 

terms aren’t standard, don’t use them. If they are standard but have varied meanings, introduce how you will use the term at first appearance. The 

theoretical terminology needs only to serve the purpose of making these histories more visible and available. Keep this question at the fore during your 

revisions and I think it will help streamline the language. 

4. Organization: Does the current organization allow you to make global arguments about this canon over all or about these actresses overall? Are the 

chapters too formulaic? Be sure to focus each chapter on what is noteworthy about that particular actress, rather than simply running through the topics as 

set out by the TOC. (I did indicate to the board that you had intentionally left out the major transitions as you were uncertain whether the current order 

would be the final one.) 

I don’t want to lose the forest for the trees, however. IUP is really thrilled to be publishing your book and we look forward to helping you develop it further. I 

recommend that you hold off on revisions until we receive the final report at which point we should confab about how best to move forward. If all of this sounds 

okay to you, VII go ahead and draw up contracts for your signature. 

All best wishes, 

Jane 
Jaue 8ehuke!i 

jbeh nkerz@irzdia na ed u 

htt p://iu press.indiana.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 6, 2008 12:39 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmgaines@duke.edu> 

Re: Black Actresses 

Quoting Jane Gaines <jmgaines@duke.edu>: 

Charlene: I’ll be either reachable by my Cell #, or in 
my office on the phone at Duke, 
019) 660-3196, this ~veekend A good weekend to call me about your 
title. T~z both numbers jg 

Dear Jane: I ~vould like to send you a copy of my manuscript so that I 
can begin the changes immediately Please provide the address where 
should send this work as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu: 

Thursday, November 6, 2008 12:41 PM 

~aol.com 

1K;A/ACA Conference-New Orleans 

Dear Vaader: Please check the website for the upcoming conference in 
New Orleans If you google in PCA/ACA it should come tap The deadline 
is November 30. I have not yet submitted my proposal but hope to do so 
in the next week or so. I have been swamped with work but will be in 

touch Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 6, 2008 3:22 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: PCA/ACA Conference-New Orleans 

Dear Vander: Yes, I did receive the Spike Lee info. but I don’t know- if 
I will present. Right now, I am spread far and wide. By the way, Dr. 
Greene asked about you we had dinner a few- days before the election I 
will have a lot to update you on. Good to hear from you Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting           .2~aol.com: 

> Dear Regester, 
> 

> 

> 

> It is very good to hear tlcom you. I have been swamped as well and 
> only this week starting to catch up How is your family? I hope 
> everyone is well and that you are all celebrating North Carolina went 
> for Obama and that Elizabeth Dole was removed It was not meant to 
> be here in Louisiana The state went red, as has been the case for 
> some time. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> "[’hank you for sending the clippings and the postage stamps. The 
> football player was too tragic 12~r words and Barry Kaalund’s arrest 
> is still perplexing Regarding the stamps, I thought that I had sent 
> a sheet to you? I am confused but will accept them nonetheless 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Alright, let’s definitely catch up. Surely we will have lots to talk 
>about. ’]2aankyou forremindingmeofthePCAiACAhere. Iwilllook 
> into things. Did you receive the information I sent to you via email 
> on the Spike Lee conference? You should definitely consider 
> submitting something. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Okay, do hope you are doing well along with everyone else. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sincerely,~ 

> Vander. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
> To:         @aol.com 
> Sent: Thu, 6 Nov 2008 11:41 am 
> Subject: PCAiACA Conference-New Orleans 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dear \ ander: Please check the website for the upcoming conference in 
> New Orleans. Kyou google in PCA/ACA it should come up. The deadline 
> is November 30. I have not yet submitted my proposal but hope to do so 
> in the next week o1 so. I have been swamped with work but will be in 
> touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester~ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 6, 2008 3:30 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers in African American NewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

Regester 18000-end[1].doc 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is section 6 of Black Entertainers in Newspaper 
Articles. The only deletion for this section is listed belo~v: 

Record # 19020 

Please note that I hope to send the book dedication, acknowledgements, 
and promotional form that I was required to complete in the next few 
days. I am alos working on the Index and I am working as fast as I can. 
Thanks again for all of your assistance I really appreciate your 
working with me. Please let me know that you have received this 
material Sincerely, Charlene Regester IQuoting Rhonda Herman 
< Rt lerman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file. Let 
me know if you have any questions about st?de, etc, as you make your 
way through the project. Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Mi~nday, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 
To: Rhonda Herman 
Subject: Re: Regester. Black Entertainers in African American 
NewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-78(y4-2495-5 

Dear Rhonda: I received the five parts but do you want me to make the 
changes on the hard copy that I will print and then send these changes 
to you by mail or do I make the changes electronically? Let me know fi~r 
certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regester: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I have been working on the export of your data from the database. 
>> Everything looks to be in fine shape. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Attached is the first file for you to start proofing; entries 1-3500. 
>I 
>> ran spell check on the file but there were some entries that had 
>> language that I was ~mable to fix. I have attached a PDF of a 
>> handwritten list of entries that you need to look at specifically. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Could you please send the introduction and any other front matter for 
>> the project right away? I would like to formally acknowledge receipt 

of 
>> the project as coraplete in the month of September if you can get those 
>> items to me. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I will ~vork on the index this afternoon and send that to you so that 
you 

>> can be reviewing it as you proof the manuscript 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Please ackno~vledge receipt of this file. As soon as this file is 
>> received successfully, I ~vill send the rest of the manuscript 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> This project represents a lot of hard workt Thanks, Rhonda 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 11:04 AM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com> 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers Acknowledgements 

Acknowledgments.dec 

Dear Rhonda: I will attach the various components requested in separate 
emails Attached are the acknowledgements. You can edit as you please 
Again, thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Rhonda Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Received; thankYOU! Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 06, 2008 3:30 PM 
To: Rhonda tqerman 

Subject: RE: Regester Black t:.ntertainers in African 
AmericanNewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

[)ear Rhonda: Attached is section 6 of Black Entertainers in Newspaper 
Articles. The only deletion [’or this section is listed below: 

Record # 19020 

Please note that I hope to send the book dedication, acknowledgements, 
and promotional form that I was required to complete in the next few 
days. I am ales working on the Index and I am working as fast as I can 
Thanks again for all of your assistance I really appreciate your 
working with me. Please let me know that you have received this 
materiah Sincerely, Charlene Regester 1Quoting Rhonda tterman 
<RIterman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

>> Dear Ms Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file Let 
>> me know if you have any quesuons about sWle, etc., as you make your 
>> way through the project Rhonda 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 
>> To: Rhonda Herman 
>> Subject: Re: Regester. Black Enteltainers in African Aracrican 
>> NewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda: I received the five parts but do you want me to make the 
>> changes on the hard copy that I will print and then send these changes 
>> to you by mail or do I raake the changes electronically’.’ Let rae know 

for 
>> certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>> <RHcrman@mcfarlandpub .c ore>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Ms. Regester: 

>>> I have been working on the expolt of your data from the database. 
>>> Everything looks to be in fine shape. 

>>> Attached is the first file for you to start proofing; entries 1-13500. 
>> I 
>>> ran spell check on the file but there were some entries that had 
>>> language that I was unable to fix. I have attached a PDF of a 
>>> handwritten list of entries that you need to look at specifically 

>>> Could you please send the introduction and an?, other front matter for 
>>> the project right away? I would like to formally acknowledge receipt 
>> of 
>>> the project as complete in the month of September if you can get 

those 
>>> items to me 

>>> I will work on the index this afternoon and send that to you so that 
>> yOU 

>>> can be reviewing it as you proof the manuscript. 

>>> Please acknowledge receipt of this file As soon as this file is 



>>> received successfully, I will send the rest of the manuscript. 

>>> This prc~iect represents a lnt nf hard world Thanks, Rhnnda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 11:05 AM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com> 

RE: Regester. Black Entertaners in Africa~ AmericanNewspaperAnJ~cles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

Dedication.dec 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is the book dedication. Quoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Received; thankYOU! Rhonda 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 06, 2008 3:30 PM 
To: Rhonda tqerman 

Subject: RE: Regester Black t:.ntertainers in African 
AmericanNewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

[)ear Rhonda: Attached is section 6 of Black Entertainers in Newspaper 
Articles. The only deletion [’or this section is listed below: 

Record # 19020 

Please note that I hope to send the book dedication, acknowledgements, 
and promotional form that I was required to complete in the next few 
days. I am ales working on the Index and I am working as fast as I can 
Thanks again for all of your assistance I really appreciate your 
working with me. Please let me know that you have received this 
materiah Sincerely, Charlene Regester 1Quoting Rhonda tterman 
<RIterman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

>> Dear Ms Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file Let 
>> me know if you have any questmns about sWle, etc., as you make your 
>> way through the project Rhonda 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 
>> To: Rhonda Herman 
>> Subject: Re: Regester. Black Enteltainers in African Aracrican 
>> NewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda: I received the five parts but do you want me to make the 
>> changes on the hard copy that I will print and then send these changes 
>> to you by mail or do I raake the changes electronically’.’ Let rae know 

for 
>> certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>> <RHcrman@mcfarlandpub .c era>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Ms. Regester: 

>>> I have been working on the expolt of your data from the database. 
>>> Everything looks to be in fine shape. 

>>> Attached is the first file for you to start proofing; entries 1-3500. 
>> I 
>>> ran spell check on the file but there were some entries that had 
>>> language that I was unable to fix. I have attached a PDF of a 
>>> handwritten list of entries that you need to look at specifically 

>>> Could you please send the introduction and an?, other front matter for 
>>> the project right away? I would like to formally acknowledge receipt 
>> of 
>>> the project as complete in the month of September if you can get 

those 
>>> items to me 

>>> I will work on the index this afternoon and send that to you so that 
>> yOU 

>>> can be reviewing it as you proof the manuscript. 

>>> Please acknowledge receipt of this file As soon as this file is 
>>> received successi~lly, I will send the rest of the manuscfipt. 



>>> This prc~iect represents a lnt nf hard world Thanks, Rhnnda 



Dedication 

This volume is dedicated to the memory of Vivian Austin Edmonds, 
editor and owner of The Carolina Times Newspaper, Durham, North 

Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 11:07 AM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers in Africa~ AmericanNewspaperAr|Acles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

Maxketing Questiom~aire.doc 

Dear Rhonda: .Attached is the marketing questiolmaire. This is supposed 
to be emailed to Lori Tedder? but I was not sure about the exact title. 
So you can determine if I have provided the necessary information and 
if not, just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda 
Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Received; thankYOU! Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 06, 2008 3:30 PM 
To: Rhonda He.nan 
Subject: RE: Regester. Black Entertainers in A[~rican 
AmericanNewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-78(~-2495-5 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is section 6 of B lack ]:.nteriainers in Newspaper 
Articles ][’he only deletion for this section is listed below: 

Record 1119020 

Please note that I hope to send the book dedication, acl~owledgements, 
and promotional form that ] was required to complete in the next few 
days I am alos working on the Index and I am working as fast as I can. 
Thanks again for all of your assistance. I really appreciate your 
working with me Please let me l~ow that you have received this 
material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester IQuoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHe~nan@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file. Let 
>> me know if you have any questions about style, etc, as you make your 
>> way through the project. Rhonda 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.tmc.edu [lnailto:regester(~emaihunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday-, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 
>> To: Rhonda Hero,an 
>> Subject: Re: Regester. Black Entertainers in African American 
>> NewspaperArticles, Vol~une 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda: I received the five parts but do you want me to make the 
>> changes on the hard copy that I will print and then send these changes 
>> to you by mail or do I make the changes electronically-? Let me l~ow 

for 
>> certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>> <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Ms. Regester: 

>>> I have been working on the export of your data from the database. 
>>> Evel~/thing looks to be in fine shape. 

>>> Attached is the first file for you to start proofing; entries 1-3500. 
>> I 
>>> ran spell check on the file but there ~vere some entries that had 
>>> language that I ~vas unable to fix. I have attached a PDF of a 
>>> handwritten list of entries that you need to look at specifically. 

>>> Could you please send the introduction and any other front matter for 
>>> the project right away? I would like to formally ackno~vledge receipt 
>> of 
>>> the project as complete in the month of September if you can get 

those 
>>> Items to me. 

>>> I will ~vork on the index this afternoon and send that to you so that 
>> you 
>>> can be reviewing it as you proof the manuscript. 



>>> Please acknowledge receipt of this file. As snon as this :file is 
>>> received successfully, I wil[ send the rest nf the manuscript 

>>> ’]’his project represents a lot of hard wnrk! Thanks, Rhonda 



Marketing Questionnaire 

1) Name: Charlene B. Regester 

2) Book Title: Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles, Volume 
II: An Annotated Bibliography of the California Eagle and Pittsbu@ Courier, 
19114-11950. 

3) If we have requests from the media or from researchers, may we provide 
them with your mail or email address, or a phone number? Yes, I can be 
reached by email (regester@email.unc.edu) or phone ~ 

4) In straightforward language, please describe your book in about 100 words: 

s) 

6) 

This book is an annotated bibliography of the coverage of African American 
entertainers in the California Eagle and Pittsburgh Courier newspapers from 
1914-1950. The book is an extensive compilation of news reports related to 
entertainers who appeared in cinema, on stage, in theater, or participated in the 
music industry, in some way. The particular focus of this study is primarily on 
those entertainers who because of their talent were connected to the cinema 
industry. This resource is designed to assist scholars, researchers, entertainment 
enthusiasts, or any others who are interested in the contributions of African 
Americans to the entertainment industry in this period. This work is an attempt to 
preserve thi s history, make the untold contributions of these entertainers available 
and widely accessible, and to illuminate the struggles they confronted as 
entertainers attempting to make their mark on the entertainment industry-. 

Enumerate the additional features of your book: As this book is an annotated 
bibliography, the index provides and extensive list of actors, actresses, 
performers, musicians, films, film companies, leaders, or any others who were 
instrumental in working in the industry, or attempting to make strides in the 
industry- in this pre-1950 period. 

Provide a few sentences of biographical highlights. Mention any other 
published books or significant journal articles, any eye-catching past or 
present activity, and your present position: Currently, I teach in the 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina- 
Chapel Hill. I am on the editorial of the Journal of Film and l~Tdeo and Screening 
Noir. I have published a number of essays on African Americans and the cinema 
industry in the pre- 19 5 0 s era in j ournal s such as: Film History, Film Literature 
Quarterly, Western Journal of Black Studies, Journal of Film and l~deo, Popular 



Culture Review, Art Criticism, among others. I published Black Entertainers in 

A~ican American New~paper Articles, Vo/ume I (McFarland, 2002) and Black 
Cinema Volume for The Black Experience m the Western Hemisphere Anthology 

ed. By Colin Palmer and Howard Dodson (Pro Quest Publishers and The 
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture 2005, (electronic publication). I 
have appeared in the documentaries, "I’ll Make Me a World," "Hattie McDaniel 
Documentary" for AMC, and "Early African American Cinema," for PBS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 11:14 AM 

Lori Tedder <LTedde@mcti~rla~dpub.com> 

Re: REM1NDER McFMand - Marketing Questionnaire Black Entertainers in At?ican American Newspaper Articles, Volume 2.978-0- 

7864-2495-5 

Dear Lori: I sent the marketing questionnaire to Rhonda Herman. Thanks 
much for your assistance Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Lori 
Tedder <LTedder@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

Dear author: 

According to our records, we have not yet received your response to the 
marketing questionnaire. (For your convenience, a copy of the 
questionnaire appears below) We eagerly a~vait your responses. 

Sincerely, 

Lori 

Dear author: 

Now that your manuscript has been delivered, McFarland needs to collect 
some information from you to speed along marketing efforts Please 
answer the following six items as fully as possible, and reply directly 
to this e-mail ltedder@mcfarlandpub corn within five business days 

Sincerely, 

Lori Tedder 

Administrative Assistant 

McFarland & Company 

ltedder@mc~arlandp~b.com 

1) Your name: 

2) Book title (either a descriptor, working or final title): 

3) If we have requests from the media or from researchers, may we 
provide them with your mail or e-mail address, or a phone nurnber? 

4) In straightforward language, please describe your book in about 100 
words: 

5) Enumerate the additional features of your book (photographs, line 
drawings, appendices, bibliography, notes, glossaw, indexes, foreword 
by Jane Doe, charts, maps, filmographies, etc): 

6) Provide a few sentences of biographical highlights. Mention any other 
published books or significant journal articles, any eye-catching past 
or present activity, and your present position: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 11:38 AM 

Rhonda t terman <Rt terman@mct?M~dpub.com> 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers Index Revisions 

Dear Rhonda: Regarding the Index, I am providing a list of errors that 
I detected. I did not know if I should try to edit the index itself 
since I did not want to intefere ~vith ently number. I hope that the 
revisions are explanatoW. 

1) Amos and Andy have two separate entries and these should be merged 
under the one name. 

2) Associated Features and Associated Features Production Company 
should be merged under the one title Associated Features Production 
Company 

3)James "Jimmy" Baskett and James Baskett should be merged under the 
one name of James "Jimmy" Baskett. 

4)Some of the subject headings have THE as in The Blacks in Radio -- 
Should we use the word, the? I prefer just Blacks in radio. 

5)Buck and Bubbles have the word THE in Iicont of their name and I 
prefer just Buck and Bubbles 

6)Butterbeans and Susie have the word THE in front of their name and I 
prefer just Butterbeans and S usie 

7) Censorship has the word THE in front of the title and I prefer j ust 
Censorship 

8) Central Casting B ureau has the word TIlE in front of the title and I 
prefer j ust Central Casting Bureau 

9) Downtown Stmtter’s Ball @lm) and Downtown Strutters’ Ball (film) 
should be merged under one title, Downtown Strutters’ Ball (film). 

10) Daughters of the American Revolution has the word ~IIIE in front of 
its name and I prefer, Daughters of the American Revolution. 

11) Discriminatory Practices has the word TIlE in front of title and I 
prefer just Discriminatory Practices 

12) EImore Theater has the word THE in front of title and I prefer just 
EImore Theater. 

13) Gilpin Players is mispeHed at Giplin Players and these need to be 
merged and correctly spelled as Gilpin Players 

14) Hall Jotmson Choir has the word THE in front of the title and needs 
to read just Hall Jol-mson Choir. 

15) Harlem Globetrotters has the word THE in front of the title and 
needs to read just Harlem Globetrotters. 

16) Harlem Opera House is duplicated and needs to be listed only once. 

17) A Cafe in Cairo (fihn) is out of alphabetical order and is listed 
under Hot Water. Please insert in correct alphabetical order. 

18) James A. Jackson and J. A. Jackson need to be merged under one name 
of J.A. Jackson. 

19) Caterina Jarboro is out of alphabetical order. Please insert in 
correct alphabetical order. 

20) Lafayette Players has THE in front of title and needs to read as 
only Lafayette Players. 

21) Lafayette Theater has THE in front of title and needs to read 
Lafayette Theater without THE. 

22) Eliminate THE for Lincoln Theater. 

23) Loe~v’s State Theatre needs to be merged with Loe~v’s State Theater. 

24)Loew’s Theatre needs to be merged with Loew’s Theater. (please note 
that throughout index I attempted to change all theatre spelling to 
theater spelling) 

25) Martin Beck Theatre needs to be spelled Martin Beck Theater. 

26) Eliminate THE for Mallion Dollar Productions and change I~llion 
Dollar Theatre to Million Dollar Theater 



27) Merge Musart Theatre with Musart Theater 

28) Eliminate ’It l[g with N>~CP 

29) Eliminate ’]TtlE Scottsboro Buys. 

30) Eliminate rIIIE Sissle and Black. 

31) Superman tu Man (book) -- eliminate quutatiun mark 

31 ) Merge West-End theater with West-End Theater. 

32) Merge "Sraokey" \:v2xitfield and Smokie YVhitfield under the one title 
of "Smokey" YVhitfield. 

Final question - are the titles starting with A filed under A or the 
next word. You can let me know- if these changes are understandable. 
Quoting Rhonda Helu~an <RHerman@mc farlandpub.cor*x>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Recei’,~ed; thankYOU[ Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(d~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 06, 2008 3:30 P_’vl 
To: Rhonda Herman 
Subject: RE: Regester. Black Entertainers in African 
AmericanNewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is section 6 of Black Entertainers in Newspaper 
Articles. The only deletion for this section is listed below-: 

Record # 19020 

Please note that I hope to send the book dedication, acknowledgelnents, 
and promotional form that I ;vas requh-ed to complete in the next few 
days I am alos working on the Index and I am working as fast as I can. 
Thales again for all of your assistance. I really appreciate your 
working with me Please let me kno;v that you have received this 
material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 1Quoting Rhonda Helunan 
<RHerman@mcfarlan@ub.com>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file. Let 
>> me kno;v if you have any questions about style, etc, as you make your 
>> way through the project. Rhonda 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 
>> To: Rhonda Helunan 
>> Subject: Re: Regester. Black Entertainers in African American 
>> NewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda: I received the five parts but do you ;vant me to make the 
>> changes on the hard copy that I ;vill print and then send these changes 
>> to you by mail or do I make the changes electronically? Let me know 

f,ar 
>> certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>> < Rt Ierman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Ms Regester: 

>>> I have been wurking un the expurt ufyour data from the database 
>>> Everything louks to be in :fine shape 

>>> Attached is the first file for yuu to start proufing; entries 1-3500 
>> I 
>>> ran spell check un the file but there were some entries that had 
>>> language that I was unable tu fix. I have attached a PDF uf a 
>>> handwritten list uf entries that you need tu luok at specifically 

>>> Cuuld you please send the intruductiun and any uther front matter fur 
>>> the pruject right away? I wuuld like to formally acknowledge receipt 
>> uf 
>>> the project as complete in the munth of September ifyuu can get 

those 
>>> items to me 

>>> I will work on the index this afternoon and send that to you so that 
>> you 
>>> can be reviexving it as you proof the manuscript. 



>>> Please acknowledge receipt of this file As soon as this file is 
>>> received successfully, I will send the rest of the manuscript. 

>>> This prc~iect represents a lot of hard world Thanks, Rhonda 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 11:57 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Acknowledgmenks 

Marketing Questionnafire.doc; Acknowledgments.doc 

Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Here’s no. 2! 

Susanne 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: \Ved 10/22/2008 6:03 PM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: Acknowledgments 

Dear Susanne: Attached is another piece that I need for you to rewew. 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
<CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here’s no. 3. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Man 10,’20/2008 2:29 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Sublect: RE: Review of Way Down South 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a review of an essay that I would like for 
>> you to edit. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting "Carter, 
>> E. Susanne" <CalterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> Here you got In the first paragraph, I would include the title of 
>>> your book. I put x~’cxxs in the spot. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Man 9/15/2008 1:56 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recollm~endation 

>>> Dear Susarme: Attached is a docnn~ent that I would like for you to edit. 
>>> Please feel free to add or alter in an?" manner that you feel 
>>> approrpiate. I have two and will send each in a separate email. Please 
>>> let me know that you have received this matieral. Thanks much for your 
>>> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>>> 

>>>> I made just a few minor revisions I also changed the wording of 
>>>> this sentence, after the ~vords "academic ability": 

>>>> Hope your semester goes ~vell[ 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Man 8/25/2008 10:57 AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> SubJect: RE: Lel~er ofrecomrnendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is another letter that I would like for you to 
>>>> review. Please let me know that you have received this material. It is 
>>>> for a student named                 Thanks much for your assistance. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 



>>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written Most of my 
>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow I highlighted two 
>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>> If you have other editing tn come, I’[1 just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@emaihnnc.edu [mailto:regester(d~,,emaihnnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 r)M 
>>>>> To: (~’artcl, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Suhject: RE: Letter ofrecorrm~endation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a docnn~ent for you to edit but I am 
>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sort?~ for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>>> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as welh 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.ur~c.edu [mailto:regester@email.m~c.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all tl~ree letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you ~vorking ~vith me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Man 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some tl~ree letters of recommendation that I ~vill 
>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>> Regester oQnnting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> ~I]ais only took me 15 minutes I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>~>>~>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> SubJect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may have another 
>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward payment. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester @email.nnc.edu [mailto :regester (~email.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 



>>>>>>>>> Su~iect: ~.etter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation th~ I am 

>>>>>>>>> ~r your review. Thanks much ~2~r your review of this material and I 
>>>>>>>>> look ~rward to hearing ~om you in the near l~ture. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a revised version of the acknowledgements 
that I would like for you to review as ~vell as a questiomaaire that I 
have to complete Thanks much for your assistance Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:34 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Afi-ican America~ Actresses in Early Cinema 

Introductionmmeh2008.doc 

Currently, I am attempting to have a bound copy of a manuscript copied. 
I will send this manuscript in several parts It will include an 
introduction, conclusion, and some nine chapters Once you have 
received this material, I will come over to the copy center to complete 
the appropriate paperwork Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:35 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

African American Actresses-Chapter I 

sultewanmarch2008.doc 

Attached is chapter I Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email,unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:36 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Al~ican American Actresses-Chapter II 

march2008.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:42 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Black Actresses-Chapter III 

LOUISE BEAVERSU Pmarch2008.doc 

Attached is Chapter III Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:43 PM 

cc 1 @pfnting.unc.edu 

Black Actresses - Chapter IV 

HATTIE MCDANIELmarch2008.doc 

Attached is Chapter IV. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:48 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Black Actresses-Chapter V 

FREDIWashingtonm~xclt2008.DOC 

Attached is Chapter V. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:49 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Black Actresses-Chapter VI 

dandridgemarch2008.doc 

Attached is Chapter VI. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~acJl: 

Regester, Charle~le B <regester@email,unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:50 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Chapter VII 

lenahome~narch2008,doc 

Attached is Chapter VII. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:53 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Black Actresses-Chapter VIII 

HAZEL SCOTF-Inarch2008.doc 

Attached is Chapter VIII. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:54 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Chapter IX 

ETHEL WATERSmarch2008.doc 

Chapter IX is attached Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2008 12:55 PM 

cc 1 @printing.unc.edu 

Black Actresses-Conclusions 

Conclusionmarch2008.doc 

Attached is the conclusion. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 9:51 AM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers Revised Version of Acknowledgements & Queslionnaire 

Acknowledgments 11-7.doc 

Quoting Rhonda Herman <P, Herman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Received; thankYOU! Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihuaac.edu [mailto:re~esterCJ)email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 06, 2008 3:30 PM 
To: Rhonda Herman 
Subject: RE: Regester. Black Entertainers in A[~rican 
AmericanNewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-78(~-2495-5 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is section 6 of B lack ]:.nteriainers in Newspaper 
Articles ][’he only deletion for this section is listed below: 

Record 1119020 

Please note that I hope to send the book dedication, acl~owledgements, 
and promotional form that ] was required to complete in the next few 
days I am alos working on the Index and I am working as fast as I can. 
Thanks again for all of your assistance. I really apprecmte your 
working with me Please let me l~ow that you have received this 
material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester IQuoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfariandpub.com>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file. Let 
>> me know if you have any questions about style, etc, as you make your 
>> way through the project. Rhonda 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 
>> To: Rhonda Hero,an 
>> Subject: Re: Regester. Black Entertainers in African American 
>> NewspaperArticles, Vol~une 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda: I received the five parts but do you want me to make the 
>> changes on the hard copy that I will print and then send these changes 
>> to you by mail or do I make the changes electronically-? Let me l~ow 

for 
>> certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>> <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Ms. Regester: 

>>> I have been working on the export of your data from the database. 
>>> Evel~/thing looks to be in fine shape. 

>>> Attached is the first file for you to start proofing; entries 1-3500. 
>> I 
>>> ran spell check on the file but there were some entries that had 
>>> language that I was m~able to fix. I have attached a PDF of a 
>>> handwritten list of entries that you need to look at specifically. 

>>> Could you please send the introduction and any other front matter for 
>>> the project right away? I would like to formally ackno~vledge receipt 
>> of 
>>> the project as complete in the month of September if you can get 

those 
>>> Items to me. 

>>> I will ~vork on the index this afternoon and send that to you so that 
>> you 
>>> can be reviewing it as you proof the manuscript. 

>>> Please acknowledge receipt of this file. As soon as this file is 
>>> received successfully, I will send the rest of the manuscript 



>>> ’]’his project represents a lot of hard work! Thanks, Rhonda 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is the Revised versions of acknowledgements and 
marketing questionnaire. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 9:53 AM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers in Africa~ AmericanNewspaperAr~Acles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

Maxkeling Quefftiolm~le- 1 .doc 

Quoting Rhonda Herman <P, Herman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Received; thankYOU! Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihuaac.edu [mailto:re~esterCJ)email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 06, 2008 3:30 PM 
To: Rhonda Herman 
Subject: RE: Regester. Black Entertainers in A[~rican 
AmericanNewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-78(~-2495-5 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is section 6 of B lack l:.nteriainers in Newspaper 
Articles ][’he only deletion for this section is listed below: 

Record 1119020 

Please note that I hope to send the book dedication, acl~owledgements, 
and promotional form that ] was required to complete in the next few 
days I am alos working on the Index and I am working as fast as I can. 
Thanks again for all of your assistance. I really apprecmte your 
working with me Please let me l~ow that you have received this 
material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester IQuoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfariandpub.com>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file. Let 
>> me know if you have any questions about style, etc, as you make your 
>> way through the project. Rhonda 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 
>> To: Rhonda Hero,an 
>> Subject: Re: Regester. Black Entertainers in African American 
>> NewspaperArticles, Vol~une 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda: I received the five parts but do you want me to make the 
>> changes on the hard copy that I will print and then send these changes 
>> to you by mail or do I make the changes electronically-? Let me l~ow 

for 
>> certain. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>> <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Ms. Regester: 

>>> I have been working on the export of your data from the database. 
>>> Evel~/thing looks to be in fine shape. 

>>> Attached is the first file for you to start proofing; entries 1-3500. 
>> I 
>>> ran spell check on the file but there were some entries that had 
>>> language that I was m~able to fix. I have attached a PDF of a 
>>> handwritten list of entries that you need to look at specifically. 

>>> Could you please send the introduction and any other front matter for 
>>> the project right away? I would like to formally ackno~vledge receipt 
>> of 
>>> the project as complete in the month of September if you can get 

those 
>>> Items to me. 

>>> I will ~vork on the index this afternoon and send that to you so that 
>> you 
>>> can be reviewing it as you proof the manuscript. 

>>> Please acknowledge receipt of this file. As soon as this file is 
>>> received successfully, I will send the rest of the manuscript 



>>> ’]’his project represents a lot of hard work! Thanks, Rhonda 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is the revised version of the questionnaire. 
Thaaks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Marketing Questionnaire 

1) Name: Charlene B. Regester 

2) Book Title: Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles, Volume 
II: An Annotated Bibliography of the California Eagle and Pittsbu@ Courier, 
19114-11950. 

3) If we have requests from the media or from researchers, may we provide 
them with your mail or email address, or a phone number? Yes, I can be 
reached by email (regester@email.unc.edu) or phone ~ 

4) In straightforward language, please describe your book in about 100 words: 

s) 

6) 

This book is an annotated bibliography of the coverage of African American 
entertainers in the California Eagle and Pittsburgh Courier newspapers from 
1914-1950. The book is an extensive compilation of news reports related to 
entertainers who appeared in cinema, on stage, and/or in theater, or participated in 
the music industry in some way. The particular focus of this study is primarily on 
those entertainers who because of their talent were connected to the cinema 
industry. This resource is designed to assist scholars, researchers, entertainment 
enthusiasts, or any others who are interested in the contributions of African 
Americans to the entertainment industry in this period. This work is an attempt to 
preserve thi s history, make the untold contributions of these entertainers available 
and widely accessible, and illuminate the struggles they confronted as entertainers 
attempting to make their mark on the entertainment industry. 

Enumerate the additional features of your book: As this book is an annotated 
bibliography, the index provides an extensive list of actors, actresses, performers, 
musicians, films, film companies, leaders, or any others who were instrumental in 
working in the industry or attempting to make strides in the industry in this pre- 
1950 period. 

Provide a few sentences of biographical highlights. Mention any other 
published books or significant journal articles, any eye-catching past or 
present activity, and your present position: Currently, I teach in the 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina- 
Chapel Hill. I am on the editorial staff of the Journal of Film and Video and 
ScreeningNoir. I have published a number of essays on African Americans and 
the cinema industry in the pre-1950s era in j ournals such as: Film History, Film 
Literature Quarwrly, Western Journal of Black Studies, Journal of Film and 



Video, Popular Culture Review, Art Criticism, among others. I published Black 
Entertainers in AJ~ican American Newapaper Articles, Vohtme I (McFarland, 

2002) and Black Cinema Volume for The Black Experience m the Western 
Hemisphere Anthology ed. By Colin Palmer and Howard Dodson (Pro Quest 
Publishers and The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture 2005, 
(electronic publication). I have appeared in the documentaries, "I’ll Make Me a 
World," "Hattie McDaniel Documentary" for AMC, and "Early African 

American Cinema," for PBS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 10:01 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Acknowledgmenks 

Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Here you go[ 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihuaac.edu [mailto:regesterC~)email nnc edu] 
Sent: Fri 11/7/2008 10:57 AM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
Sulliect: RE: Acknowledgments 

Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Here’s no 2[ 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wed 10/22/2008 6:03 PM 
>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>> Sut%iect: RE: Acl,mowledgments 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is another piece that I need fi~r you to review. 
>> Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>> < Car terE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> Here’s no 3. 

>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mi)n 10/20/2008 2:29 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Su[liect: RE: Review of Way Down South 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a review of an essay that I would like for 
>>> you to edit. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>> E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Charlene, 

>>>> Here you go! In the first paragraph, I would include the title of 
>>>> your book. I put xx~’cxs in the spot. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: rcgester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester,@,emaihunc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Men 9/15/2008 1:56 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconwnendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a doc~nnent that I would like for you to edit. 
>>>> Please feel free to add or alter in any mariner that you feel 
>>>> approrpiate. I have two and will send each in a separate emaih Please 
>>>> let me know- that you have received this matierah Thanks much for your 
>>>> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" 

>>>> <Cart erE@missouri, edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I made just a fe}v minor revisions. I also changed the wording of 
>>>>> this sentence, after the words "academic ability": 

>>>>> Hope your semester goes well[ 



>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email. unc edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Mon 8/25/2008 10:57 AM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is another letter that I would like :For you to 
>>>>> review. Please let me know that you have received this material. It is 
>>>>> for a student named                 Tharfas much for your assistance. 
>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Cartcr, E. Susanne" 
>>>>> <Ca~tcrE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow. I highlighted two 
>>>>>> places where page n~trabers may be missing. 

>>>>>> Kyou have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent t~vo hours. 

>>>>>> Thanks and let rue kmow if you have questions. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@eruail.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester~eruail.unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30,’2008 2:49 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconnnnndation 

>>>>>> Dear Susatme: I recently- sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>> understand. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>>>> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> No problem I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thariks ibr all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>> response I really appreciate you ;vorking ;vith me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. The rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> t~’rom: regesber@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: ?,/Ion 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recowanundation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters ofrecowanendation that I will 
>>>>>>>> need for you to edit I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>> available I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto :regester@email.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wcd 1/9,’2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcanendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thap2~s much for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few- days so I ~vill wait before I fol~’ard payment. 
>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regestcr Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 



>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaih~c.edu [mailto:regester(&emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11 :~ AM 
>>>>>>>>>> To: Cartel, g. gusatme 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter ofreco~m~endation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a let~r of reco~m~endation that I am 
>>>>>>>>>> folward~g 
>>>>>>>>>> for yore review. Thanks much for yo~ review of this material and I 
>>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near futt~e. Sincerely 
>>>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Dear Susa~e: Attached is a revised version of the acknowledgements 
that I would like for you to review as well as a questionnaire that I 
have to complete. ThaWs much 12~r yow assistance Sincerely Charlene 
Regester 

Dear Susanne: rflqanks much for your assistance. I will have a few 
letters of recommendation that I will forward in the next few days 
Sincerely, Charlene Regesmr 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 10, 2008 10:04 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Lee Greene’s new book 
THEDIA~I .MHT.msg 

see attachment and disregard spelling error on copy of the press’s web site 

Looking for simple solutions to your real-life financial challenges? Check out VValletPog_ for the latest news and 
and calculators. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Saved by Windows Internet Explorer 7 

Saturday, September 27, 2008 6:58 AM 

The Diasporan Self: Unbreaking the Curcle in Western Black Novels 

ATT00001.gif; ATT00002.gif; ATT00003.gif; ATT00004.gif; ATT00005.gif; 
ATT00006.gif; ATT00007.gif; ATT00008.jpe; ATT00009.gif 

The Diasporan Self." 
Unbreaking the Curcle in 
Western Black Novels 

J. Lee Greene 
264 pages, 6 x 9 
Cloth 978-0-8139-2739-8 ¯ $55.00 

Paper 978-0-8139-2740-4 ¯ $19.50 

August 2008 

× 

¯ "The Diasporan Se/foffers 
a robust, accessible theory 
of contemporary African 
American literature that 
scholars and students alike 
will find essential both in 
complementary critical 
studies and in the 
classroom. In fact, Greene 
may very well have written 
the definitive analyses of the 
novels he studies, presenting 
a long-overdue synthesis of 
a quarter century of 
scholarship in African 
American literary studies. 
Readers who desire entree 
into the more challenging 
works of these African 
American writers will 
obtain it here and emerge 
excited by new interpretive 
possibilities. 
--Darryl Dickson-Carr, 
Southern Methodist 
University, author of The 
Columbia Guide to 

Through its critical examination of novels by Toni 
Morrison, Charles Johnson, Sherley Anne Williams, 
Octavia Butler, John Edgar Wideman, Phyllis Perry, 
Ishmael Reed, Caryl Phillips, and others, The Diasporan 
Se/fpresents a fresh and insightful approach to canonical 
and noncanonical contemporary fictional slave 
narratives. Through his careful study of the discourse of 
this subgenre, J. Lee Greene formulates a significant new 
approach to the interpretation of contemporary African 
American literature. 

Drawing directly from the authors’ novels, essays, and 
interviews, Greene extracts, synthesizes, and narrativizes 
a foundational myth that the novelists collectively 
generate. This diasporan myth and its accompanying 
theory of Western black Being are grounded in the 
historical black African diaspora. Together they seek to 
explain the history and nature of Western blacks, and 
thus give rise to key aspects of form and meaning in the 
texts Greene discusses. The Diasporan Se/fconvincingly 
establishes the self-theorizing nature of these postmodern 
novels, constructing from them a critical vocabulary 
germane to their production and interpretation. 



Contemporary African 

American Fiction 

¯ " The Diasporan Self is a 
worthy successor to the 
author’s landmark previous 
volume, Blacks in Eden. 
It clearly will be required 
reading for anybody with 
either an academic or even 
just a reading interest in 
contemporary African 
American letters, American 
literature, cultural studies, 
or literary theory. Greene 
enters a discussion in 
progress and shifts its 
direction significantly. What 
he teases out in his astute 
readings is a foundational 
myth that carries within it 
’a theory of western black 
Being,’ and that is what he 
pursues through the many 
texts he analyses. In the 
process of his explications, 
Greene defines and explores 
modes of ’literary 
diaspority’ that have seldom 
been so ably anatomized." 
---Aldon Nielsen, Penn State 
University 

Greene explores the strong influence of Jean Toomer’s 
fictional and philosophical writings on these 
contemporary authors as well as the authors’ 
incorporation of religious philosophy and cultural 
anthropology from several Western and non-Western 
cultures. The critical paradigm Greene formulates is 
applicable not only to contemporary fictional slave 
narratives and other diasporan novels but also to other 
Western black art forms. 

J. Lee Greene is the author of Blacks in Eden: The 
African American Novel’s First Century (Virginia). 

The University of 
Virgi~ia Press 

http:/!wwwo~pressovirginiaoedu! 
books/greene2oHTI~,~ 

Home I Abon~ Us I New Tit~es I Books I News[ Search I Car~ Revised 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 12:59 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

.doc 

Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I have finished editing this It is nicely ~vritten. Most of my 
revisions ~vere minor, for consistency and flow. I highlighted two 
places where page numbers may be missing. 

If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Letter of reconnnendatlon 

[)ear Susanne: I recently sent a document [’or you to edit but I am 
re-sending the updated version Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
understand Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> No problem. I eNoying helping you as well 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcarlendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> Here are my recommended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester~email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcarlendation 

>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recorcarlendation that I will 
>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>> available I will attach them in 3 separate emails Sincerely, Charlene 
>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>> Sure, 

>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and ~ve can wait on 
>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response I may have another 
>>>> letter in the next few days so I ~vill wait before I forward payment. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 



>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>> I made a few changes I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester~email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recorrm~endation that I am forwarding 
>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for your review of this material and I 
>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>> Charlene Regester 

Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter right away. 
I will need it ~vithin the next few hours. I know this is an unusual 
time request but things have unfolded in such a way that I am being 
required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
assistance and let me know that you have received this email 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 2:39 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Re: Letter 

.doc 

Dear Julius: Attached is the revised letter requested. Thanks much for 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Julius Nyang’oro 
<jen3 21 @email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene: 
Should I assume that you have decided to ask for an extension of your 

If so, I need a formal letter from you in that regard. 
In the letter you need to specify the reasons you are requesting the 
extension. I would like to direct your attention to the official 
University document which covers                for guidance in 
this matter. Please treat this matter with a sense of urgency. 
Best, 
Julius 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 2:40 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in the future 
I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here you are. Just a few changes. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

Quoting "Cartel, E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> I have :finished editing this It is nicely written. Most of my 
>> revisions were minor, for consistency and :flow I highlighted two 
>> places where page numbers may be missing. 
>> 

>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 
>> 

>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>> re-sending the updated version Sorp)~ for the mixup and hope you 
>> understand Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting "Carter, 

>> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester,@,email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcarlendation 

>>> Dear Susanne: Thar~ks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Charlene, 
>>>> 

>>>> Here are my- recorrm~ended edits. The rcv version has all edits accepted. 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Mon 2/112008 9:34 AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of reconnnendation that I will 
>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>> available I will attach them in 3 separate emails Sincerely, Charlene 

>>> Regester oQuoting "Calter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>> Sure, 

>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 



>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email. unc edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 
>>>>> To: Carier, E Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecor~Knendation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thartks much for your prompt response. I may have another 
>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward paymunt. 
>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>> <CarterE@raissouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>> I made a few- changes. I’ve attached the original versiun with 
>>>>>> changes noted and one w-ith all changes accepted. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> Froru: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~,email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 ~axM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susarme 
>>>>>> Subiect: Letter of reconm~endation 

>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recor~Knendation that I am forwarding 
>>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for your review of this material and I 
>>>>>> look forw-ard to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>> Charlene Regester 

> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter right away. 
> I will need it within the next few hours. I know this is an unusual 
> time request but things have unfolded in such a way that I am being 
> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 2:41 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers Index Revisions 

Dear Rhonda: I will begin to do so but it may take me a day or so. 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms Regester: I will be using the current index so please execute 
all changes to the names in the file just as you did the text. Leave 
all the numbers as the?- are now ;Vhen I receive your edited index, 
will convert the old ently number to the new ently numbers This will 
be much quicker and easier than starting over. You are making great 
progress! Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 07, 2008 11:38 
To: Rhonda Herman 
Sulziect: RE: Regester. Black Entertainers Index Revisions 

Dear Rhonda: Regarding the Index, I am providing a list of errors that 
I detected I did not know if I should try to edit the index itself 
since I did not want to intefere with entry number I hope that the 
revisions are explanatory. 

1) Amos and An@ have two separate entries and these should be merged 
under the one name 

2) Associated Features and Associated Features Production Company 
should be merged under the one title Associated Features Production 
Company 

3)James "Jimmy" Baskett and James Baskett should be merged under the 
one name of James "Jimmy" Baskett 

4)Some of the sut~iect headings have ’ItIE as in The Blacks in Radio -- 
Should we use the word, the? I prefer just Blacks in radio 

5)Buck and Bubbles have the word ~IIIE in front of their name and I 
prefer j ust B uck and Bubbles. 

6)Butterbeans and Susie have the word THE in front of their name and I 
prefer just B utterbeans and Susie. 

7) Censorship has the word THE in front of the title and I prefer just 
Censorship. 

8) Central Casting Bureau has the word THE in front of the title and I 
prefer just Central Casting Bureau. 

9) Downtown Strutter’s Ball (fiN~) and Downtown Strutters’ Ball (filru) 
should be merged under one title, Downtown Strutters’ Ball (film). 

10) Daughters of the American Revolution has the word THE in front of 
its name and I prefer, Daughters of the American Revolution. 

11) Discriminatory Practices has the word THE in front of title and 
prefer just Discriminatory Practices. 

12) Elruore Theater has the word THE in front of title and I prefer just 
Elmore Theater. 

13) Gilpin Players is mispelled at Giplin Players and these need to be 
nrerged and correctly spelled as Gilpin Players. 

14) Hall Johnson Choir has the ~vord THE in front of the title and needs 
to read just Hall Jotmson Choir. 

15) Harlem Globetrotters has the word THE in front of the title and 
needs to read just Harlem Globetrotters. 

16) Harlem Opera House is duplicated and needs to be listed only once 

17) A Care in Cairo (fihn) is out of alphabetical order alrd is listed 
under Hot Water. Please insert in correct alphabetical order 

18) James A. Jackson and J. A. Jackson need to be merged under one name 
of J.A. Jackson 

19) Caterina Jarboro is out of alphabetical order. Please insert in 
correct alphabetical order. 

20) Lafayette Players has THE in front of title alrd needs to read as 
only Lafayette Players 



21) Lafayette Theater has THE in front of title and needs to read 
Lafay ette Theater without THE. 

22) Eliminate ’IlIB for Lincoln Theater. 

23) Loew’s State 7]aeatre needs to be merged with Loew’s State Theater. 

24)Loew’s Theatre needs to be merged with Loew’s Theater (please note 
that ttnoughout index I attempted to change all theatre spelling to 
theater spelling) 

25) Martin Beck Theatre needs to be spelled Maltin Beck Theater. 

26) Eliminate THE for Million Dollar Productions and change Million 
Dollar Theatre to Million Dollar Theater. 

27) Merge Musart Theatre with Musart Theater. 

28) Elirmnate THE witk~ 

29) Eliminate THE Scottsboro Boys. 

30) Elirmnate THE Sissle and Black. 

31) Superman to Man (,book) - eliminate quotation mark 

31 ) Merge West-End theater with West-End Theater. 

32) Merge "Smokey" ;\~iffield and Smokie V~itfield m~der the one title 
of "Smokey" V~itfield. 

Final question - are the titles starting with A filed ~mder A or the 
next word. You can let me know if these changes are understandable. 
Quoting Rhonda Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regester: Received; thal~YOU’. Rhonda 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, November 06, 2008 3:30 PM 
>> To: Rhonda Herman 
>> Subject: RE: Regester. Black Entertainers in African 
>> AmericanNewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda : Attached is section 6 of Black Entertainers in Newspaper 
>> Articles. The only deletion for this section is listed below: 
>> 

>> Record # 19020 
>> 

>> 

>> Please note that I hope to send the book dedication, acknowledgements, 
>> and promotional form that I was required to complete in the next few 
>> days I am alos working on the Index and I am working as fast as I 

can 
>> Thanks again for all of your assistance I really appreciate your 
>> ~vorking with me. Please let me know that you have received this 
>> material Sincerely, Charlene Regester 1Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>> < Rt Ierman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 
>> 

>>> ][)ear Ms. Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file. 
Let 

>>> me know if you have any questions about style, etc, as you make your 
>>> way through the project. Rhonda 

>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 
>>> To: Rhonda Herman 
>>> Su[lject: Re: Regester Black Entertainers in African American 
>>> NewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

>>> Dear Rhonda: I received the :five parts but do you want me to make the 
>>> changes on the hard copy that I will print and then send these 

changes 
>>> to you by mai] or do I make the changes electronically? Let me know 

>>> certain Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>>> <R[ {erman@mc~ar]andpub.com >: 

>>>> Dear Ms. Regester: 

>>>> I have been working on the export of your data from the database. 
>>>> Everything looks to be in fine shape. 

>>>> Attached is the first file for you to start proofing; entries 
1-3500. 



>>> I 
>>>> ran spell check on the isle but there were some entries that had 
>~>> language that I was unable to :fix. I have attached a PDF of a 
>>>> handwritten list of entries that you need to look at specifically 

>>>> Could you please send the introduction and any other front matter 
> 
>>>> the project right away? I would like to formally acknowledge 
> receipt 
>>> of 
>>>> the project as complete in the month of September if you can get 
>> those 
>>>> items to me. 

>>>> I will work on the index this a~ernoon and send that to you so that 

>>>> can be reviewing it as you proof the manuscript. 

>>>> Please acknowledge receipt of this file. As soon as this file is 
>>>> received successfully, I will send the rest of the manuscript. 

>>>> This project represents a lot of hard work! Thanks, Rhonda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Cl~arlene B <~regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 2:44 PM 

stropiano@ithaca.edu 

Review for Espy Western Go ttome 

Dear Steve: After reading the revised version ef the essay "Western, 

Home: Sergio Leone~ ),~ew Hollywood, and the Death of the Western 
American Film Criticism," I am recommending t2ae essay for 
acceptance/pubhcation. I will send the manuscript decision form by 

mail. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 11, 2008 10:44 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We are doing 
okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at the most 
untimely moments Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
around. I feel for you and your family situation I certainly hope 
the university will be nnderstanding. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Man 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much fur yuur assistance. Hupel~lly, in the future 
I will not have tu rely on yuu within such a short notice. Thanks 
again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here yuu are. Just a few changes 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrum: regester@email unc.edu [mailtu:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mira 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 
>> Tu: Carter, E Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Letter ufrecon’unendation 
>> 

>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>> revisions were minor, :[’or consistency and fluw. I highlighted twu 
>>> places where page numbers may- be missing. 

>>> If you have other editing to corae, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>> Thanks and let me l~mw if you have questions. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester,@,emaihanc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcanendation 

>>> Dear Susatme: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>> E. Susatme" <CarterE@missomi.edu>: 

>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as welh 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihuaac.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> SubJect: RE: Lel~er of recommendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>> response I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, Charlene 

>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Charlene, 



>>>>> Here are my reconn:nended edits. ’]?he rev version has all edits accepted 

>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecorrm~endation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some tl-tree letters of recorrm~endation that I will 
>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>> available. I will attach theru in 3 separate emails. Sincerely-, Charlene 

>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>> payment ~til ~ve have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@eruail.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~eruail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconnnnndation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for yore prompt response. I may have another 
>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward payruent. 
>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> I made a few changes I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.u~c.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>> Subject: Letter ofreconnnendat~on 

>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am forwarding 
>>>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for your review of this material and I 
>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 

>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter right away 
>> I wi]l need it within the next few hours I know this is an unusual 
>> time request but things have unfolded in such a way that I am being 
>> required to re-submit as soon as possib]e Thanks much for your 
>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>> Sincerely, Char]ene Regester 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 11, 2008 12:26 PM 

Kathy~ ~nc.rr.com> 

RE: Meeting with Kathy 

Dear Kathy: Yes, this will be fine. My room is 105 Gardner Thanks 
much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Kathy 

@c 1T corn>: 

> I ~vill see you today at 3:30 if that still works for you. 
> Kathy 

©riginal Message ..... 
> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, November 03, 2008 1:29 PM 
> To: Kathy 
> Subject: RE: Meeting with Kathy 
> 

> Dear Kathy: Do you want to meet next Tuesday November 1 lth at 3:30 
> Just let me know- if this works better. My class only meets on Tuesday 
> and does not meet on Thursday Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
> Kathy~ @c rr.com>: 
> 

>> Hi Charlene 
>> I have just set my meetings with designers for the show Tuesday I meet 
> with 
>> them fi-om 3:30- 4:45 
>> Thursday I meet with them from 3:30 until 4 Can we work aruund these 
> times? 
>> I am louking forward tu it[ 
>> Kathy 
>> 

©riginal Message ..... 
>> l:rum: regester@email unc.edu [mailtu:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, November 02, 2008 4:25 PM 
>> To: Kathy 
>> Sut~iect: Re: Meeting with Kathy 
>> 

>> Dear Kathy: You can cume to my class any Tuesday at 3:30 we meet in 105 
>> Gardner Just let me know so that I can arrange my lecture time. ~[]aanks 
>> much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Kathy ~))nc.rr.com>: 
>> 

>>> Good morning Charlene 

>>> This is Kathy Williams ffum hidden vuices and DDA I spuke with Lynden 
>>> yesterday, It sounds like you all had a Wonderful meeting and many great 
>>> ideas came out ufit! I am sorry I could not juin you, I had back issues 
>> and 
>>> was hume fur the day. 

>>> However I would love to come into your class sometime next week to talk 
>>> about the auditions. That would be wonderful and I am teaching African 
>>> American theater. I would be very interested in talking to you about the 
>>> fihns you show in your class. So many early plays were made into films 
> and 
>> I 
>>> have been diligently researching them but having limited luck in finding 
>>> themt So I would love to meet with you and talk. 

>>> YVhat days do your classes meet and when would you like me to come? I 
> teach 
>>> Tues-Thur from 11 AM and 2 PM. 

>>> Looking forward to talking 

>>> Kathy Williams 

>>> khwillia@cmail.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 11, 2008 2:10 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Progress of Letter 

Dear          I am running a little behind However, I should have it 
in the next couple of days Please email me again no later than Friday 
Thanks for keeping me abreast but this ~veek has been hectic Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting 

.~email.unc edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I was just ~vriting to check the progress of my letter or 
recon~aendation. I look for~vard to hearing from you. Thank You, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 12, 2008 11:35 AM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers Index Revisions 

Reges~ter index final[1].doc 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is the revised version of the Index. All film 
titles beginning with A were moved to the beginning and all titles 
starting with THE the word THE ~vas eliminated. I hope this works 
Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Rhonda Helrnan <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: I ~vill be using the current index so please execute 
all changes to the names in the file just as you did the text Leave 
all the numbers as they are now. When I receive your edited index, I 
will convert the old entry number to the new entry numbers. This will 
be much quicker and easier than starting over. You are making great 
progresst Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 07, 2008 11:38 AM 
To: Rhonda tterman 
Subject: RE: Regester Black Entertainers Index Revisions 

Dear Rhonda: Regarding the Index, I am providing a list of errors that 
I detected. I did not know if I should try to edit the index itself 
since I did not want to intefere with entry number. I hope that the 
revisions are explanatory 

1 ) Amos and An@ have two separate entries and these should be merged 
under the one name. 

2) Associated Features and Associated Features Production Company 
should be merged under the one title Associated Features Production 
CompaW. 

3)James "Jin~ny" Baskett and James Baskett should be merged under the 
one name of James "Jinnny" Baskett. 

4)Some of the subject headings have THE as in The Blacks in Radio -- 
Should ~ve use the word, the? I prefer just Blacks in radio. 

5)Buck and Bubbles have the word THE in front of their name and I 
prefer just Buck and Bubbles. 

6)Butterbeans and Susie have the ~vord THE in front of their name and I 
prefer just Butterbeans and Susie. 

7) Censorship has the word THE in front of the title and I prefer just 
Censorship. 

8) Central Casting Bureau has the word THE in front of the title and I 
prefer just Central Casting Bureau. 

9) Downtown Strutter’s Ball (film) and Downtown Strutters’ Ball (film) 
should be merged under one title, Downtown Strutters’ Ball (film). 

10) Daughters of the American Revolution has the word THE in front of 
its name and I prefer, Daughters of the American Revolution. 

11) DiscriminatoW Practices has the word THE in frout of title and I 
prefer just Discriminatory Practices. 

12) Elmore Theater has the ~vord THE in front of title alrd I prefer just 
Elmore Theater. 

13) Gilpin Players is mispelled at Giplin Players and these need to be 
merged and correctly spelled as Gilpin Players. 

14) Hall Johnson Choir has the word THE in front of the title and needs 
to read just Hall Johnson Choir. 

15) Harlem Globetrotters has the word THE in front of the title and 
needs to read just Harlem Globetrotters 

16) Harlem Opera House is duplicated and needs to be listed only once. 

17) A Cafe in Cairo (film) is out of alphabetical order and is listed 
under Hot Water Please insert in correct alphabetical order. 

18) James A Jackson and J A. Jackson need to be merged under one name 
of J.A Jackson. 

19) Caterina Jarboro is out of alphabetical order Please insert in 



correct alphabetical order 

20) Lafayette Players has TIlE in front of title and needs to read as 
only Lafayette Players. 

21 ) Lafayette Theater has TIlE in front of title and needs to read 
Lafay ette Theater without THE. 

22) Eliminate ’IlIB for Lincoln Theater. 

23) Loew’s State Theatre needs to be merged with Loew’s State Theater. 

24)Loew’s Theatre needs to be merged with Loew’s Theater. @lease note 
that ttnoughout index I attempted to change all theatre spelling to 
theater spelling) 

25) Martin Beck Theatre needs to be spelled Maltin Beck Theater. 

26) Eliminate THE for Million Dollar Productions and change Million 
Dollar Theatre to Million Dollar Theater. 

27) Merge Musart Theatre with Musart Theater. 

28) Elirmtmte THE witk~ 

29) Eliminate THE Scottsboro Boys. 

30) Elirmnate THE Sissle and Black. 

31) Superman to Man (,book) - eliminate quotation mark 

31 ) Merge West-End theater with West-End Theater. 

32) Merge "Smokey" ;\~iffield and Smokie ~4~itfield m~der the one title 
of "Smokey" YVhitfield. 

Final question - are the titles starting with A filed uaader A or the 
next word You can let me know if these changes are understandable. 
Quoting Rhonda Herman <RHennan@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regester: Received; thal~YOU’. Rhonda 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, November 06, 2008 3:30 PM 
>> To: Rhonda Herman 
>> Subject: RE: Regester. Black Entertainers in African 
>> AmericanNewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda : Attached is section 6 of Black Entertainers in Newspaper 
>> Articles. The only deletion for this section is listed below: 
>> 

>> Record # 19020 
>> 

>> 

>> Please note that I hope to send the book dedication, acknowledgements, 
>> and promotional form that I was required to complete in the next few 
>> days I am alos working on the Index and I am working as fast as I 

can 
>> Thanks again ~l~r all of your assistance I really appreciate your 
>> working with me. Please let me know that you have received this 
>> material Sincerely, Charlene Regester lQuoting Rhonda tlerman 
>> < Rt Ierman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 
>> 

>>> ][)ear Ms. Regester: Please make the changes straight to the file. 
Let 

>>> me know if you have any questions about style, etc, as you make your 
>>> way through the project. Rhonda 

>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 5:09 PM 
>>> To: Rhonda Herman 
>>> Su[lject: Re: Regester Black Entertainers in African American 
>>> NewspaperArticles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

>>> Dear Rhonda: I received the :five parts but do you want me to make the 
>>> changes on the hard copy that I will print and then send these 

changes 
>>> to you by mai] or do I make the changes electronically? Let me know 

>>> certain Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>>> <R[ {erman@mc~ar]andpub.com >: 

>>>> Dear Ms. Regester: 

>>>> I have been working on the export of your data from the database. 
>>>> Everything looks to be in fine shape. 



>>>> Attached is the first file for you to start proofing; entr~es 

1-3500. 

>>> I 

>>>> ran spell check on the file but there were some entries that had 

>>>> language that I was unable to :fix. I have attached a PDF of a 

>>>> handwritten list of entries that you need to look at specifically 

>>>> Could you please send the introduction and any other front matter 

for 

>>>> the project right away? I would like to formally acknowledge 

receipt 

>>> of 

>>>> the project as complete in the month of September if you can get 

>> those 

>>>> items to me. 

>>>> I will work on the index this afternoon and send that to you so that 

>>> you 

>>>> can be reviewing it as you proof the manuscript. 

>>>> Please acknowledge receipt of this file. As soon as this file is 

>>>> received successfully, I will send the rest of the manuscript. 

>>>> This project represents a lot of hard workt Thanks, Rhonda 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 12, 2008 12:13 PM 

Rhonda t terman <Rt terman@mct?M~dpub.com> 

RE: Regester. Black Entertainers Index Revisions 

Dear Rhonda: At this point, an?- ~vay that you decide to re-order the 
index by re-inserting the titles starting ~vith A is okay with me It 
seemed that in some instances they were out of alphabetical order even 
if we started with the second word in the title but I think once you 
re-insert them this will be okay. Finally, I think I detected most of 
the errors or mistakes, mispellings, etc. in the index. If you have 
further questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Also, I had a little trouble returning the index as an attacl~nent and 
had to get some computer assistance to do this. The other parts of the 
book were returned quite easily but I could not send the index as an 
email attachment from my computer But as long as you received the 
revised index that is all that matters. 

Finally, this is to confirm that I have completed all parts of the 
manuscript requested of me. If I have not, please feel free to contact 
me as soon as possible. Please note that I do not ~vish to have nay 
birthdate printed ~vith this volume since it appeared in Volume I. 
Anything else that I can think oI; I ~vill forward by email. Since 
Volume II is in process, do you think that Volume I will be re-issued 
or re-printed? 

Thanks much ~2~r working with and for being patient with me because this 
has been a massive project. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Rhonda Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Wow, you have made great progress. 

Here at McFarland, we ignore articles (The, A, An) in titles for 
purposes of aIphabetization. The "A" beginning titles in your index 
will be moved back to where they are (I failed to see that you had 
asked me that question at the bottom nfyour list of corrections in a 
previous email.) The use of articles in subject entries is totally up 
to you so your correction is appropriate. Any articles deleted in 
titles we will leave as you have them now. 

Will you please confirm that we now have all input from you finished and 
finalized? 

Thanks so much for your sustained effort and keeping up fully up to date 
with your progress[ 

Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.anc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 12, 2008 11:35 AM 
To: Rhonda Herman 
Subject: RE: Regester. Black Entertainers Index Revisions 

Dear Rhonda: Attached is the revised version of the Index. All film 
titles begirming with A were moved to the begirming and all titles 
starting with THE the word THE was eliminated. I hope this works. 
Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Rhonda Herman <RHer man@mc farlandpub.com>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regester: I will be using the current index so please 
execute 

>> all changes to the names in the file just as you did the text. Leave 
>> all the numbers as they are now. YVhen I receive your edited index, I 
>> will convelt the old ent~" number to the new ent~" numbers. This will 
>> be much quicker and easier than starting over. You are making great 
>> progress[ Rhonda 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, November 07, 2008 11:38 AM 
>> To: Rhonda Herman 
>> Subject: RE: Regester. Black Entertainers Index Revisions 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda: Regarding the Index, I am providing a list of errors that 
>> I detected. I did not know if I should try to edit the index itself 
>> since I did not want to intefere with entry number I hope that the 
>> revisions are explanatol~-. 
>> 

>> 1) Amos and An@ have two separate entries and these should be merged 
>> under the one name 
>> 

>> 2) Associated Features and Associated Features Production Company 
>> should be merged under the one title Associated Features Production 



>> Company. 

>> 3)James "Jimmy" Baskett and James Baskett should be merged under the 
>> one name of James "Jimmy" Baskett. 

>> 4)Some of the subject headings have THE as in r,[~qe Blacks in Radio -- 
>> Should we use the word, the? ! prefer.just Blacks in radio. 
>> 

>> 5)Buck and Bubbles have the word THE in front of their name and I 
>> prefer just Buck and Bubbles. 

>> 6)Butterbeans and Susie have the xvord THE in front of their name and I 
>> prefer just Butterbeans and Susie. 

>> 7) Censorship has the xvord THE in front of the title and I prefer just 
>> Censorship. 

>> 8) Cuntral Casting Bureau has the word THE in frunt of the title and I 
>> prefer just Cuntral Casting Bureau. 

>> 9) Doxw~town Strutter’s Ball (film) and Downtoxvn Strutters’ Ball (film) 
>> should be merged ~xder one title, Downtoxvn Strutters’ Ball (film). 

>> 10) Daughters of the American Revolution has the word THE in front of 
>> its name and I prefer, Daughters of the American Revolution. 

>> 11) DiscriminatolT Practices has the word THE in front of title and I 
>> prefer just DiscriminatoiT Practices. 

>> 12) Elmore Theater has the word THE in front of title and I prefer 
> just 
>> Elmore Theater. 

>> 13) Gilpin Players is nrispelled at Giplin Players and these need to be 
>> merged and correctly spelled as Gilpin Players. 
>> 

>> 14) Hall Johnson Choir has the word THE in front of the title and 
> needs 
>> to read just Hall Johnson Choir 
>> 

>> 15) Harlem Globetrotters has the word THE in front of the title and 
>> needs to read just Harlem Globetrotters 
>> 

>> 16) Harlem Opera House is duplicated and needs to be listed only once. 
>> 

>> 17) A Cafe in Cairo (film) is out of alphabetical order and is listed 
>> under Hot Water. Please insert in con-ect alphabetical order. 
>> 

>> 18) James A Jackson and J A Jackson need to be merged under one 
> name 
>> of JA. Jackson 
>> 

>> 19) Caterina Jarboro is out of alphabetical order. Please insert in 
>> correct alphabetical order. 
>> 

>> 20) Lafayette Players has THE in front of title and needs to read as 
>> only Lafayette Players 
>> 
>> 21) Lafayette Theater has THE in front of title and needs to read 
>> Lafayette Theater without THE. 
>> 

>> 22) Eliminate THE for Lincoln Theater 
>> 

>> 23) Loew’s State Theatre needs to be merged with Loew’s State Theater 
>> 

>> 24)Loew’s Theatre needs to be merged with Loew’s Theater. (please note 
>> that throughout index [ attempted to change all theatre spelling to 
>> theater spelling) 
>> 

>> 25) Martin Beck Theatre needs to be spelled Martin Beck rI1qeater. 
>> 

>> 26) Eliminate THE for Million Dollar Productions and change Mrl[ion 
>> Dollar ~I1qeatre to Million Dollar Theater. 

>> 

>> 27) Merge Musart Theatre with Musart Theater. 
>> 

>> 28) Eliminate THE with NAACP. 
>> 

>> 29) Eliminate THE Scotksboro Boys 
>> 

>> 30) Eliminate ’ItJE Sissle and Black. 
>> 

>> 31) Superman to Man (book) -- eliminate quotation mark 
>> 

>> 31) Merge West-End theater with West-End Theater. 
>> 

>> 32) Merge "Sraokey" \:v2xitfield and Smokie ;\~itfield under the one title 
>> of" Smokey" ;\~itfield. 
>> 

>> Final question - are the titles starting with A filed ~xder A or the 
>> next word. You can let nre know if these changes are understandable. 



>> Quoting Rhonda IIetman <R[Ierman@mc ~arlandpub c( m> 
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T he Swedish people demonstrate a longstand- 

ing fascination with the exotk; even if as a natbn 

~Hrnked when compared with wkh rnany other 

European countries. As a 12.-year--oid, the minor 
regent Karl XH kept a’biackamoor’ page in 1694 This 

seems ~o have set o[f a veritable craze for keeping 
black boys as pages or jesters arnong the Royal 
family and members of the court, a trend that lasted 
well over ~wo centuries, ~ One o[ the mos~ weli-docu- 
merited k~stances of a black presence on Swedish 

soil was FA.L.GA. Couchi (1750?----1822), who was 
taken as a boy from the Caribbean island of Saint 
Croix and given as a present to Queen Lovisa Uldka 
h~ 1760. He became the object of a Rousseau-like 
experiment in free upbringing by the doting Queen 
and her entourage, and quickly received the nick- 

name ’BadhY for his unru? behavbur? His life and 
adventures in and around the Swedish Royal Family 
were chronicled by M.J. Crusenstolpe in the six-vol- 

ume, Xhe Blackamoor, or The House of Holstein-Got- 
to,’p in Sweden (1840-44), where Badin appears at 

the margins of the narrative as a demonic and schem- 
ing court jesters 

Edvard Matz c~aims that many of the letters, 
memoirs and diaries of ~he eighteenth century ~estify 
~o an outspoken interest in ’blackamoores’ and ’Ne- 

groes’, especially in S~ockhoim They were brough~ 
~o the capital by transatlantic trading companies 
such as ~he East India Company, and became 
documented local sights.~ According to various 

counts and portrait paintings of these young blacks, 
~hey were frequently dressed in oriental, coiourfui 
costumes, and sported by their masters as exclusive 
possessions,s Frequently, ~hey were both the objects 

of, and providers of entertainment; one of Badin’s 
responsibilities, for exampie, was to handle laterna 
magica shows for the Queen’s guests.~ 

In an oft quoted passage in Black Skin, White 

Masks, Frantz Fanon describes his presence on 
French soil as hypervisuaiised. He imagined himself 
being doubled, even tripied by the way he was 
constantiy made to appear as an exception among 
the white Parisian majority.7 To draw an anachronis- 

tic parallel~ a similar hypervisibiHty may have framed 
these exceptional blacks’ daily experience, yet their 
spectacularised existence in Stockholm also en- 
tailed various degrees of independence and integra- 
tion into the social fabric of the city. They were, for 
example, baptized and in some cases married into 
Swedish families. Badin married ~wice, and enjoyed 
the protection of the Royal Family until his death in 
1822 During the following hundred years, more d~-- 
asporic blacks came to Stockholm but, since they 
were few in number, their presence remained excep-- 

tional and repea[ed~y visualised, first in pot[fairs and 
la[er in photographs and filmsa 

This essay takes the instance of Fanonian 
’overpresence’ as the point of departure for a disous-- 
sion o[ white fascina[ion with blackness as epi[o-- 
rnised by [he revue star Josephine Baker who was 
celebrated by S[ockholm audiences in the ~ate 1920s 
and early 1930s. In an essay on the cultural construc- 
tion and deconstruction of Baker’s star image, Char- 
lene Regester claims that the European audiences 
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of the inter-war period craved biack cultural expres- 
sion, which was regarded as excitingly Other and 

reinvigorating: ’Literary figures, musicians, dancers, 
and singers - as long as they were African American 
and talented, they appealed to the European. Their 
"American-hess" coupled with their blackness cre- 
ated a cuitural fusion that was unique and irresistible 
to a European populace eager to fill a cuitural void.’9 

The cultural interest in Sweden certainly had an 
investment in ti~is craving for blackness as a revital- 
izing force. 

Elsewhere, I have argued that Stockholm’s 
late urbanization and the migration of workers to the 
city entailed a cultural climate in which modernity, 
both as vision and practice~ was constantly re-articu- 
lated.~° As I will demonstrate, Baker’s presence in 

Stocki~olm brought an added dynamic to this con- 
text. What makes Stockholm interesting as a site of 
reception is ti~at it was a comparatively small capital, 
both in size and population. Large--scale events, 
therefore, had a disproportionalely large in@act in 

the media. When ’l__a’ Baker first came to Stockholm 
in July 1928, her visil was so widely covered by the 
press that it was almost impossible Io ignore the 

event. 

My engagement with the ’local’ is necessarily 
relative since discussion of what may be defined as 
local revolves on distinctions between regional and 
national, and the continental and global. Guiliana 

Bruno, Annette Kuhn, Jan Oisson, Lauren Rabinovitz 
and Shelley Stamp have demonstrated that a double 
focus on the global and the local is a fruitful strategy 
for characterising the specificity of a given cultural 
context.~ Such a strategy also helps elucidate in 
what ways globally dominant media discourses may 
be reinterpreted or appropriated by locally defined 
practices and audiences at a given historical mo- 

ment. 
Mediated through ti~e continental and glamor- 

ous connotations of Paris, the reception accorded 
Baker in Stockholm brougi~t a range of textual and 
iconic representations of her blackness into play. 
Pi~otographs and images of Baker together witi~ a 
cornucopia of press reviews and programmes~ in- 
ciuding drawings and caricalures, rnost o[ ther-n 
produced in Ihe 1920s and 1930s, help reconstruct 
the discourse that attended her reception in Stock-- 

holm By juxtaposing the cor-nr’nentary that accor-n-- 
partied Baker’s perlormances on stage and in films 

with other types of imagery thai circulated in Stock-- 



holm, we can reconstruct the context of reception for 
Baker and establish to what degree it accords with 

her more general reception in the 1920s and early 
1930s. 

When Josephine Baker arrived h~ Stockholm ir~ the 
summer of 1928 as a star of the touring revue, Wien 

- Wien - Josephine, her fame preceded her arrival 

by at least a year. Swedish newspapers regularly 
passed on titbits of k~formation about her adventures 
~n different countries, as well as reports in the ~nter- 
nationa~~,,~oo,-moo concerning her alleged to 
If she ep~tomised ’The New Negro’ figure in the 

Harlem Renaissance and the Parisian culture of 
avant-garde negrophilia, her long awaited appear- 

ance in Stockholm seems to have been,~r~, ~oo~- 
ciated with a vaguely defined notion of 
’cosmopolitan’ glamour.~2 

Baker’s first film La Sir~ne des Tropiques (Si- 
ren o~"~h~e Tropics,. 1927, Fig. 1~, had its unexpected 
world premiere ~n Stockholm in early December 
1927, creating, according to the ~mpedal Film Thea- 
tre’s newspaper advertisement, ’Josephine Baker 
Fever in Town’ss ~1: ~he premiere o[ th~s film was 

unexpected for critics and audiences, her screen 
presence seems to have been much anticipated ~n 
many quarters. ’W~th a commendable swiftness’, 

critic Tot Burn obsewed: 

Imperial... has delivered a brand new film 
programme, ’Siren ol the Tropics’, whose bril- 

lianl star is the worid--famous muialta, 
Josephine Baker, the Parisians’ adored caba- 
ret idol par p~,f~rance. Here, she needs no 

further introduction eilher; audiences know her 
well through the weekly and daily press. ~4 

Burn goes on to commend Baker for her sen- 

suous charm and grotesque hurnour; indeed, her 
Papitou is the only enjoyable character in La Sirane 

des Tropiques, otherwise a poorly shot and poorly 
directed ’framework for a primitive genius’.~5 On this 

point, the other critics agreed. One anonymous 

wiiter noted that, contrary to American fiim narratives 
where she wouid have been cast as a marginai slave 
figure. Baker played the ieading part in this film. Her 
taient and radiant presence alone made the film 
worti~ seeing.~ 

What is striking in the reviews of the film is the 
critics’ almost unanimous pieasure in seeing Baker 
on screen~ and ti~eir deiight in her gracefui dance 

movements and comical contortions. The advertise- 
ment in the newspapers for the fiim’s premiere ac- 
cordingly emphasised her screen presence. 
claiming that she appeared ’just as in reality’.1’ Crit- 

ics called her ’agiie iike a cat’ or a iizard, an adorable 
creature with a face of India rubber. The premiere 

was packed and many people failed to gain admis- 
sion.is Running from December 1927 to mid-Juiy 

1928, La Sitgne des Tropiques was screened for an 
exceptionally iong period of time Ti~e fiim functioned 
as a long prelude or even foreplay to the real encoun- 

ter between artist and audience in the revue ~;~4;en - 
Wien-Josephine. As the premiere of the revue at the 
Oscarstea~ern approached, the film was still being 
screened in at least three inner ci~y film theatres.~’ 

A few weeks before the opening nigh~ the 
newspapers fueled public interest by informing read- 

ers of Baker’s tour which had created scandals 
throughou~ Europe Articles g~ve de~ai~s of ~he sth~k 
bombs that had been thrown at her h3 Budapest~ 

student protests agahqst her in Vienn{~, {~nd precau.- 
tions the Danish police had taken against the antiei-- 

p~ted indecent n~ture of her performance in 
Denmark.2° The questk~n w~s; would scanda~ also 

be ~nevitabie ~n Btockholm? A c~rtoon ~n Seciai.-De.- 
mokraten illustrated how the banana--clad and Char-- 
leston-dancing Josephine m~ght a~ect future f~shion 
in Stockholm, showing a population of men, women 

and children with leaves, ban~nas or ~e~thers around 
their waists (Fig. 2),~ 

Some time later, the diva arrived in the capital. 

The critic, Daniel Fallstr6m, described the s~grfifF 
canoe of the event by drawing attention to the ceieb- 

r~ties who attended the premiere: 

Apparently all of Stockholm had taken their 

cars or boats from their summer-houses to 
attend this premiere, which has been antici- 
pated with vivid interest. There [at Oscars- 
teatern] you could spot Prince Wiihelm, tanned 
and fit; and from your seat in the stalis you 
could nod at Stockhoim celebrities.2;’ 

Having seen Baker and having been charmed 
by her performance~ Fallstr6m later claimed that the 
fear that Baker was ’the most sedous danger to 
European culture’ could now be put to rest Instead, 
he found i~er to be an innocent giri~ dispiaying her 
natural taients in a generous and humorous manner~ 
all the while amusing herself as much as her audi- 
ence. Even when her movements ’transgressed the 

bounds of the aesti~etic towards the unaesthetic’~ 
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one had to forgive her as she was so ’childishly 
adorable’2s The reviewer in Socia!-Demokraten had 
seen more iibidinous responses from FS.Ilst6m and 
the Prince: ’Failstr6m appeared ..to languish and 
Prince Wili~elm licked his lips’.2"~ 

The reviewer for Dagens Nyheter saw in Baker 

a femaie Huckleber%, Finn whose mischievous tricks 
on members of the audienee eha.rmed ail those 
present. ’She’s got it. What is Ihe use of t..Ting to 
dissect the tricks of Ihis haiI-<;aste on stage? II does 

not matler from which corner of the world she comes, 
or what skin--eolour she has. You couid speak of 

Negro cuilure, but thai does not capture what r’nakes 

Josephine. She is her own iiltle culture ...,.25 The 
review is a signifieanl exar-nple of the way Stoekholr-n 
eritics were ambivalent in addressing questions of 

race. The statement that her skin colour was o[ no 
importance was not unusual, and appeared as a 
forn"~ of reservation against raciaiised discourse on 

blackness. In a way, the individualizing claim that 
Josephine was ’her own little culture’ simuitaneously 
evoked and dispiaced the ascribed significance of 

her skin colour. 
In Stockho!,~,~s Dagb!ad, the reviewer adopted 

an enthusiastic if somewhat distanced approach to 
the artist, writing that she had brought the house 

down. especially in the Jungie number where she 
performed i~er famous ’African’ dance and ciimbed 
the stage trees ciad only in a banana skirt. Yet, the 

reviewer found the entertaining qualities of her Oth- 
erness were shortqived: even if she was quite charm- 
ing, her eccentric and exotic esprit soon palled. The 
critic hoped, therefore, that Baker would only stay a 
fewweeks and refrain from opening a permanent bar 

in Stockhoim. as she had done in Paris with Chez 
Josephine. ’If cuiture cannot be saved altogether, let 

it at ieast breath freeiy for awhile. Excuse me, Count- 
ess!,;’6 

Across the board, critics demonstrated a 
marked fascination with Baker’s body and skin cop 
our. The agility of her body was compared with that 

of animals~ while the colour of her skin was almost 
invariabiy likened to chocolate. Adoration for herwas 
expressed ~hrough fragmentation, as when Sociai- 
Demokraten claimed tha~ ’Her eyes and teeth com- 
peted for the beauty prize’.2z A Fanonian reading of 

the impressions her body made on reviewers- a pair 
of gazelie iegs, roiling saucer eyes and awhite smile 
.... demonstrate how ~he white gaze exerted ~he power 
to ’cha[ter’ the blaek corporeal schema (here ~n a 

more literal than psyehoanaiytic sense) and pieee it 
together according to a ’racial, epidermal schema’.2s 

But as is well known, this fragn~er~tation was also an 
important feature of Baker’s pranks in whieh she 
wou~d expbit all prevalent black stereotypes to the 

fu% squinting her big eyes or arching her back to 
make her backside protrude in a eomicaliy ’African’ 
manner. In a biography of Baker, Phyllis Rose claims 

that the artist’s seif--stereotyping pranks were a k)rm 
of defence which spoke of a basic insecurity of 
appearance and self-presentation.;’9 

There is an interesting gender aspect to the 
doubleness of Baker’s star image, one that is not 
limited to this Iocai context. Phyllis Rose draws atten- 

tion to the fact that in the eariy stages of her career, 
Baker would often make her most stereotypical faces 
in giamorous costume: ’The cross-eyed, goofy, ster- 

eotypically blackface gdn would become a kind of 
signature, even when - most effectively when - she 
was g~amorousiy dressed, so that it seemed a 
parodic commem on her own beauty, on conven- 
tions of beauty, on the culture ~hat had made her 
famous/s° Aithough Baker was celebrated for her 

beauty, it was ciear that her looks did not correspond 
to Western norms. Her costumes, densely strewn 
with strass or sequins, must have filled contradictory, 

semiotic functions for the construction of Baker as a 
desirable feminine icon. As much as ~hey elevated 
her to the status of a sophisticated (white) prima 
donna in a convemional sense, ~hey simultaneously 



accentuated and ’textured’ her dark skin, as well as 
amplifying the bdliiancy of her eyes, teeth and hair. 
As Rose ciaims, the goofy pranks can be regarded 

as non-verbaiized comments on her construction as 
a star, but first and foremost, Baker’s stepping in and 

out of character translate as a way of drawing atten- 
tion to the possibiiity/impossibility of passing into ti~e 
realm of ideal wi~ite femininity. 

As might be expected~ the fascination with 
Josephine’s blackness surfaced in all kinds of im- 
age-based representations in the newspapers and 
publicity material that circuiated in Stockholm Many 
of the photos and drawings of her make her appear 

as various configurations along a Negroid,,’primitive 
- Parisian glamour ax‘is,s~ The mix of the two iconic 

discourses is most clearly illustrated in the Oscars- 
tea,tern revue programme where a triplet of glamor- 
ous photographs ol Baker in costume are framed by 

cor-nicaily.-drawn, iibidinous and Negroid caricalures 
that bareiy resemble her (Fig, 3). A figurative sc,hizo- 
phrenia characterises her appearance in the pro- 
gramme, as if she embodies beauty and Ihe beast 
all al once in several juxtaposed versions. 

The degree Io which Baker’s looks and agile 
body were considered not oniy beautiful, but spec- 

tacular in Europe is demonstrated by the diversity of 
photographs, poslcards, artworks, posters and cad- 
catures that depicted her.s2 hi Paris, Baker was 

indeed her own culture, not in the diminutive and 
srimordiai sense imagined by the critic ’~\b’, but 

sensationai manner: in her chateau, Les Milandes, 

she later had a wax museum built, the Jorama, 
depicting the various stages of her life.ss 

Baker’s varied appeai was exploited by herself 

as weil as by others as part ol her reception in 
Stockholm. During the sar-ne year in which L.a 
des X~opiques was released, she published an inter- 
view-based autobiography, Les tT}~.moir.s de 
Josephine Bai<er, co-written with Marcel Sauvage 

and richly illustrated by the artist Paui Coiin. The 
images from the book were among those that circu- 
lated in the Swedish press at the time of her arrival 
in Stockholm.s4 With her husband, Marquis Pepito di 

Abiati, she had iaunched severai Baker-endorsed 
products such as the popular hair-straightening wax,, 
Baker-Fix.s5 The same day as her opening night at 
Oscarsteatern, a Josephine-doli was advertised in 
the daiiy press. The doli was 60 cm high, bare- 
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costume, 
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programme for 
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chested, clad in the well-known banana skirt, and 
could be bought in the toy department at NK 

(Nordiska Kompaniet, Stockholm’s major depart- 

merit store). The advertisement for the doll was also 
addressed to adults: ’This funny doll is particularly 
amusing as an adornment sitting on the sofa. or as 
a car mascot.’36 Irl the same year, Stomatoi Tooth- 

paste produced an animated commercial short (Fig. 
4) in which Josephine Baker sung about white- 
toothed happiness (acquired ..through using ..the 
product) while wiggiing her banana skirt before 
crawling off stage on all fours with her backside high 
in the air.s’ 

A characteristic feature of Baker’s repre- 

sentation to which allusion was made in ..the reviews 
was ..the cultural-sexual ambivalence ascribed ..to her 
glamorously but scantily clad figuresa By this time, 

she had been a celebrated avant-garde icon for 

some time in Paris; her blackness as well as that of 
other African.-Amerksan artists, was ie demier Cfi.39 

Having seen the premiere of L.a revue n~.gre in 1925, 
dance critic Andr~ hevinson wrote: 

Certain of Miss Baker’s poses, back arched, 

haunches protruding, arms enlwined and up- 
lil:Ied in a phallic syr-nbol, had the compelling 

potency of Ihe finest examples of Negro sculp- 
ture. The plastics sense of a race ol sculptors 

came Io life and the frenzy o1: AIriean eros 
swept over the audience. It was no longer a 
grotesque dancing girl Ihat stood before tlsem, 

but the biackVenus that haunted Baudelairea° 

In Stockholm. critics did not pick up on the 
avant-garde significance of her blackness. Even if 
her skin colour did not pass unnoticed, the central 

question in the reaction of the press the week after 
the premiere at Oscarsteatern in Juiy 1928 was her 
semi-nudity. Since the turn of the century, debates 
concerning nudity and nakedness had been contro- 

versial issues in discourses on aesthetics, heaith and 
sexuality, and by the 1920s, the interest in (or disdain 

for) German K~)rper£uitur had given the issue new 
energy.4~ Baker’s semi-nudity was frequently 

couched in this discourse, although given a raciai 
slant. A heated debate over her performance, initi- 
ated by the daiiy paper Stock,9olms Dagb!ad, took 
place shortiy after the premiere of the revue. Readers 
were asked: ’Is Josephine a Danger ..to Cuiture? What 
Stockholmers Say’.42An unidentified ciipping, which 

includes a ietter from a ’Friend of Sound Entertain- 

ment’, reads: 

What do we Swedes have to do with this loudly 
advertised half-Negro prima donna, who cart- 

wheels and squints her eyes to make a poor 
person’s head spin. Don’t we have enough 
leg-shows and flirtation irl [Ernst] Roif’s and 

Karl Gerhard’s revues, which should make it 
unnecessary to import the pt]enomenor~ in its 
most provocative form, and on top of that, with 

a Negress as high priestess residing over the 
whole thing? ... is there no longer any prohibi- 
tion in Sweden against showing a woman’s 

entire torso?4s 

Another reader, sympathising with this view. 

wrote: 

Mr. Editor! My thanks ..to ’Friend of Sound 
Entertainment’. The Negro dance, Negro mu- 
sic and Negro humour that currently dominate. 
not only constitute dangers to our culture, but 
serve to testify that it has already been de- 
raiied. This is evident Io any person who is not 
yet a degenerale. If we adjust our tastes to 

those of the lower races, it will be the downfall 
of our cuitLJre.4~ 

A reader signing himseif as ’Unbiased Theo.- 
Iogian’. countered such an alarmist response by 
answering ’Friend’ in the following manner: 

If we admire a tree, an animal, a lake, we call 
this joy of nature. Why shouid our delight over 
the encounler with this deeply naturai human 
being be interpreted as a sign of the deprava- 
tion of our times? 

An individual artisl cannot appeal Io everyone 
at once. But those who have the capacity to 
iive in the present and to iove its art forms, and 
in the best cases, its deep sense of decorum, 
should be glad to have known Josephine 
Baker. the internationai stage revue’s most 

ioveabie child of nature.4s 

Another reader positive to Baker’s show 
ciaimed that a Lutheran and backwardqooking men- 
talky inhibited the Swedish audiences from enjoying 
entertainment that was ’continental’ and high-spir- 

ited: 

Swedes, I hope, are not ali missionaries, non- 
conformist Christians or temperance-dance 
advocates. Surely, there must also be people 
who have ti4e capacity to view beautiful 



women and filled goblets without crossing 

themselves or having a fit? Is it so incredibly 
dangerous to see an agile, well-built and 
healthy human body that we should need to 
cry out for help and call the police?~ 

The image of ’the continental’ was evoked by 
yet another Baker-iover~ ’Friend of Sound Thinking’, 

who gave vent to his annoyance at the adversaries’ 
talk of the degenerating effects of modern culture: 

Yet again the pathologically critical and ultra- 
conservative Swedish petty bourgeoisie has 
found a welcome object for its more or less 
ridiculous outpourings, now as always ad- 
dressed to a phenomenon belonging to tile 

realm of modern entertainment. ’Tile cultural 
danger’ this time is the dark-skinned prima 
donna who is a guest in our beautiful capital 
at the moment, bringing with her a breeze of 

the continent with its exclusive theatre world 
A visit to the Oscarsteatern should be enough 
to convince the mos~ fanatic opponent of ’Ne- 
gro culture, leg-shows and flirtation’ that these 

phenomena appeal ~o the discriminating 
Stockholm public. What sound--thinking per- 
son wit:is a sense of the aesthetks .--- yes, and 
maybe even the grotesque --qualities of cho- 
reographk) art couk~ be offended by the stir- 

ring and grace[ul dances perforn~ed by ~his 
dark-skinned child of nature? And when they 
are executed by an agile and well-shaped 
representative of das ewige We£)iiche, no mat- 

ter if she is of another race or temperament 

than ours, modern man surrenders uncondi- 
tionally.4z 

While defenders of moral standards claimed 

that Baker was a danger to Swedish culture as weii 

as sexual mores, her defenders saw in her an inno- 
cent child whose ’animal’ agility and ’naturainess’ 
were free of erotic innuendo If the former views 
demonstrated an openly racist slant, they often 
rected their attention towards the question of naked- 
ness rather than race. Regardless of the views 
expressed, the articles are interspersed with carica- 
tures of a dancing, topless Baker, or a photo of her 
in semi-close-up in a topless costume; in tile press, 

she dances on and cannot be contained. 

As stated in the introduction, Stockholm was 
(and still is) a reiativeiy smail capital. To a large 
extent, coverage of the media events could hardiy 

pass unnoticed by city-dwellers who went to the 
movies and regularly read the daily and weekly press 

in the 1920s and 1930s. Consequentiy, the signifi- 
cance of media events was readiiy grasped in a 
number of ways. A retrospective hypothesis is that 

the condensed iocai dynamic could make the repre- 

sentations of contemporary issues quite intense, 
particularlywhen articulated by Baker’s performance 
and culturai status. In this respect, Baker’s perform- 
ance impiies a reiativeiy intimate affair in a smali 
capital city. On the other hand, if a city can be said 
to harbour a collective psychology~ the manner in 
WiliCil some Stockhoimers responded indicates an 

inferiority complex with symptoms that were ex- 
pressed in response to, or outright rejection, of the 
signs of a distinctiy urban cuiture that occasionally 
offered an ’authentic’ modern and cosmopolitan 
form of entertainment~ Regardless of whether 
Baker’s presence was ceiebrated or berated in the 
lelter pages ol Stockholms Dagb/ad, popuiar re-- 
sponse ascribed Baker the power to infuse the iocal 
wilh all element o1: the ’conlinentai’, perhaps even 

the global. For some people, Baker epitomised a 
healthy and expansive local culture; Ior others, how-- 

ever, her presence implied the Ihreat of c~.Jlturai 
poisoning and Ihe lowering of eslablished vaiues. 

Six decades of stage and film criLicism relating Lo 
Josephine Baker’s reception ill Stockholm reveai a 
gradual readjusb~’,,ent of address. Whal is striking is 
the never-ending negotiation concerning her artistic 

capacities and looks (Fig. 5). In the initial phase, i.e. 
the period when Baker first came to Stockholm in 

-1928, the critics’ interest revolved around whether 
her stardom and her potential for creating scandal 
should be acknowledged or not. Even if she was 
more often praised than not, her artistic qualities 
were ascribed more to nature and spontaneity than 

to any particuiar skili (although the balance would 
shift towards the latter in her later career). The recur- 
rent, indirect question in the 1920s was: can Baker 

be acknowiedged as a star and, if so, wilat consti- 
tutes her stardom? In the entertainment magazine 

Scenen, the headline of a review read: ’What and 
who is the brown Josephine? A sensational diva- an 
impresario product- a stock-certificate - tile woman 
in Europe!’’e How and according to what culturai 

paradigm should iler high-spirited singing and danc- 
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ing be valued? In trying to answer this question, most 
critics were on thin ice since their familiarity with 
Parisian and African-American stage-based cuiturai 

output must have been iimited. 

When Josephine returned with stage revues in 

1932 and 1933, several critics commented on her 
artistic quality by recapitulating their first impression 
of her performance in 1928. Ail agreed that she had 
undergone a ..transformation tha..t had led her away 
from her former spirited ’savagery’. Depending on 
the significance they ascribed to this change, they 

related her talent to a mix of artistic deveiopmen..t and 
race ’Sminx’ in Stockhoims Dagbiad wrote: 

The advance publicity certainly did not lie: 
Josephine Baker has evolved incredibiy since 

she was here last. Then she was a little dark- 
skinned savage who swung in iianas with ba- 

nanas around her waist, stuck out her 
backside, rolled her eyes and squinted them 
so that her eyes reached ..the roo..t of the nose. 
Well, she can still perform those tricks, bu..t they 
are only glimpsed now and then, as a reminder 

ol her former self. Now she is, first and k)re- 
most, a serious ballad-singer, [ascinatin% vi- 
brant with ii[e and intensky She ~s wonderfully 
free of affectation. The crudely primkive has 
gone, but she ~s stil~ a captivating child of 
nature She sings her songs as if she sang 
them spontaneously, for the first time ..~ The 
I~[tle African with the delicate vok:e will surely 
draw many packed houses at the Chinateatern 

’ e 50 during her stay n ~re. 

In this review, as in most other reviews at the 
time, child metaphors abound together with aliu- 

sions to the degree to which Baker had either left 
behind or had kept her savagery.:~’ Dagens i’~,heter 

noted that her ’backside still retains those inimitabie 
faciai expressions’ as when she was here last.’°2 As 

earlier, ’chocolate’ is a constant anaiogy in descrip- 

tions of her: 

The chocoiate-brown prima donna from Ca- 
sino de Paris cannot complain about the way 
she has been received by our so-calied chilly 
country on her re.turn visit. The China audito- 
rium was packed from floor ..to ceiiing, and 
cheers rose in an even and inspiring cre- 

scendo from the diva’s entrance ..to her las..t 
fareweli wave wi..th a iong brown arm through 
the curtains .... [She] has not changed as 

drastically as the advance publicity had prom- 
ised. She still retains the same proportion of 
gamin temperament, but does not lavish it on 
the audience as ferociously ... Josephine’s 

strong and primordial temperament, further- 
more, aliows her to perform as a tragedienne 
to good effect. That, combined with her child- 
ish playfulness, her modern, reckless artistry 

and the musicality peculiar to her race, all 
make i..t abundantiy clear why she has such a 
sure grasp of her audience/ 

Such responses are typical of the positive 
reception Baker was accorded by some reviewers. 

For critics who were not so en..thusiastic~ Baker’s 
stardom was not simply questioned, it could be 
pulled to pieces at ..times. In Scenen, a columnist 
contradicted a very en..thusiastic review by ’Cather- 
ine’ in the same issue. The columnist hardly paid any 

attenlion to Baker’s performance, but ga.ve an acrid 
account of her way to ’success’. The article offered 
an entire micro--biography in a mocking tone: 

Philadelphia is her first stop She is employed 

at the Standard.-Thealre as a ’Nigger Girl’. The 
pay is 10 dollars per week ... After a few 
lasonths she pops up in New York. No agent, 
no theatre wants her. Everybody laughs at her, 

saying that she looks like a ’monkey’ 
a jingle--jangle ~heatre-<swner takes pity on her, 

and lets her play ~n a grotesque number. 

But not even here can she endure for long; it 
is always the same Then ,Josephine gets this 
spiendid idea: she will dance naked, or half-- 
naked, only clad in a girdle. Now her success 
is incredible. Her beautiful body is an attrac- 
tion and after a year, she earns 250 dollars a 

week. In i925. a good manager took her to 
Paris ... 

She dances the ’banana-dance’ and sings, 
’Yes, sir, that’s my baby’ ... the next day all of 
Paris sings the tune and the theatre is sold out 
for several weeks in advance. Josephine now 

earns a 1000 dollars aweek ... 

The rest of Europe starts to take an interest in 
her ... the metropolitan cities offer huge fees 

... a Negress is on her way to gaining world 
fame, and many think it remarkable ... 

She comes to Berlin ... they commend her 
well-performed songs in the revue, her agile 
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¯ ~Jeo not come. body, but the big success ~ff- o 

Munich, she is not even allowed to perform. 

But Josephine has big is a]s ...~4 

’H.S.’ goes on to account for the ways in which 

Baker succeeded in creating scandal but utterly 
failed to make artistic progress. Considerable space 

was devoted to her marriage to Marquis Pepito di 
Abiati which the reviewer regarded as a crafty career 
move when success did not come her way as quickly 
as si~e i~ad expected. Only towards the end of ,,the 

review did ’H.S.’ mention her recent show: 

And now a new Josephine conquers the world 

with new numbers but without bananas. Re- 
cently, you could see this in Stockholm. The 

audience would not leave, and when she fi- 
nally threw flowers to the enraptured audience 
from her dressing room, they practically fought 
over them 

Because the poor little Negress from Saint 
Louis is now a great artist and a rich wl~e.-~ 

Arthur Johnson, another critic who was scep- 

Iical aboul Baker’s talent, wrole about her in Fi/r~iour-. 
na!en, recalling his memory of her new--found 
stardom in Stockholm 1928 as a backdrop for evalu-- 
ating her artistic progress The tone is characterised 
by chilly banler: 

Well, here she is again, Ihe Swiss ohocoiate-- 
coloured Negro child! She who climbed like a 
monkey in the jungle of Ihe Oscarsteatern a 

couple of years ago, and became just as 
famous for Ihe string of perky bananas encir- 
cling her waist, has now grown famous for her 
new--born, Iiny soubretle voice. In those days 

[her perlormance] was nothing less Ihan pure 
Nigger joy, displaying the savage’s unwilling- 
ness to wear clothes, paired with the woman’s 
joy in showing our Lord’s Creation at its best. 

If you didn’t know that a Darkie is a child ruled 

by primitive impulses and a naive spontaneity, 
you can find that out here and now. At our 
latitude, such a happy invocation of being has 

never been seer] before. The aims and legs of 
the 23-year-old beauty whirled incessantly, as 
if in a celebratory hymn to life. When she stood 

on her head with her bottom in ,,the air, her 
spiritual side came to its fullest expression.5¢ 

Johnson initially praises Baker as the dainty, 
chocolate ’she-animal’ whose well-shaped body he 
had seen generously displayed at the Foiies-Ber- 
g~res in Paris. But since then, he claims, Paris has 
quickly grown tired of Baker. She has, nevertheless, 

responded to this mortification with intelligence and 
artistic flexibility, and has succeeded in making a 
comeback by refining and reconstructing her artistic 

persona with more lavish costume and a distinctly 
French singing technique. Fie goes on to refer to a 
friend he met in the vestibule of the Chinateatern after 
her premi6,re, who spoke delightedly of her as a new, 
coioured Sarah Bernhardt. Johnson~ finding the 
comparison somewhat amusing, observes: 

I cannot imagine a more exorbitant homage to 
the beauty’s newly fledged chansonette skills 

~, I can assure him that Sarah wili never have 
to turn under her simple stone slab ... for the 
sake of a Negress 

The joy of imitation runs in the blood of the 
savage, and even if it doesn’t take much 
thoughtlessness to forget that the art of acting 
is mere monkey tricks refined through the mil- 
iennia~ one must not mistake primitive drives 
with knowledge. It would be going too far, in 
celebrating the equatorial region, if you antici- 
pate that in the fullness of time Josephine will 
be able to handle more than the spirited lines 

of a chamber-maid 

In truth, with a good ear and an even keener 
eye, she has learned to imitate the charac- 
teristically French chansonette style which~ in 
and by itself, can be found everywhere. This 
said, there is no need to mention Mistinguett, 
which would be resorting to more violence 
than necessary Well, that is the Casino de 
Paris-Josephine of 1932~ who has grown more 
mimicaliy aware in the upper region as well, 
c’est tout.57 

The reviewer ends by paying a condescending 
tribute to one of her typicai comic stage postures on 
all fours: ’In all circumstances, here is the fitting and 
beautiful Swedish homage: the backside crowns Ihe 
Glory!’ 5s The irreverent mix of praise, eroticized 

fascination and raciaiised disdain running through 

Johnson’s article is interesting since it: illustrates how 
far he thinks Baker can evolve without overstepping 
the limits of her race’s alleged capacities. Among all 



the ’calculated’ turns of her career that ’H.S.’ and 
Johnsor~ ciaim to expose, her ambition to ’imitate’ 

and master the white chanson tradition was found to 
be the most provocative. This was a boundary she 
shouid not try to cross.’m As Regester has observed, 

Baker’s new voice created a watershed in the evaiu- 
ation of her talents. Despite the positions taken for 
or against her vocai technique, Baker’s voice was 
considered an appropriation of white culturai expres- 
sion, wi~ereby she attempted or actualiy succeeded 
in ,,transcending her eti~nicity,c° 

Critics negrophilicaily enamoured of Baker 
and ,,those not so fascinated by her adopt a simiiar 
vocabuiary on many occasions. I would ciaim ,,that 
their ri~etodc was premised on an inverted logic of 
agency In the iaudatory reviews discussed above, a 
significant factor in Baker’s success related ,,to i~er 
specific raciai traits. She had learnt to manage an 
inherited gift leavened with appropriate Western re- 
straint, partly by refining it, partly by reducing her 
former ’African’ reckiessness to a successfully at- 
tractive mix. Th~s made Baker appear as a slightly 
passive administrator of her talent. Critics such as 
Johnson and ’H.S’, on ~he other hand, inadvertedly 
a.ward Baker a surprising degree of agency and 
~ntel~igence, even when putting her down. She is 

described as business-minded, smart, and e~ther 
cynksaHy or naively capable of exploiting her (natural) 
attributes and I~mited talents to the full. Public rela- 
tions is a specifically sensitive spot for the critics; 
they despise the crass commercialism that was 
sorted on her star build-up. In drawing undeserved 
attention to herself, ’H.S.’ accused Baker of appear- 
ing seriously dishonourable. 

In due course, Stockholm critics would claim 
a certain amount of knowledge about the scope and 
cultural significance of Baker’s talents. To some 

extent, their response from 1932 onwards shows an 
underlying desire for her to stay sdmitive and child- 
~ike. Others saw the very change as an evidence of 
Baker’s evolution. Yet, the shared premise was that 
her race was a limitation ~o artistic perfection, a 
~endency which Charlene Regester likewise traces 
~he white Amedcan reception of Baker.6~ Drawing 

attention to ~he two critical camps may not add to our 
received knowledge concerning ~he interrelation of 
~he primitive and the modern, a dynamic in which 
Baker was located, bu~ i~ is interesting to no~e the 
unanimous remarks concerning her performance 
and star persona ~hat arose from both enthusiastic 
and critical parties. 

A few years later, the juxtaposition of Baker’s stage 
and screen persona makes yet another interesting 
phenomenon surface in the cdt~cs’ v~ews of her: on 
this occasion, even more distinct with regard to her 

looks. That her fame rested in the late 1920s as much 
on her grimaces and body movement as on her 

beauty and scanty costumes ~s c~eariy visible in the 
columns and the images that c~rculated of Baker. At 
this point she was neady always regarded as ador- 
able, regardless of how much she transgressed the 
norms of femininky with regard to luxury revues. She 
was constantly referred to as ~he chocolate- or caf@- 
con-ieche-coioured beauty, and during her Hfe, her 
body (later increasingly corseted) never stopped 
intriguing Swedish critics as an attraction in itself. In 
discussing Baker’s appeal as a un~versa~ ethnic 
Other in the Parisian music ha~l, Fa~imah Tob~ng 
Rony exemplifies how cdt~cs, commenting on her 
energetic performance and appearance, saw her 
fer-rfininity as both desirable and monstrous, neither 
entirely human nor animal She is described as fright-- 
ening and entks~ng, an unstoppable natura~ force,62 

For S[ockholm critics~ th~s dramatic ~n[erpre[a[~on ~s 
totally absenL her ’savagen!’ or ’grotesquedes’ are 

mostly perceived in corn~ca~ terms. 
When the f~hl~ Zo{# Zo#_~ came to Stockholm in 

January 1935, however, something interesting hap-- 
pened the moment cr~[kss had the opportunity [o 
compare her, by now, ~an%ar stage presence wkh 
her screen persona. After seeing the film, they sud- 
denly discovered that she was ’ugly’ which, however, 

did not seem to have lessened her charm. ’Eveo’ 
wrote: ’She plays a part and she does it ~n an excel- 

lent way. Her ugly and agile face can express both 
feeling and psychological motivation. She is tal- 

ented, Mademoiselle Baker’.es An uncredited writer 
in Vecko-Joumaien claims that ’one really likes this 

coloured woman with the ridiculous little face and the 
beautifully modeled legs’,64 while a reviewer in So- 

cial-Democraten discovered that she ’plays on’ her 
body, her voice, her ’rolling eyes’ and her ’tempera- 
ment’, ’alterna~eiy sad, ugly and w~thout make-up, 
aiterna~eiy fair and happy’.(m 

Part of the explanation for Baker’s perceived 
’ugliness’ on screen may be because critics d~d not 
respond well to the colour change she undem~vent 
between her appearance on stage and on screen. 
’Jerome’ found that Baker certainly had evolved, but 



that her skin colour was not flattered by the transition 
to ceiluioid. Furthermore, despite her vivacious tem- 
perament, he claimed that she iacked the acting 
abiiity to bring out amorous feelings for her male 
counterpart, Jean Gabin/~6 In a similar way, the critic 

writing for Dagens Nyheter connected Baker’s tem- 
perament and expression with her bodiiy appear- 

ance -’the lankiness of her body (with the comically 
accentuated backside)’ - and went on to express 
regret that ceiluioid did not do her coiour justice to 
the same extent as i~ does her ac~ing spiriL6z The 

reviewer in A~onbiadet maintained that excepting her 
songs, the star did not come out weil on fiim, and 
added ti~at this was hardly due to a lack of acting 
talent.6s 

As mentioned earlier, it seems as if critics 
found the most intriguing aspect of Baker’s screen 
persona to be her virtual presence; she appeared 
’just as in life’ before their very eyes. This counts for 
Zou Zou as well. In a way, the critics’ inclination to 
draw direct I~nks between the actual presence of 
Baker on stage and her screen presence shows tha~ 

~he fascination w~th her body was not an insignifican~ 

eiemen~ Moreover, this way of responding to the 
Iqled~LJm brings associations close to those o1: a 
much earlier period in the history of film when ini[iai 
encounters with the ’liveness’ of the moving ~mages 
were, at least in one well--known case, perceived as 
an uncanny s~mulacrum.69 In a similar manner, the 

loss of Baker’s desirable bronze colour ~n film may 
have translated as a loss of her organic life and of 
beauty. 

Apart from the loss of fidelity in Baker’s per- 
ceived skin tones, what may have sparked the 

change of opinion regarding Baker’s looks? A cross- 
reading of the reviews of the stage revue and of the 
film, Zou Zou indbates that medium specificity as 

well as the distance from which the spectator sat 
relative to the stage or screen may have played a 

significant role in how Baker’s irr~age was perceived. 
In the transition from the relatively long distance that 
separated critics and the stage artist in the revue to 

their facing a black and white close-up of Zou Zou in 

the film, some transformation had been effected: she 
had suddeniy grown in scale, had become someone 
else. In short, it would appear that Baker’s image had 
been transformed from one that was exciting, charm- 
ing and endearingly funny to one that was, poten- 
tialiy, monstrous. 

if Stookholm was a small and p~dph~ral c~t~ oi 

entertainment ~n the 1920s and 1930s, its audiences 
shared a common European fascination with black- 
ness. As demonstrated in the reception d~scourse 
surrounding Josephine Baker’s early film and stage 

career, the Stockholm critics’ interest in her black- 
ness was paired w~th a more general desire for things 
continental. Moreover~ her presence imported a new 
sense of international energy which initially upset 

traditional cultural values. 
In the critical reception accorded Baker’s 

stage and film work ~here is~ as we might an~icipate~ 
a fascination w~th Baker’s face and body, I would 

suggest, however, that ~his response to her perform- 
ances arose from ~heir fixation with her black pres.- 

ence rather than her capacity to satisfy an appetite 
for the exotic. Given that her early popularity can be 

characterised as a transatiantie and decidedly mod.- 
ern!pr~mitivis~ phenomenon, the critics’ endorse- 
ment of the phenomenon attests to the discourse in 
which they unders[ood her perl:ormanee and her 
blackness. If the Stockholm reception of Josephine 
Baker did not depart significantly from other Euro- 
pean responses to her stage and screen persona, 
Stockhoimers in the i920s and 1930s certainly had 

their own ’take’ on her. 
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The Diva PoJitics of Receptio  

Jeanne Scheper 

The US expatriate performerJosephiim Baker (~ 9o6-75), who 

lived primarily in France from 5925 ~o :~975 and became a French 

citizen in ~937, is best remembered tbr spectacles of modern 

primitiYism such as the costumed cabaret dances represet~ted it~ 

films like the ~9:,a° - extra~’aganza tShzces.s :l?~m :lain (dir. Edmond T. 

Gr&~ille, France) and Zo~tzo~t (dir. Marc All{?gret, France, 

Bt~t she also tamot~sly staged her priYate litk’ tk~r public cot~sump- 

tion, pertbrming a vast array of personae in mat~y ditt~ret~t loca- 

tions: as star of stage and film, as modernist mu.se, femme fatale, 

primitive savage, inmrnmional sp?~ ~ransnational antiracist ac~i~ 

isL at~d as an icon of motherhood. 

Born Freda McDonald, Baker fled poverty at~d traumatic 

memories of the violent 19~7 East St. I~ouis race riots by seekiilg 

work in the theater. At runes considered too, kmm, and too dark" 

tk~r chort~s lines, she let~ St. Louis to work as a dresser touring ot~ 

the Theater Owners Booking Association segregated circuit 

African American YaudeYil]e companies. Eventually she worked 

her way into the chorus as a comic pertbrmec and ultimamly she 

landed a role in Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake’s already popular 
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and groundbreaking Sh.~£[/e Aloftg in 19sl. tlere Baker got her 

professional break and was q~ickly recruited to more principal 

roles, ewmmally being tapped to s~ar in an "all-Negro" sI~ow, La 

~vvue ~g-~ (~9z5-27). Caroline Dudley Reagan, a liberal white 

NewYorker and socialite, conceNed this show as a Ha,{em export 

for Europe. ArrNing in Paris at the height of la vqgue r~gr~, Baker 

acI~ieved a status, ~:andom, and recognition ~ha~ she was never able 

to translam into commercial success in the US. Even so, Baker 

became an iconic international figure, la Jos@hine or la Bake~; 

moving thro~gb the transatlantic c~lmral circuits that helped 

define popular ~:male stage and screen perfbrmers in the early 

twentieth cenmr~; a time when public pert?)rmances of the "pri- 

vate" self coalesced as obligatory and defining elements of ~k’male 

stardom. 

It~ Time (~oo3), a graphic piece tiom the parody series 

ttouse t0r Josephine Baker by contemporary architect Darell 

Wayne Fields, appropriates the t~m~ous 19~8 Adolf Loos design 

House for Josephine Baker and puts the architectural design 

under erasure witt~ a large red X, whose ink bleeds across a parodic 

Time magazine~      . cower. The standard red iiame of the magazine 

cover is taken up in the red of the X, with its echo of black militant 

resistance. The image of the hoarse has been pasted over familiar 

line sketches of Baker dancing naked or wearing a banana skirt or 

one of her o~her ~andeville ou[fits. But instead of being erased or 

covered ove~; these sketched figures seem to break tiee fkom the 

page. Baker’s dancing bo@ in motion seeps through the image of 

the house, as a series of her dancing ti?et seem tea@ to carry it oft~ 

As multiple dancing Bakers surround and overwImlm [he outer 

periphery tiaming the house, her mobilily strikes a marked con- 

trast with the solid and staid block of high modernist architecture 

designed to captivate tmr2 

in the [iAlowing pages, I examine the politics of Baker’s 

mobility and her complicated staging of race, sexuality; and nation- 

ality by interpreting her performances, on stage and screen as well 

as oft; through ~he lens of spec~m:orship and recep~:ion. I exam- 

ine the redeployment of Baker’s iconic status at three sites: the 

tsmous ~969 photograph of Baker’s eviction tiom her home Les 



Milandes in France; the full-length animated feature Les t@lettes 

de Bdl~will~: ( 77~e 7’}@Iel.s ojBdl~wil& dir. Sylvain Chomet, France/ 

Belgium!CanadaiUK, zoo3) in which Baker makes a brief appear- 

ance as a cartoon figure; and Madame Sara (dir. Karim Ainouz, 

Brazil, 2oo2), a fihn based on the memoirs of a legendary Brazil- 

ian drag performecJofio Francisco dos Santos, that treats Baker’s 

Pri~ce.ss Tam Tam as i~ was screened in :~ 93os Rio deJaneiro. These 

citations mark some of Baker’s contemporaw incarnations while 

contributing to a retrospecti~ por ttblio of Baker as a cultural icon 

and female star that sets her in motion rather than freezing her 

in ~he fkame. Using ~heories of disidentification, or "the critical 

recycling of toxic images,’’~ i examine how contemporary recita- 

tions introduce critical hindsight into the significations that Baker 

herself exhibited on stage. "Disidentification," defined by.Jos~ 

Esteban Mufioz as a perfbrmatiw: recitation, can be liberatory, fBr 

instance, when it critically recycles tired images or racist, sexist, 

and homophobic stereotypes. According to Mufloz, disidemifi- 

cation may also be a spectator practice, "a way of shuffling back 

and fbrth between recepiion anti production" (~5)- By looking at 

contemporary recitations of diva icon la Bake1; i examine Baker’s 

multiple and often conflicting perfbrmati~ embodiments of her 

own iconicity as modern primitive. 

’[hken together; ~hese competing and w~ry diff~:rent recep- 

tions retiame nostalgia for Bakec showing how nostalgia itself can 

be a risky yet powert~d af[~ctiv~ structure ~br recycling the past in 

order to imagine a future through cultural materials that hax~e an 

oppressive history. In this sense, modes of reception and fdndom 

work as prodnctive fbrms of aftbctive agency even as they partici- 

pate in oppressive circuits of voyeurism and performance. While 

Baker scholarship has effectively critiqued the colonizing ethno- 

graphic gaze and ~he racist male gaze thal entrap Baker in a prison 

house of primitivis~ discourse, much like the melancholy birdcage 

tiom whose perch she,sinoso, in Zoggzogg, it has had less to say, about 

Baker’s other m~diences, those who mW ha~’� viewed Baker’s home- 

sick birdcage lament fbr Haiti, fbr instance, fiom a ~ransnational, 

black diasporic, black fbminist, or queer perspective. As part of my 

discussion here i want to explore a certain queer fbminist nostalgia 
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tbr Baker whose bad-girl antics and daring performances of black 

hyperfemininity in the early par~ of ~he twentieth century antici- 

pate la[e twen[ieth-century self:marketers offi?male trouble such as 

Janet Jackson, Tina Turner, and Lil’ ~m.~ Baker is the progenitor 

thor perfiJrmances as mass marketable as those of megas[ar Jen- 

nifer Lopez and as commercially resistant as the cross-race, cross- 

gender displays of cult drag impresario Vaginal (Creme) Davis, 

who recemly staged a cabaret tribute night devoted to Baker at a 

Los Angeles bar renamed for another infamous ~wemieth-cenmry 

transatlantic dub diva, Bricktops.5 

Holding onto Baker as an icon of African American fi’mi- 

nism can be unsetding since she made her li~ing through the spec- 

tacle of the black fbmale body, on sta~eo, deploying racist tropes 

and perpetuating "Black Venus" narratives of primiti~ist exotic 

sexuality; while also pursuing the trappings of white stardom?5 ~i?t 

by, lookinoo [~as[ the desire, 1o .j" udoem Baker’s perfk~rmances either on 

their political efficacy or on their aesthetic merits, we may fhshion 

a critical methodology that moves beyond the persistent dichotomy 

of exercising or lacking agency: Is Baker a race woman or a race 

traitor? is she a pioneer of racial equality or a dnpe of the racist 

colonial gaze? Does she deploy resistant feminist camp aesthetics 

or does she remain complicit as an ot-dectified iJ~use of the mod- 

ernist male gaze? Is sire an indicator of the emerging modern 

era or a representativ~ of the passing Victorian colonial period? 

By examining her pertk~rmances as new and difierent audiences 

rework them, I constr~ct a politics of performance in wMch Baker 

moves throug~ various locations and identities in order to carve 

out a habitable space fior modernism’s Others, tk~r those bodies 

classified and contained through scientific racism’s pervasi~,e and 

gendered ideology as prir~zitive or devia’~z¢~and then rigorously 

excluded and exploited under European colonialism and Jim Crow 

segregation. 

Such tropes of diftL~rence, essential 1o apartheid logics as 

well as to "civilizing missions," were taken ~p and redeployed d~r- 

ing the European in~:erwar cultural vogue f?~r I~zrt ~@e by prac~:i- 

tioners off modernism such as Jean Cocteau, Gertrude Stein, and 

Pablo Picasso. ’lb this list i would add Paul Colin and josephine 

Baker, emphasizing their collaboration in the production of some 



of the most famous primitive images of Baker, namely; a series 

of hand-colored lithographs included in L~: tumulte ~oir (~9z7) 

and liner echoed in Fields’s It~ ~#~e. A~ times avant-garde artists 

such as the surrealists sought to undermine colonial thinking by 

revaluing the so-called primitiv~ as an antidote to the repressi~ 

edicts of"civilization." seeing access to the creative unconscious in 

Af~ican sculpture and religious artifacts.7 Nonetheless, they often 

retained troubling and essentialist t~mtasies about the primitive 

that took the form of racialized exoticisms. Even when artists and 

writers a~tempted through ~heir own experimentations to critique 

i~g)erialism and the destructive consequences of imagining civiliza- 

tion and.~r°°resso , through the violence of colonialism, they otlen 

repeated the representational logics that structured ideas of Euro- 

pean progress and modern civilization in relation to an imagined 

atavistic Afiican primitivism. Baker’s body became exactly such an 

aesthetic site fior exploring and expressing [he fkaught relationship 

of modernism and primitivism. And while Baker herself capitalized 

on such equations, she also refl~sed to be scripted in litany wa)’s. 

It is importan[ [o think [hrough a figure like Baker at this 

particular cultural moment. ~Ks ~oo6 marked bo[h the centenary 

of her birth and saw the production of new discourses of the "un- 

American," Baker’s life is a reminder of the cultural connections 

between the perceived dangers of entertainment anti the perceived 

danger of critiques of i~justice at home and abroad. Precisely 

because of Baker’s contradictory and multila~red deployment 

of race, gendec and nationality, I arg~m that we can productNely 

ref~ame our own nostalgia f6r he~; especially ai: this moment when 

a turn toward nostalgia might take its most conservative ff)rm as a 

turn away fiom current threats~imagined and otherwise~and 

toward an idealized ahistorical past, th~s erasing any progressive 

politics of perf6rmance. 

Instead, turning our critical gaze to multiple and other 

sites of reception allows us to remember the extent to which Baker 

prod~ced complexity within the limits of the historical spectac~- 

larization and commodification of t:he black ff~male body: Con- 

temporary receptions of Baker may criticize or rework her image, 

even as they explore the nostalgias associated with it, incorporat- 

ing what Linda tt~tcheon has termed "the necessary addition of 



irony to this nostalgic inheritance" of modernity:s Such receptions 

produce a range of performances, reminding us tha~ Baker herself 

produced a disrlq)md and disrupting narrative of black woman- 

hood. These receptions ask: Who is watching? Wha~ is at s~ake 

flmse difl~rem poims of reception? Wha~ happens if we refl~se ~o 

remember only one Bakec be tha~ Baker onsmge, Baker in ;he 

banana skirl Baker under FBI surveillance, or Baker very publicly 

evicted flom her home in France in ~969, an image she ensured 

would saturate tim global media? 

Each ske of reception no~ only works ~o identify" a particu- 

lar audience or consumer of Baker’s image hm also produces an 

interpretation of Baker that demonstrates the pertbrmafive side 

of reception. Each site not only produces meanings in excess of 

her original performances but also works to restore significations 

retroactively; allowing ~br los[ meanings or potentials m come into 

dialogic plaF: Raflmr than seeing such transhistorical exchanges 

as moments at which the present imposes or fixes its own criti- 

cal obsessions on the past, or as moments at which nostalgias for 

authentici[:y do the work of erasure, we migIu see such critical recy- 

clings as reinvenfions as well as restorations that both make visible 

and produce Baker’s own diva politics. 

Baker’s "Danse sauvage" from La r~ue ,t~g’,~: and her 

trademark [u[u of s[:yqized bananas~in which she first appeared 

in "Danse des bananas" tbr La f!)lie dujo~x’r at the Folies Berg{!re 

(19~6), deploying her other 

signature ll~ove, silly faces~ 

presen~ quinmssential exam- 

pies of the black ~km~ale 

flmcfioning as a liminal space 

in modernism for an imagi- 

naW encomuer between the 

primitive savagery of the jun- 

gle and tee civilized mode> 

nity of the cosmopolitan city. 
Josephine BakeFs audience as 

This encotlnter iS parodically xepxescnted in Les 
reversed in ~:he opening scenes (d i,. Sylvain Chomet, France/’Belgium/ 

of the animated tk’ature Les CanadaiUK, ~oo3) 



A ce{ro-toon repre,,eotatiot~ of 

Josephine gakec~s banana daocc in L~v 

lripl~ltes de Bd&~i~le. in a black- 

and-white retro toon-wkhin- 

a-toon opening, which 

homage to Disney animation 

of the x93os, Baker makes a 

Bevy Boop-like cameo danc- 

ing in her fhmous banana skirt 

to the musical accompaniment 

of p~ango Reinhardt. Her audi- 

ence is represented as a theater 

~illed with repetitions of the 

same white couple: a lecherous 

lkde old man accompanied by 

an exaggeratedly fat society 

woman in pearls. When Baker 

appears onstage to perform 

her banana dance~lannch- 

ing into a hallmark move in 

which she imitates an animal 

by dancing on all fbnrs~the 

crowd of identical geezers 

goes "bananas." They jump up from their seats and, "going ape," 

li~erally turn into a pack of monkeys, rushing the s~age after, as 

it turns out, not Baker but her bananas. Here whi~e male desire 

to devour the spectacle of primitivism in the fbrm of the black 

female bo@ onstage threatens to nndo its own social performance 

of decorum, exposing the inf=antile and sexual desires behind the 

civilizing mission: ~hat is, the drive [k)r natural resources imagined 

as d~e drive for the ~kmale body through the t~minization, posses- 

sion, and rape of colonial lands2 Of course, they are also stealing 

back Baker’s parodic phallic signifiers. As this scene illustrams, the 

process of incorporating tim Other always threatens the coherence 

of tim modern and the stabilky of the whim civilized masculinity it 

imagines, revealing its own miscegenous desires. 

In 193~, Baker was elected @men of the Colonies at the 

Exposition in Paris, an irony not missed by the Frend~ public, who 

decried Baker’s lack of claim to colonial su~jectbood. Celebra> 
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ing the colonies of North AIrica and their natural and cultural 

resources, the exposition was designed around faux dioramas that 

purported m display people in their native habi~au While Baker 

later had to relinquish her title, her music hall perfiormances consti- 

tuted a parallel world of display and commodification of the black 

bo@ ttowcvcr, as Mae G. [ ~enderson argues, Baker’s performances 

should perhaps be measured fbr their "distance fiom," rather than 

their repetition of; the ethnographic display of the black fk’male 

body epitomized by the historical exploitation of Sarah Baartman, 

also known as the IIottentot Vem~s.m Baker served as a transitional 

figure in the move f~om such nineteenth-century ethnographic 

spectacles of colonial dif[srence to mass-entertainment spectacles 

of imagined racial dit~krence. 2>rri Francis has fl~rther shown how 

"Baker’s popularib~ depended on the way Baker performed her 

own finne and ’fieedom.’ ,u~ Baker’s per[brmance of fieedom as an 

expatriate served to reinforce ideas of France as racially tolerant, 

smuring over the racial politics of French colonialism and assuag- 

ing colonial guilt while at the same time exposing the practices of 

[ JS racism. 

On stage and on fihn Baker repeatedly flmctioned as the 

primitive tbtish, posing as a unNersalized colonial suk~ject turned 

modernist muse. The aestheticized encounter of European 

ernism and its colonial other demands the other’s incorporation 

in[o the modern as i[s ok~jech Les ~’r@lettes de Bdlevill~’ disrupts this 

process of incorpora[ion, as it is impossible to locate a coherently 

modern figure. Whiteness is represented as atas"istic in the scene 

described above, with the coupk’s in the audience representing 

a queer comic trope abou[ the degeneration of white bourgeois 

marriage: the t~t lady’s excessive body implies the conple’s sexual 

d.ysflmction, while the small man represents impotence and sub- 

mission. This couple figures European civilization itself as exces- 

sive and degenerate. Similarly; [he protagonists, the fic[ionalized 

triplets, cleverly introduced as an act that shares the s[age wi[h 

Baker, represent the passing of vaudeville stage performance, pre- 

sented here in a ff~rrn I call ~:he nostalgic grotesque. 

The crisis of masculinity implied by ~:he grotesque male 

body is essential to the modern, representing an anxiety over the 



postcolonial status of patriarchy° As the fihn ironically turns the 

grotesque discourse of degeneration back onto the white male sub- 

ject ~hat produced ih it signals the inabilily of master narratives to 

comain the vitality of those subjects they attempt ~o control. The 

historical Baker’s dignity somehow remait~s imact in this scene as 

the retro-toon places white viewers uncomfortably in the vaudeville 

spectators’ seats, fbrced ~o come ~o terms with tImir own nostalgia 

or desire [br grotesque images of peribrming black bodies.~ In Les 

~{pZ~’t~’s & Bd*~,il& clearly the white gaze emerges as primitivizit~g, 

not the performance as primitive, as Baker’s audience turns into 

the very lhing i~ has f~earflflly pr(~ected onto her body. 

Baker herself capitalized on thejuxtaposition of primitive 

and civilized, as her perfbrmances as "natives" (with their jungle- 

theme costumes and animal associations) were set against public 

appearances in haute cou[ure evening wear. Feminists have long 

argued fbr Baker’s deliberate parodic deployment of primitMst 

tropes, finding resistance rather than acquiescence to exo[iciza- 

tion in her use of comic faces; her intentional "forgetting" of dance 

steps; her insistence on perfbrming "her own idiosyncratic moves"; 

and her abilib, to "manipulat[e] the com’emions of primitMsm 

to gain a considerable amount of comrol over her audietme.’u~ 

Phyllis Rose (albeit in problematic critical language that maps the 

grotesque back on to Baker) argues that Baker’s eye crossing "fimc- 

tioned like a magical gesture of self defense in a specifically erotic 

arena, i~ wards off the relentlessly erotic gaze of whoever might 

have been looking at her as. mythically, one warded off vampires 

by making ~he sign of the cross. Af1aid in some way of evoking 

undiluted sexual excitement, she thwarts the deeply provocative 

contact of eye with eye not.just by a~rting her owt~ eyes but by jam- 

ming them grotesquely up against one another.’q4 Interrogations 

of Baker’s agency continually return ~o such moments of comic 

interruption, unscripted improvisation, or feminist camp 

determination to question whether they prodnce new meanings 

and disrupt old paradigms. Contemporary critics and artists must 

confront all t[m wa}qs in which Baker and her oeuvre seem con- 

straitmd by racist US vaudeville performance com~mions, such as 

blacktsce, or haunted by traditions of etht~ographic spectacle, or 
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circmnscribed by the particular obsessions of modernist aesthetic 

primitivism, ttow do these ways of looking produce Baker? And 

what is Baker’s own contribution ~o [his fig~m~? 

The ~ext in Fields’s I~ 7~me reads "Notes on the Eviction of 

josephine Baker." With ~his caption placed below the Loos design 

Itou.se for Josephine Bake~; which is barred by the large red X, 

Fields exposes the historical irony of a modern house designed to 

captivate Baker but never btfilt as a home for her. tle also points 

to her later very public eviction flom Les Milandes, her comrrm- 

na] farm in France and the site where she staged the creation of 

her ideal f~amily, whom she called the "Rainbow ’[~ibe." But Baker 

can be viewed as having experienced nmnerous evictions. First, 

we might see her as evic[ed from the US, driven out by her experi- 

ence of racism and the images of white mobs of men and women 

a[tacking black people in the violent East St. I,ouis race riots that 

haunted memories of her childhood)5 Fields further describes 

Baker as evicted from the aesthetic and cultural legacy off tarlem: 

"The d~Kcrence between I,oos hou~ e and tlar]em is not one based 

on the obvious distinction be[ween house and city. The diff[~rence 

lies in how the two deal with blackness. Harlem has, aes[hefically 

speaking, moved on. it cominues to manutscture and expor[ black- 

ness on an unprecedented scale and does so without.Josephine’s 

assistance. ~lb pu[ it another way, Harlem prod~tces blackness while 

archi[ecmre merely associa[es with it~Harlem evicted.]osephine 

long ago, while architecture continues to seek her audience.’’~; 

While Itarlem may have evicted Baker, relegating her to a kind 

of shameflfi past, what is compelling is the f~ct that Baker herself 

participated in the staging of these evictions. 

in a photograph that received imernational circulation, 

we see Baker. at age sixty-two sitting on the back steps of her Les 

Milandes chateau in the rain, surrom~ded by bottles of Pettier, 

wearing only her housecoat and a cap, with a blanke[ across her lap 

and bare fket. Her home had been put up fbr auction, and knowing 

that the new owner planned to forcibly remove her, she contacted 

the press, and the cameras rolled. But mfiike Norma Desmond 

(Gloria Swanson), the deluded diva of S~tnset Bo~leva~’~l (dir. Billy 

Wilder, US, 195o), whose morbid expulsion flom ttollywood is 



staged as a grand entrance, Baker went kicking and scratching, 

resisting her eviction from the scene. The ?/’ear was 1909, and the 

image of Baker’s eviction demands to be viewed in the context of the 

civil rights mox,ement in the US. Baker~whose political response 

to American racism had been a self:imposed exile that provoked 

criticism for her absence from the US civil rights movement~ 

staged a particular image of her f~)rced eviction. While Harlem 

may have let go of hex; Baker’s s~aging of ~he eviction was designed 

to bring her closer ~o the quotidian experiences of tlaflem. 

in fact, as a ~,ocal critic of racial discrimination, Baker spoke 

out internationally about the lives of A~5ican Americans and other 

people of color in ~he US. As a figrmer member of France’s iigreign 

service and a spy figr the French resistance against the Nazis, Baker 

deployed her dNadom as a political wea.pon, given that it provided 

her with both a cover and i:he privilege of mobilily: Later she would 

draw explicit connec{ions between t~scism, apartheid, and racism 

in dit~rent national contexts. She spoke passionately about the his- 

tory of race riots in the US and wrote a column for a French paper 

about her experiences of discrimination in i:he US while traveling 

anonymously in the South. Using the moral au~:hority of a global 

perspecti~ and the publicity machine of a stm; Baker was able to 

shame America for its racism. Unsurprisingl?; the FBi and State 

Department perceived any discourse other than one of progress 

on race relations as a threat to national security and a tool of anti- 

American propaganda. As Baker became more outspoken, the US 

State Department became increasingly invested in domesticating 

her by making her a good sui~ject and holding her accountable to 

a citizenship that she had already r(~ected. Because her movements 

could not be restricted by revoking her passpor~ (she held a French 

one), there were more s~btle campaigns ~o discredit her at home 

and abroad. 

~Ik~llingly, the stNheading given to Baker’s files on the FBI 

Web site reads, "The ihmot~s nightclub entertainer was thot~ght 

to be invoNed in coummnist activities, howevec no evidence was 

ever fk)und that proved orbed’rise.’’ri The doublespeak of this sen- 

mnce re~,eals ~he FBi’s continued a~emp~ to scrip~ Baker as f0re~r 

under suspicion. Baker’s diva status necessi~amd a special t0rm of 
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repressive scrutiny. The US government did not simply engage in 

a passive spectatorship by collecting data; rather, its surveillance 

was aimed at defining the idemities of those i~ watched. The clip- 

pings in Baker’s files were meant to implicate her on the wrong 

side of the Cold War.~s ~Ks an archive, the 359 pages of FB[ files 

on Baker draw heavily on clippings from ~he commllnist ~%5~:Fs 

Dai~,, the black press, and translmions ofkems in ~:he international 

press, in an a[tempt to contain her mobility and political influence, 

the Stale Department strategically disseminated [his intbrmation 

abou.t Baker to foreign embassies and the US press, successfl~lly 

imerfbring with her ability ~o travel and speak ou~ al)ou~ racial 

discrimination. 

Ultimatel}; the FBI files on Baker ser~ as an ironic archi~. 

They show her as a captive of a kind of surveillance that attempted to 

neutralize her political critique by f>aming her as an un-American 

pro~ocateur and propagandist. But d~ey simultaneously document 

all the wa}~ she effectively escaped the bounds of US government 

cultural and political comrol. In attempting to create a portrait of 

extremism, these tiles instead depic~ a moderato, though~hl, and 

polkicalty engaged Baker who, as an expatriate, claimed license to 

critique US race relations through a transnational lens. Through 

the FBI files we can construct another set of Baker performances, 

namely, as a social act:ivist, a role fbr which sire is less often remem- 

bered. Nevertheless, I would argue alongside Mary Dudziak that 

the FBI and State Department interfbrence harmed Baker’s caree~; 

"denlying] her the role she sought for herself as a personal ambas- 

sador fbr equality" and creating ~he circmnstances under wI~ich 

Baker turned fiom tim public sphere of ~he stage to the private 

sphere of the f:amily to express her political voice (569). 

In ~9:%,~ Baker and her h~sbandJo Bouillon began selg 

consciously conducting a pseudoscientific experiment in multi- 

cultural harmony by adopting twelve children of difti:rent races 

and religions.~ Baker and Bot~illon wanted to demonstrate that 

their children co~ld grow and thrive together and become a fam- 

ily; a "Rainbow 1iibe" as she called them in response to white 

supremacy. Baker’s rainbow vision of domesticity stands in marked 

contrast 1o the domesticating marble hot~se designed fbr Baker by 



Loos, a zebra-print affair of black-and-white horizontal stripes that 

red,iced the idea of la Baker to race and redfaced race to a prison 

house of competing visual grounds of black and white. ’[i)gether 

gake~; Bouillon, and ~heir ~wel~,e children inhabited an experi- 

mental community a~ Les Milandes in which ~heir private lives were 

open to ~he p~blic ~hrough oftScia] tours and ~isi~ing ho~rs. I~ was 

also home ~oJorama, a wax museum f~amring tableaux of Baker’s 

lit~. Like other t~male stars of her era, she cultivated celebrity by 

staging the details of her private li[( t0r public consumption, 

parading in public with large exotic pets d~ring her early career 

to publicizing her love aft~irs in multiple and contradictory bit)- 

graphical pro!jeers, and finally to exhibiting her public construc- 

tion of the multiracial i:amily as a model United Nations. 

gall]i]y as multiracial spectacle became not only a way 

of producing politics through ~;he per~k)rmance of domesticity 

but also ikmctioned as a new tiame t0r la Baker, the di~a. 

ilv;, romantic coupling,, and the domestic represent exactly, those 

ends persistently thwarted in the narrative trajector?, of Baker’s 

films, in which she had white male costars. These limits reflect the 

combined cultural fk’ars of miscegenmion and sexual promiscuity 

prc~jected onto Baker as a leading la@ who represented both the 

New Woman and the New Negro. These racist cultural anxieties 

were exactly those tha~ Baker defied in her li[k~. The production 

of a multicultural f:amily by the diva became essential not only to 

reim,igorating Baker’s star status but, as it turned out, also to the 

end~rance of her life and legend: her unofficially adopted child 

(and male diva in his own right),Jean-Claude Baker, assumed the 

active guardianship of Baker’s legacy, writing a biography of his 

chosen mothec opening the restaurant ChezJos@hine, and sea- 

ting ~p a foundation in her memor}c 

The public dissemination of the s~aged "private" self 

emerges as an obligatory and defining element of twentieth- 

century t~male celebrity. And transnational adoption as the pub- 

lic performance of motherhood-as-philanthropy has e~olx,ed into 

a recurring contemporary motif of fi’male stardom. No~able 

examples include Mia Farrow, who in t973 began serially adopting 

children of diffcrem racial, ethnic, and national origins (also chil- 
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dren with a variety of difficult health needs), and Angelitxa.Jolie, 

who, after joining the [ ~N High Commissio~x for Refugees, adopted 

a son f}om Cambodia and more recently two children f~om dif: 

fbretxt comxtries, as well as made a point of giving birth to her 

biological child in Namibia. By im~oking these ~wo very diftbretxt 

actresses, I do not intend to co~xflate their inte~xtions, desires, or 

politics as adoptive parents. I do, howeven want ~o point ~o an area 

that remains to be fully explored by ~kminist criticism, that is, the 

celebrity of~:amily and especially the figure of the celebrily mother 

engaged in cross-cultural serial adoption. Celebrity performances 

of motherhood raise broader materialist ~minist concerns about 

the global traffic in children at~d the commodification of"dispos- 

able" bodies it~ the world ecot~omy. 

Baker was well aware that her p~blic performance of altr~- 

is~:ic motherhood reversed several important racialized ~:ropes: that 

of the black woman as a bad mother; that of the white woman as 

morally superior and thus fit to adopt, at~d finally, that ofthe black 

child as m~iversally needy or neglected. Baker as a black mother, 

and a wealthy one, t:o poor whim children, as well as to children 

of o~her races, produced an important rescripting of public dis- 

courses on race and motherhood. Baker peril)treed disidet~tifica- 

tion through the incorporation of "a moment, ot2ject, or s~ject 

that is not culturally coded to ’connect:’ with ~he disidentif}dng 

suk~ect.’’~° Baker undermitmd categories into which her body was 

t~ot seen to fit: f~male stardom, successful motherhood, at~d the 

nuclear unit seen as a prese,we of the white family. B~t I would 

argue tha~ Baker’s social per~brmances as mothec wifi?, and activist 

are as integral to understanding her cultural work as are her stage 

dances and fihn peril)finances. Baker’s stagit~g of the Rainbow 

Tribe turns out to be one of her most significant performances, 

and an important elemen~ of that perfbrmance is ~he collapse of 

the public-private divide. However; as a political critique of racial 

prqj udice, the Rainbow’Dibe reasserted a problematic racial essen- 

tialism: Baker expressed racist ideas abom the supposed predis- 

posit:ions of her children, seeing each child as having racialized 

propensities toward certain skills and talents. 



Despite the multiple ways in which Baker’s politics were 

domesticated by others--symbolically in the form of modernist 

arch it e c t ure, m ore literally by s tam-sp ons ore d s urveill an c e duri n g 

the McCarthy era~her pertk~rmances and her iconic diva status 

(whether on view in her s~age shows and films, or in receix, ing the 

Legion of Honor fl:om French president Charles de Gaulle, or in 

her role as ~he mother of the Rainbow Tribe) open up reception 

spaces of more progressi~,e critical possibilities. 25 conclude, i 

turn to queer appropriations of Baker in ordec again, to reimag- 

ine Baker’s own politics of performance. Baker’s late s~age career 

might easily be read as another tragic ending to the reign of a 

sex symbol threatened by the decay of her beauty~according ~o 

mainstream standards and ~uicklv chart ~ing aesthetic ~astes. ~ {ere 

i~ is important to note the way in which the term diva is some- 

times attached, with negative connotations, to the bo@ of older 

women, and especially to older black ~hmale stars, in a way that 

relegates them to the past. in defiance of such gendered scripts 

of female stardom, Baker continned on stage ~mtil the week of 

her death, perfk)rming primarily in the mode of high glamom; 

wearing costumes that evoked her most provocaiive and rew?aling 

early peri0rmances, tler costumes suggested nudity with the use 

of flesh-colored body stockings and f0rm-t?tting e~ening dresses 

that flattered her svelte body and enhanced her larger-than-liik~ 

image, which was literally augmented by the use of huge cabaret- 

s~yle fhather headdresses. Unabashedly exhibiting a periL)truer past 

her prime whose indomitable spirit refuses to conform to the limits 

of the body or social strictures, Baker’s perfi)rmances neatly lent 

themselves to camp appreciatkms of i:he diva. In fhct, fi)r her ~973 

return to Carnegie ttall in New kqork she was marketed explicitly 

to an American~gay audience .... ~ A foremother of fl-~e "bioqneen," 

Baker had a humorous appreciation f?)r the tools that made her 

fhmale stardom radiate, and she approached the construction of 

glamorous fhmininity on the stage with the same disruptix,e humor 

toward gender identity that had characterized her representation 

of race and fk~male primitivism in her early career.:~ 

Drawing attention to the per~0rmativity of identity catego- 

ries, Baker recycled the cultural fantasies attached to her person 
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and to her own mythology: tter queer appropriations of the con- 

sm~ctedness of gender and race went beyond the production of 

a high camp sensibility as "expressing what’s basically serious ~o 

you in terms of tim and artifice and elegance," to cite Christo- 

pher Isherwood’s ~954 definiti°n-~ [t was rather Baker’s ability to 

cannibalize oppressix,e forms that at times ga~e political salience 

to perf~rmances thin otherwise might appear retrograde. Here I 

am borrowing Maryse Condd’s fbrmulation for the amicolonial- 

ist tactics of Caribbean authors: "Cannibalism is what ~)n do to 

what yo~ love. You eat what you worship b~t also make tim of it.’’~ 

While Baker unabashedly sought the f~me and fi)rmne of a diva, 

she simultaneously understood all the ways in which see was not, 

as a black woman, meant to claim the space of glamom; wealth, 

or high art. She understood her own ~mcanny position and can- 

nibalized the tropes of stardom and negrophilia: she incorporm ed 

them, digested them, and recycled them to her own ends. Hence 

Baker’s own iconicity comes to lend itself to cannibalization, to a 

reworking of nostalgia for potentially liberatoQ~ redeployments. 

Karim Ainouz’s film Madame Sa~d is based on the mem- 

oirs ofjofio Francisco dos Santos (x9oo- x976), tee son oF slaves, 

a gay street fighter, a criminal, and a drag performer who spent 

twenty-seven of his seventy-six years in prison, becoming a legen& 

a~’ figure in the s~reets of Rio de Janeiro?5 The establishing shot 

of Mada~r~e Sara shows a badly beaten Dos Santos (Lfizaro Ramos) 

staring at the camera while a ~oice-o~er recounts his numerous 

social and criminal offenses, incl~ding (according to the subtitle 

translmion) the charge that he is a "passive pederast, who shaw?s 

his eyebrows and imitates women, even changing his own voice." 

tle is introduced to us in a long take that mimics a police mug shot. 

For Dos Santos, who makes a living as a petty criminal and a pimp, 

almost every space is impossible to inhabi~some~hing to which 

his bruised and bloo@ t~ce testifies. Through the character of 

Dos Santos, the film explores the legacy oFslavery in the aFtermath 

of abolition (~ 888), as well as Afro-Brazilian diasporic cultures of 

resistance and sn~’ival. 

Wc see the film’s first evocation of Baker as the camera pans 

across Dos Santos’s apartment to giimpse newspaper clippings of 



her tacked to the wall by his vanity table. Asked by a stranger if he 

is a fa.n of Baker, he responds. :’Of la Baker, I am a disciple." Dos 

Santos sees himself not as a f;an but as an initiam of la Baker. For 

him, Baker has something dMne to teach. Throngh Baker he can 

gain a measure of tYeedom by manitksting her performance and 

authorship of glamour, celebrib,, and female stardom. In short, he 

is giwm license to inhabit cultural spaces that have excluded his 

bod~; spaces that would otherwise prove toxic fbr him. While he is 

punished tear impersonating a white cabaret sta~; Dos Santos can 

inhabit la Baker’s esprit and vesm~ents with impunib,. 

Early in the film, the cabaret where he wo~s as a dresser fbr 

a white performer appears to oftkr some respite and opportuni[ies 

fbr creati~ fantasy; But this potential is shattered by the realization 

that his employers ha~’e no intemion of pa)’ing him for his work, 

and tha~ the woman he dresses is filled with contempt f?~r black 

people. She is especially contemptuous of his admiration oL and 

aspirations to, her line of work. When she comes into her dressing 

room to find Dos Santos wearing her costumes and queering the 

words of her perfbrmance, she is livid.~; He apologizes and effi~- 

sivety praises he~; trying [o explain his admira[ion for her ar[ by 

revealing that he has learned all the words to [he number. She is 

disgusted and cruelly rqjects his praise. IIe gives her his word that 

i~: will no~: hN~pen again, and when in return she verbally abuses 

him and dishonors "his word," he becomes enraged, rips her cos- 

tume, tears into her dressing room, and physically a[tacks her. 

The cabaret first appears in the second scene of the fillJ~, 

fbllowing the opening image of Dos Santos’s arrest. The ini~:ial shot 

in [he cabaret is of a blue beaded cur[ain over which we hear the 

soft and gravelly ugice of a chanteuse perfbrming the story of"The 

~,oo~ Nights," as glasses clink in the background. At a musical cue 

fiom the piano, the curtain is pulled back to reveal a close-~g~ of 

Dos Santos’s fhce emerging fiom the beads. Suddenly; the fihn cuts 

to two well-dressed men watching [he act from a cafd table, then 

back to Dos Santos lip-synching, then to another iJ~an standing 

and watching, ~:hen back to Dos Santos, creating circuits of visual 

exchange and a space that are coded as homosexual~ until we see 

a shot of a woman’s breas[s in a glittering costume. The fihn cuts 
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ambiguously between the woman’s body and Dos Santos, suturing 

th eir cabaret performances. When the camera finally pu.lls back to 

a space behind Dos Samos, we can see tha~, in *5c~, he is s~anding 

behind a beaded curtain at the back of the bar singing to himself 

and watching the woman per~brm onsmge. We realize that the 

film’s editing has momentarily allowed Dos Santos to realize his 

dream of being center stage. However; he is no~ the one actually 

singing and being watched by the male customers; the f~male per- 

fbrmer is.57 Later in the film we discover that it is not really the 

white star whose role Dos Santos wants to inhabit, but that of 

Baken 

The second occasion in which the film explicitly evokes 

Baker is when we see Dos Santos in a movie theater watching 

cess 7am 7am. What interests me most about Madame Satd is how 

ff represents Dos Samos’s disidenflfication with Baker’s primitiw? 

personae. Disidemiflcation in this scene suggests identifications 

across gender and nation that are less about performing a new 

identity or inhabiting an old one than about the possibility of per- 

fbrming agains~ a~g fixed identity altogether~perfbrming con- 

L~izaro Ramos as Dos Santos and Marcdlia Cartaxo as 

Laurita in a n’_.ovie theater watching Josephine Baker in 

l’ri~zcess" 7h~ 7h~. Still t~’on’_. Mada~ Sat~_~ (din Karim Ainottz, 

Brazil, ~oo~) 



Josephine Baker in 

fS’hzcsss 7hr, 7hm (din 

Edmo.ud T. Grdville, 

France, ~935) as 

shown in Kar]m 

Ainouz~s M, dame Said 

flicting identifies in order to explode each, or perff~rming a space 

of contradiction that enables new social ~ormadons. Mufioz argues 

that the r~ection of toxic notions of the self by minoritarian sub- 

jeers is not simply an individual rebellion but is part of ~he process 

of tile creation of "counterpublics~communities and relational 

chains of resis[ance that contest tile dominan[ public sphere."~8 

And it is this potential Dos Santos sees unfolding. 

Through such processes of disidenfificafion, Baker as a 

colonial exotic in Princess Tar, ~rn can be reworked by Dos Santos 

as a liberatory figure. Elizabeth Coftman has argued persuasively 

that "in Pr&ca~s lhm lhm, the gaze or camera perspective is white, 

masculine, anti.., ambivalently ’colonial.’ ,,~9 In this film, driven 

by a Pygmalion plot, Baker plays a universalized colonial sut~iect, 

Alwina, an anachronistic primiti~ living in the modern moment. 

She serves as a muse whose primitivism (blackness in the film is 

represented [hrough a conflation of nonwhi[e ethnicifies fkom 

Af1ican American to Aflican and Arab) becomes a conduit fbr the 

white colonial suk~ject, here a British author; to regain access to his 

creative ~mconscio~s. Seemingly"tamed"by the British author and 

his agent, Alwina is brought to Paris to test her skills at passing as 

"civilized." The scene we see Dos Santos watch is the final dance 

number and the moment at which Alwina fhils the test. 

} Iowever. as the character Alwina fails, the film allows the 

diva. la Baker, to break thro~@~ the character and appear "as her- 

self" in the film. Alwina, dressed in a satin gown, has been brought 

to an upscale Parisian nigt~tclub [o watch a Busby Berkeley-style 

dance number. In Madame Said, we see Dos Santos watching this 
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scene intently, and as a flicker of a smile appears on his face, the 

camera cu~s to Alwina at her table furiously drinking champagne 

while she passionately watches ~he stage, barely resisting the urge 

to dance. ~ the som~d ofzMfican drums and maracas grows more 

imense, a ~horoughly intoxicated Alwina ~akes ~o the stage, kick- 

ing off her shoes~one landing in an ice bucket and the o~her 

hi~ting an old man in ~he head. After a cut back ~o Dos Santos, we 

(and he) watch ~he ihmous sequence in Priestess ~ Yhm that cuts 

rapidty between Alwina-as-la Baker--who has torn her dress to 

gain the mobility to perform her own uniq~m diasporic ~ernacular 

dance~and tim image of an Afkican male drummer who seems 

completely foreign [o the nightclub scene, perhaps because the 

tL~otage appears to have been spliced in ~kom an ethnographic 

fillJ~. The so~md of the dr~m~beat soon overtakes the scene, signi- 

~}~ing Alwinaila Baker’s "return to A~kica" and ~he ~hilure of t[~is 

colonial ~i)~ Ii~ir La@ experimem. 

[n Madame Sa~d, as the editing camera work, and Baker’s 

dance in tSincess Yhm ?hm become increasingly energetic. ~he 

film cu~s ~o Dos Santos as he sinks imo his theater seat displa?~ 

ing an expression of imense pleasure. His sinking gesture marks a 

momen~ ofa pri~,a~e communion between di~,a and de~,otee. Inter- 

estingl?~ Madame Satd edits o~ a key plo~ elemen~ in Pri’~c~;s ~2~ 

Tam~he ~hct ~ha~ Alwina’s drinking is ~he result of a plot by tI~e 

wrimr’sjealous wifk~ who hopes to undo tmr tmsband’s experiment 

by exposing Alwina’s "ci~,ilized" appearance as a ihcade. But the 

wife’s plo~ fails when, like Dos San;os, the nightclub audience loves 

~he per~i~rmance, and Alwina emerges as a s~ac triumphing in a 

version of Baker’s original succg:s de scandale a~ the Th~fitre des 

Champs-Elysdes. But in Madame Sa~d, the shot of Dos Santos tucked 

into his seat and smiling gi~es u ay to images of the Alwina, la Baker 

dance se(pmnce. At the climax of this numbec the film cuts to Dos 

Santos standing befk~re a mirror; fl~lly made ~q~ and getting into 

character; af?er which he triumphantly takes the stage as the diva 

Jamacy. 

Despite his initial expulsion f~om the cabaret, and later 

fkom an upscale night:club, Dos Santos, taking a cue fiom la Bakec 



realizes his dream of becoming what he calls "an artiste" engaged 

in queer public performance before an audience of admirers. 

After his firs~ drag performance he confides ~o the owner of ~he 

bar, "When I was on stage, I was filled wi~h ecstatic joy." I,()()king at 

~he bar owner’s pictures of himself as a young boxing champ, Dos 

Samos ~ries to make the bar owner understand his own sense of ~ri- 

umph, implicitly juxtaposing ~he two realms for the public perfor- 

mance of gender: boxing and drag. Previously; we saw Dos Santos 

perform only privately in his shared apartment in a decaying urban 

building that is nonetheless portrayed as an idyllic rooftop escape. 

The apartment and, later, the Lapa bar [orlJ~ the key sites for Dos 

San~os’s own staging of diva resistance to state, (:lass, and social 

violence through the production of queer f~amily and cornmtmity. 

Taking center stage, so to speak, in the domestic sphere, e~en dur- 

ing long absences in prison, Dos Santos acts as both protector and 

pimp f~)r I,aurita (Marcdlia Cartaxo), her child, and ’[~bu (Flfivio 

Bauraqt~i), who together work [he s[reets to support tim Dos Santos 

hou.sehold. Within complexly gendered power @namics of matri- 

archal and patriarchal domestic violence, butchitemme control, 

and queer affilia~ions, Dos Santos cares fk)r and protects ~he finnil~; 

managing its survival in an infbrmal 

When he finalty talks the bar owner into allowing him 

fl~rther performances, he does so under the guise of heterosex, 

ual love~he will perfi)rm ost:ensibly in celebration of Laurita’s 

birthda~ The perfi)rmance he choreographs is in tSct an ac[ of 

mourning fbr the loss of his gay Io~,er, Rcnatinho, wt~o was killed 

in a hate crime. The realized performance, in which Dos Santos 

dramatically emerges onsmge as the divaJamac~; is not, I woul(t 

argue~    , a f~male impersonation. Ra[he~; i[ is a transnational drag 

perfi)rmance of queer male cross-identification with black f~male 

stardom. I want to suggest that Baker’s mobile diasporic diva ico- 

nicity grounds t:his perf?)rmance. Jamacy perfk)rms fi)r a queer 

mukiracial f~mily of f?iends, Io~,ers, and children, including pros- 

titutes and strangers who come [ogether at the local bar in Lapa. 

Like Baker’s. Dos Santos’s performance of the di~,a is framed by his 

own staging of finnily. Both divas imagined they ha(t the right to 
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have a family. Imagined family of Ikrs an idJlic space in which the 

domestic flmctions as a political imaginaW that exceeds the limita- 

tions of the nation-state, especially as ~he nadon-s~ate is imagined 

througt~ racial hierarchy and class immobilit> All this is realized 

by complicated diasporic transnatiot~al circulations of culture that 

bringJosephi~m Baker, an American expatriate in a Dench film, 

to a Brazilian audience. 

Dos Santos’s Baker-inspired drag performance becomes 

the centripetal [})rce for the formation and survival of a queer 

cotmterp~blic imagined as a space of radical freedom for new for- 

mad(ms of I~mily: class, sexuality, race, nationality, and gender. All 

this is a result of what Brett Farmer calls the "t~bulous sublimity 

of gay diva worship," understood as "a practice of resistant queer 

utopianism" and "of queer authorizatio~ and becoming" with its 

"disorganizadonal impulses" tha~ significamly move "toward bo~h 

subjective tiacture ar~d subjecti~ restoratiotL’’s° By paying atten- 

tion to Baker at multiple sites of recepdon~like those evoked in 

Las ~dpI~tt~s &: Bdl~ville, the Rainbow TribeiLes Mila~des evictio~ 

photo, and Madam Satd~we can break tiee ~}om the captivity nar- 

ratives of nostalgia, colonialism, and Black Venus eroticism that 

often fix Baker in reductive and reactionary tiames. By revealing 

her ability to move through and cannibalize paradoxical class, 

racial, national, and gender idemi~ies, Baker’s pertbrmances and 

diva iconici~y have ma~ked out potentially resistant and liberatory 

ps~vhic and cuhural spaces for maW a twemieth- and ~wet~y-firs> 

century Other. 



For their giiis of time and insig|~t, I than k Mm~rizia Boscagli, Karl 

Bryant, Dana Collins, TiffaW Willoughby Herard, Laura Holliday, 

Zia lsola, Kristin Koster, Fred Moten, and I L I.. T. Quan. Special 

thanks to Denise Ferreira da Silva for directing my attention to 

Jo~o Francisco dos Santos. Versions of this essW were presented at 

the School of Criticism and Theory (SCT) at Corrmll University 

(~oo4) at the annual meeting of the Modernist Studies Association 

(Vancouver, ~oo4), and for Dana Gollins and Dan Gee’s Creative 

KnowledgesiCultural Productions course at the University oflMissouri 

(Kansas City, :?005). I benefited greatly t~om these conversations 

and especially from the community of scholars in the "Literary’ 

Cannibalism" seminar at SCT led by the fierce intellect of Mawse 

CondO. For their astute editorial contributions, I owe muc[~ t|~anks 

to Alex Dory, Patty White, Sharon Willis, and the Camera Obscura 

editorial collective. 

Baker’s films also include the silent film I.a sir&~e de.~ lr*.q)ique.~ 

(,%vn c}i’the Tr@i~, dir. Mario Nalpas and Henri ~tiSvant, France, 

~9~7). Other archival footage includes Paris i~,}~s a Womar~ (dir. 

Greta Schiller. i JK, ~995); It’s Bla& E’~terlai~me~Z (dir. Star~ 

Lathan, US, ~oo2);Jazz (dir. Ken Bnrns, UK/US, 2ore); bttimate 

Porgrait:Jos@hine Baker (dir. Mark Israel, US, ~998); 77re Secreg 

gq&:rg’ei Ei;enslein (dir. Gian Carlo Bertelli, Switzerland, ~987); 

Ct~asi~g a Rai~bow: ~he L~ q/Jos@hine Baker (dir. Christopher 

Ralling, UK, ~986); Zdig (dir. Woody Allen, US, ~983). Kino 

recemly released a DVD of Zonzou with extra song selections 

and cornmentary: fl)s@kine Bake’s: Tke ~{~man (~oo5). There have 

also been~ ~ . " g ] " ~ and ficfionalized accounts a numb~ ofb~oora ~h~s 

of Baker’s 1K?:, h~duding the tbrthcomingfl~s@ine Baker 

and L~: Tke kon and tke ~5~g~ge (Champaign: 1 lniversity of Illinois 

Press, ~oo7) by the sociologist BenneuaJules.-Rosette. In English 

see Phyllis Rose,j(azz Cle@aZ~ (~NewYork: Doubleday, ~989); 

Stephen Papich, Reme’mberi~gJos~l)l~i~e: A I3iNr@hy 

Baker (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, ~976); Lynn Haney, Nahd 

at the ~>asZ: k Biography q/Jos@hine Baker (NewYork: Dodd Mead, 

~98~); Bryan Hammond and Patrick O’Conner, comps.,Jos@hine 

Baker (Boston: Bulfinch, ~991); and Billy ~flver andJulie 

Martin, Kihi{s Par£s: Ar*i.~ts and Love~x, ~9oo- ~Uos (New 

Abrams, ~989). In addition, Baker anthored and coanthored 
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a number of autobiographies, including Marcel Sauvage, Les 

~r:Zv~oires de.]os@hine Baher (Paris: t~ditions Correa, x949); and 

Josephirm Baker andJo Bouillon,Jose/~hi~.e (NewYork: Harper 

and Row, ~977)- More recently, see the invocation of Baker as 

Frida Kahlo’s lover in Frida (dir.Julie Taymor, US/Canada! 

Mexico, ~oo~). 

Darel] Wayne Fields also uses the double emendre of the word 

c@tiva~i~g° to describe Loos’s design: "The final composition 

is truly ’captivating’ but has little to do wit~ the wonderfi~lly 

complex person [k)rmally known as Freda McDonald who was 

born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 19o6" (haffe~world: Metr@olis 

as MeZa/)l~o~; organi zed by Thelma (;olden New Y~rk: St udio 

Museum of Harlem, ~Oal], 9~). 

Pe~)¢’ormance qi’Poli~ica (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, ~999). 

As this piece goes to press, Beyoncd Knowles has performed a 

tribnte to Baker f~r Fashion Rocks at Radio City in consultation 

with Baker’s son Jean--Claude Baker, appearing onstage in a 

spa~kly versior~ of the banana skirt surrotmded by a chorus ot" 

similarly banana-skirted figures and even incorporating some 

of Baker’s signature choreographic moves. Interestingly’, the 

tribute was orchestrated to signal Beyoncd’s seriousness as a solo 

perfbrmer who was the author of her own moves, reinfbrcing 

Baker’s iconicity not only as a marker of success but as a sign of 

artistic authorship and innovation. Patricia Hill Collins in Bla& 

S~xual Pogtics: ~i~ica~ American.g (;e~deg a~d the New Racism (New 

York: Routledge, 2oo4) clearly sees Baker as part of a genealogy 

of"distinctive sexualized spectacles performed by Baarmmnn, 

Baker, Destiny’s Child, and [Jennit)r] I~opez [that] invoke sexual 

meanings that give shape to racism, sexism, class exploitation, 

and heterosexism. Each spectacle rna~ks the contradictions of 

Western perceptions of African bodies and of black women’s 

agency concerning the use of their bodies. Together they 

t>ame an invented discourse of Blach sea:ualits," (27-28 original 

emphasis). She allows Baker some degree of agency: "From 

[Baker’s] point of view, she escaped performing ubiquitous 

’mammy songs’" arid "er~sured that she was well compensated" 

(28). 



10. 

11, 

12. 

TheDiw Politics of ~Reced;tio~t ¯ 97 

The ADican American entrepreneur and entertainer Ada Smith 
was nicknamed "Bricktops" for her red hair, and she opened 
clubs on both sides of the A~]ar~tic by ~hat name. On Bricktops 

and Harlem cabaret culture, see Shane Vogel, "’When the 

Little Dawn Was Gray’: Cabaret Pertbrmance and fl~e Harlem 

Renaissar~ce" (PhD diss., New 5%rk University, 2004). 

On the fm~ction of the primitive narrative of the Black ~k~.nus in 

France, see T. Denean Sharpley--Whiting, Blad~ Venus: Sexualized 

&~vag’~:s, Primal k’ea~:~, arid tS-imitive Narratives in I~)~nch (Durham, 

NC: Duke University Press, ~999), ~o6. 

Mae (;wendolyn Henderson, ’Josephine Baker and La Reu,te 

N<gw< From Ethnography to Perfl)rmance," 7~:’x~ a~,d Per}b~mar~ce 

@arterl)~ 23 (~oo3): ~ 8. The t~.mous Merfil collection archives 

this relationship, displaying AtYican "artititcts" in separate but 

equal quarters with the famous surreal works ~hey inspired. 

Although it is praised for its liberal presentation of equality, 

the display often flails to acconnt tbr the difl>rence between the 

stares of cultural artifac~ and that of aesthetic artit~ct in ways 

that erase surrealism’s compliciD~ in colorfial practices. 

][,inda Hutcheon, ~’Irony, Nostalgia, and the Postmodern," 

Un iversity of Toronto Libraries, ~ 9 Jannary ~ 998, li brary 

.utoronto.caiutel/criticism/hutchinp.html. 

Where Sigmund Freud in 192(5 used the metaphor of the dark 

continent in a way that conflated femininiD~, race, and place, 

stating that "the sexual lit~ of adult women is a ’dark continent’ 

for psychology," here that conflation is reversed in such a way 

that colonialism figured as sexual lust is exposed as a desire tbr 

natural resources (it is the bananas, not the body, so to speak). 

Sigmund Freud, "The Question of Lay’ Analysis " in 77~e ~ta~dard 

Strachey and Anna Freud, 2d vols. (I,ondon: Hogarth and the 

Institute of Psycho-Analysis, ~953 - ~974), 2o:2 ~ 2 - ~3. 

Henderson, "Josephine Baker," 1~8. 

Terri Francis, "Embodied Fictions, Melancholy Migrations: 

Josephirm Baker’s Cirmmatic Celebrity," Modern Fictio~. St~di~:s 

(2005): 8~9. 

Cedric Robinson terms as z\},~grot)i[ia the phobic desire behind 

those collections of mammy figures, pickaninnies, and the other 

stock characters of Jim Crow racism that contirme to be recycled 
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in the I YS racist imaginaw. See Black M‘arxism: The M,ahir~g 

B~ach R,adic,a171~adition (,Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 

Press, ~ooo). 

See Rose,J‘azz 

Primitivism and Diaspora: The Dance Per~brmances of 

Josephine Baker, Zora Neale Hurston, and Katherine 

Dunham," The‘a~Jo~r~.a155 (~°°3): 433-5°; Wendy Martin, 

"’Remembering the Jungle’: Josephine Baker and Modernist 

tl~e (Nlture o!’Moder~i.rm, ed. Elazar Barkan and Ronald Bnsh 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford UnNersity Press, ~995), 3~3; and 

Sharpley-Whiting, Bl‘ach 

~:t. Rose,.f!~zz Cle@,air‘a, m9. 

~5. Henry I~ouis Gates Jr., %n Interview with Josephine Baker and 

Jam es Baklwin," So~her~ Reviezv ~ ~ (~ 985): 597- 

16. 

19. 

Fields, h,ar!~:vn~vor!d, 9!3. 

Recently, the FBI has amended the accusatory tone of the 

subheading, which now reads, "The FBI records reflect that this 

t)mous African-American nightclub entertainer was accused of 

commnnistic a[tiliations." See Freedom of Intbrrnation Act Files, 

"Josephine Baker," foia.il?i.go,~;/tbiaindexijbakcr.htm (original 

text accessed ~, August ~ooa~; amended text accessed ~7 Angnst 

2006). 

For an analysis of the importance of US domestic race relations 

to US foreign relations during the Cold War and the perceived 

danger of Baker to I JS international standing, see Mary I, 

Dudzia k, "Josephine Bake,; Racial Protest, and the Cold Wa*;" 

.]ourr~,al o]’kmericar~ lIislo~, 8~ 0994): 543--7°. 

Jean-Claude Baker gives an unflattering composite sketch of 

I,es Milandes as a poorly managed profil-making scheme in 

his cleverly titled chapter "Lii~ Is a Cabaret at I ~es Milandes" 

in his celebrity biography of Baker, Jos(’~phine: 7?te ti~r~gU tie,art 

(New "~i~rk: Random } ][ouse, ’993). Jean-Claude currently owns 

the restm~rant ChezJos@hine in New’~-~rk, which he opened 

in ~986. And although he declares in 7’],e Itu~gr), IIear~, ’Tve 

never even been her fan" (×vii), a phrase he repeatedly invokes 

in public appearances, he remains the stannch steward of her 

legacy. See fl~e ChezJosdphine !,~eb site, www.che~josephine 

.corn (‘accessed 3 September 



20. 

22. 

The Diw Politics of P~ec~;ti~;n ¯ 99 

Mnfioz, Divid~t!,fications, 12. 

Rose,Jazz Cle@atra, 25o-55. 

The editors asked that I define this rather fluid colloquialism 

used in gender queer performance and drag communities. Bio 

signals a refi~.rence to a biologically born fi:rnale who performs 

t~mme drag. However, it can also refer to those who identit~ 

as womem or alternatively women or transgender people who 

identify as butch or masculine, when ~hey pertbrm hyper- 

femininib~. @~n has connotations oftim~inis{ camp as a rift on 

the male hornosexual queen and drag queen and challenges 

their proprietary claim on [>mine perfbrmance while also 

signaling the figure of the drag queen as a sonrce offkmme 

perfbrmance knowledge. 

Christopher Isherwood, The World in the Evening (NewY0rk: 

Noonday, a95 l), ~ ao, qtd. in Pamela Robertsom Guil{’~ Pieasu’~s: 

F~mirdst Camp./~om Mae ~,l~x~ ~o Madorma (Durham, NC: Duke 

[ Jniversity Press, ~996), 1. 

Maryse CondCZ.’s tbrmulation was explicated in her "I Aterary 

Cannibalism" seminar held at the School of Criticism and 

Theory, Cornell Universib’,July 2oo4. The concept is cited in 

I .ouise Yelin, "Globalizing Sul~ects," S~gns:.,Iournal oj Wom~ in 

Cu!tur~: and Society 29 (2oo3): 45o-5~. 

The title of the film ret)rences Dos Santos’s real-lif~ stage nan-m, 

which he took ti’om the 193o Cecil B. DeMille film Madom So,an 

(US), the story of a young wiih who wins back her husband’s 

afl)ctions by attending a costume ball on a Zeppelin disguised 

as "Madam Satan" and throwing om vamp lines like "Come 

now; these are baby games, who wants to go to hell with Madam 

Satan" and "If you come to hell with me, yon may find it heaven." 

These small slips, such as the word sultry becoming salty, turn 

into complete rewritings following the scene in which he watches 

Baker perform in Princess Tam 7am. Dos Santos creates his own 

pantheon d performance personae inclndingJamacy, the 

Queen of the Forest; the Shark; and the Wild Pussycat. In his 

elaborate mythology, he defines himself as "son oflansfi and 

Ognm" (West APcican orishas worshipped by slaves). 

Here the film reverses another important trope, that of the black 

voice appropriated by’ the white singer, so powerfully evoked in 

Julie l)ash’s fihn Illusions (US, ~98~), the story ofa blackwoman 
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hired to do voice-overs fi)r white starlets in the 194os. While 

Baker’s body has been the site of nmch critical attemkm, her 

voice has not arid deserves sustained attentiom 

Mufioz, Di.~ider~@icatiort.s, 146. Rita Fdski develops the idea 

of a "t~minist connterpublic sphere~’ in ~Politics, Aesthetics, 

and the Feminist Public Sphere," in Be):o~zd Feminist Aesthetics: 

f~mi~ist Lit~:rat~re and ,Social C,ha~g~ (Cambridge, MA: E[arvard 

University Press, x989). She writes~ ~The category of a feminist 

coumerpublic sphere provides a useflil means ~o theorizir~g 

the existence of an oppositional discursive space within 

contemporaW society grounded in gender politics, making it 

possible to examine the mecharfisms by which this collectivity 

is constituted, its political implications and effects, as well as 

its potential limitations" (x55). Lauren Berlant discusses ~the 

collapsing ~ff the political and ~he persorml into a world of 

public intimacy’~ (I auren Berlant, The @een qiA’meria~ G~)es to 

~i~hi~on Ci~¢: Exx<~,s o~z Sex artd C’itize~s!@ [Durham, NC: Duke 

University Press, ~997], ~), while also stating ~hat ’~there is no 

public sphere in the contemporary United States" {3). More 

recently, see Michael Warner, Publics a~zd Co~ter~ublics (New 

5%~rk: Zone, ~ooe), and the "Public Sentimems" special issue of 

S&F Ortlbte guest edited by Ann Cvetkovich and Ann Pelligrini, 

Schohzr a~zd Feminis~ On~i~e ~ (~oo3), barnard.columbia.edui 

sfbn lirmips!index.hmL 

Elizabeth Coffmar~, "Uncanny Performances in Cokmia] 

Narratives: Josephine Baker in Princess Ta’m Tam," Paradoxa 3 

(x997): 38L 

Breu Farmer, "The Fabulous Sublimity of Gay Diva Worship," 

(Tam~ra Obscu~:~, no. 59 (~°°5): ~7°, ~73, U7, ~83; original 

emphasis. 

Jeanne Scheper is a postdoctoral t)l]ow in Women’s Studies at the 

UniversiU of Houston, where she teaches ’Teminis t Approaches m 

Pertbrmance Studies" arid "Feminist Theories of the Arc]dve." She has 

published articles in Femir~ist Studies and }~m~er~ arid Pe~jbr~ar~ce. Her 

inte~,iew with David Wilson, ccgounder of ~he Museum o~jurassic 

’IT?:chnology ir~ I.os Angeles, appears in Other ~Sic~:s 3 (~°°7). She is 

currently revising her book manuscript, "Moving Pertbrmances." 



.Josephi ne Baker postcard, a~J~tographed tbr the author’s 

grandmother, ~975. Collection of the amhor 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday November 12 2008 3:55 PM 

Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email. unc.edu> 

Fwd: BaJ~er French Cinema 

..... Forwarded message from ephost@epnet corn ..... 
Date: 12 Nov 2008 15:25:28 -0500 
From: ephost@epnet.com 

Reply-To: ephost@epnet.com 
Subject: Baker French Cinema 

To: regester@emaihunc.edu 

’]?he requested page image exceeded the maximum attachment size of 5MB 
We have provided a Persistent Link to the article for your 
convemence You may follow this link and save the page image to your 
hard drive 

Record: 1 

TITLE:Josephine Baker and Pierre Batcheff in "La Sir~ne des 
tropiques".AUTttORS:Powrie, Phil1 
Rebillard, );ric2SOURCE:Studies in French Cinema; 2008, Vo[. 8 Issue 
3, p245-264, 20pDOCU?,/ff~;]x,~ T’~PE:ArticleSUB JECT T[~RMS:NATURE & 
civilization 
OT[IER (Philosophy) 
MOTION pictures -- FranceGEO(iR~.PI tIC TERMS:FRANCEAIYIItOR-SUPPL]ED 
KBYWORDS:colonialism 
gaze 
Josephine Baker 
La Sirdne des tropiques 
Pierre BatcheffREVIEWS &AMP; PRODUCTS:LA Sirene des tropiques 
(Film)PEOPLE:BAKER, Josephine 
BATCt]EFF, Pien-eABSTRACT:?La Sir6ne des tropiques? was Josephine 
Baker’s ]first feature film, made as a result of the extraordinary 
success of ?La Revue N6gre? in Paris in 1925. This article sets 
the context for the revue in the post-war fascination for all things 
Anrerican, inco~loorating original archive ~vork on the trade press of 
the period. It then explores Baker’s persona as a stereotypical 
contrast between nature and culture as mediated through the spaces 
used in the film (the tropics and Paris). It shows how the sequence 
on the transatlantic liner where she becomes nrore black by rolling in 
coal, and then white by rolling in flour, complicates the 
over-sinrplified nature/culture binary. A second coraplication is the 
on-screen relationship between the two stars, Baker and Pierre 
B atchefI; one of the leading French stars of the 1920s. Batcheff was 
also ?Other? by- his Russian associations and his acting style. 
This makes Baker more ?Other? than she might other~vise have been; 
but it also legitimizes the ~vay in which the narrative punishes her: 
she doesn’t get her man, and over-determinedly sacrifices herself for 
his happiness. The article explores the hypothesis that her punisl-mrent 
would have seemed acceptable for audicnces of the period, for two 
ultimately xenophobic reasons. First, because the nal~ative makes her 
more ?western?, destroying the cormfort of the nature/culture 
binars’. Second, because she draws attention away frora the leading nran 
by being excessive in her acting style, thus ~mdermining Batcheff’s 
agency. [~4BSTRACT FROM AUTHOR]Copyright of Studies in French Cinema 
is the property of Intellect Ltd. and its content may not be copied 
or emailed to multiple sites or posted to a listser,~ ~vithout the 
copyright holder’s express written permission. Ho~vever, users may 
print, download, or cmail articles for individual use. This abstract 
may- be abridged. No warranty is given about the accuracy of the copy. 
Users should refer to the original published version of the material 
for the full abstract. (Copyright applies to all Abstracts)AUTHOR 
AFFILL4TIONS:lUniversity of Sheffield. 
2Association Frangaise de Recherche stir l’Histoire du 
Cm&na ISSN:14715880DOI: 10 1386/sfc.8.3 245 1ACCESSION 
NL~ABER:34664402PERSISTI~NT LINZ~( TO THIS RECORD 
(PERMALINK):http://search.ebscohostcona/loginaspx?direct true&db lab&AN 34664402&site ehost-live[1]CUT 
AND PASTE: <A 
href "http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct true&db fah&AN 34664402&site ehost-hve">Josephine 
Baker and Pierre Batcheff in "La Sir6ne des tropiques" </A>DATABASE: 
Fihn & Television Literature IndexFull Text Database: The link 
infbrmation above provides a persistent link to the article you’ve 
requested 

Persistent link to this record: Follo~ving the link above ~vill bring 
you to the start of the article or citation. 

Cut and Paste: To place article links in an external ~veb document, 
simply copy and paste the HTML above, starting ~vith "<A HREF" 

If you have any problems or questions, contact Technical Support at 
http ://support. epnet, com/c ontact/askus php or call 800-758-5995. 



This e-mail was generated by a user of EBSCOhost who gained access 
via the UNIV OF NORTH CAROLrN’A - CtIAPI~L H[I,L account. Neither bIBSCO 
nor UNIV OF NORTH CAROLINA - CtIAPEL HILL is responsible Jk~r the 
content of this e-mail. 

Links: 

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.asp×?direct true&db fah&AN 34664402&site ehost-hve 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 12, 2008 5:54 PM 

@aol.com 

Lecture 

Dear Vander: The woman who gave the Stone lecture -- her name is Judy 
Richardson. She was a former member of the original SNCC organization 
during the Civil Rights Movement Good talking with you and I will be 
in touch. Hope to submit my proposal for the conference in the next 
week or so Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 9:02 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: Historca Society Nominating Committee 

Dear Terry: I will try to serve on the cormnittee but you will need to 
keep me posted are remind me of meetings by email This ~vill be during 
my exam time. Sincereb’, Charlene Regester Quoting        @aol corn: 

All, 

Our Historical Socie~z faces significant change in members and 
officers next May, and so some early thoughts about who to recruit is 
warranted. 

Accordingly, the Executive Committee last evening suggested the 
formation now of the nominating committee, and asked that each of you 
be a member I’ve been able to chat with a couple of you, but am 
heading out of town for a few days and so wanted to send a note to 
pass the request along. 

Next May, the terms of at least the following are tap: 

Tell-, Eleanor, Nancy Tannenbaum, Caflaarine Carter, Laurie Norman, 
Carolyn Sturgess, Cat Williams. 

’]2aus we lose our President, Vice-President and Secretary, as well as 
key Board members 

I would like to convene the Nominating Comanittee in early December 
(before we all get totally swamped with end-of-year exams, parties, 
shopping and travel). 

Could you, would you kindly, serve on the Committee, and can we all 
meet?at the Society’s ol!fice sometime during the first week of 
December. Let me first suggest Tuesday, December 2, at 5:00 If that 
doesn’t work for you, please indicate what days and times that week 
might be better. 

Thanks to each of you, and I look forward to seeing you next week at 
the Board meeting 

’]TerrT/?’? 

’]TerrT/Barnett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 9:06 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a letter that I need for you to edit. I ~vill 
send another letter and two proposals The only one that really needs 
to be completed to day if possible is the letter for 
Thanks much for your assistance as always. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Yes, they do Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
university is understanding of your situation. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

[)ear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We are doing 
okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at the most 
untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

Susanne" <CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>> around. I feel for you and your family situation I certainly hope 
>> the university will be understanding. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susam~e 
>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecorcanendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susatme: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in the future 
>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" 
>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written Most of my 
>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow I highlighted two 
>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>> and invoice you later. I spent t~vo hours. 

>>>> Thanks and let me kno~v if you have questions 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: ;Ved 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susaune 
>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecommendatiun 

>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 



>>>> re-sending the updated version Sorry ]~r the mixup and hope you 
>>>> understand. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>> E. Susanne" <Carte~E@missouri edu>: 

>>>>> No problem I enloying helping you as well 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:rcgester(~,email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanile 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconm~endation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with rue. Sincerely-, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are my recorcanended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> Froru: regester@email.anc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconm~endation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recorcanendation that I will 
>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susalme" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: YVed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susalme: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may have another 
>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will ~vait before I tbrward payment. 
>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susam~e" 
>>>>>>> <Cart erF~@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> [ made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!emai[.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am 

>>>>>>>> for your review. ’]’hanks much Jk~r your review of this material and I 
>~>>~>>~ look forward to hearing from you in the near fature. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 



>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter right away 
>~> ! will need it within the next few hours. I know this is an unusual 
>>> time request but things have utffolded in such a way that I ara being 
>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks nmch for your 
>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this emaih 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 9:54 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: List All Schools To Which You axe Applying 

Dear     : Currently, I am ~vorking on your letter. Please provide me 
with a list of all schools so that I have all of the appropiate 
letters You are applying to so many some of which have forms and 
others that I have to complete on-line, I am getting confused. I assume 
that you are applying to the following: 

Please identify the others so that I can make sure that I have all 
letters titled correctly and the folrnS in correct order. When you have 
more than a few- it begins to get complicated because I am also doing 
letters for other people. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

th> orQuoting @hotmail.com>: 

Hi Professor Regester, I hope all is well with you, it’s been too 
long since we’ve spoken! To jog your memory, this is 
I was lucky enough to have you . 

grateful if you could write on my behal£ If you need any further 
information before detelrnining whether you can provide a 

and 



recommendation please feel free to contact me via phone at I 
~cell) or            (home) as well as via email at 

@hotmaibcom l_t’you are unable to provide a letter of 
recommendation please notify me as soon as possible so that I may 
pursue other avenues. Thanks again for all of your assistance, both 
in schoo[ and now Sincerely: 

When your life is on the go?take your life with you 
htt~ ://clk.atdmt.com!MRT/go/115298558/direct/01/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 10:02 AM 

~hotmail.com> 

RE: Letters 

Dear As a follow-up to previous email, I assume that you are also 
applying to: 

Please identify- any other schools that I might have missed. Do you want 
me to send a letter to each of these schools attached with the form and 
in those instances, where they- require on-line forms complete a letter 
for these schools as well? Once I have done this, do you want me to 
send the letters to you in one big envelope with each letter enclosed 
in a separate enclosed envelop so that you can mail them. Please let me 
know- at your earliest convenience Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)hotmail corn>: 

Thanks so much Dr. Regester, I truly appreciate you agreeing to 
recommend me. It was great speaking with you again! 

> 

> If you decide that it would be easier for you to do all of the 
> recorrm~endations online just let me know and I’ll send you the other 
> links. It would be great if the recorcanendations could be completed 
> and returned to before Thanksgiving. Thanks again!           > Date: 
> Tue, 28 Oct 2008 13:36:31 -0400> From: regester@eruail.~mc.edu> To: 
> @hotmail.coru> Subject: Re: Hello from your former 
> > > Dear Good to hear from you and yes I got yo~tr email. 
> I have been > so busy that I have not had time to respond. Before I 
> make a > corrm~itment, I thirtk I would like to talk on the phone. I 
> will attempt > to call your cell but you are also ~velcome to contact 
> me on my cell > phone               Glad that things are going well 
> and I do remember > you. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>                    ~hotmail.coru>:> > >> > Hi Professor Rcgester, I 
> hope all is well with you, it’s been too > > long since we’ve spokent 
> To jog yo~tr memow, this is and > > I was lucky enough to 
> have you 



me and consider my request; I would be truly > > grateful if you 
could write on my behaltl If you need any ti~rther > > reformation 
before determining whether you can provide a > > recormnendation 
please feel free to contact me via phone at ~                 (cell) 
or            (home) as well asvia email at > > 

~hotmail.com If you are unable to provide a letter of> > 
recommendation please notify me as soon as possible so that I may > > 
pursue other avenues. Thanks again for all of your assistance, both > 
> in school and now. Sincerely,              > 

When your life is on the go?take your life with you.> > 
http://clk.atdmt.col~’MRT/~o/115298558/direct/01/> > 

Want to read Hotmail messages in Outlook? The Wordsmiths show you how. 
>http://wind~vs~ive.c~m/c~nnect/p~s~/~ved~wind~ws~ive.spaces.~ivec~m-B~g-cns!2~EE~4FBC541789!~67.ent~¥?~ci~TXT TAGLM ~rL hotmail 092008 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 10:05 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missonri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

.doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recommendation that I 
will need for your to revie~v. You can do this letter whenever you have 
a chance -- no rush. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
"Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
universi~z is understanding of your situation 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 ~\~i 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Su~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much ]2~r your assistance and concern. We are doing 
okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at the most 
untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. 

Susanne" < CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>> the university will be understanding. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully-, in the future 
>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thartks 
>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>> <Car terE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester~email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcanendation 

>>> Qnnting "Calter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I have finished editing this It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>> revisions ~vere minor, for consistency and flow-. I highlighted two 
>>>> places where page numbers may be missing 

>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.uaac.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> SubJect: RE: Lel~er of recommendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>> re-sending the updated version. SorW for the mixup and hope you 



>>>> understand Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>> E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> No problem. ! er~ioying helping you as well. 

>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester~eruail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecorrm~endation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all tl~ee letters and for your prompt 
>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are my recotnn~ended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message 
>>>>>> From: regester@eruail.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~eruail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Man 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconnnnndation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some tl~ee letters of recormnnndation ~at I will 
>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate eruails. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E Susalme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>> payment nntil we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.u~c.edu [mailto:regester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response I may have another 
>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward payment 
>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>>>>>>> <CalterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>> I made a l~v changes I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>7,>>7,>>7, t~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 
>7,>>7,>>7, To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subj ect: Letter of recoman endation 

>>>7,>>7,> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter ofrecotmnendation that I am 

>>>7,>>7,> for your review Thanks much for your review of this material and I 

>>>>>>>> look ]k~rward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 



>>> [)ear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter right away. 

>>> I wil] need it within the next few hours. ! know this is an unusual 

>>> time request but things have u~t’o[ded in such a way that ! am being 

>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 

>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this emaih 

>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 10:08 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missonri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

GWTWProposal.doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a proposal that I am submitting to a 
conference on GWTW. You can edit whenever you have a chance. Thanks 
much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E. Susanne" 
<CalterE@missouri.edu>: 

Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
universi~z is understanding of your situation 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 ~\~i 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Su~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much ]2~r your assistance and concern. We are doing 
okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at the most 
untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. 

Susanne" < CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>> the university will be understanding. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: Lettcr of recommendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully-, in the future 
>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susatme" 
>> <Car terE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester~email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcanendation 

>>> Qnnting "Calter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I have finished editing this It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>> revisions ~vere minor, for consistency and flow-. I highlighted two 
>>>> places where page numbers may be missing 

>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.uaac.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> SubJect: RE: Lel~er of recommendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>> re-sending the updated version. SorW for the mixup and hope you 



>>>> understand Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>> E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> No problem. ! er~ioying helping you as well. 

>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester~eruail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecorrm~endation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all tl~ee letters and for your prompt 
>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@raissouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are my recotnn~ended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message 
>>>>>> From: regester@eruail.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~eruail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Man 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconnnnndation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some tl~ee letters of recormnnndation ~at I will 
>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely-, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E Susalme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>> payment nntil we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.u~c.edu [mailto:regester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response I may have another 
>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward payment 
>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

>>>>>>> <CalterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>> I made a l~v changes I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> t~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 ~M 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subj ect: Letter of recoman endation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter ofrecotmnendation that I am 

>>>>>>>> for your review Thanks much for your review of this material and I 

>>>>>>>> look ]k~rward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 



>>> [)ear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter right away. 

>>> I wil] need it within the next few hours. ! know this is an unusual 

>>> time request but things have u~t’o[ded in such a way that ! am being 

>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 

>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this emaih 

>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 10:09 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missonri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

White ManBurdens ProposalNew Orlea~s.doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a proposal that I am submitting to a 
conference on a film titled, %Vhite Man’s Burdem " You can edit at 
your earliest convenience. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
universi~z is understanding of your situation 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 ~\~i 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Su~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much ]2~r your assistance and concern. We are doing 
okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at the most 
untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. 

Susanne" < CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>> the university will be understanding. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Sttsatme 
>> Subject: RE: Lettcr of recommendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully-, in the future 
>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. S~satme" 
>> <Car terE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.ed~ [mailto:re~ester~email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> S~bject: RE: Letter of recorcanendation 

>>> Qnnting "Calter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I have finished editing this It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>> revisions ~vere minor, for consistency and flow-. I highlighted two 
>>>> places where page numbers may be missing 

>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.uaac.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> SubJect: RE: Lel~er of recommendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>> re-sending the updated version. SorW for the mixup and hope you 



>>>> understand Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>> E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> No problem. ! er~ioying helping you as well. 

>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester~eruail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecorrm~endation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all tl~ee letters and for your prompt 
>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are my recotnn~ended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message 
>>>>>> From: regester@eruail.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~eruail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Man 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconnnnndation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some tl~ee letters of recormnnndation ~at I will 
>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate eruails. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E Susalme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>> payment nntil we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.u~c.edu [mailto:regester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response I may have another 
>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward payment 
>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>>>>>>> <CalterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>> I made a l~v changes I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>7,>>7,>>7, t~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 
>7,>>7,>>7, To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subj ect: Letter of recoman endation 

>>>7,>>7,> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter ofrecotmnendation that I am 

>>>7,>>7,> for your review Thanks much for your review of this material and I 

>>>>>>>> look ]k~rward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 



>>> [)ear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter right away. 

>>> I wil] need it within the next few hours. ! know this is an unusual 

>>> time request but things have u~t’o[ded in such a way that ! am being 

>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 

>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this emaih 

>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 1:12 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missonri.edu> 

RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much, I received the letter Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here you go. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 8:05 AM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a letter that I need for you to edit. I will 
send another letter and two proposals The only one that really needs 
to be completed to day if possible is the letter for 
Thanks much [’or your assistance as always. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>> university is understanding of your situation. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 
>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much [’or your assistance and concern. We are doing 
>> okay but this is the way life is - things happen sometimes at the most 
>> untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E 

>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>> aronnd I feel ~2~r you and your family situation I certainly hope 
>>> the universi~" will be understanding 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester,@,email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcanendation 

>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for yore assistance. Hopefully, in the future 
>>> I will not have to rely onyou within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E. Susanne" 
>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Charlene, 

>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>>> Susamle 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Mort 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> SubJect: RE: Lel~er of recommendation 

>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written Most of my 
>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow I highlighted two 
>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 



>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@emai[.nnc.edu [mailto:regester@emaih unc edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recol~’nendation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a docmnnnt for you to edit but I am 
>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>> tmderstand. Thanks much. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>>> E. Susanne" <CatterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as welh 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihnnc.edu [mailto:regester(d},,er~xail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2,,’12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconnnnndation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: That~ks for all ttnee letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@misso~i.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Here are my- recommended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihtmc.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AiVl 

>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recommendation that I will 
>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>> available I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> This only- took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>>> payment tmtil ~ve have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> t~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:revester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Sut~ject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnendation 

>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response I may have another 
>>>>>>>> letter m the next few days so I will wait before I forward payment 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:re<ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am 
>>>>>>>>> fotsYarding 
>>>>>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for your reviexv of this material and I 
>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 



>>>> Dear Susatme: If possible can you edit the attached letter right away. 
>>>> I will need it within the next few- hours. I know this is an unusual 
>>>> time request but things have ur~folded in such a way that I am being 
>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. ThapJ~s much for your 
>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 18, 2008 2:51 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: Ati-ica~ American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Jane: This is just to follow tap regarding the second report for my 
work on black actresses in early cinema. Also, when can I expect to 
receive the contract as I would like to get started on this revisions 
during the holiday season that is fast approaching where I will have 
most umntermpted time frame to work on this. Let me know the status 
of things and thanks for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I have great news to deliver from the editorial board meeting 
yesterday. They enthusiastically approved a contract for your book. 
The?’ want to see some substantial revisions, ho~vever, and want to be 
sure that we complete the review process by soliciting at least one 
more outside report. I’m pleased, however, that they have agreed to 
issue a contract in advance of the final report. 

In sum their concerns are: 

1. Title: they feel the current title is too flat-footed 
and that "early cinema" is not actually the period represented. 
These concerns are addressed in your response and I don’t think we 
need to discuss them again. 

2 Chapter titles: You need to create more engaging chapter 
titles (this is also addressed in your response). 

3 Jargon: They feel that the book is too jargon heavy-that 
this "drags down what could potentially be an engaging text." They 
want the book to contain a lively discussion of this previously 
overlooked material-move beyond providing references for your 
colleagues. They felt that the text itself isn’t as theoretical as 
the language indicates. There were especially severe reactions to the 
glossary in the footnotes of the introduction. Generally, you need 
to either excise or bring into the main discussion footnotes this 
lengthy. ’]’he?" recommend (and I agree) that you get rid of the 
glossary altogether If the terms aren’t standard, don’t use them If 
they are standard but have varied meanings, introduce how you will 
use the term at first appearance. The theoretical terminology needs 
only to serve the purpose of making these histories more visible and 
available. Keep this question at the fore during your revisions and 
I thiak it will help streamline the language. 

4.    Organization: Does the current organization allow you to 
make global arguments about this canon over all or about these 
actresses overall? Are the chapters too formulaic? Be sure to focus 
each chapter on what is noteworthy about that particular actress, 
rather than simply running through the topics as set out by the TOC. 
(I did indicate to the board that you had intentionally left out the 
major transitions as you were uncertain whether the current order 
would be the final one.) 

I don’t want to lose the forest for the trees, however. IL~ is 
really- thrilled to be publishing your book and we look forward to 
helping you develop it fmther. I reconwnend that you hold off on 
revisions ~til we receive the final report at which point we should 
cotffab about how best to move forward. If all of this so~mds okay- to 
you, rll go ahead and draw- up contracts for your signature. 

All best wishes, 

Jane 

Jane Behnken 
IVIusic & Humanities Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 North Morton Street 
Bloomkagton, Ind. 47404-3797 
Ph: (812) 855-5261 
Fax: (812) 855-8507 
jbelmken@indiana edu 

http ://iupress indiana edu<http://iupress.indiana, edu/> 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 18, 2008 3:08 PM 

wagmnaJ~@mml.h - net.msu.edu 

Re: Proposal for PCA/ACA Conference 

Dear Brian: Below is the proposal that I am submitting to the upcoming 
conference. Your review of this material is greatly appreciated. If the 
proposal is inappropriate for your panel, please recommend another 
panel to which I can submit this work Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

White Man?s Burden or Black Man?s Fate 

~ite Man?s Burden (1995) represents an innovative examination of race 
in America and provides a complicated critique of racial masquerade. 
However, despite the film?s progressive attempt to challenge certain 
racial stereotypes through a racial role reversal, it finds itself 
becoming a vehicle for the appropriation and reinforcement of some of 
the veiN racial stereotypes it seeks to eradicate by elevating the 
white male to heroic status through his victimization. As the fihn 
explores this motif, it invites a discussion of several key topics: 1) 
the gaze/look; 2) racial mythification; 3) protagonists as fathers and 
sons; and 4) historical visual representation I argue that ~vhile the 
film is designed to be an expose nfthe struggles associated with 
blackness and black victimization, at the film?s end, our sympathies as 
spectators are bifurcated. On one hand, we sympathize with the white 
character (played by John Travolta) who becomes an embodiment nfthe 
black victim; on the other hand, when his victimization is displaced by 
the victimization of a powerful black character (played by Harry 
Belafimte) who becomes an embodiment of whiteness, our sympathies 
shift Additionally, if we consider that the black victim is 
personified by a white actor (Travolta) then we are really sympathetic 
to a character who represents power and privilege of f the screen beyond 
the context of the ]film. Thus, the film may defeat its own purpose by 
reinforcing the very racial attitudes it was attempting to alleviate 
According to Hernan Vera and Andrew Gordon, ?white racial masquerade in 
the movies might be understood not only as [a] subervsion of whiteness, 
but also, ironically, as an assertion of white privilege.? ]n a 
similar vein, Richard Dyer contends that, ?White people have power ? 
White people, unable to see their particularity, cannot take account of 
other people?s; white people create the dominant images nfthe world? 
white people set standards of humanity by which they are bound to 
succeed and others bound to fail? In view of Dyer?s assessment of 
whiteness, the powerful protagonist (played by a black actor) in some 
instances allows us to view him as powerful because he symbolically 
represents whiteness. In reality, this power associated with whiteness 
is then defused because the reality is that the powerful character is 
played by a black actor who because of his blacl~ess will cause 
audiences to associate him with blackness; therefore, he becomes less 
believable. In the same manner, the white character who is ?passing? as 
black ~vill be subiect to our sympathies because of his whiteness. It is 
Vera and Gordon who contend that, ’.’whereas black passing is viewed as 
transgressive and dangerous, white passing, like white male 
cross-dressing, is viewed as educational and self-improving.? 
Therefore, this paper intends to explore the racial politics of White 
Man?s Burden. The fihn further reflects a third gaze ? that of 
spectators? view of Arnerica?s racial relations ’.’ primarily bet~veen 
blacks and whites. Although the film is a fictional recreation, it 
speaks to the fears associated with race and that fear is that the 
disempowered may someday assume the position of the empo~vered. 

Quoting ~vagaman@mail.h-net.msu.edu: 

Hello, 

I am nnable to open your attachment. Please cut and paste your abstract 
into the body of an e-mail and send. 

Sincerely, 
Brian 
James Brian Wagamun 
Area Chair: Film and Media Studies 

>> Dear Program Chair: Attached is a proposal that I submitting to be 
considered for the upcoming PCA/ACA Conference in the Spring. If I should 
submit to another area chair instead, please let me know- before the 
deadline Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 12:09 PM 

wagmnaJ~@maJ~l.h - net.msu.edu 

Re: Proposal lbr PCA/ACA Conference 

Dear Brian: I apologize that I did not include all of the information 
requested 

Name: Charlene Regester 

Assistant Professor 

Department of AIicican & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3395 

office (919) 966-5496 

Cell 

All correspondence can be mailed to my- home address: 

Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
wagaman@mail h-net.msu edu: 

He]lo, 

Please give me your 
Name 
school 
address 
and other contact infi)rmation. 

Brian 

>> Dear Brian: Below is the proposal that I am submitting to the upcoming 
>> conference. Your review of this materia] is greatly appreciated. If the 
>> proposal is inappropriate ]’or your pane], please recommend another 
>> pane] to which I can submit this work. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester 
>> 

>> White Man?s Burden or Black Man?s Fate 
>> 
>> 

>> White Man?s Burden (1995) represents an ~nnovative examination of race 
>> in America and provides a complicated critique of racial masquerade. 
>> However, despite the film?s progressive attempt to challenge certain 
>> racial stereotypes through a racial role reversal, it finds itself 
>> becoming a vehicle for the approprmtion and reinforcement of some of 
>> the very racial stereo~pes it seeks to eradicate by elevating the 
>> white male to heroic status ttnough his victimization. As the fihn 
>> explores this motif, it invites a discussion of several key topics: 1) 
>> the gaze/look; 2) racial mythification; 3) protagonists as fathers and 
>> sons; and 4) historical visual representation. I argue that while the 
>> film is designed to be an expose of the struggles associated with 
>> blackness and black victimization, at the film?s end, our syrapathies as 
>> spectators are bifurcated. On one hand, we syrapathize with the white 
>> character (played by John Travolta) who becomes an embodiment of the 
>> black victim; on the other hand, when his victimization is displaced by 
>> the victimization of a powerful black character (played by Harl7 
>> Belafonte) who becomes an embodiment of whiteness, out syrapathies 
>> shift. Additionally, if we consider that the black victim is 
>> personified by a white actor (Travolta) then we are really sympathetic 
>> to a character who represents power and privilege off the screen beyond 
>> the context of the fihn. Thus, the film may defeat its own purpose by 
>> reinforcing the very racial attitudes it was attempting to alleviate. 
>> According to Heman Vera and .~ndrew Gordon, ?white racial masquerade in 
>> the movies might be understood not only as [a] subel~’sion of whiteness, 
>> but also, ironically, as an assertion of white privilege.? In a 
>> similar vein, Richard Dyer contends that, ?\%]rite people have power ? 
>> \Vhite people, unable to see their particularity, catmot take account of 
>> other people?s; white people create the dominant iraages of the world? 
>> white people set standards of httmaniU- by which they- are bound to 
>> succeed and others bound to fail. ? In view of Dyer?s assessment of 
>> }vhiteness, the powerful protagonist (played by a black actor) in some 
>> instances allows us to view him as powerful because he symbolically 
>> represents whiteness. In reality-, this power associated with whiteness 
>> is then defused because the reality’ is that the powerful character is 
>> played by a black actor who because of his blackness will cause 
>> audiences to associate him with blackness; therefore, he becomes less 
>> believable In the same maimer, the }vhite character who is ?passing? as 
>> black will be subject to our sympathies because of his whiteness. It is 
>> Vera and Gordon }vho contend that, %vhereas black passing is vie}ved as 
>> transgressive and dangerous, white passing, like white male 
>> cross-dressing, is vie}ved as educational and self-improving ? 
>> Therefore, this paper intends to explore the racial politics of White 



>> Man?s Burden. The film further reflects a third gaze ? that of 
>> spectators? view of America?s racial relations ? primarily between 
>> blacks and whites. Although the :film is a fictional recreation, it 
>> speaks to the ]’ears associated with race and that :[’ear is that the 
>> disempowered may someday assume the position of the empowered 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting wagaman@mail.h-net, msu. edu: 
>> 

>>> Hello, 

>>> I am unable to open your attachment. Please cut and paste your abstract 
>>> into the bo@ of an e-mail and send. 

>>> Sincerely, 
>>> Brian 
>>> James Brian Wagaman 
>>> Area Chair: Film and Media Studies 

>>>> Dear Program Chair: Attached is a proposal that I submitting to be 
>>> considered for the upcoming PCA,’ACA Cotffcrence in the Spring. IfI 
>>> should 
>>> submit to another area chair instead, please let me know before the 
>>> deadline. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Rcgester 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 12:11 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Atiican American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Dear Jane: Thanks much for the update Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Sorry for the delay in getting you the cuntracts I left for back to 
back conferences right at’ter your book was approved. We have not, 
yet received the final repolt for the book, and after several 
follow-up inquiries, I’m not sure that we will. 

Katie, ~vill you seek one additional reader for Charlene’s manuscript? 

I’ll send contracts this week. 

Thanks ! 

Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2008 2:51 PM 
To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
Subject: Re: African American Actresses in Earl?" Cinema 

Dear Jane: This is just to follow up regarding the second report [’or my 
work on black actresses in early cinema. Also, when can I expect to 
receive the contract as I would like to get started on this rewsions 
during the holiday season that is fast approaching where I will have 
most uninterrupted time frame to work on this Let me know the status 
of things and thanks fi~r working with me Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "B ehnken, J ane Kathleen" <jbehnken @indiana.edu>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> I have great news to deliver from the editorial board meeting 
>> yesterday. They enthusiastically approved a contract for your book. 
>> They want to see some substantial revisions, however, and want to be 
>> sure that we complete the review process by soliciting at least one 
>> more outside report I’m pleased, however, that they have agreed to 
>> issue a contract in advance of the final report 
>> 

>> In sum their concerns are: 
>> 

>> 

>> 1.    Title: they feel the cua~ent title is too flat-footed 
>> and that "early cinema" is not actnally the period represented. 
>> These concerns are addressed in your response and I don’t think we 
>> need to discuss them again. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 2. Chapter titles: You need to create more engaging chapter 
>> titles (this is also addressed in your response). 
>> 

>> 

>> 3. Jargon: The?" feel that the book is too jargon hea’,~-that 
>> this "drags down what could potentially be an engaging text." The?" 
>> want the book to contain a lively discussion of this previously 
>> overlooked material-move beyond providing references for 
>> colleagues. They felt that the text itself isn’t as theoretical as 
>> the language indicates. There were especially severe reactions to the 
>> glossary in the footnotes of the introduction. Generally, yo~ need 
>> to either excise or bring into the main discussion footnotes this 
>> lengthy. They recorcanend (and I agree) that you get rid of the 
>> glossary altogether. If the terms aren’t standard, don’t use them. If 
>> they are standard but have varied meanings, introduce how- yo~ will 
>> use the terra at first appearance. The theoretical terminology- needs 
>> only- to set~e the purpose of making these histories more visible and 
>> available Keep this question at the fore during your revisions and 
>> I think it will help streamline flae language 
>> 

>> 

>> 4.    Organization: Does the current organization allow you to 
>> make global arguments about this canon over all or about these 
>> actresses overall? Are the chapters too formulaic? Be sure to focus 
>> each chapter on what is noteworthy about that particular actress, 
>> rather than simply running tl~rough the topics as set out by the TOC 
>> (I did indicate to the board that you had intentionally left out the 
>> major transitions as you were uncertain whether the current order 
>> ~vould be the final one.) 
>> 



>> I don’t want to lose the forest for the trees, however IUP is 
>> really thrilled to be publishing your book and *ve look ]’orward to 
>> helping you develop it further I recommend that you hold o1![" on 
>> revisions until we receive the l’inal report at *vhich point we should 
>> conJ’ab about how best to move ]’orward I:[" all of this sounds okay to 
>> you, I’ll go ahead and draw up contracts for your signature. 
>> 

>> All best wishes, 
>> 

>> Jane 
>> 

>> Jane Bel-mken 
>> Music & Hun~anities Editor 

>> Indiana Universi)- Press 
>> 601 Nolth Morton Street 
>> Bloomington, Ind. 47404-3797 
>> Ph: (812) 855-5261 
>> Fax: (812) 855-8507 
>> j behnken@indiana.edu 
>> 

>> http://iupress.indiana, edu<http :/iiupress. indiana, edui> 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 12:40 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Book Review for First Holl,,~¥ood 

Book olden AgeReview for Journal of Southern His~tory.doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a book review that I have written for a 
journal Please edit the following attachment and feel free to change 
whatever you think is necessaW. By the way, the revie~v is supposed to 
be 500 words but I could not limit to such a short review and say ver,v 
much so I decided to make as long as necessaW to provide a decent 
revie~v. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here you go. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 8:05 AM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a letter that I need for you to edit. I will 
send another letter and two proposals The only one that really needs 
to be completed to day if possible is the letter :[’or Kharmika TilleW 
Thanks much [’or your assistance as always. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>> university is understanding of your situation. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.tmc.edu [raailto:regester(&eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: Lettcr of recommendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We are doing 
>> okay but this is the way life is - things happen sometimes at the most 
>> untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>> Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I celtainly hope 
>>> the nniversi~ will be understanding. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recormnendation 
>>> 

>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in the future 
>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice Thanks 
>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

>>> <CalterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>> Charlene, 

>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.uaac.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Mort 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> SubJect: RE: Lel~er of recommendation 

>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 



>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written Most of my 
>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and f!ow I highlighted two 
>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>> and invoice you later I spent two hours. 

>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester~d~,,el~ail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecorrm~endation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a docnn~ent for you to edit but I am 
>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sort?~ for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

>>>>> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as welh 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihanc.edu [mailto:regester@email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all tl~ree letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you ~vorking ~vith me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. The rev version has all edits accepted 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihnnc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Man 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some tl~ree letters of recommendation that I ~vill 
>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> ~Inis only ~ook me 15 minutes I can keep tabs and we can wait on 
>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> SubJect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may have another 
>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward payment. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>> <Carte~E@misso uri. edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihnnc.edu [mailto :regester(~emaihunc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter ofreconm~endation 



>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendatinn that I am 
>>>>>>>>> forwarding 
>>>>>>>>> [~or your review. Thanks much J2~r your review of this material and 
>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing fi~om you in the near future. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 

>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter right away. 
>>>> I will need it within the next few hours. I know- this is an ~musual 
>>>> time request but things have utffolded in such a way that I am being 
>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. That~ks much for your 
>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this emaih 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 21, 2008 11:43 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN32 I@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Fwd: Re: Charlene Regester Tenure Review 

..... Forwarded message from Mreid122@aol.com ..... 
Date: Thu, 20 Nov 2008 15:10:55 -0500 
From: @aol.com> 

Reply-To: ~aol.com> 
Subject: Re: Charlene Regester Tenure Review 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear Dr. Charlene Regester, 

I am willing to serve as an external tenure and promotion evaluator on 
your committee. 

I will be out of the country from 10 December 2008 - 25 December, 
immediately flaereafter, I will be in San Francisco from 25 December - 
2 January 2009. IfUNC sends your tenure packet before 10 December 
addressed to flae address below, I can review the materials and have 
flae tenure review in flae mail no later than Monday, 9 February 2009. 

Yes, I do remember you from flae SCS, your work on flae Micheaux 
Newsletter, your book manuscript(s) that I had flae pleasure to read, 
and your published black film history articles. 

best, 

mark 

Mark A. Reid 
Box 122 
Gainesville, FL 32602-0122 

USA 

On Nov 20, 2008, at 2:44 PM, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

> Dear Dr. Mark Reid: This is a request to ask you to serve on my 
> tenure committee. I hope that you remember me since you reviewed my 
> manuscript on Black Actresses in Early Cinema (I have recently 
> received a contract for the work for Indiana UP). If you are willing 
> to serve, my department has asked me to contact you to see if you 
> would be willing to review the materials within a month. They would 
> like to send the materials Dec. 1 and receive them around or monfla 
> or so thereafter. If you are willing to review on my behalf, please 
> let me know. Thanks much for your assistance and I would have 
> contacted you before now but at first they were going to try to 
> delay the process and then flaey decided to proceed so if you can 
> support me under flaese circumstances, I would greatly appreciate 
> your assistance. I look forward to hearing from you soon. Thanks 
> much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 24, 2008 11:33 AM 

~aol.com 
Fwd: Atiican American Actres~s in Early Cinema 

Dear Charlene, 

I have great news to deliver from the editorial board meeting yesterday. They enthusiastically approved a contract for your book. They want to see some 

substantial revisions, however, and want to be sure that we complete the review process by soliciting at least one more outside report. I’m pleased, however, 

that they have agreed to issue a contract in advance of the final reporL 

In sum their concerns are: 

1. Title: they feel the current title is too flat-footed and that "early cinema" is not actually the period represented. These concerns are addressed in your 

response and I don’t think we need to discuss them again. 

2. Chapter titles: You need to create more engaging chapter titles (this is also addressed in your response). 

3. Jargon: They feel that the book is too jargon heavy--that this "drags down what could potentially be an engaging text." They want the book to contain a 

lively discussion of this previously overlooked material--move beyond providing references for your colleagues. They felt that the text itself isn’t as 

theoretical as the language indicates. There were especially severe reactions to the glossary in the footnotes of the introduction. Generally, you need to 

either excise or bring into the main discussion footnotes this lengthy. They recommend (and I agree) that you get rid of the glossary altogether. If the 

terms aren’t standard, don’t use them. If they are standard but have varied meanings, introduce how you will use the term at first appearance. The 

theoretical terminology needs only to serve the purpose of making these histories more visible and available. Keep this question at the fore during your 

revisions and I think it will help streamline the language. 

4. Organization: Does the current organization allow you to make global arguments about this canon over all or about these actresses overall? Are the 

chapters too formulaic? Be sure to focus each chapter on what is noteworthy about that particular actress, rather than simply running through the topics as 

set out by the TOC. (I did indicate to the board that you had intentionally left out the major transitions as you were uncertain whether the current order 

would be the final one.) 

I don’t want to lose the forest for the trees, however. IUP is really thrilled to be publishing your book and we look forward to helping you develop it further. I 

recommend that you hold off on revisions until we receive the final report at which point we should confab about how best to move forward. If all of this sounds 

okay to you, VII go ahead and draw up contracts for your signature. 

All best wishes, 

Jane 
Jaue 8ehuke!i 

jbeh nkerz@irzdia na ed u 

htt p://iu press.indiana.ed u 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 25, 2008 2:56 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: PCA/ACA Conference Updates and Reminders 

ATT00001.htm; linage001 :iPg; lInage001 :iPg 

To the Pt:A/ACA Membership: 
Just a quick note to let you know that the deadline for paper submissions for the 2009 National Conference has 

been extended to December :~sth! As you know, both gas prices and airline ticket prices have fallen considerably lately, 

so now is the time to submit your proposals and secure your airline tickets! For a list of areas for which you might wish 
to present, please go to the website at http://www.pcaaca.orq/areas/areas.php . 

Also, please remember that early bird registration, with its lower rate, ends at midnight December 31st, so 

register early and save. 

Another important deadline occurs on December :~sth. That is the date the applications are due for the grant 
competitions for graduate students and early career faculty to attend the national conference in New Orleans. Go to 
the website at http:!/www.pcaaca.orq!qrant/overview.php for further details about applying for these grants. 

By all indications, this should be a great conference with lots of interesting papers and the wonderful city of New 
Orleans to explore. 

If you have any questions, just email me at .__B___r___a___t___z___e_J_@___m_____s___u__:___e____d___u__ or Delores Rauscher, our program director, at 

B__a___u____s___c__b__e___5__C@___m____s__u_,___e___d___u__. 
Sincerely, 
John Bratzel 
John F. Bratzel, Professor 
Department of Writing, RhetorJc, & American Culture 
Director, MSU Undergraduate American Studies Program 
Executive Director, Popular Culture Association!American 
Culture Association 
276 Bessey Hall, Michigan State University 
East Lansing, HI 48824 
Email: Bratzel@msu.edu 
Phone: (517) 355-6660 
Fax: (517) 432-7419 
Delores F. Rauscher 
Instructor of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures 
Program Coordinator for the Popular Culture Association & American Culture Association (PCA/ACA) 
258 Bessey Hall 
Michigan State University 
East Lansing, MI 48824 
PH: (517) 432-7413 
FAX: (517) 432- 7419 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 1, 2008 2:36 PM 

Cynthia Hopkins <hopkinsc@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM Exam II 

AFAM EX~’dVlIIFaJlO 8 .doc .rff 

Dear Cynthia: Attached is a copy of Exam II for AFAM     If you need 
additional information, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Cynthia Hopkins <hopkinsc@emaihunc.edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

We have one student,         o , scheduled to take your exam ~vith us on 
(Tuesday, December 2 at 9:00am), we also have the exam AFAiVl that you 
emailed us fur her tu take un November 18th but she never shuwed up, do you 
want her tu take this une. Please email the exam to this address, upluad 
it tu our dropbox at <blocked::BLOCKED::https://ovcsa.un c edu/drop box> 
https://ovcsa.unc edu/dropbux ur let us know should you prefer a different 
methud uf dehvery or have made alternate arrangements with the student. 
Also, please indicate what, if any aides are allowed, huw long the class has 
for the exam and how the exam should be returned to you upon completion. 
Thank you! 

Cynthia Hopkins, Administrative Suppurt Specialist 
Dean of Students Off~ce-Disabili~" Services 
University of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
450 Ridge Road, State 2126 
Campus Box 7214 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7214 
T 962-83(X) 
F 962-4748 
hupkinsc@emaihunc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 2, 2008 8:28 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: Fwd: Hi stovca Socie~ Nominating Committee 

Dear Terry: If this meeting is scheduled for today, I won’t be able to 
meet But you can keep me posted by emaih Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting        ~)aol.com: 

All, 

Thank you all for agreeing to serve on this committee? It seems that 
5:00 next Tuesday-, December 2, works for most, if not all? Lynden 
will try to rearrange her schedule so she can j oin us 

So let’s plan on meeting next Tuesday at 5 at the Society’s office. 

OK? 

Best wishes for the holidays, 
Terly 

Telaw Barnett 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 

From: cmiwash@aol.com 
To:       @nc.rr.com;            ~r)nc.rr.com; 
laurie norman@unc edu; lharris@hiddenvoices.org; 

@aol corn; regester@emaiI.unc.edu 
Sent: ~Ihu, 13 Nov 2008 8:47 am 
Subject: Historca Society Nominating Committee 

All, 

Our Historical Society faces significant change in members and 
officers next May, and so some early thoughts about who to recruit is 
warranted. 

Accordingly, the Executive Committee last evening suggested the 
formation now of the nominating committee, and asked that each of you 
be a member. I’ve been able to chat with a couple of you, but am 
heading out of town :[’or a few days and so wanted to send a note to 
pass the request along. 

Next May, the terms of at least the following are up: 

Terry, Eleanor, Nancy Tannenbaum, Catharine Carter, Lamie Norman, 
Carolyn Sturgess, Cat Williams. 

Thus we lose our President, Vice-President and Secretary, as well as 
key Board members. 

I would like to convene the Nominating Corc~mittee in early December 
(before we all get totally- swamped with end-of-year exams, palties, 
shopping and travel). 

Could you, would you kindly, set’,~e on the Committee, and can we all 
meet?at the Society’s office sometime during the first week of 
Deccmber. Let me first suggest Tuesday, December 2, at 5:00. If that 
doesn’t work for you, please indicate what days and times that week 
might be better. 

Thanks to each of you, and I look forward to seeing you next week at 
the Board meeting. 

Terry’.’? 

Ten5’ Barnett 

Instant access to the latest & most popular FREE games while you 
browse with the Games Toolbar - Download Now-’. 

.2))nc.rr corn: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 3, 2008 5:30 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: Contract 

Dear Jane: I have received the contract, will sign, and return in the 
next few days. Thanks much for your assistance and I really appreciate 
you working with me. 11" I need to discuss ti~rther by phone, I will call 
next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Beha~en, Jane 
Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Attached at long last is the contract for your book. I’m sending an 
e-copy in the interest of time, though if you prefer I’m happy to 
write a formal letter and send hard copies by mail. We need you to 
print and sign three copies at your earliest convenience, send them 
to my attention at the address below, at which point I will have our 
director countersign the contract. We’ll send one copy back to you, 
we’ll keep one, and we’ll send another to IU archives. 

A few items: 

I listed the length at 125,000 words. 
I’ve listed the due date at Mi~y 1, 2009. 
I’ve included an allotment [’or 20 black and white photos. 

If any of these specs are not what you need, let me know and I can 
send you an adjusted copy. Please let me know if you have questions 
about any of the terms. I’ll be in my office the rest of the week if 
you would like to talk by phone 

I’m very sorry [’or the delay in getting this out to you. 

Thanks! 

Jane 

Jane Behnken 
Music & tlumanities Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 North Mi~rton Street 
Bloomington, Ind. 47404-3797 
Ph: (812) 855-5261 
Fax: (812) 855-8507 
jbehnk en@indiana.edu 

VvS-ap up a great idea! Shop our Hoosier Book Club sale: 
>http://w~wz.iupress.indiana.eduicatalog/index.php?cPath 1037 3347 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 3, 2008 5:35 PM 

~aol.com 
Fwd: Contract 

Author Contract.pdf 

Dear Charlene, 

Attached at long last is the contract for your book. I’m sending an e-copy in the interest of time, though if you prefer I’m happy to write a formal letter and send 

hard copies by mail. We need you to print and sign three copies at your earliest convenience, send them to my attention at the address below, at which point I will 

have our director countersign the contract. We’ll send one copy back to you, we’ll keep one, and we’ll send another to IU archives. 

A few items: 

I listed the length at 125,000 words. 

Vve listed the due date at May 1, 2009. 

I’ve included an allotment for 20 black and white photos. 

If any of these specs are not what you need, let me know and I can send you an adjusted copy. Please let me know if you have questions about any of the terms. I’ll 

be in my office the rest of the week if you would like to talk by phone. 

I’m very sorry for the delay in getting this out to you. 

Thanks! 

Jane 



MEMORAND UI I OF A GREEI IENT 

made at Bloomington, Indiana 

this_ 03_day of December_, 2008 

between 

Charlene Regester 

Name (hereinafter called the Author) 

Domicile Address 

Citizenship 

and INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS, a departruent of Indiana University, Bloo~nington, Indiana 
(hereinafter called the Press) relating to a Work tentatively entitled: 

African American Actresses in Early Cinema 

Grants and Warranties 

[1] The Author grants and assigns to the Press the full and exclusive right during the term of copyright to 
punish or cause others to publish the said Work in all forms, in all media, and in all languages throughout the 
world. 

[2] The Author represents and guarantees that he/she is the sole author and proprietor of the said Work and 
has full power to make this agreement and grant, that "the Work does not infringe "the cowright or other 
proprieta~ right of any other person, that it contains no libelous or other unlawful matter, that it makes no 
improper invasion of the privacy of any other person, and that the Work is original with the Author and has 
not previously been published. 
(a) The Author agrees to indemnif~v and hold harmless the Press and the punisher of any reprint editions of 
the Work licensed by the Press against any final judg~nent for damages arising out of facts which constitute a 
breach of the foregoing warranties; "the Author will also pay reasonable costs and attorneys’ fees incurred by 
the publisher(s) in defending an action in which such judgment is recovered. 
(b) The Press shall give the Author prompt notice of any suit brought against the Press, or its paperback or 
book chib licensees, alleging facts which, if proven, could constitute a breach of the warranties specified 
herein. The Author ruay defend such smt with counsel of his/her choosing, at his/her expense, provided that 
the Press may, nonetheless, participate in "the defense with counsel of the Press’s choosing and at its expense. 
If the Author defends such suit, the Author shall not be responsible for the Press’s attorneys’ fees. 

[3] During the life of this agreement, the Author will not, withom the consent of the Press, furnish to any 
other publisher any Work on the same subject, of similar: extent or character, which may conflict with the sale 
of the Work governed by "this agreement. 

[4] The Author agrees to permit publication of short selections, in either print or electzonic format, from the 
Work for publicity and scholarly purposes, without payment to the Press or the Author, as deemed necessasy 
and appropriate by the Press. 

[5] The Author grants and assigns to the Press the full, sole, and exclusive right to a~range for the sale or 
licensing of the following subsidiasy rights relating to the Work and constitutes the Press his/her 
representative and attorney-in-fact for that purpose: serial, foreign, translation, selection, abridgment, 
condensation, digest, anthology, adaptation, syndication, omnibus volumes, book clubs, hardback or 
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paperback reprints, mass market paperback editions, lecture use, slides, public readings, recording and az~y 
and all other sound reproductions, microfilms, reproduction by xerography or other photocopying and related 
processes, Braille, dramatization, radio, television, motion picture (sight and sound), and reproduction by 
electronic, digital, optical, magnetic, or other means. See clause 17 (a) for payment terms governing 
subsidia~ rights. 

[6] The Author will give the Press the first option to publish his/her next book on terms to be arranged, 
excepting books already under contract with other publishers prior to this agreement. 

[7] The Author agrees that the Press shall have the right to publish a new edition of the Work, to be prepa~:ed 
by the Author or as otherwise arranged. The new edition will be subject to a new agreement that will contain 
royal~cy terms identical to those specified in clause 17 hereof. Should the Author be unable or unwilling to 
undertake such revision, or be deceased, the Press may arrange for the prepa~:ation of a revised manuscript, 
the cost of which (including such royalties or tees as the Press may elect to pay) shall be paid by the Press 
and cha~ged against the royalties which may accrue to the Author from the sale of the revised edition. 

[8] In the case of an edited Work, the Press will sign a separate agreement with each contributor. The Editor 
will have the overall responsibility for coordinating the Work and will assume the duties and responsibilities 
herein ascribed to the Author. 

Editorial Conditions and Procedures 

[9] The Author will deliver one double-spaced printout of the completed manuscript of no more than 
125,000 words, together with any permissions necessary, a copy of the manuscript on a computer disk in a 
standard word-processing format, and any mt Work (not to exceed 20 black & white illustrations, 
photographs, maps, charts, drawings, etc., together w~th any permissions necessary), the latter prepared in 
a mariner that is statable for reproduction, on or be[bre May 1, 2009. 
(a) If the manuscript, the art work, or other materials a~e not in suitable physical condition, the Author shall 
have the option of redoing them or of commissioning the Press to have them properly prepared at the 
Author’s expense. 
(b) Unless a special request as to spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and typographical s~cyle shall be 
furnished, the Press is authorized to make the manuscript conform to the style which it believes to be most 
suitable; the Press shall not be fiee, however, in the process of editing, to ~nake substantive changes in the 
manuscript without the express approval of the Author, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
(c) The Press will send the edited manuscript to the Author for review before typesetting begins unless both 
Press and Author mutually agree to waive this step. By approving the edited manuscript the Author assumes 
responsibility for all changes aaad remaining errors, if any. 
(d) If the Press agrees to Work on a tnanuscript needing such extensive editing that rekeyboarding is needed 
to avoid charges for penal~cy cow, the Author is required to pay for this rekeyboarding. 
(e) The Author agrees to obtain and deliver to the Press written permissions for the use of any textual or 
illustrative material m be included in the Work f~r which the Author does not control copyright. All tees 
charged by the copyright owners for the use of such material shall be paid for by the Author. 

[10] The Author agrees to read and correct printer’s proofs of the Work and to return the same to the Press 
within two weeks after the date of receipt, failing which the Press may proceed with publication in 
accordance with its own best judgment. 
(a) Author’s alterations in proof (exclusive of the cost of correcting printer’s errors) in excess of 5% of the 
composition cost shall be paid by the Author. 

[11] The Author will prepare, or have prepared at the Author’s own expense and by someone of the Author’s 
own choosing, and will deliver to the Press within thircy (30) days of receipt of a complete set of page proofs, 
a double-spaced computer printout and identical electronic version of an index to the Work, prepared to the 
Press’s specifications, that is judged by the Press m be acceptable in content and format. If the Author is 
unable or unwilling to prepare a~ acceptable index as herein specified, the Press may, at its discretion, have 
an index prepared, with the costs to be paid by the Author within thirty (30) days of receipt of a statement of 
such charges, or it may publish the Work without an index. 

[ 12] Any payments required of the Author in connection with the rights, editing, or pro&lction of the Work 
axe payable on or before the publication date, except that the Press may, if it chooses and the Author agrees, 
waive immediate payment and charge the Author’s royalty account, provided earnings are sufficient to cover 
the expense. If this ~nethod of payment is chosen, no royalties, advances, or payment tbr subsidia~5, income 
will be paid to the Author until all monies owed to the Press have been collected. 
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[13] Except for loss or damage due to its own negligence, the Press shall not be responsible for loss or 
damage to any property of the Author in its possession or in the possession of its independent contractors, or 
in "the possession of anyone else to whom delivery is made by the Press in the normal course of its operations. 

[14] The Press will publish the Work at its o~w~ expense (unless othe~nvise specifically provided in this 
agreement) within a reasonable period of time after the delivery of a complete and final manuscript that is 
satisfactory in tbrm and content to the Press. All details of publishing, including but not restricted to format, 
jacket design, pricing, and marketing strategy, shall be determined by the Press, except that the Press may 
consult with the Author on these matters. 

I15] In the event of the hnminent publication by another publisher of a Work that duplicates the material 
and/or substance (thesis) of this Work, the Author and the Press will re-evaluate the feasibility of successful 
publication. The Press shall have sole discretion to detern~ine if publication is feasible. 

Copyright 

[16] The Press shall arrange for registration of copyright in the name of Charlene Regester 
in accordance with the provisions of the Cowright Revision Act of 1976. The Press shall pay all tees related 
to "these transactions. Both parties agree to execute, at any time, all documents "that may be necessary ha order 
to protect, assign, or otherwise effectuate the rights granted herein. 

Royalty and Other Pavmettts 

[17] The Press agrees to pay royalties as follows on net receipts from sales of the Work as a whole 
throughout the world (with the exceptions noted in subclauses 17 (a), (b), and (c) below): 

On a hw:dback edition, if published by the Press: 
5% on all copies sold. 

On a paperback edition, if published by the Press: 

0% on the first 2,500 copies sold; 5%, on the next 2,500 copies sold; 7.5% on the next 2,500 copies sold; 

10% thereafter 

On an electronic edition sold in its entire~, whether by the Press or its licensed distributor: 
10% on all copies sold. 

(a) On licenses of the subsidiary rights to the Work listed in clause 5 above, the Press will pay to the Author 
50% of any tees or royalties obtained by the sale of subsidiary rights, except tbr any royalty- or fee-inclusive 
book club, reprint, or foreign licensing agreement, in which case the Press will pay the author a royalty of 
10% of its net receipts. (If an agent is involved in any subsidiary rights transaction, the agent’s fee will be 
deducted before the Author’s and Press’s equal shares axe computed.) 
(b) No royalty will be paid on any copies lost or destroyed, or on damaged or overstocked copies sold at or 
below manufacturing cost, or on gratis copies. 
(c) The Press may withhold up to 25% of the total due the Author in any given year as a contingency against 
returns. The amount withheld, if any, will be reported on the a~mual royalty statement. 

[ 18] The Press will render statements of accounts azmually, as of December 31, and make settlement within 
five months after the close of the accounting period. 

[ 19] The Author is responsible for notif~ving the Press of any permanent change of mailing address. The 
Press is not responsible fbr any failure to meet the ternxs of this agreement resulting from the Author’s failure 
to give notification of a change of address. 
Complimentary Copies 

[20] The Press agrees to give the Author five (5) complimentary copies of the Work if published only in 
hardback or one (1) hardback and four (4) paperback copies in cases of dual hardback and paperback 
editions. The Author may purchase additional copies at the list price less 40% for personal use and not for 
resale. 
(a) In the case of edited volumes of original contributions, the volume editor will receive five (5) 
complimenta~, copies of the Work if published only in ha~:dback or one (1) hardback and four (4) paperback 
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copies m cases of dual hardback and paperback editions. Each contributor will receive one (1) copy of one 
edition of the Work--one paper-back in cases of dual hardback and paperback editions, or one haa:dback coW 
if the Work is published only in hardback~ The editor and contributors will be allowed to purchase additional 
copies of the Work at the list price less 40% for personal use and not for resale. 
(b) If the Work is a book of readings of previously published material the individual contributors will not 
receive gratis copies but may purchase copies at a 40% discount for personal use and not for resale. 

Termination and Out-of-Print Provisions 

[21] If for a consecutive period of twelve (12) months after the date of first publication the demand for the 
Work will not, in the opinion of the Press, be sufficient to render further continuance in its lists or further 
publication or sale in any form feasible or practical, then the Press may dispose of the stock of books on 
hand, without royalty or other compensation to the Author, provided the books remaindered aJce sold at or less 
than manu~:acturing costs. 

[22] The terms of this agreement will remain in effect after the Work has been remaindered or declared 
out-of print unless the Author formally requests that all rights governed herein be returned, which request the 
Press will honor at once, except that prior agreements with regaJcd to subsidiary rights will remain in effect 
and payments therefrom are governed by this agreement. 

Assignment of Rights 

[23] This agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the heirs, executors, administrators, 
and assigns of both parties. This agreement, or pasts thereof, may be assigned by either party with the written 
consent of the other, which consent must be obtained in advance, and the assignee thereof shall have all the 
rights and remedies of the original parties insofa~ as the same are assignable. 

The parties have executed this agreement the day and year first written above. 

Charlene Regester, Author 

Janet Rabinowitch, Director, Indiana University Press 

[AuthorT/01] 

7/01 Initial: 
Aulh    Press 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 3, 2008 5:36 PM 

jmgaines@duke.edu 

Fwd: Contract 

Author Contract.pdf 

Dear Charlene, 

Attached at long last is the contract for your book. I’m sending an e-copy in the interest of time, though if you prefer I’m happy to write a formal letter and send 

hard copies by mail. We need you to print and sign three copies at your earliest convenience, send them to my attention at the address below, at which point I will 

have our director countersign the contract. We’ll send one copy back to you, we’ll keep one, and we’ll send another to IU archives. 

A few items: 

I listed the length at 125,000 words. 

Vve listed the due date at May 1, 2009. 

I’ve included an allotment for 20 black and white photos. 

If any of these specs are not what you need, let me know and I can send you an adjusted copy. Please let me know if you have questions about any of the terms. I’ll 

be in my office the rest of the week if you would like to talk by phone. 

I’m very sorry for the delay in getting this out to you. 

Thanks! 

Jane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 12, 2008 1:33 PM 

.~email .unc.edu> 

Re: Death CeNficate 

Dear       Don’t worlT about missing critiques. As for the death 
certificat, download the cite or book where you attempted to locate 
your person as evidence of your research. You can send by email or 
leave in my mailbox at Battle Hall no later than Monday. Thales much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting      ~email.unc. edu: 

Hey Professor Regester, this is                again I had a t~vo 
questions to ask you and the first one is what do we need to bring in 
as far as the death certificate assignment goes if our person’s 
certificate was not public records? and the second thing is, could 
you possibly tell me what critiques am I missing, if any? Thanks so 
much!’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 12, 2008 1:42 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: the manuscript 

Dear Dr. Greene: I like this title and will begin the research ASAP. I 
will be in touch next week. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting        ~,aol corn: 

Charlene, 

Your readers suggested that you find a better title and that you provide 
transition between the chapters With this in mind, I have now- read 
through the 
chapter on Beavers and these thoughts come to mind What about the 
ibllowing title:."Shado~ving the Other: Black Actresses in Pre-1950s 
American 
Cimena." Though I don’t recall an instance in which you use the 
term "shadow," what 
you talk about could be couched in the concept of the shadow (thus the 
book’s title) and its various definitions could be applied to the different 
chapters Shadow is a common term (meaning) and also is a term in 
literary theory 
and even film theou. If you are receptive to the idea, google the term 
(such as "shadow, literary theory) and see what you find that might 
be useful 
You also can use dictionaries of literary theory to :find the term, 
and perhaps 
even dictionaries of film theory The term shadow is also one in psychology 
(such as in Freud and Jung). Look at the book titled "Projecting the 
Shadow: The Cyborg Hero in American Film" to see how the authors 
use the term and 
apply it to film and what their sources are for the definition and use of 
this term as applied to film. 

I don’t think it would be difficult for you to find several working 
definitions of the term (even common dictionary ones) that you could 
apply to each or 
most of the chapters, use in the book’s title, and thus have a con-anon idea 
running through the text to tie it together One day of research should do 
it. You just want to make sure you don’t just copy what is said in the book 
"ProJecting the Shadow" or similar works (I don’t know this book and 
thus don’t 
know what it does). You can connect your use of the term to such terms as 
invisibilib" and probably to other terms that you use in the text. All of 
this could be done in the introduction to set the stage fi~r you 
discussion of 
different actresses, who for the most part were "shadows" of the 
white stars. 
Keep in mind a conmmn definitions of shadow-a dark reflection of something 
else; a projection of one negative onto someone else, etc. 

This is something to consider once you finish your exams. 

Lee Greene 
**************Make yo~ life easier with all yo~ friends, email, and 
favorite sites in one place. Try- it now. 

>(http://~w~w.aol.comY?optin new-dp&icid aolcom40vanitv&ncid emlcntaolcom00000010) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 12, 2008 1:43 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmgaines@duke.edu> 

Re: Advice 

Dear Jane: Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Jane Gaines <jmgaines@duke edu>: 

Charlene: They sent your stuff to me. You need to immediately revise 
your CV Your honors and books are buried at the back I’m sending 
you mine as a model of s~Ae we use for promotion at Duke. Put your 
best (excellent) foot forward, jg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 16, 2008 1:41 PM 

Justin Faerber ~gmail.com> 

Re: White Mmfs Burden essay 

Dear Justin: I really won’t need the essay until the end of JanuaW and 
I am not yet finished with it. Hopefully, I will have it finished by 
the end of December and it should be around 25 pages or so. Have a good 
holiday and ~ve can be in touch then. Thanks much for responding 
Sincerely. Charlene Regester Quoting Justin Faerber 

~gmail.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

It’s good to hear from you It’s certainly been a~vhile. I hope you are doing 
~vell. 

I would be happy to review a paper for you, depending on itslength and the 
time frame in which you need it. These fe~v weeks are going to be extremely 
bust’ and entail a bit of traveling, though. Please let me know ~vhen you 
expect to have the manuscript read?’, ~vhen you ~vill need it by, and 
approximately how- long it will be. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Justin 

On Mon, Dec 15, 2008 at 8:33 AM. <regester@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

>> Dear Justin: Currently, I am wurking on a paper for a conference in 
>> February Are yuu still available tu review" this wurk? If su, just let me 
>> know and I will forward unce it is completed which mat" take me at least 
>> anuther ur so tlave a good Huliday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting 
>> Justin Faerber ~gmail cum>: 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> I am writing tu you from my persunal e-mail address at home, rather than 

>>> mY 
>>> usual Duke accuunt. I have attached to this message the edited version of 
>>> your essay un White Man’s Burden, which I found must interesting Thank 

>>> [’or the upportunity to work on it. As usual, I have used Micrusoft Word’s 
>>> track changes feature su that you can see all ufmy changes, large and 
>>> small. (My questiuns and suggestions to you appear in the comments field.) 
>>> You can then accept ur r~iect them une by une or collectively by gu~ng 

>>> the Tools menu and selecting track changes. If you would like to view the 
>>> edited version with my changes already incot2oorated, simply select "Final" 
>>> (as opposed to "Final Showing Mark-up") under the the track changes menu. 
>>> Please let me know if you have any trouble with the attacl~nent or viewing 

>>> edits. 

>>> As we discussed, I have inserted endnotes where needed, including as much 
>>> ir~formation as was available from the text and telling you what was 
>>> missing 
>>> (sometimes entire references, sometimes just a date, publisher, or page 
>>> number). Again, please let me know if you have any questions. E-mail is 
>>> probably best, but if you need to reach me by phone, my- number is 

>>> Because this project was relatively short in comparison to some others, I 
>>> have not included a separate formal invoice but I can do so if you like. 
>>> Please send a check for $105 ($5 per page x 21 pages) to my home address: 

>>> I appreciate your giving the opportunity to edit this interesting essay. 
>>> Please feel free to pass along tW contact irfformation to ant" of your 
>>> colleagues who may have similar editorial needs in the future. 

>>> Best ~vishes, 
>>> Justin 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 16, 2008 1:50 PM 

~aol.com 
Re: the manuscript 

Dear Dr. Greene: Currently, I am working on chapter one -- double 
checking footnotes and accuracy. I will forward my revisions in a 
couple of days. I am ~vorking as fast as I can but this takes time 

1) The press forwarded the guidelines so I will look at these as soon 
as possible. 

2) Once, I finish chapter one, I will look at info you forwarded on 
Shadow concept. 

3) I contacted the press and the?’ indicated that I will have to pay for 
photos so I contacted the photo archive and they are forwarding some 
photos that I previously selected to the press 

4) The second revie~v should be returned by the end of December and the 
press indicated that they will forward this to me as soon as possible. 

Finally, I can’t thank you enough for all of your support If I need to 
pay for your services, please let me know 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting ~aol.com: 

Charlene, 

Your readers suggested that you find a better title and that you provide 
transition between the chapters. With this in mind, I have now read 
through the 
chapter on Beavers and these thoughts come to mind. What about the 
following title:."Shadowing the Other: Black Actresses in Pre-1950s 
American 
Cimena." Though I don’t recall an instance in which you use the 
term "shadow," what 
you talk about could be couched in the concept of the shadow (thus the 
book’s title) and its various definitions could be applied to the different 
chapters. Shadow is a common term (meaning) and also is a term in 
literary theory 
and even film theory. If you are recepuve to the idea, google the term 
(such as "shadow, literary theory) and see what you find that might 
be useful. 
You also can use dictionaries of literary theory to find the term, 
and perhaps 
even dictionaries of film theory. The term shadow is also one in psychology 
(such as in Freud and Jung). Look at the book titled "ProJecting the 
Shadow: The Cyborg Hero in American Film" to see how the authors 
use the term and 
apply it to fihn and what their sottrces are for the definition and use of 
this terra as applied to film. 

I don’t think it would be difficult for you to find several working 
definitions of the term (even conrmon dictionary ones) that you could 
apply to each or 
nrost of the chapters, use in the book’s title, and thus have a corcanon idea 
rumfing through the text to tie it together. One day of research should do 
it. You just want to make sure you don’t just copy what is said in the book 
"Projecting the Shadow" or similar xvorks (I don’t kmow this book and 
thus don’t 
knoxv what it does). You can connect your use of the term to such tetras as 
invisibilit7- and probably to other ternrs that you use in the text. All of 
this could be done in the introduction to set the stage for you 
discussion of 
different actresses, who for the raost part xvere "shadows" of the 
white stars. 
Keep in mind a cormnon definitions of shadoxv--a dark reflection of soraething 
else; a projection of one negative onto someone else, etc. 

This is something to consider once you finish your exams. 

Lee Greene 
**************Make your life easier with all your friends, email, and 
favorite sites in one place TIT it now-. 

>(http://w~,~v.aol.col~’?optin new-dp&icid aolcom4OvamW&ncid emlcntaolcom00000010) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 17, 2008 4:50 PM 

~aol.com 
Re: the manuscript 

Dr. Greene: Thanks for the update -- the press did finally send the 
guidelines so I will for~vard. I have been making quite a bit of 
progress so I hope to send you something by the end of the week. Thanks 
much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting,        ~aol corn: 

Charlene, 

I know this process takes a lot of time. Not to WOlSey; just take your time. 
My sending cormnents is not intended to lxlsh you It is just to give you my 
thoughts before I forget them I have not finished my read through of the 
McDaniel chapter, but so far it seems that this is one chapter where several 
cuts can be made in order to keep the word limit within ~vhat the 
press wants. 

>LG 
**************Make your life easier with all your friends, email, and 
favorite sites in one place. Tly it now 

>(http://v~vwaolcorrd?optin new-dp&icid aolcom40vanitv&ncid emlcntaolcom00000010) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 18, 2008 8:19 AM 

requests@photofestnyc.com 

Attention: Ron 

Dear Ron: Recently, I forwarded around 20 xerox copies of photos that I 
might use for my book on Black Actresses in early cinema. I plan to 
come to Ne~v York in February (5-7) to select additional photos ~Vhile 
the photos I selected I might use, however, if I can find others to 
replace some of the ones previously selected this will be helpful. In 
the meantime, the contact person at the press who should receive a copy 
of these photos is: Jane Behnken jbehnken@indiana.edu. 
Please note that once we make the final decision regarding the photos, 
I will be responsible for paying for them Thanks much for your 
assistance and I will email you again regarding my plans to arrive in 
Ne~v York Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charleue B <reges~er@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 18, 2008 8:30 AM 

~aol.com 
Fwd: contract return 

AQ New Apt 07.r~ MS GUIDE rev6.8.07.pdf 

Dear Charlene (if I may), 
I am Katie Baber, assistant to Jane Behnken. I have just returned a copy of your book contract to you, countersigned by Janet Rabinowitch, Director of the Press. This copy 
is for your records. Included with the contract are our manuscript preparation guidelines, guidelines for supplying digital art, a W-9 tax form, and author questionnaire. The last 
two items are to be filled out and remitted with your final manuscript. I’ve attached the author questionnaire to this email, which we prefer to have returned in electronic format. 
There is also a copy of the guidelines attached, which are navigable as a .pdf. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about these materials. 
I look forward to working with you toward the publication of your book. 
Sincerely, 
Katie 

Katherine Baber 
Assistant Music Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N. Morton St. 
Bloomington, IN 47404 
ph: 812-855-5063 
fax: 812-855-8507 
j_~ p_t~__u_s_Lc_ @ Lo__d_ j__a__n___a_,__e__d___u_. 
Wrap up a great idea! Shop our Hoosier Book Club sale: 

http://vw~v.iupress.indiana.edu/catalog/index.php?cPath=1037 3347 



INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS AUTHOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

Dear Author, 
Please provide the information requested below. Your Author Questionnaire is the most important tool we 
have as we prepare to market your book. The information you provide will be used by the various 
departments of the Press for everything from writing catalog, jacket, and advertising copy, to planning 
publicity and advertising campaigns, to selling serial rights and reaching export markets. 

Please submit this form at the same time you submit your final manuscript. We prefer to receive 
the AQ as a Word document via e-mail or on disk. If you submit it in hard copy or by fax, please type, 
print, or write legibly. Feel free to add additional sheets as necessary. Thank you for taking time to 
answer these questions. 

Jane Behnken 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS 
601 N. Morton St. 
Bloomington, IN 47404 USA 
Fax: 812-855-8507 
Email: jbehnken@indiana.edu 
Web: iupress.indiana.edu or http://www.indiana.edu/~iupress 

This form is to be completed and returned by this date: 

BOOK TITLE 

AUTHOR (name as it should appear in book) 

SECTION ONE: BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

1. Your complete name: 

2. Present position: 

3. Professional address: Phone: 
Fax: 
Email: 
Web site: 

4. Private address: Phone: 
Fax: 

Please indicate whether you would like us to use your PROFESSIONAL or PERSONAL address when 
corresponding by mail. 

Please inform us immediately if your position or address changes. 

5. Date of birth (needed for copyright registration): 
Place of birth: 

6. Citizenship: 

7. Education, previous positions held, appointments, academic honors and prizes, and membership in 
professional organizations or societies. 



8. Please supply a brief biographical sketch, about four lines that could be used in our promotion. 

9. Please supply us with a reproduction-quality color or black-and-white photograph of yourself for use in 
publicity and promotion, and for possible use on the book jacket. (Be certain that you have rights to the 
photograph and indicate any credit lines that should accompany it.) You may also email an electronic 
version of the photo to your editor, Jane Behnken jbehnken@indiana.edu 

10. Books previously published (include publisher, date of publication in cloth and/or paper, ISBN, price, 
and sales histories, if available). 

11. Please supply clippings of favorable notices for previous books not published by IUP, and any 
publicity on the work we are about to publish that has already been received. 

12. Forthcoming books (including publisher, projected publication date, and ISBN, if one has been 
assigned). 

13. Names and addresses of your university’s news bureau chief or director of public relations; local 
newspapers; hometown newspapers; and alumni publications. 

SECTION TWO: BOOK INFORMATION 

14. On a separate sheet of paper, please write a description of your book in no more than 300 words 
such as might be used on the jacket of the book or in our catalog. Please do not repeat verbatim your 
introduction or preface. 

15. Short descriptive statement (several sentences that aptly describe your book’s scope and theme): 

16. Please list the important or unique features of your book that should be emphasized in our promotion 
(e.g., a new theory, a previously unpublished study, a controversial thesis, access to new sources, etc.). 



17. What topics in your book relate to current newsworthy events or debates? 

18. Are there any anniversaries, occasions, or upcoming events to which we might tie the publicity for 
your book? 

19. Please indicate if there are topics in your book, intriguing aspects of your research, or something 
about you as a writer, scholar, or human being that would provide a "hook" for an interesting feature or 
human-interest story. 

20. Please provide your suggestions for cover art or interior design. If you have preferences regarding 
colors or other elements of design, mention those. If you wish to suggest specific images for use on the 
cover or jacket, please provide samples at the time you submit your final manuscript, in hard copy and/or 
as digital files. (You do not need to supply camera-ready art at this time.) We will consult with you about 
cover design, and will do what we can to accommodate your preferences in keeping with other 
considerations of design and content. Cover art will be approved by the Press at the time the book goes 
into production. 

21. If there are competing books, including forthcoming titles, please list them. 

Author/Title: 
Publisher, year of publication: 
Price: Cloth or paper 
ISBN: 
Specific comparisons with your title: 

Author/Title: 
Publisher, year of publication: 
Price: Cloth or paper 
ISBN: 
Specific comparisons with your title: 



Author/Title: 
Publisher, year of publication: 
Price: Cloth or paper 
ISBN: 
Specific comparisons with your title: 

SECTION THREE: MARKETING AUDIENCE 

22. What is the primary audience for your book? What is the secondary audience? (See questions 22-24 
below if your book has potential for course adoption). If any of the special features of the book are 
particularly applicable to these markets, please indicate. 

23. Names of departments and specific courses where your book might be suitable text or supplementary 
reading. 

24. Names and addresses of course instructors likely to adopt your book. (Please attach). 

25. Features of your book that make it appropriate for potential course use. 

26. Who are the individuals who will be most interested in purchasing your book? Provide sources of 
possible mailing lists; include journal subscribers, electronic groups, and internet-based organizations, 
where applicable (please supply complete addresses, if you know them). If you are a member of any of 
these organizations, please indicate with an asterisk. 

27. Please list, in order of importance, those publications where you think your book should be 
advertised. (While we cannot promise to follow your suggestions due to budget constraints and other 
factors, your input is invaluable). 

28. Please note any chapter or chapters that might stand alone for excerpting in a periodical or 
newspaper. Also, please list the names and addresses of any contacts at periodicals or newspapers who 
might be interested in serializing or excerpting portions of your book. 



29. List the names and complete addresses (if you have them) of persons whom we should consider for 
approaching for advance comments. These should be generally recognizable names in the field of your 
book. Think ambitiously here. Please put an asterisk beside the name of anyone you know personally or 
whom you think might be particularly willing (please annotate your listing accordingly). 

30. We will send review copies to appropriate general media (e.g., The New York Times, the Washington 
Post, The New York Review of Books) and leading scholarly journals. Please suggest the names of 
specialized journals, magazines, specialized beat editors or writers at newspapers, and/or radio and 
television shows (with call letters and city) most likely to review or feature your book. 

31. Please list any awards to which we should submit your book for consideration: 

32. Do you regularly speak to professional, academic, or general audiences? Please list some of the 
places you have lectured and any plans you have for major talks in the future. 

33. Are there any organizations, special catalogs, or businesses that could be approached for bulk 
sales? Please supply contacts if available. 

34. Do you have any national or international travel plans coinciding with the time around your book’s 
publication or during that season? 



35. Please list professional meetings you attend regularly that have book exhibits. Spell out acronyms 
and provide their approximate dates. 

36. Are there specific countries where your book may be of interest? Can you suggest specific foreign 
publishers that might be interested in it? 

37. Please write here or use a separate sheet for any other comments or suggestions you think will help 
us promote your book. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 18, 2008 11:24 AM 

~aol.com 
Re: the manuscript 

Dear Dr Greene: Currently, I am double checking footnotes and accuracy 
of material. I have quite a few changes to make to chapter one -- 
primarily in the footnotes sections. In some instances, we may even 
eliminate some of these notes. Do you want me to send a version which 
is exactly like the one you currently have but with the corrected 
footnotes or quotes or do you want me to wait? Just let me know and I 
will proceed accordingly. I should finish chapter one today and will 
stalt on chapter two tomorrow. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)aol corn: 

Charlene, 

My suggestion is first to get the content of the manuscript in order and 
then to go through it to get it prepared for the press (style, notes, 
bibliography, etc.). As I suspected, the press, as do man?’ of them, 
recon~aend the 
latest edition of the Chicago Manual of Style. There is no rash to send me 
anything because I am just into the first read of chapter 3. I need 
to do a first 
read through the entire manuscript before suggesting revisions (inserting 
corrected materials) 

Lee Greene 
**************One site keeps you connected to al[ your email: AOL Mail, 
Gmail, and Yahoo Mail. Try it now. 

>(http://v, as, w aol com/?optin new-dp&icid aolcom40vanity&ncid emlcntaolcom00000025) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 19, 2008 1:59 PM 

j akob.nils~m@mail.tilm, su. se 

Micheaux Cont~rence 

Bio fo~N~icheaux Conference 2009.doc 

Dear Conference Organizer: The title of my paper for the upcoming Oscar 
Micheaux Conference is -- "Sylvia as a Wilting Flower and Lucy as a 
Broken Blossom: Examining the Construction of Black Stardom in Evelyn 
Preer’s Career" 

Attached is a brief bio. If additional information is needed, please 
feel Iicee to contact me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

(cell phone) 



Bio for Micheaux Conference 

Submitted by Charlene Regester 

December 2008 

Currently, I am an Assistant Professor in the Department of African & Afro-American 
Studies. My publications include essays on early black film stars and filmmakers which 
have appeared in journals such as: Film Literature Quarterly, Popular Culture Review, 
Western Journal of Black Studies_, Studies in American Culture. Film Histo~,, Journal of 
Film and Video, et. al. Published an Annotated Bibliography of Black Entertainers and 
Newspaper Covera,,,e in the pre-1950 Era, Volume I (2002) and Volume II will be 
published in the Spring of 2009. Co-edited the Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter 
(published by Duke University) and serve as an editorial board member of the Journal of 
Film and Video. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 20, 2008 1:46 PM 

da~ sy.nam@col umbia.edu 

Re: Oscar Michaeux Conference 

Dear Daisy: I attempted to send the title of my paper to the email 
address received in the attachment but it was returned Therefore, I am 
sending thte title of my talk to you: "Sylvia as a Wilting Flower and 
Lucy as a Broken Blossom: Examining the Construction of Black Stardom 
in the Career of Evelyn Preer" 

As for the conference, I may show- slides in a power point presentation 
or format and ~vill also likely show- some video clips. Thanks much f,ar 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Daisy Nam 
<dkn2108@columbia.edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

On behalf of Jane Gaines I wanted to send you the attached letter and 
information in regards to the Oscar Micheaux conference in FebruaW. Hard 
copies have been sent to you in the mail 

Please let me know if you have any questions 

Many thanks, 

Daisy 

Dais?’ Nam 

Events Manager 

School of the Arts 

daisy nam@columbia.edu 

212 854 7633 (ph) 

(m) 

212 8547733 (f) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 22, 2008 3:57 PM 

Jakob Nil sson <j akob. nil sson@mai 1. tilm. sn. ~> 

Re: Reminder: Micheaux-conference 

Dear Jakob: I attempted to email you but the message came back 
Hopefully, you ~vill receive this message. The title of my talk is 
"Sylvia as a Wilted Flower and Lucy as a Broken Blossom: Examining the 
Construction of Black Stardom in the Career of Evelyn Preer" 

As for AV needs, I may show slides through a power point presentation 
Also, I may show a few- video clips that I ~vill have on DVD Thanks much 
for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jakob Nilsson 
<j akob.nilsson@mail, film. su se>: 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

This is a reminder to send me the information about the title of your 
talk, and also answer the 4 question of your AV-needs. 

Thanks! and happy holidays! 

Best, 

Jakob Nilsson 

Phi) Candidate 
Department uf Cinema Studies 
Stuckhulm Umversity 

Sl~’pe: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 22, 2008 4:02 PM 

~aol.com 
Re: Update 

Dear Dr. Greene: I am nearly finished ~vith checking the accuracy on 
McKinney (Chapter II). I will start on three as soon as possible but 
the Library will be closed for the next few- days so flais will slow me 
down a little. I am just keeping you posted on my progress Have a good 
holiday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        ~aol.com: 

Charlene, 

My suggestion is first to get the content of the manuscript in order and 
then to go through it to get it prepared for the press (style, notes, 
bibliography, etc.). As I suspected, the press, as do man?’ of them, 
recon~aend the 
latest edition of the Chicago Manual of Style. There is no rash to send me 
anything because I am just into the first read of chapter 3. I need 
to do a first 
read through the entire manuscript before suggesting revisions (inserting 
con-ected materials) 

Lee Greene 
**************One site keeps you connected to al[ your email: AOL Mail, 
Gmail, and Yahoo Mail. Try it now. 

>(http://v, as, w aol com/?optin new-dp&icid aolcom40vanity&ncid emlcntaolcom00000025) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 10, 2009 2:41 PM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: last report 

Dear Jane: Thanks for the revie~v. Once I have had a chance to read, if 
I have additional questions regarding ho~v to change the manuscript to 
coincide with the recommendations of this reader, I ~vill get back ~vith 
you Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane 
Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

We finally received the last report for your manuscript in this week. 
It’s extremely detailed and would have been useful to have in hand a 
month ago. That said, I hope you ~vill take all of the reader’s 
comments into consideration as you revise If you want a summa~’ of 
the points, turn to the last page Most of her criticisms are in 
line with what the other reader stated-she just provides more detail 
in howi~vhere to adjust the manuscript. 

Please let me know if you want to discuss any of the details. I’ve 
read through the report once and ~vant to take another glance. 

I hope this note :finds you well The weather has broken here and it’s 
SO nice to be able to go outside again 

Take care, 
Jane 

Jane Behnken 
Music & Humanities Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 North Morton Street 
Bloomington, Ind. 47404-3797 
Ph: (812) 855-5261 
Fax: (812) 855-8507 
jbehnken@indiana edu 

Celebrate Lincoln’s bicentennial this month with our Lincoln and 
C~vil War books! 

> http://www iupress indiana.edu/catalo~iindex.php?cPath 3588 



From: Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2009 2:43 PM 

To: ~aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: last report 

A~tach: Regester Report.rff 

Dear Charlene, 

We finally received the last report for your manuscript in this week. It’s extremely detailed and would have been useful to have in hand a month ago. That said, I 

hope you will take all of the reader’s comments into consideration as you revise. If you want a summary of the points, turn to the last page. Most of her criticisms 

are in line with what the other reader stated--she just provides more detail in how/where to adjust the manuscript. 

Please let me know if you want to discuss any of the details. I’ve read through the report once and want to take another glance. 

I hope this note finds ~ou well The weather has broken here and it’s SO nice to be able to go outside again. 

Take care, 

Jane 

h~p://~.iu p tess.india na.edu/catalog/index.php?cPat h=3588 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 11, 2009 11:29 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: Sidney Poitier conl~rence 

Dear Vander: Thanks much, I might definitely submit something 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quotin~           @aol.com: 

Dear Regester, 

Will write more later. Meanwhile, here is a link to a conference on 
Sidney Poitier. The abstract deadline is not until summer and the 
COl~ference is later in the fall 

http ://poitierconferenc e.synthasite.com/ 
Sincerely, 
vander. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 11, 2009 12:31 PM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ urflv.edu 

Re: conference 2009 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Cun-ently, I am tying to schedule cheap airfares to 
the conference and in order to do so, I would need to present on 
Saturday morning because I may have to catch a 4pm flight on Saturday 
to save money If possible, I would greatly appreciate your assistance. 
Thanks much for working with me and I look fOlavard to seeing you soon. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting felicia.campbell@unlv.edu: 

Hi Charlene, 
Your paper sounds great I’ll mail your fOlTnal acceptance next week. 

Felicia 

Felicia F. Campbell 
Professor of English 
Editor, Popular Culture Review 
http:i/www.far~vestpca.blogspot, corn 

To&nbsp;&nbsp; felicia campbell @un[v edu 
cc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
bcc&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Subject&nbsp;&nbsp; Re: conference 2009 

regester@email unc.edu 

11/l 4/2008 12:59 EST 
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Dear Dr. Campbell: Attached is a proposal which I am submitting to be 
considered for presentation to your upcoming FWPCA conference in the 
Spring Thanks much for ?’our assistance and I look for~vard to hearing 
from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
t?licia campbell@unlv edu: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> Please visit <http://farwestpca.blogspot.com/> for information on our 
>> next conl?rence. 
>> Best, 
>> Felicia 

- GWTWProposal doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 11, 2009 6:47 PM 

lham@hiddenvoices.o~ 

Re: S~mday aftershow talk 

QDear Lynden: Where is the event? What about parking? Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Lynden Harris <lharris@hiddenvoices org>: 

Hey evewone, 

We’re excited and grateIi~l for your palticipation in the Sunday 
discussion! The title of the talkback is "Family Matters: Creating 
histoW by collecting and sharing your stories." 

After the performance, we’ll invite you onto the stage. We’d like 
each of you to take 2-3 minutes to share a personal story of an 
object or anecdote from your own family that sheds light for you on a 
larger event or time period. (Sail?’ is going to talk about the idea 
of collecting personal artifacts in the context of the CH Public Arts 
Project.) 

Then I’ll ask you to talk briefly about how you’ve gone about 
presep~ing that piece of history, or if you haven’t, what you plan to 
do. We’ll open the discussion to questions or stories from the 
audience after that. 

We’d like to of]’er folks resources, so I know the Wilson Library, the 
CH Historical Society, and the CH Public Arts project all have 
suggestions, emails, and ideas to share. We’d like to create a 
resource list in case folks want phone numbers or emails, so if 
you’ll send me those, we’ll pull that together. Basically it’s a 
"[’or more information" page so anyone interested knows how to get in 
touch with you 

’]’his is vep)~ informal and, of course, we have no idea who all will 
stay around ]’or the discussion, but we do know that each of you is a 
fascinating individual and are excited to hear your stories. Also, 
parking is always a challenge on campus, as you probably know. There 
is a parking deck directly behind the theatre; whether or not there 
will be space is another question. Your names will be on the 
reservation list, so there’s no need to reserve a ticket. 

Thank you again for your participation t 
Lynden 

Lynden W. Harris 

Director, Hidden Voices 919-732-9299 
www.hiddenvoices.org 
Stories make change possible. Stories open minds and inspire 
action. Stories create pathways. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 12, 2009 8:35 AM 

,@aol.com 

Re: reader’s report 2 

Charlene’s lesponse to reader #2.doc 

Dear Dr. Greene: I added a fe~v additional points to the letter composed 
and corrected a fe~v very minor elTors. The major changes that I added 
are highlighted in bold-face. Please previe~v to determine if they are 
appropriate. I look forward to seeing you in person to discuss this 
response further because it seems that I am receiving two extremely 
diIt’erent responses -- people who really like the ~vork or people ~vho 
are opposed to the ~vork. Once the letter is finalized, I will submit to 
the editor next week. Thanks much for all of your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Q uuting ~)aol.com: 

Charlene, 

I have attached a draft of the kind uf response I think yuu should make to 
your editor, if she has nut already sent yuu her take un this report. Read 
through this to make sure I do not misrepresent you and that I am accurate in 
what I am saying. Delete anything that does not work for you, and insert 
anything else yuu wish to say. Yuu want tu indicate that you are 
receptive to 
the reader’s suggestions but also that you du nut want to alter the entire 
nature of what you are doing. Such a middle ground usually gues uver 
weH the an 
editor (but nut ahvays). An editor dues not expect you to do everything a 
reader suggests, since different readers will suggest different things and 
often contradict each uther in their suggesuons Let me see any 
respunse yuu 
make before you send it. Yuu might just email the editur and say that you 
will send her a respunse to this report at the beginning of next week, which 
will give you time to revise what I have suggested here. 

LG 
**************The year’s hottest artists on the red carpet at the Grammy 
Awards. AOL Music takes you there. 
(http ://music. aol. con~Jgran~nys ?ncid emlcntusmusi00000002) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February. 12, 2009 8:50 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: another thougN 

Dear Dr Greene: I incorporated nay changes to the letter in the 
previous email, since I received the earlier email first. However, I 
did read this version of the letter as well. If my changes are 
appropriate then I can incorporate them into this updated version of 
the letter. By the way, as I was thinking about the reviewer’s 

concerns, it seems that she wants me to do a different stu@ from the 
one that I have compiled and this indicates that either she did not 
understand my intent or she is not a film scholar or she is promoting 
her own agenda Again, we can discuss when we meet. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting         ~aol.com: 

Charlene, 

As I think of things, I will cormnunicate them to you. One that I had I have 
written at the beginning of what I just sent to you You might consider 
incorporating this into your response The overall point is to show 
that you 
are receptive to constructive criticism but also that you det?nd some things 
you have done that the reader might not like or has trouble with. This 
occasions the response to the "construction" of a character and 
certain assumptions 
you make on the part of readers. It should not come at the beginning of the 
response, as I have included it here, but later on; which is why you should 
not send the response until it is ready 
**************The year’s hottest artists on the red carpet at the Grammy 
Awards. AOL Music takes you there. 
(http : i/music aol com/~rammvs’?ncid emlcntusmusi00000002) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 13, 2009 12:02 PM 

clms t~fi~m.~mc.edu@email, unc.edu 

Fwd: Becau~ We’re Still Here (and Moving) intb 

BWSHAM-09; BWSHAM-09 

Hey Charlene, 
The performances arein the Kenan Theatrein the Center for Dramatic A~s. Here’s a flyer with more infoaboutthe even%. 
Thanks again! 
Lynden 

Lynden W. Harris 

Director, Hidden Voices 919-732-9299 
www.hiddenvoices.org 
Stories make change possible. Stories open minds and inspire action. Stories create pathways. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 13, 2009 12:l0 PM 

~aol.com 
Re: coming to CH 

Dear Dr. Greene: Thanks much for your insightI~l critique of my work. I 
will bring chapters 5 and chapter 6 on Monday since the?- are no~v 
finished I plan to start on Chapter 7 today but I may not be finished 
by Monday As for revisions, I agree with all of your reconmaendations 
to eliminate repetition and bring clari~ to the work And since ~ve 
have to reduce the manuscript to meet the page requirements, I doubt 
that I will re-insert an?’ of the material eliminated. Hope to see you 
on Monday. Please call my cel]               as well as email so that 
I will be in place. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting @aol corn: 

I should be in Chapel Hill on Monday and probably will leave Monday 
afternoon or early Tuesday. We can talk about things when I get 
there. Hopefully, I 
~vill have thought through all that I suggest you say in your response to the 
editor and will have sent to you the initial revisions of the Beavers and 
Washington chapters. I think these t~vo should come together because of the 
foregrounding of Imitation of Life (avoid repetition among other 
things). I am 
suggesting deleting much of Beavers and compressing other parts; basically 
the same [’or Washington (though not as much and for different 
reasons I also 
am suggesting reorganizing much of these two chapters to make the discussion 
more fi~cused in each one. What I do is merely a suggesuon; you can restore 
whatever you wish because it is your manuscript. The reorganization and 
revisions to accommodate the reorganization are very time consuming, 
but I hope to 
have something ready by Monday Of course, the next pass through [’or each 
chapter will catch things missed in the initial revision. 
********************* says I love you like flowers! Find a florist near you 
now. 

>(http://yellowpa~esaolcom/search?quew florist&ncid emlcntusyelp00000002) 
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of Women World Wide eds. Lynne Brakeman & Susan Gall (Detroit: Gale 
Research, 1997), 276, 287-288,317-318,327-328,343, 370, 378-379,387,397& 403-404. 

"Sounder," "King Solomon’s Mines," and "The Learning Tree" in Jim Welsh and John Tibbetts, 
eds. Novels Into Film (New York: Facts on File, 1997), 214-216, 230-231,393-394. 

"Oscar Micheaux" Jane Gaines and Charlene Regester, Encyclopedia of African American 
Culture and History: Vol. 4 ed. Jack Salzman, David Lionel Smith & Cornel West (New York: 
Simon & Schuster Macmillan, 1996), 1771-1774. 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Multifaceted Portrayals of the African American Male: The Good, The Bad, 
and The Ugly," in Me Jane." Masculinity Movies and Women eds. Pat Kirkham and Janet Thulnim 
(England: Lawrence and Wishart Publishers, 1994), 166-183. 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Body and Soul: A Film of Conflicting Themes, "Black Film Center 
Conference Proceedings, 1992 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), 59-71. 



Refereed Journal Articles 
"John Ford’s Liberalism or Ambivalence- Sergeant Rutledge and The Searchers," in Screening 

Noir: A Journal of Black Film, Television & New Media (Fall 2008, forthcoming), 25 
pages. 

"From the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Movie-going in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities 
during the Early Period of American Cinema," Film History vol. 17, No. 1 (Fall 2005): 
113-124. 

"Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze of Pinky - White Desire for Blackness," Popular Culture Review 
vol. 14, No. 1 (February 2003): 67-85. 

"From the Gridiron and Boxing Ring to the Cinema Screen: The African American Athlete in 
Pre-1950 Cinema," Culture, Sport and Society-Special Issue Ethnicity, Sport, Identity 
Struggles for Status vol. 6, no. 2/3 (Summer/Autumn 2003): 269-292. 

"African American Writers and Pre-1950 Cinema," Film Literature Quarterly vol. 29, no. 1 (Fall 
2001): 210-235. 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star -- Josephine Baker Racialized, 
Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI 
Files," Popular Music and Society (Spring 2000): 31-84. 

"The Evocation of Death in Dorothy Dandridge’s Photograph: The Reading of a Still," Popular 
Culture Review vol. 1, no. 2 (Summer 2000): 29-37. 

"Headline to Headlights: Oscar Micheaux’s Exploitation of the Rhinelander Case," The Western 
Journal of Black Studies, vol. 22, no. 3 (Fall 1998): 195-204. 

"The Reading of A Still: The Evocation of Death in Dorothy Dandridge’s Photograph," Art 
Criticism vol. 13, no. l(Spring/Summer 1998): 41-47. 

"African American Extras in 20th Century American Cinema" Film History vol. 9, no. 1 (Fall 

1997): 95-115. 
"African American Actors and the Communist Scare of the 1950s: Unique Responses to the 

Otherness Inflicted by the Hegemonic Discourse," Studies in American Culture vol. 20, 
no. 2 (October 1997): 1-16. 

"Oscar Micheaux The Entrepreneur: Financing The House Behind the Cedars" Journal of Film 
and Video vol. 49, nos. 1-2 (Spring-Summer 1997): 17-27. 

"Lena Horne and Hazel Scott--African American Actresses as Politically Active Feminists," 
Popular Culture Review vol. 7, No.1 (February 1996): 81-95. 

"Oscar Micheaux On The Cutting Edge: Films Rejected by the New York State Motion Picture 
Commission," Studies in Popular Culture vol. 17, no. 2 (April 1995): 61-72. 

"The Misreading and Rereading of African American Filmmaker Oscar Micheaux: A Critical 
Review of Micheaux Scholarship," Film History vol. 7, no. 4 (Winter 1995): 426-449. 

"Stepin Fetchit, the Man, the Image, and the African American Press," Film History vol. 6, no. 4 
(Winter 1994): 502-521. 

"Lynched, Assaulted and Intimidated: Oscar Micheaux’s Most Controversial Films" Popular 
Culture Review (January 1994): 47-55. 

"Visual and Verbal Content in U.S. History Textbooks of the 1950s and 1980s," Journal of 
Reading Improvement vol. 28, No. 1 (Spring 1991): 14-25. 

Unrefereed Works 
Book Reviews 
The First Hollywood." Florida and the Golden Age of Silent Filmmaking by Shawn C. Bean (Gainesville: 

University of Florida Press, 2008) for The Journal of Southern History (forthcoming). 

Dancing on the White Page: Black Women Entertainer’s Writing Autobiography_by 

Kwakiutl L. Dreher (State University of New York Press, 2008) for Popular Culture 

Review (Summer 2008), forthcoming. 

Migrating to the Movies: Cinema and Black Urban Modernity by Jacqueline Stewart 

(University of California Press), Nineteenth Century Theatre and Film Journal 33.2 

(Winter 2006): 76-79. 
Hollywood Fantasies of Miscegenation by Susan Courtney (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 2005), Screen 47.3 (Autumn 2006): 387-393. 

Disintegrating the Musical: Black Performance and American Musical Film by Arthur 



Knight (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002) in Screen 45.4 (Winter 2004): 452-456. 

Black Manhood of the Silent Screen by Gerald Butters Jr. (Lawrence: University Press 

of Kansas, 2002) in Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television 23.4 (October 

2003): 391-392. 
Writing Himself into History: Oscar Micheaux, His Silent Films, and His Nove& by 

Pearl Bowser and Louise Spence (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2000) 

in African American Review 36.1 (Spring 2002): 156-158. 

Cinema Interval by Trinh Minh-ha in Jouvert on Film: A Journal of Postcolonial 

Studies (Fall 2000, On-line journal): 1-5. 

Le Tumulte Noir: Modernist Art and Popular Entertainment in Jazz-Age Paris, 1900- 

1930 by Jody Blake (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999) in Left 

History (1999): 130-132. 

Making and Molding Identity in Schools-Student Narratives on Race, Gender, and 

Academic Engagement by Ann Locke Davidson (New York: State University of New 

York Press, 1996) in NationalAssociationfor Multicultural Education Magazine (1998): 

28. 

High Contrast." Race and Gender in Contemporary Hollywood Film by 

Sharon Willis (Duke University Press 1997) in Film Quarterly 52.2 (Winter 1998-99): 

51-52. 

Black African Cinema by Nwachukwu Frank Ukadike (California 1994) in Film 

Quarterly 49.2 (Winter 1995-96): 55-56. 

Abstracts, Newsletter, Newspaper, Program Notes 
"History of Chapel Hill Theaters and Blackmoviegoing in Durham and Chapel Hill," Chapel Hill 

Weekly Newspaper, 2008 for Chapel Historical Society. 
"Abstract: The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star - Josephine Baker 

Racialized, Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, 
and FBI files," for Music Library Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 2003. 

"Black Theaters and Theater Owners: Durham, North Carolina" for Duke University Local Color 
Exhibit sponsored by Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library for "Local 
Color: Moviegoing in the American South Conference," January 18-20, 2002, 5 typed 
pages. 

"Oscar Micheaux," African Americans in Cinema: The First Half Century, CD-Rom Project, 
sponsored by Indiana University (2001), Instructor’ s Guide, 13-17. 

"Notes: Oscar Micheaux’s The Exile," Oscar Micheaux and His Circle--Program Notes, Giornate 
del Cinema Muto, Pordenone-Sacile, Italy, (October 2001), 2 typed pages. 

"The Mad Dash to Honor Oscar Micheaux," Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter vol.8 (Spring 
2000), 10-11. 

"Film: African Americans, Cinema, and the Harlem Renaissance," Rhapsodies in Black: Art of 
the Harlem Renaissance - Information Packet as part of the Rhapsodies in Black: Art of 
Harlem Renaissance compiled by Richard Powell, (London-Hayward Art Gallery & 
Washington, D.C.-Corcoran Gallery of Art, 1997), 5 typed pages. 

"The Reincarnation of Oscar Micheaux: 1997 Film Festival in Review," OscarMicheaux Society Newsletter 
6 (Winter 1997). 

"Myth and Reality: How Many Books Did Oscar Micheaux Publish?" in Oscar Micheaux Society 
Newsletter, eds. Charlene Regester and Jane Gaines, vol. I, no. 2 (November 1993). 

Conference Papers, Invited Talks 
"Sylvia as a Wilting Flower and Lucy as a Broken Blossom: Examining the Construction of 

Black Stardom in Evelyn Preer’s Career as Oscar Micheaux’s Premiere Black Actress," 
Faded Glory: Oscar Micheaux African American Enigma Conference, Columbia 
University and Film Society Retrospective at Lincoln Center, New York 
(Invited-February 2009). 

Panelist: Faded Glory: Oscar Micheaux African American Enigma Conference, Columbia 
University and Film Society Retrospective at Lincoln Center, New York (Invited- 
February 2009). 



"Examining John Ford’s Racial Profiles: Black Protagonist in Sergeant Rutledge & White 
Protagonist in The Searchers Become Vehicles of Ford’s Racial Ambivalence," 
Popular Culture and American Culture Association Conference, San Francisco, 
California (March 2008). 

Panel Chair, "Film Adaptation II: Gender and Race-Different is not Deficient," 
Popular Culture and American Culture Association Conference, San Francisco, 
California (March 2008). 

"John Ford’s Liberalism or Racial Ambivalence-Parallels in the Protagonists in Sergeant 
Rutledge and The Searchers," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Philadelphia, 
(March 2008). 

"Uncomfortable Spaces and Unusual Practices: Black Moviegoing in Durham and Chapel Hill 
in the pre-1950s Era," When the Movies Come to Town, College of William and 
Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia (Invited-February 2008). 

"I Didn’t Peep at Your Wife...I Ain’t No Peeping Tom: An Examination of White Man’s 
Burden," Speculating on the South: Re-imagining the Historical South through 
Scholarship and Art, Institute for African American Research, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill (Invited-November 2007). 

Discussion Moderator for Panel on "Ragtime, Cinema and the Blues: African American Artistry 
and the Emergence of Mass Culture," at Beyond Blackface: African Americans and 
American Mass Culture, 1880-1930, sponsored by the History Department, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill (October 2007). 

"Masquerading Blackness: An Examination of Clark Gable as an Embodiment of Racial 
Otherness in Manhattan Melodrama (1934) and It Happened One Night (1934)," 
University Film and Video Association Conference, University of North Texas, Denton, 
Texas (August 2007). 

"Criss-Crossing Boundaries and Zig-Zagging Racial, Sexual, Political, Social, Spatial and 
Historical Lines in Devil in a Blue Dress," Popular Culture/American Culture Conference, 
Boston, Massachusetts (April 2007). 

Panel Chair for Film Adaptation: Black and White Hollywood, Popular 
Culture/American Culture Conference, Boston, Massachusetts (April 2007). 

"Criss-Crossing Boundaries and Zig-Zagging Racial, Sexual, Political, Social, Spatial and 
Historical Lines: An Examination of Devil in a Blue Dress," Society for Cinema and 
Media Studies, Chicago, Illinois (March 2007). 

Panel Chair for Screen Adaptation, Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Chicago, Illinois, 
(March 2007). 

"Appropriating Racial Otherness in the Absence of the Racial Other: An Examination of the 
Protagonists in Manhattan Melodrama (1934) and lt Happened One Night (1934)," Far 
West Popular and American Culture Associations, Department of English, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas (January 2007). 

Panel Chair for Racial Issues in Popular Culture, Far West Popular and American Culture 
Associations, Department of English, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (January 2007). 

"Unraveling Blackness to Appropriate Whiteness: An Examination of Devil in a Blue Dress, the 
Novel and Film," University of Film and Video Association Conference, Chapman, 
Orange County, California (August 2006). 

"Reconstruction of Rape in Sergeant Rutledge: Memory and Flashback," Far West Popular and 
American Culture Associations, Department of English, University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
(February 2006). 

Panel Chair, Race and Cinema Panel, Far West Popular and American Culture Associations, 
Department of English, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2006). 

"Reconstructing Interracial Rape in SergeantRutledge: Memory and Flashback," University of 
Film and Video Association, Columbia College, Chicago (August 2005). 

"The Invisibility of Rape in Sergeant Rutledge: Memory and Flashback Reconstruct Fictionalized 
Rape," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, University of London, England (March 
2005). 

Panel Chair, "Performing and Narrating Race," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, 
University of London, England (March 2005). 



"Colonialistic Inscriptions in Princess Tam Tam: Josephine Baker on Screen and in the FBI 
Files," Far West Popular Culture Association & Far West American Culture Associations 
Conference, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2005). 

Panel Chair, "From Josephine Baker to Gangsta Thugs," Far West Popular Culture Association 
& Far West American Culture Associations Conference, University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas (February 2005). 

"Racilaized, Politicized, and Sexualized: Josephine Baker and the FBI Files," Modernist Studies 
Association Conference, Vancouver, Canada (October 2004). 

"The Felninization of the Black Male Athlete in Cinema," University of Film and Video 
Association Conference, University of Toledo, Ohio (August 2004). 

Panel Chair, "Getting It All Wrong: Industry and The Other," University of Film and Video 
Association Conference, University of Toledo, Ohio (August 2004). 

"Blackness as Horrific: The Birth of a Nation’s Reconstruction of Black Horror" Society for 
Cinema and Media Studies, Atlanta, Georgia (March 2004). 

"Blackness as Horrific: The Birth of a Nation as a Black Horror Film," Far West Popular Culture 
Association & Far West American Culture Associations Conference, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2004). 

Panel Chair, "Feminism and Cinema" at Far West Popular Culture Association & Far West 
American Culture Associations Conference, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 
2004). 

"The Return of the Repressed - Blackness as Horrific-Re-Reading The Birth of a Nation as a 
Horror Film," Black American Cinema Reconsidered, New York University, New York 
(November 2003). 

"The Cinematic Representation of Race in The Birth of a Nation," University of Film and Video 
Association, University of South Carolina, Columbia (July 2003). 

Panel Chair, "Hollywood and The Other," University of Film and Video Association, University 
of South Carolina, Columbia (July 2003). 

"The Construction of Race in The Birth of a Nation: A Black Horror Film," Thomas Dixon and 
The Birth of a New South Conference, Department of History, Wake Forest University, 
Winston-Salem, N.C. (Invited-April 2003). 

"The Felninization of the Black Male Athlete in Boyz’ N the Hood, Cooley High, and Cornbread 
Earl and Me," American Culture Association, New Orleans, Louisiana (April 2003). 

Panel Chair, Race and Cinema, American Culture Association, New Orleans, Louisiana (April 
2003). 

"The Felninization of the African American Athlete in Boyz’ N the Hood, Cooley High, and 
Cornbread, Earl & Me," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota (March 2003). 

"The African American Athlete as Femme Fatale in Boyz’ N the Hood, Cooley High, and 
Cornbread, Earl & Me," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture 
Associations, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2003). 

Panel Chair, Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture Associations, University 
of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2003). 

"Race in D.W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms and Oscar Micheaux’s Body and Soul," at the D.W. 
Griffith and Silent Cinema Conference, Le Giomate del Cinema Mnto, Pordenone - 
Sacile, Italy (October 2002-Invited but did not attend). 

"Transcending Color and Character: Re-Thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in 
Imitation of Life, 1934," Society for Cinema Studies Annual Conference, Denver, 
Colorado (May 2002). 

"The Black Subservient as a Black Militant: Re-Thinking the Racialization of the Black 
Characters in Imitation of Life (1934)," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American 
Culture Associations, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (January 2002). 

"An Alternative to the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina 
Cities," Local Color: Moviegoing in the American South Conference, Duke University, 
Durham, N.C. (January 2002). 

"Oscar Micheaux as the Crouching Tiger Confronts the Hidden Dragon of Film Censors," Rhode 
Island College, Providence, Rhode Island (October 2001). 



"Oscar Micheaux, Race Movies, and the Black Press," Silent Cinema Conference-Oscar 
Micheaux and His Circle, Pordenone, Italy (October 2001 -Invited but did not attend). 

"Signifying Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: The Black Woman as a Signifier of White 
Womanhood in the Screen Representations of Louise Beavers," University of Film and 
Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York (August 2001). 

Panel Chair, University of Film and Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York 
(August 2001). 

"Menace II Society or Menacing Society: Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Position on Screen and 
in the African American Press, 1920-1950," Society for Cinema Studies Conference, 
Washington, D.C. (May 2001). 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh 
in GWTW," Real to Reel Film Symposium, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(April 2001). 

"Menace II Society or Menacing Society? Paul Robeson’s Internal Struggles Mirrored in the 
African American Press and on the Motion Picture Screen," American Culture 
Association Conference, 23~’1 Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (April 2001). 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh 
in GWTW," Fifty Year Oscar Micheaux Celebration, Great Bend, Kansas (Invited-March 
2001). 

"Marking Multiplicity in Paul Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 
Screen, 1920-1950," Frame By Frame: Black Silent Film Festival, Des Moines, Iowa 
(Invited - February 2001). 

"In Search of Feminism and Adulthood Through the Black Female Body: Ethel Waters in 
Member of the Wedding," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture 
Associations, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2001). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Film Company," Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, 
Fifth Annual Film Festival, sponsored by South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory 
South Dakota (Invited - August 2000). 

"Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Positioning in the African American Press as Mirrored on the 
Cinema Screen," Screen Studies Conference, University of Glasgow, Scotland 
United Kingdom. (Paper accepted for presentation but did not attend - June 2000). 

"Hattie McDaniel Becomes the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh in GWTW," Society of 
Cinema Studies Conference, Chicago, Illinois (March 2000). 

"Hero, Villain, or Both: Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Positioning on Screen Mirrored in the 
African American Press of the 1920s, 30s, and 40s," Far West Popular Culture & Far 
West American Culture Associations, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2000). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Film Company, Itself an "Oprhan of the Storm," 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, Orphans of the Storm-A Symposium on Film 
Preservation (September 1999). 

Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, Fourth Annual Film Festival, sponsored by South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory South Dakota (Panel Participant, August 1999). 

"The Construction of White Power Fantasies through the Exploitation of the Black Body: Race, 
Violence, and Sexuality in Mandingo," University Film and Video Association, Emerson 
College, Boston, Massachusetts (August 1999). 

"In Search of Feminism and Adulthood through the Black Female Body: An Examination of 
Ethel Waters inMember of the Wedding, 1952," Society for Cinema Studies, Florida 
Atlantic University, Boca Raton, West Palm Beach, Florida (April 1999). 

"Josephine Baker: The Construction and Deconstruction of a Star by the African American Press, 
Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," National Popular Culture Association/American 
Culture Association Conference, San Diego, California (March 1999). 

"Hattie McDaniel: The Subversion of Otherness On-Screen and Internalization of Otherness Off 
Screen," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture Associations, 11a~ Annual 
Meeting, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1999). 

"Pinky’s Transformation as Miss Em Through the Voyeuristic Gaze," Screen Studies Conference, 
Glasgow University, Scotland, United Kingdom (July 1998). 
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Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, Third Annual, sponsored by the South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory, South Dakota, (Invited Panel Participant, August 1998). 

"Pinky Reconstructed by Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze," University of Film and Video 
Association, 52nd Annual Conference, School of Filmmaking, North Carolina School of 
the Arts, Winston-Salem, N.C. (August 1998). 

Panel Chair, "Images in Film," University of Film and Video Association, 52nd Annual Conference, 
School of Filmmaking, North Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-Salem, N.C. (August 1998). 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star: Josephine Baker’s Public Profile 
in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," Far West Popular and 
American Culture Association Conference, University of Nevada (February 1998). 

"Black Male Psychosis or White Male Fantasy: An Examination of Home of the 
Brave," Annual Conference on Film and Literature, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Florida (January 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Within Our Gates," Southern Historical Association, Atlanta, Georgia 
(Invited Discussant -November 1997). 

"Oscar Micheaux: Film Festival" sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory, South 
Dakota (Invited Panelist-August 1997). 

"Altered States: White Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the 
Brave," University of Film and Video Association Conference, University of 
Wisconsin, Oshkosh (August 1997). 

Panel Chair, "Primary/Archival Materials: Critical and Logistical Issues," 
University of Film and Video Conference, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh (August 
1997). 

"Unveiling Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: White Actresses Cast in Black Roles" 
Console-ing Passions Conference, Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec Canada (May 
1997). 

"Playing in the Dark: An Examination of Lost Boundaries-A White Fantasy Film," Society for 
Cinema Studies, Ottawa, Canada (May 1997). 

"African American Extras De-Centered on American Screens in Two Decades of 20th Century 
Cinema," Far West Popular and American Culture Association Conference, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1997). 

"Resistant Discourses: African American Women Resist the De-Centering of African Americans 
on American Screens," Re-Thinking Nationalism: Women’s Writings of Resistance and 
Accommodation in the Modern Period Conference, sponsored by Duke University and 
University of Barcelona, held in Barcelona, Spain (Invited -November 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: Red-Stained African American Actors as ’The Other,’" Popular 
Culture Association in the South, Savannah, Georgia (October 1996). 

"Dorothy Dandridge: Hollywood’s Construction of Their ’Dark Star,’" University of Film and 
Video Association Conference, Chapman University, Orange County, California (August 
1996). 

Oscar Micheaux: Film Festival sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, held in 
Gregory, South Dakota (Invited Panelist, August 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: African American Actors as ’The Other,’" Console-ing Passions 
Conference, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin (Paper Accepted 
But Did Not Attend, April 1996). 

"Red Stained African American Actors as ’The Other’: Investigations of African American 
Actors by the House Un-American Activities Committee," Society for Cinema Studies 
Conference, University of North Texas, Denton in Dallas, Texas (March 1996). 

"Blurring the Boundaries - When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism for 
Actress Dorothy Dandridge?" Popular Culture Association / American Culture 
Association International Conference, Nevada (March 1996). 

"The Construction of the African American Male Screen Image: As Athletes Transgressed from 
Sports to Cinema 1910-1950," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture 
Association, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1996). 

"From Virtual Exclusion to Marginal Inclusion: The African American Literary Figure in Cinema 
1900 1950," Annual Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, 
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Tallahassee, Florida (January 1996). 
"African American Literary Figures and Cinema: 1900-1950," Literature/Film Association 

Annual Conference, Salisbury State University, Ocean City, Maryland (November 1995). 
"Invisible But Not Absent: An African American Actress Who Made the Transition From Silent 

Cinema to the Sound Era of Filmmaking," University Film and Video Association 1995 
Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 1995). 

Panel Chair, "Minorities in Film and Television" University Film and Video 
Association 1995 Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 
1995). 

"Black Rhythms Transformed On White Screens: African American Jazz Figures in Motion 
Pictures during the 1930s and 40s," Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird Centre, 
Strathclyde University, Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1995). 

"When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism: An Examination of Dorothy 
Dandridge from Screen to Television," Console-ing Passions Conference, University of 
Washington, Seattle, Washington (April 1995). 

"D.W. Griffith’s Black Mistress, Maid, or Confidante?: An Examination of Madame Sul-Te- 
Wan," Society for Cinema Studies Conference, College of Staten Island, City University 
of New York (March 1995). 

"Black Screen Divas Or White Hollywood Victims?: An Examination of Hazel Scott and Lena 
Horne," Far West Popular and American Culture Associations Conference, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1995). 

"Oscar Micheaux: A Provocative and Controversial Fihnmaker," Oscar Micheaux and His Circle: 
The Silent Era Conference, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut (Invited -January 
1995). 

"The Metamorphosis of Stepin Fetchit: An Imitator Who Became His Own Imitation," University 
Film and Video Association 1994 Conference, Montana State University, Bozeman, 
Montana (August 1994). 

"Black Films--White Film Censor Boards: Oscar Micheaux and the Virginia Film Censor Board," 
Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird Centre, University of Glasgow, Scotland, 
United Kingdom (June 1994). 

"African Americans in Early Cinema History: A Period of Protest and Self-Assertion," 1994 
Domitor Conference, sponsored by Yale University, Museum of Modern Art, and New 
York University, New York (June 1994). 

"Black Beauty White Beast: Lena Home and Hazel Scott--African American Actresses as 
Feminists and Political Leaders," Console-ing Passions-Television, Video and Feminism 
Annual Conference, University of Arizoua-Tucson (April 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux on the Cutting Edge: Films Rejected by the New York Motion Picture 
Commission," Society for Cinema Studies, Syracuse University, New York (March 
1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux Capitalizes on the Sensational Rhinelander Case to Promote The House Behind 
the Cedars," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture Associations Annual 
Meeting, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1994). 

"Body and Soul: A Reflection of Oscar Micheaux’s Internal Conflicts" at Oscar Micheaux: Black 
Film Pioneer Retrospective, American Museum of the Moving Image, Astoria, New York 
(February 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux, Artiste and Entrepreneur: Producing The House Behind the Cedars," Annual 
Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 
(January 1994). 

Panel Chair, Annual Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, 
Florida (January 1994). 

"Visible Evidence: Strategies and Practices in Documentary," Film and Video Conference, Duke 
University, Durham, N.C. Panel "The Participant Camera: Subjectivity In!And/Contra 
Documentary"(Invited Panel Respondent, September 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Negotiations to Produce The House behind the Cedars," 47th Annual 
Conference of the University Film & Video Association, Temple University, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (August 1993). 
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Panel Chair, "Console-ing Passions: Television, Video, and Feminism," 2rid Annual 

Conference, University of Southern California, Los Angeles (April 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Exploitation of the Rhinelander Case," Society for Cinema Studies 

Conference, Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana (February 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Use of Literary Works for Film Adaptations," Annual Conference on 

Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida (January 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Portrayal of the African American Minister in Body and Soul’. A Portrayal 

Diametrically Opposed to How Micheaux Viewed Himself," Black Film Center/Archive 

Conference ’92, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana (Invited - July 1992). 

"A Comparison of the Tragic Mulatto Stereotype in John Stahl’s Imitation of Life and Oscar 

Micheaux’s All God’s Stepchildren," Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird 

Centre, University of Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1992). 

"The Impact of Oscar Micheaux, Novelist and Motion Picture Producer, on the African American 

Community: Two Periods of Fihnmaking," Society for Cinema Studies, University of 

Southern California, Los Angeles (May 1991). 

"Textbooks of the 1950’s and 1980’s: A Comparison of Visual and Verbal Content," North 

Carolina Association for Research in Education, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 

(March 1989). 

Lectures 
"When Velvet Drapes Become a Metaphor for Veiled Racial Desire in GWTW," 

Carolina College for Lifelong Learning, General Alumni Association, University 

of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (September 2008). 

"When Representations of American History Meet the Occult: Re-examining the 

Birth of a Nation as a Horror Film," Department of History, North Carolina 

Central University, Durham, N.C. (February 2007). 

"Uncomfortable Spaces, Unusual Practices, and Inconvenient Invitations: Black 

Moviegoing in Durham and Chapel Hill Pre-1950s North Carolina History," 

Chapel Hill Preservation Society, Chapel Hill Museum (February 2007). 

"F.K.Watkins and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s 

Graduate Seminar (February 2005). 

"Transgressing Racial Difference: Who is Really Passing," Johnston Center Freshman Year 

Seminar Year End Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (April 2004). 

"Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s Graduate Seminar 

(November 2003). 
"Research Methods and Black Cinema History," New York University, New York, Film School, 

Dr. Antonio Lant’s Graduate Seminar (October 2003). 
"Introduction for Documentary-The Divide" based on Hispanics in Siler City, N.C. sponsored by 

the UNC Center for Public Television and the Stone Black Cultural Center (September 

2003). 
"The Reconstruction of Race in The Birth of a Nation," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill (July 2003). 

"Monster’s Ball and Training Day-Blacks Actors and the Academy Awards," Black Faculty Staff 

Caucus, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, (October 2002). 

"Re-thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imitation of Life," 

MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2002). 

"Re-thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imitation of Life," 

for Dialogues on Race and Identity: A Tomming and Passing Symposium, sponsored by 

the African American Research Institute, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(April 2002). 

"Marking Multiplicity in Paul Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 

Screen, 1920-1950," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel 

Hill (May 2001). 

"Sepia Cinderella: A Symbol of Altemative Films to White Hollywood," Introduction, John 
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Hope Franklin Research Center for African and African-American Documentation, "Race 

Reels: Screenings of Black Genre Films of the 30s and 40s," Duke University, Durham, 

N.C. (April 2001). 

"The Racial and Sexual Politics of Paul Robeson’s Borderline," Museum of Art in conjunction 

with the "Mary Lou Williams: In Her Own Right" Exhibition, Duke University, Durham, 

N.C. (February 2001). 

"Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Scarlett O’Hara in GWTW," MURAP/SPGRE 
Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2000). 

"The Intersection of Art, Race, and Politics: Paul Robeson, Josephine Baker, and Oscar 

Micheaux at the Turn of the Century" for "America in the Age of Ragtime," Department 

of American Studies, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (November 1999). 

"African American Silent Cinema," Film Heritage Week sponsored by Film and Video Program, 

Duke University & Hayti Heritage Center, Durham, N.C. (August 1999). 

"Race and Early Cinema" for "The Muse in the Classroom: The American Dream in the Era of 

Ragtime," Teacher Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools and University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 

"The Intersection of Race and Sexuality in Mandingo," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 

"The Intersection of Art and Politics in the Representations of African American Ex-Patriates 

Josephine Baker and Paul Robeson," African American History: 1863-1970 Teacher 

Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools (March 1999). 

"Altered States: White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave," 

Kiwanis Club of Honorable Elders, Durham, N.C. (February 1999). 

"Black Masculinity, Sexuality, and Cinema," sponsored by Xi Gamma Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma 

Fraternity, Sonya Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill (November 1998). 

"White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave" 

MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1998). 

"Introduction for Within Our Gates, 1919," Double Take Documentary Film Festival, Duke University, 

Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (April 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux and Charles W. Chesnutt’s Negotiations for the House Behind the Cedars," 

Film & Video Program, Duke University, Durham, N.C. (September 1997). 

"Lost Boundaries or Blurred Boundaries: Transgressing Racial Difference," 

MURAP/SPGRE, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1997). 

"African American Theatres and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities 

During a Segregated Era," Hayti Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Durham, N.C. 

(February 1997). 

"The Real and Reel Dorothy Dandridge as the Black Femme Fatale," MURAP/SPGRE Program, 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1996). 

"The Black Marilyn Monroe: The Construction of Dorothy Dandridge as a ’Dark Star,’" North 

Carolina Central University, Black History Month Celebration, Durham, N.C. (February 

1996) 
"Race and Early Cinema" Panelist for African American Film Festival honoring African 

American Women Filmmakers sponsored by Hayti Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s 

Church, Durham, N.C. (February 1996). 

"Introduction to Tamango~ A Dorothy Dandridge Film," African American Film Festival, 

Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1996). 

"Introduction to Within Our Gates, An Oscar Micheaux Film," African American Film Festival, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1995). 

"Early African American Cinema," Durham Cinematheque, Durham, N.C. (January 1993). 

"African Americans in Television: The Relationship between Their Television and Film 

Portrayals," Race Relations Week, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (March 

1992). 
"A Portrayal of the Tragic Mulatto and Mammy Stereotypes in the 1934 and 1959 versions of 

Imitation of Life," Student Film Series, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(February 1992). 
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"Oscar Micheaux’s Body and Soul," Duke University, Film and Video Program, Durham, 
N.C. (February 1992). 

Professional Service: 
Discipline 

Modernist Studies Association, 2004 
Popular Culture Association!American Culture Association, 1999 
University Film and Video Association 1996 - present, (Elected Board Member for a 
Two Year Period, 2004-2006) 
Domitor 1994- Present 
Far West Popular and American Culture Association, 1994 - Present 
Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association in the South, 1994-Present 
Society for Cinema and Media Studies, 1991 - Present 
North Carolina Association for Research in Education, 1989 - 1995 

University 

Community 

Committee to Review Grant Applications for Arts & Humanities Funding, Summer 2008 
Merit Based Scholarships Review Committee, 2006-2007 
Committee for Course Development for Core Cluster on Art, Culture, and the African 
Diaspora 2007 
Assisted Review Committee to Evaluate Candidates Considered for Director for Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities (November 2005) 
Advisory Board Member, Sonya Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill- Present 
Global Cinema Studies Faculty Working Group, Spring 1992 - Present 
Black Faculty Staff Caucus, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Present 
Real to Reel Conference Organizing Committee, Department of African & Afro- 
American Studies 
African and Afro-American Studies Curriculum Representative to the Center for 
Teaching and Learning, Fall 1991 - 1992 

Chapel Hill Historical Society Board Member, 2007 - Present 
Board Member of the Oscar MicheatLx Society Film Festival, Gregory, South Dakota - 
Present 
Committee to Narrow Black Achievement Gap, Chapel Hill City Schools- 
Ministerial Alliance & First Baptist Church, Chapel Hill, 2005-2007 
Empowerment Project, N.C. Documentary Oscar Awards Committee, Spring 1998 
Orange County Human Relations Commission, October 1990 - 1994 

Courses Taught 
Masquerades of Blackness: Representing Race in Cinema - Freshman Seminar 
Black Experience from the Beginning to 1865 
Blacks in Cinema 1900 to Present 
Independent Study - Research Methods 
Media Criticism 
Race, Melodrama, & Cinema 

Research Grants 
Grant Recipient of the Support for Scholarship, Creative Activity or Research in the Humanities 

and Fine Arts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2006, Awarded approx. 

$4,800 for "Research Assistants To Complete Volume II Black Entertainers in 

Newspaper ~lrticles: ~ln ~lnnotated Bibliography of the Pittsburgh Courier and 

California Eagle" 

Awarded Research and Study Leave, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2005 

Smith Graduate Research Fund Grant, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1986, 1980 
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Interviews 
"The Birth of a Nation~" Raleigh News & Observer (September 2005) 
"Oscar Micheaux~" Charlotte News & Observer (March 2001) 
"Griffith in Context" CD-Rom Project~ Georgia Institute of Technology (August 2000) 
"Early Cinema and Oscar Micheaux~" Newsweek Magazine (March 1999) 
"Race~ Early Cinema~ and Oscar Micheaux~" Interview~ Wilmington Morning Star Newspaper 

(March 1999) 
"Oscar Micheaux~" Interview~ National Public Radio-University of Michigan Affiliate 

(January 1999) 
"Oscar Micheaux~" Interview~ CNN-Janie Allen (July 1998) 

"Oscar Micheaux" Interview~ Herald-Sun Newspaper~ Durham~ N.C. (June 1998) 
"Oscar Micheaux" Interview~ Fayetteville Radio Station~ Fayetteville~ N.C. (June 1998) 
Turner Movie Classics Interview on the premiere of Oscar Micheaux’s Symbol of the 

Unconquered (June 1998) 
On-Camera Interview with Sam Pollard (producer of Eyes on the Prize with Blackside Films) for 

PBS documentary ’7’ll Make Me A World." African American Artists From the Harlem 
Renaissance to the Present~" New York City~ New York (January 1998) 

Telephone Interview with Sam Pollard (Producer of Clockers~ Mo Better Blues~ & Jungle Fever) 
on Oscar Micheaux for Television Documentary on African Americans in the Arts ’7’ll 
Make Me A World" (August 1997) 

Radio Interview with WCHL for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina Theater~ 
Durham~ N.C. (January 1996) 

Herald-Sun Newspaper Interview for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina 
Theater~ Durham~ N.C. (January 1996) 

Radio Interview for "Business Connection Radio Show" WSHA on African Americans in 
Cinema and the African American Film Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater~ 
Shaw University~ Raleigh~ N.C. (January 1995). 

Radio Interview for "Talk Back Radio Show" FOXY 107~ on African Americans in Cinema and 
the African American Film Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater~ Durham~ N.C. 
(January 1995) 

Current Research 
Black Male Actors and Black Stardom in Pre-1950s Cinema 
Anthology on Writings on the Black Experience Transformed on Screen 
Collection of Essays on Josephine Baker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 16, 2009 10:53 AM 

,@aol.com 

Re: Fredi W. chapter 

Dear Dr. Greene: Let me know what time you want to meet and if you want 
me to meet with your at your house or we can meet at a restaurant Just 
send me an email message if you can or give me a call on my cell 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

GBullcab@aol corn: 

Charlene, 

Here is the Washington chapter I forgot to include your edits into the 
Beavers chapter before I sent it. I don’t think I had your edits for the 
Washington chapter. I should arrive in Chapel Hill in the earl?’ 
afternoon and will 
be there overnight. 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy 
steps’. 

>(http://pratwola.cona/promoclk/100126575x1218822736x1201267884/aol?redir http://~v,a~vIiceecreditreportcom/pna/default.aspx?sc 668072%261~np~ID 62%26bcd fe 
bemailfooterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 16, 2009 11:31 AM 

~@hotmail.com> 

Re: FW: [yban] Black Women and the Radical Tradition NYC Conference Maxch 28 2009 

DeaI         Let me know when you are coming back to Durham so that 
we can have an update. Please give me your cell phone number because I 
can’t seem to find it Hope things are going well for you. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                        ~@hotmail.com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

This looks like an interesting conference. I see that Genna Rae and 
Gerald Horne are among the participants. 

How are things with you and your family? Let’s try to talk soon 

Take care, 

To:    t@ahoogroups.com;        !@yahoogroups.comFrom: 
~optonline netDate: r~%u, 12 Feb 2009 23:44:25 ~ 0000Subject: 

[yban] Black Women and the Radical Tradition NYC Conference March 28 
2009 

this looks like a great event scyatta wallace, phd yale 
1996             -Black Women and the Radical Tradition 2009A 
National Conference presented by Brooklyn CollegeGraduate Center for 
Worker EducationMarch 28, 2009Ci~,’ University of New York365 Fifth 
Avenue (at 34th Street)New Yo~k CityOn March 28, 2009 the Graduate 
Center for WorkerEducation at Brooklyn College will welcome some of 
theleading activists and scholars to take part in anationa[ 
conference that will discuss the historicaland current accomplishment 
of black women in the UnitedStates.Black women have been leading the 
struggle for socialtransformation dating from the American Revolution 
tothe present struggle for the presidency of the UnitedStates This 
corfference will examine the multifacetedleadership contributions of 
Black women as presented byleading scholars and social activists.The 
Corfference will include a tribute to CharleneMitchell, the first 
A[~rican-American women to mn forpresident of the United States in 
1968.FEATURING * Angela Davis* Manning Mat-able* Genna Rae McNeil* 
Leith MuHings* Erik McDuffie* Bill Fletcher, Jr.* Gerald Horne* 
Frances Fox Plven* Mary Louise Patterson* Carnie Boyce Davies* 
Kimberly SpringerKeynote Speakers:* Angela Davis, currently serves as 
a graduate studiesProfcssor of History of Consciousness at the 
Universityof California and Presidential Chair at the Universityof 
California, Santa Cruz. She works for racial andgender equality, and 
for gay rights and prisonabolition. She is a popular pulqic speaker, 
nationallyand internationally, as well as a founder of thegrassroots 
prison-industrial complex-abolitionorganization Critical Resistance. 
Ms. Davis is kno~vnfor her notable contributions to the Civil 
RightsMovement, and is cm~cently a racmber of the Committeesof 
Correspondence for Democracy and Socialism. * Oem~a-Rae McNeil, is a 
distinguished professor o~t~istory at the Universi~ of North Carolina 
ChapelHill. She is the author of Groundwork: Charles Hamiltorfflouston 
and the Struggle for Civil Rights, Historical Judgments Reconsidered, 
(co-edited by Michael R.Winston), African Americans and the 
LivingConstitution, (co-edited with Jotm Hope Franklin), 
andAfrican-Americans and Jews in the Twentieth Century:Studies in 
Convergence and Conflict, (co-edited ~vithV.P. Frat~zlin and Nancy 
Grant). Dr. McNeil is aspecialist in African-American History and 
U.S. socialmovcments of the 20th cent~ucy. She is currentlyresearching 
a project on Joan Little and "The ’Free Joan Little’ Movement. "* 
Manning Marable, is one of America’s most influentialand widely read 
scholars. Since 1993, Dr. Marable hasbeen Professor of Public 
.adfairs, Political Science,History and African-American Studies at 
ColmnbiaUniversity in New York City. For ten years, Dr. Marablewas 
founding director of the Institute for Research inAfrican-American 
Studies at Columbia University, from1993 to 2003 Under Dr. Marable’s 
leadership, theInstitute became one of the nation’s most 
prestigiouscenters of scholarship on the black Americanexperience * 
Bill Fletcher, Jr., is a public intellectual,regularly featured on 
television and radio. Startingin the labor movement as a rank and 
file member of theIndustrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers 
of America, he eventually became the highest rankingAfrican American 
in the AFL-CIO. He served as thePresident and Chief Executive Officer 
of TransAfricaFomm, a national non-profit organization 
organizing,educating and advocating for policies in favor of 
thepeoples of Africa, the Caribbean and Latin America.AI’ter sel-cing 
that role for four years, he ;vasappointed Belie Zeller Distinguished 
Visiting Professorat Brooklyn College from 2005 to 2007. Fletcher 



> wasformerly the Vice President for International TradeUnion 
> Development Programs for the George Meany Centerof the AFL-CIO. 
> Combining labor and community work, hestruggled to desegregate the 
> Boston building trades. Agraduate of ttarvard University, Fletcher is 
> a prolificauthor of dozens of articles. He co-authored 
> TheIndispensable Ally: Black Workers and the Formation ofthe Congress 
> of Industrial Organizations, 1934-1941 .* (ierald C. Home, ~s a 
> Professor of Communications andAl?ican-American Studies at the 
> Umversity of Houstonand the author of over twenty books. His 
> recentpublications include Fire This Time: The Watts Uprisingand the 
> 1960s Race Woman: The Lives of Shirley- GrahamDuBois, Class Struggle 
> in Hollywood: Moguls, Mobsters,Stars, Reds and Trade Unionists, 
> 1930-1950, and Fromthe Barrel of a Gun: The U.S. and the War 
> AgainstZimbabwe, 1965 -1980. Fire This Time was a finalist forthe 
> ~erican Sociological Association’s Robert ParkAward in 1996. His 
> present research projects include:Black Labor at Sea: Ferdinand 
> Smith, froru the NationakMaritime Union to the Communist Party to 
> Jamaica; RaceWar! White Supremacy Vs. Blacks and Asians in 
> the Japanese Attack on Hong Kong and the British Empire, 1930-1950, 
> Black and Brown: African-Americans and TheMexican Revolution, 
> 1910-20. Professor Horne earned hisM.A, and PhD from Columbia 
> University* Leith Mullings, is a Distinguished Professor 
> of Antktropology at the City University of New YorkGraduate Center. 
> She received her Ph.D. inAnthropology from the University of Chicago. 
> ProfessorMullings’ research and writing has focused onstructures of 
> inequality and resistance to them. Herresearch began in Africa and 
> she has written abouttraditional medicine and religion in 
> postcolonialGhana, as well as about women’s roles in Africa. In 
> theU.S, her work has centered on urban communities.Through the lens 
> of feminist and critical race theo~,she has analyzed a variety of 
> topics including kinship,representation, gentrification, health 
> disparities andsocial movements.* Erik McDuffie, is an Assistant 
> Professor in Africar~merican Studies and in the Gender and Women’s 
> StudiesProgram at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
> Proi?ssor McDuffie’s research and teachinginterests include African 
> American women’s activism,black feminism, black radicalism and 
> internationalism, and the making of the African Diaspora. His 
> currentbook project re-evaluates the histories of the BlackFreedom 
> Movement, American radicalism, and U.S. Women’sMovement by arguing 
> that the Communist Part?-, USA(CPUSA) helped nurture a radical black 
> l?minism an@rovided a small group of black women radicals withunique 
> opportunities to lead social movements withlinks to the global stage 
> His most recent publicationappears in Michael Gomez’s edited 
> collection DiasporicAfrica: A Reader (N’~’%~ Press, 2006)* Eileen 
> Boris, is Hull Professor and Chair of Women’sStudies and affiliate 
> prol~ssor of history, blackstudies, and law and society at the 
> University of California, Santa Barbara. She is copresident of 
> theCoordinating Council for Women in History (CCWH) andpresident of 
> the board of trustees of The Journal of Women’s History; she ~vas co 
> chair of the programcon~mittee for the 2005 Thirteenth Berkshire 
> Conl~renceon the History of Women She is author of Art andLabor: 

> Ruskin,/~iorris, and the Craftsman Ideal mAmerica (1986) and Home to 
> Work: Motherhood and thePolitics of Industrial Homework in the United 
> States(1994), ~vhich won the Philip Tail Prize in LaborHistory. She is 
> also coeditor of l~iajor Problems in theHistory of American Workers 
> (2002) and The Practice of US. Women’s History: Narratives, 
> Intersections, andDialogues (2007).* Kimberly Springer, is a senior 
> lecturer at KingsCollege, London. Her current research uses 
> televisionhistoriography to examine the role of televisionproducer 
> Norman Lear’s 1970s s~tcoms in transmittingthe ideals of the era’s 
> social movements. Her mostrecent publication, "Queering Black 
> FemaleHeterosexuality," Yes Means Yes, advocates for both 
> aninterrogation of historical stereotypes about blackwomen’s 
> sexuality’ while highlighting those instances ofunabashed sexual 
> subjectivity. She has publishedsingle-authored and edited volumes on 
> black women’sactivism including Living for the Revolution: 
> B[ackFeminist Organizations, 1968-1980 (Duke UnlversityPress, 2005) 
> and Still Li~ing, Still Climbing:Contemporary z~rican American 
> Women’s Acuvism, editor(New York University Press, 1999). Her 
> co-edited volumeStories of O: the Oprahification of 
> AmericanCulture(University of Mississippi Press, 
> forthcoming)critiques "the Oprah Culture Industry," which is 
> thehegemonic apparatus evolving fi-om the cultural omputof media 
> mogul Oprah Winfi-ey. * Frances Fox Plven, is Distinguished Professor 
> of Political Science at the City University of New YorkGraduate 
> (;enter, she has taught at Boston University,Columbia University, New 
> York University Law School,the Institute of Advanced Studies in 
> Vierma, theUmversity of Amsterdam, and the University of Bologna.She 
> is past Vice-President of the American Politica[Science Association, 
> has served as program co-chair ofthe annual political science 
> meeungs, and is a pastpresident of the Society for the Sturdy of 
> SocialProblems. She is currently President of the 
> AmericanSociological Association. She is the recipient ofnun~erous 
> awards, including the President’s Award of theAmerican Public Health 
> Association, and the AmericanSociological Association’s Career Award 
> for thePractice of Sociology, as well as their award for thePublic 
> Understanding of Sociology. Her books deal withthe development of the 
> welfare state, politicalmovcmcnts, urban political, and electoral 
> politics.Among them are Regulating the Poor, Poor 
> People’sMovements(1977); The New Class War (1982); ~2~y~ericans Don’t 
> Vote (1988); The Mean Season(1987);Labor Patties in Postindustrial 



> Societies (1992); TheBreaking of the American Social Compact (1997); 
> WhyAmericuns Still Dofft Vote (2000); The War at Home(2004); 
> Challenging Authority: How Ordinary Peop[eChange America (2006).* 
> Carole Boyce Davis, is Professor of Africana Studiesat Cornell 
> University She is the author of BlackWomen, Writing and Identity: 
> Migrations of the Subject(1994) and Left of Karl Mar×. Claudia 
> Jones,Black/Communist/Woman (2007). In addition to numerousscholarly 
> articles, Boyce-Davies has also published thefollowing critical 
> anthologies: Ngambika: Studies of\~,’omen m ~’d’rican Literature (1986); 
> Out of the Kmnbla.Caribbean Women and Literature (1990); and a 
> two-volumecollection of critical and creative writing untitledMoving 
> Beyond Boundaries (1995): IrlternationalDiraensions of Black Women’s 
> Writing (volume 1), andBlack Women’s Diasporas (volume 2). She is 
> co-editorwith Ali Mazrui and Isidore Okpewho of The AfricanDiaspora: 
> African Origins and New World Identities(Indiana University Press, 
> 1999) and Decolonizing theAcadunry. Currently, Dr. Boyce Davies is 
> writing aseries of personal reflections called Caribbean 
> Spaces.Between the Twilight Zone and the Undergrom~d Railroad, dealing 
> with the issue of transnationalCaribbean/American black identity, and 
> is preparing aneditinn of the writings of Claudia Jones 
> entitledBeyond Contaimnunt: Claudia Jones, Activisra, Clarityand 
> Vision.* Premilla Nadasen, is an associate professor ofhistory at 
> Queens College (CUNY). Her book, WelfareYVarriors: The Welfare Rights 
> Movement in the UnitedStates (Routledge 2005) won the Franklin Prize 
> from theAmerican Studies Association and outlines the w-ays inwhich 
> African American women on welfare forged afeminism of their own out 
> of the political and culturalcircmnstances of the late 1960s and 
> 1970s. A longtimecommur~ity activist and scholar, she has written 
> forFeminist Studies, Ms. Magazine, Working USA, BlackWomen, Gender 
> and Fanrilies, and the Progressive MediaProject, and has given 
> numerous public talks aboutAfrican-American women’s history and 
> social policy.Her article, "Expanding the Boundaries of the 
> Woraen’sMovement: Black Feminism and the Struggle for WelfareRights," 

> (Fcininist Studies) won the 2002 BerkshireConference Alticle Prize. 
> She is currently working on abook-length project on the history of 
> domestic workerorgunizing in the United States.* Ruth Feldstein is an 
> Associate Prot?ssor of AmericanStudies, Department of History at 
> Rutgers University.She is the author of Motherhood in Black and 
> V~Ite:Race and Sex in American Liberalism, 1930-1965 (2000),und has 
> written articles and reviews for the Journal of Americun History, the 
> Journal of Cold War Studies,Reviews in American History, Not June 
> Cleaver: Womenand Gender in Postwar America, and Race, Nation, 
> andEmpire in American History Her article, "’ I Don’tTrust You 
> Anymore’: Nina Simone, ~fl-ican Americal~ctivism, and Culture in the 

> 1960s," was awarded theLetitia Woods Brown Memorial Prize, 
> Association otBlack Women Historians, for Best Article on 
> BlackWomen’s History. Her current research focuses unintematiunally 
> famous black women entertainers whoparticipated in the ~merican civil 
> rights movement. Herbook-in-progress, Do YVhat You Gotta Do: Black 
> Womer~Entertainers and the Civil Rights Movement exploreslinks between 
> l?minism, a global mass culture, blackactIvism, and anti-colonial 
> internationalism * Bettina Aptheker, is Professor of Feminist 
> Studiesund Histo~ at the University of California at SantaCruz where 
> her "Introduction to Feminisms" course,which emphasizes the 
> multiplicity of feminism andwomen’s experiences, is one of the most 
> popular oncampus. She is the author of several books 
> includingIntimate Politics: Autobiography As Witness; TheMorning 
> Breaks: The Trial of Angela Davis; and If TheyCome in the Morning: 
> Voices of Resistance (co-authoredwith Angela Davis) and Woman’s 
> Legacy:Essays on Race,Sex, and (;lass in American History.* Barbara 
> Winslow is a historian who teaches in theSchoo[ of Education and for 
> the Womeffs StudiesProgram Her areas of specialization are in 
> soma[studies curricu[mn development, integrating computerbased 
> multi-media technology into the urban classroomat both the elementary 
> and secondary school level Shealso specializes in integrating class, 
> race and genderinto the elementary and secondary curriculum. 
> Herresearch focuses on the intersectinn of gender, class,race and 
> sexuality on women in soma[ protestmovements Her first book, Sylvia 

> Pankhurst: SexualPolitics and Political A ctivism, (1996) tells the 
> storyof an important suffragette, peace campaigner, anti-colonialist, 
> anti-fascist, international socialist andfeminist. She is presently 
> writing a history of thewomen’s liberation movement in Seattle 
> Washington Winslow is also researching how class, race and 
> genderaffect pedagogy, in particular with regard totechnology. She is 
> the founder and project Director o~he Shirley Chisholm Pro~ect of 
> Brooklyn Women’sActlvism 1945 to the Present Contact 
> Int’ormatioff[~rooklyn Graduate Center Jk~r Worker Education25 Broadway, 

> 7th FloorNew York, NY 10004212.9664014Email: 
> info@blackwomen2009.orgworkereducation.orgProfessor Joseph 
> WilsonProgram DirectorAnnie JagooExecmIve AssistamStacy Warner 
> MaddemCoordinator Research & Development[Non-text portions of this 
> message have been removed] 
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Fror~-" 

"ro: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, February :[6, 2009 :[:[:32 AM 

@aol.com 
FW: [yban] Black Women and the Radical Tradition NYC Conference March 28 2009 

Hi Charlene, 

This looks like an interesting conference. [ see that Genna Rae and Gerald Horne are among the participants. 

How are things with you and your family? Let’s try to talk soon. 

Take care, 

To: @yahoogroups.com 
From: @optonline.net 

Date: Thu, 12 Feb 2009 23:44:25 +0000 
Subject: [yban] Black Women and the Radical Tradition NYC Conference March 28 2009 

this looks like a great event. 

scyatta wallace, phd. 
yale 1996 

Black Women and the Radical Tradition 2009 

A National Conference presented by Brooklyn College 
Graduate Center for Worker Education 

March 28, 2009 

City University of New York 

365 Fifth Avenue (at 34th Street) 
New York City 

On March 28, 2009 the Graduate Center for Worker 
Education at Brooklyn College will welcome some of the 
leading activists and scholars to take part in a 
national conference that will discuss the historical 
and current accomplishment of black women in the United 
States. 

Black women have been leading the struggle for social 
transformation dating from the American Revolution to 
the present struggle for the presidency of the United 
States. This conference will examine the multifaceted 
leadership contributions of Black women as presented by 
leading scholars and social activists. 

The Conference will include a tribute to Charlene 
Mitchell, the first African-American women to run for 
president of the United States in 1968. 

FEATURING 

* Angela Davis 
* Manning Marable 
* Genna Rae McNeil 
* Leith Mullings 
* Erik McDuffie 
* Bill Fletcher, Jr. 
* Gerald Horne 
* Frances Fox Piven 
* Mary Louise Patterson 
* Carole Boyce Davies 
* Kimberly Springer 

Keynote Speakers: 

* Angela Davis, currently serves as a graduate studies 
Professor of History of Consciousness at the University 
of California and Presidential Chair at the University 

of California, Santa Cruz. She works for racial and 
gender equality, and for gay rights and prison 
abolition. She is a popular public speaker, nationally 
and internationally, as well as a founder of the 
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Sponsored Search 
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grassroots prison-industrial complex-abolition 
organization Critical Resistance. Ms. Davis is known 
for her notable contributions to the Civil Rights 
Movement, and is currently a member of the Committees 
of Correspondence for Democracy and Socialism. 

* Genna-Rae McNeil, is a distinguished professor of 
history at the University of North Carolina Chapel 
Hill. She is the author of Groundwork: Charles Hamilton 
Houston and the Struggle for Civil Rights, Historical 
3udgments Reconsidered, (co-edited by Michael R. 
Winston), African Americans and the Living 
Constitution, (co-edited with John Hope Franklin), and 
African-Americans and Jews in the Twentieth Century: 
Studies in Convergence and Conflict, (co-edited with 
V.P. Franklin and Nancy Grant). Dr. McNeil is a 
specialist in African-American History and U.S. social 
movements of the 20th century. She is currently 
researching a project on Joan Little and "The ’Free 
Joan Little’ Movement." 

* Manning Marable, is one of America’s most influential 
and widely read scholars. Since :~993, Dr. Marable has 

been Professor of Public Affairs, Political Science, 
History and African-American Studies at Columbia 
University in New York City. For ten years, Dr. Marable 
was founding director of the Institute for Research in 
African-American Studies at Columbia University, from 
~.993 to 2003. Under Dr. Marable’s leadership, the 
Institute became one of the nation’s most prestigious 
centers of scholarship on the black American 
experience. 

* Bill Fletcher, Jr., is a public intellectual, 
regularly featured on television and radio.. Starting 

in the labor movement as a rank and file member of the 
Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of 
America, he eventually became the highest ranking 
African American in the AFL-CTO. He served as the 
President and Chief Executive Officer of TransAfrica 
Forum, a national non-profit organization organizing, 
educating and advocating for policies in favor of the 
peoples of Africa, the Caribbean and Latin America. 
After serving that role for four years, he was 
appointed Belle Zeller Distinguished Visiting Professor 
at Brooklyn College from 2005 to 2007. Fletcher was 
formerly the Vice President for International Trade 
Union Development Programs for the George Meany Center 
of the AFL-CIO. Combining labor and community work, he 
struggled to desegregate the Boston building trades. A 
graduate of Harvard University, Fletcher is a prolific 
author of dozens of articles. He co-authored The 
Tndispensable Ally: Black Workers and the Formation of 
the Congress of Industrial Organizations, 1934-1941. 

* Gerald C. Horne, is a Professor of Communications and 
African-American Studies at the University of Houston 
and the author of over twenty books. His recent 
publications include Fire This Time: The Watts Uprising 
and the 1960s Race Woman: The Lives of Shirley Graham 
DuBois, Class Struggle in Hollywood: Moguls, Mobsters, 

Stars, Reds and Trade Unionists, 1930-.t950, and From 
the Barrel of a Gun: The U.S. and the War Against 

Zimbabwe, ~.965-~.980. Fire This Time was a finalist for 
the American Sociological Association’s Robert Park 
Award in 1996. His present research projects include: 

Black Labor at Sea: Ferdinand Smith, from the National 
Maritime Union to the Communist Party to Jamaica; Race 
War! White Supremacy Vs. Blacks and Asians in the 
Japanese Attack on Hong Kong and the British Empire, 
1930-1950, Black and Brown: African-Americans and The 
Mexican Revolution, 1910-20. Professor Home earned his 
M.A. and PhD from Columbia University 

* Leith Mullings, is a Distinguished Professor of 
Anthropology at the City University of New York 
Graduate Center. She received her Ph.D. in 
Anthropology from the University of Chicago. Professor 
Mullings’ research and writing has focused on 
structures of inequality and resistance to them. Her 
research began in Africa and she has written about 
traditional medicine and religion in postcolonial 

Ghana, as well as about women’s roles in Africa. In the 
U.S. her work has centered on urban communities~ 
Through the lens of feminist and critical race theory, 



she has analyzed a variety of topics including kinship, 
representation, gentrification, health disparities and 
social movements. 

* Erik McDuffie, is an Assistant Professor in African 
American Studies and in the Gender and Women’s Studies 
Program at the University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign. Professor McDuffie’s research and teaching 

interests include African American women’s activism, 
black feminism, black radicalism and internationalism, 
and the making of the African Diaspora. His current 
book project re-evaluates the histories of the Black 

Freedom Movement, American radicalism, and U.S. Women’s 
Movement by arguing that the Communist Party, USA 
(CPUSA) helped nurture a radical black feminism and 
provided a small group of black women radicals with 
unique opportunities to lead social movements with 
links to the global stage. His most recent publication 
appears in Michael Gomez’s edited collection Diasporic 

Africa: A Reader (NYU Press, 2006). 

* Eileen Boris, is Hull Professor and Chair of Women’s 
Studies and affiliate professor of history, black 
studies, and law and society at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara. She is copresident of the 
Coordinating Council for Women in History (CCWH) and 
president of the board of trustees of The Iournal of 
Women’s History; she was co chair of the program 
committee for the 2005 Thirteenth Berkshire Conference 
on the History of Women. She is author of Art and 

Labor: Ruskin, Morris, and the Craftsman Ideal in 
America (1986) and Home to Work: Motherhood and the 
Politics of Industrial Homework in the United States 
(1994), which won the Philip Taft Prize in Labor 
History. She is also coeditor of Major Problems in the 
History of American Workers (2002) and The Practice of 
U.S. Women’s History: Narratives, Intersections, and 
Dialogues (2007). 

* Kimberly Springer, is a senior lecturer at Kings 
College, London. Her current research uses television 
historiography to examine the role of television 
producer Norman Lear’s 1970s sitcoms in transmitting 
the ideals of the era’s social movements. Her most 
recent publication, "Queering Black Female 
Heterosexuality," Yes Means Yes, advocates for both an 
interrogation of historical stereotypes about black 
women’s sexuality while highlighting those instances of 
unabashed sexual subjectivity. She has published 
single-authored and edited volumes on black women’s 
activism including Living for the Revolution: Black 
Feminist Organizations, 1968-1980 (Duke University 
Press, 2005) and Still Lifting, Still Climbing: 
Contemporary African American Women’s Activism, editor 
(New York University Press, 1999). Her co-edited volume 
Stories of O: the Oprahification of American 
Culture(University of Mississippi Press, forthcoming) 
critiques "the Oprah Culture Industry," which is the 
hegemonic apparatus evolving from the cultural output 
of media mogul Oprah Winfrey. 

* Frances Fox Piven, is Distinguished Professor of 
Political Science at the City University of New York 
Graduate Center, she has taught at Boston University, 
Columbia University, New York University Law School, 

the Institute of Advanced Studies in Vienna, the 
University of Amsterdam, and the University of Bologna. 
She is past Vice-President of the American Political 
Science Association, has served as program co-chair of 
the annual political science meetings, and is a past 
president of the Society for the Study of Social 
Problems. She is currently President of the American 
Sociological Association. She is the recipient of 
numerous awards, including the President’s Award of the 

American Public Health Association, and the American 
Sociological Association’s Career Award for the 
Practice of Sociology, as well as their award for the 
Public Understanding of Sociology. Her books deal with 
the development of the welfare state, political 
movements, urban political, and electoral politics. 
Among them are Regulating the Poor, Poor People’s 
Movements(1977); The New Class War (1982); Why 

Americans Don’t Vote (1988); The Mean Season(1987); 
Labor Parties in Postindustrial Societies (1992); The 
Breaking of the American Social Compact (1997); Why 



Americans Still Don’t Vote (2000); The War at Home 
(2004); Challenging Authority: How Ordinary People 
Change America (2006). 

* Carole Boyce Davis, is Professor of Africana Studies 
at Cornell University. She is the author of Black 
Women, Writing and Identity: Migrations of the Subject 

(1994) and Left of Karl Marx. Claudia Jones, 
Black/Communist/Woman (2007). In addition to numerous 
scholarly articles, Boyce-Davies has also published the 
following critical anthologies: Ngambika: Studies of 

Women in African Literature (1986); Out of the Kumbla. 
Caribbean Women and Literature (1990); and a two-volume 
collection of critical and creative writing entitled 
Moving Beyond Boundaries (1995): International 
Dimensions of Black Women’s Writing (volume 1), and 
Black Women’s Diasporas (volume 2). She is co-editor 
with Ali Mazrui and Isidore Okpewho of The African 
Diaspora: African Origins and New World Identities 
(Indiana University Press, 1999) and Decolonizing the 
Academy. Currently, Dr. Boyce Davies is writing a 
series of personal reflections called Caribbean Spaces. 
Between the Twilight Zone and the Underground Railroad, 
dealing with the issue of transnational 
Caribbean/American black identity, and is preparing an 
edition of the writings of Claudia Jones entitled 
Beyond Containment: Claudia Jones, Activism, Clarity 
and Vision. 

* Premilla Nadasen, is an associate professor of 
history at Queens College (CUNY). Her book, Welfare 
Warriors: The Welfare Rights Movement in the United 
States (Routledge 2005) won the Franklin Prize from the 
American Studies Association and outlines the ways in 
which African American women on welfare forged a 
feminism of their own out of the political and cultural 
circumstances of the late 1960s and 1970s. A Iongtime 
community activist and scholar, she has written for 
Feminist Studies, Ms. Magazine, Working USA, Black 
Women, Gender and Families, and the Progressive Media 
Project, and has given numerous public talks about 
African-American women’s history and social policy. 
Her article, "Expanding the Boundaries of the Women’s 
Movement: Black Feminism and the Struggle for Welfare 
Rights," (Feminist Studies) won the 2002 Berkshire 
Conference Article Prize. She is currently working on a 
book-length project on the history of domestic worker 
organizing in the United States. 

* Ruth Feldstein is an Associate Professor of American 
Studies, Department of History at Rutgers University. 
She is the author of Motherhood in Black and White: 
Race and Sex in American Liberalism, 1930-1965 (2000), 
and has written articles and reviews for the Journal of 
American History, the Journal of Cold War Studies, 
Reviews in American History, Not June Cleaver: Women 

and Gender in Postwar America, and Race, Nation, and 
Empire in American History~ Her article, "’I Don’t 
Trust You Anymore’: Nina Simone, African American 

Activism, and Culture in the 1960s," was awarded the 
Letitia Woods Brown Memorial Prize, Association of 
Black Women Historians, for Best Article on Black 
Women’s History. Her current research focuses on 
internationally famous black women entertainers who 
participated in the American civil rights movement. Her 
book-in-progress, Do What You Gotta Do: Black Women 
Entertainers and the Civil Rights Movement explores 
links between feminism, a global mass culture, black 

activism, and anti-colonial internationalism. 

* Bettina Aptheker, is Professor of Feminist Studies 
and History at the University of California at Santa 

Cruz where her "Introduction to Feminisms" course, 
which emphasizes the multiplicity of feminism and 
women’s experiences, is one of the most popular on 
campus. She is the author of several books including 
Intimate Politics: Autobiography As Witness; The 
Morning Breaks: The Trial of Angela Davis; and If They 
Come in the Morning: Voices of Resistance (co-authored 
with Angela Davis) and Woman’s Legacy: Essays on Race, 
Sex, and Class in American History. 

* Barbara Winslow is a historian who teaches in the 
School of Education and for the Women’s Studies 
Program. Her areas of specialization are in social 



studies curriculum development, integrating computer 
based multi-media technology into the urban classroom 
at both the elementary and secondary school level. She 
also specializes in integrating class, race and gender 
into the elementary and secondary curriculum. Her 
research focuses on the intersection of gender, class, 
race and sexuality on women in social protest 
movements. Her first book, Sylvia Pankhurst: Sexual 
Politics and Political Activism, (1996) tells the story 
of an important suffragette, peace campaigner, anti- 

colonialist, anti-fascist, international socialist and 
feminist. She is presently writing a history of the 
women’s liberation movement in Seattle Washington . 
Winslow is also researching how class, race and gender 
affect pedagogy, in particular with regard to 
technology. She is the founder and project Director of 
the Shirley Chisholm Project of Brooklyn Women’s 
Activism 1945 to the Present. 

Contact Information 

Brooklyn Graduate CenterforWorkerEducation 
25 Broadway, 7th Floor 

New York, NY 10004 
212.966.4014 

Email: info@blackwomen2009.org 

workereducation .org 

Professor Joseph Wilson 
Program Director 

Annie Jagoo 
Executive Assistant 

Stacy Warner Maddern 
Coordinator Research & Development 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 17, 2009 8:33 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: response to repori #2 

Dear Dr. Greene: Thanks much I will send and let you know what 
cormnents the editor might have. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

,@aol corn: 

Here is the response. Read it caretMly to make sure it does not say what 
you don’t want it to say. You should inseert page numbers and 
probably change 
the font from courier to times new- roman Send it as an attachment in an 
email to your editor. 

>LG 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy 
steps’. 

>(http://pratwola.cona/promoclk/100126575x1218822736x1201267884/aol?redir http://~v,a~vIiceecreditreportcom/pna/default.aspx?sc 668072%261~np~ID 62%26bcd fe 
bemailfooterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 17, 2009 8:35 AM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: last report 

Response to Reader Report #2.doc 

Dear Jane: Attached is my response to the second reader’s report 
received. If you have an?- additional thoughts, please let me know 
Currently, I am still attempting to meet the May 1st deadline. Thanks 
much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
"Belmken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

We finally received the last report for your manuscript in this we& 
It’s extremely detailed and would have been useful to have in hand a 
month ago That said, I hope you will take all of the reader’s 
comments into consideration as you revise. If you want a summaW of 
the points, turn to the last page. Most of her criticisms are in 
line with what the other reader stated-she just provides more detail 
in how/where to adjust the manuscript 

Please let me know if you want to discuss aW of the details I’ve 
read through the report once and want to take another glance. 

I hope this note finds you well. The weather has broken here and it’s 
SO nice to be able to go outside again. 

Take care, 
Jane 

Jane Behnken 
Music & tlumanities Editor 
Indiana Umversity Press 
601 North Mi~rton Street 
Bloomington, Ind. 47404-3797 
Ph: (812) 855-5261 
Fax: (812) 855-8507 
jbehnken@indiana.ed~ 

Celebrate Lincoln’s bicentennial this month with our Lincoln and 
Civil War books! 

>http:i/www.i~press.indiana.edu/catalog/index.php?cPath 3588 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 18, 2009 6:44 PM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ urflv.edu 

Re: Fw:Xgreeting s;XPaJcable;XessayXoi~XParksXasXscreenwriter 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Yes, this is fine even though I am not familiar with 
this filmmaker I would be willing to do the work Hope to see you soon. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting felicia.campbell@unlv.edu: 

Charlene, I thought writing this essay on Susan Parks the screemvriter 
might be up your alley. Philip is ~vell published and highly thought 
o£ ll’you would like, I will pass your name on to 
him.FeliciaFelicia F Campbell 
Professor of English 
Editor, Popular Culture Review 
http:i/www.far~vestpca.blogspot, com[ 1 ] 

..... Folavarded by Felicia CampbelL’UN~LV on 02/18/2009 10:03AM ..... 

To: "felicia.campbell@unlv edu" <felicia.campbell@unlv edu> 
From: Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolm@usm.edu> 
Date: 02/18/2009 02:49A~/I 
Subject: greetings; Parable; essay on Parks as screenwriter 

18 Feb. 

Dear Felicia, 

Fund greetings. Hupe my Parable uf Wumen arrived and know huw very 
grateful I am tu yuu for writing a shurt blurb. 

Also, do yuu know anyone who might write an 18 page article un 
Suzan-Luri Parks as screenwriter She did two or pussibly three 
:films, une with Spike Lee. I am louking [’or someone who can 
contribute to my furthcuming collection on Parks, the :first African 
American wuman who won the ["ulitzer in theatre. 

If you known sumeone guod and who can meet a late July deadline, 
please ask him or her to e-mail me. 

As ever, and with much gratitude, 

Philip 

Links: 

[1] http://www.farwestpca.blogspot, cum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 18, 2009 6:53 PM 

,@aol.com 

Re: question 

Dear Dr. Greene: I will have to check to literature to see ho~v the term 
is used by others but when I used the term -- it means a voice outside 
of ones self that is being articulated by someone else. The voice 
represents your imaer thoughts even though it is being articulated by 
another who knows you so well that they can read your inner thoughts. 
The voice might also reflect your unconscious thoughts but is 
articulated by someone else rather than your selt~ I ~vill see if I can 
find literature to support this. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

,@aol corn: 

I’m trying to revise your sections on Mammy as the disembodied voice of 
Scarlet and Manwny locates a space for herselt\ The first section gives me 
trouble because it is not clear in your discussion what you mean by 
"disembodied 
voice." Give my your definition of the term If you got the term 
from another 
critic, how does that critic define it? Disembodied voice means... 
(complete the sentence) 

>LG 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours in just 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr.atwo]a.comJpromoc]lc,100126575x1218822736x1201267884/aol’?redir http:%2F%2Fwww freecreditreport com%2Fpm%2Fdet’au[t.aspx%3Fsc%3I)668072%26hmpgID 
%3D62%26bcd%3Dfebemailfi~oterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 19, 2009 1:08 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: question 

Dear Dr Greene: I was just getting read,v to send you some information 
on the voice and disembodied voice. If you can’t make it work and you 
think that it is not strong then we can eliminate Most people agree 
that she does serve as Scarlett’s imaer conscious or inner voice. Since 
you have made this decision, I won’t send you the definitions or 
descriptions that I found. It’you need me to for~vard anyway, just let 
me know By the way, I will be finished with Lena Home chapter today 
and ~vill move on to Hazel Scott. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@aol corn: 

Okay, I always thought of a disembodied voice as a voice without a body; you 
hear the speaker but do not see him or her. I don’t think that as is this 
is a strong discussion. There are too many unclear and unresolved things in 
it (such as McDaniel’s off-screen and on-screen lives) I’m not sure I can 
make it ~vork. Would you consider deleting it and just using the 
section on her 
locating a space for herself. This is a stronger argument--more focused and 
more tightly written and more interesting. You could incorporate some of 
the "voice" section into this one. In addition, the space section is more 
directly related to your overall chapter--her acting talents and 
what she says 
she is doing with the part 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours injust 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr.atwola.comJpromocllc,100126575x1218822736x1201267884/aol’?redir http:%2F%2Fwww freecreditreport com%2Fpm%2Fde[i~u[t.aspx%3Fsc%3I)668072%26hmpgID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DfebemailfooterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 19, 2009 l:10 PM 

,@aol.com 

Re: question 

Dear Dr. Greene: I ~vill look at this work and in fact had looked at 
Kaja Silverman’s book, The Accoustic Marror: The Female Voice in 
Psychoanalysis and Cinema. I think that this must be the book where I 
formulated or tried to adapt the idea to this film. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting        @aol.com: 

Oh, "Into the Vortex" is a theoretical book that might deal ~vith the 
disembodied voice. As I recall, it is about female voices in fihn. 
If you decide 
to keep this section, you will need to work on it much more. You 
can do this 
while we work on the other chapters and then insert it later. 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours in just 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr. a twola, c Ol~’promoclk/100126575x 1218822736x 1201267884/a o l ?redir=htt9: %2F%2F~vww f reecreditreport c om%2Fpm%2Fdefault, a s px%3Fsc %3D668072%26hmp~ID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DfebemailfooterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 19, 2009 1:19 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Fwd: Sidney Poitier cont~rence 

..... Forwarded message from robinbayou@aol com ..... 
Date: Tue, 10 Feb 2009 15:04:52 -0500 
From: i        @aol.com 

Reply-To ~ ~    .a@aol corn 
Subject: Sidney Poitier conference 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear Regester, 

Will write more later. Meanwhile, here is a link to a conference on 
Sidney Poitier The abstract deadline is not until summer and the 
conference is later in the fall. 

http ://poitiercon ference.sgnt hasite.com/ 
Sincerely, 
vander. 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February’ 19, 2009 1:39 PM 

,@aol.com 

Re: Disembodied Voice 

Dear Dr Greene: I just thought I would send you the info I located on 
the disembodied voice in Kaja Silverman’s book. Silverman states: "A 
disembodied female voice speaks over the images of Paricia Grumben’s 
Sifted Evidence, in relation to which it constantly shifts its 
position, while Yvonne Rainer’s Journeys from Berlin abounds with 
female voices that have no bodily correlative.. For the most part, 
women’s speech is syncl~ronized with her image, and even when it is 
transmitted as a voice-oil; the divorce is only temporaw; the bo@ 
connected to the female voice is understood to be in the next room, 
j ust out of frame, at the other end of a telephone line. In short, it 
is fully recoverable. The Female voice seldom functions as a 
voice-over, and when it does it enjoys a comparable status to the 
embodied male voice over in fihn noir -- it is autobiographical, 
evoking in a reminiscent fashion a fiction ~vithin which the speaker 
figures centrally as a bodily ’presence.’" So I guess what I was trying 
to say is that Scarlett’s voice is tlcequently separated from her bo@ 
and manifests itself in Mammy ~vho speaks her inner thoughts VVhile this 
author is making a point to address how feminism intersects with the 
female voice -- I am not doing so -- I was just focused on ho~v Mammy 
articulates the inner views of Scarlett. But if this is not clear, then 
again, I have no problem eliminating. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Q uoting        .~)aol.com: 

Here is the response Read it carefully to make sure it does not say what 
you don’t want it to say You should inseert page numbers and 
probably change 
the font from courier to times new roman. Send it as an attachment in an 
email to your editor 

>LG 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours in just 2 easy 
steps! 

>(http://pr.atwolacon~,promoclk/100126575x1218822736x1201267884/aol?redir http://www.fieecreditreport.comJpn’b, default.aspx?sc 668072%26hmp~ID 62%26bcd fe 

bemai~[’ooterNO62) 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 22, 2009 2:37 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: a revision 

Dear Dr. Greene: I read the McDaniel revisions and I liked the 
revision. I think your term ventriloquize might be more appropriate 
because it seems that you capture the essence of what I was trying to 
say. By the way, I checked out the book recommended and ~vill begin to 
read but we may not need this material. Also, I noted that the book 
refers to the earlier source that I had mentioned in my disucssion -- 
Kaja Silverman’s Accoustic Mirror. I have started working on the Hazel 
Scott notes and hope to move on to Ethel Waters Please let me know 
when you plan to arrive again in Chapel Hill Thanks much as always 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        @aol.com: 

Charlene, 

I have incorporated some of the "disembodied" voice section under the 
locating space section, which saves some space by eliminating a few 
pages. I have 
used the concept of "ventriloquism" instead of disembodied voice because I 
think ventriloquism is a telrn that better describes what I think you 
are saying 
about Mammy being the voice of Scarlett This is a rough draft of the 
revision. Read through it car~[’uHy to see if it works ~2~r what you 
want to say 
If it works, it will still need some more revisions The part in bold are 
some things that ! have added (do the?’ work) or questions I have 
about what you 
say. 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours injust 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr.atwola.comJpromocllc,100126575x1218822736x1201267884/aolTredir http:%2F%2Fwww freecreditreport com%2Fpm%2Fde[’au[t.aspx%3Fsc%3I)668072%26hmpgID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DfebemailfooterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 24, 2009 8:02 AM 

Jacqueline Stewart ~jacqueline@northwestern.edtr~ 

Re: Micheaux society meetings? 

Dear Jackie: I am not sure but I will check my notes to see ff I can 
determine when we first started the meeting at SCMS. I had no idea it 
was before the Black Caucus was formed -- I don’t know i£ this is 
accurate. Give me a couple of days and I will see ~vhat I can locate. 
Hope things are going well with you. I read your critique of Green’s 
Micheaux books and thought that it was right on target. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Jacqueline Ste~vart 
<j ac qu eline@northwestern, edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

It was really great to see you in NYC’. 

I wonder if you can help me with something I am trying to determine 
when the Oscar Micheaux Society’ started meeting at the SCMS 
meetings. Jane remembers that this happened before the folrnation of 
the African/African-American caucus as a way of getting the 
newsletter offthe ground Do you have any recollections of the 
circumstances of these Society- meetings at the SC(M)S meeting? 
Anything you can recall would be extremely helpful. 

All the best, 
Jackie 

Jacqueline Stewart 
Associate Professor 
Northwestern Umversity 
Departments of Radio/Television/Film and African American Studies 

*new address Aug 15* 
1920 Campus I)rlve, 2nd Floor 
Evanston, IJ_, 60208 
j acqueline@nor thwestern.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 24, 2009 8:05 AM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

Re: tbnd greetings; S~an-Lori Parks as screenwriter 

Dear Philip: Yes, I would be interested in composing this essay since I 
have seen both Girl 6 and Their Eyes However, I am less familiar with 
this screenwriter and would have to do some research on her Since I do 
fihn histow, much of my critique would be centrally focused on these 
films Yet, I will attempt to locate additional reformation about her as 
a screenwriter to include. The earliest that I would be able to 
generate the essay would be late Juaae or early July. You can let me 
know- if this works Thanks for the invitation and if this does not work 
for you, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm. edu>: 

23 Feb. 

Dear Charlene (it" I may), 

My dear friend Felicia wrote to say you might be interested in 
writing an essay on Suzan-Lori Parks as a screenwriter for my 
forthcoming edited collection of original essays for McFarland. I 
would love to hear from you about your interests and ideas for this 
essay. Parks’s two screenplays-Girls 6 for Spike Lee and Their Eyes 
based on the Zora novel-are important works that I want to see 
covered in my collection, but I would like to see them contextualized 
in term s of her larger canon 

Do get back to me as soon as you can, and many thanks to Felicia :[’or 
her help 

As ever, 

Philip 

Philip C. Kolin 
Professor of English 
University of Southern Mississippi 
Hat*iesburg, MS 39406-5037 
Philip Kolin@usm edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 25, 2009 11:56 AM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

RE: tbnd greetings; Suzm~-Lori Parks as screenwriter 

CHARLENE B 2009 Abbreviated Three Page.doc 

Dear Philip: What I will do is try to do a draI’t prior to the deadline 
to make sure that what I have written coincides with your expectations 
and the larger focus of the overall work. I will attach a short bio If 
you need additional information, let me know. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm edu>: 

24 Feb. 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks :[’or writing A dehvery date of late August would be fine. 
Let’s say 20 pages, maybe 24, including MLA documentation Clearly, 
the thrust nfyour essay is on the fihns/scripts and the issues they 
raise about race, identi~, cinematic representation and the media, 
urban cruelty, se×uali~, and images nf black women. But central to 
Parks’s larger canon is her centering on how white culture has 
dominated and distorted African American history Along these lines, 
it would be most helpful if you could introduce a few of her plays 
(certainly Topdog for which she won the Pulitzer, the America play, 
and Venus). In fact, Venus would probably be an essential analogue to 
Girls 6 and the America play (as well as In the Blood) fanctions as 
background scripts :[’or the Zora novel into :film. Just some ideas. 

Given your specializing in fihn history, you might want to comment on 
how Parks’s scripts present, adapt, narrate, develop time. What are 
the correspondents between her dramatic scripts and her screenplays 
in terms of cinematic techniques, that is, close ups, spicing, fades, 
etc. 

Thanks. Could you send me a short bio (a few sentences on teaching, 
publishing, etc.) that I can share with McFarland 

All thebest and thanks. 

Philip 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihmxc.edu [raailto:regester(&eraaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 24, 2009 7:05 
To: Philip Kolin 
Subject: Re: fond greetings; Suzan-Lori Parks as screenwriter 

Dear Philip: Yes, I xvould be interested in composing this essay since 
have seen both Girl 6 and Their Eyes. However, I am less i:amiliar with 
this screenwriter and would have to do some research on her. Since I do 
film history, much of my critique would be centrally focused on these 
films. Yet, I will attempt to locate additional information about her as 
a screenwriter to include. The earliest that I would be able to 
generate the essay xvould be late June or early- July. You can let me 
know if this works. Thanks for the invitation and if this does not work 
for you, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Philip Kohn <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 

>> 23 Feb. 
>> 

>> Dear Charlene (if I may), 
>> 

>> My dear friend Felicia wrote to say you might be interested in 
>> ~vriting ari essay on Suzan-Lori Parks as a screenwriter for my 
>> forthcoming edited collection of original essays for IVlcFarland. I 
>> would love to hear from you about your interests and ideas for this 
>> essay. Parks’s two screenplays-Girls 6 for Spike Lee and Their Eyes 
>> based on the Zora novel-are important works that I want to see 
>> covered in my collection, but I would like to see them contextualized 
>> in telrnS of her larger canon. 
>> 

>> Do get back to me as soon as you can, and many thanks to Felicia for 
>> her help. 
>> 

>> As ever, 
>> 

>> Phalip 
>> 
>> Phalip C. Kohn 
>> Professor of English 
>> University of Southern Mississippi 
>> Hattiesburg, MS 39406-5037 
>> Philip.Kolin@usm.edu 
>> 
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EDUCATION 
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1987, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Curriculum and Instruction 

Design, Educational Media, School of Education 

1980, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Radio, Television and Motion 

Pictures 
B.A.          1976, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, ( 1973-1976) English 

HONORS/AWARDS 
Recipient of Oscar iMicheaux Book and Film Award, presented by the Oscar Micheaux iFilm 

Festival, South Dakota, 2007 
Grant Recipient of the Support for Scholarship, Creative Activity or iResearch in the Humanities 
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Fall 2005 
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WORKS PUBLISHED 
Articles 
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Noir: A Journal of Black Film. Television & New Media (Fall 2008), forthcoming. 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star - Josephine Baker Racialized, 

Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and IFBI 
Files," Reprint of Previously Published Essay in Popular Music and Society" vol. 24, 

no. l(Spring 2000): 31-84 to be included in Josephine Baker: A Collection of Essays ed. 
Karen Dalton (2008), forthcoming. 
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Horror Film~" in Black American Cinema Reconsidered: The Contempora~ Scene eds. 
Manthia Diawara and Mia Mask (New York: Routledge, 2008), forthcoming. 
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ed. Steven Tracy (University of Illinois Press, 2009 - contract received), forthcoming 

"Early African American Pioneers in Independent Cinema: From Humor as Camouflage to 

Provocation as Revelation,"in Encyclopedia of African Americans and Popular Culture 
ed. Todd Boyd (PraegariGreenwood Publishing, 2008). 

"Black Cinema" in Life and Culture--The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere ed. 
Colin Palmer and Howard Dodson (University of Michigan Press, 2007). 

"African Americans in Early Cinema iHistoD,: A Period of Protest and Self-assertion," in Cinema 

at the Turn of the Century, eds. Claire Dupre la Tour, Andre Gaudreault, and Roberta 
Pearson (Quebec: Editions Nota beneiPayot Lausanne, Suisse 1999 - in print 2007) 

"The Year of 1934: Movies and the Marginalized" in Screen Decades Series: The 1930s 
American Culture/American Cinema ed. Lester Friedman and Murray Pomerance, Vol. 

on 1930s ed. Ina Rae Hark (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2007), 117-138. 

"Gone with the Wind," in International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. 2~d ed. William A. 
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Darity, Jr. (Detroit: iMacmillan Reference USA, 2008), 346-348. 

Contributed essays of women writing on cinema: "Uncle Tom’s Cabin," "Apollo Comedy Bad 

for Race," "Tim Moore Replies," Fredi Washington; "The Negro Actor and the 
American Movies," Geraldyn Dismond; "Fredi Washington Strikes a New Note," Fay M. 

Jackson; "Imitations: Life, Color and Pancakes," Hazel Washington; "The Truth about 

Hallelujah," Eva Jessye for Red Velvet Seat: Women’s Writing on the First Fifty Years 

of Cinema eds. Antonia Lant and Ingrid Periz (London/New York: Verso, 2006). Did 
not write the essays but located these essays for inclusion in this anthology. 

"Alternative Racial Gazes in American Silent Cinema: Visualizing Racial Politics in the fihns of 

D.W. Griffith and Oscar Micheaux," in American Visual Cultures. eds. David Holloway 

and Jolm Beck (London & New York: Continuum International Publishers, 2005), 56-62. 
"The Cinematic Representation of Race in The Birth of a Nation: A Black Horror Film," in 

Thomas Dixon and the Making of Modern America, eds. Michele Gillespie and Randal 
Hall (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2005), 164-182. 

"From the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Movie-going in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities 

during the Early Period of American Cinema," Film History vol. 17, No. 1 (Fall 2005): 

113-124. 

"The Feminization and Victimization of the African American Athlete in Bovz’ n the Hood, 

Cooley High, and Cornbread, Earl and Me" in Where the Boys Are: Cinemas of 
Masculinity and Youth eds. Murray Pomerance and Frances Gateward (Detroit: Wayne 

State University Press, 2005), 333-349. 
"From the Gridiron and Boxing Ring to the Cinema Screen: The African American Athlete in 

Pre-1950 Cinema," in Ethnicity~ Sport, Identity: Struggles for Status, eds. J. A. Mangan 

& Andrew Ritchie (London: Frank Cass Publishers, 2004), 269-292. 
"Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze of Pinky - White Desire for Blackness," Popular Culture Review 

vol. 14, No.1 (February 2003): 67-85. 

"From the Gridiron and Boxing Ring to the Cinema Screen: The African American Athlete in 
Pre-1950 Cinema," Culture, Sport and Society-Special Issue Ethnicity, Sport, Identity 

Struggles for Status vol. 6, no. 2/3 (Summer/Autumn 2003): 269-292. 

"African American Writers and Pre-1950 Cinema," Fihn Literature Quarterly vol. 29, no. 3 (Fall 

2001): 210-235. 
"Oscar Micheaux, Race Movies, and the African American Press," in Oscar Micheaux and His 

Circle_, eds. Charles Musser, Jane Gaines, & Pearl Bowser (Indiana University Press & 
Giornate del Cinema Mute, Pordenone-Sacile, Italy, 2001). 

"Oscar Micheaux Filmography," Corey Creekmur, Charles Musser, Pearl Bowser, & Regester in 

Oscar Micheaux and His Circle, eds. Charles Musser, Jane Gaines, & Pearl Bowser 
(Indiana University Press & Giornate del Cinema Mute, Pordenone-Sacile, Italy, 2001) 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star -- Josephine Baker Racialized, 

Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI 
Files," Popular Music and Society (Spring 2000): 31-84. 

"The Evocation of Death in Dorothy Dandridge’s Photograph: The Reading of a Still," Popular 

Culture Review vol. 1, no. 2 (Summer 2000): 29-37. 
"Oscar Micheaux" in American National Biography, John A. Garraty, ed. (New York: Oxford 

Universi~ Press, 1999/2000). 
"iHeadline to Headlights: Oscar Micheaux’s Exploitation of the Rhinelander Case," The Western 

Journal of Black Studies, vol. 22, no. 3 (Fall 1998) 195-204. 
"The Reading of A Still: The Evocation of Death in Dorothy Dandridge’s Photograph," Art 

Criticism (Spring/Summer 1998): 41-47. 
"African American Extras in 20th Century American Cinema" Film History, vol. 9, no. 1 (Fall 

1997): 95-115. 
"African American Actors and the Communist Scare of the 1950s: Unique Responses to the 
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Otherness Inflicted by the iHegemonic Discourse," Studies in American Culture, vol. 20, 

no. 2 (October 1997): 1-16. 
"Oscar Micheaux The Entrepreneur: Financing The House Behind the Cedars" Journal of Film 

and Video vol. 49, nos. 1-2 (Spring-Summer 1997): 17-27. 

"Nina Mae McKinney," "Hazel Scott," "Lena Home," "Madame Sul-Te-Wan," "Louise 

Beavers," "Hattie iMcDaniel," "Dorothy Dandridge," and "Ethel Waters," in Chronology 
&Women World Wide eds. L~ne Brakeman & Susan Gall (Detroit, Michigan: Gale 

Research, 1997). 
"Sounder," "King Solomon’s Mines," and "The Learning Tree" in Jim Welsh and John Tibbetts, 

eds. Novels Into Film (New York: Facts on File, 1997). 
"African Americans in the Early Period Of Cinema: A Period of Protest and Self-Assertion," 

Cinema at the Turn of the Century: Proceedings of the Third International Conference 
of iDomitor, New York University - June 1994. Eds. Clair Dupre la Tour, Andre 
Gaudreault, & Roberta Pearson (Quebec/Lausanne: Nuit Blanche editeuri Payor- 

Lausanne, 1996) 355-365. 
’"Black Films, White Censors: Oscar Micheaux Confronts Censorship in New York, Virginia, 

and Chicago," in Movie Censorship and American Culture. Ed. Francis G. Couvares 
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1996), 159-186. 

"Oscar Micheaux" co-authored with Jane Gaines, Encyclopedia of African 

American Culture and iHistorv, ed. Jack Salzman, David iLionel Smith. & Cornel 

West (New York: Simon & Schuster Macmillan, 1996). 
"Lena Horne and Hazel Scott--African American Actresses as Politically Active 

Feminists," Popular Culture Review, 7, No.1 (Februa13." 1996): 81-95. 
"Oscar Micheaux On The Cutting Edge: Films Rejected by the New York State Motion Picture 

Commission," Studies in Popular Culture (Spring 1995): 61-72. 

"The Misreading of African American Filmmaker Oscar Micheaux: A Critical Review of 
Micheaux Scholarship," Film Histo~ vol. 7, no. 4 (Winter 1995): 426-449. 

"Stepin Fetchit, the Man, the Image and the African American Press," Film Histour vol. 6, no. 4 

(Winter 1994): 502-521. 
"Lynched, Assaulted and Intimidated: Oscar Micheaux’s Most Controversial Films" Popular 

Culture Review (JanuaD~ 1994): 47-55. 
"The Duplicity of Oscar Micheaux’s Male Characters," in Me Jane: Masculinit57 Movies and 

Women edited by Pat Kirkham and Janet Thumim (England: Lawrence and Wishart 

Publishers, 1994): 166-183. 

"Oscar Micheaux," in Dictionary of American Negro Biography, Michael Winston, ed. (New 
York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1993). 

Books: 
African American Actresses in the First Fifty Years of Cinema (Indiana University Press, 
Contract Received, 600 pages). 

Collections: 
The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere-30 Volume Antholog57: Volume on Black 
Cinema, eds. Colin Palmer and Howard Dodson (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Pro Quest Publishers and 

The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, 2005, electronic publication). 

Reference Books: 
Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the 

Pittsburgh Courier and California Ea~le Volume II (North Carolina: McFarland Press, 2008, 
scheduled to appear in print Spring 2009). 

Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the 

Chicago Defender, Afro-American (Baltimore), Los Angeles Sentinel, and New York Amsterdam 

News: 1909-1950 Volume I (Jefferson: North Carolina: McFarland Press, 2002). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 25, 2009 12:04 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: McDaniel chapter, part 2 

Dear Dr. Greene: I will review both parts of flais chapter But it seems 
that the chapter is now- nearly 100 pages when we merege If I have 
questions, I will notate so that we cari discuss at our next meeting 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        ~@aol.com: 

This is the second half of the McDaniel chapter. The file was so large I 
had to split it (I have dial up here) When you merge the two files on your 
computer, the footnotes should renumber. 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours in just 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr.atwola.col~’promoclk/100126575xl 218822736x1201267884/aol?redir http:%2F%2F~vww freecreditreport com%2Fpm%2Fdefault.aspx%3Fsc%3D668072%26hmp~ID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DfebemailfooterNO62) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 27, 2009 12:49 PM 

~@aol.com 

Fwd: Response 2 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks very much for sending along your response to reader 2’s comments. I think you are right regarding the lens through which s!he views your project, as s!he 

comes out of American studies (and media) rather than cinema studies. It seems to me that you have engaged with appropriate points and justified your reasons 

for not making certain structural changes. My main concerns (and it sounds like you are addressing this in your revisions) are that you make your thesis explicit 

from the start, and that you provide (as R2 suggests) information on the criteria for selection of the actresses. 

It sounds like you are right on track with your revisions. Please let me know if you need anything at all along the way. 

All best wishes, 

Jane 

[beh nken~[nd~a na:edu 

http://www.iupress.ind~ana.edu[cata~o~[ir~dex.php~cPath=3588 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, February 27, 2009 12:51 PM 

To: @aol.com 

Subject: Update 

Dear Dr. Greeen: Currently, I am working on the Ethel Waters chapters. 
The other chapters have been completed up to this point ha the 
meantime, I will continue to review the changes made to the McDaniel 
chapter but so far, it looks okay. Please let me know if you are coming 
to to~vn next week. Hope things are going well for you Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 3, 2009 8:26 AM 

stropiano@ithaca.edu 

Re: Journal of Film and Video 

Dear Steve: Sorl5’ about the delay as I actually forgot about the essay. 
I will try to send by the end of the week. Thanks for the reminder By 
the way, I am trying to send a manuscript to the press by the deadline 
of May 1 st so if you could put me on hold for additional essays until 
afte this date, this would be greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting stropiano@ithaca edu: 

Just a friendly reminder---your essay report is overdue Please get 
it in to me 
as soon as possible 
Thank you, 
Steve 

Stephen Tropiano, PhD 
Program Director, Ifl~aca College LA Program 
Associate Professor, Dept. of Television-Radio 
Editor, Journal of Fihn and Video 

Ithaca College LA Program 
3800 Barham Blvd. Suite 305 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 
Phone: 323/851-6199 
Fax: 323/851-6748 
Cell: 

"It is only with the heart that one can see rightly, what is 
essential is invisible to 
the eye" 
Antoine de Saint-t:.xupep)~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 3, 2009 8:39 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: part of Waters chapter 

Dear Dr. Greene: I will review the Waters chapter later today As for 
the McDaniel chapter -- I realized once I got to the end that you kept 
the original material in case I wanted to keep something really 
important ~vhich lengthened the document. I have alrea@ reviewed and 
agree ~vith the changes However, I ~vill re-review the original section 
again to see if I want to keep some of this material which I doubt as 
it seemed that incorporated most of the important points. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        @aol.com: 

Charlene, 

Attached is my draft of a suggested revision of the Member of the Wedding 
discussion in the Waters chapter. Your main point seems to be the parallels 
between Waters and Berenice You say they are striking similar, but 
you often 
don’t show the similarities in close proximity You make the reader 
guess at 
most of them or wait too long to get the evidence from the film to make the 
case. I have reorganized the discussion to try to make the 
similarines more 
immediate (an aspect of Waters’s life fulIuwed in~nediateIy by details in the 
film that parallel this). I aIsu have cumpressed sume of the quotatiuns ur 

taken them out in urder to save space. Before I incorpurate this revisiun 
~nto the chapter, let me knuw what yuu think. Take uuts come at the 
end; let me 
knuw which unes you want to keep in the text. 

>LG 
**************A Guod Credit Scure is 700 or Above See yours in just 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr.atwola.comJpromocllc,100126575x1218822736x1201267884/aol’?redir http:%2F%2Fwww freecreditreport com%2Fpm%2Fde[’au[t.aspx%3Fsc%3I)668072%26hmpgID 

%3D62%26bcd%3 Dfebemailli~oterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 11:12 AM 

@aol.com 
Re: Update 

Dear Dr. Greene: I apologize that I did not get your message in time to 
meet However, let me know when you plan to return to Chapel Hill and 
we can meet then In the meantime, I have composed the section for the 
introduction that we might want to include. I will re-read again and 
for~vard by email Hope things are going well Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting        .~aol.com: 

I should arrive m Chapel Hill some time late this at’ternoon I will be 
tied up tomolTow morning until about 10 You can call me late this 
afternoon or 
tonight and we can arrange to get together 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy 
steps’. 
(http://pr.atwola.com/promocllc/100126575xl 219671244x1201345076iaol?redir http:%2F%2F,a~vw.freecreditreport.com%2Fpm%2Fdefault aspx%3Fsc%3D668072%26hmpglD 

%3D62%26bcd%3DfebemailfooterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 11:42 AM 

~aol.com 
Re: Dandridge Pa(t 1 

Dear Dr. Greene: I have received this material and will review today 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quotin~         @aol.com: 

Charlene, 

I have to send the Dandridge chapter in two parts. Read the bold ~pe to 
make sure I am not changing what you intend to say. Pay close 
attention to the 
footnotes because in reorganizing some of the materials, the foomotes might 
get offtrack (see especially the ibids) The chapter still needs work, 
which is better done with a hard copy 

>LG. 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy 
steps’. 
(http://pr.atwola.com/promocllc/100126575x1220439616x1201372437iaol?redir http:%2F%2F,a~vw.freecreditreport.com%2Fpm%2Fdefault aspx%3Fsc%3D668072%26hmp~ID 

%3D62%26bcd%3DfebemailfooterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 11:58 AM 

Nancy ttaddox <haddox@ohio.edu-~ 

Re: Newsletter / Oscar Micheaux Society 

Dear Nancy: Please feel free to contact Jane Gaines, editor of the 
Oscar Micheatt’¢ Socie~z Newsletter regarding its current status. 
jmg2196@columbia.edu Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Nancy Haddox 

<haddox@ohio.edu>: 

Good AI’temoon, 

I am writing ticom Ohio University Libraries in re: to the Newsletter 
of the Oscar iVlicheaux Society Is it still being published? We have 
not received an issue since V 11,2003. If it is being published, whom 
do we contact if we want to order and the price? 

Thank you for your time 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Haddox 
Library Assoc - Acquisitions Dept 
Alden Library 
Ohio Universi~" 
30 Park Place 
Athens, OH 45701 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 11:58 AM 

jm-~_2196@columbia.edu 

Fwd: Newsletter / Oscar Micheaux Society 

..... Forwarded message from haddox@ohio.edu ..... 
Date: Thu, 12 IVlar 2009 13:34:17 -0400 
From: Nancy Haddox <haddox@ohio edu> 

Reply-To: Nancy Haddox <haddox@ohio.edu> 
Subject: Ne~vsletter / Oscar Micheaux Society 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Good Afternoon, 

I am writing from Ohio University Libraries in re: to the Newsletter of 
the Oscar Micheaux Society. Is it still being published? We have not 
received an issue since V 11,2003. If it is being published, whom do we 
contact if we want to order and the price? 

Thank you :[’or your time. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Haddox 
Library Assoc. - Acquisitions Dept. 
Alden Library 
Ohio University 
30 Park Place 
Athens, OH 45701 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 12:35 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Call for Papers to All China Economics (ACE) International Conference 2009 

APEC Study Center, City University of Hong Kong announces 

The 3rd All China Economics (ACE) International Conference 

December 14 - 16, 2009, Itong Kong 

Call for Papers 

Theme 

APEC Turns 20 and the Anniversary of the Financial Tsunami 

Sut~miss~on Dead]l~ne: July 31, 2~R)9 

Dear Scholars, Researchers, Educators, Policy-makers and Prot~ssionals, 

The year 2009 will be an important and historical year. First, APEC celebrates its 20th annivers~Q’. Since its establishment in 1989, APEC has come a long way in the 

last twenty years. Of equal importance is the impact of the tinancial tsunami on the world economy one yem- on. Hence, both "the development ofAsim~ aJt?drs and the 

afiem~ath of the financial tsunami will form the tbcus of academic reseamh in 2009. 

The APEC Study- Centre of the College of Business, City, Universi~ ofHong Kong, is pleased to announce that the third All China Economics (ACE) International 

Conference roll be held on December 14-16, 2009, at the Ci~ University, of Hong Kong. The Conference now calls for sub~nissions for presentation. 

After the successful conclusion of the two previous ACE International Conferences in 2006 and 2007, the third ACE International Conference aims at providing a 

golden opportanity for researchers to present their pioneering and contemtx~ra~" studies related to the two main themes, as well as other general themes. In addition to 

a series of presentation sessions, internationally renowned speakers will review contmnporary issues. Scholars, researchers, professionals and students from different 

parts of the world and with different scholarly backgrounds are encouraged to participate in the conference, to meet and network with their counterparts ti-om other 

world regions and discipline areas. 

On behalf of the APEC Study Centre, I am pleased to invite you to submit an abstract of your paper and/or to organize a session for the Conference. A list of special 

and general topics is available at our "ACE Themes" section of the Conference website. Submissions for presentation will go through a rigorous double-blind review 

process before acceptance. All presentation papers roll be included in the diskette of the Conference program. 

For details of the ACE International Coni~rence, please visit our website at w~wv.cityu.edu.hk/apec/ace. 

Please join me and contribute your thoughts and ideas on the development of the world economy. I look forward to welcoming you to the CiD’ University of Hong 

Kong. 

Yours faithfiflly, 

Dr. Kui-Wai Li 

Conference Director 



Curriculum Vitae 

CHARLENE B. REGESTER 

December 2008 

Education 

1988-1990 

1987 

Post-Doc. Fellow, African & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 
Ph.D., School of Education, Educational Media, University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill 
M.A., Radio, Television & Motion Pictures, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.A., English, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Teaching Positions 

2003-Present 

1999-2003 

1999 

1993-1999 

1992-1993 

1990-1992 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1984 

1981-1982 

1980 

Assistant Professor, African & Afro-American Studies, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of African & Afro-American Studies, 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Visiting Lecturer, Film & Video Program, Duke University 

Visiting Assistant Professor, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Lecturer, Curriculuin in African and Afro American Studies & Department of Radio, 

Television and Motion Pictures, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Visiting Assistant Professor, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Teaching Fellow, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Visiting Lecturer, Education, North Carolina State University, Raleigh 

Lecturer, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Teaching Assistant, School of Education, Division of Educational Media, University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Teaching Assistant, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Teaching Assistant, School of Education, Division of Curriculum and Instruction, 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Teaching Assistant, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Lecturer, Department of Speech Communications, North Carolina A&T State 

University, Greensboro 

Interim Instructor, Department of Radio, Television, and Film, Shaw University, 

Raleigh 

Professional Experience 

Editor 
Screening Noir: A Journal of Black Film, Television & New Media_, Editorial Board 
Member, Summer 2008 - present 

Indiana University Press-Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Spring 2003. 

Columbia University Press-Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Fall 2000. 

Western Journal of Black Studies, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Spring 2000. 

Cinema Journal, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Spring 1999. 

Popular Culture Review, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Spring 1999. 
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Consultancy 
2009 

2002 

2001 

2000 

2000 

2000 

1998/99 

1998 

1997 

1995-1996 

1995 

1994 

Administrative 
1988 

1987 

1986 

Journal of Film and Video, Editorial Board Member, Appointed, December 1997 to 

Present 

Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter, Co-Editor, Film and Video Program, published by 

Duke University, 1992 - present 

Editorial Assistanl, Black Film Review (Winter 1992) 

Consultant for "Faded Glory: Oscar Micheaux" Conference held at Columbia University, 
New York and the Lincoln Center 
Consultant for Kansas TV based on paper entitled, "Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied 
Voice of Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind’ presented at conference in Great Bend, 
Kansas 
Interview with National Public Radio for an NEH Grant to implement a program on 
Oscar Micheaux 
Interview with Scarecrow Press regarding the reprinting of Richard Grupenhoff’s book, 
The Black Valentino 
"Hattie McDaniel Documentary," served as consultant and interviewed for documentary, 
Chris Jefferson & Maia Harris, New York, for AMC (American Movie Classics) 
"Early African American Cinema: Documentary," interviewed for documentary with 
director/producer, Tom Thurman, Lexington, Kentucky. 
"A Most Generous People: Documentary on Selected Black Women Philanthropists’," 
Graduate School and University Center, City University of New York (submitted a letter 
for NEH grant funding support) 
Blackside Films, Interviewed for Documentary on African American Artists during the 
Harlem Renaissance, ’7’ll Make Me A World," provided information on Oscar Micheaux 
Proposed, "The Life of Oscar Micheaux," submitted to National Black Programming 
Consortium by Pearl Bowser (submitted a letter of support) 
Proposed, "The Concept and Consequences of Race,," submitted to Mello Foundation 
by Dr. William Darity, Department of Economics, UNC, Chapel Hill (submitted letter of 
support) 
Proposed "Early Black Cinema Documentary Project," Independent Filmmaker 
submitted to North Carolina Film Foundation and National Endowment for the 
Humanities (submitted letter of support) 
Carolina Theatre African American Film Festival, January 12-15, 1996, Durham, N.C., 
Conference organizer 
Black Shadows on the Silver Screen - The Last Quarter Century of Black Film in 
America, Humanities Resource Center, Prince George’s Community College, Largo, 
Maryland, directed by Dr. Lyle E. Lynville - (submitted letter of support) 
Oscar Micheaux and His Circle: The Silent Era Conference, Yale University, New 
Haven, Connecticut, grant funding (submitted letter of support) 
Carolina Theatre African American Film Festival, January 13-16, 1995, Durham, N.C., 
Conference Organizer 
Chapel Hill Bicentennial Commission, consultant for contributions of African Americans 
to the Chapel Hill community 
Women Writers on the Cinema: The First Fifty Years, grant project (National Endowment 
for the Humanities) co-directed by Dr. Ingrid Periz and Dr. Antonia Lant of New York 
University - (submitted letter of support) 

Acting Associate Director, North Carolina Health Manpower Development Program, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Cultural Coordinator, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Assistant Director, Bridge Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



Honors 
2007 

1990 

1986 

Fellowships 
2005 

2003-1996 

Recipient of Oscar Micheaux Book and Film Award, presented by the Oscar 
Micheaux Film Festival, South Dakota 

Post Doctoral Fellowship for Minority Scholars, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 
Minority Presence Fellowship for Doctoral Study, University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, 1982, 1983 

Awarded Arts and Humanities Faculty Fellowship, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, Fall 2005 
Arts and Humanities Fellow-MURAP (Minority Undergraduate Research 
Assistants)/SPGRE (Summer Pre-Graduate Experience Program) Advisor, Institute for 
Arts & Humanities College of Arts & Sciences, University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill 

1994-1992 Carolina Teaching Fellows Mentor, Carolina Teaching Fellows Program, School of 
Education, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Bibliography 
Books 
African American Actresses in the First Fifty Years of Cinema (Indiana University Press, Contract 
Received, Forthcoming, 600 pages) 
Reference Books 
Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the Pittsburgh 
Courier and California Eagle Volume II (Jefferson: McFarland Press, 2009, scheduled for Spring 2009, 
800 pages). 
Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the Chicago 
Defender, Afro-American (Baltimore), Los Angeles Sentinel and New York Amsterdam News: 1909-1950 
Volume I (Jefferson: McFarland Press, 2002), 1-701. 
Collections 
The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere-30 Volume Anthology: Volume on Black Cinema, part of 
30 volumes edited by Colin Palmer and Howard Dodson (Ann Arbor: Pro Quest Publishers and The 
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, 2005, electronic pnblication). 

Chapters 
"The Return of the Repressed-Horror, Monstrosity, and Blackness: The Birth of a Nation as a 

Horror Film]’ in Black American Cinema Reconsidered." The Contemporary Scene eds. 

Manthia Diawara and Mia Mask (New York: Routledge, 2009), forthcoming -- based on Black 

Cinema Conference held at New York University, November 2003, Department of Cinema & 

Africaua Studies, New York, 25 typed pages. 

"Robert Abbott," Dictionary of Literary Biography: Black Writers of the Chicago Renaissance 

ed. Steven Tracy (University of Illinois Press, 2009 - contract received), forthcoming, 25 typed 

pages. 
"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstrucfion of a Star - Josephine Baker Racialized, 

Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," 
Reprint of Previously Published Essay in Popular Music and Society vol. 24, no. l(Spring 2000): 

31-84. Under Consideration to be included in Josephine Baker: A Collection of Essays ed. Mae 

Henderson. 

"Early African American Pioneers in Independent Cinema: From Humor as Camouflage to 

Provocation as Revelation," in Encyclopedia of African Americans and Popular Culture ed. Todd 

Boyd (Praegar/Greenwood Publishing, 2008), 39-65. 
"Gone with the Wind," in International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2na ed. William A. 

Darity, Jr. (Detroit: Macmillan Reference USA, 2008), 346-348. 

"Black Cinema" in Life and Culture The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere ed. Colin 

Palmer and Howard Dodson (University of Michigan, 2007), 321-379. 

"African Americans in the Early Cinema History: A Period of Protest and Self-Assertion," 

Cinema at the Turn of the Century: Proceedings of the Third International Conference of 

Domitor, New York University - June1994. Eds. Clair Dupre la Tour, Andre Gaudreault, & 
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Roberta Pearson (Quebec/Lausanne: Nuit Blanche editeur/Payot-Lausanne, 1996 published in 
2007), 355-365. 

"The Year of 1934: Movies and the Marginalized" in Screen Decades Series." The 1930s 
American Culture/American Cinema eds. Lester Friedman and Murray Pomerance, Vol. on 1930s 
ed. Ina Rae Hark (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2007), 117-138. 

"Uncle Tom’s Cabin," "Apollo Comedy Bad for Race," "Tim Moore Replies," Fredi Washington; 
"The Negro Actor and the American Movies," Geraldyn Dismond; "Fredi Washington Strikes a 

New Note," Fay M. Jackson; "Imitations: Life, Color and Pancakes," Hazel Washington; "The 
Truth about Hallelujah," Eva Jessye --Contributed essays of women writing on cinema for Red 
Velvet Seat." Women’s Writing on the First Fifty Years of Cinema eds. Antonia Lant and Ingrid 
Periz (London!New York: Verso, 2006). Did not write the essays but located these essays for 
inclusion in this anthology, 318,427, 485, 487, 519, 520, & 591. 

"Alternative Racial Gazes in American Silent Cinema: Visualizing Racial Politics in the films of 
D.W. Griffith and Oscar Micheaux," inAmerican Visual Cultures, eds. David Holloway and John 
Beck (London & New York: Continuum International Publishers, 2005), 56-62. 

"The Cinematic Representation of Race in The Birth of a Nation: A Black Horror Film," 
in Thomas Dixon and the Ma!~ing of Modern America, eds. Michele Gillespie and Randal 
Hall (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2005), 164-182, based on the 
Thomas Dixon and The Birth of a New South Conference, April 2003, 
Department of History, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, N.C. 

"The Feminization and Victimization of the African American Athlete in Boyz’ n the Hood, 
Cooley High, and Cornbread, Earl and Me " in Where the Boys Are." Cinemas of Masculinity and 
Youth_eds. Murray Pomerance and Frances Gateward (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 
2005), 333-349. 

"From the Gridiron and Boxing Ring to the Cinema Screen: The African American Athlete in 
Pre-1950 Cinema," in Ethnicity, Sport, Identity." Struggles for Status, eds. J. A. Mangan 
& Andrew Ritchie (London: Frank Cass Publishers, 2004), 269-292. 

"The African American Press and Race Movies, 1909 - 1929," in OscarMicheaux andHis 
Circle, eds. Charles Musser, Jane Gaines, & Pearl Bowser (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press & Giornate del Cinema Mutt, Pordenone-Sacile, Italy, 2001), 34-49. 
"An Oscar Micheaux Filmography: From the Silents through His Transition to Sound, 1919- 

1931," Compiled by Charles Musser, Corey K. Creekmur, Pearl Bowser, J. Ronald Green, 
Charlene Regester, and Louise Spence in Oscar Micheaux and His Circle, eds. Charles Musser, 
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eds. Novels Into Film (New York: Facts on File, 1997), 214-216, 230-231,393-394. 
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Department of English, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2006). 

"Reconstructing Interracial Rape in SergeantRutledge: Memory and Flashback," University of 
Film and Video Association, Columbia College, Chicago (August 2005). 

"The Invisibility of Rape in Sergeant Rutledge: Memory and Flashback Reconstruct Fictionalized 
Rape," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, University of London, England (March 
2005). 

Panel Chair, "Performing and Narrating Race," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, 
University of London, England (March 2005). 



"Colonialistic Inscriptions in Princess Tam Tam: Josephine Baker on Screen and in the FBI 
Files," Far West Popular Culture Association & Far West American Culture Associations 
Conference, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2005). 

Panel Chair, "From Josephine Baker to Gangsta Thugs," Far West Popular Culture Association 
& Far West American Culture Associations Conference, University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas (February 2005). 

"Racilaized, Politicized, and Sexualized: Josephine Baker and the FBI Files," Modernist Studies 
Association Conference, Vancouver, Canada (October 2004). 

"The Felninization of the Black Male Athlete in Cinema," University of Film and Video 
Association Conference, University of Toledo, Ohio (August 2004). 

Panel Chair, "Getting It All Wrong: Industry and The Other," University of Film and Video 
Association Conference, University of Toledo, Ohio (August 2004). 

"Blackness as Horrific: The Birth of a Nation’s Reconstruction of Black Horror" Society for 
Cinema and Media Studies, Atlanta, Georgia (March 2004). 

"Blackness as Horrific: The Birth of a Nation as a Black Horror Film," Far West Popular Culture 
Association & Far West American Culture Associations Conference, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2004). 

Panel Chair, "Feminism and Cinema" at Far West Popular Culture Association & Far West 
American Culture Associations Conference, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 
2004). 

"The Return of the Repressed - Blackness as Horrific-Re-Reading The Birth of a Nation as a 
Horror Film," Black American Cinema Reconsidered, New York University, New York 
(November 2003). 

"The Cinematic Representation of Race in The Birth of a Nation," University of Film and Video 
Association, University of South Carolina, Columbia (July 2003). 

Panel Chair, "Hollywood and The Other," University of Film and Video Association, University 
of South Carolina, Columbia (July 2003). 

"The Construction of Race in The Birth of a Nation: A Black Horror Film," Thomas Dixon and 
The Birth of a New South Conference, Department of History, Wake Forest University, 
Winston-Salem, N.C. (Invited-April 2003). 

"The Felninization of the Black Male Athlete in Boyz’ N the Hood, Cooley High, and Cornbread 
Earl and Me," American Culture Association, New Orleans, Louisiana (April 2003). 

Panel Chair, Race and Cinema, American Culture Association, New Orleans, Louisiana (April 
2003). 

"The Felninization of the African American Athlete in Boyz’ N the Hood, Cooley High, and 
Cornbread, Earl & Me," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota (March 2003). 

"The African American Athlete as Femme Fatale in Boyz’ N the Hood, Cooley High, and 
Cornbread, Earl & Me," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture 
Associations, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2003). 

Panel Chair, Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture Associations, University 
of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2003). 

"Race in D.W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms and Oscar Micheaux’s Body and Soul," at the D.W. 
Griffith and Silent Cinema Conference, Le Giomate del Cinema Mnto, Pordenone - 
Sacile, Italy (October 2002-Invited but did not attend). 

"Transcending Color and Character: Re-Thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in 
Imitation of Life, 1934," Society for Cinema Studies Annual Conference, Denver, 
Colorado (May 2002). 

"The Black Subservient as a Black Militant: Re-Thinking the Racialization of the Black 
Characters in Imitation of Life (1934)," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American 
Culture Associations, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (January 2002). 

"An Alternative to the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina 
Cities," Local Color: Moviegoing in the American South Conference, Duke University, 
Durham, N.C. (January 2002). 

"Oscar Micheaux as the Crouching Tiger Confronts the Hidden Dragon of Film Censors," Rhode 
Island College, Providence, Rhode Island (October 2001). 



"Oscar Micheaux, Race Movies, and the Black Press," Silent Cinema Conference-Oscar 
Micheaux and His Circle, Pordenone, Italy (October 2001 -Invited but did not attend). 

"Signifying Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: The Black Woman as a Signifier of White 
Womanhood in the Screen Representations of Louise Beavers," University of Film and 
Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York (August 2001). 

Panel Chair, University of Film and Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York 
(August 2001). 

"Menace II Society or Menacing Society: Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Position on Screen and 
in the African American Press, 1920-1950," Society for Cinema Studies Conference, 
Washington, D.C. (May 2001). 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh 
in GWTW," Real to Reel Film Symposium, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(April 2001). 

"Menace II Society or Menacing Society? Paul Robeson’s Internal Struggles Mirrored in the 
African American Press and on the Motion Picture Screen," American Culture 
Association Conference, 23~’1 Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (April 2001). 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh 
in GWTW," Fifty Year Oscar Micheaux Celebration, Great Bend, Kansas (Invited-March 
2001). 

"Marking Multiplicity in Paul Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 
Screen, 1920-1950," Frame By Frame: Black Silent Film Festival, Des Moines, Iowa 
(Invited - February 2001). 

"In Search of Feminism and Adulthood Through the Black Female Body: Ethel Waters in 
Member of the Wedding," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture 
Associations, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2001). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Film Company," Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, 
Fifth Annual Film Festival, sponsored by South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory 
South Dakota (Invited - August 2000). 

"Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Positioning in the African American Press as Mirrored on the 
Cinema Screen," Screen Studies Conference, University of Glasgow, Scotland 
United Kingdom. (Paper accepted for presentation but did not attend - June 2000). 

"Hattie McDaniel Becomes the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh in GWTW," Society of 
Cinema Studies Conference, Chicago, Illinois (March 2000). 

"Hero, Villain, or Both: Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Positioning on Screen Mirrored in the 
African American Press of the 1920s, 30s, and 40s," Far West Popular Culture & Far 
West American Culture Associations, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2000). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Film Company, Itself an "Oprhan of the Storm," 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, Orphans of the Storm-A Symposium on Film 
Preservation (September 1999). 

Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, Fourth Annual Film Festival, sponsored by South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory South Dakota (Panel Participant, August 1999). 

"The Construction of White Power Fantasies through the Exploitation of the Black Body: Race, 
Violence, and Sexuality in Mandingo," University Film and Video Association, Emerson 
College, Boston, Massachusetts (August 1999). 

"In Search of Feminism and Adulthood through the Black Female Body: An Examination of 
Ethel Waters inMember of the Wedding, 1952," Society for Cinema Studies, Florida 
Atlantic University, Boca Raton, West Palm Beach, Florida (April 1999). 

"Josephine Baker: The Construction and Deconstruction of a Star by the African American Press, 
Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," National Popular Culture Association/American 
Culture Association Conference, San Diego, California (March 1999). 

"Hattie McDaniel: The Subversion of Otherness On-Screen and Internalization of Otherness Off 
Screen," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture Associations, 11a~ Annual 
Meeting, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1999). 

"Pinky’s Transformation as Miss Em Through the Voyeuristic Gaze," Screen Studies Conference, 
Glasgow University, Scotland, United Kingdom (July 1998). 
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Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, Third Annual, sponsored by the South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory, South Dakota, (Invited Panel Participant, August 1998). 

"Pinky Reconstructed by Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze," University of Film and Video 
Association, 52nd Annual Conference, School of Filmmaking, North Carolina School of 
the Arts, Winston-Salem, N.C. (August 1998). 

Panel Chair, "Images in Film," University of Film and Video Association, 52nd Annual Conference, 
School of Filmmaking, North Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-Salem, N.C. (August 1998). 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star: Josephine Baker’s Public Profile 
in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," Far West Popular and 
American Culture Association Conference, University of Nevada (February 1998). 

"Black Male Psychosis or White Male Fantasy: An Examination of Home of the 
Brave," Annual Conference on Film and Literature, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Florida (January 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Within Our Gates," Southern Historical Association, Atlanta, Georgia 
(Invited Discussant -November 1997). 

"Oscar Micheaux: Film Festival" sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory, South 
Dakota (Invited Panelist-August 1997). 

"Altered States: White Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the 
Brave," University of Film and Video Association Conference, University of 
Wisconsin, Oshkosh (August 1997). 

Panel Chair, "Primary/Archival Materials: Critical and Logistical Issues," 
University of Film and Video Conference, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh (August 
1997). 

"Unveiling Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: White Actresses Cast in Black Roles" 
Console-ing Passions Conference, Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec Canada (May 
1997). 

"Playing in the Dark: An Examination of Lost Boundaries-A White Fantasy Film," Society for 
Cinema Studies, Ottawa, Canada (May 1997). 

"African American Extras De-Centered on American Screens in Two Decades of 20th Century 
Cinema," Far West Popular and American Culture Association Conference, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1997). 

"Resistant Discourses: African American Women Resist the De-Centering of African Americans 
on American Screens," Re-Thinking Nationalism: Women’s Writings of Resistance and 
Accommodation in the Modern Period Conference, sponsored by Duke University and 
University of Barcelona, held in Barcelona, Spain (Invited -November 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: Red-Stained African American Actors as ’The Other,’" Popular 
Culture Association in the South, Savannah, Georgia (October 1996). 

"Dorothy Dandridge: Hollywood’s Construction of Their ’Dark Star,’" University of Film and 
Video Association Conference, Chapman University, Orange County, California (August 
1996). 

Oscar Micheaux: Film Festival sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, held in 
Gregory, South Dakota (Invited Panelist, August 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: African American Actors as ’The Other,’" Console-ing Passions 
Conference, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin (Paper Accepted 
But Did Not Attend, April 1996). 

"Red Stained African American Actors as ’The Other’: Investigations of African American 
Actors by the House Un-American Activities Committee," Society for Cinema Studies 
Conference, University of North Texas, Denton in Dallas, Texas (March 1996). 

"Blurring the Boundaries - When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism for 
Actress Dorothy Dandridge?" Popular Culture Association / American Culture 
Association International Conference, Nevada (March 1996). 

"The Construction of the African American Male Screen Image: As Athletes Transgressed from 
Sports to Cinema 1910-1950," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture 
Association, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1996). 

"From Virtual Exclusion to Marginal Inclusion: The African American Literary Figure in Cinema 
1900 1950," Annual Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, 
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Tallahassee, Florida (January 1996). 
"African American Literary Figures and Cinema: 1900-1950," Literature/Film Association 

Annual Conference, Salisbury State University, Ocean City, Maryland (November 1995). 
"Invisible But Not Absent: An African American Actress Who Made the Transition From Silent 

Cinema to the Sound Era of Filmmaking," University Film and Video Association 1995 
Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 1995). 

Panel Chair, "Minorities in Film and Television" University Film and Video 
Association 1995 Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 
1995). 

"Black Rhythms Transformed On White Screens: African American Jazz Figures in Motion 
Pictures during the 1930s and 40s," Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird Centre, 
Strathclyde University, Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1995). 

"When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism: An Examination of Dorothy 
Dandridge from Screen to Television," Console-ing Passions Conference, University of 
Washington, Seattle, Washington (April 1995). 

"D.W. Griffith’s Black Mistress, Maid, or Confidante?: An Examination of Madame Sul-Te- 
Wan," Society for Cinema Studies Conference, College of Staten Island, City University 
of New York (March 1995). 

"Black Screen Divas Or White Hollywood Victims?: An Examination of Hazel Scott and Lena 
Horne," Far West Popular and American Culture Associations Conference, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1995). 

"Oscar Micheaux: A Provocative and Controversial Fihnmaker," Oscar Micheaux and His Circle: 
The Silent Era Conference, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut (Invited -January 
1995). 

"The Metamorphosis of Stepin Fetchit: An Imitator Who Became His Own Imitation," University 
Film and Video Association 1994 Conference, Montana State University, Bozeman, 
Montana (August 1994). 

"Black Films--White Film Censor Boards: Oscar Micheaux and the Virginia Film Censor Board," 
Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird Centre, University of Glasgow, Scotland, 
United Kingdom (June 1994). 

"African Americans in Early Cinema History: A Period of Protest and Self-Assertion," 1994 
Domitor Conference, sponsored by Yale University, Museum of Modern Art, and New 
York University, New York (June 1994). 

"Black Beauty White Beast: Lena Home and Hazel Scott--African American Actresses as 
Feminists and Political Leaders," Console-ing Passions-Television, Video and Feminism 
Annual Conference, University of Arizoua-Tucson (April 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux on the Cutting Edge: Films Rejected by the New York Motion Picture 
Commission," Society for Cinema Studies, Syracuse University, New York (March 
1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux Capitalizes on the Sensational Rhinelander Case to Promote The House Behind 
the Cedars," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture Associations Annual 
Meeting, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 1994). 

"Body and Soul: A Reflection of Oscar Micheaux’s Internal Conflicts" at Oscar Micheaux: Black 
Film Pioneer Retrospective, American Museum of the Moving Image, Astoria, New York 
(February 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux, Artiste and Entrepreneur: Producing The House Behind the Cedars," Annual 
Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 
(January 1994). 

Panel Chair, Annual Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, 
Florida (January 1994). 

"Visible Evidence: Strategies and Practices in Documentary," Film and Video Conference, Duke 
University, Durham, N.C. Panel "The Participant Camera: Subjectivity In!And/Contra 
Documentary"(Invited Panel Respondent, September 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Negotiations to Produce The House behind the Cedars," 47th Annual 
Conference of the University Film & Video Association, Temple University, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (August 1993). 
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Panel Chair, "Console-ing Passions: Television, Video, and Feminism," 2rid Annual 

Conference, University of Southern California, Los Angeles (April 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Exploitation of the Rhinelander Case," Society for Cinema Studies 

Conference, Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana (February 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Use of Literary Works for Film Adaptations," Annual Conference on 

Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida (January 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Portrayal of the African American Minister in Body and Soul’. A Portrayal 

Diametrically Opposed to How Micheaux Viewed Himself," Black Film Center/Archive 

Conference ’92, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana (Invited - July 1992). 

"A Comparison of the Tragic Mulatto Stereotype in John Stahl’s Imitation of Life and Oscar 

Micheaux’s All God’s Stepchildren," Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird 

Centre, University of Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1992). 

"The Impact of Oscar Micheaux, Novelist and Motion Picture Producer, on the African American 

Community: Two Periods of Fihnmaking," Society for Cinema Studies, University of 

Southern California, Los Angeles (May 1991). 

"Textbooks of the 1950’s and 1980’s: A Comparison of Visual and Verbal Content," North 

Carolina Association for Research in Education, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 

(March 1989). 

Lectures 
"When Velvet Drapes Become a Metaphor for Veiled Racial Desire in GWTW," 

Carolina College for Lifelong Learning, General Alumni Association, University 

of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (September 2008). 

"When Representations of American History Meet the Occult: Re-examining the 

Birth of a Nation as a Horror Film," Department of History, North Carolina 

Central University, Durham, N.C. (February 2007). 

"Uncomfortable Spaces, Unusual Practices, and Inconvenient Invitations: Black 

Moviegoing in Durham and Chapel Hill Pre-1950s North Carolina History," 

Chapel Hill Preservation Society, Chapel Hill Museum (February 2007). 

"F.K.Watkins and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s 

Graduate Seminar (February 2005). 

"Transgressing Racial Difference: Who is Really Passing," Johnston Center Freshman Year 

Seminar Year End Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (April 2004). 

"Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s Graduate Seminar 

(November 2003). 
"Research Methods and Black Cinema History," New York University, New York, Film School, 

Dr. Antonio Lant’s Graduate Seminar (October 2003). 
"Introduction for Documentary-The Divide" based on Hispanics in Siler City, N.C. sponsored by 

the UNC Center for Public Television and the Stone Black Cultural Center (September 

2003). 
"The Reconstruction of Race in The Birth of a Nation," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill (July 2003). 

"Monster’s Ball and Training Day-Blacks Actors and the Academy Awards," Black Faculty Staff 

Caucus, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, (October 2002). 

"Re-thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imitation of Life," 

MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2002). 

"Re-thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imitation of Life," 

for Dialogues on Race and Identity: A Tomming and Passing Symposium, sponsored by 

the African American Research Institute, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(April 2002). 

"Marking Multiplicity in Paul Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 

Screen, 1920-1950," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel 

Hill (May 2001). 

"Sepia Cinderella: A Symbol of Altemative Films to White Hollywood," Introduction, John 
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Hope Franklin Research Center for African and African-American Documentation, "Race 

Reels: Screenings of Black Genre Films of the 30s and 40s," Duke University, Durham, 

N.C. (April 2001). 

"The Racial and Sexual Politics of Paul Robeson’s Borderline," Museum of Art in conjunction 

with the "Mary Lou Williams: In Her Own Right" Exhibition, Duke University, Durham, 

N.C. (February 2001). 

"Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Scarlett O’Hara in GWTW," MURAP/SPGRE 
Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2000). 

"The Intersection of Art, Race, and Politics: Paul Robeson, Josephine Baker, and Oscar 

Micheaux at the Turn of the Century" for "America in the Age of Ragtime," Department 

of American Studies, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (November 1999). 

"African American Silent Cinema," Film Heritage Week sponsored by Film and Video Program, 

Duke University & Hayti Heritage Center, Durham, N.C. (August 1999). 

"Race and Early Cinema" for "The Muse in the Classroom: The American Dream in the Era of 

Ragtime," Teacher Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools and University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 

"The Intersection of Race and Sexuality in Mandingo," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 

"The Intersection of Art and Politics in the Representations of African American Ex-Patriates 

Josephine Baker and Paul Robeson," African American History: 1863-1970 Teacher 

Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools (March 1999). 

"Altered States: White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave," 

Kiwanis Club of Honorable Elders, Durham, N.C. (February 1999). 

"Black Masculinity, Sexuality, and Cinema," sponsored by Xi Gamma Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma 

Fraternity, Sonya Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill (November 1998). 

"White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave" 

MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1998). 

"Introduction for Within Our Gates, 1919," Double Take Documentary Film Festival, Duke University, 

Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (April 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux and Charles W. Chesnutt’s Negotiations for the House Behind the Cedars," 

Film & Video Program, Duke University, Durham, N.C. (September 1997). 

"Lost Boundaries or Blurred Boundaries: Transgressing Racial Difference," 

MURAP/SPGRE, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1997). 

"African American Theatres and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities 

During a Segregated Era," Hayti Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Durham, N.C. 

(February 1997). 

"The Real and Reel Dorothy Dandridge as the Black Femme Fatale," MURAP/SPGRE Program, 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1996). 

"The Black Marilyn Monroe: The Construction of Dorothy Dandridge as a ’Dark Star,’" North 

Carolina Central University, Black History Month Celebration, Durham, N.C. (February 

1996) 
"Race and Early Cinema" Panelist for African American Film Festival honoring African 

American Women Filmmakers sponsored by Hayti Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s 

Church, Durham, N.C. (February 1996). 

"Introduction to Tamango~ A Dorothy Dandridge Film," African American Film Festival, 

Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1996). 

"Introduction to Within Our Gates, An Oscar Micheaux Film," African American Film Festival, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1995). 

"Early African American Cinema," Durham Cinematheque, Durham, N.C. (January 1993). 

"African Americans in Television: The Relationship between Their Television and Film 

Portrayals," Race Relations Week, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (March 

1992). 
"A Portrayal of the Tragic Mulatto and Mammy Stereotypes in the 1934 and 1959 versions of 

Imitation of Life," Student Film Series, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(February 1992). 
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"Oscar Micheaux’s Body and Soul," Duke University, Film and Video Program, Durham, 
N.C. (February 1992). 

Professional Service: 
Discipline 

Modernist Studies Association, 2004 
Popular Culture Association!American Culture Association, 1999 
University Film and Video Association 1996 - present, (Elected Board Member for a 
Two Year Period, 2004-2006) 
Domitor 1994- Present 
Far West Popular and American Culture Association, 1994 - Present 
Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association in the South, 1994-Present 
Society for Cinema and Media Studies, 1991 - Present 
North Carolina Association for Research in Education, 1989 - 1995 

University 

Community 

Committee to Review Grant Applications for Arts & Humanities Funding, Summer 2008 
Merit Based Scholarships Review Committee, 2006-2007 
Committee for Course Development for Core Cluster on Art, Culture, and the African 
Diaspora 2007 
Assisted Review Committee to Evaluate Candidates Considered for Director for Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities (November 2005) 
Advisory Board Member, Sonya Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill- Present 
Global Cinema Studies Faculty Working Group, Spring 1992 - Present 
Black Faculty Staff Caucus, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Present 
Real to Reel Conference Organizing Committee, Department of African & Afro- 
American Studies 
African and Afro-American Studies Curriculum Representative to the Center for 
Teaching and Learning, Fall 1991 - 1992 

Chapel Hill Historical Society Board Member, 2007 - Present 
Board Member of the Oscar MicheatLx Society Film Festival, Gregory, South Dakota - 
Present 
Committee to Narrow Black Achievement Gap, Chapel Hill City Schools- 
Ministerial Alliance & First Baptist Church, Chapel Hill, 2005-2007 
Empowerment Project, N.C. Documentary Oscar Awards Committee, Spring 1998 
Orange County Human Relations Commission, October 1990 - 1994 

Courses Taught 
Masquerades of Blackness: Representing Race in Cinema - Freshman Seminar 
Black Experience from the Beginning to 1865 
Blacks in Cinema 1900 to Present 
Independent Study - Research Methods 
Media Criticism 
Race, Melodrama, & Cinema 

Research Grants 
Grant Recipient of the Support for Scholarship, Creative Activity or Research in the Humanities 

and Fine Arts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2006, Awarded approx. 

$4,800 for "Research Assistants To Complete Volume II Black Entertainers in 

Newspaper ~lrticles: ~ln ~lnnotated Bibliography of the Pittsburgh Courier and 

California Eagle" 

Awarded Research and Study Leave, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2005 

Smith Graduate Research Fund Grant, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1986, 1980 
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Interviews 
"The Birth of a Nation~" Raleigh News & Observer (September 2005) 
"Oscar Micheaux~" Charlotte News & Observer (March 2001) 
"Griffith in Context" CD-Rom Project~ Georgia Institute of Technology (August 2000) 
"Early Cinema and Oscar Micheaux~" Newsweek Magazine (March 1999) 
"Race~ Early Cinema~ and Oscar Micheaux~" Interview~ Wilmington Morning Star Newspaper 

(March 1999) 
"Oscar Micheaux~" Interview~ National Public Radio-University of Michigan Affiliate 

(January 1999) 
"Oscar Micheaux~" Interview~ CNN-Janie Allen (July 1998) 

"Oscar Micheaux" Interview~ Herald-Sun Newspaper~ Durham~ N.C. (June 1998) 
"Oscar Micheaux" Interview~ Fayetteville Radio Station~ Fayetteville~ N.C. (June 1998) 
Turner Movie Classics Interview on the premiere of Oscar Micheaux’s Symbol of the 

Unconquered (June 1998) 
On-Camera Interview with Sam Pollard (producer of Eyes on the Prize with Blackside Films) for 

PBS documentary ’7’ll Make Me A World." African American Artists From the Harlem 
Renaissance to the Present~" New York City~ New York (January 1998) 

Telephone Interview with Sam Pollard (Producer of Clockers~ Mo Better Blues~ & Jungle Fever) 
on Oscar Micheaux for Television Documentary on African Americans in the Arts ’7’ll 
Make Me A World" (August 1997) 

Radio Interview with WCHL for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina Theater~ 
Durham~ N.C. (January 1996) 

Herald-Sun Newspaper Interview for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina 
Theater~ Durham~ N.C. (January 1996) 

Radio Interview for "Business Connection Radio Show" WSHA on African Americans in 
Cinema and the African American Film Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater~ 
Shaw University~ Raleigh~ N.C. (January 1995). 

Radio Interview for "Talk Back Radio Show" FOXY 107~ on African Americans in Cinema and 
the African American Film Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater~ Durham~ N.C. 
(January 1995) 

Current Research 
Black Male Actors and Black Stardom in Pre-1950s Cinema 
Anthology on Writings on the Black Experience Transformed on Screen 
Collection of Essays on Josephine Baker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 12:47 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

Meeting 

Dear Tim: I had hoped to meet ~vith you over the break but I could not 
Therefore, I ~vould like to schedule a meeting this week. Also, I could 
meet on Tuesday after nay class ends at 6:30 or on Wednesday, I could 
meet around 4:30 at Daily Grind for coffee but I will have to show a 
film at 6pm. If this does not ~vork for you, I could meet on Thursday 
around 7:30 at a eating place of your choice. And if we can’t meet this 
week, then I will try for next week Just let me know what works best 
for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 4:55 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting 

Dear Tim: 
and see you next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
tjml @email.unc.edu: 

Dear Charlene -- 

Let’s make it next week -- 

I’m pretty free next ~veek so let’s set up a time and place -- Daily 
Grind is always nice. 

Take care and see you around 

-Tim 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> Dear Tim: I had hoped to meet with you over the break but I could 
>> not Therel2~re, I would like to schedule a meeting this week Also, 
>> I could meet on Tuesday after my class ends at 6:30 or on Wednesday, 
>> I could meet around 4:30 at Daily Grind for cof[‘ee but I will have 
>> to show a film at 6pro If this does not work for you, l could meet 
>> on Thursday around 7:30 at a eating place of your choice And if we 
>> can’t meet this week, then I will try for next week. Just let me 
>> know what works best :[’or you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 17, 2009 8:11 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: Waters chapter (part ot) 

Dear Dr Greene: Thanks much and I look forward to seeing you then 
While I have a lot of changes to the foomotes, I will wait uaatil ~ve 
make final decisions before including. Also, as for eliminating 
material -- I am still interested in eliminating the bios but we can 
discuss when you arrive Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@aol.com: 

Yes, it ~vould be good to print out copies of each chapter so that you and I 
can go through them and reconcile any remaining questions (bold sections) 
The next step would be for me to incorporate any changes you want 
into another 
draft and for you to reconcile the footnotes As I recall, I only had one 
or t~vo chapters with you changes (con-ections in quotations, etc.) I will 
take a look at the introduction you sent sometime this week. I ~vill try to 
come to Chapel Hill sometime next ~veek, and will alert you before I come 

>LG 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy 
steps’. 
(http://pr.atwola.com/promoclk/100126575x1219850974×1201371016/aol?red~r http:%2F%2Fwww.freecreditreport.com%2Fv~m%2Fdefault asp×%3Fsc%3D668072%26hmv~ID 

%3D62%26bcd%3 DMarchli~oterNO62) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 23, 2009 12:14 PM 

~@aol.com 

Fwd: Invitation to Contribute Papers 

Information to Authors Commonwealth Litemture.doc 

Dr. Charlene Regester 

Assistant Professor, African and Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 
Dear Professor Charlene Regester, 
The Icfai University 3ourna/of Commonwealth Literature, an academic initiative of The Icfai University Press, is a peer-reviewed (both national and 
international) journal which aims to provide a forum for the best work in the field of Commonwealth Literature. It seeks to promote a dynamic and 
critical exchange of ideas among writers and scholars, covering the writings in English from regions such as Canada, Africa, India, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, 

Australia, New Zealand, the Caribbean and others. 
Commonwealth Literature as a field of intellectual inquiry is now an ever-expanding and no doubt exciting and challenging realm of knowledge. We 
seek papers that offer intensive readings of texts based on theoretical, historical, religious, philosophical, cultural and interdisciplinary approaches to 
broaden and revitalize the concept of literary and cultural history in the Commonwealth. 
Focus areas include: 
¯ Aesthetic and Cultural Components 
¯ Cross-Border Inclusion 
¯ Cross-Cultural Encounters 
¯ Postcolonial Studies 
¯ Nativism/Native Influences 
° Diaspora Studies 
¯ Multiculturalism 
¯ Ethnicity 
° Translation Studies 
° Comparative Studies 
Areas not covered in the above list will also be considered depending on its relevance to the subject in its larger implications. Original, unpublished 
poems are also welcome. 
Please find attached with this mail a list of instructions for authors. 
Looking forward to hearing from you, 
With regards, 
Yours Sincerely, 
Nirmala P G 
Consulting Editor 
The Icfai University Journal of Commonwealth Literature 
The Icfai University Press 
6-3-354/1, Stellar Sphinx, 
Road No. 1, Banjara Hills, 
Panjagutta, 
Hyderabad - 500 034 

Tel: (040) 23430448 to 451 
Fax: +91(40) 23430-447 
E-maih 
nirmala@iupindia.org;           @yahoo.to.in; ijcw lit@iupindia.org; 
Website: http:/iwww.iupindia.org/Commonwealth Literature.asp 



Information to Authors 

The paper should be typed in MS Word. 

The title of the paper should be followed by the full name, e-mail id, and 
designation of the author(s). 

Use a single column layout, with the right margin justified. 

Font: Times New Roman; Size: 12 

Tables and Figures: Tables and figures, if any, should appear in the 
document near/after where they are referenced in the text. The tables and 
figures should be clear and of reasonably good size. 

An abstract, not exceeding 200 words, should accompany the paper. 

Please provide the source when there is a quotation or paraphrase from 
another work. The author’s last name, the year of publication for the 
source and page number(s) should appear in parenthesis in the text: E.g., 
(Joshua, 1995, 135). 

An alphabetized "References" containing complete citations for all works 
cited or referred to in the paper must be placed at the end of the 
manuscript in the following style: 

Huenemann Karyn (1995), "Art and Photography: Sara Jeannette 
Duncan’s Response to Kipling", Victorian Review, Vol. 21, No. 1, 
PP. 17-35. 

Wolfe Peter (1983), Laden Choirs: The Fiction of Patrick White, 
University Press of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky. 

Papers are accepted for publication on the understanding that these are 
original, unpublished works, not submitted for publication an)a~There else. 

In case a paper that has already been presented in a conference/seminar is 
submitted for publication in the journal, the details must be clearly 
mentioned at the bottom of the first page of the manuscript, and the 
author should specify with whom the copyright rests. 



Papers are processed through a blind referral system by experts in the 
subject areas. To ensure anon:~cnity, the writer’s name, designation and 
other details should appear only on the first page along with the title of the 
paper and should not be repeated anywhere else. 

All manuscripts should be in electronic form and addressed to: 

The Editor 
The Icfai Universitg Journal of Commonwealth Literature 
The Icfai University Press 
6-3-354/1, Stellar Sphinx, 
Road No. 1, Banjara Hills, 
Panjagutta, 
Hyderabad - 5oo o34 
Andhra Pradesh, India 
Tel: +91(o4o) 2343o448 to 451 
Fax: +91(O40) 2343o-447 

E-mail: nirmala@iupindia.org; ijcw lit@iupindia.org 

¯ Website: w~’.iupindia.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 24, 2009 8:27 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: Update and Meeting 

Dear Dr Greene: It seems that Sunday might be a good day for us to 
meet and if this works, this would be good for me. We could meet early 
in the day and that way we would have lots of time. I have printed out 
the manuscript and I ~vill attempt to go through and answer some of the 
questions raised as well as clarify some of notes. I will only make 
changes by hand on the document and not on the computer. Hope things 
are going well for you Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@aol.com: 

I plan to anive in Chapel Hill on Friday evening, 27 March, and ~vill be 
there for a few days. I have an appointment on Saturday (it might 
take most of 
the day) and need to be at the hospital on Monday (not sure ho~v long that 
will take) I will be there at least through Tuesday 

>LG 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours in just 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr.atwola.col~’promoclk/100126575x1220085203x1201389322/aol?redir http:%2F%2F~vww freecreditreport com%2Fpm%2Fdefault.aspx%3Fsc%3D668072%26hmp~ID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DMarchfooterNO62) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ’ 8:29 AM 

@aol.com 
Re: bibliography 

Dear Dr. Greene: I will begin to look into this and see ~vhat works 
best. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)aol corn: 

Charlene, 

You might want to begin to compile the bibliography. I don’t know if you 
can just copy the footnotes to a separate file and then create a bibl from 
them, or if you will need to use the footnotes to type up a 
bibliography of books 
and journal articles (perhaps not newspapers at this point, since they might 
remain as footnotes and other parenthetical references will be to books and 
joumal articles) 

>LG 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy 
steps’. 
(http://pr.atwola.com/promocllc/100126575x1220085203x1201389322iaol?redir http:%2F%2F,aavw.freecreditreport.com%2Fpm%2Fdefault aspx%3Fsc%3D668072%26hmp~ID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DMarcl~’ooterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 25, 2009 2:45 PM 

Williams, Heather A <hawill@emml.~mc.edu> 

Re: Film in exams 

Dear Heather: No, I have not used a film as part of the examination. 
However, I don’t see why this would not ~vork. Moreover, it might be 
quite interesting depending on the film. Let me know how- it goes and 
also, let me know ~vhat kind of response you receive By the way, I saw 
the advertisement for your quilt exhibit but I will not be able to make 
this event. But anyway, congratulations. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Heather Williams <hawill@email.uaac.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 
I came across a short film today that I would like to use as an exam 
question in the future. It occurred to me that you might use fihn in 
your exams, so I’m wondering if you do, and if so whether you have 
any suggestions or cautions. 
Thales a lot. 
Heather 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 30, 2009 8:35 AM 

@aol.com 
Re: conclnsion 

Conclusionmarch2008.doc 

Dear Dr. Greene: Attached is the conclusion. It is actually quite 
short Please note that this ~vas composed some time ago Thanks for the 
introduction and for all of your hard work. I will keep you posted as I 
complete each stage of this process. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting        ~a ol.com: 

Charlene, 

Here is my reworking of the introduction. You can google Jung’s the shadow 
self to find the source for the foomote. I will send you the footnote 
source ]2~r Morrison’s Beloved. You might be able to cut this by a 
few pages once 
you do a word count 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours in just 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr.atwola.com~promocllc,100126575x1220439616x1201372437/aol’?redir http:%2F%2Fwww freecreditreport com%2Fpm%2Fdet’autt.aspx%3Fsc%3I)668072%26hmpgID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DfebemailfooterNO62) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 30, 2009 1:28 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: Waters Chapter 

Dear Dr Greene: Currently, I am working on the Waters chapters to 
eliminate take-outs and when I opened the file we created yesterday, 
Waters Combined Chapter, it is veW confusing so I am not sure what 
sections were left in the final version of the chapter. If possible, 
can you look at this chapter again to make sure that I have all 
sections and pages. It seems that we had quite a few take-outs so no~v I 
am really confused Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@aol.com: 

Charlene, 

Here is my re~vorking of the introduction. You can google Jung’s the shadow- 
self to find the source for the footnote. I will send you the footnote 
source for Morrison’s Beloved. You might be able to cut this by a 
few pages once 
you do a ~vord count 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours in just 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr.atwola.col~’promoclk/100126575x1220439616x1201372437/aol?redir http:%2F%2F~vww freecreditreport com%2Fpm%2Fdefault.aspx%3Fsc%3D668072%26hmp~ID 
%3D62%26bcd%3 Dfebemailii~oterNO62) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 30, 2009 2:17 PM 

~aol.com 
Re: Waters Chapter Update 

Dear Dr Greene: With the Waters chapter, I have the following parts: 

1 ) Beginning Section 

2)Reflections of Self: Waters and Berenice 

3)Berenice and Frankie: Reflexive Otherness 

After this, I am not sure if this is the end of the chapter. If so, 
just let me know Thanks again and hope things went well for you today 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        @aol.com: 

Charlene, 

Here is my reworking of the introduction. You can google Jung’s the shadow 
self to find the source for the footnote. I will send you the footnote 
source for Morrison’s Beloved You might be able to cut this by a 
few pages once 
you do a word count. 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy 
steps[ 
(http://pr.atwola.com/promoclk/100126575x1220439616x1201372437/aol?redlr http:%2F%2Fwww.freecreditreport.com%2Fpm%2Fdefault aspx%3Fsc%3D668072%26hmp~ID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DfebemaiifooterNO62) 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, April 6, 2009 9:10 AM 

To: ~aol.com 

Subject: Re: conclnsion 

Dear Dr Greene: I will read as soon as possible and let you kno~v what 
I think. Thanks again for all of your assistance. I am working on the 
notes day and night and this is a monumental task because I have to go 
back to evel5’ newspaper that I used and I have had to re-order some of 
these papers for this purpose. I will be in touch and let me know if 
you come to town this ~veek I will be out of town on Friday through 
Sunday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        @aol corn: 

Charlene, 

I’ve done what I can to the conclusion, which probably is not much in terms 
of being helpI~l. I had problems with it, as the note I have ~vritten at the 
begimaing of the conclusion states. 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy 
steps’. 
(http://pr.atwola.com/promocllc/100126575x1220572833x1201387477iaol?redir htt~: %2F%2F,a~’w.freecreditreport. com%2Fpm%2Fdefault aspx%3Fsc %3D668072%26hnap~ID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DApriltboterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 6, 2009 9:11 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: correction (conclusion) 

Dear Dr. Greene: Yes, I did receive the re-folrnatted version. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting         ~)aol.com: 

I forgot to format the copy of the conclusion I just sent to conform to the 
press’s guidelines. This is the formatted copy; use it instead of the 
previous one (if you decide to use it or part of it at all) 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above See yours in just 2 easy 
steps! 
(http://pr.atwola.col~’promoclk/100126575x1220572833x1201387477/aol?redir http:%2F%2F~vww freecreditreport com%2Fpm%2Fdefault.aspx%3Fsc%3D668072%26hmp~ID 
%3D62%26bcd%3DAprilfooterNO62) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 15, 2009 3:33 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Celebrate Afifica~ American Heritage 

ATT00001.htm; linage001 :iPg; linage001 :iPg 

Dear Professor Regester, 
Ain’t I a Woman! is a musical and theatrical celebration of four renowned African American women: Zora Neale 
Hurston, Clementine Hunter, Soujourner Truth, and Fannie Lou Hamer. The show will tour in January, February 
and March 2010. If a performance may be of interest for your campus or community, I would be delighted to 
send you a demo DVD and all the details. 
Cordially, 
Margot Emery 
For the Core Ensemble 

Please visit our website, www.core-ensemble.cc 
Margot Emery 



Dear Professor Regester, 
Ain’t I a Woman! is a musical and theatrical celebration of four renowned African American women: Zora Neale 
Hurston, Clementine Hunter, Soujourner Truth, and Fannie Lou Hamer. The show will tour in January, February 
and March 2010. If a performance may be of interest for your campus or community, I would be delighted to 
send you a demo DVD and all the details. 
Cordially, 
Margot Emery 
For the Core Ensemble 

Please visit our website, ~_w___;__c___o____r___e___-___e____n___s____e_____m_____b__!__e___;__c____c_. 
Margot Eme[y 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 23, 2009 1:29 PM 

robinbayou@aol.com 

Fwd: North Carolina and Essence Mag~ine, Best Selling Local Author to Discuss New Novel on Local College Life 

michele.txtf 

Michde Andrea Bowen Reading at Stanford L. Warren Library, Thursday, June 25, 2009 
What others are saying about Durham lesident, Essence magazine bestselling author and UNC alumna IVlichele Andrea Bowen. 

"Fresh, passionate m~d laugh-out loud fulmy"-- Dallas Morning News 
"Done ruth wit a~ld intelligence. The cast is a delight"-- Midwest Book Review 

"humorously explores t?~niliax terrain for anyone who has witnessed church tx)litics.’’-- Black Issues Book Review 



Essence magazine bestseIIing author 
]vJicheIe Andrea Bowen will read from and discuss 
her latest book Up at the Colle~e. Bowen’s 
previous work has been described as: 

"Fresh, passionate and laugh-outdoud funny." 
-- Dallas Morning News 

"Done with wit and intelligence. 
The cast is a delight." 
-- Midwest Book Review 

"...humorously exp[ores familiar terrain for 
anyone who has witnessed church politics." 
-- Black Issues Book Review 

This progm’m is free c;nd open to the; p~;btic. 
This even~ is spo, ,,_,ured @ Friends of Stanford ~. I,,4/~n-en Librar;~4 

County Library }~, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 22, 2009 10:37 AM 

Rodney C. Parnther <rodney@clarendonent.com> 

Re: IntersJew on research 

Dear Rodney: The last half of August actually ~vorks ~vell for me as I 
will be out of town until the 15th. I could either come to Ne~v York or 
you could come to Chapel Hill -- whichever is cheaper for you works for 
me. Regarding my contribution, I could focus on earl?’ black film 
companies such as Oscar Micheaux’s Iilm corporation and the Lincoln 
Motion Picture Company. I could discuss Birth of a Nation and black 
response to this film. I could talk a little about Emmett J Scott but 
his work is not my area -- I am only familiar with him to the extent 
that he was instrumental in stalting the rebuttal to Birth of a Nation 
which was Birth of a Race We can discuss further the exact focus of nay 
intervie~v once you decide on the date. In the meantime, I will look at 
the ~vebsite. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Rodney C Parnther" 
<rodney@clarendonent cam>: 

Hi again, 

I wanted to follow up from our last cormnunication. We successfully 
launced our beta in June and have received alot of comments and 
interest. The site is at http://www.blackcinemaonline tv[1]. To 
check out the site’s premium content, use the following access in[’o : 

[ogin name - temp 

password - 

We are trying to schedule interviews for the last half of August. 
I can bring a cameraman down to Chapel Hill in mid-to-late August, 
unless you wouldn’t mind visiting NYC (at our expense of course). I 
would be interested in an interview" covering the early silent 
era with the efforts of the Lincoth Motion Picture Co., F.mmett J. 
Scott and others in responding to A Birth of a Nation. I’m not sure 

> if that tune period is your area of expertise ]£ it isn’t, I would 
be happy to hear your recommendations on what topics to discuss and 
weql give it a go 

Regards 

Rodney C Parnther 
Chairman?Exec Producer 

(212)852-7175 (oflfce) 
http ://w~vw.clarendonent .cam 
http://www.blackcinemaonline.tv 

Clarendon Entertaitwncnt ] 12 DesBrosses Street, Suite 79 i Ne~v York i 
>NY] 10013 

>> Dear Rodncy: Yes, I will participate in this project. Just let me 
krlow 

>> when you are prepared to proceed with my interview. Currently, I am 

>> teaching Sunm~er School but we end June 15th. I will be here in 
Chapel 

>> Hill the rest of the sunwner ~mtil probably early August as I ~vill 
>> attend a cotffcrence. Again, just let me know when you are tea@ for 
>my 
>> contribution so that I can be prepared. Thanks for the invitation 

to 

>> participate in this project. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> "Rodney C. Parnther" : 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I am t;allowing up on some correspondence between yourself and Erik 

>>> Herron, our t;armer manager of acquisitions & digital media. Erik 
>>> recently left the company, so I wanted to express our continued 
>>> interest in possibly intervie;ving you for our ;vebsite on 
>>> African-American Cinema and provide a quick update on where we 

are. 

>>> Right no;v we are singularly focused on completing the beta for the 

>>> website before the end of June Once we launch the beta (no later 

>>> than July 1), we ~vill then get back to you to get more info on 



> your 
>>> specific area of expertise, have you experience the site and 
>>> discuss the ~k~rm and content of your inter~,iew. Our goal is to 
> use 
>>> the summer months to shoot all interviews with scholars so we can 
>>> have them rea@ by the time colleges & universities begin 
> their fall 
>>> semesters. 

>>> If you have any questions in the raeantirae, please feel free to 

>>> Regards. 

>>> Rodney C. Parnther 
>>> C’hairman/Exec. Producer 

>>> (212)852-7175 (office) 
>>>           (cell) 

>>> Clarendon Entertaitwnent ] 12 DesBrosses Street, Suite 79 ] New- 
> York i 
>>>NY110013 

>>> ............................ Original Message 
>>> ............................ Subject: [Fwd: Re: Interdew on 
>>> research] 
>>> Front: "Erik Herron" 
>>> Date: Wed, _May 13, 2009 2:20 pru 
>>> To: rodney@clarendonent.com 

>>> ............................ Original Message 
>>> ............................ Subject: Re: Inter~dew on research 
> From: 
>>> regester@emaihunc.edu 
>>> Date: Wed, April 1, 2009 4:02 pm 
>>> To: "El-ik Herron" 

>>> Dear Erik: I will be more than glad to contribute to your project. 

>>> However, I cannot do so before May 1st because I have a deadline 
> that 
>>> I have to meet by May 1 as ~vell as the fact that I have to go to 

>>> Orleans in the next week or so. After these important dates, I 
> should 
>>> be available Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
> Erik 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> My name is Erik Herron and I am the director of acquisitions and 
>>> digital media ]2)r Clarendon Entertainment. We are currently 
> producing 
>>> a web site called ’Fade-Up: A Celebration of Aftican-American 
> Cinema - 
>>> Past, Present and Future’ The site will be an educational 
> plat~rm 
>>> featuring an interactive timeline, interviews with scholars and 
>>> :filwanakers, and the cutting edge short films of independent 
>>>> Al~ican-American filmmakers. We are interested in doing video 
>>>> intepdews with scholars about African-American history as it 
>>>> pertains to :film and in presenting these interview’s as content on 

>>> the site. 

>>>> We heard about you from your participation in a conference on 
> ()scar 
>>> Mrcheaux at Columbia in Febuary, 2009 and we are interested in 
>>> arranging an interview. Also, the next stage in our development of 

>>> this project is to organize panel discussinns at schools and we 
> would 
>>> be interested in your participation as a speaker when that phase 
> of 
>>> the project develops. 

>>>> If you’re open to the idea, I’d like to talk to you about what 
>>> aspect of African-American film history you would be interested in 

>>> talking about. We hope to organize and shoot these interview 
> within 
>>> the next few- weeks. Thanks very nmch for your tinre. 



>>>> Erik Herron 
>>>> Director, Acquisitions & Digital Media 
>>>> ((>~6)723-3961 (office) 
>>>>,           (cell) 

>>>> Clarendon [~ntertainment i 12 DesBrosses Street, Suite 79 i New 
> York 
>>> ]NY] 10013 

>>> Erik Herron 
>>> Director, Acquisitions & Digital Media 
>>> (646)723-3961 (office) 
>>>           (cell) 

>>> Clarendon Entertaitwnent ] 12 DesBrosses Street, Suite 79 ] New- 
> York ] 
>>> NY ] 10013 

> Links: 

> [ 1 ] http ://www.blackcinemaonline.tv 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 23, 2009 1:19 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Multimedia message 

ATT00001 .jpe 

..... Forwarded message from 
Date: Wed, 22 Ju12009 08:24:01 -0500 
From: ~mms.att net 

Reply -To: ~mms art.net 
Sut~ject: Multimedia message 

To: regester@email unc.edu 

~))mms art.net ..... 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 23, 2009 1:20 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Multimedia message 

ATT00001 .jpe 

..... Forwarded message from 
Date: Wed, 22 Ju12009 08:28:15 -0500 
From: ~mms.att net 

Reply -To: ~mms art.net 
Sut~ject: Multimedia message 

To: regester@email unc.edu 

@rams art.net ..... 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 23, 2009 1:20 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Multimedia message 

ATT00001 .jpe 

..... Forwarded message from 
Date: Wed, 22 Ju12009 08:29:05 -0500 
From: @rams.art net 

Reply -To: @rams art.net 
Sut~ject: Multimedia message 

To: regester@email unc.edu 

~))mms art.net ..... 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 28, 2009 2:37 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@nnc.edn> 

Re: Fwd: Meeling 

Dear Dean Woodward: Do you want to meet for an update (nothing 
important) before school starts, if so I can only meet later in the 
week. I will be out of town from August 3-15th. Or ~ve can meet the week 
before school starts. Let me know what works best with you Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu>: 

> I just heard about this earlier today. Had no idea this was coming!! 
> 

> Harold 
> 

> regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Forwarded message from dacrowde@email unc.edu ..... 
>> Date: Tue, 28 Jul 2009 13:28:58 -0403 

>> From: Deborah Cro~vder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
>> Reply-To: Deborah Crowd er <da crowd e@email unc edu> 
>> Subject: 
>> To: Reginald Hildebrand <hildebra@emaihunc.edu>, Perly Hall 
>> <hallpa@email unc edu>, Barbara Anderson <banders1 @email.unc.edu>, 
>> Rachae[ A Murphey-Brown <ramurphe@email.unc.edu>, Robert Porter 
>> ~          @mindspring.com>, charlene regester 
>> <regester@emaihunc.edu>, Kenneth Janken <k~ianken@emaihunc.edu> 
>> 

>> Did you guys l~ow about this? dc 
>> 

>>> Colleagues, 
>>> 

>>> Some of you have aheady [earned that has retired. Her 
>>> decision came quite unexpectedly, and she has alrea~dy moved, leaving an 
>>> address in Tuscaloosa. I know you join me in lamenting her absence but 
>>> also wishing her the very best in her new endeavors. 

>>> All best, 
>>> Beverly Taylor f 

End forwarded message ..... 

> Harold Woodard, Associate Dean 
> Office for Student Academic Counseling 
> CB# 3437/105-A Abernethy Hall 
> L~C at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 
> Phone: (919) 966-2143 
> Fax: (919) 843-8134 

>E-mail: harold woodard@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 30, 2009 1:48 PM 

Mevis, Cha~dra Nanette <cnmevis@indiana.edu> 

Re: At]dcan American Actresses 

Dear Chandra: This is to let you know that I received all of the files 
and I do plan to meet the stated deadline. In the next few days when 
begin the process of revie~ving, if I have questions, I ~vill let you 
know-. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Mevis, Chandra Nanette" 
< clzmevis@indiana, edu >: 

Dear Charlene, 

The copyedited manuscript of African American Actresses is ready for 
your review. Your deadline is August 18. 

We are sending you PDFs that are stored as compressed files on a 
secure website You can access these files at 

>https://www slashtmp.iu.edu/public/download php?FlLE clzmevis/39797RYT~VpG or 
cnmevis/39797RYTWpG<https://w~vw, slashtmp iu edu/public/download.php?FlLE cnmevis/39797RYT~VpG>. 

To access the files, click on the link above or copy the U~,L into the 
web address bar of your internet browser and hit Enter on your 
keyboard. When prompted to open or save, choose save to save the 
folder to your desktop Once on your desktop, right click on the 
folder (use the button on the right side of your mouse to click on 
the folder that is now on your desktop). Choose the option to extract 
all This should create a new, uncompressed folder containing your 
copyedited manuscript. If you are experiencing difficult?’, please let 
me know immediately. 

Depending upon the length of the manuscript, you may receive one or 
multiple files. We have combined elements of the manuscript for ease 
of printing, but limited the size of each :file, as large files 
occasionally cause problems. 

I am attaching to this e-mail message ~nstructions for this stage in 
the editorial process. Be sure to read them before proceeding with a 
rewew of the m anuscript. 

If you have any questions at all, please feel free to contact me at 
cnmevis@indiana edu<mailto:cnmevis~indiana.edu> or your copyeditor: 

I)re~v Bryan 

Telephone: (cell) 
@att.net<mailto: t@att.net> 

Please send me a quick reply to let me know that you have received the files. 

Thank you, 

Chandra 

Chandra Mevis 
Editorial Assistant 
Manuscript Editorial 
Indiana University Press 
601 North Molton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404 
Phone: 812-855-5428 
Fax: 812-855-8507 
ctwnevis@indiana, edu<mailto: ctwnevis(~indiana, edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 31, 2009 3:29 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM 101 on-fine 

Dear Tim: Thanks for the info. Do you know how many students are 
associated with the class? Thanks much and I will be in touch. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tjml@email.unc.edu: 

Hi Charlene -- 

I hear that Debby and Barbara are trying to get you to teach the 
on-line section of 101 this fall due to Barbara’s situation. Here 
are my two cents. The money is very good (the first time I taught it 
I made     now it pays      ) The course is already up and all 
you have to do is keep an eye on the discussion forum and to grade 
five short essays. The students really like for you to participate 
in the forum and to answer emails promptly. They are often people 
who are trying to re-establish eligibility or people who are older 
that the average undergrad, which means they bring attitudes and 
expectations that are a little different than the in-class student. 
I generally enjoy teaching the on-line class, but it can be 
frustrating due to the lack of direct contact between us and the 
students. If you decide to teach it I’ll be glad to provide whatever 
moral/prior experience support you need. 

Take care and enjoy the rest of your summer. 

-Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 31, 2009 3:31 PM 

Patricia A. Welsch <twelsch@bowdoin.edu> 

Re: UFVA panel 

Dear Tricia: Sorry you have had to cancel but I do understand as I have 
experienced many of the same issues with which you are dealing. I was 
hoping to meet you but perhaps at another conference. Thanks much for 
notiI~’ing me and I will pass this infolrnation along Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Patricia A Welsch" <twelsch@bowdoin edu>: 

Hi Charlene-- 

I am sorry to say that I have had to cancel my trip to New Orleans, 

and so will not be able to present on our panel next Thursday We 

I was looking 

for~vard to seeing you and hearing the papers, but oh well. I wanted 

to give you a head’s up in case you want to extend your remarks I 

will let Nlna Maltin (who is a friend) know as well. I don’t kno~v the 

other presenter, but hope this notice can help a bit. 

Hope we can rene~v our acquaintance elsewhere soon-- 

’]’hanks (enjoy New Orleans!) 

Tricia Welsch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 9, 2009 1:28 PM 

Rodney C. Parnther <rodney@clarendonent.com> 

Re: Interview on research (DateffTopic) 

Dear Rodney: The date of August 29th would be better for me. I could 
fly up early on Saturday morning and return late Saturday evening since 
it is only an hour flight. However, I could also fly up on Saturday 
morning and get a late flight out on Sunday Whatever you want to do 
works for me but on the return flight, the latest flight out is 
preferred. Also, you can make the arrangements since you know ~vhat 
airport is closer and the appropriate hotel. Let me kno~v as soon as 
possible as I am on my- ~vay out of town on Tuesday and ~vill not respond 
to email until next Sunday-. Thanks for working with me on this and I 
look forward to hearing from you Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
"Rodney C. Parnther" <rodney@clarendonent.com>: 

> Hi Ms. Regester, 

> It would be better if you came up to NY for a day, if you don’t 
> mind. My business partner teaches video production at a community TV 
> station on the campus of Lehman College We can shoot the interview 
> there. The place is quiet on Saturdays, so let me know if Sat. 
> August 22 or 29 would be good for you. As I mentioned in my last 
> e-mail, we are happy to pay your airfare, hotel and 
> transportauon Let me know if you prefer to make the arrangements 
> or if you want us to do so. 

> As far as the top~c, we can discuss ()scar Micheaux and the Lincoln 
> Picture Corporation and aW of their contemporaries. I mentioned 
> Birth of a Nation only because I tend to see most of the activities 
> of these early black filmmaking pioneers as an extenstion to the 
> protesting of the :film 

> Please feel free to call me if you have any questions or concerns 

> Rodney (2. Parnther 
> Chairmarv’Exec. Producer 

> (212)852-7175 (office) 
> http ://www.clarendon ent corn 
> http://www.blackcinemaonline tv 
> 

> Clarendon Entertainment] 12 DesBrosses Street, Suite 79 i New York i 
>NY[ 10013 
> 

>> Dear Rodney: The last haft of August actually works well [’or me as 
>I 
>> will be out of town until the 15th. I could either come to Ne~v York 
> or 

>> you could come to Chapel Hill - whichever is cheaper for you works 
> for 
>> me. Regarding my contribution, I could focus on early black film 
>> companies such as Oscar Micheaux’s filru corporation and the Lincoln 
> 

>> Motion Picture Company. I could discuss Birth of a Nation and black 
> 

>> response to this filru. I could talk a little about Emmett J. Scott 
> but 
>> his work is not my area -- I am only- ~aruiliar ~vith him to the 
> extent 
>> that he was instrun~ental in starting the rebuttal to Birth of a 
> Nation 
>> which was Birth of a Race. We can discuss further the exact focus 
> of my 
>> interview once you decide on the date. In the meantime, I will look 
>at 
>> the ~vebsite. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Rodncy C. 
> Parnther" 

>>> Hi again, 
>>> 

>>> I wanted to follow tap Iicom our last cormnunication. We 
> successfully 
>>> launced our beta in June and have received alot of comments and 
>>> interest. The site is at http://v~vw blackcinemaonline.tv[1]. To 
>>> check out the site’s premium content, use the following access 
> mfo.: 

>>> logm name - temp 



>>> We are tpfing to schedule inteP~iews for the last half of August. 

>>> I can bring a cameraman down to Chapel Hill in mid-to-late August, 

>>> unless you wouldn’t mind visiting NYC (at our expense of course) 
>I 
>>> would be interested in an intel~’iew covering the early silent 
>>> era with the efforts of the Lincoln Motion Picture Co., Ermnett J. 
>>> Scott and others in responding to A Birth of a Nation. I’m not 

>>> if that time period is your area of expertise. If it isn’t, I 
> would 
>>> be happy to hear your reconwnendations on what topics to 
> discuss and 
>>> we’ll give it a go. 

>>> Regards. 

>>> Rodney C. Parnther 
>>> C’hairman/Exec. Producer 

>>> (212)852-7175 (office) 
>>> http :i/www.clarendonent. corn 
>>> httr~:i/www.blackcinemaonline.tv 

>>> Clarendun Entertainment I 12 DesBrosses Street, Suite 79 I New 
> York i 

>>>NY I 10013 

>>>> Dear Rodney: Yes, I will participate in this project. Just let me 

>>>> when you are prepared to proceed with my interview Currently, I 

>>>> teaching Surmner School but we end Jua~e 15th. I will be here in 
>>> Chapel 
>>>> Hill the rest of the summer until probably early August as I will 

>>>> attend a conference Again, just let me know when you are read?- 
> for 

>>>> contribution so that I can be prepared. Thanks for the invitation 

>>>> participate in this project Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>> "Rodney C. Pamther" : 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I am tbllowing up on some correspondence bet~veen yourself and 
>Erik 

>>>77> Herron, our Jk~rmer manager of acquisitions & digital media. 

> Enk 
>>>77> recently left the company, so [ wanted to express our continued 

>>>>> interest in possibly intep~iewing you for our website on 
>>>>> African-American Cinema and provide a quick update on where we 

>>>>> Right now we are singularly focused on completing the beta for 
> the 

>>>77> website be[~ore the end of June. Once we launch the beta (no 

> later 

>>>>> than July 1), we will then get back to you to get more info on 

>>>>> specific area of expertise, have you experience the site and 
>>>77> discuss the form and content of your interview. Our goal is to 

>>>77> the smnmer months to shoot all interviews with scholars so we 

>>>77> have them rea~dy by the time colleges & universities beg~n 
>77> their fall 

>>>>> If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 

>>>>> Regards. 

>>>>> Rodney C. Parnther 
>>>>> Chainnar~Exec. Producer 
>>>>> (212)852-7175 (office) 



>>>>> (cell) 

>>>>> Clarendon Entertainment I 12 DesBrosses Street, Suite 79 i New 
>>> York i 
>>>>> NY 110013 

>>>>> Original Message 
>>>>> Subject: [Fwd: Re: Interview on 
>>>>> research] 
>>>>> Froru: "Erik Herron" 
>>>>> Date: Wed, May 13, 2009 2:20 pm 
>>>>> To: rodney@clarendonent.com 

>>>>> Original Message 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Interview on research 

>>>>> regester@emaih unc.edu 
>>>>> Date: Wed, April 1, 2009 4:02 pm 
>>>>> To: "Erik Herron" 

>>>>> Dear Erik: I will be more than glad to contribute to yottr 
> project. 

>>>>> However, I cannot do so before iVlay 1st because I have a deadline 

>>> that 
>>>>> I have to meet by May 1 as well as the fact that I have to go to 

>>>>> Orleans in the next week or so After these important dates, I 
>>> should 
>>>>> be available. Thalzks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>> Enk 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> iVly name is Erik Herron and I am the director of acquisitions 
> and 
>>>>> digital media for Clarendon Entertainment We are currently 
>>> producing 
>>>>> a web site called ’Fade-Up: A Celebrahon of African-American 

>>>>> Past, Present and Future.’ The site will be ali educational 
>>> platibrm 
>>>>> featuring an interactive timeline, interviews with scholars and 
>>>>> filmmakers, and the cutting edge short films of independent 
>>>>>> African-American fi[mmakers We are interested in doing video 
>>>>>> interviews with scholars about African-American history as it 
>>>>>> pertains to film and in presenting these inter~,iews as content 

>>>>> the site. 

>>>>>> We heard about you from your participation in a conference on 

>>>>> N/iicheaux at Columbia in Febuary, 2009 and we are interested in 
>>>>> an-anging an intepdew Also, the next stage m our development 
> o17 

>>>>> this project is to organize pane[ discussions at schools and we 
>>> would 
>>>>> be interested in your participation as a speaker when that phase 

>>> of 

>>>>> the project develops. 

>>>>>> If you’re open to the idea, I’d like to talk to you about what 
>>>>> aspect of African-American fihn history you would be interested 
> in 

>>>>> talking about. We hope to organize and shoot these intep¢iew 

>>>>> the next few xvecks. Thanks very ruuch for your tirue. 

>>>>>> Director, Acquisitions & Digital Media 

>>>>>> (64,5)723-3961 (office) 



>>>>>> ( (ceil) 

>>>>>> Clarendon Entertainment ] 12 DesBrosses Street, Suite 79 ] New 
>>> York 

>>>>> I NY 110013 

>>>>> t"sik Herron 
>>>>> Director, Acquisitions & Digital Media 
>>>>> (646)723-3961 (office) 
>>>>>           (cell) 

>>>>> Clarendon Entertairwaent I 12 DesBrosses Street, Suite 79 i New 
>>> Yorki 

>>>>> NT" I 10013 

>>> LirLks: 

>>> [1] http:i/www.blackcinemaonline.tv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 9, 2009 1:30 PM 

Mia Mask <mimask@vassar.edu> 

Re: Black America~ Cinema Reconsidered 

Dear \{ia: Congratulations on your book I just returned from a 
conference and I purchased it. Hope things are going well and hope to 
see you at SCMS. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mia Mask 

<mimask@assar edu>: 

Dear Contributors, 

I met with Fred Veith last week at Routledge, Taylor Francis. And, we have 
set a production date for late April/early May I will now need 2-3 
photographs from each of you for your essays Movie stills can be obtained 
Iicom a variety’ of sources, as you know. Ho~vever, let me offer one 
suggestion. In midtown Manhattan I like Jerry Ohlinger’s Movie Posters 
located at 253 West 35th Street. But I realize you may have your own 
sources as well 

If you’re using photos of an artist’s work or images from a private 
collection Please make sure you have been granted permission. I will 
collect all the images and submit them to Fred. I need to have most of the 
materials into him by April. So,plan on sending me the images by late 
March. There’s not much time left [’or final edits, revisions, etc. But the 
good news is that we’re touring ahead. 

Please cuntact me ifyuu have questiuns. 

Best, 
1’,/]~ a 

Maa Mask, Ph.D 
Assistant Prufessur of Film 
Department of Drama and Film 
Vassar Cullege 
124 Raymund Avenue 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604 
(845) 437-5244 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 10, 2009 3:54 PM 

~aol.com 

Re: Feedback for Kodak 

Dear Diane: Currently, I am out of town and will not be able to respond 
until August 15th. Hope this is not too late. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting         ~aol.com: 

Hi, all. Wen@ has asked me to forward her request for feedback 
regarding the cont?rence to you As she notes, for confidentiality, 
please folavard your comments to me. I’ll compile t2ae information and 
send it on to her without names attached. If you’re on the Foundation 
as well, you’ll be receiving this twice, once from me and also from 
Bill Huie for the Foundation. You can send us both the same feedback. 
Thanks for helping Wen@ out in this way. 

Hope all your travels home were pleasant 

Cheers, Diane? 

]-)ear Board member,? 

As yuu are aware, Kodak has had a relatiunship with the UFVA and 
[’or many years now. ?Obviously Kudak has an ubjective in 
participating in the annual UFVA cunference, but at the same time we 
need to ensure that the needs of your urganizatlons are also met. 
?This quick sup~ey is ask if you can rate us on our participatiun at 
this year’s conference and pruvide a few cumments on what yuu like or 
think we can do better. Please send yuur response tu Diane or Bill 
who will forward it un tu me with yuur details removed su yuur 
response can remain anunymous.? 

Thank-you fur yuur feedback. ?? 

1) ?On a scale uf 1 tu 5, please indicate how yuu would rate Kudak’s 
participation at this year’s UFVA cunference?? 
(1 poor, 3 goud, 5 excellent)? 

2) What du yuu think Kudak dues well and shuuld cuntinue?? 

3) Where could Kodak improve for next year ’.".’ 

Wendy Elms? 
Feature Film & Education Segment Manager? 
Enter tailm~erlt Lmaging ? 

Kodak (Australasia) Pty Ltd? 
181 Victoria Parade? 
Australia, VIC 3066? 

wendy.elrns@kodak.com? 
Office: +613 841%8172? 
Mobile: 
Fax: +613 8417-8011? 
w~vw.kodak.com/go/motion? 

>? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 10, 2009 4:18 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

Acknowledgements.docx 

Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
forthcoming work Please edit at your earliest convenience I will not 
be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
for out of town tomorrow I will return on the 15th Thanks much for 
your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Ill Charlene, 

Here are my suggested edits. I checked with APA sD’le and any 
quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
made that change. I also noted several places where I believe 
citations are needed I also saw a couple of references to 
Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
the title was Tara, but ! reworded these sentences so that a name was 
not necessary. If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
can check these and reword them as you wish. 

Very interesting papert 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

[)ear Susanne: Attached is a copy o17 the paper previously mentioned that 
I would like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
the end of next week. Thartks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> I made a few-, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>> and made them shorter for nrore readabili~’. I hope this helps. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmaihunc.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sun 2,’22/2009 12:32 P_’vi 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>> submit tomorro~v on Monday. It is really only- approximately one page in 
>> length. If possible, could you preview for me before I submit. Thanks 
>> much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>> this materiah Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quohng "Carter, E. 

>> Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below-. In a few 
>>> places I indicated where I think some references may be missing. 
>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long. I spent 3 
>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable If you have questions, let me kno~v. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>>> 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb 5th. 
>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit If so, you are welcome 
>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. Thanks much ibr your 
>>> assistance I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. YVhen you get 
>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 



>>> enough material However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion 
>>> Let me know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>> "Carter, E Susanne" <Carter][~;@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Charlene, 

>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: rcgester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester,@,emaihunc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanile 
>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recon~’nendation 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned that I will 
>>>> need for yottr review. I may send thera as separate attacl-mrents. If you 
>>>> could conrplete by tomorroxv that xvould be great and I really only need 
>>>> the            letter tomorroxv -- the other tsvo, I have nrore time. 
>>>> That~:s much and I appreciate you thirtking of nre. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CalterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Mon 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be completed 
>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I ~vill be working 
>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>                               , so I am ~vorking as fast as I can SorlT 
>>>>> for the rush but things have unfolded in this manner. Thanks for your 
>>>>> assistance and Happy New- Year Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recommendation that I 
>>>>>> will need :[’or your to review You can do this letter whenever you have 
>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. ~ilqanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>> "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> Yes, they do Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>> university is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susarme 
>>>>>>> Subject: Rig: Letter ofrecommendatinn 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We are doing 
>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at the most 
>>>>>>> nntimely moments Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E 

>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>>>>>>>> the university will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> Front: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto:rcgestor(~email.nnc.edu] 



>>>>>>>> Sent: Mk)n 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recowannndatinn 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: ’]?hanks much for your assistance Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto :regester(~eraail.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 
>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow. I highlighted t~vo 
>>>>>>>>>> places where page nmnbers may be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to corae, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version Sorl3z for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>> understand Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> No problem I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:re~ester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and ]2~r your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>> response ] really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits The rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto:re;ester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/112008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> SubJect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ])ear Susarme: ] have some three letters of recommendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>> that I ~vill 
>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach thera in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we can wait on 



>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total 

>>>>>>>>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc edu [mailto:regester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [l~ailto:re~ester(~el~ail.unc.edul 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter ofrecotmnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recorcancndation that I am 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for your review of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look for~vard to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>> right a~wiy 
>>>>>>>>> ! will need it within the next few hours I know this is an unusual 
>>>>>>>>> time request but things have unfolded in such a way that ! am being 
>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this emaih 
>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 16, 2009 12:21 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much. I have something else that I will send later 
this ~veek Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

<CalterE@missouri.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Here you go! 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regesterCJ)email nnc edu] 
Sent: Mort 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

Dear Susanne: Attached are ackno~vledgements that I have composed for a 
folthcoming work Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
for out of town tomorrow I will return on the 15th. Thanks much for 
your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 
>> tlere are my suggested edits. I checked with APA style and any 
>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>> made that change. I also noted several places where I believe 
>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
>> the title was Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>> not necessary If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 
>> 

>> Very interesung papert 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>> I would like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regestcr Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@raissouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>> and made them shorter for rnnre readability. I hope this helps. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester~email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Snn 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy- of grant proposal that I am tr~’ing to 
>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. It is really- only approximately one page in 
>>> length If possible, could you preview for me before I submit Thanks 
>>> much for your assistance and please let me knnw that you have received 
>>> this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I edited the poltions of the document you indicated below. In a fe~v 
>>>> places I indicated where I think some ret?rences may be missing. 
>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>> of information and some of the sentences were veW long. I spent 3 
>>>> hours I hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let me know 



>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Su~liect: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. If so, you are welcome 
>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. That~zs nmch for your 
>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. When you get 
>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>> edit because I can only- present 25 minutes and I think I have nrore than 
>>>> enough materiah However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>> Let nre know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CatterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@enraihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~emaihm~c.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconwnendation 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned that I will 
>>>>> need for your revie~v. I may send them as separate attachments. If you 
>>>>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>> the            letter tomol~ow -- the other two, I have more time. 
>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susalme" <CalterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Mon 1/5/2009 10:47 A2vl 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be completed 
>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I ~vill be working 
>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>                               , so I am ~vorking as fast as I can. Sony 
>>>>>> for the rush but things have unfolded in this manner. Thanks ~2~r your 
>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <Carter[~@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: ’l’hu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>> Subject: R[~: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second [etter of recommendation that I 
>>>>>>> wi[l need [’or your to review You can do this letter whenever you have 
>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>> >>> > "Carter, E Susanne" <CarierE@mi ssouri, edu>: 

>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>> umversity is understanding of your situation 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [ruailto:regester(@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susarme 
>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcanendation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks nmch for your assistance and concern. We 



>>>>>>>> are doing 
>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 
>>>>>>>> the most 
>>>>>>>> untimely moments Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>> Susanne" <Carter]~;@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>>>>>>>>> the university will be understandit~g. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto :regester(~eraail.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susatme: That,s much for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. That,s 
>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quotit~g "Cartcr, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>> <Cart erE@missurtri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.eduI 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Sul~iect: RE: Letter ofrecon~mendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow. I highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>>>>>>>> and il~voice you later I spent t~vo hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:re~ester@email.unc.edu] 
>>~>>>>~>>> Sent: \Ved 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susarme: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version Sorry ~2~r the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>>>>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: R[~: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susarme: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>> response I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susatme" <CatterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are ray recommended edits. The rev version has all edits 



>>>>>>>>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>~ From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto:re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: [vkm 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, g. Susarme 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recommendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I ~vill 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach fftem in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regeater oQuoting "Carter, E. Susam~e" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@errlail.m~c.edu [mailto:regester(~,email.m~c.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subj ect: RE: Letter of reconm~endation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: That,s nruch for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Deal- Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> for your review Thanks much for your revie~v of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near ti~ture. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 

>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next few hours. I know this is an unusual 
>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have urffolded in such a way that I am being 
>>>>>>>>>> required to re-subruit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 16, 2009 12:51 PM 

Benowi~, Judith <benowi~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CCO AFAM 101 tbr Fall 

Dear Judith Benowitz: Yes, we could meet this week on Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday and the afternoon time works better for 
me. Just let me know what day you want to meet Thanks much and I look 
forward to seeing you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

Judith Benowitz <benowitz@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Dr Regester, 

Welcome to CCO and thank you so much for taking over AFAM 101 on such 
short notice 

As soon after August 15th as possible, I’d like to schedule a time to 
meet with you so that I can orient you to our processes and get you 
on contract rm available for orientations most days at 10:00 or 
3:00 but with fall registrations coming up, there may be some days 
when rm on phone duty (we all pitch in so that our reception team 
can focus on walk-ins) 

I’m on the second floor of the Friday Center. If you’re drtving, take 
tlwy 54 to Friday Center Drive, across from the main Meadowmont 
entrance and where the Courtyard by Marriott Hotel is. Turn right 
onto Friday Center Drive and go to the second right-hand turn which 
will bring you to the front of the Friday Center and where you can 
park without permit. You can ask for me at our second floor recepuon 
desk 

Attached is an instructor information sheet that we’d like you to 
fill out and return as soon as possible I’ll fill in whatever 
sections you’re not sure about. 

Also, below is a link to our online faculty orientation/tutorial. 
It’s for new course authors as well as new instructors, so you can 
focus on the sections about instruction: 

http:i/frida;’center.unc edu/faculWorientation 

Also below is the link to the last full semester that the course was 
offered by Tim McMillan One of the textbooks, African Americans n 
the Early Republic, is no longer available from the publisher but is 
available online, so students will be informed about that. More from 
Tim and me when you’re back in town. We’ll need to get turner 
revisions l~om you 

Spring 2009 AFAM 101 course Website: 
http ;//friday center, unc. edu,’ccoarchiv esiafam l O l sp09 
user name: cco 
password: archives 

I’ll add you as instructor to Blackboard so that you can view the 
discussion forums. Blackboard is do~vn until 8/6, so I can’t add you 
now (but I’ll make a note to add you even before you corue in). I’ll 
be out of office from 8/7-8/11 in case you’re checking email. 

Thanks again. I look forward to hearing from you and helping you get set up. 

Judith Benowitz 

Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
L2qC at Chapel Hill 
CB #1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
tel: 919-962-6302 
fax: 919-962-5549 

"May the forces of evil become confused on the way to your house." 

George Carlin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 16, 2009 12:53 PM 

Mia Mask <mimask@vassar.edu> 

Re: Black America~ Cinema Reconsidered 

Dear Mia: Just returned from out of town. Yes, I am on board with your 
project. Will read your book as soon as I have a chance. Keep me posted 
and I could not respond sooner because I have been traveling quite a 
bit Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mia Mask <mimask@vassar edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

It is great to hear from you[ 

Thales so much for buying my book! It is wonderful to know you’re 
supportive I would also like to hear your thoughts when you’re done 
with it. Hopefully, you can assign parts of it to your students at 
some point. 

Speaking of books, I’m working on getting the Black American Cinema 
anthology off the ground again Many of the former contributors are 
on board (Ed, Keith, Paula, I~hchael, Terri, among others). Can I 
convince you to come back on board too? It ~vould be great to have 
an historical essay from you on early cinema. ~at are you working 
on these days? Please let me know what you’re up to and if you’re 
willing to sign on again? Thanks! 

Best, 
]’,/l~ a 

Maa Mask, Ph.D 
Associate Professor and Chair 
Department of Film 
Vassar College 
htt~ ://www press uillinois.edu/books/catalo~/67z,~p91~9780252034220.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 18, 2009 8:47 AM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

Re: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 

Dear Philip: Yes, I am still working on the essay but I am close to 
finishing a draft My concern is that it might not be the exact focus 
that you were looking for since I am less familiar with her plays and 
only have revie~vs of the plays to rely on as I contrast them to her 
film works. Within another week or so, I can forward the draft and you 
can let me know what you think. Also, at this point it is well beyond 
20 pages but I will try to reduce when I send. Thanks for getting back 
to as I had to stop working on the piece because I have been out of 
town since August 1st but I am now back on the scene Will contact you 
in the next week or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip 
Kolm <Philip Kolin@usm edu>: 

18 August 

Dear Charlene, 

Fond greetings. I hope this finds you well. Not having heard from you 
for several months, I trust that we are still on target for your 
getting me the essay on Suzan-Lori Pa~ks’s screenplays-Girl 6 and In 
Their Eyes. Initially, you had thought you might get me the ms as 
earl?’ as June or July. Thanks for letting me lcnow when you can send 
it If you need more time, I think I can stretch things out to 1 
October, but do get back to me soon. You will be in very impressive 
company Many thanks. Philip 

Philip.Kolin@usm. edu<m ailto: Philip.Kolin(a)usm. edu > 

PS You might be interested in my essay on Emmett Till in music and 
song that has just come out in the Fall issue of Southern Cultures. I 
cover two of the documentaries on him. 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, Angust 18, 2009 9:04 AM 

To: ~aol.com 

Subject: Re: Update 

Dear Dr Greene: This is to let you know that I returned the copyedited 
version of my manuscript yesterday It was due today but I sent it by 
FedEx overnight and then called to let them know that it was coming. I 
will keep you posted and please let me know- when you come back to 
Chapel Hill. Finally, I really appreciate ho~v you have extended 
yourselIi It has been vel5’ reassuring to know that I have this kind of 
support. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        @aol.com: 

I’m not sure exactly which reference you mean (conclusion or 
introduction) If you are referring to the statement that 
definitions belong to the 
definers, not to the defined, then the reference is on page 190 in Beloved. 
bib: MolTison, Toni. Beloved. New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1987. I don’t 
have this hard copy up here I am using the paperback edition (Plume), but 
the pagination should be the same as the hard copy. You might check the 
hard copy (bottom of page 190). Let me know if its not the definers/defined 
reference you need. 

>LG 
**************Access 350 ~ FREE radio stations anytime from anywhere on the 
web Get the Radio Toolbar! 

>(http://toolbaraolcom/aolradio/download.html?ncid emlcntusdown 00000003 ) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Angust 20, 2009 11:56 AM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@colnmbia.edtr~ 

Re: Long Overdue Congratulations 

Dear Jane: Assuming that I understood your proposal, I think it ~vould 
be appropriate to allow Allie to conduct the meeting at the conference 
in LA as well as oversee the screening of the early black film(s) As 
for her being permanently’ in charge of the OM Society is another issue. 
We can discuss whenever I see you in person. As you know I am still 
working on the latter stages of my book -- received copyedit the first 
part of August and just returned this past Monday so I am stretched far 
and ~vide. I am coming to New York August 29th to do the documentary 
interview- for the prRiect that evolved out of the Columbia Oscar 
Micheaux conference. If you want to meet with me then or talk by phone 
we can do so             (cell). Finally, thales tremendously for 
all your support and assistance -- I could not have done it ~vithout 
you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
<jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 

Charlene: I was so thrilled to get your note this summer, and my 
apologies for not getting back to you sooner As I have been on leave 
I have tried to concentrate but have made very unimpressive progress 
on my book 

NOw that you are official, ! want to ask you about the future of 
the MJcheaux Society as ASMS interest group. Did we talk about 
handing it over to the next generation? If you are willing, what 
about Allie Field who is now Asst. Professor at UCLA? I thought of 
her because with SCMS in LA in March there is a possibility of using 
our $500 SIG for a screening at UCLA, and I’ve talked to Mark Cooper 
about going in with the Women in Film History International SIG, 
using their $500 to make $1,000, which would pay’ for a bus to 
U~;LA--showing an early" black and an early woman title. 

As for titles, at Visible l:.vidence this week, a student of Mark 
Cooper’s from Univ. of South Carolina gave a paper on a newly 
discovered title made by black [av,5’er in 1930s about school 
segregation, and there is 16 or 35ram print material. You will of 
course ask me the name of the film, but I deleted the email So, your 
thoughts? 
PS The question of the newsletter is still up in the air. I thought 
Columbia would be eager for it. Although they really like the idea, 
it would again fall to me and I’m now overworked with the silent 
women prc~ject which is huge (I thought there would be very few, like 
the African American field, and we would be through it soon-- %%lume I 
nf Women Film Pioneers Sourcebook we have just sent in to the press 
and it is 1,228 pgs and will have to be online. Vol II, the rest 
nfthe world, we have just started) But you need to weigh in on the 
cotranitment at UNC-Ch. I’d rather not make this decision over email if 
that’s OK with you 
P.P.S. thartks for sending the article on the Carrizal heroes. Someone 
needs to do more. 
Your fan, Jane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 12:10 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: UFVA Miuutes 

Utfiversi~ Film and Video Conference Meetiug.doc 

Dear Susalme: Attached is a document that I need for you to review 
Please note that this document contains meetings tlcom an organizational 
meeting. I do not provide complete sentences in malay instances so I am 
really asking for your review to see if any glaring elTors exist -- 
otherwise leave most material as is. Also, in some places it will be 
vague because I ~vas asked to assume this role when someone else quit so 
I am not up to speed on many of these issues. The organization had a 
second meeting and I ~vill forward those minutes as soon as I get a 
chance. Also, I have a long essay that I will send in the near future 
as well. ~Ihanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E 

Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

tli Charlene, 

Here you go! 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(fr)emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Man 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Sut~ject: RE: [~velyn Preer Paper 

Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed :For a 
forthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest convenience I will not 
be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
for out of town tomorrow. I will return on the 15th Thanks much for 
your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
<CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here are my suggested edits. I checked with APA s~le and any 
>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>> made that change. I also noted several places where I believe 
>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
>> the title was Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>> not necessary. If you ~vant to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>> can check these and reword them as you ~vish. 
>> 

>> Very interesting paper[ 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.unc.edu [raailto:re~ester(~)eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 P*i 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>> I would like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susalme" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>> and made them shorter for more readabili~z. I hope this helps. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.uaac.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>>> 

>>> Dear Susamae: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. It is really only approximately one page in 
>>> length. If possible, could you preview for me before I submit. Thanks 
>>> much for your assistance and please let me know- that you have received 
>>> this material Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 



>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below. [n a few 
>>>> places I indicated where I think some references may be missing. 
>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>> of information and some of the sentences were veW long. I spent 3 
>>>> hours. ! hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let me know. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@errlail.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>> To: Calter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. K so, you are welcome 
>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. That,s much for your 
>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. ~Vhen you get 
>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>> edit because I can only- present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 
>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>> Let me know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CatterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>>> and your farrlily during this time. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>> Deal- Susalme: Attached are the letters previously mentioned that I ~vill 
>>>>> need for your revie~v. I may send them as separate attachments. If you 
>>>>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>> the            letter tomol~ow -- the other two, I have more time. 
>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susalme" <CalterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>~" ...... Original Message 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto :re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Mon 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 

>>>>>> Subject: RI{: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be completed 
>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I will be working 
>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>                                so ! am working as fast as I can. Sorry 
>>>>>> for the rush but things have unfolded in this manner. Thanks 12~r your 
>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susarme" <Carter[{@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susarme 
>>>>>>> Subject: R[{: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recommendation that I 
>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever you have 
>>>>>>> a chance -- no rash. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>> university is tmderstanding of your situation. 



>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)emaiI.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We 
>>>>>>>> are doing 
>>>>>>>> okay- but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>> untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>> Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>>>>>>>>> the nniversity will be ~derstanding. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regestel@eraail.m~c .edu [mailto :r e~ester(~)eraail.nnc, edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 
>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susatme: Thaaks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>> again Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.eduI 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mort 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Sulliect: RE: Letter ofreconnnendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow. I highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>> ’]’hanks and let me know if you have questions 

>>>>>>>>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>~>>~>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version Sorry ~2~r the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue U12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorrmlendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, 



>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quuting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits The rev versiun has al[ edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: rcgester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester(d!,,err~ail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mort 2/11/2008 9:34 A_’vl 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some thtee letters of recommendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payrrlent until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sukiect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Deal- Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response. I maig 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter m the next few days so I will wait before I ibrward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Deal- Susan: Attached is a letter of recummendation that I am 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ]~)r yuur review Thanks much fur your review ufthis 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> louk furward to hearing l?um you in the near future. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>> right away. 



>>>>>>>>>> I will need it *vithin ~e next J~w hours. I know ~is is an unusual 
>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have u~lded in such a way that I am being 
>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible Thanks much ~r your 
>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this emaih 
>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely CharleneRegester 
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University Film and Video Board Meeting 

August 4, 2009 

University of New Orleans - Louisiana 

In attendance: Diane Carson, Peter Bukalski, Frank Tomasulo, Bill Huie; Melinda Levin, Rob 

Sabol, Adrianne Carageorge, Elizabeth Daggett, Linda Brown (not in attendance), Mary Dalton 

(not in attendance), Charlene Regester (to complete LeAnn Erickson’s service), Norman Hollyn, 

Mara Alper, Simon Tarr, Steve Hank, Steve Lipkin, Nick Palmer, 

Meeting began with an introduction by a representative from University of New Orleans--he 

reintroduced himself and explained conference facilities for this year’s UFVA meeting. 

UFVA Diaster Response Summary Recommendations: 

Steve Hank and Bill Huie gave a presentation at the beginning of the meeting to propose a 

hurricane preparedness referendum that was established from the mid-year meeting. Bill Huie 

emphasized that communication is the most important thing and that UFVA needs to play a role 

in providing support to colleagues when confronted with a disaster. As a result of their 

presentation, board members endorsed the Disaster Response Coordinator which they proposed 

and as illustrated in the outline. This coordinator would be responsible for contacting those 

affected by the disaster to find out what was needed including the creation of a website to 

provide information, and serve as a central command post in the event of such a disaster. 

Someone made a motion that this coordinator position be adopted by the board. The motion was 

seconded by Steve Hank so that UFVA would support this effort. Frank Tomasulo indicated that 

we should lend our support to this effort and that this should become the duty of the vice- 

president - the office has very few constitutional duties and should take on duties assigned by the 

president. Tomasulo suggested that this person be appointed by the president; it should be 

someone who could be in charge of disasters; a person who has had some experience in dealing 

with disasters. One person proposed that we should address how a disaster is defined as this was 

central to the consideration of this position and proposal. Steve responded by suggesting that a 
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disaster can be defined as an event that occurs when the campus is evacuated. Diane Carson 

suggested that we could define disaster based on that provided by the national news. She 

continued that we could also include other disasters. Melinda Levin mentioned that this would be 

viable proposal in view of such things as the upcoming swine flu that could impact campuses. 

Steve responded that it could really be an email explaining what has happened and notifying 

UFVA members. Charlene Regester added that most universities already have a disaster plan in 

place on most campuses and their preexisting system could be accessed for this purpose. Huie 

indicated that the proposed amendment could notate that the coordinator be appointed by the 

president. Carson questioned, are we ready to vote anymore on this motion?. All of those in 

favor of the motion indicate your approval. The board members overwhelmingly approved of 

this Disaster Response Proposal. 

The American Documentary Showcase 

The American Documentary grant has been renewed - Melinda was on the screening committee 

last year. Carson noted that this project has been enormously successful. Peter Bukalski also has 

been involved in the project. The question was raised as to whether there is going to be an 

administrative fee to which Peter responded no, but indicated that the state department would not 

have asked us to administer the showcase had there been a fee. 

Sustainability Filmmaking 

This is now on-line and is quite effective. 

Past President Report - provided by Melinda Levin 

Levin reported that it has been a pleasure to have Carson provide support in making the 

transition. She indicated that she wanted to express her appreciation for relying on the executive 

vice-president for support. We really need to target duties for the various board members. 

Frank Tomasulo Report 

Based on his report, Tomasulo noted that there are no constitutional revisions to be made - He 

then read the duties of the vice-president and ex-officio of other committees. However, he stated 

that I have taken on the consternation of committee chairs; my thought was that our founders put 
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this clause in as a liasion between my position and the board and I have taken that responsibility. 

I have gone through the by-laws and bring attention to the board on the following: 

1) As far as election, the president should appoint a committee to help count the votes; 

2) Article 3 - the editor of the Digest should publish a notice inviting members to notify the 

president of the association if they wish to serve on the nominating committee; it has 

happened informally; however, Diane noted that Steve did send out the notice in the 

Digest informing members of available positions; Tomasulo recommended that we 

should either change the constitution rather than violate the constitution; 

3) Membership committee - Tomasulo noted that it is not performing appropriately even 

though it is still in effect, he commented that they should work toward selecting new 

members but I think that has fallen by the wayside 

4) The Awards committee does not exist even though it is indicated in by-laws and we may 

be in non-compliance; 

5) Additional substanding committees will be published on the letterhead of the association; 

this will be done to insure that we are in compliance with the rules and regulations of the 

organization; 

6) Article 3, section 2 which recommends nomination by petition in the form of letter or a 

letter signed by 5 members of the association; someone can be nominated without the 

board of directors approval and filtered through; this would allow someone to get on the 

board with only 5 members voting with no oversight; If I get a sense that the board 

agrees with me, then I will make a motion on this issue; has it ever come up; no not in my 

experience; Since it has not ever presented itself, then it is not that much of an issue. In 

the last few years it was the incoming board members who organized the entire ballot; it 

specifically states in the by-laws who is on the nominating committee - Tomasulo 

contended that I was a member of the nominating committee but I don’t really know the 

exact number - I think there should be a policy so that a group can go around the board; 

most people don’t know that there is a process; Carson indicated that at the membership 

meeting we should encourage people to be nominated and it was indicated in the journal 
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7) 

by Steve; Bill Huie said that there is potential for abuse in a lot of different ways and 

until something bad happens then let it be; Melinda, suggested that I think that this should 

be mentioned on the website and should be mentioned at another place - are the 

constitution and by-la~vs on the website; how many committees are there and do they 

need to pass through the board for their existence; in the constitution we have a 

membership, conference, awards and additional standard committees; Carson read exact 

by-law; what about the teaching committee - some are conference committees and some 

are organization committees; 

Tomasulo noted that we can send email messages to the entire membership; the program 

that we have for sending email messages contains address issues, however, it can be done 

but it is time consuming; Can the board members have access to email addresses to entire 

board?; Someone noted that the mass email program has issues with addresses; this is 

different from the list-serve - this is the home office email; maybe we need to address the 

legality of this service; we may need to pay for this service so that this won’t be an issue; 

when someone left South Carolina and went to American University, American 

University picked up this list - this refers to listserve which is voluntary; we can put you 

in contact with the person who manages the listserve; would someone follow up on the 

problems associated with the listserve process; 

Caucus Chairs - Working Group and Caucus - at least three of these entities, I was 

uncertain about- Graduate Students Caucus does not seem to exist; Adjuncts and Sue 

Wilson is no longer in charge of this group; Claire Darby is affiliated with the Fair Use 

Caucus; Troy Perkins is associated with Scriptwriting Caucus; I hope someone would 

create more liasion bet~veen these caucuses and the board; we need some contact person 

who can keep the board informed; Carson indicated that at SCMS they identify their 

caucuses on their website and proposed that we should do that with UFVA to make 

contact and communication more available to everyone. The documentary working group 

could be a model for that. What sort of reporting back to the board does the board want? 

Melinda suggested that as for the future, the board is not to oversee these caucuses but to 

be infused by the knowledge of these organizations - we can use this as an opportunity; 
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9) 

the scriptwriting caucus has worked to get information from a wider group of members 

who have a particular interest regarding how the organization works for them aside from 

the conference; Mara posed what function do they serve; again the documentary working 

group is a really good model; how do we make them more focused; one caucus created a 

panel - at SCMS they do get a report; what are you doing and how can we help you; how 

can we contact caucus chairs to let them know that we as the board would like to assist 

them; these groups can be encouraged to post syllabi on the website; Nicolas suggested 

that he will attend the documentary caucus meeting; Melinda will attend the fair use 

caucus meeting; the hi story/theory caucus will be attended by Tomasulo; Rob will attend 

the Scriptwriting Caucus; Diane will attend the Women’s Caucus; Liz will find out about 

grad student caucus; Their attendance at these meetings is designed to determine -- what 

purpose the caucus will serve as they relate to the board; could they have webpostings for 

these caucuses - which might be an ultimate goal. 

Nomination and election guidelines - someone posted his credentials and sent it out on 

the listserve to advertise for the nomination of the office and led us to interrogate 

appropriate procedures of the digital age and how the next election will be held on line. 

Tomasulo listed a group of 6 guidelines to lead us forward (based on the handout); the 

chair of the nominating committee will receive bios and then send them out; Tomasulo 

reviewed guidelines - what is the secretary’s role and the role of the nominating 

committee? Why should the secretary inform those who are elected and inform those who 

are not going to be on the slate; they need to know earlier; if they are advanced to 

nominating committee and are turned down can they attempt to get on the slate - not for 

this year but maybe for next year; What would happen if three were nominated at the 

same time; so what if their are a lot of people, but we are limiting nominations and 

someone suggested that this is not a good reason for limiting nominations; we should 

only have 2 persons for each office; to nominate not more than 3 individuals to election 

to each office but this is for the nominating committee; once the slate is in place the 

nominating committee should collate materials and post on website and whatever is on 

the website then becomes the official record of the nominating committee that includes 

bios; once you go in and vote you cannot go in again and vote; so we need to insure that 
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it is setup correctly; UFVA secretary should submit information to the webmaster; 

candidates may or may not have their photograph posted (should not be required); a 

candidate may not transmit other material by UFVA listserv’e; it is the issue of an 

organization created listserve versus one that is generated or created by an individual; do 

all candidates have equal access; we should have some boundaries about what is okay; 

you can go to those links if you desire; Carson expressed her concern about the increase 

in spam; it might be more appropriate to announce upcoming elections on the listserve 

rather than allow individuals to provide support; Call for question--should we approve 

this document - One person indicated that, I would like more time to read it before we 

approve this document - the only issue is should the listserve be allowed to advertise for 

candidates. We should vote on this section or vote on the entire thing and eliminate this 

section. Simon Tarr moved that we amend the proposed document and strike the section 

on listserve. Someone else agreed to second the motion which included approving the 

guidelines without the paragraph referring to listserv’e. All those in favor of striking the 

section on the listserve voted -- 10 for the motion and 3 against. It was proposed that we 

shorten the guidelines. 

10) The organization needs to learn the responsibilities and procedures beyond what’s in the 

constitution; we can create guidelines and policies and then this would be documented on 

the website. This is part of the agenda for the home office - so the home office is 

responsible for this posting. 

Editorial Vice-President-Steve Lipkin 

Lipkin reported that the first two pages of Tropiano’ s editorial report are from Tropiano and the 

third page contains an email to Carson from University of Illinois press. It was posed to Steve 

that when you mention the DVD issue, how are the costs covered. Bukalski indicated that the 

costs are included in the budget. 

The second point on Lipkin’s report, was worthy of some discussion. The UCLA summer 

program wanted to adverti se in the Digest and we decided that the digest should not promote 

such a program. So what is the purpose of the Digest - the Digest is being used to feed people 
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into the website and thus becomes an editorial guide for both. As a result, Steve decided that the 

editorial process and guidelines are indicated in the Digest. All the Di~zest does is to provide 

headlines and links to sources. What is the editorial process and purpose? To say that it can’t be 

used for commercial purposes is not appropriate since we are funded by commercial sources 

particularly with sustaining members. Members can announce the publication of their works and 

we have institutional members who are members - we are more than individual members. 

Sustaining members should be allowed to announce events. The difference between an 

announcement and an advertisement is the issue. Steve wants guidelines so that he will know 

what to list in Digest and what will not be listed in Di~zest. Maybe the Digest could become a link 

to all of those advertisements and eliminate such decisions being made by the editor. The website 

was created in ~7o forms - one for individual members and one for commercial access. The 

purpose for the Digest is for those who don’t go to the website and it is designed to direct people 

to the website~ Steve suggested that he was trying to get information about this issue~ Carson 

related that we want to serve institutions as well as sustaining members. Steve recommended that 

the Digest be turned over to the Home office and this issue will be discussed later today. 

The next issue is ho~v the Journal of Film and ~qdeo ~vill be made available on-line and the 

proposed rates because you will have to subscribe. Carson suggested that now, a lot of libraries 

only want on-line j ournals rather than print j ournals. Any change in dues is required by the by- 

la~vs amendment. Thi s i s what i s required of other j ournal s produced by University of Illinoi s. 

The press recommended that we should increase the rate being charged every year -- 10 percent 

on the library rate not the institutional rate. Give an individual a choice between print or on-line 

versions and then they pay for the difference, it was proposed to support the University of 

Illinois in their decision since they are in the business. If you are an on-line subscriber do you 

automatically receive the DVD? Making on-line copies was based on some institutions ~vho 

requested this from Univ. of Illinoi s. A motion was proposed to accept the press’s proposal for a 

year. Tomasulo seconded the motion. We unanimously voted to keep the publisher’s proposal for 

a year. 

It was further suggested that members provide their correct address on the membership list so 

that their addresses is current; membership directory; guidelines, corrections; let Univ. of Illinois 
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or Home Office know. Tomasulo directed our attention to the notice that the report claims that 

we might change membership rates for individual students and sustaining members. Right now 

sustainers are $275 and students are $30 which would be $300 for sustainers and $35 (for both) - 

- students could be required to receive only on-line copies &the journal. Maybe we should ask 

Univ of Illinois Press if these changes in fees are acceptable. We need someone to second the 

decision to have the president contact Illinois and the board members agreed unanimously to this 

proposal. 

Conference Vice-President Report-Mara 

To future conferences - Mara revealed that UFVA will be held in 2010 at Champlain College in 

Vermont (August 10-14). The 2011 conference will be in held in Boston at Emerson College. 

We proposed Austin, Texas and maybe Montreal for later conferences. Regarding this year’s 

conference, Mara noted that we had more requests for Caucus meetings than in previous years. 

The documentary working groups have been the most organized and focused. The On-line 

applications and recommendations were successful and it is very good to have an on-line liasion. 

Having electronic applications made it much easier for the conference program. Simon Tart 

could investigate why it becomes so difficult to continue to uphold PDFs after they break down. 

Sustainers are sponsoring quite a few events. Jack and Robert need to coordinate sustainer 

involvement - having a structure that allows them to become involved. We have a lot of smaller 

companies that will be represented at this conference. Do we have a record of sustainers that 

come to this event from year to year. Yes, we do have a record and we should compile a list of 

sustainers from the last eight or ten years. Tom Sanny has compiled a lists of costs associated 

with the conference for year after year. 

Overview of Topics--when things come to money it is up to the host but the board needs to 

make guidelines; special guests; day passes; industries; students with NextFrame and Carol 

Fielding Grant recipients; guest panelists; 

Day passes--Guest panelists are mostly made up of us and some bring in special guests such as 

an architect - these persons are claiming that they should have reduced rates -- This is up to the 

host and we should provide them with guidelines. Non-teaching professionals could be a 
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category and this could be created to help resolve this dilemma. We don’t want the host to lose 

money as a result of decisions that the board makes. What amount does the organization give to 

the host -- $3,000 and we could increase the costs. Carson suggested that I really think we should 

give them some guidelines and let the host have the discretion to do what they want ? The Kodak 

representative contends with a similar issue with sustainers and she (Wendy) declared that she 

couldn’t believe that they would present without paying membership dues. Commercial 

enterprises should be charged for advertising time. How do you all feel about people who are 

from the same institution which becomes a promotion for their institution?. 

Michael Donaldson arrived to give his presentation on Fair Use Practices: 

The Fair Use for Best Practices in Documentaries is another effort designed to achieve fair use 

for on-line and videos as well as dance archives. The DMC exemption, who want to break the 

codes and have access for the public domain, was approved. (What about for use in classrooms - 

they allowed film criticism professors to make documentaries in view of the fair use practices. 

This year the MPA decided that copyright was wrong for compilations. We hope academic 

exemption will be expanded and documentary exemption will be approved.) There was a 

noticeable positive effect by having an endorsement from UFVA. Cases come up where I am 

asked to OMECA - a very odd law got passed about 5 years ago that prohibited an animal from 

being abused in a film - the filmmaker was arrested, evicted, and given 3 years in prison for 

showing a dog fight on screen and part of the reason for the harsh sentence is reliving it and re- 

seeing the event. What requires a quick discussion - what happens if I call the president and 

explain a situation and if this is something that the board wants to approve. In the past, Carson, 

sends an email to the board and asked us to act upon a decision or situation. The next big 

legislative push is Orphan works - the neutrality issue - major studios that would allow them to 

provide a ticket so that info can travel to ticketholders over non-ticketholders. We will keep you 

posted on such issues and the push is to maintain neutrality. The board thanked Donaldson 

enormously for the work that he has been doing. Can we create a forum where we can have 

expert witnesses meet with a professor who might be working on a film and would like to know 

about the legal issues?. Human subj ects and the review board as they relate to documentaries .... 

Return to Mara’s Conference Report: 
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If we make a statement about nonprofessionals and fees charged at the conference, how should 

this be proposed: If we recruit such people for the conference we can pay them an honorarium 

but if you have people representing sponsors we should work this out - we could do some things 

by video conference such as with screenwriters from Hollywood; we don’t rej ect panels and we 

need registration fees; given that Tom Sanny made money off the conference in Colorado and 

the money was given to the organization and the hosts keeps whatever money they make. The 

intent of the conference historically has been for it to be inclusive and it has had a history of 

being diverse. We are not viewed in the same manner as other organizations. We can revisit this 

idea of whether or not we should not accept every paper or panel proposed. If a conference hosts 

invites a guest, then the registration fee is waived, if invited by sustainers or panelists then they 

need to be paid a recommended guest fee or an additional sustainer fee required. A motion was 

proposed and Melinda seconded. The board voted unanimously to support this motion. 

Carol Fielding Grant - is up to the conference host; it was proposed that we make a policy which 

includes room and board as well as conference registration fee for grant recipients. The 

conference host should know that this was part of the conference fee that UFVA gives them. The 

Fielding grant office has a $300 allowance that they pay for this event. Next year, it will be 

proposed to reserve a dorm room and meal voucher for one day for recipients. Robert Johnson 

has made a grant to support travel for Carol Fielding recipients. The board policy is that the host 

be informed that they absorb the rooms for Carol Fielding grants. The motion is that the host be 

requested to provide rooms, food, and conference registration for Fielding scholars for two 

nights. This motion was seconded by Tomasulo and board members voted unanimously to 

support this proposal. 

NextFrame - I have questions about this organization and what they are contributing to the 

conference. When we gave them money we requested that they provide a mid-year report. 

Multi-View-Uploading documents and the difficulty needs to be addressed. 

Secretary’s Report by Charlene Regester 

The minutes were accepted on line. Any additions to the report. We accepted and moved to 

the next item on agenda. 
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Peter Bukalski - Treasury Report 

We overshot mid-year board meeting expenses a little. The Income as of July 1 based on what 

we received ($24,000) from conference and where we really stand is at $84,000 -- Non income 

flow funds. Bukalski added that we did get $500.00 from Robert Johnson for Fielding Scholars. 

We need to thank Robert Johnson, Suzan Regan, and Tom Sanny. My report and the 

management of the accountant is provided. The University of Illinois pays us on a monthly basis 

which will alter our report for next year. Are we allowed to keep interest from the American 

Documentary project -- we can keep the money but the money comes in slowly. Project Muse 

pays us $6,000 per year for access to our journal. The accountant made recommendations: two 

check signers; pages of member auditors need to be initialed; invest in 6 month certificates; give 

1099 to review; who/what/when/where form for every audit. Carson has indicated that we should 

elect a treasurer a year in advance. We now write some 30 or 40 checks per month and we have 

several accounts and it is increasingly becoming complicated. With American Documentaries 

because there is an administrative fee, we don’t get the fee because of our in-kind contribution. 

Who were other contenders for administering this grant ITVS. In the second grant our auditing 

costs will be considered. VP Assistant cost was available and Mara was unaware that these funds 

were available. 

Steve raised questions about the projected budget for 2010 that will be presented at the mid-year 

meeting. Our fiscal year goes from January to December. If we end up with extra money do we 

roll this into the reserve--last year, we lost $1,000. How do we handle what we have; is our 

checking account interest bearing - no, but it is free. We have a money market for just about 

everything CD’s earn more than the money market at this point. Should we put the money into 

the foundation but the money needs to be separate. Do we need to think about a more 

sophisticated system for handling the finances as treasurer? The costs for DVD is for previous 

anthropology issue. We are spending a little more on j ournal expenses which is related to the 

increase in postage. We have undergone a review with the post-office and have re-established 

with them. The Nextframe subsidy continues to be provided and should we continue to support 

this? We should follow up on the idea of a Treasurer-Elect--and this needs to be on the agenda 

of the mid-year meeting. We can bring the proposition of creating a Vice President Treasurer- 
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Elect and trying to do so within the constitution and by-laws of the organization. We can elect 

them a year early so that they can start early. 

Home Office: Contacts by mail and phone have declined and I think that we have become more 

efficient in other ways and particularly in view- of the website. Sustainers want to have long 

conversations before they join. Total membership over 1,200 and 800 are active members with 

300 students. The president is attempting to establish a permanent office. The first draft of a 

potential manager will be attached to minutes. Two people approached me with hosting a home 

office and one has withdrawn. Philip Neemie is the person interested in the position - currently, 

he serves as the internship coordinator for University of Texas office in Los Angeles. He is 

interested in being the manager of the home office and there is still a budget left for the rest of 

this year. We need to make a transition from this year to next year. It is costly, but we can make 

some real strides for a home office and this office can coordinate much &this paper work and 

issues for us. We are proposing $10,000 this year - 10 hours a week and if we approve it 

between now and the end of the year; we can make this a part-time position, it will cost $30 per 

hour and we will not pay that money for stuffing ballots. We could pay $10 per hour for more of 

the clerical tasks. It is more like $15,000 between now- and the end of the year. Steve made a 

motion that we have a home office manager and someone seconded the motion. He would be 

hired as independent contractor - we do not need to rent office space. Melinda proposed that we 

should have our documents on a separate computer and the organization discussed costs 

associated with purchase of computer. We need polices and procedures manual that could 

emanate from this office. We are voting to hire Philip Neemie as temporary/part-time office 

manager. All voted unanimously. Editing the Digest would also become part of this office and I 

will let Peter Bukalski prioritize what needs to be done. Bukalski has operated the home office 

the last two years. 

Missing information continues to be a problem and this results because so many people who are 

registering on-line to become members of the organization. They enter information incorrectly 

and this gets into our system. 

Members only secti on of Multi-view website has become a problem because it is not accurate. 

New" members think that you can’t view the website unless they sign on; multi-view cut off 
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access to the website to UFI and they appealed. They never received an answer but one day it 

was re-connected. 

Names showed up on juried screenings but do not show up as members. Panel chairs are not 

really notified until the panels are established. What would be the most useful way to check 

membership - could multi-view give a listing of all name fields? 

We depend very much on email for information - some emails are caught in spam filter; I don’t 

have time to open your emails; please take me off your email list; institution emails are 

overwhelming; ride-board and hotel sharing for conference would work; 

Nextframe Discussion 

We received an email about the economic problems at Temple University and financial issues 

and they asked us to increase the $5,000 to $11,000 to help them to defray the costs. President 

Carson stated, I am against funding Nextframe and we need to better serve our own members 

and work toward developing the home office. When we originally started, it was a temporary 

venture rather than long term - there are many more opportunities for students to display their 

films and we don’t need to continue to support them. The amount of 5,000 was being used for 

the director’s travel and Carson sees that their usage of our funds is wasteful (t-shirts, hats) etc. If 

we funded them we would not - be responsible for phasing out Nextframe even though they 

come to our conference and present their works here. It includes both Graduate and 

undergraduate students who participate in Nextframe. It has been funded at this level even 

though it was not intended to be long-term funding. Wendy discussed that we have other 

opportunities to screen student works. Melinda addressed Nextframe and extended her support 

by stating that for the record, the students have done some good proj ects and we have gotten 

some great public relations out of their work. It is one of the more highly ranked student film 

festivals. Adrianne proposed that we keep the amount to $5,000 and we can give the money with 

conditions -- they need to decide what their future is. Historically, what was the impetus to fund 

them initially -- as an organization we have funded projects that don’t bring a lot back to UFVA 

but yet we still make a contribution. I don’t think that we have the fight to say not this or that - 

it is the way it is managed that I find difficult. We exert no control over the organization and they 
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return yearly and ask for support. If they are just spending the money to show up then this is a 

waste of the organization’s money. Tomasulo admitted that we should not give them $11,000 but 

maybe give them $5,000 but put stipulations on the money. Mara then made a motion that we do 

not continue to fund Nextframe. Peter Bukalski seconded the motion. Steve indicated that we 

should hold off on the motion until they present. Mara suggested that we withdraw the motion. It 

was proposed that if they could come up with a plan to get students involved in the organization 

and call it the UFVA student film festival rather than Nextframe. If UFVA does receive some 

benefits then we might want to consider it differently - we could team with Kodak that teams 

with festival winners from UFVA. Peter indicated that we have complaints every year from this 

organization. Carolyn suggested that we could cut them off financially and then invite them to 

participate in the festival and we as an organization create our own film festivals. Juried student 

film festivals that could be done over the website and winners could be screened at the 

conference. If we do not give them the money, does it remain the UFVA festival or do we want 

to have this festival attached to us. When Nextframe was formed was it formed along with 

UFVA and the intent was to phase out the money. The motion is not to increase funding - The 

motion was seconded and the group voted unanimously. 

Billie Huie: UFVA Foundation 

Huie proclaimed that as nine years as the foundation president, I decided to step down. Our new 

foundation president is Melinda Levin. We elected David Thomas, Norman Hollyn (new 

trustee). We have a number of nominations for the advisory board; Huie identified those who 

comprise the advisory board; We came up with a mission statement: Non for profit cooperation, 

promotes worldwide communications in the arts - the proposal that we made to the Academy of 

Motion Picture & Sciences to fund a project was not supported - Rob Sabol has been 

instrumental in helping with the project; we are probably in good shape to get some funding in 

the future. We discussed accessing the archives Herb Davis materials; Can we still contribute to 

the archives; the foundation has typically met on Monday and the board meeting was held on 

Tuesday and we should alternate so that they would not have to pay for two extra nights -the 

foundation approved the idea of alternating dates. If we could keep the memberships separate 

then we could meet on the same day. Melinda indicated that she would be in contact with Diane 
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and the board regarding manners related to the foundation. Huie made a motion that we reverse 

days for meeting and we will meet on Monday next year and the board will meet on Tuesday. A 

vote regarding reversing meeting days of the two meetings was made -- 10 for and 3 against with 

one abstention. 

Carol Fielding Grant Report-Adrianne 

At the mid-year meeting we had received seven applications and seven grant finalists. We 

decided to fund 4 projects (two documentaries, one narrative, & one .... ). They receive half of 

the money now and the rest when completed. Each project received a total of $6,000. We refined 

the application for which they applied and submitted. At this conference, some of the award 

winning films will be screened. Over the years there is a collection of Fielding award winning 

films housed in my office. Maybe we could create an archive of UFVA funded material or an on- 

line archive. This grants office needs to be expanded and would like to start a script award 

contest. Does the Fielding form address rights to establish copyright with their films?. Is the 

script proposal for fiction or other types of scripts? The grant is for work to be created - a sign 

off sheet will need to be covered to document copyright issues. You could indicate that you must 

have the right to own the material included in this film. We move that Adrianne be given the 

right to look into screenwriting options for the award. We voted unanimously to support this 

motion. 

Teaching Committee-Frank Tomasulo 

By-laws were approved and then I stepped down as head of the committee. Mary Dalton is now 

chair of the committee. We agreed to have staggered terms for members. We have a number of 

syllabi on the website. I encouraged people to submit their syllabi and guidelines to be followed. 

I am giving the report as past chair of the committee. Within the year of operation everything is 

up and running. Syllabi are located in the member section of the website. Pedagogy award will 

be announced at the banquet. 

Nextframe Presentation by Daniel and Andrew (Directors) 

The Nextframe student representatives reported: I prepared a power point presentation - thanks 

for having us and inviting us - The Director’s Handbook and Archives/Achievements - we had a 
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successful film festival in Philadelphia and we had our first festival in China - we created a 

special program for that screening. We created a special program where language was not 

necessary as well as Chinese-language films; we sub-titled a Chinese-language film; we hope to 

do more of that type of programming in the future; we created an undergraduate award which 

was in response to concerns that undergrad would not submit films to Nextframe since not a 

large number of undergrads enroll in the program; The number of submissions that we received 

are significantly lower this year than we had in previous years; we advertised in a student 

magazine for the first time yet our numbers were still lo~v. The award winning film will be held 

on Friday night. Director’s handbook is designed to be a work in progress and this can be 

emailed to members. The history of Nextframe has been archived, the woman who directed 

Watermelon Woman had her film in Nextframe so it is interesting to see the talent that has been 

involved in Nextframe. Specific questions - could you re-state your budgetary requests ~vhich 

were different last year because of our special proj ect. However, we are aware of the $5,000 that 

is normally given every year even though a request for $11,000 was made; but this was for 

another portion of the project; where does the bulk of the money comes from - it comes from 

income made from venues; UFVA; Temple; fees on submissions. We had 261 submissions and 

this year we only had 1159; we have about 20 venues but this year we had only 13 venues. If we 

continue to fund you - we absolutely have to have the reports on time and they cannot be 

received at midnight or the day before the meeting. We were also dismayed that some $5,000 

was spent on funding travel of the director to come to the conference. For next year what is the 

ideal time for submitting your report - so you need to submit the report at least two weeks before 

conference and you need to know dates of submitting films and presentations at UFVA 

conference. We need to know by February regarding submission of screenings to UFVA. 

Can we get someone to account for the expenses in the budget submitted and the question is 

what do we do about the budget. How do we resolve the issue of whether or not we should give 

them money. We will support Nextframe by paying for film screenings at UFVA schools as a 

means by which to not drop them entirely. We have to take the motion off the table of not 

providing Nextframe for $5,000 but consider alternative in- kind ways of supporting it - I will 

second that the discussion should be considered. The Motion that we are not going to write 

Nextframe a check for $5,000 was proposed. All of those in favor include 7, opposed 6, abstain 
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1. Other proposals - we want to explore other ways of supporting nextframe - guaranteeing slots 

at the conference; encouraging institutional members to rent their package; -- I need additional 

time to think about this information a little more before making a final decision. Is this the wisest 

investment for us - we could probably spend more money on our website and get more money. 

We need to move on and we can put some firm suggestions that can be reviewed at the mid-year 

meeting. We need to proceed with caution so that we don’t endanger our relationship with 

Temple. Melinda will talk to LeAnn regarding this information for more insight. 

Jeff-UFVA Site and Multi-View 

As web liaison, I will summarize what happened in the last year. A lot of content has been 

added. I worked with multi-view who created from scratch online conference registration forms; 

conducted minor reorganization to keep the site updated; some of our UFVA programs Digest, 

Journal, Kodak scholarships, Fielding Scholarships were buried and scattered - we need to make 

more prominent on the site; the American Documentary showcase, anybody on the board can 

add content post content on multi-view - it is designed to have multiple users make changes; and 

an administrator has to have an approval. This would be part of the Home office duties. Is there 

an editor for the website and by default I have been acting as editor. 

UFVA forum - I can add multiple forums and we can add as many as we desire. Forums for the 

various Caucuses would work. Jeff suggests that website is a content management database 

system and if we switch over to another system that would have to be rebuilt. The contract 

stipulates that we have at least 3 months if that they were to pull the plug on the site. Now that 

we have invested the time in working with multi-view they can conduct some complex 

programming. We are not getting the money that was originally proposed. Membership database 

is having a fe~v problems. Job listings are now public. Ho~v much trouble is it going to be to get 

the election on line? The election has to be linked to active members. 

Wendy-Kodak representative 

This year we are distributing 16,000 for scholarships -gold, bronze, silver, and honorable 

mentions. You might want to make a contribution to the scholarships division. UFVH has been 

giving some 16,000 releasing in cash and they were not able to do that this year and they were 
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not able to give this amount. Until their funds are increased they cannot support scholarships and 

they even dropped a faculty grant. 

336,000 

We did make a major change to add Latin America as well so we did not receive any entries but 

hope to recruit entries next year. 

We are pretty consistent with the amount of entries that we receive with 50 entries. This year we 

will have one of the judges to present the awards. Students attending the conference include 

some two of whom UFVH paid for them attend the conference - we should have some 

accommodations for students next year. We will need some 3 rooms for student recipients. 

We are going to change the name of scholarship from Eastman to Kodak; we will rotate UFVA 

representative; provided a representation of the award; Next year we will get the name on the 

award. We will try to put winning film on this award; if you want to screen winners at the next 

year’s conference so that we can get a slot. 

Global Rivers-Melinda Levin 

Melinda discussed premiere in Beijing, China. We now have back up versions of all of this 

footage. The four faculty will look at thematic elements and will shoot on Los Angeles River. it 

~vill then be a DYe) for the journal. 

IRB Nicholas 

Its federal law to protect human subj ects from abuse (internal review board); Depending on 

where you are institutionally, the way they look at oral history, journalism, and documentary - 

this board will either leave you alone or make it difficult for you; over the last 10 years they have 

increased the surveillance regarding what they put through the board; they can censor your work 

if they do not like the work which is mostly focused on federally funded work; the question is are 

we looking at this - ethical issues, informed consent; I am interested in getting feedback from 

you all regarding these issues - how many people go to IRB for their own work. Formulating a 

response as a media department to this initiate of having these human subj ect clearances; This is 

very vague and open ended, yet you are at the whim of the board - the institution level and the 
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how the organization can help at the organization level; we need to pursue how we might 

respond to these issues at least from the organization. Diane noted that let’s see what evolves 

from the session and then we can see how the organization wants to pursue. 

Life Membership 

Nominations for life membership -- Do we know of anyone - Any individual who has been in 

good standing in the last 15 years and who has retired is eligible. Who have we have recently 

nominated Susan Regan. We should nominate Ben Levin. He was nominated and he was 

seconded. He is not retired; and we voted unanimously for him. 

Membership -- Jay Gimske wants to propose that we have a 3 year at a time membership; and 

then we would get a discount; but the constitution cannot give a discount; I don’t think 

Promotional Video- If UFVA has a Utube channel but I was thinking about creating a channel; 

we should catch some of the young professionals and it might be interesting for some of those 

people with some short footage as a promotional video and we could send to new members - use 

as a recruiting tool; 

Recognition of Departing Board Members -- I want to recognize Mara, Frank, Nicholas, 

Eurie, and Adrianne for your service on the board and you will be recognized at the banquet. 

Mid-year Meeting - The meeting will be in St. Louis the end of January beginning of February; 

host at country club; 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 12:41 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: BIO lbr Course 

Ou-liue Course Bio.docx 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a short bio that I would like for you to 
review. I ~vill need this sooner than the other document previously 
forwarded. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Here you go! 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Men 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed ]2~r a 
forthcoming work Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
be able to respond to your emai[ unti[ next week because I am leaving 
for out of town tomorrow I will return on the 15th. Thanks much for 
your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 
>> tlere are my suggested edits. I checked with APA st?de and any 
>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>> made that change. I also noted several places where I believe 
>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
>> the title ~vas Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a narae was 
>> not necessary. If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 
>> 

>> Very interesting paper[ 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>> I would like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regestor Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 

>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>> and made them shorter for rnnre readability. I hope this helps. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>>> 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a cop?- of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. It is really only approximately one page in 
>>> length If possible, could you preview for me before I submit Thanks 
>>> much for your assistance and please let me knnw that you have received 
>>> this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I edited the poltions of the document you indicated below. In a fe~v 
>>>> places I indicated where I think some references may be missing. 
>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 



>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long. I spent 3 
>>>> hours I hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let me know 

>>>> Susanne 

>>7.> ..... Original Message ..... 
>7.>> From: regester@emai[.nnc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 

>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. If so, you are welcome 
>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordit~gly. Thanks much for your 
>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. ~2~len you get 
>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 
>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>> Let me know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quotit~g 

>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>> Here are the tktree edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Sulziect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>> Dear Susalme: Attached are the letters previously mentioned that I will 
>>>>> need for your review I may send them as separate attachments If you 
>>>>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>> the            letter tomon-ow -- the other two, I have more time. 
>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you fl~inking of me Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.ua~c.edu [mailto:regester@email nnc edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Mon 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susalme 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be completed 
>>>>>> toward the end of the week Hope you are available. I will be working 
>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>> so I am working as fast as I can. Sorry 
>>>>>> for the rush but things have unfolded in this manner Thanks for your 
>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>> "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, F. Susanne 
>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recommendation that 
>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever you have 
>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>> nniversi~" is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [mailto:regestcr(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 



>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recowanundation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much ]2~r your assistance and concern We 

>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>> untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I celtainly hope 
>>>>>>>>> the anivcrsity will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto :regester(~emaihunc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mun 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcanendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thartks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thartks 
>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Rcgester Quoting "Carter, E. Susaune" 

>>>>>>>>> <Cart erE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Hcre you are. Just a fcw changes. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendatiun 

>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely ;vritten. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>> revisiuns were minor, for consistency and flow. I highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing 

>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, rll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me kno;v if you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaikunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(h?emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> ;)ear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry :For the mi×up and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>> understand. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>> E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> t"rom: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(h?emaihunc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ;)ear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely-, 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recormnended edits. The rev version has all edits 



>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester(@email. unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: R3~;: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some ttnee letters ofrecomrnendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CartcrE@missottri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only took me 15 rninutes. I can keep tabs and we 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihnnc.edu [rnailto:reaester(C~ernaihnnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susamle: Thartks much for your prornpt response. [ lllay 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next fe~v days so I will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email nnc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> for your revie~v. Thanks much for your review of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>> right away. 
>>>>>>>>>> I xvill need it within the next few hours. I kmow this is an unusual 
>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have utffolded in such a way that I am being 
>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks rnuch for your 
>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let rue know that you have received this emaih 
>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Rcgester 





Bio for Charlene Regester 

As the instructor for AFAM 101, I received my B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. from UNC-CH as well as 

completed a Post-Doctoral fellowship at this institution. While in graduate school, I served as a teacher’s 

assistant to the former chair of the History Department who also served as the chair of African & Afro- 

American Studies which explains my interest in the black slave experience and provided me with the 

early training for teaching this course. My specific area of research focuses on early black film history 

and I have a forthcoming book on African American Actresses in Cinema, 1900 to 1960. Because of the 

growing interest in black film history, I have traveled to London, England; Barcelona, Spain; Glasgow, 

Scotland, in addition to a number of cities in the U.S. and have appeared in several documentaries 

exploring the black cinema experience. I am a native of Chapel Hill, North Carolina and am very much 

involved in the community as I am a member of the Chapel Hill Historical Society. My pastime includes 

screening a wide range of films particularly those from the pre-1950s era but also contemporary fihns to 

determine how the past informs present. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 10:08 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: UFVA Minutes 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your quick review Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I gave it a quick once over See question on page 18. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 ll:10AM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: LTVA Minutes 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I need for you to review 
Please note that this document contains meetings from an organizational 
meeting I do not provide complete sentences in man?’ instances so I am 
really asking for yuur review tu see if any glaring errurs exist -- 
utherwise leave most material as is. Also, in sume places it will be 
vague because I was asked to assume this rule when sumeone else qmt so 
I am not up tu speed un many ufthese issues. The organizatinn had a 
second meeting and I will forward thuse minutes as soun as I get a 
chance. Also, I have a long essay that I will send in the near :future 
as well Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E 

Susanne" <CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here you gu[ 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~r!emaikunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have cumposed :for a 
>> furthcuming wurk. Please edit at your earliest cunvenience. I will nut 
>> be able to respund to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>> for out of town tomol~ow. I will return on the 15th. Thanks much for 
>> your review and let me know- if you have received this material. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>> <Car terE@raissouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Here are my suggested edits. I checked with APA s~’le and any 
>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>> made that change. I also noted several places where I belinve 
>>> citations are needed. I also saw- a couple of references to 
>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (nnless I misunderstood). I believe 
>>> the title was Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>> not necessary. If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 

>>> Very intcresting paper[ 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:regester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>>> 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>> I ~vould like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Charlene, 

>>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>> and made them shorter for more readability. I hope this helps. 



>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. It is really only approxinrately one page in 
>>>> length. If possible, could you preview for rue before I subruit. Thanks 
>>>> ruuch for your assistance and please let nre know that you have received 
>>>> this nrateriah Sincerely, Charlene Regestcr Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@raissouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below. In a few 
>>>>> places I indicated where I think some references nray be missing. 
>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long. I spent 3 
>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let nre know-. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@enraihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 

>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susam~e: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>> Please let me kno~v i[’you are willing to edit If so, you are welcome 
>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly-. Thanks much for your 
>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. ~en you get 
>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 
>>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion 
>>>>> Let me knnw if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susalme 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned that I will 
>>>>>> need for your review I may send them as separate attachments If you 
>>>>>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>>> the            letter tomorrow -- the other two, I have more time 
>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Mien 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple nf letters that will need to be completed 
>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. tlope you are available. I will be working 
>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>                                so I am working as fast as I can. Sorry 
>>>>>>> for the rush but things have tmfolded in this manner. That~:s for your 
>>>>>>> assistance and Happy- New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 



>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recowanendation 

>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recommendation that I 
>>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever you have 
>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. ’]’hanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susam~e" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>> university is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto :regester(~email.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 
>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We 

>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>> ur~timely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>> the university ;vill be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susarme: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>> I ;vill not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:re;ester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <Carter[~@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> I have fiinshed editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were m~nor, for consistency and :flow. I highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing 

>>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaibunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaibunc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Subiect: RE: Letter of recor~wnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susatme: I recently sent a doc~tment for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry" for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>>> ur~derstand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 



>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I er~i~uing helping you as well 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaibunc.edu [mailto:regester@email. unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of reconm~endation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susatme: Thar~ks for all tl~ee letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely-, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recormnended edits. The rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subj ect: RE: Letter of reconm~endation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recorcanendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only- took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and ~ve 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: ;Ved 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of reconnnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few- days so I will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>~ I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for your review of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future 



>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>>>rightaway. 
>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next ~w hours. I know this is an ~musual 
>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have ~mfolded in such a way that I am being 
>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 10:11 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: UFVA Board Meeting Minutes-New Orleans 

Universi~ Film and Video Conference Meeling[1].doc 

Dear Diane: Attached are the UFVA minutes -- please make changes where 
appropriate. Some reformation is missing because either I did not hear 
correctly or I misuaaderstood Will folavard the membership meeting 
minutes in the next fe~v days. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)aol.com: 

Hi, all. Wen@ has asked me to forward her request for feedback 
regarding the conference to you. As she notes, for confidentiality-, 
please forward yuur comments to me. I’ll compile the infurmation and 
send it un to her without names attached. If you’re un the Fuundatiun 
as well, you’ll be receiving this twice, unce fi*um me and also from 
Bill Huie [’or the Foundatiun. Yuu can send us both the same feedback 
Thanks [’or helping Wendy uut in this way 

Hupe all your travels home were pleasant. 

Cheers, Diane? 

********************** 

I)ear Buard member,? 

As you are aware, Kudak has had a relationship with the UFVA and UFVF 
for many years nuw. ?Obviuusly Kodak has an objective in 
pamcipating in the annual UFVA conference, but at the same time we 
need tu ensure that the needs ufyuur organizatiuns are alsu met. 
?This quick survey is ask ifyuu can rate us un uur parucipation at 
this year’s cunference and provide a few comments un what you like ur 
think we can du better. Please send your respunse to Diane ur Bill 
who xvill forward it on to me with your details removed so yore 
response can remain anonymous.? 

Thank-you for your feedback. ?? 

1) ?On a scale of 1 to 5, please indicate how you would rate Kodak’s 
participation at this year’s L~’VA conference?? 
(1 poor, 3 good, 5 excellent)? 

2) V~nat do you think Kodak does well and should continue?’.’ 

3) ~2~nere could Kodak improve for next year?? 

Wendy Elms? 
Feat~e Film & Education Segment Manager? 
Entertaitwaent Imaging ? 

Kodak (Australasia) Pty’ Ltd? 
181 Victoria Parade? 
Ausla-alia, VIC 3066? 

wendy.elms@kodak.com? 
Office: +613 8417-8172? 
Mobile: 
Fax: +613 8417-8011? 
www kodak.corn/go/motion? 

>? 
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University Film and Video Board Meeting 

August 4, 2009 

University of New Orleans - Louisiana 

In attendance: Diane Carson, Peter Bukalski, Frank Tomasulo, Bill Huie; Melinda Levin, Rob 

Sabol, Adrianne Carageorge, Elizabeth Daggett, Linda Brown (not in attendance), Mary Dalton 

(not in attendance), Charlene Regester (to complete LeAnn Erickson’s service), Norman Hollyn, 

Ma~-a Alper, Simon Tart, Steve Hank, Steve Lipkin, Nick Palmer, 

Meeting began with an introduction by a representative from University of New Orleans--he 

reintroduced himself and explained conference facilities for this year’s LTVA meeting. 

UFVA Diastcr Response Summary Recommendations: 

Steve Hank and Bill Huie gave a presentation at the beginning of the meeting to propose a 

hurricane preparedness referendum "that was established during the mid-year meeting. Bill Huie 

emphasized that conmmnication is the most important thing and that UFVA needs to play a role 

in providing support to colleagues when confronted with a disaster. As a result of their 

presentation, boaJcd members endorsed "the Disaster Response Coordinator which they proposed 

as illustrated m the outline. This coordinator would be responsible for contacting those affected 

by the disaster to find out what is needed, including the creation of a website to provide 

information and serve as a central command post in the event of such a disaster. Someone made 

a motion that this coordinator position be adopted by the board. The motion was seconded by 

Steve tlank so that UFVA would support this effort. Frank Tomasulo indicated that we should 

lend our support to this effort and that this should become the duty of the vice-president - the 

office has very few constitutional duties and should take on duties assigned by the president. 

Tomasulo suggested that this person be appointed by the president; it should be someone who 

could be in charge of disasters, a person who has had some experience in dealing with disasters. 

One person proposed that we should address how a disaster is defined as this is central to the 

consideration of this position and proposal. Steve responded by suggesting that a disaster can be 
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defined as an event that occurs when the campus is evacuated. Diane Carson suggested that we 

could define disaster based on that provided by the national news. She continued that we could 

also include other disasters. Melinda Levin mentioned that this would be viable proposal in view 

of such things as the upcoming swine flu that could impact campuses. Steve responded that it 

could really be an email explaining what has happened and notif}’ing UFVA members. Charlene 

Regester added that most universities already have a disaster plan in place on most campuses and 

their preexisting system could be accessed for this purpose. Huie indicated that the proposed 

amendment could notate that the coordinator be appointed by the president. Carson questioned, 

"Arc we ready to w~te anymore on this motion? All of those in favor of the motion indicate your 

approval’’ The board members overwhelmingly approved of this Disaster Response Proposal. 

The American Documentary Showcase 

The American Documenta~ grant has been renewed. Melinda was on the screening conm~ittee 

last year. Carson noted that this project has been enormously successful. Peter Bukalski also has 

been involved in the project. The question was raised as to whether there is going to be aJ~ 

administrative fee to which Peter responded "no," but indicated that the state department would 

not have asked us to administer the showcase had there been a fee. 

Sustainability Filmmaking 

This is now online m~d is quite effective. 

Past President Report - provided by Melinda Levin 

Levin reported that it has been a pleasure to have Carson provide support in making the 

transition. She indicated that she wanted to express her appreciation for relying on the executive 

vice-president for support. We really need to target duties for the various board members. 

Frank Tomasulo Report 

Based on his report, Tomasulo noted that there are no constitutional revisions to be made. He 

then read the duties of the vice-president and ex-officio of other committees. However, he stated 

that I have taken on "the consternation of committee chairs; my thought was that our founders put 
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this clause in as a liaison between my position and the board and I have taken that responsibili~. 

I have gone through the by-laws and bring attention to the board on the following: 

1) As far as election, the president should @point a committee to help count fl~e votes; 

Article 3 - the editor of the Digest should publish a notice inviting members to notify the 

president of the association if they wish to selwe on the nominating committee; it has 

happened i~fforu~ally; however, Diane noted that Steve did send out the notice in the 

Digest infolding members of available positions; Tomasulo recommended that we 

should either change the constitution rather than violate the constitution; 

Membership committee - Tomasulo noted that it is not performing @propriately even 

thou ,gh it is still in effect, he commented that they should work toward selecting new 

members but I think that has fallen by the wayside 

4) The Awards committee does not exist even though it is indicated in by-laws and we may 

be in non-compliance; 

Additional substanding committees will be published on the letterhead of fl~e association; 

this will be done to insure that we are in compliance with the rules m~d regulations of the 

organization; 

Article 3, section 2 which recommends nomination by petition in the form of letter or a 

letter signed by 5 members of the association; someone can be nominated without the 

board of directors approval and filtered through; this would allow someone to get on the 

board with only 5 members voting with no oversight; If I get a sense that fl~e boa~:d 

agrees with me, then I will make a motion on this issue; has it ever come up; no not in my 

experience; Since it has not ever presented itself, then it is not that much of an issue. In 

the last few years it was the incoming board members who organized the entire ballot; it 

specifically states in the by-laws who is on th e nomin ating committee - Tom asulo 

contended that I was a member of the nominating conm~ittee but I don’t really know the 

exact number - I think there should be a policy so that a group can go around the board; 

most people don’t know that there is a process; Ca,-son indicated that at the membership 

meeting we should encourage people to be nominated and it was indicated in the journal 
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by Steve; Bill Huie said that there is potential for abuse in a lot of different ways and 

until something bad happens "then let it be. Melinda, suggested that I think that this should 

be mentioned on the website and should be mentioned at another place. Are the 

constitution and by-laws on the website? How many corcanittees me there and do they 

need to pass through the board fi~r their existence? In "the constitution we have a 

membership, conference, awards and additional standard committees; Carson read exact 

by-law; what about the teaching corcanittee - some a~e conference committees and some 

are organization committees. 

Tomasulo noted that we can send email messages to the entire membership. The program 

that we have for sending email messages contains address issues, however, it can be done 

but it is time consuming; Can the bom-d members have access to email addresses to entire 

board? Someone noted that the mass email program has issues with addresses; this is 

different from the list-serv - this is the home office email; maybe we need to address the 

legality of this service; we may need to pay for this service so that this won’t be an issue. 

when someone left South Carolina and went to American University, American 

Universi .ty picked up this list - this refers to listserv which is volunta~’; we can put you 

in contact with the person who manages the listser~~. would someone follow up on the 

problems associated with the listserv process? 

Caucus Chairs - Working Group and Caucus - at least three of these entities, I was 

uncertain about - Graduate Students Caucus does not seem to exist; Adjuncts and Sue 

Wilson is no longer in charge of this group; Claire Darby is affiliated with the Fair Use 

Caucus; Troy Perkins is associated with Scriptwriting Caucus; I hope someone would 

create more liaison between these caucuses and the board; we need some contact person 

who can keep the board info~ned; Carson indicated that at SCMS they identif}’ their 

caucuses on their website and proposed that we should do that with UFVA to make 

contact and communication more available to everyone. The documentm.~ working group 

could be a model for that. What sort of reporting back to the bomd does the bomd want? 

Melinda suggested that as for the future, the board is not to oversee these caucuses but to 

be infused by the knowledge of these organizations - we can use this as an opportunity; 
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the scriptwriting caucus has worked to get information from a wider group of members 

who have a particular interest regarding how the orgaJ~ization works for them aside from 

the conference; Mara posed what function do they serve; again the documentmyT working 

group is a really good model. How do we make them more focused? One caucus created 

a panel - at SCMS they do get a report; what are you doing and how can we help you; 

how can we contact caucus chars to let them know that we as the board would like to 

assist them; these groups can be encouraged to post syllabi on the website.Nicolas 

suggested that he will attend the documental7 caucus meeting; Melinda will attend the 

fair use caucus meeting; the histol,w/theory caucus will be attended by Tomasulo; Rob 

will attend the Scriptwriting Caucus; Diane will attend the Women’s Caucus; Liz will 

find out about grad student caucus; Their attendance at these meetings is designed to 

determine what purpose the caucus will sel~e as they relate to the board; could they have 

web postings for these caucuses - which might be an ultimate goal. 

Nomination and election guidelines - someone posted his credentials and sent it out on 

the listserv to advertise for the nomination of the office and led us to interrogate 

appropriate procedures of the digital age and how the next election will be held online. 

Tomasulo listed a group of 6 guidelines to lead us fo~ard (based on the handout); the 

char of the nominating committee will receive bios aJ~d then send them out; Tomasulo 

reviewed guidelines -what is the secretal)T’s role and the role of the nominating 

committee? Why should the secretary inform those who me elected and i~ffo~n those who 

are not going to be on the slate; they need to know earlier; if they are advanced to 

nominating committee and m-e turned down can they attempt to get on the slate - not for 

this year but maybe for next year; What would happen if three were nominated at the 

same time; so what if their me a lot of people, but we are limiting nominations and 

someone suggested that this is not a good reason [i)r limiting nominations; we should 

only have 2 persons for each office; to nominate not more than 3 individuals to election 

to each office but this is for the nominating conunittee; once the slate is in place the 

nominating committee should collate materials and post on website and whatever is on 

the website then becomes the official record of the nominating committee that includes 

bios; once you go in and vote you cannot go in again and vote; so we need to insure that 
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it is setup coI~ectly; UFVA secreta~ should submit inforn~ation to the webmaster; 

candidates may or may not have their photograph posted (should not be required); a 

candidate may not transmit other material by UFVA listserv; it is the issue of an 

organization created listserv versus one that is generated or created by an individual; do 

all candidates have equal access; we should have some boundaries about what is okay; 

you can go to those links if you desire. Carson expressed her concern about the mcrcase 

in span; It might be more appropriate to amounce upcoming elections on the listse~, 

rather than allow individuals to provide support; Call for question--should we approve 

this document - One person indicated he would like more time to read it before we 

approve this document - the only issue is should the listserv be allowed to advertise for 

candidates. We should vote on this section or vote on the entire thing and eliminate this 

section. Simon TaT moved that we amend the proposed document and strike the section 

on listserv. Someone else agreed to second the motion which included approving the 

guidelines without the paragraph refernng to listserv. All those in favor of striking the 

section on the listsel~ voted -- 10 for the motion and 3 against. It was proposed that we 

shorten the guidelines. 

10) The organization needs to learn the responsibilities and procedures beyond what’s in the 

constitution; we can create guidelines and policies and then this would be documented on 

the website. This is part of the agenda for the home office - so the home office is 

responsible for this posting. 

Editorial Vice-President-Steve Lipkin 

Lipkin repoIted that the first two pages of Tropiano’s editorial report are from Tropiano and the 

third page contains an email to Carson from University of Illinois press. It was posed to Steve 

that when you mention the DVD issue, how are the costs covered. Bukalski indicated that the 

costs are included in the budget. 

The second point on Lipkin’s report was worthy of some discussion. The UCLA summer 

program wanted to advertise in the Digest and we decided that the digest should not promote 

such a progran. So what is the purpose of the Digest - the Digest is being used to feed people 
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into the website and thus becomes an editorial guide for both. As a result, Steve decided that the 

editorial process and guidelines arc indicated in the Digest. All the Digest does is to provide 

headlines and links to sources. What is the editorial process and pul~ose? To say that it can’t be 

used for cotranercial purposes is not appropriate since we are funded by cotranercial sources 

particularly with sustaining members. Members can announce "the publication of their works and 

we have institutional members who are members -we are more than individual members. 

Sustaining members should be allowed to announce events. The difference between an 

a~nnouncement and ax~ advertisement is the issue. Steve wants guidelines so that he will h~ow 

what to list in Digest a~d what will not be listed in Digest. Maybe the Digest could become a link 

to all of those advertisements and eliminate such decisions being made by the editor. The website 

was created in two fo~ns - one for individual members and one for commercial access. The 

purpose for the Digest is for those who don’t go to the website and it is designed to direct people 

to the website. Steve suggested that he was trying to get information about this issue. Carson 

related that we want to serve institutions as well as sustaining members. Steve recommended that 

the Digest be turned over to the Home office and this issue will be discussed later today. 

The next issue wqs how the doun¢al ojFilm and Video will be made available online and the 

proposed rates because you will have to subscribe. Carson suggested that now a lot of libraries 

only want online journals rather than print journals. Any change in dues is required by the by- 

laws amendment. This is what is required of other journals produced by UniversiD" of Illinois. 

The press reconmaended that we should increase the rate being charged eve~y yea~: -- 10 petvent 

on the librm~~ rate not the institutional rate. Give an individual a choice between print or online 

versions and then they pay for the difference. It was proposed to support the University of 

Illinois in their decision since they are in the business. If you are an online subscriber do you 

automatically receive the DVD? Making online copies was based on some institutions that 

requested this from "the University of Illinois. A motion was proposed to accept the press’s 

proposal for a year. Tomasulo seconded the motion. We unanimously voted to keep the 

publisher’s proposal for a year. 

It was further suggested "that members provide their correct address on the membership list so 

that their addresses is cm~ent; membership directory’; guidelines, corrections; let the UniversiD" 
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of Illinois or Home Office "know. Tomasulo directed our attention to the notice that the report 

claims that we might change membership rates for individual students and sustaining members. 

Right now sustainers are $275 and students are $30 which would be $300 for sustainers and $35 

(for both) -- students could be required to receive only online copies of the journal. Maybe we 

should ask the University of Illinois Press if these changes in fees are acceptable. We need 

someone to second the decision to have the president contact Illinois and the board members 

agreed unanimously to this proposal. 

Conference Vice-President Report-Mara 

To future conferences - Mara revealed that UF VA will be held in 2010 at Champlain College in 

Vermont (August 10-14). The 2011 conference will be in held in Boston at Emerson College. 

We proposed Austin, Texas and maybe Montreal for later conferences. Regarding this year’s 

conference, Mara noted that we had more requests for Caucus meetings than in previous years. 

The documentao~ working groups have been the most organized and focused. The online 

applications and recommendations were successful and it is yew good to have an online liaison. 

Having electronic applications made it much easier for the conference program. Simon Tarr 

could investigate why it becomes so difficult to continue to uphold PDFs alter the?" break down. 

Sustainers are sponsoring quite a few events. Jack and Robert need to coordinate sustainer 

involvement - having a structure that allows them to become involved. We have a lot of smaller 

companies that will be represented at this conference. Do we have a record of sustainers that 

come to this event from year to year? Yes, we do have a record and we should compile a list of 

sustainers from the last eight or ten years. Tom Sammy has compiled a lists of costs associated 

with the conference for yea after year. 

Overview of Topics--when things come to money it is up to the host but the board needs to 

make guidelines; special guests; day passes; industries; students with NextFrame and Carol 

Fielding Grant recipients; guest panelists/ 

Day passes--Guest panelists are mostly made up of us and some bring in special guests such as 

an architect - these persons a~:e claiming that they should have reduced rates. This is up to the 

host and we should provide them with guidelines. Non-teaching professionals could be a 
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categoU and this could be created to help resolve this dilemma. We don’t wm~t the host to lose 

money as a result of decisions that the board makes. What amount does the organization give to 

the host ? $3,000 and we could increase the costs. Carson suggested that we should give them 

some guidelines and let the host have the discretion to do what they want. The Kodak 

representative contends with a similar issue with sustainers and she (Wen@) declared "that she 

couldn’t believe that they would present without paying membership dues. Commercial 

enterprises should be charged for advertising time. How do you all feel about people who are 

from the same institution which becomes a promotion for their institution? 

Michael Donaldson arrived to give his presentation on Fair Use Practices: 

The Fair Use for Best Practices in Documentaries is another effort designed to achieve fair use 

for online and videos as well as dance archives. The DMC exemption for those who want to 

break the codes and have access for the public domain, was approved. (What about for use in 

classrooms - they allowed fihn c,{ticism professors to make documentaries in view of the fair 

use practices. This year the MPA decided that copyright was wrong for compilations. We hope 

academic exemption will be expanded and documentau exemption will be approved.) There was 

a noticeable positive effect by having an endorsement from UFVA. Cases come up where I am 

asked to OMECA - a veU odd law got passed about 5 years ago that prohibited an animal from 

being abused in a film - the filmmaker was arrested, evicted, and given 3 years in prison for 

showing a dog fight on screen and part of the reason for the harsh sentence is reliving it and re- 

seeing the event. What requires a quick discussion - M~at happens if I call the president and 

explain a situation aaad if this is something that the board wants to approve. In the past, Carson, 

sends an email to the board and asked us to act upon a decision or situation. The next big 

legislative push is Oll~han works - the neutrality issue - major studios that would allow them to 

provide a ticket so that info can travel to ticketholders over non-ticketholders. We will keep you 

posted on such issues and the push is to maintain neutrality. The board "thanked Donaldson 

eno~nously for the work that he has been doing. Cm~ we create a forum where we cm~ have 

expert witnesses meet with a professor who might be working on a fihn m~d would like to know 

about the legal issues? Human subjects and the review board as they relate to documentaries .... 

Return to Mara’s Conference Report: 
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If we make a statement about nonprofessionals and fees charged at the conference, how should 

this be proposed? If we recruit such people for the conference we can pay them an honorarium 

but if you have people representing sponsors we should work this out - we could do some things 

by video conference such as with screenwriters from Hollywood; we don’t reject panels and we 

need registration fees; given that Tom Sanny made money off the conference in Colorado and 

the money was given to the organization and the hosts keeps whatever money they make. The 

intent of the conference historically has been for it to be inclusive and it has had a history" of 

being diverse. We are not viewed in the same manner as other organizations. We can revisit this 

idea of whether or not we should not accept every paper or panel proposed. If a conference hosts 

invites a guest, then the registration fee is waived, if invited by sustainers or panelists then they 

need to be paid a recommended guest fee or an additional sustainer fee required. A motion was 

proposed and Melinda seconded. The board w~ted unanimously to support this motion. 

Carol Fielding Grant - is up to the conference host; it was proposed that we make a policy which 

includes room and board as well as conference registration fee for grant recipients. The 

conference host should know that "this was part of the conference fee that UFVA gives them. The 

Fielding grant office has a $300 allowance that they pay for this event. Next year, it will be 

proposed to reserve a doom room and meal voucher for one day for recipients. Robert Johnson 

has made a grant to support travel for Carol Fielding recipients. The board policy is that the host 

be informed that the?" absorb the rooms for Carol Fielding grants. The motion is that the host be 

requested to provide rooms, food, and conference registration for Fielding scholars for two 

nights. This motion was seconded by Tomasulo and board members voted unanimously to 

support this proposal. 

NextFrame - I have questions about this organization and what they are contributing to the 

conference. When we gave them money we requested that they provide a mid-year report. 

Multi-View-Uploading documents and the difficult?" need to be addressed. 

Secretary’s Report by Charlene Regester 

The minutes were accepted online. Any additions to the report? We accepted and moved to the 

next item on agenda. 
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Peter Bukalski - Treasury Report 

We overshot mid-year board meeting expenses a little. The income as of July 1 based on what 

we received ($24,000) from conference and where we really stand is at $84,000 -- Non income 

flow funds. Bukalski added that we did get $500.00 from Robert Johnson for Fielding Scholars. 

We need to thank Robert Johnson, Suzan Regan, and Tom SaJany. My report and the 

management of the accountant is provide& The University of Illinois pays us on a monthly basis 

which will alter our report for next yem. Are we allowed to keep interest from the American 

Documentary project -- we can keep the money but the money comes in slowly. Project Muse 

pays us $6,000 per year for access to our journal. The accountaz~t made recommendations: two 

check signers; pages of member auditors need to be initialed; invest in 6 month certificates; give 

1099 to review; who/what/when/where f.o~rn for ever5’ audit. Carson has indicated that we should 

elect a treasurer a yea~ in advance. We now write some 30 or 40 checks per month and we have 

several accounts and it is increasingly becoming complicate& With American Documentaries 

because there is an administrative fee, we don~t get the fee because of our in-kind contribution. 

Who were other contenders for administering this grant ITVS. In the second grant our auditing 

costs will be considered. VP Assistant cost was available and Mara was unaware that these funds 

were available. 

Steve raised questions about the proj ected budget for 2010 that will be presented at the mid-year 

meeting. Our fiscal year goes from Jaz~uars~ to December. If we end up with extra money do we 

roll this into the reserve? Last year, we lost $1,000. How do we ha~adle what we have. Is our 

checking account intercst bearing? No, but it is tree. We have a money market for just about 

evel)~thing. CDs earn more than the money market at this point. Should we put the money into 

the foundation but the money needs to be separate? Do we need to think about a more 

sophisticated system [’or hm~dling the finances as treasurer? The costs :for DVD are [.or a previous 

anthropology issue. We are spending a little more on journal expenses which a~-e rclated to the 

increase in postage. We have undergone a review with the post office and have re-established 

with them. The Nextframe subsidy continues to be provided and should we continue to support 

this? We should follow up on the idea of a Trcasurer-Elect; this needs to be on the agenda of the 

mid-year meeting. We can bring the proposition of creating a Vice President Treasurer-Elect and 
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trying to do so within the constitution and by-laws of the organization. We can elect them a year 

early so that they can start early. 

Home Office: Contacts by mail and phone have declined and I think that we have become more 

efficient in other ways, particularly in view of the website. Sustainers want to have long 

conversations befi~re they join. Total membership over 1,200 and 800 are active members with 

300 students. The president is attempting to establish a permanent office. The first dral"t of a 

potential manager will be attached to minutes. Two people approached me with hosting a home 

office and one has withdrawn. Philip Neemie is "the person interested in the position; currently, 

he serves as the internship coordinator for Universi~" of Texas office in Los Angeles. tte is 

interested in being the manager of the home office and there is still a budget left for the rest of 

this year. We need to make a transition from this year to next year It is costly, but we can make 

some real strides for a home office and this office can coordinate much of this paper work and 

issues for us. We are proposing $10,000 this year - 10 hours a week and if we approve it 

between now and the end of the year; we can make this a part-time position. It will cost $30 per 

hour and we will not pay that money fi~r stuffing ballots. We could pay $10 per hour fi~r more of 

the clerical tasks. It is more like $15,000 between now and the end of the year. Steve made a 

motion that we have a home office manager and someone seconded the motion. He would be 

hired as independent contractor - we do not need to rent office space. Melinda proposed that we 

should have our documents on a separate computer and the organization discussed costs 

associated with purchase of computer. We need polices m~d procedures mm~ual that could 

emanate from this office. We are voting to hire Philip Neemie as temporal@art-time office 

manager All w~ted unanimously. Editing the Digest would also become part of this office and I 

will let Peter Bukalski prioritize what needs to be done. Bukalski has operated the home office 

the last two years. 

Missing infi~rnation continues to be a problem and this results because so many people are 

registering online to become members of the organization. They enter information incorrectly 

and this gets into our system. 

Members only section of Multi-view website has become a problem because it is not accurate. 

New members think that you can’t view the website unless they sign on; multi-view cuts off 
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access to the website to UFI and they appealed. They never received a~ answer but one day it 

was re-connected. 

Names showed up on juried screenings but do not show up as members. Panel chairs are not 

really notified until the panels are established. What would be the most useful way to check 

membership - could multi-view give a listing of all name fields? 

We depend vein much on email for information - some emails are caught in span filter; I don’t 

have time to open your emails; please take me off your cmail list; institution emails are 

overwhelming; ride-board and hotel sharing for co~fference would work; 

Nexfframe Discussion 

We received an email about the economic problems at Temple Universi~" and financial issues 

and they asked us to increase the $5,000 to $11,000 to help them to defiay the costs. President 

Carson stated, I am against funding Ncxtfrane a~d we need to better sel~e our own members 

and work toward developing the home office. When we originally started, it was a temporary 

venture rather than long temp. There are many more opportunities for students to display their 

films and we don~t need to continue to support them. The anount of $5,000 was being used for 

the director’s travel and Carson sees that their usage of our funds is waste[\tl (t-shirts, hats) etc. If 

we funded them we would not be responsible for phasing out Nextframe even though they come 

to our conference and present their works here. It includes both graduate and undergraduate 

students who participate in Nextframe. It has been :funded at this level even though it was not 

intended to be long-term funding. Wen@ discussed that we have other opportunities to screen 

student works. Melinda addressed Nextframe and extended her support by stating that for the 

record, the students have done some good projects and we have gotten some great public 

relations out of their work. It is one of the more highly ranked student film festivals. Adrianne 

proposed that we keep the amount to $5,000 and we can give the money with conditions -- they 

need to decide what their future is. Historically, what was the impetus to fund them initially -- as 

an organization we have funded projects that don’t bring a lot back to UI~’VA but yet we still 

make a contribution. I don’t think that we have the right to say not this or that - it is the way it is 

managed that I find difficult. We exert no control over the organization and they return yearly 
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and ask for support. If they are just spending the money to show up then this is a waste of the 

organization’s money. Tomasulo admitted that we should not give them $11,000 but maybe give 

them $5,000 but put stipulations on the money. Mara then made a motion that we do not 

continue to fund Nextframe. Peter Bukalski seconded the motion. Steve indicated that we should 

hold off on the motion until the?’ present. MaJca suggested that we withdraw "the motion. It was 

proposed that if they could come up with a plan to get students involved in the orgaJaization and 

call it the UFVA student film festival rather than Nextframe. If UFVA does receive some 

benefits then we might want to consider it differently - we could team with Kodak that teams 

with festival winners from UFVA. Peter indicated that we have complaints every’ year from this 

organization. Carolyn suggested that we could cut them off financially and then invite them to 

participate in the festival and we as a~ orgadzation create our own film festivals. Juried student 

film festivals that could be done over the website and winners could be screened at the 

conference. If we do not give them the money, does it remain the UFVA festival or do we want 

to have this festival attached to us. When Nextframe was formed was it formed along with 

UFVA and the intent was to phase out "the money. The motion is not to increase funding. The 

motion was seconded and the group ~x)ted unanimously. 

Billie Huie: UFVA Feundath~n 

Huie proclaimed that as nine years as the foundation president, I decided to step down. Our new 

foundation president is Melinda Levin. We elected David Thomas, Norman Hollyn (new 

trustee). We have a number of nominations for the advisory boad; Huie identified those who 

comprise the advisor?, boa-d; We cane up with a mission statement: Non for profit cooperation, 

promotes worldwide conmmnications in the arts - the proposal that we made to the Academy of 

Motion Picture & Sciences to fund a project was not supported - Rob Sabol has been 

instrumental in helping with the prqiect; we arc probably in good shape to get some funding in 

the future. We discussed accessing the a-chives Herb Davis materials; Can we still contribute to 

the archives; the foundation has typically met on Monday and the board meeting was held on 

Tuesday and we should alternate so that the?" would not have to pay for two extra nights -the 

foundation approved the idea of alternating dates. If we could keep the memberships separate 

then we could meet on the same day. Melinda indicated that she would be in contact with Diane 
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and the bomd regarding mmmers related to the foundation. Huie made a motion that we reverse 

days for meeting and we will meet on Monday next year and the board will meet on Tuesday’. A 

vote regarding reversing meeting days of the two meetings was made -- 10 for and 3 against with 

one abstention. 

Carol Fielding Grant Report-Adrianne 

At the mid-year meeting we had received seven applications and seven grant finalists. We 

decided to fund 4 projects (two documentaries, one narrative, & one .... ). They receive half of 

the money now and the rest when completed. Each project received a total of $6,000. We refined 

the application for which they applied and submitted. At this conference, some of the award 

winning films will be screened. Over the years there is a collection of Fielding award winning 

films housed in my office. Maybe we could create an archive of UFVA funded material or an 

online archive. This grants office needs to be expanded and would like to start a script award 

contest. Does the Fielding fol~n address rights to establish copyright with their fihns? Is the 

script proposal fi~r fiction or other "~pes of scripts? The graaa t is :for work to be created - a sign~ 

off sheet will need to be covered to document copyright issues. You could indicate that you must 

have the right to own the material included in this film. We move that Adrianne be given the 

right to look into screenwriting options for the award. We voted unanimously to support this 

motion. 

Teaching Committee-Frank Tomasulo 

By-laws were approved and then I stepped down as head of the committee. Mary Dalton is now 

chair of the connnittee. We agreed to have staggered texans for members. We have a number of 

syllabi on the website. I encouraged people to submit their syllabi and guidelines to be followed. 

I am giving the report as past chair of the committee. Within the year of operation everything is 

up and running. Syllabi are located in the member section of the website. Pedagogy award will 

be announced at the banquet. 

Nexfframe Presentation by Daniel and Andrew (Directors) 

The Nextframe student representatives reported: I prepared a Power point presentation - thanks 

for having us and inviting us - The Director’s Handbook and Archives/Achievements - we had a 
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successful film festival in Philadelphia and we had our first festival in China - we created a 

special progn-am for that screening. We created a special program where language was not 

necessa~7 as well as Chinese-language films; we sub-titled a Chinese-language film; we hope to 

do more of that bTpe of progrmrm~ing in the future; we created m~ undergraduate award which 

was in response to concerns that undergrad would not submit films to Nextframe since not a 

large number of undergrads enroll in "the progrmn; The number of submission s that we received 

axe significantly lower this year than we have had in previous years; we advertised in a student 

magazine for the first time yet our numbers were still low. The award winning film will be held 

on Friday night. Director’s handbook is designed to be a work in progress and this can be 

emailed to members. The history of Nextframe has been archived; the woman who directed 

~’atermelon ~}~oma~ had her fihn in Ncxtframe so it is interesting to see the talent that has been 

involved in Nextframe. Specific questions - could you re-state your budgetary requests which 

were different last year because of our special project? ttowever, we are aware of the $5,000 that 

is nom~ally given eve~" yeay even though a request for $11,000 was made; but this was for 

a~other portion of the project. Where does the bulk of the money comes from? It comes from 

income made from venues; UFVA; Temple; fees on submissions. We had 261 submissions 

this year we only had 159; we have about 20 venues but this year we had only 13 venues. If we 

continue to fund you, we absolutely have to have the reports on time and they cannot be received 

at midnight or the day befi~re the meeting. We were also dismayed that some $5,000 was spent 

on funding travel of the director to come to the conference. For next year what is the ideal time 

for submitting your report? You need to submit the report at least two weeks before conference 

a~nd you need to know dates of submitting fihns and presentations at UFVA conference. We 

need to know by February. regarding submission of screenings to UFVA. 

Can we get someone to account for the expenses in the budget submitted m~d the question is 

what do we do about "the budget? How do we resolve the issue of whether or not we should give 

them money. We will support Nextframe by paying for fihn screenings at UFVA schools as a 

means by which to not drop them entirely. We have to take the motion off the table of not 

providing Nextframe $5,000 but consider alteruative in- kind ways of supporting it - I will 

second "that the discussion should be considered. The Motion that we arc not going to write 

Nextframe a check for $5,000 was proposed. All of those in favor include 7, opposed 6, abstain 
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1. Other proposals - we want to explore other ways of supporting nextframe - guaranteeing slots 

at the conference; encouraging institutional members to rent their package; I need additional time 

to think about this information a little more before making a final decision. Is this the wisest 

investment for us? We could probably spend more money on our website a~nd get more money. 

We need to move on and we can put some firm suggestions "that can be reviewed at the mid-year 

meeting. We need to proceed with caution so that we don’t endanger our relationship with 

Temple. Melinda will talk to LeAnn regarding this information for more insight. 

Jeff-UFVA Site and Multi-View 

As web liaison, I will summarize what happened in the last yea~:. A lot of content has been 

added. I worked with multi-view who created from scratch online conference registration forms; 

conducted minor reorganization to keep the site updated; some of our UFVA programs Digest, 

Journal, Kodak scholarships, Fielding Scholarships were buried a~d scattered - we need to make 

more prominent on the site; the American Documentary showcase, anybo@ on the bomd can 

add content post content on multi-view - it is designed to have multiple users make changes and 

an administrator has to have an approval. This would be part of the ttome office duties. Is there 

an editor for the website? By default I have been acting as editor. 

UFVA forum - I can add multiple forums and we can add as many as we desire. Forums for the 

various Caucuses would work. Jeff suggests that website is a content management database 

system and if we switch over to another system that would have to be rebuilt. The contract 

stipulates that we have at least 3 months if that they were to pull the plug on the site. Now that 

we have invested the time in working with multi-view they can conduct some complex 

progrmraning. We are not getting the money that was originally proposed. Membership database 

is having a few problems. Job listings are now public. How much trouble is it going to be to get 

the election online? The election has to be linked to active members. 

Wendy-Kedak representative 

This year we are distributing 16,000 for scholarships - gold, bronze, silver, and honorable 

mentions. You might want to make a contribution to the scholarships division. L~VH has been 

giving some 16,000 releasing in cash and they were not able to do that this year and they were 
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not able to give this amount. Until their funds are increased, they cannot support scholarships 

and "the?’ even dropped a faculty’ grant. 

We did make a major change to add Latin Amcrica as well so we did not receive any entries but 

hope to recruit entries next year. 

We are pretty consistent with the amount of entries that we receive with 50 entries. This year we 

will have one of the judges to present the awards. Students attending the conference include two 

who UFVt t paid expenses to attend the conference - we should have some accommodations for 

students next year. We will need some 3 rooms for student recipients. 

We are going to change the name of scholarship from Eastman to Kodak; we will rotate UFVA 

representative; provided a representation of the award. Next year we will get the name on the 

award. We will try to put winning film on this award; if you want to screen winners at the next 

year’s conference so that we can get a slot. 

Global Rivers-Melinda Levin 

Melinda discussed premiere in Beijing, China. We now have back up versions of all of this 

footage. The four faculty will look at thematic elements and will shoot on Los Angeles River. It 

will then be a DVD for the journal. 

IRB Nicholas 

IRB is federal law to protect human subjects from abuse (internal review board); Depending on 

where you are institutionally, the way" they look at oral history, journalism, and documentary - 

this board will either leave you alone or make it difficult for you. During the last 10 years they 

have increased the surveillance regarding what they put through the board; thcy caJ~ censor your 

work if they do not like the work which is mostly focused on federally [\tnded work; the question 

we are looking at is this - ethical issues, informed consent. I am interested in getting feedback 

from you all regarding these issues. How many people go to IRB for their own work? 

Formulating a response as a media department to this initiate of having these human subject 

clearances; This is very vague and open ended, yet you are at the whim of the board - the 
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institution level and the how the organization can help at the organization level; we need to 

pursue how we might respond to these issues at least from the orgaJaization. Diane said let’s see 

what evolves from the session and then we can see how the organization wants to pursue. 

Life Membership 

Nominations for life membership -- Do we know of anyone who has been in good standing m the 

last 15 yems and has retired? Who have we have recently nominated? Susan Regan. We should 

nominate Ben Levin. He was nominated and he was seconded. He is not retired; and we voted 

unanimously for him. 

Membership -- Jay Gimske wants to propose that we have a 3 year at a time membership; then 

we would get a discount; but the constitution cannot Ove a discount; I don’t think. 

Promotional Video -- If UFVA has a Utube cha~nel but I was thinking about creating a d~am~el; 

we should catch some of’the youn g professionals and it might be interesting for some of those 

people with some short footage as a promotional video and we could send to new members - use 

as a recruiting tool. 

Recognition of Departing Board Members -- I want to recognize Mara, Frank, Nicholas, 

Eurie, and Adrianne for your service on the board and you will be recognized at the banquet. 

Mid-year Meeting - The meeting will be in St. Louis the end of Janua~’ beginning of February; 

host at country club. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 10:30 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Fwd: Spike Lee Reception 

SpikeLee 003:ipg 

Dear Alethia: Please download the photo at a photo store so that I can 
keep and display in my office Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene ..... 
Forwarded message from       ~email.unc edu ..... 

Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2007 21:47:25 -(NO0 
From: ~email.nnc.edu 

Reply-To: ~,email unc.edu 
Sul~ject: Re: Fwd: Spike Lee Reception 

To: regester@email unc.edu 

Dr. Regester, 

Thank you :[’or inviung me to the Spike Lee reception. I really enjoyed 
myselli I have attached the picture of you with Spike Lee and others. 
Everyone was not really looking but the picture came out okay. 

Thanks agmn, 

Quoting regester@email.unc.edu: 

..... Forwarded message from      @emaiknnc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 18 Apr 2007 18:08:03 -(MOO 
From: ~email unc edu 

Reply-To: ))email.unc.edu 
Subject: Spike Lee Reception 

To:       @emaiLnnc.edu,        ~r)emaiLnnc. edu, 
~email unc.edu @email uric. edu, 

~)email.unc.edu, . ~email.unc edu, 
.2~email.unc.edu, @email uric edu, ~email uric edu, 
@email uric edu, ~email.unc edu, @email.unc.edu, 

@email.unc.edu, ~med.unc.edu, 
~email.unc.edu, @eruail.nnc.edu, 

~eruail.unc. edu, ~eruail.nnc.edu, ~gruail.com, 
~unc.edu, r egester@email.nnc, edu,      ~email.unc.edu, 
~eruail.unc.edu,        ~email.unc.edu, cricket@uncaa.nnc.edu, 

~email.unc.edu, ~unc.edu, ~unc.edu, 
@eruail.unc.edu, ~email.nnc.edu 

Hello all 

I ara writing to invite you to a private reception with 
director/filnwnaker Spike Lee that will follow his lecture on April 
23rd. The reception ~vill take place in the Graham Memorial lounge and 
there will be food/drinks/etc and should last about 30-45 ruinutes. If 
for any reason you cannot attend, please email me at 

~cmail.unc.edu 

Thank you and looking forward to seeing you, 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 10:34 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: BIO for Course 

Dear Susanne: For some reason I could not do~vnload this file It seems 
that it is saved in a zip file. Therefore, since it is a short 
document, I will try to save in another format and re-send I apologize 
for the inconvenience. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E 

Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here you are[ 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regesterCJ)email nnc edu] 
Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11:40 AM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
Subject: RE: BIO for Course 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a short bio that I would like for you to 
review. I will need this snnner than the other document previously 
forwarded. Thanks much [’or your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here you got 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
>> forthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>> for out of town tomorrow. I will return on the 15th Thanks much for 
>> your review and let me know if you have received this materiab 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Here are my suggested edits. I checked with APA s~’le and any 
>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>> made that change. I also noted several places where I belinve 
>>> citations are needed. I also saw- a couple of references to 
>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (nnless I misunderstood). I believe 
>>> the title was Tara, but I re~vorded these sentences so that a name was 
>>> not necessary. If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 

>>> Very intcresting paper[ 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:re~ester(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>> To: Cartcr, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Precr Paper 

>>> Dear Susarme: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>> I ~vould like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Charlene, 

>>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>> and made them shorter for more readability. I hope this helps. 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 



>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Sutziect: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that l am trying to 
>>>7, submit tomorrow on Monday It is really only appro×imately one page ~n 

>>>> length. If possible, could you preview :[’or me before I submit. Thanks 
>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>>>> this nraterial. Sincerely, Charlene Regestcr Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below. In a few 
>>>>> places I indicated where I think some references nray be missing. 
>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long. I spent 3 
>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let me know-. 

>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@enrail.unc.edu [mailto:rcgester(~,email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 

>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Dear Susam~e: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. If so, you are welconre 
>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly-. Thanks much for yo~tr 
>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. V~nen you get 
>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 
>>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion 
>>>>> Let me knnw if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>> "Carter, E. Susalme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susalme 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned that I will 
>>>>>> need for your review I may- send them as separate attachments If you 
>>>>>> could complete by- tomorrow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>>> the            letter tomon-ow -- the other two, I have more time 
>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me. Sincerely-, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Mien 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>7,>>7,>> Sutziect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be completed 
>>>7,>>7, toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I will be working 

>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>                                so I am working as fast as I can. Sorry 
>>>>>>> 12~r the rush but things have unk)lded in this manner. ’]’hanks :[’or your 
>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>> >>> > "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@mi ssouri, edu>: 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> Front: regester@email.m~c.edu [mailto:regester(&email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 



>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recowanendation 

>>>>>>>> ;)ear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recommendation that I 
>>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever you have 
>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. ’]’hanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>> universtty is understanding of your situatinn. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto :regester(~email.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 A_’vl 
>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We 

>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>> ur~timely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>> the uinVelsi~- will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10,’2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susarme: Thanks much ibr your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>> I ;vill not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:re~ester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>7,>>:>>>:>>>:> Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <Carber[{@missouri.edu>: 

>:>>>:>>>:>>>:>7, I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>7,>>7,>>:>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and :flow. I highlighted two 

>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing 

>:>>>:>7,>>7,>>:> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>7,>>;>>>;>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>7,>>:>>>:>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>7,>7,>;>>>>>7,> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>:>>>:>>>7,>>7, From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(h?email.unc edu] 
>7,>:>>>7,>>>>:> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>7,>>7,>;>>>;>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>;>>>;>>>>7,>>7, Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as ~vell. 



>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(@email. unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and [’or your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely-, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susam~e" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. T!~le rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.mxc.edu [mailto:regester(~,email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subj ect: RE: Letter of reconmxendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have sortie three ler.ers of recorcanendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely-, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Calter, E. Susanne" <CalterE@missottri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only- took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and ~ve 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: ;Ved 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susalme: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few- days so I will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susan: Attached is a letter ofrecommendatinn that I am 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> :[’or your review. Thanks much for your review of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future 



>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>>>rightaway. 
>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next ~w hours. I know this is an ~musual 
>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have ~mfolded in such a way that I am being 
>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 10:41 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: BIO for Course 

Dear Susalme: Do you think that you can open the document from your 
computer and save as a word document -- then re-send If not, I will 
have to recompose because I could not find it in my files. Let me know 
whenever you have a chance. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here you are[ 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regesterCJ)email nnc edu] 
Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11:40 AM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
Subject: RE: BIO for Course 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a short bio that I would like for yuu to 
review. I will need this snnner than the other ducument previuusly 
forwarded. Thanks much [’or yuur assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <CarterE@missuuri.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here you got 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have cumposed for a 
>> furthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest cunvenience. I will nut 
>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>> for uut of tuwn tomorrow. I will return on the 15th Thanks much for 
>> your review and let me know if you have received this materiab 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>> <CarterE@missuuri edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Here are my suggested edits. I checked with APA s~’le and any 
>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>> made that change. I also noted several places where I belinve 
>>> citations are needed. I also saw- a couple of references to 
>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (nnless I misunderstood). I believe 
>>> the title was Tara, but I re~vorded these sentences so that a name was 
>>> not necessary. If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 

>>> Very interesting paper[ 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:re~ester(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Precr Paper 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>> I ~vould like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Charlene, 

>>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>> and made them shorter for more readability. I hope this helps. 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 



>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Sutziect: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that l am trying to 
>>>7, submit tomorrow on Monday It is really only appro×imately one page ~n 

>>>> length. If possible, could you preview :[’or me before I submit. Thanks 
>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>>>> this nraterial. Sincerely, Charlene Regestcr Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below. In a few 
>>>>> places I indicated where I think some references nray be missing. 
>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long. I spent 3 
>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let me know-. 

>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@enrail.unc.edu [mailto:rcgester(~,email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 

>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susamle 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Dear Susam~e: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. If so, you are welconre 
>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly-. Thanks much for yo~tr 
>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. V~nen you get 
>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 
>>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion 
>>>>> Let me knnw if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>> "Carter, E. Susalme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>>> Susanne 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susalme 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned that I will 
>>>>>> need for your review I may- send them as separate attachments If you 
>>>>>> could complete by- tomorrow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>>> the            letter tomon-ow -- the other two, I have more time 
>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me. Sincerely-, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Mien 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>7,>>7,>> Sutziect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be completed 
>>>7,>>7, toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I will be working 

>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>                                so I am working as fast as I can. Sorry 
>>>>>>> 12~r the rush but things have unk)lded in this manner. ’]’hanks :[’or your 
>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>> >>> > "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@mi ssouri, edu>: 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> Front: regester@email.m~c.edu [mailto:regester(&email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 



>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recowanendation 

>>>>>>>> ;)ear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recommendation that I 
>>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever you have 
>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. ’]’hanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>> universtty is understanding of your situatinn. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto :regester(~email.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 A_’vl 
>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We 

>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>> ur~timely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>> the uinVelsi~- will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10,’2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susarme: Thanks much ibr your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>> I ;vill not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:re~ester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>7,>>:>>>:>>>:> Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <Carber[{@missouri.edu>: 

>:>>>:>>>:>>>:>7, I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>7,>>7,>>:>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and :flow. I highlighted two 

>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing 

>:>>>:>7,>>7,>>:> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>7,>>;>>>;>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>7,>>:>>>:>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>7,>7,>;>>>>>7,> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>:>>>:>>>7,>>7, From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(h?email.unc edu] 
>7,>:>>>7,>>>>:> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>7,>>7,>;>>>;>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>;>>>;>>>>7,>>7, Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as ~vell. 



>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(@email. unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and [’or your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely-, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susam~e" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. T!~le rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.mxc.edu [mailto:regester(~,email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subj ect: RE: Letter of reconmxendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have sortie three ler.ers of recorcanendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely-, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Calter, E. Susanne" <CalterE@missottri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only- took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and ~ve 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: ;Ved 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susalme: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few- days so I will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susan: Attached is a letter ofrecommendatinn that I am 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> :[’or your review. Thanks much for your review of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future 



>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>>>rightaway. 
>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next ~w hours. I know this is an ~musual 
>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have ~mfolded in such a way that I am being 
>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 21, 2009 10:22 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: BIO lbr Coarse 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much Sorry for saving in the wrong format. I will 
try to pay attention in the future. The?- are changing our computer 
system at school and it is becoming complicated Will send additional 
documents in the future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, 

E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

Charlene, 

I cut and pasted the bin here. 

As the instructor for AFAM 101, I received my BA., M.A., and PhD. 
from U~!C-CH as well as completed a Post-Doctoral fellowship at this 
institution ;Vhile in graduate school, I serried as a teacher’s 
assistant to the former chair of the History Depaltment who also 
sel-,zed as the chair of African & Afro-American Studies This explains 
my interest in the black slave experience My assistantship provided 
the early training for teaching this course My specific area of 
research focuses on earl?’ black film history and I have a forthcoming 
book on African American Actresses in Cinema, 1900 to 1960 Because 
of the growing interest in black film history, I have traveled to 
Lundun, England; Barcelona, Spain; and Glasgow, Scotland in additiun 
to a number of cities in the U S and have appeared in several 
ducumentaries expluring the black cinema experience. I am a native 
of Chapel Hill, Nurth Carulina and am very much invulved in the 
cummunW as I am a member ufthe Chapel Hill Histurical Society. My 
interests include screemng a wide range of films, particularly those 
frum the pre-1950s era, but alsu contempurary films to determine huw 
the past infurms the present 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11:40 AM 
Tu: Carter, E. Susanne 
Su~iect: RE: BIO fur Course 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a shurt bio that I wuuld like ]2~r you tu 
review I will need this suoner than the uther document previously 
forwarded Thanks much fur your assistance Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester Quuting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here you go! 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.anc.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Man 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>> 

>> Dear Susarme: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
>> forthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest com~enience. I will not 
>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>> for out of town tomorrow. I will return on the 15th. That,s much for 
>> your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susam~e" 
>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Here are ray suggested edits. I checked with APA style and any 
>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>> made that change I also noted several places where I believe 
>>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood) I believe 
>>> the title ~vas Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>> not necessary. If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 

>>> Very interesting paper[ 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 



>>> From: regester@ernail.unc.edu [rnai[to:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>> [)ear Susarme: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>> ! would like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>>> the end of next week. Thanks much Jk~r your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>> Charlene, 

>>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>> and made them shorter for more readabili~. I hope this helps. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: rcgester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester,@,email.anc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sun 2,’22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susarnle 
>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I ara trying to 
>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>> length. 1I" possible, could you preview for me before I submit. Thanks 
>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>>>> ~is material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E. 

>>>> Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below. In a few- 
>>>>> places I indicated where I think some rel?rences may be missing. 
>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>> of information and some of the sentences ~vere very long I spent 3 
>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable If you have questions, let me know 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>>> To: Calter, E Susanne 
>>>>> Su~iect: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. If so, you are ~velcome 
>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly Thanks much for your 
>>>>> assistance I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1 ;Vhen you get 
>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 
>>>>> enough material However, I ~vould like for you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>>> Let me kno~v if this works Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>> and your family during this time 

>>>>>~" ...... Original Message 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto :re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 

>>~>>~ Subject: RI~: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned that I will 
>>>>>> need ]2~r your review. ! may send them as separate attachments. If you 
>>>>>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>>> the            letter tomorrow -- the other two, I have more time. 
>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Eli Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I’m glad to help 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(d~,,email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 



>>>>>>> Subject: R[~: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be completed 
>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available I will be working 
>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>~                               , so ] all? ~w~rking as fast as I can. Sorry 
>>>>>>> :[’or the rush but things have unfo]ded in this manner. Thanks ]2~r your 
>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester(d~emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorcanendation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of reconm~endation that I 
>>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever you have 
>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thap2~:s much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>> tmiversity is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto :regester@emaihunc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern We 

>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>> untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> J check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you arid your family situation. I certainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>> the university will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>> < CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(&emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mort 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Su~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions ~vere minor, for consistency and flow. I highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent t~vo hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 



>>>>>>>>>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>~>>~>> SubJect: R[~: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susarme: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>>> nnderstand. Thar~ks much. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susanne" <CartelE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: rcgester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester(d!,,email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susarme: Thap2~zs for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really- appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. The rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uaac.edu [mailto:regester@email nnc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of reconnnendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I ~vill need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available I ~vill attach them in 3 separate emails Sthcerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we 

>>>>~>>>>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: Thanks much ]2)r your prompt response I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with al[ changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter ofreconwnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter ofreconmaendation that I am 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> for your review Thanks much for your review of this 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> material and I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> lool< forward to hearing l~om you in the near futwe. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>>> ri~t away. 
>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next few horns. I ~ow this is an ~usual 
>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have ~ffolded in such a way that I am being 
>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for yo~ 
>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me ~ow that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 21, 2009 10:34 AM 

Jessica Giroux <jt~iroux@email .unc.edu> 

Re: Checking in 

On-line Comse Bio for Ch~xlene Regester.doc 

Dear Jessica: Currently, I have attached my bin I tried to send it 
yesterday but when I attempted to open the attachment it was saved as a 
zip file and I could not open. I hope you can open this document. 
Please let me know, I may give you a call in a fe~v minutes. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Jessica Giroux <j£giroux@email.unc.edu>:g 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 
> I just wanted to check in with you concerning the "About the 
> Instructor" section you were planning to emai[ me yesterday? I didn’t 
> receive it, so I just wanted to check and see if it didn’t go 
> through, or if you were piarming on emailing ~t to me today? 
> 

> Thanks, and again, please let me know if you have any questions or concerns! 

> Best, 

> Jessa 

> Jessa Giroux 
> Instructional Designer 
> ’]’he Fri day Center for Continuing Education 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 100 Friday Cenber I)rlve, CB 111020 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> Ph: 919.962.7974 
> j fgiroux@ em ail.unc, edu 
> w~v.fridaycenter uric edu 



Bio for Charlene Regester 

As the instructor for AFAM 101, I received my B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. from UNC-Ch as well as 

completed a Post-Doctoral fellowship at this institution. While in graduate school, I served as a 

teacher’s assistant to the former chair of the History Department who also served as the chair of 

African & Afro-American Studies. This explains my interest in the black slave experience. My 

assistantship provided the early training for teaching this course. My specific area of research 

focuses on early black film history and I have a forthcoming book on African American 

Actresses in Cinema, 1900 to 1960. Because of the growing interest in black film history, I have 

traveled to London, England; Barcelona, Spain; and Glasgow, Scotland in addition to a number 

of cities in the U.S. and have appeared in several documentaries exploring the black cinema 

experience. I am a native of Chapel Hill, North Carolina and am very much involved in the 

community as I am a member of the Chapel Hill Historical Society. My interests include 

screening a wide range of films, particularly those from the pre-1950s era, but also contemporary 

films to determine how the past informs the present. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 23, 2009 9:44 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: UFVA Board Meeting Minutes-New Orleans 

Dear Diane: Thanks for your revie~v. Will make t2ae recommendations 
provided. I will also contact Wen@. In the next few days, I will try 
to send the membership meeting minutes. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
SincerelymQuoting        ~aol corn: 

Hi, Charlene I’ve made changes indicated in red. Wow, what a lot of 
material. Thank you so much 
One thing I started doing that seemed to help for future meetings was 
to have a Motion/Action page There weren’t malay, lots more 
discussion. 

If you can, just copy the motions and add a Motion page at the end, 
and leave them also in the minutes as the?’ occurred. 

I couldn’t add details for Wen@ but if you email her, she can just 
send her report. I’m even thinking it may be easier for all your ~vork 
in the future to have evewone email reports to you and you can just 
reference the reports copied at the end of the minutes. Twing to 
thil~ of ways to streamline all this work. 

Great work! Cheers, Diane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 23, 2009 10:31 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: UFVA Miuutes 

Metaphors and the Unconscious in the Screen Adaptations of Suzan Loft Pa~rks Fina] Revision (Autosaved).doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is an essay that I am submitting to a 
collection. Please review whenever you have a chance and at your o~vn 
pace. It is quite long but when I send to the editor, he ~vill suggest 
ways by which to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay 
again, once he makes his reconnnendations. Please note that I am aware 
that I have not adapted the footnotes to NILA or Chicago Manuel of style 
but will do so later. Also, some information is missing but I will 
insert later and check on facts Thanks much for your review. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
<CarterE@missuuri.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I gave it a quick unce over. See question on page 18 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: regester@emaibunc.edu [mailtu:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11 : 10 AM 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: I~YFVA Minutes 

[)ear Susanne: Attached is a ducument that I need fur yuu to review. 
Please nute that this document contains meetings from an urganizatinnal 
meeting. I do nut pruvide cumplete sentences in many instances so I am 
really asking fur your review to see if any glaring errors exist -- 
otherwise leave must material as is. Alsu, in some places it will be 
vague because I was asked tu assume this role when someune else quit su 
I am nut up to speed on many of these issues. ’]?he urganization had a 
secund meeting and I will 12~rward those minutes as suon as I get a 
chance. Also, I have a long essay that I will send in the near future 
as well. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 
Susanne" <CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here you go[ 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original _Message ..... 
>> Froru: regester@cmail.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
>> forthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I aru leaving 
>> for out of town tornnrrow. I will return on the 15th. Triat~s much for 
>> your review and let rue know if you have received this material. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regestcr Qnnting "Carter, E. Susam~e" 
>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> Here are my suggested edits I checked with APA sWle and any 
>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>> made that change I also noted several places where I believe 
>>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood) I believe 
>>> the title ~vas Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>> not necessaw. If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 

>>> Very interesting paper[ 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:re~ester@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 



>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>> I would like for you to review’. ! will be attending the conference at 
>>> the end of next week. ’]’hanks much for your assistance Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Charlene, 

>>>> I made a few, minor changes I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>> and made them shorter for more readability I hope this helps 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester(~emaihnnc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>> To: Calter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Precr Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>> length. If possible, could you preview for me before I submit. Thanks 
>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>>>> this materiah Sincerely, Charlene Regestcr Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below. In a few 
>>>>> places I indicated where I think some references may be missing. 
>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long. I spent 3 
>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let me know-. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th 
>>>>> Please let me kno~v if you are willing to edit If so, you are welcome 
>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. Thanks much for your 
>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. V~en you get 
>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 
>>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion 
>>>>> Let me knnw if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>7,>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned that I will 
>:>>>>7, need :[’or your review I may send them as separate attachments If you 
>>>7,>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really only need 
>7,>>:>> the            letter tomon-ow -- the other two, I have more time 
>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regestcr@cmaihanc.edu [mailto:regester(~,cmail.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>> Subj ect: RE: Letter of reconm~endation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be completed 
>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I will be working 
>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 



>>>>>>>                                so I am working as fast as l can. Sorry 
>>>>>>> J2~r the rush but things have unfolded in this manner. ’]’hanks :For your 
>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>> >>> > "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@mi ssouri, edu>: 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regestcr(~eraaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 

>>>>>>>> Subiect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recorrm~endation that I 
>>>>>>>> ~vill need for your to revie~v. You can do this letter whenever you have 
>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thar~ks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susam~e" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>> university is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto :r e~ester(~)eraail.unc, edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 
>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susaune 
>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thartks much for your assistance and concern. We 

>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>> untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>>> around I feel for you and your family situation. I certainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>> the university ;vill be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susaune: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>> I ;vill not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>> tlere you are Just a few changes 

>>>>>>>>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:re;ester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <Carter[~@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were m~nor, for consistency and :flow. I highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing 

>>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on the tab" 
>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two ho~trs. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 



>>>>>>>>>>>> t"rom: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~emaihunc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>>>>~>>~>> To: Carter, g Susanne 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mi×up and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>>> understand Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@cmaihunc.edu [mailto:rcgester(~,email.m~c.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of reconm~cndation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susatme: That,s for all tl~ee letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you wurking with me. Sincerely-, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susam~e" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recormnended edits. The rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [naailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 A2vl 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sulliect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recormnendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible if you are 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only- took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and ~ve 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original IVlessage ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I wil[ wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original version with 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:re~ester!~email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter ofrecorrmlendation that I ara 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> for your review. Tharis much for your review of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 



>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>>> right away. 
>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next few hours. I know this is an ~musual 
>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have ~mfolded in such a way that I am being 
>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 23, 2009 12:47 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Revi~d Version Metaphors and Unconscious 

Metaphors and the Unconscious in the Screen Adaptations of Suzan Lori Pa~rks FinaJ~ Revision (Autosaved).doc 

Dear Susanne: I detected a few errors in the version I sent Therefore, 
I am sending a revised version. They- only contain minor errors and I 
hope that this does not inconvenience you. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester recQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Sure--will do 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 9:30 AM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: UFVA Minutes 

Dear Susanne: Attached is an essay that I am submitting to a 
collection Please review whenever you have a chance and at your own 
pace. It is quite long but when I send to the editor, he will suggest 
ways by which to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay 
again, once he makes his recommendations. Please note that I am aware 
that I have not adapted the footnotes to ~,fLA or Chicago Manuel of s~le 
but will do so later. Also, some information is missing but I will 
insert later and check on facts. ’]’hanks much for your review 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> I gave it a quick once over. See question on page 18 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11:10 AM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: UFVA Minutes 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a docmnent that I need for you to review. 
>> Please note that this document contains meetings frora an organizational 
>> meeting. I do not provide complete sentences in many instances so I am 
>> really asking for your review to see if any glaring errors exist -- 
>> otherwise leave most material as is. Also, in some places it will be 
>> vague because I ~vas asked to ass~nne this role when someone else quit so 
>> I am not up to speed on many of these issues. The organization had a 
>> second meeting and I ~vill forward those minutes as soon as I get a 
>> chance. Also, I have a long essay that I ~vill send in the near future 
>> as well. Thanks much. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 
>> Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Here you go! 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 
>>> 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
>>> forthcoming ~vork. Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
>>> be able to respond to your email until next ~veek because I am leaving 
>>> for out of to~vn tomorrow. I will return on the 15th. Thanks much for 
>>> your revie~v and let me know if you have received this material 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E. Susanne" 

>>> <CalterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> Here are my suggested edits I checked with APA style and any 
>>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>>> made that change. I also noted several places where I believe 



>>>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood) I believe 
>>>> the title was Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>>> not necessary If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 

>>>> Very interesting paper[ 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@eraaihunc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>>> To: Calter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Precr Paper 

>>>> Dear Susatme: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>>> I would like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>>>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>>> Charlene Rcgester Quoting "Carter, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>> I made a few, ruinor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>>> and made thera shorter for more readability-. I hope this helps. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@emaihnnc.edu [mailto:regester@eruaihnnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: S~ 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>>> submit tomorrow- on Monday. It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>>> length If possible, could you preview- for me before I submit. Thanks 
>>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>>>>> this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below In a few 
>>>>>> places I indicated where I think some references may be missing 
>>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there ~vas a lot 
>>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long. I spent 3 
>>>>>> hours I hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let me know. 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>~>>~ Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th 
>>>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. I_t" so, you are welcome 
>>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>> assistance. [ will need to have it back close to Feb 1. When you get 
>>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>>> edit because [ can only present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 
>>>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit ~he conclusion 
>>>>>> Let me know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <Carter[~@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>>> tlere are the three edited letters I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously ruentioned that I will 
>>>>>>> need for your review. I may send theru as separate attachments. If you 
>>>>>>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really- only need 
>>>>>>> the            letter tomorrow -- the other two, I have more time. 
>>>>>>> Thap2~zs much and I appreciate you thit~zit~g of me. Sincerely, Charlene 

>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri. edu>: 



>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@eraail.tmc.edu [mailto:regestcr(~eraail.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 1/5/2009 10:47 

>>>>>>>> Subiect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be 

>>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I will be working 
>>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>>                                so I am working as fast as I can. Sorcy 
>>>>>>>> for the rush but things have unfolded in this mariner. Thanks for your 
>>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto :re~ester~emaihunc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tr~u 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recoramendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recommendation that I 
>>>>>>>>> will need for your to revie~v. You can do this letter whenever 

>>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting 
>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>>> university is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern We 

>>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>>> untimely moments Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E 

>>~>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your family situation. 

>>>>>>>>>>> the universi~ will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>>~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susarme: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. ~Ihanks 
>>>>>>>>>>> ~Nain Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 



>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 
>>~>>~>>>>>> To: Carter, g. Susanne 

>>>>>>>>>>>> SubJect: R[~: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow. I highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers nlay be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to corae, I’ll just put this "on 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know- if you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: rcgester@eraaihunc.edu [mailto:regester(d~,,eraail.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susamle: I recently sent a docmnent for you to edit but I am 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorty~ for the raixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> understand. That,s much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susamle" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as welh 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email u~c.edu [mailto:regester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconm~endation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susaune: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> response I really appreciate you working with me Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my- recon~mended edits. The rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: [ have some three letters of recommendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> that ! will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit I will need as soon as possible 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ’]’his only took me 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive totah 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotr~lendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I fol~’ard 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto :regester (~email.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 

>>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next few hours. I kno~v this is 

>>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have unfolded in such a ~vay that I 

>>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible Thales much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 





Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 25, 2009 8:13 AM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: CFFS and Screen/Society present: Fall 2009 French Fihn Series at Duke (8/31 - 10/26) 

ATT00001 .jpe; ATT00002.jpe; French Fihn series -- series flyer (Fall 2009).pdf 

Attactted and inserted below is tile scttedule for tile Fail 2009 Frencii Film series. 

Please ~brw~rd! 

::I:~ I:: CFFS Fall Film Festival 2009 jpg 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Pzogrammer 

Program in the Arts of the Moving image 

(formerly Film!Video/Digital Program) 

Smith WareheL]se, Bay 12, Reem AI21 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durha~’, NC 27701 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3@31 

Fax: (919)68~-1378 

Web: http://fvd.aas.duke.edu/screensociety/ 







Monday, August 31 . 8pm ¯ (35mm) 
The Class 

Winner of this year’s Palme d’Or in Cannes, "The Class" 
addresses the complex reality of a classroom in the Parisian 
suburbs, using a multi-ethnic cast of non-professional actors. 

Monday, September 28 . 8pm. (35mm) 
The Secret of the Grain 

In the South of France, a North African family decides to 
restore an old boat to turn it into a floating couscous 
restaurant, but they face resistance from the French 
bureaucracy as well as their own community. Winner of the C4sar 
awards for Best Film and Best Director in 2008. 

award for Best Documer~tary ~n "’009 for ~his joyous 

Monday, October 26 , 8pm, (35mm) 
Roman de gate 

A cinematic "roman noir" set in the world of crime fiction and ghost- 

writers, this thriller by Claude Lelouch features murder, duplicity, 

romance and revenge along with enough red herrings and plot reversals 

to intrigue suspense fans. Stars the exquisite Fanny Ardant. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 25, 2009 11:01 AM 

~email .unc.edn> 

Re: Hello (AFAM    SS 1 ) 

Dear        I have a class today from 3:30 until 6:20 that meets in 
Room 105 Gardner You can come after 5:30 to this room and meet with me 
then. Good to hear from you Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I tried to meet with you at the end of your 9:30 class in Gardner but I 
might have been too late because I also have a 9:30 in Peabo@. Does your 
next class end at 6:30 today or is the Tuesday and Thrusday class at 9:30, 
you’re only class to meet with you? 

Thank you, 

On Sun, 16 Aug 2009 12:44:51 -0400, regester@email.uaac.edu ~vrote: 
>> Let’s meet during the first ~veek of class. Come to the end of one of my 
>> classes and we can talk then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> @email unc edu: 
>> 

>>> Hi Prufessor Regester, 

>>> This is frum Summer Sessiun l’s 
>>> class You asked me if I wanted to do a research study with you at 
>>> the end ufthe session I wanted to let you know that I would 
>>> love tu du the sturdy if the optiun is still available. However, I’m a 
>>> Resident Assistant this year and the?" ask us not tu du more than 10 
>>> hours a week Kthis is still enuugh time that yuu would need of me, 
>>> I wuuld still love tu have the positiun 
>>> Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. Angust 27, 2009 8:45 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: Fwd: Need hffonnation tbrNY Visit 

Dear Rodney: I am still plauning to come to New York on Saturday for 
the intervie~v. I have not yet heard from you regarding the questions to 
which you want me to respond for the interview. Please let me know- as 
soon as possible. Also, we need to finalize details regarding who will 
pick me up from the hotel as well as what I need to wear for the 
on-camera interview-. Hope to hear from you soon. My cell nunaber is 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        @aol.com: 

Here is the hotel info. in case you didn’t get it directly. 

Rodney 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: reply@travelnow corn 
To: Rodney Parnther <regester@email.unc edu> 
Sent: Sun, Aug 16, 2009 5:23 pm 
Subject: JetBlue Itinerary #: 32194959 

©nmi Berkshire Place 

21 E 52nd St 
New York?NY?10022 

YOUR RESERVATION HAS BEEN BOOKED! 

Your Itinerary i’~\tmber: 

32194959 

>? 

>? 

JetBlue Col~firmation Nunaber(s): 

073819983 Guest: Charlene?Regester 



Please refer to ’~’our itinerar), number above if you contact Customer 

Service lk~r any reason 

RESERVATION DETA1LS 

Check-m: 

August 29, 2009 

(Check m time 3:00 PM) 

1 Adults, 0 Children 

Check-out: 

August 30, 2009 

(Check out tnne 12:00 Pi~f) 

Premier Room 

Guest: Charlene?Regester 

Rates per Room 

(excluding tax recovery charges and service fees) 
August 29,2009 .... $269.00 USD 

Tax Recovery Charges and 

Ser~dce Fees 

$50.30 USD 



> Total Charges 

> (including tax recover~, charges and service fees) 

> 

> $319.30 USD 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Payment Information 
> 

> 

> 

> Payment Method: 
> 

> Visa 
> 

> 

> 

> Card Number: 
> 

> Amount Charged: 

> $319.30 USD 

> Balance Due: 

> $000 USD 

> Billing Infolrnation 

> Billing Name: 

> Rodney?Parnther 

> Billing Address: 

> Phone Number: 

> Phone Number 

> while Traveling: 

> Emai[ Address: 

> regester@emai unc edu 

>Fax:: 

> Company Name:: 

> Clarendon Entertaitwnent 



Driving I)irections 

Cancellation Policy 

We understand that soruetimes plans fall through. We do not charge a 
change or cancel fee. However, this property (Omni Berkshire Place) 
iraposes the following penalty to its customers that we are required 
to pass on: Cancellations or changes ruade aRer 3:00 PM (Eastern 
Standard Time (US & Canada)) on Aug 29, 2009 are subject to a 1 Night 
Room & Tax penalty. The property makes no refunds for no shows or 
early checkouts. 

If you wish to review or cancel this reser,~ation, please go to our 
View/Cancel Reservation page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. Angust 27, 2009 8:49 AM 

wendy.elms@kodak.com 

UFVA Report at Board Meeting 

Dear Wen@: If possible, could you please send me a copy of the report 
presented at the UFVA Board meeting so that we can attach to the 
minutes Most of those who presented reports have forwarded copies of 
their report to attach to the minutes. Thanks much and good meeting at 
this year’s conference Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 1:37 PM 

~aol.com 

Re: Need Information forNY Visit 

Dear Rodney: Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
@aol.com: 

I was planning on transporting you from the hotel to Lehman College, 
where the interview will take place and back? The inter~dew ~vill 
start around 5:30pm. ? While I need to confirm?this with the director, 
we only ask that you do not wear a white top, given the camera ~ve’re 
using (HD). ? I’ll send you the questions/topics separately after I 
return from interviews later this afternoon. 

Regards, 

R odney 

(cell) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 
To:        ))aol.com 
Sent: Thu, Aug 27, 2009 8:44 am 
Su~iect: Re: [~’wd: Need In~2~rmation for NY Visit 

Dear Rodney: I am still plarming to come to New York on Saturday for 
the interview. I have not yet heard from you regarding the questions 
to which you want me to respond for the interview. Please let me know 
as soon as possible. Also, we need to finalize details regarding who 
will pick me up from the hotel as well as what I need to wear for the 
on-camera interview, tlope to hear from you soon. My cell number is 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@aol.com:? 
>? 
>> ? 
>> Here is the hotel iN2~. in case you didn’t get it directly.? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 

>> Rodncy? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ..... Original Message-----? 
>> From: reply@travelnow.com? 
>> To: Rodney Parnther <regester@email.unc.edu>? 
>> Sent: S~L Aug 16, 2009 5:23 pro? 

>> Subject: JetBlue Itinerary" #: 32194959? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> O~rmi Berkshire Place? 
>> ? 
>> 21 E 52nd St? 
>> New York?NY? 10022? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 



>> YOUR RESERVATION EL¢S BEEN" BOOKED[ ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Your Itinerary Number:? 
>> ? 

>> 32194959’.’ 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ?? 

>> ? 

>> ?? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> JetBlue Corff’Lrmation Nttmber(s):? 

>> ? 

>> 073819983 Guest: Charlene?Regestcr? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Please refer to your itinerary number above if you contact Customer 

>> > Service for an?- reason.? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> RESERVATION DETAILS? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Check-in:? 

>> ? 

>> August 29, 2009? 

>> (Check in t~me 3:00 PM)? 
>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> 1 Adults, 0 Children? 
>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Check-out: ? 

>> ? 

>> August 30, 2009? 

>> (Check out time 12:00 PM)? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ~rem~er Room? 

>> Guest: Charlene?Regester? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 



>> Rates per Room? 

>> (excluding tax recovery charges and service fees)? 

>> August 29,2009 .... $26900 USD? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Tax Recovery Charges and? 

>> Service Fees? 

>> ? 

>> $50.30 USD? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Total Charges? 

>> (including tax recovery charges and service fees)? 

>> ? 

>> $319.30 USD? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Payment Ilafonnation? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Payment Method: ? 

>> ? 

>> Visa? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Card Number: ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Amount Charged:? 

>> ? 

>> $319.30 USD? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Balance Due:? 

>> ? 

>> $000 USD? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Billing InJi~rmatlon? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Billing Name:? 

>> ? 

>> Rodney?Parnther? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Billing Address:? 
>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Phone Number: ? 



>> ? 

>> Phone Number? 

>> while Traveling: ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Email Address:? 

>> ? 

>> regester@email.unc, edu? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Fax::? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Corapany Name::? 

>> ? 

>> Clarendon Entertainment? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Driving Directions? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> Cancellation Policy? 

>> ? 

>> We understand that sometimes plans fall tl~rough We do not charge a 

>> > change or cancel fee. However, this proper~ (Omni Berkshire 

>> Place) > imposes the following penalty to its customers that we are 

>> required > to pass on: Cancellations or changes made after 3:00 PM 

>> (Eastern > Standard Time (US & Canada)) on Aug 29, 2009 are subject 

>> to a 1 Night > Room & Tax penalty. The proper~ makes no reti~nds for 

>> no sho~vs or > early checkouts.? 

>> ? 

>> If you ~vish to revie~v or cancel this resel~ation, please go to our > 

>> View/Cancel Reservation page.? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>> ? 

>? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 1:39 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@columbia.edtr~ 

Re: NY Trip 

Dear Jane: I just learned that my interview will not be conducted until 
around 5:30 in the aI’ternoon. Therefore, we might not be able to meet 
on Saturday. Thus, we can talk by phone at another time. Have a good 
trip and just let me kno~v when it is convenient for me to call My cell 
is               Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
<jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 

Charlene: VeW good news that you are moving along on your revisions. 
You will understand that I am madly ~vorking days at the end of a 1 
semester leave in which I didn’t make enough headway on my theory 
book So I work during the day but we cari have dinner later on the 
day you are here if you are free, and we can discuss the Micheaux 
options thoroughly 
Something like 8:30 pm on Aug. 29th? Pencil me in. jg 

regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>> Dear Jane: Assuming that I understood your proposal, I thil~ it 
>> would be appropriate to allo~v Allie to conduct the meeting at the 
>> conference in LA as well as oversee the screening of the early black 
>> film(s). As for her being permanently in charge of the aM Society’ ~s 
>> another issue We can discuss whenever I see you in person As you 
>> know I am still working on the latter stages of my bnnk -- received 
>> copyedit the first part of August and just returned this past Monday 
>> so I am stretched far and wide. ! am coming to New York August 29th 
>> to do the documentary intep~iew for the project that evolved out of 
>> the Columbia Oscar Micheaux conference. If you want to meet with me 
>> then or talk by phone we can do so             (cell). Finally, 
>> thanks tremendously for all your support and assistance -- I could 
>> not have done it without you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> Jane Gaines <jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene: I was so thrilled to get your note this summer, and in?’ 
>>> apologies for not getting back to you sooner. As I have been on 
>>> leave I have tried to concentrate but have made very unimpressive 
>>> progress on my book. 
>>> Now that you are ol!ficial, I want to ask you about the future of 
>>> the Micheaux Society as ASMS interest group Did we talk about 
>>> handing it over to the next generation? If you are willing, what 
>>> about AHie Field who is now Asst. Professor at UCLA? I thought of 
>>> her because with SCMS in LA in March there is a possibility of 
>>> using our $500 SIG for a screening at UCLA, and I’ve talked to Mark 
>>> Cooper about going in with the Women in Film tlisto~ Internationai 
>>> SIG, using their $500 to make $1,000, which would pay for a bus to 
>>> l~K;LA--showing an early black and an early woman title 
>>> As for titles, at Visible Evidence this week, a student of Mark 
>>> Cooper’s flom Univ. of South Carolina gave a paper on a newly 
>>> discovered title made by black la~/er in 1930s about school 
>>> segregation, and there is 16 or 35ram print material. You will of 
>>> course ask me the name of the fihn, but I deleted the emaih So, 
>>> your thoughts? 
>>> P.S. The question of the newsletter is still up in the air. I 
>>> thought Columbia ~vould be eager for it. Although they really like 
>>> the idea, it would again fall to me and I’m now- overworked with the 
>>> silent women project which is huge. (I thought there would be very 
>>> few, like the African American field, and we would be through it 
>>> soon--Volnn~e I of Women Film Pioneers Sourccbook we have just sent 
>>> in to the press and it is 1,228 pgs. and will have to be online. 
>>> Voh II, the rest of the world, we have just started). But you need 
>>> to weigh in on the commitment at UNC-Ch. I’d rather not make this 
>>> decision over email if that’s OK with you. 
>>> P.P.S. thar~zs for sending the article on the Camzal heroes. 
>>> Someone needs to do more. 
>>> Your #an, Jane 

>> 

>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 1:48 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Need hffonnation tbrNY Visit 

I was planning on trm~sporting you frown the hotel to Lehman College, where the interview will take place mid back. Tile interview roll staxt around 5:30pm. While I 
need to confirm this ruth the director, we only ask that you do not wear a white top, given the camera we’re using (HD). I’ll send you the questions/topics separately 
after I return from interviews later this afternoon. 
Regards, 
Rodney 

~cell) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: regeste@email.unc.edu 

To:        @aol.com 
Sent: Thu, Aug 27, 2009 8:44 am 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Need Information forNY Visit 

Dear Rodney: I am still planning to come to New York on Saturday for the interview. I have not yet heard from you regarding the questions to which you want me to respond for 

the interview. Please let me know as soon as possible. Also, we need to finalize details regarding who will pick me up from the hotel as well as what I need to wear for the on-camera 

interview. Hope to hear from you soon. My cell number is               Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting          ,~ao com 

Here is the hotel info. in case you didn’t get it directly. 

Rodney 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: reply@travelnow.com 

To: Rodney Parnther <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sun, Aug 16, 2009 5:23 pm 

Subject: JetBlue Itinerary #: 32194959 

Omni Berkshire Place 

21 E 52nd St 

New York?NY?10022 

YOUR RESERVATION HAS BEEN BOOKED! 

Your Itinerary Number: 

32194959 



:let01ue Confirmation Number(s): 

073819983 Guest: Charlene?Regester 

Please refer to your itinerary number above if you contact Customer > Service for any reason, 

RESERVATION DETAILS 

Check-in: 

August 29, 2009 

(Check in time 3:00 PM) 

1 Adults, 0 Children 

Check-out: 

August 30, 2009 

(Check out time 12:00 P~|) 

Premier Room 
Guest: Charlene?Regester 

Rates per Room 
(excluding tax recover~, charges and service fees) 
August 29,2009 .... $269.00 USD 

Tax Recover,/Charges and 
Service Fees 

$50.30 USD 



Total Charges 

(including tax recovery charges and service fees) 

$3 ~.9.30 USD 

Payment Information 

Payment Nethod: 

Visa 

Card Number: 

Amount Charged: 

$319.30 USD 

Balance Due: 

$0.00 USD 

Billing Information 

Billing Name: 

Rodney?Parnther 

Billing Address: 

Phone Number: 

Phone Number 
while Traveling: 

[mail Address: 

regester@emaiL unc,ed u 

Fax:: 

Company Name:: 

Clarendon [ntertainment 



> Driving Directions 

> Cancellation Policy 
> 

> We understand that sometimes plans fall through. We do not charge a > change or cancel fee. Nowever, this property (Omni Berkshire Place) > imposes the following penalty to 

its customers that we are required > to pass on: Cancellations or changes made after 3:00 PN ([astern > Standard Time (US & Canada)) on Aug 29, 2009 are subject to a 1 Night > 

Room &Tax penalty. The propert~ makes no refunds for no shows or > early checkouts. 
> 

> If you wish to review or cancel this reservation, please go to our > View/Cancel Reservation page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 4:02 PM 

~aol.com 
Re: Coming to Chapel Hill 

Dear Dr. Greene: Have not heard from you. Hope things are going well. 
School started this week so things have been hectic. I wanted to let 
you kno~v that I ~vas in the libraly this week and I saw- Dr. Long at the 
circulation desk. I did not speak to him since I thought he might not 
remember me. But apparently, he is still around. I ~vill check on the 
review of your book once things settle down Please let me knnw the 
next time you come to Chapel Hill so that we can have dinner I look 
forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)aol corn: 

I’m not sure; probably within the nest ~veek or so. I ~vill let you klmw. 

>LG 
**************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy 
steps’. 

>(http://pratwola.colrdpromoclk/100126575x1222377075x1201454393/aol?redir http://wv~v.freecreditreport.cona/pr~’defaultaspx?sc 668072&hmp~D 62&bcd 
JunestepsfooterNO62) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 4:29 PM 

Behukeu, Jaue Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Update Reg~acding Photos’. 

Dear Jane: Photofest called me today to determine if the photos have 
been decided on for the book on black actresses Since I have already 
received the copyedited version of the book should I assume that the 
number of photos mentioned in the copyedit are the ones that have been 
selected for the book. If so, can you forward the exact number of 
photos to be used to them and then the?’ will send me a bill so that I 
can pay for the photos assuming that this is ho~v the process works 
Thanks much for your attention Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
"Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

OK--here are the captions. Please let me know if this selection is okay! 

Thanks, 
Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.ua~c.edu [mailto:regesterCa)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2009 2:57 PM 
To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
Subject: Re: Photos! 

Dear Jane: I agree with your recommendations. Please note that I 
selected more photos than I had intended to use but I just wanted to 
have enough to select from Please feel free to eliminate others that 
you think are unnecessary. In fact, the photos that feature these women 
~n specific fihns might work best without the close-up photos of 
individual actresses. Whatever you decide, I am negotiable Also, 
~nserting the photos at one place in the book also seems to make a lot 
more sense since it is easier to navigate the layout of the book 
Q uoting "B ehnken, Jan e Kathleen" <jbehnk en@indiana edu>: 

>> [)ear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Thanks again ~2~r sending the link from Photofest. ! have downloaded 
>> everything and have a few recommendations ]2~r cuts. It doesn’t get us 
>> all the way down to 20, but 22 is good enough for me. Since all the 
>> photos are well-composed and high-resolution, we need to go on 
>> content. Therefore: 
>> 

>> 

>> 1.    I recommended limiting individual portraits to 1 (so cut a 
>> Dandridge portrait since there’s so much of her in Carmen & The Decks 
>> Ran Red; cut one of the Ethel Waters portraits; and cut one of the 
>> Lena Horne portraits). 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 2.    Pare down the Irnitation of Life photos-nraybe simply cut the 
>> group photo of the cast. It sho~vs all of the characters, but doesn’t 
>> really illustrate any of the dynamics as clearly as the others do. 
>> 

>> 

>> 3. Cut one of the photos from the Decks Ran Red since they are 
>> the same pose (one staged, one from the fihn) unless you focus on how 
>> these two illustrations differ. 
>> 

>> I’m organizing these according to date, and corapiling caption 
>> according to the armotations front Photofest. I think ~vith yo~ book, 
>> it will work to group these photos in a section in chronological 
>> order. That ~vay readers will have one place to go for illustrations, 
>> and they’ll be able to do side-by-side comparisons. ~2~nat do you 
>> thir~:? 
>> 

>> I look forward to hearing back from you. These cuts are the last 
>> thing I’ll need in order to put the book into production, so the 
>> sooner you get thenr to nre the better. You can identi£¥ what you 
>> don’t want by the file name. 
>> 

>> Many thanks!’. 
>> 

>> Jane 
>> 

>> Jane Behnken 
>> Music & Humanities Editor 
>> Indiana University- Press 
>> 601 North Molton Street 
>> Bloomington, Ind. 47404-3797 
>> Ph: (812) 855-5261 
>> F~x: (812) 855-8507 
>> j behnken@indiana.edu 
>> 



>> Read more, spend less with the intellectual Stimulus Package online 
>> book sale: 
>> http://~vw iupress indiana.edu/catalo~iindex.php?cPath=3617 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 10:33 AM 

Jane Gaines <jmg2196@columbia.edtr~ 

Re: NY Trip. A squeeze, call me. see instructions jg 

Will call. Sincerely, Charlene 
Quoting Jane Games <jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 

> Charlene: My bus leaves at 8:45 pm Iicom Port Authority, and I should 
> leave Harvard Club by 8:15 pro. If you’re done and can get to 37 West 
> 44th between 5th and 6th by 7:00 we could have a drink. I will just 
> be there. Call my cell#             jg 
>> Dear Jane: I just learned that my interview will not be conducted 
>> uaatil around 5:30 in the afternoon. Therefore, ~ve might not be able 
>> to meet on Saturday. Thus, ~ve can talk by phone at another time. 
>> Have a good trip and just let me know when it is convenient for me 
>> to call. My cell is               Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting Jane Gaines ~jmg2196@columbia.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene: Very good ne~vs that you are moving along on your 
>>> revisions. You will understand that I am madly working days at the 
>>> end of a 1 semester leave in which I didn’t make enough headway on 
>>> my theow book. So I work during the day but we can have dimaer 
>>> later on the day you are here if you are free, and we can discuss 
>>> the Micheau× options thoroughly 
>>> Something like 8:30 pm on Aug. 29th? Pencil me in. jg 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Jane: Assuming that I understood your proposal, I think it 
>>>> would be appropriate to allow Allie to conduct the meeting at the 
>>>> conference in LA as well as oversee the screening of the early 
>>>> black film(s). As fi~r her being permanently in charge of the OM 
>>>> Society is another issue. We can discuss whenever I see you in 
>>>> person As you know I am still working on the latter stages of my 
>>>> book -- received copyedit the first part of August and j ust 
>>>> returned this past Monday so I am stretched far and wide. I am 
>>>> coming to New York August 29th to do the documentary intervtew for 
>>>> the project that evolved out of the Columbia ()scat- Micheaux 
>>>> conference If you want to meet with me then or talk by phone we 
>>>> can do so             (cell) Finally, thanks tremendously fi~r 
>>>> all your support and assistance -- I could not have done it 
>>>> without you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jane Gaines 
>>>> <jmg2196@columbia edu>: 

>>>>> Charlene: I was so thrilled to get your note this summer, and my 
>>>>> apologies [’or not getting back to you sooner. As I have been on 
>>>>> leave I have tried to concentrate but have made very unimpressive 
>>>>> progress on my book. 
>>>>> Now that you are official, I want to ask you about the future 
>>>>> of the 2vScheaux Society as ASMS interest group. Did we talk about 
>>>>> handing it over to the next generation? If you are willing, what 
>>>>> about Allie Field who is now Asst. Professor at UCLA? I thought 
>>>>> of her because with SCMS in LA in March there is a possibility of 
>>>>> using our $500 SIG for a screening at UCLA, and I’ve talked to 
>>>>> Mark Cooper about going in with the Women in Film History 
>>>>> International SIG, using their $500 to make $1,000, which would 
>>>>> pay for a bus to UCLA-showing an early black and an early woman 
>>>>> title. 
>>>>> As for titles, at Visible Evidence this week, a student of 
>>>>> Mark Cooper’s from Univ. of South Carolina gave a paper on a 
>>>>> ne~vly discovered title made by black lavuer in 1930s about school 
>>>>> segregation, and there is 16 or 35rmn print material. You ~vill of 
>>>>> course ask me the name of the film, but I deleted the email. So, 
>>>>> your thoughts? 
>>>>> P.S. The question of the ne~vsletter is still up in the air. I 
>>>>> thought Columbia would be eager for it. Although they really like 
>>>>> the idea, it would again fall to me and I’m now overworked with 
>>>>> the silent women proj ect which is huge. (I thought there would be 
>>>>> very- fe~v, like the African ~erican field, and we would be 
>>>>> through it soon--Volume I of Woraen FiN~ Pioneers Sourccbook ~ve 
>>>>> have just sent in to the press and it is 1,228 pgs. and will 
>>>>> have to be online. Voh II, the rest of the world, ~ve have just 
>>>>> started). But you need to weigh in on the commitment at LFNC-Ch. 
>>>>> I’d rather not make this decision over email if that’s OK with 

>>>>> PPS. thanks for sending the article on the Carrizal heroes. 
>>>>> Someone needs to do more 
>>>>> Your fan, Jane 



Jane Gaines, Professor 

Film Program/School of the Arts 

Columbia University 

513 I)odge Hall 

2960 Broadway MC 1805 

Ne~v York NY 10027 

FAX (212) 854-7702 

phone (212) 854-3457 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 10:39 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: Need Information forNY Visit 

Dear Michele: I will call you and keep you posted on my whereabouts. 
Hope to see you tomolTow. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.~aol.com: 

OK the college is in the Broi~x, unless they have a downtown site. I spoke 
to Karla today and we’ll have hmch at around 1:00 on Sunday. I’ll come 
into the city following your COl~ference (s) on Saturday. Just give me a 
call on my cell once you leave Lehman college 
M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 10:45 AM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Update Regarding Photos’. 

Dear Jane: Thanks for your quick reply Hope things are going welh The 
semester is quite hectic but I am doing welh I will send the message 
received to Photofest and have them send me a bill to cover the cost of 
photos. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" 
<jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Hi, Charlene. 

Yes, the ones in the manuscript are the ones we will be using and 

there are 14 of them. We will be using one on the cover and I’ll 

need to request permission for that separately. The Press will pay 

for that I haven’t done it, yet, since I don’t know ~vhich photo it 

~vill be. 

How- are you doing otherwise? Are you rea@ for the fall semester? 

All best, 

Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 

Sent: Thursday, ~uguat 27, 2009 4:29 PM 

To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 

Subject: RE: Update Regarding Photos! 

Dear Jane: Photofest called me today to determine if the photos have 

been decided on for the book on black actresses. Since I have already 

received the copyedited version of the book should I assume that the 

number of photos mentioned in the copyedit are the ones that have been 

selected for the book If so, can you forward the exact number of 

photos to be used to them and then the?" will send me a bill so that I 

can pay [’or the photos assuming that this is how the process works. 

Thanks much fi~r your attention. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

"Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana edu>: 

>> OK--here are the captions. Please let me know if this selection is okay t 

>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> Jane 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2009 2:57 PM 

>> To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 

>> Subject: Re: Photost 

>> 

>> Dear Jane: I agree with your recommendations. Please note that I 

>> selected more photos than I had intended to use but I just wanted to 

>> have enough to select from. Please feel free to eliminate others that 

>> you think are unnecessaW. In fact, the photos that feature these women 

>> in specific films might ~vork best ~vithout the close-up photos of 

>> individual actresses. YVhatever you decide, I am negotiable. Also, 

>> inserting the photos at one place in the book also seems to make a lot 

>> more sense since it is easier to navigate the layout of the book. 

>> Quoting "Betmken, Jane Kathleen" njbehnken@indiana.edn>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> Thanks again for sending the link from Photofest. I have do~vnloaded 

>>> everything and have a few recommendations for cuts. It doesn’t get us 

>>> all the way down to 20, but 22 is good enough for me. Since all the 

>>> photos are ~vell-composed and high-resolution, we need to go on 

>>> content. Therefore: 

>>> 1.    I recorrm~ended limiting individual poltraits to 1 (so cut a 

>>> Dandridge portrait since there’s so much of her in Carmen & The Decks 

>>> Ran Red; cut one of the Ethel Waters portraits; and cut one of the 

>>> Lena Home portraits). 

>>> 2.    Pare down the Imitation of Life photos-maybe simply cut the 

>>> group photo of the cast It shows all of the characters, but doesn’t 

>>> really illustrate an?- of the @namics as clearly as the others do. 

>>> 3    Cut one of the photos Iicom the Decks Ran Red since they are 

>>> the same pose (one staged, one from the film) unless you Ik~cus on ho~v 

>>> these two illustrations differ. 



>>> I’m organizing these according to date, and compiling caption 
>>> according to the annotations from Photofest. l think with your book, 
>>> it will work to group these photos in a section in chronological 
>>> order. That way readers will have one place to go for illustrations, 
>>> and they’ll be able to do side-by-side comparisons. What do you 
>>> think? 

>>> 1 look forward to hearing back from you. These cuts are the last 
>>> thing I’ll need in order to put the book into production, so the 
>>> sooner you get them to me the better. You can identify what you 
>>> don’t want by the file name. 

>>> Many thanks!! 

>>> Jane Behnken 
>>> Music & Humanities Editor 
>>> Indiana University- Press 
>>> 601 North Morton Street 
>>> Bloomington, Ind. 47404-3797 
>>> Ph: (812) 855-5261 
>>> Fax: (812) 855-8507 
>>> jbehnken@indiana.edu 

>>> Read more, spend less with the Intellectual Stimulus Package online 
>>> book sale: 
>>>http:i/www.iupress.indiana.edu/catalo~/index.~h~?cPath 3617 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 10:50 AM 

requests@photofestnyc.com 

Fwd: RE: Update Regarding Photos - Attention Ran! 

Please forward this email message to Ran as a follow-up to our 
conversation by telephone earlier in the week. Thanks much Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from jbehnken@indiana.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 28 Aug 2009 08:24:42 -0400 

From: "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" ~ibehnken@indiana.edu> 
Reply-To: "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana edu> 
Subject: RE: Update Regarding Photos! 

To: "regester@email.unc edu" <regester@emaihunc.edu> 

Hi, Charlene. 

Yes, the ones in the manuscript are the ones we will be using and there 
are 14 of them. We will be using one on the cover and I’ll need to 
request permission for that separately. The Press will pay ibr that. 
I haven’t done it, yet, since I don’t know which photo it will be. 

How are you doing otherwise? Are you ready- for the fall semester? 

All best, 
Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:re;esterfa)email.unc.edu] Sent: 
Thursday, August 27, 2009 4:29 PM 
To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
Sul~ject: RE: Update Regarding Photos! 

[)ear Jane: Photofest called me today to determine it’the photos have 
been decided on [’or the book on black actresses. Since I have already 
received the copyedited version of the book should I assume that the 
number of photos mentioned in the copyedit are the ones that have been 
selected ~2~r the book. It" so, can you forward the exact number of 
photos to be used to them and then they will send me a bill so that I 
can pay [’or the photos assuming that this is how the process works. 
Thanks much for your attention. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
"Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

OK--here are the captions. Please let me kno~v if this selection is okay! 

Thanks, 
Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.tmc.edu [mailto:regester(d~emaihunc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, May- 13, 2009 2:57 PM 
To: Bel-mken, Jane Kathleen 
Subject: Re: Photos! 

Dear Jane: I agree with yo~ recommendations. Please note that I 
selected more photos than I had intended to use but I just wanted to 
have enough to select from. Please fed free to eliminate others that 
you think are tmnecessary. In fact, the photos that feature these xvomen 
in specific films might work best without the close-up photos of 
individual actresses. V~natever you decide, I am negotiable. Also, 
inserting the photos at one place in the book also seems to make a lot 
more sense since it is easier to navigate the layout of the book. 
Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" <jbehnkcn@indiana.edu>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Thanks again for sending the link from Photofest. I have downloaded 
>> everything and have a few- recommendations for cuts. It doesn’t get us 
>> all the way down to 20, but 22 is good enough for me. Since all the 
>> photos are well-composed and high-resolution, we need to go on 
>> content. Therefore: 
>> 

>> 

>> 1.    I recommended limiting individual portraits to 1 (so cut a 
>> Dandridge portrait since there’s so much of her in Carmen & The Decks 
>> Ran Red; cut one of the Ethel Waters portraits; and cnt one of the 
>> Lena Home portraits). 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 2.    Pare down the Imitation of Life photos-maybe simply cut the 
>> group photo of the cast. It shows all of the characters, but doesn’t 
>> really illustrate any of the dynamics as clearly as the others do. 
>> 

>> 



>> 3.    Cut one of the photos from the Decks Ran Red since they are 
>> the same pose (one staged, one from the film) unless you focus on how 
>> these two illustrations differ. 
>> 

>> I’m organizing these according to date, and compiling caption 
>> according to the armotations from Photo:test I think with your book, 
>> it will work to group these photos in a section in chronological 
>> order. That way readers will have one place to go :[’or illustrations, 
>> and they’ll be able to do side-by-side comparisons What do you 
>> thip2~ ? 

>> 

>> I look fol~vard to hearing back from you. These cuts are the last 
>> thing I’ll need in order to put the book into production, so the 
>> sooner you get them to me the better. You can identify what you 
>> don’t want by- the file name. 
>> 

>> Many thankst [ 
>> 

>> Jane 
>> 

>> Jane Bchrtken 
>> Music & Httmanities Editor 
>> Indiana Uni’,~ersi~ Press 
>> 601 North Morton Street 
>> Bloomington, Ind. 47404-3797 
>>Ph: (812) 855-5261 
>> Fax: (812) 855-8507 
>> j behaken@indiana.edu 
>> 

>> Read ruore, spend less with the Intellectual Stiruulus Package online 
>> book sale: 
>>http:i/~w.iupress.indiana.edu/catalog/index.php?cPath 3617 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

..... End for~vardedmessage ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 11:14 AM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

RE: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 

Metaphors and the Unconscious in the Screen Adaptations of Suzan Lori Pa:rks FinaJ~ Revision (Autosaved).doc 

Dear Philip: Attached is a rough draft of my essay I was attempting to 
continue to edit but I just ~vanted to let you know that I do have the 
frame~vork for this piece Please note that it is quite long and I am 
going to cut it down but I wanted you to revie~v what I had developed 
prior to the major edit. Please note that I reread the novel - Their 
Eyes Were Watching God and screened both films a few times. I have not 
seen Parks’ plays so I only had reviews of her works to rely on Toward 
the end of the essay, I attempted to include some of the things that 
you previously mentioned. Keep in mind that I have not inserted 
complete notes and did not double-space because when ! compose a work 
sometimes I can see it better in single-space. Once we have decided on 
the final version then I will convert to the appropriate style and 
fonnat. 

What I really want you to do is wait until you receive the edited 
version that I am continuing to work on before you read this version. 
But if you cannot wait then I have attached a very rough draft just to 
let you know that this is in process. When I developed this essay, I 
actually tried to bring my own critique to these :films before 
consulting the work of others because I don’t want the opinions of 
others to influence my own examination. Thus, the essay developed 
reflects this process. Please note that I am on my way to New" York this 
weekend (for work) but will return on Monday if you need to correspond 
with me Thanks much for your patience and assistance and I will be 
forwarding the edited version in the next few days. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usmedu>: 

18 August 

I)ear Charlene, 

So good to hear from you and to learn about your work on the Pa~ks 
screenplays. I look forward to reading your draft and will get back 
to you soon about it. As far as the plays are concerned, I think 
there might be a few places where you can cross reference them (and I 
may help you inseit a few- as well) but your main charge is to focus 
on how Parks addresses in these screenplays kcy issues about race, 
gender, and geography (urban landscapes). I would applaud any 
quotations frora her or Spike Lee about her work and especially- would 
like to see you say something about cinematic tectmiques and Parks’s 
own strong sense of breaking ties with realism. As for In Their Eyes, 
provide readers with some concise overview of what Hurston did and 
how- Parks successfully an6’or radically adapted her work for film. 

I have heard that Parks has also been acting in fihn and wonder if 
you might track that down somehow and maybe just allude to it. 

I kmow your essay will contribute greatly to the collection, Charlene. 

All the best, 

Philip 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.~mc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2009 7:47 AM 
To: Philip Kolin 
Subject: Re: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 

Dear Philip: Yes, I am still working on the essay but I am close to 
finishing a draft. My concern is that it might not be the exact fbcus 
that you were looking for since I am less familiar with her plays and 
only have reviews of the plays to rely on as I contrast them to her 
film ~vorks. Within another week or so, I can forward the draft and you 
can let me know what you thil~ Also, at this point it is well beyond 
20 pages but I will tit’ to reduce when I send Thanks for getting back 
to as I had to stop working on the piece because I have been out of 
town since August 1st but I am now back on the scene. Will contact you 
in the next week or so Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip 
Kolin <Philip.Kolin@u sm edu>: 

>> 

>> 18 August 
>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Fond greetings I hope this finds you well. Not having heard from you 
>> for several months, I trust that ~ve are still on target for your 
>> getting me the essay on Suzan-Lori Parks’s screenplays-GM 6 and In 



>> Their Eyes. Initially, you had thought you might get me the ins as 

>> earl?" as June or July. Thanks [’or letting me know when you can send 

>> it It’you need more time, I think I can stretch things out to 1 

>> October, but do get back to me soon. You will be in very impressive 

>> company MaW thanks. Philip 

>> 

>> Phihp .Kolin@usm. edu<m ailto: Philip.Kolinfa)usm. edu > 

>> 

>> PS You might be interested in my essay on [~mmett Till in music and 

>> song that has just corrle out in the Fall issue of Southern Cultures. I 

>> cover two of the docmnentaries on him. 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 3:08 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Re: UFVA Report at Board Meeting 

ATT00001 .htm; 18912851 .gif; glaycoLgif; ecblank.gif; 18912851 .gif; graycol.gi£ ecblank.gif 

Hi Charlene, 

My apologies, I had not realized you were expecting this from me, here it is: 

Eastman Scholarships report: 

The main change from last year was to add Latin American schools to be eligible for these Scholarships. Unfortunately due to not having enough time to translate the promotional 

materials it did not get implemented this time around. The materials are now all translated and hopelhlly we will see some Latin American schools pamcipate in 2010 

product grant and $1,000 cash, Silver $4,000 Kodak motion picture product grant, Bronze $3,000 Kodak motion picture product grant, 2 x Honorable Mentions $2,000 Kodak motion 
picture product grant each. There was no faculty award. 

This year we got 50 entries for the Eastman Scholarships compared w-ith 50 in 2008 and 47 in 2007. 

Bill Dill, xvho is both an ASC cinematographer and adjunct instructor at Chapman, was one of the judges. He has been invited as a guest presenter for the Scholarships Awards 

announcement on the evening of Wednesday August 5. As well as handing out the awards he will make a short speech commenting on why each particular ently was selected as a 
wilmer. 

T~vo students will be attending this year, Gold award wimaer Mattias Troelstrup and Bronze award winner Derek Pueblo. The UFVA offered to provide one night’s dorm 

accommodation and meal winchers for one day at no cost to Kodak As the dorms were full we had to accommodate the students at the Roosevelt instead. Next year we need to 
ensure that at least three dorm rooms are reserved for these award winners 

We did not go with the Georgies A~vard concept Instead we stuck ~vith the Eastman Scholarship Awards and will handing out photo digital frames - customized on the outside and 

also with a greeting on the :frame. 

Next year we will change the name of the Awards to Kodak Scholarship Awards to be consistent with all our product naming and branding 

Next year I would like to consider screening all films in full on the Thursday or Friday of the conference. I’ll work with the conference liaison to arrange this. 

Bart Weiss has been the L3V\ A representative on the panel of judges for three years now, and his time and contributions have been greatly appreciated. Into the future it is 

suggested that we rotate this position eveW txvo to three years just like we do with Board positions. Wenhwa T’sao xvill fill this position for the next three years. 

Wendy Elms 
Feature Film & Education Segment Manager 

Entertainment Imaging 

Kodak (Australasia) Pty Ltd 

181 Victoria Parade 

Australia, VIC 3066 

wend%elms(@kodak corn 

Office: +613 8417-8172 

Mobile: 

Fax: +613 8417-8011 

www.kodak.com/qo/motion 

Frorr: ~-egester@email unc.edu 
T,’:,: ,wendy.elms@kodak corn 
[hte: 27/08/2009 11:00 PM 

~k~ b.lect: ~FFVA Report at Board Meeting 

Dear Wer~dy: If possib]e, could y,ot~ p]ease sx]d me a copy )f the redo;it 

p£esented at the UFVA Board meeting so that we can attach to the 

minutes. Host of those who presented reports have forwarde@ copies of 

~:he~;[ £bport} te attach to the mJnutbs. Thar~ks nuch and geed meeting 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 11:53 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: Tmnsportatiou Expends 

Dear Rodney: Thanks much for the invitation. Please send me the website 
address when the project is completed. \~z mailing address is: 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting        @aohcom: 

Thank you again for being so generous with your time and extensive knowledge. 

I’d like to send you a check for $100 as reimbursement for your 
cabfare Iicom and to Yf~K airpolt ? Let me know- where to mail it to and 
I’ll get it out to you asap. 

Regards, 

R odney 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email unc edu 

To:        ~aol.com 
Sent: Thu, Aug 27, 2009 1:36 pm 
SubJect: Re: Need Information for NY Visit 

[)ear Rodney: ’]’hanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
~r)aol corn:? 

>? 
>> ? 

>> Hi,? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>~ I was planning on transporting you from the hotel to Lehman College, 
>> > where the interview will take place and back.? The interview will 
>~ > start around 5:30pm.? While I need to confirm?this with the 
>> director, > we only ask that you do not wear a white top, given the 
>~ camera we’re > using (HD). ? I’ll send you the questions/topics 
>> separately after I > return from interviews later this afternoon. ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 

>> Regards, ? 
>> ? 

>> Rodney? 
>> ? 
>> (cell)? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ..... Original Message-----? 
>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu? 
>> To:        @aol.cora? 
>> Setlt: Thu, Aug 27, 2009 8:44 am? 
>> Subject: Re: Fwd: Need hfformation for NY Visit’.’ 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> ? 
>> Dear Rodney: I am still planning to come to New- York on Saturday for 
>> > the interview. I have not yet heard from you regarding the 
>> questions > to which you want me to respond for the interview. 
>> Please let me know > as soon as possible. Also, we need to finalize 
>> details regarding who > will pick me up from the hotel as well as 
>> what I need to wear for the > on-camera inter, dew. Hope to hear from 
>> you soon. My cell number is > Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting > ~aol com:?? 
>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Here is the hotel info. in case you didn’t get it directly ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Rodney?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ..... Original Message-----?? 
>>> From: reply@travelnow corn?? 
>>> To: Rodney Parnther <regester@emaihunc.edu>?? 



>>> Sent: Sun, Aug 16, 2009 5:23 pro?? 
>>> Sublect: JetBlue Itinerary ~: 32194959’?? 
>>> ?? 
>>~ ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>~ ?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> O~i Berkshire Place?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> 21 E 52nd St?? 
>>> New YoN?NY?10022?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> YOLN ~SRRVATION ~S BERN BOO.Dr ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Your RmeraW Number: ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> 32194959?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ??? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ??? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> Jet[3[ue Confirmation Number(s):?? 

>>> 073819983 Guest: Charlene?Regester?? 

>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 

>>> Please rel~r to yow itineraW number above if you contact Customer 
>>> >> > Service lk~r any reason. ?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 
>>> [~[~ SERVA’~ON DETAILS ? ? 
>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 
>>> Check-m: ? ? 
>>> ?? 
>>> August 29, 2009?? 
>>> (Check ~ time 3:00 P~? ? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 



>>> I Adults, 0 Children?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Check-out: ? ? 
>>> ?? 
>>> August 30, 2009?? 
>>> (Check out time 12:00 PM)?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Premier Room?? 
>>> Guest: Charlene?Regester?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Rates per Room?? 
>>> (excluding tax recovery, charges and service fees)?? 
>>> August 29,2009 .... $269.00 USD?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Tax Recovery Charges and?? 
>>> Service Fees?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> $50.30 USD?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>2> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> Total Charges?? 
>>> (including tax recovery charges and service fees)?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> $319.30 USD?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> Payment Information?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Payment Method:?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Visa?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Card N\tmber: ?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Amount Charged:?’? 
>>> ?? 



>>> $319.30 USD?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Balance Due:?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> $000 USD?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Billing hffom~ation?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Billing Name: ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Ro&~ey?Parnther?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Billing Ad&ess:?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Phone Nk~ber:’?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Phone N~ber?? 
>>> ;vhile Traveling:?? 
>>> ?? 
>>~ 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Email Address: ? ? 
>>> ?? 
>>> regester@email.unc.e&~? ? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Fax: :?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Company Name::?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> Clarendon Entertail~ent?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> IXiving Directions?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> Cancellation Policy?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> We understand that sometimes plans ~11 through We do not charge a 
>>> >> > change or cancel :Fee However, this property (()~i Befl;shire 
>>> >> Place) > imposes the following penalty to its customers that we 
>>> are >> required > to pass on: Cancellations or changes made aider 
>>> 3:00 PM >> (Eas~m > Standard T~e @JS & Canada)) on Aug 29, 2009 
>>> are subject >> to a I NNN > Room & Tax penal~. The property 
>>> makes no reJhnds lk~r >> no shows or > early checkouts.?? 
>>> ?? 

>>> l£you wish to review or cancel this reservation, please go to our 
>>> > >> View/Cancel Reservatinn page.?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 
>>> ?? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 3:39 PM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

RE: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 

Dear Philip: I received your comments and will begin to revise 
accordingly. Thanks much for your assistance Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 

29 August 

Dear Charlene, 

It was kind and good of you to send me this draI’t, for I think I have 
spied a few ways to help you do a revision of the piece. There is no 
doubt that you have thoroughly covered the topic; that is not the 
problem here. The culprit is that you have dug too deep, given far 
more analysis than the essay calls for You need to prune and focus 
more so that your contribution is in line with the other essays in 
the volume. 

Here are some suggestions: 

1. Cut your first two sections Man?- of the other essays explore the 
backgrounds of individual plays, so your second headed section really 
is not necessaW. 

2. I)o not a~nit that you are not familiar with the plays That is not 
your topic. What you need to do in a tight (3-4 par) introduction 
is (1) announce your essay is on Parks screenplays and then identify 
each; (2) fit them into her overall chronology.--she worked on them 
the same year(s) she was doing these plays; (3) her screenplays take 
up some of the issues in the plays (identity, stolen history, lapse 
of time, white colonialism; erasure of a black presence; vulnerable 
targets of racism and prejudice; memory and history education of 
black people, or whatever; (4) briefly foreshadow how you will look 
at each screenplay and indicate that the screenplays are deserving of 
critical attention just as the plays are. BRriNG in Deborah Geis’s 
discussion in her U Michigan book on the screenplays--her last 
chapter on "Other Media." You need to justil}’ ~n your introduction 
why and how these screenplays are artful, unportant, well crafted, 
tie in with her larger canon and not just "other" easily dismissed 
activiues 

3 Use only two or three rubrics, that is one heading or rubric per 
screenplay Ditch all those heads that keep identifying metaphors in 
Girl 6, etc Slim down all those sections into a tighter discussion 
of the screenplay, maybe divided into setting, characters, themes, 
cultural/critical responses. How, ~2~r example, does Parks’s work 
promote or complement Spike Lee’s; how- does the protagonist in Girl 
6, for example, present and project the kinds of problems Parks’s 
women in Mutabilities and In the Blood face. Pare down you way too 
lengthy discussion of Their Eyes to focus directly- on the film and 
do less with Hurston and more with what Parks sees herself doing in 
the fi~. 

4. As I indicated above, bring in Geis and other critics. I think you 
are obligated to briefly review how each film was received by the 
critics, at the box office, by those whom she worked with. You need 
to include some direct quotations frora Parks, Lee, etc. Go to 
Academic Search Preraier--a great e resource--and plug in throughout 
the essay their comments. 

5. Charlene, I need this essay to be about 20-22 pages DOLq3LE SPACED, 
please. Look at it as introduction to Parks screen work for readers 
who may not have seen any of these fihns. Bring in more context and 
history and do not feel obligated to do an intensive, all inclusive 
reading. There is much merit in what you have dune. All yo have to do 
now- to pare down and give readers the essuntials, all right. 

I do not need the revised essay- for a month, which will give you some 
time. ~&$~en you send it back, please do not give me a single spaced 
hard copy. I will need a double spaced copy to make editorial changes 
in the last draft. 

Thanks and I appreciate the ~vork that you put into this. 

Phihp 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.ulac.edu [mailto:regesterC~)email unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2009 10:14 AM 
To: Philip Kolin 
Subject: RE: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 

Dear Philip: Attached is a rough draft of my essay. I was attempting 



> to continue to edit but I j ust wanted to let you know that I do have 
> the framework fi~r this piece. Please note that it is quite long and I 
> am going to cut it down but I wanted you to review what I had 
> developed prior to the major edit. Please note that I reread the 
> novel - Their Eyes Were Watching God and screened both fihns a few 
> times. I have not seen Parks’ plays so I only had reviews of her 
> works to rely on. Toward the end of the essay, ! attempted to include 
> some of the things that you previously mentioned. Keep in mind that ! 
> have not inserted complete notes and did not double-space because 
> when I compose a work sometimes I can see it better in single-space. 
> Once ~ve have decided on the final version then I will convert to the 
> appropriate sty-le and format. 
> 

> YVhat I really ~vant you to do is wait until you receive the edited 
> version that I am continuing to work on before you read this version. 
> But if you cannot wait then I have attached a vein rough draft just 
> to let you kno~v that this is in process. When I developed this essay, 
> I actually- tried to bring ray own critique to these fihns before 
> consulting the work of others because I don’t ~vant the opinions of 
> others to influence my own examination. Thus, the essay developed 
> reflects this process. Please note that I am on my way to New York 
> this weekend (for ~vork) but ~vill return on Monday if you need to 
> correspond with me. Thanks much for your patience and assistance and 
> I ~vill be forwarding the edited version in the next fe~v days. 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip Kolin 
> <Philip.Kolin@usm. edu>: 
> 

>> 18 August 
>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> So good to hear from you and to learn about your xvork on the Parks 
>> screenplays. I look forward to reading your draft and will get back to 
>> you soon about it. As far as the plays are concerned, I think there 
>> might be a few- places where you can cross reference them (and I may 
>> help you inselt a few as well) but your main charge is to focus on ho;v 
>> Parks addresses in these screenplays key issues about race, gender, 
>> and geography (urban landscapes). I ;vould applaud any quotations from 
>> her or Spike Lee about her work and especially would like to see you 
>> say something about cinematic techniques and Parks’s own strong sense 
>> of breaking ties with realism. As for In Their Eyes, provide readers 
>> with some concise overvie~v of what Hurston did and how Parks 
>> successfully and/or radically adapted her work ibr film 
>> 

>> I have heard that Parks has also been acting in film and wonder if you 
>> might track that do;vn someho;v and maybe just allude to it. 
>> 

>> I lcaow your essay will contribute greatly to the collection, Charlene. 
>> 

>> All the best, 
>> 

>> Philip 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2009 7:47 AIM 
>> To: Philip Kolin 
>> Subject: Re: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 
>> 

>> Dear Philip: Yes, I am still working on the essay but I am close to 
>> finishing a draft My concern is that it might not be the exact focus 
>> that you were looking for since I am less familiar with her plays and 
>> only have reviews of the plays to rely on as I contrast them to her 
>> film works. Within another week or so, I can fopa, ard the draft and you 
>> can let me know what you think. Also, at this point it is well beyond 
>> 20 pages but ! will try to reduce when I send. Thanks for getting back 
>> to as I had to stop working on the piece because I have been out of 
>> town since August I st but I am now back on the scene. Will contact you 
>> in the next week or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip 
>> Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm edu>: 
>> 

>>> 18 August 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> Fond greetings. ! hope this finds you well. Not having heard from you 
>>> :for several months, I trust that we are still on target :for your 
>>> getting me the essay on Suzan-Lori Parks’s screenplays-Girl 6 and In 
>>> Their Eyes Initially, you had thought you might get me the ms as 
>>> early as June or July Thanks for letting me know when you can send 
>>> it. If you need more time, I think I can stretch things out to 1 
>>> October, but do get back to me soon You will be in very impressive 
>>> company. Many that~:s. Philip 

>>> Philip.Kolin@usm. edu<mailto :Philip.Kolin(&usm. edu> 

>>> PS You might be interested in my essay on Emmett Till in music and 
>>> song that has just come out in the Fall issue of Southern Cultures. I 
>>> cover two of the documentaries on him. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 1:43 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Mid-Year Hotel 

Dear Diane: This works tbr me and I hope that the weather will work as 
well Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting        ))aol.com: 

Hi, All I’ve been working on the hotel resel~’ations and have what I 
think is a great deal, as long as you all plan on attending since I 
need to commit to a certain number of hotel nights. 

For $99/night, we can resel-ce rooms at the Hyatt Regency downtown, 
right across from the Arch (Museum of Westward Expansion there), the 
Eads Bridge, and the Old Courthouse (Dred Scott case decided there), 
near Laclede’s Landing (,music and restaurants), and a 15 minute drive 
to Cahokia Mounds (Wolrd Heritage Site inhabited from 700-1400 ;vith 
10,000 to 20,000 inhabitants at its peak, wondelful place and great 
museum there too), 10 minutes do;vn Broad;vay to the Anheuser-Busch 
Brewery (no~v InBev), and 5 minutes from the wild and wonderful Ci~ 
Museum, etc.? 

rm assuming you’ll all be arriving Friday (or earlier if you want to 
look around) and leaving Sunday. It’s an easy 15 minute drive to 
Westborough Country Club where we’l[ be meeting all day Saturday. 

>? 
So--I need to lock in this rate by this Friday, so can you all 
confirm with me so we don’t end up paying ~2~r room nights we won’t 
use. 

Have a look on line at the hotel’? 
(http://www.stlouisrlverfront hyatt com/h,vatt/hotels/index isp )? It 
used to be the Adams Mark here and has had a $63 million 
renovation--very nice hotel. 

Thanks, Diane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 2:29 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Fwd: Index 

Dear Rhonda: I ~vill print and review again to see if additional 
duplicates exist in this data set. If so, I will send an email 
indicating the numbers that will need to be deleted. Thanks much for 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Begin forwarded message: 

>> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> Date: October 1, 2008 3:28:07 PM EDT 
>> To: Rhonda Herman <P, Herman@mcfarlandpub.com> 
>> Subject: Re: Index 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda : Attached is the edited version of Part I of Black 
>> Entertainers in Newspaper Articles. The following entries will need 
>> to be deleted ticom this section: 552, 1054, 1426, 1900, 2383, and 
>> 2900. Please let me know- that you have received this material. 
>> Please note that I did not change the title of this file because I 
>> did not want to create confusion Thanks much for your assistance. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 

< Rt lerman@mcfarlandpub, c am >: >> 

>> 

>>> Dear Ms. Regester: Attached is the index, compiled from the keyword 
>>> :files you sent. It worked vep)~ nicely 

>>> You did a great job handling the databaset 

>>> Please proof the index too I would suggest spot checking the numbers. 
>>> You may find alternate spellings of names so please look at every entry 

>>> If we can finalize this by the middle ofne×t month, we will plan on 
>>> advertising this [’or our Spring 2009 list. Let me know your thoughts 
>>> about schedule of proofing on your end. 

>>> Thanks for all your hard work, Rhonda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 6:59 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Method 

Dear Rhonda: Before I received the sort that you provided for duplicate 
entries, I printed out the data set and manually ~vent through each 
ently. I have nearly completed the data set and will let you know the 
ones that I discovered tomorrow. It ~vas not as man?’ as I thought. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

Charlene: I just wanted you to know that I wanted to match the first 3 
words only of the article title, so there are obvious entries that you 
should ignore. Rhonda 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 11:37 AM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mctiMaJ~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Fwd: Index 

Dear Rhonda: Please note revisions for Data Set I 

Delete Entry # 16 

Delete Entry # 18 

Delete Entry # 27 

Delete Ently # 108 

Delete Ently # 267 

Delete Ently # 551 

Delete Entry #1016 

Delete Entry #1054 

In this data set -- a space is inserted between ent~ #1744 and #1745 
-- should this be deleted? 

Entry #2273 - In the title the word ~ riest is mispelled 

Delete Entry #3118 

Entry ~3119 -- rlhe Title should read: "Shufflin’ Sam from Alabam" Next 

At Lando Also, the last sentence has an extra word "the" "the" -- 
eliminate one of these 

Entry ~ 3303 -- Whitmans needs an apostrophe to read Whitman’s 

Entry ~3334 - Robesons needs an apostrophe to read Robeson’s 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Khonda Herman <KHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Begin forwarded message: 

>> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> Date: October 1, 2008 3:28:07 PM EDT 
>> To: Rhonda Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com> 
>> Subject: Re: Index 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda: Attached is the edited version of Part I of Black 
>> Entertainers in Newspaper Articles. The following entries will need 
>> to be deleted from this section: 552, 1054, 1426, 1900, 2383, and 
>> 2900. Please let me know that you have received this material. 
>> Please note that I did not change the title of this file because I 
>> did not want to create confusion. Thanks much for your assistance. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
>> <RHerman@mcfar landpub.com >: 
>> 

>>> Dear Ms. Regester: Attached is the index, compiled from the keyword 
>>> files you sent. It worked very- nicely. 

>>> You did a great job handling the databaset 

>>> Please proof the index too. I would suggest spot checking the numbers. 
>>> You may find alternate spellings of names so please look at every entry 
>>> name. 

>>> If we can finalize this by the middle of next month, we will plan on 
>>> advertising this for our Spring 2009 list. Let me kno~v your thoughts 
>>> about schedule of proofing on your end 

>>> Thanks for all your hard work, Rhonda 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 12:22 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Da~set 1 

Dear Rhonda: Based on the list of entries provided, I found one more 
deletion from Dataset 1. 

Delete Entry- #2900 

At this point, I will begin to review dataset 2 Thanks much for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Rhonda Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Charlene: I ~vonder if this data would help you with checking. These 
are entries that have matches You should know which ones to ignore 
(that is, coverage of colunms). Let me know if I should do this routine 
with the other files Rhonda 

<B>15 

1914, November 7 

Johnson Ready to Sign up for Willard Fight</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>16 

1914, November 7 

Johnson Ready to Sign up for Willard Fight</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>18 

1914, Noveruber 7 

Sidney- P. Dones-Prcmier Real Estate Agent</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p7 

<B>19 

1914, November 7 

Sidney- P. Dones-Prcmier Real Estate Agent</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p7 

<B>27 

1915, Janua~ 30 

Sidney P. Dones ~ ounces Candidacy for the City Council<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

p3 

<B>28 

1915, Janualy 30 

Sidney- P. Dories Am~ounces Candidacy for the City’ Council</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p3 



<B>65 

1917, April 21 

Sidney P [)ones as Candidnte Jk~r the Council</BI> 

California Eagle 

p3 

<B>66 

1917, April 21 

Sidney P. Dones as Candidate for the Coancil</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p3 

<B>101 

1921, July 23. 

"The Sport of the Gods."<iBI> 

California Eagle 

>pl 

<B>102 

1921, July 23. 

"The Spolt of the Gods" Coming</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl 

<B>218 

1924, August 16 

Stars That Shine</BI> Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p12 

<B>219 

1924, August 16 

Stars That Shine</BI> Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p12 

<B>220 

1 924, August 16 

Stars That Shine</BI> Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p12 

<B>221 

1 924, August 16 

Stars That Shine</BI> Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p12 

<B>261 

1924, October 4 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>262 



1924, October 4 

Theatrical Comment<<[~I>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>263 

1924, October 4 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>264 

1924, October 4 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>265 

1924, October 4 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>267 

1924, October 10 

Pulse of the Studios</BI>. 

Califbmia Eagle 

p8 

<B>268 

1924, October 10 

Pulse of the Studios</BI>. 

Califbmia Eagle 

p8 

<B>271 

1924, October 11 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>272 

1924, October 11 

Theatrica] Comment<iBI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>273 

1924, October 11 

Theatrical Comment</]gI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>274 



1924, October 11 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd (3. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>275 

1924, October 11 

Theatrical Conmxent</~3I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>287 

1924, October 18 

Theatrical Conmxent</~3I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>288 

1924, October 18 

Theatrical Conmxent</~3I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>289 

1924, October 18 

Theatrical Comment</~3I>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>290 

1924, October 18 

Theatrical Comment</~3I>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>291 

1924, October 18 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. t"[oyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>300 

1924, October 25 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. t"[oyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p8 

<B>301 

1924, October 25 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p8 

<B>302 

1924, October 25 



Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p8 

<B>308 

1924, November 1 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pll 

<B>309 

1924, November 1 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pll 

<B>310 

1924, November 1 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pll 

<B>317 

1924, November 8 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p17 

<B>318 

1924, November 8 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p17 

<B>319 

1924, November 8 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd (3. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p17 

<B>330 

1924, November 15 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd (3. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>331 

1924, November 15 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd (3. Snelson. 

]- ittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>332 

1924, November 15 



Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>353 

1924, December 6 

Theatrical Conm~ent</~I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>354 

1924, December 6 

Theatrical Conm~ent</~I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>355 

1924, December 6 

Theatrical Conm~ent</~I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>367 

1924, December 13 

Theatrical Comment</~I>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>368 

1924, December 13 

Theatrical Comment</~I>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>369 

1924, December 13 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. t"loyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>370 

1924, December 13 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. t"loyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>371 

1924, December 13 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. t"loyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>372 

19~4, December la 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 



Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>377 

1924, December 20 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>378 

1924, Decernber 20 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>379 

1924, Decernber 20 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>380 

1924, December 20 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>381 

1924, December 20 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>382 

1924, December 20 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd (3. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>383 

1924, December 20 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd (3. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>384 

1924, December 20 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd (3. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>400 

1925, JanuaW 10 

Theatrical Conmxent</]gI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 



Pittsburgh Courier 

>pll 

<B>401 

1925, January 10 

Theatrical Conm~ent</~I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pll 

<B>402 

1925, Janua~ 10 

Theatrical Conm~ent</~I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pll 

<B>403 

1925, Janua~ 10 

Theatrical Conm~ent</~I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pll 

<B>420 

1925, Janual7 24 

Theatrical Comment</~I>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>421 

1925, Janual7 24 

Theatrical Comment</~I>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>422 

1925, JanualN 24 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. t"loyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>423 

1925, Januapf 24 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. t"loyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>424 

1925, Januapf 24 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. t"loyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>436 

1925, Janua~- 31 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 



>pl0 

<B>437 

1925, Januapf 31 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>438 

1925, Janua~- 31 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>445 

1925, FebluatT 7 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>444 

1925, February 7 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>447 

1925, February 7 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>448 

1925, February 7 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>449 

1925, February 7 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>450 

1925, February 7 

Theatrical Comment<iBI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>4(s4 

1925, February 14 

Sissle and Blake Are Honored by Deacons</BI>. 

]- ittsburgh Courier 



>pl0 

<B>465 

1925, Februaw 14 

Sissle and Blake Go Big in St Louis</B[>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>467 

1925, February 14 

Theatrical Conm~ent</~3I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>468 

1925, February 14 

Theatrical Conm~ent</~3I>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>469 

1925, FebmaD’ 14 

Theatrical Comment</~3I>. Floyd O Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>470 

1925, Febmai~’ 14 

Theatrical Comment</~3I>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>471 

1925, Febmai~’ 14 

Theatrical Comment</~3I>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>489 

1925, April 11 

Theatrical Comments</BI>. }"byd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>490 

1925, April 11 

Theatrical Comments</BI>. }"byd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>491 

1925, @ril I 1 

Theatrical Corcanents</BI>. Floyd O. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 



<B>492 

1925, April 11 

Theatrical Comments</B[>. Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B.>497 

1925, @ri118 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd O. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B.>498 

1925, @ri118 

Theatrical Cormnent</BI>. Floyd O. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B.>499 

1925, April 18 

Theatrical Comment</BI>. Floyd O. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>551 

1925, June 13 

Latest Negro Musical Show- Highly Praised by Critics and Newspapers</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>552 

1925, June 13 

Latest Negro 2vfusical Show Highly Praised by Critics and Newspapers</BI>. 
Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>796 

1926, February 6 

Stage Notes</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>797 

1926, February 6 

Stage Notes</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl0 

<B>853 

1926, March 26 

Paul Laurence Dunbar’s Drama on Screen at Rosebud Theater</BI>. 

California Eagle 



>pl 

<B>854 

1926, March 26 

Paul Laurence Dunbar’s "The Sport of the Gods." </B[> 

California Eagle 

>pl 

<B>1016 

1926, August 6 

How- She Arose frora Obscurity to Stardom<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

p6 

<B>1017 

1926, August 6 

How- She Arose frora Obscurity to Stardom<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

p6 

<B>1053 

1926, August 27 

How- She Arose from Obscuri~ to Stardom</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>1054 

1926, August 27 

How- She Arose from Obscuri~ to Stardom</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>1426 

1927, A~ne 24 

Leave It to Madame Sul-Te-Wan</BI>. Hellen Kenlin. 

California Eagle 

p4 

<B>1427 

1927, June 24 

Leave It to Madame Sul-Te-Wan</BI>. He[len Ken[in. 

California Eagle 

p4 

<B>1627 

1927, November 19 

Along the Rialto: Florence Mills-The Actress</B[>. (;happy Gardner 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p3 

<B>1628 

1927, November 19 

Along the Rialto: Jimmy Marshall to Open<iBI>. Chappy Gardner. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p3 



<B>2031 

1928, August 17 

Sidney P Dones for a New Justice</BI> J. McFarline Ervin 

California Eagle 

>pl 

<B>2032 

1928, August 17 

Sidney P. Dones-Vicissitudes Through ;\~ich He Travels</BI>. J. McFarline 

California Eagle 

>pl 

<B>2059 

1928, September 7 

Reel-Previews and Reviews-Big Zack Williams Returns to Screen<J%I>. 

California Eagle 

p8 

<B>2060 

1928, September 7 

Reel-Previews and Reviews-Cast for "Four Feathers."</BI> 

California Eagle 

p8 

<B>2227 

1928, December 21 

Greetings of the Season Iicom the Colored Stars of Screeland-Zack 
~Vllliams</BI>. 

Caliibrnia Eagle 

p24 

<B>2228 

1928, December 21 

Greetings of the Season from the Colored Stars of Screenland-Mr. Oscar 
(Cutie Kid) Smith<,~[aA >. 

California Eagle 

p24 

<B>224~5 

1929, Januapf 5 

Along the Rialto</B[>. Chappy Gardner. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl 

<B>2247 

1929, Januapf 5 

Along the Rialto</B[>. Chappy Gardner. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl 

<B>2351 

1929, March 9 

Stage Facts</BI>. Mattrice Dancer. 

Pittsburgh Courier 



>pl 

<B>2352 

1929, March 9 

Stage Facts</BI>. Maurice I)ancer 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl 

<B>2376 

1929, March 29 

Behind the Scenes with A.N.P.-Curtis Nero</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2377 

1929, March 29 

Behind the Scenes with A.N.P.-Ethel Waters in Omaha</~3I>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2378 

1929, March 29 

Behind the Scenes with A.NP-George Dewey Washington</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2395 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Carolyn Snowden</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2396 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Charles Moore</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2397 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Daniel Haynes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2398 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Eubie Blake and Broadway Jones</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2399 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Floyd Shackleford</BI>. 

California Eagle 



>pll 

<B>2dO0 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Mildred Washington and Mar}, Richards</Bl>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2401 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Nina Mae McKitmey<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2402 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Oscar Smith</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2403 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Spencer Bell<,q3I>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2404 

1929, April 5 

Behind the Scenes-Twenty-five Colored Theaters Install "Talkie" 
Machines</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2415 

1929, April 12 

Among Our "Stars"-Oscar Smith<,q3I>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2416 

1929, April 12 

Among Our "Stars"-Roberta IIyson<iBI> 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>2422 

1929, April 13 

Stage Facts</BI> ]Vlaurice Dancer. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>2423 

1929, April 13 

Stage Facts</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>2456 

1929, May 10 

Motion Pictures Drama</BI> Lawrence Lamar 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>2457 

1929, May 10 

Motion Pictures Drama</BI>. Lawrence Lamar. 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>2501 

1929, July 12 

Would Rather Free-Lance</~I>. Oscar Sraith. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2502 

1929, July 12 

Would Rather Free-Lance</~I> Oscar Smith. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2503 

1929, July 12 

Would Rather Free-Lance</~I> Oscar Smith. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2513 

1929, August 16 

Studio Activities</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2514 

1929, August 16 

Studio Acuvities<iBI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2515 

1929, August 16 

Studio Acuvities<iBI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2516 

1929, August 16 

Studio Activities<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 



<B>2519 

1929, August 23 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2520 

1929, August 23 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2521 

1929, August 23 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2522 

1929, August 23 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2529 

1929, August 30 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2530 

1929, August 30 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2531 

1929, August 30 

Smdio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2532 

1929, September 6 

Big Feature at Apex Nite Club-Evelyn Preer Leaving</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2533 

1929, September 6 

Big Feature at Apex Nite Club-Stepin Fetchit Dances</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 



<B>2535 

1929, September 6 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2536 

1929, September 6 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2542 

1929, September 20 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2543 

1929, Scptember 20 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2544 

1929, September 20 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2545 

1929, September 20 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2546 

1929, September 27 

Curtis Mosby and }{is Apex Night Club Celebrate Anniversary; Famous Night 

Club One Year Old</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>2547 

1929, September 27 

Curtis Mosby and tlis Apex Night Club Celebrate Anmversary; Famous Night 

Club One Year Old</BI> 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>2548 

1929, Septerrlber 27 

Curtis Mosby and His Apex Night Club Celebrate Anniversary; Famous Night 

Club One Year Old<iBI>. 

California Eagle 



p9 

<B>2549 

1929, September 27 

Curtis Mosby and tlis Apex Night Club Celebrate Anniversary; Famous Night 
Club One Year Old</B[> 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>2553 

1929, Septerrlber 27 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>2554 

1929, Septerrlber 27 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>2558 

1929, October 4 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<E>2559 

1929, October 4 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<E>2560 

1929, October 4 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2567 

1929, October 11 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2568 

1929, October 11 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2569 

1929, Octobcr 11 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 



>pl0 

<B>2570 

1929, October 11 

Studio Notes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2575 

1929, October 18 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2576 

1929, October 18 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2577 

1929, October 18 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2578 

1929, October 18 

Studio Notes</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2639 

1930, March 28 

Behind the Scenes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2(7~) 

1930, Mi~rch 28 

Behind the Scenes</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2734 

1930, Mi~y 9 

Behind the Scenes with HanT</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2735 

1930, blay 9 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 



<B>2736 

1930, Mi~y 9 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2737 

1930, May 9 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2748 

1930, May 16 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2749 

1930, May 16 

Behind the Scenes with Hal~,v</BI>. 

Califbmia Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2778 

1930, May 24 

Stars That Shine</BI>. Billy Jones 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>2779 

1930, May 24 

Stars That Shine</BI>. Billy Jones 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>2780 

1930, May 24 

Stars That Shine</BI>. Billy Jones 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>2816 

1930, June 17 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2817 

1930, June 17 

Behind the Scenes xvith Harry<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 



<B>2818 

1930, June 17 

Behind the Scenes ~vith Harr~v</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2819 

1930, June 17 

Behind the Scenes ~vith Harr~’<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2820 

1930, June 17 

Behind the Scenes ~vith Harr~’<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2853 

1930, July 11 

Behind the Scenes with Han)’</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2854 

1930, July 11 

Behind the Scenes with Han)’</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2855 

1930, July 11 

Behind the Scenes with Han)’</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2856 

1930, July 11 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2899 

1930, August 9. 

"White Cargo" Barred</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>2900 

1930, August 9. 

%\~ite Cargo" Barred</BI>. 

Pittsbmgh Courier 

p6 

<B>2901 



1930, August 15 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2902 

1930, August 15 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>2911 

1930, August 16 

Leading Characters in "Georgia Rose." </BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>2912 

1930, August 16 

Leading Characters in "Georgia Rose." </BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>2919 

1930, August 22 

Behind the Scenes with Hal~,v</BI>. 

Cali*bmia Eagle 

>p12 

<B>2920 

1930, August 22 

Behind the Scenes with Hal~,v</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p12 

<B>2921 

1930, August 22 

Behind the Scenes with tIarry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p12 

<B>2922 

1930, August 22 

Behind the Scenes with tIarry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p12 

<B>2932 

1930, August 29 

Behind the Scenes xvith Harr~’<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>2933 



1930, August 29 

Behind the Scenes with Harry--./BI>. 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>2958 

1930, September 6 

Harlem Limited Broadway Burred: Anita Thompson Abroad</BI>. Floyd G. 

Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>2959 

1930, September 6 

Hallera Limited Broadway Bound: "Blackbirds" Open in Brooklyn</BI>. Floyd 

G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>2960 

1930, September 6 

Harlem Limited Broadway Bound: George Dewey YVashington</BI> Floyd G 

Snelson 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>2961 

1930, September 6 

Harlem Limited Broad~vay Bound: Jolmny Hudgins</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>3012 

1930, October 3 

Behind the Scenes with HalT~v</BI>. 

Caliibmia Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>3013 

1930, October 3 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>3029 

1930, October 10 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>3030 

1930, Octobcr 10 

Behind the Scenes ~vith Harry<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 



<B>3104 

1930, November 21 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>3105 

1930, Novernber 21 

Behind the Scenes with Harr~’<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>3106 

1930, Novernber 21 

Behind the Scenes with Harr~’<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl0 

> <B>3118 

1930, November 22. 

"Shufflin’ Sam from Alabam" Next at Lando</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 

<B>3119 

1930, November 22. 

"Shutt’lin’ Sam from Alabama." </BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 1:41 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Dataset 2 - Revisions 

Dear Rhonda: Below are the revisions for Dataset 2 

#3765 - In the title, Gorilla is mispellec -- the correct spelling is Gorilla 

#3794 -- Ellingtons -- insert apostrophe so that it reads Ellington’s 

#~555 -- The Title should read -- Nina Taakes Harlem to London 

#4798 -- "Sugar Hill" should be in qoutation marks 

#4852 -- Delete this entry 

#5018 -- Delete this entry 

#5221 -- Clark Gable’s name is mispelled -- correct spelling Gable 

#5668 -- Delete this entry 

#5690 -- Delete this entry 

~5737 -- Imitatio of Life should be in quotes -- "Imitatiun uf Life" 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quuting Rhonda Herman <RtIerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Charlene: Decided this was easy fur me and I hupe you can easily see 
which ones you need tu check. Again, I am matching :first three wurds of 
title so I am getting a lot that you will knuw do not have a prublem but 
this will catch slight title variations Rhonda 

<B>3837 

1932, Januapf 30 

High Lights Stage-Screen: Club Alabam Signs Mae I)iggs<iBI>. Lawrence 
Lamar 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p7 

<B>3838 

1932, Janua~ 30 

High Lights Stage-Screen: "Lucky Day" Enters FiRh Sruashing ~2~ eek at 
Mayan</BI>. Lawrence Lamar. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p7 

<B>3839 

1932, January 30 

High Lights Stage-Screen: Reopening of the Showboat Fails to Excite 
Negroes</BI>. Lawrence Lamar. 

]- ittsburgh Courier 

p7 

<B>3856 

1932, FebmaW 6 

High Lights Stage-Screen: Cast in "Wet Parade."<?BI> Lawrence Lamar. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>3857 



1932, February 6 

tIigh I.ights Stage-Screen: Dancer Quits "I.uclcy Day."</BI> Lawrence Lamar. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>3858 

1932, Febluat)~ 6 

High Lights Stage-Screen: Proruinent Actors Passed Away</BI>. Lawrence 
gamar. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>3886 

1932, February" 20 

Highlights Stage-Screen: Clarence Muse in Film "Nite Club."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>3887 

1932, February" 20 

Highlights Stage-Screen: Edith Spencer and Lawrence</BI>. La~vrence 

L~nar 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>3888 

1932, Februa~ 20 

Highlights Stage-Screen: Slick "¢~ite at Cotton Club</BI>. Lawrence 

Lamar. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>3931 

1932, March 11 

Behind the Scenes with Hany</BI>. 

Ca[ifomia Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>3932 

1932, March 11 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

Ca[ifomia Eagle 

>pl0 

<B>4536 

1933, Januapf 21 

New York’s First Nighter</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4537 

1933, Januacy- 21 

New- "~ ork’s First Nighter</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 



<B>4538 

1933, January 21 

New York’s First Nighter</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4539 

1933, January 21 

Newsy Newsettes<iBI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4540 

1933, January 21 

Newsy Newsettes<iBI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4569 

1933, February 4 

Broadway Bouaad</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4570 

1933, February 4 

Broadway Bouaad</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl 

<B>4578 

1933, February 4 

Newsy Newsettes</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4579 

1933, February 4 

Newsy Newsettes</BI~. Flo~’d G. Snelson 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4580 

1933, February 4 

Newsy Newsettes</BI~. Flo~’d G. Snelson 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4581 

1933, February 4 

Newsy Newsettes</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

]- ittsburgh Courier 

p6 



<B>4582 

1933, February 4 

Newsy Newsettes</B[~. Flo~’d G. Snelson 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4586 

1933, February 4 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4587 

1933, February 4 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4588 

1933, February 4 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4589 

1933, February 4 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4592 

1933, Febmary 11 

Along the Rialto</BI>. Chappy Gardner. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4593 

1933 February 11 

Along the Rialto</B[>. Chappy Gardner. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4626 

1933 February 25 

Broadway Bound</BI> Floyd G Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4627 

1933, Febluacy 25 

Broadway Bo~md</BI>. Floyd G. Snelson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4~39 



1933, February 25 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4640 

1933, February 25 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4648 

1933, March 4 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4649 

1933, March 4 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4650 

1933, March 4 

Wave Lengths</BI> Aileen Eckstein 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4654 

1933, March 11 

All London Captivated by Blazing Eyes of Nina Mae</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 
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<B>4655 

1933, March 11 

All London Captivated by Blazing [~yes of Nina Mae-Nine Takes Harlem to 
London</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p3 

<B>4663 

1933, March 11 

Stars ’l’hat Shine</BI> Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

1933, March 11 

Stars That Shine</BI>. Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4665 



1933, March 11 

Stars That Shine</BI> Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Cuurier 

p6 

<B>4676 

1933, March 18 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p7 

<B>4677 

1933, March 18 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p7 

<B>4678 

1933, March 18 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p7 

<B>4687 

1933, March 25 

"De Lawd," Author and Scenes of "Green Pastures," V~ich Plays in 
Pittsburgh Next Week</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl 

<B>4688 

1933, March 25 

"De Lawd," Author and Scenes of "Green Pastures," ~Vhich Plays in 
Pittsburgh Next Week</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl 

<B>4691 

1933, March 25 

Newsy Newsettes</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p8 

<B>4692 

1933, March 25 

Newsy Newsettes</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p8 

<B>4693 

1933, March 25 

Newsy Newsettes</BI>. 

]- ittsburgh Courier 

p8 



<B>4698 

1933, March 25 

Stars That Shine</BI>. Billy Jones 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p8 

<B>4699 

1933, March 25 

Stars That Shine</BI>. Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p8 

<B>4711 

1933, April 1 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4712 

1933, April 1 

Wave Lengths</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4713 

1933, April 1 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4714 

1933, April 1 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4743 

1933, April 29 

News?’ Newsettes</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4744 

1933, April 29 

News?’ Newsettes</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4745 

1933, @ril 29 

Newsy Newsettes</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4756 



1933, May 6 

Newsy Newsettes</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4757 

1933, _May 6 

Newsy Newsettcs</BI >. 

Pittsburgh Couner 

p6 

<B>4758 

1933, _May 6 

Newsy Newsettcs</BI >. 

Pittsburgh Couner 

p6 

<B>4759 

1933, _May 6 

Newsy Newsettcs</BI >. 

Pittsburgh Couner 

p6 

<B>4760 

1933, May 6 

Newsy Ne~vsettes</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Couner 

p6 

<B>4767 

1933, May 13 

Newsy Ne~vsettes</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Couner 

p6 

<B>4768 

1933, May 13 

Newsy Newsettes</BI:~. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4769 

1933, May 13 

Newsy Newsettes</BI:~. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4770 

1933, May 13 

Newsy Newsettes</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4791 



1933, May 27 

Wave Lengths</BI> Ai[een Eckstein 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4792 

1933, May 27 

Wa’,~e Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4810 

1933, June 17 

Stars That Shine</BI>. Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B~4811 

1933, June 17 

Stars That Shine</BI>. Billy Jones. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B;~4852 

1933, July 15 

Featured Bi-Weekly</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B;~4853 

1933, July 15 

Featured Bi-Weekly: F~thel Waters</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4873 

1933, July 22 

Wave Lengths</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4874 

1933, July 22 

Wave Lengths</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4875 

1933, July 22 

Wave Lengths</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B~4876 

1933, July 22 



Wave Lengths</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Cuurier 

p6 

<B>4877 

1933, J~ly 22 

Wave Lengths</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4886 

1933, J~ly 29 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4887 

1933, J~ly 29 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4888 

1933, July 29 

Wave Lengths</BI> Aileen Eckstein 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4889 

1933, July 29 

Wave Lengths</BI> Aileen Eckstein 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4907 

1933, August 12 

Wave Lengths</BI> Ai[een t~ckstein 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4908 

1933, August 12 

Wave Lengths</BI> Ai[een t~ckstein 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4917 

1933, August 25 

Madame Sul-Te-Wan rI1nanks Appreciative Friends<iBI> 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B >4918 

1933, August 25 



Madame Sul-Te-Wan, 61 Is Star of Bowl Dance Fest</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pll 

<B>4963 

1933, September 23 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4964 

1933, September 23 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4965 

1933, September 23 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4966 

1933, September 23 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4978 

1933, October 7 

Newsy Newsettes</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4979 

1933, October 7 

News?’ Newsettes</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4991 

1933, October 14 

Wave I.engths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4992 

1933, October 14 

Wave I.engths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4993 

1933, October 14 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 



Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>4994 

1933, ©ctober 14 

Wave Lengths</BI>. Aileen Eckstein. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p6 

<B>5104 

1934, January 20 

Sad, Glad, History Making Meruories: What, \Vhy, and How Persons, Things 
Break Into Nation’s Press</BI>. 

Pittsb~gh Courier 

>pl 

<B>5105 

1934, Janua~ 20 

Sad, Glad, Histoly Making Memories: What, ;~y, and How Persons, Things 
Break Into Nation’s Press</BI>. 

Pittsbmgh Courier 

>pl 

<B>5106 

1934, Janua~- 20 

Sad, Glad, Histo~- Making Memories: ~ hat, ~y, and How Persons, Things 
Break Into Nation’s Press</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl 

<B>5107 

1934, JanualN 20 

Sad, Glad, Histow Making Memories: What, ;~y, and How Persons, Things 
Break Into Nation’s Press</BI>. 

Pittsbwgh Courier 

>pl 

<B>5556 

1934, December 1 

Typical ~[}’pes Out in Filmland</BI> Fay M Jackson. 

Pittsbwgh Courier 

p8 

<B>5557 

1934, December 1 

Typical ~[}’pes Out in Filmland</BI> Fay M Jackson. 

Pittsbwgh Courier 

p8 

<B>5558 

1934, December 1 

Typical Types Out m Filmland</BI>. Fay M. Jackson. 

Pittsb~gh Courier 

p8 

<B>5657 



1935, January 19 

Joe Louis Shows Class in Beating Birkie ttere: Joe Louis Reveals Rare 

"Killer’s Instinct" in ’]’hat Fatal Tenth</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p5 

<B>5658 

1935, January 19 

Joe Louis Shows Class in Beating Birkie Here: Awarded Tec’nical Knockout 

in Tenth</BI>. Lonnie Harrington. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p5 

<B>5689 

1935, February 1 

Miss McKirmey to Have Good Spot in Fihn</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p7 

<B>5690 

1935, February 1 

Miss McKilmey to Have Good Spot m Film</BI> 

California Eagle 

p7 

<B>5710 

1935, February 8 

"Imitation of Life" on Los Angeles Theater Bill Now</BI> 

California Eagle 

p6 

<B>5711 

1935, February 8 

"Imitation of Life" Up for Screen Award</BI> 

California Eagle 

p6 

<B>6180 

1935, June 14 

Jesse Owens ls Appointed Page by Ohio tlouse</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>6181 

1935, June 14 

Jesse Owens Is Track Captain</BI> 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>6382 

1 935, August 23 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p9 

<B>6383 



1935, August 23 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p9 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 5:20 PM 

RHennan@mct~rl~dpub.com 

Revisions tbr Data~t 3 

Dear Rhonda: Below are the revisions for dataset 3 

#7100 "Showboat" put in quotations 
#7132 "Green Pastures" in quotes 
#7254 "Unknown Soldier Speaks" in quotes 
#7275 "Green Pastures" in quotes #7278 "Showboat" in quotes 
#7291 "Green Pastures" in quotes 
#7307 "Green Pastures" in quotes 
#7312 "Mulatto" in quotes 
#7338 "Pastures" in quotes 
#7340 Insert close quote-"Rose 2vfcClendon was True Friend" 
#7377 "Black Network" in quotes 
#7485 "Green Pastures" in quotes 
#7511 "IVlulatto" in quotes 
#7556 "Blackbirds" in quotes 
#7563 "Real" in quotes 
#7576 "Steals" in quotes 
#7584 "Your History" in quotes 
#7588 "Fats" Waller in quotes 
#7621 "Green Pastures" ~n quotes 
#7626 "Crazy Quilt" in quotes 
#7752 Delete 
#7828 "Can ~fhis Be Dixie" in quotes 
#7867 "(load Samaritan" in quotes 
#7887 "Rainbow on the River in quotes 
#7932 "Slave Ship" in quotes 
#7997 "March of Time" ~n quotes 

#8092 "Shuffle Along" insert double quotes 
#8105 "Hit Parade" insert double quotes 
#8110 "ttit Parade" insert double quotes 
#8122 Insert close quote 
#8172 Insert close quote 
#8281 "Green Pastures" in double quotes 
#8432 "Black Eagle" insert close quote 
#8437 Delete 
#8440 "Mulatto" insert double quotes 
#8519 "Lil" insert double quotes 
#8520 Delete quotation mark after bellitin 
#8538 Delete single quote and keep double quote 

#8558 "One Mile From tteaven" and "Think Fast, Mr. Moto" insert double 
quotes and delete single quote 
#8559 "SOlOlnOn’s X/fines’’ insert quotes 
#8597 "March of Tirue" insert quotes 
#8634 "Fats" insert quotes 
#8670 "Marumy" insert quotes 
#8681 Delete 
#8686 "Most valuable" insert quotes 
#8712 Delete 
#8716 "Life Goes On" inselt quotes 
#8720 Mispelling-correct spelling is Duffle 
#8729 Delete 
#8743 "Life Goes On" insert quotes 
#8748 "Life Goes On" insert close quote 
#8836 "Harlera on the Prairie" insert quotes 
#9148 "Spirit of Youth" insert quotes #9168 "Spirit of Youth" insert quotes 
#9255 "Birth of a Nation" insert quotes 
#9262 Insert quotes "Bomber" 
#9578 "Shuffle Along" insert quotes 
#9657 "Blackbirds" insert quotes 
#9689 "Bronze Buckaroo" insert quotes 
#9690 "Going Places" insert quotes 
#9691 "Bronze Buckaroo" insert quotes 
#9799 "Two Gun Man Front Harlem" insert quotes 
#9818 "St. Louis Blues" insert quotes 
#9892 "Reform School" insert quotes 
#9934 Mispelled word-correct spelling Boycott 
#9966 "Reform School" insert quotes 
#10055 Delete 
#10060 Delete 
#10111 "Bomber" insert quotes 
#10114 "Dies" insert quotes 
# 10116 "Stuff" insert qu otes 
#10179 Delete 
#10678 Delete 
#10677 "Darktown Strutters Ball" insert quotes 

#10859 "Hot Mikado" inselt quotes 
#11104 "One Dark Night" insert quotes #11182 "Native Son" insert quotes 
#11237 ix,fispellmg-correct spelling First #11380 Delete 



#11382 Delete 
# 11444 "While Th ousands Cheer" insert quotes 
#11781 "Song of Freedom" insert quotes 
#11906 "Cabin in the Sky" insert quotes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 5:40 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Fwd: Additional Revisions to Data~t 1 

Dear Rhonda: Below are a few- additional revisions to Dataset 1 

# 1021 "Birthright" insert in quotes 
#1022 "Birthright" insert in quotes 
#1756 "The Millionaire" insert in quotes 
#1868 "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" insert in quotes 
#2197 "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" insert in quotes 
#2265 "Uncle Tom’s Cabin" insert in quotes 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Begin forwarded message: 

>> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> Date: October 1, 2008 3:28:07 PM EDT 
>> To: Rhonda Herman <P, Herman@mcfarlandpub.com> 
>> Subject: Re: Inde× 
>> 

>> Dear Rhonda: Attached is the edited version of Part I of Black 
>> Entertainers in Newspaper Articles. The following entries will need 
>> to be deleted from this section: 552, 1054, 1426, 1900, 2383, and 
>> 2900. Please let me know that you have received this material. 
>> Please note that I did not change the title of this file because I 
>> did not want to create confusion Thanks much for your assistance. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 

< Rt lerman@mcfarlandpub, c om >: >> 

>> 

>>> Dear Ms. Regester: Attached is the index, compiled from the keyword 
>>> :files you sent. It worked vet,), nicely 

>>> You did a great job handling the databaset 

>>> Please proof the index too I would suggest spot checking the numbers. 
>>> You may find alternate spellings of names so please look at every entry 

>>> If we can finalize this by the middle of next month, we will plan on 
>>> advertising this for o~tr Spring 2009 list. Let me know your thoughts 
>>> about schedule of proofing on your end. 

>>> Thanks for all your hard work, Rhonda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 1:08 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Important Information 

Dear Dean Woodard: I just heard today that 

Once I veril}~, I will 
let you know for certain Our meeting is long overdue but I am teaching 
3 classes this semester -- I had to take over Barbara Anderson’s 
on-line course                We ~vill re-schedule when things calm 
down for both us. We have got to remember not to work too hard because 
these jobs are stressfuh Call my cell if you want to discuss further 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Harold Woodard 

<harold woodard@unc edu>: 

I will be out of to~vn for the remainder of this week, so let’s plan 
on getting together during the ~veek before classes begin 

>H. 

regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Dean Woodward: Do you want to meet for an update (nothing 
>> important) before school starts, if so I can only meet later in the 
>> week. I will be out of town from August 3-15th Or we can meet the 
>> week before school starts. Let me know what works best with you. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting ttarold Woodard 

>> <harold woodard@unc edu>: 
>> 
>>> I just heard about this earlier today. Had no idea this was coming!! 

>>> Harold 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>>>> ..... Forwarded message from dacrowde@emaihunc.edu ..... 
>>>> Dabe: Tue, 28 Jul 2009 13:28:58 -0400 

>>>> From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
>>>> Reply-To: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email unc.edu> 
>>>> SubJect: 
>>>> To: Reginald Hildebrand <hildebra@emaihunc.edu>, PerU Hall 
>>>> <hallpa@email.unc.edu>, Barbara Anderson <bandersl @email.unc.edu>, 
>>>> Rachael A Murphey-Brown <ramurphe@email.unc.edu>, Robert Porter 
>>>> <robertporter@mindspring.com>, charlene regester 
>>>> <regester@email uric edu>, Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

>>>> Did you guys know about this? dc 

>>>>> Colleagues, 

>>>>> Some of you have already learned that              -~as retired. Her 
>>>>> decision came quite unexpectedly, and she has already moved, leaving an 
>>>>> address in Tuscaloosa. I know- you join me in lamenting her absence but 
>>>>> also wishing her the very best in her new endeavors. 

>>>>> All best, 
>>>>> Beverly Taylor f 

>>>> ..... End forwarded nressage ..... 

>>> Harold Woodard, Associate Dean 
>>> Office for Student Acadenric Counseling 
>>> CB# 343T 105-A Abernethy Hall 
>>> UNT~ at Chapel Hill 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 
>>> Phone: (919) 966-2143 
>>> Fax: (919) 843-8134 
>>>E-mail: harold woodard@unc.edu 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean 
Office for Student Academic Counseling 
CB# 3437/105-A Abernethy Hall 
L,~!C at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 



Phone: (919) 966-2143 

Fax: (919) 843-8134 

E-mail: harold woodard@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 1:58 PM 

Photofest <accounting@photot~stnyc.com:~ 

Re: Credit Memo from Photofest, Inc. 

Please let me know ifI can send a check to your office for the amount 
owed. I do not like to pay by credit card over the computer. If so, I 
will send offtomorrow Thanks much for working with me Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Photofest <accounting@photofestnyc.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester : 

Your credit memo is included in a separate attacl~nent. We have 
reduced ?’our account balance by the amount shown on the credit memo. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 4:27 PM 

Rhonda t terman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com> 

Re: Batch4 

Dear Rhonda: Below are the revisions for Dataset 4 

#12238 Delete single quote in title 
#12312 "’¢~qaile Thousands Cheer" insert in quotes 
#12473 Delete single quote & insert double close quote 
#12496 Insert double close quote 
#12554 "Native Son" Insert in double quotes 
#12560 Delete single quote 
#12571 Inselt double close quote 
#12579 Inser double close quote 
#12582 Inselt double close quote 
#12585 Insert double close quote 
#12610 Insert in double quotes "Take My Life" 
#12623 Insert in double quotes "Native Son" 
#12627 Insert in double quotes "Cabin in the Sky" 
#12635 Insert in double quotes "Porgy" 
#12648 Insert "Native Son" double quotes 
#12651 "All God’s Chillun Got Wings" double quotes 
#12668 "Rowe’s Notebook" double quotes 
#12703 Delete 
# 12745 "Porgy" Insert double quotes 
#12789 "Professor Creeps" Insert double quotes 
# 12893 Delete single quote, "Sugar" in double quotes 
#12923 "BRiangles" insert double quotes 
#13011 Delete 
#13027 Delete 

#13172 delete single quote 
# 13189 delete quote before "Shooting 
#13202 Delete 
#13221 Delete single quote 
#13228 Delete 
#13306 Delete 
#13316 Delete 
#13334 Delete 
#13591 Delete quote a~er Proof#13597 "Porgy - Bess" insert double quotes 
#13599 "String" in double quotes 
#13601 "Shuffle" insert double quotes 
# 13612 Hollywood is mispelled 
#13665 No quotes - WC Handy Mitres 
#13731 ?,/hspelling - Worth 
#13794 "First Lady" insert double quotes 
# 13795 "Chorines" insert double quotes 
#13798 "Solid" insert double quotes 
#13799 "Bo" in double quotes 
#13824 "Blue Ribbon Salute" in double quotes 
#13886 "Sarge" in double quotes #13896 "Cabin in the Sky" in double quotes 
#13970 "Slide-Sax" in double quotes 
#13984 "Hurricane" in double quotes 

#13986 "Made" Insert double quotes 
#14053 "Porgy - Bess" insert double quotes 
#14060 "Quiz" insert double quotes #14065 "Solid" insert double quotes 
#14068 "Porgy-Bess" insert double quotes 
#14082 "Inks" double-quotes 
#14230 "Array’s" double quotes 
#14249 "Stormy Weather" insert quotes 
#14258 "Fats" double quotes 
#14260 "Moonglow" double quotes 
#14263 "Earle" double quotes 
#14305 "Mk. Smith Goes to Washington" double quotes 
#14339 "Carmen" double quotes 
#14384 Mispelling Fights 
#14559 Delete 
#14672 "Showboat" double quotes 
#14677 "Negro Soldier" in text one quote mark is backwards 
#14762 Mispelling Double 
#14818 Delete 
#14857 Capitalize The Case of Mrs. Wingate 
#14993 Delete 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester DIo Quoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

<B>12165 

1941, October 16 

Behind the Scenes: Etta Moten Sings Next Week</BI> Harry Levette 

California Eagle 



p2 

<B>12166 

1941, October 16 

Behind the Scenes: Hattie McDaniel Wires Cigarettes</BI>. Harry Levette. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>12167 

1941, October 16 

Behind the Scenes: Large Negro Sequence in RKO’s "Srlycopation."</BI> 
Harry Levette. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>12168 

1941, October 16 

Behind the Scenes: Works Picks up in the Movies<iBI>. Harly Levette. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>12425 

1942, JanuaU 17 

Lucky, Millinder Returns to Radio</~I>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p19 

<B>12426 

1942, JanuaU 17 

Lucky, Millinder Returns to Radio</~I>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p19 

<B>12610 

1942, April 2 

Take My Life" Starts Easter Parade of Hits at Lmco[n</B[>. 

California Eagle 

p3 

<B>12611 

1942, April 2 

"Take My Life" Starts Easter Parade of Hits at Lincoln</BI>. 

California Eagle 

p3 

<B>12667 

1942, April 25 

"Rowe’s Notebook "</BI> Billy Rowe. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>12669 

1942, April 25 

"Roxve’s Notebook."</BI> Billy Rowe. 



Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>12703 

1942, May 9 

Radio Festival ()pens with "Porgy and Bess."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>12704 

1942, May 9 

Radio Festival Opens with "Porg~" and Bess."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>12795 

1942, June 18 

Behind the Scenes ~vith Harr~’<iBI>. Harry" Levette. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>12796 

1942, June 18 

Behind the Scenes with Han)’</BI>. Han)’ Levette. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>13027 

1942, September 19 

Hampton Concludes Engagement</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>13028 

1942, September 19 

Hampton Concludes Engagement</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>13110 

1942, October 10 

Rowe’s Notebook<iBI>. Billy Rowe. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>13111 

1942, October 10 

Rowe’s Notebook<iBI>. Billy Rowe. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>13141 

1942, October 17 

Rowe’s Notebook</~I>. Billy Rowe. 

Pittsburgh Courier 



p20 

<B>13142 

1942, October 17 

Rowe’s Notebook<iBI>. Billy Rowe. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>13170 

1942, October 24 

Rowe’s Notebook</~I>. Billy Rowe. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>13171 

1942, October 24 

Rowe’s Notebook</~I>. Billy Rowe. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>13202 

1942, November 7 

Hazel Scott Struck a Rhythmic Jack-Pot in Hollywood; Expected Back for 
iVlore Picture Emoting</BI> Billy Ro~ve. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13203 

1942, November 7 

Hazel Scott Struck a Rhythmic Jack-Pot in Hollywood; Expected Back for 
More Picture Emoting</BI>. Billy Rowe 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13217 

1942, November 14 

Bands and Briefs<iBI> Alfred Duckett 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13218 

1942, November 14 

Bands and Briefs<iBI> Alfred Duckett 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13227 

1942, November 14 

Hazel Scott Tells Interesting Story</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13228 

1942, Novernber 14 

Hazel Scott Tells Interesting StolT</BI>. 



Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13306 

1942, December 12 

Edwards Sisters Held Over at Smalls<iBI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13307 

1942, December 12 

Edwards Sisters Held Over at Smalls</~I>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13315 

1942, December 12 

NAACP Pickets Close "Birth of a Nation." </BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13316 

1942, December 12 

NAACP Pickets Close, "Birth of a Nation." </BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13317 

1942, December 12 

New Stars with Lionel</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13318 

1942, December 12 

New Stars with Lionel</Bl>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>13333 

1942, December 18 

Photograph of Leigh Whipper in tlis Role in "The Ox-Bow Incident "</BI> 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>13334 

1942, December 18 

Photograph of Leigh Whipper in "O×-Bow Incident" </B I> 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>13402 

1943, Januapy- 9 

"Billy Rowe’s Notebook." <iBI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 



p20 

<B>13403 

1943, Januapf 9 

"Bill?" Rowe’s Notebook." <iBI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>13404 

1943, January- 9 

"Billy Rowe’s Notebook." <iBI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p20 

<B>13753 

1943, April 1 

Behind the Scenes with Harry</BI>. Harry Levette. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>13754 

1943, April 1 

Behind the Scenes with Hal~y</BI>. Hairy Levette. 

California Eagle 

p2 

<B>13973 

1943, June 5 

Rogers Says</BI> J. A Rogers 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p7 

<B>13974 

1943, June 5 

Rogers Says</BI> J. A Rogers 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p7 

<B>14101 

1943, July 17 

Billy Rowe’s Notebook<iBI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>14102 

1943, July 17 

Billy Rowe’s Notebook<iBI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p21 

<B>14558 

1944, February 26 

Count Basie Moves h~to Apollo Friday</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 



>p15 

<B>14559 

1944, FebmaW 26 

Count Basie Moves Into Apollo Friday</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl5 

<B>14818 

1944, September 16 

Lionel Hampton Hot on Westward Swing</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl3 

<B>14819 

1944, September 16 

Lionel Hampton Hot on Westward Swing</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>pl3 

<B>14831 

1944, September 23 

"Porgy and Bess" Aired o1~ "This Is iVly Best. "</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>14832 

1944, September 23 

"Porgy and Bess" Going Abroad</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>14992 

1945, JanualT 27 

King Cole Trio Cops Figure for "Stork Club."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>14993 

1945, Januapf 27 

King Cole Trio Cops High Figure [’or "Stork Club" Pix</BI>. tlerman IIill 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 4:29 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Batch 5 

Dear Rhonda: Do you have a list of duplicates for batch 5 and 6. If so, 
please send as I will check as soon as I can Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman <P, Helrnan@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 4:34 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mctiMaJ~dpub.com:~ 

RE: Batch 5 

Dear P&onda: It seems that I am receiving the big files but for some 
reason I did not receive the list(s) that I have been using as a guide 
to check the datasets by. Re-send the lists only for Batch 5 and 6. 
"¢,qaen I receive, I will send you an email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Rhonda Herman <tkElerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

I sent those about an hour ago. Do I need to send again? Is it 
possible that your mailbox won’t hold anymore since I am sending these 
big flies? 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2009 4:29 PM 
To: Rhonda Herman 
Subject: Re: Batch 5 

Dear Rhonda: Do you have a list of duplicates for batch 5 and 6. If so, 
please send as I will check as soon as I can. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 4:54 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Batch 6 

Dear Rhonda: I received the list for batch 5 but when I opened batch 6 
a list was not provided. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda 
Herman <RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 4:55 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Batch 6 

Dear Rhonda: Yest, I have received the list for Batch 6. It was not 
showing initially and then it later became visible. Thales much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

<B>19019 

1949, \larch 12 

Louis to End Career in Dallas Exhibltion</BI>. J Don Davis. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p23 

<B>19020 

1949, \larch 12 

Louis to End Career in Dallas Exhibltion<iBI>. J Don Davis. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p23 

<B>19930 

1949, December 10 

Notables Pay Last Respects to Bojangles</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>19931 

1949, December 10 

Notables Pay Last Respects to "Bojangles."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>19932 

1949, December 10 

Notables Pay Last Respects to "Bojangles."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>19933 

1949, December 10 

Notables Pay Last Respects to "Bojangles."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>20410 

1950. June 16 

Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertaimnent World</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p15 

<B>20411 

1950, kme 16 

Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertaimnent World</BI>. 



California Eagle 

>p15 

<B>20412 

1950, June 16 

Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertainment World</BI> 

California Eagle 

>pl5 

<B>20413 

1950, June 16 

Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertairwaent World</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl5 

<B>20414 

1950, June 16 

r Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertairwaent ~2~ orld</BI . 

California Eagle 

>pl5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 4, 2009 2:49 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Da~set 5 

Dear Rhonda: Below are the revisions for Dataset 5 

#15003 Delete apostrophe in title (Actor’s) 
#15567 Delete 
#15595 Delete quote in title 
#15663 "Rhapsody in Blue" insert double quotes 
#15695 Be make lower case b #16109 Delete 
#16364 Delete 
#16592 Mispelling -- Abbott correct spelling 
#16771 Actors -- add s in title 
# 16812 Delete apostrophe 
#16922 Delete 
#17544 "Ebony Parade" insert double quotes 
#17922 change unsegregated to desegregated in text 
#17951 Delete apostrophe in title 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester BQuoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

<B>15528 

1945, September 15 

"St. Louis Woman" Creator Says Drama Will Not l.ow-Rate Race: "See Play 

First," Bontemps Warms tIasW Critics</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>15529 

1945, September 15 

"St. I.ouis Woman Would Add to Lena’s Prestige," Critic Says</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>15566 

1945, September 29 

Spingam Award Dinner Sold Out</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>15567 

1945, Septeraber 29 

Spingam Award Dinner Sold Out</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>16108 

1946, March 9 

Noted Composer Examines Rash of New Song Firms</BI>. J. C. Jol-mson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p18 

<B>16109 

1946, March 9 

Noted Composer Examines Rash of New Song Firms</BI> J. C. Johnson. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p18 

<B>16364 



1946, .rune 1 

Li] Green, Caleb Peterson Headline New Sudan Revue</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p17 

<B>16365 

1946, June 1 

Lil Green, Caleb Peterson Headline New Sudan Revae</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p17 

<B>16763 

1946, September 26 

Delta Rhythtn Boy-s on Two Air Shows</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p18 

<B>16764 

1946, September 26 

Delta Rhytl’un Boys to Be on Joan Davis Show</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p18 

<B>16922 

1946, December 14 

Lionel Lauds New Contest</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p19 

<B>16923 

1946, December 14 

Lionel Lauds New Contest</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p19 

<B>16970 

1947, January 2 

Outstanding Theatrical Figures of 1946</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p15 

<B>16971 

1947, January 2 

Outstanding Theatrical Figures of 1946</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p15 

<B>16972 

1947, January 2 

Outstanding Theatrical Figures of 1946</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p15 

<B>16973 



1947, January 2 

Outstanding Theatrical Figures of 1946</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p15 

<B>17362 

1947, May 15 

King Cole Trio & John Thomas to Be Honored<iBI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl8 

<B>17363 

1947, May 15 

King Cole Trio and Revue Will Open on Lincoln Stage Tuesday: Music Fans 

Eagerly Await Popular Monarch’s Return</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p18 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 4, 2009 3:27 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Data Set 6 

Dear Rhonda: Below are the revisions for Dataset 6 

#18437 "Imitation of Life" insert in double quotes 
#18825 "Home of the Brave" insert in double quotes 
#18911 First sentence should begin -- Muriel Smith ~vho starred.. 
#19020 Delete 
#20025 "Replies to Robeson" insert in double quotes 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Helanan 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub corn>: 

<B>19019 

1949, March 12 

Louis to End Career in Dallas Exhibltion</BI>. J Don Davis. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p23 

<B>19020 

1949, March 12 

Louis to End Career in Dallas Exhibltion<iBI>. J Don Davis. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

p23 

<B>19930 

1949, December 10 

Notables Pay Last Respects to Bojangles</BI>. 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>19931 

1949, December 10 

Notables Pay Last Respects to "Bojangles."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>19932 

1949, December 10 

Notables Pay Last Respects to "Bojangles."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>19933 

1949, December 10 

Notables Pay Last Respects to "Bojangles."</BI> 

Pittsburgh Courier 

>p13 

<B>20410 

1950, kme 16 

Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertaimnent World</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p15 



1950, June 16 

Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertainment World</BI> 

California Eagle 

>p15 

<B>20412 

1950, June 16 

Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertamrrlent World</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl5 

<B>20413 

1950, June 16 

Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertainment World</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>pl5 

<B>20414 

1950, June 16 

Spotlighting Fathers in the Entertaimnent World</BI>. 

California Eagle 

>p15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 1:59 PM 

~emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Re: 

Dear      : SorW to hear of your illness Hope you recover quickly 
and return to class next week Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email unc.edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I have just found out that I have the           and will laave to stay 
isolated for the rest of the week. Regrettably, I will have to miss class 
today I will try to get the notes from a friend and see if I can find the 
movie online or at the MRC Also, attached is nay one page paper that was 
due in class today. Please let me kno~v if there is anything I can do in 
the meantime while I am out. 

Thanks, 
(AFAM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 14, 2009 1:48 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 

Revised Metaphors and the Unconscious Longer Edited Version.doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a revised version of the earlier essay 
submitted for your review I had to change according to the 
requirements suggested by the editor. Thanks much for your review 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester ponxaQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Here is the edited manuscript. In a couple of places I noted words 
that seem to be missing I also noted some places where references 
are missing Please let me know if you have any questions. 

I have done 7 hours of editing now Is it okay to send you an 
invoice at this point? 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 11:47 AM 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
Sut~iect: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 

[)ear Susanne: I detected a few errors in the version I sent. ~Iherefore, 
I am sending a revised version They only contain minor errors and I 
hope that this does not inconvenience you Thanks much Sincerely, 
Ch arlene Regester recQ uoting "Carter, E. S usarme" 
<CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Sure-will do. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 9:30 AM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: UFVA Minutes 
>> 

>> Dear Susarme: Attached is an essay- that I am submitting to a 
>> collection. Please review whenever you have a chance and at your own 
>> pace. It is quite long but when I send to the editor, he will suggest 
>> ways by which to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay 
>> again, once he makes his recommendations. Please note that I am aware 
>> that I have not adapted the footnotes to MLA or Chicago Manuel of style 
>> but will do so later. Also, some infnnnation is missing but I will 
>> insert later and check on facts. Thanks much for your review. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>> <Car terE@raissouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I gave it a quick once over. See question on page 18. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11:10 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: UFVA Minutes 
>>> 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I need for you to review. 
>>> Please note that this document contains meetings from an organizational 
>>> meeting. I do not provide complete sentences in many instances so I am 
>>> really asking for your review to see if any glaring errors exist -- 
>>> other~vise leave most material as is. Also, in some places it will be 
>>> vague because I was asked to assume this role when someone else quit so 
>>> I am not up to speed on many of these issues. The organization had a 
>>> second meeting and I will forward those minutes as soon as I get a 
>>> chance. Also, I have a long essay that I will send in the near future 
>>> as well Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 



>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> Here you go[ 

>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Man 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>>>> To: Calter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Precr Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acl~mwledgements that I have composed for a 
>>>> forthcorning work. Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
>>>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>>>> for out of town tomorrow. I will return on the 15th. Thanks much for 
>>>> your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susatme" 
>>>> <Cart erE@rnissouri, edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> Here are my suggested edits. I checked with APA style and any 
>>>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>>>> made that change. I also noted several places where I believe 
>>>>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misnnderstood). I believe 
>>>>> the title was Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>>>> not necessary. If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>>>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 

>>>>> Very interesting paper[ 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>>>> I would like fbr you to review I will be attending the conference at 
>>>>> the end of next week. Thanks much fbr your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E Susanne" <Car;erR@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>>>> and made them sholter for more readability. I hope this helps 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc edu [mailto:re~ester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 

>>>>>> Subject: RE: [ffve[yn Preer Paper 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>>>> length. If possible, could you preview for me befi~re I submit. Thanks 
>>>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>>>>>> this material Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E 

>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I edited the portions of*the document you indicated below. In a few 
>>>>>>> places I indicated where I think some references may be missing. 
>>>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a 
>>>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long I spent 3 
>>>>>>> hours. ! hope it is acceptable If you have questions, let me know 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>> Dear Susatme: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. If so, you are welcome 
>>>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. That~ks much for your 
>>>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. \~ff~en you get 
>>>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 



>>>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have more than 
>>>>>>> enough material, tlowever, I would like J2~r you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>>>>> Let me know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>~ >>~ > "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@mi ssouri, edu>: 

>>>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(d~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnendatinn 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned 
>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>> need for your review. I may send them as separate attact~ments. If you 
>>>>>>>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really- only need 
>>>>>>>> the            letter tomorrow -- tile other two, I have more time. 
>>>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thit~:ing of me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@misso~i.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>> SeN: Men 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 

>>>>>>>>> Sul~iect: RE: Letter of recon~mendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be 

>>>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I will be ~vorking 
>>>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>>>                               , so I am working as fast as I 

>>>>>>>>> for the rash but things have tmfolded in this manner Thanks for your 
>>>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: ~llqu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter o:[’reconnnendation that I 
>>>>>>>>>> will need for your to review You can do this letter whenever 

>>>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rash. ’]’hanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>>>> universi~ is understanding of your situation 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(£email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Sutzject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We 

>>>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>>>> nntimely mon~ents. Sincerely, Charlene Rcgester Quoting "Carter, E. 
>>>>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CalterE@missottri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 



>>>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel Jbr you and your family situation. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>> certainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>>>> the university’ will be understanding 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original N~iessage ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Subiect: RE: Lettcr of recon~nendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susaime: Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a shoit notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Cater, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>>>> <CartcrE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@omaih~c.edu [mailto:reaester(~email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of reconmxcndation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. NIost of my 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flo~v. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> lt’you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original NIessage ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email tmc.edu [mailto:regester@email nnc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sori3’ for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> understand. ~I1qanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> E Susanne" <Carte~E@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as welh 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [maiko:re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: ’.Cue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sutzject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. ’]’he rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihnnc.edu [mailto:regester(d~emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: l_,etter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: I have some three letters of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only took rr~e 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto :regester(~eraail.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorrmlendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susamle: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quotit~g "Calter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes I’ve alIached the original 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original 2viessage ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for your review of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next few hours I know this is 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have un[~olded in such a way that I 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this eruail. 





PLEASE NOTE: You will find important information about expectations and formatting requirements 

for this essay on the course homepage under essays. Be sure to follow the link there! 

Main topic: Write well-organized, well-developed, thoughtful essay on the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, 

answering all parts of the question and using specific examples or quotes where pertinent. This is an 

opportunity to show how much you have understood of the mechanics, economics, and human 

experience of the slave trade. You may wish to use materials from the discussion forums. 

In Roots, the famous novel by Alex Haley, his ancestor, Kunta Kinte, was grabbed from his village in the 

interior of Africa by greedy Europeans who tied him up and threw him onto a ship. This version of the 

slave trade matches other popular depictions, where Americans imagine that the slave trade was an odd 

and aberrant experience. Perhaps a couple dozen, or even a couple hundred, European ships went to 

Africa where they more or less spontaneously kidnapped a couple thousand African slaves--who were 

"primitives"--and brought them to the U.S. Occasionally Americans are aware that Africans were 

participants in the trade, but this experience is misconstrued as "Africans sold their own people into 

slavery." 

In this essay, you should write a more historically accurate account of the slave trade, based on the 

scholarly material that has been presented in the course readings and in the video. What is wrong with 

the popular version above? Be sure to address the following questions somewhere in your essay: 

According to Wright, why were African merchants willing to sell slaves to Europeans? What was new or 

different about the Atlantic slave trade for Africans? How do Equiano’s descriptions of slavery in Africa 

compare with those of Wright? Explore differences and similarities. Why does Wright argue that African 

merchants were not selling "their own people" into slavery? Why were European merchants interested 

in purchasing these people? Finally, why do you think it is important to understand both the economic 

and the human dimensions of the slave trade? 

Personal reflection paragraph: What in the last two weeks has been the most personally interesting to 

you? This might be a startling new idea; an aspect of the history of the slave trade that was particularly 

confusing, disturbing, or inspiring to you; or something that came up in the discussion forum. What do 

you think about the idea that Africans came to America in a fundamentally different manner than 

anyone else? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 14, 2009 5:43 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Revi~d Version Metaphors and Unconscious 

Dear Susanne: It is not due until October 1 st but I thought I might 
forward this version a little ahead of the deadline to make sure that 
this is what the editor wanted. He listed a lot of things that he 
wanted me to include so it barely resembles the original. Thanks much 
for your assistance and don’t rush. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

> Stare, 
> 

> rll get back with you in a few days Is there a deadline? 
> 

> Susanne 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Mon 9/14/2009 12:47 PM 
> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
> Subject: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 
> 

> Dear Susanne: Attached is a revised version of the earlier essay 
> submitted [’or your review. I had to change according to the 
> requirements suggested by the editor Thanks much for your review 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester ponxaQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
> 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here is the edited manuscript. In a couple of places I noted words 
>> that seem to be missing I also noted some places where references 
>> are m~ssing Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>> 

>> I have done 7 hours of editing now Is it okay to send you an 
>> invoice at this point? 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 11:47 AM 
>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>> Subiect: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: I detected a few errors in the version I sent. Therefore 
>> I am sending a revised version. They only contain minor errors and I 
>> hope that this does not inconvenience you. Thanks nruch. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester recQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>> <Car terE@missouri, edu>: 
>> 

>>> S~e-will do. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> Front: regester@email.tmc.edu [raailto:regester(&email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sont: Stm 8/23/2009 9:30 AM 
>>> To: Cartor, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: UFVA Minutes 

>>> Dear Susanne: .attached is an essay that I ant submitting to a 
>>> collection. Please review whenever you have a chance and at yore own 
>>> pace. It is quite long but when I send to the editor, he will suggest 
>>> ways by xvhich to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay- 
>>> again, once he makes his recomnrendations. Please note that I ant axvare 
>>> that I have not adapted the footnotes to iVJLA or Chicago Manuel of style 
>>> but will do so later Also, some mfolanation is missing but I will 
>>> insert later and check on facts. Thanks much for your review 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I gave it a quick once over See question on page 18 

>>>> Susanne 



>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(h?emaihunc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: rI1qu 8/20/2009 11 : 10 AM 

>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> SubJect: RE: UFVA Minutes 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I need for you to review. 
>>>> Please note that this document contains meetings from an organizational 
>>>> meeting. I do not provide complete sentences in many instances so I am 
>>>> really- asking for your review to see if any glaring errors exist -- 
>>>> otherwise leave most material as is. Also, in some places it will be 
>>>> vague because I was asked to assume this role when someone else quit so 
>>>> I am not up to speed on many of these issues. The organization had a 
>>>> second meeting and I will forward those minutes as soon as I get a 
>>>> chance. Also, I have a long essay- that I will send in the near future 
>>>> as welh Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regestcr Quoting "Carter, E. 
>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> Here you go[ 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@enrail.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susarnle 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgernnnts that I have composed for a 
>>>>> forthconring work. Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
>>>>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>>>>> for out of town tomorro~v. I will return on the 15th Thanks much for 
>>>>> your review and let me know if you have received this materiah 
>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are my suggested edits I checked with APA style and any 
>>>>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>>>>> made that change I also noted several places where I believe 
>>>>>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>>>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
>>>>>> the title ~vas Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>>>>> not necessaw If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>>>>> can check these and reword them as you ~vish 

>>>>>> Very interesting paper! 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihuaac.edu [mailto:re~ester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentinned that 
>>>>>> I would like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>>>>>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>>>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Charlene, 

>:>>>:>7,> I made a few, minor changes I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>7,>>7, and made them shorter for more readabili~ I hope this helps. 

>7,>7,>:>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>7,>:>>>7, Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 

>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>>>>> length. If possible, could you preview for me before I submit. Thanks 
>>>>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know- that you have received 
>>>>>>> this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>> I edited the portions of the docunrent you indicated below-. In a few 
>>>>>>>> places I indicated whcre I think sonre references may be nrissing. 



>>>>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there ~WlS a lot 
>>>>>>>> of m[’ormation and some of the sentences were very long. ! spent 3 
>>>>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let me know. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. K so, you are welcome 
>>>>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. YVhen you get 
>>>>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have 

>>>>>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>>>>>> Let me know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>> "Cartcr, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thirtking about you 
>>>>>>>>> and your farrlily during this time. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester @email.unc.edu [mailto :regester@email.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8,’2009 1:57 PM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecormnendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned 
>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>> need tbr your review I may send them as separate attachments. If you 
>>>>>>>>> could complete by tomon-ow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>>>>>> the            letter tomorro~v -- the other t~vo, I have more time. 
>>>>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me Sincerely, Charlene 

>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterF~@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mort 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be 

>>>>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I will 

>>>>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>>>>                                so I am working as fast as ! 

>>>>>>>>>> for the rash but things have unfolded in this manner. ~Ilnanks 

>>>>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(£email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of 

>>>>>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever 

>>>>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 



>>>>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>>>>> umversity is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>>>>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorrmrendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: That~zs nruch for youy assistance and concern. We 

>>>>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way lil’e is -- things happen soraetimes at 

>>>>>>>>>>>> untimely rnnments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually- do a 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and yo~tr family situation. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> ccltainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> the university will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@cmail.anc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Scnt: Mun 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sulzject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance. HopeIi~lly, in 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> again Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sulzject: RE: Lel~er of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ’l’hank s and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7B0/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sublect: RE: Letter ofrecowanendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version Sort,), for the mixup and 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susanne" <CatterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:re~ester!~email uric edu] 
>>~>>>>~>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 
>>>>>>~>>~>>>>~> To: Car~r, t{. Susanne 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: R[~: Letter ofreco~endat~on 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks l~r all three letters and ]k~r your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> response I really appreciate you working with me Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Car~r, E. S~satme" <CarterE@missomi.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. The rcv version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regesmr@email.~c.edu [mailm :regester(~email.~c. edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mort 2/11/2008 9:34 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: ~: Letter ofreco~mlendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susam~e: I have some tNee letters of recommendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ~at I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susatme" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ~is only took me 15 minutes I can keep tabs and we 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.~c.edu [mailto:regester@email.m~c.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susa~e: ~a~s much for your prompt response I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> le~er m the next l?w da~s so I will wait bet~re I fo~vard 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Car~r, E Susalme" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a ]~w changes I’ve attached the original 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [mai[to:regester(~emai[.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11 :~ 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: At~ched is a [et~r ofreco~endation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ]~r your review. Thanks much for yow review of ~is 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look fo~,~ard to hearing from you in the near future 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> right away. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next few hours. I know this is 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> an unusual 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have ur~folded in such a way that I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ara being 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thaaks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 5:34 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Ati~m 

Dear         Enclosed are cormnents regarding your essay. Your grade on 
this essay ~vill be posted on blackboard on Thursday. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 1) Good introduction but it takes far too long to get 
to the main point of your essay Narrow and introduce central argument 
or focus much earlier 2) When you suggest that the African slaver who 
was trading took place with Europeans, please keep in mind that the 
word slave was not even introduced when slavery was internal The term 
was only popularized when slavery became external 3) "¢~en comparing 
the t~vo institutions you make an excellent point in stating that 
slavery in the early years was not inherited as it would become when 
slavery became widespread. 4) Finally, your analysis is quite thorough, 
well supported, and well written. 
Most of all, it reflects a good understanding of the reading material 
and the issues presented. Overall, this is a really strong essay 
Quoting                  @email.unc.edu>: 

> Here is my Essay 1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 5:45 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Essay AFAM 

Dea~     Enclosed are comments regarding your essay. Your grade will 
be posted on blackboard on Thursday Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

1 ) You make an excellent point when you suggest that the slave trade 
was quite methodical and deliberate. 
2) You do an excellent job of notating the contradictions that exist in 
the historical sources Your comments are quite insightful. 3) Good job 
of integrating the readings into your discussion to support and 
substantiate your vie~vs. 4) Your essay is ~vell discussed and quite 
thorough. It reflects an excellent understanding of the reading 
material 5) The strength of the essay is the level of critique 
provided regarding the differences between the various reading 
materials 6)Finally, in your personal statement what do mean when you 
suggest that "Atlcican Americans have been somewhat redeemed since they 
now live in one of the most powerful and prosperous countries in the 
world" This requires further explanation Overall, you did a really 
good job. I hope that you will continue in this vein. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting            ~email.unc.edu>: 

> tlere it is! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:50 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Espy 

Dear        Enclosed are comments regarding your essay. Your grade 
will be posted on blackboard on Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regesgter 

1) In the first part of your essay, re-order your ideas. It seems that 
you should discuss the begimaing of the slave trade first and then 
introduce the number of those affected by the trade. As it stands, it 
seems to be out of order. 2) Good j ob of including the reading material 
to support and substantiate your views. 3)Your essay reflects a high 
level of understanding of the reading material and the issues iwoduced. 
4) You provide a veW strong personal statement. 5) At the end of your 
essay, provide a longer discussion concerning how African Americans 
came to this coua~try relative to other irmnigrants ~Vhile you mention 
this, you do not discuss in detail. It seems that this reouires further 
explanation Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@gmail.com>: 

Professor Regester, 
I have attached my essay in this e-mail. I want to let you kno~v that I am 
aware I did not reply to anyonels post on the discussion board this week, 
and I wanted tu acknuwledge that and provide yuu with my reasoning (not an 
excuse, I knuw it is my responsibili~ and I accept that) 

I have fallen behind on 
readings/classwork and apulugize; I alsu know my essay is not my best work 
due tu the circumstances, but du a lot better un the remaining essays. 
Again, I just wanted tu let yuu l~uw. I hupe you had a goud weekend. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 5:52 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: Greetings’. 

Dear Dr. Greene: Glad to hear that things are going ~vell We will need 
to update ~vhen you arrive. I look for~vard to seeing you. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting        ~@aol.com: 

Charlene, 

> I am doing fine. rye been quite busy doing an array of things. It will 
be several days before I’m back in Chapel Hill again for more than one day 
Hope all is well ~vith you. 

>LG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:01 PM 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Essay 1 

Dear        : Enclosed are comments regarding your essay. Your grade 
will be posted on Blackboard on Thursday Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

1) Good j ob of including quotations from the readings to support and 
substantiate your views 
2) Good job of including material introduced in the video in your 
essay 3)The first half of the essays seem as though you are endorsing 
slavery, as an economic practice. Be caretM not to present opinions 
that you may not necessarily endorse. Work on explaing your position 
clearly 4)Nice job of expounding on the differences between slavery in 
the early years relative to slaveW in the later years ~vhen it became 
quite widespread. 5) In your introduction, be careful in making 
assertions such as the claim that slaver,v was not a practice created by 
greedy Europeans VVhile I understand your point, articulate your 
position more clearly and strongly. 6) Finally, be carefifl not to 
interject too much of your own opinion as when you suggest that if 
Africans had come to the Americas on their own terms they might have 
pursued such paths as Anthongy Johnson -- it is possible that the?- may 
or may not have. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)email.unc.edu>: 

> Attached 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:22 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Essay 1 

Dear       Enclosed are cormnents regarding the essay. Your grade ~vill 
be posted on blackboard on Thursday. 

1) You provide a good opening discussion that addresses one of the 
primary issues regarding whether or not Africans sold their o~vn people 
2) The essay is well supported and substantiated. 3)When discussing the 
slave trade, focus on the involvement of the Europeans and Africans in 
more det~ail 
4)In your introduction, you make an excellent point regarding how 
Africans did not identify themselves on racial or naional lines. This 
is a point that many people miss or exclude. 5) Be careful m making 
assertions such as the one where you suggest that the Africans were 
callous and felt that it ~vas better to sell slaves than to provide for 
them. This caution should be extended to the end of your essay as ~vell 
when you suggest that Africans were sold by their own country to ~vork 
extremely hard and where they were forced to exist without food or 
water Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.~email.unc.edu>: 

> On Tue, 14:05:40 -0400, regester@emaibunc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear I was having difficulty [ucating the text as well and was 
>> told that you might be able to get the bouk from amazun cure Student 
>> Stores un campus shuuld have it available in the next couple of weeks. 
>> Hopes this helps If this dues nut work, let me knuw and I will try to 
>> copy the first couple of chapters from the bouk that I have burruwed. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting 
>> ~)email.unc.edu>:maznn 
>> 

>>> I was added to the class late last week and went to the Friday (;enter tu 
>>> purchase one of the bouks, "African American in the Early Republic". It 

>>> discuntinued so I dunt know what to du nuw since I am not able to 
>>> purchase 
>>> that buok? 

>>> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:30 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Essay 1- AFAM FALL 

Dear      Enclosed are comments regarding your essay. Your grade ~vill 
be posted on blackboard on Thursday Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

1) In some instances, you make generalizations that could be taken out 
of context. Be careful to avoid making such assertions. This is 
particularly apparent when you suggest that the African slave was ideal 
and gave the European merchants a new- cargo to import. You could have 
prevented this, if you had cormnented that Iicom the European perspective 
this was their opinion or their ~vay of looking at these circumstances. 
2) You spend a considerable amount of time on African involvement in 
the slave trade but spend far less time on European involvement 
Provide a more appropriate balance for a stronger essay. 3) You provide 
a good discussion on how and why Africans came to the New World 
relative to those who were transported to the Ne~v World under similr 
conditions 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

{~email.unc. edu>: 

> Attached is my Essay 1. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:54 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: ESSAY 1 

Dear     Enclosed are cormnents regarding your essay. Your grade will 
be posted on blackboard later today 

1) In the first part of your essay you do a good job of discussing the 
European involvement in the slave trade but neglect to adequately 
address Africun involvement in the trade. 

2) At one point in your essay you suggest that some participated in 
voluntary enslavement without qualifying. Do you think that they really 
understood what they were vohmteering for? It is such comments that 
you make without providing adequate eexplanation. Please note that 
while this did occur it was incredibly rare. Of all the points 
mentioned in the reading, ~vhy focus on one as minimal as this when many 
other points that have a lot more significance deserve attention. 

3)Your essay needs to examine other issues in more detail. At times it 
seems that you have merely skimmed the surface regarding such a 
complicated and convuluted experience. Examine other aspects of the 
trading process in your discussion 

4) Towards the end of your essay you need to discuss further the 
fundamental difference between Africans who were forced to come to the 
Americas relative to other groups who migrated here on their own free 
will. You mention this but do not develop this idea in much detail 

5) Finally, be careful in making assertions such as the one where you 
suggest that you do not blame Europeans for participaung in the slave 
trade -- it seems that both parties are equally responsible and that 
the Europeans may have been even more responsible because they had the 
money, power, and resources to begin the external slave trade -- a 
trade that lasted nearly four hundred years. While I understood your 
po~nt, I felt that you should have qualified this position with much 
more discussion and detail. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting ~)email.unc.edu>: 

> regester@em ~i unc edu wrote 
>> Dear      Your essay was not attached to this email. Please resend. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> ~email unc edu>: 
>> 

>>> Attached is Essay 1 Thanks again for helping me out with the extension 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <reges~er@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 17, 2009 1:58 PM 

Ellen Scott <ecscott@ umich.edu> 

Re: Update 

Dear Ellen: I just wanted to let you know that I started reading your 
dissertaion and apologize tbr the long time it has taken me. I had to 
finish two projects that I was ~vorking on in addition to the fact that 

It seems that I am really just 
getting back on track. If I am not too distracted, I hope to send you 
comments by the end of the semester since I know that you are 
attempting to revise for book publication. Again, I apologize for the 
delay but I had not forgotten. Hope things are going well Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Ellen Scott <ecscott@umich edu>: 

> FYI 

Forwarded message .......... 

> From: Carol Donelan <cdonelan@carleton edu> 
> Date: Wed, Sep 16, 2009 at 4:40 PM 
> Subject: Tenure Track Position in Media and/or Film Studies at Carleton 
> College 

> To: Karen Bowdre <kmbowdre@indiana.edu>, Ellen Scott <ecscott@umich.edu> 

> Karen and Ellen, 
> 

> I’m writing tu yuu in your capaci~" as chairs of the 
> African/African-American caucus within SCMS I want to persunally ~nvite 
> members ofyuur caucus to apply fi~r the tenure-track pusition in Media 
> anc~,ur Film Studies we are currently advertising at Carletun Cullege. We 
> welcome yuur applications! 
> 

> Best, 
> Carul 
> 

> Carol Dunelan 
> Assuciate Professor 
> Cinema & Media Studies 
> Carleton Cullege 
> One North College Street 
> Northfield, N/2N 55057 

> cdonelan@carletun.edu 
> 507-222-5779 

> Jub Announcement 
> Tenure Track in Media and/ur Film Studies 
> 
> The Department of Cinema & Media Studies at Carleton College invites 
> applications for a tenure-track position in Media and/or Film Studies, 
> starting September 1, 2010. We are looking for a candidate specializing in 
> the histories and theories of television/radio and/or fihn. In addition to 
> teaching courses on the histoty~ of broadcasting, television criticism and 
> media theo15~, the ideal candidate is prepared to develop curriculum in one 
> or more of the following areas: film studies, television or radio studies, 
> sound studies, ancL’or emerging media. Ph.D. or its irmninent completion is 
> required. 
> 

> Cinema & Media Studies is a growing department in which critical thinking 
> and creative making are mutually informing. We are seeking a dynamic, 
> program-building candidate who welcomes interdisciplinarity and is capable 
> of developing a national-level program appropriate to the liberal arts. We 
> are particularly- interested in applicants who will strengthen the 
> departmental corrmfitment to students from underrepresented groups. 
> 

> Carleton is a highly selective liberal arts college with 1950 undergraduates 
> located 45 miles south of Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota. The Carleton 
> calendar includes three 10-week terms and the standard teaching load is five 
> courses. 

> Please send letter of application describing teaching philosophy and 
> research agenda, curriculum vitae, three letters of reference, and three 
> sample syllabi by November 15 to: 
> 
> Professor John Schott 
> Cinema & Media Studies 
> Carleton College 
> One North College Street 
> Northfield, MN 55057 
> 

> Carleton is an affirmative action/equal opportuni~ employer. We are 
> committed to developing our facult5’ to better reflect the diversi~z of our 
> student body and American socie~. Women and members of minority groups are 
> strongly encouraged to apply. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 17, 2009 2:58 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Please review- the letter of recommendatiun for me. It is 
only one page Thanks much f,ar ?’our assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susamae" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Here is the edited manuscript In a couple of places I noted words 
that seem to be missing. I also noted some places where references 
are missing. Please let me know if you have ant’ questions. 

I have done 7 hours of editing no~v. Is it okay to send you an 
invoice at this point? 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 11:47 ~\~i 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 

Dear Susanne: I detected a few errors in the version I sent Therefore, 
I am sending a revised version. They only contain minor errors and I 
hope that this does not inconvenience you. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester recQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
<CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>> Sure--will do 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r)email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 9:30 AM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: UFVA Minutes 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Attached is an essay that I am submitting to a 
>> collection. Please review whenever you have a chance and at your own 
>> pace. It is quite long but when I send to the editor, he will suggest 
>> ways by which to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay 
>> again, once he makes his recorc~mundatiuns. Please note that I am aware 
>> that I have not adapted the footnotes to MLA or Chicago Manuel of style 
>> but will do so later. Also, some irffom~ation is missing but I will 
>> insert later and check on facts. Thanks much for your review. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I gave it a quick once over. See question on page 18. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11:10 AM 
>>> To: Cartcr, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: UFVA Minutes 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a docuraent that I need for you to review. 
>>> Please note that this document cuntains meetings frora an organizational 
>>> meeting. I do not provide complete sentences in many instances so I am 
>>> really asking for your revie~v to see if an?- glaring errors exist -- 
>>> otherwise leave most material as is Also, in some places it will be 
>>> vague because I was asked to assume this role ~vhen someone else quit so 
>>> I am not tap to speed on many of these issues The organization had a 
>>> second meeting and I will forward those minutes as soon as I get a 
>>> chance Also, I have a long essay that I will send in the near Ii~ture 
>>> as well. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E 

>>> Susaune" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> Here you got 



>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Man 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acl~mwledgements that I have composed for a 
>>>> forthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
>>>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>>>> for out of town tomorrow. I will return on the 15th. Thanks much for 
>>>> your review and let me know if you have received this ruateriah 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" 

>>>> <Cart erE@missouri, edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> Here are my suggested edits. I checked with APA style and an?, 
>>>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>>>> made that change. I also noted several places where I believe 
>>>>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misnnderstood). I believe 
>>>>> the title was Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a narue was 
>>>>> not necessary. If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>>>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 

>>>>> Very interestit~g paper[ 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@emaihnnc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>>>> I would like for you to review I will be attending the conference at 
>>>>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>>>> and made them sholter for more readability’. I hope this helps 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc edu [mailto:regester@emaihnnc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>>>> length. If possible, could you preview [’or me be~2~re I submit. Thanks 
>>>>>> much [’or your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>>>>>> this material Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carier, E 

>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below. [n a few 
>>>>>>> places I indicated where I think some references may be missing. 
>>>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long I spent 3 
>>>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable If you have questions, let me know 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>>> Sut~iect: Re: [~velyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that ! have to present on Feb 5th. 
>>>>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. If so, you are welcome 
>>>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. Thar~ks much for your 
>>>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. \~2~en you get 
>>>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have ruore than 
>>>>>>> enough materiah However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>>>>> Let me l~mw if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susatme" <CarterE@ruissouri.edu>: 



>>>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. ] have been thinking about you 
>>>>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(d~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecoramendation 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned 
>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>> need for your review. I may send them as separate attact~ments. If you 
>>>>>>>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really- only need 
>>>>>>>> the            letter tomorrow -- tile other two, I have more time. 
>>>>>>>> Thartks much and I appreciate you thit~:ing of me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@misso~i.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regestel@eraail.tmc .edu [mailto :regester@email.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 1/5/2009 10:47 ~¢AM 

>>>>>>>>> Su~iect: RE: Letter of recon~mendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be 

>>>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I will be ~vorking 
>>>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>>>                               , so I am working as fast as I 

>>>>>>>>> for the rash but things have tmfolded in this manner Thanks for your 
>>>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Sul~iect: RE: Letter ofreconnnendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of recommen&~tion that I 
>>>>>>>>>> will need for your to review You can do this ]etter whenever 

>>>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rash. ’]’hanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’l] be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>>>> universi~ is understanding of your situation 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaiknnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(h)emai].unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Sutzject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We 

>>>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>>>> unhme]y moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 
>>>>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CalterE@missottri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a quick turn 
>>>>>>>>>>>> arotmd. I feel for you and your family situation. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>> certainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>>>> the university will be ~xderstanding. 



>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> J~’rom: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(h?emaihunc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mun 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susatme: Thanks nmch for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>> <CartclE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@cmaihanc.edu [mailto:rcgester(~,email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of reconm~cndation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Quotit~g "Carter, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editit~g this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> l£you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know if you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email u~ac.edu [mailto:regester@email nnc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sor~z for the mixup and hope you 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> understand. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Nu problem. I enjoying helping you as welh 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>; ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Frum: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~esterfa)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sut~ject: RE: Letter ofrecummendatiun 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ;)ear Susanne: Thanks fur all three letters and fur your prumpt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate yuu working with me. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quuting "Carter, E. Susarme" --.CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my recommended edits. ’]’he rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Front: regester@emaihnnc.edu [ruailto:regester(~emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorc~endation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some three letters of recorrmlendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available I will attach them in 3 separate emails. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester oQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only took rrle 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> payment until we have a more substantive total. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto :regester(~ernail.unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: \Ved 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recorrmlendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susamle: Thanks much for your prompt response. I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes. I’ve attached the original 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8,’2008 11:44 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation that I am 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> for your review. Thanks much for your review of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look forward to hearing from you in the near future 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ! will need it within the next few hours ! know this is 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have nnfolded in such a *vay that I 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. ]’hanks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 18, 2009 11:14 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Letter.doc 

Dear Susalme: This is an attempt to resend the letter of 
recommendation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

Susamae" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

I’d be glad to Charlene. However, the attachment did not come 
through. Can you resend? Thanks. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thu 9/17/2009 1:57 PM 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Letter of Recommendatiun 

Dear Susanne: Please review the letter of recotmnendation for me It is 
only one page. Thanks much [’or your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here is the edited manuscript. In a couple of places I noted words 
>> that seem to be missing. I also noted some places where references 
>> are missing. Please let me know if you have any quesuons. 
>> 

>> I have done 7 hours of editing now. Is it okay to send you an 
>> invoice at this point’? 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: S~m 8/23/2009 11:47 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: I detected a few errors in the version I sent. Therefore, 
>> I am sending a revised version. They- only contain minor errors and I 
>> hope that this does not incom~enience you. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester recQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>> <Car terE@raissouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Sure--will do. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester~email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 9:30 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: I~NVA Minutes 

>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is an essay that I am submitting to a 
>>> collection Please review whenever you have a chance and at your own 
>>> pace It is quite long but when I send to the editor, he ~vill suggest 
>>> ways by which to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay 
>>> again, once he makes his recommendations. Please note that I am aware 
>>> that I have not adapted the footnotes to MLA or Chicago Manuel of s~Ae 
>>> but will do so later. Also, some information is missing but I will 
>>> insert later and check on facts Thanks much for your review-. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Calter, E. Susanne" 

>>> <CalterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I gave it a quick once over. See question on page 18. 

>>>> gusaune 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester@email.uaac.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11 : 10 AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 



>>>> SubJect: R[~: UFVA Minutes 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I need for you to review. 
>>>> Please note that this document contains meetings from an organizational 
>>>> meeting. I do not provide complete sentences in many instances so I am 
>>>> really asking for your review to see if any glaring errors exist -- 
>>>> otherwise leave most material as is Also, in some places it will be 
>>>> vague because ! was asked to assume this role when someone else quit so 
>>>> I am not up to speed on many of these issues The organization had a 
>>>> second meeting and I will forward those minutes as soon as I get a 
>>>> chance. Also, I have a long essay- that I will send in the near future 
>>>> as well. That, s much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 
>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> Here you go[ 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:rcgester(~,email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
>>>>> forthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
>>>>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>>>>> for out of town tomorrow. I will return on the 15th. Thar~ks much for 
>>>>> your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Cartcr, E. Susanne" 

>>>>> <CmtcrE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are my suggested edits I checked with APA style and any 
>>>>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>>>>> made that change I also noted several places where I believe 
>>>>>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>>>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
>>>>>> the title ~vas Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>>>>> not necessaw If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>>>>> can check these and reword them as you ~vish 

>>>>>> Very interesting paper! 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susalme 
>>>>>> Sul~iect: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>>>>> I would like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>>>>>> the end of next ~veek. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>>>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I made a few’, minor changes I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>>>>> and made them shorter for more readabili~ I hope this helps. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>>>>> length. If possible, could you preview" for me before I submit Thanks 
>>>>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>>>>>>> this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below-. In a few 
>>>>>>>> places I indicated whcre I think some references may be missing. 
>>>>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very" long. I spent 3 
>>>>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable, ll’you have questions, let me l~ow. 



>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> SubJect: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. If so, you are welcome 
>>>>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. YVhen you get 
>>>>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have 

>>>>>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>>>>>> Let me know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>> "Cartcr, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>>>>> and your farrlily during this time. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto :re~ester(~emaihunc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recormrlendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned 
>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>> need tbr your review I may send them as separate attachments. If you 
>>>>>>>>> could complete by tomon-ow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>>>>>> the            letter tomorro~v -- the other t~vo, I have more time. 
>>>>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me Sincerely, Charlene 

>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mort 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Sulziect: RE: Letter ofrecon~aendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be 

>>>>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are avai]able. I wi]l 

>>>>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>>>~"                               , so I am working as fast as I 

>>>>>>>>>> for the rash but things have unthlded in this manner. ~I]aanks 

>>>>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of 

>>>>>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever 

>>>>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>>>>> university is understanding of your situation. 



>>>>>>>>>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 
>>~>>~>>>>>> To: Carter, g. Susanne 

>>>>>>>>>>>> SubJect: R[~: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks 12quch [’or your assistance and concern We 

>>>>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen soruetimes at 

>>>>>>>>>>>> untimely ruoruents. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Susatme" <CarterE@ruissouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually- do a 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your fanrily situation. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> celtainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> the universit’y will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Front: regester@cmail.anc.edu [nrailto:re~ester(~email.m~c.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of reconm~endation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: That~zs nmch for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> again Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sulziect: RE: Lel~er of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow-. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know i[’you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7B0/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version Sorp)~ for the mixup and 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> understand. ’]’hanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [mailto:regestcr(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and ]7~r your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> response I really appreciate you working with me Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto :regester(~email.tmc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 ~,x~i 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter m the next few days so I will wait betbre I for~vard 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susalme" 

>>~>>>>~>>>>~>>>>~> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44./~M 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> right away. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next few hours. I know this is 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> an unusual 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have ur~folded in such a way that I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ara being 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thaaks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 18, 2009 11:24 AM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Revi~d Version Metaphors and Unconscious 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

"Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> Here is the edited version. Please let me know if you have questions. 
> 

> Susanne 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Mon 9/14/2009 12:47 PM 
> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
> Subject: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 
> 

> Dear Susanne: Attached is a revised version of the earlier essay 
> submitted for your revie~v. I had to change according to the 
> requirements suggested by the editor Thanks much for your review 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester ponxaQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
> 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here is the edited manuscript. In a couple of places I noted words 
>> that seem to be missing I also noted some places where references 
>> are m~ssing Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>> 

>> I have done 7 hours of editing now Is it okay to send you an 
>> invoice at this point? 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 11:47 AM 
>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>> Su~iect: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: I detected a few errors in the version I sent. Therefore 
>> I am sending a revised version. ’]’he?" only contain minor errors and I 
>> hope that this does not inconvenience you. Thanks mttch. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester recQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>> <Car terE@missouri, edtl>: 
>> 

>>> Sure-will do. 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sm~ 8/23/2009 9:30 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: UFVA Minutes 

>>> Dear Susanne: .attached is an essay that I am submitting to a 
>>> collection. Please review whenever you have a chance and at yore own 
>>> pace. It is quite long but when I send to the editor, he will suggest 
>>> ways by ~vhich to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay- 
>>> again, once he makes his recommendations. Please note that I am aware 
>>> that I have not adapted the footnotes to MLA or Chicago Manuel of style 
>>> but will do so later. Also, some information is missing but I will 
>>> insert later and check on facts. Thartks much for your revie~v. 
>>> Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I gave it a quick once over See question on page 18 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email uric edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11 : 10 AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 



>>>> SubJect: R[~: UFVA Minutes 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I need for you to review. 
>>>> Please note that this document contains meetings from an organizational 
>>>> meeting. I do not provide complete sentences in many instances so I am 
>>>> really asking for your review to see if any glaring errors exist -- 
>>>> otherwise leave most material as is Also, in some places it will be 
>>>> vague because ! was asked to assume this role when someone else quit so 
>>>> I am not up to speed on many of these issues The organization had a 
>>>> second meeting and I will forward those minutes as soon as I get a 
>>>> chance. Also, I have a long essay- that I will send in the near future 
>>>> as well. That, s much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 
>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> Here you go[ 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:rcgester(~,email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
>>>>> forthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
>>>>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>>>>> for out of town tomorrow. I will return on the 15th. Thar~ks much for 
>>>>> your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Cartcr, E. Susanne" 

>>>>> <CmtcrE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are my suggested edits I checked with APA style and any 
>>>>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>>>>> made that change I also noted several places where I believe 
>>>>>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>>>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
>>>>>> the title ~vas Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>>>>> not necessaw If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>>>>> can check these and reword them as you ~vish 

>>>>>> Very interesting paper! 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Fri 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susalme 
>>>>>> Sul~iect: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>>>>> I would like for you to review. I will be attending the conference at 
>>>>>> the end of next ~veek. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>>>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>>> I made a few’, minor changes I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>>>>> and made them shorter for more readabili~ I hope this helps. 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email uric edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>>>>> length. If possible, could you preview" for me before I submit Thanks 
>>>>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received 
>>>>>>> this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>> I edited the portions of the document you indicated below-. In a few 
>>>>>>>> places I indicated whcre I think some references may be missing. 
>>>>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very" long. I spent 3 
>>>>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable, ll’you have questions, let me l~ow. 



>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> SubJect: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>>>>> Please let me know if you are willing to edit. If so, you are welcome 
>>>>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. YVhen you get 
>>>>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have 

>>>>>>>> enough material. However, I would like for you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>>>>>> Let me know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>> "Cartcr, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>>>>> and your farrlily during this time. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto :re~ester(~emaihunc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recormrlendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned 
>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>> need tbr your review I may send them as separate attachments. If you 
>>>>>>>>> could complete by tomon-ow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>>>>>> the            letter tomorro~v -- the other t~vo, I have more time. 
>>>>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me Sincerely, Charlene 

>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mort 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Sulziect: RE: Letter ofrecon~aendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be 

>>>>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are avai]able. I wi]l 

>>>>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>>>>                                so I am working as fast as I 

>>>>>>>>>> for the rash but things have unthlded in this manner. ~I]aanks 

>>>>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of 

>>>>>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever 

>>>>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>>>>> university is understanding of your situation. 



>>>>>>>>>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 
>>~>>~>>>>>> To: Carter, g. Susanne 

>>>>>>>>>>>> SubJect: R[~: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks 12quch [’or your assistance and concern We 

>>>>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen soruetimes at 

>>>>>>>>>>>> untimely ruoruents. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Susatme" <CarterE@ruissouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually- do a 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel for you and your fanrily situation. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> celtainly hope 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> the universit’y will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Front: regester@cmail.anc.edu [nrailto:re~ester(~email.m~c.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of reconm~endation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: That~zs nmch for your assistance. Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely on you within such a short notice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> again Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sulziect: RE: Lel~er of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. Most of my 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were minor, for consistency and flow-. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page numbers may be missing. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Thanks and let me know i[’you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7B0/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotmnendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently sent a document for you to edit 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version Sorp)~ for the mixup and 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> understand. ’]’hanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susarme" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.m~c.edu [mailto:regestcr(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and ]7~r your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> response I really appreciate you working with me Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto :regester(~email.tmc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 ~,x~i 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I will need as soon as possible 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter m the next few days so I will wait betbre I for~vard 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susalme" 

>>~>>>>~>>>>~>>>>~> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44./~M 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> right away. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next few hours. I know this is 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> an unusual 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have ur~folded in such a way that I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ara being 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. Thaaks much for your 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me know that you have received this email. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 18, 2009 2:19 PM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

RE: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 

Revised Metaphors and the iUnconscious Longer Edited Version[1].doc 

Dear Philip: Attached is a copy of my revised essay. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 

PS--some more thoughts, 

1. Put press reception in the introduction. 
2 Summarize all those references to gardens, water, etc There are 
too many for the reader to follow 
3 Give us some more overviews rather than listing eve~ instance of 
a metaphor Pick out two or three of the best examples and then group 
them under a larger discussion of topic, character, etc. 
4. Cite any pemnent comments, from interviews, etc of actors about Parks. 
5 I believe Parks has just acted in a film overseas G~ve us in your 
introduction any biographical information about Parks and film--did 
she take a film course at Mt Holyoke, how did she and Lee come to 
work together; how do her screenplays reflect her dramatic 
techniques--read the wonderful piece in Theatre Journal--in the 
special issue of a few years back--on What is Black Theatre She has 
a fascinating four or five page analysis on "Black Math" that you can 
use to correlate her skill as a screenwriter and her view of black 
theatre/performance. I think the issue came out in 2005. 

Hope all this helps, Charlene 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester!~email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2009 10:14 AM 
To: Philip Kolin 
Sut~iect: RE: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 

[)ear Philip: Attached is a rough draft of my essay. I was attempung 
to continue to edit but I just wanted to let you know that I do have 
the framework for this piece. Please note that it is quite long and I 
am going to cut it down but I wanted you to review what I had 
developed prior to the major edit. Please note that I reread the 
novel - Their Eyes Were Watching God and screened both films a few 
times. I have not seen Parks’ plays so I only had reviews of her 
works to rely on. Toward the end of the essay, I attempted to include 
some of the things that you previously mentioned. Keep in mind that I 
have not insetted complete notes and did not double-space because 
when I corapose a work sometimes I can see it better in single-space. 
Once we have decided on the final version then I will convert to the 
appropriate s~le and format. 

What I really want you to do is wait until you receive the edited 
version that I am continuing to work on before you read this version. 
But if you cannot wait then I have attached a very rough draft just 
to let you know- that this is in process. YVhen I developed this essay, 
I actually tried to bring my own critique to these films before 
consulting the work of others because I don’t want the opinions of 
others to influence my own examination. Thus, the essay developed 
reflects this process. Please note that I am on ray way to New York 
this weekend (for work) but will return on Monday if you need to 
correspond with me. Thanks much for your patience and assistance and 
I will be forwarding the edited version in the next few- day-s. 
Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip Kolin 
<Philip.Kolin@usm. edu>: 

>> 18 August 
>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> So good to hear from you and to learn about your work on the Parks 
>> screenplays I look forward to reading your draft and will get back to 
>> you soon about it As far as the plays are concerned, I think there 
>> might be a few places where you can cross reference them (and I may 
>> help you insert a few as ~vell) but your main charge is to focus on how 
>> Parks addresses in these screenplays key issues about race, gender, 
>> and geography (urban landscapes) I would applaud any- quotations from 
>> her or Spike Lee about her work and especially- ~vould like to see you 
>> say- something about cinematic techniques and Parks’s own strong sense 
>> of breaking ties with realism As for In Their Eyes, provide readers 
>> ~vith some concise overview of what Hurston did and how- Parks 
>> successfully and/or radically adapted her work for film. 
>> 

>> I have heard that Parks has also been acting in fihn and wonder if you 
>> might track that down somehow and maybe just allude to it 
>> 

>> I kno~v your essay will contribute greatly to the collection, Charlene 



>> 

>> All the best, 
>> 

>> Philip 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester!~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2009 7:47 AM 
>> To: Philip Kolin 
>> Subject: Re: yore essay on Parks’s screenplays 
>> 

>> Dear Philip: Yes, I am still working on the essay but I am close to 
>> finishing a draft. My concern is that it might not be the exact focus 
>> that you were looking for since I am less familiar with her plays and 
>> only- have reviews of the plays to rely on as I contrast them to her 
>> fihn works. Within another week or so, I can forward the draft and you 
>> can let me know- what you think. Also, at this point it is well beyond 
>> 20 pages but I will try to reduce when I send. Thanks for getting back 
>> to as I had to stop w-orking on the piece because I have been out of 
>> town since August 1 st but I am now back on the scene. Will contact you 
>> in the next week or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip 
>> Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 
>> 

>>> 18 August 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> Fond greetings. I hope this finds you well. Not having heard from you 
>>> for several months, I trust that we are still on target for your 
>>> getting me the essay on Suzan-Lori Parks’s screenplays-Girl 6 and In 
>>> Their Eyes. Initially, you had thought you might get me the ms as 
>>> early as June or July. Thanks for letting me know when you can send 
>>> it. If you need more time, I think I can stretch things out to 1 
>>> October, but do get back to me soon You ~vill be in vel~- impressive 
>>> company. Many thanks Philip 
>>> 

>>> Philip Kolin@usm edu<mailto:Philip.Kolm@usm.edu> 
>>> 

>>> PS You might be interested in my essay- on Emmett Till in music and 
>>> song that has just come out in the Fall issue of Southern Cultures. I 
>>> cover two of the documentaries on him. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 9:57 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Kenan Stadium Room Reservation 

Dear Tim: In order to check on the reservation regarding the Kenan 
Field House, I will need a few dates to pass along. Apparently, we have 
to go through one of the assistant coaches in order to reserve this 
space. Please give me dates as soon as possible and when I get the 
exact contact information, I will forward at that time. Please forward 
this email to Julius because I did not have his email address readily 
available. As for caterers, I would contact Tomeiko at the Research 
Institute and she should have a few names of services that provide good 
food who would cater this event at a reasonable cost. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 10:02 AM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

RE: your essay on Parks’s screenplays--much improved; jnst a few small things to fix 

Dear Philip: I will make the appropriate changes within the stated 
deadline. As for photos, I assumed that you could take digital photos 
from the video without permissions. If this is not the case, then 
Photofest -- a photo archive in Ne~v York might have photos that they 
could send but ~ve would have to pay a small fee but it is not very much 
at all because I have used them in the past. If you want me to inquire 
at Photofest, please let me kno~v. I know- for sure that an?- photos that 
they provide do not have require permissions. Hope to hear from you 
soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip Kolin 
<Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 

18 September 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for revising the essay. It is much tighter and more focused I 
am grateful to you. But there are still some small things I need you 
to fix, please. They should be relatively easy given all the ~vork you 
already have put into revising this valuable contribution to the 
collection. 

1 You need to follow MLA documentation which includes brief 
parenthetical documentation (Gels 45)keyed to an alphabeticized 
works cited list at the end of the article Just transfer the 
bibliographic details you now insert parenthetically to such a works 
cited list. MLA does not use "p" or "pp when citing page references. 

2. Get rid of the heads marked Introduction and Conclusion but see 
about making the remaining two heads more graphic, that is Girl 6: 
Images of Black Feminini~ or something like that. Thanks. 

3. Change your first sentence so that you begin with something like 
In additinn to being an award-winning dramatist, Su/~n-Lori Parks has 
written the scripts [’or 2 major films. Or something close to this so 
that you g~ve Parks priority in that crucial opening sentence. 

4. Page 4, first par. I think you need to replace one of the words 
("playwrights" with screenwriter. The way it stands now is redundant 
What you want to say, I believe, is that Parks got better press as a 
dramatist than she did as a screenwriter. 

5 Please rethink the last full par. on page 5. I would not use a 
phrase such as "may or may not resonate" Argue that while there may 
be problems in the scripts, the?" .... And when you say that we 
are sure whether the changes/script, etc. come from Parks or Spike, 
you call into question all the good work you have done to zero in on 
Parks’s contributions to this genre. If you know what Spike did, say- 
it. If you are speculating, simply say that Parks’s script, of 
course, was ~der directorial control and that Spike may have 
influenced her. That is, don’t let readers think that Spike wrote the 
screenplays rather than SLP. I can see where you want to involve 
Spike Lee in the process but it in such a way that Parks is still the 
subject of your essay and as far as audiences were concerned, it was 
she who got credit for being the screenwriter. 

6. Finally, don’t go through a lot of trouble on this, but do you 
think you get permission to use a photo front one or both of these 
films in your essay. McFarland, I nmst warn, will not pay- for 
permissions. So, if the photo of a character, scene, etc. carries a 
perraission fee, we can forget the whole idea. 

Again, Charlene, I ant grateful for your work and thank you for 
looking at it one more time. You are almost there. Might I get the 
revision in the next 2-3 weeks’.’ 

God bless, 

Philip 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2009 1:19 PM 
To: Philip Kolin 
Subject: RE: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 

Dear Philip: Attached is a copy of my revised essay. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Phihp Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm edu>: 

>> PS--some more thoughts, 



>> 

>> 1. Put press reception in the introduction 
>> 2. Summarize all those references to gardens, water, etc. r~[Inere are 
>> too many for the reader to ]2~llow 3. Give us some more overviews 
>> rather than listing every instance of a metaphor. Pick out two or 
>> three of the best examples and then group them under a larger 
>> discussion of topic, character, etc. 
>> 4. Cite any pertinent comments, from ~nterviews, etc. of actors about Parks. 
>> 5. I believe Parks has just acted in a film overseas. Give us in your 
>> introduction any biographical itfformation about Parks and film--did 
>> she take a film course at Mt. Holyoke, how did she and Lee come to 
>> work together; how do her screenplays reflect her dramatic 
>> techniques--read the wonderful piece in Theatre Journal--in the 
>> special issue of a few years back--on ~Vhat is Black Theatre. She has a 
>> fascinating four or five page analysis on "Black Math" that you can 
>> use to correlate her skill as a screenwriter and her view of black 
>> theatre/performance. I think the issue came out in 2005. 
>> 

>> Hope all this helps, Charlene. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester(~emaihunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, August 28, 2009 10:14 ~4M 
>> To: Philip Kolin 
>> Subject: RE: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 
>> 

>> Dear Philip: Attached is a rough draft ofnry essay. I was attempting 
>> to continue to edit but I just wanted to let you know that I do have 
>> the fraraework for this piece. Please note that it is quite long and I 
>> am going to cut it do~vn but I wanted you to review what I had 
>> developed prior to the nrajor edit. Please note that I reread the novel 
>> - Their Eyes Were Watching God and screened both films a few times. I 
>> have not seen Parks’ plays so I only had reviews of her works to rely 
>> on. Toward the end of the essay, I attempted to include some of the 
>> things that you previously mentioned. Keep in mind that I have not 
>> inserted complete notes and did not double-space because when I 
>> compose a work sometimes I can see it better in single-space. 
>> Once ~ve have decided on the final version then I will convert to the 
>> appropriate style and format. 
>> 
>> YVhat I really want you to do is wait until you receive the edited 
>> version that I am continuing to work on before you read this version 
>> But if you cannot wait then I have attached a vely’ rough draft just to 
>> let you know that this is in process. V~en I developed this essay, I 
>> actually tried to bring my own critique to these films before 
>> consulting the work of others because I don’t want the opinions of 
>> others to influence my own examination. Thus, the essay developed 
>> reflects this process. Please note that I am on my way to Ne~v York 
>> this weekend (for work) but will return on Monday if you need to 
>> correspond with me Thallus much tbr your patience and assistance and I 
>> ~vill be for~varding the edited version in the next I%w days. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip Kolin 
>> <Philip.Kolin@usm. edu>: 
>> 

>>> 18 August 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> So good to hear from you and to learn about your work on the Parks 
>>> screenplays. I lnnk fi~rward to reading your draft and will get back 
>>> to you soon about it. As far as the plays are concerned, I think 
>>> there might be a few places where you can cross reference them (and I 
>>> may help you insert a few as well) but your main charge is to focus 
>>> on how Parks addresses in these screenplays key issues about race, 
>>> gender, and geography (urban landscapes). ! would applaud any 
>>> quotations from her or Spike Lee about her work and especially would 
>>> like to see you say something about cinematic techniques and Parks’s 
>>> own strong sense of breaking ties with realism. As fi~r In Their [~yes, 
>>> provide readers with some concise overview of what Hurston did and 
>>> how Parks successfully and/or radically adapted her work fi~r film. 
>>> 

>>> ! have heard that Parks has also been acting in :film and wonder if 
>>> you might track that down somehow and maybe just allude to it. 

>>> I know your essay will contribute greatly to the collection, Charlene. 

>>> All the best, 

>>> Philip 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mai[to:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2009 7:47 AM 
>>> To: Philip Kolin 
>>> Subject: Re: your essay on Parks’s screenplays 

>>> Dear Philip: Yes, I am still working on the essay but I am close to 
>>> finishing a draft. My concern is that it might not be the exact focus 
>>> that you were looking for since I am less f~amiliar with her plays and 
>>> only have reviews of the plays to rely on as I contrast thenr to her 
>>> film works. Within another week or so, I can forward the draft and 



>>> you can let me know what you think Also, at this point it is well 
>>> beyond 20 pages but I will try to reduce when I send. ’]’hanks :For 
>>> getting back to as I had to stop working on the piece because I have 
>>> been out of town since August 1 st but ! am now back on the scene. 
>>> Will contact you in the next week or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>> Quoting Philip Kolin <Philip Kolin@usm edu>: 

>>>> 18 August 

>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>> Fond greetings. I hope this finds you well. Not having heard from 
>>>> you for several raonths, I trust that we are still on target for your 
>>>> getting me the essay on Suzan-Lori Parks’s screenplays-Girl 6 and In 
>>>> Their Eyes. Initially, you had thought you might get me the ms as 
>>>> earl?, as Jane or July. Tharf~s for letting me know when you can send 
>>>> it. Kyou need more time, I think I can stretch things out to 1 
>>>> October, but do get back to me soon. You will be in very impressive 
>>>> company. Man?, thanks. Philip 

>>>> Philip.Kolin@usra. edu<mailt o :Philip.Kolin(~usra. edu> 

>>>> PS You raight be interested in my essay on Ermnett Till in music and 
>>>> song that has just come out in the Fall issue of Southern Cultures. 
>>>> I cover two of the doc~tmentaries on him. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 10:22 AM 

Me~, Winifred F <l}eddie@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: BEALE STREET - Historical video now on DVD 

Deal Pro£ Charlene Regester, 

I would like to infoml you of the DVD release of a unique historical documentao~ that explores the residential, business, political and musicaJ history of Beale Street in 

Memphis, Tennessee from the 1920’s to the early 1960’s, through interviews, archival footage and still photographs. Beale Street is where W.C.Handy wrote the blues, 

where Boss Crump abused his power, and where Martin Luther King, Jr. marched days betbre his death in 1968. 

BeaJe Street was the victim of Urban Renewal, and we went to the original BeaJe Streeters M~o knew and loved it best in the making of our oral histo~, including B.B. 

King, the }looks Brothers, Bobby Blue Bland, Prince Gabe, Maudce "Fess" Hulbert, Nat D. Williams and Rufus Thomas. 

I hope that you will let your librarian know about the DVD release of this important documentaly from the early days of black and white poltapak video. Please be in 

touch with any queslions: a]exi@alexiskrasilovsl~.com 

Sincerely, 

Ale, s Krasilovsl~; Co-Director, "Beale Street" 
Professor, Department of Cinema and Television Arts, California State Universi~, Northridge 

iXi Beale Street 

BEALE STREET on DVD ~ii MartinLutherKingJr 

¯ importaut in helping college age students to understand a pivotal era of African-American 

history and culture. 
¯ includes a 105-minute scholars’ version 
¯ l~atures or’a] histo~ t?om interviews with: 

o B.B. King 

o the Hooks Brothers 

o Maurice "Fess" Hulbert 

o Nat D. Williams 

o Rufus Tho~nas 

o and others 
¯ is included in the collection of the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture and oilier librm’ies. 

28 minutes, b&w, edited 1981 from 1977-78 feature-length video pl~oduction co-directed by Alexis Krasilovsky, Ann Rickey and Walter 

Baldwin. 

"The memories that we have - we older ones that; been around- the contributions that, you know, have gone out to the worldJ?om this place - they sure 

shouldn’t be left to die." - B.B. King 

Viewclips of B EA L E STREET 
http:Pwww.voutube.com/watch?v oOGolX~t0rk "Black businesses on Bea]e Street" (clip) 

._h__t_t_p_i~y_2Lg__u__t__u_b__e__:_c52!i_n_:):~L&~:~Z____~!~r_)~!_~g~Q "P.Wee’s on Bea]e Street" (clip) 

.~..t..t.p.~).?..~.?.2~y.£~J.t..~..[2e..~.c.~?g~)~1~N~!~gQ]~g1~ "Maxtin Luther King and Beale Street" (clip) 

Let your librarian know that you would like the film to be added to the collection and that they can order at http:ii~x~x~v~alexiskiasilovs~.comil:eale.html 

Directly order institutional versions of my DVD’s at http:/iw~,~,~neoflix.com,’storeilLAF46/ 

Also available nri DVD 

Mr. Boogie Woogie 

From the early days of 3/4" portapak color video... 

"...the life of barrelhouse pianist Mose Vinson from Memphis, ...Vinson, who made a few recordings in the 

1950’s for Sun was re-discovered in the 1970’s and recorded for companies such as Adelphi, Albatross 

and Wol£ ...a DVD not only for the piano blues fan, but for eveEbody interested in the life many of the 

blues musicians of the older generation lived in their later years...it’s a must for every prewar blues fan (yes 

co umry bl ues can al so be piano)...A sensitive film about the life of a ’lb~otten’ bl uesman." -- Michael 

ttortig, Blues and Rhythm No. 242, Sept. 2009 

j i~i Mr. Boogie Woogie Video quality still 

’"We called him ’Mr. Boogie Woogie,’" Memphis Slim explains, in his affectionate tribute to his less 

successful colleague...Vinson’ s Holly Springs boyhood as the son of a Saturday Night ~nusician, his ~:ailure 

as a sharecropper, his involvement ruth the Bapnst chure~ his lonely life now.., all ~xe captured with striking visuals... The inti~nacy that the small- fom~at video medium 



can provide is displayed here to its fullest extent... Vinson’s world is beautiful, trouble& and important." - Film Library Quarterly 

"A straightforward look at Nues pianist Mose Vinson - the interviews from his boyhood home in Mississippi intercut 
~i Mr. BoogieWoogie: Photoof MoseVinson 

with the man at his piano, singing in his soulful wail, which is where he really shines2 - L.A. IYeeldy 

~Vith: 

Ma Ra~ney II 

Memphis Slim 

Golden Rule Baptist Church Choir 

Joe Gaston 

Big San~ 

Special Features Include: - Mose Vinson Plays the Blues (audio) 

View a clip of M R. B O O G ] E-VVO O G ] E http://www.youmbecom/watch?~=~’V6MhdDaYdc 

30 mim~tes, 3/4" video, color. 1978. Director: Alexis Krasilovs~- 

Plot Keywords: African-American studie~ At~can-American culture, Blues, Boogie Woogie, ethnomusicology, 

Memphi~ Mississippi, music, musician~ piano 

Available on DVD: - Institutional Use .,_$__l__~_(_!_:_0__!_)___t__3___u2:,N__£y_~: 

:Mso available on DVD: What Memphis Needs 

Contrasting the black and white cultures of Memphis. Tennessee, What Memphis Needs is based on a Ix~em by Alexis I<hasilovsk% 
written in the Free People’s Poetry Workshop of the internationally renowned "prison tx~et,’’ Etheridge Knight. From tx~nies running 

through the Memphis cottonwoods to a girl running across the construction site of Mud Island, t?om white kids in a West Memphis 

parade throwing can@ at black bystanders to a Bible reading in the Lorraine Motel, and t?om rock ’n rollers to marquee lights on Beale 

Street, this film provides a ~aring cross-~ction of Memphis history and society. 

Winner, t oeto Fihn, Video Festival (San Francisco), Ann Arbor Film Feslival Tour; "PBS’ "The 90’s"; International t oeuy Festival 

(Boston); Filmforum (Los Angeles); Brooks Musemn "Cinemasterpieces" (Memphis); Museum of Modern Art (New York). 

:~ WhatMemphisNeeds still 

What Memphis Needs 

V~qat Memphis Needs ai~ed on PBS’ "The 90’s" nationwide 

View a clip of What Memphis Needs http:/iww~,~youtube,com,’watch? 

v AFJUVeU~A(4 

Plot Keywords: Memphis, ha~onica, racism, protest poems, ~et~ 

6 minutes, 16mm film, edited on 1" video, color (1991) - AvaJable on SOME WOMEN k~TERS KILL THEMSELVES 

DVD. 

To add SOME WOMEN WRITERS KILL THEMSELVES to your collection, see 

Or directly order institutional versions of my DVD’s, including "BEALE STREET", "MR. BOOGIE WOOGIE" and "SOME WOMEN WRITERS KILL 

THEMSELVES," at http://v~v.neoflix.com/storeil~AJ~46i 

Thank you very much tbr your consideration. I look tbrward to hea~ng t?om you what you and your students think of these new DVDs. 

Sincerely, 
) Alexis Krasilovsky, t rofessor, Depmlment of Cinema and Television Arts, California State University, Northridge 

RAFAEL FILM 

1607 Landa Street 

Los Angeles, CA 90026-2065 USA 

This is a commercial mes~ge. 

If you would prefer not to ~eceive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 



any rex’t: 

Click here to opt out 

You will receive one addition~l e-m~fil message confirming your removal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 1:58 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: :( 

Dear      You can send your critique by email. SotO- to hear that you 
have developed this You are not the only one of my students who 
similarly has been diagnosed. Hope you are ~vell on your way to a quick 
recover)’. Yes, we will see the 1934 version of hmtation of Life so 
make sure that you are see the correct one. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                         .~gmail.com>: 

> Hi Professor, 
> 

> "¢~qaat my luck, I’ve caught the :( My roon~aate’s sister was 
> diagnosed ~vith it...then my roommate caught it .and now I have it :( 
> 

> I was going to get a doctor’s note to excuse my absence, but the UNC campus 
> health site said that they sent an email to all f’acul~ saying to not 
> require a doctor’s note for Is there anything else I should do? 
> 

> Is it okay ifI e-mail you my critique tomorrow before class? If need be I 
> can stop by and drop it off in class, but I don’t want to expose anyone to 
>it, 

> 

> I will get nutes :[’rum a fi-iend in class, and luckily "Imitatiun uf Life" is 
> all un yuutube, so I will watch it on my uwn time and turn in a critique 
> next week. 
> 

> Thanks for understanding, 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 5:46 PM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

Re: JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO - REM1NDER 

Dear Stepen: Hope to meet the deadline but I may need only a couple of 
days on this. I will let you kno~v. Thales for the reminder Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting stropiano@ithaca edu: 

This is just a reminder that your reader’s report is due not later Friday, 
September 25 I hope you semester is going well. 
ST 

Stephen Tropiano, PhD 
Program Director, Ithaca College LA Program 
Associate Professor, Dept. of Television-Radio 
Editor, Journal of Film and Video 

Ithaca College LA Program 
3800 Barham Blvd Suite 305 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 
Phone: 323/851-6199 
Fax: 323/851-6748 
Cell: 

"It is only with the heart that one can see rightly, what is 
essential is invisible to 
the eye." 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 11:11 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Possible targeted hire: atiJ.al’ro-~unerican l?aculty.cmte 

Dear Janken: My preferred times to meet are October 21 st (Monday) after 
3pm or Tuesday October 22 between 11 and 12noon because I have a class 
that meets at 3:30 until 6:20pm I do not want to meet over Fall Break 
because I have quite a bit already on my schedule Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Kemaeth Robert Janken <krjanken@emaihunc.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, Kia, Perry, and Reg, 

As you recall, at our department meeting Julius asked us to submit a 
name to him of a person we’d like to hire using the target of 
opportunity process. I’d like to have some preliminaly discussion on 
this using the Afri-Afro-American Facul~z.Cmte Blackboard page that 
you are all subscribed to. The advantage of using the discussion 
board on this page is that we don’t have to clog our inboxes, and the 
discussion is all there for evewone to see. 

I think the place to begin is to define the search. ~en you look at 
the discussion board, you will see the ad that we used for our last 
search in 2007. I am attaching to this email the call for 
nominations ]2~r the 2006 Target o17 Opportuni~" hire, which was also 
unsuccessful. I will also post this call on the discussion board. 
Please discuss which route you prefer. 

There is also the question the level at which we’d like to make this 
hire. I think our reasons for preferring to hire at the 
]~aH-professor level are still valid, but I wonder whether that is 
practical and whether we ought to consider hiring at the 
associate-professor level 

I’d also like to raise the quesuon again whether we are in a 
position to make a targeted hire or if we should wait until a new 
search is authorized. I don’t think we ought to be cold-calling 
prospective candidates; I think we ought to know something about them 
and their work. 

Finally, I’d like to set a time to meet and come to some decisions 
If we can have some sustained discussion via Blackboard, I don’t 
think the meeting should take more than 60 minutes I propose 
anytime after 2:30 on October 19, 20, 21, 22, or 23 Please emai[ me 
with your preferred times 

Kenneth 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 11:20 AM 

~med.unc.edu 

Re: Letter of Recommendalion 

Dear       Your lette was mailed earlier today. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                    @med uric edu>: 

Dr. Regester 

You can mail the letter directly to 
The address is as follows: 

Thank you again, 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear       Currently, I am nearly finished with your letter of 
>> recommendation but I need more information Give me the address and 
>> name of the program. When I am finished do you want to pick up the 
>> letter from the department or do you want me to send in the mail to 
>> them or do you want it sent to you’? Let me l~ow as soon as possible. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~med un c edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dr Charlene Regester 
>>> 

>>> I am applying to several post-baccalaureate pre-medical programs 

>>> Thank you again, 

>>> regester@email.~mc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear       I ~vould be willing to write a letter on your behalf 
>>>> but please keep in mind that for me when the letter is due is most 
>>>> iraportant. I will be out of town almost the entire month of 
>>>> August. I will need at least 2-3 weeks notice before the letter is 
>>>> due because when school starts things get hectic. IfI can meet 
>>>> your deadline in a timely manner then I will be more than glad to 
>>>> submit a letter on your behal£ Glad to hear that you are moving 
>>>> along quite ~vell. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>              ~med.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Dr. Charlene Rcgester 

>>>>> I hope all is well. It has been some time since I was in your 
>>>>> class. I took a semester off from school and I am now- attempting 
>>>>> to apply to a Postbacc Premedical program, hopefully to apply to 
>>>>> medical school in the near future. 

>>>>> I was em-olled in AFAM during the fall 

>>>>> I ~vl-ite you in hopes that you remember me as an individual and as 
>>>>> a student. I am in need of a strong letter of recommendation 
>>>>> attesting to my academic abilities and the caliber of student I 
>>>>> was (way back in the day)! If you t?el comfortable and confident 



>>>>> providing me with a letter of recommendation, I will emai[ you my 
>>>>> resume If not, I thank you for your honesty and time! 

>>>>> Sincerely, 

>>>>> PS: I have attached a photo of myself, per your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 4:46 PM 

@med.unc.edu 

Re: Letter of Recommendalion 

Dear       When your other letters are due please give me plenty of 
time because in the Spring I will gone for at leat 2 weeks on the west 
coast. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@med.unc.edu>: 

Thank you 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear       Your lette was mailed earlier today. Sincerely, 

>> Charlene Regester Quoting ~med unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dr. Regester 

>>> 

>>> You can mail the letter directly to 

>>> The address is as follows: 

>3: 

>>> Thank you again, 

>>> regester@email unc.edu wrote: 

>>>> I)ear       Currently, I am nearly finished with your letter of 

>>>> recommendation but I need more information. Give me the address 

>>>> and name of the program. When I am finished do you want to pick up 

>>>> the letter from the department or do you want me to send in the 

>>>> mail to them or do you want it sent to you? Let me know as soon as 

>>>> possible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>> <:         ~med.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Dr. Charlene Regester 

>>>>> I am applying to several post-baccalaureate pre-medical programs. 

>>>>> Thank you again, 

>>>>> regester@email.tmc.edu ~vrote: 

>>>>>> Dear       I would be willing to write a letter on your behalf 

>>>>>> but please keep in mind that for me when the letter is due is 

>>>>>> most important. I ~vill be out of town almost the entire month of 

>>>>>> August. I will need at least 2-3 weeks notice before the letter 

>>>>>> is due because when school starts things get hectic. K I can 

>>>>>> meet your deadline in a timely manner then I will be more than 

>>>>>> glad to submit a letter on your behalf. Glad to hear that you 

>>>>>> are moving along quite well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> Quoting                    ~med uric edu>: 

>>>>>>> Dr Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>> I hope all is well. It has been some time since I was in your 

>>>>>>> class I took a semester off from school and I am now 

>>>>>>> attempting to apply to a Postbacc Premedical program, hopefully 

>>>>>>> to apply to medical school in the near ti~ture. 

>>>>>>> I was e~olled in AFAM during 



>>>>>>> I write you in hopes that ’~’ou remember me as an individual and 
>>>>>>> as a student. I am in need of a strong letter of recommendation 
>>>>>>> attesting to my academic abilities and the caliber of student I 
>>>>>>> was (way back in the day)! If you :[’eel comJk~rtable and 
>>>>>>> confident providing me with a letter of recommendation, I will 
>>>>>>> email you my resume. If not, I thatk you for yore honesty and 
>>>>>>> time[ 

>>>>>>> Sincerely, 

>>>>>>> PS: I have attached a photo of myself, per your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 11:35 AM 

Behnken, Jane Kathleen ~jbehnken@indiana.edtv~ 

RE: Photot~st Downloads 

Dear Jane: Photofest only charged me for the 14 (I believe) photos that 
we selected. The semester has been hectic as ususal. Hope things are 
going well ~vith you arid thal~,Zs for getting back ~vith me so quickly. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Behnken, Jane Kathleen" 
<jbehnken@indiana.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

It’s good to hear from you! The?- didn’t charge you for evewthing, 
did the?’? It looks like they list all the originals before we culled 
images. 

How is your semester going? 

Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 
J;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2009 8:35 
To: Behnken, Jane Kathleen 
Subject: F~vd: Photofest Downloads 

Dear Jane: This is just to let you know that I have already paid 
Photofest fi)r photos selected :[’or the book project on black actresses 
in cinema. ~Ihey sent me the fi)llowing the emai]. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

..... Forwarded message from requests@photofesmyc.com ..... 
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 2009 13:48:21 -0400 
From : Photofest Requests <requests@photofestnyc cam> 

Reply-To: requests@photofestnyc.com 
Subject: Photofest Downloads 

To: regester@emai], unc edu 

I)ear client, 

Below please :find a list of your downloaded files fi)r the period of Jan. 
through May 2009 We periodically send out updated lists to our 
clients for a few reasons. 

1. As an aid to clients when reporting usage to us. 

2. In some organizations, not all departments are aware we bill only 
for reported usage and we do not automatically bill for items downloaded. 
Alternately-, a new- person may take over a position and also be 
unaware of our billing raethods. 

3. ~%~ere a project has been in development for a long period of time. 
This list helps to surmnarize the images used for the client and aid 
tk~cm, if they are ready for billing. 

4. Sometimes clients share user names and passwords and are unaware of 
the files being downloaded on their account 

If you have unreported usage, unusual account activity, etc. Please 
email accounting@photofestnyc.com with the usage, questions etc. We 
know- this can happen for a lot of reasons, so no explanation is 
required with and past downloads that are now- being reported. 

If you have received this email and you have no unreported usage and there 
is no unusual activity on your account, you need do nothing. This is 
strictly- a courtesy to our customers to facilitate billing where 
items may have fallen through the cracks 

We appreciate your business 

Thanks 

Black Moon 19340.jpg 5/13/2009 11:03 photofestfoliodownload - 
regester@email.unc.edu 

Broad}vayRhythm1944 0jpg 5/13/2009 11:03 photofestfoliodownload 
- regester@email unc.edu 

Cabin lri SI,~’ 1943 13.jpg5i13i2009 ll:03photofestibliodownload 



> - regester@emai[.unc.edu 
> Carmen~ Jones 1954 O.jpg 5/13/2009 11:03 photofestlk~liodownload - 
> regester@email unc.edu 
> Coquette 1929 1 .jpg 5/13/2009 11:04 photofesffoliodown[oad - 
> regester@email unc.edu 
> Dandridge 1950s 105 jpg 5/13/2009 ll:04photofesffoliodownload- 
> regester@email unc.edu 
> Decks Ran Red 1958 O.jpg 5/13/2009 11:04 photofest]k~liodownload 
> - regester@emai[.unc.edu 
> Decks Ran Red 1958 1.jpg5i13i2009 ll:04photofestfoliodownload 
> - regester@email.unc.edu 
> Emperor Jones 100.jpg 5/13/2009 11:05 photofesffoliodownload- 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> Ethel WatersO.jpg 5/13/2009 11:05 photofestfoliodownload - 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> Ethel YVaters 100.jpg 5/13/2009 11:05 photofestfoliodownload- 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> Gone With Wind 1939 138a.jpg5/13/2009 11:05 
> photofestfoliodownload - regester@email.~nc.edu 
> Gone With Wind 1939 86a.jpg 5/13/2009 11:05 
> photofestfoliodownload - regester@email.~nc.edu 
> Hallelujah 19290.jpg 5/13/2009 11:06 photofestfoliodownload- 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> Hallelulah 19292.jpg 5/13/2009 11:06 photofestfoliodownload - 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> Hazel Scott 0.jpg 5/13/2009 11:06 photofesffoliodownload- 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> Hazel Scott 1.jpg 5/13/2009 11:06 photofesffoliodownload - 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> Imitation Life 19340.jpg 5/13/2009 11:11 photofestfoliodownload 
> - regester@email.unc.edu 
> Imitation Life 19341.jpg 5/13/2009 11:11 photofestfoliodownload 
> - regester@email.unc.edu 
> Imitation Life 19342.jpg 5/13/2009 11:16 photofestfoliodownload 
> - regester@email unc.edu 
> Imitation of Li~? 1934 3jpg5/13/2009 11:17 
> photofestfoliodownload - regester@email.unc.edu 
> LenaHorne 1940sO.jpg 5/13/2009 11:17 photofestfoliodownload - 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> LenaHome19430.jpg 5/13/2009 11:17 photofestfoliodownload - 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> MaidSalem19370.jpg 5/13/2009 11:17 photofestfoliodownload - 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> MaidSalem19372.jpg 5/13/2009 11:17 photofestfoliodownload - 
> regester@email.unc.edu 
> Member Wedding 1952 lljpg 5/13/2009 11:17 
> photofestfoliodownload - regester@email.unc.edu 
> Member Wedding 1952 12jpg 5/13/2009 11:17 
> photofestfoliodownload - regester@email.unc.edu 
> Tales Manhattan 1942 1.jpg 5/13/2009 11:17 
> photofestfoliodownload - regester@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 12:02 PM 

pbukal@siue.edu 

Form Received 

Dear Peter: I received the form in the mail and will sign. Ho~vever, do 
you want me to send it to Diane or the next person on the list? I was a 
little unclear about the order. Let me know and I ~vill send off right 
a~vay Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 11:57 AM 

Peter Bukalski <pbukals@siue.edu> 

Re: Form Received 

Dear Peter: I sent the form to Melinda and she should receive it on 
Monday I apologize that I did not read the instructions as carefully 
as I should have Thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Peter Bukalski <pbukals@siue.edu>: 

Dear Charlene-- 
Send it to the next person on the list, ie. Melinda Levin. 

Thanks. 
Peter 

On 9/24/09 11:01 AM. "regester@email uric edu" <regester@email.unc edu> 
wrote: 

>> Dear Peter: I received the form in the mail and will sign. However, do 
>> you want me to send it to Diane or the next person on the list? I was a 
>> little unclear about the order. Let me know and I will send off right 
>> away Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 11:58 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: CinemaDi~ourse.com: A literary approach to myth and film 

Dear Colleague, 

I am writing to encourage you and your students to participate in a web site we created, CinemaDiscourse.com that looks at current movies from a literary and 
mythological point of view. 
Our position is that the movie replaced the novel as our dominant art form beginning with such modern mythologically inspired movies as Kubrick and Clarke’s 
2001 : A Space Odyssey. The creators of today’s dominant movies are deeply aware of the mythological and archetypal sources of their stories and images 
(even though critics sometimes are not), and audiences relate to these references, even if subliminally. 

CinemaDiscourse.com lists and discusses the twelve classics of this new genre, movies that define our age: 

1. 2001 : A Space Odyssey 
2. Jaws 
3. Star Wars 
4. Close Encounters of the Third Kind 
5. Apocalypse Now 

6. Alien 
7~ Raiders of the Lost Ark 
8. Blade Runner 
9. Videodrome 
10. The Road Warrior 
11. Solaris (1972 Tarkovsky version) 
12. Nosferatu (1979 Herzog version) 

(Check these against your list.) 

CinemaDiscouse.com also contains articles on the background of the new cinema, lists and discusses the classics, reviews current movies, and provides 
forums for reader feedback. Plus it provides brief YouTube videos of explanations of key movies. 

On CinemaDiscourse.com your students will find out how: 

- Kubrick and Clarke’s 2001 deliberately set out to create the new mythology for our technological age, ending with the Star Child hovering in space, and 
thereby launching the modern age of movies. 

- Iron Man is a retelling of the tales of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, in which the hero must come into a proper relationship with a woman 
before accomplishing his quest, a tale also retold in Clint Eastwood’s In the Line of Fire, among many other movies. 

- Coppola’s Apocalypse Now, on the surface about the Vietnam war, is built on the plotline of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, then relies on Homer’s The Odyssey 
for Willard’s trip up the river, and finally on Frazier’s study of the sacrifice of the king in The Golden Bough for Willard’s killing of Kurtz. 

- Kubrick and SNelberg’s A.I., the story of an android boy’s search for the love of his mother, is on the surface a retelling of Pinocchio, but it is also an 
exploration of what it means to be human in our technological world. 

If your students are doing papers on any of these movies, or such recent movies as Ponyo on the Cliff by the Sea, Synecdoche New York, Terminator: 
Salvation, X-Men Origins: Wolverine, Star Trek, Knowing, Wanted, or Watchmen, could you suggest that they check with CinemaDsicourse.com for reference 
material, and that they post comments on the site. 

Sincerely, 

John David Ebert 
John Lobell 

P.S. We would also be interested in knowing which movies sites you find most useful We would appreciate any links to our site, and will reciprocate where 
appropriate. 

P.P.S. This is a commercial message. 

About us: 
John Ebert is an independent cultural critic whose essays, reviews and interviews have appeared in periodicals such as Lapis, Alexandria, Utne Reader and 
The Antioch Review. He is the author of Celluloid Heroes & Mechanical Dragons: Film as the Mythology of Electronic Society (Cybereditions.com: 2005) and 
Twilight of the Clockwork God: Conversations on Science & Spirituality at the End of an Age (Council Oak Books: 1999). Formerly, he was an editor at the 
Joseph Campbell Foundatiom See John David Ebert on Wikipedia for more. 

Emaik         ~mac.com 

John Lobell received architecture degrees from the University of Pennsylvania. His studies have included mythology with Joseph Campbell, and generative 
genomics. Lobell is a professor at Pratt Institute where he teaches architectural history and theory, and technology and culture. He is the author of Joseph 
Campbell: The Man and His Ideas and Between Silence and Light: Spirit in the Architecture of Louis I. Kahn. See JohnLobell.com for more. 

Email:          ~aol.com 

John Lobell 
Pratt Institute 

200 Willoughby Ave. 
Brooklyn, NY 11205 



212-679-1935 

If you ~onld prefer not to receive fi~-ther messages from this sender, please 

click on the fo]lowing e-mail link and send a message with or withont 

any text: 

C]ick here to opt out 

You will receive one additimM e-mail message confim~ing your removal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 12:07 PM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

Re: photos 

Dear Philip: Regarding the photos, I contacted Photofest and they- are 
going to let me know if they have photos in their archives. As for her 
contributions to the additional films -- I could mention her 
contributions but for providing a I~arther discussion I think distracts 
from the larger piece. Also, she may- have been approached to write a 
screenplay- for one of Toni Morrison’s novels and to mention all of this 
I think takes away ticom the essay’s centeral focus. In fact, by the 
time the piece actually appears in print, it is possible that she may 
be involved in another film project Also, I really- don’t have much 
more time that I can invest in this project. In the event, that you do 
a second volume on Parks, I would be more than glad to contribute 
another essay on The Great Debaters or Ray for example -- in fact. I 
have some excellent ideas for The Great Debaters. But to discuss them 
at the end, in my opinion ~vould appear as though they were tacked on at 
the last minute. You can let me kno~v what you thil~ before I make my 
final changes which I am tr,ving to do so as soon as possible. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip Kolin 
<Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 

Charlene, 

I just heard from my editor about the photos-as long as secure 
written permissinn to use them in the collection tentatively entitled 
Suzan-Lori Parks: [\/{yth, Race, and Gender (McFarland, 2010) that’s 
fine. But limit the photos to two or three, one for each of the 
screenplays and maybe one that shows Parks? Ii understand that in 
2007 Harpo Films released The Great Debaters. Do you want to add a 
page or two on it as well as a page or two on Ray Charles Live, a 
musical play adapted from the 2004 film Ray. I am not asking for a 
full treatment, just some type of coverage as a conclusion to your 
piece. Let me know what you think. ’]’hanks. Philip 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 12:31 PM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

Re: Parks’s Other Screenplays 

Dear Philip: I checked the Internet Movie Database to see if Suzan-Lori 
Parks was mentioned as a screenwriter for The Great Debaters. And while 
she may have contributed on some level her name is not listed among 
those ofi)cially involved with the production as screenwriter 
Therefore, I think to give her credit where credit may not be due is to 
minimize the screemvriters who are officially listed. As for her play 
based on the film production Ray, since she is not connected to the 
fihn per se and is more comaected to the dramatic production, again, I 
think that to include this is my piece is really a stretch If we are 
consistent with the stl-ate~z proposed with Their Eyes Were Watching God 
where I elminated discussion of the novel, in this instance, I think we 
should employ the same strategy. Finally, you can let me know what you 
think Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip Kolin 
<Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 

Charlene, 

I just heard from my editor about the photos-as long as secure 
written permission to use them in the collection tentatively entitled 
Suzan-Lori Parks: Myth, Race, and Gender ~McFarland, 2010) that’s 
fine. But limit the photos to two or three, one for each of the 
screenplays and maybe one that shows Parks? Ii understand that in 
2007 Harpo Films released The Great Debaters. Do you want to add a 
page or two on it as well as a page or two on Ray Charles Live, a 
musical play adapted from the 2004 film Ray. I am not asking for a 
ful[ treatment, just some type of coverage as a conclusion to your 
piece. Let me know what you think. ’]’hanks. Philip 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 4:12 PM 

Philip.Kolin@usm.edn 

Fwd: S~an-Lori Parks Photos 

Hi Ch~:rlene, 

Here are some photos of Girl 6, Their Eyes Were Watching God and Stlzan-Loft Parks. There are just a few of P~xks, from the publicity tour of Their Eyes Were 
Watching God. 

Please let us know if yon need an~thing else. 

Eliza 

eFolio Expires:10/9i2009 19:54:49 GMT 

eFolio Conmins: 

032 100681 077 thl~pg 

009 100680 041 thl~pg 

003 102305 2456 ful~pg 

133 100471 054 ful~pg 

071 100627 148 ful~pg 

031 100661 297 ful~pg 

039 100662 123 ful~pg 

068 100627 169 ful~pg 

004 100680 381 ful~pg 

105 100446 2053 ful.jpg 

002 100590 051 ful~pg 

129 100471 252 ful~pg 

012 100682 201 ful~pg 

010 100539 112 ful~pg 

006 100680 346 ful~pg 

096 100447 2270 fifl.jpg 

123 100471 160 ful~pg 

108 100538 115 ful~pg 

023 100661 044 fifl~pg 

077 100660 068 fifl~pg 

126 100471 156 fifl~pg 

002 102305~438 ful~pg 

120 100472 034 thlopg 

110 100538 069 thlopg 

027 100661 347 thlopg 

015 100681 213 thlopg 

041 100679 152 ful~pg 

022 100661 132 ful~pg 

121 100471 026 ful~pg 

117 100472 217 ful~pg 

112 100538 027 fuldpg 

042.100662 242 fiflopg 

102305 3439 ful.jpg 

GIRL 6 Madonna Lee Randle~pg 

Girl 6 1996 2~pg 

Girl 6 1996 6~pg 

Girl 6 1996 5~pg 

Girl 6 1996 7~pg 

Girl 6 1996 3~pg 

Girl 6 1996 4~pg 

Girl 6 1996 l~pg 

To access the content, go to the following link: 

eFolio Access 

If you have trouble opening the eFolio Access link above from your email client, cnt and paste the url below into a web browser address. 

http:/icontentstudio.wamnet.com/cgi- bii~/wambase/m~ srch l]cont ~ KEY~QQ01hKt~ nbR o2BDFwzzXZi~iP2nL o 

2BvBRKK1 qGqXLA9ovNvzI ,aYPI ,eV~ duwyl RklfB3 

Do not tO/’ to click the url string above, )’our desired res~tlts may not be achieved 

Cut and paste the url into the web browser adch’ess. 

THIS LINK IS ONLY ACTIVE FOR 14 DAYS. HOWEVER, SHOULD IT EXPIRE BEFORE YOU HAVE MADE YOUR FINAL DECISION, JUST 
FOR~VARD THIS E-MAIL TO US AND WE CAN REACTIVATE IT FOR YOU FOR AN ADDITIONAL 14 DAYS. 



Photot~st Inc. 

Phone: 212.633.6330 

Mail: requests@photot~stnyc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 4:44 PM 

eag 1002@mail3.doshisha.ac.jp 

Intimnation on Birth of a Nation at Hampton 

Dear Emikio: Following our meeting on Birth of a Nation, I found the 
dissertation on the film’s connection to Hampton University. You should 
look at this dissertation: Filming back al’~d black: Strategies of 
African American Political Modernism by Allyson Nadia Field, HalN’al-d 
Universi~z, 2008. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 28, 2009 8:59 AM 

eag 1002@mail3.doshisha.ac.jp 

Re: Information on Birth of aNation at Hampton 

Dear Emiko: I ~vould think that Allyson’s dissertation would be 
available on-line Look under dissertation abstracts and once you 
locate the dissertation see if a pdfversion is available. Good hack. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Emiko Hara 
<eag 1002@mail3 doshisha.ac jp>: 

Dear Prot\ Regester, 

It was a pleasure speaking with you today 
I was so glad that you gave me great information and ideas about The 
Birth of a Nation by talking and mailing 
I know that you had hard time to understand my English, I am sorry 
about that 

I was looking Allyson Nadia Field?s dissertation by intemet, but I 
could not find it, and I hope that she will published her 
dissertation near the future. 

I ~vould like to make a contact with you by email aI’ter I leave. 
I hope you don?t mind it. 

Thank you for your kindness 

Sincerely 

Emikn Hara 
Doctorial Student 
Graduate School of 2,merican Studies 
Doshisha Universi~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 28, 2009 11:29 AM 

CarterE@missouri.edu 

Fwd: Review of Essay tbr Jonrnal of Film mad Video 

Letter.doc; Diabetes Essay for Journal of Fihn and Video.doc 

Dear Susanne: Please edit the essay attached that I reviewed for the 
Journal of film and Video I wa s not certain that you had received this 
material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester ..... Forwarded message from 

CarberE@missouri.edu ..... 
Date: t;ri, 18 Sep 2009 12:04:36 -0500 

t;rom: "Carber, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu> 
Reply-To: "Carter, E. Susanne" < CarterE@missouri.edu> 
Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

To: regester@emaiI.unc.edu 

Charlen e, 

tIere you are! 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaiI.unc.edu [mailto :re~ester(@email un c edu] 
Sent: Fri 9/18/2009 10:14 AM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear Susanne: ’]7his is an attempt to resend the letter of 
recommendation Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

Susanne" <Carter E@missouri edu>: 

I’d be glad to Charlene. However, the attachment did not come 
through. Can you resend? Thanks. 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thu 9/17,’2009 1:57 PM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Subiect: RE: Letter of Reconm~endation 

Dear Susanne: Please review the letter of recormnendation for me. It is 
only one page. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Here is the edited manuscript. In a couple of places I noted words 
>> that seem to be raissing. I also noted some places ~vhere references 
>> are missing. Please let me know if you have an?" questions. 
>> 

>> I have done 7 hours of editing now-. Is it okay to send you an 
>> invoice at this point? 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 11:47 AM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> SubJect: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: I detected a fe~v errors in the version I sent. Therefore, 
>> I am sending a revised version. They only contain minor errors and I 
>> hope that this does not inconvenience you. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester recQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 
>> 
>>> Sure--will do 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [maiito:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 9:30 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 



>>> Sut~iect: RE: UFVA ]Vhnutes 
>>> 

>>> [)ear Susanne: Attached is an essay that [ am submitting to a 
>>> collection Please review whenever you have a chance and at your own 
>>> pace It is quite long but when ! send to the editor, he will suggest 
>>> ways by which to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay 
>>> agmn, once he makes his recommendations. Please note that [ am aware 
>>> that I have not adapted the footnotes to MLA or Chicago Manuel of style 
>>> but will do so later. Also, some i~[’ormation is missing but I will 
>>> insert later and check on facts. Thanks much for your review. 
>>> Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>>> 

>>>> I gave it a quick once over. See question on page 18. 

>>>> Susanne 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: rcgester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester,~,email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11 : 10 AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: RE: I~NVA 2vSnutes 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I need for you to review. 
>>>> Please note that this document contains meetings from an organizational 
>>>> meeting. I do not provide complete sentences in many instances so I am 
>>>> really asking for your revinw to see it" any glaring el~ors exist -- 
>>>> otherwise leave most material as is. Also, in some places it will be 
>>>> vague because I was asked to assume this role when someone else quit so 
>>>> I am not up to speed on many of these issues. The organization had a 
>>>> second meeting and I will forward those minutes as soon as I get a 
>>>> chance Also, I have a long essay that I will send in the near future 
>>>> as ~vell Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>> Susalme" <CalterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> Here you go[ 

>>>>> gusalme 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
>>>>> forthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest convenience I will not 
>>>>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>>>>> for out of town tomorro~v. I will return on the 15th Thanks much for 
>>>>> your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> tti Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here are my suggested edits I checked with APA style and any 
>>>>>> quotatinn over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>>>>> made that change I also noted several places where I believe 
>>>>>> citatinns are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>>>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
>>>>>> the title was Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>>>>> not necessaW If you want to do a word find on "plantatinn," you 
>>>>>> can check these and reword them as you wish 

>>>>>> Very interesting paper! 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Fri 3/62009 1:02 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentinned that 
>>>>>> I would like for you to review. I will be attending the cotfference at 
>>>>>> the end of next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>>>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>>>>> and made them shorter for more readabili~’. I hope this helps. 



>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Sun 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>>>>> Tu: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>>>>> length. If possible, could you preview for me before I submit. Thap2~zs 
>>>>>>> much for your assistance and please let me know- that you have received 
>>>>>>> this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 
>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>> I edited the portions of the docunrent you indicated below-. In a few 
>>>>>>>> places I indicated whcre I think sonre references may be nrissing. 
>>>>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were very long. I spent 3 
>>>>>>>> hours. I hope it is acceptable. It’you have questions, let me l~ow. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: rcgester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>>>>> Please letme know if you are willing to edit If so, you are welcome 
>>>>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb. 1. "¢~en you get 
>>>>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have 

>>>>>>>> enough material However, I ~vould like for you to edit the conclusion. 
>>>>>>>> Let me kno~v if this works Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>>>>> and your family during this time. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regesterCa)email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofreconnnendation 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned 
>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>> need :[’or yuur review I may send them as separate attachments. If you 
>>>>>>>>> cuuld complete by tomon-ow that would be great and I really only need 
>>>>>>>>> the            letter tomorruw -- the other twu, I have more time. 
>>>>>>>>> Thanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>> Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. Susanne" <Carter[{@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>> I’m glad tu help. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> Frum: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(£email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mun 1/52009 10:47 AM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecummendation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be 

>>>>>>>>>> toward the end of the week. Hope you are available. I will 
>>>>>>>>>> be working 
>>>>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>>>>                                so I ara working as fast as I 

>>>>>>>>>> for the rush but things have unfolded in this mauner. Thanks 

>>>>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susaune" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 



>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of 

>>>>>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever 

>>>>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>>>>> university is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>>>>> untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> around I feel for you and your family situation. I 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> the umversity will be understanding. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc edu [mailto:re~ester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance. HopeIi~lly, in 

>>>>>>~>>~>>> I will nut have to rely un yuu within such a shurt nutice. Thanks 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> again Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>~>>~>>>>>>>~ Frum: regester@email.unc.edu [mailtu:re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon l 1/10/2008 11:59 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I have :finished editing this. It is nicely written. Must of my 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> highlighted two 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> if’you have other editing to corae, I’ll just put this "on 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, It. Susanne 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecomanendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I recently" sent a document for you to edit 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. SorPi- for the mixup and 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> nnderstand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susanne" <CatterE@missomi.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regestcr(~email.nnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotnnlendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for all three letters and for your prompt 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Qnnting "Carter, E. Susatme" <CarterE@missomi.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here are my’ recommended edits. The rev version has all edits 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mort 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have some tlzree letters of recommendation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> t2aat I will 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need for you to edit. I tvill need as soon as possible 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only’ took me 15 minutes I can keep tabs and we 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:regester(£email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9,’2008 1 :l 1 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: ~Ilnanks much for your prompt response I may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait be[ore I ]l~rward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a 1%w changes I’ve attached the original 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [mailto :r eg ester ,@,email. unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11:44 AM 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> right away. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it within the next few hours. I know this is 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have unfolded in such a way that 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 28, 2009 11:33 AM 

Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.~mc.edu> 

Seminar 

Dear Faye Lewis: This is to inform you that I am willing to participate 
in the upcoming seminar for recently tenured professors to engage in 
discussion about their upcoming research. The deadline for me to reply 
was October 1st Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 28, 2009 1:35 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Review of Essay tbr Journal of Film and Video 

Dear Susanne: If you could have in the next couple of days this ~vould 
help because it is really only about a page in length. Thanks much for 
your review I will limit ~vhat I send in the next couple of weeks since 
you are involved in working on several projects. Right now, I am only 
working on small pieces and I ~von’t have anything major for a while. 
Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 

<CalterE@missouri.edu>: 

Thanks, Charlene. YVhat is your deadline for these? I have several 
editing projects right now and want to make stare I return these in a 
timely way. 

Susanne 

From: regester@email unc.edu [regester@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2009 10:29 AM 
To: Calter, E Susanne 
Subject: F~vd: Review- of Essay for Journal of Film and Video 

[)ear Susanne: Please edit the essay attached that I reviewed for the 
Journal of film and Video I was not certain that you had received this 
material Sincerely, Charlene Regester ..... Forwarded message from 

CarterE@missouri.edu ..... 
Date: Vri, 18 Sep 2009 12:04:36-0500 

From: "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu> 
Reply-To: "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri edu> 
Sut~ject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

To: regester@emaih unc.edu 

Charlene, 

Here you are[ 

Susanne 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihnnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~)emaiknnc.edu] 
Sent: Fri 9/18,’2009 10:14 AM 
To: Carter, E. Susanne 
Sut~ject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear Susanne: This is an attempt to resend the letter o17 
recommendation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 
Susarme" <CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> I’d be glad to Charlene. However, the attachment did not corae 
>> through. Can you resend’.’ Thanks. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> Froru: regester@cmail.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(~eraaihunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thu 9/17/2009 1:57 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susatme 
>> Subject: RE: Letter of Recorcanendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Please review the letter of recommendation for me. It is 
>> only one page. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Here is the edited ruanuscript. In a couple of places I noted words 
>>> that seeru to be missing. I also noted some places where references 
>>> are missing. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

>>> I have done 7 hours of editing now. Is it okay to send you an 
>>> invoice at this point? 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 11:47 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 



>>> Dear Susanne: I detected a few errors in the versinn I sent. ’]2aerefore, 
>>> I am sending a revised version They only contain minor errors and I 
>>> hope that this does not inconvenience you. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester recQuoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>>> <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>> Sure--will do 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: rcgester@emaihunc.edn [mailto:regester,@,email.mxc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 9:30 AM 
>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: RE: UFVA Nhnutes 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is an essay that I am submitting to a 
>>>> collection. Please review whenever you have a chance and at your own 
>>>> pace. It is quite long but *vhen I send to the editor, he will suggest 
>>>> ways by which to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay 
>>>> again, once he makes his recormnendations. Please note that I arm aware 
>>>> that I have not adapted the footnotes to MLA or Chicago Manuel of style 
>>>> but will do so later. Also, some information is missing but I will 
>>>> insert later and check on facts. Thanks much for your review. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susarme" 
>>>> <Cart erE@missottri, edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I gave it a quick once over. See question on page 18. 

>>>>> ..... Original iVlessage ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 11:10 AM 
>>>>> To: Calter, E Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: LTVA Minutes 

>>>>> Dear Susam~e: Attached is a document that I need for you to review. 
>>>>> Please note that this document contains meetings from an organizational 
>>>>> meeting. [ do not provide complete sentences in many instances so I am 
>>>>> really asking for your review- to see if any glaring errors exist -- 
>>>>> otherwise leave most material as is. Also, in some places it will be 
>>>>> vague because I was asked to assume this role when someone else quit so 
>>>>> I am not up to speed on many of these issues. The organization had a 
>>>>> second meeting and I will forward those minutes as soon as I get a 
>>>>> chance. Also, I have a long essay that I will send in the near future 
>>>>> as welh Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>> Susam~e" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here you go! 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:reaester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Mort 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 
>>>>>> To: Carter, E Susanne 
>>>>>> Subject: KE: Evelyn Deer Paper 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
>>>>>> forthcoming work Please edit at your earliest convenience. I will not 
>>>>>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>>>>>> for out of town tomorrow I *vill return on the ] 5th. Thanks much for 
>>>>>> your review and let me kno*v if you have received this material 
>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>>>>> < Car terE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>> Here are my suggested edits. ! checked with APA style and any 
>>>>>>> quotatinn over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so I 
>>>>>>> made that change. [ also noted several places where I believe 
>>>>>>> citatinns are needed I also sa*v a couple of references to 
>>>>>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
>>>>>>> the title was Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>>>>>> not necessaW. If you want to do a *vord find on "plantation," you 
>>>>>>> can check these and reword them as you wish. 

>>>>>>> VeW interesting paper! 



>>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Ffi 3/6/2009 1:02 PM 
>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susa~e 
>>>>>>> Subject: RE: [~velyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentioned that 
>>>>>>> I would like l~r you to review. I will be attending the coaference at 
>>>>>>> the end of next week ThaWs much l~r your assistance. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susa~e" <CarterE@misso~i.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took some of the longer sentences 
>>>>>>>> and made them shorter for more readability. I hope this helps. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> From: rcgester@emaih~c.edu [mailto:regester~emaih~c.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: S~ 2/22/2009 12:32 PM 
>>>>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>>>>> S~bject: ~: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susam~e: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>>>>>> submit tomorrow on Monday. R is really- only approximately one page in 
>>>>>>>> length. ~ possible, could you preview for me before I submit. That,s 
>>>>>>>> much for yo~ assistance and please let me ~mw that yo~ have received 
>>>>>>>> this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Cater, E. 

>>>>>>>> S~satme" <CarterE@missomi.ed~>: 

>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>> I edited the potions of the docment you indicated below N a 
>>>>>>>>> places I indicated where I thil~ some ret?rences may be missing 
>>>>>>>>> This took me a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>>>>>> of i~k~rmation and some of the sentences ~vere ve~ long. I spent 3 
>>>>>>>>> hows. I hope it is acceptable If you have questions, let me ~ow. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaih~c.edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 ~ 

>>>>>>>>> Su~iect: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb. 5th. 
>>>>>>>>> Please let me ~ow R’you are willing to edit. If so, you are welcome 
>>>>>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly ThaWs much for your 
>>>>>>>>> assistance. I will need to have it back close to Feb 1 ~Nen you get 
>>>>>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the ~eater -- you do not have to 
>>>>>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I thi~ I have 

>>>>>>>>> enough material. However, I would 1Ne %r you to edit the 

>>>>>>>>> Let me know if this works Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>> "Car~r, E Susanne" <CarterE@missowi edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>> Here are the three edited letters. I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>>>>>> and yow family dwing this t~me 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email ~c edu [mailto:re~ester~email unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 

>>>>>>>>>~ Subject: RE: Letter ofreco~endation 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned 
>>>>>>>>>> ~at I will 
>>>>>>>>>> need for yow review I may send [hem as separate 
>>>>>>>>>> attachments If you 
>>>>>>>>>> could comp[e~ by tomoKow that would be great and [ really 

>>>>>>>>>> the            letter tomo~o~v -- the other t~vo, I have more time. 
>>>>>>>>>> ThaWs much and I appreciate you thi~ing of me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester Q~otitN "Crater, E. Susa~e" <CarterE@missowi.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>>> rm glad to help. 



>>>>>>>>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> Frum: regester@email uric edu [mailtu:regester~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>~ Sent: Mon 1/5/2009 10:47 ~M 

>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ufrecummendatlun 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple of letters that will need to be 

>>>>>>>>>>> toward the end of the ~veek. Hope you are available. I will 

>>>>>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>>>>>                               , SO I am working as fast as 

>>>>>>>>>>> for the rash but things have u~olded in this manner. Thanks 

>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester QuotitN 

>>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susa~e" <CalterE@missomi.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaih~mc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: ~u 11/13/2008 9:04 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: ~: Letter of reco~mlendNion 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susarme: Attached is the second letter of 

>>>>>>>>>>>> will need Ik~r yow to review. You can do flais letter ;vhenever 

>>>>>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush ~aanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Reges~r Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>> "Ca~er, E. Susa~e" <CalterE@missom-i edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do. Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> university is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: reges~r@email.unc edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 ~ 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: ~: Let~r ofreco~endation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susa~e: ~a~s much for yow assistance and concern. We 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the ;vay life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> untimely moments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually du a 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> aruund I :[’eel for yuu and yuur family situation I 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> the university will be ~derstanding. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Frum: regester@email.~c.edu [mailtu:re;esterfa)email.~c.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecummendatiun 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for yow assistance. Hupefully, m 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will nut have to rely on yuu within such a sho~ 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting "Ca~er, E. Susa~e" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missowi.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Here you are. Just a few changes. 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [~’rom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Men 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> To: Carter, It. Susanne 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecomanendatinn 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> revisions were nrinor, for consistency and flow. I 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> highlighted two 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> places where page nmnbers may be ntissing. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> and invoice you later. I spent two hours. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Thaaks attd let tile know if you have questions. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~estcr(~eraaihnnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter ofrecotr,~lendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susamte: I recently sent a docmnent for you to edit 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup attd 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> understand Thanks much. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:regester@emaihnnc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12/2008 12:51 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susalme: Thanks for all three letters and for 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working tvith me. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> tlere are my recommended edits The rev version has 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mai[to:regester(i3emai[.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mi)n 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [Fear Susanne: I have some three letters of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> need 12~r you to edit I will need as soon as possible 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This only took tire 15 minutes. I can keep tabs and we 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [mailto:re~ester~!email unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: ~Ved 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> To: Ca~er, g. Susanne 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: ~E: ~.etter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much ]k~r your prompt response. [ may 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so [ will wait before I forward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susa~e" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I made a few changes, rve attached the original 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> changes noted and one with all changes accepted. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [mailto :r egester(~email.~mc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11 :~ ~M 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susan: Attached is a letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> for yow review. ~a~s much for yo~ review of this 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> look l~rward to hearing from you in the near futwe 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will need it wi~in the next l~w bows I know this is 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have ~l~lded in such a way that I 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> required to re-submit as soon as possible. ’[?hanks much ]2~r your 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and let me l~ow that you have received this emai[. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 28, 2009 2:10 PM 

Carter, E. Susanne <CarterE@missouri.edu> 

RE: Review of Essay tbr Journal of Film and Video 

Dear Susanne: Thanks for your quick reply. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Here you go. Feel free to send whatever you need edited and I ~vill 
get to it as quickly as I can. :) 

Susanne 

From: regester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2009 10:29 AM 
To: Carter, E. Susamae 
Subject: Fwd: Review of Essay for Journal of Film and Video 

Dear Susanne: Please edit the essay attached that I reviewed for the 
Journal of film and Video. I was not certain that you had received this 
material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester ..... Forwarded message from 

CarterE@missouri edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 2009 12:04:36 -0500 

From: "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu> 
Reply -To: "Carter, E. Susanne" < CarterE@misso uri. edu> 
SubJect: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

To: regester@email, unc edu 

Charlene, 

Here you aret 

Susanne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Fri 9/18/2009 10: 
To: Carter, E Susanne 
SubJect: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

[)ear Susanne: This is an attempt to resend the letter of 
recotmnendation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E 

Susarme" < CarterE@missouri. edu>: 

>> I’d be glad to Charlene However, the attachment did not come 
>> through. Can you resend? Thanks. 
>> 

>> Susanne 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thu 9/17/2009 1:57 PM 
>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>> Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 
>> 

>> Dear Susanne: Please review the letter of recommendation for me. It is 
>> only one page. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Here is the edited manuscript. In a couple of places I noted words 
>>> that seem to be missing. I also noted some places where references 
>>> are missing. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

>>> I have done 7 hours of editing now. Is it okay to send you an 
>>> invoice at this point? 

>>> Susanne 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.uaac.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sun 8/23/2009 11:47 AM 
>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>> Subject: RE: Revised Version Metaphors and Unconscious 

>>> Dear Susanne: I detected a few errors in the version I sent. Therefore, 
>>> I am sending a revised version They only contain minor errors and I 



>>> hope that this does not inconvenience you. Thanks much Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester recQuoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 
>>> < Car terE@missouri.edu>: 
>>> 
>>>> Sure--will do. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@eraail.unc.edu [mailto:regester(&email.nnc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Stm 8/23/2009 9:30 AM 
>>>> To: Calter, E. Susanne 
>>>> Subject: RE: UFVA Minutes 

>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is an essay that I am submitting to a 
>>>> collection. Please review whenever you have a chance and at your own 
>>>> pace. It is quite long but when I send to the editor, he will suggest 
>>>> ways by which to shorten and revise. You will probably see this essay- 
>>>> again, once he makes his recormnnndations. Please note that I am aware 
>>>> that I have not adapted the footnotes to MLA or Chicago Manuel of style 
>>>> but will do so later. Also, some information is missing but I will 
>>>> insert later and check on facts. Thanks much fi~r yottr review. 
>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susanne" 

>>>> <Cat terE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I gave it a quick once over. See question on page 18. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thu 8/20/2009 l 1:10 AM 
>>>>> To: Carter, E. Susanne 
>>>>> Subject: RE: UTVA Minutes 

>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a document that I need for you to review 
>>>>> Please note that this document contains meetings iicom an organizational 
>>>>> meeting. I do not provide complete sentences in man?’ instances so I am 
>>>>> really asking for your review to see if any glaring el~cors exist -- 
>>>>> otherwise leave most material as is. Also, in some places it will be 
>>>>> vague because I was asked to assume this role when someone else quit so 
>>>>> I am not up to speed on man?’ of these issues. The organization had a 
>>>>> second meeting and I will for~vard those minutes as soon as I get a 
>>>>> chance Also, I have a long essay that I will send in the near future 
>>>>> as welh Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 

>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>> Here you go[ 

>>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: regester@emaih unc edu [mailto :re~ester(a)email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Mon 8/10/2009 3:18 PM 

>>>>>> Subject: RE: [{velyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached are acknowledgements that I have composed for a 
>>>>>> forthcoming work. Please edit at your earliest convenience I will not 
>>>>>> be able to respond to your email until next week because I am leaving 
>>>>>> for out of town tomorrow. I will return on the 15th Thanks much for 
>>>>>> your review and let me know if you have received this material. 
>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>>>>>> <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>> Here are my suggested edits I checked with APA sb’le and any 
>>>>>>> quotation over 40 words has to be indented and double-spaced so ! 
>>>>>>> made that change I also noted several places where I believe 
>>>>>>> citations are needed. I also saw a couple of references to 
>>>>>>> Scarlett’s plantation as "South" (unless I misunderstood). I believe 
>>>>>>> the title was Tara, but I reworded these sentences so that a name was 
>>>>>>> not necessary If you want to do a word find on "plantation," you 
>>>>>>> can check these and reword them as you wish 

>>>>>>> Veq- interesting paper[ 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>> From: regestcr@cmaihmxc.edu [mailto:regester(~,cmaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Fri 3/6,,’2009 1:02 PM 



>>>>>>> To: Carter, F, Susanne 
>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of the paper previously mentinned that 
>>>>>>> I would like for you to review’. ] will be attending the conference at 
>>>>>>> the end of next week. ’]?hanks much for your assistance Sincerely, 
>>>>>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarierE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>> I made a few, minor changes. I also took sonm of the longer sentences 
>>>>>>>> and made them shorter for raore readability. I hope this helps. 

>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>> Front: regester@email.tmc.edu [mailto:regestcr(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>> Scnt: Sun T22/2009 12:32 PM 

>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a copy of grant proposal that I am trying to 
>>>>>>>> subrait tomorrow on Monday. It is really only approximately one page in 
>>>>>>>> length. Lf possible, could you preview for me before I subrait. Thanks 
>>>>>>>> much for your assistance and please let nre know- that you have received 
>>>>>>>> this nratcrial. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E. 
>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>> I edited the poltions of the docunrent you indicated below-. In a few 
>>>>>>>>> places I indicated where I think some references nray be nrissing. 
>>>>>>>>> This took nre a little longer than usual to edit, as there was a lot 
>>>>>>>>> of information and some of the sentences were ve~z long. I spent 3 
>>>>>>>>> hours I hope it is acceptable. If you have questions, let me know’. 

>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email nnc edu [mailto:regester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/27/2009 8:08 AM 

>>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Evelyn Preer Paper 

>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a paper that I have to present on Feb 5th. 
>>>>>>>>> Please let me klm~V if you are willing to edit If so, you are welcome 
>>>>>>>>> to change, reorder, or revise accordingly. Thanks much for your 
>>>>>>>>> assistance. I ~vill need to have it back close to Feb. 1. YVhen you get 
>>>>>>>>> to the section on Evelyn Preer and the Theater -- you do not have to 
>>>>>>>>> edit because I can only present 25 minutes and I think I have 

>>>>>>>>> enough material. Ho~vever, I would ltke for you to edit the 

>>>>>>>>> Let me know if this works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>> tlere are the three edited letters I have been thinking about you 
>>>>>>>>>> and your fi~mily during this time. 

>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.nnc.edu [mailto:re~ester(£email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: ~I1nu 1/8/2009 1:57 PM 

>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>> [)ear Susanne: Attached are the letters previously mentioned 
>>>>>>>>>> that I will 
>>>>>>>>>> need 12~r your review’. I may send them as separate 
>>>>>>>>>> attachments. If you 
>>>>>>>>>> could complete by tomorrow that would be great and I really 

>>>>>>>>>> the            letter tomorrow -- the other two, I have more time 
>>>>>>>>>> ’]?hanks much and I appreciate you thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>>>> I’m glad to help. 



>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaiI.nnc.edu [maiIto:re~ester(~emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mun 1/5/2009 10:47 AM 
>>~>>~>>>>> Tu: Carter, g Susanne 

>>>>>>>>>>> Sutziect: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: I have a couple nf letters that wil[ need tu be 

>>>>>>>>>>> tuward the end uf the week. Hupe you are available. I will 
>>>>>>>>>>> be wurking 
>>>>>>>>>>> on this material in the next day or so but 
>>>>>>>>>>> so I ara working as fast as I 

>>>>>>>>>>> for the t~dsh but things have unfolded in this manner. Thanks 

>>>>>>>>>>> assistance and Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regestcr@emaihm~c.edu [mailto:regester,@,emaihunc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Thu 11/13/2008 9:04 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Subiect: RE: Letter ofreconmaendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the second letter of 
>>>>>>>>>>>> recorcanendation that I 
>>>>>>>>>>>> will need for your to review. You can do this letter whenever 

>>>>>>>>>>>> a chance -- no rush. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>> "Carter, E. Susanne" <CarterE@missouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Yes, they do Please keep me posted and I’ll be hoping the 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> university is understanding of your situation. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original blessage ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 11/11/2008 9:43 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance and concern. We 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> okay but this is the way life is -- things happen sometimes at 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> nntimely moments Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Susanne" <CarterE@lnissouri.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I check e-mail several times a day and can usually do a 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> around. I feel fur you and your ]hmiIy situatiun. I 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> the universi~" will be understanding 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mien 11/10/2008 1:39 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Letter of recommendation 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks much [’or yuur assistance Hopefully, in 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I will not have to rely un you within such a shurt 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>> again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Carter, E Susanne" 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> <CarterE@missuuri edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@emaihnnc.edu [l~ailto:regester(d},,email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Mon 11/10/2008 11:59 AM 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> I have finished editing this. It is nicely written. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> highlighted two 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> If you have other editing to come, I’ll just put this "on 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [ruailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 7/30/2008 2:49 PM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> re-sending the updated version. Sorry for the mixup and 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> No problem. I enjoying helping you as well. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester@email unc edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 2/12,’2008 12:51 Plvi 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> response. I really appreciate you working with me. Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Regester Quoting "Carter, E. Susam~e" <CarterE@missouri edu>: 

>>>>>>~>>~>>>>>>>~ t"rom: regester@email uric edu [mailto:re~ester~email unc.edu] 
>>~>>>>~>>>>~>>>>> Sent: Mon 2/11/2008 9:34 AM 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> available. I will attach them in 3 separate emails. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> [mailto :r eg ester ,@,email. unc. edu] 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 1:11 PM 



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> letter in the next few days so I will wait before I Jbrward 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Reges~r Quoting "Ca~er, E Susanne" 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Tue 1/8/2008 11 :~ ~M 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: If possible can you edit the attached letter 

>>>>>>>>>>>>~>> I will need it wi~m the next few ho~s. I know this is 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> time request but things have unfolded in such a way that I 

>>>>>>~>>~>>>>~ requ~ed to re-submit as soon as possible. Thanks much for your 



> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 28, 2009 2:12 PM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

Re: JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO - DEADLINE REMINDER 

Diabetes Essay for Journal of Film mid Video[1].doc 

Dear Stephen: Attached is a copy of my revie~v. I can fax the form to 
your office on Thursday. I am recommending that you accept the essay 
with minor revisions. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
stropiano@ithaca edu: 

I just wanted to let you know that I am going to need your reports no 
later than 
Friday, October 2nd. 
If you alrea@ responded to my first email--thank you! 
If you haven’t, could you please let me know that you received this. 
If you are going to need more time, just let me know. 
Peace, 
ST 

Stephen Tropiano, PhD 
Program Director, Ithaca College LA Program 
Associate Professor, Dept. of Television-Radio 
Editor, Journal of Film and Video 

Ithaca College LA Program 
3800 Barham Blvd. Suite 305 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 
Phone: 323/851-6199 
Fax: 323/851-6748 
Cell: 

"It is only with the heart that one can see rightly, what is 
essential is invisible to 
the eye" 
Antoine de Saint-Exupepf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 6:12 PM 

Amy Donley ~adonley@mctMmadpub.com> 

Re: Regester. Black Entertmners in African Americm~ Newspaper Articles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

Dear Amy: Thanks much for the update. I look forward to receiving the 
proofs Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Am?’ Donley 
<adonley@mcfarlandpub cam>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I should have sent you an email early last week, but got buried in other 
things! We j ust wanted to let you kno~v that we completed the editing of 
your manuscript and it is now in the production department for design 
and paging. It’s still hard to say when you ~vill see proofs, but it’s 
not too long now-[ 

Thanks for the extra work you did-it will only make the book that much 
stronger 

Sincerely, 

Amy 

2,my Donley 

Assistant Managing Editor 

McFarland & Co., [nc, Publishers 

Box 611, Jefferson, NC 28(-,40 

[if using services other than US Mail, use 960 tlighway 88W] 

www mcfarlandpub cam 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 6:17 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Re: New Josephine Baker Essays 

Dear Mae: Yes, I could meet on 10/9 after 1 or 2pm at your home Just 
let me kno~v the time and I will sho~v up. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@email unc.edu>: 

Hello again, Charlene, 

Fridays would probably be best for me. I do not 
teach on Fridays, so it would be great if we could 
meet at my home Let me know- 
il" this works for you, and if so, I will tiN 
to arrange for my research assistant to meet 
with us as well. 

I really hope that we can get this project on the 
road.. 

Would next Friday (10/9) work for you? Just let 
me know -- or propose an alternative date (I can 
also be available this coming Friday). 

Best, Mae 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Mae: The best days for me to meet are on Monday, Wednesday, and 
>> Friday after around 3pro Let me know what works ~2~r you. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 

>>> ~t’s good to hear from you, and I hope that I can take 
>>> your email as evidence of your continued interest in the 
>>> project. 

>>> Coincidentally, I was thinking about you and wondering about 
>>> your interest in the project just this morning while preparing 

>>> I’m actually somewhat familiar with Ann Cheng’s work on Baker -- 
>>> although I’m not sure that I’ve read the article you cite below 
>>> (she has a forthcoraing book on Baker). As to the Brooks piece, 
>>> it is in the issue in ~vhich my- second Baker alticle is published. 

>>> I still have a self-volunteered research assistant (the same one), 
>>> and I think that he might be helpful with the Baker volume. ~2~q~en 
>>> would it be convenient to get together to discuss how- we should 
>>> proceed? 

>>> All best, Mae 

>>> regester@emaihanc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Mae: Hope things are going ~vell with you. I wanted to let you 
>>>> know that I ran across two new- essays on Baker that you raight be 
>>>> interested in. I have not yet read them. 

>>>> 1) "The End of the Line: Josephine Baker and the Politics of Black 
>>>> Women’s Corporal Comedy" by Dapkme Brooks in The Scholar & 
>>>> Feminist Online: The Bamard Center for Research on Women 6.1 - 
>>>> 6.2 (Fall 2007- Spring 2008): htt~,://www.barnard.edu;sfonline 

>>>> 2) "Josephine Baker: Taste, Psychoanalysis, and the Colonial 
>>>> Fetish," by Arme Cheng in Psychanalytic Quarterly (LXXV, 2006) 

>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mae Henderson 
>>>> <hendersm@emaihunc.edu>: 

>>>>> Hello Charlene, 



>>>>> My home phone number is 

>>>>> Looking forward to seeing you tomorrow 
>>>>> (Thursday). 

>>>>> Best, Mae 

>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Mae: Yes, we could meet at 3:30 on Thursday but I will have 
>>>>>> to leave about 4:45 in order to pick up my- mother who does not 
>>>>>> drive. Just give rne the directions and a phone nurnber where you 
>>>>>> can be reached in case I ara Pdtming late. I will bring all of my 
>>>>>> materials when I come. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mae 

>>>>>> Henderson <hendersm@email.anc.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hello Charlene, 

>>>>>>> Unfort~mately I will not be able to meet between 12:30 and 
>>>>>>> 3:00 pm tornorrow (Tuesday) afternoon since I have office 
>>>>>>> hours and teach during this time. On the other hand, we could 
>>>>>>> indeed meet on Thursday at 3:30. I am in Greenlaw 440, but 
>>>>>>> ray office has limited facilities (no printer) and its 
>>>>>>> appearance is quite uninspiring. For this reason, what I’d 
>>>>>>> like to propose is that we meet and -- if it’s not inconvenient 
>>>>>>> for you -- come back to my house (I’m only about seven minutes 
>>>>>>> from campus -- near Estes Drive and MLK). The great advantage 
>>>>>>> doing so is that all my Baker files are here at home. 

>>>>>>> YVhat do you think? Let me know what works for you, Mae 

>>>>>>> regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>>>>>>>> Dear Mae: My class meets on Tuesdays from 3:30 until 6:30 so 
>>>>>>>> not unless you can meet before my class bet~veen 12:30 and 3:30 
>>>>>>>> Tuesdays is not a good day. We could meet on Thursday around 
>>>>>>>> 3:30 if you would like just let me know where on campus. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mae Henderson 

>>>>>>>> <hendersm@ema il.unc, edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Hello Charlene, 

>>>>>>>>> Your timing is impeccable -- next week would be great’. I am 
>>>>>>>>> on campus on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and am thinking 
>>>>>>>>> about going over to the Stone Center to see Alkalimat on 
>>>>>>>>> Tuesday evening (Nov 1 lth). Can we meet earlier that evening 
>>>>>>>>> -- say, around 4:30 or 5:00 pm for a bite to eat (either on 
>>>>>>>>> campus or in town)? Alternatively, we could meet earlier on 
>>>>>>>>> ~I1nursday -- anytime al~er 3:30 pm. Let me lmow if either 
>>>>>>>>> of these dates/times will work lk~r you. 

>>>>>>>>> In the meantime, I am attaching an unpublished essay by 
>>>>>>>>> Arme Cheng that was delivered at the Gilroy conference 
>>>>>>>>> (" Steel and Skin: Josephine and the Architecture of 
>>>>>>>>> Modem Visinn) here at UNC-CH last year as well as the 
>>>>>>>>> link to the Scholar & Feminist website: 

>>>>>>>>> http://www.barnard.edu/sfonline/baker/index.hrm 

>>>>>>>>> The two authors contributing to S&F online whom I know 
>>>>>>>>> are ~[}’ler Stova[l ("The New Woman and the New Empire: 
>>>>>>>>> Josephine Baker and Changing Views of Feminimty in 
>>>>>>>>> Interwar France") and Claudine Raynaud ("Foil, Fiction, 
>>>>>>>>> and Fantasm: ’Josephine Baker’ in Princesse Tam Tam"). 

>>>>>>>>> If you feel that it’s appropriate I will get with Cheng, 
>>>>>>>>> Stovall, Raynaud, as well as Mary Dud;dak about 
>>>>>>>>> (re)publishing their essays 

>>>>>>>>> Hopefully, *ve can find a time to discuss this issues sometime 
>>>>>>>>> next week, and perhaps put together a draft letter to 
>>>>>>>>> potential contributers. 

>>>>>>>>> Thanks so very much for following through. I’rn looking forxvard 
>>>>>>>>> to meeting with you, Mae 



>>>>>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>>>>>> Dear Dr. Mae Henderson: I ha’,~e collected sc’,~eral of the 
>>>>>>>>>> essays discussed. I have not yet had a chance to locate the 
>>>>>>>>>> graduate student in the French Departraent who was also 
>>>>>>>>>> interested in Baker but I will attempt to do so. Would you 
>>>>>>>>>> like to meet next week o1 the week prior to the Thariksgiving 
>>>>>>>>>> Break’.’ Please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>>>>>>> Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>>>> CHEC’K THIS OL~tt Mae 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.je~: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 1, 2009 12:01 PM 

~yahoo.com 

Proot~ 

Dear       : The proofs will be coming for my annotated bibliography 
and I was wondering if you were willing to help me read t~’nem for 
mistakes. We can negotiate a price. Also, because thts prolect is so 
big I probably need a third person Please let me know if you are 
interested Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October l, 2009 12:30 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: Proofs 

Congratulations: That was fast -- so you have been looking. Just let me 
know- when you move in. Also, thanks for agreeing to help me with the 
prooIis, I am going to contact someone else to help us but I prefer 
someone who has already ~vorked on the project. Give me your phone 
number so that I can discuss further by phone at some point. Thanks for 
agreeing to work with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tamala 
grissett <           .~yahoo.com>: 

Hi Dr Regester, 

Yes, I ~vould be willing (and happy) to help ~vith reading the 
bibliography to check for mistakes. 

I have good news I found a place in       i and hope to close on it 
in a couple of weeks. I’m awaiting the final ~vord about the mortgage 
loan. 

Thank you for looking out for me 

--- On Thu, 10/1/09, regester@emaihunc.edu <regester@emaihunc edu> wrote: 

>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu <regester@emaihunc edu> 
>> Subject: Proofs 
>> To:              }yahoo.corn 
>> ])ate: Thursday, October 1, 2009, 12:00 PM 
>3. ;)ear        The proo~ wil[ be 

>> coming for my annotated bibliography and ] was wondering if 
>> you were willing to help me read them for mistakes. We can 
>> negotiate a price. Also, because this project is so big I 
>> probably need a third person Please let me know if you are 
>> interested ’]?hanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 9:52 AM 

Rhonda Herman <rhemmn@mct~rlmadpub.com> 

Re: Regester. Black Entertmners in African Americm~ Newspaper Articles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

Dear Rhonda: I think this will be excellent since a number of scholars 
are likely to use this resource on-line. Just as long as I have a 
printed cop?- as well this ~vorks for me. Thanks much for your assistance 
and for working ~vith me over the years. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Rhonda Herman <rherman@mcfarlandpub cam>: 

Dear Ms Regester: 

This is a form letter to inform you of a development related to your 
McFarland book Your book has been selected for inclusion in the 
McFarland ebooks program Our plan is to try to publish the ebook 
edition as soon as possible after the print edition. 

This is an alternative edition of your book and you will be paid 
royalties just like a print book? 10% of our income. We are excited 
about this additional market exposure for your book 

If you have any questions or comments, please let me know-. 

Best regards, Rhonda Herman 

[Rhonda Herman 
Executive Vice President 
McFarland & Company, Inc, Publishers] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 12:05 PM 

requests@photofestnyc.com 

Re: Suzan-Lori Parks 

Dear Eliza: Of the photos sent regarding Their Eyes Were Watching God 
and Girl 6, we have selcted the following. Can you create a file of 
just these photos so that we can then make a final decision. I assume 
that we will probably only use some three photos out of this pool but I 
will need to check with the editor and publisher. Thales much for ?’our 
assistance in this matter Also, please indicate approximate cost for 
each photo. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From Their Eyes Are Watching God: 

photo 133 100471 054 features Halle Berry as Janie peering through 
blossoms tlcom pear tree 

Photo 002 100590 051 pictures Janie returning to Eatonville worn and 
weary while ~vearing overalls 

Photo of Screenwriter: 

Photo 002 102305 2438 pictures screenwriter Suzan Lori Parks 

From GM 6 

Photo Girl 6 1996 4 features Theresa Randle on telephone looking into a mirror 

Photo Girl 6 1996-6 Girl 6 embracing her ex while being surrounded by 
telephones. 

Quoting requests@photo fes tnyc. cam: 

> ’]’his is a IITML ~i~rmatted emai[ message 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 4:01 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM Essay 2 from AFAM .990.FALI 

Dear         I will read in the next couple of days and will provide 
cormnents. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu>: 

Instructor Regester: 

Attached is my second essay. Let me know if there is any problem 

with the format since I have processed it Iicom another computer (mine 

only has WordPerfect instead of MS Word). Have a nice weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:52 AM 

~kenan- llagler, unc.edu-~ 

Re: Law ~hool recommendation 

Dear      : Yes, I will write a letter on your behalf but can you meet 
with me after the break and bring your materials Hope to see you then. 
Please note that I will need ample time to compose the leter. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting " 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>: 

Hey Dr. Regester, 

My name is I took your Blacks in Film class t2ais 
past summer, and leI’t the class feeling more knowledgeable about the 
subject matter than any other class I have taken at the university. 
You were the best teacher I have had at this university, and I feel 
like a had the closest personal relationship with you. I am applying 
to law- school, and am ~vondering if you would do me a huge favor. I 
need a letter ofrecormnendation from one of my professors, and I 
wou ld love it tf that recommendation came from you If I could meet 
with you to talk about this I ~vould greatly appreciate it, but if you 
cant do it I completely understand. If you are able to do it would 
you please email be back so we can meet, and I can give you all of 
the information. I would like to send my application in around 
Thanksgiving, so please let me know if that is enough time. I look 
forward to hearing back from you. 

Sincerely, 

>BSBA 
Kenan-Fla~ler Business Schoo[ 

[@kenan-flagler.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:04 PM 

~kenan- llagler, unc.edu-~ 

Re: Law ~hool recommendation 

Dear      One month should be sufficient Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>: 

Thank you so much Dr. Regester. Meeting after the break is fine. Do 
you think a month is enough time to write it or would you need more 
time? 

Again thank you so much, 

On at 9:52 AM. <regester@emaihunc.edu> <regester@email uric edu 
> wrote: 

>> Dear      Yes, I ~vill write a letter on your behalf but can you meet 
>> ~vith me after the break and bring your materials. Hope to see you 
>> then. 
>> Please note that I will need ample time to compose the leter. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting " 
>>, ~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hey Dr. Regester, 

>>> My name is              I took your Blacks in Film class this 
>>> past sumaner, and left the class feeling more knowledgeable about the 
>>> subject matter than any other class I have taken at the university 
>>> You were the best teacher I have had at this umversity, and I feel 
>>> like a had the closest personal relationship with you. l am applying 
>>> to law school, and am wondering if you would do me a huge favor. I 
>>> need a letter of recommendation from one of my professors, and I 
>>> would love it if that recommendation came from you ]f I could meet 
>>> with you to talk about this I would greatly appreciate it, but if you 
>>> cant do it I completely understand If you are able to do it would 
>>> you please email be back so we can meet, and I can give you all of 
>>> the information. [ would like to send my application in around 
>>> Thanksgiving, so please let me know i:[’that is enough time. I look 
>>> forward to hearing back from you. 

>>> BSBA 
>>> Kenan-Flagler Business School 
>>>             @kenan-ftagler.unc.edu 

BSBA 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

~kenan-fiagler.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 12:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Celebration of Debby 

Dear Travis: Yes, I do plan to attend. My class is on Tuesday afternoon 
but I will show a film and will walk over to the reception. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Everyone, 

Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service 
to the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the 
Kenan Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join 
us then. Please come if at all possible. 

Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and 
if you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that 
this be a child free event. 

Thank you, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 30, 2009 12:48 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Celebration of Debby 

Dear Travis: At this point, my students have not responded regarding 
working at the reception. Only one student indicated that she could not 
do it because of assignments require for another class. If I here from 
the others, I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Everyone, 

Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service 
to the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the 
Kenan Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join 
us then. Please come if at all possible. 

Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and 
if you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that 
this be a child free event. 

Thank you, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 1, 2009 1:19 PM 

Ander, Katelyn <khande@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM dept. event on Tuesday 

Dear Katelyn: Thanks much. I ~vill for~vard their names to Travis Gore in 
the department who is in charge of the affair. Please have them call 
Travis at (919) 966-5496 and I will for~vard this email as well. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Katelyn Ander 
<khander@email.unc.edu>: 

> Professor Regester, 
> I have fouaad two students who are interested in helping out at the event on 
> Tuesday Their names are               and         and I think you 
> have definitely interacted with both of them at the MRC before. I am 
> copying them on this email so that you can send them more details directly. 
> If you find on Monday that you still need more people please let me know 
> and I can tly to find some others I’ve told them the event is on Tuesday 
> from 5-7 and pays $10 an hour but nothing beyond that. Some questions they 
> did ask me ~vere: 
> Do they need to wear anything specific? 
> Where is the event and ~vhat time should they be there? 
> Just let us know if you need anything else 
> Best, 
> KateIyn 

> MRC Public Services and Office Manager 
> R.B. House Undergraduate Library, UNC-CH 
> 962-2559 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 9, 2009 5:12 PM 

Kasson, John F <jtkasson@email.unc.edn> 

Additional Articles tbr Bojangles Essay 

Dear John: I forgot to mention that I pulled a few alticles that might 
be of interest to you and I can send by campus mail if you like. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:56 AM 

To: : < @email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Essay 4 

Dear t : I will attempt to have it sent to you or reinstated. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

<,     @email unc.edu>: 

I have not been able to access the essay 4 I started looking for it 
everyday beginning on October 25th and it still has not appeared on 
my blackboard. Is there some explanation for me not being able to 
access it? I cannot afford to miss an assignment as I am tlying to 
get admitted back to UNC full time. Please let me know if it is 
something I am doing or if I am not looking in the right place. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ’ 8:59 AM 

O)emaJl.nnc.edn 

Fwd: Essay 4 

Dear        Please reinstate essay 4 for this student. He is the only 
one wlao reported having problems ~vith accessing the document All of 
the other students have received the essay and responded to the 
assigmnent. You might also send me a copy as an attacl~ment just in case 
someone else contacts me regarding this matter. Thanks much for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... For~varded message from esetzer@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Man, 20:11:28 -0500 
From: < .~email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: < ~email.nnc.edu> 
Subject: Essay 4 

To: CH~,LENE Bessie Regester <regester@email uric edu> 

I have not been able to access the essay 4. I started looking for it 
everyday beginning on October 25th and it still has not appeared on my 
blackboard. Is there some explanation for me not being able to access 
it? I cannot afford to miss an assigmnent as I am trying to get 
admitted back to UNC ti~ll t~me Please let me know if it is something 
I am doing ur if I am not louking in the right place. 

Thanks 

..... End furwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 11:17 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Class Preferences For Fall 

Dear Tim: I will do so but when I inquired about the leave previously 
Debby indicated that I would be eligible in the Fall which is why I 
assumed that it was automatic. In fact, I think I received a letter 
from the Dean’s office indicating the same thing. I will contact Julius 
to discuss further since I am not sure how it works. Thanks much for 
intervening on my behalf. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tim 
McMillan <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene -- 

I checked with Julius and he said you have to formally apply (to him) 
for your post-tenure leave and that its timing will be determined by 
the course schedule. I’d say you should talk to him post-haste! 

Take care 

-Tim 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Tim: I am not sure about this but will probably need to check 
>> with Julius to confirm. I may have to get Travis to check on this 
>> for me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tim McMillan 
>> <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Well aren’t you lucky? Thanks for letting me know. 
>>> 

>>> -Tim 
>>> 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Tim: I wanted to let you know that I think I will be going on 
>>>> leave in the Fall. I did not think about this at the time I 
>>>> submitted schedule preferences. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>> Quoting Tim McMillan <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> I’ll do what I can Dr. R. 

>>>>> -TMc 

>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Tim: Below are preferences for classes for upcoming Fall 
>>>>>> schedule -- 

>>>>>> 1st Choice: AFAM 101 Tues./Thurs. 9:30 - 10:45am 
>>>>>>      AFAM 276 Tues. 3:30pm to 6:20pm 

>>>>>> 2nd Choice: AFAM 101 Tues./Thurs. 11:00am-12:15pm 
>>>>>>      AFAM 276 Tues. 3:30pm to 6:20pm 

>>>>>> 3rd Choice: AFAM 101 M/W 11:00am-12:15pm 
>>>>>>      AFAM 276 Wed. 3:30pm to 6:20 pm 

>>>>>> I prefer teaching two days rather than three so that I will be 
>>>>>> able to continue publishing, with the numbers that we have since 
>>>>>> we are teaching a disproportionate of our share we should have 
>>>>>> the two-day teaching load made as an opiton for those of us who 
>>>>>> are interested in publishing. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> Quoting Tim McMillan <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hi Regester -- 

>>>>>>> the Office IS open. Debby has consented to having the party so 
>>>>>>> that issue is finally resolved. Don’t know if you know, but 
>>>>>>> Dunbar had surgery on Friday -- probably won’t be home until 
>>>>>>> next week. 

>>>>>>> Take care and stay dry. 

>>>>>>> -Tim 

>>>>>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>>>> Dear Tim: If you are in the office today, please let me know 
>>>>>>>> it’the office is open. I would like to pick up something in my 
>>>>>>>> mailbox but I did not want to walk over since I am not feeling 
>>>>>>>> the best unless I know for certain that it is open. Thanks 
>>>>>>>> much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>>>> Tim McMillan <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>>>>>> Hi Charlene -- 



>>>>>>>>> Hope you are ~eling better. I’m on the verge of getting 
>>>>>>>>> sick and trying to maintain a semblance of health. 

>>>>>>>>> Is there anything possibly available between November 2 and 
>>>>>>>>> November 5? Probably not the 2nd because it is Debby’s 
>>>>>>>>> bi~hday, but, that could be fun too. 

>>>>>>>>> Let me know when you find out something. 

>>>>>>>>>-Tim 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 11, 2009 11:40 AM 

Frye, Julie P ~ulie frye@unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch 

Dear Julie: Yes, ~ve definitely need to re-schedule in view- of the 
weather Aslo, I nearly forgot so you let me know when you would like 
to re-schedule. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Julie F~e 
<julie frye@unc.edu>: 

Charlene: 

Would you like to reschedule our lunch to another day? I don’t think 
it is going to be a good day with all this wind and rain. 

Julie 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Julie: I look folavard to hearing from you Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting Julie F~ze <julie frye@unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Wednesday sounds good. rll email you later next week about time. 

>>> JuIie 

>>> regester@emaiI.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Julie: We can du either Tuesday or Wednesday. Just let me 
>>>> know which day is best for yuu and if you wuuId like we can meet 
>>>> at Top of the Hill. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Julie 
>>>> Frye <julie frye@unc.edu>: 

>>>>> I can’t do next Thursday. I get off at 12 and have a hair appt 
>>>>> that al~ernuon. I can du Tues or Wed 

>>>>> Julie 

>>>>> regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Julie: Yes, we could meet fur lunch but next week wuuld be 
>>>>>> better ]2~r me This week, I have been swamped. Let’s try 
>>>>>> next Thursday around 12:30. Let me knuw if this works 
>>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>>> ’tb.d Quoting JuIie F~e <julie !~e@unc.edu>: 

>>>>>>> tJi Charlene. rm still here in the Graduate School and [uve 
>>>>>>> what I’m doing, but have been very bus?’ catching up un things. 
>>>>>>> I’m here on Tues., Wednesday all day and 1/2 day on Thursdays. 
>>>>>>> Would you like to meet for lunch? 

>>>>>>> Julie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 1:34 PM 

tamala grisset~ ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Proofs 

Dear Tamala: I received the proofs for my book and will need you to 
help me read for mistakes. It is some 800 pages in length We could 
split this in half or I could hire a third person. What I will do is go 
tl~rough some of the pages over the weekend and see how long it takes 
At that point, I will contact you and we can discuss if we need a third 
person and how much I can pay you for your contribution. Thanks much 
and you can expect to hear from me soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting tamala grissett              ~yahoo corn>: 

Thank you. A lot has happened in a short amount of time. 

Here are my contact numbers: 

home 
cell 
work 843-2"482 

Talk to you later, 

Tamala 

--- On Thu, 10/1/09, regester@emaihunc.edu <regester@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
>> Subject: Re: Proofs 
>> To: "tamala grissett"              ~yahoo.com> 
>> Date: ~I]aursday, October 1, 2009, 12:29 PM 
>> Congratulations: That was fast-- so 
>> you have been looking. Just let me know when you move ~n. 
>> Also, thanks ~2~r agreeing to help me with the proo[is, I am 
>> going to contact someone else to help us but I prefer 
>> someone who has already worked on the pr~iect. Give me your 
>> phone number so that I can discuss further by phone at some 
>> point Thanks for agreeing to work with me. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting tamala grissett ~yahoo.com>: 
>> 
>> > tli Dr. Regester, 

>> > Yes, I would be willing (and happy) to help with 
>> reading the bibliography to check for mistakes 

>> > Thank you for looking out for me. 

>> > Tamala 

>> > --- On Thu, 10/1/09, rcgester@emaihunc.edu 
>> <r egester@emaih~mc.edu> 

>> >> From: regester@emaihanc.edu 
>> <r egester@emaih~mc.edu> 
>> >> Subiect: Proofs 
>> >> To            ~yahoo.com 
>> >> Date: Thursday, October 1, 2009, 12:00 PM 
>> >> Dear Tamala: The proofs will be 
>> >> coming for my- atmotated bibliography and I was 
>> wondering if 
>> >> you were willing to help me read them for 
>> mistakes. We can 
>> >> negotiate a price. Also, because this project is 
>> so big I 
>> >> probably need a third person. Please let me know- 
>> if you are 
>> >> interested. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 16, 2009 11:10 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: possible af aaad a£am studies co-sponsorship of nov 19 lecture "civil rights on the screen" (and related nov 18th screenings) ? 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 09 Nov 2009 11:53:43 -0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subj ect: Re: possible af and afam studies co-sponsorship of nov 19 
lecture "civil rights on the screen" (and related nov 18th screenings) ? 

To: richard c cante <rcante@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Rich: I do plan on attending the lecture. I will do whatever I can 
to lobby for funds for the recdeption. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting richard c cante <rcante@email.unc.edu>: 

dear julius and charlene-- 

i’m trying to scrape together the funds to make the two 
below-described, linked events happen, i’m thinking/hope that they 
will be of significant interest to many people in african and 
african-american studies, i am including charlene in case charlene 
might speak to this in detail. 

i know that funds are tough this year...and that this request is 
somewhat late. (this last has to do with funds being tough this year, 
and in some cases even somewhat "indeterminate"!) but i am writing, 
nonetheless, in hopes that you might be able--if only in some reduced 
capacity manner--to co-sponsor. 

if you could, af and afam studies would be listed on all 
publicity--space permitting of course--as a co-sponsor with the 
interdisciplinary program in cinema at unc-ch and the program in arts 
of the moving image at duke, which has agreed to help. publicity 
would begin asap this week. 

i know michael well and i really think this would commission terrific 
interdisciplinary discussion on this campus--thus the importance, if 
at all possible, of a little reception afterwards at this particular 
lecture. 

at send time, uncovered costs are: 
500.00 renov honorarium 
125.00 screening fees (dvd or vhs) 
170.00 1 night, renov hotel 
150.00 very modest post-lecture reception [if possible] 
................ 

795 (without reception) -- 945 (with reception) 

thank you for considering this and i look forward to hearing from you. 

most sincerely and very best, 
rich cante 

Dr. Richard C. Cante 
Director, Interdisciplinary Program in Cinema 
Associate Professor of Media and Cultural Studies 
Affiliate Faculty, Department of American Studies & Program in 
Sexuality Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Communication Studies 
CB #3285, 115 Bilqgham Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 
office 919.962.4958 
dept 919.962.2311 
fax 919.962.3305 

rcante@email.unc.edu <mailto :r cant e(~,email.unc, edu> * 

1. lecture: 

"Civil Rights on the Screen" 
Michael Renov 
Professor of Critical Studies 
School of Cinematic Arts, University of Southern California 
3:30 pm Thursday 19 November 2009 

Reception to Follow (hopefully...) 

Inspired by Barack Obama’s ascendancy and the assumption that the 
election of an African American president is the realization of a 
dream begun with MKL Jr., this presentation shows how this presumed 
lineage could be said to effect a serious historical elision and 



over-simplification. Renov, a specialist in non-fiction media, looks 
to the archive of moving-image documentary for evidence of what has 
been mostly overlooked in the King/©bama connection. 

2. Screening Program 
"Portraits in Black: Moving-Image Documents, King to Obama" 
7-930pm wed nov 18th 2009 

screening the night before renov’s talk, a program of non-fiction 
documentary shorts (some that he will discuss directly in thursday 
talk, some that he will not overtly discuss -- but that will all 
provide useful further context for renov’s lexture). 
will hopefully be introduced by a visiting scholar from howard 
university (free). 
ideally, this program will include: newsreel collective’s "black 
panther" and "ethnic studies on strike at sfsu;" robert nelson’s "oh 
dem watermelons;" tony cokes’ black celebration;" eighties and 
nineties "fight the power" related tv selections; greensboro clan 
"reconciliation" documentary; ayoka chenzira’s "hairpiece: a film for 
nappy headed people;" 60 minutes segment, duke rape case; marlon 
riggs’ anthem; obama election night discussion segment from the 
charlie rose show (kearns goodwin on obaman "ambition"). 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 16, 2009 11:33 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Re: Baker Collection Update 

Dear Mae: This is just an update on the Baker project. I think ~ve need 
one more meeting to: 

1) Make stare that we have responded to all potential contributiors and 
that we have records of their responses 

2) Get a COlby of all essays and organize in an appropriate notebook. I 
ran into and he indicated that he would make a pdf of all essays 
for this purpose. 
I realized that I did not have copies of all of the essays. 

3) Make a determination regarding the last essay on the "Rainbow Tribe" 
to decide if we need to contact the author for the inclusion of his 
work. 

4) Divide the various sections so that we have some idea about who will 
work on the designated sections. 

I know that you may not have time right no~v and I don’t have much time 
since one of the proofs for my manuscript has been returned and this 
will require all of my attention, but I will do what I kind in the few 
spaces of available time that I have. Therefore, could we meet the week 
following Thanksgiving or during the week of the last day of classes? 
After this, we may not need another meeting Also, we can easily meet 
on campus since I am here nearly everyday 

Let me know whenever you have a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Q uoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@emaikunc. edu>: 

> (yi, Mae 
> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 8:18 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Re: Baker Collection Update 

Dear Mae: We could meet Thursday December 3rd or December 10th after 
3:30 on campus and since I have a carrell in Davis Libraw, we could 
plan to meet here in one of the lounges If this does not work, then we 
could meet on a Friday at your home Vghatever works best for you will 
work for me because I am flexible Thanks for your prompt reply. I look 
forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mae 

Henderson <hendersm@email unc.edu>: 

Thanks, Charlene, for following through! Yes, I think that we can 
plan to meet at one of the times that you suggest below 

At this point, I am swamped with departmental responsibilities and 
grading papers. 

I did not wish to bother because he has still not submitted 
his work for the course that he took with me last semester. However, 
if you have already asked him make pdt’s of the essays, and if he has 
agreed to do so, let’s go with it. 

I can meet on campus on Tuesdays and ~flaursdays -- sometime aRer 
3:30 -- or alternatively at my home on Fridays. I need to 
reserve one Tuesday or Thursday to visit the class of a colleague 
at 3:30 for post-tenure review before the Thanksgiving break 

So, given my constraints, please let me know what works for you. 

Best, mae 

regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>> Dear Mae: This is just an update on the Baker project. I think we 
>> need one more meeting to: 
>> 

>> 1) Make sure that we have responded to all potential contributiors 
>> and that we have records of their responses. 
>> 

>> 2) Get a copy of all essays and organize in an appropriate notebook. 
>> I ran into        and he indicated that he would make a pdf of all 
>> essays :[’or this purpose. 
>> I realized that I did not have copies of all of the essays. 
>> 

>> 3) Make a determination regarding the last essay on the "Rainbow 
>> Tribe" to decide if we need to contact the author :[’or the inclusion 
>> of his work. 
>> 

>> 4) Divide the various sections so that we have some idea about who 
>> will work on the designated sections. 
>> 

>> I know that you may not have time right now and I don’t have much 
>> time since one of the proofs for ray manuscript has been returned and 
>> this will require all of my attention, but I will do what I kind in 
>> the few spaces of available time that I have. Therefore, could we 
>> meet the week following Thanksgiving or during the week of the last 
>> day of classes? After this, we may- not need another meeting. Also, 
>> we can easily meet on campus since I am here nearly everyday. 
>> 

>> Let me know whenever you have a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> ~’i, Mae 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 7:01 PM 

Western Journal of Black Studies <~jbs@mail.wsu.edu> 

Re: jouma request 

Dear Editor: My area of research is primarily film histoly but I would 
be more than glad to review this essay for your journal. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Western Journal of B la ck Studies 
<wjbs@mail wsu edu>: 

Dear Pro£ Regester: 

You have been identified as an expert in the area associated with a 

manuscript which has been submitted to The Western Journal of Black Studies. 

I am contacting you to find out if you ~vould be willing to review- manuscript 

#4489, entitled "Play(writing) and En(acting) Consciousness: Theater as 

Rhetoric in Harriet Wilson’s Our Ni." All of our submissions are double 

blind reviewed by external evaluators and your contribution would go a long 

way towards helping us maintain the journal’s quality and academic integrity 

as one of the world’s leading Africana Studies publications. 

The WY[3S review period is normally 50 days ~[~you are willing to conduct 

this review for us please let me know and we will send you an electronic 

copy of the manuscript as well as an evaluation form We understand that the 

rewew process will take up some of your very valuable time and would like 

you to l~ow in adwmce that we would greatly appreciate feedback from a 

highly regarded scholar such as yourself 

Sincerely, 

E. Lincoln James/managing editor 

E. Lincoln James, 

Professor & Managing Editor 

The Western Journal of Black Studies 

Cleveland Hall, Room 70C 

Washington State University 

t~llman, WA 99164-2103 

Ph: (509) 335-8681; 335 - 3911 

Fax: (509) 335-6959 

The Western Journal of Black Studies was founded in 1977 and is one of the 

oldest black studies journals in the world. It is owned and operated by 

Washington State University. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 12:41 PM 

tamala grisset~ ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Proofs 

Dear Tamala: I have not yet had a chance to go through the proofs but 
will do so as soon as I can. Since you are moving this weekend, if I 
get back ;vith you on Monday or Tuesday this coming ;veek prior to 
Thanksgiving do you think that I could give them to you then and we 
agree on a price. Let me know- if this is possible Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tamala grissett 

.2~yahoo corn>: 

Hi Dr Regester, 

I was just thinking about you a couple of days ago, ;vondering if you 
had received the proofs Wow, 800 pages! Again, I’ll be happy to help 
with checking for errors. I will wait to hear back from you next week. 

Next Saturday, the 21st, I’m plam~ing to make my big move to Durham. 

Talk to you soon, 

Tamala 

--- On Thu, 11/12/09, regester@email uric edu <regester@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu <regester@emaihunc edu> 
>> Subject: Re: ]h-ool~ 

> To: "tam ala grissett"              ~yahoo corn> 
>> Date: Thursday, November 12, 2009, 1:33 PM 
>> Dear Tamala: I received the proofs 
>> for my book and will need you to 
>> help me read 12~r mistakes It is some 800 pages in length. 
>> We could 
>> split this in half or I could hire a third person What I 
>> will do is go 
>> through some of the pages over the weekend and see how long 
>> it takes 
>> At that point, I will contact you and we can discuss if we 
>> need a third 
>> person and how much I can pay you for your contribution. 
>> Thanks much 
>> and you can expect to hear li’om me soon Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting tamala grissett ~yahoo.com>: 
>> 

>> > ~Ihank you A lot has happened in a short amount of 
>> time 
>> > 

>> > Here are ray contact nuiTlbers: 
>> > 

>> > home 
>> > cell 
>> > work 843-5482 
>> > 

>> > Talk to you later, 
>> > 

>> > Tamala 
>> > 

>> > -- On Thu, 10/1/09, regester@email.unc.edu 
>> <regester @emaihanc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> > 

>> >> From: regester@email.~mc.edu 
>> <regester @emaihanc.edu> 
>> >> Subject: Re: Proofs 
>> >> To: "taraala grissett"              ~yahoo.com> 
>> >> Date: Thursday, Octobcr 1, 2009, 12:29 PM 
>> >> Congratulations: That ~vas fast -- so 
>> >> you have been looking. Just let me know ~vhen you 
>> move in. 
>> >> Also, thailks for agreeing to help me with the 
>> proofs, I am 
>> >> going to contact someone else to help us but I 
>> prefer 
>> >> someone ~vho has already worked on the project. 
>> Give me your 
>> >> phone number so that I can discuss further by 
>> phone at some 
>> >> point. Thanks for agreeing to work with me. 
>> Sincerely, 
>> >> Charlene Regester Quoting tamala grissett ~yahoo.com>: 
>> >> 

>> >> > Hi Dr. Regester, 



>> >> > Yes, I would be willing (and happy) to help 
>> with 
>> >> reading the bibliography to check for mistakes. 

>> >> > I have good news. I J2~und a place in Durham 
>> and hope 
>> >> to close on it in a couple of weeks. I’m awaiting 
>> the final 
>> >> word about the mortgage loan. 

>> >> > Thank you for looking out for me. 

>> >> > Tamala 

>> >> > --- On Thu, 10/1/09, regester@emaihunc.edu 
>> >> <regester@emaihunc.edu> 

>> >> >> From: regester@emaihunc.edu 
>> >> <regester@emaihunc.edu> 
>> >> >> Subject: Proofs 
>> >> >> To:               ~yahoo.com 
>> >> >> Date: Thursday, October 1, 2009, 12:00 
>> PM 
>> >> >> Dear Tamala: The proofs will be 
>> >> >> coming for my atmotated bibliography and 

>> >> wondering if 
>> >> >> you were willing to help me read them 
>> for 
>> >> mistakes. We can 
>> >> >> negotiate a price. Also, because this 
>> project is 
>> >> so big I 
>> >> >> probably need a third person. Please let 
>> me know 

>> >> >> interested. Thariks much. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 19, 2009 1:41 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FinaJ Exam Room Chaaage 

Dear Tim: For your information. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from lessa@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 09 Nov 2009 09:28:18 -0500 
From: Megan Lessa <lessa@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Megan Lessa <lessa@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Final Exam Room Change 

To: Charlene B Regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Due to a conflict in the exam schedule, the final exam for AFAM 276 
001 on DECEMBER 12TH, 4-7PM has been moved to GARDNER (GA) 210. 
Please inform your students of this change in venue. 

If for some reason you will not need this room for exams, please 
contact me so that I can clear the reservation. 

Please feel free to call the Scheduling Office at 962-6093 with any 
questions or concerns. -- Megan Lessa 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar UNC Chapel Hill Suite 3100, SASB 
North, Campus Box 2100 450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 Phone 
- 919-962-6093 
Fax - 919-843-8709 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 20, 2009 4:11 PM 

C~stal ttayes <chayes@wcatriangle.org> 

Re: Time Sensitive Opportunity: YWCA, Precious and Racial Justice 

Dear Crystal Hayes: Thanks tremendously for inviting me to participate 
in this discussion surrounding the upcoming film but unfoltunately, I 
will have to decline due to other commitments. However, in the future I 
will be more than glad to make a contribution to such at1 effort but 
give me ample notification so that I can give this priorty Thanks 
again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Crystal Hayes 
<chayes@wcatriangle.org>: 

Dear Professor Regester: 

I am the co-director of the Racial Justice program at the YWCA of the 
Greater Triangle, and we’re hosting a post-fihn discussion, with NCCASA and 
partners, of the movie "Precious" This discussion will happen Saturday, 
December 5th, 2009 from 12-2pro at ttayti Heritage Center in Durham. We’re 
using this film to raise awareness about ending sexual violence agmnst 
women and children with a lens for race, gender, and class oppression and 
discrimination. We would love it if you came to our discussion and shared 
your expertise as a film historian with research interests in African 
American culture and life. This is not a panel The discussion will be 
broken up into themes lead by different experts in the field. You would be 
one of our experts leading a portion of the discussion I hope you can join 
us in educating our community about ways to prevent this from happening to 
other children or women in our community. 

Below please :find details of this event. I look forward to hearing from you 
soon, and I hope we get to work together on behalf of women and children, 
social justice, and safer communities. Thank you in advance for your prompt 
attention to this matter Also, please feel free to share this announcement 
with your department and colleagues 

Post-Film Discussion: A "Precious" Time to End Sexual Violence Against Women 
and Children 

If you recently saw the movie "Precious" or read Sapphire’s book "Push" 
please come and join the YWCA of the Greater Triangle for a post-fllra 
discussion in partnership with the North Carolina Coalition Against Sexual 
Assault, Betty’s Daughter Art Collaborative, Quirky Black Girls, and the 
Hayti Heritage Center Saturday, December 5th from 12-2pro. "Precious" 
provides an important opportunity for us to build community, raise awareness 
about sexual violence against women and children, examine race, class, and 
gender discrimination and oppression. Join us for a powerful discussion that 
will deepen our awareness, build our skills to support and empower women, 
heal our spirits and healts, and promote race and gender justice. 

Please RSVP to C’~ystal Hayes, Co-Director of the Racial Justice Program at 
the YWCA at chayes@ywcatriangle.org 

LOCATION: Hayti Heritage Center (for directions www.hayti.org/directions) 

VVHEN: Sattaday, December 5th, 2009 

T~IE: 12-2pm 

Racial Justice 

The YWCA works at a grassroots level to improve race relations in our 
community. Through small group dialogue, education forums and task forces, 
the YWCA engages community members across the region in activities that 
promote equality and diversity 

YWCA of the Greater Triangle 



Through dialogue, action and advocacy, the YWCA brings together diverse 
groups of women and men who strive to improve the social and economic 
conditions that affect girls, women and their families. 

Established locally in 1923, YWCA programs address disparities that still 
exist in health, education and youth development to make life-changing 
differences for thousands of area families. 

Ct?~stal M. Hayes 

Racial Justice Co-Director 

YWCA of the Greater Triangle 

4940 Capital Blvd., Suite H 

Raleigh, NC 27616 

Phone: 919-828-3205 ext. 18 

Fax: 919-235-3343 

www.ywcatriangle.org 

chayes@y~vcatriangle.org 

The YWCA is dedicated to eliminating racism, empowering women, and promoting 
peace, justice, freedom, and dignity for all. 

One of the sayings in our count~ is Ubuntu - the essence of being human. 
Ubuntu speaks particularly about the fact that you can’t exist as a human 
being in isolation. It speaks about our interconnectedness. You can’t be 
human all by yourself, and ~vhen you have this quality - Ubuntu - you are 
known for your generosity 

We think of ourselves far too frequently as just individuals, separated from 
one another, whereas you are COlmected and what you do afl?cts the whole 
world. YVhen you do ~vell, it spreads out; it is for the whole of humanity. ~-~ 
Desmond Tutu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 3:48 PM 

@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[SCMSBlack] Fwd: Job opportunity 

ATT00001 .c 

FYI... 

Job Description 

Search for Assistant/Associate Professor of African-American and Diaspora Studies 

The African American Studies Program at the Universi~ ofNo(th Caacolina at Greensboro invites applications for a 9-Inonth, tenure-track appointment at the 
assistaaat/associate level. 

Successful candidate Inust have a PhD in African-Alnerican Studies, History., Political Science or a related rid& with research and teaching competency in colntmrative 

aspects of the African diaspora. Preference roll be given to candidates ruth research backgrounds in Black leadership (i.e. sVady of leaders or liberation and freedom 

movements) The successful candidate will be expected to teach core undergraduate courses and contribute to new curriculum development, engage with organizations 

fostering Black leadership in the Greensboro community, supervise internships, and work ruth graduate students earning the Progrmn’s graduate certificate. 

Send letter, cv, statement of teaching philosophy, aa~d three letters of mtbmnce to Shelly Brown- Jetty, Head of Search Committee, Al~can American Studies Program, 
PO Box 26170, UNCG, Greensboro NC 27402-6170. Review of applications will begin on December 15, 2009 and will continue until position is filled. 

UNCG is especially proud of the diversity of its student body. We seek to attract an equally diverse applicant pool for this position, including women and members of 

minori~" groups. We am an EEO/~%~k employer wi~5, a sti~ng commitment to increasing faculty diversity. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 4:02 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: [SCMSBlack] A FilmmaJaing and Film Study Workshop in Jamaica 

ATT00001 .c 

The Afrosurrealist Film Society and the Handmade Film Institute present: 

A Filmmaking and Film Study Workshop in Jamaica 

March 7-14, 2010, in Boston Bay, Jamaica 

This one-week intensive workshop focuses on two broad issues: understanding 16ram celluloid film as a hands-on artistic medium, from its chemistry to its 

practical applications, and exploring Jamaica’s history with film and visual culture. We will shoot black-and-white film by day, and process and print what we shoot 

outside under the stars. The workshop includes excursions, lead by local experts, in historically significant sites such as Maroon Town. Experimental filmmaker 

Robert Schaller will provide instruction on alternative processes for 16mm film. Yale University film professor Terri Francis, Ph.D. will moderate roundtables on 

film, visual culture, and experimental aesthetics in Jamaica and the Caribbean. For more information see http:/[www.handmadefilm.org/jamaica[, drop bythe 

Afrosurrealist Film Society fan page on Facebook, or email us at            @gmail.com. 

The Afrosurrealist Film Society is a collective of artist-intellectuals engaged with film in its varied forms and transnational histories. Animated by Amiri 

garaka’s term Afro-Surreal Expressionism, we seek an electric mash-up of black folklore, history, consciousness and location in order to engage representations 

and refractions of reality through film. And we rely on the natural world for surreal venues that sustain contemplation, conversation and creativity. 

The Handmade Film Institute’s mission is to preserve the knowledge and technical ability necessary for working with the medium of film, and to promote 

both the aesthetics of film and experimentation that further expands the techniques used with and within the medium. 

If making experimental film in Jamaica makes sense to you, you should come and join us. We invite artists, filmmakers, students, public intellectuals, 

scholars, writers, those who know a lot about film and those who want to know a lot about film--to come together for productive discussion, lectures, exploration, 

and making film. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 7:09 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: [SCMSBIack] Tenure track position in Black Studies 

ATT00001 .c 

From: Ethan Johnson <eioIms(~t;PDX EDU> 

Date: November 23, 2009 I0:04:02 AM GMT-05:00 

To: FFF(a21ists erv.lmcc, edu 

Subject: Please announce: Tenure track position in Black Studies 

Reply-To: Ford Foandafion Fellows List <FFF:a?listserv.mlcc.edtC> 

Dear Ford Foundation listserv, please announce the following tenure-track position at Portland State University in the Black Studies Dept and do not hesitate to 

contact me if you have any questions. Posting can ~so be viewed at the following: 

http:i/~x~vw.pdx.edu/sites/www.pdx.edu.hr/files/media asset,~job posting/hi posting bst 001.pdf 

BST-001 ? Assistant or Associate Professor ? Black Studies ? College of Liberal Arts and Sciences ? (Tenure Tack) 

The College of Libera] Arts and Sciences invites applications ti~r a tenure track position (assistant or associate) for appointment in the Department of Black Studies 

beginning September 16, 2010. 

The Department 

The Dep~:rtment of Black Studies has embarked on its fourth decade of community and University service and ofi~rs a majol; a minor and a certificate in Black 

Studies. An interdisciplinaiy academic unit within the PSU College of Libera~ A(ts and Sciences, the department is devoted to the generation of knowledge and 

understanding of the history and culture of Africans and their descendants in the United States, the Caribbean, South America and Africa. The department is the oldest 

Black Studies program in the Pacific Northwest and the only program in the state of Oregon that offers a degree in Black Studies. Depaxtmental objectives are to 
provide comprehensive lea~ling programs, community-based learning and sen, ice, and an overaJl heightened awareness about multicultuml, diversi .ty and gender issues. 

Responsibilities 

Tem~re track faculty are expected to provide classroom instruction; 
9 

Engage in appropriate research activities, including the pursuit of grants and external funding; 
9 

Publication and/or appropriate dissemination of scholarly and research based knowledge; 
9 

Advise students; 
9 

Participate in depal~tment and university governance through appropriate comlnittee work and related activities; 
9 

Paxticipate in community involvement activities that support the goals and objectives of the Black Studies Depaxtment. 

Qualifications 

Doctorate and a record of scholayly publications or creative achievements with a focus on the Black experience are required. (Focus areas may included Africa, 

Afi~can American, or Caribbean) 
? 

Candidates with a tbcus in the tmditiona] diseiplines of the Hum~mities and Socia] Sciences, including those with strong multi-disciplinary backgrounds, aJce encouraged 
to apply. 

? 

The candidate must have a strong teaching, research, and publication record colnpatible with appropriate ra~k. 

? 

Demonstlated success and abili .ty in obtaining external reseal~ch grant suplx-~rt is advantageous. 

Candidates with research interest in Gender Studies, Education, Health (including mental health) Environmental justice, Racism, Ethnic and Sexua] Identity Studies, 

Mathematics and Science Education, Literacy Development, Assessment and Cognitive Studies as well as Black Politica] Economy are also encouraged to apply. 

Compensation 

Salary and rank are commensurate with qualifications and experience ~md an excellent benefits package including fully paid healthcare; a generous retirement package; 

a redtiction tuition rates for employee, spouse or one dependent at any Oregon University System schi3ols. 

Application procedure 

Applicants should sub,nit cumculum vitae (including em~Al address) and a letter of interest outlining teaching philosophy, research and publication his~tory and other 

professional acco~nplishinents. May be acco~npanied by samples of publications and evidence of other achievements. Applicants should also submit nanles and contact 
information for at least three references, e-m~Al, telephone and fax ~mmbe~s. 

Portland State University is an Affimiative Action, Equa] Oppoi~unity Inslitution and welcomes 



applications ti~om diverse candidates and candidates who support diversity 

Send application to: Darrell Millner, Chair, 

Black Studies Seaxch Committee, 
Portland State University, P. O. Box 751, 

Portland, Oregon 97207. 

Please call 503-725-3472 or email blackstudies(~pdx.edu ruth questions. Applications accepted until position is filled. Application reviews roll begin J~ua~~ 15, 

2010. 

Applicants are encouraged to visit the depaxtment?s website for additional information: http:/i~vw.blackstudies.pdx.edu. 

Ethan Johnson, Ph.D. 

Assis~nt Professor 

Black Studies Department 
Portland State University 

Post Office Box 751 
Portland, Oregon 97207-0751 

503-725-4003 
503-725-5713 (phone) 

"The acceptance of our present condition is the only fom~ of extremism that 

discredits us before our children." Lorraine Hansberry 



{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 

The Unconscious in Girl 6 and Metaphors in Their Eyes Were Watching God: 
An Examination of the Works of Suzan Lori-Parks 

Girl 6 and 7heir Eyes Were Watching God are two films that depict black women who 

are on a j ourney or quest in search of self; that position women whose j ourney is frequently 

defined by or contingent upon their interaction with men; and that position women who are in 

contestation with themselves as well as with the gender and racial politics that prevail. Added to 

this, these films are based on screenplays by screenwriter Suzan Lori-Parks. Therefore, because 

of the similarities shared between these two productions, this paper intends to examine how the 

unconscious in Girl 6 and metaphors in 7heir Eyes Were Watching God become viable 

mechanisms by which to deconstruct Parks as a screenwriter as well as deconstruct how the 

black woman’s search for subjectivity unfolds in these productions. 

Girl 6 features a protagonist (played by Theresa Randle) who becomes so di sillusioned 

with the acting industry- as evident by an exploitative audition where she is required to remove 

her top to bare her breasts to a director (played by Quentin Tarantino) that she returns to her 

agent and expresses her frustration with the industry. Her white male agent (played by John 

Turmrro) becomes so frustrated with her and her inability to conform, that he urges her to 

abandon both him and the industry. Girl 6, the protagonist, then returns to her black female 

acting coach (played by Susan Baston) who similarly exhibits a strong reaction to her inability to 

compromise her standards to meet industry demands in view of its sexual and racial exploitation. 

it is these acts of rejection that force Girl 6 to temporarily abandon traditional methods for 

obtaining entre into the acting world and that compels her to decide to pursue alternative venues 

to act, thus leading her to become a sex phone operator. Turning to the sex industry, Girl 6 

rationalizes her decision of becoming a sex phone operator by contending that through the 



{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 

creation of sexual fantasies, she is acting in much the same manner as standing before the 

camera. Recognizing that working as a sex phone operator is the only means by which to launch 

her career, her sexual encounters represent encounters with her own unconscious and consist of 

one &two kinds - one, where she answers the phone and provides fantasies to callers who 

because of what they represent then become reflections of her subconscious and two, where she 

engages in role playing to alter her appearance to imitate the likes of Dorothy Dandridge, Foxy 

Brown, and Thelma from Good Times - characters who are strategically designed to reify the 

film’s theme of fantasy and role playing but also designed to reflect Parks’ strategy of returning 

to historical moments to inform the present. 

As for Their Eyes Were Watching God the persistent use of metaphors becomes one of 

several methods utilized by Parks to give meaning to this story of a black woman in search of 

self, love, meaning and growth. The film opens when Janie (played by Halle Berry) returns to 

Eatonville following Tea Cake’s death and her bare feet touch the floor as the earth crunches 

beneath her steps. She walks through the main street worn and weary with her face covered in 

muck and mud yet with a determined strait to return to her former home yet not former self. The 

story seemingly unfolds through one long flashback as Janie tells Phoebe about her experiences 

as when she is forced to marry her first husband because of his possessions and she leaves in 

search of a better life to meet her second husband who attempts to restrain her. Yet it is not until 

she meets her third husband, Tea Cake with whom she has a relationship that is short-lived that 

she achieves liberation and subjectivity. As her journey is unveiled, metaphors are strategically 

utilized to give meaning and signify important moments in her experience. Thus, this essay 

examines how metaphors such as fruit, windows/doors, water, and eyes are utilized in the film 

and become an extension of the protagonist’s desires, plight, and journey. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 12:30 PM 

~emml.nnc.edu> 

Re: [SCMSBlack] Fwd: Job opporiunity 

Dear          Thanks much. Hope you have a ~ood holiday as well. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Dr Regester: 

I for~varded both. FYI -- here’s the listsel~ address: afam@listsel~.unc.edu 
have a happy Thanksgiving’. 

Quoting regester@email unc.edu: 

>> 

>> Please forward to African American histoW workshop listserve. 
>> ..... Forwarded message from          ~gmail corn ..... 

>> Date: Sun, 22 Nov 2009 18:24:02 -0500 
>> From: Ellen Scott ~gmail.com> 
>> Reply-To: Ellen Scott < .~gmail.com> 
>> Subject: [SCMSBlack] F~vd: Job opportunity 
>> To: scmsblack<SCMSBlack@lists-cmstudiesorg> 
>> 
>> F "~I... 
>> 
>> 
>> 

>> Job Description 
>> 

>> Search ]2~r Assistant/Associate Professor of African-American and Diaspora 
>> Studies 
>> 

>> The African American Studies Program at the University of North Carolina at 
>> Greensboro invites applications :[’or a 9-month, tenure-track appointment at 
>> the assistant/associate [eve1 
>> 

>> Successful candidate must have a PhD in African-American Studies, History, 
>> Political Science or a related field, with research and teachthg competency 
>> in comparative aspects of the African diaspora Preference will be given to 
>> candidates with research backgrounds in Black leadership (i.e. study of 
>> leaders or liberation and freedom movements) The successful candidate will 
>> be expected to teach core undergraduate courses and contribute to new 
>> curriculum development, engage with organizations ~2~stering Black leadership 
>> in the Greensboro community, supep~ise internships, and work with graduate 
>> students earning the Program?s graduate certificate. 
>> 

>> Send letter, cv, statement of teaching philosophy, and three letters of 
>> reference to Shelly Brown-Jeffv, Head of Search Cormnittee, African American 
>> Studies Program, PO Box 26170, UNCG, Greensboro NC 27402-6170. Review of 
>> applications will begin on December 15, 2009 and will continue tmtil 
>> position is filled. 
>> 

>> L~CG is especially proud of the diversity of its student bo@. We seek to 
>> attract an equally diverse applicant pool for this position, including women 
>> and members of minority groups. We are an EEO/AA employer with a strong 
>> cotr~aitment to increasing faculty diversity. 
>> 

>> ..... End forwarded message ..... 

"The future is so bright that it burns ray eyes." Oprah Witffrey 

Please see An Inconvenient Truth and check out 
http://www.climatecrisis.nct/. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~email uric edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 1:00 PM 

t~licia.caJnpbell@ urflv.edu 

Paper Proposal for Upcoming FWPCA Conference 

Paper ProposalFinal Versionfor UNLV-Girl 6 and the Unconsciousl.docx 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Attached is a proposal that I am submitting to be 
considered for presentation at the upcoming Far West Popular Culture & 
American Culture Association Conference Your revie~v of this material 
is greatly appreciated. I look for~vard to hearing from you in the near 
future. Have a good holiday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
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The Unconscious in Girl 6 and Metaphors in Their Eyes Were Watching God: 
An Examination of the Works of Suzan Lori-Parks 

Girl 6 and 7heir Eyes Were Watching God are two films that depict black women who 

are on a j ourney or quest in search of self; position women whose j ourney is frequently defined 

by or contingent upon their interaction with men; and position women who are in contestation 

with themselves as well as the gender and racial politics that prevail. Added to this, these films 

are based on screenplays by screenwriter Suzan Loft-Parks. Therefore, because of the similarities 

shared between these ~,o productions, this paper intends to examine how the unconscious in 

Girl 6 and metaphors in lheir Eyes Were Watching Godbecome viable mechanisms by which to 

deconstruct Parks as a screen~vftter as ~vell as deconstruct how the black woman’ s search for 

subj ectivity unfolds in these productions. 

Girl 6 features a protagonist (played by Theresa Randle) who becomes so disillusioned 

with the acting industry, as evident by an exploitative audition where she is required to bare her 

breasts to a director, that she returns to her agent and expresses her frustration with the industry. 

Her white male agent becomes so frustrated with her and her inability to conform, that he urges 

her to abandon both him and the industry. Girl 6, the protagonist, then returns to her black female 

acting coach who similarly exhibits a strong reaction to her inability to compromise her 

standards to meet industry demands in view of its sexual and racial exploitation. It is these acts 

of rej ection that force Girl 6 to temporarily abandon traditional methods for obtaining entre into 

the acting world and that compels her to decide to pursue alternative venues to act, thus leading 

her to become a sex phone operator. Turning to the sex industry, Girl 6 rationalizes her decision 

by contending that through the creation of sexual fantasies, she is acting in much the same 

manner as standing before the camera. Recognizing that working as a sex phone operator is the 
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only means by which to launch her career, her sexual encounters then represent encounters with 

her own unconscious and consist of one of two kinds - one, where she answers the phone and 

provides fantasies to callers who because of what they represent become reflections of her 

subconscious and two, where she engages in role playing to alter her appearance to imitate the 

likes of Dorothy Dandridge, Foxy Brown, and Thelma from Good Times - characters who are 

strategically designed to reify the film’s theme of fantasy and role playing but also designed to 

reflect Parks’ strategy of returning to historical moments to inform the present. 

As for Their Eyes g/ere Watching God the persistent use of metaphors becomes one of 

several methods utilized by Parks to give meaning to this story of a black woman in search of 

self, love, meaning and growth. The film opens when Janie (played by Halle Berry) returns to 

Eatonville following Tea Cake’s death and her bare feet touch the floor as the earth crunches 

beneath her steps. She walks through the main street worn and weary with her face covered in 

muck and mud yet with a determined strait to return to her former home yet not former self. The 

story seemingly unfolds through one long flashback as Janie tells Phoebe about her experiences 

as when she is forced to marry her first husband because of his possessions and she leaves in 

search of a better life to meet her second husband who attempts to restrain her. Yet it is not until 

she meets her third husband, Tea Cake, with whom she has a relationship that is short-lived, that 

she achieves liberation and subj ectivity. As her j ourney is unveiled, metaphors are strategically 

utilized to give meaning and signify important moments in her experience. Thus, this essay 

examines how metaphors such as fruit, windows/doors, water, and eyes are utilized in the film 

and become an extension of the protagonist’s desires, plight, and journey. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:24 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: recommendation 

Dear        Is the letter supposed to be mailed to you or should it be 
mailed directly to                 Please let me kno~v as soon as 
t~ossible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.ua~c.edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I’m just sending this e-mail as a reminder that my recommendation is due on 
the Thanks again for ?’our help, and I hope you have a 
great Thanksgiving 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 1:43 PM 

Jane Gaines <jmgaines@duke.edu> 

Re:SCMS 

Dear Jane: This is to let you know that my paper was declined for SCMS. 
I had hoped that we could meet here and catch tap If I come to New York 
again, I will let you know. Have a good holiday Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Jane Gaines <jmgaines@duke edu>: 

Charlene: They sent your stuff to me. You need to immediately revise 
your CV Your honors and books are buried at the back I’m sending 
you mine as a model of s~Ae we use for promotion at Duke. Put your 
best (excellent) foot for~vard, jg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:16 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: recommendation 

Dear 1 later realized that it should be mailed to them and I 
have already put the letter in the mail. Thales. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester helizedlaQuoting       ~email unc edu: 

> The letter is supposed to me mailed to I put a stamped addressed 
> envelope with the paper 

©rlginal Message ...... 
> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
> To: 
> Sulzject: Re: recommendation 
> Sent:              1:23 PM 

> Dear         Is the letter supposed to be mailed to you or should it be 
> mailed directly to                 Please let me know as soon as 
> possible Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>       ~email.unc.edu>: 

>> Dr. Regester, 

>> I’m iust sendin~ this e-mail as a reminder that my recommendation is due on 
>> the Thanks again ~2~r your help, and I hope you have a 
>> great Thanksgiving. 

> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 2:35 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: [SCMSBIack] Pos~tdoctoral Fellowship (Johns Hopkins University, Center for Atiicana Studies) 

ATT00001 .c 

From: H-NET Discussion List tier Africa~ American Studies [H-AFRO-AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU] On BehalfOfAbdul Alkalimat [mcworte~bMIUC.EDU] 

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 11:52 AM 

To: tt-AFRO-AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU 
Subject: Postdoctoral Fellowship (Johns Hopkins Universi~, Center for Atiicana Studies) 

From: Claude Poux <claude.poux(~ihu.edu> 

Pofftdoctoral Fellowship Announcement 

Johns Hopkins Universi~’, Center for Africana Studies, Postdoctoral 

Fellowship 

The Center for Atiica~a Studies at the Johns tfopkins University in 

conjunction ruth the Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences is 

pleased to announce a one year postdoctoral fellowship in humm~ities and 

social science research pertaining to the Black experience. Scholars 
specializing on Africa, U.S.-based, African American topics, and the 

Black experience in other parts of the globe (i.e. the African Diaspora) 
are encouraged to apply. 

The field of specialization is open, although priofiU roll be given to 
applicants in Histou, English, Histou of Art Musicolo~-, Classics. 
Anthropology, Philosophy, Economics, Compamfive Literature, Histou of 
Science & Technology, Near Eastern Studies, Political Science, and 
Sociolo~w. The t~llowship is open to junior scholars who have received 
their Ph.D. no earlier than June 30th, 2006. 

The one-yeaac appointment in the Center tbr Atiica~a Studies begins on 
July 1, 2010 and carries a fftipend of $46,000 plus medical benefits and 

up to $1,500 for relocafion expenses. Depending upon the successful 

applicatffs field, eflbrts roll be made to pafir the scholar ruth an 

appropriate senior facul .ty mentor aI"filiated with the Center for 

Al~icana Studies. 

The fellow will pursue his’her own mseaacch, teach one undergraduate 
course in either the Fall or Spring semester in their area of specialS, 
give a public presentation, coordinate the Africana Studies Critical 
Thought Collective Reading Group, and submit a report on their 
activities at the end of the year to the Center’s director. 

Completed applications must inclu& a cover letter, CV, a sho(t sample 
of scholaxly writing (such as a mmauscript chapter or a(ticle), a 
project proposal, and three (3) letters of reference, including one from 
the dissertation advisor. Project proposals should clearly discuss the 
applicant’s plans for the fellowship year, as well as his/her research. 
The proposal should not exceed five (5) double-spaced pages. 

Send to Professor Ben Vinson III, African Diaspora Postdoctoral 

Fellowship in Africa~a Studies, Center for Atiica~a Studies, Greenhouse 

118, Johns Hopkins UniversiU, 3400 North Charles Street, Baltimore, 

Maryland 21218. All materials must be received by Januaxy 15th, 2010. 

No e-mail applications will be accepted. Women and minorities are urged 

to apply. AAiEEO. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 12:07 PM 

~aol.com 

[SCMSBlack] Fwd: FW: Job vacancies in Atiicana Studies 

ATT00001 .c 

Four Tenure-Track Positions in Africana Studies 

The College of Arks m~d Sciences at the University of Tem~essee, Knoxville, invites applications tbr lbur open-rank tenure-track positions from individuals whose 

research agendas encompass scholarship and creative activity related to the continent and/or peoples of Ati-ica, the Africm~ dia~spora, mad/or the Africm~-American 

experience. Individuals appointed to the~ positions will have a tenure home in one of the College’s 21 Departments or Schools (www.a~sci.utk.edu) and roll al~ be 

expected to make substaaative contributions to the mission of the College’s Interdisciplinmy. Program in Africana Studies (web.utk.edu/.~£ricana), including teaching 

undergraduate Africmaa Studies comses. The Depaxtanent of English is p~xficulaxly interested in scholars working in African American or Afro British literaxy and 

cultur~J s~dies frown the mid- 19th centu~" to the present. We seek applicants who will be able to contribute in meaningful ways to the diversity-related mad intercultural 

aspects of the University’s educational mission. 

Applicants mufft demonstrate promise of distinguished scholarship and creative activity and a commitmem to excellent teaching. Appropriate terminal degree required 

at the time of appointment. ApIx~intment roll be made at a rank commensurate with an individual’s level of experience. 

Review of applications will begin on December 1,2009. Positions roll remain open until filled. Send electronic applicatio~ including letter of application, curriculum 

vitae, three letters of reference, a research prospectus, and a teaching statement to [aJficanasearch@utk.edu]. Letters of reference may be submitted under separate 

cover m~d should be sent to the same emml address. Applications will be acknowledged. 

The University of Tennessee is an EEOZ,L4/Title f "I/Title IX/Section 504,~tDA,/ADEA institution in tl~e provision of its education and employment programs 

and services. All qualf~l~ed applicants will receive equal consideration for employ~tent without regard to race, color, national origin, religion, sex, 

pregnancy, marital status, sexztal orientation, gender identity, age, pl~ysical or mental disability, or covered veteran status. 

Cultural Studies Association (US) -- http://www.csaus.oitt.edu 

...... End o{ Forwarded Message 

TNs automatic notification message was sent by CTools (https:/ctools.umich.edu/portal) from the Blk HumaNties Coll. site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 12:10 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 40th aaaniversmy 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 24 Nov 2009 12:42:50 -0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: 40th anniversary 

To: Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Ken: This might be better because we really need an event that 
marks us as the department. Furthermore, I want to express my concern 
that I was not happy with the major/minor sheet that we received 
because visually it looks as though more courses are being offered on 
the Afri side rather than Afam side. If we are equal, this imbalance 
gives the appearance that we are somehow less important. I think we 
need to work on reconfiguring or re-presenting what we provide -- as we 
have good faculty and we teach large numbers. We need to convey that we 
are a strong and viable unit. If you think that I am pushing too hard 
then let me know. I just wonder if all of us collectively as a group 
are seriously interested in improving our image or maintaining the 
status quo. We need to be a strong unit so that we can wield some power 
and make decisions that will benefit us. If you think I am too pushy, 
then I will retreat and work independently to make sure that I am doing 
a good job. But we owe this to those who helped to create the 
department and while we have not always fared well, I am not willing 
under any circumstances to accept defeat. Failure is not an option for 
me. I hope I have not disturbed you by my very frank position. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Kenneth Janken 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>: 

> Thanks, Charlene. Do you think we are better off having that panel 
> discussion that we talked about separate from the banquet? 

> Kenneth 

> On 11/23/2009 4:11 PM. regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Ken: Personally, I am not interested in attending a banquet but 
>> that does not mean that the panel event could not be combined -- I 
>> am just no interested in attending this because of other 
>> commitments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Kenneth Janken 
>> <krj anken@email.unc, edu>: 

>>> I met with three BSM leaders this afternoon:,           ~, and 
>>>      . They liked very much the idea to bring the Ella Baker tour 
>>> here. They suggested collaborating with black student groups at 
>>> NCSU and Duke. The BSM has worked with the other campuses in the 
>>> past and it has gone well. 
>>> 
>>> They also liked the idea of a panel on the founding of the 
>>> department. They suggested that it be combined with the BSM’s 
>>> Black History banquet scheduled for February 28 at the Friday 
>>> Center. Last year, the banquet -- which I didn’t attend -- honored 
>>> some of the first black faculty, and they thought that perhaps this 
>>> year it could focus on the anniversary. Right now, the date is 
>>> set, but the focus of the banquet is not. I’ll set a meeting next 
>>> week with and the person who is heading the banquet 
>>> committee, . Does rolling a panel discussion into a 
>>> banquet seem like something you want to explore? Let me know in 
>>> the next couple of days, so I can have a sense of what to discuss 
>>> with the students next week. 

>>> Regards and Happy Thanksgiving! 
>>> Kenneth 

>>> Kenneth R. Janken 
>>> 

>>> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
>>> 

>>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>>> 
>>> Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
>>> 

>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>>/and/ 



>>> Director of Experiential Education 
>>> 

>>> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
>>> 

>>> Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
>>> 
>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

>>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>>> 

>>> (919) 962-2694 (fax) 

>>> i es~ ~,mc ed~,~ b~ 1 s T-$059 h~’nl 

>>> ~d,~: ~,ww ~,maass 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> Kenneth R. Janken 
> 

> Professor of Afro-~erican Studies 
> 

> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 

> BaSle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> 

> 

>/and/ 
> Director of Experiential Education 
> 

> Office of Undergraduate Cumcula 
> 

> Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35@ 
> 

> 

> 

> (919) 962-1519 @oice) 
> 

> (919) 962-26N 
> 

> 

> 

> ~ ess ~,mc e&~ b~ { ] s T-$059 h~?al 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 4, 2009 5:18 PM 

Cante, Richard C <rcante@email.unc.edu> 

Attended the Renov Lecture 

Dear Rich: I attended the Renov lecture and I am not sure if you 
recognized me. But anyway I did support the event even though my 
department did not serve as a sponsor I wanted to let you kno~v that I 
am on the Martin Luther King Committee and Danny Glover will be the 
featured speaker this year in Janua~z. I ~vill send you an announcement 
regarding this event when it becomes available Have a good holiday. By 
the way, I will not be attending SCMS this year. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, December 7, 2009 11:19 AM 

To: ~aol .corn 

Subjet’t: Re: hello 

Dear Dr. Greene: Yes, it was me but I am surprised that they did not 
enclose a greeting But awway glad you got your Xmas gift. Please let 
me know if you ~vill be in town over the holiday season so we can have 
dinner. Nut much is happening here other than preparing for exams and 
trvin.~ to end the semester. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~aol.com: 

Today, I received a box Iron Southern Season. No indication of ~vho 
sent it I’m thinking it might have come from you. Am I right? If 
so, thank you vely much. 

LeeGreene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:22 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: Essay 1 

Dear       Thanks much, I somehow- did not record the grade but I ~vill 
do so. Son?’ for the oversight. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.unc.edu: 

Another copy!!! 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc edu ..... 
Date: Tue,            18:22:28 -(NO0 
From: regester@email uric edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Essay- 1 

To: b~email unc.edu> 

Dear        Enclosed are comments regarding the essay. Your grade 
will be posted on blackboard on Thursday. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
: @era ~il unc edu> 
> 

>> On Tue, 14:05:40 -04)0, regester@em ~i unc edu wr Xe 
>>> Dear I was having difflcul~,’ locating the text as well and was 
>>> told that you might be able to get the book from amazon.corn Student 
>>> Stores on campus should have it available in the next couple of weeks 
>>> Hopes this helps. If this does not work, let me know and I will try to 
>>> copy the first couple o[~chapters from the book that I have borrowed. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>         ~email unc edu: 

>>>> I was added to the class late last week and went to the t"riday Center to 
>>>> purchase one of the books, "African American in the Early Republic". It 

>>>> discontinued so I dont know what to do now since I am not able to 
>>>> purchase 
>>>> that book? 

>>>> Thanks, 

End folwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:24 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: Essay 1 

Dearo        If I sent you comments then I have the essay but I 
apparently did not record the grade in my records Dont’ wor~ about 
resending essoy 1. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

))email unc edu: 

Ok heres proof that I did do the essay I just have to find out where 
I put essay one. Hope this helps a little so you know- I was telling 
the truth and not trying to get over on you. Yo- did provide me 
feedback on Essat 1 and I remember getting an for it. I am still 
working on Essay 4 and finding where I saved Essay 1 at Please bear 
with me Professor. 

Thanks, 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue,            18:22:28 -0400 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Essay 1 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Dear       Enclosed are comments regarding the essay. Your grade 
will be posted on blackboard on Thursday. 

~" Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quotin~ 
> ]@email.unc.edu>: 

>> On Tue, 14:05:40 -0400, regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>>> I)ear . : I was having difficulty locating the text as wel[ and was 
>>> told that you might be able to get the book from amazon.cam Student 
>>> Stores on campus should have it available in the next couple of weeks. 
>>> Hopes this helps. If this does not work, let me know and I will try to 
>>> copy the first couple of chapters frora the book that I have borrowed. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>          ~email.unc.edu~ 

>>>> I was added to the class late last week and went to the Friday Center to 
>>>> purchase one of the books, "African American in the Early Republic". It 
>>>> was 

>>>> discontinued so I dont know- what to do now since I am not able to 
>>>> purchase 
>>>> that book? 

>>>> Thanks, 

End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 1:37 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Re: Attended the Renov Lecture 

..... Forwarded message Iicom rcante@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 04 Dec 2009 17:23:43 -0500 
From: "Richard C. Cante" <rcante@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Richard C Cante" <rcante@email uric edu> 
Subject: Re: Attended the Renov Lecture 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

hi charlene--thanks for getting in touch, i did notice you there at 
the talk, but only out of the comer of my eye (and only eralized was 
you later), wow that’s great about glover, do you know the date he’ll 
be speaking? thanks in advance, rich 
p s--someone might want to advise the chair of your department to maybe 
REPLY TO AN EMAIL once in a while! it’s pretty unbelievable! very best, 
r 

regester@email unc. edu wrote: 
Dear Rich: I attended the Renov lecture and I am not sure if you 
recognized me. But anyway I did support the event even though my 
department did not serve as a sponsor I wanted to let you know that 
I am on the Martin Luther King Committee and DanW GIover will be the 
featured speaker this year in January I will send you an 
announcement regarding this event when it becomes available. Have a 
good holiday. By the way, I will not be attending SCMS this year. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 1:48 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Re: Proofs 

Dear       : How are things going with the editing? IfI stay on 
schedule, I should be finished in the next two weeks but will keep you 
posted Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@yahoo.corn>: 

Next week is ok with me. See you then. 

> 

> --- On Wed, 11/18/09, regester@email.unc.edu <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> From: regester@email.uaac.edu <regester@email.unc edu> 
>> Subiect: Re: tS-oofs 
>> To:                           ~yahoo com> 
>> Date: Wednesday, November 18, 2009, 12:40 PM 
>> Dear         I have not yet had a 
>> chance to go through the proofs but 
>> ~vill do so as soon as I can. Since you are moving this 
>> weekend, if ! 
>> get back with you on Monday or Tuesday this coming week 
>> prior to 
>> ~fhanksglving do you think that I could give them to you 
>> then and we 
>> agree on a price. Let me know if this is possible. Thanks 
>> much. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tamala grissett 
>> ~yahoo corn>: 
>> 

>> > Hi Dr. Regester, 

>> > I was just thinking about you a couple of days ago, 
>> wondering if you 
>> > had received the proo~ Wow, 800 pages! Again, I’ll 
>> be happy to help 
>> > with checking for errors. I will wait to hear back 
>> fi-om you next week. 

>> > Next Saturday, the 21st, I’m planning to make my big 

>> > Talk to you soon, 

>> > -- On Thu, 11/12/09, regester@email.unc.edu 
>> <regester @email.anc.edu> 

>> >> From: regester@eruail.~mc.edu 
>> <regester @email.anc.edu> 
>> >> Subject: Re: Proofs 
>> >> To: ~yahoo.com> 
>> >>Date: Thmsday, November 12, 2009, 1:33 PM 
>> >> Dear        : I received the proofs 
>> >> for my book and will need you to 
>> >> help me read for mistakes. It is some 800 pages in 
>> length. 
>> >> We could 
>> >> split this in half or I could hire a third person. 
>> What I 
>> >> will do is go 
>> >> through some of the pages over the weekend and see 
>> how long 
>> >> it takes. 
>> >> At that point, I will contact you and we can 
>> discuss if we 
>> >> need a third 
>> >> person and how much I can pay you for your 
>> contribution. 
>> >> Thanks much 
>> >> and you can expect to hear from me soon. 
>> Sincerely, 
>> >> Charlene Regester 
>> >> Quoting                         ~yahoo.com>: 

>> >> > Thank you A lot has happened in a short 
>> amount of 
>> >> time. 

>> >> > Here are my contact numbers: 



>> >> > cell 
>> >> > work 843-5482 

>> >> > Talk to you later, 

>> >> > -- On Thu, 10/1/09, regester@email.unc.edu 
>> >> <regester@email.unc.edu> 

>> >> >> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> >> <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>> >> >> Subject: Re: Proofs 
>> >> >> To: ’ ~yahoo.com> 
>> >> >> Date: Thursday, October l, 2009, 12:29 

>> PM 
>> >> >> Congratulations: That was fast -- so 
>> >> >> you ha’,~e been looking. Just let me l~ow 
>> when you 

>> >> >> Also, that~ks for agreeing to help me with 
>> the 
>> >> proofs, I am 
>> >> >> going to contact someone else to help us 
>>but I 
>> >> prefer 
>> >> >> someone who has alrea@ worked on the 
>> project. 
>> >> Give me your 
>> >> >> phone number so that I can discuss 
>> further by 

>> >> >> point. Thanks for agreeing to ~vork ~vith 

>> >> Sincerely, 
>> >> >> Charlene Regester Quoting tamala grissett 
>>                ~yahoo cam>: 

>> >> >> > Hi Dr. Regester, 

>> >> >> > Yes, I would be ~villing (and happy) 
>> to help 

>> >> >> reading the bibliography to check for 
>> mistakes. 

>> >> >> > I have good news I ibund a place in 

>> >> >> to close on it in a couple of weeks I’m 
>> awaiting 
>> >> the final 
>> >> >> word about the mortgage loan 

>> >> >> > Thank you for looking out for me. 

>> >> >> > --- On Thu, 10/1/09, regester@email.unc.edu 
>> >> >> <regester@email.unc.edu> 

>> >> >> >> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> >> >> <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>> >> >> >> Subiect: Proofs 

>> >> >> >> I)ate: Thursday, October 1, 2009, 
>> 12:00 
>> >> PM 
>> >> >> >> Dear        ~I]ae proofs will be 
>> >> >> >> coming for my armotated 
>> bibliography and 

>> >> >> wondering if 
>> >> >> >> you were willing to help me read 
>> them 

>> >> >> mistakes We can 
>> >> >> >> negotiate a price. Also, because 
>> this 
>> >> project is 
>> >> >> so big I 
>> >> >> >> probably need a third person. 
>> Please let 

>> >> >> >> interested. Thanks much. 



>> Sincerely, 
>> >> Charlene 
>> >> >> Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 3:23 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: JSTOR: Assemblage, No. 26 (Apr., 1995), pp. 72-87 

..... Forwarded message Iicom hendersm@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 2009 15:57:05 -040~ 
From: Mae Henderson <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Mae Henderson <hendersm@email unc.edu> 
Subject: JSTOR: Assemblage, No 26 (A~r 1995), pp. 72-87 

To: .~gmail.com, 
~gmail.com>, regester@email uric edu 

http:i/www.jstororg.libproxyIib.unc.edu/stable/31714187&Search yes&term Josephine&term Baker&list hide&searchUri %2Faction%2FdoAdvancedSearch%3Fq0%3DJosephine% 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 3:25 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: JSTOR: Assemblage, No. 26 (Apr., 1995), pp. 72-87 

..... Forwarded message Iicom hendersm@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 2009 15:57:05 -040~ 
From: Mae Henderson <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Mae Henderson <hendersm@email unc.edu> 
Subject: JSTOR: Assemblage, No 26 (Apr, 1995), pp. 72-87 

To: .~gmail.com, 
.2~gmail.com>, regester@email uric edu 

http:i/www.jstororg.libproxyIib.unc.edu/stable/31714187&Search yes&term Josephine&term Baker&list hide&searchUri %2Faction%2FdoAdvancedSearch%3Fq0%3DJosephine% 
2B Baker%26f0%3DaH%26c0%3DAND%26ql %3D%26fl %3Da11%26c 1%3DAND%26q2%3I)%26f2%3I)a~%26c2%3I)AND%26q3%3D%26]~%3DaH%26wc%3D~n%26Search%3DSearch% 
26sd%3D%26ed%3D%26[a%3D%26jo%3D&item 3&ttl 6998&retum2,xticIeService showArticle 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 7:45 PM 

Cante, Richard C <rcante@email.unc.edu> 

MLK Lecture 

Dear Rich: Currently, the Damay Glover lecture is scheduled for Janua~z 
21st (Thursday), 2010 But I will send you an ofticial almouncement 
when it becomes available Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2009 1:38 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Dear         Good to hear from you. I ~vas not quite sure that my book 
would already be advertised so soon but I am happy anyway. Glad you 
remember the class and hope you are still watching films. Have a good 
holiday and it is al~vays quite nice when a student from the past 
remembers me. Hope things are going well for you in these difficult 
times Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~gmail.com>: 

Charlene! 

I don’t know if you remember me, but I took your           class probably 
in                        sat in the back It was one of the few classes 
I remember well. I just wanted to reach out, say hello, reconnect I think 
I remember 3 of my college professors, and you’re one of flaem, lol I also 
wanted to congratulate you on your book. Just noticed it’s forthcoming. 

I wish you continued success, happy holidays, and hope that we can keep in 
touch! 

Talk soon.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Quick Meeting 

Dear         Please note that we will meet in Davis Libra,’ on the 
8th floor, Room 8026. Currentb’, I am working m the libra~ and will 
need to meet you here Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue,             14:15:00 -0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: Ouick Meeting 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Dear         Yes, this works. I£ something comes up, I ~vill let you 
know Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.uaac.edu>: 

Ms. Regester, 

Does 3:15 work for you? Thanks for the quick response! 

On Tue,            13:40:41 -0500, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear         : Yes, we can meet on Thursday afternoon around 3pro. 
>> current office is in Davis Library, Room 8026 Let me know if you can 
>> come at this time or later. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email unc edu>: 

>>> Hey Ms. Regester, 

>>> Will you be on campus tomorrow evening or Thursday evening’? I would like 

>>> pick up my Jubilee paper and talk to you about the final exam Please 
>>> email 
>>> me back and let me know if there is a time that I can meet with you, 
>>> preferably aRer 5pro tomorrow or after 2pm on Thursday 

>>> Thanks, 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 9, 2009 12:30 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Instructors needed overseas, Summer 2010 Interuation81 Student Volunteers 

..... Forwarded message from faculty2@isvonline.org ..... 
Date: Tue, 08 Dec 2009 16:43:01 -0800 
From: International Student Volunteers <faculty2@isvonline org> 

Reply-To: International Student Volunteers <faculty2@isvonline.org> 
Subject: Instructors needed overseas, Stammer 2010 International Student 
Volunteers 

To: Charlene Regester <regester@email unc.edu> 

My document title 

Dear Prufessur Regester, 

I would like tu ask yuu tu cunsider the pussibility of sep~ing as a 
Prc~iect Leader :[’or International Student Volunteers (ISV) and leading 
student w~l unteer gruups overseas this summer in une of the folluwing 
countries: AUS~T~,.LIA, COSTA RICA, DOMINICAN RI~PUBLIC, EAST[~RN F, UROPE 
(BOSNIA, CROATIA AND RO]VIANL~), ECU~k!)OR, NEW ZEALAND OR T[tAILA]xPD. 

My name is Nikki and I am the Cuuntry Cuordinator for ISV?s Ne*v 
Zealand prugram We are luoking :[’or qualified instructors tu lead two 
ur mure gruups of students this cuming summer on ISV’s Volunteer 
Programs. Please feel free to check out our website at 
www.isvunline.urg[ 1 ] or duwnload the ?Why ISV[2] ?? bruchure for 
mure informatiun un uur program. 

/If you are nut available fur the summer uf 2010, please pass this 
invitatiun un tu any ufyuur culleagues ur graduate students that yuu 
think may be interested! / 

Pruject Leader positiuns provide an upportunity to be actively 
invulved in une uf IS V’s incredible overseas programs Our vulunteer 
projects focus on hands-on, locally-driven tasks that provide 
experiential education within the framework of sustainable 
development and conservation principles. All ISV Project Leaders 
receive renruneration and have their international travel expenses 
(including international flights and in-country transport) covered, 
as well as three meals a day while on project. 

International Student Volunteers (ISV) is a USA-based non-profit 
organization that sends thousands of university students annually 
from over 800 universities and colleges xvorl&vide to travel with a 
purpose and make a significant difference on a global scale. ISV’s 
unique four-week Program consists of two xveeks of volunteering (on a 
conselwation or communi~, dcvelopnrent prqiect) followed by an araazing 
two-xveek cultural exploration and adventure tour in the host country. 

FIND OUT MORE: If you xvould like to learn more about this 
opportunity, please reply 
to this email (facult~-2@isvonline.org[3]) with your name, school and 
contact details. ISV will respond with further program information 
including application procedures and selection criteria. 

We look forward to hearing frora you if you are interested in this 
exciting opportunity. 

Kind regards, 

Nikfld Cameron 

ISV iN~EW ZEALAiN~) COUI~FFRY COORDINATOR 

www.isvonline.org[4] facul~2@isvonline org [5] 

\"/The level of guidance and the level of independence is a perfect 
blend. If anyone is considering going on this trip, picture yourself 
in the most beautiful places in the world, doing things you’d never 
thought you’d do, ~vith amazing people to share it ~vith. The 
experiences I got here will literally shape the next f’e~v years of my 
life and will never be forgotten Thanks to all the ISV staff for 
being wonderful leaders and making this all possible."/ 
/PHIL ANDREOLI, UENTCFI~RSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON/ 

[1] 
http:£v~vw.traveloverseasorg/email/ltphp?c 30&m 28&nl 65&s ad£1b4672ab5cadba160fa4593elba9c&lid 114&1 -http--ww~isvonline.org 

[~] 
http://v~vw.traveloverseasorg/email/ltphp?c 30&m 28&nl 65&s adflb4672ab5cadba160fa4593elba9c&lid 115&1 -http--wwwisvonline comYpdfs/whv-isvpdf 



[3] maiIto:faculW2~isvonline or~ 
[41 
http://www.traveloverseas.or~/email/lt.php?c 30&m 28&hi 65&s adflb4b72ab5cadba160fa4593elbagc&[id 114&1 -http--wv,~,.isvonlineor~ 
[5] mailto:facuItv2(~isvonline.or~ 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 9, 2009 1:12 PM 

Steve Lipkin <steven.lipkin@wmich.edu-~ 

Re: Minutes ti~om August board meelfing 

UFVA Board ~ninutes rev 09[1].doc 

Dear Steve: Attached are the minutes for the meeting This is merely a 
draft because Diane reviewed them and asked me to demarcate when a 
motion was made so that the minutes will be more readable I have not 
yet done that but plan to do so before we circulate the minutes for 
approval. I wanted to make sure that I had as much of the most accurate 
information as was possible. Will COl~firm the final version with her at 
our mid-year board meeting. By the way if you detect any errors, please 
let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Hi Charlene-- 
I don’t seem to have the minutes from last August’s board 
meeting--would you mind sending those to me? ! have a question 
hanging here about one of our discussions then and I need to check 
the minutes to find an answer--thanks. 
Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

Re: AFAM 

Dear       Good to hear from you and glad you had a good experience 
while in the States. Please stay in touch and if you come back again, 
be sure to get in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@gmaih cam>: 

Dear DR. Charlene Regester, 

I have just returned from Toastmasters Fall Conference in Asheville and 

wanted to share ~vith you an idea for a paper: 

At the conference, there ~vere 2 contests: 

Evaluation contest and Humorous speech contest. 

I think 6 out of 8 contestants in the Humorous speech contest were African 

Americans: stretching their accent 

and providing a comic relief for the audience. 

And guess how many African Americans have participated in the Evaluation 

contest? correct: none[ 

It was amazing: everything that you have taught us last summer occuring just 

in front of my eyes in the microcosms called: 

Toastmasters[ 

And perhaps this is also a good opportunity to thank you for allowing me to 

audit your course this summer. 

I truly enjoyed it and have learned a [at: thanks so much! 

Going back to      now, I feel like your course has provided me with a 

strong insight and a better understanding of African Americans, and 

2,mericans in general. 

Good luck in your future academic career 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:01 PM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

Re: Parks volume--u~ent--~nd me mailing address; coW editing won’t begin until agreement is signed 

Dear Philip: You can mail the contract for my essay to the Race, 
Gender, Mythology collection to: Charlene Regester, 

Quoting Philip Kolm 
<Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 

10 December 2009 

Dear Contributors to the Parks Volume: 

Greetings McFarland has now- recmved the manuscript for SLP: Essays 
on Race, Gender, and Mythology containing your essay But my editor 
has informed me that the book will not go into production until each 
of you signs the McFarland agreement foma. To expedite things, would 
you please give me a mailing address where the form can be sent in 
the next week. And once you get it, I would appreciate your 
returning it, signed, as soon as possible so as not to hold up the 
publication of the collection I cannot stress the urgency of this 
too much. 

MaW thanks, and MetU Christmas 

Philip 

Philip (2 Kolin 
Umversity Distinguished Professor 
Professor of English 
Umversity of Southern Mississippi 
Box 5037 
tlattiesburg, MS 39406-5037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:02 PM 

~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Room 204 

Dear       : I will check the office and will let you know-. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting 

~unc. edu>: 

Hey Dr. Regester, 

I could not locate your mailbox so I slipped the recommendation 
materials under your office door (Room #204, Battle Hall) I hope 
this is okay. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:12 PM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: First Pass Page Prool; are ready 

Dear Nancy: I prefer that you send the proofs to my home because we are 
now in the final exam period and our office is not open on normal 
hours. For this purpose my home address is: 

Charlene Regester 

Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

"Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" <nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

The first pass page proofs for African American Actresses are ready, 
and I am getting ready to send them out to you for you to revie~v. The 
address ~ve have on file for you is as follo~vs: 

Professor Charlene B. Regester 
Department of AIicican and AIico-American Studies 
U2x,-C-Chapel Hill 
CB~3395 
106 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 

Is this where you would like the proofs sent? They should arrive 
within the next few days 

Sincere thanks, 
Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N. Morton 
Bloomington, IN 47404 
812- 855 -5031 
nlighffo@indiana, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:19 PM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: First Pass Page Prool; are ready 

Dear Nancy: My home address is as follows: 

In the preivous email my phone numbers somehow ~vere inserted in the 
address and I did not want to confuse you. Thanks much. 

Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

The first pass page proofs for ~AA’rican American Actresses are read?-, 
and I am getting ready to send them out to you for you to review The 
address we have on file for you is as follows: 

Professor Charlene B. Regester 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB#3395 
106 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 

Is this where you would like the proofs sent? They should arrive 
within the next few days. 

Sincere thanks, 
Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana Umversity Press 
601 N. Morton 
Bloomington, IN 47404 
812-855-5031 
nligh0k~@indiana, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:23 PM 

Vander Dus~n, Rhonda E <rdussen@indiana.edu-~ 

Re: marketing inii~ for your bx~ok 

Dear Rhonda: Please provide a printed copy of the Indiana UP catalog 
advertising my book on African American Actresses in Early Cinema. My 
home address is: Charlene Regester, 

Thanks much for your assistance Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Vander Dussen, Rhonda E" <rdussen@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

On behalf" of Pat Hoefling, Sales & Marketing Director, I am sending 
you this letter detailing our marketing efforts for your book, 
"African American Actresses." 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Van der Dussen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:12 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Chapter Four: The Revolutiona~ Era 

Dear      Yes, I received your note and message. I am not sure what 
time I will be on campus tomolTow Please give me a call on my cell 
phone so that we can coordinate. ~ Thanks much Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting .~email unc edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I have attached a copy of chapter four from African Americans in the 
Colonial Era. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 12, 2009 1:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Final Exam AFAM 276 

AFAM276FinaFal109.doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of my AFAM 276 exam that you will need 
for those students who are taking make-up exams. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 10:02 AM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: First Pass Page Proofs are ready 

Dear Nancy: I will let you klm~V when I receive the material If I have 
any questions, I will contact you. Thales much for working ~vith me. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

It’s all clear, and they are going out today. I will enclose an 
explanatory cover letter, but please let me know if you have any 
questions. 

I will be here tap to the 23rd and probably the 24th, and will be back 
at ~vork on Monday the 28. 

Thanks so much, 
Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N Murton Street 
Bloumingtun, IN 47404 
(812)855-5031 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~!emaiI.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:19 PM 
Tu: Lighffout, Nancy Lila 
Subject: Re: First Pass Page Pruofs are ready 

Dear Nancy: My home address is as fuHuws: 

In the preivous emai[ my phone numbers somehuw were inserted in the 
address and I did nut want to cunfuse yuu. Thanks much. 

Sincerely, Charlene regester Quuting "Lightfuot, Nancy Lila" 
<nligh02~@indiana edu>: 

>> tti Charlene, 
>> 

>> The first pass page pruofs for African American Actresses are ready, 
>> and I am getting ready tu send them out to you fur yuu tu review. The 
>> address we have un file fur you is as fulIuws: 
>> 

>> Professor Charlene B. Regester 
>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
>> C’~3#3395 
>> 106 Battle Hall 
>> Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 
>> 

>> Is this where you would like the proofs sent? They should arrive 
>> within the next few days. 
>> 

>> Sincere thartks, 
>> Nancy 
>> 

>> Nancy Lightfoot 
>> Project Editor 
>> Indiana University Press 
>> 601 N. Morton 
>> Bloomington, 1N 47404 
>> 812-855-5031 
>> nlightfo@indiana.edu 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 15, 2009 11:48 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: On-Line FinaJ Extorts 

Dear Tim: I will still come over today since I have to turn my grades 
in for my other class and will submit at least what I have up until 
this point. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tjml 

<t~ml @email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene -- I always got them around midnight on the due date (and often 
a little after that.) If you’d like to wait until Wednesday to enter 
grades that would be fine with me. I’ll be in most of tomorrow helping 
Travis put in the Fall Schedule, probably Wednesday too -- s anytime works 
for me. 

Ho Ho Ho 

-Tim. 

©n Mon, 14Dec 2009 13:32:43 -0500, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Tim: Today is the deadline for my AFAM 101 final exams. I know 
>> that the students have until the end of the day but at this point, I 
>> have only received about 5 of the essays. Will the others come in later 
>> tonight? If so, I will try to grade before our meeting tomorrow. I did 
>> not realize that all of them had not yet submitted the final. I was 
>> trying to grade all at one time but I don’t think this is possible. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tim McMillan <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> How about 1:30. 

>>> -TMc 
>>> 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Tim: Hope that you can meet with me tomorrow for the on-line 
>>>> exams. I am giving a make-up exam in the morning so around 1:00 or 
>>>> after is the best time for me to meet. Please let me know. Thanks 
>>>> much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tim McMillan 
>>>> <tjml @email.unc.edu~: 

>>>>> Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link 
>>>>> attachments: 

>>>>> regester.arndt.FA 

>>>>> Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may 
>>>>> prevent sending or receiving certain types of file attachments. 
>>>>> Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments 
>>>>> are handled. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 2:49 PM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: First Pass Page Proofs are ready 

Dear Nancy: I will let you know- when I receive the proofs. As of today 
(Wednesday), I have still not yet received them Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

It’s all clear, and they are going out today. I will enclose an 
explanatory cover letter, but please let me know if you have any 
questions. 

I will be here tap to the 23rd and probably the 24th, and will be back 
at ~vork on Monday the 28. 

Thanks so much, 
Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404 
(812)855-5031 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~!emaiI.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:19 PM 
To: Lighffoot, Nancy Lila 
Subject: Re: First Pass Page Proofs are ready 

Dear Nancy: My home address is as follows: 

In the preivous emai[ my phone numbers somehow were inserted in the 
address and I did not want to confuse you. Thanks much. 

Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nligh02~@indiana edu>: 

>> tti Charlene, 
>> 

>> The first pass page proofs for African American Actresses are ready, 
>> and I am getting ready to send them out to you for you to review. The 
>> address we have on file for you is as follows: 
>> 

>> Professor Charlene B. Regester 
>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
>> C’~3#3395 
>> 106 Battle Hall 
>> Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 
>> 

>> Is this where you would like the proofs sent? They should arrive 
>> within the next few days. 
>> 

>> Sincere thartks, 
>> Nancy 
>> 

>> Nancy Lightfoot 
>> Project Editor 
>> Indiana University Press 
>> 601 N. Morton 
>> Bloomington, 1N 47404 
>> 812-855-5031 
>> nlightfo@indiana.edu 
>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 4:07 PM 

Viewer <viewer@unctv org> 

Re: Documentaxy 

Please let me know ~vhen the documentar,v on the Harlem Renaissance at 
Monmartre France ~vill be aired? It had been scheduled for early this 
fall. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Vie~ver 
<viewer@unctv.org>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: 

Thank you for your message to I_,~’C-TV The program will be rescheduled 
sometime in November and the specific time has not been set yet 
Please check back with us mid- October. 

If you should have further questions, continents, or concerns, please 
feel free to call member supported I_,~’C-TV’s Customer Care Department 
at 1-888-292-7070. 

Thank you for watching member-supported L~,-C-TV’s North Carolina’s 
state,vide public television network UNC-TV’s unique programs and 
services provide people of all ages with enriching, life-changing 
television 

Sincerely, 

J Malley 
Custumer Care Representative 
1-888-292-7070 
UNC-TV 
Sign-up for the UNC-~[V 
e-guide http:i/pbsmail.or~/unctv/ioin html?r 2da,v2d61mPJyE 
..... Original Message ..... 
..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: regester@email unc edu 
To: viewer@unctv urg, rwatson@unctv.org, spalzewicz@uncW.urg 
Sent: Thursday, September 3, 2009 8:34:48 ./YM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern 
Subject: Documentary 

Name: Charlene Regester 
Member? 
Cowanents/Questiuns/Suggestiuns: Last week a ducumentary called Harlem 
Renaissance at Montmartre France was scheduled to be shown un 
Wednesday night at 8pro un UNC-TV but the program was preempted by a 
documentary on the Kennedy\\\’s in view uf Ted Kennedy\\\’s death 
Please let me know when this prugram will be shuwn again ur 
re-scheduled. I have been trying to search un-line but have had nu 
success. Thanks much :[’or yuur assistance 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 11:42 AM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

Re: still no signed form 

Dear Philip: I mailed the letter on Saturday - the deadline that you 
had previously indicated. I will try to send by Fax later today but 
currently I am in the middle of final exams. If you receive the one 
previously mailed, please let me know Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Philip Kolin <Philip Kolin@usm.edu>: 

17 Dec 

Dear Charlene, 

I am very won-ied that I have not received your signed form. 
McFarland will not proceed with the book until all signed agreements 
are in hand. 
I want this to be done this week so they can get started right away. 
Would you, please, do two things One, sign the form, which I print 
below, and BOTH fax it to me (601-266-5757) and send it Fed Ex to my 
home address below but mark "NO Signature NecessaW.’’ 

God bless you for your help here 

Philip 

Contributur Release 

I assign Philip C. Kulin ownership ufmy essay, which is to be 
published in his forthcoming McFarland title un the plays uf 
Suzan-Luri Parks 

I expect nu remuneration fi-om the publisher 

Please print yuur name as yuu want it tu appear in the manuscript here: 

And sign and date here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 11:51 AM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: First Pass Page Proofs Received 

Dear Nancy: This is to let you know- that I received the proofs late 
yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon. Will begin to work on this material 
and if I have an?- questions will let you know Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlightfo@indiana edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

It’s all clear, and the?’ are going out today. I will enclose an 
explanatoW cover letter, but please let me know if you have an?’ 
questions. 

I ~vill be here up to the 23rd and probably the 24th, and will be back 
at work on Monday the 28. 

Thanks so much, 
Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana Umversity Press 
601 N. Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404 
(812)855-5031 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaibunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:19 PM 
To: Lighffoot, Nancy Lila 
Subject: Re: First Pass Page Proofs are rea~dy 

[)ear Nancy: [\/~y home address is as ~llows: 

In the pre~vous email my phone numbers somehow were inserted in the 
address and I did not want to confuse you. Thanks much. 

Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlighlfo@indiana.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 
>> ~I]ae first pass page proofs ~2~r African American Actresses are ready, 
>> and I am getting tea@ to send them out to you for you to review The 
>> address we have on file for you is as follows: 
>> 

>> Professor Charlene B. Regester 
>> Depmtment of African and Afio-American Studies 
>> l~-C-Chapel Hill 
>> CB#3395 
>> 106 Battle Hall 
>> Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 
>> 

>> Is this where you would like the proofs sent? They should amve 
>> within the next few days. 
>> 

>> Sincere that,s, 
>> Nancy 
>> 

>> Nancy Lightfoot 
>> Project Editor 

>> Indiana Universi~ Press 
>> 601 N. Morton 
>> Bloomington, 1N 47404 
>> 812-855-5031 
>> nlightfo@indiana.edu 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 4:57 PM 

Viewer <viewe@unctv.org> 

Re: Documentaxy 

Thanks much and keep me posted Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Viewer <viewer@unctv org>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: 

We wanted to let you know our Programming Department says they are 
trying to schedule the program sometime in FebruaW 2010. They just 
gave me an update 

Sincerely, 

J. Malley 
Customer Care Representatiave 
1-888-292-7070 
U2x,-C_TV 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email uric edu 
To: "Viewer" <vie~ver@unctv org> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2009 4:07:07 PM G2vff -05:00 US/Canada Eastern 
Subject: Re: Documentary 

Please let me know when the documentary on the Harlem Renaissance at 
Monmartre France will be aired? It had been scheduled ~2~r early this 
fall Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Viewer 
<viewer@unctv org>: 

>> Dear Ms. Regester: 
>> 

>> Thank you for yow message to UNC-TV The program will be rescheduled 
>> sometime in November and the specific time has not been set yet 
>> Please check back with us mid- October. 
>> 

>> If you should have further quesuons, comments, or concerns, please 
>> feel ]~ee to call member supported UNC-TV’s Customer Care Depa~ment 
>> at 1-888-292-7070. 
>> 

>> ’lNank you ]2~r watching member-supported UNC-TV’s Noah Carolina’s 
>> statewide public television netwoflc UNC-TV’s ~ique programs and 
>> services provide people of all ages with enriching, life-changing 
>> television 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> J Malley 
>> C~stomer Care Representative 
>> 1-888-2~-7070 

>> SNn-up for the 
>>e-guidehttp:i/pbsmail.org/uncW/~oin.html?r 2dav2d6 lt~JyE 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@emaih~nc.edu 
>> To: viewer@~ctv.org, rwatson@~nc~.olg, spalzewicz@unc~.org 
>> Sent: Thursday, September 3, 2009 8:34:48 ~M G)~ -05:00 US/Canada Eastern 
>> Subject: Doc~lentaW 
>> 

>> Name: Charlene Regester 
>> Member? 
>> Co~m~ems/QuestionsiSuggestions: Last week a doc~enta~ called Harlem 
>> Renaissance at Montmartre France was scheduled to be shown on 
>> Wednesday night at 8pro on ~C-TV but the program was preempted by a 
>> documenta~ on the Ketme@’,’,2s in view- of Ted Kenne@~’,’s death. 
>> Please let me ~ow when this program will be shown again or 
>> re-scheduled. I have been trying to search on-line but have had no 
>> s~ccess. Thanks much for your assistance. 
>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 18, 2009 3:38 PM 

Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu-~ 

Re: thanks for t~xing it today 

Dear Philip: I sent the FAX earlier today Will send another signed 
copy by mail service. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Philip Kolin 
<Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 

17 Dec 

Dear Charlene, 

Know how- much I appreciate your help, and especially during this busy 
time for you. If at all possible, please fax the signed agreement to 
me on Friday, which is the last day our university is open. My fax, 
again, is 

601-266-5757, and you might want to call our office manager, 
Danielle, to make sure it arrived. God bless, Philip 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2009 10:42 AM 
To: Philip Kolin 
Subject: Re: still no signed form 

Dear Philip: I mailed the letter on Satur&ry - the deadline that you 
had previously indicated. I will try to send by Fax later today but 
currently I am in the middle of final exams. If you receive the one 
previously mailed, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Philip Kolin <Philip.Kolin@usm.edu>: 

>> 17 Dec 
>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> I am very worried that I have not received your signed form 
>> McFarland will not proceed with the book until all signed agreements 
>> are in hand. 
>> I want this to be done this week so they can get started right away. 
>> Would you, please, do two things. One, sign the form, which I print 
>> below, and BOTH fax it to me (601-2(7~5-5757) and send it Fed ]b;x to my 
>> home address below but mark "NO Signature Necessary." 
>> 

>> God bless you [’or your help here 
>> 

>> Philip 
>> 

>> 

>> Contributor Release 
>> 

>> I assign Philip C. Kolin ownership of my essay-, which is to be 
>> published in his forthconring McFarland title on the play-s of 
>> Suzan-Lori Parks. 
>> 

>> I expect no remuneration from the publishcr. 
>> 

>> 

>> Please print your name as you want it to appear in the manuscript here: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> And sign and date here: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 27, 2009 9:28 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Fxent with SNCC Veterans 

Dear Kia: I will be attending a conference out of town during this 
time. It has already been plalmed. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Kia Lilly Cald~vell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>: 

Kenneth, 
Sorry about the confusion regarding the dates. The event will take 

place on March 16th at 6pm in the Global Education Center’s 
auditorium 

Best, 
Kia 

Kemaeth Janken wrote: 
>> Thanks, Kia! This looks veW good to me I am a little COl~fused 
>> about dates. Will the tour come to I~’C on March 16 or March 29 or 
>> March 30? Or are the latter two dates for the sites of struggle 
>> conference? 
>> 

>> I heard back from Charlene and Reg about the retrospective panel, 
>> and based on what they said and my own inklings, I told the BSM that 
>> we Nought Nat such a panel would not fit in with their plans [’or 
>> their end-of-February banquet. They were still interested in the 
>> program, Nough, so when we return in January, we ought to g~ve some 
>> thought about who should comprise the panel and set at date, too. 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> Kenneth 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On 12/22/2009 11:58 AM, Kia Lilly Caldwel[ wrote: 
>>> I)ear Colleagues, 
>>> I am writing with an update on plans to bring veterans of the 
>>> Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee to campus next spring 
>>> We are planning to bring several women veterans of SNCC to campus 
>>> as part of the department’s 40th armiversary celebration and the 
>>> 3rd annual Sites of Struggle Symposium In addition, 2010 will 
>>> mark the 50N anmversary of SNCC and a large conference is plarmed 
>>> for next April at Shaw Umversity in Raleigh. The SNCC veterans 
>>> will speak at UNC on Tuesday, March 16 as the last stop of the 
>>> Ella Baker Tour, which has taken SNCC veterans to campuses across 
>>> the country We are looking at March 29 and 30 as possible dates 
>>> The event is tentatively titled "Women of SNCC Speak Out" and will 
>>> coincide with Women’s History Month. So far, we have confirmed 
>>> participation froru Theresa E1-Amin (a local activist and Director 
>>> of the Southern Anti-Racisru Network) and Constance Curry (a writer, 
>>> activist, and filmmaker). We expect to bring at least one other 
>>> speaker, as ~vell. I ara also working with Constance CUl~y to 
>>> schedule a showing of her recent filru on school resegregation. 
>>> So far, the Department of Woruen’s Studies and IAH have agreed to 
>>> co-sponsor the panel. 

>>> Best wishes for the holidays! 

>>> Kia 

>> 

>> Kenneth R. Jaaken 

>> Professor of Afro-American Studies 

>> Depmtment of AI~rican and Afro-American Studies 

>> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

>> University of North Carolina 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>/ancV 
>> Director of Experiential Education 

>> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

>> 300 Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 

>> Universi~ of North Carolina 



>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> 

>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 

>> (919) 966-2694 (li~x) 
>> 

>> http ://uncpress.unc edu/book siT-8059.html 
>> http:i/www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/ianken.html 

> Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D. 
> Assistant Professor Department of ~rican & Afro-American Studies 
> CB 3395, 208 BaRle Hall 
> ~-C-Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 Phone: 919-962-0539 
> http :i/w~v.~xc.ed~,’depts/afriafam 
> 

> My publications are available at: 
>http://rutgerspress.mNers.eduiacatalog/ Negras in Brazil 2674.html 
>http:i/xvwxv.palgrave-usa.com/catalog}prodnct.aspx?isbn 0230619851 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 27, 2009 10:16 AM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: First Pass Page Proofs Received 

Queslions for manuscript on Africm~ Americm~ Actresses in Early Cinema.doc 

Dear Nancy: I am currently returning the manuscript proofs by FedEX 
today I have attached mv questions For further clarification, you can 
call on my cell               Thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Thanks so much Charlene. I hope they’re in good shape and the?’ don’t 
take too much time away from a ~vell-deserved break I’ll look folavard 
to seeing your comments soon. 

Take care and have a wonderful holiday of some kind! 
Nancy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~)emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2009 11:51 AM 
To: Lighffoot, Nancy Lila 
Subject: RE: First Pass Page Proofs Received 

Dear Nancy: This is to let you know that I received the proofs late 
yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon Will begin to work on this material 
and if I have any questions will let you know. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Lighffoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlighffo@indiana.edu>: 

>> [)ear Charlene, 
>> 

>> It’s all clear, and they are going out today. I will enclose an 
>> explanatory cover letter, but please let me know if you have any 
>> questions 
>> 

>> I will be here up to the 23rd and probably the 24th, and will be back 
>> at work on Monday the 28. 
>> 

>> Thanks so much, 
>> Nancy 
>> 

>> Nancy Lightfoot 
>> Project Editor 
>> Indiana University Press 
>> 601 N. Morton Street 
>> Bloomington, 1N 47404 
>> (812)855 -5031 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, Decernber 10, 2009 3:19 PM 
>> To: Lightfoot, Nancy Lila 
>> Subject: Re: First Pass Page Proofs are ready 
>> 

>> Dear Nancy: My home address is as follows: 

>> 

>> In the preivous email my phone numbers somehow were inserted in the 
>> address and I did not want to cotffuse you. Thanks much. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
>> <nlightfo@indiana. edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> The first pass page proofs for African American Actresses are rea@, 
>>> and I am getting read?’ to send them out to you for you to review The 
>>> address we have on file for you is as follows: 
>>> 

>>> Professor Charlene B Regester 
>>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> CB#3395 
>>> 106 Battle Hall 
>>> Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 
>>> 

>>> Is this where you would like the proofs sent? They should arrive 
>>> within the next few days. 

>>> Sincere thanks, 
>>> Nancy 
>>> 

>>> Nancy Lightfoot 



>>> Prc~iect Editor 
>>> Indiana Universi~" Press 
>>> 601 N. Morton 
>>> Bloomington, IN 47404 
>>> 812-855-5031 
>>> nlightfo@indiana, edu 



Questions for manuscript on African American Actresses in Early Cinema 
First Page Proofs 

In the introduction where I conduct a review of the literature, I mention several 
books by several authors and note what they contribute to this study. However, 
these books are not included in the Bibliography - Is this okay? 

On page 64 of the manuscript, on two occasions I mention Edinburgh, Scotland. 
Do I need to mention this city and country twice or can I just mention the city on 
the second occasion since the country has already been mentioned? 

3) On page 74 at the bottom of the page - the last two paragraphs. The earlier 
paragraph discusses the 1950s while the later paragraph discusses the 1940s - 
while one focuses on the actresses activities as a performer and the other is more 
generally focused on her politics - do these paragraphs appear to be out of order 
or should we leave them as they are? 

4) On page 240 at the top of the page (first line) we use the word theater when this 
facility is really more of an auditorium - it is not a venue for movie exhibition but 
was utilized for stage performances. If so, should we change the word from 
theater to auditorium? 

5) On page 282, I refer to these black actresses as light complexioned but should I 
insert (somewhat) to eliminate dispute about who was lighter or darker? 

6) On page 286, in the sentence that reads, "Reflecting on star status" it seems that 
the word "her" is missing? If so, I will need to insert "her" which I did not 
indicate on the proof because I was not sure about this. 

7) On page 300 last line of the middle paragraph - it reads "even the attention were 
negative" is this the correct verb? 

8) On page 304 should quote at the end of the first paragraph continue into the next 
paragraph or should these be merged into one paragraph? See note #56 

The queries below refer to the Notes section of the manuscript 

1) On page 349 in chapter 4 on Washington - should we repeat Norma Jean 
Darden’s full name ever5, time the magazine article is mentioned or just use 
Darden? 

2) On page 365 in Note #3 and Note #19 we suggest that Karen Chilton’s book on 
Hazel Scott was not available when this chapter was composed. Do we need to 
say this twice? If so, we probably should eliminate this reference in #19. 



3) On page 378 Note #107 in the title "Should One Of Its Finest" - should "of it" be 
in lower case? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 28, 2009 1:29 PM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: First Pass Page Proofs Received 

Dear Nancy: Thanks for the update. I sent the manuscript by FedEx on 
Sunday (unaware that they are actually closed even though they took my 
package) and it should be at your office on Tuesday morning Please let 
me klmw when you have actually received this material. Again, I really 
appreciate your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" <nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you so much for your meticulous work on the manuscript. I’m 
going to go through your questions carefully as soon as the 
manuscript comes in. I may end tap giving you a call, and very much 
appreciate the fact that you’re available for that, but I’m going to 
make a first try on email. I think the short ans~ver to many of your 
queries is that this is your manuscript, and it should read the way 
you want it to. One of the things I love about working here is that 
this department has a strong con~mitment to honoring our authors’ 
voices. 

So on question two, for example, we will eliminate the repetition of 
Scotland And in questiun three, ifyuu would like the order of the 
paragraphs reversed, we can do that And on question 4, ifyuu think 
the word auditorium is inure appruprmte, we will insert that. And on 
question 5, if you prefer somewhat lighter cumplexioned, we will 
insert that. We will definitely eliminate the second reference to the 
Chilton buok in note 19, and I will take a close louk at the Norma 
Jean I)arden references. Our genera[ priority with respect tu the 
style for references is to keep them cunsistent within each bouk, so 
what I will du is look at other similar references for consistency 
and edit accordingly. Thanks su much fur catching what may have been 
an oversight un this end With respect to the title in note ~107, you 
are absulutely correct about the general rule :For headline 
capitalization What we may have to check--~fit’s drawn fi-om 
uriginal material--is whether the way it’s written matches the 
primary suurce This is especially important if it’s a quutation. If 
not, thanks again for the goud catch[ 

My guess is questions 7-9 are ~’pos intruduced in typesetting, and I 
will go back carefully over the files we sent them to see if we can 
reconstruct your original wording. If these are ~’pos that we both 
missed in the original files, I will send any significant 
changes/corrections to you for your approval. Overall I strongly 
agree with your instincts, and will make sure that these corrections 
are passed on to production. 

Again, Charlene, thank you so much for your fast and careful work. I 
will be writing and/or calling again as soon as I get a chance to do 
my own first pass tktrough the manuscript. 

Best wishes and thanks, 

Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 

Project Editor 

Indiana Umversi~z Press 

601 N Morton Street 

Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 

812-855-5031 

nlightfo@indiana, edu 



..... Original Message ..... 
Fr ~m regester@emai unc edu [ma t( re~ester,~ema 1 uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday December 27 2009 10:16 AM 
To: Lightfoot, Nancy Lila 
Subject: RE: First Pass Page Proofs Received 

Dear Nancy: I am currently returning the manuscript proofs by FedEX 

today. I have attached ray questions. For further clarification, you can 

call onmy cell Thar~ks for your assistance. Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 

<nlightfo@indiana. edu>: 

>> Thanks so much Charlene. I hope they’re in good shape and they don’t 

>> take too much time away froru a well-deser,~ed break. I’ll look forward 

>> to seeing your comruents soon. 

>> 

>> Take care and have a wonderful holiday of sorue kind! 

>> Nancy 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2009 11:51 AM 

>> To: Lightfoot, Nancy Lila 

>> Subject: RE: First Pass Page Proo£s Received 

>> 

>> Dear Nancy: This is to let you know that I received the proofs late 

>> yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon. Will begin to work on this material 

>> and if I have any questions will let you kno~v. Thanks much. Sincerely, 

>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 

~nlight fo @indiana ed u>: 

>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> It’s all clear, and they are going out today I will enclose an 

>>> explanatory cover letter but please let me know if you have any 

>>> questions. 

>>> I will be here up to the 23rd and probably the 24th, and will be back 

>>> at work on Monday the 28. 

>>> ’]’hanks so much, 

>>> Nancy 

>>> Nancy Lightfoot 

>>> Project Editor 

>>> Indiana Universi~ Press 

>>> 601 N. Morton Street 



> 

>>> Bloomington, IN 47404 
> 

>>> (812)855-5031 
> 

> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
> 

>>> From: regester@eraaihtmc.edu [raailto:regester(~emaih~mc.edu] 
> 

>>> Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:19 PM 
> 
>>> To: Lightfoot, Nancy Lila 
> 
>>> Subject: Re: First Pass Page Proofs are ready 
> 

> 

>>> Dear Nancy: My home address is as follows: 
> 

> 

> 

>>> In the prei’,~ous email ray phone numbers somehow were inserted in the 
> 
>>> address and I did not want to confuse you. Thanks much. 
> 

> 

>>> Sincerely, Charlene regester Quoting "Lighffoot, Nancy Lila" 
> 
>>> <nlight fo @indiana. edu>: 
> 

> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> 

>>>> The first pass page proofs for African American Actresses are read?’, 
> 
>>>> and I am getting rea@ to send them out to you for you to review The 
> 

>>>> address we have on file for you is as follows: 
> 

> 

>>>> Professor Charlene B. Regester 
> 
>>>> Department of Atlcican and Afro-American Studies 
> 

>>>> lYNC-Chapel Hill 
> 
>>>> CB#3395 
> 

>>>> 106 Battle Hall 
> 

>>7,> Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 
> 

> 

>>>7, Is this where you would like the proofs sent? They should ~rrlve 
> 

>>>7, within the next few days. 
> 

> 

>>>7, Sincere thanks, 
> 

>>>> Nancy 
> 

> 

>>>7, Nancy Lightfoot 
> 
>>>> Project Editor 
> 

>>>7, Indiana Universdy Press 
> 
>>>> 601 N Mi~rton 
> 

>>>> Blootrfington, IN 47404 
> 

>>>> 812-855-5031 
> 
>>>> nlightfo@indiana.edu 
> 

> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 29, 2009 9:29 AM 

Kasson, John F <jtkasson@email.unc.edn> 

Re: Additional A(6cles for Bojangles Essay 

Dear John: Hope you had a good holiday and give my regard to all. I 
wanted to know if you received the articles on Bill Bojangles Robinson 
that I sent by campus mail Please let me know and if you did not 
receive this material, I can make another cop?-. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regesgter Quoting John Kasson <jIkasson@email.unc.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks/ve~ much/for your comments and suggestions I had some of 
these articles and thoughts in mind, but others (especially the 
ret?rences to Robinson in Lena Horne’s autobiography, Ethel Water’s 
autobiography, and other of your suggestions totally passed me by 
More generally, your interest and enthusiasm will push me to develop 
some of this material more fully. Thanks too for suggesting that I 
develop the metaphor of the mask, following Du Bois. 

I didaa’t know about the collection at Duke that you mentioned, and I 
will hunt it out I will also look for the Will Rogers sto~ about 
his using a racist epithet. 

And, if you could send me copies ufthe articles you have, I would be 
immensely grateful 

Here’s my campus address: 
Juhn Kasson 
Department uf History 
CB# 3195 

With deep appreciation and warmest wishes, 
John 

regester@email uric edu wrute: 
>> Dear Juhn: I forgot to mentinn that I pulled a few articles that 
>> might be of interest to you and I can send by campus mail if you 
>> like Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 29, 2009 9:32 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: Flight to St. Louis 

Dear       Hope you had a good holiday. Currently, I am attempting to 
schedule my flight to St. Louis but I ~vould like to know if the meeting 
is all day on Saturday which means I can arrive anytime on Friday and 
depart anytime on Sunday. l£not, please let me know. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting         ~aol corn: 

Hi, All. Thanks to Charlene’s prompt, I’m sending the final revised 
minutes from our Feb 09 New Orleans Board meeting. Please read over 
them before our meeting and bring any corrections or additions up 
then Please save to your USE drives or computer or digital device. 
I’m committed to minimizin~ paper and so won’t bring paper copies. 
We did revise these when       sent them in Feb but I found a couple 
minimal corrections. There could ~vell be others I’ve read right 
through 
Thanks, see you soon. Cheers, 
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"’I’ll be glad when you’re dead, you rascal you:’" 

Langston Hughes Created "Weary Blues" for University Officials on his visit to Chapel 

Hill in 1931 

While African American literary figure Langston Hughes authored Weary Blues in 1926, 

he created "weary blues" for university officials in 1931 when he arrived in Chapel Hill 

following an invitation to speak on campus by Howard Odum and Guy B. Johnson, both 

sociology professors. Hughes garnered their attention because of his illustrative literary career. 

Prior to his arrival, Hughes had recently returned from Haiti and Cuba and felt compelled to 

launch a southern tour to create audiences for his writings. 

His interest in Chapel Hill may have been piqued by the fact that one of his most 

controversial poems, "Christ in Alabama," had been published (September 15, 1931) in 

Contempo, a magazine published by two former university students, Anthony J. Buttita and 

Milton Abernethy, but was not officially connected to the university. Although this magazine 

featured works by prominent writers such as William Faulkner, E.E. Cummings, Sinclair Lewis, 

Paul Green, Theodore Dreiser, among others, it was characterized as a communist publication. 

Hughes’ poem was published to generate attention for the Scottsboro case - a case that involved 

nine black men who were accused of raping t~vo white female prostitutes in Alabama and who 

despite the belief that they may have been framed, were facing the death penalty. 

Nearly one month later, in October, Hughes submitted a letter to Howard Odum 

expressing his interest in visiting Chapel Hill as part of his southern tour to "the most progressive 

white University in the South." Hughes stated, "I have long been interested in your work and the 

other sincere books that have come from Chapel Hill concerning the Negro." Johnson informed 

Hughes that he would attempt to raise funds to support his visit which was scheduled for 

November. 

On November 19tl~, The Daily Tarheel announced that Hughes would lecture at Gerrard 

Hall and the lecture would be accompanied by the performance of a black quartet, The Silver 

Tongue. Following the lecture, The Tarheel reported that the, "noted negro poet gave a 

straightforward, humorous story of his life before a gathering of students and townspeople .... Dr. 

Johnson introduced Hughes as one of the ninety negroes earning distinction sufficient to be listed 

in Who’s ~’ho. He stated that the poet was different from other authors of his race, for he is not 

sensitive over racial difference, but draws the themes of his poems primarily from the folk life of 

his people." 

Providing another perspective, Arnold Rampersad, Hughes’ biographer, revealed that 

police stood guard outside the building where Hughes’ lectured and that during his visit he 

attended some sociology classes. To accommodate Hughes, at night, he slept at the home of a 
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local black businessman and then dined with the editors of Contempo and other "daring 

students." Buttitta, editor of Contempo, described the event in the following manner: 

We had Langston Hughes for dinner at the snappiest cafeteria in town.., everyone 

looked and looked for surprise.., the Negro waiters and waitresses were 

particularly pleased seeing the event .... At a soda foundation, the cheap, southern 

soda jerker took Hughes for a mexican or something and let it go at that, but since 

he found out that Hughes was a ’nigger’ and he had given him service the way he 

would have a white man, he got angry .... A certain wife of a certain nephew of 

good old Woodrow Wilson ... thought Hughes was darling, cute, and wanted to 

have him out to dinner in her Dreamshop .... Larry Flynn, a student reputedly the 

nephew of millionaire Andrew Mellon, organized a party for him at the landmark 

Gimghoul Castle -with ’a million bottles of homebrew.’ 

Writing in a black newspaper, Hughes himself provided his own spin on the occasion: 

In spite of Contempo’s ... Scottsboro issue, they did not hang me from a tree .... 

But here is what happened: Spoke to two groups in the morning, a sociology class 

studying the Negro, and combined English classes in the Carolina Playmakers 

Theatre. Had lunch with Contempo’s editors at their bookshop, with a young lady 

from Arkansas dining with us. Refreshments later at a white soda fountain. And 

that evening, dinner at a center table in one of the town’s largest restaurants, with 

the Contempo fellows and several students with radical minds. Nothing happened. 

It was just like New York .... Largest audience of the year there, so far, I was 

later told. Very interested and responsive. Had expected them to be hostile, after 

the "Nigger Christ" poem, etc. but they weren’t. Gave me a great big hand.., a real 

ovation at the end. 

Based on these multiple perspectives of the event, it seems that Hughes’ lecture was a success 

and was well received. Laudatory of Hughes, Johnson proclaimed, "You certainly made a lasting 

impression on the people who heard you .... There was almost unanimous agreement with what 

you had said, except some minor disagreements as to the means to the ends which we should like 

to see achieved." 

Although Hughes’ visit occurred without obj ection or disruption, it was not until later 

that the brewing storm would erupt into a full blown frenzy. In fact, Contempo, apparently still 

attempting to capitalize on Hughes’ visit and politics published (December 1, 1931) a 

controversial essay by Hughes entitled, "Southern Gentlemen, White Prostitutes, Mill-Owners, 

and Negroes," where Hughes expressed hi s views regarding the Scottsboro case and declared, "If 

the 9 Scottsboro boys die, the South ought to be ashamed of itself- but the 12 million Negroes in 

America ought to be more ashamed than the South." Hughes continued with his most incendiary 
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remarks when he stated, "let the mill-owners of Huntsville begin to pay their women decent 

wages so they won’t need to be prostitutes... And let the sensible citizens of Alabama (if there 

are any) supply schools for the black populace of their state, (and for the half-black too - the 

mulatto children of Southern gentlemen.)" 

With the publication of this essay, it prompted a number of persons to condemn both 

Contempo editors as well as The Tarheel for inviting such a controversial figure. Aware of the 

ongoing controversy, Hughes in a letter to Johnson remarked, "I guess you feel toward 

Contempo like Louis Armstrong does toward the man who took his wife: ’I’ll be glad when 

you’re dead, you rascal you!’" 

At this point, university officials began to receive a flurry of letters expressing their 

distaste for the controversy, their concern for the university’s reputation, and their fear of the 

arousal of southern sentiment that stood to exacerbate the racial divide. In fact, one publisher 

was so offended by Contempo that he wrote the Governor to admonish the "Communistic 

writing, blasphemy, and slurs upon Southern Justice and take a hand in managing the magazine." 

Frank Porter Graham, university president, along with other university officials such as Robert 

B. House intervened and attempted to quell the controversy that was spinning out of control. In 

defense of the university, Graham contended that the "intellectual and moral irresponsibility of 

Contempo and its editors is severely condemned by the people of this campus and town as by 

anyone else. it is one of the prices the University has to pay for its freedom." Graham continued, 

"it was an irresponsible abuse of Hughes’ presence here for Contempo sensationally to take 

advantage of the situation and exploit race hatred and recklessly disregard religious convictions 

and sensibilities." 

As university administrators attempted to quell the controversy, quiet southern 

resentment, assuage the fears of those concerned, maintain some sense of liberalism in a racially 

divided America of the 1930s without offending a black intellectual and at the same time protect 

the university’s reputation, Graham and his administrators managed to avoid a budding 

controversy that could have erupted into a full fledged conflict. Perhaps, Graham averted this 

controversy - a controversy that signified what Hughes’ had so poignantly articulated in the 

phrase borrowed from Louis Armstrong, "’I’ll be glad when you’re dead, you rascal you.’" 

Sources: Manuscripts Department, Wilson Library, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, 

Pitlsbu@ Courier Newspaper, New lZork Amsterdam Newspaper, Daily Tarheel Nemspaper, 

Contempo Magazine, Charlotte Observer New,spaper, Arnold Rampersad 
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"’I’ll be glad when you’re dead, you rascal you:’" 

Langston Hughes Created "Weary Blues" for University Officials on his visit to Chapel 

Hill in 1931 

While African American literary figure Langston Hughes authored Weary Blues in 1926, 

he created "weary blues" for university officials in 1931 when he arrived in Chapel Hill 

following an invitation to speak on campus by Howard Odum and Guy B. Johnson, both 

sociology professors. Hughes garnered their attention because of his illustrative literary career. 

Prior to his arrival, Hughes had recently returned from Haiti and Cuba and felt compelled to 

launch a southern tour to create audiences for his writings. 

His interest in Chapel Hill may have been piqued by the fact that one of his most 

controversial poems, "Christ in Alabama," had been published (September 15, 1931) in 

Contempo, a magazine published by two former university students, Anthony J. Buttita and 

Milton Abernethy, but was not officially connected to the university. Although this magazine 

featured works by prominent writers such as William Faulkner, E.E. Cummings, Sinclair Lewis, 

Paul Green, Theodore Dreiser, among others, it was characterized as a Communist publication. 

Hughes’ poem was published to generate attention for the Scottsboro case - a case that involved 

nine black men who were accused of raping t~vo white females in Alabama and who despite the 

belief that they may have been framed, were facing the death penalty. 

Nearly one month later, in October, Hughes submitted a letter to Odum expressing his 

interest in visiting Chapel Hill as part of his southern tour to "the most progressive white 

University in the South." Hughes stated, "I have long been interested in your work and the other 

sincere books that have come from Chapel Hill concerning the Negro." Johnson informed 

Hughes that he would attempt to raise funds to support his visit which was scheduled for 

November. 

On November 19tl~, The Daily Tarheel announced that Hughes would lecture at Gerrard 

Hall and the lecture would be accompanied by the performance of a black quartet, The Silver 

Tongue. Following the lecture, The Tarheel reported that the, "noted negro poet gave a 

straightforward, humorous story of his life before a gathering of students and townspeople .... Dr. 

Johnson introduced Hughes as one of the ninety negroes earning distinction sufficient to be listed 

in Who’s ~’ho. He stated that the poet was different from other authors of his race, for he is not 

sensitive over racial difference, but draws the themes of his poems primarily from the folk life of 

his people." 

Providing another perspective, Arnold Rampersad, Hughes’ biographer, revealed that 

police stood guard outside the building where Hughes’ lectured and that during his visit he 
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attended some sociology classes. To accommodate Hughes, at night, he slept at the home of a 

local black businessman and then dined with the editors of Contempo and other "daring 

students." Buttitta, editor of Contempo, described the event in the following manner: 

We had Langston Hughes for dinner at the snappiest cafeteria in town.., every, one 

looked and looked for surprise.., the Negro waiters and waitresses were 

particularly pleased seeing the event .... At a soda foundation, the cheap, southern 

soda jerker took Hughes for a mexican or something and let it go at that, but since 

he found out that Hughes was a ’nigger’ and he had given him sew-ice the way he 

would have a white man, he got angry- .... A certain wife of a certain nephew of 

good old Woodrow Wilson ... thought Hughes was darling, cute, and wanted to 

have him out to dinner in her Dreamshop .... Larry- Flynn, a student reputedly the 

nephew of millionaire Andrew Mellon, organized a party for him at the landmark 

Gimghoul Castle -with ’a million bottles of homebrew.’ 

Writing in a black newspaper, Hughes himself provided his own spin on the occasion: 

In spite of (;ontempo’s ... Scottsboro issue, they did not hang me from a tree .... 

But here is what happened: Spoke to two groups in the morning, a sociology class 

studying the Negro, and combined English classes in the Carolina Playmakers 

Theatre. Had lunch with Contempo’s editors at their bookshop, with a young lady 

from Arkansas dining with us. Refreshments later at a white soda fountain. And 

that evening, dinner at a center table in one of the town’s largest restaurants, with 

the Contempo fellows and several students with radical minds. Nothing happened. 

It was just like New York .... Largest audience of the year there, so far, I was 

later told. Very7 interested and responsive. Had expected them to be hostile, after 

the "Nigger Christ" poem, etc. but they weren’t. Gave me a great big hand.., a real 

ovation at the end. 

Based on these multiple perspectives of the event, it seems that Hughes’ lecture was a success 

and was well received. Laudatory of Hughes, Johnson proclaimed, "You certainly made a lasting 

impression on the people who heard you .... There was almost unanimous agreement with what 

you had said, except some minor disagreements as to the means to the ends which we should like 

to see achieved." 

Although Hughes’ visit occurred without obj ection or disruption, it was not until later 

that the brewing storm would erupt into a full blown frenzy. In fact, Contempo, apparently still 

attempting to capitalize on Hughes’ visit and politics published (December 1,1931) a 

controversial essay by Hughes entitled, "Southern Gentlemen, White Prostitutes, Mill-Owners, 

and Negroes," where Hughes expressed hi s views regarding the Scottsboro case and declared, "If 

the 9 Scottsboro boys die, the South ought to be ashamed of itself- but the 12 million Negroes in 
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America ought to be more ashamed than the South." Hughes continued with his most incendiary 

remarks when he stated, "let the mill-owners of Huntsville begin to pay their women decent 

wages so they won’t need to be prostitutes... And let the sensible citizens of Alabama (if there 

are any) supply schools for the black populace of their state, (and for the half-black too - the 

mulatto children of Southern gentlemen.)" 

With the publication of this essay, it prompted a number of persons to condemn both 

Contempo editors as well as The Tarheel for inviting such a controversial figure. Aware of the 

ongoing controversy, Hughes in a letter to Johnson remarked, "I guess you feel toward 

Contempo like Louis Armstrong does toward the man who took his ~vife: ’I’ll be glad when 

you’re dead, you rascal you!’" 

At this point, university officials began to receive a flurry of letters expressing their 

distaste for the controversy, their concern for the university’s reputation, and their fear of the 

arousal of southern sentiment that stood to exacerbate the racial divide. In fact, one publisher 

was so offended by ConWmpo that he wrote the Governor to admonish the "Communistic 

writing, blasphemy, and slurs upon Southern Justice and take a hand in managing the magazine." 

Frank Porter Graham, university president, along with other university officials such as Robert 

B. House intervened and attempted to quell the controversy that was spinning out of control. In 

defense of the university, Graham contended that the "intellectual and moral irresponsibility of 

Contempo and its editors is severely condemned by the people of this campus and town as by 

anyone else. it is one of the prices the University has to pay for its freedom." Graham continued, 

"it was an irresponsible abuse of Hughes’ presence here for Contempo sensationally to take 

advantage of the situation and exploit race hatred and recklessly disregard religious convictions 

and sensibilities." 

As university administrators attempted to quell the controversy, quiet southern 

resentment, assuage the fears of those concerned, maintain some sense of liberalism in a racially 

divided America of the 1930s without offending a black intellectual and at the same time protect 

the university’s reputation, Graham and his administrators managed to avoid a budding 

controversy that could have erupted into a full fledged conflict. Perhaps, Graham averted this 

controversy - a controversy that signified what Hughes’ had so poignantly articulated in the 

phrase borrowed from Louis Armstrong, "’I’ll be glad when you’re dead, you rascal you.’" 

Sources: Manuscripts Department, Wilson Library, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, 

Pitlsbu@ Courier Newspat)er, New York Amsterdam Newspaper, Daily Tat’heel New,spaper, 

Contempo Magazine, Charlotte Observer New,spaper, Arnold Rampersad, 7he Life of Langston 

Hughes, Volume I (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002). 



Course File for The Rhetoric of Film: American Narratives in Context 

This is to inform you that initially, I read a few of the reviewers comments and I was tl~.ing to be 

objective, assuming that maybe that misread or overreacted to the course file proposed. However, I then 

decided to read the file and create my own response. Finally, I returned to their comments to see to what 

extent my views coincided with their views. At this point, I ve~3~ much in support of those reviewers who 

were most critical because it seems that the central focus of the course is lacking and whoever designed 

the course is using the umbrella of rhetoric to create a film course that explores far too many topics to be 

included in one class that does not focus on cinema but more importantly focuses on issues. Moreover, 

they seem to be inappropriately using films. Added to the fact that most of the films as well as readings 

are dated certainly does not allow for a serious treatment of this subject which remains vague and needs to 

be guided by a much stronger operational definition. My decision is that this course file should be rejected 

all together. In my opinion, it does not warrant a revision and needs to be totally reconceptualized. 

1) While the writer provides an appropriate introduction for this course designed to examine the rhetoric 

of film what I founding missing in the introduction is an actual operational definition for rhetoric of 

film - does this mean dialogue, discourse, spoken word, sounds, visual images what specifically is 

meant by rhetoric of film is not made clear - if the writer is approaching this topic from the 

perspective of a communication studies scholar does rhetoric only include that which is spoken by the 

characters on screen - this remains vague to me. Later in the introduction, the writer makes clear that 

the rhetoric of film will include lighting, editing, etc. but this is still not made specifically clear about 

what is meant by "rhetoric of fihn." 

2) In the section related to theoretical grounding - the first most obvious weakness is that the source she 

references is from 1969 - this is ve~ old by today’s standards, lit is hard for me to conceive that 

newer work in the field has not been published since this source was written even though I am not 

familiar with rhetoric in the sense to which she refers in the course outline. 

3) In the section on course structure, I am concerned that the writer selected films based on applicable 

chapters in assigned texts rather than selecting films that reflected or more appropriately represented 

the intended focus of the course. Rarely do I select films based on reading material because for 

contempora~~ fihns - a number of representative fihns have not yet been written on. Therefore, I see 

this approach as a poorly conceived approach. 

4) My other primau concern is that the film class is far too broad and is not narrowly focused enough. 

The ~vriter claims that they will examine genres, theory, feminism, etc. but these topics seem to be 

casually created under the umbrella of rhetoric and in my mind still remain vague regarding the exact 

and specific focus. 

5) In section two "reel crisis" if the intent is to focus on disasters one could easily use documentary 

rather than feature length films or for that matter if the writer is examining these films from a 

sociological perspective in terms of capitalism, etc. one could just as easily read a text - why showy a 

film? 

6) In section three "reel crime" to show Dirty Harry as a film that reflects the rising crime rates seems to 

be a misrepresentation of how to use fihn(s) as a teaching tool. It is similar to the misuse that I 

frequently observe with power point in that many people basically put words on the screen and think 

that this becomes indicative of visual images. To use Chinatown to convey corruption is really to 



miss the point regarding why this film is so important - doing so is really to dismiss the language of 

cinema. If the writer is trying to teach visual representations of sociological issues why not use 

documentaries rather than feature films. Most disturbing is the writer’s intent to use Rock), as a 

representation of race and class politics what about black exploitation films that also evolved out of 

the 1970s. Has the writer ever seen or heard of any of Spike Lee’s films? [Though I did later read that 

they excluded independent films] It seems as though the writer has no knowledge of this very 

important genre that emerged in this period which could serve to address the very topic that they 

intend to illuminate. 

7) In the next section on "reel race" to link Shaft with the Hood films Boyz n the Hood of the 1990s 

clearly seems misplaced. Because fundamentally these two types of films evolved out different 

sociopolitical discourses as the country was facing very different issues when both of these films 

evolved. These films are similar in that they both provide representations of African Americans but 

are also different in that exploitation films emerged on the heels of the Civil Rights Movement and 

hood films represent the deterioration that has occurred in the inner city precipitated by neglect 

socially, politically, and economically that this culture has endured being disenfranchised from the 

larger socio-political structure. Regarding reading material, a book on cinema in the seventies has an 

excellent essay on Shaft. As for the more contemporary films a few essays have appeared in Film 

History, Screen, etc. Two new books are out on black women in black exploitation films i.e. Mia 

Mask’s work 

8) In the section on "reel women" if you address Fatal Attraction you definitely have to show them the 

new film Obssession (with Beyonce Knowles) - discuss how having a black female become the 

victim might garner audience sympathies as this film is very similar to Fatal Attraction. 

9) In the section on "Horror Films" you certainly have to draw upon the work by Clover on slasher 

films. A number of contemporary essays have been written on this topic. Even Clover has more 

recent work than that which is mentioned. 

10) In the section "Reel men" again, the films utilized are dated and could be substituted with a number 

of contemporary films that address this very topic. 

Finally my comments remain the same for the remaining sections mentioned in the course file. In fact, a 

number of new biopics could also be utilized and what about if the biopics also focus on race as in Ray, 

Ali, etc. does this alter what they were designed to do or how they are received. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 30, 2009 1:04 PM 

Dave Ha(t ~<tha((~:nando.com> 

Re: Langston Hughes Visit to Chapel Hill 

Langs~ton Hnghes Visit to Chapel Hill in 1931 [1].doc 

Dear Dave: Attached is an essay that I am submitting on behalf of the 
Chapel Hill Historical Society It is to be published in the Chapel 
Hill Newspaper during the month of JanuaW. Please let me know- that you 
have received this material Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Dave 

Hart <dhart@nando. com>: 

Hi, Charlene Got it. Thanks 
Dave 

On Jul 9, 2008, at 11:53 AM; regester@email.unc.edu wrute: 

>> <Theaters and the Moviegoing Experience in Chapel Hill doc> 
Dave Hart 
Chapel Hill News 
(919) 932-8744 
dhart@nando.cum 
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"’I’ll be glad when you’re dead, you rascal you:’" 

Langston Hughes Created "Weary Blues" for University Officials upon his Visit to Chapel 
Hill in 1931 

While African American literary figure Langston Hughes authored Weary Blues in 1926, 

he created "weary blues" for university officials in 1931 when he arrived in Chapel Hill, 

following an invitation to speak on campus from Howard Odum and Guy B. Johnson, both 

sociology professors. Hughes garnered their attention because of his illustrative literary career. 

Prior to his arrival, Hughes had recently returned from Haiti and Cuba and felt compelled to 

launch a southern tour to create audiences for his writings. 

His interest in Chapel Hill may have been piqued by the fact that one of his most 

controversial poems, "Christ in Alabama," had been published (September 15, 1931) in 

Contempo, a magazine edited by two former university students, Anthony J. Buttita and Milton 

Abernethy, but was not officially connected to the university. Although this magazine featured 

works by prominent writers such as William Faulkner, E.E. Cummings, Sinclair Lewis, Paul 

Green, and Theodore Dreiser, among others, it was characterized as a Communist publication. 

Hughes’ poem was published to generate attention for the Scottsboro case - a case that involved 

nine black men who were accused of raping t~vo white females in Alabama and who, despite the 

belief that they may have been framed, were facing the death penalty. 

Nearly one month later, in October, Hughes submitted a letter to Odum expressing his 

interest in visiting Chapel Hill as part of his southern tour to "the most progressive white 

University in the South." Hughes stated, "I have long been interested in your work and the other 

sincere books that have come from Chapel Hill concerning the Negro." Johnson informed 

Hughes that he would attempt to raise funds to support his visit which was scheduled for 

November. 

On November 19tl~, The Daily Tarheel announced that Hughes would lecture at Gerrard 

Hall, and the lecture would be accompanied by the performance of a black quartet, The Silver 

Tongue. Following the lecture, The Tarheel reported that the "noted [N]egro poet gave a 

straightforward, humorous story of his life before a gathering of students and townspeople .... Dr. 

Johnson introduced Hughes as one of the ninety [N]egroes earning distinction sufficient to be 

listed in 14~ho’s ~’ho. He stated that the poet was different from other authors of his race, for he is 

not sensitive over racial difference, but draws the themes of his poems primarily from the folk 

life of his people." 

Providing another perspective, Arnold Rampersad, Hughes’ biographer, revealed that 

police stood guard outside the building where Hughes lectured and that during his visit he 
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attended some sociology classes. Hughes slept at the home of a local black businessman and then 

dined with the editors of Contempo and other "daring students." Buttitta, editor of Contempo, 

described the event in the following manner: 

We had Langston Hughes for dinner at the snappiest cafeteria in town.., everyone 

looked and looked for surprise.., the Negro waiters and waitresses were 

particularly pleased seeing the event .... At a soda foundation, the cheap, southern 

soda jerker took Hughes for a mexican or something and let it go at that, but since 

he found out that Hughes was a ’nigger’ and he had given him sew-ice the way he 

would have a white man, he got angry .... A certain wife of a certain nephew of 

good old Woodrow Wilson ... thought Hughes was darling, cute, and wanted to 

have him out to dinner in her Dreamshop .... Larry Flynn, a student reputedly the 

nephew of millionaire Andrew Mellon, organized a party for him at the landmark 

Gimghoul Castle -with ’a million bottles of homebrew.’ 

Writing in a black newspaper, Hughes himself provided his own spin on the occasion: 

In spite of (;ontempo’s ... Scottsboro issue, they did not hang me from a tree .... 

But here is what happened: Spoke to two groups in the morning, a sociology class 

studying the Negro, and combined English classes in the Carolina Playmakers 

Theatre. Had lunch with Contempo’s editors at their bookshop, with a young lady 

from Arkansas dining with us. Refreshments later at a white soda fountain. And 

that evening, dinner at a center table in one of the town’s largest restaurants, with 

the Contempo fellows and several students with radical minds. Nothing happened. 

It was just like New York .... Largest audience of the year there, so far, I was 

later told. Very interested and responsive. Had expected them to be hostile, after 

the "Nigger Christ" poem, etc. but they weren’t. Gave me a great big hand.., a real 

ovation at the end. 

Based on these multiple perspectives of the event, it seems that Hughes’ lecture was a success 

and was well received. Laudatory of Hughes, Johnson proclaimed, "You certainly made a lasting 

impression on the people who heard you .... There was almost unanimous agreement with what 

you had said, except some minor disagreements as to the means to the ends which we should like 

to see achieved." 

Although Hughes’ visit occurred without obj ection or disruption, it was not until later 

that the brewing storm would erupt into a full blown frenzy. In fact, Contempo, apparently still 

attempting to capitalize on Hughes’ visit and politics, published (December 1, 1931) a 

controversial essay by Hughes entitled, "Southern Gentlemen, White Prostitutes, Mill-Owners, 

and Negroes," where Hughes expressed hi s views regarding the Scottsboro case and declared, "If 

the 9 Scottsboro boys die, the South ought to be ashamed of itself- but the 12 million Negroes in 
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America ought to be more ashamed than the South." Hughes continued with his most incendiary 

remarks when he stated, "let the mill-owners of Huntsville begin to pay their women decent 

wages so they won’t need to be prostitutes... And let the sensible citizens of Alabama (if there 

are any) supply schools for the black populace of their state, (and for the half-black too - the 

mulatto children of Southern gentlemen)." 

The publication of this essay prompted a number of persons to condemn both Contempo 

editors as well as The Tarheel for inviting such a controversial figure. Aware of the ongoing 

controversy, Hughes in a letter to Johnson remarked, "I guess you feel toward Contempo like 

Louis Armstrong does toward the man who took his ~vife: ’I’ll be glad when you’re dead, you 

rascal you! ’" 

At this point, university officials began to receive a flurry of letters, expressing their 

distaste for the controversy, concern for the university’s reputation, and fear of the arousal of 

southern sentiment that stood to exacerbate the racial divide. In fact, one publisher was so 

offended by Contempo that he wrote the Governor to admonish the "Communistic writing, 

blasphemy, and slurs upon Southern Justice and take a hand in managing the magazine." Frank 

Porter Graham, university president, along with other university officials such as Robert B. 

House, intervened and attempted to quell the controversy that was spinning out of control. In 

defense of the university, Graham contended that the "intellectual and moral irresponsibility of 

Contempo and its editors is severely condemned by the people of this campus and town as by 

anyone else. it is one of the prices the University has to pay for its freedom." Graham continued, 

"it was an irresponsible abuse of Hughes’ presence here for Contempo sensationally to take 

advantage of the situation and exploit race hatred and recklessly disregard religious convictions 

and sensibilities." 

As university administrators attempted to quell the controversy, quiet southern 

resentment, assuage the fears of those concerned, and maintain some sense of liberalism in a 

racially divided America of the 1930s without offending a black intellectual and at the same time 

protect the university’s reputation, Graham and his administrators managed to avoid a budding 

controversy that could have erupted into a full fledged conflict. Perhaps, Graham averted this 

controversy - a controversy that signified what Hughes’ had so poignantly articulated in the 

phrase borrowed from Louis Armstrong, "’I’ll be glad when you’re dead, you rascal you.’" 

Sources: Manuscripts Department, Wilson Library, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, 

Pitlsbu@ Courier Newspat)er, New York Amsterdam Newspaper, Daily Tat’heel New,spaper, 

Contempo Magazine, Charlotte Observer New,spaper, Arnold Rampersad, 7he Life of Langston 

Hughes, Volume I (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002). 



Course File for The Rhetoric of Film: American Narratives in Context 

This is to inform you that initially when I read a few of the reviewers’ comments, I was trying to be 

objective, assuming that maybe they misread or overreacted to the course file proposed. However, I then 

decided to read the file and create my own response. Finally, I returned to their comments to see to what 

extent my views coincided with their views. At this point, I am very much in support of those reviewers 

who were most critical because it seems that the central focus of the course is lacking. Whoever designed 

the course is using the umbrella of rhetoric to create a film course that explores far too many topics to be 

included in one class and does not focus on cinema but more importantly, does focus on issues. 

Moreover, they seem to be inappropriately using films. Added to the fact that most of the films as well as 

readings are dated certainly does not allow for a serious treatment of this subject, which remains vague 

and needs to be guided by a much stronger operational definition. My decision is that this course file 

should be rejected all together. In my opinion, it does not warrant a revision and needs to be totally 

reconceptualized. 

1) While the ~vriter provides an appropriate introduction for this course designed to examine the rhetoric 

of film what I founding missing is an actual operational definition for rhetoric of film - does this 

mean dialogue, discourse, spoken word, sounds, visual images? What specifically is meant by 

rhetoric of film is not made clear. If the writer is approaching this topic from the perspective of a 

communication studies scholar, does rhetoric only include that which is spoken by the characters on 

screen? However, later in the introduction, the writer makes clear that the rhetoric of film will 

include lighting, editing, etc. but what is meant by "rhetoric of film" is still not made specifically 

clear. 

2) In the section related to theoretical grounding, the first most obvious weakness is that the sources 

referenced are from 1969 - this is very old by today’s standards, lit is hard for me to conceive that 

newer work in the field has not been published since this source was written even though I am not 

familiar with rhetoric in the sense to which she refers in the course outline. 

3) In the section on course structure, I am concerned that the writer selected films based on applicable 

chapters in assigned texts rather than selecting films that reflected or more appropriately represented 

the intended focus of the course. Rarely do I select films based on reading material because for 

contemporary’ films - a number of representative films have not yet been written about. Therefore, I 

see this approach as poorly conceived. 

4) My other primau concern is that the film class is far too broad and is not narrowly focused enough. 

The writer claims that they will examine genres, theory, feminism, etc. but these topics seem to be 

casually created under the umbrella of rhetoric and, in my mind, still remain vague regarding the 

exact and specific focus. 

5) In section two, "reel crisis," if the intent is to focus on disasters one could easily use documentary’ 

rather than feature length films or for that matter if the writer is examining these films from a 

sociological perspective in terms of capitalism, etc. one could just as easily read a text - why show a 

film? 

6) In section three, "reel crime," to show Dirty Harry as a film that reflects rising crime rates seems to 

be a misrepresentation of how to use film(s) as a teaching tool. It is similar to the misuse that I 

frequently observe with PowerPoint in that many people basically put words on the screen and think 



that this becomes indicative of visual images. To use Chinatown to convey corruption is really to 

miss the point regarding why this film is so important - doing so is really to dismiss the language of 

cinema. If the writer is trying to teach visual representations of sociological issues why not use 

documentaries rather than feature films? Most disturbing is the writer’s intent to use Roc/~ as a 

representation of race and class politics. What about black exploitation films that also evolved out of 

the 1970s? Has the writer ever seen or heard of any of Spike iLee’s films? [Though I did later read 

that they excluded independent films and that the course focus is also on films from 1970s and 80s]. It 

seems as though the writer has no kalowledge of this very important genre that emerged in this period 

which could serve to address the velT topic that they intend to illuminate. 

7) In the next section on "reel race" to link Shaft with the Hood films Boyz n the Hood of the 1990s 

clearly seems misplaced. Fundamentally these two types of films evolved out of different 

sociopolitical discourses as the country was facing veD~ different issues at the times these films were 

made. These films are similar in that they both provide representations of African Americans but are 

also different in that exploitation films emerged on the heels of the Civil Rights Movement and hood 

films emerged in response to the deterioration that has occurred in the inner city precipitated by 

neglect socially, politically, and economically that this culture has endured by being disenfranchised 

from the larger socio-political structure. Regarding reading material, a book on cinema in the 

seventies has an excellent essay on Shaft. As for the more contempora~" films a few essays have 

appeared in Film History, Screen, etc. Two new books are out on black women in black exploitation 

films i.e. Mia Mask’s work. 

8) In the section on "reel women" if you address Fatal Attraction you definitely have to study the new 

film Obssession (with Beyonce Knowles) - to discuss how having a black female become the victim 

versus a white female might garner audience sympathies as this film is veD" similar to Fatal 

Attraction. 

9) In the section on "Horror Films" you certainly have to draw upon the work by Clover on slasher 

films. A number of contemporary essays have been written on this topic. Even Clover has more 

recent work than that which is mentioned. 

10) In the section on "reel men" again, the films utilized are dated and could be substituted with a number 

of contemporaD" films that address this veB~ topic. 

Finally my comments remain the same for the remaining sections mentioned in the course file. In fact, a 

number of new biopics could also be utilized and what about if the biopic also focuses on race as in Ray, 

A#, Hurricane, etc. does this alter what they were designed to do or how they were/are received? While I 

realize that you did mention that the films selected were from the 1970s and 1980s, it seems that you have 

to provide a context with respect to contempora~ representations because most of the students for whom 

the class is designed probably were born in the 1990s and therefore, will relate to these films only to the 

extent that they parallel events in their own lifetime. 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 3, 2010 1:07 PM 

To: ~aol .corn 

Subjet’t: Re: hello 

Dear Dr Greene: I just ~vanted to give you an update on my book. They 
sent the first page proofs the Thursday before Christmas and told me 
that they were clue Christmas day, December 25th, but because they were 
closed I had until the Munday after Christmas,December 28th I read 
every day until the deadline and then returned them on Sunday not 
knowing that FEDEX does not open on Suaaday. I sent an email with the 
questions and then sent the ms by FEDEX. However, the ms did not arrive 
until that Tuesday and I was atlcaid I would not make the deadline but 
the?- indicated that it had been received appropriately. I did not find 
many mistakes ~vhich is amazing and is probably due to your thorough 
preparation of the manu script. 

The only concern that I have is that they sent me promotional material 
for the book with its cover. I was a little concerned that of all the 
women discussed and the nature of my discussion on the cover they put 
Louise Beavers ~vith a handkerchief on her head holding her white 
mistress. Since my book is about how these women subvert the type, I 
was a little surprised ~vith the cover but then someone suggested that 
this controversial picture might be a device to make the book sell. 
Please let me knuw what yuu think. You can [uok at the cover by going 
to Indiana University Press and lonk under ~2~rthcuming buoks. Since, 
this is my first bunk I don’t intend tu cumplain as I am anxious to get 
the bouk uut, huwever I was still a little concerned. If you have time, 
let me know what yuu think. I will keep you pusted and ifyuu cume tu 
Chapel Hill let me know. Today it is li’eemng here and I can imagine 
what it must be like in the mountains Have a Happy New Year and will 
keep you pusted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting        ~aol.com: 

Today, I received a bux fron Suuthern Seasun. No indicatiun uf whu 
sent it. rm thinking it might have come frum yuu Am I right? ]£ 
so, thank you very much. 

I.eeGreene 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao~ 3, 2010 1:19 PM 

jmg2196@columbia.edu 

Update 

Dear Jane: I just wanted to let you know that my paper was not accepted 
to SCMS so I will not be attending this year. I had hoped that we could 
meet at the conference But any~vay hope things are going well ~vith you 
and I have been swamped with work (the proofs for my book). Hope we can 
meet at some point so if you come to Durham let’s scl~,edule a lunch. I 
am interested in doing a second black cinema conference on our campus 
and would like to discuss the possibilities. Finally, I sent an earlier 
email but sent it to the old Duke address and I was not sure that you 
had received the email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Address 

Dear I e~joyed you as well. My address is: 
3incerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email unc edu>: 

Happy New Year’. (again): 

Hello, Charlene ... hope all is well.., back to work’. 

My memory bank account is full. I forgot to ask you for your address (I 
had my paper with                         numbers and I completely 
forgot to ask you for yours). Would you mind giving me your address????? 

As al~vays, it was nice to see you .. you make the gatherings i~a and 
informative ~vith your special voice and knowledge, was especially 
sorw she missed you on Friday! 

We look forward to seeing you again soon! 

Thanks 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesda-~l, Janua~ 5, 2010 11:11 AM 

To: ~aol .corn 

Subjet’t: Re: hello 

Dear Dr Greene: At least I feel a little better with your assessment 
Let me know ~vhen you are coming to Chapel Hill again. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting        ~aol.com: 

Presses are interested in marketing--what might catch the eye I 
don’t have a problem with the cover. In some ways, it fits your 
title and general argument--the struggle for visiblity and the 
antistereotpye. I don’t think a beautiful black actress in an 
evening dress would communicate any differently what you argue. Yet 
I do understand your point. 

>LG 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email unc edu 

To        ~aol corn 
Sent: Sun, Jan3, 2010 1:06 pm 
SubJect: Re: hello 

Dear Dr Greene: I just wanted to give you an update on my book. They 
sent the :first page proo]~ the Thursday befi~re Christmas and told me 
that they were due Christmas day, December 25th, but because they 
were closed I had until the Monday after Christmas,December 28th. I 
read every day until the deadline and then returned them on Sunday 
not knowing that FEDEX does not open on Sunday I sent an email with 
the questions and then sent the ms by FED[~X. However, the ms did not 
arrive until that Tuesday and I was afraid I would not make the 
deadline but they indicated that it had been received appropriately. 
I did not find many mistakes which is amazing and is probably due to 
your thorough preparation of the manuscript 

The only concern that I have is that they sent me promotional 
material ]2~r the book with its cover. I was a little concerned that 
ofal[ the women discussed and the nature of my discussion on the 
cover they put Louise Beavers with a handkerchief on her head holding 
her white mistress. Since my book is about how these women subvert 
the type, I was a little surprised with the cover but then someone 
suggested that this controversial picture might be a device to make 
the book sell. Please let me kmow what you think. You can look at the 
cover by going to Indiana University Press and look under forthcomit~g 
books. Since, this is tW first book I don’t intend to cormplain as I 
am at~xious to get the book out, however I was still a little 
concerned. If you have tirne, let me kmow what you think. I will keep 
you posted and if you come to Chapel Hill let me know. Today it is 
freezing here and I can irmagine what it must be like in the 
mountains. Have a Happy New Year and will keep you posted. Sincerely-, 
Charlene Regester Quoting        ~aol.com: 

>> 

>> Today-, I received a box fron Southern Season. No indication of who > 
>> sent it. I’m thinking it might have corme from you. Am I right? If > 
>> so, thank you ver~" much. 
>> 

>> LeeGreene 
>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 5, 2010 11:23 AM 

Lighffoot, N~cy Lila <nlightt~)@indiana.edw~ 

Re: Decisions on Afiican American Actres~s 

Dear Nancy: This is to let you know that I read all of your responses 
and agree ~vith each and every decision that you have made The 
recommendations that are proposed are acceptable Some of these issues, 
I really just wanted to get your opinion Finally, regarding the 
article from Ebony Magazine, if you need for me to get the complete 
source (volume number, etc.) I could do so later today or early in the 
morning but let me know as soon as possible Our library is closing 
early at 5pm since school is still closed. Thanks much for your 
assistance in this matter as I really appreciate your effort 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlightfo@indiana edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I’m getting ready to send your first pass proofs back to production, 
and I ~vanted to check in with you on a couple of things After going 
through the manuscript carefiflly, here are my final queries. I am 
sorw you no longer have the proofs in front of you, and hope that 
you at least have a copy of the questions hart@, because otherwise 
I’m not sure this wifl make sense If you need to reach me with 
questions, I will be here today only until 2 pm (EDT) and then have 
to go to a meeung. I will be in in the morning around 9 am. 

1 ) Since you phrased Question 3 as a question, I’m going to give you 
in?’ ~nput. While I see your point about the chronology--the first 
paragraph talks about the 50s but the second talks about the 40s--I 
like it the way it is. First, I think the paragraphs :flow well in 
terms of topics, with a nice transition from her overlapping personal 
life and acting career to her more political/administrative roles. 
And I also think the paragraph that starts out with the 40s covers 
several decades, starting with her leadership role in the Screen 
Actors Guild (1945) but ending with her support for NJxon in the 
50’s, which I think continued to at least 1960. So I like the order 
the way you have it. Is it o.k. with you to leave it as is? I think 
it reads well 

2) On question 5, I think the sentence is ok as it stands, and here’s 
my thinking I think the way it is introduced sets up Hattie McDanie[ 
as the contrast group, and does not invite comparison between the 
Dandridge and tlome. So I don’t think it raises the issue of which of 
these actresses had lighter coloring. As a well-infi~rmed but not 
expert reader, I think it works well, and would read better without 
the qualifier "somewhat". But, I completely trust your instincts, and 
I’m going to ask you to decide. The politics and implications of skin 
color seem to play such an important role in these women’s lives and 
in the book that I think this has to be your call. It reads better as 
is, but if you think the integrity of the piece is comproruised, we 
should definitely change it. 

Notes on the Notes: 

3) The overall style of the notes is to include the first, last, and 
often middle name of the author for newspaper and periodical 
articles, so I am leaving Norma Jean Darden m~less you have a strong 
objection. As I said in my previous email, consistency within the 
text is more important than any particular system, as long as it’s 
clear to the reader how to locate the source. 

4) I deleted the second mention that Karen Chilton’s book was not out 
when you ~vrote your manuscript, but want to ruake sure that that’s not 
relevant to the text. YVhat you referenced did not soraehow contradict 
Chilton’s book, did it? I didn’t think so, but only you would know 
that. 

5) I have not been able to find the full reference to the Ebony 
review in our library systeru. I queried the main librarians, but they 
gave me the wrong information, and the Neal-Marshall Black Culture 
Center librarians are not answering (I’m pretty sure they’re closed 
for the holiday). I’m proposing we strike the subtitle and leave the 
note as follows because this is the only way I saw it referenced: 

"See How They Run," Ebony, April 1953, 45. 

This is how- it was cited in a Bogle book I found on Google Books. 
Would that be ok. with you? 

Please let me know if I have your o.k on these last few details, 
and--it cannot be said enough--thank you for your careful attention 
to the manuscript and patience with all my queries. 

Best regards, 



Nancy 

Nancy I.ightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
812-855-5031 
nlightfo@indiana, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 5, 2010 11:35 AM 

L. Teresa Church ~mindspfng.com> 

Re: Upcoming Lecture 

Dear Teresa: I will be attending the Danny Glover lecture and because 
served on the committee they will have resel-.ze seats If you plan to 
attend, you can meet me at the door and sit in the reserve section ~vith 
me if you like. Letme know. Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "L. Teresa Church"          ~mindspring cam>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you so much for passing along this announcement. I will mark 
the event on my calendar and make plans to attend Have a good week 
as you prepare for exams and wind down the semester. I look fOlavard 
to our next update as time permits us to meet Have a Merly 
Christmas and take care 

All good wishes for 2010, 

Teresa 

On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:02 PM. regesber@email unc.edu wrobe: 

>> Dear Teresa: I just wanted to let you know that for the MLK lecture 
>> in Janua~ I)anny Glover will be speaking I will ~2~ward the 
>> announcement once it is received. Have a gund holiday and I look 
>> forward to seeing you whenever we can meet again. Currently, I am 
>> preparing [’or exams. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "L Teresa 
>> Church" ~mindspring cam>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> Thank you, again, for lunch yesterday and the opportunity to share 
>>> my research with your students. I think the presentation went very 
>>> well and I look forward to the next time you teach this course. 
>>> 

>>> As promised, I am passing along the name of a collection that has 
>>> some information about Langston tlughes and his visit to Chapel 
>>> }{ill during 1931. Please take a look at the Contempo Records 
>>> collection ¢¢4408. ~Ihese materials are available in the Manuscripts 
>>> Department on the 4th floor in Wilson Library. 
>>> 

>>> The Sonja Haynes Memorial lecture is indeed scheduled for 
>>> Thursday, November 5, at 7:00 PM. I do plan to attend and will 
>>> look forward to seeing you there. Have a good weekend and take 
>>> care. 

>>> Sincerely, 

>>> Teresa 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 5, 2010 11:40 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Morga~ Freeman chain of command 

Dear      I found this quite interesting and plan to keep a cop?’ to 
send by email to my students ~vhen I teach the course in the Spring. 
Even though I received some time ago, I did not have time to thoroughly 
examine. Have a happy New- Year and hope to see you ~vhen the semester 
begins Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~gmail.com>: 

Hi Professor - 

I saw this and thought of you. Thought you might find it entertaining :) 

Cheers, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 5, 2010 11:44 AM 

Lightlbot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edw~ 

RE: Decisions on African American Actresses 

Dear Nancy: Thanks for your quick reply, ffyou need me just email or 
call. Sometimes, I don’t check my email as quickly as I should but ifI 
did, I wouldn’t get any ~vork done during the day-. By the ~vay, in North 
Carolina where it is usually 60 or 70 during the winter months, it has 
been 16 at night and lo~v 30s during the day. I don’t even have clothes 
for this kind of ~veather. Again, I really appreciate your support and 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy 
Lila" <nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I’m so glad you’re ok with things as they are. As far as the Ebony 
citation, I think if it’s good enough for Donald Bogie, it’s probably 
good enough for us to leave the title ~vithout the subtitle. I am kind 
of stickler about citations because I think people have a right to 
credit for their work, but I think we have given enough information 
for anyone who is interested in finding the original source to track 
it down, and it looks like it is readily available m Universi~ 
libraries. 

If you find the citation, and want me to include it, let me know, and 
we can always insert it at a later pass, but I really think it’s fine 
as it is. I may get over to campus today myseif~ but it is AW[:I~YLLY 
cold here! 

I just love this book. [~very time I read it these women are an 
inspiration to me Thank you [’or telling their stories with such 
compassion 

Sincere thanks, 

Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana Umversity Press 
601 N. Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
812-855-5031 
nligh02~@indiana, edu 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester@email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 11:23 AM 
To: Lightfoot, Nancy Lila 
Subject: Re: Decisions on African American Actresses 

Dear Nancy: This is to let you know- that I read all of your responses 
and agree with each and evety~ decision that you have made. The 
reconm~endations that are proposed are acceptable. Some of these issues, 
I really just wanted to get your opinion. Finally, regarding the 
article fiom Ebony Magazine, if you need for me to get the complete 
source (volunre number, etc.) I could do so later today or early in the 
morning but let me kno~v as soon as possible. Our library is closing 
early at 5pro since school is still closed. Thanks much for your 
assistance in this matter as I really- appreciate your effort. 
Sincerely, Charlene Rcgester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> I’m getting ready to send your first pass proofs back to production, 
>> and I ~vanted to check in with you on a couple of things. After going 
>> through the manuscript carefully, here are ray final queries. I am 
>> sorry you no longer have the proofs in front of you, and hope that 
>> you at least have a copy of the questions handy, because otherwise 
>> I’m not sure this will nrake sense. If you need to reach me with 
>> questions, I will be here today- only m~til 2 p.nr. (EDT) and then have 
>> to go to a meeting. I will be in in the morning around 9 a.m. 
>> 

>> 1) Since you phrased Question 3 as a question, rm going to give you 
>> my input. YVhile I see your point about the chronology--the first 
>> paragraph talks about the 50s but the second talks about the 40s--I 
>> like it the way it is. First, I think the paragraphs flo~v well in 
>> terms of topics, with a nice transition Iicom her overlapping personal 
>> life and acting career to her more political/administrative roles 
>> And I also think the paragraph that starts out with the 40s covers 
>> several decades, starting with her leadership role in the Screen 
>> Actors Guild (1945) but ending with her support for Nixon in the 
>> 50’s, which I think continued to at least 1960. So I like the order 
>> the way you have it Is it o.k with you to leave it as is? I think 



>> it reads well 
>> 

>> 2) On question 5, I think the sentence is ok as it stands, and here’s 
>> my thinking. I think the way it is introduced sets up ttattie McDanie[ 
>> as the contrast group, and does not invite comparison between the 
>> Dandridge and Home. So I don’t think it raises the issue of which of 
>> these actresses had lighter coloring. As a well-infi~rmed but not 
>> expert reader, I think it works well, and would read better without 
>> the qualifier "somewhat". But, I completely trust your instincts, and 
>> I’m going to ask you to decide. The politics and implications of skin 
>> color seem to play such an important role in these women’s lives and 
>> in the book that I think this has to be your call. It reads better as 
>> is, but if you think the integrity of the piece is compromised, we 
>> should definitely change it. 
>> 

>> Notes on the Notes: 
>> 

>> 3) The overall st~-le of the notes is to include the first, last, and 
>> often middle name of the author for newspaper and periodical 
>> articles, so I am leaving Nurma Jean Darden unless you have a strong 
>> objection. As I said in nry previous email, consistency within the 
>> text is more inrportant than any particular system, as long as it’s 
>> clear to the reader how to locate the source. 
>> 

>> 4) I deleted the second mention that Karen Chilton’s book was not out 
>> when you wrote your manuscript, but want to make sure that that’s not 
>> relevant to the text. ~2~at you referenced did not somehow contradict 
>> Chilton’s book, did it? I didn’t thip2~: so, but only you would know 
>> that. 
>> 

>> 5) I have not been able to find the full reference to the Ebony 
>> review in our library system. I queried the main librarians, but they 
>> gave me the wrong itfformation, and the Neal-Marshall Black Culture 
>> Center librarians are not answering (I’m pretty- sure they’re closed 
>> for the holiday) I’m proposing we strike the subtitle and leave the 
>> note as follows because this is the only way I saw it referenced: 
>> 

>> "See Ho~v The?’ Run," Ebony, April 1953, 45. 
>> 

>> This is how it ~vas cited in a Bogie book I found on Google Books. 
>> Would that be ok. with you? 
>> 

>> Please let me know if I have your o.k on these last few- details, 
>> and--it cannot be said enough--thank you for your careful attention 
>> to the manuscript and patience ~vith all my queries 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> 

>> 

>> Nancy 
>> 

>> Nancy Lightfoot 
>> Project Editor 
>> Indiana University Press 
>> 601 N. Morton Street 
>> Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
>> 812-855-5031 
>> nlightfo@indiana.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Januao~ 7, 2010 9:51 AM 

L. Teresa Church ~mindspfng.com> 

Re: Upcoming Lecture 

Dear Teresa: I will give you the details as the date approaches but I 
think it will be held in Memorial Hall -- this is flae MLK lecture. Will 
keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "L Teresa 
Church"        @mindspring.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Happy New Year and thank you so much for your good message this 
morning. I definitely plan to attend the lecture and ~vill appreciate 
the opportunity’ to sit with you Certainly, I will be happy to meet 
you at the door 

In previous years, this annual lecture has taken place at the Friday 
Center. Is that the venue for this year? Also, ~vhat is the specific 
time for this event? As soon as I hear back Ileum you, I will mark my 
calendar accordingly 

Have a good day and stay warm. Hope you had a good holiday break 

Best regards, 

Teresa 

On Jan 5, 2010, at 11:34 AM. regester@email unc edu wrote: 

>> Dear Teresa: I will be attending the Danny Gluver lecture and 
>> because I served on the cotranittee they will have reserve seats. If 
>> yuu plan tu attend, you can meet me at the dour and sit in the 
>> reserve sectiun with me ifyuu like. Let me knuw. Happy New Year. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "L. Teresa Church" 
>> ~)mindspring. corn >: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> Thank you so much for passing alung this announcement. I will mark 
>>> the event un my calendar and make plans tu attend Have a good 
>>> week as you prepare for exams and wind down the semester I luok 
>>> ]2)rward tu our next update as time permits us to meet Have a 
>>> Merry Christmas and take care 

>>> All good wishes for 2010, 

>>> On Dec 7, 2009, at 2:02 PM, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>>>> Dear Teresa: I just wanted to let you know that for the MLK 
>>>> lecture in January Datmy Glover will be speaking. I will foward 
>>>> the armouncement once it is received. Have a good holiday and I 
>>>> look forward to seeing you whenever we can meet again. Cmrently, 
>>>> I ara preparing for cxams. Sincerely, Charlene Rcgester Quoting 
>>>> "L. Teresa Church"         ~mindspring.com>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>>>> Thank you, again, for l~ch yesterday and the opportunity" to 
>>>>> share my research with your students. I think the presentation 
>>>>> went very well and I look forward to the next time you teach 
>>>>> this course. 

>>>>> As promised, I am passing along the name of a collection that 
>>>>> has some information about Langston Hughes and his visit to 
>>>>> Chapel Hill during 1931. Please take a look at the Contempo 
>>>>> Records collection #4408 These materials are available in the 
>>>>> Manuscripts Department on the 4th floor in Wilson Library 

>>>>> The Sonja Haynes Memorial lecture is indeed scheduled for 
>>>>> Thursday, November 5, at 7:00 PM. I do plan to attend and will 
>>>>> look forward to seeing you there Have a good ~veekend and take 



>>>>> Sincerely, 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Januao, 7, 2010 9:58 AM 

~aol.com 

[SCMSBIack] Fwd: [mmuf-grad] Ati-icmm studies lecturer needed in tri- state area 

ATT00001 .c 

Happy Holidays and FYI...Also, do you know others who might be interested? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: T. Navarro < ~hotmail.com> 

Date: Tue, Jan 5, 2010 at 9:34 PM 
Subject: [mmuf-grad] Afficana studies lecturer needed in tri-state area 

To: ~ranuf- gmd(~)yahoo~roups.com 

Dear colieagues and friends, 

i hope the New Year finds you well. Our scheduled instructor is 

unexpectedly unable to teach due to visa issues and we are in great 

need of someoRe to teach our "iRtroduction to AfricaRa Studies" course 

this Spring. P~ease forward this to any graduate students or 

c~lleagues in the NYC area who might be interestei as well as to any 

iist-servs. Our students tend to be somewhat demanding, sc some 

teaching experience would be ~Lseful. 

All best, 

instr~Lctor in Africana Studies: Introd~Lction to Africana St~Ldies: The 

African Diaspora 

The Africana Studies Program at Barnard College is seeking an 

individual with interdisciplinary interests to teach Introduction to 

Africana Studies: The African Diaspora for the Spring 20~0 semester. 

The course is the second part of a two semester introduction to the 

major, is open to students at all levels, meets twice per week and 

enrolls 20-35 students. The course is currently scheduled for T-TH, 

2:40-3:5b. Classes start on 19 Janeary, 2010. 

AFRS BC 3006y Introduction to the African Diaspora: An 

iRterdiscipliRary aRd thematic approach to the African diaspora in the 

A~r~ericas: its motivations, dimensions, consequences, and the 

importance and stakes of its study. Beginning witk tke contacts 

between Africans and the Portuguese in the 15th century, this class 

will open up iiverse paths of inquiry as students attempt to ans~er 

qb.estioRs, clear up miscoRceptions, aRd challeRge assumptions about 

the presence of Africans in the New World. 

A Ph.D. prior to appoiRtment and teack’~ing experieRce at the college 

level is desirable. Barnard is a liberal arts college for women 

affiliated with Columbia University in New York. 



Applicants should submit a cv to Africana Studies Director, Kim F. 

Hail, at kh’~ii~b~x~a~d, edu or contact the ~rogram Assistant at 

212-854-9850 with any questions. Barnard College is an Equal 

Opportunity Employer. Women and members ~f under-represented 

minorities are encouraged tc apply. Appiicaticns will be accepted 

until the position is filled. 

Salary is commensurate with education and experience and set by the 

Prowsst . 

KJm F. Hall 

Direstor of Africana Studies & 

Lucyle Hook Professor of English 

Director, Middle Passage Initiative 

Barnard College, Barnard Hall 411 

3009 Broadway 

New York, NY ] 0027 

212-854-0/29 

~,~¢. kimfhal i . corn 

OFFICE HOURS ~@qD APPOiNr’rMENTS C~@q BE },g~DE ONrLiNrE: 

hti:p’://p~o:~ss,xha~ 1.pbworks. corn/ 

Windows Live: Make it easier for your fi~iends to see what,~-ou’re up to on Facebook, 

Reply to sender i Reply to ~roup 
Messages in this topic (2) 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Post message: mmuf-qrad@yahooqroups,com 

Unsubscribe: mmuf- rad-unsubscribe ahoo rou s.com 

Questions? email mmuf-grad-owner@yahoogroups.com 

Going Green: Your Yahoo! Groups resource for green living 

Swib:;h b: Text-Only, Daily Digest, Unsubscribe, Terms of Use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 7, 2010 10:02 AM 

Jacob~m, Linda A. <ljacob~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Chapel ttill News article 

Dear Linda: I sent Dave Hart my alticle on December 30th and never 
heard from him. Also, since I previously punished an article in the 
ne~vspaper they kept the photo previously submitted and never returned 
any of my materials I will forward the essay that I sent to Dave Hart 
with my essay attached. Please keep me abreast of the situation Thanks 
for notit)ing me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Linda Jacobson 
<lj acobso@email uric edu>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> I hope your holidays were restful! I just ~vanted to touch base about 
> your January article on Langston Hughes. You can send that directly 
> to Dave Hart at dave hart@newsobserver corn, or you can send it to me 
> and I’ll forward to him. The?- also like to have a photo of the 
> author. We generally send those in by the third Thursday of the 
> month, but there is no guarantee what day they’ll be able to include 
>it 

> Thanks ! 
> Linda 

> Linda Jacobson 
> Keeper 
> Nurth Carolina Cul[ectiun Gallery 
> Wilsun Library 
> CB#3930 
> ’]’he University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 
>919-%2-1172 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 7, 2010 10:03 AM 

Jacob~m, Linda A. <ljacob~@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Langston Hughes Visit to Chapel Hill 

Langs~ton Hughes Visit to Chapel Hill in 1931 [1].doc 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 30 Dec 2009 13:03:57 -0500 
From: regester@email unc edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Sut~iect: Re: Langston Hughes Visit to Chapel Hill 

To: Dave Hart <dhart@nando.com> 

Dear Dave: Attached is an essay that I am submitting on behalf of the 
Chapel Hill Historical Socie~’. It is to be published in the Chapel 
Hill Newspaper during the month of January. Please let me know that you 
have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting [)ave 

Hart <dhart@nando.com>: 

tli, Charlene. Got it. ~Ihanks 
Dave 

On Jul 9, 2008, at 11:53 A2% regester@email unc edu wrote: 

>> <Theaters and the Mi~viegoing Experience in Chapel Hill.doc> 
Dave Hart 
Chapel Hill Ne~vs 
019) 932-8744 

dhatt@nando.com 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:04 AM 

~unc.edw~ 

Re: Hey Dr. Regester’.!! 

Dear        I am currently working on your letters because I also 
have others to complete for other students. Hope to have finished by 
tomorrow but I will let you know. Thanks for the reminder Happy Ne~v 
Year Sincerely,Charlene Regester Quoting 

~unc.edu>: 

Good Mornin!! 

I hope your New Year will be prosperous and truly blessed’.! t 
How did you enjoy the holidays? I am emailing as you requested to 
remind you about the letters 
(I know how- super busy you are)! The application is due by next 
Friday, but I was going to submit all my stuff by this Friday 
However, if you did not have them yet please do not feel rushed, as I 
can always mail out the letters separately. Please let me know if 
you need anything’. 

Thanks a million, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 7, 2010 10:06 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Universi~ of Miami S ummer ReseaJ~ch Experience 2010 

ATT00001 .htm; image001 .gi£ image001.gil:, flyer2010.pdf 

Please let your students know about our University of Miami NSF 5g[ Summer Research Experience, The program w~]~ run from Mm/I9 to July 23, 2010, We are 

accepting applications until March ;1.5, 2010. 

The programs being offered are: Psychok)gy~ Counseling Paychoh:~gy, So(:iok~gy~ Economics and Internath:m~l Studies, We are e%~eda~y securing a d~erse poo~ o[ 

underfed)resented minority students who are U.S. d~:~zens or permanent: residents. 

This ~s a [errific oppo~turfity fo~ r~sk~g juniors and sen~o~s to conduct research, analyze data, and gain presentation experience. Students are more than welcome 

fax the application to the Graduate Schoo~ at 305-28~]-5441~ For questions, p~ease contact Bryan Jo~es 305-284-4:].54. 

Sandra S. Abraham 
Assistant ~an, Graduate School 

Room !06, Albert Pick Hall 

Coral Gables, FL 33124-3220 

305-284-4154 

305-284-5441 (fax) 

sabrabat~ mia mL edu 

www.miami.edu/grads.abraham 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 7, 2010 10:10 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Undergraduate Research Opportunity 

SRI 2010 Announcement.docx 

..... For~w~rded message from sri@bsos.umd.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 05 Jan 2010 13:03:44 -0500 

From: Summer Research Initiative <sri@bsos.umd edu> 
Reply-To: Summer Research Initiative <sri@bsos umd.edu> 
Subject: Undergraduate Research Opportunity 

To: Summer Research Initiative < SRI@bsos umd.edu> 

Greetings, 

I am writing to share with you a wonderful summer research opportuni~" 
at the University of Maryland, College Park intended for undergraduate 
students (see attached armouncement). This program is geared at rising 
j uniors and seniors who are interested in pursuing a doctorate in the 
social, behavioral and economic sciences immediately following the 
completion of the Bachelors degree. All students are eligible; however, 
we highly encourage those from under-represented populations to apply 
(i.e African Americans, ttispanics, American Indians, Alaska Nauves, 
Native ttawaiians, or other Pacific Islanders). 

We expect 10-12 scholars to participate in the upcoming eight-week 
experience (from May 31- July 23, 2010). Events and activities will 
include lab and research experiences, didactic science lectures, and 
oppoltunities for professiunal development, mentoring, and networking. 
Accepted students will be provided round-trip airfare, meals, room and 
board and a $2,700 stipend. The application deadline is February 12, 
2010. 

We would greatly appreciate yo~tr help in disseminating this 
amm~mcement to your students and colleagues. Please refer them to our 
program website 
http://w~vw.bsos.umd, eduidiversits,/summer-research-initiative.aspx 

or email us at sri@bsos.umd.edu 

Thank you. 

David Oarcia 
SRI Coordinator 

S~tmmer Research Initiative 
Office of the Dean 
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences 
University of MaiNland - College Park 
2141 Tydings Hall 
College Park, MD 20742 
(T) 301-405-8761 
(F) 301-314-9086 
(E) sri@bsos.umd.edu 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



UNIVERS ITY OF 

COLLEGE OF BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Summer Research Initiative to h crease Diversi  

An Overview of the UMD Summer Research Initiative 
The Summer Research Initiative was created in 1999 by the Office of the Dean in the College of Behavioral and 
Social Sciences (BSOS) and is supported by the Office of the Provost, the Graduate School, the Office of the 
Vice President for Research, the College, and a grant from the National Science Foundation (SBE-AGEP). The 
goals of the program are to provide rising juniors and seniors an opportunity to increase their interest and 
learn about doctoral-level training, and provide basic research skills that can be applied in the social, 
behavioral and economic science fields. The program has a special emphasis on population groups 
underrepresented in these fields (i.e., African Americans, Hispanics, American Indians, Alaska Natives, Native 
Hawaiians or other Pacific Islanders). 

at ~ninority 

-SRI 26~0 Scholar 

Program Details 
This 8-week program will be held on the University of Maryland, College Park 

campus from May 31 through July 23, 2010. Students will be provided a 
meaningful research experience by working with a faculty mentor in one of our 

nine academic departments: African American Studies, Anthropology, 

Criminology & Criminal Justice, Economics, Geography, Government & Politics, 

Hearing & Speech Sciences, Psychology and Sociology. We will also supplement 
their research experience with lectures, workshops, and networking opportunities. 

Students will be provided round-trip airfare, meals, room and board in University 
on-campus housing and a stipend of $2,700. 

The University of Maryland, College Park is the flagship campus in the University 
of Maryland system and is home to first-class researchers and research facilities. U.S. News & World Report 
ranks the University 18th among public universities. According to the NSF, the University ranks 8th in 
awarding doctoral degrees in the social, behavioral and economic sciences to underrepresented ethnic 
minori ties. 

The university’s location, just nine miles from downtown Washington, D.C. and 
approximately 30 miles from Baltimore, provides access to some of the finest 
libraries, research centers, and professional opportunities in the country. The D.C. 
metro area is nationally regarded for its dense population of highly educated and 
trained professionals, diversity, culture and entertainment. 

2009 Scholar 

How to A_ _l!p~l_ 
Basic eligibility requirements include (but are not limited to) junior or senior status by Fall 2010; U.S. citizen or 
permanent resident status; and a strong intent to immediately pursue a Ph.D. in the social, behavioral, and 
economic sciences upon completion of the Bachelors degree. We are especially interested in applications from 
students underrepresented in the social, behavioral, and economic sciences. The application deadline is 
February 12, 2010. 
For more information, please visit: http://www.bsos.umd.edu/diversity/su~mmer-research-initiative.aspx 

Or contact Dr. Kim J. Nickerson at SRI@bsos.umd.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 7, 2010 10:21 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Attended the Renov Lecture 

..... Forwarded message Iicom rcunte@emaihunc.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 04 Dec 2009 17:23:43 -0500 
From: "Richard C. Cante" <rcante@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Richard C Cunte" <rcante@email uric edu> 
Subject: Re: Attended the Renov Lecture 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

hi charlene--thanks for getting in touch, i did notice you there at 
the talk, but only out of the comer of my eye (and only eralized was 
you later), wow that’s great about glover, do you know the date he’ll 
be speaking? thanks in advance, rich 
p s--someone might want to advise the chair of your department to maybe 
REPLY TO AN EMAIL once in a whilet it’s pretty unbelievabIet very best, 
r 

regester@email unc. edu wrote: 
Dear Rich: I attended the Renov lecture and I am not sure if you 
recognized me. But anyway I did support the event even though my 
department did not serve as a sponsor I wanted to let you know that 
I am on the Martin Luther King Committee and DanW GIover will be the 
featured speaker this year in January I will send you an 
announcement regarding this event when it becomes available. Have a 
good holiday. By the way, I will not be attending SCMS this year. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Review of : "P|ay(writing) and En(acting) Consciousness: Theater as Rhetoric in 
Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig 

The essay "Play(writing) and En(acting) Consciousness is being recommended for 
publication in your journal. I found the essay to be clearly argued, well supported and 
substantiated, and most of all innovative in its approach to this topic. Although, I am a 
film studies scholar rather than literary scholar because the essay employs an innovative 
approach to this topic - it is this point of appeal that makes the essay deserving of 
publication. To suggest that the author of Our Nig employed characteristics associated 
with the theater when she wrote the novel is very interesting and seems to be a novel 
approach to deconstructing a novel that has been thoroughly interrogated by literary 
critics. However, while I am recommending the essay for publication, I would also like to 
recommend a few minor revisions that the writer may or may not want to employ. 

1) When the essay opens it uses an analogy from a white South African female who 
is coming to terms with her own guilt for the exploitation of her black 
laborer/employer and experiences an internal contradiction in that she feels guilty 
regarding the exploitation endured yet at the same time distances herself from the 
exploitation. While I fully understood its use as a means by which to explain how 
Wilson constructs Our Nig in a similar manner through the creation of the 
sympathetic whites in the novel, I found this analogy distracting. When this is 
introduced at the beginning of the essay while it serves to explain the approach 
employed by the author it takes the focus away from the novel. The writer(s) may 
not agree with my impression but for me, the focus was on this white South 
African female rather than Our Nig. Since the paper is primarily about the novel, I 
would introduce this analogy later or move to the end of the paper or eliminate it 
all together. 

2) Later in the essay, the writer discusses how other critics have approached reading 
the novel and demonstrates how their approach is unique and different. Yet, they 
only mention these critics and relegate their works to the endnotes. Perhaps this 
material should be taken out of the endnotes and put in the essay as part of the 

Review of the Literature. 
3) My final recommendation is that to add clarity to the various sections of the 

essay, the writer should insert sub-headings to separate the various sections of the 
essay or the overall argument. This makes it much easier to follow so that reader 
clearly understands when they are focusing on one particular argument rather than 
another i.e. Attacks on Capitalism, Challenges to Western Ideals of Christianity, 

etc. 

Finally, I found the essay appealing, informative, thoughtful, and innovative. Therefore, I 
am recommending this essay for publication in your j ournal. I think that it contributes to 
the existing body of literature and has merit as a scholarly essay. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:31 AM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: thank you 

Dear       Currently, I am working on your letter and if I have 
questions, I will let you know Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.2~email.unc.edu>: 

I just wanted to thank you again for ?’our help. I’ll let you know the end 
result, hopefully it will be good! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 8, 2010 11:44 AlVl 

Western Journal of Black Studies <~jbs@mail.wsu.edu> 

RE: jonma request 

Review of OurNig for Western Journal of Black Studies [1].doc 

Dr E. Lincoln James: Attached is the revie~v for the essay previously 
for~varded I will send a hard copy of my review along with the 
evaluation form by mail. Thanks for allowing me to review this work 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Western Journal of Black Studies 
<wjbs@mail wsu edu>: 

Dear Pro£ Regester: 

Thank you so much [’or agreeing to evaluate this manuscript for the journal 
We really do appreciate your time and efl2~rt. 

Enclosed/Attached to this e-mail you will find a copy of manuscript ¢¢4489, 
entitled "Play(writing) and En(acting) Consciousness: Theater as 

>> Rhetoric in Harriet Wilson’s Our Ni" along with an evaluation form. We 
would like to encourage you to write additional thoughtful comments that may 
help authors improve their scholarship We would also greatly appreciate it 
if you could return your completed review to us by January 15, 2010. 

Cordially, 

E Lincoln James/managing editor 

E Lincoln James, PhD 
Prnfessor & Managing Editor 
The Western Journal of Black Studies 
Cleveland Hall, Room 70C 
Washington State University 
Pullman, WA 99164-2103 
Ph: (509) 335-8681; 335 - 3911 
Fax: (509) 335-6959 

The Western Journal of Black Studies was founded in 1977 and is one of the 
oldest black studies journals in the world. It is owned and operated by 
Washington State University. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.m~c.edu [raailto:regester(&eraail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 4:01 PM 
To: Western Journal of Black Studies 
Subject: Re: journa request 

Dear Editor: My area of research is primarily film history but I would 
be more than glad to review this essay for your journal. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Western Journal of Black Studies 
<wjbs@mail.wsu.edu>: 

>> Dear Pro£ Regester: 

>> You have been identified as an expert in the area associated with a 
>> manuscript which has been submitted to The Western Journal of Black 

Studies. 
>> I am contacting you to find out if you would be willing to review 

manuscript 
>> #4489, entitled "Play(writing) and En(acting) Consciousness: Theater as 
>> Rhetoric in Harriet Wilson’s Our Ni" All of our submissions are double 
>> blind revie~ved by external evaluators and your contribution would go a 

long 
>> ~vay to~vards helping us maintain the journal’s quality and academic 

integrity 
>> as one of the ~vorld’s leading Aiicicana Studies publications 

>> The WJBS review period is normally 50 days. If you are willing to conduct 
>> this review- for us please let me know and we ~vill send you an electronic 
>> copy of the manuscript as well as an evaluation form We understand that 

the 
>> review process will take tap some of your very valuable time and would like 
>> you to know in advance that we would greatly appreciate feedback from a 
>> highly regarded scholar such as yourselI~ 



>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> E. Lincoln James/managing editor 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> E. Lincoln James, PhD 
>> 

>> Professor & Managing Editor 
>> 

>> The Western Journal of Black Studies 
>> 

>> Cleveland Hall, Room 70C 
>> 

>> Washington State Universi~ 
>> 

>> Pullman, YVA 99164-2103 
>> 

>> Ph: (509) 335-8681; 335 - 3911 
>> 

>> Fax: (509) 335-6959 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> The Western Journal of Black Studies was founded in 1977 and is one of the 
>> oldest black studies journals in the world. It is owned and operated by 
>> Washington State University. 



Review of : "P|ay(writing) and En(acting) Consciousness: Theater as Rhetoric in 
Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig 

The essay "Play(writing) and En(acting) Consciousness" is being recommended for 
publication in your journal. I found the essay to be clearly argued, well supported and 
substantiated, and most of all, innovative in its approach to this topic. Although I am a 
film studies scholar rather than literary scholar, I found the essay’s appealing use of an 
innovative approach to this topic makes it deserving of publication. To suggest that the 
author of Out" Nig employed characteristics associated with the theater when she wrote 
the novel is very interesting and seems to be a novel approach to deconstructing a novel 
that has been thoroughly interrogated by literary critics. However, while I am 
recommending the essay for publication, I would also like to recommend a few minor 
revisions that the writer may or may not want to employ. 

1) When the essay opens it uses an analogy from a white South African female who 
is coming to terms with her own guilt for the exploitation of her black 
laborer/employer. She experiences an internal contradiction in that she feels guilty 
regarding the exploitation imposed yet at the same time distances herself from the 
exploitation. While I fully understood its use as a means by which to explain how 
Wilson constructs Our Nig in a similar manner through the creation of the 
sympathetic whites in the novel, I found this analogy distracting. While it serves 
to explain the approach employed by the author, it takes the focus away from the 
novel. The writer(s) may not agree with my impression but for me, the focus was 
on this white South African female rather than Our Nig. Since the paper is 
primarily about the novel, I would introduce this analogy later or move to the end 
of the paper or eliminate it all together. 

2) Later in the essay, the ~vriter discusses how other critics have approached reading 
the novel and demonstrates how their approach is unique and different. Yet, they 
only mention these critics and relegate their works to the endnotes. Perhaps this 
material should be taken out of the endnotes and put in the essay as part of the 
Review of the Literature. 

3) My final recommendation is that to add clarity to the various sections of the 
essay, the writer should insert sub-headings to separate the various sections of the 
essay or the overall argument. This makes it much easier to follow so that reader 
clearly understands when they are focusing on one particular argument rather than 
another i.e. Attacks on Capitalism, Challenges to Western Ideals of Christianity, 
etc. 

Finally, I found the essay appealing, informative, thoughtful, and innovative. Therefore, I 
am recommending this essay for publication in your j ournal. I think that it contributes to 
the existing body of literature and has merit as a scholarly essay. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <~ges~e@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janua~ 8, 2010 11:47 AM 

@ao].com 

Fwd: "Silent Choices" screenings in NYC Jan. & Feb. 2010 

In th~s iss~,e 

Benefit screening of "Silent Choices" in Manhattan ]an. 21 

:: Free "Silent Choices" screening in Brooklyn Feb. 2 

A~OUT ~LENT 
as well as details about my new film, 

~Ki SilentChoicesDVDcover 

aspects of reproductive rights for African American women," 

Justin WadLandl, Video Librarian 

ABO UT SILENT CHOICES 
Si/en# Choices is a documentary film about abortion from the perspective of African 
Americans= The film explores the thorny intersection of race, gender, personal 
freedom and reproductive choice. Silent Choices won the Best Documentary award at 
the 2007 Roxbury Film Festival. 

Silent Choices is available for educational use from New Day Films. Go to 
http://www,newdav,com/films/SilentChoices,html to purchase the film or call 

Fundraiser for NARAL Pro-Choice America 

NARAL president Nancy Keenan is the event’s special ~uest. 

The Future Direction Committee Leadership of NARAL Pro-Choice America presents a 
screening of Silent Choices on Thursday~ 3an, 2t at The Soho House, 29-32 9th 
Avenue in Manhattan, Cocktails begin at 6:30 p.m. The screening begins at 7 p.m. 
NARAL Pro-Choice America president Nancy Keenan will be on hand for the event. 
Click here to purchase tickets. 

Catch Si/en# Choices again on Tues, Feb, 2 at 6 pomo at the 
Brooklyn PuMic Library-Nacon Branch, located at 36/. Lewis 
Ave, (between Halsey & Nacon) in Bed-Stuyo Admission ~s FREE. 
Faith Penn~ck w~l~ be joined ~n the after-screening discussion by 

Lynn Roberts, an assistant professor of puMic health at 

Hunter College. 

~iI SilentOhoicesDV 

Dcover 



For more information on Silent Choices, please visit ww,z~,silentchoic~s.corn. 

If you work or study at a university, or work at an organization that is interested ~n 
scheduling a screening of 5lien# @oices, contact f~th@silemtcho~ces:co~, 

For ~mmed~ate updates, follow me on Twitter @orgchaos~ed~a. 

Thanks For rea~ing~ 

Cordially, 
Faith Pennick 
Organized Chaos h~ediaworks, Znc. 

Forward email 

iii~ Safe Unsubscribe 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by             #yahoo.com. 

Update Profile/Email Address I Tnstant removal with Saf~eUnsubseriber’~ I Privacy 
Policy. 

Organized Chaos Mediaworks I 216 Macon St. I Brooklyn I NY I 11216 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 8, 2010 12:04 PM 

a~m@listserv.nnc.edu 

[ipcfac] fwd: Danny Glover talk January 21 at 7:30pm 

..... Forwarded message Iicom rcante@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Thu, 07 Jan 2010 21:43:43 -0500 
From: richard c cante <rcante@email uric edu> 

Reply-To: faculty teaching cinema courses <ipcfac@listselw.unc.edu> 
Subject: [ipcfac] fwd: Dainty Glover talk January 21 at 7:30pm 

To: faculty teaching cinema courses <ipcfac@listserv uric edu> 

forward by request of Professor Charlene Regester. 
please distribute further as appropriate. 
very best, 
rich cante 

29th Annual Marlin Luther King, Jr Memorial Lecture: I)anny Glover 
Presentation of 27th Annual Martin Luther King, Jr Scholarship 
January 21 at 7:30 pm ] Memorial Hall [Ticket Required] 

A distinguished actor of the stage and screen, Danny Glover is known 
for his work in both Hollywood blockbusters such as Lethal Weapon and 
serious dramatic films including The Color Purple Towering and 
quietly forceful, Glover lends gravity and complexity to the d~verse 
characters he has portrayed throughout his career Although much of 
his renown derives from his work as an actor and producer, his 
commitment to social activism is integral to his life and has gained 
him the respect of colleagues and noted humanitarians including Harry 
Belafonte and Cornel West. A passionate advocate ]2~r economic 
lusuce, accessible health care and education, Glover?s social 
activism began long before his work as an actor While a student at 
San Francisco State University Glover was instrumental in staging a 
five-month-long student strike resulting in the creation of the 
nation?s :first Ethnic Studies Department. tlis long history of 
activism continues to this day through his work with United Farm 
Workers, The Black AIDS Institute, The Algebra Project and the 
Vanguard Public Foundation. He currently- setwes as the board chair of 
the TransAfrica Forum. Glover?s corcanitment to articulating the 
African American experience is fundamental to his work both on and 
offthe screen. His presentation will draw from his experience as 
both an actor and activist and will tell how Dr. King?s life and 
legacy has influenced him to use his platform as a world renowned 
actor to engage in social activism. 

Ticket Information i All tickets nrust be picked up in person florri the 
Memorial Hall Box Office L~’~’(~’ Students: FREE reserved-seat tickets 
available starting Tuesday, January 12. I~rNC Students must present I~rNC 
One Card. Two tickets per One Card, lm~it, two One Cards per student. 
General Public, Faculty and Staff: FREE reserved-seat tickets 
available starting Thursday, Janualy 14. Limit, two tickets per 
person. 
Memorial Hall Box Office Information 
Web site: memoriathall.~mc.edu 
Hours: 10 am?6 pnr Monday?Friday ] Tel: (919) 843-3333 
Note: Box Office will be closed on Monday, January 18 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 

~email.unc.edu 

-- You are CUl~ently subscribed to ipcfac as: regester@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe 
click here: 
http://lists.ua~c.eduiu?id 23351241 da68e742b95554i~PSfcI765280623dad&n T&I ipcfac&o 26154354. or send a blank email to 
leave-26154354-23351241 da68e742b95554JlPSfcf765280623dad@listserv.unc.edu. 

..... End for~varded message ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:29 PM 

~unc.edu-~ 

Re: When Can You Pick Up Letter? 

Dear         I will have your letters later today so do you want to 
pick them up on Monday at my Carrell in Davis Library (Room 8026) or do 
you need to pick them up earlier? Please let me know as soon as 
possible and let me kno~v what time you would like to pick them up. 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~unc.edu>: 

Good Morning[ 

I hope your New Year ~vill be prosperous and truly blessed!’. ! 

How- did you enjoy the holidays? I am emailing as you requested to 

remind you about the letters 

(I kno~v how super busy you are)! The application is clue by next 

Friday, but I was going to submit all my stuffby this Friday. 

However, if you did not have them yet please do not feel rushed, as I 

can al~vays mail out the letters separately. Please let me know if 

you need anything! 

Thanks a million, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 8, 2010 1:09 PM 

Jacob~m, Linda A. <ljacob~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Chapel ttill News article 

Dear Linda: Did you recewe my previous email regarding the article for 
Chapel Hill News. If so, please let me know Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Linda Jacobson <~iacobso@email unc.edu>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> I hope your holidays were restful! I just ~vanted to touch base about 
> your January article on Langston Hughes. You can send that directly 
> to Dave Hart at dave hart@newsobserver corn, or you can send it to me 
> and I’ll forward to him. The?- also like to have a photo of the 
> author. We generally send those in by the third Thursday of the 
> month, but there is no guarantee what day they’ll be able to include 
>it 

> Thanks ! 
> Linda 

> Linda Jacobson 
> Keeper 
> North Carolina Collection Gallery 
> Wilson Library 
> CB#3930 
> ’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 
>919-%2-1172 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:14 PM 

~unc.edu-~ 

Re: When Can You Pick Up Letter? 

Dear        What about 12 noon (no earlier than this because I might 
be late getting to work) If I have to leave, I will leave in a folder 
underneath the carrell door ~vith your name on the material and you can 
just pick it up Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~unc.edu>: 

Good Afternoon Dr Regester: 

Monday is just fin!! I can pick them up any time 9 am - 5 pm at 
your Carrell Just let me know what time ~vorks best for you. Thanks 
for letting me klm~V, have a GREAT ~veekend! 

Sincerel,v, 

> 

> 

> 

> regester(~email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear         I will have your letters later today so do you ~vant to 
>> pick them up on Monday at my Carrel[ in Davis Library (Ruom 8026) or 
>> du yuu need to pick them up earlier? Please let me knuw as suon as 
>> possible and let me know what time yuu would like tu pick them up. 
>> Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting 
>> @uric edu>: 
>> 

>>> Guod Mornin!! 
>>> 

>>>    I hupe your New Year will be prusperous and truly blessed!!! 
>>> Huw did you enjoy the hulidays? I am emailing as you requested to 
>>> remind yuu about the letters 
>>> (I know huw super busy you are)! The application is due by next 
>>> Friday, but I was going to submit all my stuff by this Friday. 
>>> Huwever, ifyuu did nut have them yet please du not feel rushed, as 
>>> I can ahvays mail out the letters separately. Please let me know 
>>> ifyuu need awthing! 

>>> Thanks a milliun, 



From: Regester, Charlene B ~:regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 2010 2:11 PM 

To: ~vahoo.cora_~ 

Subject: Proofs 

Dear Tamala: If you are near finishing the proofs, dn you think that we 
can meet next week so that I caa return them to the press. The best 

days for me to meet are probably Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday 
aRernootns. We might need about 30 to 45 minutes to discuss the changes 
made. Let me know what ~vorks best for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 8, 2010 2:14 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Proofs tbr Volume on Black Ente(tainers 

Dear Rhonda Herman: This is to inform you that I plan to return the 
proo£s for Black Enteltainers Volume II next week Will send by FED EX 
Please let me know if additional information is needed prior to 
returning the proofs Thanks much for your assistance and suppoort over 
the years. Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 8, 2010 3:43 PM 

tamala grisset~ ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Proofs 

Dear Tamala: Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting t~amala 
grissett              ~)yahoo.com>: 

> Hi Dr. Regester, 
> 

> I have finished ~vith the proofs. I can meet early Thursday afternoon 
> or Friday. rll see you next week. 
> 

> Tamala 
> 

> --- On Fri, 1/8/10, regester@email uric edu <regester@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> From: regester@email.uaac.edu <regester@email.unc edu> 
>> Subject: 
>> To:           ~yahoo.com 
>> Date: Friday, JanuaW 8, 2010, 2:10 PM 
>> Dear Tamala: If you are near 
>> finishing the proofs, do you think that ~ve can meet next 
>> week so that I can return them to the press The best days 
>> for me to meet are probably Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday 
>> afternoons. We might need about 30 to 45 minutes to discuss 
>> the changes made. Let me know what works best for you. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao~ 10, 2010 10:33 AM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: thank you 

Dear Your letter has been mailed Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting ~email uric edu>: 

I just wanted to thank you again for your help. I’ll let you know the end 
result, hopefully it ~vill be good! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao~ 10, 2010 2:15 PM 

~aol.com 

Re: Feb 6 meeting 

Membersip Meeting UFVA.doc; UFVA Bomd minutes rev 10[1].doc 

Dear Diane: Attached are the revised minutes from August UFVA board 
meeting. Also, are the minutes from the general membership meeting. 
Please revie~v for final approval. I assume that you ~vill send copies to 
the board members or post on website (following necessaW changes). 
Finally, because I am not familiar with many of the organizations or 
names (as well as issues)of those invovled with UVFA, I hope to improve 
in future meetings. Please review at your earliest convenience because 
my semester is beginning and it is alrea@ hectic. I need to give this 
my attention as soon as possible or otherwise it will get on the back 
burner By the way, it has been incredibly cold even for North 
Carolina, hope the weather will allow us to make the trip to St Louis 
-- a meeting in the Bahamas would have been much better. As ]2~r the 
minutes, if those making reports could send me the reports by email 
this might make it easier [’or me to assemble the minutes more 
accurately but whatever you decide is fine with me. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting        @aol.com: 

Hi, All. A bit more irfformation about the Feb. 6th meeting m st. 
Louis. We will have an LCD projector and screen, so if you want, your 
reports and any web sites can be projected. Thanks to Simon 
asking about that. 
Also the entire Westborough Country Club is wifi. 

I’ll send maps later. It’s an easy, 15-minute drive from the hotel 
right out Highway 44 to Berry Road and a couple blocks off the 
highway to the club. I’m going to let you all organize sharing rides 
from the a~rport (about a 20 minute taxi ride, depending on traffic, 
of course) and from the hotel to the meeting. You don’t need me in 
the middle of all that. It does seem everyone is coming in Friday and 
leaving Sunday, so I hope sharing works for you. 

The Saturday, Februaw 6 schedule will be: coffee, tea and 
continental breakfast ready by 8:30 a.m. 
Mecting 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Cocktail hour in the bar area 5:00 to 
6:00 p.m. or so, dinner off the menu (whatever you want and it’s good 
food) aro~md 6:15 p.m. 
All food and nonalcoholic drinks are paid for by UFVA. There will be 
a cash bar for the cocktail hour. 
If you have a significant other in town, they’re welcome to join us 
for the cocktail hour and dinner, but let me know by JanualN 18th 
because I need numbers for resel~’ing the tables. 

ARer ditmer, go crazy in St. Louis, whatever suits your fancy. 
Laclede’s Landing on the Riverfront (short walk from your hotel) has 
a lot but you rdrght find other places you prefer. Seems every’thing is 
on line now but don’t hesitate to ask. I’ll probably learn something 
about my own city. 

Remember also that you have an $800 reimbursable budget, so keep your 
receipts. 
Any questions about the meeting, send them along, rm probably 
forgetting something. 
Checrs, Diane 



{PAGE 

Membership Meeting UFVA 

August 2009 New Orleans, Louisiana 

Meeting started at 3:40 

Diane Carson introduced board members and the results of the election; 

Announcements for events at this year’s conference 

1) Were provided by UFVA representative regarding the picnic 

2) Passports will provide great prizes 

Report Presented on Legal and Public Affairs: 

The landscape of permissions and licenses regarding fair use practices have changed so much; 

media literacy education has been tremendous help. UFVA went to the copyright office to 

decriminialize the DMC use of DVDs for documentary film and the copyright office will make a 

final ruling in October. The UFVA made the application. The new rules will be posted as soon as 

made available. We established a system for moving cases through the court that might need 

attention on decisions by UFVA. Exemplary of the troubles encountered include a documentary 

made by a filmmaker on dog fights who was sentenced to prison for making this film. The 

filmmaker’s appeals went to the U.S. supreme court. Carson and organization thanked the 

attorney/film specialist for his work on this issue on the behalf of the organization. 

Report by Frank Tomasulo 

As executive Vice-President, Frank Tomasulo was asked up to re-examine the duties outlined as 

delineated in the Constitution as an ex-officio member of all committees associated with UFVA. 

He checked on caucus chairs and established a list of all Caucus Chairs. Tomasulo reported that 

he was trying to establish more relationships between caucuses and conference chair as well as 

the board. He indicated that we asked the chairs of these Caucuses to identify those participating 

in these caucuses. Documentary, Screenwriting, History & Theory, We made a few revisions to 

certain procedures and guidelines. You can also post your photo when you run for office. We can 

post documents and procedures to the website and information about running a conference. 

Carson added that regarding elections she encouraged members to run for office and become 

more involved; names ~vill be forwarded to nominating committee; nominations made be added 

to the ballot by some 5 members but these nominations must be received by a certain deadline. 

Report by Steve LipkiniSteve Tropiano--Journal of Film and Video: 



{PAGE 

According to Lipkin, the Journal of Film and ~qdeo remains on schedule; if you are not 

receiving the journal let us know; we also have the Digest - the guidelines is a monthly 

electronic newsletter, announcements, job listings, member news, grants conferences, recent or 

future screenings and publication of their works, links to other information; the Digest is 

distributed the first of each month; the j ournal for 2010 requires that when you renew your 

membership the dues are the same but you will have the option of receiving it in print or on-line 

and this is the first year that this option will be made available. If you want both then there will 

be an additional fee. 

Maura-Conference Vice President 

According to Maura, a total of some 380 members have attended this conference and this is one 

of the largest conferences held by UFVA. Thanks to all of the conference co-chairs. New 

attendees were recognized. In August 2010, UFVA will have its next conference in Vermont - 

Champlain University and you can fly into Vancouver. In 2011 the UFVA conference will be 

held at Emerson College in Boston. 

Peter Bukalski-Treasurer Report 

Budget and expenditures of fiscal year 2008 have been reported and they have been audited by a 

CPA. We overspent about 5,000 because of two unexpected expenses - first official audit 

required by federal grant received. On next page, income sources represent actual income 

received and we are up in three of the categories. So our income is about 96,000 as well as 

category of flow thru funds - example American Documentaries Showcase this proj ect will 

utilize certain funds; Most of the money has to be spent for projects already committed. As of 

July 31, our membership stood at over 1200 and is the highest of my career. 

Home Office where I am working temporarily which was a volunteer office, will transition to a 

full professionally run office with hired staff. Someone recommended that we could have the 

journal on website or as a pdf. Carson then thanked Peter for his service. Home office will be 

located in Los Angeles and will be run by Philip Neemie. Tomasulo was unaware of the listserve 

and they were instructed to contact the home office. Bukalski encouraged members to become a 

part of the listserve. 

Bill Huie-Former president of UFVH Foundation 

The UFVH is a branch of UFVA established in late 1950s to apply for and receive grant money 

for various proj ects. it is really designed to solicit money to facilitate UFVA proj ects. Kodak 

makes a generous contribution which has been funding Kodak scholarships. This past year, our 

funding was declined. I would like to give credit to David Thomas who was instrumental in 

increasing our proceeds on the stock market. We elected a new president, Melinda Levin. New 

Trustees include Norm Hollyn. We will have a mission statement on UFVA website. 



{PAGE 

We will make proposal to Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences to see if we can get them 

to set up a fellowship for schools that don’t specialize in media arts but we do intend to submit 

grant application in the future. 

We proposed to establish a new position on the UFVA Board - Disaster Response 

Representative as a result of Katrina we needed some communication in place to provide 

information and remain in contact in the event of a disaster. A member recognized Bill Huie for 

his continued senlice with the foundation over the last nine years. 

Jeff-Website Correspondent: 

Jeff has been responsible for putting conference registration forms on the website; discussion 

forums will be expanded for the website- post-production forum is currently installed; multiple 

other forums can be established based on the Caucuses. You are free to contact Jeff for other 

questions or information for the website or if you want to moderate a forum, please let me know. 

The forum is only as good as the people that use it and you don’t have to be a member in order to 

participate in forum. UFVAhome@aol.com will get to Jeff. 

Scholarships and Grants: 

Adrienne Carageorge discussed the scholarships for Carol Fielding grant. She encouraged 

members to serve as jurors for the selection process. Last year we had some 25 jurors. We gave 3 

Fielding grants and one documentary grant for a total of 6,000 for student projects. She indicated 

the recipients of these awards. On Saturday the award winning films will be screened. 

Global Rivers Project - Melinda 

UfVA is founding member of an international organization of Select and last meeting was held 

in Beijing, China. Levin, Susan Regan and Karla Berry and others became involved in this global 

proj ect and we had several funders in addition to Select. Avid provided software, VNH provided 

equipment, but the three of us as executive producers we documented five rivers and premiered a 

rough version of the Rivers Project. We will also shoot on the Los Angeles river to work toward 

the completion of this project. Peter Bukalski commented that two additional contributors made 

contributions to the project. 

Teaching Committee-Frank Tomasulo 

Frank Tomasulo reported that he was on the teaching committee several years ago; we submitted 

a mission statement, by-laws, encouraged panels at the conference on teaching, syllabi guidelines 

on the website, established video. Mary Dalton is now in charge of Teaching Committee. We 

now offer a teaching award. Carson recommended that syllabi be submitted to the website to 

assist those teaching similar courses. 
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Carson-Sustainer Representative Jackie Seato indicated that he is looking forward to meeting 

with Carson. Thanks for their services. 

Announcements: American Documentary Showcase state department grant has been renewed for 

$600,000 and we will solicit documentary films and make nominations to postmark deadline. A 

panel of experts will rate some 10 films that will be nominated. Films, study guides, descriptions, 

and screenings are provided. They are particularly interested in short-films. They must be by 

American citizens and must be on American subj ects. Process, Immigration, Health, Music, 

Society, Popular Culture, etc. 

Robert Johnson had his film shown for the current documentary showcase. 

Cilect-Chap Freeman: We are the world organization of film schools as a way of bridging the 

east and western schools of the world. UFVA was the founding organization and single member 

of Cilect. In 2009 Select has 143 member institutions on five continents and UFVA is a full 

member. The organization has a president and four vice-presidents. There are various 

representatives from a variety of regions and they are subgroups of Cilect. Freeman serves as the 

representative of Cilect North American division. We have world congresses every two years. 

Student films are shown from various schools and a prize is awarded. We work to have teachers 

share information and knowledge. In the journal of NCamera there is an interesting article about 

Select such as student exchange project. We have a website. I am also interested in getting new 

members - you can have your school join or you can join as a member. Regan discussed how 

individuals could become members and you can have UFVA or a school to sign offthat you are 

a member. It is incredibly valuable you get all of the information available. It is about 80 euros. 

Robert Johnson is also a member of Cilect and he can discuss his experience. CILECT - World 

Organization of Film and Television. 

Walter Harris - American Pavilion for Cannes Film Festival 

Harris reported that we fund students to attend the Cannes film festival and serve as mentors to 

the students from UFVA who might be interested in attending the festival. We hope to continue 

the relationship. The Univ. of Tampa is incorporating our program into a course. You can discuss 

the mentoring program with me further. 

Comments: 

Is it appropriate for members to bring motions at meetings or do they have to come before 

board? We can’t make motions or take actions and there is a procedure for moving forward. 

Ultimately, the members will have to vote on any changes on the by-laws. Is the membership 

meeting a forum for making decisions within the organization? Does it have to initiate at the 

board meeting? You can bring up a discussion and then the board will follow the discussion. The 

board would take it and then propose for the membership to vote on. Do the board decisions have 

to be ratified by the membership? 



{PAGE 

LeAnn wanted to bring to the membership that Nextframe Film Festival is not being funding. 

This should have been announced by the board at the membership meeting and she found out by 

others. LeAnn conveyed that Temple’ s funding has been cut and we ask the board to increase the 

amount and instead they cut the funding. The board made a decision to cut all funding for our 

festival and I am not happy but I am concerned about the process that occurred. The festival and 

Temple deserved better treatment. Carson responded that this was discussed at the board 

meeting and the representatives from NextFrame attended the meeting but after discussion, we 

decided not to continued funding. The number of rentals decreased considerably and we decided 

not to have a second meeting but we will revisit at the mid-year meeting and we are open to 

more information. Frank Tomasulo added that some proposals were mentioned but not voting on 

that did involve some funding in different configurations for Nextframe. Leann indicated that 

she should have been informed in a more timely manner. We denied them funding for 2010 and 

not 2009. Are the votes confidential - Carson responded that the minutes are public and we 

would like to have them posted on the website. Carson claimed that we did not receive 

information from Nextframe in a timely manner - we received their report at 12:30am. 

Nextframe is funded through December 2009 but board will revisit the question in the January 

meeting. So the intention is to return to this issue at the January meeting. We will entertain a 

further discussion at the mid-year meeting. 

Can we think about Conference Program by including synopses of the films rather than film 

titles? Maura stated that this recommendation for next year’s conference has been made. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:07 AM 

Rhodes, Sherry <srhodes@email.~mc.edu-~ 

Letler of Recommendation 

Letterhead[ 1 ].doc 

Dear Director Sherry Rhodes: Attached is the letter of recommendation 
that I am submitting for             who is applying to your program. 
This letter has also been sent by mail Your assistance is greatly 
appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 10:01 AM 

< @email .unc.edn~ 

Re: Re,arch Study 

Dear       1: Can you meet with me in person. I am in the library all 
day to day on the 8th floor if you would like to meet Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting               <         ))email unc.edu>: 

Hey Professor Regester, 

I wanted to let you know that I would be able to work with you again this 
semester, if the position hasn’t been filled yet The only thing is that I 
might have topush my credit hours to 18 or is 18 okay? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 1:40 PM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: Indexing instructions 

Dear Nancy: Early on the process, I contacted someone to complete the 
indexing. I will send you the name and their email information as well 
as inform them of the information you have provided Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester andoI Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlightfo@indiana edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I am so sorly to fill up your inbox yet again, but I am afraid that I 
cannot find the cover letter that came with your first pass page 
proofs and editorial con~aents We are going to be doing indexing at 
second pass, ~vhich means that we should be rea@ to send proofs to 
you or your indexer at about the end of January Here is the text 
excerpted from the fo1Tll letter I sent you with your proofs related to 
indexing: 

Index. Please let me know as soon as possible ~vho will be preparing 
the index for your book. We can provide you with a list of 
professional indexers if you wish, but it is your responsibility to 
retain and pay the indexer. Once yuu have made your decision, please 
send me yuur indexer’s name, e-mail address, and telephune number. 

A professional indexer may ask for the fulluwing information: (1) 
Number of indexable pages. This includes any substantive front 
matter, such as an intruductiun; the entire main text; substantive 
material within captions; substantive material within notes It does 
not include the dedicatinn, epigraph, forewurd, acknuwledgments, ur 
bibliugraphy (2) Cumplexity of desired index What du you want your 
readers to be able tu [ucate? In must cases, thematic cuntent shuuld 
be included along with names (people, places, important events, 
etc.). (3) Schedule fur completiun We generally allow three (3) 
weeks in our production schedule fur indexing, which includes your 
review before the index is finalized and sent to us. (4) Furmat. In 
must cases, we will provide a PDF ufthe indexing set. We expect to 
receive the :final index as a wurd-prucessing file. 

I dun’t think I have to add that yuu should feel free tu cuntact me 
ifyuu have any questions, or if you wuuld like us to send you a list 
uf prufessional indexers. If not, please let us know where you wuuld 
like the indexing informatiun and second pass pruofs sent as suon as 
possible. 

Thanks and apologies, 

Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N. Morton Street 
Bloomington, 1N 47404-3797 
812-855-5031 
nlightfo@indiana, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 1:44 PM 

Na~cy Zibma~ <zibman@bmndeis.edu> 

Re: thank you 

Dear Nancy: Please let me know- if you are still interested in 
completing the index for my book on Black Actresses in Early Cinema. 
Assuming that you are still scheduled to do this for me, I am fowarding 
your email address to the press. Also, I will send the information on 
indexing that the?- sent to me If you decide that you cannot do this 
for me, please contact me as soon as possible. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Nancy Zibman <zibman@brandeis.edu>: 

Hi Charlene 

Thank you for your email. I look forward to hearing from you and Jane 

Sincerely, 

Nancy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 1:48 PM 

zibman@bra~deis.edu 

Fwd: Indexing instructions 

Dear Charlene, 

I am so sony to fill up your inbox vet again, but I mn afraid that I cam~ot find tfie cover letter tfiat crone with your first pass page proofs m~d editorial comlnents. We are 

going to be doing indexing at second pass, which means that we should be ready to send proofs to you or your indexer at about the end of January. Here is the text 

excerpted from the folrn letter I sent you with your proofs related to indexing: 

Index. Please let me know as soon as possiNe who will be preparing the index for your book. We can provide you ruth a list of professional indexers if you wish, but it 

is your responsibiliF to retain and pay the indexer. Once you have made your decision, please send me your indexer’s name, e-mail address, and telephone number. 

A prot~ssional indexer may ask fi~r the tbllowing information: (1) Number ofindexable pages. This includes a~y substa~tive ficont matter, such as an introduction; the 

entire main text; substantive material within captions; substantive material within notes. It does not include the dedication, epigraph, tbreword, acknoMedgments, or 

bibliography. (2) Complexity of desired index. What do you want your readers to be able m locate? In most cases, themafic content should be included along with 

names (people, places, important events, etc.). (3) Schedule tbr completion. We generally allow three (3) weeks in our production sehedule tbr indexing, which 
includes your review before the index is finalized and sent to us. (4) Format. In Inost cases, we will provide a PDF of the indexing set. We expect to receive the final 

index as a word-processing file. 

I don’t think I have to add that you should feel tree to contact me if you have any questions, or if you would like us to send you a list of professional indexers. If not, 

please let us know where you would like the indexing inibnnafion and second pass proofs sent as soon as possible. 
Thanks and apologies, 

Nancy 

Nm~cy Lighll~ot 

Project Editor 

Indiana Univ ersi ty Press 

601 N. Morton Street 

Bloomington, 1N 47404-3797 

812-855-5031 

nlighllb@indiana.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 1:52 PM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: Indexing instructions 

Dear Nancy: The person ~vho previously agreed to complete the index is 
Nancy Zibman. Her email address is zibman@brandeis.edu I sent her a 
cop?- of the email forwarded to me regarding the indexing of this 
manuscript If I don’t hear from her or if she calmot do this, I ~vill 
let you kaaow. She now has both my email as well as yours so hopefully 
we will hear from her soon Thanks again for your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" 
<nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I am so sorly to fill up your inbox yet again, but I am afraid that I 
cannot find the cover letter that came with your first pass page 
proofs and editorial cormnents. We are going to be doing indexing at 
second pass, which means that we should be ready to send proofs to 
you or your indexer at about the end of JanuaW. Here is the text 
excerpted from the form letter I sent you with your proofs related to 
indexing: 

Index Please let me know as soon as possible who will be preparing 
the index for your book. We can provide you with a list of 
professional indexers if you wish, but it ~s your responsibdiD" to 
retain and pay the indexer. Once you have made your decision, please 
send me your indexer’s name, e-mad address, and telephone number 

A professional indexer may ask for the following information: (1) 
Number of indexable pages This includes aW substantive front 
matter, such as an introduction; the entire main text; substantive 
material within captions; substantive material within notes. It does 
not include the dedication, epigraph, foreword, acknowledgments, or 
bibliography. (2) Complexity of desired index. What do you want your 
readers to be able to locate? In most cases, thematic content should 
be included along with names (people, places, important events, 
etc.) (3) Schedule for completion. We generally allow three (3) 
weeks in our production schedule for indexing, which includes your 
review before the index is finalized and sent to us (4) Format In 
most cases, we will provide a PDt; of the indexing set We expect to 
receive the final index as a word-processing file. 

I don’t think I have to add that you should fee[ free to contact me 
if you have an?’ questions, or if you would like us to send you a list 
of professional indexers ~[" not, please let us know where you would 
like the indexing information and second pass proo~ sent as soon as 
possible 

Thanks and apologies, 

Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N. Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
812-855-5031 
nlightfo@indiana, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 2:08 PM 

Na~cy ZibmaJ~ <zibman@bmndeis.edu> 

Re: thank you 

Dear Nancy: Thalzks much for your prompt reply. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Nancy Zibman <zibman@brandeis.edu>: 

Hello Charlene 

I regret that I ~vill not be able to write the index to your book. If 
you need recommendations of other indexers, I ~vould be happy to 
provide them 

Best of luck with your book. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Zibman 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu 
To: "Nancy Zibman" <zibman@brandeis.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 11,2010 1:44:16 PM G~/L[’ -05:00 US/Canada Eastern 
Subject: Re: thank you 

Dear Nancy: Please let me know if you are still interested in 
completing the index for my book on Black Actresses in Early Cinema 
Assuming that you are still scheduled to do this [’or me, I am fowarding 
your email address to the press. Also, I will send the information on 
indexing that the?" sent to me If you decide that you cannot do this 
for me, please contact me as soon as possible Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Nancy Zibman < mbman@brandeis.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene 
>> 
>> Thank you ]2~r your email I look forward to hearing l~;om you and Jane. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> Nancy 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 2:14 PM 

Justin Faerber ~gmail.com> 

Re: Indexer Needed tbr Manuscript 

Dear Justin: Currently, I need someone who can compile an index for my 
forthcoming book. Previously you mentioned Nancy Zibman but she 
informed me that she will not be able to do this. Do you know of anyone 
else who is extremely good and familiar with cinema studies that might 
be interested. Let me kno~v as soon as possible so that I can forward to 
the press because the second page proofs will be shipped by the end of 
JanuaW. Thanks much for your assistance and I look forward to hearing 
from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Justin Faerber 

~gmail.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I am writing to you from my personal e-mail address at home, rather than my 
usual Duke account. I have attached to this message the edited version of 
your essay on ~Vhite Man’s Burden, which I found most interesting. Thank you 
for the opportuni~ to work on it. As usual, I have used Macrosoft Word’s 
track changes feature so that you can see all of my changes, large and 
small. (My questions and suggestions to you appear in the comments field.) 
You can then accept or reject them one by one or collectively by going under 
the Touls menu and selecting track changes ~[’yuu would like tu view the 
edited version with my changes already incurpurated, simply select "Final" 
(as opposed tu "Final Shuwing Mark-up") under the the track changes menu. 
Please let me l~uw if you have any truuble with the attachment ur viewing my 
edits 

As we discussed, I have inserted endnutes where needed, including as much 
infurmation as was available frum the text and telling you ~vhat was missing 
(sumetimes entire references, sumetimes just a date, publisher, or page 
number). Again, please let me knuw if you have any questions. E-mail is 
probably best, but ifyuu need tu reach me by phone, my number is 

Because this project was relatively shurt in comparisun to sume others, I 
have nut included a separate ~2~rma[ invoice but I can du so ifyuu like. 
Please send a check :[’or $105 ($5 per page x 21 pages) to my hume address: 

I appreciate yuur giving the upportunity to edit this interesting essay 
Please feel free tu pass along my contact infurmation tu any ufyour 
colleagues who may have similar editorial needs in the future. 

Best wishes, 
Justin 

Justin Faerber 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 2:23 PM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Indexing instructions 

Dear Nancy: I just heard tlcom Nancy Zibman and she cannot complete the 
index. I am currently searching for a replacement. In the event that I 
cannot find someone then I may have to rely on recon~aendations provided 
by the press but I will let you know as soon as possible I have a few 
additional leads but will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy Lila" <nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you, as al~vays, for being so organized and prompt getting back 
to me rll look for~vard to hearing licom one or both of you, but that 
sounds rely’ promising. 

Best wishes, 
Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 

Indiana Umversi~ Press 
601 N. Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
812-855-5031 
nligh02~@indiana, edu 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Mi~nday, Januapf 11,2010 1:52 PM 
To: Lighffoot, Nancy Lila 
Subject: Re: Indexing instructions 

Dear Nancy: The person who previously agreed to complete the index is 
Nancy Zibman. tier email address is mbman@brandeis edu I sent her a 
copy of the email forwarded to me regarding the indexing of this 
manuscript. IfI don’t hear from her or if she cannot do this, I will 
let you know She now has both my email as well as yours so hopefully 
we will hear from her soon. ’]’hanks again fi~r your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy I,ila" 
<nlighffo@indiana.edu>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> I am so sor~ to fill up your inbox yet again, but I am afraid that I 
>> cannot find the cover letter that came with your first pass page 
>> proofs and editorial comments. We are going to be doing indexing at 
>> second pass, which means that we should be rea~dy to send proofs to 
>> you or your indexer at about the end of Janualy. Here is the text 
>> excerpted froru the form letter I sent you with your proofs related to 
>> indexing: 
>> 

>> Index. Please let me l~mw as soon as possible who will be preparing 
>> the index for your book. We can provide you with a list of 
>> professional indexers if you wish, but it is your responsibility to 
>> retain and pay the indexer. Once you have made your decision, please 
>> send me your indexer’s name, e-mail address, and telephone number. 
>> 

>> A professional indexer may ask for the following itfformation: (1) 
>> Number of indexable pages. This includes any substantive front 

>> matter, such as an introduction; the entire main text; substantive 
>> material within captions; substantive material within notes. It does 
>> not include the dedication, epigraph, foreword, acknowledgnrents, or 
>> bibliography. (2) Coraplexity of desired index. What do you want your 
>> readers to be able to locate? In nrost cases, thematic content should 
>> be included along with names (people, places, important events, 
>> etc.). (3) Schedule for completion. We generally allow- three (3) 
>> weeks in our production schedule for indexing, which includes your 
>> review before the index is finalized and sent to us. (4) Forruat. In 
>> most cases, we will provide a PDF of the indexing set. We expect to 
>> receive the final index as a word-processing file. 
>> 

>> I don’t think I have to add that you should feel free to contact me 
>> if you have any questions, or if you would like us to send you a list 
>> of professional indexers. If not, please let us know ~vhere you would 
>> like the indexing information and second pass proolis sent as soon as 
>> possible. 
>> 

>> Thanks and apologies, 
>> 

>> Nancy 
>> 

>> Nancy Lightfoot 
>> Project Editor 
>> Indiana University Press 



>> 601 N Mi~rton Street 

>> Bloomington, IN 474(N-3797 

>> 812-855-5031 

>> nlighffo@indiana edu 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 2:54 PM 

Justin Faerber @gmail.com> 

Re: Indexer Needed tbr Manuscript 

Dear Justin: Will do so and thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Justin Faerber            ~gmail corn>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I’d suggest getting in touch with ~vho is a very good and 
highly experienced indexer: ~gmail corn 

Good luck and best wishes, 
Justin 

On Mort, Jan 11, 2010 at 2:13 Pi~ <regester@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Dear Justin: Currently, I need someone who can compile at1 index for my 
>> forthcoming book Previously you mentioned Nancy Zibman but she informed me 
>> that she will not be able to do this. Do you kno~v of anyone else ~vho is 
>> extremely good and familiar with cinema studies that might be interested 
>> Let me know as soon as possible so that I can forward to the press because 
>> the second page proufs will be shipped by the end uf January Thanks much 
>> fur your assistance and I [uok forward tu hearing from you. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quuting Justin Faerber .i~)gmaihcom>: 
>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I am writing to yuu frum my personal e-mai [ address at hume, rather than 

>>> usual Duke account I have attached tu this message the edited versiun uf 
>>> yuur essay on White Man’s Burden, which I ~2~und most ~nteresting. Thank 

>>> for the oppurtunity tu wurk un it As usual, I have used Microsuft Wurd’s 
>>> track changes feature so that yuu can see all of my changes, large and 
>>> small. (My questions and suggestmns tu yuu appear in the cumments field.) 
>>> Yuu can then accept or reject them one by one ur cuHectively by going 

>>> the Tuuls menu and selecting track changes. Ifyuu would like to view the 
>>> edited version with my changes already incurporated, simply select "Final" 
>>> (as oppused to "Final Showing Mark-up") under the the track changes menu. 
>>> Please let me know ifyuu have aW trouble with the attachment or viewing 

>>> mY 
>>> edits. 

>>> As we discussed, I have inserted endnutes where needed, including as much 
>>> information as was available frum the text and telling you what was 
>>> missing 
>>> (sometiraes entire references, sonretimes just a date, publisher, or page 
>>> nmnber). Again, please let me know if you have any questions. E-mail is 
>>> probably best, but if you need to reach me by phone, my number is 

>>> Because this project was relatively short in coraparison to some others, I 
>>> have not included a separate formal invoice but I can do so if you like. 
>>> Please send a check for $105 ($5 per page x 21 pages) to ray home address: 

>>> I appreciate your giving the opportunity to edit this interesting essay. 
>>> Please feel free to pass along my contact information to any of your 
>>> colleagues who may have similar editorial needs in the future. 

>>> Best wishes, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 2:59 PM 

~gmml.com 

Indexer Needed tbr Mannscript 

Deal        Your name ~vas refen-ed to me by Justin Faber. Currently, I 
need someone to index my manuscript for a book that I am completing on 
Black Actresses in Cinema Before 1960 The second page proo£s ~vill be 
sent toward the end of JanuaW for this purpose If you are interested 
and can do, please let me klmw. Also, I will need to know ~vhat you 
charge as I will be responsble for paying for this. Let me know if you 
are interested so that I can forward your name to the press Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:43 AM 

~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Address 

Dear         The campus address is Dept. of African & Afro-American 
Studies, 109 Battle Hall, CB#3395, University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill, N.C. 27599-3395 

The home address: 

Quoting ~unc edu>: 

Good Morning Dr Regester! 

I hope you ha~’e a good first day of classes! Quick question: 
May I please have your campus/home address? They are asking for all 
recommender addresses on this application. Thal~ you so much 

Have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 8:45 AM 

~gmml.com 

Fwd: Indexer Needed tbr Manuscript 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 2010 14:58:37-0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Indexer Needed for Manuscript 

To ~gmail.com 

Dear       Your name was referred to me by Justin Faber. Currently, I 
need someone to index my manuscript for a book that I am completing on 
Black Actresses in Cinema Before 1960. The second page proofs will be 
sent toward the end of January ]2~r this purpose. If you are interested 
and can do, please let me know Also, I will need to know what you 
charge as I will be responsble for paying for this Let me know if you 
are interested so that I can forward your name to the press. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 8:47 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Indexer Needed tbr Manuscript 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 2010 14:58:37-0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Indexer Needed for Manuscript 

To: b~gmail.com 

[)ear       Your name was referred to me by,          . Currently, I 
need someone to index my manuscript for a book that I am completing on 
Black Actresses in Cinema Before 1960. The second page proofs will be 
sent toward the end of January ]2~r this purpose. If you are interested 
and can do, please let me know Also, I will need to know what you 
charge as I will be responsble for paying for this Let me know if you 
are interested so that I can forward your name to the press. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 12, 2010 12:40 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Re: Indexer Needed tbr Manuscript 

Dear       Thanks for your prompt reply. I ~vill for~vard your name to 
the press and will send the email that was previously forwarded to me 
by them Thanks again and I look forward to Wol-kin~ with you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)gmail corn>: 

Dr. Regester, 

Thanks for your interest. I’d be happy to take on your index. My standard 
rates for academic books are $375 per indexable page, which excludes front 
matter (ie Table of Contents), blank pages, appendices, etc. 

My general approach is to complete the full index and then send you a copy 
for review-. If necessary, at this time I can make revisions such as: 
addition of cross-references, additional double-postings, or deletion of 
entries. Ifa PDF copy of the manuscript is available, I can also include 
addition of entries at the time of revision. Once the revision is complete 
to your satisfaction, I would then send a copy to your editor 

The end of January sounds :fine for receipt of page proofs. If you are 
interested in having me index the book, please let me l~ow any details 
regarding deadlines or aW special instructions you might have 

Kind regards, 

On Mon, Jan 11,2010 at 2:58 PM, <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Dear         Your name was referred to me by Currently, I 
>> need someone to index my manuscript ~2~r a book that I am completing on Black 
>> Actresses in Cinema Be~2~re 1960 The second page proofs will be sent toward 
>> the end of January [’or this purpose If you are interested and can do, 
>> please let me know Also, I will need to know what you charge as I will be 
>> responsble for paying for this Let me know if you are interested so that I 
>> can forward your name to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 12, 2010 12:42 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Indexing instructions 

Dear Charlene, 

I am so sony to fill up your inbox vet again, but I mn afraid that I cam~ot find tfie cover letter tfiat crone with your first pass page proofs m~d editorial comlnents. We are 

going to be doing indexing at second pass, which means that we should be ready to send proofs to you or your indexer at about the end of January. Here is the text 

excerpted from the folrn letter I sent you with your proofs related to indexing: 

Index. Please let me know as soon as possiNe who will be preparing the index for your book. We can provide you ruth a list of professional indexers if you wish, but it 

is your responsibiliF to retain and pay the indexer. Once you have made your decision, please send me your indexer’s name, e-mail address, and telephone number. 

A prot~ssional indexer may ask fi~r the tbllowing information: (1) Number ofindexable pages. This includes a~y substa~tive ficont matter, such as an introduction; the 

entire main text; substantive material within captions; substantive material within notes. It does not include the dedication, epigraph, tbreword, acknoMedgments, or 

bibliography. (2) Complexity of desired index. What do you want your readers to be able m locate? In most cases, themafic content should be included along with 

names (people, places, important events, etc.). (3) Schedule tbr completion. We generally allow three (3) weeks in our production sehedule tbr indexing, which 
includes your review before the index is finalized and sent to us. (4) Format. In Inost cases, we will provide a PDF of the indexing set. We expect to receive the final 

index as a word-processing file. 

I don’t think I have to add that you should feel tree to contact me if you have any questions, or if you would like us to send you a list of professional indexers. If not, 

please let us know where you would like the indexing inibnnafion and second pass proofs sent as soon as possible. 
Thanks and apologies, 

Nancy 

Nm~cy Lighll~ot 

Project Editor 

Indiana Univ ersi ty Press 

601 N. Morton Street 

Bloomington, 1N 47404-3797 

812-855-5031 

nlighllb@indiana.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 12, 2010 12:44 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Re: Indexer Needed tbr Manuscript 

Dear        You will need to contact Nancy Lightfoot at Indiana 
University Press regarding the indexing. I ~vill send you an email with 
the instructions that I received from the press. Also, I will forward 
her all emails that I am sending to you. For your information Nancy’s 
email is: nlightfo@indiana.edu 
A~ain, thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)gmail cam>: 

Dr. Regester, 

Thanks for your interest. I’d be happy to take on your index. My standard 
rates for academic books are $375 per indexable page, which excludes front 
matter (ie Table of Contents), blank pages, appendices, etc. 

My general approach is to complete the full index and then send you a copy 
for review-. If necessary, at this time I can make revisions such as: 
addition of cross-references, additional double-postings, or deletion of 
entries. Ifa PDF copy of the manuscript is available, I can also include 
addition of entries at the time of revision. Once the revision is complete 
tu yuur satisfactiun, I wuuld then send a copy tu your editor 

’]7he end of January suunds :fine fur receipt ufpage proufs. If you are 
interested in having me index the bouk, please let me l~uw any details 
regarding deadlines ur aW special instructions yuu might have 

Kind regards, 

> 

> On Man, Jan 11,2010 at 2:58 PM, <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Your name was referred to me by Currently, I 
>> need someune tu index my manuscript ~2~r a bouk that I am completing un Black 
>> Actresses in Cinema Before 1960 The secund page proufs will be sent tuward 
>> the end uf January [’or this purpuse Ifyuu are interested and can du, 
>> please let me know Also, I will need tu know what you charge as I will be 
>> responsble fur paying fur this Let me know ifyuu are interested su that I 
>> can forward yuur name to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 12, 2010 12:47 PM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

Re: Indexing instructions 

Dear Nancy:                 has agreed to complete the index for my 
book on black actresses Her email address:           ~)gmail.com I 
sent her the email regarding the instructions for completing the index 
as ~vell as your name and email address Please let me know if more 
information is needed. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, 

Nancy Lila" <nlightfo@indiana.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I am so sorly to fill up your inbox yet again, but I am afraid that I 
cannot find the cover letter that came with your first pass page 
proofs and editorial cormnents. We are going to be doing indexing at 
second pass, which means that we should be ready to send proofs to 
you or your indexer at about the end of JanuaW. Here is the text 
excerpted from the form letter I sent you with your proofs related to 
indexing: 

Index Please let me know as soon as possible who will be preparing 
the index for your book. We can provide you with a list of 
professional indexers if you wish, but it ~s yuur respunsibdi~" tu 
retain and pay the indexer. Once you have made yuur decisiun, please 
send me your indexer’s name, e-mad address, and telephone number 

A prufessiuna[ indexer may ask for the following informatiun: (1) 
Number uf indexable pages This includes aW substantive frunt 
matter, such as an introduction; the entire main text; substantive 
material within captiuns; substantive material within nutes. It dues 
nut include the dedication, epigraph, foreword, acknowledgments, or 
bibliography. (2) Complexity uf desired index. What do yuu want yuur 
readers tu be able to locate? In most cases, thematic content should 
be included alung with names (peuple, places, impurtant events, 
etc.) (3) Schedule ~2~r cumpletion. We generally alluw three (3) 
weeks in uur pruductiun schedule for indexing, which includes yuur 
review before the index is finalized and sent tu us (4) Format In 
most cases, we will pruvide a PDt; of the indexing set We expect tu 
receive the final index as a word-processing file. 

I don’t think I have tu add that you shuuId fee[ free to contact me 
if you have an?’ questiuns, ur ifyuu would like us tu send yuu a list 
of professiuna[ indexers ~[~ nut, please let us knuw where yuu would 
like the indexing information and secund pass prou~ sent as soun as 
pussibIe 

Thanks and apulugies, 

Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N. Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
812-855-5031 
nlightfo@indiana, edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 12, 2010 12:52 PM 

t ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Proofs 

Dear       : Do you thil~ that we can meet this Friday on proofs. If 
so, let me kno~v a good time. We probably need around 30 minutes 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tamala grissett 

~yahoo.com>: 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

have finished ~vith the proofs. I can meet early Thursday afternoon 
or Friday. rll see you next week. 

> 

> --- On Fri, 1/8/10, regester@email uric edu <regester@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> From: regester@email.uaac.edu <regester@email.unc edu> 
>> Subject: 
>> To:           ~yahoo.com 
>> Date: Friday, JanuaW 8, 2010, 2:10 PM 
>> Dear         If you are near 
>> finishing the proofs, do you think that we can meet next 
>> week so that I can return them to the press The best days 
>> for me to meet are probably Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday 
>> afternoons. We might need about 30 to 45 minutes to discuss 
>> the changes made. Let me know what works best for you. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 1:00 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

Re: Indexer Needed tbr Manuscript 

Dear       Fhis is to let you know that       agreed to do this for 
me. Thanks much for assisting me over the years. I plan to remain in 
touch Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Justin Faerber 

~gmaih com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I’d suggest getting in touch with ~vho is a very good and 
highly experienced indexer: ~)gmail corn 

Good luck and best wishes, 

On Mort, Jan 11, 2010 at 2:13 Pi~ <regester@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Deal        Currently, I need someone who can compile at1 index for my 
>> forthcoming book Previously you mentioned Nancy Zibman but she informed me 
>> that she will not be able to do this. Do you kno~v of anyone else ~vho is 
>> extremely goud and familiar with cinema studies that might be interested 
>> Let me know as suon as pussible su that I can ]2~rward to the press because 
>> the second page proufs will be shipped by the end uf January Thanks much 
>> fur your assistance and I [uok forward tu hearing from you. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quuting. @gmaihcom>: 
>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I am writing to yuu frum my personal e-mai [ address at hume, rather than 

>>> usual Duke account I have attached tu this message the edited versiun uf 
>>> yuur essay on White Man’s Burden, which I ~2~und most ~nteresting. Thank 

>>> for the oppurtunity tu wurk un it As usual, I have used Microsuft Wurd’s 
>>> track changes feature so that yuu can see all of my changes, large and 
>>> small. (My questions and suggestmns tu yuu appear in the cumments field.) 
>>> Yuu can then accept or reject them one by one ur cuHectively by going 

>>> the Tuuls menu and selecting track changes. Ifyuu would like to view the 
>>> edited version with my changes already incurporated, simply select "Final" 
>>> (as oppused to "Final Showing Mark-up") under the the track changes menu. 
>>> Please let me know ifyuu have aW trouble with the attachment or viewing 

>>> mY 
>>> edits. 

>>> As we discussed, I have inserted endnotes where needed, including as much 
>>> information as was available frora the text and telling you what was 
>>> missing 
>>> (sometimes entire references, sometimes just a date, publisher, or page 
>>> nmnber). Again, please let me know if you have any questions. E-mail is 
>>> probably best, but if you need to reach me by phone, my number is 

>>> Because this project was relatively short in coraparison to some others, I 
>>> have not included a separate formal invoice but I can do so if you like. 
>>> Please send a check for $105 ($5 per page x 21 pages) to ray home address: 

>>> I appreciate your giving the opportunity to edit this interesting essay. 
>>> Please feel free to pass along my contact information to any of your 
>>> colleagues who may have similar editorial needs in the future. 

>>> Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 6:09 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Proofs 

Dear         Yes, this works for me Hope to see you then. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                         ~yahoo.com>: 

Dr. Regester, 

Friday is fine. Is 1:00 ok with you? 

--- On Tue, 1/12/10, regester@email uric edu <regester@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

>> From: regester@email.unc.edu <regester@email.unc.edu> 
>> Subject: Re: Proofs 

>> To:                           .2~yahoo.com> 
>> Date: Tuesday, January, 12, 2010, 12:52 PM 
>> Dear        Do you think t2aat we can 
>> meet this Friday on proofs. If 
>> su, let me know a goud time. We probably need aruund 30 
>> minutes 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting 
>> ~r)yahoo.com>: 
>> 
>7, > tli Dr. Regester, 

>> > I have finished with the pruufs. I can meet earl?’ 
>> Thursday afternoun 
>7, > ur Friday I’ll see you next week 

>7, > --- On Fri, 1/8/10, regester@email.unc.edu 

>> <reges ber@email.unc.edu> 

>7, >> Frum: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> <reges ber@email.unc.edu> 
>> 7,> Sublect: Pruufs 
>> >7, To:           }))yahou.com 
>7, >> Date: Diday, January 8, 2010, 2:10 PM 
>> >7, Dear         If you are near 
>> 7,> finishing the pruofs, du yuu think that we can 

>> >> week so that I can return thmn to the press. The 
>> best day-s 
>> >> for me to meet are probably Wednesday, Thmsday, 
>> or Friday 
>> >> afternoons. We might need about 30 to 45 minutes 
>> to discuss 
>> >> the changes made. Let me know what works best for 
>> you. 
>> >> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 12, 2010 6:10 PM 

Lighffoot, Nancy Lila <nlighttb@indiana.edtr~ 

RE: Indexing instructions 

Dear Nancy: Yes, I did give her your email address as well as the 
instructions. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Lightfoot, Nancy 
Lila" <nlightfo @indiana. edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

That is great news, and thanks for keeping me updated. I ~vill contact 
her shortly, and I’m sure you told her to contact me ~vith an?- 
questions as well. 

Take care, 
Nancy 

Nancy Lightfoot 
Project Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 N Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
812-855-5031 
nlighffo@indiana, edu 
..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2010 12:47 PM 
Tu: Lighffout, Nancy Lila 
Subject: Re: Indexing instructions 

Dear Nancy:                 has agreed to cumplete the index fur my 
bouk un black actresses, tter email address:           ~gmail cum I 
sent her the emai[ regarding the instructiuns for completing the index 
as well as your name and email address. Please let me know if more 
infurmation is needed Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting "IAghtfuot, 
Nancy Lila" <nlightfu@indiana.edu>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> I am so surry to fill up yuur inbox yet again, but I am afraid that I 
>> cannut find the curer letter that came with your first pass page 
>> pruofs and editurial cumments. We are going tu be doing indexing at 
>> secund pass, which means that we should be ready to send proufs to 
>> you or yuur indexer at about the end of January ttere is the text 
>> excerpted from the form letter I sent you with yuur prou]~ related to 
>> indexing: 
>> 

>> Index. Please let me knuw as suon as pussible who will be preparing 
>> the index for your book. We can provide you with a list of 
>> professional indexers if you wish, but it is your responsibility to 
>> retain and pay the indexer. Once you have made your decision, please 
>> send nre your indexer’s name, e-mail address, and telephone number. 
>> 

>> A professional indexer may ask for the following ir~formation: (1) 
>> i’~\lmber of indexable pages. This includes any substantive front 

>> matter, such as an introduction; the entire main text; substantive 
>> material ~vithin captions; substantive nraterial within notes. It does 
>> not include the dedication, epigraph, fore,yard, acknowledgments, or 
>> bibliography. (2) Complexity of desired index. ~2~q~at do you want your 
>> readers to be able to locate? In most cases, thenratic content should 
>> be included along with names (people, places, important events, 
>> etc.). (3) Schedule for completion. We generally allo~v tl~ee (3) 
>> weeks in our production schedule for indexing, which includes your 
>> review before the index is finalized and sent to us. (4) Format. h~ 
>> most cases, we will provide a PDF of the indexing set. We expect to 
>> receive the final index as a word-processing file. 
>> 

>> I don’t think I have to add that you should feel free to contact me 
>> if you have any questions, or if you would like us to send you a list 
>> of professional indexers. 11" not, please let us know where you would 
>> like the indexing information and second pass proofs sent as soon as 
>> possible. 
>> 

>> Thanks and apologies, 
>> 

>> Nancy 
>> 

>> Nancy Lightfoot 
>> Project Editor 
>> Indiana University Press 
>> 601 N lviorton Street 
>> Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 
>> 812-855-5031 
>> nlightfo@indiana edu 
>> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 7:03 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Indexing instructions 

Dear Charlene, 

I am so sony to fill up your inbox vet again, but I mn afraid that I cam~ot find tfie cover letter tfiat crone with your first pass page proofs m~d editorial comlnents. We are 

going to be doing indexing at second pass, which means that we should be ready to send proofs to you or your indexer at about the end of January. Here is the text 

excerpted from the folrn letter I sent you with your proofs related to indexing: 

Index. Please let me know as soon as possiNe who will be preparing the index for your book. We can provide you ruth a list of professional indexers if you wish, but it 

is your responsibiliF to retain and pay the indexer. Once you have made your decision, please send me your indexer’s name, e-mail address, and telephone number. 

A prot~ssional indexer may ask fi~r the tbllowing information: (1) Number ofindexable pages. This includes a~y substa~tive ficont matter, such as an introduction; the 

entire main text; substantive material within captions; substantive material within notes. It does not include the dedication, epigraph, tbreword, acknoMedgments, or 

bibliography. (2) Complexity of desired index. What do you want your readers to be able m locate? In most cases, themafic content should be included along with 

names (people, places, important events, etc.). (3) Schedule tbr completion. We generally allow three (3) weeks in our production sehedule tbr indexing, which 
includes your review before the index is finalized and sent to us. (4) Format. In Inost cases, we will provide a PDF of the indexing set. We expect to receive the final 

index as a word-processing file. 

I don’t think I have to add that you should feel tree to contact me if you have any questions, or if you would like us to send you a list of professional indexers. If not, 

please let us know where you would like the indexing inibnnafion and second pass proofs sent as soon as possible. 
Thanks and apologies, 

Nancy 

Nm~cy Lighll~ot 

Project Editor 

Indiana Univ ersi ty Press 

601 N. Morton Street 

Bloomington, 1N 47404-3797 

812-855-5031 

nlighllb@indiana.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 13, 2010 12:20 PM 

Me~, Winifred F <ficeddie@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Re: mmwin gaye a~d sam cooke 

Dear Fred: Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Winifred Fordham Metz <freddie@email.uaac.edu>: 

> hey- the docs you saw on american master’s pbs series this week 
> aren’t available on dvd yet. 
> but, i will certainly order them when they are. i’ve got a request in 
> wit2a them, now-. 
> 

> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Forwarded message from ~gmail.com ..... 
>> Date: Mon, 11 Jan 2010 16:44:33 -0500 
>> From: Research Assistant ~gmail com> 
>> Reply-To: Research Assistant < .~gmail corn> 
>> Subject: An Invitation to Participate in the "Can We Talk?" Conference 
>> To: regester@email uric edu 
>> 

>> Dear Professor Regester, 
>> 

>> On behalf of the Department of African & A[~rican-American Studies and 
>> the Center for African & African-~nerican Research at Duke Umversity, I am 
>> wriung you today to invite you to participate in "’?Can We Talk??: Bridging 
>> the Humanities and the Social Sciences in African and African American 
>> Studies". "?(;an We Talk??" will be held at Duke Universi~ on ~Ihursday and 
>> Friday March 25-26, 2010 It is a conference aimed at bringing together the 
>> worlds of social sciences and humanities research in a conversation about 
>> how the two can mutually benefit in improving our understanding nf race, 
>> inequality, and social difference. We are asking major scholars to 
>> contribute to this innovative conference. This invitation is a specific 
>> request to present an 3-5 page paper on a Film Panel that will critique 
>> scenes from "Precious" (dir. Lee I)aniels), "2d~eelah and the Bee" (dir. I)oug 
>> Athcison), and "Space Traders" (dir. Reginald and Warrington Hudlin). We 
>> request that you speak for 10-12 minutes on your panel; we prefer not to 
>> have the paper read verbatim We also hope that you will participate 
>> actively in the conversations following each panek We also request that you 
>> submit your paper by March 10, 2010 in order to give your panel discussant 
>> ample opportunity to read it. We hope to publish a number of the papers in a 
>> conference volume; we are negotiating with the Duke University Press about 
>> publication Please resr~ond by January 15, 2009 to 
>~: ~gmail.com. 
>> 

>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> 

>> Vanessa Vincent 
>> Conference Coordinator 
>> 

>> P.S. If you have any questions please contact William Darity at 919-613-7336 
>> or by email at william.dari~-@dnke.edu. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Professor Regester, 

>> On behalf of the Department of African & African-~erican Studies 
>> and the Center for African & African-American Research at Duke 
>> University, I ara writing you today to invite you to participate in 
>> "?Can We Talk??: Bridging the Humanities and the Social Sciences in 
>> African and African American Studies". "?Can We Talk?’.’" will be held 
>> at Duke University on Thursday and Friday March 25-26, 2010. It is a 
>> conference aimed at bringing together the worlds of social sciences 
>> and humanities research in a conversation about how- the two can 
>> mutually benefit in improving our understanding of race, inequality’, 
>> and social difference. We are asking major scholars to contribute to 
>> this ilmovative conference This invitation is a specific request to 
>> present an 3-5 page paper on a Fihn Panel that will critique scenes 
>> from "Precious" (dir. Lee Daniels), "Akeelah and the Bee" (dir Doug 
>> Athcison), and "Space Traders" (dir. Reginald and Warrington 
>> Hudlin). We request that you speak for 10-12 minutes on your panel; 
>> we prefer not to have the paper read verbatim. We also hope that you 
>> will participate actively in the conversations following each panel 
>> We also request that you submit your paper by March 10, 2010 in 
>> order to give your panel discussant ample opportum~ to read it. We 
>> hope to publish a number of the papers in a conference volume; we 
>> are negotiating with the Duke Universi~ Press about publication. 



>> Please respond by January 15, 2009 to 
>> <mai[tc                       ~mail corn>. 

>> Sincerely, 

>> Vanessa Vincent 
>> Conference Coordinator 

>> P.S. If you have any questions please contact William Darity at 
>> 919-613-7336 or by email at william.darity@duke.edu 
>> <mailto:william.darity(~duke.edu>. 

> Winifred Fordham Metz, Media Librarian R. B. House Undergraduate 
> Library, CB# 3942 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel 
> Hill, NC 27514-8890 Phone: (919) 962-4099 
> Fax: (919) 962-2697 Email: freddie@email.~mc.edu 

~gmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 13, 2010 12:27 PM 

Me~, Winifred F <ficeddie@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: mmwin gaye aa~d sam cooke 

Dear Fred: Yes, the videos I saw have more contempora~z persons that 

were interviewed. In fact, I have seen an older documental~- on Mar,An 
Gaye but this ne~v one featured Michael Eric Dyson and thats how I knew 
it was not the version previously seen Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Winifred Fordham Metz <freddie@email uric edu>: 

> there are older versions available to buy now (just place an order). 
> i think the versions you saw on pbs will have new- archival footage 
> and more current interviews ~vith scholars and other musicians. 
> 

> regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Fred: Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting Winiticed Fordham Metz <freddie@emaihunc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> hey- the docs you saw- on american master’s pbs series this ~veek 
>>> aren’t available on dvd yet. 
>>> but, i will certainly order them when they are i’ve got a request 
>>> in with them, now 

>>> regester@email unc.edu wrote: 

>>>: ...... Forwarded message li*om ~gmail.com ..... 
>>>> Date: Mort, 11 Jan 2010 16:44:33 -0500 
>>>> From: Research Assistant ~))gmaihcom> 
>>>> Reply-To: Research Assistant ~gmaiI.com> 
>>>> Subject: An Invitation to Participate in the "Can We Talk?" Conference 
>>>> To: regester@emaiI.unc.edu 

>>>> [)ear Professor Regester, 

>>>> On behalf of the Department of African & African-American Studies and 
>>>> the Center for A[’rican & African-American Research at Duke 
>>>> University, I am 
>>>> writing you today to ~nvite you to participate in "?(;an We Talk??: 
>>>> Bridging 
>>>> the Hmnanities and the Social Sciences in African and African American 
>>>> Studies" "’?Can We Talk??" will be held at Duke University on ’]2aursday and 
>>>> Friday March 25-26, 2010. It is a conference aimed at bringing 
>>>> together the 
>>>> worlds of socia[ sciences and humanities research in a conversation about 
>>>> how the two can mutually benefit in improving our understanding of race, 
>>>> inequality, and social difference We are asking major scholars to 
>>>> contribute to this innovative conference This invitation is a specific 
>>>> request to present an 3-5 page paper on a Film Panel that will critique 
>>>> scenes from "Precious" (dir. Lee Daniels), "Akeelah and the Bee" 
>>>> (dir. Doug 
>>>> Athcison), and "Space Traders" (dir. Reginald and Warrington Hudlin). We 
>>>> request that you speak for 10-12 minutes on your panel; we prefer not to 
>>>> have the paper read verbatim. We also hope that you will participate 
>>>> actively in the conversations following each panel. We also 
>>>> request that you 
>>>> submit your paper by March 10, 2010 in order to give your panel discussant 
>>>> ample opportur~ity to read it. We hope to publish a number of the 
>>>> papers in a 
>>>> conference volume; we are negotiating with the Duke University Press about 
>>>> publication. Please respond by January 15, 2009 to 
>>>:-                    ~gmail.com. 

>>>> Vanessa Vitlcent 
>>>> Cortference Coordinator 

>>>> P.S. If you have any questions please contact William Dari~ at 
>>>> 919-613-7336 
>>>> or by email at william.dari~@duke.edu 

>>>> ..... End fola~’arded message ..... 

>>>> Dear Professor Regester, 

>>>> On behalf of the Department of African & African-American Studies 
>>>> and the Center for African & African-American Research at Duke 
>>>> University-, I am ~vriting you today to invite you to participate in 
>>>> "?Can We Talk??: Bridging the Humanities and the Social Sciences 



>>>> in African and African American Studies". "?Can We Talk??" will be 
>>>> held at Duke University on Thursday and Friday March 25-26, 2010. 
>>>> It is a conference aimed at bringing together the worlds of social 
>>>> sciences and humanities research in a conversation about how the 
>>>> two can mutually benefit in improwng our understanding of race, 
>>>> inequality, and social difference We are asking malor scholars to 
>>>> contribute to this iunovauve conference. This invitation is a 
>>>> specific request to present an 3-5 page paper on a Film Panel that 
>>>> will critique scenes from "Precious" (dir Lee Daniels), "Akeelah 
>>>> and the Bee" (dir. Doug Athcison), and "Space Traders" (dir. 
>>>> Reginald and Wamngton Hudlin). We request that you speak for 
>>>> 10-12 minutes on your panel; we prefe~ not to have the paper read 
>>>> verbatim. We also hope that you will participate actively in the 
>>>> conversations following each panel. We also request that you 
>>>> submit your paper by March 10, 2010 in order to give your panel 
>>>> discussant ample opportuni~" to read it. We hope to publish a 
>>>> number of the papers in a conference volun~e; we are negotiating 
>>>> with the Duke University Press about I~ublication. Please respond 
>>>> by Janua~- 15, 2009 to, ~gmail.com 
>>>> <mailto :(~,graail. c ora>. 

>>>> Sincerely, 

>>>> Vanessa Vincent 
>>>> Cotffcrence Coordinator 

>>>> P.S. Kyou have any questions please contact William Darit~- at 
>>>;            or by email at william.darit’y@duke.edu 
>>>> <mailto :william.daritv(~duke. edu>. 

>>> Winifred Fordham Mctz, Media Librarian R. B. House Undergraduate 
>>> Libracz, CB# 3942 Uriiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 Phone: (919) 962-40:29 
>>> Fax: (919) 962-2697 Email: freddie@email unc.edu 

> Winiiiced Fordham Metz, Media Librarian R B. House Undergraduate 
> Libral7, CB# 3942 Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel 
> Hill, NC 27514-8890 Phone: (919) 962-4099 
> Fax: (919) 962-2697 Email: iiceddie@email.u~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 13, 2010 12:37 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Meeting 

Dear Mae: Hope the semester is off to a good start as it has been 
hectic for me I am trying to see when we can meet. I thought I would 
be able to meet this Friday but I have another meeting scheduled. 
Perhaps we could meet next Friday, January 22 -- my plate is filling up 
fast because I go to St. Louis first weekend in February, will attend 
History COl~ference end of February, will go to the west coast during 
Spring Break, and when I return the last week of March will attend a 
conference at Duke I hope I will have some time to focus on our 
project. Let me know if you can meet next Friday and I ~vill bring the 
essays. In the meantime, I may begin to work on the synopses for the 
essays I have been assigned but I don’t know- how much I will be able to 
do. It was good seeing you during the break By the way Darmy Glover 
(actor) will give the Martin Luther King address Thursdy, Jan. 21, 7:30 
at Memorial Hall if interested. Best wishes. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 13, 2010 1:50 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CCO Fall 09 course evaluation AFAM 101 

AFAM 101 regester F09.pdf 

..... Forwarded message from abisese@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 2010 12:50:11 -0500 

From: Anne Bisese <abisese@email.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: Anne Bisese <abisese@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: CCO Fall 09 course evaluation AFAM 101 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Dear Instructor, 

Attached is the fall course evaluation for your class. If you wish to 
discuss the evaluation, please feel free to call Judith Benowitz at the 
Friday Center at 919-962-6302 or by email: benowitz@email.unc.edu. 

Thank you, 
Anne 

Anne Bisese 
Distance Learning Program Assistant 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
919.962.2645 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 13, 2010 1:51 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Re: Indexer Needed tbr Manuscript 

Dear       Thanks much for working with me in view of the short 
notice. I look folavard to hearing from and working with you. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                           @gmail.com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks for the information. I received the forwarded emails, and will get in 
touch with Nancy at the press asap. I will make sure she has my contact 
information and will let you know- when I receive the proofs. 

Please let me know if you have any comments or questions. 

Take care, 

On Tue, Jan 12, 2010 at 12:44 PM, <regester@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Dear       You will need to contact Nancy Lighffoot at Indiana Umversity 
>> Press regarding the indexing. I will send you an emai[ with the instructions 
>> that I received from the press. Also, I will ~2~rward her all emails that I 
>> am sending to you For your information Nancy’s email is: 
>> nlightfo@indiana.edu 
>> Again, thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>: ~gmail cam>: 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Regester, 

>>> Thanks [’or your interest. I’d be happy to take on your index. My standard 
>>> rates [’or academic books are $3.75 per indexable page, which excludes 
>>> front 
>>> matter (ie Table of Contents), blank pages, appendices, etc. 

>>> My general approach is to complete the lhll index and then send you a copy 
>>> ]2~r review. If necessa~, at this time I can make revisions such as: 
>>> addition of cross-references, additional double-postings, or deletion of 
>>> entries. Ira PDF copy of the manuscript is available, I can also include 
>>> addition of entries at the time nf revision. Once the revision is complete 
>>> to your satisfaction, I would then send a copy to your editor. 

>>> ’]?he end of January sounds fine for receipt of page proo~ If you are 
>>> interested in having me index the book, please let me know any details 
>>> regarding deadlines or an?, special instructions you ruight have. 

>>> Kind regards, 

>>> On Man, Jan 11, 2010 at 2:58 PM, <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Dear        Yurtr narue was refurred to me by Currently, I 
>>>> need sonreone to index my- nranuscript for a book that I aru conrpleting on 
>>>> Black 
>>>> Actresses in Cinema Before 1960. The second page proofs will be sent 

>>>> the end of JanuaW for this purpose. 11" you are interested and can do, 
>>>> please let nre know. Also, I ~vill need to know what you charge as I will 
>>>> be 
>>>> responsble for paying for this. Let me know if you are interested so that 

>>>> can forward yurtr name to the press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:46 PM 

~ema~l. unc.edtr~ 

Re: [mlk~pc09-10] F1NAI, MLK Celebration Meeting 

Dear      Thanks much and ~vill see you then. This is exciting. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting               ~email.unc.edu>: 

Dr. Regester, 

I wish you had said something at the meeting I apologize for that, 
it was a simple mistake on my account. With all the suggestions and 
effort you have put in this committee you should have never question 
your invite. Of course you are supposed to attend! I apologize once 
again, and I will see you next week’. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 

~email unc edu 

On 12:56 PM, regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>> Dear Yesterday, I did not hear Dr. Ervm call my name for the 
>> dinner with Glover -- does this mean that I am not supposed to attend? 
>> Please let me know because I dont’ want show up if I am not supposed to, 
>> neither do I want to remain absent when they have paid for my meah Let 
>> me know -- it doesn’t matter either way Thanks much. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting ~emaihunc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Greetings everyone: 

>>> ~I]ais is just a reminder that we have a MLK Planning Comanittee meeting 
>>> today, Mi~nday                at 4pm in the Campus Y Conference Room, 
>>> located on the second floor (Room 203) 
>>> 

>>> If you can please bring a copy of publicity/program and copies of 
>>> invoices you have regarding your event. We keep these to serve as a 
>>> reference for future celebrations. 

>> 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to mlk pc09-10 as: 
>>> regester@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 21681054.d0441496480fSb5c4e79ec6bgfl~Sebcf&n T&I mlk pc09-10&o 26170967 
>>> or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-26170967-21681054.d0441496480fSb5c4e79ec6bgfbSebcf@listsel~.unc.edu. 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 14, 2010 8:45 AM 

~aol.com 

Re: Feb 6 meeting 

Dear Diane: Thanks much for your review. I will attach the reports ie. 
Peter’s financial report but most of these I received at the meeting 
were in print and not sent electronically. Therefore, I can only attach 
them to the hard copy and not the electronic cop?’. If I have additional 
oueries. I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)aol.com: 

Hi, Charlene. Attached is the second (I guess final) revision of the 
August Board meeting. I think you can just eliminate all the deletes 
that are indicated in the margins as you read through the pages, if 
it all makes sense I think there are one or two questions in red in 
the course of the minutes that I addressed to you on a couple things 
I didn’t understand 

It would add to the completeness to attached the reports you 
received, e.g Peter’s Treasurer report and ant’ others. 
Good work on what I know is a very tedious task. We’re almost there. 
I’d also leave all the motions, approved or not, in bold so the?- jump 
out at us, as you have here 
Thank you so much. 
Cheers, Diane 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email unc edu 

To:        ~aol corn 
Sent: Sun, Jan 10, 2010 l:14pm 
SubJect: Re: Feb 6 meeting 

Dear Diane: Attached are the revised minutes from August UFVA board 
meeting Also, are the minutes from the general membership meeting 
Please review for final approval. I assume that you will send cop~es 
to the board members or post on website (following necessary 
changes) Finally, because I am not familiar with many of the 
organizations or names (as well as issues)of those invovled with 
UVFA, I hope to nnprove in future meetings. Please review at your 
earliest convenience because my semester is beginning and it is 
already hectic. I need to give this my attention as soon as possible 
or otherwise it will get on the back burner. By the way, it has been 
incredibly cold even for North Carolina, hope the weather will allow 
us to make the trip to St. Louis - a meeting in the Bahamas would 
have been much better. As for the minutes, if those making reports 
could send me the reports by email this might make it easier for me 
to assemble the minutes mure accurately- but whatever you decide is 
fine with me. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting        ~aol. cora: 

>> Hi, All. A bit more inforraation about the Feb. 6th meeting in St. > 
>> Louis. We xvill have an LCD projector and screen, so if you want, 
>> yottr > reports and any web sites can be projected. Thanks to Simon 
>> for > asking about that. 
>> Also the entire Westborough Cotmtry Club is wifi. 
>> 

>> 

>> I’ll send maps later. It’s an easy-, 15-minute drive from the hotel > 
>> right out Highway 44 to Berry Road and a couple blocks off the > 
>> highway to the club. I’m going to let you all organize sharing rides 
>> > from the airport (about a 20 minute taxi ride, depending on 
>> traffic, > of course) and ftom the hotel to the meeting. You don’t 
>> need me in > the middle of all that. It does seem everyone is coming 
>> in Friday and > leaving Stmda?’, so I hope sharing works for you. 
>> 

>> 

>> The Saturday, February 6 schedule will be: coffee, tea and > 
>> continental breakl’ast ready by 8:30 am. 
>> Meeting 9:00 am to 5:00 p.m. Cocktail hour in the bar area 5:00 to 
>> > 6:00 p.m. or so, dinner offthe menu (~vhatever you ~vant and it’s 
>> good > food) arouaad 6:15 pm 
>> All food and nonalcoholic drinks are paid for by UFVA. There will be 
>> > a cash bar for the cocktail hour. 
>> If you have a significant other in town, they’re welcome to join us 
>> > for the cocktail hour and dirmer, but let me know by January 18th 
>> > because I need numbers for reser~dng the tables 
>> 

>> 

>> After dinner, go crazy’ in St. Louis, whatever suits your fancy > 
>> Laclede’s Landing on the Riverfront (short walk from your hotel) has 



>> > a lot but you might find other places you prefer. Seems everything 
>> is > on line now but don’t hesitate to ask. I’ll probably learn 
>> something > about my own cit?’. 
>> 

>> 

>> Remember also that you have an $800 reimbursable budget, so keep 
>> your > receipts. 
>> Am/questions about the meeting send them along. I’m probably > 
>> forgetting something 
>> Cheers, Diane 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



AFAM 276- THE AFRICAN AMERICAN IN CINEMA: 1900 TO THE PRESENT 

Dr. Charlene Regester 
Office: 204 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: TH 11:00-12:00 

Spring 2010 Meeting Time: 3:30-6:20 
Meeting Place: 105 Gardner 

TUESDAY 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

African Americans have been involved in the cinema industry and have made significant contributions to 
filmmaking. They have participated as writers, directors, producers, actors, etc. and have played a key role in the 
development of this industry. Although African Americans have contributed to the growth and development of the cinema 
industry, rarely have their efforts been recognized or their contributions to the filmmaking industry been noted. Film 
histories often exclude the African American in their reporting of cinema history or provide minimal coverage of the 
African American and his involvement in this industry. Thus, AFAM 76 is a critical, historical, and theoretical examination 
of the African American in cinema from the 1900s to the present. This examination will seek to analyze their role on 
screen; will explore how stereotypical representations of the African American developed; and will investigate the efforts 
of a number of African American actors and actresses who attempted to subvert these representations. 

This examination is essential to understanding the black experience in the United States. It is well known that the 
media is an integral part of American society and has often been credited with molding and shaping existing attitudes 
regarding its ethnic and cultural diversity. Therefore, examining the role of the African American and their representations 
in cinema will serve to provide a better understanding of the black experience in American society and will serve to 
provide a better understanding of the role of the media in influencing attitudes. 

The African American in cinema from the 1900s to 1910 is examined to identify early black pioneers in the motion 
picture industry and to reveal how blacks were initially portrayed on screen. The emergence of all-black cast films from 
1910 to 1920 is examined to determine why these films developed and why audiences craved these screen images. The 
more sophisticated all-black cast films produced from 1920 to 1930 are examined to determine why these films increased 
in popularity and why black film stars began to emerge. African American screen images in motion pictures from 1930 to 
1940 are examined to reveal how the African American image began to change from that of a subservient to a more 
assertive and humane individual. Representations of African Americans from 1940 to 1950 are examined to determine 
how and why black entertainers, particularly musicians, began to dominate the screen. Films produced from 1950 to 1960 
are examined to investigate how the integrationist era began to influence the screen image of the African American. Black 
screen images from 1960 to 1970 are examined to determine how the resurgence of black pride influenced this 
representation and how this resurgence of black pride led to the development of black exploitation films. Black 
exploitation films are examined to determine why they began to decline in popularity and why black audiences began to 
demand more quality black films. African American representations from 1980 to 1990 are examined to reveal how black 
comedians began to dominate the black screen image and to determine the impact new black filmmakers have on the 
contemporary representation of the African American in cinema. The preponderance of black filmmakers in the decade of 
the 1990s is examined to determine how they influenced and shaped filmmaking in this period. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, motion pictures, and guest 
speakers. Two examinations (a midterm and final exam) will be given during the semester. Students are required to 
submit two papers (7-9 pages in length) examining the portrayal of the African American in motion pictures. These papers 
must be completed by the stated deadlines and must adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MLA Handbook of 
Style, Turabian, etc). 

TEXTS 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films. New 

York: Continuum (1989). 
Diawara, Manthia, ed. Black American Cinema. New York: Routledge, 1993. 
Smith, Valerie ed. Representing Blackness: Issues in Film and Video New Brunswick, N J: Rutgers UP, 1997. 
Bogle, Donald. Blacks in American Films and Television: An Illustrated Encyclopedia. New York: Simon & Schuster 

(1988). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Bowser, Pearl and Louise Spence. Writing Himself into History. New Jersey: Rutgers UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Boswer, Pearl, Jane Gaines, and Charles Musser. Oscar Micheaux and His Circle. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2001. ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Cripps, Thomas. Slow Fade to Black: The Negro in American Film, 1900-1942. New York: Oxford University Press 

(1977). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Gaines, Jane. Fire and Desire. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE 

LIBRARY 
Green, J. Ronald. Straight Lick. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 

ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to view all films selected for this course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on February 23, 2010 (PAPER I) and April 6, 2010 (PAPER 

GRADING 
Midterm 25% 
Paper I 25% 
Paper II 25% 
Final Exam 25% 

EXAMS: There will be two examinations (midterm and final) 
that must be taken on the dates specified. 
ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory. 
CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged and will influence 
your final course grade. 



TUESDAY WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

January 12 
First Black Motion Picture 
Producers & Directors 
Reaction to "Ethnic Notions" 
Introduction of Stereotypes 
1900- 1910 
Ethnic Notions 

January 19 
Emergence of All-Black Cast 

Films 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
1910- 1920 
Hallelujah 

January 26 
Rise of Black Film Stars (Cont.) 
Paul Robeson 
Nina Mae McKinney 
Josephine Baker 
1920 - 1930 
Emperor Jones 

February 2 
Black Independent Filmmaker 

Oscar Micheaux 
Black Westerns 
Race MovieslWithin Our Gates 

February 9 
Servants and Maids Dominate 

the Screen image of African 
Americans 

Hattie McDaniels 
Louise Beavers 
Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln Perry) 
Eddie Rochester Anderson 
1930 - 1940 
Imitation of Life 

February 16 
Entertainers as Film Stars 
Lena Home 
Bill Robinson 
Hazel Scott 
Duke EIlington 
Cab Calloway 
1940 - 1950 
Intruder in the Dust 

February 23 
Decline of All-Black Cast Films 
Impact of Integration 
1950 - 1955 
No Way Out 
PAPER I DUE February 23 

March 2 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
Sidney Poitier 
Ethel Waters 
Dorothy Dandridge 
1955 - 1960 
In the Heat of the Night/ 
Shaft 

MIDTERM EXAM 

SPRING BREAK 

March 16 
Impact of Sidney Poitier on the 

Portrayal of the African 
American Male Screen Image 

Rise of Black Exploitation Films 
1960 - 1965 
Cooley High 

March 23 
Impact of Black Exploitation Films 
Emergence of Assertive African 

American Males & Females 
Jim Brown 
Richard Roundtree 
Pam Grief 
1965 - 1970 
A Soldier’s Story 

March 30 
Decline of Black Exploitation 

Films 
Emergence of a New Wave of 

Black Filmmakers 
Gordon Parks 
Melvin Van Peebles 
1970 - 1975 
Devil in a Blue Dress 

April 6 
Black Comedians Rise as Film 

Stars 
Richard Pryor 
Eddie Murphy 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Impact of Color Purple 
1980 - 19C85 

Spike Lee as Producer, Director, 
& Actor 

John Singleton 
1985 - 1990 

Boyz N the Hood 

PAPER II DUE April 6 

Apil 13 
Introduction to the 1990s 
Contemporary African American 

Filmmakers 
Get on the Bus/He Got 
Game/Bamboozled/Do the 
Right Thing/Twenty-Fifth Hour 

Human Stain 

April 20 
Contemporary Representations 
of Race 
African American Cinema in the 
1990s 
Monster’s Ball/Inside Man 
RaylHustle and FlowlDream 
GirlslLast King of 
ScotlandlDeja Vu 

Cadillac Records 

April 27 
Intro to New Decade of 2000 
/ D~j& Vu/Crash/American 
Gangster/Shadowboxer 

Great Debaters 

Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 

FINAL EXAMINATION: May 5, 2010 WED. 4pro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 14, 2010 1:44 PM 

~aol.com 
Fwd: [ackland-e-news] This week at the Ackland 

..... Forwarded message licom ackland-e-news@listserv.unc edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 06 Jan 2010 16:05:23 -0500 
From: Ackland Art Museum <ackland-e-news@listserv.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Ackland Art Museum <ackland-e-news@listserv.unc edu> 
Subject: [ackland-e-news] This week at the Ackland 

To: Regester@rr~xp0.isis.unc edu, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

At the Ackland 

[1] 

Friends of the Ackland are cordial [y invited to celebrate the 
contributions of two of the most significant African American artists 
of the twentieth century: 
COLOR BALANCE: PAINTINGS BY b~;] ,RATII HINES and JACOB LAWRENCE AN]-) ~ftJE 
LEG END ()[~" lOt ]N BROV~ ,’N 

RECt:.PTION 
Thursday, January 14 
6:00 - 8:00 PM 
Ackland members and their guests are invited to an exclusive preview 
of these special exhibitions The evening will include wine, cheese, 
and hve music 
RS’~ to Kyle Fitch at l~’le fitch@unc edu[2] or 919.843.3676 
Parking available. 

Bill T. Jones 
8:00 PM- Oerrard ttall 
hnmediately following the reception, famed dancer and choreographer 
Bill T Jones will present a lecture in Gerrard Hail, exploring the 
contemporalT importance of his and Lawrence’s historical artistic 
works, grounding their shared subject matter in the cultural context 
of Arnerica today./Presented in connection with Carolina Perforating 
Arts[3].i [4] FRIDAY, JANLLa~RY 8 MUSEUM OPEN L2NTIL 9:00 PM 

Join us this Friday during our special evening hours. Have a drink 
with friends, take part in a galleu talk, enjoy live music, and of 
course - take in the art[ 

THE BRAiNTD NEW LWE 15 - 6 and 7 - 8:30 PM 
North Carolina-based band The Brand New Life uses their unique 
instrumentation to explore a wide varie~" of world and cult~al 
musics. "Moving between Afrobeat anthems and free jazz squeal, 
between hip-hop and reggaeton suggestion and soul jazz proclarnation, 
the band switches themes and strearns with aplomb, energy, and the 
occasional shout-along," says/The Independent Weekly/. 

GALLERY TALK ] 6:30 PM 
Get to know- the Collection d~ing this guided gallery talk led by 
Director of External Affairs Amanda Hughes. 

Free adrnission ] Cash bar [5] SATURDAY, JANUARY 9 

DRAW]NG IN" THE GALLERIES 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Join the Ackland’s Amanda Hughes for dra;ving in the Ackland 
galleries Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencils, etc) All 
levels are ;velcome. Free. [6] SATURDAY, JANUARY 9 

DRA~qNG FOR KIDS 

10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 

Nine- to twelve-year-olds practice techniques like contour drawing, 
linear perspective, shading, and drawing people. Materials provided 

Registration required and limited - to register, call 919.966.5736 
Free to members ] $5 non-members 

IN 21qE GALLERIES: 

* Along the Silk Road 
Art and Cultural Exchange 
* And a dozen more galleries filled with art and ideas! [7] 

COMING SOON: 



* Sunday, January 17 
Music in the Galleries[8] 
2:00 - 4:00 PM 

Please visit our calendar[9] for a full listing of special 
programming and events 

For more information on the Ackland visit v#s,w ackland.org[10] 

These and other public programs are made possible by generous 
support from Ackland Art Museum members and ftiends like you! 

SUPPORT THE MUSEUM 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum Call 919.843.3676 
or visit www.ackland org/j oin [ 11 ] ~2~r      more 
information on the bene:fits of membership and how your 
membership dollars support our mission. 

COMMENTS ON ACKLAND E-NF.~ATS ? 

Send an email to the editor: ackland-e-news@unc edu[12]. 

THANK YOU FOR SUBSCRIBING ’I70 ACKLAND E-NEWS[ 

You are subscribed to the Ackland’s email newsletter as 
REGESTER@E2v~IL.UNC.EDU. If you no longer wish to receive this 
newsletter, send a blare: email to 
leave-261d~5058-5774389.8561 bgbc5328f3e69a28fc lba5073fd2@listsel~’.unc.edu[ 13]. 

~LUSTRA~ONS 

* Felrath Hines, 2unerican, 1913 - 1993:/Escape/(detail), 1989; 
oil on linen. Gift of Dorothy Fisher, wife of the artist. 
* Egon Schiele, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman (detail), 1918; 
black colored pencil drawing. Burton Emmett Collection. 
* Norman Kent, American, born 1903: Young Boy Draxving (detail), 
1930; linolemn-cut print. Breton En~’nett Collection. 

[14] 

Lira:s: 

[1] httl) :i/xvwxv.ackland.ora/visiticalendar.r~tm ?cl 2010-01-14 
[2] mailto:i        ~tmc. edu 
[3] http :i/xvwxv. car olinaperfmruing ar ts.orgi 
[4] http://wxvw.ackland.org/visit/calendar.php’.’q 2010-01-08 
[5] http://wwwackland.or~/visiticalendar.php?q 2010-01-09 
[6] http://www.ackland.or~/visit/calendar.php?q 2010-01-~a 
[7] http://~w ackland.org/arti 
[8] http://www.ackland.or~/visit/calendar.php?q 2010-01-17 
[9] http://www.ackland.org/visit/calendar php 
[10] http://,a~vw.ackland org/ 
[11] http://www.ackland.org/ioin 

[12] mailto:ackland-e-news@unc.edu 
[13] 
mailto:leave-26146058-5774389.8561 b9bc5328f3e69a28fc 1ba5073fd2¢~)listserv.m~c.edu 
[14] http://www.unc edu/ 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 14, 2010 1:51 PM 

~tracy@at?oam.umass.edu 

Re: DLB ESSAY 

Dear Steven: Has my essay been published? Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting sctracy@aIicoam.umass edu: 

Here is your DLB essay. Please see the previous e-mail for 
instructions. Thanks 
in advance for meeting the June 1 deadline 

Best, Steve 

Steven C Tracy, PhD 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Umversity of Massachusetts Amherst 
325 Ne~v Africa House 
Amherst, MA 01003 
Office: 413-545-3275 
Home 
Fax: 413-545-0628 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 14, 2010 2:07 PM 

~aol.com 
Fwd: Re: Langston ttughes Visit to Chapel Hill 

Langs~ton Hughes Visit to Chapel Hill in 1931 [1].doc 

Dear Dr. Greene: I had to write a short piece for the local CH 
ne~vspaper for the Chapel Hill Historical Socie~z on Langston Hughes’ 
visit tu Chapel Hill in 1931. I thought that you might be interested in 
what I wrote. ! could have written a [ut more because I did quite a bit 
of research but ! was limited by the wurd length. Hupe you can access 
the attachment. If nut, let me know and I will resend Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester ..... Furwarded message frum regester@emaihunc.edu 

Date: Thu, 07 Jan 2010 10:02:36 -0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-Tu: regester@email uric edu 
Sublect: Fwd: Re: Langston tlughes Visit to Chapel Hill 

Tu: 11 acubso@email.unc.edu 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 30 Dec 2009 13:03:57 -0500 
Frum: regester@email unc edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Sut~iect: Re: Langstun Hughes Visit to Chapel Hill 

To: Dave Hart <dhart@nandu.com> 

Dear Dave: Attached is an essay that I am submitting un behalf ufthe 
Chapel Hill Historical Society. It is to be published in the Chapel 
Hill Newspaper during the munth of January. Please let me know that you 
have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Dave 

Hart <dhart@nando. corn>: 

Hi, Charlene. Got it. Tr~aaks 
Dave 

On Jul 9, 2008, at 11:53 AM. regester@err~ail.m~c.edu wrote: 

>> <Theaters and the Moviegoing Experience in Chapel Hilhdoc> 
Dave Halt 
Chapel Hill Ne~vs 
(919) 932-8744 
dhait@nando.com 

..... End foiwarded message ..... 

..... End foiwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 8:41 AM 

pbnkal@siue.edu 

Fina~cia~ Retx~rt 

Dear Peter: Currently, I am tlying to finalize the minutes for UFVA so 
that they can be read?- for the upcoming board meeting and approval. To 
facilitate this process would you provide a copy of the financial 
report submitted at our meeting in August attached to an email so that 
I can amend to the minutes? I have a copy of the report but I only have 
a hard copy. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 8:48 AM 

Jacob~m, Linda A. <ljacob~@email.unc.edu> 

CH Historical Meeting 

Dear Linda: Generally, I sho~v films on Wednesday nights from 6-Spm 
With our meeting starting at 5:30 it is going to be difficult for me to 
make these meetings. ~en the meetings started at 5pm I could come and 
stay for 45 minutes but now- this is virtually impossible. Therefore, I 
may not be able to attend this Wednesday night but I am going to try to 
have some students show some of these films later in the semester for 
me and I will tw to make the next couple of meetings. Since we are 
just returning to school, I really need to be here this coming 
Wednesday This is the best that I can do. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 11:35 AM 

Jacob~m, Linda A. <ljacob~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CH Historical Meeting 

Dear Linda: Don’t change the meeting just for me. Because I will try to 
make some of the meetings. But if you decide to do so, the only night 
that works better for me would be on Mondays. Finally, let me know ~vhen 
my article appears in the paper because I don’t get the Chapel Hill 
Ne~vspaper Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Linda Jacobson 
<lj acobso@email.unc.edu>: 

> Charlene, 
> I totally understand Another board member has a conftict on 
> Wednesdays too I am going to see about changing the night we meet, 
> although it may not be possible. 
> Linda 
> 

> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear Linda: Generally, I show films on Wednesday nights from 6-Spm. 
>> With our meeting starting at 5:30 it is going to be difficult for me 
>> to make these meetings. "¢~en the meetings started at 5pm I could 
>> come and stay for 45 minutes but now this is virtually impossible 
>> Therefore, I may not be able to attend this Wednesday night but I am 
>> going tu try to have some students show some ufthese :films later in 
>> the semester ]2~r me and I will try tu make the next couple uf 
>> meeungs. Since we are just returmng tu schuol, I really need to be 
>> here this cuming Wednesday. This is the best that I can do. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> Linda Jacubsun 
> Keeper 
> North Carulina Collection Gallery 
> Wilson Library 
> CB~3930 
> The University of Nurth Carolina at Chape[ Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 
> 919-962-1172 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 11:42 AM 

L. Teresa Church, @mindspfng.com> 

Re: Danny Glover Lecture 

Dear Teresa: I picked up the tickets to the Glover lecture. If you want 
to meet me outside flae Memorial Hall prior to the lecture let me know 
where you intend to stand so that I can see you I will be coming from 
the candlelight vigil at the Old Well. I should be at the Memorial Hall 
by 7pm. or a few- minutes earlier. If an emergency comes tap my cell 
phone is Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "L 
Teresa Church" b~mindspring.com>: 

Thank you veW much, Charlene I have been reading the news about 
Haiti in recent days. The devastation is really unbelievable in its 
scope. Take good care and I will be in touch. 

All the best, 

Teresa 

On Jan 14, 2010, at 2:09 PM; regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Forwarded message from klcaldwe@email uric edu ..... 
>> Date: Thu, 14 Jan2010 13:26:38 -0500 
>> Vrom: Kia Lilly Caldwell <kIcaldwe@email unc.edu> 
>> Reply-To: Kia Lilly CaldweH <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
>> Subject: [african-and-afro-american-studies-facul~] Donations for 
>> Haiti Relief Et?2~rts 
>> To: african-and-afro-american-smdies-[’acul~" 
>> <affican-and-afro-american-smdies-[’acul~’@listserv.unc.edu > 
>> 

>> Dear Colleagues, 
>> If you are thinking about making a donation for the relief efforts 
>> in Haiti, you might want to consider giving to the organization 
>> Partners in Health It was founded by Dr Paul Farmer, a physician 
>> and medical anthropologist who works at Harvard, and does great work 
>> in Haitian rural communities. It is run by Haitians and seems to 
>> have direct contact with the local population Their website is at: 
>> http://www pih or~/home.htm[ 
>> 

>> Below is an article about the situation in Haiti and the work of 
>> Partners m tleaIth. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> ~a 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> The New York Times <http ://~a~’w.nytiraes. corn;> E-mail This 
>> <http://www.nytimes.com/acLx/binia&’~ click.html?type goto&opzn&page www.nytimes.com,’yr/mo/day/opinion&pos TopRight- 
EmailThis&sn2 94d3287b/805f85e3&snl de089c0a/5f4cglfS&carap foxsearch2010emailtools 1225553b nyt5&ad CrazyHearts 88x31Globes&goto www%2Efoxsearchlight%2Ecom% 
2Fcrazyheart 
>> > 

>> 

>> 

>> *This page was sent to you by: @yahoo.com 
>> 

>> * OPINION * ]January 14, 2010 
>> * Op-Ed Contributor: Co~mtly Without a Net 
>><http:/iv~vw.nytm~es.com,’2OlO/O1/14/opinion/14kidder.html?emc etal> * 
>> By TRACY KIDDER 
>> The history- of Haiti’s vulnerability to natural disasters is long and 
>> complex, but the essence of it seems clear enough. 
>> 

>> 

>> A 
>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american- 
>> studies-faculty as: regester@email unc edu. 
>> 
>> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
>> 

>> <klcaldwe vcf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 12:45 PM 

pbnkal@siue.edu 

Fwd: tIome Ottice Rel~rt 

Dear Peter: If you have a cop?- of the Home Office Report 
electronically, please send as well as an attacl~ment. Thales much 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester ----- Forwarded message from 
regester@emaihunc.edu ..... 

Date: Tue, 19 Jal’~ 2010 08:40:52 -0500 
From: regester@email uric edu 

Reply-To: regester@emaihunc.edu 
Subject: Financial Report 

To: pbukals@siue.edu 

Dear Peter: Currently, I am t~ying to finalize the minutes for UFVA so 
that they can be read?- for the upcoming board meeting and approval. To 
facilitate this process would you provide a copy of the financial 
report submitted at our meeting ~n August attached to an email so that 
I can amend to the minutes? I have a copy of the report but I only have 
a hard copy. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 12:50 PM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

Fwd: Journal of Film and Video Report Submitted at Augus~t Meeting 

Dear Steve: Currently, as secretaW of L’FVA I am trying to get the 
minutes finalized from the August meeting. At this meeting Stephen 
Lipkm submitted the Journal of Film and Video report on your behalf. 
If you have an electronic copy of this report would you please send to 
me an ari email attachment so that I cari include in the minutes. Thanks 
much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 29 Dec 2009 13:30:48 -0500 
From: regester@email uric edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Review for Course File 

To: stropiano@ithaca.edu 

Dear Steve: I will have my review of the essay "Course File for the 
Rhetoric of Film: American Nan-atives in Context" by the stated 
deadline. It is completed but I ~vant to revie~v once more to make stare 
that I have not been too harsh and to make sure that my con~aents are 
clear. Have a good holiday Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 1:03 PM 

stmpim~o@ithaca.edu 

Re: Fwd: Journal of Film and Video Report Submitted at Augnst Meeting 

Dear Steve: Thanks much for your prompt reply Yes, I could open this 
file. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting stropiano@ithaca.edu: 

A copy is attached’. Let me know if you can’t open it 
Steve 

Stephen Tropiano, PhD 
Program Director, Ithaca College LA Program 
Associate Professor, Dept. of Television-Radio 
Editor, Journal of Film and Video 

Ithaca College LA Program 
3800 Barham Blvd Suate 305 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 
Phone: 323/851-6199 
Fax: 323/851-6748 
Cell: 

"It is only with the heart that one can see rightly, what is 
essential is invisible to 
the eye." 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 1:18 PM 

nma~tin@conncoll.edn 

History Theo~ Caucus 

Dear Nina: I was reviewing some minutes for UFVA and remembered that we 
had talked at the recent UFVA meeting I was ~vondering if you still 
needed a paper submission for the history, theory, caucus award If so 
and if I am not too late, I might be interested in submitting. \~z plate 
is filling up fast. I will not be attending SCMS this year but hope to 
do so next year Hope things are going well with you. I’d like to hear 
from you whenever you have a chance as I kno~v you are busy. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 1:58 PM 

Nomh Martin <ma~tinn@up.edtr~ 

Re: History Theory Caucns 

Dear Norah: Sorly for the mistake. Thanks for providing correct emaih 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Norah Martin <martinn@up edu>: 

> I am afraid you sent this to the wrong email address Nina Maltin’s email is 
> nina.martin@conncoll edu 
> 

> Norah 

> Norah Martin, PhD. 
> Associate Dean for Curriculum 
> College of Arts and Sciences 
> Universi~z of Portland 
> 5000 North Willamette Blvd 
> Portland, OR 97203-5798 
> (503) 943-7138 
> martirm@up.edu 

> On 1/19/10 10:18 AM; "regester@email unc edu" <regester@emaihunc edu> 
> wrote: 

>> Dear Nina: I was reviewing some minutes for UFVA and remembered that we 
>> had talked at the recent UFVA meeting I was wondering if you still 
>> needed a paper submission [’or the history, theory, caucus award. If so 
>> and if I am not too late, I might be interested in submitting. My plate 
>> is filling up fast. I will not be attending SCMS this year but hope to 
>> do so next year Hope things are going well with you. I’d like to hear 
>> from you whenever you have a chance as I know you are busy. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 2:00 PM 

nina.max~fin@conncoll.edu 

Fwd: History Theory Caucns 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 2010 13:18:09-0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: History Theory Caucus 

To: nmartin@colmcoll edu 

[)ear NJna: I was reviewing some minutes for UFVA and remembered that we 
had talked at the recent UFVA meeting. I was wondering if you still 
needed a paper submission for the history, theory, caucus award. If so 
and if I am not too late, I might be interested in submitting My plate 
is filling up fast. I will not be attending SCMS this year but hope to 
do so next year. Hope things are going well with you I’d like to hear 
from you whenever you have a chance as I know you are busy Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 5:26 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Program 

All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Journalism Program 
- February 5, 2010 deadline - 
\Program is for high school student journalists from low-income backgrounds that will take place for 10 days in August on the campus of Princeton University. The program is 
entering its ninth year; since 2002, more than 165 students from high schools across the country have been selected to participate in the program. They were taught by 
journalists from The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Miami Herald, The New Republic and The New Yorker; they covered Yankees, 
Mets, Jets and Liberty games and held a press conference with New Jersey’s secretary of state; they met with Princeton University’s president and dean of admissions; they 
received counseling on their college applications from our staff, which consists of Princeton University alumni and undergraduates; and they published their own newspaper. 
The application process will take place in two parts. For the first part, students should fill out the application (www.princeton.edu/sip), and then email it to 

~.gmail.com as a Microsoft Word attachment. Before emailing us the application, students should name the document using the following format: 
Las[name.mrstname. doc. So, if the student’s name is Mary Jones, the title of the document will be Jones.Mary.doc. In addition, the student should type his or her name and 
high school in the body of the email and put only the name of the Word document (e.g., Jones.Mary.doc) in the subject line of the email. We must receive the application by 
11:59 p.m. ET on February 5, 2010. 
In the second round of the application process, finalists will be interviewed by the program directors-either in person or over the phone-and they will be asked to provide printed 
copies of the following items via U.S. mail: an official transcript; the first page of the 2008 (or 2009, if available) income-tax r~turn form (the 1040 or 1040EZ form) of their 
custodial parent(s)/guardian(s), 
or a signed statement by their parent(s)/guardian(s) saying that their income is below the level at which they would be required to file income tax returns; a recommendation 
letter from a teacher; and clips from their high school newspaper or other publication (optional). 
To be eligible for the program, students must meet the following qualifications: 
- They must currently be juniors in high school. 
- They must live in the continental Uni ted States. 
- They must have at least an unweighted 3.5 grade point average 

(out of 4.0). 
- They must have an interest in journalism. 
- The combined income of their custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, must not exceed $45,000. 
Note: This program is for students fl~m low-income backgrounds. If the combined income of the custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, exceeds 
$45,000 and a student still wishes to apply, he or she may attach a letter explaining why his or her family qualifies as financially under-resourced. 
If you have questions, the best way to reach us is via email at sip~b..princeton.edu. Please note that applications should be sent to (~.¢lmail.com, which is a 
GMAIL address. Questions should be sent to sjp@princeton.edu, which is a PRINCETON address. 
All application materials-as well as additional information about the program-are available at w~,~.princeton.edu/sjp. 
A final word: We know that the process of applying to any selective program can be stressful, not to mention a lot of work-for students as well as their teachers. But, over the 
years, the students we have had come through our program have told us that, ultimately, the work they put into their application was worth it. 
Fwded by Kim Wright 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 5:28 PM 

VVilliams, Arlisha <arlishaw@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Program 

All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Journalism Program 
- February 5, 2010 deadline - 
\Program is for high school student journalists from low-income backgrounds that will take place for 10 days in August on the campus of Princeton University. The program is 
entering its ninth year; since 2002, more than 165 students from high schools across the country have been selected to participate in the program. They were taught by 
journalists from The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Miami Herald, The New Republic and The New Yorker; they covered Yankees, 
Mets, Jets and Liberty games and held a press conference with New Jersey’s secretary of state; they met with Princeton University’s president and dean of admissions; they 
received counseling on their college applications from our staff, which consists of Princeton University alumni and undergraduates; and they published their own newspaper. 
The application process will take place in two parts. For the first part, students should fill out the application (www.princeton.edu/sip), and then email it to 

@gmail.com as a Microsoft Word attachment. Before emailing us the application, students should name the document using the following format: 
Lastname.Firstname. doc. So, if the student’s name is Mary Jones, the title of the document will be Jones.Mary.doc. In addition, the student should type his or her name and 
high school in the body of the email and put only the name of the Word document (e.g., Jones.Mary.doc) in the subject line of the email. We must receive the application by 
11:59 p.m. ET on February 5, 2010. 
In the second round of the application process, finalists will be interviewed by the program directors-either in person or over the phone-and they will be asked to provide printed 
copies of the following items via U.S. mail: an official transcript; the first page of the 2008 (or 2009, if available) income-tax r~turn form (the 1040 or 1040EZ form) of their 
custodial parent(s)/guardian(s), 
or a signed statement by their parent(s)/guardian(s) saying that their income is below the level at which they would be required to file income tax returns; a recommendation 
letter from a teacher; and clips from their high school newspaper or other publication (optional). 
To be eligible for the program, students must meet the following qualifications: 
- They must currently be juniors in high school. 
- They must live in the continental Uni ted States. 
- They must have at least an unweighted 3.5 grade point average 

(out of 4.0). 
- They must have an interest in journalism. 
- The combined income of their custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, must not exceed $45,000. 
Note: This program is for students fl~m low-income backgrounds. If the combined income of the custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, exceeds 
$45,000 and a student still wishes to apply, he or she may attach a letter explaining why his or her family qualifies as financially under-resourced. 
If you have questions, the best way to reach us is via email at sip~b..princeton.edu. Please note that applications should be sent to (~.¢lmail.com, which is a 
GMAIL address. Questions should be sent to sjp@princeton.edu, which is a PRINCETON address. 
All application materials-as well as additional information about the program-are available at w~,~.princeton.edu/sjp. 
A final word: We know that the process of applying to any selective program can be stressful, not to mention a lot of work-for students as well as their teachers. But, over the 
years, the students we have had come through our program have told us that, ultimately, the work they put into their application was worth it. 
Fwded by Kim Wright 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 5:30 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Program 

All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Journalism Program 
- February 5, 2010 deadline - 
\Program is for high school student journalists from low-income backgrounds that will take place for 10 days in August on the campus of Princeton University. The program is 
entering its ninth year; since 2002, more than 165 students from high schools across the country have been selected to participate in the program. They were taught by 
journalists from The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Miami Herald, The New Republic and The New Yorker; they covered Yankees, 
Mets, Jets and Liberty games and held a press conference with New Jersey’s secretary of state; they met with Princeton University’s president and dean of admissions; they 
received counseling on their college applications from our staff, which consists of Princeton University alumni and undergraduates; and they published their own newspaper. 
The application process will take place in two parts. For the first part, students should fill out the application (www.princeton.edu/sip), and then email it to 

@gmail.com as a Microsoft Word attachment. Before emailing us the application, students should name the document using the following format: 
Lastname.Firstname. doc. So, if the student’s name is Mary Jones, the title of the document will be Jones.Mary.doc. In addition, the student should type his or her name and 
high school in the body of the email and put only the name of the Word document (e.g., Jones.Mary.doc) in the subject line of the email. We must receive the application by 
11:59 p.m. ET on February 5, 2010. 
In the second round of the application process, finalists will be interviewed by the program directors-either in person or over the phone-and they will be asked to provide printed 
copies of the following items via U.S. mail: an official transcript; the first page of the 2008 (or 2009, if available) income-tax r~turn form (the 1040 or 1040EZ form) of their 
custodial parent(s)/guardian(s), 
or a signed statement by their parent(s)/guardian(s) saying that their income is below the level at which they would be required to file income tax returns; a recommendation 
letter from a teacher; and clips from their high school newspaper or other publication (optional). 
To be eligible for the program, students must meet the following qualifications: 
- They must currently be juniors in high school. 
- They must live in the continental Uni ted States. 
- They must have at least an unweighted 3.5 grade point average 

(out of 4.0). 
- They must have an interest in journalism. 
- The combined income of their custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, must not exceed $45,000. 
Note: This program is for students fl~m low-income backgrounds. If the combined income of the custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, exceeds 
$45,000 and a student still wishes to apply, he or she may attach a letter explaining why his or her family qualifies as financially under-resourced. 
If you have questions, the best way to reach us is via email at sip~b..princeton.edu. Please note that applications should be sent to .~,.qmail.com, which is a 
GMAIL address. Questions should be sent to sjp@princeton.edu, which is a PRINCETON address. 
All application materials-as well as additional information about the program-are available at w~,~.princeton.edu/sjp. 
A final word: We know that the process of applying to any selective program can be stressful, not to mention a lot of work-for students as well as their teachers. But, over the 
years, the students we have had come through our program have told us that, ultimately, the work they put into their application was worth it. 
Fwded by Kim Wright 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 5:31 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Harvard University 

Harvard University Announcement 

Harvard University announced over the weekend that from now on undergraduate students from low-income families will pay no tuition. In making 
the announcement, Harvard’s president Lawrence H.. Summers said,"VVhen only ten percent of the students in elite higher education come from 
families in the lower half of the income distribution, we are not doing enough. We are not doing enough in bringing elite higher education to the 
lower half of the income distribution. "If you know of a family earning less than $60,000 a year with an honor student graduating from high school 
soon, Harvard University wants to pay the tuition. The prestigious university recently announced that from now on undergraduate students from low- 
income families can go to Harvard for free_, no tuition and no student loans! To find out more about Harvard offering free tuition for families making 
less than $60,000 a year, visit Harvard’s financial aid website at: http://www.fao.fas.harvard..edu! or call the school’s financial aid office at (617) 
495-1581 . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:11 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Fwd: All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Program 

All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Journalism Program 
- February 5, 2010 deadline - 
\Program is for high school student journalists from low-income backgrounds that will take place for 10 days in August on the campus of Princeton University. The program is 
entering its ninth year; since 2002, more than 165 students from high schools across the country have been selected to participate in the program. They were taught by 
journalists from The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Miami Herald, The New Republic and The New Yorker; they covered Yankees, 
Mets, Jets and Liberty games and held a press conference with New Jersey’s secretary of state; they met with Princeton University’s president and dean of admissions; they 
received counseling on their college applications from our staff, which consists of Princeton University alumni and undergraduates; and they published their own newspaper. 
The application process will take place in two parts. For the first part, students should fill out the application (www.princeton.edu/sip), and then email it to 

,~.gmail.com as a Microsoft Word attachment. Before emailing us the application, students should name the document using the following format: 
Lastname.Firstname. doc. So, if the student’s name is Mary Jones, the title of the document will be Jones.Mary.doc. In addition, the student should type his or her name and 
high school in the body of the email and put only the name of the Word document (e.g., Jones.Mary.doc) in the subject line of the email. We must receive the application by 
11:59 p.m. ET on February 5, 2010. 
In the second round of the application process, finalists will be interviewed by the program directors-either in person or over the phone-and they will be asked to provide printed 
copies of the following items via U.S. mail: an official transcript; the first page of the 2008 (or 2009, if available) income-tax r~turn form (the 1040 or 1040EZ form) of their 
custodial parent(s)/guardian(s), 
or a signed statement by their parent(s)/guardian(s) saying that their income is below the level at which they would be required to file income tax returns; a recommendation 
letter from a teacher; and clips from their high school newspaper or other publication (optional). 
To be eligible for the program, students must meet the following qualifications: 
- They must currently be juniors in high school. 
- They must live in the continental Uni ted States. 
- They must have at least an unweighted 3.5 grade point average 

(out of 4.0). 
- They must have an interest in journalism. 
- The combined income of their custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, must not exceed $45,000. 
Note: This program is for students fl~m low-income backgrounds. If the combined income of the custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, exceeds 
$45,000 and a student still wishes to apply, he or she may attach a letter explaining why his or her family qualifies as financially under-resourced. 
If you have questions, the best way to reach us is via email at sip~b..princeton.edu. Please note that applications should be sent to (~.¢lmail.com, which is a 
GMAIL address. Questions should be sent to sjp@princeton.edu, which is a PRINCETON address. 
All application materials-as well as additional information about the program-are available at w~,~.princeton.edu/sjp. 
A final word: We know that the process of applying to any selective program can be stressful, not to mention a lot of work-for students as well as their teachers. But, over the 
years, the students we have had come through our program have told us that, ultimately, the work they put into their application was worth it. 
Fwded by Kim Wright 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:12 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Program 

All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Journalism Program 
- February 5, 2010 deadline - 
\Program is for high school student journalists from low-income backgrounds that will take place for 10 days in August on the campus of Princeton University. The program is 
entering its ninth year; since 2002, more than 165 students from high schools across the country have been selected to participate in the program. They were taught by 
journalists from The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Miami Herald, The New Republic and The New Yorker; they covered Yankees, 
Mets, Jets and Liberty games and held a press conference with New Jersey’s secretary of state; they met with Princeton University’s president and dean of admissions; they 
received counseling on their college applications from our staff, which consists of Princeton University alumni and undergraduates; and they published their own newspaper. 
The application process will take place in two parts. For the first part, students should fill out the application (www.princeton.edu/sip), and then email it to 

@gmail.com as a Microsoft Word attachment. Before emailing us the application, students should name the document using the following format: 
Lastname.Firstname. doc. So, if the student’s name is Mary Jones, the title of the document will be Jones.Mary.doc. In addition, the student should type his or her name and 
high school in the body of the email and put only the name of the Word document (e.g., Jones.Mary.doc) in the subject line of the email. We must receive the application by 
11:59 p.m. ET on February 5, 2010. 
In the second round of the application process, finalists will be interviewed by the program directors-either in person or over the phone-and they will be asked to provide printed 
copies of the following items via U.S. mail: an official transcript; the first page of the 2008 (or 2009, if available) income-tax r~turn form (the 1040 or 1040EZ form) of their 
custodial parent(s)/guardian(s), 
or a signed statement by their parent(s)/guardian(s) saying that their income is below the level at which they would be required to file income tax returns; a recommendation 
letter from a teacher; and clips from their high school newspaper or other publication (optional). 
To be eligible for the program, students must meet the following qualifications: 
- They must currently be juniors in high school. 
- They must live in the continental Uni ted States. 
- They must have at least an unweighted 3.5 grade point average 

(out of 4.0). 
- They must have an interest in journalism. 
- The combined income of their custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, must not exceed $45,000. 
Note: This program is for students fl~m low-income backgrounds. If the combined income of the custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, exceeds 
$45,000 and a student still wishes to apply, he or she may attach a letter explaining why his or her family qualifies as financially under-resourced. 
If you have questions, the best way to reach us is via email at sip~b..princeton.edu. Please note that applications should be sent to .~,.qmail.com, which is a 
GMAIL address. Questions should be sent to sjp@princeton.edu, which is a PRINCETON address. 
All application materials-as well as additional information about the program-are available at w~,~.princeton.edu/sjp. 
A final word: We know that the process of applying to any selective program can be stressful, not to mention a lot of work-for students as well as their teachers. But, over the 
years, the students we have had come through our program have told us that, ultimately, the work they put into their application was worth it. 
Fwded by Kim Wright 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:12 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Harvard University 

Harvard University Announcement 

Harvard University announced over the weekend that from now on undergraduate students from low-income families will pay no tuition. In making 
the announcement, Harvard’s president Lawrence H.. Summers said,"VVhen only ten percent of the students in elite higher education come from 
families in the lower half of the income distribution, we are not doing enough. We are not doing enough in bringing elite higher education to the 
lower half of the income distribution. "If you know of a family earning less than $60,000 a year with an honor student graduating from high school 
soon, Harvard University wants to pay the tuition. The prestigious university recently announced that from now on undergraduate students from low- 
income families can go to Harvard for free_, no tuition and no student loans! To find out more about Harvard offering free tuition for families making 
less than $60,000 a year, visit Harvard’s financial aid website at: http://www.fao.fas.harvard..edu! or call the school’s financial aid office at (617) 
495-1581 . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 20, 2010 4:21 PM 

L. Teresa Church @mindspfng.com> 

Re: Danny Glover Lecture 

See you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "L. Teresa Church" 
~)mindspring.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you so much for your email. I will wait for you at the front 

door area of Memorial Hall. ~/~¥ aim is to be somewhere near the main- 
entry door~vay Take good care and I will see you Thursday evening 
when you arrive. 

Until then, 

Teresa 

On Jan 19, 2010, at 11:42 AJ~ regester@email.unc edu wrote: 

>> Dear Teresa: I picked up the tickets to the Glover lecture. If you 
>> want to meet me outside the Memorial }{all prior to the lecture let 
>> me know where you intend to stand so that I can see you. I will be 
>> coming from the candlelight vigil at the Old Well I should be at 
>> the Memorial Hall by 7pro or a few minutes earlier. If an emergency 
>> comes up my cell phone is, Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting "L. Teresa Church" @mindspring.com>: 
>> 
>>> ’]’hank you very much, Charlene. I have been reading the news about 
>>> Haiti in recent days. The devastation is really unbelievable in 
>>> its scope. Take good care and I will be in touch. 

>>> All the best, 

>>> On Jan 14, 2010, at 2:09 PM, regester@emai[.unc.edu wrote: 

>>>> ..... Forwarded message from klcaldwe@email.unc.edu ..... 
>>>> Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2010 13:26:38 -0500 
>>>> From: Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.m~c.edu> 
>>>> Reply-To: Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.anc.edu> 
>>>> Subject: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Donations 
>>>> for Haiti Relief Efforts 
>>>> To: african-and-afro-amcrican-studies-facul~ 
>>>> <african-and-afro-araerican-studies-facul~’@listset~.unc.edu > 

>>>> Dear Colleagues, 
>>>> If you are thinking about making a donation for the relief 
>>>> efforts in Haiti, you might want to consider giving to the 
>>>> organization Partners in Health. It was founded by- Dr. Paul 
>>>> Farmer, a physician and medical anthropologist who works at 
>>>> Har~,~ard, and does great work in Haitian rural communities. It is 
>>>> r~ by Haitians and seems to have direct contact with the local 
>>>> population. Their website is at: http:i/www.pih.orgihome.html 

>>>> Below is an article about the situation in Haiti and the work of 
>>>> Partners in Health. 

>>>> Kia 

>>>> The New York Times <http://w~vw n,vtimes.co~rd> E-mail This 
>>>> <http://www.nytimescorrda&x/bin/adxclick.html?type goto&opzn&page v~vwnytimes.co~rdyr/mo/dayiopinion&pos TopRight- 
EmailThis&sn2 94d3287b/805flS5e3&snl de089c0a/5f4c91flS&camp foxsearch2010emailtools 1225553b nyt5&ad CrazyHearts 88x31Globes&goto www%2Efoxsearchlight%2Ecom% 
2Fcrazyheart 

>>>> *This page was sent to you by: @yahoo com 

>>>> * OPINION * i January 14, 2010 
>>>> * Op-Ed Contributor: Countly Without a Net 
>>>> <http://w~v.nytimes.co~rd2010/01/14iopinion/14kidder.html?emc eta1> * 



>>>> B’~, T[L~%CY KIDDER 
>>>> The history of Haiti’s vulnerabi [it?’ to natural disasters is long and 
>>>> complex, but the essence of it seems clear enough 

>>>> --- You are currentl’~, subscribed to african-and-al~o-american- 
>>>> studies-facu ty ~s regester@emai unc edu 

>>>> ..... End forwarded message ..... 

>>>> <klcaldwe.vcf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 20, 2010 4:45 PM 

Research Assistant                   @gmail.com> 

Re: An Invitation to Participate in the "Can We Talk?" Cont~rence 

Dear Conference Coordinator: Currently, I am working on the 
presentation for the upcoming conference but cannot locate "Space 
Traders" Please let me know if the film is listed under another name 
or is available tl~rough Duke University Library or would you be willing 
to send me a copy for my review Thanks much for your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Research Assistant 

~gmail corn>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

On behalf of the Depaltment of African & African-American Studies and 
the Center for African & African-American Research at Duke University, I am 
writing you today to invite you to participate in "?Can We Talk??: Bridging 
the Humanities and the Social Sciences in African and African American 
Studies". "?Can We Talk??" will be held at Duke University on Thursday and 
Friday March 25-26, 2010. It is a COl~ference aimed at bringing together the 
worlds of social sciences and humanities research in a conversation about 
how the two can mutually benefit in improving our understanding of race, 
inequali~z, and social diIt’erence We are asking major scholars to 
contribute to this innovative conference This invitatiun is a specific 
request to present an 3-5 page paper un a Film Panel that will critique 
scenes from "Precious" (thr. Lee Daniels), "Akeelah and the Bee" (dir Doug 
Athcison), and "Space Traders" (dir. Reginald and Warringtun tludlin). We 
request that you speak for 10-12 minutes on your panel; we prefer nut to 
have the paper read verbatim. We also hope that you will participate 
actively in the conversations fuHowing each panel We also request that you 
submit your paper by March 10, 2010 in urder tu give your panel discussant 
ample opportunity to read it We hope tu publish a number of the papers in a 
cunference volume; we are negotiating with the Duke University Press about 
publicatiun. Please respond by January 15, 2009 to 

@gmail.com 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa Vincent 
Conference Coordinatur 

P.S. Ifyuu have aW questiuns please cuntact William Dari~ at 919-613-7336 
or by email at william.dari~’@duke edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 21, 2010 8:27 AM 

aJ~m@listserv.nnc.edu 

Fwd: 2010 AYA Spring Cont~rence Call tbr Papers 

Present your research at AYA’Ac.’rMs 21st ~@mual Sprir~ Conference 

Temple Universi&~s 
AYA: Ati-i c an An-~. e ri c m~ S m d i e s Grad u ate S tu d e ~ t s 

Presents 

AYA SPRING, CONFERENCE 

April 09-10, 2010 
Temple Lmvc~ s~b, Philadelphia, PA 

Abstracts Deadline: March 27, 2010 
A.g~THE F~URE ROLE OF BLACK STUDIES IN THE. 

D!ASPORAAg 
Abstracts of ] 50 words can be submitled to AYA Spfirg Corfference at: http:/Jwww,su~eymor~key.corn,is.asp~? 

sm=g~IidDN7GI4~A6}~i19qxD 2bTw 3d 3d 
Topics of exploration include (but are not limited to): Discipline Development; Africana Activism; Africana Intellectual Thought and 
History; African-Centered Education and Pedagogy; Africana WomenagT~s Studies and Womanism; African/African American History 
and Culture; Africana Studies; Theories, Issues and Concerns; African/African American I.iterature; African Aesthetics and Philosophy; 
African Community and Economics; Domestic and Foreign Policy in the African World; Black Psychology; Modern Science and 
Technology; Se~ice Learning and Community Based Researh; Critical Ethnography and Urban Studies. For more information, please e- 
mail AYA Spring Conference Committee at           @yahoo.com. 
AYA: African American Studies; Gt’aduate Sit,dents Js rite official organization of graduate student~; at Temple University who are Jntet’es~ted in Aft’f can American 
Studies, AYA is a Ghanafan Adinkra symbol meaning ~gcpfemfig add it 15 a :~ymbol c>f endut’ance and resc~urce[uiness. The feru [:a a hardy plant that catKt grow in 
difficult places, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 21, 2010 8:31 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Meeting on Friday 

Dear Mae: Please let me kno~v if you ~vould like to meet tomorro~v around 
1:30 or 2pm If so, I can bring most of the articles at that time. 
Finally, we need to update on the correspondence with contributors. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 21,2010 11:30 AM 

~att.net 

Fwd: All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Program 

All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Journalism Program 
- February 5, 2010 deadline - 
\Program is for high school student journalists from low-income backgrounds that will take place for 10 days in August on the campus of Princeton University. The program is 
entering its ninth year; since 2002, more than 165 students from high schools across the country have been selected to participate in the program. They were taught by 
journalists from The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Miami Herald, The New Republic and The New Yorker; they covered Yankees, 
Mets, Jets and Liberty games and held a press conference with New Jersey’s secretary of state; they met with Princeton University’s president and dean of admissions; they 
received counseling on their college applications from our staff, which consists of Princeton University alumni and undergraduates; and they published their own newspaper. 
The application process will take place in two parts. For the first part, students should fill out the application (www.princeton.edu/sip), and then email it to 

~gmail.com as a Microsoft Word attachment. Before emailing us the application, students should name the document using the following format: 
Lastname.Firstname. doc. So, if the student’s name is Mary Jones, the title of the document will be Jones.Mary.doc. In addition, the student should type his or her name and 
high school in the body of the email and put only the name of the Word document (e.g., Jones.Mary.doc) in the subject line of the email. We must receive the application by 
11:59 p.m. ET on February 5, 2010. 
In the second round of the application process, finalists will be interviewed by the program directors-either in person or over the phone-and they will be asked to provide printed 
copies of the following items via U.S. mail: an official transcript; the first page of the 2008 (or 2009, if available) income-tax r~turn form (the 1040 or 1040EZ form) of their 
custodial parent(s)/guardian(s), 
or a signed statement by their parent(s)/guardian(s) saying that their income is below the level at which they would be required to file income tax returns; a recommendation 
letter from a teacher; and clips from their high school newspaper or other publication (optional). 
To be eligible for the program, students must meet the following qualifications: 
- They must currently be juniors in high school. 
- They must live in the continental Uni ted States. 
- They must have at least an unweighted 3.5 grade point average 

(out of 4.0). 
- They must have an interest in journalism. 
- The combined income of their custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, must not exceed $45,000. 
Note: This program is for students fl~m low-income backgrounds. If the combined income of the custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, exceeds 
$45,000 and a student still wishes to apply, he or she may attach a letter explaining why his or her family qualifies as financially under-resourced. 
If you have questions, the best way to reach us is via email at sip@princeton.edu. Please note that applications should be sent to @¢lmail.com, which is a 
GMAIL address. Questions should be sent to sjp@princeton.edu, which is a PRINCETON address. 
All application materials-as well as additional information about the program-are available at w~,~.princeton.edu/sjp. 
A final word: We know that the process of applying to any selective program can be stressful, not to mention a lot of work-for students as well as their teachers. But, over the 
years, the students we have had come through our program have told us that, ultimately, the work they put into their application was worth it. 
Fwded by Kim Wright 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 21,2010 11:30 AM 

@att.net 

Fwd: Harvard University 

Harvard University Announcement 

Harvard University announced over the weekend that from now on undergraduate students from low-income families will pay no tuition. In making 
the announcement, Harvard’s president Lawrence H.. Summers said,"VVhen only ten percent of the students in elite higher education come from 
families in the lower half of the income distribution, we are not doing enough. We are not doing enough in bringing elite higher education to the 
lower half of the income distribution. "If you know of a family earning less than $60,000 a year with an honor student graduating from high school 
soon, Harvard University wants to pay the tuition. The prestigious university recently announced that from now on undergraduate students from low- 
income families can go to Harvard for free_, no tuition and no student loans! To find out more about Harvard offering free tuition for families making 
less than $60,000 a year, visit Harvard’s financial aid website at: http://www.fao.fas.harvard..edu! or call the school’s financial aid office at (617) 
495-1581 . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 21,2010 11:48 AM 

@hotmail.com 

Fwd: All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Program 

All Expenses Paid Princeton University Summer Journalism Program 
- February 5, 2010 deadline - 
\Program is for high school student journalists from low-income backgrounds that will take place for 10 days in August on the campus of Princeton University. The program is 
entering its ninth year; since 2002, more than 165 students from high schools across the country have been selected to participate in the program. They were taught by 
journalists from The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Miami Herald, The New Republic and The New Yorker; they covered Yankees, 
Mets, Jets and Liberty games and held a press conference with New Jersey’s secretary of state; they met with Princeton University’s president and dean of admissions; they 
received counseling on their college applications from our staff, which consists of Princeton University alumni and undergraduates; and they published their own newspaper. 
The application process will take place in two parts. For the first part, students should fill out the application (www.princeton.edu/sip), and then email it to 

@gmail.com as a Microsoft Word attachment. Before emailing us the application, students should name the document using the following format: 
Lastname.Firstname. doc. So, if the student’s name is Mary Jones, the title of the document will be Jones.Mary.doc. In addition, the student should type his or her name and 
high school in the body of the email and put only the name of the Word document (e.g., Jones.Mary.doc) in the subject line of the email. We must receive the application by 
11:59 p.m. ET on February 5, 2010. 
In the second round of the application process, finalists will be interviewed by the program directors-either in person or over the phone-and they will be asked to provide printed 
copies of the following items via U.S. mail: an official transcript; the first page of the 2008 (or 2009, if available) income-tax r~turn form (the 1040 or 1040EZ form) of their 
custodial parent(s)/guardian(s), 
or a signed statement by their parent(s)/guardian(s) saying that their income is below the level at which they would be required to file income tax returns; a recommendation 
letter from a teacher; and clips from their high school newspaper or other publication (optional). 
To be eligible for the program, students must meet the following qualifications: 
- They must currently be juniors in high school. 
- They must live in the continental Uni ted States. 
- They must have at least an unweighted 3.5 grade point average 

(out of 4.0). 
- They must have an interest in journalism. 
- The combined income of their custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, must not exceed $45,000. 
Note: This program is for students fl~m low-income backgrounds. If the combined income of the custodial parent(s)/guardian(s) plus child support payments, if any, exceeds 
$45,000 and a student still wishes to apply, he or she may attach a letter explaining why his or her family qualifies as financially under-resourced. 
If you have questions, the best way to reach us is via email at sip@princeton.edu. Please note that applications should be sent to @¢lmail.com, which is a 
GMAIL address. Questions should be sent to sjp@princeton.edu, which is a PRINCETON address. 
All application materials-as well as additional information about the program-are available at w~,~.princeton.edu/sjp. 
A final word: We know that the process of applying to any selective program can be stressful, not to mention a lot of work-for students as well as their teachers. But, over the 
years, the students we have had come through our program have told us that, ultimately, the work they put into their application was worth it. 
Fwded by Kim Wright 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 21,2010 11:49 AM 

@hotmail.com 

Fwd: Harvard University 

Harvard University Announcement 

Harvard University announced over the weekend that from now on undergraduate students from low-income families will pay no tuition. In making 
the announcement, Harvard’s president Lawrence H.. Summers said,"VVhen only ten percent of the students in elite higher education come from 
families in the lower half of the income distribution, we are not doing enough. We are not doing enough in bringing elite higher education to the 
lower half of the income distribution. "If you know of a family earning less than $60,000 a year with an honor student graduating from high school 
soon, Harvard University wants to pay the tuition. The prestigious university recently announced that from now on undergraduate students from low- 
income families can go to Harvard for free_, no tuition and no student loans! To find out more about Harvard offering free tuition for families making 
less than $60,000 a year, visit Harvard’s financial aid website at: http://www.fao.fas.harvard..edu! or call the school’s financial aid office at (617) 
495-1581 . 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 21, 2010 1:55 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Re: Meeting on Friday 

Dear Mae: Let’s meet tomorrow- and if I don’t see you later today, I 
will bring the essays If you want to come to the libraw, my carrell 
is on the 8th floor, Room 8026. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

Mae Henderson <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

I am on campus today, but I teach until 3:15 (in Bingham), 
and will not return to my office before 3:30 or so. 

I will be leaving for class at about 1:45, so ifI do not 
hear from you before their, I will assume that we’ll meet 
tomorrow (although I may stop by the libraW to say hello 
and to collect the essays after class today) 

Best, mae 

regester@email uric edu wrute: 
>> Dear Mae: Yes, we can meet aruund 1:30 tomorruw ur if you are on 
>> campus today we can meet while you are here between 1 and 4pro Just 
>> let me know what works best [’or yuu. ffyuu want tu meet un campus I 
>> can cume to your uffice or yuu can meet me in the librap)< 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting Mae Hendersun 
>> <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hellu Charlene, 

>>> I was intending tu email yuu -- when I upened my email 
>>> and found yuurs to me this morning! 

>>> Please forgive the delay in my respunse Like you, I 
>>> found the beginning of the semester somewhat hectic, 
>>> althuugh classes are now settling into sumething uf 

>>> I knuw that there is sume pressing correspondence with 
>>> uur cuntributors that needs to be done, su let’s du 
>>> indeed meet on Friday, if at all pussible. 

>>> Shuuld we meet at here at 124 tumorruw about 
>>> 1:00 pm -- ur du yuu wish tu meet sooner? 

>>> Best, mae 

>>> regester@email.anc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Mae: Please let me know if you would like to meet tomorro~v 
>>>> around 1:30 or 2pm. If so, I can bring most of the articles at 
>>>> that time. Finally, we need to update on the correspondence with 
>>>> contributors. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 21, 2010 1:59 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: Coming to Greensboro 

winmail.dat 

..... Forwarded message from ~windstream.net ..... 
Date: Thu, 21 Jan 2010 13:43:01 -0500 
From: "F.ugene C Hines" ~windstream net> 

Reply -To:            ~)wmc~stream. net 
Sut~ject: FW: Coming to Greensboro 

From: Merle Green [mailto:MGREEN,@,co.guilford.nc.us] Sent: Thursday-, 
January- 21, 2010 1:25 PM 

To:           ~windstream.net’ 
Subject: RE: Coraing to Greensboro 

Check out the Greensboro News and Record at www. ne~vs-record.com 

Opening ceremony details for civil rights museum 

Wednesday, JanualN 20, 2010 

(Updated 11:56 aru) 

Staff Reports <http :i,’~’~’w.ne~vs-record. cotr,~;whois/staff reports> 

Accompanying Photos 

<http://w~vw.news-record.com/content/2OlO/O1/O6/image/signoutsidethe intern 
ationalcivilrights center museum> 
http://rmn.news-record.com/drupal/files/imagecacheinrcomarticle image landsc 
ape/Images/ 495030504012010 jpg 

H. Scott HofIh~alm (News & Record) 

Related Links 

*    Panel: More coverage: International Civil Rights Center 
<http://www.news-record.corednews/museum> & Museum 

What do you think? 

<http://~wne;vs-recordcon~/content/2OlO/O1/20/alticle/opening ceremony- deta 
ils for civilrights museum#1~rcBlk ArtCormnents> 15 cornment(s) 

Read 
<http://~wne;vs-recordcon~/content/2OlO/O1/20/alticle/opening ceremony- deta 
ils for c~vilrights museum#nrcBlkArtComments> other visitors’ comments 
and post your own. 

Civil Rights Museum 

*    Article: Obama not attending ceremonies for museum 
<http://www.news-record.con~,content/2010/01i20/article/obama not attending c 

eremonies For museum> (3:00 am) * Article: Opening ceremony details for 
civil rights museum 
<http://wwwnews-recordcom/content/2010/Ol/20/article/opening ceremony deta 
ils for c~vil rights museum> (Jan 20) * Article: Unsung heroes: The 
’:fifth men 
<http://www.news-record.com/content/2010i01/16/articleiunsung heroes the fif 
th men kept counter sit ins going> ’ kept counter sit-ins going (Jan 



17)* Article: Greensboro Four lauded J2~r efforts 
<http://wwwnews-recordcom/content/2010/01/16/article/greensboro J2~ur [aude 
d !2~r ef~2~rts> (Jan. 17) * Article: Museum’s opening to close nearby streets 
<http://wwwnews-recordcom/content/2010/O1/15/article/museum s opening to c 
lose nearby streets for 24 hours> (Jan. 15) 

The International Civil Rights (;enter & Museum released more details 
Wednesday about its opening ceremony on Feb. 1. 

The event is free and open to the public. It will begin at 8 a.m. in front 
of the museum at the corner of Elm Street and February One Place in downtown 
Greensboro. The event will be held rain or shine. 

Parking 

Parking will be located in all ci~-owned parking decks downtown, as well as 
overflow parking at the Depot train station and on-street parking. 

It is anticipated that most public parking lots will be full by 7:30 a.m., 
so those interested in attending are encouraged to arrive early. 

Street closings 

From 2 p.m. Jan. 31 until about 2 p.m. on Feb. 1, the following streets will 
be closed: 

* Elm Street (from Market Street to Washington Street) * Davie Street 
(frora Market Street to Washington Street) * One lane of Greene Street 
(from Market Street to Washington Street) * February One Place 

The ceremony 

Speakers at the ribbon cutting ceremony will include: 

*    Franklin McCain, one of the four sit-ins participants *    Guilford 
Coun~ Commissioner Melvin "Skip" Alstun and N C. Rep. Earl 
Jones, co-founders of the museum. * Governor Bey Perdue. * U.S Sen. 

Kay Hagan. * A representative from the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Commattee. 

* A representative from the Obama Administration. 

Public tours 

They will begin at 1 p.m. ai’ter the ceremony ends. Advance tickets are 
required to tour the museum on opening day. Information about ticket sales 
will be amaounced on Jan 25. 

For more information about the International Civil Rights Center & Museum, 
visit www.sitimaaovement org. 

From: Eugene C. Hines [rnailto 
Thursday, January 21, 2010 1:15 PM 
To: Merle Green 
Subject: RE: Coming to Greensboro 

~d)windstream.net] Sent: 

Hello Merle I had not heard about the Museum activities. Could you send me 
more inJ2~ about it’? 

From: Merle Green [mailto:MGKE[;~N~co ~uilford.nc.us] Sent: Thursday, 
January 21,2010 1:11 PM 

To: ’      " @windstream net’ 
Subject: (2omlng to Greensboro 

Hi Eugene: Happy 2010.. I hope you are doing fine! Thank you [’or the info 
on the UNC Town tlall Meeting tonight. I will not be able to attend. By 
chance, are you planning to come to Greensboro between January 30 and 
February 1 to take part in any of the events surrounding the opening of the 
International Civil Rights Museum on February 1 ? 

F,-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the 
North Carolina Public Records Law- and may be disclosed to third parties by 
an 
authorized county official. If you have received this communication in 
error, please do not distribute it. Please notify the sender by E-mail 



at the address shown and delete the original message. 

]~mai[ correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the 
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties by 
an 
authorized co~mty official. If you have received this corcan~mication in 
error, please do not distribute it. Please notify the sender by E-rnail 
at the address shown and delete the original message. 

..... End forwarded ruessage ..... 



FYI 

From; Merle Green [mailto:MGREEN@co.guilford.nc.us] 
Sent; Thursday, January 21, 2010 1:25 PM 
To:           ~windstream.net’ 
Subject: RE: Coming to Greensboro 

Check out the Greensboro News and Record at www. news-record.corn 

Opening ceremony details for civil rights museum 

Wednesday, January 20, 2010 

(Updated 11:56 am) 

Staff Reports 

Accompanying Photos 

H. Scott Hoffmann (News & Record) 

Related Links 

¯ Panel: More coverage: International Civil Rights Center & Museum 

What do you think? 

::IS comment(s) 

Read other visitors’ comments and post your own. 

Civil Rights Museum 

¯ Article: Obama not attending ceremonies for museum (3:00 am) 

¯ Article: Opening ceremony details for civil rights museum (Jan. 20) 

¯ Article: Unsung heroes: The ’fifth men’ kept counter sit-ins going (Jan. 17) 

¯ Article: Greensboro Four lauded for efforts (Jan. 17) 

¯ Article: Museum’s opening to close nearby streets (Jan. 15) 

The International Civil Rights Center & Museum released more details Wednesday about its opening ceremony on 

Feb, 1. 



The event is free and open to the public. It will begin at 8 a.m. in front of the museum at the corner of Elm Street 

and February One Place in downtown Greensboro. The event will be held rain or shine. 

Parking 

Parking will be located in all city-owned parking decks downtown, as well as overflow parking at the Depot train 

station and on-street parking. 

It is anticipated that most public parking lots will be full by 7:30 a.m., so those interested in attending are 

encouraged to arrive early. 

Street closings 

From 2 p.m. Jan. 31 until about 2 p.m. on Feb. 1, the following streets will be closed: 

¯ Elm Street (from Market Street to Washington Street) 

¯ Davie Street (from Market Street to Washington Street) 

° One lane of Greene Street (from Market Street to Washington Street) 

¯ February One Place 

The ceremony 

Speakers at the ribbon cutting ceremony will include: 

¯ Franklin McCain, one of the four sit-ins participants. 

° Guilford County Commissioner Melvin "Skip" Alston and N.C. Rep. Earl Jones, co-founders of the museum. 

¯ Governor Bev Perdue. 

¯ U.S. Sen. Kay Hagan. 

¯ A representative from the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. 

° A representative from the Obama Administration. 

Public tours 

They will begin at 1 p.m. after the ceremony ends. Advance tickets are required to tour the museum on opening 

day. Information about ticket sales will be announced on Jan. 25. 

For more information about the International Civil Rights Center & Museum, visit www.sitinmovement.org. 

From; Eugene C. Hines 

Sent; Thursday, January 21, 2010 1:15 PM 

To; Merle Green 

Subject: RE: Coming to Greensboro 

@windstream.net] 

Hello Merle. I had not heard about the Museum activities. Could you send me more info about it? 

From; Merle Green [mailto:MGREEN@co.guilford.nc.us] 

Sent; Thursday, January 21, 2010 1:11 PM 

To:          @windstream.net’ 

Subject: Coming to Greensboro 



Hi Eugene: Happy 20:10o..1 hope you are doing fine[ Thank you for the info on the UNC Town Hall Meeting tonight° I will 

not be able to attend. By chance, are you planning to come to Greensboro between January 30 and February :1 to take 

part in any of the events s~rrounding the opening of the International Civil Rights Museum on Febr~ary 



~=ror~-" 

"ro: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 2:[, 20:[0 3:37 PM 

@att.net 
Fwd: 20:[0 Micheaux programming 

Hi all, Stephanie Pochop here, Lynne and [ are working on our Humanities grant :[ was contacting some of the folks who usually have input in the festival and decided that 
while :[ was at it, I would ask all of your for your sLiggestJons about the ~Sth Anniversary Festival. 

Last year, I think we think we finally found the right balance of local programming topics to get people from the area to come but [ know we really need to beef up our 
H~cheaux scholarship. We are a~so trying ~ be responsive to cfit~dsm that we need more consistent programming, so here ~t is ..... a ten~t~ve, w~sh I~st program of this year’s 
"Osca~ M~cheaux and Sou~h Dakota in ~he 19,~0’s" Festival ..... ~ust wanted you a~l to see how g~eat~ new and exalting this year’s l:estiva~ b go~ng to be~ 

Wednesday: Welcome at festival garden (not the ButLes); live jazz from Ioca] singers! introduction of the official USPS Oscar Micheaux stamp (Also we are getting a liquor 
license to sell and serve on campus fo~ the whole event)~ Evening ends with a Micheaux film showing, 

Thursday.2 Entertminment in Micheaux’s works and GregoD’ County in ~he 1940’s, Both ~.940’s N[cheaux films; Nicheaux band; Mkheaux schobrsh[p on the dandn9 and music 
of the movies; Be~e Foge~ w~th ~ve score of s~lent N~cheaux fi~m; N~xed Blood ~eah-e production of African American women and music through h~s~; Sheree~s oral his~ 
of urban spor~ in the ~940’s; a taifgater and Gregory sports Nstory ~’rom the $940’s or more I~ve jazz per~brmance as the evenk~g headb~er, Evening ends w~th N~cheaux film. 

Frida~ Women in Micheaux’s works!life and SD in the 194,0%. Micheaux scholarship on the role of women in his films and books. 3eny’s one act p]ay "Micheaux and His 
Wives"; Master gardener class; canning class vs. rub~e~ and meta~ drives o~: ~he ~9~’s; d~splay of images of women ~n the ~940’s; Gladys Pyre ~ecture and papers; Hark 
Me~erhenry present~ the story o~’ Mary’ Neierhen[y O’NeHi -- war #rMe, war widow ~nd workk~g mother in ~he ~9~’s, Evening ends w~th a M[cheaux firm. 

Saturda~L: Heros in Micheaux% works/life and SD, Micheaux scholarship on the portrayal of heros in Hicheaux films. Hopefully we can show a varieb/of films that example the 
H~cheaux hero, Zt wouid be great to have a dbcussbn of the H~cheaux hero today, Orat histories of bcal ~WVZZ vets Hadey Hill and Pat F~ynn; Lako~ hero Charlie White P~pe’s 
family d~splays h~s (:ongressiona~ Heda~ of Honor and shares ~s memodes of being a code ~lker; bca~ Amedcan Legion Posta presen~ a "Wa~l of Honor" ~st of bcal men and 
women who sacrificed their I~ves 
"v.-Day" celebration w~th rive jazz from the ~’s and vin~ge costumes ~n the garden before former GoviCongressman Bill 3ankbw presenta a persona~ rememberance of Joe 
ross, South Dakota’s mos~ famous WW[[ Flying Ace, 

Zdeas? Suggestions? Speakers’?? Help! Any positive criticism is appreciated! Let us know your thoughts~ Doesn’t this sound like a great program~ 

And next year_.,. How about "Mk:heaux and Western [.ore," featuring Micheaux westerns, Micheaux cowboys, a tribute to SD rodeo star Casey Tibbs and famous rodeo bronc 
from this area, Tippora~y; a saddle making class; a barn dance; a his~o~ and display of local brands to get those modem day cowboys interested in the Oscar Hicheaux 
festival; SD westerns like "Dances with Wolves"; the life of a rodeo cowgirL_ WeYe not through - not by a long shot! 

Help! 
Stephanie E. Pochop JOHNSON & EKLUND 405 Main Gregory, SD 57533 (605) 835-8391 

Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service. Get it now. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 22, 2010 1:03 PM 

Terry Barnett ~aol.com> 

Re: Robeson Talk 

Dear Terry: Thanks for the reply. I had no idea that you were out of 
the country but I should have known. Have fun, be safe, and give my 
regard to Virginia. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Terry Barnett 

@aol corn>: 

> Charlene, 
> 

> Thanks for the invitation; it is great to hear from you. 

> Virginia and I are in Australia and New- Zealand for a couple months 
> so I must decline I will be teaching some at the University of 
> Queensland, but mostly we are hanging out in the sun 
> 

> Best wishes, and Go Heels, 
> Terry 
> (S~pe:       ~)aol corn) 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@email, unc edu 

> To:        ~aol com 
> Sent: Vri, Jan 22, 2010 3:43 am 
> Subject: Re: Fwd: Robeson Talk 

> Dear Teny: If you are in the country and would like something to do 
> -- would you be interested in giving your brief discussion of Paul 
> Robeson that you gave previously to my AFAM 276 class. If so, let me 
> l~ow. The class meets on Tuesday 3:30 - 6:20 105 (3 ~rdner. Hope things 
> are going well. Happy New Year and Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene 
> Regester Quoting        @aol.com: 

>> Terry Barnett 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: vlauder@email.unc.edu 
>> To: Terry Barnett ~aol.com> 
>> Cc: Val Lauder <vlauder@emaibunc.edu> 
>> Sent: Fri, 31 Oct 2008 11:05 am 
>> Subject: "Birth of a Nation" 

>> Dear Terry:? 
>> ? 

>> Looking tktrough some papers I’d put aside just now-, among them I > 
> found -- guess what? The photocopy of the page from the old Chapel > 
> Hill Weekly with the add for "Birth of a Nation."? 
>> ? 
>> It was April 1940 (not certain of the exact date). ? 
>> ? 

>> It played for one day- -- listed amongs upcoming attractions between > 
> "Rebecca" and a "side-splitting come@" stamng Mel’,-~’n Douglas and > 
> Joan Blondell that has the title cut off.? 
>> ? 

>> The ad said;’.’ 
>> ? 

>> D.W. Griffith’s? 
>> Eighth Wonder of the World? 
>> ? 
>> BIRTH OF A NATION? 
>> ? 
>> SEE HEAR? 
>> THE SUPREME PICTURE OF ALL TIME? 

>> 18,000 PEOPLE 3000 HORSES? 
>> ? 
>> (I think it’s 18,000 people -- it’s a bit blurry, but that seems to 
> be it.)? 
>> ? 
>> I’ll keep it handy in case you want a photocopy. ? 
>> ? 

>> Best,? 
>> ? 
>> Val? 





From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email,unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, Jannary 22, 2010 2:20 PM 

To: ~aol.com 

Subje~’t: Update 

Dear Vander: I thought this was very interesting. We ~vill have to 
discuss by phone On another note, I ran into Tim who told me they are 
reviewing candidates for an Afri position and he mentioned that they 
were also interested in someone who teaches AFrican cinema I found 
this vel~’ interesting because when I was doing cinema it was not 
intellectually challenging or rigorous scholarship? Girl, I am smoking. 
But this is also something ~ve will discuss by phone Keep both items on 
the agenda. Last night, attended the Danny Glover lecture and it ~vas 
great -- he was so down to earth at the dinner that if you had not seen 
him on screen you would not know that he is a big movie star. Hope 
things are going well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 22, 2010 2:21 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: 2010 FDD Academi c Fellowship Program 

Dear Professor: 

I am writing to inform you that the Fotmdation for tke Defense of Democracies is accepting applications for its annual Academic Fellows Terrorism s~dies program. 

This unique program which provides tmiversi~ professors with a detailed understanding of the terror threat that faces our nation and sister democracies is centered on a 

10-day course taught in conjunction with Tel Aviv University. The program takes place entirely in Israel and runs May 29tla to June Nh, 2010 (travel inclusive). 
Pa~icipants interact mfl~ academics, diplomats, militaxy and intelligence otficMs, and politicians l}om Israel, Jordan, India, Turkey and the United States. They also visit 

militaD, bases, border zones ~md other security installations to learn the practical side of deterring terrorist attacks. All expenses are paid by FDD. The final deadline 

applications is March 26, 2010. 

For more information on the program, please click here. 

Or you may feel free to contact me at dana,’,~)defenddelnocracy.org. 

Best regards, 
Dm~a Murphy 
Academic Fellows Program Coordinator 
Unsubscribe from future marketing messages from FDD 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:29 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Question about Af-Am film ~llabi 

Dear    : I will send a copy of the syllabus by email I may have to 
forward an email that has the syllabus attached since I folavarded it to 
another student. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email unc edu>: 

Hi Dr Regester-- 

I just looked on my blackboard account but didn’t see a lil~ to your 
class--you may have to add me to blackboard for ?’our class, nay onyen is 

Or if it’s easier, you can email me a syllabus or I could pick up 
a paper copy from you--whatever is easiest for you. 

Thales for helping with this, 

On Fri, 13:01:31 -0500, regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear The syllabus for my class is on Blackboard. You should be 

>> able to access this, if not let me know The class is AFAM 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting 
>> ~emaihunc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Dr Regester- 

>>> I’m putting together a pruposed syllabus ]2~r teaching a course on the 
>>> history u[~African-American pupular culture fur a pustduc at 

>>> I was wondering, do yuu have a syllabus [’or an intro cuurse to the 
>>> history u[~f-Am film that yuu cuuld share with me? 

>>> At any rate any advice you can offer would be appreciated 

>>> Thanks in adwmce ~2~r your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:15 PM 

~gmail.com 

Letter 

Letter.doc 

Dear Mae: Attached is the draft of a letter to inquiry 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 22, 2010 5:32 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: ttello 

Dear ]       : Yes, I do have an email for        . I ~vill send her 
address to you Have a good trip Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

.%hotmail.com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you for your recent emails. How’s evelything? 

Here’s a link to nay film screening at the San Diego Black Film 
Festival: http://www.sdbff.com/eveningA~rime.htm My video Across 
the Atlantic is in the 4:30 p.m. slot The screening is next 
Saturday, the 30th. rll be leaving on Friday and returning 
Sunday--a vely quick trip 

I tried to email Zeinabu at UC San Diego, but the emails keep 
bouncing back. I)o you have an emai[ address for her’? Or would you 
mind forwarding this? 

By the way here’s a link to the screening of my video that took 
place last March at the Washington DC Independent Film Festival: 
http:/Tdciff.bside.com/2009/filmsiacrosstheatlantic dciff2009:isessionid=4FA22ACBl BE5FFI C04F154B20DE3121D 

Let me know how you’re doing. Isn’t the situation in IIaiti just awlS1? 

Take care, 

Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. 
http:i/clk.atdmt.cotr~’GBLigoi196390709/direcb’O1i 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, Jannary 22, 2010 5:42 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subje~’t: Letter 

Attacl~: for Baker Collection.doc 

Dear Mae: Attached is the letter for for the Baker 
Collection Please forward Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



~=ror~-" 

"ro: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, .]anuary 23, 20:[0 :[:[:40 AM 

zdavis@dssmail, ucsd.edu 
Fwd: Hello 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you for your recent emails. How’s everything? 

Here’s a link to my film screening at the San Diego Black Film Festival: http:/iwww.sdbff.comieveninq prime.htm. My video Across the Atlantic is in 
the 4:30 p.m. slot. The screening is next Saturday, the 30th. ]~’11 be leaving on Friday and returning Sunday--a very quick trip. 

]~ tried to email Zeinabu at UC San Diego, but the emails keep bouncing back. Do you have an email address for her? Or would you mind forwarding 
this? 

By the way, here’s a link to the screening of my video that took place last March at the Washington DC Independent Film Festival: 

http :~/dci~.bside.c~m~2~~9~~~ms~acr~sstheat~antic-dci~2~~9;jsessi~nid=4E 422AcB1BE 5F F1c~4F154B2~DE 3121D 

Let me know how you’re doing. [sn’t the situation in Haiti just awful? 

Take care, 
Precious 

Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. Siqn up now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Janua~ 23, 2010 11:41 AM 

Precious Stone @hotmail.com> 

Re: ttello 

Dear Precious: The email for Zeinabu is zdavis@dssmail ucsd edu -- I 
attempted to forward the email that you sent to me Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Precious Stone           .~hotmail corn>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you for your recent emails. How’s evelything? 

Here’s a link to nay film screening at the Sat1 Diego Black Film 
Festival: http://www.sdbff.com/eveningprime.htm My video Across 
the Atlantic is in the 4:30 p.m. slot The screening is next 
Saturday, the 30th. rll be leaving on Friday and returning 
Sunday--a veW quick trip 

I tried to email Zeinalm at UC San Diego, but the emails keep 
bouncing back. I)o you have an emai[ address for her’? Or would you 
mind forwarding this? 

By the way, here’s a link to the screening of my video that took 
place last March at the Washington DC Independent Film Festival: 
http:/Tdciff.bside.com/2009/filmsiacrosstheatlantic dciff2009~isessionid 4FA22ACBIBE5FFIC0~F154B20DE3121D 

Let me know how you’re doing. Isn’t the situation in Haiti just awlS1? 

Take care, 

Precious 

Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. 
http:i/clk.atdmt.cotr~’GBLigoi196390709/direcb’O1i 



~=ror~-" 

"ro: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, .]anuary 23, 20:[0 :[:[:42 AM 

@aol.¢om 
Fwd: Hello 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you for your recent emails. How’s everything? 

Here’s a link to my film screening at the San Diego Black Film Festival: http:/iwww.sdbff.comieveninq prime.htm. My video Across the Atlantic is in 
the 4:30 p.m. slot. The screening is next Saturday, the 30th. ]~’11 be leaving on Friday and returning Sunday--a very quick trip. 

]~ tried to email Zeinabu at UC San Diego, but the emails keep bouncing back. Do you have an email address for her? Or would you mind forwarding 
this? 

By the way, here’s a link to the screening of my video that took place last March at the Washington DC Independent Film Festival: 

http :~/dci~.bside.c~m~2~~9~~~ms~acr~sstheat~antic-dci~2~~9;jsessi~nid=4E 422AcB1BE 5F F1c~4F154B2~DE 3121D 

Let me know how you’re doing. [sn’t the situation in Haiti just awful? 

Take care, 

Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. Siqn up now. 



~=ror~-" 

"ro: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, .]anuary 23, 20:[0 :[:[:49 AM 
@mindspring.com 

Fwd: Hello 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you for your recent emails. How’s everything? 

Here’s a link to my film screening at the San Diego Black Film Festival: http:/iwww.sdbff.comieveninq prime.htm. My video Across the Atlantic is in 
the 4:30 p.m. slot. The screening is next Saturday, the 30th. ]~’11 be leaving on Friday and returning Sunday--a very quick trip. 

]~ tried to email Zeinabu at UC San Diego, but the emails keep bouncing back. Do you have an email address for her? Or would you mind forwarding 
this? 

By the way, here’s a link to the screening of my video that took place last March at the Washington DC Independent Film Festival: 

http :~/dci~.bside.c~m~2~~9~~~ms~acr~sstheat~antic-dci~2~~9;jsessi~nid=4E 422AcB1BE 5F F1c~4F154B2~DE 3121D 

Let me know how you’re doing. [sn’t the situation in Haiti just awful? 

Take care, 
Precious 

Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. Siqn up now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao~ 24, 2010 1:20 PM 

Precious Stone ~hotmail.com> 

RE: ttello 

Dear Precious: Evewthing is going pretty well. I received some 
information from KODAC about another film festival that you might want 
to submit your work to I will send the brochure by regular mail. Have 
a good trip and I look forward to hearing about the feedback. You might 
also consider screening your film at UFVA Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Precious Stone           ~hotmail com>: 

> 

> Thanks, Charlene. Are you ~vorking today? How’s everything going? 
> 

> 

> 

> -Precious 
> 

>>Date: Sat. 23 Jan 2010 11:41:14 -0500 
>> From: regester@email uric edu 

>> To:         ~hotmail corn 
>> Subject: Re: Hello 
>> 

>> Dear Precious: The email for Zeinabu is zdavis@dssmail.ucsd.edu -- I 
>> attempted to forward the email that you sent to me. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting Precious Stone ~)hotmail.com>: 
>> 

>> > Hi Charlene, 

>> > Thank you for your recent emails Itow’s everything? 

>> > tlere’s a link to my :film screening at the San Diego Black Film 
>> > Festival: http:i/www.sdbfflcom/evening prime htm. My video Across 
>> > the Atlantic is in the 4:30 p.m. slot. The screening is next 
>> > Saturday, the 30th. I’ll be leaving on Friday and returning 
>> > Sunday--a very quick trip. 

>> > I tried to email Zeinabu at UC San Diego, but the emails keep 
>> > bouncing back. I)o you have an emai[ address for her? Or would you 
>> > mind ]2~rwarding this? 

>> > By the way, here’s a link to the screening of tW video that took 
>> > place last March at the Washington DC Independent Film Festival: 

>>http://dciffibside.com,’2OO9/fihns/acrosstheatlantic dcifi2009;isessionid 4E422ACB1BE5FF1C04F154B20DE3121D 

>> > Let me know how you’re doing. Isn’t the situation in Haiti just awful? 

>> > Take care, 

>> > Precious 

>> > Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. 
>> > htrp://clk.at&nt.com/GBLigoi196390709/direct/O1/ 

> Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service 
> http:/?clk atdmt.corn~’GBL/go/196390708/direct~’01 / 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao~ 24, 2010 1:28 PM 

@hotmail.com 

Fwd: Re: Hello 

Good to hear from you this afternoon, Charlene. Thanks so much for sharing the wonderful news fio~n Precious. I ani delighted to know that she is slill ~noving fopa, o:rd 

with her work in film. Please pass oJong my congratulations to her when ne:a the two of you are in contact. Also, feel free to let Ine know when she colnes to Durhani 

again. I hope that will be an opportunity- for the three of us to get together for lunch or dinner. 

I did some searching for Zeinabu and located what appears to be a home address for her in San Diego. 

The email address I found is zdavis~)ucsd.edu and the office phone number is (858) 534-6328. This infomiation may not be current, but Precious might have track 

her down by calling the University of Calitbmia, San Diego. 

All right, for now I will stop her. Thanks again for inviting me to come hear Danny Glover on Thursday evening. He is quite an interesting speaker with much good 

i~fformation to shoace. 

All good wishe~ 

Teresa 

On Jan 23, 2010, at 11:49 AM, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

..... Forwarded message from @hotmail.com ..... 
Date: Fri, 22 Jan 2010 22:~.8:34 +0000 
From: Precious Stone @hotmail.com> 

Reply-To: Precious Stone }hotmail.com> 
SubJect: Hello 

To: charlene regester <re~ester@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you for your recent emails. How’s everything? 

Here’sa link to my film screening at the San Diego Black Film Festival: http://www.sdbff.comievening prime.him. My video Across the 
Atlantic is in the 4:30 p.m. slot. The screening is next Saturday, the 30th. I’ll be leaving on Friday and returning Sunday--a very quick 
trip. 

I tried to email Zeinabu at UC San Diego, but the emails keep bouncing back. Do you have an email address for her? Or would you mind 
forwarding this? 

By the way, here’s a link to the screening of my video that took place last March at the Washington DC Independent Film Festival: 

hit p://dciff.bside.com/2009/films/acrosstheatla ntic dciff2009 ;isessionid=4E422ACB1 BE5FFIC04F154B20DE3121D 

Let me know how you’re doing. Isn’t the situation in Haiti just awful? 

Take care, 

Precious 



Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. 
http://clk.atdmt.com/GBL/qo/196390709/direct/01/ 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you for your recent emails. How’s everything? 

Here’s a link to my film screening at the San Diego Black Film Festival: http://www.sdbff.com/eveninc~ prime.htm. My video Across the 
Atlantic is in the 4:30 p.m. slot. The screening is next Saturday, the 30th. 3[’11 be leaving on Friday and returning Sunday--a very quick 
trip. 

3[ tried to email Zeinabu at UC San Diego, but the emails keep bouncing back. Do you have an email address for her? Or would you mind 
forwarding this? 

By the way, here’s a link to the screening of my video that took place last March at the Washington DC 3[ndependent Film Festival: 

http:~~dciff.bside.c~m/2~~9~~~rns~acr~sstheat~antic-dci~2~~9~jsessi~nid=4E422ACB 1BE5FF1C04F 154B20DE3121D 

Let me know how you’re doing. 3[sn’t the situation in Haiti just awful? 

Take care, 
Precious 

Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. Siqn up now. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January. 25, 2010 12:39 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Re: Fwd: Hello 

..... Forwarded message from zdavis@dssmaihucsd.edu ..... 
Date: Sun, 24 Jan 2010 14:08:15 -0800 (PST) 
From: zdavis@dssmail ucsd edu 

Reply-To: zdavis@dssmaih ucsd. edu 
Subject: Re: F~vd: Hello 

To: regester@emaihunc.edu 

hey charlene, 
thanks for re-sending to me i’m having trouble keeping up with email 

allow me to go and i’ll certainly tell others, that festival does not do 
good publicity at all --Tee 
> 

> 

> ..... Forwarded message from @hotmaihcom ..... 
> Date: Fri, 22 Jan 2010 22:18:34 +0000 
> From: Precious Stone k~)hotmail.com> 
> Reply-To: Precious Stone ~))hotmail corn> 
> SubJect: Hello 
> To: charlene regester <regester@emaih unc edu> 
> 

> 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> 

> 

> Thank you for your recent emai Is. How’s everything? 
> 

> 

> 

> Here’s a link to my- fikn screening at the San Diego Black Film 
> Festival: http:i/~vw~v.sdbff.comicvening prime.htm. My video Across the 
> Atlantic is in the 4:30 p.m. slot. The screening is next Saturday, the 
> 30th. rll be leaving on Friday- and returning Sanday--a veW quick 
> trip. 

> 

> 

> 

> I tried to email Zeinabu at UC San Diego, but the emails keep bouncing 
> back. Do you have an email address for her? Or ~vould you mind 
> forwarding this? 
> 

> 

> 

> By the way, here’s a link to the screening of my video that took place 
> last March at the Washington DC Independent Film Festival: 
>http:i/dciff.bside.corrg2009/filrasiacrosstheatlantic dcifi2009;isessionid 4E422ACB1BE5FF1C04F154B20DE3121D 
> 

> 

> 

> Let me know- how you’re doing. Isn’t the situation in Haiti just awful’.’ 
> 

> 

> 

> Take care, 
> 

> Precious 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Your E-mail arid IVlore On-the-Go. Get ;VIndows Live Hotmail Free 
> http://clk.atdmt.corrdGBL/~o/196390709/direct/O1/ 
> 
> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
> 

> 

Zeinabu irene Davis 
Professor/Independent Filmmaker 
Department of Communication 
9500 Gilman Drive, 0503 
University of California, San Diego 

La Jolla, CA 92093-0503 



..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:41 PM 

~email .unc.edn> 

Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear         ;Vhen is the letter due? I ~vill have to go St. Louis 
and need ample time because my plate is full. If you can get 

someone else, t~ to do so but if not I will probably do it Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                          ~email.uaac.edu>: 

He?’ Professor Regester, 

I ~vas wondering if you could write me a letter of recommendation for my 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 25, 2010 1:25 PM 

pbnkal@siue.edu 

Re: Fwd: Home Otfice Report 

Dear Peter: Thanks for the update. Hope to see you in St. Louis. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting pbnkals@siue.edu: 

Hi Charlene-- 
Sorry but I have no electronic versions. (Change of computers). 

Peter 

Quoting regester@emaihunc.edu : 

>> 

>> Dear Peter: If you have a copy of the Home Office Report 
>> electronically, please send as well as an attachment Thanks much. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester ..... For~varded message from 
>> regester@email unc.edu ..... 
>> Date: Tue, 19 Jan 2010 08:40:52 -0500 
>> From: regester@emailuncedu 
>> Reply-To: regester@email uric. edu 
>> Subject: Financial Report 
>> Tu: pbukaIs@siue.edu 
>> 

>> Dear Peter: Currently, I am trying tu :finalize the minutes for UFVA so 
>> that they can be ready fur the upcoming board meeting and approval Tu 
>> facilitate this process wuuld yuu pruvide a copy ufthe financial 
>> repurt submitted at our meeting ~n August attached to an email su that 
>> I can amend to the minutes? I have a copy ufthe repurt but I only have 
>> a hard cupy. Thanks much for yuur assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester 
>> 

>> 

>: ...... End forwarded message ..... 
>> 

>> 

SIUE Web Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 25, 2010 1:56 PM 

~aol.com 

UFVA Minntes Ready To Be Sent 

UFVABoardMeetingMinutesRevised- MailedJanumy2010.docx 

Dear Diane: Attached is the revised version of the minutes. I attached 
all reports received at the end Please note that Peter did not have a 
copy of the financial report electronically so I could not attach these 
documents. I guess I could have one of my students scan the document 
and attach electronically because I don’t know how to do this. If so, I 
will send as a seperate email but the earliest that I can do this will 
be on Wednesday of this week. At this point, I think the minutes can be 
sent to board members Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 25, 2010 2:40 PM 

@aol.com 

Membership Meeting Minutes To Be Forwarded 

Membersip Meeting IUFVA[1] Revised2010.doc 

Dear Diane: Attached are the membership meeting minutes that have been 
revised. I integrated the changes recommended. I think that these 
minutes are now- ready to be circulated to board members. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 26, 2010 8:59 AM 

@aol.com 

Membership Meeting Minutes UFVA Aug 2009 

Membership Meeting UFVA Final Revision2010.doc 

Dear Diane: Sorry for sending the version with all of the corrections. 
Hopefully, the corrected version is attached. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 26, 2010 1119 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Faculty Information Requested 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 26 Jan 2010 11:06:38 -0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Faculty Information Requested 

To: iorict@email.unc.edu 

As a member of the AFAM Department faculty, the following information 
was requested. 

Charlene Regester 
regester@email.unc.edu 
(919) 966-5496 office 
Office Hours: Thursday 1 lam - 12noon 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 26, 2010 6:17 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Okay. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tjml <tjml@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene -- 

I have class until 12:50 so 1 is as early as I can get there. I’m meeting 
with some students at 2 also, 
if we need more time we can meet another time. 

Hope all is well 

-Tim 

On Tue, 26 Jan 2010 17:02:59 -0500, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Tim: I plan on meeting with you at the AFAM office at lpm but I 
>> have to meet with some students at 2pm. Can I come earlier since this 
>> might take a little longer even though I know that you teach tomorrow. 
>> Let me know and if we need more time maybe we can schedule some 
>> additional time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 3, 2010 6:23 PM 

p b stone@hotmail.com 

Fwd: Call tbr submissions l~r the 10th Annual Reality B.vtes Independent Student Film Festival’. 

2010 1~13 Flier.pdf 

UFVA Members: 

The Department of Communication at Northern Illinois University is pleased to announce a call for submissions for the 10th Annual Reality Bytes Independent Student Film 
Festival! This year’s festival features two categories, short documentary and short fiction, and will be held April 8-10, 2010. Additionally, this year we will be offering a first 
place prize in each category of $300.00. 

Films must be 30 minutes or less and must have been produced by the student(s) within the past two years. Films dealing with any subject matter and in any genre will be 
considered for screening. Please encourage all accomplished student filmmakers to apply today - early entry fee is just $25~00! Attached you’ll find a printable .pdf that you 
can post in your classrooms and on department bulletin boards. 

Eady-Nrd deadline is February 19, Late deadline March 12, Withoutabox extended deadline March 19. 

For more information visit our official website at: 



NOrTHerN 
PreSeNTS 

IllINOIS I_INIV8rSITY 
THe_, T8NTH 8NNIJaL 

N 

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS - ALL FILM GENRES ACCEPTED- 
SUBMISSIONS DUE MARCH 12!!! FOR MORE INFORMATION 

SEARCH "REALITY BYTES" ON FACE OOK, OR VISIT: 

re,aii b’y t s. n u. ,e,d u 
D 

Z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 4, 2010 4:44 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

On-line Course Revision 

Propo salAFAM 101 On- Line.docx 

Dear Tim: Attched is the on-line AFAM 101 course evaluation. Please 
resend when you complete the changes. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



On-Line Course Revision 

Proposing a major revision - 

Rationale 

1) In the last ten years, no major revision has been done; New faculty areteachingtheclasswho 

bring new perspectives; poi nts of interests ; and pedagogical practices 

2) New Texts are being introduced; previous texts are either out of print or dated; and most 

significantly the video-Africans in America is dated and inappropriate to the new pedagogies. 

The Video will no longer be the course ofthe syllabus but video and cinema-but new media 

and technologies will be incorporated 

3) The course is currently too centered in an historical approach for a course in the African 

American Studies department, thus we would liketo include a work of fiction to complement 

the historical narratives and documents. 

4) The assignments will be re-organized in a more logical mannerto coi ncide with the course 

content; currently the course requires far too many small assignments rather than 

compre he nsive assignments -the timing of the assign me nts is i neffective 

Texts 

Revised 3rd edition of AJ:rican Americans in the ColonialEra by Donald Wright (Harlan Davidson, Inc., 

2010). 

Deborah Gray White, Aren’tlA Woman, 

Frederick Douglass Narrative (on-line) 

Margaret Walker, Jubilee (Novel subjectto change) 

Narrative o J: William Henry Singleton 

Changes in Approach 

We will broaden the approach to bringin the perspectiveof a film historian who alsoteaches this 

introductory historical survey course as well as the socio-cultural perspective of an anthropologist. 

We will expand the objectives to be more inclusive of broader discussions and comprehensive in 

theirfocus. We will reconstruct the discussion assignments sotheythat more adequately reflect 

and coincide with the reading material. We intend to re-think personal reflections and delete in 

those instances whe re it is inappropriate. 



Changes in Assignment 

One of the fi rst changes proposed is that a full le ngth pape rthat will al low the student to refl ect 

their understanding and draw upon outside literature to formulatetheir own ideas and thinking 

about the issue of American slavery. Atthis point, we require several short essays but not 

independently produced research. Thus, we feel it imperative to require a paper assignment that 

involves more than restatingthe ideas presented in the reading material. We willofferfour 

assignments (with one assignment in the form of an original research paper) and the other 

assignments will represent objective evaluations of the course material. We will reconsider h ow to 

evaluate the discussion forum. 

We will alterthe videos required sothat they are not so central to the course objectives. While 

videos are useful supplements as course material, the course should not be centered around and 

dependent on videos that are quickly dated, subject to change, and do not reflect the wide range of 

scholarly opinion and contemporary scholarship. We will incorporatevideo materialto supplement 

but not replace written texts. 

We intend to incorporate the i nternet assignment se ctions into the body of the course material. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februaw 8, 2010 1:32 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Fwd: Academic OneFile:Josephine Baker and ntopian visions of Black Pm-is.(Critical essay)(Biography) 

This may have been previously for~varded but I just wanted to make sure 
that you a copy- of everything that I have Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from galeadmin@cengage. COl;q ..... 
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 2010 13:19:26 -0500 (EST) 
From: galeadmin@cengage.com 

Reply-To: galeadmin@cengage.com 
Subject: Academic OneFile:Josephine Baker and utopian visions of Black 
Paris(Critical essay)(Biography) 

To: regester@emaihunc.edu 

** Jules-Rosette, Bennetta. "Josephine Baker and utopian visions 
of Black Paris (Critical essay)(Biography)[1 ]. " Journal of Romance 
Studies[2]. 53 (~Vinter 2005): 33(18). Academic OneFile. Gale. L~NC 
Chapel Hill. 29 Jan. 2010 
<http://find. galegrnup.comigtx/infomark, do?&content Set IAC- 
Documents&type retrieve&tabID T002&prndId AON~E&docId A166694625&source ~ale&userGroupName unc main&version 1.0>. 

FULl, TEXT:COPYR[GIIT 2005 Berghahn Books, lnc 

Abstract 

Black Paris is a contested ideological terrain shaped by the social 
actors who constructed its landscape across diverse historical 
periods. Among the most prominent of these :figures is the 
Franco-American per[’ormer Josephine Baker (19()6-75), whose adaptation 
to France resembles a pilgrimage, a cathartic journey in which the 
artistic subject’s identity’ is transJkrnned. This transformation 
relies on a series of nested narratives, including images of Black 
Paris, touristic symbols, and utopian visions of France. Although 
much recent scholarship about Baker focuses on the primal images o:[" 
her early career as a performer between 1925 and 1935, her entire 
lifespan merits review, reflecting as it does the ways in which 
’Black Paris’ was constituted over a forty-year period. This article 
examines key transitions in Baker’s life, culminating with her 
utopian global village (village du monde) Her experiment with the 
’Rainbow Tribe’ used the family as a metaphor for a social movement 
with communal ideals. Baker’s plans for maintaining these utopian 
ideals as her twelve adopted Rainbow children grew older, as well as 
her 1965 blueprints for the College of Brotherhood, were hampered, 
however, by international surveillance of her career and her 
financial challenges Baker’s Rainbow experiment and image-based 
politics proposed models of social justice and pedagogical change 
that may- be re-examined for their contribution to the ideologies and 
practices of multiculturalism in Black Paris and, more broadly, in 
contemporary France. 

Keywords: Josephine Baker; Paris; multiculturalism; Rainbow Tribe; 
music hall; contemporary France 

J’ai deux amours, mon pays et Paris. Par e~x toujours, mon coettr 
est ravi. Ma savane est belle, mais a quoi bon le nier. Ce qui 
m’ensorcelle, c’est Paris. Paris tout entier. Le voir un jour, c’est 
mort reve joli. J’ai deux amours, mon pays et Paris. (Koger, Varna and 
Scotto 1930) 

[I have two loves, ray country and Paris. With them always, ray heart 
overflows with joy. My- savannah is beautiful, but wl-ly deny it. It’s 
Paris that enchants me. All of Paris. To see it one day is my fond 
dream. I have two loves, my country and Paris.] 

Introduction 

Two famous songs from the Franco-2unerican performer Josephine 
Baker’s repertoire appear at first glance to contradict each other. 
Baker’s signature song, ’J’ai deux amottrs’ by Geo Koger, Henri Varna 
and Vincent Scotto (1930), proclaims her simultaneous passion for 
Paris and her countly. It helped to establish her as a cultural icon 
and a leading figure in the emerging Black Paris of the 1930s ’Darts 
mon village’ by Hem-i Lemarchand and Francis Lopez (1953) describes 
Baker’s utopian village in south-~vestern France as a symbol of 
universal love and interracial harmony Both of these songs reflect 
Baker’s polyvalent relationship to France and to Black Paris by 
challenging concepts of place and belonging If ’pays’ is translated 
as a realm or home space, rather than simply- ’country’, then the 
songs share a similar message--the quest for an ideal, harmonious and 
illusive community The juxtaposition of these two songs raises 
profound ideological questions about Black Paris Is Black Paris an 
ideological space that is forced to be separate from official Paris 
and can it exist apart from the rules and regulations governing the 



rest of France? These questions point to the complex process of 
community formation among expatriate and immigrant groups in Paris 
and in France as a whole. 

Born Josephine Freda McDonald to an impoverished family in St 
Louis, Missouri on 3 June 1906, Josephine Baker came to France in the 
autumn of 1925 as a dancer with the black American vaudeville troupe 
La Revue Negre. Their first show opened on 2 October 1925 for a short 
run at the Theatre des Champs-Elysees Baker was an instant success 
with her danse sauvage [savage dance], which she perforated first in 
feathers and later in a banana belt. Within two years, she rose to 
fame in Paris and became the toast of the worlds of art and theatre. 
Her growing visibility as an international star made her a pivotal 
figure in Black Paris. She stayed in France for the rest of her life, 
and in her later years she became a hmnanitarian with a unique vision 
of Paris and the world. Her vision revolved around an ideal of 
universal harmony in which she challenged all racial barriers and 
forms of prejudice. Baker originally- assimilated to life in Paris 
ttnough the small and tightly-knit network of expatriate black 
artists and performers of the 1920s, but she eventually moved beyond 
that environrnent, while retaining her lifelong ties to the Parisian 
music hall, as her irnpact expanded and her image changed. 

Paris not only sets the political goals for France as a nation 
state but also, to a certain extent, the cultural tone and agenda for 
the rest of the country. Nevertheless, Paris as a social and 
ideological space may be defined as much by what it is not as by what 
it is. The apparent cosmopolitan openness of Paris is limited to 
certain groups who have access to the advantages of the city as a 
global environment via social class, incorne and nationality. Some of 
the constraints of living in Paris have caused people to stay in the 
provinces, to retreat to them, or to return to their countries of 
origin if they are inwnigrants or expatriates. Even the early 
movements of labour protest in Black Paris, led by- the journalist and 
activist Lamine Senghor and his colleagues in the 1920s and 1930s, 
first originated in Marseille and then moved to Paris and the nation 
as a ~vhole. In this regard, the definition and activities of Black 
Paris cannot be separated from Black France and the rest of the 
cotmtry Josephine Baker rose to fame and developed her performative 
persona in Paris--making Black Paris central to her problematic The 
seeds of the utopian vision that she would pursue later in her life 
were also planted in Paris In order to realize her utopian dream of 
cultural and racial equality, however, Baker needed space and 
distance from the Parisian scene From the start of her career in 
Paris, Baker was the object of much criticism and dissension She 
lost the nomination to be the Queen of the Colonies at the 1931 
Exposition Universelle [World Fair] because she was not French at 
that time. The symbolic tin-eat of Baker’s performances, however, did 
not issue so much from her presence in Paris as it did from the 
desire of Parisians to imitate her The spectre of hybridity emerged 
from an audience that wished to cross racial lines (at least in the 
domain of popular culture) as much as it did from Baker’s primal 
image as the native girl Fatou in her infamous danse sauvage 

With reference to Baker’s imagel3,-, Black Paris may be defined as a 
contested ideological tel~cain shaped by social actors in search of 
communi~/across diverse historical periods. One should be suspicious 
of spatial and conceptual reifications because Black Paris is at once 
a lived really’, a cultural simulation, and an object of curiosity 
and political controversy It is evelTwhere, and yet nowhere. [n 
fact, cultural simulations of Black Paris need not be anchored in the 
city itselJ; although they draw on images of actual locations and 
events. (1) Baker’s interaction with Black Paris may be viewed not 
only in terms of her social networks on the ground but also with 
re:terence to her perceptions of Paris as an ideological terrain of 
diversity and the source of cultural visions that she pursued both in 
Paris and aronnd the world. 

Diasporic communities in France are a by-product of the colonial 
enterprise and the social and economic reconfiguration of France 
after World War II. As Nicholas Hewitt p(nnts out in his article in 
this w~lume, an important moment of early migration may be traced to 
the Jazz Age of the 1920s with the effervescence of a growing art 
scene. The Paris that Baker first enconntered in the autumn of 1925 
had already experienced an influx of black American performers 
following World War I, most notably James Reese Europe and his 369th 
Infant~, the Harlem Hellfighters squadron, credited with introducing 
key elements of jazz to France. Paris was infused with the inflections 
of black culture in the form of African art, popular music and boxing, 
all of which became exotic sources of inspiration for the literati and 
artists of the day. Primiuvism existed as a discourse mediating the 
encounter of one culture with another. 

Black Paris as a contested ideological terrain 

Although the black population of France was negligible during the 
1920s, irnages of the colonies had already begnn to perrneate Paris 
ttnough the Expositions Universelles, the artistic forays of cubisrn, 
the emergence of a new anthropology, and the publication of works 
such as Blaise Cendrars’s 1921 Anthologie negre and the Antillean 
novelist Rene Maran’s 1921 Prix Ooncourt winner Batouala about his 



impressions of life in Central ~’d’rica. Along with living and 
breathing specimens of African cultures, the Exposition Universelle 
of 1900 in Paris featured two black American vaudeville performers, 
Bert Williams and George Walker, who sang in blackface and 
demonstrated the popular Cakewalk to an enthralled French audience 
(Martin 1992: 2; Moret 1992: 97). Williams and Walker foreshadowed 
the adaptation of minstrelsy to the French music hall and the world 
of jazz. Montmartre and Pigalle became the new" cultural centres for 
early black American entertainers and perlk~rmers. Initially, 
Josephine Baker and the cast of La Revue Negre were integrated into 
this vibrant culture. In 1925, members ofLa Rew~e Negre made their 
home at Hotel Foumet on boulevard des Batignolles in Montmattre 
(Hansen 1990: 260). "A~ile Baker headlined at the Theatre des 
Champs-Elysees in the third arrondissement with La Rcvae Negre, black 
musicians met aRer hours at the Grand Duc, African-A~nerican 
expatriate Eugene Bullard’s cabaret located at the corner of rue 
Pigalle and rue Fontaine (Shack 2001: 52-3). Ada Smith, a young black 
woman who was called Bricktop, was the lead singer at the Grand Duc 
and became one of Josephine’s closest friends during her early years 
in Paris and a prominent cultural figure in Black Paris (Bricktop 
with James Haskins 1983: 85-90). 

Often known as Harlem on the Seine, Mor~tmartre became the home not 
only of black American expatriate musicians, but also the locus of a 
network of small clubs that were aRer-hours meeting places and 
salons for musicians and artists as well as places where 
African-American music, food and hospitality- were packaged and sold 
to an eager audience of Parisians and tourists. On 14 December 1926, 
Josephine Baker realized one of her early dreams when she opened the 
nightclub Chez Josephine on rue Fontaine in Montraartre. With the 
backing of Dr Gaston Prieur (later statmchly defended by Josephine 
when he encountered troubles with the law-) and her companion and 
business partner Giuseppe @epito) Abatino, the club was a tremendous 
success. The high point of each night was Baker’s grand entrance at 
about midnight after her music-hall performance at the 
Folies-Bergere. Clad in extravagant gowns and je~vels, she would 
parade through the club, then change and perform a few songs. 
Following a pattern developed by Bricktop, Baker attempted to 
establish the appearance of an intimate personal relationship with 
her customers, converting the nightclub tlcom a public into a 
quasi-private space. This personalistic approach to the audience 
became the hallmark of black cabaret style in Paris of the 1930s. 
Josephine gave Charleston lessons, set the menu, ~vhich combined soul 
food and cordon bleu cuisine, and organized the roster of performers. 
In these activities, she engaged in a friendly competition with her 
colleagues Bricktop and Florence Jones of Chez Florence. 

The club gave Baker a chance to experiment with images that went 
beyond her music-hall persona and to work on new- song-and-dance 
routines. She used the club as a point of departure for an image 
transformation that allowed her to perform with more freedom thari she 
had ~vith La Revue Negre and the Folies-Bergere. Although still under 
Pepito’s protection and management, at the club Baker was on her own 
as the main attraction. Throughout her career, Baker would use the 
early experiences at Chez Josephine in Paris to move in and out of 
the nightclub circuit as a source of revenue and artistic 
experimentation Jariet Lyon (2001: 35) claims that Chez Josephine 
became a ’modernist salon’ for the Parisian avant-garde. 
Interestingly, it is in the club that Josephine composed large 
portions of her first memoir with Marcel Sauvage. This nightclub 
phase established Josephine’s ties to the Montmartre jazz community 
and laid the l’oundation for her eventual break from it with her new 
image as a rising music-hall star The nightclub also became a 
trademark of Baker’s sociabili~’. According to Tyler Stoval[, 
Montmartre was ’the undisputed centre of Black expatriate life in 
Paris’, although Baker quickly began to move away fi-om the strict 
confines of this closed expatriate social network by 1932 (Stovall 
1996: 47). 

The Paris that Baker originally encountered in 1925 contained a 
series of small villages intersected by the grands boulevards 
designed by Georges Haussmann in the 1860s to create order and erect 
barriers between the social classes (Cars and Pinon 1991:15-18). 
This landscape separated official Paris from the popular communes, 
and the territory of administration from the worlds of labour and 
leisure (Wolff 1985: 37-47). Occulted from public view, the music 
hall was associated with the wild and free demi-monde, while the 
Opera and reputable theatres occupied public spaces on the grands 
boulevards. Therefore, it is particularly interesting that the 
Theatre des Champs-Blysees, located on avenue Montaigne in the 
fashinn district of Paris, housed Baker’s first perl2~rmance with La 
Revue Negre Revitalizntion of the theatre through La Revue Negre 
took place in the context of colonial exoticism. The Revue’s 
successful premiere coincided with the opening of the International 
Art Deco Exhibition of 1925, which featured new- forms of alt, 
architecture and fashion. These innovations in art and performance 
set the stage for debates about the future of modernism. 

Before becoming a centre for Black expatriate and altistic Paris, 
Montmartre was a populist corcanunit~-. It became an official quartier 
of the ci~ of Paris in 1860. As early as the 1880s, Montmartre was 



frequented by avant-garde artists, political saurists, poets, 
novelists and performers, including Toulouse-Lautrec, Emile Zola and 
Alfred Grevin A caricaturist and neo-realist sculptor, Grevin was 
hired by the Parisian entrepreneur and newspaper publisher Arthur 
Meyer to develop a series of wax tableaux representing current 
events. On 5 June 1882 Meyer and Grevin opened their wax museum at 10 
boulevard Mi~mmartre, on the outer limits of the quamer, to an 
enthusiastic and curious French punic (Schwartz 1995:13-15). Over 
the next decade, the popularity of the museum soared, and a wax 
exhibit was even installed in the basement of the Olympia Music Hall 
to display the costatnes of performers. Grevin introduced a journal 
lumineux, coraplete with sound and light displays, to enliven his 
dioramas and compete with early silent cincma. The wax muse~tm 
transformed the face of popular culture in turn-of-the-century Paris. 
It also became one of the most iraportant tools for Josephine Baker’s 
memory work and self-representation in France. In the late 1940s, she 
transported the concept of the wax rauseum from Paris to her home at 
the Chateau des Milandes in the Dordogne, where she constructed a 
symbolic representation of Paris, complete with a new nightclub, in 
an idyllic cnvironruent. 

Josephine Baker: to~tristic simulations 

The war years interrupted Baker’s perfom~ance career in Paris and 
pushed her to south-western France and North Africa. At this point, 
Baker experienced a political awakening whcn she joined the French 
counter-espionage serv-ice with her colleague Corcanandcr Jacques Abtey. 
Both Baker’s early years as a performer and her wartime activities 
have been memorialized through to~trism at the Chateau des Milandes in 
the Dordogne. Baker’s lavish performative vision of Paris was also 
reconstructed at Les )~hlandes through memorabilia in wax. Les 
Milandes became a touristic simulation of the Paris Baker had 
experienced during the Jazz Age, replicated outside of time and 
space. She created a wax rauseum, called the Jorama, memorializing the 
key events of her life as twelve Stations of the Cross. In a 
posthumous biography, Baker’s last husband, Jo Bouillon, describes 
the original display as one of the finishing touches on their 
dwelling at Les M~landes. He explains that the Jorama contained a 
saint-like image of Josephine in wax surrounded by her Rainbow 
children, a life-like rendition of her audience with Pope Pius XII 
and several mementos of her war years (Baker and Bouillon 1977: 204). 
The new- wax museum, reopened at Les Milandes in 1995, presel~’es the 
narrative structure and feeling of the old Jorama. 

In the contemporary guided tour of Baker’s former residence at 
Chateau des Milandes, one enters through the vast dining room, which 
exudes the history of its tapestry-lined medieval walls and heaD’ oak 
furniture. Each year, this tour has been modified and expanded by the 
addition of new Orevin figures. Wax exhibits are examples of 
performative memol3z work on display. The first wax diorama at Les 
Milandes presents Josephine in an evening gown and with a slick 
hairs~le dating from the late 1920s She welcomes visitors into her 
official living room. Tourists then move into the commemorative hall 
featuring Josephine’s ;vork with the secret service and the 
Resistance A wax figure of Josephine dressed in the original Air 
Force Sub-Lieutenant’s uniform receives the Legion of Honour from 
General Valin, also a wax figure. Photographic memorabilia of the 
Resistance and war medals decorate the wails, and a life-sized wax 
figure of Charles de G aulle looms m the hallway. ’]?he next room 
contains images of Josephine’s early performances at the Theatre des 
Champs Elysees and the Folies-Bergere. ’l’he centrepiece of this room 
~s a wax reproduction of George Hoyningen-Huene’s photograph of a 
bejewelled black Venus holding a long diaphanous fabric draped across 
a pedestal. Music-hall tunes play in the background, creating the 
theatrical ambiance of Parisian cabarets In what was probably a 
ballroom and reception area in the old chateau, Josephine’s SaIle des 
robes [Costmne room] displays a dozen of her most fashionable 
costumes, dresses and headpieces bathed in glowing spotlights This 
dramatic room commemorabes Baker’s image as a fashion icon in the 
spirit of the original Jorama. 

At the end of the costume gallery is a long staircase leading past 
the children’s nursery and the music room The nursery contains 
uniform, hospital-s~le beds placed in a row against the wall After 
leaving the nurser?" area with a blast of Baker tunes, one takes 
another winding staircase to a landing that contains the publicity’ 
centrepiece ofLes Milandes Here, on a large mirror, illuminated by 
strobe lights, is a life-sized wax figure of Josephine, bare-breasted 
in a grass skirt. ’l’his figure has been copied meticulously fi-om the 
signature photograph of Josephine in her 1926-7 Folies-Bergere 
performance ofLa FoIie du Jour. Although the Orevin figure on the 
crystal lake is used to advertise the museum, many tourists find it 
difficult to observe. The strobe lights cut the spectator’s gaze, 
causing blinking and heightening the anomalous and anachronistic 
efihct of this Parisian music-hall scene in a classic chateau in 
rural France. 

Considered from a historical perspective, the centrepiece image of 
Baker employs the Musee Orcvin’s tectmique of the jo~trnal lun~ineux in 
which mirrors and lights were flashed and rotated to create the 
illusion of cinematic movement. This illun~inated scene produces the 



reality effect of a bye theatrical performance. Viewed in this way, 
the mirrored panorama is not only an example of touristic kitsch but 
is also a replica of the popular forms of entertainment 
characteristic of Baker’s early music-hall years in Paris 

Baker’s use of Grevin’s techni ques was motivated by a narrative of 
self-sacrifice. This narrauve is poignantly depicted in a 1992 
publicity brochure fi~r Chateau des Milandes. The brochure contains a 
black-and-white reproduction ofa wa× diorama. (2) Josephine Baker is 
at Les Milandes, standing at the top of Mount Jose, where she faces a 
large cross. Clad in a sinrple print dress draped over the shoulders, 
she is surrounded by nine children from her adopted Rainbow Tribe who 
have climbed with her to the hilltop. The caption reads: ’Josephine 
Baker et sa tribu arc-en-ciel’ [’Josephine and her Rainbow Tribe’]. 
The muted lighting evokes the traces of a rainbow. Seven of the 
children are holding hands, and Josephine, in the centre, clutches 
the hands of two children, one on either side of her. The two 
snrallest members of the tribe lag behind as they struggle up the 
hillside toward the site of salvation. In the far right of the 
picture lurks a faceless, shadowy figure, perhaps the image of 
tenrptation or a harbinger of doom. The allegorical religious irnagery 
of the diorama inrplies that Josephine is a saint who has reached the 
end of her pilgrimage. 

This illustration is echoed in a sculpture that Baker commissioned 
of herself in a biblical costume standing before the Rainbow Tribe in 
what Baker’s biographer, Phyllis Rose, terrus ’the posture of St 
Francis of Assisi’ and in the Madouna that was sculpted in her inrage 
for a grotto in Place Josephine at Les Milandes (Rose 1989: 266). 2T~e 
dioranra recalls the moralistic preamble of the signature t~e ’Dans 
mon village’ (Lemarchand and Lopez 1953), in which Baker solemnly 
defends the home of her Rainbow children. Although the images of 
Saint Josephine superficially have little in common with Baker’s 
early archetypal poses front La Revue Negre, both sets of images 
construe her as a legend. The diorama, however, adds new dimensions 
to Baker’s narrative--the sacred journey and Marian quest, a 
narrative that Baker developed when she still lived in Paris. 

The Marian motif in Baker’s imagery first emerged most clearly in 
her 1931 novella/scenario as told to Pepito Abatino and Felix de la 
Camara, Mon sang darts tes veines [My Blood in Your Veins], ~vritten at 
their home Le Beau-Chene in the Le Vesinet suburb of Paris. The 
novella recounts an allegorical tale about race, universalism, 
salvation and altruistic love. The saint-like image of Josephine arid 
the Rainbow Tribe before the cross is foreshado~ved in this book. The 
narrative also introduces the recurrent theme of Josephine’s 
self-sacrifice in the face of prejudice and racist ideologies that 
Baker encountered during her prewar tours to Germany and Eastern 
Europe--a theme that motivates her iconic representations in tourism, 
her stage performances and her humanitarian ~vork 

Mort sang dans tes veines is the narrative of Joan (nicknamed Jo), 
the mulatto daughter of a black maid who works for the family of 
self-made millionaire Mr Ira Cushman Barclay. The millionatre’s 
fortune results from the clever exportation of American chewing gum 
to Europe during World War I. With this fortune, Barclay purchases a 
mansion in a suburb near Boston on a large estate coincidentally 
known as Oaks. (3) Upon his death as a result of a cerebral 
haemorrhage, Barclay leaves his fi~rtune to his wife and his young 
son, Fred, who has recently returned fi-om the war in Europe Although 
Joan and Fred were close as children and were frequently photographed 
together as part of an extended family, after returning from the war 
as a young adult, Fred scarcely acknowledges Joan’s existence In the 
meantime, she has begun to idolize him Her adoration is also combined 
with a fepCent religiosity in which she identifies with both the 
Virgin Mary and Christ. In order to establish her religious ardour as 
a motivating drive in the narrative, the authors devise a scene in 
which Joan sees the Virgin as black, or at least bronze, and 
subsequently learns that there are black madonnas in ]~;urope: 

Joan fur elevee dans la religion catholique Aussi sa premiere 
idee, en arrivant a la vieille chapelle, fur de remplacer [es fleurs 
devant l’image dont elle ne pouw~it reconnaitre le dessin rant 
l’icone etmt couverte de pouss~ere et de toiles d’araignees. Apres 
quelques essais, elle avait reussi, tres adroitement, a ouvrir la 
petite grille, et p~eusement, ayant enleve les araignees et 
fleurs fanees, elle s’approcha pour contempler [a peinture. Surprise, 
elle laissa echapper un cri etouffe .. Dans la petite chapelle, de 
son cadre dore [a Madone la regardait Mais, est-ce que Joan voit 
bien? Ne se trompe-t-elle pas? .. La Mere de l’Univers est d’une 
couleur sombre .. est-elle brunie pat- [e temps, ou. Joan n’ose 
meme pas esperer. (Camara and Abatino 1931 : 23) (4) [Joan was 
raised in the Catholic religion. Also, her first idea in arriving at 
the old chapel, was to replace the flowers in front of the iruage 
whose form she couldn’t recognize since the icon was covered with so 
much dust and so many spiders’ webs. After a few tries, she very 
adroitly succeeded in opening the snrall gate and piously, having 
removed the spiders and dead flowers, approached to conteruplate the 
painting. Shocked, she let forth a stifled cry ... 2T~e Mother of the 
Universe was of a dark colour ... was she bronzed by time, or ... 
Joan didn’t even dare to hope.] 



Based on this early- experience, Joan is transfigured and realizes 
the saintly goodness within herself. Meanwhile, Fred becomes even 
more arrogant and involves himself with a young flapper, Clarence 
CliRon, who hates Joan and all black people. Shortly after a spat 
with his fiancee Clarence, Fred has an automobile accident in which 
his Rolls Royce is overturned. Joan comes to the rescue, providing 
him with a life-saving blood transfusion. \Vhen Fred eventually finds 
out the source of the transfusion, he panics: ’No certainly not! 
Clarence would never permit that any other blood than hers mix with 
that of her husband’ (Camara and Abatino 1931 : 144). 

Ideologies of racial purity and images of contamination enter the 
picture when Fred decides to renounce his marriage to Clarence, 
having discovered that Dr Anderson has allowed Joan to be the blood 
donor. The book ends on this sobering moralistic note with the 
statement that the obstacle of prejudice makes true happiness 
impossible. This narrative, developed at Baker’s residence of 
Beau-Chene [Beautiful Oak], is a metaphor for both the place and the 
cultural space it represents. The savage Joan becomes a saint by 
virtue of her return to ’the Empire of Nature’. The narrative, which 
is superficially about Joan’s devotion to Fred, is also about 
Josephine’s devotion to Pepito Abatino as filtered through a tale 
that he co-authors Thus, the mirror eIt’ects of Beau-Chene continue 
to redouble in the novel. While the book received little public 
recognition when it first appeared, and the scenario was never 
enacted on film, Mon sang dans tes veines is a key to interpreting 
Baker’s mythic narrative. (5) 

The saint-like imagely’ of life as an exotic pilgrimage and an 
enchanted tale reached its cuhnination for Baker at Les Milandes 
There Baker conducted her ~vork for the French underground, witnessed 
the peak of her career, married Jo Bouillon, adopted the Rainbow 
Tribe and waged her campaign for universal brotherhood. As with 
Joan’s idealism, Baker’s dream at Les Malandes was thwarted Yet Les 
Milandes still stands as a touristic simulation of Baker’s multiple 
public and private images, her idyllic narratives, and her life in 
Paris and in an international context. 

Baker’s utopian vision of Paris and beyond 

To understand Baker’s multiculturalism, it is necessary to address 
it as a French project played out through her Rainbow Tribe. Baker’s 
earl?’ images of and experiences in Paris were crucial to the shaping 
of her utopian vision of a harmonious and idyllic life at Les 
Milandes. In Paris, Baker lived in a cosmopolitan atmosphere, but she 
also promoted a primal performative image, which had racial and 
colonialist overtones. During the course of her early career, she 
began her political education and laid the foundations for her 
humanitarian work One might ask whether the Rainbow Tribe that Baker 
assembled at Les Milandes stood in a positive or an antithetical 
relationship to official France and Black Paris. This question is 
complex because Baker’s project challenged French bureaucracy while 
supporting the political ideals of Republicanism and social equality 
The pr~iect was far ahead of its time with regard to its multicultural 
agenda fi~r socialization, education and community building. Baker 
believed that her adopted children should have all the advantages of 
a cosmopolitan life in Paris while living in an isolated utopian 
community that existed as a world apart from the rest of France. 

Baker’s political philosophy intersected in interesting ways with 
Gaullism, Pan-Africanism and global movements fi~r social justice in 
its prc~iection of a free internatinnal cowanunity. Between 1954 and 
1963, Baker adopted twelve children of diverse cultures. Formal 
adoptinn proceedings were conducted fi~r eight of the Rainbow 
children, as a unit, at the administrative prefecture of Sarlat in 
the Dordogne on 21 June 1957, making the corcanemoration of their 
adoption just three weeks after Baker’s own birthday. The eight 
children formally adopted in 1957 were Akin (of Korean origin fiom 
Japan); Luis (from Colombia); Janot (from Japan); Jean-Claude (from 
France); Moise (French of Jewish background); Brahim (now called 
Brian; Berber from Algeria); Marianne (French from Algeria); and 
Jari, or Jarry (from Finland). Subsequently, four more children were 
added to the family: Mara (from Venezuela); Koffi (from Cote 

d’Ivoire); Noel (from France); and Stellina (Moroccan, born in 
France). All children received the name of Bouillon, which was also 
employed by Josephine in her private life (Bounal 1992: 55). The 
group represented nationalities from four continents, and they were 
from different cultural and religious backgrounds, of which none of 
them was fully aware. Baker’s desire to have children of her own as 
part of the legend is confirmed by Jo Bouillon, who claimed that she 
miscarried during tire early years of their marriage, an assertion 
that appears to have been embellished, given her hysterectomy- in 
Morocco during the war. 

The family was matriarchal, matrifocal, experimental, iconoclastic 
and legendary. Just as she had with her primal exotic image, Baker 
used existing stereotypes to break the rules and challenge bourgeois 
norms and expectations about family life and education. She created a 
composite community based on the ideals of ethnic and cultural 
blending in a simulated touristic space. The acquisition of each 



child was also surrounded by a nested narrative that paralleled 
Josephine’s own Cinderella story. There is a sense in which the 
Rainbow Tribe reflects Baker’s performatlve persona by representing 
the multiple national and cultural identities that she assumed on 
stage, in film and in song The children’s stories subtly wove 
together to reduplicate Baker’s Jk~undling myth in a new narrative 
programme. 

Baker’s dream of umversa[ harmony was constructed around her role 
as a n~trturing mother and the Rainbow Tribe as a domestic and 
political image-ideah In celtain respects, however, the Rainbow 
Tribe was not a family at all, but a social movement in which the 
concept of the primal faraily was used as a metaphor. In this context, 
Baker acted as a charismatic movement leader, complete with her own 

sacred text, La Tribu-arc-en-ciel [The Rainbow Tribe], the children’s 
book she published with Jo Bouillon and Piet Worm in 1957. The 
communitarian ethos of experiments such as Baker’s Rainbow- Tribe is a 
response to the creative cultural spaces left open by the French 
state--spaces in which the collective etnotions and the sense of 
belonging characteristic of’neotribalism’ can develop (Maffesoli 
1988: 53-4). Baker’s utopian community may be viewed as a neotribe 
that became a short-lb,~ed movement of social referee. 

The image of a colour-blind France of liberty and equality 
intrigued African-American artists and expatriates who settled in 
Paris between the 1920s and the 1950s. Ignoring the plights of the 
Senegalese soldiers and of the rising North African and Caribbean 
populations during the interwar years, African-Americans sought new 
fieedom in a society- that was not, in their terms, overtly 
segregated, but disillusiurwaent soon followed (Fabre 1991: 50-4). In 
the Paris that Baker encountered in 1925, the rosy possibilities 
seemed endless, but her experiences in Germany, Austria and Hungary 
inm~ediately before World War II had opened her eyes to bleaker 
alternatives. Baker’s Rainbow Tribe was a manifestation of her dream 
of equality Behind this dream lurked a variety of tensions ranging 
from colonial exoticism to nationalism and xenophobia. As a 
charismatic leader of a utopian family movement in a larger social 
environment that she conceived of as supportive, Baker attempted to 
bypass these racial and cultural barriers. Her adopted children 
became the honorary acolytes of her movement and the symbols of her 
universalistic dream 

Although the Rainbow Tribe incarnated the values of equality and 
fraternity, the family also represented an alternative lifestyle that 
deviated from conventional social norms The family’s ideal was based 
on the utopian ’spiritualization of politics’ and a politics of 
representation (Marmheim 1936:212). In liberal democra cies when such 
utopian challenges occur, the groups may coexist peacefully with other 
institutions until a point of legal and socio-economic infraction or a 
publicly acknowledged weakness is found In the case of the Rainbo~v 
Tribe, these weaknesses were epitomized by the departure of the 
group’s co-founder, Jo Bouillon, the wainerability of the children 
and the financial Iicagility of tdae enterprise. By 1968-9, Josephine 
Baker’s charisma as a performer, a mother and a group leader was not 
sufiicient to of~iset these obstacles Nevertheless, the ideal of 
world unity hves on in the legacy of her umversalistic discourse 
and the revival ofLes Milandes as a site of tourism and pilgrimage 

We might view" Baker’s interracial community at Les Milandes as an 
antithesis of prewar Paris, or as a utopmn, intercultural vision of 
what Paris could become. In a 1970 interview with the journalist John 
Vincour Baker asserted that the problems of France and the world could 
be solved by interracial marriage and mixing in an ideal communi~ 
(Vincour 1970). Baker’s former manager, Stephen Papich (1976: 149), 
compares Les Milandes to New Harmony, a utopian community established 
~n upstate New York in the 1820s It also resemNes other early 
communal movements in the United States But the conditions of those 
experiments differed from Baker’s both in terms of financial support 
and ofpoliticM tolerance ]2)r American pioneer communities Aspects 
of colonial discourse evident in Baker’s prima[ image were also at 
play in her conceptualization of Les Milandes as an autonomous 
territory. It was a neofeudal fiefdom ruled by Baker, a property ~n 
the French departement of Perigord, and a family home. The 
award-winning experimental farm at Les Milandes was intended to feed 
both the tribe and part of the surrounding community and to make Les 
Milandes self-sufficient all year round Josephine had finally become 

the real ’Queen of the Colonies’ (Borshuk 2003: 50-4). In her World 
War II military uniform, she would represent the domain as its head 
of state 

As a colony, Les Milandes would ultimately return to the control of 
the state when the debts were recalled and its multicultural vision 
was challenged. The taxes owed to the French state were symbolic of 
Les Milandes’s political, economic and cultural dependency. This 
dependency raight be compared with the process of neocolonial 
community formation araong immigrant groups in the working class 
corcanunes and suburbs of Black Paris. Given the territorial and 
ideological organization ofLes Milandes, it was inevitable that the 
split identity of the colonial subject ~vould be reflected in the 
socialization of the Rainbow children. In everyday life, issues of 
identity conflict surfaced as disciplinary problems and internal 



family disputes. Blame was levelled at Baker for being inconsistent 
in her childrearing practices and l~equently absent on tour, and, in 
the end, she was overwhelmed by the organizational and financial 
burdens of her global project. Jean-Claude Baker (Rou~lud), 
Josephine’s protege during the 1970s, quotes her l~iend Marie Spiers 
as commenung: ’everything was overdone, the punishment was overdone, 
the love was overdone, the makeup was overdone’ {Baker and Chase 1993: 
384) Others comment on the inconsistent discipline in the family and 
Josephine’s practice as Maman Cadeau [(3ifl Mother] of showering the 
children with lavish giRs on holidays upon returning from each of 
her tours (Haney 1981: 274-5). (6) A larger issue concerns the 
objectives of these practices and how- they" shaped the children’s 
lives in a composite conm~unity that was also part of France. The 
children were trained to be tolerant of racial and cultural 
differences, and their strong bonds to each other were evident and 
genuine. They were also subjected to a rigid schedule and high 
standards of performance. They were, however, pampered and sheltered 
from a world in which cultural and racial differences were objective 
facts. 

In her plan to expand Les Milandes into a self-sustaining 
cormnunity--an autonomous realm that the children would never actually 
have to leave--the contradictory childrearing practices were not 
simply a by-product of Baker’s personality and whims. They" were 
rooted in a deep-seated ideological comq_ict between the family as a 
utopian composite conm~unity suspended in space and time--a 
’representation’ in Baker’s own terms--and the larger social world in 
which the experiment existed. The ideology- of the Rainbow Tribe 
surfaced in the shadow of Negritude’s domination as a universalistic 
philosophy and identity" discourse in France. At the conclusion of his 
discussion of Richard Wright in The Black Atlantic, Paul Gilroy asks: 
’¥Vhat would it mean to read Wright inteltextually with Genet, 

Beauvoir, Sartre, and the other Parisians with whom he was in 
dialogue?’ (Gilroy 1993:186). Baker also needs to be ’read’ 
intertextually with respect to the Parisian intellectual and 
ideological environment that she adopted, with its concepts of 
universalism, ideals of assimilation, and utopian visions of liberty, 
equality and fraternity 

Universal brotherhood, as conceptualized by Baker, treats the ideal 
of fraternity literally. Baker’s vision also closely’ follows Jean-Paul 
Sartre’s dialectic of Negritude, in which white supremacy is the 
thesis, Negritude, as an affirmation of blackness and a riposte, is 
the antithesis and a society without races is the synthesis (Sartre 
1948: xli). In their various versions of Negritude, Aime Cesaire, 
Leopold Sedar Senghor, Leon Damas and their colleagues emphasized the 
antithetical moment in the dialectic as an essentialist aft~irmation of 
cultural pride, providing a basis tbr black participation in umversal 
civilimntion Although it was performative rather than litera~ and 
philosophical, Baker’s primal image shared much in common with 
Negritude’s essentialism, and the Rainbow Tribe paralleled Sartre’s 
society without races. Sartre vie~ved Negritude’s ultimate goal as 
self-destructive through erasure of the antithetical moment of racial 
affirmation in favour of the universal ideah Sartre argued that 
Negritude is ’nee du Mal et grosse d’un Bien futur [.] comme une 
femme qui nait pour mourir et qui sent sa propre mort jusque dans les 
plus riches instants de sa vie’ (1948: xliii) [’born of suffering and 
pregnant ~vith future goodness (...) like a woman ~vho is born to die 
and who senses her own death even in the most rewarding moments of 
her life’] 

Born of racism, poverty, alienation and neglect, like Baker 
herself, the orphaned Rainbow children would learn to transcend their 
suffering in a new harmonious environment. The children were exposed 

to an environment in which social and racial boundaries were removed, 
leaving only the inflection of cultural traditions transmitted to them 
through tutors. Baker’s plan for maintaining this utopian ideal as the 
children grew older, however, was not fully developed, and they" 
experienced fi-ustration as role models for an ideal cowanunity that 
could be described to them only in vague and general terms. They were 
no longer disadvantaged children, nor were they adults reclaiming 
civil rights and equal job opportunities Instead, they were members 
of the village du monde [world village], being groomed as citizens of 
the world 

The family experiment was successful in that it did create a 
genuine atmosphere of solidarity, harmony and mutual tolerance of 
difference among the children. In a nine-page letter to Stephen 
Papich, excerpted here, Baker outlined her goals for the world 
village: 

I wanted the Milandes to be known and respected as a world village 
Destiny wanted me to find this little hamlet which is, without a 
doubt, a little earthly paradise for those in search of peace for 
their soul. I didn’t look for it specially’. I found it naturally-, and 
I held on to it fiercely, for it is ray" resting place. It is here that 
my children can pursue their brotherly education in peace, without 
being imq_uenced by bad spirits, for this is very important for the 
ideal which they represent. (Papich 1976: 155) (7) 

Beyond the Rainbow Tribe, Baker hoped to create a College of 



Brotherhood at Les Milandes where students of all backgrounds would 
devote their attention to problems of racial discrimination, human 
rights issues and the religions and cultures of the world. Baker’s 
early experiences with the children made it clear that a more 
structured educational plan was necessary Combining tutors with 
public and private schools did not work well enough with the Rainbow 
Tribe and would be an inadequate design for resocializing a larger 
community into a truly multicultural world Therefore, Baker planned 
to develop an autonomous educational institution encompassing 
secondary school and university training. (8) To this end, she 
established the Josephine Baker Foundation, with its own Sxviss bank 
account, to xvhich she contributed her performance royalties and other 
funds deposited under the pseudonym of Mrs Kaiser. Tl’uough the 
Foundation, she hoped to acquire the resources to build the college 
on the grounds of Les Milandes, hire teachers and administrative 
staff and provide subsidized tuition and room and board for the 
students. 

Education would be based on new- experimental methods that would 
take into account the diverse backgrounds of the students. Josephine 
wrote nun~erous letters and proposals concerning her college and had 
several offers to help support it, including one frora Marshal Tito of 
Yugoslavia to take her group there after she left Les Milandes, but 
the plans never materialized. (9) Although the demise of Les Milandes 
was, in part, material, the confrontation between a utopian dream and 
the practices of the surro~xding French society came into play as a 
crucial determinant of the end of the experiment. At the eleventh 
hour, when the theatre producer Bruno Coquatrix amved in Sarlat 
from Paris with the resources necessary to save Les Milandes, 
creditors baulked (Cattier 1968). Ultimately, the uneasy relationship 
of this composite cormnunity to the surrounding countryside and the 
French State made the dream impossible to sustain. This dream 
resonates xvith current debates about multiculturalism in France and 
the ways in which it affects education and social access. 

B aker’s lot’ty designs for the curricu ham and planning of her 
college resembled many contempora~z curriculun~ plans in their early 
stages of development She also had an architectural model in mind, 
and she brought in experts to execute it. She called on Italian 
architect Bruno Fedrigolli, who had designed a college in Brescia, to 
draw tip the blueprints for the buildings. He designed a series often 
pods resembling flowers with radial petals linked by path~vays to a 
central college square. Each pod contained dormitories, staff 
housing, classrooms and administrative offices There ~vere also a 
central auditorium and assembly rooms All of these structures would 
be located at some distance from the chateau and its hotel so as not 
to interfere ~vith the normal functioning of Les Milandes as an 
experimental farm and tourist attraction One could even imagine that 
students might eventually have served as interns on the farm and at 
the tourist attractions had Les Milandes survived as Josephine 
wished Her plans tbr multicultural education ~vere harbingers of 
programmes that would not come into existence in the U.S. until 
twenty years later, and still do not exist in France Baker’s idea of 
preserving and sharing cultural traditions was far in advance of her 
time, especially in France, where the notion of multicultural 
education as a formal part of secondaQz school and university courses 
of study continues to meet with resistance 

Conclusions: Baker’s model of multiculturalism in France 

This discussion has emphasized how Baker’s early experiences in 
Paris helped to form her utopian visions of what Black Paris and 
Black France could become. Many political and social movements, 
including Negritude, decolonization and the U S. civil rights 
movement interfaced with Baker’s project and shaped her ideas. While 
she was influenced by all of these movements, her ultimate utopian 
v~sion was unique and was constructed in an idiosyncratic manner 
Baker’s multiculturalism was based on her adopted family and her 
educational ideals, which drew on the results of her formative years 
as a performer in Paris From the 1950s onward, these ideals fuelled 
her social and political activism and motivated her performances, 
which had transformed from hedonistic Parisian spectacles into 
fund-raising extravaganzas. By the 1960s, most of her performances 
were retrospectives of her life peppered with pleas to aid Les 
Milandes and her children After her move to Roquebrune-Cap Martin on 
the Riviera under the sponsorship of Princess Grace, Monaco’s Red 
Cross and other charities, her activism was foregrounded and she 
became a professional fund-raiser and philanthropist Even at her new 
Villa Maryvonne, Baker kept her dream ofmulticultural education alive 
and, had it not been for her sponsors, she would have renewed her 
plans for the college once again before her death 

In the spring of 1975, Baker returned to Paris for what was to be 
her last performance at the Theatre Bobino. Had she survived her 
final comeback at the Bobino, her educational dream may eventually 
have come true. Tyler Stovall contends that Baker’s death signalled 
the end of utopian dreams about a more liberal Paris and a 
colour-blind France among many African-Araerican expatriates (Stovall 
1996: 287-8). In retrospect, hoxvever, Baker lefl an important and 
powerful legacy that combined French ideals of fraternite with a 
quest for social equality linked to the American civil rights 



struggle 

With the rise ofmulticultural politics during the 1980s and 1990s, 
Baker’s political image and ideals assumed new relevance for another 
generation Her ideas on interracial community formatinn are cited by 
contemporary leaders in Black Paris as diverse as Harlem Desir and 
Calixthe Beyala Place Josephine Baker, dedicated in 2001, in the 
fourteenth arrondissement near the Theatre Bobino, is a testimony to 
Baker’s continued appeal and the relevance of her social message (see 
Figure 1). Recent debates over multiculmralism in France have emerged 
in the context of issues of citizenship and the rights of individuals 
of diflhrent national, cultural and ethnic backgro~xds to express 
their identities in public spaces (Hargreaves 1991 : 36-87; Amselle 
1996: 178-9). These debates were aired not only in the media and 
public forums, but also in literature, films, music and art. A host 
of nexv biographies, films and commentaries about Baker’s life began 
to appear on the international scene at this time. (10) Her brand of 
multiculmralism, coupled with image-based political performance, was 
suited to the new era. Yet, many questions lingered about exactly what 
went wrong. Just as Baker had criticized the unhappy endings of her 
early films, the nexv biographers and film-makers searched for xvays to 
rewrite the script of Baker’s multiculturalism. 

Over the past several years, cormnunity formation in Black Paris, 
and in France more generally, has involved the interaction of 
multiple political and social movements such as Collectif Egalite, 
SOS Racisme and the sans-papiers inmxigrant movement. The activities 
of these movements also affect cultural and aesthetic experiments, 
including Parisianist literature, avant-garde art and photography, 
contemporaq- music and banlieue cinema. Resources for these movements 
have been mobilized both at the grass-roots level and through the 
French State. As the French educational system has opened up at all 
levels, these cultural influences have gradually begun to have an 
irmpact within formal institutions in ways that Baker might ~vell have 
predicted. Nevertheless, contemporaQz France is still far from 
Josephine Baker’s dream ofmulticultural unlversalism. In celtain 
respects, Black Paris and Baker’s utopian village remain performative 
and touristic simulations of an unattained ideal 
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(1.) Portions ofrny discussion of Josephine Baker and Black Paris 
are based on my book-length study of her life (Jules-Rosette 2006). 
In an earlier work (1998: 146-52), I emphasize the impoltance of a 
rrmlti-sited cultural and historical analysis of Black Paris that 
takes into account its conceptual and ideological dimensions. See 

also Baudrillard ( 1981 : 54-5). 

(2.) This diorama is reproduced in an undated publicity brochure 
entitled Chateau des Milandes: ancienne demeure de Josephine Baker 
(14). The brochure contains photographs from the Roger Viollet 
collection and the Studio Harcourt, along with selected photographs 

of the wax exhibit at the chateau. The diorama intel~orets the 
narrative of Josephine Baker’s life as a sacred pilgrimage. 

(3.) Camara and Abatino (1931 : 14) describe Barclay’s estate as 
’Oaks’, using the English word The fictional estate is located 
three-qualters of an hour west of Boston, just as Le Vesinet (le 
Beau-Chene [the Beautiful Oak]), Baker and Pepito’s estate, was 
three-qualters of an hour west of Paris. 

(4.) The translations from Mon sang dans tes veines (1931: 23) are 
my own No published English translation of the novella currently 
exists. 

(5.) Phyllis Rose (1989: 135) asserts: ’My Blood in Your Veins is 
little more than a curiosity in the history, of fiction As a 
publishing event it was of no importance at all.’ "¢,q~ile Rose’s 
assertion may well describe the reception of the book in 1931, a 
re-examination of the text is crucial to understanding the evolution 
of Baker’s performative image and the unfolding of her political 
ideals 

(6) A tension emerged between the nuclear family and the composite 
utopian conm~unity in Baker’s Rainbow experiment. Baker’s biographer 
Lylm Haney states: ’The children longed to have a real mother ~vho 
would stay at home, and their feelings were obvious’ (Haney 1981 : 
273). 

(7.) On 18 September 1964, Stephen Papich received a nine-page 
[erter from Josephine which he had ~ransla~ed as ’The ideal of 
brotherhood in Les Milandes as seen by Josephine Baker’, and of which 
he quoted a long extract in his 1976 biography on Baker. Papich 
explains that while Baker preferred to write in French, he would ask 
a friend to provide him with translations since he could not speak 
the language. The originals of these documents are no longer 
available and the translations form part of Papich’s pr~w~te 
collection (Papich 1976: 154-5). 

(8.) ’]’he College Universitaire de Fratemite Universelle 
[University College of Brotherhood] was planned to be both a 
secondary school and a university with a curriculum in multicultural 
studies resembling contemporary departments of Ethnic Studies at U.S. 
umversities. 

(9) Before she left Chateau des Milandes, Baker began negotiations 
with Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia, who was favourable to her plan for 
the College of Brotherhood Tito proposed to give her the Adriatic 
island of Brioni on which to build the college (Baker and Bouillon 
1977: 272; Wood 2000: 386-7) 

(10.) A year following Baker’s death, Bouillon published her 
biography in French (Baker and Bouillon 1976) The press coverage was 
extensive. Between 1988 and 2000, over half a dozen published 
biographies and several masters’ theses and doctoral dissertations 
have appeared. Bryan Hammond and Patrick O’Cotmor’s Josephine Baker 
(1988) and Phyllis Rose’s Jazz Cleopatra (1989) are the best known of 
these publications, all of which benefited froru renewed public 
interest in multiculturalism 
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Dir.: Marc AIl,~,©gret. Cast: Jean Gabin, Josephine Baker, Pierre Larquey, 
Yvette Lebon. Life backstage at a music hall in Paris with Jean Gabin as an 
electrician, and Josephine Baker as Zouzou, his lifelong friend, who’s 
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star Josephine Baker made several films in Europe from the 1920s to the 
1950s. Discussion guest: Jean Claude Baker, biographer of Ms. Baker. 
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believes was falsely accused of rape. Lamont soon finds out that good 
deeds often have unintended consequences. Discussion guest: Terri 
Francis, Yale University. 
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their home in Apartheid-era South Africa. Discussion guest: Steve 
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HISTORIC ARCHITECTLI E: ADOLF LOO5 
Radical Residences for Josephine Baker and Tristan Tzara 
By Thomas S. Hines 

IN PARIS 

"NOTHING IS MORE enjoyable than baf- 

fling people," proclaimed Dadaist 

poet Tristan Tzara in 1922, a senti- 

ment that characterized the attitude 

of his fellow expatriate Parisians, the 

dancer Josephine Baker and the archi- 

tect Adolf Loos. In the richly complex 

culture of 1920s Paris, Loos designed 

houses for Baker and Tzara that may 

indeed have baffled the bourgeoisie 

but that constituted strong and pro- 

vocative elements of his ~minally 

modernist oeuvre. The convergence 

in one time and place of three such 

"Lack of ornarnent has pushed the other arts to unimagined heights," pro- 

claimed Moravian-born architect Adolf Loos (above) in 1908. During his years 

in Paris in the |920s, he designed houses for two members of his artistic circle: 

Dadaist poet Tristan Tzara and American-born dancer Josephine Baker (left). 

BELOW: Loos conceived a black-and-white-marble striped house in 1928 for 

Baker. The unbuilt structure would have had an indoor pool and a circular caf& 

different but consanguine personal- 
ities--the Moravian-Austrian Loos, 

the African-American Baker and the 
Romanian-Jewish Tzara--shaped 

and reflected important strands i~ 

modernist culture. All were commit- 

ted to confronting and "denuding" 

what they saw as the stifling clutter 

of Victorian art and life. Baker did it 
literally by taking off her clothes on 

stage; Tzara by destroying ~nherited 

continued o~ page I~ 
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t~ISTORIC ARCHI]~ECTURE: ADOI~F LOOS IN PARIS 

Radical Residences for Josephine Baker and Tristan Tzara 

ce*~tinu~,d from page 104 

literary modes; and Loos by deem- 

phasizing ornament and returning 
architecture to its barest essentials. 

Adolf Loos (1870-1933) was one of 
the half-dozen architects most influ- 

ential in the formation of the mod- 

ernist consciousness. His Viennese 

disciple, painter Oskar Kokoschka, 

maintained that Loos helped him to 

understand the "divine comedy of 

existence.’" Knowing Loos, he said, 
"was an experience that determined 

one’s fate." After studying architec- 
ture at the Dresden Technical Col- 

lege, Loos spent three years in New 

York and Chicago, observing both 
the Neoclassical grandeur of the 1893 

Columbian Exposition and the less 

pretentious machine culture of every- 

ABOVE: The 1920 house L~x~s designed 

for Tristan Tzara (below) in the Montmar- 

tre district embodies the creative icono- 

clasm that characterizes modernism. 

ABOVE: Within Tzara’s intricate five-story house, regarded as one of Loos’s greatest residential 

achievements, the architect created a complex of separate but interconnecting apartments axed 

terraces for the radical poet’s entourage. The third-floor living room, opening or~to a terrace, 

right, in the back of the residence, contains some of the objects in Tzara’s eclectic collection. 

LEFT: The bare back fagade of Tzara’s avenue Junot house, situated on a sloping site, featureS 

stepped terraces for several of the apartments. In the bohemian milieu of 1920s Paris that LooS, 

Baker and Tzara inhabited, Loos’s conviction that "’cultu ral evolution is equivalent to the removal 

of ornament from articles in daily use" stood as a guiding aesthetic principle for many artists. 
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day American life. In their stern exte- 

riors, such buildings as the Steiner 

House (1910) and Moiler House 

(1928) in Vienna reflected his alle- 

giance to English and American prac- 

ticality, though his Parisian designs 

for Tzara and Baker contained a 

greater sense of textural richness and 

complexity. Throughout much of his 

work, however, like his California 

contemporary Irving Gill, Loos coun- 

tered the relative austerity of his fa- 

fades with an interior richness in the 

wo~Ktsy manner of the English and 

American Arts and Crafts movements. 

At least as influential as Loos’s 

buildings were his polemical writ- 

ings, such as "Ornament and Crime" 

(1908), which his French admirer Le 

Corbusier described as a "Homeric 

cleansing" of architecture. "Lack of 

ornament," Loos argued, "is a sign of 

spiritual strength. Modern man... 

concentrates his own powers of in- 

vention on other things." t te likened 

the use of traditional ornament to tat- 

tooing the body. "The modern man 

who tattoos himself is a criminal or a 

degenerate. There are prisons where 

eighty percent of the inmates bear 

tattoos. Those who are tattooed but 

are not imprisoned are latent crimi- 

nals or degenerate aristocrats." 

In Vienna, Loos moved in the 

highest strata of the avant-garde, 

which included the composer Arnold 

Schoenberg and the writers Karl Kraus 

and Arthur Schnitzler. In Paris, 

where he lived from 1922 to 1928, he 

was attracted to Le Corbusier, Tzara 

and Baker, and the sophisticated cir- 

cles thev represented. He reveled, 

moreover, not only in the high cul- 

ture of music and art but in the caba- 

ret, the music hall and all forms of 

dance. He himself was a good dancer, 

and two of his four wives were from 

that milieu. For this reason, he was 

naturally drawn to such figures as 

Isadora Duncan and especially to 

Baker, who taught him to do the 

Charleston. Loos’s indulgent commit- 

ments to social and cultural experi- 

mentation, however, had a down 

side, particularly in his sexual pro- 

miscuity, for he died in 1933 of com- 

plications from a venereal disease. 

Loos’s Parisian client Tristan Tzara 

(1896-1963) was born Samuel Rosen- 

feld in Moine{ti, Romania. He re- 

ceived his education and published 

his first work in that country be£ore 

moving to the more stimulating envi- 

ronment of postwar Zurich, where he 

helped to found the Dada movement 

before moving with it to Paris in 

1919. Dada, observed the critic J. H. 

Matthews, "made its presence felt in 

Europe around 1916 as a negative 

spirit at odds with cultural values 

that, on a war-torn continent, no 

longer seemed attuned to the times. 

"Dada’s attack upon consecrated 

forms found expression quite readily 

in the area of artistic creation. How- 

ever the iconoclastic effort that was 

Dada was by no means confined to 

the media of painting and sculpture." 

Dada, Matthews pointed out, "imple- 

mented protest through a new con- 

ception of poetry, divorced from 

principles of style, scornful of tradi- 

tional sentiments, and contemptuous 

of rational discourse." Even the name 

Dada had no specific meaning, only a 

Loos likened the use 
of traditional ornament 
to tattooing the body. 

connotation of zany irreverence and 

negation of traditional values in art, 

religion and history. 

Tzara, as he now called himself, 

epitomized this position in numerous 

poems and in such Dadaist and Sur- 

realist plays as Le Coeur d Gaz (The Gas 

Heart) and L’Homme Approximatif 

(The Approximate Man). "Perhaps you 

will understand me better," he said in 

1922, "when I tell you that dada is a 

virgin microbe which penetrates 

with the insistence of air into all the 

space that reason has not been able to 

fill with words and conversations." 

In literature, he insisted, this "will to 

destroy" was "very much n~ore of an 

aspiration toward purity and sincer. 

ity than the tendency toward a sort of 

sonant or plastic inanity, content with 

irnmobility and absence." 

The "aspiration toward purity and 

sincerity," with implications of "im- 

mobility and absence" and even 

"plastic inanity," perfectly described 

the architecture of Loos, and particu- 

larly the house he designed for Tzara 

in 1925-26 in the Montmartre district 

of Paris. The front fagade curves 

gently to reflect the bend of the ave- 

nue Junot, the bottom two floors cov- 

ered with rough stone, the upper two 

levels with smoother stucco. Two di- 

agonal cuts in the lower floor open 

left to a garage and right to the street 

entrance, with a balcony above off a 

small apartment. A third floor con- 

tains window’s of additional rental 

units. The fourth level includes a 

large recessed balconv located off the 

main apartment of the owner. The 

rear fagade is totally different from 

the taut street elevation, with stacked 

terraces leading from the separate 

levels and apartments in a relaxed se- 

ries of layered roof decks. 

In the interior, other contrasts oc- 

cur with Loos’s typically rich wood- 

work that reaches like a tree from 

the main stairway fittings into the 

apartments themselves. Within a 

stern cluster of rectangular boxes, 

Loos wedged an amazingly varied se- 

ries of interior spatial experiences, 

setting off Tzara’s eclectic collec- 

tion of African masks and vernacu- 

lar furniture from central Europe. 

The design, according to critics 

Yehuda Safran and Wilfried Wang, 

"contrasts an extreme abstraction 

with a concrete language of materials, 

comparable with Surrealist and Da- 

daist works on the one hand and the 

works of Loos’s friend the composer 

Arnold SchOnberg on the other... 

The almost spontaneous collision of 

elements between the architectural 

expression in the fagade, the internal 

articulation of space and the remain- 
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ing external faces of the house doubt- 

less complemented the intellectual 

climate of the poet-client and his cir- 

cle." Indeed, Loos seemed to subscribe 

to Tzara’s well-known statement 

that "art is a continual procession of 

differences." Writing in 1930, Tzara 

paid tribute to Loos, "who through 

uneasiness has seen a human pos- 

sibility of clarity, within the hub of 

social activity which most closely 

touches the sun." 

The house Loos designed for Jose- 

phine Baker (1900-1975) was never 

built, but nltimately it became even 

more famous and influential than the 

completed house for Tzara. Baker was 

born Freda !osephine McDonald into 

a poor black family in St. Louis. Later 

she kept the surname of her first hus- 

band, Willie Baker. Her mother was a 

washerwornan and virtually a single 

mother, and the young girl was nur- 

tured largely by her grandmother, 

who regaled her with stories of her 

life in slavery and with tales of her 

African forebears. She also intro- 

duced her to the rich tradition of Af- 

rican-American music. With a supple 

face and body; Baker moved from 

childlike contortionist and acrobatic 

feats to more artful forms of song and 

dance as she made her way upward 

from hole-in-the-wall dives to the cel- 

ebrated black music halls of New 

York. While working as a dresser for 

the popular musical comedy Shuflfle 

Along, she managed to get a part in 

the chorus. Baker’s wild actions and 

frenetic dancing soon transformed 

her into a box-office attraction, even 

though she hadn’t turned sixteen 

years old. She was subsequently in- 

vited to join an American production 

of La Revue N~y, re, which opened at 

the Th(~tre des Champs-Elys{~es in 

Paris in October 192,5. 

in France, she felt corn fortable and 

110 

accepted as a human being. In con- 

trast to the racial discrimination she 

had known in America, she found 

France to be color-blind and support- 

ire, and she remained there for the 

rest of her life. She left the United 

States because "I realized that I was 

living in a country where I was afraid 

to be black," she recalled. "It was only 

a country for white people .... A lot 

of us left, not because we wanted to 

leave, but because we couldn’t stand it 

anymore .... 1 felt liberated in Paris." 
After leaving La Rcvm: N3?~ro, Baker 

achieved stardom at the Folies-Ber- 

gbre, where she courted notoriety by 
appearing naked except for a string of 

bananas around her waist and by 

dancing on a mirror. Janet Flanner, 

The New Yorker’s "Genht," wrote i~ 

her "Letter from Paris" column that 

in the dancer’s debut performance, 
Baker "made her entry entirely nude 

except for a pink flamingo feather [x~- 
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tween her limbs; she was being car- 

rim upside down.., o1-i the shoulder 

of a black giant. Midstage, he paused 
arid ~ith his long fingers holding her 
basket-wise around the waist, swung 

her it~ a slow cartwheel to the stage 
floor, where she stood like his mag- 

nificent discarded burden, in an in- 

starer of complete silence. She was an 
unforgettable female ebony statue. A 

scream of salutation spread through 

the theater .... Within a half hour of 

the final curtain.., the news and 
meaning of her arrival had spread by 

the grapevine up to the caf6s on the 
Champs-~lysbes." 

Soon fame and fortune allowed her 

to indulge in expensive eccentricities 

such as walking on the Champs- 

Elysdes with her relatively tame pet 

leopard. The French writer Colette 

called Baker "the most beautiful pan- 

ther, the most charming wonran." 

The German novelist Erich Maria Re- 

marque claimed that she "brought a 

blast of jungle air, elemental power 

and beauty, onto the tired stages of 

Western civilization." "She had be- 

come La Baker--as the French say it, 

’Bakbairi " observed her biographer 

Phyllis Rose. "When she walked into 

a room, the room suddenly seemed 

the right place to be. She drew all 

eyes .... She kissed babies in found- 

ling homes, gave dolls to the young 

and soup to the aged.., joked with 

workers, and did charity benefits ga- 

lore .... At Christmas, she gave a spe- 

cial free matinee performance at the 

Folies-Bergbre for the children of traf- 

fic officers in all the twenty arrondisse- 

ments of Paris. She was, of court, 

suitably dressed as Santa Claus." 

Among Baker’s most ardent fans 

was the architect Le Corbusier, whom 

she met aboard ship returning ~rom 

Brazil. For the ship’s costume ball, 

Le Corbusier borrowed some of the 

dancer’s feathers, darkened his skin 

and came in drag as Josephine Baker. 

Later he became her friend and most 

likely one of her many lovers. 

Yet it was another admirer, the 

even more eccentric Adolf Loos, to 

whom Baker turned in 1928 for the 

design of her remarkable house. The 

site was at the corner of two streets 

that met at a slightly acute angle; 

hence the first two floors followed 

that configuration. The two ortbog- 

onal upper floors were cantilevered 

over the void and were accented by’ a 

circular tower that ro~ above a flat 

roof punctuated bv skylights. The 

most striking feature of the house 

was the horizontal banding of wide 

black-and-white stripes, perhaps a 

comment on Baker’s mulatto ances- 

try. The house’s stripes, moreover, 

were especially prominent because 

of the few and very small windows 

in the broad expanses of the street- 

corner elevations. The house’s most 

unique interior feature was an en- 
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closed swimming pool in a large two- 

story space, illuminated by skylights. 

The tank was surrounded by passages 

with thick windows looki~g into the 
pool so that it was possible, Loos’s 

assistant explained, "to watch the 

swimming and diving in its crystal- 

clear water, flooded with light from 

above: an underwater revue so to 

speak." The pool was above the 

kitchen and servants’ rooms on the 

basement floor and adjacent to a 

lounge and "caf£~’’ intended as an 

"entertainment centre." Above these 

rooms, looking down into the pool, 

were bedrooms, dressing rooms and 

sitting rooms. 

Unfortunatel}; the residence was 

never constructed. About the time 

Loos completed the design, Baker de- 

cided to go on a two-year world tour. 

By the time she returned to Paris, 

Loos had gone back to Vienna and 

was no longer present to encourage 

her to build. Though fascinated bv 

Loos as a person, Baker probably had 

problems with the stark, if playful, 

design. Perhaps she was unable to 

make the intellectual leap from her 

Loos reveled not 
only in high culture 

but in the cabaret and 
all forms of dance. 

love of bodily nudity to an apprecia- 
tion of architectural nudity. That she 

ultimately chose to live in a rural his- 

toricist chfiteau rather than in Loos’s 

urban box suggests her ambivalence 

toward modernism. She left no 
record in her memoirs as to why she 

commissioned the d~’sign or why she 

abandoned it. She must have liked its 

sensual drama while, ironically, re 

jecting its modernist nuditv. It be- 

came, nevertheless, as an~unbuilt 

design, a major icon of architectural 

modernism and, like Baker Tzara 

and Loos themselves, a symbol of the 

culture of Paris m the twenties. ~3 
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Celebrating 100 Years of Black Cinema 

Celebrating 100 Years of Black Cinelna 

From the earliest day’s of film, black pioneers have 

imagined a better world for African Americans-a 

world that was often far ahead of reality. 

By Nsenga Burton ] 

Posted: February 3, 2010 at 12:27 PM 

http://www.theroot.con~/view~celebmting- 100-years-black- cinema- 0 

As we all know, Februa~ marks Black History Month But 

this year, Febcaary also marks solnething else: The 100th 

amiiverso~~ of the birth of black cinema. Black cine~na 

was Inaking black history before Carter G. Woodson 

founded Negro History Week in 1926. And this week, black 

cinema is making histo~’ once again ruth the nomination 

of Precious: Based on the Novel Push By Sapphire for 

Best Picture. It’s the first time in the his~o~’ of the 
Academy Awards that a tilm directed by a black director 

is nominated for the top award. Director Lee Daniels is 

tbllowing in the tboksteps of those who came beti)re him- 

namely, William D. Foster a~d Oscar Micheaux. 

Oscax Micheaux is often lauded as the i:ather of black 

fihnm~kers. But Willimn D. Foster began producing films 

nearly a decade eaxlier than Micheaux’s first efii~rt. In 

1910, Foster, a sports writer for the Chicago Defender, 

formed the Foster Photoplay Company, the first 

independent African-American fihn company. (Foster 

wasn’t a complete stranger to show business; he had also 

worked as a press agent for vaudeville stars Bert 

Williams and George Walker.) In 1912, Foster, produced 

and directed The Railroad Porter. The film paid homage 

to the Keystone comic cha~s, while attempting to 

address the pervasive derogatory stereotypes of blacks 

infilm. 

This was three years before D.W. Griltitlfs The Birth of 

aNation (1915), a plantation fantasy, credited with 

establishing negative stereoi3~pes of blacks in film that 

still exists today. Consider the Reconstruction scene, 

where barefoot black legislators eat fried chicken, 

swill whiskey, lust after white women a~d pass a law 

that all legislators must wear shoes. Insert a 

cantankerous mammy, tragic mulatto, murderous buck, 

black rapists and a lynching, and you’ve got what is 

shm~efully considered to be one of the greates~t films of 

oll time. 

In response to The Birth of a Nation, brothers George 
Perry. Johi~son and Noble Johnson (a Universal Pictures 

contract actor), founded the Lincoln Motion Picture 
Company in 1916, producing middle- class melodramas like 

The Realization of a Negro’s Ambition ( 1916) m~d the 

Trooper of Troop K (1917) and their most well-known 

film, The Birth of a Race (1918). The Johnson brothers’ 

movies t~atured black soldiers, black thmilies and black 
heroes, concepk~ ti~reign to most mmnstream fihns at 

that time. 

Oscar Micheaux soon followed suit with The Homesteader 

(1919), becoming one of the most p~olific filmmakers of 

his time. He directed over 40 fihns, most notably’ Within 



Our Gates (1920) and Body and Sonl (1925), which 

t~atured film star Paul Robeson, and God’s Step Children 

(1938). Micheauffs films explored the issnes of the day: 

passing, lynching, religion mad criminal behavior. They 

were independently produced until he filed bankrnptcy in 

1928, reorganizing with white invefftors as the Micheaux 

Film Company. Some argue that this changed the tone and 

direction of his films. 

Micheaux’s films attracted controversy: Some black film 

critics criticized his work for its portrayal of blacks, 

which sometimes perpetuated the same stereo~pes found 

in mainstream films. You didn’t find these stereotypes 

with the work of Eloise Gist, a black woman filmmaker, 

who with her husband, Jame~ made religious fihns. 

Eloise Gist, a D.C. native, drove axonnd with a camera, 
shooting footage that used "real" people as actors. Her 

morality film~ Hellbound Trs~n and Verdict: Not Guilty, 

were released in 1930 and were strongly endorsed by the 

NAACP. 

Early black filmmakers aimed to show the full humanity 

of African Americans with story lines and themes that 

countered prevailing ideologies about blackness. Many of 

the fihns axe hard to find and have "poor" production 

values because they were literally maJ~ing something out 

of nothing. 

Emly black cinema is an impo~tant paxt of American 
culture because it visually brought our stories to life. 

Without the black independent film movement, there would 

be ve~y few black films today. Where would the black 

film canon be withont the Los Angeles School of Black 

Filmmakers of the 1970s? Haile Gerima, Charles Bnrnett, 

Lar~ Clark, Pamela Jones, Jamaa Fanaka, Julie Dash, 

Billy Woodbeny, Alile Sharon Larkin all came out of 
UCLA. Their films tied black stories to black political 

struggles with an intellectual mad cultural core. 

Some say Melvin Van Peebles’ Sweet Sweetback’s 

Baadasssss Song (1971) was revolutiona~; others found 

it to be pornographic Van Peebles made this cult classic 
for $500,000; it grossed $10 million. Without Sweet 

Sweetback, there would have been no space for Gordon 
Parks Jr., Ossie Davis and others to direct fihns during 

the blaxploitation era. Although controversial, the 

blaxploitation era gave black actors, filmmakers and 

musicians an opportunity to make movies-at least in the 
begim~ing. During that era, one of the most proti~and 

independent films of all time emerged-Ivan Dixon and Sam 

Greenlee’s The Spook Who Sat by the Door (1973), which 

gave voice and visuals to the black power ideology that 

was evolving at that time. It was an unapologetic look 

at rebellion and literally using the tnasters’ tools to 

dismantle the tnasters’ house. 

It wasn’t so long ago that so many people of all races 

didn’t believe that they would see an African-American 

president in their lifetime. But what some conldn’t 

imagine in reality, Nack filmmakers created in fantasy, 

reimagining an America M~ere a black man could be 

president. In The Man (1972), James Earl Jones stars as 

Donglass Dilman, a black man who becomes president of 

the United States after the untimely deaths of the 

president and speaker of the House. (The vice president 

was too sick to take over.) Jones brilliantly conveys 

the strnggle over power and identity in this cult 

classic that shows the complexity of race and class in 

the Oval Office. 

Historically. black cinema has been ine~xicably linked 



m social issues in our commani~. The controversy over 
Tyler Perry’s and Daniels’ films has a lot to do with 
class issues, something that Oscar Micheaux also 
experienced. While black filmmakers have broken many 
barriers, them is s~till much work to be done. For 
example, Cheryl Boone Isaacs is currently the only 
Afi-ican American among the 43 governors of Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. While African-American 
film directors like Antoine Fuqua and F. Gary Gray are 
dimcfing films that encompass many different genres 
including action and suspense, black female dimctom 
like Kasi Lemmons (Eve’s Bayou) and Euzhan PalW (A DU 
White Season) have not fared as well. 

Black cinema has always imagined what we could never 

dream of in reality. Now that reality is catching up 

with black fihn, it will be fascinating to see wbem it 

goes, particnlaady on the independent front. Let’s thi~ 

about how the concept of black cinema is being redefined 

when a film like Avatar features Zoe Saldana, Laz Alonso 
and CCH Pounder in staning roles. 

Black cinema is evolving and will continue to evolve. It 

did not start with Tyler PenT, nor will it end with 

him. There would be no Denzel Washington without Sidney 

Poitier and no Sidney Poitier without Paul Robeson. 

There would be no Halle Berry without Dorothy Dandridge, 

no Dorothy Dandridge without Lena Home and Lena Home 
without Fmdi Washington. ’][’hem would be no Hughes 

Brothers without the Johnson Brothers, no Lee Daniels 
without Spike Lee, no Gina Prince-Bs/tbewood without 

Damell Martin. Them would be no Tyler Perry Company 

without New Millenium Studios, no New Millenium Studios 
without Third World Cinema, 

As in many other in&~s~ries, African Americans have made 

their maack in film narratively, s@islically, 

historically, thematically, economically mad 

aesthetically. What some call poor prodncfion values, 

particularly as it relates to early black films, I call 

a survival aesthetic-doing the best that we can with 

what we have. Now that we have 100 years under our 

belts, we will do better. No matter how much black fihn 

changes, the ways in which we interrogate society 
tlm~ugh our films will not. 

As we embark on a new decade in American society where 

many believe race will become less of an issue, we often 

tbrget how long black film has been around and how it 

has given voice-and image-to our issues. 

Black cinema is black history-and onr future. 

Nsenga K. Burton Ph.D. serves as cultural critic for 

Cmafive Loafing. An assistant prot}ssor at Goucher 

College in Baltimore, she is a media scholar and 

filmmaker who recently finished Four Acts, a documentau 

on the 2007 public servants strike in South Africa. 

Follow her on Twitter. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 10, 2010 10:44 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Revised memo for AFAM 101 revision 

Dear Tim: Give me a couple of days -- no later than Friday. Hope this 
is not too late. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tjml 
<t~ml @email.unc.edu>: 

Here it is. Let me know any changes and then I’ll send it to Julius and 
Judith. 

Hope all is going well. 

-Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 15, 2010 6:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Books Requested 

Books to Be Purchased.docx 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 2010 18:25:33 -0500 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Books Requested 

To: akent@unc.edu 

Dear Adam: Attached is my list of books/dvds and wish list that I am 
attempting to forward. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Books to Be Purchased 

Submitted by Charlene Regester 

Books Needed: 

Broadway Rhythm by Constance Hill Price: $18.95 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

Bookstore 

Butterfly McQueen by Stephen Bourne Price: $27.95 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

Colored Memories by Susan Curtis $39.95 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

A History of African Americans in N.C. $15.00 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

Clark Gable by David Bret $16.00 Need for Research Purpose Bull’s Head 

Born to Be Hurt by Sam Staggs $29.95 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

The Making of African America by Ira Berlin $27.95 Need for Teaching Purposes Bull’ s Head 

Ar ’n ’t I a Woman? By Deborah Gray White $15.95 Need for Teaching Purposes Bull’s Head 

Lynching and Spectacle $39.95 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

Bodies in Dissent $25.95 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

Hottentot Venus $29.95 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

Stormy Weather by James Gavin $27.00 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

Screening Sex by Linda Williams $24.95 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

Black Space $24.95 Need for Research Purposes Bull’s Head 

DVDs Needed: 

Diary of a Mad Black Woman $14.95 Need for Teaching Purposes Bull’s Head 

Shaft/Shaft’s Big Score $14.97 Need for Teaching Purposes Bull’s Head 

Foxy Brown $14.95 Need for Teaching Purposes Bull’s Head 

Wish List: 

Office Chair needed 

Copy Machine (Used) in Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 19, 2010 9:02 AM 

Staton, Tom <tstaton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday Night Screenings-Corrected Message 

Please send the following to my AF~vl 276 class: 

EveW Wednesday night from 6 until 8pm at the Undergrad Libraw, Room 
207, additional screenings for AFAM 276 are held. These screenings are 
designed to provide alternative films to those shown in clas You ~vill 
receive extra credit for attending these screenings and evely student 
should make a concerted effort to attend if you expect to do well in 
the course. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:01 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [afam] Conference Poster: Please Advertise 

TAAHC Conference Poster pdf 

..... Forwarded message from rhfergus@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Sun, 22:26:51 -0500 
From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: .... ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [afam] Conference Poster: Please Advertise 

To: African American History Workshop <afam@listserv.unc. edu> 

Dear Colleagues, 

See attached poster for the Fourth Annual New Perspectives on African 
American History and Culture Conference at UNC, 

Please distribute widely. We ask that you post these posters on your 
office doors and department announcement boards. We hope to see many of 
you at the conference. 

More information on the conference can be found at 

Please contact me at ~email.unc. edu with any questions. 

All Best, 

Dept of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
rhfergus@email.unc.edu 
--- You are currently subscribed to afam as: regester@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: 
~: lisls ~mc ed ¢~,~id 53~3356 1210a5a0009220deaf~b 12afg~ccTa5bd&r~:::: l’&l::::a~lm~&o::::26466731 or send a blank email to 
leave-26466731-5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listserv.unc.edu 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



The Triangle African American History Colloquium presents 

Power and Place 
in African American History 
Fourth Annual New Perspectives on African American History and Culture Conference 

February 26-27, 2010 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

with a Keynote Address by 
Philip D. Morgan 

Harry C. Black Professor of History at Johns Hopkins University 
"The World of Books and the World of Slavery: An Eighteenth-Century Jamaican Perspective" 

Friday, February 26, 2010, 6:00 pm - Sonja Haynes Stone Center Auditorium 

The conference is free and open to the public. For more information about 
panels, locations, and times, visit history.unc.edu. 

Sponsored by Student Congress, the UNC Graduate and Professional Student Federation, the Department of History, 

the Center for the Study of the American South, and the Institute for Arts and Humanities 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 23, 2010 8:26 AM 

Cante, Richard C <rcante@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: *** Tues Feb 23 -- Don’t miss gonzo activists the "Yes Men" in a special appearance at Duke, presenting "their new fil!! (7pm, 

Grifl~th) 

ATT00001.jpe; ATT00002.jpe; ATT00003.jpe; ATT00004~jpe; ATT00005.jpe; ATT00006.jpe; ATT00007.jpe; ATT00008.jpe; 

ATT00009.jpe; ATT00010.jpe 

* Pliease distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

Tuesday February 23rd at 7pm in the Griffith Film Theater: 

A s]~eciM fi~m ~ve~ in the A~m~ Ethic.~" Sede, v: ’C~,mrM ~ Resis~am’e~ 

"The Yes Men Fix Ne WorM" 
-- With special ~ests the Yes Men, in pers~m~ 

~,tn@ Bichlbaum, Mike Bonanno, & L~rt ~Tt~eh~; 2009, 87 rain, USA, in E~glish, Color, 35ram) 

::N:: The Yes Men Fix the World (2009) 

A tree story about two gonzo political activists who, posing as top executives of giant corporations, lie their way into big business conferences and pull offthe world’s 

most outrageous pranks. Andy Bichlbaum and Mike Bonanno are two guys who just can’t take "no" for an answer. They have m~ unusual hobby: posing as top 

executives of corporations they hate. Armed with nothing but thrift- st,~re suits, the Yes Men lie their way into business conferences and paxody their corporate targets in 

ever more extreme ways - basically doing everything that they can to wake up their audiences to the danger of letting greed run our world. 

::.~.i The Yes Men Fix the World (2009) 

One dW Andy, purporting to be a Dow Chemical spokesperson, gets on the biggest TV news program in the world a~d announces that Dow will finally clean up the 
site of the lazgest industrial accident in history, the Bhopal catastrophe. The result: as people worldwide celebrate, Dow’s stock value loses t~vo billion dollaacs. People 
want Dow to do the right thing, but the market decides that it can’t. On their journey, the Yes Men act as gonzo journalists, delving deep into the question of why we 



have given the macket more power than aW other institution to determine our direction as a society. 

Refreshments and snacks will be provided at the screening. Free parking is pro~4ded in the Bryan Center parking deck (validated parking passes will 
be handed out at the screening). 

--> Post-tilm discussion led by "Yes Men" And)’ Bichlbaum and Mike Bonanno, and Jemdfer ~Ienkins, director of the Center fi~r the Stud)’ of the Public 

Domain at Duke Law School. 

Sponsored by the Kenan Institute.for Ethics, the Center.for Documentao/ Studies, the Vice Provost for lnterdisciplinwy Studies, and the Program in the 

Arts of the ~VIoving bnage. 

Other great films this week in Screen/Society: 

Wednesday February 24th at 8pm in the Griffifli Fihn Theater 
’]I’l~e Accented C,#~em~s ~f ~he, Middle Ea,~t ser~es confi~ues wkh: 

Turtles Can Fly 

~ahman Ghobadi, 2005, 98 rain, Iran/France/Iraq, in Kur~sh with English subtitles, Coh)r, 35ram) 

::::~:;~ Tulles Can F~! (2005) 

Turtles Can Fly is the third feature from internationally acclaimed Iranian filmmaker Bahma~ Ghotmdi (A Time For DrmKen Horses). Written, directed and 

produced by Ghobadi, the fihn features of cast of local non-actor children. ’~I’urtJes Ca~ Fly" is set in Ghobadi’s native Kurdista~ on the eve of the American invasion of 

Iraq. Thirteen-year-old Sonnl (Soran Ebrahim) is known as "Satellite," for his installation of dishes aid antennae for loca1 villages looking for news of Saddan. He is 

the dynamic leader of the children, orgaaizing the dangerous but necessay sweeping and clearing of the minefields. The devastation to this land and its inhabitants is 

revealed in the matter-of-fact perspective of the children and is equally displayed with ever>- poignant detail of its unbearable nature. The exquisitely hannting mountains 

play backdrop to violence and tragedy, but at the same time the heart and humor of the children is an undeniable force. 

"Turdes Car~ I:ly" ~vor~ d~e G~de~ Shell at Sa~ Seb~sdan, the Silver Bear at Chic~go~ arm the Pe~ce ~iln~ ~w~rd at I~er~ir~, and ~.~s the [r~miar~ erm3~ to 

~he Acaden~y Awards Nr 21~!4 ~’orN~ ~’iln~ 

Sponsored by the Duke Islamic Studies CenWr, Franklin Humanities InstituW, the Program in the Arts of the :lloving Image, and me Program in Literature. 

Sunday February 28th at 2:30pm in the Nasher Museum Auditorium: 
O~r specia~ Exl?eri~nen~ Ci~en~ a series co~tin~res: 
FRA3IING LANGUAGE: Words as Pictures in the Art of the kIoving Image 

Presented by Disthaguished Visithag Fihmnaker Da~,id Gatten (Q&A 

Today’s lh’ograln: 

¯ Zorns Lemma (HollisFrampton, 1970, 60min, USA, inEnglish, Color, 16ram) 

Xll Z .... L .... (1970) 

"In his most importam work to date, and the most original new work of cinema I have seen since Brakhage’s Scenes From Under Childhood Part IV. 



Frampton’s film is an exercise in mathematical logic in cinema. Or is it a mechanical logic?... It’s about alphabet. It’s about the unities of similarities. It’s about 

sameness in a confusion. It’s about logic in chance. It’s about structure and logic. It’s atx~ut rhythm. Ah, what a difference between Zorns Lemma and all the 

’serious’ commercial movies that I occasionally praise!" -- Jonas Mekas, Village P~)ice 

"’][’he ultimate Fmmpton fihn, so fax.., he looks back on several of the dialogues his earlier films rehemsed: the tension between woMs on the screen and concrete 

images arose in Surface Tension, it explodes here; the cyclic repetitive variations of Arti.ficialLight, less va~e& than the alphabetic cycles here; Zorns Lemma 

exaggerates the fixed rh~hms of Palindrome and insists upon the pulse of one second with incredible obdurance ...... At a time when radical uniqueness seems 

progressively less probable, Hollis Fran~pton has made a fihn that is absolutely one of its kind." -- P. Adams Sitney 

Sink Or Swim (Su Friedrich, 1990, 48 rain, USA, in English, Black & White, 

.~:i Sink or Swim (1990) 

Through a series of twenty six short stories, a gift describes the childhood events that shaped her ideas about fatherhood, family ,elations, work and play.As the 

stories unfold, a dual portrait emerges: that of a father who cared more for his career thm~ for his family, and of a daughter who was deeply afl~cted by his 

behavior. Working in counterpoint to the tbreeful text are sensual black and white images that depict both the extraordiuaxy and ordinary events of daily lit~. 

Together, they create a formally complex and emotionally intense fihn. 

’+]1 regard ~ as +me of ~he ~os~ ir~e]l~eet+~]lly h~’,id~ aesthe~+-a~]ly aeces~b~e~ a~d emo~o~]l~y mnv~g avam:g~rde fi~s produced i~ the p~st 

Sponsored by the Program in the Arts’ of the Moving Image and the Nasher ~4useum of Art. 

All Screen/Sociel?" events are coordinated and co-sponsored by 
Duke Universil?"s Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Mtp:/5/.fvd a(~¥. d, ke. edu/screensociety/(~chedule.php 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Pzogrammer 

Pzogram in the Azts of the Moving image 

(iormerly Film/Video/Digital P~ogram) 

Smith Warehouse, Bay 12, Room A121 

114 S. Buohana~ Blvd. 

Du~e University, Box 9@766 

Durha~’, NC 27701 

E-mail: hekazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-66@-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http:!!~vd.aas~duKe.edu/screensocietv/ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 26, 2010 8:17 AM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: (no subject) 

Dear        : Do you want to meet around 12 noon on Monday If so, 
please let me know-. You ~vill meet me in Davis Library, room 8026, 8th 
floor. Please send me an email reminder. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting               .~email.unc.edu>: 

Thank you for trying to accomodate me. I think that the main problem is 
that I have a very unpredictable practice scheduele. So that usually the 
only free times I have around hmch. so anytime i~f\~Y between 11 and 1:30 and 
t/th anytime between 12:30 and 1:30 Very sorry for all the inconvience. 
Hopefully we can work out some ~zpe of meeting time 
Thank you, 

On Thu. 25 Feb 2010 11:31:40 -0500, regester@email.uaac.edu ~Vl-ote: 
>> Dear         Can you meet on Monday arouaad 2pm. If so, let me know and 
>> you can come to Davis Library, 8th floor, room 8026. Please send me an 
>> email reminder so I won’t forget. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.unc.edu>: 

>>> Mrs regester, 
>>> Very sorry that I coiu[dnt make our schedueled meeting tonight. My 
>>> practice 
>>> ran over until 7 pro. was just wondering if you were available anytime 
>>> during the week days between like 12 and 2? 

>>> On Wed, 24 Feb 2010 11:52:01 -0500, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dea~         Would you like to meet on Thursday from 11-12noon This 
>>>> is dmmg my ~ffice hours. If not, we can schedule another time. I will 
>>>> be on campus today at 6pm, Room 207 of the Undergrad Library if you 
>>>> would like to meet today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Mrs regester, 
>>>>> ~Ihis is "ram your t/th 9:30 class and I was just 
>>> wondering 
>>>>> it’it would be possible for me to meet with you sometime very soon 
>>> There 
>>>>> are some things regarding the class that I would like to talk with you 

>>>>> Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 1,2010 10:01 AM 

Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Black Male Teachers Needed 

Can’t justify authentic material re: this email but thought you might be interested. 
Pass this information on. 
Black Male Teachers 
Do you know any Black males who are seniors in high school who want to go to college out of state for "FREE" ? Several Black Colleges are 

looking for future black male teachers and will send them to universities/colleges for 4 years FREE. 

The ’Call Me MISTER’ program is an effort to address the critical shortage of African American male teachers particularly among South 

Carolina’s lowest performing public schools. Program participants are selected from among under-served, socio-economically 

disadvantaged and educationally at-risk communities. 

The program is a collaboration between Clemson University and four historically black colleges in South Carolina : Benedict College , Claflin University , 

Morris College and South Carolina State University . 

The project provides: 
Tuition for admitted students pursuing approved programs of study at participating colleges. 

An academic support system to help assure their success. A cohort system for social and cultural support. 

Visit < ]~t t~:iiw w w. c~]] m~;mi s tc~i". c l~~m Sl.)~?. od~lii i~ d~x.. i’,.tm for more details and the online application or call (800) 640-2657. 

PLEASE FORWARD TO AS MANY FRIENDS, FAMILY CHURCH MEMBERS AS POSSIBLE, SO THAT THEY CAN 
ALSO SPREAD THE WORD° 
Aminah Tolet; Executive Assistant 

to the Superintendent of Schools 

East Orange ScboolDistrict 

office of the Superintendent 

715 ParkAvenuc - 3rdfloor 

East Orange, New Jersey 07017 

:,iiiiii: (973) 266-5758 ~-:~ (973) 678-4865 

Emai!: a. tofer(~eastorancte. ~I2. hi. us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 1,2010 10:03 AM 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Black Male Teachers Needed 

Can’t justify authentic material re: this email but thought you might be interested. 
Pass this information on. 
Black Male Teachers 
Do you know any Black males who are seniors in high school who want to go to college out of state for "FREE" ? Several Black Colleges are 

looking for future black male teachers and will send them to universities/colleges for 4 years FREE. 

The ’Call Me MISTER’ program is an effort to address the critical shortage of African American male teachers particularly among South 

Carolina’s lowest performing public schools. Program participants are selected from among under-served, socio-economically 

disadvantaged and educationally at-risk communities. 

The program is a collaboration between Clemson University and four historically black colleges in South Carolina : Benedict College , Claflin University , 

Morris College and South Carolina State University . 

The project provides: 
Tuition for admitted students pursuing approved programs of study at participating colleges. 

An academic support system to help assure their success. A cohort system for social and cultural support. 

Visit < ]~t t~:iiw w w. c~]] m~;mi s tc~i". c l~~m Sl.)~?. od~lii i~ d~x.. i’,.tm for more details and the online application or call (800) 640-2657. 

PLEASE FORWARD TO AS MANY FRIENDS, FAMILY CHURCH MEMBERS AS POSSIBLE, SO THAT THEY CAN 
ALSO SPREAD THE WORD° 
Aminah Tolet; Executive Assistant 

to the Superintendent of Schools 

East Orange ScboolDistrict 

office of the Superintendent 

715 ParkAvenuc - 3rdfloor 

East Orange, New Jersey 07017 

:,iiiiii: (973) 266-5758 ~-:~ (973) 678-4865 

Emai!: a. tofer(~eastorancte. ~I2. hi. us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 1,2010 2:57 PM 

p_b_sto ne@hotmail.com 

Fwd: Black Male Teachers Needed 

Can’t justify authentic material re: this email but thought you might be interested. 
Pass this information on. 
Black Male Teachers 
Do you know any Black males who are seniors in high school who want to go to college out of state for "FREE" ? Several Black Colleges are 

looking for future black male teachers and will send them to universities/colleges for 4 years FREE. 

The ’Call Me MISTER’ program is an effort to address the critical shortage of African American male teachers particularly among South 

Carolina’s lowest performing public schools. Program participants are selected from among under-served, socio-economically 

disadvantaged and educationally at-risk communities. 

The program is a collaboration between Clemson University and four historically black colleges in South Carolina : Benedict College , Claflin University , 

Morris College and South Carolina State University . 

The project provides: 
Tuition for admitted students pursuing approved programs of study at participating colleges. 

An academic support system to help assure their success. A cohort system for social and cultural support. 

Visit < ]~t t~:iiw w w. c~]] m~;mi s tc~i". c l~~m Sl.)~?. od~lii i~ d~x.. i’,.tm for more details and the online application or call (800) 640-2657. 

PLEASE FORWARD TO AS MANY FRIENDS, FAMILY CHURCH MEMBERS AS POSSIBLE, SO THAT THEY CAN 
ALSO SPREAD THE WORD° 
Aminah Tolet; Executive Assistant 

to the Superintendent of Schools 

East Orange ScboolDistrict 

office of the Superintendent 

715 ParkAvenuc - 3rdfloor 

East Orange, New Jersey 07017 

:,iiiiii: (973) 266-5758 ~-:~ (973) 678-4865 

Emai!: a. tofer(~eastorancte. ~I2. hi. us 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 12:07 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Maymester Course--Slave~ mad Place: The South Carolina Case 

maymesterflyer~ipg; maylnesterflyer.jpg 

Dear Charlene, 

I would really appreciate it if you would am~ounce this course for me in your classes. 

I was sorry, I had to leave before your comments laser Friday. I thought that panel was really interesting and wrested to heal how on earth you tied the papers together. 

Thanks a lot. 



Heathe~ 



HeatherA Williams, PhD. 

Associate Professor of History 

Adjunct Associate Professor of 

American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

Phone: (919) 962-2381 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 3:21 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Music Libra .ry 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Th             15:19:50-0500 
From: regester(Nemall.Unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: Music Library 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Do you think that you could go over to the Music Library 
after the break to locate the books related to Josephine Baker. You 
might also send the call numbers to Qualyn or meet her over there to 
locate Baker books because she indicated that she had checked with the 
music librarian for sources I would like to have these materials for 
our meeting the Wednesday after the break. In the meantime, please do a 
search of dissertation abtracts on Baker. Thanks much for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting regester@emaihunc.edu: 

Dear        Hope you are feeling better If you :[’eel better 
tomorrow, you can bring the course pack by and we could meet for a 
few minutes. I have office hours tomorrow in Battle Hall and will not 
return to the librap)~ until a~er lpm If not, then I can just see 
you next we& Quotin~                        i~email.unc.edu>: 

>> 

>> Hey Prnfessor Regester, 
>> 

>> I will not be able to meet today. I have not been feeling well all day I 
>> have nausea, headaches, weak and difficult?’ breathing rm trying to work 
>> through it but its taking a hold of me today. I hope that this doesn’t 
>> cause an inconvenience but I can bring the summer pack with me tomorrow, if 
>> you are available 
>> 

>> Thartks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 8. 2010 8:45 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Fihn Panel 

Regarding the film clips if they are located in your libra~z, I can 
order through interlibraw loan at I~’C-Ch. The other option is you can 
deliver to my office 109 Battle Hall. I am currently out of town for 
the Spring Break and will not be on campus until next Monday 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Research Assistant 

!gmail.com>: 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope all is well. As the time approaches for the cont?rence we are 
finalizing some of the details for the film panel There may be some changes 
to the clips shown, however, you are on a panel ~vith Professor Mark Anthony 
Neal and Professor Dante James and one of them ~vill be in contact within the 
next t~vo days about the changes in the panel, if an?’. YVhat is the easiest 
way to get films to you if you need to review clips? 

Thanks 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Regester, Charlene B <~vgester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 15, 2010 12:42 PM 

~aol.com 

In[bm~ation Needed 

Dear Diane: Currently, my reference book on black entertainers has been 
publist~ed. Thus, I would like to announce in the UFVA Newsletter Do I 
need to send the information to Jeff -- please let me know how I should 
proceed Book Title: Black Enteltainers in Aticican American Newspaper 
Articles: An Annotated and Indexed Bibliography of the Pittsburgh 
Courier and the California Eagle, 1914-1950, Vol II (Jefferson: 
McFarland, 2010) Tlaanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 15, 2010 12:51 PM 

Rhonda Herman <Rt terman@mct?Ma~dpub.com:~ 

Re: Books Received 

Dear Rhonda: This is to inform you that I received copies of my book on 
Black Entertainers Thales tremendously for your assistance and support 
over the years. It looks great[ First, I wanted to let you know that I 
really liked the photo of Marian Anderson but on the back cover of the 
book her name is mispelled -- Marion, while when you open the book her 
name is spelled correctly. Mistakes happen and I am certain that others 
probably appear in the book However, second, I wanted to know do you 
want me to do an?’ kind of promotion -- do we have a list of all 
libraries who purchased volume I and who will probably purchase volume 
II Also, does McFarland have a book exhibit at conferences, as I will 
be attending the Universi~ of Film and Video Association Conference in 
August and this is one place where my book could be advertised. Thanks 
much for your response to these queries whenever you have a chance 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Rhonda Herman 
<RHerman@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Attached is the index, compiled from the key~vord 
files you sent. It ~vorked very nicely 

You did a great job handling the database! 

Please proof the index too. I would suggest spot checking the numbers. 
You may find alternate spellings of names so please look at every entry 
name. 

If we can finalize this by the middle of next month we will plan on 
advertising this for our Spring 2009 list Let me know your thoughts 
about schedule of proofing on your end. 

’]’hanks for al[ your hard work, Rhonda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 8:22 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated J.B. Bibliography 

Dear        Hope you are feeling better and thanks for the updated 
bibliography I don’t kno~v how much time I will have to review the 
bibliography before we meet but I will do the best that I can We may 
need to schedule some time to go over this in detail other than 
Wednesday but I will let you know Thanks for all of your effort. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email uric edu>: 

Hello, Dr Regester. I have just finished updating the bibliography with 
the additional books from the list that you sent me. I ~vas also able to 
find a few extra articles to add to the journal list. I will keep looking 
for more I was sick over the break and working evewday and I didn’t want 
to send the updated bibliography until I finished it. I’m sorW that you 
got the impression that I ~vas not giving this project sufficient attention. 
I also looked up the books and articles that you listed as needing to be 
checked to verify, the author(s) name and if they did actually discuss Baker 
in the synopsis, but if you need me to change anything, you can just let me 
know I will be in the meeting on Wednesday if you have any notes 

@email.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 8:35 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Ulxtated J.B. Bibliography 

Dear        Thanks for the updated bibliography. I will print a cop?’. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email uric edu>: 

Soro~ about that. The bibliography is attached to this email. If you want 
me to print a hard copy before Wednesday, I can. 

~email.unc. edu 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sulziect: Updated J.B Bibliography 

Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 20:52:51 -(;~)0 
From: ’                 ~@email.unc. edu> 
To: Charlene B Regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Hello, Dr. Regester. I have just finished updating the bibliography with 
the additional bouks frum the list that you sent me I was aIsu able to 
find a few extra articles tu add tu the journal list I will keep louking 
fur mure.                       and wurking everyday and ! didn’t want 
tu send the updated bibliography until I finished it 

i also loused up the books and articles that you listed as needing tu be 

checked tu verify the author(s) name and if they did actually discuss Baker 
in the synupsis, but if you need me tu change anything, you can just let me 
knuw. I will be in the meeting un Wednesday if you have any notes. 

@email.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 8:39 AM 

Diane E. Carson @aol.com> 

Re: Intimnation Needed 

Dear Diane: Yes, I received your earlier email and thanks much for your 
quick response. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Diane E Carson" 

@aol.com>: 

Hi, Charlene Did you get my earlier email? rm using a friend’s 
computer and ~vhen this email stayed in my m box, I wondered it" 
something went wrong. Just checking. Diane 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2010, at 9:41 AM, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Dear Diane: Currently, my reference book on black entertainers has 
>> been published. Thus, I would like to announce in the UFVA 
>> Newsletter. Do I need to send the information to Jeff-- please let 
>> me know how I should proceed Book Title: Black Entertainers in 
>> African American Newspaper Articles: An Amaotated and Indexed 
>> Bibliography of the Pittsburgh Courier and the California Eagle, 
>> 1914-1950, Vol. II (Jefferson: McFarland, 2010) Thanks for your 
>> assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 9:05 AM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

Announcement tbr UFVA Digest 

Dear Steve: For the I~TVA Digest, I have a new reference book that has 
been recently published. Please announce this in the upcoming digest 

Black Entertainers in AIicican American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated 
Bibliography of the Pittsburgh Courier and California Eagle, 1914-1950, 
Vol II by Charlene Regester (Jefferson: McFarland, 2010). 

If I can locate the ~vebsite advertising this book by the press, I will 
fur~vard in a separate email Thanks much for your assistance 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 11:15 AM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

Fwd: Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles, Volume 2 978-0-7864-2495-5 

Dear Author: 

Greetings fronl McFarlalld [ 

Fllll infoi~ll~tion ~bout yore- book has been added to McFarland’s online cat~log and we invite you to take a look (Click on the lii~ pasted in below.) If you spot art error for example you’ve chattged 

positions and your bio needs updating no womes; just tell us about it 

You ~re welcome to share the book’s webpage with prospective readers and other interested folks Shottld you also require printed flyers, please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

Kristal Hamby 

Sales & Marketing 

McFarlatld 

www.nlct~arl andpub, corn 

http://wa.vw.mc~arlandpub cotnibook-2.php?id 978-0-7864-2495-5 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:48 PM 

Jacob~m, Linda A. <ljacob~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Board Meets Wed at 5:30 

Dear Linda: I will not be able to make the meeting today since I have 
to show a film tonight. Hope to see you at the next meeting Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Linda Jacobson <ljacobso@email.unc.edu>: 

> All: 
> As Sand?’ mentioned, we are planning on hiring a part-time office 
> manager/assistant I have attached the job description. Please look 
> at it and bring your continents this evening Thanks! 
> Linda 
> 

> Sandy Roberts wrote: 
>> Dear Fellow Board Members, 
>> We will hold our monthly board meeting tomorrow, Wednesday, March 
>> 17 at 5:30 at the Socie~ office. 
>> Several important and exciting issues ~vill be on the agenda, 
>> including our new employee as well as the fall fund raiser 
>> If you are unable to attend the board meeting, please let Linda know. 
>> See you tomorrow-. 
>> Sandy Roberts, secretary 

> Linda Jacobson 
> Keeper 
> North Carolina Collection Gallery 
> Wilson Library 
> CB~3930 
> The University of North Carolina at Chape[ Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 
> 919-962-0104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:52 PM 

jmg2196@columbia.edu 

Fwd: Re: Micheaux Conference Info 2 of 2 

HENRY SAMPSON NEW.pdf 

Hope things are going well for you-A number of follcs at the Micheaux Conference last year asked about my collection-And where roll be be housed. 

As per the attachment, I am formally handing over my collection to Jackson State UniversiiT. 

Please pass the word. Thanks 

Henry 

On Tue, Jail 27, 2009 at 9:36 AM, Daisy Nam <dkn2108~columbia.edu> wrote: 

Dear Micheaux Coiffemnce Participants, 

This is the second and last informational email. 

Attached this email: 

1. RSVP Response Card tbr the meal s Feb 5-7. Please return by Jan 30 via thx (212 854 7733) or email (daisy.namSb~columbia.edu). 

2. An ulxtated Panel Schedule 

3. An updated list of email addresses of participants 

Three important notes: 

1. If you are presenting any AV related materials, a run-through is necessa~. They will happen during breald’ast or dlmng the breaks. See the attached Program for 

the Break/AV check times. 

2. The lunch on Friday, will be hos~ted by Columbia’s Film Program student group, FOCUS: http://columbiafocus.org/FOCUS is open to people of all colors and 

racial heritages a~d creates progra~nming that promotes the work and accomplishments of people of color within the industry as well aa preparing film students for 

their film careers. FOCUS members will be in attendance. 

3. Locations for the Conference below: 

MoMa 

11 W 53rd St and 5th Ave 

http:/A~v.moma.org/visit moma;directions.html 

Columbia UniversiU, 501 Schelrnerhom 
2960 Broadway St at 116th St 

For a campus map: http://~¥.columbia.edt/about columbia/map/index.html 

Film Society of Lincoln Center. Waiter Reade Theater 

65th St between Broadway and Amsterdmn Avenues 

http://www.filmlinc.com/about/contact.httn 

We will have a iblders with this all information including New York City" maps. They will be wadting for you at the hotel or at the first round-table on Feb 5 for those 

who are not staying at tile hotel. 

Please let me know if you have questions. We look forward to seeing everyone at the conference. 

All best, 

Daisy 

Daisy Narn 

Events Manager 
School of the Arts 

daisv.nam@columbia.edu 

212 8547633 (ph) 



’(m) 

212 854 7733 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 5:31 PM 

Research Assistant ~gmail.com> 

Re: Fihn Panel 

Dear Vanessa: Thanks much and please tiN to get me the videos no later 
than Friday so that I will have time to prepare. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Research Assistant                     ~)gmail.com>: 

Hi Professor Regester, 

Professor Mark Anthony Neal will be in contact with you shortly to discuss 
the final details of the panel. I will get the appropriate DVDs to you as 
soon as possible 

Thanks 
ganessa 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 7:02 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Ulxtated J.B. Bibliography 

Baker Comprehensive BibliographyUlxtated.doc 

Dear         Attached is the updated bibliography. Please continue to 
search so that we can add additional resources. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                  ~email unc edu>: 

Sorry about that The bibliography is attached to this email If you want 
me to print a hard copy before Wednesday, I can 

~email.unc. edu 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Updated J.B. Bibliography 
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 20:52:51 -0400 

From:                  ~email.unc. edu> 
To: Charlene B Regester <regester@email uric edu> 

Hello, Dr Regester. I have just finished updating the bibliography with 
the additional books from the list that you sent me. I was also able to 
find a few extra articles to add to the journal list. I will keep looking 
for more I was sick over the break and working everyday and I didn’t want 
to send the updated bibliography until I finished it. I’m sorry that you 
got the impression that I was not giving this project sufficient attention. 
I also looked up the books and articles that you listed as needing to be 
checked to veri~ the author(s) name and if they did actually discuss Baker 
in the synopsis, but if you need me to change anything, you can just let me 
know I will be in the meeting on Wednesday if you have any notes 

~email.unc. edu 
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Josephine Baker Bibliography 

Books 

Abatino, Pepito. Josephine Baker l/ue par [a Presse l+ancaise. Paris: Les Editions Isis, 

1931. 

Abel, Richard. French Cinema: The First Wave, 1915-1929. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1984. 

Allen, Mearl L. Welcome to the Stork Club. New York: A.S. Barnes & Co., 1980. 

Archer, Leonard C. Black lmages in the American Theatre." NAACP Protest Campaigns’- 

Stage, Screen, Radio & Television. New York: Pageant-Poseidon, 1973. 

Aschenbrenner, Joyce. Katherine Dunham: Dancing a Life. Urbana: University of Illinois 

Press, 2002. 

Baker, Brian B. and Gilles Trichard. JosOphine Baker: Le Regard d’unfils. Paris: Patrick 

Robin, 2006. 

Baker, Jean-Claude and Chris Chase. Josephine: 7he Hungry Heart. New York: Random 

House, 1993. 

Baker, Josephine. Josephine New York: Harper & Row, 1977. 

Baker, Josephine and Jo Bouillon. Josephine. New York: Paragon House Publishers, 

1975. 

Barbier, Michble. Tumpie DiW JosOphine Baker. Saint-Cyr-sur-Loire: A. Sutton, 2005. 

Beckford, Ruth. Katherine Dunham: A Biography. New York: Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1979. 

Bechet, Sidney. 7~eat it Gentle: An Autobiography. New York: Da Capo Press, 1960. 

Blake, Jody. Le Tumulte Noir: Modetwist Art and Popular Entertainment in Jazz-Age 
Paris’, 1900-1930. University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 

1999. 

Bogle, Donald. Bright Boulevards, Bold Dreams: 7he Story of Black Hollywood. New 
York: Ballantine Books, 2005. 

Bogle, Donald. Brown Sugar." Over One Hundred Years" of America’s Black Female 

Superstars. New York: Continuum, 2007. 



{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 

Bonini, Emmanuel. A Veritable JosOphine Baker. Paris: Pygmalion/Gerard Watelet, 
c2000. 

Bonnal, Jean-Claude. ,Josephine Baker et le Village des Enfants du Monde en Perigord. 
(Le Bugue: PL Editeur, 1992). 

Bontemps, Arno, ed. 7"he Harlem Renaissance Remembered. New York: Dodd, Mead, 

1972. 

Bourne, Stephen. Ethel Waters: Stormy Weather. Maryland: The Scarecrow Press, 2007. 
]insert city of press rather than state] 

Brown, Jayna. Babylon Girls: Black Women Performers and the Shaping of the ~4odetw. 

Durham: Duke University Press, 2008. 

Cate, Phillip Dennis and Mary Shaw, eds. The Spirit of Montmartre. New Brunswick: 
Rutgers University Press, 1996. 

Chilton, Karen. Hazel Scott: 7he Pioneering Journey of a Jazz Pianist from CafO Society 

to Holl)~wood to HUAC. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2008. 

Chisholm, Anne. Nancy Cunard, a BiogJ"aphy. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1979). 

Clar, VeVe A. and Sara E. Johnson. Kaiso!: Writings by and about Katherine Dunham. 
Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2005. 

Duberman, Martin Bauml. PaulRobeson. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1989. 

Early, Gerald, ed. "Ain’t but a Place: "An Anthology of AJ~ican American Writinlzs about 

St. Louis. St. Louis: Missouri Historical Society Press, 1998. 

Emery, Lynne Fauley. Black Dance. New York: Arno Press, 1980. 

Flanner, Janet. An American in Paris. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1940. 

Flanner, Janet. Paris Was I/esterday, 1925-1939. New York: Viking, 11972. 

Franklin, John Hope and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham. From Slavery to Freedom: A 
History of Af!’ican Americans, 9th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2011. 

Gabler, Neal. Winche#: Gossip, Power and the Cu#ure of Celebrity. New York: Alfred 
Knopf, 1994. 

Gates, Henry Louis, Jr. and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham. African American Lives. 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004. 
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Gates, Henry Louis, Jr. and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham. African American National 
Biography. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008. 

Gavin, James. Stormy Weather: The Life of Lena Horne. New York: Artria Books, 2009. 

Germunden, Gerd and Mary R Desj ardins, eds. Dietrich Icon. Durham: Duke University 

Press, 2007. 

Gill, Glenda E. No Surrender! No Retreat!: African American Pioneer Performers of 
Twentieth-Century American ]heater. New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2000. 

Glenn, Susan A. Female Spectacle: ]he ]heatrical Roots" of Modern Feminism. 

Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000. 

Gottschild, Brenda Dixon. Waltzinlz in the Dark: African American Vaudeville and Race 
Po#tics in the Swing Era. New York: Palgrave, 2000. 

Groenendijk, Paul and Piet Vollaard. Adolf Loos: House for Josephine Baker. 

ArchitecmralModels, no. 7. Rotterdam: Uitgeverij, 1985. 

Guild, Leo. Josephine Baker. Los Angeles: Holloway House, 1976. 

Hammond, Bryan and Patrick O’Connor. Josephine Baker. London: Jonathan Cape, 
1988. 

Handy, D. Antoinette. Black Women in American Bands" & Orchestt~s. Metuchen: The 
Scarecrow press, 1981. 

Haney, Lynn. Naked at the Feast: A Biography of Josephine Baker. London: Robson 

Books, 11981. 

Hill, Errol G. and James V. Hatch. A Histoty of African American Theatre. Cambridge, 
United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2003. 

Hine, Darlene Clark, ed. Black Women in American, 2~ ed. Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2005. 

Hine, Darlene Clark, Trica Danielle Keaton and Stephen Small, eds. Black Europe and 

the African Diaspora. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2009. 

Hughes, Langston and Milton Metzer. Black Magic: A Pictorial History of the Negro in 
American Entertainment. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967. 

Hussey, Andrew. Paris’: The Secret History. New York: Viking, 2006. 
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Jackson, Jeffrey H. Making Jazz French: Music and Modern Lijo in Interwar Paris. 
Durham: Duke University Press, 2003. 

Johnson, James Weldon. Black Manhattan. New York: DeCapo Press, 1991. 

Jules-Rosette, Benetta. Josephine Baker In Art arid Life: 7he Icon arid the Image. 

Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2007. 

Kellner, Bruce, ed. The Harlem Renaissance: A Historical Dictionary for the Era. 
Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1984. [iusert city of publisher rather than state] 

Kimball, Robert and William Bolcom Reminiscing with Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake. 

New York: Cooper Square Press, 1973. 

Klurfeld, Herman. Winchell, His Life and Times. New York: Praeger Publishing 
Company, 1976. 

Kuhn, Dieter. Josephine. Frankfurt: Surhkamp Verlag, 1976. 

Leab, Daniel J. From Sambo to Superspade: The Black Experience in Motion Pictures. 

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1976. 
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the Harlem Renaissance. New York: Crown Publishers, 11999. 

McKay, Claude. Harlem: Negro Metropolis. New York: Dutton, 1940. 

McMillen, Margot Ford and Heather Roberson. Into the Spotlight: Four A4issouri Women. 
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Meister, Barbara. ~4usic Musique: French & American Piano Composition in the Jazz. 
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O’Conner, Patrick. Josephine Baker. Boston: Little Brown, 1998. 
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Raphael-Hernandez, Heike. Blackening Europe: The AJ~qcan American Perspective. New 
York: Routledge, 2004. 
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Wiser, William. The Great Good Place: American Expatriate Women in Paris. New 
York: Norton & Co., 1991. 
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Josephine Baker Bibliography - Journals 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:33 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting Today 

Dear      I am cancelling our meeting today but would like for you to 
show the film at 6pm Please let me kno~v if you are available? Thanks 
much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 24, 2010 1:03 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email. unc.edu> 

Edward P. Jones Lecture 

Dear Mae: I do plan on attending the lecture tonight at Carroll Hall 
Following the lecture, I may attend the reception but I ~vont’ stay ve15’ 
long Please let me know if I have to meet with you in ord~ to attend 
the reception or can I just walk m. Also, exactly where will the 
reception be held at the Carolina Inn -- what room? Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:37 PM 

~gmaJl.com~ 

Re: Regarding Blog Talk Radio Show 

Dear          Yes, our meeting is still scheduled However, are you 
the only person who will be interviewing me? The reason I am asking 
because at this point we can meet in my office in Davis Libraw -- I 
have a carrell on the 8th floor, Room 8026. This is the most convenient 
place for me to meet Let me know if this works Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                              .~gmail corn>: 

Ms Regester, 

I am writing just to make sure & confirm that we can still interview you 
this Friday at 3pm. "¢,qaere would you like us to meet you? Is your office 
still in Davis? Thanks. 

All good things, 

On Tue, at 10:56 
>> wrote: 

>> at 3pro would work perfectly. Thanks so much I’ll e-mail you a 
>> reminder. 

>> 

>> OnTue at 11 : 10 AM, <regester@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear We could do the interview on Friday, but it 
>>> would have to be after 2 or 3pro Let me know, if this does not work then we 
>>> could also do it on Monday around the same time Sincerely, Charlene 
>>> Regester Quotin~                              ~)gmaihcom>: 

>>> Hi Ms. Regester, 

>>>> I hope this e-mail finds you doing well 

>>>> I am just writing to follow up with you regarding the intep~iew Which 
>>>> date(s) would work best for you after th~ We can do it on that 
>>>> Friday 
>>>> the late afternoon Thank sorry for the 
>>>> tight times 

>>>> All good things, 

>>>> On Sat at 10:25 AM, 
>>>; ~gruail.coru>wrote: 

>>>> Ms. Regester, 

>>>>> Thanks so much. ARer Thursday the     should be fine but it would 
>>>>> probably have to be on the follo~ving Friday the so 
>>>>> that 
>>>>> we can have enough time to edit it. The interview is supposed to be like 
>>>>> it 
>>>>> would be on a radio show. So it ~vill be more of a conversation-like. We 
>>>>> will probably- ask 

@gmaihcom 



>>>>> The entire interview is really going to be a conversation, so it won’t 
>>>>> be 
>>>>> too exact and we might not even fully cover everything 

>>>>> Thanks again so much[ 

>>>>> All good things, 

>>>>> On Thu, at 11:53 AM_ <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dear          : Yes, I might be willing to participate but I cannot do 
>>>>>> anything until after the               because I have to attend a 

>>>>>> at D~tke. If this works, perhaps we could meet and you could provide 

>>>>>> detail as well as some of the questions I will likely be asked. Let me 

>>>>>> if this works and we can schedule a time to meet. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>>>> Regester Quoting i                             ~gmail.com>: 

>>>>>> Hey Ms. Regester, 

>>>>>>> I hope this e-mail finds you doing well. 

>>>>>>> My name is , I was in yore FYS last spring seruester: 

>>>>>> I aru cm~ently taking a 

>>>>>>> course (JOMC ) and we are working on a big group project where we 
>>>>>>> will 

>>>>>>> a radio show on . ©ur topic is going to be about Women in 

>>>>>>> media indust~ and women as portrayed in the media. I ~vas wondering if 

>>>>>>> could please interview- you on 

>>>>>>> We’re not on a very strict time 

>>>>>>> since we have started earl?’ but I was hoping for sometime on the week 

>>>>>>> . Please let me know if you 

>>>>>>> willing and what times work best for you The interview would be 

>>>>>>> about 15-20 minutes max, and would be recorded for class purposes 

>>>>>>> All good things, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 25, 2010 8:58 AM 

jmg2196@columbia.edu 

Fwd: Re: Micheaux Conference Info 2 of 2 

HENRY SAMPSON NEW.pdf 

Hope things are going well for you-A number of follcs at the Micheaux Conference last year asked about my collection-And where roll be be housed. 

As per the attachment, I am formally handing over my collection to Jackson State UniversiiT. 

Please pass the word. Thanks 

Henry 

On Tue, Jail 27, 2009 at 9:36 AM, Daisy Nam <dkn2108~columbia.edu> wrote: 

Dear Micheaux Coiffemnce Participants, 

This is the second and last informational email. 

Attached this email: 

1. RSVP Response Card tbr the meal s Feb 5-7. Please return by Jan 30 via thx (212 854 7733) or email (daisy.namSb~columbia.edu). 

2. An ulxtated Panel Schedule 

3. An updated list of email addresses of participants 

Three important notes: 

1. If you are presenting any AV related materials, a run-through is necessa~. They will happen during breald’ast or dlmng the breaks. See the attached Program for 

the Break/AV check times. 

2. The lunch on Friday, will be hos~ted by Columbia’s Film Program student group, FOCUS: http://columbiafocus.org/FOCUS is open to people of all colors and 

racial heritages a~d creates progra~nming that promotes the work and accomplishments of people of color within the industry as well a~s preparing film students for 

their film careers. FOCUS members will be in attendance. 

3. Locations for the Conference below: 

MoMa 

11 W 53rd St and 5th Ave 

http:/A~v.moma.org/visit moma;directions.html 

Columbia UniversiU, 501 Schelrnerhom 
2960 Broadway St at 116th St 

For a campus map: http://~¥.columbia.edt/about columbia/map/index.html 

Film Society of Lincoln Center. Waiter Reade Theater 

65th St between Broadway and Amsterdmn Avenues 

http://www.filmlinc.com/about/contact.httn 

We will have a iblders with this all information including New York City" maps. They will be wadting for you at the hotel or at the first round-table on Feb 5 for those 

who are not staying at tile hotel. 

Please let me know if you have questions. We look forward to seeing everyone at the conference. 

All best, 

Daisy 

Daisy Narn 

Events Manager 
School of the Arts 

daisv.nam@columbia.edu 

212 8547633 (ph) 



, (m) 

212 854 7733 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 26, 2010 11:35 AM 

Ma~k Schwaxtzburt ~ .~gmail.com> 

Re: Oscar Micheaux Question -- ti’om the "Oscar’s Comeback" documentary team 

Dear Mark: In view- of the information that you requested, I contacted 
someone in Charlotte and this is what they- conveyed: The former 
all-black hospital was called the Good Samaritan Hospital which was 
located downtown on Hill Street The Bank America Stadium now occupies 
the space where the hosptial was formerly located @ou might 
double-check the accuracy of this information). As for the funeral 
homes in existence -- it ~vould have been either Grier Funeral Home 
(which has since been divided into two separater funeral homes) or 

Alexander Funeral Home (both of these funeral homes ~vould have been in 
operation in 1951). Also,I will check on black theaters that ~vould have 
been in existence during this time but will do so in a separate email 
Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mark Schwartzburt 

.~gmail.com>: 

Dear Ms Regester/Charlene, 

First, Hello. Let me take a moment to reintroduce myself-- my name is Mark 
Schwartzburt (Co-Director/Producer), and I am working with my partner Lisa 
Collins (Director/Producer) on a documentary Iilm called "Oscar’s 
Comeback" We got your email address from While you must 
meet many new people all the time, you m~ght remember us -- we met, and 
interviewed you at the Columbia/Linculn (;enter Micheau× Conference in 
February 2009, where we also had an uppurtum~ tu screen uur 20 minute 
Trailer 

Lisa and uur cinematugrapher Kirsten Juhnsun will be traveling through 
Charlotte, NC next week on the way tu a shoot in SC. They might have some 
time to shuot in Charlutte as well. Hupefully, you’ll be able to help us 
with a few questiuns we have. 

We wuuld be interested in knowing a few lucations that were vep)~ key 
()scar We read in the Amsterdam News’ ubituary for MJcheatcx, that he 
passed in a huspital in Charlotte. (Ironically, today is Oscar’s death 
anniversary). Wuuld yuu happen tu know what huspital that was, and if the 
building still exists tuday (in any capaci~, even if it isn’t a huspital 
anymure)? We know that OM was promuting his :film "The Betrayal" when he 
:[’ell sick in Charlutte -- wuuld yuu knuw what theater(s) he was trying tu ur 
actually gut the filmed screened at, and again if the building(s) still 

> e×ists today in any capaci~’? And finally, if there are any uther Oscar 
related pertinent lucations/interviews, such as the black newspaper -The 
Charlotte Pust? 

Since this email address was the unly cuntact info that we got frum 
and I wasn’t sure if this is an email address that yuu check regularly, I 
looked up your name at www.anywho.com and it came up with 3 phone numbers. 
I called one of thera and I introduced myself to the woman who picked up the 
phone -- it was          . I lek her my phone mtmber                 and 
infom~ation as to who I was and xvhy I was calling. I/We do not mean to be 
intrusive in any way, and again the reason I tried to call was because of 
the nearness in time to the shoot and tW not being sure if you check this 
email regularly-. 

Thank you in advance for any help you raight be able to provide. 

Best Regards, 

Mark Schwartzburt (and Lisa Collins) 
Right On Time Productions LLC 
*Oscar’s Comeback* 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 26, 2010 2:19 PM 

Ma~k Schwaxtzburt @gmail.com> 

Re: Oscar Micheaux Ques~tion -- ti~om the "Oscar’s Comeback" documentary team 

Dear Mark: I just ~vanted to let you kno~v that I looked tap theaters in 
Charlotte that catered to black audiences to determine those that would 
have been in existence at that time and according to HenQz Sampson’s 
book (Blacks in Black and "¢~q~ite)they would have been The Grand (300 
seats) and the Lincoln (600 seats). Finally, it is possible that when 
Micheaux came to Charlotte his visit might have been announced in the 
(Charlotte Daily Observer)mainstream press My library here in Chapel 
Hill houses the Charlotte Daily Observer but ~vould not have copies of 
the Charlotte Post If you need me to check the Charlotte Daily 
Observer for February or March of 1951 let me kno~v. Hope this helps and 
if I discover any additional information, I will forward Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Mark Schwartzburt 

@gmail.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you so much for your call this morning and follow-up email! I did 
some research after our conversation this morning -- I looked up Good 
Samaritan, as you had mentioned it to me and did discover that it was torn 
down in 1990 to make way for the stadium. I also looked up movie theaters 
-- apparently there were 5 black movie theaters -- I only found the names of 
three -- the Grand Theater, which still stands (not as a theater), The 
Lincoln and The Savoy, both of which were demolished. I also spoke with the 
Charlotte Post -- they surprisingly don’t have archives 12~r their paper (and 
definitely not available on their website) -- but told me that UNC Charlotte 
does. ~I]aank you for the funeral home inlk~rmation. We would appreciate any 
further information you might have 

On another note, might you be in Charlotte on Wednesda 3/31 -- perhaps you 
would be willing to be interviewed by Lisa or be able to show a location or 
two? We don’t want to impose on you in any way, but if an?’ of this is 
possible, it would be great. 

’]’hanks again! We look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Mark 

On Fri, Mar 26, 2010 at 11:35 AM; <regester@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Dear Mark: In view of the information that you requested, I contacted 
>> someone in Charlotte and this is what the?, conveyed: The former all-black 
>> hospital was called the Good Samaritan Hospital which was located downtown 
>> on Hill Street. The Bank America Stadium now occupies the space where the 
>> hosptial was fom~erly located. @ou might double-check the accuracy of this 
>> it~fom~ation). As for the funeral homes in existence - it would have been 
>> either Crier Funeral Home (which has since been divided into two separater 
>> funeral homes) or Alexander Funeral Home (both of these funeral homes would 
>> have been in operation in 1951). Also,I will check on black theaters that 
>> would have been in existence during this time but will do so in a separate 
>> email. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mark 
>> Schwartzburt ~gmaihcom>: 
>> 

>> Dear Ms. RegesteriCharlene, 

>>> First, Hello. Let me take a moment to reintroduce myself -- my name is 
>>> Mark 
>>> Schwartzburt (Co-Director/Producer), and I am working with ray partner Lisa 
>>> Collins (Director/Producer) on a docun~entary fiN~ called "Oscar’s 
>>> Comeback". We got your cmail address from            . "A~ile you must 
>>> meet many new- people all the time, you might remember us -- we met, and 
>>> intel~’iewed you at the Columbia/Lincoln Center _’vScheaux Conference in 
>>> Februats~ 2009, where we also had an opportunity to screen our 20 minute 
>>> Trailer. 

>>> Lisa and our cinematographer Kirstcn Jotmson will be traveling through 
>>> Charlotte, NC next week on the way to a shoot in SC. The?" might have some 
>>> time to shoot in Charlotte as ~vell Hopefully, you’ll be able to help us 
>>> with a few questions we have. 

>>> We would be interested in knowing a few locations that were ve~’ key for 
>>> Oscar. We read in the Amsterdam News’ obitua~z for Micheaux, that he 
>>> passed in a hospital in Charlotte. (Ironically, today is Oscar’s death 
>>> anniversary). Would you happen to know what hospital that was, and if the 
>>> building still exists today (in any capacity, even if it isn’t a hospital 
>>> anymore)? We know that OM was promoting his film "The Betrayal" when he 
>>> fell sick in Charlotte -- ~vould you kno~v what theater(s) he ~vas trying to 
>>> or 

>>> actually got the filmed screened at, and again if the building(s) still 
>>> exists today in any capacits’? And finally, if there are any other Oscar 



>>> related pertinent locations/interviews, such as the black newspaper -The 
>>> Charlotte Post? 

>>> Since this emai[ address was the only contact info that we got from 
>>> and I wasn’t sure if this is an email address that you check regularly, I 
>>> looked up your name at www.anywho.com and it came up with 3 phone 

>>> I called one of them and I introduced myself to the woman who picked up 

>>> phone -- I left her my phone number !               ) and 
>>> information as to who I was and why I was calling. I/We do not mean to be 
>>> intrusive in an?" ~vay, and again the reason I tried to call was because of 
>>> the nearness in time to the shoot and my not being sure if you check this 
>>> email regularly. 

>>> Thark you in advance for any help you might be able to provide. 

>>> Best Regards, 

>>> Mark Schwartzburt (and Lisa Collins) 
>>> Right On Time Productions LLC 
>>> *Oscar’s Coraeback* 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 26, 2010 2:23 PM 

Ma~k Schwaxtzburt @gmail.com> 

Re: Oscar Micheaux Ques~tion -- ti’om the "Oscar’s Comeback" documentmy team 

Dear Mark: I cannot be in Charlotte on Wednesday but if you come back 
through Charlotte after your visit to SC. I might be able to make 
arrangements It is some 21/2 hours away from Chapel Hill al’~d I would 
have to rent a car and make the drive. Fulthermore, I am not familiar 
with the area and ~vould have to have someone identify all of the sites 
for me. However, my sister who just recently moved there would house me 
overnight. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mark Schwartzburt 

@gmail.com>:t 

Dear Charlene, 

Thal~b: you so 1;quch for your call this morning and follow-up email! I did 
some research after our conversation this morning -- I looked up Good 
Samaritan, as you had mentioned it to me and did discover that it ~vas torn 
do~vn m 1990 to make way for the stadium I also looked up movie theaters 
-- apparently there ~vere 5 black movie theaters -- I only found the names of 
three -- the Grand Theater, ~vhich still stands (not as a theater), The 
Lincoln and The Savoy, both of which were demolished I also spoke with the 
Charlotte Post -- they surprisingly don’t have archives for their paper (and 
definitely not available on their ~vebsite) -- but told me that UNC Charlotte 
does Thank you for the funeral home information We would appreciate any 
further information you might have. 

On another note, might you be in Charlotte on Wednesda 3/31 -- perhaps you 
would be willing to be interviewed by Lisa or be able to show a location or 
two? We don’t want to unpose on you in any way, but if any of this is 
possible, it would be great. 

Thanks again! We look forward to hearing from you 

Sincerely, 

Mark 

On [~’ri, Mar 26, 2010 at 11:35 ./M\{ <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Dear Mark: In view of the information that you requested, I contacted 
>> someone ~n Charlotte and this is what the?" conveyed: The former all-black 
>> hospital was called the Good Samaritan tlospital which was located downtown 
>> on }{ill Street. The Bank America Stadium now occupies the space where the 
>> hosptial was formerly located (you might double-check the accuracy of this 
>> irfformation). As for the :funeral homes in existence -- it would have been 
>> either Grier Funeral Home (which has since been &vided into two separater 

>> funeral homes) or Alexander Funeral tlome (both of these :funeral homes would 
>> have been in operation in 1951). Also,I xvill check on black theaters that 
>> would have been in existence during this time but will do so in a separate 
>> email. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mark 
>> Schwartzburt @gmail.com>: 
>> 

>> Dear Ms. Regester/Charlene, 

>>> First, Hello. Let me take a moment to reintroduce twself - tW name is 
>>> Mark 
>>> Schxvaltzbuxt (Co-Director/Producer), and I am working with my partner Lisa 
>>> Collins (Directur/Producer) on a documentary film called "Oscar’s 
>>> Coraeback". We got your email address from            . V~nile you must 
>>> meet many nexv people all the hme, you might remember us - we met, and 
>>> interviewed you at the Colun~bia/Lincoln Center Micheaux Conference in 
>>> February 2009, xvhere xve also had an opportunity to screen our 20 minute 
>>> Trailer. 

>>> Lisa and our cinematographer Kirsten Jol-mson will be traveling through 
>>> Charlotte, NC next xveek on the way to a shoot in SC. They might have some 
>>> time to shoot in Charlotte as well. Hopefully, you’ll be able to help us 
>>> with a few- questions we have. 

>>> We would be interested in knowing a few- locations that were very key for 
>>> Oscar. We read in the 2unsterdam News’ obitualT for Micheaux, that he 
>>> passed in a hospital in Charlotte. (Ironically, today is Oscar’s death 
>>> almiversary). Would you happen to know what hospital that was, and if the 
>>> building still exists today (in an?’ capacity, even if it isn’t a hospital 
>>> anymore)? We know that OM was promoting his film "The Betrayal" ~vhen he 
>>> fell sick m Charlotte -- would you lcaow what theater(s) he was trying to 
>>> or 

>>> actually got the filmed screened at, and again if the building(s) still 
>>> exists today in aw capacity? And finally, if there are any other Oscar 
>>> related pertinent locations/interviews, such as the black newspaper -The 
>>> Charlotte Post? 

>>> Since this email address was the only contact info that we got from 
>>> and I wasn’t stare if this is an email address that you check regularly, I 



>>> looked up your name at v, as, w anywho.com and it came up with 3 phone 
>>> numbers 
>>> ! called one of them and I introduced myself to the woman who picked up 
>>> the 
>>> phone -- it was I leR her my phone number                ~ and 
>>> informatinn as to who I was and why I was calling I/We do not mean to be 
>>> intrusive in any way, and again the reason I tried to call was because of 
>>> the nearness in time to the shoot and my not being sure if you check this 
>>> email regul~rly. 

>>> Thap2~: you in advance for any- help you might be able to provide. 

>>> Best Regards, 

>>> Mark Schwartzburt (and Lisa Collins) 
>>> Right On Time Productions LLC 
>>> *Oscar’s Comeback* 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 28, 2010 11:21 AM 

william.dari ~ly@duke .edu 

Re: Precions as a horror movie 

Dear Dr Dari~z: Thanks for the invitation. I apologize that I did not 
elaborate more on my theories but I was trying to save time so we would 
have time for more discussion. But if I do the essay -- I have quite of 
bit of evidence i.e. the chair that the mother sits in throughout most 
of the fihn becomes synonymous with the chair from Psycho where Bates 
is infatuated with his dead mother symbolized by the chair, while in 
Precious the live mother sitting in the chair is psychically dead yet 
obsessed with her daughter; the fact that the apartment was sparesely 
furnished--dark/dimly lit is right out of a horror film genre, etc. And 
when we look at the literature on failed mothers, phallic mothers -- 
the cigarette becomes a phallic symbol for the absent male figure in 
her life, collusive mothers who are participants in incest and live 
vicarously through their daughters -- the mother becomes the child and 
the child becomes the mother -- the?- reverse places and incest is also 
associated with horror fihns. These are a few of my ideas that I will 
expound upon and again, I would have mentioned at the conference but 
this was a long day for me Again, thanks for thinking of me and it ~vas 
fun. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting ~villiam.darity@duke.edu: 

Dear Charlene, Thank you so much for serving as a commentator at the 
:filan clips 
screening on Thursday evening. I wish that Mark’s peculiar defense of 
the J’i]m 
and romantic claims about the magic generation had not deflected us further 
from your fascinating conception that Precious is a horror movie. 1 think 
you’re on the money! The narrauve of Precious reminds me of Toni Morrison’s 
The Bluest Eye and the 1968 :film "Charly" (based upon the I)aniel Keyes’ short 
story "F]owers for Algernon"). Both of them can be viewed as horror storiest 

cheers, San@ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 28, 2010 11:42 AM 

Ma~k Schwaxtzburt @gmail.com> 

Re: Oscar Micheaux Ques~tion -- ti~om the "Oscar’s Comeback" documentary team 

Dear Mark: I found an article which stated: Good Samaritan was an 
all-black hospital that opened in 1891 as the first private hospital in 
the couaatry for blacks... Good Samaritan was closed in 1982 and was 
demolished m 1990. The Panthers’ Bali: of America Stadium now sits on 
this former site. This information ~vas provided by "AMA apologizes for 
racism," by Yele Aluko, M.D ( I am assuming it was printed in the 
Charlotte Observer but the person who gave me the article did not have 
year or title of paper). I won’t be able to look up articles from 
Charlotte ne~vspaper 1951 uaatil Monday since the N.C Collection is 
closed on Sunday but will do the best that I car1. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Mark Schwartzburt                  ~gmail corn>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for your research! If you are able to look in the Charlotte 
Observer for an?’ Oscar mention in February/March 1951 that would be 
awesome. I tried to see if their website had an archives section -- it 
doesn’t for something older than the internet era I hope that the Betrayal 
played at the Grand, because it is still standing (now- a beauty supply 
store). 

Lisa and Kirsten will literally be doing a one day stint, so this Wednesday 
is their only day. ’]’hank you very much :for offering a way to work it out 
that we could have you to interview in Charlotte, but alas, the?" won’t be in 
town on a day you could be there. 

So, if you are able to look in the archives of the newspaper that would be 
very appreciated Again, thanks so much :for being so amenable and helpful. 

Sincerely, 

Mark 

On };ri, Mar 26, 2010 at 2:19 PM, <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Dear Mark: I just wanted to let you know that I looked up theaters in 
>> Charlotte that catered to black audiences to determine those that would have 
>> been in existence at that time and according to Henry Sampson’s book (Blacks 
>> in Black and White)they would have been The Grand (300 seats) and the 
>> Lincoln (600 seats). Finally, it is possible that when MJcheaux came to 
>> Charlotte his visit might have been announced in the (Charlotte Daily 
>> Observer)mainstream press My library here in Chapel Hill houses the 
>> Charlotte Daily Obser~er but would not have copies of the Charlotte Post 
>> you need me to check the Charlotte Daily Observer for February or March of 
>> 1951 let me know. Hope this helps and if I discover arly additional 
>> information, I will forward. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mark 
>> Schwartzburt @gmail.com>: 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> Thank you so much for your call this murning and follow-up errlail[ I did 
>>> some research after our conversation this morning -- I looked up Good 
>>> Saruaritan, as you had merltioned it to me and did discover that it was tom 
>>> down in 1990 to ruake way for the stadium. I also looked up movie theaters 
>>> -- apparently there were 5 black movie theaters - I only found the names 
>>> of 
>>> ttnee -- the Grand Theater, which still stands (not as a theater), The 
>>> Lincoln and The Savoy, both of which were deruolished. I also spoke with 
>>> the 

>>> Charlotte Post - they surprisingly- don’t have archives for their paper 
>>> (and 
>>> definitely not available on their website) - but told me that 
>>> Charlotte 
>>> does. Thank you for the funeral home information. We would appreciate 
>>> any 
>>> fmther information you might have. 

>>> On another note, might you be in Charlotte on Wednesda 3/31 -- perhaps you 
>>> would be willing to be interviewed by Lisa or be able to sho~v a location 
>>> or 

>>> two? We don’t ~vant to impose on you in an?’ way, but if any- of this is 
>>> possible, it would be great. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks again[ We look forward to hearing from you. 

>>> Sincerely, 

>>> Mark 
>>> 

>>> On Fri, Mar 26, 2010 at 11:35 AM. <regester@email.unc edu> wrote: 



>>> ][)ear Mark: In view of the information that you requested, I contacted 
>>>> someone in Charlotte and this is what they conveyed: The J2~rmer all-black 
>>>> hospital was called the Good Samaritan tlospital which was located 

>>>> on Hill Street The Bank America Stadium now occupies the space where the 
>>>> hosptial was formerly located. (you might double-check the accuracy of 
>>>> this 
>>>> information). As ~2)r the faneral homes in existence -- it would have been 
>>>> either Grier Funeral Home (which has since been divided into two 

>>>> fm~eral homes) or Alexander Funeral Honre (both of these funeral honres 
>>>> would 
>>>> have been in operation in 1951 ). Also,I will check on black theaters that 
>>>> would have been in existence during this time but will do so in a 

>>>> email. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mark 
>>>> Schwaltzb~t                 ~gmail.com>: 

>>>> Dear Ms. Regester/Charlene, 

>>>>> First, Hello. Let me take a raoraent to reintroduce myself -- ray name is 

>>>>> Schwartzbmt (Co-Director/Producer), and I am working with my partner 

>>>>> Collins (Director/Producer) on a documentary fihn called "Oscar’s 
>>>>> Coraeback". We got your email address from            . YVhile you must 
>>>>> nreet many new people all the time, you might remember us -- we met, and 
>>>>> interviewed you at the CoktmbiaiLincoln Center Micheaux Conference in 
>>>>> February 2009, where we also had an opport~xity to screen our 20 minute 
>>>>> Trailer. 

>>>>> Lisa and our cinematographer Kirsten Johnson will be traveling through 
>>>>> Charlotte, NC next week on the way to a shoot in SC The?’ might have 

>>>>> time to shoot in Charlotte as well. Hopefully, you’ll be able to help 

>>>>> with a few questions we have. 

>>>>> We ~vould be interested in kno~ving a few locations that were veQz key for 

>>>>> Oscar. We read in the Amsterdam News’ obituar,v for Macheaux, that he 
>>>>> passed in a hospital in Charlotte (Ironically, today is Oscar’s death 
>>>>> am~iversalT) Would you happen to kno~v what hospital that was, and if 

>>>>> building still exists today (in an?’ capacity, even if it isn’t a 
>>>>> hospital 
>>>>> anymore)? We know that OM ~vas promoting his film "The Betrayal" when he 
>>>>> fell sick in Charlotte -- ~vould you know- what theater(s) he ~vas trying 

>>>>> actually got the filmed screened at, and again if the building(s) still 
>>>>> exists today in any capacity? And finally, if there are an?’ other 

>>>>> related pertinent locations/intervie~vs, such as the black newspaper -The 
>>>>> Charlotte Post? 

>>>>> Since this email address was the only contact ilT[’o that we got from 

>>>>> and I wasn’t sure if this is an email address that you check regularly, 
>>>>> ! 
>>>>> looked up your name at www anywho.com and it came up with 3 phone 

>>>>> I culled one of them and ! introduced myself to the woman *vho picked up 

>>>>> phone -- it was I left her my phone number, 

>>>>> information as to who I was and why I was calling. I/We do not mean to 

>>>>> intrusive in any way, and again the reason I tried to call was because 

>>>>> the nearness in time to the shoot and my not being sure if you check 
>>>>> this 
>>>>> email regularly 

>>>>> Thank you in adwmce 12~r an?’ help you might be able to provide 

>>>>> Best Regards, 

>>>>> Mark Schwartzburt (and Lisa Collins) 
>>>>> Right On Time Productions LLC 
>>>>> *()scar’s Comeback* 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 28, 2010 11:46 AM 

mlliam.dari ~ry@duke .edu 

Re: Precions as a horror movie 

Dear San@: Will do and since that it is now out on DVD, I can look at 
it again because I have only seen it once Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting william.darity@duke.edu: 

Dear Charlene, Please, please do prepare and contribute a paper with 
your full 
analysis of Precious as a horror Iilm I think it’s important for us 
to include 
it in any volume that evolves from the conferene, cheers, San@ 

Quoting regester@email.unc.edu : 

>> Dear Dr. Dari~: Thanks for the invitation. I apologize that I did 
>> not elaborate more on my theories but I was tlying to save time so 
>> ~ve would have time for more discussion But ifI do the essay -- I 
>> have quite of bit of evidence i.e. the chair that the mother sits in 
>> throughout most of the film becomes synonymous with the chair from 
>> Psycho where Bates is infatuated with his dead mother symbolized by 
>> the chair, ~vhile in Precious the live mother sitting in the chair is 
>> psychically dead yet obsessed with her daughter; the fact that the 
>> apartment was sparesely furnished-dark/dimly lit is right out of a 
>> horror film genre, etc And when we look at the hterature on failed 
>> mothers, phallic mothers -- the cigarette becomes a phallic symbol 
>> for the absent male figure in her life, collusive mothers who are 
>> participants in incest and live vicarously through their daughters 
>> -- the mother becomes the child and the child becomes the mother -- 
>> they reverse places and incest is also associated with horror films 
>> These are a few of my ideas that I will expound upon and again, I 
>> would have mentioned at the conference but this was a hmg day for 
>> me. Again, thanks [’or thinking of me and it was fun Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting williamdarity@duke edu: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, Thank you so much for serving as a cotmnentator at 
>>> the film chps 
>>> screening on Thursday evening. I wish that Mark’s peculiar defense 
>>> of the film 
>>> and romantic claims about the magic generation had not deflected us further 
>>> from your fascinating conception that Precious is a horror movie. I think 
>>> you’re on the money[ The narrative of Precious reminds me of Toni 
>>> Morrison’s 
>>> The Bluest Eye and the 1968 film "Charly" (based upon the Daniel 
>>> Keyes’ short 
>>> story "Flowers [’or Algernon") Both of them can be viewed as horror 
>>> storiest 
>>> cheers, Sandy 

>> 

>> 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 29, 2010 4:04 PM 

Ma~k Schwaxtzburt @gmail.com> 

Re: Oscar Micheaux Ques~tion -- ti~om the "Oscar’s Comeback" documentary team 

Dear Mark: I did find an article on Micheaux’s death in the Charlotte 
News (apparently the paper changed its name from the Charlotte Observer 
to Charlotte News). The article is entitled, "Negro Film Leader Dies" 
March 27, 1951, p. 12-A, Charlotte News. You will note that the article 
indicates that his body- was transported to Kansas by the Alexander 
funeral home. Also, the article indicates that he was on a book selling 
or promotion tour of the South It is possible that he may not have 
been promoting his film, The Betrayal. During the month of March 1951, 
I did not see any’ advertisements for his film. On the theater page, 
they did provide a list of films that were shown at the "Negro 
Theaters" and listed only the Savoy and Grand Theaters. The article is 
attached in a separate email You may have to enlarge in order to read 
the essay Hopes this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Mark Schwartzburt                 ~)gmail cam>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for your research! If you are able to look in the Charlotte 
Observer for any Oscar mention in February/March 1951 that ~vould be 
awesome. I tried to see if their website had an archives section -- it 
doesn’t :[’or something older than the internet era. I hope that the Betrayal 
played at the Grand, because it is still standing (now a beau~" supply 
store). 

Lisa and Kirsten will literally be doing a one day stint, so this Wednesday, 
is their only" day. Thank you very much ]2~r offering a way’ to work it out 
that we could have you to interview in Charlotte, but alas, they won’t be in 
town on a day you could be there 

So, if you are able to look in the archives of the newspaper that would be 
ve~ appreciated. Again, thanks so much ]2~r being so amenable and helpl~l. 

Sincerely, 

Mark 

On [~’ri, Mar 26, 2010 at 2:19 PM. <regester@email.unc edu> wrote: 

>> Dear Mark: I just wanted to let you know that I looked up theaters ~n 
>> Charlotte that catered to black audiences to determine those that would have 
>> been in existence at that time and according to Henry Sampson’s book (Blacks 
>> in Black and White)they would have been The Grand (300 seats) and the 
>> Lincoln (600 seats). Finally’, it is possible that when 2/iicheaux came to 
>> Charlotte his visit might have been announced in the (Charlotte I)aily 
>> Observer)mainstream press. My libra15~ here in Chapel Hill houses the 
>> Charlotte Daily Observer but would not have copies of the Charlotte Post. If 
>> you need me to check the Charlotte Daily Observer for February or March of 
>> 1951 let me know. Hope this helps and if I discover any additional 
>> irffom~ation, I will fop, vard. Sincerely, Charlene Rcgester Quoting Mark 
>> Schwartzbtat @gmail.com>: 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> Thank you so much for your call this morning and follow-up email! I did 
>>> some research after our conversation this morning -- I looked up Good 
>>> Samaritan, as you had mentioned it to me and did discover that it was torn 
>>> down in 1990 to make way for the stadiun~. I also looked up movie theaters 
>>> - apparently there were 5 black movie theaters - I only found the names 
>>> of 
>>> ttuee - the Grand Theater, which still stands (not as a theater), The 
>>> Lincoln and The Savoy, both of which were demolished. I also spoke with 
>>> the 
>>> Charlotte Post -- they- surprisingly don’t have archives for their paper 
>>> (and 
>>> definitely not available on their website) - but told me that 
>>> Charlotte 
>>> does. Thank you for the funeral home irfformation. We would appreciate 
>>> any 
>>> further information you migN have 

>>> On another note, might you be in Charlotte on Wednesda 3/31 -- perhaps you 
>>> would be willing to be intel~iewed by Lisa or be able to show a location 
>>> or 

>>> two? We don’t want to impose on you in any way, but if any of this is 
>>> possible, it would be great. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks againt We look forward to hearing from you 

>>> Sincerely, 



>>> Mark 
>>> 

>>> On Fri, Mar 26, 2010 at 11:35 AM, <regester@emaihunc edu> wrote: 

>>> [)ear Mark: In view of the inJk~rmation that you requested, I contacted 
>>>> someone in Charlotte and this is what they conveyed: The former all-black 
>>>> hospital was called the Good Samaritan Hospital which was located 

>>>> on Hill Street. The Bank America Stadium now occupies the space where the 
>>>> hosptial was formerly located. ~ou might double-check the accuracy of 
>>>> this 

>>>> information). As for the funeral honres in existence -- it would have been 
>>>> either Grier Funeral Home (which has since been divided into two 

>>>> f~meral honres) or Alexander Funeral Home (both of these funeral homes 
>>>> would 
>>>> have been in operation in 1951 ). Also,I will check on black theaters that 
>>>> would have been in existence during this time but will do so in a 

>>>> emaih Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mark 
>>>> Schwartzburt                 ~gmail.com>: 

>>>> Dear Ms. Regester/Charlene, 

>>>>> First, Hello. Let me take a moment to reintroduce myself -- my name is 

>>>>> Schwartzburt (Co-Director/Producer), and I am working with my- partner 

>>>>> Collins (Director/Producer) on a documentary film called "Oscar’s 
>>>>> Comeback". We got your entail address from             While you must 
>>>>> meet many new people all the time, you might renrember us -- we met, and 
>>>>> intel~’iewed you at the Colunrbia/Lincoln Center Micheaux Conference in 
>>>>> February 2009, where we also had an opport~mity to screen our 20 minute 
>>>>> Trailer. 

>>>>> Lisa and our cinematographer Kirsten Johnson will be traveling through 
>>>>> Charlotte, NC next week on the way to a shoot in SC. They might have 

>>>>> time to shoot in Charlotte as well. Hopefully, you’ll be able to help 

>>>>> with a few questions we have 

>>>>> We would be interested in knowing a few locations that ~vere very key for 

>>>>> Oscar. We read in the Amsterdam Ne~vs’ obitual?,’ for Micheaux, that he 
>>>>> passed in a hospital in Charlotte. (lxonically, today is Oscar’s death 
>>>>> armiversar~v). Would you happen to know what hospital that ~vas, and if 

>>>>> building still exists today (in any capacity, even if it isn’t a 
>>>>> hospital 
>>>>> anymore)? We know that OM was promoting his film "The Betrayal" when he 
>>>>> fell sick in Charlotte -- would you know what theater(s) he was trying 

>>>>> actually got the fihned screened at, and again if the building(s) still 
>>>>> exists today in any capacity? And finally, if there are any other 

>>>>> related pertinent locations/inter~dews, such as the black newspaper -The 
>>>>> Charlotte Post? 

>>>>> Since this email address was the only contact m[‘o that we got from 

>>>>> and I wasn’t sure if this is an email address that you check regularly, 

>>>>> looked up your name at www.anywho corn and it came up with 3 phone 

>>>>> ! called one of them and I introduced myself to the woman who picked up 

>>>>> phone -- it was I left her my phone number 

>>>>> information as to who I was and why I was calling ]~We do not mean to 

>>>>> intrusive in any way, and again the reason I tried to call was because 

>>>>> the nearness in time to the shoot and my not being sure if you check 

>>>>> email regularly. 

>>>>> Thank you in advance :[’or any help you might be able to provide. 

>>>>> Best Regards, 

>7,>>7, Mark Schwartzburt (and Lisa Collins) 
>>>>> Right On Time Productions LLC 
>>>>> *Oscar’s Comeback* 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 30, 2010 8:20 AM 

@emml.nnc.edu> 

Lunch Meeting 

Dear         : This is to let you kno~v that I did not realize that 
school was closed on Friday, therefbre, let’s see if we can schedule 
another lunch date. The only times that I have available are on 
Wednesday between 1 and 3, Thursday between 12:30 and 3:30. If we can’t 
make it this week, we can try for next week. Let me know- what ~vorks for 
you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. April 1, 2010 11:18 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Re: Meeting Today 

Dear Mae: If possible, I think we should meet today around 4pm in Davis 
Libraly The library might be closing at 5pm since it is the day before 
a holiday. Let me know il’you would like to meet. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@email uric edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks very much for forwarding the Precious article 
(I will try to ~vatch the movie on DirecTV) 

Also, I really appreciate your agreeing to take a look 
at this draft @ou ~vill note that it is not yet completed) 

Best, mae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, ~l:01 PM 

~@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Re: My Progress In Class- 

Dear It seems that you are missing 3 critiques for the following 

If you need extra time to complete the assignment, I am willing to 
grant you an extension. As for the critiques, I will give you until the 
last day of class to complete these. Most of these films are located in 
the MRC of the undergrad libraW if you need to see them. Hope this 
helps and I will see you in class tomorrow-. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                   ~email.uaac edu>: 

Dr Regester, 

Ok, that would be great. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, 14:54:51 -0400, regester@email.unc, edu wrote: 
>> Dear I will check to see if I have received all of your 
>> critiques If you work hard on your second paper you have to the 
>> potential to do well in the class. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting @email unc edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dr Regester, 

>>> I was wondering if you could give me insight on how I am doing ~n your 
>>> class &FAM I don’t believe I’m missing any work but If I am would 
>>> yOU 

>>> please ]et me know. 

>>> ’]’hanks: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 5, 2010 5:45 PM 

Powell, Errol <Errol Powell@doah.state.fl.u~ 

RE: Errol Powell -- 1973 

Dear Errol: This is the address for Dunbar 

Dr. Roberta Ann Dunbar 

I don’t know her email address Hopes this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting "Powell, Errol" <Errol~owell@doah.state.fl.us>: 

I don’t have an email address for her c 
> Charlene, 
> 

> Ho~v may I reach her? 
> 
> Errol 
> 

> En-ol H. Powell 
> Administrative Law Judge 
> D~vision of A~ninistratlve Hearings 
> ’]’he DeSoto Building 
> 1230 Apalachee Parkway 
> Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3060 
> (850)488-9675 ext 244 
> errol powell@doah.state.fI.us 
> 

> PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law Most written 
> communications, to or from state officials regarding state business, are 
> public records available to the public and media upon request. Your 
> e-mail communications may, there~2~re, be subject to public disclosure 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@emaibunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
> Sent: Monday, April 05, 2010 2:19 PM 
> To: Powell, Errol 
> Subject: Re: Errol PoweH -- 1973 
> 

> Dear Errol: Yes, Ann Dunbar would have been teaching in the program 
> when you were enrolled. However, she has recently retired and 
>        I am certain that she would love to hear from you. Also, the 
> department wants to contact persons who were some of the original 

> students of the program and I will pass your name along. Good to hear 
> from and hope all is well. Sincerely, Charlene Regesber Quoting 

> "PoweH, Errol" <Errol PoweH@doah state:tl us>: 
> 

>> Charlene, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I was searching the faculty for Afro-American Studies at L~!C, and I 
> saw 

>> your name. I was aware that you were at L~’~’C, but not aware that you 
>> were on the facul~" in Afro-American Studies. In 1973, I received my 
>> degree from L2,1C in Afro-American Studies, so I was surprised and 
> pleased 
>> to see your name. I hope that this e-mail finds you doing well. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On another note, I was wondering whether you knew how long Roberta Ann 
>> Dunbar had becn at UNC. It has been almost 
>> 37 years, but I believe that she was my- professor when I was at L~-C. 
>> Before I e-mailed her, I just wanted to somewhat establish that she 
> was 

>> at IfNC dming my time period. Thanks and take care. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> En-ol 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Errol H. Powell 
>> 
>> Administrative Law Judge 
>> 

>> D~vision of A&ninistrative Hearings 
>> 
>> The DeSoto Building 
>> 

>> 1230 Apalachee Parkway 



>> 

>> Tallahassee, Florida 32399-30(-I) 
>> 

>> (850) 488-9675 ext. 244 
>> 

>> errol powelI@doah.state.fl.us 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law-. Most 
written 

>> corrm~ications, to or from state officials regarding state business, 
are 

>> public records available to the public and ruedia upon request. You 
>> e-mail corumunications may, therefore, be subject to public disclosure. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 9, 2010 1:16 PM 

su~ime@companioncamp.net 

Review tbr Journal 

Review for the Journal of Film and Video-Nollywood.doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a revie~v of an essay that I need for the 
Journal of Fihn and Video. Please review- at your earliest convenience. 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Review for the Journal of Film and Video 

Essay: "Nollywood and the ’Cultural-Critical Divide’ in African Cinema Criticism" 

The essay "Nollywood and the ’Cultural-Critical Divide’in African Cinema Criticism" is an 

interesting one because it invokes the current debate regarding a newer generation of African 

filmmakers who are producing work that do not conform to or fit in with previous discussions of 

postcolonial African Cinema discourse. The way in which the writer untangles the complex 

arguments that are raised regarding this topic and how this new emergence impacts traditional 

views surrounding how African cinema is evolving, is incredibly important. Ideologically, this is 

an important piece and deserves to be published but my concern is that this essay may not 

necessarily be appropriate for the Journal of Film and Video. At least from my understanding, 

because this journal is specifically focused on film and video production and is more intently 

concerned with screen representations what I thought was lacking in the essay was evidence of 

particular films and what occurs within those films. While I liked the essay and found it useful, 

am not certain that it is appropriate for this journal - it needs to be published in a journal that is 

geared toward ideological issues surrounding African cinema rather than a j ournal that in my 

opinion is more centrally focused on production and image as transformed on screen/video, etc. 

On another note, although my knowledge of African cinema is somewhat limited, while you 

mention Manthia Diawara and Ukadike in the bibliography you don’t cite either of their works. 

These are among the leading scholars on African cinema and to fail to notate their important 

works in the bibliography is a gross disservice to the field of study. Even though you may not 

quote directly from them, you cannot overlook the importance of their work in shaping this field 

of study. Thus, I recommend that their works be noted in the bibliography because of the breadth 

and depth their works are known for in terms of providing a thoroughly interrogated discussion 

of African cinema. 

Finally, these comments are in no way to deter you from publishing this incredibly important 

work but to encourage you to locate an appropriate venue for publishing this scholarship. In fact, 

I would recommend that the essay be submitted to Black Camera edited by Michael Martin who 

also has done work on African cinema. In fact, Martin might be able to provide a more 

substantive critique of this piece as this piece is thoughtful, clearly argued, well developed, well 

constructed and deserves to be published in an appropriate journal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 12, 2010 12:23 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Candidate? 

..... Forwarded message from klcal&ve@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 12 Apr 2010 09:58:13 -0400 
From: Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc edw~ 

Reply-To: Kia Lilly Cal&vell <klcald;ve@email unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Candidate? 

To: PerD’ Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

Julius - thank you for the clarification in your earlier emaiL 

Perry -- I agree with the points that you made regarding the continuing 
importance of a position in political economy for us. I also agree 
that other candidates would be good to consider for a position ~n 
literature or cultural studies, including 

Best, 
Kia 

Perry Hall wrote: 

> Julius and evewone 
> 

> If this person could fit our need for someone to do political economy 
> on the African American side I might be interested in keeping the 
> vita on :file for an appropriate opportunity. However, if we were to 
> target someone in this area I think we should certainly consider 
>                  among others. I think we should pass on this person 

> Perry 

> At 07:12 PM 4/11/2010, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
>> Kia and All: 
>> I honestly don’t know. V~’nen the CV was sent to me, I thought it 
>> might be interesting for all of us to look at it. Where we go with 
>> it is entirely upon us. The first question we need to respond to is 
>> whether there is any interest in his work. If we are not, then there 
>> is no point in going any further. I don’t want to make any 
>> coramitment at this point, but if the Target of Opportuni~" we are 
>> currently pursuing doesn’t work out, is this a person we could turn 
>> to? Just (innocently) thinking aloud. 
>> Julius 

>> Klia Caldwell wrote: 
>>> Hi Julius, 
>>> To clarify, please let us know what ~pe of position you think he 
>>> raight be eligible for. 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> Kia 
>>> ...... Original Message ...... 
>>> Flom: Julius Nyang’oro 
>>> To: Kenneth Janken 
>>> To: Reg Hildebrand 
>>> To: Percy Hall 
>>> To: Kia Caldwell 
>>> To: Charlene Regester 
>>> To: Tim McMillan 
>>> Sent: Apr 9, 2010 5:21 PM 
>>> Subject: Candidate? 
>>> Friends: 
>>> A colleague forwarded this CV to me to gauge our interest. What do 
>>> you think? 
>>> Aflius 

>>> Sent via BlackBelT~V by AT&T 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 
Assistant Professor Department of African & AIico-American Studies 
CB 3395, 208 Battle Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 Phone: 919-962-0539 
http ://w,~,as,. unc. edu/dep ts/afriafam 

My publications are available at: 
http://rutgerspressmt~ersedu/acatalo~/ Ne~ras in Brazil 2674.html 
http ://www.pal~rave-usa com/catalo~/product.aspx ?isbn 0230619851 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 12, 2010 12:25 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Candidate? 

..... Forwarded message from hildebra@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: iVlon, 12 Apr 2010 11:59:32 -0400 

From: hildebra@email.unc.edu 
Reply-To: hildebra@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: Candidate? 

To: Tim Mcivlillan <tjm 1 @ema il.unc, edu> 

Otherwise, I think we should merely invite them to 
apply when we have a regular search. 

-R eg 

Q uoting Tim McM~Han <tjml @email.unc edu>: 

I would have to concur with in?’ colleagues on all points 

-’rim 

Kenneth Janken wrote: 
>> I agree with Perry and Kia on the continuing need for someone in 
>> political economy. And I would certainly consider 
>> in the mix were we to hire someone in literatuxe or cultural studies. 
>> 

>> Kenneth 
>> 

>> On 4/12,’2010 9:58 AM_ Kia Lilly Caldwell xvrote: 
>>> Julius - thartk you for the clarification in yottr earlier email. 

>>> Pcrc~" - I agree with the points that you made regarding the 
>>> continuing importance of a position in political economy for us. I 
>>> also agree that other candidates xvould be good to consider for a 
>>> position in literature or cultmal studies, including 

>>> Best, 
>>> Kia 

>>> Perry Hall wrote: 
>>>> Julius and everyone 

>>>> If this person could fit ottr need for someone to do political 
>>>> economy on the African 2unerican side I might be interested in 
>>>> keeping the vita on file for an appropriate opportuni~. However 
>>>> if we were to target someone in this area I think we should 
>>>> certainly considcr among others. I think ~ve 
>>>> should pass on this person for now. 

>>>> Perry 

>>>> At 07:12 PM 4/11/2010, Juhus Nyang’oro wrote: 
>>>>> Kia and All: 
>>>>> I honestly don’t kno~v. When the CV was sent to me, I thought it 
>>>>> might be interesting for all of us to look at it. YVhere ~ve go 
>>>>> with it is entirely upon us The first question we need to 
>>>>> respond to is ~vhether there is an?- interest in his work If we 
>>>>> are not, then there is no point in going an?- further I don’t 
>>>>> ~vant to make any cormnitment at this point, but if the Target of 
>>>>> Opportunity we are currently pursuing doesn’t work out, is this a 
>>>>> person we could turn to? Just (innocently) thil~ing aloud. 
>>>>> Julius 

>>>>> Klia Caldwell wrote: 
>>>>>> Hi Julius, 
>>>>>> To clarify, please let us know what type of position you think 
>>>>>> he might be eligible for 



>>>>>> Thanks, 

>>>>>> ...... Original Message ...... 

>>>>>> To: Reg Hildebrand 
>>>>>> To: Pew)~ Hall 
>>>>>> To: Kia Caldwell 

>>>>>> To: Tim _McMillan 
>>>>>> Sent: @r 9, 2010 5:21 PM 
>>>>>> Subject: Candidate? 

>>>>>> A colleague forwarded this CV to me to gauge out interest. 
>>>>>> do you think? 
>>>>>> Julius 

>>>>>> Sent via BlackBerl?~ by AT&T 

>> Kenneth R. Janken 

>> Professor of Afro-American Studies 

>> Depmtment of African and Afro-American Studies 

>> Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 

>> University of North Carolina 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>/and/ 
>> Director of Experiential Education 

>> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

>> Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 

>> Universi~z of North Carolina 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35(;,4 

>> @19) 962-1519 (,voice) 

>> (919) 962-2694 (ihx) 

>> http :/Amcpress unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 

>> http://www.umass.eduA~mpress/spr97/ianken.html 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 12, 2010 12:28 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email .unc. edu>; 
Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A 
<HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Re: Candidate? 

My response is that these are issues that need to be discussed in a 
meeting rather than on email. In the event, that the AFAM faculty would 
like to meet to discuss these matters I am more than willing to attend. 
At this point, I am not sure what we are being asked to consider, for 
what position or hire, under what conditions? Perhaps, I am clueless or 
do not fully understand. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
hildebra@email.unc.edu: 

Otherwise, I-think we should merely invite -them to 
apply when we have a regular search. 

-Reg 

Quoting Tim McMillan <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 

>> I would have to concur with my colleagues on all points. 
>> 
>> -Tim 
>> 
>> Kenneth Janken wrote: 
>>> I agree with Perry and Kia on the continuing need for someone in 
>>> political economy. And I would certainly consider 
>>> in the mix were we to hire someone in literature or cultural 
>>> studies. 
>>> 
>>> Kenneth 
>>> 
>>> On 4/12/2010 9:58 AM, Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 
>>>> Julius -- thank you for the clarification in your earlier email. 

>>>> Perry -- I agree with the points that you made regarding the 
>>>> continuing importance of a position in political economy for us. 
>>>> I also agree that other candidates would be good to consider for a 
>>>> position in literature or cultural studies, including 

>>>> Best, 
>>>> Kia 

>>>> Perry Hall wrote: 
>>>>> Julius and everyone 



>>>>> If this person could fit our need for someone to do political 
>>>>> economy on the African American side I might be interested in 
>>>>> keeping the vita on file for an appropriate opportunity. 
>>>>> However, if we were to target someone in this area I think we 
>>>>> should certainly consider among others. I think 
>>>>> we should pass on this person for now. 

>>>>> Perry 

>>>>> At 07:12 PM 4/11/2010, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
>>>>>> Kia and All: 
>>>>>> I honestly don’t know. When the CV was sent to me, I thought it 
>>>>>> might be interesting for all of us to look at it. Where we go 
>>>>>> with it is entirely upon us. The first question we need to 
>>>>>> respond to is whether there is any interest in his work. If we 
>>>>>> are not, then there is no point in going any further. I don’t 
>>>>>> want to make any commitment at this point, but if the Target of 
>>>>>> Opportunity we are currently pursuing doesn’t work out, is this 
>>>>>> a person we could turn to? Just (innocently) thinking aloud. 
>>>>>> Julius 

>>>>>> Klia Caldwell wrote: 
>>>>>>> Hi Julius, 
>>>>>>> To clarify, please let us know what type of position you 
>>>>>>> think he might be eligible for. 
>>>>>>> Thanks, 
>>>>>>> Kia 
>>>>>>> ...... Original Message ...... 
>>>>>>> From: Julius Nyang’oro 
>>>>>>> To: Kenneth Janken 
>>>>>>> To: Reg Hildebrand 
>>>>>>> To: Perry Hall 
>>>>>>> To: Kia Caldwell 
>>>>>>> To: Charlene Regester 
>>>>>>> To: Tim McMillan 
>>>>>>> Sent: Apr 9, 2010 5:21 PM 
>>>>>>> Subject: Candidate? 
>>>>>>> Friends: 
>>>>>>> A colleague forwarded this CV to me to gauge our interest. What 
>>>>>>> do you think? 
>>>>>>> Julius 

>>>>>>> Sent via Blacld3erry by AT&T 

>>> -- 

>>> Kenneth R. Janken 
>>> 
>>> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
>>> 
>>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>>> 
>>> Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
>>> 
>>> University of North Carolina 



>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>> /and/ 
>>> Director of Experiential Education 
>>> 
>>> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
>>> 
>>> Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
>>> 
>>> University of North Carolina 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

>>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 

>>> (919) 962-2694 (fax) 
>>> 
>>> ress.m~c.edui~oooksiToS059.htm~ 
>>> 

>>> ~:,~iwww. umass.ed~A~ a~ker~.htm~ 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 12, 2010 1:02 PM 

stropiano@ithaca.edu 

Re: JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO Review 

Review for the Journal of Film and iVideo-Nollywood[1].doc 

Dear Stephen: Attached is a copy of the review that I am forwarding for 
the essay considered for publication in the Journal of Fihn and Video 
Please let me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting stropiano@ithaca edu: 

This is a friendly reminder that your reports are due! Please try to 
get them in 
as soon as possible. 
Thanks, 
Steve T 

Stephen Tropiano, Phi) 
Program Director, Ithaca College LA Program 
Associate Professor, Dept. of Television-Radio 
Editor, Journal of Film and Video 

Ithaca College LA Program 
3800 Barham Blvd Suibe 305 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 
Phone: 323/851-6199 
Fax: 323/851-6748 
(;ell: 

"It is only with the heart that one can see rightly, what is 
essential is invisible to 
the eye." 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery 



Review for the Journal of Film and Video 

Essay: "Nollywood and the ’Cultural-Critical Divide’ in African Cinema Criticism" 

The essay "Nollywood and the ’Cultural-Critical Divide’ in African Cinema Criticism" is an 

interesting one because it invokes the current debate regarding a newer generation of African 

filmmakers who are producing work that does not conform to nor fit in with previous discussions 

of postcolonial African Cinema discourse. The way in which the writer untangles the complex 

arguments that are raised regarding this topic and how this new emergence impacts traditional 

views surrounding how African cinema is evolving, is incredibly important. Ideologically, this is 

an important piece and deserves to be published, but my concern is that this essay may not 

necessarily be appropriate for the Journal of Film and Video. At least from my understanding, 

because this journal is specifically focused on film and video production and is more intently 

concerned with screen representations, what I thought was lacking in the essay was evidence of 

particular films and what occurs within those films. While I liked the essay and found it useful, it 

needs to be published in a j ournal that is geared toward ideological issues surrounding African 

cinema rather than a journal that, in my opinion, is more centrally focused on production and 

image as transformed on screen/video, etc. 

On another note, although my knowledge of African cinema is somewhat limited, while you 

mention Manthia Diawara and Ukadike in the bibliography, you don’t cite either of their works. 

These are among the leading scholars on African cinema and to fail to notate their important 

works in the bibliography is a gross disservice to the field of study. Even though you may not 

quote directly from them, you cannot overlook the importance of their work in shaping this field 

of study. Thus, I recommend that their works be noted in the bibliography because of the breadth 

and depth their works are known for in terms of providing a thoroughly interrogated discussion 

of African cinema. 

Finally, these comments are in no way meant to deter you from publishing this incredibly 

important work but to encourage you to locate an appropriate venue for publishing this 

scholarship. In fact, I would recommend that the essay be submitted to Black Camera edited by 

Michael Martin who also has done work on African cinema. Martin might be able to provide a 

more substantive critique of this piece as it is thoughtful, clearly argued, well developed, well 

constructed and deserves to be published in an appropriate j ournal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 12:45 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Files for AFAM revision 

Dear Tim: Yes, let’s meet on Monday because today is quite hectic. Just 
let me know what time and leave the books -- the main book that I need 
is the updated version of Jubilee. I have a copy of the Deborah Gray 
White book and the 3rd edition of Donald Wright’s African Americans in 
the Colonial Era. I could not locate them initially but I do have the 
new versions of both. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tim McMillan 
<t~ml @email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene -- If you want to meet Monday instead of today that would 
be great for me (I’m really behind now with Department stufll) That 
way you could make progress on your Ferpa and your annual report and 
I could get some more work done on this. Let me know it’that works 
for you. I can leave the books for you as well. 

-Tim 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Tim: Yes, this works. I was going to cancel because I have to 
>> meet with some students but I think it is only going to be more busy 
>> later so I will try to meet today and do whatever we can. I have not 
>> yet completed the Annual Report, Ferpa, etc. So let’s meet and try 
>> to finish by the end of the next week if we can. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting tjml <tjml@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene -- 
>>> 

>>> I’ll bring the books and see you this afternoon. Is it 3:30? 
>>> 

>>> -Tim 

>>> On Mon, 12 Apr 2010 14:58:37 -0400, regester@email.unc, edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Tim: I am working on the course materials but I am finding it a 
>>>> little difficult because I do not have all of the correct books. When 
>>>> we meet can you bring your versions of the books. Also, we will need to 
>>>> go over the dates to make sure that I have correctly inserted 
>>>> appropriate dates. Hope to see you on Wednesday and we will need some 2 
>>>> to 3 hours of meeting time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tim 
>>>> McMillan <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Hi Charlene -- 

>>>>> I’ve attached the schedule and all the lessons (just in case you need 
>>>>> to make sure they coordinate.) This is the version you taught in the 
>>>>> Fall. 

>>>>> gee you. 

>>>>> -Tim 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 5:20 PM 

CPACKS <CPACKS@store.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM 276 Pack tbr Summer 

Dear Chuck: I hope to come over tomorro~v to bring one of my course 
packs. Hope you ~vill be in the office. Thales much. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting CPACKS <CPACKS@store uric edu>: 

Charlene, 

Sorry to take so long getting to you but wanted to have everything cleared 
copyright before I gave you this info. The only item you will see that have 
not cleared are the new- Pam Grier and "¢~qaoopi Goldberg selections from Divas 
on Screen: Black Women in American Film. We have contacted the publisher but 
to date have not heard anything I did give an estimate for them in the WORD 
doc. 

So here is the bibliography in order and a WORD doc explaining the charges 
Just let me know how you want to proceed and we will take care ofthings[[ 

Best Regards, 

Chuck 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 15, 2010 9:01 AM 

dante:iames@duke.edu 

Fwd: Black Entertainers in Affcan American Newspaper Articles, Volume 2 by Charlene B. Regester 

..... Forwarded message from BCox@mcfarlandpub.com ..... 
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 2010 08:46:48 -(;490 

From: Beth Cox <BCox@mcfarlan@ub corn> 
Reply-To: Beth Cox <BCox@mcfarlandpub.com> 
Subject: Black Enteltainers in Atlcican American Ne~vspaper Articles, 
Volume 2 by Charlene B Regester 

To: "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc edu> 

Eli Charlene: 

Rhonda tlerman passed along your email--apologies [’or this delayed response. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we’ve got the libraU market 

covered; we’ll ensure that libraries who purchased the :first w~lume are 

well aware of the secnnd. 

We have a full conference schedule (please visit our website for more 
details) but the meeting you menflon isn’t on our calendar It doesn’t 
appear that our usual reps will be there, either, but perhaps we can 
set you up with some flyers to have onsite. Let us know if that’s of 
interest and we’ll make arrangements accordingly. 

We look forward to working with you on another one! 

Best, 
Beth 

Beth H Cox 

Assistant Marketing Manager 

McFarland & Corapany, Inc., Publishers 

www.mcfar landpub.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~,email.tmc.edu] Sent: 
Monday, March 15, 2010 11:51 
To: Rhonda Herman 
Subject: Re: Books Received 

Dear Rhonda: This is to inform you that I received copies of my- book on 
Black Entertainers. Tharks tremendously for your assistance and support 
over the years. It looks great[ First, I wanted to let you know that I 
really liked the photo of Marian Anderson but on the back cover of the 
book her name is mispelled - Marion, while when you open the book her 
name is spelled correctly. Mistakes happen and I am certain that others 
probably appear in the book. However, second, I wanted to l~mw do you 
want me to do any kind of promotion -- do we have a list of all 
libraries who purchased volume I and who will probably purchase volume 
II. Also, does McFarland have a book exhibit at conferences, as I will 
be attending the Universib" of Film and Video Association Conference in 
August and this is one place where ray book could be advertised. Thanks 
much for your response to these queries whenever you have a chance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting P&onda Herman 
<RHel~an@mcfarlandpub.com>: 

Dear Ms. Regester: Attached is the index, compiled from the keyword 
flies you sent It worked ve~z nicely. 

You did a great job handling the database[ 

Please proof the index too. I would suggest spot checking the numbers 
You may find alternate spellings of names so please look at evew entry 
name 

If we c ari finalize this by the middle of next month, ~ve will plan on 
advertising this for our Spring 2009 list. Let me know your thoughts 
about schedule of proofing on your end 

Thanks for all your hard ~vork, Rhonda 



..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 15, 2010 12:06 PM 

Simon Tarr <simon@quaJcknova.com> 

Re: Your UFVA 2010 Papers and Panel Submission 

Dear Simon: Whenever you have a chance -- do you have a list of hotels 
that you are recormnending for us to stay for the UFVA conference and 
that are centrally located near the campus. If so, please send at your 
earliest convenience Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Simon Tan- <simon@quarknova corn>: 

> Dear Charlene Regester, 
> 

> I am pleased to inform you that the Papers and Panels presentation 
> that you submitted for the 2010 University Fihn and Video Assoiation 
> Conference, "Encounters with the Unconscious: A Re-Examination of 
> Spike Lee’s Girl 6" has been accepted into the program! The schedule 
> is still being developed, so cormnumcation will follow in the coming 
> weeks regarding the exact time and place of your presentation. 
> 

> As you know, all presenters must register for the conference and be 
> members of U~’VA Failure to register by the time the conference 
> program is published will result in the presentation being removed 
> from the program. 
> 

> This is going to be a fantastic conference because of the great work 
> being presented! Congratulations and thank you [’or your submissinn, 
> and I look forward to seeing you in Burlington! 
> 

> All the best, 
> 

> Simon 

> Simon Tart 
> UFVA Conference Vice President 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 19, 2010 12:16 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

What Time Are We Meeting Today? 

Dear Tim: Let me know what time you plan to meet today so that I will 
be in place in the libra,’. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 19, 2010 1:40 PM 

Simon Tarr <simon@quaJcknova.com> 

Re: Hotel inquiries for Conference 

Dear Simon: As a follow- up, is Karen Clove the contact person to 
approach regarding hotels for the I~TVA conference in Burlington, 
Vermont? 1£ so, I will contact her regarding my questions. Thanks much 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Simon Tarr <simon@quarknova corn>: 

> Dear Charlene Regester, 
> 

> I am pleased to inform you that the Papers and Panels presentation 
> that you submitted for the 2010 University Film and Video Assoiation 
> Conference, "Encounters with the Unconscious: A Re-Examination of 
> Spike Lee’s Girl 6" has been accepted into the program! The schedule 
> is still being developed, so con~aunication will follow in the coming 
> weeks regarding the exact time and place of your presentation 

> As you know, all presenters must register for the conference and be 
> members of UFVA. Failure to register by the time the conference 
> program is published will result in the presentation being removed 
> from the program. 
> 
> ’]7his is going to be a fantastic conference because of the great work 
> being presented! Congratulations and thank you for your submission, 
> and I look forward to seeing you in Burlington! 
> 

> AH the best, 

> Shnon 

> Simon Tarr 
> UFVA Conference Vice President 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 20, 2010 5:02 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Information & Inquiries 

Dear Tim: I have a few questions and updates. 

1 ) My students were interested in minoring in AFAM Studies but were 
confused about the course and sequence of courses. They checked the 
website but were still unclear. Do you have a sheet of the courses 
which I can view and keep with me. I would like to consult with you 
about order so that I have a clear understanding and can give good 
advice. 

2) The Summer school office contacted me concerning the length of my 
class and seemed to think that it was too long but they told me to 
leave it as is for now. However, they wanted to know who was 
responsible for changing the time of this course -- I told them I would 
check with the department and get back with them. Therefore, since you 
are in contact with Debby could you ask her what office authorized the 
time change for this course so that I can relay that information to 
Summer School. 

3) Finally, summer school indicated that they will institute their own 
version of an on-line course next summer. We will get paid the same as 
for a regular class, will be awarded $3,000 to develop the proposal, 
and will have to take a short training course in order to know how to 
administer the course. The proposal is in the process of being 
forwarded to the department and I think this is something that we (the 
department) should develop. 

Sorry for so many issues but I had to forward while I was thinking 
about them. See you on Monday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





Ara Osterweil 

in the seventy years since Shirley Temple was America’s sweet- 

heart, the fundamentally pedophilic appeal of her star persona 

has become increasingly apparent. In spite of the recognition 

that our present era is overtly more obsessed wi~h issues of child 

pornography and pedophilia, Temple’s body was nevertheless 

constructed as an intensely erotic spectacle in her films [Yom the 

]93os. In an era of motion picture history that explicitly forbade 

the on-screen representation of aduh sexuality, the adorable tod- 

dler supplanted Mac West as the largest box office draw in the 

nation. Whereas West’s excessive, undisciplined body had been 

the bane of censors and was one of the motivating factors of the 

~93,1 Producttion Code, the erottic appeal of the body of the child 
star was inextricable ~>om its supposed innocence) Yet as Ann 

duCille has observed, "The dntifully cheerful and obliging child 

actress may have been innocent, but her films were 

Caesura Obsc~¢*;’~ 72, Volume 24, Number 3 

bo~ ~o.12~5/’o27o5346-2oo9-oo8 ~ ~oo9 by Camera Ob,sc~;’~ 

Published by Duke Urtiversity Press 



Camera Ob,,cu ra 

As scholar Donald Bogie has argued, both West and ’l~mple 

maintained affectionate, almost familial on-screen relationships 

with their black servants--a bond that distinguished them f~om 

other white stars of their era.~ More important, these two sirens 

shared space in the erotic imagination ofzMnerican au Jmnces. 

the Code’s demonization of mature sexual relationships, West’s 

erotic surplus value was deposited into th e pin~si zeal receptacle of 

’Ik’mple.4 in her own infantile way, ’[kmple was no less irresistible 

men than West had been. This displacement of adult sexuality onto 

the body of a child involved an indnst r?~ide fetishization in which 

~l>mple’s in~hntile sexuality was both deliberately manu~:acmred 

and scrupulously preser~vd. As ’li~’entieth Century Fox execnti~v 

Darr}{ Zanuck commanded, "Keep her skirts higt~, tlave co-stars 

lif} her up whenever possible to create the illusion now selling so 

well. Preserw: babyhood.’’5 It is clear thin 2~:mple’s innocence~ 

and those signature shots of her underpants~were crucial to her 

erotic appeal. 

Temple’s films were structured bywhat Gaylyn Studlar~in 

rela~:ion ~:o Mary Pickfk~rd~has called a "pedophilic gaze," or what 

can be described as the obsessive looking at, eroticizing, and ideal- 

izing of the child bo@(~ Certainty; Fox capitalized on the diminu- 

tive star’s "sexy little body" by insistently showing off Temple’s pre- 

cocious physical charms through costume, f>aming, lighting, and 

camerawo~k more appropriate to a leading romantic interest than 

to a child in diapers. Furthermore, by continuously fbaturing her 

as the child "love interest" or de facto "wife" of a perennially single 

or widowed adult male, ~k~x (and later Paramount) constructed 

~i~mple as a significantly less problematic romantic partner than 

her adult tE~male counterparts. Shunning the "predatory" desire 

of adult women in favor of the devoted adu.lation of this perennial 

Daddy’s gift, the manuf:acmre of pedophilic desire disavowed the 

perceNed threat of mature fkmale sexuality: 

What [ aim to prove in this essay is that ~ikmple’s films were 

not only"not innocent" but actually"guilt)?’ of mobilizing the pedo- 

philic gaze to (insuf}lcientl)/) suture ~:he fk’stering wound of racial 

violence that had defined the ideological parameters of American 

cinema since D. W. Griffith’s Bb¢lz qfa Nation (US, x9 ~5)- By return- 



ing to ~he paradigm of imerracial relations established primarily 

by iHarriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncl~ 7bm~ Cabi~ (~85~) (first adapted 

f~r ~he screen by Edwin S. Porter in ~ 9o3, and rearticula~ed in Grif: 

fith’s early shorts tBs 7}ust [US, ~9~ ~] and t[is ;~st l~}~iil/~d [ US, 

~9~]), 2k~mple’s films reimagined a harmonious relationship 

between a devoted black man and an all-but-orphaned white child. 

In doing so, ~hey snpplanmd Bi~¢h’s destructive ~5ntasy of lustfi~l 

interracial violence with a demeaning vision of loyal subservi- 

ence. k~t, as the £bllowing essay shall demonstrate, ~lL’mple’s fihns 

did mu.ch more than update Uncle Tom’s legacy for Depression- 

era audiences. 

Hhns such as 77~eLitt~ Colonel (dir. David Butlec US, ~935), 

;~7,e Little’st t{ebel (dir. David Butler, US, ~935), and Dimp~s (dir. 

William A. Seitec US, a936) attempted to reconcile the imagi- 

nary "sin" of miscegenmion by superimposing their own fantasy 

of interracial, intergenerational romance o~vr the vision of racial 

violence "written in lighting" by Griffith. Of course, the success of 

this complex maneuver depended on Temple’s infantilism. Thou.gh 

it was not always publicly articulated as such a~ ~he time, ~his appeal 

was largely p e dophi lic. Wh ile m any c ri ti cs, i n cludin g E d Gne rrero, 

Thomas Cripps, and Bogle have regarded films such as The Little 

Colond and ~Ihe LittIa~t Rd)d as "functions of escape and reassur- 

ance" thin work to "contain and structure" the disturbed model of 

race relat:ions s~g~plied by Birth via t:heir infAntilization and domes- 

tication of the black male star, the particularly charged relation- 

ship between these films, as well as the significance of their shared 

namesake, remains under~:heorized.7 It is the goal of this essay 

to interrogate the rrmmal interest these films have in staging an 

interracial, imergenerational plantation fantasy 1o understand the 

crucial roles that these highly charged screen memories play in the 

pedophilic organizat:ion of our racial unconscious. 

In IE~mple’s films, contemporary viewers were encouraged 

to assume the child as the desired object choice. This assumption 

had obx~ious erotic dimensions for male spectators, who would hax,e 

been sutured into the posit:ion of ~:he child star’s on-screen love 

interest and protector by identif}’ing with the male protagonists 

in her films. As Gilbert Seldes noted in a x935 article fior Esqui~ 
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that astutely compared the respective appeal of Temple and West, 

Temple’s maneuvers often produced a "growl of satisfaction" from 

the men in bet audience,s The novelis~ Graham Greene described 

a similar phenomenon in his scandalous review of 

(dir. David Butler; US, ~936), when he noted the "gasp of excimd 

expectation" from her audience of middle-aged men2 Lacking the 

threat that adult f~mme fh~ales exuded, ~l~’mple was constructed 

to fulfill an "e~ryman’s" [~ntasy of the child-woman’s sex appeal, 

sweemess, and availability. 

But if adult men wanted to have Temple as their own ado> 

ing companion, fi’male children often wanted to be her or, in any 

case, be just like her.~° For a generation of children and adolescents 

growing up during the Great Depression, ’IL’mple was indeed the 

primary ego ideal.~ ~ And yet by identifying with her and her roles, 

children placed themselw:s in the [5aught position of the pedo- 

phile’s muse. Ib want ~o be Shirley ~i~mple was, in some parE, 

want ~o be appreciated, loved, coddled, and stroked ~y adult men, 

as Temple’s characters inevitably were. In this sense, duCille’s con- 

tk:ssion is particularly appropriate: "I wanted ~(} be Shirley "Ik~mple. 

That is, i wanted that trademark Shirley ~i~mple... ability to charm 

the pants off old codgers~oc better still, virile ~oung men. ~ get 

as Blake Stimson has demonstrated, this desire was not exclusive 

1o young tk:male children bu~ may have extended to homosexual 

male children as well.~:~ 

Through their manut~ct ure of a p edophilic gaze, ’l~mple 

films established their tiny star as both exemplary erotic innocent 

and as ego ideal. Ye~ i~ was through this pedophilic structure of 

desire and identification that I~mple’s films attempted to disguise 

their fundamentally white supremacist point of view. By rendering 

her frequent costar Bill "B{?jangles" Robinson the very definition 

of racial and sexual subservience, ~[T~mple’s 

normalize and domesticate the pr@ect of black male castration 

that Birt]~ had literally enacted on screen. Indeed, it was on the 

seemingly innocent, enticing body of their child star that Temple’s 

films per{brined a complex gesture of racial and sexual resigni- 

fication that endowed the actress with an irresistible racial and 

sexual poEenQ~ By conflating white v ulnerability and white power in 



’IEmple’s compact body; these fihns surreptitiously combined Birth’s 

mTin emblems of white purity--Big Brother and I,ittle Sister--into 

one dimpled baby-girl phallus. 

|r~’esi~:ible Pedophili~ 

Critics and scholars haw: acconmed tbr ~lbmple’s appeal in ~5sci- 

hating if contradictory wa~. As early as the mid-thirties, the Bri> 

ish novelist Greene pointed to the blatant sex appeal and "dimpled 

depravity" of Temple’s "well-developed rump" and "voh~ptuous" 

body in his reviews of her films Captain Jan~xaU and Wee W;llie 

Winhie (din John l~Brd, US, ~937))4 ([t was this kind of provocative 

praise that prompted ’[kmple’s parents and ’Bventieth Century Fox 

to the a successfi~l libel suit against Greene and the magazine that 

published his ribald reviews fbr insinuating that the studio had 

procured ~ikmple t0r "immoral purposes.") 

~)t in spite of her obvious talent, it was no secret that the 

darling of American screens was also blessed with "the same erotic 

savoir fSire that made Marlene Dietrich the queen of sex, sin, and 

song.’uS Though official ~i~etoric at %ventieth Century Fi)x might 

have coded Greene’s lascivious interest in 2k~mple as "immoral," 

her erotic appeal was deliberately marketed in a series of shorts 

known as Ba[~, B~x’rl~sfis, in one of which ~[i~mple fhmously appeared 

as Morelegs Sweet ~Dick, a Lilliputian ~kmme [~tale, couplete with 

[kathers, sequins, and plenty of skin. [n another short, .~id }ff4~@a 

(dir. Jack Hays, US, 1930), Temple played a colonial missionary on 

a quest ~:o civilize the miniature tribesmen of the Dark Continent. 

Captured by a group of diapered black savages, Shirley is eventually 

rescued~in a Griffithian nick of time--by a white toddler play- 

ing Tarzan. As the following analysis shall demonstrate, Temple 

cominued to "save" blacks ~}om themselves througbou~ her careen 

but she soon abandoned ’[~rzan for one awesomely domesticated 

savaoe as her on-scieeH roiilanEic interesL 

Temple’s appeal for Depression-era audiences was both 

unique and complex. [ Jnparalleled in populariV; 2~:ng~le was ~he 

reigning box office figure between 1935 and ~938, a star0ing [~ct 

when one remembers these as the same years during which adult 
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tkmale leading ladies such as Katharine Hepburn, Dietrich, and 

Greta. Garbo reigned on American screens. Althou.gh she was 

f~amous by the age of f?~ur and dubbed L~t~ le M~, s M~racle at six, 

~i~mple’s popularity and tk~rtunes had already begun to decline 

by the time she was ten.~ Starring in many of the same roles that 

had made both Pickf0rd and Ma~/Miles Minter ’~Xmerica’s sweer- 

hearts" during the silent era, ~K’mple presented an appeal that was 

dependent on her ability to disavow the threat of adult t~male sexu- 

alily without relinquishing d~e erotic appeal of her innocence. 

As Greene’s comments and subsequent legal predicament 

s~ggest, howevec the balance between innocence and eroticism was 

dif~cult to maintain in the promotion of child stars. The simul- 

taneous desire to mobilize the pedophilic gaze and 1o disallow it 

proved a complex manem’er for ttoll}~’ood studios, especially in an 

age of mass entertainment when ~:he off~creen lives of stars were as 

captivating to audiences as their on-screen perfbrmances. As Stud- 

lar points ouL the press constantly manipulated Pickfbrd’s private 

life to promote the ill~sions of her )v~mhflfl authenticib" and erotic 

innocence~an increasingly Sisyphean task considering the star’s 

advanced age during the height of her popularity as "Our Litde 

Mar}:’’.7 And as the scandalous career of Minter demonstrates, 

these tensions~between public and private, between innocence 

and eroticism ~were not necessarily eradicated when Holl)~s’ood 

tL~atured truly youthful stars in the roles of America’s prept~bescent 

darlings.~s 

Unlike Pickford, I,illian Gish, and Mae Marsh. who were 

able to portray fi:male ingenues well into their adult decades with- 

out courting the pedophilic scandals that had virtually ended 

Mimer’s careei; ’lkmple’s appeal was bound by her age. ’I>mple 

did not merely have to look like a child; she had to be one. Whereas 

Pickf?~rd’s success was tied to whm: Smdlar has described as the 

"unconscious sext~al fbrce of the actress’s blurring of the bound- 

aries between ’womanliness’ and a masquerade of childishness," 

Temple’s embodiment of childhood was no masq~mrade.~v 

It is no accident: ~:hat’[i:mple’s stardom emerged almost simul- 

taneously with Pick~brd’s retirement in ~933 (~o). With the advent 

of the sound era, maW of the crude t0rms of pantomime that had 



been a hallmark of the silent era--including child impersonation-- 

began to seem increasingly obsolete. As wi~h the racial masquerade 

ofblack~hce, the popular practice of adult s~ars impersonating chil- 

dren had begun to seem antiquated by the sound era?~ increas- 

ingl~,~., American audiences wanted ~al children and wag ~ican 

Americans to entertain them. especially if those more "authentic" 

bodies would continue to paro@ both childhood and blackness 

in ways consistem with the tkaugh~ tradition of racial andj uvenile 

impersonation. 

Tha Bi~h of a Nation as Prima! Scene 

Both the impersonation of blackness (by white actors in black- 

face) and the impersonation of children (by grown women) were 

essential ~o the orchestra[ion of racial hysteria in GrifIith’s The 

BirtI, c~ra ~X.~tio~. Here blackness and childishness re[krred not to 

any corporeal or somatic "truth" about the bodies on which these 

signs were produced, but to disco~rses of repression at work in 

(;rifli~h’s obsessive prt~ect. And i~ is to The Birth ~a Nation’s mos~ 

hysterical primal scene that [ now turn to better understand the 

urgency with which ~lk’mple’s films attempted to manage their 

Grift-ithian legacy: the trauma of interracial desire. 

In a history overdetermined by spectacles of ero~icized 

racial violence, the most in[~m~ous primal scene of American cin- 

ema remains the mmderous pursuit of Little Sister by the renegade 

Negro, Gus, in Grfft~tb ~ racist epic. Based on Thomas Dixon’s best- 

selling ~9o5 novel The Clansman, and bols~:ered by citat:ions fkom 

Woodrow Wilson’s NistoU of Che Arne~’~ican Pe@l~ (x9o~), 7?e Bi~’¢]* 

Na~io~ claimed that the postbellum Ku Klux Klan had reunited the 

still dix~ided nation of the reconstruction era thro~@x the torture 

and elimination of Afkican Americans. 

Dripping wi[:h lust fbr the fbrbidden fkuit of the white man’s 

garden, Gus (played by Walter Long, a Caucasian actor in black- 

face) chases the virginal Flora Cameron (Mae Marsh) through the 

woods where she t~as strayed. ’[i:rrified, Flora tries to escape. WImn 

she can no longer evade him, sire jumps off a steep precipice. As 

Little Sister dies, her Big Brother Ben Cameron (ttenry Walthall) 
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cradles her limp body in his arms in a strangely incestuous immersion 

of the classic Pietfi pose. Equally renowned for its "classic" depiction 

of racial violence and ~r the specifically American miscegenation 

~hntasy i~ imagines, the sequence provides the foundation tk~r what 

has become a "normative scheme" or paradigm t?)r representing 

racial and sexual identity in American culture,e~ 

Pedophilic dyads structure The Bi’rttz ofa Natio~z both literally 

and symbolicallF: In a film boasting no f~wer than four attempted 

violations of white women by black men, it is the attempted rape of 

Flora that most conspicuously and effectively condenses the threat 

of (and disavowed desire fi~r) miscegenation with the allure of 

pedophilia. By casting Marsh as the imperiled Little Sister, Grif~th 

visually and psFvhologically enhanced the supposed vulnerability 

of white femininity, which thus played in even starker contrast to 

the bestialily of the victimizer. 

The anxieties that motivate Bi~’~h’s reactionary politics rex,oNe 

around both racial and sexual diftbrence. While the black man 

emerges as Bi’rlfl’s primary villain, the white woman is regarded as 

an equivalent threat ~:o whi~:e patriarch)5 especially in ~:he con[:ext of 

the suftiage movement and the emergence ofthe NewWoman. in 

his attempt to disavow this threat off~male sexual agency, Griffith 

was quick to realize the heightened emotional appeal of casting 

)~mng, vulnerable girls opposite the invented figure of the large 

black brme.~ As Michael Rogin has argued, "The regression 1o 

the presexual virgin and the im~mion of the black demon went 

hand in hand.’’~:~ Yet as the following genealogy demonstrates, 

Griftith’s stake in inf~ntilizing his victims ex~:ended be)~md his 

desire to demonize black masculinity and to elicit sympathy fiom 

his audience. 

Pedophilic miscegenation serves as the primmT catalyst for 

the "heroic" trajectory of Bitch’s subsequent plot. ~Ik~ avenge the 

attempted rape and death of his sister; Big Brother Ben Cameron 

f?)rms the Ku Klux Klan to rid the poslbellum nation of the "black 

peril" and the threat of miscegenation. In doing so, he asserts his 

phallic mastery over both blacks and women~the two groups 

whose desires he has been scarcely able to control until this point. 

As the "Little Golonel," Ben trans~0rms ~kom a grieving, almost 



maternal figure of suffering into the epitome of virile white mascu- 

linity; capable of commanding legions of sheathed phallic avengers 

to rescue whi~e women. 

In his book Ar~wrirz~ t~adse 77wL{~ and NNzs q/7?omas Dixon, 

the historian ~Mxthony Slide suggests that the ~xick~mme "Little Colo- 

nel" was used "becm~se Walthall was a somewhat dimbmtive actor 

in his mid-thirties, whereas in the novel, Ben is described as tall 

a~d a dozen years older than Walthall.’’~a While this observation 

partially accounts ~br the changes made to Dixon’s text, it does not 

account for the sig~ificance this namesake has in Griftith’s film. 

both symbolically and psg:hologicall}~ It also does not account fbr 

Grif~th’s use of the moniker "Big Brother" to describe Ben’s charac- 

ter in the first part of the film. While these choices may seem obvi- 

ous enough~Griftith was after all intent on implanting the drives 

of national history in a melodramatic tsmily narrative~th~V also 

reveal the extent to which Griffith’s strategies of adaptation sug- 

gested a regression to, and obsession with, the emotional landscape 

of his own postbellum childhood. 

(;riffith’s stake in rewriting Reconst:ructhmist histoQ’ was 

inextricable tram his attempt to deal with the ambivalent legacy of 

his ti~thec an ex-Con~kderate soldier, "wandere~; drinkei; gamblec 

and storyteller," who had been "wounded in mythic exploits dur- 

Clwl War. ~ Born in Kentucky in ~875, Griflith paid hom- ing the ........ 5 

age to his t~ther through The BirN of a Nation by resurrecting the 

defeated patertml figure in the guise of the heroic Little Colonel 

(~74)- There may, however, be still another missing link that can 

help account tier Griftith’s designation of the symbolic fi~ther of the 

~an first as Big Brother and, late~; as the Little Colonel. 

Thro~gh her series, The Li~le Colonel, A~mie Fellows Jotms~on 

(born in ~853 in I~dim~a) became one of the most popt~lar South- 

ern writers at the turn of the century. [ ~ike Griffith. Johnston was 

nostalgic fbr the Old Sou~h and ~he antebellum race relations 

"destroyed" by Reconstructiot~. z~ter visiting her husband’s family 

in the Pewee Valley in Kentuckyt she "so fb11 in love with the area, 
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with its atmosphere of leisure and aristocracy lef~ over flom the 

days of slax’er};" that she eventually returned to make it her perma- 

nent [~ome. Johnston spent mos~ of her literary career attempting 

to recreate the antiquated class and race hierarchies she discov- 

ered in Oldham County in children’s literature set in the period 

immediately following the CNil War.e~ 

Johnston’s first book, B@ BroNe~: was published in :~ 893. TI~is 

melodramatic tale ofsu[tkring concerned tee t~te of two orphaned 

children: the "darling boy" Robin and his dmitifl ten-year-old "Big 

Brother." Through a series of tragic misadventures, Johnston’s grie~ 

ing Big Brother proves his virtue tI~rough his loyahy to his helpless 

brothel which, as Johnston notes, exceeds "brotherly devotion," 

resembling "almost the tenderness of mother-love.’’~v Following the 

success of B@Br<,Ne~; Johnston went on to write The Little Colonel 

series, based loosely on the lif~: of a child wI~om Johnston had met 

in the ~89os. The real-lif~ Little Colonel was Hattie Cochran, a 

stubborn five-year-old child whose f~isty spirit and bulty manner- 

isms resembled that of her grandfather, an old-time Confederate 

colonel who had fkmgbt in the Civil War. The publication of the 

first Little Colonel book coincided with the birth of moving pic- 

tures in ~895. its popularity was so immense that Johnston wrote 

twelve more vohm~es featuring the I,ittle Colonel, all p~blished 

throughot, t ~he "primitive" years of silent cinema. 

The likelihood that Griffith was familiar with johnston’s 

work is ~ry high. Not only was Johnston one of the most popu- 

lar authors of the time (her work sold millions of copies and was 

translated into more than f~rty languages) but her books were also 

set in the same county in which Griffith had been born. In fhct, 

both Johnston and Grif~th lived in Kentucky in the late ~89os and 

returned to purchase homes in Oldham Co~mV around ~9~o, afact 

tI~at made tImm neighbors of sorts,zs Between ~893 and :~ 896. Grif: 

fith had worked at Flexner’s, Louisville’s leading bookstore, where 

he certainly would have come into contact with Johnston’s bes~- 

selling children’s novellas. Indeed, Griffith and .Johnston remain 

the most fhmous residents of Oldham County; tImir pictures abt,t 

on the Oldham County [ tistorical Society’s Web site.~u 



Sacrificing himself for his voun,~er sibling’s well being, !ohn- 

ston’s cloying, feminized Big Brother is ~he unheralded model for 

Griffith’s Ben, who, a~er he loses his sister; vows revenge on blacks, 

discarding his doting, maternal approach figr phallic, genocidal 

violence. Like Griffith himself; whose [hther had died when he 

was onN ten, .John~ ton s fictional Big Brother was orphaned and 

abandoned to a lifi: of wandering and hardship. I.ike Johnston’s 

first protagonist, Grif~th’s Big Brother’s vow to ensure the safety of 

"sorry little waif~" everywhere leads him to shed his first iden[i[y~ 

as melodramatic nurmrer~and assume the more empowered 

identity of Johns~on’s second protagonist, the Little Colonel. 

Within this seemingly benign transtbrmation flom Big 

Brother ~o ~he Little Colonel lies a significan~ key ~o the wish- 

flflfillmem stru.cmre of Griffi~h’s scenario. Through his metamor- 

phosis flom f~:minized sufik~rer ~o masculine avenge~; Grifti~h’s 

tle Colonel enacted a tr~)ectory that ~he director himselfa~tempmd 

~o make by rewriting the histo~ of Reconstruction, and the s~ory 

of his own father’s defeat. By borrowing character names and trai~s 

flom Johnston’s nostalgic tmitasywofld, Griflith attempmd ~o make 

his own journey ~kom ~Stherless wan derer to invulnerable warrior. 

As Johnston’s Little Colonel has all the bravado and courage of 

her Civil War hero grandfather, so Grffh[h, Lmle Colonel regres- 

sively suggests the son’s desire to be just: like ~he fiat:hea By naming 

~he virile part of Ben’s split self after Johnst:on’s five-year-old hero, 

Griffi[h writes himsel£ or at least his ego ideal, into the film and 

into his father. In light of [his namesake, Birth’s colonel is 

less because Walthall was diminutive than because Griflith sought 

to merge a heroic version of himsel[; ~he imitative son, wi~h the 

patriarchal figure he so generously and dangerously endowed. 

It is as the Little Colonel that Flora’s big brother sutures 

the wounded nation ~hrough whim supremacy. Yet as one wound 

is healed, another is torn open. According to Birth’s paranoid logic 

of re[ribmion, bestowing the phallus on Ben necessitates remov- 

ing ~he penis from Gus. In one of the mos~ incendiary scenes 

~he entire film, which was eventually omi[md after much protest, 

Gus is castrated and his corpse publicly displayed as a warning 
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other potential black ’~rapists.’’s’) If miscegenation is the "weakness" 

that "blight[s] a nation," then Griffith’s grand gesture of coitus 

imerruptus violently withdraws ~he black phalk~s the moment 

threatens to ~ransgress.~ acceptable boundaries. 

Destroying ~he potential [i)r black tstherhood ~hrongtx cas- 

tration, Griffith secures white patriarchy through incest. Following 

his necrophilic embrace of his own I~ittle Sistec the Little Cokmel 

births an endless horde of Klan otEspring, whose identical costmnes 

obscure all difterences tkom their ~Tather." Not only is tee ~hreat 

of miscegenation allayed but genetic purity is fetishized through 

the reproduction of identical Klansmen. Though Ben eventually 

weds Elsie Stoneman in a marriaoe~ that politically unites North 

and South, the union that has been of"reproductive" consequence 

has been that between Ben and his sister. 

In its incesttxous, pedophilic resolmion of racial impurity; 

BirN purports to sot~ the dilemma of miscegenation, k)t as the 

various regional subplots are tied t~p at the end of the film, sev, 

eral qnestions remain, submerged deep in the film’s racial u.ncon- 

s cio us. ~k~r i n its de sp erate I iterali zation of the relat ion ship b e ~we en 

penis and phallus, Bi,~¢h tmwi~tingly opens white masculinity 

to scrutiw: Clearly, the violent erasure of black agency enables 

Ben’s assumption of powec but how does this transference acre- 

ally work? 

Oddly; the very designation intended to ann()unce Ben’s 

assumption of phallic power calls attemion ~o his own inadequacy: 

Like his w~lnerable sistec Ben bears the diminutive description 

"little," an appellation ~hat both fk~minizes and infhmilizes him. As 

Guerrero has poimed out, "The insecurity and economic turmoil 

rampant through the postbellmn South had undermined the white 

southern male’s role as provider," depreciating his already bru.ised 

sense of manhood.~ The designation "I~ittle Colonel" calls atten- 

tion to this at the same time tha~ the Klan’s "fhnatical campaign 

sa~ White Womanhood" attempts to restore it (~2). 

The shared moniker "Little" suggests Ben’s overidentifica- 

tion with his sister. Not only does the name emasculm e Ben by sug- 

gesting his lack of sexual prowess but it also links him irrevocably 

Flora, whose victimized identi~y he and Griffith have metaphorically 



consumed, in Birlh’s pathologic, the arrival of the proph?qactic spec- 

ter of hooded Klansmen prevents the imagined defilement of white 

~)men by (lark, presumably virile men. Yet like Sigmund Freud’s 

conception of the sexual thtish, the Klansma~fs hooded robe both 

dism,ows and calls attention to the insu~ciently phallic bo@ it 

attempts to conceal. At the end of the fillJ~, the anxieties regarding 

whi~e phallic insufticiency remain~despi~e the Klan’s momentous 

ettiort to terrorize the black population into submission. 

~:nter Shirley Temple, the Little Phallus 

What is glimpsed in this complex scene sets both the psychic and 

historical stage fl)r the onscreen representation of both interra- 

cial and intergenerational relationships in American cinema. Not 

surprisingly, it was on this w:ry stage that Temple and her loyal 

servant Robinson together sofl-shoed their way into the hearts of 

Depression-era audiences in [bur films: TheLia~’ Cogonel, TheLit- 

¢I~¢ B~:t?d, ~us¢ A~w~d the: Corr~er (dir. Irving Cummings, US, ~938), 

and Rebecca ojS~xn~yb~oN Fa~rn~ (dir. Allan Dwan, US, t938). 

Set on a postbellum plantation in Kentucky; 7]~ekittI~’ CoNnel 

revisits both the scene of Griffith’s birthplace and his groundbreak- 

ing Civil War epic. Not only does the film’s title--taken from John- 

ston’s story~recall the heroic protagonist of Birth bu~ the film 

actually also attempts to reconcile the problem of Northern and 

Southern relations, albeit through different, less conspicuously vio- 

lent means. By marrying a ~Snkee gentleman, the Southern belle 

Elizabeth Lloyd (Ew?lyn Venable) has incurred the wrath of her 

stern [~ther (Lionel Barrymore), a retired Con~kderate colonel. 

Familial tensions reign until Elizabeth’s adorable daughter Lloyd 

Sherman (Temple5 manages t~ charm her grandfather s heart and 

reconcile the tinnily and the still divided nation it represems. 

Miniature as she may have been, ’[i?mple’s "Little Colonel" 

packed a mighty; racist punch. With the combined force of Gri~: 

fith’s Little Sister and the Kn Klux Klan whose charge Big Brother 

led, Temple’s Little Colonel was the per~k~ct ~because unlikely~ 

figure on which to rewrite the f~mnding myth of America’s "racial, 

sexual, and national narrati~.’’:~ Explicitly endowed with Gri~th’s 
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legacy of racist white patriarchal power d~rougt~ her nickname "the 

Little Colonel" and her inherited mission to reunite northern and 

southern whiteness a~ the expense of blacks, ~R’mple’s infantile 

innocence nonetheless established her star persona as be~)nd 

ideological reproach. 

As Shirley Temple Black explained in her autobiograph> 

Child Sta~; it was (;rift~ th himself who "approached ~k~x executives 

with the ’controversial idea’ to add the transgressive black presence 

to her films.’’:~ ~[>mple Black remembers Grifflth.savino, ~, "There 

nothing, absolutely nothing, calculated to raise the gooseflesh on 

the back of an audience more than tha~ of a whitte girl in relation 

to Negroes" (9o). Of course, this was not the first time that Gri5 

fith had put his finger on the throbbing pulse of America’s racial 

imagination. Yet whereas BirN had incensed the African American 

community wi~h ks repulsive depictions of black people, Temple’s 

tk’atures with Robinson seemed tsr more benign,s4: 

The interracial, intergenerational romance f0rmnla defined 

Temple’s film cycle with Robinson.}~t rather than presenting inte,~ 

racial desire as a camlys~ m melodramatic camsm)phe and racist 

violence, as BirN had done, ’Ikmple’s films suggested that inter- 

racial harmony could extend to intergenerational intimac~ Gri5 

fith’s desire to witness and then pu.nish the taboo act of interracial 

sex was transfk~rred, in The: Little Colonel, to [the more manageable 

desire to watch Shirley and B@angles dance. For it was d~rougt~ 

dance that American audiences’ desire to see black and white 

bodies touching on screen was first satisfied. It is hardly a figment 

of our presem pedophilic imagination tha[t sees the "innocem" 

spectacle of ’Ikmple and Robinson moving together in harmony 

as an intensely sexualized site of interracial desire. When 77ze Little 

CoNrteI was previewed by audiences in the South, the famous 

case dance~in which Robinson and ’[i?mple ttouched fingers as 

they danced t~p to bed~had to be cut "to avoid social oflk’nse and 

assure wide distribution.’’:~5 

In Temple’s highly constructed star persona, her "inno- 

cence" and w~lnerability disavow [the seductive lure anti phallic 

charge she regularly exercises in her films. This dt~ality is elt~cidated 

by revisiting the afbrememioned crisis of nomenclature that comes 



to a head in The Little Colond. Here, tbllowing Johnston’s book, it is 

T~mple’s character ~o whom ~he phallic moniker is a.pplied.~ Ye~ 

if The Little Colonel can be regarded as Hollywood’s reenvisioning 

of ks own racist pas~, then how can we tmpack the significance of 

this transi~rence? 

As both Rogin and James Snead haw poimed ouL the 

’[i:mple-Robinson films "fk’amre an imerracial couple thin, gene~ 

ated out of an absent or disabled ihther, heals white family dis- 

rupt~on. ’ it is precisely this gap leit by the missing, disabled, or 

feminized father--so resonant for Depression-era America~ that 

~I~mg)le’s character is consm,cted t() fi11. Fk)r while it is irue that 

Uncle Billy was often called on to fldfi11 paternal tasks in 

absence of ’R’mple’s white parents, it is important to recognize 

how restricted his role as caretaker was. Robinson’s character is 

"so much more mammy ~han man" thai he is able ~o nurture ihe 

whim child without threatening the dominant phallic order,ss This 

i8minization also efi~ctively sterilizes him, as his seK:sacrifice pre- 

vents Robinson from assuming the role of patriarch for either the 

whim I~mily or a black ~hmily of his own. This symbolic nemering 

ensures black iniL~rtilky as e~ciemly as Bi~’*h’s limral castration and 

shadows the practices of racially motivated sterilization used in 

1935 by the US govermnem, particularly in the South, to control 
A~}ican American populations.:~° 

With the black male servant tL)rbidden to assume the role 

of patriarch, ’[kmple herself charges into the task. Blacks may be 

instrumental, but k is Temple’s wit, cou.rage, and smarts that resolve 

~hmilial and sometimes national crises. Her "phallic empowerment" 

is evident not only througt~ her explick idemification with 

patriarchal savior but also through her behavior in the plamation 

films, in which she is often put "in charge of regimented ad.ults.’’4° 

Yet ()piing ~o bestow phallic power on the white child rather ~han 

on the eligible black male was not just a strategic method fi)r avoid- 

ing black empowerment and the d~reat of miscegenation. On 

contra~/, this maneuver had racial, sexual, and symbolic urgenc> 

even bey~)nd its fimction t:o keep [)lack men out of the regime of 

power by any means necessary. 

Bestowing phallic power omo ~ikmple’s characters disavowed 
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the threat of castration for Depression-era audiences conflomed 

with the spectacle of male inadequacy. By creating an androgynous 

child whose phallic sufficiency is constantly asserted, Hollywood 

at~rmed the fl)rtitnde of the bo@ politic while dispelling fears of 

sexual diflLwence. Since ~i~mple’s characters demonstrate none of 

the "psychical consequences" that Freud so notoriously attributed 

to the anatomical diff~:rence belween the sexes, her films retain the 

possibilby (always illusive and elusive) of corporeal and symbolic 

wholeness. ’lkmple ne~r identifies with the degraded, disempow- 

ered mother who stars in Freud’s scenario of castration. In fa.ct, as 

2k’mple’s orphaned charac~:er proudly insists in Rd~ecca gf S,t~z~y- 

brooh i’drm, "i’m very selgsu~ficient1" which may be interpreted as, 

being complete onto herself (not castrated), she has no use tbr a 

castrated maternal figure with whom to identify. As Temple often 

turns out to be ~fie breadwinner, her "selt:sufIiciency" is indeed 

gendered male. 

Of course, to speak of the psychosexual dimension of ~ikm- 

ple’s andro~,nous appealwithout addressing its racial implications 

in The Litt~g Colo~dwould be lo miss the point. ~¥hat is so s[artling 

about the shared namesake of the "1 ~ktle Colonel" is ~hat ~he ~935 

fihn conflates the figures of Birth’s Big Brother and Little Sister in 

Temple’s charactec so that she represents both the w~lnerable site 

of i n mrracial desire and its phallic, raci st res olution. Although th e 

entire film pivots on ~his confla~:ion, the trans[brmation of I~itHe 

Sister into Big Brother correlates, symbolically; to an actual scene 

in 75e Litae Colortd in which Temple reenacts a traditional black 

bap[ism in a mud puddle with her two black playmates, Henry CIW 

and Lily. Reminiscen[ of the scene in Birth when Ben firs[ realizes 

the utility of white sheets by disco~ring Flora disguised in them, 

Temple steals her grandfa.ther’s white sheets to substitute for the 

holy garb she has witnessed in ~he black religious ritual. Lamr in 

this scene we will see Temple "blackening" herself~"bo[h liter- 

ally in the mud, and figuratively by assuming the blacks’ religious 

ritual" (54)- 

In Ibis scene, ~Ii~mple proceeds m "save" HenW [g &raking 

him backward into the mud puddle. When she asks whether Henry 

has been sav~d, he responds negatively. ’Ik’mple dunks him again. 



When Hency comes up for air a second time, Temple repeats her 

question. This time, the little boy has learned a valuable lesson 

of discipline and punishment. Henry anxiously replies that it has 

worked, as the promise of "salvation" by Ikmple’s Little Colonel 

im~okes the threa~ of more suffering. When ~i~mple’s irate grand- 

father discovers his white granddaughter shmmfing in the mud 

with her black playmates, the black children tlee in a panic. I~ is 

clear that they are "a~ard" of the draconian Southern authority 

that he represents. And yet it is this very authority that is being 

replaced and reimagined in the film. All fuss and no force, the old 

man’s i~unc~ions are impomnu ’[i:mple’s are not. 

If 77~e Little (2olo~,el can be read as an unconscious attempt 

to resolve Bi~h, then at the literal or chronological le~l, the "Big" 

colonel, played by Barrymore, can be considered a later incarna- 

tion of Bzrth, Little Colonel, now retired and aging. And vet here 

the idealistic, racist "virtues" that made the Little Colonel the 

hero of Bi~¢]z have been rendered anachronistic and decrepit by 

the So~th’s defeat in the Civil War. Reconstruction, and the evolu- 

tion of Hollywood’s own codes of representation. In ~his scene, the 

whi~:e sheets once worn by the colonel have been trashed by blacks 

and Northerners. The film’s revealing retbrence to grand[~ther’s 

sheets s~ggests both his imagined participation in the Klan and the 

point of view that regards Reconstruction as a blight on the tradi- 

tional values of [:he South. Moreovec the aging colonel is N)palled 

by his own granddaugt~ter’s decision to associate with and behave 

like blacks~an anxieV that references the ~mavoidable pop~fiar- 

ily of black cultural ibrms in American mass entertainment of 

~ 93os. "When I am going to see you look like little girls should," he 

demands, "flesh and dainty as a flower!!" When, in other words, 

was Temple going to start looking and behasqng like the typical 

Griffi~:h ingenue~running around "like a goose with its head off; 

crying ’oooooh... the little birdsF ,,74~ 

By the ~93os, the melodramatic mode ofBb&’s racist model 

of genetic purity had become as antiquated as the histrionic perfor- 

mance styles contained within (;riftith’s fihns. By substituting 

ple’s adorable authorib, fbr her grandf:ather’s outdated influence~ 

all the while su,,gesting that she nonetheless was the true, vital 
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inheritor of his once imposing phallic charge-- ;T7,~’ Little Colored 

s~pplied a new, cuter face for white power. Rather than fearing 

blacks and trying to eradicate them, Temple’s Litde Colonel knew 

how to use blacks, to imitate them, to "sm,e" them, to subjugate 

them, and perhaps most important, to embo@ them. 

It is through the perverse baptism of black children into 

"Klansmen" that ’[izmple herself assumes the awesome, rnythicized 

power that the name "Little Colonel" implies. Through ~ikmple’s 

on-screen appropriation of blackness, ~ tollywood manutsctured a 

more potent whiteness, one that merged the power of black spiri- 

tuality and ~k~eling with Griffith’s legacy. By literally and spiritually 

blacking up 2~mple, Hollywood endowed her star persona with a 

changeling capacity that allowed her to play a multiplicity of roles 

in the American tSlm ind~stry’s updated miscegenation scenario. 

Thus ~Ik:mple’s characters could range fiom innocen~ white child to 

lascivious fbmale, white phallic sa~,ion racial mula[to, and black min- 

strel~all within the same film. indeed, it is through her on-screen 

assumption of blackness that Temple is able to make the transi- 

tion f1om vulnerable whii:e child to wielder of white powen This 

t:ransff~rmation, which mirrors ~:he transfbrmmtion through black- 

tsce that Rogin discusses in his analysis of 7?e.Jazz Singer (dii: Alan 

Crosland, US, ~9~7), empowers Temple, allowing her "to exchange 

selves rather than fixing [her] in the one where [s~he began.’’4e Like 

that of the ~ansmen she innocen@, accidentally imitates, ’f~mple’s 

maoical~     p otencv, derives from her ability, 1o appear as something~ she 

is not~by performing a racial and sexual masquerade. 

By orches~:rating the donning of white sheets on her own 

miniature army, ’f~rnple inherits the legacy of Bi~’¢I,’s Little Colonel 

to organize a regiment of white power. The irony that her chosen 

"Klansmen" are black suggests both the racial schizophrenia of 

the text: as a whole and the [,i~:tle Colonel’s efficiency as a leader. 

For unlike the ~Miican Americans in Bir~lz, who must be violently 

coerced into subjugation, the ~Miican Americans in 7?eLittZe Cob- 

r~eI are presented as eager participants in their own subordination. 

Since they are only "playing" (again, the film insists on its own 

innocence), it is possible to show the unthinkable ~black children 

as mock Klansmen. After all, in Hollywood’s dominant plantation 



fantasy; blacks are portrayed as too dumb to know better than to 

mobilize racist ideologT against themselves, and too devoted to 

resis~ ~heir mistress’s demeaning authorit> And yet this "plwing" 

extends to the ideological game at the heart of ~[kmple’s and Rob- 

inson’s films. For in the potentially dangerous absence of a viable 

white patriarch to lead the text toward white supremacist resolu- 

tion, blacks had to be shown to cooperate with ~heir own domina- 

tion. Thro@~ their amazing ability to enact a variety of ideological, 

sexual, and psychic positions, ~ikmple’s characters were mobilized 

to show America how painless racial s~i~gation could be. 

By representing bo~h the I~ittle Colonel, or phallic savioc 

and the Little Sister, or imperiled site of white [kminini~y; ’Ikmple’s 

character could elicit, saris[}; and contain the illicit desire to see 

miscegenation on screen without suffering any of the dangerous 

consequences. Unlike helpless Flora and Elsie Stoneman betbre 

he~; this little Colonel was so "selgsufficiem" that she did not 

require the las>minute ride to the rescue by the white patriarch 

that, as BirN paradoxically demonstrated, was not always success- 

fl~l. For in contrast to the "too la[:e" temporalily of Birth’s primal 

scene, ~:he temporal s~:rncmre of The Litt~: Colo~zdis always right on 

time. As T],e LilIJe Colo~vdwas made at?er it was already historically 

"too late" (for slavery, for the Confederac}~ for the racial codes 

of the Old South, nearly fbr Griftith), this m:opian pr(~ection of 

perfk~ct temporal coincidence can be read as a compensmory ges- 

ture meant 1o disavow the obsolescence of the film’s antiquated 

setting. 

The film’s perfbct temporal structure is evidenced through 

the exact: rhythm of 2k’mple’s and Robinson’s historic pas de deux, 

which~like the pornographic spectacles Linda Williams ana- 

lyzes ~always presents its performers as perfectly in sync with each 

other’s moves and desires.4~ This temporal structure is also evi- 

denced througt~ the way in which the black man has been trained 

to arrive right on time when it comes to entertaining his little mis- 

tress, and to depart the moment his "romantic" overtures threaten 

to overflow acceptable boundaries. With ~[i~mple funct:ioning as 

her own police ~0rce (indeed, there was such a thing as the Shirley 

2L~mple Police Force, approved by her tiiend and admirer J. Edgar 
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ttoover), there was no longer any danger that the white childwould 

be pushed off the cliff of interracial desire.4~ By being eminen@ 

capable of deti?nding herself; ’li?mple’s persona eliminated the 

need f~r the white savior’s ride to the rescue. 

The N~-S~-Tragic 

in 77w Li~ (2o~o~’~ ~lk~mple’s character is presented as a mediating 

f?)rce between North and South, male and t~male, adnlt and child, 

and, perhaps mos~ impormn~, between black and white. Born of 

a Southern mother and a Northern f~hen Temple’s character is 

uniquety capable of negotiating [he regional conflict at the heart 

of ibis revisionary narrative. Although Lloyd Sherman has been 

named a union colonel at the opening of the film. her natural 

sympathies are clearly in Dixie~a sentiment confirmed by 

ple’s role as a Conf~dera[e rebel in 77~e Lia~s~~ t~eI~& also directed 

by Bmler and released in [he same year. Dressed in pinafbres and 

topped with a head of blond c~rls, Temple is the cinematic heir 

all Southern belles of the silent: era. ki:~: beneath ’li?mple’s perf~ct 

Southern belle appearance, [here are several crucial difi~rences. 

Since she does not embo@ white womanhood but instead white 

childhood, she exists in a liminal space where interracial play is 

deemed acceptable. She delights in, rather ~:han fi~ars, ~:he ero~:ic 

gaze of the Afkican Americans who st~rround her. Af[er all, in 

the pedophilic world created by ~l~mple’s fihns, [he special bond 

between adult male and f~male child is so sacred that it tr~m~ps 

nearly all ~:he social, racial, regional, and generational boundaries 

that harshly delinea~:ed the scope of aduh sexual desire during the 

same era. 

Since one of the central goals of Temple’s films was 

manufhcmre desire fk~r the child’s body, the pedophilic gaze was 

perm it te d to ex~end b eyond Am erican cinem a’s ~radi ti onally white 

male point of view to encompass [he desiring look of all men. in the 

Big White I to~se that Zam~ck b~ilt. T~mple can and does co~ince 

any man ~:o do anything she wants, regardless of their race, class, 

or social standing. I,ike Mae West, ~li~mple knew what she wan~:ed 

and always achie~,ed it. And like West, XL~mple alwa~ managed 



seduce the men around her, procuring eveor~:hing she desired. Cir- 

cumventing the limitations imposed by her social stature, ~fbmple 

exchanged physical affection for benefits that she could not obtain 

in other ways. With her beloved Daddy perenniallywrapped around 

her finger, ’[i?mple was fiee to collect other amorous daddies to do 

her bidding, including her eternally faithfl~l black manservant, a 

collection of irate military generals, gamblers, thieves, Wall Street 

bankers. Uncle Sam. and even IIonest Abe himsel£ (In a scene 

fkom The Littlest Reb& the miniature insurgent manages to seduce 

Abraham Lincoln into fbrgiving her Confbderate father fbr treason 

by sitting on the president’s lap and sharing an apple with him in 

an "innocent" paro@ of the biblical parable.) 

As long as the doting gaze of all nonwhite men remained 

concentrated on the white child (and did not stray to their adult 

co~mterparts), Temple’s fillies could flirt with interracial intimacy 

without suffering the imagined consequences to white hegemony. 

.~s in th e tel ationship b etween [h e child Huck Finn an d [h e escaped 

sla~ Jim in Mark Twain’s masterpiece, the on-screen relationship 

between Temple’s and Robinson’s characters was san ctified so long 

as Temple remained a child. As long as Temple’s adolescence could 

be defk~rred, and the signs of her sexual maturation eliminated, 

her relationship with older and fiequently nonwhite men was pre- 

sumed innocenu Th~s the fantasy of interracial, intergenerational 

romance was both suggested and contained in Temple’s prepubes- 

cent fiame. 

In BirN, Grif~th constructed the mulatto character Silas 

Lynch as a greater threat to racial purity and white womanhood 

than Gus. Endowed with official power and wielding the disguise 

(ffhis light skin, Silas was characterized by cunning and cruel ambi- 

tion. Whereas Gus was depicted as a depraved Negro unable to 

control his own illicit desires and h~terical body, Silas was calculat- 

ing and composed~an intellectual threat as well as a physical one. 

As Robert: I,ang has argued, Silas is "essentially" evil, as his villainy 

originates fkom his birth as "a demonized product of miscegena- 

tion?’~5 For m:-~like the powerless figure of the tragic female mulatta 

that had been in cinematic currency since ~9~z, the dangerous 

male rnulatt:o that: Silas embodied wielded political a~zd sexual 
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power in the sphere of white privilege; in this sense, Silas "is worse 

than black" {~8}. 

In a different and ye~ comparable way; ~l~’mple can also be 

regarded as a mulatto character~one who is nei[her tragic nor 

dangerous bm alluring and omnipo[ent. Although her skin tone 

is never less than pearl}, wbite, Temple can be considered ideo- 

logically and corporeally "mixed" in the sense of being a racially 

mediating and mediated figure. Like Silas, ’Ikmple’s racial identity 

existed on the borders between the black and white worlds of the 

Old So~th. As Snead has argued, "The genius of Shirley Temple 

characters lies in the way in which they have become disciplined 

negotiators between ~wo opposing worlds," utilizing skills of media- 

tion ~ha~ have been undoubmdly enhanced by ~he expropriation 

of blackness.4:v Like Silas, Temple’s characters exerted a compel- 

ling, sometimes t?~annical, anti always magical power over blacks 

and whkes. Yc~ ’[kmple’s "intimate connection wi~h racial O~hers" 

extended beF~ond aft~c~ion and authorky to affinity:4:s 

While ~he films ~ha~ she starred in never went so fiat as ~o sug- 

ges~ [ha~ Temple’s genetic structure was of mixed blood (al[hough 

~hey sometimes stoppedjus~ short of this), flmy did overemphasize 

’Ikmple’s abilky ~o be a~ home in ~he black world populated by house 

servants, liver?, keepers, maids, mammies, children, doormen, and, 

of course, her "Uncle" Billy: Among the "black lo~qi~i~rs" whose 

company 2k’mple aK~bly kept, "~here was alwaF~ a sense of corn- 

. K not ~armhar~y:-’ indeed, it can be argued thin ~ikmple 
was a star becm~se she was an idealized combination of what were 

(and still are) considered bo[h black and whim a~ribmes. 

Like her Uncle BillF; ~ikrnple had rhythm; she could dance. 

’Ib borrow terms tiom Zora Neale Hurston’s ~94 

I~m SIartg; if Temple was "high yaller" in appearance, then she was 

"inky dink" inside.5° Rather than showing [he labor involved in 

her apprenticeship wi~h Robinson, films such as 

emphasized the way in which 2kmple took to tradkionalty black 

[orll~s of dance like tap seemingly inainc~ively and almos~ imme- 

diamly. Dancing emerged ~om 2~mple’s diminmive flame 

rally;" an innate t0rce ~hat spoke ~o and of ~he "essence" of blackness 

within. Even be~bre Uncle Billy, was finished teaching~ her, ’R’mple 



got it. She could move her feet and her body like a black performer. 

Topped with her famous head of curls, and dressed alternately 

in rags, "inamnly" kerchiefg, and dazzling pinafbres, ~K’mple was 

constructed as a racially liminal figure, someone who could move 

through the permeable boundaries between the races. Armed with 

black corporeal talem and white diplomatic smarts, Temple’s on- 

screen persona was characterized by the kind of do-it,yourself spirit 

that has long characterized those marginalized groups that are 

compelled~becanse of instkmionalized inequalkies~to make 

do with the crumbs they are offered. 

Ahhough 2k’mple engaged in black fbrms of dancing in 

nearly all her films, the most t~mous iteration of her "natural" 

black talent remains the intim~ous stair dance sequence in TIzeLit~le 

Colored. This scene is, in many ways, the one in Temple’s oeuvre that 

most direcdy mtempts to resolw? ~he quandary of miscegenation 

that Bir~h presented in its primal scene of interracial desire. The 

setup for the scene is innocent enougt~. Exhibiting the stubborn 

behavior that is her character’s hallmark, Temple’s Lloyd Sherman 

refl~ses to go to bed, ahhough her grandf:ather has ordered her to 

do so. (Again, his authoriV is obsolete; he cannot even control a 

small child.) Ever present to appease the child, Robinson promises 

Temple that he will show her "a brand new way to go upstairs." 

Robinson proceeds to perfbrm his extraordinary "stair 

dance" in which he wiggles, shimmies, gyrates, anti taps his way up 

the stairs leading toward her bedroom. ~ tis urbane tsce assumes a 

mask of gleaming subse,wience. With arched evbrows, wide eyes, an 

exaggerated t:oothy smile, anti his eternally dancing fbet, Rt~binson 

transfbrms his bo@ into the essence of blackf:ace so perfk:ctly that 

burnt co~k would pro~ excessive. Like the sla~s (whi{e pcrfbrm- 

ers in blackface) who cannot help but dance in Porter’s 1 h~(:~k: 7i, m:~ 

C~bi~+~regardk’ss of the tragic ftate that awaits them on the auction 

block~Robinson is one part loyal 2bm and one part dancing fbol. 

zMthough he knows that his master will punish him, he could not be 

happier. His body knows no consequence or pain. He is~to use a 

x~rd Robinson himself claims to have popularized~copacetic.5~ 

Enthralled with the spectacle of the black man dancing, 

2k’mple immediately wants to do it too. As I’ieud might sa~; the 
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little girl knows "in a flash" what she lacks and therefore desires. 

"k~t here. in contrast to Freud’s scenario of penis era% Temple has 

racial envy: she wants to dance just like black people do. Shirley 

and B~¢~angles commence, moving in per[8ct mxiso~x, delighted by 

the rhy{hms of each other’s bodies. "You sure do [earn ~:ast1" says 

the master to the pupil who is really his master. And sure enough, 

~Ii~mple is a natural. An inserted close-up isolates their dancing 

tE’et~his itx shiny black tap shoes, hers itx black stockings and 

shoes. There is the realization that ~ikmple does indeed have black 

dancing feet, and for all we know fiom this shot. where the telltale 

signs of her whi~e bo@ remain outside the fkame, she could be 

Robinson’s own daugh~er~ except, of cot~rse, that ~he Li~le Colo- 

nel ~akes up so much of U~cle Billy’s time a~xd afikctio~x tha~ he is 

not allowed to ha~,e a child of his own. 

In this f~m~ous scene, Lloyd’s desire to have the black man 

is announced as the desire to be.just like him, and indeed, both 

desires are e~idetxt here. ’Iiue to the genre, their history,makitxg 

dance is also a mythical one, ft~.lfilling all the utopian qualities Jane 

Feuer has noted in her astute discussion of the musical: the myth of 

spontaneity (dancing just erlq)ts naturally), the myth of integration 

(successii~l per~brmances imply success in li~k), and the myth of 

audience (anyho@ can do it; e~erybo@ can participate).5~ Spon- 

taneous becm~se it is impermissible, their historic dance presents 

an image of integration in more ways thatx one. 

This instance of interracial harmony does not go unpun- 

ished. Immediately aftem~’ard, the colonel arrix,es and demands 

to know "what is going on around here?!" The pair rushes up to 

bed, Robinson noting afterward that that was the ~:astes{ his feet 

ever mo~ed. Though it remains unstated itx the film, his fkar fetE’f- 

ences his just-in-time evasion of the horrific punishments black 

men haw? historically undergone when suspected of relations with 

white women. 

And yet, the colonel has arrived too late, because it has 

alrea@ happened. Tho~@x Temple and Robinson ha~’� not had 

sexual intercourse, they have danced together. The colonel hollers 

at Robinson ~br being too dose to the door of his granddaughter’s 



bedroom, but the illicit fantasy of interracial inSmacy has alrea@ 

been visualized. The black man and ;he white girl have been 

caught in ~he bedroom together~a fiantasy that Uucle Tom~ C’abi~ 

rendered tragic by making the bedroom scene the site of Little 

Eva’s death. Here, however; ic is Eros rather than Thanatos that 

articulates the mise-en-schne; when the Lit;le Colonel cuddles up 

with her little black dog, there is a sense ~hat it is a poor substitution 

t0r Robinson himsel[i 

The whim glrl s desire flgr the kind of physical intimacy 

she is denied by her grandfather has been sated by the dazzling 

black man whose physical mlencs ~hr oucshine ~:hose of any of his 

whke male counterparts. If we look co insights ~kom Linda Wil- 

liams’s revealing comparison of musical dance numbers with the 

sexual numbers in pornograph?; ic becomes possible co read ~his 

inmrracial dancing scene as a historic precursor to ~he inmrracial 

sex scenes ~ha~ could no~ and would not be shown on mainstream 

zhnerican screens ~r t0ur more decades.5:~ 

In many cases. Temple’s films were no; content ;o merely 

sugges~ ~he uncanny and inexplicable nature of ~he child’s danc- 

ing talem. On the contrary, ~hey gestured beyond it to her very 

bir~hrigtm A narrative staple of ~he 2hmple thature is her s~ams 

as an orphan. While ~he ~rope of maternal death is most often 

exploited ~o ~Yee up her fiather’s libidinal affk~c~ion ~r ~he child, in 

many of her most ~amous fihns, ’Ihmple’s characmr is deprived of 

both of her natural parents, who are either proclaimed deceased 

or ha~’e gone missing. Indeed, Temple plays an orphan in Littte 

Miss Marker (dia Alexander Hall, US, ~934), BrNht Eyes (dir. David 

Bmle~; US, ~934), C@tai~ janizary, Poor Little Rich Gird (dir. irving 

Cummings, US, ~936), Dim/)~, Stowaway (dir. William A. Seim~; US, 

~936), tleidi (dir. Allan Dwan. US, ~937), t~eberca q/Su~rO~b~v&~k~;,’m, 

Little: Miss Broadway (dir. Irving Cummings, [~S, ~938), The Little 

Pri~cess (di~: Waker Lang, US, 1939), and S~sa~afl q[~he Monarchies 

(di~: Walter Lang, US, ~939), to name but a [Sw. While these fihns 

can be read as a kind ofper~,erse wish fulfillment, in which Freud’s 

scenario of ~:he fhmily romance is made possible by ~:he elimination 

of both natural parents, it also renders the situation of ’IL~mple’s 
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birth ambiguous enough to accommodate a range of interpretive 

possibilities. As long as Temple’s screen parents stayed out of the 

picture, she was tiee to cream ~hmilial relationships with adults of 

her own choosing~whether a handsome white ~daddy" or her 

devoted "uncle" Bilt~ 

By ~934, the possibility of a gift who looked resolutelywhite 

but was in f~(:t Arklean American had been presented to Depression- 

era ~Mnerican audiences in the first screen version of I"annie tturst’s 

bes>selling~ novel, tmi~atior~ of Li.}> (dir. John M. Stahl, US, ~934). 

(Coincidentally. Imitatio,~ also presented mother and daughter as 

competing ok~ec~s of desire fbr the film’s leading man~a dra- 

matic point of contention and melodramatic source of suftbring 

that ~i~mple’s films neatly resolve by removing the mother figure 

entirel?t) While I am not suggesting that Temple’s character was 

literally supposed to be token as a mulatta character in the wW of 

lr;,itatior& Peola johnson, the conventional orphan plot of~i~mple’s 

films deliberately lef~ open the possibili[y of ~lk~mple’s origins to 

enable spectators to prq~ect their own desires onto the child. That 

these desires should include the fhntasy of interracial reproduc- 

tion should come as no surprise in a nation whose fbunding myths 

were inextricable fkom the histories of sla~W and racial and ethnic 

assimilation. 

Unlike Peola, whose tragic destiny stemmed fkom her 

inability to completely pass as white, ~l>mple’s characters can pass 

through the racial boundaries of society as if they were nothing 

more than a revoMng door. Whereas Peola’s racial identity was 

confi~sed, ~l>mple’s characters paradoxically seelned to possess 

both an essential blackness anti a natural whiteness~ a contradic- 

tion ne~r problematized by her films. Since her characters’ "inner 

blackness" did not stem from her actual blood bm from her adap> 

able character, she could only benefit anti never suffk:r Dora the 

black attributes she called tbrth so namrall}¢ 

Untainted by black blood, this figure could nevertheless put 

blackn ess on like a m ask wt mn it was b en eft cial, an d re move it wh en 

i~: was time to be the perik’c~ liu:le white girl again. This, in [:act:, is 

exactlywhat she does in both plantation films. When she is fbrced 

to hide tiom the Union soldiers who have bmst into her Southern 



plantation house in The Littlest I~*’bel, Temple’s character Virgie 

ingeniously puts on blackface and hides with a group of ~rembling 

black children in a broom close~. When her masquerade is discov- 

ered, she is able to charm the soldiers with her brazen defiance, 

regarded by the soldiers as adorable pluck. As can be expecmd, the 

truly black children hiding beside her do no~ make out so well. As 

Snead argues, "Though identified wi~h blacks, Shirley retains all 

of the privileges of whites."54 

In Dimples, 2kmple plays an orphaned street performer 

living in nineteenth-century New ~i)rk with her Fagin-like grand- 

iSther, [he pickpocke~ing ProIbssor Appleby (Dank Morgan). Set 

in the depression of the ~85os, but made in ~936, Di~,~pIes is dearly 

intended as an allegory of the Great Depression~ one that prom- 

ises to resolve the real conflicts of the daywith a nostalgic return 

an imaginary world of racial harmony heR)re the outbreak of [he 

CNil War. Yet thougt~ the title card historically sitnams the story 

in the context of the abolition struggle, the film itself ignores the 

radical message of abolition through its construction of a white 

world [hat benefits fkom the exploitation of Atkican Americans, 

both on screen and 

Beholden to her grandisther, ’[kmple earns money by 

ing a group of black and white child street performers, from whose 

talents she profits. Never mind that Grandpa is well-off enough 

possess an unruly black servant (played by Stepin t~ktchit), whom he 

insults and abuses in the ~ry manner that William Shakespeare’s 

Prospero molests Caliban. Temple’s character sets out to save 

Am eric a Iiom e conomic hardship by dem onstrating how to exploi 

blacks wi[h impunily: As in many of ~Ik~mple’s films, in Dir~qdes, a 

benetsctress disco~rs ~ikmple’s character and adopts her. Prob- 

lems ensue when "Dimples" is given a role in the legitimate theater 

and her grandf~[her absconds wi~h the prodnc[ion’s finances. 

All seems los~ until ~li?mple endears herself in her hear~- 

wrenching pert0rmance as Little Eva in Unc~ 7bra’s Cabin. Flanked 

on all sides by moaning, singing slaves in blackface, Temple’s I~ittle 

Eva shines a beaming white light into the audience, earning 

giveness ~br her grandt:ather, stardom [br hersel[; financial success 

t0r the production, harmoW in her tsmit~; and spectatorial plea- 
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sure fbr all. ]indeed, it is the melodramatic bedroom scene of Eva’s 

death, attended by the kneeling Uncle Tom, whom F~’a sets free in 

her dying wishes, which serves as the linchpin ~Sr the production’s 

success..&s in Bb¢I~ and 77~e Littk Colort& ~he central spectacle of 

imerracial love between a black man and a white girl captivates the 

imagination of spectators and proposes to resolve the dilemmas of 

white society. But this love has again heen desensualized. [5~like ~he 

stair dance in 77re Li~t~ Cdo~wl, here the staging of black and white 

intimacy is rendered melodramatic and tragic rather than 

and erotic. Robinson has been removed from the bedroom, and the 

allure of black male sexuality is repressed through the deliberate 

quotation of earlier; less dangerous t0rms of racial imimac~: 

The irony of Litde Eva liberating her devoted slave in the 

film’s diegetic performance is multifold. Not only do Dimples and 

her grandtdther maintain [:heir own black servam in lowly ser- 

vitude but in the film’s production, the inequities of black labor 

remain unchallenged. While it can be argued that ’[kmple’s films 

helped promote black performers such as Robinson by providing 

on-screen venues [:o showcase their ~alents, ~hese films hardly liber- 

a[:ed hlack perik)rmers from their subserviem roles. By nurturing 

talent [ior which whites alone were recognized, ~R’mple’s Afkican 

American costars became enlisted agents in what Eric Lott has 

described as the "love anti theft" of their own cultural f?~rms.55 This 

is reified in both the actual production of the film, which employs 

Robinson not as a star but as the off)screen choreographen and 

in its diegetic finale, in which Dimples helps celebrate the show’s 

success by leading whm: is announced as the first: minstrel show in 

New }k~rk. 

This cuhninating scene marks [he completion of the jour- 

ney flom 77~#: Birth qia iN’7~tiort to 77re Little: C,)lorzd and back again. 

Coming flfll circle, ~[im~ple’s petite figure emerges amid a sea of 

cork-black, bb~o-li~,~)ed~t "a tsces.~ played in part by the Hall Johnson 

Negro Choir, which first became renowned tbr their pertk~r- 

mance~without blackface makeup~of Negro spirituals in the 

theatrical and fihn versions of The O~en Pa.st~t~s (dir. Marl< Connelly 

and William Keigt~le> US, 1936) and, later, Cabin bz Ne 5’1~ (din 

Vinceme Minelli, US, ~943)- ’fkmple is dressed ahnost identically 



’I~mple sc~ff[’., it t~p on the dance floor in thi., min.,trel 

sequence t~rom Di~@les (aka The Bowe.ry Prir~ce~s; db. Willim ~ 

A. Seiter, U S, ~ 936), Courtesy "][~,entieth Cetm~ ry Fox Fib ~ 

Productions 

to her supporting cast, in a pale tuxedo and top hat, performing 

dance moves borrowed f~om ~he Robinson repertoire. Inaugurat- 

ing this "new fbrm of entertainment f¥om ~:he South" as a national 

rather than regional entertainment, Dimples’s final perfbrmance 

is part Dietrich, part Robinson, and part Fetchit, whose doltish 

idiom she imitams as she conducts a be~T of blacked-up fi~ces and 

dancing bodies. As in many of ~Ik~mple’s fihns, here the child star 

is sex goddess, mulatta colonel, and minstrel all wrapped into one 

"innocent" little package. By demeaning black performers through 

blackf:ace, Dir~ph:s regresses completely t:o BirN’s racist logic. But 

here, there is no longer any mystification. X~:mple reduces ~:he pio- 

neering ttall johnson Choir to a paro@ of blackness designed to 

accommodate the pe~’erse fa.ntasies of whites. The res~fit is not 

"shameless bathos," as the New Fork Times reported, but shamefgtl 

exploitation.5v 

In an era in which screen minstrelsy was on its way out and 

black performers were on their way in (albeit in often demeaning 

roles), Dim[)fes nostalgically returned ~:o the nine~:eenth-cenmry 
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staoe~ to revive the black,:ace tradition. Bv~ narratively, inserti~g 

Te_mple into a fictio~alized primal scene. DimpZ~:s falsely recreated 

the birth of minstrelsy as a nonregiona] popular entertainment. 

Borrowing [kom a traditio~ of black cultural ~brms, ’R’mple’s final 

stage piece enacts a wish flflfilhnent in which real blacks are put 

back in their place (b~ried ~mder burnt cork or completely abse~t) 

and white per~brmers are applauded fbr ~heir racial appropria- 

tions. E~n the general cultural knowledge that it was Robinsot~ 

who taugt~t 2k’mple all her celebrated moves is disallowed by the 

film, which insists that Dimples’s white, racist grandfather taught 

his "pupil" all [he [heatrical arts she has mastered. 

DuCille cotmlndes her article on ’[kmple by arguing that 

"despite the irony of her married name [Black], Shirley ’R’mple 

can never be black.’’Ss Perhaps it is more apt to argue that Temple’s 

characters can alwa}~s be black, when i[ suits thelIl, protects them, 

or is simply more futx than beitxg white, and must never be black, 

when it means suflkring the social, emotional, economic, and 

political conseque~xces of inhabiting a racist societ> IE as Rogi~x 

has argued, Birtt~ offi’red "a regeneration through violence" and 

the gnnmng jazz &~ger rarest1 elsy mask k~11[ed~ blacks with kitxd- 

hess," then ~ikmple’s fihns killed blacks with cuteness~a cuteness 

poised, like the child star who embodied them, between innocence 

and lasciviousness. 

~es 

This essm,, is dedicated to the memory, of Michael. Rogin,, beloved 

fl’iend, mentor, scholar, and inspiration. 

Mae West’s bold defiance of the ~93o Motion Picture Production 

Code was a large motivating factor for the decision to create a 

legitimate enibrcement body, a i~ct accomplished in ~931 with 

the appointment of Joseph Breen to head the newly tbrmed 

Production Code Adminisnation. For a more detailed analysis 

of the role West played, see Emily Wortis l ~eider’s biography, 

Becomi~gMae ~4&x~ (Ncw~7ork: Farrar Strans Giroux, 1997), 

or Thomas Doherty’s Pr~:-Code }toli)~wood: Sex, Immorality, and 

b~surre~tion i~ A~zeda~r~ Ci~e~za, ~9~o--- ~934 (NewYork: 
Columbia UnNersky Press, ~999). 
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It is less clear how adnh t)rnale spectators related to Temple’s 

on--screen persona. Certainly many grown women may have been 
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envious of her ability to operate fl’eely in arenas that wonld have 

been restricted to them. On the other hand, Temple’s characters 

were often the only means by which adu]t female characters 

could secnre their relationship to adnlt men. By assuming (or 

feigning} maternal desire K,r Ihe child, adult female characters 

were able to insert themselves into the ideMized domestic 

situalions in which Temple’s characters frequently landed. 

DuCille, "Shirley Temple of My Familiar," 

Stimson, "Andy Warhol’s Red Beard," 534. 

See~ Greene, "Under Two Flags"’, , and "Wee ~lhe Winkle: The 
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Studlar, ~’Oh, ’Doll I)ivirm,’" ~ ~6, 

Minter, who ]:lad begun starring in films in 19~5 at the age of 

thirteen, was originally groomed to be another ~ icktbrd. Her 

stardom came ~o an abrupt end in xg~ when the scandalous 

murder of William Desmond ~I~.ylor, who had directed ~Minter in 

kr~e oj’()~en ()~bles in ~9~9, exposed the intimate relationship 
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aged director. 

Studlar, ~’Oh, ’Doll I)ivirm,’" ~o9, 

The tradition of child peribrmance {in vaudeville, and later 

in silent cinema) remains divided between the exhibition of 

real children and the presentation of child impersonators. 
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Ibid. 
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purchased a home in ~9~ ~, and lived there ur~til her death in 

1931. Although Griflith had been born ill I,a Grange, also in 
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Roxy------ The Rialto O~tL’rs ’Lady Be Careful,’" N~:’w Y0,h 7"i~v~s, 

October ,936. 

I)~_~Cille, "Shirley Temple of My Familiar," 3~. 

Rogin, "Sword Became a Flashing Vision," 80. 



Ara Os~terweil is an assistant professor of fihn and cultural studies 

at McGill Ur~iversity, as well as a palmer and a filmmaker: She has 

pnblished articles in N~m @~a~erf),, Movir~g’~ge, tt~e Broohlyr~ R~i~, 

and ~he .]our~*ag q/’Leabian Studi~s, and has contributed book chap ters 

to several amt~o]ogies, includir~g 

E@erime~ta~ Cinema (~oo 

E~perimen~d G~ema: Missing’Fra~s (~oo9), and Bo@ ~,tMds: k Critica{ 

A nZI~o~%9~ (~oo8). She is curremly writir~g a book tentatively titled ~The 

Pedopt~ilic Imagination: Ct~ildren, Sex, Movies," in which she shifts 

her scholarly ti)cus ~kom the representation of sexuality and the bo@ 

in avar~Vgarde cinema to ar~ analysis of popular culture. 



"Ut~cle" Bill "Bqjat~gles" Robinson entreats Shirley "lemple 

t~, dat~ce up to the bedroom with him in their t:amous "Stair 

Dance" fi:om Th~ Li#le O)fo~zd (dir~ David But]e~, US, 1935). 

Courtesy ’Ii~entietb Cetmary Fox Film Production 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 22, 2010 11:27 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Re: Meeting Next Week 

Dear Mae: Since my last class meets next Tuesday do you want to 
schedule a lunch meeting on Thursday or Friday of next week at Southern 
Season My exams are scheduled for the following week on May 3rd and 
May 5th Then Stammer School starts May 1 lth so next week works best for 
me Let me know so we can update on where we are with t2ae critical 
reader. This ~vill g~ve me some focus about what I need to work on while 
enrolled in Summer School. Hope things are going well. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

Thales ve~z much for your kind inquiw Yes, 

I, too, am awaiting the end of this semester, 
and a return to Baker and, perhaps, other projects. 

It’s no~v almost 12 midnight on Saturday, and I’m trying to 
make some headway on a dissertation or 
Unsnrprisingly, it’s started me to thinking about our 
prospective critical reader on passing -- or perhaps just 
a collection on Passing Matters? I’d actually like to 
complete -- one of these days -- an essay started some 
years ago on William I)ean Howells, NeHa Larsen, and 
the passing subject as a figuration of the Racial Uncanny. 

Why don’t we plan to have lunch or dinner to celebrate 
onr survival at the end of the semester -- and to discuss 
the future course of our project(s)7 

Best, mae 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Dr. Henderson: One ofm,v students told me that you 

>> I look forward to onr 
>> meeting at the end of the semester. If you need me, let me know. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 22, 2010 11:47 AM 

akent@email.unc.edu 
Book Funds Remaining 

Dear Adam: I ~,as t~ring to find out if any funds remain to purchase 
books. I ordered a few books and they have come in and I was wondering 
if we had any remaining funds. If so, please let me know. Thanks much 
for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 22, 2010 5:12 PM 

william.dari~@duke.edu 

Fw: Re: Dr. Maulana Karenga on Precious 

Dear Dr Dari~z: The essay below was forwarded to me by      and I 
thought this might be of interest to you in view of the ongoing debate 
and dialogue surrounding Precious. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from        @earthlink.net ..... 
Date: Thu, 22 Apr 2010 16:37:30 -0400 (EDT) 
From: @earthlink.net> 

Reply -To: @ ealthlink, net> 
Subject: Fw: Re: Dr. Maulana Karenga on 

To: "regester@email.unc edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Regester, 

There has been much online debate over the film Precious. Here is a 
quite interesting response to a criticism of the film that had been 
written by Maulana Karenga earlier. I don’t know who this author is, 
since he used his gmail accouaat Not certain if he is affiliated ~vith 
an academic institution or note. At ant’ rate, I found his argument 
quite interesting 

Elope your week has gone well. Again, no need to respond to this email 
address 

Sincerely, 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 

From: Abdu[ AlkaIimat <mcworter@ILL]NOIS.EDU> 
Sent: Apr 21,2010 1:16 PM 

To: H-AFRO-AM@ H-NET MSU EDU 
Subject: Re: Dr Maulana Karenga on "Playin’ and Preying on Precious" 

From: Kwame Holmes @gmail.com> 

A response to critics of *Precious/Sapphire * 

The bio-movie *Ray* exposed audiences to powerful images of Ray Charles? 
drug and sexual addictions. Throughout the film, Charles pursues 
heroin and exploitative sexual relationships with women at a fever 
pitch. In one scene his compulsive sexual behavior occurs in rhythm 
with the soundtrack as he feels out one :feminine hand after another 
When his wife attempts to intervene in his drug addiction he turns on 
her. Heroin dependency transforms him into an emotional terrorist, 
discarding friends and mistresses as so much used Kleenex Yet, when 
Janrie Foxx won an Academy Award for Best Actor and *Ra*y was 
universally hailed as one of the best pictures of the year, I don?t 
recall a fierce debate among black academics over the potential 
’.’damage’.’ the movie did to black men or the black corrmmnib" as a 
whole. Few- suggested that the movie indicated that drug use lay at 
the fo~xt of black creativity and fewer interrogated how- the movie?s 
depiction of Charles? wonranizing aff;ected the way xvhite and black 
audiences understand black masculinity. 

Nonetheless, there seems to be an emerging consensus that the 
creative team behind *Precious *did serious damage to black people 
and black relationships by releasing this movie. To be sure there 
are important diff;erences between the txvo stories. *Ray *sanitizes 
the full implications of Charles? addictive personali)- from 
audiences in order to retain favor with his children, one of whom 
helped batfi(roll the fihn. *Ray *also tells audiences an important 
redemptive story, quickly encapsulated in a withdrawalAreatment 
sequence towards the end of the film. We?re also told, continuously, 
that Ray’.’s creative genius and courage in the face of adversi~ 
should xveigh heavily in ottr assessment of his character. We should, 
by- the end, root for his success. 

Wait a minute, are there really that many differences between the two? 
\:v2xile there are powerful suggestions of Precious’.’ sexual abuse xve do 
not see these acts occur (nor should we have to in order to 
understand their 
importance to her life). Doesn?t Precious experience a series of 
impoltant emotional and spiritual awakenings that demonstrate her 
strength and courage in the face of adversity? Don?t both movies 
con~municate messages about why some people seem to compulsively 
engage in self destructive behavior? 

Perhaps the central difference bet~veen *Ray *and *Precious *is one movie 
tells a redemptive stoW about a wealthy if emotionally scarred and 
troubled black man and the other attempts to tell a redemptive story 
about a sexually scarred and emotionally troubled young black woman 
in pover~z. Except, no one told the screemvriter, director and 



actors that impoverished black women aren?t allowed to have access to 
these kinds of redemptive stories ~n public (we forgot to tell Alice 
Walker that too), particularly when their stories involve 
intra-racial sexual abuse. Middle class black women who are 
physically abused by their husbands are free to find themselves on 
screen, provided the?" ?:find themselves? in the arms of Shamar Moore. 
But if stories like Precious must be discussed at all, critics seem 
to say, these discussions must occur within the proper, private 
contexts. To quote Dr. Karenga, 

?Yes, we must confront our problems, break the silence and remove the 
veil of secrecy surrounding horrible and untreated injuries, destroy 
the breeding grounds of abuse and violence, and expand the space and 
process of healing in our families and comm~mity. But is it not 
important to choose carefully and wisely the venues and values we use 
to do this? Should we not build on our own best practices, reach 
within ourselves for the most ethical, insightful and effective ways 
to dialog, heal and restore hope and rebuild our lives and 
relationships? And should we not choose the times and terms of the 
discourse and the development and applications of solutions?? 

The central problem with these kinds of responses to *Precious *is 
that it is unclear who should choose the proper venues for discussing 
sexual abuse within the black corrmmnity? Should these discussions 
occur within religious institutions, spaces where sexual abuse often 
occurs? Should these discussions occur at the behest of established 
black political leaders or academics who will ensure that only the 
right audiences will be privy to the conversation in order to prevent 
stories of sexual abuse fiom ?embarrassing the hell? out of the rest 
of us? Should we organize conferences on the subject with the hope 
that victims of sexual abuse (male and female) will take their 
stories public? Without question, many victims of sexual abuse have 
traveled the road of recovery long enough where they are willing and 
able to talk about their experiences in public, but many others have 
not and the?- should not carr,v the burden of starting this vital 
conversation. I agree that anyone claiming that *Precious *has 
?solved? or ?dealt with? the issue of sexual abuse within the black 
community- is working under the false assumption that ~vhite 
consumption of black problems, in and of itself, leads to some kind 
of redemption I strongly disagree, however, that these kinds of 
stories should be censored because they may confirm racial 
stereotypes for audiences who already believe that black people are 
inferior. 

So if *Precious *(and the response to it) represents at most a wake 
up call, where can ;ve begin? We can work to break down the cultural 
stigmas 
surrounding individual therapy for victims of sexual abuse and group 
therapy for families who have experienced sexual abuse. We can, in 
this arena, attempt to sacrifice otherwise legitimate political 
concerns over the depiction of ?the black family? in order to give 
space to victims of family abuse. We can encourage our religious 
leadership to promote therapy as an essential component of spiritual 
redemption for victims of sexual abuse. We can ;vork to disrupt the 
notion that homosexual men and strangers are the main perpetrators of 
sexual abuse. Most importantly we can begin to fearlessly accept the 
reality of sexual abuse in our communities. 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 23, 2010 11:27 AM 

Phil Nemy <pnutla@mail.utexas.edu> 

Re: Election questions 

Dear Phil: Yes, you can notify the membership of the ballots and 
on-line voting process. As for the dates when these notifications and 
ballots should be sent I am not sure. I think the nominating committee 
makes these decisions. I will for~vard your email to Diane for exact 
clarification on this process I really appreciate your assistance in 
this matter Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Phil Nemy 
<pnutla @mail.utexas edu>: 

Jeff and Charlene, 

I understand that this year’s elections will be done online as 
opposed to mailed ballots as in past years. Diane sent me a 
Microsoft Word template of past ballots. 

Jeff- would you like me to create a new- ballot for you for this year 
and if so, in what software shall I create it? The candidate bias 
are being for~varded to me and I can lay those out as well if you 
tell me how you’d like it done. 

Charlene - per the Bylaws, the Secretary notifies the membership of 
elections by mailing them the ballots. Since voting will perJ2~rmed 
online, will you be sending an email noticing the membership when 
bias are ready ~2~r review and ballots available ~2~r vote casting, or 
would you like me to do this? If me, I’ll begin draRing an email and 
share it with you when it’s done. I’ll then need someone to tell me 
the date when that email should go out. I will also need to l~ow the 
deadline for casting online votes. 

Phil Nemy 
Executive Director 
l~YI’ Semester in Los Angeles Program 

UTLA (;enter 
3800 Barham Blvd., Suite 103 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 
323/512-9200 
323/512-0096/fax 
pnutla@mail.utexas.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 23, 2010 11:45 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Election questions 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 23 Apr 2010 11:26:43 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: Election questions 

To: Phil Nemy <pnutla@mail.utexas.edu> 

;)ear Phil: Yes, you can notit~y the membership of the ballots and 
on-line voting process. As for the dates when these notifications and 
ballots should be sent I am not sure. I think the nominating committee 
makes these decisions. I will forward your email to Diane for exact 
clarification on this process. I really appreciate your assistance in 
this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Phil Nemy 
<pnutla@mail.utexas.edu>: 

Jeff and Charlene, 

I understand that this year’s elections will be done online as 
opposed to mailed ballots as in past years Diane sent me a 
Microsoft Word template of past ballots. 

;eft- would you like me to create a new ballot for you for this year 
and if so, in what software shall I create it’? ’]?he candidate bios 
are being forwarded to me and I can lay those out as well if you 
bell me how you’d like it done. 

Charlene - per the Bylaws, the Secretary notifies the membership of 
elections by mailing them the ballots Since voting will performed 
online, will you be sending an email notit~ying the membership when 
bios are ready for review and ballots available for w~te casting, or 
would you like me to do this? ;t" me, I’ll begin drafting an email and 
share it with you ~vhen it’s done. I’ll then need someone to tell me 
the date when that email should go out. I will also need to know the 
deadline for casting online votes. 

Phil 

Phil Nemy 
Executive Director 
UT Semester in Los Angeles Program 
UTLA Center 

3800 Barham Blvd., Suite 103 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 
323/512-9200 
323/512-0096/fax 
pnutla@mail.utexas.edu 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 28, 2010 1:22 PM 

Jacob~m, Linda A. <ljacob~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: board member bios 

Dear Linda: I caunot make the meeting on Wednesday May 5th because I am 
giving an exam at 4pm. Ho~vever, I should be able to make the Sunday 
meeting on June 6th just send me a reminder Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Linda Jacobson <ljacobso@email.unc.edu>: 

> Hello all: 
> If you haven’t sent me your proposed board member bio (just a short 
> paragraph will do) please send it to me by next Tuesday at the latest. 
> I’m compiling one list, and we’ll vote at our meeting the following 
> evening, May 5. It will be the last meeting of the year, with the 
> exception of the Annual Meeting, which has been moved to Sunday, June 
> 6. We hope as man?’ of you as possible can make that. 
> Thanks, 
> Linda 

> Linda Jacobson 
> Keeper 
> North Carulina Collection Gallery 
> Wilson Library 
> CB~3930 
> The University of Nurth Carolina at Chape[ Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 
> 919-962-01(N 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:01 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Extra Credit Film Screenings 

Dear ~Vhy do you need this list? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

> Hello Dr. Regester! 
> 

> Would you have all of the films that you have shown at extra credit 
> screenings remembered? If so, can I get a list! Thanks much! 
> 

> Happy 

> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> BA. Psychology and African American Studies 

> Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:37 AM 

@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Follow-Up 

Dear        I will definitely have this completed for you by the 
deadline. Don’t worry about getting me a git’t, just get into grad 
school I wish you had applied to other programs        other than this 
one program You still might consider doing this in the future. I will 
send you an email when I have completed the additional online 
recon~aendation. I am quite busy but will make time. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                                  ~unc. edu>: 

Good Morning Dr Regester! 

How is evelything going? I imagine you are extremely busy tlying 
to ~vl-ap up the semester[ I just wanted to give you an update on my 
graduate school applications 

One more thing, please have your references go online and complete 
our supplemental reference form The address ~s 
http ://www. 

Thanks, 

I apologize for the short notice Dr Regester, but my interview was 
just scheduled yesterday! If you could have this done by next 
Tuesday I would GREATLY appreciate it!!! Also, which do you prefer? 
Seeing a new movie or fresh fruit? You have a treat coming your way 
for all of the favors you do for me!!! ;-) 
Please let me know if there is anything else you need in order to 
complete the online reference ~2~rm and I will be happy to provide it! 

Many thanks and blessings, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 10, 2010 12:45 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Re: [Fwd: [doepsa] how for sale] 

Dear Mae: Thanks for the info but I don’t thil~ I am interested. The 

I am in the libra~z preparing for 
Surmner School Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mae Henderson 

<hendersm@email uric edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

Hope you get a chance to see the house. 

Best, mac 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [doepsa] how 12~r sale 
Date: Wed, 05 May 2010 10:55:46 -0400 
From: Jennifer Bolanos <jbolanos@email uric edu> 
Reply-To: jbolanos@email.unc, edu 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Dept. of English Public Service Announcements <doepsa@listserv.unc edu> 

Many thanks, 
Yasmin 

Yasmin Saikia 
Associate Professor 
Department of Histol~ 
CB#3195, Harnilton Hall 
UNC’ - Chapel Hill 
NC - 27599 
Ph: 919-962-3961 
Fax: 919-%2-1403 

--- You are ctarently subscribed to doepsa as: hendersm@eraail.unc.edu 
To ansubscribe send a blap, k email to 

leave-26941550-3981864.99fS0832098b6a40dffi~2afac5cfSbe@listscrv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:47 PM 

~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Follow-Up 

Dear        I submitted the online fo1Tll but did not see a place to 
attach the letter of recommendation previously forwarded. If you send 
me            email, I could attach the letter to him -- otherwise I 
don’t kno~v how to send a copy of the letter that was previously mailed. 
Let me know ~vhat to do today because starts tomorro~v. 
Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~unc.edu>: 

Good Morning Dr Regester! 

How is evelything going? I imagine you are extremely busy tlying 
to ~vl-ap up the semester{ I just wanted to give you an update on my 
graduate school applications 

One mure thing, please have yuur references gu online and complete 
our supplemental reference form The address ~s 
http ://www                  dreference 

Thanks, 

I apologize for the shurt nutice Dr Regester, but my interview was 
just scheduled yesterday! ]fyuu cuuld have this done by next 
Tuesday I wuuld GRI:.ATLY appreciate it!!! Also, which do you prefer? 
Seeing a new muvie or fresh fruit? You have a treat cuming your way 
fur all ufthe favurs you du fur me!!! ;-) 
Please let me know if there is anything else yuu need in order tu 
complete the unline reference form and I will be happy tu provide it! 

Many thanks and blessings, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:04 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow-Up 

Dear       : Thanks for your reply Definitely- let me know what 
happens and if~ve need to develop another strategy, for getting you into 
a grad program, I will be willing to work with you. You are ve~’ bright 
and I am a little surprised that you are having a little difficulty 
But anyway don’t give up. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~@unc. edu>: 

Dear Dr Regester, 

Thanks SO much for getting that done today[ The online form was 
all that needed to be completed. The program already had your other 
letter from when I submitted my- application So that was all you 
needed to do!!! Again, man?’ many thanks!’.!! I will be in touch! 

Yours tlqaly, 

regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear         I submitted the online form but did not see a place to 
>> attach the letter of recommendation previously forwarded. If you 
>> send me emai], I could attach the letter to him -- 
>> otherwise I don’t know ho*v to send a copy of the letter that was 
>> previously mailed. Let me know *vhat to do today because 
>>        starts tomotrow. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting @unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Good Morning Dr. Regester! 

>>> Itow is eveITthing going? I imagine you are extremely busy 
>>> twing to *vrap up the semester! [ just wanted to give you an 
>>> update on my graduate school applications. 

>>> One more thing, please have your references go online and complete 
>>> our supplemental reference form The address is 
>>> http :iAa~’w.                  /reference 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> I apologize for the short notice Dr. Regester, but my intelwiexv was 
>>> just scheduled yesterday[ If you could have this done by next 
>>> Tuesday- I xvould GREATLY appreciate it~ ! Also, xvhich do you 
>>> prefer’? Seeing a new movie or fresh fruit? You have a treat 
>>> coraing your way for all of the favors you do for me!!! ;-) 
>>> Please let me know if there is anything else you need in order to 
>>> coraplete the online reference form and I will be happy to provide 
>>> it! 

>>> Many thanks and blessings, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 11, 2010 1:40 PM 

Ong, Katherine <Katherine.Ong@tandt:co.uk:~ 

Re: The Rontledge Companion to Film History 

Dear Katherine: I returned my form by mail today from USA. Thanks much 
for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Ong, 
Katherine" <Katherine.©ng@tandf co.uk>: 

Dear Contributor 

Just to confirm that The Routledge Companion to Film History edited by 

William Guynn has now gone into production. You will be sent a cop?’ on 

publication in September. 

As payment for your contribution you are now entitled to receive an 

amount in Routledge books (specified in your contract) so please 

complete and return the attached form to me at your earliest 

convenience. 

Kind regards 

Katherine 

Katherine ©ng 

Editorial Assistant-- Routledge Classics and Student Reference 

katherine.ong@tand£cu uk <blocked: :mailto:katherine.un~(~tandf cu.uk> 

~44 (0) 20 7017 6172 

2 Park Square, Mr[tun Park, Abingdon, Oxon ©X14 4RN, UK 

www.ruutledgestudents corn <block ed: : http://www.ruutledgestudents, corn/> 

] www.ruutledge corn/classics 

<blucl~ed::http :i/www.routled~e cum/c [assics> 

’]’he information contained in this email message may be cunfidential. 

If you are not the intended recipient, any- use, interference with, 

disclosure or copying of this material is unauthorised and 

prohibited. Although this message and any attacl-mrents are believed to 

be free of viruses, no responsibility is accepted by Informa for any 

loss or damage arising in any way from receipt or use thereof. 

Messages to and from the company are monitored for operational 

reasons and in accordance with lawful business practices. 

If you have received this message in error, please notify us by 

return and delete the message and any attachments. Further 

enquiries/returns can be sent to postmaster@inforraa.com 

Taylor & Francis Group is a trading name of [t~’OlTUa l~ Linrited, 

registered in England under no. 1072954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 8:43 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Pick Up Materials for Tim 

Dear Travis: If possible, I need for you to come to my class in 105 
Gardner from 9:45 until 2pm to pick up materials for Tim. These 
materials need to be put in his mailbox so that he can pick them up 
from the office. We are tyring to meet a deadline so I need for you to 
do this as soon as you have a chance. Call me on my cell or send me an 
email. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 8:07 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Revisions finished for schedule and lessons 4-9 

Dear Tim: Glad to know that you have made the corrections so that we 
can bring the project to a close. Summer School is picking up for me 
because I am giving an exam this week. Also, glad to know that you are 
attempting to schedule a meeting. If you think Porter has something to 
contribute then you can invite him but it cannot vote or does not have 
anything to contribute then it is your call. Hope this helps. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tjml <tjml@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene -- 

I finished making the corrections you suggested to AFAM 101 CCO. If you 
have no objections I will ship all the material to the Friday center 
tomorrow. After they finish making the course pages we will have the 
opportunity to review everything on the website. 

I talked to Reg and Kenneth about AFAM issues today and they both thought a 
serious discussion about our curriculum was a good idea. So I hope we can 
all have a meeting soon and work out some of these issues. I didn’t put 
Porter on the list, do you think we should invite him? 

Good luck with your midterm. 

Tim 

On Tue, 18 May 2010 08:40:29 -0400, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Tim: I really don’t think I need another review not unless the 
>> changes were not entered accurately. If you paid attention to the 
>> changes as you entered them into the computer then I probably don’t 
>> need to see them. Also, didn’t you indicate that they would put it on 
>> blackboard and we could review after they integrate their formatting? 
>> If so, I think I can wait until then. I have completed the second batch 
>> of changes and will try to get Travis to pick them up from my class 
>> today. I checked on Jubilee and the information that you provided (ISBN 
>> number and edition) is correct. If you have questions, let me know. I 
>> hope we will meet the deadline because the summer is going fast as I am 
>> giving my first exam on Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> tjml <tjml@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene -- 
>>> 
>>> Do you want to give them a final review? I don’t want to overload your 
>>> inbox but I’ll be glad to send them on. I’ll work on the other ones 
>>> tomorrow. 
>>> 

>>> Tim 
>>> 

>>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 20, 2010 5:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

SSi Exam AFAM 101 

ssl01EXISummer2010.doc 

Dear Travis: My AFAM 101 exam is attached. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:39 AM 

.~emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Imtx~rtant hffonnation ti~m the Honor System 

Dear      I will be m my office on Friday from 11:30 until 12:30. My 
office is located at 204 Battle Hall. If you would like to meet at 
another time or place let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~)email unc edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 

My name is            and I am the Undergraduate Student Attorney General. 
am investigating the case involving                    and Dean Owen 
suggested that I speak ~vith you Do you have any time available on Friday 
when I could stop by ?’our office for a few minutes? 

Thank you for your support of the Honor System 

Sincerely, 

Student Atturney General 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 3, 2010 9:30 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting today 

Okay -- this actually works better for me as well. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting tjml <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene -- 

I might be a few minutes late, I’m meeting Julius at 3, but I’ll be at the 
Daily Grind by 3:40 at the latest. 

See you then. 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 23, 2010 2:02 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: CCO AFAM 101 questions 

..... Forwarded message from jessa@unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 23 Jun 2010 14:05:03 -0400 
From: Jessa Bliss <jessa@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jessa Bliss <jessa@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CCO AFAM 101 questions 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Great, thanks Charlene! As soon as the revisions are made and the 
course has been internally proofed, I’ll definitely be sending you a 
test site to review the course and make any additional 
changes/revisions. 

Thanks again! 

Jessa 

On 6/23/2010 1:55 PM. regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> Dear Jessa: On the two week lessons, I think they should not have to 
> respond until the second Tuesday and the second Friday. As for the 
> e-reserves we will make sure that they are added to the e-reserves. 
> Finally, when you have made all revisions, we would like to review to 
> catch any errors. Thanks much for your assistance in this process. 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jessa Bliss <jessa@unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> I’m currently working on your major revision ofCCO AFAM 101, and I 
>> have a few questions: 
>> 

>> 1. For the two 2-week lessons (Lesson 8 and Lesson 11), the 
>> discussion forum assignments say students need to respond to the 
>> issues by Tuesday and to one of their classmates’ postings by 
>> Friday. Should this be the first or second Tuesday? And should 
>> this be the first or second Friday? 
>> 2. I received the e-reserves list you submitted. I just wanted to 
>> clarify that you will need to get these readings placed on 
>> e-reserves. The procedure is outlined on our Faculty Handbook site 
>> in case you have any questions: 
>> http ://fridavcenter.unc. edu/facultv/librarv.html. 
>> 

>> Also regarding e-reserves, you may want to try and add the articles 
>> to e-reserves that are currently listed as PDFs for the course. This 
>> would be a safe practice to prevent any copyright issues. The 
>> articles are as follows (I’ve attached the files as well): 
>> 
>> * Excerpt from "That Peculiar Institution," in/From Slavery to 
>> Freedom/, John Hope Franklin (PDF) 
>> * Kelley ed., excerpts from "Let My People Go" (PDF) and "Breaking 
>> the Chains" (PDF) in/To Make Our World Anew/ 
>> 

>> Thanks Charlene! Please let me know if you have any questions. Hope 
>> you’re enjoying your summer so far[ 
>> 

>> Jessa 
>> 

>> Jessa Bliss 
>> Instructional Designer 
>> The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> Ph: 919.962.7974 
>> jessa@unc.edu 
>> www.fridaycenter.unc.edu 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 
jessa@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter.unc, edu 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 25, 2010 11:16 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @ema£unc.edu> 

Fwd: E-Reserves 

Peculiax Institution.pdf; Let My People Go.pd£ Breaking the Chains.pdf 

Hi Chaxlene, 

I’m currently working on your major revision ofCCO AFAM 101, and I have a few questions: 

1. For the two 2-week lessons (Lesson 8 and Lesson 11), the discussion forum assignments say s~dents need to respond to the issues by Tuesday aaad to one of 

their classmates’ postings by Friday. Should this be the first or second Tuesday? And should this be the first or second Friday? 

2. I received the e-reserves list you submitted. I just wanted to clarify that you will need to get these readings placed on e-reserves. The procedure is outlined on 

our Faculty Handbook site in case you have aaay questions: ~p: 

Also regaxding e-reserves, you may waaat to try and add the axticles to e-reserves that are currently listed as PDFs for the course. This would be a safe practice to 

prevent aaay copyright issues. The articles are as follows (I’ve attached the files as well): 

¯ Excerpt from ’q~hat Peculiax Institution," inFrom Slavery to Freedom, John Hope Franklin (PDF) 

¯ Kelley ed., excerpts from "Let My People Go" (PDF) and "Breaking the Chains" (PDF) in To Make Our WorldAnew 

Thaaaks Charlene! Please let me know if you have any questions. Hope you’re enjoying your summer so far! 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 

Instructional Designer 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 



[] 

CHAPTER 8 

That Peculiar 
Institution 

[] Scope and Extent 

Piantation slavery, as it developed in the cotton kingdom, was something of 
an anomaly on the American frontier. Although slavery was almost as old 

as the permanent settlements in America, not until the nineteenth century 
did it occupy so much of the attention and energy of the settlers as to threaten 
other forms of labor. The frontier had been a place where one could make 

or lose a fortune largely by one’s own labors. The emergence of the great 
cotton plantation introduced a kind of exploitation of htmaan and natural 
resources and fostered a type of discipline in rural areas that created what 

could at best be called a peculiar situation. Indeed, every aspect of agricul- 
tural life in the Southern United States underwent a complete transformation 
as a result of the new economic and social forces let loose by the Industrial 
Revolution. And what the Industrial Revolution did to the capitalistic system, 
new lands and the prospect of wealth from cotton culture did to the system 

of slavery. Large-scale operations were the order of the day. The farm became 
a plantation, which in turn became a rural factory with the impersonality of 
a large-scale economic organization. The face of the Southern frontier had 
been changed. Cotton and slavery were the great transforming forces. 

One of the most rapidly growing elements in the population was the 
slaves. In 1790 there had been less than 700,000 slaves. By 1830 there were 
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more than 2 million. The South Atlantic states, from Delaware to Florida, 
were still ahead in numbers, with 1,300,000, while the states of the lower 
South, none of which had been in the Union in 1790, now had 604,000 slaves. 

By the last census before the Civil War, the slave population had grown to 
3,953,760! The states of the cotton kingdom had taken the lead, with 1,998,000 
slaves within their borders. Virginia was still ahead in the number of slaves 

in a single state, but Alabama and Mississippi were rapidly gaining ground. 
As a matter of fact, the slave population of all the states of the lower South 
was increasing rapidly, while that of the upper South was either increasing 

very slowIy or, as in the case of Maryland, was actually declining. The 
increase in the slave population to virtually 4 million by 1860 is an eloquent 
testimony to the extent to which slavery had become entrenched in the 
Southern states. 

The impression should not be conveyed that the whites of the South, 
numbering about 8 milEon in 1860, generally enjoyed the fruits of slave labor. 
There was a remarkable concentration of the slave population in the hands 

of a relative few. In 1860 there were only 384,884 slave owners. Thus, fully 
three-fourths of the white people of the South had neither slaves nor an 
immediate economic interest in the maintenance of slavery or the plantation 
system. And yet, the institution came to dominate the political and economic 
thinking of the entire South and to shape its social pattern for two principal 
reasons. The great majority of the staple crops were produced on plantations 
employing slave labor, thus giving the owners an influence out of proportion 
to their number. Then, there was the hope on the part of most nonslavehold- 
ers that they would some day become owners of slaves. Consequently, they 
took on the habits and patterns of thought of slavehoiders before they 
actually joined that select class. 

While slaves were concentrated in areas where the staple crops were 
produced on a large scale, the bulk of the slave owners were smal! farmers. 
It is not too generally known that more than 200,000 owners in 1860 had five 

slaves or less. Fully 338,000 owners, or 88 percent of all the owners of slaves 
in 1860, held less thaun twenty slaves. (One must not be misled by these 
figures, however, for over one-half of the slaves were employed as field 
workers on plantations with holdings of more than twenty slaves, and at 
least 25 percent of the slave community lived on plantations where the 
number of slaves was in excess of fifty.) It is fairly generally conceded that 

from thirty to sixty slaves constituted the most profitable agricultural unit. 
If that is true, there were fewer plantations in the South that had what might 

be considered a satisfactory working force than has been generally believed. 
The concentration of 88 percent of all slaveholders in the small slave-owning 
group is significant for several important reasons. In the first place, it 
emphasizes the fact that the influence of large owners must have been 

enormous, since they have been successful in impressing posterity with the 
erroneous conception that plantations on which there were large numbers 
of slaves were typical. In the second place, it brings out the fact that the 
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majority of slaveholding was carried on by yeomen rather than 
Finally, in a study of the institution of slavery, there is a rath,~, 
indication that some distinction should be made’between the 
one or two slaves and the possession of, say, fifty or more. 

But it was the tremendous productivity of the large plantatio>~s 
placed the large slaveholder in a position of great influence. By 1860 Soul 

states were producing 5,387,000 bales of cotton annually. Four 
Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, and Georgia, produced more than 3,501 
bales of this crop. It is no mere accident that these same states were also 
the top of the list in the number of large slaveholders. Of the states 

slaveholders with more than twenty slaves, Mississippi led, just as it did 
productivity of cotton, followed by Alabama, Louisiana, and Georgia. 

The Slave Codes 
After the colonies secured their independence and established their 
governments, they did not neglect the matter of slavery in the laws that the~ 
enacted. Where slavery was growing, as in the lower South in the la~e 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, new and more stringent laws were 
enacted. All over the South, however, there emerged a body of laws generally 
regarded as the Slave Codes, which covered every aspect of the life of the 
slave. There were variations from state to state, but the general point of view 
expressed in most of them was the same: slaves are not people but property; 
laws should protect the ownership of such property and should also protect 
whites against any dangers that might arise from the presence of large 
numbers of slaves. It was also felt that slaves should be maintained in a 

position of due subordination, in order that the optimttm of discipline and 
work could be achieved. 

The regulatory statutes were frankly repressive, and whites made no 
apologies for them. The laws represented merely the reduction to legal 
phraseology of the philosophy of the South with regard to the institution of 
slavery. Slaves had no standing in the courts: they could not be a party to a 
law suit; they could not offer testimony, except against another slave or a 
free black; and their irresponsibility meant that their oaths were not binding. 
Thus, they could make no contracts. The ownership of property was 
generally forbidden them, though some states permitted slaves to have 
certain types of personal property. A slave could not strike a white person, 
even in self-defense; but the killing of a slave, however malicious the act, 
was rarely regarded as murder. The rape of a female slave was regarded as 
a crime but only because it involved trespassing. 

The greater portion of the Slave Codes involved the many restrictions 
placed on slaves to ensure the maximum protection of the white populaVion 

and to maintain discipline among slaves. These rules were primarily 
negative. Slaves could not leave the plantation without authorization, and 
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finding them outside without permission could capture 

, them over to public officials. They could not possess firearms, 
they could not beat drums or blow horns. They could not 

out without permission or in any other way conduct 
free people. They could not buy or sell goods. Their relation- 

whites and free blacks were to be kept at a minimum. They could 
the homes of whites or free blacks, and they could not entertain 

in their quarters. They were never to assemble unless a 
was present, and they were never to receive, possess, or 

any incendiary literature calculated to incite insurrections. 
’ there was an insurrection, or even rumors of one, it was usually 

for the enactment of even more striggent laws to control the 
and movements of slaves. For example, after the Vesey insurrection 

, South Carolina enacted a law requiring the imprisonment of all black 
during the stay of their vessel in port. The Nat Turner insurrection 
and the simultaneous drive of abolitionists against slavery brought 

: enactment of many new repressive measures in other parts of the 

x as well as in Virgirtia and neighboring states. Long before the end of 
period the Slave Codes in all the Southern states had become so 

~ that there was hardly need for modification even when new threats 

to shake the foundations of the institution. machinery was set up to provide for effective enforcement and 
of the Slave Codes. In some states, slaves were tried in regular 

for infractions of the law. In other states, specially constituted slave 
; had the responsibility of examining evidence and judging the guilt 

innocence of slaves. Some states required trials by juries composed of 
while others merely required the cognizance of one, two, or 

of the peace. Most petty offenses were punishable by whipping, 

more serious ones were punishable by branding, imprisonment, or 
Arson, rape of a white, woman, and conspiracy to rebel were capital 
in all the slaveholding states. There was considerable reluctance to 

slave for a long period or to inflict the death penalty for the obvious 
that the slave represented an investment, and to deprive the owner of 

slave’s labor or life was to deprive the state of just that much wealth. 
Slaveholders were, therefore, extremely cautious about judging a slave of- 

fender hastily because of the danger of losing one of their own slaves through 

such a process at some later date. This is not to say that slaves enjoyed 
anything resembling due process of law or justice in any sense in which the 

term is applied to free persons. Since slaves were always regarded with 
suspicion and since some crimes were viewed as threats to the social order, 

they were frequently punished for crimes they did not commit and were 
helpless before a panic-stricken group of slaveholders who saw J.n the rumor 
of an insurrection the slow but certain undermining of their entire system. 

One of the devices set up to enforce the Slave Codes and thereby 

maintain the institution of slavery was the patrol, which has been aptly 



described as an adaptation of the mffitia. Counties were usually divided 
"beats," or areas of patrol, and free white men were called upon to 
for a stated period of time, one, three, or six months. These patrols Were t 
apprehend slaves out of place and return them to their masters or 
them to jail, to visit slave quarters and search for various kinds of weapons 

that might be used in an uprising, and to visit assemblies of slaves 
disorder might develop or where conspiracy might be planned. This system 
proved so inconverdent to some citizens that they regularly paid the fines 
that were imposed for dereliction of duty. A corrupted form of the patrol 

system was the vigilance corrmtittee, which came into existence during the 
emergencies created by uprisings or rumors of them. At such times, it Was 
not unusual for the committee to disregard all caution and prudence and 
ki]2 any blacks whom they encountered in their search. Committees like 

these frequently ended up engaging in nothing except a lynching party. 
Despite the elaborateness of the Slave Codes both in the number of 

statutes and in the machinery of enforcement, there were innumerable 
infractions that went unptmished altogether. When times were quiet, there 
was an inclination to disregard the laws and to permit slaves to conduct 

themselves in a manner that would be regarded as highly offensive dttring 
an emergency. There was the desire, moreover, on the part of all masters to 
take all matters involving their slaves into their own hands and to mete out 

iustice in their own way. The strong individualism that was bred on the 
frontier plantation and the planter’s seLf-conception as the source of law and 

justice had the effect of discouraging conformity to statutes even when they 
were passed in the interest of the plantation system. Slaveholders always 

had the feeling that they could handle their own slaves, if only something 
could be done about those on the neighboring plantation. Such a point of 
view was not conducive to the effective enforcement of the Slave Codes. 

Plantation Scene 
The fact should not be ignored that the primary concern of owners was to 

get work out of their slaves. And the work of slaves was primarily 
agricultural. It is estimated that only 400,000 slaves lived in towns and cities 
in 1850. This left apprordmately 2.8 million to do the work on farms and 
plantations. The great bulk of them, 1.8 million, were to be found on cotton 
plantations, while the remainder were primarily engaged in the cultivation 
of tobacco, rice, and sugarcane. The cotton farm or plantation was, therefore, 

the typical locale of the slave. It must be recalled that when a farmer owned 
a few slaves, as was the case in a vast majority of instances, slaves and owners 

worked together in the fields and were compelled to engage in a variety of 
common tasks. On larger plantations, where the organization was so 

elaborate as to resemble a modern factory, there was extensive supervision 
by the owner or the overseer or both, and there was considerable division 

among slaves. A large plantation always had at least two distinct 
: workers, house servants and field hands. The former cared for the 

and the gardens, cooked the meals, drove the carriages, 
the other tasks expected of personal servants. The favored 
traveled with their owners and enjoyed other advantages in 

f food, clothing, and education or experience. 
there are few records of the activities of slaves on smaller 

:Therefore, a great dea! has been made of the existence of a large force 
. servants because a considerable number of large slaveholders kept 

journals, and other records that have given a clear picture of their 
In some of these instances there were more house servants than 

If a planter could display a considerable number of house 
he or she could convey the impression, frequently inaccurate, of 

great affluence and living in a state bordering on l~xury. The house 
group, moreover, tended to perpetuate and even to increase itself. 

had served in a home, the prospect of working in the field was 
upon and resisted with every available resource. House servants 

~ even anxious to "work" their children into the more desirable situation 
to marry them off to the children of other house servants. The result 
that the group increased in numbers beyond the point necessary to 

the average planter’s home. What may be termed the productive work was done in the fields by a 

that constituted the principal group of slaves. Where there were not 
slaves to have house servants as well as field hands, agricultural 
seldom suffered. In such instances slaves fotmd it necessary to do 

round and in the house at times that ordinarily would have been 

. own time. The cultivation of a crop was a demanding undertaking, and 
entire future of both slaves and owners depended on the success with 

vhich it was handled. Except on rice plantations, where slaves were given 
specific assignment or task each day, the gang system was used. Literally, 

gangs of slaves were taken to the fields and put to work under the 
supervision of the owner or the overseer. The leader instructed them about 
when to begin work, when to eat, and when to quit. Slaves under this system 
were wholly without responsibility and had little opportunity to develop 
initiative. Consequently, the claim of some recent writers that owners could 
have made slavery more bearable to slaves by paying them for their work 

seems highly unlikely. 
It was generally believed that one slave was required for the successful 

cultivation of thre~ acres of cotton. The planting, cultivation, and pickirtg of 

cotton required Little skill, but a great deal of time. Men, women, and children 
could be used, though it is to be doubted if the very yotmg and the very old 

were of any real value to the plantation. Aside from duties in connection 
with raising the crop, there were other things to do, such as clearing land, 
burning underbrush, rollLng logs, splitting rails, carrying water, mending 
fences, spreading fertilizer, breaking soil, and the 1Lke. Small wonder that 
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many slaves worked not merely from sunrise to sunset but frequently long 
after dark. During harvest time the hours were longest since the planter was 
ar~xious to harvest the crop before it could be seriously dmnaged by 
inclement weather. Under such circumstances slaves were driven almost 
mercilessly. In 1830, for example, fourteen Mississippi slaves each picked an 

average of 323 pounds of cotton in one day. It was conceded that if an adult 
slave picked 150 pounds in one day it was a satisfactory performance. On 
Louisiana sugarcane plantations it was not unusual for slaves to work 

eighteen and twenty hours each day during the harvest season. 
When there was no watchful supervision, little was accomplished in a 

slave system. Slaves felt no compulsion to extend themselves in their work 
unless the planter or overseer forced them. Their benefits would be the same, 

except on a few plantations where systems of rewards and bounties were 
developed, whether they worked conscientiously or whether they shirked at 

every opportunity. There was a great deal of complaining about the idleness 
and laziness of slaves, but this was inherent in a system of forced labor. On 

one occasion George Washington said that his slave carpenters were notori- 
ous piddlers and not even one of his house servants was worthy of trust. If 
slaves felt overworked, they frequently feigned illness or simply walked off 
for a day or so or, perhaps forever. The consistent evasion of work on the 
part of slaves was one of the reasons why planters always felt in need of 
more slaves to increase the productivity of their plantations. 

In the effort to get work out of slaves the lash was frequently used. There 

was the general belief, born of a naive or sinister racial justification for the 
institution of slavery’, that Africans were a childlike race and should be 

punished just as children were punished. Some planters went so far as to 
specify the size and type of lash to be used and the number of lashes to be 
given for certain offenses. Almost none disclaimed whipping as an effective 

form of punishment, and the excessive use of the lash was one of the most 
flagrant abuses of the institution. Many slaves fled because of brutal beatings 
by their owner or overseer. Unfortunately, the instances where one can 
determine the nature and extent of punishment are so few, if they exist at all, 
that efforts at statistical computation of whippings are pointless if not 
ridiculous. 

The great majority of the plantations were managed by the planters 
themselves. An overseer was not needed unless there were more than twenty 

slaves or unless the planter was an absentee landlord. In many instances, 
moreover, planters worked in the fields and shared the experiences of their 

slaves. Under such conditions, there was likely to be less brutality on the 
part of management and more work on the part of the laboring force than 
under other circumstances. Southern planters were at the center of the 
economic, social, and political life of their community and naturally had the 
feeling that they should dominate the lives of their black property com- 
pletely. If they were inclined to be benevolent and understanding, the slaves 
were fort’tmate indeed. If they were inclined to enjoy the exercise of authority 
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and the cruelty that authority frequently fostered, then the slaves probably 
looked forward to either nmning away or being sold to a better owner. 

It was on plantations where there were overseers that the greatest amount 
of cruelty and brutality existed. Since overseers came from a nonslav 

¯ 
and frequently landless group~ they had no interest Oth~ ~- .... eholdmg 

aL~_~ ~.tgtl~t a temporary concern in the institution. Too frequently they hated the system and directed 

especial contempt toward slaves because they were of the opinion that slavery 
was responsible for their own unfortunate economic plight. They had the job 
of managing the entire plantation in the absence of the planter, or if it was too 
large for the planter to handle alone, the overseer was delegateA a considerable 

portion of the responsibility. In any event, this authority over the slaves was 
almost unlimited. The owners demanded that the overseers get work out of 

the slaves and produce a superior crop. With such a mandate overseers were 
ruthless and excessively cruel in their treatment Of slaves. Frequently, fights 
grew out of attempts of overseers to punish slaves, and in several instances 
overseers were run off the plantation by irate slaves. Before the planter had 

the opportunity to reprimand the overseer for his bestiality, he had often done 
irreparable damage. It must be remembered, moreover, that unless his cruelty 
bordered on the sensational, many planters were not concerned about it. On ~ 

~ some plantations a slave called the driver was selected to assist the owner or 

overseer in getting work out of the slaves. The other slaves frequently resented this delegation of authority to one among them, and the driver was sometimes 
viewed as a traitor, especially if he took his duties seriously. 

The responsibility of providing the necessities of life for slaves was a 
major one. The preoccupation with raising the staple crops was so great 
everywhere that insufficient attention was given to the very important matter 
of growing food. Charles S. Sydnor has observed that few Mississippi 
planters raised enough food to supply their needs. Consequently,; many 
plantations were compelled to purchase foodstuffs and other supplies not 
only for the family of the planter but for the slaves as well. Whether grown 
on the plantation or brought in from ottler sections of the country, the fare 
was not a particularly exciting one, the principal items being meal and meat. 
On some of the larger plantations there was a central kitchen where the food 
was prepared, but on the average plantation each slave was responsible for 

the preparation of his or her own food. Each received a daily or weekly ration 
of meal and salt pork. For adult persons the weekly ration was about a peck 
of meal and three to four pounds of meat. This was at times supplemented 

with sweet potatoes, peas, rice, syrup, and fruit. Some slaves had their own 

gardens and chickens, but there was always the possibility of incurring the 

disfavor of the owner or overseer by spending too much time in this pursuit. 
A further supplement to one’s diet could be made by hunting and fishing 
whenever possible. 

It would be too much to suppose that slaves always resisted the 

temptation to take food from the owner’s larder if the opportunity presented 
itself. The difficulty was that such supplies were locked up, and except for 
a few house servants, no slaves had access to them. But the house Servants, 
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usually ate the same food as the whites whether they were permitted 

do so or not, were perhaps not inclined to take food unless some kind of 
had been formed for the systematic depletion of the owner’s food 

The break in the monotony of the unattractive fare came on holidays 
Christmas when the owner sometimes provided items such as cheese, 

and candy as a contribution to the festive spirit. 
The filching of perishable items like food was simple when compared 

with any efforts on the part of slaves to augment their supply of clothing. 
Some house servants were favored with the castoff garments of their owners, 
but the average slave wore what was generally described as "Negro clothes." 
They consisted of jeans, linseys, kerseys, and osnaburgs for the men and 
calico and homespun fabrics for the women. On some plantations slave 
women spun and wove the cloth out of which they made their dresses. Shoes, 
called "Negro brogans," were not provided except for the winter months. 

No more clothing was furnished than was absolutely necessary. Planters 
reasoned that slaves perhaps needed ample food in order to work efficiently, 
but they saw little connection between clothing and work. In a system as 
harshly materialistic as plantation slavery there was little or no inclination 

to indulge in any expenditures for slaves that were viewed as unnecessary 
for increased productivity. 

Housing for slaves was especially poor. The small, rude huts were usually 
inadequate as well as uncomfortable. Windows and floors were almost 
unheard of. Frederick Olmsted was shocked when he viewed the slave cabins 

on some of the plantations he visited. They were small and dilapidated with 
no windows, unchinked walls, and practically no furnishings. One of the 
better ones had a bed, a chest, a wooden stool, some earthenware, and 
cooking vessels. Many cabins were wholly without beds, and slaves were 
compelled to sleep on quilts or blankets with only some straw or shucks 
between them and the earth. The inadequacy of space was, if possible, even 
worse than the absence of comforts and conveniences. One Mississippi 
planter had twenty-four huts, each measuring sixteen by fourteen feet, for 
his 150 slaves. Ulrich B. Phil.lips and others have defended the frightfully 
inadequate housing of slaves on the grounds that, first, the plantation was 
so close to the frontier that few planters could boast of entirely satisfactory 
living accommodations and, second, slaves were out of their cabins most of 
the time and, therefore, did not have a real need for greatly improved 
housing. In all fairness, these apologists could have added that these 
unfortunate living conditions go far to explain the crime, delinquency, and 
aversion to the "civilizing" tendencies of the plantation of which they so 
loudly accused slaves. 

[] Nonagricultural Pursuits 

In 1850 there were 400,000 slaves living in urban communities, It may be 
assumed that a majority were engaged in nonagricultural pursuits and that 
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their number was augmented by plantation slaves whose owners hired them 

out to townspeople. There is no way of knowing how many such slaves were 
hired out, but there must have been thousands, especially in the period 
between the harvest and the new planting. It was in nonagricultural pursuits 
that slaves displayed the greatest variety of talent and training. Many 
plantations had slave carpenters, masons, and mechanics, but skilled slaves 

were to be most frequently found in towns. Indeed, a large number of town 
slaves possessed some kind of skill. In the Charleston census of 1848, for 

example, there were more slave carpenters than there were free black and 
white carpenters. The same was true of slave coopers. In addition, there were 
slave tailors, shoemakers, cabinetmakers, painters, plasterers, seamstresses, 

and the like. Many owners realized the wisdom of trahxing their slaves in 
the trades, for their earning power would be greatly enhanced; and if the 
slaves were ever offered for sale they would perhaps bring twice as much 
as field hands of a similar age would bring. 

White artisans were violently opposed, for the most part, to the teaching 
of trades to blacks. One white skilled worker in Mississippi, for example, 
said that he would starve before he taught a slave his trade. Most of the 

planters and proslavery leaders advocated trah-fing slaves in special skills, 
not only because it increased their value but because if slave labor were more 

extensively used, there would be wider and more enthusiastic support of the 
system. If towns as well as plantations became completely dependent on 
slave labor, whatever indifference there was to the institution would be 

transformed into warm advocacy. 
Only the most demagogic of the Negrophobes contended that it was not 

possible to train blacks in arfisanry. There were too many examples that 
belied such a contention. No state and few communities were without highly 
skilled slaves or slaves employed other than on a plantation. To be sure, the 

majority of slaves in nonagficudtural pursuits found work as domestic 
servants, porters, or common laborers in towns. But there was a sufficient 

number of slave artisans to make it clear that they had the capacity to acquire 
skills. Frequently advertisements for a slave for sale or a runaway slave 
described him as a "first rate boot and shoe maker," an "experienced weaver 
and chair s ’ " "ex ""    arpenter. In VirgLrfia they were used pruner, or an cellent c " 
in mills, iron furnaces, and tobacco factories. The Saluda textile factory in 
South Carolina at one time employed 98 slave operatives. They were also in 

the textile mills of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Georgia. In Kentucky 
they were employed in the salt-works of Clay County and in the iron and 
lead mines of Caldwell and Crittenden counties. The Southern railroads also 

employed a considerable number for construction work. It is reported that 
in 1838 a corporation purchased 140 slaves at a cost of $159,000 to work on 

the construction of a railroad between Jackson and Brandon, Mississippi. For 
ten years a slave was the engineer on the West Feliciana Railroad, one of the 

oldest in the Southern United States. Finally, slaves were frequently em- 
ployed in river transportation and at docks. Despite Olmsted’s observation 
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Irish workers were employed to unload boats on the Mississippi River 
slaves were too valuable, slaves were extensively used in such work. 

r worked on the docks at New Orleans, Savannah, Charleston, Norfolk, 
other Southern ports. 

There were even slave inventors. In 1835 and 1836 Henry Blair, 
the records as a "colored man" of Maryland, received, patents 

for two corn harvesters he had developed. By 1858, however, the attorney 
general had ruled that since a slave was not a citizen, the gover~maent could 

not enter into an agreement with him by granting him a patent, nor could 
the slave assign the invention to his owner. Benjamin Montgomery, a slave 
owned by Jefferson Davis, invented a boat propeller toward the end of the 
slave period. Davis made an attempt to have it patented, but failed. This 
perhaps accounts for the passage of a law by the Confederate Congress in 
1861 providing that if the owner took an oath that his or her slave had 
actually invented a device, the patent would be issued to the owner. It was 
not until after the Civil War that blacks were able to secure patents for their 
inventions without any difficulty. 

[] Social Considerations 

It has been assumed too frequently that slavery provided an idyllic existence 
not only for owners but for slaves as well. The fact is, however, that even 

for the planter life was not always pleasant. There was little in the way of 
recreation and other diversions to foster a zest for living either on the 
plantation or in the Southern towns. Life was so barren generally that it can 
hardly be described as "the good life" even under the most favorable 
circumstances. The plantation, with its inherent isolation and consequent 
social and cultural self-sufficiency, frequently bordering on stagnancy, 
tended to perpetuate the barrenness. For slaves there was little in the way 
of enjoyment and satisfaction during the moments or hours they were off 
the job. It must be remembered that for the most part slaves had no time 
they could call their own, and not hnfrequently they worked such long hours 
that periods of free time necessarily had to be used for rest. Even if there 

was no work and even if an opportunity for diversion presented itself, slaves 
could never escape the fact that they were slaves and that their movements 
as well as their other activities were almost always under the most careful 
surveillance. If they found it possible to enjoy the periods when they were 
not on the job, they either possessed a remarkable capacity for accommoda- 
tion or were totally ignorant of the depth of their degraded position. 

Most slave children had the run of the plantation and played with the 
white children in and out of the "big house," in and out of the cabins, and 
through the yards without any inhibitions. When blacks reached the useful 
age, which was very early, much of the playing was over. When they reached 

the social age, interracial playing was over altogether, and they settled down 
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to the existence that was the inevitable lot of a slave. There was almost 
nothing of a day-to-day nature for slaves to do in the way of recreation, if 
the plantation was near a stream it might be possible for them to make it 

through the woods and spend an hour or so fishing, but not infrequently 
this was for the specific purpose of supplementing their food supply instead 

of for recreation. When whites went hunting at night they usually took some 
slave men, but on a large plantation there were many who never got this 
opportunity. Races, fairs, militia muster, and election days were occasions 
for the relaxation of rules on the plantation. Some slaves were favored by 
being given permission to attend these events. Even if they did not go, there 
was an opportunity for them to sing, dance, and visit because of the festive 
spirit that such occasions brought to the plantation. 

There were two periods to which slaves could look forward as periods 
of recreation and relaxation: the summer lay-by and Christmas. At the end 
of the cultivation period, there was a considerable reduction of duties, which 
gave slaves an opportunity either to work for themselves or to engage in 
some kind of recreation° The Christmas season brought a complete suspen- 
sion of work, except the bare essentials such as cooking and washh-tg, and 
for one week both town and plantation slaves had a period of merrymaking. 
On the Atlantic seaboard much of the festivities centered around the John 

Canoe celebration, a custom practiced in the Caribbean and perhaps in Africa 
in which slaves engaged in singing, dancing, drinking, and visiting the whites 
and asking for Christmas presents. Weddings, anniversaries, and the like, 

whether of whites or blacks, were other opportunities for merrymaking. 
Some planters even gave dances for their slaves. Doubtless these were 

exceptions. Few of the 4 million slaves in 1860 led anything except the most 
barren existence in which their only moments of pleasure were in singing a 
plaintive melody, strumming a banjo, telling a tale, or playing a game. 

As long as proper precautions were taken there was little opposition to 
some form of religious activity among slaves. Owners had reason to be 
suspicious if the emphasis was on instruction or if there were slave leaders. 
Otherwise there was either support of a religious program for slaves or 
passive indifference. There were some black congregations on the larger 

plantations and in the towns. Richmond, Charleston, and Lexington, Ken- 
tucky, are examples of cities in which churches for slaves were located. Orte 

Mississippi planter erected a small Gothic church and paid a clergyman 
$1,500 to preach to him and his slaves. The number of black preachers was 
always considerable, and few plantations were without at least one. 

When the abolitionists began their crusade against slavery, planters 

became more cautious regarding religious activities among slaves and 
undertook to control them more effectively. In most states black preachers 

were outlawed between 1830 and 1835, and thereafter slave religious services 
were presided over by a white person. More and more, however, slaves were 
required to attend the churches of their masters. This ambivalent attitude 

toward autonomous religious activity reflected whites’ fears that it would 
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difficult, if not impossible, to control and monitor the beliefs and practices 

who were devout Christians. Such fears proved accurate, for many 
the most pious and influential slaves had a keen understanding of the 

between the gospel of proslavery preachers and the Christian 

~tures’ message of divine punishment for oppressors and liberation for 
-- the faithful. Albert Raboteau has traced some of the numerous ways in which 
--slaves blended their African religious culture with selected aspects of 
-- Christianity to produce a sustaining, and at times defiant, religious commu- 

nity--"the invisible institution in the ante-bellum South." 
The invitation to slaves to attend white churches, which bordered on 

compulsion, did not represent a movement in the direction of increased 
fellowship. Rather, it was the method that whites employed to keep a closer 

eye on their slaves. It was believed that too many conspiracies had been 
planned at religious gatherings and that such groups gave abolitionists an 
opportunity to distribute incendiary ideas and literature. When Bishop 
Atkinson of North Carolina raised the question "Where are our Negroes," 
he not only implied that they were in churches other than the Episcopal 
church but that they were beyond the restraining influence of the conserva- 
tive element of white society. When slaves attended the churches of planters, 
they usually sat either in the gallery or in a special section. The earliest 
examples of racial segregation could be found in churches. In one instance 
the white congregation constructed a partition several feet high to separate 
the masters from the slaves. 

In the states of the lower South the Baptist and Methodist denominations 
had the greatest influence on plantation slaves. These were evangelical 
churches that moved with the population and adjusted their program to the 
needs of the people. The Methodist camp meetings and the Baptist "pro- 
tracted" meetings were opportunities not only for religious refreshing but for 
social intercourse as well. They were the most effective means of releasing the 
pent-up emotions that the monotonous life of the rural South created. Thus, 

whites attended in large numbers, and, as Gilbert Seldes has pointed out, they 
were "times of refreshing." Under such circumstances, whites and Negroes 

sang together, shouted together, and spent themselves emotionally together. 
It was the nearest thing to interracial religious fellowship that the South 
produced. 

Once planters were convinced that conversion did not have the effect of 
emancipating their slaves, they sought to use the church as an agency for 
maintaining the institution of slavery. Ministers were encouraged to instruct 

slaves along the lines of obedience and subserviency. Bishops and other high 
church officials were not above owning slaves and fostering the continuation 

of slavery~ In Louisiana the Episcopal Bishop Polk owned 400 slaves, and 
although he regularly gave them religious instruction, there is no indication 
that he attempted to set them free. The Presbyterians and Quakers seemed 
to have been the most liberal in their attitude toward blacks, but they were 
not the large slaveholders. The latter were to be found in the Episcopal church 
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FAMILY WORSHIP ON A SOUTH CAROLINA PLANTATION. This drawing from 
the Illustrated London News for December 5, 1863, was made by an English art- 
ist while visiting a plantation near Port Royal, South Carolina. The "state of al- 
most patriarchal simplicity" that cha’racterizes the planter’s position reflects the 
sympathetic attitude that many Englishmen had toward the Confederacy during 
the Civil War. 

on the Atlantic seaboard and in the Baptist and Methodist churches in the 
cotton kingdom. In the last three decades before the Civil War the church 
became one of the strongest allies of the proslavery element. Slaves who had 
found refuge and solace in the religious instructions of the white clergy had 
reason to believe that they were now trapped by an enemy who had once 
befriended them. 

Despite legal restrictions and despite contentions on the part of South- 
erners like John Calhoun that Africans could not absorb educative experi- 
ences, slaves were receiving education in various parts of the South. It is 
remarkable how" generally the laws against the teaching of slaves were 
disregarded. Planters became excited over the distribution of abolition 
literature in the South, but they gave little attention to preventing the training 
of slaves to read, which would have rendered abolition literature ineffective 
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tO a large extent. Indeed, some masters themselves taught their slaves. 
William Pease of Hardman County, Tennessee, was taught by his owners. 
There was one strange case in which a planter taught his slaves to spell and 
read but not to write. One planter in northern Mississippi boasted that all 
twenty of his slaves could read and that they purchased their own books. 

The case of Frederick Douglass having been taught by his mistress is perhaps 
the best-known instance of an owner teaching a slave. In some eases, ev6n 
when masters were opposed to their slaves receiving instruction, the children 
of masters would teach slaves to read and write. There are records of hirers 
and even overseers giving instruction to slaves. 

The instruction of one or two slaves, though a violation of the law, was 
not regarded as serious, and there was hardly any danger of prosecution. 
But the instruction of slaves in schools was another thing. Even this was 
undertaken in various parts of the South. Naturally, more care had to be 
exercised in the selection of students and in the dissemination of information 
concerning the schools, but there were blacks and whites who were willing 
to run the risk of legal prosecution and social disapprobation in order to 
teach slaves. Schools for blacks are known to have existed in Savannah, 
Georgia; Charleston, South Carolina; Fayetteville, New Bern, and Raleigh, 
North Carolina; Lexington and Louisville, Kentucky; Fredericksburg and 
Norfolk, Virginia; and various other cities in Florida, Tennessee, and 
Louisiana. Francis Cardozo attended school in Charleston until he was 

twelve years of age. After searching for some time, Frederika Bremer, a 
European visitor, finally found one of the schools in Charleston and visited 
it. In 1847 there was a school in Louisville, Kentucky, which slaves were 
allowed to attend upon presenting permits from their masters. 

There is no way of knowing the extent to which blacks attended white 
schools. In 1840 they were permitted to attend school with white children 
in Wilmington, Delaware. There is the interesting account, though perhaps 
fictional, of Julius Melbourn who was sent to a white academy near Raleigh, 
North Carolina, by his mistress and supposedly remained there until it was 
discovered that he was not white. Other mulattoes may well have had more 
success than Melbourn. Nor is there any way of ascertaining with any degree 
of accuracy the extent of education among slaves. Some Southern whites 
said that blacks did not have the capacity to learn. Some Northern abolition- 
ists said conditions in the South were so bad that almost no blacks had the 
opportunity to learn. Amos Dresser believed that I out of every 50 slaves in 
the Southwest could read and write. C. G. Parsons estimated that 5,000 of 

Georgia’s 400,000 slaves were literate. Whatever the number, it represented 
a clear-cut step in the direction of Americanization and made, at least for 
some, the process of adjustment to freedom somewhat less difficult. 

The slave family experienced great difficulty in maintaining itself on a 
stable basis in a system where so little opportunity for expression was 
possible. Too seldom did the owner recognize the slave family as an 
institution worthy of respect, and frequently the blind forces inherent in the 
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all together. As the nation moved closer to the Civil War, the more similar all black 

life became. In the South, where by 1860 the color line was drawn fast and tight, all 

free African Americans--the light skinned and the dark, the skilled and the 

unskilled, the literate and the illiterate, the Episcopalian and the Baptist--faced the 

same hostile whites. As they raised their voices in protest in the years immediately 
preceding the Civil War they struck a chord of unity--unity with each other, and 

unity with the slave. 

Let My People Go 

In 1847 the first edition of Frederick Douglass’s newspaper, the North Star, rolled 

off the presses. It was not the first African-American newspaper nor would it be the 

last. And like the names of many other African-American publications, North Star 

signified black aspirations, because the North Star, the light that guided so many 
runaways out of the South, symbolized freedom. 

In his dedication Douglass tied the fate of all blacks together, the free and 

enslaved, those north and those south. "We are one;’ he declared,"our cause is one" 

and "we must help each other." Douglass went on to declare the unity of the free 

black with the slave. "What you suffer, we suffer; what you endure, we endure. We 

are indissolubly united, and must fall or flourish together." 

Douglass’s words were prophetic, but it did not take a prophet to see the wis- 

dom of his remarks. The nation was just thirteen years from the Civil War. Already 

the ferment was rising. The American Antislavery Society was fourteen years old. 

Founded by blacks and whites, the society held religious revival-style meetings 

where abolitionists made stirring speeches condemning slavery as a moral wrong. 

They urged their listeners to put pressure on state legislatures to end slavery. The 

abolitionist movement spawned the Liberty party, and in 1840 and 1844 it ran 

antislavery Presidential candidates. Although the Liberty party did not attract a 

significant following, it did plant the seed of fear of "slave power." The admittance 

of Texas into the Union as a slave state in 1845 and the promised addition of slave 

states from the territories taken by the United States as a result of the Mexican War 

in 1846 did in fact convince many Northerners that slaveholders would use thek 

political and economic power to make slavery legal everywhere. More and more, 

Northern whites wondered whether slavery would or could be confined only to the 

South; more and more they wondered about the fate of white laborers in a slave 

labor economy. 

Blacks, too, pondered their fate. But for them, the issues were different. Most 

important, the concerns of African Americans did not divide them as much as the 

debate over slavery divided whites. They had much to gain from white conflict over 

slavery, and they understood that they would not benefit at all if they were not 

united. And for the most part they spoke with one voice. Free blacks, those Who 

could speak out against injustice, all wanted freedom for the enslaved and justice 

for the free. All wanted blacks to have the rights that were accorded by the Consti- 
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B is a Brother with a skin 

Of somewhat darker hue, 

But in our Heavenly Father’6 sight, 

lie is as dear as yotl. 

C is the Cottomfield~ *.o which 

Thi~ injured brother’s driven, 

Whe~, ~ the whim man~s Ba~ he toils 

D is thn ~)rlver~ enid ~nd stern, 

Who ~ollowa, whip in hand, 

’l’o panl~h t~se who dar~ to 

Or disobey �ommaS. 

~ Anti-S]ave~ Alphabet, published in 1847 for an anti-slave~ fair in Philadelphia, used simple 

~ose children to the horrors of slavery. 

to all Americans. They differed, however, on the means to achieve these 

story of black protest in the years before the Civil War is one of unity on 

large issues of rights and debate about the way to achieve them. 
protest against slavery began long before the 1833 formation of the pre- 

white American Antislavery Society. During the revolution the 

Congress was bombarded with petitions from Northern slaves who 
the "all men are created equal" clause of the Declaration of Independence to 

Protest against slavery continued through the Confederation 
and at the beginning of the nineteenth century the African Methodist 

minister Absalom Jones walked the streets of Philadelphia carrying a 

that protested the renewal of the slave trade in Maryland, the birthplace of 

Philadelphia blacks. In their churches and benevolent societies African 

raised money to help runaways, wrote petitions protesting slavery, and 

against black bondage whenever and wherever the opportunity arose. 

a more subtle level, blacks celebrated New Year’s Day as their Independence 

~. As Frederick Douglass noted, to the slave the national Fourth of July celebra- 

x was a day that revealed "the gross injustice and cruelty to which he is the con- 
victim." To the slave, the shouts of liberty and equality, the prayers, hymns, 

and thanksgivings were "hollow mockery ... mere bombast, fraud, 

impiety, and hypocrisy--a thin veil to cover up crimes which would 
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disgrace a nation of savages." New Year’s Day, in contrast, had real meaning for 

African Americans. It was the anniversary of Haitian independence in 1804 and the 

end of the foreign slave trade with the United States in 1808. 

As each New Year’s Day passed, free blacks increasingly condemned the federal 

government for its perpetuation of slavery. They did not have to go much further 

than the Constitution to find a federal document worthy of condemnation. The 

Constitution allowed the foreign slave trade to persist for twenty years after its 

signing. For purposes of representation, it counted enslaved African Americans as 

three-fifths of a person. It also promised to put down slave insurrections and to 

track down fugitives from slavery and return them to their owners. This last pro- 

vision, which put the federal government in the business of slave catching, was 

reinforced by a fugitive slave law in 1793 and by a particularly harsh one in 1850. 

African Americans vigorously opposed these laws, but between 1836 and 1844 the 

House of Representatives adopted a "gag rule" against all antislavery petitions. 

Under this rule all abolitionist petitions were automatically tabled so that they 

could not even be discussed on the floor of the House. 

Still blacks protested. They took particular aim at the program of the American 

Colonization Society. Founded in 1816, this society counted some of America’s 

most notable citizens among its members. Presidents James Madison and Andrew 

Jackson, Senator Daniel Webster, and Francis Scott Key, author of "The Star- 

Spangled Banner;’ all argued that blacks should be returned to Africa because it 

was the only natural home of black people. Central to their argument was their 

belief that blacks would never be accepted in America. According to national leader 

and Presidential hopeful Henry Clay, the "Great Compromiser;’ blacks would ever 

inhabit "the lowest strata of social gradation." In his opinion blacks were "aliens-- 

political-moral-social aliens, strangers, though native." Africa, on the other hand, 

held hope for blacks. It was a place where they would not be degraded and debased. 

Moreover, advocates of colonization believed that American Negroes, having come 

under the civilizing influence of Christianity and having observed the benefits of 

democracy and capitalism, wotfld redeem Africa. They argued that African Ameri- 

cans would transform Africa into prosperous mini-American black republics. 

Colonization would open up new commercial routes between Africa and America. 

In short, what blacks could not do here in America, they could and would do in 

Africa. In their minds, the end result of colonization would benefit both blacks and 

whites, America and Africa. 

Colonizationists tried to recruit well-known, successful blacks to lead the exo- 

dus to Africa. The most common strategy was to lure influential black leaders with 

the prospect of power, wealth, and prestige. For example, they offered James 
Forten, a wealthy sailmaker, commercial advantages if he would lead blacks back to 

West Africa. He refused, but it did not stop colonizationists from sensationalizing 

the advantages of going to Africa. 

Let My People Go 

All but a few declined the opportunity to return. Those who did leave settled on 

land near the British colony of Sierra Leone. Located on land purchased by the 
American Colonization Society in 1822, the colony was named Liberia, the "land 

of freedom." Settlers hoped that this small country would fulfill the promise of its 

name and provide the liberty that America withheld. Certainly this was the hope 

of tWO of its most renowned settlers, the black sea captain and shipowner Paul 

Cuffee and John Russwurm, an educator and the editor of Freedom’s lournaL Both 

men endorsed colonization because they felt America would never treat its black 

citizens fairly: "If the slaves of our country with one accord were delivered from 

bondage;’ Russwurm asked, "can they be elevated to an equality with the whites? 

Can they while in this country be divested of the odium of inferior and degraded 

caste?" Russwurm’s answer to his own question was "No!" For him and his small 

following, Liberia would provide the liberty denied by America. 

But only a few people were willing to follow him. News of the troubled rela- 

tionships that the settlers had with surrounding African tribes and the difficulty 

American blacks had with African diseases thwarted settlement. However, the most 

important reason why African Americans refused to return to Africa was their feel- 

ing that America was their country. Africa was indeed their ancestral homeland, 

but America was their birthplace and from it they drew their identity. They had 

fought and died in America’s wars, had cleared this country’s land and swamps, 

had helped build up its towns. The world, not just America, grew rich off the cot- 

rice, and sugar grown by black people. They believed they had proved them- 
selves productive, self-sufficient citizens, more so than even the slaveholder who 

had fewer skills, and who lived off the labor of others. To be asked to leave after 

Such sacrifice to America was sheer injustice. 

Many African Americans also believed that this push by whites exposed unadul- 

terated white racism. African Americans asked that they be allowed to live free in 

land that was the beacon of liberty. They protested the colonizationists’ claim 

were incapable of living in freedom. They challenged America to stand 
principles of democracy and liberty. 

Free blacks understood that it was their organized opposition to slavery that was 

Prominent among the leaders and members of colonization societies 

slaveholders, none of whom supported the emancipation of slaves and their 

to Africa, but all of whom argued that blacks were unprepared for freedom. 

opinion of most African-American leaders, colonization was a scheme to 

slavery and preserve freedom for whites only. Their fight against coloniza- 

a fight for themselves but also for their brothers and sisters in 

As they saw things, they were the slave’s best hope, and the slave was their 

in the cause of black rights. 

Not that they did not want to forge alliances with white Americans, too. These 

more problematic, however. For one thing, most prominent African- 
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American leaders were dismayed by the widespread support given to colonization 

societies. Before the 1830s men like William Lloyd Garrison, Gerrit Smith, Arthur 

and Lewis Tappan, and Benjamin Lundy--whites who actively opposed slavery~ 

also supported colonization. They did not see how colonization helped preserve 

slavery, or how the scheme exposed free blacks to the rage of anti-black mobs. 

Such a mob let loose its venom in Cincinnati in 1829. Tension in the city had 

been growing throughout the I820s. As the free black population increased and 

competed for jobs, whites demanded their expulsion. They were encouraged by the 

leaders of the Cincinnati Colonization Society. Since its founding in 1826, it had 

prompted ministers and local newspapers to agitate against the city’s blacks. Its 

propaganda provided the justification for driving them from the city. In the sum- 

mer of 1829 city officials tried to push African Americans out by enforcing the 

Ohio Black Laws, which required blacks to post bonds guaranteeing "good behav- 

ior." Before black leaders could get a reprieve from the city legislature, white mobs 

attacked defenseless blacks. More than half the black population fled to Canada 

and other parts of the United States. 

Although this and similar incidents convinced some sympathetic whites that 

colonization was inherently evil, it did not alter their prejudice toward blacks. This 

was another reason that African-American leaders found alliances with whites 

problematic. For example, even though black abolitionists like Peter Williams and 

William Watldns coaxed white men like William Lloyd Garrison and Gerrit Smith 

away from colonization, when Garrison and a sma!l group of white friends met to 

organize the New England Antislavery Society in 1832, they invited blacks to join 

them only after all their plans had been formulated. Similarly, only three blacks 

were among the sixty-two signers of the American Antislavery Society’s Declara- 

tion of Sentiments. Though it had twenty-six vice presidents and a nine-member 

executive committee, the society had no black officers. 

African-American leaders were further disturbed by the limited perspectives 
and goals of white abolitionists. As free blacks they spoke against slavery as well as 

blanket discrimination against all blacks. White abolitionists, they found, were not 

much concerned with racism. Many black abolitionists shared the reaction of 
Theodore Wright, who criticized the "constitutions of abolition societies, where 

nothing was said about the improvement of the man of color!" Speaking before the 

New York Antislavery Society in 1837, Wright complained that "they have over- 
looked the giant sin of prejudice. They have passed by this fo’ul monster, which is 

at once the parent and offspring of slavery." 

Black abolitionists further noted that many white abolitionists refused to ad- 

mit black children to their schools, would not hire black workers for anything 

but menial jobs, and even failed to hire blacks to work in antislavery offices. They 

also observed that in the early stages of their efforts, white abolitionists did not 

hire black lecturers, and when they eventually did they tried to control every 

aspect of their language and message. 
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! 

A case in point involved Frederick Douglass. When Douglass first began lectur- 
’in 184! he related the trials of his slavery and the terrors of the institution. 

pleased. They encouraged Douglass to repeat his perfor- 

over and over. As Douglass matured as a speaker, and as he pondered the 

of freedom for himself and the nation, he grew more philosophical and 

ed hn his talks. White abolitionists found Douglass the philosopher to be less. 

than Douglass the ex-slave. They did not want him to grow. Instead 
g repeatedly criticized him for appearing too smart. At one point he was told, 

.. won’t believe you ever were a slave, Frederick, if you keep on this way .... 
a little of the plantation manner of speech than not," 

But Douglass, like other African-American leaders, listened to his own voice, 

his own people, and in a very short time went his own way. Blacks continued 

build their own movement, and central to it was the black press. Newspapers 

by leading personalities reminded black Americans of their role in the 
of the American nation. There was no lack of articles on the role 

played in the American Revolution and the War of 1812. 

At the same time that newspapers confirmed the black’s identity as an Ameri- 

they also grounded that identity in the common black experience. Thus in 

,orting of slave resistance, the terrors of slavery, and the free black com- 

to fugitive slaves, newspapers made it difficult for free blacks 
forget their relatively privileged status in relation to the slave. Just as important, 

helped cement the bond between slave and free. 

Newspapers with such names as The Colored American, the Weekly Advocate, the 

and the Weekly Anglo-African helped unify African Americans by keeping 

s in their own community and the nation. Articles and 
g their various concerts, lectures, church events, education- 

opportunities, and school programs were regular features of black newspapers. 

national events from a black perspective and accepting editorials from 

ordinary African Americans, these newspapers allowed blacks to express their ideas 

frustrations that had no other outlet. Since only a 

percentage of the African-American population was literate, and these priv- 

few had to read or otherwise communicate the newspaper’s contents to 

could not read, newspapers helped forge the bonds of community. They 
gap between the educated and the illiterate. 

Through their own newspapers and a few edited by White abolitionists, ordi- 

African Americans learned of the protest activity of their leaders---men 

women such as Douglass, Martin Delany, Henry High!and Garnet, William 

Wells Brown, William Whipper, and Maria Stewart. The question was how blacks 

should obtain their freedom. The decision was not an easy one. Would armed rebel- 
succeed? From their relatively safe surroundings, should they encourage the 

slaves to risk everything in a break for freedom? How far should free blacks go 
~ in opposing the fugitive slave laws.~ Should they hold off slave catchers with guns 
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or would civil disobedience be enough? How would they achieve their rights of 
full citizenship? 

Answers to these questions came from many quarters. In his speeches and in a 

pamphlet entitled Walker’s Appeal... to the Colored Citizens of the World But in 

Particular and Very Expressly to those of the United States of America, David Walker 

urged African Americans to meet the slaveholders’ violence with violence of their 

own. He blamed the oppression of blacks on white greed for money and power. In 

the by-now-typical AfricamAmerican tradition of blending the secular with the 
sacred, of using religinn to help solve life’s problems, Walker urged black people to 

rise up and wage a holy war against whites, who had by their sin against African 

Americans sinned against God. "They want us for their slaves," he wrote. They 

"think nothing of murdering us in order to subject us to that wretched condition." 

In his justification of armed resistance, Walker wrote, "It is no more harm for you 

to kill a man who is trying to kill you, than it is for you to take a drink of water 

when thirsty: in fact the man who will stand still and let another man murder him 

is worse than an infidel?’ 

No doubt many African Americans felt the same way Walker did, but most 

spoke with more moderate voices. Mthough they did not lose sight of the role 

played by whites in black oppression, many leaders urged African Americans to 

take an active role in liberation by uplifting themselves. Maria Stewart, one of the 

few African-American female public lecturers, urged blacks to give up drinking 

and invest in schools and seminaries. An admirer and follower of Walker, Stewart 

nevertheless believed that "nothing would raise our respectability, add to our peace 

and happiness, and reflect so much honor upon us, as to be ourselves the promot- 

ers of temperance, and the supporters.., of useful and scientific knowledge." An 
advocate of female education durir[g a time when it was thought that women best 

served the race by serving their husbands, brothers, and fathers, Stewart argued 

that the race needed both men and women in public roles. "Daughters of Africa" 

needed to unite. They could raise money to build schools to educate black youth, 

they could own stores that would service their community, they could educate 

themselves and through them the race would be uplifted. 

As despairing as Stewart sometimes was when she looked at the plight of Afri- 

can Americans, she, like many others, was still more optimistic about the future 

than David Walker was. The goal of uplift was, after all, eventual’integration into 

American life. Blacks were behind not because of natural inferiority but because of 

prejudice and slavery. Once these impediments were abolished, education and 

opportunity would remedy the situation. 

Throughout the 1830s and 1840s Frederick Douglass shared Stewart’s opti- 

mism. He did not support armed resistance or programs to go back to Africa. He 

believed that through constant preaching, political lobbying, and hard struggle 

blacks would eventually find liberty in America. "You must be a man here," he 
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"and force your way to intelligence, wealth and respectability. If you can’t 

that here, you can’t do it there?’ 
But there were many who disagreed. Martin Delany, a Harvard-educated physi- 

was the most articulate spokesman against the views Douglass and others 
"No people can be free who themselves do not constitute an essential 

of the ruling element of the country in which they liveY These words, pub7 

in his 1852 book entitled The Condition, Elevation, Emigration, and Destiny 

he Colored People of the United States, were part of his argument for emigrating 

theeastern United States to Central or South America or to some nonsettled 

:a in the American West. He did not share with Douglass the belief that America 

allow blacks to become citizens. Much like Native Americans, blacks, he 

"a nation within a nation?’ Blacks and whites shared a common coun- 

But whites were an oppressor nation and blacks the oppressed nation. Black 
he claimed, loved America, but because that love was met with only be- 

degradation, black people were "politically not of them, but aliens 
the laws and privileges of the country?’ Thus separated, African Americans 

to establish a black society where they would be free to enjoy the priv- 

; of citizenship. 
These, then, were the lines of protest in African-American communities before 

Despite their different levels of optimism and different strategies of resis- 

antebellum black leaders were united in their good feelings about them- 

Never did they give in to self-hatred, nor did they ever believe the pro-slav- 

e arguments that held that they were naturally inferior to whites. Before America 

stood tall and proud. 
It was this black pride that eventually drove all black abolitionist leaders to 

: of black separatism. In their minds, blacks, as a people, had 
do for themselves; self-improvement had to be based on self-reliance. Said 

~ A. Bell, in the Weekly Advocate, whites may make "OUR CAUSE" their cause 

all they want, but their efforts will be unavailing "without our thinking and acting, 

as a body, for ourselves?’ 
In thinking and acting for themselves blacks met during the 1830s through the 

1850s in black-only national conventions. Northern cities such as Albany, Roch- 

Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Buffalo, and Cleveland were the sites of some of the 
where the means of uplift and strategies of resistance were debated. 

those who attended these conventions realized that some might think 

all-black meetings worked against the goal of integration of blacks into the 

American mainstream, most concluded that racial solidarity was necessary to 

:~’secure their status as full-fledged Americans. Separatism, whether in conventions, 

i schools, or churches, was not the end in itself, but the means to the end. 
For all of their work, it was, in the end, not black or even white abolitionists who 

struck the fatal blow against slavery. The institution proved so entrenched that it 
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took a civil war to end it. Black protesters, however, could be proud of the work 

they did in unifying the spirits of free blacks and in forging the bond between free 

and enslaved African Americans. In so doing, they laid the intellectual foundation 

on which the protest of future generations of blacks and whites was built. 

From Desperation to Hope 

At the end of 1850 African Americans did not know that the nation was just a 

decade away from civil war, that slavery would be its cause, or that the war would 

end slavery for good. They could not know that it would be the bloodiest war ever 

fought on America’s soft or that their citizenship and voting rights would hang in 
the balance. 

However, black people could not help but sense that something out of the ordi- 

nary was happening. Slavery was at the heart of heated discussions about the 

nation’s future, and the Compromise of 1850, meant to quell anxiety about the 

slavery question, actually fanned its flames. The Compromise brought California 

into the nation as a free state, eliminated the dave trade in the District of Colum- 

bia, and organized the territories of Utah and Mexico. Its most obnoxious part was 

the Fugitive Slave Law. Under its harsh provisions, the law forced blacks accused of 

being fugitives to prove their free status, not to a jury, but to a special commis- 

sioner who was paid more (ten dollars) for returning a slave to his owner than for 

setting him or her free (five dollars). The law also compelled Northerners to hunt 

down and turn in runaway slaves. 

As slave hunters known as "kidnappers" flooded the North seizing fugitives, 

blacks had to decide what to do. They had always resisted fugitive slave laws, but by 

putting a bounty on every runaway’s head, and making every white person a 

potential slave catcher, this latest fugitive law made resistance more risky and life 

for flee blacks terribly insecure--so insecure that many flee blacks took one last 

stride toward freedom by fleeing across the Canadian border. 

The vast maiority who remained faced a nation racked with conflict that did not 

lessen. Abraham Lincoln’s election to the Presidency in 1860 brought some hope 

that liberation was on the horizon. Mostly though, there was despair over the 

way the decade had proceeded and wretched bitterness over the country’s betrayal 

of blacks. 

Ironically, the 1850s was a decade of prosperity. Not only whites but blacks, too, 

did relatively well. This was indicated by the steady increase in black land and 

property ownership all over the country. In Nashville, for example, in 1860 there 

were twenty-six free blacks who were worth more than a thousand dollars who had 

owned no property ten years earlier. Charleston had always had a wealthy colored 

elite, but during the 1850s as many as seventy-five whites rented their homes from 

freemen. In Baltimore free blacks monopolized the caulking trade, and throughout 

the Upper South free black agricultural laborers took advantage of the movement 

of slaves south by demanding and receiving higher wages. 
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success generated confidence. This confidence was visible in the new 

being built by larger and wealthier black congregations in the North and 

: South. It was also shown by the increased audacity of flee blacks. In Petersburg, 

for example, whites complained that blacks were slow to give way to 

; on walkways. 
Blacks also exuded more confidence in the way they responded to oppression. 

Richmond, for instance, free blacks petitioned the city council to repeal the 
repressive Black Code, and in New York City there was the stunning behav- 
Elizabeth Jennings. On a Sunday morning in 1854 she was pulled out of a 

:-drawn trolley car and wrestled to the ground by a white conductor and dri- 

who sought to keep her from sitting in the white section. With the same con- 
and audacity shown by the free blacks of Richmond, Jennings took her case 

court. Her victory there broke the back of segregation on public conveyances in 

York. 
1 over the country blacks tried to do the same to the Fugitive Slave Law. Twice 

Boston, blacks and whites stormed a courthouse in failed attempts to rescue 
Sims in 1851 and Anthony Burns in 1854. Others, such as Elijah 

John Mason, and of course, Harriet Tubman, continued to risk life and 

going into the South and delivering African Americans from slavery. 

Douglass also risked harm by his resistance to the law. Though very 

in the public eye, he, like countless others, raised money for fugitives, hid 

in his Rochester home, and helped hundreds escape to Canada. 

And, like others, he had to struggle with the meaning of the Fugitive Slave Law. 

i Rochester, New York, in 1853 Douglass and other black abolitionists held one of 
largest conventions to try to decide what to do about resisting the law. 

z were to call for the creation of separate black institutions, 
felt the Fugitive Slave Law left them no choice. America seemed determined 

:cast them aside and destroy their rights as citizens. Somehow, they had to sal- 

them. In their attempt to do this, black abolitionists called for the creation of 

council to oversee black improvement and a manual labor school for the 
ildren in science, literature, and the mechanical arts. They did 

they said, not to "build oursdves up as a distinct and separate class in this 

~ but as a means to ... equality in political rights, and in civi! rights, and in 

and social privileges with the rest of the American people." 
i Mthough black abolitionists as a group took larger strides toward separatism, 

individuals spoke out in favor of armed resistance. Douglass was among 

He not only increased his aid to fugitive slaves but he became decidedly 

"The only way to make the Fugitive Slave Law a dead letter is to 

zen or more dead kidnappers." 
For Martin Delany, Douglass’s response fell short of a remedy. It was not 

ge the individual kidnapper when the source of the problem was 
e prejudice that permeated all American institutions, including the government. 
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Shoot one kidnapper, and another would take his place. The law was a reflection of 

government policy, and in Delany’s opinion even the call for separate black insti- 

tutions did not go far enough to counter white racism. When Delany pondered 

institutional discrhnination and the Fugitive Slave Law, he concluded that "a peo- 

ple capable of originating and sustaining such a law as this are not people to whom 

we are willing to entrust our liberty at discretion." His advice was to "go to what- 
ever parts of Central and South America" and "make common cause with the peo- 

ple?’ For DeIany, emigration was still the only answer. 

Delany found support at conventions held in Maryland in 1852 and Cleveland 

in 1854. Unlike the delegates to the Rochester convention, those who attended the 

Cleveland meeting were not reluctant supporters of black separatism, nor did they 

see the point in arguing for separation as a means to American citizenship. As 

Delany put it, it was time for black people to look outside of America, to grab hold 

of those places in the world where chance was in their favor and where the rights 

and power of the colored race could be established. 

Although more blacks than ever took up this position in the 1850s, most African 

Americans remained hopeful of change within the United States. They could not 

abandon the land of their birth, give up the dream for which their forefathers had 

sacrificed so nmch, nor leave their enslaved brethren with no black advocates for 

freedom. Delegates to the Baltimore convention found this out when the meeting 

they called to discuss emigration was broken up by angry black crowds who want- 

ed no part of Africa, Haiti, Mexico, or Canada. They did not disagree with the del- 

egates’ demand to be treated like men. Nor did they take issue with the conven- 

tion’s general sentiment that in Maryland swine were treated better than free 

Negroes. Clearly though, they, like most flee blacks, wanted to make their stand 

here in America. 

In the first few years of the d~cade it seemed that they had support. In fact, white 

Northerners did grow more sympathetic. This was in part because the Fugitive Slave 

Law brought the issue of slavery to their doorstep. Whites who witnessed slaves 

being dragged unwillingly back South found it difficult to remain detached from the 

issue. They could no longer treat it as something that iust happened "down there?’ 

And what was happening "down there" was made even more real by the publi- 

cation in magazine installments, and then as a book in 1852, of Harriet Beecher 

Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. In a brilliant manipulation of public sentiment, Stowe 

raised public consciousness about the evils of slavery. She did this by making her 

slaves people with whom almost all whites could identify. There were few Northern 

mothers who did not hail Eliza’s courageous escape across the floes of the Ohio 

River, or cry over Little Eva’s death. Only the meanest could side with the wicked 

Yankee slaveholder Simon Legree, and all could see the Christlike goodness of the 

beloved Uncle Tom. So large and so stirred was the northern readership that when 

Lincoln met Stowe in 1863 he is supposed to have said, "So you’re the little woman 

who wrote the book that made this great war!" 
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If Mrican Americans ha, d reason to be buoyed~by this new awareness on the part 
e Northern public, they surely had reason to be wary of the response it drew 
Southerners. Already unnerved by the steady economic progress and increas- 

. boldness of flee blacks, Southern whites’ anxiety only increased in the face of 

rthern antislavery activity. In particular, slaveholders were sure that free blacks 
increased antislavery activity had something to do with the increase in the 

¯ of runaway slaves and incidents of overt resistance. 
And to Southerners it seemed as though every day brought news of some other 

incident involving slaves. It was said that overseers in the Mississippi Valley 

~’so feared for their lives that they were never caught without their guns. In Ten- 

nessee four slaves were put to death for attempting to attack the iron mills where 

flaey worked. 

Some blacks in Texas also seemed ready. From that state came news of an alleged 

plot that was to bring blacks and Mexicans together in an attempt to rid the state 

of its white population. Although whites killed five blacks suspected of fomenting 
the insurrection, they could not quell black discontent, nor white fear of it. 

They tried to, though. Because they felt that the ever-growing free black popu- 

lation was inciting slaves to flee and rebel, Southerners tried to get rid of them. 

with the exception of Delaware and North Carolina, every Upper South state insti- 

tuted a colonization plan. Virginia’s was typical. In 1850 it appropriated thirty 
thousand doilars annually for five years to send flee blacks and emancipated slaves 

to the West African nation of Liberia. A tax placed on flee blacks added an addb 

tional ten thousand dollars. Maryland passed a similar law in 1852, Tennessee in 

1853, and Missouri and Kentucky in 1855. 

These plans failed for two reasons. To begin with, not enough money was ap- 

propriated for such a massive removal of people. But even had there been endugh 

funds, there were few people who wanted to go. African Americans were already 

opposed to the emigration plans proposed by their own leaders. They were hardly 
more disposed to leaving under a program arranged by their oppressors. John 

Rapier said what most blacks believed: "They [colonizationists] would not care if 

all the flee negroes in the United States was at the Botom of the Sea so the)" was out 

of the United States?’ 

Not only was Rapier right, he caught what was fast becoming the temper of the 

nation. Everywhere, not just in the South, anti-black sentiment was rising. Indiana 

offers a good example of this mood. In 1851 state legislators rewrote the state con- 

stitution with provisions that deprived blacks of the rights to vote, attend white 

schools, and make contracts. African Americans who could not post a five hundred 

dollar bond were expelled from the state, and an 1852 law made it a crime for 

blacks to settle in Indiana. 

If nothing else these state laws demonstrated that antislavery sentiment easily 

coexisted with hostility toward African Americans. Most white citizens did not want 

anyblacks in their midst, slave or free. This sentiment found national expression in 
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This ~856 chart of the United States shows the division between free and slave states. The chart also 

offers a statistical comparison between the North and the South, with figures for the number of public 

libraries, the number of children who attend school, and other categories. 

the new Republican part~, which was founded in 1854. The principal platform of 

this mostly Northern party w~s "no slavery in the territories." By this Republicans 

meant that they wanted to keep the new western territories as "free soil," mea~ing 

free of slavery. Slavery, they believed, retarded upward mobility and economic 

grm~h. From their point of view the South was stagnant and backward, while the 

North and Upper Midwest were energetic and progressive. Republicans promised 

not to oppose slavery where it already was. But inasmuch as America’s democrac~ 

and its institutions depended on the ability of men to move and work in a free labor 

market, they argued that the future greatness of the American nation depended on 

the confinement of slavery and the expansion of free soil. 

For African Americans the Republican party was both good and bad news. The 

good news was that many Republicans were abolitionists who opposed not just the 

expansion of slavery but also slavery where it existed. Senator William Seward of 

New York and Senators Charles Sumner of Massachusetts and George lulian of 

Ohio were ardent abolitionists who sought to divorce the federal government from 

the support of slavery by freeing slaves in the District of Columbia, repealing the 

Fugitive Slave Law, and eliminating the domestic slave trade. 
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i. There was good news too in even the limited goal of keeping slavery out of the 

;. The rival party, the Democrats, had already gone on record as support- 
popular sovereignty, the settler’s right to decide whether slavery should exist in 
territories. Its leading politician, Stephen A. Douglas, had pushed the Kansas- 

Act through Congress early in 1854. This act allowed the people who 

in the newly organized Kansas and Nebraska regions to decide for them- 

whether they wanted slavery. In allowing for the possibility of slavery in 

territories the act overturned the 1820 Missouri Compromise, which had 

slavery in regions north of Missouri. The Republicans thus offered a 

’ -needed counter to what was without a doubt a major threat from the power 

the slave owners. 
The bad news, though, was that the bulk of the party’s support came from 

: who were as much anti-black as they were antislavery. From the African 

point of view this made the party suspect. Republicans did not direct- 

ioppose slavery where it was, nor did they tackle issues like the domestic slave 

or the Fugitive Slave Law. Furthermore, the party’s supporters and its promi- 
leader, Abraham Lincoln, did not favor equal rights for African Americans. In 

the vote, jury service, and intermarriage, Republicans made clear their 

whites were superior to blacks, and that the two races could not live 

on terms of social and political equality. 
The formation of the Republican party, therefore, left blacks with a lot to think 

g took heart that there was, for the first time, a political force opposing 

but they worried about the limits of that opposition and the extent to 

the Republicans would go to keep blacks from exercising civil and politica! 

they were still without effective national allies in an increasingly hos- 

environment was a fact that did not escape them. 
The depth of the nation’s hostility to blacks was revealed by the Supreme Court’s 

decision in Scott v. Sandford (the "Dred Scott case"), a ruling that sent shivers 

~ine of black America. In 1846 Dred and Harriet Scott had filed suit in 

their freedom. They argued that because their master had taken them 
, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and other territories where slavery had been outlawed 

~ the Missouri Compromise, they were by right free. Chief Justice Roger B. Taney, 

for the court, disagreed. Dred and Harriet Scott were not free. Taney stated 

of an inferior order" and therefore "had no rights which 

were bound to respect:’ Justice Peter V. Daniel, of Virginia, added insult 

injury by his claim that "the African Negro race" did not belong "to the family of 

rather was only a subject for "commerce or traffic;’"slaves;’"property:’ 

If this part of the ruling fell like a dead weight on free blacks, the court’s deci- 

regarding the Missouri Compromise was a death sentence. In stating that the 

820 law was unconstitutional because Congress did not have the right to ban slav- 

¯ in a territory, the court opened the entire country to slavery. If Congress could 

ban slavery in the territories then it could not keep it out of northern states. 
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Slaveholders could take their slaves north, settle wherever they wanted, and accord- 

ing to the logic of the Dred Scott decision, there was nothing that could be done 

about it. When put together with the Fugitive Slave Law, the Dred Scott decision 

left nowhere for the fugitive to run. Questionable as the North was as a haven for 

free blacks, these two measures eliminated it as a haven of any sort. 

Events in Kansas between 1854 and lohn Brown’s raid at Harpers Ferry, Vir- 

ginia, in 1859, literally left free blacks nationless. After the Kansas-Nebraska Act 

was passed both pro- and antislavery forces rushed into Kansas, each group 

attempting to make sure that the territory was settled according to its wishes. At 

stake was whether the territories would be slave or free. With both forces willing to 

die for their cause, violence was inevitable. As the forces clashed in guerrilla-style 
warfare, only the free blacks’ future there was certain: slaveholders did not want 

them in their midst, and free-soilers wrote a constitution that forbade them from 

entering the state. 

John Brown’s raid only made the situation of free blacks more precarious. When 

the dust settled after the band of twenty-two men tried to take the federal arsenal 

at Harpers Ferry, flee blacks were found to be among the conspirators. Slave- 

holders cringed when they thought about what might have happened had Brown’s 

plan to seize and distribute weapons to slaves succeeded. They could and did hang 

John Brown for treason, but many thousands of free blacks who stood ready to take 

up Brown’s mantle remained among the population. Having always viewed the free 

black as out of place in the South, white Southerners now saw an opportunity to 

eliminate this group for good. 

Life for Southern free blacks had grown harder and more dangerous. States that 

had already made efforts to force them to leave through colonization renewed their 

efforts to eliminate them--this time through outright expulsion. Events in South 

Carolina, the home of Williarri Ellison, were typical. On the urging of Charleston’s 

white mechanics, city officials cracked down on free people of color. In October 

1858 they began arresting those who had failed to pay the capitation (literally, "per 

head") tax, the tax flee persons of color had to pay to attest to their freedom. In 

December of the following year, white Charlestonians formed a Committee of 

Safety to search out and arrest anyone with abolitionist sympathies. These indud- 

ed whites who ran black schools and blacks who received abolitionist newspapers 

or otherwise engaged in suspicious behavior. A similar committee was formed by 

Ellison’s neighbors in Stateburg. 

Meanwhile, as the state legislature debated reenslavement bills, South Carolina’s 

newspapers carried articles assailing the free African American at every turn. One 

contributor asked why free blacks were allowed to attend balls, churches, and 

funerals in carriages; why they were allowed to assume the prerogatives and dis- 

tinctions that "ought to be, among the landmarks separating the classes." "Shall 

they," he continued, "in silks and laces, promenade our principal thoroughfares, 

with the arrogance of equals." 
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: the white slaveholders who were the guardians of free blacks were willing to 
i up with such behavior, white workingmen made it clear that they were not. In 

Carolina state legislature their leaders introduced a bill that prohibited 

~ersons of color from "entering into contracts on any mechanical business 

their own account." With a call to "MECHANICS, WORKING MEN AND ALL 
MEN WHO LIVE BY THE SWEAT OF THEIR BROW," white workers 

solidarity against free blacks. 
iAlong with thousands of other flee blacks throughout the South, most of whom 

nearly as wealthy, William Ellison and his family made plans to emigrate. 

1858 and the election of Lincoln in 1860, the stream of free blacks head- 
out of the South became a river. As in South Carolina, every Southern legisla- 

debated expulsion and reenslavement, and like Ellison, free blacks considered 

either north to Canada or south to Haiti or Central America. It did not 

~ the Civil War only Arkansas had actually expelled free blacks, order- 

them to leave the state by January 1, 1860, or be enslaved. The fury with which 
~ and enslavement were being debated scared African Americans. 

African-American leaders could not help but be disturbed. Everywhere they 

forces seemed arrayed against their people. Events in Kansas, the Dred Scott 

the Fugitive Slave Law, expulsion and reenslavement bills all made for 
~air. The nation was moving toward dissolution with a certainty that was 

While flee African Americans were being sacrificed, Southern calls for 

threatened to tighten the noose of slavery around blacks forever. So 

was the ever-optimistic Frederick Douglass that he, like Ellison, began 

toward Haiti as a possible homeland for black people. Martin Delany, who 

¯ Lincoln’s election already moved himself, his wife, and his five children to 

traveled to West Africa in search of a place for his people to settle. 

Amazingly, but understandably, the same events that caused so much despair 

free blacks and their leaders seemed to inspire slaves. As they had done during 

~tion and the War of 1812, slaves turned the nation’s turmoil 

their advantage. That they were at the center of the nation’s divisions did not 

them, because by 1860 the future of slavery was on everyone’s mind and 

The slaves’ knowledge was manifested by acts meant to subvert the system. 

Austin, Texas, came reports of slaves’ attempts to repeat "the horrors enact- 

Harpers Ferry:’ In Montgomery, Alabama, it was reported that Negroes had 

to divide up the estates, mules, lands, and household furniture of their 

masters. The more conversations they overheard, the more newspaper arti- 

blacks read, the dearer it became that there were forces beyond the 

lining up against slavery. 
What was not clear though was the nature and the strength of these forces. The 

opposed slavery in the territories, but they also opposed black rights. 

Lincoln wavered when it came to African Americans. At one point he 

in favor of black rights. Blacks, he said are "my equa! and ... the equal of 
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every living man)’ The Negro man, he declared, is "entitled to all the natural rights 
... in the Declaration of Independence" and had the right also to "put into h~s 
mouth the bread that his own hands have earned." At another point, though, 
Lincoln spoke words that were more in line with most of his generation. He 
claimed that he was against "the social and political equality of the white and black 

races," that he did not "favor making voters or jurors of negroes, nor of qualifying 
them to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people)’ Since, he said, there was 
a "physical difference between the white and black races which.., will for ever for- 
bid the two races living together on terms of social and political equality," Lincoln 
went on record as favoring whites over blacks. "There must be," he said during his 
campaign for the Senate in 1858, "the position of superior and inferior, and I as 
much as any other man am ’in favor of having the superior position assigned to the 
white race." 

Expressions such as these inspired increasing despair. To Southerners, Abraham 
Lincoln was the devil incarnate, ready and willing to snatch their slaves from them 
at whatever cost. Upon his election to the Presidency, legislatures of states in the 
South seceded from the United States by declaring that the states were no longer 
part of the Union. First, South Carolina seceded on December 20, 1864, followed 
by Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Texas, Virginia, North Caro- 
lina, Arkansas, and Tennessee. These eleven states joined together to form the 
Confederate States of America. They elected their own !;resident, Jefferson Davis, 
and after initial debate established a capital in Richmond, Virginia. 

Like Douglass, blacks wanted "the complete and universal abolition of the whole 
slave system," as well as equal suffrage and other rights for free blacks. In early 1861 
Lincoln was still promising not to touch slavery where it was and not to repeal the 
Fugitive Slave Law. Small wonder then that African Americans hardly celebrated 
his inauguration. 

The firing on Fort Sumter, South Carolina, on April 12, 1861 did, however, bring 
celebration. These first shots of the Civil War stirred real hope that slavery would 
soon end. It all happened so suddenly, soon after the officer in charge of the fort, 
Major Robert Anderson, informed Lincoln that he needed men, arms, and supplies 
to maintain the federal presence in Charleston harbor. Lincoln’s dilemma was 
obvious. If he did nothing, he would appear weak and Sumter would fall to the 
Confederacy, as had other federal forts, custom houses, and post offices. On the 
other hand, if he sent forces this would no doubt be taken by the Confederacy as 
an act of war. Lincoln’s choice--to send supplies but no troops or arms--shifted 
the burden of war to the Confederacy, which itself stood to lose credibility as a sov- 
ereign nation if it allowed Lincoln to maintain the fort within its borders. It was 
hardly their intention, but the shots Confederate generals fired on the ships sent to 
resupply Anderson were shots that put slavery on the road to extinction. 
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n 1898, years after the Civil War, Alfred Thomas, an African American soldier 
in the Union army, explained his decision to enlist. He was a slave in Missis- 
sippi when he first encountered the Yankees. After the Union soldiers rescued 

from the plantation where Thomas lived, he and his companions became 
~ should escape slavery themselves by going with the Union sol- 

;. As he recalled, "Well we l~ad been hearing the guns at Natchez and all over 
country and everybody was scared and kept hearing people say the negroes 

free and we heard of colored people running off to the Yankees... ?’ 
Thomas was one of 180,000 African Americans who served in the Union 

z during the Civil War. There were also some 29,000 African Americans who 
in the Union navy. African Americans participated in fifty-two military 

and 37,000 died. 
As the United States became increasingly polarized over slavery in the 1850s, the 

and South became suspicious of each other’s political power. Slavery was 
fight over states’ rights--the doctrine that all rights not reserved to the 

government by the U.S. Constitution are granted to the states. Disputes 
the supporters of slavery and the proponents of free labor were responsi- 

for many of the political, economic, cultural, and ideological differences that 

during the war. 
After Fort Sumter surrendered to the Confederacy on April 14, 1861, the 

proceeded to organize an army under the leadership of Robert E. 
A West Point graduate and trained officer, Lee had turned down President 

offer to command the Union troops. Failing to obtain Lee, Lincoln 
McClellan general of the Union forces. But Lincoln grew frustrated 

McClellan’s cautiousness and failure to pursue the enemy. He replaced 
with a succession of generals to head the Union forces but found them 

unsatisfactory. Lincoln finally selected General Ulysses S. Grant to head the 
~ecause he had proved to be an aggressive, tenacious fighter. Grant’s 
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fearlessness ultimately resulted in far greater casualties than w6uld have occurred 

under McClellan, but under Grant’s leadership the Union army won the war. 

For the first two years of the war, Lincoln justified the fighting only as necessary 

to save the United States from becoming two separate countries. Not wanting to 

antagonize the border states like Kentucky and Missouri, which were slave states 

that had stayed in the Union, Lincoln refused to deal with the slave issue in any sys- 

tematic manner. As the war progressed, however, African Americans and white 

abolitionists pushed Lincoln to change his mind and add the elimination of slav- 

ery to the reasons the Union was fighting the Civil War. 

Free African Americans as well as slaves were convinced much earlier than 

Lincoln that a Northern victory would end slavery, even though the stated purpose 

of the war was to save the Union. As Frederick Douglass explained, "The American 

people and the Government at Washington may refuse to recognize it for a time 

but the ’inexorable logic of events’ will force it upon them in the end; that the war 

now being waged in this land is a war for and against slavery:’ One African 

American complained, "Our union friends says the[y] are not fighting to free the 

negroes ... we are fighting for the union.., very well let the white fight for what 

the [y] want and we negroes fight for what we want.., liberty must take the day." 

During the war, some slaves remained on the plantation while others, often 

seeking liberty, escaped to the Union lines. Some planters fled to Texas and other 

states to keep their slaves away from the Union army. These frights made slave 

escapes almost impossible. When the soldiers were nearby, male slaves could escape 

but elderly slaves and women with small children often found it difficult to run to 

Union lines. As slaves fled, the work of those who remained on the plantation 

expanded. As one man recalled, during the war, slave owners made slave children 

"do a man’s work." 

Raids on a plantation by soldiers--of both armies--increased the difficulty of 

the slaves’ work. Soldiers also raided the slaves’ quarters, taking their few posses- 

sions. Deprivations caused by the war affected both the Southern whites and the 

African Americans on plantations. 

Harsh treatment by Union soldiers made some slaves wary of them. Moreover, 

if slaves helped the Northern soldiers, they could be punished by their masters 

once the soldiers left. Some slaves therefore failed to cooperate, to protect them- 

selves. Once when a Union soldier confronted a slave woman and demanded to 

know where the silverware was hidden, she told him that her owners were too 

cheap to buy anything that ~tice. (She had earlier helped bury the silver near the 

very spot where she was speaking to the soldier.) However, many other slaves did 

not protect their masters’ property from soldiers. 

The taking of food by Union soldiers and their destruction of plantation prop- 

erty confused some slaves, especially ¯children. They developed an ambivalence 

toward the Union soldiers, unable to decide if the Yankees were their liberators or 

merely new enslavers. Even before having contact with them, slave children were 
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.osed to be afraid of Yankee soldiers because they had heard Southern whites 

to them as devils and monsters. Some slave children interpreted these words 

Mollie Williams later recalled, "Us all thought de Yankees was some kin’ of 

~ an’ we was skeered to death of ’era." 

Fear of the Union soldiers did not mean, however, that the slaves who remained 

the plantations supported slavery or continued to work and act as they had 
Civil War and the general turmoil it brought destroyed the cus- 

white authority on most plantations and small farms. As a result, slaves 
n refused to do certain kinds of work and argued over matters of discipline and 

plantation. Even before emancipation, they began to assert 

freed people. Before the close of the war, one slave owner greeted one 
his workers with "Howdy, Uncle," but the slave responded with a demand for 

~er respect: "Call me Mister." On a minority of plantations, the freed slaves 
burning property and looting from their previous owners. Because 

the war, some owners simply abandoned their plantations. The slaves who 

¯ behind divided the land and property among themselves. They planted food 

~s and sometimes cotton to sell. 
Other slaves left their plantations to escape slavery. In the South, all through the 

thousands of slaves freed themselves by running to the Union lines. As one 
chaplain described it, "Blacks illustrated what the history of the world has 

~ seen--a slave population ... leaving its bondage of centuries.., individual- 

or in families .... Their comings were like the arrivals of cities." Leaving one’s 

~ to seek freedom behind the Yankee lines was difficult, both emotionally and 

When his father escaped, Levi McLaurin’s son recalled, "I was present 

left and I told him goodbye. He said he would be back after .us all." The 

"saw men put dogs on his tracks and heard dogs running after my father." 

slave joined McLaurin but turned back after three miles "because I 

¯ not leave my family." 

If freed people running toward the Union lines were caught by their masters, 

z were whipped or even killed. One newly freed man, lohn Boston, escaped to 

regiment from Brooklyn that was stationed in Virginia. Missing his still-enslaved 
he wrote her: "My Dear wife It is with grate joy I take this time to let you know 

[.] i am now in Safety in the 14th Regiment of Brooklyn[.] this Day i 

you thank god as a free man[.] I had a little trouble in giting away." He 

trust ~che time Will Come When We Shal meet again[.] And if We dont 

will Meet in heaven." 

As the war progressed, more women, particularly if they did not have small 

accompanied the men. Former slave woman Maggie Dixon recalled that 

cavalry came past our plantation, told us to quit work, and fol- 

we were all too glad to do so." Slaves were especially eager to leave the 

~fter soldiers destroyed the food supplies there. 

At the beginning of the war, the federal government had no policy regarding the 
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In this cartoon, slaves abandon their master and run to Fort Monroe. General Benjamin Butler, who was in 

command of that Virginia fort, had declared such runaways "contraband" and had allowed them to stay 

with the Union forces. 

treatment of escaping slaves. However, the sheer number of fleeing Slaves soon 

pushed Congress and the Union army into forming a plan to deal with the slaves’ 

aspirations for freedom. As soon as the Union army approached, slaves from 

neighboring plantations ran to its lines, hoping for their freedom. But to the slaves’ 

disappointment, Northern soldiers in the early part of the war returned runaway 

slaves to their masters. Not all the Yankee generals agreed with this polic5: In May 

1861, General Benjamin Butler, stationed in Virginia, declared the runaway slaves 

"contraband," or property taken during war, and allowed them to stay with the 

army. Butler later explained, "I was always a friend of southern rights, but an ene- 

my of southern wrongs." Butler’s policy of freeing individual slaves who escaped to 

the Union army was tolerated by the federal government. Nevertheless, when other 

Union generals issued more sweeping orders freeing all the slaves in territories 

under their command, President Lincoln overrode them. 

To help clarify the status of the slaves, in August 1861 Congress passed the first 

Confiscation Act, which kept slave owners from reenslaving runaways. Union sol- 

diers occasionally continued to act as slave catchers and forced escaped slaves to go 

back to their masters. Finally, in March 1862, Congress passed a law forbidding 

Union soldiers from returning escaped slaves. Then in July 1862, Congress passed 

the second Confiscation Act, which more broadly freed the slaves of any master 

helping the Confederacy. Together, these measures began slowly to change the 

focus of the war toward a struggle for liberation by the slaves. 

Throughout the war, the Union army had the practical problem of what to do 

with all the people fleeing to it. The army quickly put the men to work as drivers, 

cooks, blacksmiths, and construction workers, but the women, children, and elder- 

ly were more difficult to employ. For the fleeing slaves, the military established 

areas called contraband camps, usually near Union encampments. These contra- 

band camps were often overcrowded and unsanitary. Moreover, when the soldiers 

moved on to fight another battle, their departure jeopardized the safety of the freed 

people living in the camps. White Southerners sometimes raided the camps, killing 
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their former slaves. Still, African Americans often established last- 

friendships while living in the camps. 
composition of the contraband camps changed after July 1862 when the 

government began to allow African-American men to serve in the Union 

~ Once the men left, the women, children, and men unable to serve remain4d. 

that civilian freed people were becoming too dependent on government aid 

the camps, U.S. officials decided to put them to work. The military therefore 

children, and men unfit for military duty from the contra- 

and placed them on abandoned plantations. There they became part 

’the first major experiment with non-slave labor in the South. These plantations 
run either by Northern white men or by Southern planters who had taken a 

¯ oath. In many areas, the employers had to promise not to whip the freed 

or use physical punishments against them. 

laborers were supposed to be paid, but often they received very low 
or no compensation at all. Their labor contracts also contained many re- 

required, for instance, that the workers carry passes when they left 

plantations, in a system reminiscent of slavery. Also, food and clothing were 

~ in short supply. Adult workers were charged for their food and that of their 

Compounding these problems, Confederates sometimes raided these 

and reenslaved the workers. 
By the end of 1862, the women typically stayed in contraband camps or on plan- 

laborers on Union-controlled plantations, while African-American 
1 served in the army. The North was slow to see the value of enlisting African 

whether slave or free. As soon as the war started in 1861, many white 

~olitionists and blacks lobbied for enlisting African-American men into the army. 

African-American men in the North tried to enlist, army recruiters turned 

~. As one man from Ohio wrote to the secretary of war, "We beg that you 
receive one or more regiments (or companies) of the colored of the free 

partly drilled and would wish to enter active service immediate- 

.... To prove our attachment and our will to defend the government we only ask 

federal government refused, however, because officials were afraid that 
soldiers would not want to fight alongside blacks. As the war dragged on, 

fewer white men wanted to serve in a war with such high casualties. As 

enlistments dropped off, the federal government instituted a draft that 

highly unpopular with many Northern whites. In July 1863 whites rioted 

the draft ifi New York City, blaming African Americans for the war, and 

against them. Rioters murdered blacks and burned down an African- 

orphanage and a church. The administrator of the orphanage managed 

the children to safety before the building was torched, however. 
In July 1862, the government decided to allow African Americans to join the 

army. Although some of those who served in all-black regiments were 

Northern blacks, such as Frederick Douglass’s sons, most African-American 
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The U.S. Colored Artillery practices gun dri}ls. Forced to serve in segregated regiments, black men faced 

unfair treatment by the federal government. They were paid iess than white soldiers, often used inferior 

weapons, and received inferior medical treatment. 

soldiers were former Southdrn slaves. Many runaways chose to enlist, although 

some were given little choice by Union officers needing to make their quotas 

of recruits. 

African-American soldiers faced many more obstacles than white men in trying 

to join the army. According to one report, when a group of African-American men 

in Kentucky enlisted in the Union army, "a mob of young men ... followed these 

black men from town, seized them and whipped them most unmercifully with cow 

hides?’ Afterward "they declared that ’negro enlistments should not take place.’" On 

occasion white men beat, whipped, and even killed African Americans who tried to 

join the Union army. 

Although the army paid white soldiers thirteen dollars a month, African- 

American soldiers received only ten dollars, with three dollars deducted for their 

clothing allowance. In protest, African-American soldiers in the 54th Massachu- 

setts Infantry refused to accept any money until Congress guaranteed them equal 

pay, which it did in 1864. As one corporal in the 54th pointed out to President 

Lincoln: "We have done a Soldiers Duty. Why cant we have a Soldiers pay? ... We 
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as though, our Country spurned us, now we are sworn to serve her:’ Soldiers 

also concerned about what receiving less money meant for their families. 

African Americans served in segregated regiments, and the government refused 

allow them to become officers. Blacks resisted these unfair policies. As one 
sergeant wrote, "All we ask is to give us a chance, and a position 

’ than an orderly sergeant, the same as white soldiers, and then you will see 

we lack for nothing." The government finally reversed itself and allowed Afri- 

Americans to become officers. 
African-American soldiers often worked not as fighters bu~ as laborers, digging 

building forts, setting up camps, burying dead soldiers, cleaning, picking 

in camp, and other noncombat labor. In addition, African Americans 

poorer quality weapons than whites while in the service. They also often 

morer medical attention. As one white doctor confessed, "Very few sur- 

do precisely the same for blacks as they would for whites." 

Occasionally, women were able to accompany their men into the army, if they 

~ washerwomen and cooks. As army widow Elizabeth Kane explained, 

was with him [her husband] in the army. I washed for him during his entire 

in the army.... The officers let me live in a tent with my husband." And 

he was 10 years old, Robert Paul, whose father served in the infantry and 

mother worked as a laundrywoman for the army, explained that he "stayed 

¯ father at the barracks a good deal" and "was well known by all the Core- 

r men." Black women following the army tried to stay close to their male faro- 

members, but the army felt that the presence of families undermined army 

so women and children were occasionally forced out of the barracks. 

soldiers resented that white officers kept their wives in their own 

brbid African-American women from living with their men. 

they remained on their old plantations, wives of the African-American 

faced retaliation from their slave owners. As one wife expressed to her hus- 

in a letter: "You do not know how bad I am treated. They are treating me 

and worse every day. Our child cries for you." The letter ended hopefully, 

with "do the best you can and do not fret too much for me for it wont be 

before I will be free and then all we make will be ours." Receiving such letters 

Some soldiers wanted to leave the army and rescue their 

others became more motivated to stay and fight for freedom. 

Many Northern whites believed that slavery produced men too docile and cow- 

fight. Because of such prejudices some whites doubted that blacks had 

competence to fight in an orderly military fashion. Once former slaves had 

as Union soldiers, however, the doubters quickly changed their minds. As 

newspaper reporter raved, "It is useless to talk any more about negro 

The men fought like tigers, each and every one of them?’ Whites were 

when African-American regiments fought bravely at Port Hudson and 

Bend, Louisiana; Fort Wagner, South Carolina; and the Battle of the 
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Crater, near Petersburg, Virginia. At Port Hudson in May and at Fort Wagner in 

September 1863, African-American troops battled fiercely against tremendous 

Confederate advantages. Union deaths from the battles ran as high as forty percent. 
The battle at Milliken’s Bend took place just ten days after the one at Port Hudson. 

At first the Confederates seemed certain of victory. Outnumbered, the African 

Americans fought with bayonets in hand-to-hand combat against the Confederate 

charge. The Confederates could not defeat them. After initially falling back, the 

black troops held their line and the Confederates finally retreated. 

At Big Black River in Mississippi (May 1863), under fire from Confederate sol- 

diers, the African-American soldiers burned a railroad bridge the Confederates 

needed to bring in supplies. The soldiers also destroyed a section of railroad track. 

One general described the African-American soldiers: "Of this fight I can only say 

that men could not have behaved more bravely. I have seen white troops fight in 

twenty-seven battles and I never saw any fight better." Military strategists utilized 

African-American soldiers as an element of surprise in the opening charge against 

Confederate soldiers. Such maneuvers proved effective. 

The Confederate government tried to counteract this development by threaten- 

ing to refuse to grant black troops the status of prisoners of war if captured. It 

announced that captured African-American soldiers would be resold into slavery 

or perhaps even killed. This policy was calculated to increase the risk to African- 

American soldiers if they enlisted in the Union army. One general recalled that in 

one fight "such of the Colored Soldiers as fell into the hands of the Enemy during 
the battle were brutally murdered?’ Nevertheless, the Confederate government’s 

refusal to recognize the rights of African-American prisoners did not deter the sol- 

diers. One answered his commander’s warning that "it may be slavery or Death to 

some of you today" by saying "Lieutenant, I am ready to die for Liberty:’ In July 

1863, President Lincoln ann6unced that he would not exchange Confederate sol- 

diers for Union prisoners if African-American men were not treated the same as 

white prisoners of war. 

Although some Confederate soldiers treated African Americans as legitimate 

prisoners of war, others were far more brutal. In April 1864, for instance, Con- 

federate soldiers killed unarmed African Americans trying to surrender at Fort 

Pillow, Tennessee. This massacre became a symbol of Confederate brutality against 

African-American troops. One black New Yorker wrote to President Lincoln: "If 

the murder of the colored troops at Fort Pillow is not followed by prompt action 

on the part of our government, it may as well disband all its colored troops for no 

soldiers whom the government will not protect can be depended upon?’ 

In spite of their own and their families’ hardships, African Americans were 

proud of their wartime contributions. As one African-American soldier explained, 

"This was the biggest thing that ever happened in my life. I felt like a man with a 

uniform on and a gun in my hand." These soldiers fought for freedom for them- 
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and their families. "If roasting on a bed of coals of ftre would do away with 
would be wiling to be the sacrifice." 

-American men made up almost a quarter of the navy during the Civil 

One reason is that sailors did not have to contend with as much discrimina- 
as soldiers. For example, the Confederate policy of not exchanging African- 

;oldiers for whites did not apply to sailors. And because the ships of the 

were too small to set up racially segregated facilities, blacks and whites 

. ate, and bunked in the same quarters. Particularly toward the end of the 

few ships sailed without African-American crew members. They even made 

of the crew on a few ships. 

as soldiers, former slaves also acted as spies for the Union army. 
were able to maneuver in and out of Confederate lines with more ease than 

ern white men could. Southerners rarely suspected African Americans of 

out covert activities. For instance, Harriet Tubman spied during the war 

Union. She went to South Carolina, where for three years she gathered 

the military by talking to slaves living in Confederate-held areas. 

contributed, often unwillingly, to the Confederate war effort. They 

accompanied their masters into Confederate army camps to serve as 

servants. The Confederate government used slave labor to build forti- 

they cut wood, dug foundations, and did carpentry work. Slave men 
moved supplies. The army paid the masters for their slaves’ services. A few 

soldiers did serve in the Confederate army. In New Orleans, 

African Americans formed two regiments, not in defense of slavery but to 

homes against Yankee attack. Once the North took control of New 

however, many of these African-American Confederate soldiers went 

to the Union army, revealing the tenuousness of their commitment to the 

In March 1865, a month before the Civil ~Var ended, the Confederacy, 

~erafion, finally allowed African-American soldiers to fight in return for 

’ican-American soldiers marched into Richmond, Virginia, 

the Confederacy surrendered, white Southerners must have recog- 

that the war had destroyed slavery forever. Thousands of slaves had freed 

by crossing over the Union lines. African-American soldiers served 

~roudly in the Civil War, and many died for the honor. For their part, 

and children, crowded into contraband camps, endured 

war as best they could. Many also worked on plantations and became part of 

Northern plan of freed labor that started during the war. The military policies 

such labor influenced the working relationships between the freed pea- 

and their former owners during the period of Reconstruction that followed the 

Civil War brought freedom to the nation’s slaves, but just what this free- 

mean for the formerly enslaved people was unclear. 
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Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 28, 2010 9:18 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: E-Reserves 

Dear Tim: I will either come to classroom during your exam or I will 
see you in the office right at 1 : 15 and will bring as much information 
as I have. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting tjml 
<t~m 1 @email.unc. edu>: 

Hi Charlene -- 

How about Thursday -- I’m giving exams in Gardner 105 from 9:45 to 1 so you 
could drop by and we could talk or I could meet you at the office 
afterwards at 1 : 15. 

Let me kopw if this might work for you. 

Tim 

On Sun, 27 Jun 2010 12:28:41 -0400, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Tim: We may need to meet so that I have a clear understanding 
>> about what to put on e-reserves and how. Let me know if you have some 
>> time after or between your classes this week. I will be on campus 
>> probably Wednesday and Thursday. It shouldn’t take more than 5 minutes. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tim McMillan <tjml @email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene -- 
>>> 

>>> I’m in the middle of summer school so if you could take care of this 
>>> I would be most appreciative. Do you have all of the 
>>> articles/chapters we are planning to use? If not let me know and 
>>> I’ll get them. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks 
>>> 

>>> Tim 
>>> 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Tim: Do you want me to contact the library to put these essay 
>>>> on e-reserves or will you do this? Just let me know. Sincerely, 
>>>> Charlene Regester ..... Forwarded message from jessa@unc.edu ..... 
>>>> Date: Wed, 23 Jun2010 11:57:02 -0400 
>>>> From: Jessa Bliss <jessa@unc.edu> 
>>>> Reply-To: Jessa Bliss <jessa@unc.edu> 
>>>> Subject: CCO AFAM 101 questions 
>>>> To: CharleneRegester <regester@email.unc.edu> 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>> I’m currently working on your maj or revision of CCO AFAM 101, and I 
>>>> have a few questions: 

>>>> 1. For the two 2-week lessons (Lesson 8 and Lesson 11), the 
>>>> discussion forum assignments say students need to respond to the 
>>>> issues by Tuesday and to one of their classmates’ postings by 
>>>> Friday. Should this be the first or second Tuesday? And should 
>>>> this be the first or second Friday? 
>>>> 2. I received the e-reserves list you submitted. I just wanted to 
>>>> clarify that you will need to get these readings placed on 
>>>> e-reserves. The procedure is outlined on our Faculty Handbook site 
>>>> in caseyou have any questions: 
>>>> http://fridavcenter.unc.edu/facultWlibrarv.html. 

>>>> Also regarding e-reserves, you may want to try and add the articles 
>>>> to e-reserves that are currently listed as PDFs for the course. This 
>>>> would be a safe practice to prevent any copyright issues. The 
>>>> articles are as follows (I’ve attached the files as well): 

>>>> * Excerpt from "That Peculiar Institution," in/From Slavery to 
>>>> Freedom/, John Hope Franklin (PDF) 
>>>> * Kelley ed., excerpts from "Let My People Go" (PDF) and "Breaking 
>>>> the Chains" (PDF) in/To Make Our World Anew/ 

>>>> Thanks Charlenet Please let me know if you have any questions. Hope 
>>>> you’re enjoying your summer so far[ 

>>>> Jessa 

........................................................................ 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 



>>>> I’m currently working on your maj or revision of CCO AFAM 101, and I 
>>>> have a few questions: 

>>>> 1. For the two 2-week lessons (Lesson 8 and Lesson 11), the 
>>>> discussion forum assignments say students need to respond to the 
>>>> issues by Tuesday and to one of their classmates’ postings by 
>>>> Friday. Should this be the first or second Tuesday? And should 
>>>> this be the first or second Friday? 
>>>> 2. I received the e-reserves list you submitted. I just wanted to 
>>>> clarify that you will need to get these readings placed on 
>>>> e-reserves. The procedure is outlined on our Faculty Handbook 

site 
>>>> in case you have any questions: 
>>>> http ://fridavcenter.unc. edu/facultWlibrarv.html. 

>>>> Also regarding e-reserves, you may want to try and add the articles 
>>>> to e-reserves that are currently listed as PDFs for the course. This 
>>>> would be a safe practice to prevent any copyright issues. The 
>>>> articles are as follows (I’ve attached the files as well): 

>>>> * Excerpt from ?That Peculiar Institution,? in/From Slavery to 
>>>> Freedom/, John Hope Franklin (PDF) 
>>>> * Kelley ed., excerpts from ?Let My People Go? (PDF) and ?Breaking 
>>>> the Chains? (PDF) in/To Make Our World Anew/ 

>>>> Thanks Charlenet Please let me know if you have any questions. Hope 
>>>> you’re enjoying your summer so far[ 

>>>> Jessa 

>>>> -- 

>>>> Jessa Bliss 
>>>> Instructional Designer 
>>>> The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>> 100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>> Ph: 919.962.7974 
>>>> jessa@unc.edu 
>>>> www.fridaycenter.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 8, 2010 2:53 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Fwd: UCLA Screenwrifing Deadline Approaching 

iN UCLA The Professional Program in Screenwriting at the School of Theater, Film and Television 

You’re familiar with the world-renowned MFA Screenwriting Program at UCLA. Maybe you’ve 

thought about applying, but you don’t have the time for a degree program, and you want 

something more substantial than an extension class. And maybe those pricey film "academies" 

have you seeing red. 

The UCLA Professional Program in Screenwriting 
is exac’dy what you’re looking for. 

Offered both online and on campus, the UCLA Professional Program in Screenwriting was 

created to bring a greater number of promising screenwriters to the UCLA School of Theater, 

Film and Television. This is the perfect way to get a respected UCLA screenwriting education, 

to receive honest feedback on your screenplays, and to work under a regimen that will allow 

you to come away with two completed feature-length screenplays in only one academic year - 

all while keeping your day job. 

Now Accepting Applications for Fall 2010 
www.tft.ucla.edu/professionalprograms 

Alumni of the UCLA Professional Program in Screenwriting have sold material to Paramount, 

MGM, New Line, Disney, 20th Century Fox, Nickelodeon, Regency, Miramax, Sony, Warner 

Bros, and more. Alumni include Dan Mazeau (the upcoming feature film Clash of the Titans 2), 

Travis Wright (Eagle Eye starring Shia LaBeouf), Cindy McOreery (the upcoming New Line film 

Soccer Mom), Fernley Phillips (The Number 23 starring Jim Carrey), and David Wagner & 

Brent Goldberg (The GM Next Door, Van Wilder). 

Become our Facebook fan! 
www.tft.ucla.edu/ppfb 

Questions? Call us at (310) 825-6124 or send an email to 

ProfessionaIPrograms@tft.ucla.edu 

UCLA School of Theater, Film and Televison I 405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90095 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 12, 2010 11:32 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: [iaaflist] ASWAD Cont~rence Call lbr Papers 

..... Forwarded message from tashford@email.unc edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 09:53:42 -0400 
From: ~email uric edu> 

Reply-To: @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [iaarlist] ASWAD Conference Call for Papers 

To: Institute of Alicican American Research <iaarlist@listserv.uaac. edu> 

;)ear IAAR Listserv Members: 

Please see informatiun beluw abuut a call :[’or papers for the 
Assuciatiun for the Study of the Worldwide African Diaspora (ASWAD). 

> !{! ASVv~,.D CONI:[~RENC[~ - CALL FOR PAPERS 

> (Please disseminate far and wide) 
> 

> Yuu are invited to participate in the sixth biennial cunference uf 
the Association for the Study uf the Wurldwide African Diaspura 
(A SWAID), tu be held 
> 
> Cur£erence Theme: AFRICAN L[[IER~.TION AN[) BLACK POWER: TIlE CHAI L[{NGES 

OF DIASPOR[C ENCOUNTERS ACROSS TIME, SPACE, AN[)IMAGINATION 

> In 1954, novelist and intellectual Richard Wright published Black 
Puwer, a provocative buok in which Wright offered his reflectiuns un 
his travels to the Guld Coast as it was in the prucess of becuming the 
independent nation of Ghana The term "Black Puwer" that Wright used tu 
signi~ the pussibilities uf freedom and development fi~r Africans, as 
well as Pan-Ali*ican cultural cunnectiuns, would becume a familiar 
notion tu peuple uf African descent aruund the world, who identified 
with its potent message for liberation and cult~al revitalization. In 
so doing, Wright opened a new chapter in the long histolT of political 
and intellectual dialogue across the African Diaspora-one that revealed 
both the convergences and ruptures between people of African descent on 
the continent and in Diaspora. 

> For its sixth biennial confurence, to be held in Pittsburgh, ASWAD 
explores the theme "African Liberation and Black Power: The Challenges 
of Diasporic Encotmters Across Time, Space and Imagination." This 
conference intends to appreciate the Diasporic dimensions and 
articulations of Black Power, with special emphasis on Africa, Europe, 
the Caribbean, Latin America, and Asia by tracing the genealogies of 
the concept and challenging localized limitations of Black Power 
scholarship. 
> 

> Though the term "Black Power" is most frequently associated with the 
political and cultural movement of the 1960s and 1970s in the United 
States, the drive to valorize blackness and Africanib’/Africanitd was 
broadly shared tl’uoughout Africa and the African Diaspora. Black Power 
was a transnational phenomenon; in addition to the U.S., organizations, 
activists, artists, and politicians in Canada, Trinidad, Guyana, 
Jamaica, Bermuda, LPK, South Africa, Zaire, and elsewhere explicitly 
identified themselves as adhering to Black Power. Each of these local 
movements responded in tmique ways, but remained in dialogue w-ith 
peoples of African descent and other peoples seeking creative responses 
to oppressive regimes. At the same time, 1970s black feminist 
organizations such as the Combahee River Collective (USA) and the 

Southall Black Sisters (UK), as ~vell as writers such as Claudia Jones, 
Audre Lorde and Bessie Head, openly contested the masculinist, 
heteronormative tendencies within Bla’. 
> ck Po~ver Indeed, Diasporic feminists oken imagined freedom in far 
more expansive political and aesthetic terms than their male 
counterparts 

> In exploring Black Power as a global phenomenon, ASWAD encourages 
the submission of papers that interrogate the elements that define 
Black Power, its multiple locations, and articulations, its gendered 
and sexual contours, the transnational connections that informed and 
nurtured it as ~vell as global and local cultural and political prqiects 
that revitalize it in the twenty-first centulT. ha addition, we seek to 
identil}’ the antecedents of Black Po~ver, and historicize it within the 
traoectories of African and African Diasporic literature, culture, 
media, philosophy, politics, and the academy itself, as ~vell as its 
relationship to health and environmental issues. The cultural and 
ideological foundations of Black Po~ver had deep roots in the 17th, 
18th, and 19th centuries and, as such, ASWAD encourages papers that 
excavate the origins of the cultural, intellectual, and political 



expressions that gave birth to the liberation straggles of the 20th 
century. All geographic areas will ! 
> be represented, including Africa, the Americas, the Middle East, 
Europe, and Asia Paper and panel proposals that incorporate women, 
gender, and sexuality’ as categories of analysis are encouraged. 
> 
> Conference Site 
> 

> The University of Pittsburgh is hosting the conference in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
> 

> The city of Pittsburgh resonates well with the broad experience of 
the African Diaspora. Martin Delany, arguably the leading figure in 
Pan-African politics of the mid-19th centmy, made Pittsburgh the basis 
of his participation in North American conferences and his 1859 West 
African visit. The black corum~mity of Western Permsylvania, including a 
number directly from Africa and as well as others from Virginia, the 
northeast U.S., and (subsequently) Alabama, has been docmnented 
recently in a ruajor museuru exhibit, "Free at Last?" supported by the 
University of Pittsburgh and displayed at the Heinz History Center. The 
Pittsburgh Courier, founded in 1907, was a leading regional and 
national African American newspaper for much of the 20th century. 
> 

> Pittsburgh was and is a town centered on work and workers. Its 
conm~ercial ties lira: it by river to New Orleans and by rail to New Yurk 
Ci~, Baltimore, and Chicago. Its steel, glass, and paint link it to 
the rest of the world. With global econotnic ties came global cultural 
ties: Pittsburgh’s classical musicians of the 19th century were black; 
in the 20th century the ci~ became a hub of jazz music; today it 
remains a center of doo-wop nostalgia. Playwright August Wilson wrote 
his cycle of ten plays based on Pittsburgh’s Hill District; some of his 
plays were inspired by images of the visual artist Romare Bearden. In 
2009, a magnificent August Wilson Cultural Center opened in the heart 
of downtown, near to the Heinz History Center. Today, African Americans 
are about 25% of Pittsburgh’s population of 300,000, and about 20% of 
Allegheny County’s population Small but culturally active African 
con~munities (with the obvious overlap of the two) expand the diversity 
of the region. 
> 

> Western Pennsylvania was a key battlegrouaad in the 2008 presidential 
election, and went solidly for Obama. Based on his campaign experience, 
President Obama chose to hold the 2009 G-20 Sunmait in Pittsburgh, to 
highlight the success of the city’ in navigating the economic and social 
problems of our era. 
> 

> For the conference, sessions will be held in the elegantly 
refurbished University Club on the University of Pittsburgh campus; 
hotels are within walking distance On Saturday night of the 
conference, the annual Pittsburgh Jazz Seminar ~vill take place in the 
Carnegie Music Hall; the Carnegie Museum exhibit on the work of 
"Teenie" Harris, the famed Pittsburgh Courier photographer, opens at 
the beginning of the ASWAD conference-both venues are next to the Pitt 
campus. We also hope to have an event at the August Wilson Center. 
> 

> Proposals 
> 

> Please send a t~vo-page abstract (for either a single presentation or 
a panel) and a one-page CV (or multiple one-page CV’s) by 

They can be sent prior to submitting the registration fee, and 
are to be sent electronically via email attachment to: aswad @osu.edu 
> 

> Other queries (but not abstracts; please send all abstracts to SAME 
EMAIL AI)DR[~SS) can be addressed to: 
> 

> Leslie M Alexander, Conference Co-Chair 
> Associate Professor 
> 371 Dulles Hall 
> 230 West 17th Avenue 
> Department of History 
> ’]7he Ohio State University’ 
> Columbus, Oil 43210 
> 

> We intend to post papers on our website, and some may be selected 
for publication. If you do not wish your paper to appear in either 
format, please clearly indicate such. Completed materials should be 
submitted in publishable form prior to the first week in 
> 

> Please do not delay in submitting your abstracts[ 
> 

> Conference Registration Fees 
> 

> ASWAD Members: 
> 

> Academics and Professionals (General Membership) based in North 
America and Europe: US $75 
> 

> Retired Acaderuics and Professionals (General Membership) based in 
Nol~h America and Europe: US $50 
> 

> Acaderuics and Professionals (General Membership) based elsewhere: US $25 
> 



> Students: no registratinn fee required 
> 

> Non-A SWAD Members: 
> 

> Academics and Professionals based in North ~anerica and Europe: US $140 
> 

> Retired Academics and Professionals based in North America and 
Europe: US $80 
> 
> Academics and Professionals based elsewhere: US $50 
> 

> Students: no registration fee required 
> 

> Conference Information and ASYVAD Membership 
> 

> ASVVAD members and cotfference palticipants will receive regular 
updates on the conference via email. Information on the conference and 
ASWAD can also be found on the ASWAD website, www.aswadiaspora.org, and 
should be consulted periodically for updates. You may start or renew 
your menrbership for by following instructions posted on the site. 
> 

> Accomnrodations 
> 

> The Holiday Inn will serve as the main host hotel, although nmst of 
the sessions will be held at the University Club of the University of 
Pittsburgh. A block of rooms has been reset’,~ed, but availability will 
diminish quickly, lnfom~ation on the Holiday Inn, as well as 
alternative hotels, is provided below; when making reset’,~ations, simply 
indicate that you are an ASWAD conference participant to get the 
special rate: 
> 

> Holiday Itm - Pittsburgh University Center 
> http:i/www.holidayinn.con~/pit-univctr 
> 125 roonrs 
> $124+tax 
> $10 a day parking 
> Resel~gations must be received by 
> 

> Hampton Irm Oakland 
> 

http://www.pitt sburgl%hamptoninn corn/home-hampton-pitt sbur gh-oakland-hotel.php 
> 50 rooms 
> $12900 + tax 
> Includes a hot breakfast 
> $14 a day parking 
> Reser~ations must be received by 
> 

> Courtyard by Mal~ciott Shadyside/Oakland 
> http://vavwmarriott.com/hotels/travel/pitok-courtyard-pittsburgh-shadyside/ 
> 

> 30 rooms 
> $134.00 + tax 
> $1788 Valet parking a day 
> Reser~ations must be received by 
> 

> Wyndham Hotel Pittsburgh University- Place 
> http ://w~vw wwndham c om/hotels/PITLrP/main.~vnt 
> 75 rooms 
> $125 ~ tax 
> $17.00 a day parking 
> Reservations must be received by 
> Pittsburgh Athletic Association 
> 

> http://www.paaclub.com/ClubiScripts/Home/homeasp 
> 15 rooms 
> Prices vap)~ 
> Reservations must be received by 
> 

> Residence Inn by Marriott Pittsburgh University/Medical (;enter 
> 

http ://www.marri~tt com/hote~s/trave1/pitr~-residence-inn-pittsbur~h-universi~-medica~-center/ 
> 30 rooms 
> $11900 ~ tax 
> $13.50 a day parking 
> Reservations must be received by 
> 

> See you in Pittsburgh! 
> 
> ASWAD I)][R[gCTOR 

> 

> Abena Busia 
> 

> CONb]{RF.NC E CO-CI I~]RS 
> Leslie Alexander 
> Michael Gomez 
> 

> LOCAL ORGANIZING COik~dYFTEE 
> Corc~ittee Co-Chairs 
> Brenda Berrian 
> Patrick Mamxing 
> 



> Committee Members @*ore 5 Pittsburgh-area institutions) 
> Joseph Adjaye 
> Jerome Branche 
> Joe Coohil[ 
> Yolanda Covington 
> Seymour Drescher 
> Veronica Dristas 
> Larry Feick 
> Edda Fields-Black 
> Joshua Furrest 
> Laurence Olasco 
> Shelorue Oooden 
> Robert Hill 
> Katharine Jones 
> Ottie Lee 
> Robert Maxon 
> Lara Putnaru 
> Jean-Jacques Sene 
> Rebecca Shumway 
> Joe Trotter 

> ASWAD EXECUTIVE BO.4RD OF DIRECTORS 
> Leslie M. Alexander 
> Jean Allman 
> Hila13, Beckles 
> Jerome Branche 
> Abena Busia 
> Kim D. Butler 
> Carol Boyce Davies 
> Jualynne E. Dodson 
> Chouki E1 Hamel 

> Jayne O. Lfekw~igwe 
> Francis Abiola hele 
> Fatimah Jackson 
> blona Lima 
> Patrick Maturing 
> Erik McDufiie 
> Wania Sant’Anna 
> Kelvin A Santiago-Valles 
> Verene A. Shepherd 
> Elisee Soumolmi 

> Filomina Stead?- 

> To unsubscribe from: ASWAD Membership, just follow this link: 

http:/iaswadiaspora org/cgi-bm/mo~o/mojocgi?f u&l ASWAD Membership&e fatimah@umdedu&p 5326 
> 

> Click the link, or copy and paste the address into your browser 

This email is being forwarded to the Listsel~’ of the Institute of 
African American Research, located at the University of Nolth Carolina 
at Chapel Hill This listserv periodically lists reformation on 
upcoming IAAR programs, related organizations, and constituents For 
more intbrmation, please contact the IAAR Programming Coordinator at 
919.9626810 

--- You are currently subscribed to iaarlist as: 

regester@email unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-272819dO-2005154 eScTc79b4d7af5bee3d226b46aea7ce4@listser~ uric edu 

..... }{nd fopa, arded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 12, 2010 11:41 AM 

Ashfi~rd Carter, Tomeiko R <tashtbrd@email.unc.edw~ 

NEH Letter 

IAARLetterl~eadNEHLetterofSupport.doc 

Dear Tomeiko: Attached is a copy of the letter that you requested If 
you need to tweak or improve for your purposes that is fine with me 
Hope this helps Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



July 10, 2010 

To Whom It May Concern: 

It is with great pleasure that I extend my support to the Institute for African 
American Research in their grant application for the National Endowment for the 
Humanities "America’s Media Makers." As part of the grant proposal, the IAAR intends 
to produce a film script that evolved from the Humanities Script Writing Contest on a 
famous African American athlete. Because of my own research on cinematic 
representations of African Americans historically and in view of the fact that I have been 
asked to serve as a media consultant, this project is undoubtedly one that deserves 
funding and one for which I am willing to give my strongest support. 

Given the tenuous and sometimes turbulent history that African Americans have 
endured in the media, it is incredibly important that Institutes such as the IAAR be 
provided with the resources to tell such stories, reconstruct such representations, and 
articulate their own voice regarding the public profile of the African American Athlete in 
the popular culture and public imagination. Historically, early cinematic representations 
spawned by images such as The Birth of a Nation (1915) provided such limited and 
damaging representations that the black cinematic image was bound to be misrepresented 
historically. And when we consider that black boxers such as Jack Johnson had his fight 
pictures halted from exhibition conveys the exclusion and erasure that the African 
American athlete endured in shaping the black screen image. That contemporary 
representations stand to be informed by these earlier cinematic representations or 
absences speaks to the significance and importance of this project. Therefore, I strongly 
urge that funding be provided to support this venture because of the impact that it likely 
will have on shaping contemporary mediated representations. Added to this, because the 
project is being launched by the IAAR, it will draw upon a wide range of talent and 
expertise that exists at UNC-CH. Without question, it has the potential to be a valuable 
project, with wide ranging implications, and considerable viability. 

If the project is funded, I am more than willing to lend my expertise as a film 
historian and contribute in whatever way that I can to the research, implementation, or 
execution of the project. The IAAR has always had a good reputation, is well known for 
its quality research, and is deserving of my strong support and endorsement. If additional 
information is needed, please feel free to contact me in the near future. 

Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester, Ph.D., Associate Professor 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3395 
regester@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 15, 2010 11:51 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: Blassingame 

Dear Tim: Will do. Sincereb’, Charlene Regester Quoting Tim McMillan 

<tirol @email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene --- 

I can’t find my cop?’ of the slave community anywhere Canyou drop 
it offfor Travis to copy for the e-reserves Sons’, but I don’t 
know- what happened to my copy. 

Take care 

Tnn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 16, 2010 7:40 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Fail 2010 Revisions due; New plagiarism tutoriaJ 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 16 Jul 2010 07:39:32 -0400 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Fall 2010 Revisions due; New plagiarism tutorial 

To: Jessa Bliss <jessa@unc.edu> 

Dear Jessa: Yes, we would like for you to add the tutorial on 
plagiarism for AFAM 101. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Jessa 
Bliss <jessa@unc.edu>: 

> Good morning CCO instructors! 

> As you all know, minor revisions for fall CCO courses are due today. 
> Thank you in advance if you’ve already submitted your revisions or if 
> you’re planning to submit them soon. Please let me know of any 
> questions or concerns you have regarding your course(s). 
> 

> Also, we’ve recently been informed about a new tutorial on plagiarism 
> that was created by librarians at UNC, Duke, NCSU and NCCU: 
> hllp:i ~ lib ~.mc ed~.~          . If you would like me to add this 
> link to the Honor Code section of your course home page(s), please 
> let me know! We are also planning to add this information about the 
> tutorial to the online Faculty Handbook 
> <J~lll~ f~l ~.ta~ cer~ler ~.mc ed~.~/l%~c~Jl~/index ~lm> in case you want to 
> reference it in the future. 
> 

> Thanks againt 

> Jessa 

> Jessa Bliss 
> Instructional Designer 
> The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> Ph: 919.962.7974 
> jessa@unc.edu 
> www.fridaycenter.unc, edu 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 19, 2010 2:38 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: Blassingame 

Dear Tim: I hope to review the on-line class revisions by the end of 
this ~veek I will alert you to any errors that I might detect. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tim McMillan <[iml@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene --- 

I can’t lind my copy of the slave communi~ anywhere. Canyou drop 
it offfor Travis to copy for the e-reserves. Sol~V, but I don’t 
know what happened to my cop?-. 

Take care 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 29, 2010 8:53 AM 

Lindsay TttOMAS <llhoma@mail.wuncfin.unc.edu> 

Re: Interview Request 

Dear Lindsay: August 4th at noon should work as I will be leaving to go 
out of town on August 8th Just let me kno~v the direction of the 
interview so that I can be prepared -- it seems that I wrote the book a 
long time ago. I will have to refresh my memoW. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Lindsay THOMAS <lthomas@mail wuncfm.uaac.edu>: 

Charlene, 

Not a problem. We also have availability on August 4th at noon and 
August 17th-20th at noon. Let me know if you have a preference from 
those date options and we’ll go from there. Thank you, Lindsay 

Lindsay Foster Thomas 
haterim Managing Editor 
"The State of Things" 
WUNC-F\{, Nolth Carolina Public Radio 
324 Blackwell St., Suite 600 
Durham, NC 27701 
(919) 445-9167 office 
Listen online @ www.stateofthings.org 

>>>> <regester@email unc.edu> 7/28/2010 1:18 pm >>> 
Dear Lindsay: Yes, I would be interested but I could not do this so 
quickly. I will call and attempt to set up another time. ’]’hanks for 
your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Lindsay THOMAS 
<lthomas@mail.wuncfm uric edu>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> I am a producer at WUNC, North Carolina Public Radio with a program 
>> called "The State of Things." We recently received a copy of your 
>> book, "African American Actresses," and we would love to feature you 
>> as a guest on the show Our earliest calendar availability is this 
>> Friday, July 30th at 12 pm EST if you are interested and available 
>> to join us then Please call me at (919) 445-9167 or simply reply to 
>> this e-mail at your earliest convenience to confirm or discuss 
>> another date and I’ll be happy to share more details with you. Thank 
>> you so much for your time. I look fopa, ard to hearing from you 
>> shortly 
>> 

>> Warm Regards, 
>> 

>> 

>> Lindsay Foster Thomas 
>> Interira Managing Editor 
>> "The State of Things" 
>> WUNC-F2vL North Carolina Public Radio 
>> 324 Blacks’ell St., Suite 600 
>> Durhatr~ N(~’ 27701 

>> 019) 445-9167 office 
>> Listen online @ w~vw.stateofthings.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 29, 2010 2:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Black Abolitionist sPassageways 

BlackAbolilionistsPassageways.pdf 

Attached 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 30, 2010 9:45 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Proposal Deadline Aug 1. New Orleans Cont~rence 

..... Forwarded message from research@conference-alert net ..... 
Date: Thu. 29 Jul 2010 21:01:57 -0500 
From: Call for Papers <research@conference-alert net> 

Reply-To: Call for Papers <research@col~ference-alert.net> 
Subject: Proposal Deadline Aug 1. New Orleans Conference 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

View this email as Webpage 

5tit I I]x~I3’;RNATION,~,L CONI,I{RENCE ON SOCIAl, SCIF, NCE RESEARCtl 
Et’]’[~P :/TW~VW. SOCIAL SCIENCECONF NET 

New Orleans, I,A ¯ Hilton Rwerside ¯ Sept 23-25, 2010 
Proposal Deadline is August 1 st Submit a proposal HERE[l] 

’]7he conference will take place at the Hilton New Orleans Riverside, 
located just steps from the French Quarter, the Audubon Aquarium, and 
R iverwalk Marketplace. Or you can jump on one of the city’s famed 
streetcars and explore the cities rich history, great food and colorful 
nightlife 

’]7his interdisciplinary conference will draw together faculty members, 
researchers, and professionals from the social sciences, and provide 
them with the opportunity to interact with colleagues from the same 
field and from related fields. Cross-disciplinary submissions are 
particularly encouraged as is participation by international scholars 
The disciplines represented will include:/Anthropology, Area Studies 
(Asia, Latin America, Europe, etc.), Communication, Criminology, 
Economics, Geoscience, Gender Studies, History, International Studies, 
Political Science, Policy/Public Administration, Psychology, 
Race/Ethnic Studies, Sociology, and Urban Studies./ 

Participants are welcome to SUBMIT A PAPER PROPOSAL[2] to present 
either a 30-minute paper presentation, or to j ointly present a 
90-minumte colloquium session. The types of papers presented include: 
research (qualitative or quantitative), theoretical articles, or papers 
prepared by practitioners that deal with application, best practices, 
and case studies. 

It is a presenter?s conference and we strongly encourage people to 
attend sessions throughout the three-day conference. The conference 
registration fee includes a plated lunch each day of the confurence, as 
well as an opening night reception, providing attendees an opportunity 
to meet and get to know each other. Student registration rates are 
$300, and faculty registration rates are $375. 

Hotel rates at the New Orleans Hilton Riverside are only- $149 for a 
single or double room./Our group code is "CPP" and you can make 
reservations directly i/here/[3]/. / 

YVHAT PAST ATTENDEES HAVE SAID: 
"I particularly enjoyed the interdisciplinary nature of the meeting, 
and that it draws so many international scholars - it provides a 
wonderful perspective." 

"The quality of the food was the best that I have experienced at a 
professional meeting." 

"I appreciated the many opportunities to network ~vith other researchers 
- at meals, during receptions and during sessions" 

"The conference ran very smoothly." 

/"The meeting was professionally helpful, but it was also a lot of fun. 
Make sure you send me information about the next meeting.’7 

We support responsible and ethical email marketing practices 
Please know that we respect your right to be purged from this marketing 
campaign. Removal from this email distribution list is automatically 
enforced by our email delivery system. Please click here to start the 
process for email deletion. 

This correspondence may be a ne~vsletter, press release, solicitation or 
advertisement We encourage and support best practices in responsible 
email marketing. 



(;entre for Policy and Practice 

P.O Bo× 3008 - Bloomington, IN 47402 US 

[1] http://conference-alertnet/ao.php/725892i266041 ,’4649358 

[2] http : // conference-a[ert.net/~o.php/725892/266041/46493 58 

[3] http:/iconfcrence-alert.nct/go.php/725892i266041/4649335 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 4, 2010 3:43 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: [SCMSL] Good News on the Fair Use Front 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear SCMS Member: 
As many of you have no doubt already heard, there is reason for SCMS members to celebrate. As part of its triennial rulemaking, the Library of 
Congress has announced new and expanded exemptions to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Peter Decherney, who won an earlier exemption 
in 2006, led the lobbying effort. In the 2009 rulemaking, Peter was joined by SCMS and a broad coalition of library and educational organizations. 
One new exemption allows college and university "professors" in any field to bypass the copy protection on DVDs for educational purposes. The 
exemption also applies to film and media studies students, documentary filmmakers, and anyone making noncommercial videos. Together, these 
categories cover a wide range of activities vital to the work of SCMS members. The exemption only applies when short portions of DVDs are 
copied for the purposes of comment or criticism. The below links provide some more information, including a tutorial on how to go about making 
clips from DVDs. 
LINKS 

The Library of Congress’s Final Ruling and Supporting Documents 
SCMS Statements on Fair Use Best Practices for Teaching and Research 
__D_____M___O_’___A______E___x___e____m__p_t_j__o___n___s_____F____A____Q__. (to be updated soon) 
MacWorld Maqazine’s Video Demonstration of How to Rip A DVD 
http://chaucer.umuc.edu/Nogcip/collectanea/2OlO/O7/worth the wait - installment 1.html 
SCMS Office Staff 
Jane and Debbie 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 2:50 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: [SCMSBlack] Panel on "Treme" 

ATT00001 .c 

Dear Africm~/African- American Caucus: 

I just received the follomng email from Amy Corbin. 

Is anyone interes~ted in being on this panel? If so, please contact Amy at ACorbin@muhlenberg.edu. 

I’m writing on behalf of the newly tbrmed Urban Studies ScholMy Interest Group. We’ve been talking about t~ ing to have a presentation around the ttBO show 

Treme and the idea ofa TV show as a portrait of a city at next year’s SCMS. We were wondering if your group would be interested in co-o~a~izing, along with 

possibly the TV Studies SIG-- or if similar plans are already in the works. I know there is at least one academic panel proposed, but I was thinking of having a special 

event with industly personnel and others connected to the show’s production. 

Ideas for speakers include: 

--David Simon (alternate: Eric Overmyer or another producer) 
--Wendell Pierce, actor who plays Antoine Batiste and is from New Orleans; had vely perceptive comments about the city, in an interview I saw (aJternate: another 

actor who we determine would be interes~ting and able to interface ruth academic audience) 

--Dave Walker, TV colunmist for the Times Picayune who has been posting regular articles about show 

--Cherice Hamson-Nelson, "Big Queen" ofMardi Gras Indian tribe whose family is consulting on the show and who did a performance piece at another conference I 

was at in New Orleans 

--a musician who has minor role in show? 

Gerald R. Butters, Jr. 
Africar~’,A£ricma-American Co-ChaAr - SCMS 

Professor of History 

Aurora University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:12 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Artcicle Baker Reader 

Dear      : You have plenty of time so don’t worry about a deadline. 
We are still working on the introduction so don’t rush or worry Thanks 
for the update. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I hope you had a great and productive stammer and that you are ready for the 
new semester ahead. I have meant to contact you earlier but I am on a two 
days dissertation deadline and I have been totally s~vamped. 

I was finally able to collect all the pages of the book "Josephine Baker 
vue par la presse francaise", but only after a veW long process due to 
copyrights issues, and therefore late in the summer I have started ~vorking 
on it, but could not continue ~vith my work due to the new dissertation 
deadline. I definitely need more time to complete my article, ~vhich I was 
only able to start working on.If you decided to go ahead and submit it for 
publication without my article, I would totally understand, even though I 
would also be very disappointed to not be part of this great pr~iect. How 
is ~t coming along on your side? 

Thank you so much for your patience 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 2:52 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Proposal for Research and Study Leave 

Proposal for Research and Study LeaveFall2010[1 ].doc 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu --- 
Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 14:51:09 -0400 
From: r egester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Proposal for Research and Study Leave 

To: JEN321 @email.unc.edu 

Dear Julius: Attached is the proposal that I am submitting to 
officially request a research and study leave. If additional 
information is needed, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 19, 2010 3:05 PM 

@aol.com 

Advice Needed 

Dear Vander: Since my book has been published Student Stores wants me 
to give a reading. I was not particularly interested since I have had 
so much opposition on this campus. However, others indicated that it 
would help sell the book. Please give me your thoughts and advice 
whenever you return I was reluctanct to contact you because I kno~v you 
are busy but you are one of the few persons who have some knowledge of 
my history Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 20, 2010 11:48 AM 

’~)aol.com 

Colleague at Xavier 

Dear Vander: After returning tlcom a film studies conference, I 
discovered that one of my colleagues -- a fihnmaker named Pierre (don’t 
know his last name-also, he’s an older guy) is now- teaching at Xavier 
after having been denied tenure at Emerson College in Boston (in that 
he was the only black faculty member of the department). On my behalf 
please seek him out, extend yourself, and lend him support. I would 
like to keep in touch in the event that we have the black cinema 
conference here. Thanks much for your assistance Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 23, 2010 9:30 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: [SCMSBlack] Nola Film Feslival 

..... Forwarded message from terri.francis@ale.edu ..... 

Date: Sun, 22 Aug 2010 13:36:20 -0490 
From: Terri Francis <terri.francis@ale.edu> 

Reply-To: Terri Francis <terri tlcancis@ale.edu> 
Subject: [SCMSBlack] Nola Film Festival 

To: SCMSBlack@lists-cmstudies. org 

Maybe someone would be interested in meeting up with the organizers of 
the New Orleans Afrikan Film Festival 
http://neworleansafrik anfilmfest.orvi 
Eileen Julien (IU) and JOseph Gai Rawaka co-pres. For an idea of the 
film scene in NOLA. 

Terri 

Terri Francis 
Associate Professor 
Film Studies and African American Studies 
Yale Umversi~ 
203-432-7193 

h ttp://vavw .y al e edu~,filmstudi espro~ram/fac ulty/francis, htm [ 

SCMSBIack mailing list 

SCMSBlack@lists-cmstttdies.org 

http://lists-cmst~dies.org/mailmarv’listinfo/scmsblack lists-cmstudies.org 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 23, 2010 9:31 AM 

~hotmail.com 

Fwd: [SCMSBlack] Nola Film Feslival 

..... Forwarded message from terri.francis@ale.edu ..... 

Date: Sun, 22 Aug 2010 13:36:20 -0490 
From: Terri Francis <terri.francis@ale.edu> 

Reply-To: Terri Francis <terri tlcancis@ale.edu> 
Subject: [SCMSBlack] Nola Film Festival 

To: SCMSBlack@lists-cmstudies. org 

Maybe someone would be interested in meeting up with the organizers of 
the New Orleans Afrikan Film Festival 
http://neworleansafrik anfilmfest.orvi 
Eileen Julien (IU) and JOseph Gai Rawaka co-pres. For an idea of the 
film scene in NOLA. 

Terri 

Terri Francis 
Associate Professor 
Film Studies and African American Studies 
Yale Umversi~ 
203-432-7193 

h ttp://vavw .y al e edu~,filmstudi espro~ram/fac ulty/francis, htm [ 

SCMSBIack mailing list 

SCMSBlack@lists-cmstttdies.org 

http://lists-cmst~dies.org/mailmarv’listinfo/scmsblack lists-cmstudies.org 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 24, 2010 6:34 PM 

@hotmail.com 

Fwd: Reminder: Footage Fim~ is Giving Away Aerial Footage 

Hello, this is Laura from Footage Firm. I wanted to make sure you knew about the new aerial footage collections we are giving away: 

~www.foota efirm.com freeaerialfoota e.html 

All 10 collections are still available, and contain over 150 aerial flyovers of canyons, cliffs, wildlife, water, cities and much more. 

We are only giving away a limited number of these collections, so if you are interested in any of them I suggest grabbing them soon: 

Get Your Aerial Footage Collections 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions! 

~ Laura 

Sincerely, 
Laura Corson 
Footage Firm 

i.~.i Laura Oorson 

Email: la u ra @footagefirm.com 
Phone: 866-777-9354, extension 3 
Web: htt p ://www.footagefirm.com 

Update Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:36 AM 

Fred Clark <ti:laxk@email.unc.edu> 

Re: final exam 

Dear     : I will grade as soon as possible It has been some two years 
ago since she worked with me so I will have to do some research on her 
assignments and see if she has completed all work required. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Fred Clark <fclark@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, Here is      final She is working against time to be 
able to attend this semester That depends on the grades she can get 
from the Incs that she is twing to make up. Why do students leave 
everything to the last minute? Fred 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:09 PM 

Fred Clark <ti:laxk@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Assiglmaents lbr AFAM 

Dear Clark: I checked my grade book and      was missing all four 
assignments: Jubilee paper, Exam I, Exam II, and Final exam She 
emailed me her Jubilee Paper and the Final Exam. So at this point, not 
unless she has already- submitted these materials, I am still missing 
exam I and Exam II I will need these assignments before I can give her 
a final grade in the course. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Fred 

Clark <fclark@email.unc .edu>: 

Hi Charlene, Here is      final. She is working against time to be 
able to attend this semester. That depends on the grades she can get 
from the Incs that she is trying to make up. "¢~y do students leave 
eve~zthing to the last minute? Fred 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:10 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Assignments tbr AFAM 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed,             15:08:38 -04.)0 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Re:            Assignments for AFAM 

To: Fred Clark <fclark@emaihunc edu> 

[)ear Clark: I checked my grade book and      was missing all four 
assigmnents: Jubilee paper, Exam I, Exam II, and Final exam. She 
emailed me her Jubilee Paper and the Final Exam So at this point, not 
unless she has aheady submitted these materials, I am still missing 
exam I and Exam II. I will need these assignmenks before I can give her 
a final grade in the course Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Fred 

Clark <fclark@emaih uric edu>: 

Hi Charlene, }{ere is      final She is working against time to be 
able to attend this semester ’]Nat depends on the grades she can get 
from the Incs that she is trying to make up. Why do students leave 
everything to the last minute? Fred 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 9:08 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Free Examination CoW in One Easy Step! 

N: JHUP banner 

New Paradiglns and Social Visions 

edited by Clyde Woods 

Free exam copy in one easy step! 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Assessing the damage left by Hurricane Katrina in social, cultural, and 

physical terms, the essays in this volume suggest that the nation’s long 

and histuric engagement with the Gulf Coast has entered a new era. 

Uniquely cumbining humanities and sucial sciences research, the 

contributors to this volume reevaluate the @namics that existed before this 

"natural" disaster and the subsequent responses and actions, or lack 

thereo£ 

The many social, political, racial, economic, and personal disasters that 

fulluwed Katrina pruduced intellectual dilemmas. Huw could this happen ~n 

the wealthiest natiun in the world? How could the U.S. guvemment so 

callously abandon its citizens when the?" so desperately needed federal aid? 

YVhy was the most powerful militalT in the world tmable or unwilling to act? 

Readers will find in this collection compelling answers to these, and other, 

complicated questions. 

No costs, no shipping, no strings 

For yo~ 

examcopy@,press.j hu.edu 

Kindlegalds, 

The Jolans Hopkins University Prass 

27"~ 5 North CharGes Street 

Baltimore, Naryland 2~218 

Woods cover 

"In the Wake Of 
Hurricane K atrina may 

well be the most 

imIx~rtant American 

studies book ever 

published. It shows that 

the abandonment of the 

Black working class in 

New Odem~s in 2005 

was not an aberrant 

response to an 

unexpected natural 

disaster, but rather part 
and parcel of a larger 

pattern of suppression 

that was firmly in place 

long before the 

N~rricmae hit," 

--George Lipsitz, 

UniversW of CaJifornia 

Santa Barbara 



If you would prefer not to receive filrther messages fi~3m this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail mesmge corttirming your removal. 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:56 PM 

To: ~unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Afam Make Up 

Dear     : At this point, I have not received your make-up exams. I 
did receive an email from Dear Clark but the exam responses were not 
attached. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email unc edu>: 

Hi Professor Regester, 

Sol~V for the mix tap! I was hoping that you recieved my t~vo exams...Dean 
Clark said he had some trouble getting it to you. Thanks for all your 
help. I appreciate it Please let me know if you need anything else from 
me 

Sincereb’, 



From: Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, August 29, 2010 3:08 PM 

To: @aol.com 

Subject: Fwd: Josephine BaJaer image 

A~tach: bana~ne.jpg 

Dear Charlene, 

I am writing because I am looking for information as to how I might get permissions to reproduce the attached photo of Josephine Baker in my book Aj:rica in the 

American Imagination: popular culture, racialized identities andAfrican visual culture. Given your expertise in Josephine I thought you might know. I know that it 

was produced in the Walery Studios in Paris and that it appears in the book by Bryan Hammond. Do you know if it exists in his personal collection? I would 

appreciate any leads or suggestions you might have. 

Thank you in advance for your time and assistance. 

Cheers, 

Carol 
Carol Magee 

Assistant Professor of Art History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3405 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 
919-962-0722 fax 

cma.qee@email.u nc.ed u 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 31, 2010 11:52 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

RE: Schednle Meeting 

Dear Mae: The faculty seminar that I have to attend has scheduled its 
first meeting on Friday, Sept. 10 so can we meet Thursday, Sept. 9 in 
the library Let me kno~v/[" this works for you. I apologize for the 
inconvenience. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" 

<hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

It’s good to hear from you[ I hope that you’re well 
and that the semester is offto a good start. 

I am in accord ~vith you that we need to get together 
soon to discuss and assess our progress on the Baker 
prRiect 

However, it seems that the "passing" graduate seminar 
is going to make it (to my suaT)rise!). For this reason, 
I am now t~’ing to make sure that it gets offto a 
strong start. 

Does Friday, Sept 10th, seem tou distant? Ifsu, 
I cuuld aim fur next I~’riday, the 3rd. Let me know 
what wurks ~2~r you. 

Best, mae 

Frumi reg;;teri@emaii~u~edu [regester(~email ...... du] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 3:33 PM 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Sut~iect: Schedule Meeting 

[)ear Mae: Welcume back [’or the semester Do you want to set up a time 
[’or us to meet and update? Hope things are guing well. I louk ~2~rward 
to hearing frum you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 31, 2010 1:12 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@nnc.edn> 

Re: Emergency Meeting Needed 

Dear Dean Woodard: 1£ possible, I would like to meet with you to update 
you on some recent developments. Please give me a call on my cell phone 

today. However, I will be in class from 3:30 until 6:20. 
Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu>: 

> Dear 
> 

> First, permit me to congratulate you on your determination to 
> complete your Carolina degree As you have surmised, it can make a 
> yew significant difference in your ability’ to improve the quality~ of 
> life for you and those you care about the most. 

> Since you have been away, the system for academic advising has been 
> revised¯ I suggest that your next step should be to contact one of 
> the Deans in Academic Advising by calling (919) 966-5116. If you can 
> remember your Personal Identification Number (PID), be prepared to 
> share that ~vith person who answers the phone and explain to them that 
> you want to detelrnine the remaining requirements for you to complete 
> yuur undergraduate degree¯ Also, be prepared tu let them know which 
> majur you want tu cumplete. Yuu will be referred tu an appropriate 
> Dean and that will be the beginning ufthe process¯ 
> 

> Ifyuu encuunter any prublems along the way, please feel free to 
> cuntact me again 

> Take care and welcome back!! 
> 

> Haruld Wuodard 

> wrute: 
>> Dean Wuodard, 
>> Hellu! My name is and Dr. Charlene Regester suggested 
>> that I contact yuu regarding my situation¯ 
>> I was a student at UNC from           and due tu difficult ~tmily 
>> situations at the time, I never fully completed my degree 
>> requirements for graduation¯ I believe I was abuut 2 ur 3 classes 
>> away from cumpletion, and Dr Regester felt that you might be able 
>> tu assist me in determining what I need tu du tu finally get the 
>> degree that I have been dying tu have for the longest time now 
>> I’ve missed out un many empluyment situations due tu nut having my 
>> degree, and I dun’t want tu be affected by the lack o17 anymore 
>> I can be reached by email of cuurse or directly at 
>> Dr. Regester said that she would do whatever it takes to help me 
>> once I determine from you what I need to do to make this happen. 
>> Thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter that means 
>> so very much to rue. I look forward to hearing from you soon¯ Thaak 
>> you, 

> Harold Woodard 
> Associate Dean and Director 
> Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
> CB# 3437/105A Abernethy Hall 
> L~qc at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 
> Phone 919-966-2143 
> Fax 919-843-8134 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

jrkessle@email, unc.edu 

Regarding 

Dear Jim Kessler: This is to inform you that on behalf of 
who is ctu-rently disabled, please provide her with a rotor for 

her AFAM    class for Fall     . Your assistance is greatly 

appreciated Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:09 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: McNmr Scholars Program Recommendation 

Dear : I cannot write the letter on such short notice because I 
will be out of town over the weekend If you could give me a little 
longer, I ~vould be more than glad to submit the letter on your behalIi 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email unc.edu>: 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I know- you are extremely busy but ~vould you mind writing one of my 
recommendations for the McNair scholars program? It is due on 

(next Wedaaesday), and there is no essay required, you are 
just rating me. If possible, I can bring the rec by your office and 
pick it up when you are done! 

Thanks so much, 

Universi~" o[~North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
B.A Psychology and African American Studies 

Resident Advisor- Kenan Communi~ 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 4:29 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

AFAM 101 

Dear Tim: Are we offering enough sections of AFAM 101 because I have 
had at least two students contact me who claim they have been unable to 
add the course and now want to take the class on-line. Currently, my 
class of 60 has now expanded to around 78. I am glad we have the 
enrollment but what do you make of this? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 11:51 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @emaiL unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Re,arch and Study Leave proposal due to Dean’s Office 

lesearch leave - Regester.pdf 

Professor Regester, Last year you informed the Dean’s Office that you intended to take your research and study leave in the Fall of 2010-2011 (see attached form). 

Please submit your one-page research proposal to our office by September 15th. Research funds are allocated only once per year in October. 

You may submit your proposal to me by email at sstadler~:gemaiLunc.edu or by paper to: 

Stephanie Stadler 

Dean’s Office 

College of Arts & Sciences 

205 South Building 

CB 3100 

Carolina Campus 

Thank you, Stephanie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 4:21 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@nnc.edn> 

Re: Schedule Meeting 

Dear Dean Woodard: Currenlty, I am attempting to schedule our meeting¯ 
The best days for me to meet are next Thursday or Friday anytime 
between 12noon and 6pm. Just let me kno~v what works for you Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc edu>: 

> Dear 
> 

> First, permit me to congratulate you on your determination to 
> complete your Carolina degree¯ As you have surmised, it can make a 
> vel5’ significant difference in your abili~ to improve the quali~ of 
> life for you and those you care about the most 
> 

> Since you have been a~vay, the system for academic advising has been 
> revised I suggest that your next step should be to contact one of 
> the Deans in Academic Advising by calling (919) 966-5116. If you can 
> remember your Personal Identification Number (PID), be prepared to 
> share that with person who answers the phone and explain to them that 
> you want to determine the remaining requirements for you to complete 
> your undergraduate degree¯ Also, be prepared to let them know which 
> major yuu want to complete You will be referred to an appruprlate 
> Dean and that will be the begirming of the prucess 
> 

> If you encounter any problems alung the way, please feel flee tu 
> contact me again¯ 

> Take care and welcume back!! 
> 

> Harold Woudard 

> wrote: 

>> I)ean Woudard, 
>> Hell!! My name is and Dr. Charlene Regester suggested 
>> that I cuntact you regarding my situatiun. 
>> I was a student at UNC frum          and due to difficult family 
>> sltuatiuns at the time, I never fully cumpleted my degree 
>> requirements fur graduatiun I believe I was about 2 or 3 classes 
>> away frum completiun, and Dr. Regester felt that yuu might be able 
>> to assist me in determining what I need to do to finally get the 
>> degree that I have been dying to have fur the [ungest time nuw. 
>> I’ve missed uut on many employment situatiuns due to not having my 
>> degree, and I don’t want to be affected by the lack uf awmure. 
>> I can be reached by email uf course ur directly at 
>> Dr Regester said that she wuuld du whatever it takes tu help me 
>> unce I determine frum you what I need to do to make this happen¯ 
>> Thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter that means 
>> so veW much to me. I look forward to hearing from you soon. Thartk 
>> yOU, 

> Harold Woodard 
> Associate Dean and Director 
> Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
> CB# 3437/105A Abcrncthy Hall 
> L2xIC at C’hapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 
> Phone 919-966-2143 
> Fax 919-843-8134 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 5:39 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@nnc.edn> 

Re: Schedule Meeting 

Dear Dean Woodard: This works but I will have to leave around 5:30. 
Just let me know where and I will show up. In the meantime, I will 
start ~vorking on our agenda. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc edu>: 

> Dear Professor Regester, 
> 

> How about next Friday, September 17th at 4:00 p.m. ? 
> 

> Harold 
> 

> regester@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Dear Dean Woodard: Currenlty, I am attempting to schedule our 
>> meeting The best days for me to meet are next Thursday or Friday 
>> anytime between 12noon and 6pm. Just let me know what works for you 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Harold Woodard 

>> <harold woodard@uaac edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear 

>>> First, permit me to congratulate you on your determination to 
>>> complete your Carolina degree. As you have surmised, it can make a 
>>> ver,f significant difference in your ability to improve the quality 
>>> of life [’or you and those you care about the most. 

>>> Since you have been away, the system [’or academic advising has been 
>>> revised I suggest that your next step should be to contact one of 
>>> the I)eans in Academic Advising by calling (919) 966-5116. ~[~you 
>>> can remember your Personal Identification Number (PID), be prepared 
>>> to share that with person who answers the phone and explain to them 
>>> that you want to determine the remaining requirements for you to 
>>> complete your undergraduate degree. Also, be prepared to let them 
>>> know which major you want to complete You will be referred to an 
>>> appropriate Dean and that will be the beginning of the process 

>>> If you encounter any problems along the way, please feel free to 
>>> contact me again 

>>> Take care and welcome back[! 

>>> ttarold Woodard 

>>>> Dean Woodard, 
>>>> Hellot My- name is ¯ and Dr. Charlene Regester 
>>>> suggested that I contact you regarding my situation. 
>>>> I was a student at UNC fiom 1991-1996 and clue to dR’ficult family 
>>>> situations at the time, I never fully completed my degree 
>>>> requirements for graduation. I believe I was about 2 or 3 
>>>> classes away from completion, and Dr. Regester felt that you might 
>>>> be able to assist me in determining what I need to do to finally- 
>>>> get the degree that I have been dying to have for the longest time 
>>>> now. I’ve missed out on many employment situations due to not 
>>>> having my degree, and I don’t want to be affected by the lack of 

>>>> I can be reached by email of course or directly- at 
>>>> Dr. Regester said that she would do whatever it takes to help me 
>>>> once I determine from you what I need to do to make this happen. 
>>>> Thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter that means 
>>>> so ve~ much to me. I look forward to hearing frora you soon. 
>>>> Thap2~: 

>>> Harold Woodard 
>>> Associate Dean and Director 
>>> Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
>>> CB# 3437/105A Abernethy Hall 
>>> U2x,-C at Chapel Hill 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 
>>> Phone 919-966-2143 
>>> Fax 919-843-812,4 



Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean and Director 
(;enter [~or Student Success and Academic Counseling 
(2B~ 3437/105A Abernethy }{all 
UNC at Chapel IIill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 
Phone 919-9(~%2143 
I~’ax 919-843-8134 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 5:40 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

RE: Schednle Meeting 

Dear Mae: Don’t forget our meeting tomon-ow at 4pm. I will meet with 
you in the lobby of Davis Library Hope to see you then. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@emaih uric. edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

Thursday, September 9th, in the libraly will work 
for me. My grad seminar ends at 3:15. Would 
you like to meet around 4:00 pm (or earlier?). 
Just let me know-.. 

Best, mae 

From: regester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2010 11:52 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Schedule Meeting 

Dear Mae: The faculty seminar that I have tu attend has scheduled its 
first meeting on Friday, Sept. 10 so can we meet Thursday, Sept. 9 in 
the library. Let me know if this works for you I apulogize ~2~r the 
inconvenience. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting "Henderson, Mae G" 

<hendersm@emaih unc.edu>: 

>> Hello Charlene, 
>> 

>> It’s good to hear frum you! I hope that you’re well 
>> and that the semester is uff to a guod start. 
>> 

>> I am in accord with you that we need to get together 
>> soun to discuss and assess uur prugress on the Baker 
>> prolect. 
>> 
>> tlowever, it seems that the "passing" graduate seminar 
>> is going to make it (to my surpriser) For this reason, 
>> I am nuw trying to make sure that it gets offtu a 
>> strong start. 
>> 

>> Dues Friday, Sept. 10th, seem tuo distant? If so, 
>> I could aim for next Friday, the 3rd Let me know 
>> what works [’or yuu. 
>> 

>> Best, mae 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: regester@emaihanc.edu [regester@emaihanc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 3:33 PM 
>> To: Henderson, Mac G 
>> Subject: Schedule Meeting 
>> 

>> Dear Mae: Welcome back for the semester. Do you want to set up a time 
>> for us to meet and update’.’ Hope things are going well. I look forward 
>> to hearing fiom you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charleue B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 12:47 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule Meeting 

Okay. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Harold Woodard 

<harold woodard@unc edu>: 

Let’s try my office, 105-A Abernethy Hall 

See you soon 

Harold 

regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>> Dear Dean Woodard: This works but I will have to leave around 5:30. 
>> Just let me know where and I will show up. In the meantime, I will 
>> start working on our agenda Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Professor Regester, 

>>> How about next Friday, September 17th at 4:00 pro.? 

>>> Harold 

>>> regester@email unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Dean Woodard: Currenlty, I am attempting to schedule our 
>>>> meeting. ’]’he best days for me to meet are next Thursday or Friday 
>>>> anytime between 12noon and 6pro Just let me know what works for 
>>>> you Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting ttaroid Woodard 

>>>> <harold woodard@unc edu>: 

>>>>> First, permit me to congratulate you on your determination to 
>>>>> complete your Carolina degree. As you have surmised, it can make 
>>>>> a very stgnificant difference in your ability to improve the 
>>>>> quality of life for you and those you care about the most. 

>>>>> Since you have been away, the system for academic advising has 
>>>>> been revised I suggest that your next step should be to contact 
>>>>> one of the Deans in Academic Advising by calling (919) 966-5116. 
>>>>> If you can remember your Personal Identification Number (PID), be 
>>>>> prepared to share that with person who answers the phone and 
>>>>> explain to them that you want to determine the remathing 
>>>>> requirements :[’or you to complete your undergraduate degree. 
>>>>> Also, be prepared to let them know which major you want to 
>>>>> complete You will be referred to an appropriate Dean and that 
>>>>> ~vill be the beginning of the process. 

>>>>> If you encounter any- problems along the way, please feel free to 

>>>>> Take care and welcome backt [ 

>>>>> Harold Woodard 

>>>>>> Hellot My name is             and Dr. Charlene Regester 
>>>>>> suggested that I contact you regarding my situation. 
>>>>>> I was a student at UNC from           and due to difficult 
>>>>>> fanrily situations at the time, I never fully completed my degree 
>>>>>> requirements for graduation. I believe I was about 2 or 3 
>>>>>> classes away from corapletion, and Dr. Regester felt that you 
>>>>>> nright be able to assist me in determining what I need to do to 
>>>>>> finally get the degree that I have been dying to have for the 
>>>>>> longest time now-. I’ve missed out on many employment 
>>>>>> situations due to not having my degree, and I don’t want to be 
>>>>>> affccted by the lack of anymore. 
>>>>>> I can be reached by email of cottrse or directly at 
>>>>>>            . Dr. Regester said that she would do whatever it 
>>>>>> takes to help me once I determine iicom you ~vhat I need to do to 
>>>>>> make this happen. Thank you in advance for your assistance in 
>>>>>> this matter that means so vely’ much to me I look forward to 
>>>>>> hearing from you soon. Thal~ you, 

>>>>> Harold Woodard 
>>>>> Associate Dean and Director 
>>>>> Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
>>>>> CB# 3437/105A Abernethy Hall 
>>>>> 10N(? at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 



>>>>> Phone 919-966-2143 
>>>>> Fax 919-843-8134 

>>> Harold Woodard 
>>> Associate Dean and Director 
>>> Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
>>> CB# 3437/105A Abernethy Hall 
>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 
>>> Phone 919-.o66-2143 
>>> Fax 919-843-8134 

> Harold Woodard 
> Associate Dean and Director 
> Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
> CB# 3437/105A Abernethy Hall 
> L~C at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 
> Phone 919-9(25-2143 
> Fax 919-843-8134 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 1:21 PM 

Stadler, Stepha~ie C. <sstadler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Research m~d Study Leave proposal due to Dean’s Office 

Proposal for Research and Study LeaveFall2010[ 1 ].doc 

Dear Stephanie: This is to inform you that although my department 
submitted the requested leave form for 2010-2011 because several other 
faculty members are also in line for a leave, I might not be able to 
actually take the research and stu@ leave until Fall 2011, Spring 
2012, or Fall 2012 Attached is a copy of my proposal that I am 
submitting for this leave whenever it starts and to inform you of my 
research interests for which the research funds will be used As soon 
as the department chair has resolved this matter, ~ve will notit) you as 
soon as possible. Thanks much fur yuur assistance in this matter 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting "Stadler, Stephanie C." 

< sstadler@email.unc.edu>: 

Professor Regester, Last year you irfformed the Dean’s Olfice that 
you intended to take your research and study leave in the Fall uf 
2010-2011 (see attached ~2~rm). Please submit your one-page research 
proposal tu our office by September 15th. Research funds are 
aliucated uniy once per year in Octuber 

You may submit your pruposal tu me by emai[ at 
sstadler@email unc.edu<maiito:sstadler~email.unc.edu> or by paper to: 

Stephanie Stadler 
Dean’s Office 
Cullege uf Arts & Sciences 
205 Suuth Building 
CB 3100 
Carulina Campus 

> Thank you, S tephanie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 1:26 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Reseaxch and Study Leave proposal due to Deaaa’s Office 

Proposal for Research and Study LeaveFall2010[1 ].doc 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Thu, 09 Sep 2010 13:23:06 -0400 

From: regester@email.unc.edu 
Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Research and Study Leave proposal due to Dean’s Office 

To: j en321 @ email, unc. edu 

Dear Julius: Please note that I revised the proposal slightly. Thanks 
much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester ..... Forwarded 
message from regester@email.unc, edu ..... 

Date: Thu, 09 Sep 2010 13:20:31 -0400 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Research and Study Leave proposal due to Dean’s Office 

To: "Stadler, Stephanie C." <sstadler@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Stephanie: This is to inform you that although my department 
submitted the requested leave form for 2010-2011 because several other 
faculty members are also in line for a leave, I might not be able to 
actually take the research and study leave until Fall 2011, Spring 
2012, or Fall 2012. Attached is a copy of my proposal that I am 
submitting for this leave whenever it starts and to inform you of my 
research interests for which the research funds will be used. As soon 
as the department chair has resolved this matter, we will notify you as 
soon as possible. Thanks much for your assistance in this matter. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Stadler, Stephanie C." 

<sstadler@email.unc.edu>: 

Professor Regester, Last year you informed the Dean’s Office that 
you intended to take your research and study leave in the Fall of 
2010-2011 (see attached form). Please submit your one-page research 
proposal to our office by September 15th. Research funds are 
allocated only once per year in October. 

You may submit your proposal to me by email at 
sstadler@email.unc.edu<maillo:ssladler(~.email ~mc ed ~> or by paper to: 

Stephanie Stadler 
Dean’s Office 
College of Arts & Sciences 
205 South Building 

>CB 3100 
Carolina Campus 

Thank you, Stephanie 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 11:20 AM 

~gmail.com:~ 

Re: Re: Baker Critical Reader New Baker Essay 

Dear         Thanks for your assistance. The class meets in 105 Gardner 
from 9:30 until 10:45 and I will be showing the Amistad. At the end of 
class, all you need to do is to turn off the video and get my tape out 
of the machine. You can leave the tape uaaderneath my carrell door in 
Davis Library, Room 8026. I will treat you to luaach for your service 
Again, thanks much and I will see you tomorro~v. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                            @gmail corn>: 

Good Evening Dr Regester, 

I just wanted to check in with you about the class on Thursday 
Can you remind me of the details? Location? Time? and ~vhat you 
need me to do. 

Nice rurming into you today Hope all is well. 

Best, 

On Tue, Oct 27, 2009 at 4:54 PM, <regester@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Forwarded message from regester@emaib unc edu ..... 
>> [)ate: Tue, 27 Oct 2009 15:45:35 -0dr)0 
>> J;rom: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> Subject: Re: Baker Critical Reader New Baker Essay 
>> To: Mae Henderson <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> I)ear Mae: As previously mentioned, we might have another essay to be 
>> included in the collection. The essay is entitled, "Josephine Baker’s 
>> Rainbow Tribe: Radical Motherhood in the South of France" to be published in 
>> the Winter Issue of the Journal of Women’s History. I made a copy and will 
>> have to give you a hard copy in person because I did not receive by emaib I 
>> will read and g~ve you my thoughts. When I received the essay the person who 
>> passed it along to me stated that the author Matthew Pratt Guterl is 
>> suggesting that the other approaches to Baker have missed the point so I 
>> look fi~rward to reading this work 
>> 

>> Regarding the responses received for the Baker essays, I think we need 
>> another meeting in person to resolve maW issues (ie. revising essays, 
>> copyright permissions, etc) We could meet on campus since I am here eveW 
>> day perhaps after one of your classes We could meet for a cup of coffee if 
>> this works and I will give you a copy of the essay at that time. 
>> 

>> We have received good responses to the letter of inquiry and I look forward 
>> to seeing the work corapleted. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@cmail.unc.edu 

>> 

>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 

>>> Thap2~zs for the journal info on passing -- I will celtainly 
>>> check out this issuer 

>>> Also, I will work on the letter this afternoon, and send 
>>> it to you later today for your additions or emendations. 
>>>        would still like to send out letters before he 
>>> leaves for the break. 

>>> By the way, I am unable to find the attached file for 
>>> the updated Table of Contents for the Baker Critical 
>>> Reader. And        needs to have an attachment of this 
>>> file as well in order to complete the letters. Would 
>>> you kindly send both of us (I am coping this email to 
>>>         this info -- if you can locate it? 

>>> Although I had other plans, it seems that I, too, will 
>>> be around grading papers and exanas during the break, 
>>> and will certainly be in touch with you if something 
>>> comes up. Please feel free to do like,vise. 

>>> All best, Mae 



>: ...... End [~orwarded message ..... 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> Ph.D Candidate - 
> 
> Universit~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 
>E-mail: ~email.~mc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 1:31 PM 

@gmail .cam> 

Re: Essay To Be Edited 

Dear       I sent your check in the mail today, so please let me know 
when you receive it. Again, thanks for your ~vork on my essay I am 
still revising a little but I really appreciate your brining my 
attention to some important points in the piece. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                          @gmail. cam>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Your edited essay is attached. Based on your earlier, comments, I left the 
reference formatting as is but did quer.v where a citation seemed missing or 
incomplete. I used track changes for all of my edits and comments for my 
queries to you Please let me know if you have any questions for me. 

Per my standard rate of per page, please send a check for to the 
following address: 

Many thanks and best wishes, 

On r,[hu, Aug 26, 2010 at 11:40 ~\~ <regester@email unc edu> wrote: 

>> Dear       ~[’he date of September 24th works for me As for the notes, I 
>> had planned to work on them later once I determined what I planned to keep 
>> because some of this in[’ormation may not be necessary However, if you want 
>> to create foomotes and I fill in the missing iN2~rmation later that is fine 
>> with me. I don’t always complete the notes until the very end because I 
>> might delete some of the material or move one section to anothe part of the 
>> paper. Again, thanks much [’or your review and assistance Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting @gmaibcom>: 
>> 

>> 

>> Thanks, Charlene When do you need this back? You’d said earlier that I 
>>> could have about a month. Shall we set a due date of September 24? (I 
>>> could 
>>> likely have it back to you sooner but just want to have an agreed-upon 
>>> deadline.) 

>>> Also, would you like to keep the references m their current format (ie., 
>>> given parenthetically in full at each citation) or would you rather I 

>>> a reference list at the end and use parenthetical author-date citations in 
>>> the text? 

>>> On Man, .aug 23, 2010 at 2:22 PM, <regester@email.tmc.edu> xvrote: 

>>> Dear       Attached is my essay on         Your review is greatly 
>>>> appreciated and 1 look forward to hearing your thoughts. Sincerely, 
>>>> Charlene 
>>>> Regester Quoting                        @gmail.conr>: 

>>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>>>> I ought to be able to help you with that. Do you know approximately how 
>>>>> long 
>>>>> the essay will be? 

>>>>> On Thu, Jul 22, 2010 at 3:57 PM. <regester@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

>>>>> Deal- Do you have time to edit an essay that I am submitting to a 

>>>>>> collection of essays based on a COl~ference that was held at Duke in the 
>>>>>> Spring. It will take a couple of more ~veeks before I have the essay 
>>>>>> finished 
>>>>>> and then I could give you probably a month to review. Let me lcaow if 



>>>>>> interested or available Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>>> Quoting 

@gmail.com>: 

>>>>>> Congratulations, Charlene. That’s great news! When is the expected 

>>>>>> publication date’? 

>>>>>>> Best wishes, 

>>>>>>> On Thu, Jun 3, 2010 at 11:11 .~M. <regester@eraail.~c.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Dear My book on black actresses is finally being published. 

>>>>>>> wanted to let you know- and thank you for all of the assistance that 

>>>>>>>> provided over the years. Please note that I am starting a new- project 

>>>>>>>> will keep you posted but finding time to write and develop my ideas 

>>>>>>>> demands of academia is difficult. Again, that~ks tremendously. 
>>>>>>>> Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>> Charlene Regester 

>>>>>>>> ..... Forwarded message from rdussen@indiana.edu ..... 
>>>>>>>> Date: Fri, 9 Apt 2010 15:04:36 -0400 
>>>>>>>> From: "Vander Dussen, Rhonda E" <rdussen@indiana edu> 
>>>>>>>> Reply-To: "Vander Dussen, Rhonda E" <rdussen@indiana.edu> 
>>>>>>>> Su~iect: flyer for your book 
>>>>>>>> To: "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

>>>>>>>> Dear Charlene Regester, 

>>>>>>>> We are pleased to provide you with the attached flyer, to use as you 

>>>>>>>> to promote your upcoming book, African American Actresses. 

>>>>>>>> Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>> Rhonda Van der Dussen 
>>>>>>>> Sales & Marketing Assistant 
>>>>>>>> I~diana University Press 
>>>>>>>> 812-855-6657 
>>>>>>>> 812-856-0415 (~?x) 

>>>>>>>> Celebrating 60 Years of Books with Brains’. 
>>>>>>>> http ://tinv cc/IL’Press6Ovrs 

>>>>>~>> ..... End forwarded message ..... 

>>>>>>>> [)ear Charlene Regester, 

>>>>>>>> We are pleased to provide you with the attached flyer, to use as you 

>>>>>>>> to promote your upcoming book, African American Actresses. 

>>>>>>>> Sincerely, 

>>>>>>>> Rhonda Van der Dussen 

>>>>>>>> Sales & Marketing Assistant 

>>>>>>>> Indiana Universi~" Press 

>>>>>>>> 812-855-6657 

>>>>>>>> 812-856-0415 

>>>>>>>> Celebrating 60 Years of Books with Brains! 



>>>>>>>> http ://tinv~ cc/II~2Press60~/’rs 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 1:40 PM 

~licia.c~Jnpbell@urflv.edu 

Re: Invitation 

Dear Dr. Campbell: This is to confirm that I will definitely give the 
keynote address at the luncheon of the F~PCA/ACA in March of 2011 
Please let me know how soon you ~vill need the title of my talk because 
I am still a little uncertain about what I ~vould like to present I am 
tlying to come up with something that will be interesting, 
entertaining, and infolrnative Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting felicia.campbell@unlv edu: 

> Dear Professor Regester: 
> I would like to invite you to be the luncheon speaker at the 23rd 
> Annual Conference of F’¢,~CAiACA, March 11 - 13. Your talk would be on the 
> 12th and should be about t~ven~ minutes to a half hour long to allow time 
> for discussion. 
> I have long admired your work and feel that your talk could make a 
> very real contribution to the organization. Due to budgeta~z concerns, I 
> can’t oiler you a stipend, but ~ve will comp your registration fees. 
> Please let me know if you are interested and ~ve can discuss things 
> further. 
> Best, 
> Felicia F. Campbell 
> Professor of English 
> Editor, Popular Culture Review 
> http://www, farwestpca.bio~spo t. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 1:41 PM 

Bernice Patterson <bernice.patterson@duke.edu> 

Re: Small Group Discussion with producer and director Lee Daniels 

Dear Bernice: As previously noted, I will be attending this discussion 
but what about parking on campus? Please let me know whenever you have 
a chance Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Bernice Patterson 
<bernice patterson@duke edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

At the request of Dr Matory, the director for CAAAR, you are invited 
to attend a small group discussion with producer and director, Lee 
Daniels on Wednesday, September 22, 2010, beginning at 3:00 until 
4:00 pm 
The discussion will be in the Friedl building, room 225 on East Campus. 
Please let me know if you can attend 
Light refreshments will be served. 

Thank you, 
Bernice Patterson 

Bernice Pattersun -Staff Assistant 
(;enter J2~r African and African American Research 
201K t;ried[ Bmlding - Box 90091 
Cultural Anthropolog~ 
1316 Campus Drive - East Campus 
919-(;68-4170 

’]’he greatest failure is never having tried at all. 
(from The Culor Purple- Broadway) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 2:10 PM 

@gmail.com:~ 

Re: Re: Correct Date is Thur~ay September 23 

Dear         Hope you get this message but I think I gave you the wrong 
date for covering my class The date is next Thursday, Sept. 23rd and 
not tomorrow (same time 9:30-10:45 am and same room 105 Gardner). I was 
a little conti~sed. Sorry about the mix-up and if you cannot do it next 
Thursday, please let me know Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting                          ~gmail.com>: 

> Good Evening Dr. Regester, 
> 

> I just wanted to check in with you about the class on Thursday. 
> Can you remind me of the details? Location? Time? and what you 
> need me to do 
> 

> Nice rurming into you today. Hope all is ~vell. 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> On Tue, Oct 27, 2009 at 4:54 PM, <regester@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> 

>: ...... Forwarded message from regester@emaihunc.edu ..... 
>> Date: Tue, 27 Oct 2009 15:45:35 -0400 
>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu 
>> Reply-To: regester@email unc.edu 
>> Subject: Re: Baker Critical Reader New Baker Essay 
>> To: Mae Henderson <hendersm@email unc.edu> 
>> 

>> Dear Mae: As previously mentioned, we might have another essay to be 
>> included in the collection. ’]’he essay is entitled, "Josephine Baker’s 
>> Rainbow Tribe: Radical Motherhood in the South of France" to be published in 
>> the Winter Issue of the Journal of Women’s History. I made a copy and will 
>> have to give you a hard copy in person because I did not receive by emaih I 
>> will read and give you my thoughts. When I received the essay the person who 
>> passed it along to me stated that the author Matthew Pratt (iuterl is 
>> suggesting that the other approaches to Baker have missed the point so I 
>> look forward to reading this work. 
>> 

>> Regarding the responses received for the Baker essays, I think we need 
>> another meeting ~n person to resolve many issues (i.e. revising essays, 
>> copyright permissinns, etc.) We could meet on campus since I am here every 
>> day perhaps after one of your classes. We could meet ~2~r a cup of coffee if 
>> this works and I will g~ve you a copy of the essay at that ume 
>> 

>> We have received good responses to the letter of inquiry and I look forward 
>> to seeing the work completed. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@emaihunc.edu 
>> >: 

>> 

>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 

>>> Thar~ks for the journal info on passing - I will certainly- 
>>> check out this issuer 

>>> Also, I will xvork on the letter this akernoon, and send 
>>> it to you later today for your additions or eraendations. 
>>>        would still like to send out letters before he 
>>> leaves for the break. 

>>> By the way, I ara unable to find the attached file for 
>>> the updated Table of Contents for the Baker Critical 
>>> Reader. And        needs to have an attachment of this 
>>> file as well in order to complete the letters. Would 
>>> you kindly send both of us (I ara coping this email to 
>>> this info - if you can locate it? 
>>> 

>>> Although I had other plans, it seems that I, too, will 
>>> be around grading papers and exams during the break, 
>>> and will certainly be in touch with you if something 
>>> comes up Please feel ticee to do likewise 

>>> All best, Mae 

>> 



...... End ]:orwarded message ..... 

> Ph.D Candidate - 
> 
> Universi~- of Nor~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 
>E-mail: ~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 8:16 AM 

Bernice Patterson <bernice.patterson@duke.edu> 

RE: Small Group Discussion with producer and director Lee Daniels 

Dear Bernice: Thanks much You can send to my address: 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

Bernice Patterson <bernice patterson@duke edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

I will get a parking pass for you for Wednesday, 9/22/2010 
Hopefully, since I might be miming all over the place that day I 
will get the pass and mail it to you. 

Do you need written directions for the parking lot here? 

All the best to you, 
Bernice 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:re~esterCJ)email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2010 1:41 PM 
To: Bernice Patterson 
Subject: Re: Small Group Discussion with producer and director Lee I)aniels 

[)ear Bernice: As previously noted, I will be attending this discussion 
but what about parking on campus? Please let me know whenever you have 
a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Bernice Patterson 
<bernice.patterson@duke.edu>: 

>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> At the request ofI)r Matory, the director ]2~r CAAAR, you are invited 
>> to attend a small group discussion with producer and director, Lee 
>> Daniels on Wednesday, September 22, 2010, beginning at 3:00 until 
>> 4:00 pm 
>> The discussion will be in the Fried[ building, room 225 on East Campus. 
>> Please let me know if you can attend 
>> Light refreshments will be served. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> Bernice Patterson 
>> 

>> 

>> Bernice Patterson -Staff Assistant 
>> Center for African and African American Research 

>> 201K Friedl Building - Box 90091 
>> Cultural Anthropology 
>> 1316 Campus Drive - East Campus 
>> 919-668-4170 
>> 

>> The greatest failure is never having tried at all. 
>> (from The Color Purple- Broadway) 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 8:26 AM 

jmg2196@columbia.edu 

Fwd: Oscar Michaux 

Why Ill Watch Oscar Michea...pdf 

Dear Charlene, 

This article appeared in the latest issue of Pempectives on History, which is from the American Historical Association. I thought you’d like to see it. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

Proi~ssor of Afro-Amefica~ Studies 
Dep~ment of Afi-ican and Afro-Americmi Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for info~nation about my publications: 

http:#~vw.umass.edu/tm~pressispr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T- 8059.himl 

hltp:/i undpress.nd.edt ibook/P00780 

hltp:/i undpress.nd.edt ibook/P00723 



Wlay I’ll Watch Oscar Micheaux’s Within Our Gates tmtil I Wear It Out htlp://www.hislorians.org/Perspectives/issues/2010/1009/1009:fil2.cfm 

From the rv~aste~ a~- tl~e ~’1,,vies column of the September 2010 issue of Per.~peetives o~ Histo~o~ 

g.’l  Wa.tc]  Oscar 

By w. Fitzhugh Brundage 

I have a weakness for silent movies. I’ll watch with pleasure even the most cliche-ridden among 
them, partly for the mesmerizing visual vocabulary of the films, partly to see early moviemakers 
working out the narrative grammar of cinema, and partly for the glimpses of random landscapes and 
material culture--fashions, furnishings, technology--captured in silent movies. 

Alas, few of my students share my enthusiasm. Too often the films’ stylized acting and overwrought 
plots elicit laughter or induce napping. Like scratchy 78 recordings, silent films require more 
concentration and patience than many students possess. 

Yet one silent movie that consistently stirs my students’ imaginations is Oscar Micheaux’ s l~?thin 
Our Gates (1920). Crammed into 80 minutes is a complex plot of love, betrayal, murder, rape, 
lynching gambling, miscegenation, racial uplift, white bigot~, and black migration from the rural 
South to the urban North. Translated onto film are the hardships of blacks in the Jim Crow era 
United States, the promises and disappointments of black freedom, and the emergence of the "New 
Negro." The film is one of the earliest examples, and certainly the most ambitious extant example, of 
black appropriation of the emerging technology to contest representations of African Americans in 
mass culture. 

Like an overstuffed used bookstore, 14Zithin Our Gates invites close and repeated inspection. 
Although I have watched the film countless times, with each viewing I discover something 
previously overlooked. Micheaux was a neophyte, self-taught filmmaker when he directed the film, 
and the intricacies of the movie’s plot are sometimes difficult to follow. Yet, if the plot is understood 
as a triptych of related but distinct acts, the film’s scope and ambitions become clear, indeed 
remarkable. 

The film opens with the protagonist, Sylvia Landry, a young black woman, visiting her cousin Alma 
in the North while she awaits her fiance’s return from military service. Harboring designs on her 
cousin’s betrothed, Alma contrives to fix Sylvia up with her brother-in-law, a dissipated card shark. 
Alma succeeds in catching Sylvia in a compromising situation just as her fianc~ returns, prompting 
him to break off the engagement. Despondent, Sylvia returns south and dedicates herself to teaching 
at a school for the children of black sharecroppers. Despite the tireless efforts Sylvia and her mentor, 
Rev. Wilson Jacobs, the school is overcrowded and severely underfunded by local white authorities. 
Faced with the school’s collapse, Sylvia returns to the North to raise funds. 

To this point, the film appears to be a romantic melodrama yoked to a story of thwarted racial uplift 
in the rural South. Micheaux was a self-made man who embraced and proselytized the era’s "up by 
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Wlay I’ll Watch Oscar Micheaux’s Within Our Gates tmtil I Wear It Out htlp://www.hislorians.org/Perspectives/issues/2010/1009/1009:fil2.cfm 

the boot straps" dogma. The son of former slaves, he held odd jobs before homesteading in South 
Dakota. There, although largely self-educated, he began to write and publish stories and novels, 
which he sold door to door. Convinced that his semi-autobiographical novel "]he Homesteader was 
worthy of a film, he secured sufficient funds to form a movie production company and, in 1919, 
released his first film. A year later, when he made Within Ottr Gates, he continued to promote black 
uplift while displaying anxiety about corrupting urban influences on rural blacks. Like the jeremiads 
delivered by contemporary black ministers, Micheaux’s film dwelled on the obligation to strive for 
respectability. As a pioneer black filmmaker working in a medium abounding with invidious racial 
stereotypes, Micheaux acutely sensed the importance of depicting blacks comporting themselves 
with decorum and modesty. Even so, he did not shy away from acknowledging those blacks whose 
behavior, he believed, contributed to stereotypes. In contrast to Sylvia and Rev. Jacobs, who are 
paragons of respectability, Alma and her brother-in-law personify forms of selfishness and 
dissolution that impede the race’s potential. 

The tone and focus of Within Our Gates shift markedly when Sylvia journeys north to fundraise. 
Micheaux resorts to improbable plot contrivances to shift our attention to the poisonous effects of 
white racism. Already frustrated by her failure to raise money, Sylvia is waylaid by a black thug who 
snatches her purse. Fortunately, Dr. V. \r~vian, a dashing young black man "passionately engaged in 
social questions," runs down her assailant. A budding romance between Dr. Vivian and Sylvia is 
abruptly halted when she is struck by an automobile belonging, coincidentally, to a wealthy white 
philanthropist. After learning of Sylvia’ s mission, the philanthropist considers donating money to 
Sylvia’s school. A southern friend to whom she turns for advice is appalled that misgnided altruism 
may lead the philanthropist to waste her wealth on blacks, who, the friend insists, cannot and should 
not be educated. The philanthropist eventually rejects this advice and makes a huge donation to 
Sylvia’s school. Sylvia quickly recovers from her injuries and hastens south with the donation. 

Despite the rickety plot turns in this portion of the film, Micheaux offers a searing portrait of the 
ideology of white supremacy. Overturning prevailing wisdom, portrayed notably in D. W. Griffith’s 
film epic Birth of a Nation (1915), Within Our Gates underscores that racism is fueled by ignorance 
and hinders national unity. Whereas Griffith’s film suggests that the revelation of blacks’ true 
capacities and natures would restore racial unity and fraternity among northern and southern whites, 
Micheaux counters that if northern whites could see through the fog of white southern bigotry they 
would recognize that blacks were citizens worthy of both rights and respect. 

Micheaux is not naive about the likelihood of whites achieving such clarity. One of the movie’s most 
poignant vignettes depicts the predicament of" Old Ned," a black preacher who must humiliate 
himself and attest that "Yes’m. White folks is mighty fine," in order to collect small donations for 
his church from bigoted whites. After doing so, the preacher stares into the camera and confesses, 
"Again, I’ve sold my birthright. All for a miserable mess of pottage. Negroes and Whites--all are 
equal. As for me, miserable sinner, hell is my destiny." Unlike the black characters in Birth of a 
]\,~ation, who are either bestial or loyal and subservient, Old Ned wears a mask of deference while 
harboring resentment and self-loathing illustrating the psychic pain endured by blacks who 
comported themselves in accordance with the dictates of white supremacy. 

In the final act of the film Micheaux displays his maturing talents as both a storyteller and social 
critic, exploring his larger concerns--violence and the sexual politics of white supremacy--with 
exceptional insight. After Sylvia’s return to the South, Dr. Vivian continues to pine for her. He 
tracks down Alma, who recounts her cousin’s tragic history. In an extended flashback, Dr. Vivian 
learns that Sylvia was raised by the Landrys, a black family who, in spite of poverty and white 
opposition, managed to provide Sylvia with a modicum of education. Subsequently, Mr. Landry 
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became embroiled in a dispute with his cruel landlord, Mr. Gridlestone, and was wrongfully accused 
of his murder. Gridlestone had actually been murdered by an embittered white farmer, but Efram, a 
fawning black servant of Gridlestone’ s, accused Landry to gain the favor of the white mob intent on 
avenging the planter’ s murder. In the film’ s climax, Micheaux dramatically juxtaposes the lynching 
of Mr. Landry and his wife with the simultaneous attempted rape of Sylvia by Gridlestone’s brother. 
Between scenes of the hanging and burning of the Landrys, Sylvia engages in a frantic struggle with 
her would-be rapist. During the fight, Gridlestone’s brother notices a distinctive scar on Sylvia’s 
breast and realizes that he is attempting to violate his own daughter, whom he had fathered with a 
local black woman. Shocked by his discover5,, he allows Sylvia to escape. 

In this remarkable scene Micheaux translated the black critique of lynching to film. At a time of 
mounting black mobilization against lynching, Micheaux pressed his viewers to empathize with the 
victims of white violence. In Micheaux’s hands lynching and rape were evidence of white, not 
black, barbarism. In contrast to Gus, the stereotypical black rapist in Birth ofaNation, Micheaux’s 
rapist is a privileged and apparently "respectable" white. And rather than a lamentable but justified 
act of self-defense, lynching, in Micheaux’ s film, is irrational, capricious, and indefensible savagery 
against innocent and estimable citizens like the Landrys. Although Ida Wells-Barnett and others had 
leveled similar attacks against lynching, no one had previously shown Micheaux’s talent at 
translating the denunciation of crime into art. Even present day viewers jaded by the violence 
commonplace in contemporary films find Micheaux’s rendering of lynching haunting and 
galvanizing. 

The reception of the film and its subsequent history, add to its fascination. Given its explosive subject 

matters and the timing of its release--only months after the deadly race riots of 1919--it was 
inevitable that Micheaux’s film would run afoul of censors. In Chicago, for example, the Board of 
Censors stalled for two months before finally approving the film. Elsewhere officials demanded that 

controversial scenes be cut, prompting Micheaux to screen different versions of the film as local 
circumstances demanded. Perhaps because of the controversy the film aroused, after its release 
Within Our GaWs ~vas lost for decades. Then in the 1970s a single print, entitled La NegT~a, was 

discovered in Spain. Using that print, the Library of Congress restored the film during the early 
1990s. Yet the restoration is at best an approximation of Micheaux’s original production. A brief 
sequence in the middle of the film is lost and only four of the original English intertitles have 

survived. (In the restored movie Spanish intertitles were re-translated back into English and an 
intertitle frame takes the place of a missing sequence.) The virtual erasure of Within Our Gates for 
almost half a century and the elevation of D. W. Griffith’s Birth of a Nation to the status of 

cinematic masterpiece are telling illustrations of the politics of race and power in twentieth century 
American popular culture. 

After each viewing of Within Our Gates, I am struck by Micheaux’ s audacity and ambition. He 
sought to appropriate a still primitive medium to depict the complexities of the black experience in 
America while making a film that would enthrall viewers as interested in spectacle and 
entertainment as in a message of racial uplift. Like his contemporaries Scott Joplin, Bert Williams, 
and others, Micheaux was exploring how black social justice could be insinuated into the cultural 
marketplace. Only now is it possible to appreciate fully how successfully Micheaux achieved these 
goals in Within Our Gates. 
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Last Updated: August 17, 2010 2." 46 PJW 

Add yot~r Com.m.e~t: 

400 A Str~-et. S.E, Was~l:ti:agto~, DC 2000Z-3%f i tel (202) 544<’2q22 i f~x: (202) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 8:29 AM 

Staton, Tom <tstaton@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Oscar Michaux 

Why Ill Watch Oscar Michea...pdf 

Dear Charlene, 

This article appeared in the latest issue of Pempectives on History, which is from the American Historical Association. I thought you’d like to see it. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

Proi~ssor of Afro-Amefica~ Studies 
Dep~ment of Afi-ican and Afro-Americmi Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for info~nation about my publications: 

http:#~vw.umass.edu/tm~pressispr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T- 8059.himl 

hltp:/i undpress.nd.edt ibook/P00780 

hltp:/i undpress.nd.edt ibook/P00723 



The Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and HistoFy j 

"Corapeake" 
photography exhibition 
opening at the Stone 
Center 
doin the Stone Center for a free reception 

celebrating the opening of the acclaimed 

exhibition "Corapeake" on Thursday, 

September 23 at 7 p,Etl. 

~ Share on_ Facebook I [] Send to a friend 

Share on Twitter 

Multimedia artist Kendall Messick’s acclaimed 

exhibition Corapeake will be featured in the Stone 

Center’s Rober~ and Sallie Brown Gallery this fall. 

You are invited to join the Stone Center for a a 

free opening reception with refreshments on 

September 23, 2010 at 7:00 p,m. 

Following brief opening 

remarks, the gallery doors 

will be opened for guests to 

view the stunning collection 

of 46 black and white sliver 

gelatin photographs, 

cont nuously runn ng 

documentary film, and collection of ephemera 

that chronicles the memories and community 

traditions of the predominantly elderly, African- 

American citizens of Corapeake, North Carolina, a 

small town nestled at the edge of the Great 

Dismal Swamp. 

The exhibition is presented as pages from the 

mixed media journals Messick kept during the 

seven year project. The sequencing of the 

images thematically follows the circle of life from 

cradle to grave. Many of the photographs include 

handwritten stories that expand upon the 

subjects of the images. 

Messick is an artist who utilizes photography and 

film to capture intimate stories that would 

otherwise go unheard. From Corapeake to The 

Projectionist, an exhibition about a man who 

dedicated his life to pursuing a dream of owning 

a movie palace, Messick is drawn to the stories of 

aging, often overlooked individuals. The 

experiences reflected by his art transcend the 

storyteller, resonating with audiences from all 

walks of life. Messick’s photographs are in 

numerous public and private collections including 

the Smithsonian Institution and the Museum of 

Modern Art in New York. 

Corapeake will be on display through December 

3. The gallery will be open Monday-Friday, 10:00 

a.m. - 8:00 p.m. beginning September 24, 2010. 

Wednesday, Oct. 6 at noon 

~;mch provk~ed) 

See our websi~e for more information. 

Watch video of our recent 

programs on ~ 

~i ]-he Sione Center’s videos on 
Vimeo 

~Find us on Facebook 

~ Follow us 0n Twitter 



Contact the Stone Center at (919) 962-9001 or 

stonecenter@unc.edu about guided group tours 

or for more information about the exhibition. 

This exhibition is made possible by the generous 

support of friends of The Robert and Sallie Brown 

Gallery and Museum, Charles Weinraub, Emily 

Kass, and Michelle Thomas (’93). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 1:58 PM 

mlliam.dari .ry@duke .edu 

Re: Precious as a horror movie 

PreciousMonstrous MotherVersion4.docx 

Dear Dr. Darity: Attached is a rough draft of my essay for your 
upcoming volume on the conference recently held. You can let me know 
your thoughts whenever you have chance Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting william darity@duke.edu: 

Dear Charlene, Thank you so much for serving as a cormnentator at the 
film clips 
screening on Thursday evening. I wish that Mark’s peculiar defense of 
the :film 
and romantic claims about the magic generation had not deflected us further 
from your fascinating conception that Precious is a horror movie. I think 
you’re on the money! The narrative of Precious reminds me of Toni Morrison’s 
The Bluest Eye and the 1968 film "Charly" (based upon the Daniel Keyes’ short 
story "Flowers for Algernon"). Both of them can be viewed as horror stories! 
cheers, Sandy 



{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 

ROUGH DRAFT 

WILL MAKE APPROPRIATE REVISIONS TO COINCIDE WITH THE OTHER 
ESSAYS SELECTED FOR INCLUSION IN THE COLLECTION 

Monstrous Mother(s), Terrorizing Father(s), and Nightmarish Experiences: Reading 
Precious as a Horror Film 

This essay is an outgrowth of a panel discussion that took place at the conference Can We 

Talk? Bridges Between the Humanities and the Social Sciences, which was designed to focus on 

cinematic representations that reflected the merging of the humanities and social sciences. In 

particular, panelists were required to respond to and critique screen representations that 

symbolized a convergence &the merging &these fields in films such as Precious (2009), a film 

based on a black teenager who seeks to escape her oppressive conditions of parental abuse, 

incest, and illiteracy; Akeelah and the Bee (2006)~, a film that explores the j ourney of a black 

female adolescent who becomes a National Spelling Bee champion; 3"pace Traders from Cosmic 

Slop [year], a film that features a conservative African American who is forced to question his 

own ideological views when whites decide to offer African Americans to an alien nation; and 

The Doll [year], a film based on a Charles Chesnutt stoD" that positions the black father 

juxtaposed between preserving his family and seeking revenge for a heinous act that had been 

committed against his family. Collectively, these films explore histou, memols", rape, lynching, 

race, and the ill effects of capitalism that can be traced back to slavery. Rather than critiquing 

these four films independently and providing connections across the four films, my specific 

comments are directed toward deconstructing Precious (based on the 1997 novel Push by 

Sapphire and directed by Lee Daniels), the most recent and perhaps most controversial of the 

four. 

In fact, because Precious has invited a storm of criticism and praise, my interrogation 

intends to add to the existing body of literature and evolving scholarship to provide an alternative 

reading of the film from the perspective of a film historian. Since its release, the film has been 

steeped in controversy because of its provocative representations and scandalous subject matter. 

The visceral response the film has received and virulent debates it has ignited can be explained in 

part by the fact that it takes on taboo subjects such as failed black motherhood, incest, 



{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 

pedophilia, and homosexuality, and recenters decades-old controversies between light and dark 

complexioned African Americans. Therefore, the primary argument advanced by this essay is 

that the horror genre becomes one way by which to read these racialized representations. My 

intent is not to avoid critical engagement with the sociopolitical issues addressed on screen or to 

disregard a class analysis &the obstacles faced by the protagonist, but rather to suggest that 

based on the way the story unfolds, the filmmakers (writer, director, cinematographer, etc), 

deliberately drew upon the horror genre in order to portray the protagonist’s struggle as 

synonymous with a living nightmare. 

Exploring the film from this perspective is certainly plausible in view of the fact that a 

number of reviewers and critics have associated the film with horror. For example, Wesley 

Morris of the Boston Globe affirmed that the film "has been made to look ugly, presumably to 

underscore the horror movie that is Precious’s life.’’2 Lou Lumenick of the New York Post 

described the film as "hope amid horror.’’3 John Anderson of Variety characterized the film as 

"an urban nightmare with a surfeit of soul.’’4 A. O. Scott of the New York 77mes suggested that 

the protagonist lives in a world of "overwhelming horror" and characterized the film as a "nearly 

Gothic story.’’s Betsy Sharkey of the L.A. Times described the film’s presentation of"a soul- 

destroying nightmare of a mother.’’6 Literary critic Ishmael Reed contended that "the movie 

lingers like a wounded animal that nobody has the nerve to put out of its misery.’’7 These 

comments warrant the film being read as an extension of the horror paradigm because of its 

consistent association with the horrific, the inhuman, the gothic, and animalism. Reviewing this 

film as one that borrows from the horror genre is rendered plausible and will be structured 

around investigating the following subj ect areas: Monstrous Mothers/Phallic Mothers/Black 

Motherhood; Incestuous Father(s)/Rape/Sexual Taboo; Horror/Horrific/Horror Film Genre; The 

Body as Grotesque; Dreams/Fantasies/Voyeurism; and SpectatorshipiTrauma!pathology. In 

addition, since the film pays tribute to Zora Neale Hurston, this essay will extract subtitles from 

Hurston’s 7heir Eyes Were Watching Goda to introduce each section and to demonstrate how 

Hurston’s text provides an urtext to the journey on which Precious (Gabourey Sidibe) embarks in 

search of subj ectivity, a subj ectivity that Precious’s protagonist shares with Hurston’ s 

protagonist. 
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Monstrous Mothers/Phallic Mothers/Black Motherhood 

"It was like seeing your sister turn into a gator. You keep seeing your sister in the ’gator 

and the ’gator in your sister, and you’d rather not" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were 

Watching God). 9 

To introduce this discussion, it is necessary to turn to the work of Philip Wylie who 

surmised that one’s mother "is the bride at every funeral and the corpse at every wedding.’’1° 

Wylie’s critique of the mother figure hints at the idealized image of the mother juxtaposed with 

the darker side of the mother, and it is this darker side &the mother figure as reconstructed in 

Precious that is worthy of interrogation. 

If we read Precious in terms of feminist film theory (a theory that has not always been 

adequate for reading black women), then, the film is automatically problematized. Mary Anne 

Doane argues that Hollywood women’s films from an earlier period had din culty portraying 

female subj ectivity, which "resulted in a genre that specifically addressed women and that lived 

off a female protagonist who only becomes representable via deviancy. 11 Therefore, if Precious 

is an attempt at representing female subjectivity, then "it can only be represented in forms of 

illness and aberration ... stories of suffering; in a word masochism.’’12 According to Nancy 

Chodorow, masochism is aggressiveness turned upon the self and reflects pleasure in pain.13 

Precious’s mother Mary (Mo’Nique) denies her daughter the opportunity to obtain an education; 

refuses to accompany her daughter when she gives birth; forces her daughter to have sex with her 

father, and even, metaphorically, her mother; banishes her daughter from her home; physically 

and verbally assaults her daughter; belittles her daughter regarding her size and weight; exploits 

her daughter by forcing her to wait on her hand and foot; and criticizes her daughter for her 

desire to eschew her dire condition. The mother is in pain because she is denied love and a 

sexual relationship with her husband (Precious’s father), and this denial causes here to 

experience narcissism. 14 In fact, she may share in common with monstrous mothers depicted in 

Asian films who suffer "from primal bereavement and abandonment fears [or] anxieties [and] 

who have forfeited their nurturing roles, by choice or design, as primary caregivers."ls However, 

other explanations for Mary’ s pain are not made known in the film in terms of whether or not she 

was abused as a child or endured other forms of abuse, yet she does have a mother (Precious’ 
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grandmother) who takes care of her granddaughter (Mongo), visits Precious during childbirth, 

brings her granddaughter to their home when the social worker visits so that Mar}, can continue 

to receive her welfare payments, and is seemingly the antithesis of Mary. Despite whatever 

relationship Mary has with her own mother, a relationship that is strained because of the way 

Mary lashes out at her mother, the focus &this discussion is on Mary- and her own psychosis as a 

signifier of failed motherhood and is less focused on the originating factors responsible for her 

psychosis. 

Mary further symbolizes the figure of the "’bad’ phallic mother [who exhibits] a 

j ealousipossessive stance toward the child, just because it represents the much-longed-for phallus 

that is now aggressively seized upon ... the negative kind of fusional mother image serves to 

punish women who fall away from the angelic mode.’’16 Mar3, then constitutes the "bad" phallic 

mother since she stands in for the phallus that is denied her through the denial of sexuality from 

her husband. This is evident by the cigarette, which becomes a phallic symbol dangling from her 

mouth throughout most of the film. More than that, she becomes bad as a result of this disavowal 

and therefore, must be punished because of her non-angelic behavior. At the end of the film, 

Mary is punished through the loss of her husband due to his untimely death from AIDS (and a 

husband that she had lost even prior to his death) and her loss of possession of her daughter and 

grandchildren. Mary then signifies the phallic mother "to the extent that her masculine identity-- 

her peni s envy--would inhibit successful mothering." 17 Moreover, the "phallic mother satisfies 

needs for power that her ideal function prohibits.’’18 Thus, while Mary is denied power in her 

marriage and in society at large due to her desire to remain perpetually dependent on the welfare 

system, she attempts to exert power over and terrorize her daughter. She also offers her daughter 

to her husband (Precious’s father) to fulfill his sexual needs. In doing so, she is both, in 

competition with her daughter for the husband/father’s attention and at the same time, resentful 

of the fact that her daughter is the obj ect of her husband’s desire. Mary then assumes this 

contradictory position of both loving her daughter because she is her offspring, yet 

hating/rej ecting her daughter because of the threat that she poses to her relationship with the 

husband/father. 

To further examine Mary as a personification of the bad mother, it is necessary- to turn to 

a discussion of her participation in the incestuous relationship. According to Janis Johnson, Mar}, 

represents the "collusive mother," which refers to 
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a mother who is a cold, frigid, withdrawn, physically ill, or psychologically 
impaired woman who resigns from her expected roles of responsible wife and 
mother and pushes her daughter into taking on her duties in the family, including 
satisfying the emotional and sexual needs of the father. The collusive mother 
avoids and denies the incest that goes on under her very nose. When confronted 
with its reality, she either disbelieves or blames her daughter. 19 

The collusive mother can be explained by the unconscious forces within the individual and 

Oedipal conflict, which are connected to their own depriving mothers and who seek love and 

approval yet are rej ected. "They relinquish their responsibilities as wives and mother and push 

their daughters into assuming their roles in an attempt to become daughters again and recreate 

the opportunity to receive the love and support they never experienced with their own 

mothers.’’2° The mother figure reverses roles with her daughter, which leads to the incestuous 

act. Thus, the collusive mother is then marked by the sexual rej ection of her husband and the role 

reversal with her daughter, which allows the mother to reclaim the attention she has been denied 

by living vicariously through her daughter. Both rej ecti on and role reversal are apparent in the 

mother-daughter relationship in Precious because although Precious provides the sexual needs of 

her father, she is also reduced to serving her mother by being forced to prepare meals and clean 

the home; even after producing a child with the father, she is encouraged to seek welfare and 

provide additional income for the mother. Precious becomes the means by which financial 

subsistence is attained and maintained for her mother. That Mary is a participant in the 

incestuous relationship between father and daughter suggests how she is an embodiment of the 

collusive mother but, moreover, how- she sees herself as a victim and through her victimization 

experiences masochism. She is both victim and victimizer in that she has internalized the hatred 

that has been proj ected onto her and in turn proj ects that hatred onto her daughter. Additionally, 

she is part &the vicious cycle of self-hatred, "which may account for what has been described as 

[her] emotional withdrawal, disinterest, and passivity.’’2~ Furthermore, Mary does not deny her 

participation in the incestuous relationship; she is a willing participant who sanctions this 

relationship. 

When considering Mary’ s representation of failed black motherhood, we must examine 

the implication of this representation. In contemporary society and culture, while the black male 

has been depicted as a "sexual predator" and constructed as the "deadbeat dad," the black mother 
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has more often than not represented the antithesis. The black mother has historically symbolized 

idealized motherhood: one who nurtures, provides, cares for, guides, protects, supports, refuses 

to abandon or neglect, and keeps the family intact. In cinema, this idealized representation of the 

black mother was canonized in Imita#on of Life (1934), a film that featured a black self- 

sacrificial mother who placed her daughter before herself and met her untimely death because of 

her daughter’s rej ection. Precious, in comparison, provides an inverted relationship between the 

mother-daughter depicted in Imitation of Life. In this instance, the mother attempts to 

psychologically, and at times, physiologically "murder" her own daughter. She defies what 

constitutes "ideal" black motherhood and threatens the existence and survival of the black 

family.22 That Precious threatens black motherhood, at a moment when black fatherhood is 

under attack, seems to be one of the greatest offenses committed by the film and unconsciously 

reminds us of Imitation of Life. 

In Imitation of L{fe, the black mother, Delilah, attempts to protect her daughter, Peola, 

who desires to pass for white, from the racial terror that has infected American society and 

encourages her to come to terms with her black racial heritage in spite of her white appearance. 

In comparison, in Precious Mary seems to be so imbued with the self-hatred that she has endured 

because of racial oppression, rej ection, and the need for love, she seeks to punish her own 

daughter for her own suffering. Of course, we cannot ignore that both daughters’ names begin 

with P, another example demonstrating how Precious harkens back to the earlier film. Both of 

the names of the mothers, Mary and Delilah, are biblical names representing the opposite of the 

character roles assumed. Mary- was the virginal mother who gave birth to Jesus, yet on screen she 

is the direct opposite, while Delilah deceived Sampson, yet on screen she personifies the direct 

opposite of deception. That both mothers have biblical names could speak to the subtle ways in 

which these films invoke a religious subtext, with Delilah being constructed as deeply religious 

and Mary being constructed as sacrilegious (another way in which this film is linked to the 

horror film genre). While Delilah becomes an embodiment of Christian faith in the face of 

suffering, Mary is devoid of any sense of spirituality, perhaps explaining her own suffering and 

demonization. 

That Mary resembles characters prevalent in horror films is evident in Carol Clover’s 

assessment of horror films such as Psycho (1960) and 7he Texas Chain St~v Massacre, I1 (11986) 

where "we are repeatedly confronted with a portrait of the dead mother silently presiding over all 
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manner of cannibalistic and incestuous doings on the part of her adult children.’’23 As Mal5" 

characterizes the bad, monstrous, demonic, phallic, and collusive mother, she is undoubtedly a 

construction borrowed from the horror genre. In fact, one reviewer observed, "She’s stuffed 

herself into a delicate-looking tank top and leggings, their tiny blue flowers in contrast to the 

monster inside. She does a slow bump and grind, carefully smoothing back her hair. Lust and 

menace hang so heavy in the air, the devil himself would be afraid.’’24 

Incestuous Father(s)iRapeiSexual Taboo 

"It’s so easy to make yo’ self out God Almighty when you ain’t got nothin’ tnh strain 

against but women and chickens" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God).25 

Precious is further complicated not only by the demonization of the black mother, but by 

depicting an incestuous father. Incest is characterized as taboo and its prohibition "is commonly 

understood as a fundamental rule of social order. It is the primordial law’, which defines the 

special place of human society within the natural and supernatural world. It is the mark of 

humanity.’’26 Moreover, when the father engages in an incestuous relationship with his daughter, 

"the incestuous father assumes that it is his prerogative to be waited upon at home, and that if his 

wife fails to provide satisfaction, he is entitled to use his daughter as a substitute, it is this 

attitude of entitlement - to love, to service, and to sex - that finally characterizes the incestuous 

father.’’27 As for Precious, when we acknowledge the mother’s willing complicity and psychosis 

as well as the child’s desire to please the parent, the incestuous relationship is no surprise. 

However, because the black male is positioned as the incestuous father, it is necessau to 

examine the film’s implication for black masculinity. Bell hooks suggests that perceptions of 

black masculinity evolving from the "dominant culture’s stereotypical, fantastical representations 

of black masculinity.., constructs black men as ’failures’ who are psychologically ’fucked up,’ 

dangerous, violent, sex maniacs whose insanity is informed by their inability to fulfill their 

phallocentric masculine destiny in a racist context.’’2s In Precious, the father figure, who is 

virtually absent for most of the film, represents this stereotype; when we consider that he is an 
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incestuous father, this representation further supports hooks’ assessment that "with the 

emergence of a fierce phallocentrism, a man was no longer a man because he provided care for 

his family, he was a man simply because he had a penis ... his ability to use that penis in the 

arena of sexual conquest could bring him as much status as being a wage earner andprovlaer.’" ,,29 

Precious’s father is given significance only to the extent that he represents the father figure, is 

reduced to his sexuality, and becomes the agent of the incestuous act; otherwise, he does not 

exist. His vacuousness within the film further affirms his lack of importance within the context 

of the black family. In fact, Ishmael Reed described him as "little more than an animal. A vile 

prop. A person with no story- and no humanity.’’3° Yet Kathleen Rowe Karlyn argues, in regards 

to the incestuous father, that "As men claim their right to ’act out’ and girls to ’act bad,’ incest 

provides a discourse, an established set of conventions for examining and usually reasserting 

male authority perceived to be under siege.’’:~1 Karlyn continues that for white men "incest 

provides a narrative structure - derived from Freud’s work on the subj ect - that ideologically 

inverts the social realities of white male privilege.’’32 However, where black men are concerned, 

since they are automatically denied power in the larger society, while laying claim to women’s 

bodies might temporarily empower them within the home, they still remain disempowered in 

society at large. Specifically, the black male’s power in Precious is portrayed through his 

sexuality. When he removes his belt while hovering above Precious to sexually assault her, the 

belt itself nearly becomes both a phallic symbol and a symbol of his power. This is similar to the 

whip utilized by the father figure in D. W. Griffith’s 1919 film, Broken Blossoms, which also 

focused on a father-daughter incestuous relationship as critically examined by Julia Lesage.33 

Aside from being an agent of incest and sexuality, the power of Precious’s father is implied only 

to the extent that he becomes partly responsible for Mary’s psychosi s otherwise, his power does 

not exist. 

The complexity of the incestuous father continues to be conveyed when he rapes Precious 

and during the course &the rape proclaims, "Daddy loves you," while Mar}, is seen in the 

distance, standing in the doorway, voyeuristically observing this abuse of her daughter and 

vicariously participating in the incestuous act. That the father expresses love for his daughter at 

the moment he abuses her demonstrates the ambiguity of incest where fatherly love becomes 

conflated with sexual desire. It is of note that during the sexual assault, a baby’s cries are heard 

in the background, perhaps a personification of Precious’ own cries as the victim of sexual 
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assault or the cries of the infant produced as a result of this incestuous assault. Although virtually 

absent from the film, the father’s presence and his act of incest become indicative of the power 

that he has been denied and attempts to reclaim, but which is ultimately possessed by the 

monstrous mother, Mary. Vivian Sobchack theorizes about horror films and her views are 

applicable to Precious because it "show-s us the terror and rage of patriarchy in decline .... " And 

in this instance, black patriarchy in decline.34 

Horror/HorrificAIorror Film Genre 

"...the monster began to roll in his bed" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching 

God).3s 

Although Precious is not a horror film, it borrows from the horror genre in order to create 

the hellish space to which Precious is confined and from which she attempts to escape. The film 

employs what Annette Brauerhoch who in writing about another horror film, Mommie Dearest 

(1981), characterized as a genre mix of melodrama (in which the protagonist becomes an icon of 

suffering) and horror (in its visual style). 36In order to examine how the film conforms to the 

horror film genre paradigm, it is necessary to examine Julia Kristeva’s work on abj ection, revisit 

the monstrous mother, and critique vampires. 

Kri steva characterizes abj ection as "that which does not ’respect borders, positions, 

rules,’ that which ’disturbs identity, system, order.’"37 Furthermore, Kfisteva argues that food 

loathing -CI expel myself, I spit myself out, I abj ect myself within the same motion through 

which ’I’ claim to establish myself")38 represents a major source of abjection and is prevalent in 

horror films. One way in which Precious can be seen as an extension of the horror genre is the 

food loathing that occurs in the film. Both Precious and Mar), indulge in fried fatty foods that 

stand to endanger their health (such as pig feet and fried chicken customarily associated with 

African American culture), which explains Precious’s obesity. Both women desire these foods 

but then reject the very same foods that they desire, as when Precious cooks pig feet for her 

mother, Mary rej ects the food because her daughter failed to cook collard greens with the pig feet 

and because she claims the pig feet have far too much hair. Mary, engaging in an act of 

abjection, then forces Precious to consume the food. At another point in the film, Precious steals 

a bucket of fried chicken, claiming that she is hungry after her mother failed to provide her with 
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money. After eating the chicken, she vomits, which signifies her attempt to "throw up, throw out, 

ej ect the abj ect .... ,,39 These conventions are consistent with the horror genre. 

Abjection, of course, is not the only way by which the film conforms to the horror genre. 

The film’s monstrosity, signified by Mary, desew-es to be thoroughly interrogated. In fact, it is 

Marie-Helene Huet who observes that, "The monster and the woman thus find themselves on the 

same side, the side ofdissimilariO,. The female is as it were a deformed male.., since she herself 

is on the side of the dissimilar, it was argued, the female appears to be destined by nature to 

contribute more figures of dissimilarity, if not creatures even more monstrous.’’4° While Huet 

expounds on the historical origin of the mother and her association with the monster, I am 

suggesting that the mother in Precious is the monstrous figure. Mary is an extension of 

monstrosity, and her irascible behavior is visibly apparent in the way she terrorizes her daughter 

through her verbal denunciations, throwing water in her face, hurling obj ects at her physically, 

and mistreating her granddaughter who has Down Syndrome--all of which amounts to an 

abnormality marking the film as an extension of the horror genre. Mary’s demonic behavior is 

capsulated when she chastises Precious for answering the doorbell: 

Precious, you called that white bitch to my house. Why did she ring my goddamn 
buzzer? I feel that you think you are becoming a grown woman. That shit you 
pulled in the kitchen I should have fucked you up but I let you get away ... But 
bitch, I am gonna let you know if you ever pull that shit again, I am gonna get rid 
of you. You gone let that bitch ring my buzzer talking about some higher 
education. You are a dummy, bitch. You don’t never know shit. Don’t nobody 
need you and don’t nobody want you. You done fucked around and let my man 
have two children and one of them is a goddamn animal running around looking 
crazy. Bitch, you know what? I think you are trying me. You done fucked with 
my money and you standing up at the top of the stairs like you a woman and you 
looking down on me. I am gonna show you what a real woman is because bitch 
you don’t know what real women do; what real motherfucking women do. I 
should have aborted your ass because you ain’t shit. The day the doctors put you 
in my hands you had a smirk on your face. You smile about that, bitch .... I am 
gonna kill you bitch... 

In her outrage, Mary’s behavior personifies the demonic in that she seeks revenge on her 

daughter, attempts to thwart her daughter’s desire for education, accuses her of being responsible 

for the incestuous acts for which she is victimized, attempts to minimize her intellectually, 

characterizes her granddaughter as an animal, claims that she should have aborted her daughter 
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at birth, and, finally, criticizes her daughter for looking at her own outrageous behavior. In sum, 

she denigrates, intimidates, threatens, insults, renders her undeserving, and violates her sense of 

self. This verbal abuse then becomes transformed into physical abuse when she throws Precious’ 

newly born son, Abdul, on the floor and viciously attacks her daughter who, in fleeing their 

home ~vith the baby, escapes down a stairwell only to narrowly miss being hit by a television 

thrown from above. That the stairwell is centered in these attacks becomes the space in which 

these physical acts of violence occur, representing "claustrophobic spaces" and further becomes 

indicative of its connection to the horror genre. Even the space in which most of the horror 

occurs--a space that is dimly lit, sparsely furnished, and reflects decay in that the furnishings are 

worn and torn--becomes indicative of how the film conforms to the horror genre., Virginia 

Wright Wexman who in critiquing horror films from an earlier period suggests, "The 

anthropomorphized apartments in which these characters live, update salient features of the 

large, looming castles in ~vhich horror stories have traditionally been enacted.’’41 In a similar 

vein, Carol Clover notes that houses and tunnels become places for the horrific and "it is not just 

their Victorian decrepitude, but the terrible families--murderous, incestuous, cannibalistic--that 

occupy them.’’42 Therefore, Precious lends itself to the horror genre not only because of 

abj ection and the monstrous mother but also because of the terrorizing space in which this drama 

unfolds, which haunts the protagoni st’ s existence. 

The monstrosity of Mary and the film’s association to the horror genre is all the more 

convincing when we consider Alfred Hitchcock’s classic horror film, Psycho (1960). In that film, 

a psychotic son kills his mother and her former lover out of a fear of rej ection, yet because of his 

undying love for his mother, excavates her dead body and returns it to her rocking chair in their 

home. The dead mother sits in the rocking chair throughout much of the film, while the son 

engages in role-playing as his mother in order to relive the relationship he had with her. Precious 

then bears a striking resemblance to this film in that while the mother figure in Precious is not 

literally dead, she is psychologically dead and remains virtually glued to her chair throughout 

much of the film. That she is psychologically dead and not physically dead conjures images from 

other horror films such as, Night of the LivingDead (1969) where the "living dead themselves 

are the active and catalytic agency for the release of all of the film’s horrors." 43The chair in 

Precious then becomes symbolic of Mary’s existence as she is perched before a television that 

becomes her source of escape; the chair becomes her throne from which she wields her power; 
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the chair serves as her platform from which she launches her monstrous acts; and the chair 

becomes the prison from which she cannot escape. Precious further resembles Psycho in that 

while Psycho addresses matricide, Precious addresses infanticide, not literally but 

psychologically. 

Added to this, in Psycho the protagonist displays his collection of stuffed birds, and the 

presence of animals could reify an attraction to animalistic behavior. In Precious, Mary appears 

to be more loving toward her cat, Ethel,44 than her own daughter. The presence of animals and 

their association to horror is also evident when Precious mistakenly mispronounces "incest" for 

"insect" and in so doing links her abuse with something less than human. 

Mary, affirming her own characterization as monstrous even proclaims to the social 

worker, "You got that bitch looking at me like I am some kind of monster." Barbara Creed 

further affirms that the monstrous mother "becomes the castrating girl/woman, a figure designed 

to strike terror into the hearts of men’’45 From this perspective, Mary conforms to the monstrous 

mother in that she too is symbolic of the "castrating woman": a position that she shares with the 

mother in Psycho who represented the "castrating woman" to her son who punishes her by 

killing her. 

More than paralleling Psycho because of the mother figure, Precious positions the mother 

as being juxtaposed between humanity and inhumanity. According to Barbara Creed, "the 

monstrous is produced at the border between human and inhuman, man and beast" 46As the 

monstrous figure in Precious, Mary straddles the border between the human and inhuman 

through the terror she inflicts on her daughter: stalking her daughter as when Precious leaves 

home and Mary inquires about her whereabouts. Creed suggests that the film also parallels the 

horror film, Carrie (1976), which hints at the "repressed sexual desires including those which 

flow between mother and daughter.’’47 Mary’s positioning between human and inhuman is 

perhaps solidified in the parallel that she shares with other horrific figures such as King Kong 

from the film KingKong (11933), particularly evident when she admits to the social worker (Ms. 

Weiss, played by Mariah Carey) that she encouraged the incestuous relationship with her 

daughter by asking, "Who loved me?" Mary’s proclamation is an attempt to justify the 

exploitation of her daughter and explain away her offensive behavior and if audiences see her as 

being unloved and her lack of love as responsible for her behavior then they are more likely to be 
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sympathetic to her plight as a woman who is similarly victimized. Her statement allows her to 

convey that she is human with human emotions despite the beastly acts that she committed. Her 

proclamation then can be read as an attempt to humanize the beast in the same manner that after 

King’s Kong death, the film professes that it was beauty that killed the beast. Such commentary 

is an attempt to humanize a beastly character, King Kong, in the same manner that an effort is 

made to humanize Mary. It is Mary’s association with the norm through her expression of human 

emotions that allows her to become less beastly and that reflects Stephen Neale’s assertion that 

the "monster... initiates a series of acts of murder or destruction which can only end when it itself 

is either destroyed or becomes normalized .... ,, 48 The film’s end attempts to normalize Mary as 

the monstrous figure. 

Mary’s monstrosity is further apparent in her association with vampires, a mainstay of the 

horror genre. Creed describes vampires as "bodies without souls.’’49 Mary can be seen as similar 

to a soulless vampire in that she lacks remorse for her behavior. "The vampire is dead and yet 

not dead: he is an Un-Dead, a ’dead’ person who yet manages to live thanks to the blood he 

sucks from the living .... The stronger the vampire becomes, the weaker the living become.’’s° 

The vampire has also been characterized as a metaphor for capitalism and, in this respect, we can 

apply this reading to Mary- although she is the victim of capitalism and has been displaced 

because of capitalism, she then becomes an embodiment of a capitalist who attempts to suck the 

life out of the weaker, her daughter. In this instance, Mary exploits Precious and forces her to 

have children so that she can continue to receive subsistence from the welfare system, making 

her synonymous with the vampire. 

To affirm that Mary might personify a vampire or to support the film’ s association with 

vampires, Precious states after revealing to the social worker that her children were fathered by 

her father: 

I see vampires too, they come at night and tell me that I am one of them, they say, 
"Precious you belong with us," then they go downstairs; the people downstairs are 
vampires; they have dirty-tampons in the garbage--ain’t got no home training. 
Ms. Rain will find out that I have never been to a doctor; I had my first baby on 
the kitchen floor with my mother kicking me in my ass. 

In this instance, both Precious’s mother and father represent vampires because of their 

exploitation as ~vell as her neighbors ~vho are connected to blood--a signifier of the horror genre. 
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She characterizes her neighbors as vampires because of their behavior but also because they 

refuse to see her and see the abuse she endures, but that Precious sees herself as a vampire seems 

to reflect how she has internalized the horror that has been projected onto her. 

Moreover, the film undeniably conforms to the horror genre when we consider Barbara 

Creed’s assertion that "the feminine body and incest" are unique to the horror genre because they 

represent the border between normal and abnormal sexual desiresl In Precious, then, it is not 

only Mary who is monstrous; the father becomes synonymous with monstrosity as he exerts 

dominance over his daughter by utilizing her to fulfill his sexual needs. Vivian Sobchack claims 

that, "the horror film plays out the rage of paternal responsibility denied the economic and 

political benefits of patriarchal power.’’s2 The incest between father and daughter is likely 

explained by Freud’s view that while the female child is encouraged to separate from the mother, 

she is expected to shift her sexual attraction to the opposite sex; unfortunately, in the case of 

incest, the father stands in as the object of attraction. 

Horror is further invoked through the film’s preoccupation with illiteracy, evident in 

Precious’ inability to read despite the fact that early in the film she claims she was good at math 

but never opened a book. When Precious attends an alternative school, Each One-Teach One, 

what is terrifying is not just that her illiteracy reveals itself but that it becomes apparent among 

her peers--peers who in their expressed desires become symbolic of Precious’ desire to be a 

good mother, cook, dancer, etc. Her voice has been suppressed in those instances where her pain 

is amplified by her silence, and when she does speak she speaks in fragments, which is indicative 

of how she is imprisoned not only by the physical abuse but through intellectual disavowal. 

According to Kyung Hyun Kim, language is linked to trauma because "language, according to 

Lacan, is the crucial means for the child to free him or herself from the preoedipal crisis,’’s3 and 

if those traumatized lack language their identity will forever be impaired. The fact that Precious 

speaks in fragments--a function of her illiteracy--also becomes an indicator of the trauma she 

has endured as an incest victim,s4 Because Precious represents innocence in view of her youth, 

age, and in the fact that she is a daughter, her victimization appears to be all the more offensive 

and horrifying. For Precious to be centered around acts of pedophilia as well as rape and incest 

constructs the film as terrorizing and when we observe that her innocence is reconstructed by the 

little girl who lives in her building and always eagerly greets her or desires to hold her baby, it is 

through this younger gift that Precious’ innocence is marked, rendering the acts committed by 
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her parents even more horrendous. Early in the film, when Precious is given a red scarf that 

marks the violation of her innocence, while sitting in a welfare office she passes the scarf on to a 

young girl who she sees as similarly being violated by her mother. It is this violation of 

innocence that marks the film as being concatenate to the horror genre. 

The horrific is further signified in the fact that the dark-complexioned characters are 

either victims or victimizers, while the white and light-complexioned characters are saviors or 

liberators. That darkness is linked to horror is well known, but when we consider the implication 

that the light-complexioned characters in the film--the teacher, Ms. Rain (Paula Patton), the 

social worker, Ms. Weiss, and the male nurse, Johnny (Lenny Kravitz), and the white teacher and 

principal--are the only ones who rescue Precious from her plight is a disturbing notion in and of 

itself. These characters demonstrate how Precious engages in her own form of self-hatred and 

believes that anyone who resembles herself should be rej ected. However, the mere insinuation 

that lightness/whiteness is the only means of rescue for this troubled black teen is horrifying 

Finally, the film is horrifying because it plays with the notion that what is witnessed on 

screen could become a reality or represents someone’s reality. That the film’s horror is its 

potential to reflect a reality certainly invokes Wahneema Lubiano’s critique on representation 

and reality. Lubiano argues, "If we fail to problematize the notion that being African American 

always means only being embattled, that African American film is political only insofar as 

’someone’ empowered to make the evaluation recognizes its political ’reality’ and calls the shots 

on its transgression, and that ’authenticity’ is always already known and can therefore be proven, 

then we have fallen into the trap of essentialism.’’55 Perhaps the fear or horror that Precious 

ignites is that it stands to essentialize blackness. Therefore, one of the many dangers of the film 

is if it becomes indicative or representable of black life "generally" to the exclusion of other 

representations. 

The Body as Grotesque 

"And he stood in the door and paid all the ugly women two dollars not to come in. One big 

meriny colored woman was so ugly till it was worth five dollars for her not to come in, so he 

gave it to her" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God).s6 
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The film undeniably borrows from the horror genre to reconstruct the nightmarish 

experience that Precious endures. It is not just the conventions of the horror genre that are 

deployed, but it is that Precious is reduced to her body, which becomes symbolic of her terrifying 

existence. Precious is an obese teenager, and her body becomes the site by which her terror is 

enacted. She even explains her obesity by commenting that, "I don’t like fruit, I like 

McDonald’ s" (a capitalistic enterprise/predator that has placed at risk the health of a generation 

of young adults). It is not only that her body is exploited but that she and others view her body as 

unattractive, nearly grotesque. In fact, Philip Brophy argues that "the contemporary horror film 

tends to play not so much on the broad fear of Death, but more precisely on the fear of one’s own 

body’’sT Precious’s large and dark body nearly becomes a page on which the nightmare text is 

scripted. From the moment she appears on screen and is given a red scarf--a signifier that marks 

her as different, until she enters the classroom, where she is visibly much larger than her peers-- 

she is constructed as abnormal. The constant preoccupation with her body is evident in the 

vicious derisions leveled by her mother when Precious claims that her mother once asked, "Who 

wants to see your big ass dancing anyway?" and Mary refers to her daughter as "fat ass." Thus, 

the body becomes the site of contestation as this nightmare ensues. Even when Precious takes an 

exam for school, she remarks, "The test paints a picture of me as ugly black grease to be wiped 

away." When Precious attends the alternative school and the students are required to write letters 

on the board, she scribbles an "f" while one of her classmates insults her by suggesting that 

stands for fat. 

The fact that Precious’s body is viewed as terrorizing or grotesque can be traced to the 

hi storical origin of the black body in American culture where the body was rendered as an obj ect 

of spectacle. According to bell hooks, black bodies were "objectified in a manner similar to that 

of black female slaves who stood on auction blocks while owners and overseers described their 

importance, saleable parts, the black women whose naked bodies were displayed for whites at 

social functions had no presence. They were reduced to mere spectacle.’’58 Precious’s body then 

speaks to this history in that she represents the past exploitation of black women’s bodies in 

slavery for the sake of capitalism and the present exploitation of black bodies for the sake of 

capitalism as she is objectified by those in the film--her father, mother, and young black males, 

but also by the camera’s gaze. Many of the shots of Precious in the film are head shots and waist 

shots (shots of her from the waist up) to amplify the size of her body. At times, her face nearly 
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fills the screen to convey how her body becomes an extension &the horror that she experiences 

and that we as spectators are witnessing. 

When we consider Sander Gilman’s discussion of the black female body as "an icon for 

deviant sexuality," Precious’ victimization because of her incestuous relationship with her father 

(and maybe even her mother) is rendered all the more plausible. Gilman further states that black 

female sexuality allows for the establishment of the "link...between the ill, the bestial, and the 

freak (pathology, biology, and medicine)’’s9 The link between these three is evinced when 

Precious, as the victim of incest, produces a daughter who has Down Syndrome, and at the film’ s 

end Precious is diagnosed as being HIV positive. The birth &this daughter reflects what Barbara 

Creed has termed offspring that emanated from the "monstrous womb" in that they produce 

offspring who are "constructed as monsters.’’6° It is of note that her "abnormal" daughter is 

named Mongo, derived from Mongoloid, a name that attempts to deny the child an identity other 

than that marked by having Down Syndrome. Such misnaming and erasure is horrifying in and 

of itself and further signifies how this "abnormal" body produced this "abnormal" offspring. The 

abnormality of Precious’s body is reified by the abnormality associated with homosexuality 

evident in the relationship between Precious’s teacher, Ms. Rain and her significant other. 

Precious even attempts to demystify the "perceived abnormality" associated with such 

relationships when she proclaims, "They talk like television channels that I don’t watch. They 

smart... I don’t understand a word they are saying ... Morea say homos are bad people but they 

did not rape me; homos are not the ones who let me sit in class all of those years and never learn 

nothing; homos are not the ones who sell crack to peoples in Harlem," In this instance, the film 

seems to shift the focus of Precious’s exploitation and victimization to a discussion of the 

morality of a group marked as other and "abnormal." The film suggests that homosexuals have 

not been reduced to the animalistic behavior that has been enacted upon Precious by her 

heterosexual parents who are the real monsters. Harry Benshoff affirms that homosexuality is a 

characteristic of the horror genre because "previous scholarly work on the horror film has 

examined how the genre creates a potential space of problematic identification for people who 

might be gay, lesbian, or otherwise queer .... I suggest that queers ... are drawn to the genre 

because of its many intriguing ’not normal’ representations.’’61 

While Precious’s physical body is not destroyed as it typical of slasher films, her 

psychological body is constantly under assault. However, what her body shares in common with 
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the horror genre is the fear &the body; because she is obese along with the perceived health 

consequences associated with obesity, it is the danger of obesity that creates fear in spectators. 

Perhaps because of her body, Precious has more in common with occult films rather than slasher 

films, both of which are extensions of the horror genre. Carol Clover contends that occult films 

"make the female body ’speak’ its experience.’’62 That Precious is impregnated for a second time 

by her father and gives birth to a son (in addition to the earlier birth of her daughter) becomes 

indicative of how her body "speaks" to the incestuous act of which she has been a victim. Clover 

continues, "the occult film does have a language for the female body, a set of tropes and images 

that refer not to lack or absence but rather to the presence &things hidden from view but no less 

there for their invisibility.’’63 Because of Precious’s impregnation by her father, a demonic figure, 

the film bears a resemblance to the horror film Rosemary’s Baby (1968), a film that focuses on a 

young woman who is impregnated by the devil. Thus, the father figure in Precious becomes 

synonymous with the devil in Rosemary ~" Baby. While "the horror generated by Rosemary’s 

Baby is finally of the helpless infancy we all once suffered," the horror generated by Precious is 

that the cycle of "bad, phallic, monstrous, castrating" mothers embodied by Mary has the 

potential to continue to reproduce itself in view of the abusiveness inflicted onto Precious.64 

Dreams/Fantasies/Voyeurism 

"Janie’s first dream was dead, so she became a woman" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes 

Were Watching God").6~ 

If horror films are about the terrorization of the body, they are also about the terrorization 

of the mind. Many victims who endure mental terror, torture, or abuse, experience dreams or 

fantasies that allow them to escape their horrifying experience. According to Virginia Wright 

Wexman, "all the protagoni sts of the horror films are marked by a dissociation between self and 

body.’’66 Thus, Precious attempts to escape the monstrous life that envelops her through 

transcendence when she engages in dreams or fantasies that allow her to reimagine herself in the 

way she desires. Dreams are connected to horror films as evident in films such as A Nightmare 

on Elm Street (1984), 67 and according to Charles Derry, "some horror films deal with our fears 

more directly than others, but in general, horror films speak to our subconscious and - as do our 
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dreams - deal with issues that are often painful for us to deal with consciously and directly.’’68 

Precious becomes a personification of our society’s horror, nightmares, and dreams, but, more 

specifically, she engages in an out of body experience where, through her fantasies or dreams, 

she reimagines herself as desired and desirable. In fact, we as spectators are prepared for this 

when Precious is introduced in the film and her voiceover narration states, "My name is Precious 

Clarisse Jones and I want a boyfriend with light skin, who has real nice hair, I want to be on a 

cover of a magazine, but first I want to be on the BET videos." These three representations of 

self become part of her imagination or dreams, which manifest themselves when she experiences 

the greatest anxiety. According to Janet Walker, a "common response to real trauma is, fantasy. 

Children especially learn to deal with repeated trauma by dissociating (splitting) or repressing 

the events during and after the occurrence.’’69 Freud claims that "the content of the dream is thus 

the fulfillment of a wish, its motive is a wish,’’7° therefore, when Precious engages in these 

dreams or fantasies, they reflect her desire to see herself as she imagines or envisions herself. 

The first fantasy or dream occurs when she is being raped; she stares at the ceiling, which 

begins to disintegrate, and as the plaster falls from the ceiling and the wood slats reveal 

themselves, we see Precious entering a celebrity event with photographers taking her picture and 

asking for her autograph. In this scene, Precious is the subject &what Jane Gaines has 

characterized as "photographic acts" and is centered in this voyeurism where she sees herself as 

desirable despite the exploitation of her image as she imagines herself a star.7J She is escorted by 

a light-complexioned (or white) male, who wears a tuxedo and dons a cowboy hat, and she too is 

elegantly dressed wearing a leopard collar around her dress’s neckline. She descends the 

stairwell like a star, moves through the crowds while throwing kisses to her admirers. Then 

suddenly her dream is interrupted by the sound of lightning and her mother throwing a bucket of 

water on her face to awaken her from the dream. This dream sequence is incredibly significant 

because it attempts to reverse the abuse that she has endured as she imagines herself as a star 

who is desired. The dream also speaks to how she envisions herself as a celebrity who is worthy 

of being photographed for magazine covers. The dream then not only allows her to escape her 

current abuse but to transcend this abuse by reshaping the identity that has been constructed for 

her by others. Temporarily, Precious disidentifies with the image constructed of herself in the 

real world--a self that she at times internalizes --and transcends to experience this imaginary 

desirable self. The image that has been constructed of her by others is apparent when she reveals 
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how she has internalized her own self-hatred and claims, "Nobody loved me. Love ain’t done 

nothing for me; it beat me, raped me, called me an animal, made me feel worthless, made me 

sick." Precious’s internalized self-hatred is further evident when she remarks, "Sometimes I wish 

I was dead. I’d be okay, I guess, because I am looking up, for a piano to fall, a desk, counter, TV, 

maybe moma to fall, always something in my way." 

Prior to her subsequent dreams, where Precious reimagines herself and reshapes her 

identity, she also has other small fantasies as when she flips through a photo album and, while 

viewing a younger picture of her mother, hears her mother’ s voice proclaiming her love for her 

daughter, reminiscent of a happier time in her life which indicates that her mother at one point 

did love her. In this instance, Precious desires what she has been denied: her mother’s 

unconditional love. Precious similarly observes a picture of her white male teacher and hears his 

voice proclaiming that he intends to divorce his wife and replace her with Precious. Again, she 

fantasizes as an escape from this abusive home to seek refuge with her white male teacher--who 

becomes an embodiment of desirability and stability--in a home that symbolizes the antithesis of 

what her home represents. 

In those moments when Precious is under attack, she resorts to dreams, fantasies, and 

reverie as she does when she is harassed by a group of young black male adolescents who 

proposition her, marking her body as expendable and knocking her to the ground. With leaves 

falling on her face, Precious dreams that she is dancing in a club where she is wearing a 

transparent robe with a boa of ostrich feathers. A male admirer who is light in complexion 

observes her seductive moves on stage and j oins her in dancing. The two later embrace and he 

displays his attraction by kissing her affectionately. This dream allows her to defy her mother’s 

derisive comments that she cannot dance and further fulfills her desire to be desirable as a "video 

vixen," a representation which, according to Mae Henderson, signifies "on one hand sexual 

subj ectivity and empowerment and on the other, sexual availability and exploitation’’72 

Henderson argues that black women who appropriate themselves in this manner cannot escape 

the history associated with the commodification of the black body in the public sphere but 

neither should they be blamed for profiting from such exploitation in a capitalistic and 

masculinist culture. 
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Moments of reverie surface for Precious when she stares into the mirror and imagines 

herself as white. She removes a roller from her hair; an act that is mirrored by the reflected 

image and harkens back to passing films where the mirror becomes an affirmation of the self 

reflected. For the passing character, if the image in the mirror is white then this becomes an 

affirmation of the white identity desired. Thus, Precious reimagines herself as white as though 

whiteness provides refuge from the abuse she endures. 

Precious engages in transcendence when watching television with her mother as the 

television becomes Mary’s only access to the outside world. She watches a movie that features 

Sophia Loren, an iconic white beauty from an earlier Hollywood era who is in direct contrast to 

Precious. The presence of this iconic white beauty73 symbolizes an image that Precious secretly 

desires. However, on another occasion, when Precious and her mother watch a foreign film with 

subtitles and the women on screen prepare for dinner, Precious envisions herself on screen with 

her mother speaking another language and setting the dinner table for a monumental feast, 

making food a celebration and a means of escape. 

Following Precious’ violent ej ection from her home after giving birth to her second son, 

she walks the streets seeking refuge and a home for herself and her newborn. When she peers 

through the gate of a church and observes a choir rehearsal, she imagines that she is a member of 

the choir, dressed in a blue and gold robe, and sings joyfully while embracing her baby, a dog, 

and her light-complexioned admirer. Because it is the holiday season, the choir sings the popular 

song, "Soul Holidays." This dream then allows her to escape the abuse that has been inflicted 

upon her and to search for an alternative home. 

With every traumatic event, Precious resorts to dreams, such as when her mother reveals 

that her father died of AIDs and that she, as well as her mother, might be infected. On hearing of 

his death, Precious fantasizes that she is elegantly dressed and poses for photographers as a 

model with a light-complexioned boyfriend. This time, she wears a black and white polka dot 

coat over blue leggings while seated on a bright orange sofa. In this instance, Precious 

reimagines herself as an object of desire to reverse the trauma and abuse inflicted by her father. 

When her mother leaves the temporary housing provided to her daughter, Precious stares out the 

window while holding her infant son and imagines her light-complexioned boyfriend standing 

below next to his motorcycle (a vehicle that signifies escape) and looking upward into the 
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window at Precious as Mary- walks by (a departure that signifies her departure from her 

daughter’s life). Precious then disappears from the window, as though he is her guardian angel 

who can rescue her from this di sturbing existence. 

Freud contends that, "the dream is the (disguised) fulfillment of a (suppressed, repressed) 

wish.’’74 For Precious, these dreams allow- her to transcend her current reality to vicariously 

experience a desired existence. Freud claims that "the achievements which are a matter for 

wonder in a dream are now no longer to be attributed to dreaming, but to unconscious 

thinking.’’7-~ Precious’ s dreams are a reflection of her unconscious thoughts as she desires to 

bring them into consciousness, particularly when we consider that these thoughts reflect her 

desire for a new identity, improved self-image, love, acceptance, liberation, and freedom. 

SpectatorshipiTrauma/Pathology 

"Ah couldn’t recognize dat dark chile as me. So Ah ast, ’where is me? Ah don’t see me’" 

(Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God").76 

It is the purview of pain and suffering provided by Precious that is noted in press reviews 

and that calls for discussion. For example, the Washington Post observed, "It’s hard to believe 

that a movie that traffics so operatically in images of brutality and squalor can be so fleet, 

assured and lyrical."77 Time Magazine wrote that "to be the moviegoer sniveling over Precious’ 

miseries seemed akin to being the bystander engaging in histrionics at the scene of a train wreck 

instead of trying to do something, anything.’’78 The 77mes-Picayune characterized the film as 

"painful, it is harrowing, it is emotionally exhausting.’’79 Variety declared that "Precious is ... a 

shaken cocktail of debasement and elation, despair and hope.’’8° In view" of the film’s notable 

ability to invoke in the spectator trauma, pain, and suffering, it is necessary to explore the 

implications of spectatorial pleasure/pain and trauma as appropriated by the film. 

Carol Clover surmises that horror cinema is characteristic of the "morbid urge to gaze" 

not only within the context of the film but from the perspective of the spectator.~ The film 

invites us as spectators to bear witness to this horror, gaze at this insanity, and look on at this 

terror. While we are encouraged to gaze at this horror, the protagonist/victim is simultaneously 
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encouraged to look, as evident when Precious proclaims at the film’s end, "It took a long time to 

see my face; it took a long time to see her face." Given the film’s association to the horror genre, 

Clover suggests that, "the foul impulses of horror lie not in the movie but in the spectator’’82. 

She continues that the viewer himself/herself is responsible for "hurt" because "the screen does 

nothing more than provide a mirror reflection of the spectator’s own pre-existing ’hurt.’ ... 

Horror plays repeatedly and overtly on the equation between the plight &the victim and the 

plight of the audience.’’83 Perhaps because of the pain and suffering inflicted on the protagonist 

in Precious, we as spectators internalize Precious’ pain and suffering as her journey speaks to 

our pain, suffering, and fears. 

If the film becomes a site by which to experience pain, then it forces a critique of the 

impli cations of trauma for spectators. For example, Karyn Ball, drawing upon the work of Mark 

Seltzer suggests that 

"wound culture" refers to a "collective gathering around shock, trauma, and the 
wound." A wound culture is defined by the convening of the public around scenes 
of violence which ... betrays a fascination with spectacles of torn and open bodies 
and torn and opened persons .... it provides evidence of the breakdown between 
the public and private registers of experience, between exhibitions and individual 
fantasies. It therefore reflects a fundamental reorganization of the public sphere as 
a pathological and voyeuristic psychosocial space. This is a public sphere wherein 
individuals lost in the crowd might indulge their fetishistic and erotic pleasure in 
the sight of the other’s injured flesh. This scopic terrain is saturated by suffering 
at the same time that it reproduces it. 84 

Therefore, because Precious provides a mass-mediated representation of trauma, it becomes a 

public sphere where spectators can indulge in their "fetishistic and erotic pleasure" through 

enjoying another’s pain and perhaps continuing to reproduce the pain that the film is attempting 

to alleviate. Given that the film becomes indicative of black trauma, it is possible that it allows 

whites, who are virtually absent from the film, to vicariously experience this trauma without 

feeling any responsibility for the trauma caused by the film; and since whites are the architects of 

capitalism, they bare some of the responsibility for the pathology canonized by this film. In his 

discussion of black spectatorship, Manthia Diawara argues that, "dominant cinema situates Black 

characters primarily for the pleasure of White spectators (male or female).’’8-~ In this instance, 

however, Precious is constructed to elicit spectatorial pleasure/resistance from both black and 

white spectators. For black spectators, in particular, their spectatorship reflects the vicissitudes of 
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spectatorship across gender, class, age, and educational boundaries and may not be the same for 

every spectator as is evident when one black woman I spoke with indicated that she sympathized 

with Mar3, at the film’s end, whereas I (also black and female) never sympathized with Mary at 

any point. 

Although the film ends with Precious regaining possession of her daughter with Down 

Syndrome and suggests that she will continue to pursue her education in order to provide a better 

life for her children, despite the fact that she is HIV positive, we as spectators have been 

traumatized and horrified by her sto~yT. Clover concludes her study of horror films by suggesting 

"that the pleasure of looking at others in fear and pain has its origins in one’ s own past - but - 

not - finished fear and pain.’’86 

Moreover, it is also possible that Precious becomes a signifier of"traumatic shame" in 

the same manner as Toni Morrison’s ]’he Bluest Eye. Kathleen Woodard claims that Morfison’s 

novel becomes a "model for a traumatic shame that is both generational and incurable to the 

,,87 extent that its legacy may neither be transcended nor transformed into moral agency. 

According to Ball, "[Woodard] observes that for the black characters of Morfison’s novel, the 

trauma of racial persecution leaves behind systemic psychic wounds that cannot be healed 

through narration or action. The novel nonetheless offers a model of shame that may allow 

Morrison’s white readers to gain moral insight into the affective impact of racism.’’88 In a similar 

way, Precious represents our collective shame as a sociopolitical culture that has turned a blind 

eye to the residual effects of U.S. government policies that have historically resulted in creating 

such monstrosity. 

Harry Benshoff contends that "many critics and fans of the horror genre feel that [a] film 

fails ’as a horror film’ if it draws attention to sociopolitical ideas, that by making people think 

they will stop being scared. But that is precisely the point, for surely what is most political about 

.89 a horror film is what scares the audience in the first place. Although Precious is not a horror 

film, however, because it bears resemblance to the horror genre it has succeeded in creating fear 

of a sociopolitical culture that stands to produce such monstrous mothers, terrorizing fathers, and 

nightmarish experiences. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 2:01 PM 

J. Lorand Mato~, Ph.D. <jm217@duke.edu-~ 

RE: Essay on Precious-Can We Talk Cont~rence 

PreciousMonstrous MotherVersion4.docx 

Attached is a rough draft of my essay on Precious. I thought you might 
want to read before the Lee Daniels visit to your campus next week. 
Please note that I will revise according to the expectations of the 
volume. You can let me know- what you think. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "J. Lorand Mato~, Ph.D" <jm217@duke.edu>: 

Thanks, Charlene. 

We’re definitely cluing the volume We’d lure to get your paper as 
suun as yuu can manage tu send it. We’ll soon cunfab and fix a 
deadline 

Since yuu’re guing to try tu get back tu us today, Dante and I wanted 
to ask yuu a specific questiun, beyund ur in addition tu whatever 
~ssues your own inspiratiuns lead yuu tu We’re currently wurking un 
a creative video about the conference and are thinking abuut the 
usefulness uf film in bridging the gap between the humanities and the 
sucial sciences in the academy. 

Philosuphically, du yuu think this is a uset’ul strategic direction 
for the academy? Also, specifically, huw do the films that your 
panel viewed and analyzed help us to pursue this strategy? Or what 
problems dues that set uf films puse, in this regard, that an 
imprnved kind nf film wuuld wurk to reme@? Finally, in yuur view, 
what are the overlaps and differences among your take and those of 
Dante and Mark Anthuny? 

Thanks. 

Randy and Dante 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.~mc.edu [mailto:regester(~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 6:47 AM 
To: J. Lorand Matoly, Ph.D. 
Subject: Re: "Can We Talk?" Conference 

Dear Ran@: I will tly to do so later today or if not over the weekend. 
I have not yet corapleted the paper because I wasn’t sure that the?" had 
intended to move forward with the volume. It would take me at least a 
month or so to complete the paper because I am CUl~ently teaching 
smmner school. But I will forward a draft of the paper as soon as I 
can. Sinccrely, Charlene Regester Quoting "J. Lorand Matory, Ph.D." 
<jm217@dake.edu>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> It was great meeting you and hearing your ideas at the conference. 
>> Have you had a chance to send in your paper/prospective essay for the 
>> edited volume? If not or if so, please do send me a copy as soon as 
>> you can. rm also writing to ask if-ideally before tomorrow-you 
>> could sunm~arize in a few sentences the most central debates or ideas 
>> that emerged in the dialogue among you, your fellow panelists and the 
>> questioners ftom the audience. Tomorrow, filnm~aker Dante James and I 
>> will be working on the narration of the film about the conference. 
>> 

>> Thartks. 
>> 

>> Rand?’ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> J. Lorand Matoly’ 
>> Chair, Department of Africian and African American Studies 
>> Lawrence Richardson Professor of Cultural ~amthropology and of 
>> African and African American Studies 
>> 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 8:08 AM 

J. Lorand Mato~, Ph.D. <jm217@duke.edu-~ 

Re: FW: Essay on Precious-Can We Talk Conference 

Yes, I do plan on attending the event. Hope to see you then Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "J. Lorand Matoly, Ph.D." <jm217@duke edu>: 

Thank you, Charlene I can’t wait to read it. 

Will you be attending the public lecture and the small-group 
discussion (3-4 in Friedl 225 at Duke, if rm not mistaken)? 

I sure hope you’ll be there and that you’ll feel free to exchange 
ideas ~vith Daniels. I know that you will do so thoughtfully and in a 
way that will make him feel both welcome and constructively 
challenged. 

Thauk you for participating in this project. 

Rand?’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: regester@email.unc.edu [mailtu:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2010 2:01 PM 
To: J. Lorand Matory, Ph.D 
Subject: RE: Essay un Preciuus-Can We Talk Cunference 

Attached is a ruugh draft of my essay un Precious. I thought you 
might want tu read be[ore the Lee Daniels visit tu yuur campus next 

Please nute that I will revise according to the expectatiuns of the 
volume You can let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "J. Lorand Matory, Ph.D " <jm217@duke edu>: 

>> Thanks, Charlene. 

>> We’re definitely doing the w~lume. We’d luve to get your paper as 
>> suon as yuu can manage tu send it We’ll soun cunfab and fix a 
>> deadline 

>> Since yuu’re going to try to get back tu us today, Dante and I wanted 
>> to ask you a specific questiun, beyond ur in addition tu whatever 
>> issues yuur own insp~ratiuns lead yuu to. We’re currently wurking un 
>> a creative video abuut the cunference and are thinking abuut the 
>> usefulness uf film in bridging the gap between the humanities and the 
>> sucial sciences in the academy. 

>> Philosophically, do you think this is a useful strategic direction for 
>> the academy? Also, specifically-, how do the films that your panel 
>> viewed and analyzed help us to pursue this strategy? Or what problems 
>> does that set of films pose, in this regard, that an improved kind of 
>> fihn would work to remedy? Finally, in your view, ~vhat are the 
>> overlaps and differences among your take and those of Dante and Mark 
>> Anthony? 

>> Thartks. 

>> Randy and Dante 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(d~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 6:47 AM 
>> To: J. Lorand Matol~, Ph.D. 
>> Subject: Re: "Can We Talk?" Conference 

>> Dear Randy: I will try to do so later today or if not over the weekend. 
>> I have not yet completed the paper because I wasn’t sure that they had 
>> intended to move forward xvith the volmne. It would take me at least a 
>> month or so to complete the paper because I am currently teaching 
>> summer school. But I will forward a draft of the paper as soon as I 
>> can Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "J. Lorand Mator,v, Ph.D" 
>> <jm217@duke.edu>: 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> It ~vas great meeting you and hearing your ideas at the conference. 
>>> Have you had a chance to send in your paper/prospective essay ibr the 
>>> edited volume? If not or if so, please do send me a copy as soon as 
>>> you can I’m also writing to ask if-ideally before tomorrow-you 
>>> could summarize in a few- sentences the most central debates or ideas 
>>> that emerged in the dialogue among you, your fellow panelists and the 
>>> questioners from the audience. Tomorro~v, filn~aaker Dante James and I 
>>> will be working on the narration of the film about the conference 



>>> Thanks. 

>>> Randy 

>>> J. Lorand Mato~ 
>>> Chair, Department of A[~rician and African American Studies Lawrence 
>>> Richardson Professor of Culttual Anthropology and of African and 
>>> African American Studies 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 1:14 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

RE: One thing more on Baker intro 

Dear Mae: Will do and hope that I can find them. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@emaihunc.edu>: 

> Hello Charlene, 
> 

> That sounds great! Also, at some point I’d like for us 
> to consider how- to integrate into the introduction 
> the research you did last semester on cross-disciplinary 
> Baker references -- as a measure of her importance I 
> think I know ho~v it will fit into the introduction as it now 
> stands. So, if you could send me those references ~vhen 
> you get a chance, rill try to work with them 
> 

> Best, mae 
> 

> From: regester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, September 20, 2010 8:10 AM 
> To: Henderson, Mae G 
>Subject:RE: Your response to Baker draft 
> 

> Dear Mae: Yes, I think we should include Garbo as well, however, I am 
> less familiar with her but we don’t have to mention a lot I will work 
> on the Monroe section and maybe Garbo for our next meeting. Sincerely, 
> Charlene Regester Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email.unc. edu>: 
> 

>> Hello Charlene, 
>> 

>> Thanks very much for your quick response to the 
>> revised Baker draftt 
>> 

>> You absolutely right -- Baker was a key figure in 
>> the Jazz Age (in France, as you know, she was 
>> associated with black jazz) as well as Afro-Modernism 
>> (the Harlem Renaissance). It would be great if we 
>> could draw on existing scholarship (including essays in 
>> our volume) to fill in these gaps Do you think that 
>> we should include Garbo (as well as Monroe) in 
>> the discussion of Baker as a "star" figure? 
>> 

>> At this point, I need to read my essay sections, so I will 
>> leave the intro in your hands for awhile. Hopefully, 
>> by the time we meet, I’ll have begun (if not completed) 
>> my essay summaries. 
>> 

>> Have a great week, mae 
>> 

>> From: regester@emaihanc.edu [regester@emaihur~c.edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2010 4:57 PM 
>> To: Henderson, Mac G 
>> Subject: Re: Attachment [Revisions to Baker Critical Reader Intro] 
>> 

>> Dear Mae: I just read the introduction and I think we are definitely on 
>> the right track. It is beautiful in terms of establishing her 
>> importance on the world stage as well as her importance in term of 
>> being a point of interrogation across several disciplines. As you were 
>> constlucting this profile of Baker -- I wondered if we might also 
>> address how she figured in the jazz era as well as Harlem Renaissance. 
>> ~&$~ile others were creating music and literature - her contributions 
>> were equally imaginary and groundbreaking. As previously indicated, in 
>> the meantime, I will try to work on the parallel to Marilyn Monroe and 
>> will send a short discussion so that it can be inserted in the 
>> introduction. As for a meeting, I cannot meet this Thursday but I 
>> definitely could meet next Thursday. Kwe schedule a meeting for next 
>> week, I will try to pull together some thoughts on Monroe. We are off 
>> to a great/impressive start. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 
>> SinceroeQuoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I am not sure that I attached the revised Baker introduction 
>>> to yesterday’s email, but here is yet another revision (now 
>>> up to eighteen pages). 
>>> 

>>> Again, let me know if you wish to meet later this week to 
>>> discuss the attached and how- ~ve should proceed 

>>> Best, mae 

>>> From: Henderson, Mae G 
>>> Sent: Saturday, September 18, 2010 5:33 PM 
>>> To: regester@email unc edu 



>>> SubJect: RE: Book: Gender & Jim Crow 
>>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> rflqanks veU much J2~r the re:terence below. I will tU to 
>>> order a copy online. 

>>> As to the introduction, I am enclosing sixteen revised and 
>>> expanded pages (not including summaries of the essays). 
>>> This should be regarded as still a fairly early draft that will 
>>> require further wurk (I have indicated sections that need to 
>>> developed or expanded at this stage on the revised draft). 

>>> As I see it, what we need to do is continue to xvork on the 
>>> cohesiveness, unity, and thematic focus (perhaps still to 
>>> be determined) of the essay. I anticipate several more 
>>> drafts. 

>>> In the meantime, I xvill t~" to read and work through some 
>>> of the essays. 

>>> When you have reviewed the attached, you can decide 
>>> xvhether or not it would be productive to meet next 
>>> week. Just let me krxow. 

>>> Hope you’re enjoying the weekend -- and the beautiful weather, mac 

>>> From: regester@email.tmc.edu [rcgester@emaibunc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, September 10, 2010 1:06 PM 
>>> To: Henderson, Mac G 
>>> Subject: Book: Gender & Jim C’*ow 

>>> Dear Mac: The book that I mentioned about black women in North Carolina 
>>> during the jim crow- era and their attempts to organize to fight white 
>>> supremacy is entitled, Gender & Jim Crow: Woman and the Politics of 
>>> V~hite Supremacy in North Carolina, 1896-1920 by Glenda E. Gilmore 
>>> (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1996). It has been 
>>> published I’or some time, however, I never had time to read it until 
>>> this surnmer It is a fascinating read and is relevant to your interests 
>>> because it touches upon miscegenation. This is a must read. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 1:19 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

RE: BaJ~er Bibliography Attached 

Baker Comprehensive Bibliography iUlxtated[1].doc 

Dear Mae: Attached is the bibliography previously compiled I hope that 
this is the correct version -- I will continue to look through my files 
to make stare that it is the most recent version. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email unc.edu>:n 

> Hello Charlene, 
> 

> That sounds great[ Also, at some point I’d like for us 
> to consider how to integrate into the introduction 
> the research you did last semester on cross-disciplinary 
> Baker references -- as a measure of her importance. I 
> think I kno~v how it will ]’it into the introduction as it now 
> stands So, if you could send me those references when 
> you get a chance, I’ll1 try to work with them. 
> 

> Best, mae 
> 

> Fromi reg;;teri@emaii~u~edu [regester(~email ...... du] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, September 20, 2010 8:10 AM 
> To: Henderson, Mae G 
>Subject:RE: Your response to Baker draR 
> 
> Dear Mae: Yes, I think we should include Garbo as *yell, however, l am 

> less familiar with her but we don’t have to mention a lot. I will work 
> on the Monroe section and maybe Garbo for our next meeting. Sincerely, 
> Ch arl ene Regester Q uoting "Hen ders on, Mae G" <hendersm @email uric edu>: 
> 

>> Hello Charlene, 
>> 
>> ~Ihanks vep)~ much for your quick response to the 
>> revised Baker draftt 
>> 
>> You absolutely right - Baker was a key- figure in 
>> the Jazz Age (in France, as you know, she was 
>> associated xvith black jazz) as well as At~o-Modernism 
>> (the Harlem Renaissance). It would be great if we 
>> could draw on existing scholarship (including essays in 
>> ottr volun~e) to fill in these gaps. Do you think that 

>> we should include Garbo (as well as Monroe) in 
>> the discussion of Baker as a "star" figure? 
>> 

>> At this point, I need to read ray essay sections, so I xvill 
>> leave the intro in your hands for awhile. Hopefully, 
>> by the time we meet, I’ll have begtm (if not completed) 
>> tW essay smnmaries. 
>> 

>> Have a great week, mae 
>> 

>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2010 4:57 PM 
>> To: Henderson, Mae G 
>> Subject: Re: Attachment [Revisions to Baker Critical Reader Inn*el 
>> 

>> Dear Mae: I just read the introduction and I thip2~ we are definitely on 
>> the right track. It is beautiful in terms of establishing her 
>> importance on the world stage as well as her importance in term of 
>> being a point of interrogation across several disciplines. As you were 
>> constructing this profile of Baker -- I wondered if we migN also 
>> address how she figured in the jazz era as well as Harlem Renaissance. 
>> VVhile others were creating music and literature -- her contributions 
>> ~vere equally imaginaW and groundbreaking. As previously indicated, in 
>> the meantime, I will try to work on the parallel to IVlarilyn Monroe and 
>> will send a short discussion so that it can be inserted in the 
>> introduction. As for a meeting, I cannot meet this Thursday but I 
>> definitely could meet next Thursday If~ve schedule a meeting for next 
>> week, I ~vill try to pull together some thoughts on Monroe. We are off 
>> to a great/impressive start. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> SinceroeQuoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I am not sure that I attached the revised Baker introduction 
>>> to yesterday’s email, but here is yet another revision (now- 
>>> tap to eighteen pages) 

>>> Again, let me know if you wish to meet later this week to 
>>> discuss the attached and how we should proceed. 
>>> 

>>> Best, mae 



>>> Sent: Saturday, September 18, 2010 5:33 
>>> To: regester@email.unc.edu 
>>> SubJect: RIi: Book: Gender & Jim Crow 

>>> Hello Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> rIlqanks veU much for the reference below. I will tU to 
>>> order a copy online. 

>>> As to the introduction, I ara enclosing sixteen revised and 
>>> expanded pages (not including summaries of the essay-s). 
>>> This should be regarded as still a fairly early draft that will 
>>> require further wurk (I have indicated sections that need to 
>>> developed or expanded at this stage on the revised draft). 

>>> As I see it, what we need to do is continue to xvork on the 
>>> cohesiveness, unity, and thematic focus (perhaps still to 
>>> be determined) of the essay. I anticipate several more 
>>> drafts. 

>>> In the meantime, I xvill t~" to read and work through some 
>>> of the essays. 

>>> When you have reviewed the attached, you can decide 
>>> xvhether or not it would be productive to meet next 
>>> week. Just let me know. 

>>> Hope you’re enjoying the weekend -- and the beautiful weather, mac 

>>> From: regester@email.tmc.edu [rcgester@emaibunc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, Septcmbcr 10, 2010 1:06 PM 
>>> To: Henderson, Mac G 
>>> Sulziect: Book: Gender & Inn Crow 
>>> 

>>> Dear Mac: The book that I mentioned about black women in North Carolina 
>>> during the jim crow- era and their attempts to organize to fight ~vhite 
>>> supremacy is entitled, Gender & Jim Cro~v: Woman and the Politics of 
>>> V~hite Supremacy in North Carolina, 1896-1920 by- Glenda E. Gilmore 
>>> (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1996). It has been 
>>> published for some time, ho~vever, I never had time to read it until 
>>> this stammer It is a fascinating read and is relevant to your interests 
>>> because it touches upon miscegenation. This is a must read. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 1:20 PM 

@hotmail.unc.edu 

Fwd: MFA Information Session: Champlain College 

Champlain College, Office of Admission 

Deal" Charlene, 

Don’t miss this chance to become part of a multFdisciplinary team that will determine 

the rapid evolution of emergent media. Join us for a FREE online information session 
about Champlain College’s new M.F.A. in Emergent Media on Wednesday, September 

29th from 12:00 - 1:15pm. 

The Champlain College M.F.A. in Emergent Media explores the intersection of three 
contemporary trends in today’s world: 

participatory communication through expanding social networks and real-time 
media. 
global connectivity through growing Internet, mobile and broadcast networks; 

digital interactivity through increasingly complex games and other forms of 

"smart media;" 

[f you possess a creative mind and collaborative spirit we’ll help you develop technical 
skills while immersing you in the business, cultural, and aesthetic contexts of those 

skills. 

Register today for the free information session on Sept, 29th! 

3on Walsh 

Assistant Vice President, Graduate Admission 

Champlain College Graduate Studies 

251 South Willard St. 

Burlington, VT 0540:[ 

This MFA program is current/y undergoing the formal approval and accreditation process with the New 

England Association of Schools and Colleges (IgEASC). Champlain College is accredited by NEASC, Inc. 

through its Commission on Institutions of Higher Education. To learn more about Champlain College’s 

accreditation, visit our accreditation page on our web site. (h~tp://www. champlain, edu/About- 

Champlain/Accreditation. htm!) 

To m~subscfibe, click hem 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 1:22 PM 

@hotmail.com 

Fwd: MFA Information Session: Champlain College 

Champlain College, Office of Admission 

Deal" Charlene, 

Don’t miss this chance to become part of a multFdisciplinary team that will determine 

the rapid evolution of emergent media. Join us for a FREE online information session 
about Champlain College’s new M.F.A. in Emergent Media on Wednesday, September 

29th from 12:00 - 1:15pm. 

The Champlain College M.F.A. in Emergent Media explores the intersection of three 

contemporary trends in today’s world: 

participatory communication through expanding social networks and real-time 

media. 

global connectivity through growing Internet, mobile and broadcast networks; 

digital interactivity through increasingly complex games and other forms of 

"smart media;" 

If you possess a creative mind and collaborative spirit we’ll help you develop technical 
skills while immersing you in the business, cultural, and aesthetic contexts of those 

skills. 

Register today for the free information session on Sept, 29th! 

3on Walsh 

Assistant Vice President, Graduate Admission 

Champlain College Graduate Studies 

251 South Willard St. 

Burlington, VT 0540:[ 

This MFA program is current/y undergoing the formal approval and accreditation process with the New 

England Association of Schools and Colleges (IgEASC). Champlain College is accredited by NEASC, Inc. 

through its Commission on Institutions of Higher Education. To learn more about Champlain College’s 

accreditation, visit our accreditation page on our web site. (h~tp://www. champlain, edu/About- 

Champlain/Accreditation. htm!) 

To m~subscfibe, click hem 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 1:28 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

RE: BaJaer Time-Line 

Baker Timeline.doc 

Dear Mae: We might want to mention some of these events in the 
introduction as well. We can discuss further when we meet. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email.unc edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

That sounds great! Also, at some point I’d like for us 
to consider how- to integrate into the introduction 
the research you did last semester on cross-disciplinary 
Baker references -- as a measure of her importance I 
think I know how it will :[it into the introduction as ~t now 
stands. So, if you could send me those references when 
you get a chance, I’lll try to work with them 

Best, mae 

Fr;mi ;;gest ~r@;ln ~i~.unc ~du i~;gest ~r@;ln ~i~.unc ~du] 

Sent: Monday, September 20, 2010 8:10 AM 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Your response to Baker draft 

Dear Mae: Yes, I think we should include Garbo as well, however, I am 
less familiar with her but we don’t have to mention a lot I will work 
on the Monroe section and maybe Garbo for our next meeting. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email.unc. edu>: 

>> Hello Charlene, 
>> 

>> Thanks very much for your quick response to the 
>> revised Baker draftt 
>> 

>> You absolutely right -- Baker was a key figure in 
>> the Jazz Age (in France, as you know, she was 
>> associated with black jazz) as well as Afro-Modernism 
>> (the Harlem Renaissance). It would be great if we 
>> could draw on existing scholarship (including essays in 
>> our volume) to fill in these gaps. Do you think that 

>> we should include Garbo (as well as Mouroe) in 
>> the discussion of Baker as a "star" figure? 
>> 

>> At this point, I need to read my essay sections, so I will 
>> leave the intro in your hands for awhile. Hopefully, 
>> by- the time we meet, I’ll have begun (if not completed) 
>> my essay surmnaries. 
>> 

>> Have a great week, mae 
>> 

>> From: regester@email.ur~c.edu [regester@email.ur~c.edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2010 4:57 PM 
>> To: Henderson, Mac G 
>> Subject: Re: Attachment [Revisions to Baker Critical Reader Intro] 
>> 

>> Dear Mae: I just read the introduction and I think we are definitely on 
>> the right track. It is beautiful in terms of establishing her 
>> importance on the world stage as well as her importance in term of 
>> being a point of interrogation across several disciplines. As you were 
>> constlucting this profile of Baker -- I wondered if we might also 
>> address how she figured in the jazz era as well as Harlem Renaissance 
>> YVhile others were creating music and literature -- her contributions 
>> were equally imaginary and groundbreaking As previously indicated, in 
>> the meantime, I will try to work on the parallel to Marilyn IVlom-oe and 
>> will send a short discussion so that it can be inserted in the 
>> introduction. As for a meeting, I cannot meet this Thursday but I 
>> definitely could meet next Thursday. Kwe schedule a meeting for next 
>> ~veek, I will try to pull together some thoughts on Monroe. We are off 
>> to a great/impressive start Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> SinceroeQuoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email.unc edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I am not sure that I attached the revised Baker introduction 
>>> to yesterday’s email, but here is yet another revision (now 
>>> up to eighteen pages). 
>>> 

>>> Again, let me know if you wish to meet later this week to 
>>> discuss the attached and how- ~ve should proceed 

>>> Best, mae 



>>> From: ttenderson, Mae G 
>>~ Sent: Saturday, September 18, 2010 5:33 PM 
>~> To: regester@email uric edu 
>>~ Sut~iect: RE: Book: Gender & Jim Crow 

>>~ Hello Charlene, 

>>> Thanks very much for the reference below. I will try to 
>~> order a copy online. 

>>> As to the introduction, I am enclosing sixteen rcvised and 
>>> expanded pages (not including sttmmaries of the essays). 
>>> This should be regarded as still a fairly early draft that will 
>>> require further work (I have indicated sections that need to 
>>> developed or expanded at this stage on the revised draft). 

>>> As I see it, what we need to do is continue to work on the 
>>> cohesiveness, unib’, and thematic focus (perhaps still to 
>>> be determined) of the essay. I anticipate several more 
>>> drafts. 

>>> In the raeantirae, I will try to read and work tl’uough some 
>>> of the essays. 

>>> When you have reviewed the attached, you can decide 
>>> whether or not it would be productive to meet next 
>>> week. Just let me know. 

>>> Hope you’re enjoying the weekend -- and the beautiful weather, mae 

>>> From: regester@email.tmc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, September 10, 2010 1:06 PM 
>>> To: Henderson, Mae G 
>>> Subject: Book: Gender & Jim Crow 

>>> Dear Mae: The book that I mentioned about black women in North Carolina 
>>> during the jim crow era and their attempts to organize to fight white 
>>> supremacy is entitled, Gender & Jim Crow: Woman and the Pohtics of 
>>> YVhite Supremacy in North Carolina, 1896-1920 by Glenda E Gilmore 
>>> (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1996). It has been 
>>> punished for some time, however, I never had time to read it uaatil 
>>> this summer. It is a fascinating read and is relevant to your interests 
>>> because it touches upon miscegenation. This is a must read Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 3:31 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

RE: Update 

Dear Mae: Sorry to send so many Baker emails but I decided to do a 
search of literature since it has been so long since ~ve did the 
bibliography Therefore, I sent new articles that might not be on the 
bibliography. The most interesting thing that I discovered is that 
woman from Japan has written a book published in Japanese on Baker and 
Baker’s connection to Japan I tried to send the info in the barrage of 
emails received. Will down the essays that I think are of interest and 
will add to the biblio Also, I noticed that someone reviewed 
Dietrich’s as Icon book in the same review with Beunetta Jules-Rosette 
Baker as Icon book. Just passing along interesting information that we 
can discuss when we have our meeting. I have quite a bit to do this 
week so hope to see you next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

"Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 

> Hello Charlene, 
> 

> That sounds great[ Also, at some point I’d like for us 
> to consider how to integrate into the introduction 
> the research you did last semester on cross-disciplinaW 
> Baker references -- as a measure of her importance. I 
> think I kno~v how it will ]fit into the introduction as it now 
> stands So, if you could send me those references when 
> you get a chance, I’ll1 try to work with them. 
> 

> Best, mae 
> 

> Fromi reg;;teri@emaii~u~edu [regester(~email ...... du] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, September 20, 2010 8:10 AM 
> To: Henderson, Mae G 
>Subject:RE: Your response to Baker draR 
> 
> Dear Mae: Yes, I think we should include Garbo as *yell, however, l am 

> less familiar with her but we don’t have to mention a lot. I will work 
> on the Monroe section and maybe Garbo for our next lneeting. Sincerely, 
> Ch arl ene Regester Q uoting "Hen ders on, Mae G" <hendersm @email uric edu>: 
> 

>> Hello Charlene, 
>> 
>> ~Ihanks vep)~ much for your quick response to the 
>> revised Baker draftt 
>> 

>> You absolutely right -- Baker was a key figure in 
>> the Jazz Age (in France, as you know, she was 
>> associated with black jazz) as well as Afro-Modernism 
>> (the Harlem Renaissance). It would be great if we 
>> could draw on existing scholarship (including essays in 
>> ottr volun~e) to fill in these gaps. Do you think that 

>> we should include Garbo (as well as Monroe) in 
>> the discussion of Baker as a "star" figure? 
>> 

>> At this point, I need to read ray essay sections, so I xvill 
>> leave the intro in your hands for awhile. Hopefully, 
>> by the time we meet, I’ll have begtm (if not completed) 
>> iW essay smnmaries. 
>> 

>> Have a great week, mae 
>> 

>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2010 4:57 PM 
>> To: Henderson, Mae G 
>> Subject: Re: Attachment [Revisions to Baker Critical Reader Inn*el 
>> 

>> Dear Mae: I just read the introduction and I thip2~ we are definitely on 
>> the right track. It is beautiful in terms of establishing her 
>> importance on the world stage as well as her importance in term of 
>> being a point of interrogation across several disciplines. As you were 
>> constructing this profile of Baker - I wondered if we might also 
>> address how she figttred in the jazz era as well as Harlem Renaissance. 
>> VVhile others were creating music and literature -- her contributions 
>> ~vere equally imaginaW and groundbreaking. As previously indicated, in 
>> the meantime, I will try to work on the parallel to IVlarilyn Monroe and 
>> will send a short discussion so that it can be inserted in the 
>> introduction. As for a meeting, I cannot meet this Thursday but I 
>> definitely could meet next Thursday If~ve schedule a meeting for next 
>> week, I ~vill try to pull together some thoughts on Monroe. We are off 
>> to a great/impressive start. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> SinceroeQuoting "Henderson, IVlae G" <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I am not sure that I attached the revised Baker introduction 



>>> to yesterday’s emai[, but here is yet another revision (now 
>>> up to eighteen pages). 

>>> Again, let me know if you wish to meet later this week to 
>>> discuss the attached and how we should proceed 

>>> From: tlenderson Mae G 
>>> Sent: Saturday, September 18, 2010 5:33 PM 
>>> To: regester@eraaihunc.edu 
>>> Subject: RE: Book: Gender & Jim Crow 

>>> Hello Charlene, 

>>> Thartks very- much for the reference below. I will toy to 
>>> order a copy online. 

>>> As to the introduction, I am enclosing sixteen revised and 
>>> expanded pages (not including summaries of the essays). 
>>> This should be regarded as still a fairly early draft that will 
>>> require further work (I have indicated sections that need to 
>>> developed or expanded at this stage on the revised draft). 

>>> As I see it, what we need to do is continue to w-ork on the 
>>> cohesiveness, uni~’, and thematic focus (perhaps still to 
>>> be determined) of the essay. I anticipate several more 
>>> drafts. 

>>> In the raeantirae, I will toy to read and work tl’nough some 
>>> of the essays. 

>>> When you have reviewed the attached, you can decide 
>>> whether or not it would be productive to meet next 
>>> week. Just let me kno~v. 

>>> Hope you’re enjoying the weekend -- and the beautiful weather, mae 

>>> From: regester@email uric edu [regester@emaihunc edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, September 10, 2010 1:06 PM 
>>> To: Henderson, Mae G 
>>> Subject: Book: Gender & Jim Crow 

>>> Dear Mae: The book that I mentioned about black women in North Carolina 
>>> during the jim crow era and their attempts to organize to fight white 
>>> supremacy is entitled, Gender & Jim Crow: Woman and the Pohtics of 
>>> YVhite Supremacy in North Carolina, 1896-1920 by Glenda E Gilmore 
>>> (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1996). It has been 
>>> punished for some time, however, I never had time to read it u~til 
>>> this sunm~er. It is a fascinating read and is relevant to your interests 
>>> because it touches upon miscegenation. This is a must read Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 21, 2010 2:27 PM 

Bernice Patterson <bernice.patterson@duke.edu> 

RE: Small Group Discussion with producer and director Lee Dm~iels 

Dear Bernice: YVhat ifI left a notice on my car that I am a visitor -- 
will they still give me a ticket? If this does not work, I will t~9’ to 
arrive a little early so that I can get the parking pass. Thanks for 
your assistance and I do understand. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Bernice Patterson <bernice.patterson@duke.edu>: 

Hi Charlene, 

Believe it or not this event has consumed my time so much I barely 
have time to leave the office 
My office number is 6684170 and my cell phone number is 
Please call me when you turn in or get near the parking lot arid I 
will come down and meet you with the parking pass. 

Thanks, 
Bernice 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:re~esterCa)email unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2010 8:16 AM 
To: Bernice Patterson 
Subject: RE: Small Group Discussion with producer and director Lee Daniels 

[)ear Bernice: Thanks much. You can send to my address: 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

Bernice Patterson <bernice.patterson@duke.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> I will get a parking pass [’or you for Wednesday, 9/22/2010 
>> Hopefully, since I might be running all over the place that day I 
>> will get the pass and mail it to you. 
>> 

>> Do you need written directinns for the parking lot here? 
>> 

>> All the best to you, 
>> Bernice 
>> 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:regester@email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2010 1:41 PM 
>> To: Bernice Patterson 
>> Subject: Re: Small Group Discussion with producer and director Lee Daniels 
>> 

>> Dear Bernice: As previously noted, I will be attending this discussion 
>> but what about parking on campus? Please let me know whenever you have 
>> a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regestcr Quoting Bernice Patterson 
>> <bernice.patterson@&tke.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> At the request of Dr. Matory, the director for CAA~%R, you are invited 
>>> to attend a small group discussion with producer and director, Lee 
>>> Daniels on Wednesday, September 22, 2010, beginning at 3:00 until 
>>> 4:00 pro. 
>>> The discussion will be in the Friedl building, room 225 on East Campus. 
>>> Please let me know- if you can attend. 
>>> Light refresl-tments will be served. 

>>> Thank you, 
>>> Bernice Patterson 

>>> Bernice Patterson -Staff Assistant 
>>> Center for African and African American Research 
>>> 201K Friedl Building - Box 90091 
>>> Cultural Anthropology 
>>> 1316 Campus Drive - East Campus 
>>> 919-668-4170 
>>> 

>>> The greatest failure is never having tried at all 
>>> (from The Color Purple- Broadway) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 21, 2010 4:43 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Fwd: Pan Africans talents casting director 

..... Forwarded message from stovaz@talentcastingdirector.com ..... 
Date: Tue, 21 Sep 2010 21:30:09 +0200 
From: Stovaz - The Casting director <stovaz@talentcastingdirector corn> 

Reply-To: Stovaz - The Casting director <stovaz@talentcastingdirector.com> 
Subject: Pan Africans talents casting director 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Share] 

YES [ &QUOT;TfIIS IS IT&QUOT;... 
At last all tv commercial producers and directors can now be rest 
assured that getting the right African talent from across the 
continent for your productions will not be a problem anymore. I am 
Stovaz Odiley; I am Pan Africans talents casting director. I use my 
more than 15 years in the industry both as actor, model and former 
2nd director to casts mainly Pan African talents. I cotranunicate the 
easiest way the?’ can understand. I speak their language They are 
more comfortable with me than awone else in the industry. I bring 
out the best of performances in them as we cast in fun. 

They are talents from the Southern, Eastern, Central and West 
Africans. 

I have database of agents who supply the right African talents as 
required at any given time. I am situated in Bramley side of Sandton, 
Joharmesburg. I am the most accessible casting director in Jozi, yet 
my location is highly secure and upmarket I have free pa~king 
spaces; my studios are fully and professionally equipped with HD 
recording cams and editing suites. [\/~y 100meters square open playing 
filed is used for casting outdoor performers like major sports or 
athletics. I have comfortable open lounge and client office :for 
professional call back meetings and vie~vings. 

Our 241lrs internet connectivity is made available to our clients 
during call backs so they can stay in touch ~vith their clients. I 
have casted huge c orrm~ercials like Oral B. Nigeria, SAT2010 Fifa YVorld 
cup "Diski Dance, Tigo Africa to name but a few. 

For more info or to send me a brief, please contact me on: 
18 Heelra Road Bramley, Sandton, Tel: +2711 786 8634, Cel: +2773 371 
7802, emails: achnin@talentcastingdirector.com, 
stovaz@talentcastingdirector.com, website: 
www.talentcastingdirector, corn 

Thai,ks! as I am ~vaiting for your casting brief!t!! 
Stovaz 

This emails is for raarketing and promoting our setwices only and 
not intended to jam your mail box. 
Should you not be interested in our talent casting and audio visual 
production services, please click "share" on top of the page to share 
it on your network 
or 
Click Here to ~msubscribe from our mailing list. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:45 PM 

@email .unc.edn> 

Re: Recommendation 

Dear        If you want a letter, please send the information right 
away. We probably need to discuss which schools you intend to apply to. 
Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email uric edu>: 

> He?’ Professor Regester, 

> I wanted to ask if you would consider being one of my recommendations for 
> my graduate school application process. I have been looking into several 
> schools for 
>                                       I feel as though I have been 
> able to connect with you during my time here at Chapel Hill and that you 
> may be able to elaborate on my potential in graduate school. My first 
> application is not due until               and I ;vanted to askyou a month 
> in advance, to see if you ;vould be interested in helping me. If you ;vould 
> like to meet with me in person to explain more, I am ;villing to do that 

> Thank you and I hope to be in contact with you soon, 

> UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
> Cowanunication Studies, Media Production 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

@email .unc.edn> 

Re: Recommendation 

Dear         I did receive the recommendation and will attempt to meet 
the deadline. I will give exams next week so this will delay me 
somewhat since I have some 120 students this semester Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting                         @emaihuaac.edu>: 

He?’ Professor Regester, 

That would be fine to meet tap sometime. Just let me know when you are 
available I believe I sent you the information for recommendations for 

to do it online, I hope that’s okay. 

Thank you! 

On Tue,            16:45:01 -0400, regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear        : It’you want a letter, please send the reformation right 
>> away. We probably need to discuss which schools you intend to apply to. 
>> Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> @emaihunc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hey Professor Regester, 

>>> I wanted to ask if you would consider being one of my recommendations 
:[’or 

>>> my graduate school application process I have been looking into several 
>>> schools for 
>>>                                       I :[’eel as though I have been 
>>> able to connect with you during my time here at Chapel Hill and that you 
>>> may be able to elaborate on my potential in graduate schook My first 
>>> application is not due until and I wanted to ask you a 

month 
>>> in advance, to see if you would be interested in helping me. If you 

would 
>>> like to meet with me in person to explain more, I am willing to do that. 

>>> Thank you and I hope to be in contact with you soon, 

>>> UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
>>> Cormnunication Studies, Media Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

Communication Studies, Media Production 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:30 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: AFAM 

Dear     : Thanks for the announcement. I ~vill give you an opportunity 
to announce this event in class I do think it is worthwhile 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

))email.unc.edu>: 

Good Afternoon, 

You asked me to send this via e-mail, so here are a few details: 

The Twilight Tours are            from 5:30pm-9:30pm. 
Admission is $5 and there is free cider and cake. 

> It isthe      anniversary of the building of the Great Barn, which was 
built by enslaved craftsmen in just five months during the summer of 1860 
It was the largest agricultural structure in North Carolina at the time. 
One thing very interesting to note is that it was built using techniques 
found primarily in shipbuilding, and it has no listed architect, which has 
lead most people ~vho have studied Stagville to conclude that it was most 
likely planned by the same people who built it (slaves) and that the?- must 
have learned their skills somewhere along the North Carolina coast, as 
obviously nobody in Durham far from any navigable river was teaching them 
to build boats. 
It also tours the slave quarters nearby which are actually incredibly 
different from the way most were at the time they were built. I a~nit that 
I did not know/care that much about architecture before I started working 
there but it is amazing how much simple little building techniques most 
people today would never notice can mean. 
’]7he website is http ://www. sta~ville, or~/ 

I just thought I would let you l~ow in case either you might be interested 
or you think other people might be. I understand if you carmot bring it up 
in class since it does cost money and is not on campus, but it certainly 
fits in with the theme of the courser 

Thank You 



Rob, 

Can you pass this on to your listserv? 

Cynthia 

Forwarded message from anne.phillips@duke.edu 

Date: Thu, 16 Sep 2010 21:03:12 -0400 

From: anne.phillips@duke.edu 

Reply-To: aaasgsa@dukeoedu, anne.phillips@dukeoedu 

Subject: AAAS Working Group Meeting on Thursday, September 23rd 

To: aaasgsa@duke.edu 

The Duke African and African American Studies Working Group invites you to our 

first monthly meeting of the academic year on Thursday, September 23 at 5 p.m. 

Our featured presenter will be Dr. Rachael Murphey-Brown, a graduate of UNC 

Chapel Hill’s Political Science Department. Her work examines what it means to 

be both an African American and an academic intellectual in contemporary 

American academic culture. The talk will draw on both empirical and qualitative 

research in an effort to explore how particular self-understandings of racial 

identity affect the different ways in which academic scholars choose to be 

political (or not), how they understand what it means to be political, and what 

meeting one’s political responsibility involves within the confines of American 

academic culture. Dr. Murphey-Brown’s research challenges the critics of 

identity politics and those who suggest that the racial identity of scholars 

should no longer matter. 

Location: 225 Friedl Building, East Campus. 

Refreshments will be served. 

For more information or to submit an abstract for possible presentation on a 

future program, please contact the AAAS Working Group co-conveners: Anne 

Phillips (anne.phillips@duke.edu) and Cynthia Greenlee-Donnell 

(cgreend@duke.edu) . 

End forwarded message 



Please forward to AFAH 276 students. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Forwarded message from llm@duke.edu 

Date: Tue, 21 Sep 2010 21:36:40 +0000 

From: Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University <llm@duke.edu> 

Reply-To: sender 4469 127 2427@reply.emailcampaigns.net 

Subject: CDS NEWS: Lee Daniels at Duke, Exhibition Reception: Photo 

Awards, ?The Geography of Marriage,? A Conversation with Filzmmaker 

James Longley 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

Array If you are having trouble viewing this message, see it in 

your browser[l]. CDS NEWS: LEE D~IELS AT DUKE, EXHIBITION RECEPTION: 

PHOTO AWARDS, &LDQUO;THE GEOGRAPHY OF MARRIAGE,&RDQUO; A CONVERSATION 

WITH FILHMAKER JAMES LONGLEY 

/UPCOMING EVENTS, COMPETITIONS, AWARDS, COURSES, ~qD OTHER NEWS FROM 

THE CENTER FOR DOCUMENTARY STUDIES AT DUKE UNIVERSITY/ 

FIL}~VLAKER LEE DANIELS AT DUKE 

/BEST KNOWN FOR \"PRECIOUS\" AND \"MONSTER’S BALL"/ 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 5:30 P.M. / NASHER MUSEUM OF ART AT DUKE UNIVERSITY 

Oscar-nominated director and producer Lee Daniels will speak about 

his work in film in a free lecture at Duke University’s Nasher Museum 

of Art. Daniels, best known for the films "Precious: Based on the Novel 

Push by Sapphire" and "Monster’s Ball," is one of the few African 

American directors in Hollywood. 

"Daniels’ films often address human life at its nadir, but they are 

visually stunning and they highlight deep emotional dilemmas, where 

people appear to have no choice at all," said J. Lorand Matory, the 

director of Duke’s Center for African and African P~nerican Research, 

the event’s sponsor. "Precious’ takes on, through art, so many 

heart-wrenching issues that also preoccupy sociologists, 

epidemiologists, educators and public policy-makers in urban black 

America. 

A Philadelphia native, Daniels was nominated for an Academy Award for 

best director last year for "Precious." He is currently working on 

"Selma," a film about Martin Luther King Jr. and the passage of the 

Civil Rights Act. 

!The program is co-sponsored by the Department of African and African 

American Studies, the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image, the 

Franklin Humanities Institute, the Center for Documentary Studies, the 



Program in Education, the Global Health Institute, and the departments 

of Psychology and Neuroscience, and English.i 

EXHIBITION OPENING RECEPTION: WINNERS OF THE DAYLIGHTiCDS PHOTO AWARDS 

iOn view through Deceiioer 3, 2010 / Porch and University Galleries/ 

RECEPTION: SEPTEMBER 23, 6-9 P.M. / CENTER FOR DOCUMENTARY STUDIES 

In recognition of mutual interests in documentary and fine art 

photography, /Daylight Magazine/ and the Center for Documentary Studies 

created an international competition, the DaylightiCDS Photo Awards, to 

honor and promote talented and committed photographers, both emerging 

and established. !With guest jurors Vince Aletti, Darius Himes, Julie 

Saul, Alec Soth, Hank Willis Thomas, Jamie Wellford/ 

ON VIEW: /Cinema Play House: Photographs by Nandita Raman // Winner 

of the Daylight/CDS Photo Awards Project Prize (Mishawaka, Indiana) / 

Evocative images of old movie theaters in India, photographed using 

black-and-white film 

iDaylightiCDS Photo Awards: Photographs by Elizabeth Moreno // Winner 

of the Works-in-Process Prize (La Paz, Mexico) / A slice of the culture 

and life of Baja Californias rancheros 

Including work by Jurors Pick Winners Erica Allen (Brooklyn, New 

York), Rachel Barrett (New York, New York), Priya Kimbli (Kirksville, 

Missouri), Jan Lieski (Hannover, Germany), Paula McCartney 

(Minneapolis, Minnesota), Martin Roemers (Delft, Netherlands), Daniel 

Stier (London, England), and Monika Sziladi (Astoria, New York) READ 

MORE: HTTP:i!cDS.AAS.DUKE.EDUiDAYLIGHTCDSiINDEX.HTML[2] 

ALSO ON VIEW IN OUR GALLERIES: /LITERACY THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHY - 

ARUSHA, TANZANIA/ 

RECEPTION: OCTOBER 21, 6-9 P.M. / TALK BY LTP DIRECTOR KATIE HYDE: 7 P.M. 

HTTP:iicDS.AAS.DUKE.EDUiEXHIBITS/NOWONVIEWoHTML[3] 

GALLERY HOURS: M-TH 9-7, FR 9-5, SAT 9-5, SUN Closed 

&LDQUO;THE GEOGRAPHY OF MARRIAGE&RDQUO; 

!EXHIBITION RECEPTION AND PANEL DISCUSSION: &LDQUO;THE ROLE OF 

~RRIAGE IN 21ST CENTURY AHERICA&RDQUO;! 



THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 6 P.M. / RUBENSTEIN HALL, ROOM 153, SANFORD 

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY, DUKE UNIVERSITY 

!The Geography of Harriagei, an exhibit by photographer and Lewis 

Hine Documentary Fellow Anne Weber, depicts 30 couples just before or 

after their brief, non-denominational civil ceremonies in government 

offices. At a time when weddings range from covenant marriages to 

same-sex unions, this exhibit examines how we define this institution 

both legally and personally, Weber wrote° When divorce is common, 

when its legal definition varies so widely across state lines, what, 

exactly, does marriage look like now? How do we come to define this 

institution for ourselves? 

To explore these questions, Weber set up her large-format camera in 

the Wake County Courthouse in Raleigh, North Carolina, and in Boston 

City Hall in Massachusetts. Each couple was photographed and asked to 

complete a short questionnaire covering age, occupation, reasons for 

choosing in a civil ceremony, and definitions of marriage. Their 

handwritten responses are displayed with the photographs. 

A reception and panel discussion about U.S. public policies affecting 

marriage will take place on September 30 at 6 p.m. The panel, titled 

The Role of Marriage in 21st Century ~m~erica, will be moderated by 

Sanford School Assistant Professor Christina Gibson-Davis. The event 

and exhibit are free and open to the public. 

The Geography of Harriage /is supported by the Lewis Hine Documentary 

Fellows Program at the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke 

University and by the Sanford School. The Hine Program receives 

additional support from the Philanthropic Initiative and the Jessica 

Jennifer Cohen Foundationo! 

READ MORE: 

HTTP:i/SANFORD.DUKE.EDUiNEWSiFEATURES/GEO MARRIAGE EXHIBIT NR090810.PHP 

A CONVERSATION WITH JAMES LONGLEY 

/Part of the Barbaralee Diamonstein-Spielvogel Visiting Filmmaker Series/ 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29, 6:30 P.M. (RECEPTION 7:30 PoM.) / THE NASHER 

MUSEUM OF ART AT DUKE UNIVERSITY 

/Co-sponsored by the Rare Book, Manuscript and Special Collections 

Library, the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image, and the Center 

for Documentary Studies at Duke University.i 



Documentary filmmaker James Longley, known for his intimate portraits 

of people living in the volatile Middle East, will discuss his 

award-winning films, current projects, and recent MacArthur Grant. 

ADVANCE SCREENINGS: THE FILMS OF JAMES LONGLEY 

Wednesday, October 13, 7 p.m. / iIraq in Fragments/ (2006) / Griffith 

Film Theater, Bryan Center, West Campus, Duke University 

Wednesday, October 20, 7 p.m. / /Saris Mother! (2006) and iGaza 

Strip/ (2002) / Griffith Film Theater, Bryan Center, West Campus, Duke 

University 

READ MORE: 

httP://library.duke.edu/sPecialc~llecti~ns/d~cumentaryarts/events/bds-series.html[4] 

CONTINUING ED CLASSES OPEN FOR REGISTRATION 

!READ MORE AND REGISTER ONLINE AT! iWWW.CDSCOURSESoORG![5] 

The Center for Documentary Studies offers a wide range of short 

courses, institutes, and workshops for adults who are interested in 

learning to do their own documentary work. These documentary arts 

courses, available through flexible admission with reasonable fees, 

involve instruction in photography, film and video, audio, and writing. 

Special topics and such subjects as documentary traditions, techniques, 

fieldwork theory, and ethics involved in conducting and presenting 

documentary work are included. The hands-on courses at CDS help adults 

achieve their goals of completing a first project or refining an 

ongoing project. The program includes the option of completing a 

Certificate in Documentary Arts, which requires a minimum of six 

sixteen-hour courses (or the equivalent) and the completion of a final 

documentary project. Most courses are offered during the evening or on 

weekends, to accozmnodate the schedules of working adults. 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

iCDS Websitei http:/icds.aas.duke.edu[6] 

iCDS Porch /    www.cdsporch.org[7] 

/Friends of CDSi http:!icds.aas.duke.edu!donateiindex.html[8] 

/Upcoming Events/    http:iicds.aas.duke.eduieventsiindex.html[9] 

This message sent to REGESTER@EMAIL.UNC.EDU by LLM@DUKE.EDU. 

Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University 1317 W. Pettigrew 



Street Durham, NC 27705 Unsubscribe[10] I Update Profile/Email 

Address[ll] I Forward To A Friend[12] [13] 

Links: 

[~] 

http://clicks~skem~~c~m/~review/?c~4469&g~~27&p~873~a768fd~bdb75ae8a32a8a9369b~b 

[2] 
htt~://clicks.skem~.c~m/trkr/?c~4469&g=~27&u=5~68592fdc629da644d~47ad74898e~e&P~873~a76 

8fdlbdb75aeSa32aSa9369b0b&t:l 

[3] 
http:!/clicks skeml com!trkri?c=4469&g=127&u=al190e0e011789146f0eSaad9c5e773d&p=8731a76 

8fdlbdb75aeSa32aSa9369b0b&t=l 

[4] 
http:i/clicks skeml comitrkri?c=4469&g=127&u=092aaab2a34ad222cde4883dlb6186ec&p=8731a76 

8fdlbdb75aeSa32aSa9369b0b&t=l 

[5] 
http:i/clicks skeml comitrkri?c=4469&g=127&u=Oa9a173eSaaed72b9bc5ec2cc8a7cO9c&p=8731a76 

8fdlbdb75aeSa32aSa9369b0b&t:l 

[6] 
http:!/clicks skeml com!trkri?c=4469&g=127&u=e94e9a0a10f7627281dd93f9ff5cf790&p=8731a76 

8fdlbdb75aeSa32aSa9369b0b&t=l 

[7] 
http:i/clicks skeml comitrkri?c=4469&g=127&u=ad6fadc762adeacf0ccfc912be3335e2&p=8731a76 

8fdlbdb75aeSa32aSa9369b0b&t=l 

[8] 
http:i/clicks skeml comitrkri?c=4469&g=127&u=8755ab7b2cacO6d7afd7e9c54dle4f92&p=8731a76 

8fdlbdb75aeSa32aSa9369b0b&t:l 

[9] 
http:!/clicks skeml com!trkri?c=4469&g=127&u=144bd6692696806ae189a0d5dd4f6579&p=8731a76 

8fdlbdb75aeSa32aSa9369b0b&t=l 

[I0] 
http 

http 

[12] 

http 

[13] 

:i/clicks skeml comimanage/?g=127&c=4469&p=8731a768fdlbdb75aeSa32a8a9369b0b&l=0 

:!iclicks.skeml.com!profilei?g=127&c=4469&p=8731a768fdlbdb75aeSa32aSa9369b0b 

:iiclicks.skeml.comifi?g=127&c=4469&p=8731a768fdlbdb75aeSa32a8a9369b0b 

http:/iwww.contactology.com 

End forwarded message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 5:13 PM 

@hotmail.com 

Fwd: Final reminder: Giving Away Production Music - Ends Next Week 

This is a final courtesy reminder that the production music collections we are giving away will no longer be available next week: 

View the Collections 

All 10 collections are still available, and contain over 400 tracks covering a wide variety of music types, from jazz to electronic to corporate 
underscores and everything in between. 

These collections will become full price on October :].st, so get yours before then and only pay the S&.H for each CD you request: 

Get Your Production Music Collections 

Thanks, and let us know if you have any questions. 

Footage Firm Team 

Email: su pport@footaqefirm.com 
Phone: 866-777-9354 
Web: htt p :/iwww.footaqefirm.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:14 PM 

@gmail.com:~ 

Re: Re: Baker Critical Reader New Baker Essay 

Dear         Thanks much for covering my class today I received the 
video and class roll Let me know ~vhen you ~vould like to go to lunch 
The best days for me are on Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday. Hope to 
hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@gmail corn>: 

Good Evening Dr Regester, 

I just wanted to check in with you about the class on Thursday 
Can you remind me of the details? Location? Time? and ~vhat you 
need me to do. 

Nice rurming into you today Hope all is well. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 4:54 PIVl, <regester@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Forwarded message from regester@emaib unc edu ..... 
>> [)ate: Tue             15:45:35-(2o/)0 
>> J;rom: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> Reply-To: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> Subject: Re: Baker Critical Reader New Baker Essay 
>> To: Mae Henderson <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> I)ear Mae: As previously mentioned, we might have another essay to be 
>> included in the collection. The essay is entitled, "Josephine Baker’s 
>> Rainbow Tribe: Radical Motherhood in the South of France" to be published in 
>> the Winter Issue of the Journal of Women’s History. I made a copy and will 
>> have to g~ve you a hard copy in person because I did not receive by emaib I 
>> will read and give you my thoughts. When I received the essay the person who 
>> passed it along to me stated that the author Matthew Pratt Guterl is 
>> suggesting that the other approaches to Baker have missed the point so I 
>> look fi~rward to reading this work 
>> 

>> Regarding the responses received for the Baker essays, I think we need 
>> another meeting in person to resolve many issues (ie. revising essays, 
>> copyright permissions, etc) We could meet on campus since I am here eveW 
>> day perhaps after one of your classes We could meet :[’or a cup of coffee if 
>> this works and I will give you a copy of the essay at that time. 
>> 

>> We have received good responses to the letter of inquiry and I look forward 
>> to seeing the work corapleted. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@cmail.unc.edu 

>> 

>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 

>>> Thap, ks for the journal info on passing -- I will celtainly 
>>> check out this issuer 

>>> Also, I will work on the letter this aRernoon, and send 
>>> it to you later today for your additions or emendations. 
>>> Andrew- would still like to send out letters before he 
>>> leaves for the break. 

>>> By the way, I am unable to find the attached file for 
>>> the updated Table of Contents for the Baker Critical 
>>> Reader. And Andrew needs to have an attachment of this 
>>> file as well in order to complete the letters. Would 
>>> you kindly send both of us (I am coping this email to 
>>> Andrew) this inl’o -- if you can locate it? 

>>> Although I had other plans, it seems that I, too, will 
>>> be around grading papers and exanas during the break, 
>>> and will certainly be in touch with you if something 
>>> comes up. Please feel free to do liketvise. 

>>> All best, Mae 

>> 

>> 



End forwarded message ..... 

> Ph.D Candidate - 
> English & Comparative Literature 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Tel: ; C: 
>E-mail: @email.~mc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 24, 2010 12:38 PM 

Tomeiko Ashtbrd ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Your Mail 

Dear Tomeiko: Thanks for getting back with me because I am undecided 
about serving as her mentor It has nothing to do ~vith her but my own 
busy schedule. First, I might be on leave next year and second, I am 
over committed (120 students, online class, 2 honors thesis, 1 
independent study student, plus my own work). So, I will wait to hear 
from you and if you think that I should definitely do this, then I will 
but it will only be because of your recommendation. Also, she needed a 
letter from me indicating that I will serve in this capaci~z and I was 
a little uncertain about doing a letter for someone that I don’t know 
or have never met. Now that I have your email, I plan to stay in 

contact and an?- reformation that I receive that I think is relevant I 
will for~vard. I am really going to miss you on campus -- so if you need 
a recommendation or anything don’t hestitate to ask because as 
struggling black women (and those who seemingly have their wits about 
them) ~ve need to stick together, network, and create our own support 
system if possible. Good to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Tomeiko AshIbrd        ~)yahoo.com>: 

Dear Charlene: 

This is Tomeiko Ash~2~rd Carter. I was able to read the email you sent 
to in5, UNC 
account. It’s goud to hear frum you, and thank you for yuur wel[ wishes 
However, my UNC account has been working variably, su I am sending 
this message 
from my Yahuo accuunt Pro:[~ Samuel emailed me about finding cuntacts for her 
pruposed pruject, and she mentiuned wanting to wurk with yuu. 
However, as with 
yuu, I am just able to respond tu her email So, I am not sure if you 
have been 
able to talk with her before nuw. I served on Kameelah’s 
dissertation committee 
at Florida State Umversity when I taught there in the English department. I 
believe that most of the FSU English facul~ wuuld agree that she was highly 
regarded for her work there However, I don’t know much about the 
pr~iect she is 
pruposing currently; and I have asked that she send me a description. 

I can contact you once I have cummunicated with her further, so that 
I have, on 
hand, some background informatiun about the pr~iect. But, I alsu am happy tu 
talk to you abuut the wunderful work that I have known her tu have done 

Please let me know what will work fur yuu. 
Tomeiko 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 24, 2010 12:40 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Research Leave 

..... Forwarded message from j en321 @email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 24 Sep 2010 11:21:47 -0400 
From: Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Julius Nyang’oro <jen321 @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Research Leave 

To: Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu>, Charlene Regester 
<regester@email.unc.edu>, Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>, Agatha 
Buell <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Colleagues: 

Last week I sent an inquiry to the college asking how I needed to 
handle the research leave benefit accruing from someone getting tenure. 
The basic question was whether I needed to treat the promotion leave 
separate from the regular research and study leave available through 
the regular rotation of research and study leaves in the department. 
The answer I received only a few minutes ago is that the promotion 
leave only gives the promoted faculty an advantage in terms of 
departmental prioritization, and it is not separate from the regular 
departmental rotation. Practically, what this means is that I will 
place the recently promoted faculty at the top of the list when 
considering departmental leaves. I will begin doing that right away 
with the next allotment of leaves. I should be getting the notification 
from the Dean’s office about this in the next month or so. I will keep 
you posted. 

Sorry to be the bearer of not so good news. 

Julius 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 26, 2010 12:29 PM 

Tomeiko Ashtbrd @yahoo.corn> 

Re: Your Mail 

Dear Tomeiko: How soon do you need the letter? Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Tomeiko Asl~’ord         @yahoo corn>: 

Hi Charlene: 

I will wait to hear from Kameelah and then get back to you. Thank you 
again for 
your suppolt and offer of a recommendation. 

Thanks again, and I’ll be in touch. 
Tomeiko 

t"r~i ;~eg~st;~@;ln~il~n~;du;; ~reg~ter@email ..... du> 
To: Tomeiko Ash[~ord        ~r)yahoo.com> 
Sent: Fri, September 24, 2010 12:38:06 PM 
Subject: Re: Your Mail 

Dear Tomeiko: Thanks for getting back with me because I am undecided 
about serving as her mentor It has nothing to do with her but my own 
busy schedule. First, I might be on leave next year and second, I am 
over committed (120 students, online class, 2 honors thesis, 1 
independent sturdy student, plus my own work). So, I will wait to hear 
from you and if you think that I should de:finitely do this, then I will 
but it will only be because of your recommendation. Also, she needed a 
letter from me indicating that I will sep~e in this capacity and I was 
a little uncertain about doing a letter for someone that I don’t know 
or have never met. Now that I have your email, I plan to stay ~n 
contact and any in]2~rmation that I receive that I think is relevant I 
will forward. I am really going to miss you on campus -- so if you need 
a recommendation or anything don’t hestitate to ask because as 
struggling black women (and those who seemingly have their wits about 
them) we need to stick together, network, and create our own support 
system if possible Good to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Tomeiko Asl-~’ord        ~yahoo.com>: 

>> Dear Charlune: 
>> 

>> This is Tomeiko Asl-~’ord Carter. I was able to read the email you sunt 
>> to ray UNC’ 
>> account. It’s good to hear from you, and that’: you for your well wishes. 
>> However, tW UNC account has been working variably, so I ara sending 
>> this message 
>> from ray Yahoo account. Pro£ Samuel emailed me about finding 
>> contacts for her 
>> proposed project, and she mentioned wanting to work with you. 
>> However, as with 
>> you, I am just able to respond to her emaih So, I am not sme if you 
>> have been 
>> able to talk with her before now. I sel~’ed on Kameelah’s 
>> disseltation committee 
>> at Florida State University when I taught there in the English department. I 
>> believe that most of the FSU English faculty would agree that she was highly 
>> regarded for her work there. However, I don’t know much about the 
>> proiect she is 
>> proposing currently; and I have asked that she send me a description. 
>> 

>> I can contact you once I have conm~unicated with her further, so that 
>> I have, on 
>> hand, some background information about the project But, I also am happy to 
>> talk to you about the wonderful ~vork that I have known her to have done. 
>> 

>> Please let me know what will work for you 
>> Tomeiko 
>> 

>> 

>> 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 26, 2010 12:46 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

RE: Baker Ulxtate m~d Meeting 

Baker and Monroe Parallel.doc 

Dear Mae: I could lneet earlier on Tuesday because my film clsss meets 
from 3:30 until 6:20. Do you warit to meet a~er my class? Also, I am 
attaching the insert for the introduction on Marilyn Monroe and Baker. 
Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

"Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email uric edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

’]’hanks for all the info on Baker Unfortunately, 
this week (and the next couple of weeks) are 
dil![icult for m e because of meetings, deadlines, 
travel, candidate visits, etc. However, we could 
probably meet briefly (at this point, I have no 
student appointments scheduled) on Tuesday 
at the library Would you be fi-ee to lneet at 3:30? 

Best, mae 

Fr;mi ;;gest ~r@;ln ~i~.unc ;~du i~;gest ~r@;ln ~i~.unc ;~du] 

Sent: Friday, September 24, 2010 1:25 PM 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Baker Update and Meeting 

Dear Mae: We de:finitely need to schedule a meeting next week. However, 
I am thinking that since we have so much to cover we might need two 
lneetings. Just let me know what you think Thursday at 4pro works for me 
-- we can lneet in Davis Libra® and we can go to an off campus site. 
The advantage of meeting in the library is that I will have the 
notebook -- I generally don’t like carrying it home because it is so 
hea~Lv but I can work around this if necessary. Let me know what you 
think because I have several things that I would like to report and so 
many people are begitming to write on Baker - the longer we delay our 
project loses its potency. Hope to hear from you soon - I am headed to 
the faculty seminar this aRernoon. Sincerely, Charlene regester 



Baker and Monroe Parallel 

According to Richard Dyer, "Stars are involved in making themselves into 
commodities; they are both labour and the thing that labour produces .... First, the person 
is a body, a psychology, a set of skills that have to be mined and worked up into the star 
image. This work, of fashioning the star out of the raw material of the person, varies in 
the degree to which it respects what artists sometimes refer to as the inherent qualities of 
the material; make-up coiffure, clothing, dieting and body-building can all make the more 
less of the body features they start with, and personality is no less malleable, skills no less 
learnable .... Stars are examples of the way people live in their relation to production in 
capitali st society" (Heavenly Bodies, by Richard Dyer, p.5). Dyer’s critique of stars and 
the construction of stardom then speaks to how iconic stars "those stars who have 
histories that outlive the star’s own lifetime," (Ibid., p. 3) such as Baker - a black star 
bears resemblance to stars such as Marilyn Monroe - a white star. While Monroe’s star 
image was constructed primarily because of the sexuality that she personified on screen 
during the 1950s; an era when women’s sexuality was suppressed and threatened male 
power and control; Baker’s star image was constructed primarily on the basis of her 
stage, screen, and music appearances all of which participated in promoting an exotic, 
erotic, and racialized sexuality across several decades that extended from an era of 
prohibition to a post-civil fights period. These two stars parallel each other in that "both 
were represented insistently through their bodies" (p. 12). Monroe’s body signified 
hypersexuality in conjunction with the representation of whiteness since beauty was more 
often associated with whiteness while Baker’s body signified hypersexuality reified by 
her dance style and when coupled with blackness represented configurations of comedy, 
primitivism, and exoticism. As for Monroe, she was positioned on screen as the object of 
male desire, while Baker was positioned on stage and screen as an object of desire but 

also derision because of her blackness. Baker was a commodification of the desirable and 
undesirable unlike Monroe who always became as signifier of desirability yet who 

because of her desirability was to never be taken seriously above and beyond the 
sexuality that she personified. Comparatively, when Baker became a signifier of 
desirability she represented a multitude of signifiers in that she was transgressive as she 
moved in and out of a variety of personaes - comedy, tragedy, etc. However, as iconic 
stars, Monroe is most remembered for her sexuality and less well remembered for her 
resistance to Hollywood’s insistence on restricting her to one-dimensional roles, while 
Baker although remembered for her sexuality/hypersexuality and is most well 
remembered for her political convictions that she articulated on a world stage as she 
denounced the racial inscriptions that were imposed on people of color throughout the 
world. Dyer proclaims that Monroe acted out the difficulties associated with embodying 
the star personae that was constructed of her an attribute that she shares with Baker who 
similarly acted out the difficulties associated with her star personae as she constantly 
challenged and contested the various constructions of herself. Moreover, Monroe 
conveyed a naturalness and innocence through the public display of her body, whereas 
Baker similarly conveyed a naturalness but seldom signified an innocence with displays 
of her body because her body became the site of contestation, the vehicle by which she 
challenged the hegemony, and the instrument by which she waged her own war against 
the proscriptions imposed on her. Most notably, while Monroe was a full figured woman 



with an imposing bust line, Baker in comparison was less volumptuous but compensated 
for this lack through the manipulation of the body. That Monroe personified the image of 
the "dumb blonde" - an image that she skillfully utilized to elevate her career, Baker in 
comparison could not be reduced to the black equivalent because she was far too well 
traveled, successful, progressive, political, etc. and even in her screen performances when 
this image might have permeated her representations, she still revealed that she had 

enough intelligence to recognize when she was being duped or jilted by primarily white 
male lovers. Despite their differences, the two ~vomen share in common the fact that they 
could perform androgynous characters who are "part of the continuum of gender identity 
confusions ... that includes men in drag, all-girl jazz bands, men marrying men and so 
on" (Heavenly Bodies, Richard Dyer p.62). Baker’s androgynous roles have also been 
noted. Finally, these two women diverge from each other in that while Monroe who met 
her untimely death because of an apparent suicide and is frequently depicted as a victim 
of her circumstances, Baker in comparison although victimized seemed adamantly 
opposed to appropriating herself as victim. For she remained vigilante until her end and 
because she did, she contributed to expanding notions of how her star profile was 
constructed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 26, 2010 12:48 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Yonr Mail 

Hi ChMene: 
I will wait to hear fiom Kalneelah and then get back to you. Thank you again tbr your support and ofl}r of a recolnmendation. 

Should yon agree to provide a recommendation, I will send you a detailed list of my work. 
Thanks again, and I’ll be in touch. 
Tomeiko 

From: "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Tomeiko Ashford        :@yahoo.cam> 
Sent: Fri, September 24, 2010 12:38:06 PM 

Subject: Re: Your Mail 

Dear Tomeiko: Thanks for getting back with me because I am undecided 
about sewing as her mentor. It has nothing to do with her but my own 
busy schedule. First, I might be on leave next year and second, I am 

over committed (120 students, online class, 2 honors thesis, 1 
independent study student, plus my own work). So, I will wait to hear 
from you and if you think that I should definitely do this, then I will 
but it will only be because of your recommendation. Also, she needed a 
letter from me indicating that I will serve in this capacity and I was 
a little uncertain about doing a letter for someone that I don’t know 
or have never met. Now that I have your email, I plan to stay in 
contact and any information that I receive that I think is relevant I 
will forward. I am really going to miss you on campus - so if you need 
a recommendation or anything don’t hestitate to ask because as 
struggling black women (and those who seemingly have their wits about 
them) vve need to stick together, network, and create our own support 
system if possible. Good to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Tomeiko Ashford         @yahoo.corn>: 

Dear Charlene: 

This is Tomeiko Ashford Carter. I was able to read the email you sent 
to my UNC 
account. It’s good to hear from you, and thank you for your well wishes. 
However, my UNC account has been working variably, so I am sending 
this message 
from my Yahoo account. Prof. Samuel emailed me about finding contacts for her 
proposed project, and she mentioned wanting to work with you. 

However, as with 
you, I am just able to respond to her email. So, I am not sure if you 
have been 
able to talk with her before now. I sewed on Kameelah’s 
dissertation committee 
at Florida State University when I taught there in the English department. I 
believe that most of the FSU English faculty would agree that she was highly 
regarded for her work there. However, I don’t know much about the 
project she is 
proposing currently; and I have asked that she send me a description. 

I can contact you once I have communicated with her further, so that 

I have, on 
hand, some background information about the project. But, I also am happy to 
talk to you about the wonderful work that I have known her to have done. 

Please let me know what will work for you. 
Tomeiko 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 26, 2010 2:49 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

RE: Baker Ulxtate m~d Meeting 

Dear Mae: Okay and keep me posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

"Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email uric edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks for Marilyn Mouroe insert, which I look forward 
to reading (I have had company all weekend) 
Unfommately, I will not be able to meet earlier 
on Tuesday. We may need to defer our meeting. 

Will get back to you soon, mae 

From: regester@email unc.edu [regester@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Suaaday, September 26, 2010 12:46 PM 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Sul~iect: RE: Baker Update and Meeting 

Dear Mae: I could meet earlier on Tuesday because my film clsss meets 
from 3:30 uaatfl 6:20 Do you want to meet at’ter my class? Also, I am 
attaching the insert :[’or the introduction on Marilyn Mo~oe and Baker. 
Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

"Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@emaihunc edu>: 

>> Hello Charlene, 
>> 

>> Thanks for all the m[’o on Baker. Unfortunately, 
>> this week (and the next couple of weeks) are 
>> difficult for me because of meetings, deadlines, 
>> travel, candidate visits, etc. However, we could 
>> probably meet briefly (at this point, I have no 
>> student appointments scheduled) on Tuesday 
>> at the library. Would you be l~;ee to meet at 3:307 
>> 

>> Best, mae 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: regester,~ email.unc.edu [regester,~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, September 24, 201 () 1:25 PM 
>> To:Henderson, Mae G 
>> Sut~ject: Baker Update and Meeting 
>> 

>> Dear Mae: We definitely need to schedule a meeting next week. However, 
>> I am thinking that since we have so much to cover we might need two 
>> meetings. Just let me know what you think. Thursday at 4pm works for me 
>> - we can meet in Davis Library and we can go to an off campus site. 
>> The advantage of meeting in the library is that I will have the 
>> notebook -- I generally don’t like carrying it home because it is so 
>> hea~5~ but I can work around this if necessary. Let me know what you 
>> think because I have several things that I would like to report and so 
>> many people are beginning to write on Baker -- the longer we delay our 
>> project loses its potency. Hope to hear from you soon -- I am headed to 
>> the faculty seminar this afternoon. Sincerely, Charlene regester 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 2:14 PM 

@hotmail.com 

Fwd: Fountainhead, XXVl Black International Cinema Berlin 2011", THE COLLEGIUM T.V. 

ATT00001.htm;_Banner__Fountainhead_web.jpg;_FootprintslnTheSand BIC 2011.jpg; Fountainhead_Collegium_BIC.jpg; 
_Banner_Fountainhead_web.jpg;_FootprintslnTheSand BIC 2011.jpg; Fountainhead_Collegium_BIC.jpg 















Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
co-foundeddirector 
Prof. Gayle McKinney Griffith 
co-foundeddirector 
Angela Kramer 
production co-ordinator 
Marion Kramer 
public relations co-ordinator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

Black International Cinema Berlin 

The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 

Cultural Zephyr eV. 

Tel.: 0049(0)30 - 7821621 / 75460946 

Fax: 0049(0)30 - 7863466 

e-mail          ~aol com 

www.fountainhead-tanz4heatre de 

www.black-int er n ation al-cin e ma.com 

www blackinternationalcinema.de 

Mottos: 

"1 may not make it if I try, but I damn sure won’t if I don’t..." - Oscar Brown Jr. 

"Mankind will either find a way or make one" - C.P Snow 

"Whatever you do..., be cool!"- Joseph Louis Turner 

"Yes, I can..!"- Sammy Davis Jr. 

"Yes, We can...!"- Barack Obama 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 2:29 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Re: Thunder at "the Gate Review 

Thunder at the Gate.doc 

Dear Susanne: Please revie~v my critique of a volume, entitled Thuaader 
at the Gate at your earliest convenience Let me know that you have 
received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regestr Quoting Susanne 
Carter <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> Here is the edited essay. I fonnd the name of the song the chorus 
> was singing and inserted it. Very interesting[ 
> 

> We are now at 6 hours of editing. May I send you an invoice? 
> 

> Susanne 
> 

> 

> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the essay on Precious previously 
>> mentioned. I assume that you had received this work but apparently 
>> in my haste to leave town, I forgot to send Edit at your earliest 
>> com’enience. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting Susanne Carter <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I cannot find it in my e-mail If you’ll resend, I’l[ edit it ASAP. 
>>> 

>>> By the way, I read the novel/PushJ and watched the mowe 
>>>/Precious/--both were very, very powerful. 

>>> regester@emaiI.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Susanne: I sent you a copy of a long essay on the fihn 
>>>> entitled, Precious. It was some 35 pages. I will have to re-locate 
>>>> and resend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Susarme 
>>>> <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 

>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>> I don’t remember a third document. Can you resend it? I’ll get right on 
>>>>> it! 

>>>>> ......... Original Message ........ 
>>>>> From: regester@email.~mc.edu 
>>>>> To: susanne@companioncamp.net <susanne@companioncamp.net> 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Thanks 
>>>>> Date: 18/08/10 11:40 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for editing the proposal and letter. Only recently- 
>>>>>> have I had time to look at these doc~nnents. Let me know when the essay 
>>>>>> on Precious will be completed - however, no rash just take your time. 
>>>>>> My school is beginning and it is hectic. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>>> Qnnting Susanne Carter &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt;: 

>>>>>> &gt; Charlene, 
>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; Here’s no 1. 
>>>>>> &gt; 

>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; regester@email.unc.edu ~vrote: 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Please edit the following comments that I 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt; recent conference. These materials are needed for their 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt; regarding the conference. Thanks much for your assistance and 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt; let me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; Charlene Regester Quoting Susanne Carter 
>>>>> &lt;susanne@companioncamp net&gt;: 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Hi Charlene, 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Here’s an invoice for the editing work I’ve done 



>>>>> the 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; past few months. Thanks. 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; -- 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne Carter 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; www.companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; -- 
>>>>>> &gt; Susanne Carter 
>>>>>> &gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>>>>>> &gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>>>>> &gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>>>>> &gt; 919-545 -CAMX~ (919-~45-2267) 
>>>>>> &gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt; w~a~’.companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; 

>>>>> Message sent using UebiMiau 2.7.10 

>>> Susalme Carter 
>>> Companion Camp, LLC 
>>> 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>> Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>> 919 -545 -CAMP (919-545 -2267) 
>>> susanne@companioncamp net 
>>> w~,;v, c omp anioncamp.net 

> Susanne Carter 
> Companion Camp, LLC 
> 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
> Pittsboro, NC 27312 
> 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 
> susanne@companioncamp.net 
> ww~v.companlon camp net 
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Thunder at the Gate: African Americans on War, Freedom, Citizenship, and 
Patriotism 

Editors A. Y. Jimoh and Francoise N. Hamlin 

Review for Oxford University Press 

In review of Thunder at the Gate, I found this work to be an impressive volume in 
terms of its focus in that it explores war, freedom, citizenship and patriotism; in its scope 
in that the volume addresses slavery from nearly its inception through the Middle East 
crisis and the election of President Barack Obama; and in its selection of readings 
included - meaning that the volume includes literature which is well known and ~videly 
circulated such as David Walker’s Appeal to the less well known or widely circulated 
literature such as Martin Luther King’s speech on America’s involvement in Vietnam. 
That this volume intends to be so comprehensive and has assembled these essays around 
a central thematic makes the volume incredibly resourceful. Some of the material 
included in the volume, I was familiar ~vith but because the editors inserted these writings 
next to writings not normally presented in this fashion gave new meaning and insight into 
literature that I normally had not read in this manner and this is perhaps the strength of 
this work. Moreover, because the volume covers such an extensive time period it can be 

used for a wide range of disciplines - African American history; cultural history; Civil 
War hi story; WWI hi story; WWII hi story; Civil Rights hi story, Femini st hi story, amon g 
others. Most importantly, I feel that the volume has considerable appeal because it 
includes original documents - far too many works provide their own readings of these 
documents but when you see these documents in their original form, it provides students, 
scholars, or whoever with an opportunity to impose their own meaning rather than relying 
on the opinions of others to decipher or interpret what these writers meant or intended 
when they conceived these works. Added to this, the editors assembled the writings of 
historians, literary figures, political activists, leaders, veterans, etc. who are approaching 
the same problems and issues but from different perspectives, positions, or places. 
Particularly fascinating were the documents included by women who served in world war 
II which I knew existed but had never really had immediate access to. Perhaps this is 
another attribute of the volume is that these works are assembled in a single volume and 
if I were to attempt to access these essays on my own, I would have to exhaust a wide 
range of resources. That these editors have done so and done so effectively, explains ~vhy 
I think this volume ~vill have immeasurable viability as an academic and non-academic 
resource, it is apparent from my comments, that this volume deserves to be published. As 
for my specific responses to the questions posed, they are listed below: 

1) 

z) 

Are the works proposed for inclusion important ones? Are they widely 
available? 
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The works in the volume are definitely important works because I teach a course on the 
Black Experience from the Beginning up to 1865 and your volume includes many of the 
important resources introduced in this class in addition to several others ie. Olaudah 
Equiano, Phyllis Wheatley, Frederick Douglass, James Forten, Charlotte Forten, George 
Moses Horton, Sojourner Truth etc. While some of these essays are available in other 
sources, many of them are not widely available. In fact, Deidre Mullane compiled a 
similar volume entitled (’~rossing the Danger Waters which I used for many years - but 
this volume did not include as many of the lesser well known works as does the current 
volume and therefore, a volume such as the one proposed is quite timely. 

3) Do you have suggestion as to organization or content? 

--In the preface, you suggest that this project grew out of an investigation of 1914-1945, 
yet the time line begins in the 1700s - therefore, provide an explanation to indicate that 
although this period of investigation sparked your initial interest, you felt compelled to 
reconstruct the history beginning in the 1700s to provide the background for exploring 
later periods, 
--In the timeline, you might include the first black college graduate in 1826 - as I think 

this is a relevant historical moment; 
--In the timeline, you mention the Red Summer riots but you could put in parentheses the 
cities to which these riots spread; 
--In the timeline, you could include the death of Martin Luther King, Malcolm X; Church 
bombing of Four Little Girls in Montgomery; 
Although these events are not directly related to the issue of citizenship, war, patriotism 
they are important markers in black history that are tangentially related to the theme 
guiding the focus of this volume. 
--What I found, a little confusing is that toward the end of the volume because the 
volume is somewhat chronological in structure even though the writings are organized 
around broad themes, it seemed a little confusing in the section on Citizenship and 
Patrioti sm to include Frederick Douglass and James Baldwin in the same section. 
Because I associate Douglass with an earlier era and Baldwin with a later period even 
though they are addressing the issue of citizenship, it was still difficult for me to make 
the transition. This is not necessarily a criticism but a comment. Perhaps an explanation 
could be provided in the introduction to this section. 

4) Do you find the introduction historical essays useful and of the right 
length/level 

Yes, I found the introductions for the essays satisfactory in that they were informative, 
provided the necessary background to explain their significance, and synthesized the 
historical events relevant to these essays. They were clearly articulated, well written, and 
well developed. 

4) Is the proposed anthology appropriate in subject, substance, level, and 
organization for course adoption? What Courses would it be appropriate for? 
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As previously mentioned, this volume could be used in American histo~ classes 

as well as African American history classes, in addition to classes on African American 
literature, as well as African American politics, military history, etc. Because of the 
breadth and scope of this volume it stands to be used for a wide range of classes and is an 
edition that would stand the test of time. 

5) To the best of your knowledge, what is the approximate enrollment in these 
courses and at what level are they taught? 

At my institution, this volume could be used in AFAM 101, The Black 
Experience from the Beginning to 1865 and AFAM 102 The Black Experience After 
1865. These are undergraduate introductory courses with between 60 to 70 students per 
semester for each class. Our department generally offers some four sections of these 
courses each semester so this text could be used for course adoption for these classes. As 
for the other classes taught in other departments, I am less familiar with their enrollments 
and course offerings, however, the volume would be directly significant to the classes in 
which I am involved. Although, I only teach undergraduate students, this volume would 
also be incredibly useful on the graduate level because of the wide range of writings 
included and because of the extensive time period covered. 

6) What texts are currently being used? 

Currently, I used Frederick Douglass’ Narrative, Deborah Gray White’s At" ’n ’t I a 
Woman ?, Donald Wright’ s Blacks" in Colonial America (voL I); Colin Palmer’ s 
Passageways, John Blassingame’ s Slave Community, Equiano’ s The InWresting 
Narrative of the L~fe of Olaudah Equiano, Harriet Jacob’ s Incidents" in the Life of a Slave 
Girl, and Margaret Walker’ s Jubilee. As previously mentioned, in the past I used Deidre 
Mullane’s Crossing the Danger Waters text but no longer use this text for a number of 
reasons. 

7) Do you recommend offering a contract? 

Yes, I definitely recommend that this volume be published because of its 
comprehensiveness as well as the fact that it fills a void in terms of providing rarely 
known or widely publicized writings across such an extensive time period on the issue of 
war, freedom, citizenship, and patriotism. It connects the past histo~ to the present as 
blacks have been internally torn about their role in American democracy and effectively 
illuminates this discussion through the readings provided in this volume. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:37 AM 

@email .unc.edn> 

Re: Recommendation 

Dear : Please let me know the deadline for the recommendation 
because it is becoming incredibly busy here. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                       @email.unc edu>: 

Hey Professor Regester, 

That would be fine to meet up sometime. Just let me know when you are 
available. I believe I sent you the reformation for recommendations for 

to do it online, I hope that’s okay 

Thank you[ 

On Tue,            16:45:01 -0400, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear         If you ~vant a letter, please send the information right 
>> away We probably need to discuss which schools you intend to apply to 
>> Hope to hear ticom you soon Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> @email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> tley Professor Regester, 

>>> I wanted to ask if you would consider being one of my recommendations 
for 

>>> my graduate school application process. I have been looking into several 
>>> schools for 
>>>                                       I feel as though I have been 
>>> able to connect with you during my time here at Chapel Hill and that you 
>>> may be able to elaboram on my potential in graduate school My first 
>>> application is not due until and I wanted to ask you a 

month 
>>> in advance, to see if you would be interested in helping me. If you 

would 
>>> like to meet with me m person to explain more, I am willing to do that. 

>>> Thank you and I hope to be in contact with you soon, 

>>> UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
>>> Con~nunication Studies, Mcdia Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Corcanunication Studies, Media Production 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 12:58 PM 

Precious Stone @hotmail.com> 

RE: Fountainhead, XX’vq Black International Cinema Berlin 2011 ", THE COLLEGIUM T.V. 

Dear Precious: I have been incredibly busy can scarcely catch my 
breath,                                            was in 
attendance Will give you more information when I see you. Sol~V, I did 
not detect that the Iilmmaker you mentioned was at the film festival. 
Will keep fOlavarding relevant information. Hope things are going well 
on your end Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Precious Stone 

.~hotmail com>: 

Hi Charlene, 

How’s evel~-thing? Thanks for sharing this. I see that the filmmaker 
I’ve mentioned to you who teaches at ECU was featured at this 
festival over the summer. His name is Ken ;Vyatt. 

I hope you’re well. 

Take care, 
Precious 

Date: Mon, 27 Sep 2010 14:14:20 -0400 

From: regester@email.unc.edu 
To:         ~hotmail.com 
SubJect: Fwd: Fountainhead, XXVI Black International Cinema Berlin 
2011’, ~ft ;% CO[~LEG E~M T V. 

FOUNTAIN[lEAD® TANZ THEATRE 

e - LETT[iR Berlin/Germal~y 
June 2010www.J2mntainhead-tanz-theatre de 
www.b [ackinternationalcinema.de 
v,~w.b [ac k -int ernational-cinema, c om 

Please send replies to / Bitte senden Sie Antworten an 

@aol.com 
******************************************************* 

A COiVg~LEXION CHANGE 

International & Intercultural Diplomacy 
"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?" 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 
June 1 - July 31, 2010 
Vernissage, J~e 1 st, 7 pm 
Foyer im Rathaus Sch6neberg / Rathaus SchOneberg (cit~- hall) foyer 
Jotm-F.-Kennedy Platz 1, 10825 Berlin-SchOneberg 
Exhibition description 
The exhibition documents the activities of 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

>& 

James V. Burks 
African Marketplace & Cultural Faire 
City of Los Angeles, Department of Cultural Affairs, USA 

in association with 
International Altists 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre was founded by Prof. Donald Muldrow 
Griffith, Pro£ Gayle McKinney Griffith, Lyunda Curry, Riclcy Powell 
and Detlef B~cker, four American artists and a German colleague, who 
met in Berlin during 1979 at Theater des Westens and decided to 
undertake intercultural, interdisciplina~z and international 
productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video 
festivals and publications. 
This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people 
during their historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, 
the portrait seeks to prevent these undertakings from becoming 
"footprints in the sand?" 
"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?" 
The lessons of histoly’ arrive in the form of persona 1 experiences, 
books, media presentations, paintings, architecture and so on. 
How these materials are interpreted and perhaps, through the ages, 
re-interpreted assuming the information is included, varies according 
to the group or the individual perspective, interests, socio-economic 



> influences and opportunities. 
> As we pass through the forma[ educational process, we are informed of 
> histories; others and ours. 
> It generally requires an enlightened mentor or parent to point out 
> what is overlooked in the presentation of history, so earnestly 
> injected into our academic and fi~rmative education 
> Many years ago, as this awareness of historys exceptions were 
> realized, my parents, John Willis Grif[ith, Edith Paulina Muldrow 
> (iriffith, and my mentor, Oscar Brown Jr, pointed out the necessity 
> for assuming responsibility- and making sacrifices necessary to 
> enlighten shadows and fill empty historical spaces. 
> So, the development of irtformation, awareness, heightened sensibili~ 
> and maturation leads to inevitable conclusions. 
> Fountainhead Tanz Theatre from inception in 1980, remains an 
> initiative and institution for the documentation and preservation of 
> the existence and contributions of indi’,~iduals and groups, to the 
> societies in which they and we reside. 
> We are participants in the process of embedding in memories and 
> stone, what previously might have been, "Footprints in the Sand?". 
> Prof. Donald Muldrow Oriffith 
> Fountaip2aead Tanz Theatre 

> Berlin Gem~any 2010 
> 

> Beschreibung der Ausstellung 
> Die Ausstellung dokun~entiert die .a2Ktivit~ten des 
> Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
>& 

> James V. Burks 
> .adlican Marketplace & Cultural Faire 
> City of Los Angeles, Department of Cultural .adfairs, USA 
> 

> in Vcrbindung mit 
> Internationalen KfinstlerIunen 
> Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre wurde von Prof~ Donald Muldrow Oriffith, 
> Prof. Oayle McKinney Oriffith, Lym~da CurlT, Rick?- Powell trod Detlef 
> B~icker, vier amerikanischen Kfnstlem trod einem deutschen Kollegen, 
> die sich in Berlin 1979 am Theater des Westens trafen, gegrfndet Sie 
> entschieden sich, mit der Durchf’Cthmng yon interkulturellen, 
> interdisziplinaren und internationalen Produktionen in den Bereichen 
> Tanz, Theater, Fernsehen, Workshops, Fihr~Video Festivals und 
> Publikationen z~a begilmen. 
> Die Ausstellung zeichnet ein Bild der Aktivitiiten verschiedener 
> Menschen bei ihren historischen Beitragen fOx Berlin und andere Orte, 
> mit der Intention, diese Unternehmungen davor zu schoxzen "footprints 
> in the sand?" zu werden. 
> Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, January 2010 
> "FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?" 
> Die Lehren der Oeschichte offenbaren sich in Form yon persOnlichen 
> Elfahrungen, in Bfichern, durch Darstelltmgen in den Medien, in der 

> Malerei, Architektur und so fort. 
> Wie dieses Material interpretiert und vielleicht im Laul’e der Zeit 
> neu intelT)retiert wird in der Annahme, entsprechende Infonnationen 
> sind vorhanden, variiert abhiingig yon der Perspektive, Interessen, 
> der sozioOkonomischen Eimqfisse und M~Sglichkeiten der Oruppe und des 
> Einzelnen. 
> Wahrend wir die allgemeine Schulbildung durchlaufen, ;verden wir fiber 
> Oeschichte ilfformiert, fber die Anderer und fber unsere eigene. 
> Es erfordert im allgemeinen einen aufgeklarten Mentor oder Eltem, 
> die einen au£ das auJhnerksam machen, was in der Oeschichtsschreibung 
> fibersehen wurde, die auf so gewissenhafte Weise in unsere akademische 
> und pragende Bildung eingeflossen ist. 
> Vor vielen Jahren, als uns bewusst wurde, dass es Lficken in der 
> Oeschichte gibt, machten meine Eltern, John Willis (iriffith und Edith 
> Paulina Muldrow (iriffith, sowie mein Mentor, Oscar Brown Jr, auf die 
> Notwendigkeit aufinerksam, Verantwortung zu fibernehrnen und die 
> erforderlichen Opfer zu erbringen, um Licht auf die Schatten zu 
> werfen und die leeren Stellen der Geschichtsdarstellung zu fallen. 
> Somit ffhrt die Entwicklung yon Information, Bewusstsein, 
> gesteigerter Wahrnehmung und Reife zu unvermeidlichen 
> Schlussfolgerungen. 
> Fountainhead Tanz Theatre bleibt seit seiner Entstehung 1980 eine 
> Initiative und Institution fox die Dokumentation fiber die [{xistenz 
> von Einzelnen und Oruppen und die Bewahrung ihrer Beitrage zu den 
> (iesellschaJ~en, in denen sie und wir leben 
> Wir sind Teilnehmer[rmen im Prozess, das in [{rinnerung zu halten und 
> zu festigen, was vormals "Footprints in the Sand?" gewesen sein mag 
> Pro~ Donald Muldrow (iriffith 
> Fountainhead Tanz Theatre 

> Berlin, Deutschland 2010 

> Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/ 
> Black International Cinema Berlir~, 
> ~Ilne Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
> "Footprints in the Sand?" 
> presented by Tulipphoto 
> http://www.tulip-photo, de/Fountainhead-Tanz-g-Theatre-g.450.0.hm~l 

> Production & Direction 
> FOUNTAINHEAD TANZ THEATRE 
> THE COLLEGII~2v’I - FORLrM & TELE\rISION PROGRAM BERLIN 
> in association ~vith 



> CULTURAL ZEPItYR eV. 
> present 
> SPt".CIAI. 
> XXV Black International Cinema Berlin 2010 
> ANNIVERSARY FILM ATVARDS 
> Best fill’video by a Black filmm&er 
> A MAN X~THOUT 
> Director: Ntongela Masilela 
> Germany 1988-�~ 
> B~LETS OX~R BRO~-SV~LE 
> Directors: Damon Diddit & Natmal Langdon 
> USA 2009 
> Best fil~#video on roarers relatitg to the Black 
> ExperienceiMarginalized People 
> ~ BN~AY P~TY 
> Director: V~ronique N. 
> USA 2009 
> SLAX~ RO~S: ~SIST~CE, ~OLI~ON & C~ATD¢~ PROG~SS 
> Director: Jayne Cortez 
> USA 2009 
> I AM A 
> DCecmr: Calvin Taylor 
> USA 2008 
> ~SHOBA - ~ P~CE OF ~EDOM 
> Directors: Micki Dickoff & Tony Pagano 
> USA 2008 
> Lg) ~OM ~ BOTTOMS: ~ SE~CH FOR ~ ~CAN D~M 

> Director: James Schaub 
> USA 2009 
> ~E~A 
> Dkector: Nega Tariku 
> South ~rica 2009 
> ~DE~CK DOUGLASS .@ ~ ~N~ ~GRO 
> Director: Jokm J. Dohet~ 
> keland 2008 
> G~A~ST ~N ~I~ 
> Director: ~Ochael Feurstein 
> USA 2010 
> PRO-BLACK S~P 
> Director: Clayton Broomes Jr. 
> USA 2009 
> Best fiN,/video by a German fi~aker or a filn~aker residing m Gel~aW 
> SW~JA - D~ EISE~ B~l~ / SW~JA - ~ NONB~E 
> Dh-ector: Valerie H~nsch 
> Gel~aa~y 2009 
> Best children’s fiN,/video 
> DET G~E ~’S: 
> 1 Ella og hendes Papa, 2 Blomster&onningen, 3. Superhelten Kevin, 
> 4. Gamle Joham~e, 5. D~evsneme 
> ~ 2~LLOW HOUSE: 
> 1. Ella and her Papa, 2. ~e Flo~ver Queen, 3. Kevin the Superhero, 4. 
> Old Joha~e, 5. ~e Dream Creatwes 
> Directors: Catherine K~ze & Jacob Wellendorf 
> Demnark 2009 
> Z~ FO~ / FOO~L F~LD 
> Director: Jalal Naski 
> kan 2009 
> Best film/video m the Fine ~-ts Discipline 
> CI t[~;SE GIIOST STORY 
> Directors: Dan Boord & Luis Valdovino 
> USA 2008 
> CHICAGO tIEIGHTS 
> Director: Daniel Nearing 
> USA 2009 
> SMOKE BREAK 
> Director: Ron Gilbe~ 
> USA 2009 
> Best film/video documentap)~ production 
> RETOUR AU PAYS DES ~N{ES / RETURN TO ~[}{E LA~) OF SOULS 
> Director: Jordi Esmva 
> SpainiNo~" Coast 2009 
> TELEVISING A REVOLUTION OF S~)KEN WORD }:ROM DETROIT 
> Director: Dina M. Bey 
> USA 2009 
> MIN WA TABLO 2 / ?~NE & TABLOU 2 
> Director: Hossein Jehani 
> [raq/Ausgalia 2009 
> L’E~4PIRE DES ENFANTS, UNE b~;M?~D; DE DAK>~{ EN C()L~g~{/ 

> ’~ IE CH]LD~{N S EMPIRE, AN ANGRY r)AK>~ WOMAN 
> Directors: G6rard Moreau & Mich61e Barrault 
> France/Senegal 2009 
> SHARE AND SH~{ ALIKE 
> DCecmr: Melissa A. Gomez 
> Antigua/U~ 2008 
> ~ACES OF ~ ~E: A STORY ~OM ~ DE~ NOR~ 
> Director: Ka~~xa Browne 
> USA 2008 
> CH~OSCL~O @A ~AGED~ DE L~ G~ N~-SICO) / 
> C~OSCU~O (~ ~GEDY OF A G~AT ~SIC~ 
> Directors: Galina Likosova & Hernan Hnmberto Restrepo 
> Colombia 2009 



> THE ANDINA - FEARLESS BEYOND DEAT}]~ 
> Director: Gudrun Frank-Wissmann 
> Germany 2009 
> NAFT, SARATANE StIAHRE MAN / OIL, THE CANCER OF MY CITY 
> Director: Taha Karimi 
> kaq 2009 
> DANCE GOT ME 
> Director: lngrid Sinclair 
> Zimbabwe 2006 
> Special Ackmowledgment 
> THE ND~TTRESS HUSTLE 
> Director: Susan Watson Turner 
> USA 2009 
> CROSSING BRIDGES 
> Director: blark Norfolk 
> UK 2006 
> MAPI LIBERLa_ 
> Directors: Loraine Blumenthal & Michael Sct~mitt 
> Germaw/Ghana 2009 
> STREET MUSIC 
> Director: Albert W. Myers III 
> USA 2009 
> WEEKENTDS IN BROOKL’~q’q 

> Director: David Cana@ 
> USA 2006 
> PRAY FOR ERIC 
> Director: Ken VVyatt 
> USA 2010 
> KANNI 
> Director: Monireh Karimiaghdam 
> Iran 2009 

> Directors: Suyen Mosley & Marsha Terry 
> USA 2009 
> LAHZEHAYE NATAMA~4. / THE ENDLESS MOMEE,’TS... 
> Director: Siamak Nejad Noun Far 
> Iran 2009 
> Actor’s Award 
> ivlike YViley in EMPTY SPACE 
> Director: Rob Underhill 
> USA 2009 

> Greetings 
> from the Commissioner for Integration of the district 
> Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin 
> to the XXV. Black International Cinema Berlin 2010 
> Migration has always nowadays and in the past created a multicultural 
> reality To acknowledge this fact and to anchor it in the center of 
> society, remains a significant task for the coming years. 
> Despite the cun-ent efforts in the debate regarding integration 
> politics, to aclcaowledge dlversi~z being an ewichment, old ideas are 
> still prevalent that there exists a homogenous majority- in the center 
> of society, to which foreign minorities are challenged to assimilate 
> In contrast to this I ~vould like to point out: the city’s society of 
> Berlin is heterogeneous, people from dike.rent ways of life live 
> here, together in active and @namic connections. On the way to an 
> urban society ackno~vledgement of a changed societal complexion, is a 
> first step. 
> Not only portraying this diversity, but furthermore to actively 
> realize it requires an open dialogue on a level playing field, equal 
> opportunities and the right to participate 
> Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from 
> stereoty’pical categorized thinking Therefore, initiatives such as 
> Black International Cinema Berlin are important for the capital of 
> G enmmy 
> In 2010, we celebrate the 25th anniversary of Black International 
> Cinema Berlin I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black 
> International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
> (3 ermaW-wide. 
> I wish the events maW guests and for all of us, new inspiration. 
> Gabriele G~m Tank 
> Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempe]hof-Sch6neberg, 
> BerlinK?ermany 
> GruBwort 
> der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6nberg, Berlin 
> zum XXV. Black International Cinema Berlin 2010 
> Migration hat schon immer - heute und gestern - vielkulturelle 
> ReMit/it geschafl’en. Diese anzuerkennen und im Zentmm der 

> Gesellschafi zu verankern, bleibt auch in den kommenden Jahren eine 
> wichtige Aufgabe. 
> Trotz aktueller BemCihungen in der integrationspolitischen Debatte, 
> Vielfalt als Bereicherung anzuerkennen, herrschen in-aner noch alte 
> Vorstellungen vor: Es gebe eine homogene Mehrheit im Zentrum der 
> Gesellschak, an die sich die fremden )¢Iinderheiten anzupassen haben. 
> Demgegent~ber m6chte ich betonen: Berlins Stadtgesellschak ist 
> heterogen, Menschen in verschiedenen Lebenslagen leben bier, 
> miteinander in aktiven und dynamischen Beziehungen. Auf dem Weg in 
> eine urbane Gesellschak ist die Anerkenntmg des gewandelten 
> gesellschaftlichen Erscheintmgsbildes ein erster Schritt. 

> Diese Diversit~t nicht einl:ach nur abzabilden, sondern sic darC~ber 
> hinaus aktiv umzasetzen, erfordert einen offenen Dialog auf 



> Augenh~She, braucht Chancengleichheit und das Recht auf Teilhabe 
> Kunst und Kultur kann hier Brt~cken bauen, Grenzen tiberschreiten und 
> inch stereotypischem Schubhdendenken entziehen Deshalb sind 
> lnitiativen wie Black International Cinema Berlin wichtig far die 
> Hauptstadt. 
> lm Jahre 2010 begehen wir das 25jtihrige Iubiltium von Black 
> International Cinema Berlin. Mein Dank geht an die Organisatorinnen 
> und Organisatoren yon Bhck International Cinema Berlin, ein 
> kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig 1st. 
> Ich wt~nsche den Veranstaltungen zahlreiche Besucher und uns allen, 
> neue Anreg~gen. 
> Gabriele Gttn TaN 
> Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Ternpelhof-Sch~nbcrg, BerlitgGcrmany 

> XXV. Black International Cinema Berlin 2010 
> @ Wave Magazine, Serbia 
> http://~w~w.waVemagazine.net/arhiva/4~/cu~t~:~/black-internati~na~-cin~ma-ber~in.htm 

> BLACK INTERNATIONAL CINEMA BERLIN- 
> Production & Direction: Fountaip2aead® Tanz Theatre 

> FestLabPass Holder 
> presented by European Festivals Association 
>httl~://www.fountainhead-tanz-theatre.de/bicdance media/FESTLABPass BlackIntemationalCincmaBerlin .l~df 

> FESTLAB - An Initiative of the European Festivals Association 
> 2009 - EUROPEAN YE~R OF CREATIVITY & INLNOVATION 

> Fotmtainhead® at fest21.com 

> http :i/www. fest21, c orniblogifo~xt ainhead 
> Fotmtainhead® at MEDIA\VAVE FESTIVAL, Hungary 
>http://,aa~’w.mediawavefestival.hu/index.php?nvelv eng&modul filmek&kod 3003 

> THE COLLEGK,2VI TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLLN 
> produced & directed by/’produziert und geleitet yon 
> Fountainhead@ Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlitz’Cultural 
> Zephyr eV. 

> Sunday 7-8 pm / 19-20 U~ar 
> Thursday 10-11 pmi 22-23 Ul~r 
> ALEX - Offener Kanal Berlin (Open Channel Berlin) 
> Upcoming LIVE Edition: 
> June 20, 2010 
> 7-8 pm / 19-20 Uhr 
> C IN~EMA 

> tb.a. 
> ARTS CALENDAR 
> Young People’s Artist Group, Berlin 
> Jasmin Krtinzel, Lena Marzona, Celina McCarthy, Barbara Nicke, Moana 
> Oing, Isabelle Padar, Maya Peglow, Elisabeth Priebe, Olivia 
> Schweizer, Charlot[e Johana Steininger, Nadine Struck, Netra Nambiar 
> Veetll 
> THE COLLEGKJM on YOL~JUBE 
> http://www.voutube.com/user/thecolle~ium 

> Tt]~[{ COLLEGIUM Television Program is televised in Berlin, Magdeburg, 
> Wo[J~burg, Dessau and additional cities. 
> Tt]~[{ COLLEG IUM Femsehmagazan wird in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, 
> Dessau und weiteren St~dten ausgestrahlt. 
> ALEX - O}’I;ENER K~NAL B ERLIN / OPE N CHANNEL B ERL IN 
> For :further information & visual impressions, 
> please visit THE C()LLEGIL’XI webslte. 
> http:i/www, fountain head-tanz-th ea tre. de/c ol-e. html 
> BERLIN 
> Every Sunday@den Sonntag 
> 7.00-800 pm 
> 19.00-2000 Uhr 
> Every Thursday/jeden Donnerstag 
> 10.00-11.00 pm 
> 22.00-23.00 Uhr 

> ALEX - Oftener Kanal Berlin 
> Voltastr 5 
> 13355 Berlin-Wedding 
> presenting / pritsentiert werden 
> Cinema / State of AJi?iirs / Arts Calendar 
> Filme /Diskussionen / ktmstlerische Darbietungen 
> for program information, please contact: 
> Programminformationen bitte unter: 
> 0049 (0)30-782 16 21 
> 0049 (0)30-75 46 09 46 
> THE COLLEGIUM MAGDEBURG 
> Oftener Kanal Magdeburg (http://www.ok-magdeburg.de) 
> First Thursday in every month 
> Jeden ersten Donnerstag im Monat 
> 6.00 - 7.00 pm 
> 18.00- 19.00 UM 



T[tE COLI.EGIUM WOLFSBURG 

’1%~ 38 (http://www.tv38.de) 

0h06.10 - 18 00h/6.00pm 

02.06.10 - 9.00h/9.00am & 15.00h~,3.00pm 

24.06.10 - 18 00h/6.00pm 

25.06.10 - 9.00h/9.00am & 15.00h~,3.00pm 

29.07.10 - 18 00h/6.00pm 

30.07.10 - 9.00h/9.00am & 15.00h~,3.00pm 

THE COLLEGIUM DESSAU 

Offcner Kanal Dessau (http:/iw~a~’.ok-dessau.de) 

FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ THEATRE 

BLACK INTERNATIOb.~L CINEiVL~_ BERLIN" 

THE COLLEGIL2VI - FORUM & TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN 

C/JL TL~.AL ZEPHYR e.V. 

MISSION STATEMENT 

We are an international, intercultural community of persons engaged 

in achieving increasing understanding and cooperation between 

individuals and groups in support of democratic procedures and the 

elimination of violence, religious, ettmic and gender persecution, 

youth exploitation, homophobia and racial hatred fftrough the process 

of art, education, culture and dialogue. 

Wir sind eine internationale, interkulturelle Gemeinschaff von 

Menschen mit dem Engagement ftir ein besseres Versttindnis und 

wachsende Kooperation zwischen Individuen trod Gruppen, mit 

Untersttitzung des demokratischen Prozesses und der Beseitigung yon 

Gewalt, Veffolgang atffgrund religiOser, ethnischer und 

geschlechtlicher Zugeh~rigkeit, Kindes- und Jugendmissbrauch, 

Homosexuellen-Feindlichkeit und von Rassenhass, durch die Mittel der 

Kunst, der Bildang, der Kultur und des Dialogs. 

Nous sommes une cormnunautd internationale et interculturelle de 

personnes engag~es g promouvoir la comprehension et la coop&ation 

cruissantes entre les individus et les groupes, ~ l’appui des outils 

ddmocratiques et 5 travers l’dlimination de la violence, de la 

persecution religieuse, etlmique et sexuelle, de l’exploitation de la 

jeunesse, de l’homophobie et de la haine raciale par le processus de 

l’art, de l’aducatiun, de la culture et du dialogue 

MOTTOS 

"I may not make it it" I try, but I darm~ sure ~von’t it" I don’t..." - 

Oscar Brown Jr 

"Mankind will either find a way or make one." - C.P Snow 

"Whatever you do.., be cool!" - Joseph Louis Turner 

"Yes, I can.’. - Sanm~y Davis Jr. 

"Yes, We can.!" - Barack Obama 

Copyright: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Cultural Zephyr e V., Ju~e 2010 

Prof Donald Muldrow Griffith 

co-founder/director 

Prof Gayle McKinney Gnffith 

co-founder/director 

Angela Ka-amer 

production co-ordinator 

Marion Kramer 

public relations co-ordinator 

Fuuntainhead® Tanz Theatre 

Black International Cinema Berlin 

The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 

Cultural Zephyr e.V 

Tel.: 0049(0)30 - 7821621 / 7546094~5 

Fax: 0049(0)30 - 7863466 

e-mail:        ~r)aol.com 

www. fountainhead-mnz-th eatre.de 

v,~rw.b lac k -int ernatiunal-cinema, c om 

www.b lackinternationalcinema.de 

Muttus: 

"l may nut make it if I try, but I damn sure wun’t if I dun’t." - 

Oscar Bruwn Jr 

"Mankind will either find a way or make une." - C.P Snuw 

"Whatever yuu do.., be cuolt" - Joseph Louis Turner 

"Yes, I can..!" - Satmny Davis Jr. 

"Yes, We can.!" - Barack Obama 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 1:02 PM 

Rebecca Rowell [@uslhmily.net> 

Re: Dm~dridge PDF tbr Review 

Dear Rebecca: I will forward my review by regular mail since I 
basically downloaded a copy and wrote on the prooIis. I only found a t?~v 
mechancial errors, raised a few questions, and made a few comments. 
Hope you can read my writing Will return to the previous address and 
hope to mail in the next day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Rebecca Rowell       @usfamily.net>: 

Dr. Regester: 

Hello’. I don’t kno~v that I acknowledged receipt of your feedback on the 
Dandridge manuscript. If not, I apologize. Your feedback was vely helpful 
The manuscript has gone through a t?~v more steps in our production process, 
including being laid out into our template by a designer There are still 
some things to clean up, but it’s in a good place for you to revie~v. Please 
see attached for a PDF of the designed book. If you would please send your 
feedback by next Sunday, October 3, that would be really helpful 

’]’hanks fur yuur time. I louk forward to hearing from you and receiving yuur 
feedback. 

Becca 

Rebecca Rowell 

@usfamily.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 12:46 PM 

@hotmail.com 

Fwd: The Women’s Film Festival - Oct 12-17, 2010 

What: The Providence Women’s l~stival at Brown University 

When: Tuesday, October 12-Sunday, October 17, 2010 

$\%ere: Cable Car Cinema, 204 South Main St. Providence, RI 02903 

Cost: FREE ADMISSION TO ALL SCREENINGS’. 

Web: htlp:i/~x~x~v.brown.edwConference/Womens Film Festival/ 

Brown University presents The Providence Worn en’s Film Festiva!! 
Brown University is proud to present The Providence Women’s Film Festival this October at the Cable Car Cinema. This fesrival brings together a broad range of films 

that are made by, for, and atx~ut women across the whole spm~ of film history. The t~stival program includes numerous t~atures a~d shorts that are ra~’ely screened, 

such as Marguerite Duras’ India Song. the New Englmad premier of Cheryl Dunye’s The OwLs; guest filmmaJaers and academics, and an exciting array of fihns that all 

represent the idea of "the women’ s film." Through a program that includes over 40 different rifles this fefftival seeks to highlight the considerable, mid too often 

unacknoMedged, contriburions that women have made to fihn histoiy from early silent films to experimentaJ~ productions to intemarional titles mid more recent 

independent films. By exhibiring such a broad r~lge of"women’s films," the fesrival poses the question of what the concept itself would metal in a va~ety of places, 

historical Inoments, genres, a~nd cultura!!industrial contexts across fihn history. 

In addition to the 40+ films that roll be presented over the course of the festival we are also excited and honored to welcome a difftinguished group of artists and 
scholars to discuss the topics of the festival and the issues raised by the films shown. Some of the films that we are most excited to screen roll feature follow-up 

question and answer sessions ruth the filmmaker. The Providence ~Vomen’s Film Festival roll feature four filmmakers whose work roll be shown in addition to a 

distinguished scholar M~ose work directly addresses the questions that this festival raises. We are very pleased to welcome the filmmakers Yvonne Ramer, Yvonne 
Welbx~n, Leslie Thornton and Paige Sarlin. 

More information on the guests: ht~p:i/www.brown.edu/Cont~renceiWomens Film Festival/~uests.html 

Schedule: 

http://www.brown.edu/Conference/Womens Fihn Festival!schedule.html 

Film Description: 

http://v,~’,~v.brown.edu/Conferencei~Vomens Film Festival/films.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 1:49 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Re: Journal of Film and Video Chine~ Cinema 

Review of Essay for Journal of Fihn and Video on Chinese Cine~na.doc 

Dear Susanne: Please edit the review- of an essay for the Journal of 
Film and Video on Chinese Cinema. Thanks for your review of Thunder at 
the Gate Let em kno~v that you have received this material. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Susarme Carter <susanne@companioncamp net>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> Here is the edited essay. I fonnd the name of the song the chorus 
> was singing and inserted it. Very interesting[ 
> 

> We are now at 6 hours of editing. May I send you an invoice? 
> 

> Susanne 
> 

> 

> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the essay on Precious previously 
>> mentioned. I assume that you had received this work but apparently 
>> in my haste to leave town, I forgot to send Edit at your earliest 
>> convenience. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting Susanne Carter <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I cannot find it in my e-mail If you’ll resend, I’l[ edit it ASAP. 
>>> 

>>> By the way, I read the novel/PushJ and watched the mowe 
>>>/Precious/--both were very, very powerful. 

>>> regester@emaiI.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Susanne: I sent you a copy of a long essay on the fihn 
>>>> entitled, Precious. It was some 35 pages. I will have to re-locate 
>>>> and resend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Susarme 
>>>> <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 

>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>> I don’t rernnmber a third document. Can you resend it? I’ll get right on 
>>>>> it! 

>>>>> ......... Original Message ........ 
>>>>> From: regester@email.~mc.edu 
>>>>> To: susanne@companioncamp.net <susanne@companioncamp.net> 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Thanks 
>>>>> Date: 18/08/10 11:40 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for editing the proposal and letter. Only recently- 
>>>>>> have I had time to look at these documents. Let me know when the essay 
>>>>>> on Precious will be completed - however, no rash just take your time. 
>>>>>> My school is beginning and it is hectic. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>>> Qnnting Susanne Carter &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt;: 

>>>>>> &gt; Charlene, 
>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; Here’s no 1. 
>>>>>> &gt; 

>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; regester@email.unc.edu ~vrote: 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Please edit the following comments that I 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt; recent COl~ference. These materials are needed for their 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt; regarding the conference. Thanks much for your assistance and 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt; let me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; Charlene Regester Quoting Susanne Carter 
>>>>> &lt;susanne@companioncamp net&gt;: 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Hi Charlene, 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Here’s an invoice for the editing work I’ve done 



>>>>> the 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; past few months. Thanks. 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; -- 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne Carter 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; www.companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; -- 
>>>>>> &gt; Susanne Carter 
>>>>>> &gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>>>>>> &gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>>>>> &gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>>>>> &gt; 919-545 -CAMX~ (919-~45-2267) 
>>>>>> &gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt; w~a~’.companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; 

>>>>> Message sent using UebiMiau 2.7.10 

>>> Susalme Carter 
>>> Companion Camp, LLC 
>>> 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>> Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>> 919 -545 -CAMP (919-545 -2267) 
>>> susanne@companioncamp net 
>>> w~,;v, c omp anioncamp.net 

> Susanne Carter 
> Companion Camp, LLC 
> 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
> Pittsboro, NC 27312 
> 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 
> susanne@companioncamp.net 
> ww~v.companlon camp net 



Review of Essay for Journal of Film and Video 

Essay entitled: "On Top of the World In Tibet: Authenticity and Accessibility in Horse 

Thief and Mountain Patrol: KekexiH" 

The essay submitted on films of Tibet depicting Chinese culture is an interesting one primarily 

because of the interest that Americans hold of China or Chinese cinema. The writer clearly 

prefaces his argument that in critiquing these films, the new Chinese films provide cinematic 

levels of representation and authenticity and construct an "authentic" China and Tibet for those 

in the country as well as for global audiences. Inherent in his/her position, is the appeal that 

American audiences who are interested in becoming more familiar with both the culture and the 

cinema that emanates from this culture, hold. My point is that this essay will automatically have 

some degree of appeal particularly for the Journal of Film and Video as it attempts to become 

more global in its perspective. 

However, as a film historian, I am not certain that my critique effectively evaluates this essay 

because of my limited knowledge of films produced from this region. Therefore, my comments 

should be viewed rather skeptically since I am less familiar with this cinema even though I do 

have some knowledge of the cinema of those who represent "Others" or marginalized groups. 

Overall, I thought the essay was well written, clearly argued, well developed and constructed. 

The writer provides representative examples from both films to make his/her case strongly. My 

concern is that the argument guiding the discussion may not necessarily be strong enough to 

create wide appeal. Since we already know that because of the political climate in Tibet film 

representations will be censored then is this argument compelling enough to warrant a discussion 

of these films from this perspective. If this is a compelling argument, then the essay definitely 

desew-es to be published. However, if this is not a compelling argument, then perhaps the essay 

does not warrant publication in this journal. Again, since I am not familiar with the films it is 

difficult for me to assess if the writer approaches this topic or critically analyzes these films in a 

novel or interesting way. 

If the j ournal decides to publish this essay, I think it will have some degree of appeal because it 

focuses on Chinese cinema - a cinema seldom explored. 

Specifically: 

The discussion on how these films were received in film festivals, should be moved to the 

end of the essay. I thought it was a little distracting to include in the section where you 

are making the central argument and deconstructing the film. 



2) The section where you discuss the characteristics that these films share also seems 

misplaced - this too could be moved to the end of the essay. It takes away from your 

discussion of how each film in and of itself is important or significant. 

3) It might even be more effective to move the section on globalization and accessibility 

first or to the front of the essay and then evaluate each film separately so that the central 

focus of the essay is made much stronger. 

It seems that if the focus of the essay is to explore how these films construct authenticity, 

then this needs to be more clearly articulated at the onset. At some point, I ~vas a little 

confused but perhaps I did not understand what the writer was attempting to accomplish. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 1: 59 PM 

Takagi, Tis~ <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com:~ 

RE: que~ 

Thunder at the Gate[1].doc 

Dear Tisse: Attached is my review of Thunder at the Gate. If you need 
for me to send on letterhead, please let me know Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com>: 

Thanks, Charlene. I’ll put the manuscript in the mail today 
Best, 
Tisse 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 22, 2010 2:34 PM 
To: Takagi, Tisse 
Sut~ject: RE: query 

Dear Tisse: You can send the manuscript to -- 
~Ihanks for working with me Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse Takagi@oup corn>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> Sorp)~ for the delay in responding. Two months would be :fine; in 
>> theory at least it may take less time, as you’re obviously going to 
>> be familiar with the primary material. To what address shall I send 
>> the manuscript? 
>> Thanks, 
>> Tisse 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester!~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Mi~nday, July 19, 2010 2:37 PM 
>> To: Takagi, Tisse 
>> Sut~iect: Re: query 
>> 

>> Dear Tisse: Thap, ks for the inquiry regarding the manuscript. I would be 
>> more than glad to review but I would need at least two ruonths -- Iwill 
>> be away two weeks in August and then school starts which will slow- me 
>> down a little, lI’you are willing to give me more time to submit the 
>> review, then I will be glad to review this work. Finally-, thar~ks much 
>> for your invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, 
>> Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene Rcgester, 

>>> Apologies for writing out of the blue, but my colleague Susan Ferber 
>>> suggested I contact you. I wondered if you might be interested in 
>>> reviewing a manuscript for OI~P?, an anthology entitled Thunder at the 
>>> Gate: African Americans on War, Freedom, Citizenship, and Patriotism, 
>>> edited by A. Y?misi Jirnoh and Frangoise Hamlin. The volume combines 
>>> selected primary literary sources with historical essay-s that map not 
>>> only- the history of Africans and African Americans in the military 
>>> beginning with the colonial era, but also the debates and shifting 
>>> conceptualizations about rueanings of citizenship, patriotism, and 
>>> freedom across this time period. 

>>> The manuscript is 670 double-spaced pages (including notes & 
>>> bibliography) and I’d hope to receive repolts in ~-4-6 weeks. Though 
>>> the total page count is quite high, the majori~" of that is primary 
>>> material, so I’d hope it wouldn’t take too much time to review There 
>>> would, of course, be an honorarium 

>>> Would you please let me know at your earliest convenience if you’d be 
>>> able to review- this manuscript? If not, I’d welcome any- suggestions 
>>> you might have for other suitable revie~vers Thanks in advance for 
>>> your time and attention 

>>> All the best, 
>>> 

>>> Tisse 

>>> Tisse Takagi i Associate Editor 
>>> Oxford University Press I 198 Madison Ave I New York, NY 10016 
>>> 212.726.6080 i tisse.takagi@oup.com 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 





{PAGE } 

Thunder at the Gate: African Americans on War, Freedom, Citizenship, and 
Patriotism 

Editors A. Y. Jimoh and Francoise N. Hamlin 

Review for Oxford University Press 

In reviewing Thunder at the Gate, I found this work to be an impressive volume 
in terms of its focus in that it explores war, freedom, citizenship and patriotism; in its 
scope in that the volume addresses slavery from nearly its inception through the Middle 
East crisis and the election &President Barack Obama; and in its selection of readings 
included - meaning that the volume includes literature which is well known and widely 
circulated such as David Walker’s Appeal to the less well known or widely circulated 
literature such as Martin Luther King’s speech on America’s involvement in Vietnam. 
That this volume intends to be so comprehensive and has assembled these essays around 
a central theme makes the volume incredibly resourceful. I was familiar with some of the 
material included, but the editors’ insertion of these writings next to writings not 
normally presented in this fashion gave new-meaning and insight into literature that I 
normally had not read in this manner; this is perhaps the strength of this work. Moreover, 
because the volume covers such an extensive time period, it can be used for a wide range 
of di sciplines - African American history; cultural history; Civil War history; WWI 
history; WWII history; Civil Rights history, Feminist history, among others. Most 
importantly, I feel that the volume has considerable appeal because it includes original 
documents - far too many works provide their own readings of these documents but 
when you see these documents in their original form, it provides students, scholars, or 
whoever with an opportunity to impose their own meaning rather than relying on the 
opinions of others to decipher or interpret what these writers meant or intended when 
they conceived these works. Added to this, the editors assembled the writings of 
historians, literary figures, political activists, leaders, veterans, etc. who are approaching 
the same problems and issues but from different perspectives, positions, or places. 
Particularly fascinating were the documents included by women who sew’ed in World 
War II which I knew existed but to which I had never really had immediate access. 
Perhaps this is another attribute of the volume is that these works are assembled in a 
single volume, and if I were to attempt to access these essays on my own, I would have to 
exhaust a wide range of resources. That these editors have done so and done so 
effectively explains why I think this volume will have immeasurable viability as an 
academic and non-academic resource. It is apparent from my comments that this volume 
desew-es to be published. As for my specific responses to the questions posed, they are 

listed below: 

1) Are the works proposed for inclusion important ones? Are they widely 
available? 



{PAGE } 

The works in the volume are definitely important works because I teach a course on the 
Black Experience from the Beginning up to 1865 and your volume includes many of the 
important resources introduced in this class in addition to several others, i.e. Olaudah 
Equiano, Phyllis Wheatley, Frederick Douglass, James Forten, Charlotte Forten, George 
Moses Horton, Sojourner Truth, etc. While some of these essays are available in other 
sources, many of them are not widely available. In fact, Deidre Mullane compiled a 
similar volume entitled (’~rossing the Danger Waters which I used for many years - but 
this volume did not include as many of the lesser well known works as does the current 
volume and therefore, a volume such as the one proposed is quite timely. 

2) Do you have suggestion as to organization or content? 

--In the preface, you suggest that this project grew out of an investigation of 1914-1945, 
yet the time line begins in the 1700s. Therefore, provide an explanation to indicate that 
although this period of investigation sparked your initial interest, you felt compelled to 
reconstruct the history beginning in the 1700s to provide the background for exploring 
later periods. 
--In the timeline, you might include the first black college graduate in 1826, as I think 

this is a relevant historical moment; 
--In the timeline, you mention the Red Summer riots but you could put in parentheses the 
cities to which these riots spread; 
--In the timeline, you could include the death of Martin Luther King, Malcolm X; Church 
bombing of Four Little Girls in Montgomery; 
Although these events are not directly related to the issue of citizenship, war, patriotism 
they are important markers in black history that are tangentially related to the theme 
guiding the focus of this volume. 
--it seemed a little confusing in the section on Citizenship and Patriotism to include 
Frederick Douglass and James Baldwin in the same section because the volume is 
somewhat chronological in structure, even though the writings are organized around 
broad themes. Because I associate Douglass with an earlier era and Baldwin with a later 

period even though they are addressing the issue of citizenship, it was still difficult for 
me to make the transition. This is not necessarily a criticism but a comment. Perhaps an 
explanation could be provided in the introduction to this section. 

3) Do you find the introduction historical essays useful and of the right 
length/level 

Yes, I found the introductions for the essays satisfactory in that they were informative, 
provided the necessary background to explain their significance, and synthesized the 
historical events relevant to these essays. They were clearly articulated, well written, and 
well developed. 

4) Is the proposed anthology appropriate in subject, substance, level, and 
organization for course adoption? What Courses would it be appropriate for? 
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As previously mentioned, this volume could be used in American history classes 
as well as African American history classes, in addition to classes on African American 
literature, as well as African American politics, military history, etc. Because of the 
breadth and scope of this volume, it stands to be used for a wide range of classes and is 

an edition that would stand the test of time. 

5) To the best of your knowledge, what is the approximate enrollment in these 
courses and at what level are they taught? 

At my institution, this volume could be used in AFAM 101, The Black 
Experience from the Beginning to 1865 and AFAM 102 The Black Experience After 
1865. These are undergraduate introductory courses with between 60 to 70 students per 
semester for each class. Our department generally offers some four sections of these 
courses each semester so this text could be used for course adoption for these classes. As 
for the other classes taught in other departments, I am less familiar with their enrollments 
and course offerings, however, the volume would be directly significant to the classes in 
which I am involved. Although, I only teach undergraduate students, this volume would 
also be incredibly useful on the graduate level because of the wide range of writings 
included and because of the extensive time period covered. 

6) What texts are currently being used? 

Currently, I use t~redertck Douglass Narram e, Deborah Gray White’s Ar ’n ’t I a 
Woman ?, Donal d Wright’ s Blacks in Colonial America (voL I); Colin Palmer’ s 
Passageways, John Blassingame’ s Slave Community, Equiano’ s The InteresHng 

Narrative of the L~fe of Olaudah Equiano, Harriet Jacob’ s Incidents in the Lijo of a Slave 
Girl, and Margaret Walker’s Jubilee. As previously mentioned, in the past I used Deidre 
Mullane’s Crossing the Danger Waters text but no longer use this text for a number of 

reasons. 

7) Do you recommend offering a contract? 

Yes, I definitely recommend that this volume be published because of its 
comprehensiveness as well as the fact that it fills a void in terms of providing rarely 
known or widely publicized writings across such an extensive time period on the issue of 
war, freedom, citizenship, and patriotism. It connects the past history to the present as 
blacks have been internally torn about their role in American democracy and effectively 
illuminates this discussion through the readings provided in this volume. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 2:04 PM 

dante:iames@duke.edu 

Fwd: Review of ItMem in Montmartre 

43970387.pdf 

Dear Dante: Here is a good review of your documentary Thought you 
might want to have a copy. Sincerely, Charlene Regester ..... Forwarded 
message from ephost@epnet com ..... 
Date: 28 Sep 2010 17:49:48 -(M00 
From: ephost@epnet.com 

Reply-To: ephost@epnet.com 
Sulziect: EBSCOhost E-mail Result 

To: regester@email unc.edu 

Record: 1 

TITLE:’Harlem in Montmartre’ hits right notes on 
PBS AUTfIORS:MisaniSOIYRCE:New York Amster&am News; 8/20/2009, Vol 100 
Issue 34, p 17-17, 1i2pDO(XJMENT TYPiC:Entertainment ReviewSU[IYI~CT 
TERMS:*M©TI©N pictures -- ReviewsREV]~EWS &~\~fP; PRODUCTS:ItARLEM in 
Montmartre (Fihn)PEOPLE:BAKER, Josephine 

BECtIET, Sidney 
SIMONET, OlivierABS~I~.CT:’]2ae article reviews the documentary film 
"Harlem in Montmartre," starring performer Josephine Baker and jazz 
musician Sidney Bechet, directed by Ohvier Simonet.FULL TfiXT WORD 
COUNT:601 ISSN:10591818ACCESSION NUMBER:43970387PER SIST[~X~ LINK TO 
T[tIS RfiCORD 
(PERM,~,LINK):https://auth.lib unc.edu/ezproxy auth.php?ur[ http://search.ebscohostcom/loginaspx?direct true&db aph&AN 43970387&site ehost-hve&scope site[1]CUT 
AN[) PAST[i: <A 
hre:~"https://auth.lib.unc edu/ezprox~/ auth.php?url http:i/search.ebscohost.com/lo~in.aspx?direct true&db aph&AN 43970387&site ehost-live&scope site">’Harlem 
in Montmartre’ hits right notes on PBS. </A>DATA[IASE: Academic Search 
Premier 

Section: ARTS & ENT[~RTAINMf~NT 

’HARLEM IN- MONTMARTRE’ HITS RIGHT NOTES ON PBS 

The documentary "Harlem in Montmaltre," a co-production of Thilteen 
for ;\’2x,~ET.org, Vanguard Documentaries h~c., Ideale Audience SAS, ARTE 
France and Lndependent Television Service (ITVS), will air as part of 
PB S’ "Great Performances" series on Thirteen, Wednesday, August 26 at 
8 p.m. EST. 

Inspired by the book "Harlem in Montmartre: a Paris Jazz Story" 
(University of California Press) by historian William A. Shack, the 
documentary is co-produced by Margaret Smilow, with Charles Hobson of 
Vanguard Documentaries and Helene Le Coeur, and directed by Dante J. 
James. The performance sequences are directed by Olivier Simonet and 
written by James and Sirmnonet with Allan Miller. S. Epatha Merkeson 
narrates. 

The brilliant, performance-driven documentary that utilizes rare 
archival material from France and America brings to light the stories 
and music of such legendary African-American personalities as 
performcr Josephine Baker, jazz musician Sidncy Bechet, performer 
Bricktop, entrepreneur/war hero Eugene Bullard, j azz 
bandleader/arrangericomposer James Reese Europe and the European 
Gypsy jazz guitarist Django Rheitfnardt. 

Between the First and Second World Wars, this daring group of 
African-American artists, often referred to as "the extraordinary 
ones," was part of a visionary group of male and female musicians, 
entertainers and entrepreneurs who opted for a self-imposed exile, 
choosing Paris as their new- home. Consequently, over the next two 
decades, man)’ of these expatriates settled in the Montmartre area of 
Paris, where they established a unique communi~, which was em-iched 
by the jazz music that they had brought with them from America. They 
introduced the jazz age in Paris, which soon was all the rage, and a 
sampling of the Harlem Renaissance movement swept over Paris. 

Shack’s book vividly describes this exciting cultural era, which 
was preceded by the courageous African-American veterans (i.e., the 
369th Infantu Regiment of World War 1, known as the Harlem 
Hellfighters), some of whom chose to remain in Europe after the war 
after having experienced more freedom abroad than the chronic climate 
of racism and segregation in America. 

Commenting on the film, producer Smilo~v said: "The fihn explores a 
fascinating yet of’ten neglected era in African-American cultural 
history. It is a colorful, musical, poignant look at the 
contributions of a select group of Black Americans, ~vithout ~vhom the 
collective voice of jazz music around the world would sound entirely 



diff’erent." 

Executive producer Hobson added: "The French were the first people 
in the world to respect jazz as a serious art form, and it all began 
in Paris with the amval of the Harlem Hel[[’~ghters, a military 
band." Under the leadership of James Reese Europe, the band was 
comprised of Black Americans and Puerto Ricans assigned to a 37-day 
goodwill mission to entertain French civilians, who warmly embraced 
this music that they had never heard before. 

At a special screening of "Harlem in Montmartre" at the French 
Embassy last Thursday, the audience was totally engrossed in this 
enlightening and entertaining film, which vividly transported the 
audience to that vibrant period. Prior to the screening, David Horn, 
executive producer of "Great Pelformances," welcomed everyone before 
expressing his pleasure in Thirteen presenting "diversity prograrmning 
such as this to its audience." 

Mrs. Dorothy Shack, William A. Shack’s widow, was a very special 
guest at the screening. So was Victor Goines, the music director, 
who, along with the other musicians in the documentary, gave an 
absolutely- great perfomxance of the extraordinary era that glorifies 
"Harlem in Montmartre." 

For further itfformation, please visit "Great Performances" online 
at xw¢w.pbs.org/gper f[2] 

PHOTO (BLACK & \~ftITE): Sidney Bechet, musician 

By Misani, Special to the 2unNews 

Copyright of New York Amsterdam News is the property ofPowell SavolN 
Corporation and its content may not be copied or emailed to multiple 
sites or posted to a listserv without the copyright holder’s express 
written permission However, users may print, do~vnload, or email 
articles for individual use The link information above provides a 
persistent link to the article you’ve requested. 

Persistent link to this record: Following the link above will bring 
you to the start of the article or citation 

Cut and Paste: To place article links in an external web document, 
simply copy and paste the HTlVIL above, starting with "<A HREF" 

If you have any problems or questions, contact Technical Support at 
http ://support epnet, com/c ontact/askus.php or call 800-758-5995 

This e-mail was generated by a user of EBSCOhost who gained access 
via the L~IV OF NORTH CAROLKNA - CFL/ZPEL HILL account Neither EBSCO 
nor UNIV OF NORTH CAROLINA - CFL~PEL HR, L is responsible fbr the 
content of this e-mail. 

Links: 

[1] 
https://authlib.unc.eduiezproxv auth.php?url http://searchebscohost.col~’lo~in.aspx?direct true&db aph&AN 43970387&site ehost-hve&scope site 
[2] http://www pbs org/~perf 

..... End fopa, arded message ..... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

~gmail.com:~ 

Re: Don’t Forget Atx~ut Lunch Date 

Dear         Don’t forget about our lunch date so that I can repay you 
for covering nay class. These last fe~v weeks have been incredibly busy. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@gmaih com>: 

> Good Evening Dr. Regester, 
> 

> I just wanted to check in with you about the class on Thursday. 
> Can you remind me of the details? Location? Time? and what you 
> need me to do 
> 

> Nice rurming into you today. Hope all is ~vell. 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> On Tue,, at 4:54 PM, <regester@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> 

>: ...... Forwarded message from regester@emaihunc.edu ..... 
>> Date: Tue,            15:45:35 -0400 
>> From: regester@emaihunc.edu 
>> Reply-To: regester@email unc.edu 
>> Subject: Re: Baker Critical Reader New Baker Essay 
>> To: Mae Henderson <hendersm@email unc.edu> 
>> 

>> Dear Mae: As previously mentioned, we might have another essay to be 
>> included in the collection. ’]’he essay is entitled, "Josephine Baker’s 
>> Rainbow Tribe: Radical Motherhood in the South of France" to be published in 
>> the Winter Issue of the Journal of Women’s History. I made a copy and will 
>> have to give you a hard copy in person because I did not receive by emaih I 
>> will read and give you my thoughts. When I received the essay the person who 
>> passed it along to me stated that the author Matthew Pratt (iuterl is 
>> suggesting that the other approaches to Baker have missed the point so I 
>> look forward to reading this work. 
>> 

>> Regarding the responses received for the Baker essays, I think we need 
>> another meeting ~n person to resolve many issues (i.e. revising essays, 
>> copyright permissinns, etc.) We could meet on campus since I am here every 
>> day perhaps after one of your classes. We could meet ~2~r a cup of coffee if 
>> this works and I will g~ve you a copy of the essay at that ume 
>> 

>> We have received good responses to the letter of inquiry and I look forward 
>> to seeing the work completed. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Mae Henderson <hendersm@emaihunc.edu 
>> >: 

>> 

>> 

>>> Hello Charlene, 

>>> Thar~ks for the journal info on passing - I will certainly- 
>>> check out this issuer 

>>> Also, I will xvork on the letter this akernoon, and send 
>>> it to you later today for your additions or eraendations. 
>>> Andrexv would still like to send out letters before he 
>>> leaves for the break. 

>>> By the way, I ara unable to find the attached file for 
>>> the updated Table of Contents for the Baker Critical 
>>> Reader. And Andrew needs to have an attachment of this 
>>> file as well in order to complete the letters. Would 
>>> you kindly send both of us (I ara coping this email to 
>>> Andrew) this info - if you can locate it? 

>>> Although I had other plans, it seems that I, too, xvill 
>>> be around grading papers and exams during the break, 
>>> and will certainly be in touch with you if something 
>>> comes up Please feel ticee to do likewise 

>>> All best, Mae 

>> 

>> 

>> 



>> ..... End ]2~rwarded message ..... 

> Ph.D Candidate - 

> ]~;ng[ish & Comparauve Literature 
> University- of Nor~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Tel: 

>E-mail       @email.anc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 4:52 PM 

Tomeiko Ashtbrd @yahoo.corn> 

Re: Your Mail 

Dear Tomeiko: 

You can let me 
know- what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tomeiko 

@yahoo corn>: 

Hi Charlene: 

I’ve been out of to~vn. 

Also, 
will read it 

has sent me a description of her proposed project. 

and then call you. I have agreed to serve as a recowanender for her, but. of 
course. I respect that this is your decision. Again I do look forward to 
talking with you about her past work; and I will review the proposal for her 
future prc~ject. Please let me know what times will work for you to talk. 

Take care, 
Tomeiko 

From: "regester~!email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Tomeiko Ash~2~rd         @yahoo corn> 
Sent: Sun, September 26, 2010 12:28:50 PM 
SubJect: Re: Your Mail 

Dear Tomeiko: Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Tomeiko Ashford ~y ahoo corn>: 

>> Hi Charlene: 
>> 

>> I will wait to hear fiom and then get back to you. Thank you 
>> again for 
>> your support and 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thartks again, and I’ll be in touch. 
>> Tomeiko 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Frora: "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@eraail.unc.edu> 
>> To: Tomeiko Askt[’ord        ~yahoo.com> 
>> Sent: Fri, September 24, 2010 12:38:06 PM 
>> Subject: Re: Your Mail 
>> 

>> Dear Tomeiko: Thanks for getting back ~vith me because I am undecided 
>> about serving as her mentor. It has nothing to do with her but my own 
>> bus?, schedule First                  next ?’ear and second, I am 
>> over committed (1~.; students, online class, 2 honors thesis, 1 
>> independent study student, plus my own work) So, I ;vill wait to hear 
>> from you and if you think that I should definitely do this, then I will 
>> but it will only be because of your recon~nendation Also, she needed a 
>> letter from me indicating that I will serve in this capaci~ and I was 
>> a little uncertain about doing a letter for someone that I don’t know 
>> or have never met Now- that I have your email, I plan to stay in 
>> contact and any infolTnation that I receive that I think is relevant I 
>> will forward I am really going to miss you on campus -- so if you need 



>> a recommendation or anything don’t hestitate to ask because as 
>> struggling black women (and those who seemingly have their wits about 
>> them) *ve need to stick together, network, and create our own support 
>> wstem if possible. Good to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting Tomeiko Ashford @yahoo com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene: 
>>> 

>>> This is Tomeiko Ashford Carter. ! was able to read the email you sent 
>>> to my UNC 
>>> account. It’s good to hear from you, and thank you for your well wishes. 
>>> However, ray UNC acco~xt has been xvorking variably, so I am sending 
>>> this message 
>>> from rny Yahoo account. Prof. Samuel emailed me about finding 
>>> contacts for her 
>>> proposed project, and she mentioned wanting to xvork with you. 
>>> However, as with 
>>> you, I am just able to respond to her emaih So, I am not sme if you 
>>> have been 
>>> able to talk xvith her before now. I ser,~ed on 
>>> dissertation corcanittee 
>>> when I taught there in the English 
>>> det~artment. I 

>>: However, I don’t know much about the 
>>> prT)ject she is 

>>> proposing currently-; and I have asked that she send me a description. 

>>> I can contact you once I have communicated with her fttrther, so that 
>>> I have, on 
>>> hand, some background irfformation about the project. But, I also am 
>>> happy to 
>>> talk to you about the wonderful xvork that I have knoxvn her to have done. 
>>> 

>>> Please let me know what will work for you. 
>>> Tomeiko 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 4:52 PM 

Su~nne <susanne@companioncaJnp.net> 

Re: Journal of Film and Video Chine~ Cinema 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much as I did not expect you to respond so 
quickly. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Susanne 
<susarme@companioncamp.net>: 

> Charlene, 
> 

> Here you go I made just a few edits. 
> 

> Susanne 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> From: regester@emaihunc.edu 
> To: susanne@companioncamp.net <susanne@companioncamp net> 
> Subject: Re: Journal of Fihn and Video Chinese Cinema 
> Date: 29/09/10 09:52 
> 

>> Dear Susanne: Please edit the review of an essay for the Journal of 
>> Film and Video on Chinese Cinema. Thanks for your review of Thunder at 
>> the Gate Let em kno~v that you have received this material. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting Susanne Carter 
> &lt;susanne@cumpani on camp.net&st; : 
>> 

>> &st; Ill Charlene, 
>> &st; 
>> &St; Here is the edited essay. I fuund the name ufthe song the churus 
>> &st; was singing and inserted it Vepf interesting! 
>> &st; 
>> &st; We are now at 6 hours of editing. May I send yuu an invuice? 
>> &st; 
>> &st; Susanne 
>> &st; 
>> &st; 
>> &st; regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> &gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Attached is the essay un Preciuus previously 
>> &gt;&gt; mentioned. I assume that yuu had received this wurk but 
> apparently 
>> &gt;&gt; in my haste to leave tuwn, I furgot tu send Edit at your 
> earliest 
>> &gt;&gt; cunvenience. Thanks much [’or yuur assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
> 

>> &gt;&gt; Regester Qnnting Susanne Carter 
> &lt;susanne@companiuncamp net&st; : 
>> &gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Charlene, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; I carmot find it in ray e-mail, ll’you’ll rescnd, I’ll edit 
> it ASAP. 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; By the ~vay, I read the novel/Push/and ~vatched the movie 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;/Preciousi-both ~vere very-, very- powerfuh 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: I sent you a copy of a long essay on the 
>film 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; entitled, Precious. It was some 35 pages. I will have to 
> re-locate 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; and resend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt;: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Charlene, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; I don’t remember a third document. Can you resend 
> it’.’ rll get right on 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; it! 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; ......... Original IVlessage ........ 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; From: regester@emaihunc.edu 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; To: susanne@companioncamp net 
> &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Subject: Re: Thanks 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Date: 18/08/10 11:40 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Thanks for editing the proposal and 
> letter Only recently 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; have I had time to look at these documents Let 
> me know when the essay 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; on Precious will be completed -- however, no rush 



> just take your time. 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; My school is beginning and it is hectic. 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Quoting Susanne Carter 
> &amp;It;susanne@companion camp.net&amp;gt;: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Charlene, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Here’s no. 1. 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; regester@email.tmc.edu wrote: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&arr~p;gt; Dear Susanne: Please edit the 
> following coroments that I 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; made at a 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; recent conference. These 
> materials are needed for their 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; xvrite-up 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; regarding the cotfference. That~:s 
> much for your assistance and 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; please 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&arr~p;gt; let me knnw that you have 
> received this material. Sincerely, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&arr~p;gt; Charlene Regester Quoting 
> Susanne Carter 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;lt;susatme@companioncamp.net&amp;gt;: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Hi Charlene, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&arr~p;gt; Here’s an invoice for 
> the editing work I’ve done 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; for you over 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; the 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; past few months 
> Thanks 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; -- 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Susanne Carter 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm 
> Road 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 919-545-CA\~ 
> (919-545-2267) 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> susanne@companioncamp.net 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; w~vw companioncamp.net 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; -- 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Susanne Carter 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Companinn Camp, LLC 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 919-545-C?’&,IP (919-54.5-2267) 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; www companioncamp.net 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&g t;&g t; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&g t;&g t; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&g t;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Message sent using UebiMiau 2.7.10 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; -- 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne Carter 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 919-545-CA?,¢g) (919-545-2267) 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; www.companioncamp.net 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 



>> &gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt; 

>> &gt; 

>> &gt; -- 

>> &gt; Susarme Carter 

>> &gt; Companion Camp, LLC 

>> &gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 

>> &gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 

>> &gt; 919-545-C~/LV2P (919-545-2267) 

>> &gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 

>> &gt; ,~vw.companioncamp.net 

>> &gt; 

>> &gt; 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Message sent using UebiMiau 2.7.10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 4:54 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Yonr Mail 

..... Forwarded message Iicom regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 29 Sep 2010 16:51:34 -0400 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: Your Mail 

To: Tomeiko Ashford .~yahoo corn> 

[)ear Tomeiko: 

You can let me 
know what you think Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tomeiko 
As h~2~rd         ~!yahoo. corn>: 

tli Charlene: 

I’ve been out of town. 

Also, 
will read it 

has sent me a description of her proposed pr~iect. I 

and then call you. I have agreed to sel~’e as a recorcanender for her, but, of 
course, I respect that this is your decision. Again, I do look forward to 
talking with you about her past work; and I will review the proposal for her 
future project. Please let me know what times will work for you to talk. 

Take care, 
Tomeiko 

From: "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Tomeiko Ashford        @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Sun, September 26, 2010 12:28:50 PM 
Subiect: Re: Your Mail 

Dear Tomeiko: Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Tomeiko Ashford @yahoo.corn>: 

>> Hi Charlenc: 
>> 

>> I will wait to hear from and then get back to you. Thar~k you 
>> again for 
>> your support and offer of a recommendation 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Should you agree 
>> to provide a 
>> recommendation, I will send you a detailed list of my work. 
>> 
>> Thanks again, and rll be in touch. 
>> Tomeiko 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: "regester@email uric edu" <regester@email unc.edu> 

>> To: Tomeiko Ashford        @ahoo.com> 
>> Sent: Fri, September 24, 2010 12:38:06 PM 
>> Subject: Re: Your Mail 
>> 

>> Dear Tomeiko: Thanks for getting back with me because I am undecided 
>> about serving as her mentor It has nothing to do with her but my own 



>> bust’ schedule. First,                  next year and second, I am 
>> over committed (120 students, online class, 2 honors thesis, 1 
>> independent stu@ student, plus my own work). So, I will wait to hear 
>> from you and if you think that I should definitely do this, then ! will 
>> but it will only be because of your recomanendation. Also, she needed a 
>> letter from me indicating that I will sep~e in this capacity and I was 
>> a little uncertain about doing a letter for someone that I don’t know 
>> or have never met. Now that I have your email, I plan to stay ~n 
>> contact and aW information that I receive that I think is relevant I 
>> will forward. I ara really going to nriss you on campus -- so if you need 
>> a recomnrendation or anything don’t hestitate to ask because as 
>> struggling black women (and those who seemingly have their wits about 
>> them) we need to stick together, network, and create our own support 
>> system if possible. Good to hear front you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting Tomeiko Ashl’ord ~yahoo.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene: 

>>> This is Tomeiko Ashl’ord Carter. I was able to read the entail you sent 
>>> to my UNC 
>>> account. It’s good to hear from you, and thank you for your well wishes. 
>>> However, ray UNC account has been working variably, so I am sending 
>>> this message 
>>> from my Yahoo acco~mt. Prof. Samuel emailed me about finding 
>>> contacts for her 
>>> proposed project, and she mentioned wanting to work with you. 
>>> However, as with 
>>> you, I am just able to respond to her email. So, I am not sure if you 
>>> have been 
>>> able to talk with her before now. I selwed on 
>>> dissertation corcanittee 
>>> at Florida State Universi~ when I taught there in the English 
>>> department. I 
>>> believe that nrost of the FSU English ~aculty would agree that she 
>>> was highly 
>>> regarded for her work there However, I don’t know much about the 
>>> prRiect she is 
>>> proposing cun-ently; and I have asked that she send me a description. 
>>> 

>>> I can contact you once I have con~municated ~vith her I~-ther, so that 
>>> I have, on 
>>> hand, some background information about the project. But, I also am 
>>> happy to 
>>> talk to you about the wonderful work that I have known her to have done 
>>> 

>>> Please let me know what will work for you. 
>>> Tomeiko 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 6:33 PM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Re: Your Mail 

Hi ChMene: 

Your point is well taken although I think you would be just as strong. I will check with some others firs1 and keep you in reserve. I thank you for the offer. I really 
appreciate it. 

Let me know when you axe available to talk othen¥ise. 

From-" "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Tomeiko Ashford        @yahoo.cam> 
Sent-" Wed, September 29, 20~0 4:51:34 PM 
Subject-" Re: Your Mail 

Dear Tomeiko: 

know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tomeiko 

Ashford.        @yahoo.cam>: 

> Hi Charlene: 

> I’ve been out of town. 

> Also 
> will rean 

has sent me a description of her proposed project. I 

and then call you. I have agreed to serve as a recommender for her, but, of 
course, I respect that this is your decision. Again, I do look forward to 

talking with you about her past work; and l will review the proposal for her 
future project. Please let me know what times will work for you to talk. 

Take care, 
Tomeiko 

From: "regester~,email.unc.edu" <reqester~,email.unc.edu> 
To: Tomeiko Ashford         ~.yahoo.com> 
Sent: Sun, September 26, 20"10 12:28:50 PM 

Subject: Re: Your Mail 

Dear Tomeiko: Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Tomeiko Ashford, ~yahoo.com>: 

>> Hi Charlene: 
>> 

>> I will wait to hear from and then get back to you. Thank you 

>> again for 
>> your support and offer of a recommendation. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Should you agree 
>> to provide a 

>> recommendation, I will send you a detailed list of my work. 
>> 

>> Thanks again, and I’ll be in touch. 

>> Tomeiko 

>> 



>> From: "re.qester@email.unc.edu" <re.qester@email.unc.edu> 

>> To: Tomeiko Ashford         .~,yahoo~com> 
>> Sent: Fri, September 24, 2010 12:38:08 PM 
>> Subject: Re: Your Mail 
>> 

>> Dear Tomeiko: Thanks for getting back with me because I am undecided 
>> about serving as her mentor. It has nothing to do with her but my own 
>> busy schedule. First,                            ]nd second, I am 

>> over committed (120 students, online class, 2 honors thesis, 1 
>> independent study student, plus my own work). So, I will wait to hear 
>> from you and if you think that I should definitely do this, then I will 
>> but it will only be because of your recommendation. Also, she needed a 
>> letter from me indicating that I will serve in this capacity and I was 
>> a little uncertain about doing a letter for someone that I don’t know 
>> or have never met. Now that I have your email, I plan to stay in 
>> contact and any information that I receive that I think is t~levant I 
>> will forward. I am really going to miss you on campus - so if you need 
>> a recommendation or anything don’t hestitate to ask because as 
>> struggling black women (and those who seemingly have their wits about 
>> them) we need to stick together, network, and create our own support 
>> system if possible. Good to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> Quoting Tomeiko Ashford, @yahoo.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene: 
>>> 

>>> This is Tomeiko Ashford Carter. I was able to read the email you sent 
>>> to my UNC 
>>> account. It’s good to hear from you, and thank you for your well wishes. 
>>> However, my UNC account has been working variably, so I am sending 
>>> this message 
>>> from my Yahoo account. Prof. Samuel emailed me about finding 
>>> contacts for her 
>>> proposed project, and she mentioned wanting to work with you. 

>>> However, as with 
>>> you, I am just able to respond to her email. So, I am not sure if you 

>>> have been 
>>> able to talk with her before now. I served on 
>>> dissertation committee 
>>> at Florida State University when I taught there in the English 
>>> department. I 
>>> believe that most of the FSU English faculty would agree that she 
>>> was highly 
>>> regarded for her work there. However, I don’t know much about the 
>>> project she is 
>>> p[~)posing currently; and I have asked that she send me a description. 
>>> 

>>> I can contact you once I have communicated with her further, so that 

>>> I have, on 
>>> hand, some backgr~)und information about the project. But, I also am 
>>> happy to 
>>> talk to you about the wonderful work that I have known her to have done. 
>>> 

>>> Please let me know what will work for you. 
>>> Tomeiko 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 8:19 AM 

Takagi, Tis~ <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com:~ 

RE: que~ 

Dear Tisse: At this time, I prefer cash because I have so many books I 
don’t have enough room to house them all Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup. corn>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Safely and gratefully received. No need for a printout on letterhead, 
this ~vill more than sufiice. May I send some books or cash your way? 

Thanks so much, and all best, 
Tisse 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regesterCJ)email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2010 1:59 PM 
To: Takagi, Tisse 
SubJect: RE: que~’ 

[)ear Tisse: Attached is my review of Thunder at the Gate. If you need 
[’or me to send on letterhead, please let me know Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse Takagi@oup.com>: 

>> Thanks, Charlene I’ll put the manuscript in the mail today. 
>> Best, 
>> Tisse 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, July 22, 2010 2:34 PM 
>> To: Takagi, Tisse 
>> Subject: RE: query 
>> 

>> Dear Tisse: You can send the manuscript to -- 
>>                      ’]’hanks for working with me. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>> Sor~ for the delay in responding Two months would be fine; ~n 
>>> theory at least it may take less time, as you’re obviously going to 
>>> be familiar with the primary material To what address shall I send 
>>> the manuscript? 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> Tisse 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester,@,email.ur~c.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, July 19, 2010 2:37 PM 
>>> To: Takagi, Tisse 
>>> Subject: Re: que~ 

>>> Dear Tisse: Thanks for the inquiry regarding the manuscript. I would be 
>>> mure than glad to review but I would need at least two months - Iwill 
>>> be away two weeks in August and then school starts which will slow me 
>>> down a little. If you are willing to give me more time to submit the 
>>> review, then I will be glad to review this work. Finally, thanks much 
>>> for your invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, 
>>> Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com>: 

>>>> Dear Charlene Regester, 

>>>> Apologies for writing out of the blue, but my colleague Susan Ferber 
>>>> suggested I contact you. I wondered if you might be interested in 
>>>> reviewing a manuscript for OlfP, an anthology entitled Thunder at the 
>>>> Gate: African .~ericans on War, Freedom, Citizenship, and Patriotism, 
>>>> edited by A. Y?misi Jimoh and Frangoise Hamlin. The volume corabines 
>>>> selected primary literary sources with historical essays that map not 
>>>> only the history of Africans and African Americans in the military 
>>>> beginning with the colonial era, but also the debates and shifting 
>>>> conceptualizations about meanings of citizenship, patriotism, and 
>>>> freedom across this time period. 

>>>> The manuscript is 670 double-spaced pages (including notes & 
>>>> bibliography) and I’d hope to receive reports in ~-4-6 weeks Though 
>>>> the total page count is quite high, the majority of that is primaW 
>>>> material, so I’d hope it wouldn’t take too much time to review-. There 
>>>> would, of course, be an honorarium. 

>>>> Would you please let me kno~v at your earliest convenience if you’d be 
>>>> able to review this manuscript? If not, I’d welcome any suggestions 



>>>> you might have :For other suitable reviewers Thanks in advance for 
>>>> your time and attention 

>>>> All the best, 

>>>> Tisse 

>>>> Tisse Takagi i Associate Editor 
>>>> Oxford University Press ] 198 _’vladison Ave ] New York, NY 10016 
>>>> 212.726.6080 ] tisse.takagi@oup.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 8:28 AM 

stropim~o@ithaca.edu 

Review of Espy tbr Journal of Fihn and Video 

Journal of Film and Video Review of Essay on Chinese Cinema[1].doc 

Dear Stephen: Attached is a copy of the essay that I reviewed on 
Chinese cinema for the Journal of Film and Video Please let me know 
that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Review of Essay for Journal of Film and Video 

Essay entitled: "On Top of the World In Tibet: Authenticity and Accessibility in Horse 

Thief and Mountain Patrol: KekexiH" 

The essay submitted on films of Tibet depicting Chinese culture is an interesting one primarily 

because of the interest that Americans hold for China or Chinese cinema. The writer clearly 

prefaces his/her argument that in critiquing these films, the new Chinese films provide cinematic 

levels of representation and authenticity and construct an "authentic" China and Tibet for those 

in the country as well as for global audiences. Inherent in his/her position is the appeal for 

American audiences who are interested in becoming more familiar with both the culture and the 

cinema that emanates from this culture. This essay will automatically have some degree of 

interest particularly for the Jo~trnal of Film and Video as it attempts to become more global in its 

perspective. 

However, as a film historian, I am not certain that my critique effectively evaluates this essay 

because of my limited knowledge of films produced from this region. Therefore, my comments 

should be viewed rather skeptically since I am less familiar with this cinema, even though I do 

have some knowledge of the cinema of those who represent "Others" or marginalized groups. 

Overall, I thought the essay was well written, clearly argued, well developed and constructed. 

The writer provides representative examples from both films to make his/her case strongly. My 

concern is that the argument guiding the discussion may not necessarily be strong enough to 

create wide appeal. Since we already know that because of the political climate in Tibet, film 

representations will be censored, then is this argument compelling enough to warrant a 

discussion of these films from this perspective? If this is a compelling argument, then the essay 

definitely desew-es to be published. However, if this is not a compelling argument, then perhaps 

the essay does not warrant publication in this journal. Again, since I am not familiar with the 

films, it is difficult for me to assess if the writer approaches this topic or critically analyzes these 

films in a novel or interesting way. 

If the j ournal decides to publish this essay, I think it will have some degree of appeal because it 

focuses on Chinese cinema - a cinema seldom explored. 

Specifically: 

The discussion on how these films were received in film festivals should be moved to the 

end of the essay. I thought it was a little distracting to include in the section where you 

are making the central argument and deconstructing the film. 



2) The section where you discuss the characteristics that these films share also seems 

misplaced - this too could be moved to the end of the essay. It takes away from your 

discussion of how each film in and of itself is important or significant. 

3) It might even be more effective to move the section on globalization and accessibility 

first or to the front of the essay and then evaluate each film separately so that the central 

focus of the essay is made much stronger. 

It seems that if the focus of the essay is to explore how these films construct authenticity, 

then this needs to be more clearly articulated at the onset. At some point, I ~vas a little 

confused, but perhaps I did not understand what the writer was attempting to accomplish. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 1, 2010 ll:ll AM 

Davis, Joshua C <jcdavis@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fellowships 

Dear Josh: did you recommend for me to apply to -- was 
it 11 so please let me know Thanks for your 
assistance in this matter and hope things are going ~vell in 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting regester@email.unc.edu: 

Dear Josh: ;Vhile I know that you have graduated, I am inquiring about 
graduate students that you might kno~v who are still connected to 
Chapel Hill alrd who might be looking for a townhouse (two bedroo~rdtwo 
bath)to rent on a quiet cul-de-sac. If so, please forward this 
message to them and let them know that a rental proper~z is available 

;Fhanks much for 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 10:33 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Scholar to Consider for Possible ttire 

Dear Ken: My concern is 
’ Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Kenneth 

Janken <krj anken@email.unc, edu >: 

> I think flais is interesting. But before we made an?- moves, I’d like 
> to see how- the business with ~ plays out. Julius: do 
> you have any updates for us? 

> Kenneth 
> 
> On 10/1,’2010 10:44 AM. Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 
>> Dear Colleagues, 
>> I recently learned of someone who might be a good fit for a 
>> future hire in AFAM.                                 so this 
>> might provide an opportnnity to meet with him. His name is 

>> Here are 
>> links to his online il~li~lanation. 

>> https:, 
>> http :// 

>> Best, 
>> I<Sa 

> Kenneth R. Janken 
> 
> Professor uf Afru-American Studies 
> 

> Department uf African and Afru-American Studies 

> 109 Battle Hall, CB//3395 

> Universi~ ofNurth Carulina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

> (919) 962-1519 (vuice) 
> 

> (919) 966-2694 

>/Click on a link for itfformation about my publications:i 

> http :i/ww~v. umass, edu/umpress/spr 97iianken.htrnl 
> 

> http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.html 
> 

> http ://nndpress.nd.eduibook/P00780 
> 

> http ://nndpress.nd.eduibook/P00723 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 10:41 AM 

Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com> 

Re: Micheaux and Piney Woods 

Dear Dan: Good to hear from you and glad to kno~v that you are doing 
well I did not realize that your family had expanded because I only 
knew of one. As for the Micheaux connection to Piney Wood, I have veW 
little information as well but I will pass this onto Pearl Bowser who 
is likely to know more than anyone else. Thanks for giving me your 
email and keeping me abreast of your current endeavors Glad that 
things are going well. If I come to the area would love to meet with 
you and new members of your family. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> I wanted to contact you because I had a phone call the other week 
> from someone asking about Oscar Micheaux. 

> First, I should tell you that I am no longer in the world of 
> academics I leI’t Bo~vdoin College in 2008 

> Anyway, I received a phone call out of the blue the other day from 
> Marvin Jones, an administrator at the ~iney Woods School in 
> Mississippi, asking about ()scar Micheaux. He got in touch with me 
> aRer reading a portion of my book, Outside America. In a nutshell, 
> he asked me what I know about the connection between OM and Piney 
> Woods I couldn’t help him much, though we talked quite a while about 
> Macheaux and Black Towns - took my back to a few years ago. I told 
> him that I would ask a few people that I know regarding his query 
> 

> Do you have any info or could you put me in touch with someone who 
> might know more about the connection? 

> If you care to contact Marvin Jones directly, he is at 
> ol @hotmail.com 
> 

> I hope all is well with you. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Dan Moos 

> Daniel J. Moos, ]-rincipal 
> Convergent Capital Consultants 
> Providence, RI 02906 
> 401.248.1685 
> dmoos@convergecap, corn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 10:44 AM 

Tomeiko Ashtbrd ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Recommendation 

Dear Tomeiko: Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Tomeiko 
Aslaford        @yahoo. corn>: 

Hi Charlene: 

I just wanted to let you know that 

anything else. 

My best wishes to you, 
Tomeiko 

Please let me knnw if you need 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 11:15 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Scholar to Consider for Possible ttire 

Dear Ken: Thanks for your reply and explanation I am on the same page 
with you and definitely support with 
other options open as indicated in your email. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

I think you raise good questions. Here is nay response: 

Kenneth 

On 10/4/2010 10:32 AM, regester@emaiI.nnc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Ken: My concern is 
>>                               Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>> Kenneth Janken <kuanken@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> I think this is interesting. But before we made any moves, I’d 
>>> like to see how the business with plays out. 
>>> Julius: do you have any updates for us? 

>>> Kenneth 
>>> 

>>> On 10/1/2010 10:44 ~\~ Kia Lilly Caldwel[ wrote: 
>>>> Dear Colleagues, 
>>>> I recently learned of someone who might be a good fit for a 
>>>> future hire in ~’AM.                                    so 
>>>> this might provide an opportunity to meet with him. His name is 

>>>> links to his online information. 

>>>> https :, 
>>>> http:) 

>>>> Kia 

>>> Kenneth R. Janken 

>>> Professor of Afro-American Studies 

>>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

>>> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

>>> Universi~ of North Carolina 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

>>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 

>>> (919) 966-2694 (fax) 

>>>/Click on a link for information about my publications:/ 

>>>http://www.umassedu/uanpressispr 97ilanken html 

>>> http :i/uncpress.unc edu/books/T-8059 hm~l 



>>> http://un dpress.nd.eduibook/PO0780 

>>> http://un dpress.nd.eduibook/P00723 

> Kenneth R. Janken 

> Professor of Afro-Funerican Studies 

> Departrnent of African and Afro-American Studies 

> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

> Universi~" of North Carolina 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 

> (919) 966-2694 (i?x) 

> ,’Click on a link for information about my publications:,,’ 

> http://www umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/janken.html 

> http ://uncpr ess uric. edu/books/T-8059.html 

> http://tmdpress.nd.edu/book/PO0780 

> http://tmdpress.nd.edu/book/PO0723 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 4:15 PM 

Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com> 

Re:Pea~cl Bowser Email Address 

Dear Dan: Contact Pearl Bowser at the following email address. If this 
does not work, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

@worldnet.att.net 

Quoting Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap com>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> I wanted to contact you because I had a phone call the other week 
> from someone asking about Oscar Micheaux. 

> First, I should tell you that I am no longer in the world of 
> academics. I left Bowdoin College in 2008. 

> Am, way I received a phone call out of the blue the other day from 
> Marvin Jones, an a~ninistrator at the Piney Woods School in 
> Mississippi, asking about Oscar Micheaux. tie got in touch with me 
> after reading a portion of my book, Outside America. In a nutshell, 
> he asked me what I know about the connection between OM and Piney 
> Woods. I couldn’t help him much, though we talked quite a while about 
> Micheaux and Black Towns - took my back to a few years ago I told 
> him that I would ask a few people that I know regarding his query. 
> 

> Do you have any info or could you put me in touch with someone who 
> might kno~v more about the connection? 

> If you care to contact Map�in Jones directly, he is at 
> or ~hotmaii.com 
> 

> I hope all is well with you 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Dan Moos 

> Daniel J. Moos, Principal 
> Convergent Capital Consultants 

> Providence, R1 02906 
> 401.248.1685 
> dmoos@convergecap, com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 4:24 PM 

jmg2196@columbia.edu 

Fwd: Micheaux and Piney Woods 

Dear Jane: I sent Dan Moos -- Pearl Bowser’s email address regarding 
this inquiry but it dawned on me later than someone else might be 
familiar with flais, therefore, I am forwarding to you as well. Bnt 
please do not send to the entire Oscar Micheaux Society list. If you 
know of specific persons ~vho might have some kno~vledge of this inqui~z 
please send to Dan personally. This might be another lead to uncovering 
new material about Micheaux Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from dmoos@convergecap corn ..... 
Date: Sat, 02 Oct 2010 18:18:05 -0400 
From: Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap corn> 

Reply-To: Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com> 
Subject: Micheaux and Piney Woods 

To: Charlene Regester <regester@email.uaac.edu> 

Hi Charlene, 

I wanted to contact you because I had a phone call the other week from 
someone asking about Oscar Micheaux. 

First, I should tell you that I am no longer in the world of academics. 
I left Bowdoin College in 2008. 

Anyway, I received a phone call out of the blue the other day from 
Marvin Jones, an administrator at the Piney Woods School in 
Mississippi, asking about Oscar iVhcheaux Fie got in touch with me after 
reading a portion of my book, Outside America In a nutshell, he asked 
me what I know about the connection between OM and Piney Woods. I 
couldn’t help him much, though we talked quite a while about Micheaux 
and Black Towns - took my back to a few years ago. I told him that I 
would ask a few people that I know regarding his queu 

Do you have any info or could you put me in touch with someone who 
might know- more about the cotmection? 

If you care to contact Marvin Jones directly-, he is at 

@hotmail.com 

I hope all is well with you. 

Thanks, 
Dan Moos 

Daniel J. Moos, Principal 
Convergent Capital Consultants 
Providence, RI 02906 
401.248.1685 
dmoos@convergecap.c om 

..... End forwarded ruessage ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 11:33 AM 

Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com> 

Re: Peaxl Bowser Email Address 

Dear Dan: I received the email address from Jane Gaines at Columbia but 
in the meantime, I sent your request to her and hope that she will 
respond. I will continue to work on this Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap corn>: 

> The address for Pearl Bowser got kicked back to me. 
> Dan 
> 

> On 10/4/2010 4:15 PM. regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Dan: Contact Pearl Bowser at the following email address If 
>> this does not work, please let me kno~v. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 
>~ ~worldnet.att.net 
>> 

>> Quoting Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I wanted to contact you because I had a phone call the other ~veek 
>>> frum sumeone asking about Oscar Micheaux 

>>> First, I shuuld tell you that I am nu longer in the wurld uf 
>>> academics. I left Bowdoin Cullege in 2008. 

>>> Anyway, I received a phune call out uf the blue the uther day from 
>>> ]VIap~in Jones, an administrator at the Piney Wouds School in 
>>> Mississippi, asking about Oscar Macheaux He gut in touch with me 
>>> after reading a portiun ufmy buok, Outside America. In a nutshell, 
>>> he asked me what I know abuut the connectiun between OM and Piney 
>>> Wouds. I cuuldn’t help him much, though we talked quite a while 
>>> abuut Micheaux and Black Towns - touk my back tu a few years agu I 
>>> told hiru that I would ask a few people that I krmw regarding his 
>>> query. 

>>> Do you have any info or could you put me in touch with sorueone ~vho 
>>> might know more about the connection? 

>>> If you care to contact Mal~in Jones directly, he is at 

>>> or               @hotmaihcom 

>>> I hope all is xvell with you. 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> Dan ~/ioos 

>>> Daniel J. Moos, Principal 
>>> Convergent Capital Consultants 
>>> Providence, RI 02906 
>>>401.248.1685 
>>> dmoos@convcrgecap, corn 

> Daniel J. Moos, Principal 
> Convergent Capital Consultants 
> Providence, RI 02906 
>401.2481685 
> dmuos@convergecap corn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 11:39 AM 

Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com> 

Re: Peaxl Bowser Email Address 

Dear Dan: I contacted Jane Gaines at Columbia and she told me that her 
student Cheiku Camara ~vould have contact information for Pearl Bowser. 

The student’s email is: cbc2117@columbia.edu 

Please let me know if you have any success. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com>: 

> The address for Pearl Bowser got kicked back to me. 
> Dan 
> 

> On 10/4/2010 4:15 PM. regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Dan: Contact Pearl Bowser at the following email address If 
>> this does not work, please let me kno~v. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 
>~ @worldnet.att.net 
>> 

>> Quoting Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I wanted to contact you because I had a phone call the other week 
>>> from someone asking about Oscar Micheaux 

>>> First, I should tell you that I am no longer in the world of 
>>> academics. I left Bowdoin College in 2008. 

>>> Anyway, I received a phone call out of the blue the other day from 
>>> ]VIap~in Jones, an administrator at the Piney Woods School in 
>>> Mississippi, asking about Oscar Macheaux He got in touch with me 
>>> after reading a portion of my book, Outside America. In a nutshell, 
>>> he asked me what I know about the connection between OM and Piney 
>>> Woods. I couldn’t help him much, though we talked quite a while 
>>> about Micheaux and Black Towns - took tW back to a few years ago. I 
>>> told him that I would ask a few people that I know regarding his 
>>> query. 

>>> Do you have any info or could you put me in touch with someone ~vho 
>>> might know more about the connection? 

>>> If you care to contact Mal~in Jones directly, he is at 

>>> or                ~hotmail.com 

>>> I hope all is xvell with you. 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> Dan K/ioos 

>>> Daniel J. Moos, Principal 
>>> Convergent Capital Consultants 
>>> Providence, RI 02906 
>>>401.248.1685 
>>> dmoos@convergecap, corn 

> Daniel J. Moos, Principal 
> Convergent Capital Consultants 
> Providence, RI 02906 
>401.2481685 
> dmoos@convergecap corn 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 12:41 PM 

Takagi, Tis~ <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com:~ 

RE: Tax Form Attached 

W9Folm.pdf 

Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse Takagi@oup.com>: 

Of course; I completely understand Would you mind filling out the 
following W-9 fom~: http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdd/t\vg.pdf 
and faxing it to me? Our accounting office needs the form to process 
the payment. Our fax # is 212.7266443. Alternatively, you could scari 
and email. 

’]’hanks again, and sorry :[’or the extra paperwork. 

Best, 
Tisse 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2010 8:19 AM 
To: Takagi, Tisse 
SubJect: KE: query 

[)ear Tisse: At this time, I prefer cash because I have so many books I 
don’t have enough room to house them all. Thanks much Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Safely and gratefully received. No need for a printout on letterhead, 
>> this will more than suffice. May I send some books or cash your way? 
>> 

>> Thanks so much, and all best, 
>> Tisse 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.tmc.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2010 1:59 PM 
>> To: Takagi, Tisse 
>> Subject: RE: query 
>> 

>> Dear Tisse: Attached is nry review of Thunder at the Gate. Kyou need 
>> for nre to send on letterhead, please let nre know-. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup.conr>: 
>> 

>>> Thanks, Charlene. I’ll put the nranuscript in the mail today. 

>>> Best, 
>>> Tisse 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email.tmc.edu [raailto:re~ester(~email.unc.edn] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, July 22, 2010 2:34 PM 
>>> To: Takagi, Tisse 
>>> Subject: RE: query 

>>> Dear Tisse: You can send the manuscript to - 
>>>                      Thanks for working with me. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse. Takagi@oup. cora>: 

>>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>>> Sorry for the delay in responding. %vo months would be fine; in 
>>>> theory at least it may take less time, as you’re obviously going to 
>>>> be familiar with the primary material. To what address shall I send 
>>>> the manuscript? 
>>>> Thanks, 
>>>> Tisse 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, July 19, 2010 2:37 PM 
>>>> To: Takagi, Tisse 
>>>> Subject: Re: query 

>>>> Dear Tisse: Thanks for the inquiry regarding the manuscript I would be 
>>>> more than glad to review but I would need at least two months -- Iwill 
>>>> be away t~vo weeks in August and then school starts which will slow me 
>>>> down a little. It’you are ~villing to give me more time to submit the 
>>>> review, then I will be glad to review this work. Finally, thanks much 
>>>> for your invitation Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, 
>>>> Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com>: 



>>>>> Dear Charlene Regester, 

>>>>> Apologies for writing out of the blue, but my colleague Susan Ferber 
>>>>> suggested ! contact you. I wondered if you might be interested in 
>>>>> reviewing a manuscript lk~r OUP, an antholog~ entitled Thunder at the 
>>>>> Gate: African Americans on War, Freedom, Citizenship, and Patriotism, 
>>>>> edited by A Y?misi Jimoh and Fran~oise Hamlin. The volume combines 
>>>>> selected primary literary sources with historical essays that map not 
>>>>> unly the history of Africans and African Atnericans in the ruilitary 
>>>>> beginning with the colonial era, but also the debates and shifting 
>>>>> conceptualizations about meanings of citizenship, patriotism, and 
>>>>> fteedom across this time period. 

>>>>> The ruanuscript is 670 double-spaced pages (including notes & 
>>>>> bibliography) and I’d hope to receive reports in -4-6 weeks. Though 
>>>>> the total page count is quite high, the majority- of that is primary 
>>>>> ruaterial, so I’d hope it wouldn’t take too much time to review. There 

>>>>> would, of course, be an honorari~tm. 

>>>>> Would you please let me kno~v at yam earliest convenience if you’d be 
>>>>> able to review this ruanuscript? If not, I’d welcome any suggestions 
>>>>> you might have for other suitable reviewers. Thanks in advance for 
>>>>> your time and attention. 

>>>>> All the best, 

>>>>> Tisse Takagi I Associate Editor 
>>>>> Oxford University Press 1198 Madison Ave I New York, NY 10016 

>>>>> 212.726.60801 tisse.takagi@oup.com 

Dear Tisse: Attached is a cop?’ of the tax form requested Please let me 
know- that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 5:28 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Fwd: Anuounciug 2011 William A. Fmker Heritage Awaacd Ca]l tbr Entries and Evenks 

..... Forwarded message from ne~vcinema@studentfilrmnakers.com ..... 
Date: Tue, 5 Oct 2010 07:34:49 -0400 
From: StudentFiln~aakers Online <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Reply-To: StudentFihnmakers Online <newcinema@studentfiln~aakers corn> 
Subject: Announcing 2011 William A Fraker Heritage Award Call for 
Entries and Events 

To: "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@emaihunc edu> 

StudentFilmmakers.com Announcing New" (;all for Entries, Educational 
Programs and Networking Events 

If you are having problems viewing this message, an altemauve 
Flew[ 1 ] is available. 

[2] 

Announcing Featured Film and Video 
(;all :[’or Entries, Events, and Workshops 

FfiATURt:.D CALL FOR EN~IIZ[ES 

W MAGAZINE IS I,OOK]NG FOR ’HIE NEXT STAR FIL?,/fMAKER. Be~veen now and 
October 15th, visit wmagamne.comJfashiononfilm[3] to submit a 
creative one-minute video of your interpretation o17 the best style 
moment of the season A panel of judges - Fashion Photographer Tim 
Walker, Mad Men costume designer Janie Bryant, W magazine Creative 
Director Jody Quon, and Director Douglas Keeve - will review your 
submissions and select the finalists The top 20 videos will be 
featured among W’s first-ever online film festival launching this 
November The Fashion Minute wirmer awarded a $1,000 prize. 

[4]     The American Socie~ of Cineruatographers (ASC) has aimounced a 
call for entries in the 2011 WILLIAM A. FRAKER HERITAGE AWARD 
COMPETITION for outstanding artistic achievemunt in student 
filrrmraking. Educational institutions nray submit up to txvo qualified 

students for each category. Films will be evaluated by a jury of ASC 
nrunrbers xvho will judge the students’ execution of artful 
cineruatography and effective creation of images that augraent the 
visions of the directors and performances by the actors. The deadline 
for subnritting entries is November 1 by noon (PST)./(Pictured: 
William A. Fraker, ASC, BSC at the 2006 ASC Awards. Photo by Cl’uis 
Pizzello. y 

[5]      SUBMIT YOUR EiX~I~RYES NOW THRU NOV. 1 ST[6]: The 2010 Surrm~er 
Shorts Awards is open to All Fihnmakers, Video Makers, and Aninrators 
of all levels around the world. You don’t have to be a student. There 
is no entU fee. The First Place winner will receive a Steadicam 
Merlin with amgvest kit (valued at $2,800). StudentFilrcanakers.com 
has the nrission to discover outstanding new- filmmakers. The wiimers 
will be featured in StudentFilmrnakers Magazine. Get filmrnaker 
guidelines and enter your short fihns, videos, and animations today-: 
w’aax, studunt filnmaakers, c orrgsu~maershort s2010 [ 7] 

[8] 

Filrrwaaking Tips & Tricks. 
Insider Techniques, How-To’s & Best Practices 

[9] 

[ 10] START NETWORKING NOW: JOIN THE WORLD’S BEST FILM AND VIDEO 

NETWORK[11]. Meet professionals and new-and-emerging filn~nakers, from 

around the world Find jobs, post your calls for crew, videos, blogs, 

and photos. 

FEATL2ZED EVENTS 

[12] 

REGISTER ONLIik~ NOW: SHOWBIZ EX3~O IN NEW YORK CITY will be held on 
Saturday-, October 9th, from 10am to 6pm, at the Ne~v York Hilton. 
SHOWBIZ EXPO INLOS ANGELES ~vill be held on December 4th & 5th, 
10am to 5pm, at the Los Angeles Convention Center ShowBiz Expo is a 
5-Star Event that brings together everyone who works in film, video, 
TV, theatre, fashion and live events. Attendees come fi*om all over 
the world to meet with leading companies who provide products & 
services to the ShowBiz Industry, network with their peers and attend 
workshops, seminars and film screenings 



DOErT FORGET TO DROP BY THE S TUDEixTFILV/ivIAKERS.COM EXHIBIT BOOTH # 
217 AT TItE SHOW 

[13]    RESERVE YOUR SEAT NOW[14]: Sign up now for the SttOOT]NG 
EPISODIC TV WORKSHOP WITH WILLIAM KLAYER This continuing education 
seminar will feature an intensive workshop led by William Klayer, a 
30-year veteran, who worked on over 200 episodes for the award 
winning television series, "Law & Order". Mr. KIayer fihned 90 
episodes as the Cinematographer (Director of Photography) and served 
as the director for 4 episodes. "Law & Order" has won 41 awards, 
including 4 Emmy Awards, and has garnered 151 nominations, including 
6 Golden Globes. 

[15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 

SUBSCR]Ia.E TO STUI)ENT[~’ILX/2MAKI{RS MAGAZ]NE at 
www.student filmmakers corn/store[20] 

For Advertising and Sponsorship Opportunities[21], please contact 
your representative today: 
Kim Welch, (212) 255-5458 
Jody k/hchelle Solis, (917) 472-7849 

SmdentFihnmakers.com[22] 1123 Broadway, Suite ~307, New York, NY 10010 
(212)255-5454 

To be unsubscribed frora the October mailing list, simply click on the 

lira: beloxv: 

LrNSUB SCRIBE REGESTER@EMAIL.UNC.EDU[23] 

Lira:s: 

[ 1 ] http :i/xvwxv. studentfilmmaker s. c omienexvsifcstival-enews 10-2010.hm’tl 
[2] http :/iwww. student filn~’naker s. c on,2 
[3] http : //link. argif ocus. com/ l O0-1 
[4] http:i/www.theasc.cotr~’asc news/News ArticlesiNexvs 307.php 
[5] http://www.studentfilrrm~akers, corr~’summershorts2010 
[6] http:/iwww.s~adentfiln~’nakers, con,Jsmnmershorts2010 
[7] http://www.studentfilrrm~akers, corr~’summershorts2010 
[8] 
htt~s:i/www.studentfihrm~akers.com/store/lxoduct.1)h~?~roductid 16322&cat 0&htt~://www.studentfilrmnakers.com/c~i-bitg716is.~l?xvhich 21-10-5-2010-7-49&~aae 0&featmed Y 

htt~s:i/www.studentfihrm~akers.com/store/lxoduct.1)h~?~roductid 16322&cat 0&htt~://www.studentfilrmnakers.com/c~i-bitg716is.~l?xvhich 21-10-5-2010-7-49&~aae 0&featmed Y 
[10] http :i/netw orking.studentfilmmakers, com 
[ 11 ] http://networking, studentfilrrm~akcrs, corn 
[12] https://secure.theregsite, cmr~’SBENYC 
[ 13] https ://www.studentfilmmakers. corn/store/product php?produ ctid 17825 
[14]https://www.studentfilmmakerscom/store/product.php?productid 17825 
[ 15] http://networking.smdentfihnmakers.com/ 
[16] http ://ww~v.f acebook com/pages/StudentFilmmakers/117683 881971 
[ 17] http ://t~vitter com/StdntFilmmakers 
[18] http ://www.my space, com/nvsmdentfllmmakers 
[19] http ://www youtube.corcJu ser/FilmmakersNetwork 
[20] https ://www. smdentfilmmakers corn/store/ 
[21] http://www studentfilmmakers com/advertise.shtml 
[22] http://www.studentfllmmakers corn 
[23] 
http://wwwstudentfilmmakers.com/cgi-bil~’716/s.pl?r l&l 21&e reaester :email.unc.edu 

..... End for~vardedmessage ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 12:01 PM 

@aol.com 

Hot News 

Dear This is to let you know that Archie Ervin is leaving 
to become Vice-President of Diversity Affairs at Georgia Tech 
Apparently, it is being reported on the website for Georgia Tech -- and 
I assume that the offer is one that could not be refused since he 
really liked being here. 

On another note, Dr. Palmer was in Raleigh last weeking for t2ae African 
American histow conference and our department was invited because they 
were honoring him at on his contributions to African American Studies 
Programs. I ~vas unable to attend because I got the message rather 
later 

So I may just send him a 
note since I could not make the event 

Just wanted to keep you abreast as I know you are tired of hearing from me 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:18 PM 

edtr~ 

Re: Potential Mentorship 

Dear         : This is to inform you t2aat I ~vill submit the letter on 
your behalf even though I may be                  ~ile I think you 
have a viable project my reluctance is that I am not particular about 
submitting a letter on someone’s behalf that I don’t kno~v or have not 
worked ~vith. Please forward whatever material is necessary for me to 
complete assuming that it is not too complicated because things here 
are hectic. If what I have to complete is complicated, I am probably 
not interested in doing so. You can let me know. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting edu>: 

Dear Professor Regester, 
Hello. My name is 

, I will be happy to forward the 
information :[’or submission of the letter. I apprecmte your time and 
consideration 

Kind regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 5:33 PM 

@gmail.com 

PCA/ACA Cont~rence Proposal 

To YVhom It May Concern: Below is a copy of a proposal that I am 
submitting to be considered for presentation to the upcoming PCA/ACA 
conference. Your review of this material is greatly appreciated 

Proposal submitted to the PCAiACA 2011 Conference-San Antonio, Texas 
Charlene Regester, PhD. 
Department of AIicican & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of Nolth Carolina-Chapel Hill 27599-3395 

regester@email.unc.edu 
(cell phone) 

Title: A Scaly Mother, Frightening Father, and Haunted Teen: 
Reading Precious as a Horror Film 

Precious (2009), a film based on a black teenager ~vho seeks to escape 
her oppressive conditions of parental abuse, incest, and illiteracy has 
been seeped in controversy because of its provocative representations, 
scandalous subject matter, and flirting with the taboo That the film 
takes on taboo subjects such as failed motherhood that is monstrous and 
demonic; incest; pedophilia; and homose×uali~, as well as re-centers 
decades old controversies between light and dark complexioned African 
Americans, perhaps explains some of the visceral response the film has 
received. Therefore, the primary argument advanced by this essay is 
that the horror genre becomes one way by which to read these racialized 
representations not to avoid any kind of critical engagement with the 
socio-politica[ issues that created the dilemma witnessed on screen or 
to disregard a class analysis of the obstacles faced by a young black 
adolescent attempting to escape her condition or to dismiss an artist’s 
right to create art but to suggest that because of the way the story 
urffolds, the filmmal~er deliberately drew upon the horror film genre so 
that the protagonist’s struggle becomes synonymous with a living 
mghtmare. In fact, because Precious has invited a storm of criticism 
and praise, my interrogation intends to add to the existing brrdy of 
literature and to read this film as horrific a film that has not been 
designated as a horror but one that warrants being read as such in view 
of its consistent association with the horrific, the inhuman, and the 
gothic My critique examines how the film constructs monstrous mothers, 
phallic mothers, and black motherhood; examines the depiction of 
incestuous father(s); rape, sexual taboo; and examines how the film 
constructs horror in terms of how it parallels other horror films To 
conduct this examination, I will draw upon the works of scholars such 
as Carol Clover, Barbara Creed, Mafie-Helene tluet, Annette Brauerhoch 
and bell hooks among others. For it is Harry Benshoff who contends 
that, "many critics and ~ans of the horror geme feel that [a] filru 
fails ’as a horror flim’ if it draws attention to sociopolitical ideas, 
that by ruaking people thirtk they will stop being scared. But that is 
precisely the point, for surely what is ruost political about a horror 
film is what scares audiences in the first place." Therefore, Precious, 
although not deemed a horrur film, bears resemblance to the hurror 
genre because it has succeeded in creating fear of a sociopolitical 
culture that stands to produce such monstrous mothers, terrorizing 
fathers, and nightmarish experiences. 

Hope to hear from you soon that I can appropriate reservations. Thanks 
much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 11:44 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Project MUSE - Link to resource Baker Article-Gffterl 

Dear Mae: Glad to know that we are attempting to schedule a meeting. I 
wanted to let you know that last week ~vas a busy week for me as well -- 
had some 70 papers to grade in addition to proposals, completing a 600 
page ms for Oxford UP, 100 page ms for some children’s book, etc., etc. 
But anyway I have collected a fe~v more essays to add to the Baker 
Bibliographya and will forward. On Thursday of next week the department 
is having its 40th Amaiversary Celebration tlcom 3:30 until 5:30 and 
then at 7pm is the Sonya Haynes Stone Lecture. Of course I will stay on 
campus for both of these events so if you would like -- we could meet 
for dilmer at the Carolina Inn from around 5:30 uaatil 7pm. If flais does 
not work we could work out another time -- I will be out of town over 
the Fall Break but maybe ~ve could meet on a Sunday evening as an 
alternative Also, I found an interesting article that is relevant to 
your essay on the video vixen -- it is titled Bump and Grind: Selling 
Sex (this is not t2ae exact title but when we meet, I will bring the 
essay) Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email unc.edu>: 

Good morning, Charlene, 

’]’hanks very much for forwarding info on Baker. 

I’ve made a few additions to the introduction, and 
may be able to return to it briefly sometime this 
weekend 

These last two weeks have been hectic (two proposals, 
one X/I~. thesis, and page proofs for Video Vixen article. 

Although I have master’s defense next Friday, perhaps 
we can meet on ’]2aursday (I may have an appointment 
directly after class, however). 

Hope all is well with you 

Best, mae 

Sent: ~I]aursday, October 07, 2010 8:59 AM 
To: tlenderson, Mae G 
Subject: Fwd: ProJect N42JSE - Link to resource Baker Article-Guterl 

..... Forwarded message from muse@press.jhu edu ..... 
[)ate: \Ved, 29 Sep 2010 16:44:56 -0400 
From: muse@press jhu.edu 

Reply -To: muse@press.j hu. edu 
Subiect: Project MUSE - Link to resource 

To: regester@eruail.unc.edu 

Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche 

http:i,’muse.jhu.edu/iournals/blc/v001/1.2.guterl.html 

Author: 
Matthew Pratt Guterl 

Subj,ects: 
SireI?ne des tropiques (Motion picture) 
Etie~azant, Henri, 1870-1953 - Criticisru and interpretation. 

Nalpas, Marie - Criticism and interpretation. 
Baker, Josephine, 1906-1975 -- Criticism and interpretation. 

Project MUSE - Black Carucra - Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche 
Proj ect MUSE Journals Black Camera Volume 1, i’~\tmber 2, Sut,mner 2010 
Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche Black Camera Volun~e 1, iXTumber 2, 
Sunnier 2010 E-ISSN: 1947-4237 Print ISSN: 1536-3155 L©I: 
10.1353/blc.0.0025 Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche Matthew Pratt 
Guterl AbstractThis essay explores the first full-length film... 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



20. See David Cesarani, "An Embattled Minority: The Jews in Britain during the First 

World War," The Politics of Marginality: Race, the Radical Right, and Minorities in Twen- 

tieth Century Britain, ed. Tony Kushner and Kenneth Lunn (London: Frank Cass, 199o), 

61-81. 

21. Leonard Woolf, "Three Jews," in Two Stories, 6-8. 

22. Virginia Woolf, "The Mark on the Wall," The Complete Shorter Fiction of Virginia 

Woolf, 2d ed., e& Susan Dick (New York: Harcourt, 1989), 89. 

23. Also writing in 1917, Victor Shklovsky warns that habitual thought "devours works, 

clothes, furniture, one’s wife, and the fear of war." Like Woolf, Shklovsky brings together 

the perception of everyday, domestic obiects and the perception of war, arguing that 

stereotypes and metonymic thinking impede the experience both of furniture and of 

fear. Victor Shklovsky, "Art as Technique" [1917], Russian Formalist Criticism: Four Essays 

(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1965), 12. 

24. Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway (dir. Marleen Gorris), 1997; Alex Zwerdling, Virginia 

Woolfand the Real World (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986). 

25. Virginia Woolf, Mrs Dalloway [1925] (New York: Harcourt, 1981), 3. 

26. The film shows another scene from the past that the novel, strikingly, omits: the 

scene of Clarissa’s engagement to Richard, which in the film involves a kiss between 

Richard and Clarissa. 

27. Theodor W. Adorno, "Parataxis: On HOlderlin’s Late Poetry," Notes to Literature: 

Volume I~vo, ed. Roll Tiedemann, trans. Shierry Weber Nicholsen (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1992), 131. 

28. Mich~le Barrett, "Virginia Woolf Meets Michel Foucault," Imagination in Theory: 

Essays on Writing and Culture (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999), 195. 

2~. Robbins, "The Village," 30. 

;~O. Theodor W. Adorno, Minima Moralia: Reflections from a Damaged Life, trans. E. F. N. 

Jephcott (London: Verso, 1978), 86. 

$!. Adorno makes the first comment many times in his work and takes it back on at 

least two occasions: once in Negative Dialectics and once in his late essay "Is Art Light- 

hearted?" Theodor W. Adorno, Negative Dialectics, trans. E. B. Ashton (New York: Con- 

tinuum, 1983), 362, and "Is Art Lighthearted?," Notes to Literature: Volume Two, 251. For 

an excellent account of the development of Adorno’s thinking on this topic, see Lyn 

Hejinian, "Barbarism," The Language of Inquiry (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

2ooo), 325. 

~2. Adorno, Minima Moralia, 18. 

$~. Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, trans. Harry Zohn (NewYork: Schocken, 1968), 256. 

~t. Virginia Woolf, The Years, ed. Hermione Lee (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1992), 319. My thanks to Mich~le Barrett for alerting me to Woolf’s reference to the Cavell 

monument. 

~. See editor’s note in The Years, 477-78, and Rowland Ryder, Edith Cavell (London: 

Hamish Hamilton 1975), 237. 

Virginia Woolf’s Evasion 

Black Venus, Blonde Venus 

That German cow has copied me all my life. 

The only thing left for her to copy will be my funeral. 

Josephine Baked 

No one could take umbrage at paying tribute to another. 

Josef von Sternberg2 

T 
he speakers in my epigraphs, aesthetic innovators in entertainment 

industries whose careers effloresced in the late ~92os on opposite 

sides of the Atlantic, are referring to the same person- Marlene Diet- 

rich--in a similarly bitter fashion. Dancer, cabaret artist, and "Interna- 

tional Star of the Screen" Josephine Baker accuses Dietrich of an imitation 

that cannot be counted the sincerest form of flattery, as the aphorism has 

it, but only read as appropriation, even theft. (The two performers did, 

incidentally, end up having similarly elaborate, state-sponsored funerals.)3 

Hollywood director Josef von Sternberg’s remark, by contrast, might al- 

most sound like a defense of his female star’s perceived copying, or aping, 

of Baker. Yet in this comment from his memoir about the German actress 

he brought to Hollywood, and with whom he made seven films for Para- 

mount Studios over a period of five years, Sternberg is in fact referring, just 

as acrimoniously, to Dietrich’s aggressive use of praise, which discomfits 

him as much as her mimicry bothers Baker. Though the director initially 

interprets Dietrich’s "excessive" public tributes to his artistic merits sympa- 

thetically (as an unconscious defense against the overwhelming experience 

of her adulation by others), he eventually suspects that she is marshalling 

her praise as a substitute for its rhetorical antithesis: criticism. 



During her first film with me in Berlin [The Blue Angel, 1930], when 

she was unimportant and no one outside her immediate circle took 

notice of her, it was easy to complain that nothing on earth was worth 

such torture. But those who had listened so eagerly before might not 

be so sympathetic to her woes following the unique success her woes 

took on. 

She now retailed her "torments" not as a complaint, but managed to 

turn this by shrewd indirection into an outstanding virtue. She flipped 

the other side of the coin, and with commendable instinct turned into 

a martyr who praised the divine grace which favored her with lacera- 

tions. She told everyone.., that [during the filming of Morocco, 193o] 

I let her walk out into a blazing desert, barefooted.., and that when 

she had fainted with exhaustion... I corrected her English when she 

had recovered enough to ask if I required another close up. This was not 

said to inform anyone that she had been mistreated. On the contrary, it 

was twisted into a form of praise for me. "Isn’t he wonderful? He even 

corrects my English when I don’t come out of a fainting spell properly." 

(FCL, 253-54, my italics) 

The director’s suspicion that the seemingly morally unassailable and 

even virtuous rhetoric of praise ("No one could take umbrage at paying 

tribute to another") has been adopted by Dietrich to disguise a more acid 

language of blame eventually culminates in his comparison of her praise 

to a violent discharge ("A geyser of praise began to shoot, hot and steam- 

ing, on the hour and every hour, and there was nothing I could do to 

avoid being scalded"), and its effects to that of a weapon, "spark[ing] a 

detonation that backfired on me" (254,257). Yet even as Sternberg inter- 

prets Dietrich’s praise as calculatedly and even injuriously aggressive, we 

can sense his grudging admiration of her "shrewd indirection," her ability 

to "[flip] the other side of the coin," to twist complaint or criticism into 

its difficult-to-criticize opposite. In other words, what Sternberg seems to 

admire most, even in the context of his own criticism of Dietrich, is the 

female performer’s skill at inversion: "As the voice of the charming woman 

discovered by me became stronger in extolling her director, the slander in 

opposition to her ’praise’ became thunderous. The scale always remained 

in balance" (257). 

Black Venus, Blonde Venus 

The awareness evidently shared by director and star of the fine line be- 

tween praise and criticism (and Sternberg’s belief in Dietrich’s ability to 

manipulate it) brings us back full circle to Baker’s accusation, which, par- 

alleling Sternberg’s interpretation of Dietrich’s praise as slander, insists on 

reading imitation not as homage but as mere aping or theft. If the sign 

of Dietrich thus links Josef and Josephine together, connecting Austrian 

American auteur to African American cabaret performer, it can also be said 

to connect these aesthetic concerns: imitation and the problem of gaug- 

ing its affect, "ethos," or encoded intent; praise and its surprisingly close 

relationship to criticism and other agonistic modes of discourse; and last, 

questions raised by the representational strategy of inversion. All of these 

questions are clearly central to the intertextual bouncing of what Linda 

Hutcheon calls modernist parody, an imitation characterized by inversion 

that often involves, as John Fowles has said, "both an homage and a kind 

of thumbed nose" to "an obvious previous iconography.’’4 While this essay 

will continue to revolve around the figures of Baker, Dietrich, and Stern- 

berg-as constellated, in particular, by Blonde Venus (1932), fifth of the 

seven Sternberg-Dietrich films in their Paramount Corporation cycle-- 

it will do so primarily to explore affectively ambiguous acts of imitation 

and inversion as they inform a representational genre favored by first-wave 

modernists such as Stein, Joyce, and Schiele: the portrait of the artist or 

auteur. 

Though Blonde Venus is frequently read as a portrait-of-the-artist film, 

it is one that immediately raises questions about who that artist might 

be. While all products of the American film industry, and those of the 

vertically integrated studio system of the thirties in particular, complicate 

the notion of individual authorship, Paramount’s final version of Blonde 

Venus--which was based on a story co-written by its star and director, and 

in script form proliferated, between March and September 1932, into no 

fewer than six versions shaped by contributors with conflicting professional 

and aesthetic agendas-- might be said to do so in an especially pronounced 

way.s In addition to Sternberg and Dietrich and screenwriters Jules Furth- 

man and S. K. Lauren, executives representing different sectors of the inte- 

grated but internally unstable Paramount Publix Corporation, such as pro- 

ducer B. E Schulberg and exhibition head Sam Katz, played significant 

roles in finalizing the script for the movie that was eventually released. So 



did MPPDA official Jason Joy and censors at Hollywood’s self-regulating 

Studio Relations Committee, with whom Schulberg and Katz were reluc- 

tantly compelled to enter into further authorial "collaborations." Yet while 

there are clearly multiple authors behind this cinematic portrait of the art- 

ist, Dietrich and Sternberg remain the strongest competitors for the role in 

the world of Blonde Venus’s story, which traces the transformation of Ger- 

man immigrant and housewife Helen Faraday into cosmopolitan cabaret 

diva Helen Jones. While critics have noted that the Depression-era picture 

draws partly on Sternberg’s childhood experiences as the son of Austrian 

immigrants for its story, it does so in order to chart not the rise of a Holly- 

wood auteur but the emergence of a transatlantic female star who more 

obviously doubles as a figure for Dietrich. More specifically, in narrating 

the rise to stardom of a German immigrant ambiguously involved with a 

rich playboy (Cary Grant), who is consequently estranged from her hus- 

band (Herbert Marshall) and eventually forced into kidnapping her own 

child Johnny (Dickie Moore), the melodramatic plot mirrored the much 

publicized circumstances in which Dietrich crossed the Atlantic to work 

with Sternberg at Paramount, eventually bringing her daughter Maria, but 

leaving behind husband Rudolf Sieber.6 Critics have also read Blonde Venus 

as a commentary on the power of cinematic illusionism that "establishes a 

parallel between Sternberg’s performance and his character’s, between his 

spectacle and Helen’s.’’7 Helen’s efforts to exert control over her image, in 

other words, make her character as viable a double for the film’s male di- 

rector as for its female star. Approached as an allegory about the struggle 

for directorial control over female spectacle, Sternberg’s film might be said 

to wrest Dietrich’s representation of "herself" from herself, in order to gen- 

erate a portrait of its director qua auteur. Though Helen’s eventual suc- 

cess in directing and controlling the meaning of her diegetic performances 

(marked by her appearing dressed in male finery in the film’s final musi- 

cal number) reinforces this parallel between her character and Sternberg, 

his presence is as strongly suggested by the "strangely perverse and aggres- 

sive" figure of Johnny,s who not only provides the point of view of the film’s 

culminating shot but is twice shown, near the film’s beginning and at its 

conclusion, "directing" his mother and father in a theatrical reenactment 

of their courtship.9 

And yet there is a third internationally known artist working in the inter- 
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stitial zone between the avant-garde and the world of popular amusements, 

and one with no hand, direct or indirect, in the authorship of Blonde Venus, 

whom the film might be said to portray in a much more distorted, oblique, 

and one could thus even say paradigmatically modernist fashion. For in its 

account of a white European chorus girl who emigrates to the United States, 

attains fame and notoriety as a revue star by performing a primitivist jungle 

act, and is endowed with the name "Blonde Venus," Blonde Venus can be 

viewed as retelling, in what historical audiences would have perceived as an 

almost perfectly symmetrical "reversal," the story of Dietrich’s much more 

famous contemporary Josephine Baker-- a black American chorus girl who 

emigrates to Europe, attains fame and notoriety as a revue star by perfect- 

ing a primitivist danse sauvage, and eventually acquires the name "Black 

Venus.’’1° In striking contrast to the correspondences inviting us to read 

the film as a self-reflexive allegory of the making of a transatlantic star (a 

portrait of Dietrich), or of the struggle for directorial control over female 

spectacle (a portrait of Sternberg), what we have here is less a parallel fore- 

grounding likeness than a reversal foregrounding contrast and opposition. 

How do we read this "inverted" portrait of an artist? Should it be taken as 

a respectful homage, a more aggressive act of parody, or simply an imitation 

that borders on theft? 

Born in 19o6 in poverty-stricken East St. Louis, Baker had been trans- 

formed into a "Black Venus" nearly a decade prior to the year-long pro- 

duction of Blonde Venus, and five years prior to Dietrich’s first meeting 

and collaboration with Sternberg on The Blue Angel (193o) in Berlin. After 

traveling the American South on the black vaudeville circuit with blues 

singer Clara Smith and the Dixie Steppers, Baker had chorus-line roles in a 

second run of Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake’s 1922 crossover hit Shuffle Along 

(which in its first run, on Broadway, starred Florence Mills and Paul Robe- 

son) and their following 1924 musical Chocolate Dandies. She then took a 

job as a dancer at the Plantation Club, located above the Winter Garden 

Theater burlesqued by Hart Crane in The Bridge 0923-3o). It was there that 

jazz composer Spencer Williams and socialite-producer Caroline Dudley 

approached Baker with an offer of a lead role in La Revue NOgre, an all-black 

show Reagan had pitched and managed to book for a seas6n at Theatre des 

Champs-Elys~es, site of the 1913 premiere of Stravinsky’s infamous Le Sacre 

du Printemps. 
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Given the immediate success of La Revue Nkgre, by the end 0f~925 Baker 

was well established as a star of the Parisian music hall circuit that had 

become an object of renewed interest to E. E. Cummings, lean Cocteau, 

and other modernists "looking to popular culture to reinvigorate high art" 

after World War I, and admiring the revue shows for their eclectic plural- 

ism and what Cummings called their "plotless drama." ~ Though Baker was 

best known for primitivist acts such as her danse sauvage with Martinique 

performer ]oe Alex in La Revue Nkgre, and her "banana dance" at the Folies- 

Bergbre, the pluralist aesthetic of the music hall allowed her to become as- 

sociated equally with American jazz and the Charleston, and thus to em- 

body both "jungle and skyscraper elements," as Berlin writer Harry Kessler 

noted in his diary:12 Emulating singer Florence Jones of the popular Chez 

Florence, by 1926 Baker was herself owner and hostess of Chez Josephine, a 

Montmartre cabaret frequented by artists and intellectuals including Ernest 

Hemingway and Langston Hughes. She was also an astonishingly synergis- 

tic presence across French popular culture, spanning print media, the music 

recording industry, and film.~3 French critic Andr~ Levinson anticipates this 

in an early review of Baker’s dancing, in which he suggestively describes her 

as a figure for intermediality itself-mixing American music and minstrel 

comedy, African sculpture, and French poetry in her performances: 

There seemed to emanate from her violently shuddering body, her 

bold dislocations, her spring movements, a gushing stream of rhythm. 

¯.. It was as though the jazz, catching on the wing the vibrations of the 

body, was interpreting word by word its fantastic monologue. The music 

is born from the dance, and what a dance! The gyrations of this cynical 

yet merry mountebank, the good-natured grin on her large mouth, sud- 

denly give way to visions from which good humor is entirely absent. In 

the shortpas de deux of the savages, which came as the finale of La Revue 

Nkgre, there was a wild splendor and magnificent animality. Certain of 

Miss Baker’s poses, back arched, haunches protruding, arms entwined 

and uplifted in a phallic symbol, had the compelling potency of the finest 

examples of Negro sculpture. The plastic sense of a race of sculptors 

came to life and the frenzy of African Eros swept over the audience. It 

was no longer a grotesque dancing girl who stood before them, but the 

black Venus that haunted Baudelaire.~4 
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Crossing cultural domains as well as media, portraits of Baker in a full range 

of styles--realist, post-impressionist, primitivist, cubist, fauvist, art deco- 

appeared in the form of biographies (the ~9~7 Les M~moires de ]osdphine 

Baker, written by Marcel Sauvage with illustrations by Paul Colin, whose Le 

Tumulte Noir, a portfolio of lithographs featuring Baker in La Revue NOgre, 

was published to wide acclaim earlier the same year), films, photographs, 

paintings, essays, sculpture, poetry, advertising (for products ranging from 

cigarettes to hair oil), and even recipes for food.~ By the end of the de- 

cade Baker not only dominated the French media but had become a major 

presence in the African American and white American press, with her life- 

style and career tracked by publications ranging frown the Chicago De- 

fender to Vogue and Vanity Fair. And expanding her fame well beyond Paris 

and the United States, between 19z8 and 193o Baker embarked on a major 

tour across Europe and South America, performing in Vienna and Ber- 

lin (where an antagonistic reception put an early end to a theater booking 

originally planned for six months, as well as plans to launch a German Chez 

Josephine), as well as Dresden, Brussels, Budapest, Prague, Zagreb, Agram, 

Basel, Amsterdam, Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen, Buenos Aires, Cordoba, 

Mendoza, Santiago, S~o Paulo, and Rio. Given Baker’s iconicity and inter- 

national celebrity, it would have been impossible for Sternberg and Dietrich 

not to have been aware of the Black Venus prior to their collaboration on the 

story that would eventually be filmed and titled Blonde Venus--or for that 

matter, given the intense reactions to Baker’s Berlin performances in 1928, 

prior to their first meeting and collaboration on The Blue Angel in 193o. 

Noting that there are historical grounds for reading Blonde Venus as 

an inverted portrait of the Black Venus still begs, however, the questions 

about imitation and homage raised by the confrontation between Baker, 

Dietrich, and Sternberg we viewed at the beginning of this essay. More- 

over, from the perspective of an aesthetic modernism institutionalized as 

a reflexive turn to each medium’s essential properties, there is a sense in 

which this reading of the film-based so far only on an observation about 

its plot structure- is a decidedly bad one. If the good modernism of an 

artwork continues to be indexed by an attention to medium specificity,~6 

and in the case of Hollywood film in particular, by the capacity of style 

to disrupt and dominate narrative (a disruption which critics since Laura 
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~i-viuiv~iHave routinely relied on to redeem industrial pictures 

and/or elevate them aesthetically), this truism becomes all the more 
nounced in a Sternberg-Dietrich film, given what critics from : 

have either praised or criticized as the director’s conspicuous 

ing of visual elements at the expense of story, form at the expense 

tent. As one 1936 critic, Andreas Mackenzie, put it simply in a profile 

"Leonardo of the Lenses": "The story does not move his picture, it is his 

picture which moves the story.’’~7 Sternberg himself is repeatedly quoted 

as saying "the narrative means nothing," and that his films should be pro- 

jected upside down so "that the actors and story become no longer notice- 

able, so that the values produced by the camera alone could not escape 

study.’’18 When Mulvey, Carole Zucker, Bill Nichols, and other critics have 

considered films in Sternberg-Dietrich’s Paramount cycle as modernism, 

they have focused on the contrast between the abstraction and complexity 

of the films’ movement-images and their hackneyed and implausible story- 

lines, on their use of visual style to resist or rebel against the narrative con- 

ventions of industrial genre pictures.19 

But if visual style is as overt and manifest in Sternberg’s films as it would 

appear, affirming what Nichols claims as his "disinterest in narrative per se" 

(~ nS), it could be argued that Blonde Venus’s most latent layer, or its "un- 

conscious," is actually its story. Moreover, if we approach modernism as a 

movement characterized by racial roleplaying and an obsession "with per- 

sonae, metamorphoses, doubles, and mythic parallels," as Michael North 

argues in The Dialect of Modernism, it could be argued that the "bad" mod- 

ernism of Blonde Venus resides in the fact that its particular preoccupation 

with racial doubles and personae-in this case, the Black Venus--is ex- 

pressed primarily in terms of plot structure rather than style.20 As such, the 

image of the black star called forth by Blonde Venus could be described as 

an anamorphic portrait: a distorted image that assumes its proper propor- 

tions only when viewed from an unconventional perspective7 Pushing this 

pictorial metaphor further, as seems appropriate in the case of a director fa- 

mous for his "form of cinema in suspension"-that is, "long and elaborate 

shots.., developed internally, by camera movement and dramatic light- 

ing" rather than "the ’cutting’ process of montage’’22- the film’s portrait of 

Josephine Baker could be said to rely on two of the most common forms 

of anamorphosis in the medium of painting: "oblique," in which "the un- 
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conventionality arises from the fact that the image must be viewed from a 

position that is very far from the usual in-front and straight-ahead posi- 

tion from which we normally expect images to be looked at" (as when we 

read a visually stunning Sternberg film for its "tenuous" story); and "catop- 

tric," in which "the image must be seen reflected in a distorting mirror" (as 

when the film signals us to subject that story to a structural reversal, to read 

it in inverted form).23 In the second case, the "image," or more accurately, 

the story, of a black cabaret performer (Blonde Venus’s "symbolic truth") 

emerges through the distortion of a distortion--a redoubling in which, as 

Slavoj ~i~ek might put it, distortion itself is distorted back into propor- 

tion.2a 

In a manner that inverts Sternberg’s own prototypically modernist po- 

lemic that his films should be projected upside down to prevent story and 

characters from interfering with visual imagery, Blonde Venus thus gives 

the viewer cues to read its plot--that of a white European who crosses the 

Atlantic and launches a career as a cabaret performer in America by means 

of a primitivist stage act--"upside down." One of the strongest signals we 

are given to invert this basic story, generating the ghostly "anti-story" of a 

black American who crosses the Atlantic and launches a career in Europe 

as a cabaret performer by means of a primitivist stage act- the anti-story 

that is, I am arguing, the film’s anamorphic portrait of Josephine Baker, 

the most famous transatlantic cabaret performer of not only her own time 

but arguably all time--is the primitivist stage act in the diegesis itself, "Hot 

Voodoo" is in fact a dizzying mise-en-abyme, in which an actress "dis- 

covered" in Germany and brought to America (Dietrich) plays a German 

actress in America (Helen) per/brming a theatrical act under a stage name 

(Blonde Venus), in which she undergoes metamorphosis, after entering on 

stage in a literally "apish" fashion (wearing a gorilla costume), into a per- 

sona with a blonde afro who sings a song about how a particular genre of 

song or music ("that African tempo") produces a metamorphosis in her 

persona or character--converting her from demure white woman to "Afri- 

can queen," from a person with a "conscience" to one who "want[s] to be 

bad!" (Figures 1-3). 

"Hot Voodoo" is thus a strikingly overdetermined allegory of transfor- 

mation. More specifically, it is an allegory of how a white woman’s trans- 

formation into a performing artist/star, or, say, Helen’s transformation into 
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Helen’s multi-stage transformation into 

"Marlene Dietrich" in a New York cabaret. 

Marlene Dietrich (who is more truly, as Lea Jacobs argues, the Blonde 

Venus), becomes predicated on a performance of racial, national, and cul- 

tural "reversals."25 As an account, then, of the making of Blonde Venus (and 

thus also an account, if we lean hard on the shared title, of the making of the 

very film we are watching), Blonde Venus’s primitivist stage act suggests that 

the film is in its largest and most abstract sense a film about reversal. There 

is thus a sense in which the film invites us to perceive its story of a white 

European’s transformation into an American star as already inverted, such 

that a story of a black American’s transformation into a European star--as 

epitomized in this iconic image of Baker from the 1934 French film Zou Zou 

Black Venus, Blonde Venus 

Josephine Baker playing the role 

of a Parisian cabaret star in Zou Zou 

(dir. Marc Allegret, 1934), 

(Figure 4)--comes to haunt the former as its racial and national antithe- 

sis and double. And indeed, in a manner that anticipates Josephine Baker’s 

accusation of Dietrich’s haunting of her as her double: "That German cow 

has copied me all my life." 

The highly stylized transformation of a white woman into a performing 

artist/star allegorized in "Hot Voodoo," is also, however, predicated on a 

more literal act of "aping." Here we should pause to ask: why does Helen’s 

metamorphosis into Dietrich require the preliminary step, prior to her im- 

personation of the "African Queen," of aping a gorilla? We might immedi- 

ately chalk this up to the film’s reliance on a crudely racist metonymy: the 

image of the ape is designed to function "atavistically," as a necessary pre- 

quel to the intermediary image of African royalty that more directly facili- 

tates the transition from Helen to Dietrich. However, if we read the ape, in 

its apishness, as a figure not for the black primitive but for the very imita- 

tiveness of which Baker accused Dietrich, it could be argued that in aping 

apishness, the Blonde Venus gestures at her indebtedness to some unspeci- 

fied original being imitated or "aped." We thus have a redoubling in which 

"apish imitation" itself is apishly imitated into difference, generating the 

ironic distance on which parody depends--a redoubling that parallels the 

convention of distorting a distorted image back to its correct proportions 

in anamorphic portraiture. It is crucial to note here, however, that the tar- 

get of the irony generated by the Blonde Venus’s aping of apishness is less 

some original "text" being copied (let us remember that this original is not 

specified) than the general disposition or attitude of imitativeness itself. 

Contrary to the way in which this scene is typically read, what the white 

woman’s aping seems to ridicule or criticize is not "blackness" (to say that 
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it does would in fact be to consent to and replicate the racist equation of 

human to ape) but a kind of white mimicry. 

There are other, complementary ways of reading this scene. It could 

be argued, for instance, if we follow Michael Rogin’s lead in Blackface, 

White Noise, that Helen’s performance of blackness offers a way for the 

Paramount film to assimilate and Americanize the German immigrant 

played by Dietrich (and by extension, Dietrich herself).26 The white subject 

plays "black"-or, more accurately, plays "African"--to secure an Ameri- 

can identity: paradoxically, Helen/Dietrich’s "Africanness" signifies Ameri- 

canness. North’s influential argument in The Dialect of Modernism offers 

another interpretation: that the European expatriate’s highly stylized race- 

change becomes a way for her (and by extension, the film) to secure its mod- 

ernist credentials. But if it is stressed that becoming "African" also paradoxi- 

callyenables Helen to become Marlene Dietrich (reversing the conventional 

trajectory from reality to fiction in which actors are perceived to "become" 

their characters), becoming an "African queen" seems not only the way for 

a white immigrant to become a good modernist or a good American but a 

way for her to become a star. "Africanness" equals stardom- at least, if not 

especially, in the cabaret. This no less unproblematic equation is, of course, 

something to which Baker’s own success as a primitivist performer attested. 

My argument is thus that Blonde Venus generates its own anti-story, gives 

us multiple signals to subject its own plot structure to a reversal, by making 

the very process of reversal central to its story about the production of a 

"Blonde Venus" qua transatlantic female star. One could argue that the film 

in fact projects its story upside down to ensure that for all its insistent pres- 

ence, the visually transfixing image of Dietrich--the image of an unmis- 

takably white and European star--does not entirely obfuscate the portrait 

of her African American contemporary that the film simultaneously pro- 

duces yet cannot quite bring itself to produce in a positive or undistorted 

fashion. The preoccupations with reversal established in "Hot Voodoo," the 

first musical performance of the film, come to a head in the last musical 

performance of the film--a scene set, significantly, in a Parisian cabaret, 

a cultural space marking Helen/Dietrich’s final success, after she escapes 

poverty in the American South, as star of her own eponymous revue. For 

inversions in natural and social or conventional order-- and a publicly an- 

nounced ease or comfort with them-- are explicitly thematized in the song 

Black Venus, Blonde Venus 

sung by the new star of the Super Revue Avec Helen ]ones: "I Couldn’t Be 

Annoyed." Paralleling not just the manner in which the story of the Blonde 

Venus generates its own anti-story but also Dietrich’s ability to invert praise 

into criticism, the song’s lyrics (written by Dick Whiting) exaggerate the 

facility of "flipp[ing] the other side of the coin": 

If everyone stood on their heads 

And on their heads were shoes 

I’d still eat crackers in my bed 

What have I got to lose? 

If you ate soup with a fork 

Or if babies brought the stork 

Do you think I’d care 

I’d still declare 

I couldn’t be annoyed.27 

If the film’s story is that of a white European who becomes a "Blonde 

"venus" in America (the story of Helen/Dietrich), and its "anti-story" that 

of a black American who becomes a "Black Venus" in Europe (the story of 

Josephine Baker), then the scene of the Blonde Venus’s return to the site 

of the Black Venus’s origins--by 1932, nothing would signify, "Josephine 

Baker" to film audiences more than a Parisian music hall--might be 

thought of as the crossroads of a narrative chiasmus, the moment in which 

the film’s story and anti-story converge. And it is here, I would argue, that 

the film’s "anamorphic" portrait of Baker comes most to the fore, in the 

form of a visual distortion. Recalling that catoptric anamorphoses in paint- 

ing are traditionally made intelligible by conical or cylindrical mirrors, we 

might note that the Paris cabaret scene opens with a strikingly rounded, 

even fishbowl-like image of the stage where Helen/Dietrich stands. The 

visual field is given a distorted look that we might at first associate with 

wide-angle cinematography (Figure 5), until the camera draws back and re- 

veals that the convex or warped effect stems from the grotesque design of 

the expressionist stage scenery (that is, stems from something in the world 

of the film’s story) and is actually not a product of the photographic process 

or the camera’s lens (Figure 6). A theatrical illusion in the diegesis, rather 

than a technical or cinematic trick, thus plays the role of the "distorting 
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Distortion in the depiction of Helen! 

Dietrich on a Parisian stage. 

mirror" that makes catoptric anamorphoses intelligible. And this suggests 

a tipping of the hat to the aesthetic power of revue theater in the one scene 

where the stories of Baker and Dietrich might be imagined to "meet" one 

another. What is fascinating about this scene is that the collision of inverted 

plots or narrative trajectories, of story and anti-story, produces a warping 

in the film’s visual look or style. And it is in and as this narrative distur- 

bance of style, I am arguing, that Baker’s negative presence, as anti-story, 

most makes itself known. 

The black international cabaret star’s uncanW appearance-as a dis- 

torted distortion --in the scene featuring the white expatriate’s triumphant 

success as star of a Parisian revue itself inverts an early scene in which the 

legacy of black stage performance comes to haunt the story of Blonde Venus. 

Both moments, like the "Hot Voodoo" performance, involve acts of re- 

naming or transforming Dietrich’s persona. When she pursues work on the 

American stage to earn money to pay for her husband’s cure for radium 

poisoning, talent agent Ben Smith agrees to represent Helen Faraday ("Nah, 

we gotta get something different, something unusual!") on the condition 

that she be renamed Helen ]ones. In the switch from Faraday to Jones, 
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Helen acquires a more "black" surname not only shared by Baker’s fel- 

low African American expatriate and famous cabaret owner Florence ]ones 

but made most famous, as an African American surname, by the protago- 

nist of Eugene O’Neill’s "crossover" success The Emperor lones (1920). De- 

picting the "atavistic" regression-- or gradual primitivization-- of colonial 

ruler and ex-Pullman porter Brutus Jones into an African savage, O’Neill’s 

expressionist drama is often credited for creating the first important part 

for a black actor in America: Charles Gilpin, to be followed by Paul Robe- 

son when the play was turned into a film.28 Given that Helen’s transforma- 

tion into Jones is immediately followed by her own primitivist spectacle, 

in which she enters the stage aping an ape, the story of the primitivization 
of one ]ones in The Emperor Iones (which was followed by O’Neill’s play 

about a white primitive, The Hairy Ape, in 1922) could be said to provide a 

template for the primitivization of the other. 

After Helen has been turned into Jones, Smith takes her to visit the the- 

ater owner who will eventually hire her on the condition that her name be 

changed again, to Blonde Venus. Becoming Blonde Venus requires passing 

through ]ones, though Helen will eventually readopt the erased surname 

upon her triumph in Paris, as star of the Super Revue Avec Helen ]ones. The 

scene marking the transition from Jones to Blonde Venus opens by show- 

ing the white theater producer, O’Connor, standing in front of an open 

rectangular window whose drawn curtains suggest the curtains of a stage. 

We see and hear an African American woman and man, framed by those 

drawn curtains and dressed in strangely anachronistic-looking clothing, 

talking audibly on a stoop raised iust slightly, like a platform, above the 

window’s bottom sill (Figure 7). O’Connor’s negotiation with Smith over 

hiring Helen as the Blonde Venus begins only after he shuts the window 

(Figure 8), drowning out the dialogue of the African American actors on the 

"stage." He also turns his back to the actors--though because the window. 

he has pulled down is transparent, their now silent performance continues 

to provide a theatrical backdrop for his negotiations (Figure 9). 

Anticipating his erasure of the surname ]ones, what the white producer 

allegorically shuts out-though not entirely successfully--in this second 

reinvention of Dietrich’s character is a kind of black theater. And it is this 

black performance that becomes the "backgrounded text" (literally, as well 

as metaphorically) of Blonde Venus’s account of how a Blonde Venus is 
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The New York producer shuts out 

African American "theater" as Helen 

Jones is renamed "Blonde Venus." 

made. The theater producer’s exaggerated performance of excluding black 

performance also visually enacts a real elision made during the script’s re- 

visions by studio censors. As Lea Jacobs notes, the film’s M~’PDA case file 

contains a memo indicating that legal department official Harold Hurley 

was worried by the fact that in the first version (March 1932) of the script, 

Helen works in a Harlem nightclub, performing for black audiences (ws 

89). The memo reads, "Mr. Hurley seems to share our [the Studio Rela- 

tions Committee’s] feeling that this would be questionable, especially in 

Southern States where such equality is frowned upon" (quoted in ws 89). 

As Jacobs notes, "There are several references to blacks, as well as a refer- 

ence to Harlem, which are eliminated in the second and third versions of 
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the script." In the March draft, for instance, the scene where O’Connor re- 

fashions ]ones as Blonde Venus opens with this description of his theater’s 

location: "A side street in the neighborhood of Lenox Ave and 135th St; show 

the exterior of the MA~NOL1A CLUB. Colored children are playing in the 

street; colored men and women are passing by." And in the original script, 

O’Connor is described as talking to "two colored girls" when Helen arrives 

with Smith; his office is also "covered with theatrical photographs, most of 

them young girls of all colors and in various stages of undress" (quoted 

in ws 177-78, n. 16). There is thus a sense in which this Hollywood film 

about a white chorus girl turned international revue star could be described 

as haunted not iust by a single black female performer but by many. Yet 

apart from the "actors" excluded by O’Connor, in the released version of 

Blonde Venus the only diegetic remnant of the originally intended African- 

American specificity of the theatrical culture (from which both the fictional 

Blonde Venus and the Black Venus derive their beginnings) seems to be the 

black orchestra leader and bartender in the nightclub where Helen/Dietrich 

performs "Hot Voodoo"-- figures who play, in a solitary and reduced form, 

the roles of black performer and black audience occluded from the final 

script. 

Here we return to the issue raised by the Black Venus’s spectral presence 

throughout Blonde Venus: the question of whether portraiture by means of 

inversion should be taken as a tribute or parody, as respectful or aggres- 

sive. The first possibility seems the most remote, given that inversion is not 

a formal strategy we conventionally associate with praise. It is certainly, 

however, one we conventionally associate with parody-Linda Hutcheon 

in fact suggests that "inversion is a characteristic of all parody" (TP 6). And 

from Pound’s inversion of Dante’s Commedia in Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, 

to Max Ernst’s "Oedipal inversion" of Michelangelo’s Pieta (in which the 

living mother and dead son in Michelangelo’s original are replaced by a 

wooden father holding a living son), parody is- as Hutcheon notes, citing 

these examples--"the genre that has been described as both a symptom 

and a critical tool of the modernist episteme" (6, z). As these and other ex- 

amples of the "bitextual synthesis" so central to modernism demonstrate 

(and here we can add the appropriations of the Odyssey by ]oyce, of opera by 

Brecht, of Elizabethan tragedy by Diana Barnes, and of Ingres and Manet 

by Picasso), modernist parody involves a repetition that emphasizes differ- 
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ence ~t~an similarity (~’~, 3~J. For Hutcheon, it is this emphasis on 

difference that ultimately distinguishes parody from allusion, citation, pas- 

tiche, and other kinds of intertextuality: "While the act and form of parody 

are those of incorporation, its function is one of separation and contrast. 

Unlike imitation, quotation, or even allusion, parody requires that critical 

ironic distance" (34). 

But while the necessity of separation and contrast would seem to re- 

inforce the oft-perceived incompatibility of parody and praise, the modern- 

ist works above illustrate the central thesis of Hutcheon’s study: that while 

parody is "a form of imitation.., characterized by ironic inversion," the 

inversion is "not always at the expense of the parodied text" (6). The ex- 

pansion of parody beyond the function of derision or ridicule, Hutcheon 

suggests, is in fact distinctive, if not exclusive, to modernism: 

IT/he critical distancing between the parody itself and its backgrounded 

text does not always lead to irony at the expense of the parodied work... 

[M] any parodies,., do not ridicule the backgrounded texts but use them 

as standards by which to place the contemporary under scrutiny. The 

modernist verse of Eliot and Pound is probably the most obvious ex- 

ample of this kind of attitude, one that suggests almost a respectful or 

deferential ethos. (57) 

The spatial or perspectival metaphor--background versus foreground 

-that informs Hutcheon’s expanded concept of parody takes on particu- 

larly resonant meanings in Blonde Venus. If the film’s backgrounded text is 

the story of chorus-girl-turned-international-cabaret_star Josephine Baker 

-- or more precisely, if what Blonde Venus imitates and inverts is the story of 

]osephine Baker’s transformation into the Black Venus-- this backgrounded 

text has a "background" of its own: the artistic context or tradition from 

which Baker emerged and to which she owed her own eventual elevation 

into transatlantic stardom. But there are in fact two traditions or back- 

grounds behind the story of Black Venus: African American theater and 

the French music hall. Both traditions, significantly, are represented in the 

scenes involving the transformation of Helen/Dietrich’s identity discussed 

above. This is emphasized by the fact that the visual backgrounds of these 

scenes are, in either a strongly literal or a metaphoric way, theatrical back- 

drops. Behind the white theater producer who will eventually remake Jones 
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into the Blonde Venus is a "stage" with African American actors; behind 

Helen ]ones in the Paris cabaret, as she launches into her song about 

versions, is expressionist stage scenery recalling the exaggeratedly stylized 

and even cartoonish set designs for La Revue N&gre by Miguel Covarru- 

bias, the caricaturist who famously depicted Carl Van Vechten in blackface. 

Both backdrops are used to suggest some kind of contestation between the 

mediums and traditions of cabaret theater and film. 

This becomes particularly evident when the junglesque background of 

"Hot Voodoo," Helen/Dietrich’s first diegetic performance of racial and 

cultural "reversals;’ begins to aggressively press into the film’s foreground. 

As Nichols notes, though the "tropical d~cor motif begins as a theatrical 

backdrop for Helen’s first stage number.., as her career rises and then 

plummets during her flight from [her husband] Ned, the tropical motif be- 

gins to envelop her, on stage and off. What began as a stage role- a ’play’ 

with lush imagery-- becomes an existential trap whose imagery pervades 

her entire lift" (I~ 125). Reinforcing the "intimacy between character and 

environment" produced by Sternberg’s general preference for shallow com- 

positions and unusually congested and cluttered flames,29 the theatrical 

backdrop’s struggle to take over the film’s foreground not only parallels 

the trompe l’oeil in the Paris cabaret (where the expressionist stage scenery 

momentarily fools us into thinking that the distorted image we see is a 

cinema-specific effect) but suggests the same "privileging of the relation- 

ship of character to background or d&or over the relationship between 

characters" produced by"the film’s use of sequences dominated by one shot 

between characters who do not look directly at each other" (tt 112). "As 

a corollary;’ Nichols notes, "changes in [background and d~cor] take on 

considerable significance." It is worth noting here that the mirrored back- 

ground in the dressing room of the star of the Parisian Super Revue Avec 

Helen Jones is covered with highly stylized drawings of dancers-- apparently 

drawn by Sternberg himself-- strikingly reminiscent of Paul Colin’s poster 

designs for La Revue N~gre and his lithographs of Baker in Le Tumulte Noir. 

Hence while Blonde Venus, in addition to generating its own anti-story 

about the making of the Black Venus, paradoxically renders this "back- 

grounded text" intelligible by means of strenuous negations, reversals, and 

distortions, and while it simultaneously excises and preserves the African 

American specificity of Baker’s own theatrical background by turning it, lit- 
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erally, into a theatrical backdrop, all these "backgrounds" and "backdrops" 

might be said to resist, in a strikingly antagonistic fashion, their formally 

subordinate position in Sternberg’s film. Like Dietrich’s clever flip-flopping 

of praise into criticism, the film absorbs and pays its respects to a com- 

peting medium; in a similar vein, it seems to simultaneously elevate and 

subordinate the story of Baker by generating it through negation and in- 

version. Like the highly stylized Busby Berkeley backstage musicals made 

for Warner’s in the 193os, the film demonstrates its superiority as a medium 

by its thematic!diegetic incorporation of theater, and yet this very act of 

dominating-by-incorporating appears to backfire as its backgrounded tra- 

dition pushes into the fore. In particular, the gradual seeping of the back- 

drop of the film’s primitivist stage act into its nontheatrical reality, which 

becomes most pronounced when Helen abandons theater altogether and 

goes deeper and deeper into the American South, is paralleled by the fact 

that her racially ambiguous image as the white-afroed Blonde Venus or Afri- 

can Queen-a stage image that is not chosen or authored by Helen, as the 

scene in O’Connor’s office makes clear, but rather "the design of others 

for the pleasure of others"-eventually becomes what Nichols also calls "a 

mask she cannot remove," pursuing her, in the form of a photograph on an 

FB~ "Wanted" poster, as she heads South with her kidnapped son (~i 125). 

As Nichols notes, "She is hunted by her stage appearance" (125, my italics). 

Thus although African masking became a sign of liberating expatriation 

for modernists like Stein and Picasso, as North has persuasively argued, 

instrumentalized by the international avant-garde to intensify their rebel- 

lion against the mores and conventions of European and Anglo-American 

culture and "complete their defection from bourgeois society" (D~u 67), 

there is a sense in which Blonde Venus, and its disobedient backgrounded 

texts in particular, suggests that "the role of the racial alien" may not be as 

flexible as it would seem--even for a professional or expert shape-shifter 

like Helen/Dietrich. In fact, the film suggests that far from completing any 

process of expatriation in a liberating sense, the African mask donned by 

Helen/Dietrich actually threatens an oppressive repatriation, in the sense 

of recapture by her husband and the law. The surprising inflexibility, even 

for a white performer, of the racial roleplaying central to the modernism 

of Pound, Stein, and Picasso is already anticipated by Sam Coslow’s "Hot 

Voodoo" lyrics. While roughly half the lines sung by Helen!Dietrich equate 
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her blonde-afroed persona’s "Africanization" with some form of liberating 

release, either from social conventions or sexual or moral constraints ("Hot 

voodoo, makes me brave"), the other half equate racial masking with being 

intoxicated (not necessarily in a pleasurable way), under a spell, and gen- 

erally subject to some form of external control ("That African tempo /has 

made me a slave"). At times, these depictions of freedom and slavery are 

made to alternate in a single verse or refrain?° 

Is there, then, in the Black Venus’s own relentless pursuit of Helen! 

Dietrich throughout the film-- in the aggressive efforts by a "backgrounded 

text" to overtake its parody--a retort to this instrumental use of "the role 

of racial alien" by whites? A critique of the avant-garde’s effort to secure its 

revolt against European and American cultural traditions by claiming to be, 

as Pound put it, "the heirs of the witch doctor and voodoo"?31 In any case, 

it should be noted that the reversals in Blonde Venus that simultaneously 

produce and suppress the story of the Black Venus are not exclusively racial. 

The relationship between the film’s story and anti-story, the parody and its 

backgrounded text, is as strongly marked by a reversal of patterns of move- 

ment between nations, continents, and cultures. Inverting the trajectory of 

Baker’s career, from her initial tour of the South with the Dixie Steppers on 

the all-black TOBA circuit, to all-black musicals on Broadway, to La Revue 

Nkgre--the trajectory of a chorus girl who moves from the American South 

to New York to Europe--Blonde Venus tracks the movements of a chorus 

girl who moves from Europe to New York to the American South. As much 

preoccupied with the patterns of migration and immigration that "defined 

the new social base of Modernism" as with race, Blonde Venus might be said 

to flip the other side of the coin in more ways than one?z 

Hence while the stylistic richness of Blonde Venus and all the optically 

stunning Sternberg-Dietrich films at Paramount do give some basis to the 

director’s good modernist pronouncement that it would make no substan- 

tial difference to the viewer’s aesthetic experience if his films were pro- 

jected upside down (inviting, in turn, a good modernist interpretation of 

the film as a reflexive meditation on the internal properties of the cine- 

matic medium), the aggressive resurfacing of Blonde Venus’s various the- 

atrical "backgrounds" ultimately attests to the aesthetic power of the caba- 

ret stage- the origin, foundation, and predominant site of production for 

Baker’s own innovative and aesthetically powerful modernism, for all her 
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later appearances in film and other media. If praise can take the form of 

a respectful "imitation characterized by ironic inversion," as in the affec- 

tively expanded concept of parody Hutcheon credits twentieth-century art 

forms with creating, we might say that Blonde Venus, the story of the making 

of an international cabaret star, is both an homage to and a parody of the 

life, career, and star-text of Josephine Baker--and that this "both/and" is 

aesthetically and ideologically nontrivial. 

It is tempting to solidify my own bad or predominantly story-based 

reading of Blonde Venus by pointing out numerous correspondences be- 

tween Baker and Dietrich--parallds drawn not just from extracinematic 

content but also from the ignoble content derived from mass genres like 

biographies, fan discourse, and gossip. I’ll indulge myself in this vein in a 

footnote.33 It is important to note, however, that both media icons became 

floating signifiers for just about any kind of racial, ethnic, or national other- 

hess. Through a chain of visual and narrative metonymies (and in spite of 

her fair coloring and unmistakably German accent), Dietrich is presented as 

vaguely or figuratively "Arab" and "Chinese" in Morocco (193o) and Shang- 

hai Express (1932); she becomes explicitly Russian in The Scarlet Empress 

(1934) and Spanish in The Devil Is a Woman (1935). Scholars have similarly 
remarked on Baker’s "generalized ethnic exoticism," which allowed Kessler, 

in 1926, to imagine collaborating with Richard Strauss on a "half jazz, half 

Oriental" ballet version of The Song of Solomon, in which Baker, playing 

the role of the Shulamite, "would be dressed (or not dressed) on the lines 

of Oriental Antiquity" (BL 280). Though Baker’s status as "generic" exotic 

also allowed her, in spite of her Americanness, to be named Queen of the 

Exposition Coloniale Internationale in 193o, as Elizabeth Coffman notes, 

her generalized ethnicity comes most to the fore in Princess Tam-Tam (di- 

rected by Edmond Greville, 1935), a film in which Baker plays Alwina, a 

Tunisian woman posing as an Indian princess to Parisian high society, and 

in which "all types of non-white ethnicity are collapsed into a generalized 

’African’ or ’Arab’ or ’Oriental.’ "34 At the film’s climax, which takes place in 

a Parisian revue theater, a jealous rival tricks a drunk Alwina into jumping 

out of the audience to join the dancers performing on stage. But this act of 

malice, designed to expose the princess’s real identity as savage, backfires 

when Alwina’s wild dancing is greeted by the Parisian audience with thun- 

derous applause. In a striking parallel to Helen’s "reverse" transformation 
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into Marlene Dietrich during the performance of"Hot Voodoo," the dance 

number that draws Alwina in as an involuntarily "animated" participant 

(primitivizing the princess or "Africanizing" the regal "Indian" and simul- 

taneously revealing her true identity as a dancer to the Parisian audience) is 

a strange m4lange of "Mexican" and "African" themes (Figures lO-15). It is 

as ifAlwina’s fin!l and eagerly awaited transformation into Josephine Baker, 

much to the satisfaction of both the French audience represented within 

the film and the French audience for whom it was intended, were a direct 

response to, or in some sense explicitly set off or "caused" by, this ironically 

distinctive representation of "ethnicity in general." 

In spite of the ethnic and national fluidity associated as much with their 

personal lives as with their screen and stage images, Baker and Dietrich 

came to exemplify forms of failed repatriation.3s Baker’s highly anticipated 

and much publicized return to the United States to perform in the 1935 Zieg- 

field Follies was disastrously received by the mainstream American press 

and considered by herself to have been a terrible career mistake. Following 

her early departure from and much publicized refusal to return to Germany 

during the Second World War, which included turning down an invita- 

tion from Hitler to assume an executive position in the nationalized film 

industry, Dietrich experienced a similar reception from the German pub- 

lic on her return to Berlin for a 196o concert tour: "They didn’t want me. 

They were angry with me .... They claimed, ’She left us. She didn’t want 

us.’ ,,~6 And since the image of Dietrich as having "rejected" Germany per- 

sisted among Germans long after the war, as Gertrud Koch has noted, the 

elaborate funeral ceremony planned in Berlin, where Dietrich requested to 

be buried, had to be called off because state officials were unsure how her 

"return" would be welcomed.37 These moments of thwarted transnational- 

ism eerily parallel the miscarriage of the attempt by Sternberg, once known 

widely as a Hollywood moviemaker, to refashion himself as an international 

director by making films he perceived as homages to the countries featured 

in them. Though in his autobiography he notes that he designed The Devil 

Is a Woman, originally titled Capriccio Espagnol and adapted from a Pierre 

LouS?s novel by John Dos Passos, as "an affectionate salute to Spain and 

its traditions" (vcL 266-67), his cinematic "salute to the Spanish people" 

was banned by the pre-Franco Spanish government. Not only was Shang- 

hai Express banned in China, but Sternberg was told he would be arrested 
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if he entered the country on further occasions. The outcome of Sternberg’s 

efforts to praise the people and traditions of other nations thus might be 

described in the same words he uses to describe Dietrich’s aggressive praise 

of himself: "[it] sparked a detonation that backfired on me." 

As Experimental Cinema critic B. G. Braver-Mann acidly noted in 1934, 

"Sternberg is no different than his directorial contemporaries in Holly- 

wood whom he regards patronizingly." Like the author of "Leonardo of 

the Lenses," Braver-Mann describes Sternberg as a "pictorialist" rather than 

montagist or filmmaker proper-for Braver-Mann, however, the term is 

pejorative. He gives the screw a further twist by adding, "Beside... the 
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Alwina’s transformation into "Josephine 

Baker" on a Parisian stage in Princess Tam- 

Tam (dir. Edmond Greville 193s). 

images of Dovzhenko, Dreyer, or Eisenstein, [his] little pictorial talent is 

analogous to an insipid magazine illustration.’’38 As a twentieth-century 

artist whose innovations in her primary medium, dance, were framed by 

entertainment industry that always kept her modernist credentials slightly 

suspect, Baker was placed in a position strikingly similar to Blonde Venus’s 

director. Both Baker and Sternberg, significantly, were primarily concerned 

with abstracting movement. As Braver-Mann noted, "[Sternberg] moves 

rather than cuts, which is typical of all directors who build their films either 

in the non-cinematic pictorial or the semi-theatre traditions of the motion 

picture" (S 31-3z).39 Paralleling Sternberg’s claim that "the motion picture’s 
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most important asset is that the images are in motion.., a film is built 

out of a succession of mobile images, each replacing the last" (3x3,315), in a 

February 1926 entry from his diaries, Kessler notes that "Miss Baker danced 

with brilliant.., purity of style.., performing an intricate series of move- 

ments without ever losing the basic pattern.., for hours on end, without 

tiring and continually inventing new figures" (z79). Drawing on this entry, 

Hans Gumbrecht describes Baker’s dancing as "a pure surface phenome- 

non consisting of endless varieties of forms"-a reading that doubles as 

a description of Sternberg’s oft-noted obsession with sliding and layered 

surfaces, abstract patterns of movement, and dynamic plays of light and 

darkness.4° The implication here is that Baker’s dancing, like Sternberg’s 

movies, could be inverted without much aesthetic loss to a good modernist 

viewer; as Janet Lyon notes, "Josephine Baker’s dance qua dance followed 

the anti-representational contours of [most of her contemporaries’s/avant- 

garde projects" (IBH 40). Pushing the argument further, Lyon provocatively 

argues that as "pure surface phenomenon," Baker’s experimental dancing 

"resisted the interpretative act" to such an extent that it subverted attempts 

to anchor the "primitiveness" of her dancing in race or racialist paradigms: 

"For... if her rhythmic ’wildness’ did not ’mean’ anything other than an 

inexhaustible improvisational ability.., then her figure could not coher- 

ently anchor the binarism of wildness and civilization on which colonial 

ideology depended" (41). 

Yet in contrast to Gumbrecht’s and Lyon’s interpretation of Baker’s danc- 

ing as desemanticized, asignifying, purely formal play, critics like Wendy 

Martin have read her dancing as already parodying the modernist obsession 

with the primitive body as well as conventions of American blackface min- 

strelsy, Martin argues, for instance, that Baker’s deliberate manipulation of 

primitivist conventions "to gain a measurable amount of control over her 

audience" in La Revue Nkgre was prefigured by her earlier performance in 

Sissle and Blake’s Shuffle Along, where "she rolled her eyes, contorted her 

face, and swiveled her body in a deliberate parody of the blackface vaude- 

ville routines and the conventions of the Negro minstrel show" (313, 31:t).4~ 

The Black Venus’s entire career, Martin suggests, could in fact be read as a 

"trajectory from parodic savagery to parodic royalty" (314). Though Martin 

identifies parody with ridicule and does not extend its ethos to include the 

respect or admiration associated with praise, her reading provocatively sug- 
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gests that Blonde Venus might be read as a parody of the story of a brilliant 

parodist. But if Blonde Venus is also, in some sense, an homage to the Black 

Venus, why does it go to such lengths to ensure that the latter’s portrait 

appears only upside down, as anti-story or as an oblique distortion? If the 

inverted imitation of the story of Baker is genuinely respectful, why the 

need for such unusually strenuous, even overstrained acts of negation and 

reversal? 

There is a generous as well as skeptical way of answering this question-- 

though in both cases we can presume that the film’s formal difficulties in 

praising Baker ensue from discrepancies in power and cultural capital re- 

lated to race. One has to be suspicious that this Hollywood film, on which 

the struggling Paramount Corporation relied heavily to thwart its impend- 

ing bankruptcy, simply cannot bring itself to pay tribute to a black ex- 

patriate, not to mention a female entertainer in a competing medium and 

national tradition, in the racist climate of the 193os. But we might also 

suspect that the very overwroughtness of the film’s inversions, the exces- 

sively labored quality of its negations and reversals, enable it to problema- 

tize its right to praise Baker--in the same way that The Band Wagon, ac- 

cording to Stanley Cavell, raises the question of Fred Astaire’s right to praise 

African American dance.4z For the act of paying tribute to another text or 

tradition, by imitating or even parodying it, immediately becomes prob- 

lematic when the praised object is, for one reason or another, a socially 

or historically subordinated text or tradition. Hence in the case of a white 

art form that praises (by directly or overtly imitating) a black art form or 

tradition, any respect and admiration, however intended or encoded as in- 

tent, will inevitably risk nonrecognition, being readable only as ridicule 

or naked appropriation. The parody/praise also risks appearing patroniz- 

ing or presumptuous, as if it assumes its evaluation or comment on the 

"backgrounded text," however positive, to be an unquestionable preroga-. 

tive. Paying tribute, in this case, veers dangerously close to an assertion of 

cultural entitlement, if not mastery or domination. Hence we might specu- 

late that Blonde Venus’s inversions become necessary to avoid the problem 

of what Cavell calls vain or blasphemous praise, where what is to be con- 

sidered is whether the subject is entitled to praise the object, or whether 

the very act of giving praise is "earned or acceptable." Cavell distinguishes 

this problem from "false" praise or idolatry, where the question is whether 
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the object deserves to be praised, or whether the praise given is "sufficient 

or accurate" (66)° It is not surprising that Sternberg, a personage we cer- 

tainly can’t accuse of excessive humility, implies that Dietrich is guilty of 

the blasphemous rather than idolatrous variety. 

In Argentina, in Las Vegas, in Wiesbaden, in Paris, wherever it may be, 

she waves the banner of her indebtedness, includes me in her act, and since 

few are familiar with even the most rudimentary functioning of a film 

director, has almost succeeded in making me a subsidiary requisite. Her 

constant praise is rated as one of her admirable virtues-by others, not 

me. (FCL 224-25) 

It could be argued that Blonde Venus cannot "wave the banner of its in- 

debtedness" to the story of the Black Venus as overtly as Dietrich suppos- 

edly does to Sternberg, and must for this reason rely on its exaggerated and 

at times overstrained reversals, because to do so might too nakedly disclose 

the uneasy proximity between praise and domination. To humbly or vir- 

tuously wave a banner of indebtedness to the life and career of Josephine 

Baker, in other words, by portraying her explicitly and without distortion, 

would be to risk reducing the film’s story of the cabaret star to a "subsidiary 

requisite"--another form of mastery by incorporation. 

It could also be argued that the negativity of Baker’s portrait in Blonde 

Venus strategically protects her from being reduced to a modernist theme 

or motif. The film’s insistence on presenting Baker as anti-story rather than 

story, its refraining from paying tribute to her in a positive or direct fash- 

ion, might be understood as a critical response to the extent to which Baker 

became "obvious previous iconography" for the parodic works of other 

modernists-- to the extent to which her image or portrait became a way of 

signaling the modernism of others. Baker posed for Pablo Picasso, though 

no images of her by him survive; her portrait also appeared in wire sculp- 

tures by Alexander Calder, in essays by Kurt Weill and Nancy Cunard, and 

in Gertrude Stein’s 1928 Useful Knowledge, "A story of the Three of you 

Josephine Baker Maud de Forest and Ida Lewelyn and Mr. and Mrs. Paul 

Robeson and as they never met and as they never met.’’43 Baker was also 

the occasion/inspiration of a house design by Adolf Loos ("the outwall is 

covered with crosslined black and white marble slabs"),44 set designs by Co- 

varrubias, costume and ballet designs by Le Corbusier, and in a particularly 
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sweet, if not particularly l(~fty tribute, a pudding recipe inven{ed by Mice B. 

Toklas called "Custard Josdphine Baker" (in which the primary ingredi- 

ent was bananas).4s Though the portraiture of modernists by fellow mod- 

ernists in their coterie was, of course, a familiar practice-- the best-known 

example being Picasso’s portrait of Stein and Stein’s portrait of Picasso-- 

Blonde Venus’s story of a female cabaret star’s struggle for control over her 

image, a struggle that could only be intensified in the case of the black per- 

former, suggests a more cautious attitude about such overt acts of portrai- 

ture as homage. 

This reading of Blonde Venus as an inverted homage to the Black Venus, 

which is based on a complexity in its story rather than visual style, is partly 

intended to foreground an intimate and even dialectical relationship be- 

tween modernism as critical reading practice and modernism as aesthetic or 

cultural object. If aesthetic modernism has become institutionalized as the 

disruption of routinized expectations on the part of producers and audi- 

ences, and modernist criticism as a rebellion against reading artworks from 

"the usual in-front and straight-ahead position," it is paradoxically when 

one chooses a decidedly unmodernist way of approaching Blonde Venus-- 

an approach that, say, turns on the film’s plot rather than its visual ele- 

ments, on extra-media! discourse rather than its medium specificity--that 

unnoticed dimensions of the aesthetic object suddenly rise to the fore- 

ground, much like an anamorphic design, or the various theatrica! back- 

drops competing for attention in the film itself. In other words, since mod- 

ernism has become a canonized style of interpreting aesthetic objects as 

we!l as of making them, a bad version of such interpretation might disclose 

new or previously unsuspected examples of such making-- examples that 

might, in turn, provide ways of addressing the critique of aesthetic modern- 

ism’s institutional rigidification. (Such critiques would include Raymond 

Williams’s insistence, as summarized by Tony Pinkney, that "Modernism ~ 

a historical and cultural phenomenon cannot possibly be grasped bybrands 

of [theory and criticism] which, in a self-serving circularity, are actually 

born out of its own procedures and strategies.’’46) 

The bad modernism of such a reading inheres also in the fact that it may 

seem to .appraise or even "praise" its object too much. In other words, it 

is easy to object that understanding Blonde Venus as an inverted homage 

to, rather than mere appropriation of, the Black Venus is too generous, or 
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insufficiently aggressive, to be good criticism. Yet as the confrontation 

tween Baker, Dietrich, and Sternberg staged at the opening of this 

reminds us, criticism and praise are not as incompatible as one might think, 

There is a sense, then, in which it would be appropriate for me to close by" 

echoing the closing line of "Hot Voodoo" sung by Helen/Dietrich: "I want 

to be bad!" However, I will instead give the last word--or parting shot--to 

her unceremoniously ousted rival Taxi, the greatest skeptic in and we could 

even say of the film. We might even imagine Taxi’s comment as spoken on 

Josephine Baker’s behalf. "So you’re the Blonde Venus. Don’t tell me you 

thought of that !abe! all by yourself!" 
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The Black Dandy as Bad Modernist 

Listening and Looking for Black Modernism 

i 
n his first disquisition on African American modernism, Modernism and 

tke Harlem Renaissance (1989), Houston Baker sets out to save black 

America’s first modernist movement, the Harlem Renaissance, from con- 

sideration as a modernist failure. In order to do so, he identifies Afro- 

American modernism as a movement separate from modernism, a move 

that he later revises and with which I will disagree. For Baker, in 1989, mod- 

ernism is associated with the following "successful" "objects or processes": 

the "collaged allusiveness ofT. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land and Joyce’s Ulysses, 

the cubist reveries of Picasso, the imagism of Pound, the subversive politics 

of the surrealists."~ Because modernism is so much the product of a "bour- 

geois, characteristically twentieth-century, white Western mentality," it is 

a record of the breakdown of the cultural confidence of "an assumed 

premacy of boorishly racist, indisputably sexist, and unbelievably wealthy 

Anglo-Saxon males," rather than a "threat" to "the towers of civilization." 

This modernism is not only elitist and inviolable but, as such, irrelevant to 

the cultural condition of those, such as African Americans, for whom there 

is not the luxury or "need to pose, in ironical Auden-esque ways, questions 

such as ’Are we happy? Are we content? Are we free?’ ’’~ In Modernism and 

the Harlem Renaissance, Baker insists that in order to recognize the way 

in which the Harlem Renaissance’s artists and intellectuals may have had 

success in "defining themselves in ’modern’ terms," we must "listen" for 

the modern in the Harlem Renaissance, the emergence and critical use of 

"modern Afro-American sound, as a function of a specifically Afro-American 

discursive practice.’’~ For Baker, this sound of Afro-American modernism 



International Beacons of African- 

American Memory: Alexandre Dumas 

pbre, Henry O. Tanner, and Josephine 

Baker as Examples of Recognition 

MICHEL FABRE 

Abroad as well as in the United States, African Americans have created 
different lieux de mdmoire according to their divergent interests. The most 
well-known example of the black American presence in France remains that 
of the "Hell Fighters of 1918." As members of the American Expeditionary 
Force, these soldiers marked the official French recognition of black hero- 
ism--in spite of America’s Jim Crow regulations--and came to symbolize 
black American enjoyment of the warm welcome extended by the average 
French citizen. 

During the nineteenth century the African-American literary and artistic 
elite created their own lieux de mdmoire in France. In this essay on the lives of 
Alexandre Dumas P~re, Henry O. Tanner, and Josephine Baker, I will exam- 
ine the ways in which the black artist becomes a cultural beacon. Their profes- 
sional and personal successes illustrate that prominent blacks, whether Ameri- 
can or not, become African-American lieux de mdmoire for reasons quite 
different from the generalities which explain their appeal to the whites, and 
the recognition granted by them. For black Americans it takes not only talent 
and economic success to become a lieu de mdmoire--it also requires official 
recognition or international popularity. Not only have Dumas, Tanner, and 
Baker served as role models for other African-American artists, but their very 
names evoke a feeling of racial pride and "togetherness" on a worldwide 
scale. The moral and ideological implications are that other nations, in provid- 
ing an atmosphere or personal and artistic freedom, recognize black achieve- 
ment to a greater extent than does their own country. 

Black Americans, having had little international recognition before eman- 
cipation-Phillis Wheatley was a rare example--paid close attention to 
foreign "luminaries of the race." These included ancient or contemporary 
military leaders such as Antar, the chevalier de Saint-Georges or Toussaint 
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L’Ouverture, and also novelists such as Pushkin and Alexandre Dumas P~re. 
!~.~.~aln¢~ a~ for so long re- 

mained, a cultural beacon in the eyes of African Americans. One may be that 
his father was a general in Napoleon’s armies: Although Napoleon restored 
slavery after it had been abolished in 1790, eliminating Toussaint L’Ouverture 

by unfair means, he ranked surprisingly high in black American esteem. 
Because Napoleon had promoted the son of a black woman to the position of 
general, Marcus Garvey honored and admired Napoleon. (Rogers). 

There is no way to overestimate the appeal of the elder Dumas on blacks 
worldwide before Emancipation. The grandson of the Marquis de la Pail- 
letterie, a Santo Domingo planter, and of dark-skinned Marie Crsette, he 

was a dazzling example of French recognition of black literary merit. Al- 
though his contemporaries knew him to be a mulatto, few French people 
spoke of his "color"; but to American blacks he was most assuredly a Negro. 
Understandably, Dumas was first claimed as a black literary lion and emu- 
lated by a handful of French-speaking free men of color from New Orleans, 
artists who chose to live in France in the nineteenth century. Dramatist 
Victor Srjour, poet Pierre Dalcour, and musician Eugene Macarthy--all 
cultivated his acquaintance. 

One of the few antebellum African-American visitors to France, William 
Wells Brown testified to the reverence in which Dumas was held during those 
years. In Paris as a delegate to the 1849 peace conference, Brown was re- 
ceived only as a fugitive slave and militant abolitionist. By 1853, however, he 
would be known as the first black American to write both a full-length play 
and a novel. Holding Dumas in high esteem and eager to meet him, Brown 
had been given a letter of introduction to his friend, the novelist Eugene Sue, 
by revolutionary Louis Blanc. To no avail. Although Brown suspected that 
Dumas might not condescend to give an audience to a slave, while attending a 
performance of Norma at the Oprra he delighted in noticing: 

a light-complexioned mulatto, apparently about fifty years of age,--curly 

hair, full face, dressed in a black coat, white vest, white kids,--who seemed 
to be the centre of attraction not only in his own circle but in others. Those 

in the pit looked up, those in the gallery looked down, while curtains were 
drawn aside at other boxes and stalls to get a sight at the colored man. So 

recently from America where caste was injurious to my race, I began to 
think that it was the woolly head that attracted attention when I was 

formed that the mulatto before me was no less a person than Alexandre 
Dumas. Every move, look and gesture of the celebrated romancer were 
watched in the closest manner by the audience. (Brown, 129) 

Brown remarked that no writer filled a more important place in the litera- 
ture of his country than this son of a Negro general. He considered Dumas’s 
success as a tribute paid to the race, and proof that France rewarded artistic 
merit regardless of color. 

For black Americans, Dumas’s achievements testified to the capacity of 
his race to "rise," and contribute to the culture of mankind. In the black press, 



his name would appear as frequently as that of Pushkin or even 

Magazine in 1859. In tribute, several African-American visitors to 
made a point of visiting his grave in Villers-Cotterets. 

The spirited black recognition granted Alexandre Dumas is reflected 
late as 1892 in Iola Leroy, the novel by Frances Ellen Harper. The 
is an octoroon upon whom her white husband cannot impose his 
tances. He decides to settle in France, knowing that their children 
properly educated "abroad where merit and ability will give them 
into the best circles of art, literature and science" (85). And the 
American character cites the examples of Ira Aldridge and Alexandre 
mas, who "was not forced to conceal his origin to succeed as a novelist" 

The tragedian Ira Aldridge performed in Paris in 1866, opening at 
sallies in a performance of Othello which the French press generall) 
as memorable. Many a Parisian celebrity attended, including Guizot of 
French Academy and the elder Dumas, who, upon this rare occasion, 
upon hugging Aldridge on his breast and proudly proclaiming, "My 
brother, I too am a Negro!" (Marshall and Stock, 324). 

Still, Frederick Douglass’s race consciousness prevented him from 
ing Dumas wholeheartedly, for Dumas generally did not define himself as a 
Negro. Douglass saw the statue of Dumas by Gustave Dor~ as ~ 
ment of the literary genius of a colored man but refused to honor the 
of a man to whom, as a Negro, he felt he had no grounds to be thankful. 
was more enthusiastic about white abolitionists like Victor Hugo and Victori: 
Schoelcher. However, the day after his arrival in Marseilles Douglass took his 
wife for a boat trip to the Chfiteau d’If, the old rock from which Edmond 

Dant(s had been reportedly hurled in The Count of Monte Cristo. Douglass 
made this special trip, he says, "because the genius of the Negro writer had 
woven around it such a network of enchantment" (568). 

Thirty years later another black American, Mary McLeod Bethune, would 
hail Marseilles for the same reasons as Douglass: the presence of many Afri- 
cans in the harbor and the fictional memory of Dumas, the "black writer" 
feted by France for his talent (Bethune).                               ¯ 

Dumas’s star continued to shine over black America during the Harlem 
Renaissance. When John E Matheus, a contributor to The New Negro anthol- 
ogy, visited Paris in 1927, he likewise noted that Marseilles, with its large 
African population, was a "discovery," and went to the Chfiteau d’If as a 
tribute to Alexandre Dumas. Matheus remained an untiring propagandist for 
French culture among black Americans, and in 1936 he prepared an edition of 
the only work signed by Alexandre Dumas that has a Negro protagonist, 
Georges. 

When young Langston Hughes told his father of his ambition to become a 
writer, he could only think of Alexandre Dumas as an example of a colored 
writer who had made money. And his father countered: "Yes, but he was in 
Pards where they don’t care about color" (Hughes, 62). 

In 1925 young Gwendolyn Bennett made it to Paris as an art student but 

also inspired to write poetry. Her "Lines Written on the Grave of Alexan- 

Thou, great spirit, wouldst shiver in thy granite shroud 
Should idle mirth or empty talk 

Disturb thy tranqui! sleeping. 
A cemetery is a place for shattered loves 

And broken hearts. 

(Cullen, 159) 

It is noteworthy that, in the minds of black Americans, Alexandre Dumas 

rarely associated geographically with his abode and grave at Villers- 

(or that of his son at the Montmartre cemetery) but mostly with the 

that affected Douglass and Bethune: the Chfiteau d’If. Their favorite 

to his fiction was not to the better-known Three Musketeers, and the 

of d’Artagnan, but to The Count of Monte Cristo, possibly because, in 

novel, the victory of Edmond Dant6s over injustice could function as a 

for black endurance and eventual freedom. As late as November 

Communist Hugh Mulzac, author of A Star to Steer By, was able to see 

again in a troop transport ship. He remembered that before the 

boatmen used to beg the visitor to ride out to the Chfiteau d’If, the 

’ site of The Count of Monte Cristo. 

In the 1920s Alexandre Dumas’s role as a literary beacon had been par- 

superseded by the contemporary French West Indian Ren6 Maran. 

serving as a colonial administrator in Oubangui in 1921, Maran was 

awarded the prestigious Goncourt prize for his "authentic Negro novel," 

:Batouala, set in central Africa. The New York World of January 9, 1921, 

referred to French General Mangin in the headline: r~EGRO REAL EQUAL OF 

l~ALE BROTHER, SAYS GEN. MANGIN. iangin was quoted as stressing the meaning 

of the award: "It is a witness to the fraternal sentiment of our country for all of 

her sons without distinction of shade or origins, when those sons honor the 

country by their words and deeds." The article went on to recall the rougher 

treatment reserved for blacks in the United States. Langston Hughes, Alain 

Locke, Gwendolyn Bennett, Countee Cullen, Walter White, and many others 

met Ren6 Maran. In the September 1924 issue of his newspaper Les Conti- 

nents, Maran published an article by Locke on the "New African-American 

Poetry," which was the first mention of the New Negro movement to appear in 

France. Countee Cullen, inspired by his reading of Batouala, wrote a poem 

entitled "The Dance of Love." 

Maran played a major role as a bridge between the Harlem Renaissance 

writers and the n~gritude poets; and one is led to wonder why a man whose 

talent was crowned by the Goncourt prize, who was far more race conscious 

than Dumas, and who actually helped publicize the New Negro movement 

never became an important cultural beacon for black Americans. One reason 

may have been his modest, retiring personality; another, the lesser dimension 
of his success, compared with that of Dumas. Mostly, however, Maran’s ca- 

reer was hampered by World War II. He suffered because he refused to 



collaborate with the Nazis; also, the war meant disruption 

criticism of the abuses of French colonialism now seemed somewhat 

when contacts were reestablished in 1945. 

When he visited Paris at the turn of the century, Booker T. 

was received as an important American, an international figure. 

several receptions given by American officials, met Justices Fuller 

of the Supreme Court, and was asked to speak from the pulpit of the 

can Chapel. Convinced that southern blacks did not suffer from 

with Europeans "in all that marks a lady or a gentleman," he stron 

them against coming to France with the hope of finding employment 

they had prior contacts and wealth. Booker T. Washington never 

any personal interest in Alexandre Dumas, but wished to visit the grave 

Toussaint L’Ouverture and could not because it was in the north of 

without a monument. For Washington, Henry O. Tanner was a personal lieu __ 

de m~moire in Paris. 

To the editor of the Colored American Washington wrote at length of his __ 

visit to Tanner’s studio on boulevard Saint-Jacques, noting the painter’s perse- __ 

verance, his talent, and his success at being one of the few American artists __ 

exhibited at the Luxembourg museum: "Mr. Tanner is determined that he shall __ 

not be known as merely a successful Negro artist but that his work shall stand __ 

upon its merit alone," Washington said. "Here in France no one judges a man __ 

by his color. The color of the face neither helps nor hinders" (Harlan, 142). -- 

Like Dumas, Henry Ossawa Tanner was a role model but also an embodi- 

ment of black American artistic merit recognized by France after having been -- 

spurned in the United States. After becoming convinced that his color would 

always prevent his work from being recognized in America, Tanner had gone 

into self-exile in France in 1891. In Booker T. Washington’s eyes, the recogni- 

tion granted Tanner in Paris was not especially an indication of a French lack 

of racial prejudice but, as he stated in Up From Slavery--in guarded words, 

not to displease American whites--a reinforcement of his belief that "any 

man, regardless of colour, will be recognized and rewarded just in proportion 

as he learns to do something well" (280). True to his gospel of self-help, he 

stressed excellence in any field, however humble, without remarking on the 

specificity of artistic achievement. 

When it became known that Tanner’s painting The Raising of Lazarus had 

been bought by the French government and was hanging in the Luxembourg 
gallery, the event and its implications became the object of a racial/cultural 

pilgrimage. In 1904 Mary Church Terrell went to Paris with the expressed 

wish of seeing Tanner’s Raising of Lazarus in the Luxembourg, but she was 

told by the curator that the painting had already been taken to the Louvre. 

After one of the guards was sent to the Louvre with her to show her the 

painting, she commented: "Thus it was that I had the rare privilege and the 

great pleasure of feasting my eyes upon the masterpiece of a colored man" 

(Terrell, 211). This experience gave her yet another reason for liking Paris 

and the French! 

In 1929, when Counte¢ and Yolande Cullen honeymooned in Paris, he 

Saint- 
Jacques because he wanted to be able to visit him easily. In similar fashion, 

although the pages of Fifty Years After recounting John Paynter’s few weeks in 
in 1936 read like a guide to the architectural treasures of the city, Paynter 

race conscious to the point of knowing that Tanner’s studio stood at 51, 

Saint-Jacques. 

Entertainer and dancer Josephine Baker soon attracted more attention 

Henry O. Tanner, not only from mass audiences but also from the 

elite." Having come to France as a member of "La Revue n~gre," 

Baker soon outshone Maude de Forest. Baker’s "clowning" and her 

¢ body were an acceptable shade of blackness; she could present herself 

animallike enough to titillate, but she also could be polished and Pail- 

And she was an astute businesswoman: after winning over Paris 

her grotesqueile in "La Revue n~gre," she changed her style and 

almost feline, satisfying the expectations of audiences--and produc- 

A couple of years later, after touilng Europe, she was earning $250 a 

at the Folies Berg~res. In 1929 drama critic Lincoln Kirstein was 

in Paris by an English-speaking lady who asked him, "Where is la rue 
taker?" meaning "la rue du Bac," to which he could answer: "It doesn’t exist 

__ yet, but there will be one." 
Most of Baker’s dark-skinned compatriots felt that seeing her perfor- 

in Pails was a must. Many an artist, entertainer, or writer visited her 

with a reverence comparable to that shown toward Henry Tanner. Mary 

McLeod Bethune, Gordon Taylor, John Paynter, Countee Cullen, and Alain 

Locke all commented on seeing her perform. John Matheus, when he saw the 

city of Dumas, also made a point of sampling the cabarets. At the Folies 

Bergrres, the dark-skinned Algerian who played the devil in the show told 

him about the Frenchman’s own brand of prejudice, even though Paris had 

welcomed Josephine ecstatically. However, American tourists behaved much 

worse, and Matheus saw a couple of his white compatriots leave the room in 

outrage when his new acquaintance, the devil, appeared on stage among the 

white female cast! John Paynter gives a more precise account of the same 

performance: 

Part of the crowd poured into the Folies and, as we drove up, from the 

flaming billboard, a gorgeously gay presentment of the star, Josephine 

Baker, greeted us in that characteristic fly-away pose which seems to have 

captivated the whole Parisian world. In the crush of the lobby, M. Achille 

found his friend, M. Feral Benglia, a colored gentleman who, himself, has 

been a star in many of the Berg~res performances. The cast of some forty 

beautiful girls was almost naked, and the highlight of the performance was a 

jungle scene, a tribute to black beauty: 

IT]he gently rolling turf of a wooded dell had been abandoned to the 
lone occupancy of a recumbent exotic Venus. Suddenly, there ap- 
peared, descending cautiously from the hills, a brown-skinned native of 
giant stature, who espied the slumbering nymph on coming into the 



clearing .... And then intently gazing for a second or two, [he] turned 

abr~_p.,.~!,V_, ~.!~.n_garms clearing.the air--and fled back into the hills. A 
typical French moment of suspense was the climax. (82) 

By the early 1930s, Josephine Baker had become a "must." On December 
24, 1932, Paul Robeson’s wife, Eslanda wrote Harold Jackman that she would 
be flying to Paris the following day to interview Josephine Baker to complete 
an article about the Negroes in Paris: "I thought that the white folks would be 
interested to read all about what our folks are doing all over the world, but 
when I started in Paris I found that I was more interested myself than any 
white folks would ever be. Our people, if you will excuse the term, sure made 
progress." When Langston Hughes traveled to Paris in 1937, he went to the 
Folies Berg~res to meet Josephine after her show. 

Clearly, Dumas, Tanner, and Baker were instances of such black "firsts" as 
can still be found in Ebony magazine. The choice of a foreigner like Dumas 
may seem surprising since, in the literary field, African Americans had pro- 
duced several notable writers from their own ranks--Phillis Wheatley and 
Jupiter Hammon, for example. What made the projection of the elder Dumas 
as a desirable lieu de m~moire was the extraordinary range of his international 
popularity during the antebellum period. With the passing of time and increas- 
ing recognition of their achievement in art and literature, blacks in the United 
States needed to depend less on blacks from other parts of the world as "race 
heroes." However, because of the prestige and money involved, visual art as 
an area of achievement had long been reserved for whites, and Henry Ossawa 
Tanner was certainly justified in seeking recognition in Europe at the end of 
the nineteenth century. Spoken reports about him abounded in black artistic 
circles, and incited painters like Hale Woodruff in the 1930s or Lois Mailou 
Jones in the 1950s to try their chance in Paris. 

It may seem more surprising that Josephine Baker should have been se- 
lected as a cultural beacon, given the widespread acceptance and stereotyping 
of blecks as entertainers. What made Baker’s success exceptional was, on the 
one hand the magnitude of its economic rewards (of which blacks had tradi- 
tionally been deprived); and, on the other hand, the legitimization of her 
dancing as a highbrow aesthetic contribution (not only entertainment) in 
Europe--very much in the way that jazz was considered there. Also, isn’t it 
significant that in spite of the way black American women were seen by white 
Americans, this girl from St. Louis was viewed as one of the most attractive 
women on earth? Later, too, her activism, her services during the war, and 
her adoption of children of many ethnic backgrounds won her universal es- 
teem. On April 15, 1975, when the funeral procession for Josephine Baker 
arrived at La Madeleine, Jo Bouillon wrote: 

The Rue Royale was literally banked with Josephine’s enormous public. 
They had come as they were, impressive in their dignity and silence .... 

In the huge church, packed to capacity.., the service was also that of 
Lieutenant Josephine Baker. The coffin, followed by a bearer carrying Jose- 
phine’s decorations, was saluted by twenty-four flags representing various 

branches of the military. Many public authorities, ministers, generals and 
~    g[~n__o~ ~atipnal Scope, 

decorous yet crowded with spectators. Still it was a deeply personal occa- 
sion. Next to the President of the Republic’s wreath lay roses "from Papa 
and the children," a heart made of flowers from Brialy and Levasseur, and a 
Star of David fashioned out of roses from an anonymous friend, honoring 
Josephine’s personal attachments and fight against racism." (Baker and 

Bouillon, 292-93) 

As such, Baker’s triumph can be seen as embodying the legitimization of 
African-American cultural offerings. Alexandre Dumas, Henry Ossawa Tan- 

ner, and Josephine Baker symbolically signaled a recognition of racial equality 
by European cultural institutions, and thus they heralded the desirability and/ 
or imminence of comparable moves in the United States. 
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Kurdistan, in Kosovo, the consequence has not been the peace and 

stability that Wilson had anticipated. 

Finally, the Wilsonian principle of collective security as embodied in 

the League of Nations in Geneva, and later in its successor organization 

in New York City, has not fared well for the remainder of the twentieth 

century. The peaceful resolution of international disputes in a world 

body comprising all sovereign states and, failing that, the banding 

together of the members to employ military force against an aggressor, 

remains an unfulfilled promise eight decades after Wilson proposed it as 

the best hope for mankind. So the Tiger may have had the last laugh. 

Subsequent events in the history of the twentieth century seem to have 

confirmed his well known skepticism about the prospect of preserving 

peace through international cooperation and goodwill, a sentiment that 

was perfectly captured in one of the many witticisms for which he is 

remembered: ’The good lord gave us the ten com~nandments, and we 

failed to keep them. President Wilson gave us the Fourteen Points. We 

shall see.’ 

THE EXPATRIATES OF THE MACHINE-AGE: 

JOSEPHINE BAKER AND ALEXANDER CALDER IN PARIS 

Barbara Zabel 

ABSTRACT: This essay examines American expatriate culture of 1920s Paris, and 
particularly Baker’s and Calder’s response to the French fascination with the 
technological achievement and innovative popular culture of the ’new’ America. 
American popular culture largely meant black culture--jazz music, musicians, 
singers, dancers; this °americanisme’ thus embraced seemingly opposite 
impulses. Baker, in her performance, and Calder, in his wire portraits of Baker, 
capitalized on this ’technological primitivism’, on popular notions concerning the 
association of the black body with ’primitivism’ and ultimately with Africa, 
while at the same time evoking the mechanical vitality of America. By defining 
Baker with the materials of modem technology Calder ~redeems’ Baker from the 
jungle, while at the same time recovering human instinct in a world governed 
increasingly by technology. Both Calder’s sculpture and Baker’s pertbrmance 
thus encode the French construction of a new American identity for the modem 
era. 

’Even though it happened in France, it was all somehow an American 
experience’.~ So reminisced the painter Gerald Murphy about his 
expatriate years in Paris, voicing a sentiment shared by many other 
Americans working in France during the 1920s. In this essay, I examine 
this phenomenon - the Americanness of the expatriate experience - and 
the extent to which expatriate American entertainers and artists were 
encouraged by what the French called amdricanisme, the European 
fascination with the ’new’ America, the America of technological 
achievement and of innovative popular culture. Indeed, there occurred a 

Calvin Tomkins, Living Well is the Best Revenge (New York, 1971), 3. 
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unique meshing of a technological optimism with a new esteem for 

American popular culture, which in the postwar years largely meant 

black culture - jazz music, jazz musicians, singers, dancers, and other 

black American entertainers and sports figures. The widespread 

exaltation of both the machine and black culture - seemingly opposite 

impulses - gave rise to what has been termed ’technological 

primitivism’, which informs the performance and art of quite a few 

expatriates. 

Alexander Calder (1898-1976) was one expatriate artist who 

exploited this opposition and capitalized on his role as an American in 

Paris. In the process, he created some of the most innovative art of his 

career, his iron wire sculpture. Calder arrived in Paris in July of 1926, 

remained there for over a year, returned for two additional extended 

stays in the late 1920s, and resided there off and on for the rest of his 

career. Paris inspired an adventurousness not evident in the paintings of 

city life he had executed in New York. In Paris Calder began to draw in 

space, using wire to delineate the forms of circus animals and acrobats, 

jazz dancers and musicians, boxers and other sports figures. One of 

Calder’s first subjects for this unorthodox sculpture was the African- 

American entertainer Josephine Baker. Between 1926 and 1930, Calder 

executed five portrait tributes to this fellow expatriate.2 

Josephine Baker (1906-1975) had begun her career traveling the 

black vaudeville circuit in the South but didn’t receive significant 

recognition until the early 1920s, when she joined the chorus line of 

’Shuffle Along’, Eubie Blake and Nobel Sissle’s ’Negro musical’, which 

opened in New York in 1921 and toured the country from 1922 to 1924. 

Sissle and Blake then gave Baker a more consequential role in 

’Chocolate Dandies’, in which her several solos received high praise 

from New York critics and writers. In a review in Vanity Fair, for 

instance, poet e.e. cummings described the 18-year-old in ’the 

"Dandies" chorus’ as resembling ’some tall, vital, incomparably fluid 

nightmare which crossed its eyes and warped its limbs in a purely 

2 The first version is kno~vn only through a photograph by Peter A. Juicy; the 
one illustrated here is in the collection of the Museum of Modem Art; another is in the 
collection of the Mus~e national d’Art modem, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; and the 

other two, Josephine Baker and Aztec Josephine Baker, are in private collections, Mafia 

Prather, Alexander Calder, 1898-1976 (New Haven/London, 1998), 20. 
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unearthly manner’) It is clear from such critiques and from other 

descriptions of her performances, that vaudevillian conventions 

informed the roles she was given in New York. Not until Baker arrived 

in Paris in September of 1925 did she begin to forge a style and identity 

more in keeping with the ’New Negro’ of the Harlem Renaissance, the 

’New Woman’ of the postwar years, and with machine-age Modernism. 

In Paris she became the star of La Revue Nagre at the Th~fitre des 

Champs-Elys~es and then went on to sensational success at the Folies- 

Berg~re. She is often credited with introducing jazz dances like the 

Charleston and the Black Bottom to Parisians, and with sustaining the 

vogue for jazz which had been introduced to Parisians by the bands of 

segregated black regiments beginning in 1917.4 

While still evoking the stereotypes of vaudeville, Baker’s Parisian 

performances also, and increasingly, featured a sexual allure and 

uninhibited dancing that transcended those stereotypes. Indeed, the very 

first performance of La Revue N~gre established this departure from 

vaudeville stereotypes. The curtain rose on a river-boat scene in the 

American South with the entire cast on stage along with the jazz band. 

The barefoot dancers wore bandannas, summoning images of port 

activity in the old rural South. At one point the cast broke into a 

Charleston, and Josephine Baker hammed it up, playing into established 

stereotypes as a ’cross-eyed ragamuffin minstrel or a rubber-legged 

waif’.5 However, by the closing act of the show, the tenor of the 

performance had changed into something radically different. The 

southern setting had been dismantled in favor of a Harlem nightclub 

with a backdrop of a spectacular New York skyline. Against this set, 

Sidney Bechet played a clarinet solo, and then, to the beat of drums, a 

minimally befeathered Josephine Baker was carried on stage on the back 

of her partner Joe Alex, a dancer from Martinique. Lowered to the 

ground, she proceeded to perform a sensuous and frenzied danse 

sauvage. To be sure, this transformation has to do with the replacement 

of one set of stereotypes with another now determined more by French 

3 e.e. curmaaings, ’Vive la Folie! ’, Vanity Fair (September 1926), 161. 

4 Lynne Fauley Emery, Black Dance from 1619 to Today, 2rid ed. (Princeton, 

1988), 230. 
5 William Wiser, The Great Good Place: Atnerican Expatriate Women in Paris 

(New York & London, 1991), 169. 
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than American expectations. Baker picked up on and played to French 
ideas of both Africa and America, and in the process established new 

models of black identity. This new juncture of ’primitive’ abandon, 
black body, skyscrapers, and jazz reverberates with a sense of liberation 
-- and entirely new implications for blacks in contemporary culture. By 
assuming such new and unexpected roles, Baker became an embodiment 
of the more emancipated black American culture of the postwar years. 

In order to capture the pulsating energy of ’La Bakaire’, as she was 

affectionately called, Calder defined her features and body, as well as 
her accessories - multiple bracelets and earring hoops - with taut lines 
and tightly wound spirals of wire. The artist’s first portrait of Baker in 
this medium (known only from a photograph) is modest in proportion - 
only 12 inches high - and is mounted on a wood stand, yet it effectively 

communicates the coiled energy of the dancer. For subsequent versions, 
Josephine Baker, for instance, in the Museum of Modem Art in New 
York City (Fig. 1), Calder greatly enlarged the figure and dispensed with 
the sculptural base, devising instead an unorthodox way of displaying 
these works so that they could be made to jiggle and pulsate: he 

suspended them from the ceiling with a single wire, thus giving them a 
quirky kineticism akin to Josephine’s own wound-up energy. As Joan 
Marter described them, ’Calder intended the supple wire body to be free 
to quiver, sway, and rotate at will, a fitting parallel to the agility and 
sensuality of actual performances by the show-stopping ’Ebony 
venus . 

Such an encoding of the black body of Josephine Baker in iron wire 
was, however, more than a simple celebration of a jazz dancer and the 
Parisian jazz scene of the 1920s. Much more than New York, postwar 
Paris experienced a ’Negrophilia’, a craze for things ’Negro’ - and 

especially for black jazz entertainers and jazz music.7 This postwar rage 
was not limited to black American culture, but also included African 
culture - African dance, and particularly African sculpture. African art 
had been a major source of inspiration for artists as early as 1904, when 
Matisse and the Fauves began to fixate on - and to appropriate into their 

6 Joan Marter, Alexander Calder (Cambridge UP, 1991), 60. 

Fora dJscusmon of Negrophi[ia’ see James Clifford, ~Negrophilia,’ in A New 
ltistory qfFrench Literature, ed. D. Hollier (Cambridge & London, 1989), 901-908. 
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art - the ’barbaric fetishes’ they ’discovered’ in the Mus4e 

d’Ethnographie du Trocadhro (now Mushe de l’Homme) in Paris. But 

this rage for African artifacts intensified considerably in the postwar 

years. Both sources - African and black American culture - seemed to 

satisfy the widespread desire for artistic and spiritual renewal in the 

postwar years; both seemed to suggest models for a more natural and 

spontaneous mode of expression. Indeed, the two cultures were so 

closely linked that they tended to be confused in the popular mind, even 

though, as Laura Rosenstock has stressed, ’traditional African society 

and contemporary black American life constituted very different 

cultures.’8 

Josephine Baker herself knew very little about Africa when she arrived 
in Paris; however, she, too, was soon to exploit this penchant for linking 
contemporary black culture with Africa. And she did so by capitalizing 
on popular notions concerning the association of the black body with 
primitivism - and particularly with tribal artifacts. Her dances did much 
to promote this association, as prominent French dance critic Andr6 
Levinson observed after witnessing the finale, ’the short pas de deux of 
the savages,’ of a 1925 performance at La Revue N6gre: 

Certain of Miss Baker’s poses, back arched, haunches protruding, arms 
entwined and uplifted in a phallic symbol, had the compelling potency of the 
finest examples of Negro sculpture. The plastic sense of a race of sculptors 
came to life and the frenzy of African Eros swept over the audience. ~ 

Such poses, along with the stage sets designed for her jungle dances, led 
to Josephine’s being labeled - and praised - as sauvage. 

Indeed, the famous danse sauvage to which Levinson refers, in which 
Baker appeared topless wearing a satin thong embellished with feathers 
around her hips and a collar of feathers around her neck and ankles, was 
clearly intended to evoke African ritual. Commercial images of Baker 
also foreground this connection with Africa. One famous publicity 

~ Laura Rosenstock, ’ L~ger: "The Creation of the World,"’ in Primitivism in 

20th Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern, ed. W. Rubin (2 vols.; New 

York, 1984), 2: 478. 
9 Phyllis Rose, Jazz Cleopatra: dosephine Baker in Her Time (New York, 

1989), 31. 
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photograph, for instance, features a nude Josephine holding an ebony 

elephant, and the prints of Paul Colin, who was hired to create 

promotional posters for La Revue N~gre, also capitalize on jungle 

associations. In 1927, Colin created Le Tumulte Noir, a portfolio of 45 

hand-colored lithographs celebrating Josephine Baker and the infusion 

of energy generated by black performers in Jazz-Age Paris. Josephine 

Baker herself is represented in the portfolio by quite a few images and 

by a short preface in which she jokes, ’its getting darker and darker in 

Paris’ since the arrival of La Revue N~gre. 10 One of Colin’s prints 

features a nearly nude and ’barbaric’ looking Josephine behind bars, 

caged like a wild animal (Fig. 2). Such an image immediately brings to 

mind the French nineteenth-century practice of displaying its African 

colonial subjects in cages in Paris zoological gardens where they could 

be viewed in comparison to non-European species of animals caged 

nearby. ~ 

Calder’s definition of Baker’s body in iron wire also suggests a 

minimally attired African dancer; the artist adorned her wire body with 

hoops - through her ears and on her arms and legs - decorative 

implements which likewise foster associations with the jungle, as does 

the nakedness of her body. Like Colin’s caged woman~oeast, Calder’s 

Josephine Baker sculptures are very much on display; tethered to the 

gallery ceiling, they serve the voyeuristic needs of the Parisian audience. 

But this is only a partial reading of these images, for Calder managed to 

imbue this largely negative ’primitivism’ with more positive 

implications, as we shall see. And to be fair to Colin, in Le Tumulte Noir 

~o Paul Colin, Le Tumulte Noir, reprint (New York, 1998), n.p. As Lulen 
Walker pointed out, Baker ’adopted Florenz Ziegfeld’s famous quote, ’It’s getting darker 
and darker in old Broadway,’ to relate similar developments in Paris’, ’Le Tumulte Noir: 
Paul Colin’s Jazz Age Portfolio’, Exhibition brochure (Washington, DC, 1997), n.p. Le 
Tumulte Noir was published by Editions d’art, Succes, Paris, in January of 1927 in an 
edition of 500 unnumbered copies, 20 numbered copies; as Karen C. C. Dalton, and 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., pointed out, the entire edition sold out very quickly, ’Josephine 
Baker and Paul Colin: African American Dance Seen through Parisian Eyes,’ Critical 
Inquiry, 24 (Summer, 1998): 903. 

~ Miriam Kershaw, ’Postcolonialism and Androgyny: The Performance Art 
of Grace Jones’, Art Journal, 56 (Winter 1997): 21. As my colleague Christopher Steiner 
observed, such an image also brings to mind the (unbuilt) house that AdolfLoos designed 
for Josephine Baker in 1928; very much like a fortress, it features bold horizontal 
striations which also resemble prison bars. 
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this barbaric bare-breasted image of the entertainer is paired with a more 
’civilized’ image of a fully (and cross-)dressed Josephine in men’s 
clothing. 

Judging from the visual images we have of Josephine Baker- both 
by artists and by commercial photographers - it becomes clear that the 
black body in 1920s Paris was, in the words of James Clifford, ’an 
ideological artifact’, embodying coded perceptions which emphasized its 
’vitalism, rhythm, magic, erotic power, etc.’~2 To some degree, 
Josephine Baker was a victim of such coded notions; however, she was 
also very adept at exploiting the Parisians’ perceptions to advance her 
career. In turn, avant-garde artists and commercial photographers 
commandeered the black body of Josephine Baker in order to create a 
fantasy world through which the audience could reassert a basic 
connection with nature and human instinct, untainted by the corruptions 
of civilization. Certainly this identification of Africa with nature - along 
with the attempt to find salvation through the appropriation of another 
culture - constitutes an exploitative, or as James Clifford has called it, ’a 
negative primitivism of the irrational, the savage, the base, the flight 
from civilization’;~3 however, the self-conscious manner in which 
Josephine Baker, and then Calder and other artists, capitalized on the 
Parisians’ demand for the ’authentic’ raises a complex range of issues 
not delimited by such a definition of ’primitivism’. ~4 

To view the images of Josephine Baker solely as referencing Africa 

with its allusions to a return to a more ’natural’ state, indeed, to nature 
itself, is clearly to oversimplify. As Clifford recognized, ’Archaic Africa 
[...] came to Paris by way of the future, i.e. America.’ He goes on to say 
that, while ’the standard poses adopted by "La Baker" [...] evoked a 

~2 James Clifford, ’Histories of the Tribal and the Modern’, Art in America, 73 

(April, 1985): 170. 
13 Ibid. 

14 For further discussions of ’primitivism’ in the art and writing of moderu 

artists see Sieglinde Lemke, Primitivist Modernism: Black Culture and the Origins of 

Transatlantic Modernism (Oxford UP, 1998); Michael North, The Dialect of Modernism: 
Race, Language, and Twentieth-Century Literature (Oxford UP, 1994), especially 

Chapter 3; Marianna Torgovnick, Gone Primitive: Savage Intellects’, Modern Lives’ (U 

of Chicago P, 1990); and Barbara Zabel, "][’he Constructed Self: Gender and Portraiture 

in Machine-Age America’, in Women in Dada, ed. N. Sawelson-Gorse (MIT P, 1998), 
22-47. 
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recognizable "Africanity" - the naked form emphasizing pelvis and 
buttocks’, they also reveal ’a segmented stylization suggesting a 
strangely mechanical vitality’. ~5 Such machine-like vitality characterizes 
Calder’s wire sculpture, and it also informs the works of Calder’s 
contemporaries, both American and French. 

Fernand L~ger, whose portrait in wire Calder executed in 1930, was 
a great admirer of American technology, and he was also fascinated with 
Josephine Baker. According to Baker, it was L~ger who encouraged Roll 
de Mar6, Manager of the Th~fitre des Champs-l~lys~es, to bring a black 

troupe from New York to Paris. L6ger was among the artists to be 
invited to her premiere at La Revue N~gre, and he was apparently 
thrilled by her performance. ~ Several years earlier, L~ger had designed 
costumes and sets for the Swedish Ballet’s 1923 production of ’The 
Creation of the World,’ also produced by Rolf de Mar& What is so 
striking about his designs for this production is precisely the 

’mechanical vitality’ that Clifford~perceived in tribal artifacts. Indeed, 
L6ger devised his set and costume designs from his own numerous 
drawings of African sculpture, mechanizing them so they would 
complement the scenario and the music of ’Creation of the World’, 
which likewise encapsulated both the primitive and the mechanical. The 
scenario for the ballet, written by Blaise Cendrars, was based on 
research into African creation myths, and the music, by Darius Milhaud, 
of ’Les Six’ fame, was based on the composer’s memories of the jazz he 
had heard in Harlem during his visit to New York in 1922. ~7 Again we 
see the merging of the two cultures - the African and the black 
American, the primitive and the technological - a convergence which 
fully prepared L6ger for Baker’s dramatic entrance on the Parisian stage. 

A similar impulse to exploit the nexus between the mechanical and 
the primitive is at work in the art of one of Calder’s fellow expatriates, 
Man Ray, who also represented Baker in his art, specifically in his 
photographic commissions. Shortly after La Revue N~gre arrived in 
Paris, Man Ray was called in to photograph the cast at one of its 
rehearsals. It has been reported, though not confirmed, that Man Ray 

~5 Clifford, op. cit. (note 12), 170. 
~6 Rose, op. cit., 8. 
~7 Rosenstock, op. cir., 480. 

then singled out Josephine Baker and photographed her on the roof with 
the Eiffel Tower in the distance. 18 In the same year, Man Ray created 

Rebus, a photograph of the mechanical housing of a rifle, which exhibits 
remarkable similarities to L~ger’s geometricized costume designs. The 
artist has carefully photographed this piece of metal so that it has a 
striking resemblance to a mechanical simulation of an African carving - 
and by extension to a typical Baker stance. (Fig. 3) While L~ger’s point 
of departure was an African artifact which he then mechanized, Man 
Ray’s initial inspiration was an industrial component, which he 
Africanized. Through careful placement and lighting the artist 
transformed the object into a modern fetish. Though coming from 
opposite directions, both artists subsumed the primitive into the 
technological language of modernism. Elsewhere I have argued that 
such an embrace of the primitive by the technological can be seen as an 
attempt to humanize - and thereby redeem the technological by 

reference to basic instinct, to a force of nature. ~9 With this in mind, it 
should be acknowledged that such an appropriation of another culture 
lbr Western purposes is a key component of cultural imperialism; in the 
phrase ’technological primitivism’ itself, the first term modifies the 
second, suggesting the domination of the primitive by the technological. 

Significantly, jazz - the music to which Josephine danced - was also 
informed by a vitality perceived as both primitive and mechanical. Jazz 

was seen as atavistic, on the one hand, since its roots were seen as 
African - as were the roots of the new jazz dances. But if jazz was 

perceived as primitivistic, it was also very much a product of urban and 

~8 Lynn Haney, Naked at the Feast: A Biography of Josephine Baker (New 

York, 1981), 163-164. As Haney wrote, ’After photographing the group, Man Ray 

plucked Josephine away from the others. He positioned her against a railing at the edge 

of the root; the Eiffel Tower in the background. Josephine preened, puffed out her chest, 

grinned, strutted and struck a pose, parodying a cakewalk,’ 64. Whitney Chadwick 

repeats this account in ’Fetishizing FashionAretishizing Culture: Man Ray’s "Noire et 

blanche"’, Oxford Art Journal 18, no. 2 (1995): 8. However, only photographs of the 

entire troupe appear among Man Ray’s archives; according to Merry Foresta, who has 

searched for the artist’s Baker photographs, if indeed he took such photographs, Man Ray 

may have been reluctant to make them public due to the jealousy of his model and 
mistress, Kiki, who may well have seen Baker as a threat: ’If anyone was a threat to 

Kiki’s singing and performing career [...] it was Baker’, e-mail correspondence to author 

(September, 1996). 

~9 Zabel, op. cit., 30-33. 



industrial America, as was Josephine Baker herself. In their works, 
avant-garde artists like Alexander Calder and Man Ray countered the 
’primitivism’ of their source material by referring jazz to technology, 
something that was more highly valued in American culture. For the 
avant-garde, the rhythmic base of jazz thus took on reverberations of the 
industrial environment and came to exemplify the spirit and energy of 
machine-age America. Europeans in particular fostered a view of jazz as 
embodying a distinctively industrial tempo; with its hard-driving 
intensity, jazz was, according to French artist Maurice de Vlaminck, like 
the sound of a four-stroke internal combustion engine.2° By 
appropriating jazz into a machine aesthetic, the avant-garde thus 
effectively industrialized the jazz reference. 

Rather than denying the origins of jazz outright, however, the avant- 
garde played the technological against the primitive, creating a 
technological primitivism which reflects the duality of jazz itself(though 
still prioritizing the former). This duality was perhaps best expressed by 
Harry Kessler, chronicler of Weimar Germany. After seeing Josephine 
Baker performing with La Revue N~gre when the troupe traveled to 
Berlin in the winter of 1926, Kessler wrote, ’All these shows are a 
mixture of.jungle and skyscraper elements. The same holds good for the 
tone and rhythm of their music, jazz. Ultramodern and ultraprimitive’. 2t 
So too, the American avant-garde employed the urban and industrial 
context of jazz as a counterpoint to its primitive sources, in effect, 
thereby down-playing its African source. 

Alexander Calder’s artistic innovation, the use of iron wire, a 
material produced largely for industrial uses and by mechanical means, 
also lends a technological note to his image of Josephine Baker. 

Interestingly, Calder’s first career was as an engineer. In 1919 he 
received a degree in mechanical engineering from the Stevens Institute 
of Technology in Hoboken, New Jersey; for the next three years he 
worked as an automotive, hydraulic, and efficiency engineer, a 
timekeeper and draftsman - all positions drawing on his engineering 

96. 

20 Mona Hadler, ’Jazz and the Visual Arts’, Arts Magazine, 57 (June 1983): 

~-~ Ibid. 
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training.22 By 1923 he had given up engineering to follow in the family 
tradition; his mother, Nanette Lederer Calder, was a painter, and his 
father and grandfather, Alexander Stirling Calder and Alexander Milne 
Calder, were well-known figurative sculptors. However, in Calder’s 
words, ’I could never forget my training at Stevens’, and in his first 
mature works, the artist combined an interest in tinkering with industrial 
materials with a new-found fascination with the primitive vitality of jazz 
dance,z-3 

Calder saw his wire sculpture as drawing in space, or, in his words, 
as ’three-dimensional line drawing’]4 The artist’s wire drawings 
functioned both as a spontaneous and a mental invention. The 
delineation of Josephine Baker in iron wire thus encoded something 
about the spontaneity of her dancing, while at the same time linking 
such energy to the realm of the intellect. But there is another sense in 
which the wire medium points in two different directions. While its 
production and uses in the ’civilized’ world are largely technological, in 
Africa wire was used extensively for decorative purposes, for jewelry 
and body adornment. The Maasai, Toposa, and Turkana of East Africa, 
among other African peoples, traded for European materials such as 
wire during the colonial period, and they also salvaged metals from such 

objects as cartridge cases which were then reshaped into wire. However, 
they put these materials to use in radically different ways - adapting 

them not so much to technological uses but to traditional ritual and 
decorative objects, such as ’coiled torque[s] of iron wire’ for neck, arm, 
and wrist ornaments.:s Again we see both a fusing and an opposition 

between the technological and the primitive. 
What separates Calder’s art from that of L6ger and Man Ray, 

however, is his in,jection of whimsy and humor into his works. Anyone 
who has seen the film of Calder operating his Circus, recently 
refurbished and reinstalled at the Whitney Museum of American Art, or 
the film clip of Calder dancing with his Josephine Baker, included in the 
recent American Masters video production Alexander Calder, cannot 

22 Elizabeth Hutton Turner, ’Paris: "Capital of America"’, Americans in Paris 

(Washington, DC, 1996), 39. 
2s Op. cir., 42. 
24 Marla Prather, Alexander Calder, 1898-1976 (Yale UP, 1998), 21. 
25 Angela Fisher, Africa Adorned (New York, 1984), 33, 45. 
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help appreciating the primacy of humor for Calder. The wire sculptures 
themselves are funny, especially those representing Baker. As Calder 
told a New York Times reporter in 1929, he wanted a wire line which 
’moves of its own volition [...] jokes and teases [...] [is] deliberately 
tantalizing [and] goes off into wild scrolls and tight tendrils’.2~ And, 
indeed, as it defines the body and features of Baker, the iron wire- with 
its trajectories which loop, bend, buckle and spiral - seems to have a 
quirky life of its own, as does the suggested movement. 

From the very beginning, humor was key to Baker’s success; indeed, 
she was known for hamming it up in her performances. In ’Shuffle 
Along’, for instance, she was billed as ’That Comedy Chorus Girl’ for 
her antics at the end of the chorus line: ’she rolled her eyes, contorted 
her face and swiveled her body’ in an exaggerated mimicking of the 
established act. As Wendy Martin pointed out, her act became ’a 
deliberate parody of the blackface vaudeville routines and the 

conventions of the Negro minstrel show’.-’7 Rather than perpetuating the 
stereotypes of blacks in vaudeville, her wacky performance thus 
constituted a send-up of those stereotypes. 

In Paris, too, reviews of Baker’s performances often noted her talent 
for injecting comedy into her routines. As critic Anita Loos wrote, 

responding to her premier performance, Josephine Baker had triumphed 
with her ’witty rear end’, an observation suggesting Baker’s control over 
her body for the particular purpose of evoking humor. And, in her most 
notorious dance ’Fatou’ (Fig. 4) to quote a New York Times reporter 
writing in 1926, ’She romped on stage at the Folies Berg~re in Paris 
wearing a girdle of bananas and nothing else’.2~ Here she both plays into 
and playfully mocks the colonialist fantasy of a French explorer who lies 
asleep in the jungle. To the accompaniment of drums, Josephine made 

z6 L. Joy Sperling, ’Calder in Paris: The Circus and Surrealism’, Archives of 

American Art Journal, 28 (1988): 23. Sperling elaborates on the role of playfulness and 

humor - and of the link Calder forges between play and technology in his ’Circus’ - in, 

’The Popular Sources of Calder’s Circus: The Humpty Dumpty Circus, Ringling Bros 

and Barnum arid Bailey, and The Cirque Medrano’, Journal ~fAmeriean Culture, 17 

(Winter, 1994): 1-14. 

~7 Wendy Martin, ’Remembering the Jungle: Josephine Baker and Modernist 
Parody’, in Prehistories of the Future: the Primitivist Project and the Culture of 

Modernism, ed. E. Barkin & R. Bush (Stanford UP, 1995), 311. 

~ Emery, op. cit., 230. 
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her entrance climbing backwards down the trunk of a tree; she then 
began to dance, moving her hips so that the bananas bounced and swung 
in arcs while she simply laughed. In recognition of the hilarity of her 
performance, a critic for the Mercure de France wrote, ’This girl has the 
genius to let the body make fun of itself [...] [H]er body shakes as if in a 
trance, but with such remarkable humor’.~9 Some of the comic spirit of 
her performance is, of course, generated by whimsical - and parodic - 
reference to vaudevillian conventions; indeed, as Nancy Nenno has 
observed, Baker ’actively replicated stereotypes of the American black 
as comic entertainer.’3° However, this constituted only one aspect of her 

performance strategy. Baker transformed her playfully parodic 
performance to suit the new context of Paris - and Parisian expectations 

as to the identity and sexuality of the African-American woman. As 
Rose has written, ’the next moment she dropped the contortions, the 
mugging, and reverted to beauty’.S~ Baker sets up a tension between two 

impulses, a tension characterized by Dalton and Gates as that between 
’the energy of"le jazz hot" and elegance of the Black Venus’. She is ’at 
once erotic and comic, suggestive and playful, intense and insouciant, 
primitive and civilized’.3~ 

Interestingly, Calder achieved a similar effect and an equally potent 
tension between opposite impulses. The artist’s vibrating wire portraits 
of Baker have an awkward funkiness that plays on the stereotype of a 
goofy, big mouthed, vaudevillian performing for laughs, while at the 
same time these works have a sleekness that elicits a sense of grace and 
beauty. Both Calder and Baker thereby set up an effective dichotomy in 
their art - presenting an object of both laughter (the vaudeville 
comedienne) and awesome physical beauty (the queen of :Paris 

nightlife). This adoption of seemingly conflicting personae was meant 
not simply to parody stereotypes, but also to hold up an alternative, more 
admirable image of the black performer. Given that the cultural climate 
of Paris was one that encouraged a more positive self-image on the part 

~ B. Hammond & P. O’Connor, Josephine Baker (London, 1988), 42. 
~0 Nancy Nenno, ’Femininity, the Primitive, and Modem Urban space: 

Josephine Baker in Berlin’, Women in the Metropolis, Gender and Modernity in Weimar 
Culture, ed. K. yon Ankum (U of Califbrnia P, 1997), 147. 

~ Op. cit, 25. 
~" lbid. 
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of African-American expatriates, this goal was more easily achieved in 
France than in postwar America. 

The French adored Josephine Baker, and this infatuation - and 
Baker’s exploitation of that infatuation - must be understood against the 
backdrop of the very different race relations of her native, as opposed to, 
her adopted country. As Dalton and Gates have underscored, while the 
French were by no means innocent of racial bias, ’compared to America, 
France was color-blind’.33 And, as Martin has elaborated, in France, 
’there was a different paradigm for black!white relationships’, and this 
was largely because the French context had less to do with a history of 
slavery than it did with a colonial empire. Whereas those colonized by 
the French resided, for the most part, not in Paris, but rather on ’distant, 

dark continents’, in the United States enslavement of blacks was still a 
quite immediate memory, and ’subordination of blacks left over from 
slavery remained intact’)4 By relocating to Paris, Josephine freed herself 
from American prejudice - and from expectations that she perpetuate 

variations on the slave narrative; instead of an emblem of slavery, she 
was free to exploit the French desire to see in the African-American 
woman a symbol of liberation. Baker exploited this identity in order to 
engage French fascination with America - and to become fantastically 
wealthy. Calder, too, was inspired not only by the French embrace of 
Baker, but by amdricanisme in general. (Calder did not, however, attain 

the star status - or the wealth that Baker did.) In contrast to the French, 
Americans themselves generally felt a strong ambivalence toward 
popular culture - and particularly to jazz culture with its negative 
associations having to do with degenerate abandon and with the African 
’sub’continent.~5 Distanced from the strictures of American society, both 
Baker and Calder were free to explore the new cultural terrain of 
postwar France. 

3~ Op. cit., 904. 
34 Martin, op. cit., 317. 
35 For a discussion of the conflicted response to the new age of American jazz 

by writers Noel Coward, Wallace Stevens, and T. S. Eliot, see David Chinitz, ’"Dance, 
Little Lady", Poets, Flappers, and the Gendering of Jazz’, in Modernism, Gender, and 
Culture." A Cultural Studies Approach, ed. L. Rado (New York & London, 1997), 319- 
335. 
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The prime personification of amOricanisme for the French avant- 

garde was, of course, the jeune fille amOricaine. For such writers as 

Alfred Jarry and Jean Cocteau, among others, the young American girl, 

with her youth, adventurous spirit, and unconventional ways, embodied 

all that was most admired in America itself. Perhaps the most 

compelling image of this mythic personage is that created by Francis 

Picabia, Portrait d’une jeune fille amdricaine dans l’dtat de nuditO 

(Portrait of a Young American Girl in a State of Nudity), of 19 1 5. Here 

a sparkplug, extricated from its automotive function, defines the generic 

’young american girl’ as a generative force, indeed, the personification 

of the new century, and as an image of personal and artistic liberation. 36 

A few years later in 1 9 1 7, Picabia conceived of another American girl, 

simply entitled Amdricaine, this time in the guise of a light bulb but with 

much the same connotations as the earlier work; she serves as a source 

of light, a jolt of energy. Perplexingly, these renditions have no face. 

What do we make of the facelessness of these jeunes filles? Given the 

contemporary cynicism about the depersonalizing effects of technology, 

it is tempting to view this facelessness as a representation of alienation; 

however, a viewer of the 1920s may have perceived more positive 

meanings. Rather than suggesting alienation, these images may well 

have suggested a kind of tabula rasa, a blank slate which held out the 

promise of building a new identity for a new era.~ 

Perhaps in tribute to Picabia, Calder substituted a lightbulb for a 

woman’s head in a work entitled Woman under an Umbrella, of 1929. 

With backbone of stiffened electrical cord and limbs of wire, Calder’s 

New Woman strides forcefully into the future. Like both of Picabia’s 

highly charged jeunes filles this one is a turn-on, but Calder extends 

Picabia’s metaphor by wiring the sculpture to turn on electrically, as 

well as sexually. Yet for all of her wired strength, this New Woman is 

nonetheless still without an identity. It is Josephine Baker who finally 

3~, For a further discussion of this phenomenon, see Elizabeth Hutton Turner, 

’"La jeune fille am~ricaine" and the Dadaist Impulse’, in Women in Dada, ed. N. 
Saw’elson-Gorse (MIT P, 1998), 4-21. 

3~ This interpretation was suggested by Maud Lavin’s analysis of Harmah 

tt6ch’s Pretty Girl of 1920, a photomontage incorporating an image of a girl with a 
lightbulb for a head; although HOch’s context of Weimar Germany is quite different, the 
implications regarding the New Woman are quite similar. 
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gives thejeunefille amOricaine a distinct identity, as she constructed a 

new persona tbr herself in Paris. 

In recognition of this feat, Calder seized on Josephine Baker as the 

embodiment of the jeune fille amOricaine. Indeed, the artist not only 

captured the essential qualities of this paradigm of American culture, but 

also gave her a face and a specific identity. That Calder gave the jeune 

fille amOricaine a black identity is a tacit acknowledgment of 

modernism’s huge debt to black culture; it is an affirmation of the fact 

that modernism was as much determined by black cultural forms as it 

was by machine-age forms. As Lemke has argued, ’black, or African- 

inspired, expressions have played a seminal role in the shaping of 

modernism’; indeed, she argues that modernism assumed the shape it 

did only through the ’injection of blackness’.3~ And it is the often 

subordinated ’black face’ of modernis~n which surfaces in Calder’s 

definition of the jeune rifle amOricaine. As a product of both black 

culture and the machine age, Baker was able to maneuver the passage 

from the blackface of vaudeville (or minstrelsy) to the black face of 

modernism. And Calder’s portraits, too, are an affirmation of modernism 

as an aesthetic collaboration between black and machine-age cultural 

forms. 

Germane to the mythic makeup of the jeune fille am~ricaine is a 

collapsing of the distinctions between the masculine and the feminine. 

This New Woman of the postwar years was not afraid to assume roles 

previously occupied only by men, nor was she averse to adopting the 

look and fashion of men. The androgyny of many of the images of 

Josephine Baker is certainly part of this play of opposites. The 

representations of Baker by artists, commercial photographers, and 

graphic designers exploit an eroticism which is somehow both female 

and male. In publicity photos, as well as in a Paul Colin print for Le 

Tumulte Noir, for instance, she is represented dressed in a man’s suit, 

cutting a striking image as a black Marlene Dietrich. In her 

performances, too, Baker often exploited a dual sexuality, and her 

departure from norms of female self-presentation caused early audiences 

some confusion. Her short hair plastered against her skull and her 

unconventional demeanor led some to wonder, as did critic Pierre de 

3s Lemke, op. cit., 4. 
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Regnier in 1925: ’Is it a man, or is it a woman.9’39 Her voice, too, could 

be sweet and feminine one moment, and then would drop to a low 

register with rather gravelly undertones the next, or as e.e. cummings 

described it, ’Her voice [was] simultaneously uncouth and exquisite’.4° 

Indeed, as Rose concluded, Josephine Baker ’epitomized ambiguity, new 

frontiers’.4~ 

Baker’s sometimes outrageous costuming also capitalized on such 

ambiguity. As Fatou (Fig. 4), the banana-skirted Baker combined the 

phallic and the feminine in one body, playing up provocative oppositions 

in order to both enhance and undermine the ’savage’ allusions of her 

performance. A photograph from another performance features Baker 

reclining catlike on the stage, her fingers taking on the semblance of 

tiger claws. On the one hand, the stage sets surround this female/animal 

with attributes of the jungle, while on the other, her body and hair are 

defined by a streamlined, machine-like perfection, a sleekness which 

had by the mid-1920s become associated with a machine aesthetic 

usually associated with masculinity.42 Rather than posing as the 

submissive native, essentialized as one with her jungle habitat, Baker 

becomes the master of the jungle. 

This concept of mastery is central to Baker’s construction of self. In 

the late 1920s Baker acquired a leopard whom she named Chiquita; for 

a while Josephine and her leopard were constant companions on the 

streets of Paris -- that is, until Chiquita escaped one day, and authorities 

determined the animal to be too dangerous to remain uncaged. Her 

proud display - and naming - of Chiquita, can be read as a reversal of 

colonial subordination; as Martin has written, ’in her own process of 

becoming tamed and civilized, she had gained the authority to tame the 

39 Rose, op. cit., 19. 

40 e. e. cummings, op. cit., 162. 

4~ Rose, op. cit., 19. 

4_~ For a discussion of how fashion photography had transformed the female 
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panther’.43 Now Baker has assumed the role of subordinator. Likewise, 
the pose Baker assumed for a publicity shot atop the skin of a dead tiger, 
though still implying an identification with the animal world, also 
signals an assertion of mastery over it. Baker’s clever maneuverings 
through the cultural politics of Paris can certainly be read as the 
remnants of colonialist exploitation; however, the ironical manner in 
which she pulled off her outrageous feats marks her as a harbinger of 
post-colonialism. She effected this transition by calling into question 
historical relations of power enacted through human/animal, and by 
extension male!female, and white/black interactions; by such a 
destabilization of colonialist expectations, the ’Black Venus’ maintained 
her autonomy - and her sway over her Parisian audience. 

Such disruption of the norms of French colonialism anticipates the 
postmodern performance art of Grace Jones, the Jamaican-American 
fashion model, singer, and actor,a4 For one thing, Jones takes the 

machined sleekness implied by Baker’s posturings to unparalleled 
extremes. On her 1985 album cover for Island Life, produced by 
Parisian art illustrator Jean-Paul Goude, for instance, Jones appears 
oiled and semi-nude, with breasts and one ankle tightly bound with cloth 
strips. Here the conflation of jungle allusions and sleek streamlined body 
suggests a significantly more explicit androgyny than does Josephine 
Baker’s self-presentation. Jones’s is a collapsing of gender distinctions 
exaggerated and updated for the 1980s. Just as Josephine Baker 
perplexed Parisian audiences with her startling gender reversals in 
modernist Paris, Grace Jones, in the words of Richard Powell, 
’confounded mainstream expectations’ in postmodernist New York.as 
And while Baker’s manipulations of racist and sexist stereotypes were 
quite playful, Jones ups the ante and, as Kershaw observed, ’paraded 

potent signifiers of race and gender- boxing gloves, gorilla suits, stiletto 
heels, blackface, and raffia skirts,’ with a much more satiric (and, one 

47 Martin, op. cir., 322. 

44 For a discussion of this linking of Grace Jones’s postmodem performance 

to Josephine Baker and ! 920s Paris, see Michele Wallace, ’Modernism, Postrnodemism, 
and the Problem of the Visual in Afro-American Culture’, in Out There: Marginalization 

and Contemporary Cultures, ed. R. Ferguson (MIT P, 1990), 39-49. 
45 Richard Powell, Black Art and 6~lture #t the 20th (~ntury, (London & Ne~v 

York, 1997), 221-222. 

might add, humorless) effect.46 In comparison to Baker’s frolicsome 
performances, Jones’s quite imperious simulations engage the more self- 
conscious culture of the 1980s - a time when the stakes of any 

commentary on race and gender were considerably higher than they 
were in the 1920s. 

The connection between Grace Jones and Josephine Baker is by no 

means fortuitous; indeed, in a 1985 issue of Interview, Jones 
acknowledged her identification with Josephine Baker, and her 

performances contain exceedingly self-conscious references to Baker’s 
performative strategies.47 This debt to the ’Black Venus’ of 1920s Paris 

is made especially clear in Jones’s collaboration with Keith Haring on 
two performances at the Paradise Garage in 1985. Instead of drawing a 
body wilh wire as did Calder a half century earlier, Haring drew his 

characteristic graffiti lines directly on Jones’s body; he also created a 
girdle of neon yellow spikes, a stylized allusion to Baker’s banana 
skirt.4g Jones’s (and Haring’s) tribute is not only to Baker, but also to 
Calder, and this is clearly manifested in Jones’s body adornments. 

Working with jewelry designer David Spada, Haring designed sculptural 
embellishments in the form of metallic conical coils for her breasts and 
a triangular spiral for her crotch. Animated by the actual body of Grace 
Jones, Calder’s wire sculptures are brought to life. Perhaps Kershaw 
best described the effects of this compelling melange of symbolic forms: 

She strides across a stage of pillars and chains. Her tall, muscular frame 
pulses with graffiti. White striations and chevrons contrast with her skin. She 
beats a drum, the neon red and yellow spikes of her skirt, anklets, and 
bracelets dancing with her body’s undulations. On her breasts spiral metal 
coils. A dance of signs ricochets through centuries and across cultures: a 
masked African ancestor on the Ivory Coast dancing in a raffia sheath and 
anklets; Josephine Baker dancing in her famous banana skirt at the Folies- 
Berg~re; a Calder mobile figure swinging through the world of modernism; to 

46 Miriam Kershaw, ’Postcolonialism and Androgyny: The Perlbrmance Art 

of Grace Jones’, Art Journal, 56 (Winter, 1997): 24. 
~7 Ibid., 21. 

4s For a 1936 performance at the Siegfeld Follies, Baker’s first appearance in 

New York, one of her costumes featured a spiked rendition of the banana skirt, a 

stylization similar to the one adapted by Haring tbr Grace Jones. 
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the techno-pop present of dance club, flashing lights, and amplified sound in 
SoHo.49 

Jones’s update of Baker involved, in Kershaw’s words, creating a 
significantly more ’ironic commentary on this iconography of power and 
subordination than we find in Baker’]° Indeed, Jones adapted Baker’s 

performance for the more racially savvy audience of the 1980s. 
Calder also charts a course towards the unsettling of colonialist 

norms, particularly in his definition of Baker’s body as lean and rather 
angular (one might say masculine, especially given the delineation of 
her hair with tightly looped wire hugging the skull) - and, most 
significantly, as active. This is especially apparent when Calder’s 
portraits of Baker are viewed in relation to another portrait, Josephine 
Baker’s Mother, ca. 1929. For this work, Calder chose a sprawling, 
reclining, rather than upright, position; she is thus closer to the earth - 
and, in fact, seems to be working or cultivating that earth - and thus 
closer to tropes linking women to instinct and ultimately to nature. 
Furthermore, the iron wire lines of this work map out rather fleshy 

volumes in stasis, rather than lean limbs in movement. Indeed, her 
substantial behind calls to mind the Hottentot Venus, a key nineteenth- 
century image of the black female as an object of curiosity.5~ Baker 
herself and Calder’s renditions of her - managed to transform such 
negative images of black women into more positive images inspiring 
admiration. While .losephine Baker’s Mother perpetuates negative 
stereotypes of the past century, the daughter represents the New (Black) 
Woman of the present; the Hottentot Venus of the past has been 
replaced by the ’Black Venus’ of contemporary Paris. The way that 
Calder defines Baker thus lends a modem (lone might say ’male’) 
aesthetic to the primitivist (’female’) content. This powerful presentation 
of Baker as active rather than passive, potent rather than fertile, also 
works against traditional expectations. Such an animated conception 

4~ Kershaw, op. cit., 19. 
50 Ibid., 21. 
5~ As Lemke has pointed out the term originally referred to an African woman 

known as Sarah Bartmann (or Saartje Baartman, d. 1815), whose physiognomy was 
considered a curiosity (especially her enormously extended buttocks), and who for l 0 
years was exhibited at street fairs and dances across France, op. cit., 100-101. 
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defines Baker as an active person of the world rather than a passive 
fertility figure. Understood in terms of these oppositions - female/male, 
fertility/potency, past/present, primitive/technological - and in terms of 
the destabilization of expected relations of power that they imply, 
Calder’s renditions of Baker bring a new level of complexity to this 
notion of technological primitivism. 

In Calder’s Baker series, the utmost tension is maintained between 
opposing forces. There is one exception, however, and that is the final 
image Calder made of Baker, in which this tension seems greatly 
diffused. In Aztec .]osephine Baker, of 1929-30 (at 53 inches, also the 
tallest in the series), Calder gives us a subdued Josephine. She now 
stands with her arms hanging limply at her side, her mouth closed as if 
in silent protest, and her eyes without the sparkle of earlier versions. 
While the four earlier sculptures of Josephine featured arms reaching out 
to activate space, Aztec Josephine Baker is more contained and is 

defined with a greater sense of planarity. Perhaps the most telling 
departure from earlier versions is Calder’s representation of the breasts. 
While in earlier versions the coiled breasts project upwards, echoing the 
equally outward moving spiral of a belly, the breasts of Aztec Josephine 
Baker are simply hung from her shoulder blades and assume a more 
static symmetrical arrangement. Furthermore, her belly is reduced to a 
minimal button-hole squiggle. This is a radical departure from the life- 
affirming, outward-moving, space-affecting anatomy of her 
predecessors. Though not without a touch of humor, it is no longer the 
infectious humor of earlier versions, and the dominant spirit of the piece 
is one of deflation. Could this be Calder’s recognition of the changing 
perceptions of Baker among Parisians toward the end of the deeade? 
Could it also encode something of Baker’s own response to this shift of 
attitude? 

By 1928 Josephine Baker had begun to fashion a new persona for 
herself, assuming an increasingly sophisticated, or ’civilized’, guise. 

Rather than banana skirts and minimal costumes of feathers and beads, 
she began to wear elegant evening dresses offering considerably more 
coverage and conveying greater refinement. Though this process of re- 
definition had begun by 1928, the reception Baker encountered during 
her two-year international tour which she embarked on that year no 
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doubt accelerated the transformation. With performances in 25 countries 
in Western Europe and South America, Baker clearly intended this to be 
a triumphal tour, but instead it turned out to be a swan song for her 
former self. Especially in the increasingly conservative political climate 
of Austria and Germany, the media turned against this ’Congo savage’, 
demonizing her as ’Satan’s Handmaiden’.s2 Even though she had already 
begun to downplay her role as ’the sexually uninhibited primitive’ 
during her second swing through Germany in 1929, she was prohibited 
from performing by the Munich police because she was thought to pose 
a threat to decency]3 Parisians too used Josephine as a scapegoat in their 
growing resentment against Americans for their increasing ’corruption’ 

of French culture. As Wiser has written, ’the French romance with 
negritude had shifted to a protective chauvinism’, and the black 
community particularly felt the animosity as new ordinances were 
passed to counteract the monopoly of all-black American jazz bands in 
Paris nightclubs.~4 

While many French critics lauded this ’new’ Josephine, American 
critics largely lamented the transformation both in the media’s 
perceptions and its effect on Josephine Baker. Reviewing her show 
during the 1930 Colonial Exposition, in which Baker made a strikingly 
dignified entrance, Janet Flanner wrote, ’Her caramel-colored body, 
which overnight became a legend in Europe, is still magnificent, but it 
has become thinned, trained, almost civilized [...] on that lovely animal 
visage lies now a sad look, not of captivity, but of dawning 
intelligence’.~5 It is this sadness that Calder captures in his Aztec 
Josephine Baker, her vitality quelled by a public that no longer 
appreciated her talent for playing the modem against the primitive - nor 
her comic subversions of the audience’s expectations. A few years later, 
Nancy Cunard, the British/American heiress, edited a volume entitled 
Negro, in which she also expressed her regret for Baker’s capitulation to 

the French. In her contribution to the book, she extracted a series of 
comments made by French critics about Josephine Baker: 
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The Ebony Venus - the banana dancer - Seems to whiten as we gaze at her - 
By far the best possible example of the perfecting of the black race by its 
intellectual contact with European civilization - What a difference between 
the little savage of the early days with her delirious, grotesque dances and the 
toned-down, refined artiste transformed by Paris. [...] Civilization has done 
its work - Josephine is from now on assimilated by the western world. [...] 
’Josephine est blanche. [...] (Josephine is white)!’ s6 

The French clearly viewed Baker’s ’progress’ from savage to 
sophisticate in a positive light. Such an aspiration to make Baker into ’a 
whitened, gallicized actress’ was part and parcel of their mission 
civilisatrice, the notion that they could civilize anyone just by teaching 
them French ways. For Cunard, however, Baker’s transformation 
represented a surrender to French objectives, a submission which 
revealed the nationalism and prejudice of the French.57 How much of 
Baker’s new identity was a capitulation to such pressures, and how 
much a calculated marketing decision on Baker’s part, is still open to 
debate. However, it is undoubtedly this sense of surrender and deflation 
of spirit which Calder chose to render. 

Alexander Calder’s portraits of Josephine Baker are a powerful 
testament to the cultural climate of Paris--and to modernism itself. The 
definition in iron of so ideologically loaded a form as the body of 
Josephine Baker became a means for Calder to assert key issues 
regarding both the redeeming force of technology in elevating 
’primitive’ impulses, and the rejuvenating power of the primitive in 
recovering human instinct and humor in a world increasingly governed 

by technology. What we also find in these works is an inscription of the 
essential motivations of Baker herself. As an American in Paris, Baker 
was able to distance herself both from the context of American 
vaudeville and from that of French imperialism. Unconstrained by 
either, she maintained a liminal status with regard to cultural prejudice, 
both American and French, which threatened to confine her energies as 

a black woman. Both Josephine Baker’s forging of a unique identity as a 

s2 Wiser, op. cir., 297. 

53 Nenno, op. cit., 157-158. 

s4 Wiser, op. cit., 296. 

ss Janet Flanner, Paris was Yeswrda_v: 1925-1939 (New York, 1972), xx. 

5~Negro, an Anthology, ed. N. Cunard (New York, [1934] 1969), 329. A more 

recent edition has come out edited and abridged with introduction by Hugh Ford, Negro, 

an Anthology (New York: The Continuum Publishing Co., 1996); unfortunately Cunard’s 
selection on Josephine Baker has been edited out. 

~; Lemke, op. cit., 107. 
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jazz-age icon and Alexander Calder’s construction of his machine-age 
portraits thus engage crucial ideological issues of the expatriate 
experience: the interchange between the French and the American, as 
well as the black and the white, in the construction of a new identity for 
the modern era. Furthermore, both show how the meshing of content and 
method - the conflation of a specifically American content and an 
aesthetic based both on popular culture and on technological principles 
- is crucial to understanding the complex mediation of the technological 
and the primitive in modernist culture. As well, both move us toward a 
comprehension of the complexities of the post-colonial present. 

- illustrations - 

Fig. 1: Alexander Calder. Josephine Baker, 1927-29. Iron-wire construction, 99 x 57 x 
25 cm The Museum of Modern Art, New York; gift of the artist. Photograph ©2000 The 

Museum of Modern Art, New York.. © 2000 Estate of Alexander Calder / Artists Rights 

SocieU (ARS), New York. 
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Fig. 2: Paul Colin, Josephine Baker Caged, !927. Color pochoir lithograph from Le 

tumulte noir. ©2000 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris. 

- illustrations - 

Fig. 3: Man Ray, Rebus, 1925. Photograph, 23 x 28 cm. ©2000 Man Ray Trust / Artists 
Rights Society, New York / ADAGP, Paris. 
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Fig. 4: Josephine Baker, photograph. Program for the Folies-Berg~re, 1927-27. 
Collection of Maureen McCabe, Quaker Hill, CT. 

GEORGES BERNANOS~ EMMANUEL MOUNIER, 

AND FRENCH CATHOLIC ANTI-AMERICANISM 

Seth Armus 

ABSTRACT: The 1930s were marked by a new and more vigorous anti-American 
rhetoric from a variety of French writers. Spurred on by the crash of the U.S. 
stock market, French critics brought life into traditional fears about the 
’American menace’. While so~ne of these attacks followed predictable political 
forms, a new critique presented America as the ’spiritual enemy of France’, and 
transcended the simple political classifications of Right and Left. Georges 
Bernanos and Emmanuel Mounier were typical of this new, transcendent 
critique. For both men, politics was less important than the identification and 
vilification of America as the true enemy. By positing a new, anti-American 
French identity, Catholic intellectuals codified a discourse that was to thrive 
under Vichy and that survived the war to be reborn as ’progressive’ anti- 
imperialism. By examining the origins and development of this thought, this 
paper sheds light upon an important aspect of French anti-Americanism--one 
that is often mistakenly thought to have developed its characteristics only after 
World War Two. 

This investigation of the interwar writings of Emmanuel Mounier,. and 
Georges Bernanos is part of a larger study, a more sweeping thesis; one 

that argues for the centrality of ’America’ in oppositional French 

thought. Rather than isolating instances of political critique, I take a 

broader view that rejects political determinism and regards the anti- 

Americanism of these Catholic writers as part of a tradition of spiritual 

unease wit~ the New World - an old trend that received new attention in 

the 1930s. French intellectuals have always had an ambivalent 

relationship to America and their attacks were frequently presented in 

political terms, but an examination of who these writers were, and what 

it was that disturbed them about America, suggests that the critique had 
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advertisement and their combination signals everything most desirable to 

the Benz customer--wealth, prestige, and an abundant sexual appetite. 
"Glamour;’ that one word of text, provides the bond that connects prod- 

uct and image and suggests a kind of sexual satiation in their fusion. The 

word, emptied of the enchantment associated with the aura, signals only 

~he exotics of consumption, allusively signifying desire and the fantasy of 

it~ fulfillment. Presence and absence work together in the ad, with the tight 

dose-up of Monroe’s face as seemingly present--bearing sexual promise 

with parted teeth, a little tongue, and beckoning, half-shut eyes--as the car 

is absent. One can see that Garbo’s image would fail to sell the sedan, her 

long, hard lines would not signal sensual comfort, her gaze is far too pen- 
etrating, even ironic. Monroe’s image, rather, is all Woman as she suggests 

the genuine, the authentic, and the vulnerable. Her face, digitally altered 
with the insignia of the high-end car, cannot be read without a knowledge 

of tragedy, a truncated lifetime, the embrace of gendered ideology, and 
without a vulnerability and openness that makes her the object of raptur- 

ous desire. Unlike Garbo, there is nothing subtle, transcendent, or ambigu- 

ous about Monroe: she is the flesh made familiar, available, and present. 

Monroe suggests an immediacy of sensation, the smooth ride enveloped 

in the warmth, if not flesh, of newly tanned leather. Her parted lips remind 

one of the breath in her voice, her brand of appeal to a generation now able 

to purchase its fantasy. Monroe invites one to feast without stepping out- 

side the dear lines of cultural expectation, without ambiguity, and without 

interpretation. Instead she reflects the satisfied retreat into a domestic ide- 

ology where Woman is flesh and productive mother without ambiguity or 

the complicated redrawing of norms governing gender. 

Monroe may whet the sexual appetites of a generation, but her image 

offers less to the literary appetite. Garbo’s face--ambiguous, intellectual, 

undefined--offers more. Garbo’s face, as Barthes would have it, gives us 

passage from an era of ritualized rapture to that of a less noble fascination. 

From aura to charm: in that transition is glamour, entangled in melan- 

cholic loss and desire, whose magnitude is unspeakable, and continually 

spoken through our engagement with the image and all it seems to promise. 

The images of Garbo and Monroe, one emerging from the studio era of the 

1920s and 30s, the other from the postwar atmosphere of buoyancy and 

domestic possibility, hinge then on a competing aesthetic: Monroe’s image 
offers sexual promise with the immediacy of purchase, while the figure of 

Garbo is less emphatically embodied, more abstract, impersonal, modern, 

and unambiguously glamorous. 

5: PRIMITIVISM 

THE COLORED CABARET: "Swift as the pelting rain, the dusky revue, the 

clang of song and dance, of beauty and color whirl madly by--figures 

glide on floor of marble, floor of gold." 

--Vanity Fair, March 1925 

Glamour and Alterity 

In the mid-twenties, Vanity Fair, that engine of celebrity glamour and 

upper-crust luxury, showed within its glossy pages a marked interest in Har- 

lem. The "all-Negro " -1 reviews, such as Shuffle Along and Dixie to Broadway, 

had been wildly successful in New York’s theater district, and the magazine 

was eager to exploit the new vogue for African American culture north of 

Manhattan. The editor Frank Crowninshield contracted Eric Walrond, a 

West Indian fiction writer, to write lively articles on Harlem culture, in- 

cluding one written in black dialect subtitled "An All-Negro Evening in the 

Coloured Cabarets of New York" and another on the African American roots 

of"America’s Newest Dance Madness;’ th.~e ~harlesto~n.2 Crowninshield also 
encouraged the young Mexican artist Miguel Covarrubias, newly arrived in 

New York, to illustrate Walrond’s articles (and many others) with "Negro 

cabaret types.’’3 Both Walrond and Covarrubias became part of the tightly 

knit fabric of Harlem artists, made their impressions of Harlem’s nightlife 

known to Vanity Fair’s huge national audience, and whetted the appetites of 

the public for glamorized images of the African American. 

The fascination with African American life extended beyond national 

boundaries, and in 1925 Josephine Baker joined La Revue Negre (with sets 

designed by Covarrubias), created her infamous Danse Sauvage, and stunned 

Parisian audiences’with her iungle-inspired gyrations. Baker understood 

the potential in exploiting any connection--no matter how phantasmic-- 

between the African American and the tribal African. Viewed as both ebony 

statue and frenetic savage, Baker epitomized primitive glamour as she forged 
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an alliance between outrageous jungle-inspired performance and the opu- 

lence that her celebrity afforded (and which would steadily increase through 

the end of the twenties and the early thirties, when Baker took to walking her 

diamond-collared leopard, Chiquita, through the streets of Paris). Primitiv- 

ism, whether onstage, on newsstands, in fashion, or in literature, emerged as 

cutting-edge style that returned the modern subject to a hazy past of tribal 

rite, and unleashed desire. Baker’s physical movement almost defied descrip- 

tion as many reviewers claimed and marked the distance between the disci- 

plined social body of the early twentieth century and the dream of its return 

to an earlier, less bounded state. "These blacks feed our double taste for ex- 

oticism and mystery" one columnist writes. "We are charmed and upset by 

them, and most satisfied when they mix something upsetting in with their 

enchantments.’’4 The fascination with the primitive depended on the "upset" 

of civilized tastes, according to this writer; the danger of the unknown, in 

combination with the pleasure of its performance, produced a powerful ap- 

peal to contemporary audiences. 

Baker’s style, melding African American dance vernacular with dance tra- 

ditions rooted in West Africa, thus presented to Parisian audiences a hybrid 

glamour. The final number, the scandalous Danse Sauvage, ~vas intended 

to diminish the show’s obvious American roots, betrayed by its predilec- 

tion for tap dancing and chorus lines, and to emphasize the naturalness of 

Africa (represented by Baker’s bare breasts): 

Wearing her now-infamous banana skirt, she appeared as the young savage 

Fatou in an African jungle setting replete with palm trees, a sleeping white 

explorer, and several semi-nude black male drummers. Though her dancing 

in this and later performances continued to include steps like the Charles- 

ton, her Americanness had so faded by 1931 that she was nominated Queen 

of the Colonial Exposition--until protesters reminded organizers that she 

was neither from France nor any French colony.... In early twentieth-century 

France, then, colonialism buoyed the free associative links between Baker’s 

African American dance practice and a surfeit of allegedly primitive cultures 

even as it collapsed the distinctions between them.5 

Building on a foundation of American popular dance--notably the Charles- 

ton with its exuberant claims to Youth and sexual liberation--Baker added 
the obvious markers of Africa, from bananas to near nudity. French audi- 

ences sought something more distant than the jazz rhythms of American 
dance; instead they paid to see the spoils of colonialism brought home to 

the Parisian stage and to be charmed by this new representation of human 

movement. Baker seemed more than willing to give them their fantasy. 
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The interest in the primitive, then, was not only a scholarly venture into 

prehistory; rather, the primitivism of the 1920s emerged as a style that 

joined primitive arts with Western subjectivity, reshaped the modern body, 

and attempted to reinvigorate its movements. Hannah H6ch’s 1926 col- 

lage, Die S~fle (The Sweet One), graphically illustrates the combination of 

archaeological object and identifiably modern subject: the sultry eye, pouty 

lips, and dancing legs of the flapper are cut out and arranged against pieces 

of an ancient artifact, including a mask whose broad forehead and stria- 

tions suggest tribal scarification. The body appears hewn from bone, solid 

and enduring against the fleeting style of its fair legs and feet, fashionably 

shoed and crossed as if in mid-dance step and lifted out of the chorus line. 

A smoky red background calls forth ancient and fiery ritual, as well as the 

red-light, licentious, and cigarette smoke-filled cabaret space. Popular 

culture meets ancient form in the H6ch image that draws from modern- 

ist modes of fragmentation and experimental media to represent a newly 

imagined contemporary primitive form. Primitive style both incorporated 

and exploited the stylized lines and artistic forms emerging from the Asian, 

Oceanic, and African cultures that would all be grouped under the same 

sweeping term "primitive’’6 and relied on those circuits of capitalism that 

led from colonialism and included the exportation of artifacts and other 

goods from the colonies. H6ch, like Baker, nods to that circuit of capital as 

she places the ancient artifact on the contemporary stage, made-up, mani- 

cured, outfitted across the boundaries of time, though ready for modern 

consumption. 

Thus, as a movement, primitivism was positioned at the complicated in- 

tersection of colonialism, European modernism, and the emergent African 

American artistic presence that would be known as the Harlem Renais- 

sance. In the United States, Harlem became a focal point for glamorized 
otherness through its late-night cabarets, jazz performances, and the easily 
exploited fantasy of tropical sensuality and savage release that magazines 
such as Vanity Fair and performers such as Josephine Baker took up and 

celebrated. Cabaret shows worked the jungle theme, producing entertain- 

ments meant to invoke the idea of Africa, and appeared in many--even 

most--of the Harlem novels published during the period.7 The cabaret al- 

lowed and encouraged a wild and animal release that was openly sexual, 

unrestrained, and ferociously instinctual. But primitive representation was 
only primitive in name: Duke Ellington’s "jungle music;’ Baker’s hybrid 

dance routines, the graphic design and illustrations of Aaron Douglas, and 

the many literary articulations of the primitive demonstrated the kind of 

artistic control associated with formalism and modernism. The aesthetic 
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discourse known as primitivism was, in fact, highly sophisticated. Why, one 

might wonder, did a wide range of self-consciously modern artists embrace 

the primitive? Certainly, financial gain motivated many of those operat- 

ing in Harlem and elsewhere, but the primitive seemed to attract as many 

artists operating on the fringes of consumer society--and highly critical of 

it--as profit-seekers. 

In this chapter I analyze the artistic discourses produced out of this mod- 

ern fascination with the primitive and the psychic fantasies on which they 

were built. I am particularly interested in the ambivalence surrounding 

primitive representation as people were made, or made themselves, into 

glamorized and primitive objects. The ambivalence is spoken through the 

oscillating artistic responses that moved from the recognition and critique 

of commercial exploitation and incipient racism, to the complex and deeply 

felt pleasures offered by primitive aesthetics. Baker’s pleasure, for example, 

in her on- and offstage displays of primitive aesthetics might seem to con- 

tradict her self-fashioning as primitive (and colonized) object. Her appar- 

ent delight in performing as the primitive object is generally overlooked 

in any discussion of modern uses of primitive form; in fact, primitivism 

has generally been viewed as a damaging fascination, particularly for those 

black writers who engaged it, encouraged by white patrons such as Char- 

lotte Mason and Carl Van Vechten.8 

Despite the obvious help Van Vechten offered to young black artists (in 

the form of publishing contracts, social contacts, and so on), he remains 

a figure of some controversy in the histories surrounding Harlem of the 

twenties, largely due to the publication of his novel, Nigger Heaven, in 1926. 

In the same year, Van Vechten had published numerous articles and reviews 

on various African American art forms, many of which appeared in Van- 

ity Fair;9 yet most of the critical attention was focused on the novel, whose 

scandalous title largely determined public response, despite the clear (and 

often ponderous) critique of racism the novel extends. The novel had an 

enduring, and largely negative, influence, at least according to contempo- 

rary critics such as Beniamin Brawley, Allison Davis, and W. E. B. Du Bois, 

who blamed the book for misguiding both black and white writers into 

stereotypical images of the exotic and primitive, including their suggestion 

of sexual license. So says Amritjit Singh, who generally agrees with their 

sentiments: 

If the fad of primitivism cannot be blamed entirely on Van Vechten or on 
the group of whites who wrote about the Negro in the twenties, it is reason- 

able to conclude that the book seems to have had a crippling effect on the 
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self-expression of many black writers by either making it easier to gain suc- 

cess riding the bandwagon of primitivism or by making it difficult to publish 

novels that did not fit the profile of the commercial success formula adopted 

by most publishers for black writers. The unusual success of Nigger Heaven 

and later of McKay’s Home to Harlem dearly indicated an eagerness for works 

exalting the exotic, the sensual, and the primitive.~° 

The primitive, according to Singh, tempted black writers with its ready- 

made formula that repeated the imprisoning discourses of racial difference 

and racial essentialism. Singh’s criticism deafly stems from his politically 

engaged reading of the Harlem Renaissance and the ready market that 

many writers found difficult not to exploit. Yet, here I hope to complicate 

the complex aesthetic and arguably ethical movement, beginning with its 

implications for the ways that subiects and obiects were defined. If the 

1920s were, as Bill Brown has claimed, the decade of profound attention to 

objects,~1 what did it mean for the self-made object? Looking to the expres- 

sion of primitive glamour by self-consciously urban sophisticates such as 

Baker and the Harlem Renaissance novelists Wallace Thurman and Nella 

Larsen, I argue that the figure of the primitive could equally be produced 

as a reimagining of subject-object relations, a paradoxical critique and de- 

ployment of pleasures coming out of primitive license, and a picture of 

arrest, despite the motion, vitality, energy and erotic frisson imagined to 

be at the. heart of the primitive. While much revisionary work has already 

been done on the representation of the primitive;~2 ]~ want to resituate the 

term "primitive" in a more ambivalent direction by addressing its uses and 

pleasures for the artist positioned outside of dominant white culture. What 

did the primitive offer to those intellectuals and artists who engaged it? 

Certainly it offered something more than crippled self-expression: primi- 

tive glamour does rely, as Singh suggests, on the use of personae, imper- 

sonation, or a kind of eclipse of the human subject, but these possibilities, 

despite being fraught with risk, also offered substantial creative results (and 

with them pleasure). 

The modern primitive, rather than silencing artists with the gag of stereo- 

type or the limitations of the market, often enabled the merging of subject 

and object, whereby the primitive object crossed into the modern subject: 

in that transaction emerged primitive glamour. Glamour, in this articula- 

tion, draws from a crossing of attributes, an impossible longing in the form 

of a fantasy of self as the obiect of desire able to transcend historical and 

cultural time. It also refigures the self as markedly other chronologically, 

historically, physically and aesthetically. Who is the primitive object? Is there 

a primitive subject? For Wallace Thurman and Nella Larsen, this fantasy of 
crossing object with subject makes the primitive into the glamorous. Rather 
than simply pandering to the financial dictates of a white racist audience 
and its colonial fantasies, glamour--whether emerging out of orientalist 
or Africanist primitivism--offered a mode of objectification based in the 
pleasure of losing the self. Primitive glamour induced a kind of pleasure 
that was therefore politically and culturally significant, despite its obvious 
risks. These writers do not necessarily critique or denaturalize the category 
of the primitive, but rather find an ambivalent pleasure in which a chosen 
obiectificafion, through the embrace of an exoticized other, enables a mo- 
mentary release from different (racist) objectifications. Primitive glamour 
plays both with racial and gender destabilization as it loosens rigid bound- 
aries and undoes, at least momentarily, the stranglehold of identity?3 

Death and Artistic License 

Wallace Thurman’s novel, Infants of the Spring, appeared late in the Har- 

lem Renaissance, as activities in Harlem wound down (even if artistic pro- 

duction did not) and the realities of the Depression set in. The novel stages 

the intellectual debates surrounding the production of African American 

art during this period and centers on what Thurman sees as the failures of 

the movement, among them the compromises arising from too-high ex- 

pectation and the over-zealous interest in any Harlem-produced art. No 

one escapes Thurman’s critique: he takes aim at the patronage of the white 

establishment motivated solely by its fetishizing gaze, at the black artists 

who exploit that interest and demonstrate little talent, as well as those art- 

ists whose talent is lost to flasks of gin and endless parties; finally Thurman 

castigates the book industry and Harlem-based journals that will publish 

and celebrate even the most mediocre writing. The novel ends with a sym- 

bolically realized and theatrical death that stages a version of primitive 

glamour that might seem to corroborate Singh’s views about the damaged 

self-expression of black artists. 

Paul Arbian, the "debonair, Paul the poseur, Paul the irresponsible ro- 
manticist" is found dead in a tub of water, a result of suicide, leading the 

narrator to ask, "Was this merely another act, the final stanza in his drama 

of beautiful gestures~."14 Paul Arbian has been a shadowy figure throughout 

the novel, a member of Niggeratti Manor, the subsidized house intended 

to be a center of community and artistic production but in reality a house 

with only empty pretensions to art. No one has more pretension than Paul, 
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Thurman leaves it unclear whether Paul is among the talented or talentless; 
the reader knows only of his decadent aestheticism, cynicism, and dissipa- 
tion. Paul models himself, as Monica L. Miller notes, on the figure of the 

dandy, bringing the Harlem Renaissance into conversation with the Baude- 

lairian tradition of self-fashioning: "Dandy style in the modernist period 

highlights the presences of a cultural condition in which the binaries that 

unnecessarily limit identity can be and are being challenged."~5 Paul’s aes- 
thetic interests are clearly coded as queer, and the black dandy stands out as 

the glamorized figure whose interests are decadent, aesthetic, and deathly. 

Paul has been the site of excess, of "cultivated artificiality," of extravagant 

disregard for convention, and when his body is found, it is a poetic and 

"fascinating spectacle": 

he had locked himself in the bathroom, donned a crimson mandarin robe, 

wrapped his head in a batik scarf of his own designing.., and carpeted the 

floor with sheets of paper detached from the notebook in which he had been 

writing his novel. He had then, it seemed, placed scented joss-sticks in the 

four corners of the room, lit them, climbed into the bathtub, turned on the 

water, then slashed his wrists with a highly ornamented Chinese dirk. When 

they found him, the bathtub had overflowed, and Paul lay crumpled at the 

bottom, a colorful, inanimate corpse in a crimson streaked tub.16 

The bohemian artist is now represented by a slash of color, an exotic abstrac- 

tion at the bottom of the tub. This death is self-consciously, and successfully, 

ornamental: Paul has carefully aestheticized his final scene, creating himself 
as the brilliant, orientalized object who becomes himself a text, positioned 

amid and as part of the arrangement of pages from his novel. The attention 

to detail in this tableau is remarkable, particularly for the singularity of its 
style: from the Chinese robe, to the batik scarf, to the incense, and finally 

the knife that would be the instrument of death, Paul has created a picture 

of deathly orientalism. Certainly the detail betrays something more than 

a desperate act of despair and one imagines the pleasure with which Paul 

orchestrated his final and greatest scene. 

The narrator carries on cynically: "What delightful publicity to precede 
the posthumous publication of his novel, which novel, however, had been 

rendered illegible when the overflow of water had inundated the floor, and 
soaked the sheets strewn over its surface. Paul had not foreseen the pos- 

sible inundation, nor had he taken into consideration the impermanency 
of penciled transcriptions." M1 that is left is the book’s title, "Wu Sing: The 
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Geisha Man; its dedication to his idols, Joris Huysmans and Oscar Wilde, 

and a drawing of 

a distorted inky black slo°scraper, modeled after Niggeratti Manor, and on 

which were focused an array of blindingly white beams of light. The foun- 

dation of this building was composed of crumbling stone. At first glance it 

could be ascertained that the skyscraper would soon crumple and fall, leav- 

ing the dominating white lights in full possession of the sk)O7 

And so the novel concludes in a flourish of beautiful prose, forecasting the 

end of the movement known as the Harlem Renaissance and predicting the 

continued dominance of white culture, figured as the blinding white beams 

of light. 

Is Paul’s suicide the ultimate aesthetic statement and "final stanza;’ or is 
it the inevitable outcome of a literary world that operates through violence 

and can be countered only through suicide? The final passage of the novel 

presents the aestheticized body whose objectification through an oriental- 

izing aesthetic and through suicide becomes the signifier of the Harlem 

Renaissance and precipitator of its own demise. Thurman’s irony is am- 

biguous, leaving the artist figure somewhat illegible: he may be suggesting 

that the fictional author’s reliance on white, decadent models ensured his 
ruin, that white literary models would not provide a solid foundation for a 
black literary movement, or that the dissolution of the Harlem Renaissance 

would inevitably follow from the dissipation of its glamour-seeking follow- 

ers (Thurman, perhaps most notably)2~ Thurman’s passage raises crucial 

questions concerning the subject as object, the objectifying effects of iden- 

tity, and the pleasures and risks that attend these processes. One such plea- 

sure appears in the prose of the final passage alone, which is markedly more 

poetic than any found in the preceding pages. As David Levering Lewis com- 
ments in his seminal history, When Harlem Was in Vogue: "The novel’s end- 

ing is conceptually well done and exhibits its most skilled, unencumbered 

prose.’’~9 As he constructs the beautifully realized death of Paul through the 

veil of exoticized aesthetics, Thurman finds his best artistic expression. Par- 

adoxically, then, Thurman’s use of an exotic and ritualized death does not 

stifle the writer but gives him the material for his most skillful prose. Thur- 

man achieves artistic power as he presents the subject as object, the subject 
who takes the body as material for art, even if this art is self-destructive. It is 

as if Thurman has discovered something about pleasure and aesthetics that 

he might apply to his own work. Paul Arbian makes of himself, strategically 
and consciously, an object and finds refuge there, escaping the enforcement 
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of normative identity, although such escape will require his death. In creat- 

ing himself as the gorgeous dead object, Paul has finally succeeded as an 

artist. Does death, then, offer the only aesthetic possibility to the glamorous 

and glamorizing subject? How, in other words, are we to read this process 

of self-objectification in narrative and aesthetic terms? 

Thurman’s aesthetic decisions concerning the fate of Paul Arbian echo 

some of the insights that Frantz Fanon offers in Black Skin, White Masks 

about the processes of objectification, self-objectification, and its compensa- 

tions that accompany black identity in a colonized world. Fanon also will 

figure himself as object, explicitly the object of racist discourse: "I came into 

the world imbued with the will to find a meaning in things, my spirit filled 

with the desire to attain to the source of the world, and then I found that 

I was an object in the midst of objects.’’:° His idealistic belief in origins and 

his own agency is replaced with the devastating knowledge that he circulates 

as an object in a world of objects. At the moment he understands he is the 

object of the words "Dirty nigger" or "Look, a Negro," he becomes a partici- 

pant in that fiction--as al! subjects must--and is exposed as both outsider 

and object in the language of the colonizer. In an effort to survive, he writes, 

"I took myself far off from my own presence, far indeed, and made myself an 

object. What else could it be for me but an amputation, an excision, a hem- 

orrhage that spattered my whole body with black blood? But I did not want 

this revision, this thematizafion."21 Fanon describes a psychic division with 

the power to rend his body; using the language of agency, he describes him- 

self as an object to survive the humiliations of being marked as a racial other 

in a white world that insists its dominance in overt and subtle ways. Fanon 

figures his body as text in this passage, his blood like black ink spattered on 

the page, his identity revised, given a different meaning, a "thematization," 

conforming to the logic of the master narrative that writes him into its self- 

serving story. Fanon understands that race is itself an ideological fiction, a 

trope that, while arbitrary, can nevertheless produce real and painful effects. 

Created in and through language, Fanon will answer in language, figuring 

himself as a narrative whose plot and authorship he cannot entirely control. 

There is, however, at times relief that is left unexplained and ambiguous 

as Fanon turns to objecthood to find some compensation for the pain he 

experiences: "Sealed into that crushing objecthood, I turned beseechingly 

to others. Their attention was a liberation, running over my body suddenly 

abraded into nonbeing, endowing me once more with an agility that I had 

thought lost, and by taking me out of the world, restoring me to it.":: Fanon 

turns to the other, whose attention runs over his body and renews his agil- 

ity: his language reflects the tension between mobility--as he imagines 
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himself removed and restored--and the stasis of an object. Only within the 
space of fantasy can these others provide liberation; in Fanon’s language, 

this fantasy is, paradoxically, erotically charged, although disembodied. He 
no longer feels crushed, sealed in, and static but cleansed of his body and 

finally renewed. Fanon describes the painful loss of subjectivity through 

crushing objecthood, yet how does one account for the fleeting pleasure 

he recounts, the humanizing moment that defies the overdetermination of 

racist ideology? 

In the fantasy of nonbeing within the symbolic realm, a fantasy of losing 

his identity status, Fanon can find satisfaction and sustenance, even if only 

momentary exhilaration is possible. Of course, there is no being without 

identity. There is no subject before identity, and thus the substitution of a 

new vision is necessarily a substitution of one identity for another, a fantasy 

that one can escape the repetitions of identity that both enact and negate 

one’s difference. It is the incongruity of identity--its centrality to the sub- 

ject who is through identity made into an object--that underwrites the 

writings of many modernists who observe and enact, in their texts, the 

collapsing of subject and object. This collapse, in fact, structures the very 

category of identity. The Ox]brd English Dictionary provides the simplest 

illustration of the paradox of identity when it defines the noun as denoting 

first, "absolute sameness;’ and then "individuality." The absolute of same- 

ness only lasts until the comma, at which point it must make room for 

difference. Difference, of course, both allows and requires us to claim any 

identity, since who we are must be defined against who we are not. Lee 

Edelman complicates this definition when he adds the term "language": "To 

enter into language is always.., to be sundered into identity and to be im- 

bued with a need to defend that identity as a bulwark against the negativity, 

the endless differentiation, of the language (in which) one has become.’’:3 

As Edelman suggests, it is in language that subjects are created and this is 

not a peaceful operation; the acquisition of identity is violent and divisive, 

although it will provide the subject some necessary stability, or at least .the 

fiction of stability. Edelman concludes his essay on the rhetorical structures 

of identity: "Identity--including racial and sexual identity--depends upon 

the fracture or refraction of unarticulatedsameness into the language of dif- 

ference that would compensate for, and disavow, its partiality; it depends, 

that is, on the totalization that misrecognizes part for whole in order to 

create the fiction of the ego, and the subject, as fixed and real.TM That pro- 

cess of refraction, then, happens in language, draws on deflection and the 

visual realm, and is rooted in fracture: its root, fract, means break and it 

is the break that expels and inflicts pain, yet provides the possibility of a 
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moment---even if it is an illusory moment--freed from identity when one 
vision can be substituted for another. 

Paul, it would seem, has entered this fantasy and paid for it with his life. 
Thurman, however,, as artist, has not. He achieves a vision of escape, of 

aesthetic possibility outside the narrow structures of identity. He has used 

primitivist discourse as a way to open up new possibilities for being and 

for art. Gorgeous in death, Paul achieves both his and Thurman’s artistic 

dream and this is glamour fully realized: Paul sinks into a state of object- 

hood, exoticized, created by the ornaments with which he chooses his death 

yet paradoxically finding in death the self-expression he had not found in 

life. If death is the logical extension of this state of objectification, it may 

also, then, be the only outcome to creating oneself as the beautiful, exotic 

object. Of course, this offers one little choice. Fanon chooses life, and Thur- 

man, by contrast, follows the logic of the blood-spattered body through to 

its end, in the ritualized scene of Paul’s death. Paul uses the exotic, the other, 

the primitive rite to provide a vision of self that is enduring, even as the self 

itself does not endure. Paul controls the plot and its conclusion but does 

not survive it: rather, he sacrifices himself to become the object, no longer 

touchable, but lasting in its art, in the narrative it will leave behind. 

Primitive Identification 

Fanon and Thurman interrogate the possibilities of objecthood as a 

means to find temporary relief from the harsh realities of everyday life. 

They each, nevertheless, recognize the obvious dangers of the subject made 

object. No Harlem Renaissance novel more thoroughly plays out the costs 

and benefits of self-creation as beautiful object than Nella Larsen’s Quick- 

sand. Yet Larsen turns these relations inside out. Rather than emphasizing 

the objectification of an interior self, Larsen’s novel, through its attention 

to the object world, offers a critique of interiority; rather than interrogat- 

ing notions of psychological depth, the novel looks to the realm of the 

surface as Helga defines herself through the beautiful things she gathers 

around her.2s In this way, Helga attempts to retextualize her body, to make 

it signify differently: she rebels against being made into a fetishized object 
while at the same time constructing herself, with fetishistic attention, as 

an object.26 Helga ambivalently embodies desire as she wanders insatiably 

through the narrative, swept into the fantasy and fetishism of others. She 

remains impulsive, idealizing one version of herself, while rejecting those 

versions that conflict with her ideal identification as elegant, tasteful, and 

perfectly packaged. The struggle in Quicksand is ultimately over control of 
this representation: Helga wants to author her own image (as Paul Arbian 
has), to produce herself on a stage that she controls, and to create herself as 
the glamorous other. In this narrative, unlike Paul’s, the act of self-creation 
allows her to escape the immobilizing effects of the objectifying and death- 
bestowing gaze, at least for a time. Helga, the narrative repeatedly illustrates, 
needs the promise of the exotic, even as the category of the exotic itself has 
her in a stranglehold, leaving her breathless and perilously dose to death. 

Hazel Carby persuasively reads the novel as a text about the objectified 
body in capitalism--a body objectified through its perceived exoticism and 
its consumption by whites.27 Yet I wish to account for an aspect of this issue 
that Carby does not address: the question of aesthetics and the pleasure Hetga 
takes in her own erotic self-presentation and self-objectification. In the con- 
servative setting of Naxos, the school with a philosophy of racial uplift or 
assimilation where Helga teaches, she dresses to outrage her fellow teachers. 
Helga will do the same in New York, where her style invites and excites the 
visual attention of her friends, all of whom, unlike her Naxos colleagues, are 
urban sophisticates. Deborah McDowell asks, "How to write about black 
female sexuality in a literary era that often sensationatized it and pandered 
to the stereotype of the primitive exotic?" She offers an answer: "We might 
say that Larsen wanted to tell the story of the black woman with sexual de- 
sires, but was constrained by a competing desire to establish black women as 
respectable in black middle-dass terms:’28 Helga, however, we know, is not 
comfortable as a member of the black middle class and objects to its norma- 
tivizing demands through her eccentric and attention-grabbing dress and 
behavior. Her attempts to escape from the constraints of what is determined 
to be acceptable are aesthetic. Yet she will repeatedly be placed back in her 
body whether by the racial politics of her Harlem circle, the exoticizing at- 
tentions of her Danish community to whom she eventually flees for comfort 
and acceptance, or by the material reality of pregnancy and childbirth. In 
other words, Helga’s attempts to escape the demands of race and gender 
through her own erotic self-representation are repeatedly thwarted by their 
repetition by forces outside her that insist on a singular signification--black 
woman as sexualized object--that eradicate her will to produce herself ac- 
cording to her own desires. In the end, she gives in to the logic of reproduc- 
tion, moving from the urban societies of Harlem and Copenhagen to the 
religious South, where she will die in a dusty room, thinking nostalgically of 
"freedom and cities, about clothes and books, about the sweet mingled smell 
of Houbigant and cigarettes in softly lighted rooms filled with inconsequen- 
tial chatter and laughter and sophisticated tuneless music."29 
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Helga continues to dream of objects---even her children are "like rare 
figures carved out of amber" (122) that she cherishes as perfect objects--- 

and superficial pleasures. She knows that these are the things that provide 
definition to her fantasy-self, rather than the more readily analyzable tax- 

onomies of race, gender, and class.3° In fact, Larsen introduces Helga as a 

beautiful object among beautiful objects: her protagonist cares for aesthet- 

ics more than any of the categories (such as race, gender, and class) that 

define and thwart her. Larsen introduces her in a room noteworthy for its 

attention to detail; it is dramatically lit, with a spotlight illuminating its oc- 

cupant and designer: 

Only a single reading lamp, dimmed by a great black and red shade, made a 

pool of light on the blue Chinese carpet, on the bright covers of the books 

which she had taken down from their long shelves, on the white pages of the 

opened one selected, on the shining brass bowl crowded with many-colored 

nasturtiums beside her on the low table, and on the oriental silk which cov- 

ered the stool at her slim feet. (1) 

Helga’s introduction in her carefully arranged space at Naxos defines her 

better than any psychological profile could: she surrounds herself with gor- 

geous things and sits, not with an open book in her lap, but at her side. 

The open book is significant in its role as aesthetic object, highlighted amid 

the shadows that fill this opening scene. The emphasis on books with their 

brightly colored covers, the blankness of the white page pooled in the light, 

suggests the self-consciousness of Larsen’s novel as a material item and the 

luminous potential of the page. Like the book, with only its white pages vis- 

ible (and in this, like Thurman’s white beams of light, gesturing toward white 

dominance in the pages of history and literature), Helga tries to evacuate 

her own subjectivity in favor of a surface of blankness, to become an object 

onto which (even her own) fantasies can be projected. She hopes thereby to 

recede not from view but from participation in the social and professional 

world she unhappily inhabits at Naxos. Only after offering us the material- 

ity of the book does the novel disclose the book’s identity as Marmaduke 

Pickthall’s Sa~d the Fisherman. McDowell describes Pickthall as an "English 

orientalist novelist" and writes that the novel "has Eastern color, movement, 

and sharp authenticity:’31 The reader understands that this is counterpoised 

to the whiteness--the exoticizing colonialist viewpoint--that informs its 
fascination. The role of the book is both prop and signifier not just of the 

"eastern" country (Syria) where its action takes place, not just of the white- 

ness whose ideology underwrites those fictional pages, but of Helga’s fan- 

tasy of herself as a fantasy image. 

Primitivism 

It is, of course, important that we meet Helga in the context of books 
(books will appear throughout the novel, always eliciting Helga’s admi- 
ration), since books allow multiple identifications across boundaries of 

identity and since they also self-referentially mark Larsen’s own artistic 

expression. In her opening (and closing) pages, Larsen has Helga inhabit- 

ing an imagined exotic landscape through the book she reads; yet Larsen 

also gestures toward the orientalism of the period in her representation 

of Helga’s slim feet, the silks, carpet, and red and black lighting she bor- 

rows from the turn-of-the-century fascination with the perceived mystery 

of the Far East. Helga arranges these objects around her, as if to forge a 

shape for herself that might be beautiful, mysterious, and distant from the 

world of mundane concern. Rather than investigating an internal psycho- 

logical profile of Helga, Larsen here seems particularly interested in the ex- 

ternal objects that shape her self-image. Helga, she repeatedly shows us, is 

drawn to the foreign, the exotic, and the "upsetting" that might disrupt her 

enchantment. 

A more fully experiential and upsetting scene of primitive otherness 

eclipses Helga when she makes an excursion to a Harlem jazz club with 

her sophisticated circle of New York friends; here, the contradictions that 

structure her ambivalent creation of herself as exotic become fully visible. 

Glamour, in the images of Harlem after-hours (peopled with pimps, chorus 

girls, jazz musicians, drunks, and slumming whites), depends on an en- 

counter with alterity, an alterity figured as both external to the reading pub- 

lic and as anxiously internal. This dangerous relationship, in many Harlem 

novels, takes the form of a prim woman with class aspirations who meets 

a dangerous figure of otherness (Helga, Mary in Nigger Heaven, Irene in 

Passing, Emma Lou in The Blacker the Berry, and so on) and is mesmerized 

and changed in the encounter. Borrowing from the popular version of the 

primitive that links blackness and eroticism, Larsen adopts the understand- 

ing of primitivism as a powerful expression of sexuality. She also employs 

the primitive as a means to escape dominant constructions of the subject. 

The escape is enabled through an imagined loss of.self that accompanies 

what might be described as the erotic fascination with the primitive. 

Employing the primitivist language of the day, the narrator (focalized 

through Helga) describes the "black giant" who seats them at their table, 

and the waiter, described as "indefinitely carved out of ebony" (59) like an 

African sculpture, who serves them: 

For a while, Helga was oblivious of the reek of flesh, smoke, and alcohol, 

oblivious of the oblivion of other gyrating pairs, oblivious of the color, the 
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noise, and the grand distorted childishness of it all. She was drugged, lifted, 
sustained, by the extraordinary music, blown out, ripped out, beaten out, by 
the joyous, wild, murky orchestra. The essence of life seemed bodily motion. 
And when suddenly the music died, she dragged herself back to the present 
with a conscious effort; and a shameful certainty that not only had she been 
in the jungle, but that she had enjoyed it, began to taunt her.... She wasn’t, 
she told herself, a jungle creature. (59) 

The only language of sexual desire available to Helga uses the jungle as the 

rightful arena for wild animal longings, untempered by a structuring super- 

ego that would police and restrain such impulses. Helga understands her- 

self as temperate and sensational; she craves only those sensations she finds 

in the safe and secluded world of reading. When she is face to face with her 

desire, her composure--and the image she has tried to project--shatters. 

The repetition of the words "oblivious" and "oblivion" in this passage sug- 

gest the degree to which the self, and the self’s hold on rationality, might be 

compromised in this environment of open sexuality. Further, Helga’s fasci- 

nation with and quick revulsion for the primitive indicates the complicated 

processes at work in her self-representation and the desire that she resists 

and attempts to control. 

Dr. Anderson is, throughout the narrative, an audience for Helga’s vari- 

ous self-projections. He is the fickle object of her desire, and when she spots 

him across the dance floor, she recognizes an opportunity to reframe her 

image in his eyes. Yet, quickly her attention is captured by his dance part- 

ner, a beautiful woman who Helga learns is disliked by the young African 

American elite of Harlem for her willingness to "ignore racial barriers" (62). 

Audrey Denney is rejected by her peers not because of her mixed race but 

because she refuses to disavow her whiteness, embracing her difference in- 

stead. The biracial or multiracial Audrey, with her lovely skin and beauti- 
ful clothes, becomes an object of identification and desire for Helga, who 

watches the beautiful woman intently, studies her as she might herself in 

a mirror, admiring her "brilliantly red, softly curving mouth" "pitch-black 

eyes, a little aslant.., veiled by long, drooping lashes;’ the "extreme decol- 

let4" of her dress that showed a "skin of unusual color, a delicate, creamy 

hue" (60). The woman is figured as the perfectly glamorous object: Helga 

first sees her indifferently smoking a cigarette. She appears melancholic, her 

pale complexion is "deathlike" (60) and her hair short and severe. As she gets 

up to dance, we see through Helga’s fascinated gaze: "Languidly the girl fol- 

lowed [Dr. Anderson’s] movement, a faint smile parting her sorrowful lips 

at some remark he made. Her long, slender body swayed with an eager puls- 

ing motion. She danced with grace and abandon, gravely, yet with obvious 

pleasure, her legs, her hips, her back, all swaying gently, swung by that wild 
music from the heart of the jungle" (62). The passage is structured through 
contradiction as it frames the glamorous woman in primitive terms: Audrey 
smiles with sorrowful lips; her languid sway is also a pulsing motion; she is 
at once a study of grace and abandon; grave and eager, she is sophistication 
itself, yet figured as a part of the primitive. The beautiful woman is the fig- 
ure for a fascinating glamour, a glamour that relies on the tensions between 
motion and stasis, obiect and subject, restraint and abandon. 

Helga’s gaze is arrested, at least for a moment, by this vision of primitive 
grace: here the primitive is both an expression of the music that induces 
movement and also Helga’s fascinated gaze, fixed on the glamorous Au- 
drey and allowing for a momentary loss of the racial structures that would 
equate the primitive with the animal world. Instead, fascination with the 
primitive, the fascination that is itself primitive, opens up to possible modes 
of self-expression that are not fixed and do not rely on the erasure of the 
aestheticized self (as in Paul Arbian’s death). The primitive sexuality that 
had disgusted Helga earlier is now replaced in the pleasure of watching the 
controlled and suggestive movements of Audrey, who inhabits her body 
without the inhibitions that constrain Helga. The pleasure appears to be 
amplified by Audrey’s overt sexuality and her confidence in the motion of 
her body and her sexual power. She is everything Helga believes she is not 
and holds her gaze; the reader sees that they share a great deal. That mo- 
ment of identification enchants Helga as she watches this possible version 
of herself, the light-skinned and scandalous woman. 

Glamour, as this passage suggests, depends on the other, figured as out- 
side normative discourse. In other words, the transformation of the body 
into something glamorous will take place only when something outside it 
intervenes; to be glamorized, the obiect requires the glamorizing subject 
to transform it, one who will project her dematerializing and rematerial- 
izing fantasies onto it. Audrey becomes the obiect of the gaze yet an obiect 
constructed through contradiction, and through the tensions between mo- 
tion and stasis, object and subject, control and abandon. Audrey is here the 
glamorized object of Helga’s gaze, a gaze suffused with identification, awe, 
and desire. 

As if uneasy with the transaction it describes, the narration then shifts 
Helga’s gaze to a different and apparently more suitable object: "Helga turned 
her glance to Dr. Anderson. Her disinterested curiosity passed. While she 
still felt for the girl envious admiration, that feeling was now augmented by 

another, a more primitive emotion. She forgot the garish crowded room. 
She forgot her friends. She saw only two figures, closely clinging. She felt her 
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heart throbbing" (62). While there is nothing ~disinterested" in the image 
of Helga drinking in the erotic energy in the image of Audrey Denney, the 
narrator here distances Helga’s participation in the scene, reducing her fas- 
cination to mere curiosity. What was a complicated and glamorizing vision 
structured through the frame of the primitive becomes mere "envious ad- 
miration" that soon will be transformed by the narrator into a"more primi- 
tive emotion" directed toward Anderson. As if to delimit Helga’s character, 
the narrative marks out clearly defined boundaries of who Helga can and 
cannot desire, and where she may draw the lines of identification. Eras- 
ing the use of the primitive in the depiction of Audrey, the narrator sug- 
gests that Helga’s primitive emotion arises only in the vision of Anderson, 
an emotion that in its clear reference to sexuality must necessarily horrify, 
leading Helga to bolt: she hastily exits the club and returns home "feeling 
cold, unhappy, misunderstood, and forlorn" (62). 

The reader of Quicksand watches Helga watch herself, her terror evok- 
ing that of the Freudian primal scene, her fixation at the sight of Audrey’s 
movement recast as the horror of her own desire directed toward its male 
object. This erotic fascination evokes a kind of primitivism as timeless, ex- 
isting outside of history, and as holding the power to immobilize its viewer 
that the narration is unwilling to acknowledge. Here again, then, the reader 
witnesses the violent encounter between the disciplined, civilized subiect 
and the discourse of the primitive where desire exceeds its boundaries and 
threatens the coherence of its understanding of the subject. And here again 
the reader sees those lines of the subiect refracted and dissolved in its en- 
counter with the other. Audrey Denney is the object of Helga’s fascinated 
gaze, attaining a glamour that Helga repeatedly attempts to embody and 
repeatedly achieves in all eyes but her own. 

Primitive identification, then, for Helga is dangerous and must be ex- 
ternalized, contained in the obiects with which she surrounds herself. This 
is the conceptual knot that Larsen presents and works to untangle: the 
sexual energy that charges the primitive encounter threatens to obliterate 
Helga’s careful self-presentation (thus the stress on the words "oblivious" 
and "oblivion" in the passage above); yet that presentation feeds on a ter- 
rifying erotic energy, an erotics necessary to satisfy longings for a self that 
might transcend the ugliness of everyday life. The scene with Audrey oscil- 
lates between the vital motion of sexual desire and the stasis that would 
contain it, a struggle that drives the narrative forward and then back again, 
in an unending circuit of desire and its sublimation. Similarly, the objects 
that surround Helga in the novel’s opening provide her with the primi- 
tive charge of desire made safely distant. It is as if she can feed from their 

glamour without experiencing the overwhelming emotion that eclipses her 
in the cabaret. Primitive identification, then, may be experienced through 
the obiect world, or more dangerously, in the world of experience. Either 
way, the crossing of the modern subject with a force outside itself, with a 

¯ force perceived to be dangerous and compelling, produces a new vision of 
self, one that for Helga, as for Paul Arbian, is glamorous, yet unsustainable. 
As if to underscore this for the reader, Larsen will trace the circuit again: 
after escaping from the cabaret, Helga embarks for Copenhagen, where 
once again she makes herself (and is made) the object of the exoticizing at- 
tentions of those around her. Again she experiences pleasure as she outfits 
herself as the object of the exoticizing gaze, and again she becomes restless, 
returning to New York after a marriage proposal by the famous Danish art- 
ist whose portrait of Helga scandalizes her with its explicit eroticism. 

Helga’s movement suggests a striving for something, but something she 
cannot articulate: "There was something else, some other ruthless force, a 
quality within herself, which was frustrating her, had always frustrated her, 
kept her from getting the things she had wanted. Still wanted .... But just 
what did she want? Barring a desire for material security, gracious ways 
of living, a profusion of lovely clothes, and a goodly share of envious ad~ 
miration, Helga Crane didn’t know, couldn’t tell" (10-11). Desire remains 
opaque to her. Disgusted or nauseated by any expression of sexual desire, 
Helga seeks satiation through those things that seem to satisfy her aesthetic 
wants, although she will still want more. Finally deciding to act on her 
desires, Helga makes herself available to Dr. Anderson, who will misun- 
derstand her attentions and rebuff them. Helga, whose position as desir- 
ing subiect is terrifying to her, breaks down, finding herself at a storefront 
church where she will be "saved" (the congregation seeing in her a fallen 
woman). Her marriage to the Reverend Pleasant Green quickly follows, 
and Helga discovers the physical pleasures of a sexual relationship without 
fantasy, finding "rank weeds" (122) where she used to imagine the jungle. 
Weeds cannot sustain the appetites of Helga, however, and she repeats the 
now-familiar circularity of the novel. 

That motion illustrates the Lacanian paradox of desire that Slavoj Zi~ek 
narrates: "We mistake for postponement of the ’thing itself’ what is already 
the ’thing itself; we mistake for the searching and indecision proper to desire 
what is, in fact, the realization of desire. That is to say, the realization of de- 
sire does not consist in its being ’fulfilled; ’fully satisfied; it coincides rather 
with the reproduction of desire as such, with its circular movement:’32 This 
"circular movement" captures the structure of Quicksand itself and repre- 
sents an inescapability as powerful as that of the quicksand for which the 
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novel is named. It is important to recognize the ways pleasure is expressed 
in Helga’s projection of glamour: it seems attainable only when her en- 
vironment is unfamiliar and her desires remain at a safe distance. Once 

she has exhausted the newness of her terrain--Naxos, Chicago, New York, 

Copenhagen, even Alabama--she retreats, following the circular motion of 

the closed circuit. The novel’s concluding scene reframes its beginning as 

we return to an albeit less beautiful room that is, nevertheless, suffused with 

Helga’s glamorizing imagination. 

Sustained pleasure is located in the condition of objecthood for Helga 
where she may remain--at least on some level--undisturbed, removed 

from the ugliness of an unglamorous world. Close to death, Helga reclines 

in her room, dreaming of more beautiful things and of aesthetic escape. 

Life for Helga consists in fantasy, in the pleasures of imagined cigarettes, 
perfume, and superficial chatter. She is the object of her own fantasy, creat- 

ing glamour in the scenes she infuses with beautifully remembered things. 

Helga refuses to learn any lesson provided by the events of the novel and 

for this we should be thankful; she turns into neither the moralizing lane 

nor the pious Dr. Anderson. Instead, she holds onto her narcissistic vision, 

along with her green and gold negligee and the books that inspire her ex- 

oticizing imagination. The novel understands the price Helga pays for her 

commitment to those objects that reflect and refract her ideal image yet 

withholds its judgment, neither condemning nor condoning the choices 

she makes (unlike many of the book’s critics). Quicksand begins and ends in 

the fantasy of escape, in the dream of restoration, the circular logic of desire 

spiraling back to where it began. Glamour has a price, according to Larsen 

(a fact played out in her personal life as well), but is, perhaps, worth it, of- 

fering as it does the pleasures powerful enough to enchant the everyday, to 

provide a different, and better, if only transitory, sense of uplift. 

Primitive glamour may be an effect of the arrested image for Helga, who 

is motivated by aesthetics and lives in a world of ugly politics and narrowly 

defined identity, but it also makes possible her reconception of identity, a 

difficult shattering and recomp0sition that is painful yet, for her, vital. The 

last pages of the novel tell us that there is no future for Helga, only a thinly 

rendered present composed of fragments of the past. The veil is descending 

and the reader’s final view of Quicksand’s protagonist, as she clings to her 

lovely fragments--shoring them against her inevitable ruin--is one that 

Larsen wants us to inhabit and remember: she leaves us at the precarious 

edge of existence, on the boundaries of subjectivity, thinking of beautiful 

things. The novel’s conclusion, echoing that of Infants of the Spring, does 

not apologize for the protagonist’s choice; instead, both narratives place 

their dying characters among beautiful things, easing their way out of dis- 
appointed lives. Glamour, in the scenes of primitive pleasure, has no place 

in the future; instead it emerges out of a fantasy of what is irrevocably past, 

in the present only able to freeze time with those objects that suggest some- 

thing better. 

The Future of Glamour and the Fate of Civilization 

The ambivalence that defines Helga’s relation to the primitive is nowhere 

visible in the exuberant performances of Josephine Baker, whose embrace 

of the primitive was, in turn, embraced the world over. Baker held to no 

boundaries, combining the ornate feathery and sequined costumes with 

the physical contortionism (the mugging she made her trademark) that 

delighted audiences and produced, nevertheless, a hybrid glamour. Baker 

positioned herself, through her mode of artful self-caricature, as the ob- 

ject of desire who fed on the public’s fascination with the primitive. The 

stance may not appear to have been in her own best interest, relying as it 

did on colonial fantasies about the savage other, yet she took it up again 
and again, framing herself in the ornamental cage of the primitive. This is 

overtly rendered in Zou Zou, the 1934 film that features her, lithesome and 

feathered, in a birdcage, singing of her faraway island home, and finally 

leaving the cage to jump into the arms of several men who await her below. 

Many critics have read her performance of the primitive as strategic parody 

or subversion of the very codes that would attempt to contain her)3 Baker 

did effectively mock the classes from which she would be excluded, made 

them laughable, and laughing, carried on with the show. 

The biographer Phyllis Rose puzzles over Baker’s decision to continue 

the comedic mugging that complicated her indisputable glamour: 

In her films, she is an unsophisticated ’native’ who becomes a glamorous.,. 

creature of the city. In her nightclub acts, she emerges from an egg or ap- 

pears as a fledgling creature with wings. To put it another way, her glamour 

is concealed inside her humble, unpolished, and invariably colonial shell. 

The shell splits to reveal the ravishing creature inside. The question is: Why 

can’t she just show the ravishing creature? Why does she need to keep drag- 

ging her shell along?... For the audience, the insistence on the poor little 

girl she had been was a way of desexualizing her glamour .... For Baker, 

compulsively displaying the poor little girl she no longer was constituted 

a way of holding on to her racial identity while enjoying a glamour that 

transcended color.34 



Glamour, in this construction, cannot be burdened by identity, that is, can- 

not have a race or at least a race that is not white. Glamour here then is the 

fantasy of uplift without the politics: rather, it offers an escape from the ugly 

realities of social (and here explicitly racial) iniustice.35 Of course, the tran- 

scendence of color--and indeed of all identity markers--is exactly what Paul 

Arbian and Helga Crane seek. Yet that seeking leads not to a glamour unbur- 

dened by identity but only to the death that attends the impossible task of 

giving over one’s identity. Does Baker, in her relentless self-objectification, 

escape the moribund aesthetic of glamour? Does her glamour come without 

a price? Perhaps the bifurcation of identity she maintains allows this escape, 

the childish exuberance and vitality marking some protection against the 

lam6-clad constrictions of celebrity and stasis. 

An explicit demonstration of Baker’s refusal to give herself over to glam- 

our comes in the 1935 film Princesse Tam Tam, which investigates, or flirts 

with, the mobility of identity. Baker, in the character of a "savage" child- 

woman, Alwina, is taken in by a French Henry Higgins-esque novelist and 

"civilized." Again, the movie does not deviate from the primitive script: even 

in her elevation to royal status as Princess Tam Tam (her name a seemingly 

feminized reference to the "tom tom beat" of the music that moves her to 

dance), the Tunisian free spirit cannot be repressed. During her royal visit 

to France, Alwina will burst into dance, revealing the untamed and uncon- 

tainable savage, much to the delight of the Western eyes who gaze on her 

and celebrate her authenticity. The film predictably dichotomizes civiliza- 

tion and nature, the contrived and the authentic, and Baker, it would seem, 

relishes her earthy position. The elaborate jewelry, high-heels, and lam6 

gown will have to come off, peeled away and thrown into the audience, who 

looks on with glee, as Princess Tam Tam becomes Alwina, the primitive 

girl, her hips shuddering to a tribal drumbeat as she shakes off the pathetic 

physical constraints of modern Western civilization. 

Where Larsen complicates the painful ambivalence of self-objectification, 

Baker stylizes it, borrowing and emphasizing the vocabulary of primitive 

otherness and civilized glamour. Just as caricature itself reduces the subject 

to its elemental lines, the features abbreviated to achieve expressive force, 

so does Baker)6 The film in fact employs, as a kind of shorthand for Prin- 

cess Tam Tam’s swift rise to fame, a series of seven caricatures, representing 

her in various forms but always recognizable as Josephine. The progres- 

sion of caricatures is in itself interesting, beginning with a conventional 

portrait, its representation realistic and undistorted, then moving further 

away from detail until the celebrity is figured by a few thick black lines, rec- 

ognizable nevertheless by the curl of hair on her brow. Her status, the series 
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of pictures tells us, is unquestioned, her celebrity so well understood that 

mimesis is no longer necessary. Superimposed behind the series of draw- 

ings is a simple marble or stone bust, the defining hair style just barely vis- 

ible on the sculpted head: this is classical (high) art, smooth, serious, and 

dignified. The drawings signify popular (or low) art, as they move over the 

elegant bust, identifying Baker/Princess Tam Tam by the curl of hair on her 

forehead or at her temple, and the exuberance of her expression in the wide 

eyes or smiling mouth (without, surprisingly, falling into racial typing). 

The celebrity of the princess plays off the celebrity of Baker, reproduces and 

calls attention to it. When we see her powder her nose for photographers, 

it is Baker we see, just as it is Baker we see in the caricatures. The illustra- 

tions will reduce the star to her elemental features, exaggerating them and 

thus simplifying their interpretation: the complications and ambivalences 

of identity are thus removed for the sake of strong visual impact and easy 

digestion. 

From the flurry of celebrity images, the film moves to the stillness of a 

bedroom, a concert of Oriental music playing on the radio, and here we 

seem returned to a room like Helga Crane’s, and in it, her air of quiet dis- 

satisfaction. Baker has the cool pose of sculpture as she reclines on the bed, 

one knee raised; she is languid, beautiful, the picture of Garbo-esque bore- 

dom. This is, for the moment, the transcendent Baker who has achieved the 

deathly stasis of the perfected image. The camera lingers on her as she rests, 

for once motionless, seemingly timeless, an aesthetic object fusing North 

Africa to France. This is, we will learn, an act: Alwina performs a version of 

Garbo’s trademark line, "I want to be alone," and then uses the opportu- 

nity to go slumming at a sailor’s bar where she can move freely without the 

constraints of the mannered world. Here we understand the clash of lively 

vitality and the arresting gaze that so potently drives the style of primitive 

glamour. This scene, with its sense of static calm, seclusion, and emotional 

remoteness, might conclude the glamorous text, but Alwina will return to 

Tunisia, marry the villa servant, bear a child, and turn the villa over to the 

animals in a comedic ending that undercuts the film’s glamour. The final 

shot frames a donkey’s head as it nibbles at the corner of a book, then con- 

sumes the whole cover, pulling between its masticating teeth the title"Civi- 

lization?’ While Paul Arbian’s novel within a novel will remain unreadable, 

unknown, obscured by his death, this book holds no mystery: we already 

know its plot and are happy enough to see it returned to organic material. 

The year after Princesse Tam Tam debuted, Vanity Fair published its final 

issue, acceding at last to the Depression’s financial blows. The magazine 

did not close its covers, however, without one last look at the glamour that 



.... -’~° w~s’-o.,~,~mwt a onghT ye-Til’6w---b-fi-~F6~ the figure of Jose- 
phine Baker smiles, her pearls fly, her feathers just grazing her willowy 
body.37 Wendy Wick Reaves notes that "Sparkling with humor, color, and 

.glamour, it was a dramatic farewell gesture for Nast’s and Crowninsheld’s 

great, dying magazine."3s There was something apropos, it seems, in the 
vivacity of the illustration and the knowledge of death. The magazine un- 

derstood that in its impending death it could still nod to life, and in that 
move, it sealed its own glamour. These new materials are expressive of our own age. They speak in the 

vernacular of the twentieth century. Theirs is the language of invention, 

of synthesis. Industrial chemistry today rivals alchemy! Base materials 

are transmuted into marvels of new beauty. 

--PAUL FRANKL, Form and Re-form (1930) 

As the curtains opened on the avant-garde opera event of 1934, Virgil 

Thompson and Gertrude Stein’s Four Saints in Three Acts, the audience 

faced a vast sign of the production’s cutting-edge modernity: fifteen hun- 

dred square feet of sky-blue cellophane was draped from the sides and 

ceiling of the stage, creating a semitransparent cyclorama, glittering under 

bright white lights. The stark artificiality of the stage design proclaimed its 

relationship to the modern world and its unsurpassed hold on the new: 

"The cellophane set, brilliantly lit to evoke a sky hung with rock crystal, 

defied comparison to anything the audience had ever seen.’’~ The set and 

costume designer was Florine Stettheimer, a New York painter whose close 

friends included Marcel Duchamp and Carl Van Vechten, and whose paint- 

ings were characterized by their light-infused surfaces and whimsical ap- 

proach to their subjects (her style was sometimes called "primitive mod- 

erne’).2 Stettheimer had never ventured into the world of stage or costu...me 

design before Four Saints (and wouldn’t again), but her efforts were met 

with critical acclaim for her spectacular vision: "Some thought that [her] 

costumes outdid the Ziegfeld Follies, and one quipped that the sets were 

’Botticellophane:’’~ Plastic, that most twentieth-century of materials, here 

transformed the stage into a powerful blend of art, glamour, and the latest 

technology. 

We’ve lost, in the intervening decades, the ability to read the early- 

century semiotics of plastics, and particularly of cellophane. Stettheimer’s 

stage today, rather than looking sleek and streamlined, appears hung with 

CELLOPHANE 

Under Cellophane Skies 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 7, 20:[0 2:35 PN 

@hotmail.unc.edu 

Fwd: Aon Student Film Program at UFVA Conference 2010 

ii.~.iI agr logo small 

you are having trouble reading this email, view the online version. 

Student Film Program banner 

Dear Prof, 

It was good to see everyone at the UFVA conference and we look forward to working with you in the coming school year to help you 
and your students with all of their film school production insurance needs. 

As we discussed in Vermont, Aon~�TMs Student Film Program specifically meets the unique and varied insurance needs of film 
schools and their students. We have developed an innovative program that offers the following benefits: 

Aon Film Fund Contribution - Aon will now donate up to 10% of its revenue associated with your school’s policy directly to the 
film school. We also offer a Red Camera option for interested schools. Ask us how! 
Lower Rates - Premiums for 2010 are the lowest they have been in 2 years! 
More Options - Now offering Equipment Only options as well as coverage on an annual basis in addition to our semester/ 
quarter programs 

We are confident that Aon/AGR~�TMs experienced team of insurance experts can help you design an effective program specifically 
for your film school~�T~as unique requirements. We handle all administrative tasks associated with the insurance program including, 
but not limited to, enrollment, premium collection, certificates of insurance, and customized reports. Aon/AGR also addresses all 
insurance-related inquiries received by participating and prospective students. 

In terms of next steps, we will be reaching out to discuss the potential opportunity for your specific schools. Also, if you would like us 
to send you copy of our presentation and "Summary of Insurance for Producers" for your students please let us know. 

For more information about Aon’s Student Film Insurance Program contact Daniel R’bibo at daniel.rbibo@aon.com. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel R’~�TM bibo 

About Aon / Albert (3. Ruben 
With entertainment offices in Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, Toronto, London, Shanghai and colleagues in 500 offices in 120 
countries, Aon/AGR can place the most complex risks at the most competitive rates in the market while also providing risk 
management, loss control services and claims advocacy. 

Click here if you do not wish to receive any future communication from Aon 

Privacy j ~ 

Aon 

200 E. Randolph St. 

Chicago, IL 60601 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 2:57 PM 

Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com> 

Re: Micheaux and Piney Woods 

Dear Dan: Just to let you know, a new- film scholar ~vho graduated from 
Harvard in Comparative Literature and teaches at UCLA did a 
dissertation on cinema in the South and educational institutions. Her 
name is Allyson Field and you can go to UCLA’s website to get her 
email ~Vhile she might be quite helpful, I was a little concerned that 
she might takeover in view of her background but this is your call I 
think her email is afield@tfl.ucla, edu It would interesting to see 
what kind of response you might get By the way she is planning to turn 
her dissertation into a book -- I assumed that it was in print but 
could not locate at my libraW. Hope this helps as well. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> I wanted to contact you because I had a phone call the other week 
> from someone asking about Oscar Micheaux. 

> First, I should tell you that I am no longer in the world of 
> academics I leI’t Bo~vdoin College m 2008 

> Anyway, I received a phone call out of the blue the other day from 
> Marvin Jones, an administrator at the ~iney Woods School in 
> Mississippi, asking about ()scar Micheaux. He got in touch with me 
> aRer reading a portion of my book, Outside America. In a nutshell, 
> he asked me what I know about the connection between OM and Piney 
> Woods I couldn’t help him much, though we talked quite a while about 
> Macheau× and Black Towns - took my back to a few years ago. I told 
> him that I would ask a few people that I know regarding his query 
> 

> Do you have any info or could you put me in touch with someone who 
> might know more about the connection? 

> If you care to contact Mal~’in Jones directly, he is at 
> or @hotmail.com 
> 

> I hope all is well with you. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Dan Moos 

> Daniel J. Moos, ]-rincipal 
> Convergent Capital Consultants 
> Providence, RI 02906 
> 401.248.1685 
> dmoos@convergecap, corn 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 3:00 PM 

@earthlink.net 

Fwd: AtiJcan America~ Actresses 

Africm~ American Actresses.doc 

Dear Charlene, 

Congratulations on the publication of your new book! I’ve created an e-mail announcement (attached) that you may use to publicize your book to your personal 
contacts and to any listservs, blogs, or online forums that you belong to. 

In addition, your book will be included in our monthly e-newsletter that features new IU Press titles. You will receive a copy of this newsletter in HTML format at 
the beginning of next month. To ensure delivery, please add iupress@indiana.tmOO.com to your address book. The e-newsletter includes sharing features that 
you may use to send the newsletter to your contacts or post on your social media networks. 

Please note that not all e-mail clients can display HTML e-mail messages. In the event of this, you may use the text-only e-mail announcement provided. 

If I can be of further assistance, please let me know. 

Best, 
Laura 

Laura Baich 
Electronic Marketing Manager 
Indiana University Press 

812-855-8287 I 812-856-0415 (fax) 
online: http://iupress.indiana.edu 
blog: http://iupress.typepad.co m 

Twitter: http://twitte r.comiiupress 
Facebook: http://www.faceboo k.comiiupress 

Celebrating 60 Years of Books with Brains! http:/itiny.ccilU Press6Oyrs 



Indiana University Press is pleased to announce the recent publication of: 

African American Actresses 
The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960 
Charlene Regester 

"In this important work, Charlene Regester brings into focus the lives and careers of 
representative black women actresses in Hollywood across generational divides in order to 
reposition them beyond the confining shadow of otherness and marginality. The sum result is a 
re-telling and correction of history."--Audrey McCluskey, Indiana University Bloomington 

Nine actresses, from Madame SuI-Te-Wan in Birth of a Nation (1915) to Ethel Waters in Member 
of the Wedding (1952), are profiled in African American Actresses. Charlene Regester poses 
questions about prevailing racial politics, on-screen and off-screen identities, and black stardom 
and white stardom. She reveals how these women fought for their roles as well as what they 
compromised (or didn’t compromise). Regester repositions these actresses to highlight their 
contributions to cinema in the first half of the 20th century, taking an informed theoretical, 
historical, and critical approach. 

440 pp., 14 b&w illus. 
cloth 978-0-253-35475-4 $75.00 
paper 978-0-253-22192-6 $27.95 

For more information, visit: 
http://www.iu press.indiana.edu/catalog/product_info.php?isbn=978-0-253-22192-6 

For Instructors: 
If you are interested in adopting this book for course use, please see our exam copy policy: 
http://www.iu press.indiana.edu/catalog/information.ph p?info_id=122&meid=122 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 3:20 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Additonal Baker Bibliography 

Baker AddilionaJ Bibliography.doc 

Dear Mae: Attached is the additional bibliography that we will need to 
add to the existing bibliography Will bring some of the essays when ~ve 
meet next ~veek Hope to see you then -- I have been s~vamped with ~vork 
and events Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" 

<hendersm@email unc edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

Next Thursday for dirmer at the Carolina Inn sounds good! Again, 
I will download the essays and try to take a look at them before 
we 12qeet next week. 

Best, mae 

Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 11:43 AM 
To: tlenderson, Mae G 
Sutziect: RE: ~-oject N/iUSE - Link to resource Baker Article-Guterl 

Dear Mae: Glad to know that we are attempting to schedule a meeting. I 
wanted to let you know that last week was a bus?" week [’or me as well -- 
had some 70 papers to grade in addition to proposals, completing a 600 
page ms for Oxford UP, 100 page ms for some children’s book, etc., etc. 
But anyway I have collected a few more essays to add to the Baker 
Bibliographya and will forward On Thursday of next week the department 
is having its 40th Anniversary Celebration from 3:30 until 5:30 and 
then at 7pro is the Sonya tlaynes Stone Lecture Of course I will stay on 
campus [’or both of these events so if you would like -- we could meet 
for dinner at the Carolina Inn from around 5:30 until 7pro gthis does 
not work we could work out another time -- I will be out of town over 
the Fall Break but maybe we could meet on a Sunday evening as an 
alternative. Also, I ]2mnd an interesting article that is relevant to 
your essay on the video vixen -- it is titled Bmnp and Grind: Selling 
Sex (this is not the exact title but when ~ve meet, I ~vill bring the 
essay-). Quoting "Henderson, Mae G" <hendersm@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Good morning, Charlene, 
>> 

>> Thanks very much for forwarding iiffo on Baker. 

>> I’ve made a fe~v additions to the introduction, and 
>> may be able to return to it briefly sometime this 
>> weekend. 
>> 

>> These last two weeks have been hectic (two proposals, 
>> one i’,/La, thesis, and page proofs for Video Vixen article. 
>> 

>> Although I have master’s defense next Friday, perhaps 
>> we can meet on Thursday (I may have an appointment 
>> directly after class, however). 
>> 

>> Hope all is well ~vith you. 
>> 

>> Best, nlae 
>> 

>> From: regester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 8:59 AM 
>> To: Henderson, Mae G 
>> Subject: Fwd: Project MUSE - Link to resource Baker Article-Guterl 
>> 

>> ..... Forwarded message from muse@press.jhu edu ..... 
>> Date: Wed, 29 Sep 2010 16:44:56 
>> From: muse@pressjhu.edu 
>> Reply-To: muse@press.jhu.edu 
>> Subject: Project MUSE - Link to resource 
>> To: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche 
>> 

>> http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/blc/vOO1i1.2.~uterl.html 
>> 

>> Author: 
>> Matthew Pratt Guterl 
>> 

>> Subj,ects: 
>> SireI?ne des tropiques (Motion picture) 
>> Etie~?vant, Hem-i, 1870-1953 -- Criticism and interpretation. 

>> Nalpas, Mario -- Criticism and interpretation. 
>> Baker, Josephine, 1906-1975 -- Criticism and interpretation 
>> 



>> Project MUSE - Black Camera - Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche 
>> Project MIJSE Journals Black Camera Volume 1, Number 2, Summer 2010 
>> Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche Black Camera Volume 1, Number 2, 
>> Summer 201 () E-ISSN: 1947-4237 Print [SSN: 1536-3155 
>> 10 1353/blc.0.0025 Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche Matthew Pratt 
>> Guterl AbstractThis essay explores the first full-length film.. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Additional Josephine Baker Bibliography 

Book Chapters: 

Barn~vell, Andrea D., "Like the Gypsy’s Daughter; Or, beyond the Potency of Josephine 
Baker’s Eroticism," in Rhapsodies in Black: Art of the Harlem Renaissance eds. Susan 
Ferleger Brades, Roger Malbert, and David A. Bailey (London, England; Berkeley, Ca: 
Hayward Gallery, with Institute of International Visual Arts; University of California 
Press, 1997), pp. 182 ]inclusive page numbers needed]. 

Brown, Judith, "Primitivism," in Glamour in Six Dimensions: Modernism and the 
Radiance of Form (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2009) 

Fabre, Michel, "International Beacons of African American Memory: Alexandre Dumas 
pere, Henry O. Tanner, and Josephine Baker as Examples of Recognition," in History 
and memory in African American Culture, eds. Genevieve Fabre and Robert O’Meally 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), pp 122-129. 

Francis, Terri Simone. "’ She Will Never Look:’ Film Spectatorship, Black Feminism and 
Scary Subjectivities," in Reclaiming the Archive: Feminism and Film History’ ed. Vicki 
Callahan (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 20110, pp 98-1125. 

Frias, Maria, "African-American Women Artists in Paris: Sex and Politics in Josephine 
Baker’s La Revue Negre (1925), and Maya Angelou’s Porgy and Bess (1954)," in Nor 
Shall Diamond Die: American Studies in Honour of Javier Coy, eds. Carme Manuel and 
Paul Scott (Valencia: Spain: Universitat de Valencia, 2003), [page numbers needed]. 

Jervis, John, "Blacks, Whites, and Hybrids," in Transg~ressmg~ the Modern: Explorations 
in the Western Experience of Otherness, John Jervis (Malden, Mass.: Blackwell 
Publishers, 1999), 183-188. 

Jules-Rosette, Bennetta, "The Practice of Diaspora: Lecture, Translation, and the Rise of 
Internationalism," Research in African Literatures, vol. 36, no. 2 (Summer 2005): [page 
numbers needed] 

Ngai, Sianne, "Black Venus, Blonde Venus," in Bad Modernisms by Douglas Mao, 
Rebecca L. Walkowitz (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), pp 365. 

Zabel, Barbara, "The Expatriates of the Machine-Age: Josephine Baker and Alexander 
Calder in Paris," in National Stereot~7)es in Perspective: Americans in t~?ance, 

Frenchmen in America, eds. William L. Che~v, III (Rodopi Press, Amsterdam the 

Netherlands-Atlanta, GA, 2001). 



Dissertations: 

Estrada, Paula, "The Primitive Tropes in the Stage and Film Performances of Josephine 
Baker," Thesis, University of Illinois, Chicago, 1994. 

Francis, Terri Simone. "Under a Paris Moon: Transatlantic Black Modermism, French 
Colonialist Cinema, and the Josephine Baker Museum," Dissertation, University of 
Chicago, 2004. 

Gillett, Rachel Anne. "Jazz, Race and Gender in Inte~’ar Paris," Dissertation, 
Northeastern University," Massachusetts 2010. 

Journal Articles: 

Ara, Konomi, "Josephine Baker: A Chanteuse and a Fighter," Journal of Yransnational 

American Studies vol. 2, no. 1 (2010): 1-17. 

Chilcoat, Michelle, "Civility, Marriage, and the Impossible French Citizen: From Ourika 

to Zou Zou and Princesse Tam Tam," vol. 37, no. 2 (June 2001-article 4) [Journal title 
needed]. 

Collomb, Michel, "Le Tumulte Noir: Josephine Baker a Berlin et a Vienne," Cahiers 
d’Etudes Germaniques vol. 24 (1993): 129-137. 

Daugherty, Christa E. and James L. W. West, III, "Josephine Baker, Petronius, and the 
Text of Babylon Revisited," F. Scott Fitzgerald Review vol. 1 (2002): 3-15. 

Ductile, Ann, "Blues Notes on Black Sexuality: Sex and the Tests of Jessie Fauset and 
Nella Larsen," Journal of the History of Sexua#ty - Special Issue: African American 
Culture and Sexuality vol. 3, no. 3 (January 1993): 418-444. 

Fox, Patricia, "Josephine Baker in Latin America," Negritud: Revista De Esmdios AJko- 

La#noamericanos vol. 1, no. 1 (November 2007): 124-151. 

Francis, Terri Simone, "Flickers &the Spirit: ’Black Independent Film,’ Reflexive 
Reception, and a Blues Cinema Sublime," Black Camera, Vol. 1, no. 2 (Summer 20110): 

7-24. 

Fry, Andy, "Du Jazz Hot A La Creole: Josephine Baker Sings Offenbach," Cambridge 
Opera Journal vol. 16, no. 1 (March 2004): 43-75. 

Gardner, Bettye J. and Niani Kilkenny, "Special Report II-In Vogue: Josephine Baker 

and Black Culture and Identity in the Jazz A~e, The Journal of African American 
History, vol. 93, no. 1 (Winter 2008): 88-93. 



Gould, Christopher, "Josephine Baker’s Correct English," Righting Words: Journal of 
Language and Education (November-December, 1988): 5-10. 

Guterl, Matthew Pratt, "Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche," Black Camera, vol. 1, no. 

2 (Summer 20110): 25-37. 

Kershaw, Miriam, "Postcolonialism and Androgyny: The Performance Art of Grace 

Jones," in Art Journal [Full Source Needed]. 

Parks, Suzan-Lofi, "The Rear End Exists," Grand Street, no. 55 (Winter 1996): 10-18. 

Ross, Becki L. "Bumping and Grinding On the Line: Making Nudity Pay," Labour/Le 

Travail - Special Millennium Issue vol. 46 (Fall 2000): 221-250. 

Strong, Lester, "Josephine Baker’s Hungry Heart," The Gay & Lesbian Review 
Worl~’ide vol. 13, no. 5 (Sept.-Oct. 2006): 16. 

Stuart, Andrea, "Looking at Josephine Baker," Women: A Cultural Review vol. 5, no. 2 

(1994): 137-141. 

Sweeney, Carole, "La Revue Negre: Negrophilie, Modernity and Colonialism in Inter- 

War France," Journal of Romance Studies vol. 1, no. 2 (Summer 2001): 1-14. 

Books: 

Ara, Konomi, A Figh#ngDiva (Tokyo, Japan: Kodansha, 2007). 

Appel, Alfred, Jr. Jazz ~/lodernism, From Ellington and Armstrong to 3~[atisse and Joyce 

(New Haven; Yale University Press, 2002). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 8, 2010 10:12 AM 

dmoos@convergecap.com 

Re: Micheaux and Piney Woods 

Dear Dan: Go ahead and contact Field, I just wanted to alert you as you 
move forward. Hope you will also contact Pearl Bowser and if you 
receive her contact information, please pass along because I tried to 
contact her by phone and never got an ans~ver. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Quoting dmoos@convergecap.com: 

> I don’t have any stake in this. If you would like to take the que~ 
> on, I will not contact Field But from my perspectwe I am just 
> helping Piney Woods with some info. I have no professional ownership 
> issues here. Thanks for the concern nonetheless 
> Dan 
> Sent on the Sprint® Now- Network from my BlackBercy® 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@email.nnc edu 
> Date: Thu, 07 Oct 2010 15:57:12 
> To: <dmoos@convergecap.com> 
> Subject: Re: Micheau× and Piney Woods 
> 

> As previously mentioned, proceed cautiously. Sincerely, Charlene 
> Regester Quoting dmoos@convergecap.com: 
> 
>> ~Ihanks, I’ll contact her and see if she can offer Piney Woods any insight. 
>> Dan 
>> Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BIackBer~,® 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email un c edu 
>> Date: Thu, 07 Oct 2010 14:57:24 
>> To: Daniel Moos<dmoos@convergecap corn> 
>> Subject: Re: Micheaux and Piney Woods 
>> 

>> Dear Dan: Just to let you know, a new :film scholar who graduated from 
>> Harvard in Comparative Literature and teaches at UCLA did a 
>> dissertation on cinema in the South and educational institutions. Her 
>> name is AHyson Field and you can go to UCLA’s website to get her 
>> email. While she might be quite helpful, I was a little concerned that 
>> she might takeover in view of her background but this is your call I 

>> think her email is afield@fit ucla.edu It would interesting to see 
>> what kind of response you might get. By the way she is planning to turn 
>> her dissertation into a book-- I assumed that it was in print but 
>> could not locate at my [ibra~ Hope this helps as well. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester Quoting Daniel Moos <dmoos@convergecap.com>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I wanted to contact you because I had a phone call the other week 
>>> from someone asking about Oscar Micheaux. 

>>> First, I should tell you that I am no longer in the world of 
>>> academics. I left Bowdoin College in 2008. 

>>> Anyway, I received a phone call out of the blue the other day from 
>>> Marvin Jones, an administrator at the Piney Woods School in 
>>> Massissippi, asking about Oscar I~cheaux. He got in touch ~vith me 
>>> aRer reading a portion of my book, Outside America In a nutshell, 
>>> he asked me ~vhat I know about the connection bet~veen OM and Piney 
>>> Woods. I couldn’t help him much, though we talked quite a while about 
>>> Micheaux and Black Towns - took my back to a few- years ago I told 
>>> him that I ~vould ask a few people that I know regarding his query. 
>>> 

>>> Do you have an?- info or could you put me in touch with someone who 
>>> migN know more about the connection? 

>>> If you care to contact Mar,An Jones directly, he is at 

>>> or               ~hotmaihcom 



>>> I hope all is well with you. 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> [)an Moos 

>>> Daniel J. Moos, Principal 
>>> Convergent Capital Consultants 
>>> Providence, RI 02906 
>>>401.248.1685 
>>> dmoos@convergecap, corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 8, 2010 10:14 AM 

@earthlink.neV~ 

Re: your new book! 

Dear Vince: Yes, I will look at your book as well on fihn noir because 
I do a little ~vith film noir -- Devil in a Blue Dress for example. Good 
to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Vincent Brook 

~)earthlink.net>: 

Congratulations, Charlene! 

I’ll definitely check out your book. And if you teach anything 
related to film noir, you might want to check out my latest: 

DRI~,TEN TO DARKix,~ S S: ~¥VISH EIVHGRE DIRECTORS AND THE RISE OF F~LM NO 

All bestt 

Vmce 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <-reges~e@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 8, 2010 12:29 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Essay by Terri Francis-Inclndes BaJaer 

Reclai,ning the Archive Ch 5 She_ Will Never Look[1].pdf 

Dear Mae: Attached is an additional essay" that does ha,ge a section on 
Josephine Baker -- will add to the bibliography. Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 



"She Will Never Look" 

Film Spectatorship, Black Feminism, and Scary Subjectivities 

In a 1966 Negro Digest article, the actress Ruby Dee laments the ways in 
which she and other black women actors face "double discrimination-- 
that of sex and that of race.’’1 Moreover, Dee goes on to say that a dearth 
of rewarding artistic material leaves the artists mere "tattered queens" who 
tend to retire too early or simply disappear from public life without ex- 
planation or much notice, "haunted by an aura of tragedy, fhilure and 
defeat.’’2 Dee stresses the urgency of producing material for a range of 
black women actresses inasmuch as it would reflect and encourage diver- 
sity within the black community. She writes that because "art not only 
reflects life but also influences it, we must dedicate ourselves to the im- 
provement of life and its truths--about women, about Negroes.’’3 Despite 
the ways in which such "truths" may be complicated and shifting rather 
than essential and universal, as Dee implies, the spirit of her comments is 
well understood: social activism, aided by artistic intervention, would help 
to vindicate and validate black women as cultural producers. 

Rather than disappearing politely into an invisibility that might be 
socially acceptable in the American racist and sexist symbolic order, black 
women, in a revised system, would insist on being seen, perhaps even in 
terms of their own visions. Dee experienced a measure of liberation intel- 

lectually. Writing that while she often felt isolated within her professional 
success, the actress found "a continuity of experience" through studying 
books that documented an earlier generation of entertainers; this knowl- 
edge helped to contextualize her own career. For Dee, the issue of black 
women’s representation is best framed as a compound concept: race-and- 

Film Spectatorship, Black Feminism, and Scary Subjectivities 

gender, or, as    put tt,       women, ’fibout i~egroes." Ti,is’ ’ii,~isec- 

tional way of thinking is foundational in black feminist thought and com- 

plicates the use of"woman" in mainstream or white feminist discourse. 

My citation of Dee’s essay and Black Feminist Cultural Criticism, the 

anthology in which it is reprinted, indicates the subjects of this essay: 

race/ethnicity, women, and African American film culture. My interven- 

tion is directed toward an overwhelmingly whiteness-dominated feminist 

film criticism: I explore theories of black women’s spectatorship and the 

problem of cinematic subjectivity. In the spirit of creative and constructive 

incoherence, I define (and deny) the idea of black female "scary" subjectiv- 

i9, on the one hand, while on the other I provide a historical overview of 

black women’s commentary on the cinema through writing, filmmaking, 

and performance. My essay’s title is a phrase heard on the soundtrack of 

the film Reckless Eyeballing, discussed later; I use it, with Dee’s article, to 

address issues of who can look and how the cinematic gaze is constructed 

or disallowed in particular films along racial and gendered lines. 

I imagine that black feminist film theory would do more than illumi- 

nate the conditions of black women; it should address the receptivity and 

articulation of a black female psychic and social space in cinema, and do 

so in a way that is responsive to the idea of black women as both consum- 

ers and producers of cultural texts. An ideal black feminist film theory 

therefore shifts our emphasis from manifest images or the icons of black 

womanhood, and places greater attention on the mysterious give-and-take 

between images and viewers, the variation and unpredictability involved in 

spectatorship that takes place in the dark, collective priv.acy of the cinema. 

An ideal black feminist film theory also would open up more ways to think 

about how films address and affect spectators, and serve as a tool of self- 

fashioning. And it would account for cinematic pleasure--the attractions, 

fulfillments, and expectations of watching movies for black people. With 

regard to spectators, black ~minist film theory would avoid prescriptive 

readings of black womanhood, and would shed light on the ways spec~- 

tators shift, expand, or escape their subject positions and identify with 

film characters across gendered and racialized similarities or differences. 

It would consider the authorship of black women filmmakers in tandem 

with black women spectators in such a way that theories of shifting sub- 

jectivity and aesthetics rather than biology would frame the discussion. A 

black feminist film theory is not necessarily about literal black women. 

Black feminist film theory should help us imagine people who are not 
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black women identifying with black women screen characters and would 

examine the complex relationships between the gaze, desire, and both gen- 

dered and racial difference, and how they signify. 

In this essay, I address issues of a cinematic gaze and black feminism 

by examining what I call a "scary subjectivity" in spectatorship and in rep- 
resentations of black womanhood with reference to a selection of films that 

feature black woman actors in variations on this role. My concept of scary 

subjectivity has much in common with Kathleen Rowe’s "unruly woman" 

as well as Andrea Elizabeth Shaw’s concept of "black women’s unruly po- 

litical bodies.’’4 Like Rowe, I wish to move beyond feminist film theory’s 

emphasis on tears, victimization, fragility, and emotional repression to the 

extent that these hallmarks of melodrama point to, as she says, a preoccu- 

pation with "strategies of purity" and perhaps ideals of sincerity and hon- 

esty as well.5 Her assertion that comedy, "with its exaggerations, hyperbole, 

and assault on the rational, depicts [strategies] of danger" resonates with 

my concept of black female performance. 

First, black women performers tend to take on personas that man- 

age (or encourage) pre-existing notions of unassimilated (physical and/or 

behavioral) blackness as dangerous and threatening, even if they present 

a "dangerous" erotic pleasure for audiences. They then turn the threat 

around. Moments in the careers of performers such as Bessie Smith, Jose- 

phine Baker, Pam Grief, and a range of recent figures associated with music, 

politics, and other public spheres, such as Queen Latifah, Oprah Winfrey, 

and Michelle Obama, offer differing examples of unruly political bodies. 

Further, in taking on the socially dangerous mask "that grins and lies,"6 

the performer, public figure, or fictional character who embodies a scary 

subjectivity rejects the terms of her oppression as not just wrong or unjust 

but as absurd, ridiculous, and stupid; she protects her vulnerability and 

subjectivity while rejecting her opponent’s terms. The scary subject is not 

just rebellious against the received social order; rather, she seems to reject 

it, opt out of it, and operate instead according to her own values. "Scary" 

not only describes an individual image but is a give-and-take relationship 

between the black woman as viewer and as image. Shaw’s perceptive study 

addresses the contradictions in black women’s performances, such as "ghet- 

to fabulousness." She says this style, which features bright colors, erotic 

clothing, and prominent jewelry; "suggests an excess of the femininity that 

those styles represent.’’7 In other words, it is a kind of overcompensation 

for being aware that they are seen as unfeminine because they may not have 
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...... ~a~ ~t g~l, inn nr white 
any of the characteristics tlaat mark ma-,~ 

feminine acceptability. 
Scary subjectivity refers to black female spectators or other wielders of 

the cinematic gaze who may be unruly in ways that are similar to Rowe’s 

white feminist or other oppositional viewerships but whose unruly behav- 

ior, specifically through humor and the use of absurdity, has particular 
meanings and implications within the film culture of African Americans. 

Black women, as Shaw points out, must devise strategies of confronta- 

tion and visibility that counter what she calls "racial erasure."s Shaw ex- 

plains that this erasure can take the form of subordinating typically black 
characteristics in favor of the appearance of physiological or behavioral 

assimilation, or it could be the hyperembodiment of black women through 
a visibility limited to sexualized objectification. Racial erasure is not merely 

invisibility or unacceptability, however; performance and exaggeration are 

key components of this process. While Shaw’s argument seems to depend 

problematically on a unified notion of authentic and thus endangered 
black womanhood, what I find compelling is her idea that some black 

women’s unassimilated bodies are already transgressive by their presence 

in public cultures, if those bodies are loud, fat, or dark-skinned. Moreo- 

ver, qualities such as being taller than the average white woman, being 

verbally in command of one’s thoughts, and making clothing choices that 

enhance physicality, such as suits that are cut with the body’s lines, jewel 

tones, and sleeveless tops, tend to be controversial as well. If the mere vis- 

ibility of women with these traits makes them disobedient affronts to the 

racial and gendered orders that inhere to the mainseream symbolic world, 
and if they choose to acknowledge criticism at all, is not the scariest and 

most dangerous response to the agents of that order to unmask it through 

irony and mockery rather than submit to it through sincerity, tears, and 

self-revelation? But this strategy does not mean that the scar?" subject is 

not vulnerable. In a situation where she is the underdog (and the black 

woman and other women ofcolo~ are statistically the most underprivilege_O 

in terms of health, income, and education disparities, not to mention their 

exclusions from middlebrow notions of beauty and acceptability), the scary 

black woman subject risks ridicule and censure to speak her mind; she 

makes a spectacle of herself and her power to do so---even to think she can 

do so--makes her a potential threat. Yet the scary subjectivity is different from both "the unruly woman" 

and "the unruly political body" because my terms encompass a wider range 
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of particularly c~nematic emotional responses and ~changes between 
women and patriarchy, white feminism, and whiteness, as I will demon- 

strate. In a recently published study of what she called "black power ac- 

tion films," Stephanie Dunn writes, "We must recognize that various real 

viewers may see the films in far more diverse ways than those intended 

by filmmakers and marketers. The crucial feat is not to view the texts as 

having complete or dominant control over viewing positions, though the 

film controllers may have in mind a target audience and their expectations. 

We must also avoid the other extreme of viewing movies as only offering 

positions created by viewers.’’‘) Thus, scary subjectivity has less to do with 

the biology or appearance of a black woman than with what black women 

do and how they respond to the world of images in whose circulation they 

contradictorily participate. While Dunn is referring to real black women, it 

is also true that real black women share symbolic space in the public sphere 

with fictional characters. Overall in this essay, I am talking about construc- 

tions of black womanhood, which actual women may embody or engage 

in various ways through cultural practices that involve the movies. 

Scary subjectivity is defined, in part, as an unruly spectator: someone 

whose behavior does not conform to established norms for watching mov- 

ies, thus making of him- or herselfa spectacle in the movie theater. Further, 

this subjectivity is an element of a given film’s reflexivity and is manifest by 

a specific film’s character who reads the movies or a particular film within 

the film in terms of his/her own racial and gendered identity. The scary 

character foregrounds the cinematic practices of racism, sexism, and its at- 

tendant reproduction of racialized sexual ideologies through their actions 

and speech at the movies. She splinters the audience along social lines, 

which in turn can disrupt the seamless enjoyment of the film for at least 

some viewers. The sequences from Wes Craven and Keenan Ivory Wayans’s 

films that I discuss later illustrate the way that a scary spectator threatens 

the classical cinema’s illusionist values of visual and narrative seamlessness 

and audience absorption. 

"lb elucidate the scary subject, I include close readings of scenes from 

a cohort of films that cross diverse eras, genres, and even perhaps, to some 

extent, challenge scholarly decorum. All the films contain key moments in 

which expectations of cinematic spectatorship and subjectivity are ques- 

tioned in particularly illuminating ways: Uncle Josh at the Moving Picture 

Show (dir. Edwin S. Porter, 1902), Le Poml~ier des Folies Berg~re (1928), 

Zou Zou (dir. Marc Alldgret, 1934), Strands (dir. Lorna Ann Johnson, 

1996), Reckless Eyeballing (dir. Christopher Harris, 2004) as well as Scream 

Film Spectatorship, Black Feminism, and Scary Subjectivities 

2 (dir. Wes Craven, 1997) and Scary Movie (dir. Keenan Ivory Wayans, 
2000))0 The selection of the last two films in particular is somewhat pro- 

vocative on my part, given their seeming "lowbrow" parody. But they are 

instructive for the ways in which their parodic structure scratches away 

the cinema’s sheen of preciousness through reflexivity. In them the figure 

of"Uncle Josh" from Porter’s film is recast with a theoretical black woman 
film viewer. The fictional viewers I discuss are the movie characters Mau- 

teen and Brenda from Scream 2 and Scary Movie, respectively, and they 

are parodies or a straight manifestation, depending on one’s point of view, 

of the stereotypical "bitch." Patricia Hill Collins sheds light on this term, 

writing, "Depicting African American women as bitches.., obscure[s] the 

closing door of racial opportunity in the post-Civil Rights era.’’.1 Such im- 

ages of the bitchy black woman spectator perform a backlash, an explicit 

punishment for the tremendous influence that black women intellectuals 

gained as scholars, artists, and media makers during the 1990s. 

In the films I examine here, black women characters use various strate- 

gies to interrupt the normal, expected entrancement of a movie audience. 

The black woman character becomes a "scary" viewer when she either ad- 

dresses the camera or fellow audience members. By implication, she threat- 

ens the racialized symbolic order in the cinema, as well as the order of criti- 

cal approaches in traditional feminist and film scholarship, and the limited 

roles deemed possible for black women’s life beyond the screen, which, as 

Dee points out, is tied in complex ways to screen constructions of black 

womanhood. Throughout this essay, I presume a general fear/fascination/ 

allure of black woman’s ultimate otherness, which is condensed in the fig- 

ure of the not so much na’Jlve, but willfully inassimilable and, thus, scary, 

film viewer)2 Perhaps more important is that while these figures seem to 

be aware of their outsider status, they are not necessarily asking to be let 

in to the mainstream; nor do they seem to regret their inability to become 

absorbed into the movies in the "right" ways. 
Addressing the cinematic reproduction or representation of black 

womanhood means more than cataloguing the pictorial representations 

and "controlling images" of a recognizable or typical black woman.13 We 

need to examine the representations and the ideologies about black women 

that circulate through cinematic images and the ways in which motion 

pictures uniquely frame them. The need for a black feminist theory of 

film production and reception warrants my focusing on the invisibility of 

black women, not only as actors, which Dee addresses above, but also as 

critics and historians of film. History forms the bedrock of black feminist 
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theory, even if, as indicated by film scholar Mark Reid, one of its goals is 
an abstraction of black women’s varied and shifting identities, rather than 

an overreliance on fixed social categories.14 Applying Mary Ann Doane’s 

concept of the woman spectator to the problematic of black women’s spec- 

tatorship, Reid writes: 

The concept of black womanist spectatorship should not be taken "to refer di- 

recdy to the [black] woman who buys her ticket and enters the movie theater 

as the member of an audience, sharing a social identity but retaining a unique 

psychical history. Frequently, [itl doles] not even refer to the spectator as a social 

subject but, rather, as a psychical subject, as the effect of signi~ing structures." 

Black womanist spectatorship, then, is a socio-psychical process, not a biological 

trait° It cannot totally exclude or include its audience based on race or gender.~5 

But the question of the image of black women, whether positive or 

negative, and what black women think about it, remains absolutely crucial. 

In the cinema, black womanhood is controlled by "mainstream cultural 

representations of black women... [as]: the sexual siren; the rotund, full- 

bosomed nurturing mother figure; the dominating matriarch incarnate; 

eternally ill-tempered wenches; and wretched victims.’’~6 Yet feminist film 

history and criticism, whose interventions transformed the study of film 

by addressing the multivalent discourses that inhere to screen womanhood, 

consistently neglect considerations of race and racial ideologies that would 

bring needed attention to the presence and meaning of black women char- 

acters or the absence thereof. However, black women cultural and literary 

critics have richly theorized representations of black womanhood. 

In the 1970s, black women intellectuals established a critical publish- 

ing community in several edited anthologies that brought together diverse 

voices and literary forms. The publication of ~Ibni Cade Bambara’s The 

Blacb Woman: An Anthology (i970), followed by Mary Helen Washing- 

toffs Black-eyed Susans: Classic Stories by and about Black Women (I975), 

built upon Anna Julia Cooper’s work, A Voice j%m the South by A Black 

Woman of the South (1892). These anthologies ushered in a modern era of 

philosophy on black womanhood in light of the 1970s feminist movement 

and the movements for black power and civil rights. Both of these po- 

litical movements gave limited consideration to the particularities of black 

WOmen’s experiences. In many ways, it was the project of these anthologies 
to show a range of contemporary black women’s writings and experiences 

in order to complicate one-sided images of the black woman. Especially 

Film Spectatorshlp, Black Feminiam, and Scary Subjectivities 

because of the breadth of activity in a variety of forms that the anthology 

represented, including poems, one-act plays, short stories, criticism, and 

m~moire, it served rhetorically and literally to establish black womanhood 

as a scholarly subject apart from white articulations of womanhood and 

apart from the patriarchal purchase black men have traditionally claimed 

on blackness. 
However, while the 1970s scholarship on and by black women was 

concerned with "the image" of black womanhood, targeted analyses of 

films and film history came later. For example, Bambara’s Black Woman 

includes an essay that references The Battle of Algiers, which is viewed as 

"the movie counterpart" to Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth. The 

author does not break down scenes from the movie or consider it in rela- 

tion to film history but rather uses it as an unmediated window on the Al- 

gerian war.tV Two other significant anthologies about black women, All the 

Women Are White, All the Blacks Are Men, But Some of Us Are Brave: Black 

Women’s Studies (1982) and Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology (I 983), 

announce their scholarly interventions by their titles. The editors of these 

works conceptualized a space for studying black women and representation 

as discrete subjects. Yet again, while the social inaage of black womanhood 

was addressed, sustained disciplinary attention to race and gender in the 

cinematic image was left out of these works. Certainly, black film criticism 

can be found embedded in newspapers and magazines that address African 

American publics throughout the twentieth century)8 As Dee composed 

her article, for example, an important midcentury piece, she was doubtless 

in dialogue with film critics at Ebony, The Chicago Defender, The Amster- 

dam News, and more. Such writing formed a basis for the concepts and 

standards of black female cinematic subjectivity that would emerge later. 

The 1990s, however, would bring a watershed era in black feminist cul- 

tural criticism and black film criticism.19 In 1995 the feminist film jour- 

nal Camera Obscura published a special issue on black women spectators 

which intersected with the heyday of publications on black women writers 

and black filmmakers, and gave overdue theoretical analysis to the relation- 

ship between black women and film. According to the issue editor Debo- 

rah Grayson, "The essays in this special issue of Camera Obscura on black 

women, spectatorship, and visual culture speak to the importance of nam- 

ing and politicizing representations of black women in visual culture. ,20 

Grayson’s work considers the interplay of film in a larger media land- 

scape, with the influence of home VCR viewing and video games. A "me- 

did’ model in which the screen is part of the life of a home as well as the 
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flows of the public sphere is closer to the reality of today’s film consump- 
tion and conforms to a social and aesthetic model that a black feminist film 

theory is particularly positioned to engage. In other words, black feminist 

criticism asks what is cinema, situated among other cultural institutions 

(family, notions of beauty, politics) but not necessarily as an articulation 

of a particular nation or culture.21 Accordingly, Grayson’s article defines 

representation broadly, beyond cinema and television, so that a variety of 

texts and contexts can be addressed in the subsequent essays. Moreover, 

her specific focus on hair and beauty goes to the heart of "the relations of 

power working obscurely and not so obscurely" on black women through 

pressure to make their hair and hairstyles conform to social expectations.22 

Here, Grayson addresses black women’s embodiment through "difference." 

The attention to hair may at first seem to have nothing to do with film, 

and may strike some readers as superficial besides, but hair texture has 

long been a cultural site as complex as skin color, although it is more easily 

refashioned through use of chemicals, applied heat, and other processes, to 

suit systems of taste and acceptance, particularly in an integrated world. 

Therefore, hair is uniquely reflective of deep-seated cultural norms and 

expectations. As we move toward considering the cinema as a performa- 

tive space--both the acting on screen and the unintentional or intentional 

displays people make in the theater, all aspects of bodily preparation and 

presentation are crucial to interpret. More significantly, Grayson’s frame- 

work reflects the ways in which black women’s representation participates 

in an "intertextual coherence" or a shared discourse among black women 

writers that is thoughtful and deliberate as they draw on each other’s work 

to address shared concerns and crises.23 

Lorna Johnson’s experimental short-essay film Strands (1995) exempli- 

fies this shared and cross-disciplinary discourse but focuses on filmmak- 

ing as a cultural practice and personal expression. It resonates with black 

women’s intellectual traditions of investigating new languages in order to 

address the gap between feminism and African American studies. In the 

film we see somewhat randomly arranged footage of various and unidenti- 

fied locations. A woman talks about her hopes to make a new kind of film 

and to be a new kind ofperson/filmmaker. She describes her willingness to 

resist the pressure to follow what seems to be an inherited script of linear 

narrative progression within what she seems to feel are narrowly defined 

criteria of cinematic mastery and of womanhood without explicitly stat- 

ing what exactly she is resisting. In this work, Johnson works in a random 

format, following multiple ideas in contrast to the classical paradigm of 
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linearity and a united, single perspective. Strands’ explicit search for a film- 

making model outside established norms and its use of both personal and 

multiple narrative voices places it on my continuum of scary subjectivity, 

between the extremes of hostile and bitchy, directly confrontational fig- 

ures, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, to unpredictable or illegible 

ones, who opt out of the available categories. In this short essay film, John- 

son’s narrator seems to seek legibility, although on terms she must invent. 

The film expresses her negotiations with limitations of self as well as with 

her family and artistic community. 

Strands’ narrator describes her self;doubt as a filmmaker and the criti- 

cisms that her peers and advisors have made about her selection of subjects 

for filming--namely, hair--while images of a black woman in various set- 

tings as well as discontinuous sequences that show beads, family pictures, 

hair straightening products, passports, and houses in indeterminate loca- 

tions play across the screen. These disparate images suggest broad if vague 

contexts for the narrator’s dilemlnas. Structured on the interconnected- 

ness of personal voice, cinematic expression, and a critique of wider beauty 

culture, Strands is a dialogic text that addresses sexist, racist, and profes- 

sional expectations of the self and of society. The title refers to strands of 

hair, but also to the interwoven strands of ideas that Johnson addresses 

in the film, particularly her concerns with the internalized agendas and 

standards inherited from the movies, family, and the university. Johnson 

implicitly wonders how to hear one’s own voice amid this cacophony of 

internalized institutional talk. In black feminist writing on literature, there 

is a significant body of thought that addresses the need for a new kind of 

literary voice, one that examines black women’s unique social position. 

The poet and essayist Elizabeth Alexander writes, "The great utility of so 

much black feminist theory was the guiding truism that black women have 

blazed alternative routes to making sense of the world, that regardless of 

our differing circumstances, we have had to look from the outside to make 

sense of a world that has not endeavored to include us among its intellec- 

tuals."24 These "alternative routes" required alternative written expressions 

and intergeneric textual strategies such as Johnson uses in this film. 

But Johnson’s personal narrative is driven as much by a filmmaker’s 

search for suitable aesthetic concepts as by touches of psychodrama. In the 

film, negotiating questions of personal identity is collapsed into questions 

of artistic practice: the narrator says, "Hair, like film, is about illusions. We 

use both to create fantasies of our lives." In this comment, we see that the 

film shifts roughly when it elliptically connects aesthetic concepts to iden- 
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tity, to hair, to fantasies, to self, and to artistic voices and family relation- 

ships. Each of these terms is loaded and complex, but in the film they are 

bundled and articulated together, not in a sequence of cause and effect, but 

in a stream of consciousness. However, certain moments in the film stand 

out and help us to untangle Johnson’s ideas. 

At one such point, Johnson shifts attention away from motion pic- 

tures of unidentified people and places toward a sequence of family pho- 

tographs. Johnson contrasts the sensual density, the zigzag confusion of 

a carnival parade, with the understated order of the family photo album. 

These images are further contextualized by passport photos, which func- 

tion as the visual cornerstone of modern public identity for many people. 

These shorter strands of images within the larger piece question forma- 

tions of identity; whether they are self-fashioned or received, scripted or 

improvised, unofficial or official. Generally, family photographs are both 

private and public, inscribing a narrative of how subjects wish to be per- 

ceived. In this film, such pictures are evoked with a sense of irony. During 

this sequence, Johnson’s narrator describes her mother’s aspirations to a 

Jackie Kennedy-inspired model of womanhood, which she seems to reject 

while leaving the question of an alternative open. The film is in many ways 

about that search. Within the photo album sequence is a series of shots of 

Cyrille Phipps (herselfa filmmaker) holding up a picture of her mother. It 

is a somewhat comic scene where Phipps affectionately compares herself to 

the photo, but the differences in style, communicated primarily through 

differences in hair texture, are clear. Phipps wears short dreadlocks, which 

are associated with resistance and Afrocentric aesthetics, while her mother 

wears a straightened style, which is associated with assimilation and black 

versions of white standards of beau~ When Phipps covers her face with 

the photo and then looks at the photo and then back at the camera, the 

moment effectively illustrates cheerful discontinuity with revisions, of self 

from one generation to another. In the case of Strands, the characters are 

scary not because they are tough, hostile, or defiant but because they di- 
rectly locate and lay bare the social and aesthetic norms that they do not 

wish to follow; they create alternate logics of their own. 

Strands was not included in Grayson’s project, as it was being made 
at the time the Camera Obscura special issue was put together, but both 

projects were doubtless informed by the wave of public attention black 

women writers such as Alice Walker were receiving, particularly that era’s 
validation of personal voice motivated by a sense of history and politics. 
The ways in which Strands engages, the regimes of beauty culture and faro- 
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Filmmaker Cyrille Phipps with a photo of her morn (Lorna Johnson, Strands, 

1995). 

ily expectations do not exclude or contradict the desires of Johnson’s nar- 
rator to be desirable and to feel beautiful. But she also wants to look--- 
to wield her gaze rather than remain a captive of the image. In this way, 
Strands helps us to envision what is at stake in black feminist film theory: 
who looks? What are the possibilities for subjectivity--for the spectator, 
the author, and the mediating characters on the screen? Feminist film. the- 
ory is almost exclusively engaged with the opposition of femininity and 
masculinity, with other gendered options including forms of transvesti- 
tism or masochism. Whiteness, privileged and invisible within feminist 
film theory, erases black women’s subjectivity. A black feminist film theory 
intervenes to impart intellectual history and conceptual frameworks to ad- 

dress such lacunae in the archive of feminist film studies. 
Besides controlling images, black women’s traumatic collective history 

in the United States, from slavery to persistent economic and political in- 
equalities today, together with the legacies of near-crushing pressures to 
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form new identities on the other sides of Emancipation and the civil rights 
movement, constitute the background to black women writers’ and media 

artists’ aesthetics. To be aware of this history is to feel its burdens--to 

be pressed into consciousness of oneself through the skewed views of a 

contemptuous, oppressive white social eye. Against the crushing weight 

of what it means to inherit the history of black womanhood, many black 

women filmmakers and writers position a fragile, fierce cosmology articu- 

lated through a deceptively simple first-person voice. Such a projected self, 

an example of which we see and hear in Strands, calls directly to the viewer. 

This statement of presence, ’Tm here," serves as the framework, the point 

of departure for, and actually the whole point of black women’s filmmak- 

ing and writing historically as well as in the contemporary moment, While 

African Americans are bombarded with images of themselves refracted 

through the vision of the wider society; they are not mere consumers. 

Strands and Chris Harris’s Reckless Eyeballing (2004) both offer narra- 

tives of critically" reflexive spectatorship in African American film culture. 

They address the question of a scary black look in direct though complex 

ways. Where Strands concerns artistic aims, personal history, and mytholo- 

gies, Reckless is about fundamental techniques of continuity editing, film 

history, and classical myth. Harris remixes or re-views and denaturalizes 

the classical expectation of seamless eyeline matching by having his charac- 

ters almost appear to look at each other while they are pictured in obviously 

unrelated spaces. In terms of the content, Harris appropriates the Medusa 

story in which a woman’s gaze threatens to turn a man into stone and 

remakes it with excerpts from Foxy Brown (dir. Jack Hill, 1974) and Birth 

of a Nation (dir. D. W. Griffith, 1915). The black action film figure Foxy 

Brown (Pam Grier) is in the Medusa role, while Griffith’s Gus the Ren- 

egade (a supposedly lusty black man played by the white actor Walter Long 

in blackface) is the threatened, desirous man. Reckless’s unconvefitional use 

of sight lines and eyeline matches adds to the film’s remix aesthetic and 

logic of discontinuity. 

In the original Birth, Gus pursues Flora through the woods after she 

rejects his romantic intimations toward her. Then she eventually seems 

to jump from a cliff rather than succumb to his advances. In his remix 

of this sequence, Harris replaces Flora’s image with Foxyk. Quoting these 

seemingly unrelated texts alters the way all three of these characters signify; 

however, Foxy is the primary, scary character. She is a looker in two senses: 

she wields her gaze (as well as a gun), and she attracts the gazes of others 

because of her appearance and exhibitionism. Through Harris’s editing, 
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Foxy and Gus appear to look at or just beyond each other at some mo- 
ments, while at others, their gazes seem to share similar sight lines but 

different physical spaces. Gus’s facial expression looks both desirous and 

afraid. The images are layered with a voiceover that repeats phrases such 
as "She will never look," and "Don’t look at her, you will turn to stone!" 

These lines refer directly (though not exclusively) to Fox~y’s image and gaze, 

thus representing a more general fear of the black woman’s gaze. Foxy’s pat- 

tern of looks includes a direct address and a sight line connecting her gaze 

to offscreen space or characters. Harris thus ties together Foxy’s fearsome 

gaze, enhanced when she points a gun at offscreen space (not directly at the 

camera), with Gus’s desire. Foxy’s desirability, combined with her capacity 

to look back, makes the frankness of her gaze scary even without the gun, 
as reflected in reaction shots that Harris edits into this exchange between 

Gus and Foxy. But there is another scary exchange as well. Harris replaces 

Flora, the paragon of white female purity-as-vulnerability and victimhood, 

with an icon of black female desirability and physicality. Thus, in its re- 

visions, Reckless unmasks and upsets the understructure of white female 

desirability that is as fundamental to classical narrative continuity as the 

eyeline match. 

The scholar Jacqueline Stewart views cinema as one among many key 
spaces of African American participation in public spheres that include 

church, public transportation, and the workplace.25 As she writes, "the 

status of the black body within the social space of the cinema, and the 

degree to which viewers assert and/or sublimate this black body, is of par- 

ticular importance when imagining the social, psychological, and political 
valences of black spectatorship.’’~6 Stewart’s statement raises the question: 

given the regimes of surveillance under which it is observed, regulated, 
and defined--that is, principles of"reckless eyeballing"--can or how does 

the spectating black body look with self-defining and self-expressing pow- 

ers? Stewart offers "an alternative conception of black vie-wing practices," 
which she refers to as "reconstructive spectatorship, a formulation that 

seeks to account for the range of ways in which black viewers attempted to 

reconstitute and assert themselves in relation to the classical cinema’s racist 

social and textual operations.’’27 Explains Stewart, "by charting black spec- 

tatorship in relation to the negative and ’negating’ representational politics 
of individual film texts, scholars have made a variety of claims about how 

black viewers have worked to subvert an otherwise degrading viewing ex- 

perience.’’28 Jacqueline Bobo and James Snead, using the words "negoti- 

ated" and "fluidity," have placed emphasis on the give-and-take between 
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films and viewers, which Stewart picks up on in her definition of black 

specratorship as "the creation of literal and symbolic spaces in which Af- 

rican Americans reconstructed their individual and collective identities in 

response to the classical system’s moves toward narrative integration and in 

the wake of migration’s fragmenting effects."29 These ideas help us to visu- 

alize how the social circumstances that pressure black spectatorship fracture 

the presumed cohesion of film spectatorship in the classical cinema--that 

is, the absorption and identification with the diegetic screen world and the 

audience bonds of shared experiences. Nonetheless, spectators rework their 

experiences to create unexpected if impermanent cohesion. 

As Stewart points out, black film spectatorship has been "document- 

ed" scarcely if ever in historical writing, but illuminating fictional accounts 

exist, significantly, in seminal novels such as Native Son (Richard Wright, 

1940), The Bluest Eye (Toni Morrison, 1970) and The Harder They Come 

(Michael Thelwell, 1980).3° Coming from different aesthetic traditions 

within African American and Diaspora literature, each one uses encounters 

with the cinema as points of departure for exploring characters’ psychol- 

ogy and culture. Moreover, in these novels, scenes of cinema spectatorship 

are embedded in explorations of wider cultural processes, such as segrega- 

tion and migration. Very few films show black people actually going to 

the movies, but the few that do are striking in that they often represent a 

profound lack of cohesion between themselves and other audience mem- 

bers of the film within the film.3~ Two of the rare examples come from the 

lowbrow comedies Scary Movie and Scream 2. Both films, which feature 

black women spectators, suggest moreover that black spectatorship may be 

motivated less by the particulars of the images on the screen than by the 

spectacle of the screen itself and cinema as a social event in which black 

folk can pleasurably occupy public space. The lights, the audience, get- 

ting dressed to go, and the building itself all constitute the occasion. The 

fact that the rare meditations on black film viewers I discuss feature black 

women necessitates a return to earlier film history and African American 

culture theory to expand our understanding of the relationship between 

cinema and spectatorship and between race and visual culture. 

Although he does not address women directly, W. E. B. Du Bois’s no- 

tion of double-consciousness helps to account for the complex subjectivity 

of the theoretical black woman spectator because of the emphasis he places 

on the gaze and performance in black subjectivity. In The Souls of Black 

Folk, Du Bois famously defines the burdens of black representations as 

follows: "It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of 

Film Spectatorship, Black Feminism, and Scary ~uoject~vtttes 

always looking at one’s ~lt thrb’hgil tile eyes o~ others, of mca~u,i-~ .... ’~ 

soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity."32 
Double-consciousness refers also to the bicultural origins of black Ameri- 

cans, but this meaning should not overshadow the aesthetic and performa- 

rive implications of Du Bois’s formulation for African art and its audi- 
ences. The black condition, as Du Bois would have it, is to be in perpetual 

performance. And as performance always implies a viewer, it mobilizes a 
double-consciousness involving two subjectivities or consciousnesses, the 

viewer and the performer, in which both perspectives are maintained or in- 

ternalized. If black folks’ subjectivity is characterized by double-conscious- 

ness, then what does it mean to be a spectating subject whose personhood 

is defined as a self-perceived object? How would he or she respond? How 

the object of the gaze can reclaim the gaze is a fundamental question that 

needs to be addressed in any useful black feminist film theory. My notion 

of the scary spectator begins to deal with this issue in that at its core is a 

returned gaze, as in the Medusa story retold in Reckless Eyeballing. 
Josephine Baker’s late 1920s and mid-1930s films abound with scenes 

in which double-consciousness as a feature of identity meshes with the 

inherent intersubjectivity of a performance. A phenomenon unto itself, 

Baker’s Parisian career was shaped by the overall tumulte noir, or surge of 

commercially st~ccessful black creativity in France and in the United States. 

Cinematic representations of the spectacle Baker made around difference, 

both racial and sexual, provide a number of subtle starting points from 

which to consider black women’s spectatorship, performance, and subjec- 

tivity. One particularly striking example of Baker’s performative double- 

consciousness occurs in Le Pompier des Folies Berg~re (The Fireman of the 

Folies Bergkre, 1928). 
In the short film, a white French fireman is both psychologically in- 

toxicated with what he sees in the music hall and physically inebriated by 

a few glasses of wine. He stumbles about Paris, hallucinating naked white 

women. He eventually descends into a subway, perhaps a metaphor of his 

deeper subconscious, and there on the platform he meets the Folies Berg~re 

star Josephine Baker dressed in the guise of a subway attendant. Then, 

through an editing trick, it appears that the fireman transforms the civil 

servant into a glamorous, primitivist dancing girl re-dressed in the pastiche 

costuming of the colonial imagination: dangling earrings, raffia skirt, tap 

shoes, and bangles. Baker is, then, positioned as a figment of the fireman’s 
imagination. Yet while the fireman authors the sequence in a way, Baker 

is clearly the occasion for this scene. His point of view is established, but 
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~aker ~s tiimed th~at~i~aiiy,"straigh~ on, so that the spect~atSri~il"p0int of 

view would be from a different angle than where the fireman is positioned. 

In fact, the point of view privileges the film’s viewing audience, with the 

fireman serving as a surrogate for viewers. Baker is an object of desire here; 

however, the way in which her performance is directed toward the the- 

atrical viewer, contradicting the fireman’s point of view, complicates any 

notion of her as a passive object. Instead, she is scarily self-directed and 

self-contained on a platform she turns into a stage for her own exhibition. 

Pompier compares interestingly with a sequence from the later feature 

film Zou Zou, in which Baker plays a laundress who accepts the lead role 

in a music hall show when the original lead actress runs off to Brazil and at 

the same time she finds herself needing to make money quickly. But before 

she decides to take the stage, her talents are discovered against her will in a 

key moment: Zou Zou, wearing a sequined bodice, walks on to the stage 

so that Jean, her love interest (played by Jean Gabin), can admire her. As 

Jean, a lighting technician, shines the spotlight on her, Zou Zou dances, 

creates shadows, and makes herself into a spectacle of motion, light, and 

shadow. However, unbeknownst to Zou Zou, Jean raises the curtain, and 

others in the theater, including the production team, gather to watch her. 

Zou Zou, lost in her dance, thinks that her performance is intimate and 

for Jean alone. When she realizes that it is public--that her subjectivity has 

been objectified--she stops abruptly and escapes the scene. 

Both Pompier and Zou Zou contain sequences in which an onlooker 

initiates or partially occasions Baker’s performance through his willful 

imagination. At the same time, Baker is the aesthetic dominant of these 

scenes, and the camera frames her apart from the unique vantage point of 

her diegetic audience. Thus, her performances enact a kind of double-con- 

sciousness in which the viewer, both onscreen and off, plays an authoring 

role and seems to create the scene with Baker. In neither of these sequences 

does Baker’s character look back at the camera or seem to critique the nar- 

rative system in which they are placed. Rather, Baker’s characters assimilate 

even if, as in Zou Zou, she resists her role at first by fleeing the scene. In 

that film she actually courts a desiring, objectifying gaze: she makes her- 

self up, creating illusions with cosmetics and costuming meant to please 

Jean. In these cases, Baker’s beauty accords her characters a measure of 

control (to attract attention), but they cannot entirely overcome the isola- 

tion that frames the characters she creates. Contained and defined mostly 

by the gazes of others, Baker’s characters, like Baker the actress, do not 

look, but are looked upon. Nevertheless, I would argue that Baker repre- 
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sents a ’scary sublecuvity because ofdl~ ~.u**Lbi,,,,d .... El,,., ’" ’:-- ~ --a 

gendered difference and the way in which she uses the projections of her 

audiences in her own processes of self-creating. 
In both Pompier and Zou Zou, Baker, through her characters, expresses 

herself within the scope of that Du Boisean white eye. Here, it is admiring 

rather than overtly contemptuous, but still invasive. In other words, the 

all-consuming and all-defining nature of the white admiring gaze that is 

figured in the film tampers with Baker’s characters’ capacity to reverse their 

gazes since they are almost entirely the product of the diegetic viewer’s fan- 
tasy. Both the white fireman and the white Frenchman Jean presume and 

intrude upon the privacy and creativity of Baker’s characters--although 
this is complicated because the purpose of these films is to showcase Baker 

the performer. But if publicizing Baker is their raison d’etre, what does it 

mean, in an African American cultural context, that she is made public by 

playing characters wished and wrenched into the spotlight by others? 

The narratives of these films, as well as those of Siren of the Tropics (dir. 

Henri l~tidvant, 1927), Princess Tam Tam (dir. Edmond T. Gr~ville, 1935), 
and Fausse Alerte (dir. Jacques de Baroncelli, 1945), tend to plot Baker’s 

characters as isolated and excluded from the romance that frames the sto~. 

Her characters reach toward the psychological romance of fulfilled sub- 

jectivity within the domestic, intimate sphere with a white male character 

only to be returned to the stage where she is instead consigned to the pub- 
lic romance of celebrity. In these scenarios Baker’s characters function as 

"scary" in the sense that they threaten the formation of white couples. Zou 

Zou, Princess Tam ~am and Papitou can be understood through Shaw’s 

concept of "racial erasure" as ultimately they are not acceptable as mar- 
riage partners compared with the white women who eventually are united 

with their love interests. Nonetheless, is Baker subversively scary in playing 

these roles? 

As the world’s richest and most desirable black woman of her era, 
Baker risked ridicule by playing roles in which she was far from the rich- 

est and her desirability was limited onscreen to on-stage adoration with 

merely affectionate but platonic off-stage friendships. Her characters seem 

ambivalent, certainly mourning the lost love but reveling in the attention 

of adoring audiences. In Zou Zoo, Baker’s character actually seems to be 

a victim of her success, and we see her running past publicity posters for 
her show with tears in her eyes after she has witnessed her Jean kissing her 

best friend Claire. While these films offer little payoff by way of confronta- 
tion scenes in which Baker’s characters compete with a white woman or 
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reject a gentieman friend Ior 6verlo6kifig her~ they do offer something else 
perhaps just as remarkable. Baker the international star allowed herself to 

be portrayed as an underdog, as the woman not chosen. By playing such 

characters, she risked exposing her vulnerability to the need fbr love and 

belonging--she shows tears--but she still maintains her success as a mask, 

emerging more complex and desirable for having done so. By repeatedly 

appearing in romantic scenarios in which she is not chosen, she exposes the 
narrow parameters of white family formation and the confines of profes- 

sional success. Again, as I have discussed with earlier examples, the "scary" 

subjects and spectators are defined by their capacity for unmasking and 

self-containment. The presence of a scary, participatory blackwoman spec- 

tator/performer in a film introduces a self-reflexive dimension. 

The scary subject/spectator notion, which I am saying brings reflexiv- 

ity to film analysis and to certain films through black women characters 

who are always already outsider and unruly, dates back ro the pre-Holly~ 

wood cinema, when filmmaking was necessarily experimental and reflex- 

ive. In a classic example, Uncle Josh at the Moving Picture Show features a 

figure Judith Mayne calls a "naive spectator, unable to distinguish between 

the image and reality.’’33 The fairly basic story is that Uncle Josh goes to 

the movies and sees three films. Uninitiated in film spectatorship conven- 

tions, he thinks that what he sees on screen is real. The climactic moment 

occurs when, distressed with what he sees in the third movie, A Country 

Couple, Uncle Josh tears down the screen, making himself the spectacle as 

he destroys the show for others in the audience. Mayne rightly points out 

the one hand, he slaows a lack o17 ~uk, hi~d,-,,~[ ..... [:.L. :.it.2----’-=:: ....... hen 
he responds to the screen narrative with a physical manifestation of emo- 
tion; literally attacking a character in the story, he ends up merely attacking 
the screen. On the other hand, his ignorance of the cinema’s illusionism is, 

ironically, what permits him to expose it. He uncovers spectacle by mak- 

ing himself the spectacle. First, Uncle Josh shows how the cinema depends 

on fragile illusions that are wrought by the strategic use of light projected 

on a screen and images enlarged and projected at a certain speed, giv- 

ing the images the appearance of true-to-life dimension and motion. The 
attentive audience in turn buttresses these elements; thus, even just one 

inattentive audience member undoes or at least threatens these processes. 

Second, and perhaps most important for my purposes, Uncle Josh models 
cinematic reckless eyeballing. The film sheds light on a potentially critical, 

performative spectatorship in which misrepresented or underrepresented 

viewers claim powers of looking back and recalibrating norms of cinematic 
desire to their own advantage-~ In other words, the na’~ve spectator may 

have the capacity to become an insurgent, scary one. Despite the ways in 

which, as a white man, Uncle Josh may be assumed to be the master of the 

cinematic gaze, his so-called n~ivet~ and unfamiliarity with or rejection of 

the codes of film viewing mark him as unruly. However, I see Uncle Josh as 

a critical, reflexiv~ cinematic figure whose attack on the screen serves as a 

template for what I call sc ry subjectivity." Unexpectedly, a representation 

of failed white male spectatorship in the early days of cinema is rearticu~ 

lated through recent representations of black female critical spectatorship. 
that Uncle Josh’s nai’vetd is more complex than it first appears because it 

"reflects a fundamental truth of the cinema," which, for her purposes, is 

that the woman’s image exists for Uncle Josh to consume’. She goes on to 

explain the ways in which the paradigmatic male gaze predates classical 

Hollywood cinema. We can see a similar dynamic at work in both Zou Zou 

and Pampier where Baker’s characters are staged for consumption. Still, 

perhaps the scene with Uncle Josh reveals, too, an even more basic reality: 

the cinema is constructed and its power to persuade resides partly, if not 

mostly, with the viewer’s willingness to accept and identify with the screen 

characters and their actions. When he or she does not identify in the "right 

ways," the show is over. 

Uncle Josh is an example of cinematic reflexivity that provides some 

historical context for the moments of scary spectatorship already discussed. 

Like the scary subjects/spectators in these works, Uncle Josh’s reaction to 

what he sees on screen is both naive and resistant in complicated ways. On 
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Such links may be the ultimate threats to the social, technical, and visual 

relationships through which gendered and racial hierarchies in the cinema 

and histories of the cinema are projected and sustained. 
Consider, for example, Scary Movie, a parody of the Scream series of 

films, which is itself a parody of teen horror films. Each movie features a 
black woman film viewer who carves out her own viewing position in the 

theater. In Scream 2, Maureen (Jada Pinkett) and Phil (Omar Epps) go 
to the Rialto cinema to see a slasher film called, bluntly, Stab. Phil seems 

ready to play along with the film’s spectatorial genre expectations, while 

Maureen is a skeptical critic from the ticket line to her seat. For instance, 

while waiting in line, Maureen describes the movie they are about to see, 

saying it’s a "dumb-ass white movie about some dumb-ass white girls get- 

ting their white asses cut the fuck up." Somewhat taken aback but amused 

by her hostility and profanity, Phil sarcastically suggests seeing a Sandra 

Bullock film instead. Maureen responds, "I’m just saying that the horror 
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movie genre is historical for excluding the African American element." The 

implication is that Maureen is an informed spectator on the question of 

black representation and that there is nothing for us, as black people, in the 

movie. 

Then comes the punch line in their discussion, as Phil asks, "Where 

did you get your PhD in [b]lack cinema, Sista Souljah?" to which Maureen 

responds, "Listen, I read my Entertainment Weekly so I know my shit." 

Phil’s linkage of a PhD in black cinema with the rapper Sista Souljah, 

whose controversial writings brought her critical attention in the early 

1990s, points toward exactly what the "scary subject" is: a critical, know- 

ing cultural observer. Invoking Sista Souljah’s intimidating intellect, which 

is signified by her name, which sonically recasts "soldier" with a West In- 

dian accent while also referring to the soul and the Rastafarian word for 

God, "Jah," qualifies the idea of a black and female PhD as nonconform- 

ist and threatening and reflects back on how Maureen’s attitude threatens 

the tranquility and seamlessness of her date with Phil. Further, Maureen’s 

reference to the popular periodical Entertainment Weekly represents her in- 

tellectual inclinations but perhaps mocks her limited horizons. While Phil 

is just looking for entertainment, Maureen’s historical awareness of the 

horror genre makes her an unwilling or resistant participant in the film’s 

spectatorship because she will not be passive, as convention requires. Scary 

subjectivity plays out in her role as critic. First, Maureen frames the film 

in terms of race and gender, and as she does, it becomes apparent that as a 

black woman she feels excluded from identifying with the film’s content. 

Although Phil quips to the ticket seller that they would like to see "a black 

film with a black cast," Maureen’s commentary is clearly focused on the 

fact that horror movies are about the fates of white girls. Later, when Stab 

begins, its first few moments show a naked white woman getting into the 

shower. The spectacle of nakedness pleases Phil but alienates Maureen; she 

makes a critical comment easily heard by other audience members: "What 

does that have to do with the plot?" As no one offers a reply, Maureen’s 

subjectivity as a spectator is shown as isolated. Phil’s reference to a PhD in 

black cinema is a backhanded compliment. He acknowledges Maureen’s 

insight, but he is also annoyed that her critical distance will prevent them 

both from being entertained by and absorbed in the movie. This raises the 

question of whether an ideal black spectatorship is necessarily a resistant 

one, 

Maureen combines aspects of a na’ive spectator and a critical spectator 

in ways that are similar to Uncle Josh. The best example of Maureen’s criti- 
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cally resistant spectatorship comes early in the sequence when tne couple 
is handed costumes to be worn during the screening. Maureen is skepti- 

cal while Phil takes the package with an obliging smile. The masks were 

probably sent by the studio as a promotional gimmick to enhance viewer 
identification with the film and to blur the space that normally separates 

the screen world from that of the spectator. Phil willingly identifies with 

the screen, but Maureen does not. Not only does she not play along with 

spectatorial expectations, she appears to be actively against them. Yet her 

response is complex, for when the movie starts, she becomes engrossed, 

advising the characters on the screen with loud comments. In the movie 

theater in the film, many audience members wear the mask, which we soon 
see is the same one the killer wears in the slasher movie. A turning point 

in Scream 2 comes when a real masked killer stabs Maureen, pursuing her 

to the stage. Thus, she becomes part of a dual spectacle when, standing 

in front of the screen where the movie continues to play, she screams and 

bleeds to death. Maureen, a black woman, tragically enters the horror 

movie genre and is now an honorary horror movie white girl, having been 

turned into an object, a corpse, as punishment for her scary resistant spec- 

tatorship. 
In the Scary ~lovie sequence that spoofs Scream 2, Brenda (Regina 

Hall) and Ray (Shawn Wayans) both go to the movies to see Shakespeare 

in Love (1998). The feature has not yet begun and a pre-show assortment 

of previews and commercials are playing. Ray leaves Brenda in the theater. 

Meanwhile, Brenda settles in, taking out of her bag packages of homemade 

cooked food, including chicken, and unwraps them noisily. The other pa- 

trons gesture for her silence and then shout at her, becoming increasingly 
more aggressive and eventually assaulting her. Unlike Scream 2, in the 

metaparody Scary Movie, Brenda’s murder is motivated by the disgust she 

incites in fellow audience members. If Scary Movie is a comment or rift 

on Scream 2, then the way that Brenda is targeted for being a threatening, 

annoying spectator must show by exaggeration that Maureen was targeted 
for the critical comments she made earlier. Scary Movie takes the already 
extreme Scream 2 to a ridiculous level of caricature, yet in both cases, the 

scary spectator has to be expunged. In the slasher film, the overly naive or 

promiscuous white girl is punished with death, but here it is the "bitch" 

that is killed off. Defending herself, Brenda threatens the other moviegoers 

with her power to record them: in a reversal of gazes, Brenda, like Medusa/ 

Pare Grier in Reckless Eyeballing, takes out a video camera and turns it 
on the other audience members, threatening them with her gaze as she 
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declares, "I’ve got you. I’ve got you on camera. You’re on Candid Camera 

now." It is a crucial point in the film and in fihn culture generally where 

a black woman explicitly takes on a knowing critical gaze. At this point, 

Brenda, as the scary spectator, reclaims the gaze with her performative de- 

ployment of the camera. Recalling with irony Reckless Eyeballing’s refrain 

"she will never look," Brenda does look back and challenge those looking 

at her. 

Within the diegesis, Brenda violates several rules of film etiquette that 

are established by pre-show announcements seen by both the diegetic au- 

dience and real viewers. However, when the diegetic illm, Shakespeare in 

Love, starts, Brenda talks to the screen. When her cell phone rings, she an- 

swers it and proceeds to talk loud enough for those around her to hear the 

conversation. When other patrons protest, she addresses them by saying, 

"I don’t know why you all is acting like this. My girlfriend has already seen 

the movie and she said they don’t even stay together in the end." Brenda 

gives away the ending, spoiling the suspense for others. Meanwhile, the pa- 

trons’ scolding comments escalate to physical violence. They stab Brenda 

repeatedly with gusto, using expressions such as "your ass is grass." Scream- 

ing, Brenda flees her seat, but her attackers pursue her as she runs toward 

the screen, just as the killer chased Maureen in Scream 2. The image of 

Brenda clutching her chest and flailing in front of a movie screen is etched 

in my mind, symbolizing the complex relationships among performance, 

spectatorship, and the gaze in the context of black women’s relationship 

to film culture. For me, it is an emotional imprint of the contradictions 

that surround Brenda and the figure of the critical black woman spectator. 

For example, she makes herself at home in the theater but is also ill at ease 

because, almost immediately, she is made to de;end both her presence there 

and her responses to the movie: "I paid my money like everybody else up 

in here," she says while pointing a finger at her hostile fellow viewers in the 

audience. The theater is integrated and the majority of patrons violently 

police the established norms for viewing films. Although Brenda is not rep- 

resentative of all or perhaps even any actual black women, from the point 

of view of the white theater patrons, her character mobilizes controlling 

images about poor film-viewing etiquette. She is the working-class black 

woman whose behavior is at odds with mainstream values--pretensions to 

cultural capital, actually--as represented perhaps by Shakespeare in Love. 

Further, Brenda privatizes the public space by bringing her own food and 

talking on the phone. By making her theater seat into her home movie 

seat, Brenda violates film culture viewing etiquette, which, as everyone 

Film Spectatorship, Black Feminism, and Scary Subjectivities 

knows from theater pre-show announcements, requires silence, neatness, 

and deference toward one’s neighbors. Rather than making herself small, 
she actually expands her presence to the point where she defines the expe- 

riences of others and becomes a greater spectacle than the movie screen. 

Brenda’s actions reveal and mock their pretensions, which make her the 

object of spectacle although she is far from an object of desire. Instead, she 
is an object, rather a target, of disgust, that the audience attacks and purges 

from the movie theater. 

Clearly, the presence of an unruly spectator distracts from others’ im- 

mersion in the illusion of the film while she also marks a space of critique 

and reflexivity for examining the nature of film in a fundamental way. 

Scary spectators can be scary or unruly in different ways. Uncle Josh over- 

invests in the reality effect of the diegesis but is confronted with the physi- 

cal elements of the illusion. Maureen, armed with historical and ideological 

awareness, is a resistant spectator, but her resistance means that she takes 

film in general seriously. She resists internalizing the implications that may 

arise from the horror genre’s concern with white girls. By contrast, Brenda 

dismisses the conventions of viewer immersion on which Uncle Josh’s and 

Maureen’s spectatorship rely. She watches film through distraction, not ab- 

sorption. For Brenda, a movie is one among many products to be used and 

consumed, rather than internalized. When a scary spectator over-believes 

or under-believes in the illusion that is taking place on the screen, she can 

ruin the immersive fantasy for others who have a different relationship to 

it. Scary spectators typically talk to the screen and react to the characters as 

though they were real people, collapsing the boundary between the spec- 

tator and the screen, the screen and the real world. The outward expres- 

sion of their immersion or lack thereof actually disrupts the borders of the 

internalized imaginative space that the movie would otherwise occupy in 

the minds of the other vie~vers. The scary spectator mocks, repurposes, or 

misuses the suspension of belief that typically characterizes the audience’s 

enjoyment. 

Brenda exemplifies the viewer who assimilates neither to the norms 

of public space (a movie theater) nor to the private (varied, unpredictable) 

identification with the characters and story on screen. According to the 

film, the norms of the movie theater seem to require private enjoyment. 

The sequence is less about the image of black womanhood than it is a ques- 

tion of whiteness. How does majority or white mainstream culture react 

to or manage the presence of the outsider black woman or any outsider? 

Brenda is just one figure, while the audience that attacks her is composed 
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of white characters of different ages and genders. What they have in com- 

mon is a shared disgust with the way Brenda takes up space and makes her- 

self at home at the movies--even daring to recklessly eyeball them when 

she takes up the amateur’s video camera and aims it at her attackers. Effec- 

tively, Brenda is expunged for violating the rules of integrated film culture, 

where lines of insiders and outsiders are maintained. Earlier, I referred to 

Stewart’s formulation of reconstructed spectatorship. In many ways it is 

meant to be a public performance of a self that is specifically outfitted 

for public consumption, and the concept depends, to some degree, on a 

segregated theater audience. Brenda was a stranger when she walked into 

the theater--both na’~ve and aggressive--and she became scary when she 

stepped out of her place, splintering seamless cinematic enjoyment within 

the illusion of a cohesive, integrated audience. 

Finally, when Brenda says "This movie’s good" as she records and 

watches it through her camera, she could be referring to the quality of her 

own video recording (which itself is a sign of film’s commercial/aesthetic 

value). As her camera, a super eye, brings the film within the film closer, 

framed by her viewfinder, she is able to see it more closely; hence more 

clearly, although not "correctly." Brenda is scary because in many ways, she 

is paying closer attention to the film as film and as a product for a wider 

market beyond the movie theater than is the norm. She dismisses aspects of 

the experience that are crucial for others while layering her own recording 

and commentary onto the film. 

Brenda and Maureen, *vho are both unassimilated spectators ,vho dis- 

turb the illusions of others, highlight by opposition the role of the pas- 

sive viewer in maintaining the illusions up on th~ screen. But what does 

it mean for a movie to include an unruly spectator among its characters 

when the unruly becomes scary? "Scary subjectivity" emphasizes the ways 

in which unruly spectators threaten or dismantle the conditions for pas- 

sive acceptance of the narrative illusions offered in mainstream movies. 

The scary subject’s role as a spectator is similar to a critic’s role, distanced 

and seemingly "knowing." The scary subject in a film, a combination of 

na’ivet~, vulnerability, and resistance, combines both roles, positioned as 

participant and distanced critic. Scary subjectivities simultaneously undo 

cinematic illusion by revealing its constructed nature and also criticize if 
not subvert the visual power structures that govern these illusions and the 

worldviews they help to maintain. Ultimately, the notion of black women 
as scary spectators has less to do with biology tied to a certain perspec- 

tive on the cinema than with unpacking the representational position, the 
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looks, of black women in the movies as performers and as viewers. Wield- 
ing their unwillingness ~o distinguish between reality and the image in 
conventional ways, unruly, rather scary spectators target the actual site of 
cinema’s illusion, which is the imagination, and expose the act of cinema as 
mere shadow25 
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MOver 30,000 clips of footage, backgrounds, effects and more! 

~ Download as much as you want - no limits! 

Learn More 

UpdaLe Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:10 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Access to Gardner for AFAM 

Dear        The disabili~ set, rices office informed me that you are 
having difficult?’ riding the elevator located in Gardner to attend AFAM 

Therefore, I will attempt to assist you. l£you call my cell 
right before class, I ~vill make arrangements to assist you so 

that you can get into the building much easier Please let me know that 
you have received this email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 11, 2010 1 : 18 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Terri FraJ~cis Espy-Mentions Baker 

Flickersofthe spirit- TemFra~cis.pdf 

Dear Mae: Attached is another essay by Terri Francis in which she 
mentions Baker. Hope to see you on Thursday Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 11, 2010 3:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Tern Francis Essay-Mentions Baker 

Dear Mae: This essay did not have any references to Baker. Soru for 
the oversight Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
regester@email.mac.edu: 

Dear Mae: Attached ts another essay by Terri Francts in which she 
mentions Baker. Hope to see you on Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 11, 2010 3:23 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Baker Collection of Essays 

Dear      We are still underway on the Baker project. I just wanted 
to check with you and see if you are still going to submit a piece for 
publication in the collection. Just let me know-. Hope things are going 
well Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 11, 2010 3:24 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: BaJ~er Collection of Essays 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 11 Oct 2010 15:22:47 -045)0 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Baker Collection of Essays 

Tc ~eraafl.uxtc.edu 

Dear      We are still underway on the Baker project. I just wanted 
to check with you and see ifynu are still gning to submit a piece [’or 
publication in the collection Just let me know Hope things are going 
well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 12, 2010 8:31 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Re: Baker Collection of Essays 

Dear       This is great -- just keep me posted and take your time. 
At this point, ~ve have not yet submitted to publishers but ~ve have a 
draft of the introduction and are moving forward. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting        @emaih unc. edu: 

Dear Charlene: 
Yes, I am definitely going to submit a piece for the collection. I 
have been swamped                                      , but this 
is now ending I can submit a preliminaW work by the first week of 
November. Have you heard anything from potential publishers? 
Thank you for checking with me-I promise I will send a preliminary 
work by November 5. 
Best, 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Charlene Regester 
To: 
Sulziect: Baker Collection of Essays 
Sent: Oct 11, 2010 15:22 

Dear      We are still underway on the Baker project I just wanted 
to check with you and see if you are still going to submit a piece for 
publication in the collection. Just let me know. Hope things are going 
welh Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 12, 2010 8:31 AM 

Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email. unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Baker Collection of Essays 

..... Forwarded message Iicom maccotta@email uric edu ..... 

Date: \Ion, 11 Oct 2010 19:34:24 +0000 
From: @email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: t@email.unc edu 
Subject: Re: Baker Collection of Essays 

To: Charlene Regester <regester@email.uaac.edu> 

Dear Charlene: 
Yes, I am definitely going to submit a piece [’or the collection I have 
been swamped                                     but this is now 
ending. I can submit a preliminary work by the first week of November 
Have you heard anything from potential publishers? 
Thank you for checking with me-I promise I will send a preliminap)~ work 
by November 5. 
Best, 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Charlene Regester 
To: 
Sut~iect: Baker Collection of Essays 
Sent: Oct 11, 2010 15:22 

Deal      We are still underw~U on the Baker pr~iect. I just wanted 
to check with you and see if you are still going to submit a piece for 
publication in the collection. Just let me know. Hope things are going 
well Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 11:28 AM 

@hotmail.com 

[SCMSBIack] Fwd: [mmuf-grad] tenured/tenure-track Ati-ican and African Diaspora Studies (AADS) positions 

ATT00001 .c 

Hi Eve~’one - 

Ellen has a great job opportunity to post. 

Gerald R. Butters, Jr. 
ProIbssor of History 

Aurora University 

Please send to colleagues, friends and graduate students. 

From: "Ellen Scott"           @gmail.com> 

To: "Gerald Butters" <gbutters@aurora.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 6, 2010 12:51:24 PM 

Subject: Fwd: [mmuf-gmd] tenuled/tenure-tmck Afiican and African Diaspora Studies (AADS) positions 

Hi Geral& 

How axe you? I thought this might be of interest to one of our tbllow caucus members. 

Best, 

Ellen 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Jennifer Margaret Wilks <jmmlks&mail.utexas.edu> 

Date: Wed, Oct 6, 2010 at 1:08 PM 

Subject: [mmuf-grad] tenured/tenure-track African and African Diaspora Studies (AADS) positions 

To: mmuf-grad           @yahoogroups.com>, "SSRC-Mellon Ph.D. List" <mellonphd~b~listserver.itd.umich.edu> 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

Please find below information about tenured mid tenure-track job positions in African and African Diaspora Studies at the University of Texas at Austin. While the 

search mmounced last spring ultimately focused on tenured faculF, this year’s search is open rmik. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 
Jera~ifer 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Plant, Anna-Lisa" <aplant@austin.utexas.edu> 

Oate: October 6,2010 9:21:23 AM CDT 
To: "Plant, Anna-Lisa" <aplant(~,austin utexas.edu> 

Subject: tenure-track AADS position 

And final! ly, here is the ten ure-track faculty position that is open in AADS: http:iifacultyjobs.utexas.edu!potentialiview job.cfm?ioblD=1631 

(The link I sent out yesterday was to the non-tenured position that we are also required to post for anytime we have a tenure-track job opening. 

Apologies for the confusion.) 

Thanks, 

Anna-Lisa 

Ann~-kisa P~ant 
African and African [)iaspor;~ StudH~s Department 

,Iohn L. Warfield Center for Aflffcan and Rfr[can American Steadies 

U~iversity of Texas ;~t Austin 

,:~ 1 ,.-.4 1-4,_. ~. 

Jennifer M. Wilks 

Associate Professor of English and African and African Diaspora Studies 

Department of English 

The University of Texas at Austin 

1 University Station B5000 

! Austin, TX 78712-0195 

Tel 5124718702 

Fa! x: 5124 71.4909 

E-mail: jmwilks(~,mail utexas edu 

http://wvvw.lsu.edullsupress/bookPaqes/9780807133644 html 



Reply to sender Reply to ~roup i Reply via web post i Start a New Topic 
Messages in this topic ~ ~ 

Post message: @yahoogroups.com 
Unsubscribe : @yahooqroups.com 

Questions? emai~ r@yahooqroups.com 

Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you’re on - Get the Yahoo! Toolbar now. 

Hobbies & Activities Zone: Find others who share your passions! Explore new interests. 

Get great advice about do~js and cats. Visit the Doq & Cat Answers Center. 

[ ...... J %’wib::il t-:.: Text-Only, Daily Digest IW¢ Unsubscribe ,~#~ Terms of Use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 2:56 PM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmille@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Reimbursement 

Dear Haeran: I was reimbursed for Housing, Conference Registration, and 
Meal Plan (because we stayed in the dorm) However, I did not receive 
any reimbursement for nay roundtrip aiffare. Will bring the receipts 
previously submitted to the office on Friday when you are in Thanks 
for researching this. Sincerely, Charlene Regesgter Quoting "I~ller, 

Haeran" <hrmiller@email uric. edu >: 

Dear Charlene, 

After I talked to you regarding your travel reimbursement request 
last week, I’ve searched travel records and it looks like you have 
been reimbursed $494.10 for the Universi~’ Film & Video Assoc. 
Conference m Burlington, Vermont from 8/9/10 to 8/15/10. Could you 
please let me know if this is the one you meant or if there is 
another travel reimbursement you’re still looking for. 
Thanks, 

Haeran N~llel- 
Accouting Tech 
Dept of Public Policy 
T. 962-4854 
F 962-5824 
Dept. of African & Afro-American Studies 
T.966-1295 
hrmiller@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 11:02 AM 

Vander Dus~n, Rhonda E <rdussen@indiana.edu-~ 

Re: author photo 

Dear Rhonda: This will take me a couple of days to locate one and have 
it scanned. Will this be soon enough? If you need sooner, let me know 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Vander Dussen, 

Rhonda E" <rdussen@indiana edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Could you send me an electronic author photo? We are submitting your 
book African American Actresses to the NAACP Image Awards, and the?- 
request a head shot of the author. 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Van der Dussen 
Sales & Marketing Assistant 

Indiana Umversi~z Press 
812- 855 -6657 
812-856-0415 (fax) 

Celebrating 60 Years uf Buoks with Brains! http://tin?’.cc/IUPress60vrs 



At EF College StudyTours, wewantto helpyou 

giveyourstudents every opportunityto succeed. 

That’swhyweofferfaculty-ledintemationaltoursthatallowyouto 

enhance your coursewerk and show your students the world in just 

Gaze up at the Sistine Chapel. Visit Parisian desig~ers at an atelier. Walk 

thest,’eetsJamesdoycecalledhome. Forstudents(andapprecia~o,~)of~he 

Tours, students create tangible con~lectio~s w~th their courseworkfig"as well 

Amazing tours, affordab~etravel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 1:10 PM 

Vander Dus~n, Rhonda E <rdussen@indiana.edu-~ 

Re: Scholar’s Choice 

Dear Rhonda: Also, I wanted to mention that I was attending a 
conference and Scholar’s Choice sent a representative promoting ne~v 
academic books. Therefore, could my book be forwarded to them whenever 
they attend popular culture studies conferences or film studies 
conferences. For example, I plan on attending the Popular Culture 
Association and American Culture Association Studies Col~ference in San 
Antonio, Texas in April 2011. The address for The Scholar’s Choice, 25 
Franklin St. #1260, Rochester, New- York, 14604 (800) 782-0077 Thanks 
for your assistance and I am ~vorking on the photo. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting "Vander Dussen, Rhonda E" <rdussen@indiana edu>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Could you send me an electronic author photo? We are submitting your 
book African American Actresses to the NAACP Image Awards, and the?- 
request a head shot of the author. 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Van der Dussen 
Sales & Marketing Assistant 
Indiana Umversity Press 
812- 855 -6657 
812-856-0415 (fax) 

Celebrating 60 Years of Books with Brains! http://tin?’.cc/IUPress60vrs 



From: Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:39 AM 

To: @email.unc.edn> 

Subje~’t: Re: paper 

Dear 
novel. 

I am not clear about what you are tD’ing to do with this 

This is the best that I can do 
with the limited information that you provided. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting       ~,email unc edu: 

Sent on the Sprint@ Now- Network from my BlackBerry’@ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 11:40 AM 

Clarke, Amm~da Leigh <alstahl@india~a.edu-~ 

RE: Scholar’s Choice - At~can American Actresses 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Clarke, Amanda 
Leigh" <alstahl@indiana edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 
I will make a note to include your book in that display 
Sincerely, 

Man@ Clarke 
Advertising, Events, and Direct Marketing Manager 
Indiana University Press 

Celebrating 60 Years of Books wit2a Brains! http://tiny cc/IUPress60yrs 

Visit us at IU Press Online here! 
Follow us on Twitter! 
Become a Facebook fan here! 
Visit our blog! http://iupress tvpepad colrd 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ©ctober 14, 2010 1:10 PM 
To: Vander Dussen, Rhonda E 
Subject: Re: Scholar’s Choice 

Dear Rhonda: Also, I wanted to mention that I was attending a 
conference and Scholar’s Choice sent a representauve promoting new 
academic books. ~Iherefore, could my book be forwarded to them whenever 
the?" attend popular culture studies corfferences or film studies 
conferences. For example, I plan on attending the Popular Culture 
Association and American Culture Association Studies Conference in San 
2mtonio, Texas in April 2011 The address for The Scholar’s Choice, 25 
Franklin St. #1260, Rochester, New York, 14604 (800) 782-0077 Thanks 
for your assistance and I am working on the photo. Sincerely, Charlene 
Reges ter Quoting "Van der Duss en, Rh onda E" <rdussen@indian a edu>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Could you send me an electronic author photo? We are submitting your 
>> book African American Actresses to the NAACP Image Awards, and the?" 
>> request a head shot of the author. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> 

>> Rhonda Van der Dussen 
>> Sales & Marketing Assistant 

>> Indiana Universi~ Press 
>> 812-855-6657 
>> 812-856-0415 
>> 

>> Celebrating 60 Years of Books with Brainst http://tin¥.cc/II~PPress60vrs 
>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,, 9:01 PM 

@email.unc.edn> 

Re: My paper-minus bibliography 

Dear        : I have a presentation on Monday morning so I ~vill not be 
able to review your paper until aI’ter my presentation Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting               ~email.unc.edu>: 

rm working on the bibliography.., still am seeking a little guidance 
see attached 

Undergraduate Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

BA Sociolo~z 

- cell 

@email.unc.edu- email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 18, 2010 3:44 PM 

@aol.com 

Fwd: Call For Papers: Body Politics 

..... Forwarded message from tjames@sarahlawrence.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2010 15:41:14 -0400 
From: Tara James <tjames@sarahlawrence.edu> 

Reply-To: Tara James <tjames@sarahlawrence.edu> 
Subject: Call For Papers: Body Politics 

To: ~)yahoo.com> 

PLEASE FORWARD THIS C~,I, FOR PAPERS TO WHOEVI~R YOU’ItlINK MIGItT BE INTERESTED. 

(;ALL FOR PAPERS 

Breaking Boundaries: Body Politics and the Dynamics of Diff’erence 

a Corfference at Sarah Lawrence College 
Bron×vllle, New York 
March 4-5, 2011 
Free and Open to the Public 

Keynote Speaker: 

Marilyn Wann 
Fat Activist and Author of Fat[ So? 

Also featuring: 

Susan Schweik 
Author of The Ugly Laws: Disability in Public 

When it comes to ?the bo~d.y,? the definition of normal is fluid and 
changes across cultures and time In each context, there are those who 
have been exploited and oppressed because they do not fit prevailing 
notions of beauty. This cotffcrence will explore the body politics 
around those with ?deviant? bodies. 

This conference ~vill address these and other questions: 

What are the dominant narratives and perceptions about beauty and 
bodies? How do these perceptions affect public policy around issues of 
health, civil rights, education, and accessibility? How do those whose 
bodies do not fit into the ?proper? cultural norms challenge attitudes, 
laws and perceptions? How have they negotiated for and found power in 
unwelcoming enviromnents, both now and in the past? How do the 
categories of race, class, gender, sexuality, age and disability 
complicate prevailing ideas about erabodiment? Are there and have there 
been communities and cultures that have welcomed those whose bodies are 
currently perceived as deviant in dominant popular discourse? And, what 
is the relationship between protnoting and continuing the dominant 
discourse and capitalist consmner culture? 

We invite activists, scholars and artists in all fields to propose 
papers, panels, workshops, performances, and exhibits. Proposals for 
panels are especially welcomed, but individual papers will also be 
considered. 

Specific topics may include, but are not limited to: 

Representations of deviant bodies in popular culture 
Social justice and fat and disability’ activism 
Intersectionality: race, gender, class, sexuality and the bod,v 
HAES: Health at Every, Size 
Stigma 
Feminism and the body 
Social construction of disability 
Objectification and commodification of the deviant body 

Fiction and the deviant bod,v 
Language and the body 
Deviant bodies across cultures and time 

Please email a brief abstract and c v./resume to: 

Tara James 
Women?s History Graduate Program 
Sarah Lawrence College 
Brol~xville, NY 10708 
Email: tj ames@sarahlawrence.edu<mailto :tlames@sarahla~vrence.edu > 
Phone: 914-395-2405 



Deadline December, 3 2010 

Tara Elise James 
Associate I)irector 
Women’s History Graduate Program 
Sarah Lawrence College 

..... t~nd forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 18, 2010 3:44 PM 

Henderson, Mac G <hendersm@email. unc.edu> 

Fwd: Call For Papers: Body Politics 

..... Forwarded message from tjames@sarahlawrence.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2010 15:41:14 -0400 
From: Tara James <tjames@sarahlawrence.edu> 

Reply-To: Tara James <tjames@sarahlawrence.edu> 
Subject: Call For Papers: Body Politics 

To: ~)yahoo.com> 

PLEASE FORWARD THIS C~,I, FOR PAPERS TO WHOEVI~R YOU’ItlINK MIGItT BE INTERESTED. 

(;ALL FOR PAPERS 

Breaking Boundaries: Body Politics and the Dynamics of Diff’erence 

a Corfference at Sarah Lawrence College 
Bron×vllle, New York 
March 4-5, 2011 
Free and Open to the Public 

Keynote Speaker: 

Marilyn Wann 
Fat Activist and Author of Fat[ So? 

Also featuring: 

Susan Schweik 
Author of The Ugly Laws: Disability in Public 

When it comes to ?the bo~d.y,? the definition of normal is fluid and 
changes across cultures and time In each context, there are those who 
have been exploited and oppressed because they do not fit prevailing 
notions of beauty. This cotffcrence will explore the body politics 
around those with ?deviant? bodies. 

This conference ~vill address these and other questions: 

What are the dominant narratives and perceptions about beauty and 
bodies? How do these perceptions affect public policy around issues of 
health, civil rights, education, and accessibility? How do those whose 
bodies do not fit into the ?proper? cultural norms challenge attitudes, 
laws and perceptions? How have they negotiated for and found power in 
unwelcoming enviromnents, both now and in the past? How do the 
categories of race, class, gender, sexuality, age and disability 
complicate prevailing ideas about erabodiment? Are there and have there 
been communities and cultures that have welcomed those whose bodies are 
currently perceived as deviant in dominant popular discourse? And, what 
is the relationship between protnoting and continuing the dominant 
discourse and capitalist consmner culture? 

We invite activists, scholars and artists in all fields to propose 
papers, panels, workshops, performances, and exhibits. Proposals for 
panels are especially welcomed, but individual papers will also be 
considered. 

Specific topics may include, but are not limited to: 

Representations of deviant bodies in popular culture 
Social justice and fat and disability’ activism 
Intersectionality: race, gender, class, sexuality and the bod,v 
HAES: Health at Every, Size 
Stigma 
Feminism and the body 
Social construction of disability 
Objectification and commodification of the deviant body 

Fiction and the deviant bod,v 
Language and the body 
Deviant bodies across cultures and time 

Please email a brief abstract and c v./resume to: 

Tara James 
Women?s History Graduate Program 
Sarah Lawrence College 
Brol~xville, NY 10708 
Email: tj ames@sarahlawrence.edu<mailto :tlames@sarahla~vrence.edu > 
Phone: 914-395-2405 



Deadline December, 3 2010 

Tara Elise James 
Associate I)irector 
Women’s History Graduate Program 
Sarah Lawrence College 

..... t~nd forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 8:11 AM 

L. Teresa Church @mindspting.com> 

Re: Film Screening at Has~ Heritage Center This Evening 

Dear Teresa: Thanks for keeping me infolrned I would love to go but I 
don’t know if my schedule pemaits. Hope things are going well for you 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "L. Teresa Church" 

~)mindspring.com>: 

Dear Charlene, 

Someone has passed along an almouncement to me, regarding a new film 
that is being screened at Hayti Heritage Center at 7:00 PM this 
evening, October 18. The film is entitled "The Legacy of Hayti" and 
the filmmakers are Jaisun McMillan, Kevth Allen, and Victor Stone. 

I don’t know whether my schedule will pelrnit me to attend the 
screening, but I ~vant to make sure that you are aware that it is 
happening. Take care and I hope that all is well 

Sincerely, 

Teresa 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 8:17 AM 

@hotmail.com 

Fwd: Fihn Screening at Hayfi Heritage Center This Evening 

..... Forwarded message Iicom       @mindspring.com ..... 
Date: Mon, 18 Oct 2010 17:18:24 -02/)0 
From: %. Teresa Church" @mindspring corn> 

Reply-To: %. Teresa Church" @mindspring.com> 
Subject: Film Screening at Hayti Heritage Center This Evening 

To: regester@email.unc.edu 

[)ear Charlene, 

Someone has passed along an armouncement to me, regarding a new film 
that is being screened at Hayti Heritage Center at 7:00 PM this 
evening, October 18. The film is entitled "The Legacy of Hayti" and 
the filmmakers are Jaisun McMJllan, Kevin Allen, and Victor Stone 

I don’t l~ow whether my schedule will permit me to attend the 
screening, but I want to make sure that you are aware that it is 
happening. Take care and I hope that all is well. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 8:20 AM 

Takagi, Tis~ <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com:~ 

RE: Check Received 

Dear Tisse: This is to let you know that I received my payment for 
reviewing the manuscript with your press. Thal~ks much for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" 
<Tisse. Takagi@oup.com>: 

Of course; I completely understand Would you mind filling out the 
following W-9 fom~: http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/i\vg.pdf 
and faxing it to me? Our accounting office needs the form to process 
the payment. Our fax # is 212.7266443. Alternatively, you could scan 
and email. 

Thal~ks again, and sorry for the extra paperwork. 

Best, 
Tisse 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.uaac.edu [mailto:regester~)email unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday September 30 2010 8:19 AM 
To: Takagi, Tisse 
SubJect: KE: query 

[)ear Tisse: At this time, I prefer cash because I have so many books I 
don’t have enough room to house them all. Thanks much Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com>: 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Safely and gratefully received. No need for a printout on letterhead, 
>> this will more than suffice. May I send some books or cash your way? 
>> 

>> Thanks so much, and all best, 
>> Tisse 
>> 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester(~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2010 1:59 PM 
>> To: Takagi, Tisse 
>> Subject: RE: query 
>> 

>> Dear Tisse: Attached is my review of Thunder at the Gate. If you need 
>> for me to send on letterhead, please let me know Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse.Takagi@oup.com>: 
>> 

>>> Thanks, Charlene. I’ll put the manuscript in the mail today. 

>>> Best, 
>>> Tisse 

>>> ..... Original _Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@elnail.unc.edu [lnailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, July 22, 2010 2:34 PM 
>>> To: Takagi, Tisse 
>>> Subject: RE: query 

>>> Dear Tisse: You can send the manuscript to - 
>>>~                      Thanks for working with me. Sincerely 
>>> Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, Tisse" <Tisse. Takagi@oup. corn>: 

>>>> Dear Charlene, 
>>>> Sorry for the delay in responding. Two months would be fine; in 
>>>> theory at least it may take less time, as you’re obviously going to 
>>>> be familiar with the primaly material. To what address shall I send 
>>>> the manuscript? 
>>>> Thanks, 
>>>> Tisse 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@email unc edu [mailto:regester¢~ email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, Jub’ 19, 2010 2:37 PM 
>>>> To: Takagi, Tisse 
>>>> Subject: Re: quely 

>>>> Dear Tisse: Thanks for the inquiry regarding the manuscript I would be 
>>>> more than glad to review but I would need at least two months -- Iwill 
>>>> be away t~vo weeks in August and then school starts which will slow me 
>>>> down a little. If you are ~villing to give me more time to submit the 
>>>> review, then I will be glad to review this work. Finally, thanks much 
>>>> for your invitation Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Takagi, 



>>>> Tisse" <Tisse Takagi@oup corn>: 

>>>>> Dear Charlene Regester, 

>>>>> Apologies J2~r writing out of the blue, but my colleague Susan Ferber 
>>>>> suggested I contact you I wondered ffyou might be interested in 
>>>>> reviewing a manuscript for ()UP, an antholog?" entitled Thunder at the 
>>>>> Gate: African Americans on War, Freedom, Citizenship, and Patriotism, 
>>>>> edited by A. Y?misi Jimoh and Fran9oise Hamlin The volume combines 
>>>>> selected primary literats~ sources with historical essays that map not 
>>>>> only the histo15~ of Africans and African Arnericans in the militalN 
>>>>> beginning with the colonial era, but also the debates and shifting 
>>>>> conceptualizations about meanings of citizenship, patriotism, and 
>>>>> freedom across this time period. 

>>>>> The manuscript is 670 double-spaced pages (including notes & 
>>>>> bibliography) and I’d hope to receive reports in ~-4-6 weeks. Though 
>>>>> the total page count is quite high, the maj ori~ of that is primary 
>>>>> material, so I’d hope it wouldn’t take too much time to review. There 
>>>>> would, of course, be an honurariunr. 

>>>>> Would you please let me know- at your earliest convenience if you’d be 
>>>>> able to review this manuscript? If not, I’d welcome any suggestions 
>>>>> you might have for other suitable reviewers. Thanks in advance for 
>>>>> your time and attention. 

>>>>> All the best, 

>>>>> Tisse Takagi I Associate Editor 
>>>>> Oxford University Press 1198 Madison Ave I New York, NY 10016 

>>>>> 212.726.60801 tisse.takagi@oup.coru 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 11:31 AM 

Precious Stone @hotmail.com> 

RE: Film Screening at Hayfi Heritage Center This Evening 

Dear Precious: It has been incredibly busy here as well -- I went to 
some 6 events last ~veek and attended one this week; today is just 
Tuesday I saw Bobby at the Stone lecture but he was leaving and did 
not see me. Someone just asked me about Tyler Perry’s film and I said I 
was concerned that these black gay males are telling these female 
dominated stories (where are the black ~vomen filrmnakers?). Hope to see 
you when you come to Durham -- our Fall break starts tomorrow- and I am 
swamped with ~vork. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Precious Stone 

@hotmail com>: 

> 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> That sounds really interesting 
> 

> How’s everything? I’ve been thinking about you and have intended to 
> call or email. I feel like there was something I wanted to tell you. 
> I can’t remember right now. 
> 

> What do yuu think abuut the new Fur Colured Girls film directed by 
> Tyler Perry? Perry and Daniels are really top Black filmmakers right 
> nuw, aren’t the?’? 
> 

> I hope the semester is guing well fur yuu Things un this end are 
> fine, just bus?’. A play I’m directing upens on Thursday. After 
> that, things will be a lot better. And I hope tu get tu Durham 
> within the next few weeks The next time I’m in Durham, 1’11 try to 
> arrange for that filtmnaker Ken Wyatt tu meet us. I’ll keep you 
> pusted. Let me know huw you’re doing. 
> 

> Take care, 
> Precious 
> 

>> Date: Tue, 19 Oct 2010 08:17:14 -(5~00 
>> From: regester@email.unc.edu 

>> Tu           ~hotmail.com 
>> Sut~iect: Fwd: Film Screening at Hayti Heritage Center This Evening 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>: ...... Forwarded message frum @mindspring cum ..... 
>>Date: Mun, 18 Oct 2010 17:18:24-0400 
>> From: "L. Teresa Church" @mindspring cure> 
>> Reply-To: "L. Teresa Church" @mindspring cum> 
>> Subject: Film Screening at Hayti Heritage Center This Evening 
>> To: regester@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Someone has passed along an announcement to me, regarding a new fihn 
>> that is being screened at Hayti Heritage Center at 7:00 PM this 
>> evening, October 18. The film is entitled "The Legacy of Hayti" and 
>> the filrnmakers are Jaisun Mc)~hllan, Kevin Allen, and Victor Stone. 
>> 

>> I don’t know ~vhether ray schedule will permit me to attend the 
>> screening, but I want to make sure that you are aware that it is 
>> happening. Take care and I hope that all is well. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> Teresa 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
>> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 12:17 PM 

a~nerican.quarterly@u~.edu 

Essay lbr Submission to Amefica~ Quarterly Journal 

PreciousMonstmus MotherJournalVelsion.docx 

Dear Editor: Attached is an essay that I am submitting to be considered 
for publication in your j ournal. Please let me know if the essay is 
appropriate for your journal or make recommendations regarding an 
appropriate venue for this piece. To conform to the criteria of your 
journal, I will be willing to make any necessa~ changes Your 
consideration is greatly appreciated and I look forward to hearing from 
you in the near Ii~ture 

Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester, Ph D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Afi-ican & Ali’u-American Studies 

204 Battle tlal[, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina-(Napel Hill 27599-3395 

(cell phone) 
regester@email unc edu 
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Monstrous Mother(s), Terrorizing Father(s), and Nightmarish Experiences: Reading 
Precious as a Horror Film 

Precious (based on the 1997 novel Push by Sapphire and directed by Lee Daniels) has 

invited a storm of criticism and praise. Since its release, the film has been steeped in controversy 

because of its provocative representations and scandalous subj ect matter. The visceral response 

the film has received and virulent debates it has ignited can be explained in part by the fact that it 

takes on taboo subjects such as failed black motherhood, incest, pedophilia, and homosexuality, 

and recenters decades-old controversies between light and dark complexioned African 

Americans. Therefore, the primary argument advanced by this essay is that the horror genre 

becomes one way by which to read these racialized representations. My intent is not to avoid 

critical engagement with the sociopolitical issues addressed on screen or to disregard a class 

analysis of the obstacles faced by the protagonist, but rather to suggest that based on the way the 

story unfolds, the filmmakers (writer, director, cinematographer, etc), deliberately drew upon the 

horror genre in order to portray the protagonist’s struggle as synonymous with a living 

nightmare. My interrogation intends to add to the existing body of literature and evolving 

scholarship to provide an alternative reading of the film from the perspective of a film historian. 

Exploring the film from this perspective is certainly plausible in view of the fact that a 

number of reviewers and critics have associated the film with horror. For example, Wesley 

Morris &the Boston Globe affirmed that the film "has been made to look ugly, presumably to 

underscore the horror movie that is Precious’s life."1 Lou Lumenick of the New Fork Post 

described the film as "hope amid horror.’’2 John Anderson of Variety characterized the film as 

"an urban nightmare with a surfeit of soul."3 A. O. Scott of the ATe.: York Times suggested that 

the protagonist lives in a world of "overwhelming horror" and characterized the film as a "nearly 

Gothic story.’’4 Betsy Sharkey of the L.A. 77mes described the film’s presentation of"a soul- 

destroying nightmare of a mother. - Literary critic Ishmael Reed contended that "the movie 

lingers like a wounded animal that nobody has the nerve to put out of its misery. These 

comments warrant the film being read as an extension of the horror paradigm because of its 

consi stent association with the horrific, the inhuman, the gothic, and animalism. Reviewing thi s 

film as one that borrows from the horror genre is rendered plausible and will be structured 

around investigating the following subj ect areas: Monstrous Mothers/Phallic Mothers/Black 
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Motherhood; Incestuous Father(s)iRapeiSexual Taboo; HorroriHorrificiHorror Film Genre; The 

Body as Grotesque; Dreams/Fantasies/Voyeurism; and Spectatorship/Trauma/Pathology. In 

addition, since the film pays tribute to Zora Neale Hurston, this essay will extract subtitles from 

Hurston’ s Their Eyes Were l~ratching God7 to introduce each section and to demonstrate how 

Hurston’s text provides an urtext to the journey on which Precious (Gabourey Sidibe) embarks in 

search of subjectivity, a subjectivity that Precious’s protagonist shares with Hurston’s 

protagonist. 

Monstrous Mothers/Phallic Mothers/Black Motherhood 

"It was like seeing your sister turn into a gator. You keep seeing your sister in the ’gator 

and the ’gator in your sister, and you’d rather not" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were 

Watching God). s 

To introduce this discussion, it is necessary to turn to the work of Philip Wylie who 

surmised that one’s mother "is the bride at every funeral and the corpse at every wedding’’9 

Wylie’s critique of the mother figure hints at the idealized im age of the mother juxtaposed with 

the darker side of the mother, and it is this darker side of the mother figure as reconstructed in 

Precious that is worthy of interrogation. 

If we read Precious in terms of feminist film theory- (a theory that has not always been 

adequate for reading black women), then, the film is automatically problematized. Mary Anne 

Doane argues that Hollywood women’s films from an earlier period had difficulty portraying 

female subj ectivity, which "resulted in a genre that specifically addressed women and that lived 

off a female protagonist who only becomes representable via deviancy. 10 Therefore, if Precious 

is an attempt at representing female subjectivity, then "it can only be represented in forms of 

illness and aberration ... stories of suffering; in a word masochism.’’11 According to Nancy 

Chodorow, masochism is aggressiveness turned upon the self and reflects pleasure in pain. 12 

Precious’ s mother Mary (Mo’Nique) denies her daughter the opportunity to obtain an education; 

refuses to accompany her daughter when she gives birth; forces her daughter to have sex with her 

father, and even, metaphorically, her mother; banishes her daughter from her home; physically 
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and verbally assaults her daughter; belittles her daughter regarding her size and weight; exploits 

her daughter by forcing her to wait on her hand and foot; and criticizes her daughter for her 

desire to eschew her dire condition. The mother is in pain because she is denied love and a 

sexual relationship with her husband (Precious’s father), and this denial causes here to 

experience narcissism. 13 In fact, she may share in common with monstrous mothers depicted in 

Asian films who suffer "from primal bereavement and abandonment fears [or] anxieties [and] 

who have forfeited their nurturing roles, by choice or design, as primary caregivers."14 However, 

other explanations for Mary’s pain are not made known in the film in terms of whether or not she 

was abused as a child or endured other forms of abuse, yet she does have a mother (Precious’ 

grandmother) who takes care of her granddaughter (Mongo), visits Precious during childbirth, 

brings her granddaughter to their home when the social worker visits so that Mary can continue 

to receive her welfare payments, and is seemingly the antithesis of Mary. Despite whatever 

relationship Mary has with her own mother, a relationship that is strained because of the way 

Mary lashes out at her mother, the focus of this discussion is on Mar}, and her own psychosis as a 

signifier of failed motherhood and is less focused on the originating factors responsible for her 

psychosis. 

Mary further symbolizes the figure &the "’bad’ phallic mother [who exhibits] a 

j ealous/possessive stance toward the child, just because it represents the much-longed-for phallus 

that is now aggressively seized upon ... the negative kind of fusional mother image serves to 

punish women who fall away from the angelic mode."ls Mary then constitutes the "bad" phallic 

mother since she stands in for the phallus that is denied her through the denial of sexuality from 

her husband. This is evident by the cigarette, which becomes a phallic symbol dangling from her 

mouth throughout most of the film. More than that, she becomes bad as a result of this di savowal 

and therefore, must be punished because of her non-angelic behavior. At the end of the film, 

Mary is punished through the loss of her husband due to his untimely death from AIDS (and a 

husband that she had lost even prior to his death) and her loss of possession of her daughter and 

grandchildren. Mary then signifies the phallic mother "to the extent that her masculine identity-- 

her penis envy--would inhibit successful mothering." J6 Moreover, the "phallic mother satisfies 

needs for power that her ideal function prohibits.’’17 Thus, while Mary is denied power in her 

marriage and in society at large due to her desire to remain perpetually dependent on the welfare 

system, she attempts to exert power over and terrorize her daughter. She also offers her daughter 
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to her husband (Precious’s father) to fulfill his sexual needs. In doing so, she is both, in 

competition with her daughter for the husband/father’s attention and at the same time, resentful 

of the fact that her daughter is the obj ect of her husband’s desire. Mary then assumes this 

contradictory position of both loving her daughter because she is her offspring, yet 

hatingirej ecting her daughter because of the threat that she poses to her relationship with the 

husband/father. 

To further examine Mar3, as a personification of the bad mother, it is necessary to turn to 

a discussion of her participation in the incestuous relationship. According to Janis Johnson, Mar}, 

represents the "collusive mother," which refers to 

a mother who is a cold, frigid, withdrawn, physically ill, or psychologically 
impaired woman who resigns from her expected roles of responsible wife and 
mother and pushes her daughter into taking on her duties in the family, including 
satisfying the emotional and sexual needs of the father. The collusive mother 
avoids and denies the incest that goes on under her very nose. When confronted 
with its reality, she either disbelieves or blames her daughter. 1~ 

The collusive mother can be explained by the unconscious forces within the individual and 

Oedipal conflict, which are connected to their own depriving mothers and who seek love and 

approval yet are rej ected. "They relinquish their responsibilities as wives and mother and push 

their daughters into assuming their roles in an attempt to become daughters again and recreate 

the opportunity to receive the love and support they never experienced with their own 

mothers." 19 The mother figure reverses roles with her daughter, which leads to the incestuous 

act. Thus, the collusive mother is then marked by the sexual rej ection of her husband and the role 

reversal with her daughter, which allows the mother to reclaim the attention she has been denied 

by living vicariously through her daughter. Both rej ection and role reversal are apparent in the 

mother-daughter relationship in Precious because although Precious provides the sexual needs of 

her father, she is also reduced to serving her mother by being forced to prepare meals and clean 

the home; even after producing a child with the father, she is encouraged to seek welfare and 

provide additional income for the mother. Precious becomes the means by which financial 

subsistence is attained and maintained for her mother. That Mary is a participant in the 

incestuous relationship between father and daughter suggests how she is an embodiment &the 

collusive mother but, moreover, how she sees herself as a victim and through her victimization 
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experiences masochism. She is both victim and victimizer in that she has internalized the hatred 

that has been proj ected onto her and in turn proj ects that hatred onto her daughter. Additionally, 

she is part of the vicious cycle of self-hatred, "which may account for what has been described as 

[her] emotional withdrawal, disinterest, and passivity.’’2° Furthermore, Mary does not deny her 

participation in the incestuous relationship; she is a willing participant who sanctions this 

relationship. 

When considering Mary’s representation of failed black motherhood, we must examine 

the implication of this representation. In contemporary society and culture, while the black male 

has been depicted as a "sexual predator" and constructed as the "deadbeat dad," the black mother 

has more often than not represented the antithesis. The black mother has historically symbolized 

idealized motherhood: one who nurtures, provides, cares for, guides, protects, supports, refuses 

to abandon or neglect, and keeps the family intact. In cinema, this idealized representation of the 

black mother was canonized in Imita#on of Life (1934), a film that featured a black self- 

sacrificial mother who placed her daughter before herself and met her untimely death because of 

her daughter’s rejection. Precious, in comparison, provides an inverted relationship between the 

mother-daughter depicted in Imitation of L{fe. In this instance, the mother attempts to 

psychologically, and at times, physiologically "murder" her own daughter. She defies what 

constitutes "ideal" black motherhood and threatens the existence and survival of the black 

family.21 That Precious threatens black motherhood, at a moment when black fatherhood is 

under attack, seems to be one of the greatest offenses committed by the film and unconsciously 

reminds us of Imitation of Life. 

In Imitation of Life, the black mother, Delilah, attempts to protect her daughter, Peola, 

who desires to pass for white, from the racial terror that has infected American society and 

encourages her to come to terms with her black racial heritage in spite of her white appearance. 

In comparison, in Precious Mary seems to be so imbued with the self-hatred that she has endured 

because of racial oppression, rej ection, and the need for love, she seeks to punish her own 

daughter for her own suffering. Of course, we cannot ignore that both daughters’ names begin 

with P, another example demonstrating how Precious harkens back to the earlier film. Both of 

the names of the mothers, Mary and Delilah, are biblical names representing the opposite of the 

character roles assumed. Mary was the virginal mother who gave birth to Jesus, yet on screen she 

is the direct opposite, while Delilah deceived Sampson, yet on screen she personifies the direct 
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opposite of deception. That both mothers have biblical names could speak to the subtle ways in 

which these films invoke a religious subtext, with Delilah being constructed as deeply religious 

and Mary being constructed as sacrilegious (another way in which this film is linked to the 

horror film genre). While Delilah becomes an embodiment of Christian faith in the face of 

suffering, Mary- is devoid of any sense of spirituality, perhaps explaining her own suffering and 

demonization. 

That Mary resembles characters prevalent in horror films is evident in Carol Clover’s 

assessment of horror films such as Psycho (1960) and The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, H (1986) 

where "we are repeatedly confronted with a portrait of the dead mother silently presiding over all 

manner of cannibalistic and incestuous doings on the part of her adult children.’’22 As Mary 

characterizes the bad, monstrous, demonic, phallic, and collusive mother, she is undoubtedly a 

construction borrowed from the horror genre. In fact, one reviewer observed, "She’s stuffed 

herself into a delicate-looking tank top and leggings, their tiny blue flowers in contrast to the 

monster inside. She does a slow bump and grind, carefully smoothing back her hair. Lust and 

menace hang so heavy in the air, the devil himself would be afraid.’’23 

Incestuous Father(s)iRapeiSexual Taboo 

"It’s so easy to make yo’ self out God Almighty when you ain’t got nothin’ tuh strain 

against but women and chickens" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God).24 

Precious is further complicated not only by the demonization of the black mother, but by 

depicting an incestuous father. Incest is characterized as taboo and its prohibition "is commonly 

understood as a fundamental rule of social order. It is the primordial law, which defines the 

special place of human society within the natural and supernatural world. It is the mark of 

humanity.’’2s Moreover, when the father engages in an incestuous relationship with his daughter, 

"the incestuous father assumes that it is his prerogative to be waited upon at home, and that if his 

wife fails to provide satisfaction, he is entitled to use his daughter as a substitute. It is this 

attitude of entitlement - to love, to service, and to sex - that finally characterizes the incestuous 
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father.’’26 As for Precious, when we acknowledge the mother’s willing complicity and psychosis 

as well as the child’s desire to please the parent, the incestuous relationship is no surprise. 

However, because the black male is positioned as the incestuous father, it is necessary to 

examine the film’s implication for black masculinity. Bell hooks suggests that perceptions of 

black masculinity evolving from the "dominant culture’s stereotypical, fantastical representations 

of black masculinity.., constructs black men as ’failures’ who are psychologically ’fucked up,’ 

dangerous, violent, sex maniacs whose insanity is informed by their inability to fulfill their 

phallocentric masculine destiny in a racist context.’’27 In Precious, the father figure, who is 

virtually absent for most of the film, represents this stereotype; when vve consider that he is an 

incestuous father, this representation further supports hooks’ assessment that "with the 

emergence of a fierce phallocentrism, a man was no longer a man because he provided care for 

his family, he was a man simply because he had a penis ... his ability to use that penis in the 

arena of sexual conquest could bring him as much status as being a wage earner and provider.’’28 

Precious’s father is given significance only to the extent that he represents the father figure, is 

reduced to his sexuality, and becomes the agent of the incestuous act; otherwise, he does not 

exist. His vacuousness within the film further affirms his lack of importance within the context 

&the black family. In fact, Ishmael Reed described him as "little more than an animal. A vile 

prop. A person with no story and no humanity.’’29 Yet Kathleen Rowe Karlyn argues, in regards 

to the incestuous father, that "As men claim their right to ’act out’ and girls to ’act bad,’ incest 

provides a discourse, an established set of conventions for examining and usually reasserting 

male authority perceived to be under siege.’’3° Karlyn continues that for white men "incest 

provides a narrative structure - derived from Freud’s work on the subj ect - that ideologically 

inverts the social realities of white male privilege.’’31 However, where black men are concerned, 

since they are automatically denied power in the larger society, while laying claim to women’s 

bodies might temporarily empower them within the home, they still remain disempowered in 

society at large. Specifically, the black male’s power in Precious is portrayed through his 

sexuality. When he removes his belt while hovering above Precious to sexually assault her, the 

belt itself nearly becomes both a phallic symbol and a symbol of his power. This is similar to the 

whip utilized by the father figure in D. W. Griffith’s 1919 film, Broken Blossoms, which also 

focused on a father-daughter incestuous relationship as critically examined by Julia Lesage.32 

Aside from being an agent of incest and sexuality, the power of Precious’s father is implied only 
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to the extent that he becomes partly responsible for Mary’s psychosis other~vise, his power does 

not exist. 

The complexity of the incestuous father continues to be conveyed when he rapes Precious 

and during the course of the rape proclaims, "Daddy loves you," while Mar}, is seen in the 

distance, standing in the doorway, voyeuristically observing this abuse of her daughter and 

vicariously participating in the incestuous act. That the father expresses love for his daughter at 

the moment he abuses her demonstrates the ambiguity of incest where fatherly love becomes 

conflated with sexual desire. It is of note that during the sexual assault, a baby’s cries are heard 

in the background, perhaps a personification of Precious’ own cries as the victim of sexual 

assault or the cries of the infant produced as a result of thi s incestuous assault. Although virtually 

absent from the film, the father’s presence and his act of incest become indicative of the power 

that he has been denied and attempts to reclaim, but which is ultimately possessed by the 

monstrous mother, Mary. Vivian Sobchack theorizes about horror films and her views are 

applicable to Precious because it "shows us the terror and rage of patriarchy in decline .... " And 

in this instance, black patriarchy in decline.:~3 

HorroriHorrific/Horror Film Genre 

"...the monster began to roll in his bed" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching 

God)?4 

Although Precious is not a horror film, it borrows from the horror genre in order to create 

the hellish space to which Precious is confined and from which she attempts to escape. The film 

employs what Annette Brauerhoch who in writing about another horror film, Mommie Dearest 

(1981), characterized as a genre mix of melodrama (in which the protagonist becomes an icon of 

suffering) and horror (in its visual style). 3Sin order to examine how the film conforms to the 

horror film genre paradigm, it is necessary to examine Julia Kristeva’s work on abjection, revisit 

the monstrous mother, and critique vampires. 

Kfisteva characterizes abj ection as "that which does not ’respect borders, positions, 

rules,’ that which ’disturbs identity, system, order.’"36 Furthermore, Kristeva argues that food 

loathing-("I expel myself, I spit myself out, I abject myself within the same motion through 

which ’I’ claim to establish myself")37 represents a major source of abjection and is prevalent in 
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horror films. One way in which Precious can be seen as an extension of the horror genre is the 

food loathing that occurs in the film. Both Precious and Mary indulge in fried fatty foods that 

stand to endanger their health (such as pig feet and fried chicken customarily associated with 

African American culture), which explains Precious’s obesity. Both women desire these foods 

but then reject the very same foods that they desire, as when Precious cooks pig feet for her 

mother, Mary rejects the food because her daughter failed to cook collard greens with the pig feet 

and because she claims the pig feet have far too much hair. Mary, engaging in an act of 

abjection, then forces Precious to consume the food. At another point in the film, Precious steals 

a bucket of fried chicken, claiming that she is hungry after her mother failed to provide her with 

money. After eating the chicken, she vomits, which signifies her attempt to "throw up, throw out, 

ej ect the abject .... ,,38 These conventions are consistent with the horror genre. 

Abjection, of course, is not the only way by which the film conforms to the horror genre. 

The film’s monstrosity, signified by Mary, deserves to be thoroughly interrogated. In fact, it is 

Marie-Helene Huet who observes that, "The monster and the woman thus find themselves on the 

same side, the side of dissimilarity. The female is as it were a deformed male.., since she herself 

is on the side of the dissimilar, it was argued, the female appears to be destined by nature to 

contribute more figures of dissimilarity, if not creatures even more monstrous.’’39 While Huet 

expounds on the historical origin of the mother and her association with the monster, I am 

suggesting that the mother in Precious is the monstrous figure. Mary is an extension of 

monstrosity, and her irascible behavior is visibly apparent in the way she terrorizes her daughter 

through her verbal denunciations, throwing water in her face, hurling obj ects at her physically, 

and mistreating her granddaughter who has Down Syndrome--all of which amounts to an 

abnormality marking the film as an extension of the horror genre. Mary’s demonic behavior is 

capsulated when she chastises Precious for answering the doorbell: 

Precious, you called that white bitch to my house. Why did she ring my goddamn 
buzzer? I feel that you think you are becoming a grown woman. That shit you 
pulled in the kitchen I should have fucked you up but I let you get away ... But 
bitch, I am gonna let you know if you ever pull that shit again, I am gonna get rid 
of you. You gone let that bitch ring my buzzer talking about some higher 
education. You are a dummy, bitch. You don’t never know shit. Don’t nobody 
need you and don’t nobody want you. You done fucked around and let my man 

have two children and one of them is a goddamn animal running around looking 
crazy. Bitch, you know what? I think you are trying me. You done fucked with 
my money and you standing up at the top of the stairs like you a woman and you 
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looking down on me. I am gonna show you what a real woman is because bitch 
you don’t know what real women do; what real motherfucking women do. I 
should have aborted your ass because you ain’t shit. The day the doctors put you 
in my hands you had a smirk on your face. You smile about that, bitch .... I am 
gonna kill you bitch... 

In her outrage, Mary’s behavior personifies the demonic in that she seeks revenge on her 

daughter, attempts to thwart her daughter’s desire for education, accuses her of being responsible 

for the incestuous acts for which she is victimized, attempts to minimize her intellectually, 

characterizes her granddaughter as an animal, claims that she should have aborted her daughter 

at birth, and, finally, criticizes her daughter for looking at her own outrageous behavior. In sum, 

she denigrates, intimidates, threatens, insults, renders her undeserving, and violates her sense of 

self. This verbal abuse then becomes transformed into physical abuse when she throws Precious’ 

newly born son, Abdul, on the floor and viciously attacks her daughter who, in fleeing their 

home with the baby, escapes down a stairwell only to narrowly miss being hit by a television 

thrown from above. That the stairwell is centered in these attacks becomes the space in which 

these physical acts of violence occur, representing "claustrophobic spaces" and further becomes 

indicative of its connection to the horror genre. Even the space in which most of the horror 

occurs--a space that is dimly lit, sparsely furnished, and reflects decay in that the furnishings are 

worn and torn--becomes indicative of how the film conforms to the horror genre., Virginia 

Wright Wexman who in critiquing horror films from an earlier period suggests, "The 

anthropomorphized apartments in which these characters live, update salient features of the 

large, looming castles in which horror stories have traditionally been enacted.’’4° In a similar 

vein, Carol Clover notes that houses and tunnels become places for the horrific and "it is not just 

their Victorian decrepitude, but the terrible families--murderous, incestuous, cannibalistic--that 

occupy them.’’41 Therefore, Precious lends itself to the horror genre not only because of 

abj ection and the monstrous mother but also because of the terrorizing space in which this drama 

unfolds, which haunts the protagonist’s existence. 

The monstrosity of Mary and the film’s association to the horror genre is all the more 

convincing when we consider Alfred Hitchcock’s classic horror film, Psycho (1960). In that film, 

a psychotic son kills his mother and her former lover out of a fear of rej ection, yet because of his 

undying love for his mother, excavates her dead body and returns it to her rocking chair in their 
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home. The dead mother sits in the rocking chair throughout much &the film, while the son 

engages in role-playing as his mother in order to relive the relationship he had with her. Precious 

then bears a striking resemblance to this film in that while the mother figure in Precious is not 

literally dead, she is psychologically dead and remains virtually glued to her chair throughout 

much of the film. That she is psychologically dead and not physically dead conjures images from 

other horror films such as, Night of the Living Dead (1969) where the "living dead themselves 

are the active and catalytic agency for the release of all of the film’s horrors." 42The chair in 

Precious then becomes symbolic of Mary’s existence as she is perched before a television that 

becomes her source of escape; the chair becomes her throne from which she wields her power; 

the chair serves as her platform from which she launches her monstrous acts; and the chair 

becomes the prison from which she cannot escape. Precious further resembles P,sycho in that 

while Psycho addresses matricide, Precious addresses infanticide, not literally but 

psychologically. 

Added to this, in P,sycho the protagonist displays his collection of stuffed birds, and the 

presence of animals could reify an attraction to animalistic behavior. In Precious, Mary appears 

to be more loving toward her cat, Ethel,4~~ than her own daughter. The presence of animals and 

their association to horror is also evident when Precious mistakenly mispronounces "incest" for 

"insect" and in so doing links her abuse with something less than human. 

Mary, affirming her own characterization as monstrous even proclaims to the social 

worker, "You got that bitch looking at me like I am some kind of monster." Barbara Creed 

further affirms that the monstrous mother "becomes the castrating girl/woman, a figure designed 

to strike terror into the hearts of men’’44 From this perspective, Mary conforms to the monstrous 

mother in that she too is symbolic of the "castrating woman": a position that she shares with the 

mother in Psycho who represented the "castrating woman" to her son who punishes her by 

killing her. 

More than paralleling P,sycho because of the mother figure, Precious positions the mother 

as being juxtaposed between humanity and inhumanity. According to Barbara Creed, "the 

monstrous is produced at the border between human and inhuman, man and beast" 45As the 

monstrous figure in Precious, Mary straddles the border bet~veen the human and inhuman 

through the terror she inflicts on her daughter: stalking her daughter as when Precious leaves 
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home and Mary inquires about her whereabouts. Creed suggests that the film also parallels the 

horror film, Carrie (1976), which hints at the "repressed sexual desires including those which 

flow between mother and daughter.’’46 Mary’s positioning between human and inhuman is 

perhaps solidified in the parallel that she shares with other horrific figures such as King Kong 

from the film KmgKong (1933), particularly evident when she admits to the social worker (Ms. 

Weiss, played by Mariah Carey) that she encouraged the incestuous relationship with her 

daughter by asking, "Who loved me?" Mar},’s proclamation is an attempt to justify the 

exploitation of her daughter and explain away her offensive behavior and if audiences see her as 

being unloved and her lack of love as responsible for her behavior then they are more likely to be 

sympathetic to her plight as a woman who is similarly victimized. Her statement allows her to 

convey that she is human with human emotions despite the beastly acts that she committed. Her 

proclamation then can be read as an attempt to humanize the beast in the same manner that after 

King’s Kong death, the film professes that it was beauty that killed the beast. Such commentar}" 

is an attempt to humanize a beastly character, King Kong, in the same manner that an effort is 

made to humanize Mary. It is Mary’s association with the norm through her expression of human 

emotions that allows her to become less beastly and that reflects Stephen Neale’s assertion that 

the "monster... initiates a series of acts of murder or destruction which can only end when it itself 

is either destroyed or becomes normalized .... ,, 47 The film’s end attempts to normalize Mary as 

the monstrous figure. 

Mary’s monstrosity is further apparent in her association with vampires, a mainstay of the 

horror genre. Creed describes vampires as "bodies without souls.’’4s Mary can be seen as similar 

to a soulless vampire in that she lacks remorse for her behavior. "The vampire is dead and yet 

not dead: he is an Un-Dead, a ’dead’ person who yet manages to live thanks to the blood he 

sucks from the living .... The stronger the vampire becomes, the weaker the living become.’’49 

The vampire has also been characterized as a metaphor for capitalism and, in this respect, we can 

apply this reading to Mar}, although she is the victim of capitalism and has been displaced 

because of capitalism, she then becomes an embodiment of a capitalist who attempts to suck the 

life out of the weaker, her daughter. In this instance, Mary exploits Precious and forces her to 

have children so that she can continue to receive subsistence from the welfare system, making 

her synonymous with the vampire. 
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To affirm that Mary- might personify a vampire or to support the film’ s association with 

vampires, Precious states after revealing to the social worker that her children were fathered by 

her father: 

I see vampires too, they come at night and tell me that I am one of them, they say, 
"Precious you belong with us," then they go downstairs; the people downstairs are 
vampires; they have dirty-tampons in the garbage--ain’t got no home training. 
Ms. Rain will find out that I have never been to a doctor; I had my first baby on 
the kitchen floor with my mother kicking me in my ass. 

In this instance, both Precious’s mother and father represent vampires because of their 

exploitation as well as her neighbors who are connected to blood--a signifier of the horror genre. 

Specifically, Mary" bears resemblance to the vampire mother because "the horror [is] at a 

maternity turned monstrous, one that feeds on children rather than feeding them, the mother [is 

the] vampire.’’s° Precious characterizes her neighbors as vampires because of their behavior but 

also because they refuse to see her and see the abuse she endures, but that she sees herself as a 

vampire seems to reflect how she has internalized the horror that has been projected onto her. 

Moreover, the film undeniably conforms to the horror genre when we consider Barbara 

Creed’s assertion that "the feminine body and incest" are unique to the horror genre because they 

represent the border between normal and abnormal sexual desiresl In Precious, then, it is not 

only Mary who is monstrous; the father becomes synonymous with monstrosity as he exerts 

dominance over his daughter by utilizing her to fulfill his sexual needs. Vivian Sobchack claims 

that, "the horror film plays out the rage of paternal responsibility denied the economic and 

political benefits of patriarchal power.’’s2 The incest between father and daughter is likely 

explained by Freud’s view that while the female child is encouraged to separate from the mother, 

she is expected to shift her sexual attraction to the opposite sex; unfortunately, in the case of 

incest, the father stands in as the object of attraction. 

Horror is further invoked through the film’s preoccupation with illiteracy, evident in 

Precious’ inability to read despite the fact that early in the film she claims she was good at math 

but never opened a book. When Precious attends an alternative school, Each One-Teach One, 

what is terrifying is not j ust that her illiteracy reveals itself but that it becomes apparent among 

her peers--peers who in their expressed desires become symbolic of Precious’ desire to be a 

good mother, cook, dancer, etc. Her voice has been suppressed in those instances where her pain 
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is amplified by her silence, and when she does speak she speaks in fragments, which is indicative 

of how she is imprisoned not only by the physical abuse but through intellectual disavowal. 

According to Kyung Hyun Kim, language is linked to trauma because "language, according to 

Lacan, is the crucial means for the child to free him or herself from the preoedipal crisis,’’s3 and 

if those traumatized lack language their identity will forever be impaired. The fact that Precious 

speaks in fragments--a function of her illiteracy--also becomes an indicator of the trauma she 

has endured as an incest victim,s4 Because Precious represents innocence in view of her youth, 

age, and in the fact that she is a daughter, her victimization appears to be all the more offensive 

and horrifying. For Precious to be centered around acts of pedophilia as well as rape and incest 

constructs the film as terrorizing and when we observe that her innocence is reconstructed by the 

little girl who lives in her building and always eagerly greets her or desires to hold her baby, it is 

through this younger girl that Precious’ innocence is marked, rendering the acts committed by 

her parents even more horrendous. Early in the film, when Precious is given a red scarf that 

marks the violation of her innocence, while sitting in a welfare office she passes the scarf on to a 

young girl who she sees as similarly being violated by her mother. It is this violation of 

innocence that marks the film as being concatenate to the horror genre. 

The horrific is further signified in the fact that the dark-complexioned characters are 

either victims or victimizers, while the white and light-complexioned characters are saviors or 

liberators. That darkness is linked to horror is well known, but when we consider the implication 

that the light-complexioned characters in the film--the teacher, Ms. Rain (Paula Patton), the 

social worker, Ms. Weiss, and the male nurse, Johnny (Lenny Kravitz), and the white teacher and 

principal--are the only ones who rescue Precious from her plight is a disturbing notion in and of 

itself. These characters demonstrate how" Precious engages in her own form of self-hatred and 

believes that anyone who resembles herself should be rej ected. However, the mere insinuation 

that lightness/whiteness is the only means of rescue for this troubled black teen is horrifying. 

Finally, the film is horrifying because it plays with the notion that what is witnessed on 

screen could become a reality or represents someone’s reality. That the film’s horror is its 

potential to reflect a reality certainly invokes Wahneema Lubiano’s critique on representation 

and reality. Lubiano argues, "If we fail to problematize the notion that being African American 

always means only being embattled, that African American film is political only insofar as 

’someone’ empowered to make the evaluation recognizes its political ’reality’ and calls the shots 
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on its transgression, and that ’authenticity’ is always already known and can therefore be proven, 

then we have fallen into the trap of essentialism.’’55 Perhaps the fear or horror that Precious 

ignites is that it stands to essentialize blackness. Therefore, one of the many dangers of the film 

is if it becomes indicative or representable of black life "generally" to the exclusion of other 

representations. 

The Body as Grotesque 

"And he stood in the door and paid all the ugly women two dollars not to come in. One big 

meriny colored woman was so ugly till it was worth five dollars for her not to come in, so he 

gave it to her" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God).s6 

The film undeniably borrows from the horror genre to reconstruct the nightmarish 

experience that Precious endures. It is not just the conventions of the horror genre that are 

deployed, but it is that Precious is reduced to her body, which becomes symbolic of her terrifying 

existence. Precious is an obese teenager, and her body becomes the site by which her terror is 

enacted. She even explains her obesity by commenting that, "I don’t like fruit, I like 

McDonald’ s" (a capitalistic enterprise/predator that has placed at risk the health of a generation 

of young adults). It is not only that her body is exploited but that she and others view her body as 

unattractive, nearly grotesque. In fact, Philip Brophy argues that "the contemporary horror film 

tends to play not so much on the broad fear of Death, but more precisely on the fear of one’s own 

body’’57 Precious’s large and dark body nearly becomes a page on which the nightmare text is 

scripted. From the moment she appears on screen and is given a red scarf--a signifier that marks 

her as different, until she enters the classroom, where she is visibly much larger than her peers-- 

she is constructed as abnormal. The constant preoccupation with her body is evident in the 

vicious derisions leveled by her mother when Precious claims that her mother once asked, "Who 

wants to see your big ass dancing anyway?" and Mary refers to her daughter as "fat ass." Thus, 

the body becomes the site of contestation as this nightmare ensues. Even when Precious takes an 

exam for school, she remarks, "The test paints a picture of me as ugly black grease to be wiped 

away." When Precious attends the alternative school and the students are required to write letters 
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on the board, she scribbles an "f" while one of her classmates insults her by suggesting that 

stands for fat. 

The fact that Precious’s body is viewed as terrorizing or grotesque can be traced to the 

historical origin of the black body in American culture where the body was rendered as an obj ect 

of spectacle. According to bell hooks, black bodies were "obj ectified in a manner similar to that 

of black female slaves who stood on auction blocks while owners and overseers described their 

importance, saleable parts, the black women whose naked bodies were displayed for whites at 

social functions had no presence. They were reduced to mere spectacle.’’s8 Precious’s body then 

speaks to this histou in that she represents the past exploitation &black women’s bodies in 

slavery for the sake of capitalism and the present exploitation of black bodies for the sake of 

capitalism as she is objectified by those in the film--her father, mother, and young black males, 

but also by the camera’s gaze. Many of the shots of Precious in the film are head shots and waist 

shots (shots of her from the waist up) to amplify the size of her body. At times, her face nearly 

fills the screen to convey how her body becomes an extension &the horror that she experiences 

and that we as spectators are witnessing 

When we consider Sander Gilman’s discussion of the black female body as "an icon for 

deviant sexuality," Precious’ victimization because of her incestuous relationship with her father 

(and maybe even her mother) is rendered all the more plausible. Gilman further states that black 

female sexuality allows for the establishment of the "link...between the ill, the bestial, and the 

freak (pathology, biology, and medicine)"s9 The link between these three is evinced when 

Precious, as the victim of incest, produces a daughter who has Down Syndrome, and at the film’ s 

end Precious is diagnosed as being HIV positive. The birth of this daughter reflects what Barbara 

Creed has termed offspring that emanated from the "monstrous womb" in that they produce 

offspring who are "constructed as monsters.’’6° It is of note that her "abnormal" daughter is 

named Mongo, derived from Mongoloid, a name that attempts to deny the child an identity other 

than that marked by having Down Syndrome. Such misnaming and erasure is horrifying in and 

of itself and further signifies how this "abnormal" body produced this "abnormal" offspring. The 

abnormality of Precious’s body is reified by the abnormality associated with homosexuality 

evident in the relationship between Precious’s teacher, Ms. Rain and her significant other. 

Precious even attempts to demystify the "perceived abnormality" associated with such 

relationships when she proclaims, "They talk like television channels that I don’t watch. They 
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smart... I don’t understand a word they are saying ... Moma say homos are bad people but they 

did not rape me; homos are not the ones who let me sit in class all of those years and never learn 

nothing; homos are not the ones who sell crack to peoples in Harlem," In this instance, the film 

seems to shift the focus of Precious’s exploitation and victimization to a discussion of the 

morality of a group marked as other and "abnormal." The film suggests that homosexuals have 

not been reduced to the animalistic behavior that has been enacted upon Precious by her 

heterosexual parents who are the real monsters. Harry Benshoff affirms that homosexuality is a 

characteristic of the horror genre because "previous scholarly work on the horror film has 

examined how the genre creates a potential space of problematic identification for people who 

might be gay, lesbian, or otherwise queer .... I suggest that queers ... are drawn to the genre 

because of its many intriguing ’not normal’ representations.’’61 

While Precious’s physical body is not destroyed as it typical of slasher films, her 

psychological body is constantly under assault. However, what her body shares in common with 

the horror genre is the fear of the body; because she is obese along with the perceived health 

consequences associated with obesity, it is the danger of obesity that creates fear in spectators. 

Perhaps because of her body, Precious has more in common with occult films rather than slasher 

films, both of which are extensions of the horror genre. Carol Clover contends that occult films 

"make the female body ’speak’ its experience.’’62 That Precious is impregnated for a second time 

by her father and gives birth to a son (in addition to the earlier birth of her daughter) becomes 

indicative of how her body "speaks" to the incestuous act of which she has been a victim. Clover 

continues, "the occult film does have a language for the female body, a set of tropes and images 

that refer not to lack or absence but rather to the presence of things hidden from view but no less 

there for their invisibility.’’63 Because of Precious’s impregnation by her father, a demonic figure, 

the film bears a resemblance to the horror film Rosemary’s Baby (1968), a film that focuses on a 

young woman who is impregnated by the devil. Thus, the father figure in Precious becomes 

synonymous with the devil in Rosemary’s Baby. While "the horror generated by Rosemary’s 

Baby is finally of the helpless infancy we all once suffered," the horror generated by Precious is 

that the cycle of "bad, phallic, monstrous, castrating" mothers embodied by Mary has the 

potential to continue to reproduce itself in view of the abusiveness inflicted onto Precious.~4 
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Dreams/Fantasies/Voyeurism 

"Janie’s first dream was dead, so she became a woman" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes 

Were Watching God").6~ 

If horror films are about the terrorization of the body, they are also about the terrorization 

of the mind. Many victims who endure mental terror, torture, or abuse, experience dreams or 

fantasies that allow them to escape their horrifying experience. According to Virginia Wright 

Wexman, "all the protagonists of the horror films are marked by a dissociation between self and 

body.’’66 Thus, Precious attempts to escape the monstrous life that envelops her through 

transcendence when she engages in dreams or fantasies that allow her to reimagine herself in the 

way she desires. Dreams are connected to horror films as evident in films such as A Nighm, are 

on Elm Street (1984), 67 and according to Charles Deru, "some horror films deal with our fears 

more directly than others, but in general, horror films speak to our subconscious and - as do our 

dreams - deal with issues that are often painful for us to deal with consciously and directly.’’68 

Precious becomes a personification of our society’s horror, nightmares, and dreams, but, more 

specifically, she engages in an out of body experience where, through her fantasies or dreams, 

she reimagines herself as desired and desirable. In fact, we as spectators are prepared for this 

when Precious is introduced in the film and her voiceover narration states, "My name is Precious 

Clarisse Jones and I want a boyfriend with light skin, who has real nice hair, I want to be on a 

cover of a magazine, but first I want to be on the BET videos." These three representations of 

self become part of her imagination or dreams, which manifest themselves when she experiences 

the greatest anxiety. According to Janet Walker, a "common response to real trauma is, fantasy. 

Children especially learn to deal with repeated trauma by dissociating (splitting) or repressing 

the events during and after the occurrence.’’69 Freud claims that "the content of the dream is thus 

the fulfillment of a wish, its motive is a wish,’’7° therefore, when Precious engages in these 

dreams or fantasies, they reflect her desire to see herself as she imagines or envisions herself. 

The first fantasy or dream occurs when she is being raped; she stares at the ceiling, which 

begins to disintegrate, and as the plaster falls from the ceiling and the wood slats reveal 

themselves, we see Precious entering a celebrity event with photographers taking her picture and 

asking for her autograph. In this scene, Precious is the subject of what Jane Gaines has 
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characterized as "photographic acts" and is centered in this voyeurism where she sees herself as 

desirable despite the exploitation of her image as she imagines herself a star.71 She is escorted by 

a light-complexioned (or white) male, who wears a tuxedo and dons a cowboy hat, and she too is 

elegantly dressed wearing a leopard collar around her dress’s neckline. She descends the 

stairwell like a star, moves through the crowds while throwing kisses to her admirers. Then 

suddenly her dream is interrupted by the sound of lightning and her mother throwing a bucket of 

water on her face to awaken her from the dream. This dream sequence is incredibly significant 

because it attempts to reverse the abuse that she has endured as she imagines herself as a star 

who is desired. The dream also speaks to how she envisions herself as a celebrity who is worthy 

of being photographed for magazine covers. The dream then not only allows her to escape her 

current abuse but to transcend this abuse by reshaping the identity that has been constructed for 

her by others. Temporarily, Precious disidentifies with the image constructed of herself in the 

real wofld--a self that she at times internalizes --and transcends to experience this imaginary 

desirable self. The image that has been constructed of her by others is apparent when she reveals 

how she has internalized her own self-hatred and claims, "Nobody loved me. Love ain’t done 

nothing for me; it beat me, raped me, called me an animal, made me feel worthless, made me 

sick." Precious’s internalized self-hatred is further evident when she remarks, "Sometimes I wish 

I was dead. I’d be okay, I guess, because I am looking up, for a piano to fall, a desk, counter, TV, 

maybe morea to fall, always something in my way." 

Prior to her subsequent dreams, where Precious reimagines herself and reshapes her 

identity, she also has other small fantasies as when she flips through a photo album and, while 

viewing a younger picture of her mother, hears her mother’s voice proclaiming her love for her 

daughter, reminiscent of a happier time in her life which indicates that her mother at one point 

did love her. In this instance, Precious desires what she has been denied: her mother’s 

unconditional love. Precious similarly observes a picture of her white male teacher and hears his 

voice proclaiming that he intends to divorce his wife and replace her with Precious. Again, she 

fantasizes as an escape from this abusive home to seek refuge with her white male teacher--who 

becomes an embodiment of desirability and stability--in a home that symbolizes the antithesis of 

what her home represents. 

In those moments when Precious is under attack, she resorts to dreams, fantasies, and 

reverie as she does when she is harassed by a group of young black male adolescents who 
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proposition her, marking her body as expendable and knocking her to the ground. With leaves 

falling on her face, Precious dreams that she is dancing in a club where she is wearing a 

transparent robe with a boa of ostrich feathers. A male admirer who is light in complexion 

observes her seductive moves on stage and j oins her in dancing. The two later embrace and he 

displays his attraction by kissing her affectionately. This dream allows her to defy her mother’s 

derisive comments that she cannot dance and further fulfills her desire to be desirable as a "video 

vixen," a representation which, according to Mae Henderson, signifies "on one hand sexual 

subj ectivity and empowerment and on the other, sexual availability and exploitation’’72 

Henderson argues that black women who appropriate themselves in this manner cannot escape 

the history associated with the commodification of the black body in the public sphere but 

neither should they be blamed for profiting from such exploitation in a capitalistic and 

masculinist culture. 

Moments of reverie surface for Precious when she stares into the mirror and imagines 

herself as white. She removes a roller from her hair; an act that is mirrored by the reflected 

image and harkens back to passing films where the mirror becomes an affirmation of the self 

reflected. For the passing character, if the image in the mirror is white then this becomes an 

affirmation of the white identity desired. Thus, Precious reimagines herself as white as though 

whiteness provides refuge from the abuse she endures. 

Precious engages in transcendence when watching television with her mother as the 

television becomes Mary’s only access to the outside world. She watches a movie that features 

Sophia Loren, an iconic white beauty from an earlier Hollywood era who is in direct contrast to 

Precious. The presence of this iconic white beauty73 symbolizes an image that Precious secretly 

desires. However, on another occasion, when Precious and her mother watch a foreign film with 

subtitles and the women on screen prepare for dinner, Precious envisions herself on screen with 

her mother speaking another language and setting the dinner table for a monumental feast, 

making food a celebration and a means of escape. 

Following Precious’ violent ej ection from her home after giving birth to her second son, 

she walks the streets seeking refuge and a home for herself and her newborn. When she peers 

through the gate of a church and observes a choir rehearsal, she imagines that she is a member of 

the choir, dressed in a blue and gold robe, and sings joyfully while embracing her baby, a dog, 
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and her light-complexioned admirer. Because it is the holiday season, the choir sings the popular 

song, "Soul Holidays." This dream then allows her to escape the abuse that has been inflicted 

upon her and to search for an alternative home. 

With every traumatic event, Precious resorts to dreams, such as when her mother reveals 

that her father died of AIDs and that she, as well as her mother, might be infected. This 

revelation signifies what Adam Lowenstein characterized as the "allegorical moment" which 

"insists that traumatic history can be felt as well as known--and this knowledge can arrive as a 

shocking confrontation and/or as playful encounter with cinematic illusions.’’74 On hearing of his 

death, Precious fantasizes that she is elegantly dressed and poses for photographers as a model 

with a light-complexioned boyfriend. This time, she wears a black and white polka dot coat over 

blue leggings while seated on a bright orange sofa. In this instance, Precious reimagines herself 

as an object of desire to reverse the trauma and abuse inflicted by her father. When her mother 

leaves the temporary housing provided to her daughter, Precious stares out the window while 

holding her infant son and imagines her light-complexioned boyfriend standing below next to hi s 

motorcycle (a vehicle that signifies escape) and looking upward into the window at Precious as 

Mary walks by (a departure that signifies her departure from her daughter’s life). Precious then 

disappears from the window, as though he is her guardian angel who can rescue her from this 

disturbing exi stence. 

Freud contends that, "the dream is the (disguised) fulfillment of a (suppressed, repressed) 
¯ . ,,75 wish. For Precious, these dreams allow her to transcend her current reality to vicariously 

experience a desired existence. Freud claims that "the achievements which are a matter for 

wonder in a dream are now no longer to be attributed to dreaming, but to unconscious 

thinking.’’76 Precious’ s dreams are a reflection of her unconscious thoughts as she desires to 

bring them into consciousness, particularly when we consider that these thoughts reflect her 

desire for a new identity, improved self-image, love, acceptance, liberation, and freedom. 

Spectatorship!Trauma/Pathology 

"Ah couldn’t recognize dat dark chile as me. So Ah ast, ’where is me? Ah don’t see me’" 

(Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God").77 
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It is the purview of pain and suffering provided by Precious that is noted in press reviews 

and that calls for discussion. For example, the Washington Post observed, "It’s hard to believe 

that a movie that traffics so operatically in images of brutality and squalor can be so fleet, 

assured and lyrical."78 Time Ma~zazine wrote that "to be the moviegoer sniveling over Precious’ 

miseries seemed akin to being the bystander engaging in histrionics at the scene of a train wreck 

instead of trying to do something, anything.’’79 The Times-Picayune characterized the film as 

"painful, it is harrowing, it is emotionally exhausting.’’8° Variety declared that "Precious is ... a 

shaken cocktail of debasement and elation, despair and hope."sl In view of the film’s notable 

ability to invoke in the spectator trauma, pain, and suffering, it is necessal5" to explore the 

impli cations of spectatorial pleasure/pain and trauma as appropriated by the film. 

Carol Clover surmises that horror cinema is characteristic of the "morbid urge to gaze" 

not only within the context of the film but from the perspective of the spectator,s2 The film 

invites us as spectators to bear witness to this horror, gaze at this insanity, and look on at this 

terror. While we are encouraged to gaze at this horror, the protagonist/victim is simultaneously 

encouraged to look, as evident when Precious proclaims at the film’s end, "It took a long time to 

see my face; it took a long time to see her face." Given the film’s association to the horror genre, 

Clover suggests that, "the foul impulses of horror lie not in the movie but in the spectator’’s3. 

She continues that the viewer himself/herself is responsible for "hurt" because "the screen does 

nothing more than provide a mirror reflection of the spectator’s own pre-existing ’hurt.’ ... 

Horror plays repeatedly and overtly on the equation between the plight of the victim and the 

plight of the audience.’’~4 Perhaps because of the pain and suffering inflicted on the protagonist 

in Precious, we as spectators internalize Precious’ pain and suffering as her journey speaks to 

our pain, suffering, and fears. 

If the film becomes a site by which to experience pain, then it forces a critique of the 

implications of trauma for spectators. For example, KalS’n Ball, drawing upon the work of Mark 

Seltzer suggests that 

"wound culture" refers to a "collective gathering around shock, trauma, and the 
wound." A wound culture is defined by the convening of the public around scenes 
of violence which ... betrays a fascination with spectacles of torn and open bodies 
and torn and opened persons .... It provides evidence of the breakdown between 
the public and private registers of experience, between exhibitions and individual 
fantasies. It therefore reflects a fundamental reorganization of the public sphere as 
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a pathological and voyeuristic psychosocial space. This is a public sphere wherein 
individuals lost in the crowd might indulge their fetishistic and erotic pleasure in 
the sight of the other’s injured flesh. This scopic terrain is saturated by suffering 
at the same time that it reproduces it. 8s 

Therefore, because Precious provides a mass-mediated representation of trauma, it becomes a 

public sphere where spectators can indulge in their "fetishistic and erotic pleasure" through 

enj oying another’s pain and perhaps continuing to reproduce the pain that the film is attempting 

to alleviate. Given that the film becomes indicative of black trauma, it is possible that it allows 

whites, who are virtually absent from the film, to vicariously experience this trauma without 

feeling any responsibility for the trauma caused by the film; and since whites are the architects of 

capitalism, they bare some of the responsibility for the pathology canonized by this film. In his 

di scussion of black spectatorship, Manthia Diawara argues that, "dominant cinema situates Black 

characters primarily for the pleasure of White spectators (male or female).’’86 In this instance, 

however, Precious is constructed to elicit spectatorial pleasure/resistance from both black and 

white spectators. For black spectators, in particular, their spectatorship reflects the vicissitudes of 

spectatorship across gender, class, age, and educational boundaries and may not be the same for 

every spectator as is evident when one black woman I spoke with indicated that she sympathized 

with Mary at the film’s end, whereas I (also black and female) never sympathized with Mary at 

any point. 

Although the film ends with Preci ous regaining possession of her daughter with Down 

Syndrome and suggests that she will continue to pursue her education in order to provide a better 

life for her children, despite the fact that she is HIV positive, we as spectators have been 

traumatized and horrified by her story. Clover concludes her study of horror films by suggesting 

"that the pleasure of looking at others in fear and pain has its origins in one’s own past -but - 

not - finished fear and pain.’’87 

Moreover, it is also possible that Precious becomes a signifier of"traumatic shame" in 

the same manner as Toni Morrison’s 7he Bluest Eye. Kathleen Woodard claims that Morrison’s 

novel becomes a "model for a traumatic shame that is both generational and incurable to the 

,,88 extent that its legacy may neither be transcended nor transformed into moral agency. 

According to Ball, "[Woodard] observes that for the black characters of Morrison’s novel, the 

trauma of racial persecution leaves behind systemic psychic wounds that cannot be healed 
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through narration or action. The novel nonetheless offers a model of shame that may allow 

Morrison’s white readers to gain moral insight into the affective impact of racism.’’89 In a similar 

way, Precious represents our collective shame as a sociopolitical culture that has turned a blind 

eye to the residual effects of U.S. government policies that have historically resulted in creating 

such monstrosity. 

Harry Benshoff contends that "many critics and fans of the horror genre feel that [a] film 

fails ’as a horror film’ if it draws attention to sociopolitical ideas, that by making people think 

they will stop being scared. But that is precisely the point, for surely what is most political about 

a horror film is what scares the audience in the first place.’’9° Although Precious is not a horror 

film, however, because it bears resemblance to the horror genre it has succeeded in creating fear 

of a sociopolitical culture that stands to produce such monstrous mothers, terrorizing fathers, and 

nightmarish experiences. 
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Dear Mae: Attached are summations of the essays for Dirt?- Dancing and 
Embodied Performance Hope to have the final section on architectural 
imaginaw completed by the end of the week. Let me knu;v that you have 
received this material and if you want to meet on Thursday afteraoon. 
It is important that we stay on track even though the semester is 
becoming more hectic toward the end. Hope you had a good break. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Dirty Dancing 

"An Intelligence of the Body: Disruptive Parody through Dance in the Early 
Performances of Josephine Baker," by Michael Borshuk 

Michael Borshuk in his critique of Baker’s dancing style contends that Baker’s 
performance can be read as resistance and that her dancing style becomes an embodiment 
of disruptive play. More specifically he suggests that, "Baker used calculated slipperness 
amidst a variety of cultural contexts to undermine damaging constructions of 
’blackness.’" (p. 41). Borshuk reads Baker’s dance style as playing upon the ambivalence 
of the stereotype articulated by Homi Bhabha. According to Borshuk, "She was able to 
diminish the negative power of governing stereotypes and discursive impositions by 
situating herself at the exaggerated limits of those distorted representations, thus 
revealing the illegitimacy of white-concocted notions of Negro primitivism and eroticism 
by situating them within the self-consciously illusory spectacle of the stage" (p. 41). He 
argues that many of her early critiques suggest that she played into the stereotype and 
appealed to images of the colonial fantasy emerging as a "sell out" for personal gain. 
However, he suggests that this reductive representation of Baker is far too narrow and 
limiting and fails to speak to her "chameleon quality as a result of her own careful 
fluidity or ... desire to remain forever slippery and unfixed" (p. 42). In particular, when 
Baker performed on stage in Revue Negre in 11925 she introduced the "Danse Sauvage" in 
which "Baker began belly-down on Alex’s back, in a kind of lurching handstand, before 
shimmering to her stomach on the floor.., with her ’arms high, belly thrust forward, 
buttocks quivering,’ took the audience back to primeval times’" (p.45). Borshuk suggests 
that this dance of course embodied or speaks to "white specularity of the black female 
body and ’moral panic’ over the black woman’s sexuality" both of which he sees as 
germane to Baker’s early performances (p.47). With Baker’s additional performances, 
"performance was not a frivolous undertaking but the enterprise through which she might 
articulate meaningful social criticism" (p. 47). For Baker she invokes Dubois’ double- 
consciousness in her dance style in much the same manner as African Americans were 
required to wear the masks when scrutinized by whites. Drawing upon Henry Louis 
Gates’ signifying as a structure of performance - "a negotiation of doubleness through 
parodic movement and exaggerated exhibition." (pp49-50). Moreover, drawing upon 
Judith Butler’s theory that "the performance of drag does not entail an imitation of 
opposite gender identity, it reveals how gender is itself performative, a role played from 
an interior script" (p.50). Therefore, Baker challenged "the construct of an African 
American essence by overstating the effects of that assumed essence on the body’s 
exterior. For instance, the exaggeration of her monkey’s walk and savage dance were 
overwrought dramatizations of how blacks were believed to behave" (p. 50). Borshuk 
further suggests that Eric Lott revealed how "the minstrel performers’ strategy was to 
affirm and exaggerate injurious representations of blacks that had been implemented by 
whites and then contradict the notions by discarding the grotesque affectation offstage." 
(p. 51) Baker’s performance style, then borrows from that employed by minstrel 
performers as interpreted by Lott and speaks to how Baker responded to her onstage 



performances in her offstage life. Borshuk claims that, "though Baker’s performances 
and physical presentation repeatedly parodied the way white discourse had represented 
the Negro in general, her work also challenged tropes in the more specific constructions 
of black female sexuality" (p. 52). Furthermore, Baker’s dancing eroticized the black 

body bringing attention to the "rear end" and spoke to androgyny. "She frequently 
stimulated racial anxieties, obscuring the boundary between black ’female’ temptation 
and ’male’ danger by throwing this gendered division into disarray" (p.53). In particular, 
"the figure who had first appeared as a topless savage woman had evolved into a lighter- 
skinned, well-dressed man. The stereotypical other had assumed its oppressor’s face" (p. 
54). Baker’ s stage performances then became a compilation of subversive repetition that 
played upon the appropriation of stereotypes and were extensions &Houston Baker’s 
assertion the master of form and deformation of mastery. Borshuk concludes the essay 
and quotes Baker who stated, "’It is the intelligence of my body that I have exploited,’" 
and it was that self-named intelligence that ’allowed her at times to transcend the gilded 

cage of her situation.’ .... Incessantly elusive, she was the slippery signifier in the racial 
and sexual spectacles of Jazz Age popular culture" (p. 55). 

’Savage’ Dancer: Tout Paris Goes To See Josephine Baker" 
By Ramsay Burr in Alien Bodies: Representations of Modernity, "Race, "Race," and 
Nation in Early Modern Dance (New York and London: Routledge 1998) 

Baker appeared on the French stage primarily as a dancer in her early 
performances of Revue Negre and La Folie du Jour and because of her debut in Paris and 
other European capitals she is rarely mentioned in dance history books and is not 
regarded as an important figure in the development of African American dance. 
Moreover, in view of the emerging literature that explores Baker’s life, more often than 
not she is mythologized in the "image of... as a naked ’savage’" (p. 58); an image that 
"conjures up for the white male imagination a stereotypical image &the mysterious 

black female as ’other’ - the sensual feathers that concealed her sex, the allure of her 
beautiful breasts, the erotic attraction of her rhythmically shaking buttocks" (p. 58). The 
mythificiation of Baker is further complicated by the attempt to make her an exception -- 
genius thereby marking her as different from other black women - "almost a token 
white" (p. 58). Doing so further makes her talent appear to be innate rather than the 
product of hard work and therefore, not a measure of personal achievement. "By seeing 
her as timeless, she is of course ahistoficised. The ways in which she was the fight person 
in the fight place at the fight time are lost" (pp. 58-59). But what is also ignored is that 
stars are constructed at least according to Richard Dyer and the focus of this investigation 
is to determine the "key role of the ’savage’ dances in articulating the star persona" 
(p. 59). This examination derives from "a recognition of the importance of theorizing the 
cultural politics of race and ethnicity as these effect representations of the dancing body 
and to acknowledge the generally unacknowledged debts that modem (and postmodem) 
dance owes to African American cultural traditions" (p. 61). It must also be noted that 
"tensions existed between her own identity and aspirations as an American Negro woman 
and the image created for her initially by members of the Parisian artistic avant-garde" (p. 
61). These tensions are most apparent when Baker responded to Andre Levinson’s 



critique of her performance in Revue Negre where he characterized her as the "black 
Venus" and spoke of her erotic frenzy, yet she subverted his critique by "pretending that 
Venus is the goddess of loving marriages rather than of sexual love" (p.61). Arnold 
Haskell, another critic of her performance, suggested that Baker was playing into white 
expectations of blackness, unlike Florence Mills who also appeared in Rewte Negre who 
was "always true to herself, proud of the true Negro origins of her art’" (p.62). However, 
according to the author what these critics really feared was "cultural contamination" 
(p.62). 

"Levinson and Haskell’s notion of racial purity also needs to be located in relation 

to the modernity that was the everyday experience of Baker’s European audiences. The 
jazz music to which Baker danced was perceived both as jungle music and the song of 
machines - simultaneously the most up-to-date modern style and an absolutely primitive 
one. Both were qualities that Europeans perceived themselves to lack in their culture." 
(p.63) .... "Baker’s supposedly African dancing - particularly when seen from a French 
utopian socialist point &view - also evoked an image of a mythical organic community, 
one that was in touch with ’primitive,’ natural essences with which over-civilised modern 
Westerners believed they had lost touch. From a more conservative point of view, 
contamination from contact with non-Western art was taken as a sign of the erosion and 
degeneracy of specifically national and racial identities" (p. 63). Thus, Haskell then is 
guilty of expressing his fear regarding the instability of his own white identity and he 
projects what he fears about himself onto the body of the "other." The focus of this essay 
then is "to present readings of Baker’s ’savage’ dances that recognize the extent to which 
Baker was able to use the fluid, boundary-lessness that contemporary European audiences 
associated with her dancing to create an integrationist intervention within the discourses 

of race and modernity in which her image was located" (p.64). 
The author first discusses "Baker’s Africa" by considering the relationship 

between the "Africanness" of Baker’s dancing and her identity as an American black. 
Therefore, when Baker performed at the Opera Music-Hall Champs Elysees she created 
an African dance that drew upon her own perceptions and feelings regarding what this 
meant as she improvised her dance performance but an improvisation that "derived from 

a specific and codified movement vocabulary [that she also] shared with Jo Alex and the 
musicians some general rules [vvho] agreed [on] the idea of the dance’s structure" (p. 65). 
Baker’s savage dances, of course, were similar to those performed by minstrels who wore 
the "blackface mask." The author then critics Baker’s banana dance and suggests: "There 
are some elements here that can be identified as African - such as the call and response. 
Others specifically referred to topical European ideas and misconceptions about African 
Americans: the reference to boxing would have reminded Europeans of the relatively new 
phenomenon of African American heavyweight boxing champions; while the belly 
dancing motif may indicate ignorance about African dance among the producers of La 
Folie du Jour" (p.67). Baker’s dance then incorporates many of the elements that Brenda 
Dixon Gottschild suggests are characteri stic of Africanist dance that include 
polycentrism/polyrhythm, ephebism, and high affect juxtaposition. Baker’s dance was 
also informed by her spirituality and her attendance at the "Holy Roller" church where 
there is little distinction between dance and religion. Therefore, "one of Baker’s lived 
contradictions was that she was recreating her own imaginary ’Africa’ out of her African 



American heritage for Europeans who were telling her what African American dance 
should and should not look like" (p. 70). 

The author then addresses Baker and Parisian negrophilia to determine the 
process through which Baker was commodified as a star and locates this within notions 
of primitivism that were current within the Parisian avant-garde of the early 1920s. "This 
negrophilia - this love of Africa - was at its peak by the mid-1920s when Baker arrived" 
(p. 71). Added to this, "The Africanist aesthetic in Baker’s dancing was the complete 
antithesis of the European ballet tradition and hence of the ways ballet mediated civilized 
European values. The avant-garde fascination with jazz depended in part at lest on their 
own proj ect to desecrate traditional, civilized European values" (p. 72). 

However, the two responsible for constructing Baker’s star image include Paul 
Colin, the graphic artist who designed the program covers for the revue and Rolf de 
Mare, the impresario who leased the Theatre des Champs Elysees. Baker posed as a nude 
model for Colin and who introduced her to Parisian haute couture as Baker ’was turned 
from a talented comedienne into a self-confident, glamorous and thus commercially much 
more valuable performer" (p. 73). it was Colin who participated in perpetuating the 
stereotype of Baker’s body. DeMare who founded a ballet company hired Baker and was 
"passionately interested in dance ... and by 11925 had the experience to produce and 
promote dancers" (p.75). Recognizing Baker’s talent, he repeatedly told her that she 
would be famous. The point is that "what attracted these intellectuals to Baker (and to 
other African American dancers, singers, and musicians) were her supposedly authentic 
African roots and what these meant in the context of French and social and intellectual 
currents in the 1920s" (p.76). 

Finally, the author examines Baker and the slender modern body to determine 
how some women may have viewed her body her image is considered through an 
examination of a contemporary female description of her body by the novelist Colette 
who wrote about Baker’s body in 1936 based on her appearance in the Folies Bergere 
show, En Super Folies. This review is significant because it fails to distinguish Baker on 
the basis of her race, she is treated as an individual, while her body is written about, it is 
done so in a non-objectifying manner, and speaks to an androgynous body. Collette’s 
description of Baker’s body speaks to how women of this era viewed the body. In fact the 
author states, "One of the reasons why Baker attained and maintained her status as a star 
was surely the fact that in the form of her body as well as in her singing and dancing, 
female spectators could read important aspects of their historically specific experiences 
of modernity" (p. 78). "The revelation of Baker’s body in performance must thus have 
evoked an ideal of liberation from women’s traditi onal domestic, reproductive destiny," 
(p. 79). Examining Baker’s dance style, the writer asserts "In abandoning herself to the 
experience of modern rhythms, the ’new woman’ dancing the Charleston was therefore 
abandoning codes of self-presentation through respectful deportment that had mediated 
important social distinction upon which the social structure of European society up until 
the First World War had depended." (p. 80). 

The author concludes the essay with a discussion of dislocation, disruption and 
frenzy in Baker’s image and notes that her "star sign was undoubtedly the sign of excess. 
Baker’s acts were extremely and exquisitely glamourous .... Baker was, in a word, 
charismatic" (p.80). "When critics ended up describing Baker’s performances with 
words like dislocation, disruption and frenzy, these words that might otherwise have 



summed up the social experiences of metropolitan modernity. Her dancing must have 
seemed to embody so much of what was strange .... Baker’s star image was a means 
through which concern about social and cultural instabilities, ambiguities and 
contradictions was ameliorated or defused" (p. 81). The author concludes that "Dancing 

to j azz music in a dance Baker introduced to Paris was for white Europeans a temporary, 
titualized blurting of the difference between self and other through losing themselves in 
the strong, primitive rhythms of the music. This is what Baker articulated in her dances" 
(p. 81). 

"’Remembering the Jungle’ Josephine Baker and Modernist Parody," by 
Wendy Martin in Prehistories of the Future: The Primitivist Project and the Culture 
of Modernism eds. Elazar Barkan and Roland Bush (Stanford University Press, 
1995), 310-325. 

According to Wendy Martin, "Three decades before [Matilyn] Monroe’s comic 
portrait of the decorative woman, Josephine Baker effectively deployed feminine artifice 

to create a stage persona that parodied yet depended on the display of masculine wealth" 
(p. 310). Baker similarly parallels Helga Crane in Nella Larsen’s Quicksand who became 

a curiosity and while Crane was dismayed by her obj ectification, Baker exploited her 
primitiveness to create a career that represented the commodification of Africa by 
Europe. Martin claims that "Deliberately constructing her stage persona, incorporating 
colonial (and racist) definitions of primitive in her theatrical repertoire, she created the 
legend &her exotic sexuality" (p. 311). Martin is very clear in suggesting that Baker 
constructed this exotic image of herself for European audiences evident when her 
publicist released a statement proclaiming that Baker’s favorite dishes are "plover eggs 
and a cannibal sandwich" (p. 313). Because Baker participated in this commodification of 
herselt; it is difficult to discern who is the exploited (she or the audience) and exploiter 
(she or the audience). Martin affirms that "Baker used the conventions of gender as well 

as those &race to achieve success; that is, in addition to playing with the trope of the 
black savage" she achieved the American Dream albeit in Paris. Although she 
appropriated her savage image, at the same time, she appropriated the image of being 
tamed and civilized - even the image that she evolved from royalty. "By conspicuously 
di splaying artifacts associated with royalty, Josephine Baker exemplified the civilizing 
power of European culture; by wearing the diadem and scepter, she demonstrated that 
even the most unrepressed savage could be tamed" (p.314). Despite Baker’s ascent to 
wealth following the adoption of her children she would descend financially - this rise 
and decline of course coincided with moments of her political activism and service in the 
French military. Martin states that "Although this dramatic story is fascinating in itself, 
Josephine Baker used the modernist concept of self-construction as well as the modernist 
interest in primitivism to create a series of dramatic personae that both parodied and 
challenged notions of essentialism in the arenas of race, class, and gender" (p. 316). 

Martin’s essay then shifts in focus to examine how Baker challenged essentialist 
thinking about race by examining how" race proliferated in discussions of the demise of 
civilization and in the socio-political culture of both the U.S. and Europe. According to 



Martin, "Colonialism and the sentimentalized belief in the primitive as exotic, as well as 
belief in the civilizing mission of the nation, actually gave Baker more latitude in shaping 
her dramatic personae, whereas in the United States she was limited to variations on the 
theme of master/slave relations" (p. 318). Baker therefore played upon a variety of 
modalities in presenting herself to Europe. "As an Afro-American, she was able to 
engage Parisian fascination with jungle themes, which of course included tropes of 
Anglo-European men in white suits and pith helmets whose mission it was to plunder the 

fiches &their colonies as well as to ravish the untamed, libidinous women &the 
subcontinent. This European conviction of cultural superiority created yet another 
dramatic arena for Baker -that of the savage tamed and molded by a superior 
civilization .... She also effectively engaged French fascination with American modes of 
improvisation and flexibility -the emblems of freedom - as represented by jazz culture" 
(p. 318). Moreover, Martin claims that the black body signified unrestraint, illicit desire, 
and black sexuality commonly associated with bestiality. Black culture then represented 
freedom from routine and the predictability and rigidity associated with European culture. 
Thus, when j azz emerged, Harlem and j azz culture assumed a liminal space -"a 
continual carnival where whites could go slumming to ’let off steam’" (p. 318). 

Then Martin returns to a discussion of Helga Crane and how Crane viewed 
dancers as an embodiment of the wildness normally ascribed to blackness but that 
becomes the dark side of the self because it reflects "their own hidden, buried energies" 
(p. 319). Martin states, "If Americans were casual, then Afro-Americans were 
spontaneity itself. The popularity of the dances of the 1920s that black culture created - 
the mooch, the black bottom, the shake, the shimmy, the mess-around - also 
demonstrated Anglo-Europeans’ general fascination with pushing the limits of the 
ritualized range of physical movement. During World War II, to be an admirer of 
Josephine Baker was a code for the Resistance. Because her choreography disrupted the 
static poses prescribed by European tradition, supporters of the Resistance saw her as a 
symbol of freedom in opposition to the forces of Nazism" (p. 320). As for one of her 

stage performances, Martin claims, "As the savage woman gyrates toward the tent where 
the pith-helmeted colonialist sleeps, she is the incarnation &unfettered physicality, 
uninhibited sexuality; a promise of gratification of primal needs, of a return to 
prelapsarian days of unself-conscious sexuality, before the repression exacted by 
civilization robbed life of its joy and vitality" (p. 321). Baker played with these notions of 
civilization and barbarism and "by juxtaposing images of the jungle and the royal court, 
the carnal and the cerebral, she subverted the trope of cultural evolution and progress." 
(p. 321). By walking through the streets with animals on a leash, Baker demonstrated that 
not only was she tamed and civilized but that she had power to tame the panther .... 
"Baker playfully asserted the distinction by simply draping her bejeweled and partially 
nude body on a tiger skin ... this image suggests the repressed beast within the civilized 
person... The conspicuous display of costly feathers represents the commodification of 
nature as well as the female body" (p. 322-323). Martin concludes that "Of course, the 
irony was that while she achieved considerable mastery in the realm of race, and even 
class to some extent, she remained mastered by the traditional gender system. Although 
she achieved the highest levels of ornamental femininity, she was a woman dependent on 
men for her status" (p. 323). Martin adds "Thus, as a beplumed, bejeweled, ornamental 
woman, Baker was still mastered by the male gaze" (p. 325). Finally, Martin surmises 



that "Josephine Baker’s career is a compelling study in modernist self-construction and 
the conscious manipulation of cultural tropes" (p. 325). 

[This essay, "Remembering the Jungle," does not really focus directly or specifically 
on her dance, therefore, it could be included in the section on performance.] 

"A Saxophone In Movement: Josephine Baker and the Music of Dance," by 
Terri J. Gordon, Nottingham French Studies, vol. 43, no. 1 (Spring 2004): 3%52. 

Baker’s performance in La Rewte Negre resulted in her being characterized as a 
figure of urban modernity. "For dance critic Andre Levinson, Baker’s plastic poses had 
the potency of ’the finest examples of Negro sculpture;’ for a critic ofLe Soir, La Revue 
Negre constituted the ’quintessence meme du modernisme de music-hall;’ one spectator 
commented simply ’C’est cubiste.’ In the words of contemporary critics Karen Dalton 
and Henry Louis Gates, Jr., "Josephine Baker was primitivist-modernism on two legs, the 
cubists’ art negre in naked, human form" (p. 39). It was not only her stage performances 
that captured this new modern spirit but her lithographs that rendered Baker "a vivid 
articulation of the throbbing metropolis" and caused her to be characterized as both 
"ultramodern and ultraprimitive" (p. 40). 

Gordon asserts, "Primitive modernism in motion, Baker, considered by one critic 

’un saxophone en movement," embodied for many the spirit ofj azz. Baker’s introduction 
to Paris coincided with the introduction ofj azz when the James Reese’s Harlem’s 
Hellfighters, Seventy Black Devils, Will Marion Cook’s Southern Syncopated 
Orchestrata invaded European shores. When Baker arrived in Europe she provided the 
"physical expression of synchronized rhythms ofj azz" (pp 41-42). Baker more closely 
resembled le jazz hot which was described as "pure, primal music whose voluptuous and 
boiling notes stood close to an exotic source and whose solo instruments spoke, leapt 
about, j oked and improvised" (p.42). Andre Levinson in his review of Baker noted that 
"’there seemed to emanate from her violently shuddering body, her bold dislocations, her 
springing movements, a gushing stream of rhythm, it was she who led the spell-bound 
drummer and the fascinated saxophonist in the harsh rhythm of the ’blues.’ It was as 
though the j azz, catching on the wing the vibrations of this mad body, were interpreting, 
word by word, it s fantastic monologue." Baker’s debut also coincided with art produced 
by Matisse and Picasso which had been influenced by African painting and sculpture. It 
was the final dance of La Revue Negre where Baker performed the dance sauvage and 
solidified her image in European imaginations of American blackness. In another scene, 
she performs the bananna dance where "the explorer wakes up when Fatou, the native 
girl played by Baker, descends from a tree in a belt of bananas, a human prey and 
ultimate colonial fantasy." And when Baker extends this image into her off stage life by 
parading animals publicly she seals her image as the exotic and erotic, Other. Gordon 

suggests that "For Parisians, she imported the breath of the jungle ... she represented, in 
the eyes of the public, the return of the repressed, the black continent of Freud, the 



triumph of primitive and spontaneous instincts over the intellect" (p. 45). Gordon further 
proclaims that "a virtual menagerie was constructed around her: she was a she-monkey, a 
serpent, a giraffe, a kangaroo, a gorilla, a panther and an exotic bird" (p. 45). it is 
believed that Baker was responsible for reviving a weary war torn Europe. Though some 
critics applauded Baker, others viewed her as a sign of European degeneration. Despite 
such critics, Baker had become civilized, at least according to the French press some of 
whom proclaimed that she had become whiter. 

However, Gordon contends that "j azz [had] the power both to induce forgetting 
and to instill life into war-weary bodies. As Nancy Nenno points out, jazz as a ’healing 
tonic’ rej oined the host of drugs which provided a temporary haven from recent 
memories of the war .... [Andre] Levinson also conceived of African American musical 
idiom as a narcotic, as a healing agent with both sedating and intoxicating effects" (p.48). 
Gordon then shifts to a critique of the intoxicating effects of jazz music and how some 
warned against the harmful effects of the noise ofj azz. "As critic Jeffrey Jackson points 
out, jazz provided a unique cultural vehicle for the expression of an entire constellation of 
concerns about French identity in the post war period, fears both of regression and 
advance, of African arts and the machine age, of foreign influence and the loss of 
political power" (p. 50). 

Gordon then introduces Paul Morand’s work which attempts to discover the 
magic of black culture, particularly in its review of a chapter entitled, "Congo." In this 
work the writer traces the development from European to African culture where African 
culture is exoticized and racialized. With reference to Baker, Morand suggests that ’jazz 
music is the voice of... ancient aristocracy [and the] Congo’s transformative power 
operates primarily through the medium of dance. Morand infuses her movements with all 
the spontaneous energy and force imputed to the modern dance forms of Charleston, 
black-bottom and the foxtrot" (p.51). Gordon concludes, "It is the changing face of Paris 
which becomes the main character of Morand’s utopic vision: old Paris laughing its 
cynical, tired laugh, new Paris driven to distraction, a future Paris infused with energy 
and hope. Morand’s text brings out the restorative and revitalizing qualities imputed to 
jazz music and dance in the period. The essentializing tropes underscore the extent to 
which the reception of African American musical idioms were subj ect to European 
colonialist fantasies and the admiring embrace the extent to which these fantasies met the 
needs of a post-war generation." 
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Obama’s presidential inauguration During the civil rights era, his 
family was an integral part of the movement, had close ties to Martin 
Luther King, etc. 

JD. Lewis -- was one of the first and most visible blacks to work for 
"¢,rf~AL-television station. He had a dance show- on Saturdays for black 

adolescents (similar to ~vhat we now- kno~v as Soul Train) ~Vhile Jesse 
Helms (white conselv’ative) provided editorials on television to widen 
the divide on the basis of race, Lewis on the other hand was trying to 
mobilize the black con~munity Also, he might have been on radio before 
coming to television but I am less certain about this. His daughter, as 
you know Evelyn Lewis ~vas one of the first blacks to attend L~,-C-CH and 
played a role in pushing for the Department of African American 
Studies (She went to Harvard’s Law School and now teaches law at the 
University of California-Davis) tie also had a son, who is a lawyer as 
welh When I was a page in the House of Representatives as a teenager, 
J.D Lawson provided a social event ~2~r all of the black pages at his 
house and I remember this event quite well. This event was designed to 
acknowledge our achievement since whites were less embracing of us -- 
in fact, I was a page with Jesse Helms’ nephew. 

Reg, hope this helps and I can find out more if necessap)< Please 
forward to Holly because I did not have her emai[ readily available. 
Sorry it took so long to respond but I have been out of town. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting hildebra@email unc edu: 

> I)ear Charlene, 
> 

> One of the offshoots of our 40th anniversary panel is that we may get 
> a chance to get the papers of both J.B Lewis and Clarence Lightner 
> [’or the Southern Historical Co[]ection. You probab]y have met Holly 
> Smith who is the archivist ~2)r African American materia]s over there 
> Anyhow Holly is not from this area and I want her to be ful]y aware 
> of who JB. Lewis and C]arence Lightner were. 
> 

> Could you send her a few lines about each, or send them to me and I 
> will pass them on. I’m NOT asking you to do any research, just share 
> a sentence or two from your own memory about who they were and why 
> they were important. 
> 

> Thanks much. -Reg 
> 

> lI’you want to communicate directly with Holly her email is: 
> hasmith@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 25, 2010 2:03 PM 

Steven Tracy <sctracy@at?oam.umass.edu> 

Re: bfiefbios 

Dear Steve: Currently, I am working on my bio and hope to send later 
today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Steven Tracy 
<sctracy@afroam umass edu>: 

Hey, all: Illinois Press is moving quickly on the Chicago Bound 
Chicago Renaissance book, a refreshing change given the long process 
it took to get here[ 

~Vhat the?- need as soon as possible is 50-100 word bios for each of 
you If you would mail these to me as soon as you can, I will put 
them together and send them in immediately. 

Also, as I look around for cover art for the volume, I ask if an?- of 
you have any recommendations--preferable with a visual representation 

This is going to happen--and I know you must have doubted it, as I 
did many times. But we are in great hands no~v. 

Best, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 25, 2010 4:18 PM 

Steven Tracy <sctracy@at?oam.umass.edu> 

Re: brief bias 

Bio forWriters of Chicago Renafiss~ce.doc 

Dear Steve: Attached is my bio for your forthcoming collection If you 
need additional information, please let me know. I look forward to 
seeing the completed volume in print. Please let me kno~v that you have 
received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Steven 
Tracy <sctracy@afroam.umass edu>: 

He?-, all: Illinois Press is moving quickly on the Chicago Bound 
Chicago Renaissance book, a refreshing change given the long process 
it took to get here! 

What they need as soon as possible is 50-100 word bias [’or each of 
you. If you would mai[ these to me as soon as you can, I wil[ put 
them together and send them in immediately 

Also, as I look around for cover art [’or the volume, I ask if any of 
you have any recommendations--preferable with a visual representation. 

This is going to happen--and I know you must have doubted it, as I 
did maW times. But we are in great hands now 

Best, Steve 



Bio for Writers of the Chicago Renaissance 

Submitted by Charlene Regester 

October 25, 2010 

Currently, I am an Associate Professor in the Department of African & Afro-American 
Studies at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Recent publications include: 
African American Actresses: 7he Struggle for l/Tsibility, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2010) My publications include essays on early black film stars 
and filmmakers that have appeared in j ournals such as: Film Literature Quarterly, 
Popular Cu#ure Review, Western Journal of Black Studies, Studies in American Culture, 

Film History, Journal of Fihn and Video, et. al. Additionally, I se~’e on the editorial 
board of the Journal of Film and Video and Screening Noir. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 25, 2010 4:34 PM 

cwilson@NCCU.EDU 

Fwd: Call For Proposals --AASLH 2011 Annual Cont~rence 

CFP 2011 Draft-B.doc; ATT00001 .c 

..... Forwarded message from       @mindspring corn ..... 
Date: Wed, 20 Oct 2010 15:27:35 -0400 
From: "L Teresa Church" @mindspring.com> 

Reply-To: "L Teresa Church" @mindspring.com> 
Sut~iect: Cal[ For Proposals--AASLtl 2011 Annual Corfference 

To: regester@email unc edu, Hildebra@email uric edu 

Dear Charlene and Reggie, 

I am sending you a copy of the Call [’or Proposals for the American 
Association for State and Loca[ History (AASLtl). A copy of the CFP is 
attached to this message and can also be accessed via the following 
link: 

http:/iva,cw.aaslh, or~/2011 callforproposals.htm 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



AASLHAnnual Meeting Call for Session Proposals 
Proposals Due: November 17, 2010 

Location: Richmond, VA 
Meeting Dates: September 14-17, 2011 

Dear Colleagues: 

The American Association for State and Local History (~\SLH) will present its 2011 annual meeting in Richmond, 
VA, from September 14-17. Our 2011 theme is Com~vemora/iom The P~vmise of Remembrance a~dNew Begimri~gs. 

The Theme 

The promise of remembrance is the work of commemoration, the responsibiliD- to mark and search for the 
meanings of our ancestors’ achievements and afflictions. Their monuments and moments are the: promise they left 
to us to build the next generation of new beginnings. The 2011 American Association for State and Local ttistory 
~amnual Meeting will be held in Richmond, Virginia, one of the IWlost history-rich cities in our nation; a city that 
holds outstanding opportunities to experience commemorative sites, spaces, and collections that are key pieces of 
our nation’s memory--the proud, the conflicted, and the complex realities that call us to "de/’ history. Here is the 
opportunity, at the time of the 150~h anniversary of our nation’s Civil War and the 10~h anniversary of 9/11 to 
engage in fresh and candid conversations from the banks of the beautiful James River. 

In 2011, AASLH members will find themselves in the folds of America’s beginnings where the threads of our 
federal government were generated and the mottoes of our national heritage were initially scripted. Monuments and 
museums attest to the multitude of achievements and sacrifices made by our famous forbearers, while historic sites, 
markers, and trails tell the stories of the thousands of anonymous people xvho labored in making their contributions 
to building the city, state, region, and nation. 

Remembrance is a dynamic challenge that poses potential conflicts xvhen we must decide whose lens to use to see 
the past. Richmond offers visitors a vast array of commemorative sites and museums. For example, the American 
Civil War Center at Historic Tredegar explores the U.S. Civil War from multiple perspectives, and the Vir~nia 
Holocaust Museum includes an international mission to teach tolerance through education. Influential, heroic 
~,a~nericans are remembered at Thomas Jefferson’s boyhood home at Tuckahoe Plantation, at St. John’s Episcopal 
Church where Patrick Henry declared "Give me liberty or give me death," and at the Maggie L. Walker Site, xvhich 
reminds visitors of the triumphs of African Americans even when confronted by inequality and segregation. 
Historic Monument Avenue prompts dynamic discussions about whose stories are presetwed in stone and metal for 
present and furore generations to contemplate. Such sites are meant for us to learn from, to study, to question, to 
admire, and to perpetuate. How- does commemoration change over time? What do historic events, sites, and people 
mean to us today? g’%at will they mean to our children and to their children? And what do these changes tell us 
about wider changes in society? AASLH members in Richmond will discover resources of new beginnings for their 
own xvork folded within the River City’s rich history. 

AASIM-2011 in Richmond holds the promise: of new beginnings. Commemoration provides us with sites for 
education, sites for commerce, and sites for reflection. We, as a profession, are on a continuing quest to make 
collections and sites of commemoration meaningful and relevant; to increase their relevance to an ever-broadening 
and diverse audience; to meet the challenges of changing forms of communication and changing economy; and to 
take advantage: of the constantly emerging technologies that have the potential to enable us to increase access to 
history experiences. The promise of remembrance and new beginnings is inherent in the work of commemoration, 
a core promise that energizes our investigations and innovations in the work of history. 

American Association for State and Local History 



AASLHAnnual Meeting Call for Session Proposals 
Proposals Due: November 17, 2010 

Location: Richmond, VA 
Meeting Dates: September 14-17, 2011 

In the spirit of this theme, the Program Committee is seeking proposals that: 
¯ Present models and examples of best practices 
¯ Showcase innovative approaches to remembrance and commemoration 
¯ Bring to light leading edge issues and concerns 
¯ Share tools for successful work in museums and historical organizations 
¯ Introduce provocative ideas for discussion 
¯ Offer innovative methods to increase access to and dissemination of history information and ideas 
¯ Promote critical organizational review and revitalization 
¯ Examine unsuccessful ventures we can learn from 
¯ Proposals that specifically address issues relevant to the U.S. Civil War, 9-11, and the Civil Rights Movement are 

encouraged 

Successful proposals will offer original approaches for engaging and dynamic sessions that inspire creativity, conversation, 
reflection and renewal, and help to reaffirm the work museums axed history orgaa~izaions provide to the greaer commtmity. 
In planning your proposal, consider the following, what can vve learn from your proposed session? 

1) Strengthen your institution in an ever changing museum world? 
2) Develop collaborative partnerships that enhance and empower your mission? 
3) Quanti~ your organizational impact? 
4) Leverage your strength as a keeper of historical truth and authenticity? 
5) Deliver a new "experience"? 
6) Connect personal and commtmity histories to larger themes? 
7) Connect new and broader audiences with your site, collections, and intellectual resources? 
8) Market and promote yourself creatively? 
9) Build community and be a player in social change? 
10) Inspire discussion about the work of commemoration and remembrance? 

Accepted Formats 
Proposals will be accepted in one of the following six formats: 

1) Panels 
2) Workshops 
3) Roundtables 
4) Point/Cotmterpoint 
5) Laboratories 
6) Current Issues Forum 

Requirements 

Each session must have a chairperson responsible for finding other speakers and coordinating logistics. 2M1 chairs must be 
affiliated with ax~ institutional member or be an AASLII individual member. Topics for sessions should fall into at least one of 
the categories listed on page one of the Proposal Form. 

Proposals must be submitted on a Call for Proposals form. You may submit the form via email, fax, or mail. To obtain a copy 
in Microsoft Word to complete and submit via email, send a message to membership@aaslh.org. For more information, visit 
the AASLt{ website, wvwv.aaslh.org, or contact Bethany Hawkins at Hawkins@aaslh.org or by phone at 615-320-3203. 

Thank you. 
Sincerely, 

Julie Rose 
2011 ~amnual Meeting Program Chair 
Director, West Baton Rouge Museum 
Baton Rouge, LA 

American Association for State and Local History 



1) 

3) 

AASLHAnnual Meeting Call for Session Proposals 
Proposals Due: November 17, 2010 

Location: Richmond, VA 
Meeting Dates: September 14-17, 2011 

Select a Topic: Participating in local, regional, or national meetings is an effective way to share your ide, as or 
challenges with the: field while encouraging discussion of significant issues among your colleagues. 

Choose a Format: There are six different formats for ~,%~SLH annual meeting sessions. Select one of the 
following that best fits your topic. 

A Panelhas more than one main speaker and examine, s historical or professional problems and issues, 
often with differing perspectives. Each panel must have a chair and may have up to three additional 
speakers. Panel sessions are normally 75 minutes including ample time for questions and answers, but if 
appropriate, some double sessions may be scheduled. 

A Workshop teaches special skills in a small group setting. Workshops are led by experts and include 
appropriate printed materials. The workshop chair may set a limit t-or enrollment. Your proposal should 
specify the particular skills the workshop will teach, as well as the methods and techniques instructors 
will use. Workshops are scheduled for Tuesday as a pre-meeting event during the annual meeting. 
Workshops can be full-day or half-day. Participants in workshop sessions pay fees that contribute to the 
conference budget. Workshop presenters contribute their presentations, as do all session panelists. 

A Roundtable considers a specific issue in an informal group discussion led by one or two moderators 
(including the: chairperson). Moderators should use effective: techniques to stimulate maximum group 
participation. Roundtables are normally 75 minutes. 

A Point/Counterpoint session has two speakers who each take an opposing viewpoint on a current 
issue or hot topic in the field. This lively debate is followed by ample time for audience discussion. 

A Lab is an informal, hands-on educational experience that usually occurs off-site at a historic site or 
setting. It lasts approximately two to three hours including time for transportation. Pre-registered 
participants typically pay a nominal tee for each lab to cover transportation costs to and from the site. 

A Current Issues forum includes one or avo panelists who introduce a current issue and provide 
remarks about its implications for historical organizations. Session attendees identify one or more 
questions that the field should address and suggest solutions. The final report may be published in an 
AASLH publication or other format. 

Select Your Chair and Panelists: Every session must have a chairperson who is responsible for the 
organization and management of the session including lo~stics, requests for materials and equipment, 
communication with participants and _/L~_SLH staff, and leading the actual session. All session chairs must be 
affiliated xvith an institutional member OR be an individual member of ~,%SSLH. Most sessions include one 
chairperson and up to three presenters. If more than three panelists are listed, the program committee may 
accept the session but ~vill remove panelists as it deems appropriate. Note: No individual may serve in more 
than two sessions. 

5) 

Complete the Session Proposal Form: Each proposal must include a completed proposal form; a list that 
identifies the chair and up to thre, e pane, lists; a fifty word description of the, session that will be used to describe 
the session in the annual meeting program; and a 125 word abstract that outlines the session’s core issues and 
significance to the field, and summarizes the main points to be covered. 

Submit your Proposal: Submit your proposal via email, fax, or mail by the deadline (November 17, 2010) to 
Bethany Hawkins at ~_SLH. Session chairs will be notified of their proposal’s status by February 28, 2011. 

American Association for State and Local History 



6) 

7) 

AASLHAnnual Meeting Call for Session Proposals 
Proposals Due: November 17, 2010 

Location: Richmond, VA 
Meeting Dates: September 14-17, 2011 

Registration Fees & Cost: Chairs and panelists must register for the annual meeting for the day on which the, y 
speak and will receive complimentary registration for that day only. Speakers are encouraged to take: advantage 
of their attendance and register for the full meeting. ~\SLH does not pay travel costs or honoraria for any 
session chairs or panelists. Session chairs are responsible for making sure that all panelists register for the 
annual meeting. 

Scheduled Sessions: ~M~_SLH planning staffwill assign all session times and dates. Submission of a proposal 
indicates your willingness to accept the schedule as assigned. You may submit a request for a specific date or 
time; however we: cannot guarantee that vve can honor all requests. 

American Association for State and Local History 



AASLHAnnual Meeting Call for Session Proposals 
Proposals Due: November 17, 2010 

Location: Richmond, VA 
Meeting Dates: September 14-17, 2011 

Session Title: 

This session addresses issues __ Administration Financial Management 

related to: 
Please check the most appropriate 
catego~y for your sessiom 

__ Capital Projects 
__ Collections/Exhibits 
__ Community Engagement/ 

Collaboration 

__ Diversi~ 
__ Education/Interpretation 

Evaluation 

__ Facilitie s / Operation s 

__ Funding/Fundraising 
t luman Resources 

__ Leadership/Governance 
__ Marketing 
__ Professional Career Development 
__ Publishing and New Media 
__ TechnologTi Digitiz ation 

Tribal Track 
Volm~teers 

Format of Session (check one): __ Current Issues Forum Roundtable 
__ Lab __ Workshop 
__ Panel __ FuZZ day or__ Half day 
__ Point/Counterpoint __ Em~o//mem /imi~ 

Session Description (50-words or 

less): I[ session is accepted, this will be 
used in the printed annual meeting 

program guide. 

What are your primary goals for 

this session? Minimum o~ three, 

maximum o~ six 

What is your target audience of 
history professionals? 

What are the central issues, the 
significance to the field, and the 
main points to be covered in the 
proposed session? ~25 words or less 

Session Chair Name: 

Title: 

institution: 

Mailing Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Phone: 

Emaih 

American Association for State and Local History 



AASLHAnnual Meeting Call for Session Proposals 
Proposals Due: November 17, 2010 

Location: Richmond, VA 
Meeting Dates: September 14-17, 2011 

Other session participants: (Please fully list all participants including addresses, phone, e-mail, etc. Failure’, to 
submit complete information may cause a delay in the review of the proposal.) 

Presenter 1 

Name: 

Title: 

Institution: 

Mailing Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Phone: 

Email: 

Presenter 2 

Name: 

Title: 

Institution: 

Mailing Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Phone: 

Email: 

Presenter 3 

Name: 

Title: 

Institution: 

Mailing Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Phone: 

Email: 

Presenter 4 

Name: 

Title: 

Institution: 

Mailing Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Phone: 

Email: 

American Association for State and Local History 



AASLHAnnual Meeting Call for Session Proposals 
Proposals Due: November 17, 2010 

Location: Richmond, VA 
Meeting Dates: September 14-17, 2011 

Session Proposal Submitted by: 

Name: 

Title: 

Institution: 

Mailing Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Phone: 

Email: 

Return this completed session proposal form, the description and abstract, and participant 
information for the chair and panelists to the address listed below-. Incomplete submissions xvill not 
be reviewed. Deadline to submit session proposals is November 17~ 2010. 

Submit Proposals To: 

Bethany Hawkins 

AASLH 

1717 Church Street 

Nashville, TN 37203 
Phone: 615-320-3203 

Fax: 615-327-9013 
Email: hawkins@aaslh.org 

American Association for State and Local History 



You may already know about this conference. If not, I want to bring it 

to your attention in case you are interested. Please feel free to 

share the announcement as you see fit. The 2011 Annual Meeting is 

taking place in Richmond Virginia from September 14-17. Proposals are 

due by Novezioer 17 

Best as always, 

Teresa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 1:53 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Baker Introduction: Embodied Pertbrmance 

Baker IntroductionEmbodied Perfo~m~ce.doc 

Dear Mae: Attached is the section on embodied performance for the 
introduction. I have not yet had a chance to read the introduction but 
will do so in the next couple of days Will forward the final 
categories whenever I finish revie~ving the essays. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 

Embodied Performance 

"Josephine Baker and La Revue Negre: From Ethnography to Performance," Mae G. 
Henderson, Text and Performance Quarterly, vol. 23, no. 2 (April 2003): 107-133. 

Did not summarize this essay since you are more familiar with your own work that any 

summary that I might provide. If you still want me to do so, then let me know. 

"Queen of the Colonial Exposition": Josephine Baker’s Strategic Performance by Michael 

Borshuk, Forecast: Forum for European Contributions in African American Studies vol. II 

(2003): 47-65. 

Borshuk argues that Baker was more of a "’concept rather than a person’" (p. 47). it is his 

position that a number of contemporaries in the 1920s and 1930s utilized her image for whatever 

she meant or represented to them as in the case of Ernest Hemingway who constructed her in a 

rather sexualized way - an image that was in direct contradiction to how Baker remembered her 

meeting with him. Borshuk claims that "Painters, film-makers, couturiers, lovers and audi ences 

also tried to pigeonhole Baker in the early days of her career: she inspired Alexander Calder’s 

early wire sculptures; posed for Picasso, Georges Rouault and Paul Colin; worked with Bunuel 

in the movies; outfitted herself in Poiret’s designs, and won the attention and admiration of a 

myriad of others" (p. 48). Because of the multiple ways by which she was coded in this period, 

Borshuk argues that "the chameleon manner she exhibited onstage and in her off-stage 

projections to the media was strategic. Baker used a calculated slipperness amidst a variety of 

cultural contests to undermine damaging constructions of blackness in the 1920s and 30s" (p.48). 

He further contends that "She was able to diminish the negative power of governing stereotypes 

and discursive impositions by situating herself at the exaggerated limits of those distorted 

representations, within the self-consciously illusory spectacle of the stage and the contrived 

exhibition of celebrity life" (p. 48). Baker has been criticized for appropriating these stereotypes 

who played the collective Other in the white imagination. Yet, this is a gross misconception of 

Baker. As he launches this archeological study of Baker even the sources used for study are 

complicated by the passage of time as well as the inconsistencies apparent in biographies of 

Baker. Borshuk suggests that Baker "cultivated a version of the premeditated ambiguity that Ann 

Douglass argues was a popular strategy of resistance among black performers in the 1920s." (p. 

50). He obsew’es that many critics "rarely see her chameleon quality as a result of her own 



{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 

careful fluidity or a desire to remain forever slippery and unfixed" (p. 51 ). He suggests that 

Baker impressed Parisians as both delightfully novel and controversial, evident when she was 

characterized as Queen of the Colonial Exposition of 1931 - unfortunately, her nomination was 

rescinded when protests erupted that she was American and not French; that she was not a native 

speaker of French or any African dialects; and that she processed her hair clearly not 

representing an authentic native/colonial. Though Baker’s performances teased the colonial 

fantasy she was as much western as were her spectators. "Baker collapsed the trope by 

juxtaposing ’modernity’ and ’prehistory’ in herself, revealing those ostensibly divided notions to 

exist in the same geographical place, on the same temporal plane" and seemed to confirm 

stereotypes so that she could tear them apart. "For years, Baker repeatedly embodied the black’ s 

purported animal spirit in her onstage routines" (p. 54). Borshuk suggests that Baker played ~vith 

voyeurism as illuminated by Sander Gilman who explored how black women were reduced to 

their sexuality and "moral panic" to use the words of Hazel Carby who suggested that the black 

migrant woman was viewed as a social danger. "Thus, she pushed the construction of herself as a 

sexual threat to exaggerated extremes, portraying herself as not jus a moral period but as a 

veritable danger in the jungle spectacle" (p. 56). Baker then symbolizes Judith Butler’s 

suggestion of performance in drag which hints at the fact that gender itself is a performance and 

Baker plays with parody in the same way. Baker’s parody "challenged the veracity of primitivist 

conventions by pushing them into absurdity and exposing their essentially contrived nature." (p. 

57). The result is that "Superficially, Baker may have appeared in her performances to be 

acquiescing to racist conventions with minimal resistance. However, Baker’s utilization of the 

animal/primitive stereotype was a deceptively clever parody that spoke concession while it 

whispered rebuttal" (p. 57). Borshuk claims that "Baker intentionally constructed her offstage 

visage as the antithesis of the primitive guise she repeatedly assumed onstage. In addition, 

though Baker fit the calculated incongruity between her two sides into her act to maximize its 

exposure" (p. 58). Moreover, Baker blurred the boundaries between black and white evident 

when because she wore white face powder on stage, critics wondered if she were black or white 

and although she wore skin-whitening powder and a blonde wig her "racial masquerade was 

never an" attempt to pass for ~vhite. (p.59). Instead it speaks to Michael A~vkward’s term of 

"transraciality" ... "which illuminates the disruptive effects Baker might elicit through the 

transformation of conventionally ’black features .... Through her hair Baker could effect the 

disruptive mode of transraciality; ve~ specific aspects of her body could be manipulated to 

subservise ends in challenging conventional constructions of race" (p.60-61). Baker’ s dances 

also reflected this mobility in that her performances "showcased certain body parts ~vhile 

commanding notice of the entire mobile design" (;p. 61). Baker employed these strategies in her 

off-stage life and according to Borshuk, "this proclivity for inverting the dynamic of sexual 

attraction and resituating herself as the victimized obj ect of attraction rather than the sexual 

threat was evident in her offstage life as well" (p. 62). "While Baker could tease sexual anxiety 

between the races in one way by constructing white men as predato~T and questioning her 

posisiton as the object of desire, she played on anxiety of another manner by obscuring the 
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boundary between ’female’ temptation and ’male’ danger" (p. 62). Baker also strategically 

played with androdyny. She conveyed that "the figure who had first appeared as a topless savage 

woman had evolved into a lighter-skinned, well-dressed man. The stereotypical Other had 

assumed its oppressor’s face" (p. 63). Borshuk concludes, "Incessantly elusive, Baker was the 

slippery signifier in the racial and sexual spectacles of Jazz Age popular culture." (p.64). 

"The Black Body," in Primitivist Modernism: Black Culture and the Origins of Transatlantic 

Modernism by Sieglinde Lemke (Oxford University Press, 1998), pp 95-116. 

After Baker’s introduction to Paris, according to Lemke, the "collective infatuation with 

Josephine Baker was at the center of the broader trend we know as the vogue negre. The French 

audience and critics went so far as to Gallicize her name, symbolically adopting and naturalizing 

her as ’La Bakaire" or simply as ’Josephine.’ How was it possible that a nineteen-year-old girl 

who had previously appeared only behind blackface in burlesques was now widely celebrated as 

la vedette noire, the black star?" (p. 96). Lemke proposes that such stardom could be attributed 

to Baker’s novel blend of exoticism and eroticism that "appealed to a j aded bourgeois audience 

yearning for excitement" (p.96) Clearly, Baker’s performances where she crawled on the floor, 

walked on all fours and moved her body in tantalizing ways spoke to Europe’s exotic fantasies 

and their conceptions of Africa. "The Parisian spectators became voyeurs: Baker’s black body 

was their object of desire" (p. 97). Lemke continues, "Inviting the French gaze, she became their 

pet, or, should we say, their panther, titillating and tame - potentially dangerous .... Her breasts 

exposed and her legs and arms turned outward, Baker seems ecstatic. Her feet are not touching 

the ground; she seems to be flying or hovering. Her thick lips, dark skin, and seductiveness make 

her the epitome of the savage" (p. 97). Lemke adds that "The jungle d~cor, a metaphor 

reinforcing her black nudity, called out to repressed Europeans to colonize, consume, and 

symbolically devour the black body ... Baker was a mysterious and uncanny being who walked a 

tightrope between the world of the jungle and the world of modem technology" (p. 98). Based on 

the accounts of Baker provided by her contemporaries, Baker was perceived as embodying "’hot 

rhythm’" (African American j azz) and the "’the purest in African motion’" (African dance.). 

While some critics were confused about Baker’s gender and without resolving the dilemma of 

her identity claims that she represented the "’fugitive,’ ..... the ectoplasm of all sounds,’" the 

"’triumph of lubricity’" (p. 100). Lemke suggests that, "This fragmented cryptic passage reflects 

the difficulties critics encountered when they attempted to define the conundrum of Baker’s 

gender and color" (100). But Baker represented more than this and "her function was to 

rejuvenate and redeem, and she occupied a large space in the collective cultural imagination of 

mid-1920s Paris" (p. 100). Moreover, "Baker managed to rewrite the collective image that 

Europeans had constructed of black female sexuality" (p. 100). Lemke acknowledges that 

"While Europeans poked fun at the Hottentot Venus-often quite literally poling at her hips and 
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her vagina---during the nineteenth century, the twentieth century adored and almost deified 

Baker as the ’Ebony Venus’" (p. 101). According to Lemke, "During les armeesfolles, when the 

French tried to supersede the moral concepts of their father’s generation, when sexuality was no 

longer considered amoral, this display of black female sexuality on stage was a conduit through 

which many spectators tried to subvert received social and religious attitudes toward sexuality, 

curiously enough, by symbolically embracing the black other" (p. 101). Therefore, Baker "was a 

counterforce to the wear?- and anemic mechanical world that Paris felt it had become. She was 
the great black hope, so to speak, who would impede the process of decay - and thereby stop the 

metropolis ’from dying from the weight of civilization’" (p. 101). Based on Baker’s own 

comments, Lemke surmises that Baker "is a dark horse, but by mockingly claiming ’you will 

never be a black mare,’ she is telling the French that their attempts to turn their white skin the 

color of leather are in vain" (p. 102). 

Lemeke then poses, "Why would Baker be complicit in her own obj ectification or, symbolically 

speaking, her own incarceration?" (p. 103) While Baker played into the stereotypes of blackness 

in her performances and "willingly played the role of the savage as long as she was adequately 

compensated .... This is the crucial difference between European artists’ appropriating African 

sculptures and European audiences’ consuming Baker’s black, nude, and sculptured body... With 

Baker, in other words, the process of reinvigoration went both ways." (p. 103). He further 

concedes that "Far from being a passive obj ect of the voyeuristic gaze, as the Hottentot Venus 

had been, Baker was an exhibitionist who did everything possible to turn her spectators into 

voyeurs. In fact, what is most notable about Baker is that she was both the subject and object of 

primitivism" (103). 

Although Baker brought African American culture to European shores, she was dismissed by the 

mainstream American press as the New York Times only offered twelve short articles on Baker 

between 1927 and 1930. "While the most common position was denial, several forms of racism 

manifested themselves in the American press" (p. 104). Some of these reports depicted her as 

being unreliable and irresponsible in addition to hurling insults at Baker. Lemke suggested that 

"While the passage humiliates Baker, it also formulates an attack against the French; in fact, it 

seems as if she is only a pretext for the petty, nationalist sniping" (p. 105). When the black 

American press reported on Baker they made her a role model, treated her sympathetically as she 

signified the rags to riches phenomenon; and provided disproportionate coverage of her marriage 

to Pepito Abatino who was white and allegedly a descendent of royalty reflecting upon 

interracial marriages - a practice that was still illegal in the U.S. In the black press, Baker began 

to be utilized as a weapon to challenge racial inequities in America. But more than that, some 

began to feel as though Baker had distanced herself from America and did not feel that she was 

an integral part of the African American community, particularly evident when she claimed that 

she could no longer live in America as Europe seemed to be more receptive to blacks. Despite, 

this alienation, Baker, however could not escape criticisms even among the adoring French. 
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Lemke claims that, "Their desire to make Josephine Baker ’a whitened, Gallicized actress’ 

reveals the prejudice of French nationalism and racism, which, [Nancy] Cunard argues, was 

equal to - if not worse than - that &the Anglo-Saxon countries" (p. 107). Lemke further 

contends that "Scolding Baker for allowing the French to feel triumphant, Cunard ignores the 

fact that Baker declared independence from European fantasies of who and what a black woman 

is and, doing so, displayed her own agency. Her indignation over the change of Baker’s public 

persona is itself a racist attitude disguised as love for the primitive" (p. 107). By the late 1920s 

Baker abandoned her primitive style of dancing and after studying French, dancing, and singing, 

she "renounced the role of the primitive femme fatale, appeared in glamorous gowns, ~vore 

diamonds, and became a ’lady’" (p. 107). In doing so, Baker was regarded as an artist rather than 

just a singer and dancer - she extended her talents to not only the stage but film and music. As a 

result, Lemke suggests that "her persona was a conscious production and that, as such, it was 

prototypically modernist" (p. 108). Lemke then poses, "In which way can Baker be taken as an 

expression of- or even a creator of- the modernist aesthetic?" He further states that critics such 

as Michele Wallace have called for Baker to be an integral part of modernism "What is safe to 

say is that Baker’s performance, particularly in her early career, included mostly improvised 

dance numbers; she, perhaps unknowingly, transgressed the conventions of choreographed 

dance. She boldly deviated from the conventions of ballroom dancing and standard dance 

choreography" (p. 109). According to Mindy Aloff, "what made her dancing so sensational 

was...Baker’s ability to move different parts of her body to different rhythms .... Aloff, then, 

credits Baker with having added syncopation to dance and suggests that, in doing so, Baker 

revolutionized the genre" (p. 1109). Added to this, Baker managed to bridge different styles of 

dance. A ccording to Lemke, "B aker rei nvented h er arti sti c styl e form a comi c m in strel s el f to the 

primitivist self epitomized in the dans sauvage, and then, finally, to her arti stic performance 

mode" (p. 110). Moreover, Baker managed to bridge high culture with low culture. Lemke 

proclaims that Baker "was primitivist modernism in blackface and on two legs. What is crucial to 

Baker’s particular version of primitivist-moderni sm is that it is dynamic, dialectical, and 

ultimately self-referential .... [She] was both the object and subject of primitivist modernism" (p. 

110). 

Lemke then reveals that, "Instead of walking into a museum to be inspired by African art, as 

Picasso had done, Baker turned her body into a museum and invited the audience to enter it. 

Putting on a black mask, she became a cultural impersonator who subverted the received order of 

Western dance conventions and pioneered a performance art. Baker then created an artistic 

expression we might call popular modernism" (p. 111). Referring to Picasso allows Lemke to 

contrast Baker and the artist. "Baker casts herself as a critical commentator and transcends her 

image as an object of exoticism comparable to African sculpture. Although Baker suggests that 

she differs from Picasso - the mispronunciation of his name is an indicator of this distance--she 

still compares herself to the famous artist. We can extrapolate from her self-assertiveness that 
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she thinks of herself as a counterforce to him .... Baker presents herself as an opinionated person 

whose status is equal to Picasso’s" (p.111). 

Lemke then shit, s to Baker’s ability to cross the color line and then reveals the novel, Mon sang 

dans tes veines, written with Felix de la Camara and Pepito Abatino, where a white male who 

rejects a black woman is later involved in an accident and has to have a blood transfusion to 

survive and it is the black woman who provides the blood needed on which his survival depends. 

Upon discovering that the donor was black, he breaks off his engagement with his fiancee 

because he now has black blood. Baker clearly was speaking to America’ s racial politics and 

commenting on the tragedy of interracial relationships. Lemke claims that "~on sang darts tes 

veines becomes Baker’s abreaction--an exorcism text--against Jim Crowism and those who 

were convinced that one drop of black blood meant the end of civilization itself’’ (p. 113). 

Lemke observes that in the text "the last sentence of the preface - ’Joan said that she would have 

preferred the beautiful country of humility’ - is disconcerting. Was Josephine Baker signifying 

on her own public primitivist self and the wealth it had brought to her? Or was she expressing a 

sense of nostalgia for what she had left behind, paying homage to the many black women who 

had no choice but to remain in a country that humiliated them?" 

Lemke concludes that "Baker embodied the ~lan vital, a bursting vivacity that was associated 

more with premodern and non-Western worlds than with early twentieth-centu~ Europe. 

Nevertheless, it was precisely the popular, modernist European world - its tensions, its 

contradictions, its ironies - that she embodied in blackface" (p. 116). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 9:47 AM 

Culbert, Caroline <culbert@unc.edu> 

RE: Acldand Visit in November 

Dear Caroline: Truthfully, I forgot to mention yesterday in class since 
we had an exam as well as the fact that I returned their papers We 
have an event tonight and I ~vill mention to my class and will get back 
with you asap. Thanks for the reminder. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting "Culbert, Caroline" <culbert@unc.edu>: 

Good morning Prof. Regester, 

I just wanted to check in with you and see if you had a chance to 
discuss visiting the Ackland ~vith your students Please let me know 
if you need an?’ further information about dates available for tours, 
cua~cent exhibitions, etc. 

Have a great day, 
Caroline 

Caroline Culbert 
Assistant for Academic Programs 
Ackland Art Museum 
culbert@unc edu 
919.962.3342 (p) 
919966.1400 (t’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@emaihunc.edu [mailto:reaester(&)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 21,2010 4:41 PM 
To: Culbert, Caroline 
Sut~ject: Re: Ackland Visit in November 

Dear Carolina: I will have to get back with you after I meet with my 
students following the break. Thanks for following up on this matter 
Sincerely, Charlene Regeste Quoting "Culbert, Caroline" 

<culbert@unc.edu>: 

>> Hi Prof. Regester, 
>> 

>> My name is Carnline and I handle tour scheduling here at the Ackland 
>> so Rob let me know that you’re interested in bringing your AFAM 276 
>> class to see the Jacob La*vrence prints. I’ve looked over the calendar 
>> and the best two Tuesdays available are Nov. 16th or Nov. 30th. 
>> Please let me know *vhich you prefer and I will confirm your visit 
>> Also, Rob will be in touch with you when he returns next *veek 
>> concerning the content of you tour. 
>> 

>> Thanks and have a great day, 
>> Caroline 
>> 

>> Carnline Culbert 
>> Assistant for Academic Prngrams 
>> Ackland Art Museum 
>> The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Campus Box 3400 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> culbert@unc.edu<mailto:culbcrt(d}email.tmc.edu> 
>> 919.962.3342 (p) 
>> 919.966.1400 
>> 

>> Now- oi1 view-: 
>> Flowers from Earth and Sand: Art Glass & Ceramics 1880-1950 
>> and a dozen other galleries filled with alt and ideast 
>> ww~v.ackland.org<http ://www. ackland.or~/> 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 9:49 AM 

su~ime@companioncamp.net 

Re: Letters 

Letterl for NeighborsOctober 25.doc; Lettel2for NeighborsOctober 25.doc 

Dear Susanne: Thanks for the recommendation I have two additional 
letters that I will need for you to edit. I ~vill t~ to send in the 
same email but if not I will send in separate emails Let me kno~v that 
you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Susanne Carter <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 

Charlene, 

Here you go! 

Susanne 

regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>> Dear Susanne: Attached is a letter that I would like ]2~r you to 
>> review for Please let me know that you have received this 
>> material. Also, I have a few more pieces that I will be sending in 
>> the next couple of days Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> Susanne Carter <susanne@compamoncamp.net>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> Here is the edited essay I found the name of the song the chorus 
>>> was singing and inserted it. Very interesting[ 

>>> We are now at 6 hours of editing May I send you an invoice? 

>>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the essay on Precious previously 
>>>> mentioned I assume that you had received this work but apparently 
>>>> in my haste to leave town, I forgot to send. Edit at your earliest 
>>>> convenience. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>> Regester Quoting Susanne Carter <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 

>>>>> Charlcne, 

>>>>> I carmot find it in my e-mail. If you’ll resend, I’ll edit it ASAP. 

>>>>> By the way, I read the novel/Push/and watched the movie 
>>>>>/Precious/--both were very’, very" powcrful. 

>>>>> regester@email.~c.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Susam~e: I sent you a copy of a long essay on the fihn 
>>>>>> entitled, Precious. It was some 35 pages. I will have to 
>>>>>> re-locate and resend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>> Susartrle <susatme@companioncamp.net>: 

>>>>>>> I don’t remember a third docmnent. Can you resend it? I’ll 
>>>>>>> get right on 

>>>>>>> ......... Original Message ........ 
>>>>>>> From: regester@email.unc.edu 
>>>>>>> To: susanne@companioncamp net <susanne@companioncamp net> 
>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Thanks 
>>>>>>> Date: 18/08/10 11:40 

>>>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for editing the proposal and letter. Only 

>>>>>>>> have I had time to look at these documents Let me know when the essay 
>>>>>>>> on Precious will be completed -- ho~vever, no rush just take your time 
>>>>>>>> My school is beginning and it is hectic Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>>>>> Quoting Susanne Carter &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt;: 

>>>>>>>> &gt; Charlene, 
>>>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt; Here’s no 1. 
>>>>>>>> &gt; 

>>>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt; regester@email.nnc edu wrote: 



>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Please edit the following comments that 
>>>>>>>> I made at a 

>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt; recent conference These materials are needed :[’or 

>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt; regarding the conference. Thanks much for your assistance and 

>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt; let me l,mow that you have received this material. Sincerely, 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt; Charlene Regester Quoting Susanne Carter 
>>>>>>> &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt;: 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Hi Charlene, 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Here’s an invoice for the editing work I’ve done 

>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; past few months. Thanks. 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susatme 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; -- 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne Carter 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 919-545-CAMP (919-545 -2267) 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; susamxe@companioncamp.net 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; xwgw.companioncamp.net 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt; -- 

>>>>>>>> &gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>>>>>>>> &gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>>>>>>> &gt; Plttsboro, NC 27312 
>>>>>>>> &gt; 919-545 -CAMP (919-545-2267) 
>>>>>>>> &gt; susanne@companioncamp net 
>>>>>>>> &gt; www.companioncamp net 
>>>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>>>> &gt; 

>>>>>>> Message sent using UebiM~au 2.7 10 

>>>>> Compamon (;amp, LLC 
>>>>> 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 

>>>>> Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>>>> 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 
>>>>> susanne@companioncamp net 

>>> Susarme Carter 
>>> Companion Camp, LLC 
>>> 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>> Pit*sboro, NC 27312 
>>> 919 -545 -CAM-P (919-545 -2267) 

>>> v, oa, w. c omp anioncamp.n et 

> Susamxe Carter 
> Compat~ion Camp, LLC 
> 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
> Pittsboro, NO 27312 
> 919-545-C.¢xMP (919-545 -2267) 
> susamxe@companioncamp.net 



> wxvw compamoncamp.net 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 11:31 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: time for meeting 

Dear Ken: Yes, I will but as previously noted mornings are not good for 
me. I like to start on my research and use later in the day when I am 
tired to attend a meeting. Furthermore these meetings have been so 
irritating they basically ruin the rest of my day. I do not like to 
waste my valuable time ~vhen my thinking is the clearest for meetings 
that go no where. But for the purposes of being cooperative, I will 
attend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Kenneth Janken 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>: 

> Dear Charlene, 

> I wanted to check in ~vith you about the time for this meeting. 
> Unfortunately, there was no time when eveuone was available for the 
> meeting. But of the folks who responded -- I haven’t heard from 
> Robert Porter yet -- evewone but you said s/he was available on 
> Friday, November 5, at 9 a.m. 
> 

> I am writing you to see if you are able to rearrange your schedule to 
> be available between 9 and 10 I promise to start promptly at 9. 

> Kenneth 

> Kenneth R. Janken 
> 
> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> 

> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

> 109 Battle Hall, CB//3395 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 

> (919) 966-2694 (~i~x) 

>/Click on a link [’or information about my publications:i 
> 

>/Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American 
> Intellectual <http://www.umass.eduiurnpress/spr 97ijanken.html>/ 
> 

>/Walter \Vhite, Mr. NAACP <http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.hlml>i 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 11:31 AM 

Su~nne <susanne@companioncaJnp.net> 

Re: Letters 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Susanne 
<su sanne@companioncamp.net>: 

Charlene, 

I received both letters. I have another editing job now- but will get to 
these in the next couple of days. 

Thanks ! 

Susanne 

......... Original Message ........ 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 
To: susanne@companioncamp.net <susanne@companioncamp net> 
Sulziect: Re: Letters 
Date: 27/10/10 05:54 

>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for the recommendation. I have two additional 
>> letters that I will need for you to edit. I will try to send in the 
>> same email but if not I will send in separate emails. Let me know that 
>> you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> Susanne Carter &lt;susanne@companioncamp net&st;: 
>> 

>> &st; Charlene, 
>> &st; 
>> &gt; }{ere you go! 
>> &st; 
>> &St; Susanne 
>> &st; 
>> &st; regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> &gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Attached is a letter that I would like for you to 
>> &gt;&gt; review for Please let me know that you have received this 

>> &gt;&gt; material. Also, I have a few more pieces that I will be sending 
in 

>> &gt;&gt; the next couple of days. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>> &gt;&gt; Susanne Carter &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt;: 
>> &gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Hi Charlene, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Here is the edited essay I found the name of the song the 

chorus 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; was singing and inserted it. Very interesting[ 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; We are now- at 6 hours of editing. May I send you an invoice? 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt; regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Attached is the essay on Precious 

previously 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; mentioned. I assume that you had received this work but 

apparently 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; in tW haste to leave town, I forgot to send. Edit at your 

earliest 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; convenience. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 

Charlene 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Regester Quoting Susanne Carter 

&lt;susanne@companioncanrp.net&gt; : 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Charlene, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; I cannot find it in ray e-mail. If you’ll resend, 

I’ll edit it ASAP. 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; By the way, I read the novel iPuskd and watched the 

movie 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;/Precious/--both ~vere very, very powerful. 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: I sent you a copy of a long essay 

on the film 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; entitled, Precious. It ~vas some 35 pages I will 

have to 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; re-locate and resend. Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester Quoting 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt;: 



>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&g t;&g t; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Charlene, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&g t;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; I don’t remember a third document Can you 
> resend it? 1’11 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; get right on 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; it! 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt ;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; ......... Original Message ........ 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; From: regester@eraail.nnc.edu 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; To: susanne@compathoncamp.net 
> &lt;susanne@compathoncamp.net&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Subject: Re: Thaaks 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Date: 18/08/10 11:40 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Dear Susatme: Thanks for editing the 
> proposal and letter. Only 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; recently 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; have I had time to look at these 
> documents. Let me know when the essay 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; on Precious will be completed -- however, 
> no rush just take your time. 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; My school is beginning and it is hectic. 
> Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Quoting Susanne Carter 
> &amp;lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&amp;gt;: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Charlene, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Here’s no. 1. 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; regester@email unc.edu wrote: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; Dear Susanne: Please 
> edit the following comments that 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; I made at a 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; recent conference. These 
> materials are needed for 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; their write-up 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; regarding the 
> conference. Thanks much for your assistance and 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; please 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; let me know that you 
> have received this material. Sincerely, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; Charlene Regester 
> Quoting Susanne Carter 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&amp;gt;: 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Hi Charlene, 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Here’s an 
> invoice for the editing ~vork I’ve done 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; for you over 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; the 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; past few months. 
> Thanks. 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Susanne 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; -- 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Susanne Carter 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Companion Camp, 
> LLC 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 3408 Castle Rock 
> Farm R~)ad 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Pittsboro, NC 
>27312 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 919-545-CA]VfP 
> (919-545-2267) 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> susanne@companioncamp.net 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> ~vw companioncamp.net 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; -- 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Susanne Carter 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 
>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; www.companioncamp.net 



>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&g t;&g t;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&g t;&g t;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&g t;&gt;&gt; 

> 

>; &gt:&gti&gti&gti&gti&~i&gti Jx~ge ~nt using ~SebiMi~u 2.7.10 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt ;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt ;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; -- 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Susam~e Carter 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Companion Camp, LLC 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Pittsboro, i’~T’ 27312 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; www.companioncamp.net 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; -- 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susatme Carter 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Companion Camp, LLC 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 919-545-CAIVlP (919-545-2267) 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; susanne@companioncamp net 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; www.companioncamp.net 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt; 

>> &gt;&gt; 

>> &gt; 

>> &gt; -- 

>> &gt; Susalme Carter 

>> &gt; Companion Camp, LLC 

>> &gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 

>> &gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 

>> &gt; 919-545-CA2wIP (919-545 -2267) 

>> &gt; susanne@companioncamp net 

>> &gt; ~vww.companioncamp net 

>> &gt; 

>> &gt; 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 11:35 AM 

~aol.com 

Fwd: Re: time tbr meeling 

..... Forwarded message from regester@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 27 Oct 2010 11:30:37 -0490 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: regester@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: tnne for                meeting 

To: kij anken@emaih unc. edu 

Dear Ken: Yes, I will but as previously noted mornings are not good for 
me. I like to start on my research and use later in the day when I am 
tired to attend a meeting. Furthermore these meetings have been so 
irritating the?" basically ruin the rest of my day. I do not like to 
waste my valuable time when my thinking is the clearest for meetings 
that go no where. But for the purposes of being cooperative, I wil[ 
attend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Kenneth Janken 
<krj anken@emaih unc.edu>: 

> I)ear Charlene, 
> 

> ] wanted to check in with you about the time [’or this meeting. 
> Un~2)r tunately, there was no time when everyone was available ~2)r the 
> meeting. But of the folks who responded -- ] haven’t heard from 
> Robert Porter yet -- everyone but you said s/he was available on 
> Friday, November 5, at 9 am. 

> ] am writing you to see if you are ab]e to rearrange your schedule to 
> be avai]able between 9 and 10. I promise to start promptly at 9 
> 

> Kenneth 

> Kenneth R Janken 
> 

> Professor of Afro-Arnerican Studies 
> 

> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 

> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> 

> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> 

> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> 

> (919) 966-2694 (lhx) 
> 

> 

> 

>/Click on a link for information about ray publications:/ 
> 

>/Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the ~M’rican-~erican 
> Intellectual <http:/iwww.umass.edu/mnpressispr97/janken.html>/ 
> 

>/Walter "A~ite, Mr. NAACP <http:/iuncpress.unc.eduibooks/T-8059.hm~l>/ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

..... End for~varded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:02 PM 

@email .unc.edn> 

Re: Recommendation 

Dear This is to let you know that I sent your recommendation 
to today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email unc.edu: 

The deadline is 

And thank you so much! 
Sent on the Sprint® Now- Network from my BlackBercy® 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc edu 
Date: Tue, 08:37:17 
To: @email uric edu> 
Subject: Re: Recoromendation 

Deal Please let me know the deadline for the recommendation 
because it is becoming incredibly busy here. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester Quoting                       @email unc edu>: 

>> 

>> Hey Professor Regester, 
>> 

>> That would be fine to meet up sometime. Just let me know when you are 
>> available. I believe I sent you the information for recommendations for 
>> to do it online, I hope that’s okay 
>> 

>> Thank you! 
>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 16:45:01 -0400, regester@email unc edu wrote: 
>>> Dear If you want a letter, please send the information right 
>>> away We probably need to discuss which schools you intend to apply to 
>>> Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>                       @emaih unc. edu>: 

>>>> Hey Professor Regester, 

>>>> I wanted to ask if you would consider being one of my recommendations 

>>>> my graduate school application process. I have been looking into several 
>>>> schools for nto 
>>>: I feel as though I have been 
>>>> able to connect with you dming lW time here at Chapel Hill and that you 
>>>> may be able to elaborate on my potential in graduate school. My- first 
>>>> application is not due until and I wanted to ask you a 
>> month 
>>>> in advance, to see if you would be interested in helping me. If you 
>> would 
>>>> like to meet with me in person to explain more, I am willing to do that. 

>>>> Thank you and I hope to be in contact with you soon, 

>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of: 

>>>> Communication Studies, Media Production 

>> L~-NC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
>> Conwnunication Studies, Media Production 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 12:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM 276 Mid-Term Exam 

AFAM276Mid-TermSpring2010.doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of the AFAM 276 exam for those students 
who will need to schedule a make-up exam. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:28 PM 

@email .unc.edn~ 

Re: Recommendation 

Dear        Next week might be better -- I show- films on Wednesday 
nights at 6pm Room 207 of the Undergrad library, This might be a good 
time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

~email unc.edu>: 

He?’ Professor Regester, 

Thank you so much f,ar the rec. Can we meet sometime this week or next week 
to talk about other recommendations? 

On Wed, 
Dear 
to 

12:01:41 -0400, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
This is to let you know that I sent your recommendation 

today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu: 

>>> The deadline is 

>>> And thank you so much! 
>>> Sent on the Sprint(~ Now Network from my BlackBerryC_r¢ 

>>~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: regester@email uric edu 
>>> [)ate: Tue, 08:37:17 
>>> To: @email uric edu> 
>>> Sutzject: Re: Recommendation 

>>> Dear Please let me know the deadline for the recotmnendation 
>>> because it is becoming incredibly busy here. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>> Regester Quoting                       @email unc.edu>: 

>>>> Hey Professor Regester, 

>>>> That would be :fine to meet up sometime. Just let me ],mow when you are 
>>>> available I believe I sent you the information k)r recommendations k~r 
>>>>       to do it online, I hope that’s okay. 

>>>> Thank you! 

>>>> On Tue, 16:45:01 -0400, r egester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Kyou want a letter, please send the infmrnation right 
>>>>> away. We probably need to discuss which schools you intend to apply 
> to. 
>>>>> Hope to hear frora you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

>>>>>                       @email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hey Professor Regester, 

>>>>>> I wanted to ask if you would consider being one ofrny recommendations 

>>>>>> my graduate school application process. I have been looking into 

>>>>>> schools for 

>>>>>> I feel as though I have 

>>>>>> able to cotmect with you during 1W time here at Chapel Hill and that 

>>>>>> may be able to elaborate on my potential in graduate school. My first 
>>>>>> application is not due until             and I wanted to ask you a 

>>>>>> in advance, to see if you would be interested in helping me. If you 
>>>> would 
>>>>>> like to meet with me m person to explain more, I am willing to do 
>>>>>> that 

>>>>>> Thank you and I hope to be in contact with you soon, 

>>>>>> U~!C-Chapel Hill, Class of 
>>>>>> Communication Studies, iVledia Production 



>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
>>>> Colmnunication Studies, Media Production 

> UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

> Communication Studies, _Media Production 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 7:07 PM 

McKay, Kyle <mckay@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Reading at the Bull’s Head 

Dear Kyle: December 1st would be good for me because it is on a 
Wednesday I believe. Good to hear from you and hope your writing is 
going well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "M. Kyle McKay" 
<mckay@unc.edu>: 

> Hey Charlene, I’ve gone tl~rough nay emails to find our last 
> communication but I can’t find where ~ve let’t 
> 

> Were you still interested in doing a reading event here? We’d be 
> happy to have you, some open dates for us now are Nov. 18th, 30th and 
> Dec. 1 st Would any of those days be good for your schedule? 
> 

> I’m sorry that I may have dropped the ball on this and I hate that I 
> didaa’t think to email you sooner Let me know- whatever you’d like to 
> do. 

> Best, 

> - Kyle 

> Kyle McKay 
> Marketing Manager 
> Bull’s Head Bookshop 
> 919962.3450 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:09 PM 

@email .unc.edn> 

Re: Recommendation 

Dear       : If you could come a little earlier since I have so many 
students ~vho want to meet with me say aronnd 5pm at my Carrel on the 
8th floor -- Room 8026. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email.unc.edu: 

Hey Professor Regester, 

That would be a good time. Next Wednesday at 6. 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBe~® 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 
Date: Wed, 14:27:58 
To: .~emaihunc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Recommendation 

Dear       : Next week might be better -- I show films on Wednesday- 
nights at 6pro Rnnm 207 of the Undergrad library. This might be a good 
time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 

@email unc edu>: 

>> 

>> Hey Professor Regester, 
>> 

>> Thank you so much for the rec. Can we meet sometime this week or next week 
>> to talk about other recommendations? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, 
>>> Dear 
>>> to 
>>> 

>>> 

12:01:41 -0400, regester@email, unc edu wrote: 
~fhis is to let you know that I sent your recommendation 

today Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
~email uric edu: 

>>>> The deadline is 
>>>> 

>>>> And thank you so mucht 
>>>> Sent on the Sprint® Now Net-work from my BlackBerry(~ 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: regester@emaiLnnc.edu 
>>>> Date: Tue, 08:37:17 
>>>> To: ~emaihunc.edu> 
>>>> Subject: Re: Recorrm~endation 
>>>> 

>>>> Dear Please let me l~o~v the deadline for the recorumendation 
>>>> because it is becoming incredibly busy here. Sincerely, Charlene 
>>>> Regester Quoting @emaihanc.edu>: 
>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Hey Professor Regester, 
>>>>> 

>>>>> That would be fine to meet up soruetime. Just let me know ~vhen you are 
>>>>> available. I believe I sent you the irffom~ation for recorrm~endations for 
>>>>> to do it online, I hope that’s okay. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Thank you[ 

>>>>> On Tue, 16:45:01 -0400, regester@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear If you want a letter, please send the information right 
>>>>>> away. We probably- need to discuss which schools you intend to apply 
>> to. 

>>>>>> Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester Quoting 
>>>>>>                       @emaihunc.edu>: 

>>>>>>> Hey Professor Regester, 

>>>>>>> I wanted to ask if you ~vould consider being one of my recormnendations 
>>>>> for 
>>>>>>> my graduate school application process. I have been looking into 
>>>>>>> several 
>>>>>>> schools for 

>>>>>>> I feel as though I have 
>>>>>>> been 
>>>>>>> able to connect ~vith you during my- time here at Chapel Hill and that 



7>>7>>2>7>7>>2>7> yOU 

>7>>>7>7>> may be able to elaborate on my potential in graduate schook My first 
>>>7>>>7> application is not due until             and I *wmted to ask you a 

>>>7>>>7> in advance, to see if you would be interested in helping me If you 

>>7>>>7>> like to meet with me in person to explain more, I am willing to do 

>>>>>>> That~k you and I hope to be in contact with you soon, 

>>>>>>> U2"qC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

>>>>>>> Communication Studies, Media Production 

>>>>> lj2NC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
>>>>> Con~’nunication Studies, Media Production 

>> LrNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
>> Con~’nunication Studies, Media Production 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 7:15 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

RE: Meeting tomorrow? 

Dear Mae: We can meet from around 4 until 5pm if you want to in Davis 
LibraW (downstairs) because I have a few books that I wanted to share 
with you -- as you might ~vant to incorporate some of this material in 
the introduction One of them has a very important/interesting 
revelation. If this does not ~vork then we can meet next week. I hope to 
have the architectural imaginaw completed by Friday and then I will 
turn my attention to the intro which I have read but need to give it 
some more thought. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Henderson, Mae 

G" <hendersm@email uric edu>: 

Hello Charlene, 

Do you still wish to meet tomon-ow (Thursday)? 

If so, I will need to leave by 5:00 -- to be home 
in time for a scheduled COl~ference call. 

Let me know- if this works for you -- of if you’d 
rather wait until next week. 

Best, mae 

Fromi reg;;teri@emaii~u~edu [regester(~email ...... du] 
Sent: Mi~nday, October 25, 2010 1:18 PM 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Baker Introduction: Dirty I)ancing & Embodied Performance 
Essays    Synthesized 

Dear Mae: Attached are summations of the essays for Dir~ I)ancing and 
Embodied Performance. tlope to have the final section on architectural 
imaginary completed by the end of the week. Let me know that you have 
received this material and if you want to meet on Thursday afternoon. 
It is important that we stay on track even though the semester is 
becoming more hectic toward the end. Hope you had a good break. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 29, 2010 11:21 AM 

McKay, Kyle <mckay@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Reading at the Bull’s Head 

Okay. Also, do you have a means for me to sho~v some fihn clips Iicom 
some of the films? I will come over one day just to discuss the format 
and how long I am expected to read or talk. Thanks for the invitation. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "M Kyle McKay" <mckay@unc.edu>: 

Great! rll CO1T[’llTI1 Wednesday, Dec. 1st at 3:30pm. I’ll be in touch 
but if you have any questions about anything let me know, talk to you 
soon[ 

- Kyle 

Quoting regester@email.unc.edu : 

>> Dear Kyle: December 1st would be good for me because it is on a 
>> Wednesday I believe Goud to hear from you and hupe yuur writing is 
>> gulng well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quuting "M. Kyle McKay" 
>> <mckay@unc edu>: 
>> 

>>> ttey Charlene, I’ve gone thruugh my emails tu :find our last 
>>> communication but I can’t ]find where we left 

>>> Were yuu still interested in duing a reading event here? We’d be 
>>> happy tu have yuu, some upen dates [’or us nuw are Nov. 18th, 30th 
>>> and Dec. I st. Would any of thuse days be guod [’or yuur schedule? 

>>> I’m surry that I may have dropped the ball on this and I hate that 
>>> I didn’t think tu email you souner. Let me l~uw whatever yuu’d like 

>>> Best, 

>>> - Kyle 

>>> Kyle McKay 
>>> Marketing Manager 
>>> Bull’s Head Bookshop 
>>> 919.962.3450 

Kyle McKay 
Marketing Manager 
Bull’s Head Bookshop 
919.962.3450 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 29, 2010 11:23 AM 

Garner, Liz <eagamer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: copies in Davis Microtbrn~s 

Dear Liz: Thanks much for the update I will come by and pick up the 
remaining money when I have a chance. Thanks tremendously for your 
research on the newspapers. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
"Garner, Liz" <eagamer@email uric edu>: 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I have not seen an?- of your students in a while so I am guessing the 
assignment is over Your unpaid total for copies is $6.75. It looks 
like you got off cheap compared to previous semesters. :P 

Also, I talked to the staff in the Interlibrary Loan office so they 
know about the list of newspapers you gave me I am still having a 
student go through it, but it looks like we will be bol~owing a lot 
of the titles. I’ll let you know- when we get through it Have a 
good weekend 

Liz Gam~a- 
Microforms/Scalming Coordinator 
CB#3922, Davis Library 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 
919-962-2094 
eagarner@email unc.edu<mailto:ea~amer(~email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 29, 2010 l: 19 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Baker Introduction: Architectural Imagina~ 

Baker Introduction The ArchitecturaJ hnaginary.doc 

Dear Mae: Attached is the section on the Architectural ImaginaW. Will 
for~vard additional infolrnation when I have more time. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 

The Architectural Imaginary 

"The Josephine Baker House: For Loo’s Pleasure" by Fares el-Dahdah 

Fares el-Dahdah introduces his essay by suggesting that it is an interesting moment in 

architecture "when a building is described as both an object of desire and as a quasi-subject who 

enjoys being loved" (p. 1). He further contends that "In the age of enlightenment, there are other 

instances when love meets architecture, when laws of seduction are ratified by architectural 

theory, be it in fictions on buildings and in built form" (p. 1). Of course because he focuses on 

the architectural design for Josephine Baker’s house approaching a reading of this design from 

this perspective seems appropriate. He even uses the term "bachelor machine" that is attributed 

to the architecture of pleasure and defines it "as an apparatus that, once set in motion, 

orchestrates reversible roles akin to those played in seduction--wherein the seducer seduces 

while the seduced may manipulate a seducer’s advances" (p. 2). He elaborates: "The bachelor 

machine is, in fact, a hypnotic mechanism provoked by the seducer yet dependent on the 

suggestionability of the hypnotized/seduced. The phrase ’bachelor machine’ becomes 

inappropriate, however, once its gender reference is fixed and as soon as it connotes a space of 

violation and not seduction; in which case it should be called a ’bachelor’s weapon,’ the 

ammunition of which is found in the domain of virility. A distinction between machine and 

weapon resides, therefore, in the fact that rape is directional like a rifle while seduction is like a 

machine reversible" (p.2). The amorous machine has its origin historically and became 

literalized in plays and novellas as well as police reports and characterized the petite maison 

described as "a space of alterity expressly designed for amorous escapades" (p. 3). E1-Dahdah 

contends that the petite maison had "’flying-tables’ that sink into the kitchens below, and ’sliding 

mirrors,’ that transform rooms into j ewelry boxes" (p.3). Thus, Adolf Loos created a design of a 

similar such architectural structure to commemorate Josephine Baker. "Loos did 

instrumentalizae one of his own projects as a tactile extension of his senses in order to covet the 

exoticized body of an absent Josephine Baker" (p. 5). 

E1-Dahdah then argues that the love letter is a signifier of amorous correspondence and "Roland 

Barthes distinguishes between two forms of love notes: there is the amorous correspondence, 

where one seeks ’to defend positions, make conquests...’ and there is the love letter proper, 

where one is purely affectionate, engaging ’the other in a relation, not a correspondence.’" (p.7). 

"Hence a note that can not only carry a message but is also a vicarious mechanism through 

which I can touch my other, may he/she/it be that or the image of what I seek, covet, fear, miss, 

etc" (p. 7). El-Dahdad then declares, "The house AdolfLoos designed in 1927 at the supposed 

request of Josephine Baker is precisely that: a love note. It is an epistolary attempt to detail the 

image of the dancer in ’various points’ through a kind of writing that stretches a third skin 



{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 

between the body of the architect and that of Josephine" (p. 8). He contends that the house 

"corroborates someone’s yearning to touch the absent body of Josephine." 

E1-Dahdad then shifts to a di scussion of how Baker and Loos met as Baker described her 

frustration with another architect who had planned to build a house for her yet these plans never 

materialized. It is conceivable that Baker may not have known of Loos plans leading E1-Dahdad 

to conjecture that "In any case, her supposed silence need be noted, for it may be that of the 

fetish who never replies to the fetishes advances. As a love letter, the Baker House needn’t, in 

fact, be ’mailed,’ for it is more significant to the one who produced it than to Josephine who, 

presumably, asked for it. It is a metonymic object the purpose of which only serves to occupy the 

space where the other is not and, paradoxically, suggest both the absence and presence of 

Josephine." (p. 9). He adds that "In the Baker house, one is to linger, waiting to get a glimpse of 

Josephine through architectural machinations that can exhibit, and trap a body whose absence 

Loos seems to mind. Josephine, in turn, plays a paradoxical role of ’presence absence,’ which 

can ironically be illustrated in some of Loos’ own writing .... " (p. 9). Interrogating Loos’ work, 

E1-Dahdad suggests that "Loos insists on the absence of ornament so as to disguise a certain 

delight in the distinction such an absence procures .... To do away with, to sacrifice ornament is, 

for Loos, to nostalgically evoke an unattainable ’aristocratic’ object as the essential accesso~T of 

’the modem man’ who ’is still in our society an isolated man, a forward sentinel, an aristocrat" 

(p. 10). Further elaborating on Loos’ views, E1-Dahdad suggests that "Havisng thus denounced 

the degeneracy of’soiled walls’ as the outcome of an inner erotic urge and having gendered the 

’trace’ as the produce of feminine and masculine lines (borrowed from Mondrian), Loos’ own 

’daubing’ on the white facades of the Baker house thus become encoded as the marks of a 

repressed and savage desire: the flagrant script of Josephine’s body, the horizontal trace as 

woman. As much as Loos believes that the ’modern man who tattoos himself is a criminal or a 

degenerate,’ he still inscribes the Baker House’s fagade with repetitive black horizontal stripe he 

had already encoded as a reclining woman. By his own definition this horizontal tattoo is the 

result of an untamed desire now confronted with a vertical line: the standing architect who seeks 

to ’touch’ Baker’s body by penetrating into her house" (p. 11-12). 

E1-Dahdad continues, "A Loosian house should, not only be stripped of ornament (after all, ’a 

house is conservative’) but so should Josephine be stripped of hers (after all, accessories are the 

only clothes she wears). And, although in Loos’ words ’the naked woman.., may be able to 

arouse a man’ s love, but not to keep it,’ she becomes, when covered, when given a house in 

which to hide, ’a riddle to man, in order to implant in his heart the desire for the riddle’s 

solution’" (p. 12). The author claims that: 

Loos’ idea that a fig leaf (that which covers) is less about a woman’s modesty, 
and more about a game of hide and seek, can somehow be architecturalized in a 
house that covers the naked body of Josephine; a house she will ultimately wear. 
All the accessories her body needs are in the box she is given and as with Pandora 
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she will ultimately open. Such mild paranoria can ironically be described in 
Freudian terms: ’the fetish is a substitute for the woman’s (the mother’s) penis 
that the little boy once believed in and does not want to give up.’ Fetishizing a 
garment, for Freud, serves to uphold a disavowal that can ’crystallize the moment 
of undressing, as the last moment in which the woman could still be regarded as 
phallic.’ Similarly, the insistence on the ornament’s absent presence, for Loos, 
serves, if not as a result of a castration complex, at least to repress either an affect 
of distinction (even if ’no dandy will admit to being one’) or more simply to 
disguise an affective penchant, shared by many, toward Josephine’s exotic body. 

Loos further suggests that "the Baker House is what Barthes might have referred to as an 

amorous gift with which one gives one’s all, or that with which once touch the other with one’s 

phallus. The black lines (stripes) on the walls of Loos’ white architecture constitute a kind of 

writing that ’compensates for nothing, sublimates nothing, ... it is precisely there where you are 

not.’ This house is a framing apparatus the function of which depends on the absence of 

whomever is to be seen. It is a machine idly waiting for some force to make it work. The body of 

Josephine is thus strategically framed throughout her own house precisely because she will not 

be seen, precisely because she is the fetish that never responds. In this house, one can only 

anticipate the way she might come down the grand stairs or dive in the swimming pool" (p. 13). 

E1-Dahdad proclaims that Loos’ modernist house corresponds with eighteenth century 

architecture where its "planimetric distribution not only corresponds to that of a hotel, but also 

evokes the ’affections of the soul’ an eighteenth century architectural theorist would call upon 

when distributing a plan. This distribution of pleasure is evident as soon as one walks in the 

Baker House and is confronted with the large and over-scaled stairs that could easily belong to 

the Folies Bergere .... Her head or coiffure soon appears and the rest of the body is gradually 

revealed, from top to bottom, much as in a striptease, lest we forget that the American dancer had 

been imagined stripped from all her clothes/ornaments. Josephine must now ’wear’ the stairs, 

much as she would a dress, in order to play the stripteaser’s subtle game of concealing and 

revealing. In the vestibule above and down the stairs, she is imagined dancing forward and 

backward teasing an manipulating the spectator below" (p. 114). 

According to E1-Dahdad, "Another voyeuristic scenario has already been pointed out wherein the 

house’s inhabitant ’i s now the primary obj ect [of vision], and the visitor, the guest, is the looking 

subject.’ This occurs in the low passages that provide a place from which to view into a 

swimming pool that can be dived into from the bedroom floor above." (p. 15). El-Dahdad 

suggests that "If indeed, ’a cultivated person never looks out of the window,’ for it is improper to 

stare, in Josephine’s house the window has been pushed inward, doubled along the fagade, so 

that Loos’ modern and distinguished man can do precisely what he is not supposed to: he can 

release his desire to stare in the exact space where it is forbidden .... And the window thus 
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becomes a tableau of Loos’ own desires: ’a pure proj ection, sharp-edged, incorruptible, 

irreversible, which banishes into nothingness everything around it’ but the desire to see Baker 

dive ... naked’" (pp 16-17). 

E1-Dahdad suggest that "the swimming pool, comes to replace what, in a hotel might have 

otherwise been a more conventional boudoir: a special room, indirectly lit, accessed from the 

sleeping quarters .... The mirror as a boudoir’s essential component has been evident ... the 

pool in the Baker House is made entirely of mirrors, liquid mirrors that reflect and refract the 

figure of Josephine whose privacy becomes spectacle for the spectator in the living room below. 

What is most private thus becomes most visible. The voyeur can now ’dilute’ his gaze in the 

pool’ s/mirror’s fluid tain and thus engage along with his vision a haptic sense that can make his 

eyes, since his hands can not, caress the absent body of Josephine: ’by the gaze I touch, I attain, I 

seize, I am seized’" (p. 18). 

"Skins, Tattoos, and Susceptibility," 
by Anne Anlin Cheng 

Representations, vol. 108, no. 1 (November 2009): 98-119 

Cheng opens her essay by posing why architects should think of the surfaces of their buildings as 
skins? Her essay explores the forefather of modern European architecture, a black burlesque star 
(Josephine Baker), and "their mutual romance over skin and cladding" (p. 98). Cheng claims that 
the purpose of the essay is to interrogate how to read what is on the surface. This will be 
explored in the intersection between Baker and Adolf Loos which she claims reveals "a 

passionate dialogue between the skins of raced bodies and modem buildings .... " (p. 98). 
Cheng prefaces her argument by suggesting that the relationship between interiority and 

exteriority, essence and covering impact the history of how racialized skin is "seen, read, and 
(de)valued" (p.98). However, in order to address this issue two conditions have to be explore - 
the first is the philospophic history that perceives the visual as deceptive and the second is the 
epistemological history that "thrives on a hermeneutics of suspicion" (p. 99). Cheng admits that 
"Today the moral economy continues to exert its pull. Especially when it comes to 
representations of women and racial minorities, the visual is almost always negatively inflected 
and is usually seen as a tool of commodification and objectification" (p.99) 

Cheng then proclaims that "Indeed if reification and obj ectification are dangers of paying 

too much lavish an attention to difference, then we must remind ourselves that the literal gesture 
is not free from the domain of the fetish and is not itself symptom free. I do not raise these issues 

as a critique of, or an explanation for, the double consciousness built into the critical stance of 
the racialized intellectual in race studies. Rather, I am interested in confronting this duality in 
order to explore how our methods might be revised so as to acknowledge both this investment 
and the double-edged nature of recognition" (p. 100). Cheng affirms that "identifactory rubrics 
continue to engage with identity politics and its irresolvable contradiction; the fact that both 
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offers a vital means of individual and communal affirmation and also represents a persistent 
mode of limitation and reinscription" (p. 100) She continues that "... I do take to heart [Latour’s] 
insight that all reading-for-what-is-underneath has produced a stable object/stable (reader/text) 
dyad that not only is illusory but also had blinded us to what might be written on the surface .... " 
(p. 100). 

Chert further proclaims that "When it comes to a phenomenon such as Primitivist 
Modernism, for instance, the ideological suspects-imperialism, colonial culpability, white 
racism, chauvinism--are far from new. What remains vexing in the critique of power and what 

continues to grip our eyes and minds, however, are the challenges presented by what I call visual 
pleasure in the contaminated zone: how- to read those murky moments of contamination when 
reification and recognition fuse, when conditions of subj ecthood and obj ecthood merge, when 
the fetishist savors his or her own vertiginous intimacy with the dreamed obj ect and vice versa" 
(p. 101) .... Cheng further states, that "when it comes to a phenomenon like Primitivist 
Modernism, what continues to invite reading is not colonial i deology’s repressed content but its 
expressiveness" (p. 101). Chert then notes, "The perennial opposition between what is open and 
naked versus what is veiled and hidden has been as important to the racist imagination as it has 

to the critical intervention designed to decode it. For the racist, nakedness signals rawness, 
animality, dumb flesh and is repeatedly invoked, socially and legally, as the sign of the inhuman 
other. For the critical race theorist, that nakedness is deconstructed as an entirely socialized and 
juridicized concept ye nonetheless reproduced as that which irreducibly indexes skin’s visual 
legibility .... " (p. 101). Cheng adds, "I propose that re-approaching Primitivist Modernism 
compels what might be called a hermeneutics of susceptibility, rather than suspicion. By this I 
mean a reading practice that is willing to follow, rather than suppress, the wayward life of the 
subject and object in dynamic interface" (ppl01-102). She further contends that "Alongside acts 
of greed, misrecognition, and borrowing, they also immersed themselves in skins not their own 
and, through that inhabitation, constructed themselves as imagined subjects: a mutual pedagogy 

of erotics" (p. 102). 
In a section titled: Fabricated Nakedness and Dreamed Coverings, Cheng discusses 

AdolfLoos as the founding father of modern architecture and his style as an architect who 
borrowed from German historian and architect Gottfried Semper. Cheng claims that "For Freud, 
Loos, and half a generation later, Le Corbusier," ’man’ becomes civilized--and his surroundings 
modernized by renouncing primitive procliviti es. Thi s discourse of the ’ pure’ m odern surface 
thus roduces a nexus of metonymic menings--purity, cleanliness, simplicity, anonymity, 
masculinity, civilization, technology, intellectual abstractism--that are set off against notions of 
excessive adornment, inarticulate sensuality, femininity, backwardness." (p. 103). Cheng then 
reveals that, "The history of idealist aesthetics, exemplified by the nonornamental clean white 
surface, is a history not only of sexual difference, as [Naomi] Schor and [Mark] Wigley 
demonstrate, but also of racial difference." (p. 103) .... Later Cheng observes that "Loos’s 
building are known for their sparse and anonymous facades, the interiors often reveal a 
shamelessly extravagant penchant for the sensual delights &textile coverings, hangings, and 
other extraneous details .... Critics have mapped this contradictory desire in Loos onto a distinct 
split between (masculine and impassive) exteriors and (feminized and sensuous) interiors." (p. 
103). Cheng then refers to other scholars who have interpreted Loos’s work with one suggesting 
that his work enacts a tension between voyeurism and self-exposure. "We are encountering a, if 
not the, central tension in Loos’s theoretical writing: the heuristic problem of distinguishing 
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unnecessary ornamentation from essential cladding" (p. 105). "If we see the Loosian villa as an 
analogy for man himself, then his house is something of a double-cross dresser; a vulnerable man 
wearing his animalized femininity inside-out, ~vhich is in turn re-encased by the mask of 
impassive masculinity" (p. 105). 

In a section titled: Housing Baker, Dressing Loos, Cheng declares, "The striking facade 
features alternating thirty-centimeter bands of black and white marble. In architectural criticism, 
this fagade has repeatedly been described as ’tatooed’ or erotically marked. This rather 
idiosyncratic designation only makes sense when one understands it as a deliberate allusion to 
Loos’s own references to tattoos, with the implication that Loos, in designing for the ’primitive’ 
Baker, has lapsed into the very ornamentation that he abhors .... The black-and-white pattern is 
also though to mimic zebra stripes, a popular and stylized primitivist motiF’ (p. 106). 

Cheng then poses, "Beyond seeing how the Baker House attempts to read Baker, might 

we not also see how Baker and her iconography in turn read the house? Can Baker’s skin recode 
what is written on the Baker House?" She then discusses what Baker represented and signified 
on stage and the speaks to the confusion that her performances provoked. According to Cheng, 
"As noted, she was (in)famous for exploiting her nudity, yet key moments of exposure in her 
films and photography are often impeded by literal and symbolic veils; that is, the moments 
when she gets exposed are also often moments in which she gets covered in everything from coal 

to flour to feathers .... At a quick glance, one sees the expected Primitivist conflation between 
animalism and racialized female sexuality" (p. 108). It seems that "the very process of 

obj ectification--even as it takes subj ectivity from her-also invests the obj ects around her with 
subjectivity, which in turn provides a kind of cloak for her nakedness." In short, her 
objectification can be a kind of clothing too" (p. 110). 

Cheng further claims that "given that the most politically troubling aspect of Baker’s 
visual legacy has been its presumed acquiescence to the objectification of the racialized, female 
body, we may consider how Baker’s ability to meld into surfaces may paradoxically allow her 
image to offer a critique of misogynist and racist logic" (p. 110). 

Drawing upon the work of Hortense Spillers, Cheng suggests that "For Spillers, this 
violent writing on the body reads like a tattoo: ’These undecipherable markings on the captive 
body render a kind of hieroglyphics of the flesh whose severe disjunctures come to be hidden to 
the cultural seeing by skin color.’ But what I want to explore are the ways in which Baker, 
especially in these images, suggests and enacts a different kind of bodily thing and a different 
kind of inscription on the skin" (pp. 110-111). She later declares that "It is the plastic sense lent 
to her figuration that urns her from a body suffering from a disguising the ’hieroglyphics of the 
flesh’ into a figure that stands resistant to them. In short, what renders these images not quite 
what Spillers calls ’pornotroping’ is their sealedness" (p. 111). 

Cheng continues and returns to a discussion of Baker’s House and states, "If Baker’s 
theatricalized nakedness offers a complex business bout how difficult it is to be naked, then so 

does the face of this house, designed to showcase this famous woman, itself embody a crisis 
about seeing--more accurately, a crisis about how to see" (p. 111). Further referring to the 
house, Cheng states, "On the one hand, the zebra stripes lead us directly to a network of expected 
associations among animality, primitivism, and criminality rehearsed well into the nineteenth 
century~.. The notion of criminality is thus deeply tied to ideals of modern society and the 
civilization that it enforces, and the striped pattern connotes the outward signs of both primitive 
degeneracy and its enslavement or bondage by civil law-.... On the other hand, the zebra strips 
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may be said to embody the longing, rather than the opposition, between criminality and 
civilization, between brute animality and refined, processed humanity .... Hence, the zebra 
pattern may be said to signal, rather than contrast with, the very idea of modernist abstraction" 
(p. 111-112). She continues that "the categories of animal, the human, and the machine, while 
ideologically segregated, are stylistically identical .... What the Baker portrayal of naked, 
racialized femininity shares with the facade of the Baker House in the end is not only the 
ambivalent vocabulary of Primitivism but also the historical, social, aesthetic, and philosophical 
problem of how to fashion skin/surface, how to naturalize that which has been - can only be-- 
fundamentally tailored or stylized" (p. 112). Cheng notes that "It is on the surface of the Baker 
House that Loos’ s lifelong conflict between the call of cladding and ornamentation - between 
masculinized architecture and feminized, primitive sensuality--comes to its most striking 
articulation. 

Cheng then poses "Did Loos design this house in order to simulate Baker’s body, 
whether in consumption or identification? Or has that already simulated body preempted the 
house by wearing it?" (p. 114). 

In a final section titled, "The Skinny," declares that the "visual culture surrounding the 
racialized female body, a culture understood to be one of the most pernicious examples of the 
masculinist colonial imagination, may tell alternative stories about the history of power, shame, 
and exhibition" (p. 1114). Cheng notes that "Offering up her ’primitive nakedness’ to the world, 
Baker wraps herself with an early twentieth-century imagination about, and rhetoric of, plasticity 
and cladding. In short, the story of modern abstraction, so often though to be about purification, 
in fact displays a fantasy of embodiment, and the story of intractable, racialized corporeality 
turns out to draw from--perhaps even to rely on--the play and pleasures of abstraction" (p. 115). 

Cheng concludes: "If, as I have been suggesting, racial contamination provides the 
precondition and expression of modern style itself, then how we read ’race’ at the site of the 
most racialized stage both demands that we reconsider what constitutes the terms of the visible 
and alters how we think about the seductions, effects, and materiality of racialized skin on 
display. Re-approaching Baker has thus dictated what I called a hermeneutics of susceptibility, 
for it is only in allowing ourselves to remain open to the contaminated intersection of Baker’s 
and Loos’s fantasies (curious dreams of personhood that derive from inhabiting the skin of the 
other or the self-as-other) that we can begin to see Primitivi st Modernism’s complex realignment 
of subjecthood and objecthood and also its enduring challenge for contemporary critical practice. 
In the end, it is not a question of who is the fetishist and who the fetishized, but rather one of 
how the racist, colonial imagination and its antidote share a predicament of embodiment. If 
anything, the story of Baker and Loos shows us that it is the crisis of Visuality--rather than the 
allocation of visibility, which informs so much of current liberal discourse--that constitutes one 
of the most profound challenges for American democratic recognition today" (p. 115). 
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~’A House for Josephine Baker" by Karen Burns 
Postcolonial Space (s) eds. Gulsum Baydar nalbantoglu and Wong Chong Thai (New 

York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1997), pp. 53-72. 

Bums introduces her essay by suggesting that Adolf Loos’s Josephine Baker is an open 
secret - open because of race and secret because the opening provided by the incantation of the 
word ’race’ is quickly abandoned by criticism. She then interrogates Beatriz Colomina’s reading 
of the Baker House and suggested that Colomina claimed that "The Josephine Baker house 
represents a shift in the sexual status of the body. This shift involves determinations of race and 
class more than gender’" (p. 53). Another critic, Mary McLeod obsew’ed that, "’The zebra 
striping of the facade is as attention-getting as Baker’s own dynamic and original prescenc. Most 
probably, this was not just an issue of ’negritude,’ but one of sex" (p.53). Burns then contends 
that this essay is about uncovering the secret but also about "addressing questions to the terms 
delimiting inquiries into difference, identity, and architecture" (p. 54). She then prefaces her 
discussion by posing, "How does the secret of racial difference and alterity work for 
architecture?" (p. 54). She continues, "How does the discourse on that building bring racial 
difference as architecture into play?" 

Bums further concedes that "Each of these analyses is structured around a movement of 
citati on and evasion. A particular referent - Africa - is evoked, then evaded. The secret of how 
to make sense of the house is given away; Africa is the key to unlocking the building’s meaning, 
but Africa floats as an imprecise referent, its elaboration forever deferred. 

She further states that, "Architectural discourse on the Josephine Baker House seems 
continually disabled (and enabled) by the problem of constituting and regulating architecture’ s 
legitimate domains of reference .... In an attempt to recover Baker in order to read the house as a 
sign of its owner’s attributes, the process of citation--the strategies of reference used to create a 
speaking position--are elided. Instead, architectural writers cite each other’s texts, chasing each 
other around and around the enclosure .... I want to thing about the problem of developing 
modes of reading as a problem of citation and reference and to examine how these modes are 
framed as three kinds of solutions to reading three different spaces. The Josephine Baker House 
narrative is structured into three scenes that simultaneously enable three scenarios of reading as 
three different spatial configurations: the ’African’ exterior, the unreadable relations of 
exterior/interior, and the most privileged space of all, the enclosed indoor swimming pool" (p. 
57). 

Focusing specifically on the house Bums contends that "One person’s literalism is 
another’s abstraction. This is part of the bands’ successful metonymic slide from both 
representing Baker and representing other culturally mythical discourses about the representation 
of the West and its other, and the representation of a white architectural imaginary" (p. 59). 
Burns then interrogates Baker’s representations on screen to connect to readings of the house. 
She notes that "Both the Fatou and Danse Sauvage costumes attached long, pointy, vertical 
stripes to a waistband. The band is something distinguished by color or aspect from the surface it 
crosses .... Is it mere serendipity that the Baker House facade uses banding as a forma of 
ornamentation? Perhaps not" (p. 60). 

Bums observes that "Whiteness operates in two locations in the Josephine Baker House. 
Firs, it registers among the banding .... Second, whiteness registers its status as the determining 
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color and disavows its value by slipping discretely into the background. The base of the building 
is white. White is not a color that proclaims, but a foundation" (p. 61). 

Then she shifts to a discussion of the "Unreadable Interior." Burns states that "On the one 
hand the building’s exterior veils the vision of the critic by sending the referent ’Africa’ into a 
hazy and apparently unfocusable, imprecise reading (a smudge), and, on the other, the exterior 
presents a blankness, rather than a transparent path for criticism’s line of sight. Vision fails 
criticism as insight" (p. 62). 

Burns then poses: "Is it that Baker’s house and body possess an unreadable interior, or is 
it that they provide a different model of the body, one that can be described as all surface, one 
that radically confounds the surface/depth binary. Or does a conventional binary model operate 
in this text, against which Baker’s house and body can be construed as lacking?" (p. 63). Later 
she asserts that "While film and literary genres have rendered the domestic interior as an allegory 
of thepsychic lives of its inhabitants, the architectural interior may be proj ected as a topography 
of the individual’s own life. The inhabitants’ sexual and psychic identities are worked by and 
within the spatial settings of the interior and its ritualized, sexual dramas" (p. 64). She further 
argues that "... Baker cannot be the divided subj ect who is the subj ect of psychoanalytic inquiry. 
Without an interior, she has no possibility for an internal psychic space and no fantasized locale 
for the identity of self. This lack of interiority, or deferral, renders her not only as different from 
other inhabitants, but as someone whose interior is completely unknowable ..... Thinking again 
of the unreadable interior, perhaps it has another function, apart from the invocation of certain 
myths of unreadable Africa in the logic of criticism" (p.64-65). 

The Pool: According to Burns, the swimming pool is the most described space in the 
house. "However, it is not the phenomenal experience of swimming in a strangely enclosed 
space that fascinates writers, but the liminal interior of walls and windows, the vista of the pool 
when seen through a window" (p.66) "The figure of a figure looking through a narrow slot may 
j u st be a raise erl abime of the critic’s own activity. This is the m oment when a text proj ects the 
conditions of its own readability through a figure, image, or representation of the story-telling 
relationship. This raise en abime is defined by two poles: window and water .... The critic gazing 
onto a view through the window imagines an unimpeded visibility, the deciphering of spaces, 
and architecture without secrets .... For window and pool are not transparently equivalent terms. 
Criticism freezes Baker in the pool. She is rarely sighted in any other domestic space. Water as a 
sign of nature offers her a place without hi story, without time. Burns then surmises that 
imagine other terms--terms beyond the limits of reading Baker’s ’place’ as a place in the pool 
and as the object of a one-way critic’s gaze, with baker’s line of sight blocked by her own watery 
window reflection, gazed at without being able to gaze out (’the voyeur’s pleasure’ of one 
description); terms that acknowledge the critic’s own complicity--is also to imagine a way of 
looking and speaking back" (p 67). She later proclaims that Loos might have occupied the pool 
rather than Baker. "Baker’s own off-stage descriptions suggest she might have been more 
comfortable making a grand entrance on the stair or watching from the salon rather than 
cavorting in the pool" (p. 68). 

Burns notes that "It matters, given there is no evidence either way as to who 
commissioned the proj ect, how we read Baker’s refusal of Loos’s house. I take it that Baker was 
carefully engaged in the ’production of a speaking position as a matter of strategies of reference,’ 
and that the refusal of one kind of house for another mattered to her. Baker eventually bought a 
large mansion in the Parisian suburbs" (p.69). 
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Reading Space: Burns declares that "The question of representation is central to debates 
about who represents whom, what stories are told by whom and how, and what investments are 
made in taking such speaking positions .... As a white Australian academic I learned much from 
reading Josephine Baker’s autobiography, particularly from telling of the conflict bet~veen how 
others chose to represent her and how" she represented herself. Interrupting architecture’s 
narrative with Josephine Baker’s assessment of the other’s representation of herself unsettles 
some presuppositions, even in the name of a sympathetic feminism, that Baker can be 
represented as a passive victim of architectural machinations .... Her performance work suggests 
another way in which to read the facades of Loos’s building in relation to Baker’s own 
costuming practices on and off the stage. Out of the conditions in which she found herself she 

was able to fabricate her own body" (p. 71). 

"Historic Architecture: Adolf Loos in Paris -- Radical Residences for Josephine 
Baker and Tristan Tzara," by Thomas S. Hines, Architectural Digest, 105-112. 

According to Thomas Hines, Adolf Loos designed house for Josephine Baker and Tristan 
Tzara "that may have baffled the bourgeoisie but that constituted strong and provocative 
elements of his seminally modernist oeuvre" (p. 105). The convergence of Loos (Moravian- 
Austrian), Baker (African American), and Tzara (Romanian-Je~vish) reflect "important strands in 
modernist culture" (p. 105). Hines claims that all three of them were committed to "denuding" 
what they saw as the stifling clutter of Victorian art and life even though they did so in different 

ways with Baker taking her clothes off; Tzara destroying inherited literary modes; and Loos 
deemphasizing ornament and returning architecture to its basic essentials. Hines suggests that 
Loos had once stated, "’The modern man who tattoos himself is a criminal or a degenerate. 
There are prisons where eighty percent of the inmates bear tattoos. Those who are tattoed but are 
not imprisoned are latent criminals or degenerate aristocrats" (p. 108). 

Hines then reveals that Loos gravitated to the highest strata of the avant-garde and moved 
in the sophisticated circles of Paris that include mingling with Baker and Tzara. Baker even 
taught Loos to do the Charleston. However, "Loos’s indulgent commitments to social and 
cultural experimentation ... had a down side, particularly in his sexual promiscuity, for he died 
in 1933 of complications from a venereal disease" (p. 108). Loos attraction to Tzara may have 
been related to Tzara’s own philosophy rooted in the Dada movement that "’implemented protest 
through a new conception of poetry, divorced from principles of style, scornful of traditional 
sentiments, and contemptuous of rational discourse’" (p. 108). Tzara commented that in 
literature, thi s "’will to destroy’" was "’very much m ore of an aspirati on toward purity and 
sincerity than the tendency toward a sort of sonant or plastic inanity, content with immobility and 
absence’" (p. 108). According to Hines it is the aspiration toward purity and sincerity with 
implications of immobility and absence and even plastic inanity, that describes Loos’s 
architecture evident in the house he designed for Tzara and which was located in the Montmartre 

district of France. 
Hines proclaims that the house which was designed but never built for Josephine Baker 

became even more famous and influential than that completed for Tzara. After characterizing 
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Baker as having transcended form humble beginnings to become the rage of Paris through her 
ri squ~ performances appearing on stage partially nude and symbolizing the exotic, erotic, and 

savage dancer while at the same time entertaining the poor and dispossessed, Hines then explains 
her introduction to European architects. Baker’s association with architect Le Corbusier began 
when she met him on a ship while returning from Brazil. "For the ship’s costume ball, Le 
Corbusier borrowed some of the dancer’s feathers, darkened his skin and came in drag as 
Josephine Baker" (p. 111). Later they became friends but Baker would turn to AdolfLoos to 
design her house. "The two orthogonal upper floors were cantilevered over the void and were 
accented by a circular tower that rose above a flat roof punctuated by skylights. The most 
striking feature of the house was the horizontal banding of wide black-and-white stripes, perhaps 

a comment on Baker’s mulatto ancestry .... The house’s most unique interior feature was an 
enclosed swimming pool in a large two-story space, illuminated by skylights. The tank was 
surrounded by passages with thick windows looking into the pool so that it was possible ... ’to 
watch the swimming and diving in its crystal clear water, flooded with light from above; an 
underwater revue so to speak’" (p. 111-112). Despite these plans, the house was never built as 
Baker went on tour and when she returned, Loos had returned to Vienna. "Perhaps she was 
unable to make the intellectual leap from her love of bodily nudity to an appreciation of 
architectural nudity. That she ultimately chose to live in a rural historicist chateau rather than in 
Loos’s urban box suggests her ambivalence toward modernism" (p. 112). 

Hines concludes, "She left no record in her memoirs as to why she commissioned the 
design or why she abandoned it. She must have like its sensual drama while, ironically, rejecting 
ist modernist nudity. It became, nevertheless, as an unbuilt design, a major icon of architectural 
modernism, and, like Baker, Tzara and Loos themselves, a symbol of the culture of Paris in the 
twenties" (p. 112). 

"Josephine Baker’s Hothouse," by Janet Lyon 

Janet Lyon opens her essay by describing Baker and suggesting that she 
constructed multiple identities of herself, she never established a stable historical identity. Lyon 
states, that Baker "lived multiple lives as fashion icon, cabaret owner, sex symbol, nightclub 
singer, international star, Montmartre denizen, French citizen and Resistance patriot, adoptive 
mother of twelve children, gay idol, civil fights advocate, comeback queen .... ’Josephine Baker’ 
never coheres into a stable historical identity" (p. 30). Lyon then argues that "incoherence 
surrounding Baker runs much deeper than inconsistency, insofar as it generates questions that get 
asked over and over in critical writings: was Josephine Baker a dupe of consumerism, a shill for 
lewd cabaret culture, a willingly exploited performer of some French notion &primitivism? Or 
was she a performance artist, a surrealist renegade, an avant-gardiste self-consciously engaging 
in racial forms of detournement and sexual forms of epater? 

Lyon continues that, "It will be the aim &this essay to discuss her synecdochic relation 
to those institutions, which may be identified, first, as the institutions of modernism-especially 
Parisian modernism--through which Baker became famous; and second, the social and political 
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institutions of white Western Modernity, whose racial contradictions, I would insist, are largely 
the source of a prevailing reception of Baker-as-enigma" (p. 30). Lyon contends of Baker that, 
"like other African Americans hailed by modernism, especially those in Harlem and Paris, Baker 
had to negotiate a bizarrely labile relation bet~veen formal modernist aesthetics and the 
incoherent racial ideology of the dominant institutions of modernity" (p. 31). 

"Baker’s fear of U.S. racist contagion suggests that the mere absence of the aura of 
racism did not afford her the luxury of a pure, detached cosmopolitanism. Rather, it exposed the 
sedimentation of raciali sm in French culture, which was itself subj ect to the inflections of 
racism" (p.31). Lyon later proclaims that, "racialism easily became an instrument of French 
colonialism, at once identifying race empirically and justifying Western aggression 
developmentally. But I would also suggest that, when patterned into the fabric of 
cosmopolitanism, racialism helped to condition and qualify the self-congratulatory French truism 
of the 1920s--that in Janet Flanner’s words, ’Paris has never drawn a color line’" (p.31). "The 
African component of its dual nature, as understood by Parisian intellectuals and artists, was a 
valorized primitivism associated with an imported species of ’African’ culture, which offered a 
foil of ’lush, naive sensuality’ when seen against the hideous methodical slaughter of the recent 
European war. Such primitivism undergirded the choreography of the dance for which Baker 
became instantly (in)famous: the Daltce Sara’age .... " (p. 32). Later, Lyon suggests that, "the 
primitivism embodied in Baker’s most provocative stage persona--the persona of the exotic 
tropical native existing just beyond the reach of colonial interpellation--engaged thoroughly 
~vith French intellectual paradigms of liberal racialism .... There ~vas, in short, an element of 
nationalist quid pro in Paris’s reception of Josephine Baker: for while parochial racist Americans 
in Paris suddenly seemed capable of buying out the city on the strength of their bloated stock 
market, this one aspect of the metropole’s character--its tolerant cosmopolitanism--was not for 
sale" (p. 33). Lyon contends that, Baker "was an African American woman performing the 
implicitly parodic role of a primitive African woman for a white European audience. For its part, 
the audience was performing a disidentification (or a self-differentiation) from white racist 
American audiences even as it was participating in an ironized colonialist tableau. This 
complicated performative partnership between Baker and her audiences was formed around the 
ideals of a developing modernist cosmopolitanism, the modernist component of which reveled in 
scandalous iconocl asm, and the cosmopolitan component of which valorized and cultivated the 
self-reflexive experience of otherness" (p.33). 

Lyon then shifts to a discussion of Baker as a hostess to a private salon and claims that, 
"At Chez Josephine, the private salon becomes a public site of cosmopolitanism and commerce, 
where Baker stages her own conversation with modernity under the signs of race, sexuality, 
consumption, and parody" (p.34). Lyon further states that "[The salon] provided a forum for the 
enactment of ideal speech situations while firmly controlling the directions that that speech 
might take. If salonnieres and salon attenders fancied themselves freely dancing on the leading 
edge of culture, their dance was nevertheless imbricated in a closed grid of identity. To cast Chez 
Josephine as a salon involves a revision of previous conceptions of the European salon tradition. 
... I would ... like to illuminate the unacknowledged cultural work performed by Baker through 
the phenomenal if transient success of her club, which functioned, in many ways, like a 
modernist salon" (p.35). Lyon continues that, "Chez Josephine was, from an aesthetic 
perspective, a laboratory of embodied experimentalism--a concept dear to modernists--wherein 
its extraordinary hostess synthesized two traditional arts, music and dance, into one astonishing 
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new form - astonishing, at least, to its white European audience, for whom the experience of 
black Atlantic artisanship was largely unavailable" (p. 36). "As with the case with Baker’s club, 
bourgeois audiences in the cabarets were repelled and enchanted and eventually came in huge 
numbers--in a ’throng of emblazoned carriages’--to see their values flouted in the cabarets’ 
thematics of grossness, incivility, violence, and parody" (p. 36). Lyon adds, "Part of the shock 
value of Baker’s cabaret performances derived directly from the frank incorporation of race into 
the ambience of her club-salon. Baker’s performances were largely about race as a patterning of 
representations in twentieth-century Europe; she mixed black orchestra, black dancer, black 
music, black rhythm, black chic, black idiom, black patter, and a black chef with white 
customers, white voyeurism, white (non)rhythm, white money, white incomprehension, white 
cosmopolitanism .... Baker chaffed her audience’s backward racialism, its insistence on reducing 
’tropical,’ ’exotic,’ ’African,’ ’African American,’ ’Negro,’ and ’black’ to a monolithic 
epistemological category of ’race’ and its concomitant inability to see ’white European’ as a 
similar (and similarly erroneous) epistemological categor3?’ (p.37). Lyon claims that "In her own 
club she could control the terms of her spectacle, maintain the distance between performance and 
reality so often blurred by racist audiences, and establish her agency in relation to ’white men,’ 
those ’very curious beings’ who habitually mistook her physical genius for sexual availability" 
(p.38). 

Lyon shifts to a discussion of Baker’s dance style suggesting that "Gumbrecht’s thesis 
that Baker’s fascination derived in part from her performance of rhythm as ’pure surface 
phenomenon’ helps to make sense of the confusion and conflict surrounding her reception in 
Paris. It also helps to make sense of the performative bond formed between Baker and her 
club/salon audiences .... Baker’s dancing subverted the impulsive referentiality fostered by 
expressionism. Hers was an improvisational performance of rhythm, formal only insofar as it 
possessed a barely recognizable body syntax.., that structured her movements .... Baker the 
dancer, seemingly a product of modernism and certainly an obj ect of the racialist modernist 
imaginary, worked beyond the boundaries of modern aesthetics in a rhizomatic mode that 
perhaps warrants a Deleuzean reading" (p. 41). 

Connecting Baker’s dance back to her salon, Lyon states, "it was precisely in the gap 
between the interpretive yearnings of modernism and the ontological ephemerality of race that 
Baker’s cosmopolitan ’salon’ cohered. "...the cultural multiplicity experienced in Baker’s 
club--the otherness within which cosmopolitanism was elaborated--took the form of embodied 
identification. It emerged as a uniquely physical property catalyzed by music and dance. 
Otherness, in other words, was comprised of both the dancer and her audience, bound together in 
a historical moment. The improvisational participation that prevailed at Chez Josephine seems to 
have created a path of intimacy that largely evaded the double threat of political relativism and 
racialist essentialism" (p.42). 

Lyon concludes that "Baker’s hostessing was geared to her own pleasure and profit .... 
Baker’s hostessing was squarely based in what I would call xenos. Her guests were aliens, 
strangers, who were treated as equals despite their uncomprehending limitations. They left her 
salon confused and altered by this surprising new script of modernity, and while undoubtedly 
their disorientation was temporary and wholly reversible, the script still possesses the capacity 
for surprise, and its accompanying music and movement have resonated in ways for which 
contemporary cultural critics have yet to account" (p. 43). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 29, 2010 2:06 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: c.v. 

Dear Vander: 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting @aol com: 

Dear Regester, 

I’ll try reaching you later this ~veekend, possibly Sunday or sometime 
earl?- next week Quickly: I actually have 

sed 

Sincerely, 
Vander. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email.unc edu 
’17o          @aol corn 
Sent: };ri, Oct 29, 2010 12:46 pm 
Subject: Fwd: c.v 

..... Forwarded message from k*janken@email unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 27 Oct 2010 09:19:37 -0400 
From: Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: krjanken@email unc edu 
Subject               cv. 

To: Reg Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu>, Tim McMaHan 
<tjml@email.unc.edu>, Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc edu>, Charlene 
Regester <regester@email unc.edu>, "R. Porter" 

@gmail corn> 

I forgot to send the c.v earlier. Here it is now. 

>K. 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universi~" of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(,9,919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(,9,919) 966-2694 (fax) 

/Click on a lira: for itffomaation about my publications:/ 

/Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American 
Intellectual <http://www.umass.eduittrapress/spr 97iianken.html>/ 

/Walter V~nite, Mr. NAACP <http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.hm’tl>i 

..... End forxvarded message ..... 

I forgot to send the c.v. earlier. Here it is now 

>K. 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of Aiicican and Aiico-American Studies 
109 BattleHall, CB# 3395 
Universityof North Carolina 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link forinJk~rmation about my publications: 

RayfordW. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual 

Walter White, Mr.NAACP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 29, 2010 3:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: African Art at VMFA 

ATT00001 .htm; image001 .jpg; image001 .jpg; African Art at the VMFA (2).pdf 

Dear Colleague: 

My purpose in writing is to inform you about the momentous projects involving African art that will open at the museum 

starting in February 2011. The extraordinary exhibition of art from Ife in Nigeria, titled Dynasty and Divinity, and the 

museum’s new galleries for African art will open at the same time - on February 12. Dynasty and Divinity will remain on 

view until May 22. 

I hope that the attached letter and information provides sufficient detail about these projects, but please don’t hesitate 

to contact me with questions or suggestions. I truly hope to see many of you and your students at the museum in the 

days ahead. Please feel free to post this information and to share it liberally with anyone you think might take an 

interest. 

With thanks and best regards, 

Richard 

Richard B. Woodward 
Curator of African Art 

N VMFA-web-sig 

Virginia Museum of Fine Arts 

200 N. Boulevard / Richmond, VA 23220-4007 
T 804.340.1452 / F 804.340.1557 

email: richard.woodward@vmfa.museum 
See what’s new at: www.vmfa.museum 





National Picasso, Paris. On view February 19 through May 15, this exhibition includes more than 150 

works from Picasso’s personal collection of his own work, and VMFA is the only east coast venue on the 

exhibition’s seven-city international tour. The combination of the African gallery, Dynasty and Divinity: Ire Art 

j~orn Ancient Nigeria, and Picasso: Masterpieces ~orn the Musde National Picasso, Paris prompt us to mention 

that the museum offers a special membership program for students. At a greatly reduced membership fee of 

only $10, students can become members of the museum. A full program of benefits accompanies this 

membership, including: free parking at the museum; discounts in the VMFA Shop, Amuse Restaurant and 

Best Card; invitations to members-only lectures, tours and programs; and, most important, free entry to all 

exhibitions, including Dynasty and Divinity (non-member ticket price, $15) and Picasso (non-member ticket 

price, $20). As with all VMFA collections, entry to the museum’s African gallery is free at all times. 

We hope you can encourage your students to take advantage of these very special exhibitions, and let them 

know of the great benefits of a student membership. Perhaps you would find it possible to offer extra credit 

for those who come to see these seeing these exceptional exhibitions! A full description of all membership 

levels and benefits is available on our website, www.vmfa.museum/join/. 

Information regarding tours, educational opportunities, collections and exhibitions is also available on our 

website. For a description of additional programs available specifically for college students, please visit: 

www.vmfa.museumilearnicollege/college, aspx. 

Thank you in advance for helping us spread the word out about these significant events. We also welcome 

feedback about how to extend our reach further and other ways that we can serve the college and university 

audience, so we look forward to hearing your suggestions. My contact information follows, below. 

With thanks and very best regards, 

Richard B. Woodward 

Curator of African Art 
(p) 804.340.1452 
richard.woodward@vmfa.museum 



The VMFA collection of African art is regarded as one of the strongest 

in the United States. More than 100 cultures are represented through 

some 500 works, spanning 2,000 years of history. The collection 

features figures, masks, textiles, regalia, and ritual objects of great 

stylistic range and fine aesthetic quality. These works provide a 

coherent and broad-based view of the continent’s artistic and cultural 

history. The collection represents core, or defining, styles of African art 

as well as unique and rare examples. Works of art from Mali, studied 

as part of the Virginia Standards of Learning, form a significant 

resource for classrooms throughout the state. Other focus areas include 

the Yoruba of Nigeria and Republic of Benin, the Akan of Ghana, the 

Dan of Liberia and Cote d’lvoire, the Kon9o, Kuba, Songye, Luba, and 

Lega of the Congo, and the closely related cultural clusters in Burkina 

Faso and the grasslands region of Cameroon. 

Hawk Mask, Bwa culture (Burkina Faso), 1 91h-201h century. 

From Ihe Robert and Nancy Nooter Collection. Adolph D. and Wilkins C. Williams Fund. 

Commemorative Head, Akan culture (Ghana), 1 61h-181h century. 

Arlhur and Margaret Glasgow Fund. 

Left to Right: 

King’s Beaded Robe 

Yoruba culture (Nigeria, 

Republic of Benin) 

191h-201h century 

Kalhleen Boone Samuels Fund 

A’tshol Head 

Baga culture (Guinea) 

191h century 

From Ihe Robert and Nancy 

Nooter Collection 

Adolph D. and Wilkins C. 

Williams Fund 

Nkisi (Power Figure) 

Kongo culture (Congo) 

191h century 

Arlhur and Margaret Glasgow Fund 

Several hundred works have been added to the collection 

since the former gallery closed for building construction and 

renovation. What will be revealed on February 12 is a greatly 

enriched collection presented in galleries with fifty percent 

more floor space than the previous installation. Be sure to visit 

this spring for what promises to be the most extraordinary time 

in VMFA’s history to see African art! 

The Virginia Museum of Fine Arts is open 365 days a year-daily 10:00am to 5:00pm, and until 9:00pm on 

Thursday and Friday evenings. For more information, please visit our website: www~vmfa~museurn. 



The Virginia Museum of Fine Arts is open 365 days a year-daily 10:00am to 5:00pm, and until 9:00pm on 

Thursday and Friday evenings. For more information, please visit our website: www~vmfa~museum. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 8:39 AM 

@gmail.com 

Essay For Submission to Special Issue on Precious 

PreciousMonstmus MotherJ ournalVe~sion.docx 

Dear Guest Editors Suzette Spencer and Carolos Miranda: Attached is an 

essay that I am submitting to be considered for the upcoming special 
issue of Black Camera de,~uted to critical essays that examine Precious 

(film) and Push (novel) It was not until recently that I became aware 
of this special issue so I am a little late sending the essay since the 
deadline was October 25th. Hope you will be ~villing to consider nay 
work. Note that I will make an?’ and all necessary changes. Finally, 
thales for your consideration of this material and I look forward to 

hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 12:49 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: Purchase Books on Crrant Money 

Dear Haeran: Recently, I purchased some books through the Bullshead 
Bookstore on campus and would like to charge them to my account. Can 
you give me an account number so that I can pick tap these items? Since 
I have never charged as of yet on this account (grant money received 
from the Dean’s office), I want to know how to go about this. Thanks 
much for your assistance If you are in the office today, you can call 
me on my cell phone Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting regester@emaih unc.edu: 

> Dear Haeran: I want to make stare that you are in the AFAiVl office 
> today -- if so, I will come over and bring nay receipts Thanks much. 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Miller, Haeran" 
> <hrmiller@email uric edu>: 
> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Oh, you’re welcome. 
>> By the way, the record shows that 
>> AilIhl-e $241 (from Chapel Hill to Velrnont---not sure if this is for 
>> roundtrip or not) 
>> Car lmleage $18 
>> Registration $150 
>> Meal per diem $85.10 

>> Total $494.10 

>> Please bring any other receipts not included here and I will process them. 
>> Thanks, 

Original Message ..... 
>> Dora: regester@email unc.edu [mailto:re~ester!~email unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2010 2:56 PM 
>> To: Miller, Haeran 
>> Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement 

>> Dear Haeran: I was reimbursed k)r Housing, Conference Registration, and 
>> Meal Plan (because we stayed in the dorm). However, I did not receive 
>> aW reimbursement for my roundtrip airfare Will bring the receipts 
>> previously submitted to the office on Friday *vhen you are in. Thanks 
>> k)r researching this Sincerely, Charlene Regesgter Quoting "Miller, 

>> Haeran" <hnniller@email uric edu>: 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> After I talked to you regarding your travel reimburseruent request 
>>> last week, I’ve searched travel records and it looks like you have 
>>> been reimbursed $494.10 for the Universi~ Filru & Video Assoc. 
>>> Corderence in Burlington, Verruont from 8Nil 0 to 8/15/10. Could you 
>>> please let me know if this is the one you meant or if there is 
>>> another travel reimbursement you’re still looking for. 
>>> Thanks, 

>>> Haeran Miller 
>>> Accouting Tech 
>>> Dept. of Public Policy 
>>> T. 9624854 
>>> F. 962-5824 
>>> Dept. of African & Afro-American Studies 
>>> T.966-1295 
>>> t~rnli ller@eraail.m~c, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 8:29 AM 

su~ime@companioncamp.net 

Re: Review of Espy For Journal of Film & Video 

Journal of Fihn and Video Leslie Uggams Show.doc 

Dear Susanne: Please review the following critique of an essay that 
have to consider for publication to the Journal of Film and Video. You 
can do this whenever you have a chance Finally, let me know- that you 
have received this material because our email is in the process of 
changing. Thanks much for your assistance Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Susanne Carter <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 

> Hi Charlene, 
> 

> Here is the edited essay. I found the name of the song the chorus 
> was singing and inserted it. Very interesting[ 
> 

> We are now at 6 hours of editing. May I send you an invoice? 
> 

> Susanne 
> 

> 

> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Dear Susanne: Attached is the essay on Precious previously 
>> mentioned. I assume that you had received this work but apparently 
>> in my haste to leave town, I forgot to send Edit at your earliest 
>> com’enience. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
>> Regester Quoting Susanne Carter <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 
>> 

>>> Charlene, 
>>> 

>>> I cannot find it in my e-mail If you’ll resend, I’l[ edit it ASAP. 
>>> 

>>> By the way, I read the novel/PushJ and watched the mowe 
>>>/Precious/--both were very, very powerful. 

>>> regester@email.anc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Dear Susanne: I sent you a copy of a long essay on the fihn 
>>>> entitled, Precious. It was some 35 pages. I will have to re-locate 
>>>> and resend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Susarme 
>>>> <susanne@companioncamp.net>: 

>>>>> Charlene, 

>>>>> I don’t reruember a third document. Can you resend it? I’ll get right on 
>>>>> it! 

>>>>> ......... Original Message ........ 
>>>>> From: regester@eruail.~mc.edu 
>>>>> To: susanne@companioncamp.net <susanne@companioncamp.net> 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Thanks 
>>>>> Date: 18/08/10 11:40 

>>>>>> Dear Susanne: Thanks for editing the proposal and letter. Only recently- 
>>>>>> have I had time to look at these documents. Let me know when the essay 
>>>>>> on Precious will be completed -- however, no rash just take your time. 
>>>>>> My school is beginning and it is hectic. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>>>>> Qnnting Susanne Carter &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt;: 

>>>>>> &gt; Charlene, 
>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; Here’s no 1. 
>>>>>> &gt; 

>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; regester@email.unc.edu ~vrote: 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Please edit the following comments that I 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt; recent COl~ference. These materials are needed for their 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt; regarding the conference. Thanks much for your assistance and 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt; let me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; Charlene Regester Quoting Susanne Carter 
>>>>> &lt;susanne@companioncamp net&gt;: 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Hi Charlene, 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 



>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Here’s an invoice [’or the editing work I’ve done 

>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; past few months. Thanks. 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; -- 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne Carter 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 3408 Castle Rock Fatra Road 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; www.companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt;&gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; -- 
>>>>>> &gt; Susanne Carter 
>>>>>> &gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
>>>>>> &gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>>>>> &gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
>>>>>> &gt; 919-545 -CAMP (919-%5-2267) 
>>>>>> &gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt; w~a~’.companioncamp.net 
>>>>>> &gt; 
>>>>>> &gt; 

>>>>> Message sent using UebiMiau 2.7 10 

>>> Susalme Carter 
>>> Companion Camp, LLC 
>>> 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
>>> Pit~sboro, NC 27312 
>>> 919 -545 -CAIVIP (919-545 -2267) 
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"The Leslie Uggams Show and the Struggles over Televisiual Blackuess in the Late 1960s" 

Review for Journal of Film and Video 

The essay is clearly written and developed. It couches its arguments in terms of how blacks were 

represented on television in the 1960s against or next to the socio-political culture of the 1960s 

where blacks were debating issues such as integration, assimilation, and nationalism. It is very 

effective in foregrounding this socio-political debate as it intersected with racialized television 

representations. But more than that, this essay contexualizes its discussion on race and television 

in the 1960s into the larger discourse of how television was attempting to accommodate the 

youth culture and adapt its programming to a culture preoccupied with bringing about social 

change. In fact, because the essay situates its discussion within this larger discourse surrounding 

the political climate of the 1960s from which the Leslie Uggams television emerged and the 

history of television, it is this larger discourse that I think makes the essay interesting and worthy 

of attention. Therefore, it is on this basis that I am recommending that the essay be published in 

the Jo~rnal of Film at~d Video. However, before the essay is published, I think that the following 

recommendations should be considered. 

1) In the first part of the essay, the examination needs to be guided by a stronger argument 

other than the suggesting that because this show was short-lived it has been omitted from 

televisual blackness. More importantly, because no one has ever written on the show 

makes it deserv’ing of study, its distinctiveness and uniqueness probably also warrants it 

being worthy of investigation. Therefore, I would encourage the writer to expand the 

guiding argument or premise as to why this show is important to television history and 

cultural history - because this is why the discussion is important. 

2) The thesis which is introduced on page 4 and needs to be moved earlier in the essay. If 

you move the thesis earlier in the paper, some of the introductory material can then 

follow the thesis. It is important to establish your argument early on and then provide 

some of the explanatory material regarding the argument. 

3) One of the strengths of the essay is its ability to recapture this period in history where 

racial tensions were often reflected on televi sion and how televi sion became a vehicle 

utilized to mediate these racial differences and assuage the fears of skeptical audiences. 

4) In the latter half of the essay, you shift in focus to a discussion of Sugar Hill (a sketch of 

the Uggams show to convey how the show shifted between authentic blackness and 

inauthentic blackness). However, in your thesis you need to state more clearly that the 

essay will explore the Uggams show both as a variety show format and its sketches (i.e. 



Sugar Hill) to demonstrate how the show shifted in its production or construction of 

authentic and inauthenfic blackness. 

Finally, the strength of the essay is that it is well researched and effectively draws upon the work 

of contemporary scholars who have studied television such as Herman Gray, Lynn Spiegel, 

Bambi Haggins, etc. This essay definitely makes a contribution to this field of study. It is 

strongly recommend that photos be provided to accompany this essay. This essay deserves to be 

published in the Journal of Film and Video and if this journal does not publish this essay, another 

j ournal will easily accept it for publication. 
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THE JOSI~PHINE BAKER HOUSE: FOR LOOS’ PLEASURE 

Farbs el-Dahdah 

Part I 

The narrative history of an architecture complicit with a subject’s affects has yet to be 

written. Examples are rare when in an architectural treatise love is a semantic notion and not a 

building function architecture, as in Ledoux’s oeikema. An amorous architecture may, in fact, 

find a theoretical point of departure somewhere in the fifteenth century when love, we are told, is 

an obsessive feature for Alberti -an obsession later realized in Francesco Colonna’s 

H),pnerotomachia Poliphili.1 Colonna’s treatise is given the form of a love story in which 

buildings become metaphors of the protagonist’s lover. It is an initial moment, perhaps, when a 

building is described as both an object of desire and as a quasi-subject who enjoys being loved.: 

In the age of enlightenment, there are other instances when love meets architecture, when laws of 

seduction are ratified by architectural theory, be it in fictions on buildings and in built form The 

distribution of plans becomes for Nicolas le Camus de M~zibres a distribution of pleasures when 

a particular building type such as a h6telparticulier is organized according to a sequence of 

tableaux, each meant to provoke a particular sensation in the room’s occupant. De M~zibres, in 

fact, writes on what until then had been given little attention: "affections of the soul. ,,3 Irrelevant 

of origins, examples can certainly be collected for a history of an architectural patronage in 

1 See Donald Keith Hedrick, "The Ideology of Ornament: Alberti and the Erotics of Urban Design," Word & Image, 

1987, 111-137. See also Liane Lefaivre, Leon Battista Alberti’s Hypnerotomachia Poliphili recognizing the 

architectural body in the earl.v Italian Renaissance (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997). 

2 See Liane Lefaivre, "An Erotic Interference: The Unrecognized H.vpnerptomachia Poliphili," Daidalos (1991), 

92-100. 

3 Nicolas Le Camus de Mdzibres, Le Gdnie de l’architecmre ou l ’analogze de cet art avec nos sensations (Paris: 

Benoit Morirk 1780), 2. 



which sentiment and affects are part of the program. It is a history that could begin with a 

eigteenth centuryfolie and consist of a long list of architectural commissions for the Duc de 

Richelieu, Madame de Pompadour, La Guimard, William Beckford, Ludwig II of Bavaria, 

Gabriele D’Annunzio, Carlos Beistegui, among many others or, as in this essay, Josephine Baker. 

The phrase "bachelor machine" has often been attributed to such an architecture of 

pleasure. The terminology is appropriate insofar as it connotes a kind of trap that works both 

ways (trapping the trapper just as it might a prey) and inasmuch as we understand a machine, to 

be neither a tool nor a weapon. A bachelor machine is an apparatus that, once set in motion, 

orchestrates reversible roles akin to those played in seduction --wherein the seducer seduces 

while the seduced may manipulate a seducer’s advances. Seduction then becomes that which 

makes a machine indiscriminately wait for any action to make it work, may it be that of the 

seducer or the seduced. For just as the cogs of machines reverse relations of power, so do plots of 

seduction confuse relationships in the name of desire. The bachelor machine is, in fact, a 

hypnotic mechanism provoked by the seducer yet dependent on the suggestionability of the 

hypnotized/seduced. The phrase "bachelor machine" becomes inappropriate, however, once its 

gender reference is fixed and as soon as it connotes a space of violation and not seduction; in 

which case it should be called a "bachelor’s weapon," the ammunition of which is found in the 

domain of virility. A distinction between machine and weapon resides, therefore, in the fact that 

rape is directional like a rifle while seduction is like a machine reversible. By name, this machine 

for seduction belongs to the space ofbachelordom and serves both a Don Giovanni and a 

Madame de Pompadour just as it might serve the pleasures of their often ignored lovers. Whether 

it is called "Vigne," "Folie," "petite maiso~," "g~argormiOre," or "bachelor pad," this machine 

ought perhaps be referred to as that which serves those who, for one reason or another, "bach it" 
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-i .e., as the literal mechanism for amorous conquests that corroborates, outside the institution of 

marriage, the affective scenarios between the machinist and the machine’s intruder. In literature, 

at least, it is an apparatus that has served men, women, and cross-dressers, may they be a 

Marquis de Tr~micour, a Marquise de Palmarbze, or a Julie who, dressed as a man, seduced her 

lover’s mistress in a petite maison.1 

The existence of such amorous machines in built form undoubtedly dates as far back as 

their own archetype: the box of Pandora. In the eighteenth century, however, this "surprise box" 

becomes literalized in plays and novellas as well as in police reports. As early as 1740, H~nault 

defines apetiW maison as a space of alterity expressly designed for amorous escapades: "they 

[the petites maisons] were invented only to be entered stealthily in order to wait for someone 

who could not be otherwise seen without consequence. ,,2 Police scrutiny will also produce a 

master "voyeur," M. Berryer, who "every morning.., delighted in the reports his sleuths had 

given him on the debaucheries of those he surveyed.’’3 By 1752, M. Berryer had, in fact, made a 

census of all of Paris’ bachelor machines. 

When occupied, or set in motion, a petite maison literally moves with its "flying-tables," 

that sink into kitchens below, and "sliding mirrors," that transform rooms into jewelry boxes. 

Mechanical dinning tables not only heightened the displays of gastronomic feasts but actually 

kept the identity of guests a secret from the gossips of se~v’ants. Madame de Pompadour had such 

a table built for her Petit Chdteau at Choisy as one of the architectonic contrivances she invented 

to alleviate the king’s ennui and thereby remain his.favorite. Jules and Edmond de Goncourt will, 

1 See Jean-Frangois de Bastide, Lapetite maison, 1753 (Paris: Le Promeneur, 1993); Simon-Pierre Mdrard de Saint- 

Just, L ’Esprit des moeurs du XVIIIe siOcle ou La Petite ,~/[aison, 1776 (Brassac: l~ditions Plein Chant, 2008); and 

Charles-Jean-Francois Hdnault, La petite maison, comOclie en trois acres (Paris, 1769), respectively. 

2 Gaston Capon, Les Petites Maisons Galantes de Paris (Paris: Daragon, 1902), VIII. 

3 Robert Yve-Plessis, "Prdface," in Capon, Les PetitesMaisons Galantes de Paris, XIV. 
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in fact, describe this Petit Chdteau as a space appropriated by the royal mistress to "lure" her 

king: 

Choisy owned by the king, seemed to become his mistress’ property, given all the 
efforts she put into its embellishments and all the expenditures she ordered for it .... the 
finest of details demonstrated the delicacy of her inventions. Was it not she who 
orchestrated this enchanted castle where the flying table she had invented in collaboration 
with an engineer... It was Madame de Pompadour’s effort and victory to instill all of these 
rooms with variety and contrast providing the King’s ennui with the distraction of a 
surprise-box.., in splendid architectural settings.., the enchantress lured Louis XV... 1 

Madame de Pompadour invented an architecture that both promoted its occupant’s desires 

and protected its machinist’s celibacy necessary for her condition as mistress. Similarly, in Jean- 

Frangois de Bastide’s novella, Lapetite maison, a Marquis relies on the machinations of his 

house to seduce his guests and ultimately remain a bachelor. Bastide’s fiction allegorizes a 

machine that sites as well as orchestrates a plot of seduction between the two protagonists. The 

story told is that of a wager placed between the Marquis de Trrmicour and Mrlite daring her to 

visit hispe#te maison and by that alone be inevitably seduced. The visit proceeds as an argument 

between the impatience of the Marquis to seduce and M~lite’s stalling technique of wanting to 

see everything. The guest’s resistance, however, aimed at teasing the Marquis by inspecting with 

much curiosity every detail, triggers the house to display itself relative to a topography of affects; 

as a trap meant to capture all her senses. The architectural details upon which M~lite lingers, are 

willingly displayed and described for they are precisely the stages a resistant guest must go 

through in order for the seductive machine to work. The guest is disconcerted when a concert is 

suddenly heard from behind secret panels. She is inebriated by perfumes emanating from the 

ether of varnishes. She is blinded by bright spectacles of refracted chandelier’s and shiny surfaces 

1 Edmond and Jules de Goncourt, l~Iadame de Pompadour, (Paris: Olivier Orban, 1982), 94-95. 
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covering entire walls. Troubled, she barely eats from a dinning table that hypnotically rotates and 

collapses in the ground. And finally, as the reader begins to suspect that the Marquis may be 

falling in love, M~lite finally succumbs to being touched and looses the wager. 

Admitting that architecture will remain amorous as long as there are lovers, Adolf Loos’ 

also operated a bachelor machine of his one. In this case, the space of amorous conquest is 

similar to an admiratettr’s letter that was, in fact, never sent. For just as Tr~micour is impatient to 

touch his guest M~lite, Loos did instrumentalize one of his own projects as a tactile extension of 

his senses in order to covet the exoticized body of an absent Josephine Baker. 
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W~~ do I ttvn once again to writing? 
Beloved, you must not ask such a question, 

For the truth is, I have nothing to tell you, 

All the same, your dear hands will hold this notc. 1 

Part II. 

Young Werter’s query as to why one writes a love letter, reveals a paradoxical dimension 

inherent to any amorous correspondence: a letter is a signifier that can convey an amorous 

message despite the fact that it may say nothing at all. It can, therefore, both flatter and touch. It 

transmits the language of devotion by simply being an instrument for a tactile extension. Roland 

Barthes distinguishes between two forms of love notes: there is the amorous correspondence, 

where one seeks "to defend positions, make conquests... [and thereby] articulate the other’s 

image in various points which the letter will try to touch" and there is the love letter proper, 

where one is purely affectionate, engaging "the other in a relation, not a correspondence."2 The 

enterprise of writing amorously, can therefore be, "both blank (encoded) and expressive (charged 

with the longing to signify desire)."3 A note sent to the obj ect of one’s affections is hence a 

deliberate extension of one’s language, an attempt to touch the other ("as if I had words instead 

of fingers’’4) despite the message conveyed: the irreducible "I love you." In a letter, words need 

say nothing at all, "save that it is to you that I tell this nothing’’5 and, paradoxically, it is via this 

"nothing" that one overcomes the other’s absence. Hence a note that can not only carry a message 

but is also a vicarious mechanism through which I can touch my other, may he/she/it be that or 

the image of what I seek, covet, fear, miss, etc. 

1 Johmm Wolfgang von Goethe, The Sorrows of~Verter, cited in Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse Fragments 

(New York: Hill and Wang, 1979), 157. Barthes notes that it had been cited by Freud. 

2 Barthes, A Lover’s" Discourse Fragments, 158. 

3 Barthes, A Lover’s" Discourse Fragments, 157. 

4 Barthes, A Lover’s" Discourse Fragments, 73. 

5 Barthes, A Lover’s" Discourse Fragments, 157. 
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The house Adolf Loos designed in 1927 at the supposed request of Josephine Baker is 

precisely that: a love note. It is an epistola~- attempt to detail the image of the dancer in "various 

points" through a kind of writing that stretches a third skin between the body of the architect and 

that of Josaphine. The house is an mechanism (the note) through which one can somehow rub 

against or trap a dancer’s exoticized body. It is a building designed as a tactical enterprise, as the 

imaginary ’prose’ of an amorous conquest in between the lines of which (in between the stripes of 

its faCades and the distribution of its rooms) one is to decode a longing to signify desire. In other 

words, this house corroborates someone’s yearning to touch the absent body of Josephine. And, 

in the absence of hardly any information regarding the circumstances of Loos’ ever meeting 

Baker, the architect’s project (a model and a few drawings) is the principal document that can 

serve to corroborate this longing, shared by an entire generation, for the famous American 

dancer. 

A published account that does describe Loos having indeed once met Josephine, - 

’verifying’ thereby that a house may have indeed been commissioned- is cited by Loos wife, 

Claire, in her biography, AdolfLoos Privat. Mrs. Loos (n~e Beck) cites her husband quoting 

Josephine, as the latter complained about another architect’s plans for a house she wished to 

build. To his surprise, Loos realizes that she was unaware that so was he an architect and in 

return proposes his services: 

It was in Paris. She came up to me and was in a bad mood. ’Imagine Loos!’, she 
said in a sulking tone, ’I want to make a large, large transformation to my house, and I 
don’t like the plans of the architects’. I couldn’t contain myself. ’What, you didn’t come to 
me straight away? Don’t you know that I can design the best plans in the world for you?’ 
Astonished, Josephine looked at me with her children’s eyes and asked gently: ’So you are 
an architect???’ --she had no idea who I was-- I designed a plan for Josephine... I regard it 
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as one of my best. The outer wall is striated with white and black bands of marble -- 
alternating transversely. J 

Baker and Loos may have met in Paris when the latter was building a house for the 

Dadaist poet, Tristan Tzara. They might have even met in Vienna in 1928, when Baker was on 

tour. In her many memoirs, however, Josephine mentions neither the architect nor a house, he 

had designed to replace two adjacent houses she did own on Avenue Bugeaud. The Baker House 

was hence designed for someone who, for conj ectural reasons, does not speak of it. Baker may 

have either never known of Loos’ design or deliberately abstained from acknowledging it; not to 

mention that the entire event of her telling Loos about her plans to build a house may have been 

simply forgotten by her, yet strategically remembered by him. In any case, her supposed silence 

need be noted, for it may be that of the fetish who never replies to the fetishists advances. As a 

love letter, the Baker House needn’t, in fact, be ’mailed’, for it is more significant to the one who 

produced it then to Josephine who, presumably, asked for it. It is a metonymic object the purpose 

of which only serves to occupy the space where the other is not and, paradoxically, suggest both 

the absence and presence of Josephine. 

In the Baker House, one is to linger, waiting to get a glimpse of Josephine through 

architectural machinations that can exhibit, and trap a body whose absence Loos seems to mind. 

Josephine, in turn, plays a paradoxical role of ’present absence’, which can ironically be 

illustrated in some of Loos’ own writing, and in non-other than hi s essay "Ornament and Crime." 

A first reading of this essay, yields one to reject what is understood as superfluous in favor of 

what is otherwise considered necessary. For Loos, the ornament’s crime is to have disguised or 

dissimulated the purity of a spatial armature that finds itself cluttered with supplements. To 

1 Adolf Loos, cited in Claire Loos, AdolfLoos Privat (Vienna: Herman B6hlaus Nachf., 1985), 11. 
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accuse ornament of perjury, however, and to call for its abolishment is, somewhere, an obsession 

with its removal/absence. For it is through such omission that a seemingly unattainable obj ect 

may, in fact, be acquired: what for Loos is a form of modern distinction. In other words, to be 

situated outside (in the absence of) fashion, is precisely a way to occupy an alternate space of 

distinction. For Loos, one is most elegant when least noticed, "when one stands-out as little as 

possible in the center of culture. ’’~ Loos insists on the absence of ornament so as to disguise a 

certain delight in the distinction such an absence procures. Hence Hubert Damisch’s claim that 

"in a class society the absence of ornament can still be an ornament. ,,2 Absence fulfills what the 

presence of an ornament can fulfill no longer. Loos precisely minds the notion that fashion 

ceases to be truly luxurious when its details are no longer artfully crat~ed; and he would, no 

doubt, disagree with Barthes’ claim that "the detail [i.e., the ornament] consecrates a democracy 

of budgets while respecting an aristocracy of tastes. ,,3 To do away with, to sacrifice ornament is, 

for Loos, to nostalgically evoke an unattainable ’aristocratic’ object as the essential accessory of 

"the modern man" who "is still in our society an isolated man, a forward sentinel, an aristocrat."4 

Moreover, in a passage from "Ornament and Crime" Loos finds pleasure in paying more for 

having what he considers excessive deleted. This happens when the architect disappoints his 

shoemaker by requesting a pair of shoes stripped of its signs of elegance. The cobbler may have 

"less work to do, yet as Loos writes, I robbed him of all his pleasures. ,,s Ornament, or rather the 

1 AdolfLoos, Spoken into the void : collected essays, 1897-1900 (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1982), 12. 

2 Hubert Damisch, Ruptures-Cultures (Paris: Minuit, 1976), 150. 

3 Roland Barthes, The Fashion System (New Yor: Hill and Wang, 1983), 243. 

4 Adolf Loos, "Ornament and Crime," in Safran, Yehuda, and Wilfried Wang, eds. The Architecture of AdolfLoos 

(London: Precision Press, 1985), 100-103, cited in Naomi Schor, Reading in Detail (New York: Methuen Inc., 

1987), 57. 

5 Loos, "Ornament and Crime," 103. 
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request of its deletion, becomes a source of delight. That which can not be had, is acquired 

through absence.., much as a voyeur stares in abstinence. 

Loos’ deploring of excessive notches and holes on his shoes (while delighting in their 

absence), is similar to his denouncing "the man of our time who daubs the walls with erotic 

symbols to satisfy an inner urge."1 It is a sign of degeneracy for which he may well be guilty. 

Loos claims that degeneracy is determined in "the culture of a country by the degree to which its 

lavatory walls are daubed.’’2 He traces this act back to a primitive and savage origin: "the first 

work of art, the first action of the first artist daubing on the wall [is a cross whose horizontal line 

is] the reclining woman [and whose vertical line is] the man who penetrates her."3 If this indeed 

implies that culture is measured by the repression of its ’wild’ sexual urge, then ornament, as well 

as its absence, have assumed in Loos’ discourse the space of what should ruthlessly be repressed: 

"the evolution of culture is synonymous with the removal of ornament from obj ects of daily 

use’’4 For Loos, "art is erotic," and a tattoo is the untamed expression of the "Papuan" he often 

mentions. Having thus denounced the degeneracy of "soiled walls" as the outcome of an inner 

erotic urge and having gendered the "trace" as the product of feminine and masculine lines 

(borrowed from Mondrian), Loos’ own "daubing" on the white facades of the Baker House thus 

become encoded as the marks of a repressed and savage desire: the flagrant script of Josephine’s 

body, the horizontal tracO as woman. As much as Loos believes that "the modern man who 

tattoos himself is a criminal or a degenerate,"5 he still inscribes the Baker House’s fagade with 

repetitive black horizontal stripe he had already encoded as a reclining woman. By his own 

1 Loos, "Onramem and Crime," 100. 

2 Loos, "Onramem and Crime," 100. 

3 Loos, "Ornmnent and Crime," 100. 

4 Loos, "Ornament and Crime," 100. 

5 Loos, "Ornament and Crime," 100. 
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definition this horizontal tattoo is the result of an untamed desire now confronted with a vertical 

line: the standing architect who seeks to ’touch’ Baker’s body by penetrating into her house. 

Loos’ recurrent mention of a naked Papuan who tattoos and daubs the marks of his 

desires is, in the Baker House, suddenly materialized (civilized) as a prospective patron whose 

nudity the house is to frame. Providing a "Papuan" ~vith a house, or giving Pandora a box, 

disguises an anticipation for her opening it or entering it, so as to fulfill an erotic fascination with 

her exoticized body. A Loosian house should, not only be stripped of ornament (after all, "a 

house is conservative" 1) but so should Josephine be stripped of hers (after all, accessories are the 

only clothes she wears). And, although in Loos’ words "the naked woman.., may be able to 

arouse a man’s love, but not to keep it," she becomes, when covered, when given a house in 

~vhich to hide, "a riddle to man, in order to implant in his heart the desire for the riddle’s 

solution."2 Loos’ idea that a fig leaf (that which covers) is less about a woman’s modesty, and 

more about a game of hide and seek, can somehow be architecturalized in a house that covers the 

naked body of Josephine; a house she will ultimately wear. All the accessories her body needs 

are in the box she is given and as with Pandora she will ultimately open. Such mild paranoia can 

ironically be described in Freudian terms: "the fetish is a substitute for the woman’s (the 

mother’s) penis that the little boy once believed in and does not want to give up."3 Fetishizing a 

garment, for Freud, serves to uphold a disavowal that can "c~Tstallize the moment of undressing, 

as the last moment in which the woman could still be regarded as phallic."4 Similarly, the 

insistence on the ornament’s absent presence, for Loos, serves, if not as a result of a castration 

1 Loos, "Architecture," in The Architecture of Ado~Loos, 108. 

2 Loos, Spoken into the void : collected essays, 1897-1900, 99. 

3 Sigmund Freud, "Fetishism," The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychologzical Works of Sigmund Freud, J. 

Strachey, ed. (London: Hogarth Press, 1961), 152-153. 

4 Freud, "Fetishism," 155. 
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complex, at least to repress either an affect of distinction (even if "no dandy will admit to being 

one"l) or more simply to disguise an affective penchant, shared by many, toward Josephine’s 

exotic body. 

The striated elevations are thus the scriptural testament of Loos’ phallocratic desire, and 

the house comes to occupy the space of what is absent: the rather impossible relationship 

between architect and client. As an object, the Baker House is what Barthes might have referred 

to as an amorous gift with which one gives one’s all, or that with which once touch the other with 

one’s phallus.2 The black lines (stripes) on the walls of Loos’ white architecture constitute a kind 

of writing that "compensates for nothing, sublimates nothing, ...it is precisely there where you 

are not."3 This house is a framing apparatus the function of which depends on the absence of 

whomever is to be seen. It is a machine idly waiting for some force to make it work. The body of 

Josephine is thus strategically framed throughout her own house precisely because she will not 

be seen, precisely because she is the fetish that never responds. In this house, one can only 

anticipate the way she might come down the grand stairs or dive in the swimming pool. Framing 

her body corroborates every instance she ’might’ have been there dancing, sleeping, or 

swimming. 

In what is after all a Parisian h6telpartic~tlier, the sequence of rooms in the Baker House 

abides somewhat strictly to rules of eighteenth century domestic distribution while 

simultaneously providing an idiosyncratic topography of affects. Upon entering the house, one is 

lead via a grand escalier into a vestibule on the Otage noble where one logically finds the salon. 

Auxiliary to what is usually the largest room in the house, are located apetit salon and a hidden 

1 Loos, Spoken into tire void : collected essa~v’s, 1897-1900, 12. 

2 Barthes, A Lover’s" Discourxe Fragments; 75. 

3 Barthes, A Lover’s" Discourxe Fragments; 100. 
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cafO (or what would have been called a cabinet; defined by d’Aviler as "the apartment’s most 

secret room, to write, to study... ,,1. In the French h6tel, the kitchens are as far as possible from 

where one lives or eats; and so is the cuisine in the Baker house: "a room that belongs to the 

department of the mouth usually found on the ground-floor of a building, and, sometimes in the 

basement."2 Back in the vestibule the sequence continues and another esca#er leads to the next 

floor where one finds the salle ~t manger that, as in d’Aviler’s Cours d’Architecture, should be 

separate from the rest of the apartments. 

It may not seem so strange to approximate Loos’ modernist house with an eighteenth 

century precedent, once we realize that its planimetric distribution not only corresponds to that of 

a h6tel, but also evokes the "affections of the soul" an eighteenth century architectural theorist 

would call upon when distributing a plan. This distribution of pleasure is evident as soon as one 

walks in the Baker House and is confronted with the large and over-scaled stairs that could easily 

belong to the Fo#es BOrgOres.. The cabaret audience, now reduced to a single spectator, stands at 

the entrance looking up. The stairs are so long that the anticipated approach of Josephine from 

the vestibule can, at first, only be heard. Her head or coiffure soon appears and the rest of the 

body is gradually revealed, from top to bottom, much as in a striptease, lest we forget that the 

American dancer had been imagined stripped from all her clothes/ornaments. Josephine must 

now ’wear’ the stairs, much as she would a dress, in order to play the stripteaser’s subtle game of 

concealing and revealing. In the vestibule above and down the stairs, she is imagined dancing 

for~vard and backward teasing and manipulating the spectator below. 

1 Augustin-Charles d’Aviler, Cours d’Architecmre. T.II: Explications des termes d’architecture (Paris: N. Langlois, 

1691). 
2 Jean le Rond d’Alembert and Denis Diderot, Encyclopddie ou dictionnaire raisonnO des sciences, des arts et des 

mOtiers (Paris: Briasson 1751-1765). 
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The framing of motion in the perspectival volume of the staircase is the architectural 

equivalent of Marey’s ’chronophotography’ as the capturing of a moving object in a single frame. 

In a similar way, the stairs become a literal apparatus that depicts the body of the dancer’s nude 

body in various points much as it might be ’demultiplied’ in Marcel Duchamp’s Nude Descending 

Staircase (1911). 1 Such ’demultiplification’, to use Duchamp’s term, inspires a kind of reverie 

that relativizes time and space, transforms absence into presence, and becomes a scenographic 

mechanism that anticipates capturing the motion of Josephine dancing up and down the stairs. 

The voyeur thus architecturalizes an unconventional mode of representation in order to transcend 

the absence of Josephine. Seen from the entrance, the house momentarily becomes an actual 

photographic apparatus of "instantaneity" through which "the object is completely stretched out 

as if elastic"; stretched far enough so that it may be touched.2 

Another voyeuristic scenario has already been pointed out wherein the house’s inhabitant 

"is now the primary object [of vision], and the visitor, the guest, is the looking subject."3 This 

occurs in the low passages that provide a place from which to view into a swimming pool that 

can be dived into from the bedroom floor above. From these passages one can look through 

"transparent windows.., so that it was possible to watch swimming and diving in its crystal clear 

~vater, flooded with light from above."4 This scenario transforms the window into "a miniature 

entertainment center’’s or a tableau vivant borrowed, in principle, from the maison close that 

Loos and his generation, no doubt, frequented. The origin of such a voyeuristic practice, we are 

1 The connection with this Dadaist notion of a demultiplied object may well have come via Tristan Tzara, whose 
house Adolf Loos was building in Paris. 

2 Pierre Cabanne, Dialogues with Marcel Duchamp (New York: Viking Press, 1971), 29. 

3 Beatriz Colomi~ka, "The Split Wall: Domestic voyeurism," in Sexuality & Space, ed. Beatriz Colomina (New 
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1992), 88. 

4 Kurt Unger, "Letter to Ludwig Miinz," cited in Ludwig Mfinz and Gustav Kfinstler, AdolfLoos Pionneer of 
Modern Architecture (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1966), 195. 

5 Unger, "Letter to Ludwig Mfinz," 195. 
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told, dates back to the nineteenth century when the sexual act is abandoned in favor of a visual 

orgasm: 

Brothels began to provide the tableau vivant; in the grand salon a kind of erotic 
machinery is set up by the Madame. On a large black carpet, naked girls, were seated in 
suggestive poses, lit by candelabras; On a rotating floor, women appeared with airs of 
~vax dolls eternally fixed in voluptuous poses. The spectator, seated in an armchair, could 
watch and enj oy the scenes in the room next door. 1 

The voyeur’s window, is not unlike Loos’s clean white wall that is suddenly daubed with 

desire. On the one hand, Loos defines the window as that which serves "to let the light in, not to 

let the gaze pass through" yet on the other, he designs windows that will preferably serve the 

purpose of the latter. 2 If indeed, "a cultivated person never looks out of the window,’’3 for it is 

improper to stare, in Josephine’s house the window has been pushed inward, doubled along the 

faCade, so that Loos’ modern and distinguished man can do precisely ~vhat he is not supposed to: 

he can release his desire to stare in the exact space where it is forbidden. The act of refraining to 

look out simultaneously occupies the place where a voyeur endlessly stares through the window 

on the side &the pool. He looks while being framed by a window behind him on the house’s 

faCade and from which he is not to look out. The window that does let the gaze pass through, 

opens up onto an aquatic world in which the naked body of Josephine might dive at any time. So 

he waits and paints his affects on that tableau in front of him as a discourse of absence, if not of 

abstinence. And the window thus becomes a tableau of Loos’ own desires: "a pure proj ection, 

1 Laure Adler, La Pie quotidienne clans les maisons closes 1830-1930 (Paris: Hachette, 1990), 130. 

2 AdolfLoos, cited in Le Corbusier, Urbanisme, (Paris: ]~ditions G. Gr~s et Cie, 1925), 174. 

3 Loos, cited in Le Corbusier, Urbanisme, 174. 
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sharp-edged, incorruptible, irreversible, which banishes into nothingness everything around it" 

but the desire to see baker dive.., naked. 1 

It is clear that a voyeur’s identity of the voyeur is an unknown ("the guest") and 

understandably so since by definition voyeurism is an anonymous practice. Yet, if indeed, the 

windows on the side of the pool confirm other interpretations of this house, in which openings 

are made to resemble those of a peep show, mapping the house’s visual dynamics need not 

immobilize the players in their respective roles: "where subjects and objects cannot simply 

exchange places."2 The pleasures of both the obsew’er and of the one observed are fixed in their 

respective positions insofar as one ignores the guest’s thrill in being caught by the host’s 

exhibitioni sts swim, not to mention, the host’s inherent knowledge of the intruder’s position. The 

voyeur’s identity might not be known, yet his eyes are readily borrowed by a perceptual 

knowledge of the house’s raumplan or by someone who anticipates how in such an imagined 

place a body might move, sleep, or swim. The house does not belong to the person of Josephine, 

it belongs to that exoticized body she has constructed and to Loos’ design pleasure in imagining 

it. In fact, there is no guest stricken with scopophilia, there is instead an author writing his 

desires in a letter, for he does not see, he just imagines vividly. 

As the site of high voyeurism, the swimming pool, comes to replace what, in a h6tel 

might have otherwise been a more conventional boudoir: a special room, indirectly lit, accessed 

from the sleeping quarters. Having repeatedly been encoded as a woman’s territory, the boudoir 

is the space in which "a woman withdraws to meditate, or to read, or to work, in one word, to be 

1Roland Barthes, The Responsibility of Forms The Responsibiliu’ of Forms (Berkeley: Universi~ of Califonfia 

Press, 1985), 90. 

2Colomina, "The Split Wall: Domestic voyeurism," 74. 
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alone." 1 Modern dictionaries still define this space as "a woman’s dressing room, bedroom, or 

private sitting room. ,,2 In short, a boudoir is extraordinary, intimate, and feminine. As in the 

eighteenth century novel, it is a place where a woman withdraws not only to be left alone but to 

have her intimacy observed by the reader much like Loos’ pool that displays "an underwater 

revue" for the spectator who stands hidden behind a window that acts as a one-way mirror. 3 

The mirror as a boudoir’s essential component has been evident in both the eighteenth 

century treatise on architecture as well as in libertine novellas describing eighteenth century 

interiors. Le Camus de M~zibres suggests, for instance, that "openings and repetitions should not 

be arranged in this room," mirrors should instead produce perspectival effects.4 In Jean Francois 

de Bastide’s Lapetite maison, a boudoir’s alcove is described as being entirely covered with 

glass panels: "all sides and the ceiling of this niche are covered with mirrors. ,,5 Similarly, the 

pool in the Baker House is made entirely of mirrors, liquid mirrors that reflect and refract the 

figure of Josephine whose privacy becomes spectacle for the spectator in the living room below. 

What is most private thus becomes most visible. The voyeur can now "dilute" his gaze in the 

pool’s/mirror’s fluid tain and thus engage along with his vision a haptic sense that can make his 

eyes, since his hands can not, caress the absent body of Josephine: "by the gaze I touch, I attain, I 

seize, I am seized."6 An aqueous/visual film can thus extend between the palm of the abstinent 

voyeur’s hand and the figure of Josephine, now paradoxically accessible. The boudoir/swimming 

pool in the Baker House is therefore stripped of its many decorative detail s and left in a 

1 Ctkafles Fran¢ois Roland le Vifloys, Dictionnaire d’architecture civile, militaire et navale, antique, ancienne et 

moderne... (Paris, Libraires associds, 1770-71). 

2Webster’s Third New International Dictionary of the English Language. 

3 Unger, "Letter to Ludwig Mi~nz," 195. 

4 Camus de Mdzi~res, Le Gdnie de I ’Architecture ou l’analogie de cet art avec nos sensations, 116. 

5Jean Francois de Bastide, La Petite )~laison, 35. 

6Barthes, The Responsibility of Forms, 238. 
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’mercurial’ state of pure pornography. The window/mirror, behind which Loos vicariously stands 

anticipating the diving body of Josephine. Her bathing is nostalgically brought back to that 

aristocratic era, Loos often recalls, when the toilette was a public event or a way to mark one’s 

distinction. Not to mention, the time when the toilette became a mechanism for seduction. 
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On Oct 31, 2009, at 5:19 PM, Mae Henderson wrote: 

There am instances in which the visuals would seem to 

be essential to understanding the argument or meaning 

of the essay. I would think yours would number among 

these. At this point, I would suggest that you include 

what you deem necessary, and if we find at a later date 
that we mus~t limit the vistm] s (I would hope that such 

would not be the case), we will so our best to accommodate 
your snbmission. 

A new digital model of Loos’s Baker House sounds exciting! 

All best, Mae 

Farbs el- Dahdah wrote: 

Dear Mae (if I may) - Thank you tbr your reply and I will be delighted to send you a revised text by the end of February 2010. In the 

mematime, please let me know what the limits axe in terms of visual material that can be submitted in addition to the text. Stephen Atkinson 

has kindly agreed to make mzailable the images he rendered back in 1995. There is also the possibility of producing a new digital model of 

Loos’s Baker House. 

Regards, F. 

, 

*Farbs el-Dahdah* 

*Associate Professor &* 

*Graduate Program Chafir* 

*School of Architecture* 

*Rice Universi~-, Anderson H~Jl* 

"6100 Main Street (MS - 50)* 

*Houston, TX 77005* 

*tel: 713.348.3359" 

*fax: 713.348.5277" 

On Oct 31, 2009, at 3:40 PM, Mae Henderson wrote: 



Dear Farbs el- Dal~dal~, 

We are delighted that you have agreed to allow 

us to reprint your essay on Josephine Baker in 

the forthcoming Baker Reader. And you may certainly 

submit a revised version of your essay. We simply 

ask that you do so betbre the end of February 2010. 

Would you be using the work of Stephen Atkmson 

in your revised essay? If so, would you kindly 

advise us so that we can secure any necessa~ 

releases from Mr. Atkinson. Alternatively you 

may wish to contact him directly. Just let us 

know how best to proceed. 

At this time, we are in the process of negotiating 

a contract for the volume, m~d will keep you 

posted as events warrant. For your contribution, 

you will receive a complimentau copy. 

Finally. thanks vev much lbr complying with our 

request to include your essay in a volume designed 

both to fill a void in the existing literature 

to provide access to a cross-disciplineay collection 

of Baker scholarship. 

Sincerely, 

Editors, 

Mae G. Henderson 

Charlene Regester 

Farbs el-Dahd~2t~ wrote: 

Dear Professors Henderson and Regester - Thm~k you for your letter reg~xding the republication of the °’The 

Josdphine Baker House: For Loos’s Pleasure." I do hold the copyright for the essay and will be tnore than happy 

to authorize its reprint but having written it so long ago, I feel compelled to revise it. Please let me know if in 

addition to the permission letter, I can submit a revised version of the essay by December 15th. Regards, F. 



*Far~s el-Dal~dah* 

*Associate l?rofessor &* 

*Graduate Program Chair* 

*School of Architecture* 

*Rice University, Anderson Hall* 

"6100 Main Street (MS - 50)* 

*Houston, TX 77005* 

*tel: 713.348.3359* 

*fax: 713.348.5277" 

On Oct 23, 2009, at 12:02 PM~ wrote: 

Hello Professor Far~s el-Dahdah and Mr~ Stephen Atkinson, 

Please find attached to this email a letter regarding your essay, 

°~Fhe Josephine Baker House: For Loos’s Pleasure," and a request 

to reprint your work in a critical reader on Josephine Baker, edited 

by Dr. Mae G. Henderson and Dr. Charlene Regester. 

Best regards, 

Ph.D Candidate - 

English & Comparative Literature 

UniversiD- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Tel: 

E-mail: 

<Publicaliou Request Letter.doc> 

,%email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 12:14 PM 

hildebr’,~email.unc.edu 

I~E: 

Dear Reg: Because the ne~v email system ~vould not allow me to check email over the pa st fe~v days, I have just received this messag. I ~vill in the office later today and hopefully can review 
the materials at that time Following my review, I will contact you to let you know ~vhat I thil~ is an appropriate manner in which to proceed if it is not too late. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: hildebra@emaihunc.edu [hildebra@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 01, 2010 5:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: 

Dear Charlene and Bereket, 

Our chair has notified you that the three of us constitute the 
con~mittee to review- and make recommendations on 

I have left his 
materials, including the criteria for our recotmnendation, with Travis. 
If you can, please review them by Friday (It looks like a lot, but it 
really won’t take long to go through them) If either of you thinks we 
should have a meeting to discuss his case we will meet Or, if you both 
think that his case is clear and compelling I will draft a letter :[’or 
the chair over the weekend and then seek your revisions and 
corrections. So please let me know by Friday ifI should schedule a 
meeting or draft a letter, and we will take it from there Thanks 

much. -Reg 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/’CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 12:22 PM 

Julius Nya~g’oro          @yahoo.corn> 

ILE: EvaJuation 

Will do. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Julius Nyang’oro [jnyangoro@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 02, 2020 5:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
(::c: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject:       ~ Evaluation 

Hi Charlene: 

Good morning. I am wriling to ask you to sense on the Committee to evaluate 

serving as Chair of the Committee. 

Bes~, 
Juhus 

. I am cowing this note to Reg who is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 12:28 PM 

Me~, Winifred F <l}eddie@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: GME Presents CI~&PLIN AT KEYSTONE Available For Institutional Sales 

From: Jon Gartenberg [sales@gartenbergmedia.com] 
Sent-" Friday, October 29, 2010 5:55 PM 
To: Inst 12 
Subject: GME Presents CHAPLIN AT KEYSTONE Available For Institutional Sales 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises Presents 

CHAPLIN AT KEYSTONE 

A 4-Disc DVD Collection of 34 Restored Films 
Gartenberg Media Enterprises (GME) is proud to announce CHAPLIN AT KEYSTONE, the latest DVD publication from Flicker Alley, exclusively available for institutional sales in 
North America. The 4-DVD boxed set gathers together the best existing material from archives and collections around the world. Presented are new restorations by the British 
Film Institute National Archive, the Cineteca Bologna and its laboratory L’Immagine Ritrovata in Italy, and Lobster Films in Paris, with support of Association Chaplin, Paris. 
CHAPLIN AT KEYSTONE also includes the UCLA Film and Television Archive restoration of TILLIE’S PUNCTURED ROMANCE, the first feature-length comedy for both Keystone 

and Chaplin and costarring Mabel Normand and Marie Dressier. 

This publication continues Flicker Alley’s commitment to the restoration and presentation of early cinema in association with Film Preservation Associates, under the Blackhawk 
Films banner. 

T,Sis DVDs is currently being made available to universities, libraries, museums, and other educational organizations in North America (US and Canada), and include public 
performance rights. 

Public performance rights extend to use in classrooms and in other non-commercial settings where no admission is charged. 

CHAPLIN AT KEYSTONE 

Charles Chaplin came to Mack Sennett’s Keystone Studios late in 1913 as a little-known British vaudevillian, and after a year, had not only established his Tramp character, 
learned to write and direct his own films, but also achieved public recognition as a star comedian. Although Keystone did not publicize its performers by name, standees of 
Chaplin’s likeness outside theatres sufficed to attract audiences. Some of the films, especially TILLIE’S PUNCTURED ROMANCE (1914), remained in theatrical distribution for 
decades. 

The fact that all but one of the Chaplin Keystones exist is due, of course, to the star’s enormous and enduring popularity. Most of the original Keystone negatives, however, 
were simply printed away and the survival of all but a few of these films depends upon a very few original prints, a larger number of reissue prints, and some duped prints 
from later years. With the support of Association Chaplin (Paris), 35mm full aperture, early-generation materials were gathered over an eight year search on almost all the 
films from archives and collectors around the world, and were painstakingly pieced together and restored by the British Film Institute National Archive, the Cineteca Bologna 
and its laboratory L’Immagine Ritrovata in Italy, and Lobster Films in Paris. Most are now clear, sharp and rock-steady, although some reveal that their source prints are well- 
used and a handful survives only in 16mm. While admitting these limitations, one can now better understand Chaplin’s meteoric rise, for it is possible for the first time in 
generations to see clearly what clever and imaginative films he made at Keystone. 

CHAPLIN AT KEYSTONE is a 4-DVD collection featuring 34 restored films, all with new musical settings by outstanding practitioners of silent film accompaniment Eric Beheim, 
Neil Brand, Antonio Coppola, Frederick Hodges, Stephen Home, Robert Israel, Rodney Sauer and The Mont Alto Motion Picture Orchestra, Ethan Uslan, and Ken Winokur’s 
band, TillieL~ Nightmare, accompanying the UCLA Film and Television Archive restoration of TILLIE’S PUNCTURED ROMANCE. 

Special features include an extensive booklet providing an overview of the importance of the Chaplin Keystone comedies with detailed notes on the individual films by film 
historian and author .Jeffrey Vance (Chaplin: Genius of the Cinema). INSIDE THE KEYSTONE PRO.]ECT is a short documentary detailing the international restoration efforts; 
historian .John Bengtson takes a "then and now" look at several Keystone film locations in a 10 minute filmed tour based on his book Silent Traces. There is also a short 
excerpt from A THIEF CATCHER, recently-discovered by Paul E. Gierucki, with Chaplin as a Keystone Cop; along with the animated CHARLIE’S WHITE ELEPHANT, and a 
gallery of rare photographs. 

Total Running Time: 10:40:00. 

Silent / Sound. 

Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 

Institutional Sale Price: $400.00 plus shipping & handling. 

Other FLICKER ALLEY Titles Available From GARTENBERG MEDIA 

CHICAGO 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 
Institutional Sale Price: $ 300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

DISCOVERING CINEMA 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 
Institutional Sale Price: $ 300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

DOUGLAS FAIRBANS: A MODERN MUSKETEER 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 
Institutional Sale Price: $400.00 plus shipping & handling. 

THE GARDEN OF EDEN 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 1. 
Institutional Sale Price: $ 200.00 plus shipping & handling. 

2-Disc Set. 

2-Disc Set. 

5-Disc Set. 



GEOP~GES M~LII~S - First Wizard of Cinema - 173 Films: 1896-1913 + 
GEORGES MI~LI~S - ENCORE - 26 Films: 1896-1911 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 5-Disc Set ÷ ENCORE Disc 
Institutional Sale Price: $ 400.00 plus shipping & handling. 

THE ITALIAN STRAW HAT 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 
Institutional Sale Price: $200.00 plus shipping & handling. 

J’ACCUSE 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 
Institutional Sale Price: $ 300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

2-Disc Set. 

JUDEX - A Serial in 12 Episodes 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 1. 
Institutional Sale Price: $ 300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

2-Disc Set. 

THE LOST F][LMS OF JOHN GILBERT: BARDELYS THE MAGNIF][CENT & MONTE CR]~STO 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 2-Disc Set. 
Institutional Sale Price: $300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

M]~SS MEND: An Adventure Serial in Three Parts 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 
Institutional Sale Price: $300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

2-Disc Set. 

PERILS OF THE NEW LAND: Films Of The Immigrant Experience (1910-1915 Collection) 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 2-Disc Set, 
Institutional Sale Price: $ 300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

PHANTOM 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 1. 
Institutional Sale Price: $ 200.00 plus shipping & handling. 

LA ROUE 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 
Institutional Sale Price: $300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

2-Disc Set. 

SAVED FROM THE FLAMES - 54 Rare and Restored Films: 1896-1944 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 3-Disc Set. 
Institutional Sale Price: $300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

UNDER FULL SAIL: SILENT CINEMA ON THE HIGH SEAS 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 
Institutional Sale Price: $200.00 plus shipping & handling. 

THE VALENT][NO COLLECTION 
Format: DVD NTSC / Region 0, No Regional Code. 2-Disc Set. 
Institutional Sale Price: $300.00 plus shipping & handling. 

For more information on these end other titles please visit our website at: 

www.ga rten berg media.corn 

About Gartenberg Media 

Gartenberg Media is actively engaged in seeking out and representing high-quality DVD releases of films and videos, which encompass important works 
from the breadth and depth of the history of the moving image. These works range from pioneers of the silent narrative cinema to cutting edge 
filmmakers of the contemporary avant-garde. 

These DVDs are currently being made available to universities, libraries, museums, and other educational organizations in North America (US and 
Canada), and include public performance rights. Public performance rights extend to use in classrooms and in other non-commercial settings where no 
admission is charged. 

Please HoLe: 
Many of our DVDs are published in PAL format Region 0. 
PAL DVDs require a PAL or Multi-system DVD player for playback, 

Ordering & Contact Information 
GarLenberg Media 
:[43 West 96th Street 
Suite 7B 
New York, NY, 10025 

Phone: 2:[2-280-8654 

Fax:    2:[2-280-8656 

E-mail: sales@qartenberqmedia.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 12:30 PM 

@aol.com 

RE: Update 

Dear Dr. Greene: Just let me know when you want to meet. On Tuesday, I don’t get out of class until 6:30 and on Wednesday, I show films from 6pm until 8pm. My cell number 
is             , Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                       @aol.com] 
Sent= Saturday, October 30, 2010 5:58 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Update 

I will be in Chapel Hill from today until Thursday. I’ll be in touch= 

LG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 5:06 PM 

Sharon Joseph <sejoseph@siu.edu> 

ILS: Mad~zne Sul-Te-Wan 

Dear Sharon: Your research sounds fascinating. I have not heard of James Edwards but Mattie Edwards sound a little familiar. However, I doubt I have any research on either 
but I will look as I conduct my own research. As for the Madame Sul-Te Wan relationship with Griffith you might consult the recent book on Birth of a Nation (I don’t remember 

the author’s name) -- contact him for additional information. Also, I found a really good picture of Madame Sul-Te -Wan at the Margaret Herrick library (Academy of the Arts 
and Sciences) in LA but could not get copyright permission to use the photo. You might check Griffith’s papers or letters to see if additional information is available. I don’t have 
any more information on Sul-Te-Wan than what I provided in the book. Hope this helps and I will be on the look out for any information related to this topic. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From-" Sharon Joseph [sejoseph@siu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 3:06 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
$,,bject: Madame Sul-Te-Wan 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

I am a doctoral student doing preliminary research for 

my dissertation. My area of interest is the representation of black women in silent 
film. I read your book Africm~ America~ Actresses and I a~n thscinated by 

the relationship between D. W. (iriflith a~d Madame Sul-Te-Wan. Where did 

you locate primaD, sources? Do you think that there is anything surviving that 

would shed more light on their relationsNp? 

A major part of my study will the fihns of Jmnes & Mattie Edwards. They 

stm~ed in over 30 fihns for the Lubin Manuthcturing Co~npa~y between 

1913-16. Although this fihn production company is forgotten now, it was one 
of the first major studios. Have you ever come across their names in your research? 

Sharon E. Joseph, MS 

sejoseph(~a~siu.edu 

College of Mass Communication and Media Arts 

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 5:26 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

ILS: Fin~J letter 

Dear IVlae: I think you accomplished your goal of providing an improved letter. It is direct, to the point, and explanatory of your specific concerns. More importantly, it will alert 
them to the legitimacy of your concerns regarding                            as well as their treatment of black scholars despite whether or not the candidate is hired. 

Is       aware of your concerns? Finally, the letter might have more weight if the other black faculty signed the letter -- if possible. But you really don’t have to if you are 
willing to take this struggle on alone. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 22:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Final letter 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks for your note. I have attached a somewhat softened 
version of the original letter (please read), but I expect that it 
may have consequences (everything does, you know...). But 
how much is one expected to take -- and live with one’s self? 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2020 22:06 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Dear Mae: Sorry it has taken me so long to respond but our department is transferring to a new email system. I just received my first email this morning after my 9:30 class -- 
the first since Friday. I did read your letter which I though was quite eloquent and appropriate. My concern is that because you are being vocal will they use this against you or 
deem you a problem in the department. If you feel that you will not be reprimanded for your outspoknenness then it is appropriate in view of what has been described. Hope 
this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2020 8:22 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: 

Hello Charlene, 

Would you take a quick look at the attached letter 
to my chair, and tell me what you think (I would 
like to send it out this morning). 

Thanks VERYmuch, mae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 12:31 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Final reminder: Giving Away New Looping Backgrounds 

From: Abby Lynch [abby@footagefirm.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2020 9:04 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Final reminder: Giving Away New Looping Backgrounds 

Hello, this is Abby from Footage Firm. I wanted to make sure you knew about the new looping backgrounds and effects we are giving away: 

http: //www.footaqefirra.com/hdsdloopinq.ht ml 

All 20 collections are still available, and contain over :~50 HD & SD clips, including particle effects, flourishes, abstract backgrounds, colorful light and 

more. 

We are only giving away a limited number of these collections, so grab yours before they are gone: 

Get Your Complimentary Looping Backgrounds 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions! 
~ Abby 

Sincerely, 
Abby Lynch 
Footage Firm 

Email: a bby@footaclefirm.com 
Phone: 866-777-9354, extension 3 
Web: htt p :/iwww.footagefirm.com 

Update Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 12:58 PM 

Precious Journal Issue @gmail.com> 

ILE: Essay For Submission to Special Issue on Precious 

Dear Editors: Thanks for your response I assumed that the deadline was this year rather than next year. SorW for the oversight as I was so excited to see that someone was compiling a 
special issue on this topic that I overlooked the year. If I decide to revise the essay prior to the deadline, I will let you kno~v. Thanks for reviewing my work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Precious Journal Issue @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2010 7:57 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Essay For Submission to Special Issue on Precious 

Dear Professor Regester: 

Thank you for your interest in Precious/Push Project. We acknowledge 
receipt of your attached essay. 

The deadline for essay submissiuns is 25 October 2011 We will 
thereJk~re not be making any decisions right now 

While you may submit at any time, ifyuu find that you may benefit 
frum from more time regarding your submission, please kindly let us 
knuw and resubmit accurdingly 

Sincerely, 
Suzette Spencer, l_~’~#.r Madison 

Carlus Miranda, Yale L’niversiD" 
Guest Editurs 
Preciuus-Push Proj ect 
Black Camera Juumal 

On Tuesday, Nuvember 2, 2010, <regester@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

> Dear Guest Editors Suzette Spencer and Carulos Miranda: Attached is an essay that I am submitting to be cunsidered [’or the upcuming special issue uf Black Camera devoted to critical 

essays that examine Precious (film) and Push (nuve[) It was not until recently that I became aware of this special issue so I am a little late sending the essay since the deadline was October 

25th. Hupe you will be *villing to consider my world. Note that I will make any and all necessary changes Finally, thanks fur your consideratiun ufthis material and I louk forward to hearing 

frum yuu in the near future Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> 

Sincerely-, 
Suzette Spencer, L%V Madison 
Carlos Miranda, Yale Universi~ 
Guest Editors 
Precious-Push Proj ect 

Black Camera Juumal 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 1:13 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: Final letter 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2020 5:25 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Final letter 

Dear Mae: I think you accomplished your goal of providing an improved letter. It is direct, to the point, and explanatory of your specific concerns. Mlore importantly, it will alert 
them to the legitimacy of your concerns regarding                            as well as their treatment of black scholars despite whether or not the candidate is hired. 
Is       aware of your concerns? Finally, the letter might have more weight if the other black faculty signed the letter -- if possible. But you really don’t have to if you are 
willing to take this struggle on alone. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2020 22:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Final letter 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks for your note. I have attached a somewhat softened 
version of the original letter (please read), but T expect that it 

may have consequences (everything does, you know...). But 
how much is one expected to take -- and live with one’s self? 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2020 22:06 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Dear Mae: Sorry it has taken me so long to respond but our department is transferring to a new email system. I just received my first email this morning after my 9:30 class -- 
the first since Friday. I did read your letter which I though was quite eloquent and appropriate. My concern is that because you are being vocal will they use this against you or 
deem you a problem in the department. If you feel that you will not be reprimanded for your outspoknenness then it is appropriate in view of what has been described. Hope 
this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, IVlae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2020 8:22 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: 

Hello Charlene, 

Would you take a quick look at the attached letter 
to my chair, and tell me what you think (I would 
like to send it out this morning). 

Thanks VERYmuch, mae 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B %/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 
Wedne~tay,                 1:30 PM 

@emaiLunc.edu 

Meeting Today 

Dear    : For our meeting today, I will have to attend the          event at 6pro. Therefore, I will only be able to meet for a short time or you are welcome to attend this 

event with me. However, you need to provide me with your bibliography, copies of essays/reviews, abstract, thesis, etc. I feel that at this point, I have not seen any of your 
work and the semester is nearing an end. Thus, I would like for us to re-schedule a meeting and bring these materials so that I can review and so that you will not get behind. 

Hope to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B --~JO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday,                 1:40 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

of Essays 

Dear        Take your time because it seems that we won’t be returning to the project until the end of the semester. However, ;ve have made considerable progess and are nearing the end. 

Thanks for keeping me posted and I look forward to receiving your piece. Sincerely Charlene Regester 

From 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: of Essays 

1:34 PM 

Dear Charlene, 

I hope that you are doing great I foresee that I will need until this coming Monday 
with you. I look fOlavard to receiving ?,our feedback on this exciting project! 

Best Regards, 

to finish my article : I had previously indicated ~¢hich is this Friday. I hope that this is fine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 8:30 AM 

Wendy Hacker @verizon.net"~ 

I~E: theatres for black audiences during Jim Crow 

Dear Wendy: Recently, a new book has been published which is an Illustrated book on African American theaters published by McFarland Press (2010). I have not yet seen the 
book but in fact, have just ordered the book. In terms of movie theaters that are still standing, I am certain that probably others still stand in North Carolina. If I were 
researching this topic, I might first identify the early theaters, get a city directory on the location, and then actually trace to see if the building still exists today. Henry Sampson 
some time ago provided a list of black theaters throughout the country. You could use this as a guide to identify some of the early theaters and then go from there. Hope this 
helps and keep me abreast of your work. If I come across any additional information, I will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Wendy Hacker        @verizon.net] 
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 3:34 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: theatres for black audiences during Jim Crow 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

Several years ago I took a class in film history and through Donald Bogle’s book, Toms. Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies & Bucks, became aware of the "race" movie 

and "race" theater. While we viewed some of the films in class, we didn’t touch on the theaters. 

I felt at the time (and still do) that while I love the films, the theater and audience interaction is a big part of the film experience. I was curious as to what it must have 
been like to have been a film-goer at that time. My exploration led me to your article, " From the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Movie-Going in Durham and Other North 

Carolina Cities during the Early Period of American Cinema." That was absolutely lhscinating and opened an area of study that I had never thought of. 

In addition to learning about M~at the movie-going experience was tbr this group of people, I wanted to learn abx~ ut the fate of the theaters that were built for the black 

audience. I was very excited to learn that several theaters not only are still standing but in use as part of comtnuni~" revitalization projects and cultural arts centers. One 

theater in St. Pete, F1., is used as a performing arts teaching center for community kids! 

So far, I’ve found three active theaters in Georgia and two in Florida (with one in process of being renovated.) I have been working on my North Carolina infom~ation 

and can only find one theater that was designated as a black theater that is still standing and that is the Grand in Charlotte. 

I an~ hoping that yon can spare some time to help me find any southern theaters built for black audiences during Jim Crow that are still standing. I am plmming to visit 

as many theaters as feasible starting with Florida, Georgia and North Carolina. 

Any additional references especially oral histories, would be extremely well appreciated. 

Thank you tbr time. 

Wendy Hacker 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 12:58 PM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmille@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Purchase Books on Grant Money 

From: regester@email, unc edu [regester@email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 12:48 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Purchase Books on Grant Money 

Dear Haeran: Recently, I purchased some books through the B ul lshead 
Bookstore on campus and would like to charge them to my account. (;an 
you give me an account number so that I can pick up these items? Since 
I have never charged as of yet on this account (grant money received 
from the Dean’s office), I want to know how to go about this. Thanks 
much for your assistance If you are in the office today, you can call 
me on my cell phone . Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting regester@email.unc.edu: 

> [)ear Haeran: I want to make sure that you are in the AFAM office 
> today -- if so, I ~vill come over and bring my receipts Thanks much. 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Miller, Haeran" 
> <hrmiller@email uric edu>: 
> 

>> ;)ear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Oh, you’re welcome. 
>> By the way, the record shows that 
>> Aiffare $241 (from Chapel Hill to Vermont---not sure if this is for 
>> roundtrip or not) 
>> Cal mileage $18 
>> Registration $150 
>> Meal per diem $85.10 

>> Total $494.10 

>> Please bring any other receipts not included here and I will process them. 
>> Thanks, 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: regester@cmail.tmc.edu [raailto:regester(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2010 2:56 PM 
>> To: Miller, Haeran 
>> Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement 

>> Dear Haeran: I was reimbursed for Housing, Conference Registration, and 
>> Meal Plan (because we stayed in the dome). However, I did not receive 
>> an?" reimbursement for tW roundtrip airfare. Will bring the receipts 
>> previously submitted to the office on Friday when you are in. Thanks 
>> for researching this. Sincerely, Charlene Regesgter Quoting "Miller, 

>> Haeran" <tn-miller@email.unc. edu>: 

>>> Dear Charlene, 

>>> After I talked to you regarding your travel reimbursement request 
>>> last week, I’ve searched travel records and it looks like you have 
>>> been reimbursed $494.10 for the Umversity Film & Video Assoc. 
>>> Conference in Burlington, Vermont iicom 8/9/10 to 8/15/10 Could you 
>>> please let me kno~v if this is the one you meant or if there is 
>>> another travel reimbursement you’re still looking for 
>>> Thanks, 

>>> Haeran Miller 
>>> Accouting Tech 
>>> Dept. of Public Policy 
>>> T. 962M-854 
>>> F. 962-5824 
>>> Dept. of African & Afro-American Studies 
>>> T.966-1295 
>>> hrmiller@email.unc edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 12:53 PM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Review of MateriaJs 

Dear Reg: This is to let you know that I completed a review of materials. Based on the guidelines 

. If you need for me to make 
additional comments for the letter, you can let me know. I will bring the materials to the office without the next hour or so. Please let me know that you have received this 
email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent= Friday, November 05, 2010 7:50 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 

Dear Charlene, 
I spoke with Bereket. but will bring the materials back on Monday. Since Julius will not be back until sometime next week, the pressure to get our 
recommendation to him early is gone. So, please take a look at the material when you return to campus (Monday or Tuesday), and as soon as you are done with them shoot 
me an email letting me know whether 

Just a thought. Have a good 
weekend. -Reg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 2:13 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

1~: Recommendation Form 

Dear         Yes, I will do the form/letter. Just make sure that I receive everything a timely manner so that I can complete by the deadline Keep in mind that I have a presentation on 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @emaihu~ac.edu] 
Sent: Munday, 1:49 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Recommendation Form 

Hey Professor Regester, 

I wanted to ask you if you could be my recommender for 
The reasoning behind applying for                  is that I wanted to 
keep my options open for post-undergraduate life For a long period of time 
I have 

Also, the process has three steps: turning in the 
application, a phone interview and then a day-long final interview. I’ve 
alrea@ had a phone interview on Saturday but I won’t know until the 
if I will actually get to the final interview. So, there may be a chance 
that you won’t have to write anything but I wanted to ask to see you would 
be able to be on the list to possible fill out a form? 

Thank you, 

UNC-Chapel tliH, (;lass of 

Cotmnunication Studies, Media Production 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 5:45 PM 

@kenan- tlagler, unc.edtr~ 

ILE: class today 

Dear Okay. See you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: _~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:43 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sul~ject; class today 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

I will be quite late to your class today. I am participating in a case competition tomorrow and they only time that my entire team can practice is between 4 and 5 pm 

today. If time allots, I will rush to the final hour or so of your class. 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, class of 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:58 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

1~3~;: Imitation of Life 

Dear Mae: I will look at my notes and make some recommendations. Will do so later today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae (3 
Sent: Wednesday, November i0, 2010 12:03 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Imitation of Life 

Hello Charlene, 

Hope all is well with you. 

We are discussing Imitation of Life (both movie versions) 
in my graduate course tomorrow (Thursday). Can you 
recommend a couple of essays/articles that we can read? 
I’d like to send out links to the class (if there’s anything 
available online). 

Thanks very much, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2010 12:49 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Letter and other matters 

Dear Mae: It is good that you sent the letter to black faculty so at least they will remain abreast of such issues. As for the movie, yes we could probably go to see it -- in fact, I 
was going to see if my students wanted to attend a screening to substitute for our Wednesday night screenings. However, the reason I had not yet announced it to my class is 
because I was concerned about being depressed. I need something uplifting right now especially with the way things are going. I cannot go this weekend because 

but just let me know -- probably Sundays or Thursdays night are better for me. As far as supporting you, without question, I am willing to be 
supportive because when women are in environments such as this, some of us have to stick together. Particularly, the ones who seem to have their wits about them but of 
course not all them do. We must never forget that their is strength in numbers. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 7:34 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Letter and other matters 

Hello Charlene, 

I should explain that I sent the final draft to your just 
after I sent it out to the chair, black faculty, and 

members of the Bowles committee. As to the 
signatories, I feel that it might compromise junior 
faculty to involve them directly in this issue. 

I am deeply appreciative of your response, and 
wish to thank you for supporting me. 

Would you like to get together at some point 
to see "for colored girls" ? I saw the play on 
Broadway and remember Trezana Beverley’s 
stunning performance as "the lady in red." 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 5:25 PM 

To: Henderson, lvlae G 
Subject: RE: Final letter 

Dear Mae: I think you accomplished your goal of providing an improved letter. It is direct, to the point, and explanatory of your specific concerns. More importantly, it will alert 
them to the legitimacy of your concerns regarding                            as well as their treatment of black scholars despite whether or not the candidate is hired. 
Is       aware of your concerns? Finally, the letter might have more weight if the other black faculty signed the letter -- if possible. But you really don’t have to if you are 
willing to take this struggle on alone. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 12:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Final letter 



Hello Charlene, 

Thanks for your note. T have attached a somewhat softened 
version of the original letter (please read), but 3[ expect that it 
may have consequences (everything does, you know...). But 
how much is one expected to take -- and live with one’s self? 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 20:~0 :~2:06 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Dear IVlae: Sorry it has taken me so long to respond but our department is transferring to a new email system. 3[ just received my first email this morning after my 9:30 class -- 
the first since Friday. 3[ did read your letter which 3[ though was quite eloquent and appropriate, lvly concern is that because you are being vocal will they use this against you or 
deem you a problem in the department. 3[f you feel that you will not be reprimanded for your outspoknenness then it is appropriate in view of what has been described. Hope 
this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 8:21 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: 

Hello Charlene, 

Would you take a quick look at the attached letter 
to my chair, and tell me what you think (3[ would 
like to send it out this morning). 

Thanks VERYmuch, mae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 4:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

I?JE: Imitation of Life 

Dear Mae: Below are essays that I have used for examining this film. Some of this material is old and some of it appears in books rather than journals. However, some of 
these might be online. 

Mary Ann Doane, Femmes Fatales: Feminism, Film Theory, Psychoanalysis (Rougledge, 1991) -- Chapter "Dark Continents -- One Body Too Much-lmitation of Life," pp 232- 
245. 
Susan Courtney, Hollywood Fantasies of Miscegenation: Spectacular Narratives of Gender and Race, 1903-1967 (Princeton University Press, 2005) Chapter: "Picturizing Race: 
On Visibility, Racial Knowledge, and Cinematic Belief," pp 142-175. 
Sandy Flitterman-Lewis, "Imitation(s) of Life: The Black Woman’s Double Determination as Troubling Other," in Imitation of Life, ed. Lucy Fischer (Rutgers University Press, 
1991), pp 325-335. 
Tiffany Gilbert, "No more weepin’ and wailin"’: Sounds of Blackness and Divadom in Douglas Sirk’s Imitation of Life," Screening Noir, vol. 2, no. i (Spring/Summer 2009). 

Jeremy G. Butler, "Imitation of Life (1934 and 1959): Style and the Domestic Melodrama," in Imitation of Life, ed. Lucy Fischer (Rutgers University Press, 1991), pp 289-301. 
Marina Heung, "What’s the matter with Sarah Jane?": Daughters and Mothers in Douglas Sirk’s Imitation of Life," in Imitation of Life, ed. Lucy Fischer (Rutgers University Press, 
1991), pp 300-324. 
Valerie Smith wrote an essay on Imitation of Life some time ago but I could not find the source quickly. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:58 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
S-bject: RE: Imitation of Life 

Dear Mae: I will look at my notes and make some recommendations. Will do so later today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 12:03 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Imitation of Life 

Hello Charlene, 

Hope all is well with you. 

We are discussing Imitation of Life (both movie versions) 
in my graduate course tomorrow (Thursday). Can you 
recommend a couple of essays!articles that we can read? 

I’d like to send out links to the class (if there’s anything 
available online). 

Thanks very much, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2010 12:49 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Letter and other matters 

Dear Mae: It is good that you sent the letter to black faculty so at least they will remain abreast of such issues. As for the movie, yes we could probably go to see it -- in fact, I 
was going to see if my students wanted to attend a screening to substitute for our Wednesday night screenings. However, the reason I had not yet announced it to my class is 
because I was concerned about being depressed. I need something uplifting right now especially with the way things are going. I cannot go this weekend because 

but just let me know -- probably Sundays or Thursdays night are better for me. As far as supporting you, without question, I am willing t~ be 

supportive because when women are in environments such as this, some of us have to stick together. Particularly, the ones who seem to have their wits about them but of 
course not all them do. We must never forget that their is strength in numbers. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 7:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Letter and other matters 

Hello Charlene, 

I should explain that I sent the final draft to your just 
after I sent it out to the chair, black faculty, and 
members of the Bowles committee. As to the 
signatories, I feel that it might compromise junior 
faculty to involve them directly in this issue. 

I am deeply appreciative of your response, and 
wish to thank you for supporting me. 

Would you like to get together at some point 
to see "for colored girls" ? I saw the play on 
Broadway and remember Trezana Beverley’s 
stunning performance as "the lady in red." 

Best, mae 



From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 5:25 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Final letter 

Dear Mae: I think you accomplished your goal of providing an improved letter. It is direct, to the point, and explanatory of your specific concerns. More importantly, it will alert 
them to the legitimacy of your concerns regarding                            as well as their treatment of black scholars despite whether or not the candidate is hired. 

aware of your concerns? Finally, the letter might have more weight if the other black faculty signed the letter -- if possible. But you really don’t have to if you are 
willing to take this struggle on alone~ Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 20:~0 :~2:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Final letter 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks for your note. I have attached a somewhat softened 
version of the original letter (please read), but T expect that it 
may have consequences (everything does, you know...). But 
how much is one expected to take -- and live with one’s self? 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 20~.0 12:06 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Re: 

Dear Mae: Sorry it has taken me so long to respond but our department is transferring to a new email system. I just received my first email this morning after my 9:30 class -- 
the first since Friday. I did read your letter which I though was quite eloquent and appropriate. My concern is that because you are being vocal will they use this against you or 
deem you a problem in the department. If you feel that you will not be reprimanded for your outspoknenness then it is appropriate in view of what has been described. Hope 
this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 8:21 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: 

Hello Charlene, 

Would you take a quick look at the attached letter 
to my chair, and tell me what you think (I would 
like to send it out this morning). 

Thanks VERYmuch, mae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 4:08 PM 

Su~nne <susanne@companioncaJnp.net> 

1~9;: Review of Essay For Journal of Film & Video 

Dear Susanne: Thanks for your review-. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Susanne [susanne@companioncamp net] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2010 5:06 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Review of Essay For Journal ofFihn & Video 

Hi Charlene, 

I just made a couple of edits. 

Susanne 

......... Original Message ........ 
From: regester@emai].unc.edu 
To: susanne@companioncamp.net <susanne@companioncamp.net> 
Subject: Re: Review of Essay For Journal of Film & Video 
Date: 09/11/10 03:34 

> Dear Susanne: Please review the following critique of an essay that I 
> have to consider [’or publication to the Journal of Film and Video. You 
> can do this whenever you have a chance. Finally, let me know that you 
> have received this material because our email is in the process of 
> changing Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> Quoting Susanne Carter &lt;susanne@companioncamp net&gt;: 
> 

> &gt; Hi Charlene, 
> &gt; 
> &gt; Here is the edited essay. I found the name of the song the chorus 
> &gt; was singing and inserted it Very interesting! 
> &gt; 
> &gt; We are now at 6 hours of editing. ~/lay I send you an inw~ice? 
> &gt; 
> &gt; Susanne 
> &gt; 
> &gt; 
> &gt; regester@email unc.edu wrote: 
> &gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Attached is the essay on Precious previously 
> &gt;&gt; raentioned. I assume that you had received this work but 
apparently- 
> &gt;&gt; in my haste to leave town, I forgot to send. Edit at your 
earliest 
> &gt;&gt; convenience. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 

> &gt;&gt; Regester Quoting Susanne Carter 
&lt;susanne@corapanioncamp.net&gt;: 
> &gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; Charlene, 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; I cannot find it in ray e-mail, lt~you’ll resend, I’ll edit 
it ASAP. 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; By the way, I read the novel/Push/and watched the movie 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;/Precious/--both were very, very powerful. 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susatme 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; regester@email.~c.edu wrote: 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: I sent you a copy of a long essay on the 
film 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; entitled, Precious. It was some 35 pages. I will have to 
re-locate 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; and resend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Susanne 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&gt;: 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Charlene, 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; I don’t remember a third document Can you resend 
it? I’ll get right on 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; it[ 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; ......... Original Message ........ 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; From: regester@email.unc.edu 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; To: susanne@companioncamp net 
&lt;susanne@companioncamp net&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Subject: Re: Thanks 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Date: 18/08/10 11:40 



> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Dear Susanne: Thanks for editing the proposal and 
letter. Only recently 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; have I had time to look at these documents Let 
me know when the essay 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; on Precious will be completed -- however, no rush 
just take your time. 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; My school is beginning and it is hectic. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Quoting Susanne Carter 
&amp;lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&amp;gt ;: 
> &gt;&gt ;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Charlene, 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Here’s no. 1. 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Susanne 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; regester@email.~mc.edu wrote: 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&arup;gt; Dear Susanne: Please edit the 
following conwncnts that I 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; made at a 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; recent conference. These 
materials are needed for their 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; write-up 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &arup;gt;&amp;gt; regarding the conference. Thanks 
much for your assistance and 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; please 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&arup;gt; let me know- that you have 
received this material. Sincerely, 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&arup;gt; Charlene Regester Quoting 
Susanne Carter 

> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;lt;susanne@companioncamp.net&amp;gt;: 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Hi Charlene, 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Here’s an invoice for 
the editing work I’ve done 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; for you over 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; the 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; past few months. 
Thanks. 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Susanne 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; -- 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Susanne Carter 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm 
Road 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 919-545-CAMP 
(919-545-2267) 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
susanne@c ompanioncamp net 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; ;vww.companioncamp.net 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt;&amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; -- 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Susanne Carter 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; susanne@companioncamp net 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; www.companioncamp.net 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &amp;gt; 
> &gt;&g t;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&g t; 
> &gt;&g t;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Message sent using UebiMiau 2.7 10 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; -- 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; Susanne Carter 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; Companion Camp, LLC 
> &gt;&gt;&gt; 3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 



> &gt;&gt;&gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 

> &gt;&gt;&gt; 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 

> &gt;&gt;&gt; susanne@companioncamp net 

> &gt;&gt;&gt; www.companioncamp.net 

> &gt;&gt;&gt; 

> &gt;&gt;&gt; 

> &gt;&gt; 

> &gt;&gt; 

> &gt; 

> &gt; -- 

> &gt; Susam~e Carter 

> &gt; Companion Camp, LLC 

> &gt; 3408 Castle Rock Fatra Road 

> &gt; Pittsboro, NC 27312 

> &gt; 919-545-CAMP (919-545-2267) 

> &gt; susanne@companioncamp.net 

> &gt; w~vw.companioncamp.net 

> &gt; 

> &gt; 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Message sent using UebiMiau 2.7.10 



"The Leslie Uggams Show and the Struggles over Televisiual Blackuess in the Late 1960s" 

Review for Journal of Film and Video 

The essay is clearly written and developed. It couches its arguments in terms of how blacks were 

represented on television in the 1960s against or next to the socio-political culture of the 1960s 

where blacks were debating issues such as integration, assimilation, and nationalism. It is very 

effective in foregrounding this socio-political debate as it intersected with racialized television 

representations. But more than that, this essay contextualizes its discussion on race and television 

in the 1960s into the larger discourse of how television was attempting to accommodate the 

youth culture and adapt its programming to a culture preoccupied with bringing about social 

change. In fact, because the essay situates its discussion within this larger discourse surrounding 

the political climate of the 1960s from which the Leslie Uggams television emerged and 

television history, it is this larger discourse that I think makes the essay interesting and worthy of 

consideration for publication. Therefore, it is on this basis that I am recommending the essay to 

be published in the Jo~rnal of Film at~d Video. However, before the essay is published, I think 

that the following recommendations should be considered. 

1) In the first part of the essay, the examination needs to be guided by a stronger argument 

other than the suggestion that because this show was short-lived it has been omitted from 

televisual blackness. More importantly, because no one has ever written about the show 

makes it deserv’ing of study, its distinctiveness and uniqueness probably also warrants it 

being worthy of investigation. Therefore, I would encourage the writer to expand the 

guiding argument or premise as to why this show is significant to television history and 

cultural history - because this is why the discussion is important. 

2) The thesis which is introduced on page 4 and needs to be moved earlier in the essay. If 

you move the thesis earlier in the paper, some of the introductory material can then 

follow the thesis. It is important to establish your argument early on and then provide 

some of the explanatory material regarding the argument. 

3) One of the strengths of the essay is its ability to recapture this period in history where 

racial tensions were often reflected on televi sion and how televi sion became a vehicle 

utilized to mediate these racial differences and assuage the fears of skeptical audiences. 

4) In the latter half of the essay, you shift in focus to a discussion of Sugar Hill (a sketch of 

the Uggams show to convey how the show shifted between authentic blackness and 

inauthentic blackness). However, in your thesis you need to state more clearly that the 

essay will explore the Uggams show both as a variety show format and its sketches (i.e. 



Sugar Hill) to demonstrate how the show shifted in its production or construction of 

authentic and inauthenfic blackness. 

Finally, the strength of the essay is that it is well researched and effectively draws upon the work 

of contemporary scholars who have studied television history- such as Herman Gray, Lynn 

Spiegel, Bambi Haggins, etc. This essay definitely makes a contribution to this field of study. It 

is strongly recommend that photos be provided to accompany this essay. This essay deserves to 

be published in the Journal of Film and Video and if this journal does not publish this essay, 

another j ournal will easily accept it for publication. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 5:41 PM 

~licia.caJnpbell@ unlv.edu 

ILS: Conference 

Dear Dr. Campbell: I am still trying to decide what I want to do -- so maybe you can let me know what you think will work best. Currently, I am working on an essay on A 
Soldier’s Story (assuming that you are familiar with this film/play) about a black army officer, Sergeant Waters who is murdered and many assume that he has been murdered 

by the KKK but at the end it is discovered that he has been murdered by black fellow soldiers. The tentative title is "Murky, Muddled, and lvluddy Waters -- Water as a Metaphor 
for Examining A Soldier’s Story." 
The second idea is on passing films where white characters assume black identity or black characters assume a white identity. The discussion will also focus on the many 
levels of passing on the basis of gender, class, age, as well as race. It will also explore early representations of passing as well as more contemporary representations of 
passing in films such as Imitation of Life and Devil in a Blue Dress. Additionally, I will also explore films where the characters are not intentionally passing but are marked or 
coded as other another ethnicity -- in what I call intentional passing and unintentional passing. The title could be, "Crossing Over -- Masquerading Identity in Screen 
Representations." 

Let me know which one you think will have the most appeal. As for the second topic, I will have a lot more film clips that I could show. Sorry it has taken me so long to decide 
but I have been swamped with work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" felicia.campbell@unlv.edu [felicia.campbell@unlv.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, November :tO, 20:t0 5::t3 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Conference 

Hi Charlene, 

Have you come up with a title for your talk yet? 

Best, 

Felicia 
Felicia F. Campbell 
Professor of English 
Editor, Popular Culture Review 

htt p ://w’c,N.fa nNest pca .blogspot.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 8:36 AM 

~Nicia.caJnpbell@ unlv.e&~ 

I~E: Conference 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Thanks for your feedback. I will try to give you a more definitive title by tomorrow. I wanted to create something a little more catchy. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: felida.campbell@unlv.edu [felida.campbell@unlv.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 5:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Conference 

Dear Charlene, 
Definitely the second one as the audience is people from all disciplines and I think they would find it interesting. You need speak only between twenty minutes and a half hour 

to leave time for questions. 

Best, 

Felicia 
Felicia F. Campbell 
Professor of English 
Editor, Popular Culture Review 

htt p://www.fa rwest pca .blogspot.com 

RE: Conference 

~::: felicia.campbell@unlv.edu 11110/2010 02:42 PM 

Dear Dr. Campbell: I am still trying to decide what I want to do -- so maybe you can let me know what you think will work best. Currently, I am working on an essay on A 
Soldier’s Story (assuming that you are familiar with this film/play) about a black army officer, Sergeant Waters who is murdered and many assume that he has been murdered 
by the KKK but at the end it is discovered that he has been murdered by black fellow soldiers. The tentative title is "Murky, Muddled, and Muddy Waters -- Water as a Metaphor 

for Examining A Soldier’s Story." 

The second idea is on passing films where white characters assume black identity or black characters assume a white identity. The discussion will also focus on the many 
levels of passing on the basis of gender, class, age, as well as race. It will also explore early representations of passing as well as more contemporary representations of 
passing in films such as Imitation of Life and Devil in a Blue Dress. Additionally, I will also explore films where the characters are not intentionally passing but are marked or 
coded as other another ethnicity -- in what I call intentional passing and unintentional passing. The title could be, "Crossing Over -- Masquerading Identity in Screen 
Representations." 

Let me know which one you think will have the most appeal. As for the second topic, I will have a lot more film clips that I could show. Sorry it has taken me so long to decide 
but I have been swamped with work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: felicia.campbell@unlv.edu [felicia.campbell@unlv.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 5:13 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Conference 

Hi Charlene, 

Have you come up with a title for your talk yet? 

Best, 

Felicia 

Felicia F. Campbell 
Professor of English 
Editor, Popular Culture Review 

http://www,fa rwestpca.b!o~spot:com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 8:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM 101 Exam II Attached 

AFAM 101EXIIF all2010, doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of my AFAM 101 Exam II for students who might need to schedule a make-up. Thanks for 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 11,2010 11:54 AM 

wah@duke.edu 

Course LIT225 S 

Dear Dr. Lubiano: This is a request to see if I can audit your class (LIT 225S Teaching Race, Teaching Gender) in the Spring of 2010. Currently, I teach in African American 
studies at UN¢-Chapel Hill and am interested in taking your class to strengthen my background in critical race theory, lvly research has primarily focused on black film history 
and because 1 realize that I am lacking in film theory, I would like to audit your class. Robin Vander, a former colleague, highly recommended your class. Thus, I would be 
honored to study with such an esteemed scholar as yourself. Please let me know if this will be possible for the Spring and I look forward to meeting you in person. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 3:35 PM 

Vander Dus~n, Rhonda E <rdussen@indiana.edu-~ 

1~1: Question 

Dear Rhonda: Thanks much -- hope I did not take you away from your other work Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Vander Dussen, Rhonda E [rdussen@indiana.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Question 

Hi Charlene, 

I’m really not sure. I got on the ;vebsite, and am copying part of it here: 

All completed forms, payment, and supplemental materials must be received in our office by 6 PM (PST) on Wednesday, November 10, 2010. 
’]?he nominees will be announced at a press conference on December 15, 2010. 

I don’t know if al l books submitted are considered nominees, or if ~hey narrow them down, and only those are considered nominated 

I did some more digging on the site, and found this: 

How does the nominating process work? 
We received over 1,200 entries for the NAACP Image Awards. Potential nominees are submitted to our submissions committee by the artist, manager, publicist, production company, record 
label, studio, network or publisher to be selected as a 5nal nominee :For the NAACP Image Awards. From those entries, a special committee of 300 industry professionals and NAACP leaders 
from across the country selected five nominees in each of the 53 categories. 

So, I guess the answer is no. We’ll have to wait until Dec. 15 to see if you made the cut. 

Best, 

Rhonda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: regester@email unc edu [mailto :re~ester(a)email.unc. edu 
Sent: Thursday, November 11,2010 11:56 AM 
To: Vander Dussen, Rhonda E 
Sul~iect: RE: Question 

Dear Rhunda: I have a quick question. Since the press is submitting my 
book to be considered for an award -- can I indicate on my CV that my 
book was nominated for the award. In other words is the recorrm~endation 
the same thing as nomination? Just let me know so that I can indicate 
this un my CV whenever you have a chance. Thanks much. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester Quoting "Vander Dussen, Rhonda E" 

<rdussen@indiana.edu>: 

> It looks great--no problems. 
> 

> I’ll send this and the book cover on to the awards people. 
> 

> Rhonda 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: regester@email.unc.edu [mailto:regester(~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2010 2:43 PM 
> To: Vander Dussen, Rhonda E 
> Subject: Re: author photo 
> 

> Dear Rhond: Attached is a copy of the photo requested. Please let me 
> know- that you have received this material and that you can download 
> the photo. If not, I will attempt to resend. Thanks for your 
> assistance 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting "Vander Dussen, Rhonda E" 

> <rdussen@indiana.edu>: 
> 

>> Dear Charlene, 
>> 

>> Could you send me an electronic author photo? We are submitting your 
>> book African American Actresses to the NAACP Image Awards, and they 
>> request a head shot of the author. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> 

>> Rhonda Van der Dussen 
>> Sales & Marketing Assistant 
>> Indiana University Press 
>> 812-855-6657 
>> 812-856-0415 (Ihx) 



Celebrating 60 Years of Books with Brains[ http://tin~.cc/IUPress60~/rs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 4:50 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJd.unc.edu> 

I~E: Conference 

Dear Dr. Campbell: The new title for my talk is: "Blood Diamonds, Rubies, and Pearls -- Passing, Masquerading, and the Crossing the Boundaires of Race, Gender, and Class in 
Cinematic Representations" 
Since I will be using quite a few film clips, I will bring both my laptop and DVD/CD of these clips to show in either format. I think my presentation will be quite good and when 
the semester ends, I intend to give it my undivided attention. If additional information is needed, just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 8:35 AM 

To: felicia.campbell@unlv.edu 

Subject: RE: Conference 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Thanks for your feedback. I will try to give you a more definitive title by tomorrow. I wanted to create something a little more catchy. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: felicia.campbell@unlv.edu [felida.campbell@unlv.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 5:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Conference 

Dear Charlene, 
Definitely the second one as the audience is people from all disciplines and I think they would find it interesting. You need speak only between twenty minutes and a half hour 

to leave time for questions. 

Best, 

Felicia 
Felicia F. Campbell 
Professor of English 
Editor, Popular Culture Review 

htt p://vcww.fa rwest pca .blo,gspot.com 

RE: Conference 

h=.:    felicia.campbell@unlv.edu 11/10/2010 02:42 PM 

Dear Dr. Campbell: I am still trying to decide what I want to do -- so maybe you can let me know what you think will work best. Currently, I am working on an essay on A 
Soldier’s Story (assuming that you are familiar with this film!play) about a black army officer, Sergeant Waters who is murdered and many assume that he has been murdered 
by the KKK but at the end it is discovered that he has been murdered by black fellow soldiers. The tentative title is "Murky, Muddled, and Muddy Waters -- Water as a Metaphor 

for Examining A Soldier’s Story." 

The second idea is on passing films where white characters assume black identity or black characters assume a white identity. The discussion will also focus on the many 
levels of passing on the basis of gender, class, age, as well as race. It will also explore early representations of passing as well as more contemporary representations of 
passing in films such as Imitation of Life and Devil in a Blue Dress. Additionally, I will also explore films where the characters are not intentionally passing but are marked or 
coded as other another ethnicity -- in what I call intentional passing and unintentional passing. The title could be, "Crossing Over -- Masquerading Identity in Screen 
Representations." 

Let me know which one you think will have the most appeal. As for the second topic, I will have a lot more film clips that I could show. Sorry it has taken me so long to decide 
but I have been swamped with work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: felicia.campbell@unlv.edu [felicia.campbell@unlv.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 5:13 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Conference 

Hi Charlene, 

Have you come up with a title for your talk yet? 

Best, 

Felicia 

Felicia F. Campbell 
Professor of English 
Editor, Popular Culture Review 

[~ttp;//~rc~.fa r~vest pca~blo£lspot .co m 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 4:56 PM 

~licia.caJnpbell@ unlv.edu 

Conference 

Dear Dr. Campbell: The new title for my talk is: "Blood Diamonds, Rubies, and Pearls -- Passing, Masquerading, and Crossing the Boundaries of Race, Gender, and Class in 
Cinematic Representations." 

Since I will have quite a few clips, I will bring my laptop as well as DVD/CDs of these clips so that I can use either format. I think that the talk will be quite good. When the 
semester ends, I plan to give it all of my attention. If you need additional information, please let me know. Again, thanks for inviting me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 4:02 PM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Dear Reg: I think the letter captures the sentiment of our response to            contribution to the department. Specifically, in one part of the letter you use the term black people and I 
would recommend just saying blacks or African Americans. Additionally, your letter did not comment on his research and I was wondering should this be mentioned or should this just be 
omitted If you think that making reference to this does not really help him in anyway then I think it should be omitted. Hope my comments are all that you need. Please note that it is hard to 
make continents on the actual letter as I have still not adjusted to the email system. Thanks for all of your work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:46 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 

Dear Charlene and Bereket, 

If I did this correctly, there should be an attachment with this email that has my draft of our recommendation to the chair regarding the promotion of Today or tomorrow 
would you please check it over and send me your revisions and corrections. I am not sure when Julius will return, but Agatha has to get everything in on Mi~nday. 
Thank you both very much :[’or reviewing the material in files in such a timely fashion during such a busy time in the semester We are almost done with our part of making a pleasant 
and worthy recommendation 

Keep the Faith, -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 4:05 PM 

Wahi~eema Lubiano <~ @gmail.com> 

I~E: A2~kS 297S Materials 

Thanks much and will see you when the Spring Semester begins. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Wahneema Lubiano [        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 8:10 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fwd: AAAS 297S Materials 

Hi Ch~:rlene, 

I’ve found the Ixtf of last yeais course ~naterials. 

Here it is. 

Wahneema 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Wahneema Lubiano <, 

Date: Tue, Nov 2, 2010 at 2:09 PM 
Subject: Fwd: AAAS 297S Materials 

Deo~r All, 

In order to give you a sense of what the class has been like in the recent past (Spring 2009), I’m sending to yon a pdf of the following docnments (all in one pdf): 

* Syllabus 

* First Reading Assignment 

* Reading Schedule (tbr the entire semester) 

* Notes on nay readings’ criteria 

* Course strategies 

* A topics list lbr the entire course (just in list form; it is also part of the reading ,schedule) 

* A description of the final work: course proposal/syllabus and am~otated bibliography 

The final work might include different options this time around. 

I hope this helps ruth your thi~dng abont the course. 

Wahneema Lubiano 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: <africm~americm~s~dies(~duke.edu> 

Date: Tue, Nov 2, 2010 at 1:24 PM 
Subject: 

To: Walmeema Lubiaaao <wah(~duke.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "RNPBCAF60" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.02.2010 13:24:33 (-0400) 

Queries to: AtiicanAmericax~Studies@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 4:50 PM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Dear Reg: Have a good weekend and if you speak at a church in Chapel Hill let me kno~v and I will bring my mother. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 4:20 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: 

I haven’t figured this system out either, Charlene. I am glad that you could open the attachment. I ~vas pelfectly happy with the old system I am not sure ho~v this is an improvement Thanks 
much for your comments I will use Atlcican Americans instead of black people. (My generation still talks that way) 

As I understand it, the criteria for senior lecturer do not include research     did not submit any research for us to read and evaluate, although he did make a reI~rence to it in his statement 
believe that senior lecturer is the track for non-research facul~z. I will double check that on Monday Have a good weekend. I’m speaking at a church in Hillsborough on Sunday. -Reg 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 4:02 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: 

[)ear Reg: I think the letter captures the sentiment of our response to            contribution to the department. Specifically, in one part of the letter you use the term black people and I 
would recommend just saying blacks or African Americans. Additionally, your letter did not comment on his research and I was wondering should this be mentioned or should this just be 
omitted. If you think that making reference to this does not really help him in anyway then I think it should be omitted. Hope my comments are all that you need. Please note that it is hard to 
make cotranents on the actual letter as I have still not ac~justed to the email system Thanks for all of your work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:46 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Sublect: 

Dear Charlene and Bereket, 

If I did this correctly, there should be an attachment with this email that has my draft of our recommendation to the chair regarding the promotion of Today or tomorrow 
would you please check it over and send me your revisions and corrections. I am not sure when Julius will return, but Agatha has to get everything in on Monday 
Thank you both very much ~2~r reviewing the material in files in such a timely fashion during such a bus?" time in the semester. We are almost done with our part of making a pleasant 
and worthy recommendation. 

Keep the Faith, -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 1:30 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

ILS: Recommendalions 

Dear         You can bring to my carrell or bring to my class on Tuesday that meets in 105 Gal-daaer from 3:30 -6:20. As previously mentioned, I hope that you are applying to some other 
fihn schools as well because these are among the top in the count~’. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                     ~email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 1:10 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Recommendations 

Hey Professor Regester, 

There are only three schools that have their deadline for Dec. 1 and they 
are Columbia, NYU and USC Columbia has a recon~aendation form and the other 
two are only online. Let me know when you will be available for me to give 
you the Columbia form with an envelope 

Thanks, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Communicatinn Studies, Media Production 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 1:55 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Baker Introduction Camden Miranda Insert 

Baker IntroductionCarmenMiranda.doc 

Dear Mae: This is to let you know that I ran across an article on Carmen Miranda and thought that this would provide enough information for us to make the parallel betwen 
Baker and Miranda. At some point, I will make a copy of the essay used and forward. My parallel between the two actresses is attached. I hope that you will keep in mind that 
the introduction to Baker should be something that other scholars have not necessarily thought about in terms of reading Baker -- thus, the parallels to Dietrich, Monroe, 
Miranda, Grace Jones, (Florence Mills) etc. is what makes our essay unqiue, distinct, different and therefore worthy of being referenced by other scholars. In fact, it just 
occurred to me that someone could do a book on Baker’s parallels to these other female performers to establish who is borrowing from whom. We have identified the five 
women above (this could be five chapters) -- perhaps this will be your next book on Baker and the more I think about this it could be quite interesting. 
Finally, I just wanted to let you know that I am giving a talk on passing films in the Spring. I am still trying to organize my ideas so I may contact you over Xmas to get some 
additional information. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 

Baker Introduction 

Insertion on Carmen Miranda 

Baker and Carmen Miranda (Latin star who appeared in several Hollywood productions 

in 1940s cinema) parallel each other in that both became signifiers of Otherness - Baker a 

signifier of blackness and Miranda - a signifier ofbrowness as a Latin performer. That both 

performers appeared before the public during the World War II period with Miranda being 

commodified as the "’Ambassadress of good will from Latin America’" while Baker joined the 

French forces during the war effort, reflects how these women of color, as entertainers, 

contributed to the war effort but contributed in different ways. These women are further parallel 

in that because Miranda became a signifier of Latin America she was utilized as a vehicle to 

promote foreign relations between Latin America and the U.S., unfortunately it was an exchange 

that more often than not was a "one-to-one translation-an exchange of North-to-South American 

culture and vice versa through the universal of language of music and dance" (Shari Roberts, 

"The Lady in the Tutti-Fruitti Hat: Carmen Miranda, A Spectacle of Ethnicity (1993)," in The 

Contemporary Reader, ed. Toby Miller, New York: Routledge, 2009, p. 98). Comparatively, 

Baker was not utilized as a vehicle by the U.S. but because she left the U.S. and headed to 

France through her music and dance, she became a vehicle of black Americaness for European 

audiences. Because both women left their homes and were ingratiated into other cultures they 

became hybrids or cross-pollinated variations of these cultures. Miranda, for example, who was 

from Brazil, incorporated aspects of Central and South America into her performance and spoke 

broken English; a reflection of her ability to negotiate all of these ethnic, national, and regional 

differences. But it is also an indication of how" America attempted to "homogenize" Latin 

American culture through Miranda’s image. Baker, in comparison, incorporated aspects of black 

American culture into her music and dance style as well as drew upon the Parisian cultural 

influence of haute couture while speaking broken French. 

Moreover, both women share in common the fact that they were recording artists as well as 

actresses, yet when it came to their screen roles because they assumed the position of racial 

Other they were deemed victims because they were denied romantic relationships with men 

unmarked as Other. This denial, however, did not interfere with the overwhelming and lasting 

appeal that these women managed to generate with audiences. Shaft Roberts notes, "While films 

starring Carmen Miranda are racist and reductive, Miranda herself appeals to modem audiences 

largely because she seems so excessive and outrageous, so clearly entertaining, so beautifully 

camp, especially when seen outside her historical context" (p. 101). This of course is a trait that 

Miranda similarly shares with Baker. And because of the way these women cultivated their stage 



{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 

image and personas, it is no accident that they bear striking parallels in terms of how they were 

received. For Miranda, she was described in the popular press in terms of "the physical, of the 

body--as wild, savage, and primitive, like an exotic animal ... ’a princess out of an Aztec frieze 

with a panther’s grace, the plumage of a bird of paradise ...’" (p. 101) a description not so 

different from that associated with Baker. Miranda’s reduction to the body is most evident when 

a critic referred to her midriff as the "Torrid Zone ... Naming Miranda’s mid-section [in this 

way] conflates Latin Americans, or a least this Latin American woman, with her country, 

equating her ’equator’ with that of the planet’s, the ’torrid zone’ of South America, where it’s 

hotter than the rest of the planet and where the natives are stereotypically wilder, sexier, and 

more naked than other people" (p. 102). These actresses are strikingly similar in that as women 

of color they both depicted exotic sex obj ects and comic types. For example, Miranda was 

perceived by contemporary audiences as both "sexy and comic, a vamp and a j oke" (p. 102) - a 

similar characterization permeated the public image of Baker. 

Baker and Miranda share commonalities in the relationships that both women had with their 

home countries and the countries to which they migrated. Roberts claims that, "Miranda’s star 

text has been the obj ect of a continued love-hate relationship between the United States and 

Brazil, a symbol alternately accepted and rejected as a part of Brazilian national identity" (p. 

103). Following’s Miranda’s return to Brazil, she was criticized has having lost her style and 

soul. Baker, on the other hand, shares a similar bifurcated position with the U.S. and France 

evident when she returned to the U.S. and was alienated. 

Specifically, some critics have suggested that Miranda damaged the national image of Brazil 

because she exported the stereotypical image that became associated with the country. "By 

taking as her costume enormous flowers, fruits, vegetables intermixed with exaggerated 

traditional Brazilian dress, Miranda becomes the image of an overflowing cornucopia of South 

American products, ripe, ready, and eager for picking by North American consumers" (p. 105). 

Despite these accusations, it has been argued that Miranda’s appeal is in her ability to parody 

these stereotypes. "Carmen Miranda is exemplary as a musical star famous as spectacle, as 

excess, as parody or masquerade." This is particularly evident in "Busby Berkeley’s number 

’The Lady in the Tutti-Frutti Hat’ in The Gang’s All Here lampoons both U.S. - Latin American 

trade relations and notions of feminine sexuality through the casting of Miranda as the overseer 

of countless enormous, swaying phallic bananas buoyed up by lines of chorus girls who dance 

above other girls who have oversized strawberries between their legs." Indisputably, similar 

claims have been made of Baker and Baker’s appropriation of the banana dance in its sexually 

implicit assumptions. The dancing of Miranda and Baker as scandalous further unites these t~vo 

~vomen in that Miranda ~vas accused of dancing ~vith Cesar Romero without undergarments, 

~vhile Baker’s public nudity on stage was frequently castigated. 

Despite such claims, both women share the fact that they were deemed to be in control of their 

own parody. Roberts contends that, "Further evidence of fan perception of Miranda as parodic 
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text lies in the frequency with which she was and continues to be imitated by both women and 

men in drag .... " This cross-gender performance associated with the image of Miranda is also 

applicable to Baker and certainly extends to Dietrich as well. 

Finally, that Miranda fabricated her own image is a parallel that she shares with Baker, who 

similarly participated in constructing her own image as both were very much aware of the 

profitability associated with the image created on stage and screen. Additionally, both women 

impacted fashion styles, became symbols of beauty, caused spectators to emulate these identities, 

and participated in creating excess. It could be said of both women that the "presentation of 

herself as out-of-control excess is in fact a demonstration of her hypercontrol over her own voice 

and image" (p. 108). 

Perhaps the greatest parallel shared between these two female stars from an earlier era is that 

they are still remembered by contemporary spectators. In the case of Miranda, it is conceivable 

"That the ve~ elements of her persona that threaten to disturb the Hollywood studio system are 

precisely those for which she was and is still famous suggests that this disruptiveness is what has 

sustained her fame so vividly and for so long. What appealed to and continues to attract fans ... 

is the double masquerade which insists on questioning both feminine essence and foreign 

stereotyping, and so offers resistant, alternative viewing options" (p. 108). As for Baker, it is her 

subversiveness as a performer on and off stage, her double masquerade, her ability to both 

parody and subvert the stereotype that sustains her in the public imagination for an older 

generation that remembers her and for a newer generation whose only knowledge of Baker is 

through what remains of her public image and the multiple ways this image is appropriated and 

orchestrated. 

Material used for this section was taken from: Shari Roberts, "The Lady in the Tutti-Furtti 

Hat: Carmen Miranda, A Spectacle of Ethnicity (1993)," in The Contemporary Hollywood 

Reader, ed. Toby Miller, New York: Routledge, 2009, pp 96-111. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 12:14 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

IU:;: Recommendations 

Dear       : I am a lit[le confused regarding your letters I will provide a hard copy of the letter for NYU. The letter for the University of Southern California -- I can do on-line but I need 
more information so that I can address the letter to some program -- do you have more complete information on the school’s address, name of program, building, ci~z, rap, etc to ~vhich you 
are applying so that I can put this on the letter. Since you have applied to more than one school in California, I don’t want to get these letters confused. Hope to hear from you soon. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                      ~email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2010 12:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Recommendations 

Hey Professor Regester, 

Wuuld yuu prefer tu do a printed Jk~rm or an online recummendation? 

On Mon, 15 Nov" 2010 18:29:43 ~0000, "Regester, Charlene B" 

<regester@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

> [)ear         Yuu can bring to my carrell ur bring to my class un Tuesday 

> that meets in 105 Gardner frum 3:30 -6:20. As previuusly mentioned, I 

hupe 

> that yuu are applying tu some uther fthn schuols as well because these 

are 

> among the top in the cuuntry Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> t~’r om:                    @email unc edu] 

> Sent: Monday, Nuvember 15, 2010 1:10 PM 

> Tu: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Recummendations 

> Hey Professor Regester, 

> There are only three schuuls that have their deadline for Dec 1 and the?" 

> are Columbia, NYU and USC Culumbia has a recummendation Jk~rm and the 

uther 

> twu are only unfine. I,et me know when yuu will be available for me to 

give 

> you the Colmnbia form with an envelope. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> UNC’-Chapel Hill, Class of 

> Communication Studies, Media Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Coramtmication Studies, Media ]-roduction 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 12:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Recommendalions 

Dear         I have completed the hard copy of the letter to Columbia but do you want to come and pick it up. If so, let me know as I ~vill probably have it in Davis LibraW. I still need more 
info on the USC letter which I can do online. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 12:14 P2vl 
To: 
Subject: RE: Recommendations 

Dea~         I am a little confused regarding your letters. I will provide a hard copy of the letter for NYU. The letter for the University of SouthelT~ California -- I can do on-line but I need 
more information so that I can address the letter to some program -- do you have more complete information on the school’s address, name of program, building, city, zip, etc to which you 
are applying so that I can put this on the letter. Since you have applied to more than one school in California, I don’t want to get these letters COl~fused Hope to hear from you soon. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                       ~!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nuvember 16, 2010 12:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Recommendatiuns 

Hey Prol~ssorRegester, 

Would you prefer to du a printed furm ur an unline recommendatiun? 

On Mun, 15 Nuv 2010 18:29:43 40000, "Regester, Charlene B" 

< regester(&emaihunc, edu> wrote: 

> Dear         You can bring tu my carrel[ or bring tu my class on Tuesday 

> that meeks in 105 Gardner from 3:30 -6:20. As previously mentiuned, I 

hope 

> that you are applying to sume other :film schouls as well because these 

are 

> amung the tup in the country. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> Frum:                     .2?)email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Mi)nday, November 15, 2010 1:10 PM 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Recommendations 

> 

> He?" Professor Regester, 

> There are only three schools that have their deadline for Dec. 1 and they- 

> are Columbia, NYU and USC. Columbia has a recommendation form and the 

other 

> two are only online. Let rae know when you will be available for me to 

give 

> you the Columbia fo1Tn with an envelope. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

> Corcanunication Studies, Media Production 

EEx,-C-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Conzmunication Studies, Media Production 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 
Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:40 PM 

Precious Stone < ~hotmail.com> 

RE: [stonelistserv] Hortense McClinton: First African American Faculty Hired at UNC 

Dear Precious: Of course it has been incredibly busy. I did get a review of For Colored Girls -- but I did not realize it was from you. But thanks anyway. Things are going okay 
as I am furiously beginning to work on a new project. Hope to see you over the holidays. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Precious Stone         @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:01 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: [stonelistserv] Hortense McClinton: First African American Faculty Hired at UNC 

Hi Charlene, 

Tha~ks. I saw this. It looks very interesting. 

By the way, did you get that review of For Colored Girls I sent you? It sounds like Perry changed and added characters to fit his agenda... 

How are things’? 

Take care, 

Precious 

From: regeste@email.unc.edu 
To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: [s~tonelistserv] Horten~ McClinton: First African American Faculty Hired at UNC 
Date: Thu, 18 Nov 2010 19:47:05 ~0000 

From: Sonja Haynes Stone Center [stonecenter@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November 18, 20:t0 :t:50 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; [stonelistserv] Hortense McClinton: First African American Faculty Hired at UNC 

Hortense McClinton: First African American Faculty Hired at UNC 

In this ongoing series of workshops, a small discussion group meets over lunch to explore ethical issues within their respective fields of interests. 
Open to faculty, graduate students and undergrads, November’s second talk is by Hortense McClinton, the first African American to join the faculty 
of UNC Chapel Hill. Ms. McClinton will discuss her experiences and how far we’ve come as a University toward equality. This session is led by 
Professor Emeritus, Hortense McClinton, and moderated by Dr. Iris Carlton-LaNey, professor, UNC School of Social Work. 
REGISTER HERE: http:i/cfx.research.unc.eduires_classreg/browse_single.cfm? 
New=l &event=20FB254AB30254405497B54EF32E01A38DA6FD72 
Tuesday, November 30th, 2010 
Location: 5th Floor Lounge, UNC School of Social Work, Tate-Turner-Kuralt Building - http:!/ssw.unc.edu/aboutJdirections 
Time: 12:00 pm 
If you have any questions, please contact Jennie Dickson at 919 843 5640 or email at jdickson@unc.edu 
http://cfx.research.unc.edu/res_classreg/browse_single.cfm?New=l &event=20FB254AB30254405497B54EF32E01A38DA6FD72 

This ema~l was Sent on behalf of UNC’s Parr Center for Ethics 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:54 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Camden Miranda Essay for Baker Introduction 

Carmen Mimnd~Jgssay[1].pdf 

Dear Mae: Attached is the Carmen Miranda essay for the Baker introduction. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 1:36 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: 2011 P~Jm Springs International ShortFest - CALL FOR ENTRIES 

From: Palm Springs International ShortFest [psifs@jangomail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November :18, 2010 7:02 Plvl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 201~ Palm Springs International ShortFest - CALL FOR ENTRIES 



This message was sent from the 1~ a]tn Springs International Film Society, located at 1700 E. T~2t~quilz Canyon Way, Suite 3,1~ ahn Springs CA 92262. If you do 

not wish to ~eceive emails frotn the t ~]m Springs Intemalional Fihn Festivals, please ~eply to this message with UNLIST in the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 10:00 AM 

Kimberly Hill .~gmail.com> 

I~E: Question about responding to racist vandalism 

Dear Kim: You are the first person that I have ever heard of to experience such direct racial harrassment. With the current climate and so many extremists, I am not surprised. 
It is unfortunate that you have to be subjected to such treatment. I really have no advice since I have not experienced this first hand. If your department and the university 
stands behind you, I think you will be okay. Apparently, the school needs to offer more classes on diversity. Thanks for letting me know of the incident and hope you will be 
safe. Have a good holiday as best as you can. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Kimberly Hill [     @gmail.com] 
Sent; Sunday, November 21, 2010 12:30 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Question about responding to racist vandalism 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

ttow are you? I hope it’s been a very good semester so thz. This is Kim tlill writing ficom Corpus Christi, TX. I’d like to ask you for advice. Cmnpus security told me 

yesterday that someone wrote racist comments on my office door. The comments were written on a picture of Coretta Scott King that included one of her quotes. 

Security removed it for evidence before I amved, so I have not seen the co,nment yet. Someone told me what it said, though, and it was vulgm as you would expect. I 

was wondering if you’ve ever been in a similar situation. If so, how would you expect the administration to respond and what would you do? I’m expecting to hear from 

securi~ again on Monday, and they are off}ring verious ,neasures to show they have a zero-tolderance policy for this D’pe of hmrassment. The options inclu& escorts 

to and from my office and hallway cameras. And my colleagues want to show solidari~ ruth me by posting the same photograph of Mrs. King on their doors 

throughout the building. I thanked them but asked them to wait nntil I thought about it. This is the second time this year that a faculty member in my departmeut has 

been harassed, so there is the possibilig/it could happen again. Nevertheless, I already put a new copy of Mrs. King’s photo on my door. 

Thank you tbr your advice and your time. 

Happy Tha~lksgiving, 

"Umunm a~]aNwa"/’no human being is a throw-away’ 

-- Zulu proverb 

"Their story, yours, mine -- it’s what we all cany with us on this trip we take, and we owe it to each other to respect our stories and learn from thmn." 
- - William Carlos Willimns 

Kimberly Hill, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of History 

Social Sciences Dept. 

Del Mar College 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 10:01 AM 

~aol.com 

I~W: Question about responding to racist vandalism 

From: Kimberly Hill l      ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, November 2:1, 20:t0 :~2:30 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Question about responding to racist vandalism 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

How are you? I hope it’s been a ve~ good ~mester so fax. This is Kim Hill writing from Corpus Christi, TX. I’d like to ask you tbr advice. Campus ~curity told me 

yesterday that someone wrote racist comments on my otfice door. The comments were written on a picture of Coretta Scott King that included one of her quotes. 

Security removed it for evidence before I arrived, so I have not seen the comtnent yet. Someone told me what it said, though, and it was vulgax as you would expect. I 

was wondering if you’ve ever been in a simila~r situation. If so, how would you expect the administration to respond and what would you do? I’m expecting to hear from 

security again on Monday; and they are ofl~ring verious measures to show they have a zero-tol&rance policy for this type of harrassment. The options include escorts 

to and from my otfice and hallway cameras. And my colleagues want to show solida~ty ruth me by posting the same photograph of Mrs. King on their doors 

throughout the building. I thanked them but asked them to wait until I thought about it. This is the second time this year that a faculty member in my department has 

been harassed, so there is the possibility it could happen again. Nevertheless, I already put a new coW of Mrs. King’s photo on my door. 

Thank you for your advice and your time. 

Happy Thanlcsgiving, 

Kim 

"Um untu akalaNwa"/’no human being is a throw-away’ 

-- Zulu proverb 

"Their sto~y, yours, mine -- i’~s what we all carry with us on this trip we take, and we owe it to each other to respect our stories and learn frotn them." 

-- Willian~ CMos Williams 

Kimberly Hill, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Histo~’ 
Social Sciences Dept. 
Del Mar College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 11:53 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

ILE: Afam )eath Certificate 

Dea~ The death certificate infolrnation is not due until the last day of class See you tomorrow Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:             ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 10:40 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Afam    Death Certificate 

Dr. Regester, 
I was just wondering when the Death Certificate is due? Is it due with our 
paper tomorrow? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 1:41 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting today 

Okay 

From: McMillan, ~m 

Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 12:59 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: RE: Meeting today 

Hi there -- 

Can we make it 2:15? I’m meeeting Geeta right at 2. 

Tim 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 12:02 PM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Meeting today 

Dear ~m: Please let me know if you still want to meet today at 2pm to enter the grades for my AFAM 101. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regesgter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 1:46 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

1~: Discussing Article Idea 

Dear          Let’s try to meet aider Thanksgiving during exam week. I am giving two exams on December 17th so I could meet the 14th, 15th, or 16th Since we won’t have any classes 
during this week, nay time is rather flexible Just let me know what works best for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                   @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 12:38 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Discussing Article Idea 

Dear Dr. Regester: 
I am pleased to report that I got done wi my job sooner than I 
anticipated -- I just now have some finishing touches to put on it. 
Per our email exchange a few months ago or so, I would be happy to have 
lunch and discuss collaborating on an article. I certainly am honored 
that you think I would be a good person for this task. And, I will 
fill you more in when we meet but.. my current position has been 
absolutely wonderful. I am so glad you discouraged me from applying 
for that East Tennessee postdoc, l leave Dec. 20-30 for Michigan but 
otherwise am around if getting together between now and Dec. 20 if that 
is good [’or you. My schedule is flexible so nearly any time should 
work. 
Have a Happy" Thanksgiving, and I hope this message finds you doing welh 
Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 3:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Let’s Plan on Tues., Dec. 14 

Dear          [’his works for me not unless something comes up. If so, I will let you know. In the meantime, I ~vill give our collaborative some thought regarding ho~v we might publish on 
this topic. A day or so before our meeting, please send me a reminder. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                    ~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 1:48 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Let’s Plan on Tues., Dec 14 

How about lunch on Tues., Dec 14 at 1 ? Right now, I could do the 
other days as well in case anytime would come up on that Tuesday. We 
could meet in the lobby- of Davis and go from there. Sound good? 
Cheers, 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

Dea~          : Let’s try to meet after Thanksgiving during exam 
week. I am giving two exams on December 17th so I could meet the 
14th, 15th, or 16th Since we won’t have any classes during this 
week, my time is rather flexible. Just let me know what works best 
for you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                  ~)ema I unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, Nnvember 22, 2010 12:38 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Discussing Article Idea 

I)ear Dr. Regester: 
I am pleased to report that I got done w/my j ob sooner than I 
antimpated -- I just now have some finishing touches to put on it 
Per our email exchange a few months ago or so, I would be happy to have 
lunch and discuss collaborating on an article. I certainly am honored 
that you think I would be a good person for this task And, I will 
fill you more in when we meet but.., my current position has been 
absolutely wonderful. I am so glad you discouraged me from applying 
[’or that East Tennessee postdoc I leave Dec. 20-30 [’or Michigan but 
otherwise am around if getting together between now and Dec 20 if that 
is good for you. My schedule is flexible so nearly- any time should 
work. 
Have a Happy Thanksgiving, and I hope this message finds you doing welh 
Thanks, 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

University of Noith Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 5:17 PM 

@emaJl.nnc.edu> 

ILS: Profile Piece 

Dear         : It" it is not too late could we meet after the break. I have two classes tomorrow on Tuesday but I d o have a break bet~veen 11 am and 2pro. Just let me know what works for you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: muaTayml [murrayml@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 5:08 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Profile Piece 

Hi Prot?ssor Regester, 
My name is and I am a journalism student here at UNC. For my 
feature-writing class, we have to write a profile piece once this semester 
and I ~vould love to talk to you about the research you do, as well as your 
ne~v book. If you have any time tomorrow, Wednesday, or when we get back, 
that would be great! My number is and I would love to talk to 
you 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 12:16 PM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Deadline extension’. CFP: Bod~v Politics 

From: Tara James [~james@sarahlawrence edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 11:37 AM 
To:        ~)yahoo.com 
Subject: I)eadline extensiont CFP: Bo@ Politics 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Breaking Boundaries: Bo@ Politics and the Dynamics of Difference 

a Conference at Sarah Lawrence College 
Bronxville, New York 
March 4-5, 2011 
Free and ()pen to the Public 

Keynote Speaker: 

Marilyn Wann 
Fat Activist and Author of Fat[ So? 

Also featuring: 

Susan Schweik 
Author of The Ugly Laws: Disability in Public 

When it comes to "the body," the definition of normal is fluid and changes across cultures and time. In each context, there are those ~vho have been exploited and oppressed because thcy 
do not fit prevailing notions of beauty. This corLference will explore the body politics around those ~vith "deviant" bodies. 

This conference ~vill address these and other questions: 

What are the dominant narratives and perceptions about beauty and bodies? Ho~v do these perceptions afl;ect public policy around issues of health, civil rights, education, and 
accessibility? How- do those ~vhose bodies do not fit into the "proper" cultural norms challenge attitudes, laws and perceptions? How have the?" negotiated for and found power in 
umvelcoming envirorwaents, both now and in the past? How do the categories of race, class, gender, sexuality, age and disability complicate prcvailing ideas about embodiruent? Are there 
and have there been cormnunities and cultures that have welcomed those whose bodies are currently perceived as deviant in dominant popular discourse’.’ And, what is the relationship 
between protnoting and continuing the doruinant discourse and capitalist consumer culture? 

We invite activists, scholars and artists in all fields to propose papers, panels, ~vorkshops, performances, and exhibits. Proposals for panels are especially ~velcomed, but individual papers 
will also be considered. 

Specific topics may include, but are not limited to: 

Representations of deviant bodies in popular culture 
Social justice and fat and disability activism 
Intersectionality: race, gender, class, sexuality and the body 
HAES: Health at Every Size 
Stigma 
Feminism and the body 
Social construction of disability 
Objectification and cormnodification of the deviant bo@ 
Fiction and the deviant body 
Language and the body 
Deviant bodies across cultures and time 

Please email a brief abstract and c.v./resume to: 

Tara James 
Women’s History Graduate Program 
Sarah Lawrence College 
Bror~xville, NY 10708 
Email: tj ames@sarahlawrence.edu<mailto :tiames@sarahlawrence.edu> 

Deadline December, 6 2010 

Phone: 914-395-2405 

Tara Elise James 
Associate Director 
Women’s History Graduate Program 

Sarah Lawrence College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 12:16 PM 

ttenderson, Mac G <hendersm@email. unc.edu> 

I~W: Deadline extension’. CFP: Bod~v Politics 

From: Tara James [~james@sarahlawrence edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 11:37 AM 
To:       ))yahoo.corn 
Subject: I)eadline extensiont CFP: Bo@ Politics 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Breaking Boundaries: Bo@ Politics and the Dynamics of Difference 

a Conference at Sarah Lawrence College 
Bronxville, New York 
March 4-5, 2011 
Free and ()pen to the Public 

Keynote Speaker: 

Marilyn Wann 
Fat Activist and Author of Fat[ So? 

Also featuring: 

Susan Schweik 
Author of The Ugly Laws: Disability in Public 

When it comes to "the body," the definition of normal is fluid and changes across cultures and time. In each context, there are those ~vho have been exploited and oppressed because thcy 
do not fit prevailing notions of beauty. This corLference will explore the body politics around those ~vith "deviant" bodies. 

This conference ~vill address these and other questions: 

What are the dominant narratives and perceptions about beauty and bodies? Ho~v do these perceptions afl;ect public policy around issues of health, civil rights, education, and 
accessibility? How- do those ~vhose bodies do not fit into the "proper" cultural norms challenge attitudes, laws and perceptions? How have the?" negotiated for and found power in 
umvelcoming envirorwaents, both now and in the past? How do the categories of race, class, gender, sexuality, age and disability complicate prcvailing ideas about embodiruent? Are there 
and have there been cormnunities and cultures that have welcomed those whose bodies are currently perceived as deviant in dominant popular discourse’.’ And, what is the relationship 
between protnoting and continuing the doruinant discourse and capitalist consumer culture? 

We invite activists, scholars and artists in all fields to propose papers, panels, ~vorkshops, performances, and exhibits. Proposals for panels are especially ~velcomed, but individual papers 
will also be considered. 

Specific topics may include, but are not limited to: 

Representations of deviant bodies in popular culture 
Social justice and fat and disability activism 
Intersectionality: race, gender, class, sexuality and the body 
HAES: Health at Every Size 
Stigma 
Feminism and the body 
Social construction of disability 
Objectification and cormnodification of the deviant bo@ 
Fiction and the deviant body 
Language and the body 
Deviant bodies across cultures and time 

Please email a brief abstract and c.v./resume to: 

Tara James 
Women’s History Graduate Program 
Sarah Lawrence College 
Bror~xville, NY 10708 
Email: tj ames@sarahlawrence.edu<mailto :tiames@sarahlawrence.edu> 

Deadline December, 6 2010 

Phone: 914-395-2405 

Tara Elise James 
Associate Director 
Women’s History Graduate Program 

Sarah Lawrence College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 2:56 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Baker Introduction-Greta Garbo Insert 

Baker Introduction Greta Gmbo Inse~t.doc 

Dear Mae: Attached is a brief parallel between Baker and Greta Garbo. Hope this will help for the introduction and hope you had a good holiday. I had some 40 papers to grade 
over the break so I really didn’t do too much. Let me know if you want to schedule an end of the semester meeting because I won’t have as much time next semester to work 
on this. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Greta Garbo Insert for Baker Introduction 

Greta Garbo parallels Baker in that she too was migratory and left her home of 

Stockholm, Sweden to migrate to the United States in the early 1920s after working at 

Bergstrom’s department store. She came to the acting arena from the fashion world where she 

was a model who gained popularity because of the fashionable hats she wore. Her keen sense of 

fashion similarly links her to Baker who also adopted an affinity for haute couture fashion. It was 

this fashion sense that Garbo brought to the screen when she became a film star for MGM in 

1925. According to Lucy Fischer, "Her identification with moderne style (and her constitution as 

one of its pivotal emblems) is especially clear in those Garbo films of the era that are set in the 

modern period, where her character is seen in contemporary context and garb." (Lucy Fischer, 

"Greta Garbo: Fashioning a Star Image in Idols of Modernity: Movie Stars of the 1920s, ed. 

Patrice Petro, Rutgers University Press, 2010, p. 138). In one of her first screen roles, Garbo 

appears on screen with her "hair slicked back androgynously," wearing a "black-and-white 

geometrically patterned cape dress" -- attributes that link her to Baker who was similarly 

associated with androgyny and exoticism. Garbo’s androgynous style invited rumors in the 

industry that she was bi-sexual - a label that she shared with Baker’s ambiguous sexual identity. 

While Baker was known for parading in clothing associated with animalism, Garbo’s clothing 

was an extension of the art deco style. As Garbo became a reflection of the art deco movement, 

she too signified the independent image that was "associated with her ’foreignness" (Fischer, p. 

141) evident in her screen roles where she became symbolic of the exotic and erotic. With this 

new found image of independence, Garbo developed a reputation in the industry as being 

demanding, aloof, unwilling to sign to contracts - it is this element of resistance that she shares 

with Baker. The two women further shared the fact that they were multi-lingual as Garbo spoke 

Swedish, French, German and English, while Baker spoke French and English. Garbo and Baker 

share in common the fact that both women performed comedy. According to Maria DiBattista, 

"Garbo herself seems to have been aware of her affinity for the lightness of comic being." (Maria 

DiBattista, Fast-Talking Dames, Yale University Press, 2001). Finally, Garbo compares to 

Baker in that both developed a unique art of performance - for Garbo it was her screen 

performance (she was nominated for several academy awards but never became a winner) and 

for Baker it was her stage performance. Commenting on her performance Larry Carr declared of 



Garbo, "For she had a conception of performance and a rare personal quality, combining the 

spiritual and the sensual, that were a paradox of preci sion and fantasy. Her amalgam of vigorous 

voluptuousness and tender dignity made her an inimitable creature of dreams and flesh" (Four 

Fabulous Faces, by Larry Cart, Penguin Books, 1978, p. 9). As stars of their time, both Baker 

and Garbo became financially successful with Baker having lost her wealth prior to the end of 

her life, while Garbo amassed a fortune because &her real estate holdings and at a rather young 

age had enough money to live on for the rest of her life. Garbo died in New York City in 1990 

(her estate was valued at $32 million at her death) following a series of health issues, while 

Baker died rather suddenly in Paris France virtually broke. (Jane Ellen Wayne, The Golden Girls" 

of A4GA4, New York: Carroll & GraffPublishers, 2003), pp 78-99. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 1,2010 1:26 PM 

tteather Willia~ns <hawill@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Book 

Dear Heather: Thanks so much and I do understand. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Heather Williams [hawill@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 0:t, 20:t0 :t:t:28 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Book 

Dear Charlene, 
Congratulations on your book! I just saw the announcement from BullsHead. Utffol~nately I have a meeting at 3:00 so I’ll have to miss your talk, but I did want to say 

hello and congratulations. 

Heather 

Heather A. Williams, Ph.D 

Associate Professor of History 

Adjunct Associate Professor of 

American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

Phone: (919) 962-2381 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 1,2010 1:33 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

ILE: Meetng next week 

Dear Mae: Thursday would probably be better for me -- assuming that you are thinking of December 9th. Just let me know the time and place. We can always meet at the 
CaNna Inn. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Wednesday, December 01, 2010 9:48 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Meetng next week 

Hello Charlene, 

Hope you’re surviving these hectic days! I’m a little concerned about 
meeting so late for dinner on Tuesday -- since it will be a long day for 
both of us. Would Thursday or Friday (lunch or dinner) work for you? 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2010 4:33 PM 

To: Henderson, Mac G 
Subject: RE: Baker Introduction-Greta Garbo Insert 

Dear Mae: This should work for me but I don’t get out of class until 6:30. We could meet for dinner at 7pm. If this is too late, just let me know and if this is okay, let me know 
where you would like to meet. I assume that you mean Tuesday, December 7th. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2010 3:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Introduction-Greta Garbo Insert 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks very much for your most recent contribution to 
the Baker introduction. Again, I will not be able to return 
to this project until the Xmas break. To this end, however, 
I have altered my plans for travel during the break -- in an 
effort to reserve some time to working on this project. 

My plans for next semester -- and next year -- are, as 
yet, unformed. If it’s convenient for you, we can meet 
next Tuesday afternoon. 

Let me know if this works for you, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2010 2:56 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Baker Introduction-Greta Garbo Insert 

Dear Mae: Attached is a brief parallel between Baker and Greta Garbo. Hope this will help for the introduction and hope you had a good holiday. I had some 40 papers to grade 
over the break so I really didn’t do too much. Let me know if you want to schedule an end of the semester meeting because I won’t have as much time next semester to work 
on this. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 11:33 AM 

Me~, Winifred F <ficeddie@email.unc.edu:~ 

1~;: bull’s head reading. 

Dear Fred: No problem -- it was rather short so I could not go into a lot of detail to explain my ideas but I thought it was okay. Thales for allowing your staff" to help me with my equipment 
because we encountered a fe~v problems right before the event Give my special thanks to              . Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Metz, Winifred F 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 8:43 Abl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: bull’s head reading. 

I am very sorW to have missed your reading yesterday, I ~vas looking forward to it. Unfortunately, I was unexpectedly off campus all day 
I hope it went well. 
Best, 
Winifred 

Winifred Fordham [\/Ietz 
Media Librarian 
House Undergraduate LibraW 
CB#3942 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
phone: 919-%2-4099 
fi~x: 919-962-2697 

freddie@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 11:48 AM 

Jones, Reginald <Reginald.Jones@durhamnc.gov> 

ILE: Dr. Regester??? 

Dear Reginald: Yes, I am the Charlen Regester that grew up in Chapel Hill. I had no idea that you were located in Durham as I assumed that you were residing in Atlanta. This 
is an exciting project that you are working on. I know Dr. Bobby Allen as I did some work on black theaters in Durham and Chapel Hill and presented my research in his class. I 
am glad to know about the project in which you are engaged and will forward to interested persons. I did an essay on Black Theaters in Durham that appeared in the 
International Journal of Film History (2005 -- I think). You can access the essay on line as this might have some relevance to your project. Please keep me posted on the 
ongoing project and it is great to know that people are becoming serious about preserving local history particularly in Durham. Good to hear from you. Finally, I assume you 
were here when Renwick was here and they are having a fundraiser to honor him with a scholarship in view of his death in 2009. If I get information about this, I will forward 
as well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jones, Reginald [Reginald.Jones@durhamnc.gov] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 01, 2010 3:30 plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Dr. Regester??? 

Dr. Regester: 
While doing a google search, I saw your name. Are you the "real" Charlene Regester who grew up in Chapel Hill?The last time I saw 
you was at the airport in Atlanta years ago. I’m from Durham, competed against Phillips in Jr. high (Ronnie Merritt, Vadney Cotton, 
etc.) started hanging out in Chapel Hill during high school and attended Carolina from 1 971 -1 975. 
In light of your professional expertise, there may be a connection between the project in which I am involved, Parrish Street and your 
studies. 
I have been working w! some of Dr. Bobby Allen’s graduate students this semester. Below is the URL that they have created: 

Obviously, I have assumed you are the real Charlene Regester, if not my apologies. 
Sincerely, 
Reggie 

Reginald W. Jones 
Economic Development Coordinator 
Parrish Street & Special Initiatives 
City of Durham 
Office of Economic and Worldorce Development 

302 E. Pettigrew Street- Suite 190 

Durham, NG 27701 

Phone: 919.560.4965, ext 15207 

Fax: 919.560.4986 

Email: Reginald.Jones@durhamnc.gov 

http://www.parrishstreet.org 
"Don’t Mistake Activity for Achievement" 

Coach John Wooden 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 11:57 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Dimmer Meeling 

Dear Mae: Since we have converted to this new email system, I am not sure that my emails are being received. But anyway, if you want to schedule our dinner meeting for 
Thursday, December 9th, this works for me. Just let me know when and where. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 12:01 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

FW: Research and Study Leave 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 12:00 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: Research and Study Leave 

Dear Julius and Tim: This is to inform you that I would like to of~cially take my Research and Study Leave beginning Spring 2012 extending through May 2012. Your assistance 
in processing this request is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 2:44 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

ILS: Dirmer Meeting 

Dear Mae: We can go to Squid’s -- I have been to this restaurant before -- the food is okay and a bit pricey but this will be a change for me and good parking. Just let me 
know what time. I can’t believe that I am still getting invitations to so many events on campus -- Michele Norris from All Things Considered is speaking at Carroll Hall on Dec. 
6; Priscilla Layne from UC Berkeley is giving a talk "Scream Whity, Scream: Sadomasochism and Rebellious Black Masculinity in Fassbinder’s Western Whity (1971)" Dec. 14 
(TBA). Will keep you posted and see you next Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 1:26 PM 

To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Hello Charlene, 

Next Thursday (December 9th) will work for me. T’d really like to t~/Squid’s 

(you can check out their menu below): 

http:!/www.squidsrestaurant.com/index.shtml 

The oyster bar opens at 4:00 pm and dinner is from 5-9:30 on Thursdays. 

Otherwise, we can go to our old standby -- the Carolina Tnn. If you decide 
on the Inn, I’d suggest that we make it an early dinner -- and meet at, say, 
4:00 or so. 

Let me know what you think. 

Best, mae 

From-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sent; Thursday, December 02, 2010 11:56 AM 

To; Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Dinner Meeting 

Dear Mae: Since we have converted to this new email system, I am not sure that my emails are being received. But anyway, if you want to schedule our dinner meeting for 
Thursday, December 9th, this works for me. Just let me know when and where. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 2:53 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: AFAM    Death Certificate 

Dear : All you need to bring is the information regarding how the death certificate You do not have to get the actual certificate. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                  ~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 1:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM    Death Certificate 

Hi Dr Regester, 

For next Tuesday’s class, are we suppose to bring you an actual cop?- of the 
death certificate or information on where the death certificate can be 
found? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B ~O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 4:03 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

FW: Research and Study Leave 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 12:00 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: Research and Study Leave 

Dear Julius and Tim: This is to inform you that I would like to officially take my Research and Study Leave beginning Spring 20:t2 extending through May 2012. Your assistance 

in processing this request is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 1:51 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: AFAM    Death Certificate 

Dear      : All you need to do is download a page from the ~vebsite indicating that they have access to the certificate Do not pay any money. Bring the hardcopy of this page to class. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 10:43 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Dirmer Meeting 

Dear Mae: Since we will be eating early around 4:30 or 5pm let’s just go to the Carolina Inn. Since I will be walking, this will probably be the most convenient. See you then. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2020 9:14 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Good morning, Charlene, 

If you have reservations about Squid’s, my other recommendation 
would be Minte’s. I’ve been there once or twice, and enjoyed the 
food and atmosphere (somewhat upscale for an Indian restaurant). 
Also, it has valet parking, but is also close to the house where 
you usually park your car (see address on Franklin Street). 
Here is the link: 

http://www.mintunc.com! 

Having suggested Squid’s and Minte’s, please bear in mind that 
I’m not opposed to the Carolina Inn. 

And I’m thinking that we should meet for dinner about 4:30 
or 5:00 pm (before it gets dark), no matter which we 
choose. 

Yes, lots of stuff going on on campus. I don’t know yet which 
events I’ll be able to attend -- although I’m very interested in 
the FassNnder film presentation. Thanks for keeping me 
apprised of the events calendar -- as our department is 
sometimes slow to distribute these announcements. 

Best, mae 

From: Henderson, IVlae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 8:56 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 2:43 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Dear Mae: We can go to Squid’s -- I have been to this restaurant before -- the food is okay and a bit pricey but this will be a change for me and good parking. Just let me 
know what time. I can’t believe that I am still getting invitations to so many events on campus -- Michele Norris from All Things Considered is speaking at Carroll Hall on Dec. 
6; Priscilla Layne from UC Berkeley is giving a talk "Scream Whity, Scream: Sadomasochism and Rebellious Black Masculinity in Fassbinder’s Western Whity (1971)" Dec. 14 
(TBA). Will keep you posted and see you next Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mac G 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 1:26 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Hello Charlene, 

Next Thursday (December 9th) will work for me. I’d really like to try Squid’s 
(you can check out their menu below): 

http:!/www.squidsrestaurant.com/index.shtml 

The oyster bar opens at 4:00 pm and dinner is from 5-9:30 on Thursdays. 

Otherwise, we can go to our old standby -- the Carolina Inn. If you decide 
on the Inn, I’d suggest that we make it an early dinner -- and meet at, say, 
4:00 or so. 

Let me know what you think. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 11:56 AM 



To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Dinner Meeting 

Dear Mae; Since we have converted to this new email system, I am not sure that my emails are being received. But anyway, if you want to schedule our dinner meeting for 
Thursday, December 9th, this works for me. Just let me know when and where. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
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A Faustian bargain 
Gregory A Petsko~’~ 

State University of New York At Albany 

Dear President Philip, 

Probably the last thing you need at this moment is 
someone else from outside your university complaining 
about your decision, If you want to argue that I can’t 
really understand all aspects of the situation, never 
having been associated with SUNY Alban> I wouldn’t 
disagree. But I cannot let something like this go by with- 
out weighing in. I hope, when I’m through, you will at 

least understand why. 
lu.st 30 days ago, on October 1st, you announced that 

the departments of French, Italian, Classics, Russian and 
Theater Arts were being eliminate& ~Su gave several 
reasons for you.r decision, including that ’there are com- 
paratively fewer students em’olled in these degree 
programs: Of course, your decision was also, perhaps 
chiefly, a cost-cutting measure - in fact, you stated that 
this decision might not have been necessary had the state 
legislature passed a bill that would have allowed your 
university to set its own tuition rates. Finally, you asserted 
that the humanities were a drain on the institution 
financially, as opposed to the sciences, which bring in 
money in the form of grants and contracts. 

Let’s examine these and your other reasons in detail, 
because I think if one does, it becomes dear that the facts 
oa which they are based have some important aspects 
that are not covered in your statement. First, the matter 
of enrollment. I’m sure that relatively ~bw students take 
classes in these suNects nowadays, just as you say. ~ere 
wouldn’t have been many in my da}5 either, if universities 
hadn’t required students to take a distribution of courses 
in many different parts of the academy: hu.manities, 
social sciences, the fine arts, the physical and natural 
sciences, and to attain minimal proficiency in at least one 
foreign language. You see, the reason that humanities 
classes have low enrollment is not because students these 

~C~xiesponder~ce: petsko@brandeis,edu 

Eosenstiel Basic ;\Aedical Sciences Research Center, Brandeis Universib,~ Waltham, 
024!54 9110, USA 

Central ~’ 20] (, Bio!\,%d ~entlal k td 

days are clamoring for more relevant courses; it’s because 
administrators like you, and spineless faculty, have 
stopped setting distribution requirements and started 
allowing students to choose their own academic 
programs - something I feel is a complete abrogation of 
the duty of university faculty as teachers and mentors. 
You could fix the enrollment problem tomorrow by 
instituting a mandatory core curriculum that included a 
wide range of courses. 

Young people haven’t, for the most part, yet attained 
the wisdom to have that kind of freedom without making 
poor decisions. In fact, without wisdom, it’s hard for 
most people. 1[tmt idea is thrashed out better than 
anywhere else, I think, in Dostoyevsky’s parable of the 
Grand Inquisitoz; which is told in Chapter Five of his 
great novel, 7he Brothers Kara~**azov. In the parable, 
Christ comes back to earth in Seville at the time of the 
Spanish Inquisition. He performs several miracles but is 
arrested by Inquisition leaders and sentenced to be 
burned at the stake. The Grand Inquisitor visits Him in 
his cell to tell Him that the Church no longer needs Him. 
’-[he main portion of the text is the Inquisitor explaining 
why. The Inquisitor says that Iesus rejected the three 
temptations of Satan in the desert in favor of freedom, 
but tie believes that lesus has misjudged human nature. 
The Inqu.isitor says that the vast majority of humanity 
cannot handle freedom. In giving humans the freedom to 
choose, Christ has doomed humanity to a life of suffering. 

That single chapter in a mu.ch longer book is one of the 
great works of modern literature. You would find a lot in 
it to think about. I’m sure your Russian faculty" would love 
to talk with you abou.t it - if only you had a Russian 
department, which now, of course, you don’t. 

Then there’s the question of whether the state legis- 
lature’s inaction gave you. no other choice. I’m su.re the 
budgetary problems you have to deal with are serious. 
’-[hey certainly are at Brandeis University; where I work. 
And we, too, faced critical strategic decisions because 
our income was no longer enough to meet our expenses. 
But we eschewed your draconian - and authoritarian - 
solution, and a team of faculty; with input from all parts 
of the universit}; came up with a plan to do more with 
fewer resources. I’m not saying that all the specifics of 
our solution would fit your institution, but the process 
sure would have. You did call a town meeting, but it was 
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to discuss your plan, not let the university craft its own. 
.And you called that meeting for Friday afternoon on 
October 1st, when few of your students or faculty would 
be around to attend. In your defense, you called the 
timing ’unfortunate; but pleaded that there was a ’limited 
availability of appropriate large venue options; I find that 
rather surprising. If the President of Brandeis needed a 
lecture hall on short notice, he would get one. I guess you 
don’t have much clout at your university. 

It seems to me that the way you went about it couldn’t 
have been more likely" to alienate just about everybody on 
campus. In your position, I would have done everything 
possible to avoid that. I wouldn’t want to end up in the 
9th Bolgia (ditch of stone) of the 8th Circle of the Inferno, 
where the great 14th century Italian poet Dante Alighieri 
put the sowers of discord. 17here, as they struggle in that 
pit for all eterni~, a demon continually hacks their limbs 
apart, just as in life they divided others. 

The I~ferno is the first book of Dante’s Divi~*e Corned)’, 
one of the great works of the human imagination. There’s 
so much to learn from it about human weakness and 
folly. ~[t~e faculty in your Italian department would be 
delighted to introduce you to its many wonders -- if only 
you had an Italian department, which now, of course, 
you don’t. 

And do you really think even those faculty and adminis- 
trators who may applaud your tough-minded stance 
(partly; I’m sure, in relief that they didn’t get the axe 
themselves) are still going to be on your side in the 
future? I’m reminded of the fable by Aesop of the 
Travelers and the Bear: two men were walking together 
through the woods, when a bear rushed out at them. One 
of the travelers happened to be in front, and he grabbed 
the branch of a tree, climbed up, and hid himself in the 
leaves. The other, being too far behind, threw himself flat 
down on the ground, with his face in the dust. The bear 
came up to him, put his muzzle close to the man’s eac 
and sniffed and sniffed. But at last with a growl the bear 
slouched off, for bears will not touch dead meat. Then the 
fellow in the tree came down to his companion, and, 
laughing, said ’What was it that the bear whispered to 
you?’ ’He told me; said the other man, ’Never to trust a 
friend who deserts you in a pinchJ 

I first learned that fable, and its valuable lesson for life, 
in a freshman classics course. Aesop is credited with 
literally hundreds of fanes, most of which are equally 
enjoyable - and enlightening. Your classics faculty would 
gladly tell you about them, if only you had a Classics 
department, which no~; of course, you don’t. 

As for the argument that the humanities don’t pay their 
own way, well, I guess that~ true, but it seems to me that 
there’s a fallacy in assuming that a university should be 
run like a business. I’m not saying it shouldn’t be 
managed prudently; but the notion that every part of it 

needs to be self-supporting is simply at variance with 
what a university is all about. You seem to value entre- 
preneurial programs and practical subjects that might 
generate intellectual property more than you do ’old- 
fashioned’ courses of study. But universities aren’t just 
about discovering and capitalizing on new knowledge; 
they are also about preserving knowledge fioom being lost 
over time, and that requires a financial investment. There 
is good reason for it: what seems to be archaic today can 
become vital in the future. I’ll give you two examples of 
that. The first is the science of virology; which in the 
1970s was dying out because people felt that infectious 
diseases were no longer a serious health problem in the 
developed world and other subjects, such as molecular 
biology, were much sexier: Then, in the early 1990s, a 
little problem called AIDS became the world’s number 
health concern. The virus that causes .AIDS was first 
isolated and characterized at the National Institutes of 
Health in the USA and the Institute Pasteur in France, 
because these were among the few institutions that still 
had thriving virology programs. My second e×ample you 
will probably be more familiar with. Middle Eastern 
Studies, including the study of foreign languages such as 
Arabic and Persian, was hardly a hot subject on most 
campuses in the 1990s. ~[t~en came September 11, 2001. 
Suddenly we realized that we needed a Jot more people 
who understood something about that part of the world, 
especially its Muslim culture. ~It~ose unNersities that had 
preserved their Middle Eastern Studies departments, 
even in the lhce of declining enrolhnent, suddenly 
became very important places. "rhose that hadn’t - well, 
I’m sure you get the picture. 

I know one of your arguments is that not every place 
should try to do everything. Let other institutions have 
great programs in classics or theater arts, you say’; we will 
lbcus on preparing students for jobs in the real world. 
Well, I hope I’ve just shown you that the real world is 
pretty fickle about what it wants. The best way for people 
to be prepared for the inevitable shock of change is to be 
as broadly educated as possible, because today’s back- 
water is often tomorrow’s hot field..And interdisciplinary 
research, which is all the rage these days, is only possible 
if people aren’t too narrowly trained. If none of that 
convinces you, then I’m willing to let you turn your 
institution into a place that focuses on the practical, but 
only if you stop calling it a universit)/ and yourself the 
President of one. ~t~u see, the word ’university’ derives 
li’om the Latin ’universitas; meaning ’the whole’. 
can’t be a university without having a thriving humanities 
program. You will need to (:all SUNY Albany a trade 
school, or perhaps a vocational college, but not a univer- 
sity. Not anymore. 

I utterly refuse to believe that you had no alternative. 
It’s your job as President to find ways of solving problems 
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that do not require the amputation of healthy limbs. 
Voltaire said that no problem can withstand the assault of 
sustained thinking. Voltaire, whose real name was 
Frm~qois-Marie Arouet, had a lot of pithy, witg, 
brilliant things to say (my law)rite is ’God is a comedian 
playing to an audience that is aft’aid to laugh’). Much of 
what he wrote would be very useful to you. I’m sure the 
facult7 in your Frem:h department would be happy to 
introduce you to his writings, if only you had a French 
department, which no~; of course, you don’t. 

I gu.ess I shouldn’t be surprised that you have trouble 
understanding the importance of maintaining programs 
in unglamorous or even seemii~gly ’dead’ subjects. From 
you.r biography, you don’t actually have a PhD or other 
high degree, and have never really taught or done 
research at a uifiversit}: Perhaps my own backgrom~d will 
interest you. I started out as a classics major. I’m now 
Professor of Biochemistry and Chemistry. Of all the 
courses I took h~ college and graduate school, the ones 
that have benefited me the most in my career as a 
scientist are the courses in classics, art histor> sociolog> 
m~d E~glish literature. These courses didn’t just give me a 
mu.ch better appreci ation for my own culture; they taught 
me how to think, to analyze, and to write clearl> None of 

*W sciences courses did aW of that. 
One of the things I do now is write a monthly column 

on science and society. I’ve done it for over 10 years, and 
I’m pleased to say" some people seem to like it. If I’ve been 
fortunate enough to come up with a few insightflfl 
observations, I can assure you they are entirely due to my 
background in the humanities and my love of the arts. 

One of the things I’ve written about is the way" 
genomics is changing the world we live in. Our ability to 
manipulate the human genome is going to pose some 
very difficult questions for humanity in the next few 
decades, including the question of just what it means to 
be human. 17hat isn’t a question tbr science alo,~e; it’s a 
question that must be answered with inpu.t from every 
sphere of human thought, including - especially including - 
the humanities and arts. Scie,~ce unleavened by the 
hu.man heart and the hu.man spirit is sterile, cold, and 
self-absorbed. It’s also unimaginative: some of my best 
ideas as a scientist have come from thinking and reading 
about things that have, superficially, nothing to do with 
science. If I’m right that what it means to be human is 
going to be o,~e of the central issues of our time, then 
universities that are best equipped to deal with it, in all 

its man}, facets, will be the most important institutio,~s of 
higher learning in the flm~re. ~m’ve just ensured that 
yours won’t be one of them. 

Some of your defei~ders have asserted that this is all a 
brilliant ploy on you.r part - a master political move 
designed to shock the legislature and force them to give 
SUNA~ Albany enough resources to keep these depart- 
ments open. That would be Machiavellian (another notable 
Italian writer, but then, you don’t have any Italian faculty 
to tell you about him), certai~l?; but I doubt that you’re 
that clever. If you were, you would have held that town 
meeting when the whole university could have been 
present, at a place where the press would be all over it. 
That’s how you force the hand of a bunch of politicians. 
You proclaim your’ action on the steps of the state capitol. 
5~bu do~’t try to simak it through in the dead of ~ight, 
when your institution has its back turned. 

No, I think you were simply trying to balance your 
budget at the expense of what you believe to be weak, 
outdated and powerless departments. I think you will 
find, in time, that you made a Faustian bargain. Faust is 
the title character i~ a play by Joham~ Wolfgang von 
Goethe. It was written around 1800 but still attracts the 
largest audiences of any play in Germany whenever it~ 
performed. Faust is the story of a scholar who makes a 
deal with the devil. The devil promises him anything he 
wants as long as ire lives. In return, the devil will get - 
well, I’m sure you can guess how these sorts of deals 
usually go. If only you had a Theater department, which 
now, of course, you don’t, you could ask them to perform 
the play so you could see what happens. It’s awfully 
relevant to your situation. ~2~u see, Goethe believed that 
it profits a man nothing to give up his soul for the whole 
world. That’s the whole world, President Philip, ,~ot just a 
balanced bu.dget. Although, I guess, to be fair, you haven’t 
given up your soul. Just the soul of your institution. 

Disrespectfully yours, 

Gregory A Petsko 

Published: 31 October 2010 

doi:l 0.1186/gb-2010-11-10-138 
Cite this article as: Petsko GA: A Faustian bargain. G~_non~~_ Biology 2010, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 11:20 AM 

~@aol.com 

From-" Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Sent-" Friday, December 03, 20:~0 3:36 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 

Great presentation at the Bulls Head, Charlene. I am proud to know you! I have a copy of the Struggle for Visibility, and look forward to reading it. Best wishes for continued 
success with your work. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 11:57 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

ILS: P.S. 

Dear Mae: We can meet for lunch at the Carolina Inn on Thursday if you would like to do so. This might work better so that it won’t interfere with you afternoon exam. What 
about 12noon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 5:10 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co: ~gmail.com 
Subject: P.S. 

Hello again, Charlene, 

Not to worry if this change of plans does not accord with 
your schedule on Thursday. I will simply proceed with the 
introduction on Baker. As I informed you earlier, I have 
canceled holiday travel plans so that I can devote some 
serious time to the Baker project. 

I will keep you updated on my progress -- and you, of 

course, can do likewise. 

Best, mae 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 11:26 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting Redux 

OK, Charlene, the Inn it is! However,I’ve just remembered that I must give 
a make-up exam (actually early final) on Thursday afternoon, so I’d like 
to assign the exam (three hours) and then meet with you (hopefully I 
can find a proctor; if not, he may need to take it at the Inn). For this 
reason, however, would you mind meeting for a lunch instead of dinner? 

Sorry to prolong this thread of emails, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 10:43 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Dear Mae: Since we will be eating early around 4:30 or 5pm let’s just go to the Carolina Inn. Since I will be walking, this will probably be the most convenient. See you then. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 9:14 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Good morning, Charlene, 

If you have reservations about Squid’s, my other recommendation 
would be Minte’s. I’ve been there once or twice, and enjoyed the 
food and atmosphere (somewhat upscale for an Indian restaurant). 
Also, it has valet parking, but is also close to the house where 
you usually park your car (see address on Franklin Street). 
Here is the link: 

http://www.mintunc.com/ 

Having suggested Squid’s and Minte’s, please bear in mind that 
I’m not opposed to the Carolina Inn. 

And I’m thinking that we should meet for dinner about 4:30 
or 5:00 pm (before it gets dark), no matter which we 
choose. 

Yes, lots of stuff going on on campus. I don’t know yet which 
events I’ll be able to attend -- although I’m very interested in 
the FassNnder film presentation. Thanks for keeping me 
apprised of the events calendar -- as our department is 

sometimes slow to distribute these announcements. 

Best, mae 



From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 8:56 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 2:43 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Dear Mae: We can go to Squid’s -- I have been to this restaurant before -- the food is okay and a bit pricey but this will be a change for me and good parking. 3ust let me 
know what time. I can’t believe that I am still getting invitations to so many events on campus -- Michele Norris from All Things Considered is speaking at Carroll Hall on Dec. 
6; Priscilla Layne from UC Berkeley is giving a talk "Scream Whity, Scream: Sadomasochism and Rebellious Black Masculinity in Fassbinder’s Western Whity (1971)" Dec. 14 
(TBA). Will keep you posted and see you next Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 1:26 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Hello Charlene, 

Next Thursday (December 9th) will work for me. I’d really like to try Squid’s 
(you can check out their menu below): 

http:!/www.squidsrestaurant.com/index.shtml 

The oyster bar opens at 4:00 pm and dinner is from 5-9:30 on Thursdays. 

Otherwise, we can go to our old standby -- the Carolina Tnn. If you decide 
on the Inn, ]?d suggest that we make it an early dinner -- and meet at, say, 
4:00 or so. 

Let me know what you think. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 11:56 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Dinner Meeting 

Dear Mae: Since we have converted to this new email system, I am not sure that my emails are being received. But anyway, if you want to schedule our dinner meeting for 
Thursday, December 9th, this works for me. Just let me know when and where. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 12:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

1~3~;: 

Dear Reg: Thanks much for your support over the years. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 20:t0 :tl::t9 All 

To: ~aol.com 
Subject: FW: 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, December 03, 20:I0 3:36 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 

Great presentation at the Bulls Head, Charlene. I am proud to know you! I have a copy of the Struggle for Visibility, and look forward to reading it. Best wishes for continued 
success with your work. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 12:20 PM 

cwilson@NCCU.EDU 

I~W: Mm~uscript Competition- African Diaspora - Vm~derbilt 

Dem~ press release Dec 1 2010 (final flyer).doc 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 12:18 PM 

To:         @aol.com 
Subject: FW: Manuscript Competition- African Diaspora - Vanderbilt 

From: Buell, Agatha [abuell@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 12:14 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Manuscript Competition- African Diaspora - Vanderbilt 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan [mailto:hartlyn@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 9:49 AM 
To: Managers of Depts & Cr in Social Sciences 
Subject: [ssmgrs] FW: Manuscript Competition- African Diaspora - VanderNlt 
~mpo~ance: High 
Dear Colleagues: 

Please shaxe the flyer below with your faculty ~nembers in the fields of the Humanities and Social Sciences. 

Yours, 
Hortense J. Spillers 

Gertrude Conaway Vanderbilt Professor of English 



Announcement: Manuscript Competition 
Issues in Critical Investigation (ICI) : The African Diaspora 

November 30, 2010-January 15, 2011 
Vanderbilt University 

Issues in Critical Investigatiou: The AtYican Diaspora (ICI) is pleased to announce our second book competitiou for the two best unpublished, single- 

authored manuscripts or manuscripts of linked essays. The wirmers of the l~vo prizes tJae Anna Julia Cooper Prize h~ the Humauities ~d the Ida B. Wells Prize in 

the Social Sciences will each receive $3,000 and the option tbr a book contract with Vauderbilt Uuiversit’~’ Press. Each manu~ript must be written (1) by an untenured 

professor who is currently ,seeking tenure and (2) on a specific topic under the general rubric of the global African Diaspora and produced in any field of the Humanities 

and the Social Sciences. 

Manuscripts will be read and closely evaluated by senior professo~ in the relevant fields and the wi~mers armouuced each fall when am mmual symposium will be convened 

at Vanderbilt. 

Possible topics ~nay include, but are uot limited to, the tbllowh~g: 

¯ African, African-American or African-Canadian studies 

¯ Anthropology 

¯ Atlantic African slave trade 

¯ Black European studies 

¯ Black popular culture 

¯ Caribbean studies 

¯ Cinema and film studies 

¯ Economics 

¯ Educatian 

¯ Ethics 

¯ Latin-American studies 

¯ Media 

¯ Philosophy 

¯ Religiou 

¯ War and peace 



All submissions must be emailed to ici(a’wanderbilt.edu, between November 30, 2010- Ja~nua~ 15, 2011, with the subject line "Submission." Do NOT send full manuscripts 
at this time. Please include the following: cover letter, CV, and proposal with a prospectus and book outline 
Ca~ndidates will be notified by Februm311, 2011 if they axe invited to submit a full manuscript, rIlae full maaauscript will be due between February 15-Febma~ 28, 2011. All 
sub~nissions tnust be exclusive to ICI. 
For information contact: Hortense J. Spillers, executive directol; Renee de la Sea, program coordinator. Vanderbilt University, Station B # 351654, 2301 
Vanderbilt Place, Nashville, TN, 37235 

ici@vanderbilt.edu omce: 615-322-3421 www.vanderbilt.edu/ICI 
Jonathan Hartl~tn 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Nill 
Senior Assoc:ia~:e Dean h:~r 5ocia~ Sdences and 

Internat~ona~ Programs, College o~: Arts and Sdences 
Kenneth L Reckford Professor of Pofitica~ Sdence 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel H~l NC 27599-3100 USA 

~}m~l: hartlyn~gunc,edu 
Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 919 9(~2-.2408 

~= de la Sea, Renee [mailto:renee.de.la.sea@Vanderbilt.Edu] 
Seat~ Thursday, December 02, 2010 4:15 PN 
Sabject= Nanuscript Competition- African Diaspora - Vanderbilt 
~m~o~a~ee= High 
Ple&se o~n ~e at~ched a~d share wifl~ colleagues, tla~t copy will amve shortly. 

Thank you. Hapw Holi&ys~ 

Renee 

Renee de la Sea ~ues.-Wed.-Thurs.) 
Assistant ~ the O~rec~r of ICI 
Depa~ment of [nglish, Benson 3IS 
Vanderbilt UniversiN 
S~tion B, Box 351654 
230~ Vanderbi[t P~ace 
Nashville, Tennessee 37235-~654 
USA 
TeL: 625-322-342~ 
Fax: 6~5-343-8028 
renee.deJa,sea~vanderNIt.edu 
ici@vanderN~t.edu 

Not spare 

Forget previo~s vote 

You are cnrrently subscribed m affiat~m as: regester(i~emailamc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: htlp://lists.unc.edtiu?id =32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042dl 0c3de25&n=T&l=affiaIiam&o=28255488 

(It may be necessm7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 3:28 PM 

~em~l.unc.edu> 

ILE: AFAM    Death Certificate 

Dear You do not have to pay for anything Just download a copy of the website indicating that they have the death certificate and submit in class. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:               ~)email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 2:14 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM    Death Certificate 

Hello th-ofessor, 

I am having a hard time finding the death certificate of Mamie Smith. Eve~z 
website I have been on I have to pay to retrieve it. I ~vas wondering do you 
know- a website that has this information for free. 



UNIVERS ITY OF 

COLLEGE OF BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Summer Research. Initiative to h~crease Diversity 

An Overview of the UMD Summer Research Initiative 
The Summer Research Initiative was created in 1999 by the Office of the Dean in the College of Behavioral and 
Social Sciences (BSOS) and is supported by the Office of the Provost, the Graduate School, the Office of the 
Vice President for Research, the College, and a grant from the National Science Foundation (SBE-AGEP). The 
goals of the program are to provide rising jtmiors and seniors an opportunity to increase their interest and 
learn about doctoral-level training, and provide basic research skills that can be applied in the social, 
behavioral and economic science fields. The program has a special emphasis on population groups 
underrepresented in these fields (i.e., African Americans, Hispanics, American Indians, Alaska Natives, Native 
Hawaiians or other Pacific Islanders). 

the opp ortunity 

andffir 
acknowledging 

that there are ¯ 

talented students 

at rainority:~ 

~nst~t~t t~ons.       . 

2S~} 2000 S~ho~h~ . 

Program Details 
This 8-week program will be held on the University of Maryland, College Park 
campus from May 31 through July 22, 2011. Students will be provided a 
meaningful research experience by working with a faculty mentor in one of our 
nine academic departments: African American Studies, Anthropology, 
Criminology & Criminal Justice, Economics, Geography, Government & Politics, 
Hearing & Speech Sciences, Psychology and Sociology. We will also supplement 
their research experience with lectures, workshops, and networking opportunities. 

Students will be provided round-trip airfare, meals, room and board in University 
on-campus housing and a stipend of $2,700. 

The University of Maryland, College Park is the flagship campus in the University 
of Maryland system and is home to first-class researchers and research facilities. U.S. News & World Report 
ranks the University 18% among public universities. According to the NSF, the University ranks 8th in 
awarding doctoral degrees in the social, behavioral and economic sciences to underrepresented ethnic 
minorities. 

The university’s location, just nine miles from downtown Washington, D.C. and 
approximately 30 miles from Baltimore, provides access to some of the finest 
libraries, research centers, and professional opportunities in the country. The D.C. 
metro area is nationally regarded for its dense population of highly educated and 
trained professionals, diversity, culture and entertainment. 

S~I 2009 Scho&r 

How to Apply 
Basic eligibility requirements include (but are not limited to) junior or senior status by Fall 2011; U.S. citizen or 
permanent resident status; and a strong intent to immediately pursue a Ph.D. in the social, behavioral, and 
economic sciences upon completion of the Bachelors degree. We are especially interested in applications from 
students underrepresented in the social, behavioral, and economic sciences. The application deadline is 
February 15, 2011. 

For more information, please visit: http://www.bsos.umd.edu/diversity/college-of-behavioral--social- 
sciences’-summer-research-initiative.aspx or contact Dr. Kim J. Nickerson at SRI@bsos.umd.edu 



African American Studies 

Anthropology 

Criminology and Criminal Justice 

Economics 

Geography 

Government & Politics 

Hearing & Speech Sciences 

Psychology 

Sociology 

BSOS Programs & Centers 

¯ Center for American Politics and 
Citizenship 

° Center for Substance Abuse Research 

¯ Environmental Science and Policy 

Program 

° Joint Program in Survey Methodology 

° Maryland Population Research Center 

¯ National Consor- 
tium for the Study 

of Terrorism and 
Responses to Ter- 

rori sm 

Support for this program is provided by the 
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences, 
the Office of the Provost, the Graduate 
School, and the Office of the Vice 
President for Research at the University of 
Maryland College Park. In addition, SRI is 
made possible, in part, by a grant from the 
National Science Foundation (SBE- 
AGEP). 

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences 
University of Maryland 

College Park, MD 20742 
www.bsos.umd.edu 

UN [VERS1TY OF 

MARYLAND 

2010 SRI Program 



The Summer Research Initiative (SRI) was 
created in 1999 by the Office of the Dean in the 
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences 
(BSOS). The program has a special emphasis on 

population groups 

behavioral, social and 
economic science fields 
(i.e., African Americans, 
Hispanics, American 
Indians, Alaska Natives, 
Native Hawaiians or 
other Pacific Islanders). 
The goals of the initiative 
are to: 

Increase the knowledge of; and interest in, 
doctoral-level training in the social, 
behavioral, and economic sciences; 

Provide rising juniors and seniors an 
opportunity to learn about graduate studies 
and the range of research and scholarship in 
the social, behavioral, and economic sciences 
at the University of Maryland, College Park; 

Provide a laboratory experience that 
enhances basic research knowledge and 
skills; 

Provide lectures, workshops, didactic 
exchanges, etc., to enhance students’ 
knowledge of the graduate application 
process, negotiating the academic rigors and 
professional and personal challenges 
encountered in graduate school, and 
developing career paths in social, behavioral, 
and economic science; and 

Provide mentoring and networking 
opportunities for students to advance their 
training in the social, behavior, and economic 
sciences. 

In 2011 the program will bring 10-12 students to 
the University of Maryland, College Park campus 
tbr eight-weeks. Participants will work side-by- 
side ruth a thculty mentor on a guided research 
proj ect, attend weekly seminars and visit local re- 
search institutions in the Washington, D.C., Mary- 
land, and Virginia area. Finally, students will pre- 
sent their work at a poster session at the end of the 
program. 

Program duration: May 31 - July 22, 2011 

Stipend: $2,700 (before taxes) 

Provisions: Airfare, Housing and Meals 

Application Deadline: February 15, 2011 

Status Notification: Early April 2011 

2010 b)tmmer Research Initiative Poster ~S’ession 

All students who will be rising juniors or seniors 
in Fall 2011 are eligible for the Summer Research 
Initiative. The University of Maryland has a 
strong institutional commitment to the principle 
of diversity. In that spirit, we are very interested 
in receiving applications fi-om a broad spectrum 
of individuals, specifically African American, 
Hispanic, and American Indian students. Appli- 
cants must also meet ALL of the following re- 
quirements: 

Be citizens or permanent residents of the 
United States; 

Be enrolled full-time at an accredited four- 
year higher education institution and 
obtain junior or senior status in the Fall 
2011-12 academic year; 

Demonstrate an interest in pursuing 
graduate study in one of the behavioral, 
social or economic sciences; 

Will have taken a basic statistics or 
research methodology course; and 

Possess an excellent academic record 
including a 3.0 or better cumulative GPA 
and 3.2 or better GPA in their major field. 

301-405-8761 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiE-mail: SRI@bsos.umd.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 11:07 AM 

@aol.com 

I~W: C~Jl for Applications - University of Mmyland Summer Research Initiative 

UMCP SRI 2011 Announcement-One Pager.pdf; SRIbrochure2011.pdf 

From: Summer Research Initiative [sri@bsos.umd edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 11:04 AM 
Subject: Call [’or Applications - University of Maryland Summer Research Initiative 

Good afternoon, 

We are pleased to announce that we are now accepting applications for the 2011 Summer Research Initiative. We would greatly appreciate your asslstunce in our recruitment efforts Below, 
is an ovep~iew of the program. I have also attached in]k)rmation for dissemination to your constituents. Thank you, in advance, for your assistance. We look forward to a success 
recruitment season[ 

University of Maryland, College Park 

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences 

Suramer Research Initiative to Increase Diversity 

Ovel~’iew 
The goals of the prograru are to provide rising juniors and seniors an opportunity to increase their interest and learn about doctoral-level training, and provide basic research skills that can 
be applied in the social, behavioral and economic science fields. The program has a special eruphasis on populatiun groups underrepresented in these fields (i. e., African Aruericans, 
Hispanics, ~mrican Indians, Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians or other Pacific Islanders). 

The University of Maryland, College Park is located just nine miles frorrl downtown Washington, D.C. and approximately 30 miles frorrl Baltimore, provides access to some of the finest 
libraries, research centers, and professional opportunities in the country. The D.C. ruetro area is nationally regarded for its dense population of highly educated and trained professionals, 
diversity, culture and entertaitmnent. 

Prograru Details 
This 8-week program will be held on the University of Maryland, College Park campus from May 30 ttnough July 22, 2011. Students will be provided a meaningful research experience by 
working with a faculty ruentor in one of our nine academic departments: African Aruerican Studies, Antl~opology, Criminology & Criminal Justice, Economics, Geography, Govemrrlent & 
Politics, Hearing & Speech Sciences, Psychology and Sociology. We will also supplelnent their research experience with lectures, workshops, and networking opportunities. 

Students will be provided round-trip airfare, meals, room and board in University on-campus housing and a stipend of $2,700. 

How to Apply 
Basic eligibility requirements include (but are not limited to) junior or senior status by Fall 2011 ; U.S. citizen or pem~anent resident status; and a strong intent to immediately pursue a Ph.D. 
in the social, behaviural, and economic sciences upon completion of the Bachelors degree. We are especially interested in applications from students underrepresented in the social, 
behavioral, and economic sciences. 

The application deadline is February 15, 2011. 

For more infbrmation, please visit: http://wwwbsosumd.edu/dlversitv/sumlner-research-initiative.aspx 

or contact SRI@bsos.umd.edu 

Aishah Briscoe 
David Colon-Cabrera 
SRI Coordinators 

Summer Research Initiative 
Office of the Dean 
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences 
University of Maryland - College Park 
2141 Tydings Hall 
College Park, MD 20742 
(T) 301-405-8761 
(F) 301-314-9086 
(E) sri@bsos umd edu 

The contents of this e-mail message and any attacl~ments are intended solely for the addressee The inibrmation may also be confidential and/or legally privileged This transmission is sent 
for the sole purpose of delivery to the intended recipient. If you have received this transmission in error, any use, reproduction, or dissemination of this transmission is strictly prohibited. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete this message and its attachments, if any. 

Aishah Briscoe 
[)avid Colon-Cabrera 
SRI Coordinators 

Summer Research Initiative 
Office of the Dean 
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences 
University of Mary land - College Park 
2141 Tydings Hall 
College Park, h,fD 20742 
(T) 301-405-8761 
~F) 301-314-9086 



(E) sri@bsos umd edu 

The contents of this e-mail message and any attachments are intended solely [’or the addressee The in[’ormation may also be confidential and/or legally privileged This transmission is sent 
[’or the sole purpose of delivep)~ to the intended recipient. [f you have received this transmission in error, any use, reproduction, or dissemination of this transmission is strictly prohibited. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please immediately noti~ the sender by reply e-mail and delete this message and its attachments, if any. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

New Directions 

A pivotal event of the. movement in America to abolish slavery was 
the beginning of publication of the Liberator by the twenty-six-year- 
old William Lloyd Garrison on January t; 183!: Garrison emerged 
from a childhood of poverty in Massachusetts to become a middling- 
successful printer a~d journalist. Slight, bespectacled, and balding, 
lais appearance belied the intensity of his passion over issues involv- 
ing injustice. Louis Filler writes in The Crusade Against Stave~, 
1830-i860 (1960) that as Garris9n entered his twenties, °’piety, 

peacei total abstinence, and a general search for reform issues char- 
acterized his work and reflected his need for a moral universe." His 
search ended when he came to abolition, 

Organized efforts to end stavery up to that time had been scat- 
tered and weak. If they had a general thrust, it was toward gradual 
abolition with compensation for slave owners and the removal of the 

former slaves to lands outside the United States. Garrison’s focus in 
1831 was different. His desire was to end slavery immediately with- 
out payments, to the owners or removal of those liberated. And he 

NEW DIRECTIONS    i63 

was forceful. "I will be as harsh as truth, and as uncompromising as 
justice,’~ he wrote on page one of the Liberator’s first editiom 

On this subject I do not wish to think, or to speak or write, with moderation. 
No! Nb! Tell a man whose house is on fire to give a moderate itlarm; tell him 

to moderately rescue his wife from the hands of a ravisher; tell the mother to 

moderately extricate her babe from the fire into which it has fallen--but urge 
me not to use moderation in a cause like the present. I am in eamest--I will 

not equivocate--I wilt not retreat,a single inch--and.! wrcL BE HEARD;~ 

Heard he was, eventually. Appearance of the Liberator symbol- 
ized the start of a shift of direction and intensity in the abolition 
movement. It marked the beginning of a broader and more serious 

offensive against slavery that would build until the Civil War. 
Garrison has had his detractors among historians. Some have 

portrayed him as arrogant, egotistical, fanatical, narrow minded; 
stubborn, and vindictive. Bu~ only a handful downplay his impor- 
tance in changing the abolition movement. Where the popular image 
of Garrison seems poorly formed is in the idea that the young jour- 
nalist cut the immediate-emancipation design solely from his own 
moral fabric, with minimal assistance or influence from others, and 
then rallied blacks and whites to take UP his cause. Like the ideas of 
most reformers, Garrison’s were the product of his time and place. 
He did not invent the strident tone’of militant abolitionism nor the 
sense of urgency to end Slavery by himself in the weeks or months 
before turning out the first number of the Liberator; he developed his 
ideas in reaction to contemporary events involving slavery and broad 
contacts with black people and white people over the first third of the 
nineteenth century. Garrison’s real formative period was the time be- 
tween 1815 and 1830. It was a time when white Americans generally 
were becoming increasingly racist and when whites formed argu- 
ments in support of African-American slavery and the colonization 
of free blacks. It was a time when events on the local, state, and 
national levels were drawing increasingly more attention to slavery 
and related issues. And perhaps most important, it was a time when 
free African Americans were becoming more militant in their oppo- 
sition to slavery, for they were beginning to see more clearly than 
ever that their fate and that of slaves were connected by race. 
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White Racism and Proslavery 

The half-century between 1780 and 1830 was important in the devel- 
opment of a number of basic beliefs, attitndes, and assumptions held 
by Americans. The United States Constitution, the Bill of Rights, 
and the American political system all came into being during this 
period. So did some of tlie fundamental modes of American political 
thinking--the conservatism of Federalists, the republicanism of Jef- 
fersonians, the broader democracy of Jacksonians. But of particular 
importance for this study was the development during the early re- 
public of increasingly rigid thoughts and feelings conCerned with ra- 
cial difference, along with assumptions about the inferiority of 
persons of African descent. 

Questions about the beginnings of racism in English-.speaking 
North America are hard ones to answer. There is no dollbt that the 
early English colonists in the New World had strong, negative pre- 
conceptions of persons who differed from themselves physically .or 
culturally. Indeed, they used racist notions concerning Native Amer- 
icans-that they were a "brutish" sort of people, lacking religion, 

nearer to beasts than to humans--to justify taking their land. And 
the early English had negative preconceptions of persons of African 
descent, who through English eyes .appeared to have no religion, to 
wear few clothes, to eat odd foods with their hand~, and to live close 
to nature with strange animals. But more and more historians are 
doubting that racial prejudice was the main reason why English c01- 

onists elected to use African men and women-as slaves for their per- 
manent labor force in mainland North America. Instead, they believe 

that the settIers’ inability to find anyother long-term stable supply of 
laborers (and, indeed, through much of the seventeenth century they 
tried--and even seemed to prefer--indentured servants from the 
British isles), coupled with the availability of large numbers of Afri- 
cans at low costs, brought the English colonists to turn almostexclu- 
sively to black slavery by the start of the eighteenth century. 

Of course, the fact that slavery became a permanent condition 
for persons of African descent in America only strengthened existing 
racial prejudices. It was hard to enslave another distinctive group of 
people without developing negative feelings for them especially 
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when it proved necessary to punish them beyond the limits of the taw 
or common decency in order to extract work from them. Thus, if 
.racism made it,easier for Englishmen to enslave blacks when eco- 
nomic necessity warranted it, slavery made it easier and in some 
sense necessary to strengthen .whites’ racist notions about blacks. 

What had the potential to break this negative spiral of white 
attitudes toward African Americans was the ideology of the Ameri-. 
can Revolution. When the American patriots asserted in the Decla- 
ration of. Independence that "all men are created equal," they were 
setting forth a doctrine into which slavery did not fit. Nothing in the 
document suggested that "all men" meant merely all white men. It 
was the spirit of egalitarianism, spreading with the Revolutionary 
ideology, that led to the ending of slavery north of Maryland and 
Delaware and to the wave of manumissions in the Upper South, as 
notedin earlier chapters. Gary B. Nash in Race and Revolution 
(1990) makes clear how strong the post-Revolutionary consensus 
was--not just in the North--for at least gradual emancipation. But 
where slavery became the real dilemma for the country based on 
democratic principles and individual freedoms was in the South~ In 
the wake of the Revolution, southern whites believed that their eco- 
nomic prosperity and social stability lay in the slave system. There 
was no question in the minds of most prominent whites in South 
Carolina and Georgia about perpetuating black slavery in the new 
country. Sylvia R. Frey in Water from the Rock: Black Resistance in 
a Revolutionary Age (I991) contends that "a desperate effort to reas- 
sert their hegemony over their slaves and thereby preserve their frag- 
mented world" was a major reason why the white gentry of the 
Lower South supported American independence and the war against 
Great Britain.. Planters from the two southernmost states probably 
would have made national acceptance of slavery a clearly stated p~:e- 
requisite for their joining the Union had they not so drastically 
needed the military might of the federal government to help them 
repel active Creek war parties and the potential threat from Spanish 
Florida. But the question that did come up for so mum) white south- 
erners,.again and again, was how to rationalize the coritinuing exis- 
tence of slavery in a country in which ai! men had those clearly stated 
and widely accepted inalienable rights. The only possible approach 
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to forming an answer was to separate those in slavery from the group 
of "all men." And the only way to do so was to fall back on racist 
assumptions about the "nature and character" of persons of African 
descent. 

Fortunately for those wishing to justify slavery by degrading 
African Americans, entering onto the intellectual stage at about the 
same time as the philosophy that asserted Man’s natural rights were 
scientific studies of physical differences among humans and related 
attempts to classify humans according to their race. Into the Revolu- 
tionary years, educated Americans held to the basic Enlightenment 
ideas that all humans were of the same species, that all were capable 
of indefinite improvement, and that obvious physical and cultural 
differences among humans were the result of environment. But be- 
ginning in the 1770s. a steady pecking away at the "environmental 
theory" of difference took pIace. In 1774 in his History of Jamaica, 
Edward Long argued that blacks were of a lower order of humanity 
than whites, "a different species of the same GENUS;’ and that "the 
ourang-outang and some races of men are very nearly-allied." Long’s 
theories spread rapidly in the United States after the influential Co- 
lumbian Magazine printed two extracts from his book in 1788. The 
magazine followed with a portion of Thomas Jefferson’s Notes on. the 
State ~?l’Virginia (1785). Jefferson did not agree with Long on a num- 
ber of points concerning persons of African descent, but he provided 
fuel for racist fires in the United States with his Notes. Jefferson sus~ 
pected "that the blacks, whether originally a distinct race or made 
distinct by time and circumstances, are inferior to whites in the en- 
dowments of both body and mind." From "scientific observation" 
Jefferson testified to blacks’ laziness and slowness, their inability to 
reason, their lack of imagination, and their unsightly appearance set 
off by "wooly hair" and an "ungainly" physique. Implied in the ar- 
guments was the idea that blacks did not need to--indeed, should 
not and probably could not--live in a free society as equals to whites 
because of their racial inferiority. Slavery thus was the proper insti- 
tution for dealing with such different creatures. If slavery was evi!, 
then it was a "’necessary evil." 

With the founding of the new nation came further refinement of 
these ideas. It became clear almost immediately that the Founding 
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Fathers, Whose wisdom some considered to be guided by Provi- 

dence, intended the United States to be a "white rnan’s country.". This 
was made evident during the first ~ession of Congress when it passed 
a naturalization law limiting acquisition of citizenship to white im~ 
migrants, and again in the second session when it limited participa- 
tion in the militia to white men. Most whites justified these acts by 
arguing that.a homogeneous and intelligent citizenry was necessary 
for a republic to function smoothly. Blacks could not assume, such 
citizenship, they argued, because whites would never accept’them as 
equals, thus allowing them to assimilate, and because persons of Af- 
rican descent did not possess the intelligence needed to be effective 
citizens. African Americans not in slavery thus had no place in the 
country, and their continuing existence might prove dangerous 
should they become restless in their subordinate position. Virginian 
St. George Tucker echoed this voice in A Dissertation on sta~,er?, 

(1796). "if it is true, as Mr. Jefferson seems to suppose," wrote 
Tucker, 

that the Africans are really an inferior race of mankind, will not sound policy 
advise their exclusion from a society in which they have not yet been ad- 
mitted to participate in civil rights and even to guard against such admission, 
at any future period, since it may eventually depreciate the whole national 
character?... Though I am opposed to the banishment of Negroes, I wish 
not to encourage their future residence among us l 

Such racist arguments for slavery proved to be heavy intellec- 

tual ammunition for weapons that were temporarily stacked,* In 
spite of the wave of egalitarianism and individual manumission that 
continued to wash over the North and Upper South past the turn of 
the century, no serious and concerted attack on the Deep South’s 
slave system materialized for some time after t~e country’s begin- 

ning. Most agitation relating to slavery during the country’s first two 

* In Someg,hat More Independent, Shane White argues that it was primarily the intel- 
lectually influential, urba~a, white elite whose racial attitudes hardened in late- 
eighteenth-century America. From a reading of almanacs, which circulated among 
’*the lower orders of society," White concludes that the treatment of African Americans 
by whites who were predominantly rural, less well-to-do, and less literate was, "on the 
whole, sympathetic and relatively benign 7 
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decades of existence focused on halting American participation in 

the Atlantic slave trade, and by the time the Constitution permitted 
Congress to act against the trade in 1808, only a minority of south- 
emers cared to resist. In those instances when persons with libertar- 
ian sentiments mounted a reasoned criticism of slavery, apologists 
for the institution could trot out their racist notions, that. most white 
Americans of the time probably shared, that slavery was a necessary 
evil. Otherwise, they simply did not have to mount a broad defense 
of slavery. Belief about black inferiority could remain a shared as- 

sumption in no need of more complete articulation--and it could 
remain that way until the attack against slavery strengthened. 

For some time, most students of proslavery thought in America 
have believed that white southerners did not generate thinking on the 

subject beyond the "necessary-evi!" argument until the 1820s. Wi!- 
tiam S. Jenkins set out the basic thesis in Pro-slavery Thought in the 

Old South (1935).that only in reaction to a series of threatening 
events of the 1820s the debates in Congress over slavery in Mis- 
souri, Denmark Vesey’s conspiracy, discussions surrounding the ac- 
tivities of the American Colonization Society, and the growing 
amount of propaganda coming from abolitionist groups did white 
southerners begin marshaling their intellectual forces for a stronger 
defense of slavery. To do so, they refined their old racist thinking and 
came up with a new belief tlaat slavery was, more than a necessary 
evil, a °’positive good." The argument seemed simple to them. If one 
assumed that persons of African descem were innately inferior to 
persons of European descent, as most whites did, then one could 
argue that slavery was the Africans’ proper and natural status. Be- 
cause masters took care of blacks better than they could take care of 

themselves, the argument went, slavery was actually beneficial for 
those enslaved. Slavery was also good for the slave owners and, by 
extension, the country, for the persons in bondage produced crops 
that sold well, giving the slave owner profit and status while helping 
the country’s economy. Thus evolved the South’s main proslavery 
argument for the antebellum period. 

But in a book published in 1987. Proslave~2/: A History of the 
Defense of Slavery in America. 1701-1840, Larry E, Tise analyzes 
the contents of proslavery arguments, studies some of the individuals 
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who made the arguments, and asserts that most historians of the de- 
fense of slavery have been offbase, especially in their sense of how. 
and why proslavery arguments developed and who first came up with 
them. Tise contends that the most pervasive and long-lasting proslav- 
ery arguments arose as part of a conservative reaction to the social 
and political convulsions that rocked the country repeatedly between 
1790 and 1830. And these arguments were articulated thrbughout the 
period not by southern slave owners but almost solely by "natives of 
New England, sons of staunch Federalists, and the prbducts of Con- 
gregational religious training." Tise’s argument suggests more about 
how a country grounded in liberty could continue to practice slavery 
and justify doing so, and it emphasiz(s the critical effect that the 
events of the early nineteenth century had on the hardening of white 
attitudes toward African Americans and slavery. 

The time of the early republic was disruptive to the extreme. 
The ideological, basis of the country was still in ferment after the era 
of the Revolution and the subsequent period of constitution building. 
Then, radically new, potentially subversive ideas gushed out of the 
hydrant that was the French Revolution, frightening those, particu- 
larly the New England Federalists, who longed for order and stability 
in society. Order and stability were not easily found, however, for 
wars and threats of war were almost constant, and society itself was 
in flux, with new Iands opening, people moving about more widely 
than before, and old moral and religious tenets frequently being dis- 
carded. Furthermore, the thrashing out of American politics and the 
rapid rise first of Jeffersonian Republicanism and then of Jacksonian 
Democracy left many wondering if the greatest danger to the country 
were not from within. 

Through the long, chaotic generation following the country’s 
beginning, conservative Americans fashioned an ideology one that 
supported law, order, tradition, and a social and economic system 
that included slavery. InfluentiaI white Americans, with a number of 
New England clergymen in the forefront, reacted strongly to persons 
or groups whom they perceived as disruptive and subversive. The 
reactions normally involved linking the perceived causes of turmoil 
to French infidels, crazed democrats, or others who cared not about 
the country, religious orthodoxy, public order, or other elements that 
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had made American society strong. It was, writes Tise, a ’°conserva- 
tive counterrevolution" against what many believed to be the forces 
of anarchy and disruption. 

These conservative ideas were hatched in the North by 1800, 
and they moved southward in the early decades of the new century, 
largely with itinerant clergymen who were intent upon spreading 
Christianity. When the events of the !820s and I830s spawned the 
greatest questioning of slavery that had occurred since the Revolu- 
tionary era and increasing amounts of antislavery propaganda 
emerged from abolitionists to threaten southern slaveholders, the lat- 
ter already had the conservative underpinning for their proslavery ar- 
guments. Abotitiomsm was a subversive conspiracy, they argued, a 
threat to the established order and to the country’s working, hierar- 
chical society. Stavery was a °’positive good" because it preserved 
order and maintained the social hierarchy. Abolitionists were wild- 
eyed radicals cut from the mold of the French Revolutionary. And 
the conservative arguments were not simply those of white southern- 
ers who owned slaves. The "conservative republicanism" that sup- 
ported and justified slavery, Tise contends, was a sentiment probably 
held by a majority of white Americans by 1830. 

Tise’s argument is useful because it shows how much of the 
country accepted the basis for the defense of the South’s peculiar 
institution, but it directs attention away from a still more broadly 
held assumptionJthe racist one the growth of which after 1790 
was essential to the overcoming of the lingering egalitarianism and 
the support of the proslavery arguments. A strong belief in the in- 
feriority of persons of African de~cent helped weaken the movement 
to spread natural rights to African Americans. It was the belief that 
underlay both the "’necessary evil" and the "positive good" argu- 

ments in defense of slaver3: In a review of Tise’s book in the Journal 
of Southern History, 5 (1989), Leland J. Beltot underscores the im- 
portance of the seldom-questioned racist assumptions that spread 
widely among the country’s white population in the time of the early 
republic: "[R]acism particularly the assumption that black people, 
whether sIave or free, could not be assimilated into white society 
was the common thread running through the fabric of American pro- 
slavery thought, whether it arose from northern or southern sources, 
from clergy or laity, in democratic or conservative contexts"’ 
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The same racist assumptions had crept into the thinking of 
whites who opposed slavery and of those who merely saw it as an 
institution that eventually would cease tO exist in America. If the 

descendants of Africans, once freed, remained inferior and could not 
be assimilated, what could be done with them? For many in the first 
third of the nineteenth century,.colonization was the answer. 

Colonization 

There is a "chicken-or-egg" quality to the question about the origins 
of the idea of African-American colonization. Did American blacks, 
who saw no future in remaining in a country .in which the racism of 

whites kept them in a degraded position, first suggest removing 
themselves to the land of their ancestors where prospects were bet- 
ter? Or did whites, who judged persons of African descent to be in- 
ferior, who did not want to live among free blacks, and who believed 
that African Americans’ only chance for advancement was to leave 
America, make the initial suggestion for remo+al? The answer, it 
seems, is that northern slaves were the first to bring up the idea, 
but that Virginia slave owners, apparently independently, followed 
quickly with a different version. 

tn 1773, four bondsmen living near Boston asked the Massa- 
chusetts legislature to allow them to work one day each week for 
themselves in order that they might purchase their freedom and, "as 
soon as we can from out joynt labours procure money to transport 
ourselves to some part of the coast of Africa, where we propose a 
settlement." Four years later, libertarians in the Virginia legislature 
introduced a plan to free the state’s slaves born after a certain date, 
make the freed youth apprentices until they reached adulthood~ and 
then remove them from the country. In Notes on the State of Virginia, 
Jefferson explains why removal of the free black was necessary: 

Deep rooted prejudices entertained by whites: ten thousand recollections, by 
the blacks, of injuries they have sustained: . ¯ the real distinctions which 
nature has made; and many other circumstances, will divide us into two par- 
ties and produce convulsions which will probably never end but in extermi- 
nation of one or the other race. 

So before the Revolution was over, some of the cards of the 
African-American emigration or colonization schemes were on the 
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table. Some blacks were so hopeless about their future in America 
that they wanted to leave. Some whites were so opposed to living 
~vith free blacks that they wanted to be rid of them. These two strains 

of thought would remain prominent in the minds of some blacks and 
whites for more than a century. 

Before the eighteenth century was over, .events across the Atlan- 
tic provided focus for the colonization idea. In 1787 a group of Brit- 
ish philanthropists sent four hundred of London’s "Black Poor" to 
what is now Sierra Leone, on Africa’s West Coast, to begin a colony. 
In the minds of many British humanitarians, the black colonists, in 
addition to enjoying land ownership and free lives, were to bring 
Christianity to the indigenous Africans, work toward ending the 
slave trade, and in time replace the trade in humans with a commerce 
lucrative to the colonists and, of course, to the commercia! interests 
of the colony’s philanthropic supporters back in England. (It was, 
remarked one wag, "philanthropy plus six per cent.") 

The first ships carrying the black English colonists were out in 
the Atlantic, on their way toward the site of the colony, when a 
Quaker physician from the West-Indian island of Antigua, William 
Thornton, broached the idea of colonization to African Americans in 
Boston and Newport, Rhode Island. Blacks in these areas had a!- 
ready been discussing the issue, so Thornton found numbers of them 
who were seriously interested. But when Thornton presented the idea 
to the Free African Society in Philadelphia, the response was differ- 
ent. Thornton came to Philadelphia just as the Pennsylvania Aboli- 
tion Society was reorganizing and making plans to take broader and 
bolder action against slavery and in support of newly emancipated 
African Americans. Philadelphia blacks had rising hopes for better 
lives in America. The Free African Society wrote to black supporters 
of Thornton’s idea in Newport about "persons who are sacrificing 
their own time, ease, and prosperity for us, the stranger and the fa- 
therless, in this wilderness." Many free blacks in Philadelphia still 
believed that the Lord, with help from well-meaning whites, would 
"break every yoke and let the oppressed go free" in the United States. 

If the opposition of African Americans in Philadelphia did not 
squelch the enthusiasm for emigration of blacks in New England, 
lack of funds did. Newport’s African Union Society sent a lone em- 
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issary to Sierra Leone in 1795 to size up prospects for emigration, 
but it could afford nothing more. By .the end of the century, the voices 
supporting emigration had.quieted, not to be heard again until a free 
black from Massachusetts, an entrepreneur cut in the true Yankee 
mold, sailed for West Africa in 1811. 

Paul Cuffe might be more widely known for his principled re- 
fusa!, around 1780, to pay poll and property taxes in Massachusetts, 
where, because he was African American, he was not allowed to 
vote. Like many other Massachusetts citizens at the time, he believed 
taxation without representation was illegitimate. Cuffe was the off- 
spring of a freed slave, originally from the Gold Coast of Africa, and 
a Native-American woman. His home was the southern edge of Mas- 
sachusetts. Though lacking formal education, Cuffe and his brother, 
after some years of sailing and whaling, began a maritime commer- 
cial business that seemed to grow in size every year. By early in the 
nineteenth century, Cuffe owned one sloop, two brigs, and several 
schooners, and he was transporting cargo to Philadelphia and Balti- 
more, with occasional trips to the Caribbean and Europe. He raised 
the eyebrows of many in American and foreign ports, for his vessels 
sailed with all-black crews. 

In 1808, Cuffe turned his attention to Africa. He had come to 
believe that participation in the sinful slave trade had degraded indig- 

enous Africans and stripped them of their moral foundation. But he 
reasoned that if African Americans brought Christianity and legiti- 
mate trade to the peoples of Africa they could ~uplift" those living in 
the lands of their ancestors. Cuffe believed that he could transport 
moral, religious, and propertied African Atnericans across the Atlan- 
tic in order to begin the process. He joined the Society of Friends and 
worked to persuade Quakers to support his idea. TheN in turn, noti- 
fied leaders of Britain’s philanthropic institutions, who encouraged 
Cuffe to make an ~nspection of the functioning Sierra Leone colony. 
Once America’s trade embargo with Great Britain ended, in 1810, 
CutIe readied for the inspection voyage, his first to West Africa. 

Cuffe’s impression of Sierra Leone was positive. He liked its 
prospects for settlement and trade, and he felt that the colonists there 
were indeed useful 1inks in the bringing of Christianity and com- 
merce to the indigenous population. In 1811 while still in Sierra 
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Leone, Cuffe helped prompt The Friendly Society of Sierra Leone, a 
cooperative black trading organization. Members of the society were 
to act "for the beneficial good of the universe and the glory of God," 
but their activities were to have the effect, as the organization’s full 
title suggests, "of E~couraging the Black Settlers of Sierra Leone, 
and the Natives of Africa generalI24 in the Cultivation of their Soil, 

by the Sale of their Produce." Black colonists, English philanthro- 
pists, the British government all were supporters of Cuffe’s "civi- 
lizing mission." 

Cuffe returned to the United States in 1812, intent on sending at 
least one vessel each year to Sierra Leone, transporting free African- 
American settlers and goods to the cotony, and returning with mar- 
ketable African products camwood, ivory, cowhides, palm oil, 
peanuts, and rice. His ideas caught the attention of African Ameri- 
cans and infused new energy into old thoughts of emigration. But 
Cuffe’s immediate problem was the pending war with Great Britain 
and the resultant disruption of commerce. Cuffe petitioned Congress 
for a license to conduct a small amount of trade with Britain’s West 
African colony, but the House of Representatives denied his request. 
If he was to take African Americans to the British colony, Cnffe 
would have to wait out the War of 1812. 

Within less than a year of the signing of the Treaty of Ghent in 
1814, Cuffe organized his first voyage of colonization and com- 
merce. On his brig Traveller. which left Boston on December .10, 

1815, was a.cargo of tobacco, flour, soap, candles, naval stores, hats, 
shoes, tools, and iron. Also aboard were fifty-eight African Ameri- 
cans thirty-eight adults and twenty children--intent on settling in 
Sierra Leone. 

Cuffe judged the voyage a partial success. Although he failed to 
make money on his commerciaI ventures in Sierra Leone, he ob- 
tained land there for the African-American settlers. After his return 
to the United States in the sprifig of 1816, he grew even more enthu- 
siastic over the prospects of African colonization. As he read of slave 
insurrections in the American South and of increasing racial tensions 
in the North where poor whites did not take kindly to having to com- 
pete with free bIacks for jobs, Cuffe came to believe that only in 
Africa, away from white animosity, could America’s btacks "rise to 
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be a people," The United States ought to free its slaves and then col- 
onize them on "their own soil," he believed. As he waxed en.thusias- 
tic over large-scale African-American colonization, Cuffe found his 
ideas paralleling those of some white Americans, who were working 
at that time toward the same ends with a new organization, the Amer- 
ican Colonization Society. 

The Virginia legislature continued to think and speak of coloni- 
zation following its early discussions. Immediately after Gabriel’s 
plot in 1800,. the legislature, in secret session, brought up coloniza- 
tion and asked Governor Monroe to consult President Jefferson on 
the matter. Jefferson inquired about the British venture in Sierra 
Leone, but he found no interest there in any massive infusion of 
American blacks. For the next decade, colonization was a dead issue 
in the minds of whites. But once the War of 1812 had ended, the 
growing size of the free African-American population, the plight of 
many poor free blacks, and increasing racial tensions made dealing 
with the free black "problem" seem more urgent to many whites. 
Early in 1816, Virginia legislator Charles Fenton Mercer got the col- 
onization "bug." Mercer was convinced that racism would forever 
keep blacks at the bottom of America’s class structure and thus make 
them athreat to the wealthier elements in American society. He 
feared that African Americans would prove to be a permanent "ban- 
ditti, consisting of this degraded, idle, and vicious population, who 
sally forth from their coverts.., and plunder the rich proprietors in 
the valleys." When he argued in Congress, in December of 1816, that 
the federal government ought to colonize free blacks on Africa’s west 
coast, more whites than ever before thought it was an idea whose 

time had arrived. 
New Jersey Presbyterian clergyman Robert Finley, who headed 

Princeton’s Theological Seminary, took up Mereer’s idea and pressed 
its merits.~with a number of prominent religious leaders and politi- 
cians. "We would be cleared of them," he argued bluntly; "we would 
send to Africa a population, partially civilized and christianized ... 
[and] blacks would be put in a better condition." Finley sought 
Cuffe’s advice and received assurance that Cuffe, the only person in 
America who had experience in taking blacks to an African colony, 
was prepared "to be made use of in any way, which may forward the 
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plan . . ." Finley’s campaign culminated in a meeting in Washing- 
ton’s Davis Hotel on December 21, t816, where a group of promi- 
nent ministers and government leaders agreed to form the American 
Society for Colonizing the l~ree People of Color in the United States. 
A week later the American Colonization Society was organized for- 
malIy in the United States House of Representatives, with Supreme 
Court Justice Bushrod XYhshington as its president, its rank and file 
including such notables as Henry Cla); Daniel Webster, Francis Scott 
Key, Andrew Jackson, and John Tyler. 

Members of the society emphasized publicly their humanitarian 
motives. Their major interest, they said, was to improve the li~¢es of 
persons of African descent who were existing in a degraded position 
in the United States. But humanitarian proclamations could not hide 
what was at the heart of the society’s existencei African Americans 
were at the bottom of America’s social structure because the r~icist 
attitudes and actions of whites relegated them to that position. Rather 
than working to end the racism of whites, the society preferred to 
remove the objects of the racism. 

And it was not only "humanitarians" who supported the society. 
Many southerners would not have participated in the organization 
from the beginning had they not been told that it would pay no atten- 
tion, in the words of Henry Cla); to "any question of emancipation, 
or that which was concerned with the abolition of slavery." If some 
society members beIieved that establishment of a colony in Africa 
for freed slaves might eventually lead more masters to emancipate 
their slaves, others thought that ridding the United States of its 
"troublesome" free blacks would make the institution of slavery 
more secure. Thus, for a time many whims who opposed the exis- 
tence of slavery joined forces with prosperous and influential slave 
owners to support the efforts.of the American Colonization Society. 

In the northern states and in those of the Upper South, sentiment 
for colonization Of free blacks spread rapidly. Branches of the Amer- 
ican Colonization Society appeared in cities from Baltimore to Bos- 
ton; states established their own coIonization societies; and some 
state legislatures even endorsed these efforts and voted them funds. 
Maryland and Virginia eventually enacted legislation designed to 
colonize their newly emancipated African Americans. Agents for the 
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American Colonization Society fanned outinto small towns and rural 
areas of the Upper South in particular, soliciting funds and trying to 
interest free blacks in colonization. 

With support from powerful figures in government, the society 
moved quickly. When its emissaries met a coo! reception in Sierra 

Leone, the.society decided to seek its own location for a "homeland." 
In 182 I, President James Monroe approved use of the. United States 
Navy to support such activity. The next year, Lieutenant (later Com- 
modore) Matthew C: Perry, in command of the U.S. schooner "Shark, 
selected a site on Cape Mesurado, South of Sierra Leone, and nego- 
tiated with the indigenous Africans for its sale. African-American 
colonists sent over by the American Colonization Society soon estab- 
lished a settlement there, naming it Monrovia after the president, and 
America’s grandest colonization scheme was under way. 

Yet, in spite of the strong governmental support and the flurry 
of activity, relatively few African Americans ever participated in the 
colonization effort. Over the forty years between the settlement of 
Monrovia and the outbreak of the Civil War, only 15,000 black 
Americans--not four hundred annually, on average--made the At- 
lantic crossing and attempted to become permanent residents of what 
would soon be called Liberia--the "land of freedom." 

The main reason the society never transported more African 
Americans to Liberia was a simple one. American blacks regarded 
the country of their birth, rather than the land of their ancestors, as 
their home. The feeling was never universal, but it grew in that direc- 
tion. From the start, colonization was of rea! interest to 0nly a por- 
tion of the free black ~ommunity. Among African ~Americans not 

long ou~ of slavery or those living in rural areas and poorer economic 
conditions, the appeal of African colonization grew out of discour- 
agement and hopelessness. Such people held a stronger sense that 
emigration to Africa was preferable to life in the United States, 
where racial distinctions permanently relegated persons with African 
ancestry to a lower caste. "I am an African, and in this country, how- 
ever meritorious my conduct and respectable my character, I cannot. 
receive the credit due either," wrote Virginia minister Lott Cary in 
1821, as he was preparing to leave for Africa. "I wish to go to a 
country where I shalI be estimated by my merits, not by my complex- 
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ion.’" The white husband of a Tennessee free black woman, noting 
that "Coloured... is a word of tremendous impact in North Amer- 

ica," feared "bequeathing to my children a hopeless degredation! I 
will go anywhere," he wrote, "to avoid so hateful an attitude." 

But, as we shall see, another strain of thought strongIy opposed 

to colonization came to .predominate in the free black commani~y. 
And in the 1820s the whole colonization issue would help clarify free 

African Americans’ ideas about the furore for blacks in Americal 
whether for themselves or for those still enslaved. Sti!l, none of this 
would happen before some of the earliest white abolitionists latched 
onto colonization and made it a part of their program for ending slav- 
ery in the United States. 

White Antislavery Sentiment 

Vghiteefforts to end slavery in the United States had their intellectual 
roots in Christian religious principles and the egalitarianism of the 
Western world’s Enlightenment. Antislavery sentiments emerged in 
continentaI Europe and spread to England, where by 1750~ philan- 
thropists began to devote large amounts of money and time toward 
ending the slave trade and. slavery itself. In 1772 they succeeded in 
getting slavery abolished in England in the ceieb~ated case, Somerset 
v. Stewart, and they pressed on to attack the slave trade and human 
bondage around the British empire. 

Most eighteenth-century residents of British North America 
were less concerned about the issue. There had long been scattered 
handfuls of people in the colonies who deemed chattel slaverY im- 
moral and unchristian and who said so, but it was the members of the 
Society of Friends, more commonly called Quakers, who were 
the most frequently outspoken on the subject. After the middle of the 
eighteenth centur.~; Quakers became even more vociferous in their 
antipathy toward slavery. Such men as John Woohnan and Anthony 
Benezet first pressedfor disowning Friends who continued to hold 
slaves. Then they broadened their efforts to direct a more frontal as- 
sault on the slave trade and to bring thoughts about the immorality of 
slavery itseIf before the educated public. 

The same impulse that had led American colonists to rise up 
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against what they considered economic and political enslavement to 
mother England brought many of the same people to question the 
propriety Of holding persons of African descent in bondage. Indeed, 
many 0f the most prominent American patriots--Benjamin Franklin, 
Alexander Hamilton, Patrick Henry, John Adams, Thomas Paine-- 
declared their belief that slavery contradicted the principles of the 
Revolution. The Quakers did not ease off, either. In conjunction with 
British humanitarianS, Benezet coordinated an assault on slavery’s 
existence throughout the New World. 

Once the Revolutionary War ended, even though slavery contin- 
ued to exist in the country, many victorious Americans from all parts 
of the land looked forward to the day of complete emancipation, and 
some began to work toward its realization. There had been a formal 
antislavery organization in Philadelphia since 1775, and a decade 
later antislavery societies began to sprout up in every state north of 

Virginia. In 1794, delegates from several of the state antislavery so- 
cieties met in Philadelphia to form a national federation, the Ameri- 
can Convention for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery and Im- 
proving the Condition of the African Race. Even persons with 
antislavery sentiments in Virginia, emboldened by the 1782 state law 
allowing manumissions, petitioned the General Assembly in 1785 to 
require the freeing of slaves, thus gradually ending the ownership of 
humans in the state. Although this activity Served.to. marshal the 
state’s proslavery fc;rces, and the latter, managing to work up broad 

support, had carried the day in the Assembly, neither Virginians who 
wanted to. end slavery nor others around the country who favored 
abolition abandoned hope. The steady demise of slavery in the north- 
ern states and the regular occurrence o£ individual manumissions in 
the Upper South confirmed existing beliefs that slavery Was slowly 

dying in the country that had been founded on the principles of lib- 
erty. 

But activities and events that took place over the decade follow- 
ing the start of the Constitutional Convention in 1787 altered the 
course of slavery in the United States and made persons opposed to 
the institution assume a different outlook on the future. In spite of the 
number of Constitutional Convention members who had antislavery 
leanings, theFounding Fathers did not attempt to abolish slavery. 
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in the United States Constitution.. The overriding concerns of the 
Founders were to bring stability to the country, to guarantee private 
property, and to instal! a truly national governmem with authority 
over the states and localities. Attacking slavery would have made all 
of that much harder to achieve, so even those in the convention who 
seemed to dislike slavery the most agreed quietly to set the issue 
aside and ignore memorials, asking them to deal decisively with the 
institution. 

The events of the early years of the nation’s existence were more 
bothersome to those who considered slavery anathema to the country. 
In 1789, North Carolina ceded its western lands to the United States 
with a stipulation that "°noregulation made or to be made shall tend 
to emancipate slaves," and Congress accepted the cession, tn 1791 
Kentucky entered the union with a state constitution that permitted 
slavery; in !793 Congress enacted a fugitive slave law, as the Consti- 
tution authorized, that denied alteged fugitives due process of law 
and thus violated the Constitution’s Fifth Amendment; in 1801 Con- 
gress allowed slavery and slave trading tQ exist in the newly formed 
District of Columbia; and throughout the I790s and early 1800s 
scores of thousands of African slaves poured into several southern 
ports to be sold throughout the Deep South. Moreover, the economic 
expansion of slave-based agriculture, which the invention of the cot- 
ton gin had helped to foster, further obscured the hopeful outlook that 
had once existed that slavery Would eventually wither away of its 
own accord. By the start of the new century it must have been clear 
to all but the most optimistic opponents of the institution that sIavery 
was more thoroughly entrenched in the country than it had been a 
generation earlier. 

Not that antislavery activity was dead in the water. In the last 
years of the eighteenth century, some evangelical Protestants joined 
the ubiquitous Quakers in antislavery activities. Evangelicals had 
begun to recognize slavery as a wrong against humanity during 
one of the various waves of revivalism between 1740 and the early 
1800s. As they continued to spread their word around the 
country, the wrongs of slavery were never far from their thinking. 
These feelngs were heightened during the rapidly changing times 
of the early republic, when evangelicals were especially both- 
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red by what appeared to be a turning away from God on the part of 
so many Americans. They saw increasing secularism and self-indul- 
gence as highlighting their countrymen’s growing sinfulness and 
it all tempted a wrathful God. Some even saw the millennium at 
hand and wished to right society’s wrongs before it was too late. 
Reforms of all sorts proliferated there were Bible societies, 
peace societies, temperance societies, even antismoking societies. 

Some reformers believed that the worst of Americans’ sins was 
holding blacks in bondage. With the institution flourishing in the 
southern states, they wondered if punishment by God could be close 
at hand. tn the minds of some, it was their religious duty to work to 
end slavery. Not to do so would be to abdicate one’s responsibility to 
virtue and right. Seeing signs of Divine repayment in kind in the 
slave unrest on Saint Domingue and even .closer to home in Rich- 
mond, evangelicals had come" to believe that doing God’s will was 
closely tied to the long-term stability of American society. It all made 
good religious and social sense. Speak out they must. 

Virginia Baptists adopted an offici!l resolution condemnifig 
slavery in t789, the Presbyterian General Assembly did so in 1795, 
and Methodists, who had been working at such resolutions for a 
number of years, adopted the final one in 1796. Then in 1800, Meth- 
odist bishops met in Baltimore and decided to redouble their efforts 
to promote emancipation. They called on all eiders, deacons, and 
itinerant preachers to collect signatures on petitions that would be 
sent to southern state legislatures, asking them to enact emancipation 
laws. And other religious elements continued to press an antislavery 
message, particularly in the South. But such activities, occurring in 
the wake of the Sainl Domingue revolution, Gabriel’s rebellion, and 
broad fears of slave unrest in many parts of the country, merely 
brought out popular opposition of an imposing kind. White Charles- 
tonians mobbed Methodist preachers in the city, burning their anti- 
slavery petitions and nearly killing one church leader. Across the 
South in the early years of the nineteenth century, evangelical preach- 
ers found themselves threatened with bodily harm if they continued 
to rail against slavery. Those with the strongest feeIings left the 
South, often for Sands being settled in the western territories. Most 
of the others quieted down. 
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Any antislavery feeling that remained in the second decade of 
the nineteenth century seemed narrow and weak in comparison to 
that espoused by the earlier generation. With a few exceptions, anti- 
sIavery organizations more of which could be found in the south- 
em states into the midM820s than in the North avoided, being 
provocative. Their intent was to conciliate slave owners, to argue in 
temperate language that slavery was a nationaI problem that required 
a reasonable solution that would do little harm to anyone. Over time, 
antislavery groups in cities in the North and Upper South tended to 
do less petitioning and agitating to end slavery and to become more 
involved in helping newly freed blacks through the difficult transition 
from bondage to a viable existence in freedom. Protecting free Afri- 
can Americans from kidnappers and collecting funds to begin 
schools for black children were high on abolition society agendas. 

The existence of the newly formed American Colonization So- 
ciety after 1816 provided what James B. Stewart in Holy Warriors: 
The Abolitionists and American Society (1976) calls "a respectable 
outlet for misgivings about slavery m an era which demanded ideo- 
logical moderation." Thus, although there was no formal consensus 
among the abolitionist groups, into the 1820s many whites who were 
against slavery moved toward the idea that the gradual approach to 
abolition, with colonization as the end, would be the most acceptable 
and thus mos| effective tack to take into a pretty strong prevailing 
wind. Reasoned arguments about the immorality of holding persons 
in bondage might ultimately convince southern slave owners to man- 
umit their slaves, many believed. Providing masters just compensa- 
tion for their financial losses would make manumission more 
palatable, as would the idea that the freed slaves would not remain in 
the United States, where they were inassimilable and likely to be a 
dangerous element for generations. 

White Americans who wished to abolish slavery in the country 
at some point in the future tended to focus their energies on particular 
issues or problems. They wrote or voiced strong opinions as Con- 

gress was debating the. extension of slavery into Missouri in 1820, or 
when southera settlers in Illinois tried to legalize slavery there in 
1823. Many worked also to gain more rights and g~:eater opportuni- 
ties for free blacks. But in spite of the growing volume of their writ- 
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ings, into the middle 182Qs abolitionists still did not pose a serious 
threat to southern slave owners,-who had heard most of the morn 
arguments before. 

If there was a promising element among abolitionists in the 
~82os, it involved those who carried on with one or another strain of 
the religious argument. Not surprisingly, QuaKers remained the most 

numerous in this group. Small pockets of religion-inspired abolition- 
ism began to gain at least regional notice. In the hill country of west- 
ern North Carolina and eastern Tennessee, for example, Quakers and 
evangelicals turned out letters and pamphlets that showed up regu- 
larly in newspapers with antislavery leanings. Their writings could 
be direct and their language strong. One Tennessee Quaker, Elihu 
Embree, began his own abolitionist paper, the Emancipator, in 

Jonesborough in I82o.. "The Slavery of the Africans in the United 
States, if continued a few generations longer,, will produce such 
scenes of misery and destruction for our posterity as have not been 
exceeded in the history of man," he wrote in an early issue~ And 
when he learned that, as part of the Missouri Compromise, slavery 
would be permitted in Missouri and in states formed out of the south- 
ern portion of the Louisiana Purchase, Embree wrote, "Hell is about 
to enlarge her borders; and tyranny her domain." 

An area of eastern Ohio where southern Qu .akers had settled was 
another center of antislavery activity. Just across the Ohio River from. 
Wheeling, Virginia, was where Benjamin Lundy, the most prolific 
abolitionist writer of the I82os, began his antislavery activit~es~ 
Lundy was a Quaker from New Jersey, a saddler by trade, who ob- 
served a cone of slaves moving south out of Wheeling and soon 
thereafter devoted himself to the cause of abolition. From his home 
in St. Clairesville, Ohio, Lundy in I815 organized the Union Hu- 
mane Society, an antislavery group that would grow rapidly to have 
a membership of five hundred. Then Lundy joined Charles Osborn, 
a former associate of Embree in Tennessee, in publishing the Philan- 
thropist, a journal backing antislavery among other reforms. In 
I82I, after extensive travels and some pointed writings on slavery 
and the Missouri question, ~undy decided to begin his own antislav- 
ery newspaper, the Genius of Universal Emancipation. Ultimately to 
be published wherever Lundy happened to be living--and he was a 
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remarkably peripatetic individual the Genius continued to appear, 
sometimes irregularly, until Lundy died in 1839. It was an important 
organ for disseminating ideas about abolition among sympathetic 
whites and free blacks through the formative years of the abolition 
movement. 

Lundy’s message in the Genius did not differsignificantly from 
those of other Quaker and evangelical abolitionists in the middle. 
I82os. He favored gradual emancipation, Congressional limitation 
of the spread of slavery; elimination of restrictions on free blacks, 
and colonization. His hope remained to’persuade masters of the im- 
morality of slave ownership, prompting them to take individual ac- 
tion m emancipate their slaves. To better spread his message, Lundy 
moved his paper to Tennessee in-I 822; then he relocated again, this 
time to Baltimore. On a trip to Boston in I828, where he was trying 
to drum up support for liis struggling newspaper, Lundy was intro- 
duced to William Lloyd Garrison, who, though but twenty-one, was 
already an established editor for a reformist journ!l. Lundy con- 
vinced Garrison to come to Baltimore to work with him on the Ge- 
nius. It was there, over several months, that Garrison saw for the first 
time the difficult circumstances of the city’s four thousand slaves. It 
was there, too, that Garrison got to know a number of persons in 

Baltimore’s large free black community. He talked with them, read 
what they were reading, and slowly altered his views on ending slav- 
ery. Before coming to Baltimore, Garrison had been interested in 
abolition as one of several reform issues, and he had termed the idea 
of immediate emancipation "not desirable" and a "wild... vision." 
Like Lundy, he had been a supporter of colonization. But whdn he 
left Baltimore in June I830, he was intent on beginning a paper 
to p~tsh his only cause, abolition, and he favored neither coloniza- 
tion nor the gradual approach nor.compensation for the former slave 
owners. 

Slavery in the Limelight 

The years following the War of t812 were good ones for many Amer- 
icans. Intemationalpeace was at hand for the first time in years, a 
spirit of rapprochement was descending on Anglo-American rela- 
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tions, Spain agreed to a southern border favorable to the United 
States, the country seemed more united than ever before, and its. 

economy was prospering. Following the unsettled quarter~century 
since the nation’s beginning, the period after the War of I812 seemed 
especially tranquil, and the tranquility showed in the American 
people’s outlook and demeanor. Historians refer to the’two-term 

presidency of James Monroe, between I817 and 1825, as the Era of 
Good FeeIings. 

But the period of Monroe’s presidency and the half dozen years 
that followed were not full of good feelings all around. This was a 
time. when stormy national issues drew the public’s attention to the 
very existence of slavery and to the future of the institution in the 

United States. The disagreement over these issues brought out fun- 
damental differences between various elements of the white popula- 
tion, but between northerners and southerners generally, with 
frightening portents for the future. In the Era of Good Feelings lay 
some of the early groundwork for the disruption of the Union that 
ultimately would end slavery. 

if slavery had been removed from the public eye during the years of 
the war, it came back into sharp focus after i8i5. With the war’s end 
and the annihilation or forced removal of most of the major Indian 
groups in the South, new lands for cotton growing opened and the 
domestic slave trade began to operate at unprecedented levels. It did 
not take long for the inhumane treamaent of black men and women 
through their sate and relocation to catch humanitarians’ attention. 
Then, with the rapid movement of planters and slaves into the Deep 
South, Mississippi and Alabama entered the Union as slave states in 
I8~7 and i819. Northerners, who had come to consider the Ohio 
River as the unofficial northern limit of slavery in the West, did not 
object. But when Missouri Territory petitioned for statehood as a 
slave state, a controversy arose first in Congress and then across the 
nation that awakened many persons, as it did Thomas Jefferson, "like 
a fire bell in the night." The Missouri question, Jefferson wrote to 
Massachusetts Congressman John Holmes, % . . filled me with ter- 
ror. I considered it at once the knell of the Union." 

Whites in the North were alarmed, at the rapid growth of the 
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slave population-~-a ~dangerous, inassimilable element in the coun- 
try’s core, or so many of them believed, and a cheap labor force that 
might give the southern economy an advantage and were still an- 
noyed by thethree-fifths compromise of the Constitution, which al- 
lowed a slave state to count 6o percent of its slave population in 
determining its due number of representatives in Congress. Once 
Alabama became part of the Union in I819, there were eleven free 
and eleven slave states. Admission of Missouri as a slave state wbuld 
give slave interests control of the Senate and still more dispropor- 
tional weight in the House of Representatives. Who knew where the 
trend would stop? 

It was with these matters in mind that New York Representative 
James Tallmadge, in February ~ 819, introduced an amendment to the 
Missouri Enabling Act to cease the farther importation of slaves into 
the territory and to free all slaves in the new state once they reached 
the age of twenty-five. The amendment frightened and angered most 
southern congressmen, who were wary of losing their political influ- 
ence and fearful of racial conflict that might occur if the South’s fast- 
growing African-American population was confined to the present 
slave states. Some were probably concerned as wel! over what re- 
stricting slavery would do to slave prices over the long run. The 
House passed the act with TalImadge’s amendment, but the Senate, 
where southern influence was stronger, did not. Arguments in each 
chamber grew heated; congressmen and senators recklessly tossed 
about threats of disunion and civil war. 

Then, between March and December 18 t 9, while Congress was 

out of session, the "Missouri Question" became a national cause. 
State legislatures, counties and towns, anti.slavery groups, and south- 
ern apologists sent memorials to Congress, pressing one or another 
point of vie,~: When the lawmakers reconvened in December, the 
tone of debate grew angrier still. Senator Rufus King of New York 
went beyond discussion of slavery’s extension; he attacked the insti- 
tution itself as "contrary to the law of nature, which is the law of 
God." (John Quincy Adams wrote in his diary that "the great slave- 
hoIders of the House gnawed their lips and clenched their fists as they 
heard him,") New Hampshire’s Arthur Livermore showed how the 
Missouri debates prompted some of slavery’s opponents ,to bring to 
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full boil their long-simmering thoughts on the Constitution, slavery, 
and. its extension into new territories. "Slave[y is not established by 
our Constitution," .Livermore argued. Instead he asserted, "a part of 
the States are indulged in the commission of a sin from which they 
could not at once be restrained, and which they would not consent to 

abandon." Congress had to allow slavery to continue where it ex- 
isted, Livermore concluded, "for our boasted Constitution connives 
at it.!’ But, he concluded, "liberty and equal rights are the end and 
aim of all our institutions,and . . . to tolerate slavery beyond the 

Constitution; is a perversion of them all." 

Southerners rose to the occasion, defending their Constitutional 
guarantees of property fights and insisting that Congress lacked the 
authority to prohibit, slavery’s extension. The debates raged for 
months at unprecedented levels of intensity and employing language 
seldom heard before in either chamber. 

Eventually, congressmen worked out a compromise that, as we 
now know, served to put off the question of slavery’s extension into 
new territories for a generation. (Jefferson recognized that the com- 
promise was "a reprieve only, not a final sentence.") When Maine 
petitioned to enter the Union as a free state in 182o, the possibility 
of a compromise was apparent. Maine and.Missouri could enter as 
free and slave states respectively, preserving the balance in the Sen~ 
ate. To make the compromise more palatable for House members and 
to prevent further conflict, Congress adopted Illinois Senator Jesse 
B. Thomas’s proposal to prohibit slavery forever in all of the Louisi- 
ana Purchase north of Missouri’s southern boundary (thirty-six de- 
grees, thirty minutes north latitude). President Monroe signed the 
compromise legislation on March 6, I82o. 

But that was not the end. The compromise nearly fell apart 
when Missourians drafted a state constitution that called for laws 
prohibiting free blacks from entering the state. This made for partic- 
ularly thorny debate in Congress, because some northern states had 
laws that virtually did the same thing. More.argument and delay en- 
sued until, in an act that defied logic, Congress permitted Missouri 
to keep its constitution!l clause excluding blacks so long as it would 
"never be construed to authorize the passage of any law discriminat- 
ing against the citizens of another state" as Article IV, Section Z of 
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the federal Constitution prohibited. Thus did Missouri enter the 
Union in August 182 I. 

¯ The Missouri question, gave long pause to many thoughtful 
Americans. John Quincy Adams called it the "title page to a great 
tragic volume." Southerners had gained admission of Missouri and 
with it the extension of slavery into land that stretched northward to 
the same latitude as New York City--precisely where many north- 
erners did not want it to goi Also, southerners had agreed to keep 
slavery out of a vast hunk of unorganized Indian territory that many 
thought impractical for slavery anywa): The only thing, then, that 
northerners gained was reinforcement of the principle, set down in 
the Northwest Ordinance of I787; that Congress could prohibit slav- 
ery in the territories. 

But the Missouri controversy had effects beyond the most ob- 
vious. For the first time since the country was formed, slavery was 
the topic of open, national debate. Although Congress focused only 
tangentially on the morality of slavery or the institution’s right to 
exist where it was already established, persons away from the capitol 
did not limit their discussion. Budding abolitionists leaped into the 
debate; opinions on slavery f!lled newspaper columns across the. 
country; and common people discussed it wherever they met--in 
general stores, livery stables, along the docks, or in drinking estab- 
lishments. It turned out that southerners were right about one issue-- 
such open questioning of slavery .could indeed "contaminate" the 
minds of slaves. As noted, Denmark Vesey read about the Missouri 

debates and spoke his approval of King’s strong speech before the 
Senate. Vesey began conspiring with Charleston blacks within 

¯ months of the time Missouri had become a new slave state. 
Moreover, the Missouri debates gave free blacks further reason 

¯ to question their position in society. Free African Americans in the- 
North were generally dismayed by approval of slavery’s ektension in 
Missouri. The compromise not only gave slavery new life in their 

eyes, but it practically prohibited any of their number from entering 
the state. And could they help but to recognize the hypocrisy of all 
the northerners who wished, to prohibit slavery’s extension but cared 
little for African Americans as people and for the rights of free blacks 
as .citizens in the Country? 
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The Missouri issue had a way of lingering, too. It seemed to 
convulse the internal politics of other states and to lie not far in the 
background when additional sectional matters caught the nation’s at- 
tention. It Cteafly influenced happenings in Illinois. The state, whose 
southern half lay just east. of Missouri, had entered the Union in 
18 I8. A good portion of its population had proslavery leanings. Al- 
though the Northwest Ordinance forbade slavery in Illinois, the 
state’s constitution contained elements that fairly defied that prohibi- 
tion. The Illingis Constitution freed not one of the nine hundred 
slaves already there when the state entered the Union, leaving open 
the possibility of a future amendment to legalize slavery. Witti the 
debate over Missouri fresh in their minds, slave interests in Illinois 
in I822 attempted to call a state legislative convention to make slav- 
ery legal. For nearly two years~ proslavery and antislavery advocates 
from inside and outside Illinois fought over the effort, tn the end a 
popular vote defeated the convention proposal by a margin of almost 
two thousand votes out of 11,5oo cast. By the middle of the I82OS, 
while illinois Was no bastion of sentiment for black rights--it still 
carried "Black Codes" on its books that requ!red free African Amer- 
icans to register and Carry certificates--it would not join the group 
of southern states that allowed slavery, 

The nullification controversy that arose severn years iater was tech- 
nica!ly about South Carolinians’ efforts to keep heavy federal tariffs 
from being levied within their state’s borders..Slavery did not seem 
to be a major factor in the controversy. But just below the :surface, 
the fear of a federal effort to abolish slavery was the fundamental 
issue that kept the South Carolinians riled and prompted them to fight 
a battle over tariffs that, if won, might one day help them preserve 
their cherished institution of slavery. 

The tariff conflict was sectional to its core. Since the beginning 
of manufacturing in the United States earlier in the century, northern- 
ers had been beseeching Congress to enact tariffs to protect their bud- 
ding industries from foreign competition. No sooner had tariff laws 
been passed in I816 than southerners began to complain about the 
higher prices the tariffs caused them to pay for manufactured goods. 
It was sectional favoritism, they complained, and should be done. 

il 
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away with. Such bickering was going on behind the scenes during 
the Missouri controversy. But whenCongress, on the eve of the pres- 

idential election of 1828, raised tariff rates to unprecedented levels, 
southern Ieaders complained more bitterly than ever about the pain 
inflicted upon them by the "Tariff of Abominations." Mired in a 
decade-long economic decline, South Carolinians went beyond the 

usual complaints. The state’s legislature endorsed an anonymous 
statement (known widely to have been written by the state’s favorite 
son, Vice-President John C. Calhoun) that proclaimed a state’s right 
to nutlify a federal law--declare it void within the state’s bounda- 

ries-if it deemed the law harmful to its citizens. President Andrew 
Jackson and many others opposed the doctrine of nullification, view- 

ing it as a threat to the. Union. The controversy gained increased pub- 
lic notice in January 183o when senators-Daniel Webster of 
Massachusetts and Robert Y. Hayne of South Carolina debated the 
nullification theory and the nature of the Union, with slavery thrown 
in. Then, in May 1832, after Congress lowered the tariff but not 
nearly as much as South Carolinians wanted, the state’s legislature 
called a specialconvention, which voted overwhelmingly to nullify 

the i828 and t832 tariffs and to forbid their collection within the 
state. Jackson asked for and received congressional approval to use 
the army to enforce the tariff, but he also sought lower rates. When 
Congress enacted, the!utter in 1833, South Carolina rescinded its ear- 

lier nullification and the crisis abated. 
Over this period of four years, South Carolina had taken an ex- 

treme stand against federal action that appeared harmful to state in- 

terests. Was it all because of the tariff issue and the principle of 
protecting minorities from tyranny of the majority, as Calhoun im- 
plied? William W. Freehling in Pretude to Civil War argues that it 
was not. While South Carolinians. were indeed suffering economi- 
cally, as much from their inability to compete with new cotton lands 
in the southwest as from the federal tariffs, Freehling contends °’that 

the nullification impulse was to a crucial extent a revealing expres- 
sion of South Carolina’s morbid~sensitivity to the beginnings of the 
antislavery campaign." The abolitionists of the t82os were faint 
shadows of what they wouId become, but that did not matter to estab- 

lished, planters of South Carolina’s lowcountry. Since the Missouri 

debates and reactions to Denmark Vesey’s conspiracy, South Carolin- 
ians had seen a growing disposition in the country to question slav- 
ery’s future. What could affect that future most directly wa~ the will 
of the nation as reflected by Congress. They therefore preferred to 
fight Congress over the tariff now than over slavery later, should Con- 
gress indeed decide to question their cherished institution. 

While some historians have criticized Freehling for overstating 
South Carolinians’ fears of the threat to slavery (and Freehling has 
modified his argument somewhat in the intervening years), it seems 
clear that from the time of the Missouri Compromise on, southerners 
were aware that their institution was peculiar and that it faced the 

possibility of limitation, even abolition, by a government that ex- 
pressed t,he popular wil!. By 183o, slavery lurked behind many testy 
issues, waiting to channel argument into sectional dispute, waiting to 
expand debate into national controversy, waiting to force otherwise 
reasonable persons to take extreme measures to support their posi- 
tions. 

At the same time that South Carolina planters were threatening 
to nullify the federal tariff, Virginians were keeping the slave issue 
more directly before the public. In ~829, delegates convened in 
RichmOnd to draw up a new state constitution. Rumors spread that 
the document might include provisions for gradual emancipation. 

Although the convention never took up the matter; the rumors of state 
action to end slavery persisted into 183o because of the election of a 

¯ new governor, John Floyd. Floyd was a states’-rights man in the 
mold of South Carolina’s Calhoun, but he was no supporter of slav- 
ery. Convinced that slavery was a wasteful labor system that retarded 
economic growth, Floyd supported gradual emancipation and colo- 
nization of the state’s African Americans. In November of I83o, 
Floyd even scribbled in his diary, "Before I leave the Government, I 
will have Contrived to have a law passed gradually abolishing Slavery 
in the state, or at atl. events to begin the work by prohibiting slavery 
west of the Blue Ridge Mountains.’, In this goal he was supportedby 

" whites in the state’s western counties. Long opposed to slavery be- 
cause they found it difficult to compete against the tidewater and 
piedmont planters, the weste.rn Virginians regularly sent memorials 
to the state legislature supporting emancipation with colonization. 
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Naturally, the state’s wealthier slave owners raised their voices in 
oppositionl 

Nat Turner’s rebellion in August of I83t turned out to be the 

catalyst for open debate of slavery in the Virginia legislature: In the 
wake of the rebellion, whites across the state demanded action to 
ensure that such an incident never recurred. But should they take 
action to end slavery and remove the blacks or tighten the reins on 
the stave population as never before? Virginia legiglators argued 
these matters over the last weeks of 183i and the first few of I832. 
Thomas Richie of the Richmond Enquirer thought it remarkable that 
"we now see the whole subject ripped up and discussed with open 
doors, and in the presence of a crowded gallery and lobby." Most 
southerners from outside the state were aghast over Virginia’s open 
discussion, with broad press coverage, of emancipation, coloniza- 
tion, and the economic, social, and moral pros and cons of holding 
humans in bondage. They believed it all to be fuel for the fires being 
lit by abolitionists or, worse yet, for those always flickering in the 
slave quarters. But the Virginia legislators stormed and ranted and 
pressed the debate nonetheless. 

In the end, as most had suspected, the proslavery forces won 
out. The legislature proceeded to reinforce the state’s slave codes to 
ensure that blacks never again could mount a rebellion like Turner’s. 
They beefed up state militias and slave patrols, took away most of 
the rights of free blacks (whose very presence stirred up the slaves, 
most believed), and curtailed slaves’ religious activities. Long since 
shelving his vision of ending slavery in the state, Governor Floyd 
called on a professor with proslavery leanings, Thomas R.. Dew.of 
William and Mary University, to furnish an analysis of the legislative 
debates along with conclusions and recommendations. Dew’s 
view ~?f the Debates of the Virginia Legislature of t83I and ~r832 

(!832) was the fullest justification of slavery that the South had yet 
produced. If it caused widened debate in the North, it helped solidify 
those southerners who had no intention of ending slavery. According 
to tales in The Fires of Jubilee, in the wake of the Virginia debates, 
white southerners "closed ranks behind Dew and dug in, inflexibly 
determined that slavery would remain." 

If these were the major discussions and debates that kept slavery 
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and African Americans in the national limelight, they were hardly 
the only ones~ It seemed that over the decade following the Missouri 

controversy, new issues involving slavery, ¯abolition, colonization, 
and related topics were regularly being aired, shooting up and at- 
tracting instant notice like flares in a night sky before dying away in 
the darkness. Freehling cites half a dozen lesser-known episodes of 
controversy involving slavery that kept South Carolina (and no doubt 
other) slaveholders on edge ttu’ough the I82os. These included: the 
Ohio legislature’s recommendation in 18~4 of a plan for gradualiy 
freeing and colonizing all American slaves--a recommendation that 
eight other states endorsed; Rufus King’s resolution in the United 
States Senate in I825 to use money gained from the sale of public 
land to emancipate slaves; President Adams’s I8~6 proposal to send 
a deIegation to the Panama Congress of Spanish-American Nations, 
where they would have to consort with black revolutionaries from 
Haiti and perhaps sit through "incendiary" deliberations; the Ameri, 
can Colonization Society’s petition to Congress in 1827 for a federal 
appropriation to support its activities, an act some southerners saw 
as an "entering wedge" for abolition; South Carolinian Marigny 
D’Auterive’s request of Congress in I828 to compensate him ~for 
war-damaged property, which happened to be a slave--a request that 
forced some northern congressmen to suggest that recognizing hu- 
mans as property Went against the country’s libertarian foundations 
while leading southerners to point out how the Constitution sanc- 
tioned chattel slavery and private property; and Charles E Mercer’s 
reintroduction in I83o of the American Colonization Society ¯peti- 
tion, this time asking for the appropriation of between twenty-five 
and thirty-five dollars for each¯free black’s colonization. Stretching 
across most of the I82Os was the debate, mostly among lawyers and 
eventually settled to tile satisfaction of few by Supreme Court Justice 

John Marshall, over what to do with ~8o Africans who had been 
taken from an intercepted slaver off the Florida coast. ("Why were 
they not instantly liberated and sent home. to Africa... ?" asked 
John Quincy Adams. "Is it possible that the President of the United 
States should be ignorant that the right of personal liberty is individ- ¯ 
ual?") Each of these issues was set dn a background of faint, but 
sometimes effective, abolitionist propaganda, the appearance of, and 
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argument over, personal liberty laws, and the constant fear of slave 
insurrection. 

These issues that kept some southerners worried about the se- 

curity of their slave institution were having effects on others. In par- 
ticular, free African Americans in the North and Upper South were 
reading and listening and .wondering all the more about their future 
and that of blacks in bondage. Could their lives improve? Would 
stavery persist? Were African Americans better off in America than 
they would be elsewhere? And were they obliged to try to affect the 
answers to these questions? 

Black Abolitionists 

The early republic was the time when the intellectual leadership of 
the young African-American community first confronted the conflict 

that W. E. B. Du Bois described in Souls of Black Folk (1903)--a 
conflict over feelings of "twoness--an American, a Negro, two 
souls, two thoug~hts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals 
in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being 
torn asunder." In the second and third decades of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, free African Americans in the North and Upper South were 
forced to come to grips with the dil~culties and contradictions of 
their dual identity and to seek ways to survive as persons of African 
descent in America. It was the beginning of an effort that has not 
ended. 

Those who were freed from slavery in the wake of the Revolu- 
tion were perhaps among the first blacks to relish their American 
nationality. For many,, the ideology behind the country’s existence 

was behind their freedom; they were grateful and proud. A primary 
idea that they held was to succeed as rapidly as they could on .the- 
terms of American society,: as we l~ave seen, such Success came hard. 

The generation to mature in the first third of the nineteenth cen- 
tury found greater, reason to recognize and appreciate its black na- 
tionality: The frustrations of the rising black middle class in the cities 
were important in broadening their perspective on race. The years 
after 1815 were pivotal times for the ideological development of 
America’s free black leaderstaip. These were the years when mere- 
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hers of the black middle class of the North and Upper South, affected 
deeply by the increasingly evident racism in the country, by efforts to 
remove free blacks from the land of their birth, by the growing legal 
repression and social rejection of all African Americans, and by how 
all this belied the promise of America’s republican spirit, began to 
question their definition of success and to doubt the correctness of 
the path they had chosen for personal betterment. Between 1815 and 
1830, more free blacks were beginning to wonder if their long-term 
well-being might not lay in channeling their energies toward improv- 
ing the lot of all African Americans, those in bondage as well as 
those in freedom. National issues invoMng slavery and Iocal issues 
concerning hatred of and violence toward free blacks helped expand 
their race consciousness. By 1830, more free African Americans 
would be thinking first about abolition and full equality for all blacks 
and only second about individual arid class advancement. 

From about as soon as a free African-American community ex- 
isted-even back into colonial times--some of its members were 
working to end slavery. Their efforts usually involved petitioning 
governing bodies: most of the early petitions sought abolition in a 
particular state. But by the end of the eighteenth century, small num- 
bers of blacks were broadening their efforts. In 1797 Prince Hall ad- 
dressed the principle of aboIition before a meeting of the Boston 
African Masonic Lodge, and.eleven years later, as the Atlantic slave 
trade ended legally, the lodge published a formal antislavery state- 
ment. In the same year, black Philadelphians petitioned the United 
States Congress to end slavery in the country. The early petitions 
took a standard form--they were polite and direct. Some expressed 
the petitioners’ gratitude for their own freedom before making their 
case. 

As the free African-American community matured, more of its 
members became openly concerned with the probIems blacks contin- 
ued to face in slavery, and more became involved in working to ter- 
minate the institution With the ending of the Atlantic slave trade to 
the United States in 1808, the focus of the energies of many northern 
black leaders turned to abolition. Mixing Revolutionary ideology 
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with Christian principles, African-American ministers ted an orator, 
ical onslaught against slavery. According to Nash in Race and Revo- 
lution, these arguments nurtured a tradition of protest for African 
Americans that they saw stretching back to the deliverance of the 
Israelites out of Egypt, and they kept "reminding white Americans 
of the installments on the revolutionary mortgage on which they 
were defaulting." 

Ironically, what served initially as the catalyst for this reaction 
was the idea held by some blacks, and many more whites, including 
noted "friends of the Negro," of removing free blacks from this coun- 
try arid taking them to Africa--their "homeland." On a cold night 
in the dead of winter, January 15, 18!7, three thousand black Phila- 
delphians crammed into the city’s big Bethel African Methodist 
Episcopal Church on Sixth Street..They sat shoulder to shoulder 
on the main floor and filled the balcony that extended around three 
sides of the church. They were responding to a call from the city’s 
black leaders for a general meeting to address African colonization. 
James Forten chaired the meeting and posed the qtaestion: Should 
Philadelphia’s African-American community support the idea of the 
recently organized American Colonization Society to transport free 
blacks from the United States to Africa. Of course, implied in the 
question was a broader one: Was there hope that African Americans 
would ever experience the blessings of liberty in the country of their 
birth? 

Philadelphia’s free blacks knew the factors bearing on the prob- 
lem. Many remembered Iives in slavery and could reflect on the 
heady early days of freedom, when the promise of fu!l citizenship 
seemed real. But all were aware of the proscription, segregation, os- 
tracism, lack of opportunity, and for many abject poverty that per- 
sons of African deseen| experienced even in states where slavery 
no longer existed. Was there reason to hold out hope for better lives? 
Might moving to Africa, away from whites, hold more promise than 
continuing to live in the United States? 

Philadelphia’s black community agreed on the answers. Of the 
three thousand people packed into the Bethel Church,"’there was not 
one sole that was in favor of going to Africa;’ wrote Forten. One of 
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the resolutions passed that night expressed the sense of the congre- 
gation: 

whereas our ancestors (not of choice) were the first successful cultivators of 
the wilds of America, we their descendants feet ourselves entitled to partici- 

pate in the blessings of her luxuriant soil, which their blood and sweat ma- 
nured; and that any measure.., having a tendency to banish us from her 
bosom, ~vould not only be cruel, but in direct violation of those principles 
which have been the boast of the republic. 

In the same year, free African Americans in Richmond declared that 
they would rather be ’°colonized in the most remote comer of the land 
of our nativity, than to be exiled to a foreign country." 

Such anticolonizafion thinking from 1817 gained adherents and 
emerged as an almost orthodox position of free black leaders over the 
dozen years following the formation of the American Colonization 
Society. Free African Americans did not want racist whites telling 
them where to live, especially under the guise of benevolence. As 
more whites, and more white southerners in particular, pushed colo- 
nization, more blacks grew suspicious of their motives. They came 
to recognize that many of the strongest voices for colonization were 
southerners who desired to rid the country of free African Americans 
only in order to strengthen their hold on the slaves left behind. 

At least partly for this reason, alongside free blacks’ anticolon- 
ization sentiment grew an increasing awareness of their responsibil- 
ity for those still in ;lavery. "We never will separate ourselves 
voluntarily from the slave population of this country," resolved the 
African Americans in Philadelphia in their winter meeting in 18i7. 
They are "our brethren by the ties of consanguinity, or suffering, as-~d 
of wrong." 

Six months later, Philadelphia’s blacks met again to protest the 
formation in the city of a branch of the American Colonization Soci- 
ety. Addressing the "’humane and b.enevolent Inhabitants of the city 
and county of Philadelphia," they wrote, 

. . . We humbly., respectfully, and fervently intreat and beseech your disap- 
probation of the plan of colonization now offered... ; let not a purpose be 
assisted which will stay the cause of the entire abolition of slavery in the 
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United States, and which may defeat it altogether; which proffers to those 
who do not ask for them what it calls benefits, but which they consider inju- 
ries; and which must insure .to the multitudes whose prayers can onIy reach 
you through us, MISERY, sufferings, and perpetual slavery. 

It was not long after this that the Missouri question arose, with 
its several years of debates, followed regularly by the well- 
publicized controversies over issues concerning slavery, abolition, 
and colonization. These matters, which historians most often con- 
sider first in terms of how they heightened sectional feelings, had 
important effects on the thinking of educated African Americans. 
Through the 1820s, a certain militancy entered into the tone of free 
b!acks’ opposition, to colonization. B.y~1830 the cities of the Upper 
South were centers ofblack ant!colonization actPcity. Free African 
Americans from urban areas moved throughout the countryside, 
sometimes on the heels of colonization agents, arguing with blacks 
who were leaning toward emigration, In southern cities, where 
groups of African Americans gathered before embarkation for Li- 
beria, free blacks harangued and cajoled and often got takers for al- 
ternate transportation to New York or Philadelpl~ia. Free African 
Americans in Baltimore left evidence of their new assertiveness 
when they declared in 1831, "We consider that land in which we 
were born our only ’true and appropriate home’ and when we desire 
to remove we wil! apprise the public of the same, in due season." 

The more assertive action and language were not confined to 
stances against coloni)ation. Evidence begins to appear in the late 

1820s of new ways of thinking on the part of some free blacks con- 
cernin.g the abolition of slavery altogether, l~ree blacks began form- 
ing their own antis!avery organizations there were nearly fifty of 
them in existence by I830, disguised somewhat by such names as 
the Massachusetts General Colored Association or the New York Af- 
rican Clarkson Association~and African-American opposition to 
slavery gained new voice. In 1827, tired of criticisms of blacks in 
New York newspapers, African Americans in that city raised money 
to begin pubIication of Freedom~ Journal, under the editorship of 
Samuel E. Cornish and John B. Russwurm. The opening words of 
the paper’s first edition were, "We wish to plead our cause, Too long 

have others sPoken for us." Primarily an organ for the growing black 
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urban community, the paper promised not to be "unmindful of our 
brethren who are still in the iron fetters of bondage." The first issue 
contained a critical article on "The Church and the Auction Block," 
and an early editorial stated bluntly: "We abominate slavery, and all 
its advocates." The paper was one of the first voices in the country to 
support immediate emancipation. When Benjamin Lundy’s the Ge- 
nius of Universal Emancipation spoke out against "immediatism," 
the editors of Freedom’s Journal asserted, "We shall only be throw- 
ing dirt in other’s eyes, if we talk of anything short of this. It is just 
one simple thing and is to be taken so, as much as a declaration of 
war." With agents in seventeen East Coast cities between Washington 
and Portland, Maine, Freedom’s Journal reached literate members of 
the free African-American community. 

As Freedom’s Journal was circulating through the streets of 
New York, students at the New York African Free School talked over 
schemes "for the freeing and upbuilding of our race." Alexander 
Crummell remembered that in 1828 he and a group of fellow students 
made a pact "that when we had educated ourselves we would go 
South, start an insurrection and free our brethren in bondage." It may 
have been the reckless vow of adolescents, but among the group was 
young Henry Highland Garnet, who, at a nationa! convention, of Af- 
rican Americans fifteen years later, would urge slaves to kiIl masters 
unwilling to liberate them. 

Such militancy existed among older persons in ottler segments 
of the African-American community. David Walker was such a per- 
son. Walker was a clothing salesman who also served as an agent for 
Freedom’s Journal in Boston in the late t820s. His background had 
acquainted him with the lives of blacks in slavery and in freedom and 
with ideas about overcoming African Americans’ lowly condition. 
Walker was born free in Wilmington, North Carolina, in 1785~his 
father was a slave, his mother free but he had spent time in 
Charleston, South Carolina, as a young man and probably experi- 
enced some of the same bitter feelings that led Denmark Vesey 
.to conspire to end slavery there. Perhaps the young Walker had 
known the elder, outspoken Vesey. When he was thirty, Walker left 
the South. "If I remain in this bloody land I will not live.long," he 
later wrote. 
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In the mid-1820s Walker settled in Boston, opened a clothing 

store, and married. He was a good Methodist, and he quickly became 
a noticeable person in :Boston’s free African-American community. 
He joined the Massachusetts General Colored Association in 1826 
and spoke to the group about the "two hundred and eighty years of 
very intoIerabIe sufferiI~gs" persons of African descent had experi- 
enced in America, "Shall ~ve keep slumbering on," he asked the 
membership, "with our arms completely folded, exclaiming every 
now and then, against our miseries, yet never do the least thing to 
ameliorate our condition, or that of posterity?" It was a question he 
would answer himself. 

In September 1829, Walker published his famous Appeal, in 
Four Articles Together with a Preamble to the Coloured Citizens of 
the Wbrld, but in Particular, and Very Expressly to those of the 

United States of America. The pamphlet was the boldest call for di- 
rect action against slavery yet made. It would have influence on 
whites and blacks far beyond its innocuous title or its seventy-six 
pages of dense prose and imperfect grammar. Its message was hard 
to miss. African Americans were "the most wretched, degraded and 
abject set of beings that ever lived since the world began," Walker 
argued. The reason for this was white exploitation of slaves and free 

blacks, which kept African Americans poor, socially ostracized, and 
without politicaI rights. Colonization would not help; mere espousal 
of the idea made blacks’ lives Worse. ~&Iker asked, "Can our condi- 
tion be any worse? Can it be more mean and abject?" 

It was Walker’s solution to the problem that frightened southern 
~lhites and drew special attention to the Appeal. From the depths of 
the social and economic order, African Americans had little to lose 
in fighting-for their rights, he reasoned. If whites would not change 
their ways and end slavery immediately, then black men in bondage 
should rise against their masters. And once the fight had begunl 
Walker counseled blacks to "make sure work--do not trifle, for they 
will not trifle with you~they want us for their slaves and think noth- 
ing of.murdering us in order to subject us to that wretched condi- 
tion-therefore, if there is an attempt made by us, kill or be killed." 

Going along with Walker’s encouragement of African Ameri- 
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cans to strike against slavery was a call for black unity and a special 
appeal to free blacks to recognize their bonds with those in slavery. 
The Appeal was one of the earliest printed assertions that feelings 
akin to nationalism underlay the African-American community. 
Walker was critical of most African Americans because they were 
slow to realize a common bond and duty. Blacks in freedom were 
selfish and apathetic, he charged. They organized themselves into 
benevolent societies and Masonic lodges that might aid them sociatly 
but .did nothing for fellow African Americans in bondage. Worse 
still, they curried favor with whites, their "natnral enemies," and thus 
strengthened slave owners’ grip on their property by letting them 

think that free blacks approved of their actions. Walker advised free 
blacks that 

your full glory and happiness, as well as all other coloured people under 
Heaven, shall never be fully consummated, but with the emii’e emancipation 

of your enslaved brethren al! over the world. You may therefore, go to work 
and do what you can to rescue, or join in with tyrants to oppress them and 
yourselves, untit the Lord shall come upon you all like a thief in the night. 
For I believe it is the will of the Lord that our greatest happiness shall consist 
in working for the salvation of our whole body. 

Near the end of the pamphlet he tied black uni~y to the call to rebel- 
lion with a wamihg to white Americans: "My colour will yet, root 
some of you out of the very face of the earth!!!!! 

Walker’s pamphlet found many readers. It went through three 
printings (with Walker revising his message slightly each time) be- 
fore a year was up. It passed easily among African Americans in the 
North, and Walker apparently had an idea for spreading his Appeal 
in the southern states--through seamen who visited southern ports 
and then in the hands of black southerners for further distribution, 
The southern reaction was swift. White southerners had found the 
polemics of white abolitionists hard to takel but at least they had 
possessed the mitigating quality of being moral arguments, concilia- 
tory in tone and directed at other whites, In Walker’s Appeal southern 
whites encountered the words of a black i’evolutionary who was urg- 
ing other blacks to rise up in rebellion. It was shades of Toussaint, or 
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Gabriel, or Denmark Vesey; it played to their greatest fears. Sduthern 
officials went about searching for other subversive writings while 
state and local governments beefed up laws against free blacks. 

No one is likely to know what effect the publication Of Walker’s 
Appeal had on Nat Turner, whose bloody rebellion cut through south- 
eastern Virginia within two years of the pamphlet’s appearance. 
Many southerners were convinced that the Appeal and sentiments 
expressed in Garrison’s Liberator were behind the slaughter in 
Southampton County. But Walker’s effect on the thinking of others is 
more evident. The years on either side of t830 seem to have been 
par.ticularly formative ones. for Garrison. From 1826 until August of 
1829, just a month before publication of the Appeal, Garrison lived 
in or kept in close contact with Boston. He may have known Walker 
among the city’s African-American residents. He was familiar with 
the problems of free blacks that led WaIker to hold some of his sen- 
timents. When Garrison first refid the Appeal, while working with 
Ltmdy on the Genius of Universal Emancipation, he withheld com- 
ment for several montl~s. Then he expressed a certain ambivalence 
toward the pamphlet, recognizing the author’s "most impassioned 
and determined spirit" and his "bravery and intelligence," but con- 
demning the publication as "injudicious." But thereafter, Garrison’s 
attacks on slavery in the Genius gained strength. It was in the sum- 
mer of 1830 that Garrison decided to move back to the North and to 
begin his own newspaper, this time espousing the immediate aboli- 
tion of slavery witfiout colonization or compensation. The Libera- 

tor’s first edition would be in the mail in a matter of months. 
It would be wrong to assert that Walker’s-Appeal had some kind 

of pivotal effect on Garrison s thinking,, just as it was wrong for many 
to speak with authority on its influence over Turner. Evidence for 
either assertion is circumstantial. But it is reasonable to suggest that 
Garrison’s ideas were formed in part by the milieu in which he oper- 

ated,, which for five years prior to publication of the Liberator was 
the Boston of David Walker or the Baltimore of a lively free black 
.population with strong feelings against colonization and slavery. 
Garrison admitted that the free blacks in his acquaintance in Balti- 
more had changed his mind about colonization. Walker did not con- 
vince, the young, white, peace-loving editor to call for a slave 
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rebellion, but he may have made Garrison consider more seriously 
the urgency of ending slavery given the growing militancy of African 
Americans that Walker so forcefully expressed.             ¯ 

The change in the free black community over the 1820s was far 
from total, and Walker’s was not a typical expression of that feeling, 
for, ctearly, he was at the radical end of a continuum of belief about 
race, slavery, and ways to effect abolition. But between 1815 .and 
1830 there had occurred the beginnings of a moyement of opinion 
within the free black community toward an awareness of what today 
one might call "black consciousness." Borne out of the memories of 
slavery and the frustrating experiences of free persons of African de- 
scent in the young United States, the new black consciousness forced 
free African Americans to accept the reality that their fate and that of 
the two million persons still in bondage were tied together by race. 
By 1830, growing numbers of free blacks were ready to put their 
energies toward hurrying the end of slavery as well as toward im- 
proving their own living conditions. This could only have pushed 
white abolitionists toward an immediatist position and, over the fol- 
lowing decades, brought militancy into the outlook of those who to- 

day get greater notice for working to abolish slavery in America. 
Thus, abolition was a slowty rolling bandwagon, propelled initially 
as much by African Americans as by white Quakers and evangeli- 
cals, that Garrison jumped onto in 1831. 

i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 1:24 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Lunch tomorrow at tl~e Cariolina Inn 

Dear IVlae: Yes, this works for me but I don’t want to inconvenience you and your student. I will meet you in the bar around noon not unless you send me an email to cancel. If 
you need to call, my cell number is              Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 1:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Lunch tomorrow at the Cariolina Inn 

Hello Charlene, 

I wanted to respond yesterday to your suggestion for lunch at 

the Carolina Inn at :t2 noon on Thursday, but I was so exhausted 
by the time I got home (from unscheduled meetings with my 
undergrads), that I could hardly grab a bite to eat and literally 
crawl into bed. I am now writing writing recommendations (due today), 
reviewing drafts of final essays (which my undergrads must submit 
tomorrow), and composing a make-up final (for tomorrow). THIS 
IS NO WAY TO LIVE! 

When I received your email, I did indeed speak with my student -- 
and we agreed that he would meet me at the Inn (I can find no 
proctor) to take his exam (I’m sure that he can find some nook 

at the Inn) -- and it should take about two hours (about the time 
span --I’m assuming -- of our lunch meeting). 

In any case, let me know if lunch tomorrow still works for you. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 20:t0 :I:t:56 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: P.S. 

Dear Mae: We can meet for lunch at the Carolina Inn on Thursday if you would like to do so. This might work better so that it won’t interfere with you afternoon exam. What 
about :12noon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 20:t0 5::t0 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: .~gmail.com 
Subject: P.S. 

Hello again, Charlene, 

Not to worry if this change of plans does not accord with 
your schedule on Thursday. I will simply proceed with the 
introduction on Baker. As I informed you earlier, I have 
canceled holiday travel plans so that I can devote some 
serious time to the Baker project. 

I will keep you updated on my progress -- and you, of 
course, can do likewise. 

Best, mae 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 20:t0 :t:t:26 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting Redux 

OK, Charlene, the Inn it is! However,rve just remembered that I must give 
a make-up exam (actually early final) on Thursday afternoon, so I’d like 
to assign the exam (three hours) and then meet with you (hopefully I 
can find a proctor; if not, he may need to take it at the Inn). For this 
reason, however, would you mind meeting for a lunch instead of dinner? 

Sorry to prolong this thread of emails, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 20:t0 i0:43 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 



Dear Mae: Since we will be eating early around 4:30 or 5pro let’s just go to the Carolina Inn. Since I will be walking, this will probably be the most convenient. See you then. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 201~0 9:14 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Good morning, Charlene, 

If you have reservations about Squid’s, my other recommendation 
would be Minte’s. I’ve been there once or twice, and enjoyed the 
food and atmosphere (somewhat upscale for an Indian restaurant). 
Also, it has valet parking, but is also close to the house where 
you usually park your car (see address on Franklin Street). 
Here is the link: 

http: !/www. mintu nc.com/ 

Having suggested Squid’s and Minte’s, please bear in mind that 
I’m not opposed to the Carolina Inn. 

And I’m thinking that we should meet for dinner about 4:30 
or 5:00 pm (before it gets dark), no matter which we 
choose. 

Yes, lots of stuff going on on campus. I don’t know yet which 
events I’ll be able to attend -- although I’m vep/interested in 
the Fassbinder film presentation. Thanks for keeping me 
apprised of the events calendar -- as our department is 
sometimes slow to distribute these announcements. 

Best, mae 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 8:56 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 2:43 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Dear Mae: We can go to Squid’s -- I have been to this restaurant before -- the food is okay and a bit pricey but this will be a change for me and good parking. ,lust let me 
know what time. I can’t believe that I am still getting invitations to so many events on campus -- Michele Norris from All Things Considered is speaking at Carroll Hall on Dec. 
6; Priscilla Layne from UC Berkeley is giving a talk "Scream Whity, Scream: Sadomasochism and Rebellious Black Masculinity in Fassbinder’s Western Whity (:~971)" Dec. 14 
(-FBA). Will keep you posted and see you next Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 1:26 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Dinner Meeting 

Hello Charlene, 

Next Thursday (December 9th) will work for me. I’d really like to tPl Squid’s 
(you can check out their menu below): 

http://www.squidsrestaurant.com/index.shtml 

The oyster bar opens at 4:00 pm and dinner is from 5-9:30 on Thursdays. 

Otherwise, we can go to our old standby -- the Carolina Inn. If you decide 

on the Inn, I’d suggest that we make it an early dinner -- and meet at, say, 
4:00 or so. 

Let me know what you think. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 11:56 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Dinner Meeting 

Dear Mae: Since we have converted to this new email system, I am not sure that my emails are being received. But anyway, if you want to schedule our dinner meeting for 
Thursday, December 9th, this works for me. 3ust let me know when and where. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 2:04 PM 

@aol.com 

SCMS Conference Schedule 

Dear Vander: I forgot to mention that the SCMS conference also has an entire panel dedicated to Treme. I am glad at this point that I did not complete my essay because I 
would like to hear what other people have to say before I compose my piece. I just wanted to bring this to your attention and to let you know that you have to attend some of 
these sessions. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 9:37 AM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Need to Chm~ge Lunch Pl~s 

Dear Elizabeth: Glad to know that you have a job This weekend is going to be difficult for me to meet because I give two exams on Friday Dec 17th and will need to grade over the weekend. 
Maybe we could meet after the Holiday ~vhen you rettu-n in early January Just let me know as I ~vill be here in Chapel Hill. Have a good holiday and I look forward to hearing from you 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 5:14 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Need to Change Lunch Plans 

Hi Dr. Regester: 
Unfortunately for our lunch plans but fortunately for me I just today 
secured a 9-5, Monday-Fri job in Durham. So I can’t meet during that 
time during the week It starts tomorrow-. 

I was wondering if meeting on Sat. Dec 18 or Sunday Dec. 19 for lunch 

or co]tee would world. Also, I could do this Sunday I am away Dec. 

20-30. 

thanks! 

Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
Visiting Scholar, Department of ttisto~ 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Thursday, December 9, 2010 3:46 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Final Make-Up Exam for AFAM 276 Students 

AFAM276FinalF all Semester2010. doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is the final exam for AFAM 276 students who will take the exam at different times from the rest of 
the class. Please let me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 12:15 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Lette~; Decetnber 10/Jannaa~y 11, Befli~v’Germany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. I 

Sent-" Sunday, December :t2, 20:t0 7:47 Plvl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, December :[0/January ll, Berlin!Germany 

@aol.com] 









Abmeldung von diesem Newsletter: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 12:20 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Call for Papers: US4 

From: africanstudies.india@gmail.com [africanstudies.india@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 12, 2010 1:10 AM 
To: asaindiaGmail 
Subject: Call for Papers: US4 

Call for Papers 

www.africanstudiesoin 

~nternational seminar on 
’india-Africa Enduring Partnership: Emerging Areas of Co-operation’ 

at Kalina Campus, Mumbai 
organised by 

African Studies Association of India (ASA lndia) & 

Centre for African Studies, University of Mumbai 
on 

2°3 March 2011 

At the India-Africa Forum Summit, New Delhi, hosted by India in April 2008 and attended by the heads of 

state of 14 countries and representatives from the African Union (AU), two agreements were adopted. 

These were the Delhi Declaration and the Africa-India Framework for Co-operation. Both agreements 

offer a direction to Indo-African relations in the coming years, and provide a framework for the 

establishment of a new-type, long-term and stable partnership of equality and mutual benefit between India 

and Africa, as well as a blueprint for India-Africa co-operation in political, economic, social development 

and other fields in future. The Summit marked the culmination of India’s renewed focus on Africa. It was 

spurred largely by India’s desire to change the world’s perception of it - away from being a recipient to 

being a donor - in order to boost its global-political position. The Framework for Co-operation lists several 

areas (and sub-areas) for co-operation such as economic co-operation, political co-operation, science, 

technology and research, social development, tourism, and infrastructure, and energy and environment. It 

lists a number of focus areas therein, for instance, agriculture, trade, regional integration, peace and 

security, ICT, and culture. 

Certainly India’s attractiveness as an alternative development partner in Africa has been widely noted. The 



strength of India’s relations with African countries and the source of much of its soft power are derived 

from more than just its recent growth in trade and investment. Throughout its history of co-operation with 

African nations, India has emphasized that it has "given what it could" in terms of financial aid and 

technical support and it continues to do so even as its ability to promote relations through economic 

incentives - primarily trade, tourism, and investment - has grown. India has actively pursued capacity 

building and a development agenda in Africa. 

India has also taken an active interest in the debt relief of certain highly indebted African countries. It is 

also using military aid and promoting softer ties with the African countries with increased emphasis on 

education, science, culture, health and social aspects to cement its relationship with these countries. These 

relationship building measures have been quite successful and also had major spillover effects on India’s 

investment scenario as well. 

One of the defining features of India’s policy towards Africa is the introduction of the Focus Africa 

Program. Foreign policy observers often attribute this program and also its growing engagement in Africa 

and other parts of the world, to its use of "soft power" - diplomacy, foreign assistance, trade, and 

investment, and the view of India as a vast, potential market. Moreover, India’s interest in obtaining 

supplies of energy and raw materials is the driving force behind its growing involvement in the economic 

expansion of African countries. At present, about a quarter of India’s crude oil imports are being sourced 

from Africa. Increased access to Africa’s oil resources was profitably negotiated with the aforementioned 

countries for India’s state owned enterprises for exploration rights and stakes in offshore blocks. Two way 

trades also impressively rose. 

Trade encourages investment. Africa accounted for 16% of India’s FDI and there are significant Indian 

private sector investments in various African countries. Traditionally, Indian investments in Africa have 

been small to medium scale. But lately it has been observed that there is a growing interest of Indian 

MNCs in the African countries. Although most of the FDIs are in oil and gas sector, a large proportion of 

Indian FDI has also gone into the infrastructure, engineering, chemicals, services, banking and finance and 

IT and telecommunication sector in Africa. Indian pharmaceutical companies were also able to make 

major inroads in Africa. 

Moreover, the Indian diaspora plays a very significant role in promoting India-Africa relations . In East 

and Southern Africa, the large Indian diaspora, whose members have business ties with India and a good 

knowledge of Africa, has played a significant role in attracting new investments from India to the African 

continent. This is especially true, given that India is flush with foreign currency reserves, and the 

government has lifted regulations and controls, to allow firms to go abroad. 

Against this backdrop, Centre for African Studies, University of Mumbai jointly with African Studies 

Association of India would like to organize an international seminar on India- Africa Enduring Partnership: 



Emerging Areas of Co-operation between India and the African Countries, on March 2nd and 3rd in 

Mumbai. The international seminar aims to facilitate a better understanding of the scope of co-operation in 

the emerging sectors of mutual interest. 

The proposed seminar will therefore focus on the following sub-themes, though it will not necessarily be 
confined to them: 
1. Issues Involved in India- Africa Economic and Political Relations in the post cold war period 
2. Capacity Building Activities between India and the African countries. 
3. The scope of cooperation on the emerging sectors of the areas of mutual interests between India 
and African countries like-- Energy, Agro-based Indust~,, Pharmaceutical Industry and health care, 
Tourism, ICT, Education, Water resources, Science and Technology. 
4.     Indian Diaspora as a factor in India- Africa Relations. 

Please send your Abstract in 200 words by 31st January 2011 . There will be no registration fees. Local 
hospitality may be provided to a limited number of scholars. 
Please contact Prof Aparajita Biswas, University of Mumbai 
Email: office~a~icanstudis.in or a~kicanstudies.india~mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 5:57 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Letters Have Been Sent 

Dear         l£you have someone else to do the letter this would be great but if not, then of course I will do it. However, you have to check ~vith me earl?’ in the Spring because my plate is 
filling up fast. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                      ~email.u~ac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2010 3:38 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Letters Have Been Sent 

Hey Professor, 

I understand. I also had another question to ask you. I just found out 
about an internship in Cannes Film Festival. The application isn’t due 
until Jan 21. tlowever, they want a recummendatiun letter and I was 
wondering if you could do it. I just wanted to see if you wuuld be willing 
tu du it afier we cume back frum break. But l du appreciate everything that 
you’ve dnne for me already, su I understand if I asking for a lut. 

Thank yuu, 

On Wed, 15 Dec 2010 20:32:12 +0000, "Regesber, Charlene B" 

< regester@email.unc, edu> wrote: 

> Dear At this point, I don’t know when I will be un campus I 

plan 

> un being there tumorruw (Thursday) but with the weather lk~recast, I dun’t 

> l~uw. Perhaps, we can meet in the Spring. tlave a good huliday. Sincerely, 

> Charlene Regester 

> From:                     @email unc edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, l~ec£mber 1~, 2010 3:20 PM 

> Tu: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Re: Letters Have Been Sent 

> Hey Professor Regester, 

> I wasn’t sure what tirae would be best for you to corae? 

> On Mon, 13 Dec 2010 20:27:20 +0000, "Regester, Charlene B" 

> <regester@eraail.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Dear         Your letters have been sent. The only day that I might be 

>> able to file articles will be Wednesday afternoon. Also, I need a few 

> empty 

>> boxes if you know- if any are available in the coraputcr labs on campus. 

>> we can’t meet don’t wor~ about it. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> UNC’-Chapel Hill, Class of 2011 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of ~011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, December 17, 2010 12:02 PM 

@unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Happy Holidays :-) 

Dear      : Glad to hear from you and know that you are doing so well in school which I already knew you would do. Please don’t forget that after this program, you can still 
attempt to apply to Ph.D. programs. Things of course are hectic because I have two exams today. Otherwise, everything is going okay. I was talking about you last week 

because I ran into        r and her morn at the Hayti Center. It was good seeing the both of them. Seeing them was like seeing one of my sisters. Over the holdiay it would 
be good for us to have lunch -- just let me know when you will be available and we can meet. Give my regard to grandmother, dad, and family. Have a good holiday. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Friday, December 17, 2010 11:56 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Happy Holidays :-) 

Good Afternoon Dr. Regester! 

I know it has been a while since I touched base with you, but l’m sure you have been even busier than I have! You will be glad to know I came out of my first 

semester of graduate school with         ©. I am enrolled for three classes again in the Spring, so prayerfully all will go smoothly. How have you been? How was 

this past semester for you? I hope not too stressful. Are you working on any more essays or projects? I hope you have a wonderful holiday season! I have not 

forgotten about our lunch date, and I hope you haven’t either. Please take care and I will be in touch in the New Year 

Sincerely yours, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, January 3, 2011 1:44 PM 

D.G. Maactin ~gmail.com> 

I~E: Possible radio program on WCHL 

Dear David: This week looks good, however, 
Thanks again for the invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" D.G. Martin I        ~gmaiLcom] 
Sent; Monday, January 03, 2022 20:37 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
I:::¢: Hulsey, David 
Subject-" Re: Possible radio program on WCHL 

Following up. Hope you are s~ill willing. 

How does this week look for a possible radio program? 

Let me kmow mad we’ll work out the details to suit your schedule. 

On Wed, Dec 15, 2010 at 8:57 AM, D.G. Martin < ~mail.com> wrote: 
Thanks for you note. 

I look forwaacd to visiting with yon abont your [x~ok--and maybe some related topics. 

Let’s be in touch early next week about the best time for you. 

Best, 

~s soon as I find out, I will email and let you know. 

On Tue, Dec 14, 2010 at 12:03 PM, Regeste~; Charlene B <re~esteffa)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear David: I will be more than glad to do so but I will have to get back with you about the best time. I am giving two final exams on Friday so once this is over then we 
can discuss a time. I don’t know if I can do it before Xmas but we will discuss. Finally, thanks for the invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" D.G. Martin I        ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 23, 2020 9:14 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
I:::¢-. Hulsey, David 

Subject-" Possible radio program on WCHL 

Dear Prot~ssor Regester 

Is there any chance you could make time to visit with me about your new book on WCHL radio here in Chapel ttill? 

If you are willing I am sure we can work out the time and other details to suit you. 

I look forward to hearing fiom you. 

You can get an idea about the radio station and the Who’s Talking program at 

htlp:#www.wchl1360.com/listenwide.html?showname dgpodcast 

Best, 

D.G M a~J~n 

D.G Martin 



D.G Martin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, Jmmary 3, 2011 1:46 PM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Lm~ch Pl~s 

Dear Elizabeth: Hope you had a good holiday Get back with me when you are available later in Janua~z and ~ve can meet then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.unc.edn] 
Sent: Sunday, JanualT 02, 2011 9:51 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subj ect: Lunch Plans 

Dear Dr. Regester: 
Happy- 2011’. I’m not sure what to say’ about the article. I have the 
Ihll-time job right now- and am on the job market and tlTing to get work 
done on my book. But, we could meet to discuss the possibility The 
weekend of JanuaW 15 or 22 would work best for me. 
Best wishes, Elizabeth 
Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaikunc.edu>: 

> [)ear Elizabeth: Glad to knuw that you have a job. This weekend is 
> going to be difficult fur me to meet because I g~ve twu exams un 
> Friday Dec. 17th and will need to grade over the weekend. Maybe we 
> could meet after the Holiday when you return in early" January Just 
> let me know as I will be here in Chapel tJiH Have a goud holiday" and 
> I look forward to hearing fi-om yuu. Sincerely’, Charlene Regester 

> J:r;m; Elizab;th Gri~er ~gri~tter(a)emaii~un~;;du] 

> Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 5:14 PM 
> Tu: Regester, Charlene B 
> Subject: Need to Change Lunch Plans 

> Hi Dr Regester: 
> Unfortunately [’or our lunch plans but fortunately [’or me I just today 
> secured a 9-5, Monday-Fri job in Durham. Su [ can’t meet during that 
> time during the week It starts tomon-ow. 

> I was wundering if meeting on Sat Dec 18 ur Sunday Dec. 19 for lunch 
> or cuffee would work. Alsu, I could do this Sunday. I am away Dec. 
> 20-30. 
> 

> thanks t 

> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
Visiting Scholar, Department of History 

University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, Jmmary 3, 2011 3:02 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Letter tbr S~znuel 

Samuelletterfor Ford Proposal.docx 

Dear Susanne: First, thanks for the Xmas card received over the holidays. Hope you had a good holiday as well. Now that I am back to work, would you please edit the letter 
attached. Let me know that you have received this material. Please review at your earliest convenience. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER "REGESTER)> 

Monday, Jmmary 3, 2011 3:31 PM 

screen@arts.gla.ac.uk 

Proposal Sub~nission for Screen Studies Conference 

RegesterScreenSmdiesProposalSSC2011 proposal template in Word[ 1].doc 

Dear Conference Organizers: Attached is a proposal that I am submitting for presentation to your upcoming conference. Thanks for your assistance in reviewing this material. I 
look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 1:05 PM 

D.G. Ma~ctin ~ ~gmail.com> 

I~E: Possible radio program on WCHL--Tomon~w or Thursday a£ernoon??? 

Dear David:                      so I would prefer if we could do it next Monday or Wednesday. I will have a little more time to prepare. Please let me know if this 
works. Finally, I apologize for the delay but things have been unfolding in ways not expected. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= D.G. Martin         ~gmail.com] 

Sent= Tuesday, January 04, 2011 9:47 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Co= Hulsey, David; Buckley, Molly 

Subject= Re: Possible radio program on WCHL-=Tomorrow or Thursday afternoon??? 

For planning purposes, could we set this up for tomorrow afternoon---and if the funeral turns out to be on that day, we could shift to Thursday afternoon?? 

Let me kmow. 

On Mon, Jan 3, 2011 at 1:43 PM, Regester, Charlene B <re~es~te~(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear David: This week looks good, however, I have to attend a funeral and I am not sure what day it is going to be held. As soon as I find out, I will email and let you know. 
Thanks again for the invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: D.G. Martin         ~.~gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, January 03, 2011 10:37 AM 

To= Regester, Charlene B 
Co= Hulsey, David 
Subject= Re: Possible radio program on WCHL 

Following up. Hope you are still willing. 

How does this week look for a possible radio program? 

Let me know and we’ll work out the &tails to suit your schedule. 

On Wed, Dec 15, 2010 at 8:57 AM, D.G. Martin ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks for you note. 

I look tbrward to visiting with you about your book--mad maybe some related topics. 

Let’s be in touch early next week about the best time tbr you. 

Best, 

On Tue, Dec 14, 2010 at 12:03 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

Dear David: I will be more than glad to do so but I will have to get back with you about the best time. I am giving two final exams on Friday so once this is over then 
we can discuss a time. I don’t know if I can do it before Xmas but we will discuss. Finally, thanks for the invitation. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 

From= D.G. Martin [        ~qmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, December 13, 2010 9:14 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Cc= Hulsey, David 
Subject= Possible radio program on WCHL 

Dear Prot~ssor Regester 

Is there any chance you could make thne to visit with me about your new book on WCHL radio here in Chapel Hill? 

If you are willing I am sure we caaa work out the time and other details to suit you. 

I look forward to hearing fi’om yon. 

You can get an idea about the radio station and the Who’s Talking program at 

htlp:/iwww.wchl1360.com/listenwide.html?showna~ne dgpodcast 



Best, 

D.G Martin 

D.G Martin 

D.G Martin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 1:11 PM 

~aol.com 

I~W: Curtis Ma.~eld and the Ins~itulionalization of Racism 

From:            @frontier.corn [           @frontier corn] 
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2011 8:26 PM 

To:             @frontier.corn 
Subject: Curtis Mayfield and the Institutionali/~ation of Racism 

Thought you might be interested .... 

http://~w allaboutjazzcom/phpiarticlephp?id 38386 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 1:11 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

ILS: Letter for Samuel 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Susanne Carter [susanne@companioncamp.net] 

Sent: Monday, January 03, 20:t:l 5:25 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Letter for Samuel 

Hi Ch~:rlene, 

Here’s your edited letter. I hope 2011 is a heaJthy mid happy one for you. 

Susanlle 

On 1/3/2011 3:01 PM, Regester. Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: First, thanks for the Xmas card received over the holidays. Hope you had a good holiday as well. Now that I am back to work, would you please 
edit the letter attached. Let me know that you have received this material. Please review at your earliest convenience. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Susanne Carter 

Companion Camp, LLC 

sus anne @ comDanionc am© , ne t 

www. companioncamp one t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 1:34 PM 

william.dari ~ly@duke .edu 

I~W: Curtis Ma.~eld and the Ins~itulionalization of Racism 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Tuesday, Januapf 04, 2011 1:10 PM 

To:          ~aol corn 

Subject: FW: Curtis Mayfield and the Institutionalization of Racism 

From:             ~)frontier.com I             ~frontier com] 
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2011 8:26 PM 
To:             ~;’~frontier.com 
Subject: Curtis Mayfield and the Institutionaliz~ation of Racism 

Thought you might be interested .... 

http ://~avw allaboutjazz com/php/article php: id=38386 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 2:00 PM 

Rausche5@msu.edu 

Difficult" Submitting Pmposg~ for PCA/ACA 

Proposal sub~nitted to the PCA 2011 Precious.doc 

Dear Delores: Currently, I created an id (regester) and password I          for submitting a proposal on line for the upcoming PCA/ACA in San Antonio. When I attempted 
to submit my proposal as my paper has already been accepted, the computer indicated that I did not have access to the page that would allow me to submit my proposal. 
Whenever you have a chance, please provide more information on how to do so. I have attached my proposal which has already been accepted for section that deal with 
horror films. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 2:01 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Curtis Ma.~eld and the Ins~itulionalization of Racism 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, Januapf 04, 2011 I:34PM 
To: william darity @duke.edu 
Subject: FW: Curtis Mayfield and the Institutionalization of Racism 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, Januapf 04, 2011 1:10 PM 

To:          @aol corn 
Subject: FW: Curtis Mayfield and the Institutionalization of Racism 

From:             @frontier.corn             ~frontier corn] 
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2011 8:26 PM 

To:             ~)frontier.com 
Subject: Curtis Mayfield and the [nstitutionali/~tion of Racism 

Thought you might be interested .... 

http:i/~vw aHaboutjazz com/php/article php?id=38386 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 5, 2011 9:00 AM 

Kristopher Woofler < ~gmail.com> 

ILE: Resubmitting ProposaJs Via PCA/ACA Website Datalmse 

This is to inform you that while my paper was accepted some time ago, I attempted to submit my proposal on line to no avail. I then contacted Delores Rausch and she 
indicated that the deadline had passed. I apologize that I have been late but we are recovering from a snow storm. Therefore, if possible would you please make sure that my 
proposal is submitted to the new online system appropriately. I will forward the id and password that I created in a second email as it is located in the email sent to Delores. 
Your assistance is greatly appredated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Kristopher Woofter [hauntologist@gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, December :t7, 2010 5:13 PM 
To; Ibadley@mtau.edu; erbessette@ucla.edu; BishopK@suu.edu; klb2b@mtsu.edu; Libassistant@swc.edu;       @gmail.com;            ~gmail.com; 
cmdillar@uncg.edu; @yahoo.corn; @gmail.com; glen.donnar@rmit.edu.au; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 
gfreitag@connect.carleton.ca; jgreene@spsu.edu; ~yahoo.com; jiaccino@thechicagoschool.edu; @hotmail.com; jjeske@guilford.edu; 
ben.kooyman@unisa.edu.au; ~gmail.com; _~gmail.com; connyL@gmx.net; ~gmail.com; dmason@mansfield.edu; mcdonari@uvu.edu; 
mmejia@buffalo.edu; ~yahoo.com; @gmail.com; jdmetz:I@umd.edu; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~yahoo.com; 

@googlemail.com; @gmail.com; nikkel@nsuok.edu; enollen@wcupa.edu; bholson@hawaii.edu; petersmm@muohio.edu; Regester, 

Charlene B; _~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; nanroche@watkins.edu; fernando.rodriguezl2@upr.edu; ryancj@bgsu.edu; hberkowitz@burlington.edu; 
jmsaye@olemiss.edu; @gmail.com; wjdodson@uncg.edu; dshipka@lsu.edu; SimpsonP@brevardcc.edu; jacqueline.smilack@ucdenver.edu; 

@gmail.com;         ~gmail.com; mweinbrenner@ntcc.edu; cswhite@uh.edu; LWILLI38@MYTSU.TNSTATE.EDU; cyang@utep.edu;          @gmail.com 
Subject-" Resubmitting Proposals Via PCA/ACA Website Database 

Dear 2011 Horror Area Presenters: 

The Horror Area co-chairs would like to welcome you (or welcome you back) to the I~2A/ACA National Conference, to be held this coming year in San Antonio, 

Texas. 

Many of you might have noticed that the PCA/ACA has a new database through which you can submit your proposals, and they have asked that all presenters in our 

area submit their proposals via this new database. If you have already submitted a proposal via the new database, you need not worry about this. However, if you 

sent your proposal to us via emall nnly, you must go m http:iiwww.pcaaca.org.iconference/nationai.php, create an account, and resubmit your proposal. 

You will find instructions on the website that will help you to submit your protx~sals with ease. 

For those of you who are the organizer and primary contact for a group of panelists or roundtable discussants, you must have your pandistsidiscussants create 

their o~n accounts and submit their proposals individually. Please have your panelists indicate somewhere clearly in their proposal that they are part of a panel or 

roundtable organized by you. 

Resubmitting yonr proposa] does not mean that you have to go through another revision process. It is simply to help the conference organizers and yonr co-chairs to be 

more efficient in contacting you ruth information and updates, as well as ruth o~gm~izing panels for the conference. 

Conld yon please resubmit your accepted proposals as soon as possible? Yon will receive an email saying that your proposal has been (re-)accepted shortly after. 

Once you have submitted your proposal via the ne~, database, if you have not received an email by December 31st noting that your proposal has been 

accepted, please emaR Kris at            ~gmall.com. 

We apologize for adding an extra step tbr some of you as we acclimate ourselves to this new database. 

All the befit, 

"Yon gws don’t want to see the realily, do you? That was no accident, it was heavy. Someone’s controlling the vibes." 
- -Werewolves on Wheels (1971 ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 5, 2011 4:23 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

I~W: Curtis Ma.~eld and the Ins~itulionalization of Racism 

From:             @frontier.corn             @frontier corn] 
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2011 8:26 PM 

To:             ~))frontier.com 
Subject: Curtis Mayfield and the Institutionali/~ation of Racism 

Thought you might be interested .... 

http://~w allaboutjazzcom/phpiarticlephp?id 38386 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, January 8, 2011 12:03 PM 

D.G. Ma~ctin < @gmail.com> 

lurk Possible radio program on WCHL--Tomon~w or Thursday a£emoon??? 

Yes, on Monday works best for me but where is WCHL located? Also, should we have a conversation prior to interview regarding the questions I can anticipate. If so, we could 
do this over the phone and my cell is              Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; D.G. Martin I        @gmail.com] 

Sent; Friday, January 07, 2011 12:28 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Co; Buckley, Molly 
Subject; Re: Possible radio program on WCHL--Tomorrow or Thursday afternoon??? 

How about Monday at 2pm at WCHL? 

If another time on Monday (or Wednesday) would be better, let me know m~d I will try to work it out tbr then. 

Thanks again for being rolling to share. 

On Tue, Jan 4, 2011 at 1:04 PM, Regester, Charlene B <re~ester,@,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear David: The funeral is on Thursday so I would prefer if we could do it next Monday or Wednesday. I will have a little more time to prepare. Please let me know if this 
works. Finally, I apologize for the delay but things have been unfolding in ways not expected. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; D.G. Martin         }qmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 04, 2011 9:47 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
~¢; Hulsey, David; Buckley, Molly 
Subject; Re: Possible radio program on WCHL--Tomorrow or Thursday afternoon??? 

For planning purposes, could we set this up for tomorrow aftemoon---m~d if the thneral turns out to be on that day, we could shift to Thursday afternoon?? 

Let me know. 

On Mon, Jan 3, 2011 at 1:43 PM, Regester, Charlene B <re~effte~(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear David: This week looks good, however, I have to attend a funeral and I am not sure what day it is going to be held. As soon as I find out, T will email and let you 
know. Thanks again for the invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: D.G. Martini        ;@.gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, January 03, 2011 10:37 AM 

To; Regester, Charlene B 
Ce; Hulsey, David 
Subject; Re: Possible radio program on WCHL 

Following up. ttope you am s~ill willing. 

How does this week look for a possible radio program’? 

Let me know and we’ll work out the details to suit your schedule. 

On Wed, Dec 15, 2010 at 8:57 AM, D.G. Martin < ~gmail.com> wrote: 
Thanks for you note. 

I look tbrward to visiting with you about )’our book--m~d maybe some related topics. 

Let’s be in touch eMy next week about the best time for you. 

Best, 

On Tue, Dec 14, 2010 at 12:03 PM, Regester, Charlene B <mgester~email.unc.edn> wrote: 
Dear David: 1 will be more than glad to do so but I will have to get back with you about the best time. I am giving two final exams on Friday so once this is over then 
we can discuss a time. I don’t know if I can do it before Xmas but we will discuss. Finally, thanks for the invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: D.G. Mar~in         ~gmail.com] 
Sent’- Monday, December 13, 2010 9:14 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Cc-" Hulsey, David 
Subject; Possible radio program on WCHL 

Dear Professor Regester 

Is there any chance you could make time to visit with me about your new book on WCHL radio here in Chapel Hill? 

If you are willing I am sure we can work out the time and other details to suit you. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

You can get an idea about the radio station and the Who’s Talking program 

http:i/www.wchl1360.com/listenwide.html?showname dgpodcast 

BesL 

D.G Maxtfi n 

D.G MaNn 

D.G Martin 

D.G Martin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Snnday, Jmmary 9, 2011 10:07 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Update 

Dear Mae: Hope you had a good holiday. Since school is getting ready to begin, I am sending words of encouragement to entice you to return to the introduction. This would 
probably take no more than two days to complete so that we can submit to a publisher. At some point, I want to meet with you regarding my upcoming presentation on 

passing films which will be held in Narch. It will take me a week or so to pull it together so I will let you know when I am ready to meet -- if you were teaching your grad 
seminar this semester, I could present in your class. Hope things are going well and hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

PRICE iSBN QUANTITY AMOUNT 

Hardback $34.95 1 =56902-340=9 

PLEASE SH~P TO: 

Name 

Address ’ 

City State __ Zip 

Phone Email 

Purchase order# 

Individuals: Type of payment enclosed ( Check __ Money order __ Credit Card __ ) 

....... Visa ....... Mastercard ....... American Express ....... Discover (indicate which card) 

SUBTOTAL 

Shipph~g & 
Handliag* 

NJ residents add 
7% sales tax 

TOTAL 

Credit Card Number Exp. Date 

Signature 

* Shipping: Domestic (USA). send $4.00 for the first book and $1.00 for each additional title. 
International (ground) shipping, send $5.00 for the lirsi book and $3.00 [or each addiiional fille. 
Inte,national (air) shipping, send $25.00 for the first book and $15.00 for each adailional title. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, January 10, 2011 1:01 PM 

@hotmail.com 

RE: Make Black History Month 2011 a unique Learning experience 

From-" Glenn Towery [GlennTowery@CertifiedVMail.com] 
Sent.’ Monday, January 10, 2011 12:25 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Subject,, Make Black History Month 2011 a unique Learning experience 

Get one or more of the DVDs from the Africm~ American Culmr~J pride Series #1 for your teachers m~d students. 

w~v.bmbooks.com 

Click t~re to ~la~ video. 

Unsubscribe at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 12, 2011 8:18 PM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Follow up on Miraose Gwin a~nd "The Queen ofl?ahnyra" 

From: D.G. Mlartin I        @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 201:1 4:25 plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Follow up on Minrose Gwin and ’~Fhe Queen of Palmyra" 

Here is some information about the book and author we discus~d today at~ter our radio prograJn. I would love to get you all together on a radio progra~n sometime 

soon. 

IX? 

E-mail Minrose at m~wm~ ernail.u~c.edu 
http:llwww.southernspaces.orRlcontentsl2OOSlRwinlla.htm 

Fifty years ago, Ha~er Lee’s "To Kill a Mocking Bird" gently showed us the o~n wounds in our region’s race-~sed social system. Morn recently the ~st selling 

"The Help" has showed us the Ninthlness of its oppressive l~atures. Now, a novel by a [~C-Chapel Hill professor guides us m m~ even clearer a~d disturbing view. 

Imagine that Scout from ’~o Kill a Mocking Blot" had ~en the &ughter of a leader of the Klan instead of the child of a beloved, fair-minded lawyec and you get a 

preview of Minm~ Gwin’s novel, ’¢fhe Queen of Palmywa," 

The smM1 town South of the middle of~e l~st centuD~ seen t~ough flae eyes ofa Klansma~’s daughter might lbrce us to ~Xe a larger step lim~’aN in 

con~onfing ~e ~eal bmmli~ of our fom~er ways. 

IF "SCOUT" t ~D BEEN A KLANSMAN’S DAUGHTER 

Fi~ years ~o, Hmper Lee’s ’q’o Kill a MocMng BIN" gave us a s~m~thetic hem M~o seemed to s~d up agmnst the wors~ fea~res of our ~egion’s social 

system. 

The s~oD~, narrated by his adoring daughter Scout, told us how ARicus Fincl~ the principled aRomey, &fended ~ m~faifly accu~d ~ca~ ~efica~. The 

book a~cked the ugly racism of rednecks and the ~an. Its warm, finely crafted sto~ engaged us and pnshed us a gentle, positive step fo~vard. 

But it was a veD~ small step. 

It Nd not force us to confront the foundations of a system that relegated one race to a sub~ient role. The good, sometimes devoted, ~elationship~ be~-een 

servants and their superiors ob~ured the oppressiveness of the system. 

May~ we need another sto~" to push us a liRle bit fu~her in unders~nding and &aling wi~ our Nsto~y. What if Scout had been the daughter of a leader of the 

KI~ instead of the child of a beloved, fair-minded la~D’er? The small town South of the middle of the last cenmu seen t~ough the eyes ofa Klansman’s daughter 

might tbme us m rake a larger step ~rwavd in conIh~nting the real bm’mlity of our tb~er ways. 

A new novel by ~C-Chapel Hill Profesmr Mi~ose Gmn gives us a chance m see our region through different e>~s. Her book ’~he Queen of Palmyra," 

~kes us ~ck to 1963 and a smM1 southern town. Florence, the tictional na~ator and central charactec is m~ 1 l-year-old gift M~o s~nds most of her days in the 

company of a~d in ~e care of her grandmother’s ~ricm~ ~nefica~ mai& Zenie. 

While Zenie was telling young Florence s~fies of Zenobia, Queen of Palmyr~ Florence’s fathec Winburn Lafaye~e Forest III, w~ telling her roles "about 

brave Christian ,nen who, yes siree ~bm~l, fought to the &ath like tree soldiers for line gifts like me a~d beauti~l and pure women like my mother." 

Dnfing the day~ ZeNe brought Florence in~ her home in "Shake Rag," the black section of town. 

Later, in the evenings Florence would bdng m her lh~er his beloved box of robe, hood, a~d other items, tbr his Kla~ meetings and "~tivNes." And, once, her 

father prouNy ~ok her inside a Klan meeting where she wore her own specially made wNte robe. O~er times, she would slip away with her mother to warn black 

t~ends ah)ut u~oming Klan activities. 

When Florence t}ll ~Nnd in her ~hoolwo~k Zenie’s niece, Eva, was fl~e oNy person who could teach Florence ~e English g~,nar she needed m catch up. 

Bnt Eva’s acfivNes in organizing voter registration eflb~s made her a target of~Vin Fo~res~ and his ~an bmthem. The con~quences of that conflict frame an aw~l 

tragedy that tips Florence away fio,n her connection to Zenie, to her father and mothec a~d to her hometown. 

In a new ~ing she will find relief from ~e mciN co~ict, subsidence, and the co~ffusion of her hometown and her father’s racism. She roll find her own 

t?eedom as she puts aside the shackles of her lhther’s a~itudes. 

It is tempting to mad ’~fhe Queen of Palmyra" as an allegory of the ~ansfo~ation of the Modem South and fl~e ~nefit to wNtes from the destruction office 

social system they tbught so hard to pmse~’e. 

But Minmse Gmn does not preach. She is a gifted sto~eller, caxeful wordsmith, and sensitive obeyer of personal interactions. 

Her book would ~ compelling reading, even if it had no implant un&flying message. 

END END END END END END END END E 

In the turbulent southern summer of 1963, Millwood’s white population steers clear of"ShaXe Rag," the Mack section of a~wn. Young Florence Forest is one 

of the t~w M~o crosses fl~e line. The daughter ofa budal insurance salesman with dazk secrets and the town’s "cake laty," whose backcount~’ bootleg rm~s lead lhnher 

and lhnher away from a brutal mamage, Florence attaches herself to her gran@amnts’ lonTtime mai& Zenie John~m. Na~ned tbr Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, Zeme 

treats the unw~ted gift as just m~other cho~e, wNle telling her stories of~e legen&~y queen’s course and cunmng. 

The ,no~e time Florence spends in Shake Rag, the ,no~e she recogmzes how completely race divi&s her town, a~d her s*o~T, far ~om ordinal’, beaxs mmess 

to the ~th and bm~]i~" of her times a ~th brought ~ a shaRemN conclusion when Zeme’s vibrant college- s~dent Nece, Eva G~eene, amves fl~at fatefid Mississippi 



summer. 

Minrose Gwin’s Tl~e Queen of Palmyra is an unfbrgettable evocation of a time and a place in Amefic~a nuanced, gripping story of race and identity. 

You may pre~rder the book from Barm’s ~nd N 
As a wrier of fiction, memoir, and literal): criticism, Fm most interested in how sk~ries sh@e us, place u~ and e@and our vision of the world. Much of my 

scholarly work has been [~)rmed around questions of race and gen&c lfism~~ m~d memory, place and sp~e. In teaching and writing a~ fl~e ! J.S. Soufl~, I fl~ink of 

the SoNh as a representational s~ce ~at anfl~ors i?om wit[fin and without the region hm:e molded; I’m intem~ed in how ~uthem wNers fiom the U .S. s[~ak m globN 

evems office con~mpora~ ~od on matters of community, memory, hisk)~y, and cultural trauma and their relations m an aesthetics of testimony and interpm~tfion. I 

e~oy retiring a vafie~ of courses in 20th and 21st cenm~~ fiction and memoir. Courts characteristically eng~e literary te~s and N~dies of theory in conversations 

around topics such as (he r~Ae of aesthetics in mourning and memory or the spatiN nature of narrative. 

In addition to my courses at UNC, I N~:~ teach creative writing at fl~e Universig~~ of New Me:rico Taos Writers’ Confemnce~ My ~vo most recent books am a 

novel The Queen of tNmyra (Haq~e~Collina H~per Pere~miN~ 2010), and a memoic Wishing for Snow (Louisiana State Universi~~ Eress, 20(g)~ bo(h set in my 

home smm of Mississippi. The Queen of Palmyra. set in fl~e summer of 1963 in ~gwgamd %’lil~wood." is fl-~e firs~-t~r~)n narrative about a young while girl’s wil~ed. 

necessary blindness k~ her Pather~s racM violence, a Nindness fl~a.l ha.unLs her the rest of her 

My curren~ scho]arly prr~ect, Mourning Medgar Evera. N~ focu~s on central Mississippi thai ~me summer of 1963~ It wi]l ~ the au~iec~ offl-~e Lamar 

I ,ectums at Memer Universily in lhc ti~ll of2010 and published in 2011 by fl-~e l !nNersi~y of Geoqia Pwas. k brings together imaginative willing about lhc life and 
of NAACP field secretary Medgar Evers, whose nmrder in June of fl~m year was fl~e first g~li~cN as~tssination of a public figure in the sixties, lighting a [~)wder keg of 

raciN fius~mtion across the com~y. The N)ok investigates the fimc~on of ~s~he~cs m remembem~g specific mzents of c~ItnM trauma. 
I’ve N~ done wo~k on gender~ space, m~d reading. I think of reading ~ a lbm~ ofdislocmion which opens ~rspective m~d shills identity, wifl~ powerlbl 

consequences lbr gen&c racial, and sex~l politics. My t:aulkner wo~k includes The t:emimne m~d t:aNkner: Reading (Beyond) Sex~l l)itt~mnce. 

I’m N so an editor: I edited A Womm~’s Civil War by Cornelia McDonNd m~d was a coeditor of The Literature of (he Ameficm~ S outk a N o~on anthology, 

addNon m coedifing, wffh t)rof~s~:~r Fred Hobson, The Southern Litetmy Journal. 

bo~t :~r~e G~+~: 
Minmse @w~n has been a writer a~l of her w~r~dng li~, ~ing ~ut as a newspa~r s~d wire se~dce repo~er coveting ~Aitic~ hmnan interest s~ofies, and the 

overnight police ~a~. I~%hingf!~r Snow, a memoir a~mt fl-~e convergence of ~et~3, and psychosis in her mofl~er’ s li~, was published in 2004 and hai~ed by 

as "eloquent" and "J?~i~d’--"a real lit~ sto~’ we al~ need to hear." Gwin h;~s punished crealive nonficIion and poet~- in the ~{7omen ’~’ Review ({t~ook~’, ~)’gON and 

several book collections, and has laught creative writing workshops al m-dversNes and the University of New Mexico Taos Writers’ Cont~rence. Wearing her other hat 

as a liIera~3~ critic, she has written lhree scholarly books (one a CHOICE book of fl-~e year) and is a coediIor ofghe Liten~tur(: oftkeAmeric(m So,¢tk, published by 

W.W. No,~on, and fl~e Sout~ern Litera¢ .lou,nza]. She ctmen@ teaches con~mporaD~ tic,on at l~e University of Norfl~ Cmolina at Chapel Hill and lives in Chapel 

Hill. Like bet charac~r Florence, Mim>se grow up in NmN1 Town, Mississippi. This is her fi~t novel. 

Harper Perermial’s ir~tervie~, witt~ the 

Q: I],e Queen (?,liPalrnyra plunges deeply into fl~e psyches of ~)me ,iveting characters; it a3so ~kles fl~e Ng issue ofraciMly motiwtted violence, t tow did you 

go a~utjuggling those >x,o balls? 

A: Very gingerly. Win Eonvst is a paAicularly fislg~~ character. He’s so despicable thN he could easily drop to fl~e level ofa stereog~pe. We have t~ unde~and 

why he does the ttfings he does, that terrible fafl~er of his who drives him eveg~~ day of Ns lira m uphold "puriE’." On fl~e op~site end of the spectrum. Eva can’t k~ just 

a ~intly victim; she has m have her quirks, she has t~ ~ faisg~ and vulnerable, generous and selfisk fiemely intelligent and naive. That’s why Eva’s voice erupts in the 

next to last chapter; she can’t lm a mntc victim. 

Q: This book is fiction but is lm~d in the 1960s SouN. Did you per~mally live any offl-ds Ns~o,y M-~en you grew up in Mississippi? 

A: I lived lhc white side of this histo,y and obse~’ed the blavk side. My ~bysitIec Eva Lee Millet m M~om the book is &dicated. was African-American, 

and I’d ~ dropped offat her house on the Nack side of town and spend hours lhere "heJping" her ~w and cook and clean, though I doubt I was of much help. I ,ike 

Zenie Johm~.m, she w~s a wit~y, brilliant woman who i~nded offfl~e burial inatrance man with queenly apMmb. S~e had a wicked sense of humor where wNle people 

were concerned, and she let me know from the get-go ff~al she didn’t trust any ofns. She and her husbm~d, Hiram Millet worked seve,N dittamnt jobs k) mare ends 

meet. I visited her m her home m~l~l she died, and we wrote letters back and lb~h when I were offm college. Over the years, I became deeply ax~ched to her and 

admired her eno,monsly. She worked ~a,d and she never gave up; she was a model tbr me. In my own l~mily, my mother was ,ather progressive ibr the time~ l~oug~ 

not opeNy so, m~d my stepfaNer treated ~rican-~encans mspecffiflly. But from m~ early age, I h~l fl~e feeling fl~at mmeflring was very wrong. I ttfink of my 

generation of southerners as the bridge be>~-een the Jim Crow &ys of tiffs novel and fl~e present, when firings are far from peA}ct, but greatly improved. Would 

Medgar Evers or Eva or anyone fighting for fhe fight m vote in the eaxly si~es have expected the election ofa Nack president by 2008? Even g~)~flie F.ve,~-Wi~imns, 

Medgar Evers’s widow, tins stud she didn’t thi,fl~ it would hap~n tNs soon. 

Q: Unc]e WiggiJy, Br’er Rabbit. Nancy Dww, Bomba the Swamp Boy this N)ok is ~) much aboul sIories. 

A: Yes, how they mo]d us, how we depend so &st~rate[y on them, how lhcy can make us whole or tear us into a nri[lion pieces. We tell ourselves slories that 

make our lives bearable. These stories shape us and show us how lo make sharp turns and put one foot in fronl offl-~e ofl~er lhey can Np us up or take us by lhe 

hand and lead us home. The stories F]orence hears and rea.ds help her empathize with others. Becm~ of Nat empathy, she casts aside the Bombs sIo~% though it sh~ks 
ink) her uncon~ious in an insidious way. For bet own su,vivN, s~e must ~A(e to hea,~ Uncle Wiggily’s optimism and Nm~cy Dmw’s intrepidness. She mus~ be tricky 

and ~eming like Br’er Rabbit in order not m get stuck in l~e briar palch. 

Q: Like Eva and Fie, you’re a teacher. Do yon see teaching as a mojor element of Oueen? 

A: Teachers can change lives and o[~n spaces in the world where fl~em were none, m la,ge ways a~d small. Eva does tiffs ibr Florence; she am~s ~er with 

sentence" ~:~ fl~at she can make it through the fi~h grade and move on mfl~ her life. Eva teaches Ray and ofl~er African-~t~encans N:~w m wedge open the wNte- 

cont,~lled world by using lmN~%e ~ a lever. In her rank Florence teaches semicolons and diagrammi,N to her i,mer-ci~~ s~dents in New Orleans to help them map 

out an incoherent wofld~ That’s why Florence rakes that shmp left ~m back int~ her s~g~~ ~’s fl~e act of teaching that calls her back~ it’s Eva who cdls her back. 

Q: What does 7~e O~¢een Of Pal�Errs say about fl~e scales of justice? 

A: Thai they’re red~ wobbly al bes~ and heavily weighted toward the powerfixl. Several white women, men. and children M-~o witnessed horrendous crimes 

during the Civil Rights years have come [[)~x~ard in fl~e ~.st couple of&ca.des m testify alxmt these crimes. In most cases, Nese be]ated mtnesses t~lt eno~ously 

threamned dm:ing the sixties when lhc~ acts of violence were commitIed and so just recently have fe]t Ney cou]d speak. Some offl-~em had a.ca@ly forgotten the events 

and then remembered them in aduhhood. Many of the ~rpetmm~ of Ihcse crimes were old and ~mefimes on the brink of death when their cases were re-opened, so 

the question ot)usl~ce, of bow one can clo~ one’s eyes when fear is im7olved, of how people mm away fi~)m fl~e rues1 ~mble fl~ings and fl~e dire necessity’ fl~at prods 

them to do so N1 of these gagic sk)ries drove me to create Florence Fenest. One thing Florence has to 15ce in her adull~ood is flint ~er silence, her blindness, h~ 

precluded m~y c~ance at justice tbr Eva’s murder. This seems to ~ave been an uncon~ious choice we’re never quile sure N~t it’s a choice m~d, as fl~e years pass, 

it caax’t be undone. 
Q: What would have happened if Florence had spoken up that summer? 

A: If you look at fl~e NstoficN evidence, Win Fot~est probaNy would hm~e ~en acquired. Southern juries ~ck then were all wtfite and all mNe; white 

murderers of~rican-Ameficm~s got a fiee fide~ Examples fiom that period ageund. The murdere,~ of Emme~ Till went flee. The NN of Byron & la Becl~vN~, who 

kdlled N_&XCP Field Secremxy Medgar Evers, a~-ice msNted in a hung jug, s; fi,mlly, in 1994, Beckwffh was convicted, but by fl~en he was an old man axed had lived out 



mosl of his natural lit~. The two hung juries in the Beckwilh case were consi&red a vicu~w by the prosecmion back in ~he sixlie~. 

Q: Did you ha~e lo do ex~cnsive re,arch for fl-~e novel? 

A: My research imo the Ci~dl Rights Movement in cenlra~ Mississippi in fl-~e early si~ies h;~s l~ea prelty fl-~orough ~cm~se I’m also working on a book 

Evers. His death look place in Jackson, Mississippi the summer of 1963, the summer of the novel. His murder and what il meant to black Mississippians figt~re in 

Florence’ s and Eva’ s side- by- side sto~ es. 

Q: You’re a scholar of ~)uthem litemlure as well as a w,imr. What makes southern lileratum soufl~em? 

A: The ,ich ~7miety of wnlmg over l~e last conple of decades makes that a hard quesllon to answer~ but there’s a sense of location fl~at’s peculiar to southern 

literatn~e it can manit~st in a character’s voice, maybe a tv~icNar inflection, a resonance; in a groun&dness in place or a sense of loss of home; in a tvmtgl 

awareness of what’s been called ~’the buNen of southern Ns~:~W," the loug shadow of slaveW and Jim Crow aud their present-&ay ramifications. Locafio~ Eudora 

Wel~, says, is both ’N~e crossroads of cimnmstance" and ’~the heag’s field," Soufl~em litet’aa~m pivots a~ouM [~flk in ways fl~at am mysteriously N~th s~cific aM 
uIfiver~ql. 

Q: So, do y:~u ~e y:~ur~lf as a sonfl~em writer consumed with your own cNmtal past’? 

A: I’m interested in the i&4a of ~ing consumed by the past. how fl-~e ghosts of the past continue lo hmmt us despite our best eftk~s lo erase them on 

bla.ckboards of our minds. For me as a wfite~; fl~e ~)uthem past is a leacher. It helps me un&rsIand fl-~e hmnan willingness k~ ave~ fl~e eyes from what we don’t want 

to see. or deafen the ears to sIories we don’t want m hear. It’s a Nmmn fai~i~g NisaNlitytoNindot~rsel,,estotheWmNefl~ingsthaldon’tdimctlyaflbctus. Thisis 

how the Holocaust happened and it’s ~)meNing I fl-dnk we need to (tuesfion conslanOy in ourseNes. Eva will Nwa.ys haunt Florence. Florence roll always walk that 

levee and think aN)ut her. 

pkelle~’~charloReobse~wer.com 

704.358.5271 

MORE INFORmaTION 

Mee{ Mimv?se G win 

"The Queen of Palmyra" the fine &but novel by Minrose Gwin, seems destined to a~r~t comparisons. 

It may remind readers of KathD~n StockeR’s "The Help." Both a~e sO in early-’60s Mississippi. Both explore the uneasy relationships bem, een black women 

worMng tbr wNte women. 

Ifll also stir memories of Ha~er Lee’s "To ~ll a MocMngNM." Both books a~v na~ted by >~ung Southern girls straggling m unders~nd the racial strife 

around them. 
But "The Queen of Pahnym" (Harper PerenNal; $14.99) is &fiNtely an ofiginN. It’s &rker than ~e other books, wi~ a ~)~gait of Southern race relations 

thafs morn complex an& it seems to me, morn accurate than many fictional depictions. 

There’s mamn for that accuracy. As a ~C Chapel Hill English professor: Gmn has done e~ensive academic research on slain N~CP leader Medgar 

Evers. AM as a Mississippi native who grow up in the ’60~ she has lived this his~oW. 

Gwi~ like her protagonis~ 10-year-old Florence Forest, w~s raised in a tmuNed househol& and her black baby sider ~came m~ important figure in her lit~. 

Gmn mmmned NeMs with the woma~ Eva Lee Miller, tmfil she Ned. Gwin dedicates "The Queen of Pdmyra" k) her. 

In the novel, Florence’s ne’er-do- well father is a Klan leadec a kind ofanfi-ANcus Finch. Her mother tries to tip offblack cNzens aN)ut her hus~nd’s evil 

acfivifie~ but she succumbs m alcoholism and &pmssion. 

Florence, meanwhile, straggles to unde~smx~d the adul~ in her lit}. When her mother is inured in m~ accident, the cNld sets ~e Mtchen on fire as she a~empts 

fill orders for her mom’s cake-baMng business. 

~e~vard, she wonders how her ang~T father roll pogray her: "The one who tells the stoW gets to say who’s bad m~d who’s good. Then fl~e sto~" rises up 

puts on its clothes a~d goes out in~ the world." 

Florence’s care is oRen le~ to Zenie, her gmndmotheis mind. In Florence’s dismal life, Zenie provides mni~- and smbili~-. But theirs is not a love-fi~ 

relationship. O~e~ ZeNe baely tolerates the child. 

"I thi~ deep down, people who mad books like tNs ~ow that race relations are ve~’ vexed, ve~’ complicated," Gmn says. "I w~ twing m show the 

comple~ of racial wlafionsNps ~d human relationships." 

Without reveNing k)o mucl~ I’ll mention ~at mm~y r~e-mlated murders in Mississippi went m~solved lbr decades because witnesses were afraid to speak out. 

Gwin draws l~m that ugly histoW fi)r her sk)~. As the novel speeds to its tragic end, I coulN~’t pN it down. 

Pam Kelley: 7~-358- 5271; pkelley@charlotteobserver.com 

ReM more: http:iiwww.charlotIeob~’er.con-~/2010/05/30/1462532inox~e[-treads-&~ly-~-ttubtflenI.html#ixzz0~dmlf~[x 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 12, 2011 8:18 PM 

@hotmail.com 

I~W: Follow up on Miraose Gwin a~nd "The Queen ofl?ahnyra" 

From-" D.G. Martin [       ~@gmail.com] 

Sent-" Wednesday, January 12, 201:1 4:25 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Follow up on Minrose Gwin and ’~Fhe Queen of Palmyra" 

Here is some information about the book and author we discus~d today at~ter our radio progra~n. I would love to get you all togetl~er on a radio progra~n sometime 

soon. 

IX? 

E-mail Minrose at m~wm~ ernail.u~c.edu 
http:llwww.southernspaces.orRlcontentsl2OOSlRwinlla.htm 

Fifty years ago, Ha~er Lee’s "To Kill a Mocking Bird" gently showed us the o~n wounds in our region’s race-~sed social system. Morn recently the ~st selling 

"The Help" has showed us the Ninthlness of its oppressive l~atures. Now, a novel by a [~C-Chapel Hill professor guides us m m~ even clearer a~d disturbing view. 

Imagine tl~at Scout from ’~o Kill a Mocking Blot" had ~en the &ughter of a leader of the Klan instead of the child of a beloved, fair-minded lawyec and you get a 

preview of Minm~ Gwin’s novel, ’¢fhe Queen of Palmywa," 

The smM1 town South of the middle of~e l~st centuD~ seen t~ough flae eyes ofa Klansma~’s daughter might lbrce us to ~Xe a larger step lim~aN in 

con~onfing ~e ~eal bmmli~ of our fom~er ways. 

IF "SCOUT" t ~D BEEN A KLANSMAN’S DAUGHTER 

Fi~ years ~o, Hmper Lee’s ’q’o Kill a MocMng BIN" gave us a sTm~thetic hem M~o seemed to s~d up agmnst the wors~ fea~res of our ~egion’s social 

system. 

The s~oD~, narrated by his adoring daughter Scout, told us how ARicus Fincl~ the principled aRomey, &fended ~ m~faifly accu~d ~ca~ ~efica~. The 

book a~cked the ugly racism of rednecks and the ~an. Its warm, finely crafted stou engaged us and pnshed us a gentle, positive step fo~vard. 

But it was a veD~ small step. 

It Nd not force us to confront the foundations of a system that relegated one race to a sub~ient role. The good, sometimes devoted, ~elationship~ be~-een 

servants and their superiors ob~ured tl~e oppressiveness of the system. 

May~ we need another sto~" to push us a liRle bit fu~her in unders~nding and &aling wi~ our Nsto~y. What if Scout had been the daughter of a leader of the 

KI~ instead of the child of a beloved, fair-minded la~D’er? The small town South of the middle of the last cenmu seen t~ough the eyes ofa Klansman’s daughter 

might tbme us m rake a larger step ~rwavd in conth~nting tl~e real bm’mJity of our tb~er ways. 

A new novel by ~C-Chapel Hill Profesmr Mi~ose Gmn gives us a chance m see our region through different e>es. Her book ’~he Queen of Palmyra," 

~kes us ~ck to 1963 and a smM1 southern town. Florence, the tictional na~ator and central charactec is m~ 1 l-year-old gift M~o s~nds most of her days in the 

company of a~d in ~e care of her grandmother’s ~ricm~ ~nefica~ mai& Zenie. 

While Zenie was telling young Florence s~fies of Zenobia, Queen of Palmyr~ Florence’s fathec Winburn Lafaye~e Forest III, w~ telling her roles %bout 

brave Christian ,nen who, yes siree ~bm~l, fought to the &ath like tree soldiers for li~le gifts like me a~d beauti~l and pure women like my mother." 

Dnfing the day~ ZeNe brought Florence in~ her home in "Shake Rag," the black section of town. 

Later, in the evenings Florence would bring m her lh~er his beloved box of robe, hood, a~d other items, tbr his Kla~ meetings and "~tivities." And, once, her 

father prouNy ~ok her inside a Klan meeting where she wore her own specially made wNte robe. O~er times, she would slip away with her mother to warn black 

t~ends ah)ut u~oming Klan activities. 

When Florence t}ll ~Nnd in her ~hoolwo~k Zenie’s niece, Eva, was fl~e oNy person who could teach Florence ~e English g~,nar she needed m catch up. 

Bnt Eva’s activities in organizing voter registration eflb~s made her a target ofgVin Fo~res~ and his ~an bmthem. The con~quences of that conflict frame an aw~l 

tragedy that tips Florence away fio,n her connection to Zenie, to her fatl~er and mothec a~d to her hometown. 

In a new ~ing she will find relief from ~e mciN co~ict, subsidence, and the co~ffusion of her hometown and her father’s racism. She roll find her own 

t?eedom as she puts aside the shackles of her lhther’s a~itudes. 

It is tempting to mad ’~fhe Queen of Palmyra" as an allegory of the ~ansfo~ation of the Modem South and fl~e ~nefit to wNtes from the destruction office 

social system they tbught so hard to prese~’e. 

But Minmse Gmn does not preach. She is a gifted sto~eller, caxeful wordsmith, and sensitive obeyer of personal interactions. 

Her book would ~ compelling reading, even if it had no implant un&flying message. 

END END END END END END END END E 

In the turbulent southern summer of 1963, Millwood’s white population steers clear of"Sha~e Rag," the Mack section of a~wn. Young Florence Forest is one 

of the t~w M~o crosses fl~e line. The daughter of a burial insurance salesman with dazk secrets and tl~e town’s "cake laty," whose backcountD’ bootleg rm~s lead lh~her 

and lh~her away from a brutal mamage, Florence attaches herself to her gran@amnts’ lonTtime mai& Zenie John~m. Na~ned tbr Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, Zeme 

treats the unw~ted gift as just m~otl~er cho~e, wNle telling her stories of~e legen&~y queen’s course and cunmng. 

The ,no~e time Florence spends in Shake Rag, the ,no~e she recogmzes how completely race divi&s her town, a~d her s*o~y, far ~om ordinaD’, beaxs mmess 

to the ~tl~ and bm~]i~" of her times a ~th brought ~ a shaRemN conclusion when Zeme’s vibrant college- s~dent Nece, Eva G~eene, amves fl~at fatefifl Mississippi 



summer. 

Minrose Gwin’s Tl~e Queen of Palmyra is an unfbrgettable evocation of a time and a place in Amefic~a nuanced, gripping story of race and identity. 

You may pre~rder the book from Barm’s ~nd N 
As a wrier of fiction, memoir, and literal): criticism, Fm most interested in how sk~ries sh@e us, place u~ and e@and our vision of the world. Much of my 

scholarly work has been [~)rmed around questions of race and gen&c lfism~~ m~d memory, place and sp~e. In teaching and writing a~ fl~e ! J.S. Soufl~, I fl~ink of 

the SoNh as a representational s~ce ~at anfl~ors i?om wit[fin and without the region hm:e molded; I’m intem~ed in how ~uthem wNers fiom the U .S. s[~ak m globN 

evems office con~mpora~ ~od on matters of community, memory, hisk)~y, and cultural trauma and their relations m an aesthetics of testimony and interpm~tfion. I 

e~oy retiring a vafie~ of courses in 20th and 21st cenm~~ fiction and memoir. Courts characteristically eng~e literary te~s and N~dies of theory in conversations 

around topics such as (he r~Ae of aesthetics in mourning and memory or the spatiN nature of narrative. 

In addition to my courses at UNC, I N~:~ teach creative writing at fl~e Universig~~ of New Me:rico Taos Writers’ Confemnce~ My ~vo most recent books am a 

novel The Queen of tNmyra (Haq~e~Collina H~per Pere~miN~ 2010), and a memoic Wishing for Snow (Louisiana State Universi~~ Eress, 20(g)~ bo(h set in my 

home smm of Mississippi. The Queen of Palmyra. set in fl~e summer of 1963 in ~gwgamd %’lil~wood." is fl-~e firs~-t~r~)n narrative about a young while girl’s wil~ed. 

necessary blindness k~ her Pather~s racM violence, a Nindness fl~a.l ha.unLs her the rest of her 

My curren~ scho]arly prr~ect, Mourning Medgar Evera. N~ focu~s on central Mississippi thai ~me summer of 1963~ It wi]l ~ the au~iec~ offl-~e Lamar 

I ,ectums at Memer Universily in lhc ti~ll of2010 and published in 2011 by fl-~e l !nNersi~y of Geoqia Pwas. k brings together imaginative willing about lhc life and 
of NAACP field secretary Medgar Evers, whose nmrder in June of fl~m year was fl~e first g~li~cN as~tssination of a public figure in the sixties, lighting a [~)wder keg of 

raciN fius~mtion across the com~y. The N)ok investigates the fimc~on of ~s~he~cs m remembem~g specific mzents of c~ItnM trauma. 
I’ve N~ done wo~k on gender~ space, m~d reading. I think of reading ~ a lbm~ ofdislocmion which opens ~rspective m~d shills identity, wifl~ powerlbl 

consequences lbr gen&c racial, and sex~l politics. My t:aulkner wo~k includes The t:emimne m~d t:aNkner: Reading (Beyond) Sex~l l)itt~mnce. 

I’m N so an editor: I edited A Womm~’s Civil War by Cornelia McDonNd m~d was a coeditor of The Literature of (he Ameficm~ S outk a N o~on anthology, 

addNon m coedifing, wffh t)rof~s~:~r Fred Hobson, The Southern Litetmy Journal. 

bo~t :~r~e G~+~: 
Minmse @w~n has been a writer a~l of her w~r~dng li~, ~ing ~ut as a newspa~r s~d wire se~dce repo~er coveting ~Aitic~ hmnan interest s~ofies, and the 

overnight police ~a~. I~%hingf!~r Snow, a memoir a~mt fl-~e convergence of ~et~3, and psychosis in her mofl~er’ s li~, was published in 2004 and hai~ed by 

as "eloquent" and "J?~i~d’--"a real lit~ sto~’ we al~ need to hear." Gwin h;~s punished crealive nonficIion and poet~- in the ~{7omen ’~’ Review ({t~ook~’, ~)’gON and 

several book collections, and has laught creative writing workshops al m-dversNes and the University of New Mexico Taos Writers’ Cont~rence. Wearing her other hat 

as a liIera~3~ critic, she has written lhree scholarly books (one a CHOICE book of fl-~e year) and is a coediIor ofghe Liten~tur(: oftkeAmeric(m So,¢tk, published by 

W.W. No,~on, and fl~e Sout~ern Litera¢ .lou,nza]. She ctmen@ teaches con~mporaD~ tic,on at l~e University of Norfl~ Cmolina at Chapel Hill and lives in Chapel 

Hill. Like bet charac~r Florence, Mim>se grow up in NmN1 Town, Mississippi. This is her fi~t novel. 

Harper Perermial’s ir~tervie~, witt~ the 

Q: I],e Queen (?,liPalrnyra plunges deeply into fl~e psyches of ~)me ,iveting characters; it a3so ~kles fl~e Ng issue ofraciMly motiwtted violence, t tow did you 

go a~utjuggling those >x,o balls? 

A: Very gingerly. Win Eonvst is a paAicularly fislg~~ character. He’s so despicable thN he could easily drop to fl~e level ofa stereog~pe. We have t~ unde~and 

why he does the ttfings he does, that terrible fafl~er of his who drives him eveg~~ day of Ns lira m uphold "puriE’." On fl~e op~site end of the spectrum. Eva can’t k~ just 

a ~intly victim; she has m have her quirks, she has t~ ~ faisg~ and vulnerable, generous and selfisk fiemely intelligent and naive. That’s why Eva’s voice erupts in the 

next to last chapter; she can’t lm a mntc victim. 

Q: This book is fiction but is lm~d in the 1960s SouN. Did you per~mally live any offl-ds Ns~o,y M-~en you grew up in Mississippi? 

A: I lived lhc white side of this histo,y and obse~’ed the blavk side. My ~bysitIec Eva Lee Millet m M~om the book is &dicated. was African-American, 

and I’d ~ dropped offat her house on the Nack side of town and spend hours lhere "heJping" her ~w and cook and clean, though I doubt I was of much help. I ,ike 

Zenie Johm~.m, she w~s a wit~y, brilliant woman who i~nded offfl~e burial inatrance man with queenly apMmb. S~e had a wicked sense of humor where wNle people 

were concerned, and she let me know from the get-go ff~al she didn’t trust any ofns. She and her husbm~d, Hiram Millet worked seve,N dittamnt jobs k) mare ends 

meet. I visited her m her home m~l~l she died, and we wrote letters back and lb~h when I were offm college. Over the years, I became deeply ax~ched to her and 

admired her eno,monsly. She worked ~a,d and she never gave up; she was a model tbr me. In my own l~mily, my mother was ,ather progressive ibr the time~ l~oug~ 

not opeNy so, m~d my stepfaNer treated ~rican-~encans mspecffiflly. But from m~ early age, I h~l fl~e feeling fl~at mmeflring was very wrong. I ttfink of my 

generation of southerners as the bridge be>~-een the Jim Crow &ys of tiffs novel and fl~e present, when firings are far from peA}ct, but greatly improved. Would 

Medgar Evers or Eva or anyone fighting for fhe fight m vote in the eaxly si~es have expected the election ofa Nack president by 2008? Even g~)~flie F.ve,~-Wi~imns, 

Medgar Evers’s widow, tins stud she didn’t thi,fl~ it would hap~n tNs soon. 

Q: Unc]e WiggiJy, Br’er Rabbit. Nancy Dww, Bomba the Swamp Boy this N)ok is ~) much aboul sIories. 

A: Yes, how they mo]d us, how we depend so &st~rate[y on them, how lhcy can make us whole or tear us into a nri[lion pieces. We tell ourselves slories that 

make our lives bearable. These stories shape us and show us how lo make sharp turns and put one foot in fronl offl-~e ofl~er lhey can Np us up or take us by lhe 

hand and lead us home. The stories F]orence hears and rea.ds help her empathize with others. Becm~ of Nat empathy, she casts aside the Bombs sIo~% though it sh~ks 
ink) her uncon~ious in an insidious way. For bet own su,vivN, s~e must ~A(e to hea,~ Uncle Wiggily’s optimism and Nm~cy Dmw’s intrepidness. She mus~ be tricky 

and ~eming like Br’er Rabbit in order not m get stuck in l~e briar palch. 

Q: Like Eva and Fie, you’re a teacher. Do yon see teaching as a mojor element of Oueen? 

A: Teachers can change lives and o[~n spaces in the world where fl~em were none, m la,ge ways a~d small. Eva does tiffs ibr Florence; she am~s ~er with 

sentence" ~:~ fl~at she can make it through the fi~h grade and move on mfl~ her life. Eva teaches Ray and ofl~er African-~t~encans N:~w m wedge open the wNte- 

cont,~lled world by using lmN~%e ~ a lever. In her rank Florence teaches semicolons and diagrammi,N to her i,mer-ci~~ s~dents in New Orleans to help them map 

out an incoherent wofld~ That’s why Florence rakes that shmp left ~m back int~ her s~g~~ ~’s fl~e act of teaching that calls her back~ it’s Eva who cdls her back. 

Q: What does 7~e O~¢een Of Pal�Errs say about fl~e scales of justice? 

A: Thai they’re red~ wobbly al bes~ and heavily weighted toward the powerfixl. Several white women, men. and children M-~o witnessed horrendous crimes 

during the Civil Rights years have come [[)~x~ard in fl~e ~.st couple of&ca.des m testify alxmt these crimes. In most cases, Nese be]ated mtnesses t~lt eno~ously 

threamned dm:ing the sixties when lhc~ acts of violence were commitIed and so just recently have fe]t Ney cou]d speak. Some offl-~em had a.ca@ly forgotten the events 

and then remembered them in aduhhood. Many of the ~rpetmm~ of Ihcse crimes were old and ~mefimes on the brink of death when their cases were re-opened, so 

the question ot)usl~ce, of bow one can clo~ one’s eyes when fear is im7olved, of how people mm away fi~)m fl~e rues1 ~mble fl~ings and fl~e dire necessity’ fl~at prods 

them to do so N1 of these gagic sk)ries drove me to create Florence Fenest. One thing Florence has to 15ce in her adull~ood is flint ~er silence, her blindness, h~ 

precluded m~y c~ance at justice tbr Eva’s murder. This seems to ~ave been an uncon~ious choice we’re never quile sure N~t it’s a choice m~d, as fl~e years pass, 

it caax’t be undone. 
Q: What would have happened if Florence had spoken up that summer? 

A: If you look at fl~e NstoficN evidence, Win Fot~est probaNy would hm~e ~en acquired. Southern juries ~ck then were all wtfite and all mNe; white 

murderers of~rican-Ameficm~s got a fiee fide~ Examples fiom that period ageund. The murdere,~ of Emme~ Till went flee. The NN of Byron & la Becl~vN~, who 

kdlled N_&XCP Field Secremxy Medgar Evers, a~-ice msNted in a hung jug, s; fi,mlly, in 1994, Beckwffh was convicted, but by fl~en he was an old man axed had lived out 



mosl of his natural lit~. The two hung juries in the Beckwilh case were consi&red a vicu~w by the prosecmion back in ~he sixlie~. 

Q: Did you ha~e lo do ex~cnsive re,arch for fl-~e novel? 

A: My research imo the Ci~dl Rights Movement in cenlra~ Mississippi in fl-~e early si~ies h;~s l~ea prelty fl-~orough ~cm~se I’m also working on a book 

Evers. His death look place in Jackson, Mississippi the summer of 1963, the summer of the novel. His murder and what il meant to black Mississippians figt~re in 

Florence’ s and Eva’ s side- by- side sto~ es. 

Q: You’re a scholar of ~)uthem litemlure as well as a w,imr. What makes southern lileratum soufl~em? 

A: The ,ich ~7miety of wnlmg over l~e last conple of decades makes that a hard quesllon to answer~ but there’s a sense of location fl~at’s peculiar to southern 

literatn~e it can manit~st in a character’s voice, maybe a tv~icNar inflection, a resonance; in a groun&dness in place or a sense of loss of home; in a tvmtgl 

awareness of what’s been called ~’the buNen of southern Ns~:~W," the loug shadow of slaveW and Jim Crow aud their present-&ay ramifications. Locafio~ Eudora 

Wel~, says, is both ’N~e crossroads of cimnmstance" and ’~the heag’s field," Soufl~em litet’aa~m pivots a~ouM [~flk in ways fl~at am mysteriously N~th s~cific aM 
uIfiver~ql. 

Q: So, do y:~u ~e y:~ur~lf as a sonfl~em writer consumed with your own cNmtal past’? 

A: I’m interested in the i&4a of ~ing consumed by the past. how fl-~e ghosts of the past continue lo hmmt us despite our best eftk~s lo erase them on 

bla.ckboards of our minds. For me as a wfite~; fl~e ~)uthem past is a leacher. It helps me un&rsIand fl-~e hmnan willingness k~ ave~ fl~e eyes from what we don’t want 

to see. or deafen the ears to sIories we don’t want m hear. It’s a Nmmn fai~i~g NisaNlitytoNindot~rsel,,estotheWmNefl~ingsthaldon’tdimctlyaflbctus. Thisis 

how the Holocaust happened and it’s ~)meNing I fl-dnk we need to (tuesfion conslanOy in ourseNes. Eva will Nwa.ys haunt Florence. Florence roll always walk that 

levee and think aN)ut her. 

pkelle~’~charloReobse~wer.com 

704.358.5271 

MORE INFORmaTION 

Mee{ Mimv?se G win 

"The Queen of Palmyra" the fine &but novel by Minrose Gwin, seems destined to a~r~t comparisons. 

It may remind readers of KathD~n StockeR’s "The Help." Both a~e sO in early-’60s Mississippi. Both explore the uneasy relationships bem, een black women 

worMng tbr wNte women. 

Ifll also stir memories of Ha~er Lee’s "To ~ll a MocMngNM." Both books a~v na~ted by >~ung Southern girls straggling m unders~nd the racial strife 

around them. 
But "The Queen of Pahnym" (Harper PerenNal; $14.99) is &fiNtely an ofiginN. It’s &rker than ~e other books, wi~ a ~)~gait of Southern race relations 

thafs morn complex an& it seems to me, morn accurate than many fictional depictions. 

There’s mamn for that accuracy. As a ~C Chapel Hill English professor: Gmn has done e~ensive academic research on slain N~CP leader Medgar 

Evers. AM as a Mississippi native who grow up in the ’60~ she has lived this his~oW. 

Gwi~ like her protagonis~ 10-year-old Florence Forest, w~s raised in a tmuNed househol& and her black baby sider ~came m~ important figure in her lit~. 

Gmn mmmned NeMs with the woma~ Eva Lee Miller, tmfil she Ned. Gwin dedicates "The Queen of Pdmyra" k) her. 

In the novel, Florence’s ne’er-do- well father is a Klan leadec a kind ofanfi-ANcus Finch. Her mother tries to tip offblack cNzens aN)ut her hus~nd’s evil 

acfivifie~ but she succumbs m alcoholism and &pmssion. 

Florence, meanwhile, straggles to unde~smx~d the adul~ in her lit}. When her mother is inured in m~ accident, the cNld sets ~e Mtchen on fire as she a~empts 

fill orders for her mom’s cake-baMng business. 

~e~vard, she wonders how her ang~T father roll pogray her: "The one who tells the stoW gets to say who’s bad m~d who’s good. Then fl~e sto~" rises up 

puts on its clothes a~d goes out in~ the world." 

Florence’s care is oRen le~ to Zenie, her gmndmotheis mind. In Florence’s dismal life, Zenie provides mni~- and smbili~-. But theirs is not a love-fi~ 

relationship. O~e~ ZeNe baely tolerates the child. 

"I thi~ deep down, people who mad books like tNs ~ow that race relations are ve~’ vexed, ve~’ complicated," Gmn says. "I w~ twing m show the 

comple~ of racial wlafionsNps ~d human relationships." 

Without reveNing k)o mucl~ I’ll mention ~at mm~y r~e-mlated murders in Mississippi went m~solved lbr decades because witnesses were afraid to speak out. 

Gwin draws l~m that ugly histoW fi)r her sk)~. As the novel speeds to its tragic end, I coulN~’t pN it down. 

Pam Kelley: 7~-358- 5271; pkelley@charlotteobserver.com 

ReM more: http:iiwww.charlotIeob~’er.con-~/2010/05/30/1462532inox~e[-treads-&~ly-~-ttubtflenI.html#ixzz0~dmlf~[x 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 12, 2011 8:21 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

FW: Baker book 

From         ~))aol. corn [        @aol com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2011 4:18 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Baker book 

Dear Regester: FYI 

Second Skin: Josephine Baker and the Modem Surface by Anne Anlin Cheng 
(Oxford University Press; 234 pages; $24.95). Uses Baker as dancer and 

performer to explore aspects of modernist s~Ae and surfaces. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, Jmmary 17, 2011 3:41 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Follow up on Miraose Gwin a~nd "The Queen ofl?ahnyra" 

From: D.G. Mlartin [       @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 201:1 4:25 plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Follow up on Minrose Gwin and ’~Fhe Queen of Palmyra" 

Here is some information about the book and author we discus~d today at~ter our radio prograJn. I would love to get you all together on a radio progra~n sometime 

soon. 

IX? 

E-mail Minrose at m~wm~ ernail.u~c.edu 
http:llwww.southernspaces.orRlcontentsl2OOSlRwinlla.htm 

Fifty years ago, Ha~er Lee’s "To Kill a Mocking Bird" gently showed us the o~n wounds in our region’s race-~sed social system. Morn recently the ~st selling 

"The Help" has showed us the Ninthlness of its oppressive l~atures. Now, a novel by a [~C-Chapel Hill professor guides us m m~ even clearer a~d disturbing view. 

Imagine that Scout from ’~o Kill a Mocking Blot" had ~en the &ughter of a leader of the Klan instead of the child of a beloved, fair-minded lawyec and you get a 

preview of Minm~ Gwin’s novel, ’¢fhe Queen of Palmywa," 

The smM1 town South of the middle of~e l~st centuD~ seen t~ough flae eyes ofa Klansma~’s daughter might lbrce us to ~Xe a larger step lim~’aN in 

con~onfing ~e ~eal bmmli~ of our fom~er ways. 

IF "SCOUT" t ~D BEEN A KLANSMAN’S DAUGHTER 

Fi~ years ~o, Hmper Lee’s ’q’o Kill a MocMng BIN" gave us a s~m~thetic hem M~o seemed to s~d up agmnst the wors~ fea~res of our ~egion’s social 

system. 

The s~oD~, narrated by his adoring daughter Scout, told us how ARicus Fincl~ the principled aRomey, &fended ~ m~faifly accu~d ~ca~ ~efica~. The 

book a~cked the ugly racism of rednecks and the ~an. Its warm, finely crafted sto~ engaged us and pnshed us a gentle, positive step fo~vard. 

But it was a veD~ small step. 

It Nd not force us to confront the foundations of a system that relegated one race to a sub~ient role. The good, sometimes devoted, ~elationship~ be~-een 

servants and their superiors ob~ured the oppressiveness of the system. 

May~ we need another sto~" to push us a liRle bit fu~her in unders~nding and &aling wi~ our Nsto~y. What if Scout had been the daughter of a leader of the 

KI~ instead of the child of a beloved, fair-minded la~D’er? The small town South of the middle of the last cenmu seen t~ough the eyes ofa Klansman’s daughter 

might tbme us m rake a larger step ~rwavd in conIh~nting the real bm’mlity of our tb~er ways. 

A new novel by ~C-Chapel Hill Profesmr Mi~ose Gmn gives us a chance m see our region through different e>~s. Her book ’~he Queen of Palmyra," 

~kes us ~ck to 1963 and a smM1 southern town. Florence, the tictional na~ator and central charactec is m~ 1 l-year-old gift M~o s~nds most of her days in the 

company of a~d in ~e care of her grandmother’s ~ricm~ ~nefica~ mai& Zenie. 

While Zenie was telling young Florence s~fies of Zenobia, Queen of Palmyr~ Florence’s fathec Winburn Lafaye~e Forest III, w~ telling her roles "about 

brave Christian ,nen who, yes siree ~bm~l, fought to the &ath like tree soldiers for line gifts like me a~d beauti~l and pure women like my mother." 

Dnfing the day~ ZeNe brought Florence in~ her home in "Shake Rag," the black section of town. 

Later, in the evenings Florence would bdng m her lh~er his beloved box of robe, hood, a~d other items, tbr his Kla~ meetings and "~tivNes." And, once, her 

father prouNy ~ok her inside a Klan meeting where she wore her own specially made wNte robe. O~er times, she would slip away with her mother to warn black 

t~ends ah)ut u~oming Klan activities. 

When Florence t}ll ~Nnd in her ~hoolwo~k Zenie’s niece, Eva, was fl~e oNy person who could teach Florence ~e English g~,nar she needed m catch up. 

Bnt Eva’s acfivNes in organizing voter registration eflb~s made her a target of~Vin Fo~res~ and his ~an bmthem. The con~quences of that conflict frame an aw~l 

tragedy that tips Florence away fio,n her connection to Zenie, to her father and mothec a~d to her hometown. 

In a new ~ing she will find relief from ~e mciN co~ict, subsidence, and the co~ffusion of her hometown and her father’s racism. She roll find her own 

t?eedom as she puts aside the shackles of her lhther’s a~itudes. 

It is tempting to mad ’~fhe Queen of Palmyra" as an allegory of the ~ansfo~ation of the Modem South and fl~e ~nefit to wNtes from the destruction office 

social system they tbught so hard to pmse~’e. 

But Minmse Gmn does not preach. She is a gifted sto~eller, caxeful wordsmith, and sensitive obeyer of personal interactions. 

Her book would ~ compelling reading, even if it had no implant un&flying message. 

END END END END END END END END E 

In the turbulent southern summer of 1963, Millwood’s white population steers clear of"ShaXe Rag," the Mack section of a~wn. Young Florence Forest is one 

of the t~w M~o crosses fl~e line. The daughter ofa budal insurance salesman with dazk secrets and the town’s "cake laty," whose backcount~’ bootleg rm~s lead lhnher 

and lhnher away from a brutal mamage, Florence attaches herself to her gran@amnts’ lonTtime mai& Zenie John~m. Na~ned tbr Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, Zeme 

treats the unw~ted gift as just m~other cho~e, wNle telling her stories of~e legen&~y queen’s course and cunmng. 

The ,no~e time Florence spends in Shake Rag, the ,no~e she recogmzes how completely race divi&s her town, a~d her s*o~T, far ~om ordinal’, beaxs mmess 

to the ~th and bm~]i~" of her times a ~th brought ~ a shaRemN conclusion when Zeme’s vibrant college- s~dent Nece, Eva G~eene, amves fl~at fatefid Mississippi 



summer. 

Minrose Gwin’s Tl~e Queen of Palmyra is an unfbrgettable evocation of a time and a place in Amefic~a nuanced, gripping story of race and identity. 

You may pre~rder the book from Barm’s ~nd N 
As a wrier of fiction, memoir, and literal): criticism, Fm most interested in how sk~ries sh@e us, place u~ and e@and our vision of the world. Much of my 

scholarly work has been [~)rmed around questions of race and gen&c lfism~~ m~d memory, place and sp~e. In teaching and writing a~ fl~e ! J.S. Soufl~, I fl~ink of 

the SoNh as a representational s~ce ~at anfl~ors i?om wit[fin and without the region hm:e molded; I’m intem~ed in how ~uthem wNers fiom the U .S. s[~ak m globN 

evems office con~mpora~ ~od on matters of community, memory, hisk)~y, and cultural trauma and their relations m an aesthetics of testimony and interpm~tfion. I 

e~oy retiring a vafie~ of courses in 20th and 21st cenm~~ fiction and memoir. Courts characteristically eng~e literary te~s and N~dies of theory in conversations 

around topics such as (he r~Ae of aesthetics in mourning and memory or the spatiN nature of narrative. 

In addition to my courses at UNC, I N~:~ teach creative writing at fl~e Universig~~ of New Me:rico Taos Writers’ Confemnce~ My ~vo most recent books am a 

novel The Queen of tNmyra (Haq~e~Collina H~per Pere~miN~ 2010), and a memoic Wishing for Snow (Louisiana State Universi~~ Eress, 20(g)~ bo(h set in my 

home smm of Mississippi. The Queen of Palmyra. set in fl~e summer of 1963 in ~gwgamd %’lil~wood." is fl-~e firs~-t~r~)n narrative about a young while girl’s wil~ed. 

necessary blindness k~ her Pather~s racM violence, a Nindness fl~a.l ha.unLs her the rest of her 

My curren~ scho]arly prr~ect, Mourning Medgar Evera. N~ focu~s on central Mississippi thai ~me summer of 1963~ It wi]l ~ the au~iec~ offl-~e Lamar 

I ,ectums at Memer Universily in lhc ti~ll of2010 and published in 2011 by fl-~e l !nNersi~y of Geoqia Pwas. k brings together imaginative willing about lhc life and 
of NAACP field secretary Medgar Evers, whose nmrder in June of fl~m year was fl~e first g~li~cN as~tssination of a public figure in the sixties, lighting a [~)wder keg of 

raciN fius~mtion across the com~y. The N)ok investigates the fimc~on of ~s~he~cs m remembem~g specific mzents of c~ItnM trauma. 
I’ve N~ done wo~k on gender~ space, m~d reading. I think of reading ~ a lbm~ ofdislocmion which opens ~rspective m~d shills identity, wifl~ powerlbl 

consequences lbr gen&c racial, and sex~l politics. My t:aulkner wo~k includes The t:emimne m~d t:aNkner: Reading (Beyond) Sex~l l)itt~mnce. 

I’m N so an editor: I edited A Womm~’s Civil War by Cornelia McDonNd m~d was a coeditor of The Literature of (he Ameficm~ S outk a N o~on anthology, 

addNon m coedifing, wffh t)rof~s~:~r Fred Hobson, The Southern Litetmy Journal. 

bo~t :~r~e G~+~: 
Minmse @w~n has been a writer a~l of her w~r~dng li~, ~ing ~ut as a newspa~r s~d wire se~dce repo~er coveting ~Aitic~ hmnan interest s~ofies, and the 

overnight police ~a~. I~%hingf!~r Snow, a memoir a~mt fl-~e convergence of ~et~3, and psychosis in her mofl~er’ s li~, was published in 2004 and hai~ed by 

as "eloquent" and "J?~i~d’--"a real lit~ sto~’ we al~ need to hear." Gwin h;~s punished crealive nonficIion and poet~- in the ~{7omen ’~’ Review ({t~ook~’, ~)’gON and 

several book collections, and has laught creative writing workshops al m-dversNes and the University of New Mexico Taos Writers’ Cont~rence. Wearing her other hat 

as a liIera~3~ critic, she has written lhree scholarly books (one a CHOICE book of fl-~e year) and is a coediIor ofghe Liten~tur(: oftkeAmeric(m So,¢tk, published by 

W.W. No,~on, and fl~e Sout~ern Litera¢ .lou,nza]. She ctmen@ teaches con~mporaD~ tic,on at l~e University of Norfl~ Cmolina at Chapel Hill and lives in Chapel 

Hill. Like bet charac~r Florence, Mim>se grow up in NmN1 Town, Mississippi. This is her fi~t novel. 

Harper Perermial’s ir~tervie~, witt~ the 

Q: I],e Queen (?,liPalrnyra plunges deeply into fl~e psyches of ~)me ,iveting characters; it a3so ~kles fl~e Ng issue ofraciMly motiwtted violence, t tow did you 

go a~utjuggling those >x,o balls? 

A: Very gingerly. Win Eonvst is a paAicularly fislg~~ character. He’s so despicable thN he could easily drop to fl~e level ofa stereog~pe. We have t~ unde~and 

why he does the ttfings he does, that terrible fafl~er of his who drives him eveg~~ day of Ns lira m uphold "puriE’." On fl~e op~site end of the spectrum. Eva can’t k~ just 

a ~intly victim; she has m have her quirks, she has t~ ~ faisg~ and vulnerable, generous and selfisk fiemely intelligent and naive. That’s why Eva’s voice erupts in the 

next to last chapter; she can’t lm a mntc victim. 

Q: This book is fiction but is lm~d in the 1960s SouN. Did you per~mally live any offl-ds Ns~o,y M-~en you grew up in Mississippi? 

A: I lived lhc white side of this histo,y and obse~’ed the blavk side. My ~bysitIec Eva Lee Millet m M~om the book is &dicated. was African-American, 

and I’d ~ dropped offat her house on the Nack side of town and spend hours lhere "heJping" her ~w and cook and clean, though I doubt I was of much help. I ,ike 

Zenie Johm~.m, she w~s a wit~y, brilliant woman who i~nded offfl~e burial inatrance man with queenly apMmb. S~e had a wicked sense of humor where wNle people 

were concerned, and she let me know from the get-go ff~al she didn’t trust any ofns. She and her husbm~d, Hiram Millet worked seve,N dittamnt jobs k) mare ends 

meet. I visited her m her home m~l~l she died, and we wrote letters back and lb~h when I were offm college. Over the years, I became deeply ax~ched to her and 

admired her eno,monsly. She worked ~a,d and she never gave up; she was a model tbr me. In my own l~mily, my mother was ,ather progressive ibr the time~ l~oug~ 

not opeNy so, m~d my stepfaNer treated ~rican-~encans mspecffiflly. But from m~ early age, I h~l fl~e feeling fl~at mmeflring was very wrong. I ttfink of my 

generation of southerners as the bridge be>~-een the Jim Crow &ys of tiffs novel and fl~e present, when firings are far from peA}ct, but greatly improved. Would 

Medgar Evers or Eva or anyone fighting for fhe fight m vote in the eaxly si~es have expected the election ofa Nack president by 2008? Even g~)~flie F.ve,~-Wi~imns, 

Medgar Evers’s widow, tins stud she didn’t thi,fl~ it would hap~n tNs soon. 

Q: Unc]e WiggiJy, Br’er Rabbit. Nancy Dww, Bomba the Swamp Boy this N)ok is ~) much aboul sIories. 

A: Yes, how they mo]d us, how we depend so &st~rate[y on them, how lhcy can make us whole or tear us into a nri[lion pieces. We tell ourselves slories that 

make our lives bearable. These stories shape us and show us how lo make sharp turns and put one foot in fronl offl-~e ofl~er lhey can Np us up or take us by lhe 

hand and lead us home. The stories F]orence hears and rea.ds help her empathize with others. Becm~ of Nat empathy, she casts aside the Bombs sIo~% though it sh~ks 
ink) her uncon~ious in an insidious way. For bet own su,vivN, s~e must ~A(e to hea,~ Uncle Wiggily’s optimism and Nm~cy Dmw’s intrepidness. She mus~ be tricky 

and ~eming like Br’er Rabbit in order not m get stuck in l~e briar palch. 

Q: Like Eva and Fie, you’re a teacher. Do yon see teaching as a mojor element of Oueen? 

A: Teachers can change lives and o[~n spaces in the world where fl~em were none, m la,ge ways a~d small. Eva does tiffs ibr Florence; she am~s ~er with 

sentence" ~:~ fl~at she can make it through the fi~h grade and move on mfl~ her life. Eva teaches Ray and ofl~er African-~t~encans N:~w m wedge open the wNte- 

cont,~lled world by using lmN~%e ~ a lever. In her rank Florence teaches semicolons and diagrammi,N to her i,mer-ci~~ s~dents in New Orleans to help them map 

out an incoherent wofld~ That’s why Florence rakes that shmp left ~m back int~ her s~g~~ ~’s fl~e act of teaching that calls her back~ it’s Eva who cdls her back. 

Q: What does 7~e O~¢een Of Pal�Errs say about fl~e scales of justice? 

A: Thai they’re red~ wobbly al bes~ and heavily weighted toward the powerfixl. Several white women, men. and children M-~o witnessed horrendous crimes 

during the Civil Rights years have come [[)~x~ard in fl~e ~.st couple of&ca.des m testify alxmt these crimes. In most cases, Nese be]ated mtnesses t~lt eno~ously 

threamned dm:ing the sixties when lhc~ acts of violence were commitIed and so just recently have fe]t Ney cou]d speak. Some offl-~em had a.ca@ly forgotten the events 

and then remembered them in aduhhood. Many of the ~rpetmm~ of Ihcse crimes were old and ~mefimes on the brink of death when their cases were re-opened, so 

the question ot)usl~ce, of bow one can clo~ one’s eyes when fear is im7olved, of how people mm away fi~)m fl~e rues1 ~mble fl~ings and fl~e dire necessity’ fl~at prods 

them to do so N1 of these gagic sk)ries drove me to create Florence Fenest. One thing Florence has to 15ce in her adull~ood is flint ~er silence, her blindness, h~ 

precluded m~y c~ance at justice tbr Eva’s murder. This seems to ~ave been an uncon~ious choice we’re never quile sure N~t it’s a choice m~d, as fl~e years pass, 

it caax’t be undone. 
Q: What would have happened if Florence had spoken up that summer? 

A: If you look at fl~e NstoficN evidence, Win Fot~est probaNy would hm~e ~en acquired. Southern juries ~ck then were all wtfite and all mNe; white 

murderers of~rican-Ameficm~s got a fiee fide~ Examples fiom that period ageund. The murdere,~ of Emme~ Till went flee. The NN of Byron & la Becl~vN~, who 

kdlled N_&XCP Field Secremxy Medgar Evers, a~-ice msNted in a hung jug, s; fi,mlly, in 1994, Beckwffh was convicted, but by fl~en he was an old man axed had lived out 



mosl of his natural lit~. The two hung juries in the Beckwilh case were consi&red a vicu~w by the prosecmion back in ~he sixlie~. 

Q: Did you ha~e lo do ex~cnsive re,arch for fl-~e novel? 

A: My research imo the Ci~dl Rights Movement in cenlra~ Mississippi in fl-~e early si~ies h;~s l~ea prelty fl-~orough ~cm~se I’m also working on a book 

Evers. His death look place in Jackson, Mississippi the summer of 1963, the summer of the novel. His murder and what il meant to black Mississippians figt~re in 

Florence’ s and Eva’ s side- by- side sto~ es. 

Q: You’re a scholar of ~)uthem litemlure as well as a w,imr. What makes southern lileratum soufl~em? 

A: The ,ich ~7miety of wnlmg over l~e last conple of decades makes that a hard quesllon to answer~ but there’s a sense of location fl~at’s peculiar to southern 

literatn~e it can manit~st in a character’s voice, maybe a tv~icNar inflection, a resonance; in a groun&dness in place or a sense of loss of home; in a tvmtgl 

awareness of what’s been called ~’the buNen of southern Ns~:~W," the loug shadow of slaveW and Jim Crow aud their present-&ay ramifications. Locafio~ Eudora 

Wel~, says, is both ’N~e crossroads of cimnmstance" and ’~the heag’s field," Soufl~em litet’aa~m pivots a~ouM [~flk in ways fl~at am mysteriously N~th s~cific aM 
uIfiver~ql. 

Q: So, do y:~u ~e y:~ur~lf as a sonfl~em writer consumed with your own cNmtal past’? 

A: I’m interested in the i&4a of ~ing consumed by the past. how fl-~e ghosts of the past continue lo hmmt us despite our best eftk~s lo erase them on 

bla.ckboards of our minds. For me as a wfite~; fl~e ~)uthem past is a leacher. It helps me un&rsIand fl-~e hmnan willingness k~ ave~ fl~e eyes from what we don’t want 

to see. or deafen the ears to sIories we don’t want m hear. It’s a Nmmn fai~i~g NisaNlitytoNindot~rsel,,estotheWmNefl~ingsthaldon’tdimctlyaflbctus. Thisis 

how the Holocaust happened and it’s ~)meNing I fl-dnk we need to (tuesfion conslanOy in ourseNes. Eva will Nwa.ys haunt Florence. Florence roll always walk that 

levee and think aN)ut her. 

pkelle~’~charloReobse~wer.com 

704.358.5271 

MORE INFORmaTION 

Mee{ Mimv?se G win 

"The Queen of Palmyra" the fine &but novel by Minrose Gwin, seems destined to a~r~t comparisons. 

It may remind readers of KathD~n StockeR’s "The Help." Both a~e sO in early-’60s Mississippi. Both explore the uneasy relationships bem, een black women 

worMng tbr wNte women. 

Ifll also stir memories of Ha~er Lee’s "To ~ll a MocMngNM." Both books a~v na~ted by >~ung Southern girls straggling m unders~nd the racial strife 

around them. 
But "The Queen of Pahnym" (Harper PerenNal; $14.99) is &fiNtely an ofiginN. It’s &rker than ~e other books, wi~ a ~)~gait of Southern race relations 

thafs morn complex an& it seems to me, morn accurate than many fictional depictions. 

There’s mamn for that accuracy. As a ~C Chapel Hill English professor: Gmn has done e~ensive academic research on slain N~CP leader Medgar 

Evers. AM as a Mississippi native who grow up in the ’60~ she has lived this his~oW. 

Gwi~ like her protagonis~ 10-year-old Florence Forest, w~s raised in a tmuNed househol& and her black baby sider ~came m~ important figure in her lit~. 

Gmn mmmned NeMs with the woma~ Eva Lee Miller, tmfil she Ned. Gwin dedicates "The Queen of Pdmyra" k) her. 

In the novel, Florence’s ne’er-do- well father is a Klan leadec a kind ofanfi-ANcus Finch. Her mother tries to tip offblack cNzens aN)ut her hus~nd’s evil 

acfivifie~ but she succumbs m alcoholism and &pmssion. 

Florence, meanwhile, straggles to unde~smx~d the adul~ in her lit}. When her mother is inured in m~ accident, the cNld sets ~e Mtchen on fire as she a~empts 

fill orders for her mom’s cake-baMng business. 

~e~vard, she wonders how her ang~T father roll pogray her: "The one who tells the stoW gets to say who’s bad m~d who’s good. Then fl~e sto~" rises up 

puts on its clothes a~d goes out in~ the world." 

Florence’s care is oRen le~ to Zenie, her gmndmotheis mind. In Florence’s dismal life, Zenie provides mni~- and smbili~-. But theirs is not a love-fi~ 

relationship. O~e~ ZeNe baely tolerates the child. 

"I thi~ deep down, people who mad books like tNs ~ow that race relations are ve~’ vexed, ve~’ complicated," Gmn says. "I w~ twing m show the 

comple~ of racial wlafionsNps ~d human relationships." 

Without reveNing k)o mucl~ I’ll mention ~at mm~y r~e-mlated murders in Mississippi went m~solved lbr decades because witnesses were afraid to speak out. 

Gwin draws l~m that ugly histoW fi)r her sk)~. As the novel speeds to its tragic end, I coulN~’t pN it down. 

Pam Kelley: 7~-358- 5271; pkelley@charlotteobserver.com 

ReM more: http:iiwww.charlotIeob~’er.con-~/2010/05/30/1462532inox~e[-treads-&~ly-~-ttubtflenI.html#ixzz0~dmlf~[x 

D.G MaNn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, Jmmary 17, 2011 3:44 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Book on Black Entertainers and Black Press 

Dear Precious: The next time we meet please remind me to give you my take on the book that you recommended by a woman who wrote on black entertainers and the black 
press - it was called Black Culture and the New Deal by Lauren Rebecca Skalaroff. I read the book but failed to discuss the last time we met. Remind me to do so at our next 

meeting. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 11:15 AM 

@hotmail.com 

FW: Orphans Redux: Januar 21 at ANTHOLOGY FILM ARCHIVES 

From:       .~gmail.com I      ~gmail.com] on behalf of Dan Streible [dan.streible@nyu.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 20:t:t 10:36 AM 
To; Orphans 7 
Subject; Orphans Redux: Januar 21 at ANTHOLOGY FILM ARCHIVES 

doh, 

Wrong Subject heading first time! 

On Tue, Jan 18, 2011 at 10:35 AM, Dan Streible <dm~.s~treible(gbnvu.edu> wrote: 
Friday, January 21 

7:30 PM 

at ANTHOLOGY From ARC~ZWES (2nd & 2nd, NYC) 

a special ,screening of orphan films. 

Please come’. 

"Orphans Redux" 
The Orphan Film Symposium is a multi-day marathon in which artists, academics, and archivists share their common love for abandoned, unseen, 
and unheralded moving images. April 2010 saw the seventh edition of this crucial biennial gathering, and tonight we present a few of the most 
intriguing works from among the 80 titles screened. Filmmakers and scholars introduce each orphan film. 

Russell Sheaffer and Jim Bittl 

PROGRE SS, INDE ED (trailer for Orphans 7) 
2010, 1 MYa-., DigiBeta. 

Danielle Ash 
PICba, ES FOR NICKELS 

2009, 8 MI~., ttD. 
A stop-motion cardboard world where monkeys steal pickles a~d neighborhoods chm~ge overnight. Presented by Da~ielle Ash (recipient of the 2010 ttelen 

Hill Award, given by the Orpha~ Film SymIyosium). 

Fox Movietone News 
CHINESE MOTION PICTURE STUDIO 

1934, 6 MI_~., 35mm, b&w. Preserved by Coloflab for the University of Sonth Carolina Moving Image Resea~rch Collections. 

Outtakes from a Janua~ 23, 1934 Fox Movietone newsreel shot in Shmaghai demonstrating "how motion pictures are fihned in China." Presented by Mark 

Cooper. 

Carl Marzani and Max Glandbard 
THE INVESTIGATORS 
1948, 11 MIN., 16mm on HD, b&w. From the Max Glandbard Collection, Yale Film Study Center, HD transt~r by the Libraxy of Congress. 

The Investigators is a remarkable one-reel musical satire u~d m support Progressive Party ca~didates in the 1948 elections. The Union Films production 
lampoons the House Un-American Activities Committee. From a script by Abel Meeropol. Presented by Charles Mus~r. 

Henri Carfier-Bresson with Herbert Kline 

WITH THE ABRAHAM LINCOLN BRIGADE IN SPAIN 

1938, 20 M IN., 35mm, b&w, silent additional photography by Jacques Lemare, Robert Capa. From the Abraham Lincoln Brigade Archive mad NYU Tamiment 

Librmy. t reserved for the Orphan Film Symposmm by Cineric. 

A documental- shot during the Spanish Civil War to raise funds for bringing American volunteers -- who had fought against fascism in defense of the Spanish 

Republic -- back home. Presented by Juan Salas. 

Scott Nixon 
TIlE AUGUSTAS 

ca. 1930-1950s, 16 MIN., b~w and color, silent. Preserved by the University of South Carolina Moving Image Reseaych Collections with support fi’om the National 

Film Preservation Foundation. 

An intriguing compilation fihn made by traveling salesma~ and amateur filmmaker Scott Nixon, The A1tgllA’laA’ records no t~wer than 36 places in the U.S. 

named Augusta. Presented by Heidi Rae Cooley. 

Miles Bros. 
A TRIP DOWN MARKET STREET BEFORE THE FIRE 

1906, 12 MIN., 35mm, b&w; soundtrack (2010) by Agatha Kasp~zyk and Rafuel Leloup. Preserved by Prelinger Amhives. 



A highly unusual single-take flhn documenting San Francisco’s main thomughthre from the front window of a moving cable car, just days betbre the 1906 

earthqnake and fire. 

Presented by Dan Streible and composers Agatha Kaswzyk and Rfithel Leloup. 

Ed Emshwiller 

IVL~RCH ON WASHINGTON 

1963, 9 MIN., 16mtn. Preserved by Anthology Film Archives. 

A colorful "home movie" of the March on Washington, at which Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. gave his legendar:, "1 Have A Dream" speech. Presented by 

Andrew Lampert. 

Lidia Garcia l~an 
COLOR 

1955, 3 M I~% 16ram. Preserved by the NSqJ Orphan Film Project and B B Optics, for the Fundacidn de Arte Contemporfineo (Montevideo) and the filmmaker. 

This abstract animation, made by a young woman, is deemed the first color experimental fihn made in Uruguay. Presented b,’ Bill Brand. 

Dan Streible 

NYU Cinema Studies 

www.nva.edw’olphanfilm 

cell 

You are currently subscribed to orphan-t~-s3.~mposium as: mgester~email.unc.edn. 

To unsnbscribe click hem: http://lists,nvn.edu/u?id 3700087.c4476b54965~241785b4e924154b026&n T&l orphan-lilm-s;~mposmm&o 11845147 

(It mW be neces~r3, m cut aM paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ~l m leave- 11845147-3700087.c4476b54965t7241785b4e924154b026@lists.nyu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 11:20 AM 

@mindspfing.com 

MLK Lecture 

Dear Teresa: If you are in town and plan to attend the MLK lecture Wednesday (tomorrow) at 7:30, let me know because I have an extra ticket. I know you are busy and have 
been traveling quite a bit but I just wanted to let you know. Hope things are going well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



UNIVERS ITY OF 

COLLEGE OF BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Summer Research. Initiative to h~crease Diversity 

An Overview of the UMD Summer Research Initiative 
The Summer Research Initiative was created in 1999 by the Office of the Dean in the College of Behavioral and 
Social Sciences (BSOS) and is supported by the Office of the Provost, the Graduate School, the Office of the 
Vice President for Research, the College, and a grant from the National Science Foundation (SBE-AGEP). The 
goals of the program are to provide rising jtmiors and seniors an opportunity to increase their interest and 
learn about doctoral-level training, and provide basic research skills that can be applied in the social, 
behavioral and economic science fields. The program has a special emphasis on population groups 
underrepresented in these fields (i.e., African Americans, Hispanics, American Indians, Alaska Natives, Native 
Hawaiians or other Pacific Islanders). 

the opp ortunity 

andffir 
acknowledging 

that there are ¯ 

talented students 

at rainority:~ 

~nst~t~t t~ons.       . 

2S~} 2000 S~ho~h~ . 

Program Details 
This 8-week program will be held on the University of Maryland, College Park 
campus from May 31 through July 22, 2011. Students will be provided a 
meaningful research experience by working with a faculty mentor in one of our 
nine academic departments: African American Studies, Anthropology, 
Criminology & Criminal Justice, Economics, Geography, Government & Politics, 
Hearing & Speech Sciences, Psychology and Sociology. We will also supplement 
their research experience with lectures, workshops, and networking opportunities. 

Students will be provided round-trip airfare, meals, room and board in University 
on-campus housing and a stipend of $2,700. 

The University of Maryland, College Park is the flagship campus in the University 
of Maryland system and is home to first-class researchers and research facilities. U.S. News & World Report 
ranks the University 18% among public universities. According to the NSF, the University ranks 8th in 
awarding doctoral degrees in the social, behavioral and economic sciences to underrepresented ethnic 
minorities. 

The university’s location, just nine miles from downtown Washington, D.C. and 
approximately 30 miles from Baltimore, provides access to some of the finest 
libraries, research centers, and professional opportunities in the country. The D.C. 
metro area is nationally regarded for its dense population of highly educated and 
trained professionals, diversity, culture and entertainment. 

S~I 2009 Scho&r 

How to Apply 
Basic eligibility requirements include (but are not limited to) junior or senior status by Fall 2011; U.S. citizen or 
permanent resident status; and a strong intent to immediately pursue a Ph.D. in the social, behavioral, and 
economic sciences upon completion of the Bachelors degree. We are especially interested in applications from 
students underrepresented in the social, behavioral, and economic sciences. The application deadline is 
February 15, 2011. 

For more information, please visit: http://www.bsos.umd.edu/diversity/college-of-behavioral--social- 
sciences’-summer-research-initiative.aspx or contact Dr. Kim J. Nickerson at SRI@bsos.umd.edu 



African American Studies 

Anthropology 

Criminology and Criminal Justice 

Economics 

Geography 

Government & Politics 

Hearing & Speech Sciences 

Psychology 

Sociology 

BSOS Programs & Centers 

¯ Center for American Politics and 
Citizenship 

° Center for Substance Abuse Research 

¯ Environmental Science and Policy 

Program 

° Joint Program in Survey Methodology 

° Maryland Population Research Center 

¯ National Consor- 
tium for the Study 

of Terrorism and 
Responses to Ter- 

rori sm 

Support for this program is provided by the 
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences, 
the Office of the Provost, the Graduate 
School, and the Office of the Vice 
President for Research at the University of 
Maryland College Park. In addition, SRI is 
made possible, in part, by a grant from the 
National Science Foundation (SBE- 
AGEP). 

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences 
University of Maryland 

College Park, MD 20742 
www.bsos.umd.edu 

UN [VERS1TY OF 

MARYLAND 

2010 SRI Program 



The Summer Research Initiative (SRI) was 
created in 1999 by the Office of the Dean in the 
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences 
(BSOS). The program has a special emphasis on 

population groups 

behavioral, social and 
economic science fields 
(i.e., African Americans, 
Hispanics, American 
Indians, Alaska Natives, 
Native Hawaiians or 
other Pacific Islanders). 
The goals of the initiative 
are to: 

Increase the knowledge of; and interest in, 
doctoral-level training in the social, 
behavioral, and economic sciences; 

Provide rising juniors and seniors an 
opportunity to learn about graduate studies 
and the range of research and scholarship in 
the social, behavioral, and economic sciences 
at the University of Maryland, College Park; 

Provide a laboratory experience that 
enhances basic research knowledge and 
skills; 

Provide lectures, workshops, didactic 
exchanges, etc., to enhance students’ 
knowledge of the graduate application 
process, negotiating the academic rigors and 
professional and personal challenges 
encountered in graduate school, and 
developing career paths in social, behavioral, 
and economic science; and 

Provide mentoring and networking 
opportunities for students to advance their 
training in the social, behavior, and economic 
sciences. 

In 2011 the program will bring 10-12 students to 
the University of Maryland, College Park campus 
tbr eight-weeks. Participants will work side-by- 
side ruth a thculty mentor on a guided research 
proj ect, attend weekly seminars and visit local re- 
search institutions in the Washington, D.C., Mary- 
land, and Virginia area. Finally, students will pre- 
sent their work at a poster session at the end of the 
program. 

Program duration: May 31 - July 22, 2011 

Stipend: $2,700 (before taxes) 

Provisions: Airfare, Housing and Meals 

Application Deadline: February 15, 2011 

Status Notification: Early April 2011 

2010 b)tmmer Research Initiative Poster ~S’ession 

All students who will be rising juniors or seniors 
in Fall 2011 are eligible for the Summer Research 
Initiative. The University of Maryland has a 
strong institutional commitment to the principle 
of diversity. In that spirit, we are very interested 
in receiving applications fi-om a broad spectrum 
of individuals, specifically African American, 
Hispanic, and American Indian students. Appli- 
cants must also meet ALL of the following re- 
quirements: 

Be citizens or permanent residents of the 
United States; 

Be enrolled full-time at an accredited four- 
year higher education institution and 
obtain junior or senior status in the Fall 
2011-12 academic year; 

Demonstrate an interest in pursuing 
graduate study in one of the behavioral, 
social or economic sciences; 

Will have taken a basic statistics or 
research methodology course; and 

Possess an excellent academic record 
including a 3.0 or better cumulative GPA 
and 3.2 or better GPA in their major field. 

301-405-8761 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiE-mail: SRI@bsos.umd.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 11:23 AM 

Gfitter, Elizabeth <egritte@ema~l.unc.edu> 

ILE: Impo~tant Update 

Dear Elizabeth: 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, JanuaW 03, 2011 1:46 PM 
To: Elimnbeth Gritter 
Subject: RE: Lut~ch Plans 

Dear Elizabeth: Hope you had a good holiday. Get back with me ~vhen you are available later in January and we can meet then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, January 02, 2011 9:51 PM 
Tu: Regester, Charlene B 
Sutzject: Lunch Plans 

[)ear Dr. Regester: 
Happy 2011! I’m not sure what to say abum the article. I have the 
full-time jub right nuw and am un the job market and trying tu get wurk 
done on my bouk. But, we cuuld meet to discuss the possibili~’. The 
weekend of January 15 or 22 wuuld wu~k best fur me. 
Best wishes, Elizabeth 
Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email unc edu>: 

> [)ear Elizabeth: Glad tu know that yuu have a jub. This weekend is 
> guing tu be difficult for me tu meet because ! give two exams on 
> Friday Dec. 17th and will need to grade uver the weekend Maybe we 
> cuuld meet after the Huliday when you return in early January. Just 
> let me knuw as I will be here in Chapel Hill. Have a guod huliday and 
> I luok ~2~rward tu hearing frum you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> [ ...... Eiizabeth Gritter iegrit~er@em~i~.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 5:14 PM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Sutzject: Need tu Change Lunch Plans 
> 

> tJi Dr. Regester: 
> Unfortunately for out lunch plans but fortunately for me I just today 
> secured a 9-5, Monday-Fri job in Durham. So I can’t meet during that 
> tirae duting the week. It starts tomorrow. 
> 

> I was wondering if meeting on Sat. Dec. 18 or Sunday Dec. 19 for lunch 
> or coffee xvould work. Also, I could do this Sunday. I am away Dec. 
>20-30. 
> 

> thanks ! 

> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
> Visiting Scholar, Depaltmunt of Histoly 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

Dr. Elizabeth Oritter 
Visiting Scholar, Department of History" 

Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 11:38 AM 

@email .unc.edu> 

Need address & Depart. for Chapman 

Dear       Chapman has requested that I submit a letter of recommendation on your behalf. Therefore, I need the address, department, program, etc. in order to put this 
information on the heading of your letter. Please provide as soon as possible so that I can complete before the deadline. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 1:16 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Baker book 

Dear Mae: I am so excited that you have made so much progress on this. As you can tell, this project is really- exciting and captivating Every time ~ve work on it, I get re-energized I will work 
on the introduction to make changes and add the missing parts. Hopefiflly, I can ~vork on some of this during the upcoming weekend. After I make my changes/additions/etc. I will contact 
you to set a meeting time right after your class We can decide the exact day later, so let me begin to revie~v the revised and introduction and if I have questions before we meet, I will let you 
kno~v. In the meantime, I ~vill check on a discography that ~ve might re-print. However, some of these issues will have to be resolved once we locate a press Some presses might want this 
info and others might not. Also, some presses might want some photos (I can contact the place I use in New York-Photofest since they provide some information on line) but we need a 
book contract before we invest too much time and energy in this because as you know it depends on the press. Congratulations on all of your hard work toward this project -- with a few 
more snow- days, I think we can see the end. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, Janualy 18, 2011 12:58 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc:           ~gmail corn 
Subject: RE: Baker book 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks [’or the m[o below on the publication of 
Cheng’s biography of Baker (I will order a copy). 

I hope that you’ve had a relaxing break! As for 
me, I’ve been hard at work (beyond your prescribed 
two-day regime[), and am attaching 28 pages of 
introductory text -- which includes rewritten 
and expanded sections on Miranda, Dietrich, 
Garbo, Monroe, and Home, along ~vith my own 
revisions and additions to the original introduction. 
I have also added (at the end of the introduction) the 
Baker timeline, the filmography, and the bibliography 
The entire draft of the is now about 50 pages -- but it 
is not yet complete. 

At this point, I still need to read/rewrite the 
essay summaries (this is major!). However, I 
have included notes in the existing text (especially 
in the "stars" section) that need to be addressed 
(some are directed to you specifically). So, while 
I am working on the final section (hopefully eas~er 
than the first section), I’m hoping that you begin 
working on filling in the gaps, completing footnotes, 
and addressing some of the questions in the first 
section. 

VV2xat I’d like is, frankly, for you to do a carefully 
reading and edit of the first section -- so that 
we need not return to it @ou can send me a 
tracked copy of your changes). 

In addition to the fairly substantial revisions, 
you will note that I have restructured parts of 
the essay -- this was necessary due to both 
our additions. 

And, finally-, I know that you did not want to 
be bothered with a discography, but I really 
don’t see hoxv we can avoid doing one -- or, 
alternatively, requesting permission to republish 
an existing one. And what I xvould suggest is 
we include it (like the timeline, filrnography, 
and bibliography) as a coda to the introduction. 

Well, that’s about it for now. I will continue to 
work on the first and second parts of the 
introduction -- especially as I receive your 
input on the former 

Will be in touch soon -- maybe for earl?’ dilmer 
or late luaach (I finish teaching at 2:50 pm) at the 
Carolina Ilm? 2vBVF are best for me this semester 

Let me know what you think.. 

All best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wechaesday, January 12, 2011 8:21 PM 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: FW: Baker book 



From:         .~aol. corn         @aol com] 
Sent: Weda~esdav, January 12~ 2011 4118 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Baker book 

Dear Regester: FYI 

Second Skin: Josephine Baker and the Modem Surface by Anne AnIin Cheng 
(Oxford Universi~" Press; 234 pages; $24.95). Uses Baker as dancer and 

performer to explore aspects of modernist s~zle and surfaces. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 6:44 PM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Impol~tant Update 

Dear Elizabeth: Just let me know what evening you would like to meet. I teach until 6:20 on Tuesday, show- fihns at 6pm on Wedaaesday, and have to be in Durham on Thurday nights at 6. I 
could probably meet for dinner only on Monday or Tuesday nights Just let me know what works for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Janualy 18, 2011 6:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Impoltant Update 

I’m sorry to hear this and surprised Thanks for letting me know. 
Might it work out to get together next week at night (I get off work 
and back in Chapel Hill by 6:00ish usually) or the weekend of January 
28? Elizabeth 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email uric edu>: 

> [)ear Elizabeth: 

> . Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> Fr;m; ~eg~st;r, Cha~len~ [3 

> Sent: Mnnday, JanuaW 03, 2011 1:46 PM 
> To: Elizabeth Grit~r 
> Subject: RE: Lunch Plans 
> 

> Dear Elizabeth: Hope you had a good holiday. Get back with me when 
> you are available later in Janua~ and we can meet then Sincerely, 
> Charlene Regester 

> t"r;~; glizab;th 

> Sent: S~day, January 02, 2011 9:51 PM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Sublect: Lunch Plans 

> Dear Dr. Regester: 
> Happy 2011 [ rm not s~e what to say about the alticle. I have the 
> full-time job rigN now and am on the job market and t~’ing to get work 
> done on my book. But, we could meet to discuss the possibili~’. The 
> we&end of Janua~ 15 or 22 would work best for me. 
> Best wishes, Elizabeth 
> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regestcr@email.~mc.edu>: 
> 

>> Dear Elizabeth: Glad to ~ow that you have a job. ~is weekend is 
>> going to be difficult for me to meet because I give two exams on 
>> Friday Dec. 17th and will need to grade over the we&end. Maybe we 
>> could meet after the Holiday when you return in early JanuaW. Just 
>> let me ~ow as I will be here in Chapel Hill. Have a good holiday- and 
>> I look fom’ard to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> From: Eli~beth @i~er [egrittcr@email.~c.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 5:14 PM 
>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>> Su~iect: Need to Change L~ch Plans 

>> Hi L~. Regestcr: 
>> Unfort~mately for our lunch plans but fortunately for me I just today 
>> secured a 9-5, Monday-Fri job m Durham. So I can’t meet during that 
>> time during ~e week. It stalts tomorrow. 

>> I was wondering if meeting on Sat. Dec. 18 or Sunday Dec. 19 for l~ch 
>> or cott?e would ~vork. Also, I could do this S~day. I am away Dec. 
>> 20-30. 
>> 

>> tha~st 

>> ~ Eli~bet3 Gri~r 
>> Visiting Scholar, Depaltment of Histow 
>> Universi~’ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> ~. Eli~beth Gr~tter 
> Visiting Scholar, Depa~ment of Histo~z 



> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel 
> 

Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
Visiting Scholar, Department of tlistou 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 6:52 PM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Meeting for Dimmer 

Dear Elizabeth: I just realized that the ~veek days are not the best Do you want to meet me on Tuesday after my 6:20 class on Franklin Street. Mond~va is not as good as I thought since I 
have a meeting at 5:30 Just let me kno~v what works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, JanualT 18, 2011 6:40 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Meeting for Dinner 

Shall we say next Monday night at 6:15ish Any- preference as to where 
to go for dinner? I’ll be taking the bus from Durham and getting off 
on Franklin Street by the Varsi~ Theater so I could meet around there 
some~vhere or further down Franklin toward Carrboro. I like Penang if 
you’re cool w/that. I’ll have on me my cell phone - 

Elizabeth 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaiknnc.edu>: 

[)ear Elizabeth: Just let me know what evening you would like to meet. 
I teach until 6:20 on Tuesday, show :films at 6pm on Wednesday, and 
have to be in Durham on Thurday nights at 6. I could probably meet 
for dinner only on Mi)nday or Tuesday nights. Just let me know what 
works for you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

t"r;~; Elizab;th Gr~er ~gr~tter@emai~;du] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 6:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: ]mpo~ant Update 

I’m sor~~ to hear this and swprised Thanks for letting me know 
M~ght it work out to get together next week at night (I get offwork 
and back in Chapel Hill by 6:00ish usually) or the weekend of January 
28? Elizabeth 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email ~c.edu>: 

>> Dear Elizabeth: 
>> 

>> 

>> Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Reges~r, Charlene B 
>> Sent: Monday, JanuaW 03, 2011 1:46 PM 
>> To: Eli~beth GriPer 
>> Subject: ~: L~ch Plans 
>> 

>> Dear Elizabeth: Hope you had a good holiday. Get back with me when 
>> you are available later in January and we can meet then. Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Eli~beth @i~er [egritter@email.~c.edu] 
>> Sent: S~day, Janua~ 02, 2011 9:51 PM 
>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>> S~bject: L~ch Plans 
>> 

>> Dear L~. Regester: 
>> Happy 2011 [ rm not sme what to say about the article. I have the 
>> Rill-time job right now and am on the job market and trying to get work 
>> done on my book. But, we could meet to discuss the possibili~’. ~e 
>> ~ve&end of Janua~- 15 or 22 would work best for me 
>> Best wishes, Eli~beth 
>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Elizabeth: Glad to hmw that you have a job This ~ve&end is 
>>> going to be difticult lk~r me to meet because I g~ve two exams on 
>>> Friday Dec 17th and will need to grade over the weekend. Maybe we 
>>> could meet after the Holiday whenyou return in early Januaw Just 
>>> let me ~ow as I ~vill be here m Chapel Hill Have a good holiday and 
>>> I look fo~vard to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>> 

>>> From: Eli~beth Gritter [egri~er@email.nnc edu] 
>>> Sent: We~esday, December 08, 2010 5:14 PM 
>>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>>> Su~iect: Need to Change Lunch Plans 
>>> 

>>> Hi Dr Reges~r: 



>>> Urffortunately ]2~r our lunch plans but fortunately for me I just today 

>>> secured a 9-5, Monday-Fri job in I)urham. So I can’t meet during that 

>>> time during the week It starts tomorrow. 

>>> ! was wondering if meeting on Sat. Dec. 18 or Sunday Dec. 19 for lunch 

>>> or coffee would work. Also, I could do this Sunday. I am away Dec. 

>>> 20-30. 

>>> 

>>> thankst 

>>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 

>>> Visiting Scholar, Deparm~ent of Histoq- 

>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> Lk. Elizabeth Oritter 

>> Visiting Scholar, Departlnent of Histoly 

>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 

> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Elimqbeth Gritter 

Visiting Scholar, Department of History. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Tuesday, January 18, 2011 6:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Adding Students 

Dear Travis: I had no idea that you could no longer add students to my AFAM 276. Since we did not meet last Tuesday 
and this class only meets one day a week, I have at least 10 students who want to add. The class was held for the first 
time today. The students gave me their PID and I thought we could add through the department but now I can’t. I will 
send you a list and you will have to email each one and tell them to get a drop add form. I don’t know what else to do. 
Will discuss further tomorrow. The university needs to consider the fact they classes were canceled part of the day on 
Tuesday. Sincerely,Charlene Recjester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 7:00 PM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeling for Dimmer 

Dear Elizabeth: I don’t know where this is -- other options include Top of the Hill, Spanky’s, and Carolina Coffee Shop One of these is more familiar Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 6:49 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Dinner 

That sounds fine. In fact, I think Tuesday- ~vorks for me. Shall we 
meet at Penang? YVhat time is good for you? 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email uric edu>: 

[)ear Elizabeth: I just realized that the week days are not the best. 
Do you want to meet me on Tuesday after my 6:20 class on Franklin 
Street. Mondya is not as good as ! thought since I have a meeting at 
5:30. Just let me know what worlds Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Eiizabeth Gritter iegrit*er @era ~i~.unc. edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 1 S, 2011 6:40 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Meeting for Dinner 

Shall we say next £/ionday night at 6:15ish Any preference as to where 
to go :[’or dirmer? I’ll be taking the bus fi-om Durham and getting off 
on Franklin Street by the Varsity Theater so I could meet around there 
somewhere or further down Franklin toward Can-boro. I like Penang if 
you’re cool w/that I’ll have on me my cell phone -- 

Elizabeth 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Dear Elizabeth: Just let me know what evening you would like to meet. 
>> I teach until 6:20 on Tuesday, show films at 6pm on Wednesday, and 
>> have to be in Durham on Thurday nights at 6. I could probably meet 
>> for dirmer only on Monday or Tuesday nights. Just let me know what 
>> worlds for you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Elizabeth Grir.er [egritter@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday-, January 18, 2011 6:35 PM 
>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>> Subject: RE: N~poltant Update 
>> 

>> I’m sorry to hear this and surprised. Thanks for letting me know-. 
>> Might it work out to get together next week at night (I get off work 
>> and back in Chapel Hill by 6:00ish usually) or the weekend of January 
>> 28? Elizabeth 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Elizabeth: 

>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>> From: Regester, Charlene B 
>>> Sent: Monday, January 03, 2011 1:46 PM 
>>> To: Elizabeth Grittcr 
>>> Subject: RE: Ltmch Plans 
>>> 

>>> Dear Elizabeth: Hope you had a good holiday. Get back with me when 
>>> you are available later in January al’~d we cal’~ meet then. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester 

>>> From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.tmc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sunday, January 02, 2011 9:51 PM 
>>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>>> Subject: Ltmch Plans 

>>> Dear Dr Regester: 
>>> Happy 2011[ I’m not sure what to say about the alticle I have the 
>>> full-time job right now and am on the job market and trying to get work 
>>> done on my book. But, we could meet to discuss the possibili~z. The 
>>> week-end of January 15 or 22 ~vould ~vork best for me 

>>> Best wishes, Elizabeth 



>>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emai[. unc edu>: 
>>> 

>~>> [)ear Elizabeth: Glad to know that you have a job This weekend is 
>>>> going to be dif[~cult l~r me to meet because I give two exams on 
>>>> Friday Dec. 17th and will need to grade over the weekend. Maybe we 
>>>> could meet after the Holiday when you remm in early January Just 
>>>> let me know as I will be here in Chapel Hill. tlave a good holiday and 
>>>> I look ~2~rward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.~mc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wednesday, Decenrber 08, 2010 5:14 PM 
>>>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>>>> Subject: Need to Change Lunch Plans 

>>>> Hi Dr. Regester: 
>>>> Urtfortunately for out lunch plans but fortut~ately for me I just today 
>>>> secured a 9-5, Monday-Fri job in Durham. So I can’t meet during that 
>>>> time duting the week. It starts tomorrow. 

>>>> I was wondering if meeting on Sat. Dec. 18 or Sunday- Dec. 19 for lunch 
>>>> or coffee would work. Also, I could do this Sunday. I am away Dec. 
>>>> 20-30. 
>>>> 

>>>> thankst 

>>>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritte~ 
>>>> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> Dr Elizabeth Gritter 
>>> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
>>> Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
>> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Dr Elizabeth Gritter 
> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. t~[izabeth Gritber 
Visiting Scholar, Department of History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 19, 2011 8:55 AM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Meeling for Dimmer 

Dear Elizabeth: My class ends at 6:20 and I have to lock my books up in Davis So let’s say 6:45 or 7:00pm Please wait for me if I am a few minutes late Also, please send me an email earl?’ in 
the day on Tuesday so I won’t forget, I have so much going on as usual. I look forward to our meeting in view of recent events Thanks for the obits forwarded. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Janualy 18, 2011 6:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Droner 

Let’s do Top of the Hill ~Vhat time is good for you? 
Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

Dear Elizabeth: I don’t know where this is -- other options include 
Top of the Hill, Spanky’s, and Carolina Cof[’ee Shop One of these is 
more familiar. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Fr;mi Elizab;th Gri~er ~gri~tter(a)emaii]un~;du] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 6:49 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Sut~ject: RE: Meeting :[’or Dinner 

That sounds fine. In fact, I think Tuesday works for me. Shall we 
meet at Penang’? What time is good ]2~r you? 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Dear Eliz~ibeth: I just realized that the week days are not the best 
>> Do you want to meet me on Tuesday after my 6:20 class on Franklin 
>> Street Mondya is not as good as I thought since I have a meeting at 
>> 5:30. Just let me know what works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 6:40 PM 
>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>> Sublect: Meeting [’or Dinner 
>> 

>> Shall we say next Monday night at 6:15ish. Ant’ preference as to where 
>> to go for ditmer? I’ll be taking the bus froru Durham and getting off 
>> on Franklin Street by the Varsi~" Trleater so I could meet around there 
>> somewhere or further down Franklin toward Cat~boro. I like Penang if 
>> you’re cool wi that. I’ll have on me my cell phone -- 
>> 

>> Elizabeth 
>> 

>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Elizabeth: Just let me know what evening you would like to meet. 
>>> I teach until 6:20 on Tuesday, show films at 6pro on Wednesday, and 
>>> have to be in Durham on Thurday nights at 6. I could probably meet 
>>> for dinner only on Monday or Tuesday nights. Just let me know what 
>>> works for you. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

>>> Froru: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 6:35 PM 
>>> To: Rcgester, Charlene B 
>>> Subject: RE: Important Update 

>>> I’ra sorry to hear this and su12orised. Thanks for letting rue know. 
>>> Might it work out to get together next week at night (I get off work 
>>> and back in Chapel Hill by 6:00ish usually) or the weekend of JanuaW 
>>> 28? Elizabeth 

>>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Dear Elizabeth: 

>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> From: Regester, Charlene B 
>>>> Sent: 2vlonday, January 03, 2011 1:46 PM 
>>>> To: Elizabeth Gritter 
>>>> Subject: RE: Lunch Plans 

>>>> Dear Elizabeth: Hope you had a good holiday. Get back with me when 
>>>> you are available later in January- and ~ve can meet then. Sincerely, 



>>>> Charlene Regester 

>>>> From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.unc edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sunday, Januapf 02, 2011 9:51 PM 
>>>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>>>> Subject: Lunch Plans 

>>>> ]-)ear Dr. Regester: 
>>>> Happy 2011! rm not sure what to say about the article. I have the 
>>>> full-time job right now and am on the job market and trying to get work 
>>>> done on my book. But, we could rueet to discuss the possibility. The 
>>>> weekend of January 15 or 22 would work best for me. 
>>>> Best wishes, Elizabeth 
>>>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@eruail.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Elizabeth: Glad to know that you have a job. This weekend is 
>>>>> going to be difficult for me to meet because I give two exams on 
>>>>> Friday Dec. 17th and ~vill need to grade over the weekend. Maybe we 
>>>>> could rueet after the Holiday- when you return in early Janua~. Just 
>>>>> let me know as I will be here in Chapel Hill. Have a good holiday and 
>>>>> I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>> From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@eraail.ur~c.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 5:14 PM 
>>>>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>>>>> Subject: Need to Change Lunch Plans 

>>>>> Hi Dr. Regester: 
>>>>> Unfortunately for our lunch plans but fortunately for rue I just today 
>>>>> secured a 9-5, Monday-Fri job in Durhara. So I can’t meet during that 
>>>>> time during the xveek. It starts tomorrow. 

>>>>> I was wondering if raeeting on Sat. Dec. 18 or Sunday Dec. 19 for lunch 
>>>>> or coffee would work Also, I could do this Sunday-. I am a~vay Dec. 
>>>>> 20-30 

>>>>> thal~.Zs ! 

>>>>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
>>>>> Visiting Scholar, Department of Histo~’ 
>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
>>>> Visiting Scholar, Department of Histor.v 
>>>> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> Dr Elizabeth Gritter 
>>> Visiting Scholar, Department of HistolSz 
>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
>> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel tli[l 

> Dr Elizabeth Gritter 
> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
Visiting Scholar, Department of History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 19, 2011 1:25 PM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Meet for Dinner A Week Later? 

Dear Elizabeth: Yes, let’s do it Feb. 1 but please send me a reminder Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Weda~esday, January 19, 2011 11:34 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Meet for Dinner A Week Later? 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I realize I totally forgot I have dinner plans that night. (I had 
postponed these plans from this week.). Could ~ve meet at 7 on the 
following Tuesday, Feb. 1 ? I can plan to email you that day. 
Otherwise, Monday or any other night that week works for me. 

Thanks for the note. 
Elizabeth 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

Dear Elizabeth: My class ends at 6:20 and I have to lock my books up 
in Davis. So let’s say 6:45 or 7:00pro Please wait for me ifI am a 
few minutes late Also, please send me an emai[ early in the day on 
’]Tuesday so I won’t forget, I have so much going on as usual. I look 
forward to our meeting in view of recent events. ’l’hanks [’or the obits 
forwarded. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Eiizabeth Gritter iegritt er @era ~i~.unc. edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 1 S, 2011 6:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
SubJect: RE: Meeting ~2~r Droner 

Let’s do Top of the Hill. What time is good for you? 
Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email unc.edu>: 

>> Dear Elizabeth: I don’t l~ow where this is -- other options include 
>> Top of the Hill, Spanlcy’s, and Carolina Coffee Shop. One of these is 
>> more familiar. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 
>> 

>> From: Elizabeth Critter [egrittcr@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, Janualy 18, 2011 6:49 PM 
>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>> Subject: RE: Meeting for Dinner 
>> 

>> That sounds fine. In fact, I think Tuesday- works for rae. Shall we 
>> meet at Penang? ~&rr~at time is good for you? 
>> 

>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Elizabeth: I just realized that the week day-s are not the best. 
>>> Do you want to meet me on Tuesday afier my 6:20 class on Franklin 
>>> Street. Mondya is not as good as I thought since I have a meeting at 
>>> 5:30. Just let me know what works. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>> 

>>> Frora: Elizabeth Critter [egritter@email.anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 6:40 PM 
>>> To: Rcgester, Charlene B 
>>> Subject: Meeting for Ditmer 

>>> Shall we say next Monday night at 6:15ish. Any preference as to where 
>>> to go for diuner? I’ll be taking the bus from Durham and getting off 
>>> on Franklin Street by the Varsity Theater so I could meet around there 
>>> somewhere or further down Franklin toward Carrboro. I like Penang if 
>>> you’re cool w/that I’ll have on me my cell phone -- 
>>> 

>>> Elizabeth 

>>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Dear Elizabeth: Just let me know what evening you ~vould like to meet. 
>>>> I teach until 6:20 on Tuesday, show films at 6pm on Wednesday, and 
>>>> have to be in Durham on Thurday nights at 6 I could probably meet 
>>>> for dinner only on 2vlonday or Tuesday nights. Just let me know ~vhat 
>>>> works for you Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>> From: Elizabeth Critter [egritter@email.uaac.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday, Januauv 18, 2011 6:35 PM 



>>>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>>>> Sut~iect: RE: Important Update 

>>>> I’m sorW to hear this and surprised Thanks for letting me know. 
>>>> Might it work out to get together next week at night (I get off work 
>>>> and back in Chapel tlill by 6:00ish usually) or the weekend of January 
>>>> 28? Elizabeth 

>>>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Dear Elizabeth: 

>>>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>> From: Rcgester, Charlene B 
>>>>> Sent: Monday, Janual), 03, 2011 1:46 PM 
>>>>> To: Elizabeth Oritter 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Lunch Plans 

>>>>> Dear Elizabeth: Hope you had a good holiday. Get back with me when 
>>>>> you are available later in January and we can meet then. Sincerely, 
>>>>> Charlene Regester 

>>>>> From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Sunday, January 02, 2011 9:51 PM 
>>>>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>>>>> Subject: Lunch Plans 

>>>>> Dear Dr. Regester: 
>>>>> Happy 2011[ rru not sure what to say- about the article. I have the 
>>>>> INl-time job right now- and am on the job market and trying to get work 
>>>>> done on my book. But, we could meet to discuss the possibility The 
>>>>> weekend of Janua~z 15 or 22 would work best for me. 
>>>>> Best ;vishes, Elizabeth 
>>>>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>>> Dear Elizabeth: Glad to kno;v that you have a job. This weekend is 
>>>>>> going to be difficult for me to meet because I give t;vo exams on 
>>>>>> Friday Dec 17th and will need to grade over the weekend. Maybe we 
>>>>>> could meet after the Holiday when you return in early Januar~v. Just 
>>>>>> let me know as I will be here in Chapel Hill Have a good holiday and 
>>>>>> I look for~vard to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>>> From: Elizabeth Gl-mer [eN-mer@email unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 5:14 PM 
>>>>>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>>>>>> Sullject: Need to Change Lunch Plans 

>>>>>> Hi Dr Regester: 
>>>>>> Unfoltunately for our lunch plans but fortunately for me I just today 
>>>>>> secured a 9-5, Monday-Fri job in Durham So I can’t meet during that 
>>>>>> time during the week. It starts tomorrow-. 

>>>>>> I was wondering if meeting on Sat. Dec 18 or Sunday Dec. 19 for lunch 
>>>>>> or coffee would work. Also, I could do this Sunday. I am away Dec. 
>>>>>> 20-30. 

>>>>>> thanks! 

>>>>>> I)r Elizabeth Gritter 
>>>>>> Visiting Scholar, I)epartment of Histow 
>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chape] Hill 

>>>>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
>>>>> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel 

>>>> Dr. Elizabeth Grther 
>>>> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
>>>> University of North Carolina at Chape[ Hi]l 

>>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
>>> Visiting Scholar, Deparm~ent of History 
>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
>> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
> Visiting Scholar, Department of History 
> University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Elizabeth Orittcr 
Visiting Scholar, Department of History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 19, 2011 1:39 PM 

Precious Journal Issue <precJousjournalissue@gmail.com> 

ILE: Plz Send Precious-Push Abstract by 1/21/2011 

AbstractPreciousfor Black Camera.doc 

Dear Editors: Attached is a cop?’ of the abstract that I am submitting for the proposed essay to be considered for publication in your forthcoming special issue on Precious. Thanks much for 
your assistance Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Precious Journal Issue [preciou~journalissue@gmaibcom] 
Sent: Thursday January 13. 2011 7:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Sut~ject: Plz Send th-ecious-Push Abstract by 1/21/2011 

[)ear 

We hope this email finds you well and offto what will be a fantastic 
year and semester. 

We have had great responses from interested participants such as 
yourself. We look forward to receiving your essay abstract by next 
week 1/21/2011 

Abstracts should be sent by email to this address, be formatted as a 
Microsoft Word or Pd£ document, and include the ~2~llowing: 

1 ) Updated contact iNk~rmation 
2) Outline the essay’s premise and its arguments, key quesuons and 
intellectual intep~entions 

3) Note whether visual illustrations will be part of the essay and the 
number (please limit to 2 illustrations) 
4) Include a PDF document of illustrations, if illustrations will be used. 

Let us know if you have any questions or if we can help at all in any 
way. We look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Suzette Spencer, L~;V Madison 
Carlos Miranda, Yale Univelsi~- 
Guest Editors 
Precious-Push Proj ect 
Black Camera Journal 

On Wed, Nov 3, 2010 at 12:57 PM. Regester, Charlene B 
<regester @email.anc. edu> wrote: 
> Dear Editors: Thanks for your response. I assumed that the deadline was this year rather than next year. Sorry for the oversight as I was so excited to see that someone was compiling a 
special issue on this topic that I overlooked the year. If I decide to revise the essay prior to the deadline, I will let you know. Thanks for reviewing my work. Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 
> 

> 

> Frora: Precious Journal Issue [preciousjournalissue@graail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2010 7:57 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Subject: Re: Essay For Submission to Special Issue on Precious 
> 

> Dear Professor Regester: 
> 

> Thank you for your interest in Precious/Push Proj ect. We aclcaowledge 
> receipt of your attached essay. 
> 

> The deadline for essay submissions is 25 October 2011. We will 
> therefore not be making any decisions right now 
> 
> While you may submit at any time, if you find that you may benefit 
> from from more time regarding your submission, please kindly- let us 
> lcaow and resubmit accordingly 
> 

> 

> Sincerely, 
> Suzette Spencer, LV\V Madison 
> Carlos Miranda, Yale University 
> Guest Editors 
> Precious-Push Proj ect 
> Black Camera Journal 
> 

> 

> On Tuesday, November 2, 2010, <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Dear Guest Editors Suzette Spencer and Carolos Miranda: Attached is an essay that I am submitting to be considered for the upcoming special issue of Black Camera devoted to critical 
essays that examine Precious (film) and Push (novel). It was not until recently that I became aware of this special issue so I am a little late sending the essay since the deadline was October 
25th. Hope you will be willing to consider my- ;vork. Note that I will make any and all necessaw changes. Finally, thanks for your consideration of this material and I look forward to hearing 
from you in the near :Future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

> 



> Sincerely, 

> Suzette Spencer, U~vV Madison 

> Carlos Msranda, Yale University 

> Guest Editors 

> Precious-Push Project 

> Black Camera Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 11:20 AM 

Phil Nemy < @sbcglobal.net~ 

I~E: Not Receiving E~nails frown UFVA 

Dear Phil: Thanks for your quick reply. I will renew my membership since I was unaware that it had expired and see if I will receive the emails. I will try to add my email to 
the listserve but I am not really sure about how to do so. Again, thanks for following up. Can you believe they are predicting another storm for our area next week which will 
be the fifth snow/ice that we have had. It is unbelievable for this area. Enjoy your days in sunny California. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Phil Nemy I     Nsbcglobal.net] 

Sent; Thursday, January 20, 2011 11:00 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc; Jeffu Warmouth; Jeff Warmouth 
Subject: Re: Not Receiving Emails from UFVA 

Charlene, 

Thanks for your note. I just checked the UIP Membership Database that they maintain for the UFVA and here’s how your file shows up in the 
database: 

Salutation: 
First Name: Prof 
Middle Name: C 
Last Name: Regester 
Suffix: 
Title: 
Company: 
Department: 

Email: re,qester@email.unc.edu 
Address: 
City: Chapel Hill 

StatelProvince: NC 
Country: USA 
Zip: 
Phone:            (H)9 

With respect to paid membership, here’s what the database reflects: 

Member ID: 
Customer Category: IN 
Creation Date: 2003-10-14 00:00:00 
Last subscription expired: 2007-12-01 
Order date: 2010-05-27 14:21:50 
Subscription type: Journal of Film and Video Institution Membership Print Only 
Net Amount: $125.00 

"Order date" means the last time you paid for a membership, which in this case shows as May 2010= As you know, memberships are for a 
calendar year, so your last membership expired at the end of the 2010. That may be why you’re not receiving any emails. If you feel you DID renew 
your membership for 2011 and have proof of this, you may want to contact Cheryl Jestis at UIP as she may be able to help resolve your 
membership issue. Her email is jestis@ad.uiuc.edu. 

You might also try registering again on the listserv to insure that you have access to those emails as well. 

I’m copying Jeff on this as he may have further input 

Cheers, 

Phil 
UFVA Home Office 

Phil Nemy 
UFVA Home Office Mgr 
ufvahome@aol.com 

~sbcgllobal.net 
866-647-8382 

On Jan 20, 2011, at 6:02 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 



From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 9:01 AM 

To: ufvahome@aol.com 
Subject: Not Receiving Emails from UFVA 

Dear Phil: Hope things are going well. I am writing to inform you that I am not receiving UFVA emails. I mentioned this previously and 
at our last meeting I informed Jeff. However, I am still not receiving emails. I have been a member of UFVA for several years, paid my 
dues, currently serve on the editorial board - therefore, I would like for you to investigate why I am not receiving emails. I assumed that 
this problem had been taken care of but apparently not. Please help me in making sure that I am on the master list of members of 
UFVA so that I don’t miss important deadlines. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Janua~ 20, 2011 12:13 PM 

Phil Nemy ~sbcglobal.neV~ 

I~E: You are now subscribed to the UFVALIST-L liszt 

Dear Phil: Thanks for the followup. Welcome Back -- I never went anywhere Ha ha ha. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Phil Nemy I     ~sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 12:11 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: You are now- subscribed to the LrFVALIST-L list 

Yep! The database reflects your paid membership for 2011! Welcome 
back! :) 

Phil Nemy 

UFVA Hume Office 1’,/1~ 

ufi~ahome@aul.cum 

))sbcglubal net 

866-647-8382 

On Jan 20, 2011, at 9:07 AM. Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Phil: rlhis is tu let yuu knuw that I have now joined the 
listserve Thanks much fur your assistance. Alsu, I just renewed my 
membership which I assumed was renewed every March rather than in 
December. Please check tu make sure that your recurds are showing 
that I am now a current member. Thanks again [’or all ofyuur 
assistance Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Sent: Thursday, JanuaW 20, 2011 12:03 PM 
Tu: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Yuu ~re now subscribed to the UI~’VALIST-I~ list 

Thu, 20 Jan 2011 12:03:12 

Your subscription to the L~FVALIST-L list @-niversity Film and 
Video 
Association) has been accepted. 

Please save this message for future reference, especially if this 
is the 
first time you are subscribing to an electronic mailing list. ll’you 
ever 
need to leave the list, then you will find the necessary 
instructions 
below-. Perhaps more iraportantly, saving a copy of this message 
(and of 
all future subscription notices from other mailing lists) in a 
special 
mail folder will give you instant access to the list of mailing 
lists to 
which you are subscribed. Trois may prove useful the next time you 
go on 
vacation and need to leave the lists temporarily to avoid filling up 
your 
mailbox while you are away. You should also save the welcome 
messages 
from the list owners that you may receive after subscribing to 
a ne~v 
list. 

To send a message to all of the people currently subscribed to the 
list, 
just send mail to UFVALIST-L@ISTSERV.AMERICAN EDU, which is 
called the 
list address. You must never try to send an?’ command to that 
address, as 
it would be distributed to all the people who have 
subscribed All 
con~mands must be sent to LISTSERV@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU, which 
is the 
LISTSERV address. It is important to understand the difference 
between 
the two 



You may leave the list at any time by sending a "SIGNOFF 
I.~FVALIST-L" 

command to LISTSERV@LISTSERV AMERICAN.EDU. You can also tell 
MSTSERV how 
yun want it to con:firm the receipt of messages you send to the 
list To 
send yoursel:[" a copy of your own messages, send a "SET I.IFVALIST-L 
RI{PRO" 
command. A]tematively, to have MSTSERV send you a short 
acknowledgeraent 
instead of the entire ruessage, send a "SET L~’VALIST-L ACK 
NOREPRO" 
conm~and. Finally, you can turn off acknowledgements completely 
with the 
"SET L~FVALIST-L NOACK NOREPRO" command. 

Note: Subscription settings and preferences can also be set 
using 

LISTSERV’s Web Interface. For more imformation on using corcanands 
or on 

using the Web Interface to set your subscription settings, see the 
List 

Subscriber’s Manual at http://~vw~v.lsoft.com/resourcesimanuals.asp. 

More information on LISTSERV corrm~ands can be found in the 
LISTSERV 
reference card, which you can retrieve by sending an "INFO 
REFC’ARD" 

corrm~and to LIS TSERV@L ISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 12:15 PM 

jeffu@jeflh.~, 

ILE: Replace~nent login i~ffonnation for preges~ter at UFVA 

Dear Jeff: Thanks for your assistance. I changed nay pa ssword and then logged in and it ~vorked so I think I am back on track I just wanted to mention that some of the information that I 
changed in the system remained so I won’t worry about this now. If I see you at this year’s conference, I will meet ~vith you in person and bring my laptop to clarify any remaining issues. 
Thanks much for your assistance Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: jefkh@effu.tv [jekth@jefih.tv] 
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 11:42 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Replacement login information for pregester at UFVA 

pregester, 

A request to reset the password for your account has been made at UFVA 

You may nuw log in tu www ufva.org by clicking un this link or cupying and 
pasting it in yuur bruwser: 

http:~/w‘~‘~.nfva ur~/user/reset/9~9/1295541732/ef37fd5bda54b6bebfbb476ddb696275 

’]?his ~s a one-time lugin, su ~t can be used unly unce. It expires ~[~ter one 
day and nuthing will happen if it’s nut used. 

After logging in, you will be redirected to http://www.ul\’a.or~/user/909/edit 

so you can change your pass~vord 



1) Chapman University 

One University Drive 
Orange, CA 92866 

Dodge College of Film and Media Arts 
MFA Screenwriting 

2) Graduate Division 
Loyola Marymount University 
One LMU Drive 
University Hall Suite 2525 
Los Angeles, CA 90045-2659 

Writing and Producing for Television MFA program 

February 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 8:22 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: P.S. 

Dear Mae: I just received your message so I will send the additions anyway. Please note that I am still working on the Lena Home portion so if I locate some more information 
that I think definitely needs to be included, I will forward. As I plan to continue working on this material in for the next few days but will forward what I have up to this point. 
Will send in a separate email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae (3 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 20:t:t 6:48 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: P.S. 

Hello again, Charlene, 

If you send the materials this evening, I will try 
to work a little on the introduction before retiring. 

Thanks, mae 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 4:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

If you do not wish to do tracking, you may 
just send the additional notes separately, 
and I will integrate them into the main text. 

Unfortunately, I have an appointment this Friday 
with one of my former grad students, but Monday 
(or next Friday) will work just as well. 

Let me know what works for you. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 201:t :t2:59 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: I have reviewed the Baker essay and provided the missing material. I was a little uncomfortable with putting my changes into the document. However, if you still 
want me to include them in the document I will do so. I am not very fond of track changes but I can use this program. 
Also, if you want to meet toward the end of the week do you want to do so this coming Friday, Jan 28th right after your 3::t5 class or Monday, Jan 3:t, right after your 3:15 
class. 
Finally, I will send the changes to the document either later today or tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, Janua~/25, 2011 8:54 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: BaJcer Additions 

Baker Insel~s.doc 

Dear Mae: Attached are the revisions, if I come up with some new information or necessary information I will forward. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent-" Tuesday, January 25, 2011 8:24 AM 

To; Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: Do you want to meet on Monday since you cannot meet on Friday. This works better for me. Just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Henderson, Mae G 
Sent; Monday, January 24, 2011 4:45 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

If you do not wish to do tracking, you may 
just send the additional notes separately, 
and I will integrate them into the main text. 

Unfortunately, I have an appointment this Friday 
with one of my former grad students, but Monday 
(or next Friday) will work just as well. 

Let me know what works for you. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent; Monday, January 24, 2011 12:59 PM 

To-" Henderson, Mae G 
Subject; Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: I have reviewed the Baker essay and provided the missing material I was a little uncomfortable with putting my changes into the document. However, if you still 
want me to include them in the document I will do so. I am not very fond of track changes but I can use this program. 
Also, if you want to meet toward the end of the week do you want to do so this coming Friday, Jan 28th right after your 3:15 class or Monday, Jan 31, right after your 3:15 
class. 
Finally, I will send the changes to the document either later today or tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 11:46 AM 

~unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Happy Holidays :-) 

Dear Good to hear from you -- when you have the next break let’s try to get together. Keep me posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= 

Sent= Tuesday, Januael 25, 2011 11:17 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: Happy Holidays :-) 

Hi Dr. Regester! 

This reply email comes much lal:er than I had g~larmed, and I ~o apologize for thaL Things were just so busy over th~-_~ h.:_~lidays! I assume you are back in the full 

swing of thi~gs with classes and everything, but if you get a chance this sem~:_~ster I would love to catch 

forward to seeing you soon! 

Take care, 

They are a wonderful family! Well I know you are busy so I won’t disturb you any longer. I hope you are doing well and I look 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent= Friday, December 17, 2010 12:02 PM 

To= 
Subject= RE: Happy Holidays :-) 
Dear       Glad to hear from you and know that you are doing so well in school which I already knew you would do. Please don’t forget that after this program, you can still 
attempt to apply to Ph.D. programs. Things of course are hectic because I have two exams today. Otherwise, everything is going okay. I was talking about you last week 
because I ran into         and her morn at the Hayti Center. It was good seeing the both of them. Seeing them was like seeing one of my sisters. Over the holdiay it would 
be good for us to have lunch -- just let me know when you will be available and we can meet. Give my regard to grandmother, dad, and family. Have a good holiday. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From= 

Sent= Friday, December 17, 2010 11:56 AM 

To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Happy Holidays :-) 

Good Afternoon Dr. Regester! 

I know it has been a while since I touched base with you, but I’m sure you have been even busier than I have! You will be glad to know I came out of my first 

semester of graduate school with three A’s ©. I am enrolled for three classes again in the Spring, so prayerfully all will go smoothly. How have you been? How was 

this past semester for you? I hope not too stressful. Are you working on any more essays or projects? I hope you have a wonderful holiday season! I have not 

forgotten about our lunch date, and I hope you haven’t either. Please take care and I will be in touch in the New Year ;-P!!! 

Sincerely yours, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 1:53 PM 

j o umaloflilm~dvideo@gmail .com 

Review for Essay 

Dear Stephen Tropiano: Currently, I am reviewing the essay "Whoa, what does Keanu Reeves have to Say about Post-Racialism?" I have finished my review but need to re- 
read before I forward so I am letting you know that I will send in the next day or so. Sorry, I am a little past the deadline but school just started, we were recovering from a 
snow storm, etc. However, I am back on track and will get my review to you soon. Hope things are going well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 2:11 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Review of Essay for Journal of Fihn m~d Video 

Journal of Film and VideoKeanuReeves.doc 

Dear Susanne: First, thanks for the Xmas card that you sent over the holiday. Sorry it has taken me so long to respond. Hope things are going well. As always, school has 
started and I am back to work. Therefore, I need for you to please edit the following review that I am submitting to the Journal of Film and Video. Also, let me know that you 
have received this material. Feel free to do so whenever you have a chance because I don’t really have a deadline. Thanks again for all of your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 6:41 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: BaJcer Additions 

Okay, see you on Monday at the Carolina Inn (same place) around 3:30. If something comes up and you can’t make it, let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 3:01 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks very much for following through on the additions, and 
with your usual promptness[ I’ll try to return to the project 
this weekend -- so that we can be prepared to discuss the 
Baker intro and other matters on Monday when we meet (rm 
assuming, per usual, at the Carolina Inn). 

All best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 8:54 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: Attached are the revisions, if I come up with some new information or necessary information I will forward. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 8:24 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: Do you want to meet on Monday since you cannot meet on Friday. This works better for me. Just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 4:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

If you do not wish to do tracking, you may 
just send the additional notes separately, 
and I will integrate them into the main text. 

Unfortunately, I have an appointment this Friday 
with one of my former grad students, but Monday 
(or next Friday) will work just as well. 

Let me know what works for you. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 12:59 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: I have reviewed the Baker essay and provided the missing material. I was a little uncomfortable with putting my changes into the document. However, if you still 
want me to include them in the document I will do so. I am not very fond of track changes but I can use this program. 
Also, if you want to meet toward the end of the week do you want to do so this coming Friday, Jan 28th right after your 3:15 class or Monday, Jan 31, right after your 3:15 
class. 
Finally, I will send the changes to the document either later today or tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, January. 27, 2011 12:56 PM 

tteather Willia~ns <hawill@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Cv for 

Thanks tremendously Sincerely, Charlene 

From: Heather Williams [hawill@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Jal’~uary 27, 2011 12:40 PM 
To: Regester, Chal-lene B 
Subject: Cv for 

Hi Charlene, 
It was good to see you. Here is the information on 
woman I mentioned. I have met ~vith her a few times and am velT 
impressed by her 
work and her research style. She is squarely in the 20th centu~- and 
brings together research on a major political movement, women, 
nationalism, pan-African movements, etc. 

Heather 

the 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, January. 27, 2011 12:59 PM 

Me~, Winifred F <flceddie@email.unc.edtr~ 

I~W: Excerpt from Georgia Kyseds Unpublished Memoir 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 9:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Excerpt from Georgia Kyser’s Unpublished Memoir 

http://www metronc.com/article/?id 1966 

Artist-at-Large 

Metro Magazine 

October 2009 

Memoirs Of Chapel Hill?s Former Supennodel And Film Star Georgia Kyser 

By Louis St. Lewis 

0diggsdigg 

There is an old saying, ?pretty is as pret~ does? But in some cases 
the saying should be gorgeous is as gorgeous does. That is certainly 
the case with ’]’he Grand Dame of Chapel Hill, the beautiful Georgia 
Kyser, who has made the ?Village? her home for well over a half century 
after marrying famous band leader and radio and movie star Kay Kyser, a 
Rocky Mount nauve who retired to Chapel tlill 
Known as the ]first supermodel with a resume intimidating to lesser 
mortals, including appearances with husband Kay in films billed as the 
?gorgeous Georgia Carroll,? she was swooned over by renowned 
photographers, such as Horst P. Horst and Edward Steichen. Georgia was 
the face of her generation and constantly in demand for the covers of 
Vogue, Redbook and Cosmopolitan. Even today I can?t go anywhere without 
seeing Georgia?s face, be it smiling at me from the frame section of TJ 
Maxx or the 70th anniversary cans of Spam. 
The New York Times recently used one of Georgia?s photos to illustrate 
a story on beau~ and medicine. I even saw Georgia?s face on a set of 
cocktail napkins that declared, ?An attitude is a terrible thing to 
waste?[ 
I had always known Georgia was a ruodel and fihn star in her salad days, 
but only when I started delving deeper into her past did I fall under 
the spell of her perfect features, charmed life and lovely- cheekbones. 
She has seen it all in her day, rubbing shoulders with the likes of 
Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich and other narues that resonate ttnough 
the ages. Her close friends included Lucille Ball, Jircany Stewart, Dinah 
Shore and Alan Ladd. 
When the legendary modeling agent John Robert Powers first saw the 
beautiful young Georgia Cal~oll dressed all in white at his Map2aattan 
office, he knew he had a star on his hands and signed her on the spot. 
Unlike the often ill-behaved models of our day-, Georgia was always 
noted for her wholesorueness and modesty, making her one of the most 
sought after cover girls of her day. 
Georgia and Chapel Hill discovered a lasting kinship. She was 
instruruental in helping to set the tone for the elegant Carolina Inn, 
pioneered appearance statutes in the Village and added her ircanaculate 
good taste to many of the most beautiful horues in our area. Georgia, 
along with Ida Friday, founded the Chapel Hill Preservation Socie~ in 
the early ?70s 
Even in her new- digs at the Cedars at Meadowmont, her sophisticated eye 
shines through with its subtle palette and intimate folk art portraits 
and other treasures from her life and travels, including a wonderful 
gilded 18th century chandelier she held on her lap all the way from 
Florence, Italy, which doesn?t surprise me in the least. After all, 
this is a woman who received her degree from UNC at age 50. 
Georgia has been working on Now- and Then, a memoir including her first 
days in New York City Following is an excerpt: 

Now and Then 
What a relief it is to finally be on the East R~ver Parkway speeding 
towards mid-to~vn Manhattan, toward that safer, wonderIhl, familiar and 
unchanging area which is my destination: Central Park South. It?s a 
miracle It looks exactly the way it looked when I first saw it almost 
60 years ago. In fact, it seems frozen in time. The sights fill me with 
the same sense ofj oy and expectancy that I felt as a 17-year-old when 
I first arrived here malay years ago. But how- different my approach to 
the city was then 

Getting into New" York from La Guardia today is hell I?ve approached 
that city so many times this way, and my experience has nearly always 
been the same ? not very pleasant. The airport itself is shabby 



looking, too cro*vded, and always seems to be in a constant state of 
change. 
The moment I fred a cab, I look k~r a strap or handle to hold in order 
to keep my balance as the driver inevitably weaves at high speed in and 
out of traffic lanes As ! hold on for dear life, I notice that we are 
passing a familiar landmark ? that w~st cemeteW that covers acres of 
rolling hillside with not a tree in sight There are thousands of 
tombstones, sending me the gloomy message that my ?days dwindle down to 
a precious few? With this speed demon at the wheel, my time may be now 
But I see hope ? that l:antastic New York skyline in the distance is 
coming into focus. 
Nothing could have been more magical than that first arrival in New 
York. I sailed into the harbor on a beautiful snrog-free surcaner day, 
passing the Statue of Liberty, the unbelievable skyscrapers of lower 
and upper Manhattan, and finally docking beside the great transatlantic 
ocean liners of the day-, so much larger than our small Cl~dise ship. To 
me they seemed like floating palaces, able to carlT more than a 
thousand passengers in great luxury. 
After making our way tl-trough the crowded dock, we found a taxi xvith a 
friendly &iver who took us on a short trip to the Barbizon Plaza Hotel 
on Central Park South. Sharing this experience with me xvere tW best 
friend, Polly Hill, my itmocent mother, and Aunt Edna, a life force. 
It was all Atmt Edna?s idea for us to come to New York in the first 
place, and for her, cruising was the only xvay to go. We all had a 
round-trip ticket from Texas ? go by water from Galveston, come back by 
train. Supposedly, it was a special treat for Polly and me because we 
had just graduated front Woodrow Wilson High in Dallas. But for Aunt 
Edna it was not just a pleasttre trip. She had designs on my future. 
Aunt Edna, mother?s sister, was between husbands, well-travelled, and 
had stayed at the Barbizon Plaza before. She had told us about the 
sophisticated contineutal breakfast left at your door each morning, and 
she had described the hotel?s chic ?modernistic? ddcor. It really xvas 
and is a true alt deco jeweh 
Polly and I couldn?t wait to see the area we xvere in, but xve were 
afraid to go too far because we might get lost. We started by walking 
across Sixth Avenue, heading towards Fifth Avenue, passing the St 
Moritz Hotel, all the way to the end of the block, where we reached the 
exciting, old and grand Plaza Hotel Across from the hotels was the 
vast, green Central Park where horse-drawn carriages waited for 
customers, just as they do today. On the other side of the Plaza was 
the beautiful piazza with statuary in the center and places for people 
to sit. We paused f,ar a moment, and then f,aund courage to go across 
Fifth Avel’~U e. 
At the corner of 59th and Fifth was a unique jewelry shop selling only 
treasures from Czarist Russia, as it still does today. Going up Fifth 
Avenue we passed the Sherry-Netherland Hotel, the Pierre, and then saw 
ahead lots of apartment house canopies extending over the sidewalks to 
the street, each with a uniformed doorman. Nothing has changed today ? 
just the people are different. But I do miss the double-decker buses 
that used to go up and down Fifth Avenue. 
After finding our ~vay back to the hotel we saw that Aunt Edna had 
already bought a New York paper and had discovered an ad saying, 
Wanted: Models ? $50 a ~veek, a good salalT then 
Aunt Edna was my stage mother and ~vas already making plans for me. 
Since she never had children of her own, I became her surrogate child. 
She was aggressively ambitious for me to be either a movie star, a 
singer on the radio with a big band, or a John Robert Powers model. I 
was extremely shy, easily led, and very innocent. I ~vould have been 
happy to spend the rest of my days in Texas, which ! dearly loved I 
must aN:nit, though, after that :first day, New York was begirming to 
look very exciting. 
When I was a very yonng child Aunt Edna discovered I could sing and 
took me to the local Dallas radio station to be in children?s radio 
talent shows Later, she took me to the Melba ’]’heater to try out for a 
Kiddie Review. After a modest success there, I was given dancing 
lessons and taken to recitals, operettas, and concerts. When I was 12 
years old Aunt Edna started taking me to the Baker Hotel roof luncheon 
fashion shows. There I learned of the glories of Neiman Marcus. As I 
grew, Aunt Edna took me with her to ?Neiman?s,? to see if they needed 
an extra model, and, occasionally, they used me. Let?s not forget, too, 
that she took me to the orthodontist to have my teeth straightened. All 
of these experiences were preparing me for what was ahead. 
On our first full day in New York, our new adventure began We answered 
the ad, which was a disappointment The address was a slea~, walk-up 
room not far from Broadway, with lots of girls being care[’ully examined 
and searched for flaws. We were definitely in the wrong place with our 
lady-like clothes and gloves (! knew for sure it was wrong when a man 
asked if I had any scars on my stomach.) They were looking [’or 
showgirls for the ?Paradise? restaurant ? no models. 
As we were leaving, one of the girls waiting there told us to go to the 
John Robert Powers Agency at 247 Park Avenue The name had the ring of 
respectabili~, so off we went 
I was dressed for the summer heat in my best white attire, which was 
perfect for Texas but not New York. I had on avery special white 
boucle knit suit, bought at Neiman Marcus for one of my graduation 
events ’.’ xvhite hat, shoes, purse, and gloves. What I hadn?t learned was 
that New York girls wore only dark colors, preferably black, year-round. 
In my white ensemble, I arrived at the John Robert Powcrs agency with 
Aunt Edna acting as my- agent. We were told to be seated in the waiting 
roonr outside 2v~. Powers? office and wait for an interview. He would see 
nre in a minute. Photographs of his most successful models lined the 



walls, with young hopefuls seated around the room waiting for calls to 
model. Most were ve~ s~’lish and chic Neatly all had a black hat box, 
and everyone was dressed in black 
Just as I was about to be seated, Mr. Powers opened the door to his 
office, saw me ? dressed in white ? and motioned for me to come into 
his office without Aunt Edna. He Iooked me over and asked me to be 
seated, then asked where I was from I could tell that there was 
something about me that he liked very much, because he didn?t sit down 
He said, ?You are exactly the person we have been looking for, for a 
Redbook cover. You are it. I?m sure. I will call ahead and tell Ruzzie 
Green, the photographer, that you are coming for a test shot.’.’ 
Aunt Edna and I walked just two blocks to the photographer?s studio, 
and she watched while I was photographed. I was embarrassed that she 
talked too much about my talents and charms. Later, when I was called 
back to be on the cover, I was told to arrive ?without your aunt.? 
That first aRernoon, still wearing my- white dress and hat and gloves, 
I was sent to another photographer for a test shot, which was later 
used as an ad in a magazine. In a few days, I had more work than I 
could handle. 
My success was so sudden, so effortless on ray part that they decided to 
write a special stolN for the issue of Redbook with my picture on the 
cover. The sto~ was called ?The Rise of Georgia.’.’ 
Only my friend Polly Hill used her return train ticket back to Dallas. 

Dr. Elizabeth Grittcr 
Visiting Scholar, Department of Histotsz 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Janua~28, 2011 11:33 AM 

D.G. Ma~;tin ~ @gmail.com> 

ILE: TV taping Friday morning’??? 

Dear D.G.: I could do it on Monday morning but please give me a time so that I will be in place. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: D.G. Martin [        ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 20:tl 5:57 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
C¢: Mikes, Willard A Ill; Price, Stephen C 
Subject; Re: TV taping Friday morning??? 

Sorry for snch late notice. I know this is a stretch. 

We have just gotten some studio time at Swain Hall on Monday morning. 

Any cha~ace flaat you wotdd be able to come then? 

If not, we will try to get some more studio time mad give you a little more notice. 

Thanks so much’.! 

On Wed, Jan 26, 2011 at 2:58 PM, Regester, Charlene B <~regester(~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear D.G. Martin: Thanks for the invitation but I could not possibly do this so quickly, is it possible to schedule next week or the following week? I really need about a week 
of lead time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: D.G. Martin I        ~qmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 26, 20:t:t :t0::t2 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
I:::¢: Hulsey, David; Mikes, Willard A Ill; Price, Stephen C 

Subject-" P4 taping Friday morning??? 

Professor Regester: 

Tha~aks again for your book and for talcing time to talk to me about it. 

Following up, if I can a~a~age a TV crew on campus for this Friday morning, could you take a few minntes to tape a conversation for LINC-TV’s North Carolina 

Bookwatch? 

If tJaere is a possibility, let me l, mow and we will t~y to work out tJae details to snit you. 

D.G Martin 

D.G Martin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Janua~ 28, 2011 11:37 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <mgester@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Cv for 

Dear Heather: Nothing came of this but I did put her name on the table -- apparently they wanted someone ~vho was much tbrther along I do appreciate your nomination. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, JanuaW 27, 2011 12:55 PM 
To: Heather Williams 
Subject: RE: Cvfor 

Thanks tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene 

From: Heather Williams [ha~vill@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2011 12:40 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Sut~iect: Cv for 

Hi Charlene, 
It was good to see you tlere is the information on 
woman I mentioned. ! have met with her a few times and am very 
impressed by her 
work and her research s~le. She is squarely in the 20th century and 
brings together research on a major political movement, women, 
nationalism, pan-African movements, etc. 

Heather 

the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, Jmmary 30, 2011 1:27 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

P3~: Baker Additions aad Monday’s meeting 

Dear Mae: We can meet in Davis Library -- I will try to locate some sources for those areas of need. I don’t want to review all notes until we are sure what material is going to 
be included or excluded in the intro. Once this decision is made finally then we can double check sources but to do so now when we are still in the development stage seems 
like double work to me. See you around 3:30 tomorrow in the lobby of Davis. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 

Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2012 3:56 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions and Monday’s meeting 

Hello Charlene, 

I’ve been working on Baker since Saturday morning and 
it’s now Sunday morning (almost 4:00 am). Frankly, I’m 
experiencing some difficul~ in re-working the material -- I’m 
having a little more success with Home than with Dietrich, and 
and this is because the Horne material is a little more specific 
in terms of content. The problem with the Dietrich is that the 
comparisons are too generalized, somewhat repetitive, and 

more implicit than explicit. Rather than simply catalog a series 
of broad generalizations, what we need are specific or interesting 
moments of linking the lives and performances of these women. 

Also, we need source material for Horne (as it stands, there are 
no references -- other than Dyer --to secondary sources). 

Well, these are my late night/early morning thoughts. Might 
I suggest that instead of meeting at the Carolina Inn on 
Monday that we meet at Davis Library in order to consult 
some secondary sources on Dietrich and Home -- as well 
as Monroe (that section still needs to be expanded)? I will 
also need to review background information on Baker in 
order to compare early childhood experiences and political 

affiliations/activities between her and Home. 

And, finally, I think that we need to bear in mind that 
the the point of these comparisons is to work through 
Dyer’s notion of what makes a star -- as well as to suggest 
Baker’s influence on her contemporaries and successors. 

Also, at some point we need to devote time to reviewing, 
rewriting, and completing the footnotes~ 

Let me know what you think about Monday._ 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2022 6:42 PM 

To: Henderson, Mac G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Okay, see you on Monday at the Carolina Inn (same place) around 3:30. If something comes up and you can’t make it, let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2022 3:02 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks very much for following through on the additions, and 
with your usual promptness! I’ll try to return to the project 
this weekend -- so that we can be prepared to discuss the 
Baker intro and other matters on Monday when we meet (I’m 
assuming, per usual, at the Carolina Tnn). 

All best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2022 8:54 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 



Dear Mae: Attached are the revisions, if ]~ come up with some new information or necessary information I will forward. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 8:24 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: Do you want to meet on Monday since you cannot meet on Friday. This works better for me. Just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 4-:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

If you do not wish to do tracking, you may 
just send the additional notes separately, 
and T will integrate them into the main text. 

Unfortunately, 1 have an appointment this Friday 
with one of my former grad students, but Monday 
(or next Friday) will work just as well. 

Let me know what works for you. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 12:59 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: I have reviewed the Baker essay and provided the missing material. I was a little uncomfortable with putting my changes into the document. However, if you still 
want me to include them in the document ]~ will do so. I am not very fond of track changes but I can use this program. 
Also, if you want to meet toward the end of the week do you want to do so this coming Friday, Jan 28th right after your 3:15 class or Monday, Jan 31, right after your 3:15 
class. 
Finally, I will send the changes to the document either later today or tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, Jmmary 30, 2011 1:28 PM 

D.G. Martin~ @gmail.com> 

ILE: TV taping Friday morning 9:30 ~:m?? 

Dear D.G.: This works for me. I will go to Swain Hall in the basement I presume. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; D.G. Martin I        ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Saturday, JanuaPl 29, 20:t:t :t2:57 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
(::¢: Mikes, Willard A Ill; Price, Stephen C 
Subject; Re: TV taping Friday morning 9:30 am?? 

Let me know if the 9:30an time on Monday works for yon. 

I am looking forwmd to ~eing you. 

Best, 

On Fri, Jan 28, 2011 at 4:23 PM, D.G. Martin < 

Could You come at 9:30?? 

~gm~il.com > wrote: 

Thank you so much for t~ying to work this out. 

DG 

On Friday, January, 28, 2011, Regester, Charlene B 

<regester~email. unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear D.G.: I could do it on Monday morning but please give me a time so that I will be in place. Sincerely. Charlene Reges~er 

> From: D.G. Matin         ~gmaJ, l.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, January, 27, 2011 5:57 PM 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Cc: Mikes, Willard A III; Price, Stephen C 

> Subject: Re: TV taping Friday morning??’? 
> 

> 

> 

> Sony for such late notice. I know this is a stretch. 

> We have jnst gotten some studio time at Swain Hall on Monday morning. 

> Any chance that you would be able to come then? 

> If not, we will try to get some more studio ti~ne a~d give you a little more notice. 

> Thanks so much!! 

> DG 

> On Wed, Jan 26, 2011 at 2:58 PM, Regester, Charlene B 

> <regester~emaJl.unc.edu) wrote: 



> Dear D.G. MaNn: Thanks for the invitation but I could not possibly do this so quickly, is it possible to schedule next week or "the following week? I really need 
about a week of lead time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> Frown: D.G. M~xtin I        @gm~fil.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, January. 26, 2011 10:12 AM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Cc: Hulsey, David; Mikes. Willard A III; Price, Stephen C 
> 

> Subject: TV taping Friday morning??? 

> 

> 

> 

> Professor Regester: 

> Thanks agafin for your book and for t~king time to talk to me about it. 

> Follomng up, ifI can arrange a TV crew on campus for this Friday morning, could you take a t~w minutes to tape a conversation for UNC-TV’s North Carolina 
Bookwatch? 

> If there is a possibili~, let ~ne lu~ow and we roll t~y to work out the detafils to suit you. 

> DG 

> D.G MaNn 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> D.G Marlin 

> 

> 

> 

> 



D.G Martin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, Jmmary 30, 2011 1:38 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: targeted hire update 

Dear Professor Janken: This is to let you know that I appreciate your summary of the meeting but was concerned with your remark that I declined to rank the candidates. I 
would have preferred if you had indicated that I declined because I felt I did not have sufficient information on all the candidates submitted to make an informed decision rather 

than indicating that it was a lack of involvement on my part. In the event that a candidate is not selected -- what happened to the other names on the list are they just 
eliminated and we start with a new set of candidates. Thanks much for your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, January 28, 20:l:l 3:06 plVl 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Regester, Charlene B; Hildebrand, Reginald F; McMillan, ~m; Hall, Perry A 
Subject: targeted hire update 

Deax Colleagues, 

Yesterday I passed on to Julius the results of our discussion. Kia, alter you left we ranked first and second. This is based on the l?act 

that        was the first choice of three of us (Hildebrand, ttall, and Janken), the second choice of one of us (Caldwell), and "the third choice of one of us (McMillan). 
was the first choice of two (Caldwell and McMillm~) and the second choice of three (Hall, Hildebrand, and Janken).                  was ranked second by 

Hall aa~d ttildebrand (who both ranked her equal to ~ and McMillan, m~d third by Caldwell and Janken. Regester declined to rank the candidates. 
After Kia left, we also took it upon ourselves to read up on scholmship to see if it raises any serious problems for us. This would be so we can decide 

whether we want to invite him in case       turns us down. 

In case we stung and miss on both these people, here me four more suggestions courtesy Kha2lil Muhammad: 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

ProI~ssor of Afro-/Mneficaa~ Studies 

Depaxtment of Afi-ican and Afico-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University ofNorfl~ Cmolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, Jmmary 30, 2011 1:42 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Baker Addilions and Monday’s meeting 

Dear Mae: As far as rescheduling our meeting, the only other day that I could possibly meet would be on Friday. As the semester continues, it is going to be more hectic for 
me. As for Dandridge, we need to discuss before you consider including her in the intro. Let me know when you want to meet. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2011 1:36 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co:           @gmail.com 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions and Monday’s meeting 

Hello Charlene, 

I am attaching my rough revisions to Lena Horne 
section (about 3 pages) with comments and questions 
so that we can discuss this section tomorrow. 

As I indicated in my last email, I think we’ll need 
to do some further research in order to develop 

the Dietrich. Of course, we could draw on the 
Sianne Ngai piece -- although we do not wish to 
rely too heavily on her argument in the introduction 
(unless we are able to include her essay in the volume). 

BTW, did we not wish to make some mention of 
Dorothy Dandrige as well? 

Waiting to hear from you, mae 

If you should change your mind and wish to reschedule 
our meeting until later in the week, that would work for 
me as well. 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2011 3:56 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions and Monday’s meeting 

Hello Charlene, 

I’ve been working on Baker since Saturday morning and 
it’s now Sunday morning (almost 4:00 am). Frankly, I’m 

experiencing some difficulty in re-working the material -- I’m 
having a little more success with Horne than with Dietrich, and 
and this is because the Home material is a little more specific 
in terms of content. The problem with the Dietrich is that the 
comparisons are too generalized, somewhat repetitive, and 
more implicit than explicit. Rather than simply catalog a series 
of broad generalizations, what we need are specific or interesting 
moments of linking the lives and performances of these women. 

Also, we need source material for Horne (as it stands, there are 
no references -- other than Dyer --to secondary sources). 

Well, these are my late night!early morning thoughts. Might 
I suggest that instead of meeting at the Carolina Inn on 
Monday that we meet at Davis Library in order to consult 
some secondary sources on Dietrich and Home -- as well 
as Monroe (that section still needs to be expanded)? I will 
also need to review background information on Baker in 
order to compare early childhood experiences and political 

affiliations!activities between her and Horne. 

And, finally, I think that we need to bear in mind that 
the the point of these comparisons is to work through 
Dyer’s notion of what makes a star -- as well as to suggest 
Baker’s influence on her contemporaries and successors. 

Also, at some point we need to devote time to reviewing, 
rewriting, and completing the footnotes. 

Let me know what you think about Monday... 

Best, mae 



From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, .lanuary 25, 2011 6:41 PM 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Okay, see you on Monday at the Carolina Inn (same place) around 3:30. Tf something comes up and you can’t make it, let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, .lanuary 25, 2011 3:01 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks very much for following through on the additions, and 
with your usual promptness! I’ll try to return to the project 
this weekend -- so that we can be prepared to discuss the 

Baker intro and other matters on Monday when we meet (T’m 
assuming, per usual, at the Carolina Tnn). 

All best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 8:54 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: Attached are the revisions, if T come up with some new information or necessary information I will forward. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 8:24 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: Do you want to meet on Monday since you cannot meet on Friday. This works better for me. 3ust let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 4:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

If you do not wish to do tracking, you may 
just send the additional notes separately, 
and I will integrate them into the main text. 

Unfortunately, I have an appointment this Friday 
with one of my former grad students, but Monday 
(or next Friday) will work just as well. 

Let me know what works for you. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 12:59 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: I have reviewed the Baker essay and provided the missing material. I was a little uncomfortable with putting my changes into the document. However, if you still 
want me to include them in the document I will do so. I am not very fond of track changes but I can use this program. 
Also, if you want to meet toward the end of the week do you want to do so this coming Friday, Jan 28th right after your 3:15 class or Monday, Jan 31, right after your 3:15 

class. 
Finally, I will send the changes to the document either later today or tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, Jmmary 31,2011 6:40 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

I~E: Meeting totnorrow 

Dear Mae: Will see you later today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae (3 
Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2011 1:54 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Co:           ~gmail.com 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

I understand, Charlene, since I have 3-4 presentations -- all 
different and two requiring extensive preparations -- between 
now and April. I’m therefore becoming increasingly anxious 

about the deadline that we’ve set for ourselves. So I take it 
that we’re set to meet tomorrow and will try to do some 
substantive collaborative work. 

If possible, would you bring along any books or articles that 
might be helpful for us? And if we need to download materials, 
we will need to go over to Greenlaw to do so. 

Hope you enjoy the rest of the weekend -- what is left of it, mae 

From-" Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2011 1:42 plVl 

To-" Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions and Monday’s meeting 

Dear Mae: As far as rescheduling our meeting, the only other day that I could possibly meet would be on Friday. As the semester continues, it is going to be more hectic for 
me. As for Dandridge, we need to discuss before you consider including her in the intro. Let me know when you want to meet. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2011 1:36 plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 

~gmail.com 
Subject; RE: Baker Additions and Monday’s meeting 

Hello Charlene, 

I am attaching my rough revisions to Lena Horne 
section (about 3 pages) with comments and questions 
so that we can discuss this section tomorrow. 

As I indicated in my last email, I think we’ll need 
to do some further research in order to develop 

the Dietrich. Of course, we could draw on the 
Sianne Ngai piece -- although we do not wish to 
rely too heavily on her argument in the introduction 
(unless we are able to include her essay in the volume). 

BTW, did we not wish to make some mention of 
Dorothy Dandrige as well? 

Waiting to hear from you, mae 

If you should change your mind and wish to reschedule 
our meeting until later in the week, that would work for 
me as well. 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2011 3:56 AM 

To; Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: RE: Baker Additions and Monday’s meeting 

Hello Charlene, 

I’ve been working on Baker since Saturday morning and 
it’s now Sunday morning (almost 4:00 am). Frankly, I’m 

experiencing some difficulty in re-working the material -- I’m 
having a little more success with Home than with Dietrich, and 
and this is because the Home material is a little more specific 
in terms of content. The problem with the Dietrich is that the 
comparisons are too generalized, somewhat repetitive, and 
more implicit than explicit. Rather than simply catalog a series 
of broad generalizations, what we need are specific or interesting 



moments of linking the lives and performances of these women. 

Also, we need source material for Horne (as it stands, there are 
no references -- other than Dyer --to secondary sources). 

Well, these are my late night/early morning thoughts. Might 
I suggest that instead of meeting at the Carolina Inn on 
Monday that we meet at Davis Library in order to consult 
some secondary sources on Dietrich and Home -- as well 
as Monroe (that section still needs to be expanded)? I will 
also need to review background information on Baker in 
order to compare early childhood experiences and political 

affiliations/activities between her and Home. 

And, finally, T think that we need to bear in mind that 
the the point of these comparisons is to work through 
Dyer’s notion of what makes a star -- as well as to suggest 
Baker’s influence on her contemporaries and successors. 

Also, at some point we need to devote time to reviewing, 
rewriting, and completing the footnotes. 

Let me know what you think about Monday... 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 6:4-i PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Okay, see you on Monday at the Carolina Inn (same place) around 3:30. If something comes up and you can’t make it, let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, _lanuary 25, 2011 3:01 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks very much for following through on the additions, and 
with your usual promptness! I’ll try to return to the project 
this weekend -- so that we can be prepared to discuss the 
Baker intro and other matters on Monday when we meet (I’m 
assuming, per usual, at the Carolina Tnn). 

All best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, .]anuary 25, 2011 8:54 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: Attached are the revisions, if I come up with some new information or necessary information T will forward. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 8:24- AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: Do you want to meet on Monday since you cannot meet on Friday. This works better for me. 3ust let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Monday, .January 24, 2011 4:4-5 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Baker Additions 

Hello Charlene, 

If you do not wish to do tracking, you may 
just send the additional notes separately, 
and T will integrate them into the main text. 

Unfortunately, I have an appointment this Friday 
with one of my former grad students, but Monday 
(or next Friday) will work just as well. 

Let me know what works for you. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 



Sent-" Monday, 3anuary 24, 20:~I 12:59 PM 
To-" Henderson, Mae G 
Subject-" Baker Additions 

Dear Mae: ]~ have reviewed the Baker essay and provided the missing material. I was a little uncomfortable with putting my changes into the document. However, if you still 
want me to include them in the document I will do so. T am not very fond of track changes but T can use this program~ 
Also, if you want to meet toward the end of the week do you want to do so this coming Friday, Jan 28th right after your 3::~5 class or Monday, Jan 3:~, right after your 3: 
class. 
Finally, I will send the changes to the document either later today or tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, Jmmary 31,2011 11:02 AM 

Katelyn Ferml <kt~rral@newsobserver.com> 

ILS: Cl~ldBigelow a~icle 

Dear Katelyn: While I have seen a few articles in the paper, I really have not kept up with this issue at all. I recommend that you might contact Delores Bailey who works with 
Empowerment and who is more up to date on issues with the town. Also, I suggest that you contact Rev. Manely (minister at First Baptist) who has always been abreast of 
local issues and might be able to give you a better read of how the black community responds to this issue. Because I have been so engrossed with my work, I have not really 
be able to keep up with local issues. Finally, thanks for inviting me and if I can be of assistance in the future please don’t hestitate to contact me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Katelyn Ferral [kferral@newsobserver.com] 
Sent; Monday, January 3:1, 201:t :t0:21 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Clark/Bigelow article 

Hi Charlene, 

I’m a reporter with the Chapel Hill News and have been following the story of Clyde Clark and Kerry Bigelow and their termination from the town. I’m not sure if you’ve been following the 

story but I’m looking to get some general insight about what people are thinking about it. 

I have been trying to find a way to cover it more objectively and get information from both sides. As a lead-in to the pair’s Personnel Committee hearings next week, I am planning on 

doing a story about the firings and what the incident really means in terms of race relations in the town and!or if it’s indicative of other underlying feelings about race and public 

discourse. 

I’m looking for people who may have insight on this and who have not necessarily taken a side in the Sanititation 2 debate. If you have any insight on this and a few minutes to chat 

today, that would be great. 

Feel free to give me a call or let me know how I could best reach you 

Thanks, 

Katelyn Fermi 

Reporter 

The News & Observer 
Chapel Hill News 

919-932-8746 

katel yn.t~rral(~:new ~bserver.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, Jmmary 31,2011 11:04 AM 

D.G. Martin~ @gmail.com> 

ILE: TV taping Friday morning 9:30 

Dear D.G.: Please let me know when the program will be aired. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: D.G. Martin I        ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, January 30, 20:tl :t:48 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
C¢: Mikes, Willard A Ill; Price, Stephen C 
S,,bject; Re: "iV taping Friday morning 9:30 am 

We will be on the first floor of Swain. Befit to enter at the front door (facing Cameron) and then look to the left. 

Thank you. Thmak you. 

Can’t wait to talk about Hollywood and the struggles of the actresses in your book--and a little about your life and work. 

On Sun, Jan 30, 2011 at 1:28 PM, Regester, Charlene B <re ester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear D.G.: This works for me. I will go to Swain Hall in the basement I presume. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" D.G. Martin         ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 29, 201:I :12:57 PM 

To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Co: Mikes, Willard A Ill; Price, Stephen C 
S,,bject; Re: TV taping Friday morning 9:30 am?? 

Let me know if the 9:30an lime on Monday works for yon. 

I am looking forwmd to ,seeing you. 

Best, 

On Fri, Jan 28, 2011 at 4:23 PM~ D.G. Martin 

Could You come at 9:30?’? 

~gm~fil.com > wrote: 

Thmlk you so much for t~ying to work this out. 

On Friday, January 28, 2011, Regester, Charlene B 

<rege ste(a~email, unc .edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dear D.G.: I could do it on Monday morning but please give me a time so that I will be in place. Sincerely, Charlene Reges~ter 

> From: D.G. Martin I        @gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 27, 2011 5:57 PM 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Cc: Mikes, Willard A III; Price, Stephen C 

> Subject: Re: TV taping Friday morning??? 

> Sorry for such late notice. I know this is a stretch. 



> We have just gotten ~me studio time at Swain Hall on Monday morning. 

> Any chmace that you would be able to come "then? 

> If not, we will try to get some more studio time and give you a little more notice. 

> Thanks ,so much!! 

> DG 

> On Wed, Jan 26, 2011 at 2:58 PM, Regester, Charlene B 
> <regester(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> Dear D.G. Mm~J~n: Thanks for the invitation but I could not possibly do this so quickly, is it possible to schedule next week or the follomng week? I really need 
about a week of lead time. Sincereb; Charlene Regester 

> From: D.G. Martin         ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2011 10:12 AM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Cc: ttulsey, David; Mikes, Willaxd A III; Price, Stephen C 
> 

> Subject: TV taping Friday morning??? 

> Prot~ssor Regester: 

> Thanks again for your book and lbr ta~ing time to talk to me about it. 
> 

> 

> Following up, ifI cain a~ange a TV crew on campus for this Friday morning, could you take a few minutes to tape a conversation for UNC-TV’s North 
Carolina Boobx, atch? 

> If there is a possibili~o~, let me l~ow and we roll try to work out the details to suit you. 

> DG 

> D.G Martin 

> 

> 

> 

> 



> D.G Martin 

D.G MaNn 

D.G Martin 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B -~70~UNC EXCHANGE/’OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 
Monday, January 31,2011 4:57 PM 

Henderson, Mae G ~-~hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

DietrichBakerReview 

dietfichbaker.pdf 

Dear Mae: Attached is the Baker Dietrich essay. 



Dietrich Icon, and" Josephine Baker in Art and Life: The Icon and 
the Image 

Marilyn Hoder-Salmon 
¯ :,~.. 

Feminist Formations, Volume 21, Number 1, Spring 2009, pp. 
213-217 (Review) 

Published by The Johns Hopkins University Press 

For additional information about this article 
http:iim=,.~se.]hu,edui]oui’nalslffismnmai’y/v021121, t, h odeI’-sa k..qo~ html 
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Dietrich [cor~, Eds. Gerd Gemfmden and Mary Desjardins. Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2007, 420 pp., $89.95 hardcover, $24.95 paper. 

Josephir~e Baker ir~ Art a~d Life: The Icor~ and the Image by Benetta Jules- 
Rosette. Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2007, 368 pp., $60°00 
hardcover, $25.00 paper. 

MARILYN HODER-SALMON 

The use of the word "icon" in the titles of both of these absorbing new 
books of cultural anthropology alludes to the familiarity and recognition 
commonly associated with that rare celebrity, recognized even by iust 
one name. To this day, the names of both Marlene Dietrich and Josephine 
Baker evoke images they made famous over decades as performers and 
celebrities. So much so that one might wonder: when a considerable 
number of biographical publications already exist, including memoir and 
documentary films on the lives and art of eaclh of these two stars, is more 
work, including scholarly studies, useful? The answer is an unequivocal 
"yes°" Benetta Jules-Rosette’s Josephine Baker i~ Art a_nd Life: 7’he 1co~ 
r~r~d the lr~age is a thorough ly researched and thoughtful ly, expertly writ- 
ten study that merits attention. It offers new ways of thinking about a 
woman in our history whose identity and life as a uniquely talented female 
beauty with a lasting public career led to her becoming a cultural icon. 
Germfinden and Desjardins’s book is a collection of essays presented at the 
international conference, "Dietrich at 100," held at Dartmouth College in 
2001. Including multiple authors and themes and encompassing memoir, 
theory, and cultural studies, the essays in the Dietrich anthology cohere in 
their analysis of constructs of femaleness and femininity adjutant to wom- 
en’s history via their examination of Dietrich’s thoroughly captivating 
personal and professional story. 

One of the surprising revelations that comes from reading these two 
books together is the extent to which the career trajectories of these two 
icons resemble each other. Both were enormously accomplished in. build- 
ing and maintaining their success. Each reflects a combination of innate 
talent and beauty, personal wisdom, unyielding perseverance tethered to 
good luck, and a highly structured ability to control her individual destiny. 
That each succeeded, in spite of numerous obstacles that came her way, 
is remarkable° 

Both women were born in the first decade of the twentieth century, 
Dietrich in 1901 and Baker in 1906. They came of age in the vibrant 
American Jazz era when options for women were expanding. Both found 
success in foreign countries-------Baker fleeing American racism and seeking 
opportunity in France and Dietrich breaking away from German rigidity 
and politics to make her career in the United States° Both crossed gender 
categories through various personal and performance practices, such as 



cross-dressing, that can be seen as a source of feminine ernpowerment 
through their "shock value" (illustrations are included in both books). 
Both had successful stage and film careers, published their writings, man- 
aged thei.r family li.ves, and kept their ira.ages ali.ve for the public. Dietrich, 
like Baker, began her career as a cabaret singer and danced as a chorus girl; 

Dietrich, of course, became famous as a film star while Baker remained a 
stage performer for most of her career. Undoubtedly, Balker’s film career 
floundered on racial terms as the dominant Hollywood industry showed 
little interest in her. Both kept their stage careers going well into the later 
decades of life, as images of Baker and Dietrich on stage in. thei.r later years 
attest. 

Baker and Dietrich both made their home in France, albei.t at differ- 
ent stages in their careers. Dietrich, who spoke French from the age of 
four and always loved France, moved to Paris for the last twelve years of 

her life, where she lived in seclusion.. Baker’s former home, the Chateau 
des Milandes, is open to tourists and attracts Baker’s fans who honor her 
for her achievements and activism. The city of Paris has honored each 
performer by dedicating the Place Marlene Dietri.cb as well as the Place 
Josephine Baker. 

Even as their careers faded away, the two stars’ personal falls from 
security intersected in like ways. By the 1960s, Baker’s finances were in 
disarray until Princess Grace of Monaco came to her aid and housed Baker 
and the "Rainbow Tribe" in a villa under the care of the state of Monaco 
and the Red Cross. And, for the last twelve years of her life, Dietrich relied 
on. city funds to pay the rent for bet apartment in Paris. 

Jules-Rosette, while living in France in 1997, visited Baker’s former 
home, and after feeling "haunted" by her image, initiated this project, 
exhausti.vely researching Baker’s life and career. In. the preface, she notes 
that Baker stands at the "intersection of the major artistic and cultural 
movements of the mid-twentieth century" through which are found criti- 
cal questions about "race, gender, and postcolonial history" (xvi). Baker’s 
legacy, like that of Dietrich, lives on through various genres, including 
fihn, art, fashion, live performance, and photography. As the outlines 
of Baker’s biography are well-known, Jules-Rosette carefully details her 
methodology under the classification of semiography, which she describes 
as an excavation of the "narratives, images, and representations that 
constitute the public and private lives of biographical subjects" 

There are countless provocative images of Baker’s most famous roles 
as a performer in Paris music halls, including pictures of Baker in the 

"banana skirt," as it was known. But she was much more than a beautiful, 
scantily-clad object of male desire. For instance, Baker "handled compli- 
cated financial transactions in a foreign language and culture," she learned 
to fly a plane, and she continuously reinvented the self that kept the public 
interested {68). In 1947, she purchased a chateau and its six-hundred acre 
property, spending millions of francs to restore the place, build an African 
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village for [her workers, and set up a Lhree-star hotel and an experimental 
farm. At the heart of the project was Baker’s dream to adopt children of dif- 
ferent races and religions, known as the "Rainbow Tribe," to demonstrate 
to the world her idea of universal brotherhood. In. all, she raised twelve 
children at the chateau. Jules-Rosette states, "Josephine’s educational 
philosophy was visionary and. far ahead of her time" (195). In 1969, Baker 
lost the property due to financial difficulties. 

An aspect of Baker and Dietrich’s lives that is generally overlooked, 
but not in these latest studies, is their patriotism, heroism, and activism 
during war, for w[hic[h both were [honored. During World War II, Balker 
"worked as a courier and counterespionage agent for the French under- 
ground" and used her home to hide people wanted by the Nazis (70f 
Between 1926 and 192.9, Baker performed in Germany under the growing 
threat of Nazism and was denounced by the Nazis, ostensibly for her act, 
but in truth for her race. As Jules-Rosette notes, she received the Medal 
of Resistance with the grade of Officer in 1946, was named "Chevalier de 
la L4gion d’Honneur" by the French government in 1961, and marched on 
the Cha:mps-I~lys4es wit[h De Gaulle (71). 

Dietrich’s war service is also noteworthy. As Desjardins and Gemfmden 
note in their introduction, "she actively supported the war effort by per- 
forming for U.S. troops stationed abroad," singing anti-Nazi songs close 
to the German lines (5). This posed a risk for Lbis famous German native 
turned American patriot. Dietrich was awarded the Medal of Freedom in 
1947: "the first woman to receive this distinction" (5). Dietrich had "an 
astute insight into the real dimension of Nazi Germany’s military threat" 
(6). In 1951, the French government made Dietrich a member of the French 
Legion of Honor. A German citizen until 1939, she was attacked in the 
Nazi. press, and postwar Germany ostracized and picketed iber when she 
returned to Berlin for a concert in 1960. But in 1993, her native country 
reclaimed the legendary performer by purchasing the "Dietrich collec- 
tion," which includes an official museum archive dedicated to all aspects 
of her sixty year career, including performances as well as her writings. 

Discussing feminist appraisals of Baker’s career, Jules-Rosette notes, 
"Part of her [Baker’s] legacy lies in. iber ability to cross borders through 
identity doubling and ambivalent symbolic manipulation of patriarchal 
feminine signs used as sources of empowerment" (263). This idea--which 
also applies to Dietrich--is illustrated by the numerous images of each 
woman’s most well-known poses, which are included in the two books. 
Baker’s cross-dressing was related to her roles; for example, when playing 
a bandleader in Lbe 1932 production La h-~ie de Pari.s, slbe was outfitted in 
a tuxedo and top hat. In that era, this image would have been considered 
shocking, ahnost as transgressive as her near-nudity in other revues. In 
Dietrich’s case, her cross-dressing on the screen and the concert stage 
is a reflection--and parody--of male phallocentrism. In their introduc- 
tion, Germtinden and Desjardins note Dietrich’s "refusal of traditional 



roles of womanhood in favor of sexual independence and androgyny" (5). 
Both stars were fearless in daring to subvert strict gender lines in their 
professional and personal lives° 

At the same time, one hardily knows how to inte~?ret the animal imag- 
ery both performers utilized, such as Baker in her near-nude lioness pose 
and Dietrich in the famous gorilla costume for ~he "Hot ~}oodoo" scene in 
the film Bhmde Versus. "What were fl~ey thinking?" one may wonder, on 
viewing this display of the African-themed spear-carrying chores backing 
the gorilla-suited Dietrich who ~he~ emerges from her masquerade wear- 
ing an afro-styled blonde wig. Indeed, several essays on "Blonde Venus" i~ 
Dietrich ico~ imply that she was influenced by Baker’s performance style. 
Interestingly, Jules-Rosette does note that Baker claimed fl~at Dietrich 
copied some of her routines (257}. And, indeed, Baker’s often-reproduced 
stunning photograph as the "Black Venus" appeared i~ 1929, while Diet- 
ricb’s film premiered in 1932. Baker’s performances in a bl onde wig, which 
had less obvious racial implications, signified for her just one aspect of her 
repertoire of "the other/’ 

It is worth no~ing that Marlene Dietrich’s fihns are more in circulation 
today than Josephine Baker’s films. Film is at the heart of the Dietrich 
legacy, and such titles as The Bl~e Az~gel, Blow,de Ve~us, and Wit~ess for 
the Prosecutions, among many others, are ubiquitous in film culture and 
film studies (i~cluding the fihn studies program at my u~iversity~. O~ 
the other hand, one has to seek out Baker’s films, including such titles 
as Zouzou and Princess 7hm 7-am. Of course, fihn was no~ at the center 
of Baker’s career; bet domain was always the stage. Yet, as Jules-Rosette 
makes cleat Baker’s films provide entry to her most cherished principles 
of always seeking justice and harmony for all, even though the scripts for 
her roles did no~ make it easy ~o realize this ideal. 

The one flaw in Jules-Rosette’s book is its tendency toward repetition. 
Each sectio~ is centered on a different aspect of Baker’s long and varied 
career and her path to enduring icon stature. For instance, with regards to 
Baker’s parentage and family history, Jules-Rosette notes, "Carrie [Baker’s 
mofl~er] bad three more children with Martin-------Richard, Margaret, and 
Willie Mae (53). Then latec she writes, "Josephine was brought up under 
her mother’s strict hand, with siblings Richard, Margaret, and Willie Mae 
Martin" (187). However, overall, the details are engaging a~d illuminating, 
so I consider this critique to be a mere quibMe. 

The essays in Gemfinden and Desjardins’ book are agreeably varied 
and compelli~g, so i~ is difficult to ra~k them; nevertheless, I fou~d Lutz 
Koepick’s essay "Dietrich’s Face" and Erica Carter’s essay "The Prodigal 
Daughter" particularly appealing. Koepick reveals the fascinating history 
of Dietrich’s obsessive study to discover how ~o "cast her face into an 
alluring work of art" {50~. Carter ~races German history through Diet- 
rich’s eras of difficulties with her native land and shows how her "star 
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image lives on. as a disruptive element" (205). Furthermore, Dietrich was 
the consummate perfectionist, and this aspect underlying her success is 
lovingly portrayed by Steven Bach in his chapter "Failing in Love Again." 

I do not believe one needs to be a strong fan of performance and female 
images in visual and cinematic art to find both books worthy of attention. 
While both books are lengthy, sections of each, if not the complete texts 
d~emselves, would certain ly work well in a course where Lh e readings are 
balanced by a selection of films related to these icons. The reader learns 
much about Marlene and Josephine, their lives and. their legacies, as well 
as d~eir emblematic significance to current critical and cultural studies 
und.er the catego~7 of feminism° 

The careers of d~e two icons ended fairly dose to each other. Baker was 
still performing, although in ill health, at age 69 when she died on April 
12, 1975. Dietrich gave her final performance in 1978 at the age of 77. She 
died on. May 6, 1.992. Eaclh star’s singular beauty and glamour ultimately 
faded, as is inevitable, yet their images remain familiar and their iconic 
narratives are relevant even today. 

Marill~¢~ ttoder-Salmo~ is on the f-acuity in English and Women ~ Stud- 
ies, and a fellow i~ the Honors College at Florida International U~i- 
versify in A, fi(m~i, Florida. Her teaching interests include 19th Century 

American women writers and women in film. Publications include Kate 
Chopin’s The Awakening: Screenplay as Interpretation and co-nuthored 
introductions to editions of British nuthor Phyllis Bottome %’ novels. Send 
correq~ondence to hodersm@fiu.edu. 

Same-Sex Marriage: The Legal a~d Psychological Evolution in America by 
Donald Jo Cantor, Elizabeth Cantor, James C. Black, and Campbell D. 
Barrett. Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press, 2006, 
191 pp., $24.95 hardcover. 

Courting Equa~ity: A Documentary History of- America~ First Legal 
Shine-Sex Marriages by Patricia A. Gozemba and. Karen Kahn, pho- 
tographs by Marilyn Humphries. Boston: Beacon Press, 2007, 190 
pp., $34.95 hardcover. 

K. L. BROAD 

I suspect that, upon reading these two books about same-sex marriage in 
the United States, even people who remain uneasy about fully embracing 
a politics of marriage may come away challenged to consider seriously 
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., bstrac : The u ’hite ,ess of ; 4orm)e @,:s’ a case 
betmeen race, sexua~it9, gendur; and class in the jb~matio~ £]" i~dicidual a~d 
rural ider, tity. Su~’veging the historical meanir, gs’ £f white as at, i~fl~ence or, blorMe 
whitenes& thix stu@ c~1" Monroe prW)oses that histor4cal contexts, individual 
agency, and the close analysis cf spec~c wri~tun and t:4suat tuxls all ~wed ~o be 
ta!ce~ into accouter ir~ stu@i~g the cor~cept q[’wh#eness. 

In one of ~he twentieth centmy’s most f~mous pho~ographs, Marilyu Monroe 
stands over a subway grate in New ~rk City. A puff of air throug}~ ~he gra~e blows 
her skir~ up, exposing her legs and underpants. She is a vision in white: her hair is 
platinum blonde; she wears a white dress, whi~e unde~ants, whi~e high-heeled 
sling-back sandals, and large white button earrings. W3th her head ~eld ~ig~, a 
smile on her l;aee, and her body seemingb’ in motion, she resembles an exotic but- 
terfly, evoking, as her friend X)’uman Capote p~t it, "the dream of being able to 

flS:,,1 Absorbed in blissfi~l auto-eroticism while holding do~ her skirl she both ex- 
udes eroticism and transcends it, both poses lbr the male gaze and escapes it, both 
ratifies American Puritanism and mocks it (see Figure 1). 

She might be an angel, a spun-sugar figure on top of a cake, or t~e 
Goddess" of~,i~s~ern representation, eviden~ in figures like Eve and Vcnns. She re- 
sembles a Pe~y or a Varga girl~popular pinups in the 1930s and 1940s drawn by 
George Petty and Alberto X,%~rgas. S[~e brings ~o mind a working-class woman on a 
da~e a~ Coney island ne¢otiatin~.~           ~ the fun house ramp as purl; of wind ~)om under 
the ramp blow up her skirt.~ William "[}mdlla, who designed the dress Monroe 
wears in ~he p}~o~o, visualized it as highlig}~ting her beauty against the grayness 
New ~?~rk. "i’m not going to have my precious baby standing over a grate in a dark 
dress," he stated. "I want her ~o look fresh and clean."; 

Tk~e ~amous photo was shot in September 1954, during ~he filming of The 
Sec, un ~?av )oh. in the movie, Monroe plays a model~called only "~he girl"~ 
who moves into ~he upstairs apartment in a New York brownstone above ~Ibm 

I,ois \’~;i Banner is a proJ)?ssor of l~istory at the 1 JniversiIy of Soutl~ern CaliJbrnia, a former 
president of the American Stnd~es AssociaIion, and the author of numerous books on 
womeu m~d gender, ~nclud~ng Ame’rican Beauty (Alfred A. Knopfi 1983), and intertwisted 
Livus: M(z,rgaret MeaK Ruth Benedict, and Their Circle (Alfl’ed A. KnopL 2003). 
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Figure 1. Photo by Sam 
Courtesy of Shaw Family 
Archives, 

Ewell, who plays a desigtier of erotic book covers and advertising copy fi~r a pnlp 
fic~ion publisher. When Ewell’s domineering wit~ leaves i5r a cooler climate 
ing New 52>rk’s summer k~eah he turns lustful, t~mtasizing. . kdmse]f as a sexual 
lothario. But, small at~d dog-fiaced, he has diti~culty approaching real women. 
Once he mee~s Mop, roe, she becomes ~he s~bjeet of his Dm~asies, m~d ~hey have a 
series of encounters filled with sexual innuendo. The skirt-.}Jowing scene occurs 
when they exit ~)om a movie [heater at}e, viewing The Crea~urej~om ~he 
Lagoon. "Ib cool off fl’om {he summer heat Monroe s~ands over the subway gra~e. 
A ~rain passing undernea~ s~pposedly produces the pnff of air ~ha~ blows up her 
skirl although it actually comes from a wind machine beneath the grate. 

tleleased inlC&54, 75e       Creat~rejkom the Bla::k’ ~ La~oor,. is about a scientific 
expedition to the Amazon Riw~r that discovers a pre--kdstorie "Gil-man" living 
a la~oot~.> beside the river. Bet~),e the expedition’s members hunt the crea[ure 
dovv~, he carries off ~he t~male scientist to his lair, i~ good Ki~g Kong t)~shiom As 
Ewel] and Monroe leave the movie theater, she tells him the creature did not 
~)ightet~ her. instead, she fek sorry t), him. "He wast~’t all bad," Monroe sta~es. 
"i think he j~s~ needed a little afl?etio~a se~se of bei~g loved and needed 
wanted." 

The creature from the Black Lagoon was ot~e of many monsters that metmced 
h~mans in the science fiction films of the 1950s. Scholars have interpreted ~hose 
monsters as symbolizing Cold War fears: o[ Communism, homosexuality, the 
African American rebellion, male at~xie{>5 arid, above all, ,mclear destruetionP On 
~he one hand, ~he radian~ Monroe in ~he Seven lear Itch photo seems an emblem 



of" the opti mistie 1950s, with its affluence; advanced technology; renewed belief in 
the innocence of the United S~ates as ~he savior of democracy in World War 
and b~rgeoning sex~al revolution, eviden~ in the December 1953 launch of Play- 
boy, which f;~atured a nude photo o~" Monroe as the first centerfbld. 5~t, Monroe’s 
link to the Black La¢oon.~ creature implies a connection ~o the paranoia of the 
] 950s. Was the fig~re of Monroe in The Seven }~ar Itch photo in~ended as an an- 
tidote to those ti~ars9 Does she represent the figure of beauty from the Beauty and 
the Beast legend, whose innoeen~ sexuality could tame any ~hreat? Wha~ does the 
photo s~gges~ abo~t race, class, and gender in an era ffaugh~ wi~h concern abou~ 
those issues? 

Whiteness Studies. To probe the Monroe image, 1[ begin wi~h its mos~ obvio~s 
aspect: Monroe’s whiteness, which was important ~o her look ~hronghou~ her ca- 
reer. There was her ligh~ skin and her dyed blonde hair, sometimes golden, some- 
times platinum. She often dressed in whi~e in her films as in her regular li[~. There 
was also her all--whi~e dressing room at Twentieth Centn~,--Fox, her whi~e baby 
grand piano, and her apartment in New ~rk decorated in shades of white, remi- 
niscen~ of ~he sump~uo~s white se~s of 1930s films, in the kind of sexual double 
entendre ~ha~ was t}~)k?a] of her public statements, Monroe asserted: "I want to be 
blonde all over.’’~ 

As a twentieth-century icon, the white Monroe merits investigation. More- 
over, she raises the su}@c~ off whiteness in general, which has interested scholars 
in numerous disciplines for several decades, in ~he field of film stndies~ recent 
analys~s oft~male whiteness have f5cused on decons~ruc~ing film genres and indi- 
vi&ml films more than on indMdual perfbrmers, with the exception of Mae W;:st 
and e~hnic stars like Dolores del Bio, Carmen Miranda, and B~a Havx or~h, whose 
Spanish t~at~res were reshaped to look Anglo-European. Less a~ention has been 
paid to blonde, light-skinned female s~ars2 Moreover, despite d~e many steadies of 
Monroe, no scholar has fully examined her whiteness,v 

Addressing the iss~e briefly in an impressive essay on Monroe and sexuality, 
~ichard Dyer asserted ~ha~ her whiteness symbolized ~i~e racis~ belief in d~e supe- 

riority of whites over blacks. He no~ed ~he importance of d~e White Goddess in 
Western representations, the W~stern &m.lism between whi~e as pure and black as 
evil, and the position of the white woman as a prized possession of white men ....... 
as in King Kon~.. in his path-breaking Whi~e (1997), Dyer, ex~ended his ar~ument.~ 
about ~he racist ideolo~, implici~ in ~he Monroe image ~o Western civilization in 
general, producing an analysis ~ha~ challenged the prevailing myopia about racism. 
Dyer’s pioneering work has been central ~o whiteness s~udies~ ~2~ ten years later, 
it may be ~ime ~o revisi~ his ~hesis? 

I~ is possible that most blonde, ~air--skinned Hollywood actresses, like Dyer’s 
Monroe, represented a racis~ ideology. ~i~t, without further investigation, that 
conel~sion is premat~re, for i~ slights dii}bring historical contexts, the agency of 
the women involved, and cultural cate~ories o~her ~han race. In 1992, Stuart I Ial] 
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cautioned that "issues of race are constan@ crossed and re-crossed by ~he cate- 
gories of class, of ge~der and ethnici~)iC in 2003, Dm~iel Bemardi ~:urther charged 
that whiteness mmlvsis was riven by %~ress cracks," i~cl~ding "binary arguments, 
essen~ializing assumptions, and reductive explanations.’’~ Since 2003, whiteness 
studies have become increasingly sophis ~ica~ed in combining other categories with 
race, although race remains dominm~t.~° in respo~se, I propose ~o review the 
meanings of white ........ as a color and in terms of its sexua], social, aesthetic, and his- 
torical meanin~s.~ aside fi’om race~ especialls,~ as related ~o Monroe. i do no~ mean 
to imply that race is subordinate in c~l~ural de~lnitions of whiteness or that i~ does 
not occupy a hegemonic position in relation to other categories. Rather, my analy- 
sis is in~ended as a dialectical respo~se ~o existing studies, in order ~o deepen the 
an alytic possi bilities. 

Monroe and Whiteness: Ar~ Overview, Monroe became a film s[ar as [he civil 

rights moveme~l~ gathered momentum. The Supreme Co~r~ decision i~l Bvo~t~ 
Board of EducaZio~, outlay, dug racial segregation in public schools, was announced 
i~ May 1954, ~hree months be~i;re production s~arted on T]~e Sev.en ?)~ar I~c]~. The 
MontgomeD, bus boycott began in December 1955, some ~3~}een mo~ths later. 
Most IIo]]ywood producers acquiesced to the prevailing racism, especia]ly given 
ri~ht-win~.~          ,~ attacks on ~he i~dnstrs,~ for Commu~is~ leanings and ~he continuing 
power of the Production Code, which prohibited ~he depiction of open sexuality 
and of cross-race relationships in t~]rns. 52~t, the brash and irreverent Billy Wilder 
produced and directed 77~e Seve~ ?~:ar I~ch and, along wid~ George ~elro& wrote 
its scree~pla5 based on Axelrod’s p]a?~ A Jew who immigrated to Ho]]?~vood 
I Iitler’s G erm any in 1933, Wilder was a leftist rebe] and a trickster known :~}~r slip-- 
r~in~ .~ sexual allusions past ~he censors.~ Monroe’s deli~nse of d~e Black Lagoon 
creature as only ~eedi~g love may have indicated a positive a~i~ude ~oward racial 
dif~;~rence. And her pose with her skirt t]ying up, especia]ly wi~h ~he pha]]ic train 
underneath, migh~ be interpreted as burlesquing her sexuality. 

Monroe was m~ exhibitionist who e~@yed her body, while she ]~new ~ha~ her 
stardom was, in large part, ~he result of ~he huge volume ot{ t:an mail she received 
l}’om semdceme~l in Korea responding to the pinup photos of her that circulated 
among them.~ Thus, t?~r ~he most part, she willingly participated in what might be 
viewed as her sexual objectification. The fi]ming of the skirt.-b]owing scene, an-- 
nounced in newspapers and meant to generate publicity tier ~he film, attracted sev- 
eral thousand male photographers and spectators, even ~hou~h~ it was sho~ i~ the 
middle of the night. Monroe was in her e]ement during the :[~lming. In this 
stm~ce, she did not seem to mi~d ~ha~ her underpants and a dark blotch of her 
pubic hair were exposed when her skir~ blew up--or that the male crowd watch- 
ing her roared each time it happened2:~ 

Momoe praised ti~mi~iniDi and s~a~ed that women should provide men with 
emotional s~ppor~, bu~ she also created a comic "Maril~" ~ha~ was a masquerade 
of t;~mininity and of the "t;~minine mystique" of the 1950s. (That figure is evident 
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in her portrayal of ~’thc girl" in The Secert Year" Itch.) Marilyn had a wiggling walk, 
jiggli~g breasts, childlike voice~ and pouty lips, characteristics that confirmed 
1950s t~minini~y while burlesquing i~. And she extended her parody of thmini~ity 
further with her outsized per:~i~rmances in some o~" her films and her personal 
appearmices and through her quips and sexual double en~e~ldres in interviews 
and p~blic s~atemen~s?* So i~.mous did they become ~hat ~hey were called 
"Monroeisms." Marilyn was a ’dumb blonde" who often transcended that stereo- 
type. A~ld her whiteness might be seen as miother mask ~ha~ co~lcealed her sub- 
versive behavior, i~ was a sign of eonil, rmi~y that allowed her ~o criticize norms 
about gender, sexuality, and race. 

Displaying ~he ambiguity she sometimes demonstrated, Monroe stepped 
of the Maril~ character to both aceep~ and reject her position as a sex symbol. 
"That’s the trouble, a sex symbol becomes a thin~," she stated. "I just hate being a 
thing. Bu~ if i’m._~°in¢.~ ~o ~e a symbol of something i’d ra~her have i~ be sex 

some other things we’ve got symbols of." Draudng from her rebellious side, she 
criticized the Production Code: "I ]ow~ to do the things the censors won’t pass." 
She told photographer Bruno Bernard blun@, "Bod~ the an[i-Communists on the 
House Committee on Un-American Activities and ~he movie censors on the Pro- 
duetion Board should be buried alive."~ 

When the executives at Twentieth Centnxy-Fox, the studio to which Marilyn 
was under contract, refi~sed to cast her in dramatic roles, even ai}er her brilliant 
per~brmanee in The Seven Year" Itch, she broke her contract in December ] 954, 
moved to New York, and {brmed her own production company. She was not the 
firs~ Holl~vood, s~ar ~o do so, b~t her defiance was unique, as renouq~ed                                                                                                                          ~?hoto¢-_ 
rapher Philippe Halsman pointed out: "I saw the amazing phenomenon o:i: Holly-- 
wood being outsmarted by a girl whom it itself characterized as a dumb blonde."~ 

’-I~ fi~r~her analyze Monroe’s whiteness, I tbeus on five areas. FirsL i examine 
the histoV of white as a color. I spotlight the ] 930s, when white was in vogue in 
architecture, interior design, t)~shions in dress, and Hollywood set design, and Jean 
Harlow ini~ia~ed the platinum blonde iilm tradition, a lJlajor infl~ence on Monroe. 
Second, I discuss the "dumb--blonde" :fig~re that Monroe created, designating that 
figure_ "Marilyn" ~o distinguish it from its ori~inator..~ Third, i appraise Monroe’s ap- 
peal among African Americans. Fourth~ I analyze racial ~hemes in her films, and i 
s~ggest that she may have symbolized ethnic unity, not white superiority; as 
as a populist critique of social class~ Fi~mlly~ i mmlyze her image i~ feminis~ ~erms, 
positing that she emmdated a critique of "hegemonic" masculinity in her films 
that, by imp]icaUon, a~tacked social hierarchies in general, while recognizing that 
racial difi)re~lce remains a valid ca~egoD, in mmlyzing her and ~ha~ her lack of a 
consisten~ ideolo~" may hm,e undermined her subversive elements?v 

Monroe made only oblique comments ab<mt her whiteness, such as her quip 
about wan~ing to be white all ove~; which i read as abou~ sex~ no~ race. Earb’ in her 
career as a pinup model, which preceded her career in films, she objected 
bleaching her hair and to being photographed like a Varga girl; but, realizing the 



importance of sex to her career, she embraced the pinup personification.~s Con- 
temporary ana].,is[s of her image re~[br to her alabaster skin and her "flesh impact" 
on the screen, but there is no commentary on her whiteness in ~erms of race. 

any analysis of Monroe’s whiteness must be based on scrutinizing her genera] com- 
ments for broader meanings and deconstructing the discourses in her films and 
1950s culture in general. 

The History of White. in the field of color scholarship ca]led chromatics~ whi~e 
is a color, like ar~v other. It has i~s own q~alities, connected ~o light, ~he physiol- 
ogy off eyesight, technological dew~lopments, and c~]tural a~titudes. It exists on a 
continuum--S)ore silver and gra?~ . on one end to beige and gold., o~a. the other.               _All 
the colors of the rai~bow are present i~ white light; brightness is more stimula~i~g 
to the e~x~ than darkness. Black clothing and baekgrom~ds absorb light, }mr white 
ones reflec~ i~, brightening the complexion of individuals wearing white and crea~- 
ing glimmer in t~brics like satin.~ Thus, Monroe and other film actresses wore 
white [o stand out visual]y on film.~° On the other hand, bright white can ]mrt the 
eyes, as in ~he "blindness" caused by lo~g exposure to snow. On Technicolor film 
s~ock, p~re white was so intense that an ot}2whi~e ~abric was oI}en used fi, r cloth- 
ing, as it was :[br the dress Monroe wears in The Se~)en Year Ilch photo, which is 
actually not pure white at al]. Accordiug to a Fox prodnce~; there was a "rule iu the 
makeup-room~Marflyn mus~ always be tan, honey-colored." She was s~pposed 
to look like a Petts~ ~irl.~ 

in the history of Wcs~ern dress aud design, whi~e often denoted purity, in line 
with the Chris[ian~ and pagan~ tradition of associa[i~g whiteness wi~h innocence. 
B~[, when worn by a sexual]y experienced ~man, it could ]ink the virgin [o the 
whore~ two figures highly erotic [o inell. Alternately, white could relier [o classical 
(~reece m~¢] }{ome, in which ~he pres~mab]y white garments, sculptm’es, and b~ild- 

iw~s~, were supposed ~o s~’mbolize, order and ra[iona]it~. ......... al[hou~h,~ X’3c[orian classi- 
cists had partly created the t3c[ion of a "white" classical era {)ore still:acts aud 
monuments that had lost their original color over ~he centuries. ~,~lite co~ld indi- 

cate divinity, as in the whiteness of angels and of Homer’s goddesses, }mr it could 
also indicate a meuacing ghost, as Melville no~ed in aualyzing the whi~euess of the 
whi~e whale in Moby Dick, in which he contended rhar both Anglo-European and 
Native American cu]tures fimnd menacing objects more t~ightening when ~heir 
color was white~ Bo~h combining all colors and no color a~ all, ~he color white sug- 
gested an e~dless m~d t)ighte~ing e~erni~ Indeed, i~ China, white is associated 
with death.:z~ 

in ~he X~,i~s~, white was also associated wi~h cleanliness, as in hospitals and the 
whi~e unitbrms doctors and m~rses wear. Yet whi~e could also represe~t elegance 
and the mystery of glare<mr, as in jewels like diamonds and pearls, fl~rs like ermine 
and sable, and the p~pular backless whi~e satin dresses of the 1930s, iutended to 
sexualize a new body part and to show off suntans. Such tanned skin was a marker 
of leisure and high s@e by the 1920s, and it soared in popularity in the 1950s, with 



the era~s vogue :for surfing and the mystique of the Southern Cali~rnia beaches. 
in 1960, Monroe s~a~ed ~ha~ she kep~ her skin pale because she though~ ~ha~ over- 
expos~re ~o ~he s~m was ~mheal~hy and because she wan~ed ~o loo~ dift~ren~ since 
eve~F’one in Southern Ca]it}~rnia was t~dng to look tanned. On the other hand, the 
pale skin, p]a{inum-hair look she aft)c{ed al}er 1960 may ha~,e been par~ of her re- 
bellion agains~ her s~udio and agains~ her image as a Petty girl.~ 

Fashions in dress and design o:i~en ~llow cyclical patterns int~uenced by 
cultural change and ~he search li)r wha~ is nexa Thus, Josephine de Beanharnais, 
Napoleo~is empress, wore whi~e ~o connee~ ~he regime ~o democratic A~hens and 
imperia] Borne. Queen Victoria introduced whi~e t~r wedding dresses when she 
married Prince Alber~ in 18~0, while ~he Vic~orim~ era wi~h which she was identi- 
fied ~r,ed ~o dar[k colors by ~he 1850s. W~i~e became popular in ~he 
cen~ur~. Edwardian era, in reaction agains~ ~he bright colors of ~he 18S0s and in 
line wi~h wome~ ~aking np whi~e spor~s clothing and ~he white shirtwais~ blouse.~4 
By 1910, a vogue t?)r brigh~ colors returned, bu~ by ~be la~e 1920s, white was 
ionable in architecture, in~erior design, pho~ograph~; t~shions in dress, and Holly- 
wood film 

The architects of ~be In~er, a~ional S@e of ~ha~ era, including Le Corbusier, 
~avored white because it evo~:ed simplicit5 light, and the integrity of :~i)lk cultures, 
symbolized by the white walls of ~heir dwellings painted wi~h inexpensi~,e white- 
wash.~5 Syrie Maugham, an English interior designer and ~he udf~ of Somerse~ 
Maugham, brought white into eli~e interior design in 1927 wi~h her t~med whi~e 
house~ decorated in shades of white. She was inspired by the whitewashed houses 
that her f~her, a wealthy ref?)rmer, b~il~ for the poor.~" From Maugham5 
ors, ~he vogue f~r whi~e spread to ~hoto~rawhers~ studios in London, Paris, and 
New York~~7 in 19z~, only two years at}er she designed her ~amed "basic black 
dress," Coco Chanel launched a vogue tbr whi~e by designing a whi~e evening 
dress ~ha~ combined "candid innocence" wi~h sensua] "shimmer." She was inspired 
~o do so, she s~a~ed, by ~he Japanese rise of whi~e i~ screens, ivoV figurines, 
decorative flowers.~s Li~ke all designers in ~his era, she was also influe,ced by 
blaek--and--whi~e films and photography of ~he age. 

Ho]l)avood film desig~ers in ~he 1930s adopted ~he white vo~ue.~ in ~heir Hol- 
]}~wood Moderne s@e~ in which whi~e chi~}~n cur[ains were looped over each 
other, and rugs, bedspreads, and furmtur~: w(~r(~ mostly u h~t~:. The "big white set" 
became s~andard i~ films, especialb’ those made by MCM. Sco~ Eyman called 
whi~e loo~k "MGM Grand Bo~rgeois,".sug~es~in~.     ~ a deri~a~ion based on competi- 
tion between social classes.;° Developments in lighting and :~lm s~ock also 
trflmted to ~he creation of the white set--and to ~he vogue ~i)r blonde actresses 
that accompanied i~. Panchromatic film and t~mgs~en lights, introduced in 1927, 
reduced the glare ~ha~ whi~e had produced on ~he film previously in use, and elim-- 
itmted ~he need for a filter over the camera letis to tone down blonde hai~; which 
had the ei})c~ of darl~ening that hair. As a result, the new ~echnolo~: "triggered 
a rush of very light blondes to the screen.’’;~ Coincidental]5 several Holl)~vood 
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studios experimented with Technicolor, but ~he process was no~ a success. For the 
nex~ ~en years~ films would con~inue ~o be black and whi~e. 

E~genics arg~men~s abo~ ~he pres~med na~ral superiority of Nordics~ wi~h 
blonde hair and light sl<in, circulated in ~he United S~ates and E~m~pe ~n this era 
of nativism and immigration restriction in ~he United S~ates and ~he rise of Nazism 
and rico-Fascism in Europe. Such eugenics arguments underscored ~he pop~lar- 
i~y of whi~e. B~ ~he vogue :liar ~he color was also related ~o ~he cyc]es ot~ ~ashion 
and ~o dex~clopmen~s in ~ec}moiog% aes~he~ics~ and a~i~udes abon~ class, sexnali~y, 
and gender: 

Jean Harlow and Whiteness. Jean Harlow was especially identified with 
IIoll~wood~ white look. In real life, Harlow lived in a "Big Whi~e House," deco-- 
ra~ed mos@ in shades of whi~e. She dyed her hair pla[innm~ and she ot}en wore 
whi~e satin evening gowns, white f~rs, and diamonds. When Harlow’s white dresses 
were c~t on the t;ashionable bias, which emphasized body curves, they clung to 
her, snggesting the virgin and the whore. Often cast as a siren, Harlow decisively 
overturned the Holl}~ood convention that only dark-haired wolJlen co~ld be 
vamps, while blondes ~re innocents.:~:~ She became the screen’s first "blonde 
bombshell" after she starred in Hell;’ A~gds, a f~lm abou~ X~rld War i wi~h lo~s of 
bombs and exploding shells.3~ 

The color white ~x~rn by actresses li]<e Ilarlow in ] 930s films also signified 
class rebellion. As one of ~he crag <’t}~st ~alking dames," Harlow played working 
women who challenged ~he class order ~hrongh ~heir brassy voices, comedic repar- 
tee, and sens~alit>: Ilarlow’s hair eolor espeeially denoted class and sex rebellion 
To designate it, a clever press agen~ borrowed the word "pla~innm" fi’om ~he name 
[5r ~he silvery metal more expensive than gold. The brigh~ blond color produced 
b~:~ bleaching hair had ]on~ been~ associated ud~h prostitutes and chor~s girls, and 
respectable women did no~ bleach ~heir hair.’~’~ in 1926~ ~he success of Anita Loos’s 
novel]a G~n~lsmen Ps@:r Bh~dss, which [~a~red a bleached blonde chorus gir] 
named Lorelei Lee, produced a t~d for the scorned color?~ (Monroe played 
Lorelei in ~he 1953 movie version of ~he novella.) Harlow drew on Lorelei’s rebel- 
lion by dyeing her hair an even bolder color than ~ha~ of Loos’s heroine. 
nationwide copied her, identit~ing thereby wi~h the lower classes and wi~h sex 
workers. 

Harlow’s white shade resembled the hair color of albinos, considered 
in that day and t}ms o}@c~s :liar sex,m] fetishization. One commentator thought 
~ha~ Harlow looked like a queen <~in some decaden~ Wildean fantasv.’’~¢~ indeed, 
a ~radi~ion in t]bJ~s connected ~he silveg~ hair ~o perverse sexuali~c Na~asha 
Rambova wore a platinum wig as Salome in ~he fih~ version of Wilde’s 
(1923). in early scenes of As ?~u Dc.s’ise Me (1932), Greta Garbo, playing a deca- 
den~ cabare~ performer, wore a platinum wig, as did Marlene Die~rich in 
~z~m~s (1932), when she emerged t~om a gorilla s~it. 



For nearly a century.------]’tom ] 830 to 1030-------brown and d~en red had been 
~he mos~ fi~shionab~e colors fbr hai~; in addition ~o na~ura~ blond(~. Bn~ in d~c early 
] ~30s~ bleached hair came into vogue. "~?m may d~ink ~ha~ a par~ of ~he human 
body as static as hair would not come into the f~shion cycle," wrote Garolyn 
Wyck~ Photopla~j’s b(~a~ty columnist, in 1933, "but that is not thc case. if yon go 
back to the 1920s, you w~ll recall ~he henna fhd. Blonde: brunette or in-between, 
they all :ii~ll hard tbr henna.’’~ Harlow established dm blonde t~pe at MGM, and 
other studios fBllowed suit, wid~ Marlene Dietrich and Mac W~st at ParamounL 
Ginger Bogers a~ RKO, and Alice Faye at ’-[-kven~ieth Century-Fox. By the late 
1930s, dark hair regained dominance, as Harlow darkened her hair and rm,en- 
haired Hedy Lamarr rocketed to l:ame.4° Still, d~e appeal of bleached blonde 
hair persisted, as well as ~he taboo against it. In 1944, Billy Wilder had Barbara 
S~am~yck dye her hair blonde ti)r Donble Indemnicy to add erotic innocence to her 
evil.film ~toir" character, and in 19~S, Bi~a Hayword~ did the same ~br La@ From 
Sha~ghai2~ Ye~ in 19~4, when ~he bead of ~he modeling agency ~ba~ firs~ employed 
Monroe counseled her ~o peroxide her (lark blonde hair, Monroe initially refused. 
She wanfed to remain "nafurali’ 

Bleached blonde hair did no~ become entirely respectable un[il 1955~ a year 
after Monroe’s iconic photo :~om The Seven Year" Itch was taken, when eop)~vriter 
Shirley Polykoff crea~d a succ~ssful advertising campaign tl)r Clairol hair 
~ba~ promoted d.ved blonde hair. "Blondes Have More Fun," was one of ~heir 
slogans. Anod~er was: "Does She or Doesn’t She? Only Her Hairdresser Knows 
ll)r Sure/’~ Once ~he resistance ~o bleached hair broke do~q~, bhmdes began ~o 
appear eveo~,here. ’-[’hey brough~ into common currency ~he muffiple meanings of 
whffe ....... con:~i)rrnis~ and rebellious, innocen~ and erotic, racialized and beyond race. 

Nlonroe and the Hoily~qood Blondes That Preceded Her. During ~he 1950s, 
the years of Monroes stardom, brigh[ colors came in[o vogne, in accord wffh the 
cycl(~s of fashion and a desir~~ tbr gai(~ty al}~r d~(~ dark ycars of X~)rld War H and 
during d~e era of Cold W~ar t)ars. S~ill~ designers used whi~e ~o se~ off brigh~ col- 
ors and to display the color’s rich symbolism, and becanse much 1950s modern 
design originated in Scandinavia, where ~he dark win~ers in a land close ~o 
Arctic inspired a passion for wbi~e2~ In fibns, 7~chnicolor now ~ook bold: "Color 
became exaggerated, more cok)rfi~l ~han liti~ ....... extra rich, vibranL and exeffing. 
Honey blondes became bu~er blondes~ Golden blondes became silver blondes. 
Browne~es ~m’ned s~rawbera~ or tangerine. Brunettes wen~ henna or mahogany 
or jeL’’~ Several of Monroe; :[~lms in d~e 1950s were sho~ in the new widescreen 
CinemaScope process~ which amplified ~be brighh~ess~ When Monroe wears 
whi~e in CinemaSeope, i~ looks very whi~e. 

In addition to the luminousness of white in film, Monroe derived her whi~e 
look from ~he blonde s~ars of previo~s dccades, ~specially from J~an Harlow, and 
from Lana ~Ihrner and. Be~tb;. (;table, ~he major blonde stars of the 1940s. Dramatic 
and sensual, T~m~er often dressed in white satin, with an ermine ~rirn, carrying an 
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ermine stole. Grable was down to earth, describing hersell" as %tric@ an enlisted 
man’s,~ir]i"4:~ in the ]a~e 1930s.. a who]esome type of beauty, called "~he girl next 
door" appeared in fi]ms~ as ~,~;~rld War H approached and filmma];ers celebrated 
rura] and sinai]--town America.~s Meantime, t~e innocent face of t~e "girl next 
door" was combined with a voluptuous bo@ ~o create the semi-naked pinup, 
which entered mainstream cultm’e wi~h the Perth,s. and Var~a~ girls and was revered 
as a symbol ot’tk~e nation during Wk~rld X,¥~r II.4~ Grable, a top--grossing HollF~vood 
star between 1943 and 1951~ was the major piuup girl during the war. 

Monroe grew up in ttoll},~’ood and nearby, communities. As a child named 
Norma Jeane Bal;er, she read ~an magazines, often went to the movies, and 
with people who worked at the studios. Her first name ;;Norma" echoed the name 
of silent f~lm star Norma "[51madge; ~’Jem~e," that of Jean Harlow. Li~ke Harlow, 
Monroe answered reporters witk~ jokes, ot}en wore no underwear, exhibited her 
semi-clothed bo@ with ease, aud displayed a flair liar come@ Beu Lyon, a lead- 
ing man in 1920s films, "discovered" ttarlow. As an MGM ~alent scout in the 
1940s, k~e also ’discovered" Monroe. Wk~en Lyon saw Monroe, k~e is said to 
{,xclaimed, "i~’s Jean Harlow all ovcr again.’’*s 

Many commentators remaiked on Monroe’s resemblance ~o Harlox~< while 
others saw T~m]er and Grable in heF.4{} In ] 948, wheIt Nlonroe was under contract 

to Columbia t~)r sLx mon~hs~ the studio dy{~d hcr hair platim~m blonde and pho- 
tographed her in white satin, copying %~rner. She retained ~ha~ loo~k i~ 
yurigle (1950), in which when she played the erotic, childish mistress of a much 
older man. in All About Erie, a Twentie[h Ceutuv-Fox film shot in 1950, she had 
an important cameo role as an aspiring actress. During ~he iilming, she spen~ her 
spare ~ime watc}~ing Betty Grable movies,a° T}mt behavior made sense. Grable, ten 
)/cars older than she, was the m~ior blonde a~ Fox, where Monroe was a contract 
player. Monroe, deeply ambi[io~s, hoped to replace her. 

The Nlarilyn Persona. Harlow displayed a comic flair in her l~lms, but Turner 
and Grable played their roles straight. So did Mouroe duriug her early films, be- 
ginning in 1947 wit~ The Dar~gerous ~ar:s’ and Ladies q~’~he Cho~s (1948), until 
elements of the Marilyu t~gure begau ~o emerge in Asphalt j~g[e (1949), 
Happy (1950), and Mor, l;ey Bt~sir~ess (1952). Maril)~ appeared f~ll-blown 
Monroe’s portrayal of Lorelei Lee in Gentlemen Prej~r" Blor~des (1953). Monroe 
could also pr(@ct iunocence and saduess, and those emotions also became part of 
Marilyn. Director Joshua Logm~ called Maril)~ a brilliant clown comparable 
Charlie Chaplin’s innocent and sad Little Tramp. Monroe was entirely aware 
she had created a clown in the tradition of Chaplin’s tramp, accordiug to Joh~ 
Strasberg, who knew Maril}~ well when she s~udied with his fh~her, I~ee S~rasberg, 
at the Actors’ St~dio in New ~rk. Monroe’s friends consistently noted t}mt s}~e 
could put Marilyr~ on aud off at will.,~ 

Self-educa~ed, wi~h a natural wit and intelligence, Monroe crea~ed Marilyn 
with the help of mentors suc~ as acting coach Natasha Lytess and Hollf~vood 



columnist Sidney Skolsky.~:z In constructing Marilyn, ~hey drew from Monroe’s 
own personality as well as ~)om Mac West’s Diamond Lil, which X~cs~ based on ~- 
male characters created by ~ransves~i~e vaudeville performers J~lian El~inge and 
Bert Savo~~:~ They, also drew ti’om Lilt St. Cyr, ~he glamorous burlesque s~r~pper; 
and fiom the "dumb blonde," a character originating in turn-ot2the-cen~ury 
vaudeville and immortalized in Lorelei Lee?~ The irrational logic of the dumb 
blonde concealed a penetrating intuition: she br<mght the wisdom off the ancient 
lbol into the modem era. i~ the 1940s, Marie Wilson was ~he mos~ l:amons dumb 
blonde in films. In a 1950 description of her that eerily [breshadowed Monroe, 
Iledda Hopper characterized her as bem~tifi~l, sensual, and nffive, with an ability 
to coin sexual double entendres. Hopper called Wilson a "Mac Wcs~ withon~ 
guile.’’~ And, as Monroe fine-~uned her version of ~he dumb blonde in ~he late 
1940s, Judy Holliday became identified with the figure, especially when she won 
~he 1950 Oscar {br best ac~r~ss ~br her portrayal of the ~ype in Born 

Bu~ Holliday’s dumb-blonde character was limited in comparison wi~h 
Monroe’s. Holliday herself recognized that when she copied Marilyn in a night 
dub acL~’~ indee& i~ creating Marilyn~ Mop,roe added new dimensions of indic- 
tenet and sexuality ~o the dumb blonde, while she modified Mari]~ to suit each 
offher film pertbrmances. Monroe liked Groucho Marx’s description of Marilkx~ as 
a combi~mtion of Theda Bara, Mac Wcs~, and Little Bo-Peep. PhotogrN)her Eve 
Arnold, a close h’iend~ called Monroe self-conscio~sly camp in cons~r~cting 
Marilyn.~’;’ In her memoir, actress Carroll Baker penned the rnos~ insightfi~l de-- 
scription of Marily~ on record~ When Baker t~rs~ met Monroe, she was appalled 
by her heax~~ makeup, her ~igh~ clothing~ her braless breasts bobbing in a clinging 
angora sweater, and her swa~ng, sensual walk. But, as Monroe sashayed across a 
room to greet Baker, she realized that Mari]yn was a performance and that 
Monroe was p~t~ing on a shox~ When Monroe shook Baker’s hand, she t~lt a 
of sexual desire?s 

in May 1962, three months before she died, Monroe pertbrmed her most 
brillian~ rendition of Mari]~ at ~he birthday celebration at Madison Square Gar- 
den in New York for John R Kennedy. Monroe’s hair was in a platinum bou:[’tSnt, 
and her body was sewn i~to a near-~ransparent dress cornered with shining beads. 
With a whi~e tbx stole over her shoulders, she minced 1o ~he microphone in geisha- 
]i~e steps. In an o~-ke5 childish voice she :i~rst sang "Happy Birthda}/’ and then a 
song written ~o the ~une of"Thanks tbr ~he Memories." That song ~hm~ked JFK for 
wha~ he had done as president, b~t i~ specit~cally mentioned only his action against 
U.S. Steel and included nothing about civil rights. Fina]l5 emerging fi’om Mari]}~, 
M(mroe led the audience in a rousing rendifio~ of "Happy BMhday." 

In her birthday trib~te ~o JFK in 19(52, Monroe seems both a representative 
of the t;~mininity of the era and a parody of it. And, her whiteness seems a fcat~re 
of the pertbrmance, a part of her masquerade. ~)ican American ~.)cal artists 
HarD~ Belail, n~e and Ella Fitzgerald were both in the lineup of i~.med artists who 
preceded her. Was Marilyn’s perti)rmance intended to celebrate them and the civil 
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rights movement? Or, in her shimmering whiteness, did s~e reinscribe the histof 
ical hegemony of white? 

lt!onroe and ~fricar~ ~rneric~nSo Monroes w[~iteness may have kind a racist 
meaning, bu~ she had African American t~ns. in addition, she identified wi~h mi- 
nority. ~rom~sr., claimed to have had an at}~air with a black man.. and supported let}- 
ist movements. Bot~ the Los Angeles Sentinel and the Chicago Dej~r~der-------m@~r 
black newspapers in the 1950s~advertised her movies and chronicled her career. 
They compared her "glamour" to ~ha~ of African American actresses such as Lena 
Ilorne and Dorothy Dandridge, who was called tk~e black Marilyn Monroe and with 
whom Monroe had been friendly a~ the Actors’ Lab in Los Angeles. They noted her 
fl’iendship wi~h Sammy Davis Jr. and her enthusiasm tbr Ella Fi~zgeral& whom 
she credited wi~h having deeply inflm~nced her singing s@e. 

E~ ~he ~ll of 1954, Monroe forced the owners of [he Hollywood nightclub 
Mocambo ~o honor a con~rac~ with Fitzgerald ~ha~ they in~ended ~o break. In June 
1955, bot[~ the Senlinel and t[~e D@:ndev reported ~ha~ Monroe, along ud~h Joe 
DiMa~¢io~._.~ ~ attended a benefit tbr Sammy, Davis Jr. at the Apollo Theater in 
Harlem. "When Sammy le~ i~ ou~ ~ha~ the two were in ~he audience," aeeordin~ .... 
the D@)r~der, "tIarlemites went wild." Jay Kanter, Monroe’s New ~ rk agent, was 
present ~ha~ evening. He remembered ~ha~ Monroe received a standing ovation 
when she walked into the theater. DiMaggio entered the theater after her, and he 
received tk~e same welcome: 

in his acconn~ of his 1962 interviews with Monroe, journalist ~( j. Wca~herby 
placed her statements in ~he contex~ of his friendship with an African Ameri- 
can woman named Ck~ristine, a cM1 rigk~ts aetMst in the South. Christine told 
Wea~herby ~ha~ she identified wi~h Monroe~bu{ with no other white film star. 
When W~a~herbv asked her why she made an exception ~i,r Monroe~ Christine 
replied, ~’She’s someone who was abused." The remark indicates knowledge 
difl~cukies of Monroe’s lit)c: her illegitimacy (a huge s~igma in the 1950s); her 
childhood spent in tbs~er homes and an omhana~e’~ ,~ , the sexual abuse she endured 
in one of those homes; her straggle with the tIollywood studios to be east in seri- 
ous roles. Monroe continua]iv ~alked about her [errible childhood in her inter- 
views. She exaggerated its dit}~cukies, but no other ttoll}avood f~male s~ar claimed 

suck~ a disastrous upbringing ........ or dwelled on her childhood so much. She also 
presented herself as working class in backgrom~d and as a child of the Depression. 
She identified with ~he dispossessed and claimed ~ha~ her ~ns, no~ the s~udios, 
had made her a star.~° 

~,eatherby also interviewed black novelis~ and activis~ James Baldwin. Like 
Christine, Baldwh~ was sympathetic to Mom’oe. Using Monroe’s words, he called 
her a "slave" of the Holl~vood system. That term udth regard to Ilollywood per- 
li~rmers dated from a lawsuit against OiMa de Havilland by Warner Brothers for 
having broken her contract ~dth them and ff~rmed her own production company. 
De Havilland’s lawyer won her case on the basis of an old California law tbrbidding 
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the entbreement of a :forced labor contract on an individual for more than sewm 
y{~ars. ~en ~,i~atherby reported to Monroe ~he remarks that Christine and James 
Baldwin had made about he]; she replied that she was not surprised. She remarked 
that she had {)nee had an af~dr uqth a black man. "Negroes," she said, %an some-- 
~imes see through appearatices better than whites.’’~* Al}er Monroe died in August 
] 962, Holl>wood eol~mnis~ Hedda Hopper received maW le~ers about her. O~e 
was from Ethel Davis, of Glen Cow~, New 52~rk, who identified herself as a "Negro" 
woman. Her letter is revealing of at{i{ndes abou~ Monroe. Davis wrote: 

I never lhonght it possible to be so aftbored by the death of some one I knew only on 
the screen. Somehow her h:’agic death may not ha~? been in vNn if it has taught us to 
be more thoughtful of people as }roman beings. [ am a negro woman with ali the 
eveud~5, problems I can handle~and as a negro woman a 
good measure. I shed b~tter tears ~br this lone1> lost creature, who seemingly hM so 
much and yet so little.~ 

Marilyn’s poll{lea] convictions were ~o the let}. Early in her career, she vowed 
not to discuss politics p~blicly, a mow: that is not snrprisin~,._ ~iven the m~mbers 
of Hollywood figures called befbre HUAC in the late 1940s and the 1950s at~d 
her involvement as a student with {he Actors’ Lab, attacked by anti-Communis~s 
as a Communist organization. ~:t, Monroe married Art}mr ~qiller in 1956 and 

supported him during his refusal to name names befbre HUAC)’* in March 1960, 
she wrote New }i.,r/; 7~m~#,v editor Lester Markel, a {}’iend of hers, expressing her 
snpport of Fide] Castro in Cuba. That spring, her name, along with those of 
Marion Brando, Germ Kelley, at~d Shirley MacLaine, headed a list of Hollywood 
stars spo~soring the National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Polities (SANE))~ 
In her last intervie~ published in L~}: magazine the week she died, she stated: 
"Mexicans, blacks, Asians, we are all one people. 

In her eom~ersa~ions with Wea{herb}~ Mop,roe compared the position of 
women to that of blacks. Referring to herself as well as to women in general, she 
stated that black meti resetited being called "boy’s," but that women did not protest 
being_ ~ called "girls." "Some men," she con{imbed, %all you a                                                                   ~.~°°d girl in ~he same 

wW they pet their dog." Poet Norman Rosten, close to Monroe, stated that she 
identified wi~h ~he hero of Joyce Cary’s Mister ]oh,tso~q, a charismatic yonng 
Nigeria~ man who r~ms at?ml of the British colonial system and is killed. Mister 
Johnson represented to her the spirit of innocence killed by the ’bad guys." 
"Marilyn would say it was ’~hem’ agains~ ~us’ every’where," Bos~en stated. 
portrai~ she did tbr actress Snsan S~rasberg, Mom’oe drew herself as a sad and for- 
lore child, in a raggedy dress, with a black fiace. 

Motiroe’s identification with blacks may have been sell2sets’ing, a narcissistic 
identification of herself ~d~h all victims. Ye~ her identification vvi~h blacks migh~ 
also indicate that beneath the whiteness of her external self lay a sense of self as a 
working-class girl who represetited dm disadvantaged, whed~er white or black. 
Like Betty Grable, she was often down to ear,h, "an enlisted man’s 
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Ftace in ~lonroe’s Films. Despite Monroe’s egah~arian a~titudes, her films are 
no~ flee of racism, in his essay o~ Mo~roe~ Bichard Dyer no~es ~ha~ among her 
films, only B~s Stop pays direc~ a~en~on ~o her skin color. As ~he dance hall per- 
former Cherie, Monroe sings Cole Por~er’s ~Tha~ Old Blac~ Magic" ~o a crowd 
of men in a saloon. Transl~xed by her beauty, the cowboy pro~agonis~ calls her an 
~angel," exclaiming, "Loo~ a~ her gleaming ~here so pale and whi~e." YeL Monroe 
wore v,,hi~e makeup in Bus Stop to make Cherk~ look more realistic. Because 
Cherie per~brmed all ni~ht,,~ slep~ all da)i; and did ~o~                                    .~o ou~ i~ ~he sun, Monroe 
reasoned ~ha~ her skin wo~ld be vea~ whi~e.~v 

In addition ~o Bus Stop, severa~ other Monroe films contain scenes involving 

race~ in a well-known sce~le in H,u~ to Ma~~ a Mi[lio~aive, set in ~he powder 
room of a ~i~htclu b~. ~_.    , floor-~o-cei]ing_.~    ~ mirrors, reflec~ .... mnl~iple Marilyns in a red satin 
dress, while a frieze on one o:f the walls contains a row o:f dark--skinned figures?s 
in ~he "Diamonds Are a Girl’s Bes~ Friend" number in Ge~tl~me~ Pre~r Blonde, s, 
Monroe sings and dances with a chorus of dark-haired men wearing black suits, 
while ballerinas in pink bm~s surround her, with dark veils pulled tightly over d~eir 
faces. The number seems modeled al}er one done by At)lean American pedbrmer 
Josephine Baker in Zo~t-Zou (1934), in which a glamorous Baker in a flowing 
evening gown dances with a group of dark men in black suits."~ 

Ye~ ~he use of black in "Diamonds Are a Girl; Bes~ Friend" also related to 

sexuality: ~,~;~men in abbreviated costumes made of blac]; leather are tied to the 
chandeliers ~ha~ ]i~h~,, ~he scene. They., evoke Betty Pa~e~ ,, the innocent--looking in-- 
g&me with black hair and whi~e skin who starred in ~he day; underground sado- 
masochist films. Page’s biographer calls her the "Dark Angel in the world of 
bondage and ]ea~her," and ;~the teasing gid-nex~--door, who is the kitten with a 
whip~" Early i~l ~Diamonds Are a Girl; Bes~ Frie~ld," Marilyn appears wi~h a ~an 
in her hands, pla}dhlly opening and closing it and ~apping the men aro~md her wi~h 
i~. The reti~renee seems to be to d~e t~m dancers o:fburlesque and, as Maril~ sings 
an operatic ~ril], to ~he aristocratic women of ~he eighteenth cen~nrv, who used fans 
as coquettish devices. Maril}a~ is dressed in ~he same shocking pink color as the 
balle~ dancers, with a narrower skirt and a pour of t;abric on her posterior.’~’° 

A brief prologue to The Sev.e~ }~:ar [¢ch parodies a group of Native American 
men who are supposedly members of an indian tribe 1Mng on Manhattan Island 
long beti)re the Dutch set~led d~ere. Like N)m Ewe]l, ~he Indian men (played by 
whites) lust at}er young women whe~ their wives leave for a coo]er c]imate dur- 
ing ~he summer. The joke seems bizarre ~oday, but i~ drew from ~he tradition in 
American representation of characterizing people of color as childlike and simple 
or as violent and uncivilized. The prologue ~o The Seve~ ~ar Itch draws on the 
childlike stereotjq~e, while Monroe’s 1953 Biter qfNo llet~tvr~ ~a second Monroe 
film ti~aturing Indians ....... draws on the violent stereoscope. In this film, Robert 
Mitchum plays a rugged male homesteadi~g in the wilderness. Falsely impris- 
oned, he leaves his young son with Monroe, a dance hall singer. A~}er Mitehum is 
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released, Monroe goes with him and his son ~o ]iw~ at his ranch. Savage Indians 
~hrea~en ~hem ~here, and Mffchnm engineers ~heir escape]~ 

In Ther~:~’ No Busi~ess Like Show B~¢,vir, ess, Monroe pert~rms ~he 
Heat Wave" mm~ber. Dressed like Carmen Miranda in an elaborate headdress, a 
strapless ~op, and an open flared skir~ over underpants, she shimmies ~o a La~in 
bea~. Monroe is doubly ero~icized~and parodied~as a sexualized Anglo woman 
mimicldng Miranda, a Brazilian woman who parodied hersel:~’in her films. More- 
over, the long prodnc~ion number that ends 7~ere~’ No Business Like Show Bu.s’i- 
riess is s~rue~ured around Irving Berlin’s~son~, "Alexander’s Ragtime Band," dravv~ 
from black ragtime. In the number, Johnny Bay plays the piano and belts ou~ the 
song, resembling no one so much as an Aft’lean American pertbrmer. Ye~, neither 
~he film nor ffs credffs acknowledges ~he roo~s of ~he music and dancing in black 
entertainment. 

it is troubling that Monro~~ starn~d in fihns with racist themes, affhough under 
the terms o[her contract, i~ was nearly impossible tbr her ~o turn them down. Ye~, 
she was contemptuous ol" ~it~er of hb Bettered, calling it her "Z film." She refl~sed 
to do TI~ere? N~ B~sin~s.s’ Like Sh~m B~sin~s.s’ until Fox ~xecutives thn, atened to 

suspend her. She refl~sed to pertbrm "The ~l>opical tteat Wave" numben originally 
scheduled :~br Ethel Merman, until she was told by the producer that I~’ing 
Berlim who wrote the music lbr the flhn, want~d her to do it. She mad~ no explicit 
complaints about racism in the flbJ~; her only recorded ot~jection was ~ha~ she liked 
neither the conception of the film nor its screer@ay.~:z 

in h~,r book on white’hess in Hollywood films, Diam~ Ncgra identifies a cate- 
go~), of actors and movie characters she calls "white ethnics." She includes "poor 
whites" in this category,v:~ Giwm Monroe’s ancestry in l;amilies without much edu-- 
cation or mon~% mostly laborers of hish and English descent who migrated f?om 
the Upper Sou~h to Los Angeles in the 1910s~ she fi~s into ~his "whffe e~hnic" 
group. Berlin: she became a pinup model, she worked on an assembly line in a 
World X~ar ii fhctors,; she was a "Rosi~~ the Riw~ter.’’ 

Following this inteq~re~ation, the Monroe image could be viewed as a sym- 
bol of ethnic cohesion, a bridge between minorities. By the 1950s, categorizations 
of Eastern Europeans, j~ws, and M~dit~rranean peoples as black wcrc breaking 
down. As members of these~rom~. moved into ~he middle dass~ ~hey were being 
viewed as white2"~ Monroe married ethnic men and identified with their ethnicit?~ 
Her second husband, Joe DiMaggio, was a fblk hero ccl~brat~d as the nation’s 
grea~es~ baseball player since Babe tluth. Born one of nine children of a Sicilian 
fisherman in San Francisco, he was also a symbol of Italian upward mobilffy. Her 
third husband was the playwright Arthur Millen J~wish by background, he 
about an~i-Semffism throughout his career. Monroe conver~ed ~o Judaism when 
they married. When Monroe was involw~d with DiMaggio, she was :~i~atured in the 
newspap~,rs eating spagh~tti with DiMaggi(is ~amily. Wh~n she was involved with 
Miller, she was tFa~ured ea~ing matzo balls with Miller’s ~amily.~s 
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Social Class and Sexuality. In line with the inte~)retation of Monroe as a 
"white ethnic," there is a populist snbtext in many of her fihns, in The Big 
~’ow, Lary May finds such a subtex~ ~hroughou~ ~he films of the 1930s, and i~ con- 
tinued into the ] 950s.’z~s Monroe was not only working class in background during 
her life bu~ she was also working class in her fihns; she was invariably a waitress, 
secretm?; showgirl, model, or prostitute. She was "~he IA~le Girl from Little 
~ock," who "came from the wrong side of the tracks," as she stated in Gentlemen 
1)rej~f Blondes. Moreover, in film after film, she makes the case that material 
sessions are not important; ~ha~ love and eomradeship~ no~ mone~¢ are what mat- 
ter. The moral of even llow to Marq] a Millionaire, in which Monroe is one of 
three "g~old-di~giw~".        ,_.~    ,~ women ~ying to snag_ wealthy, men into marriage,_ is ~ha~ or- 
dinaD; men, who work a~ eonstr~ction jobs and eat in diners, are preferable ~o men 
of wealth. In that film, Betty Grable ends up wi~h a forest ranger and Monroe with 
a man being pursued by income ~ax agents for t;~x evasiom Only Lauren Bacall’s 
construction worker bo~?iend, whom she rejects ~hro~ghout the film as too poor, 
turns out in the end to have been a millionaire all along. He simply preferred ~o 
live the lit)c of a laborer. 

Like Shakespeare’s comedies, Monroes films like Gentle:men Pr@)r B~ondes 
and Sofia Like It Hot take place in a world removed from regular li:~i~: an ocean 
liner in Gentl~men Prej~r Bl~md~s, and a resort hotel in So;,~ Like it Hot. in these 
worlds, as in ~he fi, rest in Shakespeare’s comedies, all kinds of reversals ~ake 
place ....... of class, sexuality, and gcnder. In Ger~ler~wn Pr,s&r Blondes, Monroe states 
that "diamonds are a gir]’s best friend," when it is clear that Jane Bussell, p]aying 
another showgirl, is really Monroe’s "best friend." }lusse]l participates in Monroe’s 
zany schemes to marry a millionaire and }mrlesques her in a courtroom scene. At 
the end of the fihn~ Monroe and Bussell participate in a double marriage. Dressed 
in identical white wedding dresses and standing beside each o~he~; they give the 
impression that they are mar@ng each o~her, no~ their male partners. 

_Many. of Monroe’s films contain a "tall, dark., and handsome" male protago- 
nist, but ~hese men are most o[}en romantically involved with secondary thmale 
characters, not with Monroe. That is ~he case :~br Jane Bussell in Gentlemen Pre- 

.]’Fr" Blondes, Berry Grable in How to Ma~?] a Millionair’(~, and Mitzi Gaynor in 
The Greatest Show on EaCh. In many of her films, Maril~ was cast opposite a 
short, ef~;mfinate man. Those men included Tommy No(man in Ger~tle,wr~ 
Blondes, David Wayne in How to Marry a Millionaire, Donald O’Connor in The 
Greatest Show on Ea~h, and %~m Ewcl] in The Seven Year )oh, in Some Like 
Hot, Tony Curtis masq~erades first as a woman and then as an ef{~:minate million- 
aire wearing the eyeglasses that Monroe said she prefi~rred as a sign of gentleness 
in men. In Letls Make Love, Yves Montand masquerades as an out-ot2work song- 
and.-danee man to win Monroe. In her personal lit~, Monroe seemed to prefer tall 
dark men, like Joe DiMaggio, Arthur Mil]er~ and Yves Mon~and, bn~ that was not 
the case in her films. 
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Partnering a beautifi~l ~x~man like Monroe with a com~e or e:fi~m~nate man 
drew from an old traditkm in burlesque and vaudeville that mocked both male scx- 
~al impotence a~d t~male sexual power: Comedian,s like ~,~;i C. Fields and Lou 
Abbot~, ot}en dressed in outlandish attire, chased ~he strippers, soubrettes, and 
chorus girls of these popular enter~aimnen~s, who resisted them with panache,vv 
The comic perso~m of the comedians subverted ~he sexual order, ~urnb~g erotic de- 
sire into laughter and overcoming the underl}dng f;~ar in W;~stern culture of the 
power of sexuality m~d of the overly sexual woman. Whe~ a joki~g womm~ played 
the ~male character; the danger of t~male sexuality ou~ of control was dissipated 
by laughten especially when ~he joking woman was a dumb blonde. 

From Ge~tde;,~t Prej~r Blow, des onward, most of Monroe’s films were based 
on stage plays or ~ovels written by a~thors with a critical edge, and that was ,also 
true ti)r many of her directors. Satirist Anita Loos wrote the original w~rsion of 
Ge~!:Iemen PvejFr BIondes, which both celebrated showgirls and critiqued the 
male tiascina~ion with them. The film was directed by Howard ttawks, who often 
explored gender bending in the comedies he directed. Broadway plaF~vright 
George ~elrod wrote 15e Sever~ ~bav I!:ch ; William inge wrote Bus’ S!:op. Both 
pla?wrights had a taste tl, r subversive themes; inge was gay. The mordan~ Billy 
Wilder wrote, produced, and directed Some Like It Hot; British playwright 
Terence Bat[igan wrote 17~e P~ce and ~he Showgirl; ArC}mr Mille~; k~ow~ for 
plays criticizing American capitalism, wrote The Mi.~fits, in which he critiqued 
hegemonic masculine values, as he had in Death ~’a Salesman. Homosexual eho-- 
reographer Jack Cole crea~ed many of ~he dances in Momoe’s films, including 
those in Ge~tleme~ Pr@:r Blondes. 

I~lonroe and Feminism. Monroe was not a ~[bminist~ She died in 1962, a year 

tbre the publicatio~ of Betty Friedan’s The Feminirie Mystiq~te, a ma~i~esto 

second--wave :~minism. Monroe made only oblique statements abou~ women’s op-- 
pression and their need for more rights~ as when she criticized men liar calling 
women "girls" and identified w~h blacks as oppressed, if anything, her films re- 
verberated with the ] 950s perception that the real gender issue was not women’s 
discon~e~t~ but ra~her men’s anxiety over ~heir masculini~y~an m~xie~y suppos- 
edly produced by corporate eontl, rmi~); the ~ew domesticity, and ~he moveme~t 
off women out of the home into the workti)ree. All these :ii~a~ures of the post .... 
World X~ar ii era were said to nndermi~e ~he virile masculinity developed by the 
militaD; during World W:ar II rhar presumably remained essential ~o the Cold War 
struggle wi~h Russia. Many eontemporaV analysts proposed that men needed 
reimd~ora[e.~ their masculinity:. [hus the popularity, of virile male film s[ars like 
Bobert Mitehum, of the h},permasc~lb~e bodies of L;il Abner and Superma~, and 
of spor~s like football, wrestling, and bodybuilding2"’s 

h~ her fihns, Monroe ~ook a diflicren~ approach. Cas~ opposite elli~mina~e 
men, she liked their ~e~tle~e~s In The Seven Year Itch, she renewed "I?)m [:2well’s 
sense of his potency as a man; the %feature from the black lagoon" inside of him 
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only needed to be loved, while he needed to realize that his gentleness was a~trac- 
tiv~ to womem Thus, Mop,roe declaimed to him that women preli~r gentle men 
"~reat~ ~ ~ bi~ hulks who s~mt aro~nd like a ~iger~giving                                                                                     .5~°u that Tm so handsome~ 
v(m can’t resist me’ look." Even in Ri~)er (~" ;h~o Relur~, Monroe made a case 
Robert btiteImrn’s son for ge~tleness in men. in The Misfits, she screams i~ anger 
against the cowboys who are }mn~ing wild horses, c’al]in~,,     ~ ~hem "killers," no~ real 
men. "Those big rough guys are so sick," she told A. j. ¥~’i~atherb?: "They’re afraid 
of kindness and gentleness and beau~?: They always wm~t to kill something 
prove themselves.’’v~ 

Monroe’s o~trage also seemed directed against the hegemonic rnasc~line stu- 
dio system that had used her, limiting her salary while they made millions fiom her 
f~lms,s° Yet, even ~hough Monroe critiqued femininity and aggressive masculinity 
and claimed identification with blacks, she lacked a consisten~ ideology regarding 
gender, in 19~,1~ Ka~e Mille~ was influenced by ~he ideology of ~he black move- 
ment ~o in~erpre~ U.S. society as a series of class, gender, and race hierarchies 
controlled by a masculine patriarch}zs~ Monroe sympathized with blacks and ~n-- 
derstood ~ha~ women were oppressed, but she ~:ailed ~o link these conclusions 
tema~ieall~a The concept of patriarch?; now seen as ~’essentializing," is ou~ of i~.vor, 
}mr it may have been appropriate ~o the historical era in which Monroe lived and 
to the industry in which she worked. Monroe; subversion in the character 
Marilyn was a tl, rerunner of the postt~minis~ "third wave [~minism" of the recent 
period, which views sexuality as a source of women’s power. B~t Maril~’s s~bver- 
sire stance may have been insu~i~ciently dew,eloped to make much of a cliff)fence 
in her o,,xq~ era. 

I~lonme and ~he Parade o~ Blon6eSo Monroe’s exh’aordinaz?’ l:ame duri~g her 
o,,xq~ era brough~ the creation of many Marilyn e~ones. They included Sheree North 
and Jayne Mansl~eld a~ Fox; Cleo Moore and Kim Novak at Columbia; Mamie X,~m 
Doren a~ Universal; joy Lansing a~ United Artists; Barbara Lang at MGM; Diana 
Dors in England and at RKO; and Brigette Bardo~ in France. All were voluptuous, 
with lar~e~ breasts, and }@s; all radiated sexuality. In h~s work on 1950s ~Ims,, Steve 
Cohan con~e~lded that wha~ amounted to a ~;craze" for blondes i~l t~lms reflected 

whi~e values ~hreatened by the civil rights movemen~ and ~he growing power of 
nonwhite nations in Asia and Africa.s~ Cohan may have a point, alth(mgh proof is 
elusive, as is the case with Monroe hersell( Much of the contemporary commen- 
taD; on the HollF~,vood ~ blonde bombshells" focused on their bust size rather than 
on their hair or skin color; much o:~" it concerned whe[her or not they were actu- 
a]ly inte]ligen~ or primarily ~;dumb.’’s’~ indee& dumb-hi(rode jokes prolit)rated, a 
sign of am~semen[ over the many blondes who suddenly appeared, of subtle mi- 
sog?<ny against women, and of:~i~ar {ff women’s potential sexua] power. On the o~her 
hm~d, d~e advent of Technicolor and of the snccesst)l campaign tbr Clairol hair 
@es in 1955 partly generated the explosion of blondes. As bellwethers of the era’s 
sex~ml revolution, they both domesticated and advanced that revolution, while they 



brought Itugh Itefr~er’s ideas that men s}~o~ld be playboys and women childish 
and erotic playmates into ~he mainstream. 

Marilyn Mom’oe’s whiteness drew t}om m~eient and ongoi~g ~raditio~s of 
white women as representative of racist ideas ot’white s~periority, in an era of black 
rebe]]io~l, mid as sexnalized objects of hegemo~lic masculinity~ in a~l era of male 
anxiety over corporate cont?)rmity and women leaving the home tbr work. The 
Creature fl’om the Black Lagoon represented both b]ackness and aggressi~’e mas- 
culinity; but it was also at~ appropriate foil liar Marilyn as Monroe’s masquerade. 
The creature was a symbol of male power a~d of racial rebellio~ that did not 
fri~hten~    , her, ~ha~ needed only to be ]ow:d and incmporated by k~er whiteness 
i~s viole~ce ~o be contained~ A rich historical symbolism existed wi~h regard ~o the 
color white, and Maril~is w}~iteness drew t?om bo~h a~cie~t a~d modern defini- 
tions of white, connected to social class, sexuality, gender, and race. 
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newsreels, and its marquee was redressed with the monster movie i~or the shoot. 
Lawrence Crown, Ma,i~yn Monro~ at J~c’r~ti~th C~n~" Fox (London: Planet~ 1957), 
152. The Black Lagoon creature was not in ;’~xelrod’s original play. 
George Cukog who directed Monroe in Let,s Make Love and her unfinished film, 
Somr~hir~g:s’ Got to Giv(~, commen~ed: "Though Mar~vn was rather modest, she also 
c ~u~d have that total exhibitionist th~ng" (Gavin La~nbert, Or~ C~&or ed. Bobert 
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classic definition of "t)~m~n~n~l}i’ as a disguise that powerfi~l women put on to m,oid 
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GS; Elsa Mav~,e]l, "Mmq~yn Con~i~sses m Elsa Mav~,e~l, TII Never Be lhe Same,’" Mod- 
e,~ Scrwen (Ju]}~ 1956), 38, 91-94. 

Cir~ema Journal 47, No. 4, Summer 2008 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 1,2011 8:53 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Books to be Returned 

Dear Mae: This is a reminder of the books that should be returned to me after we complete the Baker introduction 
:l) Stars -- Richard Dyer (Library Book) 
2) The Homes -- Gall Lumet Buckley (Library Book) 
3) Heavenly Bodies -- Richard Dyer 
4-) African American Actresses -- The Struggle for Visibility -- Regester (Will try to buy you a copy) 
5) That’s Only Entertainment -- Richard Dyer 
Books Previously loaned: 
:t) Josephine Baker in Art and Life: The Icon and Image -- Benetta Jules-Rosette (Library Book) 

2) Eubie Blake and Noble Sissle 
This is for record keeping purposes because sometimes I am working on other projects and I am looking for these books unaware of their location; also, some of these books 
are checked out from the library in my name; if you have other books that belong to me, please feel free to add to this list. Finally, I thought we made some good progress on 
our meeting yesterday. I will follow up on the questions raised regarding the introduction but I need at least a week to do so. Have a good week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDI~30HF23SPDLT)’CNRECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 1,2011 2:37 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

ILE: Need your input 

Dear Eleanor: Below are names that I have collected for your project. I am not sure that they reflect the intent of the project so you may have eliminate some of those 
provided. I provided a brief description to explain their significance. Please feel free to eliminate or downsize as they relate to your project. If I come up with other names, I 

will forward. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Gaither Lassiter -- Community activist; worked with senior citizens, council on aging (distant relative of poet George Moses Horton) 
Charlie Mason -- hotel!restaurant owner 
Ed Caldwell, St. -- worked for the DKE fraternity for many years and was integral to the fraternity & by extension; university 
Rebecca Clark -- worked with voter registration; Chapel Hill cemetary restoration; 

William T (Tezell) Riggsbee -- radio announcer with Wchl 
Mr. Foushee -- first black policeman in Chapel Hill 
Elizabeth Cotten -- blues singer!musician 

John Mason -- Furniture maker!Furniture Doctor 
IVlittie Kirkland -- midwife 
Adolphus Clark -- responsible for swimming pool located on Roberson Street 
Preston Weaver -- established a shoe shop and operated for many years 

Thurman Atkins (not sure of spelling of name) -- operated cab company for many years!411 on Franklin Street now occupies his former business 
Coach Peerman -- coached football at both Lincoln High School and Chapel Hill High School 
Mr. McDougal -- principal at Lincoln High School; the McDougal school in Chapel Hill was named in his honor 

From= Regester, Charlene B 

Sent= Friday, January 28, 20:tl 2::t4 PM 
To= Eleanor Morris 
Subject= RE: Need your input 

Dear Eleanor: Good to hear from you and I will begin to think of some names as well as provide an explanation of why they made Chapel Hill different or unique. Sorry, I can’t 
attend the meetings but I still receive some of the information so I will attend whatever events I can. Also, I plan to attend Georgia Kyser’s memorial on Sunday since she was 
such an important figure in Chapel Hill history. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Eleanor Morris [           @nc.rr.com] 
Sent= Friday, January 28, 20:tl 12:3:t PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Need your input 

Hi, Charlene. I miss seeing you at HistoricaJ Society meetings. Hope your semester is going well and you have good classes with engaging students. 

I need your help -- not ~o serve on a committee, just to provide information if you can. Our fund-raiser this year (June 19) will be The Ch~:racters of Chapel Hill. 
Stories about some of the uNque and perhaps eccentric people of Chapel Hill and Carrboro will be told by Freddie Kiger. (Former high school history teacher, Civil 

War expert, now ESPN sports analyst, and amazing sto~ teller). We will use onr issues of the Chapel Hill News to research stories for Freddie to tell and entertain 

our audience, and also to demonstrate to the public the value of the newspaper archive.. 

We have been t~ing to put together a list of 10 or 12 people who were known and loved in the a~:ea for fl~eir distinctive personalities -- people like Billy Arthur and 

KempNye. We don’t have a good representation of people from the Afiican-American community, and I hope you can suggest ~me names. The only name we 
have is Frank Taylor Wright, the gentleman who wore ~ many colorful suits aJong Franklin Street. We will limit the group to fl~o~ M~o are deceased and those who 

were more than just thmous people but Mao did unusual things and made an impression on the community as "different." 

If you have any names to add, please email me or call We must present the list to Freddie Kiger in several weeks, so I hope you have time to think about 

this and contact me soon. 

Best wishes ...... Eleanor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 10:51 AM 

Precious Stone. @hotmail.com> 

RE: NY Times article 

Dear Precious: One of my students told me that they saw an interview with Denzel and this question regarding his blindness was posed. She said that he provided an 
ambiguous response and this led her to believe that the film intended for it to be ambiguous. If this is the film’s intent -- 3[ think that this is even more interesting. Hope we can 
meet again when you return to Durham -- I will try to keep a list of topics for discussion. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Precious Stone         @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, February 01, 2012 7:23 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: NYTimes article 

Thanks, Chaxlene. This looks interesting. 

How’s eve~thing? By the way, I saw part of The Book of Eli again and am now uncertain about whether or not Denzel’s character was blind. Bobby suggested I t~ 

to look it up on Wikipedia. It was uncle~r. I now think that Denzel’s character could see. Maybe he was l~rtially blind or something. Did you have any other thoughts 

about this’? 

Take care, 
Precious 

> F~om: regester@email.nnc.edu 
> To:          ~hotmail.com 
> Subject: FW: NY Times a~icle 

> Date: Tue, 1 Feb 2011 23:39:30 +0000 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Regester, Charlene B 

> Sent: Tuesday, February 01,2011 11:34 AM 

> To:         ~gmail.com 
> Snbject: FW: NY Times axticle 

> In view of the readings liar the class, I thought this article might of interest to you. One of my students forwaxded it to me. Sincerely, Chaxlene Regester 

> From:                    @email.unc.edn] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 01,2011 9:24 AM 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: NY Times axticle 
> 

> http://w~v.n?rtimes.com/2011/01/30/us/30mixed.html?src=me&re~general 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 8:45 AM 

@aol.com 

ILE: 2011 UFVA TEACHING AWARD -- Nolninations Due February 23 

Dear Vander: I thought this might be of interest to you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Mary Dalton [dalton@WFU.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 20:[:t 8:4:t AM 

To-" U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject; 20:t:t UFVA TEACHING AWARD -- Nominations Due February 23 

There have been a few questions about nolninations for the 2011 UFVA Teaching Award, so I’ve decided to send the complete (quite comprehensive, thank you, 
Frmak Tomasulo!) guidelines to everyone. 

For those of you who prefer the abbreviated version, this is it: 

Nominations are dne in the home office by FebmaD~ 23, and these may be emailed. The nomination is just the beginning of the process. If the nominee accepts the 

nomination, it is np to the nominee to compile a dossier that will be considered by the selection committee. This year, that committee will be chaired by Joe Bierman, 

and Gregg B achman and Mary Dalton are committee members. If you have qnestions, feel free to contact any one of us. 

UFVA TEACtlING A\VARD 

As a mea~s to recognize a~d reward excellence in instruction, teaching, and learning within the orga~kation, the University Film & Video Association has instituted an 

ammal award to aclmowledge members M~ose achieve~nents in pedagogy merit recognition. This award is in line with similar prizes given by the Association for films, 

conference papers, m~d other accomplishments related to our mission as an organization. One or tnore awards will be granted each year, with a certificate presented to 

the honoree(s) at the manuaJ~ UFVA conference ba~lquet. 

Below are the procedures for nominations and applications for the 2009 UFVA Teaching Award: 

Nomination P~:ocedures 

Candidates tbr the UFVA Teaching Award may be nominated by UFVA members t?om the same or other institutions as the nominee. However, the candidate 

hersel~Thimself will be responsible tbr gathering and organizing the application materials. 

Candidates for the Teaching Au,ard ca~l be nolninated only by a member or metnbers (in good s~nding) of the UFVA. The nominator must submit a 3- 5 page 

nomination statement sum~narizing the nominee’s acco~nplislunents in the areas of instruction, publication and developlnent of educational materials, and/or service in 

fihn and ~nedia studies pedagogy, as outlined below. These materials should be submitted online to the UFVA home olYice (ufvaho~ne~aol.com 

<mailto:ufvahome~aol.com> ) by Februa~3~ 23, 2010. 

The candidate will then be asked to accept or decline that nomination by March 1, 2010. In accepting the nomination, the nominee will agree to complete a dossier 
and submit it to three members of the UFVA Teaching Committee by April 1. 

Summm3~ of Nomination Deadlines 

February 23: Nominators mus~t submit a nomination statement to the UFVA home office via email attachinent to: ufvahome@aol.com. 

¯ March 2: The UFVA Teaching Award Committee will notify nominees that they have been nominated, asldng them to accept or decline the nomination by March 

15. 

March 15: Nominees will accept or decline the nomination by responding to the UFVA Teaching Award Committee. 

April 15: Nominees will submit three (3) bound copies of their completed dossiers to the members of the UFVA Teaching Award Committee. 

¯ May 15: The UFVA Teaching Award Committee will render a decision about the wiimer(s) of the award lbr that year and will noti~ all nominees of the results. 

Dossier Guidelines and Requirements 

The nominee will submit three (3) copies of a bound dossier to the members of the UFVA Teaching Award Committee by April 15, 2009. 

Dossier Contents 

The dossier should be prepared especially for the UFVA Teaching Award. It should include the following documents, alrm~ged in the following order: 

1. Nominee’s cnrriculnm vitae, with teaching and pedagogical activities highlighted 

2. Nominator’s statement 

3. Evidence of accomplishment in instruction: sample syllabi, exams, a~d assignments; student and peer evaluations; teaching awards; grants related to teaching, 

cumcular development; representative student film/video prizes; sample student papers; other student accomplishments related to the candidate’s teaching; letters of 



support ti~om students, former students, colleagues, and administrator~ etc. 

and/or 

4. Fxidence of publication in the area of film and media studies and/or development of educational materials: books, articles, anthology chapters, on-line publications, 

public lectures, conference panels and papers, educational media projects, etc. 

and/or 

5. Evidence of service/value in film and media studies: service on university and/or departmental teaching committees; service related to film/video pedagogy for the 

UFVA and other organizations; administrative and conference experience related to teaching; mentoring of students and colleagues; service on dissertation, thesis, or 

undergraduate honors committees; organization of conferences, festivals, and special events, etc. 

Dossier Format 

Nominee’s Curriculmn Vitae--The vitae should include information on the follomng: 

¯ educational background 

¯ teachingpositions held 

¯ ins’tntctional section (courses taught; when and where they were taught; optional brief description of some or all courses, referencing anything innovative in the 

approach; list of awards, grants, or other recognition directly related to pedagogy) 

¯ publication section (books/essays~materials directly connected with fihn and media pedagogy) 

¯ service section (those com~nitments directly related to film and media pedagogy) 

¯ optional supplementary section (other significant publications, m~-ards, grants, service and other achievements related to teaching/pedagogy and not covered in the 

previous sections). 

Nominator’s Statement--see above; 3-5 pages in lenTth 

E~4dence of accomplishment in instruction--Follomng the guidelines under "Instruction’’ above, this section may include some (but not necessarily all) of the 
following: 

¯ ~ syllabi 

¯ [~ syllabi or brochures" from special teaching programs and seminars 

¯ [2[2 descriptions of particularly successful assignments 

¯ ~ letters of support from professional colleagues’ 

¯ [2[2peer ew~luations, specifying the particulay institution, courses, and se~nesters from which data was gathered 

¯ ~ student course evaluations; specifying the particular institution, com~es, and semesters from which data was gathered 

.~ letters’ (~’support from current ~md former students’ 

¯ ~ evidence of student scholarship orp~)duction directly resulting fi~om the nominee’s teaching or mentorship 

¯ ~ evidence offilm/~tedia-centered extracurricular involvement with studenks 

¯ ~[5 evidence of advising andmentoring of student theses, disse~tafions, internships, screenplays, productions, and/or career development 

*[2[2 Evidence of publication mid/or devdopinent of educational materials-- Following the guidelines under "}klblication and Development of Educational 

Materials" above, this section may include some (but not necessarily) all of the following: 

. reference to textbooks’ and books on teaching shonld include only a coW of the cover, rifle page, the table of contents page, and perhaps one chapter, rather than 

the entire book 

. pubhs’hed ess’ays or articles’ on pedagogy 

. reviews ofbook~/articles/electronic or creative materials’ should address the pedagogical significance and/or las~ing value of the work. 

Evidence of service--Following the guidelines under "Se~,AceiValue" above, this section may include so~ne (but not necessarily all) of the following: 

o letters of support should outline and com~nent upon the nominee’s specific service contributions in the areas of curriculum development or educational plmming; as a 

member or chair of various committees; as a workshop chair, participant, or panelist 



¯ samples of course or curriculum developmentprojects 

lnstructinn 

The nominee should demonstrate evidence of achievement in ~me (but not necessarily all) of the £bllowing ~xeas: 

¯ e~ing student interest ~it~n the day-to-day fore,at of~e lec~re or small group unde~raduate or graduate class~om 

¯ desiring imaginative and/or innovative assignments, lessons, lectures 

¯ encouraging and nurturing student scholarship an~or p~cron 

¯ encouraging andinfluencing mino~&, ~prive~ or challengedsmdents 

¯ mentoring students ~rough thesis, dis~fion~ internship, production, or career supervision 

¯ inst~tcting and mentoring teachi¢~ assistants in classroom methodology and pracfice 

¯ providi¢~ educational outre~wh to ~e local communi~ or general public 

¯ developingprog~ms (courses, workshops, seminars, mtofi~s) to improve teac~ng in the field at any or ~1 levels 

¯ provi~ng support and a~ice to graduates and junior facul~ ~ they become profession~ized in the cl~sroom ~a~d the field 

¯ providing opportuni#es beyond the cktssroom for s~tudents to engage with film, televi sion, and new med~a (field trips, media club~ film and media series, e~.) 

an~or with scholarship in tho~ areas (planning conferences, speake~ series, etc.) 

¯ extendngfilm and media education to the larger universi~ and the community ~yond 

Publication and Development of Educational Materials 

The nominee shoald demonstrate evidence of achievement in some (but not necessarily all) of the following areas: 

¯ authoring or co-authoring influential textbook(6) for use in the graduate, underg~aduate, or second~:~~ film and/or media studies classroom 

¯ authoring or co-author#~q #tfluential essays on peck~gogy, teaching methodology, and/or practice in the field 

° creating useful slides, DVDs, CD-RO:FIS, and other technological aids in film/media pedagogy 

° consulting with other universities, publishe~; media companies, gove~7~ment bodies, or other organizations to enh~aace film/media education 

¯ producing quality educational.films, videos, orDVDs tbr use in the film/media classroom 

¯ designing influential Web-based instructional resources and/or research instruments for use in film ~ad/or media studies 

Se~wice/Value in Film and Media Studies ’I’eachin~o 

The nominee should include evidence of contributions in some (but not necessea-ily all) of the tbllowing ~xeas: 

° leading or participating in panels or workshops devoted to film and media pedagogy 

° developing curriculum infilm andmedia studies locally or beyond 

¯ designing courses infilm andmedia studies locally or beyond 

¯ participating in educationalplanning and/orpolicy making in the field 

¯ serving on proJbssional policy committees devoted to film ~aad media pet~gogy 

Mary M. Dalton 

Co-Director, Documentary Film Program 

htt p://www.wfu.edu/documentary! 

http://www.wfdddalton.wordpress.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefic~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full N~me should be 

your first and last name.) You c~ leave a liszt by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@listse~v.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Wrte this command in body 

ofemail ~,ith nothing else) Posting Messages: You c~aa post messages to the list by sending ~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 11 : 14 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

I~W: Recommendation Letter for 

Dear       Certainly, I will be more than glad to submit a letter on your behal£ Come to Davis Library on Monday around 2:30 to give me your materials 2vly office is on the 8th Floor, Room 
8026. Please send me a reminder Monday morning so that I will be in place. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:44 
To: Regester, Charlene ~3 

Subject: Recommendation Letter for 

Dr Regester, 
It was great to see you this semester after my return from active duty 
recall for the the militaW. I ~vas wondering if perhaps we could set up a 
meeting in Davis where you said you would be available for next week for 
the purposes of giving yuu the personal statement I wrote fur a graduate 
school We spuke uf a pussible recommendation letter fur myself I wuuld 
appreciate it so much and I am very thanlc[’u[ that you offered tu du so. I 
hope this would not be tuo much to ask of you, :[’or I know yuu are very 
busy I am available Monday anytime and cuuld have the personal statement 
available tu yuu. Once again, thank you. 

Respec fful [y, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Februa~ 4, 2011 9:13 AM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Hayti Heritage Film Festival - Award Selection 

Dear Precious: I am swamped with work but wanted to send you this to get your opinion about whether or not to accept this invitation. I realize the importance but they don’t 
give me enough lead time but I could wing it. Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Dianne Pledger [vdpledger@haytLorg] 
Sent: Friday, February 04, 2011 8:19 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Hayti Heritage Film Festival - Award Selection 

Good morning Dr. Regester (Charlene); 

Greeting from fl~e Hayti Heritage Film Fes~dval mad St. Joseph’s Historic Foundation, Inc. I am writing to inform you that you have been selected to receive our Trail 

Blazer Award for contributions to Africm~ Americma Film and Education at this year’s festival. Your work promoting Afi~ican American contributions in film tlamugh 

education a~d your standing support as co-editor of the Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter is a testament to acknowledging your place as a TrailBlazer and we 

want to recognize your for your work. 

If you accept, we want to invite you to join us at all of the scheduled events axound the 17th manual Hayti Heritage Film Festival to be held February 17-20 at the Ha.vti 

Heritage Center. In particular we need you present at the awards ceremony on Sunday, February 20th at 4:00 pm in the St. Joseph’s Performance Ha~l. There will be a 

reception immediately follomng the progrmn. 

Please contact me as soon as possible to discuss your acceptance a~d participation in the festival. We would like to invite your family, friends or colleges, so please 
proved me with a ma~ling list or email addresses and we will be glad to notify them. I am also in need of your bio and a photo for public relations purposes as soon as 

possible. 

I am free to answer any question, so you may contact me via email or by phone at 683-1709 ext. 25 or my cell at 

Again, congratulations m~d we look forwaxd to seeing you at fl~e Festival, 

Sincerely, 

Diaame 

V. Dianne Pledger 

V. Dianne Pledger, President/CEO 

St. Joseph’s Historic Foundation, Inc. 

Hayti Heritage Center 

804 Old Fayetteville Street 

Durham, NC 27701 

(919) 683-1709 ext. 25 

(919) 682-5869 flax 

w~,.havti.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Friday, February 4, 2011 11:04 AM 

Precious Stone, ~hotmail.com> 

RE: Hayti Heritage Film Festival - Award Selection 

Dear Precious: 3[ think I will consent but like you said they always call me at the last minute. I am working on a presentation that 3[ have to give in March and one for April -- 
both of which are different. So I will make sure that they understand that 3[ have to give something that 3[ already have been working on. Plus, 3[ am teaching two classes and 
taking a class at Duke (the reading is monumental) as I am already behind in the reading. I will contact the woman at Hayti who I know since we went to High School together 
and will keep you posted. Thanks for your quick reply. 3[ just don’t want to spread myself too thin. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Precious Stone          _~hotmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, February 04, 2011 9:46 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: Hayti Heritage Film Festival - Award Selection 

Hi Chaxlene, 

This is a wonderful honor’. Congratulations! I think you should accept, but tU to do so on your terms. If there are events that don’t fit into your schedule, let them know. 
Otherwise, it sounds really good. Plus you can get some additional promotion for your book. In fact, make sure they know about your recent book so that they can 

mention it in their promotional materials. 

I think you should do it, if possible, but it is extremely short notice. 

What axe your thoughks? 

Take care, 
Precious 

From: regeste~@email.unc.edu 

To:         ~hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: Ha~i Heritage Film Festival - Award Selection 

Date: Fri, 4 Feb 2011 14:12:58 +0000 

Dear Precious: I am swamped with work but wanted to send you this to get your opinion about whether or not to accept this invitation. I realize the importance but they don’t 
give me enough lead time but I could wing it. Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Dianne Pledger [vdpledger@hayti.org] 
Sent= Friday, February 04, 2011 8:19 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Hayti Heritage Film Festival - Award Selection 

Good morning Dr. Regester (Charlene); 

Greeting from the Hayti Heritage Fihn Festival a~d St. Joseph’s Historic Foundation, Inc. I am writing to inform you that you have been selected to receive our Trail 

Blazer Award for contributions to Africa~ A~nerican Film and Education at this yem"s festival. Your work promoting Afi’icm~ American contributions in film through 

education and your standing support as co-editor of the Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter is a teslament to acknowledging your place as a TrailBlazer and we 
want to recognize your for your work. 

If you accept, we wm~t to invite you to join us at all of the scheduled events axound the 17th annual Ha~i Heritage Fthn Festival to be held Febmao~ 17-20 at the Hayti 

Heritage Center. In particular we need you present at the awards ceremony on Sunday, Februao~ 20th at 4:00 pm in the St. Joseph’s Performance Hall. There will be a 

reception immediately following the program. 

Please contact me as soon as possible to diseuss your acceptance a~d par~ficipat~on in the t~stival. We would like to invite your family, friends or colleges, so please 

proved me with a mailing list or email addresses a~d we will be glad to notify them. I am also in need of your bio and a photo for public relations purposes as soon as 
possible. 

I am free to answer any question, so you may contact me via email or by phone at 683-1709 ext. 25 or tny cell at 

Again, congratulations and we look forward to seeing you at the Festival, 

Sincereb; 
Dianne 

V. Dianne Pledger 

V. Dianne Pledger, President/CEO 

St. Joseph’s His~toric Foundation, Inc. 

Hayti Heritage Center 

804 Old Fayetteville Street 

Durhmn, NC 27701 



(919) 683-1709 ext. 25 

(919) 682-5869 fax 

www.hayti.o~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Febma~ 4, 2011 11:05 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@..emaJd.unc.edu> 

I~W: Hayti Heritage Film FestivaJ - Award Selection 

From: Dianne Pledger [vdpledger@hayti.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 04, 2011 8:19 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; l--layti Heritage Film Festival - Award Selection 

Good morning Dr. Regester (Charlene); 

Greeting from the Ha,vti tteritage Film Festival and St. Joseph’s Historic Foundation, Inc. I am writing to inlbnn you that you have been selected to receive our Trail 

Blazer Award for contributions to Afi~ican American Fihn and Education at this yea~r’s festival. Your work promoting African American contributions in fihn through 

education and your standing support as co-editor of the Oscar Micheaux Socie~ Newsletter is a testament to acknoMedging your place as a TrailBlazer and we 

want to recognize your for your work. 

If you accept, we want to invite you to join us at all of the scheduled events around the 17th anmmJ Hayti Heritage Film Festival to be held Febma~ 17-20 at the Hayti 

Heritage Center. In particular we need you present at the awards ceremony on Sunday, Febma~ 20th at 4:00 pm in the St. Joseph’s Perfom~ance Ha~l. There will be a 

reception immediately follomng the program. 

Please contact me as soon as possible to discuss your acceptance and participation in the festival. We would like to invite your thmily, tiiends or colleges, so please 

proved me with a mailing liszt or email addresses and we will be glad to notit~ them. I am also in need of your bio and a photo tbr public relations purposes as ~on as 

possible. 

I am free to answer any question, so you may contact me via email or by phone at 683-1709 ext. 25 or my cell at 

Again, congratulations and we look forwa~rd to seeing you at the Festived, 

Sincerely, 

Dianne 

V. Dianne Pledger 

V. Dianne Pledger, President/CEO 

St. Joseph’s Historic Foundation, Inc. 

ttayti tiefitage Center 

804 Old Fayetteville Street 

Durham, NC 27701 

(919) 683-1709 ext. 25 

(919) 682-5869 thx 
ww~-.ha,~ti.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 7, 2011 8:42 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Reference for Emerson College Job 

Dear Okay, no problem. I don’t know how much weight my name ~vill carly but I will be more thari glad to submit a letter on your behal£ Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                    .~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, Febma~z 06, 2011 7:11 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Reference for Emerson College Job 

Dear Dr. Regester: 
I plan to put you down as a reference per my application to be a 
histoW prof for Emerson College in Boston. I hope that’s okay. 
They’re looking for someone interested in communication and arts so I 
referenced my ~vork f,ar you and our forthcoming article on Kyser in my 
cover letter. 

cheers, 

Visiting Scholar, Department of History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 7, 2011 3:14 PM 

vdpledge@hayti.org 

Regester CV 

RegesterPhoto5823R.j pg 

Dear Director Pledger: Thank you, Thank you, Thank you for thinking of me for this award. I am very appreciative and grateful. 
Attahced is my photo. Will send CV in separate email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 7, 2011 3:17 PM 

vdpledge@hayti.org 

Regester CV 

CHARLENE B 2010 Abbreviated Three Page.doc 

Dear Director Pledger: Attached is an abbreviated CV. Will send names or email addresses as soon as I can construct a list. Thanks again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



{PAGE } 

CIHARLENE B. REGESTER 

EDUCATION 
Post-Doc. 

Ph.D. 

M.A. 

B.A. 

1988-1990, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Department of 

African & Afro-American Studies 
1987, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Curriculum and Instruction 

Design, Educational Media, School of Education 

1980, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Radio, Television and Motion 

Pictures 
1976, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, ( 1973-1976) English 

HONORS/AWARDS 
Recipient of Oscar Micheaux Book and Film Award, presented by the Oscar Micheaux Film 

Festival, South iDakota, 2007 
Grant Recipient of the Support for Scholarship, Creative Activity or Research in the Humanities 

and Fine Arts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2006 
Awarded Arts and Humanities Faculty Fellowship, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 

Fall 2005 
Awarded Research and Study Leave, University of North Carolina, Chapel iHill, Spring 2005 
Awarded First Year Seminar, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Arts and Humanities Fellow-MURAP (Minority Undergraduate Research Assistants)/SPGRE 

(Summer Pre-Graduate Experience Program) Advisor, Institute for Arts & Humanities College of 
Arts & Sciences, University of North Carolina at Chapel iHill, Summer 1996-2003 

Carolina Teaching Fellows Mentor, Carolina Teaching Fellows Program, School of Education, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Spring 1992; Fall 1992; Fall 1993; Spring 1994 

WORKS PUBLISHED 
Books: 
African American Actresses: The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2010). 

Collections: 
The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere-30 Volume Anthology: Volume on Black 
Cinema, eds. Colin Palmer and Howard Dodson (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Pro Quest Publishers and 

The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, 2005, electronic publication). 

Reference Books: 
Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the 
Pittsburgh Courier and California Ea.~le Volume II (North Carolina: McFarland Press, 2010). 

Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the 

Chicago Defender, Afro-American (Baltimore), Los Angeles Sentinel, and New York Amsterdam 
News: 1909-1950 Volume I (Jefferson: North Carolina: McFarland Press, 2002). 
Articles: 
~’Representations of Race and Ethnicity," in Roudedge Companion to t~71m History, ed. 

William Guynn (New York & London: Routledge, 2010), 1-4 pages. 

"The Unconscious and Metaphors in Suzan-Lori Parks’s Screenplays of Girl 6 and Their Eyes 

Were Watching Go&" in Suzan-Lori Parks: Essays on the Plays and Other Works ed. 
Philip C. Kolin (Jefferson: McFarland, 2010), 169-180. 

"White Justice/Black Justice/Ford Justice: An Examination of Sergeant Rutledge via The 

Searchers," in Screening Noir: A Journal of Black Film, Television & New Media 
2.1 (Spring/Summer 2009): 117-149. 

"Robert Abbott," Dictionary of Literary Biography: Black Writers of the Chicago Renaissance 
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ed. Steven Tracy (University of Illinois Press, 2009 - contract received, forthcoming). 

"Early African American Pioneers in Independent Cinema: From Hnmor as Camouflage to 
Provocation as Revelation,"in Encyclopedia of African Americans and Popular Culture 

ed. Todd Boyd (PraegariGreemvood Publishing, 2008), 39-65. 

"Gone with the Wind," in International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. 2nd ed. William A. 
Darity, Jr. (Detroit: iMacmillan Reference USA, 2008), 346-348. 

"Black Cinema" in Life and Culture--The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere ed. 
Colin Palmer and Howard Dodson (University of Michigan Press, 2007). 

"African Americans in Early Cinema History: A Period of Protest and Self-assertion," in Cinema 

at the Turn of the Centu~, eds. Claire Dupre la Tour, Andre Gaudreault, and Roberta 
Pearson (Quebec: Editions Nota beneiPayot Lausanne, Suisse 1999 - in print 2007) 

"The Year of 1934: Movies and the Marginalized" in Screen Decades Series: The 1930s 

American Culture/American Cinema ed. Lester Friedman and Murray Pomerance, Vol. 
on 1930s ed. Ina Rae Hark (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2007), 117-138. 

Contribnted essays of women writing on cinema: "Uncle Tom’s Cabin," "Apollo Comedy Bad 

for Race," "Tim Moore Replies," Fredi Washington; "The Negro Actor and the 

American Movies," Geraldyn Dismond; "Fredi Washington Strikes a New Note," Fay M. 
Jackson; "Imitations: Life, Color and Pancakes," Hazel Washington; "The Truth about 

Hallelujah," Eva Jessye for Red Velvet Seat: Women’s Writing on the First Fifty Years 

of Cinema eds. Antonia Lant and Ingrid Periz (LondonfNew York: Verso, 2006). Did 
not write the essays but located these essays for inclusion in this anthology. 

"Alternative Racial Gazes in American Silent Cinema: Visualizing iRacial Politics in the films of 

D.W. Griffith and Oscar Micheaux," in American Visual Cultnres. eds. David Holloway 

and John Beck (London & New York: Continuum International Publishers, 2005), 56-62. 
"The Cinematic Representation of Race in The Birth of a Nation: A Black Horror Film," in 

Thomas Dixon and the Making of Modern America, eds. Michele Gillespie and Randal 

Hall (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2005), 164-182. 
"From the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Movie-going in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities 

during the Early Period of American Cinema," iFilm HistoL~~ vol. 17, No. 1 (Fall 2005): 

113-124. 

"The iFeminization and Victimization of the African American Athlete in Bovz’ n the 

Cooley High, and Cornbread, Earl and Me" in Where the Boy’s Are: Cinemas of 
Masculinity and Youth eds. Murray Pomerance and Frances Gateward (Detroit: Wayne 

State University Press, 2005), 333-349. 

"From the Gridiron and Boxing Ring to the Cinema Screen: The African American Athlete in 
Pre-1950 Cinema," in Ethnicity, Sport, Identity: Struggles for Status, eds. J. A. Mangan 

& Andrew Ritchie (London: Frank Cass Publishers, 2004), 269-292. 
"Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze of Pinky - White iDesire for Blackness," Popular Cultnre Review 

vol. 14, No.1 (February 2003): 67-85. 

"From the Gridiron and Boxing Ring to the Cinema Screen: The African American Athlete in 
Pre-1950 Cinema," Culture, Sport and Society-Special Issue Ethnicity, Sport, Identity 

Struggles for Status vol. 6, no. 2/3 (Summer/Autumn 2003): 269-292. 

"African American Writers and Pre-1950 Cinema," Film Literature Quarterly vol. 29, no. 3 (Fall 

2001): 210-235. 
"Oscar iMicheaux, Race Movies, and the African American Press," in Oscar Micheaux and His 

Circle_, eds. Charles Musser, Jane Gaines, & Pearl Bowser (Indiana University Press & 

Giornate del Cinema Muto, Pordenone-Sacile, Italy, 2001). 
"Oscar Micheaux Filmography," Corey Creekmur, Charles Musser, Pearl Bowser, & Regester in 

Oscar Micheaux and His Circle, eds. Charles Musser, Jane Gaines, & Pearl Bowser 
(Indiana University Press & Giornate del Cinema Muto, Pordenone-Sacile, Italy, 2001) 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star -- Josephine Baker Racialized, 
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Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI 
Files," Popular Music and Society (Spring 2000): 31-84. 

"The Evocation of Death in Dorothy Dandridge’s Photograph: The Reading of a Still," Popular 

Culture Review vol. l, no. 2 (Summer 2000): 29-37. 
"Oscar Micheaux" in American National Biography, John A. Garraty, ed. (New York: Oxford 

UniversiW Press, 1999/2000). 
"Headline to Headlights: Oscar Micheaux’s Exploitation of the Rhinelander Case," The Western 

Journal of Black Studies. vol. 22, no. 3 (Fall 1998) 195-204. 
"The Reading of A Still: The Evocation of Death in Dorothy Dandridge’s Photograph," Art 

Criticism (Spring/Summer 1998): 41-47. 
"African American E:~ras in 20th Century American Cinema" Film Histo~, vol. 9, no. 1 (Fall 

1997): 95-115. 
"African American Actors and the Communist Scare of the 1950s: Unique Responses to the 

Othemess Inflicted by the Hegemonic Discourse," Studies in American Culture, vol. 20, 

no. 2 (October 1997): 1-16. 
"Oscar Micheaux The Entrepreneur: Financing The House Behind the Cedars" Journal of Fihn 

and Video vol. 49, nos. 1-2 (Spring-Summer 1997): 17-27. 
"Nina Mae McKinney," "Hazel Scott," "Lena Home," "Madame Sul-Te-Wan," "Louise 

Beavers," "Hattie McDaniel," "Dorothy Dandridge," and "Ethel Waters," in Chronology 

of Women World Wide eds. Lynne Brakeman & Susan Gall (Detroit, Michigan: Gale 

Research, 1997). 
"Sounder," "King Solomon’s Mines," and "The iLeaming Tree" in Jim Welsh and John Tibbetts, 

eds. Novels Into Film (New York: Facts on File, 1997). 
"African Americans in the Early Period Of Cinema: A Period of Protest and Self-Assertion," 

Cinema at the Turn of the Centu~: Proceedings of the Third International Conference 
of Domitor, New York University - June 1994. Eds. Clair Dupre la Tour, Andre 
Gaudreault, & Roberta Pearson (Quebec/Lausanne: Nuit Blanche editeur/Payot- 

Lausanne, 1996) 355-365. 
"’Black Films, White Censors: Oscar Micheaux Confronts Censorship in New York, Virginia, 

and Chicago," in Movie Censorship and American Culture. Ed. Francis G. Couvares 
(Washington, ID.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1996), 159-186. 

"Oscar Micheaux" co-authored with Jane Gaines, Encyclopedia of African 

American Culture and History, ed. Jack Salzman, David Lionel Smith. & Cornel 

West (New York: Simon & Schuster Macmillan, 1996). 
"Lena Home and Hazel Scott--African American Actresses as Politically Active 

Feminists," Popular Culture Review, 7, No. 1 (February 1996): 81-95. 

"Oscar Micheaux On The Cutting Edge: Films Rejected by the New York State Motion Picture 
Commission," Studies in Popular Culture (Spring 1995): 61-72. 

"The Misreading of African American Filmmaker Oscar Micheaux: A Critical Review of 
Micheaux Scholarship," Film History vol. 7, no. 4 (Winter 1995): 426-449. 

"Stepin Fetchit, the Man, the Image and the African American Press," Film Histol~" vol. 6, no. 4 

(Winter 1994): 502-521. 
"Lynched, Assaulted and Intimidated: Oscar Micheaux’s Most Controversial iFilms" Popular 

Culture Review (January 1994): 47-55. 
"The iDuplicity of Oscar Micheaux’s Male Characters," in Me Jane: Masculinit-~ Movies and 

Women edited by Pat Kirkham and Janet Thumim (England: Lawrence and Wishart 

Publishers, 1994): 166-183. 
"Oscar Micheaux," in Dictionary of American Negro Biography, Michael Winston, ed. (New 

York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1993). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 7, 2011 5:34 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILl:;: Response to Queries for Home 

Baker Queries for Home Section.doc 

Dear Mae: Attached are responses to some of the queries. If you are willing, I think what we should do with the essays -- is we both agree to read at least two of the essays 
each week then meet on Mondays after your class and compose the summaries for these two essays together in the library. We should try this and if this does not work then 
we will abandon. Let me know what you think. If we do this for the rest of the semester by the end we will have completed most of the essays. I think it is better if we work in 
synch because it does not work when we read them at separate times. Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2011 6:38 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Borrowed books and other matters 

Dear Mae: Will do! Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2011 1:51 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 

@gmail.com 
Subject: RE: Borrowed books and other matters 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks for sending me a catalog of books 
borrowed from you (I will see that each is 
returned in the condition it was when 
loaned). And I would not like for you 
to purchase a copy AFRICAN AMERICAN 
ACTRESSES; however, if you can order 
a discount copy, I will reimburse you. 

At this point I have gone through Dyer’s 
chapter on Monroe (very interesting) in 

HEAVENLY BODIES. The Banner article 
updates the Dyer in the context of Whiteness 
Studies, so I will to get to trackle next. 

Also, I may have enough material to proceed 
with Dietrich and Horne -- although I still would 
like your response to the queries, along with 
any further ideas that you may have -- as well 
as your suggestions for revisions on the draft 
manuscript. 

At this point, I’d like to ask you to revise your 

own summaries for the articles before I tackle 
them. I’m feeling somewhat sapped by the 
research/rewriting process. 

Nevertheless, I thank you for ’cracking the 
whip’ -- mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent; Tuesday, February 01, 2011 8:52 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject; Books to be Returned 

Dear Mae: This is a reminder of the books that should be returned to me after we complete the Baker introduction 
1) Stars -- Richard Dyer (Library Book) 
2) The Hornes -- Gall Lumet Buckley (Library Book) 
3) Heavenly Bodies -- Richard Dyer 
4-) African American Actresses -- The Struggle for Visibility -- Regester (VVill try to buy you a copy) 
5) That’s Only Entertainment -- Richard Dyer 
Books Previously loaned: 
1) Josephine Baker in Art and Life: The Icon and Image -- Benetta Jules-Rosette (Library Book) 

2) Eubie Blake and Noble Sissle 
This is for record keeping purposes because sometimes I am working on other projects and I am looking for these books unaware of their location; also, some of these books 
are checked out from the library in my name; if you have other books that belong to me, please feel free to add to this list. Finally, I thought we made some good progress on 
our meeting yesterday. I will follow up on the questions raised regarding the introduction but I need at least a week to do so. Have a good week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 7, 2011 5:35 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

kW: Response to Queries for Home 

Baker Queries for Home Section.doc 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, February 07, 2011 5:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Response to Queries for Home 

Dear Mae: Attached are responses to some of the queries. If you are willing, I think what we should do with the essays -- is we both agree to read at least two of the essays 
each week then meet on Mondays after your class and compose the summaries for these two essays together in the library. We should try this and if this does not work then 
we will abandon. Let me know what you think. If we do this for the rest of the semester by the end we will have completed most of the essays. I think it is better if we work in 
synch because it does not work when we read them at separate times. Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2011 6:38 PM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Borrowed books and other matters 

Dear Mae: Will do! Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2011 1:51 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

~gmail.com 
Subject: RE: Borrowed books and other matters 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks for sending me a catalog of books 
borrowed from you (I will see that each is 
returned in the condition it was when 
loaned). And I would not like for you 
to purchase a copy AFRICAN AMERICAN 
ACTRESSES; however, if you can order 

a discount copy, I will reimburse you. 

At this point I have gone through Dyer’s 
chapter on Monroe (very interesting) in 
HEAVENLY BODIES. The Banner article 
updates the Dyer in the context of Whiteness 
Studies, so I will to get to trackle next. 

Also, I may have enough material to proceed 
with Dietrich and Horne -- although I still would 
like your response to the queries, along with 
any further ideas that you may have -- as well 
as your suggestions for revisions on the draft 
manuscript. 

At this point, I’d like to ask you to revise your 
own summaries for the articles before I tackle 
them. I’m feeling somewhat sapped by the 
research/rewriting process. 

Nevertheless, I thank you for ’cracking the 
whip’ -- mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2011 8:52 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: Books to be Returned 

Dear Mae: This is a reminder of the books that should be returned to me after we complete the Baker introduction 
1) Stars -- Richard Dyer (Library Book) 
2) The Homes -- Gail Lumet Buckley (Library Book) 
3) Heavenly Bodies -- Richard Dyer 
4) African American Actresses -- The Struggle for Visibility -- Regester (VVill try to buy you a copy) 
5) That’s Only Entertainment -- Richard Dyer 
Books Previously loaned: 
1) Josephine Baker in Art and Life: The Icon and Image -- Benetta Jules-Rosette (Library Book) 

2) Eubie Blake and Noble Sissle 
This is for record keeping purposes because sometimes I am working on other projects and I am looking for these books unaware of their location; also, some of these books 
are checked out from the library in my name; if you have other books that belong to me, please feel free to add to this list. Finally, I thought we made some good progress on 
our meeting yesterday. I will follow up on the questions raised regarding the introduction but I need at least a week to do so. Have a good week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 8:27 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Reference for Emerson College Job 

Dear          : Yes, but I don’t think that my name carries the same weight as some of your historians. I think you should list them front and center and use me only as a secondaW 
reference ~Vhen trying to get a job you need the biggest names you can locate. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                    ~)email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Februaly 07, 2011 7:06 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Su~iect: RE: Ret?rence for Emerson College Job 

Thank you! I hadn’t even thought of a letter and I appreciate the 
offer. Is it okay if I put your name down on my c.v as a reference as 

well? Cheers, 
Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

> Dear          Okay, no problem I don’t know how much weight my 
> name will can5’ but I will be more than glad to submit a letter on 
> your beha[~ Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> From:                  ~)ema I uric edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, Febmapf 06, 2011 7:11 PM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Subject: Reference for Emerson College Job 
> 

> I)ear Dr. Regester: 
> I plan to put you down as a reference per my application to be a 
> history pro[" for Emerson College in Boston I hope that’s okay. 
> They’re looking ]k~r someone interested in communication and arts so I 
> referenced my work for you and our ~2~rthcoming article on Kyser in my 
> cover letter. 

> cheers 

> Visiting Scholar, I)epartment of History 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Visiting Scholar, Department of History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 8:36 AM 

nc.rr.com 

kW: Need your input 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 

Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2011 2:36 PM 
To:           @nc.rr.com 
Subject: RE: Need your input 

Dear Eleanor: 13elow are names that I have collected for your project. I am not sure that they reflect the intent of the project so you may have eliminate some of those 
provided. I provided a brief description to explain their significance. Please feel free to eliminate or downsize as they relate to your projecL If I come up with other names, I 
will forward. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Gaither Lassiter -- Community activist; worked with senior citizens, council on aging (distant relative of poet George Moses Horton) 
Charlie Mason -- hotel!restaurant owner 
Ed Caldwell, Sr. -- worked for the DKE fraternity for many years and was integral to the fraternity & by extension; university 
Rebecca Clark -- worked with voter registration; Chapel Hill cemetary restoration; 

William T (Tezell) Riggsbee -- radio announcer with Wchl 
Mr. Foushee -- first black policeman in Chapel Hill 
Elizabeth Cotten -- blues singer/musician 

John Mason -- Furniture maker!Furniture Doctor 
Mittie Kirkland -- midwife 
Adolphus Clark -- responsible for swimming pool located on Roberson Street 
Preston Weaver -- established a shoe shop and operated for many years 
Thurman Atkins (not sure of spelling of name) -- operated cab company for many years!41:t on Franklin Street now occupies his former business 
Coach Peerman -- coached football at both Lincoln High School and Chapel Hill High School 
Mr. McDougal -- principal at Lincoln High School; the McDougal school in Chapel Hill was named in his honor 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2021 2:14 PM 
To: Eleanor Morris 
Subject: RE: Need your input 

Dear Eleanor: Good to hear from you and I will begin to think of some names as well as provide an explanation of why they made Chapel Hill different or unique. Sorry, I can’t 
attend the meetings but I still receive some of the information so I will at-tend whatever events I can. Also, I plan to attend Georgia Kyser’s memorial on Sunday since she was 
such an important figure in Chapel Hill history. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Eleanor Morris [           ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 28, 201:1:12:3~ PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Need your input 

Hi, Charlene. I miss seeing you at Historical Society meetings. Hope your semester is going well and you have good classes with engaging students. 

I need your help -- not to serve on a committee, just to provide information if you can. Our thnd-raiser this year (June 19) will be The Chaxacters of Chapel Hill. 

Stories about some of the unique and perhaps eccentric people of Chapel Hill and Carrboro will be told by Freddie Kiger. (Former high school history teacher, Civil 

War expert, now ESPN sports analyst, and mn~ing story teller). We will use our issues of the Chapel ttill News to research stories tbr Freddie to tell and entertain 
our audience, and also to demonstrate to the public the value of the newsl~per a~rchive.. 

We have been t~ying to put together a list of 10 or 12 people who were known and loved in the axea for their distinctive personaJities -- people like Billy Arthur and 

Kemp Nye. We don’t have a good representation of people frotn the African-American communi~, and I hope you can suggest some names. The only name we 

have is Frank Taylor Wright, the ge~Neman M~o wore so many colorful suits aJong Franklin Street. We will limit the group to those who are deceased and those who 

were move than just famous people bnt who did unnsual things and made an impression on the community as "different." 

If you have any names to add, please email me or call i ). We mnst present the list to Freddie Kiger in several weeks, so I hope you have time to think about 

this and contact me soon. 

Best wishes ...... Eleanor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 2:00 PM 

dm148@duke.edu 

Foucalt Reading Needed 

Dear Damien: If you have time could you please forward the Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punishment, "Docile Bodies" reading for Professor Lubiano’s class. I have all of the 
other readings that are required for this week. Your assitance is greatly appreciated. If you cannot send, don’t worry about it because I will attempt to retrieve from another 
source. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 9:11 PM 

Damien-Adia Marassa ~dm 148@duke.edtr~ 

ILE: Foucalt Reading Needed 

Dear Damien: Thanks much for sending the essay. If I can be of any assistance please don’t hestitate to ask. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Damien-Adia Marassa [dm:I48@duke.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 08, 20J.:t 3:02 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Foucalt Reading Needed 

Hi Professor Regester, 

Happy to help. Please fired the file att~;ched. Let me I~t~ow if you r~e~-’_~d i~, other r~-’_~;di~gs. 

gest, 

Dar~?ien 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 08, 20:t:t 2:00 PM 

To; dm:[48@duke.edu 
Subject-" Foucalt Reading Needed 
Dear Damien: If you have time could you please forward the Michel I=oucault, Discipline and Punishment, "Docile Bodies" reading for Professor Lubiano’s class. I have all of the 
other readings that are required for this week. Your assitance is greatly appreciated. If you cannot send, don’t worry about it because I will attempt to retrieve from another 
source. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 9, 2011 5:20 PM 

{Nicia.caJnpbell@ unlv.e&~ 

l~J~,: Bio 

Will do. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From; felicia.campbell@unlv.edu [felicia.campbell@unlv.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 20:ti 5::t6 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Bio 

Hi Charlene, 

We usually run about a half page bio of each of the featured speakers inside the front cover of the program. If you could give me that instead of the vita I’d appreciate it. 

Felicia 
Felicia F. Campbell 
Professor of English 
Editor, Popular Culture Review 

http :/Iwww.fawvestpca.blo,qspot.com 

RE: Bio 

i,::.:    felicia.campbell@unlv.edu 02/09/201! 01:26 PM 

Dear Dr. Campbell: 

This is to inform you that I will not need a hotel room since I had already made other arrangements. But thanks for offering to provide accomodations. 

Attached is a short CV that can be used for providing a brief bio. However, if this is not appropriate and you want me to assemble a few lines, let me know. 1 really don’t want 
too much reported. 

The final title of my talk is: "Blood Diamonds, Rubies, and Pearls -- Passing, Masquerading, and Crossing the Boundaries of Race, Gender, and Class in Cinematic 

Representations" 

I plan to bring my laptop that hopefully can be connected to a video screen!as well as microphone for sound. I will have all of my clips stored on a DVD similar to a power point 
presentation -- but not exactly like power point. I will play the DVD through my laptop -- if this does not work, I will have all of the film clips saved on DVD that hopefully can be 
played on a DVD player. Basically, I will discuss various forms of passing -- and then show clips to illuminate each kind that I have identified. I will have more than enough 

material for a 20 minute talk but will keep to 20 minutes -- I like to have more than enough just for emergency purposes. 

Please let me know if you need additional information and I look forward to seeing you in March. We have had some four snows here (which is very unusual) and are 

expecting to get another one on Thursday. T can’t wait to get to Nevada. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: felicia.campbell@unlv.edu [felicia.campbell@unlv.edu] 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 09, 20I:t :t2:32 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Bio 

Hi Charlene, 
I have made the hotel reservation for Friday night the 1 lth, assuming that is what you want. If you want to stay longer let me know. I will need a bio from you to put in the 
program as you are a major speaker. Please let me know your final talk title to go in the program also= 

Best, 

Felicia 
Felicia F. Campbell 
Professor of English 
Editor, Popular Culture Review 

http://www.fa rwest pca .blo,qspot.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 10, 2011 11:35 AM 

@ahoo.fr> 

ILE: Reseaxch on African Americans and the black cinema: we met in October 2009. News at last! 

Dear       Yes, I do remember you and I am glad to know that you are continuing your research. However, because my university is experiencing budget cuts I am not 
aware of any positions that might bring you here to continue your work. But I will keep your email address and if anything comes up of importance or relevance, I will definitely 
forward and keep you in mind. 

As for my own work, my book African American Actresses: The Struggle for Visibility, :t900-:t960 (Indiana University Press, 20:t0) has recently been published. I am still 
working on the Josephine Baker project but our research is moving rather slowly and since money is an issue we may not do the translations of French material as previously 
envisioned. But again, if any opportunities come up I will be more than glad to notify you. 
Thanks for keeping me posted and if I can be of any assistance to you, feel free to contact me. Good to hear from you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                    @yahoo.f r] 

Sent: Thursday, February :tO, 20:t:t 8:22 AN 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Research on African Americans and the black cinema: we met in October 2009. News at last! 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

Do you remember me? I went frotn France (Bordeaux) to UNC in October 2009 for my research 

within the framework of my dissertation dealing with Black Americans and their cinema from the 

1980s to 2008: we met several times and yon were so helpful in many ways, showing me books, 

inviting me and introducing me to your classes, kindly answering to my qnestions... 

I do hope yon my doing well and that things axe still going on at UNC-Chapel Hill’. 
Here are some news...at last. After along while and difficult, even horrible months/year, I write and 

get in touch again with you. 

So, after pursuing my tieldwork in Atlanta. I went back home in December 2009: alter a great 

fieldwork, many and wonderful materials, I dedicated my time in the writing stage having to defend 

my dissertation in Novetnber 2010. Unfortunately, I had to take the (so) l~inful decision to stop my 
dissertation. After almost 6 years and so many difficulties each time overcome and being well- 

advanced in the writing, I was obliged to decide this and had no other choice this time. This was to 

maintain my freedom of expression and to preserve my integrity. Would have it just been me, I 

undoubtedly roll have finished my dissertation. 

However, my subject and research s~till passionate me. All this wasn’t in vain and I’m determined to 

pursue it in another form. I am seriously thinking about writing a book I already have started, and 

articles in French and/or Engli sh....but I won’t abandon all the gathered material. This is too 

important for me, so many good human encounters... I owe so much to you and other people met, I 

can’t abandon the whole thing. This experience and sharings were too worthM~ile. 

Well, I am seeking a job position. I thi~k coming back to the United States could help in my writing 

while being "in the very place". So, if by any chance, there could be a possibiliD" of a paid 

job/vacancy at UNC-Chapel Hill linked with the cinema, African Americans, or if you need an 

assistant (particularly if you are in you project you told me about dedicated to Josephine Baker and 

then needing a French person for French papers, movies or collections, translations!) that would be 

great.., any aspect, or maybe a French lecturer on the campus... ! I wonld always be pleased to 

come back for a reason or another and to work for/with you. 

Moreover, you are not without knowing that on December 2011 we will see the 20th year 

Anniversary of"Daughters of the Dust’’ by Julie Dash. I think that it could be great to make an 

"event" (exhibition, a coat’erence maybe with the woman, writings/publications...) around this major 

movie, the big issues raised mthin African A~nericans, on the Gullahs’ people and the Sea Islands. 

This might be a great opportuni~ for a possible statement and ques~tioning heritages... There is food 

for creating something very stitnulating for research. That would be so great if there could be any 

possibili~ for me to work on such a project and take part in it, not that I don’t think you have veD~ 

competent people on place, naturall!! 

Moreover, I have to add that before Political Studies, I did Literature studies (Prep school - 

Hypokhagne and Khagne - and have an Arts Degree -"Licence en Lettres Modernes’) and that, 

during my PhD, I worked fonr and a half years as an assistant at the Institute’s research libraries, so 

I know p~etly well this universe too. 

So, I simply ask you, by chance, if anything is possible.., could you please tell me if you hear about 

anything, if you would be interested in nay profile to work with you, within your staff; liar a little Maile, 

if you have any idea... 



Please let me know if you want ti~rther intbrmation, I could send a coW of my cv with pleasure. 

And I m~ly will be pleased in reading news ti~om you and knowing about your reseaxch, projects.. 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 10, 2011 3:19 PM 

~licia.caJnpbell@ unlv.edu 

Bio Requested 

Bio forUNLV.doc 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Attached is a bio that I have formulated for the program. If you need me to add information or alter in some way let, please let me know. Thanks for all of 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Bio for Far West Popular Culture Studies Association Conference 

Submitted by Charlene Regester 

February 10, 2010 

Currently, I am an Associate Professor in the Department of African & Afro-American 

Studies at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Recent publications include: 

A~ican American Actresses: The Struggle jbr Visibility, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: 

Indiana University Press, 2010) and Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper 

Ar#cles: An Annotated Bib#ography of the Pittsburgh Courier and Cal~[ornia Eagle VoL 

//(Jefferson: McFarland, 2010). My publications include essays on early black film stars 

and filmmakers that have appeared in j ournals such as:Film Literature Quarterly, 

Popular Cu#ure Review, Westetw Journal of Black Studies, Studies in American Culture, 

Film History, ,Journal of Film and Video, et. al. Previously, I se~’ed as the co-editor to 

the Oscar Micheaux Society Newsletter (published by Duke University). Additionally, I 

serve on the editorial board of the Journal of Film and Video and Screening Noir: A 

Journal of Black t~Tlm, Television & New Media. Presently, I am co-editing a collection 

of essays on Josephine Baker that seeks to reposition Baker within contemporary 

discourses surrounding transnationalism, colonialism, etc, and launching an examination 

of the intersectionality between black screen stars and the African American press. 
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So Mucl~ Reform, So Little Change 

the anohymous reviewers for Halyard Education Press were particularly 
helpful in helping me revise the structure of the manuscripT. 

Variofis parts of this work.have_been supported bythe John D and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Chicago Community Trust, 
the Lewis-Sebring Family Fund, and an AIphonso Fletcher, Sr. Fellow- 
ship.The support of the Spencer Foundation, in the.form of botha 

¯ hi.or.Scholar Grant and a residential fellowship has been crucial. Few 
things mean more to a scholar th.an time to write, and I am indebted to 
the" entire staff for making my .time ’there productive, particularly to Paul 
Goren and Lauren Young for their advice and support. ?Ihe fact that my 
time there overlapped with Bill Trent’s and Mark Smylie’s was the equiv- 
alent of finding a bird’snest on the ground, to borrow a phrase from 
Trent. I could hardly" think of v, vo more useful colleagues for the work I 
was doing. 

.For help with research and manuscrip.r, preparation in the final stages 
this project; t am indebted to Conrfie Blackartore, Iman V&shington, and 
Brenda Brock. IVly debt to Brenda is actually inuch deeper- than that; suf- 
fice it to say I’m glad she returned ro my life at just the right moment. 

The one note of regret for me as I finished this project was t.he death 

of "Ackie" Arnold Fddman, my major .adviser in graduate school. One 
of the great teachers ofs6ci;~logsAckie kept a shdfin his home of books 

ay his students, and it is painful m think that this volume witl never rest 
there. He modeled for many of us how one could hold the strongest per- 

sona[ beliefs--he called himself not a Marxist, but a Stalinist--without 

intellectual or moral compromise, in part by forcing oneself to be reient- 

less about asking the same questions of the data, no matter what one felt 

" about it’. Chapter z’s discussion of the Corridor Principle is essentially his 

idea, although in the tradition of h~trd-headed graduate students I didfft 

~ckndwledge its importance at the time. The first essay I ever wrote for 

him was on the heuristic utility of Durkheim’s theory of social solidar- 

ity. As shall be Seen in the pages that follow; I’m still trying to ge~ that 

assigument right. 

Introduction 

This book is ~b0ut the persistence, the rootedness, of failure in urban 
.schools a*fd tirban school systems. Its posture ~s guardedly optimistic. It 

strivesnever tot 10se sight of the overdeterm~ned nature of failure but also 
to remember t~at Urban Systems are in fact simwing signs of progress. In 

many respects,tthis work is an Offspring of Chicago school reform. In the 
late ~98os, afte~ an absence of more than a decade, I found myself back 
in Chicago, ju}t ~s the city Was embarking on an ambitious attempt to 

turn its sch001~-around. True to tim spirit of the City of Big Shoulders, 
expectations ~ere high. The original [egislatibn envisioned transformed 

sch9ols Withinlfive years. In the early years of school reform, the dean of 

one of the lo@ schools ofeducation Was saying there was n0 school in 
thecitythat co}~ldn’t be turned around in a year..When Drl James Comer 
of Yale broughlt.his program t; the city, the foundations that W{re Sup£ - 
p.orting it ,;caRted him to.start with eightschools, and then add eigh~ 

more ~he sec0~d year. Dr. Comer, who bythat time ihad been working 
- with dysfunctional urban schools for about z5 years, suggested start!ng 

with ~vo Schodls and waiting to see how they developed. Chicago foun- 

dations were a~ important part o[’that early energT in the school reform 

Buck!" They w,anted programs .d~at would grow aggr¢ssively. ¯ 
I was at, advocate of the bottom-up school reforms Chicago em: 

barked upg,n, but I was also just about certain .that Optimistic projec- 
tions werent li ely to par~ out, alth0u hI could not then have saidwhy 
I believed that!l had spem most Of theg previous five years as the director 

of a youth cer~lter m New.Jersey, Gos~,.~*.t Academy. it was our mission 
to interest yout~gsters from Newark and the Oranges in math or science 
careers. I considered myself an experienced teacher and youth .worker 

when I began lhe project. I .very qmckly learned how httle I understood 
about what I hfid gotten myself into-. Within a few weeks I..was Spend- 
ing most of th~ afternoon yelling at the top o~ my lungs at children Who 

were ignoring ~,~. EvmTthing was harder than it looked, everything took .... 
longer than it ~l~ould have; often by an order of magnitude. Every time 



So Much Reform, So LittleChange 

you managed to reach a newptateatz; you saw, nor the vistas of new pos- 
sibilities, you had anticipated, but new problems you couldn’t see from 
the previous plateau. As so often happens, I was too busy doing the work 
co think analytically, about the work, but ~ left with an inarticulate sense 
of a,~ efivironment that just did not yield to good intentions and hard 
work (and with a permanent sense of gratitude to some of the staff at 
the Bank Street CoLlege of Education, wl-m helped me reinvent myself 
as teacher). 

That gensibilitv about an uwielding environment was sharpened as 
reform ir~ Chicago unfolded. There was plenty to do and to learn for any- 
one interested, in Urban schools. I wrote a report for Chicagoans United 
for the Reformof Education that was ignored by some of the smartest 
people ~n tmvn. I wa.s the ethnographer for the Chicago implementation 
of James-Corner’s School Devdopment Process and a member of the 
steering committee for the Consortium on Chicago School Research, the 
research advisory committee for the Chicago Annenberg Project, and the 
editorial board of C~tal),st, a Chicago journal on school reform. I was an 
officer in the Cit>~oide Coalition for SchoOl Reform, a member of the 
group that deve.10ped the Algebra Project in Chicago, and co-founder 
of a_ group-=the Teacher Support Net~vork that cried to link external 
agencies rendering assistance to schools. At various times, I was a consul- 
rant to local foundations involved with school reform and to the Chica- 
go Board of Education, the latter not always a comfortable positron. 

Itwould have taken a particular kind of obtuseness not to have 
learned.something. I started, like many others, with the notion that 
there was some particular~ kind of programming or some particular 
formof pedagogy" that was going {o transform the system. It was just 
a matterof figuring out which one was best and then doing that all 
over. the piace. A few years into .the process, it felt like I .was back in 
New Jersey, not undefsi~anding anything. Programs that were hugely 
different fi’om one another felt prettT much the same once they hit those 
schools,-espec!aIIy themore troubled schools. Very Little was taldng root, 
and almost everyone was caught offguard by how arduous a~d unpredict- 
able the work was. That commonsense qttesrion, "What works?" came 
iricreasingly to feel underdeveloped. There was a prior question about the 
general pathology of schools thac needed grappling with. 

\X’hat was happening in: Chicago wa.~ a particularly dramatic variation 
of th4 national experience. The late ~98os and the entire x99os ,vere a 

Introduction 

period of unpr~ceden.ted experimentation with ways to improve schools 
serving 10wqn¢ome children. We saw the national commitment to state-. 
wide.accountai fility systems led initially by states [ike North Carolina, 
I<entucky, and Texas~culminating in the zooz No Child Left Behind 
legislation; the closely related standards-based reform movemer~t and the 
restructuring n mvement that preceded it; the popu[ari.ty of policies call- 
ing for the enc of social promotion; the transfer of.authority from tradi- 
tional ~chool [ 3ards to mayors; the complete or partial reconstitution of 
failing schools; state takeovers of failing districts; the *5oo million invest- 
ment of the A~enberg Foundaion in improving schools; the National 
Science F6undhtion’s attempt to reshape science and math education in 
the ciues; the small schools movement, freshman academies, and other 
forms of personalization of the educational experience; calls for much 
more intensive, forms ofpiofcssionat development and instructional sup- 

port, includin~ instructiona! coaching; the radical, dece.ntr~lizadort fob 
lowed by the ~adical recentralization of the Chicago school system; an 

arguably even ~ore amb!tious efl:ort~to tra~lsform the New[ York ~);stem 
with its one-million-plus students; the attempt to duplicate the apparent 
success of Nmd) York’s old District Two in San Diego and Boston; doz- 
ens of compre lensive school reform projects, including Success for.All, 
Accelerated S(hools, kanerica’s Choice, the School Development Pro- 
gram (more p 3p.utarly the Cdmer Process), the Coalition for Essential _ 
SchooLs arid t ~e Talent Developmer~t Program. 31xese interver~tions-- 
and. this, of co arse,, has been only an illustrative list--took place against 
a certaifi social backgroun& globalizati0n, the outmigrati0~ of jobs from 
central cities, .he resegregation of schools in much of the country, the 
increasing imt’xiserati0n, Criminalization, and isolation of the worst ur- 
bar/. neighborb, oods. 

It is no easy thir~g to try to characmrize the yield from all of thl, s; A 
few years ago,.]two oi: our best-informed observers referred:t0,~the sor- 
t-), record of urbar~ school refor}n for the past quarter-century (Cuban 
and Usda~, 2o~3: ~59). That is.not quite as apt now. Xhe most recent 

port from the goun.cil of Great City Schools shows 59 percen, t of fourth- 
grade students]scoring at 0r above proficiendy on their state s respective 
math rest, co,pared with 44 percdnt in zooz, a x5 point impr0vem_ent; 

t    at e ~ a For eigh h-gr .de stud nts, the improve nent w s from 35 P cent at or 
above pr0ficiei~cy in 2o0z to 46 percent in zo06. Reading scords are typ2 
ically more difficult to move than math sco}es, but between zi3oz and 

3 



So ,Much Reform, .So Little Change 

zoo6 the percen.tage of at-or-above’proficiency ~burth graders went from 

43 percent to 5~.percent, while theeighth-grade r~umbers went from 34 
percent to 4g percent. A majority of urban districts made some progress 
in reducing achievement, gaps based o~ i~come and ethnicitv. ~e city 
of Philadelphia, which has seen a ~w challenges in recent years,, h~ ~till 
managed five consecutive yea~s of growth on the Pem~sylvania state as- 
sessment, and in zoo7 tha~ ~nduded improved scores at every grade level 
with. the exception of thirdTgrade matt~ (Snydm" ZooTb). Test score~ are 
an unsaris~-i~g measure (and state ~sessme~ts highly variable ~n qual- 
iD’), bu~ weak measm’e or not, we have seen some movement in the last 
few years where .we saw little but stagnation for decades prior. 

Some cl~ies are showing progress on indicators more likely to mean 
.that we really are making a difibrence in. the lives of young people. De- 
pending on how one computes graduation rares, New York City has seen 
a~ least a I4 percent improvement.in ~he last three years (bringing the 
graduationrate up to a still disappointing 6o percent [New York CiV 
Department of Education zoo7]). 

Some systems, then; seem to be getting a slight grasp on stone parts 
of the problem. Still, it’s a slippery, grasp at best, and;’ against the bright 
hopes and brave words with wI~ich the major reforms were [attached, 
most interventions, local or national, have promised a good deal more 
than they delivered, to put.it.miidl>. Let No Child Left Behind stand for 
th~ lot. & i~ limps into its Sixth year, many observers on either side of 
the ideo[ogical divide seem to concede that it has he!ped some, but those 
who still believe k is goi,?g to be the m¢ior engine for reducing educa- 
tional inequN.ity are few~ig~mrb~g those paid to beiieve it (DiIlon zooT; 
Davis zoo6; Holt~ and Manzo ZOOT). AAer a couple :ofdecades of being 
energetically refbrmed, most.schools, espeqialiy the bottom-tier S&ools, 
and most school systems se~ to be.prettT much the same kind of orga- 
nlzauo~s they were at the beginning.. ~eve seen em corn.e, teachers 
say of reforms, ’~and we’ve seen ’era go." 
~ have not learned from al! this experimentation nearly as much as 

we mighthave. Much of this experience has just been wasted. From in- 
dividual schools to school districts to the research community itself, the 
.entities responsible for the management and analysis of urban schools are 
them.selves Constructed in suchaway as to m~e i~ very di~cult for them 
to [e~’n from their own experiences. Still, we k~ow more than we did 
even a decade ago. ~e have a co,palling body of information about the 

l nttgduction 

roots of failure1 we know a fair amount aho£t what individual .schools 
look like whenJthey get better--ri0t that there is any one pattern--and 
we nOW have ttke begini~i,~gs of a literature or/successful urban School 

districts,.whichlwould have been a phrase without a referent in i99~. 
%e present golume is largely an anNysis of failure and, particularl> the 

sociology of failure. No do ubt some practitioners will look at that and 
tktak, Surel> by ao~v, we have had enough talk about a~d exp.ermnc~ 

-with failure? L~t’s focus on what works." I respect completely the im- 
pat~e,~ce behm~ that questmn. Pracutmners who don t have that sense 
of urgency ab0p, t Vhe work are not worth warm spit: Still, we gan’~ get 
there from h~r~. At the school level,.the .district level; and the national 
level, even wheke we see some progr£ss, we continue to see attempts to 
implement reform in ways that=are manifestly unlikely to work. Some 
of this is just p}liticM expediency or earnest incompetence, but some of 

it is ghat peopl~ in leaderghip positions do no{. have a system.it u~der- 
standing of thel causes 0f ~?ilure, in part because the same dysfunction- 
al social arrangements that d0 so much to cause failure also do.a great 
deal to 0bscurq its origins. ~e process, mystifies itsel£ ~is iS a sphere 
in which the tr~th of.the dictum about those failing to undersxand the 
past being c0nSemned to repeat it has bee~ amply demonstrated. ~e 
best ide~ out there are not necessaril~ proof against wstemic pathology 
unless they are~ implemented in.ways that take those pathologies into 
acco unt. 

Put diS:erend> most discussion of educational policy and practice is 
dangerously disconnected from the daily realities of urban schools, es- 
pecmlly the bottom-net schools; most d~scussmn ~ads to appreciate the 
intertwined an¢ oveidetermined nature of the .causes of failure. At .the 

_ end of the ~pgds, there was a sharp increase among foundations in con- 
cern for t!~e ro{e of leadership in changing schools, leading, t0 a prolif- 
eration of trainlng programs f0r administrators and teacher leaders. (We 
still don’t have a ka~dle ot~ which of these programs actually do awr 

thing.) At the~ame time, there was growing appreciation, even among 
some relativel~ conservative leaders, for the power of smallschools. 
Both points are valid enough. Better leadership at multiple levels of the 

system seems c}’ucial to large-scale change, and smaller schools.do have 
an impressivegcord of positive social and academic changes in students 
and teachers a~il~e. Nonetheless, when even good idefis are understood 
out of context} when they are reduced to %e Solution, they become 

5 
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part 0f~he problem. Better leadership does not solve fundamental prob- 

lems of maidistribution ofresources~ making schools smaller doesn’t au- 

tomatically, mean.that teachers will teach any differently. After ati these 

years, we are still confusing the. parts of the elephant with the elephant 

and trying to steer the.beast from the nearest appendage. 
The social dimensions of. the problem are sti!l almost certainly the 

lea~t ~vell-appreciated. If the research of recent years has done nothing 
else, it has: taught us how everythirig from efforts to get parents more in- 

volvedto efforts to get teachers to take professional development seri: 

ously can be"undermined by low lei,’els of Social capital,, especially in our 
bottom-tier schools. Reform after reform fails because of nothing more 

complida~ed ~han the sheet~ inabilityof adults to coopera~e with one an~ 

other. Failing to appreci~tte.the salience of social inffastructure and the 

ii~r~tionalig~ of the organizatignal environme.nt, both liberals and con~ 
servatives have spent a lot of time pursuing questions of limited utility. 

~rhe questions tha~ were arguably the defining questions of the ~98os and 

’9os had to do with the content of interventions: WhatTs the right pro- 

. gramfor these schools? 3-he right governance structure? ~lhe right way to 
teach? What’s the information we need m get to reachers? In hindsight, 

we would have done better had we given more attention to trying to .fig- 

ure out how to implement anything under such inauspicious circum- 

stances. *Whether Success for All. is a better program than Accelerated 
Schools, whether charters make more sense than small learning commu- 

nities-these are nor such important questions When there isn’t much 

!!kelihood of being able to implement any of them well. 
A few caveats about intellectual strategy: Firs/, as much as the data 

will_, allow, I wdtit to pay particular attention to the most intransigent 

schools, the schools at the very bottom. Once I would have thought that 
if we could understand tl4ese schools, we would automatically under- 

stand h6w to Change lesstroubled schools. In retrospect, that may be a 

bit .too linear. Nonetheless, the bottom-tier.schools are particularly im- 

p0rtan.t.objects of public policy, the places where the .need is greatest and. 
someumes, ironically,, the 151aces whei’e there is the greatest hope. 

Second, i share the general concern with an overrdiance on rest 

scores. 71-here is considerable Validi.ty in the charges that tests don’t re- 

flect the whole child and don’t tell us what we need.to know; that.the 
pressures on districts ro cheat have increased dramatically; that some 

test-score improvement is j~ist the result of narrow teaching. Neverthe- 
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the eyes, on ro 

thinking fi’om 

on the averag 

know more a!~ 

One success, 

less, tests, are s{i!l the only widely available metric, and they hold a cen- 
tral lace .in ~ lic debates, somethin that is not om to ehan e in P    . P9 .Y ¯ g ¯ g g g 

the foreseeablel f.uture. Right now,. we cannot talk about change at scale 
w-ithout structuring much of that discussion around scores. The best We 
can do is be cdatious in our inter retations and lookat other measures 

wherel possibl~, particularly meas}!~es of graduation rates and: postsec: 
ondary activities,s      "         .         . ¯ 

Fit~ally, I l{a~c tried t° atten’d to the prindpte of m~tlmdological iu{er- 
ocularity, tO b6rrow a thought from the late Asa Hilliard (Perry, steele, 
and Hilliard 23o3: x43). That is, m the extent possible, I have tried to 

the kinds of research findings that hit- us right between 
3ust, outlier findings. Social scientists need to wean their 
the tyranny of central tendency. I~amwing What happens 
ii~ urba~ schools is often perfectly useless. We"need .to 

out what can happen, not what 0rdin~rily does happet~. 
.obert Merton noted, tells us more than a thousand fai|- 

ures: one success~ tel!s us what is’possible. 
Much ~f whist I am going to. say will be understood to becritical of edu- 

cators. That is~ot/tlle way I intendi.t, i am twing.to ~ee edueatorSai.they 
really are, but [understanding that *iot as representing ahem in any fi~al 
sense so much ~s i~ represents their reaction toa profoundly alienating set 

of circumstances. I have alreadysaid that when t was failing inthe class- 
room, I becamF the personification of the Ugly Ghetto Teached blaming 
students for m_~failuke. ~[he good news is [hat what we see o~ the average 
day" from the a4erage teacher in the average ghetto school is ius~ a fiaction 
of what that s_a~, e teacher cat~ do with support. [ am trying to see teachers 
and principals the Waygood teachers see troublesome students, aclmowt- 
edging the problems but not letting them obscure the potential. ¯ 

In .the late ~£6os, when I first started thinking about these ques~tons, 
it was nothing 
class period re: 

"to dissemble. 
ft~r most of th 
’hoop.. From st 
putting more 
for this, to a sJ 
ership, is more 
to .believe .the 

for a teacher, ~vith a guest in the classroom, to spend a 
tding the paper or doing crosswords. There was no need 
!-he laissez-faire systems that dominated American cities 
second half of ~he century have gone the way of the-huia 
3erinte~dents to classroom, teachers, people are at leas~ 

ffort into the work. (And we have conservatives to tl~ank 
~nificant degree, as the architects of accountability.) Lead- 
gggressive at every level of the system, and there is reason 

i 
ncreased e~ort has translated into. more atte~tion to the 
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¯ poorest ~children (although not 01 agree with that, e.g., Neal and Schano 
zenbach zooT). Still, we cannot ~yet say with any confidence just how dif- 
ferent these new systems really are. When we see a greater commitment 
roa more .eqUitable distribution~of resources, including human resources 
(often stymied by the self-same conservatives who gave us accountability), 
when urban educators take. a less pessimistic stance about the capabilities 
of theirchildren and a less cynical one about i’eform, when district leaders 
develop plausible visions of good teaching tt~at go beyond generating test 
scores, when we see ~omething akin to organizational rationality among 
these systems then we might want to commence a conversation about 
fitndamental change. Wba{is happening now is as if the most determined 
activists and educators have seized parrs of the system by the throat and 
are beating some sense into it. It’s improvement, but it’s not stable. 

Still~ practitioners .are moving ori the problem on a broader front and 
with greater enerD~; researchers are asking better questions and attack- 
ing them with-more authoritative methodologies. Perhaps most impor- 
tant Of all, there are. embryonic signs.of flexibility in a discussion that has 
been defined byrigidities, ideological and otherwise. Diana .Ross and the 
Suprem.es had a hit song in which they sang: 

You usedt0 be so proud, 

Now, Tour head’s a litde lower, 
Arid you walk slowe,, 

And you don’t talk so loud. 

~ihar could-be the anthem of t~rban school reforlners. Reformers of ev- 

ery stripe.got their butts kicked from one end of the ~99os to the other. 

When the funds from. the Annenberg FoUndation gift of $5o million to 

each of ten cities were used up; in many of those cities the liberal reform- 

ers who controlled those funds found themselves trying to explain that 

there really-had" been more progress than first appeared, if you look at 
thir~gs rightly, and ,5o million isfft all that much, really, and real change 

takes time, you know .... Nhrren Simmons of the Annenberg Insti- 

tute once teased a gathering of the progressive Cross City Campaign 
for Urban School Reform. ~hen he ~rst suggested the coalition study 

standards-based reforms, considered a stodgy conservative idea, he was 
boo~d down. Ten years latm’, Cross City was offering workshops on the 

subject. Some of the business-oriented reformers who came to ascendan- 

cy in the.middle of thedecade, promising that things would soon be set 

to rights with 
are now talki~ 
tionships are i, 
... ~ihere is no 
it takes us so I( 

¯ formers are no 
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~e application of good, hard-headed business practices, 

about ho.w.personalization isn’t such a bad idea; rela- 
~ortant, after al!, and real change takes time, ya kalow. 

doubt that ideological rigidity is among the main reasons 

.ng to learn so little. Heads bloodied by reality, .some re- 

a~ willing to reconsider the.purity.of their ideas, perhaps. 

giving us a wi~dow o[.time during which a more complex conversation 
is possibie. 

"Make No Little Plans!,": 
Background on School Reform in Chicago 

This book tellsla national story, but it is framed and ill~iminated by the 
’experierme of ~hicago. Chicago is an important ler~s for understand~ 

ins school refo~-m in part because what happened there has had signifi- 
cant impact on the devdopment of policy in other cities (e.g.~ the strong 
mayor model, :nding social pt’omotion), in part because the process of 
change has pr( bably beel~ .documented nmre ciosely there-than in any 
other major cily. ~IheConsorti.um on Chicago School Research is die 
cl6sest thing Wi have to a Manhattan Project on urban.sch0ols, and from 
its inception it has maintained a commitment to combinir~g quantita- 
tive and qualita tire work, affording its work a complexity that Cannot be 
achieved when the two are separated (and a complexity likely to be lo~t 
in the current .~tishi~ing of random assignment r.esearch).. Chicago’s re- 
search commu~iity is "at the table" in a way that is rare. Researchers are.in 
fairly cor~stant ~onversa~ion with educational power brokers, a~d: some- 

times what the~ have to s~y gets attended to; sometimes now.[they are 
present even aI major new initiatives are being shapedi This represents 
a fairly recent {hange; ten years ago, the situation would have been far 
more conflictuA!, with researchers getting blasted whenever they said the 
pet policy of tile moment wasn’t producing. Attemp.ts are afoot in other 
cities to create 

Chicago als{ 
al journalisin. ¢ 
cade has been. s, 
Refo~rm. In the 
plans for merit 
supports child{en with 

.Zonsortium-like entities (Medina 2-007). 

, enjoys a probably unprecedented.quality of education, 
l~ie standard for educational journalism over the last de- 
:t. by the monthly journal Catalyst: Voices qfChicago School 
last year, there have been stories or special issues on .new 
pay for teachers, parent organizing, how well the system 

indarcerated parents, new policies for school au- 
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tonomy, turnaround districts around the country; high-achieving Chica- 
go Schools serving low-income populations, the miseducation of special 
~ducation childrenj and the questions of equi9" in how technology is dis- 
tributed across schools. To the everlasting chagritl of.the powers-that-be, 
Caaalyst.gives school operations a transparency rare in big=city systems. 
(Cfzta{~{~, too, is spawmng imitators in other cities.) Still, we may imag- 
ine.that when Alexandm Russo. s’tarted his blog on Chicago schools (www. 
dis~ric~g~R.com), school leaders began to look back fondly on the days 
when they had only Caaat),sg looking over their shoulders. The blog offers 
yet another level of scrutiny, often irreverent and proudly impolitic. Rich- 
ard ~’ight once ca!led Chicago "the known city"; in terms of education, 
that now has a Certain apmess. 

Chicagohas. a relatively high level of civic infi’astructure; the corpo- 
rate commurfity is vcell organized and can sometimes speak with one 
voice~more or less--on educational issues. School reform in Chicago 
Would probably not have been possible without business support (Russo 
2oo4).. More distinctively, Chicago boasts one of the country’s most ac- 
tire traditions of neighborhood-based community organizations, a tra- 
dition that has long influenced community organizing in the rest of the 
country: Communiv groups _and business groups naturally come out in 
different places on policy issues,, but for a lnonxeixt in the late ~98os and 
early i99os, they were able to make common cause. 

Chicago also provides an important Window for thinking about school 
reform in. the ,99os because the city gave both liberals and conservatives 
a fair shotl It is a story of at least two major reforms, one emphasizing 
b6ttom-up, democratic, decisionmaking; the other, top-down accoun~- 
abilit?: With over 4oo,ooo students in the late ~98os and more than 
3o,o0o teachers, Chicago was (and is) the nation’s third largest school 
system, fo[lowing New..York and Los Angeles. In 1987 Secretary of Edu- 
cation William Bermett called it the worst district in all America, which 
wasn’t giving Detroit, New Orleans, and .V&shington, D,C., their due, 
bu~ which was. probably only a slight exaggeration. During the ~98os, 
public fiustration with the system was increased by a teachers’ union that 
went on strike nine times in ~8 years, culminating in ~987 in a !9-day 
strike that created a level of anger that helped stimulate:a citywide reex- 
amination of the school system. During the strike, it became clear that. 
many citizens agreed with the Chicago Triba¢ne--the schools "were hardly 
more t~an daytime warehouses for inferior students, taught by disillu~ 
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sioned and in~ dequateteachers, presided ove)-by a bloated,, leaderless, 
bm’eaucracy m d constantly undercut by a selfish, single-minded teach- 
ers’ union’that aas somehow captured and intimidated the political pow- 
er structures o ".both city and state governments" (Staff of the Tribune, 
~988). Discontent focused increasingly on the bureaucracy, and in I988 

the Illinois legislature shar~plyreduced the size and authority of ~he Chi- 

cago centta! o~ce and gave individual schools expanded autonomy. The 
law created lo~al school councils at each school and gave a majorityof 
the votes m parents. The councils were given some real powers, includ- 
ing, most importantly, the power to hire principals, in addition to sub- 
stantial authori~ over the disct:etionary budget, curriculum, and School- 

improvement ~tans. (By the late ~99os a typical elementary school had 

half a :million ~toliars in discretionary fmxds, a typical high School. twide 
that.) At the t:nn<, it was widely and. reas0rmbly considered the single 
most alnbitiou~s attempt to overhaul an re’ban distric[. 

A ~993 repoi’t (Bryk et al.) from the Chicago Consortium on School 

Research sugg{sted that ~bout a third of the schools were taking advan- 
tage Of their n~v¢ fi’eedom inways that W~re likely to lead to better ~tt,~ 
dent outcome{.: Still, there Was enough dissatisfaction with. the pace of 
improvement ~nd With the system’s coiltinfiing fir~ancial mess that the 
business comm~unky pushed to reform the reform, leading the.legislature 
in ~995 to limi} ~he ability of teachers to bargain over work rules, to fur- 
~her enhance the ability of principals to shape their teaching s~affs, and, 
above all, :to g~ve control of the school board and the superintendency 
to the mav0r Who appointed Paul Vallas, his budget manager, as chief 
executive offic’.er of.the system. ’A perfect exemplar of the. city’s can-do 

spirit, Vallas b~ought to the off:ice a level of energy it had.,not seen m de- 
cades and the {ubtlety of a Sherman tank. Wi~h the mayor s clout behind 
him andwithkhe enthusiastic cheerleading of the business c0/r~munity, 
he Straightene~[’out the System’s longstanding financial mess in short or- 
der; expanded ialeterschool programs, preschool programs, and tutoring; 
e’nded social, p 
eral high scho~ 
250,000 chitdr~ 
eyeglasses for 
gram for the 
las extended th 

amotion; put ~o9 schools on probation; reconstituted sev- 
Is; removed the pri~acipals of low-performing schools; put 
,’n into mandatory summer school; found a way to buy 
ens of thousands ofldds; and initiated an ambitious pro- " 
~ysicd renovation of the system. During his six years, 

School day fo~ many studer~ts, built 76 schools and reha- 
bilitated 5oo more, and solved a ~ biflion deficit, leaving behind a,$355 
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million.surplus. Less tangibly but arguably more importantly, Vallas put 
an end to the excuse-making of school leadership. If a principal: started 
talking about how hard it was to work with children from deprived back- 
grounds, NYaltas was likely to point to a school with similar demograph- 
ics ~hat.was doing better. If some schools could do.it, then why not all 
schools? In a th0usa~d ways, he Sent }he message that there are no excuses, 
’that we are not going to stand pat arbund here, and that we can move this 
damn thing: Against the decades of stagnation, it was the message the city 
needed to hear. 

Under Vallas, the Chicago sy:stem was. simUltaneOusly decentralized 
and recentralized. On the one hand, most schools retained (despiteVal- 
las’s best efforts, it seemed to some) much of the authority they had 
gained in the first reform; on the Other, they had to conte~ld with an 
unusually, powerful and active chief executive. It was a situation with 
multiple tensions built in, but for the first four years or so, it seemed 
to Vtork. Test scores were rising. Pre-Vallas reformers argued that Vallas 
was reaping the harvest of the. work dmt had been done before he 
te~ed once, but mos~ of the public ’seemed to give credit to VallaS. The 
press was largely laudator> Black and Latino parents found his energy 
and push refreshing (and he spared no effort to make himself accessible 
to them}. Valla~s was getting.so much positive press that there were mur- 
murings that the mavor.who appointed him was getd.ng tired of hearing 
his name. Wha[ever the reason, after two years of i;alrly flat test scores, 
the maym:..al!0wed Vallas to resign in ~ooI. (.After losing a close bid for 
the governor’s office, Vallas became superintendent of the Philadelphia 
system, where he again presided over a period of rising test scores. More 
.recentIy, he has moved on to New Orleans, escaping a looming budget 
mess in Philadelphia.) 

\X~hen he left office in 2oo~, his frequent adversaries at Caga[yst tipped 
their hat in respect:             . 

Most cities would die for the colxsistency of purpose andtrack record 
of aecomplishme,~t that CEO Paul:Vallas and. School Board President 

Gery Chico provided. To repeat the litany: financial stability, labor 

. peace, new and rehabbed schools, higher expectations for students arid 

staff, a sen.se of accountability and a new public Confidence ii~ the pub- 

lie schools. (Catalyst zoo,) 
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The C~tatys, lditors added, though, that he had beenboth "enormously 

receptive to goo~ ideas and ahot-tempered overseer who brooked no criti- 
cism" and that lie had made fear the primary motivational tool inside the 
system, squelch :ddebate otr complex issues, and failed to understand the 
importance of t uildii~g a stronger teaching staff. 

To almost everyone’s surprise, the mayor appointed 36-year-old Arne 
Duncan to run t!m system, which seemed :like throwing a choirboy into 
the whorehous, Still, many reformers and community activists were 
pleased, thinkb ~g that Durican was likeiy ro bring a tess combative and 
punitive style t the job and more concern with instruction :and with 
developing .hut lan Capital in the system (Ketleher zoo~; Anderson and 
Lerxz 2oo~). It .~ :emed like the perfect, third act. First, the city has a-pe- 
riod of bottom up democracy, under which some ~chools flourished in 
ways they Couk n6t have under the old, controlling bureaucracy. Then a 

period of mugl~ -guy leadership, a good kick in the pants for schools that 
hadn t been abi{ to take advantage of freedom. Finally, in Act 3, the syn- 
thesis--leadersl~ ip that. comes in talking the language of human-capital 
developmen~ a~ d instruction arid organizational transparency. 

~Ihrough iv al the system has managed to lurch forward, at leastat the 
~elementary schc ol level In ~99~, 23 percent of the city’s grade school Chil- 
dren read at or above grade level; by zoos, it was 47 percen{. In math, 
the rise was fror 26 percent to 46 percent. Particularly interesting is that 
by 2oo5, the m~mber of Chicago children reading in the nation’s boto 
mm quartile was reduced to 24 percent, down from 48 percent in. x99I, 
suggesting that over time the kids traditionally least well served by the 
system were ge{ting a differentk*ind of .teacher attention (CPS website; 
http://rese~{rch~ips.kiz.il.usicps!accountweb). Overall attendance in the 

system was up tlightly from 89 percent in the early ~99os m 92 percent 
in 2oo~.      ~ 

As is true ac{oss the country, h, gh schools generally remain stagnan.~ 

By the 2oo3"04lscho0i year ~2 percent of all high school smden~ dropped 
out, but egen that wa~ better than nearly I6 percent in the I993-q4 school 
year. ~tThere has been a significant rise i-n the number of Black and Latii~o 
students taking Advanced Placement tests a~d a modest increase in the 
numbers of students passing the algebra/geometry sequence. Such Changes 
as did occur hat~pened while the studer, t body was becoming poorer. Stu- 
dents from tow income families, went from 68 percent of al! students, in 
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1993 to 85 percent by zoo2, while the percer~tage of students with limited. 
English skills went from 9 percent to x4 percent over a t4-year period (Cat- 

alyst website; CPS website; Kelleher 2oo4). 

One interesting change that.is .typically underanalyzed concerns the 
mobility rate (the percentage of students wh6 move in or out of schools 

in a year), Which went from hovering around 35 percent in the early ~99os 

to about 25 percent in 2004 (Catalys~website). It is not clear to what ex- 

tent this fall facilitated or. resulted from the improvements in schools, 
but some observers are convinced that as they become more satisfied 

Mth the local school, poor parents find ways to move less often. Con- 

ceivably, economic conditions Could.have improved in the worst neigh- 
borhoods so that people didn’t heed.to move, but there is no obvious evi- 

dence to suggest that. In any case; we should probably think of declines 

in mobility rates as desirable in and of themselves. Schools are just better 
off when students aren’t constantly shipping in and out.~ 

This is still very much a failing system. ~he National Assessment of 

Educational Progress (NA~P) is a more intellectually substantial test than 

those Chicago uses, and Chicago performance on it has been mediocre, 

~. facg local newspapers gave little play, according to Linda Lenz, editor 

. of Cat,@st. If one compares Chic.ag0 m Boston, a.city with similar de- 
mographics, 6z percent of Chicago’s Black fourth graders scored in the 

10westachievement category, comparhd With 45 percent for BoSton (Lenz 

zoo41..Of those CPS.graduates ~-hogtart college right after high school, 
only a third have college degrees six years later, about half the ~ational 

average, suggesting that even the system’s better prepared students are 

.. no~ well prepared (Roderick, Nagaoka, and Allensworth2oo6: 64). Be- 

tween !994 and 2oo3, the number of elementary school students who 

were suspended more than doubted, with Aftlean ~aerican stude.t~ts 

.. counting for a.dispmpo rtionate share::of them, suggesting a less than hos- 
pitable school atmosphere. 

Thus, ds with several other cities, we can point to some improvements 

yet come up. well short of suggesting fundamemal change. It is a long 
way still from the kind of revotu.don Chicago reformers thought they 

were authoring in ~98g, but there has been motion, enough that we can 

.learn something from it. 
[ noted ar the outset that this book is another product of Chicago 

school reform. [ should have noted what a special moment that was a 

moment wher~ people who rhough~ the}, ki~ew what poor people could 
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0r.¢ould do reptatedly found out othetwvise; when poor peoplework- 
ing with C~)rpora~e leaders were finding that there were real people 

slde some of tho~e suits. It was one of those moments when the horizor~ 

seemed right the[e to be touched. That was the moment, and ’~this book 

is of it, with so~ething o£the fever:and the fret. Nordoes the writer 

regret it .... Wrilte~i urider different circumstances it would have been a 
dtfferent but not~ necessarily a better book (James ~963: x~). 
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When a blown-eyed child sttimbled in reading aloud, she helped him. 
When a blue-eyed child stumbled, she shook.her head and called on a 

brown-eyed child to read the passage correctly. When a blue-eyed boy,, 

tense and nervous, rolled a cornel of a page of his reading book into 

a right.curl as he awaited his turn to read, Jane displayed the book to 
the class. ~’Do blue-eyed people take care of thethings they are given?" 
she asked: (23) 

\Vithin a few minutes, she has created an i&ol0gy o f group difference, 
a system of privilege based on (hose differences and a system of selective 

perceptioi~ and-interpretation to justify both the ideology and {he privi- 

leges. ~lhar’s pretty much all you need to have something akin to "race." 

.Watching the video forty years later, it is StitI striking how quickly, and 

thoro_ughly the superior groupbuys into its own superiority. At one lev- 
el, they understand it’s a game; at another, it becomes real, real enough 

to break up solid friendships, reO enough that "Blue-eyed!!" becomes a 
playground epithet strong enough to start fights. It is also real enough 

to make smart kids dumb. ~.e inferior group had to wear a felt collar to 
make themselves easier ro identify’. The class, regularly did aphonicsdrill 

with flash cards, while Ms. Rice timed them. Consistently, whichever 

group was the subordinate group for the day took longer. "We couldn’t 
think with thos~ collars on," one boy said. "My eyes just kept going 

around .a~d around." 
Jane Rice’s collars are our Third Heuristic. They remind’us that racial 

definitions are.real in their consequences, and ignoring that ~:act only re- 
produces race: Tney.remind us that, race can interfere with the capacity 

to feel connected tO a larger, worthy group, and one’s sense of connection 
can pro~6undly shape intellectual and social functioning. If part of our 

j.9b is just making a much higher level of instruction available ro poor 

. children,, another parr is helping them feel reconnected to larger social 

v,,ortds, and the more stigmatized children have been, the more impor- 
tant and Challenging our job becomes. 

"Yqu Can’ti Kil.i. It and You Can’t 
Teach !t’:  urea.ucracy and the 
institutiona!l E  wronment . 

Ask a quesuon, ~ut dont e,~ect an answer. Ask for documenta- 

tion. but don’t e~,pect it to be delivered. Ask.for any piece oflin- 

formation ~om ~reschoo[ closes to doctoral programsand ~e di- 

re3ted to one wa~an, [Depar~nent of Education] spokesperson 

~St. Petersburg ~mes Editorial 

HOw could it"~a?[~ two months to get smtibnery. Whj, were s ~- 
~lies for the beginning qf the year showin~ up in November? ~?at 

happened to the ~aperw~rk f had hand-delivered ~o weeks ear- 
lier? Why did we cling to an interminabk, Byzantine hiringpro- 

cess while neigh~wring districts were grabbing some of our best 
teacher candidates? 

High School Principal, 

Cambridge< Massachusetts 

Whatdo we do when ~ig distriqt problems are orders of magni- 

tude larger than any superintendent’s capacfly ~v address .them? 

~hen wdl-mea~ingpeopIe in a dysfunctional equilibrium can’t 
break old pagtents? 

Matthew Miller, 

"The Super" 

thep~oblem, uo{ j~st the ;nc.om~etenee of particMar unto or 
people.        ~ 

DaVid Rogers, 
zzo Livingston Street 

1"21 
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l have already said that it is a dumb question, but I still cannot help 
wondering, t’rom time to time, which is the single most fundamental 

problem in urban schools. Some:.days I am quite convinced that it is 

deeply ingrained .and deeply ~egative teacher attitudes, From S’an Diego 

to Philadelp~iia to BOston, promising reforms ha,;e been putted down 

by teacher belief systems. Other da?~s, I am equa!ly convinced that the 

worst part of the problem is the rigid and incompetent bureaucracies 

that schools have to deal with. Urban schools exist in a larger institu- 

tional enviromnent that is unstable, unsupportive, and undermining. 

Principals find their energies drained by protectionist and combative 

unions, by Unfunded and often cmltradictory mandates raining down 
from VCashi~gton or the state legislature; mandates that, from the view- 

.point Of building leaders, often have a dubious relationship to education. 

Above all, there is rSe sheer confusim~ and incompetence that character- 
ize the nominal leadership of many-urban school districts. School-level 

leaders have to negotiate various forms of environmental, turbulence that 

they ca,~ "no .more.control .than thdy can control the weather. 

The Pathology of Bureaucracy 

Written in~969; David Rogers’s z~ro L~v~gs~an S~reet, his analysis of the 

New York .Civ Board of Education, ,nay still be the mos~ insigt~tfut look 

we have into the inner workings of the administrative netherwortd of Ur- 

ban schoots,.a World.Where just figuring out who actually has power isfft 
easy. Tlie titular authority" of the board was undermined by its lack of re- 

sources and by the fact that it was normally engaged in a power struggle 

with d~e superi,~endent. There was a familiar reversal of roles betvaeen su~ 

perintendent and boar& ~ll~e board itself, properly concerned with shap- 

ing policy, tended instead to get caught, up in administrative m.inutiae. It 

wasn’t unusual .for the so-called infdrmal board meetings to have 5o-6o 

agenda items, One presiden.t of tt~e board thought it necessary ro l~ave a 
daily meeting with the superintendent. Mean~vhile, the superintendents, 
who should have been carrying out policy, found themselves making it 

because the. board was otherwise occupied. Periodically; the board would 

b~stiritself and try to reassert its prerogatives. ~fhe Scuffling between the 

boardand the superintendent gave ihcreased leverage to the actors in the 

s}~tem least subject to public scrutiny~the system’s administrative stat}~ 

¯ the peo01e who run and staff divisions, departments, and bureaus. 

".You Can’t Kill tt and You Can’t Teach it" 

It-was Rogers’s m~tin contention that the school system had evolved 
into a pathological b ~u’eaucracy, an orgauizgtion whose traditions, struc~ 

} ture, and operations ’~ubverted the organizational mission. 

Nobody can make ehe system work if the bureaucratic structure is not 

radically altered St ~te education laws, traditions, rules, and interlock- 

ing administrative’relationships vLctimize a~ybody who comes into. 

contact with the s~srem~parents.witl~ legitimate complaints, people 
appl¢ing for.teachi~g licenses, ciwoNciafs developing communiw 
newd programs, pdblishers Struggling to get their textbooks and read- 

ers into the classrooms even aAer ~he principals and teachers have ac- 

cepted tlaern, teach+rs and principNs waiting months to receive needed 
supplies from headquarters. ; : ~ To maneuver throug.h the bureaucratic 

_ maze o£the New Ydrk. CtW school system t~es more patience and 
~itical connectiong }ban most people can ever taope to have (266) 

~e organizatibna]~ characteristics dial We ordinarily expect to contrib- 

ute to e~de,xcy~st~ndardlzation, impersona!iv, large scale, a concern 
with the calculaMe (i.e.; With botmmdine results)~are t~ea to such ex:~ 

tremes as to do just t~e opposite, resuiting iii a world dominated by 

(~) ovei’centralization,.~ the development of many levels in the chain 

of Command, and ~n upward orientation of anxious subordinates; 

vertical and horiz0~tal fragmentation~ isolating nnits from one anoth- 
er and limiting con.munication a1~d coordination of functions; (3) t.he 

consequent d~elo ~ment of chauvinism within particular units, re- 

flected in actions to protect and expand ~heir power;: (g) the exercise of. 
strong, informal pr,:ssure from peers within units t0 conform to their 

" codes, geared towat d political prot~ti0n and expansion a~d ignoring 
the organization’s ~ idergoals; (5) compulsive rule £ol[owing and rule 

enforcing; (6) t~e "ebellion of lower-ievd supervisors against head- 

quarters d~rectives, alternating at times with overconformity; . . . (7) 
increasing insu[atio~ fi’om clients, ~’internal politics and personal ca- 

reer concerns override interests in serving various pub~cs; and (8) the 

tendency to make. @cisions in committees, making it more diNcult ~o 

pinpoint resp0nsibi~ity a~d authority. (z68)     . ¯ , 

%e fragM~ntation~ unit chauvinism, and cdmpiexity of rbe hierarchy 
guarantee that infori~ation Cannot fl0~" sm00thl~ from one part of the 
0rgamzauotl to another. As one school oNcial put it: "It is kl~own by 
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everyone... that headquarters doesn’t know what’s going on. Informa- 
tion does not get backfrom the field and they don’t even care. To some 
extent, field people don’t even knov) what policy actually is. They get.no 
help from headquarters, only a rhass of paper directives" (z79). 

Par~ of what Rogers means by overcentralization, of course, is that 
theirlack of lmowledge about what is happening in schools doesn’t pre- 
ven~ them~ from thinking they should make decisions about how toilet 
paper and lightbulbs (literally) should be distributed to schools. It. is a 
system that.has’been shapedto sei-ve the career interests of those who 
staff it; not anyone’s educational interests. For that reason, it is necessar- 
ily a very inbred world, despite civil service regulations intended to pre- 
vent just that, Since the people inside the bureaucracy are)’?esponsible 
f0renforcing the regulations, they do not find it difficult to find .ways 
around them. To get into the system, to move up within it, one needs 
fiie~ds, sponsors, cronies to watch one’s back, to mention one’s name in 
the right places. (in pre-reform Chicago, one form that cronyism reput- 
edly took, espec!aily among Black administrators, was an emphasis on 
fin*emirD or sorority-based networks. If you wanted something done m 
some offices, it didn’t hurt at all tO be a Delta, let’s say.) 

In a world dominated by cronyism, self-congratulatory .talk about 
. "professi.m~alism" is.every~vhere, as if people were trying to convince one 
another. It is a universal to01 for the deflection of criticism.No matter 
~vhat. outsiders, to the system say, the response can always be "r~’re the 
professiona|s~ .\Ve know. They don’t. We have credentials. ~iImy don’t." 
Endof discussion. Presumabt> n!l professions claim, with varying de- 
grees Of success, autonomy on the basis of specialized knowledge. What 
is different here is theabsence of s~me countervailing power to insist on 
something akin m professional results. Tim result is a situation in which 
people can administer failure constantly and, again, not feet like failures, 
pro.tected both ~y the complexity of the organizational structure and by 
ideologies of "professionalism." 

These patterns do not, according to Rogerfi, originate in schools as 
much as in the large," sociopolitical :en.vironmem. Ro’gers distinguishes 
between two ideal Q-pes Of bureaucraq4 the autlaoritarian and the pro~ 
fessional (see table 5a, beiow). Either can be an efficient means to gov- 
ernance. ¯ he Catholic Chfirch or certain military organizations would 
represent efficient, authoritarian regimes. Given the context, urban civ- 
ilservice bureaucracies are likely .to develop into perverted versions of 
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tame 5.t. Models o~ Bureaucracy 

~u~h°rRa~an M°de[ 
High degrde 
routine operating decisions) 

AUthoritarian leaderdfi~ (%oss rule") 

Hierarchy (many leve[s.,)allness") 

Assumed omniscience o}~ top oNe[sis 

Hier~rchic~, "upward" ~rientation offidd 

sta~ wi{h periodic tendencies toward 
wid~pread rebellion aM noncompliance 

Complete discipline enfgrced fi’om the 
top down 

Responsibility owed fro& die bottom UP 

Professional Model 

Flexible cent~ization (to se~ standatdi 
and provide leadership; but with many 
routine and non-routine decisions 
decentralized) 

PmfessionaI lead~rship (°’c01[egial rule") 

Limited hierarchy {few levels} 

Flexible, consulvative relationships with 
top or~ciats 

Lateral, "collegial" onenta6on; no prob- 
lems with rebellion; internalized profes~ 

sional standards regulat.e performan+e 

Colleague groups informally enforce con- 
fomfity m professional standards; admin~ 
istrative !ooseness; limited emphasis on 
authority based on offace 

talizatior~, parod~ialism; separate units- 
function by their specifier logics: fall ro 
be concerned with the b}oadet organiza- 

tional implications of &~ir actions and 
thei[’ politics)        k 

Recruirmenvand prom0iion practices that 
reinforce adherence to traditiorial bureau- 
cratic codes {inbreeding) 

R_ eaponsibilit~ to live up.to proiCesslona~ 

standards that one has internalizedas in- 

ner controls 

IAmited, flexibl~ specialization (flee, 
open communicatim~s; little separatism 
and departmerital chauvinism) 

Regular recruitment of outsiders 

I Fray’mere:salon o1" authorfp¢ and power of 

top~administratots, ciesp{t£centr~dization 
(separate power blocs colresponding to 

ma~subunits--divisio~, bureaus, sepa- 
rate levds); each bloc is ~veto group, 

,~posing changes ~at thr&ten ks position. 

Consolidation of power and authority at 

top; extradeparunental ties result in more 

commitment to organization-wide goals 

than to personal career- and empire- 

building 

David Rogers, 1 ~0 iivings{on Street, p. 525 
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good enough job that in many cities they now have the official blessing 
of the hierarchy (parity because of the support of the Gates Foundation). 
For many veterans of.the small schools movement, this is turning out to 
be .a case of needling to be hareful what you ask for. Several cities now 
have. parts of the central office dedicated to the nurture of small schools. 
A number of people in the s~riall schools movement think they may have 
been better off back in the day when they had to fight to get anything 
from the board. ~evarious support offices get in one another’s way; 
they seem to be jealous of one another; it is often unclear who is respon- 
’sible for what; a ’.’.yea" from one office is Often matched with a "nay" from 
another: District people, facing their own pressures, may want to develop 
schools, at a pace experienced reformers think unwise. 

X~Then , Rogers wrote, urban superintendencics tended to be stable 
jobs; one got into a good position and died in it. More recently, the av- 
erage tenure of a superintendent has been less than three years. 711xe ten~. 
ure of superintendents is not clearly related to the quality of the work 
they do.When Diana Lain became superintendent in San Antonio, 45 
:.schools, .nea0y half of all schools in the district, were On the state’s watch 
[ist..Four years later, she had reduced that number to 3.. A year later, she 
was to be dismissed, appar.endy because of friction with her board and a 
local ~eachers’ union. Xhe widely respected Ramon Cortines was forced 
out of the superintendency in New York City after a series of power 
struggles with Mayor Rudolph Giuliani. Subsequently, conflict with the 
good mayor--in part, this time over his support of sChool x;ouchers-- 
helped Speed the departure of the next chancellor, Rudy Crew, who had 
a strong approval rating from the public, was hailed by a JVew Dr~ 77rues 
¢l/Iagazine article as the last.best chance for public education in the city, 
and who had t~en personal respoixsibility for some Of the city’s win’st 
schools and had gotten many of them on what appeared to be an up- 
ward trajectory (albeit with controversial methods). He is now in Mi- 
:ami, .where he again seems m have the lowest-scoring schools imp roving 
(Nagoiirney i997; Gewe~-tz 2oo7). After initiating an ambitious set of 
reforms .i n Charlotte, North Carolina, John Mm’phy found himself bat- 
tling both school board member~ and school employees, leading to his 
resignation(Hill, Campbdl; and Harvey zooo: 7-9), Anthony Aivarado 
is arguably the admi.nistrator with the most convincing record of large- 
scale urban tumarounds. After building New York’s Community District 
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Two into one ofth country’s best-documented urban success stories, he 
became chancdlor of instruction in. San Diego, which saw a steady and 

SubStantial rise in t}st scores under.his leadership. He ran into opposi- . 
non .from. above ar}d below, from.teachers who d,dnt hke has reforms 
and from other school officials, some of whom, apparently, just didn’t 

like his Style. The Ipgos brought a cohort, of superintendents who were 
aramatica!ly more ~ggressive ~han the Ones who typified earlier eras, but 
even the most respected among them found it difficult to negotiate the 
politics of theirsystems. 

in most ci~ies, policy is ephemeral, changing with every shift in the 
superintendency. While they are in office, superintendents tend to spit 
out reforms at a staggering ratd~ as if, knowing they are not long for this 
world, they decide to try everything while they have a shot a~ it. Xhe 

most. important stt~dy of policy churn is Frederick M. Hess’s .Sfin~,i~¢f 
Wheels (I999), wh.idx, looked at five types of reforms: p~’oposals ro change 

the sdmol .day or tl~e use of t~me within[he school, Curricular reforms, 
pro~sSi0nal d~vet@ment~student evalu~tion~ and site:based manage- 
ment. In tli~’ee year,~, the 57 mostly urban districts he looked at lau, ched 
an average of ~2 sig~}ifican~ initiatives, which averages a new reform every 
three months. The l~rocess often hart an ahnost azb~trary character, w~th 
one district adopti0g inn6vative reform A to replace practice B even as 
another district is ad0pti~g B as an innovative reform to replace pra~- 

¯ tice-A~’ (5)- 
This is not so irr~ational if we understand it as a .form of symbolic ac- 

tion. Each new superintendent needs tO establish his Or her reputation, 

and just continuin~ the programs of one’s predecessors is not the way m 
do that. Better to get some things out the door w~th your own name on 
them. Professional ~,eputation accrues to those who appear t6 be dynamic " " 

and proactive, not io good stewards of other people’s programs.~ A great 
many other actors in the system, insulated from the daily routines of 

schooling an,~ the i~essy details of implementing reforms, aid andabet 
the process. It is qt~itel" easy for the reform advocates, academics, consul- 
Cants, and stateandnational policymakers to slip into the habit of en- 
couraging superintendents to move quicldy and toshow quick results" 

(44), As one might expect, in those districts where leadership is more 
stable and where fe@er reforms are attempted, reforms seem significantly 
more likely to be in~llplemented ,veil. Such district~ are not the norm, of 
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course. Ordinariti’, "fhe great irony, of school reform," concludes Hess, 
"is that the sh~er amount of activity impedes the ability of schools to im- 
prove" (Hess ~998: 27). 

Hess notes that the middle and lower levels of the central office have in- 
terests that run contrary to those.of superintendents. They value order, pre- 
.dictabili~, and the security, of.their positions, which tends to make them 
much less entreprenem’ial ab6ut reforms in general but especially so about 
reforms that threaten their own power in some way. qThese they may ac- 
tively at{ack.~ Tl*is, of course, was a major part of what Rogers saw in New 
York: Rogers described a world of Ch~cl~nated power, so nmch so that it 
wasdt clear who, if anyone, had the power to get things ~tone, and an orga- 
nization subverted by its own internal contradictions, many of them driv- 
en by the fact that staffwere bending the organization to their own needs. 
That continues, to accurately describe most of the urban systems that.we 
lcnow. It is very much a picture ofpre;reform Chicago, ~vhere the perceived 
incompetence and wastefulness of the:professional bm’eaucracy during the 
x98os angered Chicagoans from board rooms to the housing projects, uni- 
fying diverse elements ofthe city in a way that made the scl~ool reform 
act of ~988 possible. ~he general incompetence of the boaa-d was not open 
for argumei~t~ In tl~eir ~988 year-long series on the. school system, the Chi- 
cago Y,’i&~ne revealed that.near!y 6,ooo students each day went without a 
teacher became of.the difficult}, of finding substitutes, a fact of which the 
superintet~dent seemed completely unaware (and which illustrates Rogers’s 
point about, the disconnect between the Central o~ce and schools, result- 
ing in part from too many intervening layers of hierarchy). In the previ- 
ous three years, at least 2o0 children from the taorrhwest side of.the city 
had graduated eighth grade and not shown up for. high school. "Itae sys- 
tem couldn’t find tlmm, but aloca! social service agency did and convinced 
them to re-enter school. A leaking rogf might take t~vo yeats’to repair, of- 
ten the result ofovercentralization plus cronyism plus Compulsive rule-fol- 
lowing. Libraries sat empty while ~ew baoks sat in warehouses, often the 
result of the inabilit-y of various units in the system to communicate with 
one another (Staff of the C/Jicago Tribune ~988: 93-94). 

Districts.that tried m implement school-based management during 
the ~98os often f0ulid themselves in coriflict with central offices that 
were unc0mfo rtable with the idea. Since the decentralization of Chica- 
go’s schools was a much more radical break with the normal, it was inevi- 
table that.there would be conflict bevween schools and central office: 
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It was.late Octob 

workboolcs, comj~ 

local school coun 
sig~ature from th 

sig~md only three 

c}tbinets, (Vander 

~r ~99o, and schools across Chicago still waited for 

uters, and ~hottsandS of other items authorized by 

:ils. The authorizations all lacked the same thing:, a         - 
system’s central office[ The administration had as- 

peope to review proposals that filled a row Of filing - 

Wede~994: =9) 

¯ Whether things ~fthat sort represented deiiberate Sabotage or just 

generafincomi~eten,~e was hard to say, given the plenitude of both. In thd 
~arly ~99os, When tl~e system bridget was ove~ ~2.5 billion anni~all£, one 

report estimated th~tt s78-mo million of that was being wasted. They 
could have Sav<d $7 ~illi0n just by instituting procedures to monitor the 
contractors who did building .repairs andWere know,~ ro regularly over- 

charge. They could {lave saved a milli on just by diminating publications 

that n0 one was rea~ting~ they were paying outside vendors for printing 

jobs they could hav~ done themselves; a state ’com:t determined that they 
could havesaved ISr-zo.percent 0/~ ~he health-care contract just by do- 
ing competitiVe shopping. That would have saved ,96 million, this at a 

time ~vhml studentsl at Morgan Park Higl’[ were standing up because of 

a shortage of d~sks, when Dunbar couldn’t buy equipment for its auto 

shop and carpentry classes, ~vhen Schurz High couldn’t open its afte> 
noon preschool or Itart .its recreational reading program, While teach- 

ers and principals kAew per£ectly well that, no matter how stringent.the 

budget cuts, money~ Continued to flow to well-connected vendors and 

consulta~ts (Vanderi Wede: 9, 31-35). After prolonged exposure ro this 

leve[of irrationality; how could teachers and principals not become .cyni- 

cal aiid al~gry? 

. "Ille ~988 ~ibun{ series on the schools offered an Unflattering pot.- 
trait of the systems ~eadership. They seemed disconnected from the lives 

of teachers and students, umnformed about what was going on m their 

owll system, and reluctant to accept any.resp0nsibility for the situation. 
When Manfted By{d~ the then-supe~[intendent, was corifronted With 
some of.what the 2~ibune found, he blame~d] past leaders of the Sys- 

tem, a lack ofmone~, the people who write the tests, the parents and the 

children, and just a~out anyone .who Criticized schools, since they were 

planting m kids minds the ~dea that school was a bad place (Staff of 

the Chica~a ~ii, une!~988: m4).. Byrd took an equally broad view of the 

reasons for stagnant]test scores. "Either we’re not working on the right 
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things,., or we’re not usingthe right materials, or we haven’t prepared 
them the right way, or the .kids are not coining with the right prepara- 
tionand .they’re not getting the support:, they need from the community" 

¯ (mz). One.might.have hoped that after 34 years in the system, the person 
in charge ~ould have offered a little, more clarity than that. 

Rogers devotes considerable space to discussion of New York’s racial 
andethnic politics, and ByM’s career illustrates a dimension of that. Be- 
ginning as a teacher in ~954, by ~968 he had r~sen to become the sec- 
on&most important official in the system, a career that, according to 
the Trib~,~Z, had been helped by the desire of Black organizatmns for 
Black representation in the system’s leadership, He was passed over sev- 
eral times fi~r the top position in favor of white candidates or a candi- 
date from outside the system.. He got the job in ~984. His qualifications 
were at least comparable to those of most of his predecessors but the 
fact ~hat he got it Wheni he did Owed something to the fact that Black or- 
gai.~izations felt it was "our time" and were politically positimxed m make 
that stick. 

-[lie cry for leadership that "looks like us" is complicated in both its 
causes and its consequences. In the. most cynical cases, relatively privi- 
leged people of.color are using the oppression of the group m generate 
moral capital,: the clearest benefits of.Which are going to go to relative~ 

!Y piivileged people, not to those they purport to represent and serve. 
One would be hard-pressed to make a case that the postv:t96os move- 
ment of people of color into higher administrative .positions has been 
systema.tically associated with better service for--or just healthier atti- 
tudes toward 10w-income children. Still, this cannot be reduced to just 
a bourgeois hustle. Groups tha~ have traditionally been excluded from 
the councils Of power need multiple assurances that they now have ac- 
cess, and having members of ~he racial comnmnity in visible and impor- 
tant positio.ns can heip do that. 

ha Chicago, PaulVallas, whd is white, probably understood racial pol- 
itics much better than some ofthe citT’s lefg-wing reformers. While re- 
~’ormers were ineeting with other reformers, reassuri!3.g one another that 
Valise was an an.tidemocratic, attthoritarian son of a bitch, Vallas would 

¯ be all over the Black. and Hispanic communities, hitting every pulpit 
and block Club, handing out his home phone number. The reformers 
monopolized the rhetoric of bottom~up.inclusion, but Vallas was mucll 
bettor {ban most of them at actually making people feel included, as be- 
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fits a child of the Co~,k County Democratic machine. He made people 
. fed li!~e we were going tO make things better for o~b children. He creat- 
.~ed a leadership team that very much lo0ked, like the city, including some 
people of color who lxad been among h’is severest critics. Now did any 

of those people of color in visible positions actuallyinfluen?c major de- 

cisions? !t’s not at all cleai" that theydid, but, p01ffically, that’s not the 

point. Political capita~ accrues to- those who can create the appearance Of 

inclusion. Onthe otl~er hand, Thomas Payzant in Boston has presided 

over an impressive improvement in that city’s academic performai~ce in 

elementary schools (P~!ville Z~OT), fi’om which children ofco!0r and the 
poor have probably been the largest beneficiaries, but tt~e nonwhite lead- 

ership of the city has r~ever developed a sense, ofparmership with him. 

~n Cb.icag0, some [~lack and Latino activists would argue that there is 

not that much differ@c~ between conservative and left-liberal reform- 
ers2 Both are about the.. preservation of white privilege. . Reformers on the 

left may present t!3ems~tves as identifying with people ofc01or, but when 
one looks at who ma~k~s decisions in their organizations, ’ one sees white 
people. Same old, sam~ old. When the well’funded educational advoca2 

cy groups or wh01e-school reform groups have people of color on staff, 

their job is to be seen,, m lend an air of legitimacy. ’Left reformers tend 

to be colonialists, convinced ihat they k nowwha~’s best for the native~. 
~13ey are committed &-certain theories of pedagogy and school goverL 

ngnwh*te activists are not. \Vhen people of color naucein awaythat ~ " ’ 
dm t share those theo~ms, havent read the sacred texts, dont speak.the 

approved language of{eform, left reformers feel entirely justified in ex- 

cluding them from tea{ decisionmaIdng. In some respects, white conser~ 
vatives, like those frorri the Democratic party machine, with their clear 

focus on power, are easier to deal with. 
" As David Rogers delcribes it, one could write a history of the New 

York pfiblic school system i~ terms of the evolution of ethnic politiCs~ 

Irish Catholics controllied, the system at one point and.tried ro preserve 
its benefits against 0the~’s, including the Italians, but that later gave way 

to Catholics in general ~rying to fight offthe encroachments of Jews, and 
whefi Jews ,vere finally~in theasce,idancy, they ran the system in a way 

that made it difficult fo~ Blacks and Puerto Ricans to enter it or move np 

within it. As different o~tgroups come to power, the old patterns r:epeat 
themselves/and they bee0me another important reason that so many de- 

cisions get made on pol{tical rather than professional grounds. If the pat- 
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tern is ancient, dmug!~, it may still be,. given that urban school systems 

have growr~ more dysfutlctional and" urban children have fewer supports 
in tlieir lives than some earlier generations, that patterns of politicizing 

decisionmaking whether for reasons ofraciatpolitics or forothers are 

more damaging than they have been in the past; this is a more vulnerable 

cohort of young people. 

The Last Man:Standing 

[n the Tribune series, much of the leadership in Chicago comes off as a 

group:of genial lackwits; it is hard to readit and not think that they are 

the problem. 3q~e recent histoD" of Los Angeles isinstructive in that 

.spect.. Theyqmve had a very di~erent .type of leader. Roy Romer, who be- 
came superintendent in zoo0, was a three-term governor of Colorado, a 
successful businessman, a lawyer; a,M the former chair of the Democratic 

National Committee. Even with that background, he says that it wasn’t 

until hdcame to Los Angeles, with its 75o,ooo children (more than z7 

states), that he learned what real politics was (Miller zoo,). He was tak- 

ing over a system in which two-thirds bf third graders read below grade 
le-~el, with a dropout rate double the state average, wl~ere half.of nit new 

teachers lacked the appropriate credentials, where half the new.teachers 

would be goneafter three years, and where multiple reports had docu- 
mented the dysfunction of the central office. Romer~s staffestimated chat 

maybe 4o-5o percent of elementary teachers had agood grasp of how co 

teach math. 
He had hardlyunpacked before umon leadership started to demonize 

him. The union controlled many members of the Board of Education, so 

R0mer found himself in the absurd position of trying to supervise people 

who cdnkr0lled some of the people who supervised him. ’°Evei’y time he 

tried to hang tough on issues of management authority over teacher as- 

sigrtment or nainmgs for exampte, the uniot~ would get fbur members on 

Romer’s sevet{-member board to. pull the rug out" (Miller zoo,). He got 
himself in hot water wkh th~ mayor by refusing to put people identified 

. by the may’or on his advisoryboard, so the mayor started bankrolling his 

own people to run t:or seats on die Board of Education. 

The desperate overcrowding in many. schools led the system to put 

most of.its students on year-round academic schedules, a more efficient 

way to use the space but at thecost of losing ~7 instructional daysa year. 

R0mer wanted to laufich a mammo.th building program rigtlt away, but 

is staff told him thatlwasnt m the realm of the possible. From the time 
~a s~te was Mentified t~ thetlme ground was broken miglxt take two and 
~ half years, and a~tuhlly bringing a new building 0n ~ne was [ikely to 

take a fuii five years. ’- 

~ere were the ust~l impediments to addressing ~nsrrnctiona! issues. 
His predecessor~ Ram6n C0rtines~ had started a literacy program called 

Open Court in m.dergarten and second grade. It seenied promising, 

and, unlike the inco~:~i~g.superintei~dents who are quick to dismantle 
the works of their predecessors, Romer wanted to expand the program 

to grades 3-5. Well, h~ was told, the Open Court books for those grades 

were no~ on the state-:tpproved list, so no stare money could be used for 

their ffurchase: 

.Over the course oft.~eyears~ the disu’ict had bargained away signi~cant 

management prerogar: yes. Nle union contract gave senior teachers sub- 
stantial authority over the schools, grade levels, and tracks to which they 

c0ffld be assigned a~d 3yen the power to Select some admiMsrrarors. 

3hat myanr a seia{o{[ teacher could g& a first-grade class where the 

student-teacher-farM was (by law) zo to ~ and the kids were younger 

a31d easier t0 c.on~@ eve~ if she didn’t know an}thing about teach- 

Other s~nior tead~ers preferred grades 3, 4, or5 precise- 
ly because they didn,t hue to teach reMing; which was hard. (Miller 

zorn: 8) 

Where most systemks gave the least prepared teacllers ~o the neediest. 
students as a matter o~aractice, Los Angeles-raised it to the teve[ of of- 
fici!! policy.      " i 

. Los Angeles made q[fiite respectable progress in the six years Governor 
R0mer was at the hehr{. When he left, elementary test scores were rising 

faster in the city than i~l the.state as a-whole, presumably due it3. part at 
least to his empi~asiS o~I standards_based instruction. Hd i~ad pu~ in place 
a *~9-3 billion constru~tioia program, arguably the largest public works 
pro]ect in the country, lwhich has led. to the opening of 65 new schools, 

with 85~more Under c0~struction or planned to open by20rZ. The high 

Sch6ol graduation rate ~¢as amo~g the lowest in the nation; the political 
wrestling among the mayor, the state board, and the local board contin; 

Ued; and the new pay¢~iI system he initiated turnhd outto be 
As sg0n as he 14ft, his spccessor Was hit with a grievance from the UniOn 
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over. Class sizes (Trotter 2oo7; Maxweli 2006; Blume and Rubin 2006). 
In the context of discussim~s about whether Los Angeles should join the 

~anks of cities who have turned their school systems over to their mayors, 

Michael Kirst, professor of education at Stanford University and a stu- 

dent 0f mayoral control, noted that many of the cities which have chosen 

that route were ~n such"terrible cdr~dition that there wasn’t much down- 
side risk, unlike Los gaxgeles, he tholight, where even critics concede that 
Romer had brought stability and [ea~dership and improved achievement 

(Boghossian 2oo5). 
Roy Romer is a far. cry from the i~offensive timeservers who domi- 

nated’the leadership of Urban systems for decades. I suspect he did pret- 

ty mhch vclrac was doable in six years in Los Alxgeles. Perhaps the lesson 

ofhis tenure is that when leadership is talented, determined, and welt 

�oniiected, it may be able to make progress, but not perform miracles. 

Thinking that one person is going ro:quicldy clean up political and orga- 

nizational systems that have been dysfunctional for decades is, again, m 

forgetbray multidimensional and twisted the roots of the problem are. 

~fhe same is true ofthinking that unions are the basic problem, 

Rednecks and Bourbons 

On the first day of school, back in September, Janice I. Solkov was 

the sta~ principal.for Edison, the private company hired by the state 

to manage the 2o lowest-perf0rmirlg schools [in Philadelphia] .... 
But [ast Week she told her staff she was resigning. Dr. Solkov .... said 

she had been exhausted, frustrated and finally defeated by the Phila- 

delphia system’s bureaucracy, which left her without enough teachers, 

and entrenched union rules, which kept her from even meeting with 

her teachers .... She wanted to hold staff meetings where everyone 

could discuss Edisoffs educational vision. But the union contract did 
no~ allow.it. ’:The union suggests creative ways of meeting with the 

s~a~, such as di.~missing the students early,’~ Dr. Solk0v said. She was 

not willing to do that. (Rimer zooz: 25) 

It is almost certainly an exaggeration to say" that the Chicago Teachers 

Union once was "the single most powerful force in the Chicago public 
school system" (Staff: of the Chica~o :Tribune ~988: 77), but no serious ob- 

server doubts that, prior to’reform,, the union was amor~g the most sig- 

"You Can’t Kill. It and You Can’t Teach t" 

nificanr players. ~ieyhad substantial clout iri the state capital, witti the 

Cook C0un~y[Den}ocratic machine, and with the local labor, movement; 
Over the Fears, they.developed a ci)mpreh~nsive cor~tracttha.t regulated 
areas ’ordinarily le[I to the discretion of management. They established 

a grievance proce~re So broad that almost anything could be grieved, 

including ctirricul~r matters, ’and a sick. leave policv so generous as to 
encourage teachers[to take off. Inthe ]ate x98os, chicago teachers x~ere 
taking .~ sick days ~ year, nearly double t_he national average, vdth most 
people being afflicted on either Monday or Friday. It also seemed to he 
especially hard to ~nd a healthy teacher in May. During the first ~wo 
weeks of May in th e late ~.98os, more than 4oo classes typically went 

covered, compared ~o a year-lorig average of *90. During Mondays and 
Fridays in May, the, wen~ upto 5~o uncovered ci~sses, or nearly £8,ooo 

students without ai teaclxer (Staff of the Chicago Tr~b~une i988: 77-79; 
97-mo). . " " ¯ . . . . Collectively, the various unions representing school employees &d a 
great deal tO hainst}’ing principals. Prior to the s988 .reforms, priixcipals 
’weren’{ even in chaige of their lunchroom or Cust6dial staffs. They were 
not supposed to h~ve keys to their own buildings; they were not sup, 

posed to be in the|building without an enginee} present. Worse, th~ 
"rules for hiring, fiFing; transferring and evaluating teachers [were] 

cumbersome that t!~ey . . . eviscergted the power of the principal to 
Choose and assign s~aff" (Staff of the Caica~a 27"ibun¢ x988: 78). So much 
documentation ~vas required to remove a teacher, no matter how mani- 

festly i~xcompetent, ~hat principals .felt they had to make .that their main 
job for at least a ye}r, and even then the odds were against their beiiig 

successful. Betweeni[9,q3 arid ~988, principals tried to dismiss ]39 teach- 
ers, but 99 of them ~ were still in a classroom in ~988 (Staff of the. Chfcag0 

~ibune I988: 6~). t~a~her than take their chances with a .thankless pro: 
cess, th~ most deter~xxi~led principals found ways t~) make it worthwhile 
fo~ their worst teact]erslt0 move on, most notably through harassing 
pervisior~. There were some issues, though; that principaJs just coulddt 

do anythb~g about. ~e.union’s rig!d enforcement of seni0rity preroga- 
tives meant tlxat, ev~t[[ f:all, some students had their teacl~er "bumped" 

by a more senior person, completely without regard for the perfo{manee 
of the teachers involved or the needs of the children. ¯ . 

U~ions drive pri~{cipals to distraction in other cities. Nationally, One 
study bf five district~ found out tha¢ largely because of union seniority 
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rules, 4° percent of vacancies were filled bv teachers over whom schools 
had [ktle or. no dmice, many of them people, principals did not want in 
their buildings (Levin, Mulhern, and Schuixck 2oo5). A New York City 
principal found himself with zoo more students than there were lockers 
in the hall. He didn’t think it was that large a problem. He could just put 
lockers in the back of some classrooms and let students visit them at the 
beginning and end of the da)5.. ~Jae teachers’ union stopped him, argu- 
ing that he was n’iaking the teachers in those dassrooms be administra- 
tors rather than iixstructors while students were using the lockers. "Final- 
ly, after five weeks of offers and counteroffers, he made a deal. Assistant 
principals, deans and securit*, officers would monitor the rooms between 
classes. In turn, the teachers agreed ro overlook a contract provision that 
says no open classroom can be without a teacher" (Holloway t998). 
same pFincipal l~ad to explain to his.chorus teacher that he couldn’t have 
48 l~ids in the chorus. The union contract limited class size.to 34 stu- 
dents., and there was little flexibility about it, even when alarger class 
made educational sense, The solution was to add another teacher. Tragi- 
comedy gives way to plain tragedy. The principal of New York’s School 
for tl~e Dea~; where sign. language is the o~cial Language of instruction, 
ran afot[1 0fthe unionwhen he tried to.replace 35 teachers who were not 
proficient in it with some who were..The union maintained that tenured 
teachers couldn’t be removed by a principaland, besides; there were oth- 
er.ways to teach (Holtoway zooo). 

In New York, too, removing ~eachers is extremely ditTficult. In the year 
¯ 2ooo, every day. abotit 3oo teachers reported to district o~ces and spetat 

-the day .doing nothing and getting paid for it while waiting on hear- 
ings for misconduct or incompetence. Many of them just read the paper 
al[ day. D!sciplinary hearings averaged x8 months and cos~ the system 
¯ ~oo,ooo in salary and benefits-(Hartocollis zooo), not to mention the 

time it cost principals. Most cases inviSlve misconduct like using corporal 
punishment, calling students names, or absenteeism rather than teaching 
competence, presumably in part because the documentation required for 
the latter is so onerou.s that princip:als just cannot find the time (Harto- 
cotlis zooo). . 

There hdve been progi~essive impulses inside the Chicago Teachers 
Union. During most of the ~t99os; union leadership was much less aggres- 
sive than it had been, and the ~995 reform legislation stripped the union 
of the right to strike. In zooI. Deborah ~,nch was elected union president 

"You Can’t Kill It and You Can’t Teach It" 

on a reform agenda. ~l-he previou~ regime l*ad been famous, according 

.to the Chicago ~ibu,~e, for uniOn.leaders driving Cadillacsand Lincolns 

at union expense; ~:or giving staff and officers lush expense accounts, for 
six-fi~ure, salaries, ~nd for giving th(mselves.better health plans than they 

got for.their 6aem~ership. Lynch reportedly put ari end tothat and tried 
to shape a union mat both fought for better conditions for teachers and 
took the lead on educati0nat, is.sues. She gave strong support to the union’s 
professional develgpment center for teach.ers (of Which she had previous- 

ly been director) atid entered into a partnership With the system that in- 
volved the union takdng responsibility for ten sch0ols in danger Of being 
closed for low .perf4otmance. in zoo3-o4 a number of cities that had been 

seeing progressive union leadership saw a resurge’nce.of mol’e traditional 
unionism, Chicag~ among them In )-dO4 Lynch narrowly lost an election 

to Marilyn Stewar~, a representative of the old guard, openly {~spicious 
the idea of unions las an ins,t, rument of educational renewal. Xt~is is a la- 

bor union, not a upiversity, Stewart said in response to a question ab0tit 
the professional depelopment center. "A lot of our uni0~ funds have been 
funneled m this educational wing of the union at the expense of direct 

sm~cices to the men[lbers.’I Nor was she warm tO .the idea of the un!on talc- 
mg on fa~hng scho61s. It is nor the unions respons,bd,tv to run Chicago 
public schools," Stewart said. "That’s the Board of Education’s problem: 

blame? Xhe umons (Editors of If the school fails:, h0 a~’e they goi,~g tO              ’ ’;    ’    " 
"the Chicago T,’ibunk 2004). 

That kind of se!l-serving rhetoric invites, criticism, but we have to be 
careful about _making too much of-this. There is a tradition in Ameri2 

Can thinking, aboufsocial problems of blaming the redneck. If we don’t 
blame the person ~at the bottom for the problem, we blame the person 
just above that (P4yne xgg4)..If Blacks aren’t m blame for racial prob- 

lems, we .are Pr0net0 reducing the .p}obl~m to those hateful, poor white 
people. If parents and .children arent responsible for failingschoo~l Sys2 
tems, surely it is those uncaring teachersand their mendacious unions. 
Teachers are the re~necM in this .story, either toq unpolished to present 
theb: selfishness in socially acceptable ways or too unconcerned about 
outside audiences. ~!ver~ their visibility, their apparent.lack ofinteres.t in. 
the.welfare of c!ailc~r’ en, andthe militant ignorance of some of their lead- 
ership, it is easy toimake unions the villains of the piece (e.g.; Brimelow 
2oo3).3 ~hey b~ar qtxeir sliare of culpability, but we ,vould do well to re- 
member David Ro~,ers’s analysis: the power of unions is symptomatic of 
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larger ingtitutional failures that leave poor and Urban children vulner- 
able, Given the lack of institutional protection, a single-minded orga- 
nization dan have far more leverage than it ordinarily would. How is it 
that unions in marry, cities have amassed enough power to be able to he- 
gate initiatives to improve the o~uality of teaching? In. many cities, part 
of the answer is a history of alliance between the union and Democratic 
city administrations, which leaves tfie powers-that-be unable to check 

-the union. In many cities, boards of education, with no nmney to 
gair~ with, have ro make concessions around work rules. If we had been 
holding politicians accountable or. increasing the resource base for urban 
schools, unions would never have gotten out of control. As usual, the 
r0le of the rednecks obscures the role of the Bourbons. 

The Bottom of the Barre! 

~4J1 things considered, what’s the worst system in the country? It’s prob- 
ably impossible to. sa~ but it’s safe ro say that any list of the bottom feed- 
ers th, at failed¯ to include Detroit, New Orleans, and Washingtor~, D.C., 
would beflawed, They are at least contenders. It doesn’t matter how 
many examples of malfeasance and inefficienW. one has seen; it seems 
that these systems always have something new to teach about the causes 
and consequences of deep¯ dysfunctionalit): New York. City, prior to its 
last re0rga.nizatio~, may not have been asbad overall, but the sheer scale 
of the place makes it special, "too. 

~qxeri Kenneth Burnley took over in Detroit in zooo, he was the sev- 
enth superintendent in eleven years. An outside review of the System found 
a ~’persistentlack of urgency about improving itself" and % culture of 
complacency" (Johnston 2oo~). As one result, the system had a backlog 

¯ o{ 27,ooo School maintenance work-0rder requests, beyond anything one 
experienced reviewer had seen previously. Burnley supporters credit him 
With getting a mammoth reconstruction project underway and two con- 
secutive years 0ftest score improvement. Still, in July 2oo4, Bill Brooks, 
the chair of the school board, called for Burnley’s resignation, noting that 
Burnley had gotten the system on the right track but adding that "person- 
alities were getting in the way of moving ~he district forward," language 
that frequently means someone hasn’t paid his deference dues, Brooks 
ed, "I think we have a plan and focus that we can change leadership and 
not lose that," Br.ooks said. "Four years is a pretty good run. You can’t 

"You Can’t Kill [~ a~d You can’t Teach 

stay but so long.wpen you become a caretaker" (MacDonald 2004). It 
is not clear¯ whethe~it is more depressing ~hat someone Who car/stimu .... 
late signs of life in qneof the countrv’s~ most moribmxd systems could be 
let go for such apparently trivial reasons or that someone in a position 
of anthority can thil~k that !:onr years is a "pretty good run.". Still, it is a 
c-omfort to lmow ti~at Detroit liad a plan and a focus. Presnmably, they 
planned to consistently have the worst graduation rate among the na- 
tion’s 5o largest citi{s, graduating a s-taggeringly low 25 perceixt of their 
student body¯ (J~dit~rial Project~ in Education 2007), much lower tha,~ 
other troubled d~strlcts. ~q~e r~exr worst districts, Cleveland and¯Balti- 

more, graduate about io. percer~t more than Detroit. AFter {hat, ~ group 
of districts~Dallas, New York, Miami-Dade, Los.Angeles, Milwaukee, 
Denver, Philadelphia -ate,clustered betvceen 43 percent and 49 percent.    - 
AJ.1 that focus Mr. B{ooks spoke of helped the city earn the reputatio~ of 
being the nation’s fas;I~est-shrin!drig urban sdmol system, tosin more than 
6o,ooo. students siiidie the [ate ~99os, ~4,ooo of them in the fall of 2oo6 
alone, many of the~ running to charter schools as fast as they could gec 
 he -0 (V=well  oo7t. . " . ... 

Then ggain, all thtngs are relative, I[ the leadership in Detroit is more 
invested in their power struggles than in serving children, its not clear 
they have anything i~n the leadership in pre-Katrina New. Orleans. Tony 

Amato became the stiperintendent inFebruary 2oo3; by June 2oo4, ~here 
was a" move afoo t am~.ng some members of the board of education to force 

him out (Gehring 25~4).! Apparently, they believed he had been blaming 
them for the system~, entreriched corruption and low academic achieve- 
ment aud working With the state legislature behind their backs. Not to 
bd outdone, Amato seemed to be¯in the process of trying ro get rid of the 

depury s.uperintendep.t whom he had_hired just¯ Several months bef~)re. 
][lxe sta~e legislature, ~oubtless tired of the clown Show the New Orleans 
board had been putting on, was uTing to strip the board of its provers and 
ha~d some of them to the superintendent. New Orleans was starting to 
look like the limiiingI case of¯leadership instability, the case where¯ every- 
body fires everybody ~lse (~l-hevenot 2004i TheNeworleansCharmei 2004) 

Amato was pushed o}lt in. the spring of 2005, amid a growing firian¢ial 
crisis. Reflecting on tt}e conversations among powe>brokers around 
ato s leawng~ Mayor Ray Nagm commented that officials and admimstra- 
tors had been focused on the wrong things. "I am literally griewng for¯the 

children. In all the discussions we’ve been¯ having, I have not heard anyone 
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talk about the kidsi It’s always about the adults" (TheNewOrlear~sChannel, 

zoos] . One can only assume he was new in town. 
One.nice thing about New..Orleans is that one does not have to waste 

time ferreting out corruption and mismanagement; it’s just there. As 
soon as Amato took the job. it turned out:that paychecks had been issued 
to more than ~,6oo people who should not have been paid, according to 
a consultant’s report, while about 2,o0o ineligible people were enrolled 
in the district’s insurance program. ’ Meanwhile, a former manager in the 
insurafice department agreed to testify that local contractors paid him to 
steer contracts for repairing fire damage to schools their way. In one case, 
-arevlew 0fsvsrem records "found a work order to repair fire damage that 
"was filed Several days before the date’:of a fire at a school" (Reid 2oo3). 
Anyplace else one would suspect chicanery, but in New Orleans, ~t may 
have just been magic. 

Apart from whether anyone is stealing--and they certainly have 
been~the schools of \g~ashington; D.C., should just be regarded as an 
out-an&out criminal enterprise. W-hen the Council of the Great City 
Schools wa~s asked to analyze the sysFem’s performance, it noted: "9txe 
insrructional leaders fi’om cities across the country who worked on this 
report were asked a simple question when we starred our review. ’Why 
is.student achievement in the D.C. schools not improving any rasterS’ 
Our answer is’alsosimple. "Ihe district hasn’t done anything to improve 
achievement’." (Council of the Great Ciw Schools 2oo4: m). Accord- 
ing to t!m report, the district simply left the most important decision’s to 
individualschools. "in sh0r*, the D.C; school district has abdicated its 
Ieadership responsibility.... The result is what one sees today: no plans 
foi improving student performance, low expectations of students, no ac- 
countability for. results, haphazard instruction, incoheren.t programming 
and dismal outcomes" 

Paul Vance was the superintei~dent who requested the outside study, 
one of six superintendents the system had in ten years. He resigned be- 
fore the report came out, citing the uncertain future of the system’s gov- 
ernance structure. 7he mayor was trying to acquire greater control of 
tI~e system and advocating a voucher, system. Vance left honorably, but 
four mol~ths later, another system tea’der, Barbara Bullock, former head 
of the teachers’ union, was sentenced to nine years in prisoti for embeZ- 
zling ,4.6million from the union,-much of which was apparently spent 
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1 
on expensive clothing and furs. She had bipolar disorder, she explained, 

which.. ~ccounted. for~t, her sh0      p.pin g habits (Blair 2oo4)                . .     . . 
~    B~polar disorder m~ay be traveling south. As Washir~gton’s union lead- 

er was heading to pi-is0n, the attorney .for the Miami teachers’ union 

.worked Out an agreement to reimburse the union for $34o,oo0. She 
alon~ With other umon oflqcials had been accused of setting up a buSi- 

ness to provide profe{sional development services to the system--legal, if 
moraIly u ’ q estmnabler~a~d then proceeded to.siphon funds from it into 
their own pockets (Blair 2oo4). 

that cdrmption-" were con~ned to.the union. In 2oo2 the tile 

Miami 1-teridd examined4 a decade ofs-ch0ol board spending, identifying 
a pattern of questionable contracts "that enriched favored lobbyists, con- 
tractors, and former board members" (Gewertz zooz). Millions.were lost 
on shoddy construction projects; thousands ofdays ofconsmmtion time 
Were squandered by ~oor plamiihg or b~ilder e,’ror or i;~exPerienced ar- 
chitects. One membe1- of an oversight board contended that the district 
was "compietely dysfunctiox~al’ and that the School board was commit- 
ted tO maintaining thee status qu0 (Reid 2003). In suggesting that finan- 
cial mismanagement was, predicated upon a larger set of institutional.is- 

sues, he wasno doub{ right. When he resigned in 2oo3, Superintendent 

Merrett R.,,Stierheiin ,~ited the difficul!ies of Workingfor a divide,d, scho01 
board in. a politicizedr culture that is highly resistant tO Change (Gew- 
ertz 2003). 

If that’s true of N{iami, pity Washington. Michael Casserly of the 
Council 0fthe Great City Schools. notes that the city "has almost got 
too much political power in too limited a space. Lots of actors are in a 
position of checkmati~xg the actions of others. And, as a consequence, 
things often don’t get done’: (Reid 2oo4). Tile s~iperintendent had to 

ansTwer to the UoS. ~ngress in addition to the City council, mayor, the 
sch9ol board, and an i!ndependent finance authority. Each level of poli- 

tics brings new opport}mities for cronyism, and the general instability of 
thesystem istrengthenqd the hands of die bureaucrats who 0[ttlasted tel 
gtme after reg, me. Fa;cormsm and poor performance just went our of 
contro!,’ according to Keviri Chavous~ who onceheaded the city court, 
ci!’s education " ~omm~ttee.. Friends of friends were getting contracts and 
jobs. They werent doil~g the lob. We paid more for services than we 
shbuld have .... Our Isystem morphed out of control, I think, largely 
because of the patron{ge history, and the tendency to view the schoc~ 
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system as a iobs System’" .(A. Vzitt 2007). Incompetence and graft fadili- 
taredeach (~her. "The school system relies on paper records stacked in 

zoo cardboard boxes to keep track of its employees, and in some cases is 

five.yefirs behin~t in processing.staf~ paperwork. It also lacks an accurate 
count of its 55,ooo-plus students, although it pays $9oo,ooo to a consul- 

tant each year to keep count" (Keating and Haynes zooy). In that con- 

text, "opaque school finances ’,allowed corrupt officials to engage in bogus 

business deals, take kickbacks and create phony invoices and contract 

with fictitious firms to raid city coffers" (A. \X/lit 2oo7). 
Laweers were on the gr~W train, too, billing the system outrageous 

sums. When superintendent Arlene Ackerman ~ried to cap the amount 
lax,~yers Could bill at sSo an hour, ")~ou would have thought that I was 

sponsible for \Vorld War III..I started getting pressure ~we don~t need 

a cap,’-~this is not fair.’" Mayor Anthony ~’illiams called her in. to talk 

about it, but she resigned before the meeting. \Villiams admitted later 

- that he might have caved to political pressure (A. Witt 2oo7). 
~Ihe system., finally began making progress under Clifford Janey, who 

began to get a handle on curriculum and instruction, probably the first 

time in almost z5 years any superintendent could say that. He tightened 

graduation requirements and increased the number of students taking 
AP classes by a third: The city saw modest gains in NAEP scores between 

zoo5 and 2£o7 and doubled the number of students enrolling in college 
since ~999. In the spring o.f 20o7, \Vashington joined the ranks of cities 

¯ ¯ ¯ giving the may.or controlof the school. Mayor Adrian Fenty, eking the 

need for "dramatic," "radical" change in the system’s basic opcrations, 
pr0mptly.fired Jane?; leading man), to w.orry that the progress made un- 
der Janey would be lost. Michael Casserly of the Council of the Great 

CitySchools commented, "I really gegret that we’re abou~ to start all over 

again. The impatience of the press and the politicians is .going to me~m 
that w~re likdy to start reforms all,over again not ~ecessarity better re- 

forms, just a new set of reforms’~ (A. \Viii 2007). . 

Other cities add a regional flavor to system instability, power struggles, 

the p61itics of stalemate, backstabbing, graft, financial mismanagement, 
and overall ineptness, but New "York is still New York. To the end of its 

miserable.days, the New 5~3rk City Board of Education did little to change 

the perception that it led the nation in organizational @function. 

"You Can’t Kill It and You Can’t Teach It" 

When a new chancellor, Joseph A. Fernandez, arrived ita New York in 

z99o to administer the school.district, he foundit was not clear who 
was h~ charge, ir any0ne.His Office windows Were dirty, so he called 

an engineer to clean them. Sorry, he learned, by contract the engi- 

neers cleaned wil ~dows only once. a year. Wllen he asked his secretary 
to order highligln ring pens, he was informed delivery would tal~e four 
Weeks. (Tyack an:[ Cuban ~995: 78) 

New Yorl~, Neu York. ~n 2oo2, When the future of the board was 
being debated, a ~’3rmer aide to the system chancellor wrote {hat he 

’could find litde purpose for the board except "as a forum xvhere politi- 

cians can lobby fo~.pet projects." The board, he contended, remained 

a remote entity to most parents and a major obstacle m the chancel- 
for who 

spends an inordinate amount of time catering to the petty concerns of 

its members Whet} there are more important things to attend.{o. I used 

to dread Wednesd~ays at Livingston Street, when the board met to vote 
on policy recommendations put forward by the chancellor. Without 

the support of a ,~ajority of the board, nothing got done. 

At times the discussions.| that occurred in the board chamber ¢ere 

substatative. More ~ften they were torturous, and they demanded days 
of preparation. Wha~t animated school board members the most was the 

stuff of local politics :a building plata here, a principal’s job, or a favor to 
a communit-y school board there. And of course the requests from fi’iends 
~n the legislature we{e incessant (Viteritti 2ooz). 

When the board was finally id!!~d by the state legislatnre, the.New 
York ~mes offered e~d-of-an-era comments: 

Like the Kremlin, go Which Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg compared it 
ye’sterday~ ~o Livi~gsron Street was more than a location .... tt sym~ 

bolized a state ofn]ir~d, a failed syytem that was at once imperious and 

imp,,ervious. Rudolph W. G!uliani ~amouslyca|led for it to be "bloWn 
up.’ A former pr&ident, of.the Board of Education once suggested 

" pulling a [ire alar~ the~e and then loctdng out all the administrators~ 

One school ctlancellor Who worked.there used to call it "the puzzle 

palace." (Cooper 2oo3: i) 
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palaces, nay some ira- . TUne most dysfunctional districts, the "puzzle .... e 

portant lessons to reach us that go beyond the incessant power struggles, 
the shameless corruption, .the normalization of incompetence (so that 
competent people get questioned ai~.the time), the institutionai impo- 
tence whenit comes, to doing anything for children. Their very starlcness 
makes it easier ro see that pathological bureaucracies encourage the deg- 
radation of civic discourse, and erode the capacity for collective critical 
thinking; at the same time, they may also ~iterally erode the mo ra| facul- 
ties ofdecisi~nmakers so that good and.decent people either do or allow 

the unconscionable. 
One of the disturbing things about civic conversatimt in the worst dis- 

mc~s is. how frequently one encounters the idea that what we have now 
is so.bad; the bureaucracy is so terrible, that just about anything would 
be better::’grhile easily understandable, it is also easy to see that the more 
tidal.idea gains credence, the" easier it is to sdi ideas that can be packaged 
as near, irrespective of their actual Value. Any idea that can present itself 
asBold!!, Visionar:d!, .Rev01utioriary!! that is, as different fromwhat we 

r 

now have--can get take~ seriously. In \X;ashmgton, Detroit, a~d New 
Orleans, that means a flight to charter schools. Elsewhere, it means a 
push to close old schools and reopen~hem as new or to get rid of as many 
central .0ffice personnel .as possible.and replace them with MBAs. Char- 
rer schools, reconstitution of schools, and reorganization of central of- 
rices can all be done Well, but that ls most likely to happen when theyate 
adopted in. a critical aunosphere,’not when they are j.ust embraced trium- 
ptianFly as the alternative m the past. Whets that happens, all the .bright 
shiny ideas caI~ actually become ways ro avoid thinking about the hard 
questions of instruction, of human and social capital, of school cttlt~irec 

711ae corollary to the idea that anything new is better ig the idea that 

anybody wquld be better than the ~eople we have. now, who have, after 
all, ~failed and failed miserably, qll~e general failure of the system taints ev- 
erybody associated with it, the {alented alo~ag with the twits, the dedicat- 
e<i and hatdworkingalor~g with the placekeepers. So let’s look for lead- 
ership anyplace but among educators. Let’s have school systems run by 
army geneta[s and corporate executives and lawyers. Anybody but dmse 
educators. Let’s have teach.er training done without schools of educa- 
tion. Let’s recruit young people fresh out of college to teach, completely 
untainted by the ~ld system. A pla2usible way to think about what hap-..:::’ 
pened to the small.schools mbvement is that an idea nurtured for long 
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hand can be address 
In post-Katrina ~ 

in full flower. The~ 
’~How New Orlean 
(Peyser zoo7). Just 

What has happer 

years by pr0g~’essive educators was taken over by.corporate types unwill- 

i~g to listen to educators, so they repeatedly did things those educators 
would have advised against, and the returns from small schools were sig- 
mficantly less than anticipated. The broad nation.al cot~tempt for educa- 

tors functions as a ~arallel to the situation of children of color intellec- - 
tuaily stigmatized. It’is a kind 0f collar edhcators have to wear. i~is not 
the absence ofsbcial’ capital but the presence of a kind of negative.soCial 

capital, something to ~at has to be struggied agai.r~st before the problem ar 
.~d 
,lew Orleans, ~ne can see a degraded civic .culture 
oston Globe ran an article With the modest Subtitle~ 
couldend Up saving public education iri America" 
sten to some of the language: 

ed since the disaster, however, is redefining ur- 
ban public educat on. Instead Of simply rebuilding the old district, 
based on the old b.~stitutions, policy leaders in New Orleans and Ba- 

. ro~ Rouge decideq to startfi’om scratch, fashioning a public educa~ 
lion system based dn new ideas and pr6mising models of reform From 
around the co.untry~. From the wreckage, New Orleans is emerging as 
a bold exp.eliment in what a city school system can be. For decades, 
reformers have bee~ pushii~g ~o change urban public education, but 

have been stymied ~y the entrenched bureaucracies and special inter, 
ests that rim the sclio01s and control the money.... By the end of the 
last school 5zear, Ne~v Orieans was back up to z6,ooo public school stu- 
dents and 58 sc[~ool! only five of which were operated directly by the 
remnants of the 01d district. The rest area mixture of state-run schools 

and independent cl~arter schools, all served by a vanety of new, mostly 
nonprofit, entrepreheurial ventures ..... Although the/e are plenry of 
serious gaps and challenges, this "un-district’? is being closely watched 
by educators across the country as .a potential, model for the radical . 
transformation of city sclmol systems .... Because of their positim~ 
as motmp01y providers of public education, urban districts invariably 
become, overgrown bureaucracies that manage schools through elabo~ 
rat~, highly politicized.systems of command and control that reward 
compliance With district rules rather tl~an student achievement.. ¯ . 
Change can be nearl~ ~mpossible because of powerful teachers unions, 

which hamsu’ing pr{ncipals, i. i Outstanding teachers and pfincipdis 
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are driven away.... In New Orleans, that dead weight of politics 

and bureaucracy contributed to truly dismal results. Th.ree-quarters of 
eighth-graders scored "below basic" on th.e state’s reading assessment 

in ~-oo4. ¯ . [But] the system that is emerging in New Orleans puts 

authority where the students are, letting principals make more of their 

own decisions.., about resources, personnel, and cur}iculum Instead 

of rdying on tlae ¯district as the sole provider of¯support services, New 

Orleans is. developing a variety of public and private alternatives .... 
New Orleans public schools are u.ow largely un~c n~free .... A number 

Of other innovative ideas have taken root .... Such a ~:eal-life, large- 

scale example of a totally redesigned school system, developed un- 

der extraordinarily harsh conditions, prom,ses to transform the debate 

about what is possible in public education. 

~(~ on one side, we have the old, politicized, bureaucratized, ~entrenched 

special interests. On the other, we have the bold, the radical, the promis- 
ing, the potentially transformative, and so o n and so forth. How’s that for 

nuance? Otie would never guess fi’om this kind of breathless caricature 

{hat, i~ the year before the storm, the system posted its best test scores 
ever. E4en in the worst systems there are some things that should be built 

upon,..not.jettisoned without examination. One Would never guess that 

someof the new entrepreneurs in New Orleans ate old entrepreneurs i~ 
other cities, which they entered with the same kind of bold rhetoric and 

left .with their tails bet~veen their legs. A Philadelphia task force repor~ 

that looked at some of the same groups going into New Orleans conclud- 

ed that the civ’s experiment with multiple providers is yielding, disap- 
pointing results. "There is litde evidence t.hat the substantial investment 

($so7 million) . . . has produced sufficient academic success .to warrant 
continuation," according to the task force. Indeed, schools managed by 
outside entities had much higher rates of suspension and higher rates of 

both teacher and student absenteeism (Snyder ZOOTa). 
One would never guess that the new decentralized system ~s already 

showing, signs of bei~g more deeply segregated by race and class even 
tha~ the old s2"stem. Resources, human and material, are being distrib- 
,utcd in sv~ys that are creating vast disparities among szhools, .and the 

charter schools seem to invariably ge~ the better side of the deal. (In the 

spring of.Z0o7, state-run schools could offer ~4,ooo more to beginning 

teachers than New Orleans Parish schools; a state,run website direct- 

ed prospective teachers to charter schools if they were certified and to 
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New Orleans Parish Schools if the) were not.) Selective admissions poll- 
dies are being appli}d in ways that keep hard-to-se~we students, i,lclud- 
ing ¯special needs a,id low-achieving stndents, out of the bes>resourced 

school~. O1~ the first eighteen ¯charters to Open, fourteen established se- 

lective admissions qolicies (Dingerson ZOO7). ItSs: b, ecomi~ig a system of 
choice for some pegple and a System of take-What s-le~t for others. Na- 

tiona! organizations~ .including’some of those that have had such a poor 

record of achievem{i~ in Philadelphia and elsewhere, seem to be hay, 
ing more influence on the process of reshaping the system than peo- 

ple from the city’s poor neighborhoods. "There was little concern that- 

residents of New O{-leans participate in die planning and.rebuilding of 
their school system: .It Was as it anyo~e connected witlx the New Orleans 
Public Schools {~oto~)--whether a teacher or¯an administrator, a parent, 

smden~ or crossing guard--was presumed tohave caused the failut.e, of 

he &strict pro.or to khe storm (Dmgerson zoo7: 58). Many schools are 
building faci, lties arg , d young, inexperiel, ced teachers, who, wt~atev- 
er gifts they bring, ~re unlikely to s~ay very long and who are, in many 

cases~ contractuallr forbidden from criticizing the.schools they work in. 

How’s tliat for a h.~s,is, on which to rebuiid a civic Culture? q!l~eteare ide- 
alistic impulses, botr~ conservative and pro ressive, behind some of what 

ts happening in NewlOrlcans, but there is also opp0rmnism and political 
cl)icanery and garden~variety racism.. An atmosphere ofanylhing-is-better 

gives free rein to ~vhatevcr forces are best organized to take advantage of 

it, good, bad, or indiffere,at. 
Meanwl{ile, ih W~shingmr,i where more than z5 percent of students 

now attend charters,~.l there are serious concerns about their qua[it> In 

zoo5-o6, 30 of 34 rep"orti~g char.ters failed to make Adequate Yearly Prog~ 

ress under No Child c eft Behind, Which was actually a higher rate of 
ure than the DC pu[~lic schools (El-Amine and Glazer zooT).4 Certainly 

some of these schools are going to get better with time. Nonet.h¢less, these 
~mmbers should give :pause to anyone who ~hinks that anything is auto- 

matically better than {he old systems. Maybe, maybe-n0~. Ohio is another 

case: in point. The atate, responding largely to public dissatisfaction with 
its urban schoolsl maple it easy and profitable to start chm’ters, and ~zS-Of 

them have opened sifice r998. In zoqT half of thein were graded D or F; 

57 percent of charters twere in academic watch or emergency, .compared to 

43 percent oftradmortal public schools in urban areas. 7Wt~ere disgust and 
impatience with the o~ld system feed an uncritical search for alternatives 
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and an uncritical disregard for everyone, associated with the past, that 
disgust may actually help the old system reproduce itself in new forms, 

adorned with tmw rhetoric.. 
If it’s important to undei’stand what pathological bureaucracies do 

to general organizatio*~a! ftmctioning, it may be even more important 
to. understand what they do to dm capacity for moral response. Cmisid-, 
er Waghington agair~. It goes without saying that th¢ system cadt figure 
out how to ge~ routine repairs done, but what should we make of the 
fact that even da~gerous repairs are routinely ignored? In the spring of 
2oo7, the central office had on file x,mo urgent or’dangerous repai~ 
reqoest~ that had been on ~lean average of a year. Of the 146 schools in 
the system,.~z7 had pending requestsfor electrical repair, some of which 
in;,~olved .sparks or shocks. On a4"erage, they h~id been pending for two 
years (Keating a~d Haynes zooy). Violations of the health code might 
as well have been a matter of polic?: Eighty-five percent of cafeterias had 

violations, and one-third of them showed eviderme of rodent or roach 
infestation iu the previous three years. Acollege student who taught at 
Bruce-Monroe Elementary was "initially appalled a~ the mice scurry-. 
ing ~round ~he cafeteria and ldndergarten classroom, Xiley are so com- 
mon, she said, that ~tudents have given them names and drawn their pic- 
tures" (Keating and Haynes 2007). Xhere is not much one can say about 
this. P[-esumabl½ the people in charge are going tightahead getting their 
piece of th.e action, with tt-mir snouts stuck as deeply as possible in the 
public f~cdirtg trough, pausing loi~g enough ro blame somebody else for 
whatever problems the sclaools have. By no means is this a resource is- 
gue..Washingmn spends almost $13,ooo a year per student, third-high- 
est among the too largest school districts. I3resumably, that’s eimugh m 
ensure that ch.iidren can eat lunch iix sanitary conditions and still leave 

plenty to be stolen. 
This kind of irresponsibilRy is so disgusting that there is a danger of 

particularizing, of thinkiixg that there is something diffcrent about X,Vash- 
ington or about the leadership of urba*~ Schoo! districts. The sociologist 
Robert Jackdl 098o, ~983) has done a study of similar behaviors among 
corporate leaders. How was k possible for Ford Motor Company execu- 
tives to go on selling Pintos, knowi*~g that they were a fire hazard? How 
do we explain the B~itish executives who sold thalidomide after evidence 

indicated that it could be the cause of birth defects? Jackal!, who, like 
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David Rogers, w~ite and thinks in the tradition of Max Weber, ti~ pre- 
emin~enr student of ~ureaucracy, argues the problem is ~xot morally de- 

prayed individuals s~ much as it ~s everyday sorts ofp.eople who are able 

tO bracke~ their everyday moralities while at .work; a process abetted by 
several features oic the bureaucratic structures within which they work. 
B_ureauc~’atic culture ~ends to reduce all decisions to the calculable, which 
means everything ge~ reduced to a kind of cost-benefit analysis, a caIcu- 

lus.into which morallissues can}lot fit7 Bureaucracies.also create ne!atral- 
king voCabularids to ~escribe their work, thereby removing the emotion- 
al content of more a~curate lan~age, but the business leaders who call 
pr~ce-r, ggmg "price s.’..’tabilization7 or who call lung disease "a symptom 

segmentation a~d rol~ specializarior~. Xl~e latter makes it possible, for ex~ 
ample, for an engineelr about to falsify data about the safety of brakes to 

say, "~Yfteral!, we’t’e ju ;t drawing some~curves, and what happens ro them 
after they leave here, ~vell, we’re not responsible for that" (Jackal! ~98o: 
~), just as teachers at every age ~evel absolve themselves of responsibility 
by focusing on the re:pon,sibility of 0~hers .the parents didn’t do their 
job, last year’s teacher tidnt do her job, and even ifi do mine, next year’s 
teacher Wofft do hers "In a social structure where the actual and sym- 
bolic interconnectedm:ssof human action can be denied andwhere the 
faces of victims are unseen until it is too late, if at all, almost anything 
becomes permissible" ~Jacka!l ~ggoi r3). Similarly, the sheer scale of orga- 
nizatiohs makes indivi~iual decisionmakers fed like their contribution tO 
the overall enterp,:ise i] inconsequential. Every executive can think tl~iat if 
he or she doesnt go .atqng with the program, tile boss will just find some- 
one else who will; the end,result isn’t going ro change. The irony is tlmt at 
tl£iS level, .corporateex~cutivessou.nd exactly Dike those drug dealers WhO 
maintain that if they w~,ren’t selling drugs, somebody else wouldbe; d~eir 
rote is inconsequenrial.IFor coi~porate executives, hardened criminals, and 
urban youngsters gene{aliy, the feeling that what one does, does not real- 
Iy matter, is an mwtat, o,~ to socially destructige behavior. One can easily 
see school ol:ficials thinidng it isn’t, goi~g to really matter if they steer this 
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one contract to~:ard their friends--if dxey don’t do it, someone efse will. 

In riae larger scale of things, it isn’t .going to make a bit.0f difference.. Xhe 

end resultof all these people thinking that their, corruption doesn’t matter 

is that ctiildren ea~ lunch with mice. 

If the. problem in urban systems were just incompetence, we wo ttld be 

immeasurably.better off. When you are battering your head against one 
of theSe bureaucracies, it feels likey0u have found the bedrock of human 

stupidity,, but that is best regarded as part of the system’s camouflage, m- 

competence covering corruption, the James Gang pretending to be the 
Xhree Stooges. In Greek mythology, one version of the raising of Zeus 
holds that he .xvas reared by the nymph Amalrhaea, who fed him the milk 

of one of her.goats. In gratitude, the adult Zeus broke off a horn of the 

goat,.besto¢ed upon it the power to produce anything its .owner desired 

in abundance,,vithout er~d, and returned it to his foster-mother. ~i]xis is 

the original Cornucopia, the Horn of Plen~): This is what the bureau- 

cracies running urban schools have tended to become, the Cornucopia, 

Amalttxaea’s Horn, pouring out contracts, sinecures, patronage, connec- 
tions, and careers in overflowing abundance. Xhe Cornucopia should be 

our Fourth Heuristic. 

Missing Inner Intent: 
Pred[c able Fai]ures of 

It is only Wi~ the heart ~hat.one can see r@tz}; what is essential 

is invisikle t~ the Gb. 

~Antoine de Saint-Exupdry 

Will nor owl’pmmise. 
will not disrespect teachet:~. 

will not do a~ythin~ behitM the princi~oal~ back 

wilt not eq~:te disagreement With "F~istance. ". 
will ~ot ~u,~ down ot:~e,’~ro~ms. " " 

will not ¢x[)[ct change Overnight. " " 

will take ti~e to study the/:istory of r~rms simila/ to mine. 
will no~ tty ~o scMe up prematurely. 

If[ ~m not i~t the fidd myse~ I will take seriomly what:dd 
workers tell 

will :vesch~ol ~eo~k rea{istic estimatc~s of how much ~me and 
money it ta~es to impkment 

--School Reformers 
Pledge of Good Co~duct 

It would ha~;e been ~good idea if, at the bdginnir~g of the r99os, some 

School Reformers’ P~edge 0f Good ~onduct. The disconnect between 
policymakers an~t reidorme~:s, on the one hand, and the realities of urban 

schools, on the other, lis especially plain when we look atthe assumptions 
in play when reformers try to put. their ideas into actual practice. Thus 

far, we ha~ie said thai the problems of urban schools are mukidimen- 
sional, intertwined, ~rrationai, and overdetermined. 5lhe wors~ schools 



With respect to. teaching to the test, however one de~nes that slippery te~m, 
note that teachi~g to the test¯ is pr~tg, clearlya higl~et: level of.instructi6n than 

chifdreil in bott6m~tier schools traditionally got. In Chicago, it would seem 
"that the cheatin~ pr0blera is not an enormous one. One analysis estimated 

that t[ewer than. g percent ot: elemgntary classrooms were cheat.ing (Dttt@’rin 
2001),’ When it ~ccurred, it seemed to be initiated by individual teachers raah] 

er than by principals. As a deterrent; the Chicago Board annually retest~ some 

classrooms randomly and some others Where scores seemed questionable. In 
additio~, ut~der Paul -V:aIlas principals go~ the message that love scores miglat 

cost them their obs, but cheating could cost them their pensions. Du~rin 

found that whe~ s&ools were put. on probation, cheating went up. sharply, 

by 75 percent co nnpared to a year eartier, with nearly all the ir~crease coming 
from the bottom third of schools ~and espedally from those classrooms where 

students had sco edmost poorly the year before. Cheating on the math test, 

which did not cc unt toward probation, did not increase. On the other~and, 

when the board i astituted its policy of etiding social promotion, there was no 

significant increa se in cheating, suggesting that cheating is more closely tied 

to sanctions agaigst schools Or teachers than to sanctions against students. At 

the other end of ~he spectrum, .there have been ~nany plausible allegations of 

fraud in Texas {.e., pushing weaker students to drop out so that scores look     .. 

better and then l~ing about the dr0pouy rate. ..     " .- . . 
A wave¯ ofgentrlficati0n currently affectirig Chicago’s inner-city neighbor- 

hoods may play havoc with the mobility rate, esp~dally in conj unction with 

.a policy of aggre{sively closing schools. Chicago’s sprawling housing projects 
a}e largely a thin~ of the past. 

.Chaplet. . 1. Dirae aiens.. Demoralization.        . 
1. The Utalr teach~f’ also suggested iha~ women were "much more likely to ask 

his. advicb, trade !ideas, and express interest in his techniques than men." It 

would be iraport4nt to find out whether this is a genera] pattern. It would not 

be diNcult to thi~k of reasons why male teachers, especially at the elementary 

school level, Wouid be more status-threatened than women. 

22l 
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Chapter 5 "You Can’t Kill It and You Can’t Teach It" 

1. Hess sees superintendents as the ~tominant actors in t[ieir districts. ~is is too 

s~m.ple, and his own argument seems toundercut i~. If they were in fact domi- 

nant, they would not feel so pressured to impress quicNy.:Nom, too, ~at Hess 

ready adduces little evidence as to the motives of snperinteudents. His inter- 

pretation is plausible, but there are other possibilities, some more normative 

(i.e., supe~’intendents may believe that the.natm’e 6fdysfunctionN bureaucra- 

W demands rha~ a lot needs to. be chat~ged at once). Some may just believe 
that they are responding, to the diverse *reeds of children. 

2, .Paul Hill and his collaborators co,~tet~d that ."Wfien opponents feel free to 

come out and attack reform supporte[s, an initiative is dead," which seems 

overstatemen~ (Hill, Campbell, and Han’ev 2000: 39). It is hard to find a re- 

form 6f any consequence thatdoes not get attacked, m~d donflict need not be 
dl bad. Bryk and Schneider (2002) point out that conflict means more view- 

points are likely to be aired and examined pub[icl)~ so that if consensus does 
emerge, it may be mole firmly ~ased than wouldbe the case where fewer ideas 

were vetted. 

3.Hess 0999: 79) finds unions to be supportive of most reforms, but he also 
notes that "the need to.win union acquiescence discourages local policym.ak- 

ers from emphasizing refom~s that require significant change from teachers" 
(60), which is a probt~m since those seem to be the only changes that mat- 

~er long-term. 

4. Because of their size, many charters do not have m do NCLB reporting, but 
there, is a larger issue of charters in ~arious locales being able to avoid 

eountabili~- in ways that make k easier for ~hem to produce misleading ~e~ 

suits. ~PP.Academies, for example,:, have been accused of producing glitzy 

numbers by.pushing some Mds out, retaining som~ ldds, and so forth (see EI- 

~aine and GI~zer. 2007).. 

Chapter 6 Mi.~s[ng the Inner Intent 

1 The long-running, but now dying, debate over whether money matters in 
education was always a racist and class-biased discourse in the sense that it is 
really ~ question about poo£ children and children of color. Someone askit~g 

the same question abouf middle<lass children.would hardly be taken seri- 

0usly. h~ that sense, it is par{ of.the dominant ideological discourse justifying 

existing distribukions of privilege. In the context ofth.is chapter, however, the 

point to note is that just as inattention to context is one of the most impor- 

2.26 
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taut factors lead}ng to poor .program implementation, discussions as wrong- 
headed as this otle remai~ viable by ignoring context. In the class~size litera- 

ture, for exampli, vce have people who lo0k at cases where reduced class size 
makes no diffei~nce in learning and conclude class size doesn’t matter. 

tiie most literal ~ense, of course, this is true. Class.size like most Strt~ctural 

changes--seldofla makes a difference in and of itself It doesn t make a differ- 

ence if teachers ~don’t believe their children can learn; it does,~’t.make a dif~ 
ference if teachdrs teach the smaller classes the same way: they t~ught larger 

ones; it doesn’t r~ake a differellce if staffing a greater number.of smaller classes 
requires hiring l~ss qualified teachers (as happened in California). 7he litera- 

ture telling us tltat class size doesn’t matter is weak on these untidy details of 
context Refraining the discussion tO something like, What has to happen to 

make class size (or whatever resource) matter?, would have yielded a much 

more useful con~versatlon. 
2. I~espite its trac~ record of implementation, when philanthropist Walter An- 

nenberg decided to make a $500 million gift for the improvemen~ of ur- 

ban education, he essentiaily put the Coalition in charge of it, ~vhich was 

widely read as alxother example of the disconnect between performance and 
intluetlce. ’ ]    .     .    , ’ " "      . ¯ .: 

3. 7his mar be a p[oblem/in the longer term. It is not clea~ how programs that 
import so muc~structure Sylvah Learning is another example--typically 

interact with what is already there. One could foresee a scenario in which 
such programs ~ecame isoiat~d from the life of the sdm01, raising scores but 

not contribttting to broader cultural or organizational change. There are also 
some questions.. ~boue how lasting, the. gains.are, fiom some of the early-grade 

reading programs.. For a more crmcal reading of the SFA case, see Pogrow 

(2000). 
4. If we consider tl~e period of rapidly expanding programs in the early 1990s 

to be the second developmental generation for whole-school re~’orms, there 

are some reformlmodels, notably F~rst ~hmgs First and Talent Development, 
that could be cofisidm-ed third generation. These arevetT self~consdous ab~t~t 

learning from t~e mistakes of their predecess0rF; more compreher4sive that, 
most of their predecessors in the way they conceive the issues, which includes 

_ all awareness o~" the importance of social capital; and more careful about 

providing suTon~er instructional and organizational scaffolding, to use Lisa 

Delpit’s term. ~e kno~v that iheir early implementations are running into 

the usual thicket Of problems, but cannot say yet whether wl{at they’ve 
learned .from their predecessors will help them move through it m0requick- 
ly (Quint and Byndl0ss 2003; Quint 2006; Kempie, Herlihy~ and Smith 

2005). 
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5.7hese tensions overlap with another common split: between different cohorts 
of implementers, including the founders mid subsequent staff. Founders are 

typically most intimately involved wi{h schools when the programs are small, 

trying to chaztge only One or a few schools. As programs grow, the.y beco,ne ad- 

ministrators speaking m the outside world. For later cohorts, it may seem that 

the founders grow out of touch with the complexities of dealing With many 

more schools, typically with a program trying re do more things than was the 
case when the founders ~vere in the field and wpically within a changed politi- 
cal environment. (q2~e founders didn’t have to be bod~ered with NCLB and 

the like.) To the latter cohorts, the "fact’! that fomxders are out of touch with 

day-.to~day.realiti& accounts for the willingness of founders to thinkit’s safe 
to expand. Ak worst, cohort tensions bdcome battles over authenticity, with 

each cohort thinking that their experience represents the real version of the 
prograrn and all others represent co-optation or dilution. 

6. In auother example of the endless capacity of bureauckacy m trivialize good 

ideaz, the federal government has built having a faculty vote of confidence 

into its definition of domprehensive school reform. 

7. I would ~trgue that Berman and McLaaghlin.underx-alue administrative pres- 
surefind overvalue local development of program materials: 

8. One of the .most sensible.a~d thoughtful overviews of what the research actu- 

ally does tell us is provided by David and Cuban (2006). 
9. From. ~ar: both the Ameriegs Choice program and the Kixowledge Is Power 

- Program might be at this kind of juncture, where their track record attracts 

resources that could tempt them re grow beyond their capacity. 
10. ~henumbets and categories here are not completely divorced from reality. 

"fhey have been (loosely) extrapolated from several conversations with mem- 

bers o~ the Math Directors Net~,vork, math directors fi’om nine urban areas at 
various stages .of implementing reform-based mathematics. The network grew 

Out of the work of the Pew Charitable Trusts21 thank particularly Jane David 
and Brenda Turobull, organizers of thenetWork, for comments on an earlier 

version of this dis.cussion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, February 11,2011 11:55 AM 

ltedde@mcthrlandpub.com 

Book Promotion 

Dear Lorri: Currently, I will be attending or involved in several upcoming conferences and would like to have my book on Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper 
Articles on display at the book exhibit if possible. The conferences include: 
Far West Popular Culture Studies Conference -- Unive of Nevada, Las Vegas March :I:t-:t3, 20:t:t 
Society for Cinema and Media Studies -- New Orleans, Louisiana March i:t-13, 201:t 
Popular Culture!American Culture Association Conference -- San Antonio, Texas April 20-April 23, 20:tl 
Thanks much for your assistance. Please note that I am aware that with funds being short this may not be possible. But again, I appreciate your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 3:34 PM 

Phil Nemy < ~sbcglobal.net~ 

ILE: Not receiving email from UFVA Digest 

Dear Phil: Thanks for the update and again, I appreciate all of your assistance. By the way, recently Kay Kyser (band leader’s) wife who lived in Chapel Hill since the :t950s 
died and prior to her death since she appeared in a few Hollywood productions I had the opportunity to interview her (Georgia Kyser-she was one of the first top models in the 
country). I was wondering if you were familiar with them having grown up in Raleigh. But anyway, she had some fascinating stories to tell about actors in Hollywood (Ava 
Gardner, Jimmy Stewart, Clark Gable, etc.). The Kyser’s owned a house on Franklin Street in Chapel Hill (as these houses now are at least :t million plus in value). She even 
mentioned that her husband’s band played at the premiere of GWTW in Atlanta. But I was wondering if you were familiar with them. I might do an essay on her based on my 
interview and if I do, I will definitely send you a copy. Just thought you might be interested in the North Carolina connections to Hollywood. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Phil Nemy I     _~sbcglobal.net] 

Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 2:57 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Not receiving email from UFVA Digest 

Charlene, 

Thanks for yonr note. The database shows that yon renewed your membership on 1-20-2011. The last UFVA Digest mailing was sent using the cnnent membership 

list that reflected paid members through Dec 2010. That’s why you didn’t receive a copy. 

The Februa~ Digest will be sent m members who renewed through January 2011. If you DON’T receive that one, do let me know and I’ll check with UIP and see 

why you aren’t on their list. 

B’I~]v~, the database shows the following ema~l address for you: reges~te~email.unc.edu 

Cheers, 

Phil 
UFVA Home Office 

On Feb 14, 2011, at 11:45 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Phil: This is to let you know that after I a~empted to update my information with UFVA so that I could receive all of the conference information, I 
discovered that I am still not on the appropriate list. I received an email from someone in the organization who received a mass email from the UFVA Digest but 
I was not included. Do I have to do something else in order to get all conference announcements? I do not want to miss the deadlines. Whenever you have a 
chance, please follow up if you can. I would greatly appreciate your assistance. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Phil Nemy 
UFVA Home Office Mgr 

ufvahome@aol.com 
@sbc.cllobal.net 

866-647-8382 



From: Temple University Press [tempress@temple.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, February 14, 2011 12:3S PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; New Tex~ Details ’How Racism Takes Place’ - Coming in April for Course Adoption 

examcopy~i]t emple.edu 

New text details ’how racism takes place’ - available in April for course adoption 
consideration 

New! 

Ta kes Place 

www.t emple.edu/t empress 

How Racism Takes Place 
George Lipsitz 

h~ ~/~B’ !~cLss’~ ;%/~.s’ Fi~c~. Geowe L]p~iM’s >;L~;. How c:~s [~ bc tha~ dc~.ade~ afk-:r l~c xdopi~o~ o~ com~rch~:n~h,c civil ~4gt~s h~wx r&:[:~l 

WHY DOES RACE S~ii L MAI I’gR SO MUCH? 

Salient Features: 

Read the introduction... 

{ ADVANCE PRAISE } 



{ B~O } 

{ CeNTErS } 

SECTION ~II V>~bi*: Are~is <~s 

~ ~ 2 pp, iSBbi 97~4-. 1 ,-4399-.0256-. ~ 

~----" Foiio’,s Us’, 

Hom~ ~ Our Books [ Contact Us [ Place a~ erda" [ Media [ Press hffo [ Links 

~ 2006 Temple University Press 

Temple University Press 
TASK 1852 N. 10th Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19122 
Fax: 215-926-2141 

"ftais is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message wifl~ or without 
any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail mesmge confim~ing your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 8:46 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Candidate for Hire 

Dear Professor Janken: This is to let you know that I support the second candidate, who is being considered for the hire. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 1:39 PM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Has~i 

Dear Reg: Yes, I think having      as an adjunct would be a really good idea and would connect us to the community at large. On another note, as soon as I hear from the 
Hayti Center I will let you know. On my way to class. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 201I 12:59 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Hay~it 

Dear Charlene, 

Dianne said she would tell me when your event at the Hayti is taking place, but I haven’t heard from her yet. Kongite wants to know too. When is it?//Also, might 

be available for an adjunct position with our department, maybe in conjunction with some other departments on campus. I think it would help our profile, and would be 
appreciated by our students who want to learn about activism in North Carolina. What do you think about that as a possibility? He would NOT be a regular faculty member, he 
would just teach as an adjunct based on his experience as an activist in NC and with the Hip Hop Summit, etc. rve also talked about this with Kenneth. He will probably want to 
touch base with you about it too. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 16, 2011 9:43 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edw~ 

I~E: 

Dear Professor Janken:                                                                            [ genuinely support this effort because it would give us 
visibility as an activist department ana woma connect us to me commum~y at ~arge -- ~t m~gnt even maKe our ex~smnce ~n the state more viable and credible~ Thanks for 
providing all of the background information regarding how this developed. I think it is an opportunity for us that we definitely need to take advantage of. Finally, I was hoping to 
see you in person to congratulate on the good program that you provided on the Wilmington Ten -- it was very informative, fairly well attended, and quite entertaining. It is 
programs such as this that will make our presence more visible on campus. Thanks for all of your hard work. Finally, you can refer to me as Charlene. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 11:22 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

When I was driving down to Wilmington, he expressed a desire to move back to NC. On the drive I heard a lot about the various ventures he’s been 

involved in snch as the Hip Hop Action Summit and his new online education compm]y. It occurred to me that he might be a good fit for the entrepreneurship program, 

which has a social entrepreneurship track; it also occurred to me that if there was a spot for him there that we could have him associate with our department in some 

way or another -- an adjunct aptx~intment or ~me other affiliation. This would help u~ but it would aJ~ offer him an institutional base, M~ich I think he would like. 

Knomng that the details remain to be worked out, how would you feel about exploring the possibility of having him come to UNC and have some sort of relationship 

with us? This would not to my mind be a regular faculty apv~intmeut. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of Al~ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about ,ny publications: 

http://~,w.umass.ed~/umpress/spr 97/ia~ken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edWbooks/T- 8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.ed~’book/P00780 

http://undpress.nd.ed~’book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 16, 2011 9:51 AM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: tL~kY~I’I: Hayti Heritage Film Feslival - FULL SCHEDULE, Feb. 17-20 

From-" Dianne Pledger [vdpledger@hayti.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February :15, 20:t:t 5:50 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fwd: HAYTI: Hayti Heritage Film Festival - FULL SCHEDULE, Feb. 17-20 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Hayti Heritage Center <isellaxs~J~a,vti.or~> 

Date: Tue, Feb 15, 2011 at 5:27 PM 

Subject: tLA~YTI: Ha~i Heritage Fihn Feslival - FULL SCHEDULE, Feb. 1%20 

To: vdpledger(~havti.org 

Having trouble viewing this email? httm~www.Ha ti.or 













Fort,yard email 

This emaii was serl[ to vdpledger@hayti.org by 
Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

NajakActs LLC i PO Box 25218 Durham :: NC :: 27702 

V. Dianue Pledger, President/CEO 

St. Josepffs Historic Foundation, Inc. 

Hayti Heritage Ceuter 

804 Old Fayetteville Street 

Durham, NC 27701 

(919) 683-1709 ext. 25 

(919) 682-5869 fax 

ww~-.ha, di.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 16, 2011 9:52 AM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: tL~kY~I’I: Hayti Heritage Film Feslival - FULL SCHEDULE, Feb. 17-20 

From-" Dianne Pledger [vdpledger@hayti.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February :15, 20:t:t 5:50 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fwd: HAYTI: Hayti Heritage Film Festival - FULL SCHEDULE, Feb. 17-20 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Hayti Heritage Center <isellaxs~J~a,vti.or~> 

Date: Tue, Feb 15, 2011 at 5:27 PM 

Subject: tLA~YTI: Ha~i Heritage Fihn Festival - FULL SCHEDULE, Feb. 1%20 

To: vdpledger(~havti.org 

Having trouble viewing this email? httm~www.Ha ti.or 













Fort,yard email 

This email was sent to vdpledqer@havti.om b~, jsellars,.qo)hayti.orq 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant iemeval ~’~idl SafeUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Policy’. 

NajakActs LLC :: PO Box 25218 Durham :: NC :: 27702 

V. Dianne Pledger, President/CEO 

St. Joseph’s Historic FouMation, Inc. 

Ha~1i Heritage Center 

804 Old Fayetteville Street 

Durham, NC 27701 

(919) 683-1709 ext. 25 

(919) 682-5869 thx 

w~,.havti.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 16, 2011 9:53 AM 

@mindspfing.com 

I~W: tL~kY~I’I: Hayti Heritage Film Feslival - FULL SCHEDULE, Feb. 17-20 

From-" Dianne Pledger [vdpledger@hayti.org] 

Sent-" Tuesday, February :15, 20:t:t 5:50 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fwd: HAYTI: Hayti Heritage Film Festival - FULL SCHEDULE, Feb. 17-20 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Hayti Heritage Center <isellaxs~J~a,vti.or~> 

Date: Tue, Feb 15, 2011 at 5:27 PM 

Subject: tLA~YTI: Ha~i Heritage Fihn Feslival - FULL SCHEDULE, Feb. 1%20 

To: vdpledger(~havti.org 

Having trouble viewing this email? httm~www.Ha ti.or 













Fort,yard email 

This emaii was serl[ to vdpledger@hayti.org by 
Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

NajakActs LLC i PO Box 25218 Durham :: NC :: 27702 

V. Dianue Pledger, President/CEO 

St. Josepffs Historic Foundation, Inc. 

Hayti Heritage Ceuter 

804 Old Fayetteville Street 

Durham, NC 27701 

(919) 683-1709 ext. 25 

(919) 682-5869 fax 

ww~-.ha, di.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 17, 2011 2:20 PM 

M.Stokes@ucl.ac.uk 

BirtJt~ of a Nation in the U.S. 

Dear Melvyn Stokes: You may not remember me but we were together on a panel at SCMS. Additionally, I conduct research on African Americans in cinema before 1950 and 
Oscar Micheaux. But I am emailing you regarding my interest in launching an extensive study of Birth of a Nation in the U.S. on a state-by-state basis to determine how widely 
shown the film was and to trace its exhibition route. I plan to locate some two newspapers for each state in the US (identify two major cities -- perhaps the capital and another 
large city) and determine how the film was reported on as well as advertised in each of these states from around 1915 - 1925. This will allow me to determine major trends or 
patterns across various regions of the US. In view of your fascinating book while we know much about New York, Los Angeles, and since I am located in North Carolina -- I 
know how it premiered in this state, we know less about other states in the U.S. Therefore, I was wondering if you had any thoughts, recommendations, or words of caution 
about this project. Please note that Professor Bobby Allen at (UNC-Ch) recommended that I email you. Please respond whenever you have time and thanks for reviewing my 
proposed project. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 17, 2011 2:24 PM 

@wofldnet.net 

Black Newspaper Index 

Dear     I have not heard from you in some time and while I had an old email address that one no longer worked. Therefore, I am still attempting to contact you so that I 
can give you a copy of my volume II Index of Black Newspapers. Please send me an address where I can mail this to you. Hope things are going well and I will try to remain in 
touch but I have had a lot of developments. I look forward to hearing from you. Best wishes. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 21,2011 9:24 AM 

~ema~l .unc.edu-~ 

I~E: (( Lately )) 

Dear         Yes, I will be more than glad to submit a letter on your behal£ ;Vhenever you are ready to submit a letter, I need for you to give me at least two -three ~veeks because some 
times I travel quite a bit Since a lot of letters are completed on line just send the il~fo ~vhen you are rea@ to apply. I am glad to kno~v that you are considering going to grad school If you 
want to do an Independent Study with me let me know. I don’t think I ~vill be here in the fall but I will be around first session stammer school. Good to hear Ii’om you and if you want to meet 
we can do so at some point Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                  ~)email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 20, 2011 5:36 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Sul~ject: (( Lately )) 

Good evening Professor Regester, 
I hope evewthing is going well for you this semester! I know we never 
got the chance to finish our conversation that we started having last 
semester about post-grad plans but I’d certainly be open to finishing 
~t. Things are definitely looking up for me this semester in terms of 
future plans and aW advice is always helpful! Nevertheless, I really 
er~joyed your class and your outlook on things last semester I feel like 
I walked away with a lot more thank just a few menial facts like other 
classes I’ve taken here and I want to thank you ]k~r that. I :gee[ as 
though I grew a lot and I can only hope that my work showed such growlh. 

Also, I wanted to ask you if you’d be willing to write me a 
recommendation letter when the time comes for it. I don’t necessarily 
need it right now for anything specific, but I will be applying for a 
lot more things within the next year or so and will need one then. One 
way to do this could be to write a generic letter for me now and save it 
on file so you can just edit it with details about the program I’d be 
applying to later. Would you be willing to do this’? 

And lastly, ! thought ! heard you mention last semester that you were 
conducting some ~pe of research Let me know if there;s awthing I can 
do to help 

Best regards, 

UNC-Chapel Hill 2011 

~))email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 21,2011 12:24 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

I~E: Meeting for Monday Feb. 21 

Okay. See you later today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Monday, February 21, 2011 i0:i0 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Monday Feb. 21 

Hello Charlene, 

OK, let’s meet in the library at 3:00 pm and I will bring the first 
three essays (Scheper, Habel, and Nenno). And if you bring your 
computer, along with your summaries of these essays, perhaps 
we can do some rewriting and cutting in the library. 

See you afternoon, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, February 21, 2011 9:25 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Monday Feb. 21 

Dear Mae: Let’s meet at 3pm -- do you want to meet in the library or would you prefer Carolina Inn? Just let me know and I will show up either in the lobby of the library or 
the bar at the Carolina Inn. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Sunday, February 20, 2011 4:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Monday Feb. 21 

Hello Charlene, 

Just confirming tomorrovCs meeting. Do 
you wish to meet at 3:00 or 3:30 pm? 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 11:06 AM 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: FW: Meeting for Monday Feb. 21 

Okay and hope you are feeling better. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 10:21 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Monday Feb. 21 

Hello Charlene, 

Let do, then, try to meet on Monday. I will do my best 

to finish the "stars" section of the introduction, and we 
can catch up on other matters. 

I am still coughing a bit, so I don’t yet know if I’m up 
to the Carolina Inn. 

Let’s confirm over the weekend. 

Best, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 5:11 PM 
To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Monday Feb. 21 

Dear Mae: Yes, I do understand so let’s meet on Monday if you want to and if not, just send me an email if you can’t meet. If you prefer to meet at the Carolina Inn instead 
then we can do this as well. I do think that the meetings keep us on track because I will be gone Spring Break and another week in April. I will be teaching first session 
summer school and I don’t want us to lose our momentum but we have to do the best that we can in view our teaching loads and other obligations. Even if we can’t meet 
about the essays on Monday, I have some literature that I found in the George P. Johnson Collection that I would like to share -- but you can see this whenever. Don’t worry 
about returning the books right away if its too much to bring to school -- I can pick these up later from your home and you won’t have to carry this load. Thanks for your 
prompt reply. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Henderson, Mae G 



Sent-" Tuesday, February 15, 201~1 2:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Meeting for Monday Feb. 2~t 

Hello Charlene, 

I will try to complete the "stars" section of the 

introduction this weekend (Home, Dietrich, 
et. al), and return your books on Monday. 

But, as I indicated earlier, I am pressed this 
time of the semester -- with deadlines for 
the women and hip hop, Naylor, and Morrison 
papers (and I have yet to begin the latter two). 
And, or course, there is the little matter of tax season. 

In addition to the above, I am not entirely sanguine 
with the prospect of writing in the library after a 
day’s teaching -- especially without my proverbial 
glass of wine! 

So, having said all of this, I will do the best 3[ can, 
but cannot promise that Monday will be productive 
on my part. 

Sorry that I cannot be more encouraging, mae 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent-" Tuesday, February :~5, 201~:~ 9:03 AM 

To: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject-" Meeting for Monday Feb. 

Dear Mae: 1. propose that we meet on Monday Feb~ 2:~ at 3pro in the lobby of Davis Library~ Since the "Reception and Perception" category is the first in the collection, 3[ 
recommend that we take the first three essays to evaluate which include: 
First Plan: 
3eanne Scheper, "Of la Baker: i am a Disciple" 
Ylva Habel, ’qo Stockholm with Love" 
Samir Dayal, "Blackness as Sympton" 
Note, that we can skip my essay since it is more important to interpret the other essays at this point. 
Second Plan: 
1"f we are ambitious we can take all of the essays from the first category which is only two more essays and we can accomplish quite a bit in this one meeting. 1"f we take a 
category a week, we could be finished by the end of the semester. The second plan would include reading: 
Scheper 
Habel 
Dayal 
Nenno 
Stovall 
1"f we get through these essays together we can both determine what we think is most important and accomplish our mission~ 
1" wanted to let you know that 1" was reviewing an edited collection the other day and they only included some two sentences for each essay -- while 1" think we should include a 
little more our review does not have to be an extensive discussion. 
Please let me know if you think this works because we really do need to read the essays before the meeting so that it is fresh. For some of the essays, this will be my third 
time reading them and 1" am certain that you have read some of these essays more than once as well. 

Finally, 1" ordered the George P~ 3ohnson film collection (for another project) and happened to look at what information they had on Baker. 1" found a few interesting reports that 
1" will bring to this meeting. 
1" look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 8:59 AM 

~hotmail.com 

Update 

Dear Precious: The event at Hayti went fairly well and I did receive the award. Kongite and Reg Hildebrand were in attandance. Mark Lea that worked on our early committee 
apparently works at the cultural center and so I spoke to him as well. At this event, a few interesting films were screened (one of the history of black Durham which by the way 
I did not see but spoke to woman filmmaker). If you can log onto their website you can view some of the titles. Hopefull, I will be in a position to plan a conference here on our 
campus and I can invite some of these filmmakers -- I even encouraged one woman who teaches at Shaw and attended Howard to submit her work to Ub-VA (I did not see her 
film but encouraged her to pursue this lead). I am headed to class and I am so tired because these last few weeks I have been swamped with work as well as events but my 
break is coming up soon. The weather has been great here but it is getting cold again -- heard DC received snow -- this has been the longest winter we have had in a long 
time. Hope to see you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 12:39 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

l~]vr: Februa~7 Update from the PCA/ACA 

From: Dr. John Bratzel [bratzel@msu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 12:33 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: February Update from the PCA!ACA 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

% PCA/ACA and SW/TXIogos 

CONFERENCE UPDATE 
FEBRUARY 2011 

I. The 2011 Tentative Program is available: 
The Program schedule is completed! You can check presentations on our electronic system at 
http://ncp.pcaaca.orq, which is searchable by name, presentation rifle, Subject Area, etc. Keep 
c~icking ~he ~#~ks-you can see ~he pane~ ~fles, pa~e~ descriptions, presentations a~d abstracts, when 
abstracts are ava~]aMe. The conference ~s qu~te enormous this year with ever 3,000 pad[cipants and 
950 sessions. W~ually eve~ room is being used at eve~ thee except 8 few openings early on 
Wednesday and ~ate on Saturday. That means that we cannot sw~ch panels a[ound. ~ you have a 
conflict, however, you can ema~ your area chair. He or she may be aMe to move you to another panel 
in the same area, bul that is not assured and we would like to keep changes as few as possible. A 
finn PDF of the Program, as [t w[[I appear [n print, wN be posted at 
http:flpcaaca.orglconfetence/confprog~am.php ~r~ about two weeks, along w~th the early addendum 

2, Membership and Registration: 
If you haven’t registered, now is the time to do it. Regular registration ends on April 14th. Late 
registration is mote expensive. To register on line for beth membership (subscribe to a journal) and 
register fer the conference, go to http://www.re,qonline.comlregister/checkin.aspx?Eventld=887563. 
Remember that membership is required to present at the conference. For those using regular mail, go 



to http://wvvw.pcaaca.or.c fconference/membership re.qistration.php, Sign up for membership at the top 
el the page. To register by mail, click on the link at the bottom el the page~ This will bring up ihe 
registration form. 

3. Hote~ A¢commodatior~s: 
The two conlerence hotels are filling up. Seventy percen~ el the rooms at the conlerence rate have 
already been taken, so it is important to make hotel accommodations now. Because 
Southwest/Texas PCAiACA will be joining us in San Antonio, we have to use both the Rivercenter and 
Riven,.valk Mar[io~t hotels. They are nex~ to each other and both overlook ~he river walk. Sessions will 

be hek~ in both and the price is the same so you can sign up fer either. The conference runs from April 
20 to 23,2011. We are also pleased this year that we could get our conference rate e×tended a few 
days before and one day after the conference. For those looking for a few vacation days, the 
conle[ence rate is available from April I6~h to April 24th. To make reservations, go to 
https://resweb.passkey.com/Resweb.do?mode=welcome ,qi new&grouplD=2747898. You may also 
call the Marriott at 800.266.9432 to make reservations. Be sure to tell them that you are with the 
PCAiACA. 

Regt~lar registration ends 4/14/11 

Late registration begins 4/15/I I 

Conference begins 4,;20/11 
please do not hesitate to email ITle at Bratzel(~.msu.edu if you have any questions or 

John Bratzel, Executive Director 

Forward email 

rhea 
email was sent to regester@emaii.unc,edu by _b__r__a_t__z__e_[_@__n)__s_~_E_e__d___u" :: 

Update Prof:iie/Emai] Add[ess £nstan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribe"" P[ivacy Policy, 

Popular Culture Association Hichigan State University 276 Bessey Hall East Lansing i I’,1~ :: 4-8824. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 11:23 AM 

~email .unc.edu-~ 

ILS: Reference Letter 

Dear       Because this is such a short notice, I don’t know if I will be able to complete the letter by the deadline. You should contact another professor who will be 
instrumental in submitting a letter on your behalf. In the future, I need at least two weeks notice. Congratulations and I am certain you will have a wonderful trip to Madrid. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:40 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Reference Letter 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I recently got accepted to participate in a Study Abroad - Internship program in Madrid, Spain over the summer, and I am applying to ’qhe Undergraduate International Studies 
Fellowship" through the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. I am in need of a reference letter by the 27th of this month, and I would like to know if you could assist me with this. I 
took your AFAM    class last semester. The reference letter should comment on my overall abili~ to successfully complete a study abroad program. If you choose to write a 
letter, it should also be signed and sealed. If you can or cannot help me with this could you please let me know at your earliest convenience. 

Thankyou, 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B -~./O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=REC1PIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 
Thursday, February 24, 20l I 11:53 AM 

jm~ 196@columbia.edn 

Will Not Attend SCMS 

Dear Jane: This is to let you know that I will not be able to attend SCMS this year so please attend the Oscar Micheaux Meeting and keep me posted. Also, in the Fall I plan to 
attend the Pordenone Film Festival and would like to be in contact about our meeting in Italy. This is a busy time of the semester for me but just wanted to touch base. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February, 24, 2011 12:00 PM 

Wahneema Lubiano < @gmail.com:~ 

1~3~: E- Reserves Issue: AAAS297S.01- $2011 

Dear Wahneema: Thanks for the info -- so far I have been able to get most of the essays so this approach seems to be working well at this point. I received your earlier 
message about tonight’s class. As previously mentioned, I will give you a copy of my essay after the break -- I have been swamped with work --barely staying afloat. Will see 
you later today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

P~om-¯ Wahneema Lubiano          ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 24, 20:t:t :t:t:50 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Fwd: E-Reserves Issue: AAAS297S.0:t-S20:t:t 

Hi Charlene, 

Please see message below. W. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Wahneema Lubiano <wahneema.lubiano~)duke.edu> 

Date: Thu, Feb 24, 2011 at 11:49 AM 
Subject: E-Reserves Issue: AAAS297S.01-S2011 

To: 

Dear All, 

I’ve spoken with both the E-reserves people at Perkins m~d O.I.T. about the problem of the E-reserves button not yet making m~ appearance in the Blackboard course. 

I’ve been told that the issue will be resolved, however, in the meantime if you want to reach the articles that the reading schedule indicates with a~ (ER), plea~ go 

online to the library catalog mad pull up the articles (from the rifle and author in the reading schedule) that way. If you still have a problem accessing the article, please 

talk to the E-reserve libraria~ who may be reached at 660-5885; he has indicated "that you have problems getting things through the online libra, system, he will emaJd a 

pdfto you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 8:19 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

letter 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: susanne@companioncamp.net [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Friday, February 25, 20:t:t 4:08 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject:      letter 

Charlene, 
Here is the letter. I just made a few edits. What a wonderful reference’. 

Susaame 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 11:33 AM 

~email.unc.edn> 

ILS: Letter of Recommendation Completed 

Dear       Your letter is read?’. However, I have only completed the one for graduate school I can also work on another one for jobs. Just let me kno~v how you want to proceed. Also, you 
need to let me know when you want to pick up the letter -- Tuesday between 12noon and 2pm, Wednesday anytime after 12noon until 6pm, Thursday between 12noon and 4pm, and on 
Friday bet~veen 12noon and 1:30. Just let me kno~v what you want to do. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:              ~)email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaly 22, 2011 9:31 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Meet time for Recommendation Letter 

Dr. Regester, 
First oft; Congratulations on your a~vard that you received this weekend on 
Ha lti in Durham, I am in Dr Hildebrand’s ~AA’am    class he told me about 
~t. Also, I was wondering what would be a good time to come by your office 
in Davis and pick up the letter I know how busy you are so I can 
accomodate any time, even if the?’ are not ready until Monday the 28th that 
would be fine. If the letter is ready this week, I can come by anytime 
that is good for you. I look forward to hearing from you soon. Once 
again, thank you so much for writing this letter of recommendation, ~t 
means the world to me and I cannot thank you enough 

R especl.[’ully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 2:25 PM 

@email.unc.edn> 

ILS: Time ~o pick up ~ecommendalion 

Dear      : You can come by Davis Libraw on the 8th floor, Room 8026 to pick up your letter. Please send me a reminder on Wednesday morning so that I will be m place. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From:              @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Februaly 28, 2011 1:49 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Time to pick up recommendation 

Dr Regester, 
Thank you so much for taking the time to write this letter of 
recommendation for me I know ho~v busy you are and taking the time and 
effort out of your schedule means the ~vorld to me I will pick the letter 
up Wednesday after 12. Du yuu want me tu cume to your Davis library 
location and specifically, what time? Once again, thank you so much. 

Respec fful [y, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 12:22 PM 

@aol,com 

RE: FW: Charles Payne 

Dear Will call when [ get a chance -- have been swamped with work and will begin traveling soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:          ~aol.com I         @aol.com] 
Sent= Thursday, February 10, 20.tl 6:55 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: FW: Charles Payne 

Interesting. It will take a while to read. Many thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 1:33 PM 

Phil Nemy ~sbcglobal.net~ 

ILS: Was Paper Submitted for UFVA Conference Received? 

Dear Phil: I may need your help. Today, I was attempting to submit my paper proposal for the upcoming UFVA. I entered all of the information and some of it was highlighted 
in red but I don’t know if my paper was officially received because I did not see a submit button -- I did save the document but I am not sure that it was sent. How will I know. 
Sorry that I am having so many problems but each website is different for every single conference, letter of recommendation -- nothing is standardized so it is confusing. 
Whenever you have a chance and if you have some info, I eagerly await your reply. Thanks much for all of your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Phil Nemy     ~sbcglobal.net] 

Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 4:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Not receiving email from UFVA Digest 

I knew OF them but didn’t know them personally. Would love to see what you write. 

On Feb 14, 2011, at 12:33 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Phil: Thanks for the update and again, I appreciate all of your assistance. By the way, recently Kay Kyser (band leader’s) wife who lived in Chapel Hill since 
the 1950s died and prior to her death since she appeared in a few Hollywood productions I had the opportunity to interview her (Georgia Kyser-she was one of 
the first top models in the country). I was wondering if you were familiar with them having grown up in Raleigh. But anyway, she had some fascinating stories to 
tell about actors in Hollywood (Ava Gardner, Jimmy Stewart, Clark Gable, etc.). The Kyser’s owned a house on Franklin Street in Chapel Hill (as these houses 
now are at least i million plus in value). She even mentioned that her husband’s band played at the premiere of GWTW in Atlanta. But I was wondering if you 
were familiar with them. I might do an essay on her based on my interview and if I do, I will definitely send you a copy. Just thought you might be interested in 
the North Carolina connections to Hollywood. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Phil Nemy     @sbcglobal.net] 

Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 2:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Not receiving email from UFVA Digest 

Chaxlene, 

Thanks for your note. The database shows that you renewed your membership on 1-20-201 l. The last UFVA Digest mailing was sent using the cunent 

membership list that reflected pe~d membe~ through Dec 2010. That’s why you didn’t receive a coW. 

The February Digest will be sent to members who renewed through January 2011. If you DON’T receive that one, do let me know and I’ll check with 

UIP and see why yon aren’t on their list. 

BTW, the database shows the tbllowing emafil address tbr you: reges~ter,~email.unc.edu 

Cheers, 

UFVA Home Office 

On Feb 14, 2011. at 11:45 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Phil: This is to let you know that after I attempted to update my information with UFVA so that I could receive all of the conference 
information, I discovered that I am still not on the appropriate list. I received an email from someone in the organization who received a mass 
email from the UFVA Digest but I was not included. Do I have to do something else in order to get all conference announcements? I do not want to 
miss the deadlines. Whenever you have a chance, please follow up if you can. I would greatly appreciate your assistance. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Phil Nemy 
UFVA Home Office Mgr 
ufvahome@aol.com 

@sbcglobal.net 
866-647-8382 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 5:27 PM 

@aol.com 

I~W: UnivCentralFlorida-Visiting Ass tProfessor Opening 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFV~kLIST-L@I.ISTSER V.A]k,ffiRICAN.EDI~ on behalf of Patricia H~mr [ph~mr@MAIL.UCF.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 4:40 PM 

To: UF VAMST-L@~.ISTSERV AMI{[<ICAN ~)U 
Subject: UnlvCentralFk)rida-Visiting Ass tProl%ssor Opening 

Dear UFVA Members, 

The Umversity of Central Florida’s Fi lm Department has an opening 
for a Visiting Assistant Professor, to begin in August 2011. Attached 
are details about the position. Please J%el free to share this 
inJ2)rmation with your colleagues, a]mni, and others who may be 
interested. 

Many thanks - 

UCF FILM DEPARTMENT 
www filmucf.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the J2)l k)wing messene to listserv@listsep~.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Fu]l Name ( Fu]l Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the lk)]lowing command to ]istse~@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff LTV~IST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the ]ist by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



AFAM 276 PAPER I REQUIREMENTS 

This paper constitutes one-fourth of your grade and should reflect your best effort. This 
paper is an argumentative paper and should reflect your insight on the early black cinema 
experience as well as ingenuity in developing creative and unique ways of reading black 
cinema. The paper should be critical, analytical, historical, and theoretical. Please 
proofread all papers (no misspelled words). 

1) All papers should have a title, your full name, and PID number. 

2) Pages should be numbered and in correct order. 

3) Please do not print front and back - Only single-sided copies are acceptable. 

4) Papers should adhere to appropriate grammar styles as indicated by the Chicago 

Manual of Style or Modern Language Association ~/lanual of Style. 

5) Papers should contain a correctly cited bibliography or works cited page. 

6) Original dark copies only. 

7) Preferred font-type and size includes: Times New Roman, Font-Size 12 (No italics) 

8) Please attach the 10 Newspaper articles to your paper with paper clips only (do not use 
staples as they are difficult to remove). All articles need to be correctly documented 
(Title, Month, Day, Year and page needs to be indicated on the back of each article). 

9) If you need to consult outside sources utilize the bibliography provided in the course 
pack. Please consult sources other than those provided on-line. 

10) Please check the correct spellings of all film titles, characters, and actors referred to 
in your paper. Consult internet movie data base. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 2:58 PM 

~email.unc.edn> 

ILS: Time ~o pick up ~ecommendalion 

Dear       Since today is equally bus?’ for me let’s do it tomorro~v. However, I will be in Davis Library Ii’om around 12noon (may be a few- minutes late) until 4:30 See you then. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From:              ~)email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 12:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Time to pick up recommendation 

Dr. Regester, 
Are you going to be in your Davis office this afternoon? Sorry for the late 
email, I am writing two papers today! If so, I can come by this 
afternoon ..if not, I can come by tomorro~v. 

R especl.[’ully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Friday, March 4, 2011 11:19 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Grade Change 

Dear ~m: Whenever you have a chance let me know what you think. I have a student who has been emailing and who believes he deserves a B+ in my AFAM    from Fall 
. He received the following grades: 80 (exam :t), A-/B+ (paper), 88 (exam 2), 79 (final exam). All assignments are worth 25%. He attended some 3 extra credit events 

and I gave him a B. Had he not performed so low on the Final he would have gotten a B+. Do you think that he warrants a grade change? Let me know and have a good break. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 9:25 AM 

Lane, Deborah P <lm~edp@NCCU.EDU> 

ILE: FW: Retaliation: Already a Bad Drew:m, Now a Nightmaxe, March 7, 2011 

Dear Deborah: Thanks for the info. I look forward to reading this. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Lane, Deborah P [Ianedp@NCCU.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 i0:32 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; FW: FW: Retaliation: Already a Bad Dream, Now a Nightmare, March 7, 20:tl 

Hi Charlene, 

f know you ~re in Las Veg~s living it up but when you have some flee ~:ime, read the ~:tached ~af~:~(:le wr~:ten by Linda - starts on p~ge 9:[. Vm sure ~t wi~ resorH~te 

with you., 

Deborah 

F~m: Linda ~llman [mailto:         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March ~0, 202~ 8:52 AM 

To: Lane, Deborah P 
Subject: Re: ~: Retaliation: Already a Bad Dream, Now a Nightmare, March 7, 202~ 

See my at~hed book chapter about my ex~fiences in the ivo~ tower. I had a whole lot more to write, but the~ was a page limifi 

Linda 

On Tue, Mar 8, 2011 at 8:45 AM, Lane, Deborah P ~lanedl: 7~nccu.edu~ wrote: 

Be sure to read ~he para~,:yaph bel\~re llae Share your comme~t section,.., the bcs~ possible protection agams~ a c~ahn ofrctalia;k~a.., 

You have n~thing h~ writing from ~he dem~ or the chah: that states ?our perfo~rtance in teachh~g the cla~s wammted a change,,, also fl~ere are ~o ~a~ritte~ per~o~mel policies 

ahem chat~ges in ~ho tead~es Maa~ ;rod you are lhe only facalLy who has been identified l\~r a change, Looks ~ike yo~ hax, e a case to me... 

From: HR Daily Advisor [mailto:~0_ilz~_~__d_y2i_s__o_!2~.~},_t!!:~!!_r_:_n___e__w_2s_:_c_’p__lX__~j 
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 1:24 PM 
To: Lane, Deborah P 
Subject: Retaliation: Already a Bad Dream, No~v a Nightmare, March 7, 2011 

View tiffs emMl h~ a browser 

i.~.i linage removed by sender HR Daily Advisor Newsletter 

~Foday’s HR Daily Advisor Tip: 

Retaliation: Already a Bad Dream, 
Now a Nightmare 
Fopic: HR I olicies ,~nd Procedures 

What Happened in the Supreme Court Case? 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

[n the recently-decided case, Eric Thompson and his tianc4e Miriam Regalado 

were employees of North American Stainless I,P (NAS). Regalado tiled a sex 
:liscrimination complaint with the EEOC, and th~e weeks after receiving notice 

3fthe chmge, NAS fired Tho~npson. He then filed his own chrome with the 

EEOC, claiming his te,mination was in retaliation for Regalado’s initial complaint 

rhe Supreme Court’s decision, which reversed a lower court decision, found 
that "Title ViI’s anti-retaliation provision must be construed to cover a broad 

range of employer condnct," in this case, third-pa~ retaliation. (The case, which 

was decided in JanuaD’, was Thompson v. North American Stainless.) 
]7o be a little more specific, Title VII allows a "person aggrieved" to file a civill     .~i Ir~a~e ~moved by ~nd~r. 



action. In defining "person aggrieved," "the Court relied on a "zone of interests" 

test. The test permits a person to sue if he or she "falls within the ’zone of 

interests’ songht to be protected by the statutory provision whose violation tbrms 

the legal basis for his complaint." 

[n other words, say the justices, injuring Thompson "was the employefs 

intended means of harming Regalado.... In these circumstances, we think 

I’hompson was well within the zone of interes~ts sought to be protected by Title 

VII." 

Yes, you do hmTe the budget and time to tram managers and supervisors with 

BLR’s lO-Min~tteHR Trainer. Try it at no cost or risk. [~.e_a__d__!n__9~7~. 

NAS had argued that allowing Thompson to sue would open employers up to 

retaliation lawsnits from everyone who gets terminated who has any connection 

to a complaining employee. 
[n response, Justice Scalia wrote in the opinion, "We expect that firing a close 

Drnily member will almost always meet the aandald, and inflicting a milder 

reprisal on a mere acquaintance will almost never do so, but beyond that we are 

reluctant k) geneMke." 

What Does It Mean on the Factory Floor? 

~Vhat can we learn from the suit? Basically, there are lwo things to learn: 
1 Retaliation or the appearance of retaliation are now ml even more important issue for 

training and for HR Inatlagenlellt 

2 There is mlother class of people m~der tile "umbrell a of protection" over those who 

engage in protected activiPy: close associates may now be protected 

We have always advocated extreme caution when considering "the termination of 

an employee who has engaged in a protected activity. And now, "terminating an 

~mployee who may be in the "zone of interests" creates another challenge 

~mployers. However, the mere thct that a worker has filed a complaint should 

not alone prevent am employer from terminating an otherwise undesirable 

:mployment relationship. 

I’hat is, as long as the termination is wananted, is not imposed on a pretext, and 

is consifftent with past practice. 

Yrain your line managers with BLR’s l O-3/[imae ItR Trainer. There won’t be 

time for classroom boredom, i[r~:~_t__D~_f__!:_t~_._ 

fhe best possible protection against a claim of retaliation is a written disciplinary. 

record demonstrating that there was a legitimate and nondiseriminatory reason 

snpporting the action. An employer should I_-e able to show that clear, 

anderstandable work rules and disciplina~ policies were communicated to the 

~mployee and that the company personnel policies were applied consistently in 

the case at hand. 

[n tomorrow’sAdvisor, tips for m~oiding retaliation lawsnits, and an introduction 

to a uniqne 10- rrmmle- at- a-’d me training system for your snpervisors and 

managers. 

Share Yore’ Comments ....................................................... 

IINII Image Govermnem-Mandated HR Training i~ 3ust 10 Minutes 
remov~ You have legally required training responsibilities in harassment, 

sender diserimination, OSHA woNplace safety, and more. What you 
BaBka dont have is time for it all. The answer is BLR’s uniqne 10__= 

Minute HR Traine~: We’ve culled the essentials of what your 

managers and supervisors need to learn into a series of 

reproducible lesson plans that can be taught in the time it takes 

to brew a cup of cofl~e. The program inclndes: 
50 prewritten traimng sessions on essential HR topics 

Actual case studies 

Reproducible handouts 

Qttizzes, checklists, and activities 

Free monthly newsletters 

Free quarterly updates 

Try BLR’s unique lO-34inute HR Trainer at no cost for 30 

days[ 

Sponsorship AdveN sement 

Compliance 

N"i Image 
..... d Audit 
sender 

FMLA -- Avoid 

Lawsuits 

Spot and colrect colnpliance 

proble~ns before they become 

cos~dy lawsuits. You get 

checklists on HR policies, job 

descriptions, safely, and OSHA, 

compensation pmgrans, hiring 

practices, performance 

measnrement, and muck much 
more. 

Start Your Free Trial Today 

:g<i Image removed bysender Best 

1. HR Department of One 

3. HR.BLR.com 

4 10-Mb~ute HR Trainer 

5 Family and Medical Leave Act 

Com#_[jance Guide 

removed by 
sender. 

Monster 

Xi Image 

removed by 
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Upcoming Webinars 

FMLA Abuse: llow To Spot 

It- and Stop It 
~Ilaursday, March 10, 2011 
10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. (PST) 

11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. (MST) 

12:30 to 2:00 p.m. (CST) 

1:30 to 3:00 p.m. (EST) 

Join ns for an in-depth webinar 

on March 10 all about 

effectively, aM legally, nipping 

leave abuses in the bnd. 

LEARN MORE 

Image removed by sender. 

Compliance Solutions 

Family & Medical Leave 

Compliance Guide 

riffs comprehensive resom-ce is tile 

"oi yore #1 HR headache¯ l-{elping you 

ceep tabs on 1he charging law. Includes 

5ill explanation, pre-wdtten fomts, flee 

zpdales and quarterly newsle~er. 

What to Do About Persom~el 



HR Dai~y Advisor Best Sel|ers 

Here’s what your colleagues are snapping up to make their jobs morn efficient 

and easier. All are protected by BLR’s Guarantee of Satisfaction and most can 

be tried at no cost in your own office for up to 30 days. Just choose and use’. 

Mana~g an HR Department of One 

Our most popular HR ~esource has been updated! All the compliance info, 

prewritten forms, and guidance you need. especially designed tbr a department 

as small as one. That’s why we call our programAlanaging an tIR Department 

:~’One. Start Your Free Trial T+~lay 

HR Audit Checklists 

Created by employ~nent law experts, this unique and practical ha~adbook 

provi&s pmwritten checldists that help spot and correct compliance problems 

before they become costly lawsuits. You get checklists on HR policies, job 

:lescriptions, safety and OSHA, compensation pmgrmns, hiring practices, 

performance measurement, and much, much morn. Leana more 

HILBLILcom - I ro~idi~ag Answers mad Ad~4ce to your HR Problems 

24/7 
UR.BLR.com is BLR!s all-inclusive HR web ~rvice providing Plain-English 

analysis on every key HR topic - available tbr all 50 states. See what eveiTone 

in HR is talking about’. Check out this remarkable every~thing-you-need- tbr-HR 

~olution at no cost or risk. Learn more 

10 Minute fIR Trainer -- The Answer to "No Time to Train Our 
Managers on tIR-- Tr3" it FREE[ 

Nobo@’s got the time for HR training, but everybo@’s got the need. We’ve 

:ompacted exactly what managers have to know about key laws and best 
practices into 50 pmwritten learning modules you can use in just 10 minutes 

each’. Put us to the test. T~T BLR’s lO@IinuteHR Trainer free for 30 days’. 

Fanfily and Medical Leave Act CompIi~mce Guide 

Fhis practical handbook simplifies the ~htstrating and confusing complexities of 

the Fanaily and Medica] Leave Act (FMLA), so you know exactly how to 

:omply in eve~ situation. Featuring model FMLA forms and a complete 

vet~rence library, this resource will save you valuable time and money. Learn 

ProMems in [Your State] 

For over 20 years, tltii~laI1 resotlrce 

managers have relied on tiffs practical 

state employment laws resource to 

~mderstand and stay on top of ever- 

changing employment regulafi ons in their 

states¯ No wonder we’ve heard so many 

nice names for What to Do About 

Personnel Problems we’ve even been 

called ~he "HR Bible"[ 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

FMLA Abuse: How To Spot It - and Stop It 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 
10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. (PST) 

11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. (MST) 

12:30 to 2:00 p.m. (CST) 

1:30 to 3:00 p.m. (EST) 

You have an employee on intermittent FMLA leave and you 

suspect that lie’s abusing it. You’re pretty, dam sure lie’s taking 

adva~atage, but how do you prove it? And, just as importan~ how 

do you stop it without setting yourself up for a costly ~etaliation 

lawsuit? 

Join us for an in-depth webinar on March 10 all about effectively, 

and legally, nipping leave abuses in the bud. 

LEARN MORE 

You and your colleagues will leara: 
The type of notice you may require belbre honoring leave requests 

How- to spot patterns of abuse, including "Monday/Friday 

syrtdrome" 

~    How a worker’s ~allm-e to obtain confinning treahnent co~dd work to 

your advantage 

How to draft yo~n attendance policy so 1hat you can take 

c~sciplina~y action against workers who don’t provide adequate 

docamentation ~br ~epealed absences 

How to obtain complete and sufficieilt medical certifications/re- 

certification,s 

Image 

removed 
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~ When you caa and sholtld request a second opiilion to drill 

down into wtlelher an employee is ieally suffeling ~iOln a serious he~lh 

condition 

Other practical steps for reducing FMLA abuse, including how to 

miulmize dislnaptiOllS caused by art employee’s frequent absences due to 

doctor’s appointments 

How ~ar you Call go to catch a FMLA abuser in the act and tile 

important factois you must consider before conductillg any ldnd of 

s~m:eillance 

,, When you can disquNify employees on leave fiom act~ievement mid 

other bonuses 

What it means to "interf~-e" with workels’ FMLA rights, and how 

to ensm-e that yore- quest to fight offhabimal abusers doesn’t result in 

legal liabilily for your company 

RE(~ISTER NOW .............................................. 

Approved for Recertification Credit 
This program has been approved for 1.5 recertification credit 
hours toward PHR and SPHR receNfication through the Human 

Resource CeNfication Inslitute (HRCI). For more information 
about certification or recerlification, please visit the HRCI 
homepage at www.hrc~or~. The use of this sea] is not an 

endor~ment by HRCI of the quality of the program. It means 
that this program has met HRCI’s criteria to be pre-approved 
recerdfication credit. 
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You received tbis email because you are subscriber to BLR HR Daily Advisoras: I,~;e@(o?nccu.edu. To ensure proper delivei~ please add HRI) aBy Ad v~ sot (¢~) hi.bit 

~Le_~_Ls_:~£_~3_ to your ad~ess book. 

To sign up for orbs- ne~vsletters, c~cel delive~, change delive~T options or change your e-mail address, plebe go to our pref~re~ 

If you are interested in adve~ising in this email newsletter or with BLR* Business & Legal Resources please conta¢~ Rffael Cardoso at RCardoso~&BLRx~m. 

If you have any questions, b~ggestions, or assistance, please contact cuslomer ser~: 

BLR* ~usiness & Legal Resources 

141 Mill Rock Road 

Old Saybrook, CT 06475 

Phone: 800-727-5257 
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Linda C. Tillmaaa, Ph.D. 

Prot~ssor, Educational Leadership Program 

University of North C~acolina-Chapel thll 

CB#3500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-1998 

Fax- (919) 962-1593 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:44 AM 

JeffWannouth <jeflh@jeflh.tv~ 

ILE: Charlene’s Paper 

Dear Jeff: This is to let you kno~v that I submitted my paper earl?’ this morning and I believe that it was received because I got a message that my paper had been successfully submitted. 
think part of the problem is that I was assuming that the 250 characters referred to 250 ~vords. I misread -- in the future, you might insert in parenthesis that this refers to characters and not 
words If you have a chance, let me know if the proposal ~vas received Thanks for all of your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:      @gmail.comi      @gmail com] on behalf of JeffWarmouth [jeffu@jeffu.tv] 
Sent: Friday, IVlarch 04, 2011 3:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; Simon Tarr 
Subject: Re: Charlene’s Paper 

No WOlTies, there’s another week & a half until the deadline 

On Fri, Mar 4, 2011 at 3:12 PIVl, Regester, Charlene B 
< regester@emaihunc, edu> wrote: 
> Dear Jeff: I might not be able to re-enter my proposal today but will do so in the next couple of days. Will send you an email when I have submitted the proposah Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 
> 

> 

> From: ~)gmail.com @gmail.com] on behalf of JeffWarmouth [jeffu@effu W’] 
> Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 11:39 AM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B; Simon Tarr 
> Subject: Re: Charlene’s Paper 
> 

> tli Charlene, 
> 

> (;an you do me a favor & try it one more time’? Once you are logged in, 
> it should autofill all your personal information. At the top of the 
> page once you either Preview or Submit, it should give you a little 
> message. Either a message in a RED block that may tell you that there 
> ~s a required field missing, such as: 
> 

> Institutional Al![iliation Required 
> 

> or it will now give you a confirmation message in a YELLOW block at 
> top of page if submitted successfully, something like: 
> 

> Your Conference Paper/Panel, Vampires, has been successfully submitted 
> 
> (I just added this new confirmation message Wednesday night, so you 
> may not have gotten it last tirae you tried to subnrit. 
> 

> If that doesn’t work for you, then please send your info to me in an 
> emaih I’m sorry this has been so inconvenient for you (and others, 
> I’nr stae). The trouble is that I had to completely build these forms 
> frora scratch this year, since we had no access to the functional site 
> Multiview built for us last year. So even though the form entry fields 
> nright be sinrilar, the fornrs are different because they’re built from 
> scratch. Assmning this works, it will stay- the same for at least a few 
> years down the road. 
> 

>-J 
> 

> On Fri, Mar 4, 2011 at 11 : 15 AM. Regestcr, Charlene B 
> <regester@eraail.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Dear Jeff: ~,\~at I was refemng to was not the red asterick -- it is that the information I entered is blocked in red and highlighted such as the title, abstract, and then proposal. I was aware 
that the red asterick indicated that I was missing infom~ation but there was no red asterick illunrinated. I had completed all of the required infom~ation. If you would like I can send the 
information submitted in an eraail attachment to you. Let rae know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> Front: ~gmail.com i ~gmail.com] on behalf of Jeff Warmouth [jefih@effu.V,~] 
>> Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 11:04 
>> To: Regestcr, Charlene B; Simon Tal~ 
>> Subject: Re: Charlene’s Paper 
>> 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> Oh, I get it 
>> 

>> When you see the big RED BOX at the top of the screen after you hit 
>> the Save button, this is telling you that you have missing information 
>> on your submission form, and it will not submit. So for example if it 
>> says "Email field is required", then you forgot to fill in that field 
>> 

>> You must fill in every field that has a red asterisk (which turns out 
>> to be a red highlight once you have attempted to submit & missed any 
>> fields) 
>> 

>> -J 
>> 

>> On Fri, Mar 4, 2011 at 10:58 AM. Regester, Charlene B 
>> <regester@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 



>>> I)ear Simon and Jeff: Yes, I did log into the U[~’VA site with my Id and pass~w~rd Then I completed the open panel or single panel form. The title of my paper "I see Vampires .. ’l’hey Say 
Precious You Belong To Us: Reading Precious as a Horror Film." Once I completed the J2~rm, the information I entered was highlighted or boxed in red and I hit the save button If the save 
button is the submit button, ! think the proposal is going somewhere. I was trying to complete this before I go out of town this week. I look forward to hearing fi-om you. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

>>> From:      @gmail.com __      ))gmail.com] on behalf of JeffWarmouth [jeffu@je~t~ tv] 
>>> Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 9:28 AM 
>>> To: Simon Tart 
>>> Cc: Regester, Charlene B 
>>> Subject: Re: Charlcne’s Paper 

>>> Hi Charlene, 

>>> I’m having the same issue here. A couple questions for you: 

>>> 1. Did you sign in to the UFVA site BEFORE registering? 
>>> 2. "A~at kind of submission was it? (paper/panel, screening, etc.) 
>>> 3. What was the title? 

>>> These should all help me tcy- to find your submission. K I can’t find 
>>> it, rll have to ask you to try again, but first, LOG IN to the UFVA 
>>> site. This way the subruission ~vill be associated with your user 
>>> account, instead of to an anonyruous user. In this case, you will also 
>>> be able to edit your submission. 

>>> On Thu, Mar 3, 2011 at 9:12 PM, Simon Tarr <simon@berserker-rage.corn> ~vrote: 
>>>> Charlene, I’m still not getting anything. 

>>>> Jefi; can you help me troubleshoot this? I simply can’t figure out what’s going on here, it only seerus to be happening with Charlene... 

>>>> Simon 

>>>> On Mar 3, 2011, at 4:45 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Simon: This is to let you kno;v that I resubmitted by proposal today. I pushed the save button twice. Please let me know- if my proposal has been received. Thanks much ibr your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

>>>>> From: Simun Tarr [simon@berserker-rage.coral 
>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 8:27 PM 
>>>>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>>>>> Cc: Jeff Warmouth 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Was Paper Submitted for UFVA Conference Received? 

>>>>> Well, the "save" button IS the "submit" button. That should have submitted it, but I am not seeing anything for you under Papers/Panels. AS we have it set right no;v, it’s not 
sending confirmation emails, that feature is not working right now-. But let me know and I’ll check it for you. 

>>>>> Simon 

>>>>> On Mar 2, 2011, at 3:00 PM, Regester, Charlene B ;Vl-ote: 

>>>>>> Dear Simon: I did hit the save button and then I previewed the form but I did not see an official submit button Once it is officially submitted, will I receive an email notification? I will 
tD- to submit again tomorrow and will let you know By the way, I am g~ving a talk at your school next ;veek to the Far West Popular Culture conference Thanks for your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:50 PM 

Wahneema Lubiano < @gmail.com:~ 

ILE: Update 

Dear Wahneema: Hope you had a good break. I have fallen behind in my school work so I don’t have my essay yet, however, I will get it to you either next week or the 

following week. Just wanted to alert you. See you on Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

l~rom-¯ Wahneema Lubiano i         Cc~gmail.com] 

Sent; Sunday, February 20, 201~. 2:16 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Completed Reading Schedule 

Hi Charline, 

Here’s the reading schedule for the entire semester. 

Wahneema 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 4:11 PM 

Loft Tedder <LTedde@mcfarla~dpub.com~ 

ILE: Here is a review of your book (12609) 

Dear Lori: Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lori Tedder [LTedder@mcfarlandpub.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:4~5 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Here is a review of your book (12609) 

Dear Author: 

Attached is a review of your book that appeared in ~vnerican Reference Books Annual, p 15-16 

If you have any problems accessing the attacl~nent or prefer not to receive reviews via email, please let me know 

Sincerely, 

Lori Tedder 
Administrative Assistant 
McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers 

ltedder@mcfarlandpub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, March 20, 2011 4:03 PM 

Steve Ra~kin @gmail.com> 

ILS: F.K. Watkins and Chapel Hill 

Dear Steve: You have a lot more information on this than I do because I have not researched this since I published my essay. Glad to know that you have discovered more 
information on these theaters. Robert Allen at UNC in American Studies has also conducted some research by looking at fire insurance maps of N.C. citites -- which had to 
identify every building that housed a business and he might be able to add your ongoing research regarding Chapel Hill. In fact, it might be good to meet with him if you can. If 
I can locate the article on the "Movie King" T will forward but because it is near the end of the semester it might take me a while. Let me know if this okay and as soon as T can 
get to this information, I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Steve Rankin I             ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 1:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: F.K. Watkins and Chapel Hill 

Dr. Regester, 

I came across your excellent article "From the Buzza~d’s Roost..." 5ears ago when I was resemching fl~e movie theaters of Chapel Hill. Lately, I’ve been getting back 

into looking into a few of the lesser-ki~own fl~eaters, and was wondering if yon might be able to help me with locating some infom~ation. 

Do you, by chance, still have access to this article?: 

Xenia. ’"Movie King" of Norfl~ Carolina Began Career ruth Nickelodeon’, Journal mtd G~ide (Norfolk), 11 June 1932, Tnskegee Newsclipping File; Allen and 

Gome~y, Film Histoly, 206. 

I’ve been t~ing to tie Watkins to a Chapel ttill theater, but haven’t had any success so fax. I’ve read through a btmch of Chapel Hill ~Feekly newspapers, and have 

tbund references m the Standard, the Globe (which may not have been an African Americma-owned theater), and the Guthrie, for the pre- 1920s period. Durwood 

O’Kelley owned the Standard, and Hen~ Guthrie owned the Guthrie; I’m not sure who owned the Globe. 

I did a brief write up on the Standard awhile back (I have a~a update to post of the page, though): 

http://freepages.history.rootsweb.ancest~w.com/.-oraa~gecounts~nc/place s~s&htheatersis&htheaters.html 
Anyway, I thought you might be able to point me in the general direction of some Watkins in Chapel Hill info and/or some Globe ~d Guthrie itffonnation. 

Thanks tbr your time, 

Steve 

Steve Rankin 

+ htlp://freepage s.historv.rootsweb.ance stry.com/. -oraaagecounts~nc 
+ http://twitter.con~"ocnchistory 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 8:51 AM 

p b stone@hotmail.com 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Letter, FestiwJ Edition, April 2011, Befli~v’Germany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [ 

Sent-" Saturday, April 09, 20:t:t :t2:02 AlVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, Festival Edition, April 20:t:t, Berlin/Germany 

@aol.com] 















Abmeldung von die~m Newsletter: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 8:51 AM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Letter, FestiwJ Edition, April 2011, Befli~v’Germany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [ 

Sent-" Saturday, April 09, 20:t:t :t2:02 AlVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, Festival Edition, April 20:t:t, Berlin/Germany 

@aol.com] 















Abmeldung von die~m Newsletter: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Monday, May 9, 2011 2:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Check to See if AFAM 051 Grades have been Submitted 

Dear Travis: I just went into the system and hit approved and the computer indicated that it was processing. But I am not 
sure that they were officially submitted. Let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Thursday, May 12, 2011 11:48 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: scan 

Dear Travis: I probably won’t have time so I will see if I can get a student to do this for me. Thanks much and I will see 
you tomorrow. However, this will be during your lunch break so I may the leave the money for you in my office on my 
desk in an envelope and you can pick it up whenever you have a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Travis Gore [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2011 11:29 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: scan 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

Yes, the article can be scanned over here. I will be busy most of the day packing up our offices so if it is urgent I would 

be more than happy to set you up on the scanner if you have time to do. 

Thank you, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 10:39 AM 

~mc.edn> 

Letter of Recommendation 

Dear      Glad to know that you are making good progress. Yes, I will revise or update your letter for medical school. However, let me know when it is due and give me 
some two weeks prior to the deadline because keep in mind that I travel and I don’t want to miss the deadline. Also, I will need to locate your previous letter -- hope I can find 
it. Good to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From=                  ~mc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, May :t6, 20:I:t 9::t0 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject=           Letter of Recommendation 

Dr. Regester, 

I hope all is well! I have been in a Master’s Program in Mississippi for the last year (Master of Biology- Medical Sciences). Last year you provided me with a letter of 
recommendation for a post-baccalaureate program. I am now beginning the application process for medical school and I was wondering if you’d be able to modify my previous 
letter and send it to AMCAS. If so, I can forward you the necessary documentation. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 9:19 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

MakeUpExamAFAM 101 

AFAM101EXISummer2011 .doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is the exam for AFAM 101. I have a student who will contact you or hope you will contact her about 
scheduling this make-up. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 11:53 AM 

’@ao co 1! 

I~E: 3PM MEETING TODAY 

Okay - Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:         @aol.com          _~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 20, 20:tl i0:50 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 3PM MEETING TODAY 

Dr. Regester, 
We are meeting today at 3pm at the Bar Area in the Carolina Inn. I look froward to seeing you. 
Thanks. Geeta 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 
Adjunct Professor, UNC-Chapel ttill 

Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 51035 
Durham, NC 27717 

phone 
fascimile 

£-?aol.eom 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To:                      @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, May 11,2011 8:27 am 
Subject: IRE: RE: Meeting Time 

Dea~ GeLta: ~4y class meets f~on 1:15 to 2:45. We could schedule someching ac 

3pro. after my class ends. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ?aol. corn] 

SeP~C: Wedp~esday, May 11, 2@11 12:@6 PM 

TO: Regester, Charlene B 

SdbjecL: Re: RE: Meeting Time 

Dr. Regestes, thank you for your email, if you have the same schedule next week, 

i can meet you at 1 on Friday and maybe we can have lunch? ~ promise to only 

take an hoar of yoLzr came. Geeta 

This AOL Mail was sent from AT&T~s Wireless network using Mobile EmaJl 

...... Origina] Message ...... 

From: Reqester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To: ~@aol.com~ @aol.com> 

Date: Wednesday, May ~l, 2@H i:5@:54 PM GMT+@@@@ 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Dear Geeta: ~ received yoLzr message but this week has been so hectic, i don~t 

know for sLzre ~1hen I can meet until next week. Let me get through this week and 

i will get back with you. I am in class from ~pm antJl 5pm. ~ have office hours 

on Friday from 12noon until ~pm. So, ]et me get back with you. Sincerely, 

Char]ene Regescer 

From: @aol.com 

Sent: Monday, May @9, 20i~ ~1:55 .advl 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Meeting Time 

~@aoi.com] 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

It was wonderful to see you at the AF]~ graduation ceremony. I talked with Dr. 

McNeil and I woui~ like to meet with you as soon as ~ossible. Please let me know 

your availability next week, May the 16th. Thank you so much. 

Your student, 

Geeta 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 

Attorney & Counselor at Law 

A~junct Professor, UNC-Chapel Hill 



Mailing Address: 

P.O. Box 51@35 

Durhemr NC 27717 

phone 

fascimile 

@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 12:28 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Kodak Scholarship Program deadline is June 14th! 

From:                 @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 12:22 PM 
To:        ~aol.com 
Subject: Kodak Scholarship Program deadline is June :t4th! 

Kodak, in collaboration with the University Film & Video Foundation (UFVF), is accepting entries for the 2011 Kodak Scholarship Program. The 
deadline for submissions is June 14. Accredited film schools from around the world may nominate two students for consideration. Nominations 
forms can be downloaded at ~..k...~...d...a....k.~..c...~....m../.g..~./..s...c...h...~..!..a...r..s...h.i#...s.. 
Held annually, this worldwide contest recognizes student filmmakers at the undergraduate and graduate levels who demonstrate professional 
filmmaking skills and creativity, with particular attention to the visual image. 

We are excited to announce that Robbie Greenberg will be one of the judges for this years program. Greenberg’s impressive list of feature credits 
includes Sweet Dreams, Wild Hogs, Save the Last Dance, The Milagro Beanfield War, Free Willy, and Fools Rush In, among others¯ He won 
ASC Outstanding Achievement Awards for his work on Winchell, Introducing Dorothy Dandridge, Iron Jawed Angels and Warm Springs¯ 
Greenberg also collected consecutive Emmy® Awards for Winchell and Introducing Dorothy Dandridge, as well as Emmy nominations for 
James Dean, Iron Jawed Angels and Warm Springs¯ 
Wenhwa Tsao, Graduate Program Director of the Film & Video Department at Columbia College Chicago, representing the University Film and 
Video Association (UFVA), will join Greenberg on the judging panel¯ A third judge will be added at a later date. 

The following prizes will be awarded: 
¯ Gold: $1,500 Scholarship Tuition Award and $5,000 KODAK Motion Picture Product Grant 
¯ Silver: $1,000 Scholarship Tuition Award and $4,000 KODAK Motion Picture Product Grant 
¯ Bronze: $500 Scholarship Tuition Award and $3,000 KODAK Motion Picture Product Grant 

¯ Honorable Mentions: Two $2,000 KODAK Motion Picture Product Grants 
The winning nominations will be announced in early August and the winning films will be screened during the UFVA conference. For more 
information on the Kodak Scholarship Program, visit ~:..k...~..~..a....k.~..c..9....m.../~q9.../..s...c...h...~..[.&r..s-h.!p...s... 
Johanna Gravelle I Worldwide Image Capture Marketing Director I Entertainment Imaging I 
Kodak Canada Inc. 1 6 Monogram Place, 2nd Floor I Toronto, ON M9R 0A1 I 

iohanna.gravelle@kodak.com 1 416-761-4617 Office I Mobile I 223 4617 KNetI 
www. kodak.comiqoimotion 

The information contained in this e-mail is confidential¯ It is intended only for the use of the named recipient(s)¯ If you have received this e-mail in 
error, please immediately inform the sender and delete the message¯ If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, May 31,2011 6:20 PM 

~companioncamp.net 

Letter Attached 

gradschoolLetterhead.doc 

Dear Susanne: Hope you had a good holiday. Whenever you have a chance, please review the letter attached. Thanks much for your assistance. Also, let me know that you 
have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 6:21 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Dear I will send the letter off tomorrow -- I ~vish you had reminded me a little earlier Hope things are going well Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 

Hello Dr Regester, 

I meant to email you last week I apologize, but if you can have the recommendation sent out by wednesday I would appreciate it. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, June 1, 2011 11:25 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Morning Meeting 

Dear Travis: Yes, I do understand -- hope to see you tomorrow morning between 9:30 and 10 am. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent," Wednesday, June 01, 2011 10:28 AM 
To," Regester, Charlene B 
Subject," RE: Morning Meeting 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I really apologize for not being there and making you come over. Julius needed me to show a film for him at the last 
minute. Plus my power was off this morning so it has been pretty crazy. I will be able to help you tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2011 10:24 AM 
To," Gore, Travis 
Subject; Morning Meeting 

Dear Travis: I came over to the office this morning around 9:40 to get you to help me with the health form but you were 
not in the office. I will try again tomorrow morning around the same time. Please let me know if you will be in the office 
during this time. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 11:21 AM 

cwilson@NCCU.EDU 

FW: Scholarship Opportunities for Your Mentees, Students & Communities 

Scholarship Opportunities for Your Mentees, Students & Communities.msg 

From=          @aol.com [         @aol.com] 
Sent= Sunday, April :17, 201:1 8:53 PM 

To:            @hotmail.com 
Subject= Fwd: Scholarship Opportunities for Your Mentees, Students & Communities 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YVONNE HARRIS-JONES @prodigy=net> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 7:55 PM 

Yvonne Harris-Jones @prodigy.net> 

Schola~’ship Optx~rtunities tbr Your Mentees, Students & Communities 

Please share this list of scholarships with those in your network. 
A 

AARP Foundation Women’s Scholarship Program 
For women 40+ seeking new job skills, training and 
educational opportunities to support themselves. 

Academic Competitiveness Grant 
For first-year and second-year college students who 
graduated from high school. 

Actuaria~ Diversity Scholarship 
For minority students pursuing a degree that may lead to a 
career in the actuarial profession. 

Akash Kuruvilla Memorial Scholarship Fund 
For students who demonstrate excellence in leadership, 
diversity, integrity and academia. 

American Copy Editors Society Scholarship 
Available to junior, senior and graduate students who will 
take full4ime copy editing jobs or internships. 

AORN Foundation Scholarship 
For students studying to be nurses and perioperative nurses 
pursuing undergrad and grad degrees. 

Automotive Hall of Fame Scholarship 

J 

Jacob K. Javits Fellowship Program 
Provides fellowships to students who excel in the arts, 

humanities, and social sciences. 
Javits-Frasier Teacher Scholarship Fund 
To increase diverse students’ access to talent development 
opportunities through teacher training. 

Jeannette Rankin Women’s Scholarship Fund 
For low-income women who have a vision of how their 
education will benefit themselves and their community. 

Joe Francis Haircare Scholarship 
For cosmetology and barber school students who can 
demonstrate a financial need. 
K 

KFC Coionei’s Scholars Program 
For college-bound students who can demonstrate financial 

need, and have a GPA of at least 2.75. 
L 

Lincoln Forum Scholarship Essay Contest 
A writing contest pertaining to the life and times of Abraham 

For students who indicate a sincere interest in an automotive Lincoln and the Civil War era. 
related career. 

AWG Minority Scholarship For Women 
Encourages young minority women to pursue an education 
and later a career in the geosciences. 

AXA Achievements Scholarship 
Provides more than $600K in annual scholarships to 52 
students - one from each state. 
B 
Beacon Partners Healthcare IT Scholarships 
Awarded to a student pursuing an undergraduate or graduate 
degree in the IT Healthcare field. 

Best Buy Scholarship 
For students in grades 9-12 who plan to enter a full-time 
undergraduate program upon high school graduation. 

Burger King Scholars Program 
For high school seniors who have part-time jobs and excel 
academically in school. 
C 

ClA Underqraduate Scholarship Program 
Developed to assist minority and disabled students, but 
open to all who meet the requirements. 

Coca-Cola Scholars Program 
Four-year achievement-based scholarships given to 250 high 
school seniors each year. 

D 
Davidson Fellows Scholarship 
Recognizes and awards the extraordinary who excel in 
math, science, and technology. 

Davis-Putter Scholarship Fund 
Need-based scholarships for college students are part of the 
progressive movement in their community. 

Dell Scholars Prod[ram 
For students who demonstrate a desire and ability to 
overcome barriers and achieve their goals. 

Development Fund For Black Students in Science and 
Technology 
For students studying science or technology at Historically 
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs). 
Discover Scholarshi 
Annual scholarship for high school juniors to support 
continued education and training beyond high school. 
E 
Ed Bradley/Ken Kashiwahara Scholarships 
Open to full-time students who are pursuing careers in radio 
and television news. 

EMPOWER Scholarship Award 
Designed to increase diversity in the medical rehabilitation 
field by awarding students of color. 

ESA Foundation Computer and Video Game 
Scholarship Program 
For minority and female students majoring in a field related 

M 
McKesson Pharmacy Scholarship 
Designed to assist pharmacy students who plan to continue 
their education. 
N 

National Achievement Scholarship 
Established in 1964 to provide recognition for outstanding 
African American high school students. 

National Black Police Association Scholarships 
For students pursuing careers in law enforcement, criminal 
justice, and other related areas. 

National Institute of Health (NiH) Undergraduate 
Scholarship 
For students from disadvantaged backgrounds who are 
pursuing science and health=related research. 
National SMART Grant 
Available to full4ime students who are majoring in science, 
math, technology, engineering, and more. 

P 
PMI Educational Foundation Scholarships 
Established for students in the field of project management or a 
project management related field. 
R 
Ron Brown Scholar Program 
Seeks to identify African American high school seniors who will 
make significant contributions to society= 

Ronald Reagan College Leaders Scholarship 
Seeks to recognize outstanding young people who are 
promoting American values on college campuses. 
S 
Siemen Competition 
Competition for individual or team research projects in science, 
mathematics, engineering, and technology. 
T 

Thurgood Marshall College Fund Scholarships 
For first-generation students majoring in business, finance, 
science, engineering, and more. 

Tri-Delta Scholarships 
For students who excel in chapter and campus 
involvement,community service, academics, and more. 

Tvlenol Scholarship 
For students pursuing a career in health care who can 
demonstrate leadership and academic qualities. 

U 

United Negro College Fund Scholarships 
Administers 400 different scholarship programs so low-income 
families can afford college, tuition, and books= 

U.S. Bank Internet Scholarship 
For high school seniors planning to enroll or college freshmen, 
sophomores, and juniors already enrolled= 

USDA/t 890 National Scholars Program 



to computer and video game arts. 
F 
Fulbright Scholar Program 
Sends faculty and professionals abroad each year to lecture 
and conduct research. 

Future Engineers Scholarship Program 
For students pursuing a career in engineering who shows 
outstanding academic performance. 
G 

Gates Millenium Scholarship 
Funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation; established 
to help low income minority students. 

Go On Girt Book Club Scholarship 
Supports authors of the Black African Diaspora who wan to 
write their way to college money. 

Google Anita Borg Scholarship 
For women who excel in computing and technology, and are 
active role models and leaders. 
H 

Hallie Q. Brown Scholarship 
For African American women who have a minimum C 
average, and can demonstrate financial need. 

HBGU Study Abroad Scholarship 
Provides travel opportunities for students of color who are 
traditionally under-represented in such programs. 

’Watch your words: they become your thoughts. 
Watch your thoughts: they become your actions. 
Watch your actions: they become your habits. 
Watch your habits: they become your destiny." 
- Frank Outlaw 

For students seeking a Bachelor’s degree in agriculture, food, 
or natural resource sciences and related majors. 
V 

Vanguard Minority Scholarship Program 
Provides merit-based scholarships to minority students 
studying business, finance, economics, and more. 
W 

William B. Ruggles Right To Work Journalism 
Scholarship 
Available to undergraduate and graduate students who are 
majoring in journalism or a related field. 

Writer’s Di~est Annual Short Stor~L~petition 
Contest for writers who can compose the best fictional shod 
story, written in 1,500 words or less. 
X 

Xerox Technical Minority Scholarship 
For academic high-achievers in science, engineering, and 
information technnology. 



institute of African American Research 

MISSION 
The Institute of African American Research 

(IAAR) has, as its central mission, to 

advance scholarly identification, 

investigation, analysis, interpretation, 

evaluation, and dissemination of broad- 

based, interdisciplinary research on peoples 

of recent African descent through the 

Transatlantic African Diaspora, with a 

particular emphasis on Black Americans. 

The IAAR is concerned with the history, 

biology, culture, social experiences, and 

thought of African Americans. 

Three research units drive the IAAR’s core 

mission: 

¯ The Endogenous Knowledge Unit (EKU) is 

tasked with documentation of the 

indigenous African American (emic 

perspectives on a cross-section of topics. 

¯ The Integrated Research Liaison Unit is 

expected to develop collaboration leading 

to the creation of sophisticated, nuanced 

models of the African American experience 

for incorporation in to scientific research. 

¯ The Research Technology Unit will design 

computational science models and 

products that both depict and predict 

diverse aspects of African American life. 

GOALS 
The IAAR must become primarily a 

research-oriented unit, capable of 

generating and testing hypotheses, 

providing interdisciplinary 

approaches and insights to an array 

of issues affecting African 

Americans in particulan 

The IAAR must develop authentic 

models of the African American 

experience that can be applied 

cross-disciplinarily. 

The IAAR must become a campus- 

wide clearing house for research on 

African Americans and African 

American issues 

The IAAR must become a national 

and international authority on 

African American research from 

multiple perspectives and 

intellectual orientations. 

The IAAR must serve as a reliable 
site for scholarship on African 
Americans that can be broadly 

accessed and utilized. 

ACTIVITIES 
Developing research proposals and 

completing research projects that advance 

and expand inquiry in all dimensions of an 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Tuesday, June 7, 2011 11:10 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM 276 Exam 

Dear Travis: The copy attached has a typo -- will send the corrected version. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2011 11:02 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: AFAM 276 Exam 

Thanks[ 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2011 10:53 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM 276 Exam 

Dear Travis: Attached is my AFAM 276 mid-term for Summer Session I 2011. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 11:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM 276 Summer Mid Corrected Version 

AFAM276SUMMID2011 .doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is the corrected version of AFAM 276 Mid-Term, Summer I 2011. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Tuesday, June 7, 2011 11:34 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM 101 Exam II Summer 1 2011 

AFAM 101EX2 Summer2011. doc 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2011 11:13 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM 101 Exam II Summer I 2011 

Dear Travis: Attached is AFAM 101 Exam II, Summer I 2011. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 10:06 AM 

:s@admissions.unc.edu> 

I~E: articles and paper 

Dear Arbra: Tuesday will work for me because I may not be on campus on Monday. I will be giving an exam in 105 Gardner at 11:30 until 2:30 and will give another exam in 
this same room from 3pro - 6pro. This would be a good time to bring your materials. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: I 
Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 201~_ 7:52 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; articles and paper 

Good MoxIfing 
W’ould yon like for me to come by your office on Monday (June 13, 2011) or Tuesday (June 14, 2011) to drop off the a~icles on Stepin Fetchit and nay paper 
on cinema? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 11:00 AM 

tstaton@email.unc.edu 

FW: JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned] 

JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned].msg 

From:          @aol.com [          _~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 20::L[ 5:35 PM 
To:        ~aol.com; Regester, Charlene B;        _~comcast.net 
Subject: Fwd: JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

J.V. Womack @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 9:50 AM 

JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned] 

Just received this. Small window. But you may know a young person who is looking. 
Judy 

Subject: ICE job opening 

pass on to anyone interested in a Career in Federal Law Enforcement Must be 
21-37 years of age; US citizen; No criminal record. These are special 
agents so the person also has to pass a full field investigation and be 
physically fit Take care 

This job is veiN rarely announced. If you know- ANYONE. who wal’~ts a serious 
career in la~v enforcement, tell them to keep an eye out for this job 
armouncement. There’s a very small ~vindow of opportunity, here because the job 
announcement stays open for a few days, then it’s gone for years[ 

HSI (ICE) Special Agent/Criminal Investigator F.ntry-Level (GS-7/9) vacancy 
almouncement is scheduled to open on June 7, 2011 (12:01 AM EST) and close 

on June 11,2011 (11:59 PM EST) via the USAJobs website ( 
HREF "http ://w~vw usaj obs opm. gov/" >>www.usaiobs.opm ~ov) 

USA JOBS - The Federal Government’s 
Official Jobs Site 

www usaiobs.opm.~ov 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 11:01 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned] 

JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned].msg 

From=          @aol.com [         @aol.com] 
Sent= Thursday, June 09, 20::L[ 5:35 PM 
To=        ~aol.com; Regester, Charlene B;        ~comcast.net 
Subject= Fwd: JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 4:09 PM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Fiction Newsletter & Call For Manuscript Sub~nissions - Inaugural Issue 

From: Knox Robinson Publishing [newsletter@knoxrobinsonpublishing.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 3:51 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Fiction Newsletter & Call For Manuscript Submissions - Inaugural Issue 

10 June 2011 - (New York, NY) 
Dear Readers: 

I would like to welcome you to the inaugural edition of the Kamx Robinson Publishing newsletter. 
We’re anticipating an exhilarating summer in our London and New York offices as we prepare to 

release our first three novels. 

Kamx Robinson Publishing was launched in August 2010 as a publishing house that specializes in 

historical fiction, historical romance and medieval fantasy. On the Knox Robinson website, you 
will fred: free eBooks for download; all of our novels available for purchase and pre-order; the first 

episode of our Conversations about Fiction podcast with Cambridge-educated historian, Dr Evan 

Ostryznik where he discusses his upcoming novel and the process of transitioning from writing 

academic works to historical fiction, also available for subscription in the iTunes store; and 

excerpts from our novels. 

Here’s just a taste of the fascinating history you’ll find within the pages of our summer lineup! 

We begin with an historical fiction epic. OfP’aith andP’id~dity:Ge~ff?ey//otspur a~d the I4~arj~r 

St: Peter’s" Throne by Cambridge-educated histori~m Dr Evan Ostryzniuk centers on the Western 
Schism. From 1378 to 1417, Pope Boniface IX and the antipope Clen~ent VII battled each ofl~er 

for the throne of St. Peter. This rift within the Church nearly tore Christendom apart as the rival 

popes denounced each other, the faithfitl questioned who to follow, and rapacious parties hungry 
for power cxploited the religious and political rift. 

Next up is an historical romance that takes us to the English Civil War of the latc 1600s. Born of 

the struggle of the commoners against King Charles I to eliminate the divine right theory of 

kingship, this war wreaked havoc on the population of north England as the king, the Parliament, 

the aristocracy, the middle classes, the commoners and the army fought against each other for 
what each felt was right. Vengeance Thwarted, by Prue Phillpson, focuses on the lives of a young 

woman and a young man united by the tragedy of a lynching. 

We conclude with Victorian Engl~md, where a woman’s world existed utterly within the four walls 

of her home. While the realms of business, commerce and politics were the rights of man, a 

woman lacked independent legal status, the right to earn or inherit money, and even the right to 
purchase property. Anne ?v~itfield tackles these issues and more in her first novel with KRP 
entitled The House of Women. 

Please peruse the newsletter for excerpts from our upcoming titles, as well as information on our 
authors. 

You will also find a wfluable discount offer within each edition that I hope will enable you to 

satisfy your appetite for historical fiction, historical romance and fantasy. 

We welcome letters to the editor, so please feel free to email us at editors@krpublishingnews.com. 

We are also currently seeking historical fiction, historical romance and medieval fantasy 
manuscripts and if you are a writer, or you know someone who is a writer, we would love to read 

a synopsis and the first three chapters of your completed manuscript. You may find submission 

guidelines here. 

We wish you all happy reading! 

The Editorial Team 
Kamx Robinson Publishing 

Free eB()oks 



tri a l. And if" that squire has 
neither family nor fortune, 

his task is doubly hard. 

Geoffrey Hotspur is one of 

the most talented squires in 
the hall of the famous John 

of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster; 
but his place rests on the 

good will of the lady of the 

hall, Anne de Roet. And she 
does not suffer fools gladly. 

Can he ever become a 

knight’? Download Now 

Briony r*u~s ~o Jara~s, {h~ 

man s~e ~oves. Wi~ his 

family’s blessing, they ma~" 

and prepare for a new life in 

a new country - ~erica. A 

wedding gift of ~o tickets 

to travel on an ocean lin~ is 

a wonderN1 surprise. Full of 

anticipation and hope, they 

set sail. Only, fate has sent 

then~ a challenge that tests 

not just thek strength and 

love, but theh" v~y su~qval. 

Download Now 

lg~9 ~ Newcastle. At ~e 

o@anage; he is thought 

obstinNe: He grows up to 

load coal from Ne wagons to 

¯ e colliers on fl~e rN~ and ff 

he has a free moment; he 
draws: He loves to look in 

the print shop window on his 

way to work: One day; he 

.................................... 

has been hanging in Ne 

wiMow: a lovely~ vibrant 

girl, a ’bright sNr’: Download 

Now 

New Titles 

Geoffrey Hotspur dreams 

of a k~igh~)od. As an 

English o~han-squire 

bonded to the court of Sir 

John of Gaunt, uncle of the 
English King ~chard II, his 

prospects are few. An 

mvet~ate gambler akeady 

deep in debt, young Geo~i’ey 

accepts an ~vitation to 

pa~icipate ~ a raid on 

French lands. His plans go 

deadly street brawl resuRs ~ 

his banishment from coua. 

As further punishm~t, be is 

ordered to join a royal 

commission bound for 

Florence....read more 

Arabella ~Bel’ Hordeu is a 

miscbievo~s, pugm~cious 

~hir~ee~-year-old, The 

youngest daughter of a 

Nor~umbrian squire and 

magisVate, she is wracked 

by guilt after a careless 

haystack fire leads to the 

wrongN1 hanging of an 

English a~y deserter. Sent 

to boarding school th 

Yorkshire afl~ another 

unbecoming act of 

disobedience, Bel blossoms 
into a beaut~hl and quick- 

witted young woman. 

Na~aniel ’Nat’ ~Vilson is ill 

with fever when his twin 

broth~ Daniel...read more 

The e~des~ of seven 

daugb~ei~s~ Gra~}e ~s the 

cor~ o~* s~r~gth around 

which the unhappy memb~s 

of the Woo&uff family 

revolve: As her mother 

withdraws to her 

rooms,Grace must act as a 
buffer bc~veen her violent 

father and the sisters who 

depend upon her: REjected 

by her first love and fhcthg a 

spinster’s future; she 

struggles to hold fl~e broken 

family ~oge~her ~rough her 

lhtber’s infideli~-; one sister’s 

alcoholism, and another’s 
oubof-w~dlock 

pre~ancy :::read more 



Dr Evan Ostryzniuk - 
Armed with a PhD in history 

from Cambridge University, 

He earned sevo’al acadcanic 

degrees in history and modern 

languages, which culminated 

m doctoral research at 

Cambridge that resulted in a 

thesis about rural insurgency 

during the Russian 

Rcvolution...read more 

Anne Whitfield - 
~amne was born of Yorkshire 

parents and has a large family 

in England. She lives in 

Australia and is a full-time 

writer. She specializes in 
historical women’s fiction. 

Her books are set mainly in 
Yorkshire, England...read 

Prue Phillipson - 
Prue was born in Newcastle 

upon Tyne in northern 

England. Prue enjoyed writing 
historical novels from an early 

age. She txained as a teacher, 

taught full time fbr four years 

and was a freelance writer 

during this thne. She took a 

correspondence course in 

creative writing...read more 

Of Faith and Fidelit?’: Geoffrey Hotspm" and the War for St. Peter’s Throne 
Evan Ostryzniuk 

Avignon, France 

March 1394 

The gaming hall at the Blue Boar alehouse was a riot of men of manifold ranks placing bets, 

exchanging silver and hazarding odds, but the moment the squire dressed in a blue-gray doublet rattled 

a small leather drum, all matters were dropped and silence ensued. It was now the turn of Geoffrey 
Hotspur to throw the dice. 

"How many wagers are gathered for my cast, Roger?" Geoffrey asked his friend and fellow squire. 
"Throw and we shall find out." Roger answered, affecting indifference. "The myst~’y lies in the result, 

not in the act." 

Geoffrey paid his friend no mind for he was ah’eady scrutinizing excited faces and listening for fat 

purses, tie was sure Lady Fortuna would grant him a big win on this night, but he felt compelled to 

stoke the fires of entlmsiasm to make himself worthy of such a favor. To frustrate the anxious 

players, he leisurely adjusted the pleats of his doublet, which was still buttoned to the neck. Its color 

suggested integrity, and it went well with his gray hose and blue cap. 

Geoffrey shook the dice in rhythm with his agitated heart, while raising and lowering the leather drum 

as a priest would a chalice. He was about to make his cast when he pulled back and again turned 

towards his friend and asked, "How much was the butcher up before it all came undone for him?" 

The crowd jeered, with the most vulgar making rude gestures and indiscreet references to the easter’s 

mother, while others shouted to him to throw the dice. Those endowed with better sense than to bet 

on this tricky game simply laughed at the squire’s impudence. When no answer came forth, not even 

from the unfortunate butcher, Geoffrey ftxed his gaze on the Gamesmaster, whom he found standing 

on a raised platform that gave him the full view of his gaming halL..read more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 8:40 AM 

McNeil, Genna Rae </O~JNC EXCtIANGFiOU EXCttANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOttF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN Mcneilgr> 

I~W: IAAR’s Annual Report for FY11 and an update on the proposed closing of IAAR 

IAAR Performance Review for FY11 .docx; MISSION, GOALS, & ACTIVITIES.pdf 

From: Fatimah Jackson [fatimahj@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2011 1:38 PM 
Subject: IAAR’s Annual Report for FYI:I and an update on the proposed closing of IAAR 

Dear Colleague, 

Please find attached our most recent Annual Report tbr FYI 1. We had a wonderful year, thanks to the help of many. We were able to assist 31 UNC fuculty with their 

reseaxch and we formed collaborations with 21 centers, institutes, and academic departments. 

We’ve submitted grant proposals totaJing more than $900,000 and we are part of a recently funded European Union ’][’raining Grant on the History, Archaeology, and 

New Genetics of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. This grant, administered by the University of Cope~hagen, will receive 46 ~nillion eums (about US$60 million, I’~n told). 

In spite of this recoN of accomplishment, I was informed by our Provost. Bruce Carney, that the Institute of African/unerican Research is scheduled to be 
closed as early as the end of this month. 

If you can give us any support at this time, we’d appreciate it. We have worked veD’ hard to turn the IAAR into an active research anit, and to my thinking, the unit 

serves a vital role on this Research 1 campus. I know that the State budget is horrific, but sacrificing this small anit seems haxdly worth the "benefit". 

During this fiscal year, over half our budget ($125,000) was returned to the State on March 1,2011, we were subjected to three hiring t?eezes, and hence we had no 

full time or permanent etnployees for FY 11. Yet, we still managed to be extretnely productive with part-titne, temporau workers, independent contractors, and 

volunteers. 

I think we’ve shown our resourcefulness and cotnmitment. Closing tiffs 15 year old IAAR would be a significant step backwmd for the Universi~ of North Carolina 

and for the State. Please help us get this message out to the campus, state, and national decision makers. 

Thanks veD~ muck 
Fatimah 

Fa~imah L.Co Jac] son, Ph. Do 
Professor of Biological Anthropology 

Director, Institute of African A~erican Research 
919-843-~ 898 



institute of African American Research 

MISSION 
The Institute of African American Research 

(IAAR) has, as its central mission, to 

advance scholarly identification, 

investigation, analysis, interpretation, 

evaluation, and dissemination of broad- 

based, interdisciplinary research on peoples 

of recent African descent through the 

Transatlantic African Diaspora, with a 

particular emphasis on Black Americans. 

The IAAR is concerned with the history, 

biology, culture, social experiences, and 

thought of African Americans. 

Three research units drive the IAAR’s core 

mission: 

¯ The Endogenous Knowledge Unit (EKU) is 

tasked with documentation of the 

indigenous African American (emic 

perspectives on a cross-section of topics. 

¯ The Integrated Research Liaison Unit is 

expected to develop collaboration leading 

to the creation of sophisticated, nuanced 

models of the African American experience 

for incorporation in to scientific research. 

¯ The Research Technology Unit will design 

computational science models and 

products that both depict and predict 

diverse aspects of African American life. 

GOALS 
The IAAR must become primarily a 

research-oriented unit, capable of 

generating and testing hypotheses, 

providing interdisciplinary 

approaches and insights to an array 

of issues affecting African 

Americans in particulan 

The IAAR must develop authentic 

models of the African American 

experience that can be applied 

cross-disciplinarily. 

The IAAR must become a campus- 

wide clearing house for research on 

African Americans and African 

American issues 

The IAAR must become a national 

and international authority on 

African American research from 

multiple perspectives and 

intellectual orientations. 

The IAAR must serve as a reliable 
site for scholarship on African 
Americans that can be broadly 

accessed and utilized. 

ACTIVITIES 
Developing research proposals and 

completing research projects that advance 

and expand inquiry in all dimensions of an 

enlarged and multidisciplinary field of 

African American Studies; 

Integrating the scholarly contributions of 
both faculty and students across a wide 
array of disciplines into IAAR research, 
programming, and product development; 

Mentoring junior scholars who will enter 
the field by maintaining various outlets for 
their work and by amassing information 
relevant to their further development; 

Conceptualizing, documenting, designing, 
and executing topical, interdisciplinary 
symposia, conferences, summits, forum, 
and workshops with clear scientific 
objectives and scholarly end-product goals; 

and 

Utilizing computational technology to assist 
in the depiction, analysis, and 

dissemination of research, and the creation 
of products and publications that facilitate, 
augment, and document the work of UNC- 

CH researchers, 

IAAR:03/20:11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 8:42 AM 

mcneilgr@emaJl.anc.edu 

I~W: IAAR’s Annual Report for FY11 and an update on the proposed closing of IAAR 

IAAR Performance Review for FY11 .docx; MISSION, GOALS, & ACTIVITIES.pdf 

From: Fatimah Jackson [fatimahj@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2011 1:38 PM 
Subject: IAAR’s Annual Report for FYI:I and an update on the proposed closing of IAAR 

Deax Colleague, 

Please find attached our most recent Annual Report tbr FYI 1. We had a wonderful year, thanks to the help of many. We were able to assist 31 UNC thculty with their 

reseaxch and we formed collaborations with 21 centers, institutes, and academic departments. 

We’ve submitted grant proposals totaling more than $900,000 and we are part of a recently funded European Union Training Grant on the History, Archaeology, and 

New Genetics of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. This grant, administered by the University of Cope~hagen, will receive 46 ~nillion eums (about US$60 million, I’~n told). 

In spite of this record ofaccotnplishment, I was informed by our Provost, Bruce Ca~rney, that the h~stitute of African American Research is scheduled to be 
closed as early as the end of this month. 

If you can give us any support at this time, we’d appreciate it. We have worked ve~ hard to turn the IAAR into an active research unit, and to my thin!ring, the unit 
serves a vital role on this Research 1 campus. I know that the State budget is horrific, but sacrificing this small anit seems haxdly worth the "benefit". 

During this fiscal year, over half our budget ($125,000) was returned to the State on March 1,2011, we were subjected to three hiring t?eezes, and hence we had no 

thll time or permanent employees tbr FYI 1. Yet, we still managed to be extremely productive with part-time, temtx~ra~" workers, independent contractor~ and 

volunteers. 

I think we’ve shown our resourcefulness and cotnnitment. Closing tiffs 15 year old IAAR would be a significant step backwmd for the Universi~ of North Carolina 

and for the State. Please help us get this message out to the campt~s, state, and national decision makers. 

Thanks veD~ muck 
Fatimah 

Fa~imah L.Co Jac] son, Ph. Do 
Professor of Biological Anthropology 

Director, Institute of African A~erican Research 
919-843-~ 898 



institute of African American Research 

MISSION 
The Institute of African American Research 

(IAAR) has, as its central mission, to 

advance scholarly identification, 

investigation, analysis, interpretation, 

evaluation, and dissemination of broad- 

based, interdisciplinary research on peoples 

of recent African descent through the 

Transatlantic African Diaspora, with a 

particular emphasis on Black Americans. 

The IAAR is concerned with the history, 

biology, culture, social experiences, and 

thought of African Americans. 

Three research units drive the IAAR’s core 

mission: 

¯ The Endogenous Knowledge Unit (EKU) is 

tasked with documentation of the 

indigenous African American (emic 

perspectives on a cross-section of topics. 

¯ The Integrated Research Liaison Unit is 

expected to develop collaboration leading 

to the creation of sophisticated, nuanced 

models of the African American experience 

for incorporation in to scientific research. 

¯ The Research Technology Unit will design 

computational science models and 

products that both depict and predict 

diverse aspects of African American life. 

GOALS 
The IAAR must become primarily a 

research-oriented unit, capable of 

generating and testing hypotheses, 

providing interdisciplinary 

approaches and insights to an array 

of issues affecting African 

Americans in particulan 

The IAAR must develop authentic 

models of the African American 

experience that can be applied 

cross-disciplinarily. 

The IAAR must become a campus- 

wide clearing house for research on 

African Americans and African 

American issues 

The IAAR must become a national 

and international authority on 

African American research from 

multiple perspectives and 

intellectual orientations. 

The IAAR must serve as a reliable 
site for scholarship on African 
Americans that can be broadly 

accessed and utilized. 

ACTIVITIES 
Developing research proposals and 

completing research projects that advance 

and expand inquiry in all dimensions of an 

enlarged and multidisciplinary field of 

African American Studies; 

Integrating the scholarly contributions of 
both faculty and students across a wide 
array of disciplines into IAAR research, 
programming, and product development; 

Mentoring junior scholars who will enter 
the field by maintaining various outlets for 
their work and by amassing information 
relevant to their further development; 

Conceptualizing, documenting, designing, 
and executing topical, interdisciplinary 
symposia, conferences, summits, forum, 
and workshops with clear scientific 
objectives and scholarly end-product goals; 

and 

Utilizing computational technology to assist 
in the depiction, analysis, and 

dissemination of research, and the creation 
of products and publications that facilitate, 
augment, and document the work of UNC- 

CH researchers, 

IAAR:03/20:11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 9:56 AM 

@unl ~otes unl edu-~ 

1~3:;: Hello 

Dear Kwakiutl: Good to hear from you and good luck on all of your projects. My cell number is for future reference. Have a productive summer. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: @unlnotes.unl.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 20:tl 8:50 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Hello 

Hi, Charlene, 

I hope that all is well. I have had a time trying to locate your cell phone number as I neglected to log it into my phone when we last talked! 

In any event, it doesn’t look like I am going to make the trek to Chapel Hill as I had anticipated. I am crazy at work on an article on Dorothy Dandridge and Food andworking 

on my next book project. 

I will be home sometimes in August (Columbia, SC) conducting research on a murder mystery I have started. I probably will be there for about a week. In any event, let us 

keep in touch via phone. 

On another note, I have read your chapter on Dorothy Dandridge from you book, and I really appreciate the angle you took with her. She indeed ran after the white male in 

show business with a vengeance. I just finished re-reading Bogle’s biography of her and his work Bright Boulevards / Bold Dreams on Black Los Angeles. It is fascinating!!!! 

I left a msg just a few minutes ago. Give me a call when you can. 

Best, 

Kwakiutl 

P.S. Did Dr.Henderson tell you that we saw each other in Paris at the CAAR conference this summer? 

Dr. Kwakiutl L. Dreher 
Associate Professor of English and Ethnic Studies 
Department of English 
202 Andrews Hall 
University of Nebraska at Lincoln 

Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0333 

402-472-3191 - Department of English 
402-472-9771 - Fax 
402-472-1663 - Institute for Ethnic Studies 

Lena, Eartha, Mary, Dorothy, and Whoopi are here, Dancing on the White Page: Black Women Entertainers Writing Autobiography 
htt p://vv’aev.su nypress.ed u/details.asp?id=61539 
http://www~amaz~n~c~m/Dancing-White-Pa~qe-Entertainers-Aut~bi~~qraphy/dp/~791472833 

"Learn to type and sew, you’ll always have a job. Someone will need something typed up and you can take in sewing on the sly." 

--Mom 

"Get your education so you won’t have to ask a soul for a @#$% thing!" 

--Dad (1928-2002) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 9:44 AM 

~aol.com 

I~W: A Statue for Karee~n in New York 

From-" Glenn Towery             @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, June 22, 20.t:l. 7:33 AM 
To; john.michael@rochester.edu; johnie.scott@csun.edu; joseph.holloway@csun.edu; joseph,inikori@rochester,edu; joseph.takougang@uc,edu; josmell@unc,edu; 
jp61@cam.ac.uk; jsridhar@xula.edu; jsscott@umich.edu; k.story@louisville.edu; kadeshia@unm.edu; kahamilt@xula.edu; kamenek@newpaltz.edu; 
Karen_Baxter@brown.edu; karin.stanford@csun,edu; kashirna@u.washington,edu; kaskew@umich.edu; kaslo@email,unc,edu; Kathy_Moyer@brown,edu; 
kbturner@memphis,edu; kclay@mdc.edu; kdreher2@unl.edu; Keisha-Khan_Pem!@brown.edu; ken.ghee@uc.edu; Kersgard, Miki; khickok@iastate.edu; kkmfree@uga.edu; 
Caldwell, Kia L; kmonohan@umassd.edu; knabraham@hotmail,com; kpage@colgate.edu; kpearson@tcnj.edu; Janken, Kenneth R; krlacy@umich.edu; ktate@uci.edu; 
kthomas@uga.edu; kthornp35@slu.edu; kullucci@umassd,edu; kyle.eidahl@famu.edu; Ibritton@bunche.ucla.edu; Idance2@unl.edu; Lee, Mtargaret Carol; 
lehn@mail.rochester.edu; Iferacho@uga.edu; Iflores@u.washington.edu; Iherbert@berkeley.edu; Lisa.Aubrey@asu,edu; litaReyes@asu,edu; Iknauer@umassd.edu; 
Ilbrooks@umich.edu; Iloren.foster@wku.edu; Iloydg@newpaltz.edu; Ilrowley@umich,edu; Imnsnfrr@memphis.edu; Iohill@umich,edu; Iongman@bu.edu; 
Iraiford@berkeley,edu; lydia.boyd@unc.edu; mangalaj@gvsu.edu; mathewson@law.unm.edu;          i@aol.com; mav26@cam.ac.uk; mbeatty@csu.edu; 
mcallist@tcnj,edu; mccann@bu.edu; mcclured@gvsu.edu; mchombo@berkeley.edu; mcombs:l@unl,edu; medine@uga.edu; meg23@cam.ac.uk; meganls@umich.edu; 
mfberp!@sas.upenn,edu; mgasman@upenn.edu; mhinchman2@unl.edu; michawk@umich,edu; millward@uci.edu; mjohnson@mdc.edu; mkalisa2@unl.edu; 
mlaguerr@berkeley.edu; Lambert, Mtichael C; mm247@columbia.edu; mmcohen@berkeley.edu; mmoran@colgate.edu; mohamed@unm.edu; moore@soc.ucla.edu; 
moorez@newpaltz.edu;         @bellsouth,net;          @aol.com; msantow@umassd.edu; msawyer@polisci.ucla.edu; Scott, Margie B.; Seck, Mamarame; 
msjonz@umich.edu; mstoll@ucla.edu; mtalbott@iastate.edu; mtouson@unm.edu; rnurraymj@umich.edu; mzaborow@umich.edu; nailahs@berkeley.edu; 
nakofiosowah@umassd.edu; Nancy_Jacobs@brown.edu; nbarber@umassd.edu; nbrown30@slu.edu; ndegego@slu,edu; nelsons@humnet.ucla.edu; Newsom, Cookie 
Elizabeth; new~ona@uci.edu; ngrant2@slu,edu; nlm6n@virginia.edu; Mogaka, Nathan N.; nzh@umich.edu; nzhu@xula.edu; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; oadunbi@umich.edu; 
odonovan@memphis.edu; ogochukwu.okoye-johnson@csun.edu; omwamba@berkeley.edu; paalsaan@berkeley.edu; paanders@umich.edu; Paget_Henry@brown.edu; 
panafricanstudies@csun.edu; paul.burgett@rochester.edu; paul.green@ucr.edu; paulcjoh@umich.edu; Paulinus.I.Odozor.:t@nd.edu; pbaker@mdc.edu; 
peg.kirkpatrick@unh.edu; perezr@ucr.edu; Perry.Kyles@morgan.edu; phintzen@berkeley.edu; Pinderhughes,:~@nd.edu; pjones2@unl.edu; pl206@cam,ac.uk; 
prose@miarni.edu; quinones@history.ucla.edu; rbmiller@uga.edu; rbonus@u.washington.edu; rcancel@ucsd.edu; rcwoods@umich.edu; redclay@uga.edu; 
reedal@sas.upenn.edu; Regester, Charlene B; rengs@sas.upenn.edu; rhill@history.ucla.edu; rigolinr@newpaltz.edu; rihean@iastate.edu; rissat@iastate.edu; 
riw2:t@cam,ac.uk; rjones@umassd.edu; rlallen@berkeley.edu; RLevine@colgate,edu; rmartin@memphis.edu; rmem2@cam.ac.uk; Roberta.G@uci.edu; 
robinjhayes@berkeley.edu; Rosebud.Lovelace@uconn.edu; rpierce@nd.edu; Porter, Robert S; rradhakr@uci.edu; rrussell@tcnj.edu; rsh222@georgetown.edu; 
rtheven@fmuniv.edu; rturits@umich.edu; rvitalis@sas.upenn.edu; s:tkaplan@ucsd.edu; salexie@u,washington.edu; saundra.ardrey@wku.edu; sawyerm@iastate.edu; 
sbarnes@sas.upenn.edu; sbeyene2@unlnotes.unl,edu; sbishop@unm.edu; sbradle7@slu.edu; scottell@umich.edu; scottkd@slu.edu; scrosby:t@memphis.edu; 
sg820@columbia.edu; sgrankin@unm.edu; sgunning@umich.edu; sh2004@columbia.edu; shahn2@sas.upenn.edu; sharper:t@gse.upenn.edu; sheron.wray@uci.edu; 
sherrilynscott@dadeschools.net; shgraham@ucla.edu; shuda@xula.edu; sjackson@berkeley.edu; sjsalm@xula.edu; skr2001@columbia,edu; sli12@mail.rochester,edu; 
sm322@columbia.edu; small@berkeley.edu; smallsc@newpaltz.edu; smithj2@slu,edu; smott@mail.barry.edu; smrand@umich,edu; Mutima, Sinamenye A; 
smward@umich,edu; snroth@mail.widener,edu; soakley2@unl.edu; sow@tcnj.edu; spears@fiu.edu; spmarler@memphis.edu; ssg:tg@cam.ac.uk; ssinegal@xula.edu; 
Stanlie.James@asu.edu; Gore, Travis; stillet@english.upenn.edu; swls@mail.rochester.edu; tart@iastate.edu; taylord@uci.edu; terry.kershaw@uc.edu; 
thabiti.asukile@uc.edu; theh@mail.rochester.edu; thoward@gseis.ucla,edu; timothydohnson@nyu.edu;          @hotmail.com; titus.brown@famu.edu; tiya@umich.edu; 
IVlclVlillan, Tim; tlsn2@cam.ac.uk; tmarshall@umsl,edu; tom.spencer.walters@csun,edu; tranuga@umassd.edu; Tricia_Rose@brown.edu; trinh@berkeley.edu; 
trinkevich:t@unl.edu; tatovall@berkeley.edu; taugrue@sas.upenn.edu; tuckerv@gvsu.edu; tukufu@pop.upenn.edu; twaker@umassd.edu; twilloug@uci,edu; 
ugo@berkeley.edu; ujenkins@uci.edu; uraizeej@slu.edu; uyt@berkeley.edu; v.e.johnson@uci.edu; v.wolcott@rochester.edu; valeria.sinclair-chapman@rochester.edu; 
vbenson@bunche.ucla.edu; vdmtchll@memphis.edu; vernessa.parker@berkeley.edu; victory@comcast.net; viviang@gse.upenn.edu; wallen@ucla.edu; 
wardcm@newpaltz,edu; wbrown@tcnj.edu; weatherk@umich,edu; wgaudin@xula.edu 
Subject; A Statue for Kareem in New York 

Dear Fan of the NBA, 

A committee has been formed to petition the NBA to erect a statue honoring 
one of the leagues greatest players, "Kareem Abdul-Jabbar" in New York City at NBA national headquarters. 
New York is the place that Kareem Abdul-Jabbar grew up and first started playing the game of basketball. 

If you support Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, the all-time scoring champion of the NBA being honored 
by a statue at NBA headquarters in New York city. We ask that you use the link below to sign the petition. 

http://w~v.plazanoir.com!shooting-thc-sky-hook-pctition/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 11:14 AM 

@mindspfing.com 

Abbott Papers 

Dear Teresa: Hope things are going well for you. I just finished summer school and am trying to get a few days rest. However, I wanted to let you know that I will need to go 
the Robert Abbott Collection so if you are still interested let me know. I have to go out of town the first week of August. So if I go to the collection, I may do so either during 

the month of July or September/November (before it gets too chold). Just let me know if you are still interested as I am flexible because I am on leave on the Fall but I don’t 
want to advertise this too widely. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, June 24, 2011 4:29 PM 

Kaneelah MaNn Samuel <engklm@la~gate.gsu.edtr> 

I~E: ’I’hoNc you! 

Dear Kameelah: Good to hear from you and glad to kaaow that you will be a visiting scholar at Houston. Keep me abreast of your project as I still think that it is of interest and value. Have a 
good sun~mer Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Kameelah Martin Samuel [engkhn@langate gsu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 11:20 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Thank you! 

Dear Dr. Regester, 
First, let me apologize for this note coming much later than it should. I want to extend my gratitude for your willingness to write a letter on my behalf for the Ford Post-Doctoral Fello~vship 

this past year. I know- you had some reservations about working ~vith someone you didn’t kno~v and I really do appreciate you going out on a limb for me. Thank you, kindly As you have 
probably guessed, I was not awarded the fello~vship. I did, however, accept a "Visiting Scholars" research position at the University of Houston ibr the next academic year. I will be moving 
furward with my film project and hope tu see it in print suoner than later. Again, I just wanted to extend my thanks and let you know huw the fellowship cumpetitiun turned out. It would 
have been a pleasure to work with you had I come to Chapel Hill and I really appreciate your willingness to do su I hope your summer is productive and enjnyable 

Kind regards, 
Kameelah 

"Literature & Hoodou ..both are tools fur shaping the soul" --Arthur Flowers 

Kameelah Martin Samuel, Phi) 

Assistant Professor 

Department uf English 

Georgia State University 

P.O. Box 3970 

Atlanta, GA 30302 

404.4135855 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 11:42 AM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Letter, July 2011, Berlin/Germany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [ 

Sent-" Tuesday, June 28, 20:l:t 9:52 PN 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, July 20:[:t, Berlin!Germany 

~aol.com] 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 
Thursday, June 30, 2011 8:52 AM 

Precious Stone @hotmail.com> 
RE: Fountainhead e-Letter, July 2011, Berlin/Germany 

Dear Precious: Just finished summer school around June iSth and am taking some much needed rest. Will return to work after July 4th. Trying to make arrangements for 
UFVA. Things are going pretty well. They have made a new hire in AFAM -- Walter Rucker who seems to be quite good -- I was impressed with his job talk and he seems 
genuinely invested in AFAM studies. Hope to see you when you come to Durham for an update and give your family my regards. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Precious Stone         @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, June 29, 2011 22:44 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: Fountainhead e-Letter, July 2011, Berlin!Germany 

Hi Chaxlene, 

Thanks tbr sendiug this. 

I’ve been thinking about you. How’s everything? How has your summer been’? I hope to be in Durha~ pretty soon and roll let you ki~ow. 

Take care, 
Precious 

From: regeste@email.unc.edu 

To:         .~hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: Fountainhead e-Letter~ July 2011, Berli~v’Germany 

Date: Wed, 29 Jun2011 15:42:14 ~ 0000 

From; Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 
Sent; Tuesday, June 28, 20:[~ 9:52 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, July 202.t, Berlin/Germany 

~aol.com] 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, July 1, 2011 9:17 AM 

L. Teresa Church @mindspring.com> 

ILS: Abbott Papers 

Dear Teresa: This conference sounds interesting and is something that we should take advantage of. I will have to check my schedule for October because I already know that 
the Southern Historical Collection is screening a film called, Carolina, 1934 and I will be involved in this but I don’t remember the date. Will check and get back with you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

P~om: L. Teresa Church       @mindspring.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:23 plVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Abbott Papers 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you so much tbr your kind mes~ge to which I am just now tinding a moment tbr proper respond. Congratulations on finishing up your summer teaching 

obligations. 

I am delighted to hear that a trip to Chicago is still on your to-do list. It retna~ns so for tne as well. There is a conference "Full Exposure: Archives ~d Community 

Collaboration" taldng place at the University of Chicago fio~n October 24-26, m~d I am wondering how that timefrmne might fit ruth your schedule. 

Congratulations aJ~so on having the Fall semes~ter for leave time. I look fora, md to our continued conversation and will be in touch again soon. 

Until then, 

Teresa 

On Jun 22, 2011, at 11:14 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Teresa: Hope things are going well for you. I just finished summer school and am trying to get a few days rest. However, I wanted to let you know that T 
will need to go the Robert Abbott Collection so if you are still interested let me know. I have to go out of town the first week of August. So if I go to the 
collection, I may do so either during the month of July or September!November (before it gets too chold). Just let me know if you are still interested as I am 
flexible because I am on leave on the F:all but I don’t want to advertise this too widely. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 4, 2011 11:27 AM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Moving to Tem~essee/F~:rewell Dimmer? 

Dear Elizabeth: Congratulations and yes, I would like to meet with you for dinner before you leave. Just send me an email during the dates mentioned and I will be available to meet with you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, July 03, 2011 10:27 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Moving to Tennessee/Farewell Dinner? 

Hi Dr. Regester, 
Exciting news’. I ~vill be Visiting Asst Prof at Middle Teun State Univ. 
in Murfreesboro (,near Nashville) this fall. I will be moving on hal?’ 
31. 

I’d love to get together wi you fur a farewell dinner or lunch I’m ~n 
Oregun July 4 thru 12 but will be back after then. Between July 20 and 
July 29 would be guod fur getting together tho I have dinner plans on 
the 25th. Ifyuu let me know a time and date that wurks fur you, we 
can shuot fur it! My schedule is is pretty full before July 20 but if 
it only works uut fur you tu get tugether between July 13 and 20 let me 
know and we can try tu arrange something 

Cheers, Elizabeth 

Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
Visiting Scholar, Department uf tJistuW 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, July 12, 2011 10:14 AM 

roland@prel udecomm unicalion s.com 

I~E: ROLAND Wi’d)DELL 

Dear Roland: Good to hear from you and you can call me Charlene since that it what you have always known. Give Jeff my regards. Glad to know that you are working on this 
documentary and if I can be of any assistance keep me posted. Best wishes and Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 12, 2011 8:12 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= ROLAND WADDELL 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I hope this email finds you in good health and spirits. My brother, Jeff and I speak of you often. 

You might find it of interest that I am working on a film trilogy to be pitched to HBO and Showtime. 

The three film topics are 

1. 0 Jerusalem 

---Nat Turner’s insurrection 

2. Antagonist 

---John Brown’s Raid 

3. Paradox 

---The Ft Pillow Massacre 

Best, 

Roland L. Waddell 

Managing Partner 

PRELUDE Communications, Inc. 

11654 Plaza America Drive, Suite 341 

Reston, Virginia 20190 

703-731-9396 

www.preludecommunications.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 4:16 PM 

Woodard, tfarold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

I~W: INFORib~kTIONAL: Ronald E. McNair Scholars Applications Now Available (DEADLINE: July 25, 2011) 

From: nobody@notif~y.unc.edu [nobody@notify unc.edu] on behalf ofntom@email unc.edu [ntom@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 8:37 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: INFOR~X~TI()NAL: Ronald E McNair Scholars Applications NOw Available (D][~;AI)LINE: July 25, 2011 ) 

The Ronald E McNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program is now 
accepting applications for the incoming Fall 2011 cohort. ’]?he incoming 
cohort will consist primarily of sophomores who will remain comanitted to 
the program through their senior year. 

The McNair Scholars Program off’ers UNC-CH undergraduate students the 
opportunity to explore graduate school as a real possibiliW This 
program helps scholars build their repertoire of knowledge and skills 
that will increase their likelihood o:fmatriculating into the doctoral 
programs of their choice 

The overall :focus o:f the McNair Scholars Program is to provide a 
supportive and encouraging culture that exposes students to the joys of 
research and scholarship, and enables the program participants to 
develop close professional relationships with faculty mentors To 
support this goal, the program o:ffers: 

* Eight-week paid summer research program 
* Research courses 
* h~teractive workshops and seminars 
* Travel to present research nationally 
* Graduate school tottrs 
* Faculty mentorship 
* Counseling and advising sessions 
* GRE prep classes & one (1) paid GRE test 
* Cultural events and activities 
* Netxvorking opportunities 

Students who qualify will be selected based on their acaderuic record, 
personal stateruent, personal interview-, and acaderuic goals. The 
applicant must also meet the following requirements: 

* Minimum 3.0 (-ktraulatbee GPA 
* U.S. citizenship or pemxanent residency 
* At least a sophomore standing by the start of the Fall semester 
* First-generation college student AND low-income, OR a member of an 
under-represented group in graduate education 

** APPLICATION DEADLINE: Monday, July 25, 2011 ** **MANDATORY RETREAT 
DATES: Sat/Sun, August 27-28, 2011"* 

1N ORDER TO COMPLETE THE APPLICATION PROC%SS, YOU MUST ALSO SUBMIT: 

* A completed and signed application (Found on our website at 
http://mcnair unc.edu) 
* One official college transcript--you may request Registrar to mail 
directly to CB # 3310 fbr free 
* Proof of family income (providing tax returns from most recent year 

submitted) 
* Three letters of recon~mendatiorgrating forms (two must be ficom a 
professor/teacher ~vho has taught you at the college level) 
* A writing sample of at least two pages that was completed within the 
last year (e.g., course paper) 

SUBMIT APPLICATION MATERIALS TO: 

ATTN: REM Selection Committee 
The Ronald E. McNatr Scholars Program 
The Uinversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 150 South Rd, Suite 
101, CB 3310 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3310 

We hope you take advantage of this unique experience to develop the 
skills that will support you in completing your undergraduate program 
successfully, as well as prepare you for graduate level studies If you 
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Sincerely, 



Nancy Tom, M.A. 
Program Manager 
Ronald E McNair Scholars 

Office of TRiO Programs 
150 South Road, Suite 101 
Campus Box # 3310 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3310 

O:t?Sce: 919962.1281 

Direct: 

Fax: 919.962.4381 

http://mcnair unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Office of TRiO Programs 

"INFORMATIONAL :" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/&w.unc.edu, and select 

"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 18, 2011 1:24 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Follow up on Miraose Gwin a~nd "The Queen ofl?ahnyra" 

From: D.G. Mlartin         ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 201:1 4:25 plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Follow up on Minrose Gwin and ’~Fhe Queen of Palmyra" 

Here is some information about the book and author we discus~d today at~ter our radio progra~n. I would love to get you all together on a radio progra~n sometime 

soon. 

IX? 

E-mail Minrose at m~wm~ ernail.u~c.edu 
http:llwww.southernspaces.orRlcontentsl2OOSlRwinlla.htm 

Fifty years ago, Ha~er Lee’s "To Kill a Mocking Bird" gently showed us the o~n wounds in our region’s race-~sed social system. Morn recently the ~st selling 

"The Help" has showed us the Ninthlness of its oppressive l~atures. Now, a novel by a [~C-Chapel Hill professor guides us m m~ even clearer a~d disturbing view. 

Imagine that Scout from ’~o Kill a Mocking Blot" had ~en the &ughter of a leader of the Klan instead of the child of a beloved, fair-minded lawyec and you get a 

preview of Minm~ Gwin’s novel, ’¢fhe Queen of Palmywa," 

The smM1 town South of the middle of~e l~st centuD~ seen t~ough flae eyes ofa Klansma~’s daughter might lbrce us to ~Xe a larger step lim~’aN in 

con~onfing ~e ~eal bmmli~ of our fom~er ways. 

IF "SCOUT" t ~D BEEN A KLANSMAN’S DAUGHTER 

Fi~ years ~o, Hmper Lee’s ’q’o Kill a MocMng BIN" gave us a s~m~thetic hem M~o seemed to s~d up agmnst the wors~ fea~res of our ~egion’s social 

system. 

The s~oD~, narrated by his adoring daughter Scout, told us how ARicus Fincl~ the principled aRomey, &fended ~ m~faifly accu~d ~ca~ ~efica~. The 

book a~cked the ugly racism of rednecks and the ~an. Its warm, finely crafted sto~ engaged us and pnshed us a gentle, positive step fo~vard. 

But it was a veD~ small step. 

It Nd not force us to confront the foundations of a system that relegated one race to a sub~ient role. The good, sometimes devoted, ~elationship~ be~-een 

servants and their superiors ob~ured the oppressiveness of the system. 

May~ we need another sto~" to push us a liRle bit fu~her in unders~nding and &aling wi~ our Nsto~y. What if Scout had been the daughter of a leader of the 

KI~ instead of the child of a beloved, fair-minded la~D’er? The small town South of the middle of the last cenmu seen t~ough the eyes ofa Klansman’s daughter 

might tbme us m rake a larger step ~rwavd in conIh~nting the real bm’mlity of our tb~er ways. 

A new novel by ~C-Chapel Hill Profesmr Mi~ose Gmn gives us a chance m see our region through different e>~s. Her book ’~he Queen of Palmyra," 

~kes us ~ck to 1963 and a smM1 southern town. Florence, the tictional na~ator and central charactec is m~ 1 l-year-old gift M~o s~nds most of her days in the 

company of a~d in ~e care of her grandmother’s ~ricm~ ~nefica~ mai& Zenie. 

While Zenie was telling young Florence s~fies of Zenobia, Queen of Palmyr~ Florence’s fathec Winburn Lafaye~e Forest III, w~ telling her roles "about 

brave Christian ,nen who, yes siree ~bm~l, fought to the &ath like tree soldiers for line gifts like me a~d beauti~l and pure women like my mother." 

Dnfing the day~ ZeNe brought Florence in~ her home in "Shake Rag," the black section of town. 

Later, in the evenings Florence would bdng m her lh~er his beloved box of robe, hood, a~d other items, tbr his Kla~ meetings and "~tivNes." And, once, her 

father prouNy ~ok her inside a Klan meeting where she wore her own specially made wNte robe. O~er times, she would slip away with her mother to warn black 

t~ends ah)ut u~oming Klan activities. 

When Florence t}ll ~Nnd in her ~hoolwo~k Zenie’s niece, Eva, was fl~e oNy person who could teach Florence ~e English g~,nar she needed m catch up. 

Bnt Eva’s acfivNes in organizing voter registration eflb~s made her a target of~Vin Fo~res~ and his ~an bmthem. The con~quences of that conflict frame an aw~l 

tragedy that tips Florence away fio,n her connection to Zenie, to her father and mothec a~d to her hometown. 

In a new ~ing she will find relief from ~e mciN co~ict, subsidence, and the co~ffusion of her hometown and her father’s racism. She roll find her own 

t?eedom as she puts aside the shackles of her lhther’s a~itudes. 

It is tempting to mad ’~fhe Queen of Palmyra" as an allegory of the ~ansfo~ation of the Modem South and fl~e ~nefit to wNtes from the destruction office 

social system they tbught so hard to pmse~’e. 

But Minmse Gmn does not preach. She is a gifted sto~eller, caxeful wordsmith, and sensitive obeyer of personal interactions. 

Her book would ~ compelling reading, even if it had no implant un&flying message. 

END END END END END END END END E 

In the turbulent southern summer of 1963, Millwood’s white population steers clear of"ShaXe Rag," the Mack section of a~wn. Young Florence Forest is one 

of the t~w M~o crosses fl~e line. The daughter ofa budal insurance salesman with dazk secrets and the town’s "cake laty," whose backcount~’ bootleg rm~s lead lhnher 

and lhnher away from a brutal mamage, Florence attaches herself to her gran@amnts’ lonTtime mai& Zenie John~m. Na~ned tbr Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, Zeme 

treats the unw~ted gift as just m~other cho~e, wNle telling her stories of~e legen&~y queen’s course and cunmng. 

The ,no~e time Florence spends in Shake Rag, the ,no~e she recogmzes how completely race divi&s her town, a~d her s*o~T, far ~om ordinal’, beaxs mmess 

to the ~th and bm~]i~" of her times a ~th brought ~ a shaRemN conclusion when Zeme’s vibrant college- s~dent Nece, Eva G~eene, amves fl~at fatefid Mississippi 



summer. 

Minrose Gwin’s Tl~e Queen of Palmyra is an unfbrgettable evocation of a time and a place in Amefic~a nuanced, gripping story of race and identity. 

You may pre~rder the book from Barm’s ~nd N 
As a wrier of fiction, memoir, and literal): criticism, Fm most interested in how sk~ries sh@e us, place u~ and e@and our vision of the world. Much of my 

scholarly work has been [~)rmed around questions of race and gen&c lfism~~ m~d memory, place and sp~e. In teaching and writing a~ fl~e ! J.S. Soufl~, I fl~ink of 

the SoNh as a representational s~ce ~at anfl~ors i?om wit[fin and without the region hm:e molded; I’m intem~ed in how ~uthem wNers fiom the U .S. s[~ak m globN 

evems office con~mpora~ ~od on matters of community, memory, hisk)~y, and cultural trauma and their relations m an aesthetics of testimony and interpm~tfion. I 

e~oy retiring a vafie~ of courses in 20th and 21st cenm~~ fiction and memoir. Courts characteristically eng~e literary te~s and N~dies of theory in conversations 

around topics such as (he r~Ae of aesthetics in mourning and memory or the spatiN nature of narrative. 

In addition to my courses at UNC, I N~:~ teach creative writing at fl~e Universig~~ of New Me:rico Taos Writers’ Confemnce~ My ~vo most recent books am a 

novel The Queen of tNmyra (Haq~e~Collina H~per Pere~miN~ 2010), and a memoic Wishing for Snow (Louisiana State Universi~~ Eress, 20(g)~ bo(h set in my 

home smm of Mississippi. The Queen of Palmyra. set in fl~e summer of 1963 in ~gwgamd %’lil~wood." is fl-~e firs~-t~r~)n narrative about a young while girl’s wil~ed. 

necessary blindness k~ her Pather~s racM violence, a Nindness fl~a.l ha.unLs her the rest of her 

My curren~ scho]arly prr~ect, Mourning Medgar Evera. N~ focu~s on central Mississippi thai ~me summer of 1963~ It wi]l ~ the au~iec~ offl-~e Lamar 

I ,ectums at Memer Universily in lhc ti~ll of2010 and published in 2011 by fl-~e l !nNersi~y of Geoqia Pwas. k brings together imaginative willing about lhc life and 
of NAACP field secretary Medgar Evers, whose nmrder in June of fl~m year was fl~e first g~li~cN as~tssination of a public figure in the sixties, lighting a [~)wder keg of 

raciN fius~mtion across the com~y. The N)ok investigates the fimc~on of ~s~he~cs m remembem~g specific mzents of c~ItnM trauma. 
I’ve N~ done wo~k on gender~ space, m~d reading. I think of reading ~ a lbm~ ofdislocmion which opens ~rspective m~d shills identity, wifl~ powerlbl 

consequences lbr gen&c racial, and sex~l politics. My t:aulkner wo~k includes The t:emimne m~d t:aNkner: Reading (Beyond) Sex~l l)itt~mnce. 

I’m N so an editor: I edited A Womm~’s Civil War by Cornelia McDonNd m~d was a coeditor of The Literature of (he Ameficm~ S outk a N o~on anthology, 

addNon m coedifing, wffh t)rof~s~:~r Fred Hobson, The Southern Litetmy Journal. 

bo~t :~r~e G~+~: 
Minmse @w~n has been a writer a~l of her w~r~dng li~, ~ing ~ut as a newspa~r s~d wire se~dce repo~er coveting ~Aitic~ hmnan interest s~ofies, and the 

overnight police ~a~. I~%hingf!~r Snow, a memoir a~mt fl-~e convergence of ~et~3, and psychosis in her mofl~er’ s li~, was published in 2004 and hai~ed by 

as "eloquent" and "J?~i~d’--"a real lit~ sto~’ we al~ need to hear." Gwin h;~s punished crealive nonficIion and poet~- in the ~{7omen ’~’ Review ({t~ook~’, ~)’gON and 

several book collections, and has laught creative writing workshops al m-dversNes and the University of New Mexico Taos Writers’ Cont~rence. Wearing her other hat 

as a liIera~3~ critic, she has written lhree scholarly books (one a CHOICE book of fl-~e year) and is a coediIor ofghe Liten~tur(: oftkeAmeric(m So,¢tk, published by 

W.W. No,~on, and fl~e Sout~ern Litera¢ .lou,nza]. She ctmen@ teaches con~mporaD~ tic,on at l~e University of Norfl~ Cmolina at Chapel Hill and lives in Chapel 

Hill. Like bet charac~r Florence, Mim>se grow up in NmN1 Town, Mississippi. This is her fi~t novel. 

Harper Perermial’s ir~tervie~, witt~ the 

Q: I],e Queen (?,liPalrnyra plunges deeply into fl~e psyches of ~)me ,iveting characters; it a3so ~kles fl~e Ng issue ofraciMly motiwtted violence, t tow did you 

go a~utjuggling those >x,o balls? 

A: Very gingerly. Win Eonvst is a paAicularly fislg~~ character. He’s so despicable thN he could easily drop to fl~e level ofa stereog~pe. We have t~ unde~and 

why he does the ttfings he does, that terrible fafl~er of his who drives him eveg~~ day of Ns lira m uphold "puriE’." On fl~e op~site end of the spectrum. Eva can’t k~ just 

a ~intly victim; she has m have her quirks, she has t~ ~ faisg~ and vulnerable, generous and selfisk fiemely intelligent and naive. That’s why Eva’s voice erupts in the 

next to last chapter; she can’t lm a mntc victim. 

Q: This book is fiction but is lm~d in the 1960s SouN. Did you per~mally live any offl-ds Ns~o,y M-~en you grew up in Mississippi? 

A: I lived lhc white side of this histo,y and obse~’ed the blavk side. My ~bysitIec Eva Lee Millet m M~om the book is &dicated. was African-American, 

and I’d ~ dropped offat her house on the Nack side of town and spend hours lhere "heJping" her ~w and cook and clean, though I doubt I was of much help. I ,ike 

Zenie Johm~.m, she w~s a wit~y, brilliant woman who i~nded offfl~e burial inatrance man with queenly apMmb. S~e had a wicked sense of humor where wNle people 

were concerned, and she let me know from the get-go ff~al she didn’t trust any ofns. She and her husbm~d, Hiram Millet worked seve,N dittamnt jobs k) mare ends 

meet. I visited her m her home m~l~l she died, and we wrote letters back and lb~h when I were offm college. Over the years, I became deeply ax~ched to her and 

admired her eno,monsly. She worked ~a,d and she never gave up; she was a model tbr me. In my own l~mily, my mother was ,ather progressive ibr the time~ l~oug~ 

not opeNy so, m~d my stepfaNer treated ~rican-~encans mspecffiflly. But from m~ early age, I h~l fl~e feeling fl~at mmeflring was very wrong. I ttfink of my 

generation of southerners as the bridge be>~-een the Jim Crow &ys of tiffs novel and fl~e present, when firings are far from peA}ct, but greatly improved. Would 

Medgar Evers or Eva or anyone fighting for fhe fight m vote in the eaxly si~es have expected the election ofa Nack president by 2008? Even g~)~flie F.ve,~-Wi~imns, 

Medgar Evers’s widow, tins stud she didn’t thi,fl~ it would hap~n tNs soon. 

Q: Unc]e WiggiJy, Br’er Rabbit. Nancy Dww, Bomba the Swamp Boy this N)ok is ~) much aboul sIories. 

A: Yes, how they mo]d us, how we depend so &st~rate[y on them, how lhcy can make us whole or tear us into a nri[lion pieces. We tell ourselves slories that 

make our lives bearable. These stories shape us and show us how lo make sharp turns and put one foot in fronl offl-~e ofl~er lhey can Np us up or take us by lhe 

hand and lead us home. The stories F]orence hears and rea.ds help her empathize with others. Becm~ of Nat empathy, she casts aside the Bombs sIo~% though it sh~ks 
ink) her uncon~ious in an insidious way. For bet own su,vivN, s~e must ~A(e to hea,~ Uncle Wiggily’s optimism and Nm~cy Dmw’s intrepidness. She mus~ be tricky 

and ~eming like Br’er Rabbit in order not m get stuck in l~e briar palch. 

Q: Like Eva and Fie, you’re a teacher. Do yon see teaching as a mojor element of Oueen? 

A: Teachers can change lives and o[~n spaces in the world where fl~em were none, m la,ge ways a~d small. Eva does tiffs ibr Florence; she am~s ~er with 

sentence" ~:~ fl~at she can make it through the fi~h grade and move on mfl~ her life. Eva teaches Ray and ofl~er African-~t~encans N:~w m wedge open the wNte- 

cont,~lled world by using lmN~%e ~ a lever. In her rank Florence teaches semicolons and diagrammi,N to her i,mer-ci~~ s~dents in New Orleans to help them map 

out an incoherent wofld~ That’s why Florence rakes that shmp left ~m back int~ her s~g~~ ~’s fl~e act of teaching that calls her back~ it’s Eva who cdls her back. 

Q: What does 7~e O~¢een Of Pal�Errs say about fl~e scales of justice? 

A: Thai they’re red~ wobbly al bes~ and heavily weighted toward the powerfixl. Several white women, men. and children M-~o witnessed horrendous crimes 

during the Civil Rights years have come [[)~x~ard in fl~e ~.st couple of&ca.des m testify alxmt these crimes. In most cases, Nese be]ated mtnesses t~lt eno~ously 

threamned dm:ing the sixties when lhc~ acts of violence were commitIed and so just recently have fe]t Ney cou]d speak. Some offl-~em had a.ca@ly forgotten the events 

and then remembered them in aduhhood. Many of the ~rpetmm~ of Ihcse crimes were old and ~mefimes on the brink of death when their cases were re-opened, so 

the question ot)usl~ce, of bow one can clo~ one’s eyes when fear is im7olved, of how people mm away fi~)m fl~e rues1 ~mble fl~ings and fl~e dire necessity’ fl~at prods 

them to do so N1 of these gagic sk)ries drove me to create Florence Fenest. One thing Florence has to 15ce in her adull~ood is flint ~er silence, her blindness, h~ 

precluded m~y c~ance at justice tbr Eva’s murder. This seems to ~ave been an uncon~ious choice we’re never quile sure N~t it’s a choice m~d, as fl~e years pass, 

it caax’t be undone. 
Q: What would have happened if Florence had spoken up that summer? 

A: If you look at fl~e NstoficN evidence, Win Fot~est probaNy would hm~e ~en acquired. Southern juries ~ck then were all wtfite and all mNe; white 

murderers of~rican-Ameficm~s got a fiee fide~ Examples fiom that period ageund. The murdere,~ of Emme~ Till went flee. The NN of Byron & la Becl~vN~, who 

kdlled N_&XCP Field Secremxy Medgar Evers, a~-ice msNted in a hung jug, s; fi,mlly, in 1994, Beckwffh was convicted, but by fl~en he was an old man axed had lived out 



mosl of his natural lit~. The two hung juries in the Beckwilh case were consi&red a vicu~w by the prosecmion back in ~he sixlie~. 

Q: Did you ha~e lo do ex~cnsive re,arch for fl-~e novel? 

A: My research imo the Ci~dl Rights Movement in cenlra~ Mississippi in fl-~e early si~ies h;~s l~ea prelty fl-~orough ~cm~se I’m also working on a book 

Evers. His death look place in Jackson, Mississippi the summer of 1963, the summer of the novel. His murder and what il meant to black Mississippians figt~re in 

Florence’ s and Eva’ s side- by- side sto~ es. 

Q: You’re a scholar of ~)uthem litemlure as well as a w,imr. What makes southern lileratum soufl~em? 

A: The ,ich ~7miety of wnlmg over l~e last conple of decades makes that a hard quesllon to answer~ but there’s a sense of location fl~at’s peculiar to southern 

literatn~e it can manit~st in a character’s voice, maybe a tv~icNar inflection, a resonance; in a groun&dness in place or a sense of loss of home; in a tvmtgl 

awareness of what’s been called ~’the buNen of southern Ns~:~W," the loug shadow of slaveW and Jim Crow aud their present-&ay ramifications. Locafio~ Eudora 

Wel~, says, is both ’N~e crossroads of cimnmstance" and ’~the heag’s field," Soufl~em litet’aa~m pivots a~ouM [~flk in ways fl~at am mysteriously N~th s~cific aM 
uIfiver~ql. 

Q: So, do y:~u ~e y:~ur~lf as a sonfl~em writer consumed with your own cNmtal past’? 

A: I’m interested in the i&4a of ~ing consumed by the past. how fl-~e ghosts of the past continue lo hmmt us despite our best eftk~s lo erase them on 

bla.ckboards of our minds. For me as a wfite~; fl~e ~)uthem past is a leacher. It helps me un&rsIand fl-~e hmnan willingness k~ ave~ fl~e eyes from what we don’t want 

to see. or deafen the ears to sIories we don’t want m hear. It’s a Nmmn fai~i~g NisaNlitytoNindot~rsel,,estotheWmNefl~ingsthaldon’tdimctlyaflbctus. Thisis 

how the Holocaust happened and it’s ~)meNing I fl-dnk we need to (tuesfion conslanOy in ourseNes. Eva will Nwa.ys haunt Florence. Florence roll always walk that 

levee and think aN)ut her. 

pkelle~’~charloReobse~wer.com 

704.358.5271 

MORE INFORmaTION 

Mee{ Mimv?se G win 

"The Queen of Palmyra" the fine &but novel by Minrose Gwin, seems destined to a~r~t comparisons. 

It may remind readers of KathD~n StockeR’s "The Help." Both a~e sO in early-’60s Mississippi. Both explore the uneasy relationships bem, een black women 

worMng tbr wNte women. 

Ifll also stir memories of Ha~er Lee’s "To ~ll a MocMngNM." Both books a~v na~ted by >~ung Southern girls straggling m unders~nd the racial strife 

around them. 
But "The Queen of Pahnym" (Harper PerenNal; $14.99) is &fiNtely an ofiginN. It’s &rker than ~e other books, wi~ a ~)~gait of Southern race relations 

thafs morn complex an& it seems to me, morn accurate than many fictional depictions. 

There’s mamn for that accuracy. As a ~C Chapel Hill English professor: Gmn has done e~ensive academic research on slain N~CP leader Medgar 

Evers. AM as a Mississippi native who grow up in the ’60~ she has lived this his~oW. 

Gwi~ like her protagonis~ 10-year-old Florence Forest, w~s raised in a tmuNed househol& and her black baby sider ~came m~ important figure in her lit~. 

Gmn mmmned NeMs with the woma~ Eva Lee Miller, tmfil she Ned. Gwin dedicates "The Queen of Pdmyra" k) her. 

In the novel, Florence’s ne’er-do- well father is a Klan leadec a kind ofanfi-ANcus Finch. Her mother tries to tip offblack cNzens aN)ut her hus~nd’s evil 

acfivifie~ but she succumbs m alcoholism and &pmssion. 

Florence, meanwhile, straggles to unde~smx~d the adul~ in her lit}. When her mother is inured in m~ accident, the cNld sets ~e Mtchen on fire as she a~empts 

fill orders for her mom’s cake-baMng business. 

~e~vard, she wonders how her ang~T father roll pogray her: "The one who tells the stoW gets to say who’s bad m~d who’s good. Then fl~e sto~" rises up 

puts on its clothes a~d goes out in~ the world." 

Florence’s care is oRen le~ to Zenie, her gmndmotheis mind. In Florence’s dismal life, Zenie provides mni~- and smbili~-. But theirs is not a love-fi~ 

relationship. O~e~ ZeNe baely tolerates the child. 

"I thi~ deep down, people who mad books like tNs ~ow that race relations are ve~’ vexed, ve~’ complicated," Gmn says. "I w~ twing m show the 

comple~ of racial wlafionsNps ~d human relationships." 

Without reveNing k)o mucl~ I’ll mention ~at mm~y r~e-mlated murders in Mississippi went m~solved lbr decades because witnesses were afraid to speak out. 

Gwin draws l~m that ugly histoW fi)r her sk)~. As the novel speeds to its tragic end, I coulN~’t pN it down. 

Pam Kelley: 7~-358- 5271; pkelley@charlotteobserver.com 

ReM more: http:iiwww.charlotIeob~’er.con-~/2010/05/30/1462532inox~e[-treads-&~ly-~-ttubtflenI.html#ixzz0~dmlf~[x 

D.G MaNn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:16 AM 

roland@preludecomm unicafions.com 

I~E: ROLAND W.A2)DELL 

Dear Roland: I will review the script and will have one of my colleagues in history. Since you already are in contact with a number of historians, I don’t know that I will be able 
to contribute much but I will let you know what I think. Finally, I don’t know how soon I will be able to get back with you but will do so when I can. It sounds like a fascinating 
project and I look forward to seeing it televised. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 8:07 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: RE: ROLAND WADDELL 

Charler~e, 

We are ir~ discussions with Dr. Ken Greenberg (Suffolk University), Robert Watson {Hampton University) and Scot French {UVA)~ I am delighted to share th~s draft 

version of the script, 0 Jerusalem for your reu~ew m~d comments. If you have other 2].9th CentuW and African American scholars who are h~terested, let me know. 

Th~s [Hm ~s devek~ped s;s ps;rt o[ a trilogy for HBO or Showtime. We are no~: antidps;~:mg mass theatrk:aJ re,ease, aJ~:hough I arn encouraged by the performance o[ 

Robert r¢edfl)rd’s, ’%he Conspirator". ~1: performed OK at the bo>: office and everyone mi~de their money back. Srnik~. A true feat with most film projects 

Best, 

Roland 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 12, 2011 10:14 AN 
Te= roland@preludecommuNcations.com 
Subje¢t~ RE: ROUND WADDELL 
Dear Roland: Good to hear from you and you can call me Charlene since that it what you have always known. Give Jeff my regards. Glad to know that you are working on this 
documenta~ and if I can be of any assis~nce keep me posted. Best wishes and Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 8:12 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: ROLAND WADDELL 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I hope this email finds you in good health and spirits. My brother, Jeff and I speak of you often. 

You might find it of interest that I am working on a film trilogy to be pitched to HBQ and Showtime. 

The three film topics are 

:1. 0 Jerusalem 

---Nat Turner’s insurrection 

2. Antagonist 

---John Brown’s Raid 

3. Paradox 

---The Ft Pillow Massacre 

Best, 

Roland L. Waddell 

Managing Partner 

PRELUDE Communications, Inc. 

:1:1654 Plaza America Drive, Suite 34:1 

Reston, Virginia 20:190 

703-73:1-9396 

www.prek~decommunications.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 9:19 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: AFAM Grad Program 

Dear         At this point the department has not moved on its grad program so this may be a few years out. If you are interested, see if you can take some grad courses in histoW (,maybe) 
on-line just to keep current I don’t klmw of any jobs but a friend sent me an email about hiring opportunities and I will forward this email to you Stay in touch and will do the best that I can 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:38 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM Grad Program 

Dr. Regester, 

I hope this email finds you well. We spoke about a month ago in 
gym about the AFAM department adding a graduate program I wanted to know 
perhaps if there was any more irfformation that you could give me? I am very 
interested in going to grad school, I enjoyed my time working with the 
professors in the AFAM department. Also, I would like to inquire about a 
job Is there anyone that you know that is hiring right now? Could I 
perhaps give you a resume that maybe you could pass along to your 
colleagues? 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday 9:34 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: AFAM Grad Program 

Dear         I received an announcement for a job some time ago but I can’t find it right no~v. As soon as I find it, I will fOlavard. It is not necessarily in your areas but will send anyway. 
Any information that I think might be of interest, I will forward. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ~email.unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:38 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM Grad Program 

Dr Regester, 

I hope this email finds you well We spoke about a month ago in 
gym about the AFAM department adding a graduate program I wanted to kno~v 
perhaps if there was any mure infi~rmation that yuu could give me? ! am very 
interested in going to grad schuol, I enjoyed my time working with the 
professors in the AFAM department Alsu, I wuuld like tu inquire abuut a 
job. Is there anyune that you know that is hiring right nuw? Could I 
perhaps give yuu a resume that maybe you cuuld pass along to your 
culleagues? 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:38 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned] 

JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned].msg 

From;          #aol.com           @aol.com] 
Sent; Thursday, June 09, 20::L[ 5:35 PM 
To;        @aol.com; Regester, Charlene B;        ~comcast.net 
Subject; Fwd: JOB OPENING FOR 21 - 37 YR. OLDS [Scanned] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 10:27 AM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: ps Re: Moving to Termessee/Farewell Dinner? 

Dear Elizabeth: This Sunday works better for me Since it is so hot -- afternoon around 5pm or 6pm ~vorks for me. Just indicate where and when you would like to meet and I will show up 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2011 9:37 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: ps Re: Moving to Tennessee/Farewell Dinner? 

My phone number is             and cell is             in case it’s 
easier to arrange things via the phone (I’ll keep an eye on my email but 
am checking it less than normal right now). 

On 7/21/2011 2:04 PM, Elizabeth Grltter wrote: 
> Hi IN- Regester: 
> This Saturday or Sunday would be best :[’or dinner. Alternatively next 
> Tues or Wed work. 
> Just pick a time and place and I can be there as hmg as it’s on 
> Franklin Street w/in walking distance of campus. 
> Elizabeth 
> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Dear Elizabeth: Congratulations and yes, I would like to meet with 
>> you for dinner before you leave. Just send me an email during the 
>> dates mentioned and I will be available to meet with you Sincerely, 
>> Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, July 03, 2011 10:27 AM 
>> To: Regester, Charlene B 

>> Sut~ject: Moving to Tennessee/Farewell Dinner? 
>> 

>> Hi Dr. Regester, 
>> Exciting news! I will be Visiting Asst Prof at Middle Tenn State Univ 
>> in Murfreesboro (near Nashville) this fall I will be moving on July 
>>31. 
>> 

>> I’d love to get together w/you for a farewell ditmer or lnnch, rm in 
>> Oregon July 4 thin 12 but will be back after then. Between July 20 and 
>> July 29 would be good for getting together tho I have ditmer plans on 
>> the 25th. If you let me know- a time and date that works for you, we 
>> can shoot for it! My schedule is is pretty full before July 20 but if 
>> it only works out for you to get together between July 13 and 20 let me 
>> know and we can t~ to arrange soraething. 
>> 

>> Cheers, Elizabeth 
>> 

>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
>> Visiting Scholar, Department of Histol~ 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 10:43 AM 

Elizabeth Gritter <egritte@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: ps Re: Moving to Tennessee/Farewell Dinner? 

Dear Elizabeth: I look forward to seeing you at this time If you can’t make it call me on my cell Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2011 10:30 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: ps Re: iVloving to Termessee/Farewell Dinner? 

Sunday works well. Let’s go to the Carolina Ima Bar at 6 pm If that 
is too crowded, we could walk to Top of the Hill. 
Elizabeth 

On 7/22/2011 10:27 AM. Regester, Charlene B wrote: 
> Dear Elizabeth: This Sunday works better for me. Since it is so hot -- afternoon around 5pm or 6pm works for me Just indicate where al"~d when you would like to meet and I ~vill show up. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> [ ...... Eiizabeth Gritter iegrit*er@em~i~.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Friday, July 22, 2011 9:37 AM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Sutzject: ps Re: Moving to Tennessee/Farewell Dinner? 
> 

> My phone number is and cell is in case it’s 
> easier to arrange things via the phone (I’ll keep an eye on my email but 
> am checking it less than normal right now). 
> 

> On 7/21/2011 2:04 PX{ Elizabeth Gritter wrote: 
>> Hi Dr. Regester: 
>> This Saturday or Sunday would be best for dinner Alternatively next 
>> ’.Cues or Wed. work. 
>> Just pick a time and place and I can be there as long as it’s on 
>> Franklin Street w/in walking distance of campus 
>> Elizabeth 
>> Quoting "Regester, Charlene B"<regester@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dear Elizabeth: Congratulations and yes, I would like to meet with 
>>> you for dinner before you leave Just send me an email during the 
>>> dates mentioned and I will be awdlable to meet with you. Sincerely, 
>>> Charlene Regester 

>>> From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@email.m~c.edu] 
>>> Sent: Stmday, July 03, 2011 10:27 AM 
>>> To: Rcgester, Charlene B 
>>> Subject: Moving to Tennessee/Farewell Dimmer? 

>>> Hi Dr. Regester, 
>>> Exciting news[ I will be Visiting Asst Prof at Middle Temx State Univ. 
>>> in Mmfreesboro (near Nashville) this fall. I will be raoving on July- 
>>> 31. 

>>> I’d love to get together wi you for a farewell dinner or lunch. I’m in 
>>> Oregon July 4 thru 12 but will be back aker then. Between July 20 and 
>>> July 29 xvould be good for getting together tho I have dinner plans on 
>>> the 25th. If you let me know a tinre and date that works for you. we 
>>> can shoot for it! My schedule is is pretty full before July 20 but if 
>>> it only works out for you to get together betxveen July 13 and 20 let me 
>>> know and we can try to arrange something. 

>>> Cheers, Elizabeth 

>>> Dr. Elizabeth Gritter 
>>> Visiting Scholar, Department ofHistolT 
>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 12:38 PM 

Williams, Heafl~er A <hawill@email.nnc.edu> 

I~W: ROLAND WADDELL 

nat tumer.lxtf 

From: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 8:07 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: ROLAND WADDELL 

Charlene, 

We ar*-’_~ ir~ dV.;cussions with Dr. tG’_m Greenberg (Suffolk Ur~iw~rs;Ry), Robert Watson (Hampton kJniversi~:g) arid Scot Fret~ch (UVA) I am del~gh~:ed to share th~s draft 

version of Lhe script, 0 JerusNem for your review and conm?ents. If you have other ~9~h Century and ~fr~can American scholars who are interested, let me know. 

Th~s fi~m ~s developed as part of a trilogy for H£O or Showt~me. We are not antidpaLk~g mass theatrical re~ease, although I am encouraged by the performance of 

Robert Redford’s, "The Conso~rator". ~t performed O~ at the box office and everyone made their money back. Smi~e. A true feat with most film projects~ 

Rolat~d 

F~m~ Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 10:14 AN 

To= roland@preludecommunications.com 

Subject= RE: ROUND WADDELL 

Dear Roland: Good ~ hear from you and you can call me Charlene since that it what you have always known. Give Jeff my regards. Glad to know that you are working on this 

documenta~ and if I can be of any assis~nce keep me posted. Best wishes and Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 8:12 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: ROLAND WADDELL 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I hope this email finds you in good health and spirits. My brother, Jeff and I speak of you often. 

You might find it of interest that I am working on a film trilogy to be pitched to HBO and Showtime. 

The three film topics are 

1. O Jerusalem 

---Nat Turner’s insurrection 

2. Antagonist 

---John Brown’s Raid 

3. Paradox 

---The Ft Pillow Massacre 

Best, 

Roland L. Waddell 

Managing Partner 

PRELUDE Communications, Inc. 

11654 Plaza America Drive, Suite 341 

Reston, Virginia 20190 

703-73:1-9396 

www.preludecommunications.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --’JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 12:39 PM 

Williams, Heafl~er A <hawill@emaJl.nnc.edu> 

FW: ROLAND WADDELL 

From: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 

Sent-’ Tuesday, July 19, 201:1 9:4.t AM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-’ RE: ROLAND WADDELL 

Understood and this is much appreciaLed. 

One of Lh8 ~nLerestk~g comments from a senior sLudio e:<ecut~ve is that he fell: the sloW was too morbid, a no-.whl scenario and a negative outcome. He questioned 

whether the audience wou~d remah~ interested as they may too indifl:erent on the story. I thought your experiences with students p~aces you in a much more 

credible posit~on on that subject, ges~des, ~ have watched many action/adventure fih~s (gangster or zomNe for instance) where the outcome ~s Meak and stark. 

Thoughts? 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:16 AN 

To: roland@preludecommunications.com 
Subject; RE: ROUND WADDELL 
Dear Roland: ~ will review the script and will have one of my colleagues in histo~. Since you already are in con~ct with a number of historians, I don’t know that ~ will be able 
to contribu~ much but I will let you know ~at I think. Finally, I don’t know how soon I will be aNe to get back with you but wi~ do so when I can. It sounds ~ike a fascinating 
project and 1 bok fo~ard to seeing it televised. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
F~m= Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, July ~9, 20~ 8:07 AN 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: ROUND WADDELL 

Ch8 rf en e, 

We are in discussions with Dr. Ken Greenberg {Suffolk University), Robert WaLson (Hampton University) and Scot French (UVA). I am delighted to share Lh~s drs~:t 

version of the script, 0 Jerusalem for your review and comments. If you have other 19th Century and African American scholars who are ~nterested, let me know. 

~h~s fikn ~s devek)ped as ~art of a trilogy for HBO or Showl:~rne We are not antidpat~ng mass ~:heatdca~ re.ease, although I am encouraged by the performance of 

Robert Redford"s, ’qhe Con%drab:or~’, ft performed OK a~: the box office and ew~ryone rnade their money bad~. Smi~e. A ~:rue feat with most 51m projects. 

Best, 

Roland 

E~= Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, July [2, 20[[ [0:[4 AN 
Te; roland@preludecommunications.com 
$abject= RE: ROUND WADDELL 
Dear Roland: Good to hear from you and you can call me Charlene since that it what you have always known. Give Jeff my regards. Glad to know that you are working on this 
documenta~ and if [ can be d any assis~nce keep me posted. Best wishes and Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, July :1.2, 20.tI 8::I.2 AM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
SubjeCt-" ROLAND WADDELL 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I hope this email finds you in good health and spirits. My brother, Jeff and I speak of you often. 

You might find it of interest that I am working on a film trilogy to be pitched to HBO and Showtime. 

The three film topics are 

:1. O Jerusalem 

---Nat Turner’s insurrection 

2. Antagonist 

---John Brown’s Raid 

3. Paradox 

---The Ft Pillow Massacre 

Best, 

Roland L Waddell 

Managing Partner 

PRELUDE Communications, Inc. 

:1:1654 Plaza America Drive, Suite 34:1 

Reston, Virginia 20:190 

703-73:1-9396 

www.preludecommuNcations.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 25, 2011 1:06 PM 

~gmail.com 

Need Your Mailing Address 

Dear Pearl: I have attempted to contact you through several old email addresses but to no avail. Then I saw where you will be presenting in South Dakota -- too bad I can’t 
make it but one day I will return. I wanted to send you something by mail but was afraid the address I had was not the correct one. Whenever you have a chance, please send 
a mailing address so that I can forward something to you. Hope things are going well and have a good trip to South Dakota (I miss those days). By the way, I am planning to 
go to the Pordonnone Film Festival in Italy this year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 9:08 AM 

L. Teresa Church @mindspfing.com> 

ILE: Against All the Odds 

Dear Teresa: Thanks much -- when the documentary becomes available for sale, I will ask the libraW to order a cop?-. By the way, I sa~v the film Carolina (1934) and the Center for tJae Study 
of the American South decided not to use the film so at this point I don’t know what the?’ will show-. I plan to be on leave in the Fall so I really need to focus on my research rather than make 
a commitment to a number of events. However, depending on funding, I am still planning to consider a visit to see the Robert Abbott Papers in Chicago. Will keep you posted and thanks for 
passing this information along. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: L Teresa Church        ~,mindspring.com] 
Sent: Monday, Itfly 25, 2011 8:09 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Against All the Odds 

Dear Charlene, 

The filmaker Sandra P:[’eifer screened her new documentary "Against All 
the Odds " at Hayti yesterday a]~ernoon I had a chance to meet and 
talk with her briefly before and after the screening. She completed 
this work during 2010 It is about the race riot that happened in East 
St. Louis, IHinois in 1917 and has gotten some significant 
recognitions at four :film festivals. 

Until yesterday, I had not heard about the riot that took place in 
East St. Louis when Whites made a conscious decision to rid the town 
of the Black population that had settled there in search of economic 
opportunities. This event was very much like the riots that happened 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma and Wilmington, North Carolina. All the records and 
testunomes (some six thousand pages) concerning the event were sealed 
until 1986 

Pfeifer’s film might be of interest to you for your classes at some 
point. I picked up a post card brochure with her contact information 
and will make sure to pass it along when I see you. Take care and ! 
will be in touch. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 11:31 AM 

@aol.com 

Update 

Dear Vander: Wanted to let you know that at the MURAP conference this year, Gena Chandler was on the alumni panel. She is now an associate professor at Virginia Tech. 
When I looked up her info in the library catalog -- she had a few essays in edited collections but did not have a book. I found this a little unusual unless the standards at other 
schools are different than what they are here. I just found this interesting and thought I would pass along some information. Will be in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Jnly 28, 2011 11:45 AM 

Marsha Warren @bellsouth.net> 

I~E: vitas 

CHARLENE B 2011 Abbreviated Three Page.doc 

Attached is an abbreviated cv. Good luck on the grant. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Marsha Warren             ~bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 20:11:10:20 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; ’Laurence Avery’; Williams, Kathy; Margaret Bauer 
Subject: vitas 

Friends, can you - right away please - email me a copy of your vita. I hope you have a version that is 2-4 pages or shorter. I will be adding 
these vitas to the grant proposal for the NC Humanities Council grant that I am writing with hopes that we can do our program in September. 

Thanks. I realize that we haven’t firmed anything up, but I have an Aug 1st deadline if we want any hope of financial support. Thanks. Marsha 

IMars~a ~4/arren 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 1,2011 1:37 PM 

Rush, Debbie R. <drush@ou.edu-~ 

1~9;: Duplicate SCMS Profiles 

Dear Debbie: Thanks much and sorry for the confusion. I don’t use my password that often and therefore, I create a new one each time which creates confusion. Thanks for 
correcting this error on my behalf. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 

From: P,ush, Debbie R. [drush@ou.edu] 
Sent; Monday, August 01, 2011 1:03 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Duplicate SCMS Profiles 

Dear Charlene, 

According to our database you had already set-up a profile back on November 23, 2010 in which your 2010-2011 SCMS membership is tied to. Duplicate records are 

not allowed so I am deleting your record you set-up today. 

Your username for your first record is cregester and I have reset your password to I will transfer your 2011-2012 membership payment to your first record. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Debbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 9:27 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: I GOT IN’.!!!! 

Dear         Congratulations’. Just ~vanted to let you know that I will be at Emerson tomorrow for a film studies conference sponsored by the University Film and Video Association Go on 
line and look at the conference program It would be great if you could attend some of the events. Also, Boston will be l’ma and provide great exposure for you tVhile attending, take 
advantage of the area universities -- i. e Harvard. You will not have many opportunities like this in the future. Best Wishes Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: b~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:28 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: I GOT IN’. ! ’. ! ’. 

He?’ Professor Regester, 

I GOT INTO GRAD SCHOOL ! ! ! ! ! It wa sift Northwestern but it was Emerson 
College in Boston! rlhank you so much for helping me! I will keep you 
updated on everything! 

T[IANK YOUr 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Communication Studies, Media Production 
Vice President, cONcEpt of Colors Mi)deling Troupe 

Vice President, Lambda Pi Eta ttonors Socieb" 

Co-Producer, Carolina Style, Student Television Show 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, August 6, 2011 2:20 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: The Eagle m~d the Dragon - conference registration now open 

From: VlVlI Center for Leadership and Ethics [VlVllCenterforLeadershipandEthics@vmi.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 03, 2011 2::t:t plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; The Eagle and the Dragon - conference registration now open 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

I invite you to a conference that offers a balanced look at the relationship among the U.S., China, and the countries of Africa. 

China and the U.S. are typically portrayed as locked into a competition over Africa’s natural resources and future markets; there is no room for 

cooperation. This view anticipates and emphasizes the potential for Africa to become a playing field for a 21St-century cold war between China 
and the U.S. 

"The Eagle and the Dragon: Stability and Economic Development in Sub--Saharan Africa" rejects the dichotomous choice between competition and 
cooperation. Rather, it asks several questions: 

1. Where do Africa’s interests fit into the equation7 

2. What are the possible common strategic and economic interests of China and the U.S. in Africa? 

3. ttow can the interests of China and the U.S. be reconciled with those of African countries7 

Join top-tier experts on 3--4 November 2011 at Center for Leadership and Ethics, Virginia Military Institute (VMI) in Lexington, Virginia. 

Lexington is a beautiful college town that features unique shops and dining, the Virginia Horse Center, and the beauty of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains. Located just three hours southwest of the U.S. Capitol, Lexington is home to VMI and Washington and Lee University. 

Participants include: 

Ambassador ]ohnnie Carson, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State 
Deborah Brgiutigam, Ph. D., author, The Dragon~ Gift:: The RealStory o.¢’China in Africa (Oxford University Press, 2009) 

Kwesi Aning, Ph. D., Kofi Annan International Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC) in Accra, Ghana 
Raymond Gilpin, Ph. D., Associate Vice President, Sustainable Economies Centers of Innovation, United States Institute of Peace 

Are you tired of the crossfire view of the world? Don’t miss this opportunity to step outside the gridlock to network with colleagues in academia, 
government, business, and the military and take a fresh look at these important international relationships. 
Registration is now open. To learn more about the conference and to register, please visit 
Sincerely, 
]ames ]. Hentz, Ph. D. 
Head of Department 
Professor of International Studies & Political Science 
Virginia Military Institute 
Editor, "African Security" 

If you would like to be removed from this conference email list, respond HEgE. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Saturday, August 6, 2011 2:28 PM 

Precious Stone ~hotmail.com> 

RE: Filmmaker at UFVA 

Dear Precious: .lust to let you know that I did see Ken Wyatt’s film and was deeply concerned. 3[ expressed my reservations and was so frustrated that 3[ did not bother to 
engage with him after the screening. However, I did meet him on the street and he gave me his card. Will elaborate in more detail when we talk by phone. Next year’s UFVA 
will be in Chicago at Columbia College -- hope you will plan to attend and 3[ look forward to talking with you when you get a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From= Precious Stone         @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, August 01, 2011 8:57 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Filmmaker at UFVA 

Hi Charlene, 

It was nice talking to you "the other day. The filmmaker I mentioned is Ken Wyatt. I told him about yo~ too. He aaked me to pass along his number to you: 252-864- 

1047. If you organize a meeting with "the Blacks at the cont~rence, he’d be a good per~m to include, tte teaches at ECU and does docan~entaries that have done well 

at t~stivals. When I met him at the San Diego Black Film Festival, he’d done a documentary about the fugitive abortion bomber Eric Rudolph mad how "the people in 

Western North Carolina helped to hide him. His current tilm is Colored Co@derates about Black cont~derate soldiers. I think he "tries to set the record straight. 
Apparently sotne people have exaggerated the role of Blacks in the confederacy. Anyway, I took a look at the UFVA pmgraan. His film is Friday at 1:30 p.tn. I just 

saw that your presentation is on Friday as well. Your presentation looks really interes~ting. 

Have a great time and a sate trip and let me know how evecything goes. I still have good memories of laser year’s conference in Vermont. :) 

Keep me posted about your Italy plans. I’d love to try to join you. 

Take good care, 

Precious 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, August 6, 2011 2:29 PM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: SCMS Part-Time Researcher Position 

From: office@cmstudies.org [office@cmstudies.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 10:11 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" SCMS Part-Time Researcher Position 

Chmlene Regester - 

On behalf of SCMS’ Board of Directors I am pleased to announce an exciting new initiative. 

We seek to hire a part-time, limited term Research Assistant to gather information that the membership has requested on teaching, on professional opporttmities outside 

academe, on film/media p~ograms, and the like. Compensation roll depend on experience and expertise. 

We envision the position as ofl~ring the chance for someone to explore - and help the SCMS Board to publicize - the various media fields represented by the Socie~, 

and also to take part in the Board’s strategic planning. 

We welcome applications t?om current 2011-2012 SCMS members interested in working in tandem with one or more Board members. We hope that faculty who 

receive this announcement will alert qualified current and recent graduate students to this opportunity, and that current and recent graduates, as well as interested 

independent scholars, will take it upon themselves to apply. 

To apply for the position or for fu~ther information please visit the job advertise~nent here: http://w~,.cmstudies.or~inews/69149/Pa~t-Thne- Reseeach-Postion.htm 

All best, 

Clms. 

Clu#s Holmhmd 

Preside~tt, Society for Cinema andMedia Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Nonday, August 8, 2011 12:53 PM 

Precious Stone ~hotmail.com> 

RE: Filmmaker at UFVA 

Dear Precious: Thanks for the info and I will look at his other works when 1 have a chance. I think that I might not go to Italy this year due to the uncertainty of the climate -- 
also, [ really don’t need to spend the money. But will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Precious Stone         @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 07, 201:1. 5:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Filmmaker at UFVA 

Hi Charlene, 

It was good catching up with you the other day. I just took a look at "the trailer for Kerfs film on his website: http://~wvw.ken~Tatt.comiworks/. I’ll have to try to see the 

whole thing at some tx~int. His website has trailers lbr his other works along ruth a list of the places where they’ve been screened. 

By the way, just this morning I heard on NPR that they were going to have an interview with a Black woman who said that one of her ancestors fought on the 
Confederate side. I really hope Ken wasn’t trying to glorify that. From what I knew of his project, I didn’t think that was the case, but it sounds like he gives voice to 

people who do want to glorify that. 

I"ll catch up with you again soon. 

Take care, 

Precious 

Frown: regester@email.unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Fihnmaker at UFVA 

Date: Sat, 6 Aug 2011 18:28:24 ~0000 

Dear Precious: Just to let you know that I did see Ken Wyatt’s film and was deeply concerned. I expressed my reservations and was so frustrated that I did not bother to 
engage with him after the screening. However, I did meet him on the street and he gave me his card. Will elaborate in more detail when we talk by phone. Next year’s UFVA 
will be in Chicago at Columbia College -- hope you will plan to attend and I look forward to talking with you when you get a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: Precious Stone         @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, August 01, 20:l:t 8:57 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Filmmaker at UFVA 

Hi Charlene, 

It was nice talking to you the other day. The filmmaker I mentioned is Ken ~Vyatt. I told him about you, too. He asked me to pass along his number to you: 252-864- 
1047. If you organize a meeting with "the Blacks at the cont~rence, he’d be a good per~m to include. He teaches at ECU and does docan~entaries that have done well 

at t~stivals. When I met him at the San Diego Black Film Festival, he’d done a documentary about the fugitive abortion bomber Eric Rudolph mad how "the people in 

Western North Carolina helped to hide him. His current tilm is Colored Co@derales about Black conI~derate soldiers. I think he "tries to set the record straight. 

Apparently some people have exaggerated the role of Blacks in the confederacy. Anyway, I took a look at the UFVA program. His film is Friday at 1:30 p.m. I just 

saw that your presentation is on Friday as well. Your presentation looks reaJdy interes~ting. 

Have a great time and a sate trip and let me know how eveiTthing goes. I still have good memories of laser year’s conference in Vermont. :) 

Keep me posted about your Italy plans. I’d love to try to join you. 

Take good care, 

Precious 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 4:07 PM 

Precious Stone @hotmail.com> 

RE: Filmmaker at UFVA 

Dear Precious: I think it is interesting that he thought I hated the film -- I did not realize that my reaction was so strong and while I did not hate the film he is right that I was 
not fond of the film. I hope I did not overreact to his work. But yes, I am reluctant to go to Italy in view of the economy in the US, economic woes in Italy, rioting in London -- 
all of the above -- this is a very unsettling time. Finally, thanks for keeping me posted on Wyatt and he will have to change that film considerably before I would consider 
showing it to historians in this area. We can discuss further when I we talk by phone. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Precious Stone         @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 08, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Filmmaker at UFVA 

Hi agak~, 

I got aaa email from Ken Wyatt. He said you hated his film but gave him confftructive criticism. :) He aJso said he wished he could have talked to you ,nore. Maybe he’ll 
take the critique and add some different voices and viewpoints to the film. Does he have your contact information? 

I hope you get to go to Italy. Things axe so unset~Jed around the world, it seems. Is that what you mean by the climate? Have you heard about all the rioting in London? 

I hope things settle down. 

Take care, 

Precious 

Fro,n: regester@email.unc.edu 
To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Filmma£er at UFVA 
Date: Mon, 8 Aug 2011 16:52:43 +0000 

Dear Precious: Thanks for the info and I will look at his other works when I have a chance. I think that I might not go to Italy this year due to the uncertainty of the climate -- 
also, I really don’t need to spend the money. But will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Precious Stone         #hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 07, 2011 5:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Filmmaker at UFVA 

Hi Chazlene, 

It was good catching up with you the other day. I just took a look at "the trailer for Kerfs film on his website: http://’www.kenv~Tatt.comiworks/. I’ll have to try to see the 
whole thing at some point. His website has trailers for his other works along with a list of the places where they’ve been screened. 

By the way, just this morning I heard on NPR that they were going to have an interview with a Black woman who said that one of her ancestors fought on the 

Confederate side. I really hope Ken wasn’t trying to glorify" that. From what I knew of his project, I didn’t think that was the case, but it sounds like he gives voice to 

people who do wmat to glorify that. 

I"ll catch up with you again soon. 

Take care, 

Precious 

Fro,n: regester@email.unc.edu 

To:         ~hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Filmma£er at UFVA 

Date: Sat. 6 Aug 2011 18:28:24 +0000 

Dear Precious: Just to let you know that I did see Ken Wyatt’s film and was deeply concerned. I expressed my reservations and was so frustrated that I did not bother to 
engage with him after the screening. However, I did meet him on the street and he gave me his card. Will elaborate in more detail when we talk by phone. Next year’s UFVA 
will be in Chicago at Columbia College -- hope you will plan to attend and I look forward to talking with you when you get a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Precious Stone         @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 8:57 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Filmmaker at UFVA 

Hi Charlene, 

It was nice talking to you "the other day. The filmmaker I mentioned is Ken Wyatt. I told him atx)ut yot~ too. He asked me to pass along his number to you: 252-864- 

1047. If you organize a meeting with the Blacks at the contErence, he’d be a good person to include. He teaches at ECU and does documentaries that have done well 



at lbstivals. When I met him at the San Diego Black Film Festival, he’d done a documentary about the fugitive abortion bomber Eric Rudolph and how the people in 

Western North Caxolina helped to hide him. ttis current film is Colored Co@derates about Black conlbderate ~ldiers. I think he tries to set the record straight. 

Apparently some people have exaggerated the role of Blacks in the cont~deracy. Anyway, I took a look at the UFVA program. His film is Friday at 1:30 p.m. I just 

saw that your presentation is on Friday as well. Your presentation looks reaJly interesting. 

Have a great time and a s~£e trip and let me know how everything goes. I still have good tnemories of laser year’s conference in Vermont. :) 

Keep me posted about your Italy plans. I’d love to try to join you. 

Take good care, 
Precious 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 12:18 PM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: [dfw-lisq PENN STATE SHOOT 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV:AMERICAN:EDU] on behalf of Bart Weiss [bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG] 
Sent: Monday, August 08, 2011 5:30 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: Fwd: [dfw-list] PENN STATE SHOOT 

Hi 

I hope somebody on this list teaches at Penn State of maybe will forward this to ~)mebody who does 

Wynn is a good guy and this is a good opportunity for a student 

bart 

Begin tbm,aacded message: 

From: VVynn Winberg <~.~.(k{).@..a.].i.~.#.:#.[9..~.:..q.9..~.> 
Date: August 8,2011 4:26:18 PM CDT 
To: ..d..~:.!!.~.~@ ~.~.b.~?.~ fl~ ~?.~ p..~.~.9..!?? 

Subject: [dfw-list] PENN STATE SHOOT 
Reply-To: 

I ~vill be shooting some intetwiews at Penn State on August 16th. I need a grip with a light kit, a tripod and some gripology doodads on location 
there to help me. 

Several calls made so far have not turned up anything, including calls to nearby Harrisburg. 

Any one know of a good resource in that area? 

Thanks! 

Wynn Winberg 
ARIES PRODUCTIONS 

817-3oo-5255 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by seudiug the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFV,~LIST-L Full Name ( Full N~e should be 

your firs~t and last n~e.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUF¥’ALIST-L (Write this command in body 
) o ofemail with uothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by seudiug an e-mail to UFV,M,IST-L@lis~tse:~.ame6can.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 12:19 PM 

~hotmail.com 

VW: URGENT: "Solutions For Saving Black Boys" DVD Release... 

From: Lionel Lightbourne ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 08, 2011 4:43 PM 
Co: b_anderson@unc.edu; lydia.boyd@unc.edu; Caldwell, Kia L; Fhunsu, Donato; Hall, Perry A; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Janken, Kenneth R; Jordan, Joseph F; Lambert, 
Michael C; Lee, Margaret Carol; McKinley, Dale T; McMillan, Tim; Mutima, Sinamenye A; Nyang Oro, Julius E; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Pier, David; Porter, Robert S; 
Regester, Charlene B; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; Selassie, Bereket H; kaslo@email.unc.edu; Gore, Travis 
Subject: URGENT: "Solutions For Saving Black Boys" DVD Release... 

If you’re researching, in a relationship or raising a BLACK MALE you must buy this new DVD titled; "Solutions for Saving Black Boys". This is 
a demonstrational DVD that challenges the hardest black male to choose between being a KILLER or becoming a DELIVERER. To purchase 
this DVD log onto: ~=~=_zi_r_!g_b_J_’_a_9__k_!?__o_~_~£o__rj_) or click on the link below... 

iii! Email Marketing P ..... d by MailC’himp 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 11:35 AM 

roland@preludecomm unicafions.com 

I~E: Update Nat Turner Documentary 

Dear Roland: This is to let you know that I passed your script along to an historian on our campus but I have not yet heard anything and since this is the summer, I probably 
won’t have a response until school begins. In the meantime, I will read as soon as T get a chance. What I wanted to let you know is that Charles Burnett did a documentary on 
Nat Turner in 2002. I was not sure that you were familiar with this work. The documentary is entitled Nat Turner: A Troublesome Property. The film is available through 
California Newsreel/Resolution, Inc!www.newsreel.org You don’t have to respond to this email, I am just passing information along. Hope all is well. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:41 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: RE: ROLAND WADDELL 

Understood and this is much appreciated. 

One of the interesting comments from a senior studio executive is that he felt the story was too morbid, a no-win scenario and a negative outcome. He questioned 

whether ~:he audb~nce wouk~ remain interested as they may too indifferent: on the story, ~ thought your e>:~er~ences with students p~aces you in a much more 

crediMe posit~on on that subject. Besides, ~ have watched many action/adventure fi~rns (gangs~:er or zomMe for instance} where ~:he outcome ~s Meak and stark. 

Thoughts? 

F~m: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2Oil 9:16 AN 
To~ roland@preludecommunications.com 
Subjectt RE: ROUND WADDELL 
Dear Roland: I will review the script and wi[[ have one of my colleagues in hist,. Since you already are in con~ct with a number of historians, I don’t know that I will be able 
to contr~bu~ much but I will let you know ~at I tNnk. Finally, I don’t know how soon I will be able ~ get back with you but w~[[ do so when I can. It sounds [~ke a fascinating 
project and I look fo~ard to seeing it televised. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
F~m: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2Oil 8:07 AN 
To~ Regester, Charlene B 
Subjectt RE: ROUND WADDELL 

Charlene, 

We ar*-’_~ in discussions with Dr. tO:_~n Greenberg (Suffolk Uniw~rsRy), Robert Watson (Hampton Universi~:y) and Scot French (UVA) I arn del~gh~:ed to share th~s draft 

version of Lhe script, 0 Jerusalem for your review and comrnents. If you have other ~9~h Century and African American scholars who are b~terested, let rne know. 

Th~s fi~m ~s developed as part of a trilogy for HBO or Showt~me. We are not antidpat~ng mass theatr~ca~ re~ease, a~though I am encouraged by the performance of 

Robert Redford’s, "The Conspirator". k performed O~ at the box office and everyone made their money back. Smi~e. A true feat with most film pr~jects~ 

Best, 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 12, 2011 10:14 AN 
To= roland@preludecommunications.com 
Subject; RE: ROUND WADDELL 
Dear Roland: Good ~ hear from you and you can call me Charlene since that it what you have always known. Give Jeff my regards. Glad to know that you are working on this 
documentaW and if I can be of any assis~nce keep me posted. Best wishes and Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Roland L. Waddell [rNand@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 8:12 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: ROLAND WADDELL 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I hope this email finds you in good health and spirits. My brother, Jeff and I speak of you often. 

You might find it of interest that I am working on a film trilogy to be pitched to HBO and Showtime. 

The three film topics are 

1. 0 Jerusalem 

---Nat Turner’s insurrection 

2. Antagonist 

---John Brown’s Raid 

3. Paradox 

---The Ft Pillow Massacre 

Best, 

Roland L. Waddell 

Managing Partner 

PRELUDE Communications, Inc. 

11654 Plaza America Drive, Suite 341 

Reston, Virginia 20190 

703-731-9396 

www.preludecommunications.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 10:18 AM 

jromero@oscars.org 

I~W: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Choalene Regester 

Margaret Hemck Library.docx 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 4:40 PM 

To: jromero@oscars.org 
Subject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that T might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 10:22 AM 

egfitter@mtsu.edu 

FW: Filmmakels and Writers on their Favorite Films 

Dear Elizabeth: FYI Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Shaw, David M [dshaw@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August :t6, 201:t 4-:42 PM 

To-" U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject; Filmmakers and Writers on their Favorite Films 

Southern Cultures has just released a special issue devoted entirely to Memory, which includes essays from notable writers and filmmakers on their favorite films. 

We’ve also updated our online archives in many subject areas and are again offering free CDs and DVDs for use in classrooms during the coming academic year. 

The Memory issue features: 

Alice Walker, Randall Kenan, Allan Gurganus, Joe Flora, Elizabeth Spencer, Godfrey Cheshire, Kenneth Turan, and Andrew Garrison on their favorite Southern films; 

the debate over what to do about the Thomas Ruffin statue; 

new poetry from Robert Morgan; 

Peter S. Carmichael on why Robert E. Lee provokes so much argument; 

memories of World War II Appalachia; 

Josh Eure on baseball legend Catfish Hunter and his hometown; 

an interview with the Grandmother of Appalachian Studies; 

Keith Mallard on wartime Hot Springs, Arkansas; 

and more. 

50,000 students and scholars from over 70 countries have read Southern Cultures in the past year, and all of our content from the last decade is available 

online by subject area (including Film) and by issue at: 

.b..t..t.p..~/~..w.-.w.-.w.~.s...~.-u..t...h.e.-r.~-c..uJ.t...u.~/~~/~-~@i~/£J.m~ 
To read the current issue on Memory or to read about our free media for classroom use, please visit: 

www.SouthernCultures.org 

Thank you. 

Best, 

Dave Shaw 

Executive Editor, Southern Cultures 

UNC’s Center for the Study of the American South 

CB# 9:127, UNC-CH 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9:127 

www.SouthernCultures.org 

"The rici~ array oF photograpi~s and graphics, 

and the sincere and effective attempt at resdeHy ~ppe~ 

TNs list at AU can be subscfi~d to by senNng the following message to listsen,@listsew.amefic~.edu: subscribe UFV~IST-L Full Name ( Full Na~e should 

your firs1 and last n~e.) You can leave a list by ~nding the following command to listsew@list~.amefican.edu: signoffUFVASIST-S (Write this command in 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~n&ng m~ e-mail to UFV~IST-L@lislse~’.mnefican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Angust 18, 2011 1:23 PM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: sound article 

Location Multi.docx 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Fred Ginsburg 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:00 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: sound article 

@EARTHLINK.NET] 

Greetings to everyone. Sorry that I could not attend this year’s conference, but maybe next year. 

I have attached a copy of my new article about Multi-track Recording for Location Film/Video. It is based on the live lectures that I gave during last year’s NAB. 

Enjoy and feel free to distribute to your students. 

(And, yes, I know that I did not address the use of stereo and surround microphones for background tracks, but I was trying to keep it short and simple for the 

students.) 

I have also finished a rough draft of a user’s guide for the Tascam HS-P82 multi-track recorder and companion fader controller, which is currently being proof-read 

by the folks at Tascam. If any of you are currently using the Tascam, or interested in it, let me know and I can send you a copy. 

From the keyboard of Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD MSKS 

Fred@FilmTVSound.com 

818-231-1038 fax 818-892-9236 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the ~bllowing message to listserv,~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Naane should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0,Vrite this command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listser<american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 4:23 PM 

~hotmail .corn 

I~W: Sociologists Attending ASA: See Silent Choices Next Tuesday! 

From: Faith Pennick          ~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:53 PM 
To: P, egester, Charlene 13 
Subject: Sociologists Attending ASA: See Silent Choices Next Tuesday! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 8:13 AM 

~hotmail.com 

Update 

Dear Precious: Hope you survived the earthquake. The library ceiling was shaking here as well -- it was amazing; had no idea what it was until later. When you have a chance, 
look at Sunday’s Raleigh News and Observer front page story on athletes and UNC (on-line); read the entire article. Will discuss later with you by phone. Plan to go to LA on 
Sunday to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Library and will be there for a week. Hope I get to go since we are bracing for a Hurricane to hit on Saturday. It is 
unbelievable the way things are folding. Hope school is off to a good start. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 24, 2011 2:03 PM 

Elizabeth (Ntter <egritter@mtsu.edu-~ 

1~:;: Two Film Connections Here 

Dear Elizabeth: Thanks for the info Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Elizabeth Gritter [egritter@mtsu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 2:00 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Two Film Colmections Here 

HI Dr. Regester: 

I know you are busy on leave as am I but t~vo quick things to share: 

Our deptl chair, Bob Hunt, I see teaches a course on film and the US South. I know- right no~v he’s super busy but he’s a really race man and enjoys talking about fihn (we had a great 
discussion last week) so he’s someone who you or HalTy could ask about films, http://www.mtsu.edu/history/tenure facult’,’/hunt.shtml 

Also I went to campus orientauon [’or new faculty today and yesterday One of the first persons I met was Tom Neff and guess what--he is the founder of The Documentary Channel! He is 
veW humble and down to earth and easy to talk to yet I see he has a very prestigious career in documentary film. www tomnefllcom In any case, it was exciting for me to meet him as well as 
talk with him throughout orientation--we plan to be in touch. I told him about our meeting Georgia Carroll Kyser and he was interested, commenting you think you’d meet someone like that 
in a big city but it goes to show you can meet people like that all over 

Okay, well all the best and I better get back to my syllabus. 
Elizabeth 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Wed, 17 Aug 2011 14:22:17 +0000 
>From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc edu> 
>Subject: FW: Fihranakers and Writers on their Favorite Films 
>To: "egritter@mtsu.edu" <egritter@mtsu.edu> 
> 

> Dear Elizabeth: FYI Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

> 

> 

> t~’rom: University Film and Video Association 
> [UtW,’kLIST-I.@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf o f 
> Shaw, I)avid M [dshaw@email unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 4:42 PM 
> To: UFVA]~,IST-L@~.ISTSERV.AMER[CANEDU 
> Subj ect: Filrrm~akcrs and Writers on their Favorite 
> Films 
> 
> Southern Cultures has just released a special issue 
> devoted entirely to Memory, which includes essays 
> from notable writers and filrmnakers on their 
> favorite fihns. We’ve also updated our online 
> archives in many subject areas and are again 
> offering free CDs and DVDs for use in classrooms 
> during the coming academic year. 
> 
> The MemoW issue features: 
> 
> Alice Walker, Randall Kenan, Allan Gurganus, Joe 
> Flora, Elizabeth Spencer, Godfrey Cheshire, Kctmeth 
> Turan, and Andrew Garrison on their favorite 
> Southern films; 
> 

> the debate over what to do about the Thomas Ruffin 
> statue; 
> 

> new poetry fiom Robert Morgan; 
> 

> Peter S. Carraichael on why Robert E. Lee provokes so 
> much argument; 
> 

> memories of World War II Appalachia; 
> 
> Josh Eure on baseball legend Catfish Hunter and his 
> hometo~vn; 
> 

> un intervie~v with the Grandmother of Appalachian 

> Studies; 
> 

> Keith Maillard on wartime Hot Springs, Arkansas; 
> 

> and more. 
> 

> 50,000 students and scholars from 
> over 70 countries have read Southern Cultures in the 
> past year, and all of our content from the last 
> decade is available online by subject area 



(including Film) and by issue at: 

http://wwwsouthernculmresor~/content/read/read bs: subject/filn~, 

To read the current issue on Memory 
or to read about our free media for classroom use, 
please visit: 

www. South ernC ultures.org 

Thank you. 

Best, 

Dave Shaw 

Executive Editor, Southern Cultures 

lJ~-C’s Center for the Study of the American South 

CB# 9127, LrNC-CH 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9127 

~vw~v. SouthernCultures.org 

"The rich array of photographs and graphics, 
and the sincere and efl;ective attempt at readerly 
appeal, 
go well beyond what is attempted by most... 
Southern Cultures is truly impressive." 
~2ouncil of Editors of Learned Journals 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
following message to listserv@listsel~’.american edu: 
subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last name ) You can leave a list by 
sending the following command to 
listsel-,z@listserv, americ an edu: signoff L~VALIST-L 
(Write this command in body of email with nothing 
else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the 
list by sending an e-mail to 

L~FV~4LIST-L @listser~,,. american, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Augnst 26, 2011 9:23 AM 

Kapur, Geeta ~aol.com> 

I~E: What a Blessing! 

Dear Geeta: Regarding a carrell in the library -- you have to go to the front desk and request a carrell. Indicate that you are an instructor!faculty member and this will give you 
some priority. You need to do this as soon as possible because they are in high demand. The person in charge of assigning carrell’s is Mitchell Wichard and he’s actually quite 

nice but don’t be too demanding or pushy -- handle with caution and he will try to accomodate you. Thanks for my gift that I have not yet picked up but will try to do so as soon 
as possible -- I will be out of town next week. Good to hear from you and stay focused on your project. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Kaput, Geeta          Naol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2012 7:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: What a Blessing! 

My dearest Dr. Regester, 

What joy it brought to my face and spirit to see you today in the midst of my difficult time. Thank you for your kind words of encouragement. How did you get a 

Carroll at Davis? I need a quiet space to work outside of my home. I would appreciate any advice you can offer. Please don’t forget to stop by the AFAM 

Department to get your gift or kindly ask Travis to deliver it. He thinks the world of you. Take good care of yourself. I need you around for awhile. 

Geeta 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 

Adjunct Professor, UNC-Chapel ttill 

Mailing Address: 

P.O. Box 51035 

Durham, NC 27717 
phone 

919.682.811~ fascimile 
@aol.eom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, August 27, 2011 12:41 PM 

Jenny Romero <jromero@oscaxs.org> 

1~9;: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
S..bject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review. I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Richard Brooks Papers 38.f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Ear,ha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers i.f-19 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 

1948; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 14.f-1342 Kitt, Ear,ha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 1&f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list. If you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know. Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blocks ond Film and Blocks in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http:iicatalog.oscars.org Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from lOam- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from lOam-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at -h-~-t~-t-p--~:-/-/---w----w----w--:~-~-~-s--c--a-~-r--s-~--~-~g~--!j~-b-~-r~-a--r-[/j---u-~-s-L-q~---h-~9~-u-~-r--s---~-d-~-r--e-~£-t-!~£~[~1! Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 
Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ° Tel 310-247-3036 ext 2226 . Fax 310-657-5193 

www. o sc a rs. o rg/lib ra ry/¯ j_r_9_92 _e__r__o_ @ g _s__c__a__r__s_=_o__r_q 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.17-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973-1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 



38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

Richard Brooks; 1966 (Columbia Picture.s; 1966) 
includes: breakdown of billing reqaire~nents; waiver for billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellam55 Lee Marvin and Woo@ Strode, Febrna~ 10, 

1966. 

39.t"-35 TIlE PROFESSIONALS -- legal-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBrooks, 1966 (Columbia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 
of actors salarie~ 1965; signed agreements with stunt playem; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 

16.f-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 

correspondence ruth Mm~’ Forkins, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

from Stepin Fetchit with copy of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Bojangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

2 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda Hopper papers 

25 Twentieth Centuu-Fox 1944-1965. 

includes: dratt column on TIlE FIGttTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 

fm~ mail including letter from reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 

supporting Catholic Church m~d protes~ting Ed Sullivan’s sympathies 

towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa Maacch 2, 1955; fan mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter from reader to 

Hopper discussing sister-~Maw who attended Peter Marshall’s church, 

March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 

1956 [postmark]; letter from Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 
mamage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Jom~ Collins, problems caused by 

Eaa~ka Kitt, thoughts by Nunnally Johnson regarding his work on 

"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Ha~-old ttecht, July 30, 

1957; letter from Goldstein to ttopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 

asked to take over as director of THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 

Scalds attmnpted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter fio,n Hopper to 

Golds~tein discussing Olivie~; Jerry Wald, a~d Thelma Cza~et-Heir, 

October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 

[unpunlished?]; list of guests who attended pm~’ hosted by Swros 

Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 

filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] ruth mention of Sandra Dee 

visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy’ to 

ttopper discussing ca.sting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 

photocopy of letter from Aliican-American soldier to McCaxthy who 

served under George Patton, September 6, 1961; letter t?om Teet Carle to 

ttopper discussing filming on location for NINE ttOURS TO RAMA, 

November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 

regarding NINE HOURS TO IL’kMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 

letter from Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaught regmding his visit to dirt}rent 

regions in Afi-ica including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 

was filming THE LION [1962], Jm~ua~- 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 

Peter Levathes, JanuaU 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 

International Cultural Center for Youth in Jerusalem which includes 

mention ofLiza Mfimelli being in "DiaU of Anne Frank," [1962], 2 pages; 

interview with ttarold Rand, January 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter ti-om Fred 

Hift to ttopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE mad ttOW TO STEAL A 

MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 
includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 
April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965. 

includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 

Loew failing to many Eartha Kitt, Joma Collins’ wish to ma~T Loew, and 

the wit of Nunnally Johnson, July 26, 1957; letter t~om Hopper to 



Goldstein with mention of Robert Wagner and di~ussing Nunnally 

Johnson rewriting ~ript Ibr Marilyn Monroe’s upcoming film 

[SOMETttING’S GOT TO GIVE], FebmaD 9, 1962; letter 
Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Bu~n, mad 

Susan Strasberg, February 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

missed a pertbm~ance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocambo due to an 

illness, February 15, 1954. 

Itattie and Sam McDanid papers 

1.f-15 Co~nmittee for Unity in Motion l?icmres -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First Amma2l Motion Picture Unity 

Au.ard Assemb155 sponsored by the Youth Council of the Nalional 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 

23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publicity 1942. 
contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper portrait from THE CALIFORNIA 
EAGLE. 

1.f-I7 McDaniel, Hathe -- childhood undated. 

contmns: "Elective Spelling Bla~ks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott,. belonging to, 

and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th (kade. 

l.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 
contmns: card ruth imprint of McDaniel and the Beula~h show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- adverti~ment circa 1915. 

contains: advertisement motmted on board ruth picture, "Compliments of 

Brown a~d McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertainers". 

1 .f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 
contmns: signed agency contract between Stun (Deacon) McDaniel 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 ,f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cafe 1947. 
contains: folder fi~om Hillside Cafe, Long Beach, California, ruth 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and tbur other people, inscribed "To the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of womm~, captioned 
"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 
contains: folder from Price’s Foothill (ms, automat), Signal Hill, California, 
with photograph of Sam McDa~iel and club owner, together with 5x7 
photograph of Sam McDm~iel m~d five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contains: clippings regazding Mr. McDa~iel; clippings about Hattie 

McDa~iel and her death and funeral; photographs of (among others) Mr. 

McDa~iel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and t~iends, family and business 

acquaintences; telegram t?om A~ma Roo~velt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sonow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation for CAI~fAINS COUI~A~GEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE I?ALOOKA, CHAMP 
(1946); telegram from John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 
McDaniel relaying mesmge of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER Vv~7IO’S 
KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and Mary 

[Astor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap party; review tbr HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review lbr A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review tbr AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 



contains: one 8x10 certificate of a resolution honoring the memory of 

Hatlie McDaniel, 1952. 

2~f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Number 2, undated [photocopy]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 
contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaniel, Sam 
McDaniel, Etta McDanid and family members and friends. 
Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 
Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 
contains: Music Town Presents, "American Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 
Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 
Note: Program, with many adverlisements for black businesses and 
entertainers, including film FOUR SttALL DIE with Dorothy Dandridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edwa~l Ingmm, for Vernon, the Nite Club of 

Los Angeles, ruth list of performers. 
Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics 1,~ "Walkin’ "the Dog." 

Paramom~t Pictures contract summaries 

14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 

contains: summa~ of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 I?ORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Milestone; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

includes: agreement with Lynn Stalmaster, Mmch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Stadios, a children’s portrait gallery, 

wondering if Gregory Peck roll cast her la~ son in recompense for her 

having been im~ndated at all hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search for Melville Productions, March 15, 
1958; day player contracts for, among others, Phillip Ahr~ Ivan Dixon, and 

BeuM~ Quo; contracts for, among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 

Norman Fell, Harry Guardino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, Harry Dean Stanton, Woo@ 

Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Milton E. Picklnan papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 
contains: (1) THE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader report by Sidney 
Picker of a screen treattnent by Charles K. Peck Jr., January 25, 1965; 
(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 
Donald McCardle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 
reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 
September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 
H~el Thurston of a novel by June Drummond, June 9, 1961,4 pages; (5) 
"The Three Sirens," reader report by Edward Doyle of a novel by Irving 
Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 
screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 
Tightrope Men," reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 
Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8) "Time and Again," reader report of a 
novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reports of 
a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon~ May 15, 1944, 27 
pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 
contains: brief production notes on an autobiography by Em~tha Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 

contains: letters from George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 



13, 1974; Barbara Best, two undated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 

Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Doty, NBC, April 22, 

1952; Robert J. Fi~gibbon, "Family Weekly," February 12, 1969; Maury 

Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 

Sidney and Madeline Greenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 

1967; Em Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Le~, undated; GeoffMiller, ’°Los 

Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, January 13, 

1964; Peggy McNaught, April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pair~ May 5, 1961; Jerry 
Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), June 25, 1957; A. L. 

Rockett, March 21, 1955; Paul San, "New York Post" October 28, 

1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGM publicly, undated; "Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 
Larry S windell, February 23, 1973; "TV Radio Mirror" (Claire S afran), 

June 19, 1962; proposal ficom Skolsk.5~ to ’~Fhis Week," January 28, 1969, 

m~d undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), August 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 

May 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, May 4, 1967; Irma 
Weitzman, December 12, 1961; Adaan West, undated; Earl Wilson, July 

5, 1972; Sonia Wolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 

1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3.17-62 Tyn~pes-- D 

contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Danova, Ray Danton, Kim 

Daacby, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 

SaJnmy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.f-74 Tyntypes-- K 

contains: materiaJ on Am~a Ka~-ina, DaJmy Kaye, Stacy Keach, Bfim~ 
Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kerr, 

John Kerr, Marion Key’,. Alan King, Eartha Kitt, Jack Klugmm~, Susan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofferson, Hardy Kruger, Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zeiflin papers 

2.f- [62] Davi~ Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, August :t5, 201:1:1:40 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and T am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, :t900-:1960 (20:t0). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, September 4, 2011 11:31 AM 

cynthia.greeNee- donnell@duke.edu 

ILE: Invitation to dimmer with Julie Dash 

Dear Cynthia: Just returned from California last night so I could not respond earlier. But yes, I would love to attend a dinner with Julie Dash and thanks for inviting me. Please send the 
appropriate information and I ~vill attempt to make arrangements Hope to see you then and thanks Ibr inviting me to this event Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: cynthia.greenlee-donnell@duke.edu [cynthia greenlee-dolmell@duke edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 12:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Invitation to dinner with Julie Dash 

Dr. Regester: 

My name is Cynthia Greenlee-Dolmell. I’m a doctoral candidate at Dnke in 
histow, and I help Dnke African and African American Studies (AAAS) coordinate 
its prugramming. ’]’his year, I’m working with Dr Mark Anthony Neal to co-curate 
a film series fur the department 

As you may have heard, we’re bringing Julie Dash tu campus next week to screen 
"Daughters of the Dust" ]2~r the 20th armiversary uf its release She wil l be 
shuwing the film and having a post-film cunversation onstage with Rick Powell 
next Thursday, September 8, at the Nasher Museum ufArt auditorium, starting a 
6 pro. 

We’re having a dinner ~2~r Julie and lucal students and film scholars Wednesday 
night at 7 p.m. at Parizade in Durham San@ Darity suggested that yuu might 
like to come. 

Are you available and able to come? I can send you directions if you’re 
unfamiliar with the restaurant, if you will attend. 

Cynthia Greenlee-Donnell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, September 4, 2011 11:47 AM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Invitation: U.S. and China in Africa 3 & 4 November 2011 

From: VNI Center for Leadership and Ethics [VNICentefforLeadershipandEthics@vmi.edu] 

Sent-" Wednesday, August 31, 2011 4:18 PN 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Invitation: U.S. and China in Africa - 3 & 4 November 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

On behalf of the Center for Leadership and Ethics at the Virginia Military Institute, I would like to extend an invitation for you 

to participate in a conference that ~vill investigate the common interests of the U.S. and China in Sub-Saharan Africa. By 

putting Africa in the middle of the equation, we will ask the urgent question, "What does Africa need from the U.S. and 

China?" 

"The Eagle and the Dragon: StabiliLv and Economic Development in Sub-Saharan Africa," a two-day conference in November, 

aims to answer this question by rejecting the purely dichotomous choice of either competition or cooperation between the U.S. 

and China. Experts from Africa, China and the U.S. will discuss and debate topics about Africa including: sustainable 

development, war and peace, strategic interests, and diplomatic relations. The conference agenda follows, but I would like to 

highlight two of our keynote speakers: 

* Ambassador Johnnie Carson. Assistant Secretary of State for Africma Affairs, U.S. Department of State 

* Ambassador Jenda.vi E. Frazer, Pln.D., Distinguished Public Service Professor, Director of the Center for International 

Policy and hmovation, Carnegie Mellon University. 

Lexington, Virginia, is a beautiful college town in the Shenandoah Valley, a three-hour drive from Washington, DC. The area is 

filled ~vith scenic and historic treasures, and other opportunities, from the Virginia Horse Center to local vineyards, artisans, 

antiques, and dining. Attend the conference, stay for the weekend, and enjoy all that Lexington has to offer. For more 

information or to register on-line, please visit ww~v.vmi.edu/a.frica. The early registration rate expires on Friday, 16 September. 

With best wishes from the Institute, 

S. J. Rabern 

Captain, U.S. Navy (Retired) 

Director, Center for Leadership and Ethics 

Virginia Military Institute 

Lexington, VA 24450 

The Eagle ~I~ the Dragon in Africa: Stability and Economic Deve~o1~ment in Sub-Saharan Africa 

TI~rsday, ~ November & F~iday~ 4 November ~-011 

Virginia iVlilitmLv Institute - Center for Leaclership and Ethics 

Lexington, Virginia 

Thursday, 3 November 

1:00 pm      Opening Session 
* Welcoming Remarks - GEN J. H. Binford Peay III, U.S. Army (Ret.), VMI Superintendent 

. Keynote - Ambassador Jendayi E. Frazer, Ph.D., Distinguished Public Service Professor mad Director, 

Center for International Policy and Innovation, Carnegie Mellon University 

2:25 pm Africa’s Interest: What the U.S. and China mean for Africa’s Development 

* Kwesi Aning, Ph. D., Kofi Annan International Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPTC) in Accra, Ghana 

* Soft Adelaja, Ph. D., Professor, Land Policy, Director of the Land Policy Institute, Michigan State 

University 

4:00 pm U.S. and Chinese Interest in Africa: Competitors or Collaborators? 

Chair: Charles Homer, Se~or Fellow, H~Mson Institute 

. Raymond Gilpin, Ph. D., Associate Vice President, Sustainable Economies Centers of Innovation, United 

States Institute of Peace 

. Howard Sanborn, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, International Studies and Political Science, VMI 

5:30 pm Reception - Festival of S~b-Saharan music and food 

7:30 pm Keynote Remarl~s 
Friday, 4 November 

9:00 am      U.S. Approaches to S~stainable Development in Africa 
Chair: Paul Hebert, Ph. D., Winner of the I/MI Jonathan M. Daniels Humanitarian Award, 2011 

Christopher LaMonica, Ph. D., Associate Professor of Comparative Politics at the U. S. Coast Guard 

Academy 

~ LTC Nancy Jean-Louis, U.S. Army, USAFRICOM Military Representative to USAID 

10:00 am War g I~eace in Africa 

Chair: Ambassador Louis J. Nigro, Jr. (Retired), Former U.S. Ambassador to Chad 

* Reuben Brigety, Ph. D., Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration, U.S. 

Department of State 

COL James Hentz, Pln. D., Professor and Chair, Department of International Studies, Virginia. Military 



Institute 

11:00 mn China and U.S. Strategic Relatio~hil~S with Africa 

I~ T%vlor, Ph.D., Pro%ssor, School of International Relations, UniversiLv of St. Andrews, U.K. 

~ COL Tom Sheperd, USA, Director of Afric~ Studies, Nafion~ Securiks~ & Strate~~, U.S. Army War College 

12:00 pm Keynote ~e~e~ - Ambassador Johnnie C~son, Assistant Secretly of State %r Africm~ Affairs, State 

Department 

1:30 pm U.S. and Ch~a ia Africa: Ad~ac~g ~e Diploraatic Ageada 

* J. Peter Pham, Ph. D.~ Director, Michael S~ Ansari Africa Center, Atlantic Counci] 

* David Shinn, Ph.D., Adjunct Pro%ssor, Elliott School of International Aff~rs, George Washington 

U niversi~ 

2:45 pm Ch~e Approaches to Sustai~ble D~¢~opment ~ Africa 
Chair: Yoon Jung Park, Ph.D., Sen~or Research Associate, Rhodea Un~wrsity 

D~borah Br~utig~, Ph. D., author of The Dragon’s Gi~: ~e Real Story of China m A~ca 

. Joseph Ril~y, J~ff~rson Scholar, Uniwrsity of Virginia, Class of 20~3 

4:30 pm       MilitmT P~ad~ - VMI Corps of Cadets 
Agenda as of 31 Augits~ 2011 

If you do not wish to receive any more information about ~The Eagle and the Dragon in A~ca" conference, please ~:~_~_~_~_~_~ 

here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, September 4, 2011 12:13 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Directorship of the IAAR and the search 

From-" Genna Rae McNeil           ~gmail.com] 

Sent-" Friday, September 02, 20:t:l 2:29 PM 
To; D. Soyini Madison; Jordan, Joseph F; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Regester, Charlene 

Cc-" Jackson, Fatimah L.C. 
Subject-" Directorship of the IAAR and the search 

Dear Reginal& Joseph, Charlene, Soyini, and Fatimah: 

I just wanted you each to be aware that I have called and spoken to Carole Tresolini in order to share with her tny concern, as a senior facul~ member specializing 

in African A~nerican history, race, law, and social change. I indicated that I was pleased Reg had been rolling to "stand in the gap" as interim/acting director ofIAAR. I 

also indicated that it would be distressing to have the ssearch for a director exclude fiom the descriplion the association of the scholar with a department and guarantee 

of a faculty posilion. After a brief conversation, she assured me that she believed this would be necessary and no plans to change the posilion to a non-faculty position. 

I believe it is important to have several of us insisting that this be a commitment made to insnre the viability and future of the Institute beyond the days whan we my 

phsyically on campus. 

Reg --- Thank you so much. I know that yon have longed to complete yonr manuscript. I do not know at what stage it is now, but I mli not forget and I appreciate 
so much your sacrifice for the Institute and the strnggle we waged to have such a re,arch component institafionalized. 

I wll be emailing Prot~ssor Tresolini in order to place a note about our conversation on the record. 

The~ axe difficult times lbr every unit in the university because of the state legislature’s limited appropriations and the slashes to the budget tbr [INC Chapel Hill. I 

know, however, that there is not one of us that is willing for the Institute to be sacrificed. I have been invited to meet with Prot~ssor Tresolini iM~en I wish to speaJa with 

her about the Institute and matters pe~taining to African Atnerican and African Diaspora studies. I roll look fo~-ward to talldng with you from time to time and hope that 

we might together not only support you, Reg, in this posilion, but speak with a degree of s~trength and unanimiity about the importance of bnilding an Institute that will no 

longer be seen as one of the easy units to place on the "chopping block." I have never been and never favored "lone ranger" so please know that despite tny tardiness 

in repying to e~nails, I am with you in this continning strnggle to have recognized and respected the significance of African, African American, and Afi’ican Diaspora 

Studies (broadly constrned) in the depaxtmental structure and as a research institute. 

I also want to bring to your attention that we have a wonderful, strong ally in a new senior professor, Louise Toppin. She begins her second year at UNC this 

semester. She is the head of Voice in the Music Department, the sole AFrican American, and a full professor. For those of yon who have not met her and do not know 

her, please take the opportuni~ this semester to contact her. She is an internationally-respected and acclaimed soprano, a proven administrator who created a graduate 

voice program at ECU, co-director of the Baltimore San~mer Opera Workshop, an accomplished pianist, and schola~ of music and African American ttistory. (Her 
thther was the eminent historian and academic administrator Edgax Toppin of both Virginia State and Virginia Commomvealth Universi~.) 

Have a good weekend. I am in and out of town tbr a few weeks and also trying to meet a publishing deadline, but can be reached at 

accept text & voice). 

Genna Rae 

(cell tht mill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester~ Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Sunday, September 4, 2011 12:15 PM 

william dari)@duke.edu 

Thmfl~s for Inviting Me to the Julie Dash Dinner 

Dear Dr. Daribl: Thanks tremendously for inviting me to the 3ulie Dash dinner, I will definitely try to make this event. Sorry I could not respond sooner but I have been in 
California during the last week at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Library and just returned last night. Hope I will get a chance to talk with you. Again, I really 

appreciate your continued support. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B -~O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 3:34 PM 

~gmail.com 

Julie Dash Dinner 

Dear Rizvana: It was good meeting you at the .~ulie Dash dinner. You made what could have been a boring evening quite lively. I am the person from UNC who indicated that 
was interested in taking a theory course. I looked on line and saw that Antonio Viego teaches LIT 255S Lacanian Psychoanalytic Theory and was very much interested in this 
course--of course I am interested in others as well but his course was the only being offered currently. Are you familiar with this course or the instructor? If so, please let me 
know or make some recommendations so that if I decide to pursue this I can do so before it is too late into the semester. Thanks much for your assistance and if I can be of 

any assistance let me know. Good luck on your work and good meeting you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 8:42 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Looking to hire a DP in the Des Moines area 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVAI.IST-L@LISTSERV AMERICAN EDU] on behalf of Makino, Yuri E - (.ymakino) [ymakino@EMA[[~ ARIZONA EDU] 
Sent: Sunday, September 11,2011 12:53 PM 
To: UF VALIST-L@LISTSERV AM}{[<[CAN ~)U 
Subject: Looking to hire a DP in the Des Moines area 

Hi. 

Does anyone know of an experienced DP in the Des Moines, Iowa area? 

I’m working on a documentary that may be shooting there. The film office is having internal issues and they haven’t been responsive. 

thanks for your suggestions, 

Yun 

Yuri Makino 
Associate Professor 
Associate Director, Film and Television Program 
School of Theatre, Film and Television 
University of Arizona 
845 N Park Ave, Marshall 220 
Tucson, AZ 85721 
520/621-8974 
ymakino@u.arizona.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following coramand to listsetw@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff L~FVALIS T-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U[~’VAL[ST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 8:45 PM 

cynthia.greenlee- donnell@duke.edu 

I~E: Invitation to dimmer with Julie Dash 

Thanks for inviting me and it was a pleasure to meet you as ;vell as Julie Dash. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: cynthia.greenlee-donnell@duke edu [cynthia.greenlee-dolmell@duke.edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, September 05, 2011 8:36 AiVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: h~vitation to dinner with Julie Dash 

Dr. Regester: 

Lovely! We will be dining at Parizade (www parizade-ghg, corn), which is located 
at 2200 W Main Street in Durham Wednesday at 7 p.m. The reser~,ation is under 
my name (Cynthia Greenlee-Dolmell) and also Duke Aiicican and African An~erican 
Studies. 

I don’t know where yuu’re coming from, but I would suggest taking the Durham 
freeway and exiting on Sw~l’t Street If you’re coming frum Chapel Hill 
(15-501 
tu 147), you’ll turn left at the top of the ramp, then leR at the 
second light 
ontu Main, and gu thruugh the light that is Ninth Street. You’ll see a 
Wachuvia 
on that corner, then a brick building un the right. Parizade is in the next 
development on the right; it includes a tall, rose-colored uffice 
tuwer Yuu’ll 
turn right into a circle and :find parking there. 

We’ll see you Wednesday! 

Quoting "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email uric edu>: 

Dear Cynthia: Just returned from California last night so I cuuld nut 
respond earlier But yes, I wuuld love to attend a dinner with Julie 
Dash and thanks :[’or inviting me. Please send the approprmte 
infurmation and I will attempt tu make arrangements. Hope to see you 
then and thanks for inviting me to this event Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Front: cynthia.greenlee-donnell@duke.edu [cynthia.greenlee-dotmell@dtfl~e.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 12:22 P_’vf 
To: Regestcr, Charlene B 
Subject: Invitation to dirmcr with Julie Dash 

Dr. Regester: 

My name is Cynthia Greenlee-Donnelh I’m a doctoral candidate at Dttke in 
history, and I help Duke African and African American Studies (AAAS) 
coordinate 
its prograrmning. This year, I’m working with Dr. Mark Anthony Neal to 
co-curate 
a fihn series for the department. 

As you may have heard, we’re bringing Julie Dash to campus next week 
to screen 
"Daughters of the Dust" for the 20th anniversary of its release. She will be 
shoxving the fihn and having a post-fihn conversation onstage with Rick Powell 
next Thursday, September 8, at the Nasher Museum of Art auditoriunr, 
starting a 
6 p.m. 

We’re having a dinner for Julie and local students and film scholars 
Wednesday 
night at 7 pm at Parizade in Durham. San@ Darity suggested that you might 
ltke to come. 

Are you available and able to come? I can send you directions if you’re 
unfamiliar with the restaurant, if you will attend. 

Cynthia Greenlee-Donnell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 4:17 PM 

Williams, Heafl~er A <hawill@emaJl.nnc.edu> 

Script for Nat Turner documentary 

nat tumer.pdf 

Dear Heather: Attached is a script that I would like for you to reveiw for a forthcoming HBO documentary. Roland Waddell is a UNC-CH grad and has asked me for feedback on 
this script. I thought someone in history should review the work as well and therefore, I am asking for your review. I sent this over the summer but did not hear from you. 
Please let me know if you have received this material Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 201:1 8:07 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: ROLAND WADDELL 

Cha d ene, 

We are in discussions with Dr. Ken Greenberg (Suffolk University), Robert WaLson (F~ampton University) and Scot French (UVA). I am delighted to share Lhis drat:t 

version of the script, 0 Jerusalem for your review and comments. If you have other 19th Century and African American scholars who are ~nterested, let me know. 

Th~s film ~s developed as part of a trilogy for HBO or Showth~e. We are not antidpat~ng mass theatdca~ release, a~though I am encouraged by the performance of 

Robert Redford’s, ’q’he Con%~ra~:or". ft performed OK a~: the box office and ew~ryone rnade their money bad~. Smi~e. A ~:rue feat with most 51m projects. 

Best, 

Roland 

~ ~egester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t= Tuesday, ~uly ~2, 20~ ~0:~4 A~ 
Te~ roland@preludecommunications.com 
$~jeCt~ ~E: RO~D WADDELL 
Bear ~oland: 6ood to hear from you and you can call me Charlene since that it what you have always known. 6ire ~eff my regards. ~lad to know that you are working on this 
documenta~ and ~f ~ can be of any ass~s~nce keep me posted. Best wishes and Sincerely, Charlene ~egester 

From: Roland L. Waddell [roland@preludecommunications.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July :t2, 201:t 8::t2 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: ROLAND WADDELL 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I hope this email finds you in good health and spirits. My brother, Jeff and I speak of you often. 

You might find it of interest that I am working on a film trilogy to be pitched to HBO and Showtime. 

The three film topics are 

I. O Jerusalem 

---Nat Turner’s insurrection 

2. Antagonist 

---John Brown’s Raid 

3. Paradox 

---The Ft Pillow Massacre 

Best, 

Roland L. Waddell 

Managing Partner 

PRELUDE Communications, Inc. 

11654 Plaza America Drive, Suite 341 

Reston, Virginia 20~90 

703-73:~-9396 

www.preludecommunications,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:30 AM 

~gmail.com 

Julie Dash Dinner 

Dear Rizvana: It was nice meeting you at the recent Julie Dash dinner. You made what stood to be a boring evening quite entertaining. Whenever you have a chance, please 
provide information on theory courses offered at your school. I was interested in Antonio Viego’s class Lit 255 S Lacanian Psychoanalytic Theory to strengthen my own 
background. If you are familiar with his class or the instructor let me know. Thanks for your assistance. By the way, I am the person from UNC-CH. Good luck with your work. 
Please let me know if you have received this email because I think I might have typed the wrong email address. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:35 AM 

@gmail.com 

Julie Dash Dirmer 

Dear Rizvana: It was a pleasure meeting you at the Julie Dash dinner. You made what otherwise would have been a boring evening quite entertaining. I am contacting you for 
information on theory classes that would help strengthen my own background. The class I was interested in taking is Antonio Viego’s class LIT 255S (Lacanian Psychoanalytic 
Theory). If you are familiar with the class or the instructor please provide whatever information you have or recommend other classes that might be useful. Your assistance is 
greatly appreciated and good luck with your own work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 1:44 PM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: Rubrics for Scoring Student l?roduction Projects 

You Cannot Play Equations.doc; You CAN Play Equations - proofs.rff, You Cannot Play Equations - Appendix B.docx; You Cannot Play 

Equations - Appendix C revised.doc; You Cannot Play Equations - Appendix C revised.doc; You Cannot Play Equations - Appendix D 
revised.doc; Yon Cannot Play Equations - Appendix E revised.doc 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of frank tomasulo 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 1:15 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
S~bject: Re: Rubrics for Scoring Student Production Projects 

~yahoo.com] 

Dear Mary et al.: Attached is the simplified version of the FS U production rubric, along with the proofs of the essay (just before publication in TH E 
JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO) and the Appendixes, which contain actual ratings on a chart. 
The full version, with explanations, was published in JFV a few years back (2008). Here’s the citation: 

Journd/ off milm and Video 60.3-4 (Fall/Wint~,r 2008): 115-122. 
Also reprinted on the Society for Cinema and Media Studies Web site: http:i/m,~ww.cmstudies.org, 2010. 

Best, 

Frank 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16=G 

NewYork, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

From: "Dalton, Mary" <dalton@WFU.EDU> 

To: U FVALIST-L@LISTS E RV.AM E RICAN.EDU 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 8:35 AM 
Subject: Rubrics for Scoring Student Production Projects 

If you’re willing to sha~e, I’d like to get some samples of rubrics u~d to score student production projects. Reply off;list if you like, dalton(a)wIh.edu 

Mary M. Dalton, Ph.D. 

Co-Director, Documentary Film Program 

Wake Forest University 

http:i!www.wfu.edu/documentaryi 

http:!!www.wfdddalton.wordpress.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.arnerican.edu: subscribe UFV,aJ~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and laser name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
) o ofemail with nothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFV,aJiST-L@listse~w.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listaerv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.amefican.edu: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 
to U FVALIST-L@listaerv.american.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday. September 13, 2011 4:28 PM 

Rizvana Bradley ~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Julie Dash Dinner 

Dear Rizvana: Thanks much for the report -- you gave me quite a bit of detail. I may try to audit his class and if I decide to do so, I will let you know. I really appreciate your 
assisstance. Please call me Charlene. Sincerely, C. Regester 

From: Rizvana Bradley          @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, September J.3, 2011 2:07 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: 3ulie Dash Dinner 

Hi Professor Regester. 

Antonio is one of my advisors, and I get along well ruth him. He is gay, mind you. Not snre if that is a concern, but he roll likely bring those issues (queer theory, etc) to 

the table as well. I speak candidly: he is ve~ nice and approachable. But he holds pwchoanalysis in very high regard. I feel that he has been more open to other 
theoretical concerns more recently, but you cm~ expect really rigorous training in psychomaalysis. 

I hope this helps. I’d be hapw to tell you about other thculty members I know about. 

On Tuesday, September 13, 201 l, Regester, Charlene B <re~ester(~email.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Dear Rizvm~a: It was a pleasure meeting you at the Julie Dash dinner. You made M~at otherwise would have been a boring evening quite entertaining. I mn contacting 

you for information on theory classes that would help strengthen my own background. The class I was interested in taking is Antonio Viego’s class LIT 255S (Lacanian 

Psychomaalytic TheoD~). If yon are familiar with the class or the instructor please provide whatever infom~ation yon have or recommend other classes that might be 

usefifl. Your assistance is greatly appreciated and good luck with your own work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:45 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Any possibiliD" that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP importaJ~t! !! ! 

AFRICANAFAMSTUDIESALERT 15Sept.docx 

From; Genna Rae McNeil           ~gmail.com] 

Sent; Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:29 PM 
To; Jackson, Jerma A; Williams, Heather A; Gore, Travis; Toppin, Louise; Ferris, William R; Berger, Michele T; Tyson, l(arolyn D; Boxill, Bernard R; JMBOXILL@EMAI.UNC.EDU; 
coleman3@email.unc.edu; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Parker, Patricia S 

C¢; Hildebrand, Reginald I=; ehuber@unc.edu; Jordan, Joseph F; Jackson, l=atimah L.C4 jm~ohnson@unc.edu; fatimahj@unc.edu; Woodard, Harold~ Greene, Johnny L 
Subject: Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP important!!!! 

15 September 2011 

Greetings’. 

Dear scholaacs of Ali-ican-American, African Diaspora, AtiJcan Studies and supporters of programs and scholarship pertaining to African/AtiJcan Disapom studies: 

I have attached an urgent communication to this email and addressed it to persons who teach studies related to Afiica and the AtiJcan Diaspora, have an interest in 

Black studies, and support scholarship and programming related to AtiJcan Americans, the Diaspora, and persons of Afi-ican descent. I have asked that Travis tbrwaacd 

this to the entire Afi-ican and Afico-American Studies Faculty.Most of you on the Atiican & Afro-American Deparlanent faculty know that I am very interested in 

pursuing a joint appointment and have at other times been an adjunct in the department. I conlinue to have strong lies to the department and am a supporter of this 

special interdisicplinary approach to the study of people of African Descent. I feel a responsibility to see if we can have some time to talk about our fields, institutes, 
centers, progran~ the negative media attention directed tou,ard Black studie~ and the recent events surrounding and/or involving the Institute of African Atnerican 

Research and Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

I would appreciate it if other addressees would forward the communication if they see that persons outside of the department who do Black studies or support Black 

studies may not have received this communication. I do not have the most recent directory so I don’t have email addresses for all the persons to whom I would like this 

attaclmnent to go. Essentially, as a senior scholar in African-America~African Diaspora Studies I am asking if we can get together on either the 4th or the 6th of 

October, just before (around 6:15 p.m.; the Fanon programs are at 7 p.m.) one of the Fanon Commemoration events at the Stone Center. 

I can be reached via my persona~ email as you reply to the invitation ~b~gma~l.com). I am having a little trouble with outlook. You may a~so try my outlook 

email address, mcneilgr~b~anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:46 PM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP importaJlt! !! ! 

AFRICANAFAMSTUDIESALERT 15Sept.docx 

From; Genna Rae McNeil           ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:29 PM 
To; Jackson, Jerma A; Williams, Heather A; Gore, Travis; Toppin, Louise; Ferris, William R; Berger, Michele T; Tyson, l(arolyn D; Boxill, Bernard R; JMBOXILL@EMAI.UNC.EDU; 
coleman3@email.unc.edu; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Parker, Patricia S 

C¢; Hildebrand, Reginald I=; ehuber@unc.edu; Jordan, Joseph F; Jackson, l=atimah L.C4 jm~ohnson@unc.edu; fatimahj@unc.edu; Woodard, Harold~ Greene, Johnny L 
Subject: Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP important!!!! 

15 September 2011 

Greetings’. 

Dear scholaJcs of Ati-ican-American, African Diaspora, AtiJcan Studies and suppor~ters of programs and scholarship pertaining to African/AtiJcan Disapom studies: 

I have attached an urgent communication to this email and addressed it to persons who teach studies related to Afiica and the AtiJcan Diaspora, have an interest in 

Black studies, and support scholarship and programming related to AtiJcan Americans, the Diaspora, and persons of AfiJcan descent. I have asked that Travis tbrwaJcd 

this to the entire Afi-ican and Afico-American Studies Faculty.Most of you on the Atiican & Afro-American Depar~anent faculty know that I am very interested in 

pursning a joint appointment and have at other times been an adjunct in the department. I conlinue to have strong lies to the department and am a supporter of this 

special interdisicplinary approach to the study of people of African Descent. I feel a responsibili~ to see if we can have some time to talk about our fields, institutes, 

centers, progranl~ the negative media attention directed tou,ard Black studie~ and the recent events surrounding and/or involving the Institute of African A~nerican 

Research and Department of African mid Afro-American Studies. 

I would appreciate it if other addressees would forward the communication if they see that persons outside of the department who do Black studies or support Black 

studies may not have received this communication. I do not have the most recent directory so I don’t have email addresses for all the persons to whom I would like this 

attachment to go. Essentially, as a senior scholar in African-America~African Diaspora Studies I am asking if we can get together on either the 4th or the 6th of 

October, just before (around 6:15 p.m.; the Fanon programs are at 7 p.m.) one of the Fanon Commemoration events at the Stone Center. 

I can be reached via my personal email as you reply to the invitation ~b~gma~l.com). I am having a little trouble with outlook. You may also try my outlook 

email address, mcneilgr~b~anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 8:53 AM 

.~gmal.com> 

1~3:;: Hello from 

Dear    : Sorry to hear about          and glad to know that things are going well in his aftermath. Yes, I will be more than glad to submit letters of recommendation on 
your behalf. As for trying to conduct interviews -- this is one area that I rarely explored because of the very difficulty of getting in contact with people. You might want to see if 
they have an agent and then contact the agent. I imagine that you could do this by searching on line or contacing the library because I am thinking that a list of agents and who 
they represent should be made available some where. This is my best guest and sorry I could not be more helpful in this regard. Please stay in touch and if you need me, let 
me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From,"                 ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, September 15, 2011 8:28 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Hello from 

Hello Dr. Reges~ter, 

How are you? I hope the new semester is going well. I wanted to give you an update on my life and ask for your assistaJ~ce. 
His condition was the main reason I applied for jobs mthin driving distance of central Texas m-o years ago. I’m on leave for the rest of the 

monfla settling his affairs, and then my mom will move with me to Corpus Clmsti. In the meantime, I l, mow that I would like to apply for upcoming his~toD~ positions ont 

of state. Conld yon please write a letter of recommendation for me? 

Also, I’ve started a new research project about the Smothers Brothers and white identity since 1970. I was wondering if you ever contacted celebrities for interviews 
before. If so, can you oiler advice on how I could reach Mr. Smothers for an interview? 

Thank you, and I hope you have a good weekend. 

Sincerely, 

"Umunm al~JaJnlwa"/’no human being is a throw-away’ 

-- Zulu proverb 

"Their stoD~, yours, mine - - i~s what we all carry with us on this trip we take, and we owe it to each other to respect our stories and learn from them." 

- - ~Villiam Carlos Willians 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 
Friday, September 16, 2011 8:54 AM 

Precious Stone. ~hotmail.com> 

RE: Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP important!!!! 

Most definitely. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Precious Stone         #hotmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, September 15, 2011 6:33 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP important!!!! 

Very interesting. Will you attend? 

From: regeste@email.unc.edu 
To:         ~hotmafil.com 
Subject: FW: Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at atx~ut 6:15 p.m. RSVP important’.!!! 
Date: Thu, 15 Sep 2011 21:45:17 +0000 

From; Genna Rae McNeil           @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:29 PM 
To; Jackson, Jerma A; Williams, Heather A; Gore, Travis; Toppin, Louise; Ferris, William R; Berger, Michele T; Tyson, Karolyn D; Boxill, Bernard R; JMBOXILL@EMAI.UNC.EDU; 
coleman3@email.unc.edu; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Parker, Patricia S 
C¢; Hildebrand, Reginald F; ehuber@unc.edu; Jordan, Joseph F; Jackson, Fatimah L.C.; jm~johnson@unc.edu; fatimahj@unc.edu; Woodard, Harold; Greene, Johnny L 

Subject; Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP important!!!! 

15 September 2011 

Greetings’. 

Dear scholars of Afi~ican-American, African Diaspora. African Studies and supporters of programs and scholarship pertaining to African/African Disapora s~udies: 

I have attached an urgent communication to this email and addressed it to persons who teach studies related to Afiica and the At~can Diaspora, have ~m interest in 

Black studies, ~md support scholarship and programming related to At~can Americans, the Diaspora, and persons of Atiican descent. I have asked that Travis tbrward 

this to the entire Ati-ican and At]co-American Studies Facul~.Mos~t of you on the Atiic~m & Afro-American Depar~anent faculty know that I am very interested in 

pursuing a joint appointment and have at other times been an adjunct in "the department. I continue to have strong ties to the department and am a supporter of this 

special interdisicplinary approach to the study of people of African Descent. I feel a responsibili~ to see if we can have some time to ta]k about our fields, institutes, 

centers, progranl~ the negative media attention directed tou~ard Black studie~ and the recent events surrounding and/or involving the Institute of African A~nerican 

Research and Department of African mid Afro-American Studies. 

I would appreciate it if other addressees would forwaxd the communication if they see that persons outside of the department who do Black studies or support Black 
studies may not have received this communication. I do not have the most recent directo~ so I don’t have email addresses for all the persons to whom I would like this 

attachment to go. Essentially, as a senior scholar in African-America~African Diaspora Studies I am asking if we can get together on either the 4th or the 6th of 

October, just before (around 6:15 p.m4 the Fanon programs are at 7 p.m.) one of the Fanon Commemoration events at the Stone Center. 

I can be reached via my personal email as you reply to the invitation i-))gmail.com). I am having a little trouble with outlook. You may also ~ my outlook 

email address, mcneilgr~anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 8:55 AM 

Woodard, Harold <harokt woodard@unc.edu~ 

I~W: Any possibiliD" that we cml get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP importaJlt! !! ! 

AFRICANAFAMSTUDIESALERT 15Sept.docx 

From; Genna Rae McNeil           ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:29 PM 
To; Jackson, Jerma A; Williams, Heather A; Gore, Travis; Toppin, Louise; Ferris, William R; Berger, Michele T; Tyson, l(arolyn D; Boxill, Bernard R; JMBOXILL@EMAI.UNC.EDU; 
coleman3@email.unc.edu; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Parker, Patricia S 

C¢; Hildebrand, Reginald I=; ehuber@unc.edu; Jordan, Joseph F; Jackson, l=atimah L.C4 jm~ohnson@unc.edu; fatimahj@unc.edu; Woodard, Harold~ Greene, Johnny L 
Subject: Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP important!!!! 

15 September 2011 

Greetings’. 

Dear scholaJcs of Ali-ican-American, African Diaspora, AtiJcan Studies and supporters of programs and scholarship pertaining to African/AtiJcan Disapom studies: 

I have attached an urgent comnmnication to this email and addressed it to persons who teach studies related to Afiica and the AtiJcan Diaspora, have an interest in 

Black studies, and support scholarship and programming related to AtiJcan Americans, the Diaspora, and persons of AfiJcan descent. I have asked that Travis tbrwaJcd 

this to the entire Afi-ican and Afico-American Studies Faculty.Most of you on the Atiican & Afro-American Depar~anent faculty know that I am very interested in 

pursning a joint appointment and have at other times been an adjunct in the department. I conlinue to have strong lies to the department and am a supporter of this 

special interdisicplinary approach to the study of people of African Descent. I feel a responsibili~ to see if we can have some time to talk about our fields, institutes, 
centers, progranl~ the negative media attention directed tou,ard Black studie~ and the recent events surrounding and/or involving the Institute of African A~nerican 

Research and Department of African mid Afro-American Studies. 

I would appreciate it if other addressees would forward the communication if they see that persons outside of the department who do Black studies or support Black 

studies may not have received this communication. I do not have the most recent directory so I don’t have email addresses for all the persons to whom I would like this 

attachment to go. Essentially, as a senior scholar in African-America~African Diaspora Studies I am asking if we can get together on either the 4th or the 6th of 

October, just before (around 6:15 p.m.; the Fanon programs are at 7 p.m.) one of the Fanon Commemoration events at the Stone Center. 

I can be reached via my persona~ email as you reply to the invitation .,~b~gma~l.com). I am having a little trouble with outlook. You may a~so try my outlook 

email address, mcneilgr~b~anc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 11:51 AM 

~companioncamp.net 

Essay for JonmaJ of Fihn and Video 

Review for Journal of Film and Video- doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a review of an essay that I have to submit to the Journal of Film and Video. Please review at your earliest convenience. Please let me know that you 
have received this material. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. I will be forwarding additional material in the near future as well. Thanks again. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 1:23 PM 

AmericaJ~ ttis~torica] Review ~ahrbooks@indi~a.edu> 

ILS: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 

Dear Moureen Coulter: Yes, I accept your invitation to review this book. It is ironic that I had just recently visited the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Library and 
looked at some of the files in the Hedda Hopper Papers collection. When you send the book, please mail to the following address: 205 North Graham Street, Chapel Hill, N.C. 
27516. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F~om: American Historical Review [ahrbooks@indiana.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 10:56 Alvl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: AHR 
Subject: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 

Dear Charlene Regester: 
The Editors of The American Historical Review invite you to review 
Jennifer Frost, Hedda Hopper’s Hollywood: Celebrity Gossip and American Conservatism. (American History and Culture.) New York: New York University 
Press. 2011. Pp. xv, 281. 535.00. 
if you have not already agreed to review this for another scholarly journal. Please contact us by e-mail at ahrbooks@indiana.edu with the review ID # 
25768. Space limitations compel us to restrict this review to 800 words. The due date will be Thursday, December 15, 2011. 
Please note that we will ask you to sign and return a copyright agreement before publishing the review. For further information about our book review and 
copyright policies, please see our web site. 
If you cannot review this book, we welcome suggestions of possible reviewers. 
Thank you for your attention to this invitation. 
Sincerely, 

Moureen Coulter 
Book Reviews Editor 
American Historical Review 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, September 24, 2011 11:07 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Two Documentm~ies 

Dear Precious: Just wanted to let you know that in the new issue of Ebony Magazine two new documentaries are being advertised. The first is on Harry Belafonte called Sing 
Your Song -- will be aired on HBO Oct. 17, :t0pm. When I was at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences a woman who worked at the library was telling me about this. 
The other documentary is one by Bill Duke on color consciousness in the black community -- it is called Dark Girls. Also, in this issue of Ebony an article appears on Julie Dash 
and her film Daughters of the Dust which is now on the National Film Registry. Finally, apparently in Washington they have a National Book Festival and Toni Morrison is 
scheduled to appear. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 8:25 PM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: fi~m Julia Reichert & Ji~n Klein 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Beverly Seckinger [bsecking@EMAIL.ARIZONA.EDU] 
Sent: Sunday, September 25, 2011 3:55 PM 
lro: UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.ANERICAN.EDU 
Subject: from Julia Reichert & Jim Klein 

I’m passing this on to the UFVA list, so that those of you who would like to support the request below can lend your name to the eflbrt. 

Thanks, 

Beverly Secldnger 

Dear Friends, 
I write today to ask you to take a few moments 
to help get the film Growing Up Female on the 
National Film Registly. 

Women have been involved with cinema since the movie caJnera was invented. Yet their work is severely underrepresented in this national collection. 

The LibraU of Congress maintains the National Film Registry to honor "culturally, historically or aesthetically significant films" that are at lea.s~t 10 years old at the time of 

their inclusion in the Registry. The selected films are "works of enduring significance to Aanerican culture." Morn inlbnnation alyout the National Film Registry can 
be found at hitp:i/www.loc.gov/film/filnmfithtml. 

We know that the committee who choose the 25 films per year DO RESPOND to the public’s interest; they take note of films that get a lot of public support. 

"I wish evmy high school kid in America could see tiffs fihn." 

- Susan Sontag 

"A true and piercing look at American womanhood." 
- Gloria Steinem 

GROWING UP FEMALE has already come close to making the liszt. It has been nominated for the last five consecutive years. It has advanced to the list of finalists 

twice. Please help us push this fihn across the finish line. The deadline tier letters is coming right up - Oct 2nd. 

PLEASE write a note, then also email, if you can say that you feel this fihn is of significance to America~ history and culture. Let them know if you have seen the film, 

or would like to! 

PLEASE WRITE THIS WEEK! 

Growing Up Female is the very first feature length film of the ,nodem wotnen’s movement. Produced in 1971 by Julia Reichert and James Klein~ it caused controversy 
and exhilaration. The film was widely used by consciousness-raising groups to generate interest m~d help explain feminism to a skeptical socieU. It was shown in 
colleges and high schools throughout the United States for many years. 
The film looks at female .socialization through a personal look into the lives of six women, age 4 to 35, mad the fomes that shape them--teachers, counselors, 
advertising, music and the institution of marriage. 



Growing Up Female is fortunate to have received a grant to restore the film to a new, beautiful film print. Earlier this year, GROVvTNG UP FEMALE screened at flae 

Museum of Modern Art in New York m~d the American Film Institute in Washington DC. On October 24, the film will screen at I,incoln Center’. 

Support the addition of GROWING UP FEMALE by writing a note and emailing: 
Donna Ross 

National Film Preservation Board 

LoC National A/V Conservation Center Packard Campus 

19053 Mt. Pony Road 

Culpepper, VA 22701-7551 

dross(&loc.go~ 

THANK YOU!!! 

- Julia and Jim 
Julia Reichert 

iulia~donet com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.americm~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your firs~t and last name.) Yon can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in tx~dy 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl~IST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 8:29 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP importaJlt! !! ! 

AFRICANAFAMSTUDIESALERT 15Sept.docx 

From-" Genna Rae McNeil           @gmail.com] 

Sent; Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:29 PM 
To: Jackson, Jerma A; Williams, Heather A; Gore, Travis; Toppin, Louise; Ferris, William R; Berger, Michele T; Tyson, Karolyn D; Boxill, Bernard R; JMBOXILL@EMAI.UNC.EDU; 
coleman3@email.unc.edu; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Parker, Patricia S 

�::¢; Hildebrand, Reginald F; ehuber@unc.edu; Jordan, Joseph F; Jackson, Fatimah L.C.; jm~ohnson@unc.edu; fatimahj@unc.edu; Woodard, Harold~ Greene, Johnny L 
Subject: Any possibility that we can get together briefly in Stone Center on 4th or 6th at about 6:15 p.m. RSVP important!!!! 

15 September 201 l 

Greetings’. 

Dear scholaJcs of Ati-ican-American, African Diaspora, AtiJcan Studies and supporters of programs and scholarship pertaining to African/AtiJcan Disapom studies: 

I have attached an urgent communication to this email and addressed it to persons who teach studies related to Afiica and the AtiJcan Diaspora, have an interest in 

Black studies, and support scholarship and programming related to AtiJcan Americans, the Diaspora, and persons of AfiJcan descent. I have asked that Travis tbrwaJcd 

this to the entire Atidcan and Afico-American Studies Faculty.Most of you on the Atiican & Afro-American Depar~anent faculty know that I am very interested in 

pursning a joint appointment and have at other times been an adjunct in the department. I conlinue to have strong lies to the department and am a supporter of this 

special interdisicplinary approach to the study of people of African Descent. I feel a responsibili~ to see if we can have some time to talk about our fields, institutes, 

centers, progranl~ the negative media attention directed tou,ard Black studie~ and the recent events surrounding and/or involving the Institute of African A~nerican 

Research and Department of African mid Afro-American Studies. 

I would appreciate it if other addressees would forward the communication if they see that persons outside of the department who do Black studies or support Black 

studies may not have received this communication. I do not have the most recent directory so I don’t have email addresses for all the persons m whom I would like this 

attachment to go. Essentially, as a senior scholar in African-America~African Diaspora Studies I am asking if we can get together on either the 4th or the 6th of 

October, just before (around 6:15 p.m.; the Fanon programs are at 7 p.m.) one of the Fanon Commemoration events at the Stone Center. 

I can be reached via my personaJ email as you reply to the invitation ~b~gma~l.com). I am having a little trouble with outlook. You may aJso try my outlook 

email address, mcneilgr~b~anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 3:36 PM 

@gmail.com> 

RE: Confidential Letter of Recommendation Request from 

Dear When is the deadline? ]: will do the letter but I need to know this so that [ won’t overlook the deadline. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: help@interfolio.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:45 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Confidential Letter of Recommendation Request from 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I am pursuing an opportunity that requires that I provide a letter of recommendation written 
about me by someone who knows me and my work. I am writing to request your assistance in 
that regard. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

HOWTO SUBMIT A LETTER TO INTERFOLIO 

MAIL a printed copy of your letter with the required, unique request form to Interfolio. 
Click here to open and print the request form. 

OR 

UPLOAD an electronic version of your letter into the Interfolio system. To do this, you’ll 
need to first create an account. Click this link to set up your Interfolio account. If you 
already have an Inter-folio account, log in here and enter the Document ID below. 

Document ID: 

Don’t see a link above? Try here: 
http:i/interfolio.com/w9r6wk=cfm 

ABOUT INTERFOLIO 
Interfolio is an online document management sen/ice that aflows fileholders to request, 

manage and send letters of recommendation from writers. The contents of confidential 

letters of recommendation will never be revealed to the fileholder. 

This mesxage was sent through Inte~falio. [f)/ou have a question please contact Interjblio or the sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 6:51 AM 

~hotmail.com 

VW: 2 Job listings 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of James Duesing [jduesing@ANDREW.CMU.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 6:06 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: 2 Job listings 

Visiting Faculty Position - Electronic and Time Based Art 
Beginning August 2012 
Carnegie Mellon University School of Art 

The School of Art at Carnegie Mellon University is seeking to fill a two-year full-time visiting position in the School of Art’s Electronic and Time 
Based (ETB) area, recently ranked #1 in multimedia by US News & World Report. We are seeking a dynamic individual working in technology- 
based art with experience in gaming and emerging digital art forms¯ Expertise and experience in other media is also welcome¯ Conceptual 
strengths, contextual sensibilities, critical inquiry and a multidisciplinary orientation are sought to teach freshman to graduate levels and work with 
an enthusiastic faculty team to continue developing the ETB area. 

The School of Art is one of five schools in the College of Fine Arts, which also includes the Schools of Architecture, Design, Drama and Music. Its 
undergraduate and graduate curricula require media, concept, community affiliation, and visual culture exploration as well as university academic 
study. Areas of concentration include Drawing, Painting, Printmaking and Photography; Sculpture, Installation, and Site-Work; Electronic and 
Time-Based Work and Contextual Practice. The School consists of 23 full-time faculty, 9 staff members, about 200 undergraduates and 18 
graduate students. In addition to BFA and MFA degrees in Art, interdisciplinary degrees are offered in collaboration with other colleges in ’dqe 
university. The School co-administrates a university gallery, the Miller Gallery, and is actively involved with the STUDIO for Creative Inquiry and 
Center for the Arts in Society, unique centers for interdisciplinary arts research and education affiliated with the College of Fine Arts. 

Qualifications: Advanced Degree or equivalent. University level teaching experience required beyond teaching assistantships. A versatile artist 
with a significant digital!electronic, time based media art background and exhibition record. Carnegie Mellon is an Affirmative Action !Equal 
Opportunities employer committed to diversity. 

Appointment Levels: Visiting Assistant Professor¯ Two-year position begins late August 2012 with 
possibility of an additional year. 

Salary and Benefits: Commensurate with experience 
Additional Programmatic Information: http:!!www.cmu.edu!art! 

Applications To Include: Letter of application with teaching philosophy 
¯ Curriculum Vitae 
¯ Names!addresses!telephone numbers of 3 references (no recommendation letters). 
- Documentation of artwork: 
Submit up to 10 minutes of time-based work. Submit video on DVD. Submit audio work on audio CD, or in any Please use a permanent felt- 
tipped marker to label discs, rather than adhesive labels, which may cause problems in slot-loading CD/DVD Drives. Computer-based work is 
viewed on Mac OS X systems unless otherwise noted. Please enclose self-addressed stamped envelope for return of material& 

Send to: ETB Faculty Search 
School of Art, College of Fine Arts, CFA 300 
Carnegie Mellon University 
5000 Forbes Avenue 
Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890 
Application review will begin January 
23rd, 2012 

Associate Professor, Sound Design 
Carnegie Mellon University, School of Drama, seeks a full time Associate Professor of Sound Design (Tenure Track). 

Ideally, applicants will hold an MFA or equivalent professional 
experience, including national and international sound design 
experience. Previous teaching experience is desirable. Besides strong, 
proven conceptual design skills, candidates should have knowledge of 
digital audio technology (mixers, control, delivery), networking, and 
audio analysis software (EASE, Smaart, etc.). Knowing Max/MSP is a plus, 
but not a requirement for the position. The responsibilities of this 
position will include teaching conceptual design, craft skills, and 
audio technology within a BFA and MFA conservatory training program as 
well as mentoring students in production. This position is Pittsburgh based. 

The start date for the hire is Fall 2012. 



Please send cover letter, detailed CV, teaching philosophy, and list of three references by October 17, 2011 to: Search Chair, Joe Pino, School of 
Drama, Purnell Center For The Arts, CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY, 5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213. 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.mnerican.edu: snbscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last n~ane.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L ~Vrite this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 12:07 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Gathering of Afri/AEAM scholars-faculty, depextment members, scholars on second floor of Stone Center (Seminar Room) at 6:15 

p.m. on Tuesday, 4 October. 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2022 22:45 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Gathering of Afri/AFAM scholars-faculty, department members, scholars on second floor of Stone Center (Seminar Room) at 6:25 p.m. on Tuesday, 
4 October. 

Dear Faculty in African Diaspora and African Studies and friends of the Stone Center and Institute for African AInerican Research 

The Administrative Assis~nt for tile African and AfmAmerican Studies Depart~nlent will be sending a notice to all on the depart~nlent’s list serve. ’][’here axe several of 

you who I believe do not receive those notices. 

We will definitely meet on the 4th in the Stone Center from 6:15 to 6:45 on the second floor in one of the seminar rooms. I do not have the number, but there are 

only two seminar rooms on the second floor. Please come to that mva and I will be waiting to receive you. 

We are meeting to talk about moving forward and I hope that yon will plan to attend the brief meeting which will focus on the intellectual connections we have that call 

for our support of one another and our programs/center, institutes and also learn about the Institute from the acting director. We have straggled for a very long time to 

secure the place of the institute, the centers, mad the deparln~ent on this cmnpus. The realties of the austerity budgets on which every academic entity has been placed 

require that we come together ready "to hear from those who have been in the "trenches" mad specitically address issues of the 21st century in regard to what can be 

done with the surviving institute and centers. There are structural matters to consider, intellectual matters to consider, and, of course, the entire way in M~ich persons 

can best interfuce with one another and the institute mad provide leadership, support, etc. 

I was reviewing John Blassingame’s book on Black Studies (1971) and Perry, Hall’s (1999). There have been enormous changes in the debates, curricula, scope, and 

functions since each was written. Reading Peny’s book again re,ninded me that there is an entire world of scholaacs of the African Diaspora and interdisciplina~" studies 

of Blacks who have created and maintained centers and curricula, depaxt,nents, institutes, and other entities about which many of us kilow little because we do not 

attend the professional meetings that focus on Black stadies within those subslructures of major universities and colleges As an historian, I anl going to com,nit myself to 

learning more about the "lines of action" the successful and the now defunct centers and institutes have taken because I do not want to see what we have struggled so 

hard to get be lost. I have no doubt that there are lessons to be learned from the past and persons now running institutes and centers who, too, mnst adjust to the times 

and maintain the essential core in terms of structure and mission or purpose. 

I hope we here at UNC can begin by assisting those who will be doing the work of self- evaluation and restructuring of the Institute and acknoMedge there is much 

to do to move ett}cfively into the next decade of this millennium. The "conceptual diversity" about which Perry ttafl speaJ~s and the budgetary realities about which both 

Reginald and Joseph know because of the budgets with which they have been called upon to work this academic year do not attbrd us a lot of time to do much except 

approach this clMlenge with a positive attitude mad willing spirit. 

As a point of persoual privilege in my capaci~ as one of the most senior professors of African American studies at UNC, I want to let you know that I am praying 

a successful ,neeting that will lead us to establish some sort of network to have more contact and co,nmunication among each other so that none of us is without support 

for initiatives and progranls or should he or she find he or she is facing a crisis or attack. As most of you know, I anl a person of ~:aith, and I take very, seriously, the 

eNcacy of those of us who can gather together for good. In my faith tradition we have a phrase "speaking the truth in love." I kilow as well as many of you that some 

people have had no real connection with the work of the IAAR or the Stone Center or the Department or the new kid on the block, African Studies Center. For some 

our connections have been in making requests for funds or assistance not in relation to the discourses that have been going on for years abont reaching consensus on 

what can be done each year with the resources available. Bernice Johnson Reagon sings an African American sacred song that essentially says "if yon don’t want to go 

with me, then don’t hinder me." May I invoke Bernice’s song as a frank word to myself and all of us who are here and engaged in the Black s~mdies intellectual 

project. We will not all agree on everything and each of us has special interests, but there is a huge responsibli~ resting with those who must admiNster the Institute tbr 
African American Research, the Stone Center, the Afiican Studies Center, and the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. If you truly do not feel you have 

the time or enemy to be of support to those who have assumed "these responsibilities, please simply do not hinder them. 

I know that at this point in my ca~-eer I do not believe I could have stepped up to do this administrative work with the dwindling resources ifI had been asked by the 

Provost. I am grateful that Reginald and Joseph have accepted the challenge of the Institute for this acade,nic year. I know that Professor Huber, whom I recently met, 

is chairing Affi!AfAtn and Political Science but is committed to assisting with matters administrative and structural that will suppo~t file greater success of the 
Depaxtment in tile future. The acting director of African Studies Center will be attending. I have less fanfilia~ity with that center, but welcome an opportani ,ty on some 

occasion to learn more. II am mindful that they’, as we, have scholaacship to publish and ideas for new work Nonetheless -- to use another phrase from my faith 
tradition -- they connted it not robbery of their time to make these Black Studies intellectual projects and entities a priority. 

Travis is going to send the list serve ont and I look forward to seeing some of you who want to join in this eflbrt of moving forward. 

I will be in one of the second floor semiuar rooms no later than 6 p.m. (I teach a seminar until 4:50/5:00 p.m. in Han~ilton Hall) 

THE MEETING WILL NOT BE A LONG ONE, about one half hour. SOME OF US ARE PLANNING TO ATTEND THE FANON PROGRAM AND WE 
WANT TO BEGIN OUR COLLECTIVE EFFORTS BY RESPECTING THE PROGRAMMING EFFORTS AND INITIATIVES OF OUR RELATED 

CENTERS AND INSTITUTE AND THE DEPARTMENT. 

I will meet you on the second floor in a seminar room at 6:15 p.m. if you are able to attend our meeting. Thank you in advance for taJ~ing the "time to read this 

email and to consider seriously if you will be in a position to make the mcrifice to come to this meeting. I know that some persons have conflicts that are unavoidable. 

Glenn Hinson has asked that I let you know he has to take his daughter to an appoint,nent. William Ferns is on leave this semester. I respect your commitments and will 

hope to hear from you at another time if you would like to be present but simply can not join us on the 4th at 6:15. 

May’ God bless and keep each of you and your loved ones. 

Genna Rae McNeil, 
On faculty- of History at UNC, 1974-1979 & 1990 to present 

P.S. Feel free to text me if something comes up and you need to reach me: [919] 672-0384 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: regester(r-~email.unc.edl~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc~edtr‘u?id=~3236~6~7.26892~ebebb25~4.dbed~42d~c3de25&n=~T&~=a~iafan~&~=29994977 

(It may be necessary to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank emafil to leave-29994977-32361607.26892tt~bebb2514dbedO42dlOc3de25(tblistserv,mac,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, October 1,2011 12:49 PM 

~hotmail.com 

kW: UFVA Septe~nber Digest 

From: Andrea Meyer          ~mindspring.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2022 6:05 PM 
To:         _~gmail.com 
Subject: UFVA September Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - SEPTEMBER 2011 

*NEWS** 

U FVA Annual Meetina of the Board of Directors - Minutes 

Universib" Fihn and Video Association Annual Meeting of the Bomd of Directors August 2, 2011, 9:00 AM Emerson College Boston Agenda Beaacd Cont}rence 

Room The Little Building, Emerson College 80 Boylston Boston b,U~ The board thanked... 

Fihn Maacketing Summit Oct 4- 5, 2011 
Fihn Maacketing Summit I OCT 4-5, 2011 I Hilton Los Angeles, Universal City- Innovations For Box Office Success The Variety Fihn Marketing Summit is dedicated 

to exploring innovation and trends in theatrical fihn marketing, in order to achieve... 

Screenwriter Shares Insider Tips tbr Success in New Book, Beyond Screenwrifing 
Just in time for the 63rd annual Emmy Awards this September, accomplished screenwriter Sterling Anderson is dishing out all his tips tbr success in the film and 

television industry through his new book, Beyond Screenwriting (in stores... 

Editor Chiis Nelson’s AVID talk now online 

Recorded on-site at Emerson College, we sit down with Chris Nelson (LosL Mad Men, Six Feet Under) to discuss his career in post-production and the challenges 

editors continue to face in "fixing it in post". This presentation was the... 

**FESTFVALS & CALLS FOR ENTR]{ES*~: 

2012 Tribeca Fihn Feslival Subtnissions Now Open 

2012 Tribeca Fihn Festival Submissions Now Open Entries for the 2012 Tribeca Film Festival are now officially open. We can’t wait to see what you’ve got on tap! 
Submissions Now Open The Tribeca Film Festival has opened submissions for the... 

8th annual San Fmnciseo Intemational Women’s Fihn Festival Call for Enlries 
We’re now accepting entries tbr the 8th annual San Francisco International Women’s Film Feslival, April 10-15, 2012. We would like to ask if you could help us 

raise awareness about the San Francisco International Women’s Film Festival by... 

T MONO NO AV~ ARE Call tbr Entries 

Call for submissions from contetnporaxy artists and fihnmakers creating work that inco~porutes Super 8tnm, 16tnm, 35tnm or altered light projections as part of a live 

pertbnnance or installation. We believe there is magic in seeing a film... 

The National Fihn Challenge - October 21-24, 2011 
The National Film Challenge is coming up October 21-24, 2011 and we want you and your students to know about it! The National Film Challenge is a way to teach 

your students TEAMWORK and filmmaking while having the chance to get exposnre on... 

6th International Short Fihn Feslival zubrOFFka: 7- 11 December 2011, Bialvstok 
6th International Short Fihn Festival zubrOFFka 7- 11 December 2011, Bialystok Rules and Regulations 1. Competition 6th International Film Festival zubrOFFka 

(hereinatter called the Feslival) will take place in Bialystok between 7- 11... 

The Ivv Film Festival 

The I~)~ Film Festival eafly-bi~d submission deadline, at a reduced price, is coming up on September 16! The regular deadline will then be around Dece,nber 31. We 

want to reach a broad audience of student fihnmakers by going directly through... 

International Short Fihn Festival Cinema t erpetu,n Mobile 
The Minsk Independent Cinema Club in Belarns is organizing an international short film feslival in January, 2012 and inviting independent filmmake~ from all over the 

world to take part. In case the students of your universi~ wish to get... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Saturday, October 1, 2011 1:07 PM 

Precious Stone ~hotmail.com> 

RE: UFVA September Digest 

Dear Precious: Things are going well, I was working today to try to meet some important deadlines. I may give you a call over the weekend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Precious Stone         #hotmail.com] 
Sent= Saturday, October 01, 2011 12:52 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: UFVA September Digest 

Thanks, Charlene. How’s eve ~rything? 

- Precious 

From: regeste@email.unc.e&~ 

To:         ~hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: UFVA September Digest 

Date: Sat, 1 Oct2011 16:48:40 ~0000 

From= Andrea Meyer          ~mindspring.com] 
Sent= Friday, September 30, 2011 6:05 PM 
To:        @gmail.com 
Subject= UFVA September Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - SEPTEMBER 2011 

*;NEW S 

UFVA Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors - Mintrtes 
Universi .ty Film and Video Association Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors August 2, 2011, 9:00 AM Emerson College Boston Agenda Beard Conference 

Room The Little Building, Etnerson College 80 Boylston Boston, IVLA_ The board thanked... 

Film Marketing Summit Oct 4- 5, 2011 
Film Marketing Summit [ OCT 4-5, 2011 I Hilton Los Angeles, Universal Ci~ Innovations For Box Office Success The Varieb’ Film Marketing Summit is dedicated 

to exploring innovation and t~vnds in theatrical film marketing, in order to achieve... 

Screanwriter Shares Insider Tips for Success in New Book, Beyond Screenwriting 
Just in time tbr the 63rd annual Emmy Awards this September, accomplished screenwriter Sterling Anderson is dishing out all his tips lbr success in the tilm and 

television industU through his new book, Beyond Screenwriting (in stores... 

Editor Chris Nelson’s AVID talk now online 
Recorded on-site at Emerson College, we sit down with Chris Nelson (Lost, Mad Men, Six Feet Under) to discuss his career in post-production and the challenges 

editors continue to t&ce in "fixing it in post". This presentation was the... 

2012 Tribeca Film Festiva2[ Submissions Now Open 

2012 Tribeca Film Festival Submissions Now Open Entries for the 2012 Tribeca Fihn Festival are now officially open. We can’t wait to see what you’ve got on tap! 

Submissions Now Open The Tribeca Film Festival has opened submissions for the... 

8th annual San Francisco International Women’s Film Festival Call for Entries 

We’re now accepting entries for the 8th annual San Francisco International Women’s Film Festival, April 10-15, 2012. We would like to ask if you could help us raise 

awareness about the San Francisco International Woman’s Film Festival by... 

MONO NO AWARE Call lbr Entries 

Call for submissions from contemtx)rary artists and filmmakers creating work that incorporates Super 8mm, 16mm, 35mm or altered light projections as part of a live 

perfbmm~ce or instaJlation. We believe there is magic in seeing a film... 

The National Film Cha2llenae - October 21-24. 2011 



The National Film Challenge is coming up October 21-24, 2011 and we want you mad your students to know abx~ ut it! The National Film Challenge is a way to teach 

your students TEAM~TORK and filmmaking while having the chance to get exposure on... 

6th International Short Film Festival zubrOFFka: 7- 11 December 2011, Bialystok 
6th IntemationaJ~ Short Fihn Festival zubrOFFka 7- 11 December 2011, Bialystok Rules and Regulations 1. Competition 6th International Film Festival zubrOFFka 

(hereinafter called the Festival) roll take place in Bialystok between 7- 11... 

’][’he Ivy Fihn Festival 

The I~ Fihn Fes~lival early-biN submission deadline, at a reduced price, is coming up on September 16! The regular deadline roll then be around December 31. ~Ve 

want to reach a broad audience of student filmmakers by going directly throngh... 

International Short Film Festival Cinema Perpetum Mobile 
The Minsk Independent Cinema Club in Belay-us is organ~ing an international short film festiva] in Januaxy. 2012 and inviting independent tilmmakers from all over the 
world to take paxt. In case the students of your university wish to get... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 2:57 PM 

Sally Crreene <sally@ibiblio.org> 

1~9;: Showboat follow-up question 

Dear Sally: Yes, I will try to make the dinner on Thursday night. Also, the Oct. 27th deadline works better for me, I was just reluctant to commit since I am on leave but I will 
do so as a favor. Please let me know how long I will need to talk and as the deadline approaches, I can be more definitive about what my comments will be. Currently, I have 

been trying to meet a few deadlines so I have not yet had time to give this my undivided attention. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: Sally Greene [sally@ibiblio.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 2:05 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Showboat follow-up question 

Charlene, 

Have yon had a chance to figure out ifOcL 27 will work for you? We hope so! We now have Tim Carter of the Music Department lined up, as well as Greg. Tim is 

writing a book on musical theater and is very interested in Show Boat. The three of you together sounds like a really great combination. 

And while I have you, remember that we have Karen Cox on Dreaming of Dixie on Thursday night. Please let us know if you can join us for the lecture and the dimmer 

after~vard! 

Many thanks, 

Sally 

On Thu, Sep 29, 2011 at 1:58 PM, Sally Greene <sally(~ibiblio.ora> wrote: 

Charlene, 

Thanks! TNs is really *exactly* what we’re interested in. The date is now Thursday, Oct. 27. Does that work for yon and does it give you enough time? 

The movie wtll start at 6:30 p.m. 

We are showing the 1951 version, which I think is not the one you are thinking o1~ Lisa tried several routes to get the 35mm version but could not. So it’s a DVD. 

One interesting angle with that version is that Ava Gardner is a North Carolina native. 

Thanks so much for considering this, 

On Thu, Sep 29, 2011 at 1:51 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regeste~,~,email.unc.edu~ wrote: 
Dear Sally: Is the event still scheduled for October llth? -- I need to know to determine how much preparation time I would have. Also, I need to know what version you 
are planning to show -- so that I can screen the right version (I am assuming it is the one that includes Paul Robeson and Hattie McDaniel but please clarify). The length 
of time that I will need to prepare will be the determining factor. Finally, my contribution would include discussing the film, production, as well as how the film was 
received in the black community since my research focuses on black film history. You can let me know if this is what you are interested in. Hope to hear from you soon. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sally Greene [sallv@ibiblio.orcl] 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 12:00 plVl 
To: Regester, Charlene 13 

~:¢: Lisa 13eavers; Di Maio, Dana 
Subject: Showboat follow-up question 

Hi Cha, lene, 

I hope you are enjoying your leave time. Here’s an update on our "Showboat" event. We have Greg Kable of the Department of Drmnatic Art; this is the person 

Kathy mentioned, her colleague who is an expert on musicals. We are also in conversation with Teny Rhodes, chair of the Music Departm~eut, who has her own 

special interest in the musical, and Tim Carter, a ,nusic professor who is appexently working on a book on the American musical. (We asked Terry first, and she 

says she will do it if Tim cannot, but she said Ti,n would be a better choice--waiting on his response.) 

We s~ill would veD~ much like one more panelist, one who could speak about the movie as a movie! I know you are on leave, but we wanted to see if we could 

talk you into being our movie person. Or if not, can yon recommend someone? 

Many thanks, 

Sally 

Sally Greene 

Associate Director I UNC Center for the Study of the American South 

http:i/uncsouth.or~ I (919)962-0553 



Council Member I Chapel Hill Town Council 

http://~llvg~eene,o~ (919) 260-4077 

Papers on SSRN at http:#ssm.com/autho~1095473 

Sally Greene 

Associate Director 

http://uncsout]a,org 

Council Member 

UNC Center for the Study of the American South 

(919) 962-0553 

I Chapel tlill Town Council 
http:i/sallygreene.org (919)260-4077 

Papers on SSRN at ht~t :#ssm.com/autho~1095473 

Sa]ly Greene 

Associate Director ] UNC Center for the Study of the American South 

http://unc~uth.org ] (919) 962-0553 

Council Member ] Chapel ttill Town Council 

http:i/salls~greene.o~g (919) 260-4077 

Papers on SSRN at http:/Tssm.com/autho~-1095473 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 3:01 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 2012 

Dear Travis: I am interested in teach First Session only -- AFAM 101 and AFAM 276. I prefer the AFAM 101 at 9:45 and 
the AFAM 276 in the afternoon but I am flexible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

I:rom: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 10:36 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Summer School 2012 

If you are interested in teaching in either of the summer sessions in 2012, please send the following information 
to Travis by October 10: 

¯ A list of courses, in order of preference you would like to teach. 
¯ The session you would like to teach. 
¯ The times you would like to teach. 

We have not yet received our salary allocation, so we do not know how many sections we will be able to offer; 
nor do we know if anyone will be able to offer more than one class. Last summer, most of our classes were 
pretty well enrolled; AFRI 101 and AFAM 101 were especially popular, so please consider making one of these 
courses one of your choices. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: regester@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d 10c3 de25 &n=T&l=afriafam& o=30017524 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30017524-32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d 10c3 de25@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 3:42 PM 

Lm~gston, Richard E <relangs~email.unc.edu> 

l~L: Invitation to Film Talk 

Dear Dick: Thanks for providing me with her name and information. Yes, I do remember her talk and wondered if she had been hired. Since I know that she is on campus, I 
will attempt to contact her. This semester, I am on leave as well but I am in the library every day so I will definitely try to meet with her. Thanks for the info and I look 
forward to seeing you when you return. I appreciate you keeping me in the loop. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Langston, Richard E 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 20:t:t 3:27 plVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
(:c: Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
Subject: Re: Invitation to Film Talk 

Dear Charlene, 

I’m writing out of the blue to introduce you to a new colleague of mine. As you surely recall, Priscilla Layne came to campus in Decetnber of last year and was hired to 

j oin ti~e Ge~maaa department facul~ this fall. You were in fact at her talk and even asked a question! (Priscilla~ do you still remember the question? :-) ) 

I am cmrentiy on leave tiffs semester and haven’t been able to help on the ground in Chapel Hill with helping forge co~mections. Priscilla herself has tried to reach out to 

the folks in the AfAm department but she’s not received any email replies back from those she’s emailed. I thought that since yon and I know one another and that 

since both yon and Priscilla work on film that yon may ve~ well be interested in perhaps meeting and talking about your work, at the veu least 

Priscilla Layne’s email address is: playne(a~emaJl.unc.edu m~d I know that she would be overjoyed to meet with you. 

Here’s rushing you all the bes~t ti~)m Berlin. 

Sincereb; 

Dick Lm~gs~ton 

On Dec 3, 2010, at 7:49 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Thanks, I had already received another announcement reoarding the lecture. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Richard Langston [relangst@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 20:t0 4:59 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Invitation to Film Talk 

Dear Charlene, 

The talk roll take place in Toy Lo unge on the 4th floor of Dey Hall on Tuesday, Dec. 14 at 4pm. 

I hope you can make it! 

Best, 

Dick 

On Dec 2, 2010, at 11:28 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Richard: Yes, I will definitely try to attend this talk. Please let me know the room as soon as you have this finalized. Finally, thanks for the 
invitation and I look forwrd to seeing you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Richard Langston [relangst@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 20:t0 :t:t:25 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Invitation to Film Talk 

Dear Charlene, 

I haven’t seen you since the last time I attended the new associate protbssor meetings; ever since then my Fridays have been full of conflicts. 

I’m writing to see whether I cm~ interest you in coming to a talk that will be given in my depar’onent on Tuesday, Dec. 14 at 4pro. As you 

cam see below, the speaker will be talking about ~ t:ascinating coatluence of films and thus thought that it might be of interest to you. 



I’m still working on the room, but can let you know as soon as I secure it. Let me know if you ca~ come! 

I hope fl~is finds you ~vell’. 

Best, 

Dick Langston 

~Screanl *vVhity, Scream": Sadomasochism and Rebellious Black Masculinily in Fassbinder’s Western I, Vhi~: (1971) 

Priscilla Layne, UC Berkeley 

Tuesday, December 14, 201!) at 4pro 

Location: TBA 

Rainer Werner Fassbillder’s I east successfifl fihn was ~7~ity, an Italian-style Western set in the Ame]ican West of 1878 about a mulatto buffer who kills his abusive white 

f~amily. This talk will focus on what Whity’s intimate encounters with his oppressors reveal about his character I will also relate pl/Taio, to the Blaxploitation ge~n-e, parlicularly 

to Melvin van Peebles’ "ghetto Western" Su, eet S~¢eetback’s Baadasssss Song which was fihned the same yem-. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 9:22 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Update 

Dear Mae: Just wanted to let you know that I attended a dinner tonight for a woman who published a book called Dreaming of Dixie and the editor of UNC press attended. We 
sat together and I heard her in conversation with someone else make recommendations regarding an edited collection so I thought I would pass on her recommendations. She 

suggested that :t) the essays need to be in conversation with one another; 2) acknowledgements need to be at the end of the book rather than the beginning; and 3) I 
mentioned that sometimes the essays have repetition -- and she suggested that we make reference to this in the introduction; she also advised that we eliminate all jargon. I 
thought I would share this info before I forgot what she said and that is why I am sending the email. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 10:51 AM 

@hotraail.com 

I~W: American University online graduate certificate in Digital Media Skills 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AVIER[CAN.][~;DU] on behalf of }’mdrea ]Vleyer [ufvahome@G2~k]L (20]VI] 
Sent: Friday, ©ctober 07, 2011 10:27 AM 

To: UF VALIST-L@LISTSERV AM}{[<[CAN ~)U 
Subject: American University online graduate certificate in Digital Media Skills 

> American University offers new online graduate certificate in Digital 
> Media Skills 
> 

> Exp]ore the new frontiers of digital media, hone your online technica] 
> skills, capitalize on the stampede toward social media, and develop a 
> portlk~]io for prospecuve employers. American University’s Digita] 
> Media Skills Certificate allows you to work fu]l-time while you take 
> challenging graduate-level online courses taught by experienced 
> faculty trained to deliver superior content. 
> 

> In just 12 months, you will complete coursework in Digital Media 
> Literacy, Web Development, Dynamic Content, and Video for Social 
> Media. Your final capstone project allows you to focus your interests 
> in a particular area and to produce a professional portlk~lio that 
> clearly demonstrates your skills, knowledge and digital vision An 
> optional on-campus session at the end of your program allows you the 
> opportunity to get one-on-one critiques from industry leaders 

> Apply now for the opportunity to retool your technical skills, refocus 
> your career goals, and reinvigorate how you thit~ about Digtial Media. 
> The future is here. Don’t be left behind. Learn more 

> http :i/www. american, edu/soc/filru/degrees/digital-cer tificate-description, cfra 

> V~rr~o should apply’.’ 
> 

> The prograru is designed for students seeking to increase current job 
> responsibilities, move to an online operation or sharpen digital 
> skills before looking for a new- job. Anrong those who might be 
> interested are: 

> **nrid-career professionals interested in retooling 
> **fihn or video nrakers seeking to convert to digital and/or emerging 
> media platforms 
> **free-lance writers who want to expand their audiences via digital 
> and social media platforms 
> **public relations professionals who want to et~hance a client’s 
> message via social ruedia such as Facebook, Twitter, and Ning 

> Tia Sumler Milledge 
> Senior Manager, Marketing and Web Cotrmmnications 
> School of Communication 
> American Umversity 

> sumler@american.edu 
> @AU SOC 
> american.edu/soc 
> facebook.co~r~ausoc 
> 202-885-3695 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signori D~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 10:52 AM 

@hotmail.com 

FW: L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema series 

From: Jacqueline Stewart [jacqueline@northwestern.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 07, 20:t:t 10:13 AM 
To: Eric Pierson 

@gmail.com; achem@ucdavis.edu; beusy@byuh.edu; Gilberto M Blasini; pbloom@filmand media.ucsb.edu; shbradfi@indiana.edu; mbudd@fau.edu; 
~gmail.com;         @gmail.com;         @yahoo.corn; Nicholas K Davis; Zeinabu Irene Davis;      @gmail.com; stanley.abe@duke.edu; 

espiritu_talitha@wheatonma.edu; cfuchs@gmu.edu; Racquel Gates; Frances Gateward;            @gmail.com; goodacre@umich.edu; greenes@uwm.edu; 
@gmail.com; Bambi Haggins; kxh24@psu.edu; Devorah Heitner; @aol.com; @earthlink.net; margaret_hennefeld@brown.edu; Christine A 

Holmlund; bkeever@ciee.org; kendal@indiana.edu;           @gmail.com; e.a.lieberman@csuohio.edu; al.martin@mail.utexas.edu; Michelle.J.Martinez@asu.edu; 
Mask; Paula Massood; pmcewan@muhlenberg.edu; allison-mcguffie@uiowa.edu; amcnair@usc.edu; juliem@temple.edu;           @gmail.com; david- 
morris@uiowa.edu; Roopali Mukherjee; dmnewton@salisbury.edu; nygren@ufl.edu; ~gmail.com; Miriam Petty; sheila.Petty@uregina.ca; 
eithne.quinn@manchester.ac.uk; rraphael@uoregon.edu; Regester, Charlene B; M:122; @gmail.com; asiomopoulos@bentley.edu; @hotmail.com; 
nova@uchicago.edu; Beretta Smith-Shomade; @hotmail.com; sspence@clayton.edu; M.Stokes@ucl.ac.uk; jananisu@usc.edu; @hotmail.com; 
cinema@unm.edu; wasow@berkeley.edu; 3anice Welsch; @hot.rr.com; @hotmail.com 
Subject: L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema series 

Hi eve~one, 

Want to be sum "that yon all know about the extraordinary film series that begins today in Los Angeles: 

L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema 

October 7 to December 17 

Billy Wilder Thealer, UCLA Fihn & Tdevision Arctfive 

If you will be in L.A. during the ne~ few months, do ,nake a point to attend one or ,nora of the screenings, mm~y of which featum new and restored prints, ra, ely 
screened student film~ and appearances by the filmmakers. I’ve had the groat privilege to work on this series with colleagues Allyson Field, Jan-Christopher Horak 
and Shmmon Kelley at UCLA, in collaboration with these e~mordinaU artists -- this is not to be missed! 

km academic symposium on the L.A. Rebellion will take place in conjunction with the series on November 11-12 at the Billy Wilder Theater; the s)~Ix~sinm is free 
and open to the public. 

If you can’t make it in person, check out the beautififl catalog (downloadable PDF on the series website), and know that them are pimps for the series to tonr following 

thi s run in L.A. 

Please spread the word to friends and colleagnes in the Los Angeles area. 

All best, 
JS 

Jacqueline Stewart 

Associate Professor 

Northwestern University 

Departments of RadioiTelevision/Film and African American Studies 

1920 Campus Drive, 2nd Floor 

Evanston, IL 60208 

iacqueline~D, northwestern.edu 

On Jul 9, 2011, at 7:54 PM, Eric Pierson wrote: 

To all, Please accept my long overdue greetings on behave of the caucus. For those who don’t know me, my name is Eric Pierson, I am the current co-chair of the 

caucus I hope that the summer finds you all doing well and enjoying some downtime. I dislike the role spoiler, but there are some things that I would like to bring to 

the attention of caucus members. 

1. The deadline for submissions to the bulletin board is July 15th. There are some interesting ideas currently posted, but there is always room for more. Next 

year’s Boston conference is clearly closer than we think. 

2. Suggestions for caucus sponsored screenings in Boston. I have made contact with the folks at Harvard and they would like to host a screening or screenings 

during the conference. They also have a very extensive film library that we could possibly select from. 

3. Suggestions for some kind of community outreach while in Boston. 

4. Establishment of a faculty mentoring program. We discussed the need for some type of mentoring program that the caucus would help facilitate. Perhaps the 

first step in that direction would be to collect the names of members that would be willing to serve as mentors. If you are willing to serve in this function 

please respond to me and I will begin to pull the process together. 

I apologize in advance to bugging you during the summer, but there is work to be done. I am looking forward to the coming year and your active participation. 



Cheers, 

Eric 

Eric Pierson, Associate Professor 

Department of Communication Studies 

University of San Diego 

5998 Alcala Park 

San Diego, CA 92110-2492 

(619) 260-7437 

epierson ~sa ndie[~o.edu 

P.S. I originally sent this to the old list serve, so it has been floating around in cyberspace for the last few days. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 10:52 AM 

@aol.com 

FW: L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema series 

From: Jacqueline Stewart [jacqueline@northwestern.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, October 07, 20:t:t 10:13 AM 
To; Eric Pierson 

@gmail.com; achem@ucdavis.edu; beusy@byuh.edu; Gilberto M Blasini; pbloom@filmand media.ucsb.edu; shbradfi@indiana.edu; mbudd@fau.edu; 
~gmail.com;         @gmail.com;         @yahoo.corn; Nicholas K Davis; Zeinabu Irene Davis;      @gmail.com; stanley.abe@duke.edu; 

espiritu_talitha@wheatonma.edu; cfuchs@gmu.edu; Racquel Gates; Frances Gateward;            @gmail.com; goodacre@umich.edu; greenes@uwm.edu; 
~gmail.com; Bambi Haggins; kxh24@psu.edu; Devorah Heitner; @aol.com; @earthlink.net; margaret_hennefeld@brown.edu; Christine A 

Holmlund; bkeever@ciee.org; kendal@indiana.edu;           @gmail.com; e.a.lieberman@csuohio.edu; al.martin@mail.utexas.edu; Michelle.J.Martinez@asu.edu; 
Mask; Paula Massood; pmcewan@muhlenberg.edu; allison-mcguffie@uiowa.edu; amcnair@usc.edu; juliem@temple.edu;           @gmail.com; david- 
morris@uiowa.edu; Roopali Mukherjee; dmnewton@salisbury.edu; nygren@ufl.edu; ~gmail.com; Miriam Petty; sheila.Petty@uregina.ca; 
eithne.quinn@manchester.ac.uk; rraphael@uoregon.edu; Regester, Charlene B; M:122; @gmail.com; asiomopoulos@bentley.edu; @hotmail.com; 
nova@uchicago.edu; Beretta Smith-Shomade; @hotmail.com; sspence@clayton.edu; M.Stokes@ucl.ac.uk; jananisu@usc.edu; @hotmail.com; 
cinema@unm.edu; wasow@berkeley.edu; 3anice Welsch; @hot.rr.com; ~hotmail.com 
Subject-" L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema series 

Hi eve~one, 

Want to be sum "that yon all know about the extraordinary film series that begins today in Los Angeles: 

L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema 

October 7 to December 17 

Billy Wilder Thealer, UCLA Fihn & Tdevision Arctfive 

If you will be in L.A. during the ne~ few months, do ,nake a point to attend one or ,nora of the screenings, mm~y of which featum new and restored prints, ra, ely 
screened student film~ and appearances by the filmmakers. I’ve had the groat privilege to work on this series with colleagues Allyson Field, Jan-Christopher Horak 
and Shmmon Kelley at UCLA, in collaboration with these e~mordinaU artists -- this is not to be missed! 

km academic symposium on the L.A. Rebellion will take place in conjunction with the series on November 11-12 at the Billy Wilder Theater; the s)~Ix~sinm is free 
and open to the public. 

If you can’t make it in person, check out the beautififl catalog (downloadable PDF on the series website), and know that them are pimps for the series to tonr following 

thi s run in L.A. 

Please spread the word to friends and colleagnes in the Los Angeles area. 

All best, 
JS 

Jacqueline Stewart 

Associate Professor 

Northwestern University 

Departments of RadioiTelevision/Film and African American Studies 

1920 Campus Drive, 2nd Floor 

Evanston, IL 60208 

iacqueline~D, northwestern.edu 

On Jul 9, 2011, at 7:54 PM, Eric Pierson wrote: 

To all, Please accept my long overdue greetings on behave of the caucus. For those who don’t know me, my name is Eric Pierson, I am the current co-chair of the 

caucus I hope that the summer finds you all doing well and enjoying some downtime. I dislike the role spoiler, but there are some things that I would like to bring to 

the attention of caucus members. 

1. The deadline for submissions to the bulletin board is July 15th. There are some interesting ideas currently posted, but there is always room for more. Next 

year’s Boston conference is clearly closer than we think. 

2. Suggestions for caucus sponsored screenings in Boston. I have made contact with the folks at Harvard and they would like to host a screening or screenings 

during the conference. They also have a very extensive film library that we could possibly select from. 

3. Suggestions for some kind of community outreach while in Boston. 

4. Establishment of a faculty mentoring program. We discussed the need for some type of mentoring program that the caucus would help facilitate. Perhaps the 

first step in that direction would be to collect the names of members that would be willing to serve as mentors. If you are willing to serve in this function 

please respond to me and I will begin to pull the process together. 

I apologize in advance to bugging you during the summer, but there is work to be done. I am looking forward to the coming year and your active participation. 



Cheers, 

Eric 

Eric Pierson, Associate Professor 

Department of Communication Studies 

University of San Diego 

5998 Alcala Park 

San Diego, CA 92110-2492 

(619) 260-7437 

epierson ~sa ndie[~o.edu 

P.S. I originally sent this to the old list serve, so it has been floating around in cyberspace for the last few days. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 10:53 AM 

@aol.cora 

I~W: American University online graduate certificate in Digital Media Skills 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AVIERICAN.][~;DU] on behalf of }’mdrea ]Vleyer [ufvahome@G2~k]L (20]VI] 
Sent: Friday, ©ctober 07, 2011 10:27 AM 

To: UF VALIST-L@LISTSERV AMI{[<ICAN ~)U 
Subject: American University online graduate certificate in Digital Media Skills 

> American University offers new online graduate certificate in Digital 
> Media Skills 
> 

> Exp]ore the new frontiers of digital media, hone your online technica] 
> skills, capitalize on the stampede toward social media, and develop a 
> portlk~]io for prospecuve employers. American University’s Digita] 
> Media Skills Certificate allows you to work fu]l-time while you take 
> challenging graduate-level online courses taught by experienced 
> faculty trained to deliver superior content. 
> 

> In just 12 months, you will complete coursework in Digital Media 
> Literacy, Web Development, Dynamic Content, and Video for Social 
> Media. Your final capstone project allows you to focus your interests 
> in a particular area and to produce a professional portlk~lio that 
> clearly demonstrates your skills, knowledge and digital vision An 
> optional on-campus session at the end of your program allows you the 
> opportunity to get one-on-one critiques from industry leaders 

> Apply now for the opportunity to retool your technical skills, refocus 
> your career goals, and reinvigorate how you thit~ about Digtial Media. 
> The future is here. Don’t be left behind. Learn more 

> http :i/www. american, edu/soc/filru/degrees/digital-cer tificate-description, cfra 

> V~rr~o should apply’.’ 
> 

> The prograru is designed for students seeking to increase current job 
> responsibilities, move to an online operation or sharpen digital 
> skills before looking for a new- job. Anrong those who might be 
> interested are: 

> **nrid-career professionals interested in retooling 
> **fihn or video nrakers seeking to convert to digital and/or emerging 
> media platforms 
> **free-lance writers who want to expand their audiences via digital 
> and social media platforms 
> **public relations professionals who want to et~hance a client’s 
> message via social ruedia such as Facebook, Twitter, and Ning 

> Tia Sumler Milledge 
> Senior Manager, Marketing and Web Cotrmmnications 
> School of Communication 
> American Umversity 

> sumler@american.edu 
> @AU SOC 
> american.edu/soc 
> facebook.co~r~ausoc 
> 202-885-3695 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signori D~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, 12:11 PM 

~yahoo.com 

Definilion of Terms 

Dear       Whenever you have a chance you mentioned that you would provide a defintion of terms for the literature class on Lacan and psychoanalysis. I think reviewing 
these terms might enhance my understanding of the material -- while I am reading the material, I am not sure that I always fully understand and I want to be able to 

understand these concepts enough in order to be able to use them and make them applicable to my own research. Thanks much for your assistance and for allowing me to sit 
in on the class. I look forward to each one of our class meetings and hope to see you on Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 12:34 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

FW: CCO Contract for Spring 

CCO Template Revise and Teach Charlene Regester, AFAM 101, Spring 2012 pdf option.doc 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 12, 2011 12:12 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" CCO Contract for Spring 

Hi Charlene, 

Attached is your contract for spring. After you and Tim (or Evelyne Huber?) sign it, please return to me by campus mail or as a pdf file. 

Thanks very much! 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard battle." Plato 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 12:56 PM 

@gmaJl.com 

Essay -- Reading Precious as a Horror Film 

PreciousMonstrous MotherBlackCameraJoumalVersion.docx 

Dear          It was good seeing you this past week. I really appreciate your concern and assistance. Attached is a revised version of the essay previously forwarded. It is 
still in the draft stage and please do not review the endnotes because they will need considerable work but I was waiting until I was sure nothing else would added or deleted 
before I revised. I am really interested in having you review this primarily for the ideas as I will attempt to make the mechanical changes later. Thanks for extending yourself 
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DRAFT 

Monstrous Mother(s), Incestuous Father(s), and Terrorized Teen(s): 

Reading Precious as a Horror Film 

When a mother throws a television down a stairwell in pursuit of her daughter holding 

her ne~vly born son; a father rapes his daughter ~vhile the mother voyeuristically gazes from afar; 

and a grandmother refers to her own granddaughter, who has Down’s syndrome, as an animal, 

we are introduced to Precious (2009 -- based on the 1997 novel Push by Sapphire and directed 

by Lee Daniels) - a film that provides some of the most provocative representations of black 

family life witnessed on screen. These scenes, among others, are so scandalous and disturbing 

that they invite reading the film as an extension of the horror genre. Because the film takes on 

taboo subjects such as failed black motherhood, incest, pedophilia, and homosexuality, and re- 

centers decades-old controversies between light and dark complexioned African Americans, 

turning to horror as one way by which to read these racialized representations seems called for. 

My intent in this essay is not to avoid critical engagement with the sociopolitical issues 

addressed on screen or to disregard a class analysis of the obstacles faced by the protagonist, but 

rather to suggest that based on the way the story unfolds, the filmmakers (writer, director, 

cinematographer, etc), either consciously or unconsciously drew upon the horror genre in order 

to portray the protagonist’s struggle as synonymous with a living nightmare. My interrogation 

intends to add to the existing body of literature and evolving scholarship on blackness as 

horrifying in an effort to provide an alternative reading of the film (from the perspective of a film 

historian). 

Exploring the film as an extension of horror is certainly rendered plausible given that a 

number of reviewers and critics have characterized the film as horrific and made reference to its 

terrorizing features evident in the terminology deployed to critique the film. Declaring that 

Precious "has been made to look ugly," Wesley Morris of the Boston Globe suggests that the 

film was made in this manner to "presumably ... underscore[s] the horror movie that is 

Precious’s life.’’1 Describing the film as "hope amid horror,"2 Lou Lumenick of the New York 

Post acknowledges that horror is embedded in the film’s subtext. Classifying the film as "an 

urban nightmare with a surfeit of soul,’’3 John Anderson of Variety associates the film with the 
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horrific. Referring to the film’s "soul-destroying nightmare of a mother,’’4 Betsy Sharkey of the 

L.A. Times links the film to horror. Characterizing the film as a "nearly Gothic story" A. O. Scott 

of the New York Times, describes the film as one of overwhelmm= horror.’’5 Attesting to the 

film’s horrificness in that "the movie lingers like a wounded animal that nobody has the nerve to 

put out of its misery,’’6 literary critic, Ishmael Reed, associates the film ~vith animalism. 

Therefore, in view of the film’s consistent association with the horrific, the inhuman, the gothic, 

and animalism, these reviewers lend credence to and pave the way for it to be read as an 

extension of the horror paradigm. The film’s indisputable association to horror is all the more 

convincing ~vhen we examine its depiction of"perverse social relations that breed monstrosity;’’7 

challenge to traditional notions of family where "the eruption of violence and sexuality [enter] 

into the domestic sphere;’’g and representation of a matriarch who wreaks havoc on her daughter 

due to her own sexual repression - all of which are consistent with horror. 

This investigation will be structured around examining the following subj ect areas: Bad 

Mother(s)/Phallic Mother(s)/Collusive Mother(s)/Failed Mother(s)-Motherhood/Monstrous 

Mother(s); Incestuous Father(s)/Sexual Taboo/Rape; HorrorAtorrific/; The Body as Grotesque; 

Dreams/Fantasies/Voyeurism; and SpectatorshipiTraumaiPathology. To introduce each section, 

since the film pays tribute to literary figure Zora Neale Hurston, this essay ~vill extract subtitles 

from Hurston’ s 7heir Eyes Were Watching God° to connect the novel and film and to 

demonstrate how Hurston’s text provides an urtext to the protagonist’s (Precious as played by 

Gabourey Sidibe)journey in search of subj ectivity, a subj ectivity that she shares with the novel’s 

protagonist (Janie Cra~vford). 

Bad Mother(s)/Phallic Mother(s)iCollusive Mother(s)iFailed 

Mother(s)/~|otherhood~onstrous Mother(s) 

"It was like seeing your sister turn into a gator. You keep seeing your sister in the ’gator 

and the ’gator in yonr sister, and you’d rather not" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were 

Watching God). ~o 

Bad Mothers 
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First, in order to examine phallic, collusive, failed, and monstrous mothers as well as 

black motherhood it is necessary to address the phenomenon of"bad" mothers and the 

implication for black mothers. Characterizing the black mother as "bad" has to be contextualized 

within the larger discussion of what constitutes a "bad" mother and the historical and political 

discourse surrounding the "bad" mother. "In the past few decades, ’bad’ mothers have moved 

noticeably towards center stage of American culture,"11 declares Molly Ladd-Taylor and Luari 

Umansky. "The stereotypes are familiar: the welfare mother, the teen mother, .... But mother- 

blaming goes far beyond these stereotypes."12 Any mother who does not fit that associated with 

the "traditional nuclear family,’’13 according to Ladd-Taylor and Umansky are characterized as 

"bad" mothers and are under assault. More specifically, the attack on black mothers is 

exacerbated by the fact that "mother-blaming manifested itself not j ust in criticism but in public 

policy" as evident in Daniel Patrick Moynihan’ s earlier report where he alluded to the decline of 

the black family resulting from illegitimate birth rates, welfare rates, etc. 14 The image of the 

"bad" mother "serves as a scapegoat, a repository for social or physical ills that resist easy 

explanation or solution ... [where] scapegoating, as a process, does not engage principles of 

equity or evenhandedness; it seeks pockets of vulnerability.’’is Therefore, as a society we cannot 

afford to allow the image of the "bad" mother to circulate or proliferate without thoroughly 

interrogating the root causes of societal ills such as poverty, racism, and sexism among others. 

However, the intent of this examination is not to explore in detail the societal ills that have 

contributed to and resulted in the image of the "bad" mother but to interrogate the image as 

embodied in the mother figure on screen. This examination of the "bad" mother, furthermore is 

not an attempt to defend the "bad" mother nor to further demonize the "bad" mother but to 

suggest that the filmmaker either consciously or unconsciously employed strategies associated 

with the representation of the "bad" mother; an image that becomes incredibly dangerous in an 

era where women, economically disadvantaged women, and black women in particular are 

targeted as victims of "mother-blaming" for the sake of promoting government agenda, political 

interests, and the practices and polices of those in positions of power and control. 

While sociological and political factors influence the materialization of the "bad" mother, 

it is Philip Wylie who claims that the mother "is the bride at every funeral and the corpse at 

every wedding,"~6 hinting at the dark side of the mother figure and it is this dark side of the 

mother as reconstructed in Precious that is worthy of investigation. Since it is the "bad" mother 
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or the "dark side" of the mother/woman that is presaged in the film, the mother’s position as 

"bad" becomes central to understanding how the film conforms to horror. It then becomes 

necessary to utilize feminist film theory in terms of reading how the "bad" mother/woman is 

const~-ucted on screen to establish the film as an extension of horror. Utilizing feminist film 

theory- (a theory that has not always been adequate for reading black women) is fraught with its 

on complexities and obstacles in view of its limitations for analyzing black women, yet for the 

purposes of thi s examination and despite these limitations, this theory will be explored because 

of its usefulness to the present study. The relevance of turning to feminist film theory is apparent 

~vhen ~ve consider that Hollywood women’ s films from an earlier period had difficulty 

portraying female subj ectivity (not to include black female subj ectivity) and this difficulty 

"resulted in a genre that specifically addressed women ... that lived off a female protagonist who 

only becomes representable via deviancy."17 If white women were represented via deviancy in 

these early films it is no doubt that black ~vomen stood to be similarly subjugated and distorted. 

Although Precious does not necessarily reflect the Hollywood cinema of the earlier era, the 

impli cation in terms of the way that women were marked stands to impact the contemporary 

representations of women visualized on screen. Thus, since Precious is an attempt at 

representing female subj ectivity, much like earlier films, then "it can only be represented in 

forms of illness and aberration" according to Mary Ann Doane, "stories of suffering; in a word 

masochism.’’18 Masochism, is aggressiveness turned upon the self, according to Nancy 

Chodorow, and reflects pleasure in pain,19 therefore, it is the masochistic behavior observed in 

Precious’ s mother, (Mary played by Mo’Nique), that informs her actions and allo~vs her to 

parallel characters associated with horror. Specifically, Mary engages in inappropriate behavior 

when she denies her daughter the opportunity to obtain an education; refuses to accompany her 

daughter when she gives birth; forces her daughter to have sex with her father and even, 

metaphorically, ~vith Mary herself; banishes her daughter from her home; physically and verbally 

assaults her daughter; belittles her daughter regarding her size and weight; exploits her daughter 

by forcing her into subservience; and criticizes her daughter for her desire to eschew her dire 

condition. The mother engages in masochistic behavior because she is in pain and since she is 

denied love and a "healthy" sexual relationship with her husband (Carl -- Precious’s father) as 

though maintaining a relationship with him is more important than serving as a mother to her 

daughter, this denial causes her to experience narcissi sm.2° The masochistic behavior in which 
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she engages links her to monstrous mothers (a point that will be elaborated later in the essay) 

similar to those depicted in Asian films who suffer "from primal bereavement and abandonment 

fears [or] anxieties [and] who have forfeited their nurturing roles, by choice or design, as primary 

caregivers.’’21 Because the mother feels abandoned, she neglects her duties as a nurturing mother. 

Abandonment by the male causes Mary to internalize her rejection and loss of love and as a 

result of this denial of affection, she then in turn inflicts pain onto her daughter characterizing the 

mother who can no longer nurture and provide. While Mary’s rejection by her spouse serves to 

explain some of her behavior, the film fails to provide other explanations for her source of pain 

such as, whether or not she was abused as a child or endured other forms of exploitation, yet 

what the film makes clear is that Mar3, does have a mother (Precious’ grandmother) who is 

seemingly the antithesis of Mary in that she takes care of her granddaughter (Mongo), visits 

Precious during childbirth, and brings her granddaughter home for social work visits so that 

Mary can continue her welfare status. The film, on some level, seems to suggest that the "good" 

mother symbolized by the grandmother (Mary’s mother and Precious’ grandmother) is 

deliberately contrived to juxtapose to the "bad" mother embodied by Mary so that audiences 

fully understand what constitutes a "good" versus a "bad" mother. Despite whatever relationship 

Mary has with her mother, a relationship that is strained because of the way Mary lashes out at 

her mother, the focus of this di scussion is on Mary and her own psychosis as a signifier of the 

"bad" mother since thi s critique is more concerned with Mary’s relationship to her daughter, 

Precious, and is less concerned with Mary’s relationship to her mother, as Mary becomes an 

embodiment of the "bad" mother who is also characterized as the "bad phallic" mother. 

Phallic hlothers 

Mary as a signifier of the "bad" mother becomes an embodiment of the "’bad’ phallic 

mother [who exhibits] a j ealous/possessive stance toward the child, just because it represents the 

much-longed-for phallus that is now aggressively seized upon ... the negative kind of fusional 

mother image serves to punish women who fall away from the angelic mode.’’22 She constitutes 

the "bad" phallic mother since she stands in for the phallus that is denied her through the denial 

of sexuality from her husband, Carl. This is evident by the cigarette, which becomes a phallic 

symbol dangling from her mouth throughout most of the film and representing the phallus which 
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she is denied. More than that, she becomes "bad" as a result &this disavowal and therefore, 

must be punished for her non-angelic behavior. That women are punished for not adhering to 

prescribed norms of patriarchy is apparent in cinematic representations and consistent with the 

punishment that "bad" women subsequently endure, therefore Mary, similarly, is punished for 

characterizing the "bad" mother and punished through the loss of her husband due to his 

untimely death from AIDS (a husband that she had lost even prior to his death) and her loss of 

possession of her daughter and grandchildren. Regardless as to how she is punished, Mary 

signifies the "phallic mother" "to the extent that her masculine identity--her penis envy--would 

inhibit successful mothering.’’23 Moreover, the "phallic mother satisfies needs for power that her 

ideal function prohibits.’’24 Thus, while Mar}, is denied power in her marriage and in society at 

large due to her desire to remain perpetually dependent on the welfare system (a system that 

creates such dependency), she attempts to exert power over and terrorize her own daughter. She 

also offers her daughter to her husband (Precious’s father) to fulfill his sexual needs. In doing so, 

she is both, in competition with her daughter for the husband/father’s attention and at the same 

time, resentful of the fact that her daughter is the obj ect of her husband’s desire. Mary then 

assumes this contradictor}, position of both loving her daughter because she is her offspring, yet 

hatingirej ecting her daughter because of the threat that the daughter poses to her relationship 

with the husband/father and thereby, represents the collusive mother. 

Collusive Mothers 

To further examine Mary as a personification of the "bad"/phallic mother, it is necessary 

to turn to a discussion of the collusive mother and examine her participation in the incestuous 

relationship that occurs between her husband and daughter. Because of her consensual 

involvement and placid acknowledgement, Mary represents the "collusive mother," according to 

Janis Johnson, who refers to 

a mother who is a cold, frigid, withdrawn, physically ill, or psychologically 
impaired woman who resigns from her expected roles of responsible wife and 
mother and pushes her daughter into taking on her duties in the family, including 
satisfying the emotional and sexual needs of the father. The collusive mother 
avoids and denies the incest that goes on under her very nose. When confronted 
with its reality, she either disbelieves or blames her daughter. 25 
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The collusive mother can be explained by the unconscious forces within the individual and 

Oedipal conflict, which are connected to their own depriving mothers and who seek love and 

approval, yet are rejected. Mary, however, does not totally conform to this definition of the 

collusive mother because she does not appear to be deprived of her own mother’s affection or 

attention though she is deprived of affection from her spouse. Yet, she does conform to the 

collusive mother to the extent that such mothers "relinquish their responsibilities as wives and 

mothers and push their daughters into assuming their roles in an attempt to become daughters 

again and recreate the opportunity to receive the love and support they never experienced with 

their own mothers.’’26 The collusive mother reverses roles with her daughter, which leads to the 

incestuous act. Thus, the collusive mother is then marked by the sexual rej ection of her husband 

and the role reversal with her daughter, which allows the mother to reclaim the attention she has 

been denied by living vicariously through her daughter. Both rej ection and role reversal are 

apparent in the mother-daughter relationship in Precious because although Precious provides the 

sexual needs of her father, she is also reduced to serving her mother by being forced to perform 

domestic duties (i.e. prepare meals and clean the home); even after producing a child with her 

father, she is encouraged to seek welfare as a means to provide additional income for her mother. 

Precious becomes the means by which financial subsistence is attained, maintained, and 

sustained for Mary. Because Mary is a participant in the incestuous relationship between father 

and daughter, thi s suggests how she becomes an embodiment of the collusive mother but, more 

importantly, how she sees herself as victim and through her victimization, experiences 

masochism. She is both victim and victimizer in that she has internalized the rejection and 

alienation that has been projected onto her and in turn projects that onto her daughter. 

Additionally, she is part of the vicious cycle of self-hatred, "which may account for what has 

been described as [her] emotional withdrawal, disinterest, and passivity.’’27 Furthermore, Mary 

does not deny her participation in the incestuous relationship; she is a willing participant who 

sanctions this relationship. And although Mar3, personifies the "bad/phallic/collusive" mother 

this is not to excuse the behavior of the father as both are complicit in their exploitation of their 

daughter. Referring to Mary as the "bad/phallic/collusive" mother is not an attempt to engage in 

mother-blaming but is an attempt to suggest how- the cinema utilizes such representations to 

perpetuate the assault that continues to be waged against "bad" mothers who are frequently 

victimized by a number of colluding forces that result in them being positioned as inadequate 
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providers as they become signifiers of failed mothers and in this instance, failed black mothers 

incapable of motherhood. 

Failed #lothers~lotherhood 

When considering Mary’ s representation as a failed black mother incapable of 

motherhood, this critique cannot occur without addressing the implications of such 

representations within a contemporary as well as historical context as both are necessary to 

illuminate the dire consequences that such representations have for spectators. In contemporary 

society and culture, while the black male has been depicted as a "sexual predator" and 

constructed as the "deadbeat dad," the black mother has more often than not represented the 

antithesis. The black mother has historically symbolized idealized motherhood: one who 

nurtures, provides, cares for, guides, protects, supports, refuses to abandon or neglect, and keeps 

the family intact. In cinema, this idealized representation of the black mother is canonized in 

Imitaaon of Lijo (1934), a film that featured a black self-sacrificial mother who placed her 

daughter before herself and met her untimely death because of her daughter’s rej ection. 

Precious, then invites a comparison to this earlier film because it provides an inverted 

relationship between the mother-daughter canonized in Imita#on of Life as the mother attempts 

to psychologically, and at times, physiologically "murder" her own daughter - a position 

affirmed by Noel Carroll who declares that "monsters are not only physically threatening; they 
¯ "~8 are cognitively threatening.’’" That Precious threatens black motherhood, at a moment when 

black fatherhood is under attack, seems to be one of the greatest offenses committed by the film 

and certainly consciously if not unconsciously reminds us oflmitaaon of Lijo by making us well 

aware of the assault that is currently being waged against black mothers. It is conceivable that 

Mary defies what constitutes "ideal" black motherhood and threatens the existence and survival 

of the black family while posing as a threat29 evident when we consider that "family horror ... 

usually signifies films in which the monster comes from within the family .... ,30 

Turning to Imitation of Life provides as a means by which to explore failed black 

motherhood, in that Delilah (the black mother), attempts to protect her daughter, Peola, who 

desires to pass for white, from the racial terror that has infected American society and 

encourages her to come to terms with her black racial heritage in spite of her white appearance. 

In comparison, Precious, depicts Mary (the black mother), who is so imbued with the self-hatred 
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she has endured as a result of racial/economic/gender oppression, rej ection, and the need for 

love, she seeks to punish her own daughter for her suffering. Of course, we cannot ignore that 

both daughters’ names begin with P (Precious and Peola), a demonstrative example conveying 

how Precious harkens back to the earlier film. As for the mothers’ names, Mary and Delilah are 

biblical names representing the opposite of the character roles assumed. According to biblical 

history, Mar}, was the virginal mother who gave birth to Jesus, yet on screen she is the direct 

opposite of virginity/innocence and Delilah was the woman who deceived Sampson, yet on 

screen she personifies the direct opposite of deception. That both mothers have deceptive biblical 

names could speak to the subtle ways in which these films invoke a religious subtext, with 

Delilah being personified as deeply religious (the antithesi s of deception), while Mary is 

personified as sacrilegious - (the antithesi s of virginity/innocence), linking her to monstrosity 

Comparatively, Delilah becomes an embodiment of Christian faith in the face of untold suffering 

while Mary is devoid of any sense of spirituality, perhaps explaining her own suffering and 

demonization. Undeniably, Precious - a signifier of the "bad" black mother invites us as 

spectators to reflect on the earlier Imitation of Life as a signifier of the "good" black mother to 

recover black motherhood in all of its complexity.’’3J If Imitation of Life represents "good" 

motherhood and Precious represents "bad" motherhood, it is conceivable that black motherhood 

is under assault and even if this is not the case, paralleling the two films is relevant to the extent 

that earlier representations of black motherhood become points of comparison for assessing 

contemporary representations as embodied in the "bad" mother, Mary, who can also be read as 

"monstrous" as it is her monstrosity that connects her to horror. 

Monstrous Mothers/The Return of the Repressed 

Whatever the comparison between Precious and Imitation of LiJi~, Mary, resembles 

characters prevalent in other films and specifically, horror films evident in Carol Clover’s 

assessment of those such as P,sycho (1960) and "lhe Texas Chain Saw Massacre, 1I (1986) where 

"we are repeatedly confronted with a portrait of the dead mother silently presiding over all 
. 3"~ 

manner of cannibalistic and incestuous doings on the part of her adult children." "Mary’s 

characterization as the "bad," monstrous, demonic, phallic, and collusive mother who is also a 

signifier of failed motherhood is undoubtedly a construction borrowed from horror and is 
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perhaps best captured by the following description: "She’s stuffed herself into a delicate-looking 

tank top and leggings, their tiny blue flowers in contrast to the monster inside. She does a slow 

bump and grind, carefully smoothing back her hair. Lust and menace hang so heavy in the air, 

the devil himself would be afraid.’’33 

The film’s monstrosity, signified by Mary, deserves to be thoroughly interrogated 

because "The monster and the woman thus find themselves on the same side, the side of 

dissimi[ariO,,’’34 according to Marie-Helene Huet. "The female is, as it were, a deformed male... 

since she herself is on the side of the dissimilar, ... the female appears to be destined by nature to 

contribute more figures of dissimilarity, if not creatures even more monstrous.’’35 While Huet 

expounds on the historical origin of the mother and her association with the monster, I am 

suggesting that the mother in Precious is the monstrous figure. Mary is an extension of 

monstrosity, and her irascible behavior is visibly apparent in the way she terrorizes her daughter 

through her verbal denunciations, throwing water in her face (similar to the equally terrorizing 

mother in Carrie, 1976 - a film discussed later in the essay), hurling objects at her physically, 

and mistreating her granddaughter who has Down’s syndrome--all of which amounts to an 

abnormality marking the film an extension of horror. Mary’s transformation from human to 

inhuman or demonic is initially demonstrated when she chastises Precious for answering the 

doorbell: 

Precious, you called that white bitch to my house. Why did she ring my goddamn 
buzzer? I feel that you think you are becoming a grown woman. That shit you 
pulled in the kitchen I should have fucked you up but I let you get away ... But 
bitch, I am gonna let you know if you ever pull that shit again, I am gonna get rid 
of you. You gone let that bitch ring my buzzer talking about some higher 
education. You are a dummy, bitch. You don’t never know shit. Don’t nobody 
need you and don’t nobody want you. You done fucked around and let my man 
have two children and one of them is a goddamn animal running around looking 
crazy. Bitch, you know what? I think you are trying me. You done fucked with 
my money and you standing up at the top of the stairs like you a woman and you 
looking down on me. I am gonna show you what a real woman is because bitch 
you don’t know- what real women do; what real motherfucking women do. I 
should have aborted your ass because you ain’t shit. The day the doctors put you 
in my hands you had a smirk on your face. You smile about that, bitch .... I am 
gonna kill you bitch... 
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In her outrage, Mary’s behavior personifies the demonic in that she seeks revenge on her 

daughter, attempts to thwart her daughter’s desire for education, accuses her of being responsible 

for the incestuous acts for which she is victimized, attempts to minimize her intellectually, 

characterizes her granddaughter as an animal, claims that she should have aborted her daughter 

at birth (a claim similarly made by the mother figure in Carrie), and, finally, criticizes her 

daughter for observing her own outrageous behavior. In sum, she denigrates, intimidates, 

threatens, insults, renders her undeserving, and violates her sense of self. This verbal abuse then 

becomes transformed into physical abuse when she throws Precious’ newly born son, Abdul, on 

the floor and viciously attacks her daughter who, in fleeing their home with the baby, escapes 

down a stairwell only to narrowly miss being hit by a television thrown from above (similar to a 

scene in Carrie when her mother viciously chases her daughter after stabbing her with a butcher 

knife forcing her to tumble down a stairwell). Mar5, engages in what Peter Hutchings 

characterized as performing horror in her transcendence from human to inhuman. "The monster 

in question might be inactive but we know that it could, and probably will, attack at any moment 

[where] ... periods of intent stillness are punctuated by outbursts of extreme violence.’’36 

Hutchings continues, "But stillness.., is not just about extending that suspenseful moment before 

the monster lunges at you. Stillness can also in itself signify power and dominance, essential 

prerequisites for any self-respecting monster.’’37 

The monstrosity of Mary and the film’s association to horror is all the more convincing 

when we consider Alfred Hitchcock’s classic horror, Psycho (1960). In that film, a psychotic son 

kills his mother and her former lover out of a fear of rej ection, yet because of his undying love 

for his mother, excavates her dead body and returns it to her rocking chair in their home. The 

dead mother sits in the rocking chair throughout much of the film, while the son engages in role- 

playing as his mother in order to relive the relationship he had with her. Precious then bears a 

striking resemblance to this film in that while the mother figure in Precious is not literally dead, 

she is psychologically dead and remains virtually glued to her chair throughout much of the film. 

That she is psychologically dead and not physically dead conjures images from other horror 

films such as, Night of the LivingDead (1969) where the "living dead themselves are the active 

and catalytic agency for the release of all of the film’s horrors.’’38 The chair in Precious then 

becomes symbolic of Mars,’s existence as she is perched before a television that becomes her 

source of escape; the chair becomes her throne from which she wields her power; the chair 
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serves as her platform from which she launches her monstrous acts; and the chair becomes the 

prison from which she cannot escape. Precious further resembles Psycho in that while Psycho 

addresses matricide, Precious addresses infantici de, not literally but psychologically. 

Added to this, in Psycho the protagonist displays his collection of stuffed birds, and the 

presence of animals could reify an attraction to animalistic behavior. In Precious, Ma~ appears 

to be more loving toward her cat, Ethel,39 than her own daughter. The presence of animals and 

their association to horror is further evident when Precious mistakenly mispronounces "incest" 

for "insect" (as insects are connected to The Fly 1986, another horror film) and in so doing links 

her abuse with something less than human. 

Mary, affirming her own characterization as monstrous even proclaims to the social 

worker, "You got that bitch looking at me like I am some kind of monster." That the monstrous 

mother "becomes the castrating girl/woman, a figure designed to strike terror into the hearts of 

men’’4° is apparent based on Barbara Creed’s views. From this perspective, Mary conforms to the 

monstrous mother in that she too is symbolic of the "castrating woman": a position that she 

shares with the mother in Psycho who represented the "castrating woman" to her son who 

punishes her by killing her. 

More than paralleling Psycho because of the mother figure, Precious positions the mother 

as being juxtaposed between humanity and inhumanity. "The monstrous is produced at the 

border between human and inhuman, man and beast,’’4~ according to Creed and as the monstrous 

mother in Precious, Mal5T straddles the border between the human and inhuman through the 

terror she inflicts on her daughter: stalking her daughter as when Precious leaves home and Mau 

inquires about her whereabouts. Mary’s positioning between human and inhuman is perhaps 

solidified in the parallel that she shares with other horrific figures such as King Kong from the 

similarly titled (1933) film, particularly evident when she admits to the social worker (Ms. 

Weiss, played by Mariah Carey) that she encouraged the incestuous relationship with her 

daughter by asking, "Who loved me?" Mary’s proclamation is an attempt to justify the 

exploitation of her daughter and explain away her offensive behavior and if audiences see her as 

being unloved and her lack of love as responsible for her behavior then they are more likely to be 

sympathetic to her plight as a woman who is similarly victimized. Hutchings speaks to the 

sympathetic monster and states: 
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Horror’s monsters ... lead a dynamic existence, constantly caught up as they are 
in processes of change, moving back and forth between dominance and 
subordination, activity and stillness. And the main vehicles by which this 
changeability is articulated, in large part the distinctive of each monster defined, 
are the actors involved as they work to bring to life creations that are frightening 
but not always frightening in the same way and that are sometimes sympathetic 
and vulnerable as well. Despite the fact that horror films rely on their monsters 
generally behaving in an unpleasant manner, there are numerous instances where 
monsters acquire a certain pathos, where we are meant to view them, despite all 
the bad things they have done, with a degree of sympathy.42 

If this is the case, then Mary’s statement allows her to convey that she is human with human 

emotions despite the beastly acts that she committed and demonstrates "to us how sad it is 

sometimes to be a monster.’’43 Her proclamation then can be read as an attempt to humanize the 

beast in the same manner that after King’ s Kong death, the film professes that it was beauty that 

killed the beast. Such commentax3, is an attempt to humanize a beastly character, King Kong, in 

the same manner that an effort is made to humanize Mar3,. It is Max3,’s association with the norm 

through her expression of human emotions that allows her to become less beastly and that 

reflects Stephen Neale’s assertion that the "monster...initiates a series of acts of murder or 

destruction which can only end when it itself is either destroyed or becomes normalized .... ,, 44 

The film’s end attempts to normalize Max3, as the monstrous figure. 

The monstrosity of Precious and Mary becomes most apparent when this film is 

compared to the well known horror Carrie. The latter film focuses on a white teenaged girl who 

possesses telekinetic powers and whose psychotic mother is so obsessed with religion that she 

engages in satanic practices as when she lights candles on nearly every surface in the home prior 

to inflicting death on her daughter. Carrie, having grown up in this environ is awkward, shy, 

alienated, taunted by her classmates, and to some extent estranged from her mother who has 

failed to explain to her daughter the process of biological development as in the onset of 

menstruation causing her humiliation with her classmates. When invited to the school prom, 

Carrie, after some convincing, decides to attend in order to become "normal" and "fit in." Using 

her telekinetic powers to resist her mother’s refusal, Carrie attends the prom and is voted prom 

queen until a class prank is enacted when a bucket of pig’s blood falls onto her while she stands 

drenched on stage just at the moment when she is experiencing self-actualization after receiving 

her crown. In the film "women are referred to ... as ’pigs,’ women ’bleed like pigs’, and the 
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pig’s blood runs down Carrie’s body at a moment of intense pleasure, just as her own menstrual 

blood ran down her legs during a similar pleasurable moment when she enj oyed her body in the 

shower. Here, women’s blood and pig’s blood flow together, signifying horror, shame, and 

humiliation.’’4s In retaliation to the prank, Carrie uses her powers to lock the doors of the 

building which is engulfed in flames causing destruction and leading to a number of deaths. It is 

suggested that, "Her telekinesis signifies the threat that unchecked female desire may pose to 

society."46 Yet, Carrie returns home after the prom only to be met by her mother’s wrath forcing 

her to kill her mother and when she uses her telekinetic powers to destroy their home which too 

becomes engulfed in flames, Carrie meets her death. Shelley Lindsey argues that "Carrie’s 

subsequent path to womanhood is presented as a treacherous course that must be cautiously 

navigated by either of the two possible routes she is offered: the sexual repression demanded by 

her mother, or the promise of femininity volunteered by her gym teacher .... ,47 The film ends 

when Carrie’s classmate, who volunteered her date as Carrie’s prom escort, awakens from a 

dream and proceeds to place flowers on the site where Carrie’s house once stood (displaying a 

for sale sign overwritten with the warning "Carrie White Burns in Hell") to avenge for her cruel 

actions, only to be met by a bloody hand that reaches from the grave. 

Precious and Carrie are so strikingly similar the parallels are unmistakable evident in 

that both films borrowed their titles from the names of the protagonist featured; both films 

resulted in the protagonist either winning or nominated for an academy award - Mo’nique won 

for Precious and Sissy Spacek was nominated for Carrie; both films reveal "the family ... itself 

[as] the very source of horror;’’48 both films focus on demonic mothers who victimize and 

terrorize their teenaged daughters; both films focus on mothers whose names begin with M 

(Mary in Precious and Margaret in Carrie); both films feature a concerned teacher who attempts 

to rescue the victimized teen; both films employ the strategy of dreams to erase the nightmarish 

existence in which the teens reside; both films depict "phallic" mothers; both films hint at the 

"repressed sexual desires including those which flow between mother and daughter;’’49 both 

films examine teens who struggle to achieve subj ectivity; and body films engage in body horror. 

More importantly, these films are similar in the construction of monstrous mothers. Margaret 

White’s (Carrie’s mother) monstrosity is initially apparent when Carrie confronts her mother 

regarding the fact that she has failed to inform her about menstruation and her mother responds 

by physically assaulting Carrie while reciting biblical passages. She further punishes Carrie by 
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forcing her into a closet and then lights candles outside the door around a crucifix. That she 

physically assaults her daughter, confines her to a (prayer) closet, throws a glass &water onto 

her face, and attempts to murder her daughter demonstrates the mother’s monstrosity; a parallel 

that she shares with MaryiMonique who also physically attacks her daughter, confines her to the 

bedroom upstairs, awakens Precious by throwing water onto her face, and psychologically if not 

physically murders her daughter. It is of note that when Carrie returns to her room after being 

confined to the closet, she stares into the mirror and when the mirror breaks because of her 

telekinetic powers, the mirror signifies the mirror/image stage illuminated by Freud "which is to 

establish a relationship between the organism and its reality" - a moment that is similarly 

observed in Precious when she too stares into the mirror as a means of self-actualization despite 

the horrors inflicted. The mother (Margaret) as a monstrous figure in Carrie is further revealed to 

be a phallic mother when she opposes Carrie’ s attendance at the prom with a male teenager and 

since she has been abandoned by Carrie’s father, she believes Carrie is likely to endure a similar 

fate. Thus, her demonic obsession with her daughter and rejection by her husband explains how 

she becomes a phallic mother in view &the phallus that she has been denied - a position that she 

shares with Mary. The phallic symbol in Carrie becomes evident when Margaret wages the 

butcher knife above her daughter as she escapes down the narrow stairwell following a stab 

wound received; a scene that stands to represent the symbolic rape of the daughter by the mother 

in much the same manner that Precious is literally raped by her father and visually/figuratively 

raped by Mary. Finally, both films engage in abjection in that the monstrous mother, "By 

refusing to relinquish her hold on her child ... prevents it from taking up its proper place in 

relation to the symbolic. Partly consumed by the desire to remain locked in a blissful relationship 

with the mother and partly terrified of separation, the child finds it easy to succumb to the 

comforting pleasure of the dyadic relationship.’’s° The daughter’s return to the mother occurs in 

Carrie when despite the protagonist’s insistence on attending the prom, she returns home 

dej ected, affirming her mother’s predictions. The daughter’s return to the mother occurs in 

l°recious when the protagonist decides to attend school despite her mother’s threats and after 

giving birth to her son, she returns home only to be violently and viciously rejected. Both of 

these attempts at leaving yet attempting to remain connected to the mother demonstrate the 

complexity of the mother-daughter relationships in cinematic representations characterized as 

horror. 
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Mary’s monstrosity, rendered visible in films such as Psycho and Carrie, is further 

revealed when we consider her association with vampires, a mainstay of horror. Vampires are 

"bodies without souls’’sl according to Barbara Creed and Mary can be seen as similar to a 

soulless vampire in that she lacks remorse for her behavior. "The vampire is dead and yet not 

dead: he is an Un-Dead, a ’dead’ person who yet manages to live thanks to the blood he sucks 

from the living .... The stronger the vampire becomes, the weaker the living become.’’s2 The 

vampire also has been characterized as a metaphor for capitalism and, in this respect, we can 

apply this reading to Mar}, who although is a victim of capitalism and has been displaced 

because of capitalism, she then becomes an embodiment of a capitalist who attempts to suck the 

life out of the weaker, her daughter. In this instance, Mary exploits Precious and forces her to 

have children so that she can continue to receive subsistence from the welfare system, making 

her synonymous with the vampire. 

To affirm that Mary- might personify a vampire or to support the film’ s association with 

vampires, Precious states after revealing to the social worker that her children were fathered by 

her father: 

I see vampires too, they come at night and tell me that I am one of them, they say, 
"Precious you belong with us," then they go downstairs; the people downstairs are 
vampires; they have dirty-tampons [reminiscent of Carrie being barraged by 
tampons in the shower by her classmates] in the garbage--ain’t got no home 
training. Ms. Rain will find out that I have never been to a doctor; I had my first 

baby on the kitchen floor with my mother kicking me in my ass. 

In this instance, both Precious’s mother and father represent vampires because of their 

exploitation as well as her neighbors who are connected to blood--a signifier of horror. 

Specifically, Mary bares resemblance to the vampire because "the horror [is] at a maternity 

turned monstrous, one that feeds on children rather than feeding them, the mother [is the] 

vampire.’’s3 Precious characterizes her neighbors as vampires because of their behavior but also 

because they refuse to see her and see the abuse she endures, but that she sees herself as a 

vampire reflects how she has internalized the horror that has been projected onto her as the 

victim of incest and rape. 
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Incestuous Father(s)/Sexual Taboo/Rape 

"It’s so easy to make yo’ self out God Almighty when you ain’t got nothin’ tuh strain 

against but women and chickens" (Zora Neale Hnrston, Their Eyes Were Watching God).~4 

Incestuous FathersAqexual Taboo 

Precious is further complicated not only by the demonization of the black mother, but by 

the depiction of an incestuous father. Incest is characterized as taboo and its prohibition "is 

commonly understood as a fundamental rule of social order. It is the primordial law, which 

defines the special place of human society within the natural and supernatural world. It is the 

mark of humanity.’’ss Moreover, when the father engages in an incestuous relationship with his 

daughter, "the incestuous father assumes that it is his prerogative to be waited upon at home, and 

that if his wife fails to provide satisfaction, he is entitled to use his daughter as a substitute. It is 

this attitude of entitlement - to love, to service, and to sex - that finally characterizes the 

incestuous father.’’56 As for Precious, when we acknowledge the mother’s willing complicity and 

psychosis as well as the child’s desire to please the parent, the incestuous relationship is no 

surprise. 

However, because the black male is positioned as the incestuous father, it is necessary to 

examine the film’s implication for black masculinity. Bell hooks suggests that perceptions of 

black masculinity evolving from the "dominant culture’s stereotypical, fantastical representations 

of black masculinity.., constructs black men as ’failures’ who are psychologically ’fucked up,’ 

dangerous, violent, sex maniacs whose insanity is informed by their inability to fulfill their 

phallocentric masculine destiny in a racist context.’’sT In Precious, the father figure, who is 

virtually absent for most of the film, represents this stereotype; when we consider that he is an 

incestuous father, this representation further supports hooks’ assessment that "with the 

emergence of a fierce phallocentrism, a man was no longer a man because he provided care for 

his family, he was a man simply because he had a penis ... his ability to use that penis in the 

arena of sexual conquest could bring him as much status as being a wage earner and provider.’’-~s 

Precious’s father is given significance only to the extent that he represents the father figure, is 

reduced to his sexuality, and becomes the agent of the incestuous act; otherwise, he does not 

exist. His vacuousness in the film further affirms his lack of importance within the context of the 
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black family. In fact, Ishmael Reed referred to him as "little more than an animal. A vile prop. A 

person with no story and no humanity.’’59 While the incestuous father is rendered invisible other 

than for his sexuality, Kathleen Rowe Karlyn argues, that he is significant within a patriarchal 

culture because "As men claim their right to ’act out’ and girls to ’act bad,’ incest provides a 

discourse, an established set of conventions for examining and usually reasserting male authority 

perceived to be under siege.’’6° Karlyn continues that for white men "incest provides a narrative 

structure - derived from Freud’s work on the subj ect - that ideologically inverts the social 

realities of white male privilege.’’61 However, where black men are concerned, since they are 

automatically denied po~ver in the larger society, while laying claim to women’s bodies might 

temporarily empower them within the home, they still remain disempowered in society at large. 

As for his power, specifically, the black male’s power in Precious is portrayed through his 

sexuality. When he removes his belt while hovering above Precious to sexually assault her, the 

belt itself nearly becomes both a phallic symbol and symbol of his power. This is similar to the 

whip utilized by the father in D. W. Griffith’s 1919 film, Broken Blossoms, which focused on a 

father-daughter incestuous relationship62 that has been associated with horror because of its 

"portrayal of abject terror .... ,,63 Aside from being an agent of incest and sexuality, the power of 

Precious’s father is implied only to the extent that he becomes partly responsible for Mary’s 

psychosis, otherwise, his power does not exist. Although virtually absent from the film, the 

father’s presence and his act of incest become indicative of the power that he has been denied 

and attempts to reclaim, but which is ultimately possessed by the monstrous mother, Mary. it is 

conceivable that the father’s presence (ho~vever demonic) as well as his absence "sho~vs us the 

terror and rage of patriarchy in decline... ,,64 and in this instance, black patriarchy in decline. 

Rape 

The complexity of the incestuous father is further conveyed when Carl/father rapes 

Precious and during the course of the rape proclaims, "Daddy loves you," while Mary is seen in 

the di stan ce, standi ng in the doorway, voyeuri sti cally ob serving thi s abuse of her daughter and 

vicariously participating in the incestuous act. it is of note that "a recurrent narrative structure in 

the horror genre involves keeping the monster hidden a~vay either in the shadows or in off-screen 

space, glimpsed briefly if at all, until such time as the final confrontation with it is to take place, 

at which point the monster is finally revealed in all its ugly glory."6SIn linking Precious to the 

horror genre, certainly Mary’s positioning in the distance demonstrates how" she becomes 
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synonymous with the monster and how she too participates in the rape of her daughter. That the 

father expresses love for his daughter at the moment he abuses her demonstrates the ambiguity of 

incest where fatherly love becomes conflated with sexual desire and moreover, marks him as the 

monstrous father in much the same manner that Mary is marked as the monstrous mother. It is of 

note that during the sexual assault, a baby’s cries are heard in the background, perhaps a 

personification &Precious’ own cries as the victim of sexual assault or the cries of the infant 

produced as a result of this incestuous assault. Hutchings interprets the use of sound in horror 

and notes that "the frequent mismatching of sound to image in horror clearly offers film-makers 

opportunities not only to denote the beyondness or otherness of its monsters but also to dramatise 

extreme emotional states - especially that of terror - in ways not bounded by limitations of any 

particular performance.’’66 Therefore, the mismatch between the image (Precious’ rape) and the 

sound (baby’s cries) in this particular scene demonstrates how through the use of sound, the film 

conforms to horror and deploys other devices to construct the horrific. 

Constructing Horror/Horrific 

"...the monster began to roll in his bed" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching 

God).67 

Although Precious is not a horror film, it borrows from the horror genre in order to create 

the hellish space to which Precious is confined and from which she attempts to escape. The film 

employs what Annette Brauerhoch who in writing about, Mommie Dearest (1981), characterized 

as a genre mix of melodrama (in which the protagonist becomes an icon of suffering) and horror 

(in its visual style).6s In order to examine how Precious conforms to the horror paradigm, it is 

necessary to examine Julia Kristeva’s work on abj ection; revisit sexual deviance; explore 

haunted houses/claustrophobic spaces; examine illiteracy as an extension of horror; and 

interrogate blackness/racial impurity as associated with horror. 

Abjection 

Kfisteva characterizes abj ection as "that which does not ’respect borders, positions, 

rules,’ that which ’disturbs identity, system, order."69 Furthermore, Kfisteva argues that food 

loathing-("I expel myself, I spit myself out, I abject myself within the same motion through 

which ’I’ claim to establish myself")7° represents a major source of abjection and is prevalent in 
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horror. One way in which Precious can be seen as an extension of horror is through the food 

loathing that occurs in the film. Both Precious and Mar5, indulge in fried fatty foods that stand to 

endanger their health (such as pig feet and fried chicken customarily associated with African 

American culture), which explains Precious’s obesity. Both women desire these foods but then 

reject the very same foods that they desire, as when Precious cooks pig feet for her mother, Mary 

rejects the food because her daughter failed to cook collard greens with the pig feet and because 

she claims the pig feet have far too much hair. Mary, engaging in an act of abjection, then forces 

Precious to consume the food. At another point in the film, Precious steals a bucket of fried 

chicken, claiming that she is hungry when her mother fails to provide her with money. After 

eating the chicken, she vomits, which signifies her attempt to "throw up, throw out, eject the 

abject .... ,,71 These conventions are consistent with horror and abjection, of course, is not the only 

way by which the film conforms to the horror genre. 

Sexual Deviance 

Moreover, the film undeniably conforms to horror when we consider Barbara Creed’s 

assertion that "the feminine body and incest" are unique to horror because they represent the 

border between normal and abnormal sexual desire72 In Precious, then, it is not only Mary who 

is monstrous; the father becomes synonymous with monstrosity as he exerts dominance over his 

daughter by utilizing her to fulfill his sexual needs. "The horror film plays out the rage of 

paternal responsibility" according to Vivian Sobchack, "denied the economic and political 

benefits of patriarchal power.’’73 The incest between father and daughter is likely explained by 

Freud’s view that while the female child is encouraged to separate from the mother, she is 

expected to shift her sexual attraction to the opposite sex; unfortunately, in the case of incest, the 

father stands in as the object of attraction. In horror, sexually deviant acts such as incest likely 

occurs in places characterized as haunted. 

Haunted Houses/Claustrophobic Spaces 

That the stairwell is centered in these attacks becomes the space in which these physical 

acts of violence occur, representing "claustrophobic spaces," further indicates how such spaces 

become linked to horror. In Precious the space in which most of the horror occurs--a space that 

is dimly lit, sparsely furnished, and reflects decay in that the furnishings are worn and torn-- 

becomes indicative of how the film conforms to horror. "The anthropomorphized apartments in 
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which these characters live, update salient features of the large, looming castles in which horror 

stories have traditionally been enacted.’’74 Houses and tunnels become places for the horrific and 

"it is not just their Victorian decrepitude, but the terrible families--murderous, incestuous, 

cannibalistic--that occupy them.’’75 Affirming the significance of the house or space in which 

the horrific occurs, based on a Freudian analysis, is explained in the following ~vay: "Things 

repressed do not simply disappear but remain present, albeit hidden, within the mind, just as the 

hidden room, an irrefutable sign of a past crime, waits patiently behind the wall for the inevitable 

moment of its discovery, a moment which marks the return of the repressed.’’76 In Precious, the 

apartment in which the mother and daughter reside becomes the space in which much of the 

horror unfolds. Therefore, Precious lends itself to horror because of the terrorizing space in 

which the evil is enacted and which haunts the protagoni st’s existence. 

Illiteracy as a Form of Horror 

Horror is further invoked through the film’s preoccupation with illiteracy, evident in 

Precious’ inability to read despite the fact that early in the film she claims she was good at math 

but never opened a book. When Precious attends an alternative school, Each One-Teach One, 

what is terrifying is not just that her illiteracy reveals itself but that it becomes apparent among 

her peers--peers who in their expressed desires become symbolic of Precious’ desire to be a 

good mother, cook, dancer, etc. Her voice has been suppressed in those instances where her pain 

is amplified by her silence, and when she does speak she speaks in fragments, which is indicative 

of how she is imprisoned not only by the physical abuse but through intellectual disavowal. 

According to Kyung Hyun Kim, language is linked to trauma because "language, according to 

Lacan, is the crucial means for the child to free him or herself from the preoedipal crisis,’’77 and 

if those traumatized lack language their identity will forever be impaired. The fact that Precious 

speaks in fragments--a function of her illiteracy--also becomes an indicator of the trauma she 
¯ ¯ "78 has endured as an incest victim. It is the violation of her youth and innocence as an incest 

victim reflected in her illiteracy that marks the film as horrifying - an innocence that is marked 

by the little girl who lives in her building, who always eagerly greets her, and who desires to 

hold her baby. It is through this younger girl that Precious’ innocence is marked, rendering the 

acts committed by her parents horrendous. Early in the film, when Precious is given a red scarf, a 

signifier of the violation of her innocence, while sitting in a welfare office, she passes the scarf 

on to a young girl who she sees as similarly being abused or violated by her mother. It is this 
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violation of innocence as an incest victim that reveals itself in her lack of literacy that marks the 

film as concatenate to horror. 

Blackness/Racial ImpurityiHorr{fic 

The horrific is further constructed in that the dark-complexioned characters are either 

victims or victimizers, while the white and light-complexioned characters are saviors or 

liberators. That darkness is linked to horror is well known, but when we consider the implication 

that the light-complexioned characters in the film--the teacher, Ms. Rain (Paula Patton); social 

worker, Ms. Weiss; and male nurse, Johnny (Lenny Kravitz); and white teacher and principal-- 

are the only ones who rescue Precious from her plight to the exclusion of others, is a disturbing 

notion in and of itself. That Precious is rescued only by whites/light complexioned characters 

demonstrates how and why Precious engages in her own form of self-hatred and believes that 

anyone who resembles herself should be rej ected. The mere insinuation that lightness/whiteness 

is the only means of rescue for this troubled black teen is horrifying yet is consistent with the 

horror genre where "race as a marker of monstrosity [coincides] ... with the larger social body’s 
¯ ., ,,79 assumptions about white superiority. It is conceivable that this divide on the basis of race and 

color permeates horror films established by those such as Blade (1998) where "the racial purity 

of the full-blood vampire [is] contrasted unfavorably with the impurity of the half-blood/half- 

breed [vampire]..." and while this is not exactly the case in Precious with monsters divided on 

the basis of race, it demonstrates how issues surrounding racial purity/impurity i.e. color 

consciousness can infiltrate horror, thereby, linking Precious to the horrific. If we adopt Richard 

Dyer’s view on race and horror in his suggestion that "whites are the living dead’’s° then while 

his argument stands to reverse the racial polarities that we normally associate with horror, we 

still cannot escape the horrific nor the consequences that this reading would have for Precious in 

that she is now being rescued by those deemed dead. Precious utilizes not only color as a means 

by which to construct the horfific but also engages in appropriating body horror. 

The Body as Grotesque 

"And he stood in the door and paid all the ugly women two dollars not to come in. One big 

meriny colored woman was so ugly till it was worth five dollars for her not to come in, so he 

gave it to her" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God).sl 
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It is not j ust the conventions of horror that are deployed that make Precious horrific, but 

it is the protagonist who is reduced to her body which becomes symbolic of her terrifying or 

nightmarish existence. Horror films allow us to "witness ... the body, another’s body, in 

experience: the body in sex and the body in threat.’’s2 Precious, who is an obese teenager, is a 

signifier of obesity and because &this, her body becomes the site by which her terror is enacted 

and the "site of the monstrous.’’83 Therefore, Precious’s body then becomes targeted for both 

sexual and physical abuse. So while Mary is the monstrous mother, it is Precious’s body that 

represents the monstrosity- that her mother possesses --- the monster appears to be a divided self 

in that the monstrous behavior inflicted onto its victim is exhibited by Mary, while the monstrous 

body that is exploited belongs to Precious. Affirming her obesity, Precious declares that, "I don’t 

like fruit, I like McDonald’ s" (a capitalistic enterprise/predator that has placed at risk the health 

of a generation of young adults). It is not only that Precious’s body is exploited but that she and 

others view her body as unattractive, nearly grotesque. In fact, Philip Brophy argues that "the 

contemporary horror film tends to play not so much on the broad fear of Death, but more 

precisely on the fear of one’s own body.’’84 Precious’s large and dark body nearly becomes a 

page on which the nightmare text is scripted as she is raped, physically assaulted, gives birth to 

an "abnormal" child, and subjected to illness when she becomes HIV positive. Her body bares 

the marks of the rage that her mother projects and the sexual abuse that her father seeks and thus 

"the projection of evil and revulsion onto the female body" marks the body as extending from 

horror. The "horror resides not so much in what is done to the body ... but in the threat of the 

body itself.’’as From the moment Precious appears on screen and is given a red scarf--a signifier 

that marks her as different, until she enters the classroom, where she is visibly much larger than 

her peers--she is constructed as abnormal. The constant preoccupation with her body is evident 

in the vicious derisions leveled by her mother when Precious claims that her mother once asked, 

"Who wants to see your big ass dancing anyway?" and Mary refers to her daughter as "fat ass." 

Thus, the body becomes the site of contestation as this nightmare ensues. Even when Precious 

takes an exam for school, she remarks, "The test paints a picture of me as ugly black grease to be 

wiped away." When Precious attends the alternative school and the students are required to write 

letters on the board, she scribbles an "f" while one of her classmates insults her by suggesting 

that "f’ stands for fat. 
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The fact that Precious’s body is viewed as terrorizing or grotesque can be traced to the 

hi storical origin of the black body in American culture where the body was rendered as an obj ect 

of spectacle. According to bell hooks, black bodies were "objectified in a manner similar to that 

of black female slaves who stood on auction blocks while owners and overseers described their 

importance, saleable parts, the black women whose naked bodies were displayed for whites at 

social functions had no presence. They were reduced to mere spectacle.’’86 Precious’s body then 

speaks to thi s history in that she represents the past exploitation of black women’s bodies in 

slavery for the sake of capitalism and the present exploitation of black bodies for the sake of 

capitalism as she is obj ectified by her father, mother, and young black males, and also by the 

camera’s gaze. Many of the shots &Precious in the film are head shots and waist shots (shots of 

her from the waist up) to amplify her body size. At times, her face nearly fills the screen to 

convey the largeness of her body and if her large body becomes associated with the grotesque 

then her body is an extension of horror. 

When we consider Sander Gilman’s discussion of the black female body as "an icon for 

deviant sexuality," Precious’ victimization because of her incestuous relationship with her father 

(and maybe even her mother) is rendered all the more plausible. Gilman further states that black 

female sexuality allows for the establishment of the "link... between the ill, the bestial, and the 

freak (pathology, biology, and medicine).’’87 The link between these three is evinced when 

Precious, as the victim of incest, produces a daughter who has Down’s syndrome, and at the 

film’s end Precious is diagnosed as being HIV positive. The birth of this daughter reflects what 

Barbara Creed has termed offspring that emanated from the "monstrous womb" in that they 

produce offspring who are "constructed as monsters.’’as It is of note that her "abnormal" daughter 

is named Mongo, derived from Mongoloid, a name that attempts to deny the child an identity 

other than that marked by having Down Syndrome. Such misnaming and erasure is horrifying in 

and of it self, and further reflects how this "abnormal" body produced this "abnormal" offspring. 

The abnormality of Precious’s body is reified by the "abnormality" associated with 

homosexuality evident in the relationship between Precious’s teacher, Ms. Rain and her 

significant other. Precious even attempts to demystify the "perceived abnormality" associated 

with such relationships when she proclaims, "They talk like television channels that I don’t 

watch. They smart... I don’t understand a word they are saying ... Morea say homos are bad 

people but they did not rape me; homos are not the ones who let me sit in class all of those years 
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and never learn nothing; homos are not the ones who sell crack to peoples in Harlem." In this 

instance, the film seems to shift the focus of Precious’s exploitation and victimization to a 

discussion of the morality of a group marked as Other or "abnormal." The film implies that 

homosexuals have not been reduced to the animalistic behavior that has been enacted upon 

Precious by her heterosexual parents, as her parents are the real monsters. Harl5" Benshoff, along 

with others, argues that homosexuality is linked to the horror genre because it "creates a potential 

space of problematic identification for people who might be gay, lesbian, or otherwise queer .... 

I suggest that queers ... are drawn to the genre because of its many intriguing ’not normal’ 

representations."89 

While Precious’s physical body is not destroyed as it typical of slasher films, her 

psychological body is constantly under assault. However, what her body shares in common with 

horror is the fear of the body; because she is obese along with the perceived health consequences 

associated with obesity, it is the danger of obesity that creates fear in spectators. If the 

monstrosity of Mary is conflated with the obese body of Precious, "this tendency to give the 

monster a familiar face (the monster is not simply among us, but possibly is us) is tied ... to the 

focus on the body as site of the monstrous.’’9° Perhaps because of her body, Precious has more in 

common with occult films rather than slasher films, both of which engage in body horror. Clover 

contends that occult films "make the female body ’speak’ its experience.’’91 That Precious is 

impregnated for a second time by her father and gives birth to a son (in addition to the earlier 

birth of her daughter) becomes indicative of how her body "speaks" to the incestuous act of 

which she has been a victim. Clover continues "the occult film does have a language for the 

female body, a set of tropes and images that refer not to lack or absence but rather to the 

presence of things hidden from view but no less there for their invisibility.’’92 Because of 

Precious’s impregnation by her father, a demonic figure, the film bares resemblance to 

Rosemaly’s Baby (1968), a horror film that focuses on a young woman who is impregnated by 

the devil. Thus, the father figure in Precious becomes synonymous with the devil in Rosemary’s 

Baby. While "the horror generated by Rosemai>’ ’s Baby is finally of the helpless infancy we all 

once suffered," the horror generated by Precious is that the cycle of "bad, phallic, monstrous, 

castrating" mothers, embodied by Mary - has the potential to reproduce itself in view of the 

abusiveness inflicted onto Precious.93 If horror films are about the terrorization of the body, they 
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are also about the terrorization of the mind and dreams become a mechanism by which to escape 

these effects. 

Dreams/Fantasies!Voyeurism 

"Janie’s first dream was dead, so she became a woman" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes 

Were Watching God").94 

Many victims who endure mental terror, torture, or abuse, experience dreams or fantasies 

that allow them to escape their horrifying experience. According to Virginia Wright Wexman, 

"all the protagonists of the horror films are marked by a dissociation between self and body.’’9s 

Thus, Precious attempts to escape the monstrous life that envelops her through transcendence 

when she engages in dreams or fantasies that allow her to re-imagine herself in the way she 

desires. Dreams are connected to horror in films such as A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984)96 and 

Rosemary’s Baby and since "some horror films deal with our fears more directly than others, but 

in general, horror films speak to our subconscious and - as do our dreams - deal with issues that 

are often painful for us to deal with consciously and directly.’’97 Precious, then becomes a 

personification of our society’s horror, nightmares, and dreams, but, more specifically, she 

engages in an out of body experience where, through her fantasies or dreams, she re-imagines 

herself as desired and desirable. In fact, we as spectators are prepared for this when Precious is 

introduced in the film and her voiceover narration states, "My name is Precious Clarisse Jones 

and I want a boyfriend with light skin, who has real nice hair, I want to be on a cover of a 

magazine, but first I want to be on the BET videos." These three representations of self become 

part of her imagination or dreams, which manifest themselves when she experiences the greatest 

anxiety. Janet Walker claims that a "common response to real trauma is, fantasy. Children 

especially learn to deal with repeated trauma by dissociating (splitting) or repressing the events 

during and after the occurrence.’’98 Freud further suggests that "the content of the dream is thus 

the fulfillment of a wish, its motive is a wish,’’99 therefore, when Precious engages in dreams or 

fantasies, it is conceivable that they reflect her desire to see herself as she imagines or envisions 

herself to be beyond the life she currently lives. Moreover, Freud claims that fantasy is 

connected to sexual abuse in that memories of seduction are sometimes the product of fantasy 
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rather than real sexual abuse however, in this instance Precious’s fantasies are a response to the 

sexual abuse she has endured. 

The first fantasy or dream that Precious experiences occurs when she is being raped; she 

stares at the ceiling which begins to disintegrate and plaster falls until the wood slats are 

revealed, then we see Precious entering a celebrity event with photographers taking her picture 

and asking for her autograph. It is no accident that the victim engages in these fantasies at the 

moment of victimization and speaks to Freud’s critique on fantasy in "A Child Is Being Beaten" 

where he suggests that "in the fantasy as it is consciously expressed, the subject occupies merely 

the role of spectator, unconsciously he or she is in the position &the one being beaten --... [a] 

shift from sadism to masochism.’’1°° The fantasy allows Precious to shift her subject position 

from that of object to that of subject. In this scene, Precious poses for photographers and engages 

in "photographic acts" as she is the subject rather than object in this voyeuristic journey where 

she sees herself as desirable rather than undesirable despite the exploitation endured. 10~ She 

imagines herself as a "bon a fide" star or celebrity who is escorted by a light-complexioned (or 

white) male, who wears a tuxedo and dons a cowboy hat, and she too is elegantly dressed 

wearing a leopard collar around her dress’s neckline. She descends the stairwell like a celebrity, 

moves through the crowds while throwing kisses to her admirers. Then suddenly her dream is 

interrupted by the sound of lightning and her mother throwing a bucket of water onto her face 

(reminiscent of Carrie) to awaken her from the dream. This dream sequence is incredibly 

significant because it attempts to reverse the abuse she has endured as she reconfigures herself in 

her imaginal5" as a star and one who is desired. Stardom coincides with horror cinema to the 

extent that "actors may have portrayed sinister or helpless characters onscreen [but were] being 

promoted as kind or capable stars offscreen’’J°2 and this is relevant to Precious, since she 

transcends in the fantasy from seeing herself as a victim at the hands of a monstrous mother 

which becomes synonymous with her offscreen horror, to seeing herself as a star which becomes 

synonymous with onscreen stardom, demonstrating how this masquerade connects her to horror. 

The dream further speaks to how she envisions herself as a celebrity worthy of being 

photographed for magazine covers. The dream then not only allows her to escape the abuse but 

to transcend this abuse by reshaping the identity that has been constructed of her by others. 

Temporarily, Precious dis-identifies with the image constructed of herself in the real world--a 

self that she at times internalizes --and transcends to experience this imaginary, desirable self’. 
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The image from which she escapes reveals itself when she participates in her own internalized 

self-hatred and self-deprecating claim that, "Nobody loved me. Love ain’t done nothing for me; 

it beat me, raped me, called me an animal, made me feel worthless, made me sick." Precious’s 

internalized self-hatred is marked by her death wish, "Sometimes I wish I was dead. I’d be okay, 

I guess, because I am looking up, for a piano to fall, a desk, counter, TV, maybe morea to fall, 

always something in my way." 

Prior to her subsequent dreams, where Precious re-imagines herself and reshapes her 

identity, she has other fantasies as when she flips through a photo album revealing a younger 

picture of her mother, hearing her mother’s voice proclaiming her love for her daughter, 

reminiscing a happier time in her life - affirming that at one point her mother did love her. In this 

instance, Precious desires what she has been denied: her mother’s unconditional love. Precious 

similarly observes a picture of her white male teacher and hears his voice proclaiming that he 

intends to divorce his wife and replace her with Precious. Again, she fantasizes to escape the 

haunted (house) apartment and abusive conditions in which she lives, to seek refuge with her 

white male teacher--who becomes an embodiment of desirability and stability--in a home that 

is not haunted (by a monster). 

In those moments when Precious is under attack, she resorts to dreams, fantasies, and 

reverie as she does when she is harassed by a group of young black male adolescents who 

proposition her, marking her body as expendable and knocking her to the ground. With leaves 

falling on her face, Precious dreams she is dancing in a club, wearing a transparent robe with a 

boa of ostrich feathers. A male admirer, light in complexion, observes her seductive moves on 

stage and j oins her in dancing. The two later embrace and he displays hi s affection for her by 

kissing her admirably. Elevated to dancer or stage performer, this dream allows Precious to 

reverse or defy her mother’s derisive remarks that she cannot dance and fulfills her desire to 

become a "video vixen," a representation which, according to Mae Henderson, signifies "on one 

hand, sexual subj ectivity and empowerment and on the other, sexual availability and 

exploitation.,,J 03 Henderson argues that black women who appropriate themselves in this manner 

cannot escape the history associated with the commodification &the black body in the public 

sphere but neither should they be blamed for profiting from such exploitation in a capitalistic and 

masculinist culture. Then, it is no wonder that Precious desires to be rendered as a "video vixen" 
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-- an object of desire, rather than an object of derision and victim of prey characteristic of 

horror. 

Moments of reverie surface for Precious when she stares into the mirror and imagines 

herself as white. She removes a roller from her hair; an act that is mirrored by the reflected 

image and harkens back to passing films where the mirror becomes an affirmation of the self 

reflected. For the passing character, if the image in the mirror is white then this becomes an 

affirmation of the white identity desired. Thus, Precious re-imagines herself as white as though 

whiteness stands to insulate, protect, and shelter her from the horrifying experience she faces. 

Precious engages in transcendence when watching television with her mother as the 

television becomes Mary’s only access to the outside world. She watches a movie that features 

Sophia Loren, an iconic white beauty from an earlier Hollywood era and one to whom she is 

diametrically opposed in view of the Eurocentric standards of beauty established by the industry. 

The presence of this iconic white beauty~°4 marks Precious as different - a characteristic of 

horror and symbolizes an image that Precious secretly desires. When Precious and her mother 

watch a foreign film and the women on screen prepare for dinner, Precious envisions herself on 

screen with her mother speaking in another language (language/literacy signifies liberation; 

illiteracy symbolizes enslavement) while setting the dinner table for a monumental feast, making 

food a celebration and means of escape. In this instance, rather than rejecting food (a link to 

horror), they embrace food and use it as a vehicle around which to solidify the family. 

Following Precious’ violent ej ection from her (haunted) home after giving birth to her 

son, she resorts to fantasizing of a more welcoming home. She peers through a church gate and 

observes a choir rehearsal, she imagines herself as a member of the choir, dressed in a blue and 

gold robe, singing j oyfully while embracing her baby, a dog, and her light-complexioned 

admirer. Because it is the holiday season, the choir sings the popular song, "Soul Holidays." This 

moment of reverie allows her to escape the horrific exploitation that has been proj ected onto her, 

making her realize the need to escape from the monstrous, terrorizing, and "abnormal" home 

from which she flees in search of a more embracing, supportive, and "normal" home desired. 

With every traumatic event, Precious resorts to dreams, as when her mother reveals that 

her father died of AIDs and that she, as well as her mother, might be infected. This revelation 

signifies what Adam Lowenstein characterized as the "allegorical moment" which "insists that 
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traumatic histou can be felt as well as known--and this knowledge can arrive as a shocking 

confrontation and/or as playful encounter with cinematic illusions."1°5 On hearing of his death, 

Precious fantasizes that she is elegantly dressed and poses for photographers as a model with her 

light-complexioned admirer. This time, she wears a black and white polka dot coat over blue 

leggings while seated on a bright orange sofa. In this instance, Precious re-imagines herself as an 

object of desire to reverse the traumatic and horrifying abuse inflicted by her father. When her 

mother leaves the temporary housing provided to her daughter, Precious stares out the window 

while holding her infant son and imagines her light-complexioned admirer standing below next 

to his motorcycle (a vehicle that signifies escape) and looking upward into the window at 

Precious, as Mary walks by (a departure that signifies her departure from her daughter’s life). 

Precious then disappears from the window, as though her admirer below is her guardi an angel 

and the only one who can rescue her from this nightmarish existence. 

Freud contends that, "the dream is the (disguised) fulfillment of a (suppressed, repressed) 

wish.’’1°6 For Precious, these dreams enable her to transcend her horrible reality to vicariously 

experience a desired existence. Freud claims that "the achievements which are a matter for 

wonder in a dream are now no longer to be attributed to dreaming, but to unconscious 

thinking.’’1°7 Precious’s dreams are reflections of her unconscious thoughts as she desires to 

bring them into consciousness, particularly when we consider that these thoughts reflect her 

desire for a new identity, improved self-image, love, acceptance, liberation, and freedom. For it 

is through dreams and moments of reverie that Precious both re-imagines her identity and 

reverses the pain and suffering endured - characteristics associated with horror. 

Spectatorship!Trauma/Pathology 

"Ah couldn’t recognize dat dark chile as me. So Ah ast, ’where is me? Ah don’t see me’" 

(Zora Neale Hnrston, Their Eyes Were Watching God").l°s 

Spectatorship 

That Precious becomes an extension of the horror genre is even more convincing when 

we consider issues surrounding spectatorship, trauma and pathology. It is Carol Clover who 
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surmises that horror cinema is characteristic of the "morbid urge to gaze" not only within the 

context of the film but from the perspective of the spectator. 109 The film invites us as spectators 

to bear witness to this horror, gaze at this insanity, and look on at this terror. Yet, what also links 

the film to the horror genre is "those moments in the horror film when the spectator, unable to 

stand the images of horror unfolding, is forced to look away, to not-look, to look anywhere but at 

the screen. Strategies of identification are temporarily broken, as the spectator is constructed in 

the place where pleasure in looking is transformed into pain and the spectator is punished for his 

or her voyeuristic desires.’’l J° While we are encouraged to gaze at this horror, the 

protagonist/victim is simultaneously encouraged to look, as evident ~vhen Precious proclaims at 

the film’s end, "It took a long time to see my face; it took a long time to see her face." Given the 

film’s association to horror, Clover suggests that, "the foul impulses of horror li e not in the 

movie but in the spectator."llJ She continues that the viewer himself/herself is responsible for 

"hurt" because "the screen does nothing more than provide a mirror reflection of the spectator’s 

own pre-existing ’hurt.’ ... Horror plays repeatedly and overtly on the equation between the 

plight of the victim and the plight of the audience." 112 Perhaps because of the pain and suffering 

inflicted onto the protagonist, we as spectators internalize Precious’ pain and suffering as her 

journey speaks to our pain, suffering, and fears. Though the film ends with Precious regaining 

possession of her daughter who has Down’s syndrome and suggests that she will continue to 

pursue her education in order to provide a better life for her children, despite the fact that she is 

HIV positive, we as spectators have been traumatized and horrified by her story. Clover suggests 

"that the pleasure of looking at others in fear and pain has its origins in one’ s own past - but - 

not- finished fear and pain.’’113 

Moreover, Precious is horrifying because it plays with the notion that what is witnessed 

on screen could become a reality or represents someone’ s reality or that "women are brutalized 

in ~vays that come too close to real life for comfort."114 That the film’s horror is its potential to 

reflect a reality certainly invokes Wahneema Lubiano’s critique on representation and reality. 

Lubiano argues, "If we fail to problematize the notion that being African American always 

means only being embattled, that African American film is political only insofar as ’some one’ 

empowered to make the evaluation recognizes its political ’reality’ and calls the shots on its 

transgressi on, and that’ authenticity’ is always already known and can therefore b e proven, then 

we have fallen into the trap of essentialism.’’~ is Perhaps the fear or horror that Precious ignites is 
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that it stands to essentialize blackness. Therefore, one of the many dangers of the film is, if it 

becomes indicative or representable of black life "generally," to the exclusion of other 

representations, therein, lies the danger. 

It is the puw’iew of pain, suffering, and trauma,J 16 that the film dramatizes so effectively 

and that causes the film to be linked to horror. Because the film deploys a number of devices to 

create pain, suffering, and trauma it seemingly has borrowed from the horror genre in order to 

engage us in ways similar to horror spectators. For example, Peter Hutchings claims that, "what 

horror gimmicks, and for that matter horror films in general, offer to their audience is fear, terror, 

subj ection and victimization; and moreover, that audiences ... buy into this.’’117 This of course is 

not imply that audiences for Precious who are oblivious to reading the film as horror willingly 

participate in the horror but to suggest that the film exploits some of the same techniques 

characteristic of horror films in much the same manner as illuminated by Clover, and because it 

does, the film then stands to terrorize or horrify its audiences. Hutchings further suggests that 

part of the horror gimmick is that, it appeal s to an "assaultive" audience -- where "the horror 

audience as victim (albeit a willing victim), as that which is to be terrorized by the horror 

experience." In this instance, since Precious is not marked as a horror film even though it creates 

horror through its terrifying images, the audience cannot necessarily be characterized as willing 

victims, however, what can be established is that the film is contrived to assault the audience and 

render them as victims of this terrifying experience. Moreover, Robin Wood in critique of horror 

suggests that "at least one important aspect of... what the horror film has come to signify [is] - 

the sense of a civilization condemning itself, through its popular culture, to ultimate 

disintegration, and ambivalently (with simultaneous horror/wish-fulfilment of nightmare) 

celebrating the fact." 1J 8 This is particularly relevant to Precious in that while the film does 

attempt to condemn the disintegrating environ in which the protagonist lives, at the same time, 

the film celebrates this experience through its horrific representation and "wish-fulfilment of 

nightmare," marking the film an extension of horror. According to Harry Benshoff, "the actual 

processes of spectatorship are multiple and fluid, oscillating between masochistic and sadistic 

poles, and highly dependent on the cultural and historical positioning of readers."ll9 This 

ambivalence in terms of identity and spectatorship also has to consider "queer theory’s sense of 

gender identity as something that is fluid and unstable ... used ... to explore the ways in which 

spectators can make sense of horror cinema according to their own complex identities and 
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d ¯ ,,120 eslres.    Certainly, in Precious because of both the mother and father’s sexuality and desires, 

the film speaks to this fluidity of identity with respect to sexuality by providing a "queer space 

for its audiences, one that offers illicit and transgressive (especially sexually transgressive) 

identifications and pleasures, if only ultimately to recuperate and contain these." J21 

Finally, since the film centers women in a story that is horrifying, it is conceivable that 

these women are positioned for the voyeuristic gaze of male spectators thus further linking the 

film to the horror. "Sadomasochistic incest fantasies sit more easily with the male viewers when 

the visible player is female.’’122 Added to this, "one cannot help wondering more generally 

whether the historical maintenance of images of women in fear and pain does not have more to 

cr ,,123 do with male vicarism than i s commonly acknowledged. 

Trauma/Pathology 

If the film becomes a site by which to experience pain, suffering and trauma as well as 

explore the fluidity of spectator identity with respect to sexuality, then it forces a critique of the 

impli cations of trauma for spectators. For example, Karyn Ball, drawing upon the work of Mark 

Seltzer suggests that 

%vound culture" refers to a "collective gathering around shock, trauma, and the 
~vound." A wound culture is defined by the convening of the public around scenes 
of violence which ... betrays a fascination with spectacles of torn and open bodies 
and torn and opened persons .... it provides evidence of the breakdown between 
the public and private registers of experience, between exhibitions and individual 
fantasies. It therefore reflects a fundamental reorganization of the public sphere as 
a pathological and voyeuristic psychosocial space. This is a public sphere ~vherein 
individuals lost in the cro~vd might indulge their fetishistic and erotic pleasure in 
the sight of the other’s injured flesh. This scopic terrain is saturated by suffering 
at the same time that it reproduces it. 124 

Therefore, because Precious provides a mass-mediated representation of trauma, it becomes a 

public sphere where spectators can indulge in their "fetishistic and erotic pleasure" through 

enjoying another’s pain and perhaps continue to reproduce the pain the film is attempting to 

alleviate. In fact, Hutchings commented on this phenomenon of audiences characterized as "bad" 

audiences because they might be inspired to enact the traumas witnessed on screen. Thus, it is 

the ability of the film to both inflict trauma as well as reproduce trauma that marks it as being 

connected to horror and that constitutes the fear contained. 12s 
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When we consider the racial implications of the film as indicative &black trauma, it is 

possible that whites who are virtually absent from the film, are allowed to vicariously experience 

trauma without feeling any responsibility for the trauma caused by the film; and since whites are 

the architects of capitalism or socioeconomic policies, partly responsible for the monstrous 

mother in Precious, they bare some of the responsibility for the pathology canonized by the film. 

Moreover, it is also possible that Precious becomes a signifier of"traumatic shame" in the same 

manner as Toni Morrison’s 7he Bluest Eye. Kathleen Woodard claims that Morrison’s novel 

becomes a "model for a traumatic shame that is both generational and incurable to the extent that 

its legacy may neither be transcended nor transformed into moral agency." 126 As "for the black 

characters of Morrison’s novel, the trauma of racial persecution leaves behind systemic psychic 

wounds that cannot be healed through narration or action. The novel nonetheless offers a model 

of shame that may allow Morfison’s white readers to gain moral insight into the affective impact 

of racism.’’127 In a similar way, Precious represents our collective shame as a sociopolitical 

culture that has turned a blind eye to the residual effects of U.S. government policies that have 

hi storically resulted in creating such monstrous mothers and monstrosity. 

Conclusion 

In view of the consi stent parallels drawn between horror and Precious, reading the film 

as an extension of horror is certainly plausible. Exploring the horror literature continually points 

to and forces us to acknowledge the inherent qualities of horror that manifest particularly in view 

of how the film forces us "to think about its own relation to scenes of fear and horror." 128 

Moreover, "many critics and fans of the horror genre feel that [a] film fails ’as a horror film’ if it 

draws attention to sociopolitical ideas, that by making people think they will stop being scared. 

But that is precisely the point, for surely what is most political about a horror film is what scares 

the audience in the first place.’’129 Though Precious is not a horror film it borrows from the 

horror genre and succeeds as horror because it is the film’s sociopolitical commentary that makes 

audiences scared. And if the film’s critique of sociopolitical issues such as bourgeois normality, 

obesity, monstrous mothers, welfare mothers, socioeconomic disparity, a disintegrating black 

male population is not convincing enough to characterize the film as horror, then certainly 

images of vomit, a father sexually assaulting his daughter, an enraged mother who verbally and 
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physically abuses her daughter, an infant born with an abnormality (the result of incest), and a 

teen so terrorized by monstrosity that she is forced to flee her home - collectively, are enough to 

convince us that we have been terrorized, tortured, and terrified to the point that we fear the 

return of the repressed. 
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The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

RECEPTION AND PERCEPTION 

The essays contained in this section address Josephine Baker’s reception and perception across 

countries [cities] and cultures, showing how Baker’s stage performances and screen images 

generated responses that ranged from the celebratory to the ambivalent to the outright hostile. 

Whatever the response, however, Baker, in both her private persona and public performances 

seemed to function as a screen [select more appropriate term--platform?]upon which certain 

cultural, national, racial, and sexual fears, fantasies, and anxieties were projected and enacted. 

Whether in post-war Stockholm [Sweden], Berlin [Germany], France, [Rio de Janeiro] Brazil, 

[we need to include either states or countries or both] or the United States, Baker’s 

performances often became a site of controversy or celebration, inevitably mirroring cultural 

anxieties and ambivalences around issues of race, sexuality, nationality, and gender. In 

particular, these essays demonstrate how her performances of blackness generated a dialectic of 

identity revealing [that spoke to - seems more appropriate] how her embodiment of Otherness 

became constitutive to the construction of the white European subj ect. 

In "To Stockholm, with Love," Ylva Habel examines the reception among Stockholm 

audiences to Baker’s stage and screen performances. Examining popular representations of 

Baker in press reviews, programs, drawings, and caricatures, Habel reconstructs the discourse 

shaping her reception in 1920s and 1930s Stockholm. Habel suggests that because Baker’s body 

aesthetics did not conform to western norms of femininity, her public imagery is mapped "along 
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[a] Negroid/primitive-Parisian glamour axis," (129) rendering her a schizophrenic embodiment 

of both beauty and the beast. While detractors viewed her as a danger to Swedish culture and 

national sexual mores, defenders naturalized her as an innocent and "loveable child of nature" 

(130). Habel argues that while "for some, Baker epitomized a healthy and expansive local 

culture," for others, "her presence implied the threat of cultural poisoning and the lowering of 

established values" (1131). He [is he male or female] concludes that the Baker image 

nevertheless became a vehicle "to infuse the local with an element of the ’continental,’ perhaps 

even the global" (131). In juxtaposing her late 1920s screen and stage reception to her later 

1930s reception, Habel notes that critics "agreed that she had undergone a transformation" due to 

an undesirable "color change she underwent" (as she became visibly lighter) in the "transition 

to celluloid" (135-136), rendering her less natural and more monstrous in the Stockholm 

imaginary. 

Challenging traditional ways of exploring reception, in "Of la Baker, I Am a 

Disciple": The Diva Politics of Reception," Jeanne Sheper examines contemporary sites of 

reception, demonstrating how each "not only produces meanings in excess of her [Baker’ s] 

original performances but also [how" each] works to restore significations retroactively, allowing 

for lost meanings or potentials to come into dialogic play"(78). By examining Baker’s 

performances "as new and different audiences rework them," Sheper seeks to "construct a 

politics of performance in which Baker moves through various locations and identities in order to 

carve out a habitable space for modernism’s Others, for those bodies classified and contained 

through scientific racism’s pervasive and gendered ideology and exploited under European 

colonialism and Jim Crow" segregation" (76). Reading "transhistorical exchanges" and "critical 
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recyclings" as investigations and restorations "that both make visible and produce Baker’s own 

diva politics," Sheper examines the "redeployment of Baker’s iconic status" at multiple sites, 

including the 1969 photograph of Baker’s eviction from her chateau, Les Milandes, her 

reproduction as a cartoon figure in the animated feature, Les triplettes de Belleville, and her role 

as a model and inspiration for black, gay, Brazilian drag performer, Joao Francisco dos Santos, 

in the 2002 film, Madame Sara. In his emulation of Baker, Sheper argues, dos Santos derives 

measure of freedom by manifesting her [Baker’ s] performance and authorship of glamour, 

celebrity, and female stardom" (89). In examining such figurations, Sheper reveals how 

contemporary receptions reframe traditional perceptions of Baker. 

Locating Baker in "a discourse about the place and function of the primitive in modem 

urban space" (145), Nancy Nemmo, in "Femininity, the Primitive, and Modern Urban Space: 

Josephine Baker in Berlin," suggests that "Baker’s persona and her performances coincided with 

Berlin’s own image as both highly elegant and exceedingly decadent" (155). The modem urban 

revue in which Baker appeared becomes an analog of the cityscape itself; emphasizing constant 

movement, change, montage, fragmentation, voyeurism, spectacle, exoticism and visual 

stimulation collectively exploiting "the desires of decadent, middle-and upper-class audiences 

seeking (expensive) thrills" (149). For her audiences, the Baker body became "a screen on 

which European desires for authenticity [of the primitive] were proj ected" (147). Written on the 

surface of the black body were not only "traces of its African heritage" (147) but the markers 

measuring the continuum from "untamed to civilized" (1147). If"Die Bakerin" was celebrated as 

an "agent of rejuvenation" 154), she was also demonized, like the "’Black Horror’ on the Rhine," 

as an "anxiety provoking invasion of the primitive Other into German urban space" (152). 
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Nenno also notes that Baker’s performances were connected to the African jazz spirit [cnt 

down on quotes] "the constellation of [what Harry Kessler described as] the ’ultramodern 

and the ultraprimitive’ in one body" (154-155) Not only did her body become the site of the 

modern and "competing aspects of the primitive"; it also became "a stage on which different 

interpretations of the primitive as both African and feminine--were enacted and negotiated" 

(1155). For Nenno, Baker "represented the confluence of both the black body and the feminine, 

the primitive and the modern" (149) as configured in the urban space of post-warBerlin. 

Extending his critique of Baker to other forms of visual representation in "Blackness 

as Symptom: Josephine Baker and European Identity," Samir Dayal argues that "Baker 

embodied blackness as a symptom of the modern European subject" (36), suggesting that 

whiteness constitutes itself "by establishing blackness as its other" (36-37). "Combining animal 

sexuality with glamour," Dayal suggests that "Baker was the stranger within who introduced 

Europeans to a ’lost’ strangeness within themselves" (41) to be recuperated as the fantasmatic 

African Other of the European subject" (41l). Thus, Dayal concludes, Europe was ’blackened,’ 

but only to reaffirm ultimately its whiteness" (41). Configured as sexual fantasy, Baker allowed 

the European subject access into his "own hidden self, [his] internal blackness," yet as racial 

exotic she was a self-canceling dynamic in that her status of alterity would never allow the 

European to acknowledge her as a "European citizen" with claims to full humanity. Such, for 

Dayal, is "the key to the doubleness of blackness as symptom" (42). Challeging Michael 

Borshuk and others who argue that Baker’s performances were characteristically and self- 

reflexively "’parodic" and "strategic" subversions, Dayal argues that Baker’s performances 

were, at times, typical and uncritical reenactments of white stereotypes of blacks. Neverthless, 
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Dayal argues that in spite of these non-subversive moments in Baker’s screen performances, 

moments that risk recuperating racial stereotypes, there remains an "emancipator}, subtext" to 

Baker’s "representational politics" (47). In films such as Princess Tam Tam and Zott Zott in 

which Baker embraces rather than rej ects the stereotype, Dayal argues, she exploits "tropes [of] 

racialist and sexist imagery" in order "to capitalize on a visceral racism and the erotic fantasies 

of contemporary European viewers" (48). As both "primitivist fetish" and "modernist icon," he 

concludes, Baker’s performances demonstrate how blackness becomes symptomatic to the 

construction of the white European subject. And in her enactment of such fantasies, "Baker was 

guilty of a certain degree of self-orientalization, but that was because she knew the pleasures of 

performance as well as the pragmatics of performativity" (48). Ultimately Dayal argues that 

Baker’s performances constituted "a challenge routed through delicate negotiations or layerings 

of partial identifications that included an element of capitalizing on and merchandizing of the 

black stereotypes," (49) demonstrating the link between her performance, her performativity, and 

a sense of"situational pragmatism" (49). 

Capitalizing on Baker’s visual representations similar to Dayal, in "The Ne~v Woman 

and the New Empire: Josephine Baker and Changing Views of Femininity in Inte~ar France," 

Tyler Stovall raises the question of how in her roles on stage and screen Baker remains a victim 

of"unrequited love" (2). She is never allowed to obtain the obj ect of her romantic desire, 

invariably "a white Frenchman... who instead ends up with a white Frenchwoman" (1). Stovall 

contends that Baker personified the threatening prospect of race mixing posed by France’s 

relations with her overseas empire during the interwar years, and that it was precisely the fear of 

miscegenation that limited the range of her performances. Stovall also examines the 
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phenomenon of the Ne~v Woman as one who embodied the new vision of liberated femininity 

and the new" views of empire in interwar France. If the colonies represented a threat to French 

national identity, then the New Woman aroused anxieties around the domesticity of the white 

French woman. Demonstrating how "questions of gender and of colonialism and race shaped 

Josephine Baker’s screen performances in general and the romantic options of her characters in 

particular," (8) Stovall examines Siren of the 7)’opics, Zou Zou, and Princess Tam Tam. He 

argues that "while blurring the boundaries between empire and metropole, Baker’s roles 

simultaneously reinscribed the borders between traditional and modem femininity and between 

French colonials and the native Others. Stovall concludes, "It was very much to her credit that in 

spite of the nearly impossible situation in which discourses of race and gender in interwar France 

placed her, she was able to triumph as a star of the Paris music hall" (9). 

Though Dayal and Stovall examine Baker’s screen performances, other scholars 

provide a more detailed critique of these performances in the section addressing her films. 

Examining the discourses of race, gender, and sexuality as they shape the image of Baker in the 

African American press, American mainstream press and FBI files, Charlene Regester’s "The 

Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star - Josephine Baker Racialized, 

Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, the Mainstream Press, and FBI Files" 

argues that while these institutions participate in constructing Baker’s stardom, they 

simultaneously participate in deconstructing Baker. These sources render her a threat to 

American democracy and reduce her and her performances to sexualized and racialized 

constructions. Charting Baker’s singing career and her overall career as entertainer and political 

activist, Regester argues that while the black press applauded Baker for her exceptional talent, 
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they were not above condemning her for the nudity or partial nudity in her performances. At 

the same time, the black press utilized their reportage of Baker to advance its own struggle for 

equal rights and democracy. In the mainstream press, Baker was similarly sexualized and 

racialized, yet, where "the African-American press restrained itself enough to avoid a stinging 

effect, the mainstream press inserted au almost imperceptible ... twist, totally devoid of 

restraint" (57). Later when Baker, as an aging performer, attempted to alter her public image, 

the mainstream press remained unforgiving, insisting on her status as a political threat while 

simultaneously marking her racially through its use of offensive language. In the FBI files, 

Baker was not only racialized and sexualized but also demonized politically. By any and all 

means necessary, the FBI sought to acquire documents on Baker that would cast her as 

fundamentally un-American, unpatriotic, and subversive. Most offensive, Regester concludes, 

was that Baker was rendered dangerous and threatening, in and to, the country of her place of 

origin when it was precisely her investment in the democratic possibilities that America 

represented that led to her social critique of its racist practices from a vantage point outside of 

the country for which she was condemned. 

DIRTY DANCING 

The essays in this section explore how Baker’s dance style intersected with the j azz craze that 

enthralled Europe during the period of Baker’s debut on the European stage where her 

"movements were so infused with the ethos of jazz that her body directed and led the music" 

(Gordon, 42). Others read Baker’s dance performances as challenging essentialist notions of 

race, gender, and class as Baker created her own dance style out of her own experience while 

conforming to European expectations. Additional essays examine how her eccentric dance 
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movement and style embodied notions of primitivism and liberation. Complimenting these 

readings some scholars declare her dance style as simulating a saxophone in movement and 

argue that Baker’s dance style disrupted colonial and post-colonial readings. 

In "’ Savage’ Dancer: Tout Paris Goes to See Josephine Baker," Ramsay Burr argues that 

Josephine Baker "isn’t generally seen as an important figure in the development of African 

American dance" (57), yet "it was the key role of the ’savage’ dance" that was central to 

"articulating her star persona" (59). Responding to contemporary dance reviewers and critics 

like Arnold Haskell and Andre Levinson, who within the context white colonial ideology, 

insisted on the "purity and authenticity" of Negro dance, Burt argues that Baker’s dance 

performances challenged essentialist notions of racial identity, authenticity, and purity by 

blurring the boundaries between modernism and primitivism, cultural and individual identity, 

and self and other. Improvising on a fundamental African aesthetic, Baker’s performance, 

argues Burt, derived from African American memory [of what?], along with family, communal, 

and church rituals and traditions. "One of Baker’s lived contradictions," according to Burt, "’,,,’as 

that she was recreating her own imaginary ’Africa’ and out of her African American heritage for 

Europeans who were telling her what African American dance should and should not look like" 

(70). While some perceived her as an embodiment of degeneracy and moral decadence, others 

viewed Baker as a symbol of liberatory spontaneity and cultural renewal for a culturally sterile 

and "dying civilization" (76). Baker’s "savage dance" performances, Burt argues, articulated 

"the form of the modem body of the 1920s and 30s" (78). Stripped of signs of maternity, Baker’s 

body evoked "an ideal of liberation from women’s traditional domestic, reproductive destiny" 

(79). Like Stovall, Burt suggests that Baker becomes an embodiment &the "new woman." 
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In "A ’Saxophone in Movement’: Josephine Baker and the Music of Dance," Terri 

Gordon introduces Baker as an embodiment of the "ultramodern and ultraprimitive" (Harry 

Kessler). According to Gordon, if her performances on and off stage signify "primitivist 

modernism in motion," her j azz-infused dance signified - "perpetual movement, [that was] 

ephemeral and fleeting nature" rendering her a specular image of the modem ("a mirror of 

modernity"). Baker’s dance style resembled ’un saxophone in movement," [as] the energy and 

rhythm of Baker’s movements embodied both the "ethos" and "spirit ofj azz." As physical 

expressions of the synchronized rhythms of jazz (40-42), her dance performances demonstrate 

how "African American dance and musical idioms were inextricably intertwined" (42). Further, 

like the syncopated jazz rhythms, Baker’s dance performances functioned as an agent of "escape 

and healing" ("with both sedating and intoxicating effects") in the midst of a "troubled post-war 

climate" (48). If, however, for the avant-gardist intellectuals and artists, Baker’s jazz dance 

functioned as a source of renewal and regeneration during the post-war era, for more 

conservative critics, it became a symptom of the malady of "cultural decadence and 

degeneration which threatened to undermine the French ’civilizing mission’" (50). 

Examining Paul Morand’s Magic No#’e (1928), a novel in which figures "a fictional dancer 

(Congo) modeled on the figure of Josephine Baker," (50) Gordon demonstrates "how Congo’s 

transformative power operates through ... the medium of dance" (50-51). And even though 

Morand’s text brings out the "restorative and revitalizing qualities imputed to j azz," Gordon 

concludes that "in the end, the popular reception of African-American music and dance in the 

1920s may tell us more about the cultural needs of the period than the art forms themselves" 

(52). 
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In "Colonial, Postcolonial, and Diasporic Readings of Josephine Baker as Dancer and 

Performance Artist," Mae G. Henderson argues that "Baker’s early stage performances ... mirror 

and.., constitute colonial desire as a longing for otherness imagined in terms of sexual colonial 

conquest," and that it is her manipulation of such desires that "allowed Baker to exercise control 

and agency in the marketing of her image" (2). Even though Baker’s "artistic and commercial 

successes were not always ’incompatible’ with racist, patriarchal, or colonial assumptions," 

argues Henderson, Baker possessed the potential for transformation and becoming. Juxtaposing 

Andr~ Levinson’s French colonial reading of Baker’s performance with e.e. cummings’ 

American "postcolonial" reading, Henderson concludes that while Levinson disembodies and de- 

materializes her image, cummings fragments or dismembers Baker as subj ect. Disrupting the 

colonial and postcolonial readings of Baker, Henderson proposes a counter reading that locates 

Baker in the context of diaspora. Baker’s dance, as "both an identity-constituting performance 

and as a signifying system capable of a politics of resistance," manifests "the potential to unsettle 

the (post)colonial gaze, and thereby, disrupt the dominant and hegemonic discourse" (7). If 

Baker’s social and cultural identities are grounded in the importation of African and African- 

derived dance culture dating back as early as the sixteenth century, argues Henderson, then 

Baker’s performance of black vernacular and social dance of the 1920s and 30s continues the 

transatlantic migration of black dance, "this time extending and reversing the j ourney..." from 

the America’s to Europe and Africa." In response to critics (and her own earlier reading) 

emphasizing the parodic character of Baker’s performances, Henderson argues that Baker’s 

performances "inevitably risk reproducing gender and race cliches, caricatures, and stereotypes 

as they are produced by the dominant and hegemonic discourse" (10). Concluding that Baker’s 

performances contained "the power and potential to be simultaneously transgressive and 
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recuperative, repressive and liberating, constraining and enabling," Henderson regards her 

performances as "a source of danger and pleasure." 

MODERNISM, PRIMITIVISM, AND EMBODIED PERFORMANCE 

Essays included in this section interrogate how Baker introduction onto the world stage 

coincides with the emergence of" modernism as a figure who cannot be inextricably disconnected 

from this period and who must be considered in the context of global modernism. Specifically, 

these readings of Baker speak to her ingenuity in that she was a non-static figure who 

managed to transcend a number of boundaries that challenged notions of primitivism and 

essentialism; speak to her role in constructing a modernist cosmopolitanism; speak to how 

Baker placated to her role as an exhibitionist for commercial purposes and became a 

signifier of modernism and primitivism; speaks to how Baker’s embodied performance 

became a transnational commodity; and speaks to how Baker re-enacted historical events 

in which both the audience and spectators participated and that dismantled primitivism 

and modernism. 

In "An Intelligence of the Body: Disruptive Parody through Dance in the Early 

Performances of Josephine Baker," Michael Borshuk examines Baker’s strategic onstage 

performances, arguing that Baker "used a calculated slipperiness.., to undermine damaging 

constructions of ’blackness’" (41). Responding to critics who take Baker to task for complying 

with colonial fantasies of black primitivism and eroticism, Borshuk argues that they "undevv’alue 

the ingenuity of Baker’s performances and overlook [her] subversive intentions" (43). 

Constructing herself"within a network of injurious representations," he argues that Baker 

"exploits her position within this matrix to subversive effect" (41). Within this "voyeuristic 
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economy informed by the cult of primitivism" (44), Baker’s performance, contends Borshuk, 

"was not a frivolous undertaking but the enterprise through which she might articulate 

meaningful social criticism" (47). Juxtaposing the performance of "’modernity’" and 

"prehistory, Baker was able simultaneously to affirm and subvert white notions of primitive 

blackness. Borshuk contends that Baker "never attempted a mere reversal of conventions; 

rather, her shows seemed to confirm stereotypes so they could tear them apart" (43). Borshuk 

concludes that in her performances Baker both reproduced and reversed -- through "a negotiation 

of doubleness through parodic movement and exaggerated exhibition" (49-50) -- race and gender 

stereotypes of the black female body. Fundamentally, Borshuk takes the position that Baker 

challenged the conventions of primitivism and essentialist notions of African American identity 

through the parodic conventions of exaggeration and overstatement. Finally, concludes Borshuk, 

Baker’s performances adroitly exploit, as she herself puts it, "’the intelligence of [her] body’" 

and, in doing so, both appropriates and reconfigures "oppressive constructions of ’blackness’" 

(54). 

Janet Lyon’s "Josephine Baker’s Hothouse" describes Baker "as fashion icon, cabaret 

owner, sex symbol, nightclub singer, international star, Montmartre denizen, French citizen and 

Resistance patriot, adoptive mother..., gay idol, civil fights advocate, comeback queen," (30) 

one who "never coheres into a stable historical identity" (30). Lyon’s essay examines Baker’s 

synecdochic relation to the institutions of Parisian modernism, along with the social and political 

institutions of white western modernity. Baker’s emergence within the "racialized horizon of 

expectation that conditioned the reception of the African Americans in Paris" (32) led her "to 

negotiate a bizarrely labile relation between formal modernist aesthetics and the incoherent racial 

ideology of the dominant institutions of modernity" (30-31). Lyon argues that both artist and 
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audience assumed roles in a "new- drama unfolding around twentieth century racialism." If 

Baker performed the implicitly parodic role of a primitive, then her audience performed a role of 

disidentification - a role that distinguished it from the racism of white American audiences (33). 

Baker’s performative partnership with her white European audiences "was formed around the 

ideals of a developing modernist cosmopolitanism, the modernist component of which reveled in 

scandalous iconocl asm, and the cosmopolitan component of which valorized and cultivated the 

self-reflexive experience of otherness" (33). These performances, Lyon argues, were 

complicated by what she describes as a "component of modernist cosmopolitanism" (34) evident 

in Baker’s "radically reinflected" (34) role as modernist hostess in her Montmartre nightclub, 

Chez Josephine. Rather than a private salon, Chez Josephine "becomes a public site of 

cosmopolitanism and commerce where Baker stages her own conversation with modernity under 

the signs of race, sexuality, consumption, and parody" (34). By casting Baker as a modernist 

hostess and her club as a modernist salon, Lyon argues that Baker revises "European perceptions 

of the salon tradition" (35), and in so doing, illuminates "the unacknowledged work performed 

by Baker through the phenomenal if transient success of her club which functioned...like a 

modernist salon" (35). (Thez Josephine, thus, became a "laboratory of embodied 

experimentalism.., wherein its extraordinary hostess synthesized two traditional arts, music and 

dance, into one astonishing new form" (36). "In her club, a resignification of the concept of 

race," (37) Lyon suggests that "Baker’s performances were largely about race as a patterning of 

representations in twentieth-century Europe: she mixed black orchestra, black dancer, ... and a 

black chef with white customers, white voyeurism, white (non-rhythm), white money, white 

incomprehension, white cosmopolitanism" (37). Baker’s dance performances not only subvert 

"the impulsive referentiality fostered by expressionism," but her "improvisational performance 
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of rhythm" rendered it "unavailable to the interpretive modes of formal complexity and imagist 

depth so singularly...valorized by modernism" (41). And, finally, it was precisely Baker’s 

"inexhaustible improvisational ability" that unsettled the "binarism of wildness and savagery on 

which colonial ideology depended" (41). Lyon concludes that the "cultural multiplicity" 

experience of music and movement (dance) promoted an otherness for both dancer and audience 

that took the form of embodied identification (42). 

In "The Black Body," Sieglinde Lemke suggests that Josephine Baker is an extension of 

the primitivist modernist aesthetic whose tropes Baker deliberately manipulated in order to 

capitalize on the rewards of fame and fortune. Lemke contends that "Parisian spectators became 

voyeurs" and that Baker’s "black body was their object of desire." In response, Baker became 

" an exhibitionist who did everything possible to turn her spectators into voyeurs" (1103). Lemke 

argues that Baker "adapted the racist stereotypes by which black people had been oppressed and 

exploited them for her own commercial success" and, further, that "she willingly played the role 

of the savage as long as she was adequately compensated" (1103). It was only after 1929 when 

Baker expanded her repertoire from dance into film and music, argues Lemke, that she 

transcended the status of entertainer to become "artiste" (11)7). Lemke argues that Baker’s 

"persona [CHECK] was a conscious production and that, as such, it was prototypically 

modernist" (108). "What is unique about Josephine Baker," argues Lemke, "is that she was both 

’the primitive’ and "’the modernist.’" Examining Baker’s reception by critics such as Nancy 

Cunard and Janet Flanner, along with her association with artists such as Picasso and Paul Colin, 

Lemke suggests that "Baker’s dance style should not be considered modern just because it was 

angular and fragmented" (109), but because in her improvised dance numbers, Baker "perhaps 
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unknowingly transgressed the conventions of choreographed dance" (109). "Sensing the 

symbolic demand for the ’authentic,’" concludes Lemke, Baker "became an impersonator of the 

’primitive,’" but" it was precisely the popular, modernist European world - its tensions, its 

contradictions, its ironies - that she embodied in blackface" (116). 

In "Embodied Fictions, Melancholy Migrations: Josephine Baker’s Cinematic Celebrity" 

Terri Francis uses Nella Larsen’s Quick,and to lay the groundwork for "a cultural history of 

Josephine Baker that accounts for her Parisian success within the context of race, gender, and 

performance" (827). Francis seeks to integrate a literary reading of Quicksand with a cultural 

reading of Baker "as a performer of embodied fictions of race, transatlantic migration, and 

assimilation" (828). Francis argues that black Americans and white Parisians "created the myth 

&the free black Paris, which was crucial, both to the imagination of a modem African America 

and to the invention of a progressive Paris" (830). Tracing Baker’s transatlantic and diasporic 

performance to earlier forms of "ethnographic entertainment," Francis suggests "Baker’s 

performances demonstrate "how racial discourse works to make some bodies more available than 

others to a certain type of display" (831). Examining Baker’s performance in short films, she 

argues, allows access to Baker’s early dance and the way in which her "Black Atlantic or African 

diaspora movement sensibility is translated cinematically" (835). As a commodification of 

natural talent or raw material, Baker is figured as the produce &the Empire. "In the banana 

dance, [Baker is] meant to be a fantastical creature, a bunch of bananas animated as a 

beautiful girl, transformed by colonialist fantasy .... Like the bananas, Baker had become a 

transnational commodity" (837). In general, Francis seeks to explore ho~v the figure of Baker 
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addresses issues of migration, cultural hybridity, representations of the body and above all "the 

pressing crises of representation" (841). 

In "Josephine Baker and La Revue Negv’e: From Ethnography to Performance," Mae G. 

Henderson draws upon Richard Dyer’s premise that "performers get to be stars when what they 

act matters to enough people" (107). Exploring why Baker ’matters,’ Henderson examines 

Baker as vedette in the French, and more broadly, transatlantic cultural imaginary-. Baker’s stage 

performances parodically (re)enacted historical events in which both the audience and the 

performer participated, the former compelled by a powerful voyeurism coupled by the latter’s 

equally powerful exhibitionism--a dialectical performance reenacting the obsessive need of the 

colonizer to "look" and the obsessive desire of the colonized to be "looked at." Henderson 

locates Baker within a tradition of late nineteenth and early twentieth century ethnographic 

display as staged at the world fairs and the French Colonial and Ethnographic expositions by 

establishing an analogy between the staging of African pavilions and the Baker body as sites of 

the French civilizing mission. "What was perceived by critics to be savagery and primitivism of 

the performance," Henderson contends, "was in fact, fashioned largely according to French 

notions of what constituted ’authentic’ blackness, constructions that were virtually synonymous 

with the French notion of primitivi sin" (122). Henderson argues that the "historical link between 

[the] ethnic female body display at the colonial exhibitions and the emergence of white female 

body display in the Paris music hall" (119) represents the intersection of a "powerful tradition of 

female specularization" (117) from which Baker emerges in Pari s in the 1920s. Drawing on 

architectural scholar, Patricia Morton, Henderson suggests that "the mingling of representation 

vocabularies [that] brought architecture at the exposition into the dangerous territory of cross- 
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breedln= that was reprised in Baker’s performance of metissage, a performance transgressing 

the "Manichaean logic of racial difference" (128) that distinguished primitivism from 

modernism, savagery from civilization, and African from European. Returning to Dyer’s 

paradigm for stardom, Henderson suggests that Baker met the requirements "of what it took to 

become a star--a transatlantic star - at a time when such roles were not readily available to 

African American women" (126). Like other essays in the volume, Henderson emphasizes how 

"Baker’s performative metissage functioned to combine, unmask, and ironize the contradictory 

articulations of ’black’ and ’white,’ colonized and colonizer, as well as primitivism and 

modernity/modernism" (126). Baker’s primitivized performance of the primitive "makes it 

difficult, if not impossible, to sustain an argument of racial difference when the ’performance’ of 

primitivism threatens constantly to deconstmct the ’essence’ of the primitive" (129). 

FILMIC FICTIONS AND NARRATIVE DESIRE 

Examining Baker’s screen representations is central to interrogating and understanding 

Baker’s embodiment of the ethnic female Other and its function in defining and securing white, 

male colonialist identity. The critics in this section examine Baker from multiple perspectives 

and subject positions, locating her performances in the discursive spaces that range from the 

nostalgic to the utopian, from the familiar (heim#ch) to the unfamiliar (unheim#ch), from exotic 

to the erotic, from the primitive to the modern, and from the "safe" to the treacherous. Further, 

these critics attempt to deconstruct Baker’ s screen roles to assess how these roles coincide with 

and sometimes contradict Baker’s layered and complex subject positions in life as well as on 

screen. 
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In "Uncanny Performances in Colonial Narratives: Josephine Baker in Princess Tam 

Tam," Elizabeth Coffman frames Baker’s 1935 film, Princess Jam Tam, as a colonialist fantasy 

emanating from the ambivalence of the white coloniali st gaze, an ambivalence embodying the 

Freudian notion of the uncanny (unheimOch) in the sense that the metonymic staging of racial 

(and sexual) difference serves constantly to "[remind] the colonialist/spectator that he is in 

another country, aand not-at-home" (380). Coffman focuses on "the question of the racial 

stereotype, with its inherent ambivalence and instability," and on "the signifying processes that 

generate racial difference in relation to the body and performance" (380). In particular, 

Coffman examines how Baker’s dance performances - and the spectatorial experience of such 

performances - function both to reveal the instability "of the stereotype of the African American 

performer [and] the illusory nature of white, masculine, colonial identity" (380). Examining the 

"visual process which connects signifiers of race, sex, and performance through a metaphoric 

sliding," Coffman argues that Baker’ s dance performances reveal "leaks, gaps, and moments of 

insecurity in the construction of ’whiteness’ as much as ’blackness’ or ’performer’ or ’female’ 

(381). Linking the fetishization of the black female body to the uncanniness of the final spiraling 

dance sequence in Princess Tan, Tan,, Coffman suggests that the effect is to generate in the 

"neurotic male viewer" the experience of"a disorienting crisis of identity" created by the threat 

of collapsed boundaries, an effect that can only be counteracted by the attempt to "reestabli sh 

boundaries through fetishized obj ects (or body parts) and ritualized performances" (384-385). 

Considering the relation between primitivism and the avant-garde, Coffman argues that the 

performances of primitivi sm may "have been a proj ection of an uncanny experience - one where 

a familiar shape is suddenly made strange and the boundaries between modern/primitive, 

colonizer/colonized, high art/low art become excitingly vague" (387). Coffman concludes by 
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examining the ambivalence of miscegenation and the subversiveness of the "castrated" ethnic 

female Other’s response to her treatment as "love obj ectifetish obj ect," a response that both 

"reveals the implications of the white man’s disavowal of... racial and sexual difference" and his 

"thinly disguise[d] ... anxiety about his assumed racial and sexual superiority" (390). Finally, 

Coffman demonstrates how "the attraction/repulsion of the colonial gaze to the colonized body" 

(393) becomes evident in both the suturing and highlighting of difference, a double move that 

leaves the spectator/colonist "[revealing] his o~vn uncanny [reaction: his] not-at-home" (380). 

In "Josephine Baker and Pierre Batcheff in La Sirene des tropiques," Phil Powrie and 

Eric Rebillard examine how Baker’s representation of the Other parallels the performance of 

screen co-star, Pierre Batch&f, himself rendered as Other because of his Russian background 

and unique acting style. That the two performers (Baker and BaatchefO share commonalities in 

their difference is apparent when Powrie and Rebilliard note the formers’ (is this what you 

intendend to say) ability to connect the past and the future in their performances. In particular, 

"Baker’s exotic primitivism.., essentially faced both nostalgically backwards, as well as 

utopianly forwards, offering "a reconnection with the past, while pointing out a path through to 

the future." Like Baker, Batcheff is exoticized on screen, and his refusal to conform to the 

criteria associated with otherjeunespremiers identifies him as an Other. According to Powrie 

and Rebilliard, "the complex ideological and temporal layering of Baker’s persona, no less than 

the radical break that her performance marks in contemporary acting, clearly impacts on 

Batcheff’s persona, who was also connoted as Other through his exotic ’languorous’ Slavism" 

(254). In Siren of the Tropics, the characters’ positioning on screen gives meaning to the film’s 

political subtext, with BakeriPapitou (associated with the tropical/uncivilized environ) standing 
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in contrast to Batch&f/Andre (associated with Paris/civilized environ), although, as Powrie and 

Rebilliard demonstrate, this nature-culture binary is ultimately disrupted by Papitou’s adventures 

aboard a ship liner during her journey to Paris. Moreover, the authors suggest that the film 

addresses the westernization of BakeriPapitou as she makes the j ourney from the tropical terrain 

to the more sophisticated urban metropolis of Paris. At the film’s end, argue Powrie and 

Rebillard, Baker/Papitou is denied the obj ect of her desire, a punishment that occurs because she 

"tak[es] control of the gaze," thereby denying BatcheffiAndre the right to gaze." The authors 

suggest that BakeriPapitou, by drawing the audience’s gaze from Batcheff to herself, nearly 

emasculates Batcheff/Andre, who "comes across as impotent and not infrequently effeminate." 

As one of the few essays focusing on Siren of the Tropics, this essay is significant because the 

authors move beyond a simple colonialist reading of the film in juxtaposing Baker as a 

representative of the non-western to Batcheff as western. 

In "Nationalizing and Segregating Performance: Josephine Baker and Stardom in Zouzou 

(1934), " Scott Balcerzak’s examination of Zouzou notes that it was one of Baker’s favored films 

and that because the title character (ZouZon) and plot resemble Baker’s own personality and life 

journey, it deserves close examination. At the same time, Balcerzak contends that "while 

French national identity certainly plays a part in Zouzou, what many of these responses overlook 

are the complexities involved when examining the text as a transnationally-influenced star 

vehicle" (2). Balcerzak argues that the film must be examined in the context of French attitudes 

toward race in the 1930s and the American-influenced musical style of the film. Influenced by 

American musicals and highlighting French actors like co-star Jean Gabin, whose French "every 

man" role is juxtaposed to Baker’s "racial Otherness," the film becomes a transnational vehicle - 
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- a "complex web of Hollywood, French revue, and realist performances showcased in both 

musical and dramatic styles" (2). Balcerzak concludes, "Emerging from a distinctly French gaze 

upon the racial Other, Zouzou provides a surprisingly empathetic, yet ultimately problematic, 

attempt at reconciling a possible miscegenation within its star pairing" (2). Distinguishing 

between the star system that existed in American cinema industry and the star system that 

may have emerged in French independent cinema, Balcerzak contends that "with Zouzou, the 

French star vehicle as a discursive practice becomes more of a concern through the heavily 

nationalistic approach to the issues surrounding the showcasing of Baker" (4). As a revue star, 

Baker represents the primitive black that she popularized on stage and sophisticated Parisenne 

that she began to fabricate [in her own life]. These images, reconfigured in her screen role in 

Zouzou, render Baker as object of the white male gaze, albeit a gaze that is contingent on her 

stage positioning. Comparing Baker in her "’charming otherness" to white co-star, Jean Gabin, 

touted for his "’charming ordinariness," she is ultimately positioned as a tragic and charming 

outsider unsuitable to consummate an onscreen union with her white co-star. Combining poetic 

realism with the conventions of the Hollywood backstage musical, evident in Baker’s bird cage 

scenario that "adopts a curious mixture of a Berkeleyesque stage design, the glamour of the 

French revue, and a heartfelt recognition of Baker’s position as exotic Other," (11) Balzcerak 

concludes that the film misses the opportunity to capitalize on the miscegenistic relationship 

between Baker and Gabin even though it "succeeds within its ability to provide a tragically 

ironic commentary on its inability to miscegenate"(12). Balzcerak vw~Ts that Zouzou resembles 

Princess 7km, 7btm and Siren of the "l}’opics in that the black romantic attraction is seemingly 

always denied the object of desire (white male) because &the racial and sexual politics that 

prevailed during the period. 
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Mary Kate Kelly’ s "Performing the Other: A Consideration of Two Cages," addresses 

how Baker’s role in Zouzou, and the bird cage scenario in particular, is signified upon in 7he 

Couple in the Cage, a documentary based on Coco Fusco and Guillermo Gomez-Pena’s 

performance piece, Two UndiscoveredAmerindians. "By presenting themselves as ’authentic 

Amerindians,’ Kelly argues, Fusco and Gomez-Pena tapped into history, and their own creativity 

to produce live art which sought, very self-consciously, to critique and interrogate the fascination 

with primitivism and authenticity that continues to exist in Western culture" (114). For Kelly, 

such artistic productions raise questions surrounding textual and contextual analysis, as these 

relate to issues of authenticity, primitivity, the mediation of representation, knowledge versus 

assumption, performance versus ’reality,’ cultural effect versus artists’ intentions, and artist and 

audience responsibilities and interactions. "These two examples -the staging of Baker as caged, 

exotic other in France in the 1930s, and the international presentation of Fusco and Gomez-Pena 

as caged, exotic Others in the early 1990s, Kelly suggests, differ markedly, the colonialist 

tradition of placing humans on display and the equally persistent tradition of spectators eagerly 

consuming such displays informed the creation of both proj ects" (115). Focusing on how- the 

black body has become an obj ect of exhibition and fascination with a long history and tradition, 

Kelly argues that in the film Zouzott, which revolves around a circus, "Baker stood as a symbol 

of primitivism--a primitivism marked by ’authentic’ blackness and ’excessive’ female sexuality" 

(117). Kelly argues that "the staging and then filming of Baker as the caged bird in Zouzou was 

the product of that tradition of ethnographic displays and the more recently established stage 

show practice of putting Baker’s body on display as an icon of the erotic, exotic Other" (119). 
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Kelly suggests that Baker’s personification on screen and stage elicited various reactions from a 

diverse public and audience, but that 

as Baker moved onto the silver screen, her body became a produced, public 
body readily available for the consumption of Parisian film audiences and 
that by viewing a cinematic image of this black, female body which they 
equated with African land itself, these audiences could achieve a sense of 
conquest while maintaining a ’safe’ distance from the alluring yet 
threatening primitivism which supposedly marked the ’dark continent’ and 
its natives (120). 

Addressing the performance of Two UndiscoveredAmerindians, she suggests that it parallels 

Baker’s performance in Zouzou in that both depict the performers as exotic and erotic spectacles 

- a performance that does not dismiss the extent to which they participate in their own 

obj ectification and visual exploitation. Kelly concludes by suggesting that the artists "bear the 

weight of knowing that they risk perpetuating that which they seek to critique when they invoke, 

enact or appropriate ideologically charged content" (1130). 

In "A Colonial Princess: Josephine Baker’s French Films," Elizabeth Ezra argues that 

while Baker is rarely mentioned in history, texts on France, she is frequently noted in casual 

references, thus her significance to French history- has been omitted. Ezra contends that Baker’s 

" influence on that culture was considerable, and her position within it can tell us a great deal 

about the formation of the colonial unconscious in twentieth-century France" (98-99). In 

identifying her screen performances, Ezra notes that Baker appeared in two additional silent 

films aside from Siren of the Tropics, including La FoOe dujour (1926) and La Revue des revues 

(1927) - film footage extracted from her stage shows -- along with a cameo role in Fausse alerte 

(1939). Evoking images of Africa, the Caribbean, the United States, and France in her screen 

roles, Baker’s images, suggests Ezra, stage race as performative. However, "beneath the 
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assumed racial identity" in films such as Zouzou and Princess Tam Tam lies a ’real’ racial 

makeup, an essential identity that produces an irreducible gap between the authentic and the 

assumed, perceptible to those who refuse to suspend their disbelief’ (100). Ezra then 

demonstrates how both new and traditional communities are figured and reconfigured in Zouzou. 

If Papa Mele, in ZouZou, introduced the potential of the assimilated community, it is 

undermined when at the film’s end the "eponymous heroine ... struggles to find a place in 

French society, which neither rej ects her outright nor accepts her completely" (101). 

Additionally, the film figures how the "traditional structures of community were being 

threatened by both the ... fight-wing leagues and the [lefti st] Popular Front," concluding that 

"blueprints for new communities were projected onto the ruins of the Third Republic" (102). The 

different entertainment venues apparent in the film, including the circus, reflects a declining 

form of community, but also Baker’s alienation from her community is suggested in the spatial 

organization of the final stage production" where the caged Zouzou "sadly pines away for her 

’Haiti’" (105). More importantly, Zouzou’s difference "disrupts the assimilation process" (110). 

Comparing Zouzou to Princess Tam Jam, Ezra demonstrates how Alwina attempts to assimilate 

through a chemical and biological transformation (cooking and eating). Ezra claims that "images 

of rawness and unmediated consumption in the film suggest a state of nature unaffected by 

modem life" (121), while "cooking is corrupt because it disguises its raw materials by means of 

artifice, making one thing look like another, as Alwina is made to look like a princess" (122). 

Linking Max’s novel to Alwina’s lost of authenticity, Ezra concludes that his "book, which 

begins the film as a record of Alwina’s assimilation, is eventually revealed to be a fictional 

account of an assimilation that has occurred only in the novelist’s imagination; what started out 

as false fiction (because a true document) turns out to be true fiction (a false document) (124). 
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Ezra concludes by suggesting that the film both visually and musically reproduces the cultural 

confusion between Orientalism and Africanist discourses, evident in Alwina’s transformation 

from an African peasant girl into an Oriental princess. Reinforcing the class and colonial 

politics that prevailed in contemporal5" France, the film’s message, concludes Ezra, is "that we 

must stay within our borders, even if what lies on the other side is nature itself" (127). 

THE ARCHITECTURAL IMAGINARY 

Essays included in the "Architectural Imaginary" examine Adolf Loos’s architectural 

design for Josephine Baker’s house that was never built by interrogating both the exterior and 

interior of his design and proposing a variety of informative modes of reading that advance this 

field of study surrounding how to read and interpret Josephine Baker. Some of these scholars 

focus on the design of Baker’s never built house as a reflection of her mixed racial identity 

and explore how the house became an icon of architectural modernism. Others examine the 

intersection of alterity as it relates to the architectural design; critique the Baker house as a 

metaphor for the laws of seduction and conquest as the design became a reflection of her 

personae; and interrogate the surface or skin of the architectural design as it intersects 

with masculinized architecture and feminized primitive sensuality. 

Thomas Hines’ essay, "Historic Architecture: Adolf Loos in Paris -- Radical Residences 

for Josephine Baker and Tristan Tzara," represents one of the earliest publications on the 

architectural design of the Josephine Baker House. Locating Josephine Baker within the 

modernist cohort of Adolph Loos (architect) and Tristan Tzara (Dadaist poet), Hines suggests 

that "all were committed to confronting and ’denuding’ what they saw as the stifling clutter of 

Victorian art and life. Baker did it literally by taking off her clothes on stage; Tzara by 
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destroying inherited literary modes; and Loos by deemphasizing ornament and returning 

architecture to its barest essentials" (11)4-106). Unlike the house that Loos designed for Tzara in 

the Montmartre di strict of Paris, Hines suggests that the house designed for Josephine Baker was 

never built, "but ultimately [the Baker house] became even more famous and influential than the 

completed house for Tzara" (110). For Hines, "the most striking feature of the house was the 

horizontal banding of wide black-and-white stripes, perhaps a comment on Baker’s mulatto 

ancestry" (111). Speculating on reasons why the residence was never constructed, Hines suggests 

that Baker "was unable to make the intellectual leap from her love of bodily nudity to an 

appreciation of [the] architectural nudity" (112) evident in Loos’ "stark if playful design" (112). 

Hines concludes, however, that even as an unbuilt design, the Baker House became a "major 

icon of architectural modernism" (112). 

In "A House for Josephine Baker," Karen Burns draws upon D.A. Miller’s notion of the 

’open secret’ as it relates to issues surrounding difference, identity, and architecture, raising the 

question, "How does the secret of racial difference and alterity work for architecture?" (54). In a 

departure from previous architectural critics who, Burns suggests attempt to "read the house as a 

sign of its [potential] owner’s attributes," she, in contrast, seeks to develop a mode of spatial 

readings based on the "problem of citation.., reference ... and reading difference spaces" 

(57). "The Josephine Baker House narrative," argues Burns, "is structured into three scenes 

that simultaneously enable three scenarios of reading as three different spatial configurations: 

the ’African’ exterior, the unreadable relations of exterior/interior, and the most privileged space 

of all, the enclosed indoor swimming pool" (57). In the bands of the Baker house, Burns argues 

both blackness and whiteness function as chromatic markers in the "black/white"... epidermal 
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schema (61). Whereas Cheng focuses on the skin and surface of the Baker House and body, 

Bums moves from the exterior, typically characterized as a referent for African architecture, to 

the building’s "unreadable" interior, calling into question the surface-interi or binarism whereby 

"the architectural interior may be proj ected as a topography of the individual’s own interior life" 

(64). Bums takes the position that within architectural criticism Baker’s interiority is not only 

unreadable but "completely unknowable," "never realized," and "eternally deferred" (64). 

Turning her attention to the internal readings of the swimming pool, Burns emphasizes that "this 

is the moment when a text proj ects the conditions of its own readability through a figure, image, 

or representation of the story-telling relationship" (66). Rather than regarding the pool and its 

access -the window and the water -- as a kind of"raise en abime" of the critics’ own activity, 

Bums seeks to imagine the process of othering [as] a two-way activity which not only allows the 

medium of the critical vision but also imagines for the object a "way of looking and speaking 

back" (67). The work of criticism is achieved by reimagining the swimming pool and its 

environs as an object of inquiry. Proposing to alter a form of criticism that positions Baker as 

the unobservant of another’s gaze, Bums introduces a self-reflexive mode of reading that 

acknowledges the writer’s identity, the institutional conditions of reading and writing, and the 

work of language itself. She deliberately seeks to read a figuration of the white architectural 

imaginary not in its own terms but outside of precisely those terms: "Interrupting architecture’s 

narrative with Josephine Baker’s assessment of the other’s representation of herself unsettles [the 

presupposition] that Baker can be represented as a passive victim of architectural machinations" 

(71). In contrast, Burns’ interpretation suggests how Baker’s performance work and costuming 

practices on and off stage speak to alternative ways of reading Loos’ s blueprint for the Baker 

House. In conclusion Burns suggests that architectural criticism needs to embrace a mode of 
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reading that is not "dependent on silence and the evasion of issues of ethnicity and racial 

identity, and on the silence of Baker herself, as a subject to be looked at rather than read and 

listened to" (72). Bums attempts to expose the mechanisms of secrecy and silence and the kinds 

of stories thus generated in architectural criticism. 

In "The Josephine Baker House: For Loos’ Pleasure" Fares el-Dahdah proposes that an 

approach to architecture and theory from the site of love and seduction (%vhen love meets 

architecture, when laws of seduction are ratified by architectural theory"). Using this perspective 

to examine Adolf Loos’s house designed for Josephine Baker, Dahdah constructs Loos’s house 

for Josephine Baker as a "bachelor machine" or an "architecture of pleasure" that he compares to 

an eighteenth-centurype#te maison, "expressly designed for amorous escapades" (3). He 

fashions Loos’s unbuilt house for Josephine as the potential space of"amorous conquest" that is 

"similar to an admiratueur’s letter that ... [is] never sent" (5). "The house ... Loos designed ... 

at the supposed request of Josephine Baker," he contends, is a "love note" or amorous epistle 

functioning as a "third skin" linking the body of architect Loos to that of his obj ect of seduction, 

Baker (8). Referencing Loos’s "Ornament and Crime," Dahdah argues while "Loos believes 

that" the modern man who tattoos himself is a criminal or a degenerate," (11) he nevertheless 

inscribes the fa9ade of the Baker House "with repetitive black horizontal stripes" that he himself 

encodes as a "reclining woman." "By Loos’s own definition" suggests Dahdah, "this horizontal 

tattoo is the result of an untamed desire now confronted with a vertical line: the standing 

architect [Loos] who seeks to ’touch’ Baker’s body by penetrating into her house" (12). Baker’s 

body is thus conceived as an absent presence that is "gradually revealed, from top to bottom, 

much as in a striptease," with the spectral Josephine who "must now ’wear’ the stairs as much as 
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she would a dress, in order to play the stripteases’ subtle game of concealing and revealing"... 

while manipulating the gaze of the "spectator below" (14). Dahdah proposes the architect Loos 

as a houseguest who derives pleasure from the exhibitionist postures of Baker, his hostess. 

Dahdah concludes by reassigning homeownership, so to speak: "The house does not belong to 

the person of Josephine, it belongs to that exoticized body she has constructed and to Loos’ 

design pleasure in imagining it "(17). 

Focusing on the early twentieth century preoccupation with "surface" and "skins, Anne 

Anlin Cheng, in "Skins, Tattoos, and Susceptibility,," sets up a conversation between AdolfLoos, 

the forefather of modern European architecture and black burlesque star, Josephine Baker. 

Noting the negatively inflected representation of women and minorities as subj ects "at once all- 

too-seen and not seen at all" (99), Cheng calls into question ocular knowledge and the "moral 

economy &the visual" (99), especially as it constructs women and racial minorities. She further 

challenges the practice of symptomic reading, driven as it is by a "surface depth binary" (98), 

along with a hermeneutics of suspicion that in effect preserves the discourse of identity politics 

and essentialism. Cheng proposes an approach that attends to the surface rather than that which 

is veiled or hidden. Proposing a hermeneutics of susceptibility, Cheng seeks to enact a reading 

practice that attends to skins and surfaces as embodied in the subjects and objects of Primitivist 

Modernism: "Confronting these sites and sights of visual pleasures and exchanges has meant 

that we, too, have had to read promiscuously: to step outside of the moral economies of the 

visual, the categorical, and the critical; to be led by and attend to what the ’objects’ have to teach 

us" (102). Cheng proposes that contemporary critics, like the modernists before them, have 

"immersed themselves in skins not their own and, through that inhabitation, [have constructed] 
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themselves as imagined subjects" in what she describes as a "mutual pedagogy of erotics" (102). 

Characteristically what the Loosian surface disrupts is not only "gender and racial segregation" 

but also "structure-versus- ornament-distinction" (105). Cheng re-reads modem architecture in 

relation to Loos’s Lina Room [the bedroom designed by Loos for his wife in 1913], or in what 

seems to be the denuded or quite naked characteristics of modem architecture that embodies a 

nostalgia for "primitive skin" (105), posing the following questi ons: "Beyond seeing how the 

Baker House attempts to read Baker, might vve not also see how Baker and her iconography in 

turn read the house? Can Baker’s skin recode what is written on the Baker House?" (107). In 

response, Cheng proposes that "the fagade of the Baker House is tattooed, not because it bears 

the symptom of masculinist desire, but because it wears the very traces of its struggle perhaps 

even its renunciation. It is on the surface of the Baker House that Loos’s lifelong conflict 

between the call of cladding and ornamentation - between masculinized architecture and 

femininized, primitive sensuality--comes to its most striking articulation" (113). Cheng 

concludes, "The story of Baker and Loos show’s us that it is the crisis of visuality--rather than 

the allocation of visibility, which informs so much of current liberal discourse - that constitutes 

one of the most profound challenges for American democratic recognition today" (115). 

STAGING CIVIL RIGHTS AND HUMAN RIGHTS GLOBALLY 

Essays included in this section address Baker’s civil fights activities and struggles on behalf of 

human rights issues. In particular, these essays address Baker’s interrogation and 

surveillance by the FBI as documented in their files, her assembled international family 

known as the Rainbow Tribe, and her engagemeut with issues of nationalism, 

transnationalism, and internationalism. These scholars explore Baker as a political threat 
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during the Cold War era because of her political views, examine the political significance of 

Baker’s Rainbow Tribe which became an extension of her political practices; suggest that 

Baker’s adoptive family became a forernnner to multicnlturalism; and contend that 

Baker’s adoptive family was modeled on Peron’s (Argentina leader) fascism as much as it 

was based on DeGaulle’s (France’s president) colonial relations. 

In "Josephine Baker, Racial Protest, and the Cold War," Mar}, L~ Dudizak investigates 

how Baker was strategically positioned in the intersection of race and Cold War politics during 

the early 1950s. Labeled a Communist and threat to democracy, Baker became an outspoken 

critic of anti-black discriminatory practices in the American South and a performer who used the 

international stage as a platform to promulgate what some government officials deemed her 

"radical" views. Dudziak demonstrates how the FBI, along with the State Department, 

maintained files on Baker in an attempt to "silence Cold War critics" (543). Unlike vocal critics 

and civil rights activists such as W.E.B. DuBois, Paul Robeson, and William Patterson, Baker 

was not subject to passport restrictions because of her French citizenship, and for this reason, 

argues Dudziak, the "government had to employ more creative means to silence her" (546). 

Dudziak foregrounds Baker’s civil rights work, which included her refusal to perform in 

segregated theaters; her support of Willie McGee and the Trenton Six; her attempt to integrate a 

whites-only soda fountain and department in Washington, D.C.; and her filing suit against 

the Stork Club in Ne~v York. When Walter Winchell started a campaign of character 

assassination against Baker, asking FBI director J. Edgar Hoover "to check up on allegations that 

Baker was a Communist" (552), Baker shifted the field of her activities to Latin and South 

America. During her tour of Peru, Argentina, Uruguay and Havana, Cuba, Baker’s public 

denunciation of discriminator}7 practices extended to America’s racial practices, South African 
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apartheid, and American internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II. "The 

restrictions on Josephine Baker’s ability to travel and to perform did more than harm her career 

as an entertainer," argues Dudziak, "they denied her the role she sought for herself as a personal 

ambassador for equality, furthering equal rights by winning the hearts of nations and their 

leaders." Dudziak concludes that "without a public platform for her call for equality, she sought 

to promote racial justice through her own vision of motherhood" (569). Adopting what came to 

be known as the Rainbow Tribe, Baker sought to "demonstrate that people of different races and 

religions could live in harmony" (569). 

More importantly the FBI’s attempt to silence and contain Baker demonstrated that 

she was politically astute and she would circumvent their efforts to thwart her freedom to 

express her denunciation of American democracy. At the same time, while the FBI would 

attempt to contain Baker within French borders, they realized that Baker was a "threat to 

the image of American democracy [and therefore] seen as a national security imperative" 

(S70). 

In "Adoptive Affinities: Josephine Baker’s Humanist International," Jonathan Eburne 

examines Baker within the context of the post- world- war II and cold war period during which 

the United Nations was promoting its human rights declaration. Undermined by the US 

government officials, and subjected to cancellations of performance both inside and outside of 

the country: thwarted by government officials, her performances outside of the U.S. 

declined and "then her political tactics changed" (2) forcing Baker to shift her strategy and 

venue for promoting world peace and harmony. Between the years of" 1953 and 1962, Baker 

adopted some twelve children, which she called The Rainbow Tribe. Arguing that Baker’s 

celebrity made it possible for her to capitalize on the symbolic value of the Rainbow Tribe, 
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Eburne proposes that "Baker’s rainbow tribe mobilized both multiracial adoption and the 

Frenchness in an effort to extend, through symbolic means, her civil rights activism of the early 

1950s" (3). Suggesting that Baker’s Rainbow Tribe "worked to preserve, rather than dissolve, 

the racial and cultural differences among the adoptive children," Eburne argues that through the 

adoption of her children, Baker’s strategy becomes "a depoliticized form of political 

intervention" (2). "Baker’s adoptive family," he suggests, "was both the extension and the 

apotheosis of her more politically charged adoption of France as an alternative to the United 

States." "Les Milandes--and Baker’s adoptive affinities," argues Eburne, "became a means for 

staging Baker’s civil rights activities from abroad" (9). Baker’s use of adoption as a symbolic 

political practice is based on what Eburne proposes to be a notion of"adoptive affinities," a 

concept he derives from Goethe’s notion of ’elective affinities,’ "which describes chemical 

properties that force a set of existing chemical bonds to break up in order to make possible 

another, more necessary, set of relations" (8). Eburne deploys this conceive to emphasize t the 

dynamics of Baker’s adoptive strategy in assembling the Rainbow Tribe as "a more passionate 

relationship [that] can dissolve a more conventional one, as if by choice" (8). Arguing that 

%vhile the broad pluralist humanism that guided [Baker’ s] formation of the Rainbow Tribe" 

presupposed her belief in the traditional categories of nation, family, and race, Ebume adds they 

al so reflected her belief in creating a model family that was able to transcend these seemingly 

deterministic categories. Eburne concludes that "Baker’s adoptive family served as a symbolic 

means for confronting the United States with an image of the humanistic possibility" (9). Yet, 

despite Baker’s commitment to a universal struggle, Eburne suggests that "Baker’s appeal to 

universal brotherhood fell short of confronting other racisms and colonialisms as stridently as 

those she confronted in the U.S., and the pluralistic ideology that fueled the rainbow" tribe was 
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developed at the expense of Baker’s participation in other contemporary- movements in black 

internationalism" (9). 

In "Josephine Baker and Utopian Visions of Black Paris," Bennetta Jules-Rosette argues 

that Josephine Baker’s Rainbow Tribe, her adoptive family consisting of children of different 

national, cultural, racial, religious, and ethnic identities, was designed to launch a "social 

movement with communal ideals." "The saint-like imagery of life as an exotic pilgrimage and 

an enchanted tale," argues Jules-Rosette, "reached its culmination for Baker at Les Milandes" 

(41). For Jules-Rosette, the Rainbow Tribe was ahead of its time with regard to its 

multiculturalism agenda for socialization, education and community building" (41). Suggesting 

that "the Rainbow Tribe was not a family at all, but a social movement" embodying Baker’s 

vision of a "utopian community" (42), Jules-Rosette fashions Baker’s adoptive children "as 

honorary acolytes of her movement and the symbols of her universalistic dream" (42). 

Advancing the case that Baker must be read intertextually with the dialectics of Negritude and 

French ideals of liberty, equality, and fraternity, Jules-Rosette argues that Baker’s project and 

ideas were shaped by social and political movements ranging from Negritude to decolonization 

to the U.S. civil fights movement. Baker’s experiment included the creation of a College of 

Brotherhood at Les Milandes, "where students of all background would devote their 

attention to problems of racial discrimination, human rights issues and the religions and 

cultures of the world" (45). And, despite their lack of materialization, Baker’s plans "for 

multicultural education were harbingers of programmes that would not come into 

existence in the U.S. until twenty years later, and still do not exist in France" (46). Jules- 

Rosette concludes that "Baker’s early experiences in Paris helped to form her utopian visions of 
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~vhat Black Paris and Black France could become" (46): "Baker left an important and 

powerful legacy that combined French ideals offraternitd with a quest for social equality 

linked to the American civil rights struggle" (46-47). 

Mathew Pratt Gutefl’s "Josephine Baker’s Rainbow Tribe: Racial Motherhood in the 

South of France" responds to critics such as Mary Dudziak, Jonathan Eburne, Jules-Rosette, and 

others by proposing "a series of national and international contexts against which to read Baker 

... and her reinvention of motherhood" (39) as a way of enacting her utopian vision of"a kind of 

romantic, anti-racist state" (38) expressing the French "ideal of citizenship (38). Unlike Jules- 

Rosette who argues for the utopian vision of Baker’s Rainbow Tribe, Guetfl suggests that 

Baker’s organization of family was modeled according to the authoritarian model of Peronista 

fascism. Noting that Baker’s 1952 visit to Peronist Argentina followed the much publicized 

incident at the Stork Club, her public dispute with gossip columnist Walter Winchell, and 

subsequent harassment by the FBI, Guetfl suggests that Baker remained in Argentina for some 

six months, inspired by the "the symbolism of motherhood and orchestrations of celebrity" (43) 

associated with Evita Peron. Baker’s adoption of the Rainbow Tribe, whose genesis followed 

her tour of Latin America, Guetrl argues, was a move not only motivated by Evita Peron’s 

"vision of the maternal state," but by Peron’s New Argentina. It was the Peronistic model, 

argues Guetrl, that inspired Baker’s utopian vision of the multiracial family, one that "was 

inflected with a certain authoritarianism" (48). Baker’s formation of the Rainbow Tribe, he 

contends, was fashioned on her understanding of the "peculiar fascism of the Peronistas" (48). 

Les Milandes, he argues, came close to "publicly realizing the fascist potential of cultural 

pluralism, where the unique gifts of each instrument, or race, are bent to the will of the 
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conductor [Baker] and the common cause" (48). "Baker’s statist orchestration of the 

multiracial family" (50) did not take on the "self-sacrificial tactics and strategies of the civil 

rights movement" (50). Rather the world she built at Les Mi[andes, Guetrl suggests, reflected 

"the familiar relations between colonizer and colonized, or between ~vhite France and its darker, 

not yet "French" possessions" (52). Her creation ofLes Milandes was seemingly as much 

inspired by Peronist Argentina as it was by DeGaulle’s France and its colonial relations. 

Deploying "concepts as adoption, motherhood, and family," Baker, insists Guetrl, "was also 

talking about immigration, universal citizenship, and France" (52). "Like the statist, top-down 

models of Europe and Latin America," he argues, Les Milandes provided for Baker "her own 

nation-state ... extending her broadened social contract to the surrounding town, and ruling over 

the whole thing like an empress" (53). Guetrl concludes that "Baker’s quixotic decision to 

become the mother of a new order of things, giving birth figuratively, through multiple adoptions 

across all national lines, to a more harmonious, more humane world, was meant to sound bold, 

heroic, and visionary--just like the France of DeGaulle or the Argentina of the Perons" (54). 
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Montrous Mother(s), Incestuous Father(s), and Terrorized Teen(s): 

Reading Precious as a Horror Film 

When a mother throws a television down a stairwell in pursuit of her daughter holding 

her newly born son; a father rapes his daughter while the mother voyeuristically gazes from afar; 

and a grandmother refers to her own granddaughter, who has Down’s syndrome, as an animal, 

we are introduced to Precious (2009 -- based on the 1997 novel Push by Sapphire and directed 

by Lee Daniels) - a film that provides some of the most provocative representations of black 

family life witnessed on screen. These scenes, among others, are so scandalous and disturbing 

that they invite reading the film as an extension of the horror genre. Because the film takes on 

taboo subj ects such as failed black motherhood, incest, pedophilia, and homosexuality, and re- 

centers decades-old controversies between light and dark complexioned African Americans, 

turning to horror as one way by which to read these racialized representations seems called for. 

My intent in this essay is not to avoid critical engagement with the sociopolitical issues 

addressed on screen or to disregard a class analysis &the obstacles faced by the protagonist, but 

rather to suggest that based on the way the story unfolds, the filmmakers (writer, director, 

cinematographer, etc), either consciously or unconsciously drew upon the horror genre in order 

to portray the protagonist’s struggle as synonymous with a living nightmare. My interrogation 

intends to add to the existing body of literature and evolving scholarship on blackness as 

horrifying in an effort to provide an alternative reading of the film (from the perspective of a film 

historian). 

Exploring the film as an extension of horror is certainly rendered plausible given that a 

number of reviewers and critics have characterized the film as horrific and made reference to its 

terrorizing features evident in the terminology deployed to critique the film. Declaring that 

Precious "has been made to look ugly," Wesley Morris of the Boston Globe suggests that the 

film was made in this manner "presumably to ... underscore[s] the horror movie that is 

Precious’s life.’’~ Describing the film as "hope amid ... horror,’’2 Lou Lumenick of the New York 

Post acknowledges that horror is embedded in the film’s subtext. Classifying the film as "an 

urban nightmare with a surfeit of soul,’’3 John Anderson of !/ariety associates the film with the 

horrific. Referring to the film’s "soul-destroying nightmare of a mother,’’4 Betsy Sharkey of the 

L.A. Times links the film to horror. Characterizing the film as a "nearly Gothic story," A. O. 
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Scott of the New Fork Times, describes the film as one of"overwhelming horror.’’s Attesting to 

the film’s horrificness in that "the movie lingers like a wounded animal that nobody has the 

nerve to put out of its misery,’’6 literary critic, Ishmael Reed, associates the film with animalism. 

Therefore, in view of the film’s consistent association with the horrific, the inhuman, the gothic, 

and animalism, these reviewers lend credence to and pave the way for it to be read as an 

extension &the horror paradigm. The film’s indisputable association to horror is all the more 

convincing when we examine its depiction of"perverse social relations that breed monstrosity;’’7 

challenge to traditional notions of family where "the eruption of violence and sexuality [enter] 

into the domestic sphere;’’8 and representation of a matriarch who wreaks havoc on her daughter 

due to her own sexual repression - all of which are consi stent with horror. 

This investigation will be structured around examining the following subject areas: Bad 

Mother(s)iPhallic Mother(s)iCollusive Mother(s)iFailed Mother(s)-MotherhoodiMonstrous 

Mother(s); Incestuous Father(s)iSexual Taboo/Rape; HorroriHorrifici; The Body as Grotesque; 

Dreams/Fantasies/Voyeurism; and Spectatorship/Trauma/Pathology. To introduce each section, 

since the film pays tribute to literary figure Zora Neale Hurston, thi s essay will extract subtitles 

from Hurston’ s Their Eyes Were Watching God° to connect the novel and film and to 

demonstrate how Hurston’s text provides an urtext to the protagonist’s (Precious as played by 

Gabourey Sidibe)journey in search of subj ectivity, a subj ectivity that she shares with the novel’s 

protagonist (Janie Crawford). 

Bad Mother(s)iPhallic Mother(s)iCollusive Mother(s)/Failed 

Mother(s)/Motherhood/Monstrous Mother(s) 

"It was like seeing your sister turn into a ’gator .... You keep seeing your sister in the 

’gator and the ’gator in your sister, and you’d rather not" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes 

Were Watching God). lo 

Bad Mothers 

First, in order to examine phallic, collusive, failed, and monstrous mothers as well as 

black motherhood it is necessary to address the phenomenon of "bad" mothers and the 

implication for black mothers. Characterizing the black mother as "bad" has to be contextualized 
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within the larger discussion of what constitutes a "bad" mother and the historical and political 

di scourse surrounding the "bad" mother. "In the past few decades, ’bad’ mothers have moved 

noticeably towards center stage in American culture,"11 declares Molly Ladd-Taylor and Luari 

Umansky. "The stereotypes are familiar: the welfare mother, the teen mother .... But mother- 

blaming goes far beyond these stereotypes." 12 Any mother who does not fit that associated with 

the "’traditional’ nuclear family,’’13 according to Ladd-Taylor and Umansky are characterized as 

"bad" mothers and are under assault. More specifically, the attack on black mothers is 

exacerbated by the fact that "mother-blaming manifested itself not just in criticism but in public 

policy" as evident in Daniel Patrick Moynihan’ s earlier report where he alluded to the decline of 

the black family resulting from illegitimate birth rates, welfare rates, etc. 14 The image &the 

"bad" mother "serves as a scapegoat, a repository for social or physical ills that resist easy 

explanation or solution ... [where] scapegoating, as a process, does not engage principles of 

equity or evenhandedness; it seeks pockets of vulnerability.’’is Therefore, as a society we cannot 

afford to allow the image of the "bad" mother to circulate or proliferate without thoroughly 

interrogating the root causes of societal ills such as poverty, racism, and sexism among others. 

However, the intent of this examination is not to explore in detail the societal ills that have 

contributed to and resulted in the image of the "bad" mother but to interrogate the image as 

embodied in the mother figure on screen. This examination of the "bad" mother, furthermore is 

not an attempt to defend the "bad" mother nor to further demonize the "bad" mother but to 

suggest that the filmmaker either consciously or unconsciously employed strategies associated 

with the representation of the "bad" mother; an image that becomes incredibly dangerous in an 

era where women, economically disadvantaged women, and black women in particular are 

targeted as victims of "mother-blaming" for the sake of promoting government agenda, political 

interests, and the practices and polices of those in positions of power and control. 

While sociological and political factors influence the materialization of the "bad" mother, 

it is Philip Wylie who claims that the mother "’is the bride at every funeral and the corpse at 

every wedding,’’’16 hinting at the dark side &the mother figure and it is this dark side of the 

mother as reconstructed in Precious that is worthy of investigation. Since it is the "bad" mother 

or the "dark side" &the mother/woman that is presaged in the film, the mother’s position as 

"bad" becomes central to understanding how the film conforms to horror. It then becomes 

necessary to utilize feminist film theory in terms of reading how the "bad" mother/woman is 
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constructed on screen to establish the film as an extension of horror. Utilizing feminist film 

theory (a theory that has not always been adequate for reading black women) is fraught with its 

on complexities and obstacles in view of its limitations for analyzing black women, yet for the 

purposes of this examination and despite these limitations, this theory will be explored because 

of its usefulness to the present study. The relevance of turning to feminist film theory is apparent 

when we consider that Hollywood women’s films from an earlier period had difficulty 

portraying female subj ectivity (not to include black female subj ectivity) and this difficulty 

"resulted in a genre that specifically addressed women ... that lived off a female protagonist who 

only becomes representable via deviancy."17 If white women were represented via deviancy in 

these early films it is no doubt that black women stood to be similarly subjugated and distorted. 

Although Precious does not necessarily refl ect the Hollywood cinema of the earlier era, the 

implication in terms of the way that women were marked stands to impact contemporary 

representations of women visualized on screen. Thus, since Precious is an attempt at 

representing female subj ectivity, much like earlier films, then "it can only be represented in 

forms of illness and aberration" according to Mary Ann Doane, "stories of suffering; in a word 

masochism.’’18 Masochism, is aggressiveness turned upon the self, according to Nancy 

Chodorow, and reflects pleasure in pain,19 therefore, it is the masochistic behavior observed in 

Precious’s mother, (Mary played by Mo’Nique), that informs her actions and allows her to 

parallel characters associated with horror. Specifically, Mary engages in inappropriate behavior 

when she denies her daughter the opportunity to obtain an education; refuses to accompany her 

daughter when she gives birth; forces her daughter to have sex with her father and even, 

metaphorically, with Mary herself; banishes her daughter from her home; physically and verbally 

assaults her daughter; belittles her daughter regarding her size and weight; exploits her daughter 

by forcing her into subservience; and criticizes her daughter for her desire to eschew her dire 

condition. The mother engages in masochistic behavior because she is in pain and since she is 

denied love and a "healthy" sexual relationship with her husband (Carl -- Precious’s father), as 

though maintaining a relationship with him is more important than serving as a mother to her 

daughter, this denial causes her to experience narcissism.2° The masochistic behavior in which 

she engages links her to monstrous mothers (a point that will be elaborated later in the essay) 

similar to those depicted in Asian films who suffer "from primal bereavement and abandonment 

fears [or] anxieties ... [and] who have forfeited their nurturing roles, by choice or design, as 
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primary caregivers.’’21 Because the mother feels abandoned, she neglects her duties as a 

nurturing mother. Abandonment by the male causes Mary to internalize her rejection and loss of 

love and as a result of this denial of affection, she then in turn inflicts pain onto her daughter 

characterizing the mother who can no longer nurture and provide. While Mary’s rej ection by her 

spouse serves to explain some of her behavior, the film fails to provide other explanations for her 

source of pain such as, whether or not she was abused as a child or endured other forms of 

exploitation, yet what the film makes clear is that Mary does have a mother (Precious’ 

grandmother) who is seemingly the antithesis of Mary in that she takes care of her granddaughter 

(Mongo), visits Precious during childbirth, and brings her granddaughter home for social work 

visits so that Mar}, can continue her welfare status. The film, on some level, seems to suggest 

that the "good" mother symbolized by the grandmother (Mary’s mother and Precious’ 

grandmother) is deliberately contrived to juxtapose to the "bad" mother embodied by Mary so 

that audiences fully understand what constitutes a "good" versus a "bad" mother. Despite 

whatever relationship Mar3, has with her mother, a relationship that is strained because of the 

way Mary lashes out at her mother, the focus of this discussion is on Mar3, and her own 

psychosis as a signifier of the "bad" mother since this critique is more concerned with Mary’s 

relationship to her daughter, Precious, and less concerned with Mary’s relationship to her 

mother, as Mar}, becomes an embodiment of the "bad" mother who is also characterized as the 

"bad phallic" mother. 

Phallic Mothers 

Mary as a signifier of the "bad" mother becomes an embodiment of the "bad" phallic 

mother [who exhibits] a j ealousipossessive stance toward the child, just because it represents the 

much-longed-for phallus that is now aggressively seized upon ... the negative kind of fusional 

mother image serves to punish women who fall away from the angelic mode .... ,,22 She 

constitutes the "bad" phallic mother since she stands in for the phallus that is denied her through 

the denial of sexuality from her husband, Carl. This is evident by the cigarette, which becomes a 

phallic symbol dangling from her mouth throughout most of the film and representing the phallus 

which she is denied. More than that, she becomes "bad" as a result of this disavowal and 

therefore, must be punished for her non-angelic behavior. That women are punished for not 
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adhering to prescribed norms of patriarchy is apparent in cinematic representations and 

consistent with the punishment that "bad" women subsequently endure, therefore Mary, 

similarly, is punished for characterizing the "bad" mother and puni shed through the loss of her 

husband due to his untimely death from AIDS (a husband that she had lost even prior to his 

death) and her loss of possession of her daughter and grandchildren. Regardless as to how she is 

punished, Mar5, signifies the "phallic mother" to the extent that her "masculine identity--her 

penis envy--would inhibit successful mothering.’’23 Moreover, the "phallic mother satisfies 

needs for power that her ideal function prohibits.’’24 Thus, while Mary is denied power in her 

marriage and in society at large due to her desire to remain perpetually dependent on the welfare 

system (a system that creates such dependency), she attempts to exert power over and terrorize 

her own daughter. She also offers her daughter to her husband (Precious’s father) to fulfill his 

sexual needs. In doing so, she is both, in competition with her daughter for the husband/father’s 

attention and at the same time, resentful of the fact that her daughter is the object of her 

husband’s desire. Mary then assumes thi s contradictory position of both loving her daughter 

because she is her offspring, yet hating/rej ecting her daughter because of the threat that the 

daughter poses to her relationship with the husband/father and thereby, represents the collusive 

mother. 

Collusive Mothers 

To further examine Mary as a personification of the "bad"/phallic mother, it is necessary 

to turn to a discussion of the collusive mother and examine her participation in the incestuous 

relationship that occurs between her husband and daughter. Because of her consensual 

involvement and placid acknowledgement, Mary represents the "collusive mother," according to 

Janis Johnson, who refers to 

a mother who is a cold, frigid, withdrawn, physically ill, or psychologically 
impaired woman who resigns from her expected roles of responsible wife and 
mother and pushes her daughter into taking on her duties in the family, including 
satisfying the emotional and sexual needs of the father. The collusive mother 
avoids and denies the incest that goes on under her very nose. When confronted 
with its reality, she either disbelieves or blames her daughter. 2s 
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The collusive mother can be explained by the unconscious forces within the individual and 

Oedipal conflict, which are connected to their own depriving mothers and who seek love and 

approval, yet are rejected. Mary, however, does not totally conform to this definition of the 

collusive mother because she does not appear to be deprived of her own mother’s affection or 

attention though she is deprived of affection from her spouse. Yet, she does conform to the 

collusive mother to the extent that such mothers "relinquish their responsibilities as wives and 

mothers and push their daughters into assuming their roles in an attempt to become daughters 

again and recreate the opportunity to receive the love and support they never experienced with 

their own mothers.’’26 The collusive mother reverses roles with her daughter, which leads to the 

incestuous act. Thus, the collusive mother is then marked by the sexual rej ection of her husband 

and the role reversal with her daughter, which allows the mother to reclaim the attention she has 

been denied by living vicariously through her daughter. Both rej ection and role reversal are 

apparent in the mother-daughter relationship in Precious because although Precious provides the 

sexual needs of her father, she is also reduced to serving her mother by being forced to perform 

domestic duties (i.e. prepare meals and clean the home); even after producing a child with her 

father, she is encouraged to seek welfare to provide additional income for her mother. Precious 

becomes the means by which financial subsistence is attained, maintained, and sustained for 

Mary. Because Mary is a participant in the incestuous relationship between father and daughter, 

she becomes an embodiment of the collusive mother but, more importantly, she sees herself as 

victim and through her victimization, experiences masochism. She is both victim and victimizer 

in that she has internalized the rejection and alienation that has been projected onto her and in 

turn, projects that onto her daughter. Additionally, she is part of the vicious cycle of self-hatred, 

"which may account for what has been ... described as [her] emotional withdrawal, disinterest, 

and passivity.’’27 Furthermore, Mary does not deny her participation in the incestuous 

relationship; she is a willing participant who sanctions this relationship. And although Mary 

personifies the "bad/phallic/collusive" mother this is not to excuse the behavior of the father as 

both are complicit in their exploitation of their daughter. Referring to Mary as the 

"bad/phallic/collusive" mother is not an attempt to engage in mother-blaming but is an attempt to 

suggest how the cinema utilizes such representations to perpetuate the assault that continues to 

be waged against "bad" mothers who are frequently victimized by a number of colluding forces 
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that result in them being positioned as inadequate providers as they become signifiers of failed 

mothers and in this instance, failed bl ack mothers incapable of motherhood. 

Failed Mothers/Motherhood 

When considering Mary’ s representation as a failed black mother incapable of 

motherhood, this critique cannot occur without addressing the implications of such 

representations within a contemporary as well as historical context as both are necessary to 

illuminate the dire consequences that such representations have for spectators. In contemporary 

society and culture, while the black male has been depicted as a "sexual predator" and 

constructed as the "deadbeat dad," the black mother has more often than not represented the 

antithesis. The black mother has historically symbolized idealized motherhood: one who 

nurtures, provides, cares for, guides, protects, supports, refuses to abandon or neglect, and keeps 

the family intact. In cinema, this idealized representation of the black mother is canonized in 

Imitaaon of Lijb (1934), a film that featured a black self-sacrificial mother who placed her 

daughter before herself and met her untimely death because of her daughter’s rej ection. 

Precious, then invites a comparison to this earlier film because it provides an inverted 

relationship between the mother-daughter canonized in Imita#on of Life as the mother attempts 

to psychologically, and at times, physiologically "murder" her own daughter - a position 

affirmed by Noel Carroll who declares that "monsters are not only physically threatening; they 

are cognitively threatening.’’~ That Precious threatens black motherhood, at a moment when 

black fatherhood is under attack, seems to be one of the greatest offenses committed by the film 

and certainly consciously if not unconsciously reminds us oflmitaaon of Lijb by making us well 

aware of the assault being waged against black mothers. It is conceivable that Mary defies what 

constitutes "ideal" black motherhood and threatens the existence and survival of the black family 

while posing as a threat29 evident when we consider that "family horror ... usually signifies films 

o ., ,,30 in which the monster comes from within the ~aml~y .... 

Turning to Imitation of Life provides as a means by which to explore failed black 

motherhood, in that Delilah (the black mother), attempts to protect her daughter, Peola, who 

desires to pass for white, from the racial terror that has infected American society and 

encourages her to come to terms ~vith her black racial heritage in spite of her white appearance. 

In comparison, Precious, depicts Mary (the black mother), who is so imbued with the self-hatred 
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she has endured as a result of racial/economic/gender oppression, rej ection, and the need for 

love, she seeks to punish her own daughter for her suffering. Of course, we cannot ignore that 

both daughters’ names begin with P (Precious and Peola), a demonstrative example conveying 

how Precious harkens back to the earlier film. As for the mothers’ names, Mary and Delilah are 

biblical names representing the opposite of the character roles assumed. According to biblical 

history, Mar}, was the virginal mother who gave birth to Jesus, yet on screen she is the direct 

opposite of virginity/innocence and Delilah was the woman who deceived Sampson, yet on 

screen she personifies the direct opposite of deception. That both mothers have deceptive biblical 

names could speak to the subtle ways in which these films invoke a religious subtext, with 

Delilah being personified as deeply religious (the antithesi s of deception), while Mary is 

personified as sacrilegious - (the antithesi s of virginity/innocence), linking her to monstrosity. 

Comparatively, Delilah becomes an embodiment of Christian faith in the face of untold suffering 

while Mary is devoid of any sense of spirituality, perhaps explaining her own suffering and 

demonization. Undeniably, Precious - a signifier of the "bad" black mother invites us as 

spectators to reflect on the earlier Imitation of Life as a signifier of the "good" black mother to 

recover black motherhood in all of its complexity.’’3J If Imitation of Life represents "good" 

motherhood and Precious represents "bad" motherhood, it is conceivable that black motherhood 

is under assault and even if this is not the case, paralleling the two films is relevant to the extent 

that earlier representations of black motherhood become points of comparison for assessing 

contemporary representations as embodied in the "bad" mother, Mary, who can also be read as 

"monstrous" as it is her monstrosity that connects her to horror. 

Monstrous Mothers/The Return of the Repressed 

Whatever the comparison between Precious and Imitation of LiJi~, Mary, resembles 

characters prevalent in other films and specifically, horror films evident in Carol Clover’s 

assessment of those such as P,sycho (1960) and "lhe Texas Chain Saw Massacre, 1I (1986) where 

"we are repeatedly confronted with a portrait of the dead mother silently presiding over all 
. 3"~ 

manner of cannibalistic and incestuous doings on the part of her adult children." "Mary’s 

characterization as the "bad," monstrous, demonic, phallic, and collusive mother who is also a 

signifier of failed motherhood is undoubtedly a construction borrowed from horror and is 
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perhaps best captured by the following description: "She’s stuffed herself into a delicate-looking 

tank top and leggings, their tiny blue flowers in contrast to the monster inside. She does a slow 

bump and grind, carefully smoothing back her hair. Lust and menace hang so heavy in the air, 

the devil himself would be afraid.’’33 

The film’s monstrosity, signified by Mary, deserves to be thoroughly interrogated 

because "The monster and the woman thus find themselves on the same side, the side of 

dissimilariO,,,,34 according to Marie-Helene Huet. "’The female is as it were a deformed male’... 

since she herself is on the side of the dissimilar ... the female appears to be destined by nature to 

contribute more figures of dissimilarity, if not creatures even more monstrous.’’35 While Huet 

expounds on the historical origin of the mother and her association with the monster, I am 

suggesting that the mother in Precious is the monstrous figure. Mary is an extension of 

monstrosity, and her irascible behavior is visibly apparent in the way she terrorizes her daughter 

through her verbal denunciations, throwing water in her face (similar to the equally terrorizing 

mother in Carrie, 1976 - a film discussed later in the essay), hurling objects at her physically, 

and mistreating her granddaughter who has Down’s syndrome--all of which amounts to an 

abnormality marking the film an extension of horror. Mary’s transformation from human to 

inhuman or demonic is initially demonstrated when she chastises Precious for answering the 

doorbell: 

Precious, you called that white bitch to my house. Why did she ring my goddamn 
buzzer? I feel that you think you are becoming a grown woman. That shit you 
pulled in the kitchen I should have fucked you up but I let you get away ... But 
bitch, I am gonna let you know if you ever pull that shit again, I am gonna get rid 
of you. You gone let that bitch ring my buzzer talking about some higher 
education. You are a dummy, bitch. You don’t never know shit. Don’t nobody 
need you and don’t nobody want you. You done fucked around and let my man 
have two children and one of them is a goddamn animal running around looking 
crazy. Bitch, you know what? I think you are trying me. You done fucked with 
my money and you standing up at the top of the stairs like you a woman and you 
looking down on me. I am gonna show you what a real woman is because bitch 
you don’t know- what real women do; what real motherfucking women do. I 
should have aborted your ass because you ain’t shit. The day the doctors put you 
in my hands you had a smirk on your face. You smile about that, bitch .... I am 
gonna kill you bitch... 
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In her outrage, Mary’s behavior personifies the demonic in that she seeks revenge on her 

daughter, attempts to thwart her daughter’s desire for education, accuses her of being responsible 

for the incestuous acts for which she is victimized, attempts to minimize her intellectually, 

characterizes her granddaughter as an animal, claims that she should have aborted her daughter 

at birth (a claim similarly made by the mother in Carrie), and, finally, criticizes her daughter for 

observing her own outrageous behavior. In sum, she denigrates, intimidates, threatens, insults, 

renders her undeserving, and violates her sense of self. This verbal abuse then becomes 

transformed into physical abuse when she throws Precious’ newly born son, Abdul, on the floor 

and viciously attacks her daughter who, in fleeing their home with the baby, escapes down a 

stairwell only to narrowly miss being hit by a television thrown from above (similar to a scene in 

Carrie when her mother viciously chases her daughter after stabbing her with a butcher knife 

forcing her to tumble down a stairwell). Mary engages in what Peter Hutchings characterized as 

performing horror in her transcendence from human to inhuman. "The monster in question might 

be inactive but we know that it could, and probably will, attack at any moment [where] ... 

periods of intent stillness are punctuated by outbursts of extreme violence.’’36 Hutchings 

continues, "But the stillness.., is not just about extending that suspenseful moment before the 

monster lunges at you. Stillness can also in itself signify power and dominance, essential 

prerequisites for any self-respecting monster.’’37 

The monstrosity of Mary and the film’s association to horror is all the more convincing 

when we consider Alfred Hitchcock’s classic horror, Psycho (1960). In that film, a psychotic son 

kills his mother and her former lover out of a fear of rej ection, yet because of his undying love 

for his mother, excavates her dead body and returns it to her rocking chair in their home. The 

dead mother sits in the rocking chair throughout much of the film, while the son engages in role- 

playing as his mother in order to relive the relationship he had with her. Precious then bears a 

striking resemblance to this film in that while the mother figure in Precious is not literally dead, 

she is psychologically dead and remains virtually glued to her chair throughout much of the film. 

That she is psychologically dead and not physically dead conjures images from other horror 

films such as, Night of the LivingDead (1969) where the "living dead themselves are the active 

and catalytic agency for the release of all of the film’s horrors.’’38 The chair in Precious then 

becomes symbolic of Mary’s existence as she is perched before a television that becomes her 

source of escape; the chair becomes her throne from which she wields her power; the chair 
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serves as her platform from which she launches her monstrous acts; and the chair becomes the 

prison from which she cannot escape. Precious further resembles Psycho in that while Psycho 

addresses matricide, Precious addresses infantici de, not literally but psychologically. 

Added to this, in Psycho the protagonist displays his collection of stuffed birds, and the 

presence of animals could reify an attraction to animalistic behavior. In Precious, Ma~ appears 

to be more loving toward her cat, Ethel,39 than her own daughter. The presence of animals and 

their association to horror is further evident when Precious mistakenly mispronounces "incest" 

for "insect" (as insects are connected to The Fly 1986, another horror film) and in so doing links 

her abuse with something less than human. 

Mary, affirming her own characterization as monstrous even proclaims to the social 

worker, "You got that bitch looking at me like I am some kind of monster." That the monstrous 

mother "becomes the castrating girl/woman, a figure designed to strike terror into the hearts of 

men’’4° is apparent based on Barbara Creed’s views. From this perspective, Mary conforms to the 

monstrous mother in that she too is symbolic of the "castrating woman": a position that she 

shares with the mother in Psycho who represented the "castrating woman" to her son who 

punishes her by killing her. 

More than paralleling Psycho because of the mother figure, Precious positions the mother 

as being juxtaposed between humanity and inhumanity. "The monstrous is produced at the 

border between human and inhuman, man and beast,’’41 according to Creed and as the monstrous 

mother in Precious, Mal5T straddles the border between the human and inhuman through the 

terror she inflicts on her daughter: stalking her daughter as when Precious leaves home and Mau 

inquires about her absence. Mary’s positioning between human and inhuman is perhaps 

solidified in the parallel that she shares with other horrific figures such as King Kong from the 

similarly titled (1933) film, particularly evident when she admits to the social worker (Ms. 

Weiss, played by Mariah Carey) that she encouraged the incestuous relationship with her 

daughter by asking, "Who loved me?" Mary’s proclamation is an attempt to justify the 

exploitation of her daughter and explain away her offensive behavior and if audiences see her as 

being unloved and her lack of love as responsible for her behavior then they are more likely to be 

sympathetic to her plight as a woman who is similarly victimized. Hutchings speaks to the 

sympathetic monster and states: 
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Horror’s monsters ... lead a dynamic existence, constantly caught up as they are 
in processes of change, moving back and forth between dominance and 
subordination, activity and stillness. And the main vehicles by which this 
changeability is articulated, and in large part the distinctive of each monster 
defined, are the actors involved as they work to bring to life creations that are 
frightening but not always frightening in the same way and that are sometimes 
sympathetic and vulnerable as well .... Despite the fact that horror films rely on 
their monsters generally behaving in an unpleasant manner, there are numerous 
instances where monsters acquire a certain pathos, where we are meant to view 
them, despite all the bad things they have done, with a degree of sympathy.42 

If this is the case, then Mary’s statement allows her to convey that she is human with human 

emotions despite the beastly acts that she committed and demonstrates "to us how sad it is 

sometimes to be a monster.’’43 Her proclamation then can be read as an attempt to humanize the 

beast in the same manner that after King’ s Kong death, the film professes that it was beauty that 

killed the beast. Such commentax3, is an attempt to humanize a beastly character, King Kong, in 

the same manner that an effort is made to humanize Mar3,. It is Max3,’s association with the norm 

through her expression of human emotions that allows her to become less beastly and that 

reflects Stephen Neale’s assertion that the "monster...initiates a series of acts of murder [or] 

destruction which can only end when it itself is either destroyed or becomes normalised .... ,, 44 

The film’s end attempts to normalize Max3, as the monstrous figure. 

The monstrosity of Precious and Mary becomes most apparent when this film is 

compared to the well known horror Carrie. The latter film focuses on a white teenaged girl who 

possesses telekinetic powers and whose psychotic mother is so obsessed with religion that she 

engages in satanic practices as when she lights candles on nearly every surface in the home prior 

to inflicting death on her daughter. Carrie, having grown up in this environ is awkward, shy, 

alienated, taunted by her classmates, and to some extent estranged from her mother who has 

failed to explain to her daughter the process of biological development as in the onset of 

menstruation causing her humiliation with her classmates. When invited to the school prom, 

Carrie, after some convincing, decides to attend in order to become "normal" and "fit in." Using 

her telekinetic powers to resist her mother’s refusal, Carrie attends the prom and is voted prom 

queen until a class prank is enacted when a bucket of pig’s blood falls onto her while she stands 

drenched on stage just at the moment when she is experiencing self-actualization after receiving 

her crown. In the film "women are referred to ... as ’pigs,’ women ’bleed like pigs’, and the 
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pig’s blood runs down Carrie’s body at a moment of intense pleasure, just as her own menstrual 

blood ran down her legs during a similar pleasurable moment when she enjoyed her body in the 

shower. Here, women’s blood and pig’s blood flow together, signifying horror, shame, and 

humiliation.’’4s In retaliation to the prank, Carrie uses her powers to lock the doors of the 

building which is engulfed in flames causing destruction and leading to a number of deaths. It is 

suggested that, "Her telekinesis signifies the threat that unchecked female desire may pose to 

society."46 Yet, Carrie returns home after the prom only to be met by her mother’s wrath forcing 

her to kill her mother and when she uses her telekinetic powers to destroy their home which too 

becomes engulfed in flames, Carrie meets her death. Shelley Lindsey argues that "Carrie’s 

subsequent path to womanhood is presented as a treacherous course that must be cautiously 

navigated by either of the two possible routes she is offered: the sexual repression demanded by 

her mother, or the promise of femininity volunteered by her gym teacher .... ,47 The film ends 

when Carrie’s classmate, who volunteered her date as Carrie’s prom escort, awakens from a 

dream and proceeds to place flowers on the site where Carrie’s house once stood (displaying a 

for sale sign overwritten with the warning "Carrie White Burns in Hell") to avenge for her cruel 

actions, only to be met by a bloody hand that reaches from the grave. 

Precious and Carrie are so strikingly similar the parallels are unmistakable evident in 

that both films borrowed their titles from the names of the protagonist featured; both films 

resulted in the protagonist either winning or nominated for an academy award - Mo’nique won 

for Precious and Sissy Spacek was nominated for Carrie; both films reveal "the family ... itself 

[as] the very source of horror;’’48 both films focus on demonic mothers who victimize and 

terrorize their teenaged daughters; both films focus on mothers whose names begin with M 

(Mary in Precious and Margaret in Carrie); both films feature a concerned teacher who attempts 

to rescue the victimized teen; both films employ the strategy of dreams to erase the nightmarish 

existence in which the teens reside; both films depict "phallic" mothers; both films hint at the 

"repressed sexual desires including those which flow between mother and daughter;’’49 both 

films examine teens who struggle to achieve subj ectivity; and body films engage in body horror. 

More importantly, these films are similar in the construction of monstrous mothers. Margaret 

White’s (Carrie’s mother) monstrosity is initially apparent when Carrie confronts her mother 

regarding the fact that she has failed to inform her about menstruation and her mother responds 

by physically assaulting Carrie while reciting biblical passages. She further punishes Carrie by 
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forcing her into a closet and then lights candles outside the door around a crucifix. That she 

physically assaults her daughter, confines her to a (prayer) closet, throws a glass &water onto 

her face, and attempts to murder her daughter demonstrates the mother’s monstrosity; a parallel 

that she shares with MaryiMonique who also physically attacks her daughter, confines her to the 

bedroom upstairs, awakens Precious by throwing water onto her face, and psychologically if not 

physically murders her daughter. It is of note that when Carrie returns to her room after being 

confined to the closet, she stares into the mirror and when the mirror breaks because of her 

telekinetic powers, the mirror signifies the mirror/image stage illuminated by Freud "which is to 

establish a relationship between the organism and its reality" - a moment that is similarly 

observed in Precious when she too stares into the mirror as a means of self-actualization despite 

the horrors inflicted. The mother (Margaret) as a monstrous figure in Carrie is further revealed to 

be a phallic mother when she opposes Carrie’ s attendance at the prom with a male teenager and 

since she has been abandoned by Carrie’s father, she believes Carrie is likely to endure a similar 

fate. Thus, her demonic obsession with her daughter and rejection by her husband explains how 

she becomes a phallic mother in view &the phallus that she has been denied - a position that she 

shares with Mary. The phallic symbol in Carrie becomes evident when Margaret wages the 

butcher knife above her daughter as she escapes down the narrow stairwell following a stab 

wound received; a scene that stands to represent the symbolic rape of the daughter by the mother 

in much the same manner that Precious is literally raped by her father and visually/figuratively 

raped by Mary. Finally, both films engage in abjection in that the monstrous mother, "By 

refusing to relinquish her hold on her child ... prevents it from taking up its proper place in 

relation to the symbolic. Partly consumed by the desire to remain locked in a blissful relationship 

with the mother and partly terrified of separation, the child finds it easy to succumb to the 

comforting pleasure of the dyadic relationship.’’s° The daughter’s return to the mother occurs in 

Carrie when after attending the prom, she returns home dej ected, affirming her mother’s 

predictions. The daughter’s return to the mother occurs in Precious when the protagonist decides 

to attend school despite her mother’s threats and after giving birth to her son, she returns home 

only to be violently and viciously rej ected. Both of these attempts at leaving yet attempting to 

remain connected to the mother demonstrate the complexity of the mother-daughter relationships 

in cinematic representations. 
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Mary’s monstrosity, as it parallels the monstrosity rendered visible in P,sycho and Carrie, 

is further revealed when we consider her association with vampires, a mainstay of horror. 

Vampires are "’bodies without souls’’’51 according to Barbara Creed and Mary can be seen as 

similar to a soulless vampire in that she lacks remorse for her behavior. "The vampire is dead 

and yet not dead: he is an Un-Dead, a ’dead’ person who yet manages to live thanks to the blood 

he sucks from the living .... The stronger the vampire becomes, the weaker the living 

become .... ,,52 The vampire also has been characterized as a metaphor for capitalism and, in this 

respect, we can apply this reading to Mary who although is a victim of capitalism and has been 

displaced because of capitalism, she then becomes an embodiment of a capitalist who attempts to 

suck the life out of the weaker, her daughter. In this instance, Mary exploits Precious and forces 

her to have children so that she can continue to receive subsistence from the welfare system, 

making her synonymous with the vampire. 

To affirm that Mar?- might personify a vampire or to support the film’ s association with 

vampires, Precious states after revealing to the social worker that her children were fathered by 

her father: 

I see vampires too, they come at night and tell me that I am one of them, they say, 
"Precious you belong with us," then they go downstairs; the people downstairs are 
vampires; they have dirty-tampons [reminiscent of Carrie being barraged by 
tampons in the shower by her classmates] in the garbage--ain’t got no home 
training. Ms. Rain will find out that I have never been to a doctor; I had my first 

baby on the kitchen floor with my mother kicking me in my ass. 

In this instance, both Precious’s mother and father represent vampires because of their 

exploitation as well as her neighbors who are connected to blood--a signifier of horror. 

Specifically, Mary bears resemblance to the vampire because "the horror [is] at a maternity 

turned monstrous, one that feeds on children rather than feeding them, the mother [is the] 

vampire.’’53 Precious characterizes her neighbors as vampires because of their behavior but also 

because they refuse to see her and see the abuse she endures, but that she sees herself as a 

vampire reflects how she has internalized the horror that has been projected onto her as the 

victim of incest and rape. 
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Incestuous Father(s)/Sexual Taboo/Rape 

"It’s so easy to make yo’self out God Almighty when you ain’t got nothin’ tuh strain 

against but women and chickens" (Zora Neale Hnrston, Their Eyes Were Watching God).~4 

Incestuous FathersAqexual Taboo 

Precious is further complicated not only by the demonization of the black mother, but by 

the depiction of an incestuous father. Incest is characterized as taboo and its prohibition "is 

commonly understood as a fundamental rule of social order. It is the primordial law, which 

defines the special place of human society within the natural and supernatural world. It is the 

mark of humanity.’’ss Moreover, when the father engages in an incestuous relationship with his 

daughter, "the incestuous father assumes that it is his prerogative to be waited upon at home, and 

that if his wife fails to provide satisfaction, he is entitled to use his daughter as a substitute. It is 

this attitude of entitlement - to love, to service, and to sex - that finally characterizes the 

incestuous father .... ,,s6 As for Precious, when we acknowledge the mother’s willing complicity 

and psychosis as well as the child’s desire to please the parent, the incestuous relationship is no 

surprise. 

However, because the black male is positioned as the incestuous father, it is necessary to 

examine the film’s implication for black masculinity. Bell hooks suggests that perceptions of 

black masculinity evolving from the "dominant culture’s stereotypical, fantastical representations 

of black masculinity.., constructs black men as ’failures’ who are psychologically ’fucked up,’ 

dangerous, violent, sex maniacs whose insanity is informed by their inability to fulfill their 

phallocentric masculine destiny in a racist context.’’sT In Precious, the father figure, who is 

virtually absent for most of the film, represents this stereotype; when we consider that he is an 

incestuous father, this representation further supports hooks’ assessment that "with the 

emergence of a fierce phallocentrism, a man was no longer a man because he provided care for 

his family, he was a man simply because he had a penis ... his ability to use that penis in the 

arena of sexual conquest could bring him as much status as being a wage earner and provider.’’-~s 

Precious’s father is given significance only to the extent that he represents the father figure, is 

reduced to his sexuality, and becomes the agent of the incestuous act; otherwise, he does not 

exist. His vacuousness in the film further affirms his lack of importance within the context of the 
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black family. In fact, Ishmael Reed referred to him as "little more than an animal. A vile prop. A 

person with no story and no humanity.’’59 While the incestuous father is rendered invisible other 

than for his sexuality, Kathleen Rowe Karlyn argues, that he is significant within a patriarchal 

culture because, "As men claim their right to ’act out’ and girls to ’act bad,’ incest provides a 

discourse, an established set of conventions for examining and usually reasserting -- male 

authority perceived to be under siege.’’6° Karlyn continues that for white men "incest provides a 

narrative structure - derived from Freud’s work on the subject -that ideologically inverts the 

social realities of white male privilege.’’61 However, where black men are concerned, since they 

are automatically denied power in the larger society, while laying claim to women’s bodies 

might temporarily empower them within the home, they still remain disempowered in society at 

large. As for his power, specifically, the black male’s power in Precious is portrayed through his 

sexuality. When he removes his belt while hovering above Precious to sexually assault her, the 

belt itself nearly becomes both a phallic symbol and symbol of his power. This is similar to the 

whip utilized by the father in D. W. Griffith’s 1919 film, Broken Blossoms, which focused on a 

father-daughter incestuous relationship62 that has been associated with horror because of its 

"portrayal of abject terror .... ,,63 Aside from being an agent of incest and sexuality, the power of 

Precious’s father is implied only to the extent that he becomes partly responsible for Mary’s 

psychosis, otherwise, his power does not exist. Although virtually absent from the film, the 

father’s presence and his act of incest become indicative of the power that he has been denied 

and attempts to reclaim, but which is ultimately possessed by the monstrous mother, Mary. it is 

conceivable that the father’s presence (however demonic) as well as his absence "shows us the 

terror and rage of patriarchy in decline... ,,64 and in this instance, black patriarchy in decline. 

Rape 

The complexity of the incestuous father is further conveyed when Carl/father rapes 

Precious and during the course of the rape proclaims, "Daddy loves you," while Mary is seen in 

the di stan ce, standi ng in the doorway, voyeuri sti cally ob serving thi s abuse of her daughter and 

vicariously participating in the incestuous act. it is of note that "a recurrent narrative structure in 

the horror genre involves keeping the monster hidden a~vay either in the shadows or in off-screen 

space, glimpsed briefly if at all, until such time as the final confrontation with it is to take place, 

at which point the monster is finally revealed in all its ugly glory.’’6s In linking Precious to the 

horror genre, certainly Mary’s positioning in the distance demonstrates how" she becomes 
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synonymous with the monster and how she too participates in the rape of her daughter. That the 

father expresses love for his daughter at the moment he abuses her demonstrates the ambiguity of 

incest where fatherly love becomes conflated with sexual desire and moreover, marks him as the 

monstrous father in much the same manner that Mary is marked as the monstrous mother. It is of 

note that during the sexual assault, a baby’s cries are heard in the background, perhaps a 

personification &Precious’ own cries as the victim of sexual assault or the cries of the infant 

produced as a result of this incestuous act. Hutchings interprets the use of sound in horror and 

notes that "the frequent mismatching of sound to image in horror clearly offers film-makers 

opportunities not only to denote the beyondness or otherness of its monsters but also to dramatise 

extreme emotional states - especially that of terror - in ways not bounded by limitations of any 

particular performance.’’66 Therefore, the mismatch between the image (Precious’ rape) and the 

sound (baby’s cries) in this particular scene demonstrates how through the use of sound, the film 

conforms to horror and deploys other devices to construct the horrific. 

Constructing Horror/Horrific 

"...the monster began to roll in his bed" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching 

God).67 

Although Precious is not a horror film, it borrows from the horror genre in order to create 

the hellish space to which Precious is confined and from which she attempts to escape. The film 

employs what Annette Brauerhoch who in writing about, Mommie Dearest (1981), characterized 

as a genre mix of melodrama (in which the protagonist becomes an icon of suffering) and horror 

(in its visual style).6s In order to examine how Precious conforms to the horror paradigm, it is 

necessary to examine Julia Kristeva’s work on abj ection; revisit sexual deviance; explore 

haunted houses/claustrophobic spaces; examine illiteracy as an extension of horror; and 

interrogate blackness/racial impurity as associated with horror. 

Abjection 

Kfisteva characterizes abj ection as "that which does not ’respect borders, positions, 

rules’, that which ’disturbs identity, system, order."69 Furthermore, Kfisteva argues that food 

loathing - ("I expel myself, I spit myself out, I abject myself within the same motion through 

which ’I’ claim to establish myself")7° represents a major source of abjection and is prevalent in 
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horror. One way in which Precious can be seen as an extension of horror is through the food 

loathing that occurs in the film. Both Precious and Mar5, indulge in fried fatty foods that stand to 

endanger their health (such as pig feet and fried chicken customarily associated with African 

American culture), which explains Precious’s obesity. Both women desire these foods but then 

reject the very same foods they desire, as when Precious cooks pig feet for her mother, Mary 

rejects the food because her daughter failed to cook collard greens with the pig feet and because 

she claims the pig feet have far too much hair. Mary, engaging in an act of abjection, then forces 

Precious to consume the food. At another point in the film, Precious steals a bucket of fried 

chicken, claiming that she is hungry when her mother fails to provide her with money. After 

eating the chicken, she vomits, which signifies her attempt to "throw up, throw out, eject the 

abject .... ,,71 These conventions are consistent with horror and abjection of course, they do not 

constitute the only way by which to read the film as horrifying 

Sexual Deviance 

Moreover, the film undeniably conforms to horror when we consider Barbara Creed’s 

assertion that "the feminine body and incest" are unique to horror because they represent the 

border between normal and abnormal sexual desire.72 In Precious, then, it is not only Mary who 

is monstrous; the father becomes synonymous with monstrosity as he exerts dominance over his 

daughter by utilizing her to fulfill his sexual needs. "The horror film plays out the rage of 

paternal responsibility" according to Vivian Sobchack, "denied the economic and political 

benefits of patriarchal power.’’73 The incest between father and daughter is likely explained by 

Freud’s view that while the female child is encouraged to separate from the mother, she is 

expected to shift her sexual attraction to the opposite sex; unfortunately, in the case of incest, the 

father stands in as the object of attraction. In horror, sexually deviant acts such as incest likely 

occurs in places characterized as haunted. 

Haunted Houses/Claustrophobic Spaces 

That the stairwell is centered in these attacks becomes the space in which these physical 

acts of violence occur, representing "claustrophobic spaces," further indicates how such spaces 

become linked to horror. In Precious the space in which most of the horror occurs--a space that 

is dimly lit, sparsely furnished, and reflects decay in that the furnishings are worn and torn-- 

becomes indicative of horror. "The anthropomorphized apartments in which these characters live 
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... update salient features of the large, looming castles in which horror stories have traditionally 

been enacted.’’74 Houses and tunnels become places for the horrific and it "i s not j ust their 

Victorian decrepitude, but the terrible families--murderous, incestuous, cannibalistic--that 

occupy them.’’7-~ Affirming the significance of the house or space in which the horrific occurs, 

based on a Freudian analysis, is explained in the following way: "Things repressed do not simply 

disappear but remain present, albeit hidden, within the mind, just as the hidden room, an 

irrefutable sign of a past crime, waits patiently behind the wall for the inevitable moment of its 

discovery, a moment which marks the return of the repressed.’’76 In Precious, the apartment in 

which the mother and daughter reside becomes the space in which much of the horror unfolds. 

Therefore, Precious lends itself to horror because of the terrorizing space in which the evil is 

enacted and which haunts the protagoni st’ s existence. 

Illiteracy as a Form of Horror 

Horror is further invoked through the film’s preoccupation with illiteracy, evident in 

Precious’ inability to read despite the fact that early in the film she claims she was good at math 

but never opened a book. When Precious attends an alternative school, Each One-Teach One, 

what is terrifying is not just that her illiteracy reveals itself but that it becomes apparent among 

her peers--peers who in their expressed desires become symbolic of Precious’ desire to be a 

good mother, cook, dancer, etc. Her voice has been suppressed in those instances where her pain 

is amplified by her silence, and when she does speak she speaks in fragments, which is indicative 

of how she is imprisoned not only by the physical abuse but through intellectual disavowal. 

According to Kyung Hyun Kim, language is linked to trauma because "language, according to 

Lacan, is the crucial means for the child to free him or herself from the preoedipal crisis,’’77 and 

if those traumatized lack language their identity will forever be impaired. The fact that Precious 

speaks in fragments--a function of her illiteracy--also becomes an indicator of the trauma she 
¯ ¯ "78 has endured as an incest victim. It is the violation of her youth and innocence as an incest 

victim reflected in her illiteracy that marks the film as horrifying - an innocence that is marked 

by the little girl who lives in her building, who always eagerly greets her, and who desires to 

hold her baby. Early in the film, when Precious is given a red scarf, a signifier of the violation of 

her innocence, ~vhile sitting in a welfare office, she passes the scarf on to another young girl who 

she sees as similarly being abused or violated by her mother. It is this violation of innocence as 
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an incest victim that reveals itself in her lack of literacy that marks the film as concatenate to 

horror. 

Blackness/Racial ImpurityiHorr{f!c 

The horrific is further constructed in that the dark-complexioned characters are either 

victims or victimizers, while the white and light-complexioned characters are saviors or 

liberators. That darkness is linked to horror is well known, but when we consider the implication 

that the light-complexioned characters in the film--the teacher, Ms. Rain (Paula Patton); social 

worker, Ms. Weiss; and male nurse, Johnny (Lenny Kravitz); and white teacher and principal-- 

are the only ones who rescue Precious from her plight to the exclusion of others, is a disturbing 

notion in and of itself. That Precious is rescued only by whites/light complexioned characters 

demonstrates how and why Precious engages in her own form of self-hatred and believes that 

anyone who resembles herself should be rej ected. The mere insinuation that lightness/whiteness 

is the only means of rescue for this troubled black teen is horrifying yet is consistent with horror 

where "race as a marker of monstrosity [coincides] ... with the larger social body’s assumptions 

about white superiority.’’79 It is conceivable that this divide on the basis of race and color 

permeates horror films established by those such as Blade (1998) where "the racial purity of the 

full-blood vampire [is] contrasted unfavorably with the impurity of the half-blood/half-breed 

[vampire]..." and while this is not exactly the case in Precious with monsters divided on the 

basis of race, it demonstrates how issues surrounding racial purity/impurity i.e. color 

consciousness can infiltrate horror, thereby, linking Precious to the horrific. If we adopt Richard 

Dyer’s view on race and horror in his suggestion that whites are the living dead8° then while his 

argument stands to reverse the racial polarities that we normally associate with horror, we still 

cannot escape the horrific nor the consequences that this reading would have for Precious in that 

she is now being rescued by those deemed dead. Precious utilizes not only color as a means by 

which to construct the horrific but also engages in appropriating body horror. 

The Body as Grotesque 

"And he stood in the door and paid all the ugly women two dollars not to come in. One big 

meriny colored woman was so ugly till it was worth five dollars for her not to come in, so he 

gave it to her" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God).sl 
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It is not j ust the conventions of horror that are deployed that make Precious horrific, but 

it is the protagonist who is reduced to her body which becomes symbolic of her terrifying or 

nightmarish existence. Horror films allow us to "witness ... the body, another’s body, in 

experience: the body in sex and the body in threat.’’s2 Precious, who is an obese teenager and 

incest victim, is a signifier of obesity and victimization and because of this, her body becomes 

the site by which her terror is enacted and the "site &the monstrous.’’83 Therefore, Precious’s 

body then becomes targeted for both sexual and physical abuse. So while Mary is the monstrous 

mother, it is Precious’s body that represents the monstrosity that her mother possesses --- the 

monster appears to be a divided self in that the monstrous behavior inflicted onto its victim is 

exhibited by Mar3,, while the monstrous body that is exploited belongs to Precious. Affirming 

her obesity, Precious declares that, "I don’t like fruit, I like McDonald’ s" (a capitalistic 

enterprise/predator that has placed at risk the health of a generation of young adults). It is not 

only that Precious’s body is exploited but that she and others view her body as unattractive, 

nearly grotesque. In fact, Philip Brophy argues that "the contemporary horror film tends to play 

not so much on the broad fear of Death, but more precisely on the fear of one’s own body...."84 

Precious’s large and dark body nearly becomes a page on which the nightmare text is scripted as 

she is raped, physically assaulted, gives birth to an "abnormal" child, and subjected to illness 

when she becomes HIV positive. Her body bares the marks of the rage that her mother projects 

and the sexual abuse that her father seeks and thus "the proj ection of evil and revulsion onto the 

female body" marks the body as extending from horror. The "horror resides not so much in what 

is done to the body ... but in the threat of the body itself.’’as From the moment Precious appears 

on screen and is given a red scarf--a signifier that marks her as different, until she enters the 

classroom, where she is visibly much larger than her peers--she is constructed as abnormal. The 

constant preoccupation with her body is evident in the vicious derisions leveled by her mother 

when Precious claims that her mother once asked, "Who wants to see your big ass dancing 

anyway?" and Ma~yT refers to her daughter as "fat ass." Thus, the body becomes the site of 

contestation as this nightmare ensues. Even when Precious takes an exam for school, she 

remarks, "The test paints a picture of me as ugly black grease to be wiped away." When Precious 

attends the alternative school and students are required to write letters on the board, she scribbles 

an "f" while one of her classmates insults her by suggesting that "f" stands for fat. 
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The fact that Precious’s body is viewed as terrorizing or grotesque can be traced to the 

hi storical origin of the black body in American culture where the body was rendered as an obj ect 

of spectacle. According to bell hooks, black bodies were "objectified in a manner similar to that 

of black female slaves who stood on auction blocks while owners and overseers described their 

important, saleable parts, the black women whose naked bodies were displayed for whites at 

social functions had no presence. They were reduced to mere spectacle.’’a6 Precious’s body then 

speaks to thi s history in that she represents the past exploitation of black women’s bodies in 

slavery for the sake of capitalism and the present exploitation of black bodies for the sake of 

capitalism as she is objectified by her father, mother, and young black males, and also by the 

camera’s gaze. Many of the shots &Precious in the film are head shots and waist shots (shots of 

her from the waist up) to amplify her body size. At times, her face nearly fills the screen to 

convey the largeness of her body and if her large body becomes associated with the grotesque 

then her body is an extension of horror. 

When we consider Sander Gilman’s discussion of the black female body as "an icon for 

deviant sexuality," Precious’ victimization because of her incestuous relationship with her father 

(and maybe even her mother) is rendered all the more plausible. Gilman further states that black 

female sexuality allows for the establishment of the "link...between the ill, the bestial, and the 

freak (pathology, biology, and medicine) .... ,,aT The link between these three is evinced when 

Precious, as the victim of incest, produces a daughter who has Down’s syndrome, and at the 

film’s end Precious is diagnosed as being HIV positive. The birth of her daughter reflects what 

Barbara Creed has termed as offspring that emanated from the monstrous womb in that women 

produce offspring who are constructed as monsters,as It is of note that her "abnormal" daughter is 

named Mongo, derived from Mongoloid, a name that attempts to deny the child an identity other 

than that marked by having Down’s Syndrome. Such misnaming and erasure is horrifying in and 

of it self, and further reflects how this "abnormal" body produced this "abnormal" offspring. The 

abnormality of Precious’s body is reified by the "abnormality" associated with homosexuality 

evident in the relationship between Precious’s teacher, Ms. Rain and her significant other. 

Precious even attempts to demystify the "perceived abnormality" associated with such 

relationships when she proclaims, "They talk like television channels that I don’t watch. They 

smart... I don’t understand a word they are saying ... Morea say homos are bad people but they 

did not rape me; homos are not the ones who let me sit in class all of those years and never learn 
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nothing; homos are not the ones who sell crack to peoples in Harlem." In this instance, the film 

seems to shift the focus of Precious’s exploitation and victimization to a discussion of the 

morality of a group marked as Other or "abnormal." The film implies that homosexuals have not 

been reduced to the animalistic behavior that has been enacted upon Precious by her heterosexual 

parents, as her parents are the real monsters. Harry Benshoff, along with others, argues that 

homosexuality is linked to horror because it "creates a potential space of problematic 

identification for people who might be gay, lesbian, or otherwise queer .... I suggest that queers 

¯ ,. ,,89 ... are drawn to the genre because of its many intriguing ’not normal’ representations. 

While Precious’s physical body is not destroyed as it typical of slasher films, her 

psychological body is constantly under assault. However, what her body shares in common with 

horror is the fear of the body; because she is obese along with the perceived health consequences 

associated with obesity, it is the danger of obesity that creates fear in spectators. If the 

monstrosity of Mary is conflated with the obese body of Precious, "this tendency to give the 

monster a familiar face (the monster is not simply among us, but possibly is us) is tied ... to the 

¯ ,,90 focus on the body as site of the monstrous. Perhaps because of her body, Precious has more in 

common with occult films rather than slasher films, both of which engage in body horror. Clover 
¯ ,,91 contends that occult films "make the female body ’speak’ its experience. That Precious is 

impregnated for a second time by her father and gives birth to a son (in addition to the earlier 

birth of her daughter) becomes indicative of how her body "speaks" to the incestuous act of 

which she has been a victim. Clover continues "the occult film does have a language for the 

female body, a set of tropes and images that refer not to lack or absence but rather to the 

presence of things hidden from view but no less there for their invisibility.’’92 Because of 

Precious’s impregnation by her father, a demonic figure, the film bares resemblance to 

Rosemary’s Baby (1968), a horror film that focuses on a young woman who is impregnated by 

the devil. Thus, the father figure in Precious becomes synonymous with the devil in Rosemary’s 

Baby. While "the horror generated by Rosemary’s Baby is finally of the helpless infancy we all 

once suffered,’’93 the horror generated by Precious is that the cycle of"bad, phallic, monstrous, 

castrating" mothers, embodied by Mary - has the potential to reproduce itself in view of the 

abusiveness inflicted onto Precious. If horror films are about the terrorization of the body, they 

are also about the terrorization of the mind and dreams become a mechanism by which to escape 

these effects. 
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Dreams/Fantasies/Voyeurism 

"Janie’s first dream was dead, so she became a woman" (Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes 

Were Watching God").94 

Many victims who endure mental terror, torture, or abuse -- experience dreams or 

fantasies which allow them to escape their horrifying experience. According to Virginia Wright 

Wexman, "all the protagonists of the horror films are marked by ... a dissociation between self 

and body."95 Thus, Precious attempts to escape the monstrous life that envelops her through 

transcendence when she engages in dreams or fantasies that allow her to re-imagine herself in the 

~vay she desires. Dreams are connected to horror in films such as A Nightmare on Elm Street 

(1984)96 and Rosemary’s Baby and since "some horror films deal with our fears more directly 

than others ... horror films speak to our subconscious and - as do our dreams - deal with issues 

that are often painful for us to deal with consciously and directly.’’97 Precious, then becomes a 

personification of our society’s horror, nightmares, and dreams, but, more specifically, she 

engages in an out of body experience where, through her fantasies or dreams, she re-imagines 

herself as desired and desirable. In fact, we as spectators are prepared for this when Precious is 

introduced in the film and her voiceover narration states, "My name is Precious Clarisse Jones 

and I want a boyfriend with light skin, who has real nice hair, I want to be on a cover of a 

magazine, but first I want to be on the BET videos." These three representations of self become 

part of her imagination or dreams, which manifest themselves when she experiences the greatest 

anxiety. Janet Walker claims that a "common response to real trauma is, fantasy. Children 

especially learn to deal with repeated trauma by dissociating (splitting) or repressing the events 

during and after the occurrence.’’9s Freud further suggests that "the content of the dream is thus 

the fulfillment of a wish, its motive is a wish,’’99 therefore, when Precious engages in dreams or 

fantasies, it is conceivable that they reflect her desire to see herself as she imagines or envisions 

herself to be beyond the life she currently lives. Moreover, Freud claims that fantasy is 

connected to sexual abuse in that memories of seduction are sometimes the product of fantasy 

rather than real sexual abuse however, in this instance, Precious’s fantasies are a response to the 

real sexual abuse she has endured. 

The first fantasy or dream that Precious experiences occurs when she is being raped; she 

stares at the ceiling which begins to disintegrate and plaster falls until the wood slats are 
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revealed, then we see Precious entering a celebrity event with photographers taking her picture 

and asking for her autograph. It is no accident that the victim engages in these fantasies at the 

moment of victimization and speaks to Freud’s critique on fantasy in "A Child Is Being Beaten" 

where he suggests that "in the fantasy as it is consciously expressed, the subj ect occupies merely 

the role of spectator, unconsciously he or she is in the position &the one being beaten ... [a] 

shift from sadism to masochism.’’1°° The fantasy allows Precious to shift her subject position 

from that of object to that of subject. In this scene, Precious poses for photographers and engages 

in "photographic acts" as she is the subject rather than object in this voyeuristic journey where 

she sees herself as desirable rather than undesirable despite the exploitation endured. 10~ She 

imagines herself as a "bon a fide" star or celebrity who is escorted by a light-complexioned (or 

white) male, who wears a tuxedo and dons a cowboy hat, and she too is elegantly dressed 

wearing a leopard collar around her dress’s neckline. She descends the stairwell like a celebrity, 

moves through the crowds while throwing kisses to her admirers. Then suddenly her dream is 

interrupted by the sound of lightning and her mother throwing a bucket of water onto her face 

(reminiscent of Carrie) to awaken her from the dream. This dream sequence is incredibly 

significant because it attempts to reverse the abuse she has endured as she reconfigures herself in 

her imaginal5" as a star and one who is desired. Stardom coincides with horror cinema to the 

extent that "actors may have portrayed sinister or helpless characters onscreen [but were] being 

promoted as kind or capable stars offscreen’’~°2 and this is relevant to Precious, since she 

transcends in the fantasy from seeing herself as a victim at the hands of a monstrous mother 

which becomes synonymous with her offstageioffscreen horror, to seeing herself as a star which 

becomes synonymous with onstage/onscreen stardom, demonstrating how this masquerade of 

stardom connects to horror. The dream further speaks to how she envisions herself as a celebrity 

worthy of being photographed for magazine covers. The dream then not only allows her to 

escape the abuse but to transcend this abuse by reshaping the identity that has been constructed 

of her by others. Temporarily, Precious dis-identifies with the image constructed of herself in the 

real wofld--a self that she at times internalizes --and transcends to experience this imaginary, 

desirable self. The image from which she escapes reveals itself when she participates in her own 

internalized self-hatred and self-deprecating claim that, "Nobody loved me. Love ain’t done 

nothing for me; it beat me, raped me, called me an animal, made me feel worthless, made me 

sick." Precious’s internalized self-hatred is marked by her death wish, "Sometimes I wish I was 
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dead. I’d be okay, I guess, because I am looking up, for a piano to fall, a desk, counter, TV, 

maybe morea to fall, always something in my way." 

Prior to her subsequent dreams, where Precious re-imagines herself and reshapes her 

identity, she has other fantasies as when she flips through a photo album revealing a younger 

picture of her mother, hearing her mother’s voice proclaiming her love for her daughter, 

reminiscing a happier time in her life - affirming that at one point her mother did love her. In this 

instance, Precious desires what she has been denied: her mother’s unconditional love. Precious 

similarly observes a picture of her white male teacher and hears his voice proclaiming that he 

intends to divorce his wife and replace her with Precious. Again, she fantasizes to escape the 

haunted (house) apartment and abusive conditions in which she lives, to seek refuge with her 

white male teacher--who becomes an embodiment of desirability and stability--in a home that 

is not haunted (by a monster). 

In those moments when Precious is under attack, she resorts to dreams, fantasies, and 

reverie as she does when she is harassed by a group of young black male adolescents who 

proposition her, marking her body as expendable and knocking her to the ground. With leaves 

falling on her face, Precious dreams she is dancing in a club, wearing a transparent robe with a 

boa of ostrich feathers. A male admirer, light in complexion, observes her seductive moves on 

stage and j oins her in dancing. The two later embrace and he displays his affection for her by 

kissing her admirably. Elevated to dancer or stage performer, this dream allows Precious to 

reverse or defy her mother’s derisive remarks that she cannot dance and fulfills her desire to 

become a "video vixen," a representation which, according to Mae Henderson, signifies "on the 

one hand, sexual availability and exploitation, on the other.’’1°3 Henderson argues that black 

women who appropriate themselves in this manner cannot escape the history associated with the 

commodification &the black body in the public sphere but neither should they be blamed for 

profiting from such exploitation in a capitalistic and masculinist culture. Then, it is no wonder 

that Precious desires to be rendered as a "video vixen" -- an object of desire, rather than an 

obj ect of derision and victim of prey. 

Moments of reverie surface for Precious when she stares into the mirror and imagines 

herself as white. She removes a roller from her hair; an act that is mirrored by the reflected 

image and harkens back to passing films where the mirror becomes an affirmation of the self 
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reflected. For the passing character, if the image in the mirror is white then this becomes an 

affirmation of the white identity desired. Thus, Precious re-imagines herself as white as though 

whiteness stands to insulate, protect, and shelter her from the horrifying experience she faces. 

Precious engages in transcendence when watching television with her mother as the 

television becomes Mary’s only access to the outside world. She watches a movie that features 

Sophia Loren, an iconic white beauty from an earlier Hollywood era and one to whom she is 

diametrically opposed in view of the Eurocentric standards of beauty established by the industry. 

The presence of this iconic white beauty1°4 marks Precious as different - a characteristic of 

horror and symbolizes an image that Precious secretly desires. When Precious and her mother 

watch a foreign film and the women on screen prepare for dinner, Precious envisions herself on 

screen with her mother speaking in another language (language/literacy signifies liberation; 

illiteracy symbolizes enslavement) while setting the dinner table for a monumental feast, making 

food a celebration and means of escape. In this instance, rather than rejecting food (a link to 

horror), they embrace food and use it as a vehicle around which to solidify the family. 

Following Precious’ violent ej ection from her (haunted) home after giving birth to her 

son, she resorts to fantasizing of a more welcoming home. She peers through a church gate and 

observes a choir rehearsal, she imagines herself as a member of the choir, dressed in a blue and 

gold robe, singing j oyfully while embracing her baby, a dog, and her light-complexioned 

admirer. Because it is the holiday season, the choir sings the popular song, "Soul Holidays." This 

moment of reverie allows her to escape the horrific exploitation that has been proj ected onto her, 

making her realize the need to escape from the monstrous, terrorizing, and "abnormal" home 

from which she flees in search of a more embracing, supportive, and "normal" home desired. 

With every traumatic event, Precious resorts to dreams, as when her mother reveals that 

her father died of AIDs and that she, as well as her mother, might be infected. This revelation 

signifies what Adam Lowenstein characterized as the "allegorical moment [which] insists that 

traumatic history can befell as well as known--and this knowledge can arrive as a shocking 

confrontation and/or as playful encounter with cinematic illusions.’’l°s On hearing of his death, 

Precious fantasizes that she is elegantly dressed and poses for photographers as a model with her 

light-complexioned admirer. This time, she wears a black and white polka dot coat over blue 

leggings while seated on a bright orange sofa. In this instance, Precious re-imagines herself as an 
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object of desire to reverse the traumatic and horrifying abuse inflicted by her father. When her 

mother leaves the temporary housing provided to her daughter, Precious stares out the window 

while holding her infant son and imagines her admirer standing below next to his motorcycle (a 

vehicle that signifies escape) and looking upward into the window at Precious, as Mary walks by 

(a departure that signifies her departure from her daughter’s life). Precious then disappears from 

the window, as though her admirer below is her guardian angel and the only one who can rescue 

her from this nightmari sh existence. 

Freud contends that, "the dream is the (disguised) fulfillment of a (suppressed, repressed) 

wish.’’1°6 For Precious, these dreams enable her to transcend her horrible reality to vicariously 

experience a desired existence. Freud claims that "the achievements which are a matter for 

wonder in a dream are now no longer to be attributed to dreaming, but to unconscious 

thinking .... ,,107 Precious’s dreams are reflections of her unconscious thoughts as she desires to 

bring them into consciousness, particularly when we consider that these thoughts reflect her 

desire for a new identity, improved self-image, love, acceptance, liberation, and freedom. For it 

is through dreams and moments of reverie that Precious both re-imagines her identity and 

reverses the pain and suffering endured - characteristics associated with horror. 

SpectatorshipiTrauma/Pathology 

"Ah couldn’t recognize dat dark chile as me. So Ah ast, ’where is me? Ah don’t see me’" 

(Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God").1°8 

Spectatorship 

That Precious becomes an extension of the horror genre is even more convincing when 

we consider issues surrounding spectatorship, trauma and pathology. It is Carol Clover who 

surmises that horror cinema is characteristic of the "’morbid urge to gaze’" not only within the 

context of the film but from the perspective of the spectator. 109 The film invites us as spectators 

to bear witness to this horror, gaze at this insanity, and look on at this terror. Yet, what also links 

the film to horror is "those moments in the horror film when the spectator, unable to stand the 

images of horror unfolding, is forced to look away, to not-look, to look anywhere but at the 

screen. Strategies of identification are temporarily broken, as the spectator is constructed in the 

place of horror ... where pleasure in looking is transformed into pain and the spectator is 
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punished for his or her voyeuristic desires.’’11° While we are encouraged to gaze at this horror, 

the protagonist/victim is simultaneously encouraged to look, as evident when Precious proclaims 

at the film’s end, "It took a long time to see my face; it took a long time to see her face." Given 

the film’s association to horror, Clover suggests that, "the foul impulses of horror lie not in the 

movie but in the spectator." 1~ She continues that the viewer himself/herself is responsible for 

"hurt" because "the screen does nothing more than provide a mirror reflection of the spectator’s 

own pre-existing ’hurt.’ ... Horror plays repeatedly and overtly on the equation between the 

plight of the victim and the plight of the audience.’’~2 Perhaps because of the pain and suffering 

inflicted onto the protagonist, we as spectators internalize Precious’ pain and suffering as her 

journey speaks to our pain, suffering, and fears. Though the film ends with Precious regaining 

possession of her daughter who has Down’s syndrome and suggests that she will continue to 

pursue her education in order to provide a better life for her children, despite the fact that she is 

HIV positive, we as spectators have been traumatized and horrified by her story. Clover suggests 

"that the pleasure of looking at others in fear and pain has its origins in one’s own past -but - 

not- finished fear and pain.’’1~3 

Moreover, Precious is horrifying because it plays with the notion that what is witnessed 

on screen could become a reality or represents someone’s reality or signifies that someone is 

"brutalized in ways that come too close to real life for comfort.’’~4 That the film’s horror is its 

potential to reflect a reality certainly invokes Wahneema Lubiano’s critique on representation 

and reality. Lubiano argues, "If we fail to problematize the notion that being African American 

always means only being embattled, that African American film is political only insofar as ’some 

one’ empowered to make the evaluation recognizes its political ’reality’ and calls the shots on its 

transgressiveness, and that ’authenticity’ is always already known and can therefore be proven, 

then we have fallen into the trap of essentialism.’’J is Perhaps the fear or horror that Precious 

ignites is that it stands to essentialize blackness. Therefore, one of the many dangers of the film 

is, if it becomes indicative or representable of black life "generally," to the exclusion of other 

representations, therein, lies the danger. 

It is the purview of pain, suffering, and trauma,~16 that the film dramatizes so effectively 

and that causes the film to be linked to horror. Because the film deploys a number of devices to 

create pain, suffering, and trauma it seemingly has borrowed from the horror genre in order to 

engage us in ways similar to horror spectators. For example, Peter Hutchings claims that, "what 
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horror gimmicks, and for that matter horror films in general, offer to their audience is fear, terror, 

subjection and victimisation; and moreover, that audiences ... buy into this.’’117 This of course is 

not imply that audiences for Precious who are oblivious to reading the film as horror willingly 

participate in the horror but to suggest that the film exploits some of the same techniques 

characteristic of horror films in much the same manner as illuminated by Clover, and because it 

does, the film then stands to terrorize or horrify its audiences. Hutchings further declares that 

part of the horror gimmick is that, it appeal s to an "assaultive" audience -- where "the horror 

audience as victim (albeit a willing victim), as that which is to be terrorised by the horror 

experience.’’118 In this instance, since Precious is not marked as a horror film even though it 

creates horror through its terrifying images, the audience cannot necessarily be characterized as 

willing victims, however, what can be established is that the film is contrived to assault the 

audience and render them as victims of this terrifying experience. Moreover, Robin Wood in 

critique of horror suggests that "at least one important aspect of what the horror film has come to 

signify [is] -the sense of a civilization condemning itself, through its popular culture, to ultimate 

disintegration, and ambivalently (with simultaneous horror/wish-fulfilment of nightmare) 

celebrating the fact.’’1J9 This is particularly relevant to Precious in that while the film does 

attempt to condemn the disintegrating environ in which the protagonist lives, at the same time, 

the film celebrates this experience through its horrific representation and "wish-fulfilment of 

nightmare," marking the film an extension of horror. According to Harry Benshoff, "the actual 

processes of spectatorship are multiple and fluid, oscillating between masochistic and sadistic 

poles, and highly dependent on the cultural and historical positioning of readers."12° This 

ambivalence in terms of identity and spectatorship also has to consider "queer theory’s sense of 

gender identity as something that is fluid and unstable ... used ... to explore the ways in which 

spectators can make sense of horror cinema according to their own complex identities and 

desires." 121 Certainly, in Precious because of both the mother and father’ s sexuality and desires, 

the film speaks to this fluidity of identity with respect to sexuality by providing a "queer space 

for its audiences, one that offers illicit and transgressive (especially sexually transgressive) 

identifications and pleasures, if only ultimately to recuperate and contain these." 122 

Finally, since the film centers women in a story that is horrifying, it is conceivable that 

these women are positioned for the voyeuristic gaze of male spectators thus further linking the 

film to the horror. "Sadomasochistic incest fantasies sit more easily with the male viewers when 
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the visible player is female.’’123 Added to this, "one cannot help wondering more generally 

whether the historical maintenance of images of women in fear and pain does not have more to 

cr ,,124 do with male vicarism than i s commonly acknowled=ed. 

Trauma/Pathology 

If the film becomes a site by which to experience pain, suffering and trauma as well as 

explore the fluidity of spectator identity with respect to sexuality, then it forces a critique of the 

implications of trauma for spectators. For example, Karyn Ball, drawing upon the work of Mark 

Seltzer suggests that 

’wound culture’ [refers to] a collective gathering around shock, trauma, and the 
wound. A ’wound culture’ is defined by the ’convening of the public around 
scenes of violence,’ which ... betrays a fascination with spectacles of ’torn and 
open bodies and torn and opened persons.’ ... lit] provides evidence of the 
breakdown between the public and private registers of experience, be~,een mass 

exhibitions and individual fantasies. It therefore reflects a fundamental 
reorganization of the public sphere as a pathological and voyeuristic psychosocial 

space. This is a public sphere wherein individuals lost in the crowd might indulge 
their fetishistic and erotic pleasure in the sight of the other’s injured flesh. This 
scopic terrain is saturated by suffering at the same time that it reproduces it. 125 

Therefore, because Precious provides a mass-mediated representation of trauma, it becomes a 

public sphere where spectators can indulge in their "fetishistic and erotic pleasure" through 

enjoying another’s pain and perhaps continue to reproduce the pain the film is attempting to 

alleviate. In fact, Hutchings commented on this phenomenon of audiences characterized as "bad" 

audiences because they might be inspired to enact the traumas witnessed on screen. Thus, it is 

the ability of the film to both inflict trauma as well as reproduce trauma that marks it as being 

connected to horror and that constitutes the fear contained. 126 

When we consider the racial implications of the film as indicative of black trauma, it is 

possible that whites who are virtually absent from the film, are allowed to vicariously experience 

trauma without feeling any responsibility for the trauma caused by the film; and since whites are 

the architects of capitalism or socioeconomic policies, partly responsible for the monstrous 

mother in Precious, they bear some of the responsibility for the pathology canonized by the film. 

Moreover, it is also possible that Precious becomes a signifier of"traumatic shame" in the same 

manner as Toni Morrison’s The Bhtest Eye. Kathleen Woodard claims that Morrison’s novel 
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becomes a "model for a traumatic shame that is both generational and incurable to the extent that 

its legacy may neither be transcended nor transformed into moral agency." 127 As "for the black 

characters of Morrison’s novel, the trauma of racial persecution leaves behind systemic psychic 

wounds that cannot be healed through narration or action. The novel nonetheless offers a model 

of shame that may allow Morrison’s white readers to gain moral insight into the affective impact 

of racism.’’12s In a similar way, Precious represents our collective shame as a sociopolitical 

culture that has turned a blind eye to the residual effects of U.S. government policies that have 

historically resulted in creating such monstrous mothers and monstrosity. 

Conclusion 

In view of the consistent parallels drawn between horror and Precious, reading the film 

as an extension of horror is certainly plausible. Exploring the horror literature continually points 

to and forces us to acknowledge the inherent qualities of horror that manifest given how the film 

forces us "to think about its own relation to scenes of fear and horror.’’129 Moreover, "many 

critics and fans of the horror genre feel that [a] film fails ’as a horror film’ if it draws attention to 

sociopolitical ideas, that by making people think they will stop being scared. But that is precisely 

the point, for surely what is most political about a horror film is what scares the audience in the 

first place.’’~3° Though Precious is not a horror film it borrows from the horror genre and 

succeeds as horror because of the film’s sociopolitical commentary that makes audiences scared. 

And if the film’s critique of sociopolitical issues such as bourgeois normality, obesity, monstrous 

mothers, welfare mothers, incest, socioeconomic disparity, a disintegrating black male 

population is not convincing enough to characterize the film as horror, then certainly images of 

vomit, a father sexually assaulting his daughter, an enraged mother who verbally and physically 

attacks her daughter, an infant born with an abnormality (the result of incest), and a teen so 

terrorized by monstrosity that she is forced to flee her home - collectively, are enough to 

convince us that we have been terrorized, tortured, and terrified to the point that we fear the 

return of the repressed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, October28, 2011 1:03 PM 

Robin James <rsj20@cam.ac.uk> 

I~E: Black entertainers in AfiJcan American newspaper aNcles 

Dear Robin: It is good to kno~v that you are cataloguing my work at your library. As for tbture volumes of Black entertainers and African American newspaper articles, at this point, I do not 
intend to add any additional volumes However, I may compile a volume of writings on the black experience (novels) that have been made into films but this is really still in the proposal 
stage. Again, thanks for your interest in my work Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Robin James [rsj20@cam.ac.uk] 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 7:52 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Black entertainers in Alicican An~erican newspaper articles 

Dear Professor Regester, 
I’m a cataloguing officer at Cambridge University Library in England and 
am just in the process of cataloguingiclassit}ging your work. When ~ve 
place multi volume items we try tu keep them tugether un the shelf and 
leave space ~2~r likely future volumes. A quick scan ufthe preface uf 
w~l 2 (we are still acquiring a copy ufw~ll ) doesn’t suggest any 
intention tu publish further vulumes but duesn’t preclude it either In 
these days of email cummunicatiun it’s now relatively easy tu cuntact 
authors and ask about their intentiuns su I wunder whether yuu are 
intending to publish further volumes and if su, how many yuu think there 
might be? 

Thanks and very best *vishes 

Rubin James 

R obin James MA. 
English Language Cataloguing Dept 
Cambridge Umversity Library 
West Ruad 
Cambridge 
CB3 9DR 
England 
01223 333093 

r~j20@cam.ac.nk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 10:08 AM 

@yahoo.com 

Question Regaxding Readings 

Dear       I received the email regarding the readings and the attachment. Thanks so much for making sure that I had access to this material. As indicated on the syllabus, 
I am also in the process of reading the Ed Pluth book, Signifiers and Acts -- is this still scheduled for Wednesday along with the readings already forwarded? You can let me 
know whenever you have a chance. Will see you on Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 8:23 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

ILE: p.s. Re: Question Regarding Readings 

Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, 7:00 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; p.s. Re: Question Regarding Readings 

hey charlene, i forgot that you didn’t have access to blackboard so i’m attaching the article we’re reading for next week to this email, see you soon, 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaiLunc,edu> 
To: @yahoo,com> 
Sent: Monday, October 31,2011 10:08 AM 
Subject: Question Regarding Readings 

Dear       I received the email regarding the readings and the attachment. Thanks so much for making sure that I had access to this material. As indicated on the syllabus, 
I am also in the process of reading the Ed Pluth book, Signifiers and Acts -- is this still scheduled for Wednesday along with the readings already forwarded? You can let me 
know whenever you have a chance. Will see you on Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 8:43 AM 

L. Teresa Church @mindspfing.com> 

ILE: Good to Hem From You 

Dear Teresa: I enjoyed the poetry reading last ~veek Sorry I could not stay the entire time but it was quite good. Hope we can meet for an update but I have been ovelavhelmed with work. 
Will attend the Stone lecture and if you plan on attending we could meet before the lecture but just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: L Teresa Church        ~mindspring.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 1:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Good to Hear From You 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you so much for touching base this afternoon. You have been on 
my mind and I have been trying to find the time to get caught up with 
so many personal correspondences. The days are just too short :[’or all 
that I am involved with these days -- busy, busy, and more busy. 

I am glad that you have seen the announcement about the upcoming 
reading by members of my writing group, tlope to see you at the Bull’s 
Had on October 26. We must have an update before long I have some 
~nteresting news to pass along. Also, keep an eye out for an upcoming 
Town tlaH Meeting that I am participating in at Quail Ridge Books, in 
Raleigh, on Sunday, October 23 The discussion is about African 
American women who have worked as maids. This will be another 
perspective on " ’]’he tlelp," which is getting so much attention in the 
film and hterary circles just now. 

Take care and let’s plan to catch up soon. 

Best until then, 

Teresa 

On Oct 14, 2011, at 1:00 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Teresa: This is to let you know that I saw an advertisement for 

a book reading at the Student Store regarding your work. I will 

definitely tly to attend even though I raay have to leave early 

because I have another engagement. Congratulations and hope to see 

you then. Our meeting is long overdue and we definitely need an 

update but I have been swamped with work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 1:09 PM 

L. Teresa Church @mJndspfing.com> 

ILE: Good to Hem From You 

Dear Teresa: This would be great -- do you want to meet somewhere for dimaer prior to the lecture? If so, we could meet at the bar located in the Carolina Ilm; Lenoir Cafeteria -- somewhere 
close ~vithin walking distance to the Stone Center We could meet around 5:30 so that we will have time to converse prior to the lecture. You decide on the time and place and let me know 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: L. Teresa Church       @mindspring cam] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01,2011 9:49 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Good to Hear From You 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks so much for your kind message today and for attending the 
reading on campus last Wednesday I am delighted that you had some 
tune in your schedule to come and hear the poets from my writing 
group Certainly, I understand what it means to feel overwhelmed with 
work I have quite a few deadlines just now myself 

I do indeed plan to attend the Stone lecture on Thursday evening and 
would very much e~joy meeting with you beforehand Please let me know 
if you have a preference for where we might gather. Take care and I 
look forward to seeing you soon 

Best until then, 

Teresa 

On Nov 1,2011, at 8:43 AM. Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Teresa: I enjoyed the poetry reading last week Sorry I could 
not stay the entire time but it was quite good. Hope we can meet for 
an update but I have been overwhelmed with work. Will attend the 
Stone lecture and if you plan on attending we could meet before the 
lecture but just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: L. Teresa Church       @rmndspring.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 1:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Good to Hear From You 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you so much for touching base this afternoon. You have been on 
my mind and I have been trying to find the tirae to get caught up with 
so many personal correspondunces. The days are just too short for all 
that I am involved with these days -- busy, busy, and more busy. 

I am glad that you have seen the armouncement about the upcoming 
reading by- membcrs of tW writing group. Hope to see you at the Bull’s 
Had on October 26. We must have an update before long. I have some 
interesting news to pass along. Also, keep an eye out for an upcoraing 
Town Hall Meeting that I am participating in at Quail Ridge Books, in 
Raleigh, on S~day, October 23. The discussion is about African 
American women who have worked as maids. This will be another 
perspective on " The Help," which is getting so much attention in the 
film and literaW circles just now 

Take care and let’s plan to catch up soon 

Best until then, 

Teresa 

On Oct 14, 2011, at 1:00 PM. Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

>> Dear Teresa: This is to let you know that I saw an advertisement for 
>> a book reading at the Student Store regarding your ~vork. I ~vill 
>> definitely try to attend even though I may have to leave early 
>> because I have another engagement Congratulations and hope to see 
>> you then. Our meeting is long overdue and we definitely need an 

>> update but I have been swamped with ~vork.Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Wednesday, November 2, 2011 9:36 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

Dear Travis: I think in the past I taught AFAM 101 at 9:45 or 12pm (either one works for me) and AFAM 276 at either 2 
or 3pm (because this class had to fit some time slot). I prefer Gardner since it will be easier for me to use the equipment. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Travis Gore [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 5:42 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Summer School 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

Please let me know your preferred time and room for AFAM 101 and AFAM276 SS! by Tuesday Nov. 8th at 9am. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, 11:47 AM 

~hotmail.com 

Stone Lecture 

Dear        This is to let you know that I attended the Stone lecture last night and it was quite well attended. Saw 
since I did not stay for the reception as      was giving me a ride to my car. Hope all is well and will talk soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

but could not talk to them 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 2:29 PM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: Please Circulate Widely: Seeking Applicants for MFA in Film and Video 

From: Michael Frierson [m_friers@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 1:31 PM 
To; Michael Frierson 
C:c-" Julie Cullen 
Subject-" Please Circulate Widely: Seeking Applicants for MFA in Film and Video 

UNCG Inspire Change Logo 

Y 
Fiimmaking 
at U CG? 
The two-yeal, 48 credit hour pro,gram aims to, develop ilsfo,qtqed~ eniightened a,~tiata whose 

practieai production skiils match th@ understanding of med~a hbto~7 and theery, and are 

endched by the student’s inte~dise~p~h~ary ~nterests. 

Sr!’:aii pro.~tram with qi~aiiiy leaching 

Emphasis in documsr=tary fiilmmskmg 

A community of aiSists in a iivabie city 

Oppo~unit,! to shoot 16ram film 

High Definition video with DSLRs or HVX 200 

Curriculum 
The Depa,~tment offe,~s a wideq-a~gi~g cu,qicuLms that combines three pd~cipai areas: 

the practbal de’~elopment of nqedia 5creenwdth°:g and production 

the enrbhment of the student’s interdiscipimar’~’ interests 

The p~egram (tees net impose a %final agenda on a student’s creative, pursuits. We 

e,i~caurage stude~~ta to e,xplore a range of me,dis fe~ms: nars:~tive docume[;tary, 

experimental, and anima~.ion~ Yes can see ti~e recent accomplishme~ts of faculty and 

students i~ the de,pal-tment’s News and Events. 



as teachers, In the past five y÷ars~ 

faculty in th÷ Media Studies program 

ha’re won a Guggenheim [eliowship 

fe~ fi~mmak~ng, a~ "Outst~nd~ng Book 

A,~,,ard ~n Po~k~ca~ Cen~rnsr~ica[io~," 

tM~ty fi~m festival awards, eight 

screenplay a,~rds, and five top 

papers flom profess~o~]sl acsdem~c 

o~9~n~atbns 

Sea Balance 

by Debts Sea ~Mf:A, 2011) was a Student A,:ade~;sy Award 

Past students 

are working in the foliowing positions 

videos 

Film artist who recently won the UFVA’s 

Independent documenta~,¢ fih-nmaker 

Director of Photography for the Jimmy 

Director of Photography based in 

Charlotte. NC 

Angeles 

DocumentaEy Director ~n PoP,and. OR 

F~roduct~on Ma~sger ~n ~ew Yo~k 

Freelance Light~ng D~recto~ ~n ~ewYork 

C~y 

~west~gat~ve Ed~to~ at K~qXV-TV 

~e~ev~s~o~ P~od~.~ce~ a~ Arkansas 

Educatbnal Televis~o~ (AETN) 

Se~io~ Director of Video at the Hamane 

Society of the Uni[ed Slates. 

For application materia~: 

The Graduate Schooi 

inquiries@uncg.edu 

(336) 334-5596 

Online Application 

Program Specific Questions: 

MFA in Film and Video Production 

D~. ~ichae~ Frie~son 

Departmen~ of G~a@.~ate Studies 

frierson@uncg.edu 

Depa~tments~ Tebphone: 336-334-5360 

~Pbase bare yo~ phone n~mber snd best t~me fo~ a ca~ bsck) 
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(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, 2:30 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

FW: Please Circulate Widely: Seeking Applicants for MFA in Film and Video 

From: Michael Frierson [m_friers@uncg.edu] 

Sent: Friday, l:31 PM 
To; Michael Frierson 
C:c-" Julie Cullen 
Subject-" Please Circulate Widely: Seeking Applicants for MFA in Film and Video 

UNCG Inspire Change Logo 

Y 
Fiimmaking 
at U CG? 
The two-yeal, 48 credit hour pro,gram aims to, develop ilsfo,qtqed~ eniightened a,~tiata whose 

practieai production skiils match th@ understanding of med~a hbto~7 and theery, and are 

endched by the student’s inte~dise~p~h~ary ~nterests. 

Sr!’:aii pro.~tram with qi~aiiiy leaching 

Emphasis in documsr=tary fiilmmskmg 

A community of aiSists in a iivabie city 

Oppo~unit,! to shoot 16ram film 

High Definition video with DSLRs or HVX 200 

Curriculum 
The Depa,~tment offe,~s a wideq-a~gi~g cu,qicuLms that combines three pd~cipai areas: 

the practbal de’~elopment of nqedia 5creenwdth°=g and production 

the enrbhment of the student’s interdiscipimar’~’ interests 

The p~egram (tees net impose a %final agenda on a student’s creative, pursuits. We 

e,i~caurage stude~~ta to e,xplore a range of me,dis fe~ms: nars:~tive docume[;tary, 

experimental, and anima~.ion~ Yes can see ti~e recent accomplishme~ts of faculty and 

students i~ the de,pal-tment’s News and Events. 



as teachers, In the past five y÷ars~ 

faculty in th÷ Media Studies program 

ha’re won a Guggenheim [eliowship 

fe~ fi~mmak~ng, a~ "Outst~nd~ng Book 

A,~,,ard ~n Po~k~ca~ Cen~rnsr~ica[io~," 

tM~ty fi~m festival awards, eight 

screenplay a,~rds, and five top 

papers flom profess~o~]sl acsdem~c 

o~9~n~atbns 

Sea Balance 

by Debts Sea ~Mf:A, 2011) was a Student A,:ade~;sy Award 

Past students 

are working in the foliowing positions 

videos 

Film artist who recently won the UFVA’s 

Independent documenta~,¢ fih-nmaker 

Director of Photography for the Jimmy 

Director of Photography based in 

Charlotte. NC 

Angeles 

DocumentaEy Director ~n PoP,and. OR 

F~roduct~on Ma~sger ~n ~ew Yo~k 

Freelance Light~ng D~recto~ ~n ~ewYork 

C~y 

~west~gat~ve Ed~to~ at K~qXV-TV 

~e~ev~s~o~ P~od~.~ce~ a~ Arkansas 

Educatbnal Televis~o~ (AETN) 

Se~io~ Director of Video at the Hamane 

Society of the Uni[ed Slates. 

For application materia~: 

The Graduate Schooi 

inquiries@uncg.edu 

(336) 334-5596 

Online Application 

Program Specific Questions: 

MFA in Film and Video Production 

D~. ~ichae~ Frie~son 

Departmen~ of G~a@.~ate Studies 

frierson@uncg.edu 

Depa~tments~ Tebphone: 336-334-5360 

~Pbase bare yo~ phone n~mber snd best t~me fo~ a ca~ bsck) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 3:15 PM 

~hotmail.com > 

RE: Stone Lecture 

Dear : Please give me a call if you have time when you come to Durham this weekend. Hope all is well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:04 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: Stone Lecture 

Hi Ch~:rlene, 

Thanks for letting me know. I told you were there. Did you know the speaker when she was at UNC? 

How’s everything? I plan to be in Durham this weekend. Maybe we can get together late Saturday or early Sunday. We should at least talk. 

Take care, 

From: regeste@email.unc.edu 

To:         ~hotmaJl.com 
Subject: Stone Lecture 

Date: Fri, 4 Nov 2011 15:47:20 +0000 

Dear        This is to let you know that I attended the Stone lecture last night and it was quite well attended. Saw 
since I did not stay for the reception as      was giving me a ride to my car. Hope all is well and will talk soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

but could not talk to them 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 5:21 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Review for Journal ofFihn m~d Video 

Journal of Fihn m~d VideoJamesBon&ilms.doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a review of an essay that I am submitting to the Journal of F:ilm and Video. Please review whenever you have a chance. For once, I am early on the 
deadline so no rush. Thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Geopolitics, Gender, and Genre: 

The Work of Pre-title and Title Sequences in the James Bond Films 

Review of Essay Submitted to Journal of Film and Video 

Reviewer’ s Comments: 

The essay entitled, "Geopolitics, Gender, and Genre: The Work of Pre-title and Title Sequences 

in the James Bond Films," is being recommended for publication following some revisions. I 

found the essay to be entertaining, informative, critical, and thoughtful, therefore, I am 

recommending this work for publication but not without making some necessary changes. 

1) The introduction that extends from page 1-2 could be shortened a little and the thesis 

moved earlier in the essay. In fact, I would move the thesis immediately following the 

first paragraph of the introduction. 

2) Provide strong titles for the various subsections to make the essay flow and read more 

coherently. You have a section entitled, Generic Imaginings of Global InSecurity and 

Gender Relations but it seems that very little &this section addresses gender relations. If 

this is the case, then I would move whatever points you want to make regarding gender 

relations to the last section of the paper where you return to the gender politics inherent in 

these films. Also, in this section "Genetic Imaginings" you address so many different 

versions of the Bond series, it is a little confusing, so I would maker sure that only the 

three centered in this discussion are foregrounded and examined in detail. You do this in 

the latter half of the essay but don’t really adhere to this principal in the first part of the 

essay (the second half of the essay is better than the first half of the essay). Also, you 

attempt to ground the Bond films in the spy series genre but isn’t this already apparent. 

The point of this section is to explore how these films reflect world insecurity - keep this 

is the guiding focus. 

3) In the section on the Pre-Title Sequences - it seems that toward the end of this section 

you shift to a discussion of gender - if this is the case, then move this material to the last 

section on gender because it is a little confusing here. Page 17 forward is where this shift 

occurs and I recommend that it be included in the last section of the paper that explores 

gender politics. 

The primary weakness with the essay is a lack of organization - I think if you would organize 

more clearly your central argument and ideas tend be more forceful and make for a good essay. I 

was intrigued by your discussion and think that you provide a good critique of these films but 

conveying these ideas strongly is what makes your work stand out. On the basis of these 

revisions, I am recommending that your essay be publi shed in the Journa! of Film at~ld !/ideo. 

The readers of this journal will find this material entertaining, informative, and insightful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 9:15 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

I~E: Review for Journal of Film and Video 

Dear Susanne: Thanks for your quick review. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Susanne Carter [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 20:M 6:23 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Review for Journal of Film and Video 

Hi Ch~rlene, 

I made just a few edits. 

Susam~e 

On 11/8/2011 5:21 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Attached is a review of an essay that I am submitting to the Journal of Film and Video. Please review whenever you have a chance. For once, I 
am early on the deadline so no rush. Thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Susanne Carter 

Companion Camp, LLC 

3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 

Pittsborc, NC 27312 

919-545-CA%IP (919-545-226,’) 

Fax: 919-542-6892 

sus anne @ comDani oncamD, net 

~,~,~. coxlpa ni onc axlp. net 



Please join the Duke Law community 

for the 3rd annual Robert R. Wilson lecture 

at Duke Law School: 

The "Martial Spirit" 
in American History: 
John Hope Franklin 

on Militarization and War 

presented by 

Visit~n~ Professor 
Mary L. Dudz~ak 



Monday, Nov. 28, 2011 

12:30 p.m. 

Room 3041 J Duke Law School 

Lunch and seatin~ provided on first-come~ first-serve basis. 

Parkin~ is availab|e at the 8r~an Center. 

Lecture v/ill be broadcast live at law.duke.edu. 



Proposal submitted to the FWPCA Conference, Department of English, Univ. of Nevada 
February 2012 

Title: Night of the Living Dead When the Repressed Returns: 
Reading Precious as a Horror Film 

Precious (2009), a film based on a black teenager who seeks to escape her oppressive 

conditions of parental abuse, incest, and illiteracy has been seeped in controversy because of its 

provocative representations, scandalous subj ect matter, and flirting with the taboo. That the film 

takes on taboo subjects such as failed motherhood that is monstrous and demonic; incest; 

pedophilia; and homosexuality, as well as re-centers decades old controversies between light and 

dark complexioned African Americans, perhaps explains some of the visceral response the film 

has received. Therefore, the primary argument advanced by this essay is that the horror genre 

becomes one way by which to read these racialized representations not to avoid any kind of 

critical engagement with the socio-political issues that created the dilemma witnessed on screen 

or to disregard a class analysis of the obstacles faced by a young black adolescent attempting to 

escape her condition or to dismiss an artist’s right to create art but to suggest that because of the 

way the story unfolds, the filmmaker deliberately drew upon the horror film genre so that the 

protagonist’s struggle becomes synonymous with a living nightmare. 

In fact, because Precious has invited a storm of criticism and praise, my interrogation 

intends to add to the existing body of literature and to read this film as horrific - a film that has 

not been designated as a horror but one that warrants being read as such in view of its consistent 

association with the horrific, the inhuman, and the gothic. My critique examines how the film 

constructs monstrous mothers, phallic mothers, and black motherhood; examines the depiction of 

incestuous father(s); rape, sexual taboo; and examines how the film constructs horror in terms of 

how it parallels other horror films. To conduct this examination, I will draw upon the works of 

scholars such as Carol Clover, Barbara Creed, Marie-Helene Huet, Annette Brauerhoch, and bell 

hooks among others. For it is Harry Benshoffwho contends that, ’~many critics and fans of the 

horror genre feel that [a] film fails ’as a horror flim’ if it draws attention to sociopolitical ideas, 

that by making people think they will stop being scared. But that is precisely the point, for surely 

what is most political about a horror film is what scares audiences in the first place." Therefore, 

Precious, although not deemed a horror film, bears resemblance to the horror genre because it 

has succeeded in creating fear of a sociopolitical culture that stands to produce such monstrous 

mothers, terrorizing fathers, and nightmarish experiences. 

Submitted by: Charlene Regester, Ph.D. 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 27599-3395 
regester@email.unc.edu 
(919) 260-1925 (cell phone) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 8:40 AM 

Chuck Kleinhans <chuckkle@northwestem.edu-~ 

lEE: Blackwell Companion to Africm~ A~nerican Film 

Dear Chuck: Yes, I would be interested in contributing to this volume. However, I prefer that you indicate more specifically you would like for me to contribute. I could 
contribute to the early cinema period and focus on Oscar IVlicheaux or contribute on the more contemporary period since I have just produced an essay on Precious (Lee 
Daniels film). So just let me know what you would like for me to contribute in view of the other contributors to this volume. This volume is long overdue, I look forward to 
seeing it in its completion, and greatly appreciate the invitation to make a contributiom Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Chuck Kleinhans [chuckkle@northwestern.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, November 26, 20:t:t 7:00 PM 
To: Shannon Gore; Elizabeth Jackson; Regester, Charlene B 
C¢; Julia Lesage; John Hess 
Subject-" Fwd: Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: black film <companiontoafricanamericanfilm@gmail.com> 
Date: November 26,2011 2:22:52 PM PST 
To: black film <companiontoafricanamedcanfilm@gmail.com> 
Subject: Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Blackwell Companion to African American Film 
Mark A. Reid, Editor 

Dear Scholars of film, media, and cultural studies, 

Those of you who are interested in writing an essay of 8000 - 10,000 words please send an abstract. 

Thanks, mark 

Rationale 

The Blackwell Companion to Afl’ican _~nerican Fihn will explore a range of diverse issues covered in the films. Essays on the beginnings of 

black fd~n production, distribution, and reception open the first chapter and establish the existence of black-oriented tilm. The analysis of 

black f’fl~n genres and their changing social themes and issues will offer answers to what sustains and or reformulates black characters and 

storyfines at different historical periods. The Companion to African American Cinema will show fl~e diversity of opinions and the types of 

filmmaldng that enrich this cinema as well as its shared aesthetics that circulate between filmmakers of the Seventies Black 

Action/Blaxploitation rdms as recognizable in Quentin Tarantino casting Pare Grief in Jackie Brown (1997). Grief has a major role in which 

her qualities reside in her sexuality and measured strength in the face of the ~nale protagonists--white and black. She exudes 

a "baadasssss" attitude. The film stylistically recalls Pare Grier’s roles in such white-directed black action and blaxploitation rdms as Coffy 

(Jack Hill, 1973), Foxy Bro~,n (Jack Ilil~, 1974), and Friday Foster (Arthur Marks, 1977). The African American equivalent to Tarentino’s 

obsession with black action f’dm is shared in Scott Sanders’s macho black male prota~nnist of Black Dynamite (2009). 

The Blackwell Companion to African American Film will be comprised nf anj~,here frnm 20-25 essays of 8000 - 10,000 words. All essays 

will be new|y commissioned and not previously published work. I intend to bring to~ether the very best American and non-American 

scholars in the field who have written and lectured on the subject from a variety of perspectives. The Companion to African American Fihn 

will present the best and freshest thinking on African American fflan. 

The newly co~nmissioned essays will engage conte~nporary theory and diverse sociopolitical debates that cover the historical periods within 

tiffs field. The Companion volume will cover the family fflan, actio~iblaxploitation fflan, comedy, black woman-centered f’dm, and black queer 

cinema. In this coverage, the Blackwell Companion to African American Film will present a broad spectrum of African ~A~nerican films 

made by black and nonblack rdmmakers. 

The rationale for the orgauization of the Companion to African American Film is based on the importance of each black film genre, that is, 

the consistent production of said genre and its narrative and thematic changes that occur over ti~ne and geographical place. Black film, as 
any other artistic practice, reflects certain contemporary concerns. Therefore, this proposal embraces changes in historical time, dominant 

themes, sociopolitical concerns, and generic forms that make African American films vibrant, diverse, and in constant change. Each 

chapter is organized to reflect this vibrancy, diversity, and its unfixed nature in time. 

Tentative Outline 
I. A Brief History of African American Film: Early Pioneers and Black film exhibition 

This ,section treats the earliest black directors as the Johnson Brothers, Oscar Micheau~ Spencer ~Villiams, and Ralph Cooper. 

II. The Postwar Films of the Forties through the Sixties: Cis~l Rights Era 
The~ films may" include nonblack directed and written films as John Cassavetes’s Shadows (19(>4) and Michael Roemer’s Nothing But a Man (1964) 

III. The Seventies: Blaxploitation, the LA Rebellinn, and Nonviolent Film 

Scholars will cover the theoretical, political, and economic underpinnings of the production and reception of Black Action and Blaxploitation cinemaa 

during and after their period of production. The reception of these films during and after the Black Ads and the Black Nationalist move~nents of the 

Sixties and mid-Seventies will anaJs~e how black fihn reception is influenced by a paxficular moment in cultural history, film production, and reception. 

The 1970s films will include fmnily films as Claudine (1974), Sounder (1972), The Leea~ing Tree (1969 ), and such comedies as The Landlord 

(1970) and Watermelon Man (1970) (this is just a sugges~tive list of films and is not set in stone). 



IV. Post-Soul Era of Black Fihn 

New Black Cinema’s themes and issues of class, race, and sexuali~ as presented in Post-Soul and Pos~Negritude African American film. This covers 

films as Rodney Evans’s Brother to Brother (2004), and Barry Jenkins’s Medicine for Melmacholv (2008). 

V. Black "vVomanist Films 
This chapter covers films made by both male a~d t~male fihnmakers. The emphasis is on film s~le a~d t~male agency. Therefore, a few fihns by Haile 

Gerima, Charles Bumett, and I,ee Da~iels axe included in the chapter that also covers tihnmaking and screenwriting by African American women. Films 

as Chmles Bumett’s Killer of Sheep (1977) and To Sleep With Anger (1990), Julie Dash’s Daughters of the Dus~t (1991), Chel3d Dunye’s Watem~elon 

Womm~ (1996) and The Owls (2010), Zeinabu Irene Davis’s Mother of the River (1995), Damell Martin’s The Secret Life of Bees (2008), and Lee 

Daniel’s Precious (2009). 

Chuck Kleinhans 
chuckkle@northwestern.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 9:03 AM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Welcome to PARIAH the movie at Northstar Pictures’ Newsletter! 

Dear Priscilla: I will be planning to attend SCMS and will keep you posted. Also, I receive a query regarding contributors to a volume on black cinema. I was not sure if they 
were just submitting to me or to any contributors -- so I will forward as this might be a potential publishing opportunity. As for the film, I will probably not see it until it 
becomes more widely available. By the way saw an ad that Spike Lee is coming to the campus in December -- I think it is sponsored by the student union and I do plan on 
attending (but you have to pay). Will keep you abreast of all the cinema news. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 8:57 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Welcome to PARIAH the movie at Northstar Pictures’ Newsletter! 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks very much for forwarding me this message. I actually saw the short version of the film and heard from the director at SCMS in LA a few years ago. By the way, I just 
got the acceptance letter for my paper proposal for SCMS. So I’ll be attending the conference in March in Boston. Will you be there, too? Do you think it would be possible to 
have *Pariah* screened in the Triangle area? If not, I guess I’ll have to make a road trip to DC to see it. 

Sincerely, 

Priscilla 

Priscilla Layne 

Departnlent of Gemlanic and Slavic Languages and L~teratures 

404 Dey Ha~l, C8#3150 

University of North Caro~h~s at Chape~ HN 
Chapel ~-HI~, NC 27599-3160 

Emaik playne@ema~Lunc.edL~ 

tel: (510) 717-3888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 9:19 AM 

Paul Green Fo~mdation @earthlJnk.net> 

I~E: grant to NCHC 

Dear Marsha: Do you still have a copy of the Paul Green film, Carolina on DVD or VHS. If so, since I am doing some work on Stepin Fetchit who appears in this film, I would 
like to borrow this copy so that I rescreen again. If not, don’t worry about it but it would be helpful to my research. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Paul Green Foundation @earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 9:36 PM 
To: ’Laurence Avery’; Regester, Charlene B; Williams, Kathy; Margaret Bauer 
(::c: ’Jim Clark’ 
Subject: grant to NCHC 

Ladies and Gentleman, 

Attached is the grant proposal I sent to the NC Humanities Council for their August :1st deadline -8 weeks out (as required) from a possible House o.fConnelly event 

we have planned and hopefully can do. I had to get it in - whether we can ultimately pull it off- because of the deadline. I hope it meets with your approval. I had 

to just write it the way I envisioned it. I think this is an important opportunity so let’s try to find a date that will work with all of us. I know that Charlene and 

Kathy’s schedules are really tight so I think we’re looking at late (after the 26th ) September or early August. I’ll have to nail down the venue which I will do in the 

coming week. 

We can make any changes if and when we get the grant. Thanks so much for your willingness to pursue this. Marsha 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 9:37 AM 

Chuck Kleinhans <chuckkle@northwestem.edu-~ 

ILS: Blackwell Companion to Afdcm~ A, nerica~ Film 

Okay -- good to hear from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Chuck Kleinhans [chuckkle@northwestern.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 20:tl 9::t2 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sul~ject; Re: Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Charlene,, 

You misread the email. I simply forwarded m~ announcement by Mark Reid. You have to talk to Mark about this. 

black film <companiontoafricanamericanfllm@gmail.com> 

I will not be contributing to the volume because I have too many previous committnents. 

Best, 

CHUCK 

On Nov 28, 2011, at 5:40 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Chuck: Yes, I would be interested in contributing to this volume. However, I prefer that you indicate more specifically you would like for me to contribute. 
could contribute to the early cinema period and focus on Oscar Micheaux or contribute on the more contemporary period since I have just produced an essay on 
Precious (Lee Daniels film). So just let me know what you would like for me to contribute in view of the other contributors to this volume. This volume is long 
overdue, I look forward to seeing it in its completion, and greatly appreciate the invitation to make a contribution. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 

From; Chuck Kleinhans [chuckkle@nor~hwestern.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, November 26, 20:II 7:00 PM 
To; Shannon Gore; Elizabeth Jackson; Regester, Charlene B 
~:¢; Julia Lesage; John Hess 
Sul}ject-" Fwd: Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: black film <companiontoafricanamericanfilm@gmail.com> 
Date: November 26,2011 2:22:52 PM PST 
To: black film <companiontoafricanamericanfilm@gmail.com> 
Subject: Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Blackwell Companion to African American Film 
Mark A. Reid, Editor 

Dear Scholars of film, media, and cultural studies, 
Those of you who are interested in writing an essay of 8000 - 10,000 words please send an abstract. 

Thanks, mark 

Rationale 

The Blackwell Companion to African ~anerican Film will explore a range of diverse issues covered in the films. Essays on the 
beginnings of black fihn productinn, distribution, and reception open the first chapter and establish the existence of black- 

oriented film. The analysis of black film genres and their changing social themes and issues will offer answers to what sustains 

and or refnrmulates black characters and sturylines at different historical periods. The Companion to African ~nerican 

Cinema will show the diversity of opinions and the ~pes of filmmaking that enrich this cinema as well as its shared aesthetics 

that circulate between fdmmakers of the Seventies Black Action/Blaxploitation films as recognizable in Quentin Taranfino 

casting Pare Grief in Jackie Brown (1997). Grief has a major role in which her qualities reside in her sexuality and measured 

strength in the face of the male protagonists--white and black. She exudes a "baadasssss" attitude. The film stylistically 
recalls Pare Crier’s roles in such wlfite-directed black action and blaxploitation films as Coffy (Jack Hill, 1973), Foxy Brown 

(Jack Hill, 1974), and Friday Foster (Arthur Marks, 1977). The African American equivalent to Tarentino’s obsession with 

black action film is shared in Scott Sanders’s macho black male protagonist of Black Dynamite (2009). 

The Blackwell Companion to African American Film ~4ll be comprised of anywhere from 20-25 essays of 8000 - 10,000 words. 

All essays will be newly commissioned and not previously published work. I intend to bring together the very best American 

and non-American scholars in the field who have written and lectured on the subject from a variety of perspectives. The 

Companion to African American Film will present the best and freshest thinking nn African ~nerican film. 



The newly commissioned essays will engage contemporary theory and diverse sociopolitical debates that cover the historical 

periods within this field. The Companion volume will cover the fmnfly film, actioniblaxploitation film, comedy, black woman- 

centered film, and black queer cinema. In this coverage, the Blackwdl Companion to African American Film will present a 
broad spectrum of African American films made by black and nonblack filmmakers. 

The rationale tbr the organization of the Companion to African American Film is based on the importance of each black film 

genre, fliat is, the consistent production of said genre and its narrative and thematic changes that occur over time and 

geographical place. Black film, as any other artistic practice, reflects certain contemporary concerns. Theretbre, tiffs proposal 

embraces changes in lfistorical thne, dominant fliemes, sociopolitical concerns, and generic tbrnis that make AfiJcan American 

films ~Jbrant, diverse, and in constant change. Each chapter is organized to reflect this vibrancy, diversi~, and its unfixed 
nature in time. 

Tentative Outline 
I. A Brief Ilistory of African American Film: Early Pioneers and Black film exhibition 

This section treats the earliest black directors as the Johnson Brothers, Oscar Micheaux, Spencer Williams, and Ralph Cooper. 

II. The Post~var Films of the Forties through the Sixties: Civil Rights Era 
These fihns 1nay include nonblack directed and written films as John Cassavetes’s Shadows (1964) and Michael Roemer’s Noflffng But a 

Man(1964) 

III. The Seventies: Blaxploitation, the LA Rebellion, and Nonviolent Film 
Scholars will cover the theoretical, political, and economic underpinnings of the production m~d reception of Black Action mad Blaxploitation 

cinemas during and a£ter their period of production. The reception of these films during and after the Black Arts and the Black Nationalist 

movements of the Sixties and mid-Seventies will analyze how black tilm reception is intluenced by a particulaJc moment in cultural his~tory, 

film production, and reception. 

The 1970s films will include th~nily films as Claudine (1974), Sounder (1972), The Learning Tree (1969), and such comedies as The 
Landlord (1970) and Watermelon Man (1970) (tiffs is just a suggestive liszt of fihns and is not set in stone). 

IV. Post-Soul Era of Black Film 

New Black Cinema’s themes m~d issues of class, race, and sexualiU as presented in Post-Soul m~d PostNegritude African A~nerican film. 
This covers films as Rodney Evans’s Brother to Brother (2004), and Bany Jenkins’s Medicine for Melancholy (2008). 

V. Black Wolnanist Films 

This chapter covers films made by bot]~ male and female filmmakers. The emphasis is on fihn s~le and female agency. Therefore, a few films 

by Halle Gerima, Chaxles BurnerS, and Lee Daniels axe included in the chapter that also covers filmmaking and screenwriting by African 

Americ~m women. Fihns as ChMes Bumett’s Killer of Sheep (1977) and To Sleep With Anger (1990), Julie Dash’s Daughters of the Dust 

( 1991 ), C he~l Dunye’ s Watermelon Woman ( 1996 ) and The Owls (2010), Zeinabu Irene Davis’ s Mother of the River ( 1995 ), Damell 

Ma~Jm’s The Secret LitE of Bees (2008), and Lee Dmffel’s Precious (2009). 

Chuck Kleinhans 
chuckkle@northwestern.edu 

Chuck Kleinhans 
Associate Professor Emeritus 
Radio/TV/Film Dept. 
Northwestern University 

co-editor, JUMP CUT: a review of contemporary media 

chuckkle@northwestern.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 8:30 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~W: MA in Stage and Screen Studies - University of Arizona, School of Theatre, Film and TV 

SASS flyer.pdf 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Makino, Yuri E - (ymakino) [ymakino@EMAIL.ARIZONA.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday,                4:37 PM 
To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: MA in Stage and Screen Studies - University of Arizona, School of Theatre, Film and TV 

Colleagues, 

Please distribute this announceraent about our new MA in Stage and Screen Studies to those who might be interested. 

thanks[ 

Yuri Makino 
Associate Director, Fihn and Television Program 
School of Theatre, Fihn and Television 
University of Arizona 

845 N. Park Ave, Marshall 220 
Tucson, AZ 85721 
520/621-8974 
ymakino@u.arizona.edu 

520621.7008 

tftv@email, arizona edu 

www.tftv.arizona.org 

MA Stage and Screen Studies 

Now accepting applications for Fall 2012 

The Master of Alts in Stage and Screen Studies is an innovative new two-year graduate program that allows students to integrate their studies of the theories, practices and histories of 
theatre, film, and television. The degree incolT)orates coursework and requirements from all three areas but allows students the flexibility to focus on a single area if they choose to. Students 
take 20 units of required core courses in theatre, film and television and an additional 12 units of electives where students can choose to focus in one area or continue with a broad based 
approach. 

Students who elect to take an MA in Stage and Screen Studies have normally completed an undergraduate degree in Theatre and/or Film and Television, including courses in theatre, film 
and/or television history and production, or their equivalents as indicated by practical experience in the theatre, film and/or television. 

Students take thirty-two (32) credit hours of course work. The program includes comprehensive Master’s exams taken in the third semester and a Master’s Report. ’]?he degree is designed to 
prepare students for doctoral programs in theatre, film and television studies and/or practical applications in theatre, film and television industries 

Students are considered ~2~r graduate assistantships in teaching, which provide students with on-the-job training in the areas of teaching at the college leveh 

Apply on-line through the Graduate College Application Portal at 

http ://~rad. arizona.edu/admission s/applv-n ow 



SCHOOL OF 
F|LM  & TEL 

THEA .TRE 
EVlS ON 

14A Stage and Screen Studies 

Now accepting applications for Fall 20;~2 

The Master of Arts in Stage and Screen Studies is an innovative new two-year graduate 
program that allows students to integrate their studies of the theories, practices and 
histories of theatre, film, and television. The degree incorporates coursework and 
requirements from all three areas but allows students the flexibility to focus on a single 
area if they choose to. Students take 20 units of required core courses in theatre, film 
and television and an additional 12 units of electives where students can choose to focus 
in one area or continue with a broad based approach. 

Students who elect to take an MA in Stage and Screen Studies have normally completed 
an undergraduate degree in Theatre and/or Film and Television, including courses in 
theatre, film and/or television history and production, or their equivalents as indicated 
by practical experience in the theatre, film and/or television. 

Students take thirty-two (32) credit hours of course work. The program includes 

comprehensive Master’s exams taken in the third semester and a Master’s Report. The 

degree is designed to prepare students for doctoral programs in theatre, film and 

television studies and/or practical applications in theatre, film and television industries. 

Students are considered for graduate assistantships in teaching, which provide students 

with on-the-job training in the areas of teaching at the college level. 

Apply on-line through the Graduate College Application Portal at 

http://grad.arizona.edu/admissions/apply-now 

I.JNiVERS]TY 
Of ARiZONAo; 

520.621.7008 

tftv@email.arizona.edu 

www.tftv.arizona.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 11:09 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Letter, Beflir~/Gennany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [bicdance@aol.com] 

Sent-" Tuesday, 8::t3 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, Berlin/Germany 











Abmeldung yon diesem Newsletter: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 11:21 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

EW: Call for Paper (Asian Cinema and Media; Hong Kong) 

ASIAN CINEMA STUDIES SOCIETY CONFERENCE combined.doc 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of TSKTan@UMAC.MO [TSKTan@UMAC.MO] 
Sent: Wednesday,                11:04 AM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: Re: Call for Paper (Asian Cinema and Media; Hong Kong) 

PLEASE tIELP CIRCULATE. 

The Asian Cinema Studies Society welcomes paper, poster,workshop and panel proposals covering 82tl aspects of Asian fihn and ~nedia, including student films. The 

conference is scheduled for 18-20 Maacch 2012 and will be held at Hong Kong Universi~, Hong Kong. It is co-sponsored by this university’s Compe~rative Literature 

and Centre for the Stu@ of Globalizarion and Culture. Submission deadline for proposals: 31 December 2011. For mo~ details, please check the attached documents 

or our website URL: _h__t_t_p__~!~:~_~_~:_h___k__u__:!!_k_~_c_9____m__p__[[t_~_a___c__a___s_~ 

Best regards, 

Tan See Kam 

Vice Chair, Asian Cinema Studies Socie~ and Associate Professor, University of Macau 

ASIAN CINEMA STUDIES SOCIETY CONFERENCE 

MARCH 18-20, 2012 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ttONG KONG 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

The Asian Cinema Studies Society (ACSS) welcomes paper, poster, workshop and panel proposals covering all aspects of Asian film and media. 

This intemarional confe,ence has three ma~n prescntarion categories: 

(1) Panels tbr scholars, teacher~ filmmakers and graduate students; 

(2) a special screening to showcasc ontstanding films made by students; and 

(3) a special panel for undergraduate papers. 

For (1): 

¯ Please send proposals of 200-300 words as RTF or WORD attachments. 

¯ Please include the title, author(s) name(s), institutional affiliation, mailing address, and email contacts, as well as a brief biography of each contributor. 

¯ In the case of panel, workshop, and gronp snbmissions, please provide a briefdescriprion (100 words) of the contribution of each participant. 

Each scssion will be 1 ¯ 7~ hours ~n durations, and t~me limits will be strictly enlbrced. 

For (2): 

The speciaJ screening aims to showcase outstanding films made by students. Teaching s~ail’of creative media/fifin production programmes are welcome to recommend 

sub,nissions of excellent works produced by their students. Our wide range of scholarly and screening events roll see the creation of a unique space for film scholars, 

professionaJ~ fifinmakers, and students from around the world to communicate and exchange ideas. 

¯ Student film protx~l should include student(s) name(s), institution attiliation, film title, course title, emaJl address, proposal title and abstract (200-300 words as RTF 

or WORD attachments); 

° ALL works of student filmmakers should be recommended by teachers. 

For (3): 

Undergradnates are enconraged to snbmit qnaJi~ papers on all topics related to Asian film and media. 

¯ An undergraduate paper proposal should include student(s) nan~e(s), institurion a£filiarion, course rifle, email address, proposal rifle and abstract (200-300 words as 

RTF or WORD attachments); 

¯ ALL undergraduate papers should be recommended by teachers; 

Please send all proposals to Dr. Natalie Wong at nslw~!hlm.hk. 

DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS: December 31,2011 

Notifications of acceptance roll be sent out by the end of January 2012. 

We regret that we cannot oiler any funds for travel or acco,nmodarion. However, there will 

be NO registrarion fee for those presenting papers, ,serving as panel chairs, or pazticiparing 



in workshops, poster sessions, or in any other official capacity. 

For more detafils, please check our website URI.: http:i/~’.hku.hk/complit/acssci 

Prograan com~nittee members: John A. Lent (Chair of ACSS), Tan See-Kam (Vice Chair ofACSS/Macau U), Natalie Wong (HKU), Staci Ford (HKU), Mirana 

Szeto (HKU), Winnie Yee (HKU), Ang Sze-wei (HKU), Gina Maacchetti (HKU). 

With the Support ot! Hong Kong University’s Compara’dve Literature and the Center tbr the Study of Globalization and Culture (CSGC). 

About ACSS: 

Inaugurated in 1984, ACSS has been dedicated to fostering research in Asian film and related media. It publishes ASIAN CINEMA twice yearly, and features all 

types of Asian fihn, including full-length movies, documentaries~ animation, and experimental. Nine ACSS conferences have been held since 1988, including five in the 

United States and one each in Australia, Canada, South Korea and China. Many of the papers presented at ACSS conferences have been published in ASIAN 

CINEMA and other journals, and books. 

For more information on ACSS and tier membership details, visit its website at 

http:/iastro.temple .edu/~ilent,’asiancinem~’acss.html 

About CSGC: 

The Center for the Study of Globalization and Cultures (CSGC), set up in 1999, is an interdisciplinary center based in the Department of Comparative Literature. The 

focus of its work is on issues of culture and globelization with special reference to Asia, China and Hong Kong. Major reseaacch themes include: the cultures of 

capitalism; global flows of culture, media and technology; cities and globeJization; new communities, publics, and identities; and tx~st-coloniaJism and neo-liberaJism. 

For more intbnnation on CSGC, visit its website at http://wvwv0.1~u.hlc/complit/csgc/ 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the follomng command to listserv@lis~tser<american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



ASIAN CINEMA STUDIES SOCIETY CONFERENCE 

MARCH 18-20, 2012 

THE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

The Asian Cinema Studies Society (ACSS) welcomes paper, poster, workshop and panel proposals 

covering all aspects of Asian film and media. This international conference has three main categories: 

(1) Panels for scholars, teachers, filmmakers and graduate students; 

(2) a special screening to showcase outstanding films made by students; and 

(3) a special panel for undergraduate papers. 

For (1): 

¯ Please send proposals of 200-300 words as RTF or WORD attachments. 

¯ Please be certain to include the title, author(s) name(s), institutional affiliation, mailing address, 

and email contacts, as well as a brief biography of each contributor. 

¯ For panel, workshop, and group submissions, please provide a brief description (100 words) of the 

contribution of each participant. 

¯ Sessions will be 1 ½ hours in duration, and time limits will be strictly enforced. 

For (2): 

The special screening aims to showcase outstanding films made by students. Teaching staff of 

creative media/film production programmes are welcome to recommend submissions of excellent 

works produced by their students. Our wide range of scholarly and screening events will see the 

creation of a unique space for film scholars, professional filmmakers, and students from around the 

world to communicate and exchange ideas. 

Guidelines for film screening submissions: 

¯ Student film proposal should include student(s) name(s), institution affiliation, film title, course 

title, email address, proposal title and abstract (200-300 words as RTF or WORD attachments); 

ALL works of student filmmakers should be recommended by teachers. 

For (3): 



Undergraduates, with the recommendations from their teachers, are encouraged to submit quality 

papers on all topics related to Asian film and media. 

Guidelines for paper submissions: 

¯ An undergraduate paper proposal should include student(s) name(s), institution affiliation, course 

title, email address, proposal title and abstract (200-300 words as RTF or WORD attachments); 

¯ ALL undergraduate papers should be recommended by teachers; 

Please send all proposals to Dr. Natalie Wong at nslw@hku.hk. 

DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS: December 3:1, 20:1:1 

Notifications of acceptance will be sent out by the end of January 20:12. 

We regret that we cannot offer any funds for travel or accommodation. However, there will 

be NO registration fee for those presenting papers, serving as panel chairs, or participating 

in workshops, poster sessions, or in any other official capacity. 

Program committee members: John A. Lent (Chair of ACSS), Tan See-Kam (Macau;Vice Chair of ACSS), 

Natalie Wong (HKU), Staci 

Ford (HKU), Mirana Szeto (HKU), Winnie Yee (HKU), Ang Sze-wei (HKU), Gina Marchetti (HKU). 

With the Support of: Comparative Literature and the Centre for the Study of Globalization and 

Culture, 

Hong Kong Unversity. 

For more details, please check our website URL: http://www.hku.hk/complit/acssc/ 



About the Asian Cinema Studies Society (ACSS): 

Inaugurated in 1984, ACSS has been dedicated to fostering research in Asian film and 

related media. It publishes Asian Cinema twice yearly, and features all types of Asian film, 

including full-length movies, documentaries, animation, and experimental. Nine ACSS 

conferences have been held since 1988, including five in the United States and one each in 

Australia, Canada, South Korea and China. Many of the papers presented at ACSS 

conferences have been published in Asian Cinema and other journals and books. 

For more information on ACSS and for membership details, visit its website at 

http://astro.tem ple.edu/~jlent/asiancinema/acss.html 

About the Centre for the Study of Globalization and Culture: 

The Center for the Study of Globalization and Cultures (CSGC), set up in 1999, is an 

interdisciplinary center based in the Department of Comparative Literature. The focus of its 

work is on issues of culture and globalization with special reference to Asia, China and Hong 

Kong. Major research themes include: the cultures of capitalism; global flows of culture, 

media and technology; cities and globalization; new communities, publics, and identities; 

and post-colonialism and neo-liberalism. 

For more information on CSGC, visit its website at http://www0.hku.hk/complit/csgc/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 11:22 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Letter, , Beflir~/Gennany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Sent-" Tuesday, 8::t3 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, Berlin/Germany 

@aol.com] 











Abmeldung yon diesem Newsletter: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 7, 2011 4:00 PM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Update 

Dear Priscilla: Yes, I will be going to SCMS and hope to see you then. I am just sending emails that I thought might be of interest to you -- you do not have to reply. I know 
things are hectic so take care and don’t get overwhelmed. By the way, I attended the Spike Lee lecture last night (had nearly forgotten about the lecture until I ran into one of 

my colleagues) -- he was here some several years ago and said pretty much the same thing. But anyway he is always entertaining. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 3:44 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Visit the all-new Filmquarterly.org! 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for forwarding me these emails. I can’t remember if I told you I will be going to SCMS after all. I got an email from them during Thanksgiving break that my paper 
proposal was accepted. Will you be there, too? If you already told me about your plans for the conference, I apologize for having to ask again. Things have just been really 
crazy during the end of the semester and my memory is failing me. 

Sincerely, 

Priscilla 

Priscilla i.ayn~ 

Assista nt Professor 

404 Dey H~]]I, CB#3150 

LJrfivers~w or Nort:h (:~o~h-~ a[ Chape~ ~-t~ 

Cha~)el FHII,, NC 27599-,33,~;0 

Emaik playneOema~Lunc.edL~ 

Tel: (SIO; 717-3888 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
Subject: b-W: Visit the all-new Filmquarterly.org! 

From: University of California Press [jtobin@ucpress.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 05, 2011 9:31 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Visit the all-new Filmquarterly.org! 



Visit the all-new Filmquarterly.org! 
Fo~’ ever fifW years, Film QaarteHy has ~een a ~o-to resoarce fer film scholars a~ fi~m b~ffs 

alike. Now, w[[:h the new fi]mquarter[y~org, yea can read the same in-.degt[~ analyses----with 

artkfles kern the gages of F~lm Qua[teHy, web-exck~s~ve writings, and speda] offers----re[ 

free, on]~ae~ 

Escape ArI:ist~’~: Debating The Ski~ ]: Live 

Paul .]uibn .<.mith and Rob White 

St:ay {lp to dat,~ wit:h ~ile la~es[ on Film quarteriy! 

:Subscribe to our t~ble of contents r~gb’. Feed!                                          ] 



Rob Wilite 

Exce~plx Fifms of the Yea~’ 20~0 

.’,,ames ~aremore 



~ina F’o~’,~er and Rob White 

Rob Wilite 

Other titles of interest 



Animation 

Suite 303 

This is a commercial mes’~ge~ 

To send a coW oftNs message m your NeM(s) click hem 

If you would pret~r not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the tbllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You roll receive one additional e-mail mesmge confi~raing your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 7, 2011 4:03 PM 

~aol.com 

FW: Blackwell Compa~on to Africaaa American Fihn 

From: Chuck Kleinhans [chuckkle@northwestern.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 9:12 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Charlene,, 

You misread the email. I simply lbrwarded an announcement by Mark Reid. You have to talk to Mark about "this. 

black film <companiontoafricanamericanfllm@.qmail.com> 

I will not be contributing to the volume becau~ I have too many previous commitments. 

Best, 

CHUCK 

On Nov 28, 2011, at 5:40 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Chuck: Yes, I would be interested in contributing to this volume. However, I prefer that you indicate more specifically you would like for me to contribute. 
could contribute to the early cinema period and focus on Oscar Micheaux or contribute on the more contemporary period since I have just produced an essay on 
Precious (Lee Daniels film). So just let me know what you would like for me to contribute in view of the other contributors to this volume. This volume is long 
overdue, I look forward to seeing it in its completion, and greatly appreciate the invitation to make a contribution. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Chuck Kleinhans [chuckkle@northwestern.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 26, 201:t 7:00 PM 
To: Shannon Gore; Elizabeth Jackson; Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Julia Lesage; John Hess 
Subject-" Fwd: Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: black film <companiontoafricanamericanfilm@.qmail.com> 
Date: November 26,2011 2:22:52 PM PST 
To: black film <companiontoafricanamedcanfilm@gmail.com> 
Subject: Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Blackwell Companion to African American Film 
Mark A. Reid, Editor 

Dear Scholars of film, media, and cultural studies, 

Those of you who are interested in writing an essay of 8000 - 10,000 words please send an abstract. 

Thanks, mark 

Rationale 

The Blackwell Companion to African Alnerican Fihn will explore a range of diverse issues covered in the films. Essays on the 

beginnings of black f’dm production, distribution, and reception open the first chapter and establish the efistence of black- 

oriented f’lhn. The analysis of black film genres and their changing social themes and issues will offer answers to what sustains 

and or reformulates black characters alul storylines at different historical periods. The Companion to African American 

Cinema will shnw the diversity of opinions and the types of filmm aking that enrich this cinema as wall as its shared aesthetics 

that circulate between fdmm akers of the Seventies Black Action/Blaxploitation films as recogn~able in Quentin Tarantino 

casting Pare Grief in Jackie Brown (1997). Grier has a major role in which her qualities reside in her sexuality and measm’ed 
strength in the face of the male protagonist~,hite and black. She exudes a "baadasssss" attitude. The film stylistically 

recalls Pare Grier’s roles in such white-directed black action and blaxploitation films as Coffy (Jack Hill, 1973), Foxy Brown 

(Jack Hill, 1974), and Friday Foster (Arthur Marks, 1977). The African American equivalent to Tarentino’s obsession with 

black action fihn is shared in Scott Sanders’s macho black male protagonist of Black Dynamite (2009). 

The Blackwell Companion to African American Fihn ~ll be comprised of anywhere frown 20-25 essays of 8000 - 10,000 words. 
Adl essays will be newly commissioned and not previously published work. I intend to bring together the ve~T best :Smaerican 

and non-±Mnerican scholars in the field who have written and lectured on the subject froln a variety of perspectives. The 

Companion to African American Film will present the best and freshest thinking on African American film. 



The newly commissioned essays will engage contemporary theory and diverse sociopolitical debates that cover the historical 

periods within this field. The Companion volume will cover the fmnfly film, actioniblaxploitation film, comedy, black woman- 

centered film, and black queer cinema. In this coverage, the Blackwdl Companion to African American Film will present a 
broad spectrum of African American films made by black and nonblack filmmakers. 

The rationale tbr the organization of the Companion to African American Film is based on the importance of each black film 

genre, fliat is, the consistent production of said genre and its narrative and thematic changes that occur over time and 

geographical place. Black film, as any other artistic practice, reflects certain contemporary concerns. Theretbre, tiffs proposal 

embraces changes in lfistorical thne, dominant fliemes, sociopolitical concerns, and generic tbrnis that make AfiJcan American 

films ~Jbrant, diverse, and in constant change. Each chapter is organized to reflect this vibrancy, diversi~, and its unfixed 
nature in time. 

Tentative Outline 
I. A Brief Ilistory of African American Film: Early Pioneers and Black film exhibition 

This section treats the earliest black directors as the Johnson Brothers, Oscar Micheaux, Spencer Williams, and Ralph Cooper. 

II. The Post~var Films of the Forties through the Sixties: Civil Rights Era 
These fihns 1nay include nonblack directed and written films as John Cassavetes’s Shadows (1964) and Michael Roemer’s Noflffng But a 

Man(1964) 

III. The Seventies: Blaxploitation, the LA Rebellion, and Nonviolent Film 
Scholars will cover the theoretical, political, and economic underpinnings of the production m~d reception of Black Action mad Blaxploitation 

cinemas during and a£ter their period of production. The reception of these films during and after the Black Arts and the Black Nationalist 

movements of the Sixties and mid-Seventies will analyze how black tilm reception is intluenced by a particulaJc moment in cultural his~tory, 

film production, and reception. 

The 1970s films will include th~nily films as Claudine (1974), Sounder (1972), The Learning Tree (1969), and such comedies as The 
Landlord (1970) and Watermelon Man (1970) (tiffs is just a suggestive liszt of fihns and is not set in stone). 

IV. Post-Soul Era of Black Film 

New Black Cinema’s themes m~d issues of class, race, and sexualiU as presented in Post-Soul m~d PostNegritude African A~nerican film. 
This covers films as Rodney Evans’s Brother to Brother (2004), and Bany Jenkins’s Medicine for Melancholy (2008). 

V. Black Wolnanist Films 

This chapter covers films made by bot]~ male and female filmmakers. The emphasis is on fihn s~le and female agency. Therefore, a few films 

by Halle Gerima, Chaxles BurnerS, and Lee Daniels axe included in the chapter that also covers filmmaking and screenwriting by African 

Americ~m women. Fihns as ChMes Bumett’s Killer of Sheep (1977) and To Sleep With Anger (1990), Julie Dash’s Daughters of the Dust 

( 1991 ), C he~l Dunye’ s Watermelon Woman ( 1996 ) and The Owls (2010), Zeinabu Irene Davis’ s Mother of the River ( 1995 ), Damell 

Ma~Jm’s The Secret LitE of Bees (2008), and Lee Dmffel’s Precious (2009). 

Chuck Kleinhans 
chuckkle@northwestern.edu 

Chuck Kleinhans 
Associate Professor Emeritus 
Radio/TV/Film Dept. 
Northwestern University 

co-editor, JUMP CUT: a review of contemporary media 

chuckkle@northwestern.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Thursday, December 8, 2011 1:15 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Profile for AFAM Dept. Website 

Dear Travis: For my profile for the Department’s Website, please note that I am an Associate Professor rather than 
Assistant Professor. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, December 9, 2011 9:40 AM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: Northwestern Universi .ty’s MFA in Writing for Screen+ Stage: Application Deadline December 3 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of David E Tolchinsky [d-tolchinsky@NORTHWESTERN.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2011 6:35 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: Northwestern University’s MFA in Writing for Screen+Stage: Application Deadline December 31 

Dear Colleagues: Please excuse one more mailing, thanks again for sending great writers our way, and please note Dec 31 deadline. 

Best, Dave Tolchinsky 

Description: http:l/www.oammunication.northwestern.edu/images/brochures/SOCBanner-780.jpg 

The MFA in Writing for the Screen and Stage 
The MFA in Writing for the Screen and Stage is an interdisciplinary degree tbunded upon principles of art, craft, business, vision, and 

com~nunity. It is specifically designed to provide writers with a diverse array of tools to apply to their work in screen, stage, television, aaad 

experimental media. Over the course of tbe re,o-year program, the 12 selected members of each incoming class learn, work, and grow 

together to form a close-lmit axtistic community. 

Why should you. pursue this degree? 
Af[er completing this MFA, you will possess: 
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A $5000 grant to help bring to life your play, screenplay, or teleplay 

First-class technical facilities and a black-box studio in which to film or stage works 

The opportunity to see professional actors perform your work 

Internships in Los Angeles, New York, or Chicago to give you on-the-job understanding of the industry 

Entree to the Northwestern University Entertainment Alliance, a recognized media force devoted to promoting the careers of recent Northwestern 

graduates 

Northwestern’s commitment to cross-departmental interaction and collaboration among faculty and students creates fertile ground for inspiration and 

expression. Many of our programs, such as the PhD in Screen Cultures and Minor in Sound Design break down boundaries and allow unfettered exploration 

for graduate students 

From ’Ihe Director of~[lae MFA m Writing for the Screen m~d Stage 
What does it ~nean to be "at the center of writing , It means defining yomselfas a~ ~ztist who seeks to tell the best story possible, to fit 

that story to the most appropriate tbrm, and to pursue writing opportunities wherever they present themselves. Read more at: 

www. w~i te.northwestem.edu/ dhecto~;/ ..................................................................................... 

Pro~ram= Requirements 
COURSEWORK REQUIREMENTS - 18 UNITS TOTAL 

MFA students roll be allowed to take a maximnm of 20 credits. 

Grade average: you must maintain a B average. If your average is not a B or higher by the end of the first year, you may be asked to 

leave the program. 

First Yeast Review: The academic and professional progress of all first yeaJr MFAs roll be reviewed in early June by the director of the 

program in consultation ruth writing facul .ty. If weaknesses are identified, a fom~a), interview with that student will be conducted by the 

director mad writing facnlb’ to determine m~ appropriate course of action. Subsequent to that interview, at the discretion of the directoc the grade for the spring core 

¯ A full portfolio of diverse work 

Business acumen for navigating in the professional world of writing 

¯ A network of new colleagues, including the program’s working faculty and visiting artists featuring leading voices and rising 

stars in writing, such as Stephen Colbert (The Colbert Report) John Logan (The Avietor), Greg Berlanti (Everwood), Rebecca Gilman (Spinning Into Butter), Julia 

Louis-Dreyfus (The New Adventures of Old Christine, Seinfeld), Brad Hall (writer, Wetching Ellie, Seturdey Night Live) --as well as media executives, agents, 

and producers 

In addition to incisive coursework, Northwestern offers the professional writer other remarkable opportunities 

During this two-year program you’ll have access to: 



500-level writing seminar may be used to determine whether that student will be allowed to continue in the program with a grade of C+ or below resulting in possible 

removal. 

Final Portfolio Review/Det~nse: In consultation with the director of the program, you will choose a committee of two IZacul~ members (both part of the Graduate 

School facul .ty) to review your final portfolio (at least three substantial sctipts created within the context of courses) and to judge your final defense of that portfolio. 

Faculty 
Bill Bleich (MFA, UCLA), associate director of the MFA in Wtiting for the Screen and Stage, is a screenwtiter with more than a dozen produced network television 

movies, features, mini-series and pilots to his credit. His telefihn, Deadly Messages, was nominated for an Edgar Awmd for Best Myste~. Other credits include: Good 

Cops, Bad Cops; Danger Island; The ~14icinight Hom; Smoky ~lounmin Christmas; Children of Stepford; Gladiator; The Hearse; When Dreams Come True 

and From The Dead oJ?Vight. He created the Universal syndicated television series Shades ofL.A, and was on staffof the Showtime series Poltergeist. The 

Legacy. 

Jay Bonansinga (MFA, Colum bin College Chicago) is the author of ~ven acclaimed suspense novels, as well as three orginal screenplays currently in 

development in Hollywood. Jay has collaborated with such major fihn directors as George Romero (Night of the Living Dead) and Mary Lambert (Pet Semetary) 

has been published by major players such as Penguin Books, Simon & Schuster, and Warner Books. He has been a finalist for a Bram Stoker Award for Best First 

Novel, and was awarded the prestigious silver plaque at the Chicago hatemafional Film Festival tbr his directing. 

Thomas Bradshaw (MFA, Brooldyn College)joins the Department of Radio/Television,/Film from Medgar Evars 
~i Description: 

http:/~www.communication.nor~hwestern.edu College in New York, where he was an assistant prot~ssor. Bradshaw is a playwright, the recipient of a 2009 
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Guggm~heim Fellowship and the 2010 Ptince Charitable Trust Prize. He is the author of Mary, which pre~niered at the 

Goodman Theatre in 2010; The Ashes; The Bereaved, which was named one of the Best Plays of 2009 by Time Out 

New York and was a New York Times Critic’s Pick; and Southern Promises and Dawn, both listed among the Best 

Performances of Stage and Screen for 2008 in The New Yorker. His other works have included Prophet, Strom 

Thurmond Is Not a Racist, Cleansed, Purity, and Job. Bradshaw has been featured as one of Time OutNew ~))rk’s ten 

playwtights to watch, as one ofPaperMagazine’s Beautifi~l People, and as Best Provocative Pla~vright in the Village 

~ice. 

Zayd Dohrn (MFA, NYU) is a playwright and screenwriter whose work has been produced and developed at Manhattan Theatre Club, MCC, Naked Angels, Matin 

Theatre, The Public (SPF), South Coast Rep, Alliance Theatre, New York Theatre Workshop, Berkshire Theatre Festival Alchemy Theatre, Southern Rep, and 

Kitchen Dog Theater~ among others. He won Lincoln Center’s Lecomte du Nouy l?tize, the Theatre Masters Visionary, Playwrights Awmd, the S1U Cooper Prize, and 

the Jean Kenne@ Smith Award, as well as residencies and/or commissions from Ars Nova, Dallas Theatre Centec Chautauqua, and the Royal Court Theatre of 

London. He is currently developing screenplays lbr Vox3 Films and American Film Company, as well as co-writing a pilot tbr HBO. 

Kat Falls (MFA, Northwestern) has had four screenplays optioned by independent producers and was hired to write a script for Disney Studios based on a pitch. 

She is a longstanding member of the WGA. In 2009, she sold her YA novel, DarkLiJO, to Scholastic in a 2-book deal. Dark Life was released in 2010. 

Rebecca Gilman (MFA, Universi~- of Iowa) was recently named to Goodmaxa Theatre’s Artistic Collective. She is the author of 
.~iI Description: 
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top 10 plays and musicals of the decade. Her plays have received numerous productions at regional theatres and abroad, including 

productions at "the Goodman Theatre (where she is a member of the Goodman Theatre Artistic Collective), the Royal Court Theatre, 

Lincoln Center Theatre, the Public Theater~ Manhattan Theatre Club, New York Theatre Workshop, and Manhattan Class Company. 

She is the recipient ofa Guggmtheim Fellowship, The Prince Prize tbr Commissioning New Work, The Roger L. Stevens Award t~m 

the Kennedy Center Fund for New American Plays, The Evening Standard Au,ard for Most Promising Play~vtight, and The George 

Devine Award. She was named a finalist for the 2001 Pulitzer Prize for her plw, The Glory of Living. 

~Zeiko Lin (MFA, UCLA) sIarted his career in the theater writing and directing plays and musicals produced at UCLA’s Rwce Hall, 

Veterans Wadsworth Theatre, and CentuU Ci~ Playhouse. His last play The BestMan premiered at East West Players’ David HemT 

Hwang Theater. In summer 2010, his newest play iO0 DA Kq had its first Chicago staged reading at Silk Road Theatre Project. In film, Weiko wrote a dramatic t}ature 

tbr The Mark Gordon Company (2012) and Good Worldwide, Inc (2/~e Messenger). He also has a comedy with Madhouse Entertainment (’lhe Boun.ly Hunter) 

attached to produce. Currently, Weiko is developing a crime tlmller remake with Atlas Entertainment (The Dark Knight). As wtiter/producer, he optioned the English 

language remake tights of the biggesl Ta~wanese box office hit Cape No. 7 of which he is currently’ adapting. As a Fulbright Senior Specialist he has taught 

screenwriting at Taipei National Universi~, of the Arts; he has also taught at University of CaJifornia at San Diego and Universi~ of California at Riverside. A member 

of the Dramatist Guild of America and Writers Guild of America-West, Weiko serves as co-chair of WGA’s Asian American Writers Committee. 

David Tolchinsky (MFA, University of Southern California), director of the MFA in Writing for the Screen and Stage, is a screenwriter (Sony Trista*’s Gir/) with 

screenplay commissions from such companies as MGM, USA Networks, Disney, Ivan Reitman’s Montecito Pictures, Edward R. Pressman Film Corp, Addis- 

Wechslerilndustu Entertainment, and many other projects in development. Some of his work centers on teen subcultures such as heavy-metaJ~ fans, Florida surfer 

teens, teen groupies, and female football players, particularly in relation to social decay. He is also interesled in horror, both pwchological and physical. He has a 

secondeacy interest in sound design and has designed the sound for interactive computer envim~maents and video insta2llations that have been e:d~ibited internationally. 

Carla Waddles (MFA, Universil7 of Southern California) has been working as a television comedy wtiter in Los Angeles for the past 13 years. She has written 

on and produced such shows as For Your Love (Warner Bros.), That ~’ So Raven (Disney), Half& ttalf (UPN), The Bill Engvall Show (TBS), and the Fresh Beat 

Band (Nickelodeon). Currently, she is developing a half-hour come@ pilot with Jerry~ Weintraub’s production company. One Love, an independent herr-hour come@ 



she created, is slated to premiere Fall 2011. 

Harvey Yotmg(Ph.D., Cornell) is a specialist in Black theatre and performance. He is the author ofl~body#N Black Experie~ce: Stillrless, CriticalAlemory. 

a~td the BlackBody and the co-editor, ruth Ramon Rivera-Servera, of Perfo~tance in the Borderlands. He is vice president for research and publications of the 

Association tbr Theatre in Higher Education. 

~Ki Description: 
Past Facztlty 

http://~,.communication.northwestern.edu/images/brochures/wri .J[;.-~lllae gakken, co-producer and writer for Scrubs, returned to her alma mater (she was a radio- 
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television film graduate and part of the Creative Writing for the Media program in 1996) to teach a 

course to MFA students. 

A 16- year veteran of the entertai~maent industry, David Kukoff has 11 produced fihn and television 

credits to his name, including "the production polish on the hit Nickelodeon tihn "Clockstoppers." In 

addition to his numerous Disney-related projects, Kukoffhas sold and rewritten feature fihn projects at 

every studio in town, has worked in conjunction ruth producers Brain Grazer ("A Beautiful Mind," 

°’Cinderella Man") and G~2le Anne Hurd (’~I’he Terminator," ’°The Incredible Hulk"), and has held 

television development deals at Twentieth Century Fox Television and Touchstone Television. 

Regina Stewart is a network television writer-producer M~o has authored more than thirb~ episodic ~ripts and six original pilots. A graduate of the highly competitive 

Wagoner Bros Writers Workshop, her writing and executive producing creNts include Empty ~¥est, 2he George Lopez Shou,, Ihe _~,;orm MacDor~aldShou,, Still 

St~e~d#~g and Dharma and Greg, tbr which she garnered two Golden Globe nominations and a People’s Choice Award. She is also the recipient of an Environmental 

Media Awaxd and two SHINE awards for honest portrayal of teen sexuality issues in half-hour comedy. 

Barbara Wallace and Tom Wolfe have written together for nearly 20 years. Their plays include Early a~td Often, which ran at the Famous Door Theatre in Chicago 

in 2000-2001 and The Great Society, also a Famous Door production in 2003. Baxbara and To~n have ~21so written for television. They wrote an episode of M~rphy 

Brou,n and then, in the next three years, worked on staff at three other shows before spending the pas~t eight or nine years writing commissioned pilots. They also wrote 

the series 14~elcome to Nen, I~ork. 

Alttrnni and Careers 
Sarah Accuardi’s (GC09) play Portrait oft he Widow Kinski was selected tbr a reading at The Victo~ Gaxdens Biograph Theater, Chicago, on Februa~ 9, 2010. 

Alan Arriv~e (GC08) accepted a tenure-track Assistant l?rofessorship of Film/Theatre in The Depart~nent of Theatre Al~ts at the Universi~ of Mississippi. 

Carrie Barrett (GC09) was selected to participate in the 2010 Eugene Oqqeill National Playwrights Conference with her play, The Burden of Not Having a Tail, 

which was written as part of her MFA coursework. 

~i D~scription:                                             Maria Fini~zo’s (GC08) documentary film Terra Incognito, an exploration of the promise and 
http:"wwwc°mmunicati°nn°r~hwesternedulimages/br°chures/write/IMG peril of stem cell re,arch, received a Peabody Award tbr excellence in radio and television 
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broadcasting. 

Meridith Friedman’s (GC10) play Blue Monday was chosen to be part of the MFA 

Pla?<wright Workshop at the Kennedy Center in D.C. in the summer of 2010. 

Erik Gernand’s (GC09) short comedy Tech Support, co-written by and stamng Jenny Hagel 

(CG09), premiered summer of 2010 at the New York, Toronto, and San Francisco gay and 

lesbian film fes~dvals. Previously, Gernand’s short film Girl Parts screened at NewFilmmakers at 

Anthology Film Archives in New York in April of2010 and also had iks broadcas~t premiere on 

the Logo Channel (MTV Networks). 

Sarah Gubbins (GC08) was awarded the Carl Djerassi Fellowship in Pla~,ridng. The tbllowship was a one-yeax appointment in the Crea’fve Wrifu~g Department of 

the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where Sarah roll teach playwdting. 

Jelmy Hagel (GC09) was hired as a writer on the MTV series, 10 on Top. Her screenplay, Product Placement, written as part of her coursework at Northwestern, 

was a finalist in the screenplay competition at NewFest. 

Toby Herman (GC09) is the promo producer for Lopez Tonight. the new George Lopez late night show on TBS. Previously, Toby was chosen as the one-hour 

drama scriptwriting intern lbr the Television Academy of Arks and Sciences’ summer internship program. 

Mattlrew S~nith (GC08) was invited to join Manhattan Class Company’s l?laywrights Coalition and MCC is doing a reading of his new play, 7 Ways to Mourn the 

Dead, in November, 2009. 

Ben Vicciello (GC09) was appointed tenure-track Assistant l?rofessor of Drama at Kenyon College. His 10-minute play Back Sto~y was selected by Aspen’s 

Theatre Masters to receive a workshop production in Aspen, as well as a production in New York Ci~’. 

Helpfal Links 
Program infommtion: ww~,.write.northwestern.edu 

The Northwestern Graduate School: w~w~-.tgs.northwcstern.edu 

Graduate housing: 

TranspoVmtion and pexkfug: ~w~-w.no~hwestem.edi£uaervices’transpo~miion 

Health insurance and ~dces: 

TNs list at AU can be subscfi~d 

your firs~t and l~t name.) You can leave a list by ~nding the follomng command 



ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday,                  8:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Interview 

Dear    Yes, I do remember you and thanks so much for sending me this link. I had no idea that my interview was on Youtube. Hope things are going well for you and keep 

up all the hard work that I remember you completing for both of my classes. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @live.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, I0:02 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Interview 

Hi Dr Regester, 

I am a fom~er student of yours; I look both Afam    and Afam    with you. I have spoken to you a few times around campus, but you may not remember me 

because you have had so maw students, but I came across your interview (http:iiwww.-~outube.com/watch?v=gfgFYRbdRLs) on YouTube and it made me miss your 
class ve~ much. You definitely challenged me in Afam    1 j ust wanted to send you an email to say hi and to thank you for being so inspira~donal. 

Thank you, 

University of North Carohna a~ Chapel Hill 2012 

@live.unc,edu I mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 15, 2011 4:03 PM 

AmericaJ~ ttis~torica] Review ~ahrbooks@indi~a.edu> 

ILS: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 

Dear Editor Coulter: This is to inform you that my review is well underway but I cannot send until the end of next week. I have gotten a little behind schedule as we are in the 
middle of exams and since I read the book some time ago, I decided to re-read to improve my review. Hope that this will work for you and thanks for working with me. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

P~om-¯ American Historical Review [ahrbooks@indiana.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, September :tg, 20:tl :t0:56 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
(::c; AHR 
Subject: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 

Dear Charlene Regester: 
The Editors of The American Historical Review invite you to review 
Jennifer Frost, Hedda Hopper’s Hollywood: Celebrity Gossip and American Conservatism. (American History and Culture.) New York: New York University 
Press. 2011. Pp. xv, 281. 535.00. 
if you have not already agreed to review this for another scholarly journal. Please contact us by e-mail at ahrbooks@indiana.edu with the review ID # 
25768. Space limitations compel us to restrict this review to 800 words. The due date will be Thursday, December 15, 2011. 
Please note that we will ask you to sign and return a copyright agreement before publishing the review. For further information about our book review and 
copyright policies, please see our web site. 
If you cannot review this book, we welcome suggestions of possible reviewers. 
Thank you for your attention to this invitation. 
Sincerely, 

Moureen Coulter 
Book Reviews Editor 
American Historical Review 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 1:08 PM 

Ameficm~ ttis~tofica] Review ~abrbooks@indim~a.edu> 

Prig: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 

Dear Jessica: Thank you. Sincererly, Charlene Regester 

From: American Historical Review [ahrbooks@indiana.edu] 
Sent-’ Friday, December 16, 201:t 9:15 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 

Dea~ 

f un~Jers[and conflicting obligatior~s arid busy schedules, f appreciate that you wahl to reread the book k~ or~Jer [o wdLe [he best review, We w~H look for ~t to come 

in the next week or 

Best, 

Jessica 

desMoa Smith 
Produotion Assistant 

American Historical Review 
914 E. Atwater Avenue 
Bloomington, IN 47401 

Phone: (812) 855-7609 
Fax: (812) 855-5827 
ahrbooks@indiana.edu 
htt p://www.a merica n historicalreview.orq 

From-’ Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, December .IS, 20:l:t 4:03 PM 

To; American Historical Review 
Subject,, RE: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 
Dear Editor Coulter: This is to inform you that my review is well underway but I cannot send until the end of next week. I have gotten a little behind schedule as we are in the 
middle of exams and since I read the book some time ago, I decided to re-read to improve my review. Hope that this will work for you and thanks for working with me. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-’ American Historical Review [ahrbooks@indiana.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, September 19, 20:tl 10:56 AM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Cc; AHR 
Subject: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 

Dear Charlene Regester: 

The Editors of The American Historical Review invite you to review 

Jennifer Frost, Hedda Hopper’s Hollywood: Celebrity Gossip and American Conservatism. (American History and Culture.) New York: New York University 

Press. 205:1. Pp. xv, 28:1. ~35.00. 

if you have not already agreed to review this for another scholarly journal. Please contact us by e-mail at ahrbooks@indiana.edu with the review ID # 

25768. Space limitations compel us to restrict this review to 800 words. The due date will be Thursday, December :15, 20:1:1. 

Please note that we will ask you to sign and return a copyright agreement before publishing the review. For further information about our book review and 

copyright policies, please see our web site. 

If you cannot review this book, we welcome suggestions of possible reviewers. 

Thank you for your attention to this invitation. 

Sincerely, 

Moureen Coulter 

Book Reviews Editor 

American Historical Review 
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JENNIFER FROST. Hedda Hopper’s Hollywood: Celebrity Gossip and American 
Conservatism. New York and London: New York University Press. 2011. Pages 281. 

Confronting the complexity, ambiguity, and contradictory personae of a politically 

predisposed movie gossip columnist for the Los Angeles 7~mes, Hedda Hopper, with precision 

and skill, Jennifer Frost, employs a sincere yet thoroughly researched examination of Hopper’s 

rise and decline. Refusing to shy away from Hopper’s reputation as "’unpredictable and 

ruthless,’ ’cold-blooded,’ ’vicious,’ ’fascist,’" (p. 1) Frost launches her study of Hopper by 

establishing the controversial image that proliferated in the movie industry that Hopper herself 

fabricated and manufactured; a testament to both her appeal and danger. The image that Hopper 

meticulously constructed as she sought to position herself among her contemporaries was 

distinguished by her conservative verbal politics and her flamboyant visual style evinced most 

notably in the attention-grabbing hats she wore that were so widely known that the Rochester 

Museum of Arts and Sciences requested her hats for an exhibit. Despite the prominence of her 

hats as a marker of her identity, it was "her nasty reputation [that] dominated her career, persists 

today, and overshadows her historical significance" (p. 1). Dismantling her contentious reputation 

to re-establish Hopper’s significance as a cultural icon and to some extent, a political icon who 

navigated the cinema industry while promoting her conservative views in a period that extends 

from 1938 to 1966, Frost attempts to re-position the power and influence of Hopper as both 

gossip columnist and American consew’ative. 

This work succeeds in accomplishing two goals - one is that while it presents itself as a 

biography of Hopper, it also is a critique of how Hopper is contextualized within the pre and post 

World War II period of America’s socio-cultural history. The biographical interrogation of 

Hopper is reconstructed through the prism of the "larger historical contexts and processes" (p. 2) 

in addition to her relationship with her audience. Exploring Hopper’s political views, Frost refers 

to her as a libertarian who "embraced antistatism," (p. 35) aligned herself with conservatives 

who feared big government as a threat to personal liberty, and endorsed anti-Communism - that 

led her to join J. Edgar Hoover of the FBI and the House Un-American Activities Committee in 

their "witch hunt" during the red scare targeting actors such as Paul Robeson and Larry Parks 

and studio executive Dore Schary, among others. 

In some eight chapters, Frost unveils the intricacies, idiosyncrasies, and verisimilitude of 

Hopper by positioning her next to her contemporaries most of whom she was in competition with 

such as Louella Parsons, Sheilah Graham, Jimmie Fidler, Sidney Skolsky, Edith Gwynne, Ed 

Sullivan, and Walter Winchell demonstrating how Hopper sought to create her own style and 

establish appeal among her fans. Relying on Hopper’s gossip columns and a range of other 
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sources to both read Hopper’s intentions and interpret how fans responded to her, Frost unveil s 

the power and influence that Hopper wielded on shaping careers, exerted over studio executives, 

and deployed with political leaders and campaigns. 

Reflecting Hopper’s style and penchant for gossip, when Hopper interviewed James 

Roosevelt, son of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, regarding his impending divorce, she 

was deemed by Time Magazine as having "’set a new record for the keyhole journalism’" (p. 17). 

This style ofj ournalism led Hopper to become more competitive with her rivals, influenced her 

to become more vigilant, caused her to be more candid, and may have led her to become more 

"’catty’" (p. 19). To gather material for her reports she had a convoy of foot soldiers, studio press 

agents, and social gatherings to provide her with the ammunition needed to fill her columns. 

Hopper employed "’words that wound or silence that kills’" (p. 29) and made conscious 

decisions about what to reveal and what not to conceal, leaving some in the Hollywood industry- 

fearing her wrath. 

Navigating the terrain of Hollywood in a period where her conservative views were not 

as widely welcome, Hopper was reminded that she was a gossip columnist and not a politician. 

Frost suggests that, "Hopper’s politics ... were primarily ideological -whereby long standing 

conservative ideas and beliefs determined the political positions she took - and she never 

wavered in her dedication to using her column in the interests of her political agenda" (p. 35). 

Regarding Hopper’s ambivalence related to her political, racial, and religious views, Frost 

suggests that Hopper was not above using racial epithets as she did when black athlete Jackie 

Robinson visited her home; an act that was in direct contrast to her support of black actor James 

Baskett, whom she supported to receive an Academy Award for his role in Sonlz of the South 

(1946). When she was accused of being anti-Semitic, Hopper defended herself and denounced 

this claim, yet when Louis B. Mayer, MGM production head, wanted her to use her influence to 

assist his daughters in obtaining admission to an exclusive private school that excluded Jews, she 

refused. 

Two campaigns that Hopper launched as an extension of her political views involved 

Lew Ayres, star of the anti-war picture All Quiet on the WesWrn Front (1930), who became a 

conscientious obj ector during World War II and who she defended against the impending war 

believing that fundamentally he had the right to refuse to go to war for religious or personal 

reasons. The second campaign Hopper launched was when she unleashed her reign of terror onto 

actor Charlie Chaplin, whom she mistakenly assumed was Jewish, viewed as an immigrant who 

earned millions in the U.S. but never became a US citizen; an act that she interpreted as 

dismissive, and whose sexual infidelities violated her own moral predisposition. 

Targeting entertainers in Hollywood was part and parcel of Hopper’s political agenda, yet 

her politics extended beyond this arena. Hopper’s political activism ranged from using her 

celebrity to elevate the Republic Party, advocating for women’s rights, campaigning for 
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Republican candidates, to constructing ways by which to de-stabilize democratic opposition. 

Frost suggests that Hopper’ s political interests may have been an extension of her own political 

aspirations. 

Frost ends the book coming full circle in that at the beginning she reveals that Hopper 

herself had worked as an aspiring actress in the industry, yet toward the end of her career, 

Hopper manages to appear in a role as herself, a gossip columnist, in Stmset Boulevard (1950); a 

casting that would not have occurred if she had not cultivated, crafted, and fashioned her 

reputation as a gossip columnist. 

The strengths of this work is that is succeeds without sounding pretentious in 

reconstructing the turbulent politics of Hopper, it manages to unveil her contradictions 

obj ectively, and it allows her personae to emerge without demonizing Hopper. As an historian, 

Frost grounds her work in film scholarship regarding spectatorship and reception studies. Most 

of all the work fills a void in the literature in terms of how gossip columnists shaped the industry 

and influenced the lives and careers of Hollywood stars. What remains unresolved is whether or 

not Hopper was indeed an unsuccessful actress who turned to gossip columns to level the score 

with an industry from which she was alienated or was Hopper a frustrated divorcee who failed to 

create a life for herself after her marriage disintegrated and targeted those in the industry, or was 

Hopper a small hometown girl who was destined to make a name for herself at whatever cost in 

"blood" (destroying lives, imposing exile, naming names), or was Hopper not motivated by any 

particular interest other than becoming a renowned gossip columnist who by the end of her 

career may have had regrets for her predator style and scathing criticism which had destructive 

consequences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 12:09 PM 

Ameficm~ ttis~tofica] Review ~abrbooks@indi~a.edu> 

1),22: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 

heddahopperbookreviewrevised[ 1 ].doc 

Dear Jessica: In my haste to forward my book review, I detected some errors. I have since corrected those errors and am forwarding the revised version. If you need for me 
to make additional changes or revisions, please let me know. Thanks for your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: American Historical Review [ahrbooks@indiana.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:15 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: AHR Invitation to Review Book CID: 25768) 

Dear Charlene, 

I understand conflicting obligations and busy schedules. I appreciate that you wahl to reread the book in order to wdLe the best review. We w~ft look for ~t to come 

in the next week or so. 

Best, 

Jessica 

dessica Smith 

Production Assistant 

American Historical Review 
914 E. Atwater Avenue 
Bloomington, IN 47401 

Phone: (812) 855-7609 
Fax: (812) 855-5827 
._a_b__r__b__o___q_k___s_@j__n__d__La___n__a__&_d__u_. 
htt p:flwww.a merica n historicalreview~orq 

Frem: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2011 4:03 PM 
To: American Historical Review 
Subject: RE: AHR Invitation to Review Book CID: 25768) 

Dear Editor Coulter: This is to inform you that my review is well underway but I cannot send until the end of next week. I have gotten a little behind schedule as we are in the 
middle of exams and since I read the book some time ago, 1 decided to re-read to improve my review. Hope that this will work for you and thanks for working with me. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: American Historical Review [ahrbooks@indiana.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 10:56 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Co: AHR 
Subject: AHR Invitation to Review Book (ID: 25768) 

Dear Charlene Regester: 

The Editors of The American Historical Review invite you to review 

Jennifer Frost, Hedda Hopper’s Hollywood: Celebrity Gossip and American Conservatism. (American History and Culture.) New York: New York University 

Press. 20:1:1. Pp. xv, 28:1. ~;35.00. 

if you have not already agreed to review this for another scholarly journal. Please contact us by e-mail at ahrbooks@indiana.edu with the review ID # 

25768. Space limitations compel us to restrict this review to 800 words. The due date will be Thursday, December :15, 20:1:1. 

Please note that we will ask you to sign and return a copyright agreement before publishing the review. For further information about our book review and 

copyright policies, please see our web site. 

If you cannot review this book, we welcome suggestions of possible reviewers. 

Thank you for your attention to this invitation. 

Sincerely, 

Moureen Coulter 

Book Reviews Editor 

American Historical Review 



AFAM 276- THE AFRICAN A~IERICANS IN CINEMA: 1900 TO THE PRESENT 
Spring 2012 

Dr. Charlene Regester Meeting Time: Tues. 3:30-6:20 
Office: 204 Battle Hall Meeting Place: 105 Gardner 
Office Hours: TH 2-Spm 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
African Americans have been involved in the cinema industry and have made significant contributions to filnunaking. They 

have participated as writers, directors, producers, actors, etc. and have played a key role in the development of this industry. Although 
African Americans ha:~re contributed to the growlh and development of the cinema industry, rarely have their efforts been recognized 
or their contributions to the filnunaking industry been noted. Film histories often exclude African Americans in their reporting of 
cinema history or provide minimal coverage of the African American and his involvement in this industry. Thus, AFAM 276 is a 
critical, historical, and "theoretical examination of African American cinema from lhc 1900s to the present and will require the use of 
film theory to interrogate this history. This examination will seek to analyze their role on screen; will explore how stereotypical 
representations of the African American developed; and will investigate the efforts of a number of African American actors and 
actresses who attempted to subvert these representations. 

This examination is essential to understanding the black experience in the Uuited States. It is well known that the media is an 
integral part of American society and has often been credited with molding and shaping existing attitudes regarding its ethnic and 
cultural diversity. Thcrelbre, examining the cinematic representations of African Americans will serve to provide a belter 
understanding of the black experience in American society and cinema industry in shaping attitudes and i~ffluencing public opiuions. 

African American cinema from the 1900s to 1910 is examined to identify early black pioneers in the cinema industry and to 
reveal how blacks were initially portrayed on screen. The emergence of all-black cast films from 1910 to 1920 is examined to 
determine why these films developed and why audiences craved these screen images. The more sophisticated all-black cast films 
produced from 1920 to 1930 are examined to detenuine wl\v these films increased in populari~~ and w~ black film stars began to 
emerge. African American screen images from 1930 to 1940 are examined to reveal how the African American image began to 
change from that of a subservient to a more assertive and humane individnal. Representations from 1940 to 1950 are examined to 
determine how and w~~ black entertainers particularly musicians, began to dominate the screen ilnage. Fihns produced from 1950 to 
1960 arc examined to investigate how the integrationist era began to influence the African American screen image. Black screen 
images from 1960 to 1970 are examined to determine how the resurgence of black pride i~ffluenced this newly formed image and how 
this resurgence of black pride led to the development of black exploitation films. Black exploitation fihns are examined to determine 
how they gained popularity and later declined in public appeal among audiences as more sophisticated audiences began to demand 
more quality films. African American representations from 1980 to 1990 are examined to reveal how black comedians began to 
dominate the black screen image and to determine the impact a new generation of fihnmakers stood to have on contemporary 
representations and audiences. The preponderance of black filmmakers in the decade of the 1990s is examined to determine how they 
influenced and shaped filnunaking in this period. The decade from 2000 to 2010 is explored to assess how blacks have fared with the 
Academy Awards and to determine how blackness is being reconfigured on screen in cinematic representations. The post 2010 era is 
interrogated to determine how post-racial altitudes arc impacting representations of blackness on screen. 

The instructional method and media used in tlfis course will consist of lectures, texts, videos, and guest speakers. Two 
examinations (a midtenn and final exam) will be given during the semester. Students are required to submit two papers (7-9 pages in 
length) examiNng the representation of African Americans on screen in a pre-1950 and post 1950 period. These papers must be 
completed by the stated deadlines and must adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MLA Handbook of Style or Chicago 
Manual of style, etc). 

TEXTS: 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, E?~ons, 3lulattoes, 3lammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films. New York: 

Continuum, 1989. 
Diawara, Manthia, ed. Black American Cinema. New York: Routledge, 1993. 
Smith, Valerie ed. Representing Blackness: Issues in Film and Video. New Brunswick: Rutgers UP, 1997. 
Regester, Charlene. A_[hican American Actresses: The Struggle for Visibility. B loomingtlon: Indiana UP, 2010. 

SECONDARY TEXTS: 

Bogle, Donald. Blacks in American Films and Television: An Illustrated Encyclopedia. New York: Simon & Schuster (1988). ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Bowser, Pearl and Louise Spence. Writing Himself into History. New Brunswick: Rutgers UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Boswer, Pearl, Jane Gaines, and Charles Musser. ()scar Micheaux and His Circle. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2001. ON RESERVE 

IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Cripps, Tho~nas. Slow Fade to Black: The Negro in American Film, 1900-1942. New York: Oxford Uuiversity Press (1977). ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Gaines, Jane. Fire andDesire. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE 

LIBRARY" 

Green, J. Ronald. Straight Lick. Bloomingt:on: Indiana UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 



ASSIGNMENTS: 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 

2. Students are required to view all films selected for this course. 

3. Students are required to write t~vo papers (7-9 pages) due on February 21, 2012 (PAPER I) and April 3, 

2012 (PAPER II), 
4. Students are required to submit a one -page (non-graded) weekly critique of the film reviewed in class. 

Completing all weekly critiques will influence your final course grade. 

GRADING: 
Paper I (£5%), Paper Ii (25%), Mid-Term (25%), Final Exam (25%) 
A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+ (87-89), B (83-86), B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- (70-72), D+ 
(67-69), D (63-66), D- (60-62), F (59 and below) 

COURSEPACK: 
In addition to the texts required for this course, a course pack also has been compiled and contains relevant 

articles to the materials introduced in class. 

EXAMS: 
There will be two scheduled exams (one mid-term and one final) that must be taken on the dates specified. No 

make-up exams ~vill be given. 

ATTENDANCE: 
Attendance is mandatory and ~vill influence your final course grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: 
Class participation is encouraged and will influence your final course grade. 

ADDITIONAL SCREENINGS: 
On Wednesday night from 6-8pro films will be shown in the Undergrad Library for extra credit. All students 

are encouraged to attend some of these screenings as your attendance will influence your final grade in the 

class. 

TECHNOLOGY: 
Laptops are allowed for note taking purposes only. Please do not use your laptop for any other purpose. Cell 

phones, texting, and any other intrusive technological deivces or practices are not allowed in class. 

HONOR CODE: 
All students are required to adhere to the University’s honor code polices and procedures. Every Student 

enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. 

DISABILITIES POLICY: 

Students who may need accommodations based on disabilities should contact the 
instructor and the Department for Disability Services (919) 962-8300 in SASB 
North Building Suite 2126 disabilityservices.unc.edu 



January 10 
First Black Motion Picture Producers 
& Directors 
Reaction to "Ethnic Notions" 
Introduction of Stereotypes 
1900 - 1910 
Ethnic Notions 

January 17 
Emergence of All-Black Cast Films 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
1910 - 1920 
Hallelujah 

January 24 

Rise of Black Film Stars (Cont.) 
Paul Robeson 

Nina Mac McKinney 

Josephine Baker 

1920 - 1930 

Emperor Jones 

January 31 
Black Independent Filmmaker Oscar 

Micheaux 

Black Westerns 
Race MoviesIWithin Our Gates 

February 7 
Servants and Maids Dominate the 

Screen Image of African 
kanericans 

Hattie McDaniel 
Louise Beavers 
Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln Per~7) 
Eddie Rochester Anderson 
1930 - 1940 
Imitation of Life 

February 14 
Entertainers as Film Stars 
Lena Home 
Bill Robinson 
Hazel Scott 
Duke Ellington 
Cab Calloway 
1940- 1950 
Intruder in the Dust 

TUESDAY WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
February 21 
Decline of All-Black Cast Films 
Impact of Integration 
1950- 1955 
No Way Out 

PAPER I D UE February 21 

February 28 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
Sidney iPoitier 

Ethel Waters 

Dorothy Dandridge 

1955 - 1960 

In the Heat of the Night/ 

?diD TERM EXAM 

SPRING BREAK 

March 13 
Impact of Sidney Poitier on the 

Portrayal of the African 

American Male Screen hnage 

Rise of Black Exploitation Films 

1960- 1965 

Cooley High 

March 20 
Impact of Black Exploitation Fihns 
Emergence of Assertive African 

American Males & Females 
Jim Brown 
Richard Roundtree 
Pam Grier 
1965 - 1970 
A Soldier’s Story 

March 27 
Decline of Black Exploitation Films 

Emergence of a New Wave of Black 

Filmmakers 

Gordon Parks 

Melvin Van Peebles 

1970- 1975 

Devil in a Blue Dress 

April 3 
Black Comedians Rise as Film Stars 
Richard Pryor 
Eddie Murphy 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Impact of The Color Purple 
1980- 1985 

Spike Lee as Producer, Director, & 
Actor 

Get on the Bus/He Got 
Game/Bamboozled/Do the Right 
Thing/Twenty-F~flh Hour/School 
Daze/ 

PAPER H DUE April 3 

Apil 10 
Introduction to the 1990s 
ContemporalT African American 

Filmmakers 
John Singleton 
1990s 
Boyz N the Hood 
Human Stain 

April 17 
Contemporary Representations of 
Race 

African American Cinema in the 
1990s 
Monster’s Ball/Inside Mun/ 
Ray/Hustle and Flow/Dream 
Girls/Last King of Scotland/Ddjgt 
vu/Taking of Pelham 123/American 
Gangster/Crash 

April 24 
Intro to iDecade of 2000 and Decade 

of 2010 
Blacks and the Academy Awards 

Black Superheroes 

Miracle at St. Anna/Blind 

Side/Precious/Book of Eli 

Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 

FINAL EXAMINATION: May 1, 2012 Tues. 4 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday,              2:32 PM 

@hotmail.com > 

RE: African-American Actresses Decry the Lack of Good Roles 

Dear Thanks for the essay. Happy New Year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-,                     @hotmail,com] 
Sent; Saturday, December 31, 2011 2:34 PM 
Subject-" FW: African-American Actresses Decry the Lack of Good Roles 

Interest~ng~ but not surprising 

Sou~’ce: thedailyb~ast.¢om 

African-American actresses say 
good parts in movies or TV are few 
and far between. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 2:33 PM 

mllJam.dari ~ty@duke .edu 

FW: Clark Atlanta University 2012 W.E.B. Du Bois Seminm and 2013 W.E.B. Du Bois Conference Websites Online 

From: Evans, Stephanie [sevans@cau.edu] 

Sent: Friday, December 30, 2012 4:03 PM 

To; sevans@cau.edu 
Subject; Clark Atlanta University 2012 W.E.B. Du Bois Seminar and 2013 W.E.B. Du Bois Conference Websites Online 

Greetings, 

The Clark Atlanta University 2022 and 2013 Du Bois event websites are now online: CAU 
Du Bois 2012 Seminar Series Website: .-h--t--t-p---:/-~----w----w----w--~-c---a---u--.--e-.-d-.-u-L-d-.-u-.-b-.-~-!.-s-~--a--s-~2---x" 

CAU Du Bois 2013 Conference Website: http:j!www.cat,.edu!dubois conference welcome.aspx 

CAU History Department Page: http:!/www.cau.edu!Academics History...Main.aspx 

Please post and [orward to all lists. 

2012 W.E.B. Du Bois Major Works Seminar Series 

In 2012, Clark Atlanta University will host a year-long reading seminar on the major works of W.E.B. Du Bois. 

The CAU President, Provost, Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, and Chair of the Department of History will engage in a sustained consideration of Du Boisian 

texts in preparation for the 2013 On the Wings of Atlanta Commemorative Conference. We encourage scholars of all levels to join the CAU campus, Atlanta 

University Center, and Atlanta-metro institutions in a nation-wide Sankofa sojourn into the writing of the most profound, relevant and complex scholar of our 

generation. 

Spring 2012 

Jan 20, 2012                SOUL OF DU BOIS: A CAU PERSPECTIVE 

The 5ouls of Black Folk (1903); The Gift of Black Folk (1924) 

February 24, 2012           RACE RESEARCH 

The Study of the Negro Problems (1898); The Philadelphia Negro (1899); Bibliography of the 

Negro American (1905); Select Discussion of Race Problems (1916) 

March 23, 2012              CRIME & HEALTH 

Some Notes on Negro Crime, Particularly in Georgia (1904); Health and Physique (1906) 

April 27, 2012              LITERATURE & ART 

The Quest of the Silver Fleece (1911); Dark Princess: A Romance (1928); The Negro Artisan (1902 

& 1912) 

Fal~ 2012 

July 13, 2012                 AUTOBIOGRAPHY 

The Autobiographies-- Darkwater: Voices From Within the Veil (1920), Dusk of Dawn: An Essay 

Toward an Autobiography of a Race Concept (1940), and The Autobiography of W. E. Burghardt 

Du Bois (1968) 

August 31, 2012             AFRICA 

The World ond Africo, on Inquiry into the Port Which Africa Has P!oyed in World History (1946/ 

1965); Africa, Its Geography, People and Products: Its Place in Modern History (1930) 

September 28, 2012          RECONSTRUCTION & RESISTANCE 

John Brown: A Biography (1909); Black Reconstruction: An Essay toward a History of the Part 

Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (1935) 

October 26, 2012             CHURCH, FAMILY & UPLIFT 

Some Efforts of American Negroes for Their Own Social Betterment (1897& 1909); Morals and 

Manners (1914); The Negro Church (1903); The Family (1908) 

November 23, 2012          BUSINESS & ECONOMICS 

The Negro in Business (i899); Business and Business Education (1947, Joseph Pierce Ed.); 

Economic Cooperation (1907 & 1917) 

January 23, 2013              EDUCATION 

College Bred Negro (1900 & 1910); The Common School (1901 & 1911) 
February 22, 2013             BLACK FOLK, THEN & NOW 

The Negro (1915); Black Folk, Then and Now (1939) 

Call for Papers, Panels & Posters 

W. E. B. Du Bois 50m Anniversary Commemorative Conference 

W,E, Bo Du Bois and the Wings of Atlanta: 

A Commemorative Conference at Clark Atlanta University 

The year 2013 will mark the 5~, anniversary of the passing of Dr. W.E.B. Du gois. On his birthday in February of that year, it is fitting that Clark Atlanta 

University (CAU) celebrate his life and scholarship: Dr. Du Bois wrote his most influential works in the 23 years he spent as a professor at Atlanta University. Serving 

as faculty of the Departments of History and Economics, he taught at Atlanta University from 1897 to 1910, and then returned from 1934 to 1944 as chair of the 

Department of Sociology. Dr. Du Bois also had impact in the area of social work and as a novelist, poet and short story writer. The W.E.B. Du Bois and the Wings of 

Atlanta Conference will serve as a meeting at the crossroads of various paths of Du Bois’s work. Conference participants will engage in an interdisciplinary and 

international introspection of the life, scholarship and activism of one of the most influential intellectuals of the 20th century. 

In a four-day conference, beginning on February 20, 2013 and concluding on Du Bois’s birthday of February 23, Clark Atlanta University will host panels that 

highlight his countless contributions, especially those produced in the 23 years of his tenure. Central works to be discussed include the Phylon journal (founded in 

1940) and the Atlanta University Publications (which he directed 1898-1914), where he covered topics including African Americans in higher education, art, the 

Black church, urbanization, health, business, economics, and race relations in Georgia. Books published while in Atlanta are also central to the CAU discussion: The 

5ouls of Black Folk (1903), Black Reconstruction (1935) and Dusk of Dawn: An Essay toward and Autobiography of a Race Concept, th e second of his three 



autobiographies (1940). 

The Wings of Atlanta conference seeks to bring together local, national and international scholars to explore themes in Dr. Du Bois’s publications and 

collected papers in order to illuminate his experiences at Fisk University, Harvard University, University of Berlin, Atlanta University, Philadelphia, Massachusetts, 

New York, Chicago, Ghana and other areas where Du Bois lived and worked. Especially welcome are panels addressing the multitude of Du Boisian intellectual 

legacies and implications of his myriad research agendas. 

This conference will be held as a conclusion to the year-long W. E. B. Du Bois Major Works Seminar Series hosted by the Clark Atlanta University Office of the 

President, Office of the Provost, School of Arts and Sciences, and the Department of History. The W.E.B. Du Bois and the Wings of Atlanta Conference, held on 

CAU’s campus, offers a uniquely significant locale from which to commemorate, interrogate, and celebrate the life and work of this exquisitely educated and 

distinctly complex man. 

As interest is wide but space limited, individual conference papers will be considered, but panels of 4-6 papers will be given preference. Panel proposals 

should be no more than 4 pages long and individual paper proposals no more than 2 pages. Panel submissions must identify the panel chair, names, phone 

numbers, email addresses, and institutional affiliation information for the chair and all panelists. 

One-page proposals for undergraduate and graduate student posters are also encouraged. 

Send proposals to Dr. Stephanie Y. Evans at sevans@cau.edu. 

For questions or additional information, call Dr. Evans at 404-880-6352. 

Conference proposals will be accepted between J!anua~ i, 2012 and July 1, 2012. 

Acceptance notification: August 15, 2012. 
Excerpt from "Of the Wings of Atlanta," chapter five in The Souls of Black Folk (1903) 

The function of the university is not simply to teach bread-winning, or to furnish teachers for the public schools, or to be a center of polite society; it is, above all, to be the organ of that fine 
adjustment which fbrms the secret of civilization. 

~]hair, [~epartrr~er!t of H~si:ory 

Dual #~sso~:ia[e Profe~or. H[sl:or7 and Afric:a~ gme~’k:~r~/Africana Women’s Studies 

~Z~a~’k Al:~nl:a Un~w~’skV 

2O0w ~,IcPheel:ers-Denr~is Hall 
404~gg0~5~52 

sew]ns(Dcau.edu 

Dr, E’s Resource Page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 12:30 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

FW: CHAT FestivaJ 2012 Call for Proposals 

From: bounce-30570597-46772907@listserv.unc.edu [bounce-30570597-46772907@listserv.unc.edu] on behalf of Reid, Dee [deereid@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday,              9:40 Alvl 
To; afdcan-and-afro-american-studies-faculty 
Cc-" Rudinsky, 3oyce 3; Administrative Managers ; Beattie, Kirsten 
Subject-" [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] [all-college-faculty] FW: CHAT Festival 2012 Call for Proposals 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf of.loyce FhJdiitsky Associate Director for Digital Arts and H~man~t[es at the b~H, to a~l fac~#ty ~n the Co~ege of Arts 

and ~(:~nc~ with atl h~fom?at~ot~ copy [:o administrative mar~agers. 

~rem: Victoria Szabo <ves4@duke.edu> 

Bate: Thu, ~5:17:39 -05~ 

To: Victoria Szabo Skype GC Vonage <ves4@duke.edu> 

C¢: <isis-announce@duke.edu> <duke-v~sualstudies@duke.edu> <greaterthangames@duke.edu> "rud~nsk~@unc.edu" <rudinsk~@unc.edu> <mfaeda- 

Subje~: CHAT Festival 20~2 CFP 

Dear Friends, Colleagues and Students - 

As you may know, the first CHAT Festival (February 2010) was hosted by the Institute for the Arts & Humanities at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(http:!!www chatfestival2OlO.com!). At that time, Duke University and North Carolina State University agreed to host subsequent festivals, with the hope that the event would be 

a regular venue for showcasing the innovative work being done in the region. We are all familiar with the phenomenon of only learning about the interesting work our colleague 

across the hall - or on the neighboring campus- is doing by hearing a talk at a national conference or exhibition. Our hope is to build up sustainable conversations within the 

community through this event, to seed the growth of collaborative, project-based work in the arts and humanities, and foster reflection on the implications of this kind of work for 

teaching, research, and public arts and humanities efforts. 

Duke is hosting the CHAT Festival February 6-9, 2012, with the generous sponsorship of the Vice-Provost for the Arts, the Visual Studies Initiative, Information Science + Information 

Studies, the Franklin Humanities Institute, Duke University Libraries, and other campus partners. We’ll have talks, galleries, performances, poster sessions, art walks, and more. 

Events will take place on the East and West campuses. Our theme this year, "Hybridity," highlights both the integration of theory and practice that is so central to technology- 

inflected work in the Arts and Humanities, as well as the new kinds of knowledge and artistic production that emerge when we focus less on disciplines and more on common 

problems, questions, and ideas of interest across our disciplinary affiliations. Therefore, for this CHAT we are asking you to share your *projects* - critical, creative, technical, and 

all of the above. Project presentations could take the form of a media kiosk, a printed poster, an installation, a talk, a video, a performance, a panel or some other provocation. We 

are as interested in collaborative process as in final products - think of CHAT as an interdisciplinary working group assembling for a mass feedback and critique session, as well as a 

celebration of the amazing and innovative work being done all around us already! And students take note: we know that sometimes you are the ones leading the way in innovation, 

so don’t be shy about submitting your critical and creative work. 

For more information, and to submit your proposals, please visit our website: 

h___t__t_p__;LL~__~:~_h_a__t!e___s__t_!z~!~_o___~_2_:_9_r_~ 
For full consideration, proposals should be submitted by January 5, 2012. 

Looking forward to seeing you all in February! 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Szabo 

CHAT Festival 2012 Director 

http:iiwww.chat festival20$2.or~ 

chat festival20~2@~mail.com 

Victoria Szabo 
Assistant Research Professor, Department of Art, Art History, and Visual Studies 
Director, Program in Information Science + Information Studies 
Co-Director, Franklin Humanities Institute GreaterThanGames Lab 
Duke University 
East Duke Bldg, Room 111A 
Box 90764 
Durham, NC 27708 
(919) 668-1932 
http:iiwww.duke,edui~ves4/ 
http:iiisis.duke.edu 
b~p_;__i!~r___e____a__t___e__~b__a____n__g__a____m____e____s__.___o__r_g_ 
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AFAM 276- THE AFRICAN AMERICANS IN CINEMA: 1900 TO THE PRESENT 
Spring 2012 

Dr. Charlene Regester Meeting Time: Tues. 3:30- 
6:20 
Office: 204 Battle Hall Meeting Place: 105 Gardner 
Office Hours: TH 2-5pm 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
African Americans have been involved in the cinema industry and have made significant contributions to filmmaking. 

They have participated as writers, directors, producers, actors, etc. and have played a key role in the development of this industry. 
Although African Americans have contributed to the growth and development of the cinema industry, rarely have their efforts been 
recognized or their contributions to the filmmaking industry been noted. Film histories often exclude African Americans in their 
reporting of cinema history or provide minimal coverage of the African American and his involvement in this industry. Thus, 
AFAM 276 is a critical, historical, and theoretical examination of African American cinema from the 1900s to the present and will 
require the use of film theory to interrogate this history. This examination will seek to analyze their role on screen; will explore 
how stereotypical representations of the African American developed; and will investigate the efforts of a number of African 
American actors and actresses who attempted to subvert these representations. 

This examination is essential to understanding the black experience in the United States. It is well known that the media is 
an integral part of American society and has often been credited with molding and shaping existing attitudes regarding its ethnic 
and cultural diversity. Therefore, examining the cinematic representations of African Americans will serve to provide a better 
understanding of the black experience in American society and cinema industry in shaping attitudes and influencing public 
opinions. 

African American cinema from the 1900s to 1910 is examined to identify early black pioneers in the cinema industry and 
to reveal how blacks were initially portrayed on screen. The emergence of all-black cast films from 1910 to 1920 is examined to 
determine why these films developed and why audiences craved these screen images. The more sophisticated all-black cast films 
produced from 1920 to 1930 are examined to determine why these films increased in popularity and why black film stars began to 
emerge. African American screen images from 1930 to 1940 are examined to reveal how the African American image began to 
change from that of a subservient to a more assertive and humane individual. Representations from 1940 to 1950 are examined to 
determine how and why black entertainers particularly musicians, began to dominate the screen image. Films produced from 1950 
to 1960 are examined to investigate how the integrationist era began to influence the African American screen image. Black screen 
images from 1960 to 1970 are examined to determine how the resurgence of black pride influenced this newly formed image and 
how this resurgence of black pride led to the development of black exploitation films. Black exploitation films are examined to 
determine how they gained popularity and later declined in public appeal among audiences as more sophisticated audiences began 
to demand more quality films. African American representations from 1980 to 1990 are examined to reveal how black comedians 
began to dominate the black screen image and to determine the impact a new generation of filmmakers stood to have on 
contemporary representations and audiences. The preponderance of black filmmakers in the decade of the 1990s is examined to 
determine how they influenced and shaped filmmaking in this period. The decade from 2000 to 2010 is explored to assess how 
blacks have fared with the Academy Awards and to determine how blackness is being reconfigured on screen in cinematic 
representations. The post 2010 era is interrogated to determine how post-racial attitudes are impacting representations of blackness 
on screen. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, videos, and guest speakers. Two 
examinations (a midterm and final exam) will be given during the semester. Students are required to submit two papers (7-9 pages 
in length) examining the representation of African Americans on screen in a pre-1950 and post 1950 period. These papers must be 
completed by the stated deadlines and must adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MLA Handbook of Style or Chicago 
Manual of style, etc). 

TEXTS: 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films. New York: 

Continuum, 1989. 
Diawara, Manthia, ed. Black American Cinema. New York: Routledge, 1993. 
Smith, Valerie ed. Representing Blackness: Issues in Film and Video. New Brunswick: Rutgers UP, 1997. 
Regester, Charlene. African American Actresses: The Struggle for Visibility. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2010. 

SECONDARY TEXTS: 
Bogle, Donald. Blacks in American Films and Television: An Illustrated Encyclopedia. New York: Simon & Schuster (1988). 

ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Bowser, Pearl and Louise Spence. Writing Himself into History. New Brunswick: Rutgers UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Boswer, Pearl, Jane Gaines, and Charles Musser. Oscar Micheaux and His Circle. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2001. ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 



Cripps, Thomas. Slow Fade to Black: The Negro in American Film, 1900-1942. New York: Oxford University Press (1977). ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 

Gaines, Jane. Fire and Desire. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE 

LIBRARY 

Green, J. Ronald. Straight Lick. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 

ASSIGNMENTS: 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to view all films selected for this course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on February 21, 2012 (PAPER I) and April 3, 
2012 (PAPER II), 
4. Students are required to submit a one -page (non-graded) weekly critique of the film reviewed in class. 
Completing all weekly critiques will influence your final course grade. 

GRADING: 
Paper I (25%), Paper II (25%), Mid-Term (25%), Final Exam (25%) 
A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+ (87-89), B (83-86), B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- (70-72), D+ 
(67-69), D (63-66), D- (60-62), F (59 and below) 

COURSEPACK: 
In addition to the texts required for this course, a course pack also has been compiled and contains relevant 
articles to the materials introduced in class. 

EXAMS: 
There will be two scheduled exams (one mid-term and one final) that must be taken on the dates specified. No 
make-up exams will be given. 

ATTENDANCE: 
Attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: 
Class participation is encouraged and will influence your final course grade. 

ADDITIONAL SCREENINGS: 
On Wednesday night from 6-8pm films will be shown in the Undergrad Library for extra credit. All students are 
encouraged to attend some of these screenings as your attendance will influence your final grade in the class. 

TECHNOLOGY: 
Laptops are allowed for note taking purposes only. Please do not use your laptop for any other purpose. Cell 

phones, texting, and any other intrusive technological deivces or practices are not allowed in class. 

HONOR CODE: 
All students are required to adhere to the University’s honor code polices and procedures. Every Student 

enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. 

DISABILITIES POLICY: 



Students who may need accommodations based on disabilities should contact the 
instructor and the Department for Disability Services (919) 962-8300 in SASB 
North Building Suite 2126 disabilityservices.unc.edu 



January 10 
First Black Motion Picture Producers 

& Directors 

Reaction to "Ethnic Notions" 

Introduction of Stereotypes 

1900- 1910 

Ethnic Notions 

January 17 
Emergence of All-Black Cast Films 

Rise of Black Film Stars 

1910- 1920 

Hallelujah 

January 24 

Rise of Black Film Stars (Cont.) 
Paul Robeson 

Nina Mae McKinney 

Josephine Baker 

1920- 1930 

Emperor Jones 

January 31 
Black Independent Filmmaker Oscar 

Micheaux 

Black Westerns 
Race Movies/Within Our Gates 

February 7 
Servants and Maids Dominate the 

Screen Image of African 

Americans 

Hattie McDaniel 

Louise Beavers 

Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln Perry) 

Eddie Rochester Anderson 

1930- 1940 

Imitation of Life 

February 14 

Entertainers as Film Stars 

Lena Home 

Bill Robinson 

Hazel Scott 

Duke Ellington 

Cab Calloway 

1940- 1950 

Intruder in the Dust 

TUESDAY WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

February 21 
Decline of All-Black Cast Films 

Impact of Integration 

1950- 1955 

No Way Out 

PAPER I D UE February 21 

February 28 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
Sidney Poitier 
Ethel Waters 
Dorothy Dandridge 
1955 - 1960 
In the Heat of the Night/ 
Shaft 

MID TERM EXAM 

SPRING BREAK 

March 13 
Impact of Sidney Poitier on the 

Portrayal of the African 

American Male Screen Image 

Rise of Black Exploitation Films 

1960- 1965 

Cooley High 

March 20 
Impact of Black Exploitation Films 

Emergence of Assertive African 

American Males & Females 

Jim Brown 

Richard Roundtree 

Pam Grier 

1965 - 1970 

A Soldier’s Story 

March 27 
Decline of Black Exploitation Films 

Emergence of a New Wave of Black 

Filmmakers 

Gordon Parks 

Melvin Van Peebles 

1970- 1975 

Devil in a Blue Dress 

April 3 

Black Comedians Rise as Film Stars 

Richard Pryor 

Eddie Murphy 

Whoopi Goldberg 

Impact of The Color Purple 

1980- 1985 

Spike Lee as Producer, Director, & 

Actor 

Get on the Bus/He Got 

Game/Bamboozled/Do the Right 

Thing/Twenty-Fifth Hour/School 

Daze/ 

PAPER H D UE April 3 

Apil 10 

Introduction to the 1990s 

Contemporary African American 

Filmmakers 

John Singleton 

1990s 

Boyz N the Hood 

Human Stain 

April 17 
Contemporary Representations of 

Race 

African American Cinema in the 

1990s 

Monster’s Ball/Inside Man/ 

Ray/Hustle and Flow/Dream 

Girls/Last King of Seotland/Ddjgt 

vu/Taking of Pelham 123/American 

Gangster/Crash 

April 24 

Intro to Decade of 2000 and Decade 

of 2010 

Blacks and the Academy Awards 

Black Superheroes 

Miracle at St. Anna/Blind 

Side/Precious/Book of Eli 

Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 

FINAL EXAMINATION: May 1, 2012 Tues. 4 pm 



AFAM 276 COURSE OBJECTIVES: 
The student should be able to master the following objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to African Americans in Cinema 1900-1910/Impact of The Birth of a Nation/Early African American Pioneers in the 
Motion Picture Industry 

1. Identify early black pioneers in the motion picture industry and describe their efforts. 
2. Explore the underlying motivations as to why black filmmakers decided to pursue filmmaking. 
3. Describe t~e impact of The Birth of a Nation. 
4. Define five major stereotypes of blacks which developed and describe how t~ese stereotypes were perpetuated in early screen portzayals. 
5. Compare and contrast the early screen representations of African Americans in all-black cast films to those in non-all black cast films. 

Emergence of All-Black Cast Films/Oscar Micheaux/Rise of Black Film Stars 
1. Describe t~e screen career of Paul Robeson. Explain why he was considered controversial given his tremendous skill a~d talent. 
2. Describe images presented by all-black cast films. Explain whether or not these films served a useful purpose for African American 

audiences and discuss the impact of these films on black audiences. 
3. Identify Oscar Micheaux. Describe and discuss how black audiences responded to his work and why he is significant to the study of 

African American cinema. 
4..Identify and describe the screen caCeers of at least t~tree ea¢ly black female film staCs who were considered sex symbols. 
5. Explain why black subservient screen images were popularized a~d why these images lasted as long as they did. 
6. DemonstCate that you can apply film theory to reading representations of African Americans on screen in the pre-1950s period. 

Efforts by African Americans to Provide Positive Film Portrayals/Rise of Black Western Films/Black Entertainers as Film Stars 
1. Identify and describe the involvement of African American entertainers in cinema. Explain why entertainers were recruited to appear in 

motion pictures. 
2. Discuss why some black film stars perpetuated stereotypical portxayals of African Americans during this period while others did not. 
3. Compare and contrast film reviews and critiques of black films in the black press to t~ose in t~e mainstream press. Discuss whether or not 

these reviews are equitable in their treatment of black films. 
4. Describe how the portxayal of the African American changed from the early 1900s to 1940s. 
5. Discuss why black western films were made and describe their appeal. 
6. Describe t~e impact of black female entertainers such as Lena Horue and Hazel Scott. 

Decline of All-Black Cast Films/Impact of Integration on the African American Screen Portrayal 
1. Explain why all-black cast films became less popular. 
2. Identify film stars who appea~ed primaxily in all black-cast films in comparison to those who appeared in non-all black cast films. 
3. Explain the impact of integration on the screen representations of African Americans. 
4. Describe Sidney Poitier’s screen career and explain why he became one office more acceptable black male actors of this time period. 
5. Identify themes characteristic of motion pictures produced in the late 1950s and early 1960’s. Describe the significance of fl~ese films. 

Rise and Decline of Black Exploitation Films/Impact of Black Exploitation Films on Black audiences 
1. Define black exploitation films. 
2. Identify at least four black exploitation films, describe their ~emes, a~d explain t~eir impact. 
3. Identify at least three African American film stazs who were populazized because of their role in black exploitation films. 
4. Describe ~e rise and subsequent decline of black exploitation films. 
5. Discuss the pros and cons of these films. 

Black Comedians as Film Stars in the 1980’s/Spike Lee as Actor, Director, Producer 
1. Name and identify at least two black comedians who appea~ed in a number of motion pictures made in fl~e 1980s. Explain why the pictures 

in which they appea~ed became box office successes. Describe their appeal. 
2. Discuss the controversy surrounding The Color Purple and describe the impact of this film on black audiences. 
3. Explain whether or not contemporary black films perpetuate stereotypical portxayals of African Americans. 
4. Identify major themes conveyed in Spike Lee’s films. Describe the impact of these films on black audiences. 
5. Identify other contemporaxy black filmmakers and describe their contributions to the screen image of African Americans. Explore fl~eir 

stxengths and weaknesses. 
6. Compare and contrast the screen image of African Americans in contemporary films to their previous screen portxayals. 

White Backlash Films of the 1990’s/Black-Black Exploitation Films 
1. Discuss why films produced in fl~is decade have been referred to as white backlash films. 
2. Describe why films produced in this decade have been categorized as black-black exploitation films. 
3. Identify parallels between black films produced in the 1970’s wifl~ fl~ose of fl~e 1990’s. 
4. Explore why Henry Louis Gates refers to films produced in fl~is period as "Guiltsploitation" films. 
5. Identify how representations of race axe txansformed on the screen in the decade of the 1990’s in comparison to previous decades. 

Black Biopics in the decade of 2000-2010/Magical African Americans/Blacks and the Academy Awards 
1.Identify significant Black Biopics in fl~is period. 
2.Describe and define fl~e Magical African American Image that has permeated the black screen image in this period. 
3. Discuss the contentious relationship between African Americans and the Academy Awards. 
4. Identify a new generation of young black filmmakers such as Tyler Perry and describe their impact relative to previous decades. 



5. Demonstrate that you can apply film theory to reading race in comemporary represemations 
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AFAM 101 THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
Instructor: Dr. Charlene Regester Spring 2012 
Class Time: T/Th 12:30-1:45 Office: 204 Battle 
Place: GA 105 Section: 2 Office Hours: Thurs. 2-5pm 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
AFAM 101 is designed to examine slavery from its inception to its virtual demise in North America in 1865. This 

examination explores slavery from its beginning, which can be traced to the Greek and Roman Empires, investigates the 
organization of the slave trade, analyzes the widespread development of slavery throughout the diaspora, interrogates the demise of 
slavery, and critiques the impact that slavery would have on American society. 

Ancient slavery is examined to provide an understanding as to how slavery evolved. The ideological as well as political 
factors influencing the emergence of this institution are explored. Arguments attempting to justify and legitimize the practice of 
slavery are introduced, debated, and examined. The organization and structure of the slave trade is introduced to reveal how this 
economic system of labor, although capital producing, was similarly engaged in the exploitation of humans. Arguments regarding 
labor systems, capitalism, and business practices are reviewed. 

Slavery’s widespread expansion in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries involved a variety of European 
powers who adopted this labor practice and competed for dominance in this trade. Institutions of slavery began to emerge throughout 
the diaspora and their existence in other parts of the world are compared and contrasted to slavery as it evolved in North America. 
As slavery became more predominate in the American South, slaves adapted to and resisted the enslavement process leading them to 
develop unique religious and cultural practices that are explored in this course. 

The decline of slavery is examined to provide an understanding as to why slavery lost its popularity and wide appeal. The 
abolition of slavery is traced and issues surrounding its dissolution are explored. Those involved in the abolition of slavery, including 
black and white abolitionists, employed a variety of strategies for dismantling slavery and are explored in detail. This examination of 
slavery attempts to provide the historical context within which slavery was introduced, developed, and ultimately ended while 
providing an understanding of the black experience prior to 1865. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, videos, and guest speakers. Three 
examinations will be given during the semester. These examinations will consist of two exams and one final exam which will 
collectively constitute 3/4’s of your grade. The remaining part of your grade will consist of a paper which must be completed and 
submitted by the stated deadline. This paper must adhere to basic rules on academic style i.e. Chicago Manual of Style or MLA 
Handbook of Style. 

REQUIRED TEXTS 
Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass. Boston & New York: Bedford Books, 1993. 
Palmer, Colin. Passageways: An Interpretive History of Blaek Ameriea to 1863. Orlando: Harcourt & Brace Publishers, 1997. 
Walker, Margaret. Jubilee. New York: Bantam Books, [1966], 1999. 
SECONDARY TEXTS 
Franklin, John Hope and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham. From Slavery to Freedom: A History of African Americans, Vol. I, Ninth 

ed. McGraw-Hill, 2011. 
Mullane, Deirdre ed. Crossing the Danger Water: Three Hundred Years of African-American Writing. New York: Anchor Books, 

1993. 
Thompson, Vincent. The Making of the Diaspora in the Amerieas 1441-1900. New York: Longman, 1987. 

White, Deborah. Ar’n’t I A Woman? Female Slaves in the Plantation South. New York: Norton, 1987. 
COURSEPACK: In addition to the texts required for this course, a course pack has also been compiled and contains articles 
relevant to materials introduced in class. 
ASSIGNMENTS: 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to write a paper approximately 5-7 pages in length. This paper is due on or before March 15, 2012. 
GRADING: 2 Tests = 50% - Paper = 25% - Final Exam = 25% 

A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), 13+(87-89), 13 (83-86) 13-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- (70-72), D+ (67-69), D(63-66), D- 
(60-62), F (59 and below) 
EXAMS: There will be three scheduled examinations which must be taken on the dates specified. No make-ups will be 

given. 

ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course grade. 
CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged and will influence your final course grade. 
TECHNOLOGY: Laptops are allowed for note taking purposes only. Please do not use your laptop for any other purpose. 

Cell phones, texting, and any other intrusive technological devices or practices are not allowed in class. 
HONOR CODE: All students are required to adhere to the University’s honor code policies and procedures. Every student 

enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. 



WEEKLY CLASS SCHEDULE 
DISABILITIES POLICY: Students who may need accommodations based on disabilities 

should contact the instructor and the Department for Disability Services (919) 
962-8300 in SASB North Building Suite 2126 disabilityservices.unc.edu 

FINAL EXAM: THURSDAY, May 3, 2012 - 12 noon 



Week I 

Week II 

Week III 

Week IV 

Week V 

Week VI 

Jan. 10-Jan. 12 
Introduction: Why study the Black 

Experience? 
Ancient Slavery: Greek and 

Roman Slavery 
Definition of Terms 
Myths of Africa 

Jan. 17- Jan. 19 
African Empires 
Beginning of African Slavery 
Slave Trade: Countries Involved 
Acquisition of Slaves 
Old African Blasphemer 

Jan. 24 - Jan. 26 
Organization and structure of the 

slave trade 
Impact of the slave trade on 

European and African Societies 
Middle Passage 

Jan. 31 - Feb. 2 
Evolution of slavery in Latin 

America 
Introduction to Racial Slavery in 

North America 
Amistad Part I 

Feb. 7- Feb. 9 
Racial slavery in North America 
during the 17th century (Cont.) 
Indentured servitude vs. slavery 

FIRST EXAM 

Feb. 14- Feb. 16 
Development of Plantation 
Societies in the Americas 
Slave Community 

Week VII Feb. 21 - Feb. 23 
Slave Culture 
Linguistic Patterns 

Week VIII Feb. 28- Mar. 1 
Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Naming Patterns 
Half Slave/Half Free 

SPRING BREAK Mar. 5 - Mar. 9 

Week IX Mar. 13- Mar. 15 
Slave Revolts 

PAPER DUE 

Week X Mar. 20 - Mar. 22 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways/Maroons 

Slave Resisters and Slave 
Catchers 

SECOND EXAM 

Week XI Mar. 27 - Mar. 29 
Underground Railroad 
Legal Status of Free Blacks 

Week XII Apr. 3 - Apr. 5 
Free Blacks 
Schools 
Churches 

Week XIII Apr. 10- Apr. 12 
Newspapers 
Literary Societies 
Glory 

Week XIV Apr. 17- Apr. 19 
Mutual Aid Societies 
Abolition Movement 
Black Abolitionists 
White Abolitionists 

Week XV Apr. 24 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 



WEEKLY CLASS SCHEDULE 
AFAM 101 COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The student should be able to master the following objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to the Black Experience 
Examination of Ancient Slavery 
1. Name at least three reasons why it is important to study the black experience. 
2. Identify and explain at least three myths popularized concerning Africa. 
3. Examine how race is defined. 
4. Identify at least three Ancient African Empires and describe characteristics of each. 

Slave Trade 
Organization and structure 
Middle Passage 
Impact of the Slave Trade 
1. Identify at least four major countries involved in the slave trade and describe their involvement. 
2. Describe the structure and organization of the slave trade. 
3. Name at least three reasons why African societies were in conflict with one another leading to the enslavement of victims of warfare. 
4. Describe the middle passage. 
5. Trace the development of the slave trade in its early phase. 

Racial Slavery in North America in the 17th Century 
1. Explain the difference between slavery and indentured servitude. 
2. Trace the development of racial slavery in North America, beginning with the arrival of the first blacks. 

Plantation Societies 
Slave Community 
Folk Culture 
1. Identify and describe three types of slave plantations. 
2. Name the rank order system that existed within a plantation society and within the slave community. 
3. Describe how slaves performed traditional ceremonies and explain how West African practices influenced these ceremonies. 
4. Explain how Jubilee depicts slave life and assess whether this is an accurate or inaccurate depiction. 

Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Slave Religion 
1. Define fictive kinship. 
2. Define exogamous unions and describe why slaves engaged in such unions. 
3. Describe how churches imposed moral sanctions on slaves who violated acceptable codes of conduct within the marriage institution. 
4. Describe how slaves were named and explain naming practices employed by slaves. 

Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways 
Underground Railroad 
1. Identify active and passive forms of resistance to slavery. 
2. Name at least three maj or U. $. slave revolts and describe characteristics of each. 
3. Explain precipitating factors that led to the development of the Haitian Revolution. 
4. Identify at least three ways by which slaves resisted their condition to slavery. 
5. Name at least two tactics used by slaves to escape slavery. 

Free Blacks 
Legal Status 
Abolition Movement 
1. Describe the legal status of free blacks. 
2. Explain why free blacks were referred to as slaves without masters. 
3. Describe and explain the significance of the Dred Scott Decision. 
4. Provide examples of newspapers, schools, and mutual aid societies established by free blacks. 
5. Identify major arguments for and against slavery as advocated by slave supporters and abolitionists. 

FINAL EXAM: THURSDAY, May 3, 2012 - 12 noon 



AFAM 101 COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The student should be able to master t~e following objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to the Black Experience 
Examination of Ancient Slavery 
1. Name at least three reasons why it is important to study the black experience. 
2. Identify and explain at least three myths popularized concerning Africa. 
3. Examine how race is defmed. 
4. Identify at least three Ancient African Empires and describe characteristics of each. 
Slave Trade 
Organization and structure 
Middle Passage 
Impact of the Slave Trade 
1. Identify at least four major countries involved in the slave t~ade and describe t~eir involvement. 
2. Describe t~e structure and organization of the slave txade. 
3. Name at least three reasons why African societies were in conflict wit~ one another leading to the enslavement of 

victims of warfare. 
4. Describe t~e middle passage. 
5. Trace t~e development of the slave txade in its early phase. 
Racial Slavery in North America in the 17th Century 
1. Explain the difference between slavery and indentured servitude. 
2. Trace the development of racial slavery in North America, beginning with the a~Tival of the first blacks. 
Plantation Societies 
Slave Community 
Folk Culture 
1. Identify and describe three types of slave plantations. 
2. Name the raxtk order system that existed within a plantation society and within t~e slave community. 
3. Describe how slaves performed txaditional ceremonies and explain how West African practices influenced these 

ceremonies. 
4. Explain how dubilee depicts slave life and assess whether this is an accurate or inaccurate depiction. 
Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Slave Religion 
1. Define fictive kinship. 
2. Define exogamous unions and describe why slaves engaged in such unions. 
3. Describe how churches imposed moral sanctions on slaves who violated acceptable codes of conduct within the 

marriage institution. 
4. Describe how slaves were named and explain naming practices employed by slaves. 
Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways 
Underground Railroad 
1. Identify active and passive forms of resistance to slavery. 
2. Name at least three maj or U.S. slave revolts and describe characteristics of each. 
3. Explain precipitating factors that led to the development of the Haitian Revolution. 
4. Identify at least three ways by which slaves resisted their condition to slavery. 
5. Name at least two tactics used by slaves to escape slavery. 
Free Blacks 
Legal Status 
Abolition Movement 
1. Describe t~e legal status of free blacks. 
2. Explain why free blacks were referred to as slaves without masters. 
3. Describe and explain the significance of the Dred Scott Decision. 
4. Provide examples of newspapers, schools, and mutual aid societies established by free blacks. 
5. Identify major arguments for and against slavery as advocated by slave supporters and abolitionists. 



Journal of Film and Video 

Essay: "Documentary Constructions of Filial Memory in Nathaniel Kahn’s My Architect and 

Nicholas Engel’ s My Father, Pablo Escobar" 

Review: The essay "Documentary Constructions of Filial Memory in Nathaniel Kahn’s My 

Architect and Nicholas Engel’s My Father, Pablo Escobar" is being recommended for 

publication to the Journal of Film and Video following a few minor revisions. The essay is well 

constructed and argued. It is interesting, insightful, and quite thoughtful and raises some 

interesting views regarding the practices employed by two different documentary filmmakers 

who attempt to construct stories about recovering absent or problematic father figures. Although 

I am not a filmmaker, I was very intrigued by the argument posed in this essay and even though I 

have not seen these films based on the descriptions provided, I could envision how the filmmaker 

was attempting to tell his story. Because I thought the writer of the essay was effective in 

convincing and familiarizing me with films that I have never seen as well as conveying how the 

filmmakers adapted practices characterized as narratives of filiation and narratives of 

disaffiliation, demonstrates the strength of the essay in making its case for the argument 

proposed. Therefore, it is on this basis that I think the essay warrants publication in the Journal 

of FTlm and l/-ideo but not without a few minor revisions. 

l) On page two, you mention the essay by G. Thomas Couser as providing the guiding 

argument upon which you will evaluate these two films. The title of the essay should be 

included in the notes section of the essay rather than in the text of the essay because it 

detracts from the central argument posed. It is Couser’s ideas that are important and not 

the title of his essay. 

2) In the first part of the essay - though you do a good j ob of providing the background 

material necessary to understanding the argument proposed, your actual thesis is not 

stated until page five. I would suggest that you move your thesis earlier in the essay. 

3) The essay would flow much more smoothly if you subdivided into sections so it is clear 

when you addressing My Architect and My Father, Pablo Escobar. 

4) On page nine, you refer to Stuart Klawans’ s critique of My ArchiWct - since many 

readers may not be familiar with him, identify him as a film critic for The Nation. 

5) At times you use the name Lou and other times Kahn - be consistent throughout the 

essay. 

6) At the end of each film discussed you might summarize how the film supports the 

argument proposed or speaks to memory. In the first part of the paper you address 

memory in quite a bit of detail but don’t really return to this discussion - you assume that 

the reader automatically understands since you are addressing the filial relationality to the 

subj ect in My ArchiWct. You do a much better j ob at the end of the second film in 

demonstrating how My Father conforms to a "narrative of disaffiliation." 



7) Title the final section of the essay -- Conclusion - to organize the material for the reader 

so that they better understand your final comments on how the two documentaries are 

similar to and yet different from each other. 

8) Pay attention to typos, misspellings, or other minor errors in the essay. 

This is a convincing and well argued essay that deserves to be published in the Journal of Film 

and Video. However, I would urge you to consider making the following recommendations prior 

to publication. The essay definitely enhanced my thinking on this topic even though I had not 

seen either of the films discussed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 11, 2012 10:39 AM 

~gmail.com 

Review of Essay for Journal of Fihn m~d Video 

Joum~YPb20ot%20Film%20and%20Video- Documentar~%20Constructions%20oP/~20Filial%20Memo~y[1 ].doc 

Dear Stephen: Attached is the second review of an essay submitted to the Journal of Film and Video. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Journal of Film and Video 

Essay: "Documentary Constructions of Filial Memory in Nathaniel Kahn’s My Architect and 

Nicholas Engel’ s My Father, Pablo Escobar" 

Review: The essay "Documentary Constructions of Filial Memory in Nathaniel Kahn’s My 

Architect and Nicholas Engel’s My Father, Pablo Escobar" is being recommended for 

publication to the Journal of Film and Video following a few minor revisions. The essay is well 

constructed and argued. It is interesting, insightful, and quite thoughtful and raises some 

interesting views regarding the practices employed by two different documentary filmmakers 

who attempt to construct stories about recovering absent or problematic father figures. Although 

I am not a filmmaker, I was very intrigued by the argument posed in this essay and even though I 

have not seen these films based on the descriptions provided, I could envision how the filmmaker 

was attempting to tell his story. Because I thought the writer of the essay was effective in 

convincing and familiarizing me with films that I have never seen as well as conveying how the 

filmmakers’ adapted practices characterized as narratives of filiation and narratives of 

disaffiliation, this demonstrates the strength of the essay in making its case for the argument 

proposed. It is on this basis that I think the essay warrants publication in the Journal off~lm and 

Video but not without a few minor revisions. 

l) On page two, you mention the essay by G. Thomas Couser as providing the guiding 

argument upon which you will evaluate these two films. The title of the essay should be 

included in the notes section of the essay rather than in the text of the essay because it 

distracts from the central argument posed. It is Couser’s ideas that are important and not 

the title of his essay. 

2) In the first part of the essay although you do a good j ob of providing the background 

material necessary to understanding the argument proposed, your actual thesis is not 

stated until page five. I would suggest that you move your thesis earlier in the essay. 

3) The essay would flow much more smoothly if you subdivided it into sections so it is clear 

when you addressing My Architect and My Father, Pablo Escobar. 

4) On page nine, you refer to Stuart Klawans’ s critique of My ArchiWct. Since many readers 

may not be familiar with him, identify him as a film critic for The Nation. 

5) At times you use the name Lou and other times Kahn; be consistent throughout the essay. 

6) At the end of each film discussed you might summarize how the film supports the 

argument proposed or speaks to memory. In the first part of the paper you address 

memory in quite a bit of detail but don’t really return to this discussion; you assume that 

the reader automatically understands since you are addressing the filial relationality to the 

subj ect in My ArchiWct. You do a much better j ob at the end of the second film in 

demonstrating how My Father conforms to a "narrative of disaffiliation." 



7) Title the final section of the essay" Conclusion" to organize the material for readers so 

that they better understand your final comments on how- the two documentaries are 

similar to and yet different from each other. 

8) Pay attention to typos, misspellings, and other minor errors in the essay. 

This is a convincing and well argued essay that deserves to be published in the Journal of Film 

and Video. However, I would urge you to consider making the following revisions prior to 

publication. The essay definitely enhanced my thinking on this topic even though I had not seen 

either of the films discussed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 3:28 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Audre Lorde Legacy 

Flier cover letter.ZIP 

From: 

Sent: 3:03 PM 
To: Regest~r, Charlene B 
Subject: FVV: Audre Lorde Legacy 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks again for meeting with me today and offering me such useful advice. Here is the information 3[ promised: 

The book 3[ recommended is called Shell Shock Cinema: Weimar Culture and the Wounds of War by Anton Kaes. 
The film is Toxi (1952) directed by Robert A. Stemmle. 

And the information about the Audre Lorde event is below. 

Have a nice weekend, 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:40 AM 
To: littlefield-dan@sc.edu; LittleVVV@mailbox.sc.edu; bplummer@wisc.edu; smoedersheim@wisc.edu; uyt@berkeley.edu; michelle- 
wright@northwestem.edu; Leroy.Hopkins@millersville.edu; bmaierkatkin@fsu.edu; ~@gmail.com 
Subject: Audre Lorde Legacy 

Dear colleagues and friends, 

Audre Lorde’s brilliant writings and speeches defined and inspired the American fe~ninis~t, lesbian, Affican-A~nerican, and women of color movements of the 70s and 

80s. Her s~aring hones~ and incisive analysis challenged all of those emerging communities to examine issues that heretofore had gone unseen and un-named. 

Her contributions as an Americml social justice mid litera~ icon have overshadowed an entire rich chapter in her life that has been called ’~Fbe Berlin Years" (1984 to 

her death in 1992). Feminist publisher and universibl professor, Dagmax Schullz, arranged to both publish the German translations of Audre’s work,s, and to organize an 
invitation from the Free Universi~ of Berlin for Lorde to come and teach there as a visiting professor in 1984. 

Currently Schul~ is working on the completion of a film on Audre Lorde’s times in Germany. The film "Audre Lorde The BeHin Years 1984 to 1992" documents 

Lorde’s influence on the German Black and white commani~fies during a decade ofprotband political mad social change, a decade that brought about the t?~11 of the Berlin 

Wall and the re-unifica~fion of East and West Gem~any. 

2012 marks the 20-year anNversary ofAudre Lorde’s passing. In honor of her legacy tbur films roll be brought to universities, libraries, and communib~ venues together 
with a reading by Ika Hagel-Marshall, close friend ofAudre Lorde and recipient of the Andre LoNe Literary Award, frown her book: invisible 14~orna1~. Gro~in,g up 
B/acl~ in Gen~any. 

Please ask 5’our institutions~organizations whether they are interes~ted in sponsoring this cultural festival. Attached you find a flier with more information and the contact 

address. 

I also appreciate if you distribute this letter and the flier to interested persons/institutions. 

All the best, 

Dagmar Schullz 
Dr. Dagmar $chultz 
Gross96rschenstr. 40 
10827 Berlin 
Ph: 49-30-2167167 
0171-6279149 
Email: dagmar@dagmarschultz.com 
www.da.q ma rsch ultz.com 
wvwv.audrelorde-t heberlinyea rs.com 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 5:30 PM 

~hotmail.com > 

RE: NYTimes.com: New Directors Flesh Out Black America, All of It 

Dear        Thanks for the article. I have been quite busy with school beginning. I have a new gmail account and will email you from this account as well. Hope things are 
going well for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From=                      ~hotmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 18, 2012 11:53 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= FW: NYTimes.com: New Directors Flesh Out Black America, All of [t 

Hi Charlene, 

How’s eveoTthmg? ! hope you’re doing well. Let me know how things axe going with you. Are you teaching this semester? Has it started already? 

I thought this article was interesting. 

Take care, 

From:         @hotmail.com 
Date: Wed, 18 Jan 2012 11:49:10 -0500 

To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: NYTimes.com: New Directors Flesh Out Black America, All of It 

This page was sent to you by: p b fftone@hotmail.com 

"~,g’~’,3.ES i December 25, 2011 

New Directors Flesh Out Black America~ All of It 
By NELSON GEORGE 

"Paria~" a movie about black lesbians, is pa(t ofa mini-movmnent of young black 

film~nakers telling stories that complicate assumptions about what "black film" can 

be. 

Advertisement 

’rhe Descendants 
Starring George Clooney, and directed 
by Alexander Payne (Sideways, Election) 
Now Playing in theaters. 

Click here to watch the trailer 

Cop;~right 2012 The New York Times Compare~ ] Privacy Policy 

I, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER REGESTER)> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 9:38 AM 

black film -~companiontoatiicanamefica~film@gmail.com> 

1~: Blackwell Companion to Africm~ A~nerica~ Film 

Abs~tractSylvia as a Wilting Flower and Lucy as a Broken Blossom.doc 

Dear Mark: Attached is an abstract and tentative title for the essay on Oscar Micheaux. l£you need more information or a more detailed abstract, please let me klmw. I apologize for the delay 
but with the holiday and beginning of school it has been hectic. Thanks for working with me Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: black film [companiontoafricanamericanfilm@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 6:44 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: BlackweH Companion to African American Film 

[)ear Charlene, 

I was copied Chuck’s response to you. 

An essay dealing with Oscar Micheaux would be appreciated. I will need an abstract with the proposed essay title. 

best, 

mark 



"Sylvia as a Wilting Flower and Lucy as a Broken Blossom: Examining Female Victimization in 
Oscar Micheaux’s Within Our Gates and D. W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms" 

This essay is designed to examine the construction of female victimization as depicted by 
black filmmaker Oscar Micheaux in Within Our Gates compared to white filmmaker, D. W. 
Griffith in Broken Blossoms. Specifically, Micheaux’s Within Our Gates will be compared to 

Griffith’ s Broken Blossom’s because while a number of scholars affirm that Within Our Gates 
was a response to Birth of a Nation, it is also conceivable that the ghosts of Broken Blossoms 
may have haunted Within Our Gates as both films depict women who are the victims of 
predatory fathers in the father/daughter relationships reconstructed in these films. 

For it is Julia Lesage who thoroughly investigated Broken Blossoms and who contends 
"that historically, from the silent film era to the present, bourgeois film has developed various 
mechanisms for structuring in ambiguity and for keeping us emotionally involved; one of film’s 
hallmarks as a ’democratic art’ form is its ability to allow for and co-opt an oppressed group’s 
response." Therefore, while Micheaux’s film does not necessarily evolve from the bourgeois 
discourse suggested by Lesage, it is the emotionalism and political implications as well as 
exploitation of an oppressed group that Within Our Gates parallel s Broken Blossoms allowing 
these two films to be compared Specifically, these films warrant comparison because they 
explore female victimization, failed patriarchy, incest, pedophilia, and women positioned as half- 
child/half adult; employ cross-cutting techniques; reconstruct rape; depict 
recognitionimisrecognitionidisplaced recognition; introduce a chase scene; construct fear; and 
utilize dreams. Comparing these two films on the similarities shared as they depict female 
victimization by predatory fathers in the father/daughter relationships stands to reveal the 
practices employed by a black and white filmmaker who construct female victimization and 
establish stardom for their actresses -- Evelyn Preer (black actress in Within Our Gates) and 

Lillian Gish (white actress in Broken Blossoms). 
This essay further intends to interrogate how black stars and stardom were constructed 

by filmmakers such as Micheaux versus how white stars and stardom were constructed by 
filmmakers such as Griffith. In particular, to examine Preer and interrogate how Micheaux 

constructed stardom for her as well as to evaluate her career as an actress, in the same manner 
that one ~vould do for a ~vhite star, is difficult at best. The tools we use to investigate stardom for 
~vhite actresses may be inappropriate for interrogating a black actress. Moreover, assessing 
Preer’s career through a comparison to white stars could suggest that she is deemed valuable 
only to the extent that she compares to such stars. Acutely aware of this dilemma as I conduct 
this examination, I do not intend to attempt to reduce Preer to white stardom; nor do I intend to 
suggest that she is valued only to the extent that she compares to white stars. Instead, this is an 
attempt to exploit all available resources to create an evolving body of scholarship for 
approaching the reading of the black actress on screen in the early period of cinema history. In 

fact, the approach that I employ is multifaceted or polyvalent, drawing upon a wide range of 
devices for reading stars and stardom, yet acknowledging that because of her race, Preer might 
have been configured similar to or different from other white actresses such as Gish in this 
period when cast on screen in all-black films~ The approach taken by this examination includes: 
exploring how Preer compares to Gish, interrogating how- she depicts female victimization as she 
parallels Gish, and investigating how the two actresses become icons for establishing stardom - 

one black and one white -- in the silent era. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 3:38 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILS: Thm~k You: Black Entertainers in Afric~ American Newspaper Articles 

Dear       ProQuest now has a database of black newspapers on-line. They provide many more newspapers that I surveyed in my index -- therefore, you should access 
their on-line archive of black newspapers. I think you can just google -- ProQuest African American Newspapers. Hope this helps and good luck on your research. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From:                        _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 3:09 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Fwd: Thank You: Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Hello, I hope all is well as you receive this email. I am reading through your wonderful compilation, Black Entertainers in African American 
Newspaper Articles, and it is such a new and different perspective on the history of African American lives. 

Because of your work I found out that African Americans performed in Shanghai! That probably is obvious to a well-read scholar like yourself but to 
me it was fascinating. VVith the overwhelming singularity of historical narratives given about African American women’s lives I thought all women 
who looked like me were maids except Rosa Parks before 1960. 

Anyhow, I wanted know if there are any other African American newspapers that are available digitally that you would recommend? I am interested 
in African American women performers and their lives. I want to take in as much as I can about the 1920s and 1930s in particular. 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday: 3:28 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Phone Number Needed 

Dear        Whenever you have a chance please send me your phone number. For some reason I cannot find it and I don’t have it programmed in my cell phone. Tried to 
email you today from my new gmail account ! @cjmail.com but I think I entered your address incorrectly. Call me on my cell whenever you have a chance -- I 
would just like to update with you. My number is . Hope all is well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 25, 2012 8:23 AM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: Black Female "Radical" of the McCa~t~hy Era 

From: Permanent Productions, Inc. @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 8:14 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Black Female "Radical" of the McCarthy Era 

!!o_ducti Permanent Productions Inc. Presents... 

Red Hope? Ihe Blacklisting of Hope Foye (Her Story, Her Songs) 

Hope DVD sad CD Covers 

For a limRed-time nnly*: 
Purchase Red Hope? D~D and receive 
Best of It0pe Fnye Soundtrack CD, with 
Bonus Songs, absolutely FRH~2! 
*applies to institutional rate only 

Purchase Orders Accepted 

Order 

Phone: (310) 366-4996 

Fax: (310) 5210329 
E~nail: medh~dftst(a:laol.com 

Red tfope? I’he Blacklisting of Ihq)e Foye (IIer Story, 

Her Songs) explores the life of African A~nerican classical 

opera, ballads, and protest singer Hope Foye--her straggles 

for justice, for survival, and for her music. Hope’s rich 

soprano voice and deep desire for a better life carried her 

from ma impoverished Connecticut neighborhood to the stage 

of New York City’s Cafd Society, the famed nightclnb 

featuring legenda~ performers such as Billie Holiday and Ella 

Fi~gerald. 

~i People’s Artist 

A me~nber of The People’s Artists, Foye mingled with 

activists committed to social juslice, including performer Paul 

Robeson, scholar W.E.B. Du Bois and his wife, writer- 

composer Shirley Graham, and folk singer, Pete Seeger. Du 
Bois, Graham and Robeson became her mentors. On protest 

platforms alongside Jews, atheists, and Protestants, in the 

1940s and early 1950s, Foye sang out against lynching and 

Jim Crow laws and supported labor unions that inclnded 
African Americans mad others who were denied basic human 

rights. 



constance iackson 

Angry Mob 

Ms. 3ackson is a paid public speaker 
and workshop facilitator on factors 

aff~ctL~g health be~a~ Jot. 

request Ms. Jack,on to speak at 

),our organization, please contact ~}er 

c.iackson@perm productions.corn 

But seeking change was dangerous in fl~e postwaz McCarthy 
era, when protesters were ochlocratically condemned as 

comtnunist spies. As a result of her affiliation with so-called 

"subversives", Hope was interrogated by the House of Un- 

American Activities Cotnmittee (HUAC) during the 

McCarthy Red Scare, being called a communist and her 

loyalb’ to the countu questioned, with the threat of being 

executed or sent to prison for treason. The documentary not 

only immerses the viewer into the Senate chambers with 

Hope, it also brings back the horrors and challenges these 

early agents of change endured to bring about social and 

political justice in America and abroad. Hope Foye opens up 

about her childhood and the challenges she faced, and along 

the way, previously recorded songs she sang in protest 

meetings and ballads on stage, accentuate the sto~T. Beautiful 

Hope Foye at 87-years-old also shines her mellifluous and 

soulful voice in live concerts. 



THE UNIVERSITY 

NEW ORL£ANS 
I)IVISION OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION 

UNO-JAPAN 
@Study at Doshisha University 

Join us this summer on this fascinating five-week journey of excitement and discovery while living in Kyoto, 

Japan. One of the most historically and culturally rich cities in lapan, Kyoto is the perfect backdrop for students 

to learn about Japan and/or the Japanese language on the campus of the esteemed Doshisha University. Prior 

knowledge is not required. Students enroll in courses which emphasize exploration of Japan. These university- 

level credits are transferable to your own institution. UNO-Japan is for any college student who is interested in 

Japan! 

http ://inst. uno. edu/Japan 

Summer 2012 courses available in: 

Japanese Language ® Film ® Photography ~) Art History 

Academics 

Participants are enrolled in two courses, earning a total of six credits. Students in degree programs at other 

institutions should consult with their advisors about the applicability of these courses to their curricula. Full 

course descriptions and other information will soon be available online. Please check our website periodically 

as new information will be available soon. 

Accommodations         l 
Participants will be housed in a Doshisha University housing facility about 10 minutes’ walk from the campus. 

The facility, originally a hotel, is now reserved for visiting international students and faculty. 

Contact: Mary Hicks ¯ http://inst.uno.edu/Japan ¯ (504) 280-6388 ¯ UNOJapan@uno.edu 



 xcurs|ons 

The first tour of l~yoto is included in the cost of the program, and is essential to each student’s initial 

experience in this magical city. Optional one-day excursions to the nearby cities of Osaka and Nara are also 

offered. Visit the bustling "Kitchen of Japan" (Osaka) with its fast-paced business-like lifestyle nestled within a 

long history of commercial practices developing and flourishing over thousands of years. Nara, the ancient 

capital of Japan, is by comparison a calming trip through the grounds of the seat of Japanese civilization. 

The Tomo , cM Program 

One of the benefits of being in Japan during the summer is that the Japanese academic year is in full swing. So 

UNO-Japan students are on campus with Doshisha University students. Therefore, the UNO-Japan program has 

initiated the Tomoc/,~c/~i (Friend) Program, where we match each UNO-Japan student with a volunteer Doshisha 

student. From day | our participants are in dose contact with Japanese students their own age. Ask our former 

participants and they will tell you how this made the entire experience even more amazing! 

i 
The basic cost of the program is $4,095.00, and this includes the application fee, tuition, housing, lunch on 

campus on class days, study abroad health insurance, guided city tour, some class and program excursions, 

opening and dosing receptions, weekly cultural activities, Toraod,~ch/Program, full-time staff on site, 30-day 

bus pass for Kyoto. Note: fees and services included may be subject to change. Such costs as airfare, passport 

fees, personal travel, or items/activities of a personal nature are not included in the program. 

Insurance & Acce ibility J 
All students will be covered by a comprehensive study abroad medical insurance plan, included in the program cost. This policy 

provides for medical expenses, emergency medical evacuation, repatriation of remains, and family assistance coverage. Extended 

coverage is available at an additional cost. The policy does not cover trip cancellation or baggage loss. More information on the 

insurance plan is available online at http://inst.uno.edu/insurance.cfm. 

The University of New Orleans is committed to making the UNO-Japan Program and all of its programs accessible and friendly to the 

physically challenged. Persons requiring special facilities should noti~ the program coordinator at the earliest possible date so that 

their needs may be properly assessed and accommodated. 

UNO- APAN 
 Study at Doshisha University 

Program Cost 8. What Is Included 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Janua~ 27, 2012 11:05 AM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: F1NALLY! A Official Trailer 

From:                @yahoo.corn] 

Sent-" Friday, January 27, 20:12 :t0:09 AM 
To; 

Subject; FINALLY! A Official Trailer 

Hello all, 

We would like to irKorm you that the Official Trailer of the Docun~enta~ Film. "Walls that Bleed" is up and you can view- it by clicking the link. The people who are receiving this email have 
been supporters of "Walls that Bleed" since 2008. We really do appreciate all of your support and patience throughout this process. We have been busy over the past 3 1/2 years getting 
footage and music, so we can have a fully completed project. Well here it is, and we have submitted this project to over 10 Film Festival around the world, and have ruany more to applying 
to. We are on Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, and Google+, if you want up to the minute news and progress. Kyou are not on an?" of those social media site, then we will continuous give 
updates through this email address and our gmail account (wallsthatbleed@gmail.cora). These are exciting times, and it will not be long before the film will be in your area. We appreciate 
your continued support, and the future is looking bright. 

Corrupt Politics are the Origin of a Revolution! 

Staff of "Walls that Bleed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday                4:36 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

ILE: Michael Jackson Band- WHO’S BAD COMING 

Dear Thanks for letting me know. I will contact one of my friends and will try to attend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; 

Sent: 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Michael Jackson Band- WHO’S BAD COMING 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I remember you told me to look up when Who’s Bad is coming to Chapel Hill. I’ve been looking and it’s like someone just announced them or something. They are coming 

I’m sorw for the short notice, Tickets are $15 and can be purchased here http:/!catscradle.com!events/whos-bad~ 

Have a great week and I hope you can see them. I heard that they’re great! 



AKING 

8Y JANAL ERIC WATSON 

A sk Princeton Uni.versi.ty’s Dr, Cornel West about his  dews on Btack History 
 Month, and somehow the conversation ends up with a sharp critique of the Obama 

 administration, 
"Carter G. Woodson and others fought the vicious terrorisrn of 

Iina and Jane Crow," says West. ~But in fl~e age of Ob~a, Black 
HistoD* Month has ~e potential of being a waggish march from 

slave house to White House. The rich Black prophetic tradition is 

more and more silenced and the weak and vulnerable are pushed to 

¯ e margins." 

Come Novembqr, West wil! vote for Obama, but he says fl~at he 

won’t stump for h~ at 65 events as he did in 2008. 

"Barn& Obama is so much better than the Republicans. So, in 

~at sense I w~t him ~o win," says West. "But if he continues to 

hang out ~th Tim Geithner and compan}~, t am going to tell the 

truth a~ut him ~d remain a serious critic." 

That kind of rhetoric frustrates some of Obama’s most loyal 

supporters who simpty wish that the Princeton University 

professor would remain quiet. 

But that’s not going to happen. It’s not West’s sg, le. 

For more ~an ~ree decades~ lhe 58--year.-old philosopher has 

combined his work in the academy ~.~St.h a grassroots form of 

ac~ivi.sm, which West ~ews as continuing the Black prophetic 

tradition estaNished hy historical forerunners of ~e modem- 

day cM1 rights movement. West’s work has t&en Nm into some 

of t.he nation’s most dite classrooms and into some of the most 

impoverished pa~s of the corinth/advocating (m behdfof the most 

vulnerable. 

In be~veen teaching and organizing, he has menmred a legion 

of younger scholars such as Princeton prof?ssors Dr. hnani PenT 

and Dr. Eddie Glaude; Georgetown University’s Dr. Michael 

Dyson; and Dr. Matthew Briones, assistant prot~ssor of history at 

the University of Chicago. Briones was West’s readying assistant at 

Harvard and Princeton. 

"He lays himself out there with no pretense," says Briones. "He’s a 

very humble guy." 

So when West announced last year that he was leaving Princeton 

University and returning to Union Theological Seminary where 

he began his teaching career it~ 1977, most of his friends were not 

surprised, it was just the kind of move that oNy West woMd make. 

But sources at Princeton say that it also became dear early on that 

many high-level administrators were beginning to grow" weary of 

West’s critiques of Obama, particularly since the first lady, Mid~elle 

Obama, is a graduate of the Iv~ t.aeague school. But the.,,* also 

m be carefu| not to cen~)r West, who left Harvard Universi)" in 

2002 after a public spN w~th Nen-president Lawrence Summers 

who questioned West’s s&olarship and his visibilJ~-’ on campus. 

At Un~o~, where students are encouraged to confront socie~),’s 
social ills, West ~ll be welcomed with open arms. 

"Union is a Nace where Cornel West’s YJew (ff the world is in 
our life blood," says the Rev. Dr. Serene ~ones, president of Union. 

"Some call Cornel West this generation’s Reinhold Niebuhr, but I 

think he’s in a class by himsel£ Cornel is, quite simply, the leading 

public theologian of our age." 

In recent years, West says that higher education has become so 

"comnmditized and bureaucratized that ahnost everyone is up 

February 2, 20~l.2 www,diverseeducat}on.com 



for sale." West says he worries about the younger generation of 

inteltectu~s who tbcus too much on ~’raw ambition and careerism." 
At Union, he will teach philosophy courses "connected m a 

robost Christia~iD’." And ~1 can hit all of the Stephen Sondheim 
musicals and can catch up with George Clinton and Boots?" Collins 
when they pass through." 

Whether at Princeton or Union~ there is no evidence that 

progressives who buy his books, pack auditoriums to hear 
him speak or tune into the radio show that he co-hosts with 
commentator Tavis Storey have any plans to abandon West despite 
his critiques of Obama. 

While a number of Black people enthusiastically supported 
Obama’s candida~" in 2008, West suspects that the enthusiasm has 
waned a~ many poor Blacks continue to struggle. Today, he says, 
Ney are less excited about Obama but remain deeply protective. 

"I want to protect hem too, especially against FOX’s vicious lies," 
says West, adding that Obama is "not a socialist. This man believes 
in capitalism to its core, and Fm going to tell the truth." 

West, who broke onto the national scene with his bestselling 
book Race Matters, says that he is surprised that others such as 
civil rights actMst the Rex,: M Sharpton, who hosts a daily show on 
MSNBC, have not been. fierce critics of the Obama administratio!~. 
Sharpton and West sparred on the cable network in April about 
Obama’s [x~licks. with West questioni~g whether Sha~pmn had 
traded in his fiery activism f~r access to the White House. 

°’Whoever thought that Brother A1 wouldn’t be protesting any 
administration?" asks West, who served as an adviser to Sharpton’s 
2004 presidential campaign. "You watch his show on MSNBC and 
you want to say, ~Brother Al, g)u comb out of the Black prophetic 
tradition like me. Tell the truth about the White House,~ but he 
won’t say a mumbling word," 

Sharpton disagrees with West’s analysis, saying that he has 
di~.~red with the Obama administration on a range of issues 
including Afghanistan, but thinks that West went too far when 
he called the commander in chief a "Black mascot of Wail Street 
oligarchs and a Black puppet of corporate plutocrats" in an 
interview last year with Truthdig.com. 

"What has hurt his cause is that he got into name-calling/’ says 
Shacpton, adding that West attacked him, t~rcing him to respond. 
"I always had admiration for him, Which is why I was surprised he 
took the position that he did and never talked to me." 

Sharpton says that some of West’s critiques of Obama are 
blatantly unfair° "Cornel was running around the country and 
campaigning lbr Obama ~n 2tgJ8 and had access to Nm," says 
Sharpton. %Vhen did Cornel have this awakening about President 
Obama? Obama never said he was going to do all this stuff that 
Cornel wants him to do." 

West says ff~at the attadcs by his f~rmer colleague, Dr. Melissa 
Harris-Perry, in The Nation and on cable news were strictly 
personal, Harris.-Per~)" left Princeton last year and is now a 
professor at Tulane Universi),o She also hosts a weekend show 
on MhNBC. in 2006, West was responsible for bringia~g her to 
Princeton from the UnFzersity of Chicago after the two met at a 
conference. She heId a ,ioint apkx}intment bev, veen the Center for 
African American Studies and the Department of Politics and 
arrived with tenure. 

But west says that, shortly after she arrived, she no longer wanted 
to teach in the (;enter for African American Studies and later 
turned on him and Glaude, the chairman of the department, calIing 

them "hypocritical leftists." 
"I have a love for the sister, but she is a liar, and I hate lying," says 

West, adding that Harris-Perry later said (m MSNBC’s ’;’The Ed 
Show" that West attacked Ohama’s White mother in the inter�Jew 
with Truthdig.com. "I don’t talk about people’s mamas. She’s 
reintbrcing all of the vicious perceptions of me as a racist, and she 
knows better than that." 

Harris-Perry’s scathing critique, West says, has more to do with 
the fact that the Center for African American Studies unanimously 
voted against her when she came up for promotion from associate 
to full professor, adding that her work was not sc~holarly enough. 

"There?s not a lot of academic stuff with her, just a lot of 
V,~4tteri~g," sa},,s West, who ad&d that her book Sister Citizen, 
released last y~ar, was ’%oild and out of control." 

"She’s become the 
;!! mo.mentary darling of 

liberals, but I pray for her 
because she’s in over her 
head. Sh~Ts a fake and 
fraud. I was so surprised 
how treacherous the 
sister was," 

Harris--Perry declined 
to be interviewed for the 
story, but wrote in an 
e-ton!! message that she 
disagrees with West’s 

assessment of her latest 

book, "I am very proud of the book, but academic promotion is 
always about submitting to the assessment of senior colleagues," 

says Harris-Perry. "God knows leaving Princeton was the best thing 
to happen to me in a decade, so my only response is, ~Thank You.’" 

Dr. Boyce Watkins, a public intellectuaI and a scholar in 
residence in entrepreneurship and innovation at Syracuse 
Univ~,rsity, says that Sharpton and Harris-Perry have become the 
two ma~}or "pitbulls" of the Obama administration and have been 
busy trying to silence BIack criticism directed toward the White 
House. As a reward for their work, he says they were both given 
shows on MSNBC, adding that Sharpton, in particular, is "too dose 
than a civil rights leader probably should be" to a United States 
president. 

"If you want to look at the validity of Corud West’s cfitiques, let’s 
look at the data," says Watkins, who said that, while the Obama 
administration was taking credit last month for t.he rise in the 
employment numbers, the administration disregarded the fact that 
Black unemplo}qnent actually worsened during that same period. 

"Nobody cares about Black, Brown and poor people," says 
Watkins. "Cornel’s critique has never been more relevant than 
now. He’s alsvays spoken on this. He’s not a lohnny come lately." 

For now, West shows no signs of slowing down. 
He recently completed a new b4~ok with Smiley called The Rich 

and the R~st of Us: A Po~,~rb, .Man!]bsm, schedu!ed to be released in 
AprK He continues to crisscross the country speaking in crowded 
churches, college auditoriums and at rallies aimed at addressing 
economic inequality. 

"I come out of a Black prophetic tradition that has a 
commitment to truth and justice," says West. "~rhe condition of 
truth is to allow suffering to speak." [] 

and A( Sharpton 

February 2, 2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 8:27 AM 

@hotmail.com 

FW: The west-Harris-Princeton Contretemps 

Cornel West.pdf 

From;                          @aol.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, February 0:[, 20:[2 :[0:28 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B; 
Subject; The west-Harris-Princeton Contretemps 

In case you have not seen the attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 8:27 AM 

@aol.com 

FW: The west-Harris-Princeton Contretemps 

Cornel West.pdf 

From;                          ~aol.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, February 0:[, 20:[2 :[0:28 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B; 
Subject; The west-Harris-Princeton Contretemps 

In case you have not seen the attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 8:28 AM 

@hotmail.com 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Letter, Febru~cy 2012, Berlin/Germany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Sent-" Wednesday, February O:l, 20:t2 9:43 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, February 20:t2, Berlin!Germany 

~aol.com] 















Abmeldung von die~m Newsletter: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 8:28 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Letter, Berlin/Germany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Sent-" Wednesday, 9:43 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, Berlin!Germany 

@aol.com] 















Abmeldung von die~m Newsletter: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 3:26 PM 

@hotmail.com > 
RE: Fountainhead e-Letter, February 2012, Berlin/Germany 

Dear        3[ didn’t even read it when 3[ forwarded so I had no idea you submitted a film. After you brought my attention to the submissions, I did see your name. Glad to 
know that you followed up on this. Will send additional info. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From;                       ~@hotmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, February 02, 2012 3:03 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Fountainhead e-Letter, February 2012, Berlin!Germany 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you for sending this as well. I entered the t~stival (thanks to your letting me know about it) a~d see my film listed below as a submission. I don’t know if that 

means it’s been accepted or not. I ha~Ten’t heard an.54~hing t?om the t~stival itsel£ I will email them in a t~w days. 

I hope all is well. 

Take care, 

From: regeste@email.unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: Fountainhead e-Letter, February 2012, Berlin/Germany 

Date: Thu, 2 Feb 2012 13:27:55 +0000 

From; Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Sent; Wednesday, February 01, 2012 9:43 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, February 2012, Berlin!Germany 

@aol.com] 

















Abmeldung ~7on die~m Newsletter: 

http:i/www.newstroll.deiapp/del/2c4osbt7zdap/186060 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 3:56 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Request For Recommendation 

Dear You need to let me know the deadline because I cannot do anything before Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 3:36 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Request For Recommendation 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

How are you? Hopefully doing well and enjoying your students this semester. I am writing in hopes that you will be able to provide me with a recommendation 

as I apply for the        semester. I have taken a couple of your classes which I enjoyed and was in your Blacks in Fihn class last spring. I roll send you a 
recommendation form, but if ~ime does not allow please let me know via e-mail that you roll not be able to help. I really appreciate your effort to help s~dents 

academically long after we have left the guidance of your tutelage. 

Thank you and best wishes! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 4:46 PM 

~hotmail.com 

EW: UFVA January Digefft 

From:                    @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 2:35 PM 
To:        ~@gmail.com 
Subject: UFVA January Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - JANUARY 20"~ 2 

*NEWS** 

UFVA Website Survey 
The UFVA Web Committee wants your opinion! Please take a ,noment to tell us what you think about the UFVA website through our SHORT online survey (12 

ques~tion~ should take only a minute or two to complete). Your feedback will lead to... 

Reminder: UFVA elections are coming up. Please consider running for office. 
Once again the Association is gearing up to find new leadership for the 2012-2014 term. We will be electing three new board members, a new secretary,, and a new 

editorial vice-president. If you would like to nominate someone for a Ix~sition... 

[,atest 2012 UFVA Conference Info! 

An Update on submitting Films, New Media exhibitions, Panels, Papers, Scripts, Videos, Workshops (and the kitchen sync) to the 66th UFVA Conference at 

Columbia College The UFVA website will be ready to accept online submissions starting... 

Hollywood IT Sum,nit March 2, 2012 

IT plays a central role in the digita~ transformation of Hollywood. That’s why the second mmual Hollb~-ood rF Summit, under the direction of the Hollywood IT 

SocieU and its advisors, is a ,nust- attend, day-long contErence for 82ll s~dio... 

University of New Orleans in Kvoto 

Dear Fellow Facnlty members, I would like to ask you to help me spread the word about a great study-abroad opportunity. The University of New Orleans has a 

great summer program in Kyoto, Japan again this summer (2012). I will be teaching a... 

4th Annual Film Finance Forum West March 6-8, 2012 

4th Annual Film Finance Forum West March 6-8, 2012 At this yeafs Los Angeles thrum, a section dedicated to digital innovation and distribution will be featured to 

explore ways in which investors in the tilm business can generate returns... 

13 Fihns Make Their Digita] t remieres Through Sundance Institute Artist Services Pmgra~n 
13 Fihns Make Their Digita] t remieres Through Sundance Institute Artis~t Services 1~ rogran~ Festival Favorites and New Discoveries Now t laying iTunes ] Amazon 

Instax~t Video [ Hulu ] Netflix ] SundanceNOW ] YouTube Sundance Institute... 

Redrock Micro Accessories 
Choose Redrock Micro For All Your Cinema Accessou Needs Redrock is the world leader in professional-level aflbrdable rigs and cinema accessories for just 
about every kind of digital video camera including DSLRs and large chip digital... 

MONO NO AWARE Filmmaking Workshops 
EXPERIENCE SHOOTING YOUR OWN FILM’. GAIN THE KNOVv%EDGE AND SKILLS NEEDED TO CREATE YOUR O~q’q FIt,M! ALL 

WORKSHOPS INCLUDE: FILM STOCK, ACCESS TO CAMERAS, FILM PROCESSING, UP TO 5 SESSIONS, EDITING EQUIPMENT, PROJECTION 

EQUIPMENT, A PUBLIC... 

Call for t roposals - Issue 117: Radical Histories in Digital Culture 
Call for 1~ mposals Issue 117: Radical His~tories in Digital Culture Deadline extended to January 31, 2012 The Radical History Review seeks sub,nissions for an issue 
that will explore the Ix~litical and historical implications of the... 

Independent Filmmaker Launches Fundraising Initiative for Unique Documentae~ 

Independent Filmmaker Kori Feener Lannches Fundraising Initiative for Unique Docnmentary Alpine Zone to Capture a Journey of Self-Discovery on the 

Appalachian Trail TopsIield, Mass., December 19, 2011 Independent tilmmaker Kori Feener... 

~FESTIVALS & CALLS FOR ENTRIES** 



International Documental-Challenge: March 1-5 
This year, let your students discover why "the best stories aren’t always scripted. Now in its 7th yeaJc, the International Documental Challenge is an exciting learning 

and tx~rtfolio oplyortunity li)r media and film students. Their... 

FOCUS FORWARD SHORT FILMS, BIG IDEAS LAUNCHES WORLDWIDE $200,000 FILMMAKER CHAELENGE 
3-Minute Documentary Initiative World Premieres First Five Films at the 2012 Sundance Fihn Fes~tival ruth Day-And-Date Online Distribution via Vimeo... 

YoffFube, Pddle,~" Scott team up to find next filmmaldng star 

A short fihn contest sponsored by YouTube will cas~t a worldwide net for new filnunaldng talent, ruth 10 finalis~ts presenting their works at the 69th Venice... 

The 14th Tel Aviv International Student Fihn Festival 

The 14th Tel Aviv International Student Film Festival is delighted to invite The University Film and Video Association to participate in our fes~tival. The Fes~tival roll 

take place from June 2nd through Jnne 9th 2012, in Tel- Aviv, Israel .... 

10 Annual Student Film Festival ttoll~wood Call tbr Entries 
When: November 3-4, 2012 Where: North Hollywood, CA Submission deadline: Angus~t 31, 2012 Send entries to: 4821 Lankershim Blvd. Suite F132 North 

ttollywood, CA 91601 For more info: http:/7~wwv.istthollywood.oW 

L’Inconnu Festival 2012 CALL FOR ENTRIES 

Dear short fihns directors, you should send your work to L’Inconnu Festival! The 9th edition of our short fihns fesntival will be held May 9-12, 2012 in Paris. In oMer 

to be selecte& your film must... 

ISFFH CALL FOR ENTRIES 

Celebrating 10 Years! International Student Film Fes~tival Hollywood ISFFH Film & Video Competition When: November 3 - 4, 2012 Where: North Hollywood, CA 

USA NoHo Arts Dis~trict For more information and end,... 

Southern Cultures Call for Submissions 

Southern Cultures, the award-winning and peer-reviewed quarterly from ~YNC’s Center tier the Study of the Americm~ South, would like lx~ strongly encourage 

submissions for our sixth Music issue. We are a multidisciplinaD journal, interested... 



UNIVERS ITY OF 

COLLEGE OF BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Summer Research Initiative to Increase Diversi  l 

An Overview of the UMD Summer Research Initiative (SRI} 
The goals of the program are to provide rising juniors and seniors an opportunity to increase their interest in 
research careers in the social and behavioral sciences, develop research skills, and learn about doctoral training 
with the goal of encouraging students to pursue doctoral degrees in the social and behavioral sciences. The 
program has a special emphasis on population groups underrepresented in these fields (i.e., African 
Americans, Hispanics, American Indians, Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians or other Pacific Islanders). 

............... 

~Former SRI Scholar 

~ram Details 
Thi~ 8-week program will be held on the University of Ma15"land, College Park 

campus from June 2nd - July 27, 2012. Students will be provided a meaningful 
research experience by working with a faculty mentor in one of our nine academic 

departments: African American Studies, Anthropology, Criminology & Criminal 

Justice, Economics, Geography, Government & Politics, Hearing & Speech 

Sciences, Psychology and Sociology. We will also supplement their research 
experience with lectures, workshops, and networking opportunities. Students will 
be provided round-trip airfare, meals, room and board in University on-campus 
housing and a stipend of $2,700. 

The University of Maryland, College Park is the flagship campus in the University 
of Maryland system and is home to first-class researchers and research facilities. 

U.S. News & World Report ranks the University 18th among public universities. According to the NSF, the 
University ranks 8th in awarding doctoral degrees in the social, behavioral 
and economic sciences to underrepresented ethnic minorities. 

The university’s location, just nine miles from downtown Washington, 
D.C. and approximately 30 miles from Baltimore, provides access to some 
of the finest libraries, research centers, and professional opportunities in 
the country. The D.C. metro area is nationally regarded for its dense 
population of ihighly educated and trained professionals, diversity, 
culture and entertainment. 

How to Apply 
Basic eligibility requirements include junior or senior status by Fall 2012; U.S. citizen or permanent resident 
status; and a strong intent to immediately pursue a Ph.D. in the social, behavioral, and economic sciences upon 
completion of the Bachelor’s degree. We are especially interested in applications from students 
underrepresented in the social, behavioral, and economic sciences (i.e., African Americans, Hispanics, 
American Indians, Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians or other Pacific Islanders). 

The application deadline is February 17, 2012. 

For more information, please visit: http://www.bsos.umd.edu/diversity/summer-research-initiative.aspx 

Or contact the SRI Office at (301) 405-8761 or bsossri@umd.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, 11:45 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Request For Recommendation 

Dear       As long as it is not before       Please note that I will be out of town         and           I will have to work these letters around these dates. Also 
provide me with a cv or resume, indicate what semester you were enrolled in my class(es) and the grades received. Any information about your background that will allow me 

to discus why I think it is important for you to attend          Moreover, indicate the topic of your papers submitted in class so that it will jog my memory -- you have to 
remember that I have a lot of students and my recall is not what it should be. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:40 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Request For Recommendation 

Tha~k you. The deadline is        for most of my applications. But this is not a hard deadline, as most schools "take rolling submissions. Ans~ime aJcound that date 

would be ideal. Thank you very much & I will send out the form closer to 

On Thursday, Regester, Charlene B <reaeffter(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear You need to let me l~ow the deadline because I cannot do mashing before Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> From: ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, 3:36 PM 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Request For Recommendation 
> 

> Dear Dr. Regester, 
> 

> How are you’? Hopefully doing well and enjoying your s~dents this semeffter. I mn writing in hopes that you roll be able to provide me with a ~ecommendation for 
as I apply for the semester. I have taken a couple of your classes which I enjoyed mad was in your Blacks in Film class last spring. I will send you 

a recommendation form, but if time does not allow please let me know via e-mail fl~at you will not be able to help. I really appreciate your eflbrt to help students 

academically long after we have left the guidance ofyonr tutelage. 

> Thm~k you and best rashes’. 





{PAGE } 

Curriculum Vitae 

CHARLENE B. REGESTER 

Education 

February 2012 

2010-2011 

1988-1990 

1987 

Postgraduate Study, Duke University, Department of Literature & African American 

Studies, classes in Lacanian psychoanalysis & critical race theo~ 

Post-Doe. Fellow, African & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

Ph.D., School of Education, Educational Media, Universit-y of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill 

M.A., Radio, Television & Motion Pictures, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

B.A., English, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Teaching Positions 

2009-2012 

2003-2008 

1999-2003 

1999 

1993-1999 

1992-1993 

1990-1992 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1984 

1981-1982 

1980 

Associate Professor, African & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 
Assistant Professor, African & Afro-American Studies, 
UniversiB~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of African & Afro-American Studies, 
UniversiB~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Visiting Lecturer, Film & Video Program, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 
Visiting Assistant Professor, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies 
UniversiB~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Lecturer, Curriculum in African and Afro American Studies & Department of Radio, 
Television and Motion Pictures, Universfly of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Visiting Assistant Professor, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies 
UniversiB7 of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Fellow, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Visiting Lecturer, Education, North Carolina State University, Raleigh 
Lecturer, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Assistant, School of Education, Division of Educational Media, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Assistant, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, 
UniversiB~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Assistant, School of Education. Division of Curriculum and h~stmction, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Assistant, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Lecturer, Department of Speech Communications, North Carolina A&T State 
University, Greensboro 
Interim Instructor, Department of Radio, Television, and Fihn, Sha~v University, 
Raleigh 

Professional Experience 

Editor 
Oxford University Press, Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Fall 2010. 

ABDO Publishing Company, Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Fall 2010. 

Popular Music and Society, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Fall 2009. 
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Consultancy 

2011 
2010 

2009 

2002 

2001 

2000 

2000 

2000 

1998/99 

1998 

1997 

1995-1996 

1995 

Western Journal of Black Studies, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Fall 2009. 
Screening Noir: A Journal of Black Film, Television & New l~Iedia, Editorial Board 

Member, Summer 2008 - (not currently being published) 

Indiana University Press-Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Spring 2003. 

Columbia University Press-Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Fall 2000. 

Western Journal of Black Studies, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Spring 2000. 

Cinema Journal, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Spring 1999. 

Popular Culture Review, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Spring 1999. 

Journal of Film and Video, Editorial Board Member, Appointed, December 1997 to 

Present 

Oscar Micheaux Socie& Newsletter, Co-Editor, Film and Video Program, published by 

Duke University, 1992 - (not currently being published) 

Editorial Assistant, Black Film Review (Winter 1992) 

Consultant for Documentary" on Black Theaters 
Consultant for a National Endowment for the Humanities - Bridging Cultures Grant 
"America’s Media Makers," (for the Humanities Script Writing Contest) with the 
Institute for African American Research, Sununer 2010 

Consultant for "Oscar Micheaux’s Comeback" (Documentary directed by Lisa Collins 
and Marck Schwartzburt) 
Consultant for "Faded Glory: Oscar ~/Iicheaux" Conference held at Columbia University, 
New York and the Lincoln Center 
Consultant for "Fade-Up: A Celebration oj’~{[kican American Cinema Past, Present, 
and Future" (Website and Documentau), Clarendon Entertainment, New York 
Consultant for Kansas TV based on paper entitled, "Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied 
Voice of Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind" presented at conference in Great Bend, 
Kansas 
Interview wflh National Public Radio for an NEH Grant to finplement a program on 
Oscar Micheaux 
Interview with Scarecrow Press regarding the reprinting of Richard Grupenhoff’s book, 
The Black Valentino 
"Hattie McDaniel Documentary," served as consultant and intepdewed for documentaDr, 
Chris Jefferson & Maia Harris, New York, for AMC (American Movie Classics) 
"3/Iovies of Color: Black Southern Cinema: Documenta(v 2002," interviewed for 
documentary~ with director/producer, Tom Thurnmn, Lexingtork Kentuck3~. 
"A ~Iost Generous People: Documentary on Selected Black Women Philanthropists," 
Graduate School and University Center, City University of New York (submitted a letter 
for NEH grant funding support) 
Blackside Fihns, Interviewed for DocumentaD~ on African American Artists during the 
Harlem Renaissance, "I’ll Make Me A World," provided information on Oscar Micheaux 
Proposed, "The Life of OscarMicheaux," submitted to National Black Programming 
Consortium by Pearl Bowser (submitted a letter of support) 
Proposed, "The Concept and Consequences of Race," submitted to Mellon Foundation 
by William Darity, Department of Economics, UNC, Chapel Hill (submitted letter of 
support) 
Proposed "Early Black Cinema Documentary Project," Independent Filnm~aker 
submitted to North Carolina Film Foundation and National Endowment for the 
Humanities (submitted letter of support) 
Carolina Theatre African American Film Festival, Januau 12-15, 1996, Durhan~ N.C., 
Conference organizer 
Black Shadows on the Silver Screen - The Last Qnarter Century of Black Fihn in 
America, Humanities Resource Center, Prince George’s Conununity College, Largo, 
Maryland, directed by Lyle E. Lynville - (submitted letter of support) 
Oscar A4icheaux and His Circle: The Silent Era Conference, Yale University, New 
Haven. Connecticut, grant funding (submitted letter of support) 
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1994 Carolina Theatre African American Fihn Festival, January 13-16, 1995, Durham, N.C., 
Conference Organizer 
Chapel Hill Bicentennial Cormnission, consultant for contributions of African A~nericans 
to the Chapel Hill cormnunity 
~Vomen VTriters on the Cinema: The First Fifty Years’, grant project (National Endowment 

for the Humanities) co-directed by Ingrid Periz and Antonia Lant of New York 
University - (submitted letter of support) 

Administrative 

1988 

1987 

1986 

Acting Associate Director, North Carolina Health Manpower Development Program, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Cultural Coordinator, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Assistant Director, Bridge Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Honors 

2011 

2007 

1990 

1986 

Fellowships 

Recipient of the 2011 Trailblazer Award, 17th A~mual Hayti Heritage Film Festival, St. 
Joseph’s Historic Foundation, Durham, North Carolina, February 2011 
Book, AJ?ican American Actresses: The Struggle jbr Visibility, 1900-1960 nominated by 
Indiana UP press to the NAACP Image Awards 
Recipient of Oscar Micheaux Book and Film Award, presented by the Oscar 
Micheaux Fihn Festival, South Dakota 
Post Doctoral Fellowship for Minority Scholars, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 
Minorh-y Presence Fellowship for Doctoral Study, University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, 1982, 1983 

2010 

2005 

2003-1996 

1994-1992 

Faculty Interdisciplinal)~ Seminar for Newly Tenured Associate Professors, Institme for 
the Arts and Humanities 
Awarded Arts and Humanities Faculty Fellowship, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, Fall 2005 
Arts and Hunmnities Faculty Fellow-MURAP (Minority." Undergraduate Research 
Assistants)/SPGRE (Surmner Pre-Graduate Experience Program) Advisor, Institute for 
Arts & Humanities College of Arts & Sciences, University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill 
Carolina Teaching Fellows Mentor, Carolina Teaching Fellows Program, School of 
Education, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
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Scholarship and Art, Institute for African American Research, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill (Invited-November 2007). 

Discussion Moderator for Panel on "Ragtime, Cinema and the Blues: African American Artistry 
and the Emergence of Mass Culture," at Beyond Blackface: African Americans and 
American Mass Culture, 1880-1930, sponsored by the History Department, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill (October 2007). 

"Masquerading Blackness: An Examination of Clark Gable as an Embodiment of Racial 
Otherness in~[anhattan Melodrama (1934) and It Happened One Night (1934)," 
University Film and Video Association Conference, University of North Texas, Denton, 
Texas (August 2007). 

"Criss-Crossing Boundaries and Zig-Zagging Racial, Sexual, Political, Social, Spatial and 
Historical Lines in Devil in a Blue Dress," Popular Culture/American Culture Conference, 
Bosto~ Massachusetts (April 2007). 

Panel Chair for Film Adaptation: Black and White Hollywood, Popular 
Culture/American Culture Conference, Boston, Massachusetts (April 2007). 

"Criss-Crossing Boundaries and Zig-Zagging Racial, Sexual, Political, Social, Spatial and 
Historical Lines: An Examination of Devil in a Blue Dress," Society for Cinema and 
Media Studies, Chicago, Illinois (March 2007). 

Panel Chair for Scrcen Adaptation. Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Chicago, Illinois, 
(March 2007). 

"Appropriating Racial Otherness in the Absence of the Racial Other: An Examination of the 
Protagonists in Manhattan Melodrama (1934) and It Happened One Night (1934)," Far 
West Popular and American Culture Associations, Department of English, University of 
Nevada, (January 2007). 

Panel Chair for Racial Issues in Popular Culturc, Far West Popular and American Culture 
Associations, Department of English, University of Nevada, (January 2007). 

"Unraveling Blackness to Appropriate Whiteness: An Examination of Devil in a Blue Dress, the 
Novel and Film," University of Fihn and Video Association Conference, Chapman, 
Orange County, California (August 2006). 

"Reconstruction of Rape in Sergeant Rutledge: Memory and Flashback," Far West Popular and 
American Culture Associations, Department of English, University of Nevada, 
(February 2006). 

Panel Chair, Race and Cinema Panel, Far West Popular and American Culture Associations, 
Department of Englisl~ University of Nevada, Las Vegas (FebruaD~ 2006). 

"Reconstructing Interracial Rape in Sergeant Rutledge: Memory and Flashback," University of 
Fihn and Video Association, Columbia College, Chicago, Illinois (August 2005). 

"The Invisibility of Rape in Sergeant Rutledge: Memory and Flashback Reconstruct Fictionalized 
Rape," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, University of London, England (March 
2005). 

Panel Chair, "Performing and Narrating Race," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, 
University of London, England (March 2005). 

"Colonialistic Inscriptions in Princess Tam Tam: Josephine Baker on Screen and in the FBI 
Files," Far West Popular Culture Association & Far West American Culture Associations 
Conference, University of Nevada, (February 2005). 

Panel Chair, "From Josephine Baker to Gangsta Thugs," Far West Popular Culture Association 
& Far West American Culture Associations Conference, University of Nevada, (February 2005). 

"Racilaized, Politicized, and Sexualized: Josephine Baker and the FBI Files," Modernist Studies 
Association Conference, Vancouver, Canada (October 2004). 

"The Feminization of the Black Male Athlete in Cinema," University of Film and Video 
Association Conference, Uulversity of Toledo, Ohio (August 2004). 

Panel Chair, "Getting It All Wrong: Industry and The Other," University of Film and Video 
Association Conference, University of Toledo, Ohio (August 2004). 

"Blackness as Horrific: The Birth of a Nation’s Reconstruction of Black Horror" Society for 
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Cinema and Media Studies, Atlanta, Georgia (March 2004). 
"Blackness as Horrific: The Birth of a Nation as a Black Horror Film," Far West Popular Culture 

Association & Far West American Culture Associations Conference, University of 
Nevada, (February 2004). 

Panel Chair, "Femiulsm and Cinema" at Far West Popular Culture Association & Far West 
A~nerican Culture Associations Conference, Uulversity of Nevada, (February 
2004). 

"The Return of the Repressed - Blackness as Horrific-Re-Reading The Birth of a Nation as a 
Horror Film," Black American Cinenm Reconsidered, New York Uulversity, New York 
(November 2003). 

"The Cinematic Representation of Race in The Birth q[a ~Vation," University of Film and Video 
Association, University of Somh Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina (July 2003). 

Panel Chair, "Hollywood and The Other," University of Film and Video Association~ University 
of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina (July 2003). 

"The Construction of Race in The Birth q[a Nation: A Black Horror Film," Thomas Dixon and 
The Birth of a New South Conference, Department of History, Wake Forest University, 
Winston-Salem, N.C. (Invited-April 2003). 

"The Feminization of the Black Male Athlete in ~o.vz’ N the Hood, Cooley H{gh, and Cornbread 
Earl andMe,"American Culture Association, New Orleans, Louisiana (April 2003). 

Panel Chair, Race and Cinema, American Culture Association, New Orleans, Louisiana (April 2003). 
"The Feminization of the African American Athlete in Bq~,z ’ N the Hood, Cooley High, and Cornbread, 

Earl and Me," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Minneapolis, Minnesota (March 2003). 
"The African American Athlete as Femme Fatale in Boyz’ N the tIood, Coole.v High, and 

(Tornbread, Earl and 3lie," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture 
Associations, University of Nevada, (February 2003). 

Panel Chair, Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture Associations, University, 
of Nevada (Febrnary 2003). 

"Race in D.W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms and Oscar Micheaux’s Body and Soul," at the D.W. 
Griffith and Silent Cinema Conference, Le Gionmte del Cinema Muto, Pordenone - 
Sacile, Italy (October 2002-Invited but did not attend). 

"Transcending Color and Character: Re-Thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in 
Imitation of Life, 1934," Society for Cinema Studies Ammal Conference, Denver, 
Colorado (May" 2002). 

"The Black Subservient as a Black Militant: Re-Thinking the Racialization of the Black 
Characters in Imitation of Life (1934)," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American 
Culture Associations, University of Nevada (January 2002). 

"An Alternative to the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina 
Cities," Local Color: Moviegoing in the American South Conference, Duke Uulversity, 
(Jannary 2002). 

"Oscar Micheaux as the Crouching Tiger Confronts the Hidden Dragon of Fihn Censors," Rhode 
Island College, Providence, Rhode Island (October 2001). 

"Oscar Micheaux, Race Movies, and the Black Press," Silent Cinema Conference-Oscar 
Micheaux and His Circle, Pordenone, Italy (October 2001 -Invited but did not attend). 

"Signifying Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: The Black Woman as a Signifier of White 
Wonmnhood in the Screen Representations of Louise Beavers," University" of Fihn and 
Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York (August 2001). 

Panel Chair, University of Film and Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York 
(August 2001). 

"Menace II Society or Menacing Society: Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Position on Screen and 
in the African American Press, 1920-1950," Society for Cinema Studies Conference, 
Washington, D.C. (May 2001). 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh 
in GWT~7’ Real to Reel Fihn Symposium, University" of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(April 2001). 

"Menace II Society or Menacing Society? Paul Robeson’s Internal Struggles Mirrored in the 
African American Press and on the Motion Picture Screen," American Culture 
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Association Conference, 23Id Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (April 2001). 
"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDahiel as the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh 

in G~K" Fifty Year Oscar Micheaux Celebration, Great Bend, Kansas (Invited-March 
2001). 

"Marking Multiplicity in Paul Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 
Screen, 1920-1950," Frame By Frame: Black Silent Fihn Festival, Des Moines, Iowa 
(Invited - February 2001). 

"In Search of Femiulsm and Adulthood Through the Black Female Body: Ethel Waters in 
Member of the ~Vedding," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture 
Associations, University of Nevada (February 2001). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Film Company," Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, 
Fifth Annual Film Festival, sponsored by South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory 
South Dakota (Invited - August 2000). 

"Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Positioning in the African American Press as Mirrored on the 
Cinema Screen," Screen Studies Conference, Uulversity of Glasgow, Scotland 
United Kingdom. (Paper accepted for presentation but did not attend - Jnne 2000). 

"Hattie McDaniel Becomes the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh in GIVTgL" Society of 
Cinema Studies Conference, Chicago, Illinois (March 2000). 

"Hero, Villain, or Both: Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Positioning on Screen Mirrored in the 
African American Press of the 1920s, 30s, and 40s," Far West Popular Culture & Far 
West American Culture Associations, University of Nevada (February 2000). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Film Company, Itself an "Oprhan of the Storm," 
University of South Carolina, Cohunbia, Orphans of the Stonn-A Symposium on Film 
Preservation (September 1999). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, Fourth Annual Fihn Festival, sponsored by South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory, South Dakota (Panel Participant, August 1999)~ 

"The Construction of White Power Famasies through the Exploitation of the Black Body: Race, 
Violence, and Se×a~ality in Mandingo," University Fihn and Video Association, Emerson 
College, Boston. Massachusett:s (August 1999). 

"In Search of Feminism and Adulthood through the Black Female Body: An Examination of 
Ethel Waters inMember qfthe Wedding, 1952," Society for Cinema Studies, Florida 
Atlantic University; Boca Raton, West Palm Beach, Florida (April 1999). 

"Josephine Baker: The Construction and Deconstruction of a Star by the African American Press, 
Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," National Popular Culture Association/American 
Culture Association Conference, San Diego, California (March 1999). 

"Hattie McDaniel: The Subversion of Otherness On-Screen and Internalization of Otherness Off 
Screen," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture Associations, 11t~ Annual 
Meeting, Uhiversity of Nevada (February 1999). 

"Pinky’s Transformation as Miss Em Through the Voyeuristic Gaze," Screen Studies Conference, 
Glasgow University, Scotland, United Kingdom (July 1998). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux Fihn Festival, Third Annual, sponsored by the South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory, South Dakota, (Invited Panel Participant, August 1998). 

"Pinky Reconstructed by Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze," University of Film and Video 
Association, 52rid Annual Conference, School of Filmnmking, North Carolina School of 
the Arts, Winston-Salem, N.C. (August 1998). 

Panel Chair, "Images in Fihn," University of Film and Video Association, 52nd Annual Conference, 
School of Filmmaldng, North Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-Salem, N.C. (August 1998). 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star: Josephine Baker’s Public Profile 
in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," Far West Popular and 
American Culture Association Conference, University of Nevada (February 1998). 

"Black Male Psychosis or White Male Fantasy: An Examiuation of Home of the 
Brave," Annual Conference on Film and Literature, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Florida (January 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Within Our Gates," Southern Historical Association, Atlanta, Georgia 
(Invited Discussant -November 1997). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux: Film Festival sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory, 
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South Dakota (Invited Panelist-Augnst 1997). 
"Altered States: White Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the 

Brave," Universibr Film and Video Association Conference, University of 
Wisconsirk Oshkosh (Augnst 1997). 

Panel Chair, "Primary/Archival Materials: Critical and Logistical Issues," 
University of Fihn and Video Conference, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh (August 
1997). 

"Unveiling Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: White Actresses Cast in Black Roles" 
Console-ing Passions Conference, Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec Canada (May 
1997). 

"Playing in the Dark: An Examination of Lost Boundaries-A White Fantasy Fihn," Society for 
Cinema Studies, Ottawa, Canada (May 1997). 

"African American Extras De-Centered on American Screens in Two Decades of 20th Century 
Cinema," Far West Popular and American Culture Association Conference, University of 
Nevada, (Febrnary 1997). 

"Resistant Discourses: African American Women Resist the De-Centering of African Americans 
on American Screens," Re-Thinking Nationalism: Women’s Writings of Resistance and 
Accommodation in the Modem Period Conference, sponsored by Duke University and 
University of Barcelona, held in Barcelona, Spain (Invited -November 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: Red-Stained African American Actors as ’The Other,’" Popular 
Culture Association in the South, Savannah, Georgia (October 1996). 

"Dorothy Dandridge: Hollywood’s Construction of Their ’Dark Star,’" University of Film and 
Video Association Conference, Chapman University, Orange County, Califon~ia (August 
1996). 

Panelist: Oscar Michcaux: Film Festival sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, held in 
Grcgou, South Dakota (Invited Panelist, August 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: African American Actors as ’The Other,’" Console-ing Passions 
Conference, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin (Paper Accepted 
But Did Not Attend, April 1996). 

"Red Stained African American Actors as ’The Other’: Investigations of African American 
Actors by the House Un-American Activities Committee," Society for Cinema Studies 
Conference, University of North Texas, Denton in Dallas, Texas (March 1996). 

"Blurring the Boundaries - When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism for 
Actress Dorotl\v Dandridge?" Popular Ctdture Association / American Culture 
Association International Conference, Nevada (March 1996). 

"The Construction of the African American Male Screen Image: As Athletes Transgressed from 
Sports to Cinema 1910-1950," Far West Poptdar Culture and American Culture 
Associatiork University of Nevada (February 1996). 

"From Virtual Exclusion to Marginal Inclusion: The African American Literary Figure in Cinema 
1900 1950," Annual Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Florida (Jannary 1996). 

"African American Literary Figures and Cinema: 1900-1950," Literature/Film Association 
Annual Conference, Salisbt~ State University, Ocean City, Maryland (November 1995). 

"Invisible But Not Absent: An African American Actress Who Made the Transition from Silent 
Cinenra to the Sound Era of Filmnmking," University Film and Video Association 1995 
Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 1995). 

Panel Chair, "Minorities in Film and Televisioff’ University Film and Video 
Association 1995 Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 
1995). 

"Black Rhythins Transformed On White Screens: African American Jazz Figures in Motion 
Pictures during the 1930s and 40s," Screen Studies Conference, Jolm Logie Baird Centre, 
Strathclyde University, Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1995). 

"When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism: An Examination of Dorot~7 
Dandridge from Screen to Television," Console-ing Passions Conference, University of 
Washington, Seattle (April 1995). 
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"D.W. Griffith’s Black Mistress, Maid, or Confidante?: An Examination of Madame Sul-Te- 
Wan," Society for Cinema Studies Conference, College of Staten Island, City University 
of New York, New York (March 1995). 

"Black Screen Divas Or White Hollywood Victims?: An Examination of Hazel Scott and Lena 
Home," Far West Popular and American Culture Associations Conference, Uuiversity of 
Nevada (February 1995). 

"Oscar Micheaux: A Provocative and Controversial Filmmaker," Oscar Micheaux and His Circle: 
The Silent Era Conference, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut (Invited -Jannary 
1995). 

"The Metamorphosis of Stepin Fetchit: An Imitator Who Became His Own Imitation," University 
Film and Video Association 1994 Conference, Montana State University, Bozeman, 
Montana (August 1994). 

"Black Films--White Film Censor Boards: Oscar Micheaux and the Virginia Film Censor Board," 
Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird Centre, University of Glasgow, Scotland, 
United Kingdom (June 1994). 

"African Americans in Early Cinema History: A Period of Protest and Self-Assertion," 1994 
Domitor Conference, sponsored by Yale University, Museum of Modem Art, and New 
York University, New York (June 1994). 

"Black Beauty White Beast: Lena Home and Hazel Scott--African American Actresses as 
Feminists and Political Leaders," Console-trig Passions-Television, Video and Femihism 
Annual Conference, University of Arizona-Tucson (April 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux on the Cutting Edge: Films Rejected by the New York Motion Picture 
Commission," Society for Cinema Studies, Syracuse University, New York (March 
1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux Capitalizes on the Sensational Rhinclander Case to Promote The House Behind 
the Cedars," Far West Popular Culturc and American Culture Associalions Ammal 
Meeting, University of Nevada (February 1994). 

"Body and Soul: A Reflection of Oscar Michcaux’s Internal Conflicts" at Oscar Micheaux: Black 
Film Pioneer Retrospective, American Museum of the Moving Image, Astoria, New York 
(February 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux, Artiste and Entrepreneur: Producing The House Behind the Cedars," Annnal 
Conference on Literaturc and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 
(Jaunary 1994). 

Panel Chair, Annual Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, 
Florida (Jannary 1994). 

"Visible Evidence: Strategies and Practices in Documentary," Film and Video Conference, Duke 
University, Durham, N.C. Panel "The Participant Camera: Subjectivity IniAndiContra 
Documental?.’" (Invited Panel Respondent, September 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Negotiations to Produce The House behind the Cedars’," 47th Annnal 
Conference of the University Film & Video Associatiork Temple University, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvauia (August 1993). 

Panel Chair, "Console-ing Passions: Televisiork Video, and Femiuism," 2nd Annual 
Conference, University of Southern California, Los Angeles (April 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Exploitation of the Rhinelander Case," Society for Cinema Studies 
Conference, Loyola Uhiversity, New Orleans, Louisiana (February 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Use of Literary Works for Film Adaptations," Annnal Conference on 
Literature and Film, Florida State Uhiversity, Tallahassee, Florida (Jannary 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Portrayal of the African American Minister in Body and Soul’._ A Portrayal 
Diametrically Opposed to How Micheaux Viewed Himself," Black Film Center/Archive 
Conference ’92, Indiana Uuiversity, Bloomington, Indiana (Invited - July 1992). 

"A Comparison of the Tragic Mulatto Stereotype in John Stahl’s Imitation of LiJo. and Oscar 
Micheaux’s All God’s Stepchildren," Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird 
Centre, Uuiversity of Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1992). 

"The Impact of Oscar Micheaux, Novelist and Motion Picture Producer, on the African American 
ComInunity: Two Periods of Filnunaking," Society for Cinema Studies, University of 
Southcm California, Los Angeles (May 1991). 
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"Textbooks of the 1950’s and 1980’s: A Comparison of Visual and Verbal Content," North 

Carolina Association for Research in Educatiork Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 

(March 1989). 

Lectures 

"When Velvet Drapes Become a Metaphor for Veiled Racial Desire in 
Carolina College for Lifelong Learning, General Alumni Association, University 
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (September 2008). 

"When Representations of American History Meet the Occult: Re-examining the 
Birth of a Nation as a Horror Film," Department of History, North Carolina 
Central University, Durham, N.C. (February 2007). 

"Uncomfortable Spaces, Unnstkal Practices, and Inconvenient Invitations: Black 
Moviegoing in Durham and Chapel Hill Pre-1950s North Carolina History," 
Chapel Hill Preservation Society, Chapel Hill Museum (February 2007). 

"F.K.Watkins and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s 
Graduate Semiuar (February 2005). 

"Transgressing Racial Difference: Who is Really Passing," Joluzston Center Freshman Year 
Seminar Year End Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (April 2004). 

"Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s Graduate Seminar 
(November 2003). 

"Research Methods and Black Cinema History,," New York Universit-y, New York, Fihn School, 
Dr. Antonio Lant’s Graduate Seminar (October 2003). 

"Introduction for Documentary-The Divide" based on Hispanics in Siler Cit-y, N.C. sponsored by 
the UNC Center for Public Television and the Stone Black Cultural Center (September 
2003). 

"The Reconstruction of Race in The Birth qfa ~,Vation," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill (July 2003). 

"Monster’s Ball and 2>aining Day-Blacks Actors and the Acadmw Awards," Black Faculty Staff 
Caucus, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, (October 2002). 

"Re-thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imitation of Life," 
MURAP/SPGRE Program~ University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2002). 

"Re-thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imitation of Life 
for Dialogues on Race and Identig< A Tormning and Passing Symposium, sponsored by 
the African American Research Institute, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(April 2002). 

"Marking Multiplicity in Paul Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 
Screen, 1920-1950," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill (May 2001). 

"Sepia Cinderella: A Symbol of Alternative Films to White Hollywood," Introduction, Joba~ 
Hope Franklin Research Center for African and African-American Documentation, "Race 
Reels: Screenings of Black Genre Films of the 30s and 40s," Duke University, Durham, 
N.C. (April 2001). 

"The Racial and Sexual Politics of Paul Robeson’s Borderline," Museum of Art in conjunction 
with the "Mary Lou Williams: In Her Own Right" Exhibition, Duke University, Durham, 
N.C. (February 2001). 

"Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Scarlett O’Hara in GI¢~T~;’’ MURAP/SPGRE 
Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2000). 

"The Intersection of Art, Race, and Politics: Paul Robeson~ Josephine Baker, and Oscar 
Micheaux at the Turn of the Century" for "America in the Age of Ragtime," Department 
of American Studies, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (November 1999). 

"African American Silent Cinema," Fihn Heritage Week sponsored by Film and Video Program, 
Duke University & Hayti Heritage Center, Durham, N.C. (August 1999). 
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"Race and Early Cinema" for "The Muse in the Classroom: The American Dream in the Era of 
Ragtime," Teacher Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools and University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 

"The Intersection of Race and Sexnality in Mandingo," MURAPiSPGRE Program, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 

"The Intersection of Art and Politics in the Representations of African American Ex-Patriates 
Josephine Baker and Paul Robeson," African American History: 1863-1970 Teacher 
Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools (March 1999). 

"Altered States: White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave," 
Kiwanis Club of Honorable Elders, Durham, North Carolina (February 1999). 

"Black Masculinity, Sexuality, and Cinema," sponsored by Xi Ganuna Chapter of Phi Beta Sienna 
Fraternity, Sonya Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill (November 1998). 

"White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave" 
MURAPiSPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1998). 

"Introduction for IVithin Our Gates, 1919," Double Take Documentary Film Festival, Duke University, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (April 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux and Charles W. Chesnutt’s Negotiations for the House Behind the Cedars," 
Film & Video Progran~ Duke University, Durham, N.C. (September 1997). 

"Lost Boundaries or Blurred Boundaries: Transgressing Racial Difference," 
MURAPiSPGRE, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1997). 

"African American Theatres and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities 
During a Segregated Era," Hayti Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Durham, N.C. 
(February 1997). 

"The Real and Reel Dorothy Dandridge as the Black Femme Fatale," MURAP/SPGRE Program, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1996). 

"The Black Marilyn Monroe: The Construction of Dorothy Dandridge as a ’Dark Star,’" North 
Carolina Central Universily, Black History Month Celebration, Durham, N.C. (February. 
1996) 

"Race and Early Cinema" Panelist for African American Film Festival Honoring African 
American Women Filmmakers sponsored by Hayti Historic Fotmdation, St. Joseph’s 
Church, Durham, N.C. (Februau 1996). 

"Introduction to Tamango~ A Dorot~ Dandridge Film," African American Film Festival, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (JannaD, 1996). 

"Introduction to Within Our Gates, An Oscar Micheaux Film," African American Film Festival, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (JannaD, 1995). 

"Early African American Cinema," Durham Cinematheque, Durham, N.C. (Jannary 1993). 
"African Americans in Television: The Relationship between Their Television and Film 

Portrayals," Race Relations Week, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (March 
1992). 

"A Portrayal of the Tragic Mulatto and Marmny Stereotypes in the 1934 and 1959 versions of 
Imitation of Life," Student Film Series, Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(February 1992). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Body andSoul," Duke University, Film and Video Prograln, Durham, 
N.C. (February 1992). 

Professional Service: 
Discipline      Modernist Studies Association, 2004 

Universi~ Film and Video Association 1996 - present, (Elected Board Member for a 
Two Year Period, 2004-2006, Secretary 2009-2010) 
Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association, 1999-Present 
Domitor 1994- Present 
Far West Popular and American Culture Association, 1994 - Present 
Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association in the South, 1994-Present 
Society for Cinema and Media Studies, 1991 - Present 
North Carolina Association for Research in Education, 1989 - 1995 
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University 

Departmental 

Community 

Triad University Film Festival Consortium - Spring 2011 
Mentor for the Rouald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program 2010 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday Celebration Planning Committee with the Associate 
Provost for Diversity/Multictfltural Affairs Office 2009 
Committee to Review Grant Applications for Arts & Hunkanities Funding, Surmner 2008 
Merit Based Scholarships Review Committee, 2006-2007 
Committee for Course Development for Core Cluster on Art, Culture, and the African 
Diaspora 2007 
Assisted Review Committee to Evaluate Candidates Considered for Director for Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities (November 2005) 
Advisory Board Member, Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill- Present 
Global Cinema Studies Faculty Working Group, Spring 1992 - Present 
Black Faculty Staff Caucus, University of North Caroliua, Chapel Hill, Present 
Real to Reel Conference Organizing Committee, Department of African & Afro- 
American Studies 
African and Afro-American Studies Curriculum Representative to the Center for 
Teaching and Learning, Fall 1991 - 1992 

Plamling Committee for the Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
Committee to Review the JD Lewis Papers for the Southern Historical Collection and 
Department of African & African American Studies 
Committee to Review Candidate for Senior Lecturer Position in the Department of 
African and African American Studies 
Committee to Review Candidate for Senior Hire, Department of African & Afro- 
American Studies 

Chapel Hill Historical Society Board Member, 2007 - 2010 
Board Member of the Oscar Micheaux Society Fihn Festival, GregoD’, South Dakota - 
Present 
Committee to Narrow Black Achievement Gap, Chapel Hill City Schools- 
Ministerial Alliance & First Baptist Churctk Chapel Hill, 2005-2007 
Empowerment Project, N.C. Documentary Oscar Awards Cormnittee, Spring 1998 
Orange County Human Relations Commission, October 1990 - 1994 

Courses Taught 

Masquerades of Blackness: Representing Race in Cinema - Freshinan Semiuar to Present 
Black Experience from the Beginning to 1865 to Present 
Blacks in Cinema 1900 to Present 
Independent Study - Research Methods to Present 
Media Criticism 
Race, Melodrama, & Cinema 
The Black Experience, Carolina Courses On-line, Fall 2009 to Present 
Blacks in North Caroliua-Team Taught 

Research Grants 

Awarded Internal Grant to Support Travel to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Margaret 
Herrick Library, Los Angeles California and Chicago Public Library, Chicago Illinois for Robert 
Abbott Papers, $2,000 Fall 2011 

Awarded Research and Study Leave, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Fall 2011 
Awarded Post-Tenure Stipend, received in 2009 
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Grant Recipient of the Support for Scholarship, Creative ActiviDT or Research in the Humanities 

and Fine Arts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2006, Awarded approx. 

$4,800 for "Research Assistants to Complete Volume II Black Entertainers in 

New~paper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the Pittsburgh Courier and 

California Eagle" 

Awarded Research and Study Leave, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2005 

Smith Graduate Research Fund Grant, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1986, 1980 

Interviews 

"Black Theaters in North Carolina," interview with Wendy Hacker (director of forthcoming documentary), 

May 2, 2011. 

"African American Actresses-The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960," television interview with D.G. 

Martin WUNC-TV, January 3 l, 2011. 

"African American Actresses-The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960," radio interview with D.G. Martin, 

WCHL, January 12,2011. 

"Twenty Five Years Since The Color Purple Film" radio interview for WUNC-FM Radio, "The State of 

Things," with Frank Stasio, December 15, 2010. 

"African American Actresses-The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960," radio interview for WUNC-FM 

Radio, "The State of Things" with Frank Stasio, August 4, 2010. 

"Representations of African American Women in the Media," Radio Blog for Journalism Class, University 

of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, March 2010. 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Comeback," (website and documemar3,), Clarendon Entertainment, New York (Fall 

2009) 
"The Birth of a Nation," Raleigh News & Obselwer (September 2005) 

"Oscar Micheaux," Charlotte News & Observer (March 2001) 
"Griffith in Context" CD-Rom Project, Georgia Institute of Technology (August 2000) 

"Early Cinema and Oscar Micheaux," New,s~veekMagazine (March 1999) 

"Race, Early Cinema, and Oscar Micheaux," Interview, FfTlmington Morning Star New~paper 

(March 1999) 
"Oscar Micheaux," Interview, National Public Radio-University of Michigan Affiliate 

(January 1999) 
"Oscar Micheaux," Interview, CNN-Janie Allen (July 1998) 

"Oscar Micheaux" Inter~iew, Herald-Sun Newspaper, Durham, N.C. (June 1998) 

"Oscar Micheaux" Inter~iew, Fayetteville Radio Station, Fayetteville, N.C. (June 1998) 

Turner Movie Classics Interview on the premiere of Oscar Micheaux’s Symbol of the 

U)wonquered (June 1998) 

On-Camera Interview with Sam Pollard (producer of Eyes on the Prize with Blackside Films) for 

PB S docmnentary "171Make ~/[e A World: African American Artists From the Harlem 

Renaissance to the Present," New York City, New York (January 1998) 

Telephone Interview with Sam Pollard (Producer of Clockers, 3/[o Better Blues, & Jungle Fever) 

on Oscar Micheaux for Television Documentary on African Americans in the Arts "I’ll 

~lake x~[e A World" (August 1997) 

Radio Interview with WCHL for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina Theater, 

Durham, N.C. (January 1996) 

Herald-Sun New~paper Interview for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina 

Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1996) 

Radio Interview for "Business Co~mection Radio Show" WSHA on African Americans in 

Cinenra and the African American Film Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater, 

Slraw University, Raleigh, N.C. (January 1995). 

Radio Interview for "Talk Back Radio Show" FOXY 107, on African Americans in Cinenra and 
the African American Fihn Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. 

(JanuaD" 1995) 
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Current Research 

Controversial Blackness: African American Cinema Actors Who Provoked Controversy On and Off Screen 
in the Pre-1950s Era 
Collection of Essays on Josephine Baker 
Writings on the Black Experience and Screen Adaptations 



Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Self-Assessment in Preparation for SACS External Evaluation 

Mission statement 
From 2005-2006 Undergraduate Bulletin, accessed online at 
http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/afam.html, December 19, 2005: 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies is an interdisciplinary program leading to 
the AB degree, it is administered through the College of Arts and Sciences. Prospective maj ors 
should see the department chair. 

The purpose of the African studies concentration is to develop an analytical approach to 
contemporary Africa. Courses stress the importance of traditional values and institutions to the 
definition of modern African society, and stress the historic range of commercial and political 
relationships with Europe and the New World. The purpose of the concentration in Afro- 
American Studies is to develop a broad knowledge of the history and culture of the peoples of 
African descent in the Americas and the significant social, political, economic, and humanistic 
issues they face~ The current goal of African and Afro-American Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill is 

to give specific and precise attention to the histories, cultures, and cultural linkages of the 
peoples of Africa and their descendants in the Ne~v World. Although students must concentrate 
in either African or Afro-American studies, all majors must gain competence in both areas and 
thereby come to understand the cultural and historical continuities and contrasts between Africa 

and the African New World. 



Department Profile: 
African and Afro-American Studies at the University of North Carolina began in 1969 as a 
curriculum with a part-time faculty of two. From its founding until 1996, the curriculum 
awarded undergraduate degrees in both African studies and Afro-American studies. Beginning 
in 1997, the degrees were consolidated into a single Bachelor of Arts degree in African and 
Afro-American studies, with a concentration in one field or the other~ In that year the curriculum 
achieved departmental status, a long-standing goal of the faculty and students. Today, the 
faculty numbers 18, including a dozen tenured and tenure-track professors. The earliest extant 
records, from Fall 1970, show that 53 students were enrolled in the only course offered. That 
number has risen steadily, and in the academic year 2004-2005, the department taught 3,597 
students. According to the most recent statistics, from September 2005, ninety-three students 
major in African and Afro-American studies, a total that includes double majors; the department 
has averaged more than ninety maj ors annually for past four years. As of the Spring 2006 
semester forty-t~vo students from thirteen departments in the College and three professional 

schools minor in African and Afro-American studies. 

The department’s offerings are essential to the university’s mission on several fronts. 

With ofjorings on AJ~ica, the Caribbean, and La#n America, the plura#ty of our courses 

help the university to interna#onalize the curricuhtm. Many Afro-American studies 
courses that focus primarily on black Americans also situate the subject in a global 
context, thus demonstrating the connections between African Americans and both the rest 
&the African Diaspora and the world. The departmental also offers courses in Swahili, 
one of the world’s oldest languages. It is spoken by 100 million people worldwide, 
primarily in East Africa, but also in enclaves in maj or cities of Asia, Europe, and North 
America. At UNC, students from fifteen departments and professional schools take 
Swahili to fulfill their foreign language requirement, to facilitate academic research in 
East Africa, or to prepare for becoming Peace Corps volunteers there. Today, the 
business community also understands the importance of Swahili. Marc Lacey (2004) in 
his New York Times article states that "Microsoft, which is working to incorporate 
S~vahili into Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Office and other popular programs, sees a 
market for its software among the roughly 100 million S~vahili speakers in East Africa." 
Last year the department also started offering courses in Lingala, a language that is 
widely spoken in the Great Lake’s Region in Eastern and Central Africa. 

The department has been prominent in the effort to promote study abroad and 
interna#onal travel. Of particular note is the Butch seminar in Cape Town that is headed 
by our department and a semester abroad program in Dakar that is in the planning stages. 
Additionally and in conjunction with the Stone Center and the Institute of African 
American Research, the department has worked with Study Abroad and UCIS to 
facilitate international experiences~ 

,, Our department is interdiscip#nary. Twenty-t~vo of our courses are cross listed ~vith 
other departments, curricula, and professional schools. Among the courses we offer are 
ones on African American cinema and popular culture; courses that are historically- 
based; courses are rooted in political economy; and courses that incorporate art, art 
history, and literature. 

The department, in co&unction with the Stone Center and the Institute of AJ~qcan 
American Research, promotes a healthy intellectual c#mate outside the classroom, with a 



robust slate of programming on Africa and the African Dia,spora and community 
engagement. Additionally, faculty members have participated in the Carolina Speakers 
program, seminars sponsored by the Program in the Humanities and Human Values, and 
programming sponsored by other units of the University. 

The faculty in Afro-American studies places a great emphasis on the African Diaspora beyond 
the United States. Such an emphasis is in line with a shift in the discipline over the past fifteen 
years. At the same time, we maintain strengths in African American studies, particularly in 
black popular culture and black politics and the black freedom struggle in the 20th century. Our 
strategic plan calls for more the appointment of additional faculty whose scholarship and 
teaching are oriented toward the Diaspora beyond the United States and whose work sheds light 
on contemporary social, political, and economic concerns of African Americans. The 
department is undertaking three initiatives in the coming year. Professor Kia Caldwell has 
organized initiated a works-in-progress series under the theme "Conversations in the African 
Diaspora." The African American Studies Consortium, organized j ointly with the Stone Center 
and the Institute for African American Research is intended to bring together faculty and 
graduate students from across the entire university whose work deals with the history, culture or 
social conditions of the African Diaspora. It will convene once each semester around a particular 
speaker or broad theme, but the primary objective will be to provide a venue for the creation of 
new relationships that will lead to interaction and collaboration between colleagues who may not 
even be aware of each other’s existence. The department also participates in the recently 
founded Triangle-Wide Collaborative proj ect, which brings together faculty members from 
UNC, NCCU, NCSU, and Duke who specialize in various aspects of the African Diaspora. 

Since its emergence in the post World War II period the field of African Studies in the United 
States has worked to unravel the complexities of Africa’s diversity and historical experience in 
such a way as to both enhance efforts to improve the quality of life of Africans in the post- 
colonial period and also to facilitate an intelligent comprehension of the continent by our fellow 
citizens. Early attention to economic development and the forces leading to one-party rule and 
militarism in the continent shifted in the 1970s and 1980s to a greater focus on problems created 
by indebtedness and the exclusion of women and many segments of civil society from political 
power. In addition to second generation Africans, economic crises across the continent spawned 
a new wave of emigrants from Africa, many of whom are in the United States. The push for 
democratization beginning in the early 1990s continues down to the present and has occasioned 
the development of scholarship in political economy, interaction of civil society with the state, 
and human rights. The pandemic of HIV/AIDS compels cooperative teaching and research to 
understand the etiology of the disease and to promote public education and deliver care. 

Africanist scholars in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies at The University 
of North Carolina offer courses addressing both older and more recent research and teaching 
areas. These include courses on literature, art, film, gender, political economy, policy 
development, strategies of community and ethnographic analysis, and regionalism. Comparative 
courses on globalization examine its impact on Africa and other parts of the world, including 
North Carolina. As part of the study on comparative globalization Prof. Eunice Sahle is involved 
in a collaborative proj ect that will be examining the process of globalization in Tanzania and 
Bolivia. A core component of this project is a Study Abroad Summer program in both countries. 



Along with our colleagues in African American Studies and other departments, comparative 
work on Africa and the Diaspora is underway as are collaborative efforts with the Schools of 
Medicine and Public Health who are heavily engaged in addressing the HIViAIDS pandemic in 
Africa. In 2006 and 2007, two new faculty members specializing in conflict resolution and 
regional trade will provide a significant degree of specialization in these areas. Finally, the 
Department encourages our undergraduate students to gain experience in local and African 
communities through Study Abroad, independent study, and experiential learning. They 
complete service internships and conduct research in Africa and among African immigrants in 
North Carolina. The quality of their work, and their enthusiasm and commitment promises a 
next generation equipped with first hand experience that prepares them for both intelligent 
citizenship and for careers that will sustain the powerful connections already existing between 
Africa and this country. 

The faculty has recently initiated a discussion about the feasibility of establishing a graduate 
program. We will have a report ready in the near future. 



~Tto we are: Core areas of research 

Historical studies: 
African-American historical experiences and colonial American history: 

Reginald Hildebrand 
Kenneth Janken 
Barbara Anderson 
Timothy Mcmillan 

Robert Porter 
Latin American experiences: 

Kia Caldwell 
Barbara Anderson 

European colonialism in Africa: 
Julius Nyang’ oro 

Michael Lambert 
Timothy Mcmillan 

Comparative colonial studies: Africa, Asia and Latin America 

Eunice Sahle 

Pre-colonial Africa: 
Ann Dunbar 

Civil Rights, Social Justice Movements and Human Rights: 
Joseph Jordan--African-American and Native American experiences 
Perry Hall-African-American experiences 
Kenneth Janken--African-American experiences 
Eunice Sahle-African and Canadian experiences 

Cultural Production: social, political, cultural and economic implications 
Charlene Register: African-American cinema 
Pew5, Hall: African-American music 

Ann Dunbar: African art and literature 
Eunice Sahle: African music, cinema and literature 

Nationalist movements, political conflict and post-conflict reconstruction 
Reginald Hildebrand--US Reconstruction period 
Robert Porter--US Reconstruction period 

Michael Lambert--French West Africa 
Julius Nyang’ oro--Southern Africa 

Bereket Selassie--Hom and North Africa 
Eunice Sahle--East Africa and Southern Africa 

Intellectual history and public intellectual discourses 
Reginald Hildebrand--African-American 
Joseph Jordan--African-American and Pan-Africanist thought 
Kenneth Janken--African-Amefican and Francophone Black intellectuals 
Karla Slocum-African-America and the Caribbean 



Eunice Sahle: Africa and Canadian 

Critical Feminist and gender discourses: 
Kia Caldwell-Afro-Latino and African-American 
Kada Slocum--Caribbean and African-American 
Ann Dunbar--Muslim women and French Africa 
Eunice Sable--Gender and development discourses 
Barbara Anderson--African American and US 

Languages and Linguist Studies: Kiswahi, Lingala and French 
Alphonse Mutima 

Education Studies: 
Alphonse Mutima 
Barbara Anderson 

Critical Legal Studies 
Bereket Selassie--Constitutional Law and African legal systems 
Ann Dunbar--Islamic legal discourses 
Julius Nyang’ oro--Legal processes in Africa 

Diaspora Studies: Cultural, political, economic formation of people of African descent 
Kia Caldell--Latin America and US 
Karla Slocum--Afro-Caribbeans in the US 
Joseph Jordan--Latin America, Caribbean, US 
Timothy Mcmillan--African Diaspora 
Eunice Sahle--Canada and Europe 

Globalization Studies: 
Ann Dunbar--North Carolina and Africa 
Eunice Sahle--Comparative globalization (developed and developing countries) 
Julius Nyang’ oro--Africa 
Kafla Slocum--Caribbean 
Alphonse Mutima--globalization and languages 

International Political Economy and International Relations discourses: 
Julius Nyang’ oro 
Eunice Sahle 

Comparative Political Economy of Development: Africa, Asia and Latin America 
Eunice Sahle 

Citizenship, state and civil society: 
Kia Caldwell: Latin America 
Karla Slocum--Caribben 
Julius Nyang’ oro--Africa 



Eunice Sahle--Comparative developed and developing countries. 

As the preceding brief description (see the appended c.v.’s for more details) the department 
comprises of award winning faculty members engaged in diverse and important areas of 
scholarly research. Faculty members in the department contribute greatly to intellectual life at 
UNC and the wider community in the United States and the world. In addition, various faculty 
members are involved in multiple committees at the UNC and in other administrative arenas at 
the University. We also have faculty members with extensive consultancy experience at local, 
national and global levels on diverse issues such as constitution making, community building and 
mobilization, education, global governance, military and civil society relations and national 
development. We hope to continue to expand our faculty activities both at the University, state, 
national and global levels in the next few years and to continue joining in historical, 
contemporary and emerging intellectual conversations that contribute to our growth as teachers 
and as citizens of our various countries and as critically engaged global citizens. 

Student majors’ evaluation of department 
Professors Sahle and Janken invited six majors to discuss their expectations of and experiences 
within the department. Three accepted, and a fourth replied by email. All of the students had a 
concentration in Afro-American studies. Two of them knew from the time they entered UNC as 
first-year students that they wanted to be majors. The third was a transfer student who knew she 
wanted to study something having to do with race, class, sex, or gender; it was serendipity that 
she took a course in Afro-American studies and became a major. All three agreed that the 
department should make courses available to students in their first two years at Carolina; 
frequently, they said, the department’s offerings are filled up by the time sophomores and first- 
year students can enroll. Along the same lines, they would like to see the department offer more 
first-year seminars, and similar small courses for transfer students, who are excluded from the 
first-year seminar program. 

The students found the course offerings to be intellectually satisfying Students, it would seem 
benefit from a faculty that both cares about them and brings the fruits of their research to the 
classroom. Reflecting the common opinion, one of the respondents made a special point of 
saying that she felt far better equipped to analyze society and current events because of her maj or 
course of study. The student who responded by email had this to say: "I feel that there is a good 
mix of critical thinking/writing classes and lecture/test based classes. However, I think generally 
professors should give more feedback on papers particularly commenting on things like structure 

of argument, depth of analysis, and clarity. I think it will help majors to produce a higher quality 
of work for the field later on." 

In addition to the sentiment that African and Afro-American studies helped to prepare them to 
take their places as educated rounded citizens, the students al so felt that the department should 
beef up its offering of internships, which is currently limited to the Burch seminar in South 
Africa and the occasional service-learning class. Like students in other humanities and social 
science departments, our majors often wonder "what they can do with" a degree in African and 
Afro-American studies; not incidentally, so do their parents. Internships are one way for them to 
glimpse post-graduation employment possibilities. Whether and how the department will 



cultivate internships is a discussion that ~vill have to take place as the new General Education 
curriculum, ~vith its experiential education requirement, is rolled out. 

The most recent assessment of student-related outcomes, for the academic year 2004-2005, 
appears below. 



2004-05 Assessment Report 

Department Name: 
Program: 

Contact Person: 

Outcome(s) Assessed 
During 2004-05 

Draw on relevant historical and 
theoretical information to 
analyze historical or 
contemporary issues affecting 
African or African-American 
communities. 

Successfully qualify for jobs, 
occupations, or higher level 
studies that incorporate 
knowledge, skills, and 
capabilities gained in the 
program of study. 

Assessme nt 
Methods Used 

Analysis of student papers in 
the Senior Seminars in African 
Studies and Afro-American 
Studies respectively by a 
faculty team 

Senior exit interviews 

Findings 
Examining the work of 12 graduating seniors 
in the Spring Seminar class, the faculty team 
rated 3 as excellent and five as good in 
relation to assessment goals. 

Of 25 seniors interviewed, 10 were accepted 
to graduate and professional programs, 4 
were pursuing advanced studies (non- 
degree) in various fields, 3 were taking 
extended time off to decide their future plans 
and 8 had secured immediate employment. 

Use of Results 
(Action) 

Faculty team will review seminar 
and general curriculum to identify 
areas to strengthen in terms of both 
historical foundations and 
contemporary perspectives. 

Faculty team will use survey results 
to better advise our majors on 
options for employment and 
possibilities of professional training 
and education. 

Return via email to College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Office by July 15, 2005, and a copy to 
lynn_williford@unc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 10:17 AM 

Perry tMI <hallpa@em~l.unc.edu> 

I~E: Fwd: AFAM Summit Northwestern Universi~ 

Please forward the following information regarding Black Studies Summit to be held at Northwestern to AFAM faculty. This might be of interest to our program!department. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

www.northwestern.edu/newscenter/stories/20:~2/01/afamsummit.html 

F~om-¯ Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, February 03, 20.t2 3:07 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; McMillan, Tim; MutNgi, Akhil 
Subject-" Fwd: Fwd: Dept. self-assessment 2006 

Charlene, Tim, Alphonse 

These are the documents I sent to Georges and David re: current thculty profile. 

Perry 

........ Original Message ........ 

St~bject:Fwd: Dept. self-assessment 2006 

Date:Wed, 25 Jm~ 2012 10:04:30 -0500 
Froln:Perry Hall <hallpa~emaiLunc.edu> 

To:Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 4nzon~ola~emaiLunc.edu> 

Georges 

I am tbrwarding to you the self-assessment information that Kenneth and Eunice put together in 2006. I am al~ adding two docnments, regarding current thculb’ 

research and teaching interest~ which I put together in connection with the gradnate planning process. 

Perry 

........ Origins] Message ........ 
Subject:Dept. self-assessment 2006 

Date:Tue, 24 Jan 2012 16:15:14 -0500 

From:Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken(c-~email.t~nc.edu> 
To:Hall, Peny A <HALLPA(~)EM,ML.UNC.EDU> 

Dear Perry, 

I’m sorry it has taken me so long to send this to you. The problem was that I didn’t write it down, and until today I remembered it only when I was away ficom my 
office co~nputer. I’~n ~]so sending in a separate file Joseph’s comments on the self-assessment. 

Kenneth 

Kem~eth R. Jm~ken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of Afi~ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (lax) 
Click on a link tbr information abx~ut my publications: 

h_t_~_p_;:!Lt_~__n_~p__r:_e_~__s_=~:~__d__=_e_~_~:’__b_~__o___k_!!:_(_!__O_I ~!_~. 
~ttp]c’nndpress.nd.edw’b( ok,’t (:0723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 8:47 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Contributors to Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Dear Mark: Do you want us to return the form by U.S. mail or do you want us to complete and return by email? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From; black film @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, ~ebrdary 04, 2012 12:34 PM 

To; black film black film 
Subject; Contributors to Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Dear All, 

If you have not already done so, please send your essay abstracts as soon as time permits. 

Additionally, fill out the attached "Contributor Information sheet, so I can send it to Blackwell as paxt of the Table of Contents. 

Once more, I thm~k you for participating in this project. 

best, 

mark 

Dr. Mark A. Reid Tel: (352) 294-2827 
Department of English Fax: (352) 392-0860 
Box 11731 
University of Florida 
Gainesville, FL 32611-7310 
USA 

Avant d’imprimer, pensez ~ I’environnement. 
Consider the environment before printing this mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 5:39 PM 

.~live.unc.edu 

l~W: hnitation of Life 

Please forward to AFAM    class. 

From: ~@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Imitation of Life 

Hello Professor P, egester, 

I hope you are doing well. I am emailing you because I wanted to let you know about a performance you and your students may be interested in attending. 

Although I have recently graduated, a student who is directing a play in the                      for her honors project asked me to be a part of her production. You 
may have already heard about this, but the play she is adapting is Imitation of Life. I will be portraying the role of Annie. This is very exciting for me, as this became one of my 
favorite films after taking your class. The director             is adapting the book and primarily the 1959 version of the film with a few elements of the 1934 version. I 
wanted to inform you of this because I thought it would be something your Masquerades of Blackness students and your Blacks in Film students would be interested in seeing. I 
also remembered you often times looked for opportunities to offer us extra credit by attending events, so I figured this would be a great opportunity to do the same for your 
current students as well. The show has many elements of symbolism and different forms of representation and identity through the use of color and mirrors in the set, along 
with some extensive video work that will be shown throughout the production that you may find interesting. 

Here is the show information: 
-The show with be at 7pm (with a matinee on at 2pm) in Swain Hall-Studio 6 
-Tickets are free to anyone, but they must obtain tickets to come on a particular night at the Union Box Office 
-The show’s website is imitationoflife.weebly.com 

I do hope you will be able to attend the show, and I hope it is something you and your students will find captivating and thought provoking. 

Best Regards, 
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Copyright of Camera Ob~cura i~ the property of Duke University Pre~ and it~ content may not be 

copied or emailed to multiple ~ite~ or po~ted to a lift,err without the copyright holder’~ 

written permission, However, u~er~ may print, download° or email article~ for individual 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 8, 2012 2:01 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Contributors to Blackwell Coml~nion to African American Film 

Contributo~620Information[1 ].docx 

Dear Mark: Attached is the completed contributors form to the Blackwell Companion to African American Film. If you cannot access the document, please let me know. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 04, 2022 22:34 PM 
To-" black film black film 
Subject: Contributors to Blackwell Companion to African American Film 

Dear All, 

If you have not already done so, please send yonr essay abstracts as soon a~s time permits. 

Additionally, fill out the attached "Contributor Infonnation sheet, so I can send it to Blackwell as pa~;t of the Table of Contents. 

Once more, I thank you for participating in this project. 

best, 

mark 

Dr. Mark A. Reid Tel: (352) 294-2827 
Department of English Fax: (352) 392-0860 
Box 11731 
University of Florida 
Gainesville, FL 32611-7310 
USA 

Avant d’imprimer, pensez ~ I’environnement. 
Consider the environment before printing this mail. 



Contributor Information 

Chapte First name Last name Email address Affiliation Address line 1 
r# 
1 Charlene Regester regester@email.unc.ed University of North Dept. of AfriiA 

u Carolina-Chapel Hill 109 Battle Hall 
#3395 

City State!Province Zip/Postal Country Chapter Title 
Code 

Chapel Hill North Carolina 27599-3395 USA Sylvia as a Wilting Flower and Lucy as a Br, 
Blossom: Examining Female Victimization 

Oscar Micheaux’s Within Our Gates and D. 
Griffith’s Broken Blossoms 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 8, 2012 3:23 PM 

Smith, S tacie (Stt dent Stores) <SDSMITt t@store.unc.e& > 

RE: New Book To Be Ordered 

Dear Stacie: Thanks for the orders recently received. However, I would like to order a book -- Margaret Mitchell’s Gone With the Wind by Ellen F. Brown and John Wiley, Jr. 
Taylor Trade Publishing, 20:t:I. The paperback edition 978-:t-58979-692-8. Thanks again, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Smith, Stade (Student Stores) [SDSMITH@store.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 :t:t:55 AM 
Ta: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Bull’s HEad orders 

HI, 

Looks like all but one of your recently placed special orders have arrived. They are on hold under your last name at the Bull’s Head sales desk and you may pick 

them up whenever it’s convenient for you. 

Thanks! 

The Bull’s Head 

Stacie D. Smith 

Bull’s Head Bookshop 

UNC Student Stores 

Our earnings support graduate and undergraduate UNC scholarships 

CB#:1530 Daniels Bldg. 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919-962-5060 

To order books please e-mail: 

books@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 12:51 PM 

L. Teresa Church ~mindspring.com> 

l~g: CAF Red Tail Squadron’s RISE ABOVE Traveling Exhibit in Salisbu .ry, NC 

Dear Teresa: Thanks for the info. Hope we can meet during the Spring Break. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; L. Teresa Church       @mindspring.com] 
Sent-" Monday, February 23, 2022 22:43 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fwd: CAF Red Tail Squadron’s RISE ABOVE Traveling Exhibit in Salisbury, NC 

Dear Charlene, 

I hope that you are doing well and having a good start to the week. Please pardon my oversight in not responding to the inqui~ you made in a recent email, regarding 

the Red Tails traveling exhibit. The oversight on my part did not become apparent to me until yesterday when I received another etnail from someone else talking about 

a traveling exhibit pertaining to the Red Tails. It is my assumption that the exhibit of which you and my other corresIx~ndent speak is one and the sanrc. I don’t know 

an~hing about the exhibit ,so I am not able to make a recommendation about it. However, I am pass along the following i~fformation that you may find ofinteresl. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa 

From: Marvona Welsh             @yahoo.corn] 
Subject-" FW: CAF Red Tail Squadron’s RISE ABOVE Traveling Exhibit in Salisbury, NC 

Marvona Welsh 

CAF Red Tail Squ~dron 

ICAS 202 ! Special Adffevement Award 

Logistics Coordinator 

812--232-800g (off:ice) 

(cell} 

www.redtail,org 

Hello~ 
I’m Marvona Welsh with the OAF Red Tail Squadron’s RISE ABOVE Traveling Exhibit. We just confirmed this week that 

the RISE ABOVE Traveling Exhibit will be in Salisbury, North Caroline from Feb 15 to Feb ~8 to show the public the RISE 

ABOVE movie on how the Tuskegee Airmen overcame adversity. The OAF Red Tail Squadron’s new Rise Above traveling 

exhibit, a customized 53-foot trailer with expandable sides that houses a curved movie screen and seating for 30. The 

theater features a i4-minute original movie called RiseAbove that focuses on what the Tuskegee Airmen - pilots and 

their support personnel - had to overcome to be allowed to fly and fight for their country during WWlI. Admission is 

free and you are welcome to participate in this event. The display will be open from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm Wednesday 

through Saturday. 
Here is pa~ of the clip from the movie, h~p://~.youtube.com/watch?v=WQTxM6CFi7Y 
This is a great sto~. as it tells how excited children are with the RISE ABOVE experience... 
h~p:i/~.wcsh6.com/news/a~clei174740/2~uskegee-Airmen-travel~nq-exhibit-co mes-to-Ma~ne 
I just want to make you aware of this opportunity and you can come and sign autographs, work on membership, or just 

visit with the crowd as they view our movie. The display will be set up at the following address and Brian is my point of 

contact - if you should have any questions. 

Education Program Ceordh~ator 
NC Transpo~lation Museum 
NC Depa~ment d C~ltural Resources 
-I.~ S. Salisbury Ave, 
Spencer, NC 28~.59 

(704) 636-2889 ext, 257 

brian,moffitt@ncdcr.gov 

I’m also working with Eleanor Oadirah, Pastor Bill Godair of the Cornerstone Church and Vernon Robinson to bring this 

display to your community. I do realize that you are quite a distance from Salisbury, NC - but I wanted to invite you just 

in case it would work into your plans~ 

If you need any additional, please let me know~ My cell phone number is 812-240-2560. 

Thanks, Marvona 
Marvona Welsh 

CAF Red Tail Squadron 

ICAS 2011 Specia! Achievement Award 



Logistics Coordinator 

812-232-8003 (office) 

(cell) 

www.redtail.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 16, 2012 4:46 PM 

Stephen Ryan <SRyan@scaJcecrowpress.com> 

ILE: Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Stephen: Yes, I will at the conference all day on Saturday so if you would like to meet any time on Saturday, I will be glad to meet with you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Stephen Ryan [SRyan@scarecrowpress.com] 

Sent-" Thursday, February 26, 2012 4:34 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I’ll be in Las Vegas next week for the Far West PCA conference and saw that you 
are delivering a presentation. 

Although I won’t have an exhibit booth, I wonder if we can meet briefly, 
perhaps 15-20 minutes, to discuss possible future book projects. 

If you are interested, please let me know if there’s a convenient time to talk. 

Thanks, 
Stephen Ryan 
Senior Editor 
Arts& Literature 
Scarecrow Press 
4501 Forbes Blvd 
Suite 200 
Lanham, MD 20706 
Phone: 301-459-3366 x.5323 
Fax: 301 429-5747 
http://ww~v, scarecrowpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 16, 2012 4:50 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Vander: I plan on meeting with this publisher as a potential publisher for our project. Respond when you have a chance. I will be traveling next week to this conference. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Regester, Charlene 13 
Sent; Thursday, February 16, 20:t2 4:45 PM 
To: Stephen Ryan 
Subject; RE: Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Stephen: Yes, I will at the conference all day on Saturday so if you would like to meet any time on Saturday, I will be glad to meet with you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Stephen Ryan [SRyanCc~scarecrowpress.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 26, 2012 4:34 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I’ll be in Las Vegas next week for the Far West PCA conference and saw that you 
are delivering a presentation. 

Although I won’t have an exhibit booth, I wonder if we can meet briefly, 
perhaps 15-20 minutes, to discuss possible future book projects. 

If you are interested, please let me know if there’s a convenient time to talk. 

Thanks, 
Stephen Ryan 
Senior Editor 
Arts& Literature 
Scarecrow Press 
4501 Forbes Blvd 
Suite 200 
La~kham, MD 20706 
Phone: 301-459-3366 x.5323 
Fax: 301 429-5747 
http://ww~v, scarecrowpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 12:57 PM 

Stephen Ryan <SRyan@scarecrowpress.com> 

I~E: Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Stephen: We could meet at either 11am or around 1pro on Saturday as Saturday is the only day that I can meet since I will be flying back to the east coast on Sunday. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Stephen Ryan [SRyanCc~scarecrowpress.com] 
Sent= Thursday, February 16, 2012 5:00 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for getting back to me s~ quickly. I have tentatively scheduled an appointment for 12:45 on Saturday, but other than that my day is free so far. Please pick a 

time that’s convenient for yon. 

I will also be around a]l day Friday and Sunday, though I have a couple of appointments already ~heduled late Friday afternoon. 

Thank~ 
Stephen 

On 2/16/2012 4:45 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Stephen: Yes, I will at the conference all day on Saturday so if you would like to meet any time on Saturday, I will be glad to meet with you. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From= Stephen Ryan [SRyan(~)scarecrowpress.com] 
Sent= Thursday, February 16, 2012 4:34 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I’ll be in Las Vegas next week for the Far West PCA conference and saw that you 
are delivering a presentation. 

Although I won’t have an exhibit booth, I wonder if we can meet briefly, 
perhaps 15-20 minutes, to discuss possible future book projects. 

If you are interested, please let me l~ow if there’s a convenient time to talk. 

Thanks, 
Stephen Ryan 
Senior Editor 
Arts& Literatu~:e 
Scarecrow Press 
4501 Forbes Blvd 
Suite 200 
Lanham, MD 20706 
Phone: 301-459-3366 x.5323 
Fax: 301 429-5747 
http:/A~vw.scarecrowpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Febrnary 17, 2012 2:31 PM 

sryan@scarecrowpress.com 

I~E: Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Stephen: Hope to see you then Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: swan@scarecrowpress.com [sryan@scarecrowpress.com] 
Sent: Friday, Febmaly 17, 2012 1:30 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Charlene, 

Saturday at 11 works for me. Let’s meet outside the exhibit area, but if 

that changes, my cell phone is 301-310-2615. 

Thanks, 

Stephen 

On Fri, 17 Feb 2012 17:56:42 ~0000, "Regester, Charlene B" 

<regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> [)ear Stephen: We could meet at either 11am or around 1pro on Saturday as 

> Saturday is the only day that I can meet since I will be flying back to 

> the east coast on Sunday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> 

> 

> Fromi Steph;n Ryan ~Ry~n@)~;~r~w,pr ........ ] 

> Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2012 5:00 PM 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Re: Far West PCA Conference 

> 

> Dear Charlene, 

> 

> Thanks for getting back to me so quickly. I have tentatively scheduled an 

> appointraent for 12:45 on Saturday, but other than that my day is free so 

> fat. Please pick a time that’s convenient for you. 

> 

> I will also be around all day Friday and Sunday, though I have a couple 

of 

> appointments already scheduled late Friday afternoon. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> Stephen 

> 

> On 2/16/2012 4:45 PM, Rcgester, Charlene B wrote: 

> 

> Dear Stephen: Yes, I will at the conference all day on Saturday so if you 

> would like to rueet any tirue on Saturday, I will be glad to meet with you. 

> Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

> 

> 

> From: Stephen Ryan 

> [ SRyan@scarecrowpr ess.com<mailto: SRyan@scarecrowpress.com>] 

> Sent: Thursday, Febmaly 16, 2012 4:34 PM 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Far West PCA Conference 

> 

> 

> Dear Professor Regester, 

> 

> I’ll be in Las Vegas next week for the Far West PCA conference and saw 

> that you 

> are delivering a presentation. 

> 

> Although I won’t have an exhibit booth, I wonder if~ve can meet 

briefly, 

> perhaps 15-20 minutes, to discuss possible future book projects. 

> 

> lt’you are interested, please let me know if there’s a convenient time 

> to talk 

> 

> Thanks, 



> Stephen Ryan 

> Senior Editor 

> Arts& Literature 

> Scarecrow Press 

> 4501 Forbes Bird 

> Suite 200 

> Lanham, h/E) 20706 

> Phone: 301-459-3366 ×.5323 

> };ax: 301 429-5747 

> http://www scarecrowpress com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 11:38 AM 

Gregg Bachman ;@aol.com> 

ILE: UFVA PANEL 

Dear Gregg: Yes, I received the email notification regarding proposals for your panel at UFVA and will send by the end of next week. Currently, on my way out of town. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman      :@aol.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 20, 2022 20:35 AM 
To:            ~@yahoo.com; Regester, Charlene B; nrnartin2@conncoll.edu; 
Subject: UFVA PANEL 

,@gmail.corn 

Dear Colleagues: 

I know I’ve communicated with all of you to varying degrees but I thought it best to reach out en masse as a way of cross fertilization and 
consistency. 

Those who have agreed to participate in our panel on "Film Moments" are: 
Frank Tomasulo 
Nina Martin 
Charlene Regester 
Ashley Donnelly 

Our panel description as of this moment remains what I had initially sent to each of you. Inspired by the BFI book Film Moments (eds. Tom Brown 
and James Waiters) our panel considers the notion that if film is an art form constructed on the foundation of fleeting, ephemeral moments, then an 
examination of specific moments might yield fertile insights. 

This is our only directive and I shall tighten the description once I see your proposals. Now this is where you come in. My deadline to submit the 
proposal is March 18. Accordingly, I am asking that each of you e-mail to me the title and a synopsis of your proposal (no more than 250 
characters, which isthe limitation set by UFVA) no later than Wednesday, March 11. This will give me a week to noodle around with the panel 
proposal and submit it before the deadline. 

Please remember that there is no guarantee that the panel will be accepted. This year panels that hew closely to the conference theme, 

"Imagination is the 21 st Century Technology" will get priority (I think I might be able to bend our proposal in an imaginative way to fit this 
requirement - any and all suggestions and/or ideas will be appreciated!). 

I would appreciate if you let me know you’ve received this e-mail, as I am mistrustful of spam filters and the like. 

Oh, and one more reminder. If you have not already done so, please make certain that you renew your UFVA membership sooner rather than later. 

Thank you all for agreeing to participate - I look forward to sharing the panel with you! 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 5:46 PM 

AmeficaJ~ ttis~tofica] Review ~abrbooks@indi~a.edu> 

ILE: CoW- Edited Review for April 2012 Issue 

Dear Jessica: Is Monday too late for me to return this material? If so, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: American Historical Review [ahrbooks@indiana.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 2:1, 20J.2 3:22 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Copy-Edited Review for April 20:12 Issue 

Greetings! 

Attached is a cover letter from Moureen Coulter as well as your copyedited review. Once you have finished looking over your review and made corrections, please 

return the file via e-mail to me at ahrbooks@indiana.edu. 

Thank you in advance for your prompt attention. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica 

dessica Smith 
Production Assistant 

American Historical Review 
914 E. Atwater Avenue 
Bloomington, IN 47401 

Phone: (812) 855-7609 
Fax: (812) 855-5827 
ahrbooks@indiana.edu 
htt p://www.a merica n historicalreview.or~l 



AFAM 276 PAPER I REQUIREMENTS 

This paper constitutes one-fourth of your grade and should reflect your best effort. This 
paper is an argumentative paper and should reflect your insight on the early black cinema 
experience as well as ingenuity in developing creative and unique ways of reading black 
cinema. Please proofread all papers (no misspelled words). The paper should be 
historical, theoretical, and critical. The paper should demonstrate your knowledge of the 
black cinema experience before 1950 or 1960. 

1) All papers should have a title, your full name, and PID number. 

2) Pages should be numbered and in correct order. 

3) Please do not print front and back - Only single-sided copies are acceptable. 

4) Papers should adhere to appropriate grammar styles as indicated by the Chicago 
Manual of Style or Modern Language Association. 

5) Papers should contain a correctly cited bibliography or works cited page. 

6) Original dark copies only. 

7) Preferred font-type and size includes: Times New Roman, Font-Size 12 (No Italics) 

8) Please attach the 15 Newspaper articles to your paper with paper clips only (do not use 
staples as they are difficult to remove). All articles need to be correctly documented 
(Title, Month, Day, Year and page needs to be indicated on the back of each article). 

9) If you need to consult outside sources utilize the bibliography provided in the course 
pack. Please consult sources other than those provided on-line. 

10) Please check the correct spellings of all film titles, characters, and actors referred to 
in your paper. Consult internet movie data base. 



January 10 
First Black Motion Picture Producers 
& Directors 
Reaction to "Ethnic Notions" 
Introduction of Stereotypes 
1900 - 1910 
Ethnic Notions 

January 17 
Emergence of All-Black Cast Films 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
1910 - 1920 
Hallelujah 

January 24 

Rise of Black Film Stars (Cont.) 
Paul Robeson 

Nina Mac McKinney 

Josephine Baker 

1920 - 1930 

Emperor Jones 

January 31 
Black Independent Filmmaker Oscar 

Micheaux 

Black Westerns 
Race MoviesIWithin Our Gates 

February 7 
Servants and Maids Dominate the 

Screen Image of African 
kanericans 

Hattie McDaniel 
Louise Beavers 
Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln Per~7) 
Eddie Rochester Anderson 
1930 - 1940 
Imitation of Life 

February 14 
Entertainers as Film Stars 
Lena Home 
Bill Robinson 
Hazel Scott 
Duke Ellington 
Cab Calloway 
1940- 1950 
Intruder in the Dust 

TUESDAY WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
February 21 
Decline of All-Black Cast Films 
Impact of Integration 
1950- 1955 
No Way Out 

PAPER I D UE February 21 

February 28 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
Sidney iPoitier 

Ethel Waters 

Dorothy Dandridge 

1955 - 1960 

In the Heat of the Night/ 

?diD TERM EXAM 

SPRING BREAK 

March 13 
Impact of Sidney Poitier on the 

Portrayal of the African 

American Male Screen hnage 

Rise of Black Exploitation Films 

1960- 1965 

Cooley High 

March 20 
Impact of Black Exploitation Fihns 
Emergence of Assertive African 

American Males & Females 
Jim Brown 
Richard Roundtree 
Pam Grier 
1965 - 1970 
A Soldier’s Story 

March 27 
Decline of Black Exploitation Films 

Emergence of a New Wave of Black 

Filmmakers 

Gordon Parks 

Melvin Van Peebles 

1970- 1975 

Devil in a Blue Dress 

April 3 
Black Comedians Rise as Film Stars 
Richard Pryor 
Eddie Murphy 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Impact of The Color Purple 
1980- 1985 

Spike Lee as Producer, Director, & 
Actor 

Get on the Bus/He Got 
Game/Bamboozled/Do the Right 
Thing/Twenty-F~flh Hour/School 
Daze/ 

PAPER H DUE April 3 

Apil 10 
Introduction to the 1990s 
ContemporalT African American 

Filmmakers 
John Singleton 
1990s 
Boyz N the Hood 
Human Stain 

April 17 
Contemporary Representations of 
Race 

African American Cinema in the 
1990s 
Monster’s Ball/Inside Mun/ 
Ray/Hustle and Flow/Dream 
Girls/Last King of Scotland/Ddjgt 
vu/Taking of Pelham 123/American 
Gangster/Crash 

April 24 
Intro to iDecade of 2000 and Decade 

of 2010 
Blacks and the Academy Awards 

Black Superheroes 

Miracle at St. Anna/Blind 

Side/Precious/Book of Eli 

Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 

FINAL EXAMINATION: May 1, 2012 Tues. 4 pm 



AFAM 276- THE AFRICAN AMERICANS IN CINEMA: 1900 TO THE PRESENT 

Dr. Charlene Regester Spring 2012 Meeting 
Time: Tues. 3:30-6:20 
Office: 204 Battle Hall Meeting Place: 105 Gardner 
Office Hours: TH 2-Spin 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
African Americans have been involved in the cinema industry and have made significant contributions 

to filmmaking. The_y.haveparticipated as writers, directors, producers, act.o.rs, et.c. an.d have played a key role in 
thee development ot tiffs inclu,stry. Although African Americans have.contribut.e.cl to the growth and development 
o~.the cin.ema industry, rarel5 have th~eir efforts been recognized or their .contributions to the filmmaking 
inclust.ry been noted. Film histories otten exclude African Americans in their reporting of cinema history or 
provide minimal coverage of the African American and his involvement in this indust~T. Thus, AFAM 276 is a 
critical, historical, and theoretical.examination of African Americans in cinema from tile. 1900s to the prese..nt.. 
This examination will seek to analyze their role on screen; will explore how stereotypical representations of tlae 
African American developed; and will investigate the efforts of a number of African American actors and 
actresses who attempted to subvert t.hese re.present.a.tions. 

This examination is essential to unclerstancling the black experience in the United States. it is well 
known that the media is an integral part of American society and has often been credited with molding and 
shaping existing.attitudes regar~fing its ethnic and cultural diversity. Therefore, .examining the role of African 
Americans and tlaeir representations in cinema will serve to provide a better un~lerstanding of the black 
experience in American society and will serve to provide a better understanding of the cinema industry in 
sl~aping attitudes and influencing p~ublic opinions. 

African American cinema from the 1900s to 1910 is examined to iclentifv early black pioneers in tl~e 
motion picture industry and to reveal how blagks were initially portrayed on screen. The emergence of all-black 
cast films from 19110 to 11920 is examined to cletermine wl~y these filrfls developed and why audiences craved 
t.hese screenjma~es. The more sophisticated all-black cast,films produced from 1920 to 11930 are examined to 
cletermine wlay tl~ese fil~m~ s increased in popularity and wh~ blacl~ film stars began to emerge. African .American 
s~creen.images from 1%0 to 1940 are examined to reveal how the African American image began to claange 
trom that of" a subservient to a more assertive and humane individual. Re.presentations from 1940 to 1950 are 
examined to determine ho~v and why black entertainers particularly muslc~ans, began to dominate the screen 
image. Films produced from 1950 t6 1960 are examined to investigate how the integrationist era began to 
influence the African American screen image. Black screen ima~e,s from 1960 to 1970 are examined to 
determine how the resurgence of black pride influenced this newq5 formed image and how this resurgence of 
black pride led to the development of bIack exploitation films. Black exploitation films are examineg to 
dete.rmine how they gained popularity and later declined in public appeal among audiences as more 
sopiaisticated audiences began to demand more quality filing. African American representations from 1980 to 
1990 are examined to reveal how black comedians began to dominate the black screen image and to determine 
the impact a new generation of filmmakers stood to have on contemporary repr.esentation.s and audiences. The 
preponderance of’black filmmakers in the decade of the 1990s is examined to cletermine how they influenced 
andshap.ed filmmaking in thisperiod. T.he decade from 2000 to 2010 is explored to assess how blacks have 
fared wltl~ the Academy Awards and to cletermine how blackness is being reconfigured on screen in cinematic 
representations. The post 2010 era is interrogated to determine how post-racial attitudes are impacting 
representations of blackness on screen. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, videos, and guest 
speaker.s. Tw? examinations (a midterm and final exam) will be. given during the semester. Students are 
requirecl to submit two papers (7-9 pages in length) examining the representation of African Americans on 
screen in a pre-1950 an~ post 1950 period. These p~apers must be completed by the stated deadlines and must 
adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MIA -I-Iimdbook of Style, Turabian, etc). 

TEXTS 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in 

American Films. New York: Continuum, 1989. 
Diawara, Manthia, ed. Black American Cinema. New York: Routledge, 1993. 
Smith, Valerie ed. Revresenting Blackness: £ssues in Film and Video. New Brunswick: Rut,~ers UP 1997. 
Regester, Charl ene. )l-f~ican American Actresses: The Strugglef!~r Visibility. Bloomington: ]~diana ~, 2010. 

SECONDARY TEXTS 
Bogle, Donald. Blacks in American Films and Television: An Illustrated Encyclopedia. New York: Simon & 

Schuster (1988). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDE_RGRADUATE LIBRARY ,~ 
Bowser, Pearl and Louise Spence. Writing Himself into History. New Brunswick: Rut=ers UP, 2000. ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGR~DUATE LIBRARY 
Boswer, Pearl~ Jane Gaines, and Charles Musser. Oscar Micheaux andHis Circle. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 

2001. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Cripps,~homas. Slow Fade to Black: The Negro in American Film, 1900-1942. New York: Oxford 

University Press (1977). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Gaines, Jane. Fit:e and Desire. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGIL~DUATE LIBRARY 
Green, J. Ronald. Straight Lick. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 



ASSIGNMENTS 

1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Stud.ents are required, to view all films selected for this course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on February 21, 2012 (PAPER I) and April 3, 
2012 (PAPER I). 
4. Students are required to submit aone -page (non-graded) weekly critique of the film reviewed in class. 
Completing all weekly critiques will influence your-final course grade. 

GRADING: 

Paper I (25%), Paper H (25%), Mid-Term (25%), Final Exam (25%) 
A4(98-100),~A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+(87-89), B (83-86), B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- (70-72), D+ 
(67-69), D (6~,-66), D- (60-62), F (59 and below) 

COURSEPACK: 

In addition to the text.s required for this course, a course pack also has been compiled and contains relevant 
articles to the materials introduced in class. 

EXAMS: 

There will be two scheduled exams (one mid-term and one final) that must be taken on the dates specified. No 
make-up exams will be given. 

ATTENDANCE: 

Attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: 

Class participation is encouraged and will influence your final course grade. 

ADDITIONAL SCREENINGS: 

On Wednesday, night from 6-8pro films will be shown in the Undergrad Library for extra credit and all students 
are encourageo to attend some of these screenings as your attendance will influence your final grade in the 
class. 

TECHNOLOGY: 

Laptops are allowed for note taking purposes only. Please do not use your laptop for any other p.urpose. Cell 
phones, texting, and any other introusive technological deivces or practices are not allowed in class. 

HONOR CODE: 

All students.are required to adhere to the University’s honor code polices andprocedures. Every Student 
enrolled in tiffs course is exptect of fully participate and observe the honor code. 

DISABILITIES POLICY: 

Students who ruav_need accommodatiar~ ba~ed o.n disabilitie~ha~ld 
lnstru~dr an~t "tSZ"D~i~ff~nS~hi’~’6¥ gl,ga35iliN S’drvlccs (939) g62~-8"3~10~ fr~ SASBhe 

contact t 

N oriti-Buildliig bmte~I26- ~tisaNhtyserv~ces.unc.e0u 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, Februau 27, 2012 9:07 AM 

Lee Greene ~at~.net> 

ILE: dept history 

Dear Dr. Greene: Thanks for your reply when you come to Chapel Hill hopefully we can meet ~o discuss this further. I saw an article in the newspaper in which you appeared 

back in the 1980s or :1990s -- will bring this when we meet. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lee Greene       ~att.net] 
Sent: Friday, February24, 2012 8:36 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: dept history 

Charlene. 
I don’t kalow much about the department’s official histou. As I recall, it began as a single course in the late 1960s taught in the histo~31 department by an adjunct named 

Howard Fuller (can’t be sure of the name). Then, later, James Brewer, a professor from Central, taught a black studies course or courses in the histou department. 
Maybe in the early or mid- 1970s the cumculum was created, with Ann Dunbar as head of Afri and Sonja Stone as head of Afam. My memou is not good on this. It 

seems to me that some years ago the depa~ment celebrated an anniversay and as part of this wrote its history. 

LG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 29, 2012 8:38 AM 

~hotmail.com 

EW: UFVA Februaw Digest 

From: Andrea Mleyer         @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2022 9:29 plVl 
To:        @gmail.com 
Subject: UFVA February Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - FEBRUARY 20t2 

*NEWS** 

2012 U FVA Conference Submissions 

The UFVA encourages participants to submit papers, panels, scripts, films, videos, workshops, and new media entries for the 66th UFVA Conference at Colmnbia 

College. Deadline: Mar 18, 2012. Submit: http:iiwww.ufva.org/conference/2012/... 

UFVA Teaching Award - Nominations Due March 1 

UFVA Teaching Awmd As a means to recognize and rewa, d excellence in instruction, teaching, and learning within the organization, the Universi~ Film & Video 

Association has instituted an annnal award to acknowledge members whose... 

The Journal of Film & Video Seeking Book Reviewers 

THE JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO is currently seeking book reviewers tbr its tbrthcoming issue (spring, sammer 2013) on media writing guesl edited by Emily 

Edwards. If you are interested in reviewing a book related to media writing (... 

Redesigned Maslers t rogrmn in Film at University College Dablin 
An ColSiste Ollscoile, Baile ~tha Cliath UCD School of English, Drama and Film NLA_ in Fihn Studies (One Year) Ph.D in Film Studies (Three Years) At UCD 

students analyse media from within and beyond the canon in a variety of genres, periods... 

Americas Media Initiative Announces Summer Cuban Film Delegation 

CUBAN CINEMA BEYOND FRESA Y CHOCOLATE June 30 July 8, 2012 Americas Media Initiative (AMI) annonnces their summer Cuban Film Delegation, 

CUBAN CINEMA BEYOND FRESA Y CHOCOLATE, a unique opportunity to study the histo~ of Cuban Film and... 

Southern Cultures Expands Archives 
Southern Cultures, the award-winning and peer-reviewed quarterly from [INC’s Center tbr the Study of the American South, has expanded our online archive of 

material on Fihn. Over 60,000 people annually read Southern Cultures in print,... 

Shootina Wo~nen at the 10th Filmmor Wo~nen s Film Festival in Islanbal 
Alexis Krasilovsl~ s (1~ rofessor, Dept. of Cinema and Television Arts, California State University, Nortlwldge) film, ’Shooting Women,’ a global documentury about 

the challenges and visions ofcamerawomen will screen as past of’ 100 Yeasts... 

Simpsons Creator Matt Groenin~ Donates $500,000 to UCLA School of Theater. Fihn and Television 
THE SIMPSONS CREATOR MATT GROENING DONATES $500,000 TO UCLA SCHOOL OF THEATER, FILM AND TELEVISION The Matt Groening 

Chair in Animation -- Enriching Education of Tomorrow’s Animators Los Angeles, CA -- Matt Groening, multi awa~l wi~ming._ 

Tribeca fihn institute expands education initiatives to Los Angeles as reach hits 15,000 students 

Pilot After-School Film Program in Los Angeles to Introduce Digital Sto ~rytelling to Immigrant Students Through Film and Video Gaming *** Youth Screening Series 

Launches new partnership with ITVS and Public Media Focused on African American... 

Can~paign for Disability Employment Announces Nationwide Video Contest 
Campaign for Disability Employment A~mounces Nationwide Video Contest National Outreach Eflbrt Seeks Creative Video Spots to Help Challenge t erceptions 

about Disability and Employ~nent "Our video contest is an opportunity for fihnmakers o£.. 

**FESTFVALS & CALLS FOR ENTRIES*~: 

Tel A~iv IntemationaJt Student Fihn Festival 

This year the Tel Aviv Internationg, Student Film FeslivaJt launches an online alternative competition - ’Under the Radar", to which individual entries are accepte& in 

order to give a chance for students whose films were not initially._ 

Snrplus/Lack Call for Entries 



CALL FOR ENTRIES Deadline: May 15, 2012 SURPIMS/LACK is oa~ experimental film-video exhibition, curated by Peter Freund and Jaimie Bad-on "The image 

as such is already a dethnse against its own beyond." We are seeking short experimental... 

Be Film the Underground Film Festival Call tar Entries 
BE FILM THE UNDERGROUND FILM FESTIVAL New Yorl< New York - USA April 24 to 28, 2012 In the Spotlight this week is the 8th Annual BE FILM 
’][’HE UNDERGROUND FILM FESTIVAL - B’IUFF, a career launchtmd for fihnmakers working in the short form .... 

Migrating Fo~ms Festival of Film and Video Call for Entries 
MIGRATING FORMS FESTIVAL OF FILM AND VIDEO Brooklyn, New York - USA May 11 to 20, 2012 In the Spotlight this week is the 4th Annual 
MIGRATING FORMS FESTIVAL OF FILM AND VIDEO, a 10-day festival presenting film and video works ~om morn... 

The 13th annual Woods~tock Film Festival Call for Entries 

CALL FOR ENTRIES: The 13th mmual Woodstock Film Festival (October 10-14, 2012) is NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS of independent films of all 

genres mad lengths a~d in all categories. Early deadline April 16. Final deadline June 8. Entry thes... 

Southern Cultures Call for Submissions 

Southern Cultures, the award-wi,ming and peer-reviewed quarterly from UNC’s Center for the Stud?" of the A,nerican South, would like to strongly encourage 

submissions tbr our sixth Music issue. We am a multidisciplinau journal, interested... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 3:48 PM 

.@aol.com> 

ILE: Race Film Se~:ch 

Dear     It was my recommendation that you talk with Henry Sampson but since you have already contacted him the only other person I might suggest is Pearl Bowser co- 
author of Writing Himself Into History -- one of several works focused on Oscar Micheaux. We can talk by phone if this will be helpful but my knowledge of additonal rare and 
obscure titles on race films in the early period is quite limited. My cell is if you would like to continue this conversation by phone. Good luck on your endeavors. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:,          @aol.com] 
Sent; Monday, March 05, 20:t2 1:45 PM 

To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Race Film Search 

Dear Professor Regester: 
Enclosed attachment find my letter to you per film request. 
Sincerely, 



Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)ICN=RECIPIENTStCN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, 3:51 PM 

@live.unc~edu 

FW: COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Dear I thought that one of these funding opportunities might be of interest to you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" fundingalert@cos.com [fundingalert@cos.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 12:59 AM 
To." Regester, Charlene B 
$,,bject-" COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: Narch 04, 2012 

fur~di~~g search Feb 
funding opportunities 

Bowe,~ Foun&tlcm for Minorib" Interests i,~ Medm, 
Emma L, 

Radio-Televisiot~ News Directors Associatio,~ (RTNDA) 

Ralio and Television News Dimcto~ Fout~dation 

Fdlowsl’fips 

Results: March 04, 2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, ~ :57 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: "Walls that Bleed" screening in Atlanta, GA 

Flier wallsthatbleed2012.jpg; Flier wallsthatbleed2012back.jpg 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:52 PM 
To: 

Subject: "Walls that Bleed" screening in Atlanta, GA 

Hello All, 

We are informing all our supports that we are hosting a screening at the Woodrnff Art Center in Atlanta, GA on                  There will be two screening on both dates, with the first 
being from 4pm-6pm & the second frora 7pnr-9pm. We have also attached a Flyer that will give further information on the event. There is a trailer available on our k-MDb page (search "Walls 
that Bleed") or (http:i/www.imdb.cotr~’titleitt2089854/). If you are not already following "Walls that Bleed" on Facebook, Twitter, or Google + then now is the time. We will be supplying more 
detailed updates leading up to this event and informatinn about potential future screenings through those medmms. 

We appreciate all the support that you have shown for this project, and we will keep you in the loop with an?" other information as it’s developing. 

We hope this email finds you and your loved ones in good health and spirits. 

Sincerely, 

Staff of Walls that Bleed 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 10:46 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Letter of Recommendation 

Dear Susanne: Please review the attached letter at your earliest convenience. Will send more material later today or in the next few days. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 11:37 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

UFVA Racial Masquerade 

UFVA Racial Masquerading.doc 

Dear Susanne: Please review the attached proposal to attend an upcoming conference. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Cinematic Moments of Masquerades - Crossing Racial, Gender, and Class Boundaries 

Masquerading ones identity, also known as passing, more often refers to characters who engage in 

racial masquerading. Imitation of Life (1934) is one of the first cinematic representations to depict racial 

passing on screen and serves to convey the complexity of a character engaged in racial masquerading. It 

is the scene in the film where a black character passes as white while attending her mother’s funeral 

after disconnecting herself from her black mother that she returns to her mother’s funeral and unveils 

her blackness. The moment in the film where the camera attempts to demonstrate her likeness to 

whiteness is when she stands between two women positioned outside of the church viewing the funeral 

services. Peola stands between these two women, demonstrating her likeness to whiteness but then 

overwhelmed by the experience leaves the marked space of whiteness and enters the marked space of 

blackness by reaching her mother’s casket and revealing that she is the black mother’s daughter. In this 

moment, her attempt to masquerade as white is unveiled as she reconnects with her dead black mother 

one last time. Peola’s ambiguity as black yet white evident in her physical appearance is captured in this 

film and reveals the cinema’s attempt to explore masquerading or camouflaging racial identity. 

However, masquerading identity involves not only racial passing but other forms of passing. This 

examination is designed to interrogate a wide range of masquerades assumed by characters on screen 

and to investigate the cinema’s ability to reconstruct these various forms of masquerading. "Generally, 

passing is defined as the movement from one identity group to another, usually from margin to 

mainstream° The choice to live life apart from one’s group of origin is therefore often viewed as treason 

to one’s heritage and identity, a sign that one is ashamed of one’s community and culture and wants 

instead to embrace, move into and be integrated into a realm outside one’s own ... It is a conscious 

choice, a quest for a transformation of oneself, one’s identity, one’s potential" (Liora Model, "Passing 

and the Performance of Gender, Race, and Class Acts: A Theoretical Framework"). 

This definition refers to conscious or deliberate passing - but what about instances were characters are 

not consciously choosing to pass or deliberately attempting to pass? In those instances where characters 

are not deliberately deciding to pass it is possible that they can also participate in masquerading an 

identity that they have not necessarily intended to represent. In these instances, I am suggesting that 

they are constructed as something different from what they are supposed to represent. Thus, I am 

arguing that a number of characters also engage in non-deliberate passing - where they represent an 

identity not necessarily intended. 

This examination then explores conscious/deliberate and unconscious/non-deliberate forms of passing 

to: 1) illuminate the various levels of passing that occur in cinema with a particular emphasis on racial 

passing but not exclusive to racial passing; 2) provide representative examples of passing; 3) interrogate 

motives as to why a character might decide to pass; 4) expose the complexities associated with passing 

in all of its ambiguity and complexity; and 5) create an approach to study passing or masquerading. 

What is fascinating about passing is that: the transformation can be either physical or mental (or both); 

it is about crossing boundaries (geographical, mental, or social); these boundaries are permeable -- 



meaning that they can be penetrated and that one can move back and forth across these boundaries; 

and the revelation of ones identity stands to confuse or complicate these boundaries or borders. 

Moreover, how the cinema attempts to depict, capture, or construct these various forms of passing is a 

point of intrigue in cinematic representation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 11:45 AM 

@aol.com 

FW: UFVA PANEL 

UFVA%20Racial%20Masquerading[1].doc 

Dear @egg: Attached is the proposal for your UFVA panel. Please let me know that you have received this material and if the panel is not accepted -- keep me informed so 
that I may submit to another panel. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @egg Bachman       @aol.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 12:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: UFVA PANEL 

Thanks, Charlene.... safe travels! 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gregg Bachman        @aol.com> 

Sent: Men, Feb 20, 2012 11:37 am 
Subject: RE: UFVA PANEL 

Dear Gregg: Yes, I received the email notification regarding proposals for your panel at UFVA and will send by the end of next week. Currently, on my way out of town. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 10:35 AM 
To:            ,~. yahoo.corn; Regester, Charlene B; nmartinl@conncoll.edu; 
Subject: UFVA PANEL 

@gmail.com 

Dear Colleagues: 

I know I’ve communicated with all of you to varying degrees but I thought it best to reach out en masse as a way of cross fertilization and 
consistency. 

Those who have agreed to participate in our panel on "Film Moments" are: 
Frank Tomasulo 
Nina Martin 
Charlene Regester 
Ashley Donnelly 

Our panel description as of this moment remains what I had initially sent to each of you. Inspired by the BFI book Film Moments (eds. Tom Brown 
and James Waiters) our panel considers the notion that if film is an art form constructed on the foundation of fleeting, ephemeral moments, then an 
examination of specific moments might yield fertile insights. 

This is our only directive and I shall tighten the description once I see your proposals. Now this is where you come in. My deadline to submit the 
proposal is March 18. Accordingly, I am asking that each of you e-mail to me the title and a synopsis of your proposal (no more than 250 
characters, which isthe limitation set by UFVA) no later than Wednesday, March 11. This will give me a week to noodle around with the panel 
proposal and submit it before the deadline. 

Please remember that there is no guarantee that the panel will be accepted. This year panels that hew closely to the conference theme, 

"Imagination is the 21 st Century Technology" will get priority (I think I might be able to bend our proposal in an imaginative way to fit this 
requirement - any and all suggestions and/or ideas will be appreciated!). 

I would appreciate if you let me know you’ve received this e-mail, as I am mistrustful of spam filters and the like. 

Oh, and one more reminder. If you have not already done so, please make certain that you renew your UFVA membership sooner rather than later. 

Thank you all for agreeing to participate - I look forward to sharing the panel with you! 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 



Cinematic Moments of Masquerades - Crossing Racial, Gender, and Class Boundaries 

Masquerading ones identity, also known as passing, more often refers to characters who engage in 

racial masquerading. Imitation of Life (1934) is one of the first cinematic representations to depict racial 

passing on screen and serves to convey the complexity of a character engaged in racial masquerading. It 

is the scene in the film where a black character passes as white while attending her mother’s funeral 

after disconnecting herself from her black mother that she returns to her mother’s funeral and unveils 

her blackness. The moment in the film where the camera attempts to demonstrate her likeness to 

whiteness is when she stands between two women positioned outside of the church viewing the funeral 

services. Peola stands between these two women, demonstrating her likeness to whiteness but then 

overwhelmed by the experience leaves the marked space of whiteness and enters the marked space of 

blackness by reaching her mother’s casket and revealing that she is the black mother’s daughter. In this 

moment, her attempt to masquerade as white is unveiled as she reconnects with her dead black mother 

one last time. Peola’s ambiguity as black yet white evident in her physical appearance is captured in this 

film and reveals the cinema’s attempt to explore masquerading or camouflaging racial identity. 

However, masquerading identity involves not only racial passing but other forms of passing. This 

examination is designed to interrogate a wide range of masquerades assumed by characters on screen 

and to investigate the cinema’s ability to reconstruct these various forms of masquerading. "Generally, 

passing is defined as the movement from one identity group to another, usually from margin to 

mainstream° The choice to live life apart from one’s group of origin is therefore often viewed as treason 

to one’s heritage and identity, a sign that one is ashamed of one’s community and culture and wants 

instead to embrace, move into and be integrated into a realm outside one’s own ... It is a conscious 

choice, a quest for a transformation of oneself, one’s identity, one’s potential" (Liora Model, "Passing 

and the Performance of Gender, Race, and Class Acts: A Theoretical Framework"). 

This definition refers to conscious or deliberate passing - but what about instances were characters are 

not consciously choosing to pass or deliberately attempting to pass? In those instances where characters 

are not deliberately deciding to pass it is possible that they can also participate in masquerading an 

identity that they have not necessarily intended to represent. In these instances, I am suggesting that 

they are constructed as something different from what they are supposed to represent. Thus, I am 

arguing that a number of characters also engage in non-deliberate passing - where they represent an 

identity not necessarily intended. 

This examination then explores conscious/deliberate and unconscious/non-deliberate forms of passing 

to: 1) illuminate the various levels of passing that occur in cinema with a particular emphasis on racial 

passing but not exclusive to racial passing; 2) provide representative examples of passing; 3) interrogate 

motives as to why a character might decide to pass; 4) expose the complexities associated with passing 

in all of its ambiguity and complexity; and 5) create an approach to study passing or masquerading. 

What is fascinating about passing is that: the transformation can be either physical or mental (or both); 

it is about crossing boundaries (geographical, mental, or social); these boundaries are permeable -- 



meaning that they can be penetrated and that one can move back and forth across these boundaries; 

and the revelation of ones identity stands to confuse or complicate these boundaries or borders. 

Moreover, how the cinema attempts to depict, capture, or construct these various forms of passing is a 

point of intrigue in cinematic representation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 3:08 PM 

Stephen Ryan <SRyan@scaJcecrowpress.com> 

I~E: Far West PCA Conference 

Dear Stephen: Hopefully, over the summer you ;vill receive a proposal for this work Thanks as well for meeting with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Stephen Ryan [SRyan@scarecrowpress cam] 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 3:05 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Far West PCA Cont?rence 

Dear Charlene, 

I’m following up from our meeting in Las Vegas. I appreciate you sitting 
down ;vith me and discussing your project I hope I adequately conveyed 
my enthusiasm for this work and hope you will seriously consider 
Scarecrow as your publisher 

If you have any other quesuons, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

Best, 
Stephen Ryan 

Stephen Ryan 
Senior Editor 
Arts& Literature 
Scarecrow Press 
4501 Forbes Blvd 
Suite 200 
Lanham, MD 20706 

Phone: 301-459-3366 x.5323 
Fax: 301 429-5747 

http ://wv, as,. scarecrowpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 3:13 PM 

~licia.caJnpbell@ unlv.edu 

FWPCA Conference 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Thanks again for the invitation to this year’s conference. I wanted to let you know that our panel was really good -- it seems that the quality of papers has 
improved tremendously. A woman from Germany was on our panel and she provided a really interesting perspective. Hope to see you again next year if the costs are not too 
prohibitive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 6:15 PM 

ssmckoy@ncsu.edu 

Attached CV & Film FestiwJ Contributions 

Fihn Festivals.docx; CHARLENE B 2012 CV Docnment.doc 

Dear Sheila: For the purposes of compiling information for the grant, I am forwarding my CV and my involvement in film festivals. For some of the festivals I had more 
information than others and that is because this was all I could locate at the time as I did not want to delay the grant submission. If I find other information, I will forward. 
Please let me know that you have received this material If my CV is too long, I can shorten but I did not know exactly what you needed. Let me know that you have received 
this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Film Festivals 

Submitted by Charlene Regester 

l.Carolina Theatre, African American Film Festival, 309 Morgan Street, Durham, North Carolina, 

January 13-16, ~.995 

Served on organizing committee; invited speakers, selected film screenings, advertised for 

festival; compiled brochures and publicity materials; 

Films screened at this festival included: Within Our Gates (1919/1920), Joe’s Bed-Stuy Barbershop We 

Cut Heads (1983); Do the Right Thing (1989); Hallelujah (1929); Black Girl (2989); Tilai (1990); Carmen 

Jones (1954); Sankofa (1993); Shaft (1971); Nothing But a Man (1965); Negro Durham Marches On 

(1950); Rain Dance (1995); Stormy Weather (1943); Sugar Cane Alley (2983); Daughters of the Dust 

(1991); Color Adjustment (1992) 

II. Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council and held in 

Gregory, South Dakota 

Served as a panelist to the annual Oscar Micheaux Film Festival held in Gregory County South 

Dakota for some five years. Currently serve on the Board of Directors for the Film Festival. 

Recipient of the Oscar Micheaux Award 

Micheaux Film Festival August 1996 (invited panelist) 

Micheaux Film Festival August 1997 (invited panelist) 

Micheaux Film Festival August :[998 (invited panelist) 

Micheaux Film Festival August 1999 (invited panelist) 

Micheaux Film Festival August 2000 (invited panelist) 

III.Hayti Film Festival, Hayti Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Durham, N.C. 

Served as a panelist for the panel on BlackWomen Filmmakers at one of the yearly film festivals 

sponsored by the Hayti Center. Received the Trailblazer Award 2011 at the annual Film Festival. 



"African American Theatres and Black Moviegoing in Durham and other North Carolina Cities during a 

Segregated Era," Hayti HistoricFoundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Film Festival, February 1997. 

"Race and Early Cinema--Panelist Honoring African American Women Filmmakers," Hayti Historic 

Foundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Film Festival, February 1996. 

IV. Reel to Real - Hustlin’ Race and Pimping Blackness Film Conference - sponsored by the Department 

of African & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C. Spring 1999 

Created organizing committee, served as juror to papers reviewed for submission, selected films, 

created publicity, invited speakers, presented a paper, etc. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 9:54 AM 

ssmckoy@ncsu.edu 

Errors in Grant Materials 

Fihn FestiwJ~s.docx 

Dear Sheila: This is to let you know that the grant materials are impressive, however, I detected one error that I wanted to bring to your attention. The author of Toms, 
Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies and Bucks is Donald Bogle and not Thomas Bogle. 
Also, the film festival attachment that I submitted had an incorrect year for one of the events. I have attached a revised version -- just in case you need this. 
The grant writing looks good and hopefully, the group will be successful. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Film Festivals 

Submitted by Charlene Regester 

I.Carolina Theatre, African American Film Festival, 309 Morgan Street, Durham, North 

Carolina,    January 13-16, 1995 

~or 

Served on organizing committee; invited speakers, selected film screenings, advertised 

festival; compiled brochures and publicity materials; 

Films screened at this festival included: Within Our Gates (1919/1920), Joe ~" Bed-Stuy 

Barbershop We Cut Heads (1983); Do the Right Thing (1989); Hallelujah (1929); Black Girl 

(1989); Tilai (1990); Carmen Jones (1954); Sankofa (1993); Shaft (1971); Nothing But aMan 

(1965); Negro Durham Marches On (1950); Rain Dance (1995); Stormy Weather (1943); Sugar 

Cane Alley (1983); Daughters of the Dust ( 1991 ); Color Adjustment (1991 ) 

II. Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council and 
held in Gregory, South Dakota 

Served as a panelist to the annual Oscar Micheaux Film Festival held in Gregor?- County 
South 

Dakota for some five years. Currently serve on the Board of Directors for the Film 
Festival. 

Recipient of the Oscar Micheaux Award 

Micheaux Film Festival August 1996 (invited paneli st) 

Micheaux Film Festival August 1997 (invited paneli st) 

Micheaux Film Festival August 1998 (invited paneli st) 

Micheaux Film Festival August 1999 (invited paneli st) 

Micheaux Film Festival August 2000 (invited panelist) 

III.Hayti Film Festival, Hayti Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Durham, N.C. 



Served as a panelist for the panel on BlackWomen Fflmmakers at one of the yearly film festivals 

sponsored by the Hayfi Center. Received the Trailblazer Award 2011 at the annual Film Festival. 

"African American Theatres and Black Moviegoing in Durham and other North Carolina Cities 

during a Segregated Era," Hayti HistoricFoundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Film Festival, 

February 1997. 

"Race and Early Cinema--Panelist Honoring African American Women Filmmakers," Hayti 

Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Film Festival, February 1996. 

IV. Reel to Real - Hustlin’ Race and Pimping Blackness Film Symposium - sponsored by 

the Department of African & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill, N.C. Spring 2001 

Created organizing committee, served as juror to papers reviewed for submission, selected films, 

created publicity, invited speakers, presented a paper, etc. 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh 

in GWT"W," Real to Reel Film Symposium, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(April2001). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 3:45 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Edit Letter Attached 

LetterBlackFilmConsoNnm.doc.docx 

Dear Susanne: At your earliest convenience, please edit the letter attached. Also, please let me know that you received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regesrter 



March 14, 2012 

Attention: Dr. Sheila Smith-McKoy 
Director of the Black Cultural Center 
Associate Professor, Department of English 
2701 Sullivan Drive 
Admin Services III, Box 75114 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, N.C. 27695-7318 

Dear Dr. Smith-McKoy: 

It is with great pleasure that I lend my support to the proposed "Infiltrating Hollywood" 
program currently being planned by the Southern Black Film and Media Consortium. The 
collaborative effort formulated by area schools, centers, and organizations designed to solidify 
those interested in advancing the field of cinema studies through the promotion of dialogue and 
sharing knowledge as it relates to blacks in the diaspora, is a worthwhile venture that is long 
overdue. To assist in this process, I am more than willing to accept your invitation to serve as a 
guest panelist to contribute to this program. 

In support of this project, I agree to contribute my experience in the area of film studies 
both as a scholar as well as conference/film festival organizer, an in-kind donation of $500. 
Hopefully, my contribution to the panel will spawn other equally engaging programs that will 
bring cinema studies to those who have limited access to such programs in their own 
communities, it is by reaching all communities through such public forums and discussions 
around media studies that we can foster and cultivate an appreciation for the power of visual 
representations. 

If I can contribute to the program in other ways, please notify me. This proj ect is one that 
deserves support and stands to have a lasting impact. 

Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester,Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & African-American Studies 
204 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3395 
(919) 966-5496 
regester@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 8:35 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

ILE: Edit Letter Attached 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your quick reply. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Susanne Carter [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March :t4, 2012 4:5:t PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re: Edit Letter Attached 

Hi Ch~:rlene, 

Here you are. 

Susanlle 

On 3/14/2012 3:44 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: At your earliest convenience, please edit the letter attached. Also, please let me know that you received this material. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regesrter 

Susanne Carter 

Companion Camp, LLC 

3408 Castle Rock Farm Road 

Pittsborc, NC 27312 

919-545-CA%IP (919-545-226,’) 

Fax: 919-542-6892 

sus anne @ comDani oncamD, net 

~,~,~. coxlpa ni onc axlp. net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 2:50 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Maymester 

pro fwilliaan smaymester2012 .pdf 

Please announce in your AFAM :t0:t class. Thanks, Charlene 

From-" heather [hawill@ernail.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, March :iS, 20:t2 :t2:44 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sul~ject." Mayrnester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thaaaks for your help getting the word out for me. If you could announce it to your classes that would be great. I really want to make sure that I get some African 

American s~dents this year. They caaa email me if they have aaay questions. 

Heather 

Heather A. Williams, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

Phone: (919) 962-2381 

Help Me To Find My People 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/11722.html 
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Working Draft 

African-African American Studies Departmental History 

Submitted by Charlene Regester 

First black students at UNC-Ch entered in the 1950s and included: Harvey Beech (entered Law 

School in 1951); J. Kenneth Lee (entered Law School in 1951), Ralph Frasier (enrolled as an 

undergrad in 1955), LeRoy Frasier, Jr. (enrolled as an undergrad in 1955), David Dansby 

(entered in 1957), John Brandon (enrolled as an undergrad in 1955), 

The University was all-male until 1965 -In 1965 some five black women attended along with 

some 25 black men (women included-Joanne Peoples -- now a professor of medicine at Duke 

University); Joyce Watkins, Laverlle Peace -- father, James Peace, former principal of all-black 

Northside elementary school in Chapel Hill), Edith Hubbard, Mona Boston, Shadena Thompson 

(Chapel Hill native); Karen Parker (became the first black woman to graduate from UNC-CH); 

Men included - J. Lee Greene (later professor in the English Department, Mel Watts (N.C. 

legislator) 

First black faculty member at UNC-CH was Hortense McClinton who came in the mid-1960s 

Late 1960s - Ho~vard Fuller who headed Malcolm X University located in Durham, North 

Carolina was commissioned to teach the first course on black history offered by the university. 

This course would later be taught by James Brewer professor, Department of History, UNC-CH 

Fall 1974 - Sonya Haynes Stone j oined the African American Studies department with a j oint 

appointment in the School of Education; she served as Director of the Curriculum from 1974- 

1979 and pushed for the curriculum to become a department. "She believed that, with all that 

black people had done to help create the wealth, prosperity and culture in North Carolina, an 

Afro-American Studies department was not jus desirable, but necessary." 

1977 - The Southeastern Regional Black Press Institute was funded with a grant received by 

Sonja Stone; Bernadine Moses and Harry Amana (who was hired by the School of Journalism in 

1979) worked with the Institute; Harry Amana would later serve as chair of the Black Cultural 

Center Advisory Board 

1980 (year?) - Colin Palmer, appointed chair of African & Afro-American Studies; responsible 

for the highest number of black graduate students entering and graduating from Dept. of History, 

UNC-CH ever in its history; Palmer would later become chair of History 

1983 members of the Black Student Movement presented the Student Affairs administrators with 

a proposal for a Black Cultural Center. The center was designed to: "understand black culture 

more fully, and to share that understanding with members of the University Community .... 
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America is a pluralist culture. Thus to understand American culture is to understand the various 

sub-cultures within this country. Historically, black culture has been alienated or simply omitted 

from the mainstream. Prejudice and racism have always been a part of our universities. It is the 

hope of the Division of Student Affairs and the Black Student Movement that a black Cultural 

Center will help all students understand black culture more fully, and that in so doing students 

will gain appreciation and respect for the contributions made by Black Americans. 

Understanding will lead to appreciation and respect and this will decrease prejudice and racism. 

... " The specific goals of the center are as follows: 1) To complement research and teaching in 

black studies and other departments; 2) To bring scholars and artists of black culture to campus; 

3) To enable students to examine, analyze, and become more knowledgeable of black culture; 4) 

To provide seminars, workshops and training in black cultural education; 5) To provide 

inspiration for doctoral dissertations and other advanced studies of black culture; 6) To provide 

training for teachers seeking knowledge and skills in multicultural teaching; 7) To analyze 

barriers denying black people equal opportunities in society; 8) To establish a sense of 

community for black students; to inspire them; 9) To [encourage] black parents and alumni [to 

become] involved in the University." 

1980s - Graduate students from various departments were recruited to serve as TA’s and later 

teach in African American Studies: Barbara Anderson (History), Joanne Woodard (History), 

Harold Woodard (History), Robert Porter (History), Tim McMillan (Anthropology), Carlton 

Wil son (History), Freddie Parker (History), Charlene Regester (Education & Radio, Television, 

& Motion Pictures), Lydia Lyndsey (History), Burley Paige (Political Science); Garrett Weaver 

(Chapel Hill native, taught at Jackson State, returned to complete dissertation - one of the most 

comprehensive examinations of the history of black Durham in History, now deceased) 

1986-1988 Julius Nyangoro served as a post-doctoral fellow in African American Studies 

1988-11990 Charlene Regester served as a post-doctoral fellow in African American Studies 

under the mentorship of Colin Palmer 

Spring of 1988 - Lee Greene serves as secretary of the Black Faculty Association 

July 1988 - The Black Cultural Center was founded - Sonja Haynes Stone serves on the 

advisory board 

1990 (year?) - Trudier Harris (English Department) is appointed chair of African American 

Studies 

1991 - August - Sonja Haynes Stone dies suddenly; "Shortly thereafter, a group of black, white 

and brown students, largely from the Black Student Movement and the Campus Y, decided to 

honor her by pushing for a freestanding black cultural center named in her honor." 
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1992 (year?)- John Michael Spencer, Kenneth Janken, and Perry Hall are appointed to the 

faculty of African American studies 

1992 - Filmmaker, Spike Lee visits the university to support the efforts to establish a free- 

standing black cultural center; according to Spike Lee, former UNC athlete Michael Jordan, gave 

his support to students in this effort even though he did not make a commitment to contributing 

financial resources for the erection of the building 

1992 (year?)- Trudier Harris resigns as chair of African American Studies 

1992 (year?)- Julius Nyangoro is appointed as chair of African American Studies (reappointed 

continuously until resignation in Fall of 2010); 

1992 or 1993 - Hildebrand j oins the faculty of African American studies, previously taught in the 

Department of African American Studies in the 1980s. 

February 1993 - The Daily Tarheel reports that "planning for a free-standing black cultural 

center will continue despite the heated meeting between chancellor’s working group and 

members of the BCC Advisory Board Monday night, participants in the process said Tuesday .... 

BCC advocates want the new center to be placed on a site between Wilson Library and Dey Hall, 

but UNC administrators have said they prefer the site between Coker Hall and the Bell Tower for 

the building." Tim Smith "said the heated discussion was not unusual for the joint BCC 

planning meetings." 

February 1993 - The Daily Tarheel reports that "the fight for a free-standing cultural center, race 

relations on campus and the future effectiveness of the Black Student Movement were the 

primary topics of discussion Tuesday at a forum between the three candidates for BSM 

President .... Each candidate explained how they planned to work with the UNC Administration 

in the continuing debate about a site for a free-standing BCC." 

March 1993 - "A planning report for a free-standing black cultural center will be presented to 

Chancellor Paul Hardin sometime this week and might be presented to Board of Trustees 

members at their March 26 meeting - before six new BOT members take office - BCC planners 

said Monday .... Some doubt still remains as to whether the current BOT will approve the BCC 

proposal once Hardin signs it. Several BCC advocates had suggested holding the proposal until 

July, when six new members appointed by the Board of Governors and Gov. Jim Hunt take 

office." 

March 1993 -"The Black Cultural Center Advisory will hold a press conference today at noon 

announcing whether members intend to endorse a report on the BCC completed by a j oint 

drafting committee. The report, drafted by members of the Chancellor’s BCC Working Group 

and the advisory board, includes programming specifics for a 48,000 square foot free-standing 
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BCC and a mission statement for the BCC. Advisory board members said they looked at a draft 

of the report earlier this week and found it ’unacceptable.’" 

April 1993 - According to the Daily Tarheel, "A group of students transformed South Building 

into a ’Temporary S onj a Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center’ Thursday night after seizing the 

South Building rotunda in a sit-in protest." Students "hung a banner of the South Building 

entrance facing Polk Place that read ’Temporary home of the 53,000 sq.ft. Sonja Haynes Stone 

Black Cultural.’ ’You won’t give us our building, so we’ll borrow yours for a little while,’" 

[Staci] Hill (a BCC advocate) said. 

April 1993 - George Lynch was among UNC athletes "who have expressed their support for a 

free-standing black cultural center. "Lynch, senior co-captain of the national-champion Tar 

Heels, used his moment at the podium during a Tuesday welcome-home ceremony in the Smith 

Center to push for a new BCC." Lynch is a member of the advisory board and one of the first 

UNC basketball players to actively support the Stone Center. 

April 1993 - Rev. Jesse Jackson "who will speak at 8pro today in Memorial Hall, said earlier this 

week that he had hoped to meet with Smith and several Tar Heel players as part of his effort on 

behalf of student supporters of a free-standing black cultural center." 

April 1993 - According to the Daily Tarheel "A final decision about the future of a free-standing 

black cultural center will be delayed an additional three weeks if the next Board of Trustees 

meeting moves from May 28 to June 18, as BOT Chairman Robert Strickland has requested." ... 

John Bradley, Black Student Movement president, said "he was disappointed that the committee 

decided to wait until it’ s next meeting to make a BCC site recommendation by Chancellor Paul 

Hardin." 

April 1993 - Local Chapter of the State Employees Association of North Carolina voted to 

endorse formally the Wilson site for a free-standing black cultural center at their monthly 

meeting. According to the Daily Tarheel, "Members of the BCC advisory board said that 

although Hardin had dropped charges against the 17 protestors arrested, they would be 

prosecuted by the state." John Bradley, president of the Black Student Movement characterized 

the arrests of students as an "outrage to the campus community and the nation." 

April 1993 - Dick Bickham, a teacher’s assi stant at Grey Culbreth Middle School "decided to 

j oin the movement for a free-standing black cultural center to show that nonstudents supported 

it." "Bickham, who teaches emotionally handicapped children, said his arrest last week had a 

profound effect on him." "Bickham said he thought members &the community should be more 

active in University affairs because the two were intimately connected." Charles Stewart, 

principal of Grey Culbreth Middle School, supported "Bickham’s decision to stand up for what 

he believed." 
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August 1993 -"After more than a year of controversy over a free-standing, the UNC Board of 

Trustees approved the construction of the BCC on the Coker site, the plot of land between Coker 

Hall and the Bell Tower." (Daily Tarheel) 

1994 (year?) - Valerie Kaalund joins the faculty of African & Afro-American Studies 

1990s - Deborah Boyd Buggs was a post-doctoral fellow in African & Afro-American Studies 

1994 (year?) - Margo Crawford resigns January 31 as Director of the Black Cultural Center; 

Harold Wallace is appointed to serve as interim director 

1994 - Harold Wallace served as interim director through 1996 of the Stone Black Cultural 

Center; Student from Afam Studies, Michelle Thomas, serves as the program coordinator for the 

Black Cultural Center 

Harold Woodard serves as Chair of the Sonj a Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center Advisory 

Board; Michelle Johnson (student) also serves on the advisory board; Provost Richard 

McCormick serves as a member of the advisory board; George Battle (student body president) a 

member of the advisory board; 

1994-The lead donors for the Sonj a Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center include "prominent 
North Carolinians - Maya Angelou, Bob Eubanks, Deloris Jordan, Dean Smith and Jack Tare." 

1994 - The new building was scheduled to be built between the Bell Tower and Coker Hall; 

Reports that Nations Bank would pledge some $500,000 for the development of Stone Center is 

announced in the Daily Tar Heel 

1994 - Five black UNC Alumni and members of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority contribute $25,000 

to the fund raising campaign for the Stone Center - Dr. Paul Newsome, Dianne Cheery, Opal 

Ellis, Dr. Constance Battle, and Joretta Durant 

1994 - Harold Woodard, associate dean of student counseling and black cultural center advisory 

board member reported to the faculty council on the proposed Black Cultural Center vowing: 

"’This is not a black Student Union.’ Woodard said the undergraduates had more of a desire for a 

place of education. When determining dedication of space for the new center, he said that 

undergraduates had been motivated to make the BCC a center of learning and had decided to 

change an area originally designed as a lounge area to a study hall .... The BCC will have 15,040 

square feet of instructional and research areas, including general purpose classrooms, a library 

and reading room, and music and dance studios." 

1995 - The advisory committee to Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies includes: 

Bernard Boxill, Craig Calhoun, Genna Rae McNeil, Colin Palmer, Chuck Stone, Maria Tsiapera, 

Wilbert Gesler 
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1995 - Hildebrand ~vorks to revise curriculum offerings as they relate to those maj oring and 

minoring in African American Studies; the intent was to "reduce the core requirements essential 

to obtaining a solid foundation in Afro-American Studies; expand the number of options for 

electives; insure that courses offered by the Curriculum count toward the major; and streamline 

and simplify requirements" 

1996 (?) - Michael West j oins the faculty of the Department of African & Afro-American 

Studies 

1996 - Gerald Horne hired as director of the Institute with j oint appointments in History, 

Communication Studies, and African & African American Studies - he had previously served as 

acting director for the Center for Black Studies at the University of California, Santa Barbara 

Harold Woodard serves as Chair of the Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center Advisory 

Board - a board designed to "facilitate communication among members of the community in 

order to promote the Center’s goals." 

The Stone Center was temporarily housed in the Student Union Building since 1988 - a free 

standing facility was proposed to include some 40,000 square feet to contain a library, house two 

academic programs - the Institute for African American Research and the Upward Bound 

Program; 

"The center will attract visiting scholars from throughout the nation and abroad, and we 

encourage everyone across the University and state to take advantage of the wealth of resources 

and edification available. Besides greatly enhanced academic opportunities, the new Center will 

provide a venue for expanded cultural interchange, through daily programming, music, art, 

performance, and lectures." 

Some $7 million dollars was projected to fund the center that would be raised with funding 

provided by private donors 

1998-1999 Home continues to serve as director of the Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural 

Center; he reported that this year the BCC ambassadors raised over $140,000 in direct and 

matching funds for the proposed free-standing building. 

1998-1999 Hildebrand chaired the Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center Advisory Board; 

End of Fall 1998 and early Spring 1999 - The African American Studies Department moves 

from Alumni Building to Battle Hall. 

2001 - Black Athletes Tim Smith, Jimmy Hitchcock, George Lynch, and John Braddock form an 

activist athletic association to lobby for the freestanding black cultural center; May of 2001 the 

groundbreaking for the freestanding building took place-those who attended include Harry 

Amana, members of AFAM faculty, Rev. J. R. Manley (of the First Baptist Church of Chapel 
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Hill); Harold Wallace, Joanne Woodard, Harold Woodard, Bobby Stone, Precious Stone, 

Wendell Haynes; Reginald Hildebrand; 

2001 - The African American Studies Department sponsored a film studies conference "Real to 

Real: Black Life in Cinema." According to the brochure "given the interdisciplinary nature of 

Black Studies and the continuously evolving currency of Film Studies in the academy, this 

symposium was designed to not only examine the interstices of black subj ects as they relate to 

film and media but expand the theoretical paradigms to discuss black life as depicted in visual 

representations." Films screened included Oscar Micheaux’s Body al~d Soul (with live musical 

score provided by local musician Chip Crawford), Jean-Pierre Bekolo’s Aristotle’s Plot, Gloria 

Rolando’ s Raices de Mi Corazon, and Theodore Life’ s documentary on Blacks in Japan. A wide 

range of scholars participated in the conference including Houston Baker, Wahneema Lubiano, 

Patrick Johnson, Soyini Madison, Pearl Bowser, Bishetta Merritt, Mae Henderson, Trudier 

Harris, Jane Gaines, in addition to members of the AFAM faculty. One panel devoted to Latin 

American cinema included: Eli Bartra, John Mraz, and Nereida Seguara-Rico. Members of the 

planning committee included: Robin Vander (graduate student in comparative literature), Keith 

Mitchell (graduate student in comparative literature), Millie Mickle (graduate student), Doug 

Taylor (graduate student), Timothy McMillan (fixed term professor), Perry Hall (associate 

professor), and Charlene Regester (fixed term professor) -- Received a letter of congratulations 

from UNC administrators in the aftermath of the conference. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 3:01 PM 

Gregg Bachman ~aol.com> 

I~E: UFVA Panel 

Dear Gregg: The description for my paper is acceptable. My name and institution -- Charlene Regester, Univ. of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Hope I have answered all your 
questions. Just let me know when the panel is accepted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 16, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: UFVA Panel 

Charlene: 

With you, Frank and Nina on this panel I can’t imagine how it’ll NOT be accepted (of course I could screw up BIG time in the pmposal). 

I had to noodle around with your description one more time so I could get the film title in. How’s this : Using Imitation of Life (Stahl, 1934) this paper examines filmic 
representations of masquerades on the basis of race, class, or gender that allow characters to camouflage their identity and transcend from one marked space into another. 

Also.... can you please confirm for me how you’d like your name, title and institutional affiliation to read? 

Many thanks... I promise to get this in by Sunday’s deadline! 

Gmgg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gregg Bachman        @aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Mar 13, 2012 2:16 pm 
Subject: RE: UFVA Panel 

Dear @egg: This is great -- hope the panel is approved. If not, I may go to Chicago anyway as I had planned to visit an archive in Chicago so I will schedule my trip around the 
same time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 12:58 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: UFVA Panel 

Still a bit long._ I know, frustrating as I count the damn characters. 

How about this: This paper examines filmic representations of masquerades on the basis of race, class, or gender that allow characters to camouflage their identity and 
transcend from one marked space into another, demonstrating how these boundaries are penetrable, negotiable, and complicated. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message 
From: Regester, Charlene B <re.qester(~,email.unc.edu> 
To: Gregg Bachman         .~.aol.com> 

Sent: Tue, Mar 13, 2012 11:59 am 
Subject: RE: UFVA Panel 

Dear @egg: Attached is the 250 word abstract. Let me know if you need for me to revise. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 11:47 AM 
To: nmartinl@conncoll.edu; Regester, Charlene B; 
Subject: UFVA Panel 

Friends: 

I thought I’d send this out to all because there appears to be some confusion (and I’ll certainly own half of it). 

The UFVA Conference Panel Proposal form is ven/precise (and constricting) in the amount of space they allow for a synopsis. It’s 250 Characters... not words, but 

characters. This is not MY rule, it’s UFVA’s. Here’s the link: http://www.ufva.orq/node/add/conf-panel 

I know this is frustrating..., but at this stage this is what we have to deal with. 

Thanks to all..., this WILL be a great panel (so far we’re looking at moments from Last Year at Marienbad, Full Metal Jacket, hnitation of Life and Annie Hall - how exciting is 
this!?) and I ask for your indulgence to whittle your proposals down to the required length (while supplying ME with the full proposal). 



Thanks for your patience and understanding. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, March 18, 2012 2:14 PM 

Wendy Hacker ~gmail.com> 

I~E: Historic Black Theaters 

Dear Wendy: It was good to hear from you and know that the project is well underway. Yes, I will be willing to meet with you regarding this project when you return to this 
area. On Tuesdays -- I have class from :t2:30 until :t:45 and from 3:30pm until 6:20pm. Tuesday afternoon following the 3:30 class works better since I will not have to worry 
about class preparation but I can be flexible..lust let me know and keep me posted. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F~om: Wendy Hacker 
Sent: Friday, March 16, 2012 5:17 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Historic Black Theaters 

@gmail.com] 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

Last yeax at this time, we met with you to discuss our idea tbr a documentaD, film based on the stoD’ of the moviegoing experience of Afi-ican Americans during 

segregation. Our idea was to t~ature the black theaters as a ~lient t~ature of the period and one t?om which aspects of the "times could be explored. 

We spent last yem visiting research centers and theatem, investigating resources and listening to the stories of the period from those living them. Historic Black 

]’heaters, the working rifle, will be geared to an education~J market and we are crarmNy looking at a deliveu model that will allow educarionaJ flexibiliD" and support 

materMs. 

We’re returning to the Dnrham,’Chapel Hill area next month to attend the Full Frame Documenta~ Film Festival and to continue onr project work. Once again~ Michael 

and I are asking for some ofyonr rime. We’d like to discnss the possibility of your involvement with this project. If you are interested (and we are so hoping that you 

are’.) would you be able to spare some time on Tuesday, April 17? 

ttope "this finds you well. Looking forward to hearing ficom you aM seeing you next month. 

Wendy Hacker 

941.355.1142 
941.364.6981 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 5:06 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: UFVA Grad Student Fellowship Program needs j udges! 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@listsep~.american.edu] on behalf of Joe Brown [joe@STARSI)OWNTOEARTt]F[[~MS (2OM] 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 4:58 PM 
To: UFVALIST-L@listsep~ american edu 
Subject: UFVA Grad Student Fellowship Program needs judges! 

UFVA Members, 

Greetings! ’]’his is Joe Brown UFVA Student Representative to the Board. 

You should have recently received an email about the new "UFVA Grad 
Student Fellowship" program that the association is launching this year. 

The fellowship program is designed to offer both financi al support and 
professional development to graduate students interested in attending 
the UFVA’s annual conference 

You can learn more about the fellowship by following this link: 

http://www, ul~za, org/nodei3213 

What we’re looking for now is 3-5 member volunteers to join the 
"Fellows Selection Committee" and help with the evaluation of fellowship 
applications. This volunteer work would entail looking over a set of the 
applications and filling out some evaluative forms, offering your 
comments, and ranking applications. 

Volunteering for this position will help the UFVA better sel~’e its 
graduate student members. 

Please let me know- if you’d be interested in volunteering to help out 
with this new and exciting UFVA Grad Student Fellowship program. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Joe Brown 
UFVA Student Rep 

Universi~ of North Texas 
j oe@starsdowntoearthfilms, corn 
763-360-8340 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe LF~VALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff D~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 8:36 AM 

Jermame Jone’. @gma~l.com> 

I~E: Book Review 

Dear Jermaine: Congratulations on your book as it sounds incredibly relevant, interesting, and powerful. Currently, because we are nearing the end of the semester and I am 
heading to Boston on Thursday, I will not have time to review your work. However, I would be interested in reading this work over the summer. Since my area of research is 

film history, I am not sure that I would be an appropriate reviewer for this work though I applaud your efforts. You really need someone who works in this area and who can 
give you substantive feedback on the topics addressed. Perhaps someone who does contemporary issues as it relates to blacks -- perhaps someone like Mark Anthony Neal 
who teaches at Duke and who works in hip hop. I wish you much success in your continued endeavors and applaud your courage to tackle some of these difficult issues. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Jermaine Jones @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 28, 2022 4:28 plVl 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Book Review 

Dr. Regester. 

My name is Charles Jones, an English professor at Dnrham Technical College in Durham, N.C. I recently completed writing my tome, "From Povm~’ to Prosperity,: A 
Ghetto Exit Strategy as a Rite of Passage’, and I’m reaching out to you, because I wanted to know if you would be willing to review selected chapters of my book for 
a book review or write a brief prethce in regards m the plights, past and present, a~d the ~lf-inflicted injuries that blacks axe continuously execuling. Below is my 
contents page with a~ outline of the chapters which make up the tome. Dr. Regester, I undersIand that your time is valuable and you have robust obligations. 

Regards, 
Copyright © 2011 by Charles Jennaine Jones 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Contents 

Introduction: Machinate 

PoveW Has No Neighbors 

Identity Search, Stereo~pes, Prison 

sAGGIN Spelled Backwards, Socie~’s View 

F~te 

Government’s View (The Poor and Education) 
Seize Personal Responsibility 

"Hood" Hindrance 

Preparing Black Children for Poverty 

Three Books-One Room 

Educated Blacks Are Not Your Enemy 

Black Men, Leaders or Cowards?? 

Remove the Blindfold 

Belonging to Relationships 

Niggec Who Can Say It, and Who Can’t?? 
Gangsta Rap, Its Negative Effects on Blacks 

Personal Success 

Black Success Must Be Recycled 

.Post Reading Examination. 

Within my book, rather than continning the norm of opting for silence and ignoring the elephmat in the room, through various personed accounts a~d narratives, I 

ackmoMedge and highlight the enigmas, issues, educational obstructions, and self-created pitt:a2lls that blacks are continuing to cling to today in America. As well, I 

meticulously" address how these ,nonopolies are continuously suppressing our race; ulti,nately, I fo~-vvard what I believe to be key solutions that roll help counter these 
strongholds and enhance Nacks’ probabili~ of surviving America. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 8:45 AM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu-~ 

l~vr: CDS NEWS: 2012 Full Frame Docnmentaiy Fihn Festival Announces NEW DOCS and Invited l~mgram Lineups, Docnmentmy Exhibits 

fi’om Student Action with Farmworkers~ New Website of Documentary Studies Student Work, Spring Issue of"Document" Online, and M... 

F~om: Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University [llm@duke.edu] 
Sent." Monday, March :tg, 20:t2 5:00 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" CDS NEWS: 20:t2 Full Frame Documentary Film Festival Announces NEW DOCS and Invited Program Lineups, Documentary Exhibits from Student Action with 
Farmworkers, New Website of Documentary Studies Student Work, Spring Issue of"Document" Online, and More 

~i CDS I Center for Documentap.¢ Studies ] 

FULL FRAME ANNOUNCES NEW DOCS AND INVITED PROGRAM LINELT’S / 

Seven World Premieres Will Screen at Documentary Film Festival 

Thursday, April 12-Sunday, April 15; times & venues TBA I Downtown Durham, North 

Carolina 

Stil! from Five Star Existence, directed by Sonja Linden (North American Premiere) 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival has announced fifty-seven selections for the 

2012 NEW DOCS program as well as sixteen titles as part of its 2012 Invited Program 

The NEW DOCS lineup includes forty features and seventeen shorts selected from over 

1,200 submissions from all over the world The film’s includes seven World Premieres, 

thirteen North American Premieres, and four US. Premieres. Nearly all of the films are 

screening in North Carolina for the first time. NEW DOCS films are eligible for a variety of 

prizes, including the Full Frame Audience Award. Winners will be announced at the Awards 

Barbecue on Sunday, April 15 

The Invited Program lineup features films screening out of competition. The program also 

includes the festival’s Opening Night Film (Jesse Owens) and Center Frame screenings 

(Photographic Memory, Big Boys Gone Bananas!*, and Love Free or Die), which are 

premium events that feature moderated panel discussions following the films and take 

place in Fletcher Hall of the Carolina Theatre. 

For short descriptions of the films, go to Press > Press Releases on the Full Frame 

website. 

Specific screening times and venues will be announced with the overall schedule on March 

22. Tickets will be available to passholders beginning March 23 and will go on sale to the 

general public at fullframefest.orq on April 2. 

Ful! Frame is a program of the Center for Documentary" Studies at Duke University, Duke 

University is the presenting sponsor of the 2012 festival. 

DOCUMENT.6aRY EXHIBITS FROM STUDENT ACTION V~qTH 

b’ARMWORKERS / Special Reception Will Celebrate Exhibitions and SAF’s 

Twentieth Anniversary 
Wednesday, March 28, 7-8:30 p.m. I Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building, Duke East 
Campus / 1600 University Drive, Durham, North Carolina 



Efrafn Hern#ndez, paste paper collages from Ni de Aqui, Ni de AII~ 

A special reception on the Duke University campus during National Farmworker Awareness 

Week will celebrate the opening of two Student Action with Farmworkers (SAF) documentary 

exhibits, and SAF’s twenty-year anniversary. Ni de AquL Ni de AII~ I Not From Here, Not 

From There and Nuestros Sue~os Nuestros Historias I Our Stories, Our Dreams present the 

work of SAF interns and youth groups and focus on the educational aspirations of 

farmworkers while telling powerful stories of migration and adjustment in a new culture. 

The shows were produced in collaboration with the Center for Documentary Studies. 

The exhibitions will be on view starting at 7 p.m., followed by the screening of a short 

documentary and a presentation by the SAF Board and staff at 7:30 p.m. The reception will 

begin at 8 p.m. 

RSVP to joan na welbornO, duke.edu: 919-660-3693 

Click here for a map 

The exhibits will be on view through April 30, 2012 Gallery hours are Monday-Friday, 9 

am.--5 p.m. 

The Center for Documentary Studies’ Summer Migrant Project led to the formal founding of 

SAF in 1992, establishing a new model for blending advocacy with documentary 

expression. SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates to create a more just 

agricultural system. 

NEW WEBSITE FEATL]~ES DOC[~IENTARY S]]SDIES STUDENT WORK / 

Multimedia Projects from Documenting Life at an Elementary School 

Photograph by Caashia Karringten 

A newly-launched dedicated website, wv, rw.wondersofwatts.com_, showcases the projects of 

students from the Center for Documentary Studies who spent fall semester 2011 

documenting life at the George Watts Elementary School in Durham, North Carolina. As part 

of the CDS class, Digital Documentary Photo: Capturing Transience, taught by Susie Post- 

Rust, each Duke or UNC-Chapel Hill undergraduate focused on one subject, choosing a 

person, a class, or an idea--the nutrition program or playground dynamics, for instance-- 

and produced photos and slideshows. 

The students displayed their multimedia slideshows and photos at a public event at the 

school last December, and talked about their experiences while creating their projects. 

NEW SPRING ISSUE OF DOCU:~IENT/Quarterly Newsletter Available Online, 

Fealuring an Interview with Curator and Photographer Bruce Jackson, the ~lq~en 

Janey C’omes 3lurching ttome Exhibit, a New Documentary Radio Project, New 

Books, and More 



View the most recent issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, online in a format 

that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the publication. Document 

features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the Center for 

Documentary Studies. 

Click her~e to read Document online. 

D[~’S FIRST MFA PROGRAM/Master of Fine Arts in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts 

READ MORE: http:l/mfaeda.duke.edul 

UPCO_X~NG EVENTS 

Tuesday, March 20, 6-9 p.m. / When Janey Comes Marching Home book signing and 

discussion with author Laura Browder, Humanities Writ Large Faculty Fellow Sharon 

Raynor, and curator Beth Ann Koelsch, moderated by CDS Instructor Michelle Lanier/ 

Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

v~,~w, cdspo rch. o rq/a rc h ives/9565 

Wednesday, March 21, 7 p.m. / Free screening: Roscoe Holcomb from Daisy, Kentucky’, by 

filmmaker and musicologist John Cohen / Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

v~,~w’.cds po rch .orq/archives/10191 

Sunday, March 25, doors open at 1:30 p.m., films begin at 2 p.m. /Alice Fest: showcase of 

local independent films made by women / Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

w~^tw, cdspo rc h o rg/a rch ives/10176 

Wednesday, March 28, 7-8:30 p.m. / Special reception for SAF exhibits and twentieth 



anniversary / Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building, Duke East Campus / 1600 University Drive, 

Durham, North Carolina 

Monday, April 2, 6-9 pm / Metamorphs: Artists Spin Science / Hyde Hall, Institute of Arts 

and Humanities, University Room, UNC Campus i Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
http:ll~^tww, cdsporch orglarchivesl10329 

Tuesday, April 3, 7 p.m. / Free screening, Of Gods and Men i Griffith Film Theater, Bryan 

University Center, 125 Science Dr., Duke West Campus, Durham, North Carolina 
http:livwvw cdsporch, orqlarchives19785 

Tuesday, April 10, 7 p.m. i Free screening: Matewan, in honor of filmmaker John Sayles, 

recipient of the 2012 Duke LEAF Award for Lifetime Environmental Achievement in the Fine 

Arts / Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

ON VIEW AT CDS 

Through July 21 / Full Corot Depression: First Kodachromes from America’s Heartland I 

Kreps Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http:flfullcolordepressio n.com/ 

Through April 21 / When Janey Comes Marching Home: Portraits of Women Combat 

Veterans I Lyndhurst, Porch, and University Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies, 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:flw’ww.cdsporch.org!archives!9565 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

ODS Website http:!/cds.aas.duke.edu 

ODS Porch http:!!w~ww.cdsporch.org 

Friends ofCDS http:flcds.aas.duke.edu!donate!index.html 

[Jpcon~ing Events http://cds.aas.duke.edu/events/index.html 

~iI Facebook L ii~:~il CDS Porch 

for Docume~ta~v Steadies at Ddks University 

Durham, NC 27705 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 

Friends of CDS ] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 8:46 AM 

@hotmail .corn 

l~vr: CDS NEWS: 2012 Full Frame Docnmentaiy Fihn Festival Announces NEW DOCS and Invited l~mgram Lineups, Docnmentmy Exhibits 

fi’om Student Action with Farmworkers~ New Website of Documentary Studies Student Work, Spring Issue of"Document" Online, and M... 

F~om: Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University [llm@duke.edu] 
Sent." Monday, March :tg, 20:t2 5:00 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" CDS NEWS: 20:t2 Full Frame Documentary Film Festival Announces NEW DOCS and Invited Program Lineups, Documentary Exhibits from Student Action with 
Farmworkers, New Website of Documentary Studies Student Work, Spring Issue of"Document" Online, and More 

~i CDS I Center for Documentap.¢ Studies ] 

FULL FRAME ANNOUNCES NEW DOCS AND INVITED PROGRAM LINELT’S / 

Seven World Premieres Will Screen at Documentary Film Festival 

Thursday, April 12-Sunday, April 15; times & venues TBA I Downtown Durham, North 

Carolina 

Stil! from Five Star Existence, directed by Sonja Linden (North American Premiere) 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival has announced fifty-seven selections for the 

2012 NEW DOCS program as well as sixteen titles as part of its 2012 Invited Program 

The NEW DOCS lineup includes forty features and seventeen shorts selected from over 

1,200 submissions from all over the world The film’s includes seven World Premieres, 

thirteen North American Premieres, and four US. Premieres. Nearly all of the films are 

screening in North Carolina for the first time. NEW DOCS films are eligible for a variety of 

prizes, including the Full Frame Audience Award. Winners will be announced at the Awards 

Barbecue on Sunday, April 15 

The Invited Program lineup features films screening out of competition. The program also 

includes the festival’s Opening Night Film (Jesse Owens) and Center Frame screenings 

(Photographic Memory, Big Boys Gone Bananas!*, and Love Free or Die), which are 

premium events that feature moderated panel discussions following the films and take 

place in Fletcher Hall of the Carolina Theatre. 

For short descriptions of the films, go to Press > Press Releases on the Full Frame 

website. 

Specific screening times and venues will be announced with the overall schedule on March 

22. Tickets will be available to passholders beginning March 23 and will go on sale to the 

general public at fullframefest.orq on April 2. 

Ful! Frame is a program of the Center for Documentary" Studies at Duke University, Duke 

University is the presenting sponsor of the 2012 festival. 

DOCUMENT.6aRY EXHIBITS FROM STUDENT ACTION V~qTH 

b’ARMWORKERS / Special Reception Will Celebrate Exhibitions and SAF’s 

Twentieth Anniversary 
Wednesday, March 28, 7-8:30 p.m. I Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building, Duke East 
Campus / 1600 University Drive, Durham, North Carolina 



Efrafn Hern#ndez, paste paper collages from Ni de Aqui, Ni de AII~ 

A special reception on the Duke University campus during National Farmworker Awareness 

Week will celebrate the opening of two Student Action with Farmworkers (SAF) documentary 

exhibits, and SAF’s twenty-year anniversary. Ni de AquL Ni de AII~ I Not From Here, Not 

From There and Nuestros Sue~os Nuestros Historias I Our Stories, Our Dreams present the 

work of SAF interns and youth groups and focus on the educational aspirations of 

farmworkers while telling powerful stories of migration and adjustment in a new culture. 

The shows were produced in collaboration with the Center for Documentary Studies. 

The exhibitions will be on view starting at 7 p.m., followed by the screening of a short 

documentary and a presentation by the SAF Board and staff at 7:30 pm The reception will 

begin at 8 p.m. 

RSVP to joan na welbornO, duke.edu: 919-660-3693 

Click here for a map 

The exhibits will be on view through April 30, 2012 Gallery hours are Monday-Friday, 9 

am.--5 p.m. 

The Center for Documentary Studies’ Summer Migrant Project led to the formal founding of 

SAF in 1992, establishing a new model for blending advocacy with documentary 

expression. SAF works with farmworkers, students, and advocates to create a more just 

agricultural system. 

NEW WEBSITE FEATL]~ES DOC[~IENTARY S]]SDIES STUDENT WORK / 

Multimedia Projects from Documenting Life at an Elementary School 

Photograph by Caashia Karringten 

A newly-launched dedicated website, wv, rw.wondersofwatts.com_, showcases the projects of 

students from the Center for Documentary Studies who spent fall semester 2011 

documenting life at the George Watts Elementary School in Durham, North Carolina. As part 

of the CDS class, Digital Documentary Photo: Capturing Transience, taught by Susie Post- 

Rust, each Duke or UNC-Chapel Hill undergraduate focused on one subject, choosing a 

person, a class, or an idea--the nutrition program or playground dynamics, for instance-- 

and produced photos and slideshows. 

The students displayed their multimedia slideshows and photos at a public event at the 

school last December, and talked about their experiences while creating their projects. 

NEW SPRING ISSUE OF DOCU:~IENT/Quarterly Newsletter Available Online, 

Fealuring an Interview with Curator and Photographer Bruce Jackson, the ~lq~en 

Janey C’omes 3lurching ttome Exhibit, a New Documentary Radio Project, New 

Books, and More 



View the most recent issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, online in a format 

that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the publication. Document 

features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the Center for 

Documentary Studies. 

Click her~e to read Document online. 

D[~’S FIRST MFA PROGRAM/Master of Fine Arts in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts 

READ MORE: http:l/mfaeda.duke.edul 

UPCO_X~NG EVENTS 

Tuesday, March 20, 6-9 p.m. / When Janey Comes Marching Home book signing and 

discussion with author Laura Browder, Humanities Writ Large Faculty Fellow Sharon 

Raynor, and curator Beth Ann Koelsch, moderated by CDS Instructor Michelle Lanier/ 

Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

v~,~w, cdspo rch. o rq/a rc h ives/9565 

Wednesday, March 21, 7 p.m. / Free screening: Roscoe Holcomb from Daisy, Kentucky’, by 

filmmaker and musicologist John Cohen / Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

v~,~w’.cds po rch .orq/archives/10191 

Sunday, March 25, doors open at 1:30 p.m., films begin at 2 p.m. /Alice Fest: showcase of 

local independent films made by women / Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

w~^tw, cdspo rc h o rg/a rch ives/10176 

Wednesday, March 28, 7-8:30 p.m. / Special reception for SAF exhibits and twentieth 



anniversary / Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building, Duke East Campus / 1600 University Drive, 

Durham, North Carolina 

Monday, April 2, 6-9 pm / Metamorphs: Artists Spin Science / Hyde Hall, Institute of Arts 

and Humanities, University Room, UNC Campus i Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
http:ll~^tww, cdsporch orglarchivesl10329 

Tuesday, April 3, 7 p.m. / Free screening, Of Gods and Men i Griffith Film Theater, Bryan 

University Center, 125 Science Dr., Duke West Campus, Durham, North Carolina 
http:livwvw cdsporch, orqlarchives19785 

Tuesday, April 10, 7 p.m. i Free screening: Matewan, in honor of filmmaker John Sayles, 

recipient of the 2012 Duke LEAF Award for Lifetime Environmental Achievement in the Fine 

Arts / Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

ON VIEW AT CDS 

Through July 21 / Full Corot Depression: First Kodachromes from America’s Heartland I 

Kreps Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http:flfullcolordepressio n.com/ 

Through April 21 / When Janey Comes Marching Home: Portraits of Women Combat 

Veterans I Lyndhurst, Porch, and University Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies, 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:flw’ww.cdsporch.org!archives!9565 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

ODS Website http:!/cds.aas.duke.edu 

ODS Porch http:!!w~ww.cdsporch.org 

Friends ofCDS http:flcds.aas.duke.edu!donate!index.html 

[Jpcon~ing Events http://cds.aas.duke.edu/events/index.html 

~iI Facebook L ii~:~il CDS Porch 

for Docume~ta~v Steadies at Ddks University 

Durham, NC 27705 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 

Friends of CDS ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8:59 AM 

@mindspring.com 

l~W: OPENING: Africm~ Americm~ Heritage ~aad Cultural Development Specialis~t (15) 

AA He~t Dev Spec - E-Announcement F1NAL[1].pdf 

From-" Lanier, Michelle [michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov] 
Sent; Monday, March 26, 20:t2 3:22 PM 
To; dtrippOnccu.edu; krabdulmuhaimin@shawu.edu; jakunwafor@shawu.edu~ danderson@shawu.edu; jashmore@shawu.edu; dbaloubi@shawu.edu~ dbattle@shawu.edu; 

PLEASE DO Nor R~PLY TO THI~$ ENA~L 
Greetings! 

Please see below and attached for information about a wonderful job opportunity as an African American Heritage and Cultural Development Specialist. 
A detailed deacription of the position is included in the attached poating. Feel free to forward the posting to anyone who might be interested in applying or can spread the word 
regarding the availability of the position. The application deadline is 5:00 PM on April 17. Individuals interested in applying for this position must complete an online 

State Employment Application, which can be found at ._h__t__tp__:_/__/_~.___o__s__p_.__s__t__a___t__e_:__n___£_.__u___s__lig_~_~~. 

All the Best! 
-Michelle 

Michelle Lanier 
Acting Director, North Carolina African American Heritage Commission / 
Curator of Multicultural Initiatives, North Carolina Division of State Historic Sites & Properties 

www.nchistoricsites.org 
www. nccivilwa r J.50.com 

2922 Duke Homestead Rd. 
Durham, NC 27705 

michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov (email) 

(mobile) 
919-477-7103 (ph) 
9 J.9-477-4876 (fax) 

"True emancipation lies in the acceptance of the whole past..." 
- Pauli Murray 

E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be sul?]eet to the North Carolina Public Records Law "NCGS. Ch. J32" and may be disclosed to third 

parties by an authorized state official. 

Michelle, 
I am very excited to tell you that the North Carolina Arts Council has approval to hire an African American Heritage and Cultural Development Specialist. A detailed description 
of the position is included in the attached posting. I will be in your debt if you will forward the posting to anyone who might be interested in applying or can spread the word 
regarding the availability of the position. The application deadline is 5:00 PM on April 17. Individuals interested in applying for this position must complete an online State 

Employment Application, which can be found at http://vvww.osp.state.nc.us/iobs/. 

The African American Heritage and Cultural Development Specialist will focus upon, and utilize, African American arts, history and cultural traditions to create cultural tourism 
trails and other tourism products. Potential partners in this work include local communities, artists, arts councils, regional history museums, historic sites, local and regional 
heritage and preservation societies, tourism and trade groups, cultural attractions, local governments and economic development otganizations. While the position will be part 
of the Community Arts Development Team within the Arts Council, the Development Specialist will work closely with you and other staff within our Department and will no 
doubt find that the work involves collaborations with the African American Heritage Commission. The office will be located at the North Carolina Arts Council in Raleigh and 
travel throughout the state is required in order to meet the responsibilities of the job. 
Thanks for your help Michelle! 
--Wayne 



i.~.i No,t, 
Carolina 
Arts 
Council 

www.ncarts.on 

Wayne Martin i Senior Program Director, Folklife 

~L_a_y~__e_:___m___a___r_t_!__n___@___n___c__d___c__r_:.~£_v_. 

tel: 919.807.6506 fax: 919.8076532 

Department of Cultural Resources 

Mail Service Center #4632 

Raleigh, NC 27699-4632 

Connect to the North Carolina Aris Council 

~: i:l~il c~)rrr~spoqdrmc® to ~nd fi~)m i:1~ :s s:.lbiect t~) !.i?~ Norti? Cai~.dit’.a Public ~;:ecoid3 Law 



POSITION AVAILABLE 

African American Heritable and Cultural Development Specialist 
North Carolina Arts Council 

Mission: To make North Carolina a better state through the arts. 

Goals: The work of the Arts Council is guided by its strategic plan comprised of five goals: 

A robust arts industry 
A creative economy 
Vibrant communities 
Children prepared for the 21st century 
Lives filled with discovery and learnin~ 

The Arts Council is a division of the Department of Cultural Resources and its Executive 
Director reports to the Secretary of the Department. The Arts Council is advised by a 24- 
member board appointed by the Governor. It has a 27-person staff and an $8.5 million budget 
which includes federal, state and private funds. To learn more about the NC Arts Council visit 

~vvw.ncarts.orq~. 

Position Responsibilities: 

The African American Heritage and Cultural Development Specialist utilizes African American 
arts, history and cultural traditions of North Carolina to create cultural tourism traits and 
other cultural tourism products. Potential partners include local communities, artists, arts 
councils, regional history museums, historic sites, local and regional heritage and 
preservation societies, tourism and trade groups, cultural attractions, local governments and 
economic development organizations. 

Description of Work 

Tourism Trails and Product Development 

Identify and develop African American arts, history and folklife assets for presentation 
to cultural and heritage travelers through resources such as trails, websites, travel 
apps, social media, sites and events, interpretive programs, exhibits and special 
projects; 

° Plan and implement projects utilizing the expertise of DCR staff from the North 
Carolina Arts Council, the branches and offices of the Division of Archives and History, 
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and the State Library; and in collaboration with local and regional cultural 
organizations, tourism professionals, artists and others; 

Develop and implement strategies for branding and marketing trails, itineraries, and 
tourism packages as we[[ as create familiarization tours for the public and media in 
collaboration with the marketing staff at the Department of Cultural Resources. 

Partnerships 

¯ Investigate funding opportunities, grants, and corporate and foundation partnerships 
in order to secure resources to develop African American and cultural heritage tourism 
in a[[ regions of North Caro|ina; 

° Collaborate with the North Carolina African American Heritage Commission to achieve 
the goals and advance the program of work for both DCR and the Heritage 
Commission; 

° Support related heritage and cu|tura[ initiatives such as African American Music Trails, 
Freedom Roads, the Gu[[ah Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor, Literary Trails of 
North Carolina and Civi| War 150. 

Technical Assistance 

¯ Assist communities that want to utilize African American history, arts and folk[ire in 
tourism initiatives; 

¯ Collect and present information on tourism industry trends and consumer data related 
to African American cultural and heritage tourism; 

¯ Develop appropriate eva|uation instruments and measurab[es to track the impact of 
projects. 

Minimum Education and Experience Requirements 

Graduation from a four-year college or university and one year of experience in development, 
marketing, sales, or business management; or an equivalent combination of training and 
experience. A|[ degrees must be received from appropriately accredited institutions. 

Management prefers a degree in tourism, arts administration, history, folklore, business or 
marketing with additional training and experience as specified in the description of work and 
in the knowledge, ski[Is and abi|ities outlined in the Job Posting. Also prefers five to ten years 
of experience with cultural organizations or in the fields of tourism, marketing, and/or 
communications. Exce|[ent computer ski[Is and working knowledge of graphics software is 
desirab|e. 

HirinR RanRe: $35,337 to $42,500 
(The State of North Carolina offers a competitive benefits package which includes employer 
contributions towards pension, health plan benefits, and vacation and sick leave.) 

Salary Grade: 68 
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Application Procedure 

The North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources uses the Merit-Based Recruitment and 
Selection Plan to fi[| positions Subject to the State Personnel Act (SPA) with hish[y qualified 
individua|s. Individuals interested in app[yin~l for this position must complete an on|ine State 
Employment Application. A[[ app|icants must apply online at 
http:llwv~I.osp.state.nc.usliobsl. 

C[osin~ Date 

April 17, 2012 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time 

DO NOT send applications or application materials to the North Carolina Arts Council Only 
applications fo[[owin~ the procedure above wi[[ be considered. R&sum~s wi|[ not be accepted 
in lieu of a completed application. 

For more information please contact: 

North Carotina Department of Cuttura[ Resources 
Human Resources Office 

Phone: (919) 807-7373 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 3:42 PM 

aJiJ can- and- aJi’o - aJlleri CaJ1- studi e s- t~ul .ty@li story, uric. edu 

FW: Black Thought 2.0: New Media & the Future of Black Studies Duke Universi .ty~ April 6-7 2012 

From: Mark Anthony Neal       _~att.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 12:17 PM 
Subject: Black Thought 2.0: New Media & the Future of Black Studies I Duke University, April 6-7 2012 

Mark Anthony Neal 
Professor, African & African-American Studies 
Duke University 

919.684.3987 
man9@duke.edu 
dr-yogi@att.net 

NewBlackMan--The Blog 
http://newblackman.blogspot.com/ 

Follow Me on TWITTER @ http://twitter.com/NewBlackMan 

’Left of Black’ with Mark Anthony Neal 
http://leftofblack.tu mblr.com/ 

Black Thought 2.0: New Media and the Future of Black Studies I Duke University., April 6-7 2012 

April 6-7, 2012 

Duke Umversi~ 
The John HoN Fran~in Center 

Black ThougN 2.0 will focus on the roles of Ngi~l technology and ~cial media in fu~hefing 

the mission of Black Studies. The conference roll sNcifically explore how scholars am using 

mchnologies m th~her flaeir research, do collah~rative tbnns of ~hola~ship and activism, and 

m reach broader audiences. 

*All paneLs’ will be streamed and tweeted live 

Regis~afion 

Recepfio~5:30pm 

Jo~ Hope Fmn~in Center GNIe~- Space 

Keynote Address7:00 pm 

Mack Futures: Do~g Mack Studies in a Connected SVorld 

S. CrNg Watts (UnNersi~~ of Te:~s at AuNn, author The Young & me Digital) 

Introduced by W~eema Lubi~o (Associate Chair of African & African A~nerican 

Studies, Dnke Universi~-) 

Panel #1 9-10:15 am 

The Chocolate Supa Highway: Precursors to Black SodM Media 



Abdul Alkalhn at (Universi .ly of Illinois) 

Michelle Ferrier (Elon University) 

Lynne d Johnson (Director of Strategy & Engagement at Whisprgroup) 

Lee D. Baker (Moderator, Duke University) 

Panel #2 10:30-11:45 

On the Grid: Teaching and Researching in the Digital Age 

=Allison Clark (Founder AMedial/HASTAC) 
Kim Pearson (College of New Jersey) 

Simone Browne (University of Texas at Austin) 

Howard Ran~ bsy II (Southern Illinois UNversity at Edwa~d~Tille) 

Thomas F. DeFrantz (Moderator, Duke University) 

Noon-l:15 [ Working Lunch--Social Media Demonstration 

Panel #3 1:30-2:45 pm 

From Jena Louisiana to Tahrir Square: Acti~4sm in the Age of Social Media 

JasM X (Pittsburg ba~sed artist & activist) 
Alexis Pauline Gumbs (Broken Beautiful Press/Mobile ttomecoming Project) 

Moya Bailey (Emow University/Crank Feminist Collective) 
Kimbe~ly Ellis aka Dr. Goddess (artist, activist, historian) 

Salanfishah Tillett (University of Pe~m~lva~ia) 

Treva Lindsey (Moderator, University of Missouri) 

Panel #4 3:00-4:30 

The Twitterati and T~4tter-gentsia: Social Media and Public Intellectuals 

Marc Lamont Hill (Columbia University/Our World with Black Enterprise) 

Jay Smooth (Editor of Ill Doctrine) 

Blair LM Kelley (North Carolina State University) 
Latoya Peterson (Editor of Raci~licious) 

hnani Perry (Princeton Universi~) 

Mark .~mthony Neal (Moderator, Duke Universi~) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 12:22 PM 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sakai.nnc.edu-~ 

I~E: New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Dear This is to let you know that did I receive your posting to the discussion forum (Lesson 9) by email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill [no-reply@sakai.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             4:23 PM 
Subject; New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFAM Discnssion Forums > Lesson 9 > Lesson 9 

Author: 
Message Title: Lesson 9 

Message Posted On: 16:23:12 EDTI 
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Curriculum Vitae 

CHARLENE B. REGESTER 

February 2012 

Education 

2010-2011 

1988-1990 

1987 

Postgraduate Study, Duke University, Department of Literature & African American 

Studies, classes in Lacanian psychoanalysis & critical race theo~ 

Post-Doe. Fellow, African & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

Ph.D., School of Education, Educational Media, University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill 

M.A., Radio, Television & Motion Pictures, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

B.A., English, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Teaching Positions 

2009-2012 

2003-2008 

1999-2003 

1999 

1993-1999 

1992-1993 

1990-1992 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1984 

1981-1982 

1980 

Associate Professor, African & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 
Assistant Professor, African & Afro-American Studies, 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of African & Afro-American Studies, 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Visiting Lecturer, Film & Video Program, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 
Visiting Assistant Professor, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies 
Universi~7 of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Lecturer, Curriculum in African and Afro American Studies & Department of Radio, 
Television and Motion Pictures, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Visiting Assistant Professor, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies 
Universi~7 of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Fellow, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Visiting Lecturer, Education, North Carolina State University, Raleigh 
Lecturer, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Assistant, School of Education, Division of Educational Media, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Assistant, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Assistant, School of Education. Division of Curriculum and h~stmction, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Teaching Assistant, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Lecturer, Department of Speech Communications, North Carolina A&T Slate 
University, Greensboro 
Interim Instructor, Department of Radio, Television, and Fihn, Sha~v University, 
Raleigh 
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Professional Experience 
Editor 

Oxford Uulversity Press, Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Fall 2010. 
ABDO Publishing Company, Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Fall 2010. 
Popular Music and Society, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Fall 2009. 
~Vestern Journal of Black Studies, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Fall 2009. 
Screening Noir: A Journal of Black Film, Television & New l~[edia, Editorial Board 
Member, Smnmer 2008 - (not currently being published) 
Indiaua University Press-Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Spring 2003. 
Columbia University Press-Reviewed Book-length manuscript, Fall 2000. 
~Vestern Journal of Black Studies, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Spring 2000. 
Cinema Journal, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Spring 1999. 
Popular Culture Review, One-Time Editorial Reviewer, Spring 1999. 
Journal of Film and Video, Editorial Board Member, Appointed, December 1997 to 
Present 
Oscar Micheaux Socie& Newsletter, Co-Editor, Film and Video Program, published by 
Duke University, 1992 - (not currently being published) 
Editorial Assistant, Black Film Review (Winter 1992) 

Consultancy 

2011 

2010 

2009 

2002 

2001 

2000 

2000 

2000 

1998/99 

1998 

1997 

1995-1996 

Consultant for Documentary on Black Theaters 
Consultant for a National Endowment for the Humanities - Bridging Cultures Grant 
"America’s Media Makers," (for the Humanities Script Writing Contest) with the 
Institute for African American Research, Summer 2010 

Consultant [’or "Oscar Micheaux’s Comeback" (Documentau direcled by Lisa Collins 
and Marck Schwartzburt) 
Consultant for "t~bded Glory: Oscar ~/Iicheaux" Conference held at Columbia University, 
New York and the Lincoln Center 
Consultant for "Fade-Up: A Celebration c~[~fi’ican /tmerican Cinema Past, Present, 
and P’uture" (Website and Documentau), Clarendon Entertainment, New York 
Consultant for Kansas TV based on paper entitled, "Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied 
Voice of Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind" presenled at conference in Great Bend, 
Kansas 
Interview with Natioual Public Radio for an NEH Grant to implement a program on 
Oscar Micheaux 
Interview with Scarecrow Press regarding the reprinting of Richard Gmpenhoff’s book, 
The Black Valentino 
"Hattie McDaniel Documentary," served as consultant and interviewed for documentaD~, 
Chris Jefferson & Maia Harris, New York, for AMC (American Movie Classics) 
"3/Iovies of Color: Black Southern Cinema: Documenta<v 2002," inter~’iewed for 
documentaD~ with director/producer, Tom Thurnmn, Lexington~ Kentuck3~. 
"A ~Iost Generous People: Documentary on Selected Black Women Philanthropists," 
Graduate School and University Center, City University of New York (subnfitted a letter 
for NEH grant funding support) 
Blackside Films, Inte~dewed for DocumentalT on African American Artists during the 
Harlem Renaissance, "I’ll Make Me A l¢~orld," provided information on Oscar Micheaux 
Proposed, "The Lij~ of Oscar Micheaux," submflted to Natimml Black Programnfing 
Consortium by Pearl Bowser (subnfitted a letter of support) 
Proposed, "The Concept and Consequences of Race," submitted to Mellon Foundation 
by William Darity, Department of Econonfics, UNC, Chapel Hill (submitted letter of 
support) 
Proposed "Early Black Cinema DocumentaO, Project," Independent Filnmmker 
submitted to North Carolina Film Foundation and National Endowment for the 
Humaulties (submitted letter of support) 
Carolina Theatre African American Film Festival, January 12-15, 1996, Durhan~ N.C., 
Conference organizer 
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1995 

1994 

Black Shadows on the Silver Screen - The Last Quarter CentmT of Black Film in 
America, Humanities Resource Center, Prince George’s Community College, Largo, 
Maryland, directed by Lyle E. Lynville - (submitted letter of support) 
Oscar ~,Hicheaux and His Circle: The Silent Era Conference, Yale University, New 
Haven, Connecticut, grant funding (submitted letter of support) 
Carolina Theatre African American Fihn Festival, January 13-16, 1995, Durham, N.C., 
Conference Organizer 
Chapel Hill Bicentennial Conunission, consultant for contributions of African Americans 
to the Chapel Hill conununity 
Women ~>iters on the Cinema: The First F{/& Years, grant project (National Endowment 
for the Hunranities) co-directed by Ingrid Periz and Antonia Lant of New York 
University - (submitted letter of support) 

Administrative 

1988 

1987 

1986 

Acting Associate Director, North Carolina Health Manpower Development Program, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Cultural Coordinator, Curriculum in African & Afro-American Studies, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Assistant Director, Bridge Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Honors 

2011 

2007 

1990 

1986 

Fellowships 

Recipient of the 2011 Trailblazer Award, 17~h AImual Hayti Heritage Film Festival, St. 

Joseph’s Historic Foundation, Durham, North Carolina, February 2011 
Book, AJ?ican American Actresses: The Struggle jbr Visibility, 1900-1960 nominated by 

Indiana UP press to the NAACP Image Awards 

Recipient of Oscar Micheaux Book and t~Tlm Award, presented by the Oscar 

Micheaux Fihn Festival, South Dakota 

Post Doctoral Fellowship for Minority Scholars, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 

Minorit-y Presence Fellowship for Doctoral Study, University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, 1982, 1983 

2010 

2005 

2003-1996 

1994-1992 

Faculty Interdiscipliuary Seminar for Newly Tenured Associate Professors, Institute for 
the Arts and Humanities 
Awarded Arts and Humanities Faculty Fellowship, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, Fall 2005 
Arts and Humanities Faculty Fellow-MURAP (Minority Undergraduate Research 
Assistants)/SPGRE (Surmner Pre-Graduate Experience Program) Advisor, Institute for 
Arts & Humanities College of Arts & Sciences, University of North Caroliua, Chapel 
Hill 
Carolina Teaching Fellows Mentor, Carolina Teaching Fellows Program, School of 
Education, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Bibliography 

Books 

African American Actresses: The Struggle for 7isibilily, 1900-1960 (Blooraington: Indiana University 

Press, 2010), 424 pages. 

Reference Book~ 
Black Entertainers in AJ?ican American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the Pittsburgh 

Courier and Calgbrnia Eagle Volume H (Jefferson: McFarland Press, 2010), 827 pages. 
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Black Entertainers in A~ican American New~paper Articles: An Annotated BiblioRraphy of the Chicago 

Defender, Afi~o-American (Baltimore), Los Angeles Sentinel, and~7Vew York Amsterdam ~7Vews: 1909-1950 

7olume I (Jefferson: McFarland Press, 2002), 701 pages. 

Collections 

The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere-30 Yolume Anthology: Uolume on Black Cinema, part of 
30 volumes edited by Colin Pahner and Howard Dodson (A~m Arbor: Pro Quest Publishers and The 
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, 2005, electronic publication). 

Josephine Baker: A Critical Reader, co-editor with Mac Henderson (currently in development). 

Chapters 

"Sylvia as a Wilting Flower and Lucy as a Broken Blossom: Examniing Female Victimization in Oscar 

Micheattx’s [Vithin Our Gates and D. W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms," for Blackwell Companion 

to African American Film, ed. Mark Reid, forthcoming, 2012. 

"Robert Abbott," The ~}>iters of the Black Chicago Renaissance, ed. Steven Tracy (Urbana, Chicago, and 

Springfield: University of Illinois Press, 2011), 15-29. 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstmction of a Star - Josephine Baker Racialized, 

Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," 
Reprint of Previously Published Essay in Popular Music and Society vol. 24, no. l(Spring 2000): 

31-84 to be included in Josephine Baker: A (~itical Reader co-edited with Mac Henderson 

Regcster (currently in development ). 

"The Unconscious and Metaphors in the Screen Adaptations of Suzan-Lori Parks: Girl 6 (1996) and Their 

bSyes Were Watching God (2005)," Suzan Lori-Parks: Essays on the Plays and Other Works, ed. 

Philip C. Kolni (Jefferson: McFarland, 2010), 169-180. 

"Representations of Race and Ethnicity," Routledge Companion to PT/m History, ed. William Guynn (New 

York & London: Routledgc, 2010), 1-4 pages. 

"Early African American Pioneers in Independent Cinema: From Humor as Camouflage to 

Provocation as Revelation," in h~ncyclopedia q/African Americans and Popular Culture ed. Todd 

Boyd (Praegar/Greenwood Publishing, 2008), 39-65. 
"Gone with the ~Vind," inInternational Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2~ ed. William A. 

Dari~’, Jr. (Detroit: Macmillan Reference USA, 2008), 346-348. 
"Black Cinema" in Cu#ural Life Schombu~ Studies on The Black Experience eds. Howard Dodson and 

Colin Palmer (East Lansing: Miclfigan State University Press, 2007), 321-395. 

"African Americans in the Eaxly Cinema History: A Period of Protest and Serf-Assertion," 

Cinema at the Turn of the Century: Proceedings of the Third lnternational Conference of 

Domitor, New York University - June1994. Eds. Clair Dupre la Tour, Andre Gaudreault, & 

Roberta Pearson (Quebec/Lausanne: Nuit Blanche editeuri Payot-Lausanne, 1996 published in 

2007), 355-365. 
"The Year of 1934: Movies and the Marginalized" in Screen Decades Series: The !930s 

American Culture/American Cinema eds. Lester Friedman and Murray-Pomerance, Vol. on 1930s 

ed. Ina Rae Hark (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2007), 117-138. 

"Uncle Tom’s Cabin," "Apollo Comedy Bad for Race," "Tim Moore Replies," Fredi Washington; 

"The Negro Actor and the American Movies," Geraldyn Dismond; "Fredi Washington Strikes a 

New Note," Fay M. Jackson; "Imitations: Life, Color and Pancakes," Hazel Washington; "The 

Truth about Hallelujah," Eva Jessye --Contributed essays of women writing on cinema for Red 

7elvet Seat: Women’s [Vriting on the First F~ty Years ~/Y£inema eds. Antonia Lant and Ingrid 
Periz (London/New York: Verso, 2006). Did not write the essays but located these essays for 

inclusion in this anthology, 318,427, 485,487, 519, 520, & 591. 

"Alternative Racial Gazes in American Silent Cinema: Visualizing Racial Politics in the films of 

D.W. Griffith and Oscar Micheaux," inAmerican Visual Cultures, eds. David Holloway and John 

Beck (London & New York: Continuum International Publishers, 2005), 56-62. 
"The Cinematic Representation of Race in The Birth of a Nation: A Black Horror Filn~" 

in Thomas Dixon and the :F{aking of :F{odern America, eds. Michele Gillespie and Randal 
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Hall (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2005), 164-182, based on the 
Thomas Dixon and The Birth of a New South Conference, April 2003, 
Department of History, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, N.C. 

"The Feminization and Victimization of the African American Athlete in Boyz’ n the Hood, 
Cooley High, and Cornbread, Earl and~,~e" in FThere the Boys Are." Cinemas of Masculinity and 
Youth_eds. Murray Pomerance and Frances Gateward (Detroit:Wayne State University Press, 
2005), 333-349. 

"From the Gridiron and Boxing Ring to the Cinema Screen: The African American Athlete in 
Pre-1950 Cinema," in Ethnicity, Sport, IdentiO,: Struggles for Status, eds. J. A. Mangan 
& Andrew Ritchie (London: Frank Cass Publishers, 2004), 269-292. 

"The African American Press and Race Movies, 1909 - 1929," in Oscar ~,~[icheaux and His 
Circle, eds. Charles Musser, Jane Gaines, & Pearl Bowser (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press & Giornate del Cinema Muto, Pordenone-Sacile, Italy, 2001), 34-49. 
"An Oscar Micheaux Filmograp~7: From the Silents through His Transition to Sound, 1919- 

1931," Compiled by Charles Musser, Corey K. Creekmur, Pearl Bowser, J. Ronald Green, 
Charlene Regester, and Louise Spence in OscarMicheaux andHis Circle, eds. Charles Musser, 
Jane Gaines, & Pearl Bowser (Bloomington: Indiana University Press & Giornate del Cinema 
Muto, Pordenone-Sacile, Italy, 2001), 228-277. 

"Oscar Micheaux" inAmerican National Biograp~w John A. Garraty, ed. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1999/2000), 419-421. 

’"Black Films, White Censors: Oscar Micheaux Confronts Censorship in New York, Virginia, 
and Chicago," in ~kIovie Censorship and American Culture. Ed. Francis G. Couvares 
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1996) 159-186. 

"Nina Mae McKinney," "Hazel Scott," "Lena Home," "Madame Sul-Te-Wan," "Louise 
Beavers," "Halfie McDaniel," "Dorothy Dandridge," and "Ethel Waters," in Chronology 
q[14romen gTorld Wide eds. Lynne Brakeman & Susan Gall (Detroit: Gale 
Research, 1997), 276, 287-288,317-318,327-328,343,370, 378-379,387,397& 403-404. 

Sounder, "King Solomon s Mmes, and "7~e Learning 7?ee" in Jim Welsh and John Tibbetts, 
eds. Novels Into Fihn (New York: Facts on File, 1997), 214-216, 230-231,393-394. 

"Oscar Micheaux" Jane Gaines and Charlene Regester, Encyclopedia of African American 
Culture and [Iistory~ Vol. 4 ed. Jack Salzman, David Lionel Smith & Cornel West (New York: 
Simon & Schuster Macmillan. 1996), 1771-1774. 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Multifaceted Portrayals of the African American Male: The Good, The Bad, 
and The Ugly," inMe Jane." Masculinity Movies and ~Vomen eds. Pat Kirkham and Janet Thumim 
(England: Lawrence and Wishart Publishers, 1994), 166-183. 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Body and Soul: A Film of Conflicting Themes," Black Film Center 
Conference Proceedings, 1992 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), 59-71. 

"Visual and Verbal Content in U. S. History Textbooks of the 1950s and 1980s," Journal of Reading 
Improvement, 28, No. 1 (Spring 1991): 14-25. 

Refereed Journal Articles 

"White Justice/Black Justice/Ford Justice: An Examination of Sergeant Rutled~ee via The Searchers," 
Screening Noir: A Journal of Black Fihn, Television & New ~,~[edia vol. 2, Issue 1 (Spring/Summer 

2009): 117-149. 
"From the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Movie-going in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities 

during the Early Period of American Cinema," Film History vol. 17, No. 1 (Fall 2005): 

113-124. 

"Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze of Pinky - White Desire for Blackness," Popular Culture Review 

vol. 14, No.1 (February 2003): 67-85. 

"From the Gridiron and Boxing Ring to the Cinema Screen: The African American Athlete in 

Pre-1950 Cinema," Culture, Sport andS ociety-Special Issue Ethnicity, Sport, Identity 

Straggles for Status vol. 6, no. 2/3 (Summer/Autumn 2003): 269-292. 

"African American Writers and Pre-1950 Cinema," Film Literature Quarterly vol. 29, no. 1 (Fall 

2001): 210-235. 
"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstmction of a Star -- Josephine Baker Racialized, 
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Sexualized, and Politicized in the African Alnerican Press, Mainstremn Press, and FBI 
Files," Popular2tlusic and Society vol. 24, no. l(Spring 2000): 31-84. 

"The Evocation of Death in Dorothy Dandridge’s Photograph: The Reading of a Still," Popular 
Culture Review vol. 1, no. 2 (Summer 2000): 29-37. 

"Headline to Headlights: Oscar Micheaux’s Exploitation of the Rhinelander Case," The Western 
Journal of Black Studies, vol. 22, no. 3 (Fall 1998): 195-204. 

"The Reading of A Still: The Evocation of Death in Dorothy Dandridge’s Photograplk" Art 
Criticism vol. 13, no. l(SpringiSurmner 1998): 41-47. 

"African American Extras in 20~ CentuDT American Cinema" Film History vol. 9, no. 1 (Fall 
1997): 95-115. 

"African American Actors and the Communist Scare of the 1950s: Unique Responses to the 
Otherness hfflicted by the Hegemonic Discourse," Studies in American Culture vol. 20, 

no. 2 (October 1997): 1-16. 
"Oscar Micheaux the Entrepreneur: Fiuancing The House Behind the Cedars" Journal of Fihn 

and Video vol. 49, nos. 1-2 (Spring-Sunm~er 1997): 17-27. 
"Leua Horne and Hazel Scott--African American Actresses as Politically Active Feminists," 

Popular Culture Review vol. 7, No. 1 (February 1996): 81-95. 
"Oscar Micheaux on the Cutting Edge: Films Rejected by the New York State Motion Picture 

Commission," Studies in Popular Culture vol. 17, no. 2 (April 1995): 61-72. 
"The Misreading and Rereading of African American Filmmaker Oscar Micheaux: A Critical 

Review of Micheaux Scholarship," Film History vol. 7, no. 4 (Winter 1995): 426-449. 
"Stepin Fetchit, the Man, thc Image, and the African American Press," Fihn ttistory vol. 6, no. 4 

(Winter 1994): 502-521. 
"Lynched, Assaulted and Intimidated: Oscar Micheaux’s Most Controversial Films" Popular 

Culture Review (January 1994): 47-55. 
"Visual and Verbal Content in U.S. HistoD’ Textbooks of the 1950s and 1980s," Journal of 

Reading lmprovement vol. 28, No. 1 (Spring 1991): 14-25. 

Unrefereed Works 
Book Reviews 

Hedda Hopper’s Hollywood: Celebrity Gossip and American Conservatism by Jennifer Frost (New York 

and London: New York UniversiD~ Press, 2011) for The American Historical Review, 
forthcoming Spring 2012. 

The First Hollywood." Florida and the Golden Age of Silent Filmmakmg by Shawn C. Bean (Gainesville: 

University of Florida Press, 2008) for The Journal of Southern History, vol. 76, no. 1 (FebruaD~ 

2010): 183-184. 
Dancing on the White Page: Black Women Entertainer’s Writing Autobiography_by 

Kwakiutl L. Dreher (State University of New York Press, 2008) for Popular Culture 

Review vol. 19, no. 2 (Sunwner 2008): 104-106. 
3!Iigrating to the ~,~ovies: Cinema and Black Urban ~,~odernity by Jacqueline Stewart 

(University of California Press), Nineteenth Century Theatre and Film Journal 33.2 

(Winter 2006): 76-79. 
Holl)m~oodFantasies oJ~1iscegenation by Susan Courtney (Princeton: Princeton 

Universi~ Press, 2005), Screen 47.3 (Autunm 2006): 387-393. 
Disintegrating the Musical: Black PerJbrmance and American ~,~Iusical Fihn by Arthur 

Knight (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002) in Screen 45.4 (Winter 2004): 452-456. 

Black Manhood of the Silent Screen by Gerald Butters Jr. (Lawrence: University Press 

of Kansas, 2002) in Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television 23.4 (October 

2003): 391-392. 
~?iting Himself into History: Oscar Micheaux, His Silent Films, and His Novels by 

Pearl Bowser and Louise Spence (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers Universi~ Press, 2000) 

inAJ?ican American Review 36.1 (Spring 2002): 156-158. 

Cinema Interval by Trinh Mid,h-ha in Jouvert on Film: A Journal of Postcolonial 

Studies (Fall 2000, On-line journal): 1-5. 

Le Tumulte Noir: ,,]/fodernist Art and Popular Entertainment in Jazz-Age Paris, 1900- 
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1930 by Jody Blake (UniversiU Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999) in Left 

History (1999): 130-132. 

,~/Iaking and ~/lolding Identity in 5E’hools-Student Narratives on Race, Gendel; and 

Academic Engagement by Aim Locke Davidson (New York: State University of New 

York Press, 1996) in National Association for Alulticultural Education Alagazine (1998): 

28. 

High Contrast." Race and Gender in Contemporary Holl,~+’ood F’ilm by Sharon Willis (Duke University 

Press 1997) in Film Quarterly 52.2 (Winter 1998-99):51-52. 

Black African Cinema by Nwachukwu Frank Ukadike (California 1994) in Film 

Quarterly 49.2 (Winter 1995-96): 55-56. 

Abstracts, Newsletter, Newspaper, Program Notes 

"’I’ll be glad when you’re dead, you rascal you:’ Langston Hughes’ Visit to Chapel Hill in 1931," Chapel 
HillNews, 21 February 2010, 14A, for Chapel Hill Historical Society. 

"History of Chapel Hill Theaters and Blackmoviegoing in Durham and Chapel Hill," Chapel Hill 
lVeekly Newspaper, 2008 for Chapel Hill Historical Society. 

"Abstract: The Construction of an Inmge and the Deconstmction of a Star - Josephine Baker 
Racialized, Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, 
and FBI files," for Music Library Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 2003. 

"Black Theaters and Theater Owners: Durham, North Carolina" for Duke University Local Color 
Exhibit sponsored by Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library for "Local 
Color: Moviegoing in the American South Conference," January 18-20, 2002, 5 typed 
pages. 

"Oscar Micheaux," African Americans in Cinema: The First Half Centuu, CD-Rom Project, 
sponsored by Indiana University (2001), Instructor’s Guide, 13-17. 

"Notes: Oscar Micheaux’s 77~e Exile," Oscar ~/licheaux and tlis Circle--Program No~es, Giornaite 
del Cinema Muto, Pordenonc-Sacile, Italy, (October 2001), 2 typed pages. 

"The Mad Dash to Honor Oscar Micheaux," Oscar 3/[icheaux Society Newsletter vol.8 (Spring 
2000), 10-11. 

"Film: African Americans, Cinema, and the Harlem Renaissance," Rhapsodies in Black: Art of 
the Harlem Renaissance - hfformation Packet as part of the Rhapsodies in Black: Art of 
Harlem Renaissance compiled by Richard Powell, (London-Hayward Art Gallery & 
Washington, D.C.-Corcoran Gallery of Art, 1997), 5 typed pages. 

"The Reincarnation of Oscar Micheaux: 1997 Film Festival in Review," OscarMicheaux Society Newsletter 
6 (Winter 1997). 

"Myth and Reality: How Mm\,�- Books Did Oscar Micheaux Publish?" in Oscar Micheaux Society 
Newsletter, eds. Charlene Regester and Jane Gaines, vol. I, no. 2 (November 1993). 

Conference Papers, Invited Talks 

"Disguising Black Trauma as Black Horror: Precious and the Horrific," Society for Cinema and Media 
Studies, Boston, March 21-25, 2012. 

Panel Chair: "Horror as Aesthetic and Genre," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Boston, 
March 21-25, 2012. 

"The NigN of the Living Dead When the Repressed Returns: Reading Precious as a Horror Filnk" 
University of Nevada, Far West Popular Culture Studies Conference, February 25, 2012. 

"Reclaiming the Civil Rights Movement through the Voice of Black Maids in The Help" Pogue Scholars 
Screening, February 2012. 

Panelist: Panel on Showboat (1951) - "Racial Representations and Miscegenation in Showboat," Varsity 
Theater, Center for the Study of the American South, Uulversity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, Fall 2011. 

"I See Vampires ... They Say Precious You Belong With Us: Reading Precious as a Horror Fihn," 
Universi~ of Film and Video Association, Emerson College, Boston, August 3-6, 2011. 

"A Scary Mother, Frighlening Father, and Haunted Teen: Reading Precious as a Horror Film," Popular 
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Culture and American Culture Association Conference, San Antonio, Texas, April 20-23, 2011. 
"Blood Diamonds, Rubies, and Pearls: Passing, Masquerading, and Crossing the Boundaries of Race, 

Gender, and Class in Cinematic Representations," invited luncheon talk, Department of Englisk 
UniversiDT of Nevada, Far West Popular Culture Studies Conference, March 12,2011. 

"Monstrous Mother(s), Terrorizing Father(s), and Nightmarish Experiences: Reading Precious as a Horror 
Film" Society for Cinenm and Media Studies, New Orleans, Louisiana, March 10-13,2011, paper 
accepted but unable to attend due to conflicting conference. 

Panel Chair: Interpreting Black Film for Society of Cinema and Media Studies, 
March 10-13, 2011, unable to attend. 

Book Reading: "African American Actresses: The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960," Bull’s Head 
Bookshop, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, December 2010. 

Panelist: "Black Superheroes" sponsored by English Department, University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill, Jennifer Larson, faculty member, October 2010. 

Panelist: "Visualizing Copyright: Debunking Open Access and Copyright Myths about Film and Visual 
Media," sponsored by the University Libraries Scholarly Comnmnication Committee, University 
of North Carolina-Clrapel Hill, October 2010. 

"Encounters with the Unconscious: A Re-examination of Spike Lee’s Girl 6 Adapted to the Screen by 
Dramatist Suzan Lori Parks," University of Film and Video Association, Champlain College, 
Burlington, Vermont, August 10-14, 2010. 

Panelist: "Critique of The Doll, Space Traders, and Precious," Can We Talk? Bridges Between the 
Humanities and the Social Sciences, Duke University, Durham, N.C., March 25-26, 2010. 

"The Unconscious in Girl 6 and Metaphors in 7~eir biyes 14~ere Watching God: An Examination of the 
Works of Suzan Lori-Parks," Far West Popular and American Culture Associations, Universit-y of 
Nevada, March 12-14, 2010. 

Panel Chair and Commentator: "The Performance of Power: Visual and Dramatic Arts," for Power and 
Place in African American Histow: Fourth Annual Perspectives on African American Histow and 
Culture Conference, sponsored by the Triangle African American History. Colloquium, University 
of North Carolina, February. 26-27, 2010. 

Panel Moderator and Presenter: "Construction of Race in Evelyn Prcer’s Career: A Comparison of 
Michcaux’s Within Our Gates and Griffith’s Broken Blossoms," University of New Orleans, 
Louisiana, August, 5-8, 2009. 

"Sylvia as a Wilting Flower and Lucy as a Broken Blossom: Examining the Conslruction of 
Black Stardom in Evelyn Preer’s Career as Oscar Nficheaux’s Premiere Black Actress," 
Faded Glory: Oscar Micheaux African American Enigma Conference, Columbia 
UniversiD~ and Film Society Retrospective at Lincoln Center, New York 
(Invited-February 2009). 

Panelist: Faded Glow: Oscar Micheaux African American Enigma Conference, Columbia 
UniversiB~ and Film Society Retrospective at Lincoln Center, New York (Invited- 
February 2009). 

"Examining John Ford’s Racial Profiles: Black Protagonist in Sergeant Rutledge & White 
Protagonist in The Searchers Become Velficles of Ford’s Racial Ambivalence," 
Popular Culture and American Culture Association Conference, San Francisco, 
California (March 2008). 

Panel Chair, "Fihn Adaptation II: Gender and Race-Different is not Deficient," 
Popular Culture and American Culture Association Conference, San Francisco, 
California (March 2008). 

"John Ford’s Liberalism or Racial Ambivalence-Parallels in the Protagonists in Sergeant 
Rutledge and The Searchers," Society for Cinenm and Media Studies, Philadelphia, 
(March 2008). 

"Uncomfortable Spaces and Unusual Practices: Black Moviegoing in Durham and Chapel Hill 
in the pre-1950s Era," When the Movies Come to Town, College of William and 
Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia (Invited-February 2008). 

"I Didn’t Peep at Your Wife...I Ain’t No Peeping Tom: An Examination of YThite Man’s 
Burden," Speculating on the South: Re-imagining the Historical South through 
Scholarship and Art, Institute for African American Research, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill (Invited-November 2007). 
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Discussion Moderator for Panel on "Ragtime, Cinema and the Blues: African American Artistry 
and the Emergence of Mass Culture," at Beyond Blackface: African Americans and 
A~nerican Mass Culture, 1880-1930, sponsored by the History Department, University of 
North Caroli~m, Chapel Hill (October 2007). 

"Masquerading Blackness: An Examination of Clark Gable as an Embodiment of Racial 
Otherness in 3!Ianhattan Melodrama (1934) and It Happened One Night (1934)," 
University Film and Video Association Conference, University of North Texas, Denton, 
Texas (August 2007). 

"Criss-Crossing Boundaries and Zig-Zagging Racial, Sexual, Political, Social, Spatial and 
Historical Lines in Devil in a Blue Dress," Popular Culture/American Culture Conference, 
Boston, Massachusetts (April 2007). 

Panel Chair for Film Adaptation: Black and White Hollywood, Popular 
Culture/American Culture Conference, Boston‘ Massachusetts (April 2007). 

"Criss-Crossing Boundaries and Zig-Zagging Racial, Sexual, Political, Social, Spatial and 
Historical Lines: An Examination of Devil in a Blue Dress," Society for Cinema and 
Media Studies, Chicago, Illinois (March 2007). 

Panel Chair for Screen Adaptation, Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Chicago, Illinois, 
(March 2007). 

"Appropriating Racial Otherness in the Absence of the Racial Other: An Examination of the 
Protagonists in ~4anhattan ~,~[elodrama (1934) and !t Happened One Night (1934)," Far 
West Popular and American Culture Associations, Department of English, University of 
Nevada, (January 2007). 

Panel Chair for Racial Issues in Popular Culture, Far West Popular and American Culture 
Associations, Department of English, University of Nevada, (January 2007). 

"Unraveling Blackness to Appropriate Whiteness: An Examination of Devil in a Blue Dress, the 
Novel and Fihn," University of Fihn and Video Association Conference, Chapman, 
Orange County, California (August 2006). 

"Reconstruction of Rape in Sergeant Rudedge: Memory and Flashback," Far West Popular and 
American Culture Associations, Department of English, University of Nevada, 
(February 2006). 

Panel Chair, Race and Cinema Panel, Far West Popular and American Culture Associations, 
Department of English, University of Nevada, Las Vegas (February 2006). 

"Reconstructing Interracial Rape in Sergeant Rutledge: Memory and Flashback," University of 
Fihn and Video Association, Columbia College, Chicago, Illinois (August 2005). 

"The Invisibility of Rape in Sergeant Rutled~ee: Memory and Flashback Reconstruct Fictionalized 
Rape," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, University of London. England ~,iarch 
2005). 

Panel Chair, "Performing and Narrating Race," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, 
University of London, England (March 2005). 

"Colonialistic Inscriptions in Princess’ Tam Tam: Josephine Baker on Screen and in the FBI 
Files," Far West Popular Culture Association & Far West American Culture Associations 
Conference, University of Nevada, (February 2005). 

Panel Chair, "From Josephine Baker to Gangsta Thugs," Far West Popular Culture Association 
& Far West American Culture Associations Conference, University of Nevada, (Febrnary 2005). 

"Racilaized, Politicized, and Sexualized: Josephine Baker and the FBI Files," Modernist Studies 
Association Conference, Vancouver, Canada (October 2004). 

"The Feminization of the Black Male Athlete in Cinema," University of Film and Video 
Association Conference, University of Toledo, Ohio (August 2004). 

Panel Chair, "Getting It All Wrong: Industry and The Other," University of Film and Video 
Association Conference, University of Toledo, Ohio (August 2004). 

"Blackness as Horrific: The Birth of a Nation’s Reconstruction of Black Horror" Society for 
Cinema and Media Studies, Atlanta, Georgia (March 2004). 

"Blackness as Horrific: The Birth of a Nation as a Black Horror Film," Far West Popular Culture 
Association & Far West American Culture Associations Conference, University of 
Nevada, (Febrnary 2004). 

Panel Chair, "Feminism and Cinema" at Far West Popular Culture Association & Far West: 
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Alnerican Culture Associations Conference, University of Nevada, (February 
2004). 

"The Return of the Repressed - Blackness as Horrific-Re-Reading The Birth of a Nation as a 
Horror Film," Black American Cinenm Reconsidered, New York University, New York 
(November 2003). 

"The Cinematic Representation of Race in The Birth of a Nation," University of Film and Video 
Association, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina (July 2003). 

Panel Chair, "Hollywood and The Other," University of Fihn and Video Association, University 
of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina (July 2003). 

"The Construction of Race in The Birth of a Nation: A Black Horror Film," Thomas Dixon and 
The Birth of a New South Conference, Department of History, Wake Forest University, 
Winston-Salem, N.C. (Invited-April 2003). 

"The Feminization of the Black Male Athlete in Bo.vz’ N the Hood, Cooley H{gh, and Cornbread 
Earl andMe,"American Culture Association, New Orleans, Louisiana (April 2003). 

Panel Chair, Race and Cinema, American Culture Association, New Orleans, Louisiana (April 2003). 
"The Feminization of the African American Athlete in Bq1,z ’ N the Hood, Cooley High, and Cornbread, 

Earl andMe," Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Minneapolis, Minnesota (March 2003). 
"The African American Athlete as Femme Fatale in Boyz ’ N the Hood, Cooley Hig~h, and 

Cornbread, Earl and~Ie," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture 
Associations, University of Nevada, (February 2003). 

Panel Chair, Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture Associations, University 
of Nevada (February 2003). 

"Race in D.W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms and Oscar Micheaux’s Body and Soul," at the D.W. 
Griffith and Silent Cinema Conference, Le Giornate del Cinema Muto, Pordenone - 
Sacile, Italy (October 2002-Invited but did not atlend). 

"Transcending Color and Character: Re-Thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in 
Imitation of Life, 1934," Society for Cinema Studies Annual Conference, Denver, 
Colorado (May 2002). 

"The Black Subservient as a Black Militant: Re-Thinking the Racialization of lhe Black 
Characters in imitation qfL{[e (1934)," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American 
Culture Associations, University of Nevada (January 2002). 

"An Alternative to the B~zard’s Roost: Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina 
Cities," Local Color: Moviegoing in the American South Conference, Duke University, 
(Jannary 2002). 

"Oscar Micheaux as the Crouching Tiger Confronts the Hidden Dragon of Fihn Censors," Rhode 
Island College, Providence, Rhode Island (October 2001). 

"Oscar Micheaux, Race Movies, and the Black Press," Silent Cinema Conference-Oscar 
Micheaux and His Circle, Pordenone, Italy (October 2001 -Invited but did not attend). 

"Signifying Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: The Black Woman as a Signifier of White 
Womanhood in the Screen Representations of Louise Beavers," University of Film and 
Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York (August 2001). 

Panel Chair, University of Film and Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York 
(August 2001). 

"Menace II Society or Menacing Society: Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Position on Screen and 
in the African American Press, 1920-1950," Society for Cinema Studies Conference, 
Washington, D.C. (May 2001). 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of VMen Leigh 
in GWT~7’ Real to Reel Fihn Symposium, University" of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(April 2001). 

"Menace II Society or Menacing Society? Paul Robeson’s Internal Struggles Mirrored in the 
African American Press and on the Motion Picture Screen," American Culture 
Association Conference, 23*d Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (April 2001). 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of VMen Leigh 
in GWT~7’ Fifty Year Oscar Micheaux Celebration, Great Bend, Kansas (Invited-March 
2001). 

"Marking Multiplicity in Paul Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 
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Screen, 1920-1950," Frame By Frame: Black Silent Fihn Festival, Des Moines, Iowa 
(Invited - February 2001). 

"In Search of Feminis~n and Adulthood Through the Black Female Body: Ethel Waters in 
Member of the ~Vedding," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture 
Associations, University of Nevada (February 2001). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Fihn Compa~," Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, 
Fifth A~mual Fihn Festival, sponsored by South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory 
South Dakota (Invited - August 2000). 

"Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Positioning in the African American Press as Mirrored on the 
Cinema Screen," Screen Studies Conference, University of Glasgow, Scotland 
United Kingdom. (Paper accepted for presentation but did not attend - June 2000). 

"Hattie McDaniel Becomes the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh in GIVTg~.’’ Society of 
Cinema Studies Conference, Chicago, Illinois (March 2000). 

"Hero, Villain, or Both: Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Positioning on Screen Mirrored in the 
African American Press of the 1920s, 30s, and 40s," Far West Popular Culture & Far 
West American Culture Associations, University of Nevada (February 2000). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Film Compaw, Itself an "Oprhan of the Storm," 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, Orphans of the Storm-A Symposium on Film 
Preservation (September 1999). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, Fourth Annual Fihn Festival, sponsored by South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory, South Dakota (Panel Participant, August 1999). 

"The Construction of White Power Famasies through lhe Exploitation of the Black Body: Race, 
Violence, and Sexa~ality in Mandingo," University Fihn and Video Association, Emerson 
College, Boston. Massachuselts (August 1999). 

"In Search of Feminism and Adulthood through the Black Female Body: An Examination of 
Ethel Waters inMember qfthe lVedding, 1952," Socie~ for Cinema Studies, Florida 
Atlantic University, Boca Raton, West Palm Beach, Florida (April 1999). 

"Josephine Baker: The Construction and Deconstruction of a Slar by the African American Press, 
Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," National Popular Culture Association/American 
Culture Association Conference, San Diego, California (March 1999). 

"Hattie McDaniel: The Subversion of Otherness On-Screen and Internalization of Otherness Off 
Screen," Far West Popular Cullure and American Culture Associations, 11t~ Annnal 
Meeting, University of Nevada (FebruaD~ 1999). 

"Pinky’s Transformation as Miss Em Through the Voyeuristic Gaze," Screen Studies Conference, 
Glasgow University, Scotland, United Kingdom (July 1998). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux Fihn Festival, Third Annual, sponsored by the South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory, South Dakota, (Invited Panel Participant, August 1998). 

"Pinky Reconstructed by Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze," University of Film and Video 
Associatiork 52nd Annual Conference, School of Fihnmaking, North Carolina School of 
the Arts, Winston-Sale~rk N.C. (August 1998). 

Panel Chair, "hnages in Film," University of Film and Video Association, 52nd Annual Conference, 
School of Filnnnaking, North Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-Sale~n, N.C. (August 1998). 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star: Josephine Baker’s Public Profile 
in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," Far West Popular and 
American Culture Association Conference, University of Nevada (February 1998). 

"Black Male Psychosis or White Male Fantasy: An Examination of Home of the 
Brave," Annual Conference on Film and Literature, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Florida (January 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s lVithin Our Gates," Southern Historical Association, Atlanta, Georgia 
(Invited Discussant -November 1997). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux: Film Festival sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory, 
South Dakota (Invited Panelist-August 1997). 

"Altered States: White Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the 
Brave," University Fihn and Video Association Conference, University of 
Wisconsin, Oshkosh (August 1997). 

Panel Chair, "PrimaD,/ArcNval Materials: Critical and Logistical Issues," 
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UniversiU of Fihn and Video Conference, University of Wisconsin, Osl~kosh (August 
1997). 

"Unveiling Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: White Actresses Cast in Black Roles" 
Console-ing Passions Conference, Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec Canada (May 
1997). 

"Playing in the Dark: An Examination of Lost Boundaries-A White Fantasy Film," Society for 
Cinema Studies, Ottawa, Canada (May 1997). 

"African American Extras De-Centered on American Screens in Two Decades of 20th Century 
Cinema," Far West Popular and American Culture Association Conference, University of 
Nevada, (February 1997). 

"Resistant Discourses: African American Women Resist the De-Centering of African Americans 
on American Screens," Re-Thinking Nationalism: Women’s Writings of Resistance and 
Accommodation in the Modem Period Conference, sponsored by Duke University and 
University of Barcelona, held in Barcelona, Spain (Invited -November 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: Red-Stained African American Actors as ’The Other,’" Popular 
Culture Association in the South, Sava~mah, Georgia (October 1996). 

"Dorothy Dandridge: Hollywood’s Construction of Their ’Dark Star,’" University of Film and 
Video Association Conference, Chap~nan University, Orange County, California (August 
1996). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux: Film Festival sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, held in 
Gregory, South Dakota (Invited Panelist, August 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: African American Actors as ’The Olher,’" Console-ing Passions 
Conference, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Mndison. Wisconsin (Paper Accepted 
But Did Not Attend, April 1996). 

"Red Stained African American Actors as ’The Other’: Investigations of African American 
Actors by the House Un-American Activities Committee," Society for Cinema Studies 
Conference, University of North Texns, Denton in Dallas, Texas (March 1996). 

"Blurring the Boundaries - When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism for 
Actress Dorothy Dandridge?" Popular Culture Association / American Culture 
Association International Conference, Nevnda (Mnrch 1996). 

"The Construction of the Africnn Americnn Male Screen Image: As Athletes Transgressed from 
Sports to Cinema 1910-1950," Fnr West Popular Culture and American Culture 
Association~ University of Nevada (February 1996). 

"From Virtual Exclusion to Marginal Inclusion: The African American Literary Figure in Cinema 
1900 1950," Annual Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Florida (Jannary 1996). 

"African American Literary Figures and Cinema: 1900-1950," Literature/Film Association 
Annual Conference, Salisbt~ State University, Ocean City, Maryland (November 1995). 

"Invisible But Not Absent: An African American Actress Who Made the Transition from Silent 
Cinema to the Sound Era of Filmmaking," University Film and Video Association 1995 
Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 1995). 

Panel Chair, "Minorities in Fihn and Televisioff’ University Fihn and Video 
Association 1995 Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 
1995). 

"Black Rhythins Transformed On White Screens: African American Jazz Figures in Motion 
Pictures during the 1930s and 40s," Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird Centre, 
Strathclyde University, Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1995). 

"When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism: An Examination of Dorot~7 
Dandridge from Screen to Television," Console-ing Passions Conference, University of 
Washington, Seattle (April 1995). 

"D.W. Griffith’s Black Mistress, Maid, or Confidante?: An Examination of Madame Sul-Te- 
Wan," Society for Cinema Studies Conference, College of Staten Island, City UniversiD~ 
of New York, New York (March 1995). 

"Black Screen Divas Or White Hollywood Victims?: An Examination of Hazel Scott and Lena 
Home," Far West Popular and American Culture Associations Conference, University of 
Nevada (February 1995). 
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"Oscar Micheaux: A Provocative and Controversial Filmmaker," Oscar Micheaux and His Circle: 
The Silent Era Conference, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut (Invited -Jannary 
1995). 

"The Metamorphosis of Stepin Fetchit: An Imitator Who Became His Own Imitation," University 
Film and Video Association 1994 Conference, Montana State University, Bozeman, 
Montana (August 1994). 

"Black Films--White Film Censor Boards: Oscar Micheaux and the Virginia Film Censor Board," 
Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird Centre, UniversiDr of Glasgow, Scotland, 
United Kingdom (June 1994). 

"African Americans in Early Cinema History: A Period of Protest and Self-Assertion," 1994 
Domitor Conference, sponsored by Yale University, Museum of Moderu Art, and New 
York University, New York (June 1994). 

"Black Beauty White Beast: Lena Horue and Hazel Scott--African American Actresses as 
Feminists and Political Leaders," Console-trig Passions-Television, Video and Feminism 
Annual Conference, University of Arizona-Tucson (April 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux on the Cutting Edge: Films Rejected by the New York Motion Picture 
Commission," Society for Cinema Studies, Syracuse University, New York (March 
1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux Capitalizes on the Sensational Rhinelander Case to Promote The House Behind 
the Cedars," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture Associations Annual 
Meeting, University of Nevada (February 1994). 

"Body and Soul: A Reflection of Oscar Micheaux’s Internal Conflicts" at: Oscar Micheaux: Black 
Film Pioneer Retrospective, American Museum of the Moving huage, Astoria, New York 
(February 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux, Artiste and Entrepreneur: Producing The House Behind the Cedars," Annnal 
Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 
(Jaunary 1994). 

Panel Chair, Annual Conference on Literature and Fihn, Florida State University, Tallahassee, 
Florida (Jannary 1994). 

"Visible Evidence: Strategies and Practices in Documentary," Fihn and Video Conference, Duke 
University, Durham, N.C. Panel "The Participant Camera: Subjectivity In/And/Contra 
Documentary" (Invited Panel Respondent, Seplember 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Negotiations to Produce The House behind the Cedars," 47th Annnal 
Conference of the University Film & Video Association~ Temple University, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvauia (August 1993). 

Panel Chair, "Console-ing Passions: Television~ Video, and Femiuism," 2nd Annual 
Conference, University of Southeru California, Los Angeles (April 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Exploitation of the Rhinelander Case," Society for Cinema Studies 
Conference, Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana (Febrnary 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Use of Literary Works for Film Adaptations," Annnal Conference on 
Literature and Fihn, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida (January 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Portrayal of the African American Miuister in Body and Soul’._ A Portrayal 
Diametrically Opposed to How Micheaux Viewed Himself." Black Film Center/Archive 
Conference ’92, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana (Invited - July 1992). 

"A Comparison of the Tragic Mulatto Stereotype in John Stahl’s Imitation of LiJk and Oscar 
Micheaux’s All God’s Stepchildren," Screen Studies Conference, John Logie Baird 
Centre, University of Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1992). 

"The Impact of Oscar Micheaux, Novelist and Motion Picture Producer, on the African American 
Community: Two Periods of Filmmaking," Society for Cinema Studies, University of 
Southern California, Los Angeles (May 1991). 

"Textbooks of the 1950’s and 1980’s: A Comparison of Visual and Verbal Content," North 
Carolina Association for Research in Education, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 
(March 1989). 
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Lectures 

"When Velvet Drapes Become a Metaphor for Veiled Racial Desire in 
Carolina College for Lifelong Learning, General Alumni Association, University 
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (September 2008). 

"When Representations of American History Meet the Occult: Re-examining the 
Birth of a Nation as a Horror Film," Department of History, North Carolina 
Central University, Durham, N.C. (February 2007). 

"Uncomfortable Spaces, Unusual Practices, and Inconvenient Invitations: Black 
Moviegoing in Durham and Chapel Hill Pre-1950s North Carolina History," 
Chapel Hill Preservation Society, Chapel Hill Museum (February 2007). 

"F.K.Watkins and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s 
Graduate Seminar (February" 2005). 

"Transgressing Racial Difference: Who is Really Passing," Jolmston Center Freshman Year 
Seminar Year End Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (April 2004). 

"Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University, of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s Graduate Seminar 
(November 2003). 

"Research Methods and Black Cinema History,," New York University, New York, Fihn School, 
Dr. Antonio Lant’s Graduate Seminar (October 2003). 

"Introduction [’or Documentary-The Divide" based on Hispanics in Siler Cit-y, N.C. sponsored by 
the UNC Center for Public Television and the Stone Black Cultural Center (September 
2003). 

"The Reconstruction of Race in 2"he Birth qfa .,Vation," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill (July 2003). 

"Monster’s Ball and 2bathing Day-Blacks Actors and the AcadeIw Awards," Black Faculty Staff 
Caucus, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, (October 2002). 

"Re-thiuking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imilation of L{fe," 
MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2002). 

"Re-thiuking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imilation of L{fe," 
[’or Dialogues on Race and Identity: A Tomming and Passing Symposium, sponsored by 
the African American Research Institute, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(April 2002). 

"Marking Multiplicity in Paul Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 
Screen, 1920-1950," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill (May 2001). 

"Sepia Cinderella: A Symbol of Alternative Films to White Hollywood," Introduction, Johi~ 
Hope Franklin Research Center for African and African-American Documentation, "Race 
Reels: Screenings of Black Genre Films of the 30s and 40s," Duke University, Durham, 
N.C. (April 2001). 

"The Racial and Sexual Politics of Paul Robeson’s Borderline," Museum of Art in conjunction 
with the "Mary Lou Williams: In Her Own Right" Exhibition, Duke University, Durham, 
N.C. (February 2001). 

"Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Scarlett O’Hara in GYTT~7’ MURAP/SPGRE 
Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2000). 

"The Intersection of Art, Race, and Politics: Paul Robesol~ Josephine Baker, and Oscar 
Micheaux at the Turn of the Century" for "America in the Age of Ragtime," Department 
of American Studies, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (November 1999). 

"African American Silent Cinema," Fihn Heritage Week sponsored by Film and Video Program, 
Duke University & Hwti Heritage Center, Durham, N.C. (August 1999). 

"Race and Early Cinema" for "The Muse in the Classroom: The American Dream in the Era of 
Ragtime," Teacher Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools and University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 

"The Intersection of Race and Sexuality in Mandmgo," MURAP/SPGRE Program, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 
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"The Intersection of Art and Politics in the Representations of African American Ex-Patriates 
Josephine Baker and Paul Robeson," African American History: 1863-1970 Teacher 
Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools (March 1999). 

"Altered States: White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave," 
Kiwanis Club of Honorable Elders, Durham, North Carolina (February 1999). 

"Black Masculinity, Sexnality, and Cinema," sponsored by Xi Garmna Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma 
Fraternity, Sonya Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill (November 1998). 

"White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave" 
IVIURAPiSPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1998). 

"Introduction for IVithin Our Gates, 1919," Double Take Documentary Film Festival, Duke University, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (April 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux and Charles W. Chesnutt~s Negotiations for the House Behind the Cedars," 
Film & Video Progrank Duke University, Durham, N.C. (September 1997). 

"Lost Boundaries or Blurred Boundaries: Transgressing Racial Difference," 
MURAPiSPGRE, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1997). 

"African American Theatres and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities 
During a Segregated Era," Hayti Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s Churclk Durham, N.C. 
(FebruaD~ 1997). 

"The Real and Reel Dorothy Dandridge as the Black Femme Fatale," MURAPiSPGRE Program, 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1996). 

"The Black Marilyn Monroe: The Construction of Dorothy Dandridge as a ’Dark Star,’" North 
Carolina Cenlral University, Black Histol~~ Month Celebration, Durham, N.C. (February. 
1996) 

"Race and Early Cinema" Panelist for African American Film Festival Honoring African 
American Women Filmmakers sponsored by Hayti Historic Fotmdation, St. Joseph’s 
Church, Durham, N.C. (February 1996). 

"Introduction to Tamango.~ A Dorothy Dandridge Fihn," African American Film Festival, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1996). 

"Introduction to K~ithin Our Gates, An Oscar Micheaux Film," African American Fihn Festival, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1995). 

"Early African American Cinema," Durham Cinematheque, Durham, N.C. (January 1993). 
"African Americans in Television: The Relationship between Their Television and Film 

Portrayals," Race Relations Week, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (March 
1992). 

"A Portrayal of the Tragic Mulatto and Manuny Stereotypes in the 1934 and 1959 versions of 
Imitation of Life," Student Film Series, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(February 1992). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Body and Soul," Duke University, Fihn and Video Program, Durham, 
N.C. (FebruaD~ 1992). 

Professional Service: 
Discipline      Modernist Studies Association, 2004 

Uhiversity Film and Video Association 1996 - present, (Elected Board Member for a 
Two Year Period, 2004-2006, Secretary 2009-2010) 
Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association, 1999-Present 
Domitor 1994- Present 
Far West Popular and American Culture Association, 1994 - Present 
Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association in the South, 1994-Present 
Society for Cinema and Media Studies, 1991 - Present 
North Carolina Association for Research in Education, 1989 - 1995 

University 
Triad University Film Festival Consortium - Spring 2011 
Mentor for the Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program 2010 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday Celebration Planning Conunittee with the Associate 
Provost for Diversity/Multicultural Affairs Office 2009 
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Departmental 

Community 

Committee to Review Grant Applications for Arts & Hunmnities Funding, Summer 2008 
Merit Based Scholarships Review Committee, 2006-2007 
Committee for Course Development for Core Cluster on Art, Culture, and the African 
Diaspora 2007 
Assisted Review Committee to Evaluate Candidates Considered for Director for Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities (November 2005) 
Advisoi~ Board Member, Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill- Present 
Global Cinema Studies Faculty Working Group, Spring 1992 - Present 
Black Faculty Staff Caucus, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Present 
Real to Reel Conference Organizing Committee, Department of African & Afro- 
American Studies 
African and Afro-American Studies Curriculum Representative to the Center for 
Teaching and Learning, Fall 1991 - 1992 

Ad-Hoc Curriculum Review Committee 
DuBois Planning Conference Committee 
Plamling Committee for the Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
Committee to Review the JD Lewis Papers for the Southern Historical Collection and 
Department of African & African American Studies 
Committee to Review Candidate for Senior Lecturer Position in the Department of 
African and African American Studies 
Committee to Review Candidate for Senior Hire, Department of African & Afro- 
American Studies 

Chapel Hill Historical Society Board Member, 2007 - 2010 
Board Member of the Oscar Micheaux Society Fihn Festival, Grego~, South Dakota - 
Present 
Committee to Narrow Black Achievement Gap, Chapel Hill City Schools- 
Ministerial Alliance & First Baptist Church, Chapel Hill, 2005-2007 
Empowerment Project, N.C. Documenta~ Oscar Awards Committee, Spring 1998 
Orange County Human Relations Commission, October 1990 - 1994 

Courses Taught 

Masquerades of Blackness: Representing Race in Cinema - Freshinan Seminar to Present 
Black Experience from the Beginning to 1865 to Present 
Blacks in Cinema 1900 to Present 
Independent Study - Research Methods to Present 
Media Criticism 
Race, Melodrama, & Cinema 
The Black Experience, Carolina Courses On-line, Fall 2009 to Present 
Blacks in North Carolina-Team TaugN 

Research Grants 

Awarded Internal Grant to Support Travel to Society for Cinema and Media Studies Cmfference, Bostork 
March 2012 

Awarded Internal Grant to Support Travel to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Margaret 
Herrick LibraD~, Los Angeles California and Chicago Public Library, Chicago Illinois for Robert 
Abbott Papers, $2,000 Fall 2011 

Awarded Research and Study Leave, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Fall 2011 
Awarded Post-Tenure Stipend, received in 2009 

Grant Recipient of the Support for Scholarship, Creative Activity or Research in the Humanities 
and Fine Arts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2006, Awarded approx. 
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$4,800 for "Research Assistants to Complete Volume II Black Entertainers’ in 

Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliograph.v of the Pittsburgh Courier and 

California Eagle" 

Awarded Research and Study Leave, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2005 
Smith Graduate Research Fund Grant, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1986, 1980 

Interviews 

"Black Theaters in North Carolina," interview with Wendy Hacker (director of forthcoming documentary), 

April 2012. 

"Black Theaters in North Carolina," interview with Wendy Hacker (director of forthcoming documentary), 

May 2, 2011. 

"African American Actresses-The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960," television interview with D.G. 

Martin WUNC-TV, January 3 l, 2011. 

"African American Actresses-The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960," radio interview with D.G. Martin, 

WCHL, January 12,2011. 

"Twenty Five Years Since The Color Purple Film" radio interview for WUNC-FM Radio, "The State of 

Things," with Frank Stasio, December 15, 2010. 

"African American Actresses-The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960," radio interview for WUNC-FM 

Radio, "The State of Things" with Frank Stasio, August 4, 2010. 
"Reprcsentations of African American Women in the Media," Radio Blog for Journalism Class, University 

of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, March 2010. 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Comeback," (website and documemary,), Clarendon Entertainment, New York (Fall 

2009) 
"The Birth of a Nation," Raleigh News & Obsetwer (September 2005) 

"Oscar Micheaux," Charlotte News & Obsen,er (March 2001) 
"Griffith in Context" CD-Rom Project, Georgia Institute of Technology (August 2000) 

"Early Cinema and Oscar Micheaux," News’weekMagazine (March 1999) 

"Race, Early Cincma, and Oscar Micheaux," Interview, gTilmington Morning Star Newspaper 

(March 1999) 
"Oscar Micheaux," Interview, National Public Radio-University of Michigan Affiliate 

(January 1999) 

"Oscar Micheaux," Interview, CNN-Janie Allen (July 1998) 

"Oscar Micheaux" Inter~dew, Herald-Sun Newspaper, Durham, N.C. (June 1998) 

"Oscar Micheaux" Inter~dew, Fayetteville Radio Station, Fayetteville, N.C. (June 1998) 

Turner Movie Classics Interview on the premiere of Oscar Micheaux’s Symbol of the 

U)wonquered (June 1998) 

On-Camera Interview with Sam Pollard (producer of Eyes on the Prize with Blackside Films) for 

PB S documentary "I’ll Make ~/Ie A World: African American Artists From the Harlem 

Renaissance to the Present," New York City, New York (JanuaryT 1998) 

Telephone Interview with Sam Pollard (Producer of Clockers, 3/lo Better Blues, & Jungle Fever) 

on Oscar Micheaux for Television Docun~entary on African Americans in the Arts "I’ll 

Make Me A l¢~orld" (August 1997) 

Radio Interview with WCHL for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina Theater, 

Durham, N.C. (January 1996) 

Herald-Sun Newspaper Interview for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina 

Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1996) 

Radio Interview for "Business Connection Radio Show" WSHA on African Americans in 

Cinema and the African American Film Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater, 

Slraw University, Raleigh, N.C. (January 1995). 

Radio Interview for "Talk Back Radio Show" FOXY 107, on African Americans in Cinema and 
the African American Fihn Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. 

(January" 1995) 
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Current Research 

Controversial Blackness: African American Cinema Actors Who Provoked Controversy On and Off Screen 
in the Pre-1950s Era 
Collection of Essays on Josephine Baker 
Writings on the Black Experience and Screen Adaptations 
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I~W: LA Fihn Prize 

Screen shot 2012-03-28 at 11.11.10 AM.png; PastedGraphic-1.~iff 

From: Universi~ Film and Video Association [UF’VALIST-L@listserv.american edu] on behalf of Michelle Glaros [mglaros@CEN~ENARY EI)U] 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 12:54 PM 

To: U[~’VAL[ST-L@listserv.american.edu 
Subject: FW: LA Film Prize 

1UFVA members, [ thought you aneW/or your students might be interested in the LA Film Prize competition outlined below. 

From Erica Callais, Executive Assistant at Millennium Studios, Shreveport, Louisiana: 

I would like to introduce you to a fantastic opportunity called the LA Film Prize The LA Film Priz~ is a short film festival and competition where one lucky winner will win $50,000 Yes, 
$50,000 cash. One of the largest cash prizes for a short film in the WORLD. The films must be live-action narrative and 5-15 minutes long There is one unbreakable rule: Your film must be 
shot here in Shreveport. We are very passionate about encouraging film makers and crew to utilize their talent in our great State of Louisiana and especially in our city, Shreveport-Bossier. 

We are spreading the word because we are passionate to give an outlet to aspiring & professional fillrm~akers. We truly believe this is an outstanding oppoltunity for anyone in the fihn 
industry- and especially to student filrmnakers and fihn educators. This competition is open to people nationwide, but like we said, you must come to the Shrevepolt-Bossier to participate. 

If $50,000 isn’t enough to entice you, how does free access to our soundstage, production offices, and set dec & wardrobe warehouse so~md? The Shrevepurt communi~ has come together 
to help participants of the filln prize produce their short films. We know that you will feel welcomed here and we would love to help you out. Please see the attached flyer or visit 
http:~,’lafilmprize.com,’ or their Facebook page http://www.facebook.colT~’lafilmprize and share with your fihn friends and colleagues. Because this contest is open to any and all filrcanakers. 
From the big shots to the newest and youngest filmmakers. We want to include everyone and spark the creativity of filnm~akers. 

\ iva La Filra Prize and Viva IndieFilrcanakers. 
All the best! 

-Erica Callais (ecallais@milletmkwnstudios.net) 

Erica Callais 
Executive Assistant 
Millennium Studios 

300 Douglas Street 
Shreveport, LA 71101 
(318) 841-3599 office 
(318) 226-5585 fax 
ecallais@millenniumstudios.net<mailto:dmartinez@millenniumstudios.net> 
www.millermiumstudios net<http ://www. millermiumstudios .net/> 

[cid :4C547EF 1-C27F-4BB2 -9415 - 824D7FDOF841 @Mi llennium.net] 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the fbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listse~@listselw.american edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 
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Me~, Winifred F <flceddie@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~W: US Indie Film VLOG 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu] on behalf of Patty Newton [supplyanddemandstudios@GlVlAIL.¢OM] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 20:t2 S::I5 PM 
To-" UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 
Subject-" US Indie Film VLOG 

I’m in my last semester oftny MFA at the Universi~ of Texas at Arlington and as pa~t of my thesis have started a VLOG about the state of Independent Film in the 

US. 

If& when you have a second -- please follow the link above and take a look. I encourage you to post or comment on the topic(s) as you see fit. I’ll conti~me to add 

more clips from interviews talking about surrounding issues so comeback anytime. 

Thanlcs for your lime! 

Patty Newton 

The cure tbr boredom is curiosi~. There is no cure for curiosity. Dorothy Parker, (attributed) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You cm~ leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listser~’.americm~.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.aanerican.edu 
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I~W: Fountainhead e-Letter - 27. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [bicdance@aol.com] 

Sent-" Saturday, April 07, 20:12 :t:k33 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter - 27. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 



CULTURAL HIGHLIGHT 
"I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a 
CUltural highlight which is unique Germany-wide." 
- GabFiele G0n Tank, Commissioner for IntegFat:ion of the district: Tempelhof-Sch6nebeFg, 
Berlin/Germany 

KULTURELLES HIGHLIGHT 
"Mein Dank geht an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Slack International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig isL" 
- Gabriele G0n Tank, [nt:egrat:ionsbeauft:ragt:en des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deut:schland 

German Commission for UNESCO, Bonn 
"A CONPLEXION CHANGE 2009-2011 is an International Media Project with a very 
contemporary and innovative approach. It aims at contributing to the strengthening of 
international understanding, peace and friendship among peoples. It promotes 
intercultural dialogue in the spirit of the ideals and aims of UNESCO..." 
- Christ:ine M. Merkel, Head of the Division for Cult:ure and Memory of the World at: t:he German 

Commission for UNESCO, Bonn 

Deutsche UNESCO Kommission, Bonn 
"A COF~PLEXION CHANGE 2009-2011 ist ein internationales F~edienprojekt mit einer sehr 
zeitgen~asischen und innovativen Herangehenaweise. Es strebt danach, einen Beitrag 
zur St~rkung des internationa[en Verst~ndnisses, des Friedens und der Freundschaft 
zwischen den V61kern zu leisten. Es f6rdert den interkulturellen Dialog im Sinne der 
Ideale und Bestrebungen der UNESCO..." 
- Christ:ine M. Merkel, Referent:in for Kult:ur und Kommunikat:ion der Deut:schen UNESCO-Kommission in 

Bonn 

back to top 







The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 2011. 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 
Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 

back to top 



Abmeldung von diesem Newsletter: 

http:, iwww.newstmll.de, app, deli2c4osbt7zdap/189809 
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Sent: 
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Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Letter - 27. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [bicdance@aol.com] 

Sent-" Saturday, April 07, 20:12 :t:k33 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter - 27. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 



CULTURAL HIGHLIGHT 
"I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a 
CUltural highlight which is unique Germany-wide." 
- GabFiele G0n Tank, Commissioner for IntegFat:ion of the district: Tempelhof-Sch6nebeFg, 
Berlin/Germany 

KULTURELLES HIGHLIGHT 
"Mein Dank geht an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Slack International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig isL" 
- Gabriele G0n Tank, [nt:egrat:ionsbeauft:ragt:en des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deut:schland 

German Commission for UNESCO, Bonn 
"A CONPLEXION CHANGE 2009-2011 is an International Media Project with a very 
contemporary and innovative approach. It aims at contributing to the strengthening of 
international understanding, peace and friendship among peoples. It promotes 
intercultural dialogue in the spirit of the ideals and aims of UNESCO..." 
- Christ:ine M. Merkel, Head of the Division for Cult:ure and Memory of the World at: t:he German 

Commission for UNESCO, Bonn 

Deutsche UNESCO Kommission, Bonn 
"A COF~PLEXION CHANGE 2009-2011 ist ein internationales F~edienprojekt mit einer sehr 
zeitgen~asischen und innovativen Herangehenaweise. Es strebt danach, einen Beitrag 
zur St~rkung des internationa[en Verst~ndnisses, des Friedens und der Freundschaft 
zwischen den V61kern zu leisten. Es f6rdert den interkulturellen Dialog im Sinne der 
Ideale und Bestrebungen der UNESCO..." 
- Christ:ine M. Merkel, Referent:in for Kult:ur und Kommunikat:ion der Deut:schen UNESCO-Kommission in 

Bonn 

back to top 







The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 2011. 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 
Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 

back to top 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 11:40 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reserve Room 105 Gardner for Night Screening 

Dear Travis: I scheduled a room in the Undegrad library since I had not heard from you. Glad to know that you are 
feeling better. See you later in the week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 10:14 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Reserve Room 105 Gardner for Night Screening 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I was just wondering if you were able to book the room? I was out on Thursday and that is when we were going to 

discuss it. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 5:01 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Reserve Room 105 Gardner for Night Screening 

Dear Travis: Please let me know if I can reserve 105 Gardner for a night screening for my AFAM 101 class. I would like to 
show the film on Tuesday April 10 from 6:30pm until 8:30pm or Tuesday April 17 from 6:30pm until 8:30 pm. Let me 
know if I have to reserve the room or if you can do this for me. I will check with you tomorrow when I come to the 
department for my office hours. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 10:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

b~r: Reception - New Dir. of Diversity Initiatives 

Dear Eunice: Just letting you know that I do plan on attending. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Dean Karen Gil [paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April :tO, 20:t2 9:47 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Reception - New Dir. of Diversity Initiatives 

[ii~iI Click to View Card 

View invitation: paperless.lyilfDYC8 
View on Map 

Add to: Google Calendar 
Outlook, iCal 

Reception New Dir. of Diversity Initiatives 
Friday, May 1 lth at 9:00 AM 

Anne Queen Room, Campus Y 
UNC Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block 1his sender frorr, your Paperles.~i Mail 

Create and send your owq custom cards at paperlesspost.com 

/~dd paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your ~ddress boo~ to e~:s~re tbst ’foW~ receWe a~ f~t~.:r~, r-~aper~ess Ms~ ~t~ ’fo{~ ~t~box. 

7~) 2012 ~*aper~ess Post. ! ~,~ VV,~st ~]Stb St, 9t~: Fioor. Ne~,v York. N¢ ~000 ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 10:25 AM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

VW: April 12, 2012 

Historic Parrish Street Forum opening invitation 1 (2).lxtf 

From: Jones, Reginald [Reginald.Jones@durhamnc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 6:34 PM 
To: Alston, Pheon; Barnette, Keshia L.; Brown, Mavis; Coyle, Peter; Dick, Kevin; Dickens, James; Dickey, Chris; Dzidzienyo, Grace; Groder, Andrea; Intern OEWD; Jones, 
Reginald; McCollum, Courtney; McCoy, Nicholas; Mickle-Walker, Joy; Solomon, Darrell; Spaulding-Hill, Tanya 
Co: Allen, Robert C; Regester, Charlene B; gary.kueber@scientificproperties.com; AVANN@nccu:edu; April Johnson; Angela@Angelaray:com; Omishakin, Adetokunbo (Mayor’s 
Office); Ariail, Kate Dobbs ; ijones@impactmtgs.com; Chadwell, Keith; Stancil, Constance; dcraig-ray@durhamcountync.gov; Fleischer, David; Giles, Deborah; Gilbert, Cassie; 
glassj@durhamtech.edu; steve bumgardner; Henry Scherich; John McCann; Myers, Lew; ~aol.com; Bob Ashley; ~hotmail.com; Tina Sarawgi; John 
Warasila; Lawrence Turner; Angela Davis 
Subject: April 12, 2012 

On Thursday, April 12, 2012, at noon, the City of Durham Office of Economic and Workforce Development and the Parrish Street 

Advocacy Group will gather to officially open the newly renovated space, located at 108 W. Parrish St. 

The new space was designed to help commemorate the "Black Wall Street" era and the legacy of Black entrepreneurship in Durham; 

provide an additional venue for meeting space and cultural arts events; create more walking traffic along Parrish Street; and be a 

calalyst for more retail purchasing and businesses locating on Parrish Street and in downtown. 

We will look forward to seeing you. 
Sincerely, 

Reggie 

Reginald W. Jones 
Economic Development Coordinator 
Partish Street & Special Initiatives 

City of Durham 
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
302 E. Pettigrew Street-Suite 190 

Durham, NC 277701 
Phone: 919.560.4965, ext. 15207 Fax: 919.560.4986 
HTTP://www.parrishst reet .org 

"Don’t Mistake Activity for Achievement" 
CoachJohnWooden 



YOI~I ARE INVITED TO THE... 

Join us in honoring the history 
of Durham’s Black Wall Street 
with the opening of the 
Historic Parrish Street Forum! 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 

12:00 p.m. 

108 W. Parrish Street 
Durham, NoC. 27701 

DURHAM 

1869 
CITY OF MEDICINE 

For more information contact 
Reginald Jones 
(919) 560-4965 ext. 15207 or 
parrishstreet@d urhamnc.gov 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 8:24 AM 

ssmckoy@ncsu.edu 

l~W: [Fwd:] Black Fe~ninis~t Film~naking: The Ea~rly Works ofChelyl Dunye this Thursday! 

Please forward to the Black Film Consortium 

From-" Hank Okazaki [hokazak@duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April :t6, 20:t2 3:25 PM 
To’- screensociety-announce@duke.edu; ami-faculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; film-video 
Subject; [Fwd:] Black Feminist Filmmaking: The Early Works of Cheryl Dunye this Thursday! 

FYI - here is a non-Screetr’Society event of interest, that AMI is co-sponsoring! 

Please direct inquiries to Shilyh Wm~ren at swl9@duke.edu. 

Best regards, 

Hank 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Black Feminist Filmmaking: The EaJcly Works of Cheryl Dunye "this Thur~tay! 

Date:Mon, 16 Apr 2012 12:25:27 -0400 

From:Shilyh Warren <swl 9(~a)duke.edu-~ 

Shilyh Warren wrote: 

Could you let your lists know about the Dunye event this Thursday? We’ve moved the event to 5pm. Thank you! 

Please join us! This Thursday! 

Black Feminist Filmmaking: The Early Works of Cheryl Dunye 

Thursday, April J.9 at **~3:00 p.m.** 

FHI Garage, Bay 4, Smith Warehouse 

Cheryl Dunye’s work as a Black lesbian filmmaker has challenged, transformed and sometimes even stood in for a conversation about race, feminism, 

lesbianism, the archive and the practice of contemporary film. This program will include a screening of selected shorts from the often neglected early 

work of Cheryl Dunye followed by a panel discussion featuring local Black lesbian and queer filmmakers Yvonne Welbon, Katina Parker and Julia 

Roxanne Wallace, moderated by Alexis Pauline Gumbs. This program coincides with the public launch of Eternal Summer of the Black Feminist Mind’s 

new Black Feminist Film School. 

Reception to follow! Light refreshments will be served. 

Co-sponsored by African and African American Studies, the program in Women’s Studies, the program in the Study of Sexualities, the program in the 

Arts of the Moving Image, and the Sallie Bingham Center for Women’s History and Culture. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 8:38 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.nnc.edu> 

ILE: AFAM 

Dear George: It is my recommendation that 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday,               10:03 PM 
To: Caktwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: FW: AFAM 

Dear colleagues, 

Since Eunice learned that                  can no longer be considered for teaching in the 
Could you please give me your assessment of her qualifications ~2~r teaching AFAM 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:09 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sutzject: AFAM 

[)ear Georges, 

Thanks for your update on AFAM 

comes highly recommended by                            . At an?" rate, given the fact that 
pertaining to her scholarship, let me knoxv what your coramittee thinks of 

Once again thaJaks. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

she has found another candidate in the person of 
as soon as possible? 

;vhose CV is attached. 

would not be able to teach for us because of stipulations (which I just learned about) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 3:18 PM 

@live.~mc.edu> 

ILE: Honors Thesis Advisor Request 

Dear        Yes, I did receive your last message and would like to convey that I think it is best that I not serve as your honors thesis advisor. This is not my area of 
expertise and I am not sure that I would be able to give the kind of guidance and instruction that you will be required to complete such a monumental project. You really need 

someone in Asian studies to direct this project. In the future, when you approach people to serve in this capacity you need to do so in person so as to make sure that both you 
and the people who assist you fully understand each other. Hope this helps¯ Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ’@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3::t0 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Honors Thesis Advisor Request 

Mrs. Regester, 

I was unsure about whether you received my last email or not. 
According to                 the policy for the Asian Studies department is a little different: we do not have to have an advisor from our own department, and the advisor 
does not have to have specific expertise on the topic of the honors thesis. Do you think that you still would not be able to be my advisor? 

Thank you for your time, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Honors Thesis Advisor Request 

Dear       : After discussing your case with the Director of Undergrad Studies for our department, I was informed that you need someone in your department to direct your 
honors thesis. Moreover, the faculty in the AFAM department do not have expertise in the study of so I don’t think that we would be a good fit. Hope that this will not 
deter you from your project as you explore other options. Sincerely, Charlene Regster 

From: . @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monda’), ’. 4:30 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Honors Thesis Advisor Request 

Professor Charlene, 

I was waiting for your response, but then I realized that you were probably also waiting on mine! 1 do not think that my advisor has to be in the same department. Others who 
are doing honors theses have outside advisors. 

Since you focus more on film history, would my topic be okay? 

Thank you very much, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:28 AM 
To: 
Subject: P£E: Honors Thesis Advisor Request 

Dear        This sounds like a fascinating idea. Before I can appropriately advise you, I will need to contact the director of undegraduate studies in our department 
regarding the feasibility of doing this honors thesis with someone in our department. Moreover, while my research focuses on 

Room 207 of th~ Undergr~d Library -- if thi~ time works for you please fee~ free to meet with me thenl Hope tt~is helps and" I v~ill get back with-you. Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, . . 4:07 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Honors Thesis Advisor Request 

Mrs. Regester, 
My name is . and I am currently majoring in Asian Studies and Global Studies. I have decided to write an Honors Thesis for the Asian Studies Dept, but the 
topic that I want to research is not covered by any of the professors in this department. The topic I would like to cover is 

¯ I thought that I may have more luck finding a mentor in the African and African American Studies Department. 
i was Wondering if you would be interested in my topic and if you would be willing to be my advisor. If not, I understand and I thank you for taking the time to read my emaiL 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 8:42 AM 

Reception 

To Whom It May Concern: This is to let you know that I may not be able to attend the retirement reception for           ~ because it is scheduled during my exam time. Tf 
my exam ends early, I will try to come over but if not, I will not able to attend. Thanks much for the invitation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:44 PM 

m- petty@nor~hwestern.edu 

I~W: H-Memou: CFP: Chicks with Brains (9/26-9/30; 6/1/12) 

Thought this might be of interest -- Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:39 PM 
To: Layne, th-iscilla Diorme 
Subject: FW: H-2vlemory-: CFP: Chicks with Brains (9/26-9/30; 6/1/12) 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 12:06 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: FW: H-2vlemory-: CFP: Chicks with Brains (9/26-9/30; 6/1/12) 

Charlene -- 

Have you seen this call for papers? ’l’here description seems to demand a discussion of race which they are ~gnoring. 

Hope all is well. 

..... Original Message ..... 

t~’rom: H-Net List on Memory Studies [mailto:H-MEMORY(~)h-net.msu.edu] On Behalf Of Anna Sheftel 

Sent: ~I1nursday, April 19, 2012 11:53 AM 

To: H-MEMOR Y@h-net.ms u.edu 

Subject: H-Memory: Ct:P: Chicks with Brains (9/26-9/30; 6/1/12) 

From: D’Amore, Laura M 
Subject: C},P: Chicks ~vith Brains (9/26-9/30; 6/1/12) 

(;all for Papers 

Film & History 2012: Film and Myth, Malwaukee, Wisconsin (9/26-9/30/12) 

Deadline: June 1,2012 

Area: Chicks with Brains: Representing Women’s Intellect in Film 

Since the Second Wave Feminist Movement during the 1970s, Hollywood has slowly begun to give prominent and leading roles to women 
However, the intellectual representations of women are out of line with reality, in raany cases failing to reflect the successes and struggles that women have faced in a resistant social and 
political environment. This area considers the portrayals of traditional myths about "chicks with brains" across fihn histol~, as well as new- myths and/or myth-busters that may have arisen 
since the Second Wave. 

In what ways does Hollywood control expectations about the brains of women by foiling their intellect with their own bodies? Beautiful andnaive Elle Woods becomes a successful la~y-er 
based on her knowledge of haircare products in Legally Blond; Natalie Portman is an astrophysicist whose sarcastic cham~ wins over Thor, heir to the God’s Realm of Asgard in superhero 
blockbuster Thor; and Easy A reminds us that smart teens~ven ones as stunningly gorgeous as Ermna Stone aren’t accepted in the brutal high school hierarchies of popularity. How 
aresmart women cast as tineats to the social order, as in Julia Roberts’ portrayal of 1950s Wellesley College co-ed Katherine Ann Watson in Mona Lisa Smile? YVhat do we make of cinematic 
strategies that cast women as the counter-intellectual to men of superior intellect, such as Bella Swan in the Twilight saga, and Cameron Diaz in Bad Teacher, or don’t allow thera to display 
any characteristics of the intellectual at all? 

This area seeks to critique the myths of women’s intellect in fihn across multiple genres and historic time periods, and across cultmes and national borders (films do not need to have been 
produced in the U.S.). Papers raight consider fihn histolN as well as cultural, social, or political history- when formulating their analysis, in order to exaraine the twin complexities of 
subjugation by the film industry as well as the broader oppression of women in society. 

Questions for consideration may include, but are not limited to: 

In what ways are woraen in fihn imprisoned by theh intelligence? 

In what way are women ostracized for it’: 

Are their cases in which women in film are set free, or live better, as a result of intellectual gro~vth? 

Ho~v do female roles in film reinforce standards of beauty, submissiveness, and silence, over intellect, problem solving, orleadership? 

In ~vhat ways are smalt women infantilized, or commodified, by their intelligence in film (i.e. : chicks, babes, and honeys who are, despite their appearance or place in society, intelligent)? 

How- does an actress’s personal standards of intellect in her real life affect the way she is given roles, or seen on screen? 

Are there successes (i.e females in film who are intelligent without also being objectified or villified)? 

Please e-mail 250-500 word abstracts to the Area Chair: 

Laura Mattoon D’Amore 
ldamore@r~w~.edu<mailto:ldamore@rw~.edu> 



Assistant Professor of American Studies 
Roger Williams Umversity 
One Old Ferry Road 

Bristol, RI 02188 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 3:39 PM 

Novotay Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

ILE: Hello and a question 

Dear Novotny: Thanks for providing me with this opportunity and I would love to make a contribution to your volume. I will need more specific information because I am not 
familiar with some of the documentaries mentioned -- Introducing Dorothy Dandridge (is this the Halle Berry film or is this the title of a documentary?). Since my research 
focuses on screen stars before the 2960s and if this coincides with your focus, I might be able to contribute something but my knowledge of documentaries is quite limited. 
Give me your thoughts on how I might proceed once you determine which documentaries I could appropriately critique in view of the focus of the volume. Once this has been 
determined, then I will let you know what I am capable of contributing. Hope to hear from you whenever you get a chance. Again, thanks for thinking of me. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2022 22:42 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Hello and a question 

Hi Charlene (if I may), 

I hope this email finds you well. It was great to see you at SCMS, which feels like it was a year ago already. In addition to saying hello I was writing to see if you might 
have any interest in conNbuting a chapter "to fin collection of essays that I’m compiling called Documenting lhe BlackExpe,qence. Non-Narrative Cinema and 

AJhican American tIistory. Culture, and Identity. Here’s the link to call fi)r essays that I sent out which will provide you with the prqiect details http:i/www.h- 

net.org/am~ounce/show.cgi?ID 191819. I’ve been shopping the proposal around to presses and they t}el that the collection is strong, but in need of a few more senior 
scholaJcs. With that said, I was hoping that you would consider writing a chapter lbr either the Civil Rights, Electronic Media, or And Beyond sec’don. Some of the films 

that I have in mind are Scottsboro: An Ame~qcan I)%gedy, b~troch~cing Dorothy DandrMge, Prom Night in Mississippi, or American Blackout. However; if 

there’s m~other documenta~ that you’re more interested in discussing that would be fine too. Well I suppose that just about covers eve@ring. I look t’o~-vva:rd to hem-ing 

back from you. 

Best, 

Novotny 

Novotny Lawrence, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Radio-Television Depaxtment 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois U,rive~sity- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
fa:v (618) 453-6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER REGESTER)> 

Tuesday: 8:33 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Recommendation Form 

Dear : Thanks for the reminder because I nearly forgot. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:22 Plvl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Recommendation Form 

Hi Professor Regester, 

This is just a friendly reminder asking you to complete my recommendation form for the                          that I am applying for. The form is due by 
but the sooner you can complete it the better. Once you are done you can either return the form to me Jn a sealed envelope or mail it to the address given at the end of the 
recommendation form- you can choose whichever option is easiest for you. 

Thanks again for taking the time to do this. 

Best, 

UNC Schoc~l of Journalism and Mass Communication c!o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:43 AM 

Adam Powell ~actx~well@usc.edu-~ 

ILE: Meeting in June 

Dear Adam: \~z sun~mer school ends June 19 so I would like to see if we could set up a meeting for Friday June 22 (evening) or Sat June 23rd (morning). Please let me know if you will be 
available during this time because I am trying to make a hotel reservation in Virginia near Tysons Corner since I am a little familiar with the area. As soon as you COl~fmn, then I will make my 
reser~ation. If this weekend does not work, I could do something the following week and ira ~veekday is better for you let me know. Again, thanks for working with me and I look for~vard to 
our meeting. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 3:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: RE: your book 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for ?’our quick reply. Ladeed, I’d welcome your visit. Aside from a few short trips, I should be here all sunmaer and look forward to meeting you. 

Regards, 

Adam 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC (;enter un Communicatiun Leadership and Policy 

Gougle voice 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaibunc.edu> 

[)ate: Monday, April 9, 2012 8:29 am 

Sublect: RE: your book 

To: Adam PoweH <acpoweH@usc.edu> 

[)eat- Adam: This ts exctting to h ear from yuu. Your name was given 
to me by a colleague on the west coast so I assumed that yuu were 
in Cali]k~rnia as I would have attempted to tnterview yuu prior to 
cumpleting the buok chapter However, since I did not I would still 
love tu intep~iew you regarding yuur morn Hopefully, in my chapter 
I treated her appropriately -- I think the biography that was 
written on her published by the Umversity uf Michigan Press was 
nut accessible tu me at the time I completed my work. Since you 
live in Vriginia and this is close to North Carulina maybe we could 
meet over the Surcaner after June 1 since I will be teaching Sur~wner 
School. I will bring some of the infom~ation that I have gathered 
in the event that you would like some of nry information as well. 
Again, it is with great pleasure to hear front you and if we cannot 
nreet maybe we could talk by phone. 

Would love to share additional itfformation. 

Thanks for contacting me and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely-, Charlene Regester 

Cell phone 
Email regester@email.unc.edu 

Front: Adanr Poxvell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 08, 2012 4:50 PM 
To: Regestcr, Charlene B 
Subject: your book 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Both as a student of African American histoW and as Hazel Scott’s 
son, I am most interested in your research By reading your book I 
will learn the meaning of your most intriguing chapter title, 
"Hazel Scott: Resistance to Othering " 

FYI I have all of my mother’s papers (but will probably donate them 
soon) so if you have ant’ additional interest in her life, please 
feel free to contact me if you believe I can be of assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fello;v, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 



> Google w)ic~ 
> 

> Next USC forum in Washington: 
> 

> Monday, Apri[ 16, 9 am, at the USC Washington DC Center 
> CPD m DC: Briefing on Water Diplomacy 

> This event is free but registration is requested. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:45 AM 

Gregg Bachman ;@aol.com> 

I~E: ufva 

Dear Gregg: Please let me know if our panel has been accepted so that I begin to pay for the registration, etc. I don’t want to wait too late and have to worry about extra fees. 
Keep me posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 2:27 PM 
To: nmartinl @conncoll.edu; Regester, Charlene B; @yahoo.corn; ’@gmail.com 
Subject: ufva 

Friends: 

I just received the following: 

"Thanks very much for submitting your work to this year~s UFVA Conference. 

I know that you are all interested in learning if your panel will be programmed and, if so, when. 

A preliminary draft of the conference program will be ready as a .pdf by April 27 and posted on the UFVA website. 

I will also send out individual e-mails with your Panel title and conference day / session time as soon after 4/27 as possible. The goal is to give you as much 
information as you need in order to make appropriate travel arrangements. 

Two important dates to note: 
- No refunds after May 31, 2012. 
- On June 1, a $50 late fee will be added to all registrations. 

Please remember - you must be a UFVA member to have your entry appear at the conference. In practical terms this means: 

You will know by 4/27 if your Panel has been scheduled and when. You will essentially have one month in order to make sure your UFVA membership is up 
to date and to register for the conference. 

In the interim, if you have and specific program scheduling questions, please contact either me or Francisco Menendez, Papers and Panels Co-Chair: 
francisco.menendez@unlv.edu 

If you have any UFVA Conference Registration questions, please contact: ufva2012@colum.edu 

Best and see you in Chicago!" 

So... it appears we won’t know anything definitive until later in the month. When I hear I11 let you know. Meanwhile you can grab rooms.... I booked the Best Western on 
Michigan at $129.00 a night. By looking at the map it appears to be centrally located. 

All the best! 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:49 AM 

Lee Greene ~att.net> 

I~E: Update 

Dear Dr. Greene: Wanted to update you on a few things. 1) I did not know if you had heard that             and since she was in your department, I thought you might 
want to know; 2) Obama is visiting our campus today and it has been crazy -- will keep you posted on this; 3) Ran into         and things worked favorably for her. Any 
new developments, I will forward and again, let me know when you are planning to come to Chapel Hill. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lee Greene       @art.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 3:58 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Help 

It is the Baltimore edition. When I sc~oll the paper, the title gives February 7, 1931; the google reference gives Januao~ 31, 1931. The title of the arlicle is "SpindaJe." 

It’s a section of the paper on North Carolina and various towns under that heading. SpindaJe is one of the several. The article is by Margaret Conley. I and others have 

tried to download this without success. A photo copy of the microflhn would be the bes~t choice. Let me know if you need other information. See my comment about 

googling this article in my previous emaJl. 

LG 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To: Lee Greene       @att.net> 
Sent: Thu, March 29, 2012 8:38:32 AM 
Subject: RE: Help 

Dear Dr. Greene: Yes, I can get this article for you but first I need you to specify is it the Afro-American Baltimore newspaper. As you know other versions of the paper existed. 
I can try to download the article from the on-line source but if this does not work, I can order the microfilm and copy from the microfilm. In fact, this really might be the best 
thing to do because I have learned that trying to access these articles from websites is difficult. Moreover, when you search on key words -- the appropriate key word does not 
always direct you to what you are looking for. The other advantage to using the microfilm is that you can scan the newspaper for this time period and I bet other related 
essays or leads will show up. First, let me know the exact title of the newspaper on line and then, I will try to download. Second, I can order through microfilm and copy the 
article from microfilm. When you come to Chapel Hill if you want to look at the microfilm you can do so as generally, I can keep the microfilm for as long as six months. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lee Greene       @art.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Help 

Charlene, 
I want to make a photo copy of an article that appeared in the Aft’o-American newspaper tbr Janua~ 31, 1931, on page 38. I can’t seem to do it. I want a copy of the 

original as it appears in tl~e newspaper (not just a printing of the texL which I can’t seem to do either). Maybe someone in the tech office can figure out how "to do this. 

Will you help me’? You can find tl~e article by going to google (it doesn’t appear for ,ne on otl~er search engines); type in western union acade,n55 spindale, nc; scroll 

down to SpindaJe and click; the newspaper article will come up. The headline for the article is Spindale. I appreciate any help you can provi&. By the way, is there an 

index for tl~e Afto-American newspaper’? 

Lee(keene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:55 AM 

Jenny Romero <jromero@oscaxs.org> 

1~3~;: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14 or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times/weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Barbara Hall 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 

Best, 
Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:41 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at :iO am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review. I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Richard Brooks Papers 38.f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 

Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Ear,ha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers 1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 IVlcDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 

1948; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries i4.f-i342 l(itt, Ear,ha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list. If you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know. Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 20ii 5:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at :I0 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 



include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blacks and Film and Blacks in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http:!/catalog.oscars.org Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from 10am- 

6pm, and Tuesdays from 10am-8pm; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at ~-h--t--t-~--j-~w-~--w-~--w-~:--~--s--c-~-a-~-s--.~-~-~-r-g/-]~Lb--r--a-~-r~y-/---u--s-~-n-g~£~[~!~]~9~E~-[ Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 
Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ° Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 ° Fax 310-657-5193 

www o sc a rs. o rg/lib ra ry/° .[[ _o___m___e_ [_o__@__o__s__c__a__r_s_ ~__o_ [ ~. 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973-1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.t"-16 TIlE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Columbia Picmres, 1966) 
iucludes: breakdown of billing requirements; wafiver for billiug on screen 

sigued by Ralph Bellamy, Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, February 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legaJ-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Cohm~bia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: signed agreemeut with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 

of actors salaries, 1965; signed agremnents with staut players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 

16.f-106 BOJANGLES 1956~ 

contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 

correspondence with Matty Forkins, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

t?om Stepin Fetchit with coW of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Bojangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

2 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda Hopper papers 

25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965. 
includes: draft columu ou THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 
fan mail including letter from reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 
supporting Catholic Church a~d protes~ting Ed Sullivau’s sympathies 
towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa Maarch 2, 1955; fan mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter ~om reader to 
Hopper discussing sister-h-law who attended Peter Marshall’s church, 
March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boy& October 25, 
1956 [postmark]; letter from Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 
marriage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 
Eartha Kitt, thoughts by Nunna]ly Johnson regarding his work on 
"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Hayold Hecht, July 30, 
1957; letter ti-om Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 
asked to take over as director of THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 
Scala’s attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 
Goldslein discussing Olivier, Jeny Wal& m~d Thelma Czedet-Heir, 
October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 
[unpuNished?]; list of guesls who attended party hosted by Spyros 
Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 
filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] with mention of Smadra Dee 
visiting set. September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 
Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 
photocopy of letter [~om AfiJcm>America~ soldier to McCarthy who 
served under George Patton, September 6, 1961 ; letter from Teet Carle to 
Hopper discussing tilmiug on location tbr NINE HOURS TO RAMA, 



November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 

regarding NINE ttOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 

letter from Bill Travilla to Peggy McNaught regaxding his vi sit "to difl}rent 

regions in Alhca inclnding visit’to Wamba, Kenya where Smnuel G. Engel 

was filming THE LION [1962], Januea3~ 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 

Peter Levathes, January 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 

Interuational Cultural Center for Youth in Jerusalem wl~ch includes 

mention ofLiza Minnelli being in "Diasy ofA~me Fras~" ]1962], 2 pages; 
interview with Harold Rand, Jmmm3z 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter fiom Fred 

Hifito Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and HOW TO STEAL A 

MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Samtny Davis, Jr., Septetnber 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965. 

includes: letter from He&N Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arft~ur 

Loew failing to maxry Eartha Kitt, Joan Collins’ wish to maan2y" Loew, 

the wit of Nunnally Johnson, July 26, 1957; letter from Hopper to 
Goldstein ruth mention of Robert Wagner and di~ussing Nmmally 

Johnson rem’iting ~ript for Mafilyn Moru’oe’s upcoming film 

[SOMETHING’S GOT TO GIVE], Februa~ 9, 1962; letter from 
Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burro, and 

Snsan Strasberg, February. 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt. Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

missed a performance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocmnbo due to an 

illness, February. 15, 1954. 

Hattie and Sam McDaniel papers 

l.f-15 Committee tbr Unity in Motion Pictures -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program tbr the First Annual Motion Picture Unity 

Award Assembly, sponsored by the Youth Council of the Nalional 

Association for the Advm~cement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 

23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publicity 1942. 

contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper portrait ficom TIlE CALIFORNIA 

EAGLE. 

l.f-17 McDmaiel, Hattie -- childhood undated. 
contains: "Elective Spelling Bla~ks" by Mrs. tE D. Abbott, belonging to, 

and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

l.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 

contaans: card with imprint of McDaniel and the Beulah show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- advertisement circa 1915. 

contaans: advertisement mounted on board ruth picture, "Compliments of 
Brown and McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertainers". 

1 ,f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 

contains: signed agency contract between Sam (Deacon) McDaniel and 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 .f-21 McDaniel, Sa~ -- Hillside Ca£e 1947. 
contains: folder from Hillside Cafe, Long Beach, California, ruth 

photograph of Sam McDaniel and four other people, inscribed ’q~o the 

Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 

"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 

contains: folder fiom Price’s Foothill (vestanrant), Signal Hill, California, 

with photograph of Sam McDaniel and club owner, together with 5x7 

photograph of Sam McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 

1950s. 



2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contains: clippings regarding Mr. McDaniel; clippings about Hattie 

McDaniel and her death and funeral; photographs of(among others) Mr. 

McDaniel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and friends, family and business 

acquaintences; telegram from Anna Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sorrow at the death of ttattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation tbr CAPTA1NS COURAGEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

for TIlE ttARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE PALOOKA, CttAMP 
(1946); telegran~ frmn John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 

McDaniel relaying message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER WHO’S 
KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and MmT 

[Astor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap party; review for HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review for A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review for AM I GUILTY? (1940). 
Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8x10 certificate of a resolution honoring the memoD, of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.f-25 l?eriodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Number 2, undated [photocopy]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 
contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaniel, Sam 
McDaniel, Etta McDaniel and family members and friends. 
Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 
Archive. 

2.f-27 l?rogram 1942. 

contains: Music Town Presents, "American l~apsody," by Ruby Berkely 

Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 

Note: Program, with many adveNsements for black businesses and 

entertainers, including film FOUR SHALL DIE with Dorothy Dandridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edwmd Ingrain, for Vernon, the Nite Club of 

Los Angeles, ruth list of performers. 

Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics to "Walkin’ the Dog." 

Paramotmt Pictures contract summaries 

14.f- 1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 
contains: summa~ of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 PORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis 3/Iilestone; 1959 (Uniled Artisls, 1959) 
includes: agreement with Lynn Stalmaster, Maacch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Studios, a children’s portrait galleD", 

won&ring if Gregory l?eck roll cast her lazy son in recompense for her 

having been inundated at all hours by calls fro,n aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search for Melville Productions, Maxch 15, 
1958; day player contracts for, among others, Phillip Ahr~ Ivan Dixon, and 

Beulah Quo; contracts for, among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 

Norman Fell, Harry Gua~dino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, HaW Dean Stanton, Woody 

Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Milton E. Pick~nan papers 

15.t"-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 
contains: (1) TIlE T}RINDER OF GIANTS, reader report by Sidney 
Picker of a screen treatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., January 25, 1965; 
(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barba~ra Willard of a novel by 
Donald McCmdle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 



reader report by Ed Gemnson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 
September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 
H~el Thurston of a novel by June Drmnmond, June 9, 1961,4 pages; (5) 
"The Throe Sirens," reader report by Edward Dwle of a novel by Irving 
Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 
screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 
Tightrope Men," reader report by Ed Gemnson of a novel by’ Desmond 
Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8) "Time and Again," reader report of a 
novel by, Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reports of 
a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by, Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 
pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 
contains: brief production notes on an autobiography by Em~tha Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 
contains: letters from George W. Anderson, Ideal PuNishing Corp., June 
13, 1974; Barbara Best. two undated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 
Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Doty, NBC, April 22, 
1952; Robert J. Fi~gibbon, "Family Weekly," February 12, 1969; MauU 
Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 
Sidney and Madeline Greenberg, MW 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 
1967; Em Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Lea£, undated; GeoffMiller, ’°Los 
Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndme, January 13, 
1964; Peggy McNaught, April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain~ May 5, 1961; Jerry. 
Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), Jmm 25, 1957; A. L. 
Rockett, March 21, 1955; Paul San, "New York Post" October 28, 
1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 
Senior, MGM publici~, undated; "Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 
Law Swindell, Februau 23, 1973; "TV Radio Mirror" (Claim Safran), 
June 19, 1962; proposal t]com Skolsky m ’~Fhis Week," JanuaW 28, 1969, 
m~d undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), August 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 
May 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, May 4, 1967; Irma 
Wefizman, December 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilson, July 
5, 1972; Sonia Wolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 
1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3£-62 TynUpes-- D 

contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesam Danova, Ray Danton, Kim 

Da~’by. Bobby Darin, tial David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 

Sa~mmy Davis~ Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.f-74 Tyntypes-- K 

contains: materia] on Am~a Ka~-ina, Danny Kaye, Stacy Keach, Bfim~ 

Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kenne@, George Kennedy, Deborah Kern 

Johi~ Kerr, Marion Key5 Alan King, Eartha Kitt, Jack Klugmm~, Susan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofi’erson, Hardy Kruger, Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zeiflin papers 

2.f- [16211 Davi~ Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and T am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 2:28 PM 

Adam Powell ~actx~well@usc.edu-~ 

I~E: RE: Meeting in June 

Dear Adam: This works for me. Hope to see you then. Will send an email reminder as the date nears Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 1:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: RE: Meeting in Ju~ae 

Dear Charlene 

That weekend Friday night and Saturday morning are already cormnitted, but I could meet Saturday an?- time after 12 noon 

See you in June! 
Adam 

Adam Clayton Powel[ III 
Senior Fellow, USC (;enter on Communication Leadership and Policy 

Google voice 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

[)ate: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:43 am 

Subject: RE: Meeting in June 

To: Adam Powell <acpowell@usc.edu> 

Dear Adam: My sutmner school ends June 19 so I would like to see if 
we could set up a meeting for Friday June 22 (evening) or Sat June 
23rd (morning). Please let me l~ow if you will be available during 
this time because I am trying to make a hotel reservation in 
Virginia near Tysons Comer since I am a little fi~miliar with the 
area As soon as you confirm, then I will make my reservation If 
this weekend does not work, ! could do something the following week 
and ifa weekday is better ~k~r you let me know. Again, thanks 
working with me and ! look forward to our meeting Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Frorai Adam Pow~ll [acpow~il@us~iedu] 

Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 3:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: RE: your book 

Dear Charlene, 

That~k you for your quick reply. Indeed, I’d welcome your visit. 
Aside from a few short trips, I should be here all surrm~er and look 
forward to meeting you. 

Regards, 
Adam 

Adara Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 

Google voice 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, April 9, 2012 8:29 am 
Subject: RE: your book 
To: Adam Powell <acpowell@usc.edu> 

> Dear Adam: This is exciting to hear from you Your name was given 
> to me by a colleague on the west coast so I assumed that you were 
> in California as I would have attempted to interview- you prior to 
> completing the book chapter However, since I did not I would still 
> love to interview you regarding your mom. Hopefully, in my chapter 
> I treated her appropriately -- I think the biography that was 
> written on her published by the University of Michigan Press ~vas 
> not accessible to me at the time I completed my work Since you 
> hve in Vriginia and this is close to North Carolina maybe we could 
> meet over the Summer after June 1 since I will be teaching Summer 
> School I will bring some of the intbrmation that I have gathered 
> in the event that you would like some of my information as well. 
> Again, it is with great pleasure to hear from you and if we cannot 
> meet maybe we could talk by phone 

>> 

>> 



> > ’];hanks for contacting me and ] look forward to hearing from you. 
>> 
> > Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

> > Cell phone 
> > Email regester@emaihunc.edu 
>> 

> > From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
> > Sent: Sunday, April 08, 2012 4:50 PM 
> > To: Regester, Charlene B 
> > Subject: your book 
>> 

> > Dear Professor Regester, 
>> 

> > Both as a student of African American histo~ and as Hazel Scott’s 
> > son, I am most interested in your research. By reading your book I 
> > will learn the meaning of your most intriguing chapter title, 
> > "Hazel Scott: Resistance to Othering." 
>> 

> > FYI I have all of my mother’s papers (but will probably donate them 
> > soon) so if you have any additional interest in her life, please 
> > feel free to contact rue if you believe I can be of assistance. 
>> 

> > Sincerely, 
>> 

> > Adam Clayton Powell III 
> > Senior Fellow, USC Center on Corrmmnication Leadership and Policy 
>> 

> > Google voice 
>> 

> > Next USC forum in Washington: 
>> 

> > Monday, April 16, 9 am, at the USC Washington DC Center 
> > CPD in DC: Briefing on Water Diplomacy 

> > This event is free but registration is requested. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 6:56 PM 

Lee Greene @art.net> 

ILE: Update 

Okay. You are really update. See you when you come again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lee Greene       @art.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 4:28 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Update 

Charlene, 

I heard abou| and about Obama. Sorry ot hear about and sorry to miss Obama. I was in Chapel Hill April 10-12, but was tied up with this and that. I did 

see Mae Henderson; went to her house just before leaving town. Sorry I didtft have a chance to get up with you. You can send the microfilm back. I think I cm~ find 

and r)rint lust about m~thing in the newspaper (the ones that are digitized already). Thanks again for your help. I might be in Chapel Hill within a week or m,o (driving a 
. Will let you know if any time appem~ in the schedule. 

LG 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To: Lee Greene       @art.net> 
Sent: Tue, April 24, 2012 8:49:00 AM 
Subject: RE: Update 

Dear Dr. Greene: Wanted to update you on a few things. 1) I did not know if you had heard that             and since she was in your department, I thought you might 
want to know; 2) Obama is visiting our campus today and it has been crazy -- will keep you posted on this; 3) Ran into Henderson and things worked favorably for her. Any 
new developments, I will forward and again, let me know when you are planning to come to Chapel Hill. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lee Greene       _~att.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 3:58 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Help 

It is the Baltitnore edition. When I scroll the paper, the title gives Februaxy 7, 1931; the google reference gives January 31, 1931. The title of the article is "Spinda~e." 

It’s a section of the paper on Nortl~ Carolina and various towns under that heading. Spindale is one of the several. The axticle is by Margaxet Conley. I m~d others have 
tried to download this without success. A photo cow of the microfilm would be the best choice. Let me know if yon need other information. See my comment about 

googling this aNcle in my previons email. 

LG 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To: Lee Greene       ~att.net> 
Sent: Thu, March 29, 2012 8:38:32 AM 
Subject: RE: Help 

Dear Dr. Greene: Yes, I can get this article for you but first I need you to specify is it the Afro-American Baltimore newspaper. As you know other versions of the paper existed. 
I can try to download the article from the on-line source but if this does not work, I can order the microfilm and copy from the microfilm. In fact, this really might be the best 
thing to do because I have learned that trying to access these articles from websites is difficult. Moreover, when you search on key words -- the appropriate key word does not 
always direct you to what you are looking for. The other advantage to using the microfilm is that you can scan the newspaper for this time period and I bet other related 
essays or leads will show up. First, let me know the exact title of the newspaper on line and then, I will try to download. Second, I can order through microfilm and copy the 
article from microfilm. When you come to Chapel Hill if you want to look at the microfilm you can do so as generally, I can keep the microfilm for as long as six months. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lee Greene       ~att.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Help 

Charlene, 
I want to make a photo copy of an article that appeared in the Afro-American newspaper for Janua~ 31, 1931, on page 38. I can’t seem to do it. I want a copy of the 

original as it appears in the newspaper (not just a printing of the text, which I can’t seem to do either). Maybe someone in the tech office can fignre ont how to do this. 

Will you help me? You can find the article by going to google (it doesn’t appear for me on other search engines); 5~pe in western union academy, spindale, nc; scroll 

down to Spinda]e and click; the newspaper article roll come up. The headline tbr the article is Spindale. I appreciate any help you can provide. By the way, is there an 

index for the Ath~-American newspaper? 

LeeGreene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 2:47 PM 

Jenny Romero <jromero@oscaxs.org> 

1~3~;: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: Thanks much and as soon as I have made my reservations, I will get back with you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:23 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’II put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(.-h--t--t-p--;/-j---c---~-!!.-e-.-c--t.L~---n---s--..-~-.-s.-c--a---r--s--.--~--r-N/---m----s.Ln---v---e---n--t-/-!.-n-.-d-.~:~-[R)‘ The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email!print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 
To-" Jenny Romero 
Subject; RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14 or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times!weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-¯ Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent; Monday, August 29, 2011 i:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
~:¢; Barbara Hall 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 
Best, 
Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:41 AM 
To; Jenny Romero 
Subject; RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester~-~email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject; RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review. I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Richard Brooks Papers 38.f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-I06 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Ear,ha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers 1.f-19 lvlcDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 PlcDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 

1948; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 



Sidney Skolsky Papers I.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 
David L Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list. If you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know. Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars~org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blocks ond Film and Blocks in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http://catalog.oscars:org Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from 10am- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from 10am-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at http://www.oscars.orgilibraryiusingihours-directions.html Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 
Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ¯ Tel 310-247-3036 ext 2226 ° Fax 310-657-5193 

www oscars.or,q/libraryl ¯ iromero@oscars or.q 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973 - 1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Columbia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: brea£down of billing requilvmeuts; waiver for billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellamy, Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, February 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legal-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardB~oks," 1966 (Columbia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 

of actors salarie~ 1965; signed agreements with stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 

16.t"-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contaius: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, aud July 2, 1956; 

correspondence with Marry Forldns, 1956; haudwritten draft script; note 

fixJm Stepin Fetchit with copy of sheet music, "Dmacin’ Bill Boja~lgles". 

Jack tlirshberg papers 

2 Davis, Smnmy, Jr. 

Hedda Hopper papers 

25 Tweulieth Century- Fox 1944-1965. 

includes: draft column on THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 

fan mail including letter from reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 

suptx~rting Calholic Church ~md protesting Ed Sullivan’s sympathies 

towards Jews, Catholics, m~d blacks, circa Ma;ch 2, 1955; fau mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter from reader to 

Hopper discussing sister-h-law M~o attended Peter Marshall’s church, 

March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 

1956 [postmark]; letter froln Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 

Inamage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 



Eartha Kitt, thoughts by NunnaJly Johnson regarding his work on 

"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Haacold Hecht, July 30, 

1957; letter ti-om Goldstein to ttopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 

asked to take over as director of TttE DEVIUS DISCIPLE and Gia 
Scala’s attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 

Goldstein discussing Olivier, Jeny W~1& and Thelma Czalet-Heir, 

October 10, 1958; draft colmnn on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 

]unpublished?]; list of guests who attended pmiy hosted by Spyros 

Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 

filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] ruth mention of Sandra Dee 

visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 

Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 

photocopy of letter t~om AIi-ican-American soldier to McCarthy who 
served under George Patton, September 6, 1961 ; letter from Teet Carle to 

Hopper discussing tilming on location tbr NINE HOURS TO RAMA, 

November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to ttopper 

regarding NINE HOURS TO RAMA, Decmnber 30, 1961, 4 pages; 

letter from Bill Travilla to Peggy McNaught reg~xding his visit to difl~rent 

regions in Africa including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 

was fihning THE LION ]1962], Janu~acy 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 

Peter Levathes, Januao~ 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 

International Cultural Center for Youth in Jerusalem which includes 

mention ofLiza Minnelli being in "Diagr’ of Arme Frank," [1962], 2 pages; 

interview ruth Harold Rand, January 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter from Fred 

Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and ttOW TO STEAL A 

MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.f-897 Goldsteir~ Bob 1957-1965. 

includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 

Loew failing to ma~T Eartha Kitt, Joan Collins’ wish to marry Loew, and 

the wit ofNurmally Jo!m~son, July 26, 1957; letter from Hopper to 
Goldstein with mention of Robert Wagner and discussing Nunna~ly 

Jolmson rewriting script lbr Marilyn Monroe’s upeoming film 

[SOMETHING’S GOT TO GIVE], Februau 9, 1962; letter t?om 
flopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and 

Susan Strasberg, February 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

missed a perIbm~ance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocambo due to an 

ilhress, February 15, 1954. 

Hattie and Sam McDaniel papers 

1.f-15 Co~nmittee for Unity in Motion l?ictures -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First Amm~2l Motion Picture Unity 

Au~ard Assembly, sponsored by the Youth Council of the Nation~l 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 

23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publicity 1942. 
contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper portrait from THE CALIFORNIA 
EAGLE. 

1.f-17 McDaniel, Hattie -- childhood undated. 
contains: "Elective Spelling Blanks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott,. belonging to, 
and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

l.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 

contains: card with imprint of McDaniel and the Beula~h show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- advertiscment circa 1915. 

contains: advertisement motmted on board with picture, "Compliments of 

Brown and McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertainers". 



1.17-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 
contains: signed agency contract between Stun (Deacon) McDaniel and 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 .f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cafe 1947. 
contains: folder fiom Hillside Cafe, Long Beach, California, ruth 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and tbur other people, inscribed "To the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 
°’Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 
contains: lblder from Price’s Fooflaill (restaurant), Signal Hill, Ca]iIbmia, 
with photograph of Sam McDaniel and club owner, together with 5x7 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contains: clippings regazding Mr. McDaafiel; clippings about Hattie 

McDaniel and her death and funeral; photographs of (among others) Mr. 

McDaafiel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and fiiends, family and business 

acquaintences; telegram t?om A~ma Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sonow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation for CAI~fAINS COUI~A_GEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE I?ALOOKA, CHAMP 
(1946); telegram from John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 

McDaniel relaying message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER VvqTIO’S 

KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and Mar)’ 
[Astor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap part),; review tbr HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review lbr A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review tbr AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America. Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8xl 0 certiticate of a resolution honoring the memor)’ of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Number 2, undated [photocow]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 
contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaniel, Sam 
McDaniel, Etta McDaniel and family membem and friends. 
Note: Retbrence photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 
Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 
contains: Music Town Presents, "American Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 
Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 
Note: Program, with many advertisements tbr black businesses and 
enter’mimers, including tilm FOUR SttAI,L DIE with Dorothy Dandridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edward Ingram, for Vernon, the Nite Club of 

Los Angeles, ruth list of perfom~ers. 
Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics to "Walkin’ the Dog." 

Paramount Pictures contract summaries 

14.f- 1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 

contains: summary of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 PORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Milestone; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

includes: agreement with Lynn StaJmaster, Maacch 18, 1958; letter fiom 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Studios. a children’s portrait gallmy, 



wondering if Gregory Peck will cast her lazy son in recompense for her 

having been inundated at a]l hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search tbr Melville Productions, March 15, 
1958; day player contracts tbr, among others, Phillip Ahn, Ivan Dixon, and 

Beula]~ Quo; contracts for, among others, Robert Blake, Jmnes Edwards, 

Norman Fell, Haas" Gum’dino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, Ha~ry Dean Stanton, Woo@ 

Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Milton E. Picl~nan papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 

contains: (1) THE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader report by Sidney 

Picker of a screen treatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., Janua~ 25, 1965; 

(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 
Donald McCardle, Jnne 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 

reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 

September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 

H~el Thurston of a novel by June Drummond, June 9, 1961, 4 pages; (5) 
"The Three Sirens," reader repo~t by Edward Doyle of a novel by hwing 

Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 

screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 

Tightrope Mere" reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 

Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8)"Time and Again," reader report of a 

novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reIx~rts of 

a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 
pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellm~eous 1957-1960. 

contains: brief p~oduction notes on an autobiography by Eartha Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 ,f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 

contains: letters t?om George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 

13, 1974; Barbara Best, two nndated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 

Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Dory, NBC, April 22, 

1952; Robert J. Fflzgibbon, °°Family Weekly," February. 12, 1969; Maul 
Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 

Sidney and Madeline Cqeenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 

1967; Etn Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Lea£, undated; GeoffMiller, °’Los 

Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, Janaa~ 13, 

1964; Peggy McNaught, April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain, May 5, 1961; Jercy’ 

ram, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), Jtme 25, 1957; A. L. 

RockeR. March 21, 1955; Paul San, ’~ew York Post" October 28, 
1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGM publicity, undated; °’Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 

Larry Swindell, Februa~ 23, 1973; °°TV Radio Mirror" (Claire Safi~an), 

June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolsky to °~This Week," Jannary 28, 1969, 

and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), August 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 

May 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, May 4, 1967; Irma 

Weflzmm~, Decetnber 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilson, July 

5, 1972; Sonia Wolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 

1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3.f-62 Tyntypes-- D 
contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesam Dm~ova, Ray Dantor~ Kim 

Darby, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 

Sammy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.1"-74 TynUpes-- K 

contains: tnateria] on Am~a Ka~ina, DaaaW Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 

Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kerr, 

Jolm Kern Marion Key, Alan King, Ea~tha Kitt, Jack Klugma~, Susan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofferson, Ha@ Kruger; Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zeitlin papers 

2.f- [62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reclesterCcO. email.unc.edu] 



Sent; Monday, August 15, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: .~enny Romero 
Subject-" Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear .Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and 3[ am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 4:01 PM 

McDonnell, Caxol B <cbmcdonn@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

P, Jg: AI~M    : Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 

Dear Carol: Whenever you have a chance, please let me know how to proceed regarding this student so that I can convey appropriate information to him. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: McDonnell, Carol 13 
Sent: Monday, 1:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: AFAM : Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 

C h a rl ell e, 

I spoke with this student about a week ago about his situation~ I told hirn that someone in the Dean of StudenL’s Office needed to provide evidence for you and 

guidance on how you were supposed to proceed with a[Iowh~g or not allowing him to make up the m~ssed work. 

~just now s~oke with the DOS office and am going to forward the emaH below to them. They told me that he was not supposed to stop working in this course for 

[:he spring sefrH~sl:er while his Honor Court case was pendk~g. They are going to h:>:~]~ h~l:o ~t and see wha[: communical:h:~n ~s on file between [:heir office and 

Now that t k)o~ at h~s message again, t am not sure if he 

Student Se~4ces Manager 

Friday Cenler 

University of North 

CB~I020 

C[u~pel It,ll NC 27599-. 1020 

919-.962- 

[:a~x 919-962-.5549 

F~m= Benowi~, Judith 
Sent~ Monday, . 

To= McDonnell, Carol 
Subject~ ~: AFAM 

11:25 AM 

Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 

dan you help dharbne 

~udith 

~udith 
Progrem D~welopme~t Specialist 

Fr~dey Center for Continuing 

University of North 

100 FHday Cente~ Drive 

Chtpe~ Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-630~ 

b~no~itzOem~W.unc.edu 

"A bit of fr~9~¢e always ~]ings to th~ h~d that 9~ws roses." 

-~hinese Prow~b 

Fmm~ Regester, Charlene B 
Sent~ Monday, . 10:~0 AM 
T~ Benowitz, ~udJth 
S~bje~t~ ~: AFAM : Student A~empting ~ Complete Course Requiremen~ 
Dear Judith: Please read the inquiry below from a student enrolled in my AFAM class. I am forwarding this information because I was unsure how to handle or 
respond in view of the restrictions and requirements of on line classes. Whenever you have a chance, please let me know how this should be handled. Also, if you need to 
discuss by phone you can call me on my cell _            The student has completed some two additional essays but has not participated in discussion forums. Thanks for 
your assistance in this matter. Please note that I i~ave passed this information along to my chair. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ,@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, . 3:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM    Please Read 

Dear Pro£ Regester, 

I sincerely apologize for the delay in responding to the tectmical etTor with the 2nd essay. 

Since then, I have caught up in all my readings for this course, and wrote the 3rd essay- a while ago. I have been working 

with my in class professors and classmates to get evewthing back on track. 
I apologize in waiting to contact you about it I spoke with the Friday Center and called the Afam dept multiple times this week to tiN and catch you or ask how- to resolve this I believed 
that this could better be addressed in person or over the phone and was hesitant in writing this email. Please excuse me if my email is not veiN well ~vritten and organized. I kindly ask if there 
is anything I can do to make up for the missing discussion board posts and essays. I have put forth 120% in writing these essays and comprehending the material. I believe I have learned 
my lesson from this experience, from how contacting the professor as soon as trouble arises and having faith that an issue will resolve ~vith good intentions and hard work 
I appreciate your time and consideration in reading this email and any mercy in my assignments that are ~villing to provide. 



Sincerely, 

Chemistry & Economics 
UNC 
tinyurl.comJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 11:22 AM 

McDonnell, Caxol B <cbmcdonn@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1),22: AFAM    Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 

Dear Carol: Thanks for the guidance provided. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: McDonnell, Carol B 
Sent: Thursday, . 9:18 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: AFAM Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 

Cha d en e~ 

f don’t haw? am/thh]g else to say at thb poinL ~s ~ said, the DOS offk:e was ~:o k)ok ~n~:o i1:. WK:hout any ~urther word ~rorn then], 

~ guess you need to giw~ the student a fina~ grade based on what you have, when:her K:is failing or not 

Smden~ Se~s4ces Manager 

Friday C en[er ~tr Con[hming Education 

CB~ 1020 

ChN)d Hill NC 27599-1020 

919-9~2-1lOS 

fax 919-962-35@ 

F~ Regester, Charlene B 
SeBt~ Wednesday, 4:0~ PN 
T~i McDonnell, Carol B 
S~bje~t~ RE: AFAM    Student A~empting to Complete Course Requiremen~ 
Dear Carol: Whenever you have a chance, please let me know how ~ proceed regarding this student so that [ can convey appropriate information to him, ~an~ much, 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: McDonnell, Carol B 
Sent; Monday, : 1:57 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
C¢; Benowitz, Judith 
S..bject: RE: AFAM Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 

I spoke with this student about a week ago about his situatiom I told him that someone in the Dean of Studentb Ofl:ke needed to provide evidence for you and 

guidance on how you were supposed to proceed w~th allowing or not showing him to make up the missed work~ 

~ )~st now spoke w~th the DOS office and am going to forward the emaH below to them. They told me that he was not supposed to stop working ~n this course for 

the      semester while his Honor Court case was pending, They are going to look into ~t and see what communication is on file between their office and him, 

Now that ~ k)ok al: hb message again, ~ am rm[: sure if he ’ 

Studem Ser~ ices Manager 

Friday Cen~er ibr Continuing Edacafion 

Unh, ersit,~ of North Care]bin ag Chapd 

CB#I020 

C[mpe[ Hill NC 27599-1020 

919-962-. 1105 
f. ~.9~---~ :~ ~ ax 91~-.9~-~b49 

~ Benowi~, ~udith 
S~Bt~ Monday, 
T~ N~Donnell, Carol B 
~je~t~ ~: AFAN 

11:25 AM 

: Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 



To: Benowitz, .ludith 
Subject: FW: AFAM Student Attempting to Complete Course Requirements 
Dear .Judith: Please read the inquiry below from a student enrolled in my AFAM              I am forwarding this information because I was unsure how to handle or 
respond in view of the restrictions and requirements of on line classes. Whenever you have a chance, please let me know how this should be handled. Also, if you need to 
discuss by phone you can call me on my cell             . The student has completed some two additional essays but has not participated in discussion forums. Thanks for 
your assistance in this matter. Please note that I have passed this information along to my chair. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM : Please Read 

Dear Pro~ Regester, 

I sincerely apologize for the delay in responding to the tectmical error with the 2nd essay. 

¯ Since then, I have caught up in all my readings for this course, and wrote the 3rd essay- a while ago. I have been working 

with my in class professors and classmates to get evewthing back on track¯ 
I apologize in waiting to contact you about it I spoke with the Friday Center and called the Afam dept multiple times this week to tiN and catch you or ask how- to resolve this I believed 
that this could better be addressed in person or over the phone and was hesitant in writing this email. Please excuse me if my email is not veiN well ~vritten and organized¯ I kindly ask if there 
is anything I can do to make up for the missing discussion board posts and essays¯ I have put forth 120% in writing these essays and comprehending the material¯ I believe I have learned 
my lesson from this experience, from how contacting the professor as soon as trouble arises and having faith that an issue will resolve ~vith good intentions and hard work 
I appreciate your time and consideration in reading this email and any mercy in my assignments that are ~villing to provide. 
Sincerely, 

Chemistry- & Economics 
UNC 
tinyurl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Snnday, April 29, 2012 2:02 PM 

@hotmail.com 

I~W: 27. Black International Cinema Befli~ May 2-6, Rathaas Schrneberg 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 
Sent-" Sunday, April 29, 20:12 5:2:1 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; 27. Black International Cinema Berlin, May 2-6, Rathaus Sch6neberg 

@aol.com] 

















Abmeldung ~on die~m Newsletter: 

http:i/www.newstroll.deiapp/del/2c4osbt7zdap/] 91043 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Snnday, April 29, 2012 2:02 PM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: 27. Black Internalional Cinema Befli~ May 2-6, Rathaus Sch(Sneberg 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 
Sent-" Sunday, April 29, 20:12 5:2:1 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; 27. Black International Cinema Berlin, May 2-6, Rathaus Sch6neberg 

@aol.com] 

















Abmeldung ~on die~m Newsletter: 

http:i/www.newstroll.deiapp/del/2c4osbt7zdap/] 91043 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 8:40 AM 

@hotmail.com > 

RE: 27. Black International Cinema Berlin, May 2-6, Rathaus Sch~neberg 

Dear Precious: I knew you were attending but did not know when. Have a good trip and hope your film is well received. I look forward to seeing you when you return. Last 
Tuesday, Obama was on campus and it was electrifying. Will give you some details when we meet. Sorry, I could not attend the conference but I have quite a bit of travel lined 
up and this would have been cost prohibitive. I look forward to seeing you when you return to Durham. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Precious Stone         @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, April 29~ 2012 3:4-7 PM 

To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: 27. Black International Cinema Berlin, May 2-6, Rathaus Sch6neberg 

Hi Chaxlene, 

How’s eveo~thing? 

This is the festiva] I’~n attending. I leave on Tuesday ~d return next Sunday. If you scroll down in the emafil, you’ll see a listing for my fihn Across the Atlantic on 

Saturday as well as a listing for Ken Wyatt’s fihn. He safid he won’t be able to attend this year. 

I hope a]l is well on your end. Things here are fine. 

Take care, 
Precious 

Frown: regester@email.unc.edu 

To         ~hotm~fil.com 
Subject: l~W: 27. Black International Cinema Berlin, May 2-6, Rathaus Sch6neberg 

Date: Sun, 29 Apr 2012 18:02:07 +0000 

From= Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre! Black International Cinema Berlin!q-he Collegium T.V.!Cultural Zephyr e.V. 
Sent= Sunday, April 29, 2012 5:21 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= 27. Black International Cinema Berlin, May 2-6, Rathaus Sch6neberg 

@aol.com] 

















Abmeldung von diesem Newsletter: 

http:, iwww.newstmll.de, app, deli2c4osbt7zdap/191043 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 12:26 PM 

Wendy Hacker ~gmail.com> 

I~3E: visit 

Dear Wendy: Thanks for the dinner and I look forward to working with you on your project. This is the end of the semester and it has been very hectic so I could not respond 
earlier. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: Wendy Hacker @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2012 8:29 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: visit 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you so much for maldng the ~ime in your schedule to visit with Michael m~d me. We truly enjoyed our dinner and conversation. 

Good luck with your new project. 

Wendy Hacker 
Loose, ;~?~:,~ds 
~49 3co¢t Av, 

Sa~sot~ FL 34243 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 12:39 PM 

@gm~l.com> 

ILE: emml 

Dear     This is to let you know that I plan to send a letter on your behalf to the programs requested. However, I want to alert you to the fact that you are applying to 
different programs and I am not certain that my letter speaks to your skills as they relate to these programs. Sometimes your application can be eliminated because you don’t 
really fit their program not because you are not a good student. I hope you understand this as I will go ahead and submit the letter on your behalf. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From:                    I@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2012 1:05 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject:    email 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

will be sending you an email as well. It is aJ~ 

see. 

program so I a~ pretty sine the stone letter can be used. Thank you very tnuch, hopefully I get in....but we will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 1:06 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

ILE: emml 

Okay. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                    I@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 12:54 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re:    email 

Thm~s Dr. Regestel; 

The two programs axe basica]ly wanting to see my strength as a s~dent, I think the letters should be fine. Thank you very much. 

On Tue, May 8, 2012 at 9:39 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear     This is to let you know that I plan to send a letter on your behalf to the programs requested. However, I want to alert you to the fact that you are applying to 
different programs and I am not certain that my letter speaks to your skills as they relate to these programs. Sometimes your application can be eliminated because you 
don’t really fit their program not because you are not a good student. I hope you understand this as I will go ahead and submit the letter on your behalf. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From:                      ,~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, i~lay 02, 2022 1:05 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject:    email 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

roll be sending you an email &s well. It is an 
will ~e. 

program so I am p~etly sure the same letter can be used. Thank you ve~ much, hopefully I get in....but we 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 12:40 PM 

L. Teresa Church @mindspdng.com> 

1~9;: [aac] ’Magnifice~ff collection faces breakup - CNN.co~n 

Dear Teresa: Thanks for the article -- it is quite interesting and disheartening. I will start Summer School on Monday May 15th, if you want to schedule a lunch meeting just 
let me know. Glad to know that things are going well. I plan to go to the Robert Abbott Collection the first week in August because I have a conference in Chicago and I am 
trying to coordinate both events at the same time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F~om: L. Teresa Church       @mindspring.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 2:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Fwd: [aac] ’Magnificen~ collection faces breakup - CNN.com 

Hi Charlene, 

I hope that you are doing well m~d managing to finally catch your breath, after what I know was probably a very busy semester. All is well and nay own schedule is 

more lhll thm~ I can imagine. That’s a good thing, however, because I am enjoying the projects that I am working on. 

When you have a moment to spaxe, you may enjoy reading the article at the link below. I found it fascinaling. 

http:~~vvvwv~cnn~c~m~2~12~~5~~8~us/m~nta‘cJue-c~~~ecti~n-aucti~n/index.htm~?hpt=hp ci 

Take good care and let’s try and meet for lunch before too long. Hope to hear frotn you soon. 

Bes~t until ther~ 

Teresa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 1:06 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Baker Collection ProposaJ~ 

Baker Critical ReaderTable of Contents.doc; Baker Critical ReaderBookProposal.doc; GatesLetterBake~Collection.doc 

Dear Mae: Below are my comments regarding the proposal that we are submitting to publishers and other issues surrounding the volume: 
:t) Attached is a version of the proposal that we can submit -- please edit and add additional information where you see appropriate. 
2) Attached is the updated Table of Contents -- please note that at the end we added some additional sources but these can be removed before submission but I did not want 
to delete because they can be included in the longer bibliography. I attempted to detect some errors in the bibiliography but if you notice others, please correct or let me know. 
We expanded some of the categories and moved essays around so I hope that I caught all of the changes -- I tried to use the last version of the introduction that you sent as a 
guideline but did the best that I could. 
3) Attached is the letter to Gates regarding the interview. I basically used the same language that we used in the previous letter to all contributors but you can edit accordingly. 
However, I recommend that you do not send this request until we are granted a contract -- it might be a little embarrassing if we make the request and our collection is never 
published. 
Please feel free to call me to discuss further if necessary              I will be in the library until 4:30 today. Keep in mind that my summer school begins on Tuesday. 
Finally, I still thinkwe have a good collection and introduction and if we do not get published with this press, we certainly should be able to get published with another press. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Revised May 2012 

Reception and Perception 

"To Stockholm, with Love: The Critical Reception of Josephine Baker, 1927-35," Ylva 
Habel, Film Histoly, 17 (2005): 125-138. 

"Of la Baker, I Am a Disciple": The Diva Politics of Reception," Jeanne Scheper, 

Camera Obscura 65, 22.2 (2007): 73-1101. 

"Femininity, the Primitive, and Modern Urban Space: Josephine Baker in Berlin," Nancy 
Nenno in Women m the Metropofis: Gender & Modernity in Weimar Culture (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1997), 145-161. 

"Blackness as Symptom: Josephine Baker and European Identity," in Blackening Europe: 

the African American Presence ed. Heike Raphael-Hernandez (New York and London: 
Routledge, 2004), 35-52. 

"The New Woman and the New Empire: Josephine Baker and Changing Views of 
Femininity in Interwar France," Tyler Stovall, Scholar and Feminist On-fine Issue 6.1 - 
6.2: (Fall 2007/Spring 2008), 1-13. 

"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star--Josephine Baker 

Racialized, Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, the Mainstream 
Press, and FBI Files," Charlene Regester, Popular A~[ttsic and Society 24.1 (Spring 2003): 
31-84. 

Dirty Dancing 

"’ Savage’ Dancer: Tout Paris Goes to See Josephine Baker," Ramsay Burt in Afien 

Bodies." Representations of A~[odernity, "Race, "and Nation in Early Modern Dance 

(New York and London: Routledge, 1998), 57-82. 

"A ’Saxaphone in Movement’: Josephine Baker and the Music &Dance," Terri J. 
Gordon, Nottingham French Studies, 43.1 (Spring 2004): 40-52. 

"Colonial, Postcolonial, and Diasporic Readings of Josephine Baker as Dancer and 

Performance Artist," Mae G. Henderson, Scholar andFemmist On-Line, Issue 6.1-6.2 
(Fall 2007/Spring 2008): 1-112. 



Modernism, Primitivism, and Embodied Performance 

"An Intelligence of the Body: Disruptive Parody through Dance in the Early 
Performances of Josephine Baker," Michael Borshuk in Forecaast: Forum for European 

Contribu#otts in A.f!~ican American Studies (2001). 

"Josephine Baker’s Hothouse," Janet Lyon in Modernism, bic.: Body, Memory, Capitol 
eds. Jani Scndura and Michael Thurston (New York: New York University Press, 2001), 
29-47. 

"The Black Body," Sieglinde Lemke in Primitivist Modernism: Black Cu#ure and the 
Origins of Transatlantic Modernism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 95-116. 

"Embodied Fictions, Melancholy Migrations: Josephine Baker’s Cinematic Celebrity," 

Terfi Francis, Modern Fiction Studies, 51.4 (Winter 2005): 824-845. 

"Josephine Baker and La Revue Negre: From Ethnography to Performance," Mae G. 
Henderson, Text andPerjbrmance Quarterly, 23.2 (April 2003): 107-133. 

Filmic Fictions and Narrative Desire 

"Uncanny Performances in Colonial Narratives: Josephine Baker in Princess Tam Tam" 

Elizabeth Coffman, Paradoxa, 3.3-4 (1997): 

"Josephine Baker and Pierre Batcheff in La Sirene des tropiques," Phil Powfie and Eric 

Rebillard, Studies in French Cinema 8.3 (2008): 245-264. 

"Nationalizing and Segregating Performance: Josephine Baker and Stardom in Zouzou 

(1934)," Scott Balcerzak, Post Script 26.1 (2006): 1-17. 

"Performing the Other: A Consideration of Two Cages," Mary Kate Kelly, College 

Literature, 26.1 (Winter 1999): 113-136. 

"A Colonial Princess: Josephine Baker’s French Films," Elizabeth Ezra in 7he Colonial 
Unconscious: Race and Culture in lnlerwar t+ance (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 

2000), 97-128. 

The Architectural Imaginary 

"Historic Architecture: Adolf Loos In Paris -- Radical Residences for Josephine and 
Tri start Tzara," Thomas S. Hines, Architectural Digest, 48.4 (April 1991): 104-112. 



"A House for Josephine Baker," Karen Burns, in Postcolonial Space (s) eds Gulsum 
Baydar Nalbantoglu and Wong Chong Thai (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 

1997), 53-72. 

"The Josephine Baker House: For Loos’ Pleasure" Fares el-Dahdah and Stephen 
Atkinson, Assemblage 26 (1995): 72-87. 

"Skins, Tattoos, and Susceptibility," Anne Anlin Cheng, Representations, 108.1 

(November 2009): 98-119. 

Staging Civil Rights and Human Rights Globally 

"Josephine Baker, Racial Protest, and the Cold War," Mary L. Dudziak, 7he Journal of 

American History 81.2 (September 1994): 543-570. 

"Adoptive Affinities: Josephine Baker’s Humanist International," Jonathan P. Eburne, 
Scholar and Feminist Issue 6.1-6.2 (Fall 2007/Spring 2008): 1-11. 

"Josephine Baker and Utopian Visions of Black Paris," Bennetta Jules-Rosette, Journal 

of Romance Studies, 5.3 (2005): 33-50. 

"Josephine Baker’s ’Rainbow Tribe’: Radical Motherhood in the South of France" 
Matthew Pratt Gutefl, Journal of Women’s Histoiy, 21.4 (2009):38- 58. 

Baker’s Own Voice 

"An Interview with Josephine Baker and James Baldwin," Southern Review, 21 (July 

1985) 597-601. 



Additional Essays that will be included in Bibliography: 

"The Melancholi c Influence of the Post colonial Spectral: Vera Mantero Summoning 
Josephine Baker," Andre Lepecki in Blackening Europe by RapHael-Hernand. 

"Josephine Baker and Paul Colin: African American Dance Seen through Parisian Eyes," 
by Karen C. C. Dalton and Henry Louis Gates, Jr. Critical Inqu#y 24 (Summer, 1998): 
903- 919. 

"Steel and Skin: Josephine Baker and the Architecture &Modern Vision," (unpublished 
essay) Anlin Cheng 

"Adolph Loos: House for Josephine Baker, Paul Groenendijk (The Netherlands; 1985) 

"The New Woman and the New Empire: Josephine Baker and Changing Views of 
Femininity in Interwar France," by Tyler Stovall, Scholar and Feminist On-line. 

"Remembering the Jungle": Josephine Baker and Modernist Parody, Wendy Martin, in 
Prehistories of the Furore: The Primitivist Project and the Culture of A4odernism eds. 
Elazar Barkan and Roland Bush (Stanford University Press, 11995), 3110-325. 
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Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Book Proposal 

This critical reader is designed to highlight much of the scholarly work that has been 

conducted on political and cultural icon Josephine Baker, an African American born in St. Louis, 

Missouri who utilized her dance talent to transcend the racial and political shores of nineteenth 

century America to become an activist, performer, and transnational figure on the world stage. 

Baker has been interrogated from a number of different perspectives such as her contributions to 

dance, screen representations, impact on literary works of the Harlem Renaissance, popular 

perception in the American and non-American press, significance to modernity and modernism, 

political profile during the Cold War era, position as an ex-patriate, significance to architecture, 

contribution to feminism, and image as a trans-Atlantic Black, etc. Despite the plethora of 

research and approaches to critiquing Baker, not excluding the numerous biographies, too date 

no attempt has been made to assemble much &this research as the proposed critical reader 

intends. Therefore, this critical reader is designed to formulate a more extensive and exhaustive 

approach to reading Baker by assembling selected essays that have been written to demonstrate 

the discourse that currently surrounds the interrogation of Baker and to make this scholarship 

more easily available and accessible to a new and younger generation of scholars who either 

continue to be interested in or fascinated by Baker or to those unfamiliar with Baker need to be 

introduced to her as a significant racialized figure who helped to shaped modernism and the 

black transatlantic. 

The proposed critical reader has organized much of this research according to categories 

that shape Baker’s scholarship and includes essays that fall into one of several categories : 

Reception and Perception - Baker’s popular perception both inside and outside the U. S; Dirty 

Dancing - Baker’s contributions to and impact on dance; Film Fictions and Narrative Desire - 

Baker’s screen representations and impact on literature; The Architectural Imaginary -Baker’s 

influence on architectural design; Staging Civil Rights and Human Rights Globally - Baker’s 

role in Civil Rights; and Baker’s Own Voice - Baker’s own self-perception as revealed in an 

inte~’iew. 

This critical reader is designed to appeal to an academic audience consisting of both 

undergraduate and graduate students interested in performance studies, women’s studies, 

modernist studies, popular culture studies, dance studies, Black Atlantic Studies, Post-War 

history and culture, history of the Cold War era, ex-patriate history, transnational studies, global 

studies, African American history, feminist studies, etc. These fields of study would be 

incomplete without attention to Baker and her contributions. For Baker evokes a range of issues 

surrounding identity, politics, citizenship, national and international politics - many of which 
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continue to prevail in contemporary times and speaks to how she in fact may have been ahead of 

her time as we attempt to become more global. In fact, as illuminated in the introduction to this 

reader, Baker may have sought to locate herself in the space that "could arguably accommodate a 

more polyvalent and polymorphous subj ectivity, affording her freedom and movement beyond 

the categorizations that bound her to a particular race, nation, gender, or culture .... it is the 

liminality ("betwkixt and between") of her raced, gendered, sexed, and national identities 

performed in private and public social locations, and in the midst of home and homelessness, 

youth and age, black and white ethnic identities, French and American national identities, and 

masculine and feminine inscriptions of gender that associates Baker with this space of 

liminality." Examining how Baker negotiated these boundaries and her difference becomes 

apparent in the scholarship that has been conducted and assembled in this reader as this reader 

serves to foster an understanding among readers both on what we can learn from Baker in 

attempting to negotiate a more global world. Our aim is to pursue the search for Baker in the 

transatlantic imaginary by examining, in this collection, how Baker has been configured and is 

being re-configured across multiple disciplines. This reader is further designed to promote Baker 

studies in the academy and to continue to foster debate around studies of modernism, feminism, 

critical race studies, performance and spectatorship, gender, race, and sexuality, star studies, film 

studies, dance studies, and Afro-diasporic studies. 



Dear Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 

Currently, we (Mae Henderson and Charlene Regester) are compiling a critical reader on 

Josephine Baker, a project that we believe is long overdue, given the recent emergence of Baker 

Studies in the academy. 

And although there are at present a number of well-received biographies and at least one special 

j ournal issue dedicated to Baker as performing artist, along with several volumes containing 

chapters or essays devoted to Baker and, most recently, a critical study of Baker, there does not 

yet exist a critical reader that synthesizes scholarship on this legendary figure and her 

significance. Our volume brings together critical and scholarly readings examining how Baker 

has been configured across multiple disciplines during the last quarter of a century. 

We have designed this volume as a teaching and research tool that will expand the parameters of 

Baker Studies as well as make a signal contribution to Modernist Studies, Feminist Studies, 

Critical Race Studies, Popular and Media Culture, Black Diasporic Studies, and Performance 

Studies. 

We would like to include the interview that you conducted with Baker which appeared in the 

Southern Review (1985) as part of this collection. We are convinced that your work would 

greatly contribute to the range and scope of this collection. 

Should you agree with our request, we ask that you respond to this request as soon as possible. 

On the form below, please indicate it you are willing to allow us to reprint your essay and 

whether you or the publisher owns the copyright. 

Again, we appreciate the importance of your essay and are confident that it will make a stellar 

contribution to this collection. 

Thank you very much for considering this request. 

Sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson, Editor 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

Charlene Regester, Co-editor 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 



University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 4:48 PM 

~mindspfing.com 

I~W: [poet .ryattechnc] Opportunity to be a part of SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE’S SUMMER SEMINAR FOR WRITERS 

Sarah Lawrence College Summer Seminar for WNers.pdf 

From: poetwattechnc-request@lists.gatech edu [poetryattechnc-request@lists.gatech.edu] on behalf of Denton, Travis W [travis denton@lcc.gatech.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2012 2:42 PM 
To: travis denton 
Subject: [poetwattechnc] Opportunity to be a part of SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE’S SUMMER SE?,/f[NAR FOR ~VRI’I~;RS 

Hi Evep)~one-- 
I hope this note finds you well I wanted to share with you a great opportuni~ to stu@ your choice of poetry, fiction, non-fiction, graphic novel or young adult nnvel at Sarah Lawrence 
College’s Summer Seminar :[’or Vvh-iter’s. The Sun.her Seminar takes place June 24-29, 2012 This program is unique in that you’ll be able to ~mmerse yourself in your craft It provides you with 
a solid week of workshops which are taught by the top names in your chosen genre as well as craft talks, one on one conferences with your workshop leader as well as associate workshop 
faculty whose only job is to meet one on one with you and talk about your writing. ’]’here are also daily facul~ as well as workshop participant readings In short, this program provides you 
with a number of rare opportunities and it’s a fun place to be--great sense of community and opportunities to build relationships with other writers from across the country You and your 
work will leave this place changed 

I’ve attached an electronic brochure that should answer a lot of your questions. If you have questions about my experiences at the Surmner Serainar or how- the program works, please let me 
know. But if you have specific questions about the program itself, just contact the fi~lks at SLC. That itffo is on the brochure too. Also, THE DEADLINE TO APPLY HAS BEEN EXTENDED 
UNTIL _’v~kY 30, 2012--plen~" of tirae to raake up your mind. See you there. 

Only Good Things Always, 
Travis 

Travis Denton 

Associate Director, Poetry @ TECH 





The Conference 

Conferences are a unique aspect of the 

seminar. Once during the week, each 

workshop member will meet individually 

with his or her teacher for in-depth 

discussion of the student’s work. 

Supplemental Conferences 

In addition to the workshop 

conference, students may also 

sign up for conferences with 

guest faculty members who 

are available exclusively for 

this purpose. Students will be 

asked to send in work ahead 

of time. 

Workshops are non-competitive 

environments in which students are 

encouraged to take risks, generate 

new work, and reflect on work 

completed before the program. The 

emphasis is on each writer’s effort 

to discover a unique voice, explore 

subject matter, and engage craft 

elements necessary to bring vision 

to fruition. Workshops are limited 

to 12 participants. Each writer is 

given ample opportunity to present 

work for discussion. 

Readings, Lectures, and Soclol Events 

Though we’ve designed the seminar 

schedule to create significant 

stretches of time for students to read 

and write, we have also scheduled 

a number of readings, lectures, and 

panel discussions. These events enable 

participants to take advantage of our 

facuhy’s wide range of experience. 

There will also be a number of social 

events and several opportunities for 

participants to read from their work. 



provides published and unpublished adult writers 

the opportunity to exp~or÷ ~e~r 

Our fiaculty of acclaimed poets, graphic novelist, 

and fiction and nonfiction writers meet with 

Faculty members offer lectures, readings, and 

panel discussions so students and teachers can 

engage one another across topics and genres. 

Workshops embrace a non-competitive, supportive 

model designed to help participants discover their 

strengths as well as areas for further development 

and exploration. The seminar creates a community 

of writers, which enables participants to 

ffe~ idea~ in the company of people devoted to 

the calling and craft of writing. 



Fiction 
,h:~<:>~’~ :Sii’ilb<*~- is "~he author of 

the forthcoming FooIs (2013) 

and other works of fiction, 
including The Size of the World 

(finalist for Lo~ Angeles Times 

Fiction Prize), Ideas of Heaven 
(finalist for the National Book 
Award and the Story Prize) and 

Household Wr,rds (winner of 
the PEN/Hemingway Award). 

Her short stories have appeared 

in The Scribner Anthology of 

Contemporary Short Fiction, 

The 0. Henry Prize Stories, and 

Pushcart Prize collections. She is 
a recipient of a Literature Award 

from the American Academy 

of Arts and Letters and grants 

from National Endowment 

for the Arts and New York 

Foundation for the Arts. She 
teaches in the writing program 

at Sarah Lawrence College. 

ii"{i=~i::iiii?::" ~b::::.iii:I.::::.:; ia the author of 
the short story collection See 

Through; fiction in magazines 

and journals including Bomb, 

Post Road, McSweeney’s, Nerve, 

and Black Book as well as in 

anthologies including 110 

Stories: New Y~rk Writes After 
September 1l; Lost Tribe: New 

Jewish Fiction from the Edge; 

Found Magg<ine’s Requiem for a 

Paper Bag; and Tell: An Anthology 

of Expository Narrative. Recipient 

of a Henfiekt Prize, a UAS 
Explorations Prize and a Rotunda 

Gallery Emerging Curator gran~ 

for work with fiction and art, 

she ib the co-director of Pratt 

Institute’s XX~ritcrd Forum; editor 
at Pr~st Road magazine; curator of 

Barbes reading series, Brooklyn and 

f~under and president of Dainty 

Rubbish record company. She 

teaches in the writing program at 

Sarah Lawrence College. 

Graphic Novel 
$:;::::::’~ii~" :!?;~’:~?:’:::.ii::~:::~" is the author 
of the story collection Voodoo 

Heart. He writes a1~t original 

comic series fbr Vertigo called 

American Vampire that won both 

the Eisner and Harvey awards 

for 2010. He is the current writer 

on BATMAN and SWAMP 

THING for DC Comics. 

Young Adult Novel 
:~:.2iiii;ivi:;::~ ii!i:i~-’:::.ii:!:.~!::~iiii’s first novel, 

Notes on a Near-Life Experience, 

was the winner of the Delacorte 

Prize, a New York Public Library 

Best Book for Young Aduks, 

and a finalist in the 2007 SYBIL 

awards. Her second novel for 

young adults, Lies You Never 

Told Me, will be published next 

year. Olivia has been teaching at 

New York University since 2002, 

and has also taught creative 

writing at Sarah Lawrence 

College, NYU’s London Summer 

Program, and as a teaching artist 

it’t New "~\~rk City public schools 

through Teachers and Writers 

Collaborative. In addition to 

her writing for young adultb, 

Olivia has written picture book~ 

for Pearson Education, and her 

short fiction has appeared in 

Painted Bride Quarterly. 

Nonfiction 
.g::i:ii-i:r:: i~>":~!:::.{:iii<:i:~::i: is the author 

of About a Moumain and Halls 

of Fame and editor of The Next 
American Essay and The Lost 

Origins of the Essay. His new 

book, The L@span of a Fact, is a 

collaboration with a fac>checker 

about veracity in nonfiction, t {e 

teacheb creative writing at the 

University of Iowa in Iowa City, 

where he lives. 

.i;::i:ili;:di:i<.i:e.f :i:>:’:ii’:ii’:r::ii::.:ii*{?, a native 

New "~\~rker, wrote the Freelance 
column for the Times Literary 

Supplement from 2003-2010. His 

feuilleton-style essayb currently 

appear in his column, "The 

Accidentalist," in Bookfi)rum. 
Greenberg is a frequent 

contributor to the New Y)rk 

Review of Books. His memoir 
Hurry Down Sunshine has been 

translated into 18 languages and 

was a 2008 Time magazine best 

book of the year. Beg, Borrow, 

Steal: A Writer’s Life appeared 

in 2009, 

Poetry 
’iiii’:::~:::.i:’r::<:~::~.~ ~.~:.*:~:~:: is the author of 

10 books, including New and 

Selected Poems (1975-1995), The 

Street of Clocks, The Cradle Place 
and most recently God Particles. 

The recipient of numerous 

awards, he is Poe>in-Residence 
at Sarah Lawrence College and 

Bourne Professor of Poetry at 

Georgia Tcch. He has two books 

forthcoming in 2012: From the 

Southland (nonfiction) and Child 
Made of Sand (poems). 

$~i::~:,~i.::.I’:~::::’<: :::::::::::::::::::::::: i~ the author 
of more than 35 books of poetry, 

fiction and nonfiction, including 

a recent book of poems, 

%~inter’s Journey, and a book of 

essays on poetry, Next Word, 

Better Wi,rd. His novel, The 
Burn Palace, will be published 

this year. His book Cemetery 

Nights won the Poetry Society 

of America’s 1987 Melville 

Cane Award. He has received 

a Guggenheim Fellowship and 

Three National Endowment for 
the Arts fbllowships. 

{)<:~::?"i<:~:a~:’:~<:~ ~..<::~.:<~::, co-teaching 

with Joseph Millar, published 

her fifth collection, The Book 
of Men. Her book of poems, 

Facts about the Moon, received 
the Oregon Book Award (short- 

listed, Lenore Marshall Poetry 

Prize). Laux authored several 
titles including What We Carry 

(finalist, National Book Critic’s 

Circle Award). Co-author 
of The Poet’s Companion: 

A Guide to the Pleasures of 
Writing Poetry, she received 

two Best American Poetry 

Prizes, a Pushcart Prize, two 
fellowships from The National 

Endowment fbr the Arts and a 

Guggenheim Fellowship. Her 

work has appeared in the Best 

of APR, The Norton Anthology 

of Contemporary Poetry and The 

Best of the Net. 





writing this summer. 
12o~, For those wishing to stay on campus, a number of 

prNate air-conditioned dormitory rooms with shared baths 

are available (on a firs>come, first-served basis) fbr the 
length of the seminar. A meal plan consisting of three meals 
daily plus Sunday dinner is included in the package fbr those 
students who choose to stay on campus. Two meal-plan~only 
options are available for commuter students only. 

Tuition ....................................................... $800 

Accommodation and Full Meal Plan ............. $450 

Meal Plan (Full daily) .................................. $225 

Meal Plan (Partial daily: lunch and dinner)... $200 

Application Fee ............................................ $25 

lro Apply In addition to 
the application fbrm, include 
a brief’ biographical sketch 
and a manuscript. 

Your name should be 
on each page of your 
manuscript and on your 
biographical sketch. 

A $25 nonrefundable 
application fee is required. 
Make checks payable to 
Sarah Lawrence College. 

All applications must be 
postmarked by April 16, 

2012. Notification e-mail 
will be sent by May 7. 
Registration material will be 
mailed by May 21. 
All ~fees must be received 
by June 4. 

~ar~a~r{p~ L~}~ Fiction 

and Creative Nonfiction 
Writers including Graphic 
Novel and Young Adult: 
One to two short pieces, or a 

brief section of a book. The 
manuscript should total no 

more than 20 pages and be 
double-spaced. Poets: Four to 
five poems. 

This sample is for admission 

purposes only. 

S~a~’~p~ A limited 
number of partial tuition 
scholarships will be avail- 
able. Indicate on your 
application that you would 

like to be considered and 
attach a letter describing 
your need. This letter 
should be separate from your 
biographical sketch. 

"You will be able to apply" fbr 

academic credit (optional) 
upon completion of the 
program. Application 

forms will be available at 
the registration desk ~vhen 
the program begins. An 
additional charge of $100 for 

one academic credit will be 
required. 

Sarah Lawrence College 

is a small coeducational 
college of the liberal arts 
and sciences, offering 
undergraduate as well as 
graduate degrees. Located 
just 30 minutes north of 

Midtown Manhattan on 
a wooded campus, Sarah 
Lawrence is nationally" 
renowned i~r rigorous 
academic standards fostered 
by small seminar classes and 

individual student-faculty 
confbrences. Long respected 

as a national leader in arts 
education, Sarah Lawrence 
recognizes the creative and 
performing arts as integral 

to a liberal arts education. 

This program is open to anyone 21 years of age or older. 

SLC 2724 1/12 



Application 

Address 

City 

State 

Day Phone 

Evening Phone 

E-mail Address 

Zip 

Cell Phone 

~ I am 21 years of age or older. 

Program for which admission is sought 

~ Poetry Z] Fiction ~ Creative Nonfiction 
~ Young Adult CI Graphic Novel 

Faculty Preference 

Students will be matched with instructors based on applications. While we cannot 
guarantee a specific workshop, we encourage you to express your preference below, 
which we will take into account. 

1 st Choice 

2nd Choice 

Do you require: 

~ Accommodation Package 

~ Partial Scholarship 

Meal Plan for Commuters 

Please mail this form with your $25 nonrefundable application fee 
(made payable to Sarah Lawrence ColJege) to: 

Debra Finkelstein, Director of’ College Events 
Sarah Lawrence College, 1 Mead Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-5999 

Questions? Please contact College Events at: 
Phone: (914) 395-2412 E-mail: collegeevents@sarahlawrence.edu 

For Office Use Only 



Summer Seminar for Writers 
June 24-29, 2012 

SARAH o LAWRENCE ¯ COLLEGE 

1 Mead Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-5999 



AFAM 1 O1: THE BLA CK EXPERIENCE 

SU~IMER SESSION 12012 

Dr. Charlene Regester 
Office: 204 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: Friday l:00-2:00pm 

CO URSE DESCRIPTION 

Meeting Time: 11:30 -1:00 
Meeting PL: 105 Gardner 

This course traces the development of slaver3, from its beginning up to its emancipation in the United 
States in 1865 by critically examining issues surrounding race, racism, and the origins of slavery. Specifically, 
the beginning of slavery, expansion of slavery, and later decline of slavery are analyzed to determine the impact 
that slavery had on the African American experience before 1865. 

Initially, ancient slavery is investigated to provide the historical framework for assessing how slavery 
evolved and to deconstruct many of the factors that led to its widespread development. The expansion of slavery 
in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries is further investigated to analyze the motivations 
surrounding both the longevity and expansion of slavery" as many European powers became active participants 
in this trade. Of particular importance in this course is the evolution of slavery in the United States and the 
impact that thi s would have both internally and externally. An indepth view of the structure and organization of 
the slave trade is provided to enhance and facilitate a contemporary view of this experience. Finally, the decline 
of slavery in the nineteenth century- is explored to foster an understanding regarding its diminishing popular 
appeal as an economic labor system. Moreover, the abolitionist movement in both its structure and design is 
critiqued to interrogate how the centrality of this movement was instrumental to facilitating slavery’s demise. 
Leaders of this movement and the burgeoning free black population are treated in an effort to assess how free 
blacks attempted to improve their status and create a new life for themselves once free. Slave culture and life are 
centered in this examination to reveal how the African American experience figured into the larger American 
cultural experience prior to 1865. This examination of slavery- is a comprehensive examination and draws upon 
a variety of historial sources, documents, and visual representations to reconstruct this hi storical period. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, and videos. Three 
examinations ~vill be given during the summer session. These examinations will consist of two tests and one 
final as these three assignments constitute 3/4’s of your grade. The remaining part of your grade will consist of 
one paper, which must be completed and submitted by the stated deadline. This paper must adhere to the basic 
rules on academic style i.e. MLA Handbook of Style, Turabian, etc. 

TEXTS 

Palmer, Colin. Passageways: An Interpretive History of Black America to 1865. Harcourt Brace, 11993. 

Walker, Margaret. Jubilee Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966. 

Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass: An American Slave. Cambridge: Belknap 

Press, 1988 [1845]. 

SUPPLEAIENTAL TEXTS 

White, Deborah Gray. Arn ’n ’t l a Woman? Female Slaves in the Plantation South. New York: W. W. Norton & 

Co., 1999. 

RESERVE TEXTS 

Blassingame, John W. 7he Slave Community: Plantation Life in the Antebellum South. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1972. (Reserve Reading) 

Mullane, Deirdre, ed. Crossing the Danger Water: Three Hundred Years ~?f African-American ~iting. New 

York: Anchor Books, 1993. (Reserve Reading) 



ASSIGNMENTS 

1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to write a paper of approximately 5 pages in length. This paper is due on or 
before June 11, 2012 

GRADING: 2 Tests : 50% - Paper : 25% - Final Exam : 25% 

A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+(87-89), B (83-86) B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- (70-72), D+ 
(67-69), D(63-66), D-(60-62), F (59 and below) 

EXAMS: There will be three scheduled examinations which must be taken on the dates specified. No make-ups 
will be given. 

ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged and will influence your final course grade. 

TECHNOLOGY: Laptops are allowed for note taking purposes only. Please do not use your laptop for any other 
purpose. Cell phones, texting, and any other intrusive technological devices or practices are not allowed in class. 

HONOR CO~E: All students are required to adhere to the University’s honor code policies and procedures. 
Every student enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. 

DISABILITIES POLICY: Students who may need accommodations based on disabilities 

should contact the instructor and the Department for Disability Services (919) 962-8300 

in SASB North Building Suite 2126 disabilityservices.unc.edu 

AFAM 101 COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The student should be able to master the following objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to the Black Experience 
Examination of Ancient Slavery 

1. Name at least three reasons why it is important to study the black experience. 
2. Identify and explain at least three myths popularized concerning Africa. 
3. Examine how race is defined. 
4. Identify at least three Ancient African Empires and describe characteristics of each. 

Slave Trade 
Organization and structure 
Middle Passage 
Impact of the Slave Trade 

1. Identify at least four major countries involved in the slave trade and describe their involvement. 
2. Describe the structure and organization of the slave trade. 
3. Name at least three reasons why African societies were in conflict with one another leading to the 

enslavement of victims of warfare. 
4. Describe the middle passage. 
5. Trace the development of the slave trade in its early phase. 



Racial Slavery in North America in the 17th Century 

1~ Explain the difference between slavery and indentured servitude~ 

2. Trace the development of racial slavery in North America, beginning with the arrival of the first blacks. 

Plantation Societies 
Slave Community 
Folk Culture 

1. Identify and describe three types of slave plantations. 
2. Name the rank order system that existed within a plantation society and within the slave community. 
3. Describe how slaves performed traditional ceremonies and explain how West African practices influenced 

these ceremonies. 
4. Explain how Jubilee depicts slave life and assess whether this is an accurate or inaccurate depiction. 

Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Slave Religion 

1. Define fictive kinship. 
2. Define exogamous unions and describe why slaves engaged in such unions. 
3. Describe how churches imposed moral sanctions on slaves who violated acceptable codes of conduct within 

the marriage institution. 
4. Describe how slaves were named and explain naming practices employed by slaves. 

Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways 
Underground Railroad 

1. Identify active and passive forms of resistance to slavery. 
2. Name at least three major U.S. slave revolts and describe characteristics of each. 
3. Explain precipitating factors that led to the development of the Haitian Revolution. 
4. Identify at least three ways by which slaves resisted their condition to slavery. 
5. Name at least two tactics used by slaves to escape slavery. 

Free Blacks 
Legal Status 
Abolition Movement 

1. Describe the legal status of free blacks. 
2. Explain why free blacks were referred to as slaves without masters. 
3. Describe and explain the significance of the Dred Scott Decision. 
4. Provide examples of newspapers, schools, and mutual aid societies established by free blacks. 
5. Identify major arguments for and against slavery as advocated by slave supporters and abolitionists. 



WEEKLY CLASS SCHEDULE 

Week I 

Week II 

Week III 

May 15-18 
Introduction: Why study the Black 

Experience? 
Ancient Slavery: Greek and 

Roman Slavery 
Definition of Terms 
Myths of Africa 
African Empires 
Beginning of African Slavery 
Slave Trade: Countries Involved 
Acquisition of Slaves 
Organization and structure of the 

slave trade 
Old Affican Blasphemer 
Sankofa 

May 21-25 
Impact of the slave trade on 
European and African Societies 
Middle Passage 
Racial slavery in North America 

during the 17th century 
Indentured servitude vs. slavery 
Development of Plantation 

Societies in the Americas 
Slave Community 
Amistad 

EXAM I 

May 28 Holiday 

May 29-June 1 
Slave Culture 
Linguistic Patterns 

Week IV 

Week V 

Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Naming Patterns 
Half Slave/Half Free 

June 4 - June 8 
Slave Religion 
Patterns of Resistance 
Slave Revolts 
Runaways 
Maroons 
Underground Railroad 
Legal Status of Free Blacks 
Slave Catchers/Slave Resisters 

EXAM II 

June ll- June l5 

June 11, 2012 - PAPER DUE 

Free Blacks 
Schools 
Mutual Aid Societies 
Abolition Movement 
Abolitionists 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final Exam 
Flight to Freedom 
Glory 

FINAL EXAMINATION: Monday June 18, 2012 at 11:30 -2:30pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 8:35 AM 

steinmet <steJnmet@uoregon.edu> 

ILE: Greetings; Liberalism in Micheaux m~d Griltith 

Dear Jay: Thanks for introducing yourself and familiarizing me with your research project. It is very fascinating and worthy of investigation Moreover, it is also yew novel because I don’t 
know- of anyone else interrogating Micheaux Ii’om this perspective or within this context of the intersection of Micheaux along with Griffith and Wilson in terms of how white supremacy 
undergirds modern liberalism Since I know veW little about political theoly, ho~vever, I do believe that your topic is one rarely explored and deserves examination. Please note that I ~vill be 
glad to assist you in anyway that I can with the project because it is one that would have considerable appeal and contributes to the evolving body of scholarship. "¢,qaen I get a chance, I 
will call you at the number provided to discuss tbrther. Currently, I am teaching surmner school and we have about three more ~veeks but I will try to contact you I wish you had introduced 
yourself at the COl~ference in Boston but maybe we can meet next year at SCMS Good luck on this project and I look forward to discussing it Ihrther with you by phone. Finally, I 
recommend that you might share your ideas with Jane Gaines (Columbia Umversity) as well since she has also done considerable work on the relationship between Micheaux and Griffith 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: steirmaet [steimnet@uoregon.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2012 7:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Greetings; Liberalism in Micheaux and Griffith 

Greetings Professor Regester, 

My name is Jay Steinmetz and I’m a doctoral candidate in political 
science at the L’niversity of Oregon. ~{y dissertation topic ~s on the 
formation of modern liberalism at the intersection of race and American 
cinema. Your scholarship has been a tremendous help to my own work, and 
I wanted to thank you for your contributions. I’ve read much of your 
work, seen some of your interviews in various documentaries, and had the 
opportunity to hear you present at SCMS in Boston a few months back (I 
presented earlier in the week on Can@man and People Under the Stairs as 
two Hollywood depictions of race and liberalism ). 

Anyway, I wanted to introduce myself in this email and offer an 
overwew of my dissertation topic. I would very much appreciate your 
thoughts on my project - whether or not it is viable, or potential 
questions and pitfalls. Feel free to respond at your convenience if you 
have time. My apologies if this email is too long or not of interest - 
I’m relauvely new to academia (3rd year PhD student at the ABD stage), 
just starting this dissertation project, and not all that sure how to 
develop contacts with other scholars 

My project, more specifically, looks at the films of I). W. Grifl’ith and 
argues that he laid the foundations of Hollywood cinema in a liberal 
race order. This order was able to maintenance white supremacy on an 
enduring liberal tradition: a morality of political and economic 
individualisra and the protection of private property. Just as Woodrow 
Wilson shaped raodern liberalism (individual liberty elevated to a 
’national’ cause) so too did Griffith and the insidious ’Birth of a 
Nation’ shape liberalism and its racial exclusion. At stake here is the 
question of liberalism and race in the American experience - I argue 
that the liberal ideal is not an abstract and philosophical aspiration 
toward liberty but rather a cultural and historical set of practices 
that not only allow for racial and gender-based exclusion but also 
create such exclusions. In part, this work is a response to Rogers 
Smith’s multiple traditions thesis that understands the development of 
liberalism in America as something aside from the ascriptive hierarchies 
of racist institutions and practices, Indian genocide, patriarchy, and 
chattel slavery. 

This project has increasingly centered on Oscar Michea~x, both his 
films and personal vision, as a quintessential liberal entrepreneur and 
frontiersman. I have always been attracted to Micheaux - I was born in 
South Dakota and first read The Conquest at a pretty young age, around 
12 or 13. I’m intcrested too in the logic of the frontier first 
developed by Frederick Jackson Turner, the idea that the expansion on 
the frontier rejuvenates the center and defines the essential 
characteristics of the Aracrican experience. 

The histoW I am trying to write centers on these themes and issues. At 
its heart are three fascinating men - Micheaux, Griffith, and ;Vflson - 
as formative figures in the transformation of modern liberalism I find 
it particularly intriguing that in Griffith - a reactionaw, slavely 
apologist, intoxicated by his own myths of Southern aristocracy - we 
have the instrumental figure in the creation of Hollywood’s vision of 
the liberal tradition in America. Conversely, in Micheaux - successful 
entrepreneur, self-made man, and black settler - we have a man largely 
excluded from that tradition. Their stories are evid enc e of the white 
supremacy present in America’s liberal ideal. 

These are the basic contours of my project I intend to dig into 
archives (Griffith’s at Louisville, Wilson’s at Princeton, and hopefully 
a Macheaux archive, which I haven’t really located beyond the Micheaux 
scholarship archive at Duke) and tit’ to produce a work of history ~vith 
political theory as guide. Part of this project is to bring the liberal 
tradition to bear on African American experience at the turn of the 20th 
century, something that seems totally absent in political science 



scholarship on historical liberalism Booker T. Washington and W. E. B 
Du Bois are obviously two key figures here, and the extent to which 
either was influenced by or helped shape Lockean individualism is 
something I hope to interrogate, as well as Micheaux’s subsequent 
relationship to these men and this historical trajectory. 

I’ve gone on long enough, so I will stop here. My apologies again if 
this is too much Thanks so much for your time. I look forward to 
hearing from you and your thoughts Feel free to call me if you prefer 
at 

Thanks again and Best Regards, 

Jay 

Jay- Douglas Steinmetz 
Political Science 

Umversity of Oregon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 10:20 AM 

Jenny Romero <jromero@oscaxs.org> 

I?~E: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel. 
Currently, I am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’II put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(-h---t-t-p-2/-/--c-.-~-.[L-e--c--t-!-9---n---s-‘---~--s--c---a--r--s-:.9.-r-gL-n-1-s-!--n---v--e---n---tj--L-n---d--e---x--.--a-~.). The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email/print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
S..bject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14 or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times!weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
(:c: Barbara Hall 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 

Best, 
Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:41 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email,unc,edu] 

Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review. I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Richard Brooks Papers 38.f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944~1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Eartha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers 1.f-19 NcDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 lvlcDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 



1948; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list. If you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know. Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blacks and Film and Blacks in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

_h_t_t_p_~LJ___c_a_t_a__!_o_~:_o_s_c___a_r_s_:__o___r~ Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from lOam- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from :lOam-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at http:i!www.oscars.orgflibrary!using!hours-directions.html Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 

Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ¯ Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 ° Fax 310-657-5193 

www.oscars.orfl/library/, iromero@oscars.or,q 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973 - ] 974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

RichardBl~)oks; 1966 (Columbia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: brea£down of billing requirements; waiver ~br billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellmny, Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, February, 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legal-contracts 1964-1966. 

Richard Brooks, 1966 (Columbia Picture.s; 1966) 

includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 

of actors salarie~ 1965; signed agreements wifl~ stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 

16.f-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 

correspondence ruth Marry Forldns, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

from Stepin Fetchit with coW of sheet music, "Dm~cin’ Bill Bqiangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

2 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda Hopper papers 

25 Twenlieth CentuU- Fox 1944-1965. 
includes: draft column on THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 
thn mail including letter fi-om reader to Hopper objecting m propaganda 
suptx)rting Catholic Church a~d protesting Ed Sullivma’s wmpathies 
towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa Ma~-ch 2, 1955; [hn mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter fiom reader to 
Hopper discussing sister-n-law who attended Peter Maxshall’s church, 



March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 

1956 [postmarkl; letter from Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 
marriage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, p~oblems caused by 

Eaxtha Kitt, thonghts by Nurmally Johnson regaivling his work on 

"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Harold Hecht, July 30, 

1957; letter from Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 

asked to take over as director of THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 

Scalds attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 

Goldstein discussing Olivier, Jerry Wald, aJ~d Thelma Czalet-Heir, 

October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 

]unpublished?]; list of guests who attended pea~ty hosted by Spyros 

Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 

filming on location tbr STATE FAIR [1962] with mention of Sm~dra Dee 

visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCm~thy to 
Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 

photocopy of letter from African-American soldier to McCarthy who 
served nnder George Patton, September 6, 1961; letter from Teet Carle to 

Hopper discussing filming on location for NINE HOURS TO RAMA, 
November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to ttopper 

regarding NINE HOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 

letter t~m Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaugN regarding his visit to dilt~rent 

regions in Afiica including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Smnuel G. Engel 

was fihning THE LION ]1962], J~a~u~acy 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 

Peter Levathes, January 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 

International Cultured Center for Youth in Jerns~lem which includes 

mention ofLiza Minnelli being in "Di~Q" of Anne Frmlk," [1962], 2 pages; 

interview with Harold Rand, January 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter from Fred 

Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and HOW TO STEAL A 

MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 
April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.f-897 Goldstei~ Bob 1957-1965. 

includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Art~hur 

Loew fa~ling to mmqT Eartha Kitt, Joma Collins’ wish to maxry Loew~ 

the wit ofNurmally Jo!m~son, July 26, 1957; letter from Hopper to 

Goldfftein with mention of Robert Wagner and discnssing Nnnnally 

Jolmson rewriting script for Maxilyn Mo~lroe’s upcoming film 

[SOMETHING’S COT TO GIVE], Febrnary 9, 1962; letter from 

Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Bu~n, mad 

Susan Strasberg, February 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining t~at she 

missed a performance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocambo dne to an 

illness, February 15, 1954. 

Hattie and Sam McDa~fiel papers 

1.f-15 Committee for Unily, in Motion Pictures -- program 1944. 
contains: souvenir program fi~r the First Annua] Motion Picture Uni~ 

Avx.ard Assembly’.. sponsored by the Youth Council of the Nation~l 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 

23, 1944, 12 pages. 

l.f-16 McDmaiel, Etta -- publicity 1942. 
contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper portrait from THE CALIFORNIA 
EAGLE. 

1.f-17 McDaniel, Hat~fie -- childhood undated. 

contains: "Elective Spelling Blm~ks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott, belonging to, 

m~d filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

1.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 
contains: card with imprint of McDaniel and the Beula~h show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1 .f- 19 McDaniel, Sam -- advertisement circa 1915. 



contains: advertisement mounted on board with picture, "Compliments of 
Brown and McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertainers". 

1 .f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 
contains: signed agency contract between Sam (Deacon) McDaniel and 
Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 .f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cafe 1947. 
contains: folder from Hillside Cafe, Long Beach, California, mtk 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and four other people, inscribed ’~fo the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 
"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill tmdated. 
contains: folder fiom Price’s Foothill (restaurant), Signal Hill, California, 
with photograph of Sam McDaniel and club owner, togeflmr with 5x7 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contains: clippings regarding Mr. McDaniel; clippings about Hattie 

McDaniel and her death and funeral; photographs of(among others) Mr. 

McDaniel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and friends, ti~mily and business 

acquaintences; telegram from Anna Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sorrow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation tbr CAPTA1NS COURAGEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE PALOOfC’k, CHAMP 
(1946); telegran~ fro,n John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 

McDaniel relaying message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhowe~; 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOI<D\ (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER WHO’S 
KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and MmT 

[Astor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a w-rap party; review for HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review for A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review for AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8x10 certificate of a resolution honoring the memoD, of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Number 2, undated [photocopy]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 
contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaniel, Sam 
McDaniel, Etta McDanid and family members and friends. 
Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 
Amhive. 

2.f-27 l?rogram 1942. 

contains: Music Town Presents, "American l~apsody," by Ruby Berkely 
Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 

Note: Program, with many adveNsements for black businesses and 

entertainers, including film FOUR SHALL DIE ruth Dorothy Dandridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by EdwaM Ingmm, for Vernon, the Nite Club of 

Los Angeles, ruth list of performers. 

Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics to "Walkin’ the Dog." 

Paramount Pictures contract summaries 

14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 
contains: summa~ of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 PORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 



Lewis Milestone; 1959 (United Artists, 1959) 
inclades: agreement with Lynn StaJmaster, MaJcch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estdle Melville office Melville Studios a childmffs portxaS~t gallery, 

wondering if Gregory Peck will cast her lazy son in recompense for her 

having been inundated at aJl hours by calls frown aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search for Melville Productions, Maxch 15, 

1958; day player contracts for, aa~ong others, Phillip Ah~ Iw~ Dixon, ~d 
Beula2t~ Quo; contracts for, among others, Robert Blake, Jmnes Edwards, 

Norman Fell, Harry Gna~dino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, HarU Dean Stanton, Woody 

Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Milton E. Pickmm~ papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 
contains: (1) TIlE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader report by Sidney 

Picker of a screen tmatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., January 25, 1965; 

(2) "Thnrsday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 

Donald McCaacdle, Jnne 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 

reader report by Ed Gemnson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 

Septmnber 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 

Hazel Thnrston of a novel by June Drumtnond, June 9, 1961, 4 pages; (5) 

"The Three Sirens," reader repo~t by Edward Doyle of a novel by hying 

Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 

scmenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 

Tightrope Men," reader report by Ed Gemnson of a novel by Desmond 

Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8)"Time m~d Again," reader report of a 

novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must ttave a Stop," two reader reports of 

a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 

pages, one by Beverly Chamow. September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child-- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 

contains: brief production notes on an autobiography by Eartha Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 
contains: letlers fi-om George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 
13, 1974; Barbara Best, two undated; Pat Cmnpbell, undated; Sammy 
Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Doty, NBC, April 22, 
1952; Robert J. Fitzgibbon, ’°Faa~ily Weekly," February. 12, 1969; Maury 
Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 
Sidney and Madeline Gmenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 
1967; Em Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Leaf, nndated; GeoffMiller, "Los 
Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndme, January 13, 
1964; Peggy McNaught, April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain, May 5, 1961; Jerry 
Pare, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), June 25, 1957; A. L. 
Rockett, March 21, 1955; Paul San, °%lew York Post" October 28, 
1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 
Senior, MGM publicity, undated; "Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 
Larry, Swindell, February 23, 1973; ’q’V Radio Mirror" (Claim Safran), 
June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolsky to °¢Fhis Week2’ January 28, 1969, 
and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), Augufft 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 
May 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, May 4, 1967; Irma 
Weilzman, December 12, 1961; Admn West, undated; Earl Wilson, Jnly 

5, 1972; Sonia Wolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 
1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3.f-62 Tyntypes-- D 
contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesam Dm~ova, Ray Danton~ Kim 
Darby, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 
Sammy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.f-74 Tyn .types-- K 
contains: ,nateriaJ~ on Am~a Ka~ina, DaaaW Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 
Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kern 
John Kerr, Marion Key, Alan King, Eartha Kitt, Jack Klugman, Susan 
Kohner, Kris Kristofferson, Hardy Kruger. Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zeitlin papers 



2.f- [62] Davi~ Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:rec~ester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August :iS, 20:t:t :t:40 PM 
To-" Jenny Romero 
Subject-" Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene P, egester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiPl regarding holdings at your librapl. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before :t960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (20:t0). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 5:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

EW: Richaxd Dyer 

From: ephost@epnet.com [ephost@epnet.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 20:12 4:.t0 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Richard Dyer 

Commenks: 

White 

Record: 1 

Title: 

Authors: 

Source: 

Document Type: 

Subject Terms: 

Reviews & 
Products: 

Abstract: 

Author 
Affiliations: 

ISSN: 

Accession 
Number: 

Persistent link to 
this record 

(Perm alink): 

Cut and Paste: 

Database: 

WHITE. 

Dyer, Richard1 

Screen; Autamn88, Vol. 29 Issue 4, p44-64, 21p, 7 Black and White Photographs 

Ar’6cle 

WHITES in motion pictures 

fUkCE in ~notion pictures 

ETHNICITY 

GROUP identity 

WHITES 

JEZEBEL (Film) 

SIMBA (Fihn) 
NIGHT of the Living Dead (Film) 

The article explores the representation of whiteness as an ethnic category in mainstream films. It relates how the property of whiteness to be 

eve .rything and nothing enables M~ite domination becau~ M~ite people colonise the definition ofnonnaJ. "Being White," a video that attempt to 

confa~nt the notion of white identity revealed that white interviewees define themselves not by ethnicity but by gender, age and nationality. 
Exan~ples of mainstream fihns whose nm~utives axe marked by ethnic ditt~rence or the difference of whiteness from blacla~ess include "Jezebel," 

"Simba" and "Night of the Living Dead." 

1Film Studies~ Wa~vick Univeris~ 

00369543 

31269890 

https:/iauth.lib.unc.edtr/ezproxy auth.php?url http:/isearch.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?directtrue&db t3h&AN 31269890&site ehost- 

live&scope site 

<a hre~"https://auth.lib.unc.edu/ezproxy auth.php?url http://seareh.ebscohost.com/login.aspx? 

direct true&dk~f3h&AN 31269890&site ehost-live&~ope site">WItITE.</a> 

Film & Television Literature Index with Full Text 

The link infom~ation above provides a persistent link to the eanticle you’ve requested. 

Persistent link to this record: Following the link above roll bring you to the s~xt of the eanticle or citation. 

Cut and Paste: To place article links in an external web document, simply coW and paste the HTML above, starting with "<a href’ 

If you have any pv:~blems or questions, contact Technical Support at http://support.epnet.corrfcontacr’askus.php or call 800-758-5995. 

This e-mail was generated by a user of EBSCOhost who gained access via the [INIV OF NORTtt CAROLINA - CHAPEL HILL accoum. Neither EBSCO nor 

UNIV OF NORTtt CAROLINA - Ct tAPEL HILL is responsible for the content of this e-mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 9:38 AM 

Wendy Hacker @gmail.com> 

I~E: clyde killens ÷ blog photo 

Dear Wendy: Thanks for sending the information regarding Killens. As for sending a photo, currently I am in summer school and will not be able to do so for some time. Please 
keep me posted on any developments. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Wendy Hacker @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, May 29, 20:t2 :t0:07 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject; clyde killens + blog photo 

Dear Charlene, 

Hope this finds you well and taking a break from the academic year. 

Michael and I axe moving along with the blog and hope to launch soon. We would love to post your photo on the blog. If you could send a photo, that would be great. 

The following link is t?om the Black Archives web site. They axe the owners of the historic Lyric Theater in Overtown, a previously thriving black community in 

downtown Miami. 

When we were researching the Lyric’s histo~, we ran across information about Clyde Killens. Mr. Killens was a well known music promoter in Miami and was 

responsible for bringing some ve~ big name performers to the clubs in Overtown. 

His personal papers and the 116 hand-painted billboaMs were donated to the Black Pachives. Michael and I saw some of the original billboaacds the last time we were 
in Miami. The site lists all of the performers for which there is a billboa~t. It gives a pretty good idea of who was playing in the area. Hope this is helpful, 

http:i/w~v.theblackarchives.org/?page id~072 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

ILS: 

Dear This is to remind you that you need to submit the drop form for AFAM . Please let me know if you have submitted this paperwork. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: .@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:44 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 

Hi, 
I am sorry for the late reply, but at this point it is impossible to change professors. I have purchased both 
units at this time and it is my aim to complete goal three by tonight. Accompanying me this 
reading!writing assignments, however, I will do my best to cover unit four by the exam Tuesday. 

Best, 

. I have completed the first two 
is a fiction writing English class so there is no shortage of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 4:19 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: paper 1 

Your paper is quite broad and general 
you would have a stronger paper if you 

needed. Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: WedneSday, 2:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: paper :t 

Therefore, I think 

This would provide you with a much stronger paper. I am willing to give you more time if 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, May 31,2012 10:48 AM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Their Eyes Were Watching God’s 75fl~ Am~iversary 

From: HarperAcademic [academic@harpercollins.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, IVlay 30, 201~2 :Lk46 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Their Eyes Were Watching God’s 75th Anniversary 

Dear Charlene Regester, 
I wanted to remind you that Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watchinq God will celebrate its 75th anniversary on September 18, 2012. 
Here are some resources to help you join the celebration: 

Our digital catalog highlights Zora Neale Hurston’s works for adults--including her work as an anthropologist and collector of folktales. 

The official Zora Neale Hurston page on Facebook will keep you up-to-date on what is happening in September and throughout the rest of 

this anniversary year. 

You’ll find teaching materials, reading group guides, and more at ZoraNealeHurston.com 

And, since we know that some of your students might struggle to understand the dialect of Their Eyes Were Watching God-Lucy Hurston, 

Zora’s niece and a professor of sociology-reads from her aunt’s novel in this video made for students. 

Have a wonderful summer-and I hope you’ll celebrate this classic novel’s anniversary with your students in September. 
Sincerely, 
Diane Burrowes 
Director, Academic Marketing 
HarperCollins Publishers 
10 East 53 Street 
New York, NY 10022 
www. HarperAcademic.co m 
This is a commercial message. 

If yo~ wo~id pr~%r ~ot i~ r~c~ive I~t~.." m~ssa~es I..’om this .~e~der~ pieas~ Click Here ~r:d ce~Iirm ye~r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:24 PM 

Me~, Winifred F <flceddie@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: NFBiEducation Newsletter- Cultural Perspectives 

From: National Film Board of Canada [webmaster@nfb.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 1:42 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: NFB!Education Newsletter - Cultural Perspectives 

Viewthis page online 
r 

Special Promotion 
[ 

Through film we can travel to far-off places and experience other 

cultures without even leaving the classroom. In this month’s newsletter, 

discover how films can help your students learn about Native American 

culture, history, religion and heritage. Our Native American & 

_Indigenous Studies catalog is now available and offers a 25% discount _ 

on any DVD you order. This special collection of award-winning films 

tell the story of a people who were truly the first Americans. Coupled 

with our comprehensive educator’s guides when available, these films 

offer different cultural perspectives and are sure to inspire you and your 

students to see the world through the Native American experience. 

i~i::.:: The We,ght of the World l.~ 

The Weight of the World ~fi~ RSi~ 8tory 

Recently, we’ve been bombarded with startling news about 

the out-of-control obesity epidemic in the U.S. and the ruin it 
~5~ ~ i~ ~ ~5~g~i~g 

is causing. It’s been in the headlines repeatedly and is the 

subject of HBO’s Weight of the Nation TV special Obesity has ~N~ ~i~ i~ ~ ~ini~ in 

been called the world’s first man-made epidemic, and it’s ~ ~n/~ ~ ~ t~tam~ ~ h~ 

being exposed worldwide. This film features lively animation 

and hard-hi~ing science to illustrate how we have created this 

toxic environment. It also highlights some communities that 

are fighting the problem. 

’ ii.~.iI When Love is Gay l 

When Love is Gay 
[ 

Nowthat President Obama has endorsed same-sex 

marriage, the love that dare not speak its name is the subject 

__of national debate. Why not move that debate into the 

classroom or library and screening some award-winning 

documentaries to get the discussion started? When Love is 

G~_.~L explodes myths about gay love. It explores relationships 

between men---from long-standing monogamous 

partnerships to brief encounters. In this film, men of all ages 

talk openly about their homosexuality, and the difficulty of self- 

acceptance in a straight, often homophobic society. 



A Kind of Family 

In a social debate about family values, A Kind of Family tells 

the story of Glen, a young homosexual city councilor, and Mike 

his foster son, a 17-year old tough street kid. If your class 

n eeds to disc u ss h ow to talk a bo ut h o mosexu a lity wit h 

children, In Other Words Sticks and Stones and Apples and 

Oranges are excellent resources to use with children. For 

teens, drama always helps to open discussion. One of Them 

according to School Library Journal, is "an excellent opener 

for discussion on prejudice, especially homophobia." 

You are registered with the following e-mail address: REGESTER@EMAILUNC.EDU. 

To unsubscribe, please click here or reply to this email with the word "unsubscribe" 

Contact Us 

Online: www.nfb.ca/USeducation 

Phone: 1-800-542-2164 
Fax: 514-283-7564 

By mail: NFB Customer Service P.O. Box 6100, Station Centre-ville, Montreal (Quebec) H3C 3H5. 

Our Prices 

All of our prices include public performance rights For streaming rights to any of our films, please contact us at 1-800- 
542-2164. 

Send your feedback to < webmaster@nfb ca > The N FB respects the confidentiality of the information you submit. We never 
share information with third parties. To find out more, consult our ~=g[?.~[g.~O~r!~}!!~r~t.2.?.[[£3" 

,[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 9:06 AM 

@aol.com 

FW: New books from IU Press 

Thought these books were of interest to you in view of your research. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Indiana University Press [iupress@indiana.tm00.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 01, 2012 4:28 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: New books from IU Press 

Indiana Universi,~, ,:~ress I www iup~ess.indiana edu 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 

ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 
edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

Smmner sale! 

Enjoy big savings on summer reading during our 4o% off book 

sale~ now through June ~5! Customers within the US receive fl’ee 

domestic ground shipping with a purchase of $3o or more. Use 

sale code SUMMER at checkout. Shop now! 

40% off summer 

..... sale i use code 

SUMMER I 

iup~ess.indiana.e~ 

u 

*Offer applies to regularly-priced items only. Journals 

subscriptions, ebooks, and sale items excluded. 

Moder~fity, Freedom, m~d the African Diaspora 

Dublin, New Orleans, Paris 
Elisa ,Ioy ~rhite 

White investigates the contempora~y Afl’ican Diaspora 

communities in Dublin, New Orleans, and Paris and their role in 
the interrogation of modernity and social progress. Through the 

consideration of three contemporaneous events-the 

deportations of Nigerians from Dublin, the aftermath of 

Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans, and the uprisings in the Paris 

suburbs-White reveals a shared quest for social progress in the 

face of stark retrogressive conditions. 

Modernity 

Freedom, and the 

African Diaspora 

Continue reading... 

Blaeks in [he ]-)iaspora 

356 pp. 

cloth 978-o-253-oo115-3 $80.00 

paper 978-o-253-oo125-2 $3o.oo 

Creolizing the Metropole 
Migrant Caribbean Identities in Literature and Film 

H. Adlai Murdoeh 

"An outstanding contribution to scholarship. Theoretically 

grounded and meticulously researched, it examines the 

complexities inherent in constructing new diaspora identities 

that are at once ethnic, national, and fluid." --Ren6e Larrier, 
Rutgers University 

Continue reading._ 

Blacks iu the Diaspora 

408 pp. 

cloth 978-o-253-oo118-4 $80.00 

Matropoie 



paper 978-0-253-00120-7 $3o.00 

Indiana Universit3’ Press 6Ol N. Morton St., Bloolnington, IN 47404 

Yon are subscribed using the following email address: regester @elllail.mle.ed u. If you wish to change your 
selections or m~subseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settings.. 
:: Forward this to a iriend.. 
:: "i’o be removed, use tlus one-click ~msubscrihe link.. 
:: Not yet signed up? Go here. 
:: indiana Uni,~ersi~y Press does not sell, share or trade electronic address 
information with anyone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 10:08 AM 

.~gmail.com 

l~W: One-yem position in 20th cenm~ African American History 

Visiting Prof2012-2013 Ad - FINAL.doc 

From:                     ~!emaih unc. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 10:04 AM 
To: Afi-ican American History Workshop 
Subject: [afam] FW: One-year positron in 20th century African American tIistop)~ 

IIi Evewone, 

A colleague asked me to pass on news about a one-year visiting professor position at the University of Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg in Twentieth-Century African American history 
for the 2012-2013 academic year. The ad is attached to this email. ~Ihe deadline for applying is June 19 

To paraphrase the ad, the position entails a three-three load including upper-level undergraduate courses in the scholar’s area of research In addition to having a twenty-person faculty and 
a Ph.D program in history, Southern Miss also has excellent archival materials :[’or historians of the Civil Rights Movement. 

--- You are currently subscribed to afam as: regester@emaihunc.edu. 
To ansubscribe click here: h~p://lists.unc.ed~,’u?id=5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12af9cc7a5bd&n=T&l=afam&o=31612339 or send a blank email to leave-31612339- 

5383356.1210a5a0009~20deaf6b 1 ~afPccTa5bd@listset’<unc.edu 



University. of Southern Mississippi 
Visiting Assistant Professor in African American History 

The Department of History at the University of Southern Mississippi invites applications for a 
for a one-year, Visiting Assistant Professor in Twentieth-Century African American History at 
the Hattiesburg campus, beginning in August 2012. The area of specialization is open. 
Candidates whose research would benefit from using the extensive collection of oral histories on 
the Civil Rights Movement housed at the university’s Center for Oral History are encouraged to 
apply. Candidates must offer evidence of excellence in teaching and those holding a Ph.D. in 
history are preferred, though ABDs are acceptable. The candidates will be expected to teach a 3- 
3 load, including teaching the department’s World History core courses, as well as offering 
upper-level courses within the candidate’s specialty. 

Applicants must complete an online application at https:iijobs.usm.edu, including the submission 
of a letter of appli cation, curriculum vitae, graduate transcripts, and three letters of 
recommendation. Questions should be directed to: Dr. Douglas Bristol, Search Committee 
Chair, Department of History, The University of Southern Mississippi Gulf Coast. Email: 
douglas.bristol@usm.edu. Complete applications must be received by June 19, 21)12, to ensure 
full consideration. Position begins August 2012 and is contingent upon funding. 

Founded in 1910, The University of Southern Mi ssissippi enrolls nearly 16,000 students each 
year. It is the only dual-campus university in Mississippi with campuses in Hattiesburg and 
Long Beach. Learn more at www.usmedu The Southern Miss Department of History offers 
doctoral degrees in American and European history, has a long tradition of excellence in 
Southern history, and is a leading institution for the study of war and society. Learn more 
at w~,.usm, eduihistoryi. 

The University of Southern Mississippi encourages applications from women, underrepresented 
minorities, and persons with disabilities. AAiEOEiADAI 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regestcr. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Jnne 7, 2012 8:25 AM 

@hotrnail.com 

EW: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African ArnericaJ~ Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

From:                          @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3une 06, 20:t2 4:43 PM 

To:        ~verizon.net;       @comcast.net;        @mailbox.sc.edu; Regester, Charlene B;        @aol.com; 
Subject: Fwd: This was on Joe-Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

:@triad.rr.com; @triad,rr.com 

.... Original Message .... 
From: 13onner, Marcia <bonnermg@wssu.edu> 

To:                      @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Jun 6, 20’i2 10:57 am 
Subject: FW: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: !~aol.conr> 

To:       ~aol.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 3:29 AM 
Subject: This was on Joe Madison’s Show- Monday morning ....... Atlcican American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

http://www,~outubecom/watch?v 9eMwYtvcb I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Jnne 7, 2012 8:26 AM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.nnc.edu> 

FW: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African Americaaa Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

From:                          @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 20:t2 4:43 PM 
To        @verizonmet;      ~@comcast.net;        ’@mailbox.sc.edu; Regester, Charlene B;        @aol.com; 
Subject: Fwd: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

~triad.rr.com; @triad.rr.com 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Bonner, Mamia <bonnermg@wssu.edu> 

To:                      @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Jun 6, 2012 10:57 am 
Subject: FW: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: 1~aol.com> 
To: ................... _~aol.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 3:29 AM 
Subject: This was on Joe Madison’s Show- Monday morning ....... Atlcican American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

http://v~vw youtube com/watch?v 9eMwYtvcbI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 8:26 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaiLunc.edu> 

EW: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African America~ Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

From:                          @aol,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 20:t2 4:43 PM 
To:                           ~@comcast.net;         ~mailbox.sc.edu; Regester, Charlene B; 
Subi~c-t: Fwd: This was on JoeMadison’s Show Monday morning ....... African American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

@triad.rr.com 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Bonnet, Marcia <bonnermg@wssu.edu> 

To:                      @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Jun 6, 2012 10:57 am 
Subject: FW: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: ’ ~aol.com> 

To: _     :~baol.com 
Sent: Tuesday, Viay 22, 2012 3:29 AM 
Subject: This was on Joe Madison’s Show- Monday morning ....... At?ican American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

http://v~vwvoutubecon~/~vatch?v 9eMwYtvcb I 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 8:27 AM 

@aol.com 

FW: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African America~ Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

From:                          @aol,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 20:t2 4:43 PM 
To:                          @comcast.net;        ~mailbox.sc.edu; Regester, Charlene B; _ 
Subject: Fwd: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

@triad.rr.com; @triad.rr.com 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Bonnet, Marcia <bonnermg@wssu.edu> 

To:                      @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Jun 6, 2012 10:57 am 
Subject: FW: This was on Joe Madison’s Show Monday morning ....... African American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: ’ ~aol.com> 

To:        ~aol.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 3:29 AM 
Subject: This was on Joe Madison’s Show- Monday moraing ....... At?ican American Doctor Depicted as Gorilla at UCLA Event 

http://v~vwvoutubecon~/watch?v 9eMwYtvcb I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 1:39 PM 

Adam Powell ~actx~well@usc.edu-~ 

I~E: RE: Meeting Next Saturday June 23rd 

Dear Adam: This is to remind you that I plan on meeting you next Saturday (June 23rd) after 12noon. Please let me know ~vhere you would like to meet and the exact time -- If you would kke, 
we could meet in the lobby of the Westin at Tysons Corner since this is where I will be staying. Ho~vever, if you want to meet somewhere else please let me know- and I look forward to 
seeing you then. Also just in case you need my cell               I will bring some of my materials on your mother, Hazel Scott, to the meeting. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 1:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: RE: Meeting in Ju~ae 

Dear Charlene 

That weekend Friday night and Saturday morning are already cormnitted, but I could meet Saturday an?- time after 12 noon 

See you in June! 
Adam 

Adam Clayton Powel[ III 
Senior Fellow, USC (;enter on Communication Leadership and Policy 

Google voice 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

[)ate: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:43 am 

Subject: RE: Meeting in June 

To: Adam PoweH <acpowell@usc.edu> 

Dear Adam: My sutmner school ends June 19 so I would like to see if 
we could set up a meeting for Friday June 22 (evening) or Sat June 
23rd (morning). Please let me l~ow if you will be available during 
this time because I am trying to make a hotel reservation in 
Virginia near Tysons Comer since I am a little fiamiliar with the 
area As soon as you confirm, then I will make my reservation If 
this weekend does not work, ! could do something the following week 
and ifa weekday is better ~k~r you let me know. Again, thanks 
working with me and I look forw, ard to our meeting Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 3:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: RE: your book 

Dear Charlene, 

That~k you for your quick reply. Indeed, I’d welcome your visit. 
Aside from a few short trips, I should be here all surrm~er and look 
forward to meeting you. 

Regards, 
Adam 

Adara Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 

Google voic~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, April 9, 2012 8:29 am 
Subject: RE: your book 
To: Adam Powell <acpowell@usc.edu> 

> Dear Adam: This is exciting to hear from you Your name was given 
> to me by a colleague on the west coast so I assumed that you were 
> in California as I would have attempted to interview- you prior to 
> completing the book chapter However, since I did not I would still 
> love to interview you regarding your mom. Hopefully, in my chapter 
> I treated her appropriately -- I think the biography that was 
> written on her published by the University of Michigan Press ~vas 
> not accessible to me at the time I completed my work Since you 
> hve in Vriginia and this is close to North Carolina maybe we could 
> meet over the Summer after June 1 since I will be teaching Summer 
> School I will bring some of the intbrmatiun that I have gathered 
> in the event that you would like some of my information as well. 
> Again, it is with great pleasure to hear from you and if we cannot 
> meet maybe we could talk by phone 



> > Thanks for contacting me and I look forward to hearing from you. 
>> 

> > Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

> > Cell phone 
> > Email regester@email.unc.edu 
>> 

> > From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
> > Sent: Sunday, April 08, 2012 4:50 PM 
> > To: Regester, Charlene B 
> > Subject: your book 
>> 

> > Dear Professor Regester, 
>> 

> > Both as a student of African American histo~ and as Hazel Scott’s 
> > son, I am most interested in your research. By reading your book I 
> > will learn the meaning of your most intriguing chapter title, 
> > "Hazel Scott: Resistance to Othering." 
>> 

> > FYI I have all of my mother’s papers (but will probably donate them 
> > soon) so if you have any additional interest in her life, please 
> > feel free to contact me if you believe I can be of assistance. 
>> 

> > Sincerely, 
>> 
> > Adam Clayton Powell III 
> > Senior Fellow, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 
>> 

>> 

> > Google voice 
>> 

> > Next USC forum in Washington: 
>> 

> > Monday, April 16, 9 am, at the USC Washington DC Center 
> > CPD in DC: Briefing on Water Diplomacy 

> > This event is free but registration is requested. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 1:41 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

1~3:;: checking in 

Dear       Please send me your phone number so that we can discuss potential projects that I am working on and for which I might need your assistance. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 20:t2 8:25 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: checking in 

Dr. Regester, 
I hope you’re doing well. I saw you walking on Franklin Street a few weeks ago when I was waiting to catch the bns; you were too far away for me to speak. 
Just thought I’d send a short message to check in and ask if you’re working on an>~thing now. I’m here to help if needed, so please keep me in mind. 
Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 2:22 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: update about being accepted to law school 

Great news and good luck on your future endeavors You are one of the few students to inform me of the final outcome. Congratulations. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:29 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: update about being accepted to law school 

Dear Professor Regester, 
I hope you are doing ~vell! I just want to thank you again for writing 
a recon~mendation letter on my behalf for my la~v school applications. I 
have decided to attend 
(I was accepted at                                 as well). The 
school seems to be the right ]St :[’or me and l am excited about 
starting in the fall. I sincerely appreciate all your help through the 
application process. Thank you and have a great 

Kind Regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 11:52 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

I~W: Get an Exclusive First Look at New Race, Ethnicity & Gender Videos 

From: Films.corn [Ernail-Manager@Filrns.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2012 11:03 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Get an Exclusive First Look at New Race, Ethnicity & Gender Videos 

To ensure receipt of our emails, please add ernail-manager@films.com 

to your Contacts or Address Book. 

If you cannot view this email, please qo here. 

ii~ Films for the Humanities & Sciences 

Get an exclusive first look at new 
videos that confront discrimination and 
inequality around the world, 
Plus, ~ke ~5o/e off your f~rst purchase!* 
As the leading provider of media for advanced 

education, FFH&S offers the broadest and deepest 

range of video content available from world-renowned 

producers. 

Go to Films.tom to browse nearly 425 new and classic 

programs that examine all aspects of social inequality or 

get our latest catalog here. 

We offer: 

Free preview clips--try before you buy 

DVD or iPad-friendly Video On Demand formats 

Easy ordering with an institutional P.O. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

::% Click here to get your FREE catalog 

PDF. 

Use special offer code QFP to 
receive 15% off your first purchase! 

[ ’~’iI Click here to get your FREE 
catalog PDF. 

Phone: 1-800-322-8755 ¯ Fax: 1-800-678-3633 ¯ E-mail: Order@Films,corn 

Films for the Humanities & Sciences® is an imprint of Films Media Group-- 
an Infobase Learning Company. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, June 21,2012 1 : 10 PM 

Adam Powell ~actx~well@usc.edu-~ 

I~E: RE: f~E: See you on Saturday June 23rd 

See you on Saturday as I ~vill leaving tomon-ow. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 2:08 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: RE: RE: 2vleeting Next Saturday June 23rd 

Dear Charlene, 

Saturday 6/23 at 12:30 at the Westin Tysons Corner would be perfect. See you then! 

Travel safely 
Adam 

A&lm Clayton Powel[ III 
Senior Fellow, USC (;enter on Communication Leadership and Policy 
Universi~ Fellow, USC (;enter on Public Diplomacy 

Google voice 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaibunc.edu> 

[)abe: Friday, June 15, 2012 1:39 pm 

Subject: RE: RE: Meeting Next Saturday June 23rd 

To: Adam Powell <acpowell@usc.edu> 

[)ear Adam: This is to remind you that ! plan on meeting you next 
Saturday (June 23rd) after 12noon. Please let me know where you 
would like to meet and the exact time -- If you would like, we 
could meet in the lobby of the Westin at Tysons Corner since this 
is where I will be staying. However, if you want to meet somewhere 
else please let me know and I look forward to seeing you then Also 
just in case you need my cell ~              I will bring some of 
my materials on your mother, Hazel Scott, to the meeting. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, April 24, 2012 1:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: RE: Meeting in June 

Dear Charlene 

That weekend Friday night and Saturday raorning are alrea@ 
cormnitted, but I could meet Saturday any time after 12 noon 

See you in June! 
Adam 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 

>1 
Google voic~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@eraail.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:43 am 
Su~iect: RE: Meeting in June 
To: Adam Po~vell <acpo~vell@usc.edu> 

> Dear Adam: My surm~er school ends June 19 so I would like to see if 
> we could set up a meeting for Friday June 22 (evening) or Sat June 
> 23rd (morning). Please let me know- if you ~vill be available during 
> this time because I am trying to make a hotel reservation in 
> Virginia near Tysons Cornel- since I am a little familiar with t]~e 
> area. As soon as you confirm, then I will make my reservation If 
> this weekend does not work, I could do something the following week 
> and if a weekday is better for you let me know. Again, thanks for 
> working ~vith me and I look forward to our meeting. Sincerely, 
> Charlene Regester 

>> 

> From: Adam Po~vell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 3:45 PM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Subject: Re: RE: your book 



>> 

> > Dear Charlene, 
>> 

> > Thank you for your quick reply. Indeed, I’d welcome your visit. 
> > Aside from a few short trips, I should be here all summer and look 
> > [’orward to meeting you 
>> 

> > Regards, 
> > Adam 
>> 

> > Adam Clayton Powell III 
> > Senior Fellow, USC Center on Corrmmnication Leadership and Policy 
>> 

>> 

> > Google voice 
>> 
> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> > From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@eraaihunc.edu> 
> > Date: Monday, April 9, 2012 8:29 am 
> > Subject: RE: your book 
> > To: Adam Powell <acpowell@usc.edu> 
>> 

> > > Dear Adam: This is exciting to hear ftom you. Your name was given 
> > > to me by a colleague on the west coast so I assumed that you were 
> > > in California as I would have attempted to intet’,4ew you prior to 
> > > corapleting the book chapter. However, since I did not I would 
> still> > love to inter, dew you regarding your monl. Hopefully, in ray 
> chapter> > I treated her appropriately - I think the biography 
> that was 
> > > written on her published by the University of Michigan Press was 
> > > not accessible to me at the time I completed my wurk. Since you 
> > > live in Vriginia and this is close to North Carolina maybe we 
> could> > meet over the Surcaner after June 1 since I will be teaching 
> Sunln~el> > School. I will bring some of the infom~ation that I have 
> gathered> > in the event that you ~vould like some of my information 
> as welh 
> > > Again, it is with great pleasure to hear from you and if we cannot 
> > > meet maybe we could talk by phone. 
>>> 

>>> 

> > > Thanks for contacting me and I look for~vard to hearing ticom you. 
>>> 

> > > Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>> 

> > > Cell phone. 
> > > Email regester@email.unc.edu 
>>> 

> > > From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
> > > Sent: Sunday, April 08, 2012 4:50 PM 
> > > To: Regester, Charlene B 
> > > Subject: your book 

> > > Dear Professor Regester, 

> > > Both as a student of African American history and as tlazel Scott’s 
> > > son, I am most interested in your research. By reading your 
> book I 
> > > will learn the meaning of your most intriguing chapter title, 
> > > "Hazel Scott: Resistance to Othering." 

> > > FYI I have all of my mother’s papers (but will probably donate 
> them> > soon) so if you have any additional interest in her life, 
> please> > feel free to contact me if you believe I can be of 

> > > Sincerely, 

> > > Adam Clayton Powe[] IlI 
> > > Senior Fellow. USC Center on Communicatinn Leadership and Policy 

> > > (3 oogle voice 

> > > Next USC forum in Washington: 

> > > Monday April 16 9 am at the USC Washington DC Center 
> > > CPD in DC: Briefing on Water Diplomacy 

> > > ’]’his event is free but registration is requested. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, June 21,2012 2:21 PM 

Jenny Romero <jromero@oscaxs.org> 

1~3~;: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I have checked the data base provided regarding the manuscript collection and would like to request the following materials for my visit 
in July. I tried to send directly from the database to your email but did not know how to check the ones needed so I am providing a typed list. This is only a partial list as I did 
not have time to do a complete search but will do so next week when I return from out of town. Again, thanks tremendously for your assistance. 
1) Hedda Hopper Papers -- Eartha Kit[, Subject File 25 

Biography Eartha Kitt, 22-f.897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965 

334.1398, Kit[, Eartha 1954 
2) Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 

Subject Files 14-f.1342 Kit[, Eartha 
3) Sidney Skolsky Paper Subject Files 

4-f.74 Tyntypes k-- Kit[, Eartha 

4) Anna Lucasta (film) -- Production Files 
Jack Poplin Papers Production files 
1-f.1 
1-f.2 

5) Home of the Brave (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records 
Production Files - Home of the Brave 

6) A Man Called Adam (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files - A Man Called Adam 
7) Jezebel (film): John Huston Papers -- Production files 

20f.208 
20f.209 

Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Jezebel 
8) William Wyler Papers Production Files -- 174.233, f.234, f.235, f.236, f.237, f.239, f.240 
9) Broken Blossoms (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 26 Broken Blossoms 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Broken Blossoms 
10) Salute (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 15 Salute 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Salute 
11) Searchers (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- The Searchers 
12) Sergeant Rutledge (film) - Motion Picture Assoc. Of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Sergeant Rutledge 

13) Steamboat Round the Bend (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Steamboat Round the Bend 
14) Jack Poplin Papers -- Production Files 14.1 Anna Lucasta (film); 14.2 Anna Lucasta (film) 
15) Helldorado (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files 
16) County Chairman (film) -- Hal Mohr and Evelyn Venable Papers -- Scrapbooks #3 193-35 
Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- County Chairman (film) 
17) One More Spring (film) -- Henry King Papers Production Files 2-f.29 One More Spring 
Subject Files 7-f.124 Contracts and Correspondence 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Charlene, 

I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Tuesday, July :17 at 10 am. You are welcome to return on Thursday and Friday of that week to continue 

your research. We can most certainly wait until you have finished with summer school classes to receive your list from the Manuscript Inventories database. 

We’ll look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Jenny 

I=rom: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 7:20 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel. 
Currently, I am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’II put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(~h~t~t~p~2/~/~c~o~[L~e~c~t~j~o~n~s~q~s~c~a~£~s~:~9~r~g/~n~1~s~j~n~v~e~n~t~L~n~d~e~x~a~). The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email!print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [t_n___a_jJ_t_9_[£_e_g_e_.__s_~__e_r_~_e___m___a_jL_u___n_c_:__e_c_l_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 



To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear 3enny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of 3uly 8-:[4 or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times!weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Cc: Barbara Hall 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. T have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 

Best, 
Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:41 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, 3[ need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and 3[ will call the archive when 3[ arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon] 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester~Oemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, T am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, T have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review. I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when 3[ arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy 
Richard Brooks Papers 38.f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 194-4-1965~ 13.f-514- Davis, Sammy Jr.~ 22.f-897 (~oldstein, Bob 1957-1965~ 33.f-1398 I(itt, Ear~ha~ 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers 1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam~ 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam~ 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam~ 1.f-22 McDaniel, Sam~ 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam~ 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 

1948~ 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries i4.f-i342 l(itt, Ear,ha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers i.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list. Tf you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know. Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2Oil 5:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blacl~s and Film and Blacl~s in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http://catalog.oscars.org Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from lOam- 

6pm, and Tuesdays from lOam-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at -h-.-t.-t~.:-/-/---w----w----w---..-~-.-s--c--a---r--s--.--~--r-gL-!!.-b-.-r.-a--r-L/j---u---s-L-n-~---h-.9.-u-.-r--s---.-d-].-r--e---c--t-!--~---n--s--.-~.~.~! Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 



Jenny 
Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ° Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 ° Fax 310-657-5193 
~__w___w_ = _o__s__c___a_ [_s_=__o__r ~ j j_b__r__a_ L y__/° .L[ _o___m___e_ [_o__@__o__s__c__a__r_s_ =__o_ N. 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9~f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973 - 1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.t"-16 TIlE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Columbia Picmres, 1966) 

includes: brea£down of billing requirements; waiver tbr billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellamy, Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, FebruaD’ 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legaJ-contracts 1964-1966. 

Richard Brooks; 1966 (Columbia Picture.s; 1966) 

includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 

of actors salaries, 1965; signed agremnents with stuut players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 

16.f-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 

correspondence with Marry Forkins, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

from Stepin Fetchit with coW of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Bojangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

2 Davis, Sanuny, Jr. 

Hedda Hopper papers 

25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965. 
iucludes: draft column on THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 
thn mail includiug letter fi-om reader Ix) Hopper objecting to propaganda 
supporting Catholic Church aaad protesling Ed Sullivau’s sympathies 
towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa March 2, 1955; fan mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter fiom reader to 
Hopper discussing sister-n-law who attended Peter Maxshall’s church, 
March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 
1956 [postnmrk]; letter from Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 
marriage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, pl~oblems caused by 
Eaxtha Kitt, thoughts by Num~ally Johnson mga~ling his work on 
"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Hazold Hecht, ktly 30, 
1957; letter ti-om Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 
asked to take over as director of THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 
Scala’s attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 
Goldslein discussing Olivier, Jeny Wa~& and Thelma Czedet-Heir, 
October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 
[unpublished?]; list of guests who attended pa~y hosted by Spyros 
Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 
filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] with mention of Sandra Dee 
visiting set. September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 
Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 
photocopy of letter from African-American soldier to McCarthy who 
served under George Patton, September 6, 1961 ; letter from Teet Carle to 
Hopper discussing filmiug on location tbr NINE HOURS TO RAMA, 
November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 
regarding NINE HOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 
letter fi~3m Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaught mgaxding his visit to dill}rant 
regions in Africa includiug visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 
was fihning THE LION [1962], Januaacy 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 
Peter Levathes, January 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 
International Cultural Center for Youth in Jerusalem which includes 
mention ofLiza Minnelli being in "Diary’ of Atom Frank," [1962], 2 pages; 
interview with Harold Rand, January’ 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter from Fred 



Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and ttOW TO STEAl. A 

MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.f-897 Goldsteir~ Bob 1957-1965. 

includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 

Loew failing to ma~T Eartha Kitt, Joan Collins’ wish to marry Loew, and 

the wit ofNurmally Johi~son, July 26, 1957; letter from Hopper to 
Goldstein with mention of Robert Wagner and di~ussing Nunna~ly 

Jolmson rewriting ~ript lbr Marilyn Monroe’s upcoming film 

[SOMETHING’S GOT TO GIVE], Februau 9, 1962; letter from 
flopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burkm, and 

Susan Strasberg, February 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

missed a pertbm~ance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocambo due to an 

illness, February 15, 1954. 

Hattie and Sam McDaniel papers 

1.f-15 Co~nmittee for Unity in Motion l?ictures -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First Amma2l Motion Picture Unity 

Au~ard Assemb155 sponsored by the Youth Council of the Nalional 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 

23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publicity 1942. 
contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper porttait from THE CALIFORNIA 
EAGLE. 

1.f-17 McDaniel, Hathe -- childhood undated. 
contains: "Elective Spelling Blanks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott,. belonging to, 
and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

l.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 
contmns: card with imprint of McDaniel and the Beula~h show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- adverti~ment circa 1915. 

contains: advertisement motmted on board with picture, "Compliments of 

Brown and McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertainers". 

1 .f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 
contmns: signed agency contract between Stun (Deacon) McDaniel and 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 ,f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cafe 1947. 
contains: folder fi~om Hillside Cafe, Long Beach, California, with 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and tbur other people, inscribed °SFo the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 
"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 
contafins: folder from Price’s Foothill (ms, automat), Signal Hill, California, 
with photograph of Sam McDaniel and club owner, together with 5x7 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 
contains: clippings regarding Mr. McDaniel; clippings about Hattie 
McDaniel and her death and funeral; photographs of (anlong others) Mr. 
McDaniel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and fiiends, family and business 
acquaintences; telegram t?om A~ma Roo~velt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 
sorrow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 
invitation for CAI~fAINS COUI~A_GEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 
for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE ]?ALOOKA, CHAMP 



(1946); telegram ficom John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 

McDmaiel relaying message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER WHO’S 
KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and Mary. 

IAstor] inviting Mr. McD~iel to a wrap pm~; review for HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review for A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review for AM I GUILTY? (1940). 
Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Gnild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8xl 0 certificate of a resolution honoring the memory of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 
contains: ’FOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Narnber 2, undated [photocow]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 

contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDa~iel, Sam 

McDaniel, Etta McDaniel aM t~mily members aM tiiends. 

Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 

Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 

contains: Music Town Presents, °’America~ Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 
Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 

Note: Progrmn, with many advertisements for black businesses 

entertafinem, including film FOUR SHALL DIE ruth Dorothy Dmadridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edward Ingrain, tbr Vernon, the Nite Club of 

Los Angeles~ with list of performers. 

Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics to "Walkin’ the Dog." 

Paramount Pictures contract summaries 

14.f- 1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 
contains: summary of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 PORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 
Lewis Milestone; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 19.59) 
includes: agreement with Lynn Stalmaster, March 18, 1958; letter from 
Estelle Melville of the Melville Studio~ a children’s portxaJ~t gallery, 
wondering if Gregory Peck will cast her lazy son in recompense for her 
having been inundated at 811 hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 
dialled her number in their search tbr Melville Productions, Maych 15, 
1958; day player contracts for, aa~ong others, Phillip Ah~ Iva~ Dixon, 
Beula2t~ Quo; contracts for, among others, Robert Blake, Jmnes Edwards, 
Norn~an Fell, HaanT Guardino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 
Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, Hmry Dean Stanton, Woody 
Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Milton E. Pickmm~ papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 

contains: (1) THE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader report by Sidney 

Picker of a screen treatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., January 25, 1965; 

(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 

Donald McCaydle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 

reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 

Septmnber 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 

Hazel Thurston of a novel by June Drum,nond, June 9, 1961, 4 pages; (5) 

"The Three Sirens," reader repo~t by Edward Doyle of a novel by hwing 

Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 
screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 

Tightrope Mm~," reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 

Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8)"Time and Agai~," reader report of a 



novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reports of 

a novel by Aldous ttuxley, one by Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 

pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellmmous 1957-1960. 

contains: brief p~oduction notes on an autobiography by Eartha Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 
contains: letters fi-om George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 
13, 1974; Barbara Best, two undated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 
Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Doty, NBC, April 22, 
1952; Robert J. Fitzgibbon, ’°Fancily Weekly," February. 12, 1969; MauW 
Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 
Sidney and Madeline Greenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 
1967; Em Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Leaf, undated; GeoffMiller, "Los 
Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, JanuaU 13, 
1964; Peggy McNaught, April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain, May 5, 1961; Jerry 
Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), Jtme 25, 1957; A. L. 
Rockett, March 21, 1955; Paul San, %lew York Post" October 28, 
1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 
Senior, MGM publicity, undated; °’Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 
Lany Swindell, February 23, 1973; ’°TV Radio Mirror" (Claire Sail-an), 
June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolsky to °¢Fhis Week2’ January 28, 1969, 
and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), Augufft 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 
May 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, May 4, 1967; Irma 
Weitzmm~, December 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilson, July 
5, 1972; Sonia Wolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 
1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3.f-62 Tynb’pes-- D 
contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Dm~ova, Ray Danton~ Kim 
Daarby, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 
Sammy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.f-74 Tyn .types-- K 
contains: ,natefiaJ on Am~a Ka~ina, Da~W Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 
Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kerr, 
John Kerr, Marion Key, Alan King, Eartha Kitt, Jack Klugman, Susan 
Kohner, Kris Kristofferson, Hardy Kruger. Nancy Kwan. 

Dax~d I. Zeitlin papers 

2.f- [62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library: As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, June 21,2012 2:22 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: On-line Contract 

Dear Janken: I had planned to come over to the office today to sign the contract but since it is raining and I am pushed for time, I will come by probably on Monday or one day 
next week. Thanks for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, June 25, 2012 11:19 AM 

Adam Powell ~actx~well@usc.edu-~ 

I~E: ’I’hat~s T~emendously for the Inte~wiew 

Dear Adam: Thanks tremendously for the recent intervie~v and information provided I will send a copy of the articles in the next t?~v days. Will keep you posted on an?’ new- developments 
and ~vill try to screen the film mentioned I may not be able to return to VA until the Fall but if you are only in the area during the summer months, I will try to work around your schedule. 
Again, thanks for the wealth of information provided. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, June 23, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: see you shortly 

Charlene, 

Leaving now See you at 12:30 at the Westin 

Regards 

Adam 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 
University Fellow, USC Center on Public I)iplomacy 

Google voice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 4:23 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Student: 

Dear       : You made an on the Final exam and with the paper grade this is why you received a in the course. I wish you could have maintained the momentum 
that you had at the start of the class because I am certain that you would have been able to do better in the class. Have a good summer and keep me posted on any 
developments related to cinema. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

I=rom~ 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Student: 

10:23 PN 

Hello professor Regester, 
I was wondering could you let me know what grade I made on the final? Also I would like to apologize for the quality of the last paper turned in I usually don’t turn in work like 
that, please know that it was not a night before, rushed item though. 

-Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, June 25, 2012 4:24 PM 

@hotmail.com 

FW: 2013-2014 Fulbright Scholar Opportunities in Africa (North and Sub-Sahara,) 

13-14 Francophone Africa.pdf 

From: Janken, Kenneth R [krjanken@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 12:06 PM 

To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FVV: 2013-2014 Fulbright Scholar Opportunities in Africa (North and Sub-Saharan) 

From: Miller, Karl [mailto:KMiller@iie.org] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 12:02 PM 

To: Miller, Karl 
C:c: Proulx, Caroline; Hamden, Alina 
Subject: 2013-2014 F:ulbright Scholar Opportunities in Africa (North and Sub-Saharan) 
Dear African-American Studies Departments, 

We are writing today to provide information about Fulbright Scholar opportunities in Francophone Sub-Saharan Africa and North Africa, and we would very much 

appreciate it if you would share this information with faculty in your department and university. 

The Core Fulbright competition for the 2013-2014 academic year is now well underway, with an application deadline of August 1, 2012. In Francophone Africa, 9 

award descriptions are available in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia for all academic disciplines and many professional fields, and a multi-country research award is 

available for 2 or more countries. In Sub-Saharan Africa, 18 award descriptions are available in 8 countries, including a multi-country research award. Countries 

include Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Cote dqvoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Guinea, Malt and Senegal. Applicants must be U.S. citizens and have a 

PhD or an equivalent terminal degree. 

To learn more, please contact Karl Miller, Assistant Director for Sub-Saharan Africa, at ._k___m_j_[Le_f___@_j_[_e__:__o_fg or Alina Hamden, Program Officer, Middle East and North 

Africa, at ahamden@iie.org or go to http~//www.c!es.org/us_scholars/us awards/ 

We are available to answer any questions that you or your colleagues may have about the awards, the application, and!or the selection process. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Miller and Alina Hamden 
Karl Miller, Ph.D. 
Assistant Director, Sub-Saharan Africa 
Institute of International Education 
Council for International Exchange of Scholars 
1400 K Street, NW, Suite 700 
Washington, DC 20005 
202-686-6238 I 202-686-4029 
I<miller@iie.org I www.iie.org/cies 
The Fulbright Scholar Program is administered by the Council for International Exchange of Scholars, a division of the Institute of International Educatiom 

The cornpetition for 2013 14 Fulbright Scholar grants is now open. The application deadline for most programs is August 1, 2012. U.S. scholars and professionals can learn [low to 

present their credentials at www.iie.orRicies, 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: regestcr(i~emaJJ.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtgu?id =32361607~26892ffebebb2514dbed042dl 0c3de25&n=T&l=afriathm&o=31676286 

(It may be necessary m cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, June 26, 2012 9:58 AM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

VW: Fountainhead e-Letter, July 2012, Beflm/Germany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Sent-" Monday, 3une 25, 20:t2 9:59 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, July 2012, Berlin!Germany 

:@aol.com] 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8t Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRTNTS TN THE SAND?"- E×hibition 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

"A HUMAN EXPERIENCE / EINE MENSCHLICHE ERFAHRUNG" 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

July :~ - August 3:[, 20:t2 
Vernissage, July Zst, 3 pm (Foyer) 
Film Presentations: 4 pm (CinemaiKinosaal) 
Rathaus Nch6neberg (ci~ hall) - Foyer N Kinosaal 
John- F.- Kennedy Platz 
~0825 Berlin- Sch6neberg 

Amir Kaufmann 
Norbert Lang 
Melitta Manigk 
Adrian Shephard 
Thomas M. Wendt 
Ursula Wunder 

Presentation: Prof. Donald Nuldrow Griffith 



Admission is without charge. / Der Eintritt ist frei, 

The exhibition documents the history of 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in association with 
Prof. Levi Frazier, .It. - USA 
Regina Gerschke = Berlin 

Amir Kaufmann - t’srael/Berlin 
Norbert Lang - Berlin 

Gaiina Likosova - Colombia 
Andrea Lippo~d = Berlin 

Adrian Shephard - UK/Berffn 

Fountainhead~ Tanz Theatre was founded by Prof. Donald Huldrow Griffith, Prof. 
Gayle HcKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell and Detlef B~cker, four 
American artists and a German colleague, who met in Berlin during ~979 at Theater 
des Westens and decided to undertake intercultural, interdisciplinary and 
international productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video 
festivals and publications= 
This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people during their 
historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, the portrait seeks to 
prevent these undertakings from becoming "Footprints in the Band?". 

Die Ausstellung dokumentiert die Geschichte des 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in Verbindung mit 

Prof. Levi Frazier, 3r. - USA 
Regina Gerschke - Berlin 

Amir Kaufmann = :[srael/BerEn 
Norbert Lang - Berlin 
Galina Likosova - Colombia 
Andrea Lippold - Berlin 
HeEtta Hanigk - Berlin 
Adrian Shephard - UK/Berlin 
Thomas M. Wendt - BerEn 
Ursula Wunder - BeHin 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre wurde von Prof. Donald Huldrow Griffith, Prof. Gayle 
McKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell und Detlef B~cker, vi~r am~rikanischen 
K~nst~rn und einem deutsch~n Ko~legen, die s~ch in BeHin ~979 am Theater des 
Westens trafea, gegr~ndet. Sie entsch~edea sich, mit der Durchf~hrung von 
interkulturellen, interdisz~pl~n~ren ~nd internationalen Produktionen k~ den Bereichen 
Tanz, Theater, Fernsehen, Workshops, Film~deo Festivals und Pub~ikationen zu 
begiaaen. 
Die Ausste~lung zeichnet ein ~i~d der Aktivit~ten versch~edener Henschen be~ ff~ren 
h~stor~schen Be~tr~gen fer ~er~in und andere Orte, mit der ~ntention, d~ese 
Unternehmung~n davor zu sch~tzen, "Footprints ~n the Sand?" zu werden. 

Fountainhead~ Tanz Theatre, October 202~ 

~ffm Presentations= 4 ~m (Cinema/Kinosaa~) 
An Evening Retrospective with Black Znternational Cinema Berlin and Friends 

BELIEVE= The Barack Obama Stow 
Director: Thomas A. Hart 3r., Documentary, Color, 85 rain. 

USA 2009, English 

"Believe: The Barack Obama Story" is a revealing portrait of President Barack 
Obama: his parents and diverse childhood experiences in Hawaii, years as a 
community organizer in the South Side of Chicago, and milestone achievement as 
the first African American president of the Harvard Law Review. 
"~elieve: The Barack Obama Story" ist ei~ aufschlussreiches Portr~t des Pr~sidenten 
Barack Obama: seh~e Eltern und vielf~ltigen Er~ahrungen ~n d~r Kindh~it auf Hawafi, 
3ahre a~s Sozialarbeiter ia der Sou~h Side voa Chicago, uad a~s i~e~lensteia seiner 
Le~stungea - der ers~e afr~kanisch-amerikanische President der Harvard Law Review, 

KHANEVADEH SALE~ / A GOOD FA~ZLY 
Director: Amir Hossein Torabi, NarraUve, Color, 6 rain. 

~ran 2022, Persian with English subtitles 

A child creates what he imagines is a good family. 
E~n Kind ersinnt, wie es sich e~ne gute Familie vorste~lt. 
COLORED F~ES 
Director: Lerone D. Wilson, Documentary, Color, 56 rain. 

USA 2008, English 

A look back at the last fifty years of African American art, "Colored Frames" is an 
unflinching exploration of influences, inspirations and experiences of Black artists. 
Beginning at the heights of the Civil Rights Era and leading up to the present. 
~,l~t B~ck auf die ~etzten ffh~fz~g 3ahre afrikanisch-amer~ka~scher Kunst ist "Colored 
Frames" ~in~ resolut~ Analys~ der Einfl~sse, ~nspiration~n und Erfahrungen 
Schwarzer K~nstl~r, beginnend auf der H~he d~r B~rgerrechtsbew~gung und 
LibeHeitead ~n d~e GegenwarL 
VZ DEO ART 
"Fade up"~ "Candygirl"~ "Everything makes sense in the reverse" 
Director: ~iro ~lastropasqua, Experimental, Color, 20 rain. 

Three short expeHmentals exploring the artistry of video clips. 
Drei k~rze Exper~mentalfi~me auf kt~nstler~scher E~tdeckungsre~se im ~ere~ch der 
Videoclips. 
SZDE~ 
Director: Frederic Baillif, Documentary, Color, 65 rain. 



Switzerland 2003, English, French with English subtitles 

The film is the portrait of a young Swiss American harmonica player living in New 
York. Gr~goire Maret, born in Geneva, is 26 years old. 
Der Film ist das Portr;~t eines jungen schweizerisch-amerikanischen in New York 
lebenden Mundharmonikaspielers. Gr~goire Mater, geboren in Genf, ist 26 Jahre air. 

TROTHA TRIFFT.,, 
Director: Ulrich von Trotha, Documentary, Color, 30 min= 

Germany, 2010, German 

Ulrich von Trotha in a conversation with Prof. Dr. Sebastian Nordmann, director of 
the Konzerthaus am Gendarmenmarkt, Berlin. 
Ulrich von Trotha im Gespr~ch mit Prof. Dr. Sebastian Nordmann, Zntendant des 

Konzerthauses am Gendarmenmarkt, Bedim 
THE EDGE OF EACH OTHER’S BATTLES: THE VISION OF AUDRE LORDE 
Director: Dr. ]ennifer Abod, Documentary, Color/B/W, 60 min. 

U.S.A. 2006, English 

This powerful documentary is a moving tribute to the legendary Black lesbian 
feminist poet Audre Lorde (1934-1992). 
Diese ausdrucksvolle Dokumentation ist ein Tribut an die legend~re, schwarze, 

lesbische, feministische Dichterin Audre Lorde (1934-1992). 
MOMENTS OF AWAKENINGS 
Director: Amir Kaufmann, Narrative, Color, 23 min. 
Germany 2008 

One man, one artist, with a shaking path of awakenings... 
Ein Mann, ein K~instler, mit einem unsteten Weg des Erwachens_. 
IDA B, WELLS - A PASSION FOR .llUSTICE 
Director: William Greaves, Documentary, Color, 54 min. 

USA 1989, English 

With readings by Pulitzer-Prize-Winning author Toni Morrison, this work documents 
the life and times of Ida B. Wells, the pioneering African American journalist, 
activist, suffragist and anti-lynching crusader of the late 19th and early 20th 
century. 
Mit Zitaten, vorgetragen von Pulitzer-Preistr~gerin Toni Morrison, dokumentiert 

dieser Film das Leben und die Zeit der Ida B. Wells, einer Pionierin im afrikanisch- 
amerikanischen Journalismus, eine Aktivistin, K~mpferin f£ir das Wahlrecht und gegen 
Lynchjustiz am Ende des 19ten und Anfang des 20sten Jahrhunderts. 
A MAN WITHOUT LIMITS 
Production: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre & PoI-Tel 

Direction: Dr. Ntongela Masilela, Documentary, Color, 30 min. 

Poland/Germany 1988, English 

Documents Europe’s first Black Cultural Festival, produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, March 3-23, 1986 in Berlin, Germany. The venues 

were the Theatermanufaktur am Helleschen Ufer from March 3-16, music - dance - 
theatre; Hochschule der K(Jnste Berlin on March 11, symposium; Kino Arsenal from 
March 17-23, film. Awarded "Best Film 1988" by the Polish Commission for Film Arts. 
Dokumentiert Europas erstes Black Cultural Festival, produziert und geleitet von 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre vom 3-23 M~rz 1986 in Berlin, Deutschland. Die 
Veranstaltungsorte waren die Theatermanufaktur am Halleschen Ufer vom 3-16 

M~rz, lvlusik -- Tanz --- Theater; die Hochschule der KOnste Berlin am 11. M~rz, 
Symposium; das Kino Arsenal vom 17-23 M~rz, Film. Ausgezeichnet als "Bester Film 
1988" durch die Polnische Kommission fdr Filmkunst. 
I DREAM A WORLD 
Production: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre & PoI-Tel 

Direction: Tomasz Lewinski, Documentary, Color, 24. min 

Poland/Germany 1988, English 

A portrait of a multi-cultural, ethnic gathering of dancers, teachers and their 
communication during the cultural event "Dance & Sport" in Arezzo, Italy, July 12- 
26, 1987, produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre. Awarded "Best 
Film 1988" by the Polish Commission for Film Arts. 
Portr~t einer multi-kulturellen, multi-ethnischen Zusammenkunft yon T~nzer~[nnen 
und LehreK[nnen und ihrer Kommunikation w~hrend der Kulturveranstaltung "Tanz & 
Sport" in Arezzo, :Italien, 12.-26~ Juli 1987, produziert und geleitet von 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre. Ausgezeichnet als "Bester Film 1988" dutch die 
Polnische Kommission f~ir Filmkunst. 

" ’rour~d N~id~ight ??? 7, Show 
3AMES BROWN: THE MAN, THE MUSIC & THE MESSAGE 
Director: Thomas A. Hart Jr., Documentary, Color, 75 min. 

USA 2007, English 

"James Brown: The Man, The Music &The Message" is an inspiring and entertaining 
program about the remarkable life of ’qhe Godfather of Soul". 
"James Brown: The Nan, The Music &The Message" ist ein inspirierendes und 
unterhaltsames Programm ~Jber das bemerkenswerte Leben des "Godfather of Soul". 

for further information >"Footprints in the Sand?" 2022< 

2013 
"Footprints in the Sand? - Exhibition 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

July 1 - August 31, 2013 
Rathaus Sch6neberg - Foyer 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

back to top 











The collection for the Dance Program at the Tndiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, June 26, 2012 9:59 AM 

@hotmail.com 

VW: Fountainhead e-Letter, July 2012, Beflm/Germany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Sent-" Monday, 3une 25, 20:t2 9:59 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, July 2012, Berlin!Germany 

@aol.com] 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8t Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRTNTS TN THE SAND?"- E×hibition 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

"A HUMAN EXPERIENCE / EINE MENSCHLICHE ERFAHRUNG" 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

July :~ - August 3:[, 20:t2 
Vernissage, July Zst, 3 pm (Foyer) 

Film Presentations: 4 pm (CinemaiKinosaal) 
Rathaus Nch6neberg (ci~ hall) - Foyer N Kinosaal 
John- F.- Kennedy Platz 
~0825 Berlin- Sch6neberg 

Amir Kaufmann 
Norbert Lang 

Melitta Manigk 

Adrian Shephard 

Thomas M. Wendt 

Ursula Wunder 

Presentation: Prof, Donald Nuldrow Griffith 



Admission is without charge. / Der Eintritt ist frei, 

The exhibition documents the history of 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in association with 
Prof. Levi Frazier, .It. - USA 
Regina Gerschke = Berlin 

Amir Kaufmann - t’srael/Berlin 
Norbert Lang - Berlin 

Gaiina Likosova - Colombia 
Andrea Lippo~d = Berlin 

Adrian Shephard - UK/Berffn 

Fountainhead~ Tanz Theatre was founded by Prof. Donald Huldrow Griffith, Prof. 
Gayle HcKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell and Detlef B~cker, four 
American artists and a German colleague, who met in Berlin during ~979 at Theater 
des Westens and decided to undertake intercultural, interdisciplinary and 
international productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video 
festivals and publications= 
This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people during their 
historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, the portrait seeks to 
prevent these undertakings from becoming "Footprints in the Band?". 

Die Ausstellung dokumentiert die Geschichte des 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

in Verbindung mit 

Prof. Levi Frazier, 3r. - USA 
Regina Gerschke - Berlin 

Amir Kaufmann = :[srael/BerEn 
Norbert Lang - Berlin 
Galina Likosova - Colombia 
Andrea Lippold - Berlin 
HeEtta Hanigk - Berlin 
Adrian Shephard - UK/Berlin 
Thomas M. Wendt - BerEn 
Ursula Wunder - BeHin 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre wurde von Prof. Donald Huldrow Griffith, Prof. Gayle 
McKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell und Detlef B~cker, vi~r am~rikanischen 
K~nsUern und e~n~m deutschen Kolleg~n, d~e sich in Berlin 2979 am Theater des 
Westens trafea, gegr~ndet. Sie entsch~edea sich, mit der Durchf~hrung von 
interkulturellen, interdisz~pl~n~ren ~nd internationalen Produktionen k~ den Bereichen 
Tanz, Theater, Fernsehen, Workshops, Film~deo Festivals und Pub~ikationen zu 
begiaaen. 
Die Ausste~lung zeichnet ein ~i~d der Aktivit~ten versch~edener Henschen be~ ff~ren 
h~stor~schen Be~tr~gen fer ~er~in und andere Orte, mit der ~ntention, d~ese 
Unternehmung~n davor zu sch~tzen, "Footprints ~n the Sand?" zu werden. 

Fountainhead~ Tanz Theatre, October 202~ 

~ffm Presentations= 4 ~m (Cinema/Kinosaa~) 
An Evening Retrospective with Black Znternational Cinema Berlin and Friends 

BELIEVE= The Barack Obama Stow 
Director: Thomas A. Hart 3r., Documentary, Color, 85 rain. 

USA 2009, English 

"Believe: The Barack Obama Story" is a revealing portrait of President Barack 
Obama: his parents and diverse childhood experiences in Hawaii, years as a 
community organizer in the South Side of Chicago, and milestone achievement as 
the first African American president of the Harvard Law Review. 
"~elieve: The Barack Obama Story" ist ei~ aufschlussreiches Portr~t des Pr~sidenten 
Barack Obama: seh~e Eltern und vielf~ltigen Er~ahrungen ~n d~r Kindh~it auf Hawafi, 
3ahre a~s Sozialarbeiter ia der Sou~h Side voa Chicago, uad a~s i~e~lensteia seiner 
Le~stungea - der ers~e afr~kanisch-amerikanische President der Harvard Law Review, 

KHANEVADEH SALE~ / A GOOD FA~ZLY 
Director: Amir Hossein Torabi, NarraUve, Color, 6 rain. 

~ran 2022, Persian with English subtitles 

A child creates what he imagines is a good family. 
E~n Kind ersinnt, wie es sich e~ne gute Familie vorste~lt. 
COLORED F~ES 
Director: Lerone D. Wilson, Documentary, Color, 56 rain. 

USA 2008, English 

A look back at the last fifty years of African American art, "Colored Frames" is an 
unflinching exploration of influences, inspirations and experiences of Black artists. 
Beginning at the heights of the Civil Rights Era and leading up to the present. 
~,l~t B~ck auf die ~etzten ffh~fz~g 3ahre afrikanisch-amer~ka~scher Kunst ist "Colored 
Frames" ~in~ resolut~ Analys~ der Einfl~sse, ~nspiration~n und Erfahrungen 
Schwarzer K~nstl~r, beginnend auf der H~he d~r B~rgerrechtsbew~gung und 
LibeHeitead ~n d~e GegenwarL 
VZ DEO ART 
"Fade up"~ "Candygirl"~ "Everything makes sense in the reverse" 
Director: ~iro ~lastropasqua, Experimental, Color, 20 rain. 

Three short expeHmentals exploring the artistry of video clips. 
Drei k~rze Exper~mentalfi~me auf kt~nstler~scher E~tdeckungsre~se im ~ere~ch der 
Videoclips. 
SZDE~ 
Director: Frederic Baillif, Documentary, Color, 65 rain. 



Switzerland 2003, English, French with English subtitles 

The film is the portrait of a young Swiss American harmonica player living in New 
York. Gr~goire Maret, born in Geneva, is 26 years old. 
Der Film ist das Portr;~t eines jungen schweizerisch-amerikanischen in New York 
lebenden Mundharmonikaspielers. Gr~goire Mater, geboren in Genf, ist 26 Jahre air. 

TROTHA TRIFFT.,, 
Director: Ulrich von Trotha, Documentary, Color, 30 min= 

Germany, 2010, German 

Ulrich von Trotha in a conversation with Prof. Dr. Sebastian Nordmann, director of 
the Konzerthaus am Gendarmenmarkt, Berlin. 
Ulrich von Trotha im Gespr~ch mit Prof. Dr. Sebastian Nordmann, Zntendant des 

Konzerthauses am Gendarmenmarkt, Bedim 
THE EDGE OF EACH OTHER’S BATTLES: THE VISION OF AUDRE LORDE 
Director: Dr. ]ennifer Abod, Documentary, Color/B/W, 60 min. 

U.S.A. 2006, English 

This powerful documentary is a moving tribute to the legendary Black lesbian 
feminist poet Audre Lorde (1934-1992). 
Diese ausdrucksvolle Dokumentation ist ein Tribut an die legend~re, schwarze, 

lesbische, feministische Dichterin Audre Lorde (1934-1992). 
MOMENTS OF AWAKENINGS 
Director: Amir Kaufmann, Narrative, Color, 23 min. 
Germany 2008 

One man, one artist, with a shaking path of awakenings... 
Ein Mann, ein K~instler, mit einem unsteten Weg des Erwachens_. 
IDA B, WELLS - A PASSION FOR .llUSTICE 
Director: William Greaves, Documentary, Color, 54 min. 

USA 1989, English 

With readings by Pulitzer-Prize-Winning author Toni Morrison, this work documents 
the life and times of Ida B. Wells, the pioneering African American journalist, 
activist, suffragist and anti-lynching crusader of the late 19th and early 20th 
century. 
Mit Zitaten, vorgetragen von Pulitzer-Preistr~gerin Toni Morrison, dokumentiert 

dieser Film das Leben und die Zeit der Ida B. Wells, einer Pionierin im afrikanisch- 
amerikanischen Journalismus, eine Aktivistin, K~mpferin f£ir das Wahlrecht und gegen 
Lynchjustiz am Ende des 19ten und Anfang des 20sten Jahrhunderts. 
A MAN WITHOUT LIMITS 
Production: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre & PoI-Tel 

Direction: Dr. Ntongela Masilela, Documentary, Color, 30 min. 

Poland/Germany 1988, English 

Documents Europe’s first Black Cultural Festival, produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, March 3-23, 1986 in Berlin, Germany. The venues 

were the Theatermanufaktur am Helleschen Ufer from March 3-16, music - dance - 
theatre; Hochschule der K(Jnste Berlin on March 11, symposium; Kino Arsenal from 
March 17-23, film. Awarded "Best Film 1988" by the Polish Commission for Film Arts. 
Dokumentiert Europas erstes Black Cultural Festival, produziert und geleitet von 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre vom 3-23 M~rz 1986 in Berlin, Deutschland. Die 
Veranstaltungsorte waren die Theatermanufaktur am Halleschen Ufer vom 3-16 

M~rz, lvlusik -- Tanz --- Theater; die Hochschule der KOnste Berlin am 11. M~rz, 
Symposium; das Kino Arsenal vom 17-23 M~rz, Film. Ausgezeichnet als "Bester Film 
1988" durch die Polnische Kommission fdr Filmkunst. 
I DREAM A WORLD 
Production: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre & PoI-Tel 

Direction: Tomasz Lewinski, Documentary, Color, 24. min 

Poland/Germany 1988, English 

A portrait of a multi-cultural, ethnic gathering of dancers, teachers and their 
communication during the cultural event "Dance & Sport" in Arezzo, Italy, July 12- 
26, 1987, produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre. Awarded "Best 
Film 1988" by the Polish Commission for Film Arts. 
Portr~t einer multi-kulturellen, multi-ethnischen Zusammenkunft yon T~nzer~[nnen 
und LehreK[nnen und ihrer Kommunikation w~hrend der Kulturveranstaltung "Tanz & 
Sport" in Arezzo, :Italien, 12.-26~ Juli 1987, produziert und geleitet von 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre. Ausgezeichnet als "Bester Film 1988" dutch die 
Polnische Kommission f~ir Filmkunst. 

" ’rour~d N~id~ight ??? 7, Show 
3AMES BROWN: THE MAN, THE MUSIC & THE MESSAGE 
Director: Thomas A. Hart Jr., Documentary, Color, 75 min. 

USA 2007, English 

"James Brown: The Man, The Music &The Message" is an inspiring and entertaining 
program about the remarkable life of ’qhe Godfather of Soul". 
"James Brown: The Nan, The Music &The Message" ist ein inspirierendes und 
unterhaltsames Programm ~Jber das bemerkenswerte Leben des "Godfather of Soul". 

for further information >"Footprints in the Sand?" 2022< 

2013 
"Footprints in the Sand? - Exhibition 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

July 1 - August 31, 2013 
Rathaus Sch6neberg - Foyer 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

back to top 











The collection for the Dance Program at the Tndiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 9:38 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Additional Files Requested 

Dear Jenny: Below are the additional files needed for my upcoming visit to the archive. Hopefully, I will be able to review most of this material in the some 3 days. Last year, I 
did not have enough time to go through all of the files requested. Again, thanks for all of your assistance and I will bring a copy of the requests made when I arrive at the 

archive. Hope to see you in the near future. Please let me know that you have received these requests. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
i) Motion Picture Association of America, Production Records -- Charlie Chan in Egypt (1935) 
2) Scrapbooks -- Rita Hayworth Scrapbook #22 119-1944 for Charlie Chan in Egypt 
3) MPAA Production Records - Steamboat Round the Bend (1935) 
4) MPAA Production Records - Production Files Virginia Judge (1935) 
5) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.i 
6) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.2 
7) MPAA Production Records - Dimples (1937) 

8) MPAA Production Records - Zenobia (1939) 
9) Audrey Chamberlin Scrapbooks -- 15 Salute Scrapbook # 15 (page 9) 
I0) MPAA Production Records - His Exciting Night (1938) 
11) Fred MacMurray and June Haver Papers -- Double Indemnity (1944) 

34.42 Double Indemnity Clippings 
34.44 Double Indemnity Reviews 

12) MPAA Production Records - Double Indemnity (1944) 
13) Double Indemnity -- Paramount Pictures Production Records 

594.4 
14) Billy Wilder Papers -- Production Files 

24.22 production 1943-1946 
24.24 reviews 

15) Joseph Biroc Papers Production Files -- Ice Palace (1959) 
74.138 Clippings 

16) MPAA Production Files -- Ice Palace (1960) 
17) Joseph Mankiewicz Papers Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (1934) 

304.348 Manhattan Melodrama (1934) 
18) MPAA Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (1934) 
19) Kit Parker Collection Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (1951) 

23f.280 
20) Natty Weiser Papers Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (1951) 

134.476 
21) MPAA Production Files -- Pork Chop Hill (1959) 
22) Gregory Peck Papers -- Production Files Pork Chop Hill (1959) 

514.433, 524.435, 524.437 

23) MPAA Production Files - Battle Hymn (1957) 

24) MPAA Production Files - Bright Victory (1951) 

25) MPAA Production Files - Men in War (1957) 
26) Gregory Peck Collection -- Men in War (1957) 

544.447 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 2:20 PM 

To; Jenny Romero 

Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I have checked the data base provided regarding the manuscript collection and would like to request the following materials for my visit 
in July. I tried to send directly from the database to your email but did not know how to check the ones needed so I am providing a typed list. This is only a partial list as I did 
not have time to do a complete search but will do so next week when I return from out of town. Again, thanks tremendously for your assistance. 
i) Hedda Hopper Papers -- Eartha Kitt, Subject File 25 

Biography Eartha Kitt, 22-f.897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965 

334.1398, Kitt, Eartha 1954 
2) Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 

Subject Files 14-f.1342 Kitt, Eartha 
3) Sidney Skolsky Paper Subject Files 

4-f.74 Tyntypes k-- Kitt, Eartha 

4) Anna Lucasta (film) -- Production Files 
Jack Poplin Papers Production files 
1-f.1 
1-f.2 

5) Home of the Brave (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records 
Production Files - Home of the Brave 

6) A Man Called Adam (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files - A Man Called Adam 
7) Jezebel (film): John Huston Papers -- Production files 

20f.208 
20f.209 

Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Jezebel 
8) William Wyler Papers Production Files -- 17-f.233, f.234, f.235, f.236, f.237, f.239, f.240 
9) Broken Blossoms (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 26 Broken Blossoms 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Broken Blossoms 
10) Salute (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 15 Salute 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Salute 
11) Searchers (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- The Searchers 
12) Sergeant Rutledge (film) - Motion Picture Assoc. Of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Sergeant Rutledge 



13) Steamboat Round the Bend (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Steamboat Round the Bend 
14) Jack Poplin Papers -- Production Files 1-f.1 Anna Lucasta (film); 1-f.2 Anna Lucasta (film) 
15) Helldorado (film) -- lvlotion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files 
16) County Chairman (film) -- Hal Mohr and Evelyn Venable Papers -- Scrapbooks #3 193-35 
Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- County Chairman (film) 
17) One lvlore Spring (film) -- Henry King Papers Production Files 2-f.29 One More Spring 
Subject Files 7-f.124 Contracts and Correspondence 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Charlene, 

I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Tuesday, July 17 at 10 am. You are welcome to return on Thursday and Friday of that week to continue 

your research. We can most certainly wait until you have finished with summer school classes to receive your list from the Manuscript Inventories database. 

We’ll look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 7:20 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel 
Currently, I am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24-, 2012 3:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’II put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(.-h--t--t-p--~/-j---c---~-!!.-e-.-c--t.L~---n---s--..-~-.-s.-c--a---r--s--.--~--r-g/---m----s.Ln---v---e---n--t-/-!.-n-.-d-.~-~)‘ The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email!print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [E)_a__!Lt__o__:_E_e_g__e__s__t__e_L~__e___m___a__!!=u__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14 or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times!weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
~:c: Barbara Hall 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 
Best, 
Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:41 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 



From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August :[9, 20:[:[ 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
S..bject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files T would like to review. T greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when 3[ arrive~ 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Richard Brooks Papers 38.f-:[6 and 39.f-3S "The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers :[6.f-:[06 Bojangles :[956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 "Twentieth Century-Fox :[944-:[965; :[3.f-5:[4 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob :[957-:[965; 33.f-:[398 Kitt, Ear,ha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers :[.f-:[9 McDaniel, Sam; Lf-20 McDaniel, Sam; :[.f-2:[ IVlcDaniel Sam; :[.f-22 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; Zf-26 Photographs :[900- 

1948; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries i4.f-i342 Kitt, Eartha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers :[&f-:[96; :[7.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers :[.f-20 Correspondence :[952-:[974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list. Tf you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know. Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2Oil 5:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blacks and Film and Blacks in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http:i/ca~og.oscars:o~g Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from lOam- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from lOam-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at !ittpL!!www.oscars.org!!ibrary/!~s!ng!hours-direct!ons.htm! Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 
Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ° Tel 310-247-3036 ext 2226 . Fax 310-657-5193 
_w___w___w__= 9=s__c__a__r__s_:_o__r_ g/_[ Lb__r__a_ E~_/ ¯ j_r_9_~/_e__r_9_ @ g _s__c__a__r__s_= g _r~q 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973 - 1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

Richard Brooks; 1966 (Columbia Picture.s; 1966) 
includes: breakdown of billing requirements; waiver for billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellam55 Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, Febma~ 10, 

1966. 

39.t"-35 TIlE PROFESSIONALS -- legal-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBrooks, 1966 (Columbia Picmres, 1966) 

includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 
of actors salarie~ 1965; signed agreements with stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

V~entine Davies papers 

16.f-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 

correspondence ruth Mm~’ Forkins, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

from Stepin Fetchit with copy of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Bojangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 



2 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda Hopper papers 

25 Twentieth Centu~-Fox 1944-1965. 

includes: dratt column on TIlE FIGttTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 

fa~ mail including letter from reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 
supporting Catholic Church m~d protesting Ed Sullivan’s sympathies 

towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa Maacch 2, 1955; fan mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter from reader to 

Hopper discussing sister-kMaw who attended l?eter Mmshall’s church, 

March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 

1956 [postmark]; letter from Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 

marriage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 

Eartha Kitt, thoughts by Nunnally Johnson regarding his work on 

"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Haa-old ttecht, July 30, 

1957; letter from Goldstein to ttopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 

asked to take over as director of TIlE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE m~d Gia 

Scalds attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter ficom ttopper to 

Golds~tein discussing Olivier~ Jerry Wald, a~d Thelma Cza~et-Heir, 

October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 

[unpublished?]; list of gueffts who attended pasty" hosted by Swros 

Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter fiom Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 
filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] ruth mention of Sandra Dee 

visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 

Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 
photo, copy of letter from Afiican-American soldier to McCaacthy who 

served under George Patton, September 6, 1961; letter t?om Teet Carle to 

ttopper discussing filming on location for N1NE HOURS TO RAMA, 

November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to }lopper 

regarding NINE HOURS TO 17L~MA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 

letter from Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaught regmding his visit to different 

regions in Afi-ica including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 

was filming THE LION [196211, January 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview ruth 
Peter Levathes, Janua~ 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 

International Cultural Center for Youth in Jerusalem which includes 

mention ofLiza Mfimelli being in "Diary of Anne Frank," [1962], 2 pages; 

interview with Harold Rand, Jm~uary 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter from Fred 

Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE mad ttOW TO STEAl, A 

MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965. 

includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 

Loew failing to marry Eartha Kitt, Jom3 Collins’ wish to ma337r’ Loew, and 

the wit of Nunnally Johnson, July 26, 1957; letter from Hopper to 
Goldstein with mention of Robert Wagner and discussing Num~ally 

Johnson rewriting script tbr Maadlyn Monroe’s upcoming film 

[SOMETHING’S Cg3T TO GIVE}, February 9, 1962; letter from 

Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burro, and 

Susan Strasberg, February. 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter t?om Earth Kitt to ttedda }lopper explaining that she 

missed a perfonnmace at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocambo due to an 

illness, February. 15, 1954. 

Hattie and Sam McDaniel papers 

1.f-15 Committee for Unity. in Motion Pictures -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First Annua3 Motion Picture Unity 

Award Assembly, sponsored by the Youth Council of the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 

23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publicity 1942. 

contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper portrait fio,n THE CALIFORNIA 

EAGLE. 



1.f-17 McDaniel, Hatlie -- childhood undated. 

contains: "Elective Spelling Blanks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott, belonging to, 

and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

1.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 

contains: card ruth imprint of McDaniel and the Beulah show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

l.f-19 McDmaiel, Sam -- advertisement circa 1915. 

contains: advertisement mounted on board ruth picture, "Compliments of 

Brown and McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertainers". 

1 ,f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 
contains: signed agency contract between Sam (Deacon) McDaniel and 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 .f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cafe 1947. 
conta]ns: folder from Hillside Cafe, Long Beach, California, ruth 

photograph of Sam McDaniel and four other people, inscribed ’~fo the 

Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 

"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill tmdated. 

contains: folder fiom Price’s Foothill (restanmnt), Signal Hill, California, 
with photograph of Sam McDaniel mad clnb owner, together with 5x7 

photograph of Sam McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 

1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contafins: clippings regarding Mr. McDaniel; clippings abont Hattie 

McDaniel mad her death mad ftmeral; photographs of (mnong others) Mr. 

McDaniel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and friends, thmily and business 

acquaintences; telegram from Anna Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sorrow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation for CAt~FA1NS COURAGEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE PALOOI<La., CHAMP 
(1946); telegram fio,n John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 

McDaniel relaying message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhowe~; 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER WHO’S 
KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and Mary 

[Astor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap party; review for HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review tbr A GUY, A GAL AND A PAI~ (1945); 

review for AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8x10 certificate of a resolution honoring the memory of 

Hattie McDmaiel, 1952. 

2.f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Number 2, undated [photocopy]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 
contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hatfie McDaniel, Sam 
McDaniel, Etta McDanid and family members and friends. 
Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 
Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 
contains: Mnsic Town Presents, "American Pdmpsody," by Ruby Berkely 
Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 
Note: Program, with many adverlisements for black bnsinesses and 
entertainers, including film FOUR SttALL DIE with Dorothy Dandridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by EdwaKl Ingmm, for Vernon, the Nite Club of 

Los Angeles, ruth list of performers. 



Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics 1,) "Walkin’ "the Dog." 

Paramotmt Pictures contract sumlnades 

14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 
contains: summau of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 I?ORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Milestone; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

includes: agreement with Lynn StaJmaster, Mmch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Stadios, a children’s portrait gallery, 

wondering if Grego~ Peck roll cast her la~ son in recompense for her 

having been im~ndated at all hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search for Melville Productions, March 15, 
1958; day player contracts for, among others, Phillip Ahr~ Ivan Dixon, and 

Beulal~ Quo; contracts for, among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 

Norman Fell, ttarry Guardino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, Harry, Dean Stanton, Woo@ 

Strode, and Rip Tom. 

Milton E. Pickm an papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 

contains: (1) THE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader report by Sidney 

Picker of a screen treattnent by Charles K. Peck Jr., January 25, 1965; 

(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 

Donald McCardle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 

reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 

September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 

H~el Thurston of a novel by June Drummond, June 9, 1961,4 pages; (5) 

"The Three Sirens," reader report by Edward Doyle of a novel by Irving 

Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 

screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 

Tightrope Men," reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 

Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8) "Time and Again," reader report of a 

novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reports of 

a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordor~ May 15, 1944, 27 

pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 

contains: brief production notes on an autobiography by Ea~tha Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 

contains: letters fv:~m George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 

13, 1974; Barbara Best. two undated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 

Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Do~, NBC, April 22, 

1952; Robert J. Filzgibbon, "Family Weekly," Februm3~ 12, 1969; Mauu 

Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 

Sidney and Madeline Greenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 

1967; Em Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Lea£ undated; GeoffMiller, "Los 

Angeles Mag~ine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, January 13, 

1964; Peggy McNaught, April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pair~ May 5, 1961; Jerry. 
l?am, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), Jm~e 25, 1957; A. L. 

Rockett, March 21, 1955; Paul San, "New York Post" October 28, 

1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGM publicly, undated; "Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 

Larry Swindell, Februau 23, 1973; "TV Radio Mirror" (Claire Safran), 

June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolsky to ’qThis Week," Januau 28, 1969, 

and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), August 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 
May 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, May 4, 1967; Irma 

Wefizman, December 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilson, July 

5, 1972; Sonia Wolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 

1964, December 30, 1964, undated; uNdentified (seven items). 

3.f-62 Tyn~pes-- D 

contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Danova, Ray Danton, Kim 

Darby, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 



Sa~nmy Davi~ Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.f-74 Tyntypes-- K 

contains: material on A~ma Karina, Danny- Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 

Keith, Gene Kelly, A~hur Kennedy-, George Kennedy, Deborah Kern 
John Kerr, Marion Key, Alan King, Eartha Kitt, Jack Klugman, Susan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofferson, Hardy Kruger, Nm~cy Kwan. 

David I. Zeitlin papers 

2.f- [62] Davi~ Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [t_n___a_j!_t_9_Lr__e__c.Le_.__s__t__e__r__~__e____m___a_jJ~__u___n__c_~__e_~] 

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 9:41 AM 

jromero@oscars.org 

FW: Additional Files Requested 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Additional Files Requested 

Dear Jenny: Below are the additional files needed for my upcoming visit to the archive. Hopefully, I will be able to review most of this material in the some 3 days. Last year, I 
did not have enough time to go through all of the files requested. Again, thanks for all of your assistance and I will bring a copy of the requests made when I arrive at the 
archive. Hope to see you in the near future. Please let me know that you have received these requests. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
1) Motion Picture Association of America, Production Records -- Charlie Chan in Egypt (1935) 
2) Scrapbooks -- Rita Hayworth Scrapbook #22 119-1944 for Charlie Chan in Egypt 

3) MPAA Production Records - Steamboat Round the Bend (1935) 
4-) MPAA Production Records - Production Files Virginia Judge (1935) 
5) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.1 
6) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.2 
7) MPAA Production Records - Dimples (1937) 

8) MPAA Production Records - Zenobia (1939) 
9) Audrey Chamberlin Scrapbooks -- 15 Salute Scrapbook # 15 (page 9) 
10) MPAA Production Records - His Exciting Night (1938) 
11) Fred MacMurray and June Hayer Papers -- Double Indemnity (1944) 

3-f.4-2 Double Indemnity Clippings 
3-f.4-4 Double Indemnity Reviews 

12) MPAA Production Records - Double Indemnity (1944) 
13) Double Indemnity -- Paramount Pictures Production Records 

59-f.4- 
14) Billy Wilder Papers -- Production Files 

24.22 production 1943-1946 
24.24 reviews 

15) Joseph Biroc Papers Production Files -- Ice Palace (1959) 
74.138 Clippings 

16) MPAA Production Files -- Ice Palace (1960) 
17) Joseph Mankiewicz Papers Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (1934-) 

304.348 Manhattan Melodrama (1934-) 
18) MPAA Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (1934) 
19) Kit Parker Collection Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (1951) 

23f.280 
20) Natty Weiser Papers Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (1951) 

13-f.476 
21) MPAA Production Files -- Pork Chop Hill (1959) 
22) Gregory Peck Papers -- Production Files Pork Chop Hill (1959) 

514.433, 524.435, 524.437 

23) MPAA Production Files - Battle Hymn (1957) 

24) MPAA Production Files - Bright Victory (1951) 

25) MPAA Production Files - Men in War (1957) 
26) Gregory Peck Collection -- Men in War (1957) 

54-f,447 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 2:20 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I have checked the data base provided regarding the manuscript collection and would like to request the following materials for my visit 
in July. I tried to send directly from the database to your email but did not know how to check the ones needed so I am providing a typed list. This is only a partial list as I did 
not have time to do a complete search but will do so next week when I return from out of town. Again, thanks tremendously for your assistance. 
1) Hedda Hopper Papers -- Eartha Kitt, Subject File 25 

Biography Eartha Kitt, 224.897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965 

334.1398, Kitt, Eartha 1954 
2) Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 

Subject Files 14-f.1342 Kitt, Eartha 
3) Sidney Skolsky Paper Subject Files 

4-f.74 Tyntypes k -- Kitt, Eartha 

4) Anna Lucasta (film) -- Production Files 
Jack Poplin Papers Production files 

1-f.1 
1-f.2 

5) Home of the Brave (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records 
Production Files - Home of the Brave 

6) A Man Called Adam (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files - A Man Called Adam 
7) Jezebel (film): John Huston Papers -- Production files 

20f.208 
20f.209 

Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Jezebel 



8) William Wyler Papers Production Files -- 17-f~233, f.234, f.235, f.236, f.237, f.239, f.240 
9) Broken Blossoms (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 26 Broken Blossoms 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Broken Blossoms 
10) Salute (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 15 Salute 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Salute 
11) Searchers (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc~ of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- The Searchers 
12) Sergeant Rutledge (film) - Motion Picture Assoc. Of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Sergeant Rutledge 

13) Steamboat Round the Bend (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Steamboat Round the Bend 
14-) Jack Poplin Papers -- Production Files 1-f.1 Anna Lucasta (film); 1-f.2 Anna Lucasta (film) 

15) Helldorado (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files 
16) County Chairman (film) -- Hal Mohr and Evelyn Venable Papers -- Scrapbooks #3 193-35 
Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- County Chairman (film) 
17) One More Spring (film) -- Henry King Papers Production Files 2-f.29 One More Spring 
Subject Files 7-f.124- Contracts and Correspondence 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 

Sent-’ Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4-:53 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-’ RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Charlene, 

I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Tuesday, July 17 at 10 am. You are welcome to return on Thursday and Friday of that week to continue 

your research. We can most certainly wait until you have finished with summer school classes to receive your list from the Manuscript Inventories database. 

We’ll look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From-’ Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, May 29, 2012 7:20 AM 
To,, Jenny Romero 
S..bject,, RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: -Fnis is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel. 
Currently, I am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From" Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, April 24-, 2012 3:23 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
S..bject; RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’II put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(hLtp://collections.oscars~org/msinvent/index.asp). The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email/print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From-’ Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 
To,, Jenny Romero 
Subject-’ RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14- or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times/weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-’ Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent-" Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
�::¢; Barbara Hall 
S..bject,, RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 

Best, 
Jenny 

From-’ Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:4-1 AM 
To,, Jenny Romero 
S,,bject; RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-’ Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 

Sent-’ Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 



Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

Fron~: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review~ I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy 
Richard Brooks Papers 3&f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Eartha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers 1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 

19’~; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62~ 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list~ Tf you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know~ Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blocks ond Film and Bl~cl(s in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http:!/catalog.oscars.org Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from :10am- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from :10am-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at httP:iiwww~oscars.org/libraryiusingihours-directionsJ~tml Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 

denny Romero ¯ Special Oolleetions Department Goordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ¯ Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 . Fax 310-657-5193 

www oscars.org/library/° iromero@,oscars orq 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. ] 973 - 1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 
RichardBrooks: 1966 (Columbia Picmres, 1966) 

includes: brea£down of billing requirements; waiver for billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellamy, Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, FebruaD~ 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legaJ-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Cohm~bia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 

of actors salaries, 1965; signed agreements with stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 



16.f-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 

correspondence with Marry Forkins, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

from Stepin Fetchit with coW of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Bojangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda ][lopper papers 

25 Twentieth Centuu- Fox 1944-1965. 
includes: draft column on THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 
fan mail including letter fiom reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 
supporting Catholic Church and protesting Ed Sullivan’s sympathies 
towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa March 2, 1955; fan mail 
regmding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter from reader to 
Hopper discussing sister-in-law who attended Peter Marshall’s church, 
March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 
1956 [postmark]; letter fi-om Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 
mamage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 
Eea’t~ha Kitt, thoughts by NunnaJdy Johnson regaiding his work on 
"Wandering Jew script." and house owned by Haarold Hecht, July 30, 
1957; letter froln Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 
asked to take over as director of’][’HE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 
Scalds attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 
Goldslein discussing Olivier, Jem.~ Wald, and Thehna Czalet-Heir, 
October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 
[unpuNished?]; list of guests who attended paW hosted by Spyros 
Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 
filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] with mention of Sandra Dee 
visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 
Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 
photocopy of letter fiom Afi-ican-American soldier to McCa~hy who 
served under George Patton, September 6, 1961; letter fiom Teet Carle to 
Hopper discussing filming on location for NINE HOURS TO RAMA, 
November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 
regarding NINE HOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 
letter from Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaught mga~cding his visit to dirt}rant 
regions in Africa including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 
was filming THE LION [1962], January 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 
Peter Levathes, JanuaD’ 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 
International Cultural Center lbr Youth in Jerusa]em which includes 
mention ofLiza MimMli being in "Diary of Anne Frank," [1962], 2 pages; 
interview with Harold Rand, January 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter fi-om Fred 
Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and HOW TO STEAL A 
MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy. Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.t"-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965. 
includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 
Loew thiling to maacry Eartha Kitt, Joan Collinff wish to marry, Loew, and 
the wit of Nunnally Johnson, July 26, 1957; letter t~om Hopper to 
Goldslein with mention of Robert Wagner and discussing Nunna~ly 
Johnson rewriting script for Marilyn Monroe’s upcoming film 
[SOMETHING’S GOT TO GIVE], FebrumT 9, 1962; letter from 
Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Twlol; Richard Burton, and 
Susan Strasberg, FebrumT 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 

conta~ns: letter from Emth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

Inissed a perfolmance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocmnbo due to an 

illness, FebrumT 15, 1954. 

Hattie and Sam McDaniel papers 

1.f-15 Committee for Uni~ in Motion Pictures -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First Annual Motion Picture Uni~’ 



Award Assembly, sponsored by the Youth Council of the National 
Association tbr the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 
23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publici~ 1942. 

contains: one 7x10 newspaper portrait from THE CALIFORNIA 

EAGLE. 

1.f-17 McDaniel, Hatlie -- childhood undated. 

contmns: "Elective Spelling Blanks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott belonging to, 

and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

1.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 
contmns: card with imprint of McDaniel and the Beulall show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- advertisement circa 1915. 

contmns: advertisement mounted on board with picture, "Compli,nents of 

Brown and McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertaining". 

1 .f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 

contmns: signed agency contract between Sam (Deacon) McDaniel and 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 .f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cal’e 1947. 
contains: tblder t?om ttillside Catb, Long Beach, Calitbmia, with 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and four other people, inscribed ’q’o the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 
"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 
contak~s: folder fro,n Price’s Foothill (resIaura~t), Signal Hill, California, 
with photograph of Sam McDaniel and club ownm; together with 5x7 
photograph of Stun McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contains: clippings regaacding Mr. McDaniel; clippings about Hattie 

McDaniel and her death and funeral; photographs of(among others) Mr. 

McDaniel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and friends, family and business 

acquaintences; telegran~ from Am~a Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sorrow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation for CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE PALOOKA, CHAMP 
(1946); telegram from John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 

McDaniel relaying message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER WHO’S 

KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Berne [Davis] and Mary. 

IAstor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap pm~; review for HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review for A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review for AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8xl 0 certificate of a resolution honoring the memory of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Nmnber 2, undated [photocopy]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 

contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaniel, Sam 

McDaniel, Etta McDaniel and t~mily members and tiiends. 

Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 

Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 

contains: Music Town Presents, "American Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 



Goodwin, Mwan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 

Note: Program, with many advertisements tbr black busines~s mad 

enter’mimers, including tilm FOUR St L*kI ~L DIE ruth Dorofl~y Dandfidge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edward Ingram, for Vernon, tke Nite Club of 

Los Angele~ wifl~ list of pertbrmers. 

Note: On reverse, written in pencil, am lyrics to "Walkin’ the Dog." 

Paramount Pictures contract summaries 

14.f- 1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 
contains: summa~" of agmmnent dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 PORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Milestone; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

includes: agreement with Lynn StaJmaster, Maacch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Studios. a children’s portrait gallmy, 

wondering if GmgoD~ Peck roll cast her lazy son in recompense for her 

having been inundated at all hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search tbr Melville Productions, Ma~-ch 15, 
1958; day player contracts tbr, among others, Phillip Ahn, Ivan Dixon, and 

Beulak Quo; contracts tbr, among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 

Norman Fell, Ha~ry Guaacdino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, Hmry Dean Stanton, Woo@ 

Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Miltnn E. Picl~nan papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 

contains: (1) THE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader repo~t by Sidney 
Picker of a screen treatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., Januau 25, 1965; 

(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 

DonaJd McCardle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 

reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 

September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 

H~el Thurston of a novel by June Drnmmond, June 9, 1961, 4 pages; (5) 

"The Three Sirens," reader report by Edward Doyle of a novel by Irving 

Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 
screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 

Tightrope MerL" reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 

Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8)"Time and AgairL" reader report of a 

novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reports of 

a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 

pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 
contains: brief production notes on an autobiography by Eartlm Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 

contains: letters from George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 

13, 1974; Barbara Best, two undated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 

Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Do~~, NBC, April 22, 

1952; Robert J. Fi~zgibbon, °°Family Weekly," February. 12, 1969; Maul 

Foldam, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 

Sidney and Madeline Crreenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe ttoenig, July 24, 
1967; E*n Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Lea~, undated; GeoffMiller, "Los 

Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, Januau 13, 

1964; Peggy McNaughk April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain, May 5, 1961; JmD" 

Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), June 25, 1957; A. L. 

Rockett. March 21, 1955; Paul San, ’~New York Post" October 28, 
1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGM publicib~, undated; "Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 

Laru Swindell, Febrnau 23, 1973; "TV Radio Mirror" (Claim Safran), 
June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolsky to °~Fhis Week," January 28, 1969, 

and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), August 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 

MW 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, MW 4, 1967; Irma 



Wei~man, December 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilso~, July 

5, 1972; SoniaWolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 

1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3~f-62 Tyntypes-- D 

contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Danov~, Ray Danton, Kim 

Daxby, Bobby Dafin, ttal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 

Smnmy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de ttavilland. 

4.f-74 Tynb’pes-- K 

contains: material on Anna Karina, Dmany Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 

Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kerr, 

John Kerr, Marion Key, Alan King, Eartha Kitt, Jack Klugma~, S usan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofl~rso~, Hardy Kruger, Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zeitlin papers 

2.17- [62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [._tAa__[[_~9__:_ti_e_g__e__s_~_e_y__~__e_m_a__[[=u__n___c_=e__d___u_] 

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
S,,bject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept: 29 through Sept. Z I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once: Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 12:49 PM 

jromero@oscars.org 

FW: Additional Files Requested 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 

Sent: Monday, July 02, 2022 9:42 AM 
To: jromero@oscars.org 
Subject: FVV: Additional Files Requested 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Monday, July 02, 2022 9:38 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Additional Files Requested 

Dear Jenny: Below are the additional files needed for my upcoming visit to the archive. Hopefully, I will be able to review most of this material in the some 3 days. Last year, I 
did not have enough time to go through all of the files requested. Again, thanks for all of your assistance and I will bring a copy of the requests made when I arrive at the 

archive. Hope to see you in the near future. Please let me know that you have received these requests. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
2) Motion Picture Association of America, Production Records -- Charlie Chart in Egypt (2935) 
2) Scrapbooks -- Rita Hayworth Scrapbook #22 229-2944 for Charlie than in Egypt 

3) MPAA Production Records - Steamboat Round the Bend (2935) 
4) MPAA Production Records - Production Files Virginia Judge (2935) 
5) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.2 
6) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.2 
7) MPAA Production Records - Dimples (2937) 

8) MPAA Production Records - Zenobia (2939) 
9) Audrey Chamberlin Scrapbooks -- 25 Salute Scrapbook # 25 (page 9) 
20) MPAA Production Records - His Exciting Night (2938) 
22) Fred MacMurray and June Haver Papers -- Double Indemnity (2944) 

3-fA2 Double Indemnity Clippings 
34.44 Double Indemnity Reviews 

22) MPAA Production Records - Double Indemnity (2944) 
23) Double Indemnity -- Paramount Pictures Production Records 

59-f.4 
24) Billy Wilder Papers -- Production Files 

24.22 production 2943-2946 

24.24 reviews 
25) Joseph Biroc Papers Production Files -- Ice Palace (2959) 

74.238 Clippings 

26) MPAA Production Files -- Ice Palace (2960) 
27) Joseph Mankiewicz Papers Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (2934) 

304.348 Manhattan Melodrama (2934) 
28) MPAA Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (2934) 
29) l(it Parker Collection Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (2952) 

23f.280 
20) Marly Weiser Papers Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (2952) 

234.476 
22) MPAA Production Files -- Pork Chop Hill (2959) 
22) Gregory Peck Papers -- Production Files Pork Chop Hill (2959) 

524.433, 524.435, 524.437 

23) MPAA Production Files - Battle Hymn (2957) 

24) MPAA Production Files - Bright Victory (2952) 

25) MPAA Production Files - Men in War (2957) 
26) Gregory Peck Collection -- Men in War (2957) 

54-f.447 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2022 2:20 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I have checked the data base provided regarding the manuscript collection and would like to request the following materials for my visit 
in July. I tried to send directly from the database to your email but did not know how to check the ones needed so I am providing a typed list. This is only a partial list as I did 
not have time to do a complete search but will do so next week when I return from out of town. Again, thanks tremendously for your assistance. 
2) Hedda Hopper Papers -- Eartha Kitt, Subject File 25 

Biography Eartha Kitt, 224.897 Goldstein, Bob 2957-2965 

334.2398, Kitt, Eartha 2954 
2) Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 

Subject Files 24-f.2342 Kitt, Eartha 
3) Sidney Skolsky Paper Subject Files 

4-f.74 Tyntypes k-- Kitt, Eartha 

4) Anna Lucasta (film) -- Production Files 
Jack Poplin Papers Production files 
1-f.1 
1-f,2 

5) Home of the Brave (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records 



Production Files - Home of the Brave 
6) A Man Called Adam (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files - A Man Called Adam 
7) Jezebel (film): John Huston Papers -- Production files 

20f.208 
20f.209 

Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Jezebel 
8) William Wyler Papers Production Files -- 17-f.233, f.234, f.235, f.236, f.237, f.239, f.240 
9) Broken Blossoms (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 26 Broken Blossoms 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Broken Blossoms 
10) Salute (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 15 Salute 

Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Salute 
11) Searchers (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- The Searchers 
12) Sergeant Rutledge (film) - Motion Picture Assoc. Of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Sergeant Rutledge 

13) Steamboat Round the Bend (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Steamboat Round the Bend 
14) Jack Poplin Papers -- Production Files I-f.i Anna Lucasta (film); i-f.2 Anna Lucasta (film) 
15) Helldorado (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files 
16) County Chairman (film) -- Hal Mohr and Evelyn Venable Papers -- Scrapbooks #3 193-35 
Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- County Chairman (film) 
17) One More Spring (film) -- Henry King Papers Production Files 2-f.29 One More Spring 
SubJect Files 7-f.124 Contracts and Correspondence 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Charlene, 

I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Tuesday, July 17 at 10 am. You are welcome to return on Thursday and Friday of that week to continue 

your research. We can most certainly wait until you have finished with summer school classes to receive your list from the Manuscript Inventories database. 

We’ll look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 7:20 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel. 
Currently, I am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24-, 2012 3:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’II put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(.-h--t--t-p--~/-j---c---~-!!.-e-.-c--t.L~---n---s--..-~-.-s.-c--a---r--s--.--~--r-~/---m----s.Ln---v---e---n--t-/-!.-n-.-d-.~-~)‘ The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email/print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

Froth: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:!egester~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 
T(}: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14 or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times!weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Barbara Hall 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 

Best, 
Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:41 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 



possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message~ Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 3enny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From-" Regester, Charlene 13 [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To; 3enny Romero 

S,,bject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear 3enny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, 1 am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, 1 have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review~ I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when T arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
3ane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy 3r. 
Richard Brooks Papers 3&f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
3ack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy .lrd 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Eartha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers 1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 

1948; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries i4.f-i342 Kitt, Eartha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy _lr. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list~ If you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know~ Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars~org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blocks ond Film and Bl~cl(s in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http:/icatalo~oscars.or~ Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from :10am- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from :10am-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about usin~ the library on our website at ..h..t..t.P..~/j-w....w....w..:..~..s..c...a..r.~:.9..r.~L~.j.!..b..r.~Ly[.~j.~/.~:~!~.9.~.~.! Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 

Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ° Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 ° Fax 310-657-5193 
~__w___w_ =__o__s__c___a_ [_s_=__o__r ~ ] j_b__r__a_ L y__/¯ .L[ g __m___e_ [_o__@__o__s__c__a__r_s_ ~__o_ [.cj. 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973-1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.t"-16 TIlE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Columbia Picmres, 1966) 
includes: breakdown of billing requirements; waJver for billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellamy, Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, February 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legaJ-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Cohm~bia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 



of actors salaries 1965; signed agreements with stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 

16.f-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and Jnly 2, 1956; 

correspondence ruth Marry Forldns, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

from Stepin Fetchit with coW of sheet music, "Dm~cin’ Bill Bqiangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda ][lopper papers 

25 Twentieth Centuly- Fox 1944-1965. 
includes: draft column on THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 
fan mail including letter fiom reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 
snpv~rting Catholic Church aa~d protesting Ed Snllivmfs wmpathies 
towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa Mm-ch 2, 1955; [hn mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter fi’om reader to 
Hopper discussing sister-in-law who attended Peter Marshall’s chnrch, 
March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boy& October 25, 
1956 [postmark]; letter from Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 
mmriage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 
Emtha Kitt, thoughts by NunnaJdy Johnson mgalvling his work on 
"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Harold Hecht, July 30, 
1957; letter fiom Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 
asked to take over as director of THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 
Scalds attempted suicide, Angust 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 
Goldstein discussing Olivier, Jerry Wald, m~d Thelma Czalet-Heir. 
October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 
[unpuNished?]; list of guests who attended paW hosted by Spyros 
Skonras, Angust 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolf~)n to Hopper discussing 
filming on location ibr STATE FAIR [1962] with menfion of Sandra Dee 
visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 
Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 
photocopy of letter fiom Afi-ican-Americma soldier to McCarthy who 
served nnder George Patton, September 6, 1961; letter from Teet Carle to 
Hopper discussing filming on location for NINE HOURS TO RAMA, 
November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 
regarding NINE HOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 
letter t~om Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNanght regarding his visit to dilt~rent 
regions in Aii-ica including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Smnuel G. Engel 
was filming THE LION [1962], Janna~ 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 
Peter Levathes, January 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 
International Cultural Center for Youth in Jernsalem which includes 
mention ofLiza Minnelli being in "DiaQ" of Anne Frmflc," [1962], 2 pages; 
interview with Harold Rand, Ja~lualy 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter from Fred 
Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and HOW TO STEAL A 
MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; intelaTiew, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.t"-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965. 
includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 
Loew fa~ling to maary Eartha Kitt, Joan Collins’ wish to maxry Loew. mid 
tim wit of Nunnally Johnson, July 26, 1957; letter fix3m Hopper to 
Golds~tein with menfion of Robert Wagner and discussing Nunnally 
Johnson rewrifing script for Maxilyn Monroe’s upcoming film 
[SOMETHING’S COT TO GIVE], Febrnary 9, 1962; letter from 
Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and 
Susan Strasberg, Februmy 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaAning fl~at she 

missed a performance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocambo dne to an 

illness, Febrnmy 15, 1954. 



Hattie and Sam McDaniel papers 

1£-15 Committee for Unity in Motion Pictures -- program 1944. 
contains: souvenir program lbr the First Annual Motion Picture Unity 

Award Assembly, sponsored by the Youth Council of the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 

23, 1944, 12 pages. 

l.f-16 McDmaiel, Etta -- publicity 1942. 

contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper portrait from THE CALIFORNIA 

EAGLE. 

l.f-17 McDaniel, Hattie -- childhood undated. 

contains: "Elective Spelling Bla~ks" by Mrs. It. D. Abbott. belonging to, 

m~d filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

1.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 
contafins: card ruth imprint of McDm~iel and the Beulah show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- advertisement circa 1915. 
contains: advertisement mounted on board ruth picture, "Compliments of 
Brown and McDm~iel, Novelty Dm~cing Entertainers". 

1 .f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 

contains: signed agency contract between Sam (Deacon) McDaniel 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 .f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Ca£e 1947. 
contak~s: fol&r fm,n Hillside Cafe, Long Beack California, ruth 

photograph of Sam McDaniel and four other people, inscribed ’q’o the 

Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 

"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill m~dated. 
contains: folder from Price’s Foothill (restaurant), Signal Hill, Cahfomia, 
with photograph of Sam McDmfiel and club owner, together with 5x7 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contains: clippings regaarding Mr. McDa~iel; clippings about Hattie 
McDaniel and her death and funeral; photographs of(among others) Mr. 

McDaniel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and friends, family m~d business 

acquaintences; telegram from Anna Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sorrow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation for CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

tbr THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE PALOOKA, CHAMP 
(1946); telegram from John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 

McDaniel relaying mesmge of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER WHO’S 

KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and Mary 

[Astor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap paW; review ~br HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review for A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review for AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8x10 certificate of a resolution honoring the memory of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race)~ 
Volume 1, Number 2, undated [photocow]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 
contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaaaiel, Stun 
McDa~iel, Etta McDaniel and family mmnbers and friends. 



Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 

ArcNve. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 
contains: Music Town Presents, "American Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 
Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 
Note: Program, with many adveNsements for black busines~s 
entertainers, including film FOUR SttALL DIE with Dorothy Da~dridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edwa~l Ingmm, for Vernon, the Nite Club of 

Los Angeles, with list of perlbrmers. 

Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics 1,~ "Walkin’ "the Dog." 

Paramotmt Pictures contract summades 

14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 
contains: summa~ of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 PORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Milestone; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

includes: agreement with Lynn Stalmaster, March 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Studios, a cNldren’s portrait gallery, 

wondering if Gregou Peck roll cast her la~ son in recompense for her 

having been im~ndated at all hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search for Melville Productions, March 15, 
1958; day player contracts for, among others, Phillip Ahn, Iva~ Dixon, 

BeuM~ Quo; contracts for, among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 

Normm~ Fell, Harry Guardino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burr Remsen, Harry Dean Stanton, Woo@ 
Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Milton E. Pickm an papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 
contains: (1) THE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader report by Sidney 
Picker of a screen treatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., JanuaU 25, 1965; 
(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 
Donald McCardle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 
reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 
September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 
H~el Thurston of a novel by June Drmnmond, June 9, 1961,4 pages; (5) 
"The Three Sirens," reader report by Edward Dwle of a novel by Irving 
Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 
screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 
Tightrope Men," reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 
Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8) "Time and Again," reader report of a 
novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reports of 
a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 
pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 
contains: brief production notes on an autobiography by Em~tha Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 
contains: letters from George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 
13, 1974; Barbara Best. two undated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 
Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Do~, NBC, April 22, 
1952; Robert J. Fi~gibbon, "Family Weekly," February 12, 1969; MauU 
Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 
Sidney and Madeline Greenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 
1967; Em Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Lea£ undated; Geofl’Miller, "Los 
Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, January 13, 
1964; Peggy McNaught, April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain~ May 5, 1961; Jerry. 
Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), Jmm 25, 1957; A. L. 
Rockett, March 21, 1955; Paul San, "New York Post" October 28, 



1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGM publicity, undated; °’Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 

Larry Swindell, Februa~ 23, 1973; °°TV Radio Mirror" (Claire Safi~an), 

June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolsky to °~Fhis Week," January 28, 1969, 

and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), Augus~ 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 

May 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, May 4, 1967; Irma 

Weflzmm~, Decetnber 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilson July 

5, 1972; Sonia Wolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 

1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3.f-62 Tynb’pes-- D 

contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Danova, Ray Dantor~ Kim 

Darby, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 

Sammy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.f-74 Tyn .types-- K 

contains: tnateriaJ on Arma Ka~ina, Danny Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 

Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kerr, 

Jolm Kern Marion Key, Alan King, Em~tha Kitt, Jack Klugma~, Susan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofl’ersor~ Hardy Kruger. Nancy Kwan. 

Dax4d I. Zeitlin papers 

2.f- [62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, July 6, 2012 9:10 AM 

Jenny Romero <jromero@oscaxs.org> 

ILS: Additional Files Requested 

Dear Jenny: Thanks much and I look forward to seeing you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent-" Thursday, July 05, 2012 3:08 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sul~ject; RE: Additional Files Requested 

Dear Charlene, 

I have added these files to your request list. A couple of the PCA files you requested are available on the History of Cinerno: Hollywood ond the Production C’ode 

microfilm. Those titles are Double Indemnity (Reel 20), Monhotton Melodromo (Reel 9), and The 5eorchers (Reel 30). The microfilm may be requested without an 

appointment at the Service Desk. Also, we do not have a PCA file for Solute. 

If you have any more requests, please submit them via the Manuscript Inventories database (..h~t~t.~j~L.c...~.!.~e~c~t.]-.~.-.n~s.:..~-s~c...a~r~s.:-.~.-.r~1-~-~].~-~L!~.~.~.~:.~). You just need to 

add the items of interest to the list, ~o to View!Email!Print, then Email!Print and fill out the form. Be sure to check the box to copy your list to the Special 

Collections Department. This will be much easier for you, as well as for us. 

We’ll look forward to seein~ you later this month. 

Best, 

Jenny 

danny Romaro ¯ Spacial Collactions Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ¯ Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 . Fax 310-657-5193 
www.oscars.org/library/¯ jromero@oscars.org 

I=rora: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 20/2 6:41 AM 
To-" Jenny Romero 
Subject: FW: Additional Files Requested 

From-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sent; Monday, July 02, 20:t2 9:38 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Additional Files Requested 

Dear Jenny: Below are the additional files needed for my upcoming visit to the archive. Hopefully, I will be able to review most of this material in the some 3 days. Last year, I 
did not have enough time to go through all of the files requested. Again, thanks for all of your assistance and I will bring a copy of the requests made when I arrive at the 
archive. Hope to see you in the near future. Please let me know that you have received these requests. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
:t) Motion Picture Association of America, Production Records -- Charlie Chan in Egypt (:193b-) 
2) Scrapbooks -- Rita Hayworth Scrapbook #22 ~19-1944 for Charlie Chan in Egypt 

3) MPAA Production Records - Steamboat Round the Bend (:t935) 
4) MPAA Production Records - Production Files Virginia Judge (1935) 
5) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.i 
6) Virginia Judge Production Files -- 225f.2 
7) MPAA Production Records - Dimples (:~937) 

8) MPAA Production Records - Zenobia (1939) 
9) Audrey Chamberlin Scrapbooks -- :t5 Salute Scrapbook # :15 (page 9) 
10) MPAA Production Records - His Exciting Night (1938) 
/I) Fred MacMurray and June Haver Papers -- Double Indemnity (1944) 

34.42 Double Indemnity Clippings 
34.44 Double Indemnity Reviews 

12) MPAA Production Records - Double Indemnity (1944) 
:t3) Double Indemnity -- Paramount Pictures Production Records 

594.4 
:t4) Billy Wilder Papers -- Production Files 

2-f.22 production 1943-1946 
24.24 reviews 

:iS) Joseph Biroc Papers Production Files -- Ice Palace (/,959) 
74.138 Clippings 

16) MPAA Production Files -- Ice Palace (1960) 
:t7) Joseph Mankiewicz Papers Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (:~934) 

30-f.348 Manhattan Melodrama (1934) 
/8) MPAA Production Files -- Manhattan Melodrama (1934) 
:19) Kit Parker Collection Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (:t95:t) 

23f.280 
20) Marly Weiser Papers Production Files -- The Steel Helmet (/95:~) 

13-f.476 
2:t) MPAA Production Files -- Pork Chop Hill (:~959) 
22) Gregory Peck Papers -- Production Files Pork Chop Hill (:t959) 

524.433, 524.435, 524.437 

23) MPAA Production Files - Battle Hymn (1957) 

24) MPAA Production Files - Bright Victory (1952) 

25) MPAA Production Files - Men in War (1957) 
26) Gregory Peck Collection -- Men in War (:1957) 

54-f.447 

From: Regester, Charlene B 



Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 2:20 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I have checked the data base provided regarding the manuscript collection and would like to request the following materials for my visit 
in July. I tried to send directly from the database to your email but did not know how to check the ones needed so T am providing a typed list. This is only a partial list as I did 
not have time to do a complete search but will do so next week when I return from out of towm Again, thanks tremendously for your assistance. 
i) Hedda Hopper Papers -- Eartha Kits, Subject File 25 

Biography Eartha Kitt, 22-f.897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965 

33-f.1398, Kits, Eartha 1954 
2) Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 

Subject Files 14-f.1342 Kitt, Eartha 
3) Sidney Skolsky Paper Subject Files 

4-f.74 Tyntypes k-- KitS, Eartha 

4) Anna Lucasta (film) -- Production Files 
Jack Poplin Papers Production files 
1-f.1 
1-f,2 

5) Home of the Brave (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records 
Production Files - Home of the Brave 

6) A Man Called Adam (film) -- Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files - A Man Called Adam 
7) Jezebel (film): John Huston Papers -- Production files 

20f.208 
20f.209 

Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Jezebel 
8) William Wyler Papers Production Files -- 17-f.233, f.234, f.235, f.236, f.237, f.239, f.240 
9) Broken Blossoms (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 26 Broken Blossoms 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Broken Blossoms 
10) Salute (film) -- Audrey Chamberlain scrapbooks -- 15 Salute 
Motion Picture Association of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Salute 
11) Searchers (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- The Searchers 
12) Sergeant Rutledge (film) - Motion Picture Assoc. Of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Sergeant Rutledge 

13) Steamboat Round the Bend (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- Steamboat Round the Bend 
14) Jack Poplin Papers - Production Files 1-f.1 Anna Lucasta (film); 1-f.2 Anna Lucasta (film) 
15) Helldorado (film) -- Motion Picture Assoc~ of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files 
16) County Chairman (film) -- Hal Mohr and Evelyn Venable Papers -- Scrapbooks #3 193-35 
Motion Picture Assoc. of America Production Code Administration Records Production Files -- County Chairman (film) 
17) One More Spring (film) -- Henry King Papers Production Files 2-f.29 One More Spring 
Subject Files 7-f.124 Contracts and Correspondence 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Charlene, 

I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Tuesday, July :17 at :10 am. You are welcome to return on Thursday and Friday of that week to continue 

your research. We can most certainly wait until you have finished with summer school classes to receive your list from the Manuscript Inventories database. 

We’ll look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [E]_a__!Lt__o__:_E_e_g__e__s__t__e_L~__e___m___a__![=u__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 7:20 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
S..bject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. T will be staying at the Avalon Hotel. 
Currently, T am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’ll put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(httjp:/icol!ections.oscars.org/msinvent/!ndex.asjp). The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email/print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

Froth: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regesterCc~emaiLunc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14 or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these Umes/weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matser~ Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: .~enny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co: Barbara Hall 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 
Best, 
.Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:41 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars~org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: .Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear .~enny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review~ I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
3ane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy 3r. 
Richard Brooks Papers 38~f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
.lack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy .Jr. 

Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy .Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Eartha; 
Hattie and Sam IVlcDaniel Papers 1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 
1948; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries i4.f-i342 Kitt, Eartha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy _It. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list. If you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know. Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: .~enny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at :10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blacks and Film and Bla~.l(s in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

htLp:/icatalo~oscars.or~ Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from :10am- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from :10am-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about usin~ the library on our website at ..h..t..t.P..~//...w....w....w..:..~..s..c...a..r.~:.9..r.~L~.j.L.b..r.~.~.y/.~j.~/.~:~!~.9.~.~:.~.! Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 

Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ° Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 ° Fax 310-657-5193 

www oscars.or%i!!brary/° [romero~oscars orcj 



Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973 - 1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Columbia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: brea£down of billing requilements; waiver for billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellamy, Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, Februao~ 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legaJ~-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBl~)oks," 1966 (Columbia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 

of actors salaries, 1965; signed agreements with stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 

16.t"-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 

correspondence with Marry Forkms, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

flx3m Stepin Fetchit with copy of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Boja~lgles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

2 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda Hopper papers 

25 Twenlieth Century- Fox 1944-1965. 

includes: draft column on THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 

fan mail including letter from reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 

supporting Catholic Church and proteffting Ed Sullivan’s umpathies 

towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa March 2, 1955; fan mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter from reader to 

ttopper discussing sister-h-law M~o attended Peter Marshall’s church, 

March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 

1956 [postmark]; letter from Bob Goldstein to Hopper di~ussing unlikely 
Inamage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 

Eaxtha Kitt. thoughts by NunnaJ~ly Johnson legarding his work on 

"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Harold Hecht. July 30, 

1957; letter from Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawlence Olivier being 

asked to take over as director of THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 

Scalds attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 

Goldstein discussing Olivier, Jerry xcVa~d, and Thelma Czalet-Heir, 

October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 

[unpublished?]; list of guests who attended party hosted by Spyros 

Skouras, August 3, 1961 ; letter ficom Sonia Wolt~n to tIopper di~ussing 

filming on loca~don tbr STATE FAIR [1962] with mention of Sandra Dee 

visiting set, September 17, 1961,3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 

Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 

photocopy of letter from African-American soldier to McCarthy who 

sela:ed under George Patton, September 6, 1961; letter from ’Feet Carle to 

Hopper discussing fihning on location for NINE HOURS TO ILAAVL~k, 

November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 

regarding NINE HOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 

letter from Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaught regarding his visit to different 

regions in Africa including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 
was filming TIlE LION [1962], Januaq, 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview wifl~ 

Peter Levathes, January 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 

International Cultural Center tbr Youth in Jerusalem Maich includes 

mention ofL~a Minnelli being in "Diaw. of Anne Fra~lk," [1962], 2 pages; 
interview ruth Harold Rand, January 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter from Fred 

Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and HOW TO STEAL A 

MILLION, Septelnber 10, 1965. 

13.t"-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Samlny Davis, Jr., Septelnber 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 



22.f-897 Goldstem, Bob 1957-1965. 
includes: letter ti~m ttedda ttopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 

Loew failing to marry. Eartha Kitt, Joan Collins’ wish to maW Loew, and 
the wit of Nunnally Johnson, July 26, 1957; letter from Hopper to 

Golds~tein ruth mention of Robert Wagner and discussing Nunnally 

Johnson rewriting script for Masilyn Monroe’s upcoming fihn 

[SOMETHING’S GOT TO GIVE], Februau 9, 1962; letter fro,n 
Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and 

Susan Strasberg, February 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

missed a performance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocmnbo due to an 

illness, February 15, 1954. 

Hattie and San~ McDaniel papers 

1.f-15 Committee for UniD- in Motion Pictures -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First Annual Motion Picture Unity 

Award Assembly, sponsored by the Youth Council of the National 

Association tbr the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 

23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publici~ 1942. 
contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper portrait ficom TIlE CAI,IFORNIA 
EAGLE. 

1.f-17 McDaniel, Hattie -- childhood undated. 

contmns: "Elective Spelling Blanks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott belonging to, 

and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

1.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 
contmns: card with imprint of McDaniel and the Beulall show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, San~ -- advertisement circa 1915. 

contmns: advertisement mounted on board with picture, "Compli,nents of 

Brown and McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertainers". 

1 .f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 

contmns: signed agency contract between Sam (Deacon) McDaniel and 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 .f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- ttillside CaA’e 1947. 
contains: folder from Hillside Cafe, Long Beach, Califomia, ruth 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and four other people, inscribed ’q’o the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 
"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 
contok~s: folder fro,n Price’s Foothill (resIaura~t), Signal Hill, California, 
with photograph of Sam McDaniel and club ownm; together with 5x7 
photograph of Stun McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sani -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 
contains: clippings mgaacding Mr. McDaniel; clippings about Hattie 
McDaniel and her death and funereal; photographs of(among others) Mr. 
McDaniel, Lula McDmliel, Otis McDaniel, and friends, fmnily and business 
acquaintences; telegram from Anna Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 
sorrow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 
invitation for CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 
for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE PALOOKA, CHAMP 
(1946); telegram ficom John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 
McDaniel relaying message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 
October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER WttO’S 
KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and Mary. 
IAstor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap paW; review for HEART OF 



VIRGINIA (1948); review lbr A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review tbr AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8x10 certificate ofa resolntion honoring the memou of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 
contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volnme 1, Number 2, undated [photocop.v]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 
contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaniel, Sam 
McDaniel, Etta McDaniel and family membem and friends. 
Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 
Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 
contains: Music Town Presents, "American Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 
Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 
Note: Program, with maw advertisements for Nack businesses and 
enter’miners, including tilm FOUR SttAI,L DIE with Dorothy Dandridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Clnb -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edward Ingram, for Vernon, tke Nite Club of 

Los Angeles, ruth list of perfom~ers. 

Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics to "Walldn’ the Dog." 

Parmnotmt Pictures contract smnmaries 

14.f- 1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 

contains: summary of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.t"-435 PORK CttOP ttILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Miles¢one; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

includes: agreement with Lynn Stolmaster, Maacch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Studios, a children’s portrait galle .ry, 

wondering if Gregory Peck roll cast her lazy son in recompense for her 

having been inundated at all hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search for Melville Pl~oductions, March 15, 
1958; day player contracts for. among others, Phillip Alan, Ivan Dixon, and 

Beulah Quo; contracts for. among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 

Norman Fell, Ha~ry Guaacdino, Mar’tin Landan, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Butt Remsen, Harry Dean Stanton, Woo@ 

Strode, and Rip Tom. 

l’v~ton E. Pickman papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 

contains: (1) ’][’HE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader repo(t by Sidney 
l?icker of a screen treatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., Janaau 25, 1965; 

(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barba, a Willard of a novel by 
DonaJd McCardle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 

reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 

September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 

Hazel Thurston of a novel by Jnne Drummond, Jnne 9, 1961, 4 pages; (5) 

"The Three Sirens," reader report by Edward Doyle of a novel by Irving 

Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 

screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 

Tightrope Men," reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 

Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8)"Time and Again." reader report of a 

novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Mast Have a Stop," two reader reports of 

a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 

pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 
contains: brief prodaction notes on an autobiography by Eartlm Kitt. 



Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 

contains: letters frotn George W. Anderson, Ideal PuNishing Corp., June 
13, 1974; Barbara Best, two undated; Pat Campbell, nndated; Sammy 

Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Do~,, NBC, April 22, 

1952; Robert J. Filzgibbon, "Family Weekly." February 12, 1969; Mauu 

Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May- 26, 1960; 

Sidney and Madeline Oreenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 

1967; Em Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Lea£ undated; GeoffMiller. "I.os 

Angeles Mag~ine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, Jmmary 13, 

1964; Peggy McNaught, April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain, May 5, 1961; Jerry 
Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), June 25, 1957; A. L. 

Rockett, March 21, 1955; Paul San, "New York Post" October 28, 

1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGM publicity, undated; ’°Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 
Larry Swindell, February 23, 1973; "TV Radio Mirror" (Claire Sailan), 

June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolslcy to "This Week," JanuaD, 28, 1969, 

and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), Augns~t 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 

May-30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, May-4, 1967; Irma 
Wei~man, December 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilson, July 

5, 1972; SoniaWolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 

1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3~f-62 Tyntypes-- D 
contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Danova, RW Danton, Kim 
Da~-by, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 
Smnmy Davis, Jr., Doris DW, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.f-74 Tyn~’pes-- K 

contains: material on Anna Karina, DmaW Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 

Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kerr, 

Jolm Kerr, Marion Key, Alan King, Eartba Kitt, Jack Klugma~, S usan 

Kohner. Kris Kristofl}rson, Hardy Kruger, Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zdtlin papers 

2.f- [62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:!egester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, August 15, 20:t:t :t:40 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject; Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, :Lg00-:t960 (20:t0). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, July 6, 2012 12:01 PM 

Simon, James <JSimon@thirfield.edu~ 

I~E: Resending: Possible external eveduator for Professor Roxanna Walker-Cantor~ Fairfield University; titne sensitive 

From: Simon, James [JSimon@fairfield.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 06, 2012 11:07 AM 
To; ’regester@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject; Resending: Possible external evaluator for Professor Roxanna Walker-Canton, Fairfield University; time sensitive 

From: Simon, James 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 1:29 PM 
To: ’regester@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Possible external evaluator for Professor Roxanna Walker-Canton, Fairfield University; time sensitive 
Dr. Charlene Regester: 

Professor Roxanna Walker-Canton of the Depaxttnent of VisuaJ and Perforn~ing Arts, in the College of Arts aaad Sciences at Fairfield University, is applying for tenure 

and promotion to associate professor this year. 

Fairfield University requires an evalnation of a candidate’s ~esearch and other original scholarly and professional activities by distinguished colleagues of recognized 

standing and accomplishment from outside Fairfield Universi~. Based on your axeas of experlise, yon have been identified as a possible external evaluator. 

I am writing in order k~ determine if you axe willing aa~d able to serve in this capacity. Attached is the candidate’s CV, which I provide so that you can assess your fit for 
this role. 

The time line would be as follows: 

By July 7, please let me know ifyou are willing and able to conduct this review. 

By August 15, we will let people know- whether fl~ey have been selected fi’om the list of willing reviewers. The College Dean would then send you materials to guide 
your review, including information about Fairfield University, our Ra~k and Tenure guidelines, expectations for your letter, and candidate materials to review. These 
would be in haxd copy, sent through express mail. (Materials do not need to be returned.) 

We would expect to receive a letter summarizing your review, along wifl~ your CV, no later than October 15, 2012. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you for your consideration. 
With appreciation, 
Jmnes Simon, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean 
College of 2h~ts and Sciences 
Fairfield University 
Fairfield, CT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, July 6, 2012 12:07 PM 

Simon, James <JSimon@th~rfield.edu> 

ILE: Possible external evaluator for Professor Roxanna Walker-Canton, Fairfield University; time sensilive 

Dear Dr. James Simon: In response to your request to serve as an external reviewer for Roxanna Walker-Canton, please note that I am willing to serve in this capacity only if 
others that you might have contacted cannot serve. This determination is being made on the basis that 1) I have so many commitments and cannot give this the appropriate 
time or attention needed and 2) my area of expertise is film history thus rendering me less able to effectively evaulate her work as a filmmaker/producer. 

¯ Again, if you cannot locate another outside reviewer, I will serve in this capacity. If you need to correspond with me, I will be on the west coast next 
week and will not return until after July 2:tst. Thanks for contacting me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F~om: Simon, James [JSimon@faiffield.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 20:12 1:28 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Possible external evaluator for Professor Roxanna Walker-Canton, Fairfield University; time sensitive 

Dr. Charlene Regester: 

Professor Roxanna Walker-Canton of the Department of Visual and Performing Arts, in the College of Arts and Sciences at Fairfield University, is applying for tennre 

and promotion to associate professor this year. 

Fairfield Universi~ requires an evaluation of a candidate’s re~axch and other original ~holarly and prot~ssional activities by distinguished colleagues of recognized 

standing and accomplishment farm outside Fairfield University. Based on your areas of expertise, you have been identified as a tx~ssible external evaluator. 

I am writing in o~der to determine if you me willing and able to serve in this capacity. Attached is the candidate’s CV, which I provide so that you can assess your fit for 
this role. 

Tile ti~ne line would be as tbllows: 

By July 7, please let me know if you arc willing and able to conduct this review. 

By August 15, we will let people know whether they have been selected from the list of willhag reviewers. The College Dean would fl~en send you materials to guide 
your review, including hffo~mation about Fairfield University, our Rank and Tenure guidelines, expectations for your letter, amd candidate tnaterials to review. These 
would be in haxd copy, sent through express mail (Materials do not need to be returned.) 

We would expect to receive a letter summarizing your review, along with your CV, no later than October 15, 2012. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you for your consideration. 
With apweciation, 
James Shnon, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Fairfield University 
Fairfield, CT 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 1:18 PM 

Metz, Winifred F <freddie@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Coming Soon from the Facets Label 

From: Facets MuIU-Media [wholesale@facets.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, July 11, 2012 7:02 AM 

To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Coming Soon from the Facets Label 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

"...offers interesting and pragmatic insights and avoids undue presumption or esoteric analysis." 

-Janet Maslin, TIlE NEW YORK TIMES 

"...an exquisite portrait of this quiet artist and his world." 

-THE GETTY CENTER 

Montreal International Fihn Festival, Grand Prize 

HOPPER’S SILENCE One of the most recognizable works of American 

art, Edward Hopper’s painting Nighthawks" at the 

Diner encapsulates the alienation and loneliness of 
the modem urban milieu. His haunting, enigmatic 

paintings are defined by a hard-edged realism and 

the presence of isolated figures alone in their 
thoughts. In life, Hopper was notoriously taciturn 

and seldom gave interviews or appeared in public. 

Director Brian O’Doherty, who knew Hopper and his wife, Jo, offers a rare documentary portrait of this aloof 
artist that is astute and revealing. O’Doherty compares the paintings to the locations that inspired them to 

suggest the connection between style and subject. Plus, Hopper and Jo are shown in footage from an old 

television interview, in which the painter is one step this side of mute. Jo often answers for him, a telling detail 

that says much about their relationship. The fihn’s subtle combination of observation and interview footage 

contains a surprising amount of insight and infom~ation. 

ttOPPER’S SILENCE. Written and directed by Brian O’Doheity Cinematography by Robeil Elfshom. Edited by Robeit Collinson Produced by Brian 

O’Doherty 

U.S./1981/ColorLa’ullscr een/47 mins. All-Zone NTSC DVD-R. This DVD-R is m~nuf~ctured on demand ~nd is expected to pl~y back in DVD-Video "play 
only" devices 

HOPPER S SILENCE 

DV1D2363 

IYPC 736899137625 

DVD-R $19.95 

PRE-ORDER: 8/28/2012 

STREET: 9/25/2012 

.~i DVD cover [~;:i barcode 

"Never intrusive and avoiding obvious, human interest techniques, Pzdb’nan Car makes the members of local 



1834 come alive on theft" own terms." 

-Larry Kart, CHICAGO TRIBUNE 

"This film is a battlect?z!" 
-Studs Terkel 

THE LAST PULLMAN CAR 

In 1864, George Pullman began selling his 

famous railroad sleeping cars, which helped him 

build a vast industrial empire that was supposed 

to last forever. A model of the modem employer, 

Pullman had constructed a self-sustaining village 
for his workers just outside Chicago, with its 

own school, sewage system, and public works. 

Itowever, nothing lasts forever, and by 1981, 

Pulhnan workers found themselves in the midst 

of a fight not only for their jobs but the future of 

the American rail car industry. THE LAST 
PULLI~A.N CAR traces 100 years in the history 

of this unique company that grappled with 

government, union and corporate policies. 

THE LAST PULLMAN CAR. Narrated by Phyllis Griffin¯ Written by Gordon Quinn, Jeny Blumenthal, Jenny Rohrer, aid Greg LeRoy. Cinematography 

by Gordon Quinn. Sound by Jeny Blunlen/hal Produced by Jenny Rohrer and Greg LeRoy. 

US/1983/Color,~ullscreeni56nlins. All-Zone NTSC DVD 

THE LAST PULLMAN CAR 

DV102282 

UPC 736899137427 

DVD $29.95 

PRE-ORDER: 8/28/2012 

STREET: 9/25/2012 

Free Havana Gay Rights is an issue heard around the world, 

including Cuba. FREE HAVANA paints a vivid 

picture of what it has been like to be gay in Cuba 

through the candid stories of six gay and lesbian 
individuals. From the Batista era to the Rcvolution 

to the Mariel Boatlift to present day, FREE 
ttAVANA exposes the evolution of gay life from a 

thne when homosexuality wits considered a 

punishable crime to cm~rent efforts to promote a 

greater acceptance of freedom of sexual 
orientation. 

FREE HAVANA. Haba~ta Libre. Directed by Eliezer Perez Angueira. Cinematography by Abel Raymond Mesa¯ Edited by Leigh Jurecka ~nd Abel 

Rayrnond Mesa Original tnusic by Craig Badynee, Brian Carson, and Drew Jurecka Produced by Leigh Jurecka for AI Pecho Productions and Silica Sheet 

Productions. 

Cuba¢2012/Color/Widescreen/58 mins. All-Zone NTSC DVD-R. In Spanish with English subtitles¯ This DVD-R is manufactured on demand and is 

expected to play back in DVD-Video "play only" devices¯ 

FREE HAVANA 

DV102115 

[;PC 736899137229 

2-DVD set $19.95 

PRE-ORDER: 7/31/2012 

STREET: 8/28/2012 

Ni DVD cover barcode 



Homecoming From the new South Atiica comes this double 

feature focusing on the struggle of exiled Black 

Africans to find their place in their country after 

apartheid. NOTHING BUT TIIE TRUTIt explores 

the complex dynamic between those who risked 
their lives to remain in South Africa to end 

apartheid and those who lived in exile to bring 

attention to the cause. HON~CO.MING tclls a 

similar tale through the lives of three veteran 

soldiers of the African National Congress. 

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH Witb John Kani, Rose Motene, aid Motshabi Tyelele Written and directed by John Kani. Cinematography by Ivan 

Gr eyling and oth~a-s Edited by Megan Gill and otbers. Produced by Olivier Delahaye and Richard Greene for Jazz Spirit, Newton Entertainment, and others 

South Afi-ica/2008/Color/78 mins. 

HOMECOMING. With Tony Kgoroge, Siyabonga Twala, and Eric Miyeni. Written by Zola Maseko Directed by Noi~nan Maake Produced for MaxiD 

Productions Soutb Afi-ica/2005/Color/Widescreen/90 mins. 

VOICES FROM THE NEW SOUTH 

AI~RICA: NOTHING BUT ’IIIE TRUTH 

and HO.MECOMING 

DV102283 

[~PC 736899137526 

2-DVD SET $29.95 

PRE-ORDER: 7/31/2012 

STREET: 8/28/2012 

~i DVD cover ~i barcode 

i~2 ISA: THE PEOPLE’S DIVA 

Isa Kremer lived life to the fullest as the pren~ier 
singer of authentic Yiddish songs. The first 

woman to perform Yiddish songs on the concert 

stage, she legitim~ed the language as a valid and 

vital part of Jewish culture. "[Kremer] searches 
for hidden treasure in the realm of art. She sings 

with her voice, her body, her eyes, and she 

captivates with her charm" (Los" Angelcs Times’, 

Dec. 19, 1924). 

ISA: TIlE PEOPLE’S DIVA. Written and directed by Ted Schillinger. Co-directed by Nina Feinberg. Cinematography by C.E Augustine, David Leitner, 

and Steve Ross Edited by Ed Pickal*. Original music by Ilya Levinson. Produced by Lois Ban, Maya Fiedler, and Selm a Gordon lbr th e Women’s Media 

Group, Inc 

U S/2000/Color,%Videscreen/56 mins. This DVD-R is manul~actured on demand and is expected to play back in DVD-Video "play only" devices 

ISA: THE PEOPLE S DIVA 

DV102116 

UPC 736899137328 

DVD $19.95 

PRE-ORDER: 6/26/2012 

STREET: 7/31/2012 

i;~ii barcode 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, 5:11 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Request for Personal RetErence 

Dear      Yes, I will be glad to provide a letter on your behalf. However, I am leaving for LA tomorrow and will be away for well over a week. If you can wait until I return, 
then I will submit the letter for you. My plate is full at the moment but I am willing to help. Will write more when I return. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: :@live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, :tO: :t7 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 

Subject= Request for Personal Reference 

Good Morning Professor Regester, 
How are things going with your research? I am still interested in assisting you with your research in anyway that I can. I am currently applying for positions now and I am 
asking if I may use you as a personal reference. 

Thankyo~,         - " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 12:36 PM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Check out Maubeth Gasmmr Taking a Close Look at the U.S. News HBCUs 

From: J.V. Womack           @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:30 PM 
Subject: Check out Marybeth Gasman: Taking a Close Look at the U.S. News HBCUs 

-.FYI 
bAarybeth Gasman: Takin9 a Close Look at the U.S. News Historically Black Colleges and University Rankin~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 12:55 PM 

Elizabeth Gritter <Elizabeth.Gritte@mtsu.edu> 

ILS: Hello fiom Middle Tenn.! 

Dear Elizabeth: Just returned from Los Angeles to work on another project. Glad to know that things are going well. It is good to know that your dissertation is being reviewed 
by a press and that a documentary is underway. Keep me posted on all developmetns. It has been hectic here and I am trying to get as much work done as possible before the 
school year starts. I will definitely look for the book that you reviewed -- it has an interesting title. Keep up the good work and I miss you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

P~om: Elizabeth Gritter [Elizabeth.Gritter@mtsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 3:18 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Hello from Middle Tenn.! 

Hi Dr. Regester: 

I hope you’re having a good summer and had a good academic year. What have you been up to? 

Things have been going well on my end. I enjoy living in the Nashville area. Teaching was intense (a 5-5 load but all the same class) but I was glad I managed to 

revise my dissertation--it currently is under the reader review process at Univ of KY Press. 

I also met Tom Neff, the founder of The Documentary Channel and an Emmy award winning film producer. He teaches here and is interested in making a 

documentary on my research ! We right now are looking for funding and are a finalist for the Roy Dean film grant of the From the Heart productions based in CA. I 

talked over the phone with the person who runs the operation, Carole Dean, and she sold film stock in the 70s and told me about meeting Peter Falk and John 

Cassavettes! 

i went to Louisville last month and roomed with -we graded AP US History exams. She’s doing well. 

i did a book review on the book Mory Turner ~nd the Memory of LFnching. it is to be published, i believe the author, Julie Armstrong, cited your work. The book 

was really good. 

Any movie recommendations? 

I miss seeing you around! 

Take care, Elizabeth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 2:56 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

1~9;: Letter 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much. Currently working on a longer project and will need to discuss if you are interested in editing. I have not yet typed all the chapters but most of 
them except for two are handwritten. Let me finish the next two chapters and then I will correspond regarding if you are interested. Thanks as always for your quick reply and 
have a good summer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F~om: susanne@companioncamp.net [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 2:43 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Letter 

Hi Charlene, 
This looks good. 

Susanne 

On Mon, 23 Jul 2012 17:44:22 +0000, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Please review the letter attached for errors. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 3:00 PM 

Jenny Romero <jromero@oscaxs.org> 

ILE: Thanks Tremendously 

Dear Jenny: Just returned to North Carolina on Saturday but I wanted to thank you for all of the assistance provided during my recent visit to the archive. If you have any 
additional leads or ideas about things I can access online, please let me know. Also, tell those working at the desk as well as the entrance that I really appreciated the service 

provided during my recent visit. Finally, it was good talking with you and seeing you in person rather than by email. Have a good summer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Charlene, 

I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Tuesday, July 17 at 10 am. You are welcome to return on Thursday and Friday of that week to continue 

your research. We can most certainly wait until you have finished with summer school classes to receive your list from the Manuscript Inventories database. 

We’ll look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From-" Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@emaiLunc~edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, May 29, 2012 7:20 AM 
To; Jenny Romero 
Subject-" RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel. 
Currently, I am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:23 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’II put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(.-h--t--t-p--~/-j---c---~-!!.-e-.-c--t.L~---n---s--..-~-.-s.-c--a---r--s--.--~--r-~/---m----s.Ln---v---e---n--t-/-!.-n-.-d-.~-~)‘ The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email!print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [E)_a__[L~_9_:_E_e_g__e_s_t_e_r_~__e__m__a__[[=u_n___c_=e_d__~] 

Sent; Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 
To-" Jenny Romero 
Subject; RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14 or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times!weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-¯ Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent; Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc; Barbara Hall 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 
Best, 
Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:41 AM 
To; Jenny Romero 
Subject; RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 



Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
$..bject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review. I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Richard Brooks Papers 38.f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy 3r. 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Ear,ha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers 1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 NcDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 

1948; 

Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
IVlilton E. Pickman Papers 1&f-196; 17.f-227 

Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 
David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list. If you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know. Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blocks ond Film and Blocks in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http:iica~og.oscars:o~ Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from lOam- 

6pm, and Tuesdays from lOam-8pm; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at !lttp~!www.oscars.org!!ibrary/ps!ng!hours-direct!ons.htm! Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 
Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ¯ Tel 310-247-3036 ext 2226 ° Fax 310-657-5193 _w___w___w__~9~s__c___a_r__s__~_o__r_g/__[~b__r__a__[3,_’" 
¯ jr__9_~!_e_r__9_@_o_o__s__c__a__r_s__~gr_~q 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973 - 1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

Richard Brooks; 1966 (Columbia Picture.s; 1966) 
includes: breakdown of billing requirements; w~Jver lbr billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellam55 Lee Marvin and Woo@ Strode, Febma~ 10, 

1966. 

39.t"-35 TIlE PROFESSIONALS -- legal-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBrooks, 1966 (Columbia Picmres, 1966) 

includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 
of actors salarie~ 1965; signed agreements with stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

V~entine Davies papers 

16.f- 106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 



correspondence ruth Mm~’ Forkins, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

from Stepin Fetchit with copy of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Bojangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

Davis, Sanmy, Jr. 

Hedda Hopper papers 

25 Twentieth Centu~-Fox 1944-1965. 

includes: dratt column on TIlE FIGItTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 

faJ~ mail including letter from reader to ttopper objecting to propaganda 
supporting Catholic Church m~d protesting Ed Sullivan’s sympathies 

towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa Maxch 2, 1955; fan mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter from reader to 

Hopper discussing sister-h-law who attended Peter Mashall’s church, 

March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 

1956 [postmark]; letter from Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 

marriage belween Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 

Eartha Kitt, thoughts by Nunnally Johnson regarding his work on 

"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Haxold ttecht, July 30, 

1957; letter from Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 

asked to take over as director of THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE m~d Gia 

Scalds attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter ficom Hopper to 

Golds~tein discussing Olivie~; Jerry Wald, aJad Thelma CzaJet-Heic 

October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 

[unpublished?]; list of gueffts who attended paxty hosted by Swros 

Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter fiom Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 
filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] ruth mention of Sandra Dee 

visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 

Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 

photocopy of letter from African-Americaa soldier to McCarthy who 

served under George Patton, September 6, 1961; letter from Teet Carle to 

ttopper discussing filming on location for N1NE ttOURS TO RAMA, 

November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 

regarding NINE ttOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 

letter from Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaught regading his visit to different 

regions in Afi-ica including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 

was filming THE LION [196211, January 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview ruth 

Peter Levathes, Jm~uay 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 

International Cultural Center for Youth in Jerusalem which includes 

mention ofLiza Mfimelli being in "Diary of Anne Frank," [1962], 2 pages; 

interview ruth Harold Rand, January 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter from Fred 

Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and HOW TO STEAL A 

MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965. 
includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 

Loew failing to marry Eartha Kitt, Joaaa Collins’ wish to marry Loew, and 

the wit of Nunnally Johnson, July 26, 1957; letter from Hopper to 

Goldstein ruth mention of Robert ~Vagner and discussing NmmaJly 

Johnson rewriting script tbr Ma~lyn Monroe’s upcoming film 

[SOMETHING’S C~5)T TO GIVE], February 9, 1962; letter from 

Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burkm, and 

Susan Strasberg, February. 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

missed a perfonnmace at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocambo due to an 

illness, February. 15, 1954. 

Hattie and Sam McDaniel papers 

1.f-15 Committee for Uni~ in Motion Pictures -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First AnnuaJ Motion Picture Unib" 

Award Assembly, sponsored by the Youth Council of the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 



23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publici~ 1942. 

contains: one 7x10 newspaper portrait from THE CALIFORNIA 

EAGLE. 

1.f-17 McDaniel, Hatlie -- childhood undated. 

contmns: "Elective Spelling Blanks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott belonging to, 

and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th Grade. 

1.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 

contmns: card with imprint of McDa~iel and the Beulah show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- advertisement circa 1915. 
contmns: advertisement mounted on board with picture, "Compli,nents of 

Brown and McDa~iel, Novel~ Dancing Entertainers". 

1.17-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 
contmns: signed agency contract between Stun (Deacon) McDaniel 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 .f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cal’e 1947. 
contains: tblder ti-om Hillside Catb, Long Beach, Cahtbmia, with 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and tbur other people, inscribed "To the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of womm~, captioned 
"Capri," pasted in. 

1.17-22 McDmaiel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 
contains: lblder from Price’s Foothill (restaurant), Signal Hill, Cahti~mia, 
with photograph of Sam McDa~iel and club owner, together with 5x7 
photograph of Stun McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contains: clippings regazding Mr. McDa~iel; clippings about Hattie 

McDa~iel and her death and t’uneral; photographs of (among others) Mr. 
McDaniel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and friends, family a~d business 

acquaintences; telegraa~ from Am~a Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sonow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation for CAI~17AINS COUI~A_GEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE PALOOKA, CHAMP 
(1946); telegram from John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 

McDaniel relaying message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER WttO’S 

KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Berne [Davis] m~d Mary. 

[Astor] inviting Mr. McDaniel m a wrap party; review tbr HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review lbr A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review for AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: one 8xl 0 certificate of a resolution honoring the memotT of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.17-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Number 2, undated [photocow]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 

contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDa~iel, Sam 

McDaniel, Etta McDaniel and t~mily members and tiiends. 

Note: Ret}rence photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 

Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 

contains: Music Town Presents, "America~ Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 

Goodwin, Maym~ Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 

Note: Program, with many advertisements tbr black businesses 



entertainers, including film FOUR SttAI,L DIE with Dorothy Dandridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edward Ingram, for Vernon, tke Nite Club of 

Los Angeles, ruth list of perfom~ers. 

Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics to "Walldn’ the Dog." 

Paramount Pictures contract summaries 

14.f- 1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 

contains: summary of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.t"-435 PORK CttOP ttILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Miles¢one; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

includes: agreement with Lynn StaJmaster, Maacch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Studios, a children’s portrait galle .ry~ 

wondering if Gregory Peck roll cast her lazy son in recompense for her 

having been inundated at all hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search for Melville Productions, March 15, 
1958; day player contracts for. among others, Phillip Ahn, Ivan Dixon, and 

Beulak Quo; contracts tbr, among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 

Norman Fell, Haacry Guaacdino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, Harry Dean Stanton, Woo@ 

Strode, and Rip Tom. 

l~Nton E. Pickman papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 

contains: (1) ’][’HE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader repo~t by Sidney 

l?icker of a screen treatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., Januau 25, 1965; 

(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 

DonaJd McCardle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 

reader report by Ed Gemnson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 

September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 

Hazel Thurston of a novel by June Drummond, June 9, 1961, 4 pages; (5) 

"The Three Sirens," reader report by Edward Doyle of a novel by Irving 

Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 

screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 

Tightrope Men," reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 

Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8)"Time and Again~" reader report of a 

novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reports of 

a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 

pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 
contains: brief production notes on an autobiography by Eartlm Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 

contains: letters fm,n George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 
13, 1974; Barbara Best, two undated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 

Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Dory, NBC, April 22, 

1952; Robert J. Fitzgibbon, "Family Weekly." February 12, 1969; Mauu 

Foldam, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 

Sidney and Madeline Crreenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 

1967; Em Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Lea£ undated; GeoffMiller. °%os 

Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, January 13, 

1964; Peggy McNaughk April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain, May 5, 1961; JmD" 

Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), June 25, 1957; A. L. 

Rockett, March 21, 1955; l?aul San, ’~New York Post" October 28, 

1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGM publicib~, undated; "Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 

Laru Swindell, Febrnau 23, 1973; "TV Radio Mirror" (Claim Safran), 
June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolsk?- to ’"This Week," JanuaU 28, 1969, 

and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), Augus~t 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 
MW 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, MW 4, 1967; Irma 

Wei~man, December 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilson, July 

5, 1972; SoniaWolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 



1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3~f-62 Tyntypes-- D 

contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Danov~, Ray Danton, Kim 

Darby, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 

Sammy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.f-74 Tyn~’pes-- K 

contains: material on Anna Karina, Dmany Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 

Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kenne@, George Kennedy. Deborah Kerr, 

John Ken, Marion Key. Alan King, Eartha Kitt. Jack Klugman, Susan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofl~rso~, Hardy Kruger, Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zeitlin papers 

2.17- [62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [..t1)..a..[[.~9..:.[.e.g..e..s.~.e.y..~.e...m...a..[[~..u..n...c.~..e..d...u] 

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquin/regarding holdings at your libran/. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 10:08 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

ILS: Letter 

Dear Susanne: No, you would not need to type what has been handwritten. I will give you a typed document. Since this is part of a larger book project, I still have some two - 
three chapters to complete and since school is beginning to open I don’t know if I will be able to complete them before the semester starts but I am working really hard. So I 

may send in stages but I will keep you posted. At this point, it might be December before I will be able to send you anything but I will let you know. Thanks again for agreeing 
to work with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: susanne@companioncamp.net [susanne@compaNoncamp.net] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:09 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Letter 

I am definitely interested. Would I need to type the ones what axe ha~d written? That’s no problem. 

Susanne 
On Mon, 23 Jul 2012 18:55:37 ~0000, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much. Currently working on a longer project and will need to discuss if you are interested in editing. I have not yet typed all the chapters but 

most of them except for two are handwritten. Let me finish the next two chapters and then I will correspond regarding if you are interested. Thanks as always for 
your quick reply and have a good summer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

P~m: susanne@companioncamp.net [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 2:43 plVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Letter 

Hi Charlene, 

This looks good. 
Susanne 

On Mon, 23 .]ul 2012 :[7:4~:22 +0000, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Please review the letter attached for errors. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 11:45 AM 

@hotmail.com 

FW: [Job Postings] Posit Grad Film Collective 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Andrea Meyer 
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 10:21 AM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: Fwd: [Job Postings] Post Grad Film Collective 

Hi UFVA Members, 

I fl~ought this might be of interest to your students. 

best, 
Andrea Meyer 

UFVA Home Office 

~GMAIL.COM] 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: J McGary <filmgroup@foodstampfilms.com> 
To: Andrea Meyer          @.qmail.com> 
Subject: Re: [Job Postings] Post Grad Film Collective 

Hi AMma. 

We are lbnning a fihn collective in Los Angeles, which will consist of actors, writers, producers, directors, and all fields, and are creating our own 

website which is pa~’t netflix, part social media. We are doing one t~ature a month and will do many more shorts, web series and documentm-ies, M~ich 

will be posted on the site. We are beginning in Los Angeles, but once we are up and running here, we are going to start other chapters in other cities, so 

we are only actively working now in L~ but roll soon launch in other major cities in the US and abroad. 

We need people who want to ,nake films for the love of maJdng films and who want to join a co,nmunity of like minded individuals. 

I teach at a film school in Los Angeles, and have made small films around the world and one of my main motivations is trying to give people a chance to 

make films and get them seen by an audience. Most people give up within a year of graduafing film school and inset waste their talent. I also think that the 

world’s youth are going to really start burning down cities soon, if there is not some way to get their voices heard and possibly make a little money. 

Awone interested should email filmgmup(~tbodsIampfilms.com. 

We do have a website being created for the group, but it is very, labor intensive and since evewone is volmateering their time, it may be a tbw months, 
betbre it is launched. 

Thank you so very ,nuch for your help! 

JeffMcGmy 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the i’ollowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.aanerican.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, July 27, 2012 1:21 PM 

Gregg Bachman ~aol.com> 

ILS: UFVA follow up 

Dear Gregg: I plan to use my laptop but it will need to connect to the projector. My presentation is very dependent on the video clips that I will be showing. Hope my equipment 
works when I arrive. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regster 

From: Gregg Bachman h_    !@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2022 9:07 AM 
To: nmartin2@conncoll.edu; Regester, Charlene 
Subject: UFVA follow up 

~@yahoo.com; @gmail.com 

Folks: 

I received the following from the conference VP: 

I’ll work to get a DVD into room 307/309; and yes, pigtails will be ready for laptops. No connectors needs for macs, but window laptops 

will need their own VGS connector. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 2:46 PM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

FW: SCMS -- July 2012 News Brief 

From: office@cmstudies.org [office@cmstudies.org] 

Sent-" Monday, July :16, 20:12 8:01 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; SCMS -- July 2012 News Brief 

July 20121 News Brief 

2012-2013 SCMS Awards Deadline 
- August 1 - 

SCMS awards announcements, submission and nomination forms, criteria, and guidelines for 2012-2013 are 

now available on the SCMS website at https:i/cmstudies.site-vm.comi,pa~e=awards 

Call for Pedagogy Award Nominees 

2011 
Remember fl~at professor who inspired you to go to graduate school, the one who made fihn theoly and methodology seeln interesting, or the mentor who kept 

vou on track through grad school? All SCMS members (regular, student, and institutional) are encouraged to nominate outstanding teachers in cinema and 
2 012 ~edia studies for the annua~ SCMS Pedagogy Award. Nominations for runners of college mid university teaching awards axe especially encouraged. The 

SCM~vard wi~mer receives a plaque and $500 at the annual conference, as well as promotion on the SCMS website. 

lVlembership 
Year Important Details and Dates: 

~ line~ Nominee mus~t be a full member of the Society for the 2012-2013 membership year. 

¯ Nominators must complete the online nomination tbm~ by August 1, 2012. 
August ¯ Nominees must accept or decline the nomination by September 3, 2012 

3 1       . Iffl~e nominee accepts fl~e nominations, the nominator must provide a statement summaJ6zing the nominee’s accomplishments m~d an oven~iew of the 

dossier. ¯ Your access to the website roll expire on August 31, 2012 

The 2011-~0 N ~M~’th~l(t~ttiO’ ~¢~rs ~t ~r~$ ~t ~tit0 lt~(Pz~2-~l~fit~of!~vember 2, 2~ li~:59pm CST), if you do not renew yonr membership by this 
SCMS me~b~¢!~il~i~- ~tll; ~~t!~ ~ffi~gor~ ~fi ~N’d~,oI~,j~t~h 6-10, 2~.. 

Please mal~ s~ilvaell~lN[l~l~p ~sqgle is up to date in order to continue receiving 

CinernaJour~S~N~,~.gt~gt.~t~n~u~t$~,g~t~and to access to the ¯ NOTE: Please remember to login to the website betbre you begin 

website, to renew your membership. 



Memberships in SCMS Groups 

SCMS members are encouraged to become involved in our various groups in order to net~vork and collaborate with other 

members with similar interests. Our Caucuses were formed to pro¥ide support and advocacy tier members historically 

under-represented within the Societ.5~ and the academy based on marginal social status. The Scholarly Interes~t Groups have 

been tbrmed to l?acilitate communication and collaboration among members working in a specitic area of cinema and media 
studies. The Graduate Student Organization p~ovides t~llowship, support, and advocacy for the Society’s sludent 

members. 

Members can join as many of our groups as they like. 

To join a Caucus, visit http:/i~¥.cms~mdies.org/?page cancuses, and then click on "Members’ Caucus Group Page/Join 

Now" for the Caucus of interefft. 

To join a Scholarly Interest Group, visit http:#www.cmstudies.org/?page scholar interst gr, and then click on "SIG 

Members’ Group Page/Join Now" tbr the SIG of interes"t. 

To join the Graduate Student Organization, visit http://www.cmstudies.or~imembers/~roup.asp?id 60572, and click on 
"Join Group." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 8:50 AM 

Jenny Romero <jromero@oscaxs.org> 

I~E: Thanks Tremendously 

Dear Jenny: Thanks again and I have received some of the copies requested by mail from the archives. Have a good year. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 8:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Thanks Tremendously 

Dear Charlene, 

It was great to finally meet you in person. I hope you enjoyed your stay in California and that your visit to the library was a productive one. 

Library databases, including our newly launched Digital Collections, that are accessible online can be found here: http:iiwww~oscars.or~/research-- 

p___r_e___s_e_r__v_a___t_!_o___n_Jresources-data bases/index.html If I come across any information for other collections that might be useful for your research, I’ll let you know. 

Good luck with your book! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Thanks Tremendously 
Dear Jenny: Just returned to North Carolina on Saturday but I wanted to thank you for all of the assistance provided during my recent visit to the archive. If you have any 
additional leads or ideas about things I can access online, please let me know. Also, tell those working at the desk as well as the entrance that I really appreciated the service 
provided during my recent visit. Finally, it was good talking with you and seeing you in person rather than by email. Have a good summer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Charlene, 

I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Tuesday, July :17 at 10 am. You are welcome to return on Thursday and Friday of that week to continue 

your research. We can most certainly wait until you have finished with summer school classes to receive your list from the Manuscript Inventories database. 

We’ll look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Jenny 

Froro: Regester, Charlene B [E]_a__[Lt__o_:_E_e_g__e_s_t_e_r_~__e__m__a__[[:__u_n___c_:_e_d___u] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 7:20 AM 

T~: Jenny Romero 

Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel. 
Currently, I am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’ll put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(.h...t.t.p.2/./..c.~9.~[L.e..c..t.j~9.~.n.~.s~:..~..s..c.~.a.£.s.:~9~[gL~1~j~[~.). The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email/print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [ma!lto;regester~emaiLunc~edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2022 5:55 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14 or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times!weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter~ Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Barbara Hall 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 



Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 
Best, 
Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:4-1 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
S..bject: RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until lvlonday. As a result, T need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and T will call the archive when T arrive in LA. T apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:reqester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review. I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Richard Brooks Papers 38.f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 

Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 Kitt, Eartha; 
Hattie and Sam McDaniel Papers 1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam; Lf-20 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2~f-26 Photographs 1900- 
1948; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-4.35 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974-; 3.f-62; 
David I. Zeitlin Papers Zf-[62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list. If you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know. Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blacks and Film and Blacks in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http:iicataiog.oscars.org Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from lOam- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from lOam-Spin; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at http:iiwww.oscars.orgilibrary/using/hours--directions.html Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 
,Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ¯ Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 . Fax 310-657-5193 

www.oscars.or~’4/library/, lromero@oscars.oqq 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1973 - 1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 



38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Columbia Pictures, 1966) 

includes: breakdown of billing requirements; waiver for billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellamy. Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, Februa~ 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legdl-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBrooks, 1966 (Columbia Pictures, 1966) 

includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 

of actors salaries. 1965; signed agreements with stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 

16.f-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: notes; step sheets, June 26, 1956, and July 2, 1956; 

correspondence with Marry Forkins, 1956; handwritten draft script; note 

from Stepin Fetchit with coW of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Bqiangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

2 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda ][lopper papers 

25 Twentieth CentuU- Fox 1944-1965. 
includes: draft column on THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 pages; 
fan mail including letter fiom reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 
supporting Catholic Church and proteshng Ed Sullivan’s sympathies 
towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa March 2, 1955; fan mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter t?om reader to 
Hopper di~ussing sister-in-law who attended Peter Marshall’s church, 
March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 
1956 [postmark]; letter ti-om Bob Goldstein to Hopper discussing unlikely 
mmriage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 
Eea’t~ha Kitt, thoughts by NunnaJdy Johnson regalvling his work on 
"Wandering Jew script." and house owned by Haarold Hecht, July 30, 
1957; letter from Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 
asked to take over as director of THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 
Scalds attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 
Goldfftein discussing Olivier, Jem.~ WaJd, and Thehna Czalet-Heir, 
October 10, 1958; draft column on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 
[unpuNished?]; list of guests who attended paW hosted by Spyros 
Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolf~)n to Hopper discussing 
filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] with mention of Sandra Dee 
visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 
Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 
photocopy of letter fiom Afi-ican-American soldier to McCaxthy who 
served under George Patton, September 6, 1961; letter fiom Teet Carle to 
Hopper discussing filming on location for NINE HOURS TO RAMA, 
November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 
regarding NINE HOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 
letter from Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaught regaxding his visit to dirt}rent 
regions in Africa including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 
was filming THE LION [1962], Janua~ 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 
Peter Levathes, January 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 
International Cultural Center lbr Youth in Jerusa]em which includes 
mention ofLiza MimMli being in "Diary of Anne Frank," [1962], 2 pages; 
interview with Harold Rand, January 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter from Fred 
Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and HOW TO STEAL A 
MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy. Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.t"-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965. 
includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 
Loew thiling to marry Eartha Kitt, Joan Collinff wish to marry. Loew, and 
the wit of Nunnally Johnson, July 26, 1957; letter from Hopper to 



Goldstein with mention of Robert Wagner and di~ussing Nunnally 

Johnson rewriting ~ript Ibr Marilyn Monroe’s upcoming film 

[SOMETttING’S GOT TO GIVE], FebmaD 9, 1962; letter 
Hopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Bu~n, mad 

Susan Strasberg, February 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

missed a pertbm~ance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocambo due to an 

illness, February 15, 1954. 

Itattie and Sam McDanid papers 

1.f-15 Co~nmittee for Unity in Motion l?icmres -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First Amma2l Motion Picture Unity 

Au.ard Assemb155 sponsored by the Youth Council of the Nalional 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 

23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publicity 1942. 
contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper portrait from THE CALIFORNIA 
EAGLE. 

1.f-I7 McDaniel, Hathe -- childhood undated. 
contains: "Elective Spelling Bla~ks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott,. belonging to, 
and filled out by, Ms. McDm~iel, 6th Grade. 

l.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 
contmns: card ruth imprint of McDaniel and the Beula~h show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- adverti~ment circa 1915. 

contains: advertisement motmted on board ruth picture, "Compliments of 

Brown a~d McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertainers". 

1 .f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 
contmns: signed agency contract between Stun (Deacon) McDaniel 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 ,f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cafe 1947. 
contains: folder fi~om Hillside Cafe, Long Beach, California, ruth 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and tbur other people, inscribed °~Fo the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of womm~, captioned 
"Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 
contains: folder from Price’s Foothill (ms, automat), Signal Hill, California, 
with photograph of Sam McDa~iel and club owner, together with 5x7 
photograph of Sam McDm~iel m~d five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 

contains: clippings regazding Mr. McDa~iel; clippings about Hattie 

McDa~iel and her death and funeral; photographs of (among others) Mr. 

McDa~iel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and t~iends, family and business 

acquaintences; telegram t?om A~ma Roo~velt to Mr. McDaniel expressing 

sonow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 

invitation for CAI~fAINS COUI~A~GEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 

for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE I?ALOOKA, CHAMP 
(1946); telegram from John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 
McDaniel relaying mesmge of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 

SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATOR (1948) and I WONDER Vv~7IO’S 
KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and Mary 

[Astor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap party; review tbr HEART OF 

VIRGINIA (1948); review lbr A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 

review tbr AM I GUILTY? (1940). 

Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 



contains: one 8x10 certificate of a resolution honoring the memory of 

Hatlie McDaniel, 1952. 

2~f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Number 2, undated [photocopy]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 
contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaniel, Sam 
McDaniel, Etta McDanid and family members and friends. 
Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 
Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 
contains: Music Town Presents, "American Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 
Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 
Note: Program, with many adverlisements for black businesses and 
entertainers, including film FOUR SttALL DIE with Dorothy Dandridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 

contains: flyer, drawn by Edwa~l Ingmm, for Vernon, the Nite Club of 

Los Angeles, ruth list of performers. 
Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics 1,~ "Walkin’ "the Dog." 

Paramom~t Pictures contract summaries 

14.f-1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 

contains: summa~ of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 I?ORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Milestone; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

includes: agreement with Lynn Stalmaster, Mmch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Stadios, a children’s portrait gallery, 

wondering if Gregory Peck roll cast her la~ son in recompense for her 

having been im~ndated at all hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search for Melville Productions, March 15, 
1958; day player contracts for, among others, Phillip Ahr~ Ivan Dixon, and 

BeuM~ Quo; contracts for, among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 

Norman Fell, Harry Guardino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, Harry Dean Stanton, Woo@ 

Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Milton E. Picklnan papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 
contains: (1) THE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader report by Sidney 
Picker of a screen treattnent by Charles K. Peck Jr., January 25, 1965; 
(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 
Donald McCardle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 
reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 
September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 
H~el Thurston of a novel by June Drummond, June 9, 1961,4 pages; (5) 
"The Three Sirens," reader report by Edward Doyle of a novel by Irving 
Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 
screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 
Tightrope Men," reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 
Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8) "Time and Again," reader report of a 
novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reports of 
a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon~ May 15, 1944, 27 
pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 
contains: brief production notes on an autobiography by Em~tha Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 .f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 

contains: letters from George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 



13, 1974; Barbara Best, two undated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 

Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Doty, NBC, April 22, 

1952; Robert J. Fi~gibbon, "Family Weekly," February 12, 1969; Maury 

Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, May 26, 1960; 

Sidney and Madeline Greenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 

1967; Em Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Le~, undated; GeoffMiller, ’°Los 

Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, January 13, 

1964; Peggy McNaught, April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pair~ May 5, 1961; Jerry 
Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), June 25, 1957; A. L. 

Rockett, March 21, 1955; Paul San, "New York Post" October 28, 

1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGM publicly, undated; "Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 
Larry S windell, February 23, 1973; "TV Radio Mirror" (Claire S afran), 

June 19, 1962; proposal ficom Skolsk.5~ to ’~Fhis Week," January 28, 1969, 

m~d undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), August 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 

May 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, May 4, 1967; Irma 
Weitzman, December 12, 1961; Adaan West, undated; Earl Wilson, July 

5, 1972; Sonia Wolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 

1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3.17-62 Tyn~pes-- D 

contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Danova, Ray Danton, Kim 

Daacby, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clifton Davis, Mac Davis, 

SaJnmy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.f-74 Tyntypes-- K 

contains: materiaJ on Am~a Ka~-ina, DaJmy Kaye, Stacy Keach, Bfim~ 
Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kerr, 

John Kerr, Marion Key’,. Alan King, Eartha Kitt, Jack Klugmm~, Susan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofferson, Hardy Kruger, Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zeiflin papers 

2.f- [62] Davi~ Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 [mailto:reqester@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, August 15, 201:I :1:40 PM 
To; Jenny Romero 
Subject; Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before 1960. I 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and T am working on a second project. My first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, :t900-:1960 (20:t0). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. I greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 1:23 PM 

Me~, Winifred F <flreddie@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: Couldn’t Resist Fwd: Celebrating 100 years of TAILZAN - Up to 29% OFF’. 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, August 03, 20:12 :t2:22 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B; Rukiya; Natalie Bullock Brown; Dante .lames; chandra guinn; Gwendolyn Bookman; Sheila Smith McKoy; Yvonne Welbon 
Subject; Couldn’t Resist Fwd: Celebrating 100 years of TARZAN - Up to 29% OFF! 

This is what happens when you don’t screen the email lists you subscribe to! 

---Forwarded Message--- 

From: Turner Classic Movies Shop 
Sent: Aug 3, 2012 11:17 AM 
To: Joseph 
Subject: Celebrating 100 years of TARZAN - Up to 29% OFF! 

Tarzan Including O~ligirlal Tarzan, .]ol~nny ,> T~tles the We~ssmuHer 

Celebrate 100 Y~rs of Tarzan! 

TCM GREATEST CLASSIC FILMS 

COLLECTION: q~ARZAN, VOL. 1 

Shop All Titles 

i.~.i TCM GREATESTCLASSIC 
FILMS COLLECTION: 
TARZAN, VOL. 2 

THE TARZAN COLLECTION: VOL 1 

N 



.~iI Tarzan. The Ape Man 
DVD 

T~rz~n, The.~ Ape 

::~:: The Tarzan Collec’~ion, 

VoL 2 DVD 

Tarzan: Season One - 

Pa rt Two DVD Of Tarzan DVD 

~:~ The Tarzan Oolle~ion ~X~ Tarzan: Season One- X Tarzan The X~ Tarzan And The Great 

...... Starring Gordon Sco~ ....... Pad One DVD ..... Magnificent DVD ....... River DVD 

(DVD) 

Gordo~ ~:ott (OVO) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan(~,email, u nc ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 1 : 18 PM 

bcook@chipublib.org 

Request for Materials In Specia] Collections for Visit August 10 

Dear Beverly Cook: Some time ago, I indicated that I was interested in looking at files from the Robert Abbott Papers Collection and other collections located in your library. As 
previously indicated, I am from North Carolina and plan to come to Chicago on Friday (August :tO) to review files located in your archives. After identifying the files needed, I 
am requesting the following: 
Robert Abbott-Sengstacke Family Papers -- Josephine Baker, Box 28, Folder 
Chicago Defender Archives Individual Files -- (I am not certain that this is located at your library) -- James Edwards, Folder 20 Cabinet D, Drawer 4 

Ben Burns Collection -- Lena Home, Box 29, Folder 30 
Chester Commodore Papers -- Lena Home, Box 2:t, Folder 074 
Chicago Defender Archives Individual Files -- Lena Home Folder 69, Cabinet F, Drawer 2 
Richard Durham Papers -- Hazel Scott -- Box 2, Folder 2, Script for "Chopin Murder Case" 

Please let me know if I can review these files on Friday as I will be in Chicago for a University Film and Video Association Conference at Columbia College. Thanks much for 
your assistance and I hope that you remember me based on our earlier phone conversation. I would have contacted you much earlier but things have been hectic, just 
returned from LA, then we had severe thunderstomrs that damaged my home, so I am a little behind. I really appreciate your assistance and will call when I arrive in Chicago. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester, cell phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 1:22 PM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 2012-13 SCMS Metnbership Year Deadline August 31, 2012 

From: office@cmstudies.org [office@cmstudies.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 1:t:20 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; 20:t2-:t3 SONS Membership Year Deadline August 3St, 20:t2 

Dear Members, 
The 2011-2012 SCMS membership year ends August 31, 2012 (11:59pm CST). SCMS membership runs ficom September 1 - August 31 each year regardless of 

when you join. Please make sure your membership profile is up to date in order to continue receiving Cinema Jourual, SCMS news briefs, updates and 

announcement~ m~d to continue to have access to the website. 

For more information m~d instructions on renewing membership and for malting donations to SCMS, please refer to the Latest News section on the SCMS website. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 3:37 PM 

Beverly Cook <bcook@chipublib.org> 

ILE: Request for Matefi~Js In Special Collections for Visit August 10 

Dear Beverly: Thanks so much for your quick response. Sorry to know that you are on vacation and that I will not be able to meet you in person. Hopefully, this won’t be my 
last visit to the archives. Again, thanks for all of your assistance and have a good and much needed vacation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Beverly Cook [bcook@chipublib.org] 
Sent; Monday, August 06, 20:t2 2:42 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
I:::¢: Denise English; Cynthia Fife-Townsel; Lucinda Samuel; Robert Miller 

Subject-" RE: Request for Materials In Special Collections for Visit August :tO 

Charlene, I will be on vacation until August :t3th, but I will forward your request onto the Harsh Reference Staff. You have indicated that you’d like to see the following archives 
on August :tO, 20:t2. 

Abbott-Sengstacke Papers, Box 28 
Chicago Defender Archives is at the Chicago Defender unless it is something out of the family papers. 

Ben Burns Collection, Box 29 
Chester Commodore Papers, Box 
Richard Durham Papers, Box 2. 

You will need to fill out a patron registration forms which outlines the rules and guidelines for using the collection. Please bring ID with you. If you need photocopying, fill out a 
request form. We charge .25 per page up to 50 pages then we start charging 75 cents per page. If we have to mail the materials to you, there is an extra $:t0 charge. Picture 
scans are $20 per scan. If you have any further questions, please contact Cynthia Fife-Townsel at            Beverly Cook 

From-" Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, August 06, 20:t2 :t2::t8 PM 
To; Beverly Cook 
Subject: Request for Materials In Special Collections for Visit August :tO 

Dear Beverly Cook: Some time ago, I indicated that I was interested in looking at files from the Robert Abbo~ Papers Collection and other collections located in your library. As 
previously indicated, I am from North Carolina and plan to come to Chicago on Friday (August :tO) to review files located in your archives. After identifying the files needed, I 
am requesting the following: 
Robert Abbott-Sengstacke Family Papers -- Josephine Baker, Box 28, Folder 
Chicago Defender Archives Individual Files -- (I am not certain that this is located at your library) -- James Edwards, Folder 20 Cabinet D, Drawer 4 
Ben Burns Collection -- Lena Horne, Box 29, Folder 30 
Chester Commodore Papers -- Lena Home, Box 2:t, Folder 074 
Chicago Defender Archives Individual Files -- Lena Horne Folder 69, Cabinet F, Drawer 2 
Richard Durham Papers -- Hazel Sco~ -- Box 2, Folder 2, Script for "Chopin Murder Case" 
Please let me know if I can review these files on Friday as I will be in Chicago for a University Film and Video Association Conference at Columbia College. Thanks much for 
your assistance and I hope that you remember me based on our earlier phone conversation. I would have contacted you much earlier but things have been hectic, just 
returned from LA, then we had severe thunderstomrs that damaged my home, so I am a li~le behind. I really appreciate your assistance and will call when I arrive in Chicago. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester, cell phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 11:35 AM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: UFVA 2012 Conference Program m~d Updates 

From: Mulcahy, David M- (mmulcahy) [mmulcahy@email.arizuna.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 4:59 PM 
To: Michael Mulcahy 
Subject: UFVA 2012 Conference Program and L’pdates 

How@, 

When you register for the conference you will receive a printed schedule with all conference events listed. 

However, a number of changes (both additions and subtractions) have occurred since the program went to press. 

Both a .pdf of the printed schedule as well as an online listing of those changes is available here: 

h ttp :/ /www. u~va. or~/conf erence 

An?" additional changes will be posted there as well; feel free to email me if any additional changes need to be listed online 

The weather in Chicago ~s quite nice, sunny and warm - good travels. 

Best, 

,-. Michael 

Michael Mulcahy 
Associate Professor 
School of Theatre, Fihn and Television 
The Universi~" of Arizona 

Cotfference Vice-President, 2012-13 

University Film and Video Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, August 12, 2012 10:21 AM 

Matthew Maclean <MMaclean@nlprod.com> 

ILS: docmnentmy on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Dear Matthew: Yes, I would love to talk with you regarding your project. I have just returned from a University Film and Video Association Conference in Chicago. Please feel 
free to contact me by cell phone ~            . Sent an earlier email message today to let you know that I am very interested in this project. If you need my participation, 
hope that I can submit the materials requested by the stated deadline. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Matthew Maclean [MMaclean@nlprod.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 07, 2022 4:49 plVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Professor Register, 

I’m working with a Boston production company and also former Boston Globe reporter Dick Lehr to develop a film about William Trotter and the 

movement (based in Boston) to censor the :19:15 Hollywood film "Birth of a Nation." 

We came across your scholarship on Oscar Micheaux and acts of censorship in early cinema and feel you would be a great resource for this project. 

We’re at the beginning stages, doing research, honing in on the content, and applying for a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

Would you be available for a chat over the phone sometime soon? I’d love to get your take on the subject and your ideas about how we might 

approach the film. 

Best regards, 

Matthew MacLean 

Matthew MacLean 
NORTHERN LIGHT PRODUCTIONS 

(617) 789-4344 x215 

(cell) 

mmaclean@nlprod.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, August 12, 2012 10:23 AM 

Beverly Cook <bcook@chipublib.org> 

ILE: Request for Matefi~Js In Special Collections for Visit August 10 

Dear Beverly: Thanks for allowing me to access files at your archives. I really appreciate your assistance in this process. If I use any of the materials gathered, will be sure to 
credit your archives with providing this information. Again, thank you very much and sorry I missed you during my visit. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Beverly Cook [bcook@chipublib.org] 
Sent; Monday, August 06, 2012 2:42 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
I:::¢: Denise English; Cynthia Fife-Townsel; Lucinda Samuel; Robert Miller 

Subject-" RE: Request for Materials In Special Collections for Visit August :t0 

Charlene, I will be on vacation until August :t3th, but I will forward your request onto the Harsh Reference Staff. You have indicated that you’d like to see the following archives 
on August :tO, 20:t2. 

Abbott-Sengstacke Papers, Box 28 
Chicago Defender Archives is at the Chicago Defender unless it is something out of the family papers. 

Ben Burns Collection, Box 29 
Chester Commodore Papers, Box 
Richard Durham Papers, Box 2. 

You will need to fill out a patron registration forms which outlines the rules and guidelines for using the collection. Please bring ID with you. If you need photocopying, fill out a 
request form. We charge .25 per page up to 50 pages then we start charging 75 cents per page. If we have to mail the materials to you, there is an extra $:t0 charge. Picture 
scans are $20 per scan. If you have any further questions, please contact Cynthia Fife-Townsel at :           . Beverly Cook 

From-" Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, August 06, 20:t2 :t2::t8 PM 
To; Beverly Cook 
Subject: Request for Materials In Special Collections for Visit August :tO 

Dear Beverly Cook: Some time ago, I indicated that I was interested in looking at files from the Robert Abbo~ Papers Collection and other collections located in your library. As 
previously indicated, I am from North Carolina and plan to come to Chicago on Friday (August :tO) to review files located in your archives. After identifying the files needed, I 
am requesting the following: 
Robert Abbott-Sengstacke Family Papers -- Josephine Baker, Box 28, Folder 
Chicago Defender Archives Individual Files -- (I am not certain that this is located at your library) -- James Edwards, Folder 20 Cabinet D, Drawer 4 
Ben Burns Collection -- Lena Horne, Box 29, Folder 30 
Chester Commodore Papers -- Lena Home, Box 2:t, Folder 074 
Chicago Defender Archives Individual Files -- Lena Horne Folder 69, Cabinet F, Drawer 2 
Richard Durham Papers -- Hazel Sco~ -- Box 2, Folder 2, Script for "Chopin Murder Case" 
Please let me know if I can review these files on Friday as I will be in Chicago for a University Film and Video Association Conference at Columbia College. Thanks much for 
your assistance and I hope that you remember me based on our earlier phone conversation. I would have contacted you much earlier but things have been hectic, just 
returned from LA, then we had severe thunderstomrs that damaged my home, so I am a li~le behind. I really appreciate your assistance and will call when I arrive in Chicago. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester, cell phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 11:37 AM 

MMaclean@nlprod.com 

EW: documenta~~ on Williaa~ Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Sunday, August 12, 2012 I0:20 AM 
To; Matthew Maclean 
Subject; RE: documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Dear Matthew: Yes, I would love to talk with you regarding your project. I have just returned from a University Film and Video Association Conference in Chicago. Please feel 
free to contact me by cell phone              Sent an earlier email message today to let you know that I am very interested in this project. If you need my participation, 
hope that I can submit the materials requested by the stated deadline. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Matthew Maclean [MMaclean@nlprod.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 4:49 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Professor Register, 

I’m working with a Boston production company and also former Boston Globe reporter Dick Lehr to develop a film about William Trotter and the 

movement (based in Boston) to censor the 1915 Hollywood film "Birth of a Nation." 

We came across your scholarship on Oscar Micheaux and acts of censorship in early cinema and feel you would be a great resource for this project. 

We’re at the beginning stages, doing research, honing in on the content, and applying for a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

Would you be available for a chat over the phone sometime soon? I’d love to get your take on the subject and your ideas about how we might 

approach the film. 

Best regards, 

Matthew MacLean 

Matthew MacLean 
NORTHERN LIGHT PRODUCTIONS 

(617) 789-4344 x215 

(cell) 

.__m____m___a___c_[_e__a___n__@__nJ P___r_9__d__.__c___o___m__. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 11:48 AM 

Natalie Bullock Brown @~hoo.com> 

I~E: Byron Hurt at Saint Augustine’s University, Augus~t 13-21 

Dear Natalie: I will not be able to attend the meeting on August 20th, however, I do plan on attending future meetings. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From; Natalie Bullock Brown ~@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 2:08 AM 
To; Bryon D Turman; Regester, Charlene B; Dante James; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Chandra Guinn; "aron.anderson@duke.edu"; Toni Thorpe; "judson_ffaley@ncsu.edu"; 
"Abbenyi, Abbenyi"; 
C¢: Sheila Smith McKoy; Yvonne Welbon; Janella Sellars 
Subject; Fw: Byron Hurt at Saint Augustine’s University, August 13-21 

Hi everyone! 

I hope you are well. 

Please respond to the email below. In particular, please let me know if you can 
attend the meeting for the Consortium on Monday, August 20th. I need to get an 
accurate head count for food. I really hope that as many of you as possible can 
come. 

Joseph - please forgive me for inadvertently leaving off your name in my original 
email. I don’t know how that happened! 

Thanks, and have a great week. 
Natalie 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ira nt 

919.781.9817 fax 
.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: Natalie Bullock Brown @yahoo.com> 
To: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>; Dante James 
<djjames2@ncsu.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu>; Natalie Bullock Brown 

@yahoo.corn>; Chandra Guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Janella Sellars <jsellars@hayti.org>; "aron.anderson@duke.edu" 
<aron.anderson@duke.edu>; Toni Thorpe <ththorpe@ncsu.edu>; "judson_fraley@ncsu.edu" <judson_fraley@ncsu.edu>; "Abbenyi, Abbenyi" <awabbeny@ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Friday, August 3, 2012 10:34 AM 
Subject: RE: Byron Hurt at Saint Augustine’s UniveBity, August 13-21 

Hi everyone, 

I hope you’re having a good day so far. 

I want to give you all a heads up on two events that I have planned around filmmaker Byron Hurt’s residency at Saint 
Augustine’s University to take place in a few weeks. 

1. There will be a reception, and screening of Byron’s latest film, Soul Food 3unkies, Thursday, August 16th. The 
reception will begin at 5pm; the screening (with Q&A with Byron afterwards) at 6:30pm. All of you are invited to attend! 
Please save the date. 

2. I want SBFIVlC to have the opportunity to meet and have lunch with Byron on Monday, August 20th, from 12-2pm at 
St. Aug. PLEASE RSVP WITH HE FOR THIS EVENT ASAP - I’ll give you directions or any other information you may need. 
Are there any specific items we might want to discuss with Byron while he’s here? 

Thanks in advance for your support. I hope to see all of you at one or both of the events! 

Have a great weekend. 

Best, 



Natalie 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Producer!Consultant 

cell 
919.78:[.9817 fax 

From:                          @email.unc.edu> 
To: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Bt¥on D Turman <bdturman@ncaLedu>; "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>; Dante James 
<djjames2@ncsu.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu>; Natalie Bullock Brown 

~yahoo.com>; Chandra Guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Janella Sellars <jsellars@hayti.org>; "aron.anderson@duke.edu" 
<aron.ander~on@duke.edu>; Toni Thorpe <ththorpe@ncsu.edu>; "judson_fraley@ncsu.edu" <judson_fraley@ncsu.edu>; "Abbenyi, Abbenyi" <awabbeny@ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Friday, July 6, 2012 6:16 PM 
Subject: RE: SBFMC grant 

seems good for us right now 

From; Sheila Smith McKoy [ssmckoy@ncsu.edu] 

Sent; Friday, July 06, 2012 11:40 AM 
To; Bryon D Turman; Regester, Charlene B; Dante James; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; 
aron.anderson@duke.edu; Toni Thorpe; judson_fraley@ncsu.edu; Abbenyi, Abbenyi 
Subject; Re: SBFMC grant 

Natalie Bullock Brown; Chandra Guinn; Janella Sellars; 

tli A~I: 

We have been in contact with Sam Crreenlee who will shortly let us know if he can come tbr the event. The date he selected is September 29th lbr the SBFMC launch 

and program. Please let me kmow if this date works for everyone. 

Janella, I left a message for you today. DaJ~te will be in contact with you aga~n to see if the date works tbr Ha~i. 

My best, 

ssm 

On Tht~ Jun 14, 2012 at ] :22 PM, BD,on D Turn]an <bdtum]an(~ncat.edu> wrote: 
Hip, Hip, Hooray for the SBFMC!! 
Let’s get it started in here! 
bryon d. turman 

NOTICE: This e-mail correspondence is subject to Public Records Law- and may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 2:16 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Letter Attached 

Documentau Willimn Moraoe Trotter and The Birth of a Nation letter.doc 

Dear Susanne: Currently, I have been asked to submit a letter to support a grant proposal application. The people working on the project waited until the last minute to ask me 
because I was away in Chicago last week. The deadline is tomorrow -- normally, I will not ask you to review something under such short notice but if you have time would you 
please review the attached. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:22 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

ILE: Letter Attached 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much and will keep you posted on other documents that I will have in the future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: susanne@companioncamp.net [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, August :t4, 2012 4:53 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Letter Attached 

Here you go! 

Sus~ame 

On Tue, 14 Aug 2012 18:16:27 ~ 0000, Regeste~; Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Currently, I have been asked to submit a letter to support a grant proposal application. The people working on the project waited until the last minute 
to ask me because I was away in Chicago last week. The deadline is tomorrow -- normally, I will not ask you to review something under such short notice but if you 
have time wou d you p ease review the attached. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincere y, Char ene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:24 AM 

Matthew Maclean <MMaclean@nlprod.com> 

ILS: docmnentaly on William Trotter and "Bi~h of a Nation" 

Dear Matthew: It is on the way -- but I need to have the letter scanned with my signature and I will have to get some help to do this. As soon as this step is completed, will 
send. You should receive this hopefully in the next hour. In the future, I am going to need more time as my school year starts on Monday so it has been hectic. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From-¯ Matthew Maclean [MMaclean@nlprod.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August :iS, 20:12 :t0::t6 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Hi Charh:_m~:~, 

How are you coming on the letter of commitment? We’ll need that and your CV by mid-afternoon. Let me know it: you have any questions- 

Cheers, 

Matthew 

From-" Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 

SeBt-" Monday, August 13, 2012 11:37 AM 
To-" Matthew Madean 
S,,bject-" FW: documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

From-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sent; Sunday, August 12, 2012 i0:20 AM 
To; Matthew Maclean 
Subject-" RE: documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Dear Matthew: Yes, I would love to talk with you regarding your project. I have just returned from a University Film and Video Association Conference in Chicago. Please feel 
free to contact me by cell phone              Sent an earlier email message today to let you know that I am very interested in this project. If you need my participation, 
hope that I can submit the materials requested by the stated deadline. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Matthew Maclean [MMaclean@nlprod.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 20:12 4:49 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Professor Register, 

I’m working with a Boston production company and also former Boston Globe reporter Dick Lehr to develop a film about William Trotter and the 

movement (based in Boston) to censor the 1915 Hollywood film "Birth of a Nation." 

We came across your scholarship on Oscar Micheaux and acts of censorship in early cinema and feel you would be a great resource for this project. 

We’re at the beginning stages, doing research, honing in on the content, and applying for a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

Would you be available for a chat over the phone sometime soon? I’d love to get your take on the subject and your ideas about how we might 

approach the film. 

Best regards, 

Matthew MacLean 

Matthew M~cLe~n 
NORTHERN LIGHT PRODUCTIONS 

(617) 789-4344 x215 

(cell) 

mmaclean@nlprod.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:56 AM 

Regester, Chaylene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

ILS: docmnentaly on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

DocumentmyWilliamMonroeTrotterLetterSigned.pdf 

Dear Matthew: Attached is the letter of support for the project. Will send my CV in a separate email message. Please let me know that you have received the letter. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:24 AM 

To: Matthew IVlaclean 
S..bject: RE: documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Dear Matthew: It is on the way -- but I need to have the letter scanned with my signature and I will have to get some help to do this. As soon as this step is completed, will 
send. You should receive this hopefully in the next hour. In the future, I am going to need more time as my school year starts on Monday so it has been hectic. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Matthew Maclean [MMaclean@nlprod.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 i0:16 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Hi Charlene, 

How are you coming on [:he letter of commitment? Weq~ need that and your CV by mkl-afl:emoon. [.e[: me know ~f you have any questk?ns-. 

Cheers, 

Matthew 

F~m~ Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, August 13, 20~2 iI:37 AM 
To= Na~hew Maclean 
Subject= ~: documen~ on William TroVer and "Birth of a Nation" 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Sunday, August 12, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: Matthew Maclean 
Subject: RE: documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Dear Matthew: Yes, I would love to talk with you regarding your project. I have just returned from a University Film and Video Association Conference in Chicago. Please feel 
free to contact me by cell phone              Sent an earlier email message today to let you know that I am very interested in this project. If you need my participation, 
hope that I can submit the materials requested by the stated deadline. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Matthew Maclean [MMaclean@nlprod.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 4:49 plVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: documentary on William Trotter and "Birth of a Nation" 

Professor Register, 

I’m working with a Boston production company and also former Boston Globe reporter Dick Lehr to develop a film about William Trotter and the 

movement (based in Boston) to censor the 1915 Hollywood film "Birth of a Nation." 

We came across your scholarship on Oscar Micheaux and acts of censorship in early cinema and feel you would be a great resource for this project. 

We’re at the beginning stages, doing research, honing in on the content, and applying for a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

Would you be available for a chat over the phone sometime soon? I’d love to get your take on the subject and your ideas about how we might 

approach the film. 

Best regards, 

Matthew MacLean 

M tth w 
NORTHERN LIGHT PRODUCTIONS 

(617) 789-4344 x215 

(cell) 

mmaclean@nlprod.com 
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To Whom It May Concern: 
August 14, 2012 

This letter is in support of the proposed documentary project on William Monroe Trotter, 
Boston journalist and activist who was involved in launching a vigilant struggle against D.W. 
Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915) in view of its dangerous and derogatory representations at 
the turn of the twentieth century. To insure that this worthwhile and long overdue project 
materializes, I am submitting the following letter of support. 

This project is certainly of value and its importance cannot be underestimated because of 
the impact that The Birth of a Nation would have on shaping national public opinion as well as 
exacerbating the racial divide. While many are aware of the cinematic achievements introduced 
with the inception of this film, few are aware of the impact that the film had on audiences and 
particularly, African Americans who waged battles to prevent the exhibition of this film in many 
cities throughout the U.S. While William Monroe Trotter staged his protestation to the film in 
Boston, other black leaders such as Ida B. Wells denounced the picture in Chicago and 
"describes with disgust the ’farce of a trial’ in which Griffith defended his film without 
substantial opposition from the Black community," according to Jacqueline Stewart (Migrating 
to the Movies, 2005). That Wells, Trotter, and other black leaders responded to the implications 
of the film, attests to the power of motion pictures but more importantly, the power of one of the 
most racially incisive films in this era. Thus, exploring the film from the perspective of Trotter 
speaks to strategies that black leaders employed to position themselves politically and to insure 
that the accomplishments they had made in spite of overwhelming odds would not be eradicated 
in a matter of a few hours by the screening of an incredibly dangerous film. Trotter’s 
involvement then becomes indicative of how one black leader located in Boston mobilized to 
resist this film - as other black leaders employed a wide range of strategies for fear that the 
images constructed on screen could easily be transferred to them off screen. Foregrounding 
Trotter’s struggle stands to fill a void in the social cultural history of America, history of 
censorship, and the history of black leadership. While other prominent African American leaders 
have been exp!ored extensively including Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. DuBois, et al, little 
attention has been paid to figures such as Trotter and it is perhaps his work that helped to define 
the power of black protest that a later generation of black leaders would emulate. 

Moreover, this project is incredibly important because it was this film that catapulted 
motion picture censorship to a new level. The Birth of a Nation resulted in nationwide crusades 
established to prevent the exhibition of this picture staged by churches, the black press (including 
Trotter’ s newspaper), and the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Co!ored 
People). As blacks and some whites mobilized to respond to the film, some filmmakers, such as 
Oscar Micheaux, an African American filmmaker who became one of the most prominent 
between 1918 and 1948, responded to Griffith through his own filmmaking efforts. Although 
Micheaux may have been influenced by Booker T. Washington, an opponent to Trotter, because 
of his admonition of Griffith’s film in his Within Our Gates (1919), he and Trotter were clearly 
aligned on the same side of the political divide. Micheaux, who may have been propelled to 
make films in the aftermath of The Birth of a Nation when he entered the filmmaking arena, 



certainly had his works heavily censored. In fact, responding to censor boards that suggested 
that one of Micheaux’s film was likely to invite riots, Micheaux retorted, "’There has been but 
one picture that incited the colored people to riot, and that sill does, that picture is The Birth of a 
Nation.’" Therefore, examining Oscar Micheaux’s censorship struggles as he becomes indicative 
of a black filmmaker subjected to primarily white censor boards is central to understanding the 
censorship struggles of The Birth of a Nation and how Trotter staged his protest to this film - a 
protest that was much more vigorously fought in the North than in the South. 

That Northern Light Productions will produce this documentary is a testament to their 
skill and ability at bringing to the screen stories that are seldom told and documents that 
participate in.reconstructing those excluded periods in history. They produced Midnight Ramble 
- a documentary exploring the history of black cinema, theaters, and filmmakers such as Oscar 
Micheaux. It should be noted that I currently use parts of this documentary in my cinema class as 
Northern Light Productions provided rarely seen or accessible film footage of this early period in 
film history. Therefore, I am confident that they will demonstrate that same level of expertise to 
making the proposed documentary. 

Finally, as a film historian I look forward to seeing this project materialize because of 
what it will unveil regarding Trotter’s role as an activist, the resistance leveled against The Birth 
of a Nation, the censorship struggles endured in this period, the role of black filmmakers such as 
Oscar Micheaux who responded to Griffith’s production, and the impact this film would have on 
shaping the racial politics at the turn of the twentieth century. It is with great pleasure that I have 

been invited to contrib~)~, to such a significant project. 

CDhear~e Re/e@s~er,~fi~/J{~ 
partment o African & Africani~fi~aerican Studies 

University of North Carolina-CtNISel Hil! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:18 AM 

mmaclean@nlprod.com 

Regester CV attached 

CHARLENE B 2012 CV Document.doc 

Dear Matthew: Attached is my CV that I am submitting to accompany the letter supporting your grant application. Please let me know that you have received these materials. If 
additional information is needed, feel free to contact me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



SA 1NT AUGUST INE’S 
UNIVERSITY 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 8:26 AM 

Tiflhny Worthen <fifl?my@nchsaa.org> 

1~: Former Student 

Dear Tiffany: It is good to hear that you are still interested in cinema. Yes, I have critiqued The Help but have not yet published my comments -- T have only given these ideas 
in a talk. I think that we share similar opinions of the film. Thanks for remaining interested in representations of race on screen. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Tiffany Worthen [tiffany@nchsaa.org] 
Sent; Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:26 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Former Student 

Greeting Dr Regester, 

I hope you are well                                                                                                                        . I brought up the question, what 
are your thoughts on the book and the movie "The Help" ? I have my own, which aren’t as great as the media thinks folks should have about the book, but I’d love to see if you have written 
anything or would like to share your thoughts on the movie/book. 

Thanks in advance 

Tiffany Worthen 
UNC-Chape[ tliH (;lass of 2007 

Tiffany Worthen 
Assistant to S upervisur of Officials 
919-240-7374 
tiffany@nchsaa.urg 

"Excellence is in the details. Give attention tu the details and excellence will come" 
Perry Paxton 

North Carolina High Schuol Athletic Associatiun 
www.nchsaa.ur~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 12:18 PM 

@hotmail.com 

I;W: Film projection project 

From: Marina Uzunova [projectionists@caboosebooks.net] 
Sent-" Sunday, August :t9, 20:t2 5:40 AlVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Film projection project 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

I’m writing to inform you o f a collaborative on-line oral history project we hope you wi 

Planetary Projection wiIl document, where possible in fl~eir own words, the work and experiences of tNe world’s fihn projectionists, today an 

endangered species. Accompanied by photographs of projecfionis[s at work, brief vi&~et[es will present some o f their views on ch~ema and their 

trade, its past, preseni and 

We’re lookh~g for projectionists to contribute ~o fl~e project. We’d be very grateflll for your help if you could put us in kmch with the projectionists 

you work wi~h or you know. 

Wf[h t~e, we hope to pub~sh a selection of the on-lh~e vignettes ~ book form. Please visit our websife at ~vw.caboosebooks.~et, where you wi~ fk~d 

a one-page PDF description of the projec[ you c~ ch’culate or posL You wi~ also ffl~d there a scholarly article on the fikn projecfiorfist h~ early cNema 

by Timothy Bamard; h~ its published English; French and Spanish versions. 

Already there are twenty lovely submissions by projectionists from the US, UK, DenmarM Brazil, Ireland, Macedonia, Argentina, 

Austria, Scotland, The Netherlands and Sou/h Africa. [~ffp:/iw~,~,.ca[~oosebooks.nef/pla~eIary~pro~ec[:lon More to come soon[ 

Planetary Projection is a project of caboose, an independeni scholarly film book publisher based h~ Montreal. In 2009 we pnblished an acclaimed new 

F.nglM~ translation of selections from Andr6 Bazin’s What is Cinema?, and h~ 2012 will be publishing the first-ever [~glish translation of.]ean-I ,uc 

Godard’s fntroducfion to a Frue flisfory qfCinema and Felevision; with countless additions and corrections to the French edition. 

Thank you for your h~terest and assistance, and we look forward 1o hearh~g frorn you or the projectionists you know and work with soon. 

Yours sh~cerely, 

Marh~a Uzunova 

Project Coordinator 

Planetary Projection 

caboose, Montreal 

projectionJsts(,<aboosebook s.n~,t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 3:51 PM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Gender Caucus Google (koup 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV:AMERICAN:EDU] on behalf of Jen Proctor i ~GMAIL.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 3:47 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: Gender Caucus Google Group 

Hi UFVA~ 

The Gender Caucus has formed a Google Group as a means to share resources, ask questions, and seek guidance on issues related to gender in fihn and academia. If 

you would like to take part in these discussions, please feel tree to join the group at the link below. All axe welco~ne. 

Best wishes for the coming school yem! 

https://groups.google.com/fomm/?hl en&fromgronps# ! forum/ufva- gender- caucus 

Jen 

Jennit}r Proctor 

Assistant Professor, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Depaztment of La~guage, Culture, and Communication 

Universi .ty of Michigan-Dearborn 

http://u~,w.casl.umd.umich.edw’index.php?id 685157 

htD://iemfiferproctor.com 

http://lo s~inlight.org 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 
of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to "the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 9:10 AM 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu"~ 

I~W: Welcome AFAM 

Dear Jessa: The student below cannot access the e-reserve readings -- I contacted the library to make sure that they were accessible and we did determine that these 
readings are accessible. Please provide information on how I might be able to assist this student. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From,, @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject; RE: Welcome AFAM 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

It is great to hear from you. I look forward to this class, and learning a loL I am currently trying to read from the e-reserves, and I am not able to do so. I have tried multiple 
trouble-shootings, and have not been successful. I was wondering if there was another way I could read the information? I am working and traveling all day tomorrow, and I 
do not think I will be able to get on Sakai. I would like to complete the assignment tonight. Look forward to hearing from you, and hopefully together we can figure something 
out. 

Good night. 

From: regester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 3:20 PM 
Subject; Welcome AFAM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Frotn: Charlene Regester 

Dear P~rtficipating Students: 
This message is to welcome yon to AFAM    and inform you that I roll be yonr ins~,mctor. I hope that you roll find this experience intellectually s~imulaling and 

meaningful to yonr future endeavors. As we p~oceed through file course please respect the opinions and differences of your peers and carefully read all posts submitted 

as pa~ of tJ~e class. Since the course examines slavery, and racially sensitive material, it is imperative that you avoid ofi~nding others. 

Also, please note that you are required to participate in the discussion forum that represents 10% of yonr grade. Therefore, keep in mind that your paNcipation in the 

discussion forum can have a significant impact on your final grade in the course. 

Since our class began today, the posit tbr Lesson I is not due until tomorrow (Wednesday). However, normally the post tbr each lesson is due on Tuesday of each 

week. 

Finally, I look tbrward to working with you in the forthcoming weeks. If you need to contact me, please do so by email and I will try to respond as ~on as possible. 
Best wishes and hope you have a good semester. 

Sincereb; Charlene Regester 

This fon~-arded ~nessage was sent via The University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFAM 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFAM 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:11 AM 

m- petty@norlkwestem.edu 

FW: CFP: Alien Bodies: Race, Space, and Sex in the African Diaspora 

From: priscilla layne       @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 20:[2 8:55 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fwd: CFP: Alien Bodies: Race, Space, and Sex in the African Diaspora 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Dr. Marcia Chatelain @gmal.com > 
Date: Wed, Aug 22, 2012 at 8:47 AM 

Subject: CFP: Alien Bodies: Race, Space, and Sex in the African Diaspora 

To: The Dark Room                       f~gmal.com > 
Cc: Nicole Aljoe <    . ~gmail.com>, Sandy- Alexandre <ale~ndv(~mit.edu>, Kimberly Juanita Brown                  ~gmail.com>, Nikld Greene 

<ngreene~welleslev.edu>, bgreer~welleslev.e&~, Priscilla Layne       (~gmail.com>, Doreen Lee <do.lee(~northeastern.edu>, Natalie Leger 

~gmaJl.com>, Conrtney Marshall <courtnev.marshall(~unh.edn>, Courtney J Martin ~gmail.com>, Samantha Noel <snoel(~nd.edu>, 

Christina Sharpe <christina.sharpe~tufts.edtc,, Faith Smith <fsmith(~brandeis.edu >, Chuong-Dai Vo ~gmail.com>, Kimberly Juanita Brown 

(t~gmal.com> 

FYI- - 
Alien Bodies: Race, Space, and Sex in the African Diaspora 

The Afiican-American Studies Collective 

Emo~v Universi~, Atlanta, GA 
February. 8- 9, 2013 

Was it why I sometimes felt as weaU of America as if I too had landed in what was now South Carolina in 1526 or in Jamestown in 1619? Was it the tug of all the 
lost mothers and orphaned children? Or was it that each generation felt anew the yoke ofa danaged life and the distress of being a native stranger, an eternal alien? 
--Saidiya Hartman, Lose Your Mother 

We are not the same. I am an alien. 

--lil’ Wayne, "Phone t tome" 

Born out of a desire to articulate the position of Black bodies in the Americas as well as the African Diaspora writ large, "Alien Bodies: Race, Space, and Sex in the 
Afi’ican Diaspora" continues conversations initiated among members of the African American Studies Collective at Emou Universi~’. Of paficula concern are the 
ways in which the African Diaspora--as climactic environments, biologicalizoological/botanicaFgeographical subjectivities, or colonized economies--has been made 
alien fiom within as well as without, and the ways that the major discursive trajectories of race, space, and sex have contributed to this mapping. The conference 
explores such questions as: how do we begin to understand the ways in which race, space, and sex configure ’~he alien" within spaces allegedly "beyond" markers of 
difference? What am some ways in which the "alien from within as well as without" can be overcome, and how do we make them snstainable? In doing so, this 
conference also seeks to provide a forum for discussion on what Afro-Diaspora Studies as a field and as a nemork of analytical approaches can further contribute to 
the examination of the positions of Blacks around the world. 

The AASC is accepting proposals tbr individual papers, posters, panels, sessions, roundtable discussions, workshops, and visual and artistic representations that 

explore the Black experience locally, nationally, and/or globally across interdisciplina~ boundaries. We are especially interested in work that broadens and reimagines 

current configurations of African-American Studies. We welcome parlficipation from senior and junior thcalty, graxtuate students, and voices outside the academy such 

as activists, DJs, artists, and independent scholars. 

Possible topics/areas of inquiry ,nay consist of but are not limited to: 

Film, Photography, and Visual Culture 
Mnsic, Soundscapes and Social noise 
Incarceration, Law, and GovemmentaliU 
Performance and PerformativiU 
Geography and Space 
Enviromnental Justice 
Critical Race TheoU 
Gender and Sexuality" 
Class 
Disabili~ Juslice 
Eflmicity and National Identity" 
Digital Huma~ties and New Media 
Afiofutufism 
Black Nihilism 
Queer Theou 



Film, Photography, ~md Visual Culture 

Speculative Fiction 

Please send 250-300 word abstracts to          (~gmail.com by October 7, 2012. Send a 150-400 word abstract for a panel (one for the panel subject and one 

for each panelist), and/or individual paper and poster presentafions. For roundtable discussions, submit a 500 word abstract that explores the discussion topic. 

For more information and updates, follow us on Facebook (Alien Bodies Conference), on Trotter (@AlienBodies), and on Tumblr (alienbodies.tu~nblr.com). 
On Apr 25, 2012, at 6:21 PM, The Dark Room wrote: 

Ladies, 

Paxdon the inundation: 

This is the latest and greatest list of members of the group (via our collective biographies). 

I forgot to officially introduce our newest members: Nikki Greene from Wellesley College, Maxcia Chatelain from Georgetown University, and Doreen 

Lee from Northeastern Universi~’. I also have Bre~ma Greer (Wellesley) on the email list while she ponders joining us for the yem. 

So here we axe: Two Courtneys, one Nikki, one Nicole (it should be noted that Nicole has a daughter named Courtney), multiple enthusiastic 
personalifies, and at least five certified left-handed members (which is rare, rare). What could go wrong? 

Things are coming together nicely. I am super excited. 

Folks, you will not witness the mas~ter of email haxassment that you see betbre you when I return to teaching this Fall. Enjoy this M~ile you can! 

And there is sidenote news: Ariella Azoulay has accepted the position at Brown. She moves to Providence in January. I an~ a liNe bit in love with her. 

As for the s?’mposium title suggefftions, we have: 

Sandy’s: 

Capturing the Race 

Shot & Framed 

Snapped Judgements 

SEEN:Race, Vision and Visuality (courtesy, of Conrtney Martin) 

Frame-Works (is this correct, Doreen?) 

Send any others you might have. We have plenty, of time for this. 

Please let me know if there axe alterations you would like me to make to your bios. 

Kimberly 

The Dark Room: Race and Visual Culture Studies Seminar-Bios 
Sandy Alexandre--Massachusetts Institution of Technology 
Sandy Alexandre is an assistant professor of American literature at MIT. Her forthcoming book. ~lhe Properties of~’iolence: Claims to Ownership in 

Representations of L)~ching explores the connecfions between various representational fo~ms of lynching and black dispossession. Her second book 

project, in progress, seeks to understand if representations of poor black people’s simultaneously class-specific and cultare-specific relationship to 

,naterial things can create an alternative order that can short-circuit or, altogether, disable the capitalifft law of exchange as we know it. She lms published 

articles in Signs, 3~Iodern Drama, Journal of American Drama and Theatre, and 3~Iississippi Q~tarterly. 

Nicole N. Aljoe--Northeaste~a Ulliversity 

Nicole N. Aljoe’s research and teaching tbcuses on 18th and 19th Century Black Atlantic literatures with a particular specialization on the Caribbean. 

She has published articles and chapters in The Journal oJ~arly American Literature, Anthurium, The Oxford Companion to AJ?ican American 

Slave Narratives, and Teaching Anglophone Caribbean Lilerat~¢re. She is the author of Creole Testimonies: Slave NarrativesJ?om the British 

~¥estlna%s, 1709-1838 (Palgrave 2012), which ot~[brs the first in-depth analysis of slave narratives t?om the Anglophone Caribbean. Currently, Dr. 
Aljoe is at work on a new project that examines the resonances of historical slave nanatives within Contemporary Caribbean cultural production. 

Kimberly Juanita Brown--Northeastern University 

Kimberly Juanita Brown is an assista~lt professor of African American literature at Nol~heastem University. Her manuscript, The Repeating Body: 

Slavery’s Resonance in the Contempora~7¢ exa~nines the proliferation of imagery, literary and visual, that emerges after the Civil Rights Movement and 

contributes to a "failure of seeing" regarding black women’s corporeal vnlnerabilities. Her work is engaged in the intersection of literature and visual 

culture, violence and collective memory. She is currently at work on a second project examiNng images of the dead on the cover of the New York Times 

in 1994. Tentatively titled "Their Dead Among Us: Photography. Melancholy, and The Politics of the Visual," this project will explore the photographic 



dispossession of the body of the other and the patterns of national exclusion engendered by these ocular practices. 

Marcia Chatelain--Georgetown University 
Maxcia Chatelain is assistant professor of history and African-American Studies at Georgetown University. tter first book, South Side Girls: Girlhood 

in Chicago, 1890-1950, exmnines the ways in which African-American’s women’s outreach to girls cons~trncted Black girlhood during the dynamic 

changes of the Great Migration period, and it a~gues that girlhood was a contested ideological space in which African-Americans grappled with an:deties 

and hopes for the period. Her second book project, A Taste of Freedom: Food and tlw Black Strztgglefor CivilRights explores the ways in which 

dining culture shaped African-American protefft, entrepreneurship and activism in the 20th centuu. Taste of Freedom engages visual representations of 

Africea~-American consumers in adveNsing in the post-Civil Rights era to understand the relationship between the politicized marketplace and a long 

his~tory of strnggle. 

Nikld A. Greene--\Vellesley College 
Nikki A. Greene currently serves as the Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow in Art History and Africana Studies at Wellesley College. She received her Ph.D. in 

Art History fi’om the Universi~’ of Delaware in 2009. Before her arrival at Wellesley, she served as an adjunct lecturer at Rutgers Universi~ at Camden 

and Temple UniversiU in Philadelphia. Music has played a significant role in Nildd’s research. She has investigated the significance of jazz in the work of 

artists such as Aaron Douglas, Moe Brooker, and Radcliffe Bailey. Her current book project, based on her dissertation, The Rhythm o¢Glue, arease, 
and Grime: lndexicality in the Works of Romare Bearden, David ttamtnons, and Rende Stout. shows how all three artists use physical, some’rimes 

metonymic, indexical reI~rences in order to lessen the negative impact of stereo~pes of Afi-ican Americans. Building utx~n the~ previous investigations 

into the aural possibilities of the visual, she is currently working on [hnk music in an article tentatively rifled, ’SFhe Feminist Funk Power of Betty Davis and 

Rende Stout." 

Priscilla Layne--University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Priscilla Layne is an Assistant Professor in the Depa~tment of Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures at the University ofNo~th Caxolina at 

Chapel Hill. She completed her BA in Compa~:ative Literature at the UniversiU of Chicago and her MA and PhD in German at the Universily of 

California at Berkeley. In her interdisciplinaxy approach to German studies she investigates 20th and 21st century German literature and culture, primarily 

through the anal~ic lenses of race and gender. She has presented papers at the Black German Cultural Society, the Collegium for African American 

Reseaxch and the Society’ tbr Cinema and Media Studies and published essays on such topics as "the influence of AtiJcan American culture on German 

countereulture, Blackness in Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s film ~¥hi~ and German hip hop. tier dissertation, Blaek Voices, Gentian Rebels, examined 

Germans’ appropriation of Black tx~pulax cultare in post~vax film and literature. 

Doreen Lee-Northeastern UniversiU 
Doreen Lee is Assistant Professor of Anthropology at Northeastern. She received her PhD in Sociocultural anthropology from Comell University in 

2008, with concentrations in Southeast Asian Studies and History. Her interest in photography fftems from her dissertation resea~eh on the intersection 

bem, een visual and political cultures in Indonesia, with respect to the mediatic and techi~ological modes of documentation that activists engaged during the 

democratization process in Indonesia. She has previously taught, presented, and organised colloquia on photography and visual cultures more generally. 

Natalie M. L~ger--Queens College, CUNY 
Natalie M. L6ger received her PhD in English from Cornell Universi~ and is a Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow at the Center for Humanities at Tufts 

University. She is alto an Assi stant Professor of English at Queens College, CUNY. Her primary, area of resea, ch is Caribbean and postcolonia] literature 

and theory with an emphasis on the historical narrative and poetics. Her ~holarship and teaching interests also include the literature of the Black 

Diastx~ra, tlaitian literature and culture, Black women writers and feminist theory as well as questions of alternative modernities. She is currently 

completing a book manu~ript concerned with the theoretical and artistic importance of ttaiti and the Haitian Revolution to the Caribbean literary 
i,naginaxy. ’][’his project exmnines how Caribbean writers negotiate Haiti’s dual and dueling significations as a sign of progress and inefficacy to reconceive 

notions of progress and being in ti,ne for a Ca~bbean experience sh-uggling ruth and against coloniality. 

Courtney Marshall--Universi .ty of New Hampshire 
I’m an Assistant Professor of English and Women’s Studies at UniversiU of New Han~pshire. I’m currently worldng on my first book, Apprehending 

Black l/Vomanhood: Prisons andPunishment inAj?icanMmerican l~2)men’s Literature. I have teaching and research interests in African American 

literature, black feminist and queer theories, and carceral studies. I am also inte~ested in the hifftory of prison photography and crimiual mugshots, 

particulaxly photography of black female iranates. 

Courtney J. Martin--Vanderbilt University 
Courtaey J. Martin is an assistant professor in the ttistory of Art department at Vanderbilt University. She received a doctorate t]com Yale University in 

2009 for her research on twentieth century British art and architecture. She is the author of lengthy essays on the work of many contemporary artists, 
including Rasheed Araeen, Kader Attia, Rina Bane~jee, Frank Bowling, Leslie Hewitt, Wangechi Mutu, Ed Ruscha and Yinka Shonibare. Prior to 

Vanderbilt, she was Chancellor’s Postdoctoral Fellow in the His~tory of Art at the Universi~ of California at Berkeley (2009-2010); a fellow at the Getty 

Research Institute (2008-2009); and a Henry Moore Institute Research Fellow (2007). She also worked in the media, m~ts, and culture unit of the Ford 

Foundation in New York. Her writing has appeared in Art Asia Pacific, Artforum. corn, Art Papers, Contemporary, Flashart~ Frieze, the Getty 

Research Journal and NKA. This year she is working on a manuscript about British art and politics after 1968 and curating a focus display of Frank 

Bowlmg’s painting at Tate Britain. 

Samanthz A. Noel--University of Notre Dame 
Samantha A. Noel received her Ph.D. in Art ttistory from Duke University in 2010. She is a Moreau postdoctora] fellow at the University of Notre 

D~une, mad is also a Visiting Assistant ProtEssor at Davidson College. tter current tx~ok project examines the history of the development of Anglo- 

Caribbean art and visua] culture, paxticularly tire paradoxical emphasis of certain Africanisms or "primitivisms" that are used to convey a supposed 

aestlretic and cultural authenticity of the Ca~bbe~m. She has published articles on representation, perform~mce, gender and race, and visual culture. 

Christina Sharpe--Tufts University 

Clwls~ina Shmpe is an associate professor of English at Tufts UniversiU where she also directs the A~nerican Studies program. Her book Monstrous 

Intimacies: Making Post-Slavery Subjects was published in 2010 by Duke UniversiW Press. She is currently working on several articles on ethics, 
representation, sound, and vision (visuali~0 including one on Atlantic Slavery’s archives as well as a book project titled Memory for Forgetting: 



Blackne.s:s and Whiteness in Cultures of Surprise. She has recently published in the premiere issue of Lateral (the online journal of the Ctdtura] Studies 

Association) and on the Sound Studies Sounding Out/Blog. 

Faith Smith--Brandeis University 
Faith Smith is an Associate Professor of African and Afro-Alnefican Studies, and English at Brandeis University. She published John Jacob Thomas 

and Colonial Formation in the Late Nineteenth-Century Caribbean (2002) and edited Sex and the Citizen: b2terro,gatin,g the Caribbean (2011 ). 

From a focus on travelogues, essays, and oilier texts by nationalists and those they challenged, her book manuscript, "Whose Modem? Caribbean 

Cultural and Intellecma] Fomlations, 1885-1915" is increasingly concerned with the dialogue between these narratives and photography. 

Chuong-D ifi V6~Massachusetts Institute of Technolog~~ 

Chuong-Dgi V6’s research focuses on how wax and global migrations affect the gendered production and genres of literature, cinema and visual culture, 

in particular in the circuits between Southeast Asia and the U.S. Her current book project, An Assemblage ofFrag~nents: Transnational Vietnamese 

Culture andPost-War Returns, examines post- 1975 representations of the Vietnamese civil war and its specter in post 9/11 productions. The project 
theorizes diaspora as tbundational to the make-up of the nation, and therefbre disruptive of nationaJ~ist his~toriographies used in discourses of war and 

nationaJ~ sovereignty. The project also challenges academic models of national literatures and cultures by ref?aming the "nationaJ?’ as always already 

archaeologica] sites of diasporic, transnational representationaJ practices. Her publications can be found in,Journal of Vietnamese Studies; Political 
Regimes and the Media in Asia, edited by Krishna Sen and Terence Lee; and Film in Contemporao, Southeast Asia: Cultural Interpretation and 

Social b~tervention, edited by David Li~n and Hiroyuki Yamamoto. She is co-editing an anthology on transnationaJ and diasporic Southeas~t Asian 

culture, to be published by University of Hawai’i in association with UCLA Center for Asian American Studies. 

~l~he Dark Room--Bios.doc> 

Dr, Marcia CI’,,atelaifs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 22, 2012 4:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ItS: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

In view of the message you need make sure that you have a correct UNC onyen and password, otherwise you will not be able to access these documents. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From:                     ,@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:43 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

Thank you for trying. I tried that link, along with other different ways I could get in. I am still having a problem. I went ahead and sent an email to the help desk. Hopefully I 
will hear back from them soon. I don’t know if you could help, but this is the message I get when I try all the links. 

Authorization Failed 
The ONYEN and password you entered are VALID, but we are unable to confirm that you are AUTHORIZED to use the Library’s proxy server for remote access to licensed 
electronic resources. 

If you believe you received this denial in error, please complete the form available at the How to get a PID page and forward it to administrative staff in your UNC-CH academic 
department, so that your affiliation can be properly updated. 
Graduate students may wish to consult with the department’s director of graduate research; faculty and staff should refer to the department’s Human Resources facilitator 
directly. 

If you have trouble setting up library access within your department, please fill out the Proxy Error Report Form so that we can help troubleshoot the problem. 

I am not sure if you recognize this or not, but I thought I would try. I will keep trying other things as well in order to get to the reading. Thank you for all of your help so far. I 
hate that I am getting offto such a rocky start so far. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:19 AM 
To: 
Subject: N: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAIVl 

See the message received below regarding accessing the e-reserve reading material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:16 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Welcome AFAM 

Hi Charlene, 

The e-reserve links direct sl:udents to a log-in page I:o t:he library, where the,/need to log ~n with their Onyen and password t:o access the readings (by following 

~:h~; lin~: htt£~/~[~n£~u~r~y:~:un~es/~9~r~ge:~s~£~£~9~)~ Then dk:k "Accept" to get into the A~:AM    e-reserves page. 

~[: her Onyen and password is not showing her to ~og in, ~ wokdd recommend to have her contacL Lhe Help Desk sL 919--g62-H£LP or sL he]p.unc.edu. ~f she is able Lo 

log ~n with her Origen and password, but is unaMe to view that particular reading, let me know. 

Thanks! 

Jess~l 

Fmm~ Regester, Charlene B 
Sent~ Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:10 AM 

To~ Bliss, Jessa 
Subjeet~ ~: Welcome AFAM 
Dear Jessa: The student below cannot access the e-rese~e readings -- I con~cted the libra~ to make sure that they were accessible and we did de~rmine that these 
readings are accessible. Please provide information on how I might be able to assist this student. ~anks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                    r@live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Welcome AFAM 

Dear Charlene Regester, 
It is great to hear from you. I look forward to this class, and learning a lot. I am currently trying to read from the e-reserves, and I am not able to do so. I have tried multiple 
trouble-shootings, and have not been successful. I was wondering if there was another way I could read the information? I am working and traveling all day tomorrow, and I 
do not think I will be able to get on Sakai. I would like to complete the assignment tonight. Look forward to hearing from you, and hopefully together we can figure something 
out. 
Good night, 

From: reqester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 3:20 PM 
Subject: Welcome AFAM 



To: Undiselosed Recipients 

From: Charlene Regester 

Dear Pa~J~cipating Students: 

This message is to welcotne you to AFAM    and inform you that I roll be your ins~tmctor. I hope that you will find this experience intellectually stimulating and 

meaningful to your future endeavors. As we proceed through the course please respect the opinions and differences of your peers and carefully read ~1l posts submitted 

as pext of the class. Since the course examines slave~?~ a~d raci~1ly sensitive tnaterial, it is itnperative that you avoid ott~nding others. 

Also, please note that you are required to participate in the discussion forum that represents 10% of your grade. Therefore, keep in mind that your pe:rticipation in the 

discussion forum can have a significant impact on your final grade in the course. 

Since our class began today, the post for Lesson I is not due until tomorrow (Wednesday). However, normally the post for each lesson is due on Tuesday of each 

week. 

Finally, I look forward to worldng with you in the forthcoming weeks. If you need to contact me, please do so by email and I will try to respond as soon as possible. 
Best wishes and hope you have a good semester. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The Universit.5~ of Nor’th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "AFAM 
this link to access Messages for this site: £~ _t_ !_A_ _M_ . 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:32 AM 

Bliss, Jessa <jess%bliss@unc.edtr~ 

l~W: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

From:                    @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:01 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

Yes, I have been using this onyen and password for many years now. I was just taking online course through CCO this summer. I am still trying everything, and talking to all 
the rl people. Hopefully, we will get it working soon. I will definitely let you know when I am able to access it. 

From-" Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:58 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

In view of the message you need make sure that you have a correct UNC onyen and password, otherwise you will not be able to access these documents. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From-"                     ~@live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:43 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

Thank you for trying. I tried that link, along with other different ways I could get in. I am still having a problem. I went ahead and sent an email to the help desk. Hopefully I 
will hear back from them soon. I don’t know if you could help, but this is the message I get when I try all the links. 

Authorization Failed 
The ONYEN and password you entered are VALID, but we are unable to confirm that you are AUTHORIZED to use the Library’s proxy server for remote access to licensed 
electronic resources. 

If you believe you received this denial in error, please complete the form available at the How to get a PID page and forward it to administrative staff in your UNC-CH academic 
department, so that your affiliation can be properly updated. 
Graduate students may wish to consult with the department’s director of graduate research; faculty and staff should refer to the department’s Human Resources facilitator 
directly. 

If you have trouble setting up library access within your department, please fill out the Proxy Error Report Form so that we can help troubleshoot the problem. 

I am not sure if you recognize this or not, but I thought I would try. I will keep trying other things as well in order to get to the reading. Thank you for all of your help so far. I 
hate that I am getting offto such a rocky start so far. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:19 AM 
To’, 
Subject-" N: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAIVl 

See the message received below regarding accessing the e-reserve reading material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:16 AM 

To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Welcome AFAM 

HI Charlene, 

The e-reserve links direct sl:udents to a log-in ~)age I:o t:he ~brary, where they need to log m with their Onyen and password t:o access the readings (by folk~wing 

th~s Hnk: b-~-~-~Z~[~:]-[~:-~-~-:~-~-~-:]~-~-~:-[~-~:-~-~-£:~Z~-~Z~£~£~-g~:-~-[~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-£~)~ Then d~ck "Accept" to get into the AFAM    e-reserves page. 

I[: her Onyen and password is not allowing her to ~og in, ~ wouM recommend to have her contac[ [he Help Desk s[ 919--962-HELP or s[ he]p.unc.edu. If she is able [o 

log in with her Onyen and password, but is unaMe to view that particular reading, let me know. 

Jess~l 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent= Wednesday, August 22, 2022 9:20 AM 

To= Bliss, 3essa 
S~bje~t= ~: Welcome AFAM 
Dear 3essa: The student below cannot access the e-rese~e readings -- I con~cted the Iibra~ to make sure that they were accessible and we did de~rmine that these 
readings are accessible. Please provide information on how I might be able to assist this student. ~anks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ’@live.unc.edu] 



Sent-" Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Welcome AFAM 

Dear Charlene Regester, 
It is great to hear from you. I look forward to this class, and learning a lot~ I am currently trying to read from the e-reserves, and I am not able to do so. I have tried multiple 
trouble-shootings, and have not been successful. I was wondering if there was another way 3[ could read the information? I am working and traveling all day tomorrow, and I 
do not think I will be able to get on Sakai. I would like to complete the assignment tonight. Look forward to hearing from you, and hopefully together we can figure something 
out. 
Good night. 

From: L_e_g__e__s__t__e_r_~__e_Ln___a_!J_~_u__t~__c__~_e_~[u_. [regesterC_c~email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 21, 2012 3:20 PM 
Subject-" Welcome AFAM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Frotn: Charlene Regester 

Dear Participating Students: 

This message is to welcome you to AFAM    and inform you that I roll be your insh-uctor. I hope that you roll find this experience intellectually stimulating and 

meaningful to your future endeavors. As we proceed through file course please respect the opinions and diffe~ences of your peers and carefully read all posts submitted 

as paxt of t]ae class. Since the course examines slave~ and racially sensitive material, it is imperative that you avoid offending others. 

Also, please note that you are required to participate in the discussion tbmm that represents 10% of your grade. Theretbre, keep in mind that your paxticipation in the 

discussion forum can have a significant impact on your tinal grade in the course. 

Since our class began today, the posit tbr Lesson I is not due until tomorrow (Wednesday). However. nonnally the post tbr each lesson is due on Tuesday of each 

week. 

Finally, I look forward to worldng with you in the fort~co~ning weeks. If you need to contact me, please do so by email and I will t~7 to respond as soon as possible. 

Best wishes and hope you have a good semester. 

Sincereb; Charlene Regester 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fi~om the "AFAIVl 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFAM 

" site. To reply to this message click 



CHAPTER FIVE 

New Directions 

~:.~:.N~{~{~:~:~N~N~N~:~:~:~:~N~{,~,~,~.~.~.~.~.!.~ig Garrison emerged 
groin a childhood og pove~y in Massachusetts to become a middling- 
successful printer and journalist. Slight, bespectacled, and balding, 
his appe~ance belied the intensity of his passion over issues involv- 
ing injustice. Louis Filler writes in The Crusade Against Slaveo,, 
]830-1860 (1960) that as Garrison entered his twenties, "piety, 
peace, total abstinence, and a general search for reform issues char- 
acterized his work and reflected his need for a moral universe." His 
se~ch ended when he came to abolition. 

Organized efforts to end slavery up to that time had been scat- 
tered and weak. If they had a general thrust, it was toward gradual 
abolition with compensation %r slave owners and the 

slaves to lands omside ~he United States, ~~:~:~N~: former 

NEW DIRECTIONS I(53 

snbject i do not wish to think, or to speak or write, with moderation. 

Fell a man whose house is on fire to give a moderate aiarm; tell him 

y rescue his wife from the hands of a ravisher; tell the mother to 

y extricate her babe from the fire into which it has fallen- but urge 

t to rise moderation in a cause like the present. 1 am in eamest--i will 

vocate--i will not retreat a single ir~ch--and 1 WlLL BE HEARD. 

Heard he was, eventually. Appearance of the Liberator symbol- 

start of a shift of direction a~?d intensity irt the..~lition 

Garrison has had his detractors among historians. Some have 
,’ed him as arrogant, egotistical, fanatical, narrow minded, 

and vindictive. But only a handful downplay his impor- 
in changing the abolition movement. Where the popular image 

seems poorly formed is in the idea that the young jour- 
cut the immediate-emancipation design solely from his own 
fabric, with minimal assistance or influence from others, and 

rallied blacks and whites to take up his cause. Like the ideas of 
reformers, Garrison’s were the product of his time and place. 

did not invent the strident tone of militant abolitionism nor the 
of urgency to end slavery by himself in the weeks or months 

out lhe first number of i 

It was ~i {:[~ when events on t:he i0~al, state, a~d 
aal leVelS were drawing increasingly more attention m Slavery 

related issues. And perhaps most important, it was a time when 
African Americans were becoming more militant in their oppo- 

to slavery, for they were beginning to see more clearly than 
that their fate and that of slaves were connected by race. 
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White Racism and Proslavery 

The half-century between 1780 and 1830 was important in the 

opment of a number of basic beliefs, attitudes, and assumptions 

by Americans. The United States Constitution, the Bill of 

and the American political system all came into being during 

period. So did some of the fundamental modes of American 

thinking--the conservatism of Federalists, the republicanism 

fersonians, the broader democracy of Jacksonians. But of 

importance for this study was the development during the early 
public of increasingly rigid thoughts and feelings concerned with. 

cial difference, along with assumptions about the 

persons of African descent. 

Questions about the beginnings of racism in En 

North America are hard ones to answer. There is no doubt tha~ 

early English colonists in the New World had strong, negative 

conceptions of persons who differed from themselves 

culturally. Indeed, they used racist notions concerning 

icans--that they were a "brutish" sort of people~ lacking 

nearer to beasts than to humans--to justify taking their tand~ 

the early English had negative preconceptions of persons of 

descent, who through English eyes appeared to have no reli " 

wear few clothes, ~o eat o~ foods with ~heir hands, and to liv~ 

to nature with strange animals, 

....... m~h of the s~vente~mh ceamri .............................. 
tried--a~d even ~ servants 

BritiSh isles)~ ... 
~N~N~NN~, brought t~e Eng!~sh col;nists to turn ainms{ 

sively to black slavery by the start of the eighteenth century. 

Of course, the fact that slavery became a permanent co~ 

for persons of African descent in America only strengthened 

racial prejudices. It was hard to enslave another distinctive group 

people without developing negative feelings for them~esF 
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proved necessary to punish them beyond the limits of the law 

in order to extract work from them. 

slavery-made it easier and in some 

to strengtbet~ whites’ racist notions about blacks. 

had the potential to break this negative spiral of white 

toward African Americans was the ideology of the Ameri- 
xtion. When the American patriots asserted in the Decla- 

independence that "all men are created equal," they were 

forth a doctrine into which slavery did not fit. Nothing in the 

suggested that ========================================================================== ................................. :~:~:+ ................... +:::::::+ ............................................... 
¯ - with the Revolutionary 

as 

ia earlier chapters. Gary B. Nash in Race and Revolution 

makes clear how strong the post-Revolutionary consensus 

.lUSt in the North~for at least g~aduaI emancipation. But 

became the real dilemma for tge country based on 

principles and individua~ freedoms was in the South. :~ 

~on in the mind~6}:~{prominent whites in South 

and Georgia about perpetuating black slavery in the new 

R. Frey m Wa,er from the Rock." Black Resistance in 

y Age (1991} contends, that % desperate effor~ to reas~ 

hegemony over their ~laves and thereby preserve their frag- 

world" was a major reason why the white gentry of the 

pported American independence and the war against 

Planters from the two southernmost states probably 

made national acceptance of slavery a clearly stated pre- 

for their joining the Union had they not so drastically 

the military might of the federal government to help them 

ive Creek war parties and the potential threat from Spanish 

But the quesnon that did come up for so many white south- 

again and again, was how to rationalize the continuing exis- 

’y in a country in which all men had those clearly stated 

y accepted inalienable rights. The only possible approach 
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to forming an answer was to separate those in slavery from the 
of "all menY And the only way to do so was to fall back on 
assumptions about the "nature and character" of persons of 
descent. 

Fortunately for those wishing to justify slavery by 
African Americans, entering onto the intellectual stage at 
same time as the philosophy that asserted Man’s natural ri 
scientific studies of physical differences among humans 
attempts to classiC’ humans according to their race. Into 
tionary years, educated Americans held to the basic Enli~. 
ideas that all humans were of the same species, that all were 
of indefinite improvement, and that obvious physical and 
differences among humans were the result of environment. 
ginning in {he 1770s, a steady pecking away at the 
theory" of difference took 

spread rapidly in the United States after 
lumbian Magazin:e printed rw:o extracts from his book 
magazine followed with a 
State gf */irginia ( 1 "~:85 ~. Jefferson did not agree with gong on: 
bet of points concerning persons of African descent, 
fuel for racist fires in the United States with his Noses. 

~g{~{{{{N~i{~i~i~i~N~iiii{RRR{{i~@!N~i{{ From "scientific 
Jefferson testified to blacks’ laziness and s~owr~ess. 
reason, their lack of imagination, and their unsi 
off:" by "wooly hair" and an "’ungainly" physique. Imp 
gumems was the idea thal blacks did not need 
not and probably could not live in a free society as 
because of their racial inferiority. Slavery thus was the 
tution for dealing with such different creatures. 

With the founding of the new nation came 
these ideas. It became clear almost immediately thai ............................. 
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Fathers, whose wisdom some considered to be guided by Provi- 
dence, intended the United States to be a "white man’s country,." This 
was made evident during the first session of Congress when it passed 
a naturalization law limiting acquisition of citizenship to white im- 
migrants, and again in the seco~d session when it limited particit3a~ 
tion in the militia ~o white men.i{ ................. 

could not assume st~ch 
ip, they argued, because whites would never accept them as 

uals, thus allowing them to assimilate, and because persons of Af- 
descent did not possess the intelligence needed to be effective 

African Americans not in slavery thus had no place in the 
y, and their continuing existence might prove dangerous 
they become restless in their subordinate position. Virginian 

George Tucker echoed this voice in A Disserlation on Slaver3, 

"If it is true, as Mr. Jefferson seems to suppose," wrote 

Such racist arguments for slavery proved to be heavy intellec- 

ammunition for weapons that were temporarily stacked.* In 
of the wave of egalitarianism and individual manumission that 

to wash over the North and Upper South past the turn of 

agitauon relating to slavery ~e country’s first two 

More ]ndependent, Shane White argues that it was primarily the intel- 
:i~guential, urban, white eiite whose racial attitudes hardened in late- 

America. From a reading of almanacs, which circulated among 
of society," White concludes that the treatment of African Americans 

e predominamlv tufa!, iess ’~ ~ we,,-to-do, and less hterate was, "on the 
aympathetic and relatively benign." 
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decades of existence fbcused on baking Ame~can participation 
the Atlamic stave trade, and by ~be ~ime the Constitution per 

Congress ~o act against ~he trade in ~808, only a mino~ty 
emers cared to resist. In those instances when persons with libert 

inn semiments mounted a reasoned c~ticism of slavery, 
for the institution cou/d trot o~t their racist no~io . ,-       , . 

remain that wa, ..... ;~ ,k ..... .    " a/~on~and 
J.---, m~ auacK against s/avery stren. ~ 

rot some ~m?e most sru,~ ....... ~    ,      , g hened. 
have believed that ~ite sc J’~’"~ ~ proslavery mought in 

subject beyond he necessary-evil,’ ~’r--       - t ’*     ~umemers did not generate thinkb~gon 

~ 
- aveo’ Tt~ou~ht i~ OM Soz~h (1935) ~hat o~y in reaction ~o a series of threatening 

events of the 1820s-~the debates in Congress over stavery 
sou~, Denmark Ve sey’s conspiracy; discussions surrounding the 
~ivities of ~he Ame~can Co~oniza~io~ SOciety; a~d 
amount of propaganda coming froa~ abo~i:tio~:ist 

southerner~ ~Nn marshaling their intellectual forces for 
defense of ~a~ery. To do so, ~hey re~ned their o~d ~ 

evil. a "positive good." The argumen~ seeme~ simple to ~hem. 
assumed that persons of Af~can descen~ were innately infer~o~ 
persons of European descen< as most whites dkl. then one 
argue that s~avery was the Africans’ proper and natural status 
cause masters took care of b~acks better than they could 

themselves, the argument went. s~avery was actually 
those enslaved S~averv was a~so good for the slave owners 

extension, ~he country, for ~he persons in bondage produced 
that sold well giving the slave owner profit an6 status while 
the coumry’s economy. Thus evoh, ed ~he South’s main 
argumem %r the anteb~//um pehod. 

Bot in a book published in 1987, ProslavetN: A History 
D@nse of SlaveO, in America, ]701-1840, Larry ~. Tise 
the conten~s of proslavery arguments, studies some of the indiv 
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made the arguments, and asserts that most historians of the de- 
of slavery have been off base, especially in their sense of how 

why proslavery 
Tise contends arguments developed and who first came up with 

that the most pervasive and tong-lasting proslav- 
arose as part of a conservative reaction to ti~e social 

convulsions that rocked the country repeatedly betu,’een 
~830. And these arguments were articulated throughout the 

not by southern slave owners but almost solely by at~ves of 
sons of staunch Federalists, and the products of Con- 

religious training." Tise’s argument suggests more about country grounded in liberty could continue to practice slavery 

doing so, and it emphasizes the critical effect that the 

early nirwteenth century had on the hardening of white 
toward Aft/can Americans and s~avery. 
time of the early republic was disruptive to the extreme. 

)~deological basis of tie country was still in ferment after the era 

!ion and the subsequent period of constitution building. 
radically new, potentially subversive ideas gushed out of the 

that was the French Revolution, frightening those, particu- 
New Engtand Federalists, who tonged for order and stability 

Order and stability were not easily found, however four 

threats of war were ~fmost constant, and society itself was 
~ew/ands opening, people moving about more widely 

and old moral and religious tenets f?equendy being dis- 
Furthermore, the thrashing out of America~ politics and the 

first of Jeffersonian Republicanism and then of Jacksoniar~ many wondering if the greatest danger to the country 
from within~ 

the long, chaotic generation following the country’s 

conservative Americans fashioned an ideotogy,~one that 
law; order, tradition, and a social and economic system 

slavery: InP~uential white Americans, with a number of 

clergymen in the forefront, reacted strongly to persons 
whom they perceived as disruptive and s’abversive. The 

n#ormally involved linking the perceived causes of turmoil 

Is, crazed democrats, or others who cared not about 
religious orthodoxy; public order, or other e]emems that 
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had made American society strong. It was, writes Tise, a 
tire counterrevolution" against what many believed to be the 
of anarchy and disruption. 

These conservative ideas were hatched in the North by 
and they moved southward in the early decades of the new 
largely with itinerant clergymen who were intent upon 

Christianity,. When the events of the 1820s and !830s s 
greatest questioning of slavery that had occurred since the Re ................ 
tionary era and increasing amounts of antislavery 
emerged from abolitionists to threaten southern slaveholders, 
ter already had the conser,,,ative underpinning for their 

guments. Abolitionism was a subversive conspiracy, they 
threat to the established order and to the country’s working, 
chical societv. Slavery was a "positive good" because it 
order and m~intained’the social hierarchy. Abolitionists wer~ 

:::::::::::5::::::: eyed radicals cut from the mold of the French Revolutionary: .................... 
the conservative arguments were not simply those of white so~ 
ers who owned slaves. The "conservative republicanism" that 

ported and justified slavery, Tise contends, was a sentiment 
held by a majority of white Americans by l 830. 

Tise’s argument is useful because it show~ how much of 
country accepted the basis for the defense of the South’s 
institution, but it directs attention away from a still more 
held assumption--the racist one--the growth of which after 
was essential to the overcoming of the lingering egalitarianism .................. 

the support of the proslavery arguments. A strong belief in the 
feriority of persons of African descent helped weaken the 
to spread natural rights to African Americans. It was the belief 

underlay both the "necessary evil" and the "positive good" ar 
merits in defense of slavery. 1~ a review of Tise’s book in the Jo 

Of Southern History,, 5 (!989), Leland J. Bellot underscores the 
portance of the seldom-questioned racist assumptions that s 
widely among the country’s white population in the time of the early ............. 

republic: [ Jac~sm--particularly the assumption that black people, 
whether slave or free, could not be assimilated into white society~ 
was the common thread running through the fabric of American l~ro~ 

slavery thought whether it arose from t~orther~ or southern sources, 
from clergy or laity, in democratic or conservative contexts." 
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racist assumptions had crept into the thinking of 
;ed slavery and of those who merely saw it as an 

eventually would cease to exist in America. If the 
of Africans, once fi-eed, remained inferior and could not 

what could be done with them? For many in the first 
nth century, cot~,~ization was the answer. 

:hicken-or-egg" quality to the question about the origins 

,~rican-American colonization. Did American blacks, 
future in remaining in a country in which the racism of 
them in a degraded position, first suggest removing 

to the land of their ancestors where prospects were bet- 
whites, who judged persons of African descent to be 

, did not want to live among free blacks, and who believed 
Americans’ only chance for advancement was to leave 

make the initial suggestion for removal? The answer. 

four bondsmen living near Boston asked the. Massa- 
islamre to allow them to work one day each week for 
in order that they might purchase their freedom and. "’as 
can from our joynt labours procure monev ~o Ira:n:sport 

to some part of the coast of Africa. where we propose a 
Four years later, libertarians m the Virginia legislature 

a plan to free the state’s slaves born after a certain date. 

the freed youth apprentices until they reached adulthood, and 
from the country,. In Notes on the State of Virginta, 

plains why removal of the free black was necessary: 

before the Revolution was over, some of the cards of the 

emigration or colonization schemes were on the 
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table. Some blacks were so hopeless about their future in 
that they wanted to leave. Some whites were so opposed to 
with free blacks that they wanted to be rid of them. These two 
of thought would remain prominent in the minds of some blacks ~ 
whites for more than a century. 

Before the eighteenth century was over, evems across the Ada 
tic provided focus for the colonization idea. In 1787 a group 
ish philanthropists sent four hundred of London’s "Black Poor" 
what is now Sierra Leone, on Africa~s West Coast, to begin a 
In the minds of many British humanitarians, the black colonist,s. 
addition to enjoying land ownership and free lives, were to 
Christianity to the indigenous Africans, work toward ending 
slave trade, and in time replace the trade in humans with 
lucrative to the colonists and, of course, to the commercial 
of the colony’s philanthropic supporters back in England. (It 
remarked one wag, "philanthropy plus six per cent.") 

The first ships carrying the black English colonists were out 
the Atlantic, on their way toward the site of the colony, 

from ~e We~t~indian island of 

iN~i~i~gi~:i~N~l~{]~R~NN~ii~iii{~i .......................when Thorn,.on presented 

to ~he Free African Society in Philadelphia, the response was 
ent. Thornton came to Philadelphia just as the Pennsylvania Aboli; 
tion Society was reorg~izing and making plans to take broader and 
bolder action against slavery and in support of newly emanci 
African Americans. Philadelphia blacks had rising hopes for better 
lives in America. The Free African Society wrote to black supporters 
of Thomton’s idea in Newport about "persons who are sacrificing 
their own time, ease, and and the fa- 
therlesS, in this ...................... 

If the Opposition Of Afri~afi ~mericans in P~i}adei~:~ dig ~{. 

squelch the enthusiasm for emigration of blacks in New England; .............. 
lack of funds did. Newport’s African Union Society sent a lone era- 

Sierra Leone in 1795 to size up prospects for emigration, 
d afford nothing more. By the end of the century, the voices 

emigration had quieted, not to be heard again untit a free 
Massachusetts, an entrepreneur cut in the true Yankee 

for West Africa in 1811 ................................................................. 

Cuffe was the off- 
~ freed siave, 0riginaily from the Gold Coast of Africa, and 
\merican woman. His home was the southern edge of Mas- 

Though lacking formal education, Cuffe and his brother, 
years of sailing and whaling, began a maritime commer- 

that seemed to grow in size every year. By early in the 
century; Cuffe owned one sloop, two brigs, and several 
and he was transporting cargo to Philadelphia and Balti- 

wi~h occasional trips to the Caribbean and Europe. He raised 

of many in American and foreign ports, for his vessels 

wi~h all-black crews. 

In: ~808, Cuffe turned his attention to Africa. He had come to 
that participation in the sinful slave trade had degraded indig- 

Africans and stripped them of their moral foundation. But he 
that if African Americans brought Christianity and legiti- 

~ trade to the peoples of Africa they could "uplift" those living in 
of their ancestors. Cuffe believed that he could transport 
gious, and propertied African Americans across the Arian- 

order to begin the process. He joined the Society of Friends and 

to persuade Quakers to support his idea. They, in turn, noti- 
leaders of Britain’s philanthropic institutions, who encouraged 

to make an inspection of the functioning Sierra Leone colony. 
America’s trade embargo with Great Britain ended, in 1810, 

readied for the inspection voyage, his first to West Africa. 
Cuffe’s impression of Sierra Leone was positive. He liked its 

for settlement and trade, and he felt that the colonists there 
indeed useful links in the bringing of Christianity and corn-- 

to the indigenous population. In 1811 while still in Sierra 
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Leone, Cuffe helped prompt The Friendly Society of Sierra Leone 
cooperative black trading organization. Members of the society 
to act "for the beneficial good of the universe and the glory, 
but their activities were to have the effect, as the organization’s 
title suggests, "of Encouraging the Black Settlers of Sierra Leone 
and the Natives of Africa generally, in the Cultivation of their Soil 
by {.he Sate of ~heir Produce." Black colonists, English 
pi:s{~ {he British government ali w,e~e s~pporters of Cuffe’s 
lizing m~smn. 

Cuffe returned to ~he United State~ in 1812, intent on sending 
least one vesSeI each year to Sierra Leone, transporting free 
American settlers and goods to the colony, and returning with 
ketable African products~camwood, ivory, cowhides, palm oil, 
peanuts, and rice. His ideas caught the attention of African Ameri- 
cans and infused new energy into old thoughts of emigration. But 
Cuffe’s immediate problem was the pending war with Great Britain 
and the resultant disruption of commerce. Cuffe petitioned Congress 
for a license to conduct a small amount of trade with Britain’s West 
African colony‘ but the House of Representatives denied his request. 
If he was to take African Americans to the British colony, Cuffe 
would have to wait out the War of 1812. 

Within less than a year of the signing of the Treaty of Ghent in 
t814, Cuffe organized his first voyage of colonization and com- 
merce. On his brig Tra~,eller, which left Boston on December 10, 
18 l 5, was a cargo of tobacco, fl our, soap, candies, naval stemS, ha[s .................. 

Cuffe judged the voyage a partial success. Although he failed to 
rage money on his commercial ventures in Sierra Leone, he ob- 
tained land there for the African-America~ settlers. After his return 
to the United States in the spring of 1816, he grew even more enthu- 
siastic over the prospects of African colonization. As he read of slave 
insurrections in the American South and of increasing racial tensions 
ia the North where poor whites did not take kindly to having to com- 
pete with free blacks for jobs, Cuffe came to believe that only in 
Af~ca, away from white animosity, could America’s blacks "rise to 
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bel ieved. As he waxed en~husias~ 
~arge-sca/e African-American colonization, Cuffe found his 

those of some white Americans, who were working 

time toward the same ends with a new organizatiom the Amer- 
Society. 

¯ ginia legislature continued to think and speak of co!oni- 
following its early discussions. Immediately after Gabriel’s 

in 1800, the legislat~re, in secret session, brought up coloniza-- 

asked Governor Monroe to consult Presiden{ Jefferson on 
matmr. Jefferson inquired about the British venture, in Sierra 

bu~ he found no inmre.st there in an>’ massive infusion of 
blacks. For the next decade, co!oniza~ion ,/,,as a d~g: ........ 

minds of whites. 

in t816, Virginia legislator Charles FentOn Mercer got the col- 

"bug.’" Mercer was convinced that racism would forever 
blacks at the bottom of America’s class structure and thus make 
a threat to the wealthier elements in American society. He 

that African Americans would prove, to be a permanem "ban- 
consisting of this degraded, idle, an~d v.ieious population, who 
forth from their coverts    and plunder the rich proprietors m 

valleys." When he argued in Congress. in December of 1816. that 

government ought to colonize free blacks on Africa’s west 
more whites than ever before thought it was an idea whose 

had arrived. 

would be cleared of them;" ~{~gi:~~~a::~[~~i:{:[~/~::’~gi~ ~;~oudd 

to Africa a population partially civilized and chr|stianized - 
blacks would be put m a better condition." Finley sought 

advice and received assurance that Cuffe, the only person in 

ica who had experience in taking blacks to an African colony, 
prepared "to be made use of in any way, which may forward the 
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ptan , . ." Finley’s campaign culminated in a meeting in 

ton’s Davis Hotel on December 21, 18116, where a group of~ 

nent ministers and government leaders agreed to form the Am 

Society for Colonizing the Free People of Color in the United 

A week later the American Colonization Society was organized 

really in the United States House of Representatives. with 

Court Justice Bushrod Washington as its president, its rank and 

including such notables as Henry Clay, Daniel Webster. 

proctan’tations could not 
:what               of the s0cietv’s existence. African Arhe~ican~s 

were at the bottot~ of America’s social swucmre because the racis{: 
attitudes and actions of,~-~,;whites relega{ed them to that position Ra~he~ 

than working to end the racism of whites, the society preferred 

remove the obiects of the racism. 

And it waT~{3°~g>y~~~o supported the socie 

Many southerners would not have participated in the organization 

from the beginning had they not been told that it would pay 

tion. in the words of Henry Clay, to "’any question of emanci 

or that which was concerned with the abolition of slavery." If some 

society members believed that establishment of a colony in Africa 

for freed slaves might eventually lead more masters to emancipate 

their slaves, others thought that ridding the United States of its 

"troublesome" free blacks would make the institution of slavery 

more secure. Thus, for a time many whites who opposed the exis- 

tence of slavery joined forces with prosperous and influential slave 

owners to support the efforts of the American Colonization Society. 

In the northern states and in those of the Upper South, sentiment 

for colonization of free blacks spread rapidly. Branches of the Amer- 

ican Colonization Society appeared in cities from Baltimore to Bos- 

ton; states established their own colonization societies; and some 

state legislatures even endorsed these efforts and voted them funds. 

Maryland and Virginia eventually enacted legislation designed to 

colonize their newly emancipated African Americans. Agents for the 
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Colonization Society fanned out into small towns and rural 

Upper South in particular, soliciting funds and trying to 

in colonization. 

support from powerful figures in government, the society 

:kly. When its emissaries met a cool reception in Sierra 

ety decided to seek its own location for a "homeland." 
President James Monroe approved use of the United States 

support such activity. The next year, Lieutenant (later Corn- 

Matthew C. Perry, in command of the U.S. schooner Shark, 

a site on Cape Mesurado south of Sierra Leone, and nego- 

! with the indigenous Africans for its sale. African-American 

sent over by the American Colonization Society soon estab- 

settlement there, naming it Monrovia after the president, and 

grandest colonization scheme was under way. 

in spite of the strong governmental support and the flurry 

y, relatively few African Americans ever participated in the 

:ion effort. Over the forty years between the settlement of 
and the outbreak of the Civil War, only 15,000 black 

four hundred annually, on average--made the At- 
crossing aud attempted to become permanent residents of what 

a~the land of freedom. 

~ mum reaso~ ~he soc.ie~v never ~anspo~ted more African 

to Liberia was a simple ~ael America~ blacks ~egarded 

, of their birth, rather {hart ~he ~a:nd of {heir ancestors, as 
r home. The feeling was never universal, but it grew in that direc- 

From the start, colonization was of real interest to only a pot- 

of ~he free black community. Among African Americans not 

out of slavery or those living in rural areas and poorer economic 

the appeal of African colonization grew out of discour- 

and hopelessness. Such people held a stronger sense that 

to Africa was preferable to life in the United States, 

~acial distinctions permanently relegated persons with African 

to a ~ower caste. "I am an African, and in this country, how- 

meritorious my conduct and respectable my character, I cannot 

the credit due either," wrote Virginia minister Lott Cary in 

as he was preparing to leave for Africa. :’I wish to go to a 

-y where I shall be estimated by my merits, not by my complex- 
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ion." The white husband of a Tennessee free black woman, 

that "Coloured... is a word of tremendous impact in North 

ica," feared "bequeathing to my children a hopeless de 

will go a~ywhere," he wrote, °’to avoid so hateful an attitude." 

~ut, as we shall see, another strain of thought strongly op 
to colonization came to predominate in the free black comm 

And in the 1820s the whole colonization issue would hel 

African Americans’ ideas about the future for blacks in 

whether for themselves or for those still enslaved. Still, none of 

would happen before some of the earliest white abolitionists 

onto colonization and made it a part of their program for endin 

ery in the United States. 

White Antislavery,S ent~ment" 

White efforts to end slavery in the United States had their 
roots in Christian religious principles and the egaIitar~ani~m 
Western world’s Enlightenment. Antislavery sentiments eme 
continental Europe and spread to England,°where by 1750, 
thropists began to devote large amounts of money and time 

ending, the slave trade and slavery 

Most eighteenth-century residents of British North 
were less concerned about the issue. There had long been 
handfuls of people in the colonies who deemed chattel slavery " 
moral and unchristian and who said so, but it was the members 
Society of Friends, more commonly called Quakers, who 
the most frequently outspoken on the subject. After the middle, 
eighteenth century, Quakers became even more vociferous in 
antipathy ~.oward 

the, their efforts to dire~t a. more .................. 
sauIt on the slave trade and to bring thoughts about the immorality 
slavery itself before the educated punic. 

The same impulse that had led American colonists to rise u ::~ 
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what they considered economic and political enslavement to 

land brought many of the same people to question the. 

of African descent in bor~dage 

The Quakers: did not ease off, either~ in conjunction v~iih 

Benezet coordinated an assault on slavery’s 
~ghout the New Worm 

the Revolutionary War ended, even though slavery contin- 
in the country, many victorious Americans from all parts 

looked forward to the day of complete emancipation, and 
m to work toward its realization. There had been a formal 

organization in Philadelphia since 1775, and a decade 
societies began to sprout up in every s~at.e north of 

Even persons with 
. ser~time~:~i~"Vi:~~~i~i~i:~boldened by the 1782 state law 

manumissions, petitioned the General Assembly in t785 to 
the freeing of slaves, thus gradually ending the ownership of 
in the stateo Although this activity sep~’ed to marshal the 

proslavery forces, and the latter, managing to work up broad 
had carried the day in the Assembly, neither Virginians who 

to end slavery nor others around the country who favored 
hope. The steady demise of slavery in the north- 

and the regular occurrence of individual manumissions in 
South confirmed existing beliefs that slavery was slowly 

in the country that had been founded on the principles of lib- 

activities and events that took place over the decade foilow- 
start of the Constitutional Convention i_n ~ 787 altered the 

slavery in the United States and made persons op~ed to 
assume a different outlook on the future, In spite of the 

of Constitutional Convention members who had antislavery 
the Founding Fathers did not attempt to abolish slavery 
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in the United States Constitution. The overriding concerns of 
Founders were to bring stability to the country, to guarantee 
pmper~y, and to install a truly national government with authority 
over the states and localities, Attacking slavery would have made 
of ~ha{ much h~der to achieve, 
seemed m dislike siavery the most asked quietly to set ~he issue ..................... 
aside and ignore memorials asking them: to deal dec}sive!~ wi~h the 

The events of the early years of t~e ~a*ion’s existence were more 
bothersome to those who considered slavery anathema to the country: 

In 1789, North Carolina ceded its western lands to the United States 
with a stipulation that "no regulation made or to be made shall tend 
to emancipate slaves," and Congress accepted the cession. In 1791 
Kentucky entered the union with a state constitution that permitted 
slavery; in 1793 Congress enacted a fugitive slave law, a~ the Consti~ 
tuiion authorized~ that denied alleged fugitives due :proCess o~ law 

and thus vio~ated the Constitution s FitS[} Amendment; in 1801 Con- ................... 
gress a~[owed ~lavery and slave trading to exist in the newty formed: 
D}s}rlct of Columbia;and throughout *he 1790s and early 

scores of t~ousands of African slaves ~t~red into several son,hem 
ports to be sold throughout the Deep South. Moreover, the economic 
expansion of slave-based agriculture, which the invention of the cot- 
ton gin had helped to foster, further obscured the hopeful outlook that 
had once existed that slavery would eventually wither away of its 
own accord. By the st~t of the new century it must have been clear 
to al! but the most optimistic opponents of the institution that slavery 
was more thoroughly entrenched in the country than it had been a 
generation earlier. 

Not that antislavery activity was dead in the water. In the last 
years of the eighteenth century, some evangelical Protestants joined 
the ub~qmtous Quakers m antislavery ac~vmes. 

~{~: As they continued to spread their word ~ound the 
country, the wrongs of slavery were never far from their thinking. 
These feelngs were heightened duong the rapidly changing times 
of the early republic, when evangelicals were especially both- 
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what appeared to be a turning away from God on the part of 
Americans. They saw increasing secularism and self-indul- 

as highlighting their countrymen’s growing sinfulness--and 
tempted a wrathful God. Some even saw the millennium at 
and wished to right society’s wrongs before it was too late. 

of all sorts proliferated--there were Bible societies, 

societies, temperance societies, even antismoking societies. 
Some reformers believed that the worst of Americans’ sins was 

blacks in bondage. With the institution flourishing in the 
states, they wondered if punishment by God could be close 
In the minds of some, it was their religious duty to work to 
y. Not to do so would be to abdicate one’s responsibility to 

and right. Seeing signs of Divine repayment in kind in the 
unrest on Saint Domingue and even closer to home in Rich- 

evangelicals had come to believe that doing God’s will was 
* tied to the tong-term stability of American society’. It all made 

SiGnS and social sense. Speak out they must. 

the Presbyterian General N~}embly did so in 1795~ 

who had been working at such resolutions for a 

of years, adopted the final one in 1796. Then in 1800, Meth- 

ps met m Baltimore and decided to redouble their efforts 
~mote emancipation. They called on all elders, deacons, and 

preachers to collect signatures on petitions that would be 
southern state legislatures, asking them to enact emancipation 

And other religious elements continued to press an antislavery 
particularly in the South. But such activities, occurring in 

tke of the Saint Domingue revolution, Gabriel’s rebellion, and 
fears of slave unrest in many parts of the country, merely 

out popular opposition of an imposing kind. White Charles- 
mobbed Methodist preachers in the city, burning their anti- 
petitions and nearly killing one church leader. Across the 
the early years of the nineteenth century, evangelical preach- 

nd themselves threatened with bodily harm if they continued 
against slavery. Those with the strongest feelings left the 
often for lands being settled in the western territories. Most 

others quieted down. 
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Any antislavery feeling that remained in the second decade 

the nineteenth century seemed narrow and weak in comparison 

that espoused by the earlier generation. With a few exceptions, 

slavery organizations--more of which could be found in the south 

em states into the mid-1820s than in the North--avoided bei~ 

provocative. Their intent was to conciliate slave owners, to argue 

temperate language that slavery was a national problem that req 

a reasonable solution that would do little harm to anyone. Over timi 

antislavery groups in cities in the North and Upper South tended 
do less petitioning and agitating to end slavery and to become    [i[;[[[[[ 

involved in helping newly freed blacks through the difficult transitio 

from bondage to a viable existence in freedom. Protecting free Afri- 

can Americans from kidnappers and collecting funds to be’ 

schools for black children were high on abolition society agendas. 

The existence of the newly formed American Colonization So-- 

ciety after 1816 provided what James B. Stewart in Holy Warriors: 

The Abolitionists and American ,Society (1976) calls % res 

outlet for misgivings about slavery in an era which demanded ideo- 

logical moderation." Thus, although there was no formal conser~su, .................... 

among the abolitionist groups, into the 1820s many whites who were 

against slavery moved toward the idea that the gradual approach to 

abolition, with colonization as the end, would be the most acceptabie 

and thus most effective tack to take into a pretty strong prevailing 

wind. Reasoned arguments about the immorality of holding perso~s 

in bondage might ultimately convince southern slave owners to man- 

umit their slaves, many believed. Providing masters just compensa- 

tion for their financial losses would make manumission more 

palatable, as would the idea that the freed slaves would not remain in 

the United States, where they were inassimilable and likely to be a 

dangerous element for generations. 

White Americans who wished to abolish slavery in the country 

at some point in the future tended to focus their energies on particular 

issues or problems. They wrote or voiced strong opinions as Con- 

gress was debating the extension of slavery into Missouri in 1820, or 

when southern settlers in Illinois tried to legalize slavery there in 

1823o Many worked also to gain more rights and greater opportuni- 

ties for free blacks. But in spite of the growing volume of their writ- 
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into the middle 1820s abolitionists still did not pose a serious 

to southern slave owners, who had heard most of the moral 

before. 
there was a promising elemenl among abolitionists in the 

it involved those who carried on with one or another strain of 
argument. Not surprisingly, Quakers remained the most 

group. Small pockets of relig:ion-}nspired.}}botition- 
to gain at least regio~tal notice.~{~N~i~N~{i{NiiN~:. ~~: 

Their writings could 
and their language strong. One Tennessee Quaker. Elihu 

began his own abolitionist paper, the EmancipaIor, m 

gh in I82o. "The Slavery of the Africans in the United 

if continued a few generations longer, will produce such 

misery and destruction for our posterity as have not been 

in the history of man," he wrote in an early issue. And 

learned that, as part of the Missouri Compromise, slavery 

be permitted in Missouri and in states formed out of the south- 

of the Louisiana Purchase, Embree wrote, "Hell is about 

her borders; and tyranny her domain." 

An area of eastern Ohio where southern Quakers had settled was 

center of antislavery activity. Just across.}~...Ohio River fv:,m 

Virginia ......... 

From his home 

Clairesvilie, Ohio, Lundy in I815 organized the Union Hu- 

Society; an antislavery group that would grow rapidly to have 

p of five hundred. Then Lundy joined Charles Osborn, 

associate of Embree in Tennessee, in publishing the P)~ilan- 

a journal backing antislavery among other reforms. In 

after extensive travels and some pointed writings on slavery 

lthe Missouri question, Lundy decided to begin his own antislav- 

~aper, the Genius of Universa! Emancipation. Ultimately to 

dished wherever Lundy happened to be living--and he was a 



remarkably peripatetic ~ndivi~ual--__t~e Genius co 
sometimes irregularly; until Lundv died in ~8 
organ for dissem/na~;~. : ..... (         39. It 

-,8 ~u~a aoout abolition whites and free blacks through the formative years 

movement. 

n)ora~iiy of slave owne~shlp: 
non to emancipate the)r slaves. To better spread his 
moved his paper to Tennessee in ~822; then he tel 
~ime to Baltimore. On a trip to Boston in ~828, Where he 
m drum up SUpport for his struggling newspaper, 
duced ~o William Lloyd G~rison, who, though but twen 
already an established editor for a reformist journal 
vinced Garrison {o COme {o Baltimore to Work with 
*flus. I~ was [here, over several momhs, ~hat Garrison saw 
6me a~e diNcult circumstances of ~he city’s four ~housand 
was ~here, too, ~ha~ GarHson go~ to know a number 

BaRimore’s large flee black COmmunity. He alked with 
wha ~hey were reading, and slowly altered his views on 
er) Be~bre coming ~o Baltimore, Garrison had been 

abolition ~ one of several reform issues, and he ~a~ 
of ~mmed~a~e e ~’ 

ma~c!pa!,cm "not desirabie" and a "wil~ 
Li~e Lu~d> he had been a Sup~rter of colonization. B 
~ef{ Baltimore in June ~82o’ he was iment on: [ 

push his only cause, abolition, and he t~vored neither 
~ion nor the gradual approach nor COmpensation tbr 

owners. 

Slaver), in the Limelight 

The years following the War of ~8~2 were good ones for many i 

ica.n.s. International peace was at hand for the first t~me m ye 
sprat of rapprochement was desceadin        ’" " ’ " 

g on Anglo-American 

Nv.w D~r~crioNs 

go a southern border favorable ~o the 
more united than ever before, and its 

Following the unsettled quarter-century 
.g, the perioa after lhe ~Var of ~8z2 seemed 

a~:d the tranquility showed in the American 

demeanor. Histo~ans refer to the two-~erm 
Monroe, between ~8~7 and ~825, as the Era of 

of Monroe’s presidency and the haft dozen years 
not f~ll of good feelings all around. This was a 

al issues drew the public’s attention to the 

and to the future of the institution in the 
disagreemem over these issues brought out fun- 

between various elements of the white popula- 

northerners and sol~themers generaIl3~ with 
the future. In the Era of Good Feelings lay groundwork for the disruption of the Union that 

slavery. 

removed from the punic eye during the years of 
sharp focus aher ,8z5. With the war’s end 

or forced removal of most of the major Indian 
new lands for cotton growing opened and the 

began to operate at ut~precedented levels. It did 

the inhumane treatment of black men and Vmmen 
and relocation to catch humanitarians’ attention. 

movement of planters and slaves into ~he Deep 

Alabama entered the Union as slave states in 
Northerners, who had come to consider the Ohio I northern limit of slavery in the West, did not 
Missouri Territory Petitioned for statehood as a 

sy arose first in Congress and then across the 

many persons, as it did Thomas Jefferson, "like 
night.’" The Missouri q~es,ion, Jefferson wrote to 

Congressman John Holmes, " . . lilled me with ter- 
once the knell of the Union." 

the North were alarmed at the rapid growth of the 
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slave population--a dangerous, inassimilable element in 
try’s core, or so many of them believed, and a cheap labor 
might give the southern economy an advantage--and were 
noyed by the three-fifths compromise of the Constitution, 
lowed a slave state to count 6o percent of its slave 
determining its due number of representatives in Con 
Alabama became part of the Union in ~8~9, there were 
and eleven slave states. Admission of Missouri as a slave state { 
give slave interests control of the Senate and still more dis 
tional weight in the House of Representatives. Who knew 
trend would stop? 

It was with these matters in mind that New York Re 
James Tallmadge, in February ~8~9, introduced an amem 
Missouri Enabling Act to cease the further importation of 
the territory and to free all slaves in the new state once they 
the age of twenty-five. The amendment frightened and an 
southern congressmen, who were wary of losing their 
ence and fearful of racial conflict that might occur if the 
growing African-American population was confined to the 
slave states. Some were probably concerned as well over 
stricting slavery would do to slave prices over the long run, 
House passed the act with Tallmadge’s amendment, but the 
where southern influence was stronger, did not. Arguments 
chamber grew heated; congressmen and senators recklessly 
about threats of disunion and civil war. 

Then, between March and December ~8 ~9, while Con 
out of session, the "Missouri Question" became a national 
State legislatures, counties and towns, antislavery groups, 
ern apologists sent memorials to Congress, pressing one or 
point of view’. When the lawmakers reconvened in December, 
tone of debate grew angrier still. Senator Rufus King of New 
went beyond discussion of slavery’s extension; he attacked the 
tution itself as "contrary to the law of nature, which is the 
God." (John Quincy Adams wrote in his diary that "the great 
holders of the House gnawed their lips and clenched their fists 
heard him,") New Hampshire’s Arthur Livermore showed how 
Missouri debates prompted some of slavery’s opponents to 
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-simmering thoughts on the Constitution, slavery, 

into new territories. "Slavery is not established by 

Livermore argued. Instead he asserted, % part of 

ged in the commission of a sin from which they 

be restrained, and which they would not consent to 
had to allow slavery to continue where it ex- 

concluded, "for our boasted Constitution connives 

concluded, °~liberty and equal rights are the end and 

institutions, and . . , to tolerate slavery beyond the 

~s a perversion of them all 

rose to the occasion, defending their Constitutional 

property rights and insisting that Congress lacked the 

prohibit slavery’s extension. The debates raged for 

~recedented levels of intensity and employing language 

before in either chamber. 

y, congressmen worked out a compromise that, as we 
to put off the question of slavery’s extension into 

for a generation. (Jefferson recognized that the com- 

% reprieve only, not a final sentence.") When Maine 

enter the Union as a free state in ~82o, the possibility 

was apparent. Maine and Missouri could enter as 

states respectively, prese~’ing the balance in the Sen- 

compromise more palatable for House members and 

{:urther conflict, Congress adopted Illinois Senator Jesse 

proposal to prohibit slavery forever in all of the Louisi- 

n~orth of Missouri’s southern boundary (thirty-six de- 

tninutes r~orth latitude). President Monroe signed the 

legislation on March 6, ~82o. 
was not the end. The compromise nearly fell apart 

drafted a state constitution that called for laws 

free blacks from entering the state. This made for partic- 

debate in Congress, because some northern states had 

y did the same thing. More argument and delay 

in an act that defied logic, Congress permitted Missouri 
constitutiona~ clause excluding blacks so tong as it would 

strued to authorize the passage of any law discriminat- 

the citizens of another state" as Article IV, Section 2 of 
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the federal Constitution prohibited. Thus did Missouri 
Union in August ~821. 

The Missouri question gave long pause to many 
Americans. John Quincy Adams called it the "title page 
tragic volume." Southerners had gained admission of Mi 
with it the extension of slavery into land that stretched no 
the same latitude as New ’~brk City--precisely where 
erners did not want it to go. Also, southerners had ..................... 
slavery out of a vast hunk of unorganized Indian 
thought impractical for slavery anywa> The only thing, 
northerners gained was reinforcement of the principle, set 
the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, that Congress could 
ery in the territories. 

But the Missouri controversy had effects beyond t;he 
vious. For the first time since the country was formed, 
the topic of open, national debate. Although Congress 
tangentially on the morality of slavery or the institution’s 
exist where it was already established, persons away 
did not limit their discussion. Budding abolitionists leaped 
debate; opinions on slavery filled newspaper columns 
country; and common people discussed it wherever they 
general stores, livery stables, a~ong the docks, or in drinking 
lishments. It turned out that southerners were right about one 
such open questioning of s~avery could indeed "contamina*e" 
minds of slaves. As note& Denmark "v~sey read about the 
debates and spoke his approval of King’s strong speech before 
Senate. Vesey began conspiring with Charleston blacks 
months of’ the time Missouri had become a new slave state. 

Moreover, the Missouri debates gave free blacks further 
to question their position in society. Free African Americans 
North were generally dismayed by approval of slavery’s 
Missouri. The compromise not only gave slavery new life in 
eyes, but it practically prohibited any of their number from 
the state. And could they help but to recognize the hypocrisy of 
the northerners who wished to prohibit slavery’s extension but 
little for African Americans as people and for the rights of free 
as citizens in the country7 

¯ issue had a way of lingering, too, It seemed to 
internal politics of other states and to lie not far in the 

additional sectional matters caught the nation’s at- 
influenced happenings in Illinois. The state, whose 

lay just east of Missouri,, had entered the Union in 
¯ portion of its population had proslavery leanings. A1- 

Northwest Ordinance forbade slavery in Illinois, the 
contained elements that fairly defied that prohibi- 
Constitution freed not one of the nine hundred 

there when the state entered the Union, leaving open 
of a %ture amendment to legalize slavery. With the 

Missouri fresh in their minds, slave interests in Illinois 
to call a state legislative convention to make slav- 
y two years, proslavery and antislavery advocates 

and outside Illinois fought over the effort. In the end a 
:defeated the convention proposal by a margin of almost 

votes out of 1 ~,5oo cast. By the middle of the ~8~os, 
was no bastion of sentiment for black rights--it still 

Codes" on its books that required free African Amer- 
ister and carry certificates--it would not join the group 

states that allowed slavery. 

ion controversy that arose several years later was tech- 

South Carolinians’ efforts to keep heavy federal tariffs 

levied within their state’s borders. Slavery did not seem 

factor in the controversy. But just below the surface, 
of a federal effort to abolish slavery was the fundamental 

:pt the South Carolinians riled and prompted them to fight 

tariffs that, if won, might one day help them preserve 

institution of slavery. 
conflic~ was sectional to its core. Since the beginning 

in the United States earlier in the century, northern- 
been beseeching Congress to enact tariffs to protect their bud- 

from foreign competition. No sooner had tariff laws 

in ~8~6 than southerners began to complain about the 

:es the tariffs caused them to pay for manufactured goods. 

sectional favoritism, they complained, and should be done 



away with. Such bickering was going on behind the scenes during 
the Missouri controversy: But when Congress, on the eve of the preS. 
idential election of ~828, raised tarili" rares to unprecedented 
southern leaders complained more bitterly than ever about the 
inf/icted upon them by the ~Tariff of Abominations." Mired in 

decadeqong economic decline, South Carolinians went beyond 
usual compIainrs. The state’s legislature endorsed an an~ 

statement (known widely to have been written bv the state’s 
son, Vice-President John C, Calhounl that proclaimed a state’s 

to nullify a federaI law--declare it ~’oid within the state’s 

ties---if it deemed tk~e law harmful to its citizens. President And 
Jackson and many others opposed the doctrine of 
ing it as a threat to ihe Union. The controversy gained increased 
Jic notice in January ~83o when senators Daniet Webster 
Massachusetts and Robert Y. Hayne of South Carolina deba~ed 
nullification theory and the nature of the Union, with s~avery 
in. Then, in May ~83~; after Congress lowered the tariff but 
nearly as much as Sou~h Carolinians wanted, the state’s te 

called a special convention, which voted overwhelmingly to 
the ~8a8 and ~83,~ tariffs a~d ro forbid their collection 
state. Jackson asked for and received congressional approva! ~o 
the army to enforce the tariff, bur he also sought lower rares. 
Congress enacted the latter i~ ~833, South Carolina rescinded 
tier nullification and the crisis abated. 

Over this period of four years, South Carolina had taken 
treme stand against federal action that appeared harmfu~ to 

terests. Wi~s ir all because of the tariff issue and the principk 
protectJ~g minorities from twannv of the majorit)~ as Calhotm i 
plied? William Vvl Freehjin~ in f~’elude to Civil War aNues 

was not. While South Carolinians were indeed suffering 
rally, as much from their inability to compete with new 
in the southwest as from the federal tariffs, Freeh]ir~g contends 
the nu!lification impuIse was to a crucial extent a revealing 
sion of South Carolina’s morbid sensitivity to the beginnir, 
antislavery campaign." The abolitionists of the 
shadows of what they would become, bur that did not matter 
lished planiers of South Carolina’s lowcountry. Since the 
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and reactions to Denmark V~sey’s conspiracy, South Carolin. 
bad seen a growing disposition in the country to question slav- 
future. What could afl:~ct that future most directly was the will 
nation as rettected by Congress. They ~herefore preferred 

over the t~iff now than over sJavery later, should Con- 
indeed decide to question ~heir cherished 

White Some historians have criticized Freehling for overs~a~ing 
Carolinians’ fears of ~e ~hrea~ ~o stavery (and Freehling has 

his argamen~ Somewha~ in ~he intervening years) it seems 
from ~he time of the Missouri Compromise on, southerners 

aware that ~beir ins6mtion was peculiar and tha~ it faced the 

of !imitation, even abolition, by a governmem tha! 
~he popular will By ~87o, slavery ~ ~ 

. waiting ~o channel ~u~ .... 
:-~ , ~Ned behind many [estv debate into .... m m~o sect~ona/dispute, wai6ng 

national controversy, waiting to force o~herwise 

persons to take extreme measures to support their posi- 

the same time that Sou[h Carolina Planters were threatening 
~be tbdera] tariff, Virgin~ans were keeping the slave issue 

directJy before the pUNic, in ~829, delegates convened in 
~o draw up a new sta~e Cons[i[ution. Rumors spread that 

might include provisions for gradual emancipation. 
the convention never took up ~he matteL the rumors of state 

end slavery persisted into ~83o because of the e~ection of a 
. John Floyd. Floyd was a states’-r/ghts man in the 

Sou[b C~o~ina’s Calhoun, but he was no supporter of slav- ~bat sJavery was a wastefut ~abor system that retarded 
growth, F/oyd supported gradual emancipation and 

of ~be state’s African Americans. I~ November of [83o’ 

scribbled in his d~arg "Before I Jeave ~he Government, [ 
contrived to have a law passed gradually abolishing s/avery 

or at all events to begin the work by Prohibiting slaver~, 
~]ue Ridge Mountains.’, in this goal he was supported b) 

the state~ wes[em counties. Long opposed to slavery 

found i~ diNculi to compete against the tidewater and 

the western Virginians regularly sent memorials 
[egislaIure supporting emancipation with colonization. 
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Naturally, the state’s wealthier slave owners raised their 

opposition. 
Nat Turner’s rebellion in August of I83~ turned out to be 

catalyst for open debate of slavery in the Virginia legislature. 

wake of the rebellion, whites across the state demanded ................... 

ensure that such an incident never recurred. But should they 

action to end slavery and remove ~he blacks or tighten the 

the slave population as never before? Virginia legislators 

these matters over the last weeks of I83~ and the first few of I 

Thomas Richie of the Richmond Enquirer thought it remark, 

"we now see the whole subject ripped up and discussed with 

doors, and in the presence of a crowded gallery and lobb, 

southerners from outside the state were aghast over Vir 

discussion, with broad press coverage, of emancipation, ...................... 

tion, and the economic, social, and moral pros and cons of 

humans in bondage. They believed it all to be fuel fbr the 

lit by abolitionists or, worse yet, for those always flickering 

slave quarters. But the Virginia legislators stormed and 

pressed the debate nonetheless. 

In the end, as most had suspected, the proslavery 

out. The legislature proceeded to reinforce the state’s 

ensure that blacks never again could mount a rebellion 

They beefed up state milRias and slave patrols, took away 

the rights of free blacks (whose very presence stirred up the 

most believed}, and curtailed slaves’ religious activities. Long 

shelving his vision of ending slavery in the state, 

called on a professor with proslavery leanings, Thomas R. 

William and Mary University, to furnish an analysis of the k 

debates along with conclusions and recommendations. 

view of the Debates of the Virginia Legislature of ~83~ 
(I832) was the fullest justification of slavery that the Soutl 

produced. If it caused widened debate in the North, it helped 

those southerners who had no intention of ending slavery. 

to Oates in The Fires of Jubilee, in the wake of the Virg 

white southerners "closed ranks behind Dew and dug in, 

determined that slavery would remain." 

If these were the major discussions and debates that kept 
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Americans in the national limelight, they were hardly 

It seemed that over the decade following the Missouri 

new issues involving slavery, abolition, colonization, 

topics were regularly being aired, shooting up and at- 

notice like flares in a night sky before dying away in 

Freehling cites half a dozen lesser-known episodes of 

involving slavery that kept South Carolina (and no doubt 

rs on edge through the ~82os. These included: the 

recommendation in ~8~4 of a plan for gradually 
colonizing all American slaves--a recommendation that 

states endorsed; Rufus King’s resolution in the United 

in ~825 to use money gained from the sale of public 

tpate slaves; President Adams’s ~826 proposal to send 

to the Panama Congress of Spanish-American Nations, 

would have to consort with black revolutionaries from 
)s sit through "incendiary" deliberations; the Ameri- 

)n Society’s petition to Congress in ~ 827 for a federal 
to support its activities, an act some southerners saw 

~g wedge" for abolition; South Carolinian Marigny 

request of Congress in ~8~8 to compensate him for 

property,, which happened to be a slave--a request that 

northern congressmen to suggest that recognizing hu- 

went against the country’s libertarian foundations 

southerners to point out how the Constitution sanc- 

slavery and private property; and Charles E Mercer’s 

in ~83o of the American Colonization Society petb 

asking for the appropriation of between twenty-five 

dollars for each free black’s colonization. Stretching 

I82os was the debate, mostly among lawyers and 

to the satisfaction of few by Supreme Court Justice 

over what to do with 28o Africans who had been 

intercepted slaver off the Florida coast. ("Why were 
y liberated and sent home to Africa . . . ?" asked 

Adams. "Is it possible that the President of the United 

be ignorant that the right of personal liberty is individ- 

these issues was set on a background of faint, but 

ative, abolitionist propaganda, the appearance of, and 
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argument over, personal liberty laws, and the constant 
insurrection. 

These issues that kept some southerners worried 
curity of their slave institution were having effects on 
ticular, free African Americans in the North and Upper 
reading and listening and wondering all the more about 
and that of blacks in bondage. Could their lives ir!! 
slavery persist? Were African Americans better off in 
they would be elsewhere? And were they obliged to try 
answers to these questions? 

Black Abolitionists 

The early republic was the time when the intellectual 
the young African-American community first confronted 
that W. E. B. Du Bois described in Souls of Black Folk 
conflict over feelings of "twoness--an American, a 
souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two 
in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it 
torn asunder." In the second and third decades of the 
tury, free African Americans in the North and Upper 
forced to come to grips with the ditSculties and 

their dual identity and to seek ways to survive as persons 
descent in America. It was the beginning of an effort that ........................ 
ended. 

Those who were freed from slavery in the wake of the 
tion were perhaps among the first blacks to relish their 
nationality. For many, the ideology behind the country’s 
was behind their freedom; they were grateful and proud. A 
idea that they held was to succeed as rapidly as they could 
terms of American society: as we have seen, such success 

The generation to mature in the first third of the ’ .................. 
tury found greater reason to recognize and appreciate its 
tionatity. The frustrations of the rising black middle class m 
were important in broadening their perspective on race. The 
after 1815 were pivotal times for the ideological develo 
America’s free black leadership. These were the years when 
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middle class of the North and Upper South, affected 
increasingly evident racism in the country, by efforts to 

blacks from the land of their birth, by the growing legal 
social rejection of all African Americans, and by how 
the promise of America’s republican spirit, began to 
definition of success and to doubt the eorre.cmess of 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -i: - -:~- -:::- " ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

had chos.e...~)..~qI~ ~.i.i.~:~{,~i~iiNNi!}!~ 

" issues in:~.:otving slavery and local ~s.sues 
of and violence toward free blacks helped expand 

sciousness. By 1830, more free African Americans 
g first about abolition and full equa}ity for all blacks 

,out individual and class advancement. 

as soon as a free African-American community ex- 

hack into colonial times--some of its members were 
slavery. Their efforts usually involved petitioning 

most of the early petitions sought abolition in a 

B at by the end of the 
: were         tl-mir egiorts 

TI~ earty pe.tkions 
, w~re polite and direct, Some expressed 

gratitude for their own freedom before making ,h~ir 

flee African-American community matured, more of its 
concerned with the problems blacks contin- 

and more became involved }n working to ~er- 

mtiom Wi~h ~he ending of the Atlantic slave trade to 
in 1808, the locus of the energies of many northern 

turned to abolition. Mixing Revolutionary ideology 
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with Christian principles, African-American ministers led 

ical onslaught against slavery. According to Nash in Race ~ 

lution, these arguments nurtured a tradition of protest for 

Americans that they saw stretching back to the deliverance i 

Israelites out of Egypt, and they kept "reminding white 

of the installments on the revolutionary mortgage on 

were defaulting." 

Ironically, what served initially as the catalyst for ~h~s 

was th~ idea held by some )Jacks, and many .more whites, 

noted° friends of the Negro,’ 0f removing free blackl ~rom t 
try and taking them to AI’fica--their °’homeland,~ On a 

in the dead of winter, January !5, 1817, three thousand black 

delphians crammed into the city’s big Bethel African 

Episcopal Church on Sixth Street. They sat shoulder to 

on the main floor and filled the balcony that extended around 

sides of the church.                      " 

Forten chair      meeting m~d posed the question: 

Philadelphia’s African-Atnerican community support the idea 

recently organized American Colonization Society to transport 

blacks from the United States to Africa. Of course, implied in th:e 

quesnon was a broader one: Was there hope that African 

woul.d ever e×perie:nce the blessings of liberty in the country 

birth? 

~,vas there reason to hold out hope for better 
Might moving to Africa. away from whites, hold more promise than 

continuing to live in the United States? 
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passed that night expressed the sense of the congre- 

ancestors (not of choice) were the first successful cultivators of 
we their descendants feel ourselves entitled to partici- 

blessings of her luxuriant soil, which their blood and sweat ma- 
any measure . . . having a tendency to banish us from her 

not only be cruel, but in direct violation of those principles 
been the boast of the republic. 

anticolonization thinking from 1817 gaii~ed adherents and 

an almost orthodox position of free black leaders over the 

following the formation of the American Colonization 

Free African Americans did not want racist whites telling 

to live, especially under the guise of benevolence. As 

and more white southerners in particular, pushed co!o- 

more blacks grew suspicious of their motives. They came 

that many of the strongest voices for colonization were 

who desired to rid the country of free African Americans 

order to strengthen their hold on the slaves left behind¯ 

partly for this reason, alongside free blacks’ anticolon- 

sentiment grew an increasing awareness of their responsibil- 

those still in slavery. "We never will separate ourselves 

y from the slave population of this country," resolved the 

Americans in Philadelphia in their winter meeting in 1817. 

are ’~our brethren by the ties of consanguinity, or suffering, and 

Six months later, Philadelphia’s blacks met again to protest the 

in the city of a branch of the American Colonization Soci- 

Addressing the "humane and benevolent Inhabitants of the city 

of Philadelphia," they wrote, 

¯ We humbly, respectfully, and fervently intreat and beseech your disap- 

of the plan of colonization now offered . , . ; let not a purpose be 

which will stay the cause of the entire abolition of slavery in the 

:::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::: 
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United States, and which may defeat it altogether; which proffers to those 
who do not ask for them what it calls benefits, but which they consider inju- 

ries; and which must ir~sure to the multitudes whose prayers can only reach 
you through us, MISERY, suffering.;, and perpetual davery. 

It was not long after this that the Missouri question arose, with 

its several years of debates, followed regularly by the wello 

publicized controversies over issues concerning slavery, abolition, 

and colonization. These matters, which historians most often corn 

sider first in terms of how they heightened sectional feelings, had 

impo~ant effects on the thinking of educated African 

Through the 1820s, a certain militancy entered inIo the 

blacks’ opposition to colonization. By 183,,} the cities of the 

South were centers of black anticolonization activity. Free Africa 

Americans from urban areas moved throughout the countr, 

sometimes on the heels of colonization agents, arguing with 

who were leaning toward emigration. In southern cities, 

groups of African Americans gathered before embarkation for 

beria, free blacks harangued and c~oled and often got takers for 

ternate transportation to New York or Philadelphia. Free 

Americans in Baltimore left evidence of their new asse 

when they declared in 1831, "We consider that land in which 

were born our only ’true and appropriate home’ and when we 

to remove we wilt apprise the public of the same, in due season." 

The more assertive action and language were not confined 

stances against colonization. Evidence begins to appear in the 

1820s of new ways of thinking on the part of some free blacks 

cerning the abolition of slavery altogether. Free blacks began 

ing their own antislavery organizations--there were. nearly fifty 

them in existence by 1830, disguised somewhat by such names 

the Massachusetts General Colored Association or the New 

rican Ctarkson Association--and African-American opposition 

slavery gained new voice. In 1827, tired of criticisms of blacks 

New York newspapers, African Americans in that city raised 

to begin publication of Freedom5 Journal, under the editorship 

Samuel E. Cornish and John B. Russwurm. The opening words 

the paper’s first edition were, "We wish to plead our cause. 

have others spoken for us," Primarily an organ for the growing 
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community, the paper promised not to be "unmindful of our 
who are still in the iron fetters of bondage." The first issue 

a critical article on "The Church and the Auction Block," 
an early editorial stated bluntly: "We abominate slavery, and all 

paper was one of the first voices in the country to 
immediate emancipation. When Benjamin Lundy’s the Ge- 
Universal Emancipation spoke out against ’°immediatism," 

of Freedom’s Journal asserted, "We shall only be throw- 
in other’s eyes, if we talk of anything short of this. It is just 

thing and is to be taken so, as much as a declaration of 
With agents in seventeen East Coast cities between Washington 

. Maine, FreedomS dourna! reached literate members of 
African-American community. 

As Freedom’s dourna! was circulating through the streets of 
students at the New York African Free School talked over 

"for the freeing and upbuilding of our race." Alexander 
remembered that in 1828 he and a group of fellow students 

a pact "that when we had educated ourselves we would go 
siart an insurrection and free our brethren in bondage 2 tt may 

been the reckless vow of adolescents, but among the group was 
Highland Garnet, who, at a national convention of Af- 

nericans fifteen years later, would urge slaves to kill masters 
~g to liberate them. 

Such militancy existed among older persons in other segments 
African-American commtmity. David Walker was such a per- 

Walker was a clothing salesman who also served as an agent for 
Jour~,al in Boston in the late 1820s. His background had 
him with the lives of blacks in slavery and in freedom and 

ideas about overcoming African Americans’ lowly condition. 
was born free in Wilmington, North Carolina, in 1785--his 

was a slave, his mother free--but he had spent time in 
South Carolina, as a young man and probably experi- 

some of the same bitter feelings that ted Denmark Vesey 
to end slavery there. Perhaps the young Walker had 

the elder, outspoken Vesey. When he was thirty, Walker left 
"If ! remain in this bloody land I will not live tong," he 
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In the mid-1820s Walker settled in Boston, opened a 

store, and married. He was a good Methodist, and he quickly 

a noticeable person in Boston’s free African-American 

He joined the Massachusetts General Colored Association in 

and spoke to the group about the "two hundred and eighty 

very intolerable sufferings" persons of African descent had 

enced in America. "Shall we keep slumbering on," he ............................. 

membership, "with our arms completely folded, exclaiming 

now and then, against our miseries, yet never do the least thin 

ameliorate our condition, or that of posterity?" It was a q 

would answer himself. 

In September 1829, Whlker published his famous Ap] 

Four Articles Together with a Preamble to the Coloured Ciliz ..................................... 

the World, but in Particular, and Very Expressly to those 

United Slates of America. The pamphlet was the boldest call 

rect action against slavery yet made. It would have influe 

whites and blacks far beyond its innocuous title or its 

pages of dense prose and imperfect grammar. Its message 

to miss. African Americans were "the most wretched, deg 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

abject set of beings that ever lived since the world began," 

argued. The reason for this was white exploitation of slaves and .............................. 

blacks, which kept African Americans poor, socially ostracized, 

without political rights. Colonization would not help; mere es 

of the idea made blacks’ lives worse. Walker asked, "Can 

tion be any worse? Can it be more mean and abject?" 

It was \¥?lker’s solution to the problem that frightened 

whites and drew special attention to the Appeal. From the deg 

the social and economic order, African Americans had little to 

in fighting for their rights, he reasoned. If whites would 

their ways and end slavery immediately, then black men in 

should rise against their masters. And once the fight had 

Walker counseled blacks to "make sure work--do not trifle, for 

will not trifle with you--they want us for their slaves and think 

ing of murdering us in order to subject us to that wretched 

lion--therefore, if there is an attempt made by us, kill 

Going along with Walker’s encouragement of African 
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against slavery was a call for black unity and a special 
free blacks to recognize their bonds with those in slaver> 

)eal was one of the earliest printed assertions that feelings 
nationalism underlay the African-American community. 

was critical of most African Americans because they were 
realize a common bond and duty,. Blacks in freedom were 

apathetic, he charged. They organized themselves into 
societies and Masonic lodges that might aid them socially 

nothing for fellow African Americans in bondage. Worse 
curried favor with whites, their "natural enemies," and thus 

slave owners’ grip on their property by letting them 
free blacks approved of their actions. Walker advised free 

that 

glory and happiness, as well as all other coloured people under 
shall never be fully consummated, but with the entire emancipation 

~rethren a!l over the world. You may therefore, go to work 
you can to rescue, or join in with tyrants to oppress them and 

until the Lord shall come upon you al~ like a thief in the night. 
it is the will of the Lord that oar greatest happiness shall consist 

g for the salvation of our whoie body. 

of the pamphlet he tied black unity to the call to rebel- 

a warning to white Americans: "My colour will yet, root 

you out of the very face of the earth!![!!!" 

pamphlet found many readers. It went through three 

(with Wlalker revising his message slightly each time) be- 

n year was up. It passed easily among African Americans in the 

and Walker apparently had an idea for spreading his Appeal 

southern states--through seamen who visited southern ports 

then in the hands of black southerners for further distribution. 

reaction was swift. White southerners had found the 

of white abolitionists hard to take, but at least they had 

:ssed the mitigating quality of being moral arguments, concilia- 

in tone and directed at other whites. In Walker’s Appeal southern 

encountered the words of a black revolutionary who was urg- 

blacks to rise up in rebellion. It was shades of Toussaint, or 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: __ 

:::::::::::::::::::::: __ 
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Gabriel, or Denmark Vesey; it played to their greatest feaes; ~ 

officials went about searching for other subversive 

state and local governments beefed up laws against free b 

No one is likely to know what effect the publication of~ 

Appeal had on Nat Turnec whose bloody rebellion cut t 

eastern Virginia within two years of the pamphlet’s 

Many southerners were convinced that the Appeal and 

expressed in Garrison’s Liberator were behind the 

Southampton County. But Walker’s effect on the 

more evident. The years on either side of 1830 seem m 

particularly formative ones for Garrison. From !826 

1829, just a month before publication of the Appeal, 

in or kept in close contact with Bostom He may have 

among the city’s African-American residents. He was 

the problems of free blacks that led Walker to hold so~ 

timents. When Garrison first read the Appeal, while 

Lundy on the Genius of Universal Emancipa6on, he 

ment for several months. Then he expressed a certain 

toward the pamphlet, recognizing the author’s "most’ 

and determined spirit" and his "bravery and intelligence," 

demning the publication as ~’injudicious." But thereafter, 

attacks on slavery in the Genius gained strength. It was in 

met of 1830 that Garrison decided to move back to 

begin his own newspaper, this time espousing the 

tion of slavery without colonization or compensation. Th 

tot’s first edition would be in the mail in a matter of months. 

It would be wrong to assert that Walker’s Appeal had 

of pivotal effect on Garrison’s thinking, just as it was wrong 

to speak with authority on its influence over Turner. 

either assertion is circumstantia!~ But it is reasonable to su 

Garrison’s ideas were formed in part by the milieu in which 

ated, which for five years prior to publication of the 

the Boston of David Walker or the Baltimore of a lively fr 

population with strong feelings against colonization and 

Garrison admitted that the free blacks in his acquaintance in 

more had changed his mind about colonization. Walker did n( 

vince the young, white, peace-loving editor to call for a 
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he may have made Garrison consider more seriously 

of ending slavery given the growing militancy of African 

Walker so forcefully expressed. 
in the free black community over the 1820s was far 

and Walker’s was not a typical expression of that feeling, 

he was at the radical end of a continuum of belief about 

and ways to effect abolition. But between 1815 and 

had occurred the beginnings of a movement of opinion 

: black community toward an awareness of what today 

call "black consciousness." Borne out of the memories of 

the frustrating experiences of fiee persons of African de- 

United States, the new black consciousness forced 

Americans to accept the reality that their fate and that of 

persons still in bondage were tied together by race. 

rowing numbers of free blacks were ready to put their 
hurrying the end of slavery as well as toward 

own living conditions. This could only have pushed 

ionists toward an immediatist position and, over the fol- 
brought militancy into the outlook of those who to- 

notice for working to abolish slavery in America. 

tion was a slowly rolling bandwagon, propelled initially 

by African Americans as by white Quakers and evangeli- 

jumped onto in 183 l. 



FROM SLAVERY TO FREEDOM 

slave upr~i~:~g~ revoks confirmed after Na~ "Fro’nerds death. In i 335 se:ve~al 

a conspiracy, tn ~:he ibtk~w~n~ decade. ~lave co~:,spiracies or act,~al violence occurred 

bama. Lou&ian.a. a~d Mts:si, ssippi, h~ 1:853 a revMt in New OrDa.ns lnvolvia:g 2,500 

was abor, ed by a fi’ee-black informant. ~n [856 escaped slaves in North Ca~’olina’s 

In a Culture of Racism 

Economic and Social Life 

8lack Womea 

T~) e O e b:at e o n E m i g r a ~i o n 





In :he North> by. th:~. end Of the antebdium peiod <re.D,, din .... New Fmgiand: smt:~s gTa::~:ed 

black me~, the unrest~(::ed right of suffra,ge~ tn i843, Rhode island adopted ks kr:<: (x)nStitudon 

that ga~re b}acM equal suffragx~ ights:. S{::ch dght:s were already assured in 7g::[asSadvaset:t:s~ 

z Iame, each of-whlch had only smaii btack pc, puiafions. I+: New m(:,nt, New [Iampshire, and 5’" " , 
YoVk~ b~ack men (:ouid yore only ifi they were prope~%’ holders, whereas in ()hio and 

biack suffra~ was limited 1o some sd~ool board decdons and ~()Vo~ing on schooi bor~ds. 

The legal ~:estrictions tha~ radons "no~hern sf:ams imposed on flee blacks wer{~ h:creasiag 

at the v:e~ 0m:¢ rhat the prop(>ruon of !tee blacks w~thm the tota! g.<5. popumuon was 
deChm.ng: lo be sm’e, m ~h(er numbers m~:: ola~x popu!:a:::on was growmg: m i~30 the 
nation% flee black popul.adon totaled 3 ! 9.599: in !840 386:293; in 

L:n:~eo States popu~auon, lhe percc:.uagc oi fl<ct~ }.)h:~ ks was dechmng: :~ stood at 2.0 percent 

in 1830 but at only i.6 pea:Cent i~ 1860: in par:~ this dccEm:: :~esultv::d f:,<;m increaSh:~gly 6hid 

7[{’.uropem-~ immiwant~ pouring into the {Afited gram:< parti(@ariv afbr 1840 The 

~},om i 847 tO i 854 witnessed unpre£eden’ged immigration: with a,:: av~:r~ge oh sIightly 

th’+m 334~000 persons arriving fi-om Europe am:ually. Rou~hh, .45 p~rce:~t of d~ie 

unnom: cd m 1. tac:~ c~mamunit:i(:s. In 1837 The la.~ge h’~fl:,:>~, ofwh{te Europeans d{d not go ..... ~ 

:are pertained 

>re:be born Amen’lea+:% d-:e childrei~ of dim soil, a~e most oil +ug ~+,tl:[ 



to oppose it wbth all their resources. At about the same time, Prudence Crandal!. a Qjaaker 

school teacher in Canterbuw, Connecticut. provoked the towrFs wrath when she admitted a 

black female student to her popular p~va~e school fbr girls. When her white students with- 

drew. she opened the schoo~ to black girls, a~tracdng students from flee black fiamilies as [3r 

away as Philadelphia, Pro~ddence, New York, and Boston. Townspeopb harassed the black 

girls on the streets an.d piled manure on the school properw. The local doctor refused to 

the black students, and stores refhsed m do business with Crandail. 

The Connecticu~ legislature went so far as to pass a law in May 1831 fbrbidding a 

school or academy m enroll out-of-s~ate blacks. Convicted of disobeying this [aw, CrandaE 

appealed to the Connecticut supreme court, which ove~umed the com@tion on a tech- 

nicalita’. A fi:w years later, the legislature repealed what had become an embarrassing law. 

Mthough Crandatl’s experience reveals the rads~n of Connecticut in the early i830s, it also 

dem.ons~rates the power of the grov~ng abolitionist movement to change the political culture 

m~d secure a repeN of the law. 

The cukure of racism also took more *,~rulent turns. Economic shifts in ~he earb nine- 

~:ecnth centuW created ten~ions that resuked in widespread violen:ce by whites against blacks. 

,/?,:, industrialization ~pread in northern ~rban centers, the 

v~.,.mic autonomy of white artisan~ declined, and ma~y became 

.... :-~g:, laborers with-whm: d~ey correctly percdved as diminished economic p.ro~pects. Caugh 

m d~is downward spira!, {hey scapegoated ti~e blacks as economic competitors who under- 
~:uv >%~,ite workers’ 

4he [)lack e~te ~so sd~ed resentments and provoked a backlash. Cartoom in white news- 

pr:~p,:::rx depicted ~mnt b!ac~ in hig~fly in:suiting ways, mocking ~eir socieg b~s, aboHdo~st 

and other events. Whims harassed Blacks in p~hiic spaces a~d pmpe~’ated extre~m ac~ 

commun~w instim:don:s ~at contributed to black advancement. 

R~o~s. murders, and the destruction og churches, s&ools, and o~Dhanage, occurred in 

and the Northeast. For three day~ in 1829, bands ofwhkes in Cindn:nad rook the 

o~t or ~he ci)~ {:h~se hlac~a w~ho did no~ pos{ the Bonds that 

reqaired of b[a.cks m reside there. More than a thousand blacks found it adx@able 

moving to Canada; but most of them soon returned to Cincinnati. In New York State, 

~io~s erupted in Udca, Paknyra. and New York Cby in !834 and 1839. The most 

:.: m~ibla& outb,~:aks, however. ~ook place in Pem,syk,aNa. On Au~st I2, 1834. a white 

into the h~ack section of Phfladdphb and committed ~mrnerous acts 

ik~win~ day whites wrecked ~c .~can Desb}~e~an Church, burned homes, and mer- 

seve~ b~acks. The reigm of ~en-or entered its ~hird day before the pdice put 

t~. A~’cording to historians ~,is E. H(mon and James Oliver Ho~on, ~e "oNcial 

~he ~o~ to whites’ fears tha~ bbcks received favored {reatment in hi~ng." Bea~*ecn 

~ ~. at [cast rune di~tm’hances occ~rred in Philadelphia that can be labded ann- 

rk~<:~:~ Historian Pa~Nck Rael identified the occurrence of similar race riots in Columbia. 

1835~; in Washin~on, D.C. {]835h in Cindnnati kagain in 184b: and 

[Historian Patrick Rael identified race dots in Columbia. Pennsylvania 

h~ Washin~on, D.C. (1835); in Cincinnati again in184i?; and in Boston !843).] 

cqjoyed pla3ing up northern hosolity toward blacks. When an observe~ char- 

Americans in Now York and Phi~addphia as ha~ing an "aversion to bbor 
~o v[bainv." he was quoted extensiveb" in the southern press, Southerners also 

pleasure the tab of how a bin& man returned to his home state of Georgia 



better fi~r bia~:k~ dmn ~edom~ .... 
....... 

t.~T~<~r rights: Northern u,a~::k~ a!so had ~he moral and ma~e:~a~, s~pport ~)~ a~ I.,:m~t ~ .... 

~hc Somh. Most southern states prohibited hla<-k~ from 

ti~ g:m~smkhs, lawyers, or eve~, ~eacherS---a[t professions 

In fl~e S0uffmrn s~ates~ f~ee blacks expe~enc:ed freedom in a fhr m .............................................................. ................................................ ................ 

that &ee ~Jack~ carry passes or wear badge% a*id any btack per~:o~ .... 

mom:~ed~h, ~o soud~em ~mte could they move about a~ fl~-b ............ .......................... 

i:hgitbv ~lavea Nord~ Carot:i~a pr~)l~ibimd ~)~e b~ack~ fi’om trave}igg beyond 

*:?aample, the offender w~s riced g*00~ al~d i~ail:u:e ~o pay it--:whh::h timid he expected-- meant 

b~ing ~w~d into daveW, Lawa a[so forbade flee blac~ from: Davit~g the 

~:fme, us~ty ix~/or nineb days. Numerous [a:ws v, mre desi~aed to protec{: the white commu- 

irey: agakat any perceivcd threms er dang’ors from flee btack~, ViK~iia, Mawla~d, and North 

<..:arolina ibrbade free b~acks from possesdng or carwing arms wi{:hoat a ~i<ense, a:nd such per- 

All slave states prohibhed the in-migration of fre<~ b~acks, and c;.’eW ~outhern ~ta~e x.dth 

i.’ port roon~ 

h~ t {<59 a,id 1860, r~tspectiVdy, Lo~:~:bia~:m. and Mao:,la.nd di:d so :a~ w:e~}, SeVm~ai od~er 

. 





o[ the assumably, m~d *h~ greme~ da~ccr ~m’,vn." This wa:s Witliam He,mr "Juba~’ Lane. 

Phila&~iphia had the l]los{ ,tudbd antebcl].um nor~:hern [>ee black population 

~:mg-a0ve stm:coty~es used by whites to de~~y t:h{>c rights, bo*h the 

~:riend~ (Qu&m<<~ in 1847 sponsored f?~c~-Iindina smdie~ desig~ed ~o demonstrate black 

{::>r-ogress in Philadelphia. The more comprebmsive of the two. the {847 

Lk:~ugiass’s .?G~th Star in ] 849 as something to be "carefi~llv read and pondered l:~y colored 

m~::n who are cndeavo~ng to achieve their own devadon." in the repom’s pretSce, its author~ 

:.:~.~gested tha~ tb:ir tinding:s "should inspire hope and con~kle~xce i~ 

’Fhe report tabulmed a Philadelphia f~rcc black population cd" 20.2@. ()f those crmmer- 

~-~:~:.:~.~ 6.896 (42.9 pel-cent? were rome at~d 9. 146 (57.1 perc,.mt:~ were i):mab. Thc inv~:::sdga- 
v::~":., ideadfied occupaticms Por 3.358 men and <2.19 women, or roua:hly flint-fifths of those 

~allcd "i:he ebb-bodied population." The ma-{!onty (~f the men ~:! .58~ were Iabore~5. 

~..~.~ ~., mid hairdr<:{~.~:ss ::~15{.i:~. N!a!e proi~ssionats inchlded 33 " -’ " o9 ~ZIU.SlClaIl8. =~ preachm-,. 
schoolteachers. Most women worked as washen~,on:mn ~1.970~, although signifi,::ant 

.. necdlc-wome~ ~ %8h ::. co{}ks ~: ! 76), a nO inio the categ~rit>s of day .abore~> ~/8b~ ..... 

13. The ~):malc worMng popuJati,:m also included 33 keepers Of boarding, eadng, 

houses: 35 shopkeepers: and 13 school mistresses, including Sarah Ann Douglass. 

framing "’an ,~’xcel]cnt ~choo[ of many year.~ 

New York. Philade|phia had distinct c]as.s divisions within the flee black 

the 1830s and 1840s. ~hc poorca 50 percem of Philadeiphia’s free blacks owned 

pcrc:ent of the ci’w% hlack-ov~ned wraith, whib the ~op 10 pertent hetd 70 pc~cenh 

am:<"{xqk~m fr~:- b~ack chl>n~icl¢~rjosept~ Willson portrayed a three-tic:red <:lass s~ructure. 

existed a:n upper (’ta~s ~dth "~comfort and ~he er~joymem of a{l the sound blossing~ 

a class positi(mcd in the "imcrmedia~e stags>~--- ~ober, honest, industrious and 

neither- ~povcr~v nor riches.’" and at ~,he bottom those "’in ~[l<" towest 

.humm~ degradmiom m~seW, and warn." 



T}-.e. _. firs{ Ai~ican Amcd~:an too achieve a national a.nd in~eniat:iOnat ~x:puta!:iOn as a 
Rd~:rt S. Dunca:n~on Spent most of hi~ caterer in CSndnnati~ a buN~:oning ar~s 

~m;ed:ge and Wi!li;arn L. Sonntag as one c,f ~he city,S most talented painter~. D~mcan. 

trave.fed abroad, spe~Mfng dn:~:~ and exhibiting hi~ work~ to widespread acclaim in 

....... SCOtia:hal, i~ai}.:, and Canada. Recent scholarship by Joseph S. Ketne,: i:l:ac:eg the: 

mVe:~nai od,~ns {:{:)a succe~s~4 landowning black {hmii}, 4m.t had known t’,,o genera.. 

:freedom at the th:ne of his bh’th in what is aow Michigan. Like mm~>: fis:e men of 

the ~inetec~:]th centtnT, Du:ncanso~F~ ~hth~:r was an a~t}san, and Duncan~on was 

in both ~he N{mh aad South insisted that cdncadon played a crucial 

s~::gYega{,-~:d~ m-~d black C!~ldi-en receia~ed an tmequai share 
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{oral &:corun-: {ook center stage because leadei:s believed :ha: fftey hc~ped 

An{ebetlum b{ack leaders often used reli:aious imagvn’y i~a addre~si::~g imm~rtant 

the day.......emigration, aboli~iom education, economi~ :~rogl; ss and ~.~meS~ 

inteIiecmal tradition was not unique to black people. Rdig%u>~ 

rhetod:c formed part a::ct parcel of :he SpeakhN and writing pat- 

t~rns of ~th*ccntuU, ~:~e~cans- For blacks~ bff>[ical images p 

gorical and mctaphofi:cal meanings whh which :~ dema::djustice and equai!t~, Tlius fii his 

h>~m:v !o~9 pamt~hk% AB~a*, 1)a~dd Walker invoke:d apocalyptic imageW as h~ warned of 

Oh Americans{ Let me {di you, in ~he nan:e ot: the [,.oM, it w~t~ be good 
fbr you, if you iis ten ~<:, t he voice o f the Ho:lv Ghos~ bm ~ f you do n 

are r~oM~ dH: Some of you a>e good men’ but *he ~;ill o{:’God retest 
Th:ose a~adcious and m~godb wrants among yoa I am awfuilv 

dra~ down tb~ vengeance of God upo*: you. When God a]might~ 

n::et~.ces his battle on the com~nem of America fo:r the oppr:essior~ 
pb, t:vra:ms; wii! wish diev were never boim 

mn:dn~ stOW of EaoduS, as scholars Alber~ Rabo~ean and Eddie Giaude iiave ceveaied; 

~:~i{:l~ those of~h~ ancient Israelites enslaved by the E~tim:s; h::~ hi:re1: diScUsdng freedom, 

The Exodus s~oW l~etd p:o}itical, no~ merely religious:, n-m:aMiag thr Air’Can 

n:e power ol t..~e free }jacks use of d:e Exodus StoW stemmed ff~om a sense of a common 

<<q?ressiom Blacks perv:e:~Ved themsdves as a r:ia[i_oi~ ~*dt!ii:~a a mido,i. ~ndeed even as a 
peopIe ! hey usd the E:xOdus stm7 much as ~he ia,’gcr whi~ i~a@m used this bibl:cal 

:’~::~::>~")~ Dtn:ina the *}rSt :haK of the nme~een:tb centre), vh::< Ame~ca~s hotly proclaimed 

~e[ieF it: d-mir "manifest destiny" to populate {he Nm~h American condnerit 

portraying th~ idea as pa~ of God% :mfoMff~g plan for the ~-mMca~ nation~ 

the free biackS’ explical~m o~xduS rein}ned a m-~ique moral force 
q:}propriad~n of a ~amil~ar bib!}<~al story that aIlowed bhcks :{o recast 

>s enslax4ng Eg3~dan;~ a:M thems< b(:S aS the enslaved Hebrews: tn so doing African 

:::ans fi:~rcefi:il): remh~ded white Ame~can~ of Godh jnst:iCe, wh{Ie presvntlng a provi- 

.. coum(manative of ff{X:don: that afforded ~hem a spi.rit,ml mooring and a poi{tical 

and radal dis~:dmi~atiom 

":.. i,. amebelhun black press gave the1 voice to the ideas debated in the conventions. Such 

relatior~ to wh{tc Americans. . . . . _, . :~ ~ ....... . ....... .... _ ...... 
~ .. 4 ,~-~ca,~ and :nd~v~dua[ bch.av,or~ ., papers as I~ze C.o~ore~/,ttn,,,vca,~ lve,:dom:v Jom:,aL the ,lbemd American, d~e H’eeL’h" .............. 

" " ..... "" .rm:ce chm’ch atten~an~ <:, ," ...... ,.?h: and lit# .4.t,’Oz ~}tar d~ssem:nateO polmcal and economw mlormat:on throughout :{{{~{~ 

’-rrnnr "rrn ’ 



........................................... 

FROM SL~VER~..TO FREEOOM__. 

¯ ..... . ¯, , , :., ..~ but they aiso prescribed the 

"proper" wuh:s of bl~.ck mauh~od ~nd wom~ahaod, For ex~mpk’. T-he (~b[o-~wl .fimcrfl:an pro- 

Man is daring and coM~de.ntWoman ~s deferent and unassuming 

Ma~ 1~ great in acdonWoman is sufferiag 

Man ~hfnes abroad .Woman a~ home 

,. b: o-s a,,d au~ob-iovTam~k;al nan~adves reveal that 
am{ hdh~m flee bla#k women e,aJ~a~-ed {he he!~e[ thin: m{~thor~ were the guaramors of f~am-      :::~:~:~:~:~: 

whke sodew-----thm 
y~}ke, i he pr,::~sure ~o ,:oMbrm [() the gender robs of t~’~(" larger 

emuhdt~F masculine pdviDge and authority ,:wcr women-"-cr~:ated difficulties IBr a people 

wh~.~s< historical chx umstances ~n }aDor and mothed~oed, both trader dave>; and in flee- 

,he" ~q-~-,wb fo~ rad’~ advancement, some black women dared to quesuon these Sen. 

preach. Sh~’ gained flm approval of an earlier-reluctant 

~,~¢~%*:m :b::}~:~ ¢~m:~{: A~t*~:~ the: bishop of the African Methodist F;piscopal Church_ and won 

svlvama { :}~o~ &flen s &~ath m 
~he ch’~ rH:a ~:~rod:ed, mM ?CME churchmen denied her access m ~he pulpi~ because 

ZerM:er. She rotated her cxpeflence of ’~bein< measurably debarred from my own 
re~a:xts this prh4k:g<; [ had hecn so much use [o" h’: her autobic~Fraphh:a~ 

: " .,: v, e ;~-ue o1" £:endcr haequalitY prominendy into 

suffered sb{:: and black wome~ ~ike hm" believed that the> did no{ have the 
ins their moral suasion to the private sphere of m< fhmih, home. instead, 

pH:.Ji~: movements for hl.ack freedom, ~n Auto, st 1827 a yom~g 

up(m the <.duca~ion of~tmal.es .... ~"f’i.s true, the time. has been, witen u:) 

co~ak a pudding wel! was c(:msidered. ~h.e ea~:d and aim of a woman s being. Bu~ those 

days w}-~en ignorance blinded men’s eyries. "[’her{: are dffI~cu/ties, and 

-~dvanm’,’es of those o[’~mr ow~ g<tx. whose skins arc uo’~ colored like our own: 

improve what ~ktte we have., and make our one takmt pr~ ~duce t~vt>foldF" 

public h:ctu.res to mixed rnak>f~:mah: au<~e,~ces, thus determincdb s~epping 

~{;sb ~;~*.~’;;~’:~ side the au{:¢bellum domesdc splnerc. Born in 1803, she wa~ m~haned at ~h:e 
Sve in (;onnecticut and worked as an indentured se~:am and ~a[er as a 

~on, She married.James StewaF. the owner of a successfifl shipping eompan}. 
be(:am¢ involved {rffbrmal]Y i~ distribudnu paml)hk:{s that addressed racism m 

,    . , oa0 politics When,Jamc~ Stewart &ed m ~oo . ~i~e court reihsed to ac(:cpt hi~ 
~d-~.. td.c arid leaving 

stopping Maria of hm" com~ortabe midrib-class v -,;., ,-.          ,                      . .................. 

: 





FROM S~A~JERY TO 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

a har~×’r, l<~,mn:~r, and leader ;n th.~~ ~a~e’~ Na& com’em~on movement. ................... 

.~ ¯ , . ~ ¯ ........ ~ ~ ~ - ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

e ¯ , .... ~ ~.~ - , .... s. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.... . ~ . ~ ..... ~ * ** .... , ........ ,.. ..... , - ~ : ~-, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~an:d in I854. ~o pr~nmt,~ a black-I~.:d movemem. At the mccth~-, H. Ford I)ou:~las 

la, had beeu :in~:[u~-nced by [)elanv, wh.o 

v:ear a~ the Nadon~ Ne:~-~ Conv~:ntion in I~ochester. in which? f)~u~-laxs had 

the U/vii War. 13clam lived with his fSmilv in Chath:~:m. 

he exphm:.d tht:: Niger Valk:T and r.e~ wida Aflican rulcrs a3 discuss 

Araerican immigr~tion to v,,t~a.~: is now Nigeria. He pub:fished: his pro-en~{:~ra~ion.:. 

-anted the return of all e~caped anywhere United 

StateS,ThereC~used her to fi)rsake d~e land ogher bird~ and reside: ~ce 

Wh:Lsor,R/,~ ~.4d O~{~H~Wafd in 
she continued her rol:e as a am{joined       ]:~s:’;, Samuel 

She advoeat~::d em:igrado~ to Ca~ada, ab0tifion and temperanc(. Sh~:-, 

qu<~st:u:m, of emigration to ~ ..... .                              d~e bm"ning 
!t, 1 allona~ COllventlo~ ~ri } ", ~     ’ ’ Pm:Jac~elph~a m i 855. Her presence pia[form caused sOm~: since 

Womencridci~edwere not .generally a( ~x.,p~:ed as pui:~lic 
speak<ms at theSe[o Ca:nad~anmeetingS’communit:i~:s.bu~ undeterred[n she 

black tcade~:~ ibr ~a;~%... financiai aidand cominued I856 abe married Thomas Cary~ a barbert° Dora 
To~onto> to write, teach, and lecture. 

On the eve. of ~he Civil War, appr0xirnaa.b,, a half-million ADican Americans wer:e 

o.r a slave st:ate t r they suff~:red , the r:ac{st ind.igniti~:s: tha~ denied them t:be ~%h~ of :~ ..... 
can citizen:< Ah::hough not economically or c~.fltura{lv : ";:,. ; :. :.:.. ~ 

stret~uouslv d ~, .... : .... ’, " - ~,,~ uun~ente a!~ke, had roots ~ :~ - , efended then. role m ,r< h< .... ~-,_ . . . .- : ..... n d~.~ n,mon and 
............. *y..he rnNor~t:v oi"~k/}-ica~:, MneN,. ....... , Freder~c:~ D0u~ass s resou~dmo, word~ to the Nanona.. Negro Convention hi 1953 ........... 



4 
The Slave Family 

O, where has mother gone, papaF 
V~lhat makes you look so sad9 
Why sit yo~ here alone, papa? 
Ha.~ anyone made you mad? 
O, tell me, dear papa. 
Has master punished you again? 
SMlt I go bring the salt, papa, 
To rub your Back a~d cure the pain? 

Thea_~~as unique in the Ne.~w World because 

rio among L~~dves sevei~e-gl~+~cte~ eh-~d~ 
m<+~ o-6-ff__~mon_ogam~:gemems. For examp~,~h~ 
t86o there were x 56 males fo~ every xoo female s]aves in Cuba. 
T~e Germa~ traveler Alexander yon Humboldt found that there 
was only one female to every fou~ mate slaves on most 
sugar estates, and i~ the San Juan de los ~emedios region thee 
was o~ty one fema]e to eveU ~9 males, One GuB~ plantation 
that Humboldt visited had 7o0 males and no female slaves. Ac- 
cording to the Cuban Census of ~.857, there were ~64 males fo~ 
eveH ~oo females betwee~ the ages of x a and 6o. I= the coun~ 
tryside the situation was even worse; there were x9~ males 
every too females between the ages of t2 and 6o. ~e imbalance 
in the sex ratio among Latin American slaves wa~.~rtl~_k r~ 
of the ~la~ter’s initial ~n~~ave 

ma~ from Africa. For instance, in t~~~g~ee~q~g ......... 

149 



Since childhood is the most crucial era in the development oF 

ha~ib~[ >~s~~~, ~.~t~~.da.ve family 
m~~g~g~~d ~e.~%e Family, 
while it had no legal existence in slaveu, was in actg.~ne 
the mos~t s~ival mechanisms for the slave. In his 

punishment, to eo9~te with other blacks, and to 

prima~’~espo~igle for t£e slave’s ability to 

hi( master. W~f[~portant thing was not {hat the family was not 
ree~i~gally o~ mat masters ~requently monog- 
amous mating arrangements in the quarters only when it was 
convenient to & so, but rather that some form of Family life did 
exfst amo~es. 
~-the [o~ of famfl~ in the quarters differed radically 

family-the rear~g of children ~+g ++_~&h~ost important 
ofThe ;e f nctio s.  i g  sl v )arems ere pr ma     e ponsibl  
[o~~reirchildren, they could cushion the shock of bond- 
age for them, help them to understand their situation, teach 
tham values different from those their masters tried to instil in 
them, and give them a £$~erent for self-esteem other tha~ the 
mas ter. 

I~ he wa~.~c~ slave ~lonoed to a master who tried 
Foster ~~L 7 st~on>fa~ t[~.jmlh~ 
thoti~d~eholders sometimes encouraged monogamous mat- 
ing arrangements because of their religious views, they generally 
did so to make it easier to discipline their slaves. A 
they reasoned, who~La~nd his children was less li~ 
to bg~dfi~ of to ru~~o~ld a "single slave. The 
simple threat of being separated from his family was generally 
su~eient to subdue the most rebellious "married" slave. Besides, 
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Figure zg. Home 

there was less likelihood oF fights between slaves when monoga- 

mous mating arrangements existed? 

the quarters, punished slaves +or licentiousness and aduker~_.a_.nd 

their "marriage" or "divorce."* One planter asserted in ~836 that 
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he particularly enjoined upon his slaves, "the observance of their 
marriage contracts. In no instance do I suffer any of them to vio- 
late these ties; except wl:ere I would consider myself justified in 
doing so,’’s H:agh Davis of Alabama also sought to promote mo- 
rality on his plantation. He informed h~s overseer that "all viola- 
tions of the right of husband and wife and such other immorality 
wilI meet with chastisement[.] From ~o to ~o stripes ~s the gen- 
eral measure of punishment for stated offenses according to their. 
grade."" 

Most planters were far less successfu] or interested in promot. 
ing morality in the quarters than Hugh Davis. The typical ex- 
perience was related by a Mississippi planter: "As to their habits 
of amalgamation and intercourse, I know of no means whereby 
to regulate them, or to restrain them; I attempted it for many 
years by preaching virtue and decency, encouraging marriages, 
and by punishing, with some severity, departures from marital 
obligations; but it was alI inyam." "~ I~most slave- 
holders did not care about thg. sex~ual customs of their slaves as 
l~’-fi-~~ was ~ bic.ke_r.in~ and fiRhtinR. As a result, ~lanters 
w e r~-~e--r; e--~]iiv:n~-or£- in ter e s t~I i~ ~c ou r~agifi g---~-~-n~0- a’~i~+2 .... g 
cause it was conducive to discipli~ne~an Becaus~ 8f dny interest, 

"the genera ru e o t e p antatisn recognize;~the relation of man 
and wife and compelled not virtue perhaps, but monogamy.’’8 
Many of the lantations were so lar e that it ~vas im ossible for P___ ......................................... _g_! ................................... RP22 
raas+ers t’6-TfiS"~Tdse b~d the +eu !+£e~x)Lth_eir slaves. " 
Se’~<~d imperfectly taught (or violate !- TT)hites 

respondence; Jan. 4, I86:z, Priscilla Bond Diary, Memoranda Book No. 9, 
AIexandre DeCIouet Papers, Louisiana State University Archives; Philip H. 
Jones, "l:leminiscences of Days Before and A~er the Civil War," Southern 
Historical Collection, University o~ North Carolina; Mathilda Houston, 
Hesperos (z vols., Londofi, I85o), lI, I57-59. 

5. Southern Agricul~.urdisg IX (Dec, ~836), 6z& 
6. Weymouth T. Jordan, "The Management RuIes of an Alabama Black 

Belt Phntation, ~848-~86z," A~icu~tura~ History XVIII (]’an. "~944~, 64, 

7. DeBow’s ~eview X (June ~Sg~), 6:;3. 
8, ]’ohn W. DuBose, "Recollections o[ the Plantations," Alabama H~s*oHcal 

Qv.arterly I (Spring ~93o), 66. 
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with impunity), drifted down through a heaD" veil of ignorance 
Co~se uentl¥, for many slaves, sex was a nat-. ~,, the auarters. _ ~quenuy, ~ 

~ 
B~ for exam~a4 seven ch~tdren ~athered 

The white~Est for black women was one of tKe ~ost 

man ~~~ women freq    y      Y    _.    _ ~- 
ky that comely black girls could remain chaste ~or long. ~e~ 
slave parents could protect their pretty daughters from the sepal 
advances of white men. This was particularly tree when the 
slaves belonged to a white bachelor or lived near white bachelors. 
Lucius Holsey’s white father, for instance, never ma~ied but in- 
stead chose successive lovers from among the female slaves on 

his plantation)~ " ra hers testi~4~r many white men ccm- 
~ black autobm ........... -’~ 

~gt~h~exuai Favors of biack women, ue~eraW spea~mg, 
the wome~ were litera]ly forced to offer themselves "will/agly" 
and receive a trinket for their compliance rather tha~ a flogging 
For their refusal and resistance. Frederick Douglass declared that 

the "slave woman is at the mercy of the ~athers, sons or brothers 
of her master.’u* Many o~ the black autobiographers recounted 
stories of slave wome~ being ~oreed to submit to white men: 
Henry Bibb’s master forced one dave girl to be his son’s eoneu- 

9. B~own, Narrative, f-~5; Wittiam G~imes, Li~e o~ Wigiam Grimes, 
Runaway S~ave, Brought Down ~o the Present Time (New Haven, ~855), 

5-z4. 
~o. Grimes, Life, 5-14; Annie L. Burton, Memories of Childhood’s 

Days (Boston, ~9e9), 3-9; Harriet Martineau, Retrospect o[ West~n Travel 

(3 vols., London, ~838), II, ~46-48; Thomas Anburey, Travds Through the 

Interior Parts o~ America (London, ~789), 385; John Davis, Trm, e~s ~n the 
United States o{ AmerCe ~798 ~o tSoz (a vols., Boston, ~gto), I, 70, 

~4~; Robert Sutcliff, TraveZs ~n Some Parts o~ N~th A.me~. ~n the Years ~8e4, ~8o5 and ~8o6 (York, E~g., ~8~), 53, ~ox; Victor Tixier, Tra~,ds 

~he Osage Prairies (No~a~, Okla., ~940], 97. 
~. Frederick Douglass, My Bon&ge and My Freedom (New York, x968 
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bine; M. F. Jamison’s overseer raped a pretty slave girl; and Solo- 
mon Northup’s owner forced one slave, "Patsey," to be his sexual 
partner. Slave traders frequently engaged in the same kind of 
practices. Moses Roper, who once helped a slave trader, declared 
that the traders often had intercourse with the most beautiful 
black women they purchased. When Henry Bibb and his wife 
were sold to a trader in Louisville, Kentucky, the trader forced 
Bibb’s wife to become a prostitute.1~ 

A ~umber of white men sought more than_fl_e~;ing _cKla_zt{on- 

bla~ women fo; th~i~cub~eg7%T’~an~£~ses tfi~;~4~ ............. 
lov~d-~g~~cubine and treated her as his wife. 

Stro? ~~d ~,~v ~2mve ~o~ ~s master s pla~}~9~ 
sha~i~ with his black lo)~r ~a [h~ ~; daughter~. 
(O’h~" girls married ~~ alter the Civil Wa~.) 
Two of the black autobiographers, Jermain Loguen and John 
Mercer Langsto~, lived i~ such households. La~gsto~’s father 
was a weahhy Virginia planter, Ralph Quarles, who wa~ted to 
abolish slave~. Ostracized by his neighbors because of his abo- 
litionist views, Quarles restricted himself almost solely to the 
company of his slaves. He took Langsm~’s mother, Lucy, as his 
concubine, made her mistress of his honsehdd, and had four 
childre~ by her. Eventually he ~eed her and the children. Lang- 
ston declared that his father treated him "tenderly and affection- 
ately." Early each morning he would rise and tutor his children, 
and when the boys }eached a certain age, he sent them to school 
in Ohio. Upon the marriage of his daughter to a slave, Quarles 
purchased and freed her husband and gave .them a plantation 
and some slaves. At his death in ~834, Quafles freed some of his 
dares and willed all of his properV to his three so~s.*a 

I~. Henry Bibb, Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb, an 
American Slave (New York, ~849). 98"99, I~-~6; Moses Rope~, A Narrative 

of the Adventures and EscaFe o~ Moses Bo~er ~om American Sleety (Lon- 

don, ~84o), z4, 63-66; Bethany Veney, The N~rat~ve o~ Bethany Veney, a 

SNve W~an (~’orcmter, Mass., ~889), 26. 

r3. Israel Campbdl, An Autobiography (Phila&lphia, ~86~), zz8-35; John 
Merce~ Langston, From the Virginia Plantatio~ to ~he Nationa~ Capital (Hart- 

~ord~ I~94), *-36; Je~n WesI~ Logue~, The Rev. ]. W. Laguen, as a 
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Miscegenation often led to com_plic~ficn~.in-the South. Some- 
timbre men~’-~ack concubines more than they 

did their white wives. Consequently, the white women sued 
and obtained, divorce. Henry Watson asserted that the wife o~ a 
Natchez, Mississippi, slave trader divorced him because’ of his 
concubine. White women were frequently in~riated by thei~ 
husbands’ infiddities in the quarters and took revenge on the 

black women involved. When_~ses Bo~e~ ~har~r-exam- 
pie, his mistress ~i~d t0 kill~im when"sh~] disc;Yered that 
husb~~~~_~,~>t~s~ the man sold Boper 

and h~o~er.                           " ............................. ~~~ble occasions w~iI~ women also had assignatio~as 
with ~k slaves. The evidence from Virginia divorce petitions 

i~ con~lusiv~ this point: a Norfolk white man asserted in ~835 
that his wife had "lived for the last six or seven years and con- 

tinues to live in open adultery with a negro man .... 
Nansemond Coumy white man declared in * 84° that his wife 

had given birth to a mulatto child and that she had "recently 
be~ engaged in illicit intercourse with a negro man at my own 
house and on my own bed." In many cases the sepal relations 
between Negro men and white women went u~detected because 
the children resulting from such unions were light enough to 
pass For white. For e~mple, one Virginian testifiM that when 

his white wife gave birth to a mulatto he "did not at first doubt 
fit] to be his, notwithstanding its darkness of color, .and its u~u- 
sual appearance." One white woman in eighteenth-qentuU 
ginia who had a mulatto child convinced her husband ~at 
child was dark ~cause someone had cast a spell on her..(He 

lieved ~e story for eighteen years.) ~* 
Begardless of the ac~g~-,the-P[a~wt~mc~gE~ship pa~[tem 

in th~ate*~di~/~mman~msP~g~-~’ from 

their maste~ ~lacks fro~~~u~-~ 

S~av~ a=d m a Freedman (S~aeuse, N.Y., x859), ~9-37; Jae& Stroy~, 

Li~e in the Sou~h (Salem, ~89o), 30-37¯ 

¯ he S~th, =776-~86o (Amh~st, ~{ass., 197o), ~5356’ 
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that enslaved nineteenth-century white Americans in reggrd to 
sex. Besides, they arg - T"t-h-ff" 6Ci a-gain ........................................ nothing From observ- 

ihg this part of the American creed when whites considered them 
outside the rest of it. Consequently, freed from social restraints,~ 
young slave men pursued ~i}~-];"~"-~’~’m~s-gr~e.c~[l 
aba~~y~g~s~t~2~!i~[g~d2"b’f their white masters.      ¯ 

Viewing the courting of their young masters, the slaves imi- 

tated their ]an~age and then mmsformed ~e ,~eriean ritual 

by adding elements from African courtship and betrothaI prac- 

tices. Traditionally, Africans resorted to metaphor, indirection, 

stou-telling, poems, songs, riddles, and symbolic lan~age in 

their courtship and betrothal ~tuals. During courtship among 
the Ewe, for example, 

Whether the girl is interested or not, tradition and good form 
demand that at first she simulate indifference and even dislike. 

. . . A youth must not only be witty and ready to flatter the 
girl effusively, he must also be ready to answer and counter 
any questions she may ask. Girls are never willing to succumb 
without testing the ability of the youth as a person welI versed 
in wooing tactics .... Some gir]s say they try to be impossible 
only to pull the legs of youths they find to be inexperienced. 
Others say they would be considered cheap if they gave in 
readily, but they also consider that should they b&ome too 
difficult their suitors might leave them and look for other girls, 

so that although they are neither easy with their virtue nor give 
straight answers to proposals, they can do their best t6 make it 
known to a youth that they are not altogether averse to him. 
This is usually done by polite prevarications and t~icky eva- 
sions. Both words and actions are needed during the period of 
wooing 

~ 5. G. K. Nukunya, Kinshi~ aug Marriage Among the A,~lo E~e (London, 
z969), 79-80; see also: John W. glassingame, ed., Sla~e T~stimo,?’ (Baton 
Nouge, ~ 977), 643; Heli ~atelain, "Folklore in an African’s Li%," Southern 

Workman XXV (Aug. ~896), ~64-66; Marie-An&~ du Nacre-Grout, The 

H~se Sta~s Firm: Family Li~e in West A[~ea (N~lwat~ee, ~96~), 74-75; 
George P. ~awick, ed., T~ AmeNcan Slave: A Compo~te Autobiography (3~ 

~ls., Westport, ~nn., ~97~’77), XIII, pt. 4: ~24; ~land Kay A~s=ong, 

Old M~sa~ Pe~le: The Old S~es Tell T~ir 8to~ (In~anapo~, 

*~3-57, ~59-63; Ronnie C. Tyl~ ~d La~ence R. M~hy, eds., The 
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The combination of African and American elements led to the 
evolution of unique courtship practices in the dave quarters. 

Courtship in the quarters was based on a highly formalized 

ritual involving the propounding of a series of questions to de- 
termine one’s availability as a sexual partner, A verbal duel, the 
ritual varied slightly from state to state and was taught to the 
young by old men and women. The slaves believed that in order 
to win a mate, a young man or woman had to "know how to 
talk.’’~ The courtship ritual consisted of riddles, poetic boasting, 

sexual innuendos, figurative speech, circumlocution, and was a 

test of wit. A major preoccupation in the ritual was the asking 
of metaphorical questions to determine whether a young man or 
woman was free to go courting and whether an individual would 
be accepted as a suitor. In a characteristic wooing of a maiden, 
the following conversation ensued: 

H~. My dear kin’ miss, has you any obiections to me draw- 
ing my chef to yet side, and revolvin’ de wheel of my conversa- 
tion am~and de axle of your understanding ? 

S~a. I has no objection to a gentleman addressin’ me in a 

proper manner, kin’ sir. 

H~. My dear miss, de wor!’ is a howlin’ wildemess full of 
devourin’ animals, and you has got to walk through hit. Has 
you made up yet mira’ to walk through hit by yersel~, or wid 
;ome bol’ wahyer?iv 

Narratives of Texas (Austin, x974), 75; Cha~1es L. Pexdue gt eL, Wa~vils in 
~he Wheat: Interviews ~th Virgin{a Ex~S~ves (Charlottesville, ~976), 

~. C. A~aham, TM T~v People (Lagos, I933), ~; Ugi Beie~, ca., Yoruba 
Poesy (Cam~idge, Eng., ~97o), ~4, 67-7z, xzz-~3; F~cis M. Deng, ed., 

T~ Dinka and Their Songs (Oxford, Eng., 1973), zo-zz, 43-46, 7~83¯ 

~6. "Old Time Courtship," So�them W~k~an XXIV (Jan. ~895), 

"~u~shlp," ibid., ~X~ (May ~gg~), 78; "Courtship Customs," ibi&, XXV 

(Jan. ~896), ~$-~6; "~ur~p in Old Vir0nla," ~d., XXV (Feb. ~896), 
38; De,el ~rebster Davis, "Echoes from a pl~tatton Party," i~i&, X~rlIi 

(Feb. ~g99), $4-59; ~aw~ck, A~erfea~ Sieve, V, pt. 4:49-~o, gl 

307; (Supplement), ~, 63o’3~ 
~7. Unless o~h~wiSe ~eatad, eli quotes a~e from material gathered 

the HamptOn Fol~o~e Satiety ana published in ~he articles in the 

W~ cited in note ~6. 
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For the most part, the young man initiated the courting. As in 
many courtship rituals, flattery was a constant; young men 
wasted l~ttle time demonstrating how they regarded the young 
women. Interjected with flattery was almost always a question 
about the young woman’s availability as a partner: "Kin’ lady, 
since [ have been tray’ lin up hill, vatly an mountain, I hobber 
seed a lady dat suit my fancy too’ so den you does. Now is you a 
towel dat had been spun~ or a towel dat had been woven. (An- 
swer~if spun, single,)" 

Having found a towel that was spun, the young man would 
begin boasting of his prowess and proclaiming, through poetic 
allusions, his love for her: "I love you, kind Miss, harder dan a 
mule can kick up de hill backwards." The poeta’y of love reso- 
nated through the quarters. Similar in structure to A~rican ones, 
the poetic elbasions of young slaves were promises and pledges. 
Young men spent a great deal of time creatiflg or memorizing 
the poems in an effort to win the maidens of their choice. Seek- 
ing to widen the province of his pleasures, a young man would 
ask a young woman: 

If you was passim’ by 
And seed me han~n’ high 
Would you cut me down and lie 
Or would you let me hang there an die? 

ff a young lady. seemed to doubt the young man’s professions of 
interest and sincerity, he might say: 

O, when I first saw you lovely face, 
Laugh at me if you 
My heart jumped clean out of its place. 
~{ couid not keep it still. 

While men were dearly the initiators during courtship in the 
quarters, women controlled, by their answers to the questions 
propounded by the men, the pace, the length, and detemalned the 
success o~ failure of the wooing. Initially, the woman’s reactions 
might vary from indifference to slight interest. Thus, she chal- 
lenged the young man to arouse her interest, to earn her love. A 
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young man’s initial queries migh~ elicit a Uom"~se of a response 

as soon as he proved "dat it is not for er ~orm and er fashion get 

you put de question." Further da~ms o~ sincerity might lead the 
~oung lady to ~espond: "I has knowed maw a gentleman to talk 
~v~d wise words and fl~tteriff looks, and at de same time he may 

have a deceivin’ heart." While this was the ge~era] pattern, the 

young slave girl did not hesitate when she met a man who was 
attractive to her. ~nstead, she answered the man’~ questions un- 

ambiguously in ways to indicate be~ des~r~ ~or him. ~n the court- 

ship ritual she b~came the initiator. To a simple greeting a young 

lady might respond: "Honorable m~ster, at dis time presen’ my 
ears i5 a waitin’ an’ a ]i~tenin’ to hea~ from you~ sweet ]itde 

some words. Thirty years I’s been looking to de eas’ an’ 
to de wed to see some one to ~uit my ~ncies too’ so dan you has." 

$ometimes young women initiated the ritual by wing to deter- 

mine ff the young men prderred them. Attempting to ~athom 
a suitor’s intentions, a young lady might say: " ’Suppose you wa~ 
welkin’ by de. side o’ de r~ver an d~re was three ladies in a boat, 
an’ get ~oat wa~ overturned, which lady would you save, a tall 

lady o~ a short lady or a middle-sized ladyT ~ the voun~ 

asserted that he would saw a lady corresponding in bright to his 
qu~tloner, it signified he wa~ interested in 

go3~-~--~ ~ __a C..nA~_~hts, at molasses stews 
pa~.~"~~°~ ~,’~’~ ~ ~ _~__~;;gi~2~; and 
lar to taffy ~.,--~aterme{~--~,easts’ 
dances. A favorit~stim~"at {h~artie~ was ringkqmes enaa~D ..... 
young_~AD_.tq.~i~s ~be..!adies:.}~_Dgniel Webster Davis gave a 
cleftS’portrait o[ plantation parties when he wrote: 

The party would start off with a general greeting and 
versation. Td]ing tales, some o[ them calculated to "~reeze the 
young blood, and cause each particular hair to stand on end 

iike quills upon the fretful porcupine," was a co~on mode o[ 
entertaining. Next would come the guessing of riddles pro; 

pounded by the more erudite portion o[ the company,, ,,,,°r "pull- 
ing handkerchie[s" lot kisses. "F~uit in the Basket, vvat~ g 

xS, Kawlck, Amer~an 8lave, II, pt. ~ :~7~, z~z, ~z, 3a4, pt. ~:89, XlI, 

*:8~, ~63, ~7o, pt. z:6, ~5~, a~6, 348. 
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the Lonesome Fioad," ’Tin in the Well," and "Fishing," were 
devices for getti::g a kiss from some fair one. In the play "I’m 
in the Well," a gentleman would raake the startling announce- 
ment that he was in the well. Some sympathizing friend would 
ask, "How many Fee~ deep?" and it is surprising how many feet 
a fellow could get in the well, if some pretty girl asked the 
question. He would then be asked, "Who will you have to pull 
you out?" He would answer, "Miss so and so," and the lady 
mentioned would be expected to kiss him as many times as he 
was fee~ deep in the well. This was certainly a most p]easant 
way to be rescued [rom drowning. By this effort the lady would 
get into the well herself and have to be rescued in like manner. 

The cakewalk was a perenn!_a.! a_5_t.su.__c~2a:ties. So was the singing 
of i o~’~gse ?~-~-fflar son_gs.whieh were the .precursors of the blues. 
Lusty songs ~-gS-~t courting and love, they w~ere_ 

aphorie-mf-et’enoes-ro-~-0xu~l iii~ercourse, 
The slaves’ attitude toward sex and procreation was an amai- 

__ .. 
attitudes oi: t_:adit~uaL&f~icam_~s~cieties, differed area@ from l 
those current in Europe and antebellum Amerie_~, Premarital sex 
amon: some Ai:r:can ~les was institutionalized 

the c~3ur___tship process. Some A_ffica~.__=n_&e~o=p3v: ho~.wev~_e.:,_ 
the Ha._u~Nu~N.ige.ria, req_u=ired ph._emar:t:l ..vixgin~.ty_. 
At:rieans viewed sex as fundamental to procreation, and procrea- 
tion as a religious dutT to ensure the continuation of the family 
line established by one’s ancestors. Barr._e._n~n.~s.=was a .c_a.larnityfi~ 
Africa?~ While providing socially sanct’ioned forms for engaging 

:9. Felix Bryk, Dark Rapture: The Ssx-Life o( the Afriaan Negro (New 
York, ~975), 74-98, :~7-43; E. Franklin Frazier, "Negro, Sex Life of the 

Ahi~n and Amebean," The Ene),eloFedla of Sexual Behavior (New York, 

196~), 769-75; ~thur Phillis, ed., Sue’e), of A~ican Marriage and Family 
Li~g (London, ~953); Daryll Forde and A. ~. ~adcliffe-Brown, eds., A~ie~n. 

gTSt~ms of Ki~hifl a~d Marriage (London, ~95o), 46"85, 25z-84; K. 
Busia, ~eF~ on a Soei~ Su~a7 of g~kondi-Takoradi (London, ~95~), 

A. W. C~dinalI, The Natives of the Nor~hem Ta~it~ias of the Gold Coas~ 

(London, ~9z~), 75-8~; Abraham, The Tiv People, ~49-5o; M. J. Field, 
Social Organization of the Gd PaoFta (London, ~94e), 37-44; DaWI1 Forde, . 
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in premarital sex, African societies generally forbade extramarital 
sex, punishing adulterers with heavy fines, divorce, slavery, and 
sometimes dearh.2° 

Because Africans so highly valued children, they could neither 
conceive of the European concept of celibacy nor, like the Euro- 

pean, regard sexual intercourse as dirg", evil, or sinful. Puberty 
rites in West Africa, for instance, were either preceded or fol- 
lowed by training of the young in their sexual responsibilities. 

with de- 
~ 

e Som societies concluded puberty rites of young girls 
flotation 

. As he was gradually transformed into an Afro-American, the 

proe{~i~nn7~;a~h~-}etai~ed ~as the belief that sex was a na~- 

sla;e, however, brought ambivalence to~wa~rd 
in t~-"~~~e ministers, for exam]pte~ re- 
~-~a~e~[~ railed against the coati,?Nation "~.[-’_~.e.2xffSca_r~_tradition 
of,polyg~~~Fhey called upon the slaves to adopt 

Christian monogamy and to cleave ~o one mate throughout their 
lives. In numerous sermons and catechisms prepared especially 
fo~ the slaves the ministers stressed Biblical prohibitions against 

premarital’sexual intercourse, adultery, fornication, and the sep- 

aration of mates. Typical of the lessons thousands of slaves 
learned was the section in the ~837 catechism published by 

South Carolina Episcopalians, where young blacks memorized 

such passages as "Thou shalt not commit adultery .... Ou~ 
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Saviour saith, He who looketh, on a woman, to lust after her, 
hath committed adultery with her already in his heart .... St. 
Pau! saith, Fornication and all uncleanness, let it not be once 
named among you, as becometh saints; neither filthiness, nor 
foolish talking, nor jesting, which are not convenient .... St. 
Paul saith, Let every man have his own wife, and every woman 
her own husband." The catechumens also learned they should 
avoid "impure thoughts," "lewd and filthy words," that fornica- 
tion was % great sin," a disgrace, "a sin against God," leading 
to "falsehoods, and jealousies, and rrmrders, and loss of health.:’ 
God would punish adulterers in "everlasting Hell" or, like the 
people of Sodom and Gomorrah, destroy them?z 

A1jhough the link between sin and sex 

among slaves as among whites, it was an inevitable concomjta_nt 
of~Jffi~ization of the blacks. Christian slaves of_Lte_n._taughz---- 
therr-ct’rfldreW%WSnstance t~h~_p_r~e.marltal sex 
we;y_ the same. The children o[ such slaves learned little about 
sex except ~ristian injunctions against it before marriage. 
Minnie Folkes, a former Virginia slave, typified the impact of such 
practices when she recalled: "I married when I wuz ~4 years old. 

. So help me God, I didn’t know what marriage meant .... I 
slept in bed-he on his side an’ I on mine fer three months an dis 
ain’t no lie . . . he never got close to me ’cause my muma sed 
’Don’t let nobody bother yo’ principle’; ’cause dat wuz all yo’ had. 
I ’bey my muma, an’ tol’ him so, and I said to go an’ ask mama 
an ef she sed he could get close to me hit waz alright." A South 
Carolina slave, Harry Macmillan, asserted in 
many slave women en_Kg.gh~c~~ta! sexual intercourse, 

aK_ainst it." When unmarried women became pregnant, Macmil- 
lan t~Eed, "they are thought less of among their companions, 

zz. Protestant Epia’copaI Church, South Carolina, A Catgchism, To Be Used 

by Teachers in th~ I:leligious Instruction o~ P~rsons of Color (Charlestor~, 

;~837); see also: Southern E?iseopatlan, I (x854), 5~8, VI (~859), 369-75; 
Charles C. Jones, A Catechism for Colorer Persons (Charleston, ~834); /n- 

struction from th~ Book o¢ Common Prayer, for Plantations by a Clergyman 

. (Charleston, ~854). 
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unless they get a husband and before the child is born, and. if 
they cannot the shame grows until they do get a husband.’’~a 

Sexual conquest became a highly ~cespected avenue to status 

ow~p~ntation and d~pped ~w~fi w~h Or w~Out a pass, to 
ot~ ~ta--~£-~i~i h6~as smit~6~ b) 10ve. He per~stently 
sh~~~is c~oice o~ten over a long permd of courtship 

He flattered her, exaggerated his prowess, and tried to demon- 
strate his ambition and especially his ability to provide for ~er. 

. ’ on her affections, he often had to obtai~qnsent tf he w -- ~ 

Whece slave ~ ~)~3~’~~-6~’~"Iff~’~6~h-’~s the slaves ~q~ ~e~ e~~ union was con- . 

leq~e~ut~nsils she would need to establish a household?a 
Love is no small matte~ for any man; for a slave it represented 

one of the ma~er crises in his life. Many slaves vowed early in 
life ~ever to marry a~d Face separation from loved ones..If they 

had to ma~y, the dave ~~ractical~y unanimous 

want i~ marry a ~; F~gN~Kei~-;w~M be forced to watch 
as she was beaten, insulted, raped, overworked, or sta~ed with- 
out being able to protect ~e~. John Anderson declared that when 
he was contemplating marriage: "I did not want to marry a girl 
belonging to my own place, because I knew I could not bear 
to see her ill-treated.’’~ Henry Bibb felt the same way. He con- 
tended: "I~ my wife must be exposed to the insults and licentious 
passions of wicked slavedrivers and overseers; if she must bear 
t~e s~ipes of the lash laid on by an unmerciful ~rant; if this is 
to be done with impunity, which is frequently done by dave- 

z3. PeMue, Weevils, 9~-96; Blassingame, Slav~ Testimony, 38z; Gutman, 

B~aek Family, 6o-86; Todd L. Soviet, Megicine a~d S~a~ry (Urbana, ~978), 

z4. Brown, Na~a¢ive, 88-90; So,mort No~thup, Tw~v~ Years a 

(London, *853), ~9~-zzz; St~oye~, My Li¢e, x5-ao. 
aS. John Anderson, The S~ory o~ the L~e of John A~derson, a 

Slaw (London, ~863), 
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holders and their abettors, Heaven forbid that I should be com- 
pelled to witness the sight.’’~ Most of the slaves tried every 
stratagem to avoid being placed in this position. Moses Grundy 
summed up the general view when he wrote: "no colored man 
wishes to live at the house where his wife lives, for he has to 
endure the continual misery of seeing her flogged and abused, 
without daring to say a word in her defence.’’2r 

Unfortunat_e~ fo " I es th t r had the final word 
in re ard to the" " t ers Most slaveholders, feelin 
tha({!{e children their m~~en 

that th~e~_marry women on their own estate~... Such a practiCe 

pla&d oil ~~, ’ i terests under the control o~ the master 
and gave the dave fewer excuses to leave th-7-~aTK~. S~r~g m..m_~asi 
ters and i quirea 
if the~n--d-grs-g~d-tFie seriousness ~f th--dli~taking. 
belonged to diffe,ent masters it was often more difficult for them 
to obtain the consent of either one. But, if both the lovers per- 
sistently spurned prospective partners on their own plantations, 
the planters, by mutual agreement, might resolve the contro- 

versy. Wealthy masters frequently pu~e._dav~e._ 
and the ebTTo  r;-tbe matter co !d not 

sp.i~~ir obj.e._.q,,tj,o_.~s. The marriage ceremony in most cases 
consisted of the slaves’ simply getting the master’s permission 
and moving into a cabin,together. The masters of domestic serv- 
ants either had the !ocal white minister or the black plantation 
preac.h~-~~q7 marriage cerm=.o~W.,~.4g gave a sum> 
uous.~feast in the’ n~p~rlors_s_~_tke._slav_e_.g.u.e~_s_t.s.~__A..ft.9~_wards, 

the s!aves s in the uarters in 

couple__._.:=_!_. 
¯ 

z6, Bibb, Advent*~res, 

ZT. Moses Grundy, Narrative o~ ~he Li{~ of tVlosgs Grundy (London, ~843), 

zS. 
zS. John B~owa, Slave, Li~e ~ Ge~gla (London, ~85~), 3"44; Luasfo~d 

L~e, The Narrative o~ Lu**s¢ord Lane (Boston, ,848), 9-I6; Thomas Jones, 
The Experiences o~ Thomas Jon~s, Who Was a Slav~ for For~-three Years " 

(Boston, ~85o), z9-36; W. H. Robinson, From Log Cabin to the Pul~it (Eau 
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One aspect o[ slave nuptials contused their descendants and 

later historians. On many plantations masters and slaves devel- 
oped a humorous test to determine who would exercise the most 

authority in a union. As p~ of the post-nuptial revelries, the 

ld wear the oants or 
the we~tdiug--la-a-x-t~Y:-as me one w~lu ~ .................. 
rui~"~-£-~amil~. "~;~~-~-~l~---~[9-~;~-~’hufid~d years old. 

when interviewed in the ~93os, had a vivid recollection o[ the 
pro- and post-nuptial revelries when she married: 

When I growed up I married Exter Durham .... We had 
a big weddin’. We was married on de front porch o~ de, Big 
House. Marse George killed a shoat and Mid Betsy had Geo ’- 

gianna; de cook, to bake a big weddin’ cake all iced up white as 
snow with a bride and groom standin’ in de middle holdin’ 
hands .... I had on a white dress, white shoes, and long 

white gloves dat come to my elbow, and Mid Betsy done made 

me a weddin’ veil out ot~ a white net window curtain. When 
she played de weddin’ march on de piano, me and Exter 
marched down de walk and up on de porch to de altar Mis’ 

" t 

Betsy done fixed. Dat de prettiest altar I ever seed. Back agatns 
de rose vine dat was full o[ red roses, Mid Betsy done put tables 
filled with flowers and white candles. She done spread down a 

bed sheet, a sure ’nough linen sheet, for us to stand on, and 

dey was a white pillow to kneel down on .... 
Uncle Edmond 

Kirby married us. He was de nigger preacher dat preached at 
de plantation church. After Uncle Edmond said de last words 
over me and Exter, Marse George got to have his little fun. 

say, "Come on, Exter, you and Temple got to jump over de 
broom stick backwards. You got to do dat to see which one 
gwine be boss of your household." Everybody come stand round 
to watch. Marse George hold de broom about a foot high 
off de floor. De one dat jump ovcr it backwards; and never 
touch handle, gwine boss de house. If both of dem jump over 
without touchiff it, dey won’t g~vine be no bossin’, dey just 

Claire, Wis., ~9x3), ~5z-63; Charles Sealstaeld, The Americans as They Are 

(London, xSz8), ~33; Tixier, Travzls, 47; Amelia Murray, Lztters ~rom the 

U~itez~ States, C~ba and Canada (New York, ~856), az4, 35~. 
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gwine be congenial. I jumped first, and you ought to seed me. 
I sailed right over dat broom stick same as a cricket. But when 
Exter jump he done had a big dram and his t~eets was so big 
and clumsy dat dey got all tangled up in dat broom and he re!! 
headlong. Marse George he laugh and laugh, and toId Exter he 
gwine be bossed ’twell he seared to speak Iessen I told him to 
speak.~ 

Looking back on bondage from the ~93os, blacks who had 

been children watching such ceremonies often conflated the 

wedding ritual and the post-nuptial jumping of the broom. 

Either they had not seen or had forgotten the wedding cere- 

mony. Often children were misled because their parents used the. 

metaphor :~m wl~en ~dus.s!n~fl-&ngs 

anz~.e.~t~, when asked by the WPA mterwewer~ 
how slaves go~ married, tl~~N reported that the bonds- 

examine what the slaves toId the WPA interviewers and were 

misled about the character o[ wedding ceremonies in the quar- 
ters. Significantly, black in[ormants who had been adults in 

~86o, who were interviewed be[ore the ~930s or who wrote nine- 

teenth-century autobiographies rarely mentioned jumping the 

broom stick except a~ter a more [ormal ceremony?° 

Presl~erians, Methodists, Ba_glafis_.ts_~ad..Episc~o~o!_ign_s_ a,I.1 .de..- 
voted..a_gre~t d~a!..of_~att_e~on~to~t-h.e-_.w_~c_eremony in.the- 

quarte...~rs?~ Concerned about the impact of sexu~m---~gra-~l-i~y on 

zg. Norman P~. Yetman, ed., Voices ~rom Slavery, (New York, ~97o), ~64; 
see also: Rawidk, American Slave, V, pc. 5: 3~9-3o; Ronald Killion and Charles 
V;raller, eds., Slavery Time When I Was Chillun down on Marster’s 
t~on: Interviews with Georgia SIaves (Savannah, ~ 973), 45-46. 

3o. Gutman, Black Family, z75-8~; George Rawick, From Sunup to 
down (Westport, Conn., ~TZ), 86-87; Eugene Genovese, RoI~, Jordan, 

(New York, x974), 475; Armstrong, Old Massa’s People, ~66; Perdue~ 

Weevlis, 36, x34, 245; Blassingame, S~ave Testimony, 23, z62, 5:~5, 

639; James ~edpath, The Roving Editor: Or, Talks with Slaves in the South- 
ern States (New York, t859), 40, 66, ~64-65, ~73, 3~3-x4. 

3 ~. For the spirited but largely undocumented de~te over the rote o~ whites 
in shaping the slave F~ily, see Fr~ier, The Negro Fami~7 and G~tman, The 
Black FamiZT. Donald Mathews, ReIigion in the OId So,ith (Chicago, ~977), 

presents a good brie~ analysis o[ the Southern churches’ concern ~Sth the slave 

~amily. 
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an" certaint how man slave weddin s the ministers actua!ly y :ertamty .... a~y .;:. ....... 
per~o~med. Planter-i~-~f&s and 
,aphl~ih~gters, the manuscript ~eeords of specific ehu~ches 
and slave inte~iews do, however, contain frequent notations 
white eler~men performing dave weddings?~ 

’.’Even in the obse~ance of ’Ho/y Matrimony,’ the slaves seem 
to have been more scrupulous than their masters," an abolitionist 
wrote incredulously when reviewing a Southern church publica- 
tion in ,8;a.a~ Abolition doubts notwithstanO~ tho~s 

line, or ia Louisiana, ~s~;ig}i, and 

~Sd~ministers performed 3z~5 we.ddinis 
Camli~~ent, qI these ~e~£ 

than th~~~urch. While~i 
Ai£bama ~ ~ instaace, ~ount~etweea 5 4-5 and 
32.9 per cent oF ~e marriages performed in the Episcopal r? 

35. R. Q. Mallard, Plantation Life Before EmanCiFaaion (’Richmond, ~89~,), 

49; Alhed M. Pierce, A History of Methodism in Georgia (Atlanta, ~956), 
x3z; William H. Milburn, Ten Year~ of Preacher Life: Chapters 
A~tobiograFhy (New York, ~859), 3~7"38; Joseph D. Cushman, Jr., A Goodly 
Heritage: The Episcopal Church in FZorida, *Szr-r89z (Gainesville, Fla., 

* 965), 36; Journal, P, E, Ch~rch, Virginia, * 844 (Richmond, * 844), 58; "The 
Slave Wedding," MaThnd Colonization ]ou~v~al VI (July ~85~), 3~-3z; 

"Letter from a Mississippi Slaveholder," National Anti-S~avery Standard, Sept. 

9, ~854; H. B. B. to ~he Editor, ibid., Oct. 4, ~849; Bawick, Amwican S~ave, 
tI, pt. ~:3o~, V! (Alabama), 307, p~. 5:57, pt. I:7% z44, pt. z:95, z96, XlII, 

pt. 3:~z5, pt. 4:70, I~8; (Supplement), if, 73"74, III, zSz, z73, IV, ~96, 
44z, XI, ~ 36; H~y W. ~avenel, "~ecollections of Southern Plantation Life," 
Yale ~e~iew XXV (Summer ~936) 756; Stiles B. Lines, "Slaves aria Char&- 

men: The Work o~ the EpiscopaI Church Among Southern Ne~oes, 
,86o" (Ph.D. ~ss., CoNmbla University, ~96@, 

36. J. W. Simmons m the editor (n.d.), National Anti-Slave~ 
Aug. ’9, ~854. 
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lina’s Broad t~iver Baptist Association typified the strict construc- 
tionists in its ~gzo answer to a query ~rom one of its churches: 
" ’How shall a church proceed with a member in slavery whose 
companion was taken away out of the country and sold, and the 
member le~t has married another?’ Answer, ’Agreeably to the 
Scriptures, the church could not hold such an one in fellow- 
ship.’" Becognizing the practical hardships i~volved in the strict 
constructionist’s position, ma~y ministers contended.that a 
ble separation was ~a~tamount to the death of one’s mate or 
equivalent to divorce by the state (since permitted by its laws) 
and allowed remarriage. Whatever the ~ositions adopted, South- 
ern churches never reOsted e;sy~h~ria’g~s’~ 
sla~ ma~g~--~T~-~orcing 

In spite of the ~act that some men had two wives simuhane, 
ously, there Was a great deal ~~~Ng~~s. fam7... 
ily.~er the result of religious teasingS; 
O~"-~aster, or the deep affection between~ate~~slav~g 
had o~ly one part~g~~7or 
hi~ ...... ~     ~ ~ take ~mate after 
bec~~~a~ a sacred institution binding upon’ 

kept partners together. This emerges most clearly in the lamen- 
tations and resentments which pervade the autobiographies over 
the separation of family members. Frequently when their mates 
were sold, slaves ran away in an effort to find them. The fear 
causing disaffection forced planters to recognize the s~ength of 
the monogamous family; they~ld_~a slave in 
neighborhood of his mate when they moved their slaves farther 

Squth. Becaus} tii~~er~i~~ p~o~ich.~ 
ladyloves had an almost mythological~f~ 

m.ad£ia~g~.~e~ry Bihb believed that there are no class of people 
in the United States who so highly appreciate the legality 
marriage as those persons who have been hdd and treated as 

39. Joht~ R. Logan, Sketches, Historical and Biograghical, o~ the Broad 
River and King’s Mountain Ba~tlst Associatlon~, ~om ~8oo to z88z (Shelby, 

N.C., x887), 38. 
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property.’’~° In no class of_.American autobiographies is more 

autobio rap_hies of f      slaves 
After marriage, the slave faced almost insurmountable odds in 

his 
portant of all his author~t was restricte~ bK h~s master. ~ny 
decision of his regarding hls family could be counmrmanded by 

his master, The master demrmined when bo~h he and hls wife 
would go to work, when or whether his wife cooked his meals, 
and was often ~he final arbiter in family disputes. In en[orci~g 
disclpline, some .masters whipped both man and wife when they 
had loud arguments or fights. Some planters punished males by 
refusing to let them visit their mates when they lived on other 
plantations. In any event, these slaves could only visit their mates 
with their master’s permission, when the slave lived on the 
same plantation with his mate, he could rarely escape frequent 
demonstrations of his powerlessness. The master, and not the 

slave, furnished the cabin, 

littlg or no authority. 
The most serious i~pediment to the man’s acquisition 

statff~’~h~ family ~as his inabiliw to p,otect ~is%~/{fgff%~ffi~ - 

Ifi]tead, according to Austin Steward, slave    = .... ’ 
"submit without a murmur" when their wives were flogged.42 
Sometimes, in spite of the odds, the men tried to protect their 
mates. W. H. Robinson’s ~ather once told him that he "lay in 

the woods eleven months for trying to prevent your mother from 
being whipped.’’4a T~e black male frequently could do little to 
protect his wife from the sexual advances of whites. Most whkes, 

however, realized that a liaison with a slave’s wife could be dan- 
gerous. Occasionally, slaves killed white men for such acts. Gen- 

4o. Hen~ Box Bmwn~ N~atiw o~ H~ry Box Brown (Boston, ~8~), 57; 

Bihb, Adventures, ~ 5~. 

4~. Douglass, Bou&ge, 
42. Aust~ Stewed, Twe~t~-Iwo Y~rs a Slave, aua Fort7 Years a Freeman 

(Rochester, N.Y,, I86~), ,8. 

43. Robinson, PulFit, 
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Figure 3o, The Lonely Hearth 

erally, however, the women had no choice but to submit to the 
sexual advances of white men.44 Henry Bibb wrote that % poor 
slave’s wife can never be . . . true to her husband contrary to 
the will of her master. She can neither be pure nor virtuous, 
contrary to the will of her master. She dare not refuse to be re- 
duced to a state of adultery at the will of her master .... 

By all odds, the most brutal aspect of slavery was the se_~gra__~ 
tion~, n in~ ar w~ ma_-de all of the 
sl~eral~le, tn spite of the fa_La_c&that..p~9.~a.~aj~-r7 
ity of the planters tried to preven~t fa_mfl_y_~l~a_r.at..i..o.ns in order to 
mhintain ~l-~-n~n~ation discipline, practi~..a.I~..~g!!....~f~[h_e...__b[a~_~.a~tg:. 
biogi:~ers ~ ~g~d..y. Death ogcurred too 
.~r~q~een-~y in the master’s house, ereditor~ were too relentless in 
collecting their debts, the planter’s reserves ran out too often, 

44. Northup, TweIve Years, ~76-9o, zz3-6z; Loguen, Freedman, ~9-z5, 38- 
5z; Henry Watson, Narrative of Henry Watson, a Fugi*ive Sla~e (Boston, 
=848), 5q7; Bibb, Adventures, ~ 

45. Bibb, Adventures, I9I-9z. 
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and the master longed too much for expensive items for the. slave 

to escape the clutches oF the slave trader. Nothing demonstrated 
his powerlessness as mu~ch_~a~_.~the-slay_e_’_s~nabilit,~_..t2_E[~v_e_p_t ttie 
fo rcj.~__~i’g-~~~e and__ch~re_~n fi 

Slaves received the greatest protection for their families__ff._o~_ 
white 

slax;~ families and censured or excommunicated_KgihY 
i,~;~- and la men had begun su~Restin~ the 

passagg_of laws proh~bmng_the separatmn oFs-Igv.e..fanaalws, lrse 

that the "first and most imperative d_e_nyand w~h.!_ch 
of th ! ii-e--sEi he ; is the passage of laws forbid- 
ding the separh-ti~-Yfi---n of ~’an~~-ffa?~}i~:~ and ciiiZafShY~ 

notB-~: ~ilowed, cannot without incurring the dread anathema of 
a Christian civilization and the righteous indignation of God.’’~ 

Most ~er~en .ap__p._eale~d _nQato- he~a.}~i but .to ~h__e__co__n~scie..nc~ 
~’gf masters to ensure the inviolabiIitv of sla{;~eTfl-h’r~ages. 

was a "divine institution" a master was not to "separate husband 
and wife either by sale or purchase. On the contrary, he should 
consider the par.t~ asu__n_n~ed ~,or lib-e, a_n~~V’~bi’~;ia+’-~ 
puts it in his power, he should to keep them togettner 
and their children around them." South Carolina Presbyterians 
went .f_.m;ther,: !n= ~854 the 

46. Chaxles Ba!l, Slc~zery ~n the United States: A Narrative o~ *he LI~E 

AdvEntures o~ CharlEs Bali (Lewiston, Pa, ~836), x5-zz, z58-3~o; Elkanah 
Watson, Men and Times o~ the Revolution (New Ymk, ~857), 69; Hemy B. 

Whipple, Bisho~ Whip~le’s Southern Dgary (Minneapolis, ’937), 69, 88-89; 

Iohn O’Connor, Wanderings o~ a Vagabond (New Yo,k, ’873), ~ 

47. Posey, Presbyterian Church, 76-77; !~. Falle~ to Elo~ Oalusha 
N~t~onal AntbSlavery Standard, Nov. xz, ~84¢; Pufi~oy, "Methodist Episco- 

pal Chu~&, Soa~," ~7z’73; Maryland Co!onlza~ion Journal VI (Aug. 

z38; Raboteau, Slave ~eligion, I83-85. 
48. Milburn, Ten Years, 350; Ssuthe~* Presbyterian Bevi~w VIII 

a76. 
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ministers and church courts to protect slaves "by enforcin~ on 

Sag~o~ command, and refrain from separating their married 
servants, except in cases o~ criminal offence which wouId justly 
subject the offending party to a legal sentence involving separa- 
tion." Similarl , in ~8 9 a committee of tk~outh C~ ariy, ln~ .................. ~ 

regulate the sale or disposal o~ a married dave,~07~Einae 

wife.’’~ Though the convention delegates never voted on the 
re~]utq~s, the Committee had expressed the sentiments o~ a 

majority of nineteenth-century Southern ministers?" Biblical 
junctions were not, however, e~cacioas restraints on 

slaves. 
The best oh}ective evidence available concemin~ the sonata-. 

tion o~ mates bv ~gh~ers ~ears ia the marriage certificates 
~orm~} s{aves~ese~~Enion army and the Free~me~ 

ties), Louisiana (C~rdia Parish), and Mississippi (Adams 

County) ~rom ~864 to ,866. Altho  
best matg~ala~ ~ the actions of masters in 

the number of unbrok~ ~ions may be exaggerated: tho~ 
blacks who had retained the strongest sense of family would be 

mate). Third, ~t was somenmes ~mposs~bIe to determine from the 
a~my~ecoi~}beWg"~]iilS~s~~B~ had been u~i)-~~ 
slafi~~ite their shortcomings, the marriage certificates cony 

49. Thiraee’mh Annual Report o/ the Association ~or the Religious 
*io~ of the Negroes, i~ Liberty County, Georgia (Savannah, ~848), 
gouthern Presbyterk~n t~E~iew VIII (=854), ~7; ]ouruaI, P. E. Church 

South Carolina, ~859 (CharIesmn, ~859), 34-3~. 

50. SouthErn Presbyterian fi~oi¢w IX (~856), 359, XII k~859~, 358-59; 
gouthern Egiscoyalian V (x85"8), 487; Purffoy, "Methodist Episcopal CNurch, 

South," I7z-73, 
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tain revealing data on 2888 slave unions in three states; 

M" siss~ vi, i ~-n-~~ 54° m Lomslana. 
~S~ ~em involved m anmyzm8 

~ ~ ¯ ~ ~ ¯ ~- ..... "unbroken " Since the most important 
7 " 3~ g, ~x=x:-a~i,h differentiate6 ~t trom 

characterlstms o~ me slave um~** ~,* ~ 
legal marriage was thg~ht the master had to separate m~tes, 

this~ must be i~olate~~ar~tions ca;~d~ 
broken bv masters." Thr~Tg~Ttech~iqne, we can arrive at an 
app~{{’{~" ~-}he role of masters in dissolvi~d~ve famiges. 

mortality rates, did not lead to instability in th~families["I~-- 
er cent og the unio~s was 

~tfact, ~e atssolunon of * 557, or 53.7 ~___ ~ .... , x: ..... 

~ ~~ilv instability, neither of ~e <~ the ur oseo~se e d~iberate mterventmn ~{~’~ master ~or p p - 
{ati52 n~ates. 

[. It seems logical to treat couples separated by war and death as 
unbroken unions, since many of them had cohabited together ~or 
decades before imperson~ ~orces caused their dissolution. If the 
It53 couples separated by death are dropped From the total~6, 

vet cent o~ the remaining uniofis=_,~were~°lved~ .... 
bye: ~--masters-~ 

~:see’. Thi      ~_~~l~a~r,.             _.. ~ecu~ ~~ 
’~lanNrs..,.~.r events over which they had little control. The i~ue 
~ere is not farode ;tab~>}~(whiehqn~lv~ ah~alys~s o~ a num- 
ber of complex factors) but the extent to which masters deliber- 
ately separated their "married" slaves. It is obviou~ all 
the factors con~ibuting to dissolution ar~together, that 

5*- Unbound "M~riage Certificates," Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and 
Abandoned Lands, Record Group ~5, National Archives; Appendix IIi, 

table ~7. Herbert Gutman, B!aek Fatal!T, ~45"5’ ~tilized a different source on 
slave ma~iages, "Bound Volumes o~ Ma=iage Begisters, i864-t865," 
Wa~en and Adams counties Mississippi and analyzed his data in a 
fashion than employed in the ~o!lowing pages. According to G~t~n, 4a wr 
cent of the slave ~amilies in Mississippi were broken and masters ~ssolved * 7 

per cent of them. 
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the dave family was an extremely precarious institution. Even 
so, tl~~rffy rate among s-rd~s was ap~F more 
im oftant in this th~h-bn ~other sin le factor In a ~{ii~t ~5~ib-16 - P                                Y              g            ¯        , ..... ~.- 
ica{~, hesse, o.nly 394,~.or.,.~3.6 per cent, of the unions were un- 
broken .... 
’~’h~ cali~u~ attitudes frequently held by planters toward dave 

jorlty of th~._Fo~8]es were ~ b~fore~~ched their 
sixth~-fi~{~y. The heartlessness of the planters is revealed 
~ore-~riy in their separation of slaves who had lived together 
for decades. Several instances of thii appeared in Louisiana: 
Hosea Bidell was separated from his mate of twenty-five years; 
Valentine Miner from his after thirty years; a~!d, in the most hor- 
rifying case of them all, Lucy Bobinson was separated from her 
mate after living with him for forty-three years. Although such 
separationsmade the slave family one of the most unstable insti- 
tutions imaginable, it should be emphasized that there were nu- 
merous unions which lasted for several decades. Those enduring 
for twenty or thirty years were not uncommon, and a few re. 
corded in Tennessee lasted for more than forty years. If o~v the 
acti ~a" are con~dered, 67.6 >~~~[{~ 
unions were unbroken. In other words, in spke of their callous 

Initi~, familial roles in the, g~arters were determine~ 
Afr~a~ c~ oficepts.~men ~ most traditional West African soci- 
eties were ~rdinat~-to men. ~h~erbs the Afrman~ 
e~~~. "Woman never reigns," say the 
t o. At the samK~!~. Afrmans recogmzed woman~ ~nd~ 

~ed his household, he had to listen to his mate: "If you want 
peace, give ear to your wives’ proposals," advise the Fan. Africans 
required children to respect their parents (especially the father) 
and the young to pay deference to the elders. Proverbs reinforced 
societM rules: "He who goes to the father need not go to the 
mother. The young cannot teach the elders tradition. Children 
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thority in his family. While living in Baltimore, for instance, 

Noah Davis declared that he had "the entire control" of his 

family.5~ 

There were several avenues open to the slave in his effort to 

gain status ~gff~V~ pos~7,, men 
cie~_~to-t~eir ~’7~mi[y_n~+{~onotonous fare,of corn 

family to cultiva~e a garden plot or to raise ~s, the husban~:~ 
h s~h~~~+3+. The husband could  
demonstrate his importance in the ~amily unit 
tur;~_;abin or buildin8 partitions betwee~cabi~s which 

contained more than one family. The slave who did such things 

for his family gained not on/y the approbation of his wife, 

he also gained status in the quarters,ss According to William 
Green, in the view of the slaves when one tried to provide ~or 

his family in this manner: "the man who does this is a great man 

amongst them.’’s~ Sometimes, by extra work, slave men earned 
enough money to bur ~r and c~~~; t~ sur-- 

pris4~g wi~ s~n,e~ ~ dd~;se-~ B~ten~ w~e~ master~ 
did not provide adeq~-")~~ST)heir slaves, black men 
bought clo&es for their children and wives. 

M~sters, not the black men, determined how much care and 
attention slave women received when they w~~g~i ~d 

the~eotment that infants received. Durm~er pr~~~ 
wff~al~continued ~ back-b~eaklng labor ~til a few ~ 

be~or~ ~er child v~)~7’~fh~ Solicitous o~ the health of the new 

child, the slave owners generally freed the mother of labor ~or a 

few days and often for weeks to nurse the infant. If he were es- 

pecially interested in rearing slave children (ahd most masters 

were), he established a definite routine For nursing the child. 
The mother either carried the infant to the~g]&wit~ he~r~,_ 

turne~r~r~ring the day to nurse 

54+ Noah Davis, A Narrative of the Life o~ Rev. Noah Davis, a Colored 
Man (Baltimore, ~ 859), n.p. 

55. Ball, Sla~, ~68-2o5; Grundy, Narrati~e~ 52-64. 
56. Wi~iam Green, N~rrative of Events in the M~e o~ 

(Spdng6dd, O., z853), 9. 



Figure 3 x. A.Father’s Love 

The routine of the plantation prevented the lavishing of care 
upon the infant. In this regard, Frederick Douglass, who did not 
remember seeing his mother until he was seven years old, as- 
serted: "The domestic hearth, with its holy lessons and precious 
endearments, is abolished in the case of a slaveJmother and her 
chddren. On man~nS women did not have enough 
time to repare breakfast in the morning.hal were ggfigfalt~,~too 

Douglas, Bondage, 48. 
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tired to make much of a meal or to give much attention to their 
children after a long day’s labor. Booker T. Washington’s expe- 
rience was tyqpical: "My mother . . . had little time to give to 
the training of her children during the day. She snatched a ~ew 
moments for our care in the early morning before her work be- 
gan, and at night after the day’s work was done.’’s~ At a very 
early stage the child was placed in thd plantation nursery under 
the care of oId women or placed in the hands of his elder sib- 
lings. In either case, he was neglected. Fed.irregularly or 
erly,.}Lo.tdpg_black children suffered from a 

they died in droves?~ 
~~{{q-~. £~as~Y, the sIave child ~{~m~, ~ bountiful 

me~ for a wh~f ~}Tgf"the j6yi%~ childhdod~ 
portant reason for this 
Som~ black autobiographers enjoyed the exquisite pleasure 
of being the yeungest child. Sibling rivaIry was apparently mini- 
mal. SIave parents, in spite of their ow~ sufferings, lavished love 
on their chiIdren. F~y~]d their children >,ith fascinating 
storics~n.d..a~g{: and won their affe~m~_g~:..~.jg!~¢~.~,~. ’Throe 

wer~ alA th~ mor~ i_mp~~N¢&~a 
tatio~~sits of ~hv_~>g~ken took on~! t~e 

KgV£~S~~ her fg.her was only 
Easter all childr ?, 
loomed ]arge in the life of the dave child. Grandmothers fre- 
quentIy prqDred llttle tidbits for the children, an~ grandfathers 

Memories of Africa were important in the development of selfi 

58. Booker T. W~ashington, Up From Slavery (Boston, ,9z8), 4. 
59. John Thompson, The Li[~ o[ ]oh~ Thomlaso% a Fugitiv~ Slave 

(Worcester, Mass,, ~856), ~3-~9; ]. Smith, Autobiogral;hy, 33; A1]en Parker, 
B~eolleetiou~ o~ Slavery Times (Worcester, Mass., ~89~), 3z-4~; Yetman, 
Voices, 64, 7x, ~o4, ,68, z64; Armstrong, Old Ma~sa’~ Peolale, 64-66, 68-7% 
~8~-83. 

6~, Yetman, ’Voices, 45, 5a, ~c~4-~, ~4c~-4x, ~gz, zzS; Armstrong, Old 
*~assa’s Pea-pie, 44-47, 5~, 93, ~4~- 
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Figure 32. The Auction 

centuries, the slaves drew on these megtoxies for their naming 
practices. Consequeff~y-;--a~n;teenth century, @ican.~. 
cogn~om~~ns were prominent in an’~, list of slaves. From around 

practices, and by the latter date the bondsmen’s cognomens had 
been anglicized and they exercised less autonomy in this area. 
Reviewing his enslavement in South Carolina, Lorenzo Ezell re- 
called in the ~930s: "In dem days cullud pe@le just like mules 
and bosses. Dey didn’t have no last name." Slaves struggled to 
gain those elemental marks of identity, a first and a last name. 
While most nineteenth-century slave children were named by 
their parents, many were named by their masters and mistresses. 
However much a slave valued his first name, masters placed a 10w 
valuation on it. For example, David Holmes testified in z853 on. 
how fragile was the link between a slave’s name, his kinship net- 
work, and his identity: "Slaves never have any name. I’m called 
David, now; I used to be called Tom, sometimes; but I’m not, I’m 
Jack. It didn’t much matter what name I was called by. If masmr 
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was looking at one of us, and call us, Tom, or Jack, or anything 
else, whoever he looked at was forced to answer." While answer- 
ing to one name when calIed by his master, th,e slave used his 
actual name in conversations in the quarters anda~-~op-te~ i7 o~- 
cialty when he was freed. Before ~m~ation, tb~ sIave had to 
go b~d naming practices to maintain his seI~-estee~~- 

and ~den- 

~~in many ways to bolster the self-esteem o~ t m 

-. : , . . o~es to t.heir infants Commenting on the white child born nch 

u tree in ole ~nas.sa’s b~g .fine house, a black mother sang: 

To a cabin in woodland drear 
You’ve come a mammy’s heart to cheer, 
In this ole slave cabin, 
Your hands my heart strings grabbin, 
jes lay your head upon my bres, 
An snuggle close an res an res, 
My little colored chile. 

Yo daddy ploughs ote massa’s corn, 

Yo mammy does the cooking, 
She’11 give dinner to her hungry chile 
When nobody is a lookin’ 
D ’ on t be ashamed my chile, I beg, 
Ca[uJse you was hatched from a buzzard’s egg; 
My little colored chite.~ 

The_~love and affection blacks re_c_eived in infan_c,~_.~_c! early :\. 

Another important factor in the evolution of so)f-consciousness 

6L Yetman, Vol¢~, i~; Blassingame, 8Nve Tes¢imo~y, ~97; ~s~ong, 

Old Massa’~ Peo~te, 58-6z; Gutman, Bt~c~’ Family, ~85-zo~; Re@ath, Roving 

Edit~, 56. 
62, ~a~ck, Am~ric~ Sfav~, VI, 195, VU, 35; ~st~ng, OM ~assas 

Peo~, 
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miscuous equality with white children. Together they roamed 
the plantation or went hunting, fishing, berry picking, or raiding 
watermelon and potato patches. Indeed, at first, bondage 
weighed lightly on the shoulders o~ the black child.~ Lunsfo+d 
Lane, in reflecting on his childhood on a North Carolina. planta- 
tion, wrote: "I knew no difference between myself and the white 
children, nor did they seem to know any in turn. Sometime my 
master would come out and give a biscuit to me and anothe+ to 
one oP his white boys; but I did not perceive the difference be- 

tween us.’’m 
The pleasures ~ cl?~a~ooa ~.a ~h~ 

o~ouislana F~antation ~urln~ his sar!y.childhood: As a bare- 

foo~ov~y=:sta~ upo, the farm had 

holla.~, enc~anted wit~~g o~ nature, and kne~ 
I was a slave, and son o{ a slaK~.::~am Aleckson, t}:~g~_k 
lyri~erms,~£~~~£Nag. Until he ~vas ten years 
old, he asserted, "it had never dawned on me that my condition 

was not as good as that of any ~oy in the c~pntry." Frederick 
Douglass ~epo~ted that during his cEildhood, ’it was a long time 
.before I knew myself to be a slave." This was true, he said, 
cause "the first seven or eight years o~ the dave&oy’s life are 

about as full of sweet content as those o~ the most ~avored and 
petted ~hite chil&en o~ the slaveholder ¯ . ¯ freed ~rom all 
stvaint, the slave-~oy can be, in his life and conduct, a genuine 

boy, doing whamve~ his boyish nature suggests .... 

65. R. Anderson, From Slavery, 3-8; St=oye*, My Libe, ~5-zo; Lucy Ann 
Delaney, From *he Darkness Cometh *he Light: Or Strz~ggles ~or 
(St. Louis, n.d.), ’3; Thomas L. Johnson, -f’we,~ty-eight Years a Slave: Or 

the S~or?’ o~ My Li~e in Thre~ Co~ti~ents (London, I9o9), z; Yetman, 

Voices, zoo; Blass{ngame, SIa~e Testimony, ~30, ~32, 465, 5,~, 63~, 64,, 
A~mstrong, Old Massa’s People, 69, 73-78; Tyler ~na Mu*phy, Slave N~rra- 

fives, ~4, 87; Perdue, Weevils, 84- 

64. Lane N~rrative, 6. 
65. J. Vance Lewis, Out o~ the D~teh (Houston, ,9~o), 8; Sam Neckson, 
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The planters frequently contributed directly to the idyllic ex- 
istence of the young slaves. Many of the black autobiographers 
were the favorites of their masters, who, in a number of cases, 
were their fathers. In such an event, the chiId would be fondled, 
taken on horseback rides, or rewarded with numerous gifts and 
acts o~ kindness. William Grimes recalled that his master "was 
very fond of me, and always treated me kindly." Other slaves 
declared that their masters were indulgent and often gave them. 
sweets and sometimes protected them from parental ~vrath. 
Amanda Smith’s chiIdhood was typical of this experience. She 
declared: "I was a good deal spoiled for a Iittle darkey. IF I 
wanted a piece of bread, and it was not buttered, and sugared on 
both sides, I wouldn’t have it; and when mother would get out 
of patience with me, and go for a swimh, I would mn to my old 
mistress and wrap myself up in her apron, and I was safe. And 
oh~ how I loved her ~or that. 

Most o~ the slaves, of course,’ did not have such idyllic child- 
hoods. While J. Vance Lewis recalled that his master’s son "was 
as true a friend as I ever had," the memories o~ manv slaves were 
clouded with tales of brutal treatment from thei~ little white 
playmates who were ohen spurred on by their masters. Others 
were cuffed about by the planters and flogged for daring to visit 
the plantation house. Thomas Jones summed up the e~erience 
o~ many slaves when he declared: "I was born a dave .... 
was made to feel, in my boyhood’s first e~erience, that I was in- 
ferior and degraded, and that I,must pass through life in a de- 
pendent and suffering condition.’’st 

Those who were lucky enough to avoid Jones’s experience in 
early ~h~ l~~I~"~~~~ir 
teens. Manv began working irre~uIarlv at light tasks Before they 

........... ~usuauy sta ......... ~ ~ _ 
rid&. Such labor was tM ~s)~~arable, break in the 

Before. the W~ and A¢~.er *he Union (Boston, 1929), i I3; Douglass, Bondage, 
38, 4o’4~; A~mstrong, Old M~ss~’s People, .58, 67-68, 7g-go. 

66. Crimes, Li~e, 8; Amanda Smith, An Autobiogrwh~ (Chicago, *893), 

67. Lewis, Ditch, 9; Jones, Experiences, 5. 
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from breaking this important rule, Elijah P. Marts, for example, 
declared: "Mothers were necessarily compelled to be severe on 
their children to keep them from talking too much. MaW a poor 
mother has been whipped nearly to death on account of their 
childr, en telling white children things .... 

Ma~ys tried to inculcate a sense of morality 
in thdr children. The 
lead ~~{~’t~-e~i~y gave his 
tensdy religious" mother credit for the moral lessons he had 
learned as a boy. Henry Box Brown’s mother taught him "not to 
steal, and not to lie, and to behave myself in other respects." 
Strict and ions parents not onl tan ht reli ions rinci ]es :~ aaa P~9 Y g ~ PrDc~P~S 

masmrs. Wi!!iam W " "            is mother "taugJxt me 
there was~~ Supreme Being, diat would take care of me in "~ 
my ~~~g me not to )ebeI <ainst 
trea~ me like some dumb br~Z~.~md re[usio.g 
to let me learn.’’w Learning to accept ,,personal abuse ~ 
pun~;~ o[ loved ones passively was one o[ the most diNcult 

when he re~~dw he felt upon observing a white man 
flogging his sister: 

The God of heaven only knows the conflict of feeling I then 
endured; He alone witnessed the tumult of my heart, at this 
outrage of manhood and kindred affection. God knows that my 
wilI was good enough to have wrong his neck; or to have 
drained from his heartless system its last drop of blood! And yet 
I was obliged to turn a deaf ear to her cries ~or assistance, which 
to this day ring in my ears. Strong and athletic as I was, no 
hand of mine could be raised in her defence, but at the pe~ii of 
both our Iives.~s 

7z. Aleekson, Union, 67; Elijah P. Marts, Li~e and History (Louisville, 

73. Aleckson, Uulou, ~7-z*; Davis, Colored Man, 9-~7; S~oyer, 
z4-~9; Veney, Woman, 7-I3. 

74. H. B. BroW, Nanative, i6; Willhm Webb, The H~aory o~ William 
Webb (Devoir, ~873), 3- 

75. Stewed, Twemy-t~ Years, 97. 
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The ]essons the slave child learned about conformitY were 
IeX and contradictory Recognizin~ the overwhelming 

comTp . 
¯ 

~often tau ht to fi~h~ their~~~;~e~s were ~g .............. _ ................................ 

h~m: "~ ~~~o d~ i~ d~~~ ’ 
m~sions the &it&en ~aw theiz pazents aisobev a~ some- 
times fight their master. Listening to sto,les 
seeing slaves interact in the quazters, the dave child had many 
models of behavior. In fact, he saw his paents playing two con- 

76. Robi~lson, pulpit, 

Figures 33, 34, 35. Going South 
(Figure 34 Courtesy Chicago ]blistorical Society) 
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pardnts most often, his ~i:-~d~dl{kd-ffi’fign, cast~atm~’~ 

{ ichil~F~temaiized both the true personality traits and the 
tradictory bd~aviora! patterns o~ their parents. Since, however, 
their~o.~~~sion was on a shatlow level of koo~e~_ e~c 
directed toward avoidin~ain, it was less important as a model 
belabor ~tb33Z t~s29alitY traits e~ibited in the qua> 

When a ~oun~ ,eceived his firs~ floggin~~k~L~bally 

/ ~im-~; to avoid future D~nis~h~R~ ~.~P~.d ~ 5aas~ 

Stroye~owed to fight the next time he was attacked. His father 
argued against such action, saying: " ’the best thing ~or us to do 
is to pray much over it, for .I believe that the time wiI1 come 
when this boy with the rest of the children will be free, though 
we may not live to see it.’ " His father’s comments on freedom, 
according to Stroyer, "were o( great comfort to me, and my heart 
swelled with the hope of the future, which made every moment 
seem aB hour to me? 

The degree to whic~ slaves were able m gNe their children 
hope in the midst of adversity is reflected in the attitudes the 
black autobiographers held toward their parents. 

d res ected because of their h sical st~t~rag~, loved an p 

~]~a~ection;te husband and a fond, indulgent parent. James vva~2 
kins admired his father because he was % clever, Shrewd man. 
James Mars stood in awe of his father, w~o "was a man of con- 
siderable muscular strength, and was not easily frightened into. 
obedience." Although they were not always perfect male models, 

77, J, H, Banks, A Na~ative of E~ents of the Life of ]. H, Ban£s (Liver- 
pool, x86~), 2~. 

78. St~wer, My Life, 
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pen~~ ~2on the arbitrary will ~ ~.~ 
mor{-~c[Ig cap~ice of .the overseer, his ehiIdren ~oo~ up ~im 

Slave mothers, wet{, of course, held in ever~ g~ga{~, esteem 

whowre~gfl~,g~g{~oth~fg"~}en when they hda an o~oor- 
tun~tv to escape from Bondage, many slaves refused to leave thmr 

away because.M.~¢o~ not bear the idm" of leavinR his mother. 
He felt that he, after she~hafl unaergone and suff&~ so muc~ 
for me would be proving recreant to the &ty which 
her."8o 
T~~.f~y_. their parents reveals dearly the--~. 

freque~.X~gn~A~.m~ave.£~.~’ >qvid~.~e].Dp.pr~ant buffer, 

rarel~bers of h~hmil kom a~se, he could 
oh~n gain t~ love and respect in othe~ 

his spirits. The family was, in short, an importam su~ival mech- 
anism. 

79. Steward, Twenty..t.wo Years, ~6; Watldns, Narrative, 7; ,[ames Mars, 

Bag, S~m, ery, ~ ~. 
80. W. W. Brown, Na~ative, 3~-3z. 
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FROM SLAVERY TO FREEDOM 

~.~ n 1906 the black social scientist W. E. B. Du Bois, at [he time a history professor at 

~)~ Atlanta University, marveled at the r~ew scholarship on the African past that was intro- 

duced to hi~n by, the white anthropobgist Franz Boas in an address to the Atlanta gradu- 

ating class. Boas% recounting of the great African empires of Ghana, Mall, and Songhay 

between the tenth and fifteenth centuries le~t Du Bois quite literally speechless. This know- 

ledge gave him a newly found pride in his At?ican herkage. ’~All of this I had never heard," 

Du Bois later confessed in the preface to his 1939 book Black Folk: "77aen andNow, "and I 

came then and afterwards to realize how the silence and neglect of" science can let truth 

utterly, disappear or even be unconsciously distorted." 

A century Later, Africa is no longer -known as the "Dark Continent," as it was commonly 
c’alied in Du Bois’s time. During the second half of the twentieth century, an array of sci- 

entific tools and methods contributed rrfightily to dispelling the myth and misinformation 

concerning A~rica. With the 1974 discovery" in Ethiopia of" the fossil remains of ~’Lucy," one 
of the eaNest kno~m hominids, scientists now ackr, owledge that ~M~ica is the continent f~om 

wMch humankind arose more than three miIiion years ago. 

Several decades of archaeolo~cal work have progressively refhted many longstand- 

ing theories about "%utside cultural influences" on the ancient African civilizatim~s that 

flourished several thousand years ago. Copper working, iron smelting, artistry, commerce, 

and early state, fonnation~once attributed to non-African gn’oups-~are today recognized 

as emer~ng from .groups and conditions indigenous to sub-Saharan Africa. Longstanding 
theories have been either refitted, such as ~he introduction of iron techno[ogD7 into Africa by 

non~AiHcan peoples, or seriously questioned, such as the theory of the Almorav~d (Moroccan 

Berber) conquest of the Empire of Ghana in 1076. O~her mysteries have been confronted 

as weE. The digitM tectmology of the 1990s in connection with social scien~fic research has 

provided a dearer picture of the number of slaves brought to the New World, thus bringing 
sigx~ificant resolution to what seemed like an i[~tem~inable debate on tiffs su[~iect-~a debate 

to which Du Bois Mmself contributed in his first book, T,~.e Su/o/oression oj" ~he African ~tave ’Trade 

(tg96). As new scholarship sheds ~eater [igN on the number and~e ethnic pattern of stave 

ship~nents, it exposes ~ot only European cMpabitity but also the complicity of the African 

elite in the Atlantic slave trade. What Du Bois perhaps would fred most g,-rari .lying_is DNA 

sequencing by which today% descendants of this human commerce can locate their ancestral 

re~ons and identify their African ethnic heritage. 

More than three times the size of the United States rnainland, the African continent has 

historically encompassed a vast range of peoples artd environmental conditions. Most of the 

continent lies within the tropics (in what environmentalists call the fntertropica[, co,,ergence zone), 

leaving o~ffy the northern and southern tips with a moderate, Mediterraneaa climate. In West 

Africa, from which the majority of slaves in the Atlantic slave trade came, various ecological 

zones are distingwishable, so ~at (movh~g from north to south) the SaKara produced salt; the 

Sahet, gvestock; the Savannah, cereals; and the forest region, gold and kola. This ecological 

diversity affected social development in meaningft~ ways. For exmnple, livestock can exist only 

in areas free of the tse tse fly---the insect that spreads t~ypanosomiasis (a ~ktal animal diseasg) 

itself has changed significan@ over the centuries. Between 300 g.C.g. (Before the Common 
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e~ly wac[Rre and slavew to scarce resou~’ces. 
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The 5ndings of histork:al ling~aistics have, {n recent years, reveakd 0.ncient pattens of 

migration on the cont~ent, ,M~ca has about two thousand lan~ages~ which can be classi- 

fied into ~our ve~ ~rcnt linguistic ~oups: Koisan ~ soufl~em M~ca; ~ro~Asiafic in 

northern ~Sca; Nilo-S~aran in north-central Africa; ~d Niger-Congo in 
~ gast, Ni~r~Iisn equatoriN and sou~ern ~iica. The nadve languages of most ~Hcan peoples 

belong m the Niger-Congo lin~tisdc g~’oup, consisting of more than 1,400 Nfferent lax- 

N~ages, the majo~ (more tha~ five hundred) of which are Bantu. Scholars explain thg 

~isfic domin~ce ~rough the thesis of Bantu Migra~on. 

B£efly pu~, according to ~his thesis, Bantu spewers, who o~{~naliy lived in what is today 
eastern Nigeria aad souther~ Cameroon, cultivated yams a~d oil pNms as ~hey moved 

through the ~opica.l. rair~ [bres~s and ~e adjoi~i~g sav~nas. ~ound 2000 B.C.E they began 

to m[,~ate in ~o waves ~-one to the south and the other to ~e east and southeast. The latter 
wave inco~orated cereM culdvafio~ in the Great La~s re,@on in eastern .~MHca- -a vast ~ea 

incIu~ng modem Uganda, Rwanda, Burun<~, and pordons of TanzaNa, Kenya, and the 

Democratic Repub~c of the Congo. Eq~pped Mth tNs agficulmrN h~owledge, this g~’oup 

continued sou~ward~in the course of their .journey pushing asi&, isolating, or absorbing 

other lin~isdc popu!~ons, most notab~ ~e Khoisan spewers in southe~ ;-~rica. Evenm- 
aJly these Bantu-speaking peoples linked up ~th the wave of Banm-~e~ers who earner had 

migrated direc@ to the sou th. linguists characteSze ~is long, complex process of Bantu 

migrafio~ as a series of encounters and adaptations that caused the in~srcom~ecte&tess of 

v~ious groups. ~cMeolo~s~’ discove~ of early iron-age pottet~ betwes~ the equator and 

~e borders of Souff~ ~Hca Nso supports tNs inte~re~ado~ of Bantu expansion. The pot- 

te~’s rims, ~pled bases, and o~er decora~ve patten~s reveal w~t one scholar has caged 

~a general family rc~tionship." 
No~ until the mid-C~ende~ cenm~ Nd archaeolo~cal metho& of radio-carbo~ dadng 

confirm the indigeDous African odg~s (d iron technolo~. Good-qu~i~ steel was produced 

by ~cans as early as 600 B.c.~;. in the Sahara desert N~ge, ao area today caged the jos 

PNteau of northern Nigeria. The iron findings, which included ~E and 
I~ l~g~la~ Mades, a~’ows, a~d fra~ems from an i~on-smelfizg fl, rnace wag, retSte claims 

that iron smel~Kg was k~troduced to At?ica t?om an exten~M, nonblack civil~ation. A pre- 

heath device, (:ailed a ~uygre, wtfich blasts hot air i~m a fieU t~rnace, has been shom~ to be 
indigenous to ~fica and ~stinc~vely dill?rent ti’om contemporaneous European techniques. 

In ~Hcan societies, iron worNng was a Mghly s~ged cr~t, one that cmffe~ed status ~d 

pre~ge and that was usually ~mited to members of a particut~ lineage or soci~ group. 

Iodeed, ironworkers were often thought ~o possess ma~cN-reli~ous powers. In the Yoruba 

culture, the delft Og~n was begeved to be ~e god of iron. 

The ancient Nok peopie of the Jos Plateau have been identified by archeologists as 

early iron-age society. ~po~ant excavado~ sites i,~ this re,on at Taruga and Samun Dukiya 

mggest that, as early ~ 500 B.c.~:, ~he Not ~ved in orgaaized, pe,=tanent settiements that 

were centers of bo~ ~calmre and iron work. Numerous stone ~xes and iro~ i,~st~ments 

used by the Nok have been excavated, as we~ as be autiful terracokta fi~res and p otte~ 

(Ms early peSod. 
Nok terracotta fi~res, first unearthed i,~ 1943 during tin mining opera forts on thedos 

Plateau be~een the Niger a~d Benue rivers in Nigeria, a~e ~e most 
Nat patiar~ aa~ g~al~ure a~ cient extant examples of fi~ra~ve African sculpture, as well as the 

oldest evidence of advanced, organized society in sub-Saharan Africa. Emplo3d,~g moder~ 
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techno[o~es such as thermo-luminescence testing and radio~carbon dating, 

scientists date the Nok figures from 500 B.c.l~. to 200 c.E. Fabricated from 

local clay, often mixed Mth grave[ and fired in kilns, the terracotta Nok works 

are generally" hollow- human or animal fig-ares of coil construction. Nok arrimal 

figurines are relatively realistic, whereas the portrait sculptures reveal a signifi- 

cant degree of stylization. Most surv{vlng Nok pieces are heads that were once 
part of fu!l-body figures. The heads appear disproportionately large, with 

facial features that include triangular-shaped eyes, flared nostrils, and full lips. 

Nok portrait heads are distinguished by meticulous rendeK.mgs of elaborate 

hairstyles and jewelry, thus reflecting a culture that appredated and empha- 

sized bodily adornment. 

Like most clay wor~, many of the Nok pieces were constructed by using an 

additive process. This technique produced a finished product by assembling 

parts ~ogether. Skillful Nok sculptors appfied slip (a day-water mixture) to the 

coil-constructed figures, produdng a smooth, even su~gace. However, more than 

two millennia of erosion have made the once smooth exteriors of tlae fi~res 

appear graiW. The similarity of the Nok pieces to the brass and terracotta por- 

trait-sculpture traditions of the later Ire Yoruba and Benin cultures suggests that 

the Nok culture may be their early ancestor. 

Archaeological digs in the western-Sahara re, on also indicate that cop- 

per was smelted as far back as 570 to 400 ~.c.l~. For example, archaeolo- 

gists have unearthed cylindrical copper-smelting furnaces, as well as copper 

bowls and spear points in present-day Mauritania. The use of copper and 

copper alloy was widespread in ancient Africa. Copper mines were indig- 

enous to West Africa, and copper was a highly valued metal of commerce, 

exported and imported in the trans-Saharan trade in the form of bars, rings, 

and other artifacts. Copper was used extensively in West Africa and was 

important to the trans-Saharan trade. In I353 C.E. the celebrated Arab 

geographer Ibn Battuta visited the copper mines of "Takedda," now identi- 

fied with an ancient Hausa town in the Central Sudan that prior to the fifteeath century 

>;as famous for its copper mines and commercial vitality, In (~opper Technology 
Benin, brouze and copper implements and art objects testified 

to the great skill of the smiths there, and many artisans, includfng those of the Yoruba 

lands and Mall, devoted considerable skill to making ornamental objects from silver 

and gold. 

Dating from around !4-00 c.z., Akan smiths in Ghana crafted innumerable copper 

pieces. African craftsmen used a variety of melgods, incIuding hammering, twisting, and 

casdng, to transform imported copper into such forms as bars, rings, Mres, bells, and a vari- 

ety of accessories, sculptures, and plaques. These skilled artisans used the lost-wax method to 

create copper-alloy weights. In this technique, an object is first shaped in clay’, which is then 

hardened and next covered wdth wax and an outer layer of clay; when fired, the wax melts 

and runs oft; Ieaxdng a hollow mold into wt-dch molten metal can be poured, casting the final 

product. Called an abrarnrauo, the resulting weight was used to measure gold dust. 

The weights had to conform to standard units of measure. Small enough to be easily por- 

table, the weights >,ere used to ensure fairness in gold transactions. Each party, to a transac- 

tion would use his or her own abrara~a*~o and a ha~d-held balarme to veri~ the amount of the 
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~? Weight (abr~mmuo)--Akan peoples, Ghana, 
’~::- lilteen|h-ea~V eighteen|h centorv 

gold to be tradecL Early examples of weights (1400-1700 

o.K.), such as the one pictured here, tend to be geomet- 
ric, whereas later weights (1700-1900) depict a variety of 

realistic figures, especially animals. 

Ecoiogica~ conditions in A!~rica shaped economic 

possibilities and made specialization and trade neces- 

sary. Certain villages, for example, specialized in fish- 
ing; others were known for metallurD/; still otbers for 

malting weapons and utensils. Where such specializa- 
tion was practiced, traders traveled from place to place 
to barter and purchase, returning laden with goods that 

they sold within their own communities. The trans-Sa- 

harsh trade with the Muslim world, well underway by 
the ninth century e.g., brought West African peoples in 

contact with goods from as far north as the Mediterra- 

nean and as far east as Egypt. The merchants exchanged 
their wares--mostly luxury items--so~ne having been 

procured from even more distant pisces by Muslim 

merchants, who in turn crossed the Sahara by caravan 

en route to the countries of the Sudan. 
Evidence aboun& of West Al’ricans’ trade with the 

outside world in the first millennium c.g.--in the appearance of new items such as glass 

beads, in traveler’s reports, and in local records written in Arabic. Thesd early documents 

also conmnent on the riches of At"tics. Gold was Africa’s most valuable trade item with both 
Arabs and Europeans before the discovery of the New World. Ninth-century Muslim travel- 

ers wrote oftbe gold-producing areas of Africa; the kingdom of Ghana was called the "land 

of the gold?" In the eleventh century, at the height of Ghana’s empire, the dominant source 
of gold was in Bambttk, where the Senegal and Faleme rivers meet. In 

West ~Iri~an Tra~e ~out~s the twelfth century, Bure on the Upper Niger had become prominent 

as a gold source, and around the fourteenth ce~tuW gold also came from the ~d~an forest 

farther south. 
Specific West African ~oups came to dominate the lop,g-distance trade. Known as @ula 

(or 4"uZa), these traders represented families, groups of families, and specific ethnic groups, 

st~ch as the Mande-speaking traders who traveled from the Upper Niger area southward to 

the Lower Guinea coast. They utilized a complex system of weights and measures, as well as 

such forms of money as gold and cowry shells. They married across etlmic groups, establish- 

ing settlements as part of their commercial network, thus creating dispersed communities 
of se[f-identified traders. To facilitate commercial relations, the dyula developed their own 

pidgin--a contact lanDmge employing vocabulary and grammar borrowed from the differ- 

ing lan~.ages of people who have to communicate with one another. They were anaoag the 
earliest converts to Islam. Making use of ’lung-sage and law to guide their trading actix4ties, 

they brought Islam to the African interior. 

6 
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The pilgrimages of.MHcan kings and empero~ who converted to Islam did much [o cre- 

ale trade r0u[es and sdmulaLe commcrdal activity. ~Miica was. ~mretbre never a series of 

isolamd, selt~su~ciem communities buL an ~ea of t~r-ftung in[eres[s based on a~cu~mre, 

indus[~, and commerce. The effec[s of such contac[s were immeasurabIe. Trade rou[es 

became highways over which cNL~es as well as goods traveled. AfNca gave much of its 

culture to others and received much in return. 

A thd~dng trade maldr~g use o[’numerous inland wa[e~vays linked Afi~can ethnic ~oups 

to one another in regionN ne~orks eveu before the rrans-Saharan trade arose, and certainly 

beibre Europeans came into commerd~ contact a/ith ~}icans. Archaeological aud eco!o~- 

c~ evidence ti-om ~ntampo, in modern-day Ghana, reve~s tbod 
Inlerregiona~ Trade 

production in the late Stone Age period t~om !450 to 1300 

The terracotba u[ensils, po~shed stone axes, and potte~i excavated at the site suggest early 

trade relations among the peoples of the upper woodland areas of the Volta basin a~d on [he 

Accra plains. ArchaeologdcN findings also point to the role of firs[-mi[lenrp/um-C.E, re~onN 

trade along [he Senegal and Niger rivers in the later r~se of the Soni~e empire of Ghana 

a~d i~ the gro~h of such cities asJenne, which ever~tuaEy became a t&mous integecma] cen- 

ter under the Mall and Sonhay empires. ArchaeologicN evidence, too~ suggests [hat African 

flee was cultivated by a wedand method at least 3,500 years ago in the flood plains of the 
upper Niger between Segu and Timb~tu in Mall and that this form of culdvatio~ spread 

down the Gamble River to the Senegambia coast. 
The ~eat five~ of West ,MHca~the Niger, ~e Senegal, the Gamble, the Benue, and 

¯ e Volta.~made inte~e.~onal trade possible. In his account of the twelfth-century Sudan, 

,i~ Trans-Saharan 
,~ trade routes 

Ancient trzd~ 

routes connected 

sub-Sa haran 

West AFrica to 

~he Medker- 

ra[~an CORSL. 

Among the 

commodRies car- 

ried sootl:tward 

were silk, cot[on, 

horses, and salt. 

Among tkose car- 

r[ed northward 

we[e g, uid, ivory, 

pepper, and 

slaves. 



Innl       II                                  ~ 

~ROM SLAVERY 10 ’FREEDOM 

~e MusLim ~raveler ~2-Idrisi describes ’<the screngly made boats" of the peop~.e of Oha~a. 
Early Muslim writer~ erroneously called these r~vers the "Nile ~Nil] of the Elacks," think- 

ing them extensions of the Nile in E~mipt. Interlacing lakes, lagoons, and s~reams formed a 
~iverinc sy°stcm tha~ facili~:a~ed extensive trade be~een coastal areas and communities con- 

siderably father iNand. In West Central ~c~ ~fican ~aders sold t~eir goods along 

coastal waterways between the Zaire and Kw~zaa rivera. 
,~dcan merchan~ used slaves, as weU as ~aR aNma~, to ca~ their cargo Nong ~e 

overZand ~ade routes that connecmd to t~vcrs. For ~he tr~x~s-S~aran trade, West Ai~c~ 
gold and kola was trm~fferred from boat to camel and then ca~ed ner~.ward. West ~fican 
merd~ants invoi~ed in the southern u~]e lo the sub-Sah~an regions conducted an ex~en- 

sive commerce from zhe Niger to the Senegal ~ver and from the Senegal to ~e G~bia 

~-ver. River systems figmed si~ificandy in the indigenous African slav~: trade, and their 
intedoc~ng character would later l:aci~tate the Atlantic trade along the West MMc~ coast. 

A lagoon ~-ad~ provided nearly unbroken commumcafion for ~1.00 miles from the west: 

emmost Nngdoms of Mlada and Ouidah ffgydah) eas~’ard to Lagos ~.d ~o Benin 
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Coronation of the King of Whydafl 

east. Muslim travders and others wrote exte~tsively of such rivers as the SenegN, tile Gambia, 

the Niger, the Benue, the.. Volta, and the Kwanzaa. In 1508 a Portuguese traveler desmqbed 

the Iagoon trade through the Lagos area of the ¥oruba kingdom of I~ebu as a canoe-bo~ne 

ta-ade of cloth and slaves d~at moved along ~he coastal lagoons and 

streams spuming the area between the Volta River and d~e Niger 

delta, tIistorianJohn Thornton thus argues: "Not only did the Niger-Senegal-GarrNia corn- 
plex unite a considerab|e portion of West Africa, but ~he Niger pro~4ded a corridor tha~ ulfi~ 

mately added Hausaland, the Yomba States, and the Nupe, Igala, and Benin ~ngdoms m a 

hydrograpNc system that was ultimately connected to the Atlantic." 
A sig~fic:an~ potion of slaves came from decent~a~zed societies far in the interior, q~ese 

stateless, or ac@dot~, societies formed srna~ rural commu~des located in the region between 

the forest stares and large savanna states and snch midNe-Niger cities ~Jenne and ti~e Hausa 

dry-stares. Wid~ less organization and f~er resovtrces, the acephNous sodeties were weak, 
which made ~mir people more vq~lnerable to capture. Once ffm Ada,Nc slave uade begs, 

captives wen: c~ed ~a the wate~ays that had long brought commerce/k)m dm interior ~o 

the coast. Indeed, European? trade~ would c~ tim water routes the %lave nv~." 

Siave~7 existed from the earliest ~known histor,] of Afi~ca. The ancient Egyptians erialaved 

vm-ious groups of people--Semitic, Mediterranean, and Nuhiar~ blacks. Slaver3, also existed 

tt~roughout sub-Sa[tamn Afi-ica and comprised a rax~gne of statuses and experiences, some ofwhk:h 

were. similar m chattel slaveu, some to se~orn, and some to dependent ~amily membership. 
Moreover, slave status could and often did change a~thin one’s li~:time. ]In the four centuries 

9 
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leading up to European contact vdth Africa, slavery differed little from slavery in the Muslim 

world. SlaveU 5~mared prominently in Islan~ic societies, where slaves were vie~ved as inhabigng a 
temporaW state of legal exclusion and as ha~4ng the same spiritual value as a freeborn person. 

Muslim s ’laves were allowed uo e~r’cy, to have a fami!y and independent income: and to purchase 

their freedom. This was the general view in I0axn from about the eighth centuw, when the reli- 

~on bega.,~ to penetrate sub-Saharan 
However, unfree status was not anique to At’tics or unique to other peoples of coior. 

European commu~ties embraced fo~,s of coerced labor, even chattel slavery, p~or to and 

during the earl>" Middle Ages. Before the rise of feudalism, slaves were predominantly dragon 

from the Slavic heartland oi" Eastern Europe {hence the word dave, related to 
$1ava~ i~ ~ura~aa, £~a~}. It was not until the fag of Constantinople in 1453, when Europe was sev- 

ered from the Balkans, ~hat it turned its attention to .kfrica for slaves, although 

some blacks had already trickled in through the Muslim trade. David Peltere~’s exhaustive 

study of early medieval England reveals the prevalence oi" slave~ of European desc~nt. Ir~ves- 

tigating late Angio-Sa.-con and early Norman Eng!and between 8~5 and 1125, Pelteret has 

shown tlza~ slave status was defined by law as resulting from bi~-th, war capriole., and various 

forms of punishment. Skates represented more than 10 percen~ of the English population in 

1086, although stavery dec!ined throughout the e~eventh century and ended akogetlier in the 
later decades of the tweKth centuw. Nonetheless, in sixteenth-century England it was com- 

mon i’or vagrants a~d the poor to be rounded up: imprisoned~ and bound to lbrced Iabor. 

Serfdom, another form oi" forced labor, has a long history in Eastern Europe. Unlike 

slaves, who ~ere chattel iobjects of property." like animals and tools), serfs were considered 

persons with certain legal rights. The’ v~’ere bound to specific plots of land from wt~ch they 

supported themselves a~d paid tribu{e to tt~e nob~ty, and to the state they owed taxes and 

military ser~4ce. The tream~ent of serfs was coercive and harsh, however. The emancipation 

of Russian serfs occurred in 1361, just a few years before black slaves were freed in the 
United States. 

In A£rica, rulers and po~kical elites used slaves as attendants, {n positions of admirdstra- 

live trust., as soldiers and ag~{cultural and househoid workers, and as laborers in mines. As 

noted earlier, .’M~{can merchants purchased slaves for carrying goods on trade caravans. 

In some cases, enslaved persons represented members of the same ethi~ic~’oup 
Slaves i~ A~rica 

and came from t.~e ranks of debtors, persons unable [o pay court frees, and the 

poor, v~’ho for protection [tad placed themselves and their children in the service of a wealthy 
{ndivi&ml. Mititaw and political dissidents witt~in the same etlmic ~oup could also end up 

in slaveW. Ho~vever, slaves more often carrie i’rom a different ethnic group, usually a con- 
quered political rival: a~d ~he warfare that i’ed the internal slave trade would escalate once 

trade relations were established with European rtations. 
In the indigenous Afiican trade, most slaves were women. Female slaves were purchased 

as wives, coacubines, household servants, and agricultural laborers. Male slaves were used as 

miners, porters, craftsmen, herdsmen, brewers, soldiers, traders, and attendants. The inter- 

hal trade, as we~l as the trans-Saharan trade, tended to favor women over men at a ratio of 2 

to 1, the opposite gender ratio of the Atlantic sIave trade, in which men far exceeded women. 

In contrast, slavery’ internal to Ai’~{ca preferred women and children precisely because they 

could be more easily assimilated into local kinship .groups. It is ’also interesting that women 

tended to perform the majorib" of agricultural labor in Ai’rica. Tl~is, along vdth their natural 

reproductive capacib’, resulted in the high valuation of’a’omen’s labor. 
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The uniqueness of women in African labor systems, as compared to European, is best 

evidenced by comparing the marriage practice ofAtiican bridewea!th and that of the Euro- 

pean dowry. Bridewealth is Wen by the man’s tkmily to the woman’s ti~mily, as compensa- 

tion for the economic loss of a daughter’s labor upon mm’riage. ~i1,e dowry, in contrast, is 

brought by a woman to a man upon marriage, suggesting remuneration to the man f~r tak- 

ing on a dependent. Historians and anthropolo~s~s have noted that b~deweNth is Rmnd in 

parts of Om world where women are more highly vatued, bo~ R~r their productive labor in 

cultivating ~e so~ and for their reproduc~e iaborin bea~ng cNldren. These reNides were 

reflected in the ~despread African practice of polygamy, especially by powe~l men, whose 

weNth was au~ented by ha~ng sex~erN udves. 

Slave ownership, or "wealth in persons," served to valldate status and prospe~iD in 

Af~ca, which unlike Europe did not relate wealth to private ownerst~p of land. In MHcan 

socie~es, land ownersNp w~ come,w: rather than private, in no circumst~ce couid a sin- 

gle ~fican farmer sell or rent land to another, as in Enrope, Sla~es and 

although an ~rican tRrmer conld o~ and seH the prodncts of~m 

land. Land ~ Niica fell nnder the conu’ol of the state or the Nnship ~oup, which by tradi- 

tion was idemified as the descen~nts of the land’s ancestral setOer. Such descendants 

claimed hereNtaw use and *rnsteeship of the land. For some groups, a terHtofial deity was 

believed to have bequeathed the iand to a pm’OcOar ~eage. 

In ~?ican sodety slaw:s were ot~en aNe to harness consideraNe control over their lives 

and even enjoy weNth and i,~tuence. Thus some scholars, instead of posing "personal t}ee- 

dora" as the opposite ofslaveo,, speak of a "continuum" or v~ng Ievels ofunt}ee sbatus 

traNdonat AtHca, ~th sgave~’ at one extreme and normN Hneage relations at the o~mr. 

Such ar~ments negate the udliw of the word~eedom in its western context, emphasizing 

*hat historically in Ni’ica sociN relations have been based on the group rather than the indi- 

vidua!. For e~nple, Igor Kopytoff and Suzanne Miers note that in early Africa, where 

tkeedom was equated not ~th inN~dual Hberty but Mth belongS~g, holding a subse~ient 

but nonetheless protecmd position ~thin a household unit could in certain instances be per- 

ceived morn positively than in contexts that link freedom and ]ibem/. Ret~rHng to ancient 

Near Eastern sodedes, especially Babylonia and Egyp*, sociolo~st Orlando Patterson con- 

veys similarly that in societies where slaves could become weahhy, freedom was not in and of 

i~elt’a "v~ued state," since becoming f~ee could ent~l "a Joss of status and power.~’ 

However, slavery as a fom~ of properW in pe~ons meant that slaves could be bought, 

sold, or g~ven to someone else. ~i}~e importance of slaves to the economies of~I~rent .~Hcan 

states v~ed, t}om a domestic and thus mar~n~ role to a more sigm~icant role. "llie rNem of 

the kingdoms of Kongo and Ndong) in West Central AtHca used 

milit~’y and other slaves in admiMstradve posts to co~ect t~bute 

from the dense slave popOafions li~Sng ~ ~llages near their respec~ve capitals. A ~ectrum 

of statuses could be tbund in Wolofslave~% from the privileged stares of~lita~’ slaves to the 

low status of agfic~turN workers. Interestingly, in regard to Wolof ag,iculmral production, 

slaves worked in a gang-labor tbrmat remiaiscent of New World plantations. ~ eyewitness 

account of Woloffield slaves in 1685 described s~ sNves, weecN,g and worNng the soil, to 

the "sound ~d rE~hm of the energe~c music of six g~ots, who played drums and sang." 

In AIH~, the preval.ence of slaves in many capacities, ~e presence of an internN slave 

made ~ we~ as the centuries-old tr~s-Saharan s]ave trade ~th Muslim Noah ~rica, and 

the existence of a ~ave-owning class of merchants and state o~cials all heiped to set the 
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stage for the commercial network that !i~ked European,s and complicit ~afl’~cans i~ the cap- 
ture and sale o~ other human Beings. 
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AI,Bakri on the Royal Court of Tunka-lVlenin, 
King of Ghana, 1068      "     " 

He sits in audience or to hear grievances against-Officials in a ddmed pavilion around 

wl’ii~h stand ten horses covered With gold-embroidered materials. Behind the t~ing st~pd ’ 

ten pages holding shields and swords of his Country wearing splendid gairnents and their 

hair plaited with gold..The governor of the City sits on the ground before the king, and 
around/~im are ministers seated likewise. At the door of the pavilion are dogs of excellent 

pedigree who hardly ever leave the place where the king is, guarding him. Round their 
n~cks they wear collars of gold and silver studded with a number of balls of~he same met- 

als. The audience is announced by the beating of a drum [that] they call dubS, made from 

a long hollow log. When rke people [who] profess the same religion as the Idng approach 
him, they fall on their knees and sprinkle dust on their heads., for this is their way of greet- 

ing him. As for the Muslims, they greet him only by clapping their hands. 

From Al-Bakrl, writing in 1068 ix~ C0.rp~t~ of Ear~ Arabic g~)urces.~r I4"e.stA.fiican H~stor,~’.. translated by 
J. F. P. Hopkins and edited and ~nnotated 1:5, N. Levtzlon andJ. F P. Hopkins (P~inceton, N.I: Marku~ 
Wiener Publishers, 200(1), p. 80. 

As Ghana declined, another kingdom Mall, also called Melle -began to emerge as a 

power in 1235, although the nucleus of its political organization dates back to the be~nning 

of the seventh century. Un~l the eleventh centuD,, it was rela~vely insignificant, and its man 

.s~ or ~n~, had ~tOe pres~ge or influence. The cr{:dit for consoli- 
Nali’~ 

da~ng and strengthening the k~ngdom of Mall goes to the 

legendawSundiata Keita. It was Sun~ata who led ~e MaHnke people, a su}~ject ~oup of 

the Sosso, in a successtkd revolt in the early thi~eenth cenmw, thereby I}eeing his people 

~d extending Mall’s role over the land once dominated by ancient Ghana. The ~qctoD~ 

g’ave Mall control of tt~e internal ro utes~pa~ of the nans-Saharan trade--that car~ed gold 

no~ to its eventual destination. 

In the tkmrteenth cenmw, a descendant of Sundiam, Mansa Musa, carried X,i~ to even 

grater heights. From 1312 to 1337 this remarkaNe member of the Keita dyn~ty ruled an 

empire comprising much of what is now t>ancophone ~fica. The people of Ma~ were pre- 

dominantly a.~cultura[, but a substanfiN number were engaged in various cr~s and min- 

ing, The fabulously rich mines of Burr were now at tl~eir disposN and serx,ed to increase the 

royal cotters. 

Mansa Musa, an ardent and pious convert to Islam, made a famous m~d spectacular 

pilgrimage to Mecca in 1324. He first ~sited vaAous parts of his 
Mansa N~sa’s 

~gdom to show his subjects and vassals his tre~nendous weaJth 
and to demonstrate his benevolence. He then proceeded to Tuat in the land of the Berbers 

and from there crossed the desert, g~sited Cairo, and fmalb~ went to the holy places of Mecca 
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and Medina, a~! along the way displaying his kingdom’s weakh and power to the Muslim 

world. C~ro’s El Omari described the historic pilgrimage as composed of an entourage of 

thousands of people, a large portion of which constituted a miiitary esco~¢. Gifts were lav- 

ished on the populace, and mosques were bulk where they were needed. 

By the time his camels approached Mecca, their burden had become considerably lighter 

than it had been whea they depatCed for the East. tt was said that he gave away such large 

amounts of gold that he caused its devaluation in Egypt. He returned by way of Ghadames, 

in Tripoli, where he received many honors and from which point he was accompanied to 

his kingdom by E[-Momar, a descer~dant of the founder of the @nasty of the ,~dmohads. 

A more significant visitor to return with Mansa Musa was Abu-Ishak Ibrahim-es-Saheli, a 
distinguished Arab poet and architect from a Granada family, whom Mama Musa engaged 

to superv’ise the btfilding of elaborate mosques at Timb~ktu, Jenne, Gao, and elsewhere. 
Mansa Mtma’s fanae spread from North At~ca to Europe. At the time of his death in 

1337, Magi could boast of a powerful and well-organized political state. Traveling in the area 

a few years later, the Arab geographer Ibn Batmta reported being greatly impressed by "the 

discipline of its ofiqdals and provincial governors, the excellent condition of punic finance, 

and the |uxm3, and the rigorous and complicated ceremonia~ of the royal receptions, and the 
respect accorded to the derisions ofj tlstice and to the authority of the sovereign." 

In the middle of the fourteenth centtlrv, Europe was just beginning to feel the effects 

of its commercial revolution, and European states had nov yet achieved anything resem- 

bling national unity; but Mali under Mansa Musa and his successor Sulelman enjoyed 
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a flourishing economy wh~h good international trade relations and a government that 

extended several hundred mile~ {rom the Atlantic to Lake ~had. ~’ith 5ule~man 
however, a c:i~l war %ilowed, and by the beginning of the 5fteenth centur!, Mali began 

to lose most of its important proSnces and showed signs of disintegration in the t~ce of 
attacks from the Songhay and the Mossi states. Bereft o{’its ibrmer glor!, Mali contin- 

ued to exist [br many years as a small, semi-independent state. 
The Nngdom of Songhay emerged triumphant after the decline of Mali. Its roots go 

back to the Sorko people (a proto-Songhay group) living in the Gao region in the Niger 

River bend in the late seventh century. The re,on itseli~ however, shows earlier pre- 

Sorko settlement patterns as early as the Late Stone Age. In 1993 an archaeological 

excavation~ which unearthed po~te~, copper, beads, hippopotamus tusks, and 
objects dating from the ninth through the ~eifth centuries, con~rmed the existence of 

two towns that were first noted by Arab chroniclers al-Muhallab~ (in the tenth centuE~) 

and at-Bakri (in ~he eleventh centu~). 
Accor~ng to scholar Timothy Inso~, the archaeolo~cal find- I~e ~is~ ~f 

ings reveal that the endre Gao re,on wa~ an important ter~nus 
of trade udth both ~he surrounding hinterland and the trans-Sahara between the ten~ and 

the thirteenth centuries. This re~o~ was composed of ~o settlements~the royal cib" of 

Old Gao, which was h~habited by ~he Sorko 
and thus inNgenous ,~ficans, and the commer- ’: " ’ " "’~’~ "          " :~ 

ciai ciV of Gao-Saney. ~kh ks more dNerse 

population of indigenous Af5cans, probably 

the Sorko, and Arabs. Funera~ remains ~di- 

~te tha~ Isl~ was practiced at both sites in the 

early twelffl~ centu~, having been introduced 

~rough trade. 

$~Sen Somd Ni began his role of ~te Song- 

hay, most of West A~ca was ~{pe for conquest. 

MaIi was declining, ~d the lesser states, though 

~bi~o~, had neither ~e leadersNp nor the 

resources necess~ to acNeve do~nalce. The 

hour of ~m Songhay had ~ved. SorM ~ con- 

ceived of a pl~ to conquer t[~e en~e Niger re,on 

by building a ~ver na~. In 1469 he conquered 
the imposer roam of Timbukm; in 1473 he ca~ 

[~djenne, and ~te~ard he moved on to other 

tow~. Som~ ,~ had used ~e five~ne system to 

~ advantage, deplo~ig ~ ~m~ [brces on the ~ ~i~w of lh~ ~iI~ ~ 

Niger it~self. The?, ~.~4gated dm ~-eat river’s 

wate~ in the conquest of the lands on bo~ sides. 
Under Som~ Ni, Songhay had catapulted into a posidon of p~nacy in West ~M~ca. 

During fl~e rei~ of Askia Muhammad, from !493 to 1529~ Askia Mu~amn~ad’s 

~e Songhay empire removed any doubt of its dominance in the 
Sahel. AsNa Muh~mad devoted his ener~es to solidi@ng his empire, maMng his people 

prosperous and encoura~ng learning. He built a professional army of slaves and p~soners 
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of war and le[’~ his subjects to engage in [arming and co~nmerce. Loc~ rulers, [bur vice- 

roys, and As ’lda’s brother Omar, as cNefliemenant, maintained peace and administered the 

empire. In 1494 Omar and the army conquered a~ of Massina. In subsequent years, most of 

Mati, the Haosa, and many other West A~can ~gdozns t~:lI before t~e power oft~e So,g- 

hay. NnaRy, the Songhay empire eKtended from the Atlantic to Bornu and from ~e Berber 

counW in the north to the Mossi and Be~iz~ states in the south. It was by far the largest and 

most powert~l state in the histo*y of West Africa. 

~en ~Na Mu~ma~ a Mus~g, n~de lds p~zim~e to Mecca h~ 1497, he doubOess 

believed t~t ~ejo~ey wotdd prove profitable in m~y ways. His re,me ~s composed pS- 
mafi~ of schdars and o~ce~ of state, with a *~W esco~ numbering 1,500 men. He a~d 

fo]lowers conveme d ~tt~ doctors, maO~e.ma~ci~s, science, a~d schoNrs, ~d tkmy learned much 

abo~t how to improve rim a&NNstra~on of the government, how ~ comfy tim Mws of SongI~y, 

how to [bster ind~sW md wade, and how to r;~e the ~teUccmal b:vd of the co~W. Even AsNa 

Mt~ha~’s i~vesdmre ms ca~ph of~e Sudan c~ be inte~reted ~ a move to s~’eng*hen his 

co0nnT. Upon Ns return, &kin M~mad iz~sdtuted maW refom’~s. He assi,~ed carefi~ty 

chosen governors, c~edd~{ to role over subNMsio~s of the empire. He reorg~ed ~e a~W 

nod appointed cifiet~, or nd, to admi~ster provi~ces a~d lane dries. Idamic law ~d the Koran 
se~’ed ~ ~e bads for ac~teNngjus~ce. In the ~ea of ecoz~omic [1t~, baNdng artd cre~.t were 

~proved. A un~b~n system ofwdghm and measures w~ es~b~hed~ a~d scales were ~spected. 

~e people of Songhay were encot~aged to trade wi~ other counnies. Triers [?om Et~ope 

and Asia xdsi;ed the ~kem of Gao, wtfieh was ~)m poetical center of Songhay and home of ira 

royal d~asg~, and wt~N was ~t place ofle~ng. 

It was in educNion ~hat Asia Muh~nmad made Ms most si~Riicant reforms. No~ 

Timb0km but also Oao, Walat~ and Jenne became intellecmN centers where tee most 
learned scholars ofWest.~fica conce~ated. By the sixteenth a~d seventeenth ceot~ries, a 

~svinc@ Sudanese titeratore was emerging. Timbukm’s U~dversiW dSankore old, red stud- 

ies in grammar, geography, law, literature, and surgery. In 1512 Leo A{Ecanus- -a Mu~m 
convert to Ch~stianity whose travel accounts [br a long time were E~ropeans’ c~ef source 

of information about ~?ica a~d Islam--paid homage to r!ds intellectual ctimate: "Here 

Timbukm) ~here ~e gTeat stores of doctors, judges, priests, arid other learned ~en, bound- 
~lly main~aioed at the ~ng’s cost and ct~rges. ~d N~er are brought Overs manuscripts or 

writte~ books out of Barbaw, wMch are sold for more money than any other mercga~d~e." 

The great power of Songhay w~ not to last. AsMa M~haznmad was dethro,~ed by 
oldest son, m~d civil wars, massacres, and tmsuccessful mNtary expe~tions tbRowed. 

~Mthough there were brief periods ofre~val, the empire was definitely declining. The Moors 

~ewed the Sudan covetously and ~g~ to p~sh across ~he desert. With Spanish renegades 

as their alges, Moroccans ove~hrew the Songhay state a~d ~gan their own brief rule in 

Timb~km. 
The rulers of empires oRen dashed with the leaders of the states nr~der their co~troF - 

v~th 1o~i a~tgorNes who resisted their mandates or acted on Qm bmsis of their ow~ ~pedal 

ambitions. ~lNis di~sion be tween cen~’a[ and local authority~a dichotomy of so-vereigaW-- 

kept the .~’eat ~ sensitive to tt~e possibi~ty ofco~altict within fl~eir realms, 
~i~h~lamg ai 8av~rai~n1~ For eKample, durh~g Ns pil~irn~e to Mecca i~ 1324, Mansa Musa, the 

ruler of Mati, shared the story of his NNcul~ in e~brcing Islamic belie.g and practices in the 

states under iris dominiom Devout as he may have been, Mansa Musa extended greater 

erance toward the local a~thoddes of the gold-bearing regions, since gold prodncdoz~ seemed 
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t.o diminish whenever he ~ttempted to impose his rdigion. In exchang~~. fbr a more profitable 

gold trade, Mansa Mnsa agreed to respect indigenons religions cnsmms. Few powerti~l kfn~ 

of great empires and kingdoms ever achieved enongh power to destroy completely the belief 

by local rnle~ t.hat they themselves enjoyed a de~ee of soverei.~n~y. 

At the time of Enropear~ exploration in the fifteend~ and sixteenth centndes village- 

states flondshed thro~aghont ,~}ica. Snch states, inN~dnatly m) larger than t,500 sqna.re 

tdlometers, together acconnted fbr most of the land area and popnlafion in Atlantic 

especially tha~ be~een the Gambia ~ver and the Niger Delta. Small in territorial size, 

n~nistates closer to the coas[ were more densely populated than ~ose i~and. Some small 

slates, however, Nd merge, volnnta~y or by force, to form small kingdoms. These ~ng- 

doms, nnder favorable circnmst~ces~for example, if they had able leadership, adeqna~e 

resonrces, and strong mili[aW orga~izafon could ~’ow into fcderations or even empires. 

In West ~ca. the densely populated Mossi s~ates, ibnnded in the elevemh centnD’, 

were loca~d sonth of d~e bend of the Niger River. For a time, kive states constituted the 

loose Mossi confederation. The governors of the five states cornposed the conncii of state 

and se~ed as the ctfiefministers in the imperial orgaNzation. The 7~e N~sst States 

ministers oversaw snch depa~ments as the army and finance, and 
beneath them a hierarchy of officials extended do~ to local functiona.6es. Cohesion was 

greatest in time of emergency, and the Mossi managed [o r~pel uhe attacks of Ma~ and 

Songhay and remain more or less independen~ unt~ succumbing to Enropean [~n ~his case, 

French) colonial rule in NHca in the nineteenth centu~’. 
The strength of the Mossi states tay in their ef~cient political and mi~ta.~, system. The 

emperor was absoNte. His snbordinates operated with carefi~lly elaborated dn6es. Each 

mo~tg fl~e emperor received his ministers of state, who reported on the aftNrs of the 

realm. In the evening, the m[er deal~ ~d~h ma~te~ concerning public order and criminal 

jus~ce. The procedures of hearings a~ad decisions bore a stfiNng resemblance [o trial byju~,. 

There w~ no standing a~y, bu t the poIigcal and social system was so organized as to rnake 

it possible, on the bfief~s~ nonce, to ca~ up for milita~ sere’ice eve~ able-bodied rnan. The 
sua4val of the Mossi states in an area do~tfinated by powe~l empires such as Mali and 

Songhay testifies to their ef[icie~cy and wise leaderstfip. 
~te ttausa ci~-states grew t~om trade relafons wi~h other .MF~can states and Mr~h Noah 

~Hc~s across the Sahara. The bes~ ~m~ of the Hausa dry-states are Kano, Ka~sina, 

Kebbi, and Zaria, which ~’ew also from [heir milita~ conqnest of a~’icultural vglages ~o the 

sou[h. Hausaland, e~anding beyond its o~ginal to~s and incor- I~ Ha~sa 

porafng tSrming areas that ~ew mi[[eq rice, pepper, and 1Nestock, 
a~ained prominence in tt~e middle fifteenth cenm~ under Islamic rulers such as Muham~ 

mad Rumfk of Kano (c 1463 I499) and the legenda~ ~een ,~ina of Zafia (tam fifteenth 

century or sixteenth century). The Hausa occupied roughly the area of’present-da?, no~ern 
Nige~a. Each city retained its idenmy, ~4~h Kano in the limegght fbr a while, d~en Katsina, 

and later others~ Kano, a wa~ed dW at the end of the four~een[h cenm~, engaged in the 

trans-Saharan trade and also traded with the Kororofa people of fl~e Benue fit, er vagey to 

the sontheast. Horses, which abounded in and around Kano, were traded fbr slaves. Kano 
also became a ce~ter of learning, f~mons for i~ s[udies )n law and ~eoIogy. N~ough Islamic 
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Commemorative trophy LJead of t~e Quean 
Mother--Benin kingdom, Nigeria, late 
fifteenth, early sixteenth century 

The -kingdom of Kongo in West Central 

Africa was founded in the fourteenth century. 

It was unJque fc, r its voluntary conversion to 

Catho]idsm, which The C.~ristian ~(ongo 
occurred after the 

Kongolese king Nz~.nga a Nkuwu asked Porm- 

g-uese priests to baptize Jim in !491. He 

adopted his baptismal namejoko I and estab- 

lished trade and reli~ous reladous with Portu- 

gal, alIowing Portuguese merchants and priests 
into his kingdom. However, is: Kongo, Afri- 

cans and not the Portuguese controlled the 

church., and thus Catholic worshJp melded 

h~digenous religious beliefs and practices vdth 

Christianity... 

Christian beliefs, introduced by the Por- 

tuguese, complemented and reir~’orced local 

Kongo traditions, such as the cruciform 

(cross), which already existed as at.. indigenous 

s.~,mbo] and powerfu[ transitional space for 
communication between drte eartt~ly and the 

divine. Kongo ieaders used Christian sym- 

bo!s like the crucifix as vehicles f~r commu- 

nicarlng vdth deities and ancestors. Mer~ng 

the secular and the spiritual, crucifixes were 

used to invoke dl,dne favor in matters such as 

weather, hundng, attd ~’ertility, and played a 

si~ai_qcant role in legal proceedings and rain- 

making K_tuals. 

Ai~:er KingJoSo’s death in !506, his son 

Af6nso rtt[ed from 1509 to !543. He consoli- 

dated the power of dr, e church in the kkNdom 

of Kongo, beghming w~th ltxe defeat of [~s 

bmther--a non-Christian---who fought Nm ~)r 

mmcession m the throne. Afonso’s rule marked a 

rapid increase ix, the amount of trade with Por- 

mgal--~rade that became increasingly kzvo[ved 

i~ the e.vport of slaves, Kongo reached its zenith in ~he mid-seventeenuh centuw, and although it 
endured civil war m~d lost some of’its centralization, it did not lose territory to the Portuguese. 

Another West Central Ali-ican kingdom was Ndongo-Mataxnba, in what is now .~mgola. A 
decenCi’,dized state at the thne of F, uropean contac~ in the 1560s, it (like many other African 

states &~ring the Adanric slave-trade era) laecame more centra~ed 
ir~ the later decades of the sixteenth century. However, in the early 
yeats befbre the Portuguese initiated slave-tradk~g relations, the king of Ndongo did not enjoy 
~ereditary succession: instead, he s~as elected and held partially in check by the Iocal at~thori- 

ties from Ndongo’s constituent territories. 
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The legitimacy of rulers appears to have become a more conten- 

tious issue once the Portuguese introduced the slave trade, and Por- 

tugal often allied with one African faction over another, exacerbat£1g 

stn~ggles over sovereignty. Such crises became particularly intense 

in the ]6008 and, interestingly, irtvolved an ,~rican woman ruler. 

Og~een Njinga, born in !582, was one of tt~e first female rulers of 

Ndongo. She spent much of her reign, from 1624 until her death in 

1663, j~stifying her claim to the throne and fighting off Portuguese 
encroachments on her land. Njinga, a convert to Catholicism, like 

the rulers of neighboring Kongo, seized power after her brother’s 

death let~. only his 8-year-old son as heir to the kingship. Supported 

by royal or court slaves, Njinga countered military slaves initially 

under her rival Hari a Kiluanji, one of Ndongo’s local territorial 

authorities. Leading her troops into battle, Njinga fought to retain 
her power over a more centralized state. Her alliance with the Por- 

tuguese cogapsed when they suppot~ed her enemies, and in re~onse 

Njinga abandoned Christianity and k:d her troops (which included 

a batt’~on of women) against the Portuguese during the Iate 16208. 

Th.e protracted struggle ended in a stalemate. 

As earty as 1000 C.E., East A[i-ica was firmly incorporated into a 

larger international arena surround2ng the Indian Ocean. The 

region had an abundance of coastal city-states along the Swahili 

Coast, stretching [>om moder~ Somalia to Mozambique, whose 

wealth and sophistication attested to their connections with both 

the continental inter2or and the outside world. The implications of 

this interaction can be seen t;ar inland, with the emergence between 

t 100 and 1450 of the powerfhl s tare of Great Zimbabwe. Located in 

the South Afi-ican Limpopo River basin, Great Zimbabwe benefited 

tiom its control oflocaI gold resources, ~vory, and cattle-raising. It is 

most famous for its large stone walls, stone towers, and an etlip~ tical 
building whose architectural wonder was once attributed to the 

ancient Phoenicians rather than to indigenous A.frican peoples. Yet 

archaeological excavatioos reveal Great Zimbabwe’s African, and 

specifically proto-Shona and Shona, origins. Great Zimbabwe, as 

well as its precursor Mapungubwe (1000-1200 c.~:.) and other 

smaller states between the thirteenth to the fifteenth century, have 

been linked to the Swahili coastal trade. The excavation of graves 

dating back to the fifteenth century has unearthed the remains of 

~reatZiralaa~w~ 
these societies’ rulers and tl~eir adornments: gold jewelry, woven cloth of 

!oca! African provenance, and imported glass beads, the last item indicating 

trade with the coastal areas along the Indian Ocean. 

For centuries, the Swahili Coast was peopled by Africaa~, Arab, Persian, at~d It~dian trad- 

ers. As Islam spread through East Africa beg{nning in the eighth century and accelerati~g tiom 
about the eleventh century onward, the Swataili Coast city-states blended Afi-ican 

The Swahili C~ast 
and Arab wa~. The Swahili lang-u~e is a Bantu language in terms of structure 

udth some words borrowed from Arabic and other languages as dictated by commerce and 

Crucifixion plaque--l(ongo, Democratic 
Republic of Congo, collected 1874 
The crucifixion plaque shown here, carved 

from ivory, represents a syothesls of Chris- 

tlan beEefs arid values indiger~ous to the 

Kingdom ol’Kongo. T}te central Jesus fig~re 

;s sculpted ~n tt~e image ofa Kongo rnan~ 

The linear h air pattern was chara~eteristic of 

Kongo tradkions, and the beard connotes 

wisdom, status, and the authority of age 

in Ka:mgo culla~re. The figures, k~meli~g 

deference to Jesus and gripping t~is garment, 

suggest the Kor~go traditio~ of kneellng 
wha~ en:eri,~g or leaving the home ofa dls- 
]inguishe d parson. 
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religion. At its height from I000 1500 o.E.~ the Swahili Coast had such flourishing seaside 
to,ms as Mogadishu, Malindi, and Kilwa. Ir~ 1~r98, Vasco De Gama explored l~ast ~aZrica, 
and more Portuguese expIorers followed in the sixteentts centuU, leaving accounts of a sea- 
oriented trade already" in place in Mombasa and Malindi. H~storian Patrick Marming has 
shown that davery in East Africa in the late eighteenth centuw~ especially in Mozambique~ led 
to the expansion of the slave trade, first to the Middle East and then to the Americas. Slaves 
were exported from Mozambique vcelJ into the nineteenth centtm! because of the weak pol~c~ 
ing of the slave trade in dm ~ndia~ Ocean, as opposed to etTorts to suppress slave trading on 

the Adantic. 

The states described in tiffs chapter re.present only a sa=~ple of the many Al’ricar. political 

units. Some. like E~%Tpt, Kush, and Cmlhage, flourished in andenr times, before the Common 

Era. Others" came later. Some areas, snch as present-day Zimbabwe and the savannah lands 

south of the Congo Basin, wimessed different d~zilizations rising on the sires ofrlmir predecessors. 

~#~le Europeans were fighting in the Crusades, Muslim Swa.hili-speatdng ci~!-scates along the 

lndian Ocean were ta-ading with Arabia, India, and the East Indies (modem Indonesia). 

pians have a recorded history that goes back almost two thousand years. Other ldngdoms are of 

more recent ori~dn: tt~e Zulu people of Southern Africa, for instance, did not form a power~at 
nation until the nineteenth century. To a greater or lesser degree, hov,~ever, all had some connec- 

tion witt~ the African-descended peoples of the New World. 
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of citizenship [hose African A.mei’icans 

~ who were not in bondage {n the decades prior to the Civi! War. Nor did the escalat- 

ing sectional debate about slaver~7 frono~ the 1820s through the 1850s precNde controversy 
over the mere presence of free blacks in both northern and southern states. The condition 

of free blacks became a frequent touchstone in debates over the moralky or immoralky of 

slaver55 as proslavery southerners favorably compared the supposedly benevolent treat- 

ment of slaves to the harsh living conditions endured by free blacks in the North. Debat- 
ing in 1830 with Massachusetts Senator Daniel Webster, South Carolina’s Senator Robert 

Y. Hayne offered one of the most notorious public condemnations of free blacks’ condition 

to come from a ~ationat political figure. "There does not exist on the face of the earth," 

insisted Hayne during a speech before ~he U.S. Senate in slavery’s defense, "a population so 
poor, so wretched, so loathsome, so utterly destkute of all the comforts, conveniences, and 

decencies of life, as the unfortunate blacks of Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. Liberty 

has been to them the greatest of calamities, the heaviest of curses." 
Unlike the defenders of slaver?’, antebellum free blacks saw their condition as far prefer- 

able to slavery, although they daily confronted the realiV ofradal discrimination and it{jus- 

tice. Refused the many rights and priviIeges that the law guaranteed to white Americans, 
they found no protection from the federa] gover~m~ent and line from many state govern- 

ments. Free blacks were denied suffrage, access to equal education, certain types of employ- 

ment, and admission to state militias. They were troubIed by nuisance regulations, insultlng 
lan~maage, and racist caricatures in a variety of cuhural forms. They were harassed in public, 

and their neighborhoods were attacked by rioting mobs. They lived under constant scrutiny, 

in a fishbow[ of sor~s, and therefore they believed that their actions had potentially morrien- 
tous consequences, not only for themselves and ~heir communities but also for the ultimate 

fate of their still enslaved brethren. The stakes of freedom were high. For an~ebe~um free 
blacks, freedom was complex--a series of opportunities that they embraced and a set of chal- 

lenges that they felt required to face and to conquer in order to counter white Americans’ 

negative perceptions of blacks and of their "fitness for freedorn." While they understood the 

obstacles placed in their path by whites in the North and South, antebellum free blacks were 

strengthened by their shared values of comrnurfity se]f-deterrnination and protest. 

In I820 slavery was entrenched in the southern states and on its way to ultimate extinc- 

I~ don in the North, Missouri’s admission to the Union as a slave state had brought thi~ dual- 

iV into stark relief, crystallizing years of disputes over the westward expansion of slaver?~. 
However, slaver7 was not the or~ly ho@ debated issue.Missouri’s state constitution, which 

included an addendum that tbrbade "free Ne~oes and mulattoes from coming tO and set- 

tli~ ,N in this state under any pretext whatsoever," ignited yet another fie~7 clash in Congress. 
A majority in the House of Representatives initially refused to accep~ Missouri as a state 

under ghese conditions. Some members cited the federal Constitution’s ~maarantee that "the 

cidzens o[ each state shall be endtled ~.o all tim privileges and immunities of the several 

sta~es." The controversy en&d in a nebulous formulation in March 1821, when Congress 

finally a&ni~ted Missouri to statehood without darifylng whether free blacks were citizens 

or not. A.side t?om ihnctioning to "salve tender consciences," as New Hampshire Represen- 

tative William Plumer, Jr., remarked at the dine, Congress had not determined the actual 
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rights of free blacks, nor had society generally acknowledged that blacks were members of 

the American bo@ politic. 
Although conducted at the national level, the Missouri debate formed part of a larger 

discussion within the individual states about the presence, character, and civil status of their 

own free black residents. Various southern states early on passed flta~k La~s 

laws that barred the entrance of free blacks, presuming that any 

substantial free black presence would threaten the permanency of slaveW. Between 1800 
and 1808, South Carolina, Ma~’land, and Kentucky enacted suct~ laws in response to the 

significant numbers of manumissions inspired by tt~e Revolutlonaw War’s rhetoric of free- 

dora, and other southern states followed suit in the years surrounding the i\’fissouri Contro- 

versy and in the decades to follow: Georgia in 1818, Mississippi in 1819, Louisiana in 1830, 

Tennessee in 1831, and Alabama in 1832. Arkansas and Missouri added even more restric- 

tions to black residency in ! 843. 

The South was not the only re,on ~hat worried about the in-migration of free blacks. 

In 1821 the Massachusetts le~slature charged a committee of its members with ascertain- 

ing whether the commonwealth needed to limit its growing black population. Although 
Massachusetts and other northeastern states ultimately rejected such a course of action, 

legal restrictions, called t~lack laws, appeared throughout the Midwest--discouraging, ff not 

completely eliminating, free black in-migration. In 1804 Ohio enacted a law that denied 
residency to any r~ac~ or mu~ .... who was ,anab!e to produce a certlticate of freedom [’rom 

slave~,. In 1807 tim Ohio legislature passed a more stringent law, requirhag African Ameri- 
cans in d~e state to post a bond of $500 as proof offreedorn. The territorial legislatures of 

Michigan, Illinois, lndiarta, and Iowa enacted black laws to deter free blacks from settling 
within their borders. Although Michigan repealed its black laws almost immediately al~er 

attaining statehood in 1837, and Ohio repealed them in 1849, Indiana and Illinois kept 
these laws on the books until after the Civi~ War. As legal t~istorian Paul Finkelman t~as dem- 
onstrated, a few tzundred blacks were held in bondage in Indiana until the earl?, 1820s and 

in Illinois un61 the 1840s. Even in the far West, suctx territories as Oregon, New Mexico, and 

Utah passed statutes that banned black rnigrants. ~adi°icar~ Americans could be found in these 

places be~re and aider statehood, however. California, the western state v#ittt the largest free 

black population, unsuccessfully attempted to enact black laws in the 1850s. 
In his classic study of the early antebellum United States, Deraocra9’ in Araerica ,.18355 

French author AleMs de Tocqueville noted the paradox of extreme racial intolerance in 

those states wtmre slaver?.’ had never existed. During an intep,4ew ~igrati0n 
conducted for his book in 1831, Tocqueville’s observations were 

contirmed when an Ohio attorney told h~m: "We t~, to discourage them [free blacks! 

every possible way. Not only have we made laws allowh~g them to be expelled at ~ill, but we 

hamper them in a thousand wa?,s. A Negro has no political rights; he cannot be a juror: he 

cannot give evidence against whites." Nevertheless, despite the laws and the cultural hostility~ 

[’ree black popu~atlons in the Midwest grew dramatically, mostly from migration. By 

Ohio had the [burth largest free black population in the North. 

Even in the face of such prejudice and discouragement, Ohio’s l}ee blacks founded at 

least "two newspapers. One of them, tim Columbus Paaadittm of f..ib~rt3!, opined sarcastically 
that the racist presumptions embodied in Oh o s taw to regulate persons of color would 

eventually lead to tl~e regulation of eve~’thing, including time itself. In Februaw 1844. the 

paper’s editor, David ~enkins, wrote, ~ ce Ohio has been a free state, she regulates both 
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clocks, watches, blaclcs and mulattoes, one a thing to behold, the other the image of God, the 

g-rear I AM, the great Creator of all things, and the only regulator ofmanldnd." 

Seeking the same kind of economic opportunities that drew white pioneers by the 
san& to the Old Northwest Territory’, blacks continued to head west in the face of mounting 

restrictiom. The 1830 ce~us registered almost 15,000 free blacks in the three states of Ohio, 
Indiana, and Illinois; by. 1840, that number had increased to more than 28~000, and by 1850 

it exceeded 41,000. Some of these migrants were runaway slaves, but others were ex-slaves 

who sought greater opporVanities. One such migrant was "Free Frank." Born in slavery in 

Kentucky,, he eventually purchased his o~rt and his wife’s freedom and moved to Illinois, 

where he founded the town of New Philadelphia in Pike Cou_nV and pursued a variety of 

commerdal enterprises. Another successful black migram to the Midwest, William Trail, rat~ 

away from his MmTland master in 1814 and finalIy won his freedom throu.gh court action; 

he became a prosperous landowning farmer in Union County,, Indiana. 
Despite these extraordina~T individual acEievements, free blacks witnessed the dectine 

of their political rights. By 1830, most northern states had disfranchised black voters in the 

very. constitutional conventions that had extended and democratized suffrage 
~islra,~Niseme,t for white men. Some southern states followed suit. Tennessee disfranchised 

black voters in 1834, and in 1835 North Carolkla did the same after considering--but 

rejecdng--a proposal that the wealthiest black proper~" owners coald retain the suffrage. 

White North Carolinians concluded that allowing any free blacks to vote threatened slaveW. 

One North Carolina delegate demanded the social and political subordination of free blacks, 

as he posed the rhetorical question’. "If t}tey are to be placed in the situation of free men, and 

to be our equals.., why not admit our slaves to the same equality,?" 
~M’nbigaities in the Pennsylvaffta constitution of 1790 \ed to the 

inf?equent exercise o~ the francMse by the comrrionweNtb2s blacks. 

the case of wealthy sailmakerJames Forten, personal ini3uence substi- 

tuted for widding the ballot. Since Foemen could not vote ldmse!t~ ~e 

left his mark on the polltical process by encouraging his white employ- 

ees to vote as he would. Black landow,~er Willlam Fo&g sought redress 

through legal channels, hoping to determine the political rights of black 
PennsyNanians. In t835 Fogg, described in the court record as a free- 

man and taxpaying citizen of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, was 

denied the right to vote in lais township of Greenfield. 

His case, Igobbs zz Eog~ utthnatety went to Pennsylvania’s supre;ne 

court, which in 1837 held drat even black taxpa~ing properw hold- 

ers were not eligible to vote because the founding fathers [sad never 

intended blacks to be part of the body politic. "it is finally urged," the 

court mintained, %hat a fiee negro or mulatto is not a cldzen withi~ 
~e meaning of the constitution and laws of the United States, and of 

the state of Pennsytva~fia, and, therefbre, is not entided to the right of 
suffrage." In 1838 Permsylvania revised its 1790 constitution and explic- 

itly disfranchised black voters, thus removing m~y ambiguity regarding 

black voting rights. This action drew a published protest titled Appeal 

of Forty 77zousand Gti~n4 Threatened with Dise@anchisement, to the People of 

Penn.~.yIvania, in which the free black leadership urged wMte dtizens to 

reject the new constitution. Despite the combined efforts of the black 
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community and its white allies ir~ the Pennsylvania Abolition Society, voters accepted the 

new constitutior~. 

In ~e No~h, by ~e e~d of the amebe~um period oMy ~he New England s~ates ~anred 

bla& men ~e mFes~cted ~ght of suffrage. ~ 1843, ~ode Island adopted its first constitution 

~hat gave Nac~ equal suffrage fights; such ~gh~ were Nrea@ assured in Massa&use~s, Ver- 

mont, New Hamps~e, and M~e, each of which had o~y sm~ Nack pop~.fons. ~ New 

York, Nackmen coNd yore o~y ~fl~ey were propelS" holders, whereas in O1~o and Ngchigan, 
black s~rage was ~ted to s~me s~ool bo~d elections and to young on school bonds. 

~ae legal restrictions that va£ous northern states ~p osed on free bla&s were increasing 

at ~he ve~ time that ~e proporfon of free blacks ~ttfin the to~al U.S. popula6on was 

dec~Nng. To be sure, in sheer numbers the black population was gro~ng: in !830 ~he 

nation’s ~ee b~ckpopulafion totaled 319,599; in 1840 386}293; in 

1850 434,495; ~d by 1860 488,070. But rdafve to the tot~ 

Unimd States pop~a6on, the percentage of free bla&s was declining: it stood at 2.5 percent 

in 1830 bm at only 1.6 percent in 1860. In part, this dec~ne resulmd from increasingly ~d 

southern laws agNnst manumission, but more si~ificant were the increasing numbers 

Europe~ imm~ants pou~ng imo the UNfed Stares, particularly after 1840. The years 

from ?847 to 1854 ~t~essed unprecedented immigrafon~ ~th a~ average of sligh@ more 

than 334~000 persons arfi~ng from E~rope annnagy. Rough~’ 45 percent of the immi~s 

came trom ~re~ana, ~z p~ ..... o~ Germany, and 13 percent from Great Britain. 

The l~ge i~ux of whim Europe,s ~d ~ot go unnogced in black communities. In 1837 

~he New York-based The Cdored Av~e~can, one of tlae eartiest Nack ne~,~spapers, bemoaned 

the rreatmen~ accorded to blacks in comparison u4th that given ~o recent immigrants: "For- 

eiders a~d a~ens to ~he government oflaws~ strangers to our insfmfions~are permitmd 

to flo& ;o ~his land and in a few years are endowed wkh NI t.~e p~x4leges of dfizens; bur 
nagve born Americans, the ch~dren of the soil, are most of us shut out.’~ 

Although notions of racial differetzce were hardly new in America, the antebelhlm years 

gave rise m mass-market cultural racism and to a new discourse of scientific racism. Woven 

into the fabric of eveD-day life, popular culture and scientific ff~ought worked together to 

justice not o~y the insfim~on of s~ve~ but also the routine debasement of free blacks. 

Throughout the 1810s and 1820s, poems, l}Rgcs, novels, and broadsides published by whims 

exaggerated black speech patterns. Indeed, popular literature and the media conveyed racist 

assumptions not oNy about b~acks’ inabiliw to speak Standard English but also about their 
incapaci~~ for freedom and equality. Visual images ~storted Nag ptrysicN f~amr~s, maNng 

bta& people appear bott~ a~imalistlc and N~crous. 

By the late i830s, ~Nect speech a.nd song and caricatured images were becoming popu- 

lar through a form of entertainment called the minstrel show, in which wNte male pe~orm- 

ers in burnt-cork blac~ace makeup po~.rayed blacks in a se£es of Ninstrel Sh~s 
loosely relamd songs, &rices, and come@ sketches. In the early 
l g40s, ~e Vir~n~a Minstrels 0ed by Daniel Emmett, a whi~e man~ became the ~rst profes- 

sionN touring minstrel troupe. This NackPace tradi~on and its image~, ofphysicN c~ica- 

rare su~ived we~ into the twenlieth cenm~ as a staple of lhe American entertainment 

indus~; it sa~fized and promoted the stereo~picN tignres ’~im Crow’~be lazy and 



ignorant souther~ s~ave--and "Zip Coon"--the ahsurd northern free black fop. Both of 

these negative stereotypes undoubtedly fed antebellurn racism. Historians of tl-ds racist genre 

argue that its appearance on s~ge and iu dissemination in print, through the so-ca~ed penny 

press (cheap newspapers) and "dime novels," helped create a psycholo~ca[ sense of social 

and poE~cal sofdafiW among va~ous white immi~ant groups. 
Minstrd ~ages fuacgoned as the antithesis of t~e image of the white ~eNc~, thus 

dramaticaily rei~orcing the percep~on. Regar~ess of miastrelsy’s psychotoocal meaNngs 

for antebellum wNte peffo~ters and auNences, an~ebe~um btacks considered the genre 
deeply offensive. In 1848 the northern black leader Frederick Donglass railed in his news- 

paper The Nort~ Star against "the ’Virginia Minstrds,’ the ’Christ’s ~nstrels,’ [and~ the 
~EtNopian Serenaders,’ " c~ing them the "filthy scum of white sociew, who We stolen 

from us a comple~on denied to them ~ nature, in wNch to make money, and pander to the 

corrupt taste of their white fe£ow-cifzens." 
In the first ~K of the ~neteenth cenmW, just as negaive black stereo~es were bei~ 

promoted in such poplar cultural fo~s as ~nstrds)’ and the pe~y press, the new racial 

science of ethndo~ emerged. Ethno~o~, wMch Began to at~in si~ificant intellec- 
[t~l~ tual credibi~W in the ~ 830s and 1840s, rejected eighteenth-cenmu en~ronmentagst 

explanagons for races and professed instead methods and theo~es that stressed innate and 

immutaNe raciN traits. 

Intern! to ethnob~ was craniolo~, the measurement of sku~ size to deter~ne cra- 
niai capaciw. Blacks, cradologists ar~ed, e~ibited a sma~er brain size th~ whites did, 

thus pro~{ng blacks’ lower inte~gence. Such boom as S~uel G. MoKon’s CraniaAm~cana 

(1839), and Urania Ae~ptiaca (1844) were seminal ~exts ar~ng for ~he biolo~c~ basis of 

va,5ous racial groups, all of them r~ked in a Nerarchy ~th whites at ~e top and blacks at 

the ~t~om. The theou ofpolygenesis accompanied cranioiogy. Polygm~es~s maintained that 

races emerged f?om Nit?rent homa~ og~ns and thus represented different hurnan spedes. 
The antebellum ethnolo~cal staNes touted the k~erent ini~rioriW of blac~ to justi~ 

their permartertt e~mlavement or, i~ the case of t?ee blacks, ~eir pemmnent civic and soci~ 

subordhmtion. Morton’s measuremertts of skul~s, [br insta~ ce, led ~m to conclude that the 

supposeOy larger sku~s of Caucasians gave them a "decided and unquesfon~d su~fior- 

iw over all the gations of the earth." His ~ngs ingnenced both Ha~,ard scientist Louis 
Agassiz a~d southern phygdan Jogah Nott. Wr~ag in 1854, Nott asse~ed that ’~nations 

and races, like inNvfiduNs, have an especial descry: some are born to rule, and others to be 

ruled .... No two ~stiactly marked races ca~ dwell together oo equal terms." 

During the 1 g30s the vicious word n~er also gMned commo~ currency among whites as 

a tem~ ofradal ~sparagement. Black essa~st ttosea ~stort became perhaps the first person 
m write a public denu~cia~on of this word in Ms ~ea~e on t~ NM~c~a~ Char- 

N~otg, and ~e a.c~ and t~ Gvil and ~igcal Condition ~ #~e Colored Pe@Ie ~n ~e United States and 

the Pr~’udice Exercised %~vard T]~m (1837). Easton decried tNs ’%pprob~ous term employed to 

impose contempt upon blac~ as a~ i~f~rior race." He fu~.her ar~ed d~at the "tem~ in itse~" 

would be perfectly ha~less were it used oNy to Nstfngmish one cl~s of socieW fi’om another; 
but it is oot used ~th that intent.. ¯ it ~ws fi’om the fbuntaln of propose to injure." 

In a cultural miffeu that permitted arid encouraged ra(:i~ bigotU, prejudice manifested 

itself in numerous indi~dual and colle(:dve acts of anirnosi~ Nrected at free b~acM and their 
white sTmpathizers. In 1831 the people of New Haven, C, onnecfimg became alarmed over 

white abolitionist Simeon,Jocdyffs proposal to establish a college fbr blacks and resolved 



to oppose it ,Mth all their resources. At about tl~e same time, Prudence Crandall, a Quaker 

school teacher in Canterbury, Connecticut, provoked the town’s wrath when she admitted a 

black female student to her popular private school for girls. When her white students with- 
drew, she opened the school to black girts, attracting students from free black families as far 

away as Philadelphia, Providence, Nmv York, and Boston. Townspeople harassed the black 

girls on the streets and piled manure on the school properW. The local doctor refused to treat 

the black students, and stores refused to do business with Crandall. 

The Connecticut legislature went so far as to pass a law in May 183! forbidding any 

school or academy to enroll out-of-state Nacks. Convicted of disobeying th~s law, Crandall 

appealed to the Connecticut supreme court, which overturned the conviction on a tech- 

nicality. A few years later, the legislature repealed what had become an embarrassing law. 

Although Crandall’s experience reveals the racism of Connecticut in the earty 1830s, it also 

demonstrates the power of the growing abolitionist movemer~t to change the political culture 

and see’are a repeal of the law. 

The culture of racism also took more "4ru[ent turns. Economic shifts in the early nine- 

teenth century, created tensions that resulted in widespread violence by whites against blacks. 

As industrialization spread in northern urban centers, the eco- Nob ’,./i ~ler~ 
nomic autonomy of white artisans declined, and many became 

wage laborers ~dth what they correctly perceived as diminished economic prospects. Caught 

in this downward spiral, 4~.~..; scapegoated free blacks as economic cornpedtors who under- 

cut white workers’ wages. 

T~te black elite also stirred rese~trnents and provoked a backlash. Cartoon,s in white news- 

papers &picted aNuent blacks in highly ~sulting ways, mocldng their societ3~ balls, aboli~oNst 

actMdes, a~d other eyelets. Whites harassed blacks in public spaces and perpewated extreme acts 

of hostility, often targeting community institutions that contributed to black advancemel~t. 
Riots, murders, arid the destruction of churches, schools, and orphanages occurred in the 

Niidwest a~d the Northeast. For three days in 1829, bands of whites in Cincinnati took the 

law into their own hands, n~nnir~g out of the dry those blacks who did not post the bonds that 

the state required of blacks to reside there. More than a thousand blaclcs found it advisable to 
leave, mo,~q~g to Canada; but most of them soon retm’ned to Cindnl~ati. In New York State, 

antiblack dots erupted in Utica, Palmyra, and New York City in 1834 and 1839. The most 

serious antiblack outbre~s, however, took place in Pennsylvania. On Augost 12, 1834, a whim 

mob marched into the black section of Pl~adelphia and cornntitted numerous acts of’dotence. 
The tbllowing day whites wrecked the .African Presb3aerian Church, burned homes, and mer- 

dless~y assaulted several blacks. The reign of terror entered its t.hird day before the police put 
an end to it. According to historians I_*)is E. }Iorton aa~d James Oliver Horton, the "ottJcial 

report, laid the Not to whims’ fears that blacks received favored treammnt ha hiring." Between 

1834 and 183{i: at least nine disturbances occurred in Philadelphia that can be labeled anti- 

black riots. Historian Patrick Rael i&:ntified the occurrence of similar race riots in Coturnbia, 
Pe~msylva~ia (1834 and 1835); in Washin~on, D.C. (1835!; i~ Gindnnafi (again in 1841); and 

in Bosum (1843). It-tistorlan Patrick Rael identified race riots in Columbia, Pennsylvania (1834 
and ~835); in WasIington, D.C. (1835); in Cindnnad (again in184~); and in Boston (!843).~ 

The South enjoyed plaidng up northern hostility toward blacks. When an observer char- 

acterized .African Americans in New York and Philadelphia as having an "aversion to labor 

and proneness to "411aJny," he was quoted extensively i~a t~e souL}tern press. Southerners also 

recounted ~dth. pleasore the tale of how a black ma~ returned to his home state of Georgia 
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Car,zoonist Edward Cta~. created mai~y caricat~res of Pt~iladelphia’s middle-class 

African Americans, ridiculing wheal he termed their ~endency to "aspire too 

after attempting to ~ve in Ohio and Canada for two years. Another story told of Louisiana 

blacks who bad suffered so much i~. New York City that they begged visiting sou~erners to 

take them_ back with them. When a North Carolina [fee black remarked that he had been 

kicked about and abused so rrmch in Cincinnati that he would like to return to the South, a 
Greensboro paper not only reported the incident but reprinted tee article five years later as 

tt~ough the event had just happened. 
As observers J~’anny Kemble and Frederick L, Olmsted reported, many blacks were sorely 

mistreated in tim Nortl~ and the West. Kemble said of northern l:~iacks: ’°They are not slaves 

indeed, but tEey are pariahs, debarred from every [’e~owshlp save w4th their own 
g~ut~ vs. R0rt~ de~ised race .... All hands are extended to thrust them out, a[1 fingers point at 
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their dusky skin, all tongues . . . have learned to turn the very name of their race into an 

insult and a reproach." Olmsted seems to have believed the Louisiana black who told him 
that he could associate with whites more easily in the South than in the North and ~hat he 

preferred to live in the South, because he was less likely to be insulted there. Such points of 

view dellghted slaveholders who saw them as confirmation of their belief that slavery was 

better for blacks than freedom. 

~3~ite soutt~erners did not seem to recognize, however, one essential difference between 

the South and the North and West--outside the South, blacks could organize and agitate for 

their rights. Northern blacks also had the moral and material support of at least a few whites 
who defied mob law. However difScult conditions were for biacks iu the North, they moved 

there in large numbers. More than half of Ot5o’s black population had come from the 

South, despite the state’s black laws, which discriminated against P.nem in a vaplery- of ways. 

In the North, blacks could enter professions and hold jobs that were unavailable to tl~em in 

the South. Most southern states prohibited blacks from being pharmacists, physicians, deu- 

dsts, gunsmiths, la~a~iers, or eveu teachers--all professions that northern blacks had entered 

before 1860. Eve ~rywhere in the North, blacks could and did o~ land and other properB,. 

tu the southern states, free blacks experienced freedom in a far more tenuous and vul- 

nerable way. One slip, or any ignorance of the law, could send them back into slavery. All 

slave states required free blacks to re~ster with the authorities. Florida, Georgia, and several 

o*&er states compelled free blacks to have white Faardians. All somhern states dernanded 

that free blacks cmTy passes or wear badges, and aW black person caught v.dthout verifica- 

tion of freedom was presnmed to be a slave. 

Year by year, the controls that southern states attd commuuides exerdsed over free blacks 

mounted. In no southern state could the}, move about as they wished, lest tJaey be thought 

fl@rive slaves. North Carolina prohibited tree black,s ~rom traveling beyond the count~ adjoin- 

ing the one where they resided. PenNties for ~dolating tJ~ese laws were severe. In Georgia, 

example, the offender was fined $100, and tkiiure to pay it~’hich could be expected- meant 

being sdd into slavery. Laws also ti~rbade free blacJ~s i?om lea,Ang the state ibr any length of 

time, usually sixty or ninety days. Numerous laws were des~md to protect the white commu- 

nity against any perceived threats or dangers from free blacks. Virginia, Maryland, and North 

Carolina tbrbade free blacks from possessing or car@ng arms without a license, and such per- 

inks were issued annu~ly to only the few blacks whom whites deemed trustworthy. 
All slave states prohibited the in-migration of free blacks, and ever}, southern state w~th 

a seaport required that free black sailors from other states or countries be jailed whi~e their 

ships were in port. If a ship’s captain failed to pay the jailor tbr his free black sailors’ room 

and board, they could be sold into bondage. 

Slaveholding states "also had a pecaliar way of demonstrating their interest in the wel- 

fare of free blacks. Since their lives proved especially difficult, legislators passed laws to .give 

free blacks the opportunity to choose their ovmers and become slaves. In 1857 Tennessee 

enacted a law to facilitate re-enslavement; the tbllowlng year Texas enacted a similar law, 

and in 1859 and 1860, respectively, Louisiana and Maryland did so as well. Severn other 

states, including North Carolina, seriously considered re-ensla’~ement statutes but Ibr 

ous reasons failed to enact them. Arkansas went tkrthest along this path; in 1859 the legis- 

lature passed an act to remove free blacks and mulattoes from ~’ne state 1~: compelling those 
who remained after one year to ct~oose masters %~ho must ,,~ve bond not to allow such 

negroes to act as free." 
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!~i~. Alrican American b~rbeT 

!::!.~ Barberingwas one of the skilled trades open to 

biack men during the antebellum years. Several 

wealthy Af"ican Americans began their careers 

as barbers. 

Free blacks in both the North and the South faced maz~y obsta- 

cles in their attempts to earn a living and build strong communities. 
Southern states had a number of racially discriminatory employ- 

ment policies, although such laws were often breached. In 1805 

Mary. land prohibited blacks from selling corn, wheat, or tobacco 

without a license. In ~ 829 Georgia made it illegal for them to be 

employed as typesetters. Two years later, North Carolina recruited 
all black traders and peddlers to be lficensed, while South Carolina 

forbade the employraent of free blacks as clerks. A large number 
of states made it ~legal for them either to buy or to sell alcoholic 

beverages. Georgia free blacks could not buy on credit without tt.~e 

permission of their white guardians. 
Despite these restzictions, every, state required t?ee blacks to 

work and to have visible means of support. If" unemployed, free 

adult blacks were hired or bound out, and their c}fildren were taken 
and placed in the care of white persons. Black children born out of 

wedlock to a parent who had violated ~he law or who had ~o means 

of support were apprenticed to be taught a trade and given moral 

instruction. 

The majority of the South’s free blacks worked as unskilled 

agricultural or common laborers. In some states, however, free 

black artisans achieved considerable economic independence and 

a~uence be~b~e the ’~:~,~,, War. Despite ~ho~ ~ strong opposition of 

white workers, skilled and unskilled blacks often found work in 

areas experiencing labor shortages, especially in states hurt by white 

mi~adon to the West. Free blacks worked in a range of occupa- 

tions in spite of the resuictio~s ptaced on them in most southern 
states~ They made clothing, ~ew and prepared foods, operated machines, 

piloted ships, and labored ~n Lhe building trades. They were etnployed in 

more than seventy occupations in North Carolina, and those working in Baltimore in 1860 

included several confectioners, drugg{sts, and grocers. 
N.though fi-ee blacks worked in s!dlled occupations in both northern and southern dr- 

ies, the South, and especia!ly the Lower South, had the laNest proportion of free black 

and skilled positions. Ix~ both North a~d South, the sldlled trades fell primarily to whites, 

although certain trades in the Lower South, such as barber and blacksmith, were identified 

and stigmatized as black jobs. Still, f~ee blacks in Baltimore, Charleston, and New Orleans 

could be found working in occupations that required a high degree of skill. A comparison 

of the cities of Boston and Charleston illustrates the contrasting opportunNes afforded free 

blacks in the two regions. In 1860, 20 percent of all free black men in Boston engaged in 

skilled employment, whereas in Charleston more than 60 percent of free black men held 

such jobs. However, Boston’s fi-ee black population included a number of professionals-- 

law)~ers, officeholders (including a justice of the peace), teachers, physicians, dentists, .type- 

setters, and journalists-- doing work fi-om which South Carolina legatly barred blacks. In 

addition, Boston’s black ministers controlled their own churches and preached whatever 
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they whshed, but in Charleston and other southern cities whites moni- 

tored church services. 

Free people of color were among the widdy celebrated cabinet- 

makers in New Orleans. Although they initially trained under white 

masters, by 1819 there were enough s~lled craftsmen of color to per- 

mit new apprentices to train under artisans of their oua~ race. Dutreuil 

Barjon received his training under the African American workshop 

system. In 1822 Barjon opened a shop on Royal Streeq the elite cen- 

ter of furniture malting in the ci~,’s French Quarter. By the 1830s he 

was recognized as a master artisan whose work equaled that of his 

wl~ite peers. The success of his shop a!lowed Barjon to open a furni- 

ture warehouse in 1834, in which he sold his own furniture as well as . 

pieces imported from Europe. 

New ,Orleans free black Julien Hudsor~ was among the earliest 

recorded professional artists of African descent to work in the antebel- 

lum South. Hudson, the son of a free woman of color and a wealthy 

white ship chandler and ironmor~ger, grew up as part of New Orleans’s 

Afro-Creole, French-speatdr~g elite ~aown as the henS de cot&ztr libre 

(free persons of color). Hudson’s self-portrait is the first extant self- 

portrait by an __african Arne~can artist. The portrait reflects Hudson’s 

percc3~tiort of himself as cultured and elite, since he portrayed hims¢~" 

in a fashionable black ~ock coat, intricately patten~ed w~stcoat, and 
black silk cravat in front of a convendonai landscape background. 

Regional differences in property ovmership among free blacks are also illumir~ating. In 

the North, ~ 1.7 percent of free blacks o~ed property in 1860, compared to lg. 1 percent of 

whites. I~ the Upper South, 9.8 perce~t of t)ee blacks owi~ed 

property, whi!e 19.4 percent of whites did so. In the Lower Soutll, 

an asm~isi~irtg 17.9 p ercem oftkee blacks held property; 1 g. g percent of whites did so. These 
statistics may be mlsleadi~g, however. Much of tl~e ~property" owned by southern free 

blacks included their own famil~ members who rernained slaves because their free black 
orators could rtot legally emancipate them. In N-ortt~ Carolina, free blacks owned $480,000 

worth of real prop ert3~ and $564,000 worth of person!! p r(~erty. {including slaves) in 1860. 

In Cliarleston, 352 blacks paid taxes on property valued irt 1859 in excess of $778,000. Ten- 

nessee’s free blacks ovmed about 3750,000 worth of real and pers<ma[ property in lg60. ’ 

’]’he aeduerme of a large rmmber of ti’ee blacks arid creoles of co~or in New Orleans was 

well knowt~; in ~850, they owned more tha~ 8!5 m~llion worth of propels. Thorny Lafo~a~ 

the ~kee black tycoon of New Orleans, was worth $500,000 at his death, t-Ie had contributed 

so much to the developmem of the city that the state legislature ordered a bust. of him carved 

and set up in a public institution in New Orleans. Sinai1 wonder that in the preceding year 

the ciW, ’s leading wMte newspaper, The Dai~y Picq.)~ur~,e, described New Orleans’ free blacks as 

~a sober, industrious, and moral class, tZar advanced in education arid civilization." 
Amebellum free blacks in the North were more likely than 

Urba~ Life it| ~h.e N~rth 
whites t.o live in dries. In 1860, 63.5 percent of New England’s 

free blacks lived in cities, and 49,7 percent of the free blacks in the Mid-Atlantic states were 

~rban dwellers. The cities offered jobs and opportunities to build cohesive communities 

anchored by social, }inancial~ and religious resources. 
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Of the three major northern seaport cities--Boston, New York, and Philadelphia by 

far the smallest free black community was in Boston, numbering just under two thousand 

persons in 1850. In the early years of the nineteenth centur% Boston’s free-black popula- 

tion had been dispersed throughout the dty,, but by the 1840s and 1850s, following the 

pattern in other antebellum northern cities, residential segregation had produced a denser 

geographical concentration of the bIack community. 2although economic factors limited the 

majolity of free black men in Boston to low-sldlled or uns "kilted jobs, the status and signifi- 

cance of such work held a different meaning in black and white communities. The job of 

"porter" held higher prestige in black Boston because, although low-skilled, "portm~" worked 

as servants in wealthy whites’ homes or as waiters in the city’s prominent restaurants and 
hotels. Indeed, the servant Robert Roberts parlayed his expertise into a published book, The 

House ServanL’s Directory: or, a 34onitor for Private Famibes. The 1860 census listed Roberts as a 

"gentleman." For black men such as Roberts, proximity to white centers of power probabIy 

increased their status in the bIack community. This was less true for black women who worked 

as domestics. Boston’s black community included an upper class--lawyers, dentists, teachers, 

justices of the peace, and other middle-class professionals who, although slight in number, 

represented an activist group that was strong in the tradition of protest thought. Historians 

‘james and Lois Horton revead that this activist group included not only professionads but also 

such persons as the caterer.Joshua Smith, hairdresserJohn T. Hilton, and most notabIy David 

Walker, a tailor and dealer in second-hand clothes. Walker, a brilliant essayist, militant activ- 

ist, and author of David }fzdker’sAppeal (I829), was also a founding member in 1828 of the 

pioneering "Massachusetts General Colored Association," an organization devoted to local 

and national black rights. It was founded, as Walker articulated in his inaugural lecture, "to 

unite the colored population, so far, through the United States of America as may be practi- 

cable and expedient"--thus a forerunner of the black convention movement. 

Free black women in Boston were concentrated in low-skilled or unskilled positions, 

primaribi as domestics, yet there were notable exceptions. Han~et tIayden, wife of activist 

Lewis Hayden, ran a successful boardinghouse. George Ruttin’s wife, Nancy, became an 

independent retailer who earned enough to buy her husband’s family out of" slavery, in Vir- 

~nia. Christiana Carteaux’s success as a milliner and hairdresser proved helpful to securing 

clients fbr her artist-husband Edward Bamfister. In the 1850s his portraits and-landscape 

paintings enjoyed the support, of such black abo!itionists as John DeGrasse and William 

Cooper Nell. Bannister’s art wouId gain national recognition after the Civil War, but his witk 

is noted for supplementi>g the income generated by his painting during this early period in 

his career. 

Black New Yorkers constituted a far more affluent community than did black Bosto- 

nians. In 1837 the f?ee blacks of New York City reportedly owned $1.4million worth of 
taxable real estate and had $600,000 on deposit in savings banks. But despite such 

evidence of economic success in portions of the antebellum black community, recent 

scholarship reveais clearly demarcated economic and cultural differences among blacks. In 

her analysis of fi’ee black iife in amebeiIum New York City, historian Leslie Harris insists that 

class distinctions need to be reconsidered if d~at experience is to be recovered in its fhll com- 

plexity. For example, the editors of the city’s pioneering black-owned newspapers Freedom’s 

Journa! and 7)~e CoMd American spoke primarily for the black elite, often condemNng the 

boisterous, "unrespectable" public behavior of lower-class blacks. Free black leaders Peter 

Williams, Jr., and Sa.muel Corr~ish frequently criticized less aNuent free blacks fbr their 



rowdy cdebrations, suct~ as Emancipation Day, and lectured them on the values of frug~lig~, 

decornm, and temperance. 

The newspapers and the elite free biack leadersNp of New York were particularly 

incensed, as were middle-class white reformers, by evidence of interracial mixing among 

the lower classes in the slums. Despite the contempt and v{olence that many working-class 

whites x~sited on free blacks, antebellum New York was rife,a4th opportunities for interracial 

mixing. I~adeed, economic factors created interracial enc]aves of the poor, where cultural 

mixing was not only frequent but also increasingly subsidized by vd~ite travelers and voyeurs 
in se~cE of cultural adventure. 

One foreign observer was the English author Charles Dickens, who visited the notorious 

Five Poims slum in 1842. In his ~ournaI American ~cotes, Dickens published a ler~gl:hy descrip- 

tion of Aimack’s dance cellar, whi& was owned and operated by the free btack entrepreneur 

Pete Williams. Dickens mm~ded at the throng of customers and ~eir dancing, but he was 

particularly fasdnated by one of the antebellum black culture’s unsung heroes, who held 

center stage in tt~e dance. Dickens described tlae man as % livdy young negro, wb.o is the wit 

of the assembly, and the ~eatest dancer knowaa." This was Wiffiam Henw ’~uba" Lane. 

PNladelptda had the most studied antebellum northern free black population of the 

nineteenth century. To bolster free blacks’ claims to dvil rights, and also to undermine the 

negative stereotypes used 1o?, whites to deny daose rights, both the 

Pennss,!vania Abolition Sodety (PAS) in 1837 and tS..e Sodety of 

Friends IQ,uakers) in !847 sponsored fact-ih~ding studies design_ed to demonstrate, bIack 

progress in Phi~adelpt~Ja. The more compretmnsive of tim two, the 1847 &a~isticaI in, quir_y 

the C"ondi~on of the Peop# of Colour ~" the G.~ and Districts of .Philad@hia, w-as hailed by Jc’rederick 

Douglass’s ~orth Star in 1849 as something to be "carefulfy read and pondered by colored 
men who are endeavoring to achieve their own elevation 2’ In the report’s preface, its authors 

suggested tltat their findings %hould inspire hope and confidence in the future." 

The report tataulated a Philadelphia free black population of 20,240. Of those enumer- 

a,ted, 6,895 (42.9 percent) were male and 9~146 (57.1 percent) were t>.make. ~’he investiga- 
tors identified occupations for 3,358 men and 4,249 women, or rougNy *bur-fi{~hs of those 

they called "ttxe able-bodied population." "l~ne m~}ority of the men (!,581) were laborers, 
although there were si~iiicant numbers of mec~m~ics (286), shopkeepers (166), waiters and 

cooks (557), and hairdressers !156). Male professionals included 33 musicians, 22 preachers, 

and 1 ] schoolteadhers. Most women worked as washerwomen (1,970), althouglt sigmiftcant 
numbers fel) into %e categories of day laborers (786), needle-women (4.85), cooks (176), a~d 

traders (213). The fern,ale working population also included 33 keepers of boardi~N, eating, 
and oyster houses; 35 shopkeepers; and 13 school mistresses, including Sarat~ Ann Douglass, 

whom the report praised as running "ar~ exce?lent school of many years standing." 

Like New York, Philadelphia had distinct class divisions within the free black commu- 

ni~T. During the 1830s and 1840s, t~e poorest 50 percent of Philadelphia’s free blacks ovmed " 

oNy 5 percent of t.he city’s black-owned wealth, while the top 10 percent held 70 percent, 

and the top 1 percent controlled 30 percent. [n his Sketd~es of Colored Socie~o & P/~iladelptda, 

the antebellt~m free black chronicler Joseph V~illson portrayed a three-tiered class structure. 

There existed an upper class ~4th %omfort and the enjoyment of M1 the sound blessings 

of this tile," a class positioned in Lh.e "intermediam stages--sober, honest~ industrious and 

respectable- - having ~either ’poverty nor fiches,’" and at the bottom those ~r the lowest 

depths of human degradation, misery, and warn." 

I~ ..................... ,, "":’~-’~’i-2’~ " ~" ..... " ~ .......... 
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In addition to folmding sixteen churches and numerous literary and benevolent societies, 

black Philade!pbJans were also active in the antebellum temperance crusade. A newspaper 

report from the Ph£add_~hi~z Dai£~ Re_~ubiig reprinted ia The./Vor~h St~zr in 1848, pro~ides a glimpse 

of u’~e fern, or with whica~, free black leaders embraced the crusade against alcohol They associ- 

ated teznperance with respectability and racial pro~ess. Thus the PhoenLx and Garnet Unions 

of the Daughters of Temperance hosted an ever~t a~the Wesley Methodist Church with the tier’,’ 

black abolitionist, Rev. Henry Highland Garnet, as the keynote speaker. Garnet was described 

as "the apostie of liberty and temperance, who for an hour and a half portrayed the terrible 

effects of alcohol and labored to allure the drunkard to the paths of soberness and peace." 
Free blacks also bound themselves together for social and cultural uplift, economic 

advar.cement, and mutual relief. In every ci~; mutual-aid orgardzadons sprang up, some of 

which were secret societies. In Baltimore, thirty-five mutual aid organiza- 
Nu~ual Aid g~ni~a~i~ns tions existed in 1835. The Friendship Benevolent SocieV for Social Relief, 

the Star in the Eas~ .Association, and the Daughters of Jerusalem were anaong the more promi- 

nent groups u~ith substantial sa~4ngs in Ba]timore banks. Associational life grew in other cides 

where mechanics, coachmen, caulkers, and other workers organized their o~n mutual-aid 

societies. 
In the Deep South, such organizador, s were frow’aed on by most whites and outlawed alto- 

gether i’o. most states. T~r~W persisted in some places, however. As late as 1860, benevolent assoda- 

dons were being organized in New Orleans, where the Band Society, with its motto Love, Union, 

Peace, had bylaws requiring members "to go about once in a while and see one another in love" 

and to wean" the sodet’.Zs regalia on special occasions. In 1843, under the leadership of African- 

American sailor Peter Ogden, a ~oup of free blacks in New York organized the Grand United 

Order of Odd Fellows, ~e charter for which was obtained fi’om ar~ English Grand Lo@, since 

r~e 2~merican Lodge re.~ased m ~ant it. Lilre the Prince Hall Masons, who were also chartered 

in England, the Odd Fellows became: a national At~can American ti’aternal orga~fizatior~, 
Througimut tire ~tebel]nm era, free black poets, pla3~wrights, historians, newspaper 

editors, and artists contributed not only to tire developme~t of African American culture but 

also to the broader :Mnerican culture. In North Carolina, for example, 
e~P.~al ~tribt~ti~s George Moses Horton, who was ~%irtua]ly free," wrote poems that were 

widel;¢ read. In i829 he published a voIume entided 7he Hope of Liber@, and tbr the next 

thirty" years he wrote for srudent.s at the Universi~° of North Carolina and [br various news- 

papers. Unfortunate!y, his interest in poetW diminished, perhaps as he realized that despite 

his exi~austive efforts to purchase Ns freedom, there was no hope of liberty. 
Daniel Alexander Payne, who had a brilliant career as a bishop in the African Methodist 

EpiscopM Church, published a small volume in 1850 entided Pleasures and O*her ~iscegga*zeous 

Poerm: Frances Ellen "vVatkir,-s Harper, whose Poems or,. Mixcdlaneous S~bjects appeared in 1854~ 
would make her most significant literary contributions after the Civil War. Harriet E. Wil- 

son of l%&ssachusetts became the first black woman to publish a novel, O~r Ni¢; Or Sket£hes 

~}om the L~b. q/’a Free Black (1859). Liters.,)" cridc Henry Louis Gates, Jr., who discovered Our 

Nig; described it as "a ’~nissi~g link’ . . . between the sustained and wetl de~’eloped tradition 

of black autobiography and the slow emerger~ce of a distinctive black voice in fiction." The 

French-inspired cukural ]fie of f}ee persons of c{;tor in New Orleans is best represented by 
artists, furniture makers, and such literal! fiN]res as the seventeen poets who issued the vol- 

rune Les C,~nd{gs in 1845. The book’s editor, Armand Lanusse, as well as several contributors, 

had lived or studied in France. 
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Cottage at Pass Opposite Ben LOmand, Robert S. 

The first African Ame~qcan to achieve a national and international reputation as a 

painter, Robert S. Duncanson spent most of his career in Cincinnati, a burgeoning a~s 

center that called itself the "Athens of the West." In Cincinnati, Duncanson exNbited at 
the Western Art Union and was connted, along with noted white artists T. Worthington 
Whittredge and William L. Sonntag, as one of tim cit},’s most talented paimers, Duncan- 

son also traveled abroad, spending time and exhibiting his works to widespread acclaim irz 

England, Scotland, Italy, and Canada. Recent scholarship by Joseph S. Kemer traces the 

artist’s paternal ori~ns to a snccessfill l~mdowning black famiRi that had known two genera- 
tions of freedom at the time of his bil~h in what is now Michigan. Like many free men of 

color in the nineteenth century,, Duncanson’s f~ther was an ardsan, and Duncanson was 

trained in the famil7 businesses of house paindng and carpentry, skills that inspired and 

helped prepare him tbr his chosen career in the fine arts, 

Free-black leaders in both the Nordn and South insisted that education played a crucial 

role in securing their comrnunides’ progress. 
In the antebeEum North, by lhe eve of the Ci~,il War oppormnNes tbr black education 

were ~dely ava~able, although in most places public schools were ~pport~nili~s in t~ N~h 
racia~ segregated, and black children received an unequal share 
of school fimds. Rhode Island and Connecticut maintained separate sd~ools even though in 

~m decade beibre the Ci~dI War these states increased their fimding fbr black education. In 
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1824 the New York City Common Council began to provide partial supp ort for the privately 

run African Free Schools and took them over altogether in 1834. Although some communi- 

ties in the state permitted black children to attend white schools, the le~slature made it clear 

in 1841 that any district could establish separate schools. Still, in places such as Syracuse and 

Rochester blacks attended public schools with wh{tes. 

New jersey and Pennsyivar~a maintained separate schools for black children, ~ving both 

pubiic and private support to schools for blacks as they increased in number. ONo excluded 
black children from public schools by law in 1829, aRhough twentyyears inter the state pro- 

vided funding for separate schools. Since the state never appropriated enough funds to set up 
creditable schooling for blacks, in a number of communities in northern Ohio, black chil- 

dren attended public schools ~ith whites in the 1840s and 1850s. Citizens of Indiana and 

Illinois took no interest in meeting blacks’ desires for education. Michigan and Wisconsin 

adopted more democratic policies, but most b~acks in these states had to wait until at"ter the 
Civi[ War before they could be educated in considerable numbers at public expense. 

Massachusetts is particularly notable for shifting its African American educational poli- 
cies away from exclusion and toward inclusion during the a~tebellum period. In 1798 free 

blacks and their white supporters founded a privately funded school for blacks in Boston, 

later called the Abiet Smith School. Not until 1820 did the ci)’ allocate any funds to the 

Smith school, however. In 1840 the black community under the leadership of author and 

printer Wi!liam Cooper Nell joined white abolitionists William Lloyd Garrison and Wen- 

dell Philips in agi£adng for ~equal school rights." Efforts to open all-white schools to black 

students occurred in Nantucket and Salem as well, and unlike Boston these towns achieved 

in~e~ated schools i~ 1845. 

In 1848 Benjamin Roberts sued the city of Boston in beha!f of lois five-year-old da}~gh- 
ter Sarah after she was dep..;ed access to a number of nearby primary schools. IC{e questioned 

the fairness of his daughter having to walk past w}fite schools before reaching t[te segre- 

gated Abiel Smith School. Pleading his case were the abolitionist and f~ture U~3ited Stapes 

senator Charles Sumner and Rober£ Morris, the first black lawyer to pass the Massachusetts 

bar. Despite the argt~men£s of Sumner and Morris and a boycott of Abiel S~rdth School b 

members of the black comrnuni~, the comm on~vealth’s highest court upheld the legaliV of 

rada]ly separate schooks in ~’.ober~s a Ci~’~ ¢" .Bo#on (1850). Nell and others continued their 

protest undl 1855, when the Massachusetts ]e~slature prohibited segregated schools in the 
corrm~onweaIth. 

Free blacks {n the South experienced far ~eater difficuky obtaining an education. In 

contrast to the North, the r(@on had no public schools, even for white children. Southen~ 

whites considered the responsibili~ for eNmating youth to be largely a 

private matter. Moreover, strong sentiment aga~ns£ educati~g free black~ 

prevailed in the South, where many w[~ites believed ~hat blacks would imbibe seditious and 

incendJ.ary doctrines through reading. However, a surprisingly large ~urnber of them learned 
at least the fimdamentals. 

In Baltimore, the Oblate Sisters of Providence, the first Ca.tholic order [’or women of 

,M’rican &:scent, operated a schoot for black children throxghout the 1830s and 1840s. 
1824 a black man, John Adams, began to teach children of his race in Washington, D.C. 

Thereafter, schools for b-lacks prolifera~ted, and within a few years some of the best were 
located in the District, with students coming from Maryland a~d Virginia to stu@ under 

teachers of their own race. Some free b ’lacks in Vir~nia and North Carolina received private 
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instruction from whites and other free blacks, but vePi little of their education took place in 

schools. In a notable exception to this ~ale, John C[~avis of Raleigh, No~h Carolina, main- 

rained a school where he taught whites during the day and free blacks at night for almost 

thirty years, but after 1831 Chavis confined his teaching to white children. 

Charleston offered free blacks the best oppormrti~ies in the South for securing an education. 
~ks early as t810, the dty’s blacks oNanized the Minor Society School for orphans. In Florida, 

some free blacks sent their children away to school, while others (in St. Augustine and Pensa- 

cola, for example) t~’ed teachers to insmact them. Free blacks in New" Orleans supported several 

schools, including the ]~cole des Orphelins Indigents, set up in 1840, and generously supported 
by wealthy creoles of color such as Thorny Lafon, Marie Couvent, and Arlstide Mary. A few 

even went to France to be educated, such as Edward Dede, who studied music in Paris. 
In spite of the efforts of southern free blacks to secure an education for themselves and 

their cl-fi]dren, statistics support tim general conclusion that they had far fewer opportuni- 
ties tltan their northern counterparts to attend school. Of 2,038 free blacks in Boston in 

1850, almost 1,500 were in school. In Baltimore, 1,400 free blacks attended school, as did a 

thousand in New Orleans. However, in 1 }360 or@ 155 children, OUt Of a total of more than 
a thousand free black children of school age, were attending school in the entire state of 

Missouri. In the same year, only 975 of Louisiana’s nearly 6,500 free black children were 

enrolled in sd~oo[s. More strikingly, in Virginia only 41 out of 22,000 school-age free blacks 

attended school. In theo~,.,c .... *" as .,~ ~ ,..*.,!?a!e in.__ 1860.. about 4 percent, of the school-age free 

black population received an education, as opposed to more than one third in the North. 

Free blacks in the North ~so begatt r.o attend instltutio~m of higher education during the 

antebellum years. In 1826 Edward Jones and John Russw~r~n graduated frown &n.herst arid 

Bowdoin Colleges, respectively, and beiiare the Ci,~%l War btacks 

were attending Oberlin, Franklin, and Rutland Colleges, Har,.,ard 
Medical School, and other ir~stimtions of higher learning. The doors of several institutions 

that were to become predominan@ black colleges also opened during this period. In 1851 a 

young white woman from New York, MyrtilIa Miner, established an academy for black 

females in Washin~on, D.C. So much opposition developed that the school was maintained 

only with difficulty. At the outbreak of the Ci~,il War, it remained a small institution, but the 

idea had alread%~ been conceived that a teachers’ coilege in Washington would bear her name. 

In 1839 plans were made for an Institute for Colored Youth in Philadelphia. The school was 
incorporated in 1842 and 5egan to flourish ten ?,ears Rater under t~e leadership of Charles L. 

Reason of New York. A bequest of $300,000 by the Reverend Charles Avery led to the estab- 

lishment in 1849 of a college for blacks in Allegheny City, Pennsylvania, that bore his name. 

With enough funds and an efi~ctlve white and black faculty, the institution flourished. 

Two denominational institutions founded during the a~tebellum period were Lincoln 

University in Pennsylvania and Wilberforce University in Ohio. Under Presbyterian spon- 

sorship Lincoln University, which was or{~nally called Ashmut~ Institute, was incorporated 
in 1854 and admitted its first students two years later. Ir~ 1855 the Cincinnati Conference of 

the Methodist Episcopal Church decided to raise money to establish a college for black youth 

that was incorporated in the. follo-~4ng year as Wilberforce Universky, named for the great 

British abolitionist leader %’~rilliam \¥ilbertbrce. Its first students were rnainly the ~nulatto dill- 

dren of southern planters..After a brief suspension of classes in 1862, at the beginning of the 

Ci,,4! War, Wiibertbrce reopened under the spoosorship of the African Methodist Episcopal 

Church in the follov~Jng year and, like Lincoln Universky, remains in operation today. 
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In 1830, when black delegates from New York, Pennsylvania, Mary, land, Delaware, and 

Vir~r~a met in Philadelphia to ~’devise ways and means for the bettering of our condition," 

the black convention movement was born. James Forten, John B. Vashon, Samuel Co~-nish, 
and other black leaders present at this meeting discussed raising funds to establish a col- 

lege and debated the feasibility and desirability of black e.,:ni~ation. However, in !833 the 

majority of the convention delegates rejected emi~ation as a sound soh~tion to their prob- 

lems; they focused instead on establishing a manual arts school and a college in New Haven, 

Connecticut. In their conventions and in newspapers, pamphlets, books, and public orations, 

black leaders promoted and debated their views. 
The number of conventions reached a highpoint in the ] 850s ,~qth free blacks gathering 

in Rochester, Cleveland, New York, Philadelphia, and several other cities, At one of tim mos~ 

important meeting, a three-day conl;erence in Rochester in July 1853, 

over one hundred participants gathered to form the National Counc~ of 
Colored People, which sought to advance equal rights for ~{i’ican Amm~cans and fight fbr 

~he end of slaver). The Rochester meeting produced a stirring memorial to the American 

people, which recited the various ways that free blacks had been mistrea[ed and humiliated. 

Sign~ed by Frederick Douglass among others, the memoria! ended ,~th the assertion that no 
other race cou|d have made more prowess "in the midst of such a universal and stringen~ 

disparagement." 
In addition to general conventions, there were conventions of special groups. In 1848 

~he Citizens Union of Pennsylvania was orgartized to fight for first- 
~,aa~i,, ar,u~ C,,s~i~u~n~ss class citizenship for blac "ks. In 18:50 the American Leagne of’ Cok~red 

~ " ~ ....... ~--~-÷~,~ b~er~’* ,h~;~ p~y ~,~t ,~,nrklng con~tions and to foster Laborers was iolmec~ ~. 

the education ofyotmg blac -ks in agriculture, the mechanical arts, and commerce. 

The importance of national black convention meetings as formal mechanisms for fos- 

tering ~oup consciousness and protest cannot be overstated. These gatherings marked the 

most visible and coordinated national endeavors by bla& Americans to promote collective 

discussion and action. Participants at conventions represented the black elite--li~erate, skilled 

or professional, and propertied. The lea.dership concerned itself with the burning issues of 

~he day--abolitioNsm, colohization, women’s rights, education, and the represen~affon of 
African Americans as individuals and as a grot~p. 

The punic image of the black community remained of crucial concern ~o its lead- 

ers. The very name that identified them as a people and as a race became a point of 

contention. A series of debates over the appropriate group name 
p~l~li~ tmag~ and Bai~qio~ occupied the leaders of the convention movement, After the Ameri- 

can Revolution, for example, wh{tes had begun to call free b~acks "Africans," and free 

blacks referred to themselves by that term. By the 1830s, however, the preferred group 

appellations included "colored people," "people of color," or ~’Colored Americans2’ 
Black leaders ruaintained that the name of the race played an important, role not only in 

self-representation but ’also in establishing their American citizenship.and herRage in 

relation to white Americans. 
Black leaders also emphasized group and individual behavior, stressing "correct and 

decorous deportment" temperance, church attendance, and thrift. At the same time they 

opposed gambling, drinking, rude behavior, boisterous public celebrations, and outlandish 



modes of dress¯ Thus issues of educational training and literacy, employment, and behav- 
ioral decorum took center stage because ~eaders be]ieved that they hoped establish their 

race’s respectability.. 
Antebellum black leaders often -ased religious imageW in addressing important issues of 

the day--emigration, abolition, education, economic pro~ess, and women’s rights. This 

~mdlectual tradition was not uaique to black people. Religious BiuliCaf lrna~r~ 
rhetoric formed part and parcei of the speaking and ~vMdng p at- 
terns of most nineteenth-century Americans. For blacks, biblical images provided vivid alle- 
gorical and metaphorical meanings with which to demand justice and equality.. Thus in his 
historic 1829 pamphlet, Appeal, Dm,~d Walker invoked apocalyptic imagery, as he warned of 

God’s sure and comNg judgment on slavew: 

Oh Americans! Let me tell you, in the name of the Lord, it will be good 

for you, if you listen to the voice of the Holy Ghost, but if you do not; you 
" are ruined!!! Some of 3~ou are good men; but the will of God must be done. 

Those avaricious and ungodly tyrams among you, I am awfully afraid, will 

drag down the vengeance of God upon you. When God almighty com- 
mences his battle on the continent of America for the oppression of his peo- 

ple, tyrants will wish they were never born. 

":~ ^ the siave cemmuniw, the free black community drew repeatedly on the Old Tes- 

~ d tament stoW of Exodus, as schoiars Albert R aboteau and Eddie G~au e have revea’ted, 

respectively, for plantation stavery and tim free-b~ack convention movement. As early as 

1774, poet PhilIis Wheatlw had compared the experiences of blacks enslaved in America 

with those of the ancient Israelites enslaved by the EgWptians, In a letter discussing freedom, 

she pointed out the hsq0ocrisv of slave-owning American Pat.riots, calling them "modern 

EgTptians.~ 
The Exodus story held political, not merel3’ reli~ous, meaning for African ~rnericans. 

The power of the free blacks’ use of the Exodus stoW stemmed from a sense of a common 

oppression. Blacks perceived themselves as a nation within a nation, ir~deed even as a "cho- 

sen people." They used the Exodus story much as the larger white nation used this biblical 

stow. During the fix’st half of the nineteenth centuw, white Americans boldty proclaimed 

the{r belief in their "manifest destiny" to populate the No~h Aanerican continen t from "sea 

to shining sea," portr@ngthis idea as pm~. of God’s unt))lding plan for the American nation. 

Against tiffs backdrop, the free blacks’ explication of Exodus retained a unique ,nora] force 

precisely because of its appropriation of a familiar biblical stow that altowed blacks to recast 
whites as enslavkxg Egyptians and themselves as the enslaved Hebrews. In so doing, African 

Americans tbrcefully remi~ded white Americans of God’s justice, while presenting a prm& 

dential counternarrative of freedom that afforded them a splrimal mooring and a political 

direction as they fought to end both slavery and racial discrimir~ation. 

The antebellum black press gave fi~l] voice to the ideas debated in the conventions. Such 

Northern papers as T,~.e 6’o[ored A~erica~, Pr~edom’,r Jo~rt~al, the Aliened Ame~ca~, the Weekly 

A&occ~te, and TN .?vSrth &a.r disseminated polidca~ and economic information throughout 
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the black communiV. Not only did they feature current events, but they also prescribed the 

~proper" traits of black manhood and womanhood. For example, Tl~e Cdored Ame£ca~ pro- 

claimed in !839: 

Man is strong--Woman is beautiful 

NIan is daring and confident--Woman is deferent and unassuming 

Man is great in actlon--Woman is suffering 

Man shines abroad--Woman at home 

TEe black press, conventior~ proceedings, and autobiographical narratives reveal that 

antebellum free black women embraced the belief that mothers were tee guarantors of fam- 

ily, but they also felt the constraining effects of what historian James Horton calls "freedom’s 

yoke." The pressure to conform to the gender roles of the larger white society- that is, 

emula+~ing masculine prMiege and authori~, over women--created difficulties for a people 

whose historical circumstances in labor and motherhood, both under slaver)~ and in t?ee- 
dora, defied the nineteenth-centupi white ideal of a fra~le and delicate womanhood. 

In the struggle for racial advancement, some black women dared to question these gen- 

der conventions. In 1 ~ 17 Jarena Lee, although a ~,~dow and a mother, ti:h herself called to 

preach. She gained the approval of an earlier-reluctant Richard Allen, 
Wara~nTa~e PuNic Nlian the bishop of the ~affrican Methodist Episcopal Church, and won many 

converts in Pennsylva~ia. Upon Allen’s death in 183 l, however, Lee’s strong support within 

the church eroded, and ~\’[E churchmen denied her access to the pulpk because of her 

gender. She related her experience of "being measurably debarred from my own Church as 

regards tt~s privilege I had been so much use to" in her autobiograpblcal narrative, "i-t~e Li~ 

and Religio~s Exp~,rfences of Ja.r~.~a De (1 a36;. 
Lee was not alone in bringing ~ne "     ~ £- "~ - ; ..... ~;B’ p,.,~,~,o,r~,,s into the lar~er 

discussion of racial inequaihy. Because of the civic and sociai disabilities that all free blacks 
suffered~ she and black women like her believed ~hat they did not have the luxury of confin- 
ing their moral suasion to the private sphere of the family home. Instead, they enlisted in 
public movements for black freedom. In August i g27 a young free black woman who signed 
as "~Vladlda" wrote a letter to the pioneering black newspaper FreedomS Journal r~aising the 
issue of women’s rights: ~I don’t htow that in any of your papers, you have said sufficient 
upon the educaion of females .... ’Tis true, the time has been~ when to darn a stocking, and 
cook a pudding wel[~ was considered the end and aim of a woman’s being. But those were 
days when ignorance blinded men~s eyes. There are difficulties, and great diiliculties in the 
way of out’ advancement; but that should only s~ir us to greater efforts. We possess not the 
advantages of those of our own sex, whose skins are not colored like our o~vn; but we can 
improve what litile we have, and make our one talent produ’ce 

One of the earliest and most outspoken advocates of women’s rights and abolition was 
Boston’s N![aria W. Stewart. She is noteworthy for being one of the earliest women to give 

public lecan’es to mixed male-female aud{ences~ thus determinedly stepping out- 
~la~ia St~,~art side the antebellum domestic sphere. Born in i g03, she was orphaned at the age of 

five in Connecticut and worked as an indentured servant and latcr as a free domestic in Bos- 
ton. She married .James Stewart~ the owner of a successful shipping company, and both 
became involved inforrnal!y in distribu~ng pamphlets that addressed racism in American 
politics. When James Stewart died in ig30, the court refused to accept his last ,~411, thus 
stripping Maria of her comfortable middle-class lifestyle and leaving her penniless. In 1831 



she proiEssed renewed relioous faith and published "Religion and the 
Pure Principles of Morality, the Sure Foundation on Which We Must 

Build," ~1 essay that infused demands for gender and racial equality. She 

ii-equemly quoted from the Bible in her lectures and writings. On one 

occasion she asked rhetorically: ’%~,~hat ifI am a woman?" as she drew on 

~he biblical precedents of a woman warrior, judge, and laxsffer to demand 

gender equality. Maria Stewart is considered to be the first black femi- 

nist. As early as 1830, she ex-plicitl.v spoke of women’s rights before male 

and female audiences, as can be seen in her scatifmg question: "How 

long shall the fair daughmrs of Africa be compelled m bury, their minds 

and talents beneath a load of iron pots and kettles?" Lecturing at the 

Franklin Hall in Bosto~ in 1832, Stewart argued that African Americans 

should fight prejudice as well as raise their aspirations through moral and 

intellectual improvement. I~uenced b), the militant language of David 

Walker’s Appeal, site explici@ and stridently criticized black men for 

insutticient perseverance and courage. Her outspoken stance on race and 

get~der alienated several leaders in the black community. 

Perhaps the best kamvm black woman to partidpate in the women’s 

rights and the abolitionist movements was Sojourner Truth, the name 

adopted by Isabella Van Wagenen. In The Narrative of Sq~ou’~ner 

(1853), she described traveling throughout the North speaking to audi- 

ences in support of women’s rights and abolition. Around 1847, in 

response to Frederick Douglass’s cy, nical remarks about the probability, of 
a nonviolent end to slavery,, she interrupted his lecture in Boston’s Faneuil 

Hall by standing up and shouting with evangelical fervor: "Frederick, is 

God dead?" She was known to speak and act boldly. On the aboliripNst 

lecture circuit in 1858, she bared her breast before an Indiana audience 

after a doubting listener questioned whether she actually was a woman. 
Perhaps more than any of her contemporaries, she is identified with 

exposing the socially constructed character of gender. The white suffrag- 
ist Frances Dana Gage, in her account of a women’s rights meeting in 
Akron, Ohio, in 1851, quoted Truth as asking "AZn’t I a woman?" in a 

powerful speech that declared slave and free black women no less 

women. Aidmugh scholars now question whether the speech’s 
language as recounted by Gage is historically accurate and whether the speech should be 

attributed to Sojourner Truth at all, its message in defense of the women’s movement con- 

veyed the concerns of black women, and for this she has been immortalized. 

Pot|fair of Jarena Lee 
Tkis image cfJarer.a Lee was not 

included it~ the first edition of The 

L~? and Rd~ious Experience~: ~rjareao 
-gee. The several editions of her book 

made her one of the first women of’the 

nir.e~eenth eemury to reach a wide 

audience through print. In 1844 and 

1852, womerl unsuccessfully per[tithed 

the AME General Conference to allow 

ordination of hlack women. 

By,- 1832 more than a dozen state le~slatures had Wen offidal approval to the American 

Color~ization Sociew (ACS). Northern states and the slaveholding states of Mm3’land, Virg-inia, 

Kentuck-~’, North Carolina, and Mississippi all had local branches of the ACS. Thousands of dol- 

lars flowed into the steleD" for purchasing and chartering ships to carry blac~ to Atiica. At fi~t, 

only free blacks were transported, but ~ter 1827 a few slaves were manumitted expressly i~r the 

p.a~,ose of colonization. By 1830 the sodety had settled 1,420 blacks in the colony of Liberia. 
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Thi~ map ~ho~s th~ Am~rl¢~.~ ~oloxfiz~:o:: So~y% mMn 
Liber:an settlement as it ex:sted about ten years after ~ts founding. 

Despite various schemes to deport free blacks from the United States, no more than 
teen thousand migrated to new homes outside the United States--to Africa and also such 

places as Haiti, Central America, and Canada. The ACS was responsi- 
E~’fods at I~la~s Colonization 

b~e for ~ransporting most of them--approximatei-y twelve thousand-- 

and the overwhelming majority went to Liberia. Yet mass colonization proved unwo~kable 
for a number of ~easons. First, it was not economlcally feasible to send hundreds of ttmu- 
sands of blacks to Africa or anti’here else. Second, those who supported the ACS were such 
a heterogeneous lot that in the long run they could not a~ee on a single program. Some 
advocates of colonization hoped to see an end to slavery and a return of all blacks to their 
ancestral homeland. Others supported the schemes because of their convict-ion that blacks 
were incapable of adjusting to ~’4_merican sodety as free people and ~us would never be 
allowed equal citizensMp. Still others saw in colonization an opportunity to carry Christian- 
ity and ci~4lization to Africa. Slaveholders ~oped, of course, to drain oiTthe free black popu- 
lation, thereby giving greater security" to the institution of slavery. Motives as varied as these 
made a single colonization program or strateT! impossible to achieve. 

Opposition to the ACS gTew steadily among black and white abolitio~ists. In the 1830s~ 
such prominent white abolitionists as William Lloyd C-arrison~ Arthur Tappan, Gerrit S~nith, 

and James O. Birney renounced thdr former support of colonization, havi~g 
Opposition t~ ~he ACE; 

been persuaded to do so by the many free blacks who steadfastly refused to 

abandon those still enslaved. In 1B39 Gan-ison published his blistering critique, Tltougltts" on 
Co[onizat.ion, to which he appended statements by various local groups of [rce blacks denounc- 
ing colonization and claLming America as their ow’a. From °’Resolutions of the People of Color 

to the Citizens of New York, in Answer to the Coloni- 
zation Society" came tb_is unambignaous statement: 
~Th/s is our home, and tl~is is our cou~n),-. Benea~ its 
sod lie the bones of our fathers: [’or it some of them 
fbught, bled, and died. Here we were born and here 
we will die." 

Black leaders themselves divided over the issue of 
forsaking their homeland in the United States. The 
most noted leader to depart for Libeda in°the 1820s 
was John RUSSWLLrm, a Bowdoin College graduate mad 
the cotbunder, with Samuel Co.mish, of the new-spa- 
per Fr~edom’.s Journal. The two men be~n publication 
in 1827 to advocate for the dm~trodden of their race. 
Within two years, Russwurm had become disillusioned, 
no longer belie~4ng in’the possibility" ofradal equality in 
the l ;nited States, mad in 1829 he relocated under the 
au&ices of tt~e ACS to Mo~rov~a, Liberia. 

The proceedings of the ,National Negro Conven- 
tion meetings from 1830 into the 1850s indicate recur- 
tqng discussions of emigration, although its most vocal 
supporters (such as the black leaders H. Ford Doug- 
las, James Theodore Holly, and Ma~in R. Delany) 

all tended to distance themselves from the American Colonization Sodety. tn the early" 1850s 
H. Ford Douglas, living in Clevdand, outspokenly championed both antislavery and emigation. 
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Debate on Colonization: Russwurm vs, Williams 

We feelproud in announcing . . ¯ 6urselves... read}’ to embrace the first convenient 

opportunity to embark for the shores of Africa 
The subject of Colonization is certainly important, as having a great bearing 

that of slavery: [or it must be evident that the universal emancipation so ardemly desired 

by us & by all our friends can never take pla.c~ unless some door is opened whereby the 

e~ancipated may be removed, as fast as they drop their galling chains, to some other 

land beside the free states; for it is a fabt, that preju~cds nov# in our part of the countW, 
are so high, that it is often the remark of liberal men from the south, *hat their free 

people are treated better than we are in the boasted free sta, es of the north. If the free 

sta*es have passed no law as yet forbidding the emigration of free persons of colour into 
their limits;it is no reason that they will not, as s}Jon as they fred themselves a little more 

Dot&rueS. We wi!l suppose that a ~eneral law of emancipation should be promomd in 

the state of Virginia, under the existing s~atutes which require every emancipated sl ave 

to leave the state, would not the other states, in order to shield themselves from the evils 
of having so many thousan& of ignorant beings thrown upon them be obliged in self- 

defense to pass prohibitory laws?... If no good whatever arose from the estaN{shment 

of colonies, the fact that they remove a~l obstacles i~: the way of emancipation should 

gain for them the support and good wishes of every friend of humanity, &. of every 

enlightened man of cokmr. It is true, ~hat no such laws at present are in force to our 
knowledge, bvtt who can tbretell how soon betbre they may, without waiting of a period 

of general emancipation ~n any of the slaveholdtng states. 

John B. Russwurrn,"Oolonization Endorsed,’° FreedomSJourna~ (New York), March 14, 1{{29. 

Peter Williams, Jr., Cdonization Rej~ca~d 

7 he vast majoK~ qffree blacks r,e~ected the A)kican colonization movemer~.t. Z~e viezvs ~ Peter Wig 

llama; Jr. (ca. i780 ~840), a black Episcopo.l p~est in .,b}w 95rk CiF, were .~oresentative ( thdr 

#wughts on the suffice. Altho@ Williams had e~cour~ed Russ~,urm and oth.ers �o go to Liberia, ~ 

t830 he became an outspoken critic Qf! i-o[onkaa:or~.. He e~plains his reasons flr tha~ stance in the fil- 

lowing doc~menX from that yea~ a Fourth q/[7@’ se~m to h~ con~gaffor~. Willgams spent hisfinal 

decad~ toiling in the American. antislave~ mo~ement 
Much has been said by the ColonlzatloNsts about improving the character and 

condigon of the people of colour in this country by sending them to Africa. This is more 

inconsistent still. We are to be improved b-y being sent far from cNillzed society. This 

Con~nued 
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is a novel mode of improvement. What is there in the burning sun, the arid plains, and 
barbarous customs of Africa, that is So peculiarly favourabie to our improvement? What 

hinders our improving here,, where schools and colleges abound, where the gospel is 

preached at every corner; and where all the arts and sciences are verging fast to perfec- 

tion? Nothing, nothing but prejudice. It requires no large expenditures, no hazardous 

enterprises to raise the people of colour in the United States to as highly improved a 
state as any class in the community. All that is necessary is that those who profess to 

be anxious for it should lay aside their prejudices and act toward them as they do by 

others, 

Ha~dng escaped from slave~’ in Virginia whi!e a teenager, he settled in Ohio, where he became 

a barber, lecturer, and ~eader in rke state’s black convention movement. 
Abolitionist Mar~!n R, Delany became the most acclaimed advocate of emi~atlon. 

Hostile to the ACS, Delany described the organization as "anti-Christian in its character 

and misan~ropic in its pretended sympa~Aes." To Delany, the ACS was %he of the Negro’s 

worst enemies," and he denounced its leaders as "arrant hypocrites." Delany rejected the 

idea of Liberia as bor.h a counray independent of U.S. control and as a haven for black 

freedom, ar~ing that the main motive of the ACS was to safeg~ard stavery by rldd~ng the 

United States of free blacks. James Theodore Holly had lived in Canada betweerl 1851 and 

1853 and associated with the abolitionist press there~ but he returned to the United States to 

become an Episcopal priest, antislavery, spokesman, and proponent of emigration to Haiti. 
All three men were present ~t the National Emigration Convention that met in Cleve- 

land in 1854 to promote a bla&-[ed movement. At the meeting, H. Ford Douglas ~rgued 

that the r~tigration of people in and out of nations was a common practice in history. Doug- 
las had been influenced by Delany, who chaired the business committee 

~e N~tien~l ~mi~r~li~n on which Douglas sat and who authored the cornmittee report on the 
C~n~nti~n           "Political Destiny of the Colored Race.’~ Delmay’s rousing speech drew the 

~eatest aEention, since it explicitly rebutted Frederick Douglass’s speech of the pre~4ous 
year at the National Nero Convention in Rochester~ in wtfich Douglass had insisted that 

blacks should remain in the Enited States. 
Delaw’s speech championed the idea of migration to Haiti and Central and South 

.,~nerica. He also tt~ought that Canada would be a satisfactory home as long as the area 
co~d not be annexed by the United States. For a bri& period, from 1856 ur~til the eve of 

the Ci~,~l War, Delany lived wi~h iris Family in Chatham, Canada. H. Ford Douglas also 

moved ~o Canada., li~g there betwee~ 1856 and 1858 before returning disillusioned to 

Chicago. Facing growing factionalism in the emigration movement over whether Canada, 

Africa, or Haiti offered the most promising destination, Delany traveled to Africa, where 
he explored the Niger Valley and met. w-ith ADican rulers to discuss the idea of African 
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.&naerican immigration to what is now Nigeria. He published his pro-emi~ation views in his 

The strongest female emigrauionist voice was that of Mary Anne Shadd Cary. Reared 

in an abolitioida i~amily in V~’est Chester, Pennsylv~ia, she opposed ~he ACS. As a youn~ 

woman in the 1840s, she taugh~ bhck schoolchildren in Pennsylvania and New York. She 

soon [ound herself dis~sted ~4~ the %dera[ government’s accommodation to slave~. The 

enactment of the Furtive Slave Law of 1850, w~@ demanded the return of aH escaped 

slaves caugh~ anywhere Jn the United St~tes~ caused her to {ors~e t~e land of her birth and 

establish residence ]n 5~indsor, Ontabo. There she continued her role as a schookcacher 

and joined Rev. Sanuel ~nggold ~’~d in publishing the ~o~ndo,{ #~ma~ through wt~ich 

she advocated emi~ra.don to Canada, abolidon, and temperance. She brough~ ~e burning 

question ofemJ~rat{on to the nafion~ convention ~ Philadelphia in 1855. Her presence on 

the plattbrm caused some controversy, since women were no~ generally acc~ted as public 

speakcr-s ~t tmse meedn~, bu~ undeterred she c~ticized black leaders for fa~ng to lend 

financ{al aid m Cana~an co~u~fies. I~ 1856 she married Thomas Ca~, a barber from 

Toron~o~ and continued to wbt% teach, and lecture. 

On the eve of the Civil War, approximately a haK-million African Americans were free, 
compared to the ibur million in slavery. The census for 1860 records a Little more than hail 

(258,346) of the total free-black population as living in the South. Whether in a free state 

or a slave state, they suffered the racist indi#~iries that denied them the rights of Amei4- 

can citizens. Aldaough not economically or cuttm~dl¥ monolithic, antebellum free blacks 

invested their energies overwhelmingly into building communities in the land of their birth. 

No matter how momentarily appealing the idea of a wholesale abandonment of the retem- 

lessly hostile United States, free blacks, elim and non-elite alike, had roots in this nation and 

strenuously defended their role in its hismrt,. The majority of Ati-ican Americans would heed 

Frederick Douglass’s resounding words to the National Negro Convention in i853--"We 

,adll fight it out hereF’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:54 PM 

@hotmail.com 

FW: SBFMC press release 

InfiltratingHollpvood820.pdf 

From: Dante James [djjames2@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:45 PM 
To: Be/on D Turman; Regester, Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; Natalie Bullock Brown; Chandra Guinn; Janella Sellars; aron.anderson@duke.edu; Toni 
Thorpe; judson_fraley@ncsu.edu; Jordan, Joseph F 
~:c: Sheila Smith McKoy 
Subject: SBFMC press release 

Hello, 
Attached is the press release for our Sept 29, 2012 "Spook" evenL We wanted to get something out the door quickly as the event is fast approaching. Please feel free 
tailor the release tbr your own institutional needs. Judson Fraley will be in touch soon with more details. 

Peace, 

Dante 

== 

Dante J. James 

Assistm~t Director Africaaa American Cultural Center 

NC State University 
355 Witherspoon Student Center 

Campns Box 7318 

Raleigh, NC 27695-7318 

Diiames2~ncsu.edu 
919-513-0960 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

August 20, 2012 

N0cti~ Cac01ina StatgB lJniveR~it!¢ is a iand- 
grant university and a constituent msdtut~on 
of Th~ University of North Carolina 

Office of the Prevost 
Office for Institutional Equity & Diversity 
African American Cultural Center 

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer Campus Box 7318 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7318 

(919) 515-5210 (main) 
(919) 5i5-5i73 (fax) 
Email: aaculturalcenter@ncsu.edu 
http://www.ncsu.edu/aacc 

Infiltratiilg Holly3vood: The Rise mid Fall of the Spook Who Sat by the Door 

RALEIGH:, NC-’]The North Carolina Humanities Council has awarded North Carolina State University’s 

African American Cultural Center and the Afl’icana Studies Program a grant to present a fihn and 

humanities discussion of the documentary, Infiltrating Hollywood: The Rise and Fail of" the Spook Who Sat b), 

the Door (2011). This project is made possible by funding from the North Carolina Humanities Council, a 
statewide nonprofit and affiliate of the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

Iqfiltrating tlolIywood: 7-he Rise and Fail of the .Spook Who Sat b2" the Door is an independent documentary on 

the controversial 1973 film, The Spook Who Sat by the Door. The film, based on Sam Greenlee’s breakthrough 

novel, The Spook Who Sat b)’ the Door (1969), is widely hailed as a cult classic and one of the most important 

black productions of the era. The story f6cuses on a black man who was trained as a CIA agent. Greenlee 

used the word "spook" as a double entendre; the word was slang for "spy" and a term used to refer to Black 

Americans. The %pook;’ though trained as a government operative, eventually uses the racist perception 

of Black inferiority and successfully challenges the oppressive forces in his corn munity. Greenlee wrote a 

screenplay based on his novel and worked with actor, director and producer, Ivan Dixon, to produce the 

film. Dixon, who graduated from Lincoln Academy in Gaston County, NC and from North Carolina Central 

University in 1954, directed the film. 

b~filtrating Hollywood fbcuses on how Greenlee and Dixon used the film industry’s biased expectations of 

black-themed film s in the 1970s by cutting their dailies to look like a Blaxploitation in order to obtain from 

a maior distributor to finish the fihn. United Artists took the bait and was dismayed at the final production 

of the film; however, the company was bound by contract to release the film. Instead of images of pimps and 

prostitutes perpetuated by Hollywood during the 1970s, the film portrayed black people who were willing to 

fight for their beliefs to achieve freedom from oppression. 

7he North Carolina Humanities Council grant is a part of a unique %’iangle and Triad consortium -- the 

Southern Black Film and Media Consortium -- involving the NCSU African American Cultural Center; 

the NCSU Africana Studies Program; the UNC Sonja Haynes Stone Center f6r Black Culture and History; 

the Mary Lou Williams Black Cultural Center at Duke University; fihnimediaiAfricana Studies programs 
at Bennett College, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, Shaw University; St. Augustine’s Universit?5 

and North Carolina Central University; and the Hayti Heritage Center. The program is scheduled for 

September 29th, at 5:00PM at the Hayti Heritage Center and will feature the author, Sam Greenlee, as well 

as Dr. Joseph Jordan, Dir. Sonja Stone Center, Dr. Charlene Register (UNC), Dr. Yvonne Welbon (Bennett 

College), Dante lames, Asst. Director of the African American Cultural Center, and Dr. Shefla smith McKoy 

the director of the African American cultural center. 

The screening and discussion is the first event organized by Sou.thern Black Film & Media Consortium 

(SBFMC). "[1"~e SBFMC welcomes individuals, organizations, and institutions who are interested and/or 

engaged in the study, craft, production, critique, and distribution of film and media fbcused on African, 

African-American and African diaspora cultures and experience. The SBFMC also welcomes film enthusiasts 

and those interested in the aesthetics of film and media. 

~It~e screening and humanities discussion of, Iqfiltrating HoII),wood: The Rise and Fail of dw Spook Who Sat 

by the Door is free to the public. 7he Hayti Heritage center is located at 804 Old Fayetteville Street, Durham, 

an d NC. 

For more infbrmation call the Hayti Heritage center at 919--683--1709 or the NCSU African American 

cultural center at 919-515-1451. 



No~ti~ Carolina S~a~B lJnive~si~!/is a iand- 
grant university and a constituent H~st~b.lt~on 
of Th~ University of North Carolina 

Office of the Prevost 
Office for Institutional Equity & Diversity 
African American Cultural Center 

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer Campus Box 7318 
Raieigh, NC 27695-7318 

(919) 515-5210 (rnain) 
(919) 5i5-5i73 (fax) 
Email: aaculturalcenter@ncsu.edu 
http://www.ncsu.edu/aacc 

Sam Greenlee 

7he Spook Who Sat by the Door 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Augnst 24, 2012 11 : 18 AM 

Bliss, Jessa <jess%bliss@unc.edu:~ 

Posts for On-line Class 

Dear Jessa: Currently, I have responded to some of my students posts on Sakai for the on-line class in Mozilla. In the reply button, I made comments and then submitted to the 
posts. However, some of these replies are showing up in my email -- am I doing something wrong or does this happen? Let me know whenever you have a chance. It seems 

that when I taught the class previously, this did not happen. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2022 8:40 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

Hi Charkm~:~, 

Thanks ]:or leLting rne know. You can always save the PDF o1: the reading assignmenL frorn the e-reservas s~te and emsi~ ~t to the student if you don’L want her to fall 

too far behh~d. Not idea~, but th~s sounds ~ike a special c~rcumstance. 

Thanks! 

~mm~ Reges~r, Charlene B 
9eBt~ Thursday, August 23, 20~2 8:32 AM 

T~ Bliss, ~essa 
~je~t~ ~: Accessing E-Rese~es Br AFAM 

From:                    @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2022 5:02 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

Yes, I have been using this onyen and password for many years now. I was just taking online course through CCO this summer. I am still trying everything, and talking to all 
the i3 people. Hopefully, we will get it working soon. I will definitely let you know when I am able to access it. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2022 4:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

In view of the message you need make sure that you have a correct UNC onyen and password, otherwise you will not be able to access these documents. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From:                    @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2022 3:43 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

Thank you for trying. I tried that link, along with other different ways I could get in. I am still having a problem. I went ahead and sent an email to the help desk. Hopefully I 
will hear back from them soon. I don’t know if you could help, but this is the message I get when I try all the links. 

Authorization Failed 
The ONYEN and password you entered are VALID, but we are unable to confirm that you are AUTHORIZED to use the Library’s proxy server for remote access to licensed 
electronic resources. 
3if you believe you received this denial in error, please complete the form available at the How to get a P3[D page and forward it to administrative staff in your UNC-CH academic 
department, so that your affiliation can be properly updated. 
Graduate students may wish to consult with the department’s director of graduate research; faculty and staff should refer to the department’s Human Resources facilitator 
directly. 
Tf you have trouble setting up library access within your department, please fill out the Proxy Error Report Form so that we can help troubleshoot the problem. 
T am not sure if you recognize this or not, but 3[ thought 3[ would try. 3[ will keep trying other things as well in order to get to the reading. Thank you for all of your help so far. 3[ 

hate that 3[ am getting offto such a rocky start so far. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2022 9:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Accessing E-Reserves for AFAM 

See the message received below regarding accessing the e-reserve reading material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:26 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Welcome AFAH 

Hi Charlene, 

The e-reserve links direct students to a log-in page to the library, where they need to log in with their Onven and password to access the readings (by following 



l:his linl~: htt~//eresJib.unc~edu~ibpr~xy~ib~unc.edu/eres/c~ursepage~aspx?cid=1564&page=d~cs)~ Th~-’_m click ’~’Acc~-’_q:d:" to get into the AFAM    e-reserves 

~: her Onyen and password is not aHowin~ her to ~o~ ~n, ~ woLdd recommend to have her contacL Lhe He~p Desk ~L 919--962-HELP or ~L he~p.unc.edu. ~f she is aD~e 

log ~n with her Onyen and password, but is unable to view that particular’ reading, ~eL me know. 

Thanks~ 

Jessa 

F~= Regester, Charlene B 
$eBt~ Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:10 AM 

To~ Bliss, 3essa 
8~bje¢t~ ~: Welcome AFAN 
Dear 3essa: The student below cannot access the e-rese~e readings -- [ con~cted the libra~ to make sure that they were accessible and we did determine that these 
readings are accessible. Please provide information on how [ might be able to assist this student. ~anks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                    @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:04 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Welcome AFAM 

Dear Charlene Regester, 
It is great to hear from you. I look forward to this class, and learning a lot. I am currently trying to read from the e-reserves, and I am not able to do so. I have tried multiple 
trouble-shootings, and have not been successful. I was wondering if there was another way t could read the information? t am working and traveling all day tomorrow, and t 
do not think t will be able to get on Sakai. t would like to complete the assignment tonight. Look forward to hearing from you, and hopefully together we can figure something 
out. 
Good night, 

From: reqester@email.unc.edu [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 21, 2012 3:20 PM 
Subject: Welcome AFAIVl 

To: Undiselosed Recipients 

From: Charlene Regester 

Dear PmtJcipating Students: 

This message is to welcotne you to AFAM    and inform you that I roll be your inslmctor. I hope that you will find this experience intellectually stimulating and 

meaningful to your future endeavors. As we proceed through the course please respect the opinions and differences of your peers and carefully read ~1l posts submitted 

as pext of the class. Since the course examines slaveD~ a~d raci~1ly sensitive tnateried, it is itnperative that you avoid offending others. 

Also, please note that you are required to participate in the discussion forum that represents 10% of your grade. Therefore, keep in mind that your participation in the 

discussion forum can have a significant impact on your final grade in the course. 

Since our class began today, the post for Lesson I is not due until tomorrow (Wednesday). However, normally the post for each lesson is due on Tuesday of each 

week. 

Finally, I look forward to working with you in the tbr~hcoming weeks. If you need to contact me, please do so by email and I will t~ to respond as ,soon as possible. 

Best wishes and hope you have a good semester. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

’][’his fo~w-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "AFAM 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFAM 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 11:10 AM 

Gmney, Brian Patrick <bpgraJaey@mdm~a.edu> 

ILS: Particil~tlon in Black Film Center/Archive project? 

Dear Brain: Yes, I am very much interested in participating in this project and as the date nears please provide more specific information regarding what I can best contribute 
to the conference in view of the focus and direction of the panel listed. Thanks for the invitation and I look forwarding to working with you in the near future. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

F~om= Graney, Brian Patrick [bpgraney@indiana.edu] 
Sent= Monday, August 27, 2012 10:53 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Participation in Black Film Center!Archive project? 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

The Black Film Center/Archive at Indiana University is developing a proposal for the current cycle of NEH Digital Humanities Start-Up Grants to hold a conference 

and workshop on issues of digital scholarship in early black-audience film studies in late 2013: 

In a 2011 article, Jacqueline Stewart proposed a challenging new avenue for the study of early black-audience motion picture film--an area marked by its 

scarcity of extant documentation--by identifying unmined evidentiary value in what "we can learn from the singularity of each print._and what any 

existing print might teach us about the circulation, exhibition, and content of movies in this under-documented film culture, indeed, when we think of 

each print as a unique artifact, we are encouraged to reconsider what we think of as a film’s ’content.’" Reconsidering how we define the content of a film 

print beyond the audiovisual information recorded within the frame, encompassing all of its physical characteristics, markings, and structures as a material 

artifact, introduces a series of questions bearing on the representation of film as a digital object: 

¯ How must we reevaluate and amend current best practices for digitization of motion picture film which by design omit or obscure physical 

attributes of the original artifact? 

¯ What tools, such as tiled, multi-resolution image processors, might be turned to unconventional uses in representing original film artifacts as static 

images for close examination and study? 
¯ And how might this representation of film as a material object offer a conceptual bridge for integrating audiovisual media in digital platforms 

within a wider network of related visual and textual documentation? 

The Black Film Center/Archive (BFCiA) at Indiana University proposes in this Level I Digital Humanities Start-Up Grant to explore these questions by 

convening an interdisciplinary group of scholars, moving image archivists, and technology specialists in digital arts and humanities for a two-day 

conference and workshop to be held in Bloomington, Indiana, in November 2013. The conference program will engage participants in discussing and 

articulating the new methodologies and questions emerging through recent scholarship in early black-audience film studies and their broader application 

to other marginalized media cultures with rich histories of material practice, such as early cinema and experimental film. The workshop will continue the 

previous day’s agenda by establishing the technological groundwork necessary to enact these modes of inquiry, through reevaluation of existing best 

practices and capture technologies for digitization of original motion picture film artifacts; through demonstrations and assessments of existing open- 

source tools for presenting and analyzing moving image materials online; and through experimental approaches to integrating film among other forms of 

documentation in dynamic structures for discovery, presentation, and analysis. 

If this sounds of interest to you, I hope you might consider participating in the conference as a presenter. Copied below is a rough draft of the agenda for the first 

day of the conference. Many of the participants listed here--yourself included--are provisional and haven’t yet been contacted; confirmed so far are Jacqueline 

Stewart, Jan-ChrBtopher Horak, Leah Kerr, Allyson Field, and Barbara Tepa Lupack, along with archivists, scholars, and technology developers here at IU. 

Please let me know if I can answer any questions or provide any additional information. Thank you for giving this your attention. I look forward to hearing from 

you. 

Best regards, 

Brian 

Brian Graney 

Archivist 

Black Film Center/Archive 

Indiana University 

8128556041 

www.indiana.edu/-bfca 

Proposed Confbrence Agenda, NEH Digital Hmnanities Start up Grant, Level I 
DAY ONE 

8:30 AM 9:00 AM: Coffee 

9:00 AM 9:30 AM: We]come and Introduction 

9:30 AM 11:00 ~\4: Panel One: Generations of scholarship in the study of early black fihn 

Histories of ear|y black audience fihn scho]arship and the observed inflnence of past technological developments in access and presentation. 

Moderator: 

Greg Waller, Departmen/of Co,mnmfication and Culture, Indiana U~fiversib, Bloomington 

Panel: 

Matt Bernstein, Deparm~ent of Fihn and Media Studies, Emory thfiversity 

]. Ronald Green, DeparUnent of History of.Art, Ohio State Llniversity 

Amy Turner, G. William Jones Film and Video Collection, Soufltern Methodist lhfiversity 

Dana White, Graduate Institute of l.ibera] Arts, Emory University 

11:00 AM 11:15 .&M: Break 

11:15 AM 12:45 PM: Panel Two: Reconceptualizing the film artifact as an object for study 

Examinit~g tl~e character of film works significant to early black audience fihn as they exist as fragments, versions, and variants, and how they constitute material evidence apart 

from theh- time based moving image essence and wiflfin a network of related visual and textual docmnents. 

Moderator: 

Rachael Stoeltje, IU Film ,aa-chive, h~diana khfiversi~y Bloomhag/on 
Panel: 

Jacqueline Stewart, School of Co~panmficalion, Northvveslern Llniversily 

Mike Mashon, Moving hnage Section, MBRS, Library of Confess 



Leah Kerr, Independent Archivist 

]. Christopher Horak, UCLA Fihn and Television Ar&ive, U~fiversity of California Los Angeles 

12:45 PM 2:45 PM: Ltmch 

2:45 PM 4:15 PM: Panel Three: The Race Movie Circuit and the Web of Evidence 

The race movie circuit, a netwock ofpertbrmers, producers, disu-ibutors, investors, theaters, and audiences, requires establishing relationships between bodies of extant materials 

held across archives, and means of presenth~g and discovering lh~ked data geographically, chronologically, and thematically. 
Moderator: 

Barbara Klinger, DeparUnent of Co~ma~unication and Cultm-e, h~diana Universi~’ Bloomington 

Panel: 

Allyson Field, School of’I]~eater, Fihn, and Television, University of California Los Angeles 

Barbara "Pepa Lupack, Independent Scholar 

Charlene Regester, DeparlanentofAfi-icanand Afro American Studies, UniversityofNorth Carolina ChapelHill 

Natalia "Natasha" Smith, Carolina Digital Library and Archives, Lhfiversity of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
4:15 PM 4:30 PM: Break 

4:30 PM 5:30 PM: Closing Roundtable 
Moderator: 

Michael T. Martin, Black Fihn Center/Ar chive, h~di~a University Bloomington 

8:00 PM: Evening Keynote 

Khalil Gibran Muhammad, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Ne~v York Public Library 

DAY TWO 

Workshop Agenda TBD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 11:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: class question- AFAM 

Dear The exams will consist of Identifications and essays Will explain more when you return to class. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:           @live.uric. edu] 
Sent: Sunday, August 26, 2012 10:28 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: class question- AFAM 

Dear professor, 

This is AFAM 

I am wondering whether 3 of exams including midterms and final would be multiple choices or essay questions. 

Please let me know Thanks 

Sent fi’um my iPhone 

On 2012. ¯ ~’q 8 24, at ~ 8:31, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear          : On the first day -- it xvas primarily an introduction to the class. I circulated a syllabus and discussed expectations. Tern last 30 minutes we viexved part of a documentary -- 
you do not need to see this because we will return to this later in the semester. However, you do need to purchase the coursepack which will include the syllabus and the prinrary texts for 
the class -- not the secondary texts. Begin to complete the readings for Unit I and we can talk further after class on Tuesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

> 

> From @live.uric. edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 9:00 PM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Subject: class question- AF.~/ 
> 

> HI ,Professor. 
> 

> Trois is (PID: 
> 

> I enrolled the class "AFAM kind of late and missed the first of the class on tuesday. 
> though i went to the thursday class which was maybe the first lecture, i guess.. 
> 

> Is there something that I missed on the first day? and do i have to buy all those required texts and secondary texts? 
> 

> Please let me kno~v, thartks a lot. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 11:32 AM 

t~ank tomasulo @yahoo.corn> 

ItS: UFVA His~toryiTheory Caucus 

Dear Frank: I will be more than glad to work with you on the caucus. However, I assume that this would be a one to two year obligation. I don’t know if I could commit to 
much longer than this. But anyway you can count me in. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" frank tomasulo            @yahoo.corn] 
Sent; Friday, August 24, 2012 1:24 PM 
To: Diane Carson; Adrienne Carageorge 
Subject: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Hi, Diane and Adrienne. It was great seeing you both in Chicago! 
While at the conference, it was brought to my attention that the UFVA History/Theory Caucus had been inactive in the past 1-2 years, a 
situation I especially deplored since I was one of the original founders of the annual 3uried Paper awards. As I understand it, the caucus 
hasn’t met since I took the initiative and called ad hoc meetings in Denton and Colorado, and the 3uried Paper awards were not even judged 
this past year. 
I’d therefore like to volunteer to chair or co-chair the caucus, and also chair the 3uried Paper award contest -- since I won’t be submitting 
anything for consideration this year, I won’t "have a dog in this hunt" (as Bill Clinton used to say). 
I have two other UFVAers in mind for judges: Charlene Regester and a relatively new member named 3onathan Cavellero, whose work I’ve 
been following for some time now. 
In my opinion, the caucus needs a bit of PUBLICITY to get it back to full strength (I remember, as you probably do, a well-attended meeting 
at the previous Columbia College conference). A TIME SLOT needs to be assigned for a caucus meeting at the annual conference, and an up- 
to-date MEMBERSHIP LIST needs to be drafted. Furthermore, the AWARDS need to be re-instituted for papers delivered at the 2012 
conference. Finally, I would even consider the somewhat radical step of asking members to submit papers delivered at the 2Oll meeting, 
since there were no awards issued based on that conference--due to "pilot error." 
Assuming that you approve of my volunteering for this service assignment (and picking some comrades), how do I go about doing this? 
Should I just announce it to the UFVA Board or will one of you do so? (I am no longer on the Board listserv, so cannot easily contact all the 

officers.) I know that the Board has no formal role in selecting caucus chairs but, as a courtesy, I’d like to at least inform everyone. 
Alternatively, should I be massing troops along the border like Napoleon did when he returned to France from Elba? 

Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 1643 

NewYork, NY 10128 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 6:39 PM 

[~ank tomasulo @yahoo.corn> 

ItS: UFVA His~toryiTheory Caucus 

Okay. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; frank tomasulo            .@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 20:t2 4:42 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Charlene: Thanks! You’re right: the usual term is 2 years, although I’d like to stagger the terms, so that there’s "caucus memory" always 
available and so that it doesn’t vanish because everyone’s term expires at the same time, 
If you’d prefer just a one-year term, I’ll put you down for that, 
Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
NewYork, NY 10128 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: frank tomasulo.             @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 11:31 AM 

Subject: RE: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Dear Frank: I will be more than glad to work with you on the caucus. However, I assume that this would be a one to two year obligation. I don’t know if I could commit to 
much longer than this. But anyway you can count me in. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= frank tomasulo            @yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Friday, August 24, 2012 1:24 PM 
To-" Diane Carson; Adrienne Carageorge 
Subject: UFVA History/Theory Caucus 

Hi, Diane and Adrienne. It was great seeing you both in Chicago! 
While at the conference, it was brought to my attention that the UFVA History/Theory Caucus had been inactive in the past :[-2 years, a 
situation I especially deplored since I was one of the original founders of the annual 3uried Paper awards. As I understand it, the caucus 
hasn’t met since I took the initiative and called ad hoc meetings in Denton and Colorado, and the Juried Paper awards were not even judged 
this past year. 
I’d therefore like to volunteer to chair or co-chair the caucus, and also chair the Juried Paper award contest -- since I won’t be submitting 
anything for consideration this year, I won’t "have a dog in this hunt" (as Bill Clinton used to say). 
I have two other UFVAers in mind for judges: Charlene Regester and a relatively new member named Jonathan Cavellero, whose work I’ve 
been following for some time now. 
In my opinion, the caucus needs a bit of PUBLICITY to get it back to full strength (I remember, as you probably do, a well-attended meeting 
at the previous Columbia College conference). A TIME SLOT needs to be assigned for a caucus meeting at the annual conference, and an up- 
to-date MEMBERSHIP LIST needs to be drafted. Furthermore, the AWARDS need to be re-instituted for papers delivered at the 20:[2 
conference. Finally, I would even consider the somewhat radical step of asking members to submit papers delivered at the 2Oil meeting, 
since there were no awards issued based on that conference--due to "pilot error." 
Assuming that you approve of my volunteering for this service assignment (and picking some comrades), how do I go about doing this? 
Should I just announce it to the UFVA Board or will one of you do so? (I am no longer on the Board listserv, so cannot easily contact all the 

officers.) I know that the Board has no formal role in selecting caucus chairs but, as a courtesy, I’d like to at least inform everyone. 
Alternatively, should I be massing troops along the border like Napoleon did when he returned to France from Elba? 

Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-(; 

NewYork, NY 10128 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 29, 2012 5:21 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Please Review the Attached Proposal 

ProposalSCMS2012Black Male Psychosis and White Male Diagnosis.doc 

Dear Susanne: When you have a chance, please review the proposal attached. I am trying to meet the deadline on Friday. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Black Male Psychosis and White Male Diagnosis: 

Home o.f the Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s Story (1984) 

Black soldier’s suffering from post-war trauma are centered in both Home oj: the Brave (1949) 

and A Soldier’s Story and as victims of war trauma, suffer from racial trauma more so than the ravages of 

war. Therefore, this paper intends to investigate the psychotic state that both black male protagonists 

endure even though these films were made some thirty-five years apart to suggest how the earlier film 

informs the latter film. Home of the Brave - a film that featured a black male Moss (played by James 

Edwards) who joins a special mission during World War II with some four white soldiers and who after 

witnessing the death of his white friend, develops a psychosomatic disorder that manifests in his 

inability to walk. After undergoing psychoanalytic treatment, the psychiatrist discovers that Moss is 

really suffering from a lifetime of racial torment and difference that has been projected onto him. In this 

instance, a black soldier is thrust into an all-white environ, unlike A Soldier’s Story where a black 

sergeant is thrust into an all-black environ - both of which play a role in the mental disintegration of the 

black soldier. A Soldier’s Story features Sergeant Waters (played by Adolph Ceasar) who initially is 

seemingly murdered by white soldiers but is later discovered to be murdered by two black soldiers 

under his command because of his own internalized racial oppression that manifests in his desire for 

whiteness or white acceptability taken to the extreme when he is instrumental in causing CJ (a black 

soldier from the South who becomes the target of Waters’ racial hatred for southern Negroes) to 

commit suicide. In retaliation for CJ’s death and believing that Waters is responsible, Waters is 

murdered by black soldiers resentful of his attacks on C J, his overbearing personality, and his unending 

quest for whiteness. 

The two films are parallel in that both depict: 1) the black male who suffers from mental illness; 2) focus 

on male bonding in the military; 3) feature soldiers who are murdered and whose murder plays a role in 

the psychotic demise of the protagonists; 4) calls for a critique of Franz Fanon’s views on psychoanalysis 

and race; 5) provide metaphors that speak to the film’s racial politics and 6)use flashback as a device to 

unravel the past. Though Home o,fthe Brave is motivated by the desire to unveil the cause of Moss’s 

mental illness, A Soldier’s Story is a murder mystery that is motivated by the desire to determine who 

killed Waters - who also suffers from mental illness. 

Black Male Psychosis 

In Home o~the Brave, while Moss suffers from years of racial torture, it is conceivable that he represents 

the castrated male. Freud suggests that "The patient is unable to remember all that is represented 

within him ... and thus fails to be convinced that the interpretation presented to him is the correct one. 

Instead, he is driven to repeat the repressed matter as an experience in the present, instead of 



remembering it as something belonging to the past." Freud adds that reproductions of the past are 

connected to infantile sexual life and the Oedipus complex. Thus, Moss is castrated or as Michael Rogin 

suggests he is turned into "’half a man’" - a similar and yet also different position that he shares with 

Sergeant Waters. Because while Moss represents the castrated male, Waters represents the castrating 

male as he nearly emasculates the black soldiers over whom he commands with his continual 

reprimands, authoritative demands, and deprecations. Moreover, Waters personifies a father figure 

signified by his power and position but a father whose own insecurities and failings are eroding his sense 

of self- insecurities spawned by racism. As both films depict psychotic black males suffering from 

illnesses that are depicted as self-induced these films avoid directly targeting racial ostracism and 

alienation as the real cause for their mental demise. 

Bibliography: 

Bergner, Gwen. "Politics and Pathologies: On the Subject of Race in Psychoanalysis," in Alessandrini, 

Anthony C., ed. Fanon, Frantz: Critical Perspectives (New York and London: Routledge, 1999) 

Brandell, Jerrold R. ed. Celluloid Couches, Cinematic Clients: Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy in the 

Movies (Albany: State University of New York, 2004). 

Fuery, Patrick. Madness and Cinema: Psychoanalysis, Spectatorship and Culture. New York: Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2004. 

Long, Jerome H. "Reflections on A Soldier’s Story: For Blacks, A War Within the War," Film & History, Vol. 

25, No. 1-2, 1995. 

Nickel, John. "Disabling African American Men: Liberalism and Race Message Films," Cinema Journal, vol. 
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Richardson, Riche. "Charles Fuller’s Southern Specter and the Geography of Black Masculinity," 
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Roffman, Peter and Jim Purdy. The Hollywood Social Problem Film: Madness, Despair, and Pofitics from 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:18 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

ILE: Please Review the Attached Proposal 

Dear Susanne: Thanks as always for your prompt reply. In the future, will try to give you more time but with school star~ing it has been more than hectic. Have a good 
weekend. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Susanne Carter [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent; Wednesday, August 29, 20:12 7:58 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Please Review the Attached Proposal 

Charlene, 

Here you go! 

Susallne 

On 8/29/2012 5:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: When you have a chance, please review the proposal attached. I am trying to meet the deadline on Friday. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, Angust 30, 2012 2:03 PM 

@hotmail.com 

FW: Black Panther P~rty Film Project 

bpppressrelease- f.pdf 

From: Dante James [djj22@duke.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, June 30, 2022 5:02 AM 
To: antk@duke.edu; dgaspar@duke.edu; ben.reese@duke.edu; Regester, Charlene B; cdthomps@duke.edu; bsuddaby@duke.edu; dzapf@duke.edu; 
henry.cuthbert@duke.edu;           @frontier.corn; ibauccom@duke.edu; jb272@duke.edu; karla.holloway@duke.edu; ken.wetherington@duke.edu; 

~@hotmail.com; sharon.caple@duke.edu; stacy.robinson@duke.edu; timothy.tyson@duke.edu; @gmail.com; bruce.hall@duke.edu; 
danette.p@duke.edu; mwallace@duke.edu 
Subject: Black Panther Party Film Project 

Hello All, 

I’m requesting support fi’om my Duke thmily to move this project tbrward. 
’][’he Dr. Huey P. Neuron Foundation President, Fmdrika Neulon (the widow of Huey P. Newton) and tbm~dation executive director, David Hilliard, have selected 
Emmy award winning independent filmmaker Dante James to produce and direct a feature documenta .ry~ tentatively titled Huey P. Newton and the StoD~ of the Black 
Panther ProW. To support the project go the Kickstarter site. For morn info contact Dante at                           @nc.mcom or David Hilliard at 

@gmail.com or 
http: i/www, kickstarter, comiproj ects/1649581507/the- stoU- of- huey- p- ne~vton- and- the - black- panther- p 
Thanks, 
Dante 



Dr. Huey P. Newton Foundation 

1015 Amador Street, P.O. Box 4423 
Vallejo, CA 94590 

June 30, 2012 
PRESS RELEASE 

Fredrika Newton 
President 

Oa rid Hiiiiard 
Executive 
Director 

The Dr. Huey P. Newton Foundation, President Fredrika Newton (the widow of Huey 

P. Newton) and foundation executive director, David Hilliard, have selected Emmy 

award winning independent filmmaker Dante James to produce and direct a feature 

documentary, tentatively tiffed Huey P. Newton and the Story of the Black Panther 

Party. 

According to David Hilliard a childhood friend of Newton, and a founding member 

and leader of the Black Panther Party, "This film will tell the story of the Black 

Panther Party (BPP) from inside the Party through the story of Huey P. Newton. 

Huey was a brilliant, complex man whose commitment to the humanity and dignity 

of Black people and all of humanity is well-defined in his books and essays but is 

little know to the general public." Hilliard adds, "Dante James is our choice to make 

this film because his work is engaging and complex and he respects his subjects and 

the history. " 

Producer director Dante James states, "Other films have explored the Black Panther 

Party from the point of view of fringe and short time members. This film will explore 

the inner workings and the evolution of the Party. Huey P. Newton’s story as leader 

and standard-bearer of the Party will be interwoven throughout the film. Intimate 

interviews, unseen film footage and unheard audio recordings will drive the 

n arrative." 

The production team believes the philosophy of the Black Panther Party as defined in 

its 10-point program addressed the basic needs and desires of the community. The 

legacy of the Black Panther Party endures today, which is one of the reasons why the 

corporate mainstream media continue their efforts to distort and disfigure the 

Party’s’ legacy. But said media will not prevail. The people will! Hilliard states, "We 

need the publics’ support to tell this story outside of the forces of mainstream media 

including PBS." The film will be distributed through independent theater release, 

video on demand and DVD sales in domestic and international markets. 

Producer/director Dante James plans to complete the film by the summer of 2013. 

The producers are seeking investments from independent, private sources and start 

up funding through Kickstarter, the online financing website. Anyone seeking more 

information or wanting to support the project can contribute through Kickstarter or 

by contacting Dante James at           @nc.rr.com or’             and David 

Hilliard at              ~gmail.com or 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 1:21 PM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Media Production Faculty Opening -- George Mason Univ 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.A~fER[CAN.EDU] on behalf of Timothy Gibson [tgibsonl@GMU EDU] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 9:43 AM 

To: UF VALIST-L@LISTSERV AME[<ICAN ~)U 
SubJect: Media Production Faculty Opening -- George Mason Unlv 

Associate/Full Professor in Media Production/Director of Film and Video Studies (F8650z) 

George Mason University’s Department of Communication and the Film and Video Studies @’AVS) Program seek an experienced scholar/practitioner in the area of tihn, video, and related 
new media with administrative experience to teach in the Communication Department and direct the FAVS program. The ideal candidate will be someone who can successfully bridge 
communication scholarship and film/video production The position is a tenured appointment in the College of }Iumanities and Socia] Sciences at GMU 

Teaching responsibi]ities will include courses in techniques and aesthetics of media production, theories anc~,or histoW of fihn or electronic/digital media, and visual communication in the 
Comanunication Department as well as overseeing internships and teaching in the FAVS program. Qualifications: terminal degree as we]l as professiona] experience as a filmmaker, producer, 
or scriptwriter; and teaching experience at the college level The successful candidate should also have some administrative and fundraising experience, as we]l as an active level of 
scholarship and/or creative activity in an area of expertise related to :film, video, and re]ated new media. Salary wi]l be commensurate with qualifications and experience ’];he position begins 
August 2013 

For full consideration, applicants must apply for position number F8650z at http://iobs zmu edu/; complete the online application; and upload a cover letter, CV, and a list of three 
professional references with contact information. Review of credentia]s will begin September 30, 2012 and continue until the position is fi]led. If you have any questions, p]ease contact ]Dr. 
Tim Gibson at tgibsonl@gmu.edu. For an overview of the FAVS program, see http://cvpa.~mu.edu/favs/. ’];he complete job posting can be viewed at https://iobs zmu.edu/postinzsi28604 
GMU is an FOE }:.mpk)yer. 

Sincerely, 
Tim Gibson 
Director, PttD in Corrmmnication 
Associate Professor 
Departraent of Conmnunication 
George Mason Universib" 
Faitlhx, VA 22030 
703-993-3793 
tgibson 1 @gmu. edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last narue.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listsetw@listselw.american.edu: 

signori L~FVALIS T-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.aruerican. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 1:22 PM 

@hotmail.com 

I~W: Media Production Faculty Opening -- George Mason Univ 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.A~fER[CAN.EDU] on behalf of Timothy Gibson [tgibsonl@GMU EDU] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 9:43 AM 

To: UF VALIST-L@LISTSERV AME[<[CAN ~)U 
SubJect: Media Production Faculty Opening -- George Mason Unlv 

Associate/Full Professor in Media Production/Director of Film and Video Studies (F8650z) 

George Mason University’s Department of Communication and the Film and Video Studies @’AVS) Program seek an experienced scholar/practitioner in the area of tihn, video, and related 
new media with administrative experience to teach in the Communication Department and direct the FAVS program. The ideal candidate will be someone who can successfully bridge 
communication scholarship and film/video production The position is a tenured appointment in the College of }Iumanities and Socia] Sciences at GMU 

Teaching responsibi]ities will include courses in techniques and aesthetics of media production, theories anc~,or histoW of fihn or electronic/digital media, and visual communication in the 
Comanunication Department as well as overseeing internships and teaching in the FAVS program. Qualifications: terminal degree as we]l as professiona] experience as a filmmaker, producer, 
or scriptwriter; and teaching experience at the college level The successful candidate should also have some administrative and fundraising experience, as we]l as an active level of 
scholarship and/or creative activity in an area of expertise related to :film, video, and re]ated new media. Salary wi]l be commensurate with qualifications and experience ’];he position begins 
August 2013 

For full consideration, applicants must apply for position number F8650z at http://iobs zmu edu/; complete the online application; and upload a cover letter, CV, and a list of three 
professional references with contact information. Review of credentia]s will begin September 30, 2012 and continue until the position is fi]led. If you have any questions, p]ease contact ]Dr. 
Tim Gibson at tgibsonl@gmu.edu. For an overview of the FAVS program, see http://cvpa.~mu.edu/favs/. ’];he complete job posting can be viewed at https://iobs zmu.edu/postinzsi28604 
GMU is an FOE }:.mpk)yer. 

Sincerely, 
Tim Gibson 
Director, PttD in Corrmmnication 
Associate Professor 
Departraent of Conmnunication 
George Mason Universib" 
Faitlhx, VA 22030 
703-993-3793 
tgibson 1 @gmu. edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last narue.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listsetw@listselw.american.edu: 

signori L~FVALIS T-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.aruerican. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 11:00 AM 

Judson Finley <jht?aley@ncsu.edu> 

l~E: SBFMC press release 

Dear Judson: I will not be able to attend as I have class during this time. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Judson Fraley [jhfraley@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 20:t2 9:29 AM 
To-" Dante James 
~:¢: Bryon D Turman; Regester, Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; Natalie Bullock Brown; Chandra Guinn; Janella Sellars; aron.anderson@duke.edu; 
Jordan, Joseph F; Sheila Smith McKoy 
Subject-" Re: SBFMC press release 

Good morning, 

Please allow this email to serve as confirmation that the next Consortium meeting will be held on Thursday, September 13 at 11am, on the campus ol St. Augustine’s 
Univet~dty, in the Seby Jones Fine Atts Building, Room 301 ( the sound stage). The physical/GPS address of the campus is 1315 Oakwood Avenue, 27610. Special thanks to 
Mrs. Natalie Bullock Brown for offering to host this for us. If you have any concerns or questions, please do not hesitate to contact me directly at             or via email. 

,Tudson H. F~aJey 
Adminislmtive Manager 

A~ican American Cultural Center 

364 Witherspoon Student Center 

@ NC State Universi~ 
Campus Box 7318 

Raleigh, NC 27695-7318 

Telephone: (919) 515-5210 

Fax: (919) 515-5173 
udson fraJev’~ncsu.edu 

On Thu, Aug 23, 2012 at 3:02 PM, Judson Fraley <ihfraJ, ev(~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Good a~ernoon all, 

I am tD~ing to schedule the next Consortium meeting. Is it possible to do this on Thursday 9/13 between 9am and 2pm, preferably at 1 lam or Noon? Please let me 

know if this roll not work for anyone. Also, if your institution would be interested in hosting it, let me know as well. If not. we cm~ definitely prepare to do so. 

Thank you in advance. 

~Tudson H. Fraley 

Administrative Manager 

Africa~ American Cultural Center 

364 Witherspoon Student Center 

@ NC State UniversiU 

Campus Box 7318 

Raleigh, NC 27695-7318 

Telephone: (919) 515-5210 

Fax: (919) 515-5173 

judson fraley@ncsu.edu 

On Thu, Aug 23, 2012 at 12:45 PM, Dante James <diiames2(~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 
Attached is the press release for our Sept 29, 2012 "Spook" event. We wanted to get something out the door quicldy as the event is fast approaching. Please feel 
free tailor the release for yonr own institutional needs. Judson Finley roll be in touch soon mtJ~ mo~e &tails. 

Peace, 

Dante 



919-513-0960 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 5:01 PM 

Ander, Katelyn <khande@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Help with a libra~ project 

Dear Katelyn: Yes, I am willing to contribute to this effort Just let me klm~V when you would like to meet. Afternoons are better for me Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Ander, Katelyn 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 3:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Help with a library project 

Hi Charlene, 
I know you are extremely busy but I have a huge favor to ask if you have a bit of time to spare during the week. The libraW is currently working on its next 5-year Strategic Plan and the 
con~mittee members (of which I am one) are currently interviewing campus communi~ members (facul~, staff; students, town borrowers) to get a better feel for what sorts of projects they 
are ~vorking on, how they use the libraries, what the libraries could do to be more helpIhl and relevant to them, etc. This is meant to be vely infolrnal and should only take about 30 minutes 
(uaaless you want to talk longer!). I ~vould love to buy you a drink at the Daily Grind or come over to your office if that is easier for you Please just let me know if you would be willing to do 
this and if so, what days and times would work best. 
Thanks so much! 

Katelyn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 10:32 AM 

~gmail.com> 

performing TOMOP, ROW at cats cradle 

Dear Thanks for letting me know but I already knew about the event. This was a bad weekend for me but hope they will return as I have to see them perform. Keep me 
posted and will see you later today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, 6:27 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject;         performing TONORROW at cats cradle 

Hi Professor Regester. 

I’m so sorry about the late notice but I just heard today that 

me today, I hope you can go’, 

All the bes~t, 

band is performing at cats cradle tomorrow night, My friend who is opening told 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 11:23 AM 

Ander, Katelyn <khande@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Help with a libra~ project 

Dear Katelyn: Thursday- afternoon works better for me 2vly ofl~ice hours end at 2pm so we could meet right after 2pm Let me know when and where. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Ander, Katelyn 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 9:48 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Help with a library project 

Hi Charlene, 
How about next Wednesday or Thursday afternoon? After 2pm on either of those days would ~vork best for me but I am totally flexible. Let me know if there is a time around then that would 
work for you 
Thanks again! 
Katelyn 

On Sep 4, 2012, at 5:00 PM, Regesber, Charlene B wrute: 

> Dear Katelyn: Yes, I am willing to cuntribute tu this et’fort. Just let me knuw when yuu would like to meet Afternoons are better fur me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

> 

> t"r;mi ~nder, K~tely~ 

> Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 3:25 PM 
> Tu: Regester, Charlene B 
> Subject: Help with a library project 
> 

> Hi Charlene, 
> I knuw you are extremely busy but I have a huge favor tu ask ifyuu have a bit of time tu spare during the week. The library is currently wurking un its next 5-year Strategic Plan and the 
cummittee members (uf which I am une) are currently interviewing campus communi~ members (facul~, stafl; students, town burruwers) to get a better :[’eel for what sorts of prujects they 
are wurking un, how they use the libraries, what the libraries cuuld du tu be mure helpful and relewmt to them, etc. ’]’his is meant tu be very informal and should unly take about 30 minutes 
~unless yuu want tu talk lunger!). I wuuld lure to buy yuu a drink at the Daily Grind or come uver tu yuur ufflce if that is easier for you Please just let me know if yuu would be willing tu du 
this and if su, what days and times wuuld work best. 
> Thanks so much! 

> Katelyn 



September 17, 2012 

Representing Early Black Film Artifacts as Material Evidence in Digital Contexts 

To: National Endowment for the Humanities 
Reviewers for the Digital Humanities Start-Up Grant 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Thi s letter is in support of the Black Film Center Archive/Indiana University who are 

submitting a proposal for the Level I Digital Humanities Start-Up Grant to hold a conference and 

workshop that addresses the digitization of motion pictures for the study of early black film. This 

conference is designed to assemble scholars in the field who will address: scholarship related to 

early black cinema; reconceptualizations of film artifact as an obj ect of study; and the race movie 

circuit as an unexplored archive. To facilitate this effort, I am submitting this letter of support for 

this proj ect. 

The importance of this project cannot be underestimated in view of the paucity of 

resources available to scholars and the impact that digital reproductions of these films are likely 

to have on continuing scholarship. As new technologies emerge, early black films are frequently 

ignored and neglected for restoration in this period of film history. Therefore, it is imperative 

that scholars share their views and expertise to shape and give direction to a little known area of 

study in dire need of resurrection and reconstruction. Several years ago a similar effort was made 

to restore and locate the films of black filmmaker, Oscar Micheaux and because of this collective 
effort, Micheaux films have been restored by the Library of Congress and are now widely 

available to both scholarly and non-scholarly audiences. 

Supporting such a proj ect will foster the collaboration and communication of scholars 

across a wide range of cinematic specializations and schools for the purpose of furthering the 

study of early black cinema. Much of the work that we do is limited to a certain extent, because 

of a lack of adequate resources therefore, making these resources more widely available through 

digital means stands to expand the scholarship that is produced. 

Finally, my own work on early black films, film stars and theaters could be greatly 

improved if there were wider access to digital resources. Many of the scholars who have been 

invited to participate in this conference share a similar experience and would greatly benefit from 

the implementation of such a project. It is my expertise as a black cinema historian that I would 

contribute to this proj ect. Finally, this proj ect is one that is long overdue, deserving of funding, 

and one that I overwhelmingly support. If additional information is needed, please feel free to 

contact me in the near future. 



Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 3:49 PM 

Novotny Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

ILE: Documenting the Black Experience Agreement fonn 

Dear Lawrence: This is to let you know that I am working on my essay and it should be completed in the next two weeks. I will send a draft as soon as I get the essay to a 
certain point. Thanks for working with me. I will sign the contributor form and return. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, September 13, 20:12 2:24 PM 
To-" Eric Pierson; Grimm, Kevin; Joseph Smith; Boyce, Travis; chunnu@ohio.edu; Graves, Michael; HOWLEY COLIN; YVONNE D SIIvlS; Regester, Charlene B; Mike Phillips; 
Christine Acham; White, Theresa R; David Rossiaky; Gerald Butters; Joshua Phillips; Ashley Farmer; Lacy, Madison D 
Subject-" Documenting the Black Experience Agreement form 

Dear Contributors, 

I hope this email finds each of you well. Attached is the Contributor Agreement tbrm tbr Documenfing the Black Experience. Please sign and mail it to me at the 

address below as soon as possible. Also, if your chapter is co-authored then each writer has to sign a separate form. 

On a~nother note, I’ll sIart sending out revisions soon so keep an eye out on your email accounts! 

Best, 

Novotny 

NovoW Lawrence, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Radio- Televi sion Depaxtment 

Afiicana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications B uilding- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois UniversW- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

fa:s: 618.453.6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 11:25 AM 

Stephen Tropiano, @gmail.com> 

ILE: JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO 

Dear Stephen: Please note that I forgot the deadline -- will review by the end of the week and return my comments. Sorry for the oversight. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Stephen Tropiano @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, September IS, 20:t2 :t:05 PM 
To:                 @gmail.com 
Subject: JOURNAL O1: b-ILM & VIDEO 

This is your retninder that your repol~t for the essay I sent you in August is due! 

If you could get your report to me this week, I would appreciate it. 

Also, just so I know that you received this email, could you please email me back. 

Thanks, 
Stephen T. 

Stephen Tropim]o, Editor 

,Joul~al oJ77ilm and Video 

Ithaca College LA Program 

3800 Barham Blvd. Suite 305 

f,os Angeles, CA 90068 

(~gma~l.com 

1-800-280-7709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 21,2012 12:45 PM 

Stephen Tropiano @gmail.com> 

ILE: JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO 

Dear Stephen: Currently, I am working on this. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Stephen Tropiano @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 2:t, 20:t2 :t2:32 PM 
To;            @hotmail.com 
Sul~ject-" JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO 

Just a reminder that the essay I sent you last month is overdue. I would appreciate it if you could get your report to me sometime this week. 

Have a great weekend. 

Stephen T. 

Stephen Tropim~o, Editor 

Journal of Film and Video 

Ithaca College LA P~ogmm 

3800 Barham Blvd. Suite 305 

Los Angeles, CA 90068 

~maJ~l.com 

1-800-280-7709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 21,2012 12:47 PM 

Lindsay TttOMAS <lfl~oma@mail.wuncfin.unc.edu> 

ILE: Radio Interview Reques~t 

Dear Lindsay: Please give me a call on my cell phone so that we can clarify’ exactly what you are expecting me to contribute -- nay mmaber is, 
could consult ~vith me today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

I would really appreciate if you 

From: Lindsay THOMAS [1thomas@mail wuncfm.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Radio Inter~dew Request 

Dear Charlene, 

How are you? It’s Lindsay, producer of "The State of Things" on ;VD~,~’C. I have a couple of segments coming up on Friday, September 28th at noon that I think you’d be perfect for as a 
guest. The first is an homage to actress Pam Grier, who is a North Carolina native We’d like to talk about her legacy in fihn as well as some of her biography Second, we are working to 
feature author Sam Greenlee un the show in advance of his panel at the Hayti tleritage Center that yuu are a part o[~ In that segment, we’ll du a surt of (p)recreatiun ufthe tlayti event un the 
air. Wuuld yuu be interested in being a guest :[’or one or both of those topics’? I hope Please call me at (919) 445-9167 or simply reply to this email when yuu have a chance. ’l’hanks, Lindsay 

Lindsay Foster Thumas 
Managing Editor 
"The State uf Things" 
WUNC-FM, Nurth Carolina Public Radiu 
324 BlackweH St., State 600 
Durham, NC 27701 
(919) 445 -9167 u]Yice 

Listen online @ www. stateofthings.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 1:13 PM 

Lindsay TttOMAS <lfl~oma@mail.wuncfin.unc.edu> 

I~E: Radio Interview Reques~t 

Dear Lindsay: 1£ possible can you call me quickly today because I may need the weekend to prepare Sincerely, Charlene 

From: Lindsay THOMAS [ltJaomas@mail.wuncfm uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2012 12:51 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Radio Intervie~v Request 

I’m running out right aRer the show to head out of town Could we talk on Monday or Tuesday instead? Thanks, Lindsay 

Lindsay Foster Thomas 

Managing Editor 

"The State of Things" 

WUNC-FM, North Carolina Public Radio 

324 BlackweH St., State 600 

Durham, NC 27701 

(919) 445 -9167 o]Yice 

Listen online @ w~v.stateofthings.org 

>>> "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 9/21/2012 12:47 pm >>> 
Dear Lindsay: Please give me a call on my ceil phone so that we can clari~ exactly what you are expecting me to contribute -- rW number is 
could consult with me today Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

¯ I would really appreciate if you 

From: I.indsay TIIOMAS [lthomas@mail.wuncfm uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Sublect: Radio Interview Request 

[)ear Charlene, 

How are you? It’s Lindsay, producer of "The State of Things" on WUNC. ! have a couple of segments coming up on Friday, September 28th at noon that ! think you’d be perfect lk~r as a 
guest The first is an homage to actress Pare Grier, who is a North Carolina native¯ We’d like to talk about her legacy in film as well as some of her biography. Second, we are working to 
feature author Sam Greenlee on the show in advance of his panel at the Hayti Heritage Center that you are a part ol~ In that segment, we’ll do a sort of @)recreation of the Hayti event on the 
air Would you be interested in being a guest ~2~r one or both of those topics? I hope. Please call me at (919) 445-9167 or simply reply to this email when you have a chance Thanks, Lindsay 

Lindsay Foster Thomas 
Managing Editor 
"The State of Things" 
YVUNC’-FM. North Carolina Public Radio 
324 Blackwell St., S~ite 600 
Durhara, NC 27701 
(919) 445 -9167 office 

Listen online @ www stateoRhings.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 1:32 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Review Critique 

Smdent2ilmCollaboratio~lJoumed of Film and Video.doc 

Dear Susanne: Please review the attached critique. Currently, working on an essay and will send hopefully next week. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Journal of Film and Video 

Essay: "Student Film Collaboration: The East-West Dilemma" 

Reviewer’s Comments: 

The essay "Student Film Collaboration: The East-West Dilemma" provides some 

important findings regarding how, student filmmaking styles influence learning and coincide with 

the impact of globalization. The essay was clearly organized, written, presented, and discussed. 

Moreover, the findings were very revealing regarding learning styles as it relates to a film 

production and the impact that these styles are likely to have on influencing learning outcomes. 

My reaction to the essay falls in two camps - the first camp is my concern with whether 

or not the Journal of Film and Video is the appropriate j ournal to publish this piece and the 

second camp, is if the essay is deemed appropriate for improving the learning styles of film 

production students the essay seems more centrally focused on student learning rather than film 

studies. 

Regarding my first query - this essay is really more about learning outcomes and styles 

of learning which seems to me to be more appropriate for a j ournal in the field of education 

rather than film studies. However, if I have misinterpreted the essay’s intent and its relevance 

then because of the significance of the findings it may warrant inclusion in the Journal of Film 

and Video. 

My second position - is that if the essay warrants inclusion in the Journal of Film and 

Video, it needs to be re-focused so that at the beginning the writer establishes why this is so 

significant for film production. The film aspect of the essay is backgrounded while learning style 

focus is foregrounded and it seems to me if the essay is to be placed in a film studies journal - 

the approach should be to emphasize the film studies perspective at least in the introduction to 

demonstrate how those who teach, study, and produce film would find the results of this study 

meaningful to our work. 

Finally, a reviewer who actually teaches film production could probably provide more 

guidance on the specifics &the essay because as a film historian, my comments are rather 

limited. Hope these comments are helpful for this essay. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 4:36 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

ILE: Review Critique 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: susanne@companioncamp.net [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Friday, September 2:1, 20:t2 4:28 PN 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re: Review Critique 

Here you go! 

Susane 

On Fri, 21 Sep 2012 17:31:54 ~ 0000, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Please review the attached critique. Currently, working on an essay and will send hopefully next week. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 8:34 AM 

Lee Greene ~at~.nel> 

I~E: greetings 

Dear Dr. Greene: Good to hear from you -- hope to meet with you when you come to Chapel Hill. My cell is ; home . Talked with and she 
asked about you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lee Greene       @art.net] 
Sent; Saturday, September 22, 2012 10:27 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject; greetings 

Charlene, 

I haven’t been in touch for a while. Thanks for the mail some time ago. I read Perry Hall’s letter. It was a good one. Hope yon are doing well. Things here are okay, 

justve~y busy. TaJk to you soon. I lost our telephone number. Could you send it? 

LGreene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 8:40 AM 

Johnnie Simpson ~\lSimpson@rowmm~.com> 

ILE: Le:dngton Books Review Inqui~: Bad mothers in literature ~d cultme 

Dear Editor: While I am interested in reviewing this manuscript, I would need more time to complete this as I am already behind in deadlines for other things that I am working 
on. I would probably need at least until the end of November because I have 100 students this semester and it has been very hectic. If you are willing to agree to this, you can 
send the manuscript by regular mail , -- printing a copy is not easy for me by email. If this does not work for you just let me know 
and thanks for considering me as a reviewer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Johnnie Simpson [JSimpson@rowman.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2012 5:02 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Lexington Books Review Inquiry: Bad mothers in literature and culture 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

On behalf of Lexington Books, I am seeking feedback on a manuscript tentatively entitled Bad Mothers in Literature and Culture. You have been recommended to 

me as a reviewer because of your knowledge in this field of study. 

Lexington Books, a division of the Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group, often seeks independent reviews of manuscripts. Please let me know if you would be 

willing to review the manuscript, which is about 140 double-spaced pages. We would hope to receive your feedback by November 9, 2012. 

As a token of our appreciation, I can offer an honorarium of ~;150 in complimentary books from Lexington Books or any of the imprints within the Rowman & 

Littlefield Publishing Group. 

If you are able to provide a review, I can send the manuscript to you by email or post, whichever is more convenient for you. Should you be unable to provide a 

review at this time, I would greatly appreciate any suggestions for other potential reviewers. 

Thank you very much for your time. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Johnnie Simpson, Jr. 

Assistant Editor 

Editorial Acquisitions Department 

Lexington Books 

4501 Forbes Blvd, Suite 200 

Lanham, MD 20706 

301.459.3366 ex. 5329 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 1:50 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Dm~dridge Essay 

DandridgeEssay.doc 

Dear Susanne: Attached is an essay that I would like for you to review. You can do so at your own pace. Please note that if you have any thoughts about what works or does 
not work -- let me know. This is just a draft that I plan to send to the editor. Once he determines if this is what he is looking for, then I will make the final changes, insert 
footnotes, dates, etc. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 12:33 PM 

Johnnie Simpson ~\lSimpson@rowmm~.com> 

ILE: Le:dngton Books Review Inqui~: Bad mothers in literature a~d cultme 

Dear Johnnie: Okay, I look forward to receiving the manuscript and will meet the new deadline of November 30th. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Johnnie Simpson [JSimpson@rowman.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 20:t2 4::t6 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Lexington Books Review Inquiry: Bad mothers in literature and culture 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

f am (t~-:~lighl:ed to hear you are interest~-:~d in revk~wing the manuscript. ~ would be happy to g~ve you an extended dead~h~e. Would Friday, Now~mber 30th be an 

a cc ep La bl e d u e d a te ? PI ea se ~ et rn e know i~ t his w~H work ~or yo u, a n d if so, f will sen d th e ma n u sod pt to th e a d d tess yo u provi d e d right a w a y. Tha n k Vo u a ga ~ n, 

and ~ hope to hear from you soon. 

A~f the best, 

.Johnn~e S~mpson 

F~m~ Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, Sep~mber 24, 2012 8:~ AM 
T~ Johnnie Simpson 
Su~jeet~ RE: Lexington Boo~ Review Inqui~: Bad mothers in literature and culture 
Dear Editor: While I am interested in reviewing this manuscript, I would need more time to complete this as I am already behind in deadlines Br other things that I am working 
on. I would probably need at least until the end of November because I have ~00 studenN this semester and it has been ve~ hectic. If you are willing to agree to this, you can 
send the manuscript by regular mail , -- printing a copy is not easy for me by email. If this does not work for you just let me know 
and thanks for considering me as a reviewer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Johnnie Simpson [.]Simpson@rowman.com] 
Sent; Friday, September 2:t, 20:t2 5:02 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Lexington Books Review Inquiry: Bad mothers in literature and culture 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

On behalf of Lexington Books, I am seeking feedback on a manuscript tentatively entitled Bad Mothers in Literature and Culture. You have been recommended to 

me as a reviewer because of your knowledge in this field of study. 

Lexington Books, a division of the Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group, often seeks independent reviews of manuscripts. Please let me know if you would be 

willing to review the manuscript, which is about 140 double-spaced pages. We would hope to receive your feedback by November 9, 2012. 

As a token of our appreciation, I can offer an honorarium of ~;:150 in complimentary books from Lexington Books or any of the imprints within the Rowman & 

Littlefield Publishing Group. 

If you are able to provide a review, I can send the manuscript to you by email or post, whichever is more convenient for you. Should you be unable to provide a 

review at this time, I would greatly appreciate any suggestions for other potential reviewers. 

Thank you very much for your time. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Johnnie Simpson, Jr. 

Assistant Editor 

Editorial Acquisitions Department 

Lexington Books 

450:1 Forbes Blvd, Suite 200 

Lanham, MD 20706 

30:1.459.3366 ex. 5329 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 4:52 PM 

Sheila Smifl~ McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

ILE: Spook Progr~an 

Dear Sheila: This is to let you know that I do plan on arriving early on Saturday See you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy [ssmckoy@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Wedaaesday, September 26, 2012 1:00 AM 
To: Bwon D Turman; Regester, Charlene B; Gwendolyn M Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; Natalie Bullock Brown; aron.anderson@duke.edu; Chandra Guima; Janella Sellars; Sheila Smith 
McKoy; ttgreen@uncg.edu; djjames2@ncsu edu; Jordan, Joseph F 
Cc: Toni Thorpe 
Subject: Spook Program 

My Colleagues, 
Saturday is just a few days away. I write to provide details about 
our program on Saturday, September 29th at the Hayti Heritage Center. 
The program will begin at 5:00; please plan to amve by 4:45 so we 
can take care of any last minute logistics 

There are additional details that need your attention: 

Panelists (Charlene, Dante, Joseph): Although we will not need a 
title for your presentations on Saturday, please plan to speak 5 - 7 
minutes. We will allow a lot of time in the program for ),dr. 

Greenlee to speak and to engage with the audience; however, the 
Humanities Council grant requires a significant component of the 
program involve Humanities scholars --- your 

Dante is escorting ),dr. Greenlee [’or a meal on Friday Please let 
him know if you would like to attend 

As Aron noted in his email a few days ago, Aron is updating the 
website. Although we it will not likely be flush on Saturday, we will 
announce it at the program Let’s work together to make 

sure the mission, vision and other statements are updated before 
the program Natalie volunteered, but she will need some assistance 

We will need some details on the audience, including the attendance 
count and demongraphics We have counters that we will have on site, 
but I will need a volunteer to oversee this part of the grant 
requirements on Saturday. Please let Toni Thorpe, our program 
director, know if have someone who can assist with this effort. 

We also have a program on Saturday raorning and this is one of three 
programs we are hosting this week, so we are counting on your 
assistance. 

if we have missed any detail that you need to have additional 
inforraation about, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 

See you on Saturday, 

ssm 







Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 8:25 AM 

sum~me@compa~ioncamp.net 

I~E: Dandfidge Essay’ 

Dear Susanne: Thanks tremendously -- will be sending additional essays in the forthcoming weeks. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Susanne Carter [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 9:05 Pt4 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Dandridge Essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Here is the edited essay. It reads very smoothly and is organized nicely. I primarily worked on making tenses consistent and shortening some of the longer sentences. 

Susanlle 

On 9/’25/2012 1:49 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Attached is an essay that I would like for you to review. You can do so at your own pace. Please note that if you have any thoughN about what 
works or does not work -- let me know. This is just a draft that I plan to send to the editor. Once he determines if this is what he is looking for, then I will make 

the final changes, insert footnotes, dates, etc. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 4:44 PM 

Novotny Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

ILE: Da~dridge Rough Draft Essay 

DandridgeEssay[ 1 ].doc 

Dear Novotny: Attached is a rough draft of my essay -- I am sending because I wanted to make sure that this is along the lines of what you were expecting. If not, please let 
me know so that I can make sure that it conforms to the expectations of your collection. Once I receive final approval, I will complete the essay with notes, correct dates, 
deletions, additions, etc. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 4:07 plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Documenting the Black Experience Agreement form 

Hi Charlene, 

It’s good to hear from you. I’m happy that your essay is coming along. I look tbrwa~-d to receiving it in a few weeks cause I’m reaJly looking tbrward to reading it. 

Thin,ks agafin for agreeing to participate in the project. 

Best, 

Novotny 

On Thu, Sep 13, 2012 at 2:48 PM, Regester, Charlene B <mgester(&mnaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Lawrence: This is to let you know that I am working on my essay and it should be completed in the next two weeks. I will send a draft as soon as I get the essay to a 
certain point. Thanks for working with me. I will sign the contributor form and return. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnvl@siu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 2:24 PM 
To: Eric Pierson; Grimm, Kevin; 3oseph Smith; Boyce, Travis; chunnu@ohio.edu; Graves, Michael; HOWLEY COLIN; YVONNE D SIMS; 
Regester, Charlene B; Mike Phillips; Christine Acham; White, Theresa R; David Rossiaky; Gerald Butters; 3oshua Phillips; Ashley Farmer; 
Lacy, Madison D 

Subject: Documenting the Black Experience Agreement form 

Dear Contributors, 

I hope this emml finds each of you well. Attached is the Contributor Agreement form for Documenting the Black Experience. Please sign and mml it to me at the 
address below as soon as possible. Also, if your chapter is co-authored then each writer has to sign a separate form. 

On another note, rll start sending ont revisions soon so keep an eye ont on yonr email accounts! 

Best, 

Novotny 

Novotny Lawrence, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Radio-Television Depa~nent 
Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois UniversW-Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

tbx: 618.453.6982 

Novotny Lawrence, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Radio-Television Department 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois UniversW- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 



fax: 618.453.6982 
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DRAFT 

Re-Positioning, Re-claiming, and Re-Configuring Dorothy Dandridge: 

Examining a Documentary and Jet #lagazine’s Representations of a Black Star 

Despite the star status that Dorothy Dandridge achieved in the 1950s as a black star in 

Hollywood, she remains virtually ignored, forgotten, and marginalized relative to her white 

counterparts such as Elizabeth Taylor, Ava Gardner, and Marilyn Monroe among others, who are 

continually revered in the public discourse. Because of this disregard for her achievements and 

accomplishments as an actress combined with an unending fascination with her aura as a film 

star, scholars, historians, and filmmakers continue to resurrect and reconstruct this black star. 

This essay interrogates how the documentary Dorothy Dandridlze: An American Beauty (2003) 

and Jet Magazine (1954-1959) reconfigured this black star to demonstrate how contemporary 

representations compare to representations constructed in Dandridge’s own time. 

Constructing Dandridge on screen in Dorothy Dandridge: An American Beauty 

The documentary Dorothy Dandridge: An American Beauty begins when the camera 

pans an empty theater to focus on images of one of the most accomplished black actresses to 

grace the Hollywood screen. Images of Dandridge traverse the screen and include Dandridge 

appearing in her character role as Carmen (from Carmen Jones, 1954), as an announcer for the 

editing award at the academy awards ceremony where she was nominated for best actress in 

Carmen Jones, and as a sultry night club singer dressed in a long form fitting gown. It is through 
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these images that we are introduced to Dandridge as a star, although a "black star" who emerged 

in 1950s Hollywood during the Civil Rights movement. In this brief introduction, we cannot 

ignore the fact that the theater remains empty perhaps an attempt to speak to the silence in 

history regarding her contributions, the absence of attention or scholarship devoted to this black 

actress, or the void that existed in her private life due to the insurmountable obstacles she faced. 

The theater’s absence of spectators suggests that we as spectators will occupy the seats reflecting 

what Deleuze characterized as "including the viewer in the film" to witness another attempt to 

reconstruct this star in all of her complexity who pales in memory compared to her white 

contemporaries. 

Following our introduction to these visual images of Dandridge, the documentary then 

introduces its narrator, actor Obba Babatunde, who played Dandridge’s real life husband, Harold 

Nicholas in the fictionalized dramatization of her life, Introducing Dorott~y Daltdridge, featuring 

black actress Halle Berry in the role of Dandridge. Yet, in order to critique An Americarl Beauty 

it is necessary to address the documentary as a vehicle that attempts to achieve authenticity and 

realism through its dependence on film footage as well as intew’iews conducted with 

Dandridge’s contemporaries and to interrogate the complexity that this process in itself poses 

when reconstituting a black star enveloped in her own complexities and struggles. Exploring the 

documentary process, Albert Maysles surmised of documentaries that: 

We can see two kinds of truth... One of the raw material, which is the footage ... 
it’s immediate, no one has tampered with it. Then there’s the other kind of truth 
that comes in extracting and juxtaposing the raw matter into a more meaningful 
and coherent storytelling form which finally can be said to be more than just raw 
data. In a way, the interests of the people in shooting and the people in editing... 
are in conflict with one another, because the raw material doesn’t want to be 
shaped. It wants to maintain its truthfulness. One discipline says that if you begin 
to put it in another form, you’re going to lose some of the veracity. The other 
discipline says if you don’t let me put this into a form, no one is going to see it 
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and the elements of truth in the raw material will never reach the audience (Louis 
Giannitti, Understanding Movies). 

Therefore, the struggle between form and content emerges as this documentary strives to provide 

an authentic rendering of Dandridge. The documentary relies on on-camera intew’iews with those 

with whom she worked, film footage of her screen roles, photographs from her life, and 

newspaper reports or reviews to capture who she was. The images of Dandridge constructed by 

the memories of her contemporaries are juxtaposed to the film footage and documents that define 

her. Both sources are woven together by the narrator who guides the story and gives it meaning. 

Establishing Dandridge as a Sultry Night Club Singer 

As the documentary unfolds, Babatunde is foregrounded on screen and claims that he 

intends to introduce us to someone with whom we may be unfamiliar - establishing Dandridge 

as missing from the Hollywood canon and one who certainly stands to be unknown to a younger 

generation of moviegoers. The camera then cuts to positioning Dandridge as a nightclub singer, 

subtly suggesting that many black actresses who made the transition to Hollywood were 

established nightclub singers before becoming actresses. The camera then provides a photo of 

Dandridge who shifts her position on stage from standing to lying on a couch which invites 

reference to Ann Kaplan’s "The Couch Affair" (Ann Kaplan, "The Couch Affair: Gender and 

Race in Hollywood Transference, American Imago vol. 50.4, Winter 1993, pp 48 l+).While the 

title of Kaplan’s essay is a play on the Hollywood practice of women driven to land roles in the 

industry by offering their sexuality, the couch also refers to the psychiatrist who psychoanalyzes 
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those seeking treatment. This, however, is in no way to suggest that the metaphor of the couch 

implies that Dandridge obtained roles in this manner; nor is it to suggest that she became the 

object of the voyeuristic gaze of a psychoanalyst, but is to suggest that this is a fitting tribute and 

means to celebrate this black star as she parallels white stars similarly photographed on the 

couch. In view of her struggles, the couch then represents the possibility for a psychoanalytic 

study of a figure such as Dandridge. In fact, Kaplan contends, "it is precisely the hair -thin line 

between emotional problems resulting from racism, family context, economic deprivation, and 

social role models, and these resulting from unconscious reasons specific to the individual and 

the immediate relationships that is so difficult to draw here: for the psyche is inseparable from 

the political" (Kaplan, "The Couch Affair" ). While Dandridge lies on the couch she is 

surrounded by three elegantly dressed black men ~vho stand behind the couch in white shirts, 

black ties, and j ackets, as she sings, "My Baby Knows Where My Heart Belongs." Her demeanor 

coupled with the lyrics of the song hint at the sexualization of her image. But more than that, the 

documentary establishes Dandridge’s stardom with this iconic image similar to pin-ups taken of 

stars to connote their star status. In fact, Richard Dyer argues that the pin-up is central to the way 

a star’s image is constructed. Drawing on the work of Thomas Hess, Dyer claims, "The body is 

evident beneath the costume but not in details .... There is a dialectical pressure at work, between 

the voyeuristic public which wants to see more and more, and that same public which, in its 

social function, supports codes and laws that ban any such revelations" (Richard Dyer, Stars, p. 

51). In this instance, Dandridge’s exuding sexuality is appropriated on screen in much the same 

manner as a pin-up connotes star status and she uses song to reinforce this sexualized image. 

Further establishing her image as a sexy nightclub performer, the camera cuts to another 

shot of Dandridge wearing a mink wrap to cover her long gown. This time she sings, "You do 
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something to me that nobody else can do" and then she removes the wrap from her shoulders to 

reveal her t-strapped gown. The narrator returns to the screen and suggests that while Dandridge 

was a "goddess" and "magical," she was also talented and charismatic, both of which allowed 

her to be a "trailblazer" and "pioneer." Dandridge’s appropriation as magical and talented is 

consistent with Dyer’s critique that "stars are stars because of ’talent,’ which includes ... 

’striking photogenic looks, acting ability, presence on camera, charm and personality, sex appeal 

attractive voice and bearing" (5’tars, Richard Dyer, p. 16). But he admits that this alone does not 

characterize a star because other variables have to be considered. For Dyer suggests that struggle 

is also a signifier of stardom as in the case of Marilyn Monroe who symbolized "the exploitation 

of woman as spectacle in film" (Stars, p.44). To emphasize Dandridge’s struggle as an actress, 

Babatunde states that her road to stardom was "paved with more potholes [than red] carpet[s]," 

yet her "beauty and talent could not be denied." 

Constructing Dandridge in Memory 

Dandridge’s story then unfolds through a series of interviews conducted with actors, 

many of whom she worked including Joe Adams (actor in (Tarmen Jones); Fayard Nicholas 

(brother to Harold Nicholas, Dandridge’s first husband); Brock Peters (actor in Porgy and Bess, 

1959); Jasmine Guy (television actress), Laurence Fishburne (actor), and Rolanda Watts (actress 

who played Dandridge on screen) and others. With these on-screen interviews, the documentary 

provides film clips of her performances and screen roles. Adams characterizes Dandridge as 

"magnificent" and % lady with a golden soul" seemingly to suggest that aside from her on- 
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screen talent, off-screen she was genuine and possessed good intentions. While Adams speaks to 

Dandridge’s personality, Fishburne reconstructs her significance in film history and claims that 

"she is of singular importance because she was the first black woman who as able to lead with 

her sexuality." This was a feat in and of itself yet it cannot be denied that doing so played into 

and perpetuated myths regarding the hypersexualization of the black female. It was not just that 

Dandridge appropriated this hypersexualized image - an image that evolved out of slavery and 

participated in devaluing black womanhood, it is that Dandridge was denied the opportunity to 

be appropriated as something other than this. Brock Peters comments on her beauty, 

acknowledging that she was as beautiful on screen as she was off screen and was not in need of 

having her photographs professionally enhanced. That she possessed natural beauty is further 

demonstrative of how she parallels stars based on Dyer’s assessment. Collectively, these actors 

formulate an image of Dandridge that intertwines her private and public image by speaking to 

her personality characteri stics, significance to black film history, and physical beauty all of 

which construct her as a star. 

Reflecting on Dandridge’s Struggles 

In the meantime, a photograph of Dandridge posing in a strapless gown is transformed on 

screen while the narration suggests that she was striking yet troubled. At this point, the 

documentary shifts to explore the numerous obstacles she confronted that led to her vulnerability 

and fragility. Thi s is the first time that the documentary specifically hints at Dandridge’s 

personal troubles, yet they shy away from delving deeply into this part of her life so that her 
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significance as an actress will not be overshadowed by the difficulties she encountered. In 

referring to her troubled life, it is "through the star system [that] failures of the dream are also 

represented" and that she conforms to stardom (Dyer, Stars, 44). Historian Alan Gensberg 

expounds on Dandridge’s struggles and provides the historical context within which to position 

her when he asserts that she was reared by a lesbian divorcee whose lover violated Dandridge 

physically and emotionally. (This of course is not to imply that someone reared in these 

circumstances could not emerge unscathed or achieve a state of"normalcy.") Yet for Dandridge 

who seemingly was scarred and anguished by these circumstances, according to actress Jasmine 

Guy, Dandridge responded by feeling she had been victimized. Guy, however, qualifies her 

remarks by recounting an interview with Diahann Carroll (actress in Carmen Jones), who 

instructed her to proceed cautiously and avoid being too judgmental of Dandridge in view of the 

mores and restrictions imposed on women in the decade of the 1950s. 

To provide the historical context within which Dandridge existed, the documentary then 

shifts to reflecting on World War I - the time period in which Dandridge was born in Cleveland, 

Ohio at the height of the flapper age - an age that signaled a renewed consciousness among 

women in their quest to achieve liberation. In addition to Dandridge’ s place of origin, the 

documentary focuses on the career of her mother, Ruby Dandridge, also an actress who worked 

in radio, motion pictures, and even had her voice dubbed for cartoon characters. Most notable, is 

the rarely seen film footage of Ruby and Dorothy when she and her sister, Vivian, performed on 

stage as the Wonder Children and later, as the Dandridge Sisters. The documentary suggests that 

despite Dandridge’s "troubled" upbringing, she followed a pathway in the theatrical world paved 

by her mother. 
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Cultivating Her Own Path as an Actress, Embarking on Marriage, and Renewing 

Her Image as a Night Club Performer 

Distancing herself from her formative years, reacting to the roles her mother played that 

she deemed stereotypical and defying beliefs made by those such as black actor Clarence Muse 

that she was "too pretty" and "not dark enough" for the roles available in Hollywood, Dandridge 

paved her own way as an actress. Initially landing roles in movie shorts (also referred to as 

soundies), Dandridge began to assume small roles in screen productions such as Chattanooga 

Choo Choo - a film where she was cast on screen with dancer Harold Nicholas whom she would 

later marry. Dandridge’s wedding photo featured many of the black actors in Hollywood (i.e. 

Hattie McDaniel, Madame Sul-Te-Wan, Fayard Nicholas, et. al.) and became another marker of 

her star status given that she is photographed with black Hollywood actors. 

Discussing her marriage, the camera cuts to Fayard Nicholas who provides his 

assessment of the short-lived marriage and claims that while Dandridge desired security and 

domesticity, Harold traveled extensively because his own career was skyrocketing and rather 

than being committed to marriage, he sought the nightlife. He adds that the two entertainers were 

young and that Dandridge was far too inexperienced for marriage. After the birth of their 

daughter, who was "severely brain damaged," an event that represented "her biggest personal 

tragedy," the marriage deteriorated. Rarely seen photos of the young couple and their daughter 

are featured on screen. 

That Dandridge is constructed as a woman with talent but who could not escape life’s 

fate speaks to Dyer’s assessment of the ordinariness of stars. He states, "ordinariness is the 
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hallmark of the star .... " (Dyer, Stars, p. 42). It is conceivable that for Dandridge, she too 

becomes an embodiment of ordinariness as an extension of stardom, and it is this element that is 

captured by the documenta~ as well. 

Returning to the nightclub circuit as an unwed mother ~vith a daughter in need of care, 

Dandridge renewed her desire as an entertainer and began to gain popularity on stage, although 

privately she was introverted and withdrawn. Dandridge’s on and off stage behavior bears 

comparison to black actress Lena Home. While Dandridge ~vas more extroverted on stage than 

Home, she parallels Home in that Home created distance and aloofness with her nightclub 

audiences whose "performance worked to unperform the sexual subjectivity that her audience 

expected &her" (Shane Vogel, "Lena Home’s Impersona," Camera Obscura, 67 vol. 23, no. 1, 

2008, p. 24). It is conceivable that Dandridge, reversed Home’s strategy and rather than being 

introverted on stage, she became introverted in her private life to "withhold, rather than make 

accessible, a sexualized and racialized subjectivity" in her off screen life (Ibid.). 

Establishing cross-over appeal as a performer and providing competition to white stars 

such as Taylor and Gardner, Dandridge began to land more prominent screen roles as she did 

when she was cast in Tarzcm’s Peril (1951). When cast in this film, she exuded such presence 

and sexuality on screen one reviewer proclaimed, Tarzan virtually "forgot" about Jane when 

Dandridge was paraded on screen. 

Affirming her sex appeal, the documentary suggests that she had brief affairs with 

Hollywood actors and celebrities such as Harry Belafonte and Peter Lawford, prominent men in 

entertainment circles who escalated her popularity as she desegregated a number of 
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establishments that barred blacks. Unfortunately, such success did not alleviate her internal pain 

or suffering as her anxieties heightened with fame. 

Personifying Carmen and the Tumultuous Aftermath of Carmen Jones 

Dandridge’s years as a nightclub performer and the minor roles she assumed on screen 

ultimately paved the way for her to assume the starring role in Carmen Jones, a film that led to 

her romantic affair with white director, Otto Preminger. As for her role in this film, Dyer 

suggests that when the relationship between star and character are perceived as being a "perfect 

fit" - when "all the aspects of a star’s image fit with the traits of the character" this too becomes 

a signifier of stardom" (Dyer, Stars). Despite her success in this role, some cast members 

characterized Dandridge as being distant and removed during the film’s production, but Carmen 

DeHavilland (dancer in (’~armen Jones), claims that Dandridge was misunderstood. DeHavilland 

affirms that Dandridge claimed the role as her own, while Joe Adams refers to the fact that 

though she played an aggressive character on screen, off screen she revealed a much softer and 

more vulnerable side. In the aftermath of Carmen Jones, Dandridge was offered a role in 

Twentieth-Century F ox’ s The King and I (19 5 6) but she was di scouraged from accepting thi s 

role by Preminger who reportedly attempted to control every aspect of her life which resulted in 

her being alienated from friends and family. With few roles available, Dandridge appeared in 

two low budget European productions - a development that coincided with her marriage to her 

second husband, Jack Dennison (white restaurant owner) - events that she may have negotiated 

with prescription drugs and alcohol. 
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Descending into Her Final Phase 

Signaling her demise, Dandridge’s role in Porgy andBess (1959) (a film that many 

blacks perceived as being antithetical to the Civil Rights movement and one that was her first 

major role in some eights years following Carmen Jones), represented her final role in a major 

Hollywood production. Peters claims that when Dandridge return to the screen after Carmen 

Jones, her growth and development as an actress seemed stunted. Added to this, when Preminger 

was replaced as the director, he ~’bullied" Dandfidge and "left her crying on and off the set." 

These attacks were compounded with the fact that she was swindled of her finances, targeted by 

the IRS (Internal Revenue Service), physically assaulted by Dennison, required to file for 

bankruptcy, and forced to institutionalize her daughter, who was being taken care of privately 

due to a lack of finances. On September 8, 1965, Dandridge was found dead of suicide in her 

apartment after she had negotiated a return to the screen in Mexico. Dyer claims that the death of 

an actor may be as "significant as the films they made" (Dyer, Stars, p.61); her death became a 

signifier of the star status that she achieved. 

Preplanning her funeral, Dandridge stipulated that she would be cremated and the funeral 

would be arranged by the Angelus Funeral Home in Los Angeles - well known for funeralizing 

black celebrities. While Harold Nicholas and Peter Lawford attended the service, of most note 

are those who were absent: Vivian Dandridge (her sister), Cyril Dandridge (her father who had 

been given the wrong date by her mother), and Otto Preminger. 

The documentary ends with interviews from actress Roland Watts and dedications by 

Halle Berry. While Watts affirms Dandridge’s significance yet vulnerability, Berry’s emotional 
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dedication to Dandridge occurs when she received her academy award in 2001 and dedicates her 

award to the memory of Dandridge as Berry became the first black actress to receive an Oscar in 

the category of best actress. Upon winning the award, Berry holds the Oscar tightly and raises it 

high to suggest that the award really belongs to Dandridge who was denied the honor nearly fifty 

years earlier for her role in Carmen Jones. 

The camera zooms in on a photograph of Dandridge lying on a couch solidifying her 

stardom and place in Hollywood film history. The photo is one that graced the cover of Donald 

Bogle’s biography and relates to Kaplan’s metaphor referred to as the "Couch Affair" previously 

mentioned. Kaplan contends that, "Black women’s repressions and displacements, and the 

underlying reasons for black women’s triple marginalization (behind only white men, but white 

women and black men) requires yet more analysis" (Kaplan, "The Couch Affair" ). Finally, if we 

consider Dandridge’s relationship with her mother and father, as well as her own insecurities in 

view &Freud’s notion that neurosis stems from the sexual, then we cannot dismiss the 

significance of the documentary’s ending with Dandridge on the couch - similar to its beginning. 

Critique of the Documentary An American Beauty: Dorothy Dandridge 

This documentary is a useful tool for reconstructing what Dandridge contributed to black 

film history, exposing the dilemma of being a black actress in a predominantly white male 

dominated industry, demonstrating how she ushered in an era of civil rights and paved the way 

for other black actresses, and filled the void in black film history regarding the contributions of 

African American women. Because the documentary contains rarely seen film footage and 
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provides views of Dandridge by her contemporaries, this work is incredibly unique. Although 

these are its strengths, the documentary- is beset with a few weaknesses. Dandridge is 

reconstructed primarily through the voice of men; because of this, the documentary could 

participate in further marginalizing Dandridge rather than liberating her. Moreover, Dandridge’s 

biographers should have been included to add credibility to the production. However, despite 

these failings, the documentary is another source that attempts to uncover who Dandridge really 

was in all of her complexity and expose the forces that shaped who she ultimately became. 

Dandridge’s presence on screen and in film history" continue to resonate in contemporary 

times because she is both an icon and image for a new" generation of black actresses who have 

come to admire her. The obstacles she faced become lessons to be learned as young black 

actresses attempt to negotiate the professional and personal while making their mark on the 

industry. 

Dandridge’s place in history cannot be denied and her significance is canonized with 

Berry receiving the academy award. When Berry won the award, no other black woman had 

captured an award in the history of American cinema in the category of Best Actress. 

Despite the fact that Dandridge was reduced to the body and constructed on the basis of 

her body, she signified much more. She represented the cultured body, sophisticated body, black 

body that challenged white norms, beautiful body, body of the civil rights movement, and a body 

that moved black America from the margin to the center. As the documentary constructed one 

profile of Dandridge, the black press in her own time constructed another. 
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Constrncting a Black Star in Jet Magazine, 1954-1959 

The documentary provides a contemporary image of Dandridge while the black press (Jet 

Magazine) 11954-1959, provides a representation of Dandridge during her own era. Juxtaposing 

these two moments in history allows us to parallel the past and the present. JetMagazine’s 

coverage is selected for examination because of the extensiveness of its coverage provided to a 

black star- a star who after her academy award nominated role in Carmen Jones disappeared 

from the pages of the mainstream press. Therefore, since she was continually covered by Jet 

Magazine, it seemed necessary to examine this magazine’s coverage to the exclusion of other 

sources. Although Jet covered Dandridge’s career extensively until her death in 1965, this 

examination focuses on the five year period from 1954-1959 which allows for an adequate 

examination in view of the extent and kind of coverage provided and because this period 

represents the year in which Carmen Jones was produced through the end of the decade of the 

1950s. This examination is confined to this particular period of her career to demonstrate that 

despite her successes and failures, Dandridge was appropriated as a star in the black press. 

Appropriating Dandridge in 1954 for her role in Carmen Jones 

Jet Magazine, intent on appropriating its black star, frequently reported on Dandridge 

during the year of 1954 and their coverage of her predominantly focused on Carmen Jones. To 

establish Dandridge’s star power, prior to the completion of Carmen Jones in January of this 

year, Jet proclaimed that if Ethel Waters’ life story was transformed on screen, Dandridge would 

likely play "the blues singer in her younger days" (14 January 1954). This report is significant 
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because it suggests that Dandridge was one of the few actresses who could assume the role of 

Ethel Waters on screen in view of her reputation as an entertainer and Dandridge was 

undoubtedly an established actress who could accomplish this transformation. This report marks 

Dandridge as a capable actress with the power to recreate prominent and powerful entertainers 

such as Waters. 

Some three months later in April, Jet revealed that during the production of Carmen 

Jones, Dandridge desired to use her own voice rather than having her voice dubbed by an opera 

singer. The press reported, "she added six notes to her voice range after being coached for one 

and a half years by Lawrence Russell in Hollywood" (22 April 1954). [Insert essay on dubbing 

of Carmen Jones] That Dandridge resisted having her voice dubbed speaks to how she desired 

to bring authenticity to the role and perhaps speaks to the black press’s resistance to white 

Hollywood’s manipulation of black screen images. With this report, ,let was intent on keeping its 

readers informed of the film’s production and centering its black star on the pages of the black 

press. It subsequently reported in June that Otto Preminger, director of Carmen Jones, publicly 

disclosed that Dandridge failed the test to land the Carmen role while black actors Harry 

Belafonte and Pearl Bailey were cast for their roles. Exposing Dandridge’s failures as well as 

successes clearly suggests that the black press intended to continue its coverage of its stars and 

did so when ,let countered that Dandridge was being considered for a role in the Broadway 

production of ZiegfeldFollies produced by Stanley Gilkey and Saint Subber (10 June 1954). Yet, 

in order to promote the all-black cast Carmen Jones when Dandridge was finally selected for the 

leading role, ,let featured a photo of Preminger flanked by Dandridge and her sister, Vivian, 

engaged in a champagne toast at a Hollywood press party advertising the film (17 June 11954). 

Three months later in August, Jet revealed to its readers that Dandridge suffered injuries during 
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the film’s production. She was "so badly bruised in jumping off a flat car in one of the Carmen 

Jones film sequences she will have to wear make-up on her arms and back to hide the healing 

scars" (19 August 1954). 

Inundated with the forthcoming picture, in September Dandridge and her co-star Harry 

Belafonte were featured on the cover of the magazine where they were characterized as 

"Hollywood’s first Negro screen lovers" (September 1954). ,let referred to Dandfidge as 

"luscious" and Belafonte as "handsome" and compared them to white Hollywood screen couples 

such as Clark GableiLana Turner and Katherine Hepburn/Spencer Tracy. The magazine further 

suggested that the DandridgeiBelafonte pairing was the first black love relationship transformed 

on screen since Nina Mae McKinney, who co-starred with Daniel Haynes in Hallelujah (1929), 

~vas characterized as "a far cry from the ’leading man’ type." According to Jet, Holly~vood had 

historically failed to appropriately cast black romantic relationships on screen as it did when it 

miscast Lena Home and Bill (Bojangles) Robinson in Stot~y Weather (1943) and Home and 

Eddie (Rochester) Anderson in Cabin in the Sky (1943). Jet suggested that Hollywood seemingly 

deliberately ignored other black males such as William Marshall, Billy Eckstine, and Herb 

Jeffries - males who could have more appropriately assumed romantic leads to Home. This trend 

of miscasting ended when Dandridge ~vas co-starred with Belafonte in Bright Road (1953), and 

the "shrewd, box-office conscious" Preminger surmised that, "’Belafonte and Dandfidge go 

together like apple pie and ice cream’" (September 1954). Jet ended its critique of Hollywood’s 

oversight by appropriating its black star and to enhance her screen appeal and viability as an 

actress, announced that she was scheduled to appear in new film featuring "Belafonte and 

Marion Brando [who] vie for Miss Dandridge’s love .... " (Ibid.) Certainly, reporting that 
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Dandridge would appear on screen again with Belafonte and white screen idol Brando was an 

attempt to embellish her profile and heighten her star power (September 1954). 

Following the premiere of Carmen Jones and lending support to Dandridge for her 

performance, Jet eagerly reported that Hollywood columnist Louella O. Parson endorsed the film 

and affirmed Dandridge’s talent by declaring, "’I have seen many Carmens and Dorothy 

Dandridge compares with the best of them" (October 1954). Added to this, one week later 

Dandridge appeared in a Jet photo attesting to her star quality wearing a headscarf, tailored suit, 

and sitting with her legs crossed where she was asked to describe the "Swiss hip movement" she 

orchestrated in Carmen Jones. Responding to this query, she stated, "I get it by breathing from 

the knees up" (21 October 1954). Reporting on how Dandridge interpreted the role clearly 

created interest in and excitement for the film. In November, Jet covered Carmen Jones’ New 

York premiere at the Rivoli Theater; an event that attracted some 4,000 spectators. Photos of 

black and white celebrities attending the affair were provided and included those such as Lena 

Home, Lennie Hayton (Home’s spouse), Billy Rose (who reportedly refused to approve the film 

unless blacks received roles), Billy Daniels (singer), Olga James (actress in Carmen Jones), and 

Dandridge herself waving to the crowds, among others (11 November 1954). As the year of 11954 

neared an end, Jet claimed that the European release of the film was delayed because Preminger 

"had failed to clear rights to the Bizet music abroad" (December 1954). Despite these difficulties 

and implementing a strategy of countering such reports with those that celebrated the film’s 

successes, the press expressed elation and surprise when Lloyd T. Binford, chairman of the 

Memphis Censor Board, approved the film for exhibition (having disapproved of many films that 

prominently featured blacks on screen). According to ,_let, Binford exclaimed that in addition to 
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the film’s "splendid" acting, "[it] is "as clean as any picture I’ve ever seen on screen .... There is 

nothing in it to censor" (9 December 1954). 

Supporting Dandridge’s Academy Award Nomination in 1955 and Lobbying for 

Additional Screen Roles in the Aftermath of Carmen Jones 

By 1955, Dandridge’s acclaim for her role in Carmen Jones was heralded nationwide. 

For example in February of 1955, Jet noted that critic Otis L. Guernsey of the New YorkHerald 

had selected her "as the finest dramatic actress of 1954;" she was a recipient of the San 

Francisco-Oakland Critics Circle Award for best actress of 1954; she was a recipient of a Golden 

Globe Award for best performance in a musical by the Hollywood Foreign Correspondents 

Association; and she was named by Film Daily as one of "filmdom’ s famous Five’" of 1954 (3 

February 1955). 

With this notoriety, Dandridge graced the cover of Jet one month later in March with the 

announcement that she was being considered for an Academy Award for her role in Carmen 

Jones. Yet, the press questioned, "How good are Dorothy Dandridge’s chances for an Oscar?" 

(March 1955). While Dandridge was a first in the category &best actress, she faced stiff 

competition from white actresses Grace Kelly (Rear Window and Country Girl), Judy Garland (A 

5’tat" is Born), Audrey Hepburn (Sabrina), and Jane Wyman (Magnificent Obsession). Despite 

this competition, Jet reassured its readers that "many observers think her chances are excellent" 

(March 1955). To reaffirm its desire that Dandridge would win the award, they shared the views 

of those favorable to Dandridge including Hollywood columnist, Sheilah Graham; gossip 

columnist, Hedda Hopper; Hollywood l~riety columnist Army Archerd; and columnist, Louella 
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Parsons. While a number of those in the media extended their support to Dandridge, Jet claimed 

that Preminger expressed caution, declaring, "I can only hope Dorothy gets the Oscar (10 March 

1955). Following Dandridge’s failure to win the award, the black press did not abandon its black 

star and countered with a report noting her success as when she became the first black to appear 

at the Empire Room at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York. Referring to her performance, 

,let excerpted a review by Journal-American columnist Gene Knight who wrote, "One moment, 

she’s slumberous; next moment, she’s smoldering then she’s on fire" (April 1955). Not only did 

Dandridge break racial barriers but she was also still undeniably a captivating performer and Jet 

eagerly reminded its readers. 

Though Dandridge failed to win the academy award for Carmen Jones, she still received 

considerable attention in the press when the film premiered at Cannes (France). Jet, continuing 

to center its black star in the press, reported that her attendance was fraught with gambling and a 

failure to attend a reception given by British film producer Alexander Korda (May 1955). While 

attending Cannes Jet claimed that Dandridge received a "bigger ovation" than Oscar winner 

Grace Kelly - an acknowledgement that did not go undetected because Sheilah Graham claimed 

that "Dandridge seems to have what the French want" (May 1955). Perhaps this was the black 

press’ s way of elevating its black star and slighting white actress Kelly for winning the award, an 

award that they believed had been rightfully denied to Dandridge. 

In the aftermath of Carmen Jones in June 1955, the press condescendingly reported that 

Dandridge would be cast as a slave in The King andI (1956). At the same time, Jet noted that 

Dandridge had been considered for the role of wife to the King in this production - a production 

that featured prominent actor Yul Bryner; yet the fact that she was being cast as a slave was 

viewed with some degree of resentment by the black press. Jet declared, Dandridge "walked out" 
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on a featured role in the film (October 1955). Despite her inability to obtain acceptable screen 

roles, she remained on the pages of the black press. For example, her photo was displayed when 

she attended a court battle between two agents regarding her contract, and a brief report 

suggested that she was co-starred with John Wayne in Lady~’om Louisiwla (11941). Dandridge, 

recognizing that the report ~vas erroneous, attempted to rectify the announcement and declared 

that it was misleading since she assumed only a minor role in the film. 

The press continuing to lobby for Dandridge to land additional screen roles reported that 

she would appear in two films - Under Two Flags and The Blue Angel - both of ~vhich never 

materialized (October 1955). Whenever and wherever she appeared, it was newsworthy as when 

she attended a three day charity festival in Rio de Janerio to benefit Brazil’s homeless and 

abandoned children (November 1955). The year ended with Dandridge assuming a seductive 

pose in ,let designed to celebrate her opening night at the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas (December 

1955) and intent on appropriating its black star. 

Desiring Romance for Dandridge and Exploring her Interracial Screen Roles in 1956 

In the year of 1956, Dandridge was positioned in Jet in one of t~vo ~vays - first, her 

personal life was centered in press reports where she was constructed as a romantic idol and 

second, her professional life as an actress who assumed roles involving interracial relationships 

were explored. At the year’s beginning in February, Dandridge graced the cover &Jet with a 

caption that read, "Romance seems to have by-passed beautiful film star" and questioned if she 

was "afraid of love" (16 February 11956). The article acknowledged that she was one "of the 

sexiest properties of the nightclub and screen" yet she avoids "off-stage love like a parson shuns 
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sin" (Ibid., 60). Although she may have avoided love, this did not mean that she was not 

desirable as the press revealed her romantic affairs with Preminger, Lawford, Farley Granger 

(actor), Phil Moore (singing coach), and Michael Rennie (actor). The press implied that not only 

was Dandridge desirable but that she was al so a heartbreaker; when ending her affair with 

Moore, he was so "heartbroken that he was driven to shadowing her about New York when she 

dated other me" (ibid.). According to ,let, although publicly Dandridge appeared to be a romantic 

idol, privately "she was a woman who was so bashful that she took college psychology lessons to 

get people to like her .... When fame brought personal problems, Dorothy turned to 

psychoanalysis" (ibid.). The press was concerned that love might escape Dandridge in the prime 

of her life at the age of 33 and seemed preoccupied with her romantic affairs. She was 

reportedly seen dining with white actor Michael Rennie and had some "six male adorers - one 

law57er, two film executives, one doctor and a couple of writers" in her private life (March 1956 

and May 11956). 

By March of 1956, the press shifted its focus from Dandridge’s private life to her 

professional career, revealing that she was scheduled to appear in a $2 million Technicolor- 

CinemaScope film produced by a Mexican film firm. This announcement was followed by 

reports that she would be cast in some three French films (Tomango, The Shortcut, and an 

unnamed film) and would work on two of these productions prior to her appearance in Island in 

the Sun (1957). 

Garnering attention for her films, Jet declared, "Dorothy Dandridge to Incite film riot" 

referring to the role that she assumed in TamanlZo (1958) (November 1956). In this film she is 

cast as the concubine to a white slave trader while on board a slave ship and aligns herself with 

rebellious slaves, explaining why the headline suggested that she stood to incite a film riot. As 
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she becomes romantically involved with the ship’s captain, the film explores interracial 

relationships; because of the publicity these relationships invited in a pre-integrated era, her 

screen roles were newsworthy events. Subsequently, Dandridge appeared on the cover of Jet 

with one of her white screen co-stars, John Justin, with whom she was cast in Island in the Sun 

(1957), another film that explored interracial relationships. The caption read, "they make love 

but can’t kiss in new movie" (December 1956). 

Exposing Dandridge’s Legal Difficulties and Applauding Her Onscreen Roles in 

1957 

By the year of 1957, Dandridge engaged in struggles related to her career, and the press 

foregrounded these reports as when she declined all press interviews while contending with libel 

suits faced involving Cor~dential magazine - publications that she believed misrepresented her. 

Demonstrating how she fought to resurrect her reputation, Jet Magazine reported that, "Wearing 

a trim beige shantung suit and the solemn look of a woman wronged in print, curvesome actress 

singer Dorothy Dandridge took the witness stand to defend her virtue at the Los Angeles 

criminal libel trail of scandal-happy Confiden#al magazine" (September 1957). Dandridge 

publicly declared that she found the experience "humiliating" (ibid.). This suit followed another 

against Hep Magazine that alleged "Dorothy Dandridge - Her 1,000 lovers" (Ibid.). 

Dandridge’s legal struggles and personal failures were often met with professional 

accolades for her screen roles. In critiquing Tomanlzo, ,let featured Dandridge on the front cover 

and then discussed her recent screen roles most of which constructed her as having unending 

sexual appeal and allure. Jet declared: 
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Winsome Dorothy Dandridge kicked off one shoe in the movie Carmen Jones, 

poised a manicured tootsie under the hot breath of Harry Belafonte and 

commanded ’Blow, Boy’ she launched herself on a career as the most torrid 

Negro siren in screen history. In her recent film, Island in the Sun, she virtually 

charms the British accent fight off handsome white actor John Justin. But it is in 

her latest movie [Tbmango] that the honey-colored beauty assumes her hottest 

role [where she] cabins-up with white actor Curt Jergens in order to make life on 

board [a slave ship] bearable (October 1957). 

It is apparent that the press would not let the public forget her most significant role in 

Carmen Jones and at the same time, reminded audiences &her unending sex appeal even 

when she was cast on the screen with white males who also could not escape her 

irresistible sexual appeal. And while reports on Dandridge in 1957 were seemingly fewer 

than in previous years, the press remained interested in its black star who became a 

signifier of integration evident in the interracial roles she assumed on screen. 

Censoring Dandridge’s Racially Provocative Films in 1958 

Because films in this period flirted with interracial relationships, many of these films 

endured censorship difficulties. In 1958 the press focused on the censorship difficulties these 

films confronted. For example, Jet claimed that Tomango was banned in France; the British 

"torpedoed" The Decks" Ran Red (1958) in public opinion; the Ku Klux Klan picketed Islandin 

the Sun in Gray, Georgia; the White Citizens Council cut the power line to the movie theater that 

dared to show Ls’land m the Suit in Wetumpka, Alabama; and censors in Rhodesia, South Africa 
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cut Island m the Sun so heavily that "it was difficult to believe Dorothy Dandridge was playing 

the part of a principal figure." Despite these difficulties, by the year’ s end the press returned to 

Dandridge’s private life and hinted that she was involved with a white restaurant owner, Jack 

Dennison, yet she was reluctant to remarry (October 1958). 

Focusing on Dandridge’s Second Marriage to Circumvent Coverage of the Minimal 

Screen Roles Received in 1959 

As the decade neared an end in 1959, Dandridge’s second marriage to Dennison was 

covered extensively by Jet Magazine. For example, in January Dandridge initially denied reports 

that the two were married. Yet by March, Dennison was interviewed regarding his relationship 

with Dandridge and stated that he had been smitten by her every since her appearance in Carmen 

Jones. Because their union was an interracial pairing, Jet featured the couple on its front cover, 

shifted its focus to other interracial marriages in the entertainment arena, and questioned if the 

marriage would hurt or elevate Dandridge’s career. Dennison responded, "They ask if marrying 

me will hurt Dorothy’s career and I tell them no .... (April 11959). He continued, "I don’t think of 

Dorothy as Negro but as a woman .... " With this interview, Dandridge continued to express her 

reservations regarding marriage yet it seemed that marriage was eminent. Some two months later 

in July of 1959, Dandridge’s wedding ceremony was covered by Jet Magazine - a wedding 

described as an "ancient Greek rite ceremony in the Los Angeles St. Sophia Orthodox 

Cathedral." The only celebrities in attendance included singer Nat King Cole and his wife, 

Maria. 
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Following the magazine’s coverage of their marriage, the press focused on her screen 

career until the year’s end. When she was cast in Malaga (1960 aka A Moment of Danger), 

Dandridge was again featured on the front cover and the press reported that she was kissed by 

her white male co-star for the first time on screen. However, the publication noted that during 

production, she suffered "deep purple bruises on her body" when physically assaulted by her 

white co-star. 

Attention to her screen career was often interspersed with reports on her stage 

appearances as when she performed for Eleanor Roosevelt’s 75th birthday party at the Beverly 

Hilton Hotel in Beverly Hills. As the year neared its end, Dandridge received accolades from 

Sam Goldwyn’s wife (producer ofPorgy andBess), for her alluring beauty and claimed, "There 

is a fineness of construction about her that I have never seen in anyone else .... "Jet seemed intent 

on marking her as a star despite her inability to land additional screen roles. 

Much of Jet’s (1954-1959) coverage of Dandridge focused primarily on her professional 

career and personal life - deliberately designed to foreground its black star and position her as a 

star particularly at a time when prominent roles eluded her and the mainstream press nearly 

erased her. It is evident that from 1954 to 11959, despite her failures and successes, the black 

press was enamored with its black star. 

Conclusion 

Dandridge’s star profile is constructed in contemporary representations such as the 

documentary An American Beauty: Dorothy Dandridge and hi storical representations such as Jet 

Magazine’s (1954-1959) coverage of its dark star. Both are intent on re-positioning the black star 
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in film histories that have either erased, excluded, ignored, or forgotten Dandridge and her 

contributions to the black screen image in the 1950s decade. The documentary constructs 

Dandridge as a star through interviews, film footage, photographs, and interviews. The black 

press establishes her as a star by celebrating her accomplishments and achievements, countering 

negative reports on her failures with positive reports on her successes, and illuminating how she 

became a vehicle of the civil rights movement -- de-segregating night clubs or venues to which 

blacks had been barred or engaging in interracial relationships on and off screen to demonstrate 

that blacks could co-exist with whites professionally and personally. As the press’s coverage 

allows us an immediate purview of Dandridge in her own time and as these events unfold, the 

documentary demonstrates how Dandridge’s star profile should be sealed in history and the 

public imagination. Returning to Kaplan’s metaphor of the "Couch Affair" is an appropriate way 

to conclude this discussion of Dandridge because Kaplan suggests that the couch could also 

signify Freud’s romance or the Freudian discover}, of love and that transference refers to the 

process of transferring "fears, desires, and fantasies which originally applied to infantile objects" 

(Kaplan). This view has resonance for reading Dandridge because while she was engaged in her 

own transference, we as spectators are engaged in transference as our "fears, desires, and 

fantasies" may be proj ected onto the image we have constructed of her. As Dandridge was 

photographed lying on the couch, we as spectators are similarly positioned on the couch as we 

attempt to become "conscious of our unconscious" (Kaplan, "The Couch Affair") rendering of 

this black star. 
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Notes 

Continuing its interest in her screen career, the press provided a review of ~lbma~tg;o and claimed 

that some critics characterized the film as "a welcome ally to the Negroes fight for civil rights..." 

given that slaves revolt against white slave traders (August 1959). 
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Dallas VideoFest Sept 26-30 

Septe,nber 26-30 is the 25th Anniversmy of Dallas VideoFesl, which will feature a video mural, Expanded Cinema, on the O,nni Hotel’s exterior LED screen in 

downtown Dallas. Watch from a varieD- of locations around Dallas. One of the oldest... 

UFVA Awards Announced 

UFVA Conference 2012 Film and Video, Script and New Media Awards Film and Video Juried Screening Competition: Experimental category A~VARD OF 

MERIT ’Passing Through’ Rob Sabal, Emerson College ttONORABLE MENTION ’An Incomplete History of the... 

UFVA Boazd of Directors Meeting: August 6, 2012, Columbia College, Chicago 
UFVA Board of Directors Meeting August 6, 2012 Columbia College Chicago In attendance: Tom Sammy, Art Nomura, Michael Mulcahy, Rob Sabal, tteather 

Addison, Joe Brown, Jorge Oliver, Sheila Schroeder, Diane Carson, Jen Proctor, Steve Lipldn .... 

Membership meeting minutes: Au~us12012, Columbia College: 3:30 PM 
Membership meeting August 2012, Columbia College: 3:301~ M Welcotne Rob Sabal thanked ever5 one for their wonderful job running the conference especially 

Columbia College (Bruce Sheridan and Eileen Long) and Michael Mulcahy. He also thanked_. 

Women Make Movies’ Back-to-School Special Good Through Sept 30 
Women Make Movies’ Back-to-School special is good throngh September 30th. For a limited time, when buy any m,o films fiom Vv2VIM’s collection, yon’ll receive a 
third one FREE! Below is a list of our best~lling titles t?om the past three... 

First AD Seminars Presented by Directors Guild and UFVA Member Craig t tuston 

UFVA member Craig tiuston, a DGA First Assistant Director with over thirty~ yeaxs’ experience on theatrical t~atures, television/cable movies, mini-series and 
episodic TV shows, offers the t ro AD Seminm at your college or universib for... 

$200,000 Filmmaker Challenge Deadline E:~ended Until Oct 7 
Pros, Students, t rocrastinators - - You slill have time to submit your 3- tninute noafiction fihn on itmovation and win up to $100,000 because we ve j ust e:~ended our 

deadline to Oct. 7th. Your work deserves to be right up there alongside our_. 

The Turin Educational Consortium 

The Turin Educational Consortium (TEC) http://turineducationalconsortium.blogspot.comi offers long and short academic traveling opIx~rmnities in Tnrin (Italy), with 
seminars, guest speakers and of visits to local companies and studios .... 

*CALLS FOR ENTRIES~* 

Liverpool LIfl-OffInteruational Film Festival Call for Entries 
LIVERPOOL LIFT-OFF INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Liverpool, England - United Kingdom February 1 to 3, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 

Liverpool Lift-Off International Film Festival (LivOfl), an exciting new festival designed to... 

Oscar-qualifying A~m Arbor Film Fest Call for Enlries 
ANN ARBOR FILM FESTIVAL Ann Arbor, Michigan - USA March 19 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 51 st Annual Ann Arbor Film Festival 

(AAFF), one of the oldest film feslivals in North America and a haven tbr independent filmmakers... 

Palm Sprin~s Interuational Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
t ALM St RINGS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Palm Springs, Califoruia - USA January 3 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 24th Annual t ahn 

Springs Interuational Film Festival (t SIFF), presenting more than 180 feature fihns frotn more... 



Atlanta Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 

ATLANTA FILM FESTIVAL Atlanta, Georgia - USA Malvh 15 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 37th Annual Atlanta Film Festival (ATLFF), an 

Academy Award-qtmli~ing fes~tival with an accomplished pedigree and an eye for astounding... 

C1NESONIKA 3: The Third Internatioua] Film and Video Festival of Sound Design Call tbr Entries 
C1NESONIKA 3: The Third International Film and Video Festival of Sound Design Deadline: Nov. 15th 2012 �15 entry t}e University of Ulster, Deny/Londonderry 

The third annual t~stival roll showcase international works of tilm and video with... 

Light Assembly Video Art & Film Festival 

LIGHT ASSEMBLY VIDEO ART & FILM FESTIVAL Miami Beach, Florida - USA December 6 to 9, 2012 In the Spotlight this week is the Light Assembly 

Video Ai~t & Film Fes~tival, a showcase of video art and architecture bringing axtists a... 

George Lindsev UNA Film Festival Call for Entries 
GEORGE LINDSEY UNA FILM FESTIVAL Florence, Alabama - USA February 28 to March 2, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 16th Annual George 

Lindsey UNA Film Festival. Hosted at the University of North Alaban~a on the banks of the Tennessee... 

Film Challenge Coming Up 
The Film Challenge is a hyper-creative, timed competition that jam-packs an entire shi~rt tihn production into three days, open to participants the world over. Top tilms 

screen in Hollywood in 2013, with cash awards and more up for grabs .... 

Festivus Film Fes~tival Call tbr Entries 

FESTIVUS FILM FESTIVAL Denver, Colorado - United States Januea3~ 23 to 27, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 6th Annual Festivus Film Festival (FFF), 

offering filmmakers incredible hospitality, an exciting atmosphere, and audiences... 

Rivermn International Film Fesqdval 

RIVERRUN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Winston-Salem, North Carolina - USA April 12 to 21, 2013 Upcoming Deadline: October 1 The 15th Annual 

RiverRun International Film Festival is renowned as a filmmaker- friendly event dedicated to... 

Tasmanian Breath of Fresh Air Film Festival 

TASMANIAN BREATH OF FRESH AIR FILM FESTIVAL Launceston & Hobart - Australia November 8 to 11,2012 Upcoming Deadline: September 30 The 

3rd Annual Tasmanian Breath of Fresh Air Film Festival (BOFA) challenges filmmakers of all ages to... 

Duranao Independent Film Festival Call for Entries 
DURANGO INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL Durango, Colorado - USA Februaw 27 to Maacch 3, 2013 Upcoming Deadline: October 1 The 8th Annual 

Durango Independent Film Festival (Dranngo Film) ignites its audience’s passion for film, while tbfftering... 

Beverly Film Festival Call for Entries 
BEVERLY FILM FESTIVAL Bevefl>; Massachusetts - USA November 9 to 11, 2012 Upcoming Deadline: September 24 The Beverly Film Festival (BFF) invites 

filmmakers of all experience levels to the quaint seaside commtmity of Beverly .... 

O~ar qualib" ,ing Cleveland International Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
CLEVELAND INTERNATIONAl, FILM FESTIVAL Cleveland, Ohio - USA April 3 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 37th Cleveland International 

Film Festival (CIFF), continuing a tradi’don of wa~cm hospitality and cinematic celebration that... 

Green Fefft Call for Entries 

GREEN FEST: ONE MONTH LEFT TO SUBMIT ENTRIES (keen Fest, °°Dom O,nladine", Belgrade, Serbia~ Nove,nber 14 16 2012 All interes~ted parties have 

still one ,nonth left to submit their film entries for screening at the Festival "Green Fest",... 

Women in Media - Newark Cellphone Cinema Contest Call for Entries 

WIM-N, an orgaNzation that supports women and film, is hosting an exciting national Cellphone Cinema Contest: Imaging Women... the Immigrant Voice for 

immigrant students ages 16 22. They are partnering with Rutgers Universi~, where they... 

Byron Bay International Film Festival 

BYRON BAY INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Byron Bay - Anstralia Ma~cch 1 to March 10, 2013 In the Spothght this week is the 7th Annual Byron Bay 

Interna’donal Fihn Festiva] (BBFF), honoring tS_n~s~tic filmmaI:ing in one of the most attractive... 

Santa Barbara International Fihn Festival 

SANTA BARBARA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Santa Barbara, California - USA January 24 to Febrnau 3, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 28th 

Annual Santa Barba, a International Film Festival (SBIFF), a highly-anticipated eleven-day... 

Richmond International Film Festival Call for Entries 

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Richmond, Virginia - USA Febrnary 28 to March 3, 2013 Upcoming Deadline: September 16 The 2nd 

Annual Richmond International Film Festival (RIFF) ol~}rs an exciting array offihn sereenings, industry... 

Oxford Film Festival Call for Entries 

OXFORD FILM FESTIVAL Oxtbrd, Mississippi - USA February 21 to 24, 2013 Upcoming Deadline: September 15 The 10th Annual Oxtbrd Fihn Festival brings 
to Ox[brd, Mississippi some of the t?eshest, most exciting, and most unusual tilms on the.. 

Big Sky" Documentary Film Festival Call for Entries 

BIG SKY DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL Missoula, Montana - USA February 15 to 24, 2013 Upcoming Deadline: September 10 The 10th Annual Big Sky" 

Documentm3~ Fihn Festival celebrates the art of non-fiction filmmaking, olt}ring an exciting and... 



The Producers Guild Weekend Shorts Contest 

THE PRODUCERS GUILD WEEKEND SHORTS CONTEST Open to Entrants Worldmde September 28 to 30, 2012 In the Spotlight this week is the 2nd 

Annual Producers Guild Weekend Shorts Contest, benefiting the Producers Guild ofAmerica!s (PGA) Debra... 

Boulder International Film Feslival Call tbr Entries 

BOULDER INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Boukter, Colorado - USA In the Spotlight this week is the ~h Annual Boulder Intemafioual Film Festival 

(BIFF), a tbur-day celebration of cinema that attracts over 20,000 film enthusiasts, media, and... 

SlamcNnce Film Festival Call for Entries 

SLAMDANCE FILM FESTIVAL Park Ci~, Utah - USA Jmmary 18 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 19th Annual Slamdance Film Festival, a globally 

recognized fes~tival honoring new filmmalcers with bright futures. Since its lbunding in... 

San Diego Black Fihn Festival 

SAN DIEGO BLACK FILM FESTIVAL San Diego, California - USA Janua~ 31 to Febrnao, 3, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 1 lth Annual San Diego 

Black Film Festival (SDBFF). showcasing Afiican American and African Diaspora films. Located... 

S unda~ce Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL Park City, Utah - USA January 17 to 27, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the highly-anticipated 2~h Annual Sundance Film 

Festival, globally recognized as a major hub for the best in U.S. and international... 

London Lift- OffFilm Fesqfival 

LONDON LIFT-OFF FILM FESTIVAL London - United Kingdotn November 5 to 10, 2012 In the Spotlight this week is the 2nd Amraal LONDON LIFT-OFF 

FILM FESTIV,A~,, a celebration of fihns and film ~stists from around the globe held in one oftl~e most... 

Macon Fihn Fes~tival Call for Ennies 

MACON FILM FESTIVAL Macon, Georgia - USA Febrna~ 14 to 17, 2013 Dear Robert, In the Spotlight this week is the 8th Annual MACON FILM 

FESTIVAL (MaGa), dedicated to entertaining, educating, and inspiring audiences and filmmakers by... 

2013 DC Independent Film Festival Call for Submissions 

2013 DC Independent Film Festival Call tbr Submissions Open at http:/idciff-indie.oWsubmission~ July 16-December 1 No submission fees for student films under 

15 minutes by regular deadline and VERY rea~)nable submission lees overall. By... 

’][’he Kentuc~" Independent Fthn Festival 
’][’he Kentucl¢~ Independent Fihn Festival was founded in 2012 by Jeffiey Hill, an associate professor at Morehead State University and a producer of documenta~~ 
fihns and television shows. The festival hopes to a~act sho~t independent films... 

Mono No Aware VI Call for Entries 

CALL FOR ENTRIES MONO NO AWARE VI Submissions are now open for the 6th Annual Mono No Aw-are exhibition, to take place December 7th & 8th, 

2012 in Brooklyn, NY. Open to all artists; filmmakers, performers, poets, musicians - who... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 1:56 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-~ 

ILS: Heald you this morning on the radio 

Dear Margaret: Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 20:t2 :ti:24 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Heard you this morning on the radio 

Hi Charlene, 
Just a note to say that I enjoyed your comments this morning on the radio about The Spook Who Sat by the Door. I read the book years ago and still have it in my library. Need 
to read it again. Good luck tomorrow with the panel. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~gO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 1:57 PM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.nnc.edu> 

l~W: Heard yon this morning on the radio 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 20].2 1.1:24 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Heard you this morning on the radio 

Hi Charlene, 
Just a note to say that I enjoyed your comments this morning on the radio about The Spook Who Sat by the Door. I read the book years ago and still have it in my library. Need 
to read it again. Good luck tomorrow with the panel. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 2:03 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: UFVA Septe~nber Digest 

From-" Andrea Meyer.         @mindspring.com] 

Sent-" Friday, September 28, 20:t2 1:50 PM 
To;        @gmail.com 
Subject: UFVA September Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - SEPTEMBER 2012 

*NEWS** 

Dallas VideoFest Sept 26-30 
Septe,nber 26-30 is the 25th Anniversmy of Dallas VideoFesl, which will feature a video mural, Expanded Cinema, on the O,nni Hotel’s exterior LED screen in 

downtown Dallas. Watch from a variety of locations around Dallas. One of the oldest... 

U F VA Awa~rds Announced 

UFVA Conference 2012 Film and Video, Script and New Media Awards Film and Video Juried Screening Competition: Experimental category A~VARD OF 
MERIT ’Passing Through’ Rob Sabal, Emerson College HONORABLE MENTION ’An Incomplete Histou of the... 

UFVA Board of Directors Meeting: Angust 6, 2012, Columbia College, Chicago 
UFVA Board of Directors Meeting August 6, 2012 Columbia College Chicago In attendance: Tom Satiny, Art Nomura, Michael Mulcahy, Rob Sabal, Heather 

Addison, Joe Brown, Jorge Oliver, Sheila Schroeder, Diane Carson, Jen Proctor, Steve I,ipkin .... 

Membership meeting minutes: August 2012, Columbia College: 3:30 PM 
Membership meeting Augast 2012, Columbia College: 3:301~ M Welco,ne Rob Sabal thanked ever5 one for their wonderful job running the conference especially 

Colambia College (Bruce Sheridan and Eileen Long) and Michael Mulcahy. He also thm~ed... 

Women Make Movies’ Back-to-School Special Good Through Sept 30 
Women Make Movies’ Back-to-School special is good thiongh September 30th. For a limited time, when buy any two films fiom Vv2VIM’s collection, yon’ll receive a 

third one FREE! Below is a list of our bestselling titles from the past three... 

First AD Semina:cs Presented by Directors Guild and UFVA Member Craig Hnston 
UFVA member Cra~g Huston, a DGA First Assistant Director with over thirty years’ experience on theatrical t~atures, television/cable movie~ mini-series and 

episodic TV shows, oilers the Pro AD SeminaJc at your college or universib~ tbr... 

$200,000 Filmmaker Challenge Deadline Extended Until Oct 7 
Pros, Students, t rocrastinators - - You still have time to sabmit your 3- ,ninute noafiction fihn on innovation and win up to $100,000 because we ve j ust e:~ended our 

deadline to Oct. 7th. Yoar work deserves to be right up there alongside our... 

The Turin Educational Consortium 

The Turin Educational Consortium (TEC) http://ttmneducationalconsorfium.blogspot.comi oilers long and short academic traveling opIx~rmnities in Tnrin (Italy), with 

seminars, guesl speakers and of visits to local companies and studios .... 

’CALLS FOR ENTR~[ES** 

Liverpool LIfl-OffInteruational Film Festival Call for Entries 

LIVERPOOL LIFT-OFF INTEILNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Liverpool, England - United Kingdom Februmy 1 to 3, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 

Liveq~ool Lift-Off Interuational Film Festival (LivOfl), an exciting new festival designed to... 

Oscar-qualifying A~m Arbor Film Fest Call for Entries 
ANN ARBOR FILM FESTIVAL Ann Arbor, Michigan - LISA March 19 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 51 st Annual Ann Arbor Film Festival 

(AAFF), one of the oldest film festivals in North America and a haven for independent filmmakers... 

Palm Springs International Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Palm Springs, Califoruia - USA January 3 to 14, 2013 In the Stx~tlight this week is the 24th Annual Palm 

Springs International Film Festival (PSIFF), pre~nting more than 180 feature fihns from more... 



Atlanta Film Festival Call tier Entries 

ATLANTA FILM FESTIVAL Atlanta, Georgia - USA Ma~cch 15 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is "the 37th Annual Atlanta Film Festival (ATLFF), an 

Academy Award-qualifying t~stival with an accomplished pedigree and an eye for astounding... 

CINESONIKA 3: The Third International Film and Video Festival of Sound Desian Call for Entries 

CINESONIfC’k 3: The Third International Film and Video Fes~tival of Sound Design Deadline: Nov. 15th 2012 (215 entry, fee Universi~ of Ulster; Derry/Londonde~D" 

The third annual festival roll showcase international works of film and video with... 

Light Assembl’~ Video Art & Film Fes~tival 
LIGHT ASSEMBLY VIDEO ART & FILM FESTIVAL Miami Beach, Florida - USA December 6 to 9, 2012 In the Spotlight this week is the Light Assembly 

Video Art & Film Festival, a showcase of video art and architecture bringing mists a... 

George Lind~y UNA Film Festival Call for Entries 

GEORGE L1NDSEY UNA FILM FESTIVAL Florence, Alabama - USA February 28 to March 2, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 16th Annual George 

Lindsey UNA Film Festival. ttosted at the University of North Alabama on the banks of the Tennessee... 

Film Challenge Coming Up 
The Film Challenge is a hyper-creafive, timed competition thatjmn-packs an entire short fifin production into tl~ree dab, s, open to participants the word over. Top films 

screen in Holly-a, ood in 2013, witl~ cash awards and tnore up fbr grabs .... 

Festivns Film Festival Call for Entries 
FESTIVUS FILM FESTIVAL Denver, Colorado - United States January 23 to 27, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 6th Anm~al Fesfivus Film Festival (FFF), 

of[bring filmmakers incredible hospitali~, an exciting atmosphere, and audiences... 

Riverran International Film Festival 

RIVERRUN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Winston-Salem, North Carolina - USA April 12 to 21,2013 Upcoming Deadline: October I The 15th Annual 

RiverRun Intemafional Film Festival is ranowned as a filmma~er- fi-iendly event dedicated to... 

Tasmanian Breath of Fresh Air Film Festival 

TASMANIAN BREATH OF FRESH AIR FILM FESTIVAL Launceston & Hobart - Australia November 8 to 11, 2012 Upcoming Deadline: September 30 ’][’he 

3rd Aimual Tasmanian Breath of Fresh Air Fthn Fes~tival (BOFA) challenges filmmakers of all ages to... 

Duran~o Independent Film Festival Call for Entries 
DURANGO INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL Durango, Colorado - USA Februa~ 27 to March 3, 2013 Upcoming Deadline: October 1 The 8th Aimual 

Durango Independent Film Fes~tival (Durango Film) ignites its andience’s passion for film, while fostering... 

Berets, Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
BE’v~RLY FILM FESTIVAL Beverly, Massachusetts - USA November 9 to 11, 2012 Upcoming Deadline: September 24 The Beverly Film Festival (BFF) invites 

filmmakers of all experience levels to the quaint ~aside community of Beverly .... 

Oscar qualif~,ing Cleveland International Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 

CLEVELAND INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Cleveland, Ohio - USA April 3 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 37th Cleveland Internafional 

Film Festival (CIFF), continuing a tradition of wa~n hospitality and cinematic celebration that... 

Green Fest Call for Entries 

GREEN FEST: ONE MONTH LEFT TO SUBMIT ENTRIES Green Fest, "Dom Omladine", Belgrade, Serbia, November 14 16 2012 All interested parties have 

still one month left to snbmit their fihn entries for screening at the Festival "Green Fest",... 

Women in Media - Newark Cellphone Cinema Contest Call tbr Entries 

WIM-N, an organization that supporks women mad film, is hosting an exciting national Cellphone Cinema Contest: Imaging Women... the Immigrant Voice tier 

immigrant students ages 16 22. They are partnering ruth Rntgers University, where "they... 

Bs~ron Bay International Film Fes~tival 

BYRON BAY INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Byron Bay - Aus~tralia Maxch 1 to March 10, 2013 In the Spotlight tiffs week is fl~e 7th A~mual Byron Bay 

International Fifin Fes~tival (BBFF), honoring fantastic fihnmaldng in one of the most attractive... 

Santa Barbara International Film Festival 

SANTA BARBARA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Santa Barbara, California - USA January 24 to Febrna~ 3, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 28th 

Annual Santa Barbara International Fihn Festival (SBIFF), a highly-anticipated eleven-day... 

Richmond Internafional Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

RICttMOND INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAI~ Richmond, Virginia - USA Febrna~ 28 to March 3, 2013 Upcoming Deadline: September 16 The 2nd 

Annual Richmond International Film Festival (RIFF) offers an exciting array of film screenings, industry... 

Oxfo~xt Film Festival Call for Entries 

OXFORD FILM FESTIVAL Oxford, Mississippi - USA Febma~ 21 to 24, 2013 Upcoming Deadline: September 15 The 10th Annual Oxford Fifin Festival brings 

to Oxford,. Mississippi some of the fieshest, mos~t exciting, and ~nost unusual films on the.. 

Big S~’ Documentary Film Festival Call for Entries 
BIG SKY DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL Missoula, Montana - USA Febrnary 15 to 24, 2013 Upcoming Deadline: September 10 The 10th Annual Big Sky 

Documental- Film Festival celebrates the art of non- fiction filmmaking, of[~ring an exciting and... 



The Producers Guild Weekend Shorts Contest 

THE PRODUCERS GUILD WEEKEND SHORTS CONTEST Open to Entrants Worldwide September 28 to 30, 2012 In the Spotlight this week is the 2nd 

Annual Prodncers Gnild Weekend Shorts Contest, benefiting the Producers Guild of America’s (PGA) Debra... 

Boulder International Film Festival Call for Entries 

BOULDER INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Boulder, Colorado - U SA In the Spotlight this week is the 9th Ammal Boulder Intemafional Film Fes~tival 

(BIFF), a four- day celebration of cinema that mttracts over 20,000 film enthusiasts, media, and... 

Slamdance Film Festival Call for Entries 

SLAMDANCE FILM FESTIVAL Park CiU, Utah - USA January 18 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 19th Annual Slamdance Film Festival, a globally 

recogNzed festival honoring new filmmakers ruth bright futures. Since its founding in... 

San Diego Black Film Festival 

SAN DIEGO BLACK FILM FESTIVAL San Diego, California - USA January 31 to February 3, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the 1 lth Annual San Diego 

Black Fihn Festival (SDBFF), showcasing Athcan American and Afiican Diaspora films. Located... 

Sunda~ce Film Festival Call for Entries 

SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL Park City, Utah - USA January 17 to 27, 2013 In the Spotlight this week is the highly-anticipated 29th Animal Sundance Fihn 

Fes~tival, globally recognized as a ~najor lmb for the best in U.S. and international... 

London Lift- OffFilm Fes~lival 

LONDON LIFT-OFF FILM FESTIVAL London - United Kingdom November 5 to 10, 2012 In the Spotlight this week is the 2nd A~mual LONDON LIFT-OFF 

FILM FESTIVAL, a celebration of films and film artists from around the globe held in one of the most... 

Macon Film Festival Call Ii)r En’mes 

MACON FILM FESTIVAL Macon, Georgia - USA February 14 to 17, 2013 Dear Robert, In the Spotlight this week is the 8th Annual Na._ACON FILM 

FESTIVAL (MaGa), dedicated 1,~ entertaining, educating, and inspiring audiences and filmmaJaers by... 

2013 DC Independent Film Fes~tival Call tbr Sub,nissions 

2013 DC Independent Film Fes~tival Call for Submissions Open at http:/idciff-indie.org/submissions/July 16-December 1 No submission fees for student films under 

15 minutes by regular deadline and VERY reasonable submission fees overall. By... 

The Kentuck>’ Independent Film Festival 
The Kentucky- Independent Film Festival was founded in 2012 by Jeffrey Hill, an associate professor at Morehead State University- and a producer of documentaD, 

films and television shows. The festival hopes to attract short independent films... 

Mono No Awa~ce VI Call for Entries 

CALL FOR ENTRIES MONO NO AWARE VI Submissions are now open for the 6th Annual Mono No Aware exhibition, to "take place December 7th & 8th, 

2012 in Brooklyn, NY. Open to all artists; filmmakers, pertbrmers, poets, musician, s - who... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 12:27 PM 

Jolmnie Simpson ~\lSimpson@rowmm~.com> 

I~E: Le:dngton Books Review Inquiry: Bad mothers in literature a~d cultme 

Dear Johnnie: I have received a copy of the manuscript and will review by the deadline. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From; Johnnie Simpson [JSimpson@rowman.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2022 2:54 plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Lexington Books Review Inquiry: Bad mothers in literature and culture 

Dear Charlene, if I may, 

Wonderful! As per your request, t have p.:_~sted a c.:_~py of the manuscripL pages t.:_~ the address you provided If you have any questi.:_~]]s or concerns, 

hesitate to contact rne. We look forward to receiving your review! 

All the best, 

Johnnie 

From-" Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 26, 2022 22:33 PM 
To; Johnnie Simpson 
Subject; RE: Lexington Books Review Inquiry: Bad mothers in literature and culture 
Dear Johnnie: Okay, I look forward to receiving the manuscript and will meet the new deadline of November 30th. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Johnnie Simpson [JSimpson@rowman.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, September 25, 2012 4:26 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: Lexington Books Review 1nquiry: Bad mothers in literature and culture 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

I am delighted to hear you are interested in reviewing the manuscript. 1 would be happy to give you an extended deadline. Would Friday, November 30th be an 

acceptable due date? Please k?[: me know if this wH] work for you, and if ~;o, [ wi~ send the manuscdp[: [:o the address; you provided right away, iha[lk you again, 

and t hope [:o hear from you soon. 

£]~ the ~est, 

Johnn~e Simpson 

F~m= £egester, Charlene B [mai~to:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, September 24, 2012 8:~ AN 
To= Johnnie Simpson 
Subject= RE: Lexington Boo~ Review Inqui~: Bad mothers ~n literature and culture 
Dear ENtor: WN~e I am interested ~n reviewing this manuscript, I would need more time to complete this as I am a~ready behind in deaNines for other things that I am working 
on. I would probably need at least until the end of November because I have 100 studenN this semes~r and ~t has been ve~ hectic. If you are w~ling to agree to tNs, you can 
send the manuscript by regular mail -- printing a copy is not easy for me by emaiL If this does not work for you just let me know 
and than~ for considering me as a reviewer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 3ohnnie Simpson [JSimpson@rowman.com] 
Sent; Friday, September 21, 2022 5:02 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Lexington Books Review Inquiry: Bad mothers in literature and culture 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

On behalf of Lexington Books, I am seeking feedback on a manuscript tentatively entitled Bad Mothers in Literature and Culture. You have been recommended to 

me as a reviewer because of your knowledge in this field of study. 

Lexington Books, a division of the Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group, often seeks independent reviews of manuscripts. Please let me know if you would be 

willing to review the manuscript, which is about 140 double-spaced pages. We would hope to receive your feedback by November 9, 2012. 

As a token of our appreciation, I can offer an honorarium of ~150 in complimentary books from Lexington Books or any of the imprints within the Rowman & 

Littlefield Publishing Group. 

If you are able to provide a review, I can send the manuscript to you by email or post, whichever is more convenient for you. Should you be unable to provide a 

review at this time, I would greatly appreciate any suggestions for other potential reviewers. 

Thank you very much for your time. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Johnnie Simpson, Jr. 

Assistant Editor 

Editorial Acquisitions Department 

Lexington Books 

4501 Forbes Blvd, Suite 200 

Lanham, MD 20706 

30:I.459.3366 ex. 5329 



NEWSPAPER ASSIGNMENT 
TUESDAY CLASS 

Fall 2012 

CHICAGO DEFENDER (National Edition or City Edition) Call number 1-896 

1) January - June 1935 

2) July - December 1935 

3) January - June 1936 

4) July - December 1936 

5) January- June 1937 

6) July - December 1937 

7) January - June 1938 

8) July- December 1938 

9) January - June 1939 

10) July-December 1939 

11) January - June 1940 

12) July-December 1940 

13) January - June 1941 

14) July - December 1941 

15) January - June 1942 

16) July-December 1942 

17) January - June 1943 

18) July - December 1943 

19) January - June 1944 



20) July - December 1944 

21) January - June 1945 

22) July-December 1945 

23) January - June 1946 

24) July-December 1946 

25) January - June 1947 

26) July-December 1947 

27) January - June 1948 

28) July-December 1948 

29) January - June 1949 

30) July-December 1949 

31) January -June 1950 

32) July- S eptemb er 1950 

33) October-December 1950 

34) January-March 1951 

35) April-June 1951 

36) July-September 1951 

37) October - December 1951 

38) January - March 1952 

39) April - June 11952 

40) July-September 1952 

41) October -December 1952 

42) January - March 1953 



43) April-June 1953 

44) July-September 1953 

45) October-December 1953 

46) January-March 1954 

47) April-June 1954 

48) July-September 1954 

49) October-December 1954 

50) January - March 1955 

51) April-June 1955 

52) July-September 1955 

53) October-December 1955 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 8:27 AM 

Gregg Bachman @aol.com> 

ILS: photo #2 

Dear Gregg: Thanks so much for the photos. Have a good semester. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 20:t2 8:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: photo #2 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 4:42 PM 

~gmail.com 

Editorial Assistance Needed 

Dear      Currently, I am working on a second book project and would like some editorial assistance. 
Firts, I have a few short essays that I will need reviewed. Second, I have a few book chapters that will need to have edited but they will not be ready until around January :tst. 
Please let me know if you can edit shorter pieces for now or the book manuscript once it is completed. I look forward to hearing from you and hope things are going well. It 
has been some time since we have corresponded. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 10:04 AM 

~gmail .corn> 

I~E: Editorial Assistaaace Needed 

Dear.                                                           Yes, I do understand that you cannot do so at this time. But if you have people that you can 
recommend this would be greatly appreciated. I really need someone for the larger manuscript rather than the short essays and this manuscript probably won’t be ready until 
January or sometime during the Spring. If you could recommend someone who has a sensitivity to the kind of research that I do this would be great. Finally, glad that things 
are going well, best wishes, and I am glad that you had not forgotten me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From."                       @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 03, 20J.2 8:53 AN 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re: Editorial Assistance Needed 

Charlene, 

It’s great to hear from you. I hope that you axe doing well. Unfortunately, I won’t be able to take your upcoming editing job. My fifll-time work leaves me with little time 

for fieelance work these days, 

If you like, I could see if snub of~ny colleagues would be available to assist you. Please let me know if you would like me to inquire ruth them. 

Thanks for thinldng of me. I’m sony I can’t help yon this time. Best rashes and good luck ruth the latest mm~uscript. 

Sincerely, 

On Oct 2, 2012, at 4:41 PM, "Regester. Charlene B" <regester(~:email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      Currently, I am working on a second book project and would like some editorial assistance. 
FirEs, I have a few short essays that I will need reviewed. Second, I have a few book chapters that will need to have edited but they will not be ready until around 
January :tst. Please let me know if you can edit shorter pieces for now or the book manuscript once it is completed. I look forward to hearing from you and hope 
things are going well. It has been some time since we have corresponded. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

INSTITUTE FOR 
30/1 ya. Cnnpn~onoBi~a, MocI~aa, 123001 

Tea. (495) 690-27-52 
~aI~c: (495) 697-19-54 
E-mail: dir@inafr.ru 
http://www.inafran.ru 

AFRICAN STUDIES 
30/1, Spiridonovka str., Moscow, 123001 

Tel. (495) 690-27-52 
Fax: (495) 697-19-54 
E-mail: dir@inafr.ru 

http://www.inafran.ru/en/ 

Society and Politics in Africa: 

Traditional, Transitional, and New 

13th International African Studies Conference 

(Moscow, May 27-29, 2014) 

First Announcement and Call for Panel Proposals 

Dear Colleagues, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African 

Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences hold 

the 13th African Studies Conference titled "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, 

Transitional, and New." The Conference will take place at the Institute for African 

Studies and the Institute for Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The 

working languages are Russian and English. 

The Organizing Committee would like to encourage you to submit panel proposals, 

focusing on any particular topics related to the Conference’s umbrella theme. The 

deadline for panel proposals submitting is February 1, 2013. The Organizing 



Committee will be glad to consider any panel proposals (within 500 words in English or 

both English and Russian) received by this date. The information to be submitted 

alongside with the proposal includes the proposed panel convenor (s)’ full name(s), 

title(s), institutional affiliation(s), full mail and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax #. 

The list of prospective papergivers with their particulars is desirable. 

The Organizing Committee will inform the applicants about the results of their panel 

proposals’ consideration by February 15, 2013. Besides that, the Organizing Committee 

reserves the right to establish one or more Free Communication panels. The list of all the 

Conference participants is to become known by December 1, 2013 due to the activities 

of both the Organizing Committee and panel convenors. 

None of the proposals may be accepted or rejected on the basis of its submitter(s)’ 

previous academic credentials, ethnic or national origin, sex, or otherwise, but only on 

the basis of the proposal’s relevance to, and importance for, the Conference’s general 

theme. 

In the case the proposal is accepted, the Organizing Committee will send you in the 

beginning of 2014 the list of documents necessary to support your and your panel 

participants’ visa application process at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in the 

respective countries. 

The conference registration fee in Russian rubles, equivalent to $150 ($75 in rubles for 

students) is to be paid in cash onsite upon arrival. The registration fee includes the visa 

application support (Official Invitation*), the Conference Book of Abstracts, stationary 

* Please note that according to the Russian visa regulations, the host organisation has to pay fees to the Russian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs for every international participant and even a bigger sum for accompanying persons. However, all the 
foreigners wishing to enter the Russian Federation must not only apply for visas at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in 
respective countries but also pay another fee on their own for the visas’ granting. 



items, reception and coffee-breaks. The fee for an accompanying person, equivalent to 

$50 in rubles, includes the visa application support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, but independent 

reservation is encouraged. Please note that early hotel reservation in strongly 

recommended, as the Conference is to take place in tourist high season. 

All the correspondence should be sent by e-mail for the Conference Organizing 

Committee, to the attention of Mrs. Natalia Bondar, Head, Center of Information and 

International Relations, Institute for African Studies (africa2014@bk.ru; tel.: + 

7 495 690 2752) - prospective international participants, or to the attention of Dr. 

Natalia Zherlitsyna, Secretary, Research Council for the Problems of African Countries 

(ns_inafr@mail.ru; tel.: + 7 495 690 6025) - prospective Russian participants. 

The Organizing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing the faculty of your 

research unit, as well as all interested persons, with the content of the present 

Announcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 10:52 AM 

Jayne Ifekwunigwe <joi@duke.edu> 

I~E: Anunging a Time to Meet 

Dear Jayne: My teaching days are on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday. Therefore, Friday might be the best day for me to meet. We could meet on Franklin Street (Jack 
Spratt’s) or University Mall (Southern Season) or Elmos (behind Weaver Street in Carrboro). This Friday would be really good for me because as the semester continue, it 
becomes more hectic. The best times for me to meet are probably between 12:30 and 3:30. Just let me know when and where and I will show up. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Jayne Ifekwunigwe [joi@duke.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:15 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Arranging a Time to Meet 

Dear Charlene: 

Thanks for your repb; 

Actu~Jlly, I was at the reception until the very end but spent quite a bit of it in the auditorium speaking ruth two other audience metnbers (!). 

Meeting for lunch would be wonderful. 

I actually live closer to Chapel Hill so would be more than happy to meet you somewhere near UNC if that would be more convenient. 

My teaching days are Tuesdays and Thursdays so a Monday, Wednesday or a Friday would work bes~t for me. 

Would any of those days work lbr you? 

My cellphone is 

Looking forw~ard to meeting you. 

Best Wishes, 

Jayne 

Jayne O. It~kwunigwe, Ph.D. 

Visiting As~3ciate Professor 

African and Africa~n American Studies 

Duke Universib~ 
http://aaas.duke.edtr/people?subpage profile&Gufl %2Faas%2FA~A~A_S&Uil ioi 

Association for the Study of the Wofldmde Afi-ican Diaspora (ASWAD) 

http://aswadiaspom.orN 

..... Original Message ..... 

i i R~ ~ ~ ~te ~ ~ h~rl ~ h ~ B!! <re ~ ~ ~te~(~ ~ mail an ~ d 

"Jayne Ifekwunigwe" <joi@duke.edu> 

Cc: 

Sent: 

Wed, 03 Oct 2012 13:58:43 +0000 
Subject: 

RE: Screening/Panel Discussion at the Ha>~ on Saturday/Introducing IVlyself 

Dear Jayne: Yes, I do remember you and had intended to meet with you during the reception but when I looked for you apparently you were gone. I would love 
to meet with you. Please let me know a convenient time and place to meet because I could easily come to Duke’s campus or we could meet at a restaurant. Just 
let me know what works for you. If necessary my cell number is just in case I don’t answer my email immediately. Hope to hear from you soon. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Jayne Ifekwunigwe [joi@duke.edu] 
Sent." Wednesday, October 03, 2012 9:35 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject." Screening!Panel Discussion at the Hayti on Saturday!Introducing Myself 



Greetings, Charlene: 

I am a Visiting Professor in African and African American Studies at Duke. 

This semester, I am teaching a course on "Film and the At~can Diaspora" with an emphasis on the emergence of a Black British film aesthetic. 

I attended the wonderful screening/panel discussion a’t the ttay’6 on Saturday evening. 

I was the audience member who mentioned the banned documenta~y "Blacks Britannica" and asked the question about the British establishment’s 

response to Greenlee’s novel. 

I appreciated your contributions to both the panel discussion as well as the conversation on "The State of Things". 

I would welcome the opportunity to meet to find out more about your work. 

Best Wishes, 

Jayne 

Jayne O. Ifek~dnigwe, Ph.D. 

Visiting Associate Professor 

African and African American Studies 

Duke University 

http:i/aaas.duke.edtr’people?subpage profile&Gurl %2Faas%2FAAAS&Uil ioi 
Association tbr the Study of the Worldwide Ati-ican Diaslyora (ASWAD) 

http:i/aswadiaspom.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 
Wednesday, October 3, 2012 10:55 AM 

@aol.com 
FW: 2013 NAAAS & Affiliates National Conference - Call for Student Participation 

CFP all-posters.pdf; National Annual Research Competition 2012-2013 Guidelines.docx 

From=                     @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:53 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= FW: 2013 NAAAS & Affiliates National Conference - Call for Student Participation 

Hi Charlene, 

Are you faMiar with this o~g~xtization? I keep getting emedls fi~m them. 

From= naaasconference@earthlink.net [mailto:naaasconference@earthlink.net] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 02, 2012 10:34- PM 

To= naaasconference@earthlink.net 
Subject= 2013 NAAAS & Affiliates National Conference - Call for Student Participation 

~ clip image002 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 

OF AFRICAN AMER|CAN 

STUDIES 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 

OF HISPANIC 

AND LATINO STUDIES 

N AT]IONAL ASS()C[AT]ON 

OF N A~E AMEAICAN 

STUDIES 

PO Box 6670 

Scarborough, ~ ~)70-6670 

Phone: 207/839-80~ 

Fax: 207/839-3776 

natlaffilmtes@ear thli~.net 

naaasconference@earthli~ net 

www.naaas.or~ 

October 2013 

Deax Colleague: 

The National Association of African Amecican Studies & AWfliates is prepexing ibr the 

Februau 11-16, 2013 conference. One component of the conference revolves an oppo~Vanity for 

undergraduate/graduate students to present poster an4/or oral presentations. In addition, students 

may also enter the 2013 research competition. 

The national organization solicits your support by sharing the attached "Call for Papers" and 

research competition with your students, director of honors and professional studies and other 

appropriate colleagues. 

Ms. Sonya Paul serves as the nationaJ coordinator for student research participants. Please tbel 

free to contact her at             (c) or 404/270-5026 (o) if you have any queaions. 

Your assistaJ~ce in encouraging student participation is appreciated. 

Respectfully, 

Lemuel Berry, Jr. 

Lemuel Berry, Jr., Ph.D. 

Executive Director 

Attaclmaents 

/nhb 
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National Association of African American Studies 

National Association of Hispanic & Latino Studies 

National Association of Native American Studies 

International Association of Asian Studies 

21 st Annual 
NAAAS & Affiliates 
National Conference 

February 11-16, 2013 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

Abstracts, not to exceed two (2) pages, may be submitted for 
presentation at the conference. Subject matter for all 
disciplines will be considered. Student (undergraduate and 
graduate) poster presentations or formal presentations do not 
have to relate to one of the minority groups sponsoring the 
conference. The student should indicate the type of 
presentation (poster or formal). 

ABSTRACTS WITH TITLE OF PAPER, PRESENTER’S NAME, HOME 
AND INSTITUTION/ORGANIZATION ADDRESS AND E-MAIL 
SHOULD BE POSTMARKED BY: Friday November 9 2012. 

SEND ABSTRACTS TO: 
Lemuel Berry, Jr., Ph.D. 

Executive Director, NAAAS & Affiliates 
Dept. MSHC 
PO Box 6670 

Scarborough, M E 04070-6670 
Telephone: 207/839-8004 

Fax: 207/839-3776 
Email: naaasconference@earthlink.net 

www.NAAAS.org 

~Find us on Facebook 



Nationa! Association of African American Studies 
iNational Association of Hispanic and Latino Studies 
National Association of lNative American Studies 

National Conference 
Crowne Plaza Executive Center 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

February 11-16, 2013 

National Annual Research Competition 
2012-2013 Guidelines 

The national organization sponsors an annual research competition that is open to students who 
study in all fields and disciplines. There are two research classes: (1) undergraduate and (2) 
graduate students. The research review committee awards identical prizes in both classes. They 
include: 

One $1,000 first place prize 
Two $500 second place prizes 
Five $200 third place prizes 

In addition, all participants are eligible to have their research paper published in the Annual 
National Student Monograph Series. All participants are recognized at the awards luncheon on 
Saturday, February 116, 20113. 

Eligibility: 

Student applicants must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate program. 
A research abstract not to exceed two (2) pages must be submitted by November 9, 
2012. 
Student participants must attend the conference on February 14-16, 2013. Each 
participant is scheduled for a twenty-five (25) minute oral or poster presentation. The 
students may select the category that best fits the research presentation. 
Bibliographical essays do not qualify as research. 
Group submissions are allowed; however, please designate one contact person for the 
group. 
One (1) entry- per person or group. 
Participants must register for the February 11-16, 2013 national conference. 
However, participants are only expected to be in attendance February 14-16, 2013. 
All student parti ci pants are requested to attend the S aturday (2/16/13) awards 
luncheon. Award winners must be in attendance at the luncheon. 



Judging Criteria: 

Thorough use of available resources. 

Variety and appropriateness of sources. 
Quality of the research process description. 

Paper Length: 

Papers must be a minimum of five (5) pages for undergraduate submissions and a 
minimum of ten (10) pages for graduate/professional submissions. 

Submittal Date: 

Papers must be submitted electronically by January 31, 2013. 

Bibliography: 

The research paper must include a bibliography of at least ten (10) or more citations 
and be written in a standard bibliographic format (MLA, APA, etc.). 

Deadlines and Schedule of Activities: 

Research abstract not to exceed two (2) pages is due by November 9, 2012. 
Student regi stration fee ($150.00) for the February 11 - 16, 2013 conference i s due 
January 25, 2013. 
Completed research paper is due January 31,2013. 
Judges review is scheduled for completion by February 112, 20113. 
Student is scheduled for a twenty-five (25) minute oral or poster presentation on 
either February 14 or 15, 2013. 
All student participants are requested to attend the awards luncheon on Saturday, 
February 16, 2013. 
Award winners must be in attendance at the awards luncheon on Saturday, 
February 16, 2013. 
Students desirous of having their research published in the National Student 
Monograph Series must complete the author’s publication form during the national 

conference. 

Entry Form: 

A completed entry form must accompany the abstract (due 11/9/12). 

Judges: 

Will be a panel of professional and academic scholars who represent diverse fields 
and disciplines. 

Announcement of Winners: 

Will be announced Friday evening, February 15, 2013. 

Award Ceremony: 

Prizes will be presented to the winners at the February 16, 2013 luncheon. 

Student Recognition: 

All student participants will be recognized at the luncheon with a framed certificate. 
And, all students have the option of having the research published in the National 
Student Research Monograph (CD) Series. 



RECOMMENDED OUTLINE FOR RESEARCH PAPERS: 

The title page must include the title, the student’s name, the student’s school, and 
advisor’s name; 
Acknowledgement of maj or assistance received; 
Table of contents; 
If applicable, statement that "research involving non-human vertebrates or human 
subj ects was conducted under the supew’ision of an experienced teacher or researcher and 
followed state and federal regulatory guidance applicable to the human and ethical 
conduct of such research"; 
Introduction; 
Materials and methods; 
Results (data or findings); 
Discussion and conclusions; 
References, or literature cited; and 
Appendices (if applicable) 

SECTIONS FOR A TYPICAL RESEARCH PAPER: 

This information should merely serve as a guide. Some forms/types of research may utilize 
a different format. 

Title: A hint of ~vhat’s to come. Be brief and informative. The title page must include the title, the 
student’s name, the student’s school, category (such as biochemistry, computer sciences, health, fine 

Abs~act: A description of the whole project in 250 words or less. It tells the reader about your topic and what 

Introduction: A discussion of what’s been done before and what you plato to do (question or problem) including 
what is the source of your idea for your project - how did you come up ~vith your idea(s)? (1-4 

...................................................... paragraPhS): 
Review of A more in-depth review of other peoples’ work, documented by libra~ sources. (optional, 
Literature: , depending on details in the In~oduction) 
Statement of This is a statement of the pu~ose of the study/experiment, including cleax objectives. ~]aat axe the 
Purpose: applications of this work? Why is this study impo~amt? Be sure that you show recognition of the 

...................................................... ~P~.~.~gP.~..gL~P~.~Iq.q..P[.~!~..~9~: .................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Hypothesis: Cleaxly state your hypothesis, based on ~ our background research and knowledge. 

Materials ~d A detailed description of the experiments and the design of the experiments, if applicable. What 
Methods: were your variables and controls’? Did you develop amy new/novel techniques? Include amy details 

Results: An org~ized summa~ of your data. Provides your readers with proof of your work. (3-10 

Discussion of This section is where you explain how you interfered your data. Discuss use of statistics and 

Conclusion:    Your conclusion must flow from your results and relate to your hypothesis (whether or not the 

...................................................... ~:P.~.~..~..~.~PP.~): ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Future Work: This would include predictions, ideas about refining your study or increasing precision or accuracy, 

References: A resource for readers. Materials you read or people you talked with while preparing for, designing, 

Appendices: A place for ex~a info~ation. ~atever is a~ached should be sho~ ~d relevant to your work. 



Natioaal Association of African American Studies 
National Association of Hispanic and iLatino Studies 
National Association of Native American Studies 

National Annual Research Competition 
2012-2013 Guidelines 

Student A licant Cover Pa e 
Please complete and attach this page to the research abstract due by November 9, 

2012. 

Title of Research Project: 

Student Name: 

Student Group Members (if applicable): 

Mailing Address: 
Street 

City State Zip 

Telephone(s): 

Fax: 

E-mail: 

Advisor’s Name 

Telephone: 

Fax: 

E-mail: 

NAAAS &Affiliates ¯ PO Box 6670 . Scarborough, Maine 04070-6670 
Tel: 207/839-8004 ¯ Fax: 207/839-3776 ° Email" naaasconference@earthlink.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Thursday, October 4, 2012 8:18 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CFP (Updated): African Studies Conference. First Announcement and Call for 
Panel Proposals 

1Announcement.pdf 

Please forward to Afri faculty. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

I:rom: Institute for African Studies [conf2014@gmail.com] 
Sent." Thursday, October 04, 2012 6:17 AM 
To." nn329208@ohio.edu 
Subject." CFP (Updated): African Studies Conference. First Announcement and Call for Panel Proposals 

Society and Politics in Africa: 

Traditional, Transitional, and New 

13th International African Studies Conference 

(Moscow, May 27-29, 2014) 

First Announcement and Call for Panel Proposals 

Dear Colleagues, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African Countries and the 
Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences hold the 13th African Studies 
Conference titled "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New." The Conference 
will take place at the Institute for African Studies and the Institute for Linguistics of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences. The working languages are Russian and English. 

The Organizing Committee would like to encourage you to submit panel proposals, focusing on any 
particular topics related to the Conference’s umbrella theme. The deadline for panel proposals 
submitting is February 1,2013. The Organizing Committee will be glad to consider any panel 
proposals (within 500 words in English or both English and Russian) received by this date. The 
information to be submitted alongside with the proposal includes the proposed panel convenor (s)’ full 
name(s), title(s), institutional affiliation(s), full mail and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax #. The list 
of prospective papergivers with their particulars is desirable. 

The Organizing Committee will inform the applicants about the results of their panel proposals’ 
consideration by February 15, 2013. Besides that, the Organizing Committee reserves the right to 
establish one or more Free Communication panels. The list of all the Conference participants is to 
become known by December 1, 2013 due to the activities of both the Organizing Committee and 
panel convenors. 

None of the proposals may be accepted or rejected on the basis of its submitter(s)’ previous 
academic credentials, ethnic or national origin, sex, or otherwise, but only on the basis of the 



proposal’s relevance to, and importance for, the Conference’s general theme. 

In the case the proposal is accepted, the Organizing Committee will send you in the beginning of 
2014 the list of documents necessary to support your and your panel participants’ visa application 
process at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in the respective countries. 

The conference registration fee in Russian rubles, equivalent to $150 ($75 in rubles for students) is to 
be paid in cash onsite upon arrival. The registration fee includes the visa application support (Official 
Invitation*), the Conference Book of Abstracts, stationary items, reception and coffee-breaks. The fee 
for an accompanying person, equivalent to $50 in rubles, includes the visa application support 
(Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, but independent reservation is 
encouraged. Please note that early hotel reservation in strongly recommended, as the Conference is 
to take place in tourist high season. 

All the correspondence should be sent by e-mail for the Conference Organizing Committee, to the 
attention of Mrs. Natalia Bondar, Head, Center of Information and International Relations, Institute for 
African Studies (.conf2014~qmail.com; tel.: + 7 495 690 2752) - prospective international 
participants, or to the attention of Dr. Natalia Zherlitsyna, Secretary, Research Council for the 
Problems of African Countries (ns inafr@m~iLru; tel.: + 7 495 690 6025) - prospective Russian 
participants. 

The Organizing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing the faculty of your research unit, as 
well as all interested persons, with the content of the present Announcement. 

Sincerely yours, 
Centre for Information and International Relations 
Institute for African Studies 
Russian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 
fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 



RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

INSTITUTE FOR AFRICAN STUDIES 
30/1 ya. Cnnpi~onoBi~a, MocI~Ba, 123001 

Tea. (495) 690-27-52 

~aI~c: (495) 697-19-54 

E-mail: dir@inafr.ru 
http://www.inafran.ru 

30/1, Spiridonovka str., Moscow, 123001 

Tel. (495) 690-27-52 

Fax: (495) 697-19-54 

E-mail: dir@inafr.ru 
http://www.inafran.ru/en/ 

Society and Politics in Africa: 

Traditional, Transitional, and New 

13th International African Studies Conference 

(Moscow, May 27-29, 2014) 

First Announcement and Call for Panel Proposals 

Dear Colleagues, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African 

Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences hold 

the 13th African Studies Conference titled "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, 

Transitional, and New." The Conference will take place at the Institute for African 

Studies and the Institute for Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The 

working languages are Russian and English. 

The Organizing Committee would like to encourage you to submit panel proposals, 

focusing on any particular topics related to the Conference’s umbrella theme. The 

deadline for panel proposals submitting is February 1, 2013. The Organizing 



Committee will be glad to consider any panel proposals (within 500 words in English or 

both English and Russian) received by this date. The information to be submitted 

alongside with the proposal includes the proposed panel convenor (s)’ full name(s), 

title(s), institutional affiliation(s), full mail and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax #. 

The list of prospective papergivers with their particulars is desirable. 

The Organizing Committee will inform the applicants about the results of their panel 

proposals’ consideration by February 15, 2013. Besides that, the Organizing Committee 

reserves the right to establish one or more Free Communication panels. The list of all the 

Conference participants is to become known by December 1, 2013 due to the activities 

of both the Organizing Committee and panel convenors. 

None of the proposals may be accepted or rejected on the basis of its submitter(s)’ 

previous academic credentials, ethnic or national origin, sex, or otherwise, but only on 

the basis of the proposal’s relevance to, and importance for, the Conference’s general 

theme. 

In the case the proposal is accepted, the Organizing Committee will send you in the 

beginning of 2014 the list of documents necessary to support your and your panel 

participants’ visa application process at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in the 

respective countries. 

The conference registration fee in Russian rubles, equivalent to $150 ($75 in rubles for 

students) is to be paid in cash onsite upon arrival. The registration fee includes the visa 

application support (Official Invitation*), the Conference Book of Abstracts, stationary 

* Please note that according to the Russian visa regulations, the host organisation has to pay fees to the Russian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs for every international participant and even a bigger sum for accompanying persons. However, all the 
foreigners wishing to enter the Russian Federation must not only apply for visas at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in 
respective countries but also pay another fee on their own for the visas’ granting. 



items, reception and coffee-breaks. The fee for an accompanying person, equivalent to 

$50 in rubles, includes the visa application support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, but independent 

reservation is encouraged. Please note that early hotel reservation in strongly 

recommended, as the Conference is to take place in tourist high season. 

All the correspondence should be sent by e-mail for the Conference Organizing 

Committee, to the attention of Mrs. Natalia Bondar, Head, Center of Information and 

International Relations, Institute for African Studies (conf2014@gmail.com; tel.: + 

7 495 690 2752) - prospective international participants, or to the attention of Dr. 

Natalia Zherlitsyna, Secretary, Research Council for the Problems of African Countries 

(ns_inafr@mail.ru; tel.: + 7 495 690 6025) - prospective Russian participants. 

The Organizing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing the faculty of your 

research unit, as well as all interested persons, with the content of the present 

Announcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 1:46 PM 

Adam Powell ~actx~well@usc.edu-~ 

1~: RE: Hazel Scott Papers 

Dear Adam: This is to let you know that I had planned to return to Virginia Oct. 17 -21 to meet with you regarding your mother’s papers. Ho~vever, I don’t think that I can make it during this 
time (will need to double check on this date) so I would like to know if the Christmas Holiday would be a good time to return since I will be out of school from December 15 -- January 10th. I 
could come right after JanuaW 1 around JunuaW 4-5 assuming that the weather is good. Just let me know if these dates work ~vith your schedule and if not, I can select other dates. Hope 
things are going ~vell with you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc edu] 
Sent: Monday, Juaae 25, 2012 3:32 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Sublect: Re: RE: Thanks Tremendously for the Interview 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank *you*! And fall is fine: I’ll be away for the first half of September and then for some other short trips, but most of the time I’ll be in VA 

Regards, 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 
University Fellow, USC Center on Public Diplomacy 
1350 Beverly Road, Suite 115-251 
McLean, Virgima 22101-3633 USA 
Google voice 970-81 -ADAM3 (+ 1 970-812-3263) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012 10:18 am 
Sut~iect: RE: Thanks Tremendously for the Interview 
To: Adam Powell <acpowell@usc edu> 

Dear Adam: Thanks tremendously for the recent intep~iew and 
irfformation provided. I will send a copy of the articles in the 
next few days. Will keep you posted on any new- developraents and 
will tly to screen the fihn mentioned. I may not be able to return 
to VA until the Fall but if you are only in the area during the 
summer months, I will tly to work around your schedule. Again, 
thanks for the wealth of irfformation provided. Sincerely-, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, Jur~e 23, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Regestcr, Charlene B 
Subject: see you shortly 

Charlene, 

Leaving now. See you at 12:30 at the Westin 

Regards 
Adam 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC Center on Commnnication Leadership and Policy 
University Fellow, USC Center on Public Diploruacy 
1350 Beverly Road, Suite 115-251 
McLean, Vh-gima 22101-3633 USA 

Google voice 970-81-ADAM3 (~1 970-812-3263) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 8:56 AM 

~hotmail .corn 

FW: UCSC - Social Documentalion MA- Call for Applications 

From: UCSC SocDoc [socdoc@ucsc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04-, 2012 5:30 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: UCSC - Social Documentation MA - Call for Applications 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

i.~.i SocOocLo~o 

Please share with anyone who may be interested: 

The Department of Film & Digital Media at UC Santa Cruz is currently accepting 
applications for the SocDoc MA until .lanuary ~.Sth, 2013. 

Apply Here! 
We encourage you to join us at our Fall Visit Week for prospective graduate students 

November 5th-gth 

Please contact rnek ~ucsc.edu or, , 459-3445 for more information. 

Forward email 

rh~s email was sent to regester@emaii.unc,edu by _s_g£_d__o__c_~_u_£~_:_e__d__u_. 



U#~tat~ Profi]~/~m#!]Address instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribe]’’ Priva~Po[icy, 

UCSC - Film and Digital Media i UCSC :: 1156 High Street i Santa Cruz i CA 95064 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, October 7, 2012 10:35 AM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

EW: NC NAACP State Convention Religious Emphasis Day - Rev. Michelle Laws Spealdng! 

69th Religious Emphasis Day NC Nl’u~kCP. 1 .pdf 

From:            @gmail.com             @gmail.com] on behalf of Rob Stephens [rob@naacpnc.org] 
Sent; Saturday, October 06, 20:~2 9:52 PM 
Subject-" NC NAACP State Convention Religious Emphasis Day - Rev. Michelle Laws Speaking! 

Dear Members and Friends of the Chapel HilliCarrboro NAACP, 

The 69th Annual North Carolina NAACP State Convention is coming to Raleigh this week! And on Thursday, October 11 at 12:00 noon, our very own Rev. 

Michelle Laws, immediate past president of the Chapel Hill/Carrboro Branch of the NAACP, will serve as the keynote speaker for the Religious 

Emphasis Luncheon!! Cost fi~r the Luncheon is $15. It will take place at First Baptist Church, 101 S. Wilmingk~n Street, Raleigh, NC (flyer attached). 

I believe Nate Davis, Eugene Farrar, Min. Robert Campbell a~d a few others ~211 have tickets in hand. If you can’t get in touch with them, email me and I’ll try to 

co,meet you with a ticket. There will be tickets available at the door too, but buying one of thetn in advance helps a great deal! 

Oar branch is the host for the Convention, so we hope you attend as much of the entire Convention as IX~ssible. Go to www.naacpnc.org for more infommtion. All of 

TN~rsday’s events, including the Necrology Service with Rev. Dr. Cardes H. Brown, Jr., our Religions Affairs Chair speaking, powerful plenaries and a Mass 

Meeting with our National Chairwoman Rosl.~ Brock as the preacher, are free and open to the pnblic. 

A highlight of the Convention is the a~nual State of Civil Rights in NC address given by the President of the North Carolina NAACP, Rev. Dr. \Villiam ,1. Barber, 

II. It will take place at 9:45 AM at the North Raleigh Hilton Hotel, 3415 Wake Forest Road, Raleigh, NC on Saturday, Oct. 13. Governor Beverly Perdue will be 

speaking at the Political Action Luncheon on Friday and our National President and CEO Benjmnin Todd Jealous will keynote the Freedom Ftmd Banquet on 
Saturday evening, at the Raleigh Convention Center. 

Thanks for all that all of you axe doing, a~d let me know if you have m~y questions, 

Rob 



i.~.i Inline image 1 

Rob Stephens 

Field Secretary 

North Carolina NAACP State Conference 

919-682-4700 (o) 

336-577-9335 (c) 

rob(a)naacpnc.org 



NAACP 

First B~ptist Church 
101 S. Wilmington St., Raleigh, NC 

Rev. Dr. Dumas A. Harshaw, Pastor 

For more information contact us at 

vcww,naacpnc.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:46 AM 

Adam Powell ~actx~well@usc.edu-~ 

I~E: f~E: RE: Hazel Scott Papers 

Okay -- hope to see you then and that your vision has improved. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 4:52 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: RE: RE: Hazel Scott Papers 

Dear Charlene, 

Right after the first of the year will be fine, and I have you down for Friday-Saturday 4-5 January FYI on Sunday 6 JanuaW 1 leave for Australia, but the previous week is clear! 

Regards 

Adam 

Adam Clayton Powel[ BI 
Senior Fellow, USC (;enter on Communication Leadership and Policy 
Universi~ Fellow, USC (;enter on Public Diplomacy 
University’ of Southern California 
1350 Beverly Road, Suite 115-251 
McLean, Virgima 22101-3633 USA 
Google voice 970-81 -ADAM3 (+ 1 970-812-3263) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaihunc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 4, 2012 1:46 pm 

Subject: RE: RE: Hazel Scott Papers 

To: Adam Powell <acpowell@usc edu> 

Dear Adam: ’]’his is to let you know that I had planned to return to 
Virginia Oct. 17 -21 to meet with you regarding your mother’s 
papers, tlowever, I don’t think that I can make it during this time 
(will need to double check on this date) so I would like to know if 
the Christmas Holiday would be a good time to return since I will 
be out of school from December 15 -- Janua~ 10th. I could come 
right after January 1 around January 4-5 assuming that the weather 
is good. Just let me know if these dates work with your schedule 
and if not, I can select other dates. Hope things are going well 
with you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Adam Powell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 3:32 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: RE: Thar~ks Tremendously for the Intelwiew 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank *you*! ~amd fall is fine: I’ll be away for the first half of 
September and then for some other short trips, but most of the time 
I’ll be in VA 

Regards, 

Adam Clayton Powell III 
Senior Fellow, USC Center on Communication Leadership and Policy 
University Fellow, USC Center on Public Diploraacy 
1350 Beverly Road, Suite 115-251 
McLean, Vh-gima 22101-3633 USA 
Google voice 970-81-ADAM3 (~1 970-812-3263) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email unc edu> 
Date: Monday, Ju~e 25, 2012 10:18 am 
Su~iect: RE: Thanks Tremendously for the I~tervie~v 
To: Adam Po~vell <acpo~vell@usc.edu> 

> Dear Adam: Thanks tremendously for the recent interview and 
> information provided. I will send a copy of the articles in the 
> next few days. Will keep you posted on any new developments and 
> will try to screen t2ae fihn mentioned I may not be able to return 
> to VA until the Fall but if you are only in the area during the 
> sun~mer months, I will try to work around your schedule. Again, 
> thanks for the wealth of information provided. Sincerely, Charlene 
> Regester 

>> 

> From: Adam Po~vell [acpowell@usc.edu] 
> Sent: Saturday, June 23, 2012 11:49 AM 



> > To: Regester, Charlene B 

> > Subject: see you shortly 

>> 

> > Charlene, 

>> 

> > Leaving now. See you at 12:30 at the Westin 

>> 

> > Regards 

> > Adam 

>> 

> > Adam Clayton Powell III 

> > Senior Fellow, USC Center on Corrmmnication Leadership and Policy 

> > University Fellow, USC Center on Public Diplomacy 

> > 1350 Bc’,~erly Road, Suite 115-251 

> > McLean, Virgit~ia 22101-3633 USA 

> > Google voice 970-81-ADAM3 ~ 1 970-812-3263) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 12:16 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

I~E: Editorial Assistaaace Needed 

Dear      If possible don’t forget to forward some names of persons who might be interested in temporarily editing some essays and in the future -- some book chapters. 
Again, thanks tremendously for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2022 8:53 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Editorial Assistance Needed 

Hi Charlene, 

It’s great to hear from you. I hope that you are doing well. Unfortunately, I won’t be able to take yonr upcoming editing job. IVly full-time work leaves me with little lime 

for freelance work these day,s, 
If you like, I could ~e if snub of my colleagues would be available to assist you. Plea~ let me know if you would like me to inquire ruth them. 

Thanks tbr thinking of me. I’m sorry I can’t help you fl~is time. Best wishes and good luck with the latest manuscript. 

Sincerely~ 

On Oct 2, 2012, at 4:41 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      Currently, I am working on a second book project and would like some editorial assistance. 
Firts, I have a few short essays that I will need reviewed. Second, I have a few book chapters that will need to have edited but they will not be ready until around 
January 2st. Please let me know if you can edit shorter pieces for now or the book manuscript once it is completed. I look forward to hearing from you and hope 
things are going well. It has been some time since we have corresponded. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 8:19 AM 

Metz, Winifred F <freddie@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Now Available from the Facets Label - Hopper, Shakespeare, and Strikers 

From: Facets MuIU-Media [wholesale@facets.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 09, 2012 7:01 AM 

To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Now Available from the Facets Label - Hopper, Shakespeare, and Strikers 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

One of the mosl recognizable works of American art, Edward 
Hopper’s Silence Hopper’s painting Nighthawks encapsulates the alienation and 

loneliness of the modem urban milieu. His haunting, enigmatic 

paintings are defined by a hard-edged realism and the presence of 

isolated tigures alone in their thoughts. D~rector Brian O D( herty, 

who knew Hopper and his wit~, Jo, offers a rare documenta~ 

portrait of this aloof artist that is astute and reveaJing. 

i~i View Hopper’s Silence 

clip 
[Nil Order DVD ] 

~:: The Last Pullman Car 

In 1864, George Pulhnan began selling his famous raJlroad sleeping 

cars, which helped him build a vast industriaJ empire that was 

supposed to last forever. A model of the modem employer. Pullman 

had constructed a self- snstaJning village for his workers just outside 
Chicago, ruth its own school, sewage system, and public worlcs. 

However, nothing lasts forever, and by 1981, Pullman workers 

found themselves in the midst of a fight not only for their jobs but the 

future of the American rail ca~ industry. 

::N:: ViewThe Last Pullman 

Car clip 
~iI Order DVD 



Hamlet 

Stunning locations m~d music highlight Gfigori Kozintsev’s spaxe, 

haunting adaptation of the Bard’s classic, based on a translation by 
novelist Boris Pastemak. Stars Innokenti Smoktunovsky as 
Hamlet. 

View Hamlet clip 

Order DVD J 

T~is email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by _w__i_~__o_l__e_s_’_a_[_e__(,~_f_a__c__e__t_s_=_o_N 

Update Profile/Email Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

Facets Multi-Media, Inc. I 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. I Chicago I IL I 60614 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 10:00 AM 

Novotay Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

ILE: Dandridge essay 

Dear Novotny: Will make the appropriate changes and meet the deadline provided. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 13, 2012 5:49 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Dandridge essay 

Hi Charlene, 

I hope that you’re having a good weekend. I’ve read your essay and I enjoyed it very tnuch. There were definitely things included that I was unawaxe of, which is the 

beanU of editing this project--I get to learn a lot from the difl’erent essays. I have attached the draft with some commentshevisions. In addition to the things included on 
the draft itself, I’d like to suggest a reorganization that roll bring the piece more in line ruth the book (i~s already well on track) while keeping a lot of the important 

perspective that yon included in yonr first dra£t. That organization is as follows: 

Introduction: Rework to discuss how Dandridge was a big star that isn’t necessarily mentioned aJong with white actresscs of her era. Explain that she was a big star, a 

fact that reading ,let mag~ine’s coverage of her at the height of her lyopulariU (during mad immediately after Ca~Tnen), clearly demonstrates this. Then connect the 

documentaxy with that coverage explaining that it positions Dandridge as a star. 

Body: Discussion of Jet Magazine’s coverage. 

-Discussion of how documentary discusses Dandridge’s life (as you’ve explained it ~2lready). 

-Discussion of how Dandridge continues to resonate with us: 1.) the fihn lntroduci~g Dorothy DmMridge 2.) the challenges that she faced continue to plague black 

actresses. 

Conclnsion: Inclnding your critique of the documentary, so on, and so forth. 

I think this reorganization conld be ve~ efl’ective. However. I welcome your feedback on how to reshape the piece a bit. Let me know what you think. Thanks again 

for agreeing to be a part of the project. 

Best, 

Novotny 

P.S. My class is reading the chapter on Dandridge from your book this week. :-) 

Novotny Lawrence, Ph.D. 

Associate ProtEssor & Acting Chair 

Radio-Television Depaxtment 

Africana Studies Depar~tment (cross appointed) 

Communications Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois University- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

fa~c 618.453.6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 5:47 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: [ccofac] Spring ’13 CCO Minor Revisions Reminder 

From-" Bisese, Anne [abisese@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, October 15, 2012 4:23 PM 
To~ CCO faculty & staff 
Subject-" [ccofac] Spring ’13 CCO Minor Revisions Reminder 

Hi 

This is a reminder for those of you who will be teaching a CCO course this spring. 

November 15th is the deadline for new and returning course instructors to submit minor chaMges to update their courses for the new semester. These include chaMges to 

the course schedule of lesson aMd assignment dates for the new semester, updating broken links, and any other minor chaMges you feel might be necessary. Don’t forget 

to review tests and exams for the course as well. Please note that it is too late to submit textbook chaMges or anything more than minor revisions at this point. 

See below this note for a list of instructional designers aMd their course assignments. You will be receiving aM email from your assigned instructional designer soon with 

links to the most recent course documents aMd instructions for submitting your minor revisions. You should send your revisions directly to your instructional designer 

and copy me as well. Please review "Sending Your Revision to Your Instructional Designer" in the online Faculty Handbook 

(~p: l~idavce~l.~er.arl.c.edu, li~c~A~ ~xs~ isi~l.a]l.md#cco-m.i~l~.~r). Most important: please use the Track Changes tool in Word to distinguish your chaMges from the 

original; otherwise, your instructional designer will not be able to edit your course. 

We welcome all of the new instructors teaching this coming spring and welcome back all of our returning instructors. We hope that you will all enjoy teaching your 
online course and will actively engage with your students throughout the semester. Let us know if you have any questions or need our help in amy way. 

Have a good semester. 

Cheers from Judith, and CID (Communication aMd Instructional Design) aMd everyone else at Credit Programs 

If you have amy questions, please contact Anne Bisese at aNsese.2Lem.ail.a~.c.eda. 

Carolina Courses Online Spring 2013 Assignments 

Case¥ 

COMM 223 

COMP 380 
DRAM 120 
ENGL 128 
FREN 101 

PHYI 202, sec 1 and 
2 
SPAN 101 
SPAN 102 
SPAN 405 
ART 285 * 
CMPL 122 

Bill 

DRAM 116 
DRAM 284 
HIST 140 
HiS~2~6 
HIST 366 
LING 101 
POLl 100 
P~YC 10~ 
PSYC 250 

SOC1122 
SOC1130 
S~i #~2 
S~i:#~S 

Jessa 

ASTR 101 
ASTR 101L 
ENGL 123 
GEOG 120 
GEOG 259 
GEOL 159 
~i~ ~25 
MUSC 121 
PHIL 155 
REH ~6~ 
SOC1123 

SOCI 412 

Katie 

BUS1106 
BUS1108 
COMM 100 
ENGL 130 
ENGL 206 

INLS 200 
MUSC 146 
PHIL 101 
PHIL 165, sec 1 and 2 
SOC1101 

Tyler 

ANTH 102 

COMM 120 

COMM 224 
ENGL 121 
GEOL 101 
GEOL 105 
POLl 101 

POLl 271 
~EEi ~2~ 

Courses in red are new. Courses r~ bkse are major revis or’~s * Courses not yet offered in Sakai. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 2:07 PM 

a~hm276- fall2012@lis~serv.tmc.edu 

FW: You Wouldn’t Expect, a fictional ~etelling lmsed on the Nort2t~ Carolina Eugenics Program 

From: Jeri Lynn Schulke [artscenterstage@artscenterlive.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October :t7, 2012 £59 Plvl 
Subject; You Wouldn’t Expect, a fictional retelling based on the North Carolina Eugenics Program 

You Wouldn’t Expect by Marilynn Barner Anselmi 

@ The ArtsCenter 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
.V.i..e3y.. j.t.i.n..:,Lg.u..r...b..r.~y..s..e..r.. 

by Marilynn Barner Anselmi 

October 21 @ 3:oopm 

P~rchase Tick(:~s O[~i [~{~" 

The ArtsCenter Box Office @ 
919-929-2787 ext 2o~ 

A fictional retelling based on true events surrounding the North 
Carolina Eugenics P~gram, You Wouldn’t Expeet foeuses on a 
group of eharaeters and how they are involved and affeeted by the 
sterilization program that ehanged so many lives, and, in turn, 
prevented others. 
This story is an intense drama that showeases the relationship of two 
of the women in the group. Mary Toln Walker (the Deputy" 
Coordinator at the loeal Eugenies Offiee) and Temperenee Hedgepeth 
(her new assistant eoordinator) are thrown together by the powers 
that be and are foreed to work ~Sth eaeh other despite their obvious 
differences. 
Ms. Anselmi wonderfully develops the individual stories of the 
protagonist, the antagonist, and the people they interaet with that 
twists all around in a final breath-taking elimaetie moment. 



The cast includes Valerie Woodard, J’Nai Boston, Jayson Duekett and 
LeDawna Akins, Christine Rogers, Tammy Robinson, Leia Batehelor, 
Pam Mould and Steven Mould. 
Click l~ere for a l)eek at tl~e ]~.’gitimate "~2~.~ Wou~.dn’t Exl~ect" 

Photo courtesy of Damariseotta Helm. Pictured are Valerie Woodard 
struggling Mth aayvson Duekett, and LeDa~ma ~ins comforting ~ra 
Woodard. 

CH.ek Here to P~re~ase Ti.eketa O~li~e 

or Call The ArtsCenter Box Office at 919-929-9787 ext 2Ol 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 9:31 AM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

FW: FYF Media Clip-- Op-ed: In accepting Nobel Prize, EU must address imtnigration issues 

From: Jayne Ifekwunigwe [joi@duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 29, 2022 2:46 plVl 
To; Jayne Ifekwunigv~ 
Subject; FYI/Mledia Clip-- Op-ed: In accepting Nobel Prize, EU must address immigration issues 

Greetings, Colleagues: 

I hope all is well. 

All is well here. 

This week, I wrote tny first Op-Ed piece in response to the EU being awarded the Nobel Peace prize. 

On Wednesday, it was printed in the Newark-Star Ledger. 

It roll also mn in both The Providence Journal and The Durham Herald Sun. 

I have provided a link below. 

Best Wishes, 

Jayne 

Jayne O. Ifekwunigwe, Ph.D. 
Visiting Associate Professor 
Afi~ican and African American Studies 
Duke Universi~ 
http:i/aa~s.duke.edu/people?subpage profile&Gurl %2Faas%2FAAAS&Uil ioi 
As~)ciation lbr the Study of the Worldwide African Diasv~ra (ASWAD) 
http://aswadiaspom.or.g/ 

..... Origi~M Message ..... 
F~om: 
"Sakiya Lockett" @duke.edtf> 

To: 

"joi@duke.edu" 
Cc: 

Sent: 

Wed, 17 Oct 2012 19:11:44 +0000 
Subject: 
Media Clip-- Op-ed: In accepting Nobel Prize, EU must address immigration issues 
Greetings from Sakiya at the Duke Office of News and Communications. In case you missed this, we thought you might like to see the following news 
article: 
Op-ed." l"n accepting Nobel Prize, EU must address immigration issues (Newark Star-Ledger) 
3ayne Ifekwunigwe, a visiting associate professor of African and African American Studies, says the European Union has work to do to be truly worthy 
of the peace prize 

http:i/blogni.com/niv guest blog/2012/10/in accepting nobel prize eu mu.html 
The clip is also included with a live link in the Duke in the News section of Duke Today, www.duke.edu/today. 
And if you want to know what your colleagues are blogging, tweeting or otherwise opining about, click on Duke Today’s opinion page, 
http ://today.d u ke.edu/opinion 
Sakiya E. Lockett 
Office of News and Communications 
Phone: (919) 684-2823 

@duke,edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 10:51 AM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Dear Reg: I read your perspective on the scandal and thought that it was very thoughtful, emotional, and appropriate. You said many of the things that we as faculty have 
wanted to say but either were afraid or apprehensive to do so. Are you intending to publish? When you have a chance, I would like to discuss further in person. Thanks for 
your bravery and leadership in this regard. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F~om: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 

Dear Charlene, 
Yes, I know you don’t have time to read this....but someday you might, and you might find some parts of it to be of some interest. It is my effort to try to make some sense out 
of what has been happening to our department. Writing it was a kind of therapy. 
All the Best, -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Monday, October 29, 2012 10:56 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 2013 Call for Papers 

cfp-all.pdf 

Please forward to AFAM Faculty. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

I:rom: naaasconference@earthlink.net [naaasconference@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2012 9:03 PM 
To: naaasconference@earthlink.net 
Subject: 2013 Call for Papers 

Dear Colleagues: 

Please join the National Association of African American Studies & Affiliates [National 
Association of Hispanic and Latino Studies, National Association of Native American Studies, 
International Association of Asian Studies] at its February 11-16, 2013 joint national conference. 
Presentation of a paper brings with it several benefits. A few include: 

¯ Eligibility to have research published in the organization’s refereed journal, Journal of 
Intercultural Discipfines; 

¯ Priority consideration to present a paper at one of our international research forums in China, 
Taiwan, Japan, Mexico, South Africa, Brazil and Colombia; 

¯ Opportunity to lecture as an Academic Scholar at one of our international partner institutions. 

Again, you are encouraged to submit an abstract for paper presentation. A copy of the "Call for 
Papers" is attached. Visit www.naaas.orq for more information. 

Respectfully, 

Le~elBerry, Jr., Ph.D. 



National Association of African American Studies 

National Association of Hispanic & Latino Studies 

National Association of Native American Studies 

International Association of Asian Studies 

21 st Annual 
NAAAS & Affiliates 
National Conference 

February 11-16, 2013 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

Abstracts, not to exceed two (2) pages, should be submitted 
that relate to any aspect of the African and African American, 
Hispanic and Latino, Native American, Indigenous Peoples or 
Asian experience. Subjects may include, but are not limited to: 
literature, demographics, history, politics, economics, 
education, health care, fine arts, religion, social sciences, 
business and many other subjects. Please indicate the time 
required for presentation of your paper (25 minutes OR 45 
minutes). 

ABSTRACTS WITH TITLE OF PAPER, PRESENTER’S NAME, HOME 
AND INSTITUTION/ORGANIZATION ADDRESS AND E-MAIL 
SHOULD BE POSTMARKED BY: Friday, November 9, 2012. 

SEND ABSTRACTS TO: 
Lemuel Berry, Jr., Ph.D. 

Executive Director, NAAAS & Affiliates 
PO Box 6670 

Scarborough, M E 04070-6670 
Telephone: 207/839-8004 

Fax: 207/839-3776 
Email: naaasconference~earthlink.net 

www.NAAAS.org 

~Find us on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 11:00 AM 

~att.net 

ANATOMY OF A SCANDAL.doc; ANATOMY OF A SCANDAL.pdf 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 

Dear Charlene, 
Yes, I know you don’t have time to read this....but someday you might, and you might find some parts of it to be of some interest. It is my effort to try to make some sense out 
of what has been happening to our department. Writing it was a kind of therapy. 
All the Best, -Reg 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 3:53 PM 

,~live.unc.edtr> 

RE: AFAM CCO 

Dear      : I will be in the Undergrad Library in Room 205 on the second floor. Please note that I will be here from 6 until around 6:50 as I have to attend a lecture at 7pm. 
Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= 
Sent; Monday, 3:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: AFAM    CCO 

I believe Tuesday after 6 would work best for me. Where should I meet you? 

~live.unc.edu 

On , at 10:25 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <rep, ester~)mnail.unc.edu > 

Dear      : You can meet with me on nearly any day but I will be in Davis Library -- On Monday, I am Davis from around 10 -2pm but I have a class that 
meets from 3:30 until 6:20pro. On Tuesday, I have a 9:30 class but will have a lunch meeting from 12:30 until 2pro -- I will be in Davis from around 2:30 until 
6pro because I show films on Tusday night from 6-8pro at the Undergrad library (if you want to meet with me during the film this would be a good time). On 
Wednesday, I will be in Davis from around 10am - 4:45pm. Thursday, I have class at 9:30 am until 11am and usually have office hours from 11-2 but this 
coming Thursday I am giving a presentation at 12 noon at the Stone Center and will have to leave my office hours early but I should be finished by 2pro if you 
would like to meet with in Davis Library. Let me know what works for you and I will try to work this in my schedule. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; 

Sent-" Friday, 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: AFAM    CCO 

5:32 PM 

Hi Professor, 

I’m sony, I had an unintended scheduling conflict yesterday. I definitely fftill want to talk about the paper. Do you have office hours next week? 

On , at 3:36 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <mgester@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      : I was hoping to see you yesterday during my office hours. If you cannot meet with me, then maybe we can correspond by email. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: AFAM    CCO 

5:37 PM 

I can come Thursday after 12. 

~live.unc.edu 

On , at 8:43 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      : Yes, we could meet in person -- my office hours are on Thursday from 11-2pm 204 Battle Hall. If this does not work I 
am in Davis Library every day but you have to let me know what times and days work for you. Also, I will be on campus tonight from 
6-8pro because I show films in the Undergrad Library Room 205 or 207. Just let me know what works for you. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 
rom: 



Sent-" Monday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM    CCO 

Hi Prot}ssor, 

9:40 PM 

I really want to do well on this paper, so I was wondering ifI could send you my thesis and get some t}edback before I wdte 

my essay. Also, I’ve received , on both papers so far even though I feel that I have a thorough understanding of the material, 

so I was wondering if you could provide a little more insight into what I need to do to get an on this paper, I’ve read your 
co,nments on my other papers and the guidelines on the sakai site. Do you have in person office hours when we could meet to 

discuss it? 

Thanlcs for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 5:21 PM 

Me~, Winifred F <ti~eddie@email.unc.edu> 

l~]vr: CDS NEWS: This Week’s Events, Full Fra~e Youth Progrmn, MFA Student Work, "Emp~ Quarter" Screening, "Document" Online, 

and More 

F~om: Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University [llm@duke.edu] 
Sent." Monday, October 29, 2012 5:00 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject-" CDS NEWS: This Week’s Events, Full Frame Youth Program, MFA Student Work, "Empty Quarter" Screening, "Document" Online, and More 

[ ii~;~iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
ta~yStudies] 

EVENTS REMINDER, WEEK OF OCTOBER 29 / Visiting Artist Presentation; Submissions 

Accepted for Doc Essay Prize 

Malek Shafi’i Photographer unknown. 

Presentation by CDS visiting artist, Afghan filmmaker Malek Shafi’i (click here for details): 

Tuesday, October 30, 7 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies / ’13"i7 W. Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

Submissions for CDS Documentary Essay Prize accepted beginning Thursday, November 

1 (click here for details). 

DUKE ARTS FESTIVAL FEATURES STUDENT WORK / MFA in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts Represented 

Through Sunday, November 4 / Bryan Center, Duke University West Campus / 125 

Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

A photograph from Duke MFA student Kristin Bedford’s Be Still collection. Bedford’s exhibit of photos from 



a storefront church in East Durham is on display at the Duke Arts Festival. 

The centerpiece of the annual Duke Arts Festival (October 26-November 4), which 

celebrates student work in all visual art forms and performance genres, is a major on- 

campus exhibition of work by Duke students. Works cover a variety of media including 

painting, photography, sculpture, graphic design, printing, digital art, and film, created by 

student artists from all areas of the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences 

This year’s exhibition includes New Views, a selection of individual photography and film 

work by ten students in the Duke MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts program. 

Visiting professor and MFA exhibit curator Bill Fick said of the students, in an article in Duke 

Today, "They’re a little different from the rest of the Duke art community Most of the festival 

is made up of undergraduate work, but these students are training to become professional 

artists." A closing reception will be held on Saturday November 3, from 11:45 a.m.-1:30 

p.m. 

Follow Duke Arts on Facebook. 

FULL FRAME YOUTH SCREENING I Annual Event for Students and Teachers Features 

Thunder Soul 

Thursday, November 1, 10 a,m,-12 p,m, / Carolina Theatre / 309 W, Morgan St,, Durham, 

North Carolina 

Every year the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival hosts a free screenin( for area 

schools and teachers that for many youth is their first exposure to documentary film; the 

event includes a post-screening talk by the filmmaker or a subject from the film This year’s 

screening features Mark Landsman’s Thunder Soul: the documentary follows the alumni 

from Houston’s storied Kashmere High School Stage Band as they return home after thirty- 

five years to play a tribute concert for ninety-two-year-old "Prof," the beloved bandleader who 

broke the color barrier and transformed the school’s struggling jazz band into a world-class 

funk powerhouse in the early 1970s, 

To reserve seats for school groups or for information about the screening please contact 

Ryan Hefsel, Furl Frame’s marketing director, at ryan.helset(~.fufiframefest orq or call 

9194339802. (Suggested age groups: middle school and high school.) 

FREE SCREENING OF "EMPTY QUARTER" DOC / MFA Program Hosts Filmmakers and 

Special Showing of 16ram B&W Film 

Monday, November 5, 6:30 p.m. / MFA Carpentry Shop / 1509 Campus Dr., Durham, North 

Carolina 

Still from Empty Quarter 

A new documentary from Pam Minty and Alain LeTourneau is set in southeast Oregon, an 

area populated by ranching and farming communities; the region is roughly one-third of 

Oregon’s landmass yet holds less than 2 percent of the state’s population. Shot in black- 

and-white 16mm film, Empty Quarter reflects on the character of the region through a series 

of stationary images that record the open landscapes and activities of residents in a 

landscape rich with diversity--East Indian and Japanese families, ancestors of Basque 

sheep herders, Paiute tribespeople, and Latinos are among those who have come to help 

work the land. 

LeTourneau and Minty are Portland, Oregon-based filmmakers and preservationists 

engaged in efforts to sustain the 16ram format as a viable production and exhibition format. 

For additional information, visit 40frames.org or emptyquarterfilm.org. The filmmakers will 

be on hand to answer questions following the screening. Organized by Duke University’s 

MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts program; cosponsored by the Center for 

Documentary Studies. 

FALL ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE I Featuring the New CDS/UNC Press 

Book Colors of Confinement, Awards Updates, Exhibit News, and More 



View the most recent issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, online in a format 

that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the publication. Document 

features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the Center for 

Documentary Studies. 

Click her~e to read Document online¯ 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, October 30, 7 pm / Presentation by visiting artist Malek Shafi’i / Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:/iw’A^z cdspo rc h .o rq/a rch ires/15022 

Thursday, November 1, 10 am-12 p.m./Full Frame Youth Screening, Thunder Scull 

Carolina Theatre / 309 W Morgan St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:l/~^tww, cdsporch oqq/archives/15192 

Monday, November 5, 6:30 p.m./Free screening of Empty Quarter/MFA Carpentry Shop / 

1509 Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:I/www, cdsporch oqq/archives/15200 

UPCOMING EXHIBITS AT CDS 

November 12, 2012, through March 2, 2013 / The Resttaints: Open and Hidden, Gordon 

Park’s Life magazine segregation series / Kreps Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://documentarystudies duke edu/exhibitslupcomin~q-exhibits#the-restraints 

November 19, 2012, through February 23, 2013 / Campaign for Braddock Hospital (Save 

Our Community Hospital), photo-works by LaToya Ruby Fiazier/Lyndhurst Gallery, Center 

for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http://d~cumentarystudies duke edu/exhibits~upc~min~q-exhibits#campai~qn-f~r-bradd~ck- 

hospital 

MORI£ ABOLTT CDS: 

CDS Website http:i/documentarystudies duke edu 

CDS Perch http://w, wv.cdsporch orq 

Friends clODS http:l/documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarystudies duke edu/events 

:~i:il Facebook ii~iI CDS Porch Friends of CDS ] 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 3:02 PM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.nnc.edu> 

Bio Attached 

Bioupdateddeptweb.doc 

Dear Geeta: Attached is a copy of my bio -- review whenever you have a chance and if you think I need to eliminate something let me know. Hope all is well. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Charlene Regester 

Post-doctoral Fellow, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (1988-1990) 

Ph.D. School of Education, Curriculum & Instruction Design, Educational Media (1987), 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

MA Radio, Television, Motion Pictures (1980), University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

BA Engli sh, (1973-1976), University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

Charlene Regester is an Associate Professor at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
where she teaches Slavery from the Beginning to 1865; African American Cinema, 1900 to the 

Present; and Masquerades of Blackness (freshman seminar). Regester previously co-taught a 
course on Race, Melodrama, and Cinema in the English Department at Duke University. 

Regester’s publications include the single authored A~ican American Actresses: The Struggle 

for Visibi#ty, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010 book was nominated by 

the press to the NAACP Image Awards), The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere-30 

Volume: Black Cinema Anthology eds. Colin Palmer and Howard Dodson (Ann Arbor: Pro Quest 

Publishers and The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture 2005), Black Entertainers 

in AJ~ican American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bib#ography of the Pittsburgh Courier 

and California Eagle Vol. II (Jefferson: McFarland, 2010) and Black Entertainers in African 

American Newspaper Ar#cles: An Annotated Bib#ography of the Chicago Defender, Afro- 

American (Baltimore), Los Angeles Sentinel, and New I/ork Amsterdam News, Vol. I (Jefferson: 

McFarland, 2002). 

She serves as an editorial board member of the Journal of Film and Video and her articles have 

appeared in the, Film History, Film Literature Quarterly, Journal of Film and Video, Popular 

Culture Review, Popular Music and Society, Screening Noir , Studies m American Culture, and 

]he Western Journal of Black Studies among others. 

Regester is the 2011 recipient of the Trailblazer Award Hayti Heritage Film Festival and 2007 

Oscar Micheaux Book and Film Award from the Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, South Dakota. 

She has appeared on North Carolina Bookwatch with UNC-TV 2011; WUNC-FM Radio "The 

State of Things" for 7he Spook Who Sat by the Door (2012), WUNC-FM Radio "The State of 

Things" for 25th Anniversary of 7he Color Purple (20110), and Turner Movie Classics premiere 

of Micheaux’s Symbol of the Unconquered (1998). Documentaries in which she has appeared 

include: "Beyond Tara: The Extraordinary Life of Hattie McDaniel" (directed by Madison Davis 

Lacy 2001), "Movies of Color: Black Southern Cinema," (2003 directed by Tom Thurman), and 

"I’ll Make Me a World" (11999 directed by Denise Greene and Samuel Pollard). 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 3:28 PM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.nnc.edu> 

Revised Bio 

Bioupdateddeptweb.doc 

Added new info to this version. Thanks again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Charlene Regester 

Post-doctoral Fellow, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (1988-1990) 

Ph.D. School of Education, Curriculum & Instruction Design, Educational Media (1987), 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

MA Radio, Television, Motion Pictures (1980), University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

BA Engli sh, (1973-1976), University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

Charlene Regester is an Associate Professor at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
where she teaches Slavery from the Beginning to 1865; African American Cinema, 1900 to the 

Present; and Masquerades of Blackness (freshman seminar). Regester previously co-taught a 
course on Race, Melodrama, and Cinema in the English Department at Duke University and 
currently serves as an Affiliate Faculty with the Global Cinema Minor at UNC-CH. 

Regester’ s publications include the single authored African American Actresses: The Struggle 

for Visibi#ty, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010 book was nominated by 

the press to the NAACP Image Awards), The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere-30 

Volume: Black Cinema Anthology eds. Colin Palmer and Howard Dodson (Ann Arbor: Pro Quest 

Publishers and The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture 2005), Black Entertainers 

in AJ~ican American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bib#ography of the Pittsburgh Courier 

and California Eagle Vol. II (Jefferson: McFarland, 2010) and Black Entertainers in African 

American Newspaper Ar#cles: An Annotated Bib#ography of the Chicago Defender, Afro- 

American (Baltimore), Los Angeles Sentinel, and New gork Amsterdam News, Vol. I (Jefferson: 

McFarland, 2002). 

She serves as an editorial board member of the Journal of Film and Video and her articles have 

appeared in the, Film History, t~Tlm Literature Quarterly, Journal of l~Tlm and Video, Popular 

Culture Review, Popular Music and Society, Screening Noir , Studies m American Culture, and 

]he Western Journal of Black Studies among others. 

Regester is the 2011 recipient of the Trailblazer Award Hayti Heritage Film Festival and 2007 

Oscar Micheaux Book and Film Award from the Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, South Dakota. 

She has appeared on North Carolina Bookwatch with UNC-TV 2011; WUNC-FM Radio "The 

State of Things" for 7he Spook Who Sat by ~he Door (2012), WUNC-FM Radio "The State of 

Things" for 25th Anniversary of 7he Color Purple (20110), and Turner Movie Classics premiere 

of Micheaux’s Symbol of the Unconquered (1998). Documentaries in which she has appeared 

include: "Beyond Tara: The Extraordinary Life of Hattie McDaniel" (directed by Madison Davis 

Lacy 2001), "Movies of Color: Black Southern Cinema," (2003 directed by Tom Thurman), and 

"I’ll Make Me a World" (1999 directed by Denise Greene and Samuel Pollard). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 8:01 AM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

RE: AFAM    CCO 

Dear 

helpful. I think they they will review material for you on line. Hope this helps and that you are feeling better. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene 
Subject: Re: AFAM 

6:44 PM 

Professoc 

and don’t think I’m going to make it. I’m straggling with a topic. Do you have any suggestions? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 3:53 PM, "Regestel; Charlene B" <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      : I will be in the Undergrad Library in Room 205 on the second floor. Please note that I will be here from 6 until around 6:50 as I have to attend a 
lecture at 7pro. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: AFAM    CCO 

3:24 PM 

I believe Tuesday after 6 would work best for me. Where should I meet you? 

~live.unc.edu 

On 

wrote: 

, at 10:25 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester~em~l.unc.edu> 

Dear      : You can meet with me on nearly any day but I will be in Davis Library -- On Monday, I am Davis from around 10 -2pro but I have a 
class that meets from 3:30 until 6:20pro. On Tuesday, I have a 9:30 class but will have a lunch meeting from 12:30 until 2pro -- I will be in Davis 
from around 2:30 until 6pro because I show films on Tusday night from 6-8pro at the Undergrad library (if you want to meet with me during the 
film this would be a good time). On Wednesday, I will be in Davis from around 10am - 4:45pm. Thursday, I have class at 9:30 am until 11am and 
usually have office hours from 11-2 but this coming Thursday I am giving a presentation at 12 noon at the Stone Center and will have to leave my 
office hours early but I should be finished by 2pro if you would like to meet with in Davis Library. Let me know what works for you and I will try to 
work this in my schedule. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Re: AFAM    CCO 

5:32 PM 

Hi Prot~ssor, 

I’m sony,, I had an unintended scheduling co~lict yesterday. I definitely still wa~t to talk about the paper. Do you have ott~ce hours next 

week? 

On , at 3:36 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <mgester~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      : I was hoping to see you yesterday during my office hours. If you cannot meet with me, then maybe we can correspond 
by email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: AFAM    CCO 

5:37 PM 



I can come Thursday after 12. 

@live.unc.edu 

On , at 8:43 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      : Yes, we could meet in person -- my office hours are on Thursday from :tl-2pm 204 Battle Hall. If this 
does not work I am in Davis Library every day but you have to let me know what times and days work for you. Also, 
will be on campus tonight from 6-8pm because I show films in the Undergrad Library Room 205 or 207. Just let me 
know what works for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
torn: 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM    CCO 

Hi Professor, 

I really want to do well on this paper, so I was wondering if I could send you my thesis and get some feedback 

before I write my essay. Also, I’ve received on both papers so far even though I feel that I have a thorough 

understanding of the material, s~ I was wondering if yon could provide a little more insight into what I need to do 

to get     on this paper. I’ve read your comments on my other papers and the guidelines on the sakai site. Do 

yon have in person office hours when we could meet to discuss it? 

Tha~ks tbr your time, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B -~VO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/’CN=RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:47 AM 

Williams, t Iea~l~er A <hawill@mail.nnc.edu> 

I~E: Upcoming Lecture 

Dear Heather: Saw you on NC Bookwatch (it was fascinating) and can’t wait to read your book that I have already bought but haven’ts had time to read yet. I may be able to 
attend only about 30 minutes of your presentation on Tuesday because I show films at 6pro but will do the best that I can. Sincerely, Charlene P.egester 

From: Williams, Heather A 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 20:t2 8:58 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Upcoming Lecture 

Thanks, Charlene. 

Heather 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnNov 1,2012, at 8:52 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <Ngester~g~)ema~il.unc.edu~> wrote: 

Dear Heather: This is to let you know that I saw where you are presenting on your new book but it coincides with my class time. Otherwise, I would be in 
attendance. Have a good     Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B "-~JO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday,                 5:20 PM 

~live.unc.eda"~ 

ILE: AFAM    Paper 3 

Dear : Your essay was not attached to this email message. Can you resend? Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Frora: 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:24 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: AFAM Paper 3 

Professor Regester, 

Here is my essay. 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:57 AM 

@hotmail.com 

I~W: Ulxlates from Northwestern University’s MFA in Writing for Screen~ Stage 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of David E Tolchinsky [d-tolchinsky@NORTHWESTERN.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:39 AM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: Updates from Northwestern University’s MFA in Writing for Screen+Stage 

Dear Colleagues: 

I’m writing as Director of Northwestern University School of Communication’s MFA in ~Vriting for the 
Screen+Stage to ask that you continue to send us your best and brightest writers who are interested in 
graduate education in screenwriting, playwriting and television writing 

We had another great year -- 

FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS 
Thomas Bradshaw won the Fomndation for the Contemporary Arts Award for 2012 after having his 
play Burning produced by the New Group in New York. He also received rave reviews in the New 
York Times for his play dob. He was included in the Times in a piece on shock theatre, was 
commissioned by Uneac Films, Inc. to adapt Uncle Tom’s Cabin and was hired to write a pilot for Oprah 
Winfrey’s company and HBO. He was also interviewed about his plays by the Times. Faculty member 
Zayd Dohrn’s play Outside People was produced Off-Broadway at the Vineyard Theatre in a co- 
production with Naked Angels. Sick was published by Samuel French. Zayd also won a WGA Dramatic 
Pilot Award and received Backstage Magazine Critic’s Pick for his play Reborning. Faculty member 
Rebecca Gilman received a Creative ~Vriting Grant from the American Scandinavian Foundation and 
received the 2012 Great Plains Playwright Award. 
Associate director of the MFA Bill Bleich was appointed a McCormick Professor of Teaching 
Excellence, Northwestem’s highest honor for teaching. And I was proud and humbled that the feature 
doc I co-produced, Debra Tolchinsk5% Fast Talk_, won Best Documentary at La Femme Festival and 
Iowa Film Fest, and Best Documentary Feature at Chagrin Documentary Film Festival. 
Geoff Tarson and Brett Neveu have j oined our full-time faculty. Geoff is a television writer who has 
worked on the staffs of such shows as Suddenly Susan, Half& Ha/f and That ~’ So Raven. Geoff also 
has a background in theatre, having acted in regional theatres around the country as well as on 
America’s Funniest People and Saturday Night Live. Brett Neveu’s recent and upcoming theatre 
productions include The Opponent and Megacosm with A Red Orchid Theatre and 4 Murders with 
SkyPilot Theatre. He is a 2012 Sundance Institute Ucross Fellow and the recipient of the Ofner Prize 
for New Work, the Emerging Artist Award from The League of Chicago Theatres, and an After Dark 
Award for Outstanding Musical (Old Town with Strawdog Theatre Company). 
VISITING ARTISTS 
We just hosted writer/producer/NU alum Jeff Pinkner_(Lost, Alias, Fringe) who’s hard at work on the 
sequel to ?~e Amazing Spiderman. Previously we hosted an all-star panel including NU alums Julia 
Louis-Dreyfus and Brad Hall, as well as playwright!television writers Kia Corthron and Jaequelyn 
Reingold and development executive Amanda Watkins. Julia and Brad also screened their awesome 
short film Picture Paris. 
RECENT ALUMNI HIGHLIGHTS 
Andy Miara wrote a pilot for Comedy Central and just became the head writer for the Onion News 
Network. Carrie Barrett’s play, Focus Group Play, was performed at The Skylight Theatre in Los 
Angeles. Erin Austin was selected for the Samuel French Off Broadway Short Play Festival. Farhan 



Arshad is busy at Sony Pictures Television on their Half-Hour Come@ Development as a 
Development Assistant. Stephanie Korniek is currently the Writer’s Assistant on ABC’s new one-hour 
drama, Mistresses and is looking forward to an upcoming workshop of her musical, Underground The 
Untold Story of the Mole People, in New York Ci~T this December. Marisha Mukerjee works in 
Scripted Development at Cineflex Studios. Kendall Sherwood is a script coordinator on TNT’s new 
show Major Crimes. Jen Spyra was hired by 20th Century Fox Television as a writer’s assistant. Ben 
Vieeellio became the associate director of the Kenyon College Playwrights Workshop. Chieo Mattoso 
was selected by Granta magazine as one of the 20 best young Brazilian novelists. Most recently Sarah 
Gubbins’ The Kid Thing received a Jeff Award for Best Play. 
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTS 
Our unique Professional Reads Program is in full swing MFAs who submit a polished play’, screenplay, 
or teleplay within one-two years after graduation receive "professional reads" with feedback and 
guidance from established Northwestern alumni in the entertainment industry. The American Theatre 
Company has developed two of our students work. Chicago Dramatists will present staged readings of 
six new plays by our students and once again, we will hold a Northwestern New Plays+Screenplays 
Festival. We also continue to help students gain other valuable professional experience through 
internships at such places as CAA, Comedy Central, the SyFy Channel, Victory Gardens Theater and 
the O’Neill Playwriting Conference. Finally, The School of Communication joins University of Michigan 
and Syracuse University m The Araca Proiect sponsored by the Araca Group. This new partnership is a 
great opportunity for our rising/recent alums in the MFA. 
FURTHER INFORI~IATION 
You can get more information at write.northwestemedu, including details about our curriculum, 
grants/scholarships (at the minimum, every student receives a $5000 production grant), and an 
application (due by December 31). We also have an e-brochure available: 
http://www, communication.north~vestern.edui~raduateiebrochurei. 

Thanks so much for continuing to help us get the word out. 

Best, 

David Tolchinsky 
Director, MFA in Writing for the Screen+Stage 

write@northwestern edu 
http :i/www.write.northwestem. edu 
LIKE us on Facebook 
http:iiwww, facebook, com/NUMFAWrite 
FOLLOW us on twitter 
@NUMFAWrite 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edn: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your firs~t and last name.) You cma leave a list by ~nding the following commaM to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write "dais commmad in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You ca~a post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, 2:11 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: AFAM Paper 3 

Dear : I will grade in the next few days. Thanks for forwarding. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; 

Sent: Friday, 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re: AFAM Paper 3 

11:34 AM 

Professor Regester, 

I am so sorry that it took me so long to get this to you. My computer ended up in a car headed to 

@live.unc.edu 

On , at 5:02 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear : No problem, I look forward to receiving your essay. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; 

Sent’- Wednesday, 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re: AFAM Paper 3 

4:28 PM 

Son5.’ I just saw this email! I’ll resend it ASAP. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:00 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear, : Please resend your 
Regester 

essay -- it was not attached to this email message. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene 

From-" 

Sent; Tuesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM Paper 3 

12:24 AM 

Professor Regester, 

Here is my essay. 

~!ive.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, 8:51 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

ILE: Paper #2 Rough Draft 

You can let me know on Monday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:13 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Paper #2 Rough Draft 

Hi Professor Regester. 

I have attached a copy of my paper. Let me know if it still doesn’t work. 

Thank~ 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, 11:13 AM 
Subject: RE: Paper #2 Rough Draft 

Dear : Please try to resend your paper becaus I am having difficulty downloading the document. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: #yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:11 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Paper #2 Rough Draft 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I have attached a rough draft of my paper for our newest assignment. I roll bring a printed copy ruth me to class on Monday. I wonld like to get yonr advice on how I 

can improve the paper and develop my thoughts more clea~ly. Thank yon for your assista~ce! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 6:04 PM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: MFA in Fihn at CCA: Create the Fihn Culture of the 21st CentuD" 

From: California College of the Arts [graduateprograms@cca.edu] 

Sent-" Mtonday, November :tg, 20:t2 4::t0 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; MFA in Film at CCA: Create the Film Culture of the 21st Century 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ANNOUNCING A NEW MFA IN FILM PROGRAM AT 

CALIFORNIA COLLEGE OF THE ARTS 
In the fast-changing world of filmmaking, following is no longer an option. To build a 

successful filmmaking practice, today’s cinema artists must discover and invent new 

paths to success. 

CCA’s MFA in Film program prepares students to thrive as both artists and 

entrepreneurs. Our innovative curriculum and world-class faculty help today’s 

emerging filmmakers amplify their vision, discover new modes of expression, and 

build sustainable careers. 

PROGRAM LEADERSHIP AND FACULTY 

Try=time Academy Award winner Rob Epstein and underground film and media 

artist Brook Hinton lead an award-winning faculty of filmmakers and media artists 

who are passionate about the moving image as a living, evolving cultural force, 

APPLICATION DEADLINE: JANUARY 5, 2013 

CLASSES BEGIN FALL 2013 

APPLY NOW 

cca,edu/mfafilm 

About California College of the Arts 

Founded in 1907, California College of the Arts (CCA) offers 22 undergraduate and 11 graduate 

degree programs in the areas of fine arts, architecture, design, and writing. The college offers 

BFA, MFA, BArch, MArch, MBA, MAAD, and MAUDL degrees It has campuses in San Francisco 

and Oakland, and currently enrolls 1,950 full-time students. 

Email: graduateprograms@cca,edu 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by qraduatepror~rams@cca.edu 

Update Profile/Email Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

California College of the Arts I llll Eighth Street I San Francisco I CA I g4~.07 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:55 PM 

Metz, Winifred F <freddie@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Now Available from the Facets Label - Cold War, Kozintsev, Cuba, and Kartemquin 

From: Facets MuIU-Media [wholesale@facets.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:21 

To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Now Available from the Facets Label - Cold War, Kozintsev, Cuba, and Kar~emquin 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

In this eyebrow--raising documental, director Robert Buchar 
The Colla~e of Communism argues that the threat Russia posed to the United States during the 

Cold Wax has not abated since the dissolution of the Soviet Union. 

Instead, the same operatives who opposed the U.S. during the 
Soviet regime remain in power today, a~d have since gained the 

fiigher ground. Featuring former Secreta~ of Defense Robert M. 

Gates. 

v,ewTheCo,,apsoo, 
Communism clip 

li~i Order DVD ] 

X:: Hamlet 

Considered by many the finest screen adaptation of Shakespeare’s 

greatest work, Grigori Kozintsev’s Harriet is a spare, haunfing 

inte~pretafion based on a trm~slafion by novelist Boris Pastema£. 

The malevolence atbot in the state of Denmayk is ~nagnificently 

captured by the forelx~ding black and white cinematography and 

the dark, dramatic score by composer Dmitri Shostakovich. 

View Hamlet clip 

~iI Order DVD 



Free Havana 

Gay Rights is a~ issue heard around the world, including Cuba. 

Free Havana paints a vivid picture of what it has been like to be 

gay in Cuba through the candid stories of six gay a~d lesbian 

individuals. From the Batista era to present day, Free Havana 
exposes the evolution of gay life fiom a ti~ne when homosexmali~ 

was a punishable crime to current effo~nts to promote a greater 

acceptance. 

View Free Havana clip 

~K:: The Last Pullman Car 

Kartemquin Films documents a social experiment on a grand scale, 

in which the issues of industrial production, labor, immigration, 

working conditions, race, and the social contract between employer 

and employee were c~stallized in America. "Never intrusive 

avoiding obvious, humau interest techniques, Pullman Car makes 

"the members of local 1834 come alive on their own 
"terms" (Chicago Tribune). 

::.’~:: ViewThe Last Pullman 

Car clip 
Xll Order DVD 

A documentao~ about the mothers of children with autism, who, 
Refrigerator Mothers dudng the tiflies a~d sixties, were blamed tbr their youngsters’ 

atypical behavior and accused of frigid mothering by the medical 

establishment. A portrait emerges of these so-called "retiigerator 

mothers" ridiculed, alienated, and vilified in an instance when 
reason evaded science. "Editor’s Choice" by Video Librarian. 

View Refrigerator 

Mothers clip 
Order DVD J 



.~i Prisoner of Her Past 

hnagine surviving a war, earthquake, flood, or other disaster only to 

be stricken by nightmares, paranoia, and a sense that it’s happening 
o~Ter and over again. What would you do? Prisoner oJTIer Past 

tells the haunting story of a childhood trauma that resurt~es atter 
60 years to unravel the life of Holocaust survivor Sonia Reich. 

"...explores a scandalously under-reported 

phenomenon" (H~4ffington Post). 

View Prisoner of Her 

Past clip 
Order DVD J 

This email was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by wh~!~ale@facets!xq 
Update Profile/[mail Address :: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy 

~acets Nulti-Nedia, Inc, I 1517 W. ~ullerton Ave. I Chicago I IL I 60614 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 8:28 AM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

ILE: AFAM Paper 2 attached 

Dear : Will download later today. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:36 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; AFAM Paper 2 attached 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I realized I forgot to attach the paper, find attached here. Sorry for any confusion. 

Regards, 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 9:45 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Intel,Aew 

Dear : If you meet with me on Thursday at 3:30 this is after my office hours -- so I will be in Davis Library, 8th floor, Room 8026. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Interview 

8:46 PM 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Sorry for replying late; Thursday is perfec!! I get out of class at 3:15 so I can be in Battle Hall by 3:30 the latest¯ It should only take about 30 minutes¯ Thank you for meeting 
with me; see you then! 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I 
Psychology, BS, Pre-Nursing 
Public Service Scholar 

From-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sent; Tuesday, 
To; 
Subject: REi Interview 

3:25 PM 

Dear      : If you would like we can meet during the screening tonight from 6-8pm¯ The other time, I will be available will be on Thursday 204 Battle Hall 2pm-4pm. If not, 
we can arrange another time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 

Sent; Tuesday, 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Interview 

2:18 PM 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I hope you are doing well! I have a favor to ask of you; 

¯ I would really love to interview you if your available. I hope to speak with you soon. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I 

Psychology, BS, Pre-Nursing 
Public Service Scholar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 10:09 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

ILE: Who’s Bad 

Dear Thanks for the info -- I will definitely try to make this one. See you later today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; 

Sent: Saturday, 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Who’s Bad 

:t0:42 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

Who’s Bad is coming to Cat’s Cradle on 

I hope you can make it. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 10:21 AM 

~hotmail.com 

EW: UFVA November Digest 

From: Andrea Meyer [ufvahome@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 20:12 6:46 PM 
To; ufvahome@gmail.com 
Subject; UFVA November Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - NOVEMBER 20t2 

*NEWS** 

A Message fi’om UFVA President Norman Hollyn 
"Pay no attention to the man behind the curtain." You don’t have to be a UFVA member to know where that quote comes from. The not- so- magical Wizard fro,n 

1939’s fihn THE WIZARD Ol~’ OZ exclaimed that when he had his mystical cover blown to... 

2013 UFVA Conference Call for Abstracts Announced 

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS - PANELS AND PAPERS 2013 University- Fihn and Video Conference Chapman University, July 28 to Angus13, 2013 Conference 

Theme "Stou First" General Information: Following discnssion and debate by members and the Board... 

2013 UFVA Graduate Student Fellowship Program 
The 2013 UFVA Graduate Student Fellowship Progra~n will begin accepting applications on Jan I s’~ 2013 and continue accepting applications until March 29th, 

2013. The Fellowship Program provides full funding and special programming ibr... 

Awaacd-wim~ing doc-maker (and UFVA member) Ondi Timoner hosks weekly interview show 
Watch the new, exciting Internet show Bring Your Own Doc (BYOD) which interviews the best in documentm?z filmmakers and is hosted by Sundance award-winning 

film,naker Ondi Timoner (Dig,, We Live in t ublic, Cool It) on TheLip.TV based in Los... 

San Antonio Student Fihn t roiect Grants 
The Student Film Project, bronght to you by the San Antonio Film Commission, is a nnique grunt program targeted to graduate-level thesis and pre-thesis s~dent 

filmmakers who will compete for a $25K grant to produce their student fihn in... 

Herb and Bea Farmer Foundation Honored 
Seventy-One Year Veteran of SCA Donates Technology The USC School of Cinematic Arts emphasizes two integral comtx~nents of the moving image: sto~ and 

technology. When the two seamlessly blend together, the result can be a masterpiece. For... 

Focus Forwa~-d Semifinalists Selected and Available tbr On-line Viewing 
95 fihns have been selected as Semifinalists in the $200,000 FOCUS FORWARD Filmmaker Competition and one of them is destined to be awarded the $100,000 

Grand t rize b5 our Juu at Sundance. Which are your fm orites~ View and vote. The ten... 

Fikn-Com Financing & Dislribution Market 

FILM-COM FINANCING & DISTRIBUTION MARKET Nashville, Tennessee - USA April 16 to 19, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual FILM-COM 

Financing & Distribntion Market (FILM-COM), offering no-nonsense assistance in film and... 

’CALLS FOR ENTR][ES 

o ) Screenwriting in a Global and Digital World Call for t apers 

Call for Papers Screenwriting in a Global and Digital World 6th Screenwriting Research Network International Conference August 20 22, 2013 University of 

Wisconsin-Madison, USA This is a call for papers for the annual international... 

Seattle intemational Film Festival Call for Entries 

SEATTLE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Seattle, Washington - USA May 16 to Jnne 9, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 39th Annual Seattle Intemational 

Film Festival (SIFF), one of the biggest, boldest, and most respected film festivals in... 

American Documentary, Film Festival and Film Fund Cull tbr Entries 
AMERICAN DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL AND FILM F[IND Palm Springs, Calitbrnia - USA April 4 to 8, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 2nd Annual 

American Documentary Film Festival and Fihn Fund (AmDocs), presenting a vibrant celebration of non-... 



San Francisco International Film Festival Call for Entries 

SAN FILzkNCISCO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL San Francisco, California - USA April 25 to May 9, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the Academy- 

qualifying 56th Annual San Francisco Internalional Fihn Festival (SFIFF), a globally lauded stop on the... 

The 4th China International New Media Shorts Festival & KingBonn Award Call for Entries 
Call for Entries: The 4th China International New Media Shorts Festival & KingBonn Award submission opens Deadline: Feb 28, 2013 (Postmark Date) China 

Internalional New Media Shorts Festival & KingBonn Awaxd is now... 

London Independent Fihn Fes~tival 
LONDON INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL London, England - United Kingdom April 11 to 22, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th Annual London 

Independent Film Festival (LIFF), a shi~wcase of great micro-budget and no-bndget independent films... 

Fade in Awards Call for Entries 

FADE IN Ax,V,~?~DS Beverly Hills, California - USA April 1 to 3, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Annual FADE IN Awards, dedicated to transforming its 

winning writers and writer-directors into indufft~ fo~ees on the fas~t-track to... 

Eco Arts Awards Call for Entries 

We are veu excited to invite staB’and s~adents to enter Eco Arts Awards, short fihn and video competition. We are ofl}ring $1,000 to the most original and inspired 

interpretation of the ecology theme. Onr professional panel of jurors... 

Berlin Independent Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

BERLIN INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAl, Berlin - Germany February, 8 to 18, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annual Berlin Independent Film Festival 

(BIFF), showcasing the work of new filmmakers who have achieved remarkable tbats with tiny... 

Ashland Fihn Festival Call fbr Entries 

12th Annual Ashland Independent Fihn Festival Bringing together industry pmfbssionals and devoted film lovers for five unforgettable days, the Ashland Independent 

Film Feslival (AIFF) provides its fihnmakers ruth complimentaxy... 

First Time Fefft Call for Entries 

FIRST TIME FEST New York, New York - USA March 1 to 4, 2013 In the Spotlight today is First Time Fest (FTF), geared toward supporting, showcasing, and 

celebrating first-lime filmmakers. With a grand-prize package that includes theatrical... 

6th Annual Women and Minorities in the Media Festival Call for Entries 

CALL FOR ENTRIES FOR THE 6TH ANNUAl, WOMEN AND MINORITIES IN MEDIA FESTIVAL In celebration of the 6th International WAMMFest, 

Women And Minorities in Media Festival, Tow~n University in Towson, Maryland is plea~d to ~mnounce iks annual... 

18th International Conference of the Sociels" for Philosophy and Technology Call for Papers 
Technology in the Age of Information 18th International Conference of the Society for Philosophy and Technology ISEG, Technical UniversiU of Lisbon, Portugal July 

4-6, 2013 Special Corporate Workshop July 3, 2013 The School of Economics... 

Chicago Underground Film Festival 
CHICAGO UNDERGROI~IND FILM FESTIVAL Chicago, Illinois - USA March 6 to 10, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Chicago Underground 

Film Feslival (CUFF). dedicated to the work of film and video artiffts ruth defiantly independent... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 5:56 PM 

acpowell@usc.edu 

I:W: Acadelnic Alert - November 2012 

Academic Ale(t November 2012.pdf 

Dear Adam: This is to inform you that my sister teaches at Spelman College in Atlanta and sent me information regarding an exhibit on your father to celebrate his recent 
birthday. Hopefully, you can download the announcement to access this information. I did not know if you were aware of this exhibit. Hope to see you in January and I will send 
more emails as the date nears. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Francesina Jackson [fjacksoS@spelman.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 20:t2 :I:t:52 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fw: Academic Alert - November 2012 

Bess, 

Let me know if you receive this. Fran 

....... Forwarded by Francesina Jackson/Speiman on 12/03/2012 !! :51 AM ....... 

From: Maud Mundava <mmundava@auctr.edu> 

To: "Hampton, Tarin" <thampton@morehouse.edu>, "Pedescleaux, Jonell" <jpedescleaux@morehouse.edu>, "Hutto, Claude" <chutto@morehouse.edu>, "AIl_Faculty@spelman.edu" <AIl_Faculty@spelman.edu>, 

"fJacksoS@spelman edu" <£JacksoS@spelman.edu>, Cooke <bcooke@cau.edu>, Dorsey <adorsey@cau edu>, fisher <jflsher@cau edu>, gregory <sgregory@cau.edu>, griffin <dgriffin@cau edu>, Hill 

<bhill@cau.edu>, Hollis <ahollis@cau.edu>, Jackson <cgjackson@cau.edu>, mayfield <fmayfield@cau.edu>, McBean <dmcbean@cau.edu>, Norman <mnorman@cau.edu>, Riley <lriley@cau.edu>, rthompson 

<rthompson@cau edu>, swarner <swarner@cau edu>, thompson <jthompson@cau.edu>, turner <tturner@cau.edu>, Turner <ffurner@cau edu>, wshepherd <wshepherd@cau.edu>, young <jyoung@cau edu>, avyas 

<awas@cau.edu>, cwhite <cwhite@cau.edu>, doffiong <doffiong@cau.edu>, fsisya <fsisya@cau.edu>, johnsong <johnsong@cau.edu>, jporterf <jporterf@cau.edu>, Kamunduri Murty <kmurty@cau.edu>, legrant 

<legrant@cau.edu>, Rbullard <rbullard@cau.edu>, staylor <staylor@cau.edu>, abaird <abaird@morehouse.edu>, aborden <aborden@morehouse.edu>, imukenge <imukenge@morehouse edu>, mhodge 

<mhodge@morehouse.edu>, bcarter <bcarter@spelman.edu>, bwade <bwade@spelman.edu>, cspence <cspence@spelman.edu>, dwhite <dwhite@spelman.edu>, hlefever <hlefever@spelman.edu>, mphillip 

<mphillip@spelman.edu>, ueda <ueda@spelman edu>, 

D~;te: 11128/2012 03:28 PM 

S~Jbiect. FW: Academic Alert - November 2012 

Dear Faculty, 

Attached is the November issue of the Library Academic Alert (news). Please contact me if you have questions. 

Thanks 

Maud 

an3, attaciffnents are confidential. They are intended for the named redpient(s) only. If you have received tiffs email in error please notit), the system 

manager or the sender immediately and do not disclose the contents to anyone or make copies. ** h’onMafl scmmed tiffs email tbr viruses, vandals and 



November 2012 

Volume 5, Issue 4 

Atlanta University Center Robert W. Woodruff Library 

_ibrary lcadentic  lert! 
Libra~j Archives Research Center 
Monday - Thursday: "7130 AM - Midnight By appointment only. Please 

Friday: *7:30 AM - 6:00 PM call or email us to schedule 

Saturday: NOON - 6:00 PM your visit. 

Monday, November 26--Friday, November 30 

Begins 7:30 AM on Monday; Ends Midnight on 

Friday. Open on Saturday Noon until Midnight. 

Sunday, December 2-Friday, December 7 

In celebration of the 104th anniversary of his birth on November 29th, the Archives Re- 
search Center is pleased to present a display honoring the life and legislative legacy of 
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. Materials primarily from the Lemoine Deleaver 
Pierce Papers, but also from the Morehouse Martin Luther King, Jr. Collection and the 
Countee Cullen-Harold Jackman Collection, will be on display in the Library’s Exhibition 
Hall on the Upper Level from November 26 through December 14, 2012. 

Adam Clayton Powell, J~, with wife, Hazel, and son, Adam Clayton Powell IlL From the Countee Cullen-Haro!d Jackman Memorial Collection 

OmniFile Full Text Select - is a multidisciplinary database providing only the full-text articles, with their accompany- 
ing indexing and abstracts, from the following Wilson databases: Applied Science & Technology Full Text, Art Full 
Text, Biological & Agricultural Index Plus, Education Full Text, General Science Full Text, Humanities Full Text, Index 
to Legal Periodicals Full Text, Library Literature & Information Science Full Text, Readers’ Guide Full Text, Social 
Sciences Full Text, and Wilson Business Full Text. 

Pop Culture Universe: Icons, Idols, Ideas -is the first electronic reference resource focusing on Popular Culture to 
come from a major publisher. Pop Culture Universe: Icons, Idols, Ideas (PCU) is an authoritative, yet fun, research 
source for all areas of US/World Pop Culture. Built on hundreds of award-winning titles for all levels of researchers 
PCU provides a safe haven for investigating topics that appeal to students--without the bias, advertising, sugges- 
tive content, or questionable authorship of commercial or fan sites. 

The AUC Woodruff Library’s key resources are now avalable for the mobile devices of our on-the-go patrons[ The 
Library has new app, which is free and can be downloaded by searching for "AUC Woodruff Library" in the Android 
Market or the iTunes Apple Store. Users can view Library hours, directions, and parking information. They can 
search the Library’s catalog and beyond for books, articles, DVDs, and CDs. Current students and faculty can 
also access My Library Account to renew materials, check due dates, request items, and more. Tracking the shut- 
tle routes is also available via the app. 

Previous editions of Library Academic Alert are available on the Faculty Services LibGuide. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 5:57 PM 

Francesi ~a Jackson <ljackso8@spelman.edu-~ 

ILE: Academic Alert - November 2012 

Dear Fran: Thanks for the announcement and I forwarded this to Adam. I really appreciate your keeping me posted on developments. Hope to see you over the holidays. 
Sincerely, Charlene 
From; Francesina Jackson [fjacksoS@spelman.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 20:t2 i:t:52 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fw: Academic Alert - November 2012 

Bess, 

Let me know if you receive this. Fran 

--- Forwarr~ed by Francesina Jackson/Speimarl on i2/03/20i2 11:5i AM --- 

Fiom: Maud Mundava <mmundava@auctr.edu> 

Y~. "Hampton, Tarin" <thampton@morehouse.edu>, "Pedescleaux, Jonell" <jpedescleaux@morehouse.edu>, "Hutto, Claude" <chutto@morehouse.edu>, "AIl_Faculty@spelman.edu" <AIl_Faculty@spelman.edu>, 

"f]acksoS@spelman edu" <fJacksog@spelman.edu>, Cooke <bcooke@cau.edu>, Dorsey <adorsey@cau edu>, fisher <jfisher@cau edu>, gregory <sgregory@cau.edu>, griffin <dgriffin@cau edu>, Hill 

<bhill@cau edu>, Hollis <ahollis@cau.edu>, Jackson <cgjackson@cau edu>, ma~4ield <fma~4ield@cau.edu>, McBean <dmcbean@cau edu>, Norman <mnorman@cau edu>, Riley <lriley@cau.edu>, rthompson 

<rthompson@cau edu>, swarner <swarner@cau edu>, thompson <jthompson@cau.edu>, turner <tturner@cau.edu>, Turner <fturner@cau edu>, wshepherd <wshepherd@cau.edu>, young <jyoung@cau edu>, awas 

<awas@cau.edu>, cwhite <cwhite@cau.edu>, doffiong <doffiong@cau.edu>, fsisya <fsisya@cau.edu>, johnsong <johnsong@cau.edu>, jporterf <jporterf@cau.edu>, Kamunduri Murty <kmurty@cau.edu>, legrant 

<legrant@cau.edu>, Rbullard <rbullard@cau.edu>, staylor <staylor@cau.edu>, abaird <abaird@morehouse.edu>, aborden <aborden@morehouse.edu>, imukenge <imukenge@morehouse edu>, mhodge 

<mhodge@morehouse.edu>, bcarter <bcarter@spelman.edu>, bwade <bwade@spelman.edu>, cspence <cspence@spelman.edu>, dwhite <dwhite@spelman.edu>, hlefever <hlefever@spelman.edu>, mphillip 

<mphillip@spelman.edu>, ueda <ueda@spelman edu>, 

Date: 1!/28/2012 03:28 PM 

Subiect: FW: Academic Alert - November 2012 

Dear Faculty, 

Attached is the November issue of the Library Academic Alert (news). Please contact me if you have questions, 

Thanks 

Maud 

any attachments are confidential. They are intended for the named recipient(s) only. If you have received tiffs email in error please notify the system 

lnanager or the sender imlnediately and do not disclose the contruts to anyone or make copies. ** IronMafl scanned tiffs elnail for viruses, vandals and 

lnalicious content. ** ************************************************************************************************** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 1:42 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Revising Online Class for Summer 

Dear Tim: Please let me know if we are supposed to revise the AFAM 101 for the Summer online class or is this something that we will need to do for the Fall in view of the 

curriculum changes. If so, I will not be able to do so until after my exams. Thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 11:00 AM 

~hotmail.com 

VW: Fountainhead e-Letter, Decetnber 2012, Beflir~/Ge~many 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [bicdance@aol.com] 

Sent-" Thursday, December 06, 2012 7:25 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, December 2012, Berlin/Germany 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 

X)O~:III. B~ack :Internationa~ Cinema BeHin 2013 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

HAY 8-12~ 2013 
Rathaus $ch6neberg (city hall) 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

ENTRY FORH INFORHATION 
http:!/www.black-inteFnational-cinema.com/BIC12/BIC entryfoFm 2013 .pdf 
Deadline for Submissions: 
December 3~, 20:~2 

back to top 



A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8= Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?"- 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

"A HUMAN EXPERIENCE / EINE MENSCHLICHE ERFAHRUNG" 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle DokumentaUon 

Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
John- F.= Kennedy Platz 
;[0825 Berlin- Sch~neberg 

back to top 















produced & directed by/produziert und geleitet von 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
Cultural Zephyr e.V./"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 

Cinema / State of Affairs / Arts Calendar 
Filme / Diskussionen / k~nstlerische Darbietungen 

THE COLLEGIUM Television Program is televised in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, 
Dessau and additional cities. 
THE COLLEGIUM FernsehmagazJn wird in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, Dessau und 
weiteren St~idten ausgestrahlt. 
ALEX - Oftener Kanal Berlin (Open Channel Berlin), Voltastr. 5, 13355 Berlin 

LIVE STREAM: http://www.alex-berlin.dei~v/livestream 

Thursdays 9-10 am/9-10 Uhr 
Saturdays 10-11 am/ 10-11 UhF 

for program information, please contact: 
Programminformationen bitte unter: 



0049 (0)30-782 16 21 
0049 (0)30-75 46 09 46 

THE COLLEGIUM Archive on YouTube 

THE COLLEGIUH HAGDEBURG 
Oftener Kanal Magdeburg !?.~.~.P.;.~!;!:~.~.~.,.~.~=.!~]~.g.~.~.~.~!.C~.~.~. 

Second Thursday in every month 
Jeden zweiten Donnerstag im Monat 
6.00 - 7.00 pm / 18.00 - 19.00 Uhr 

THE COLLEGt’UH WOLFSBURG 
"I-V 38 http;iiwww.tv38,de 
27. Dezember 2012, 6.00 p.m.!18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.mJ20.00 Uhr 
28. Dezember 2012, 7.00 a.m./7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m./9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUH DESSAU 
Oftener Kanal Dessau http:/iwww.ok-dess~u,de 

back to top 

Abmeldung yon diesem Newsletter: 

http://www.newstroll.de/app/del/2c4osbt7zdapi202577 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 11:00 AM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

VW: Fountainhead e-Letter, Decetnber 2012, Beflir~/Gennany 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [bicdance@aol.com] 

Sent-" Thursday, December 06, 2012 7:25 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, December 2012, Berlin/Germany 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 

X)O~:III. B~ack :Internationa~ Cinema BeHin 2013 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

HAY 8-12~ 2013 
Rathaus $ch6neberg (city hall) 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

ENTRY FORH INFORHATION 
http:!/www.black-inteFnational-cinema.com/BIC12/BIC entryfoFm 2013 .pdf 
Deadline for Submissions: 
December 3~, 20:~2 

back to top 



A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8= Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?"- 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

"A HUMAN EXPERIENCE / EINE MENSCHLICHE ERFAHRUNG" 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle DokumentaUon 

Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
John- F.= Kennedy Platz 
;[0825 Berlin- Sch~neberg 

back to top 















produced & directed by/produziert und geleitet von 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
Cultural Zephyr e.V./"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 

Cinema / State of Affairs / Arts Calendar 
Filme / Diskussionen / k~nstlerische Darbietungen 

THE COLLEGIUM Television Program is televised in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, 
Dessau and additional cities. 
THE COLLEGIUM FernsehmagazJn wird in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, Dessau und 
weiteren St~idten ausgestrahlt. 
ALEX - Oftener Kanal Berlin (Open Channel Berlin), Voltastr. 5, 13355 Berlin 

LIVE STREAM: http://www.alex-berlin.dei~v/livestream 

Thursdays 9-10 am/9-10 Uhr 
Saturdays 10-11 am/ 10-11 UhF 

for program information, please contact: 
Programminformationen bitte unter: 



0049 (0)30-782 16 21 
0049 (0)30-75 46 09 46 

THE COLLEGIUM Archive on YouTube 

THE COLLEGIUH HAGDEBURG 
Oftener Kanal Magdeburg !?.~.~.P.;.~!;!:~.~.~.,.~.~=.!~]~.g.~.~.~.~!.C~.~.~. 

Second Thursday in every month 
Jeden zweiten Donnerstag im Monat 
6.00 - 7.00 pm / 18.00 - 19.00 Uhr 

THE COLLEGt’UH WOLFSBURG 
"I-V 38 http;iiwww.tv38,de 
27. Dezember 2012, 6.00 p.m.!18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.mJ20.00 Uhr 
28. Dezember 2012, 7.00 a.m./7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m./9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUH DESSAU 
Oftener Kanal Dessau http:/iwww.ok-dess~u,de 

back to top 

Abmeldung yon diesem Newsletter: 

http://www.newstroll.de/app/del/2c4osbt7zdapi202577 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 12:17 PM 

Me~, Winifred F <flceddie@email.unc.edtv~ 

ILl:;: Durhmn Cine~natheque December 

Dear Fred: Thank you for the info and hope you have a good holiday as well assuming that I don’t see you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Metz, Winifred F 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 12:09 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fwd: Durham Cinematheque December 

hi 

not sum if you’ve seen this already, but, i thought it might be of interest to you - especMly: 

"Pitch a Boogie Woogie," a black cast fihn made by Lord-Warner Pictures in Greenville, NC in 1947" 

hope exams are going well. 

ifi don’t see yon before, i hope you have a restful and enjoyable break. 

best, 
winifred 

Winifred Fordham Metz 
Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 
House Undergraduate Library 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

freddie@email.unc.edu 
919.962.4099 
http:/!www.lib.unc.eduihouseimrc 

Begin forwa:rded tnessage: 

From: tom whiteside <durhamcinematheque@gmail.com> 
Subject: Durham Cinematheque December 
Date: December 7, 2012 9:14:51 AM 
To: tom whiteside <durhamcinematheque@gmail.com> 
Bcc: <freddie@email.unc.edu> 

There will be two screenings of the fihn program "Seen in the South" at Durham Cinematheque on Sunday Dec 16th and Monday 17th at 8:00pm. Admission is $5, 

doors open at 7:00. This is a microcinema and seating is limited, yon can make a reservalion by sending an e-mail. Or just plan to come eaxly and see the exhibition. 

"Seen in the South" is a program of"Local Films" made in the South 1936 to 1948. There are several short films on the program, including "Conjure Bea~cden" made 

by Cinematheque director Tom Whiteside ti~om tbotage shot by H. Lee Waters, with music by Durham comtx~ser Anthony Kelley. Headlining "Seen in the South" 

is "Pitch a Boogie Woogie," a black cast film made by Lord-Wa~ner Pictures in Greenville, NC in 1947. We do have the PABW soundtrack available in the Gift Shop 

(!!’.) on 7" vinyl, five bucks. 

The e:d~ibition "One Hundred Yems ofhnage Machines: fiom Magic Lanterns to Polavision" will be open at Durham Cinematheque on Monday Dec 10th and 

Monday Dec 17 from 12:00 to 5:00. On display are cameras, projectors, and ephemera from the 1880’s to the 1980’s. Adtnission to the exhibition is free. 

"One Hundred Yems ofhnage Machines" will be up for six months, ruth changing displays, special events, and a series of related screenings. For ~nore information, 

tbllow Dufl~am Cinematheque on facebook or contact Du~han~Cinematheque~gmail.com 

The cinematheque is located at 305 E. Chapel Hill Street in downtown Durham. Enter from the smaJl parking lot in the back, next to the A~rnory. 

See ya! Tom Whiteside, director and chief projectionist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 12:18 PM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SCMS 

Dear Priscilla: Yes, I will be presenting as well and look forward to seeing you at the conference. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Layne, Priscilla Dionne 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 20:[2 :[:[:46 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: SCNS 

Hi Charlene, 

I just found out my paper was accepted for SCMS In Chicago next March. Will you be going, too? 

SinceMy, 

t¥iscilla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 10:56 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILS: Fin~J Exmn, etc 

Dear       : Your thesis is appropriate. It is my suggestion that you create an essay that incorporates responses to both questions. Provide specific details for each question 
so that I won’t assume that you are providing an overall general response. I hope these recommendations will assist in helping you to complete the final essay. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Final Exam, etc 

2:31 AN 

Hello Dr. Regester! 

My name is              , and I’m currently in your AFAM    course. First of all I want to thank you for your hard work and commitment to teaching/facilitating this online 
course- it is not taken for granted. There is no need for me to go on about how much I’ve enjoyed this topic in history- you have made the class enjoyable, interesting, and 
challenging. In fact, I was inspired to make an appointment and declare an minor in AFAM studies! 

Is the thesis at least somewhat clear? My primary worry is that I will end up over-generalizing responses to each of the questions, and/or writing about an incorrect topic. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 10:57 AM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.nnc.edu> 

IW: t~ying to reach yon 

From: Kane, Dan [dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, December 08, 20:~2 12:33 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; trying to reach you 

Dr. Regester, 

I am a repoder with the News & Observer and I am trying to reach you regarding a story about independent .~tudies in the Depadment of African and Afro-American Studies. 
What I am seeing is higher than expected independent studies in that department in the first half of the last decade, followed by a precipitous drop in the subsequent five 
years. I am also seeing large numbers of enrollments linked to a few prolessors. You are one ol them. 

I have tried to reach you at your home number to talk about this, but no one has picked up. Could you please either email me or call me as soon as you see this message? 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

StaffW~iter 

919-812-7895 cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 3:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

l~Jg: Hello 

Dear : Thanks again for the listserve. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Hello 

8:28 PM 

Hello, 
I had to take a nap after that test Ioi anway 
Thanks for your all help this semester.. I really enjoyed this class and now I cant think about film without thinking of how race plays a role in shaping the meaning of the film. 
I am going to continue to think critically and creatively when writing a paper( with the help of the writing center of course Ioi). 

lastly, I know you talked about putting your images on a powerpoint. If you want to get together the start of next semester I can have that done in no time. 
See you around, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 PM 
To: class 
Subject: [afam .fall ’.] FW: <<Deadline Extended to Needs Excellent Teachers 

From: Camilla Robinson [camilla.robinson@tntp.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:47 PM 
To: Regester, Cl~arlene B 
Subject: <<Deadline Extended to >: Needs Excellent Teachers 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I’m hope you’re doing well. I know I’ve reached out a few times already, but the application deadline for TEACH Charlotte was extended to and 

we have an urgent need for high quality teachers. I’m hoping you can help spread the word to your students, even though some have already departed for winter break. 
As you may know, the achievement gap is pervasive throughout Charlotte. You may have even seen it at the collegiate level; students get a K-12 education, graduate with 
solid grades, get accepted into college, but just aren’t adequately prepared to be successful. 
That’s where you come in. I’ve already heard back from several professors at UNC saying that they support TEACH Charlotte, but we need even more seniors and alumni to 
apply to become excellent teachers. TEACH Charlotte works in partnership with the Charlotte Mecklenburg School District to recruit and train recent graduates and career 
changers who may not have experience in education, but do have the content knowledge to teach high-needs subjects across the board. We work to ensure that students in 
Charlotte have an excellent teacher every year that they’re in school so that they can become the next generation of doctors, lawyers, scientists, engineers, etc. We’re in the 
business of making dreams come true. 
Are you willing to lend a hand to spread the word about TEACH Charlotte? Here are two quick ways you can help: 

]. Post this information to your course website or email it directly to students. Help us spread the word to those who may be interested in joining the ranks of 

outstanding educators committed to increasing student achievement in Charlotte. 
2. Refer three potential candidates here. Many outstanding applications come directly from referrals. A personal recommendation from you might be the 

encouragement a student needs to apply. 
I understand that some of your students aren’t planning to stay in Charlotte after they graduate. TEACH Charlotte is pad of TNTP’s national network of teacher recruitment and 
certification programs. I encourage you to share information about all of our programs with students who are thinking about relocating once they finish their degree. 
Arizona - Baltimore - Charlotte - Chica~lo - DC - Fort Worth - Georgia - Indiana - Memphis - Nashville - New Orleans - New York City - Philadelphia - Rhode Island 
What do you think? Could you take a few minutes to support TEACH Charlotte and help us deliver on the promise of quality education for all children? Let me know if you have 
any questions or concerns. 

Best, 

ca milla, robi n so n_@_l__n_!~_:£N i .l__e__a___c_’_h___c_’__h_’_a__r_J_o__!_l__e_:__o__r (A 
facebook i linkedin i twitter 

You are currently subscribed to afam -fall     as: ................... .~.e_ .r[_~l_:_u__r_~£:e_.£t..u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~.t.t.r.::~:~i.~.t..~.~.~:~.~£~..e..d.3L."2Ld.-.=1.7...sJ~.4...2..&!k.b.~.4.~£~NZZ~:a~b~b~A~£b.7~2~A~.N~!~L.~!!~ -IN1 ~o=32528022 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 32528022- 55781428. fcb64c61 ba778a21 bbdbbecbTe9e02be,@Jistserv.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 12:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILS: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear     : Yes, I will submit a letter of recommendation but you need to provide all information and give me some two to three weeks to complete as I travel quite a bit in 
the Spring semester. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 
Sent; Thursday, 8:52 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Letter of Recommendation 

Professor Regester, 

Hello, I hope you are doing well. I was emailing because I was interested in applying to a program, and I needed a academic letter of recommendation. Considering I have had 
several classes with you throughout my academic career and my performance in those classes, I was wondering if you would be willing to write a letter for me. I really 
enjoyed your classes and having you as a professor, and I would greatly appreciate your letter. If you do agree, I can email you any information you may need to assist in the 
writing process. I look forward to hearing from you soon, and I hope you have a wonderful holiday season. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Monday, January 14, 2013 1:35 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Move Classroom 

Dear Travis: Currently my freshman meets in 112 Hanes but this room does not work well for a seminar as I would like 
my students to sit around a long table. If possible can you see if you can find me a room in Graham Memorial -- the room 
needs to be media equipped and the class meets from 9:30 to 10:45. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, January 31, 2013 7:06 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re- scheduling Meeting? 

Dear ~m: If you have rescheduled or set up a new meeting, please send me a separate email. Recently, discovered that I am not on the AFAM listserve so I am not receiving 
emails circulated to faculty. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 2:25 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM!AFRI Faculty retreat Planning meeting 

Okay -- see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-’ McMillan, ~m 
Sent-’ Monday, February 04, 2013 1:01 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Sul~ject-" RE: AFAM/AFRI Faculty retreat Planning meeting 

Yes - we will be there today at 4. 

Regester, Charlene B 
Monday, February 04, 2013 10:54 AM 

McMillan, Tim 
S..bject-" RE: AFAM/AFRI Faculty retreat Planning meeting 

Dear Tim: Do you mean today Monday Feb 4th -- if I don’t hear from you, I will assume that you mean today and will head over to the office. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-’ McMillan, ~m 
Sent-’ Friday, February 01, 2013 7:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N; Lee, Margaret Carol; Regester, Charlene B; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Anderson, Barbara $; Kiel, David; Bailey, Donna Jean Walker 
S..bject-" AFAM/AFRI Faculty retreat Planning meeting 

Hello all-- 

The time that everyone can meet (who has replied) is Monday (2/4) at 4 pro. Let’s plan to meet then, in the department conference room (if that is too small there is space 
outside my office.) I hope everyone will have recovered from the conference by then. 

I’ll be out of town until Monday morning. 

Take care and see you Monday afternoon. 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Thursday, February 7, 2013 11:56 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Flyer attached -- Islam and the Middle East Film Series (Feb 12 - March 28, 2013) 

MlddleEastFilmSeriesFlyer_Sp 13 .pdf 

Please circulate to AFAM faculty 

I:rom: Hank Okazaki [hokazak@duke.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 11:56 PM 
To: screensociety-announce@duke.edu; film-video; ami-faculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu 
Subject: Flyer attached -- Islam and the Middle East Film Series (Feb 12 - March 28, 2013) 

Dear All, 

Please find attached a flyer for the upcoming "Islam and the Middle East" film series at Duke this semester, 
featuring 6 films from Iran, Israel, and Egypt. The series starts on Tuesday, February 12th, with a screening of 
the 2012 Academy Award winning Iranian drama, A Separation. 

Please feel free to post/forward/distribute the flyer freely! 

Best regards, 
Hank 

Hank Okazaki 
Exhibitions Programmer 
Program in the A~s of the Moving Image 
Smith Warehouse 
114 S. Buchanan BIvd, Bay 12, Room A121 
Duke University, Box 90766 
Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 
91%660-3031 

919-681-1378 
http ://a m i. d u keo ed u/scree n soci et2 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 1:35 PM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu-~ 

I~W: Schedule Meeting With Patricia P~:rker-Diversity Initiatives 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, February 07, 20:13 :t:34 PM 
To; Alexis 
Subject; Schedule Meeting With Patricia Parker-Diversity Initiatives 

Dear Alexis: As previously noted, I will not be able to attend the Diversity breakfast scheduled in March. However, I am at-tempting to schedule a meeting with Dr. Patricia 
Parker as the Diversity Representative for the Department of African & Afro-American Studies. For dates -- Wednesday(s) or Friday(s) work for me but I will be attending 
some 3 conferences during the month of March. Therefore, I think the end of February or beginning of April will be the best time for me to schedule this meeting. Thansk for 
your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Februa~ 8, 2013 11:18 AM 

Sarah Gleeson-White <sarah.gleeson-white@sydney.edu.au-~ 

I~E: Oscar Micheaux SocieD" newsletter 

Dear Sarah: At one point the old issues of the newsletter were available electronically but I will forward your email to Jane Gaines at Columbia who probably can give you 
more specific information. Good luck on you research. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sarah Gleeson-White [sarah.gleeson-white@sydney.edu.au] 
Sent; Thursday, February 07, 20:[3 6:30 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject; Oscar Micheaux Society newsletter 

Dear Professor Regester, 

We met in late 2011 at a Center for the American South dinner for Karen Cox -- I was (and still am!) the Australian working on Faulkner’s Hollywood career. I have 

recently become very interested in Oscar Micheaux, particularly in the films and novels he wrote, and also in George Johnson and the Lincoln Motion Picture 

Company. I am keen to look at the OM Society newsletters but see that they are all held at Duke. Do you know if they are held elsewhere? Or, is there some other 

way I might access them -- electronically? 

I wish I had developed these interests in early African African cinema when we met -- but, I might have overwhelmed you with questions... 

Very best, 

Sarah Gleeson-White 

SARAH GLEESON-WHITE I Senior Lecturer 

Department of English I Faculty of Arts 

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY 

T +61 2 9351 23911 F +61 2 9351 2434I 

E sarah.c~leeson-white@sydney.edu.au I W http://s~/dney.edu.au 

CRICOS 00026A 

This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Februa~ 8, 2013 11:33 AM 

jmg2196@co umbia e& 

FW: Oscar Micheaux Society newsletter 

From: Sarah Gleeson-White [sarah.gleeson-white@sydney.edu.au] 

Sent-" Thursday, February 07, 2013 6:30 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Oscar Micheaux Society newsletter 

Dear Professor Regester, 

We met in late 2011 at a Center for the American South dinner for Karen Cox -- I was (and still am!) the Australian working on Faulkner’s Hollywood career. I have 

recently become very interested in Oscar Micheaux, particularly in the films and novels he wrote, and also in George Johnson and the Lincoln Motion Picture 

Company. I am keen to look at the OM Society newsletters but see that they are all held at Duke. Do you know if they are held elsewhere? Or, is there some other 

way I might access them -- electronically? 

I wish I had developed these interests in early African African cinema when we met -- but, I might have overwhelmed you with questions... 

Very best, 

Sarah Gleeson-White 

SARAH GLEESON-WHITE I Senior Lecturer 
Department of English I Faculty of Arts 

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY 

T +61 2 9351 23911 F +61 2 9351 2434I 

E sarah.qleeson-white¢~sydney,edu,au I W http:i/sydney.edu.au 

CRICOS 00026A 

This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please delete it and any attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 11,2013 4:39 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Edit Attached 

Teaching Review fo~ .docx 

Dear Susanne: Please edit the attached teaching review. I may have another letter in the next day or so. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 11:27 AM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Update 

Dear Mae: The custom publishing office on campus has agreed to assemble our materials. Therefore, I will begin to send the essays to be included in the collection to them 
electronically, those that will need to be scanned I will deliver in person. Will begin working on this today and tomorrow. Just wanted to let you know the situation. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February. 21, 2013 12:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

EW: Josephine Ba£er Fihn His~tory 

16808701.pdf 

From: ephost@epnet.com [ephost@epnet.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November :t2, 2008 3:2:t PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Josephine Baker Film History 

Record: 1 

Title: 

Authnrs: 

Source: 

Document Type: 

Subject Terms: 

Geographic Terms: 

People: 

Abstract: 

Author Affiliations: 

ISSN: 

Accession Number: 

Persistent link m this 

record (Perm a’link): 

Cut and Paste: 

To Stockholm, ruth Love: The Critical Reception of Josephine Baker, 1927--35. 

Habel, Ylva1 ylva. habel@mail.film. ~. se 

Film Histoo~; 2005, Vol. 17 Issue 1, p125-138, 14p 

Espy 

URBANIZATION 

CARICATURES & cartoons 
COMMUNICATION -- Social aspects 

STOCKHOLM (Sweden) 

SWEDEN 

BAKER, Josephine 

The azticle presents an essay that "takes the ins~tance of Fanonian overpresence as the point of departure tbr a discussion of white fascination 
with blackness. This was epitomized by the revue star Josephine Baker who was celebrated by Stockholm audiences in the late 1920s and 

early 1930s. Stockholm’s late urbanization and the migration of workers to the city entailed a cultural climate in which modemi~, bx~th as 

vision and practice, was constantly re-articulated. Baker’s presence in Stockholm brought an added dynamic to this context. What makes 
Stockholm interesting as a site of reception is that it was a comparatively smaJl capital, both in size and population. Mediated through the 

continentaJ m~d glamorous connotations of Paris, the reception accorded Baker in Stockhohn brought a rm~ge of textual m~d iconic 

representations of her blacM~ess into play. Photographs and images of Baker together with a cornucopia of press reviews and progmmmes, 

including drawings and caricatures, most of them produced in the 1920s m~d 1930s, help reconstruct the discourse that attended her 
reception in Stockholm. 

1Lecturer, Department of Cinema Studies, Stockholm University. 

08922160 

16808701 

http://search.eb~ohost.com/login.aspx?direct ~true&db lab&AN 16808701&site ehost-live 

<Ahm~"http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct~me&db fah&AN 16808701&site ehost-live">To Stockholm, mthLove: The 

Critical Reception of Josephine Baker. 1927- -35.-~A> 

Database: Film & Television Literature Index 

Full Text Database: 

The link information above provides a persistent link to the article you’ve ~eqnested. 

Persistent link to this record: Following the link above roll bring you to the s~xt of the article or citation. 

Cut and Paste: To place article links in an extemaJ web document, simply copy and paste the HTML above, s~tarting with "<A tfREF" 

If you have any problems or questions, contact Technical Support at http://support.epnet.con’~/contac*daskus.php or call 800-758-5995. 

This e-mail was generated by a user of EBSCOhost who gained access via the UNIV OF NORTH CAROLINA - CHAPEL HILL account. Neither EBSCO nor 

UNIV OF NORTH CAROLINA - CHAPEL HILL is responsible for the content of this e-mail. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, February. 21, 2013 12:24 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

1),2;: Update 

Dear Mae: Will do, we have so many versions I hope I can locate it and forward the correct version. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From; Henderson, Mae (3 
Sent: Thursday, February 2:t, 20:13 :t2:22 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
(::c-" Henderson, Mae G 
Subject-" RE: Update 

Ok--- BTW, if you can locate it (no hurry), would you please 

send me a c.:_~py of the! upck~:edirevised Table of Contents. 

Tha]~ks, m. 

Fmm~ Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 21, 2013 12:18 PM 

T~ Henderson, Mae G 
Subject: RE: Update 
Dear Mae: It is my suggestion that yes we use phobs for the final version but as for the draft I don’t think we should worry about this at this point not until we have the essays 
organized, sections divided, bibliography revised, etc. I am struggling t~ing to locate all of the essays (and the correct versions) so that I can forward to the printer. Will let 
you know the s~tus of my progress when we have a chance to meet. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Henderson, Mae G 
Sent; Thursday, February 21, 2013 :t2::t4 PM 
T~: Regester, Charlene B 
I::¢: Henderson, Mae G 
Subject-" RE: Update 

G~eat news, Charlene! I am cl’u;sing dowt~ the Home ~’eh:_~rer~ces online {fotmd a pdf copy of Dye~ 
choppier on Hort~e) a~ld w~H try [:o incorporate ~t and the Voge~ pk~ce 0f t can find it) i~ ~:he 

Home section. 

Any chance that we can include photos? There is a great online ~hoto of Lena Home and 

.Josephine {both older) embrack~g at the March on Washington. ]t might also be h~terest~ng 

to h~ve photos of the other "star~i’ th~: we discuss -along with a Jew photos of B~ker 

ot~e or [:wo from her ~as[: performi~nce ~[: the Bobk~o and funeral cortege), f’d Mso 

two reproductions of Baker mobiles (by Ca~der). LeL me know what you 

Thanks for keeping ~T~e updsLed, 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 2~, 20~3 1~:27 AN 

To= Henderson, Nae G 
Subject= Update 
Dear Nae: ~e custom publishing office on campus has agreed to assemble our materials. ~erefore, I will begin to send the essays to be included in the collection to them 
electronically, those that will need to be scanned I will deliver in person. Will beg~n working on tNs today and tomorrow. Just waned ~ let you know the situatbn. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



The M IT Press 

The 3"osephine Baker House: For Loos’s Pleasure 
Author(s): Farts el-Dahdah and Stephen Atkinson 
Reviewed work(s): 
Source: Assemblage, No. 26 (Apr., 1995), pp. 72-87 
Published by: The MIT Press 
Stable LIRL: http:iiwww.j stor.orgistablei3171418 

Accessed: 21/02/2013 12:03 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of the Temps & Conditions of Use, available at 

http:iiwww.jstor.orgipageiinfoiabot~tipoliciesiterms.jsp 

JSTOR is a not-for-profit sere’ice that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of 
content in a trusted digital archive. We use information tectmolo~ and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms 
of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support(~)jstor.org. 

The MIT Press is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, presel~’e and extend access to Assemblage. 

http:iiwww.j stor.org 

This content do~xnloaded on Thu, 21 Feb 2013 12:03:38 PM 
All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 



1, Le Corbusier, Standing Woman 
(Josephine Baker), 1929 

Far s el-Dahdah 
The Josephine Baker 
House: For Loos’s 
Pleasure 

Farts el-Dahdah teaches in the School 
of Architecture, Rice University. 

The wire-flame model t-or the Josephine 
Baker House was created by Stephen 

Atkinson in Gmnputer Vision on a Sun 

Workstation. The computer image were 
rendered using a Silicon Graphics 
Workstation. 

Atkinson teaches at the Boston 
Architectural Center and is a designer 
with Machado & Silvetti Associates. 

Assemblage 26:72-87 ~) 1995 by the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

The narrative history of an architecture complicit with a 
subject’s affects has yet to be written. Examples are rare 
when, in an architectural treatise, love is a semantic notion 
and not its function, as in Claude-Nicolas Ledoux’s Projet 

d’une maison de plaisirs. An amorous architecture may, in 
fact, find a theoretical point of departure somewhere in the 
fifteenth century when love becomes an obsessive feature 
for Alberti -- an obsession, we are told, later realized in 
Francesco Colonna’s Hypnerotomachia Poliphili) Colonna’s 
treatise takes the form of a love story in which buildings be- 
come metaphors for the protagonist’s lover. It is an originary 
moment, perhaps, when a building is described as both an 
obiect of desire and as a quasi-subject who might actually 
enioy being loved,z In the Age of Enlightenment, one also 
finds instances when love meets architecture, when laws of 
seduction are ratified in architectural theory - in fictions on 
buildings and in built form. Planimetric distribution, for 
example, becomes with Nicolas le Camus de M4zihres a 
distribution of pleasures when a particular building t3,pe, 
such as an hotel particulier, is organized relative to a series of 
tableaux, each meant to provoke a particular sensation in the 
room’s occupant. Indeed, de M4zihres writes on what until 
then had been given little attention: "affections of the soul.’’~ 
Irrelevant of origins, examples can certainly be collected for a 
history of an architectural patronage in which sentiment and 
affects are part of the program. It is a history that might begin 
with a seventeenth-century folie and consist of a long list of 
architectural commissions for the Duc de Richelieu, Ma- 
dame de Pompadour, La Guimard, William Beckford, 
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assemblage 26 

Ludwig II of Bavaria, Gabriele D’Annunzio, Carlos 
Beistegui, among many others -- or, as this essay will later 
describe, for Josephine Baker. 

The phrase "bachelor machine" has often been attributed to 
such an architecture of pleasure, which is appropriate inso- 
far as it connotes a kind of trap that works both ways (trap- 
ping the trapper just as it might the prey) and inasmuch as 
we understand a machine to be neither a tool nor a weapon. 
A bachelor machine is an apparatus that, once set in mo- 
tion, orchestrates reversible roles akin to those played in 
seduction, wherein while the seducer seduces, the seduced 
may manipulate the seducer’s advances. Seduction is thus 
what makes a machine wait for any action to make it work, 

be it that of the seducer or the seduced. For just as the cogs 
of a machine reverse relations of power, so plots of seduc- 
tion confuse relationships in the name of desire. The bach- 
elor machine is, in fact, a hypnotic mechanism provoked by 
the seducer yet dependent on the suggestionability of the 
hypnotized/seduced. The phrase "bachelor machine" be- 
comes inappropriate, however, once its gender reference is 
fixed and once it connotes a space of violation; in this case, 
it should be called a "bachelor’s weapon," ammunition for 
which is found in the domain of virility. The distinctkm 
resides in directional, riflelike, nature of rape and the revers- 
ible, machinelike, nature of seduction. By name, this ma- 
chine for seduction belongs to the space of bachelordom 
and serves both a Don Giovanni and a Madame de Pompa- 
dour iust as it might serve the pleasures of their often ig- 
nored lovers. It has been suggested that the blame for having 
ignored seduction as desire falls on the experts of gallant 
literature who "study it in terms of performance," whereby 
seducers are catalogued, classified, and "immobilized de- 
pending on their successes or failures," while the manipu- 
lative abilities of the seduced are perpetually ignored? 
Whether called vigne, [olie, petite maison, gar~onniOre, or 
bachelor pad, this machine ought perhaps to be thought of 
as that which serves those who, for one reason or another, 
"bach it": that is, as the literal mechanism for amorous con- 
quests that corroborates, outside matrimony, the affective 
scenarios between the machinist and the machine’s in- 
truder. In literature, at least, it is an apparatus that has 
served men, women, and cross-dressers, be they a Marquis 
de Trdmicour, a Marquise de Palmar~ze, or a ]ulie who, 

dressed as a man, seduces her lover’s mistress in a petite 
maison,s 

The existence of such amorous machines in built form 
undoubtedly dates as far back as their own archetype: the 
box of Pandora. In the eighteenth century, however, this 
"surprise box" became literalized in plays and novellas as 
well as in police reports. As early as 1740, Charles4ean- 
Francois H~nault defined the petite maison as a space of 
alterity expressly designed for anaorous escapades: "they 
were invented only to be entered stealthily in order to wait 
for someone who could not be otherwise seen without con- 
sequence.’’6 Police scrutiny also produced a master "voy- 
eur," M. Berryer, who "every morning.., delighted in the 
reports his sleuths had given him on the debaucheries of 
those he surveyed."; Indeed, by 1752 M Berryer had made 
a census of all Parisian bachelor machines. 

When occupied, or set in motion, a petite maison literally 
moves, with its "flying-tables" that sink to kitchens below 
and its "sliding mirrors" that transform rooms into iewelry 
boxes. Mechanical dining tables, for instance, not only 
heightened the displays of gastronomic feasts, but actually 
kept the identib, of guests a secret from the gossip of ser- 
vants. Madame de Pompadour had such a table built for 
her Petit Chateau de Choisy as one of the architectonic 
contrivances she invented to alleviate the king’s boredom 
and thereby remain his favorite. Jules and Edmond de 
Goncourt describe the Petit Chateau as a space appropri- 
ated by the royal mistress to "lure" her king: 

Choisy owned by the king, seemed to become his mistress’ prop- 
erty, giveu all the efforts she put into its embellishments and all 
the expenditures she ordered for it .... The finest of details 
demonstrated the delicacy of her inventions. Was it not she who 

orchestrated [in] this enchanted castle.., the flying table she 
had invented in collaboration with an engineer?. ,. It was Ma- 

dame de Pornpadour’s effort and victory to instill all of these 
rooms with variety and contrast providing the King’s ennui with 
the distraction of a surprise-box .... In splendid architectural 

settings.., the enchantress lured Louis XV.s 

Madame de Pompadour invented an architecture that both 
promotes its occupant’s desires and protects its machinist’s 
celibacy, necessary for her condition as mistress. Similarly, 
in Jean-Franqois de Bastide’s novella, La Petite Maison, the 
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ebDahdah 

Marquis de Tremicour relies on the machinations of his 
house to seduce his guests and, ultimately, remain a bach- 
clot2 Bastide’s fiction allegorizes a machine that sites as 
well as orchestrates a plot of seduction between the two 
protagonists. The story is that of a wager between the Mar- 
quis and M~lite, in which he dares her to visit his petite 
maison and by that alone inevitably be seduced. The visit 
proceeds as an argurnent between the Marquis’ impatience 
to seduce and Melite’s stalling technique of wanting to see 
everything. Her resistance, however, aimed at teasing the 
Marquis by inspecting with much curiosity every detail, 
triggers the house to reveal itself relative to a topography of 
affects -- as a trap meant to capture all her senses. The 
architectural details on which M61ite lingers are willingly 
displayed and described, for they are precisely the stages a 
resistant guest rnust go through in order for the seductive 
machine to work. Melite is disconcerted when music is 
suddenly heard from behind secret panels. She is inebriated 
by perfumes emanating from the ether of varnishes. She is 
blinded by bright spectacles of refracted chandelier’s and 
shining surfaces covering entire walls. Troubled, she barely 
eats from a dining table that rotates hypnotically and col- 
lapses into the ground. And iust as the reader begins to 
suspect that the Marquis may be falling in love, Melite 
succumbs to being touched and looses the wager. 

Admitting that architecture will remain amorous as Iong 
as there are lovers, let us now leap across two centuries 
to describe Adolf Loos’s own bachelor machine as an 
admirateur’s letter that was never sent. For like Trdmieour 
impatient to touch his guest Melite, Loos instrumentalizes 
a building as a tactile extension of his senses in order to 
covet the exoticized body of an absent Josephine Baker. 

Why do I once again turn to writing? 
Beloved, one mustn’t ask such a clear question, 

For the truth is, I have nothing to tell you, 

All the same, your dear hands will touch this note.I° 

Young Werter’s inquiry as to why one writes a love letter 
reveals a paradoxical dimension inherent in any amorous 
correspondence: a letter is like a signifier that can convey 
an amorous message even though it may be empty or say 
nothing at all. It is the instrument of a tactile extension just 
as it transmits the language of devotion. Roland Barthes 

distinguishes, in fact, between two forms of love notes: 
there is the amorous correspondence, where one seeks to 
"defend positions, insure conquests, [arid thereby] articu- 
late the image of the Other in various points that the letter 
will try to touch," and there is the love letter proper, where 
one is purely affectionate, engaging the Other in a "rela- 
tionship, not a correspondence.’’ll The enterprise of writing 
amorously can thus be "both empty (encoded) and expres- 
sive (laden with a yearning to express one’s desire).’’~2 A 
note sent to the object of one’s affections is a deliberate 
extension of one’s language, an attempt to touch the Other 
("as if my words were fingers") despite the message con- 
veyed: the irreducible "I love you.’’~3 In a letter, words need 
say nothing at all, "save that it is to you that I tell this noth- 
ing" and, paradoxically, it is via this "nothing" that one 
overcomes the Other’s absence.~4 

The house that Molf Loos designed in 1928 at the sup- 
posed request of Josephine Baker is precisely this: a love 
note. It is an epistolary attempt to detail her image in "vari- 
ous points" through a kind of writing that stretches a third 
skin between the body of the architect and that of the 

dancer. The house is an apparatus (like the note) through 
which one can somehow rub against, or trap, a dancer’s 
exoticized body. It is a building designed as a tactical enter- 
prise, as the imaginary "prose" of an amorous conquest in 
between whose lines (in between the stripes of its faqades 
and the distribution of its rooms) one is to decode a longing 
to signi .fy desire. In other words, this house corroborates 
someone’s yearning to touch the absent body of Josephine. 
And, in the absence of hardly any information regarding 
the circumstances ofAdolf Loos’s ever having met 
Josephine Baker, the architect’s project (a model and a few 
drawings) is the principal document of this longing, shared 
by an entire generation, for the famous American dancer. 

An account that does describe Loos meeting Josephine and 
"verifies" that a house may indeed have been commissioned 
appears in Claire Loos’s biography, AdolfLoos Priv’at. Mrs. 
Loos (nee Beck) cites her husband quoting Josephine, as the 
dancer complained about another architect’s plans for a 
house she wished to build. To his surprise, Loos realized 
that she was unaware that he, too, was an architect and, in 
response, proposed his own sen, ices: 
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It was in Paris. She came up to me and was in a bad mood. 

’Imagine Loos!’ she said in a sulking tone, ’I want to make a 
large, large transformation to my house, and I don’t like the 
plans of the architects.’ I couldn’t contain myself. ’What, you 
didn’t come to me straight away? Don’t you know that I can 
design the best plans in the world for you?’ Astonished, 
losfiphine looked at me with her children’s eyes and asked gen- 

tly: ’So you are an architect???’ -- she had no idea who I was - 
I designed a plan for los6phine .... I regard it as one of my best. 
The outer wall is striated with white and black bands of marble 

- alternating transversely.15 

Baker and Loos might have met in Paris, when the architect 
was building a house for the dadaist poet Tristan Tzara. 
They might even have met in Vienna, when Baker was on 
tour in 1928. In her many memoirs, however, Josephine 
mentions neither the architect nor a house he had designed 
to replace two adiacent houses she owned on Avenue 
Bugeaud,~ The Baker House was thus designed for some- 
one who, for conjectural reasons, did not speak of it. Baker 
might have never known of Loos’s design or she might have 
deliberately abstained from acknowledging it; not to men- 
tion that the entire event of her telling Loos about her plans 
to build a house might have simply been forgotten by her, 
yet strategically remembered by him. In any case, her sup- 
posed silence must be noted, for it is that of the fetish who 
never replies to the fetishist’s advances. The Baker House is 
a lover’s note that needn’t be sent, for it is more significant 
to the one who produced it than to the one who, suppos- 
edly, asked for it. It is a metonymic object whose sole pur- 
pose is to occupy the space where the Other is not and, 
paradoxically, to suggest both her absence and presence. 

In the Baker House, one is to linger, waiting to catch a 
glimpse of Josephine through architectural machinations 
meant to exhibit and trap the body of a person whose ab- 
sence Loos seems to mind. Josephine, in turn, plays a role 
of "present absence," which, ironically, can be illustrated in 
some of Loos’s own writing, and in none other than "Orna- 
ment and Crime." For Loos, ornament’s crime is to have 
disguised, or dissimulated, the purity of a spatial armature, 
which finds itself cluttered with supplements. To accuse 
ornament of perjury, however, and to call for its abolish- 
ment is, somewhere, an obsession with its absence. For it is 
through such absence that a seemingly unattainable object 

may, in fact, be acquired: what Loos calls "modern distinc- 
tion." In other words, to be situated outside (in the absence 
of) fashion is precisely to occupy an alternate space of dis- 
tinction. For Loos, one is most elegant when least noticed, 
"when one stands-out as little as possible in the center of 
culture.’’17 Loos insists on the absence of ornament so as to 
disguise a certain delight in the distinction such an ab- 
sence procures. Hence Hubert Damisch’s claim that "in a 
class society the absence of ornament can still be an orna- 
ment.’’is Absence fi~lfills what the presence of an ornament 
can fulfill no longer since the suggestion of craft comes to 
"naturalize" the mass-produced object as distinct from 
others.~9 Loos precisely minds the notion that fashion 
ceases to be truly luxurious when its details are no longer 
artfully crafted; and he would, no doubt, disagree with 
Barthes’s claim that "the detail [the ornament] consecrates 
a democracy of budgets while respecting an aristocracy of 
tastes.’’~° To do away with, to sacrifice, ornament is, for 
Loos, to evoke nostalgically an unattainable "aristocratic" 
object as the essential accessory of "the modern man," who 
"is still in our society an isolated man, a forward sentinel, 
an aristocrat.’’2~ Indeed, Loos enioys paying more for the 
absence of what he considers excessive. Ira a passage from 
"Ornament and Crime," the architect disappoints his shoe- 
maker by requesting a pair of shoes stripped of its signs of 
elegance, for which lack of production he is ready to pay. 
The cobbler may have "less work to do, yet" as Loos says, "I 
robbed him of all his pleasures."= Ornament, or rather, its 
suppression, becomes a source, however sadistic, of delight. 

Loos’s deploring of excessive notches and holes on his 
shoes (while delighting in their absence) is similar to his 
denouncing "the man of our time who daubs the walls 
with erotic symbols to satisfy an inner urge."23 It is a sign of 
degeneracy of which he may well be guilty. Loos claims 
that degeneracy is determined in "the culture of a country 
by the degree to which its lavatory walls are daubed." He 
traces this act back to a primitive and savage origin: "the 
first work of art, the first action of the first artist daubing on 
the wall [is a cross whose horizontal line is] the reclining 
woman [and whose vertical line is] the man who penetrates 
her." If this indeed implies that culture is measured by the 
repression of its "wild" sexual urge, then ornament as well 
as its absence have assumed in Loos’s discourse the space 
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2. Adolf Loos, Josephine Baker 
House, 1928, plans 

of what should ruthlessly be repressed: "the evolution of 
culture is synonymous with the removal of ornament from 
objects of daily use" For Loos, "art is erotic" and a tattoo is 
the untamed expression of the "Papuan" he often mentions. 
Having thus denounced the degeneracy of "soiled walls" as 
the outcome of an inner erotic urge and having gendered 
the "trace" as the product of feminine and masculine lines 
(borrowed from Mondrian), Loos’s own "daubing" on the 
white facades of the Baker House becomes codified as tire 
marks of a repressed and savage desire: the flagrant script of 
Josephine’s body, the horizontal trac6 as woman. As much 
as Loos believes that "the modern man who tattoos himself 
is a criminal or a degenerate," he still inscribes the faqade 
(of a "Papuan’s" house) with the repetitive black horizontal 
stripe he had already coded as a reclining woman. By his 
own definition, this horizontal tattoo results from an un- 
tamed desire now confronted with a vertical line: the stand- 
ing architect who seeks to penetrate, "touch," Baker’s body. 

Loos’s recurrent mention of a naked Papuan who tattoos 
and daubs tire marks of his desires is, in the Baker House, 
suddenly materialized (civilized) as a prospective patron 
whose nudity the house is to frame. Providing a "Papuan" 
with a house, or giving Pandora a box, disguises an anticipa- 
tion for her entering it or opening it, so as to fulfill an erotic 
fascination with her exoticized body. Just as Loosian house 
should be stripped of ornament ("a house is conserva- 
tive’),z* so should Josephine be stripped of hers; after all, 
accessories are the only clothes she wears. And although, in 
Loos’s words, "the naked woman.., may be able to arouse 
a man’s love, but not to keep it," she becomes, when cov- 
ered, when given a house in which to hide, "a riddle to 
man, in order to implant in his heart the desire for the 
riddle’s solution.’’z~ Loos’s idea that a fig leaf (that which 
covers) is less about a woman’s modesty and more about a 
game of hide and seek is somehow architecturalized in a 
house that covers the naked body of Josephine, a house that 
she will ultimately wear. All the accessories her body needs 
are in the box that she is given and that, like Pandora, she 
will inevitably open. Such mild paranoia can, ironically, be 
described in Freudian terms: "the fetish is a substitute for 
the woman’s (the mother’s) penis that the little boy once 
believed in and does not want to give up." Fetishizing a 
garment, for Freud, serves to uphold a disavowal that can 
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3. Josephine Baker House, model 

4. Josephine Baker House, elevation 

"crystallize the moment of undressing, as tile last moment 
in which the woman could still be regarded as phallic.’’z6 
Similarly, Loos’s insistence on ornament’s absent presence, 
if not a result of a castration complex, serves at least to 
repress an affect of distinction ("no dandy will admit to 
being one")~7 or, more simply, to disguise an affective pen- 
chant, shared by many, toward Josephine’s exotic body. 

The striated elevations are thus the scriptural testament of 
Loos’s phallocratic desire, and the house comes to occupy 
the space of what is absent: an impossible relationship 
be~’een the architect and the client. As an object, the 
Baker House is what Barthes might have referred to as an 
amorous gift with which one gives one’s all, "with this 
object I touch you with nay phallus.’’2~ The black lines 
(stripes) on the walls of Loos’s white architecture constitute 
a kind of writing that "compensates for nothing, sublimates 
nothing,.., it is precisely ’there where you are not.’’’z9 
This house is a framing apparatus whose function depends 
on the absence of whomever is to be seen. It is a machine 
idly waiting for some force to make it work. The body of 
Josephine Baker is thus strategically framed throughout her 
own house precisely because she will not be seen, precisely 
because she is the fetish who never responds. In this house, 
one can only anticipate the way she might come down the 
grand stairs or dive into the swimming pool, Framing her 
body corroborates every instance she "might" have been 
there dancing, sleeping, or swimming, 

In what is, after all, a Parisian hotel particulier, the se- 
quence of rooms in the Baker House abides somewhat 
strictly to the rules of eighteenth-century domestic distribu- 
tion while simultaneously providing an idiosyncratic topog- 
raphy of affects. On entering the house, one is lead up a 
grand escalier into a vestibule on the dtage noble where one 
logically finds the salon. Auxiliary to what is usually the 
largest room in the house are located a petit salon and a 
hidden can (or what would have been called a cabinet, 
defined in Augustin-Charles D’Aviler’s Cours d’architecture 
as "the apartment’s most secret room, to write, to study).’’~° 
In the French hotel, the kitchens are removed as far as 
possible from the living or eating quarters, and so in the 
Baker House is the cuisine ("a room that belongs to the 
department of the mouth usually found on the ground- 
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floor of a building, and sometimes in the basement).’’~ Back 
in the vestibule, the sequence continues and another escalier 
leads to the next floor where one finds the saIIe ?~ manger 
separate from the rest of the apartments. 

It may not seem so strange to approximate Loos’s modernist 
house with an eighteenth-century precedent once we realize 
that its planimetric distribution not only corresponds to that 
of an h6tel, but also evokes the "affections of the soul" that 
an eighteenth-century architectural theorist would call on 
when distributing a plan. This distribution of pleasure is 
evident as soon as one walks in the Baker House and con- 
fronts the large, overscaled stairs that could easily belong to 
the Folies BdrgOres. The cabaret audience, now reduced to a 
single spectator, stands at the entrance looking up. The 
stairs are so long that the anticipated approach of Josephine 
from the vestibule can, at first, only be heard. Her head or 
coiffure soon appears and the rest of her body is gradually 
revealed, from top to bottom, just as in a striptease, lest we 
forget that the American dancer had been imagined stripped 
of all her clothes/ornaments. Josephine must now "wear" 
the stairs, nmch as she would a dress, in order to play the 
stripteaser’s subtle game of concealing and revealing. In the 
vestibule above and down the stairs, she is imagined danc- 
ing forward and backward, teasing and manipulating the 
spectator below. 

The framing of motion in the perspectival volume of the 
staircase is the architectural equivalent of E. J. Marcy’s 
"chronophotography" as the capturing of a moving object in 
a single frame. In a similar way, the stairs become a literal 
apparatus that depicts the dancer’s nude body in various 
points much as in Marcel Duchamp’s Nude Descending 
Staircase. This "demultiplification," to use Duchamp’s 
term, inspires a kind of reverie that relativizes time and 
space, transforms absence into presence, and becomes a 
scenographic mechanism that anticipates capturing the 
motion of Josephine dancing up and down the stairs.~z The 
voyeur thus architecturalizes an unconventional mode of 
representation in order to transcend Josephine’s absence. 
The house momentarily becomes a photographic apparatus 
of"instantaneitT" through which "the object is completely 
stretched out as if elastic," stretched far enough that it might 
be touched.33 

Another voyeuristic scenario has already been pointed out 
wherein the house’s inhabitant "is now the primary object 
[of vision], and the visitor, the guest, is the looking sub- 
ject.’’34 This occurs in the low passages that provide a place 
from which to view into a swimming pool that is dived into 
from the bedroom floor above. From these passages one 
looks through "transparent windows.., so that it was pos- 
sible to watch swimming and diving in its crystal clear 
water, flooded with light from above." This scenario trans- 
forms the window into % miniature entertainment center," 
borrowed in principle from the maison close (brothel) Loos 
and his generation, no doubt, frequented.35 The origin of 
such a voyeuristic practice, we are told, lies the nineteenth 
century, when the sexual act was abandoned in favor of a 
visual orgasm: 

Brothels began to provide the tableau vivant; in the grand salon 

a kind of erotic machinery is set up by the Madame. On a large 
black carpet, naked girls, were seated in suggestive poses, lit by 

candelabras; on a rotating floor, women appeared with airs of 
wax dolls eternally fixed in voluptuous poses. The spectator, 
seated in an armchair, could watch and enjoy the scenes in the 

room next door,~s 

The voyeur’s window is not unlike Loos’s clean white wall 
that is suddenly daubed with desire. Loos defines the win- 
dow as that which serves "to let the light in, not to let the 
gaze pass through"; yet here he designs windows that serve 
precisely "to let the gaze pass through.’’~7 If, indeed, "a culti- 
vated person never looks out of the window," for it is im- 
proper to stare, in Josephine’s house the window has been 
pushed inward, doubled along the fagade, so that Loos’s 
modern and distinguished man can do what he is not sup- 
posed to: he can release his desire to stare into the exact 
space where his gaze is forbidden. The act of refraining to 
look out occupies the place where the voyeur endlessly 
stares through the window on the side of the pool. He looks 
while being framed by a window behind him on the house’s 
fagade and from which he is not to look out. The window 
that does let the gaze pass through opens onto an aquatic 
world in which the naked body of Josephine might dive at 
any moment. So he waits and paints his affects on the tab- 
leau in front of him as a discourse of absence, if not of absti- 
nence. The window thus becomes a tableau of Loos’s own 
desires: "a pure projection, sharp-edged, incorruptible, irre- 
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versible, which banishes into nothingness everything around 
it" but the desire to see Josephine dive.., naked.3s 

It is clear that the identity of the voyeur is unknown ("the 
guest") and understandably so since by definition voyeur- 
ism is an anonymous practice. Yet, if in fact, the windows 
on the side of the pool confirm other interpretations of this 
house, in which openings are made to resemble those of a 
peep show, mapping the house’s visual dynamics need not 
immobilize the players in their respective roles: "where 
subjects and objects cannot simply exchange places.’’~9 The 
pleasures of both the observer and the observed are fixed in 
their respective positions insofar as one ignores the guest’s 
thrill in being caught by the host’s exhibitionist swim, not 
to mention the host’s inherent knowledge of the intruder’s 
position. The voyeur’s identity., might not be known, yet his 
eyes are readily borrowed by someone with a perceptual 
knowledge of the house’s raurnplan or by someone who 
anticipates how, in such an imagined place, a body might 
move, sleep, or swim. The house does not belong to the 
person of Josephine; it belongs to that exoticized body she 
has constructed and to Loos’s design pleasure in imagining 
it. In fact, there is no guest stricken with scopophilia, there 
is, instead, an author writing his desires in a letter -- for he 
does not see, he imagines vividly. 

As the site of high voyeurism, the swimming pool comes to 
replace what in an h6tel might have been a more conven- 
tional boudoir: a special room, indirectly lit ("with fantastic 
light-effects"), accessed from the sleeping quartersY:’ Having 
repeatedly been codified as a woman’s territory, the boudoir 
is the space in which "a woman withdraws to meditate, or 
to read, or to work, in one word, to be alone.’’~ Modern 
dictionaries still define this space as "a woman’s dressing 
room, bedroom, or private sitting room.’’~2 In short, a 
boudoir is extraordinary, intimate, and feminine. In the 
eighteenth-century novel, it is a place where a woman 
withdraws not only to be left alone but to have her intimacy 
observed by the reader; as such, Loos’s pool displays "an 
nnderwater revue" for the spectator who stands hidden 
behind a window that acts as a one-way mirrorJ3 

The mirror as a boudoir’s essential component has been 
evident in both the eighteenth-century treatise on architec- 
ture as well as in the libertine novella describing eigh- 

teenth-century interiors. Le Carrms de M~zihres suggests, 
for instance, that "openings and repetitions should not be 
arranged in this room" and that mirrors should instead 
produce perspectival effects.** In Bastide’s La Petite 
Maison, a boudoir’s alcove is described as being entirely 
covered with glass panels: "all sides and the ceiling of this 
niche are covered with mirrors."4~ Similarly, the pool in the 
Baker ttouse is made entirely of mirrors, liquid mirrors that 
reflect and refract the figure of Josephine, whose privacy 
becomes spectacle for the spectator ira the living room be- 
low. What is most private becomes most visible. The voyeur 
can now "dilute" his gaze in the pool’s/mirror’s fluid rain 
and thus engage, along with his vision, a haptic sense that 
makes his eyes, since his hands cannot, caress the absent 

body of Josephine: "by the gaze I touch, I attain, I seize, I 
am seized.’’~ An aqueous/visual film thus extends bei~veen 
the pahn of the abstinent voyeur’s hand and the figure of 
Josephine, now paradoxically accessible. The boudoir/ 
swimming pool in the Baker House is stripped of its many 
decorative details and left in a "mercurial" state of pure 
pornography. Behind the window/mirror, Loos stands an- 
ticipating the diving body of Josephine. Her bathing is re- 
turned to that aristocratic era that Loos often recalls, when 
the toilette was a public event, or a way to mark one’s dis- 
tinction, to the time when the toilette became a mecha- 
nism for seduction. 
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Josephine Baker, Racial Protest, and 
the Cold Whr 

Mary L. Dudziak 

During the early 1950s, Josephine Baker was an international star who lived in a 
castle in France, who wore Dior gowns in concert, and whose most radical political 
idea seems to have been a hope that the world might some day live in racial har- 
mony. She would hardly seem a threat to the national security of the United States. 
Nevertheless, during the early fifties, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) kept 
a file on Baker, and the State Department collected data on her activities, using 
the information to dissuade other countries from allowing her to perform. Baker 
was seen as a threat because she used her international prominence to call attention 
to the discriminatory racial practices of the United States, her native land, when 
she traveled throughout the world. 

Baker was caught in the cross fire of the Cold War in Latin America in the early 
1950s. Her seemingly simple campaign for racial tolerance made her the target of 
a campaign that ultimately pushed her from the limelight of the exclusive club cir- 
cuit to the bright lights of a Cuban interrogation room. The woman lauded in 
Havana and Miami in 1951 as an international star was arrested by the Cuban mili- 
tary police two years later as a suspected Communist, but she had undergone no 
radical political transformation in the interim. That Josephine Baker engendered 
an international campaign, to mute her impact is a demonstration of the lengths 
to which the United States and its allies would go to silence Cold War critics. More 
important, however, Josephine Baker found herself at the center of a critical cultural 
and ideological weak point in American Cold War diplomacy: the intersection of 
race and Cold War foreign relations.I 

Mary L. Dudziak is professor of law at the University of Iowa College of Law. 
For their helpful comments, encouragement, and assistance, I am especially grateful to Brooks Ammemaan, 

Dudley Andrew, Seth Bryant, Kate Corcoran, Mary Lou Fellows. Marvin Getdeman, Gerald Home, Mae Hen- 
derson, Linda Kerber, LeAnne La); Frieda Martin, Peter Nazareth, Monica Parry, Peter Parry, Brenda Gayle 
Hummer, Tom Safley, Ellen Schrecker, and Mary Sleichter. Also a source of helpful comments were reviewers for 
theJournalofAmerican History, the wonderfulfAHstaff, and those who attended presentations of earlier versions 
of this paper at the American Studies Departanent, the Theater Department and the Museum of Art at the Univer- 
sity of Iowa, the Minnesota Museum of Art, and the symposium "Rethinking the Cold War: A Conference in 
Memory of William Appleman Williams;’ University of Wisconsin, October I8, 1991. I am grateful to the Univer- 
sity of Iowa College of Law for its generous research support and to the University of Iowa Center for Advanced 
Studies for a quiet office and collegiality. 

= There is a growing literature on the role of race in foreign relations. These works primarily consider the role 
of race in relations among different nations. See, for example, Paul Gordon Lauren, Power an dPrejudice: The Poli- 
tics and Diplomacy of Racial Discrimination (Boulder, 1988); John W. Dower, War without Mercy: Race and Power 
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In the years following World War II, the United States had an image problem. 
Gunnar Myrdal called it an "American dilemma." On one hand, the United States 
claimed that democracy was superior to communism as a form of government, par- 
ticularly in its protection of individual rights and liberties; on the other hand, the 
nation practiced pervasive race discrimination. Voting was central to democratic 
government, for example, yet African Americans were systematically disenfran- 
chised in the South. Such racism was not the nation’s private shame. During the 
postwar years, other countries paid increasing attention to race discrimination in the 
United States. Voting rights abuses, lynchings, school segregation, and antimisce- 
genation laws were discussed at length in newspapers around the world, and the 
international media continually questioned whether race discrimination made 
American democracy a hypocrisy. When Sen. Glen Taylor was arrested for violating 
Alabama segregation laws, for example, the Shanghai Ta Kung Pao found a lesson 
for international politics: the incident did not demonstrate the moral leadership 
that would be required in a true world leader. "The United States prides itself on 
its ’liberal traditions,’" the paper noted, "and it is in the United States itself that 
these traditions can best be demonstrated.’’2 

To raise the stakes even higher, as early as 1946 the American Embassy in Moscow 
reported that several articles on American racial problems had been published in 
the Soviet media, possibly signaling more prominent use of the issue in Soviet prop- 
aganda. The Soviet Union and the Communist press in various nations used the 
race issue very effectively in anti-American propaganda. Meanwhile, allies of the 
United States quietly commented that Soviet propaganda on race was uniquely 
effective because there was so much truth to it.3 

United States government officials were concerned about the effect of this inter- 
national criticism on foreign relations. As Secretary of State Dean Acheson put it, 

The existence of discrimination against minority groups in this country has an ad- 
verse effect upon our relations with other countries. We are. reminded over and over 

in the Pacific War (New York, 1986); Thomas Borstelmann, Apartheid’s Reluctant Uncle: The United States and 
Southern Africa in the Early Cold b~ar (New York, 1993); and Alexander DeConde, Ethnicity, Race, and American 
Foreign Podicy: A History (Boston, 1992). In contrast, this article is concerned with the intersection of domestic 
race politics and United States foreign relations. For related works, .see Brenda Gayle Plummet, "Castro in Harlem: 
A Cold War Watershed;’ paper presented at the conference "Rethinking the Cold War: A Conference in Memory 
of William Appleman Williams," University of Wisconsin, Madison, October 1991 (in Mary Dudziak’s possession); 
Gerald Home, Black and Red: W. E. B. Du Bois and the Afro-American Response to the Cold War, 1944-1963 
(Albany, 1986); and Penny M. yon Eschen, "African Americans and Anti-Colonialism, 1937-1957: The Rise and 
Fall of the Politics of Diaspora" (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1994). 

~ Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma: The N<gtro Problem and Modern Democracy (New York, 1944). 
Steven Lawson, Black Ballots’: Voting Rights in the South, 1944-1969 (New York, 1976). James \v¢2 Ivy, "American 
Negro Problem in the European Press," Crisis; 57 (July 1950), 413,416.--18. For the statement in the Shanghai Ta 
Kung Pao, see Chinese Press Review no. 635 in American Consulate General, Shanghai, China, to Secretary of 
State, despatch 452, May 6, 1948, file 811.4016/5-1048, Department of State Decimal File, Records of the Depart- 
ment of State, RG 59 (National Archives, Washington, D.C.). 

-~ U.S. Embassy, Moscow, to Secretary of State, telegram 4180, Nov. 20, 1946, file 811.4016/11-2046, Department 
of State Decimal File, Records of the Department of State; Robert Coe, U.S. Embassy, The Hague, The Netherlands, 
to Department of State, Feb. 13, 1950, file 811.411:/2-1350, laid, See also Mary L. Dudziak, "Desegregation as a 
Cold War Imperative," Stanford Law Revievz 41 (Nov. 1988), 80-93. 
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Josephine Baker performing at a benefit concert for the National Council of Negro Women 

(NClx~) at the Nardonal Guard Armory, Washington, DC.. July 2, 1951, 
!~hotograp~ by. Fred Harr~. Courtesy Bethune Museum and Arc~rves, ~as~mgton. D.C 

by some foreign newspapers and spokesmen, that our treatment of various minori- 

ties leaves much to be desired .... Frequently we find it next to impossible to for- 
mulate a satisfactory answer to our critics in other countries .... 

An atmosphere of suspicion and resentmen~ in a country over the way a 

minomv is being treated in the United States is a formidable obstacle to the devel- 
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opment of mutual understanding and trust between the two countries. We will 
have better international relations when these reasons for suspicion and resent- 
ment have been removed. 

Concern about the impact of race discrimination on foreign relations permeated 
government-sponsored civil rights efforts in the late 1940s and early 1950s. The in- 
ternational implications of civil rights were continually noted in briefs in the United 
States Supreme Court and in government reports.4 

In this environment, African Americans who criticized race discrimination in the 
United States before an international audience added fuel to an already trouble- 
some fire. When the actor and singer Paul Robeson, the writer W. E. B. Du Bois, 
and others spoke out abroad about American racial problems, they angered govern- 
ment officials because the officials saw them as exacerbating an already difficult 
problem. The State Department could and did attempt to counter the influence 
of such critics on international opinion by sending speakers around the world who 
would say the right things about American race relations. The "right thing" to say 
was, yes, there were racial problems in the United States, but it was through 
democratic processes (not communism) that optimal social change for African 
Americans would occur. It would make things so much easier, however, if the 
troublemakers stayed home. Consequently, in the early 1950s, the passports of 
Robeson, Du Bois, and Civil Rights Congress chairperson William Patterson were 
confiscated because their travel abroad was "contrary to the best interests of the 
United States.’’5 

Entertainer Josephine Baker posed a special problem for the government. During 
her international concert tours in the 1950s, she harshly criticized American racism. 
The United States goverimaent could not restrict her travel by withdrawing her pass- 
port because she carried the passport of her adopted nation, France. The govern- 
ment had to employ more creative means to silence her. 

Josephine Baker is best known as the young black entertainer from St. Louis, Mis- 
souri, who took Paris by storm in the 1920s. In France there was great interest in 
African art and in jazz during the twenties, and, to French audiences, Baker seemed 

4 Acting Secretary of State Dean Acheson to the Chair of the Fair Employment Practices Commission, May 
8, 1946, quoted in Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae at 19-20, Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948). 
For government concern about the impact of race relations on foreign affairs, see President’s Committee on Civil 
Rights, To Secure These Rights (Wasl~ington, 1947); Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae, Shelley v. 
Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948); Brief for the United States, tlenderson ,: United States, 339 U.S. 815 {1950); Memo- 
randum for the United States as Amicus Curiae, i~lcLaurin v. Oklahoma, 339 U.S. 637 (1950); and Brief for the 
United States as Amicus Curiae, Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954). 

~ Home, Black andRed, 212-18; Martin Duberman, Paul Robeson (New York, 1988), 389. On the choice of 
speakers by the State Department, see Dudziak, "Desegregation as a Cold War Imperative," 98-101; and yon Es- 
chen, "African Americans and Anti-Colonialism;’ chapter 5. On passport confiscations, see Duberman, Paul 
Robeson, 389; Home, Black and Red, 212-18; Gerald Home, Communist Front? The Civil Rights Congrea~, 
1946-1936 (London, 1988), 167; and William L. Patterson, The Man Who Cried Genocide: An Autobiography 
(New York, 1971), 198-201. 
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to embody the primitive sexual energy of black art and music that would energize 
European culture.6 

The primary roles available fbr black entertainers in the United States at this time 
were heavily racially stereotyped. In France, Baker also had to cater to white fantasies 
about race. In the black review that brought her to Paris at the age of nineteen in 
1925, Baker danced in a number called "Danse Sauvage," set in an African jungle. 
In her opening performance at the Folies Bergere the next year, Baker did the 
Charleston dressed only in a skirt of bananas, a costume that would become her 
trademark. Eventually, however, Baker was able to transcend racial stereotyping in 
France and to play the music halls descending long staircases in elegant gowns in 
the kind of role previously reserved for white stars.7 

Baker’s glamorous life in Paris was a stark contrast to her early years in St. Louis. 
Her family had been so poor that she and her brother would search for coal that 
had fallen off a conveyor belt in the freight yards in order to heat their home. For 
a time, the family of six slept in one bed. At the age of eight, Baker became a live-in 
housekeeper for a woman who beat her and made her sleep in the basement with 
a dog. She gained an early love for the theater, perhaps because it was an escape 
from the difficulties of her young life. She later explained that she danced to keep 
warm.* 

Racism shaped Baker’s early memories. When interviewed in 1973 by young 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., about her life, Baker began with memories of the 1917 race 
riots, which occurred when she was eleven years of age. The East Saint Louis riots 
were violent and deadly, and in her autobiography Baker described atrocities she 
witnessed as she fled the burning city. Yet the riots occurred in East Saint Louis, 
across the Mississippi River from Baker’s own home. The stories of the riots were 
seared in Baker’s memory; so horrified was she that she remembered the riots as if 
she had been there herself.9 

In Paris, Baker was generally free of the day-to-day insults of American-style ra- 
cism. She lived a glamorous life-style free from racial segregation. Like many other 
African Americans, she found the city a haven in the years between the two world 

6 As Josephine Baker constructed her stage image, she also reconstructed her personal history. Baker and those 
associated with her would at times commit versions of her life story to paper. On her work for the French Resistance, 
see Jaques Abtey, La Guerre se~r~te de Josephine Baker (Paris, 1948); for a memoir by Baker and her fourth hus- 
band, see Josephine Baker and Jo Bouillon, Josephine, trans. Mariana Fitzpatrick (New York, 1977). The ground- 
work for full-fledged biographies was laid by Dnn Haney, Naked. at the Feast: A Biography of’Josephine Baker 
(New York, 1981). An elegant volume that effectively evokes Baker as an artist is Phyllis Rose, Jazz Cleopatra: 
Josephine Baker in .Her Times (New York, 1989). The most complete collection of photographs of Baker and Baker 
memorabilia is Bryan Hammond, Josephine Baker {London, 1988). The most comprehensive biography is Jean- 
Claude Baker and Chris Chase, Josephine: The Hung<y Heart (New York, 1993). This work is full of previously 
unreported details about Baker’s life. It is also an intensely personal portrait by a man who was taken under the 
entertainer’s wing at the age of 14 and who considers himself to be her son. Jean-Claude Baker speaks directly 
to Josephine Baker in the book and urges upon the reader his interpretation of her complex personality. For a full 
bibliography of works by and about Josephine Baker, see ibid.., 506. 

7 Rose, Jazz Cleopatra, 18-45, 121-22, 150-52. 
~ Ibid,, 10-17; Hane); Nakedat the Feast, 1-33; Baker and Bouillon, Josephine, trans. Fitzpatrick, 1-17. 
~ Henry Louis Gates, Jr., "An Interview with Josphine [sic] Baker and James Baldwin;’ Southern Review, 2I 

(July 1985), 597--601; Baker and Chase, Josephine: The Hungry Heart, 28-30; Rose, Jazz Cleopatra, 14-15. 
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wars. In 1937, after marrying a Frenchman, Baker finally adopted her new nation 
by becoming a citizen of France.m 

Early in Baker’s professional life, her energies were focused primarily on the the- 
ater and on developing herself as a star. Her emphasis changed in 1939 when Dance 
declared war on Germany. Using contacts she had in the Italian embassy, Baker 
began doing intelligence work for the Allies and spending much of her time with 
refugees from the war. Adolf Hitler’s forces occupied Paris in 1940. Knowing that 
black entertainers would be unable to work in occupied France and fearing Nazi 
racism, Baker fled to the south of Dance and, ultimately, to North Africa. While 
still in Dance she joined the Resistance and, using her performance tours through 
Europe as a cover, participated in relaying information on Axis troop movements 
to the Allies. She wrote information in invisible ink on her musical scores and then 
passed on the scores. Later in North Africa she was hospitalized for nineteen months 
with peritonitis; only barely recovered, she found the energy to perform for Allied 
troops. For her work for the Resistance, Baker was awarded the Cross of Lorraine by 
Charles de Gaulle in 1943, and in 1961 she was awarded the Legion of Honor and 
the Croix de Guerre in recognition of her wartime service to Dance. Baker’s war work 
was in part motivated by her loyalty to her adopted country; at least as important, 
in fighting Nazism she was fighting racism. The struggle against racism and a search 
for universal racial harmony would be a driving force in her life in later years,n 

In 1948, Josephine Baker sailed to New York, hoping to gain the recognition in 
the country of her birth that she had achieved in Dance. She had returned to the 
United States to appear in the Ziegfeld Follies in 1935 but had received devastating 
reviews. In 1948 as well, she did not find the critical acclaim she had hoped for; 
what she did find was racial discrimination. She and her white husband, Jo 
Bouillon, were refused service by thirty-six New York hotels. Baker then decided 
to see for herself what life was like for an average African-American woman in the 
South. Leaving her husband behind, she traveled south using a different name, and 
she wrote for a French magazine about such experiences as getting thrown out of 
white waiting rooms at railroad stations. Becoming Josephine Baker again, she gave 
a speech at Fisk University, an African-American school in Tennessee, and she told 
the audience that her visit to Fisk was the first time since she had come to the United 
States that she felt at home. After this trip, she told a friend that she would dedicate 
her life to helping her people.12 

In 1950 and 1951, Baker scheduled a tour of Latin American countries but made 
no plans to visit the United States. She was a smash hit in Cuba; agents and club 
operators in the United States then became interested in booking her. She declined 
their invitations, saying she was not interested in performing in theaters with ra- 
cially segregated audiences. In December 1950, she received a telegram in Havana 
from a New York agent who offered her a "tremendous" salary for an engagement 

lo Rose, Jazz Cleopalra, 69-75; Baker and Chase, Josephine: The Hungry Heart, 219-20. 
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at the Copa City Club in Miami Beach. She asked an American newspaperman, 
"What is Copa City and what is its policy concerning Negroes?" He told her that 
it was probably the most luxurious nightclub in the country and that no African 
Americans had ever been admitted as guests. "Then the whole idea is ridiculous," 
she said.1~ 

The next day, Baker was visited by Ned Schuyler, co-owner and general manager 
of Copa Cit~: He had seen her Havana show, and he thought it was "the most 
magnificent and sensational act in show business." He told Baker, "I’ve just got to 
have you for my club." She declined, saying, "I cannot work where my people cannot 
go. It’s as simple as that." After some negotiating, Schuyler offered Josephine Baker 
a contract with special provisions: "It is understood and agreed between both parties 
that patrons are to be admitted regardless of race, color and creed." Baker then made 
sure that the audience would be integrated. She had Schuyler fly in African- 
American and white celebrities from New York for her opening. When she went 
on stage at the Copa City, Baker told her audience that it was the most important 
moment of her life. "This is really my first appearance in this, my native land in 
26 years. The other times didn’t count. Now it is different. I am happy to be here 
and to be performing in this city under these circumstances when my people can 
be here to see me.’’~4 

Baker was a hit in Miami. One critic described her show as "one of the greatest 
acts I’ve seen." A New York Heralcg Tribune writer said, "She walks like Mae West, 
sounds as throaty as Edith Piaf, shakes like Diosa Costello, balances a hair-do that’s 
a cross between Carmen Miranda and the Empire State building and wears Christian 
Dior originals like five of the annual list of ten best-dressed wornen.’’1~ 

Baker was also praised for insisting on an integrated audience. Rep. Isidore Dol- 
linger of New York paid tribute to Baker in Congress, calling her "one of America’s 
greatest artists." He continued, 

America owes a lot to Miss Baker for her successful attempts to eliminate segrega- 
tion in Miami Beach, for this is proof that what has been done there can be done 
in other parts of the country where this un-American practice still flourishes. Miss 
Baker’s courage, talent and sincerity, in my opinion, deserve the plaudits of this 
body.~6 

Following her success in Miami Beach, Baker signed contracts for performances 
throughout the United States; she always required that audiences be integrated and 
that she receive accommodations in first-class hotels. Baker was hailed by the 
African-American press for her efforts. The New York Amsterdam News reported, 
’~ survey of Negro press editorial opinion revealed a widespread feeling of admira- 
tion for the star’s refusal to appear where her people are barred.’’~v 

*-~ "Miami Success Climaxes Storybook Career," Ebony, 6 (May 1951), 76. 
14 IbiA While most African-American performers had to endure segregation ~f they wanted to work, Paul 

Robeson, like Baker, made a practice of demanding no segregation as a condition for his appearances: Duberma,~, 
Paul Robeson, 256, 288. 

~ "Miami Success Climaxes Storybook Career," 78. 
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Josephine Baker’s civil rights work extended beyond the theater. She urged white 
business leaders in Chicago and San Francisco to hire more African Americans. She 
assisted the family of Willie McGee, an African American executed for allegedly 
raping a white woman, by paying for his funeral; and she stopped in at the racially 
charged trial of the Trenton Six to cheer up the defendants, African-American men 
accused of murdering a white shop owner. Baker personally tried to integrate a 
whites-only soda fountain at the Hecht department store in Washington, D.C. The 
New York Amsterdam News reported that Baker told the store manager refusing 
her service, "Washington is the capital of the world and should be an example of 
a living democracy." The article continued, "She also reminded the manager of the 
Negro boys who are dying in Korea for a democracy that their people can not enjoy." 
She was honored for these and other efforts when the New York branch of the NAACP 

(National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) held "Josephine 
Baker Day" on May 20, 1951.is 

Baker’s prominence sometimes shielded her from harsh discriminatory treat- 
ment, sometimes not. In October 1951, South Pacific star Roger Rico and his wife 
took Baker and another guest, Bessie Buchanan, to New York’s exclusive Stork Club 
for a late dinner. They were seated, and Baker ordered a steak. After nearly an hour, 
the food had not been served, and, according to Mrs. Rico, 

none of the waiters, including the one who had taken the order, would come near 
us. They pretended nor to hear when my husband called them. After some effort 
we finally forced our waiter to come to the table, and asked about Miss Baker’s 
order, and he said they had no steaks. We asked about the crab meat cocktail, and 
he said they had no crab meat. We asked about the bottle of wine and he said 
they were still looking for one. When we said we would order something else, he 
went away again.~9 

Baker and Roger Rico then left the table to phone her lawyer and the police. When 
they" returned from the phone booth, a waiter came to the table to take another 
order. According to Buchanan, "finally, after another long wait, they brought out 
a steak. But we had all been so embarrassed by then that Miss Baker refused to eat, 
and we left.’’2° 

Baker filed a complaint with the New York City police about the incident. The 
NAACP backed her protest, sponsoring a star-studded picket line at the Stork Club. 
Executive Secretary Walter White called upon the FBI; he telegraphed a request that 
J. Edgar Hoover protest the Stork Club’s refusal to serve Baker because "such dis- 
crimination.., anywhere in the United States plays directly into the hands of com- 
munists and other enemies of democracy. Disapproval of such policy by those who 
make Stork Club success it is... will demonstrate vitality and integrity of democ- 
racy." Hoover responded, "I don’t consider this to be any of my business.’’21 

~ New York Amsterdam News, July 14, 1951, p. 22; Haney, Naked at the Feast, 249-52. 
i9 C~icago Defender, Oct. 27, 1951, p. 1. 
20 Ibid.; see also HaneB Naked at t/~e Feast, 255-56, 
21 Rose, Jazz Cleopatra, 218-19. National Association for the A&ancement of Colored People to J, Edgar 
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Josephine Baker is surrounded by admirers at the Council House in Washington, D.C. 
She was attending a reception held by the National Council of Negro Women 

(NCNW) in July 1951 to honor her achievements. From left to right: 
an unidentified pianist, Josephine Baker, Jeanetta Welch Brown 

(exe~_utive director of the NCN~!0"), and Vivian Carter Mason 
(vice president of the NCNW). 

Photograph by Fred Harris, Courtesy Bethune Museum and Archives, Washtngton, DC, 

Baker received threats. The Chicago D<fender reported, "’Sorne people’ told her 
that if she pressed her case against the Club, her contracts would be cancelled, she 
would be forced to leave the country and it might end her career." Baker responded, 
"I am willing to sacrifice my career for a princip[le], If I have to leave the country, 
I will leave with my own dignity and the dignity of my race intact.’’= 

Baker’s wrath was not directed only at the Stork Club, however, The prominent 
New York gossip columnist Walter Winchell was at the Stork Club at the same time, 
although it is unclear whether he was aware of the discrimination against Baker. In 
interviews about the Stork Club incident, Baker criticized Winchell for failing to 
come to her assistance. Winchell responded, first by defending himself, claiming 
that he had left the Stork Club before the discrimination against Baker occurred.23 

Then he began attacking Baker in his columns. For one column, he dug up a 
1935 Associated Press report announcing Baker’s support for Benito Mussolini’s in- 
vasion of Ethiopia, He also passed on a rumor that "one of the complainants against 

~1~I Building, Washington, D.C.). On ~’BI surveillance o4:African Americans, see Kenneth O’Rei!ly, "Racial~$~atters": 

The FBI’s Secret File on Black Amer£’a, i960-2972 (New Ybrk, 1989); David Garrow, 2"~e FBI and~]4artin Luther 
King, jr. (New York, 1981): Kenneth O’Reilly, Black Americans: The VOl [~)]es. ed. David Gallen (New York. I994)’, 
and Michae! Friedly and David Gallen, Martin Luther King, Jr.; The FBI FaTe (New York, 1993). 
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the Stork Club (and her husband) helped incite and participated in the Paul 
Robeson Peekskill riots," and he later referred to her as ’~losephine Baker riot inciter." 
At one point he quoted from a Pittsburgh Courier editorial, calling the Stork Club 
incident "the flimsiest case of ’discrimination’ on record." From it "a great rhubarb 
was raised, probably to the delight of Moscow .... It is difficult to see how it will 
help Negroes generally or in any way advance their cause." On November 5, after 
Baker had left the country, Winchell reported, "Gov’t people interested in the 
Josephine Baker thing are keeping tabs on her.., for use if they try to enter the 
U.S. again.’’2~ 

Sharing Sen. Joseph McCarthy’s tendency to see the specter of communism in 
any adversary, Winchell had written to FBr directorJ. Edgar Hoover, asking him to 
check up on allegations that Baker was a Communist. The FBI began collecting 
derogatory information on Baker, paying close attention to the question of whether 
she was sympathetic to communism.2~ In fact, Baker preferred to distance herself 
from the Left. Although she took a strong interest in the case of Willie McGee, 
Baker backed out of a rally in support of McGee when she learned that it was spon- 
sored by the American Labor Party and that Paul Robeson and radical congressman 
Vito Marcantonio were also scheduled to speak. Baker was praised for this move by 
the staunchly anticommunist newsletter Counterattack. According to Counterat- 
tack, Baker, "unlike some other entertainers .... will not use her fight for justice 
and civil rights as an excuse for underhanded support of the cp." Her brother 
Richard Martin found irony in the allegation that Baker was a Communist. 
"Imagine Josephine a Communist;’ he said, "when you think of the way they dress 
in Moscow.’’26 

Meanwhile, the controversy surrounding the Stork Club incident affected Baker’s 
ability to get and hold bookings in New York. She had become too controversial. 
Political activism in the entertainment industry at that time was tantamount to an 
invitation for an investigation by the House Committee on Un-American Activities, 
and controversy was not good for business.2v 

In 1952 Baker took her critique of American racial practices on the road on a tour 
of Latin America. In September 1952, after she had been in Uruguay for three 
weeks, the acting public affairs officer at the United States Embassy in Montevideo 
reported to the State Department on her activities. The officer’s interest in Baker 
stemmed from an appearance she made in that country on September 25, 1952. 
That evening Baker was scheduled not to sing, but to give a lecture. The event was 
organized by the World Cultural Association against Racial and Religious Discrimi- 

a4 Washington Post, Oct. 24, 1951, p. 15B; ibid., Oct. 26, 1951, p. 15B; ibid., Nov. 30, 1951, p. 15B; ibid., Nov. 
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nation, an association Baker founded to promote interracial understanding, and 
sponsored by the Uruguayan Cultural and Social Association and the Association 
of Bankers of Uruguay. According to the despatch, "Before an audience of approxi- 
mately 200 Uruguayans," Baker "stated that she felt impelled by God and her deep 
religious feelings to fight discrimination by stressing this problem in talks to people 
wherever she goes." Baker began by criticizing racial practices in South Africa and 
then turned to a lengthy discussion of race discrimination in the United States. The 
officer described Baker as a "staunch crusader for the elimination of racial and reli- 
gious discrimination throughout the world," and he thought that her objective was 
"a most worthy one." Nevertheless, he was concerned about her activities because 
"her remarks concerning racial discrimination in the United States are wholly 
derogatory, thus presenting a distorted and malicious picture of actual conditions 
in the United States.’’2~ 

The embassy officer was right that Baker had nothing positive to say about race 
discrimination. And since she illustrated her critique with experiences of people she 
knew, her lectures must have affected her audiences powerfully. In Uruguay, she told 
her audience a story about her brother-in-law. As the embassy reported it, her 
brother-in-law told Baker, 

Negroes can not pass white people on the sidewalks in southern towns, but must 
step off into the street. One day she said, he was returning from church services 
and came upon a white man and his little son. Upon seeing the negro, the latter 
stopped and said to his father: "Father, you told me that the next time I saw a 
nigger, I could kill him." Josephine’s comment to the audience was that her 
brother-in-law immediately left the town.29 

The embassy officer claimed that Baker’s account was "distorted" because she did 
not mention that progress was being made. "Not once was any mention made of 
what the American people have done and are doing to eliminate racial and religious 
discrimination." He was also concerned because Baker’s message had an effect. "It 
was evident that the spectators were impressed by her analysis of the status of the 
negroes in the United States.’’~0 

Baker was "devoting as much time as her artistic schedule will permit" to her cam- 
paign against discrimination. According to the embassy officer, she would "un- 
doubtedly.., continue to misrepresent the United States with respect to the negro 
problem." Consequently, the officer thought that the State Department would be 
"interested in following her campaign.’’~a 

Baker’s activities did not call for an immediate response in Uruguay. Only one 
local paper had given extensive coverage to her lectures. The embassy thought that 
countering her remarks with "a fair picture of the negro situation in the United 

2s U.S. Embassy, Montevideo, to State Department, despatch 256, Sept. 30, 1952, file 811.411/9-3052, Depart- 
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States" would only focus more attention on Baker’s statements and might generate 
critical responses from other papers. The embassy officer was concerned, however, 
that Baker might receive more media attention in other countries; he suggested that 
"the Department might find it advisable to prepare special material to counteract 
her activities.’’~a 

The embassy seems to have had a hand in the low level of media coverage Baker 
received in Uruguay. Later that fall she commented, "Upon my arrival in Mon- 
tevideo, the press was very kind to me, but after my speeches, only one newspaper 
dared to publish my discourse, and they told me that they had received a friendly 
visit from the American Embassy requesting them not to publish it.’’~3 

Although the State Department was alarmed at Baker’s harsh critique of Amer- 
ican race relations, her notion of social change was not very radical. Baker’s under- 
lying philosophy was that education and respectful interaction among persons of 
different races and religions would overcome prejudice. As she explained in a speech 
in Buenos Aires, she believed that "there is only one race and that is the human 
race." Differences between people were a result of the different circumstances in 
which they had lived. Baker believed that such differences must be understood and 
respected. She argued, 

In order to appreciate a friend, one must know his manner of life and his mentality. 
If one cannot travel, then one must come to know it by means of books and 
teaching. It is extremely important for Colored people to become better ac- 
quainted with the Whites and the Whites ought to know more about Colored 
people, in order to prevent vengeful feelings and heal the wounds of hatred.34 

If Baker seemed an odd ambassador for racial justice, she was operating within 
constraints that left her without other means to gain the influence she wished to 
have. The diplomatic corps was not something a desperately poor black girl from 
Saint Louis had the chance to aspire to as Baker grew up. And although Eleanor 
Roosevelt made a mark on world affairs, the role for women in international politics 
remained limited in the postwar years. Josephine Baker’s only route to influence was 
through her role as a performer. 

At the same time, however, Baker was not a political performer like Paul Robeson. 
Robeson would weave his politics into his performances; his manner of singing and 
his embellishment of the lyrics drew the attention of army intelligence agents, who 
thought that Robeson had "managed to further the cp line by means of his songs." 
Baker, however, would speak about justice at a press conference in the afternoon 
and then don a feathered gown and headdress for the evening show. She was lauded 

~ U.S. Embassy, Buenos Aires, to State Department, despatch 606, Nov. 13, 1952, file 811.411/11d352, ibia*. 
~4 Department of State, translation of article in Buenos Aires Epoca, Oct. 7, 1952, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
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for demanding racially integrated audiences; once on stage, however, overt politics 
were more of an interruption to her performances than a part of them. On the eve- 
ning that Willie McGee died ~llowing an unsuccessful effort to save him from the 
electric chair, Baker began her show by explaining her grief. The execution of this 
man who she believed to be wrongly accused of rape took the heart out of her desire 
to perform, but she would go on that night. "They have killed Willie McGee, one 
of my people," she explained. "A part of every American Negro died a little with 
him."3~ 

While Baker did not overtly address race relations in her performances, the per- 
formances themselves in some ways crossed racial boundaries. This woman, who first 
appeared on Broadway in blackface in a caricatured black production, had replaced 
floppy shoes and a plaid dress with jewels and designer gowns. In the place of crossed 
eyes were now eyes that looked out from behind a curtain of mascara. Baker’s mere 
acceptance by American theatergoers in the postwar years marked a cultural transi- 
tion from the narrow roles for black women in the 1920s to the possibility of 
stardom. Baker also reconceptualized the image of black entertainers in a more fun- 
damental wa): Phyllis Rose notes, "With her sophistication and couture wardrobe, 
her act now in every way called attention to her artifice, the triumph of art over na- 
ture." In contrast to her earlier exoticism, Baker was now eager to make the point 
"that black people were not children of nature.’’36 

Baker’s desire for world harmony was implicitly woven into her signature song, 
’~J’ai Deux Amours," but in a way that was quite personalized. "I have two loves," 
she sang, "my" country and Paris.’’~7 It was as if love itself, and Baker as eros, could 
transcend national boundaries, as if through loving the United States and France, 
Baker could bring these nations together. This love of hers, which she had earlier 
directed toward the many men she acquired, was now, in her eyes, a force for world 
peace; Baker courted world leaders with her charm and her celebrity, taking them 
not to bed, but into her "brotherhood" of racial harmony. Baker used seduction as 
a political tool. 

If American Embassy ot~cers seemed overly sensitive to Josephine Baker’s crusade 
against racism, they had reason to be concerned. During this period, according to 
Secretary of State Dean Acheson, "the damage to our foreign relations attributable 
to race discrimination has become progressively greater." In countries sensitive to 
the status of persons of color, a "hostile reaction" was "growing in alarming propor- 
tions." Acheson found that "the view is expressed more and more vocally that the 
United States is hypocritical in claiming to be the champion of democracy" while 
permitting practices of racial discrimination here in this country." Exacerbating this 
problem, the Soviet Union increased its use of race in anti-American propaganda; 
by 1949, American race relations were a "principle Soviet propaganda theme.’’38 
Race became a weapon in the Cold War, a weapon easily deployed against the 

-~ Dt~berman, Paul Roaeson, 352-54, 375, 316-20, esp. 320. Rose, Jazz Cleopatra, 214-15, esp. 215. 
~ Rose, Jazz Cleopatra, 54-63, 210-15, esp. 212. 
~7 Ibid,, 147. 
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United States. Government officials came to realize that if they wished to save Third 
World countries for democracy, they would have to improve the image of American 
race relations. 

In this context, Josephine Baker was a threat. The United States had enough of 
a foreign relations problem from Soviet propaganda and from international media 
coverage of events at home. It did not help matters when individuals such as Baker 
actively sought to generate foreign interest in American racial discrimination. Con- 
sequently, the United States government did what it could to limit her activities 
and to respond to her accusations. 

The State Department became increasingly concerned about Baker’s actions 
when she traveled to Argentina in the fall of 1952, and her complicated politics, 
or perhaps her attraction to powerful people, led her into a close association with 
Juan Per6n.~9 When Baker arrived in Buenos Aires, she received the sort of attention 
the embassy officer in Uruguay had been concerned about. Her statements about 
race discrimination were given "dramatic play" by most Buenos Aires newspapers. 
Baker also escalated the rhetoric in her critique of the United States. In a speech 
covered by the evening paper Critica, Baker reportedly compared American racism 
to the Holocaust. She said that in Europe during the war 

I met thousands of Americans from the North and from the South. They believed, 
in good faith, that they were fighting for democracy and civilization that were 
being menaced by totalitarianism. Many had no hesitation in expressing their 
horror and their indignation at the news of massacres of Jewish prisoners. But as 
for the negro, the Southerners still continued and now keep on thinking that all 
the evil that is done is all right, and is necessary, How they reconciled these two 
opinions is something I have still not been able to figure out. 

According to Critica, Baker believed that "Negroes throughout the world entirely 
rightly are looking upon the United States in the same way the Jewish people 
pointed a short time ago to the land where they had been sentenced to extinction." 
Baker urged world support for the struggle for civil rights in the United States. She 
argued, 

Unless there is a halt to the wave of lynchings, electrocutions without proof, collec- 
tive aggressions and other beauties of the ’American way of life; it means that all 
the blood spilled in the last war has been in vain. The apparent enemies of Hitler 
see his triumph multiplied in the Southern United States.4° 

Baker sometimes tailored her speeches to particular racial and ethnic groups in 
Argentina. When she spoke to members of the Japanese community in Buenos 
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Aires, Baker discussed "a tragic situation;’ the internment of Japanese Americans 
during World War II. She claimed that the United States occasionally allowed in- 
dividual Japanese-American actors or artists "to attain limited success ’as a 
pacification’ because ’the whites knew that a little would calm the Japanese race and 
the white race could continue being master.’" She asserted, "This same system is 
being employed with the negroes, Hindus, Indians and other colored races who live 
in North America." She told another audience in Argentina, "Let me recall to the 
inhabitants of Latin America the card placed in the hotels in Texas... : ’This is 
a clean establishment and neither negroes nor Mexicans are admitted.’’’4I 

Josephine Baker delivered her speeches in English, and they were simultaneously 
translated into Spanish by an interpreter. The State Department subsequently 
translated Critica’s Spanish quotations back into English. These translations may 
well have affected some of the language and the tone of Baker’s statements. For ex- 
ample, although the State Department translation indicates that she referred to the 
"Yankee South;’ the word "Yankee" might well have originated in the translation 
into Spanish.42 Baker’s speeches seemed to take on a sharper tone in Argentina, but 
it is difficult to know how much of the inflammatory language originated with her. 

Baker’s speeches in Argentina were reported in American media, and her message 
did not find a warm reception among African Americans. Congressman Adam 
Clayton Powell, Jr., tried to contact Baker after he saw reports that Baker said that 
she had seen lynchings and electrocutions of African Americans. He asked the State 
Department to investigate whether she had made the statements. Powell would later 
make a mark for himself through a spirited defense of American democracy at a 
conference of Third World leaders in 195 5. He captured headlines back home when 
he responded to questioning by Pravda about American racism by urging that racial 
progress in the United States was a model for the world. Although a staunch civil 
rights advocate, Powell refused to criticize the United States before a foreign au- 
dience. Josephine Baker did not share Powell’s willingness to close ranks, perhaps 
because she did not share his indebtedness to the political system he was pro- 
tecting.43 

On November 10, 1952, Acting Assistant Secretary of State Ben H. Brown wrote 
to Powell that the American Embassy in Buenos Aires had been unsuccessful in its 
attempts to speak directly with Baker. He reported, however, that an embassy official 
discussed the matter with Baker’s secretary, Carolyn Carruthers. Carruthers was 
asked whether the statements attributed to Baker in the newspaper Critica were 

41 U.S. Embassy, Buenos Aires, to State Department, despatch 511, Oct. 24, 1952, file 81L4!1/!0-2452, ibid. 

U.S. Embassy, Buenos Aires, to State Department, despatch 406, Oct. 6, 1952, file 811.411/10-652, ibid. See also 
State Department translation of article in Critica, note 40 abowe. 

~2 U.S. Embassy, Buenos Aims, to State Department, despatch 567, Nov. 6, 1952, file 811.411/11-652, ibid,; 

State Department translation of article in Critica, note 40 above. 
~ New York Amsterdam News, Nov. 29, 1952, p. 20; State Department to the U.S. Embass)~ Buenos Aires, 

telegram, Oct. 23, 1952~ file 811.411/10-2352, Department of State Decimal File, Records of the Department of 
State. U.S. Embassy, Buenos Aires, to secretary of state, telegram 343, Oct. 31, 1952, file 811.411/10-3152, ibid. 
Ben H. Brown to Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., Nov. 10, 195Z ibid. Wil Haygood, King oftke Cats: The Life and 
Tirttes of Adam Clayton Powdl, Jr. (New York[ 1993), 200-204. 
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true; she replied, somewhat ambiguously, "Critiaa said them. She did not say them. 
They are Critiaa’s opinions not hers. What Critiaa said is true." When the officer 
asked, "May I say she was misquoted?" Carruthers answered, "Yes.’’44 

The acting assistant secretary told Powell that it was very unfortunate that Baker 
was "permitting herself to become the tool of foreign interests which are notoriously 
unfriendly to the United States and which axe only interested in the causes which 
she sponsors in so far as they can be made to embarrass the United States." He told 
Powell that it was "the policy of this Government to bring an end to race discrimina- 
tion as rapidly as possible." The State Department believed that "Miss Baker retards 
progress toward this goal in the United States by joining forces with the Argentine 
Government and Communist sponsored press in their attacks on this country.’’4~ 

Powell then held a press conference to denounce Baker. He ignored her secretary’s 
statement that Baker had been misquoted; he reported that Baker simply had failed 
to respond to queries from him and from the State Department. Powell said that 
he was therefore "forced to conclude that Miss Josephine Baker has not been mis- 
quoted by the Argentine press." Instead, Baker was "guilty of deliberate distortion 
and misrepresentation of the situation in the United States.’’46 

Powell was harshly critical of Baker, calling her a "manufactured Joan of Arc." The 
New York Amsterdam News reported that the congressman called Baker’s motives 
into question. 

Powell intimated that Miss Baker’s concern for Negro rights was based on box-office 
considerations. He said that she had been an "artistic flop" when she came here 
four or five years ago, when "she said nothing and did nothing to help the fight 
for the rights of Negro people and other minorities." 

Meanwhile, the United States had made progress in reducing racial segregation and 
discrimination "without any help from Miss Baker." Powell encouraged "’right- 
thinking white people of America and Negro people’ to ’completely disregard what 
she.., has said as not being the slightest bit representative of the facts or of public 
opinion.’" His harsh statements notwithstanding, Powell indicated that he criticized 
Baker "with extreme reluctance" because he and his wife had befriended Baker when 
she was in the United States.47 

Meanwhile, the State Department was upset about the effect of Baker’s speeches 
in Argentina. According to an internal memo on Baker’s activities, "her work was 
welcomed in Argentina by the Peronistas who had been making much of the dis- 
crimination issue in their propaganda against the U.S." One staff member suggested 
that the department should do something "to counteract the effects of her visit. One 
of the most effective ways to my mind would be to have one or two outstanding 
negro intellectuals make trips through the southern part of the hemisphere?’ The 

44 Brown to Powell, Jr., Nov. I0, 1952, file 811.411/11-1052, Department of State Decimal File, Records of the 

Department of State. 
~ Ibid 
46 New York Amsterdam News, Nov. 29, 1952, p. 20. 
47 Ibid. 
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staff of the United States Information Service (usls), which was then part of the 
State Department, began to consider that strategy, involving such people as Ralph 
Bunche, Walter White, and Jackie Robinson.48 

They acted carefully. One staff member i~lt that the usls should not "immedi- 
ately rush in with our big cannon (like Bunche) just because La Baker has a ’running 
off at the mouth.’" The staff member suggested that the usIs instead send embassy 
public affairs officers information on Baker "for confidential background use." Be- 
fore people were selected for lecture tours, the tssIs would make sure they were likely 
to say the right thing. Though another staff member suggested Walter White, he 
was not sure "what kind of an impression or what kind of a line Walter White, Pres. 
of the National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People, would take with a 
foreign audience, but this might be investigated." The Harlem Globetrotters had 
been to Buenos Aires, but that staff member did not "recall that one single line 
was printed indicating that they believe the racial question is improving in the U.S." 
The Globetrotters were popular and would probably be returning to Argentina; he 
wondered whether one of them could "speak out on the progress [the] U.S. is 
making on the racial question.’’49 

Although they had different ideas about strategy, usls staff members were unani- 
mous on one point. As one individual put it, "Naturally we should avoid any ap- 
pearance of having sent someone to ’offset’ J. Baker." According to another, "To put 
ourselves on the defensive in this case could serve to weaken our arguments. We 
should do nothing to directly refute Baker’s charges." A third person noted that such 
a cautious approach was "in keeping with the Department’s policy to avoid doing 
things which draw attention to the fact we have a problem in connection with the 
negro." In order to avoid the appearance of having someone like Bunche respond 
directly to Baker, the suggestion was made that "surely there will be an anniversary 
celebration, a conference, or some occasion where he would attend-and still have 
some time left over for press interviews, and perhaps invitations to speak might be 
stimulated." Discussing the possibility of sending an African-American labor leader 
on a tour, one memo stressed that sending such a speaker "as a labor leader and 
not as a negro" would avoid the appearance of reacting to Baker.5° Josephine Baker 
herself had seen such efforts in Europe, and she believed that they were misguided. 
During her 1951 tour in the United States, the New York Amsterdam News 
reported, she 

expressed quite frankly her disapproval of Negroes who come to Europe as "good- 
will" ambassadors of the U.S. Government and attempt to sell the European 
people on the idea that all is well for Negro citizens in America. "Europeans are 
not ignorant;’ she said. "They read and they visit America. They are quite familiar 
with the race situation in this country.’’51 

~* Office Memorandum ARA/P: Philip Raine to PO- Mr. Haden, Oct. 20, 1952, file FW 811.dl 1/9-3052 CS/W; 
Department of State Decimal File, Records of the Department of State, 

4~ Ibid. 
~o Ibid.; Office Memorandum ARA/P: John Ordway to IF1/A-Mr. Reid, Dec. 30, 1952, file 811.411/12-3052 
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While the State Department planned a propaganda response to Baker, embassy 
personnel also took steps to silence or discredit her. Baker found it increasingly 
difficult to perform in Latin American countries. She was unable to travel to Peru 
in December 1952 because that country denied her request for a visa. A representa- 
tive of the theater in Lima, Peru, where Baker was scheduled to perform told the 
local press that Baker’s contract had been canceled because she insisted on using 
her performances not just for artistic purposes but also to express her views about 
racial inequality. A scheduled trip to Colombia was called off for the same reasons. 
According to Baker, her Bogot~ appearances were canceled when she refused to 
make a written commitment to refrain from making speeches against racial discrimi- 
nation while in that city.~ 

In early 1953, Baker was scheduled to appear in Havana, Cuba. In late January, 
the American Embassy in Havana, concerned about what they called "further anti- 
American activity," urgently cabled the State Department for background informa- 
tion on Baker. They wanted to know about her "anti-American statements" and the 
recent cancellations of appearances in Peru and Colombia; they wanted quotations 
from African-American newspapers criticizing Baker, and personal data, including 
that she gave up her American citizenship. The information supplied included the 
fact that Baker had been married three times (it was actually four) and that two of 
her husbands were white.~ 

Embassy officers then contacted Goat Mestre, who owned the theater where Baker 
was scheduled to perform, and local newspapers. Embassy personnel 

informally outlined to Mr. Mestre and to certain newspaper people that Miss Baker 
had given statements to the Argentine press highly uncomplimentary to the 
United States. The idea was planted discreetly that Miss Baker might use the 
Cuban press, particularly its communistic elements, as a further sounding board 
for her accusations of the mistreatment of Negroes in the United States.~4 

The press reaction to Baker’s anticipated visit was mixed. On January 27, El 
Mundo reported a Baker interview in which she stated that she was fighting "not 
only for the Negroes but for all persecuted people" and that her efforts were being 
supported in Latin America. In contrast, the Havana Herald an American- 
managed paper, ran an editorial calling Baker "the darling of the Kremlin and of 
Peron" and a "Kremlin propaganda transmission belt.’’~5 

~a There is no direct, unclassified evidence of United States Embassy involvement in the cancellation of Baker’s 
visa and contracts in Peru and Colombia. In one unclassified despatch, the American Embassy in Lima, Peru, clearly 
showed satisfaction at the cancellation of Baker’s appearances but noted that "some people in Lima will believe 
that this Embassy had something to do with the cancellation of her contract -which, of course, is not the case." 
The events in Peru and Colombia were so similar to what would latter happen in Cuba, where State Department 
records clearly indicate embassy involvement, that ir is likely the embassies in Peru and Colombia took similar ac- 
tions to discourage Baker’s visits. U.S. Embassy; Lima, to State Department, &spatch 495, Dec. 31, !952, file 
811.411/12-3152 LWC, Department of State Decimal File, Records of the Department of State; U.S. Embassy, 
Buenos Aires, to State Department, despatch 817, Dec. 29, 1952, file 811.411/12-2952, ibid.; U.S. Embassy, San- 
tiago, to State Department, despatch 670, Dec. 30, 1952, file 811.411/12-3052, ibiS; U.S. Embassy, Rio deJaneiro, 
to State Department, despatch 1124, Feb. 2, 1953, file 811.411/2-253, ibid. 

~ U.S. Embassy, Habana, to Secretary of.State, telegram 361, Jan. 27, 1953, file 811.411!1-2753, ibid. 
~4 U.S. Embassy, Habana, to State Department, despatch 1171, Jan. 30, 1953, file 811.411/1-3053, t~id. 
~ For quotations from Havana Mundo and Havana Herald, see ibid. 
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Baker did not arrive in Cuba in time for her scheduled performances. She sent 
a wire from Rio de Janeiro requesting a later date. Instead, her performances were 
canceled. As Mestre put it, "We know that Josephine Baker has terrific drawing 
power, but we can’t keep adjusting our business to her." According to an embassy 
officer, Baker’s tardiness "may well have provided her Habana employers with just 
the legal loophole they needed to ’get out from under’ a ticklish situation."56 

Baker showed up in Havana anyway. She gave a press conference on February 10 
and blamed American influence for her contract cancellations. She claimed that 
Teatro Am{rica had canceled a scheduled performance because the theater was 
afraid of losing its American film franchise. According to the embassy, "failure to 
arrive at a financial understanding is closer to the truth." Baker had a history of 
financial disputes with her employers, and at times she tried to hold out for more 
money than had originally been agreed to; it is entirely possible that a disagreement 
over her pay was an element in the cancellation of her Teatro Am{rica contract. 
Nevertheless, it is also clear that the United States Embassy took steps to show its 
displeasure over the possibility that Baker might perform in Cuba. Consequently, 
it is most likely that any disagreement over finances, like Baker’s tardiness, provided 
the theater with an excuse to avoid a politically uncomfortable situation.SV 

Though Baker’s other engagements in Havana had been canceled, an advertising 
agency scheduled a February 11 appearance for her on "Cabaret Regalias," a popular 
evening television show. The agency did not, however, seek approval from Goat 
Mestre, the president of the television station. When she arrived at the studio on 
February 11 for an afternoon rehearsal, Mestre threw her out and ordered his 
doorman to bar Baker from reentering the television studio. As the American Em- 
bassy reported it, "Adamant, Miss Baker, costume over her arm, stood outside the 
gate from 3:00 P.M. tO 9:30 P.M. in an apparent effort to elicit sympathy." Mestre 
told the Havana Heraldthat Baker could stand there "’until hell freezes over’ before 
he would permit her to perform." Mestre "would not permit Miss Baker or anyone 
else ’to order me around.’" He then "sent down a chair for her to sit down in and 
told her to make herself comfortable for she was in for a long wait if she thought 
she was going to be admitted into the building again." Meanwhile, the embassy 
reported, "’Cabaret Regalias’ went on the air without her.’’~8 

After much effort, Baker finally was able to arrange an appearance in Cuba. On 
February 16, Baker opened a one-week run at the Teatro Campoamor, described in 
an embassy despatch as "a down-at-the heels theater which last year was a burlesque 
house." The embassy reported that "there was no indication she.., used the Cam- 
poamor stage for political purposes." Baker was warned not to. At 4:30 P.M. the day 
after her opening, Baker was taken into custody by the Cuban military police. They 
filed no charges against Baker, but they interrogated her for three hours about her 

~6 For quotation from Goat Mestre and embassy commentary, see ibid. 
5r U.S. Embassy, Habana, to State Department, despatch 1257, Feb. 12, 1953, file 811.411/2-1253, ibid.; U.S. 

Embassy, Habana, to State Department, despatch 1171, Jan. 30, 1953, file 811.411/3053, ibid. 
s* U.S. Embassy, Habana, to State Department, despatch 1257, Feb. 12, 1953, file 811,411/2-1253, ibid.; 

’[Josephine Baker Fails in Try to Force CMQ to Let Her Perform," Havana Herald, Feb. 12, 1953, ’~Josephine Baker," 
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"What an insult, as if I were a thief, as if I were a terrorist, as if I were going there 
to do something wrong!" exclaimed Josephine Baker to a Cuban police officer 

who was called to prevent her from entering the premises of CyQ-TV 
in Havana, where she was scheduled to perform.. 

Illustration from Habana Noticias de Hoy, February 13, 1953, 1. 

political and social views. The military police reported that "the questioning was 
in response to a suggestion by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation that Miss 
Baker might be an active Communist." Baker was photographed and fingerprinted. 
The military police asked her to sign a stenographic report of her interrogation, but 
she refused. Baker later wrote in an autobiography that the statement would have 
her admit to "being paid by Moscow and indulging in subversive activities." When 
she was fingerprinted, "the word ’Communist’ was marked beneath my picture." 
Baker was warned to "stick to her art and refrain from any voicing of political views 
at the Campoamor." She was released in time for her evening appearance.~9 

~9 U.S. Embassy, Habana to State Department, despatch 1303, Feb. 18, 1953, file 811.411/2q853, Department 
of State Decimal File, Records of the Department of State: U.S. Embassy, Habana, to State Department, despatch 
1312, Feb. 19, 1953, file 811All/2-1953, tbid.; Baker and Bouillon, josephine, 189. 
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Baker’s visit to Cuba had far less artistic and political impact than she would have 
liked. After she left the country, the American Embassy in Cuba concluded that 
"Miss Baker’s visit to Cuba must be considered of little value to her cause." The em- 
bassy also felt that Baker had done little harm. "All in all, Miss Baker’s influence 
on Cuban Negroes may well be appraised as negligible. The Negro press ignored 
her, and Negro societies made no fuss over her." The embassy reported that a Cuban 
newspaper editor "explained to an Embassy officer that the attitude of the Cuban 
Negro toward the United States has changed radically in the last few years and that 
the Cuban Negro is now aware that real progress is being made in the United States 
toward the elimination of racial discrimination.’’6° 

After her visit to Cuba, Baker planned to appear in Haiti. This created a more 
delicate problem for the State Department because Haiti was a black country. In 
anticipation of her visit, Mauclair Zephyrin, Haitian minister of the presidency and 
acting minister for foreign relations, telephoned the charge d’affaires at the Amer- 
ican Embassy to express the fear that Baker might use her visit to create trouble be- 
tween the United States and Haiti, and he wanted to know the charge’s views on 
the subject. The charge reportedly told Zephyrin that "he did not see how he could 
restrict Miss Baker’s freedom of speech nor how he could properly comment on the 
advisability of the visit." He added that Baker’s "past statements indicated a friendli- 
ness to Communist goals but that he did not know whether she was or was not a 
Communist." The charge admitted that some of the things Baker had said about 
race discrimination in the United States were accurate. He told Zephyrin that 
Josephine Baker’s visit was a problem the Haitian government would have to 
handle.61 

Three days later, on January 27, Minister Zephyrin showed the charge a letter he 
had written, apparently to Baker’s agent in New York. Zephyrin reportedly wrote 
that Baker "was welcome to Haiti but should clearly understand that she was not 
to embarrass the Haitian Government by anti-American remarks which would dis- 
turb the excellent relations between the American and Haitian Governments." He 
also commented that "Haiti has its own racial problems and that it has been the 
policy of President Magloire to keep these problems in the background and that 
he would not appreciate it, should she bring them to the fore.’’62 

Reflecting on the issue, the embassy public affairs officer noted, 

It can readily be understood that, were Miss Baker a white woman, the problem 
would not have arisen. Without doubt she would have been refused entry. How- 
ever, since Miss Baker is a negro, the militant American negro, the negro press, 
and the anti-American and anti-white Haitians would protest, should Miss Baker 
be refused entry to this negro republic.6~ 

60 U.S. Embass); Habana, to State Department, despatd~ 1361, March 3, 1953, file 811.411/3-353, Department 

of State Decimal File, Records of the Department of State. 
6~ U.S. Embassy, Port-au-Prince, to State Department, despatch 502, Feb. 3, 1953, file 811.411/2-353, ibid. 
~a Ibid. 
6~ Ibid 
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The officer concluded that "in spite of the good intentions of the Haitian Govern- 
ment," the American Embassy could "expect unpleasant and embarrassing publicity 
which will tend to counteract much positive effort which has been made in the past 
by American officials in Haiti to better relationships." Even though the embassy was 
likely "to see many of its ’friends’ brought under the spell of Miss Baker and consid- 
erable encouragement to Anti-Americanism, it does not appear possible for the Em- 
bassy to take a firm stand against her proposed visit.’’64 

Upon receiving this account of the situation in Haiti, Secretary of State John 
Foster Dulles contacted the embassy in Port-au-Prince with background informa- 
tion on Baker. The material contained information on Baker’s change of citizenship 
and the fact that, according to Dulles, "her activities have been widely denounced 
by prominent negroes and by the negro press in the United States." Dulles said that 
the embassy was authorized to make the information available to the Haitian acting 
foreign minister. Ultimately, for whatever reason, Josephine Baker’s trip to Haiti 
never happened.65 

Clearly frustrated in her efforts to appear in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
Baker would soon be unable to turn to the United States as an alternative market 
for her performances. In 1954, Baker returned to the United States to file a libel 
action against Walter Winchell. She was able to enter the country because, ac- 
cording to the FBI, there was "insufficient derogatory subversive information to use 
as a basis for her exclusion." Her prospects for future entrances to the United States 
were lessened, however. According to an FBI internal memorandum of December 
10, 1954, the commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) 
had taken "a personal interest in the case of Josephine Baker and has directed that 
~:NS obtain sufficient information with which to order her exclusion from the U.S." 
The 1NS requested that FBI files be reviewed to ensure that "all pertinent derogatory 
information" had been forwarded to the INS. J. Edgar Hoover then sent a one-page 
document to the INS commissioner regarding Baker, most of which was deleted by 
the rBI when supplied to the author under the Freedom of Information Act on the 
grounds that it contained "material which is properly classified pursuant to an Ex- 
ecutive order in the interest of national defense or foreign policy.’’66 

Whatever was in the document seems to have been enough. On January 21, 1955, 
the New York Herald Tribune reported that Josephine Baker was detained by the 
INS at a New York airport, where she had stopped en route from Paris to Mexico 
City. She was held for four hours before being allowed to depart. No explanation 

64 Ibid. 
6~ Dulles, State Department, to U.S. Embassy, Port-au-Prince, airgram 1588, Feb. 17, 1953, file 811.411/2-353, 

ibid. There are no additional despatches concerning Josephine Baker and travel to Haiti in declassified State 
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was given for the INS action. While Baker’s reaction to her exclusion is not reported, 
she had earlier stated, "If my entry into the United States is forbidden, for me this 
[will be] an honor because it will show that my work for humanity has been suc- 
cessful."67 

The INS action was probably not necessary to keep Baker from performing in the 
United States in the mid-1950s. Theater owners were unlikely to book such an "un- 
American" figure. Nevertheless, Baker’s literal exclusion from the United States 
capped government efforts to exclude her from the discourse on American race rela- 
tions. She would return to perform in the early 1960s and to participate in the 1963 
March on Washington, then a tired and aging, though still very popular, performer. 
And although she expressed regret for some of her harsh criticism in earlier years, 
by 1963 Baker’s voice no longer stood out amid the chorus of critics of American 
race discrimination.68 

Baker’s detention by the INS brought government surveillance and harassment 
of the entertainer full circle. In 1951 the FBI had initiated its investigation after 
Baker publicly charged Walter Winchell with racism. The FBI could document no 
"subversive" acts on Baker’s part and in fact had information that seemed to suggest 
that Baker may have been anticommunist. Nevertheless, the bureau passed on the 
derogatory information it had to the State Department, which in turn sent it on 
to the American embassies. Embassy staff members then engaged in behind-the- 
scenes negotiations to interfere with Baker’s ability to speak out against race dis- 
crimination. The INS, in turn, restricted Baker’s ability to travel freely, signaling to 
the world that she was considered to be too dangerous to tolerate. It is surely a mark 
of the government’s sensitivity to charges of race discrimination and its concern 
about the impact of negative attention to American racial problems on foreign rela- 
tions that the FB~, the State Department, and the ~NS felt they needed to spend 
so much time and effort to keep one woman from speaking out. 

Josephine Baker was of course not alone in being harassed by the Cold War- 
conscious State Department. Perhaps the most prominent target of Cold War travel 
restrictions was Paul Robeson. Robeson’s troubles began not long after a speech he 
delivered at the Congress of World Partisans for Peace in Paris in 1949. He reportedly 
said that United States government policy was "similar to that of Hitler and 
Goebbels" and that it was "unthinkable" that African Americans would go to war 
against the Soviet Union. According to Martin Duberman, Robeson’s statements 
were misquoted. Still, Robeson was widely denounced in the American press and 
by African-American leaders. Rioting at a Robeson concert in Peekskill, New York, 
was widely covered in the international media. Though the rioters included Ku Klux 

67 New York Herald Tribune report in teletype message to FBI, Jan. 28, 1955, ’~Josephine Baker;’ Fm File 62- 
95834. U.S. Embassy, Buenos Aires, to State Department, despatch 567, Nov. 6, 1952, file 811.411!I1-652, Depart- 
ment of State Decimal File, Records of the Department of State. 

6, As Ellen Sch~ecker has suggested, there were two steps to blacklisting; first the government identified individ- 
uals as subversive, and then private employers (in this case theater owners) made decisions against hiring them: 
Ellen W. Schrecker, iNTO Ivory Tower: d~lcCarthyism and the Unt~ersities (New York, 1986), 9. Baker and Chase, 
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Klan members, Robeson was blamed for this international embarrassment because 
his friendliness toward the Soviet Union was perceived to have caused the dis- 
turbance.69 

Robeson continued to speak out. In 1950 he criticized President Harry S. 
Truman’s decision to send troops to Korea, arguing that "if we don’t stop our armed 
adventure in Korea today-tomorrow it will be Africa." At this point, the State 
Department and the FBI took action. The State Department issued a "stop notice" 
at all ports to prevent Robeson from leaving the country. J. Edgar Hoover sent out 
an urgent call to FBI agents to find Robeson. Robeson was asked to surrender his 
passport, but he refused, leading the State Department to in~brm the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service that Robeson’s passport was invalid and that he should 
not be allowed to leave the country. State Department officials indicated that the 
reason for their action was that "Robeson’s travel abroad at this time would be con- 
trary to the best interests of the United States." His "frequent criticism of the treat- 
ment of blacks in the United States should not be aired in foreign countries;’ they 
explained. "It was a family affair.’’7° 

The State Department also barred Robeson from entering Canada, where a pass- 
port was not required, leading Robeson to host a concert at the Peace Arch at the 
Canadian border. While well attended by Canadians, this concert and others failed 
to draw the American crowds expected, and blacklisting seriously interfered with 
Robeson’s ability to perform and to earn a living within the United States for many 
years. His international popularity meant that he was always a big draw abroad, but 
without a passport Robeson was exiled by his own country from his international 
audience,n 

Other civil rights activists, such as W. E. B. Du Bois, also had their passports re- 
voked. William Patterson of the Civil Rights Congress had his passport confiscated 
upon returning to the United States from Geneva where he had attempted to bring 
the congress’s petition about American racism, "We Charge Genocide," before the 
United Nations. Restrictions on Robeson, Du Bois, Patterson, and other civil rights 
activists can be seen as part o£ a broader pattern of suppression of the Left during 
the Cold War.72 

But what of Josephine Baker? Hardly a radical, she so retreated from support for 
progressive groups that even Counterattack could praise her. In earlier years, al- 
though she would later deW it, she called upon African Americans to support Mus- 
solini in his invasion of Ethiopia.7~ And then there was Per6n. Josephine Baker does 
not fit neatly into the paradigm of suppression of the Left during the Cold War. 
Although it seems that any critic of the United States government was summarily 

69 W. James Ellison, "Paul Robeson and the State Department," Crisis, 84 (May 1977), 185; Duberman, Paul 

Ro&son, 341-50, 364-72. 
ro Duberman, Paul Robeson, 388-89; Ala,x Rogers, "Passports and Politics: The Courts and the Cold War.." 

Historian, 47 (Aug. 1985), 499-502; Paul Robeson, Here I Stand (New York, 1958), 71-8I. 
~ Duberman, Paul Robeson, 398-403. 
*= Home, Bla~k and Red, 212-21; Patterson, Man Who Cried Genocide; Manning Marable, Race, Raform, and 

Rebellion: The Second Reconstruction in BlaeA America, ~945~983 (Jackson, 1984), 12-41. 
~ Haney, Naked at the Feast, 258~ Baker and Chase, Josephine: The Hungry Heart, 190. 
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categorized as a radical in the context of Cold War politics, there was another dimen- 
sion to Baker’s challenge. And unpacking the reasons that Baker was viewed as 
threatening may help to explain more fully- the travel restrictions placed on others. 

During the early Cold War years, the United States government perceived Amer- 
ican race relations as a major stumbling block in foreign relations. The Soviet 
Union’s success at exploiting the issue heightened State Department anxieties. In 
nonwhite nations in particular, the perception of the United States was heavily 
influenced by concern about American race relations. So prominent was this issue 
in United States relations with Asian countries that Chester Bowles, American am- 
bassador to India, remarked, "I can think of no single thing that would be more 
helpful to us in Asia than the achievement of racial harmony in America.’’74 

Faced with widespread negative international reporting on race discrimination 
in the United States, the ~3sIS attempted to project a counterimage through propa- 
ganda efforts such as The Negro in American Life, a booklet describing American 
racial progress. Translated into several languages and disseminated over the world 
in the 1950s, The Negro in American Life showed pictures of African-American 
leaders, racially integrated workplaces and housing projects, and African-American 
and white students learning together from an African-American teacher. The mes- 
sage of the booklet was that the gradual process of democracy was the key to libera- 
tion for persons of color at home and throughout the world. These ideas were rein- 
forced through speeches given by many carefully screened African Americans who 
participated in State Department-sponsored speaking tours,v5 

Many felt that these efforts paid off. Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas 
thought that a speech by African-American attorney Edith Sampson "created more 
good will and understanding in India than any" other single act by any American." 
Speaking in New Delhi in 1949, Sampson told her audience that she would not 
tolerate criticism of the United States for its civil rights record because, in the 
previous eighty years, African Americans had advanced further "than any similar 
group in the entire world." Carl Rowan was told in the fall of 1954 that he would 
not be bombarded with the usual questions about American race relations while 

r~ Dudziak, "Desegregation as a Cold War Imperative," 80-117. Chester Bowles, "Racial Harmony----How Much 

Does It Matter in World Affairs?," 1952, folder 540, box 115, series II, Chester Bowles Papers (Manuscripts and 
Archives, Yale University Library, New Haven, Corm.). See also Chester Bowles, Ambassador5 Report (New York, 

1954), 31, 216-17, 395-96. 
~ The Negro in American Life, folder 503, box 112, series II, Bowles Papers; Mary L. Dudziak, "’The Negro 

in American Life’: The Construction of Race Relations in Postwar American Propaganda," paper presented at the 
annual meeting of the Organization o~" American Historians, Anaheim, Calif., April 1993 (in Dudziak’s posses- 
sion). The undated 33-page pamphlet, published by usls, appears to have been published in 1950 or 195I. It relies 
on 1950 census data and discusses Supreme Court cases decided in 1950 but not later. US~A records show the first 
printing date for one of the many translations as Dec. 15, I95L Enclosure in Lola L. Secora to Senator Tom Harkin, 
July 14, 1992 (letter regarding FO~A case #92-283F) (on file with Dudziak). I am grateful to Sen. Tom Harkin’s 
stafffor help with this matter. On international press coverage of civil rights in the United States, see Richard Lentz 
and Pamela Brown, "’The Business of Great Nations’: International Coverage, Foreign Public Opinion, and the 
Modern American Civil Rights Movement," paper presented at the Western Journalism Historians conference, 
Berkeley, Calif., Feb. 1992 (in Dudziak’s possession). Although speakers were told that they could say whatever 
they liked, the department’s screening process ensured that individuals who would criticize the United States 
abroad were not asked to go: see Mary L. Dudziak, "Cold War Civil Rights: The Relationship between Civil Rights 
and Foreign Affairs in the Truman Administration" (Ph.D. diss., Yale Universit); 1992), 136-43, 
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traveling in India because the embassy had spread the word about Brown v. Board 
of Education.76 

Louis Armstrong was one of many African Americans tapped by the State Depart- 
ment for travel abroad. For Armstrong, it was his cancellation of a State Department- 
sponsored trip to the Soviet Union that led to angry public reaction and to govern- 
ment concern. During the crisis over the desegregation of Central High School in 
Little Rock, Arkansas, in the fall of 1957, Armstrong said that "the way they are 
treating my people in the South, the government can go to hell." Were he to go 
to the Soviet Union, "The people over there ask me what’s wrong with my country, 
what am I supposed to say?" Armstrong later added, "The Government could go 
to the devil with its plans for a propaganda tour of Soviet Russia." Many harshly 
criticized Armstrong’s angry words. In Armstrong’s FBI file for that year was an 
anonymous letter stating, "Louis ’Satcho’ [sic] Armstrong is a communist, why does 
State Dept. give him a passport?" While Armstrong’s passport was not seized, the 
I~’BI recorded the episode and continued to collect information on his activities,vv 

In the eyes of the federal government, Armstrong, like Baker, spoke out of turn 
under the etiquette of Cold War race politics. Domestic problems were to be 
shielded from outside ears. And the discourse on civil rights was bounded by the 
terms of Cold War liberalism. Some level of liberal activism would be tolerated, but 
only if articulated in a way that did not challenge the democratic order. Armstrong’s 
offense was that he seemed unwilling to defend the nation against Communist 
critics. Patriots were supposed to close ranks. 

Outside the borders of the United States, other African Americans found them- 
selves under surveillance. After moving to France, Richard Wright formed an organi- 
zation concerned with racism in Paris that would examine the hiring practices of 
American businesses based abroad. Its meetings were infiltrated, and reports on 
Wright’s activities were placed in his FBI file. Fm interest in James Baldwin, also 
living in Paris, was heightened when he considered writing a book about the FBI.78 

Acceptable activists included such people as NAACP executive secretary Walter 
White. After White had traveled on behalf of the government to settle disputes in- 
volving African-American soldiers during World War II, and after the NAACP had 
passed a resolution excluding Communists from its membership, White had earned 
the credentials to criticize, within the walls of the White House, racial violence and 
segregation. When sent abroad, however, he would emphasize racial progress in the 
United States and argue that persons of color had nothing to gain from com- 
munism.V9 

76 William O. Douglas, Strange Lands and Friendly People (New York, 1951), 296; Carl T. Rowan, The Pitiful 
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Relying on White, Ralph Bunche, Edith Sampson, and many others, the State 
Department put a lot of energy and resources into trying to shore up the image 
abroad of American race relations. Josephine Baker threw a wrench into this scheme. 
Instead of talking about progress, she talked about lynching. Instead of describing 
expanding employment opportunities, she described segregation. While the State 
Department tried to frame the debate as one about the nature of change within 
a democratic order, Baker and others argued that race discrimination called into 
question the nature of American democracy itself. At a time when world politics 
were seen as divided between the "free world" and Communist nations, between 
liberty and tyranny, critics of American democracy were seen as aiding a vicious 
enemy. From the State Department’s perspective, the stakes were too high to tolerate 
dissent. 

The restrictions on Josephine Baker’s ability to travel and to perform did more 
than harm her career as an entertainer; they denied her the role she sought for her- 
self as a personal ambassador for equality, furthering equal rights by winning the 
hearts of nations and their leaders. When Baker returned to France, she turned her 
focus on racial harmony inward. She sought to create at home the equality she 
hoped to see among the world’s peoples. In 1954, Baker and Bouillon began 
adopting children of various races and religions. The "Rainbow Tribe," as she called 
them, grew to twelve children. Baker hoped that her £amily would demonstrate that 
people of different races and religions could live in harmony.80 

Although the FBI ultimately concluded that Josephine Baker was not "procom- 
munist," but "pro-Negro," bureau officials continued to pass derogatory informa- 
tion about her to the State Department and other sources for several years. She 
would ultimately be able to perform again in the United States and Latin America 
after adopting a more conciliatory posture toward the United States government. 
The restrictions placed upon her during the 1950s, however, had a lasting impact 
on her life..1 Josephine Baker’s relative poverty in her later years was clearly at- 
tributable to poor financial management and her pursuit of expensive dreams such 
as the Rainbow Tribe. Still, following World War II she was a superstar with interna- 
tional appeal. Once she began criticizing American race relations, she lost valuable 
markets for her performances- both in the United States and, owing to the efforts 
of the embassies, in other countries sensitive to American influence. 

Josephine Baker’s ultimate embrace of domesticity as the locus of her politics in 
the late 1950s seems oddly consistent with the pre-Fe,rainine Mystique status of 

women in the United States. While American women were forced out of the facto- 

ries and encouraged into the maternity wards in the postwar years, Baker was ulti- 
mately blacklisted out of the international entertainment circuit. Without a public 

platform for her call for equality, she sought to promote racial justice through, her 
own vision of motherhood. And just as the federal government had a hand in con- 

,o Rose, Jazz Cleopatra, 231-38; Haney, Naked at the Feast, 269-80; Baker and Bouillon, Josephine, 190-203. 
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structing the postwar culture of domesticity, it played a not-too-subtle role in 
ushering Baker off the stage.82 

While "containment" of women in the home seemed an important Cold War 
value, as Elaine Tyler May has argued, "containment" of Josephine Baker within 
French borders, where she would no longer be a threat to the image of American 
democracy, was seen as a national security imperative. By the mid-1950s the govern- 
ment made some progress in ameliorating international criticism. The message of 
Brown v. BoardofEducation, that racial segregation in schools was unconstitutional, 

was the top priority of Voice of America programming for several days in May 1954. 
Even as massive resistance forces began to organize in the American South, Amer- 
ican Embassy personnel reported that Brown had softened criticism in India.s~ 
Through limited social change, advertised through American propaganda, there 
was a possibility of bolstering American prestige and credibility. Silencing Josephine 
Baker was simply a part of the propaganda campaign. Excluding her voice would 
make it easier to maintain a carefully crafted image of American democracy. And 
the image of race in the United States was no small matter. In the words of Ambas- 
sador Chester Bowles, its importance to the Cold War was "impossible to exag- 
gerate.’’~4 In the face of the war between the superpowers, Josephine Baker’s interna- 
tional crusade for racial harmony would have to wait. 

8~ Carolyn Jones, "Split Incomes and Separate Spheres: Tax Law and Gender Roles in the 1940s," Law andHis- 
tor:~ Review, 6 (1988), 259. See Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (New York, 1963). 

~ Elaine 3~ler May, HomewardBound: American Families in the Cold War Era (New York, 1988), 16-134. New 
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Performing 
A Consideration 
of Two Cages 
MARY KATE KELLY 

Kelly is a doctoral candi- 

date at the Universi~ of 

Rochester. Her work deals 

with representations of 

race, gender, and sexuali- 

~ in contempora,.w, 

"mainstream" IX_q film and 

the politics of visible 

social difference negotiat- 

ed through those represen- 

tations. 

~t~.~aeg 
e screening The Couple in the 

e, a video documentary about 

1992 performance piece by 

Coco Fusco and Guillermo G6mez-Pefia 

entitled 71:wo Undiscovered Araerindians 

Visi~ . . . I was immediately reminded of the 

1934 narrative film Zou Zou, starring 

Josephine Baker in its title role) In a particu- 

larly provocative scene in that French-made 

film, Baker appears on a stage enclosed in a 

huge decorated bird cage clothed in little 

more than the few feathers that cover her 

breasts. Baker (the African American expatri- 

ate) plays the part of Zou Zou (a stage per- 

former originally introduced to the film audi- 

ence as a Pol~mesian) who in this particular 

scene performs the role of an authentic icon 

of West Indian exoticism. At this moment in 

the film, Baker’s character, Zou Zou,2 per- 

forms on stage singing longingly for her sup- 

posed native island of Haiti. As the number 

ends, Zou Zou is set free by one of the name 

stage performers and she leaps from the cage 

into the performer’s arms, while the Film cam- 

era pans back to reveal the applauding 

Parisian theater audience that has been fixated 

on tier. 

It is this scene which most strikingly gen- 

erates a visual and thematic connection for me 

between the film Zou Zou and the 

Fusco/G6mez-Pefia performance piece.3 Near- 

ly" sixty years after Zou Zou’s release, Fusco 
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and G6mez-Peha presented themselves in public and institutional spaces 

around the world as caged naIives of the "previously lmdiscovered" island of 

Guatinau--a non-existent island allegedly located in the Gulf of Mexico. As The 

Couple in the Cage reveals, this performance piece staged the two in an iron- 

ic, reflexive gesture to the still widespread allure of native authenticity.. The 

two claimed to be "authentic" Guatinauis, and in all effor~ to contribute to their 

facade of authenticity, Fusco and G6mez-Pefia displayed a fabricated Encyclo- 

pedia Britannica map of their island "homeland" next to their golden cage. In 

her essay "The Other History of Intercultural Performance," Fusco discusses 

this piece and the situations she and G6mez-Pefia encom~tered during their var- 

ious performances. She explains, 

We performed our "traditional tasks," which ranged from sewing voodoo 
dolls and lifting weights to watching television and working on a lap-top com- 
puter. A donation box in front of the cage indicated that, for a small fee, I 
would dance (to rap music), Guillermo would tell authentic Amerindian sto- 
ries (in a nonsensical language), and we would pose for Polaroids for visitors. 
(Fusco 1995a, 39) 

But while the artists’ project was performative, it was also, as Fusco points 

out, interactive, focusing less on what Fusco and G6mez-Pefia did than on 

how people interpreted their actions and responded to them (1995a, 40). 

In his essay, "’... To Be Real’: The Dissident Forms of Black Expressive 

Culture," Paul Gilroy writes, "It took a long time for the disreputable creativi- 

ty of black artists to climb down from the plinth of primitivism and natural 

spontaneity and win a different status as modern art" (1995, 21). While at least 

some of the performance work of Josephine Baker (including her work in Zou 

Zou)--appreciated by various spectators, critics and producers at various his~ 

torical moments--can be read as representating a perceived primiti~ism 

marked by racial difference, it seems that the performance piece by Fusco and 

G6mez-Pefia can be read not only as a formulated response to the historical 

allegations of primitivism associated with the work of black artists such as 

Baker, but also as one reflection of what Gilroy refers to as the newly achieved 

status of "Black expressive culture" as modern art. By presenting themselves 

as "authentic Amerindians," Fusco and G6mez-Pefia tapped into history and 

their own creativity to produce live art which sought, very self-consciously, to 

critique and interrogate the fascination with primitivism and authenticity that 

continues to exist in ~’estern culture. However, the processes of cultural pro- 

duction and reception and the interplay between the two are always complex, 

and emerging forms of black artistic culture that engage ideologically charged 

and contested subject matter are not necessarily accepted or appreciated. Or 

at least, they are not necessarily accepted as "art" or appreciated as their artists 

had hoped or intended. And as Coco Fusco’s work (in both live performance 

and written forms) attests, the process of representing the "primitive Other" 

can be a particularly tenuous one which evokes specific concerns for artists 

of color (1995a, 46). Although Fusco and G6mez-Pefia identified the objectifi- 

cation involved in the creation of exhibitions like Baker’s and sought to criti- 
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cally engage that history of objectification and dehumanization by re-present- 

ing the "primitive Other" in their contemporary artistic piece, their work gar- 

nered a range of unanticipated responses and criticism along a variety of polit- 

ical and ideological lines reflective of currents in contemporary (particularly 

US) culture. And while I have thus far foregrotmded only the interpretation of 

Josephine Baker’s work that points toward her objectification, her perfor- 

mance work, like that of Fusco and G6mez-Pefia, generated a diversity of read- 

ings (not all of which involved or identified an objectification of her body as 

primitive Other), both during the historical period in which it was produced 

as well as retrospectively, by historians and contemporary cultural critics. 

Despite the lack of llistorical intersection between the two artistic pro- 

jects--the two cages--that I have spotlighted here, there are some profound 

cultural resonances between them and the specific nature of the reception of 

these performances is one sign of that resonance. The diversity of reactions 

from public viewers, intellectuals, cultural critics, and other artists generated 

by the 1930s film production and the 1990s performance piece speaks to the 

complexity of a number of topical issues raised by both live performance art 

and produced Film or video. But in fact, the issues raised by considering and 

attempting to "account for" the varied reception of these different cultural 

productions are just a few of the many issues generated by a more far-reach- 

ing consideration of the juxtaposition of these two cultural phenonema that 

involves both a textual analysis (that identifies the cages themselves as sites of 

textual representation and arenas for investigation) as well as a contextual 

analysis (that looks at the historical and cultural contexts in which these per- 

formances, or representations of these performances, circulated.) Such an 

analysis raises issues having to do with authenticity, primitivity, the mediation 

of representation, knowledge versus assumption, performance versus "reali- 

ty," cultural effect versus artists’ intentions, and artist and audience responsi- 

bilities and interactions. In fact, many of these are familiar or well-rehearsed, 

if not yet resolved, issues taken up by cultural studies. While I aim primarily 

to expose rather than definitively settle these issues in relation to Baker’s film 

performance, the Fusco/G6mez-Pefia live art performance, and the juxtaposi- 

tion of the two, my comparative analysis also seeks to contribute to that ongo- 

ing cultural studies conversation in a few particular ways, as it takes a focused 

look at these historically disparate caged spectacles. As I will discuss, although 

the social, cultural and temporal contexts of these two examples--the staging 

of Baker as caged, exotic Other in France in the 1930s, and the international 

presentation of Fusco and G6mez-Pefia as caged, exotic Others in the early 

1990s--differ markedly’, the colonialist tradition of placing humans on display 

and the equally persistent tradition of spectators eagerly consuming such dis- 

plays informed the creation of both projects. I will elaborate on the history of 

these traditions as a means of contextualizing both the Baker and 

Fusco/G6mez-Pe~a productions and establishing the relationship between the 

two. By discussing Josephine Baker’s stage and screen performances--the 

very deliberately constructed exhibition of Baker in 1930s Paris, and the vat- 
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led reception which her work generated--I aim to further historicize and 

frame the Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit... project and the public 

and critical response to what Fusco identifies as [Fusco and G6mez-Pefia’s] act 

of "performing the role of the noble savage behind the bars of the golden 

cage" (1995a, 37). Though the "two cages" involve different forms of artistic 

expression and ostensibly different political, economic or social agendas (the 

Baker film produced as a star vehicle and an entertainment commodity and the 

Fusco/G6mez-Pefia piece produced in large part as a critical satire on Western 

cultures’ perceptions of Otherness), their juxtaposition highlights some of the 

striking similarities between the two as well as the questions raised by these 

works. My analysis of this juxtaposition addresses the production, circulation, 

and public reception of these artistic works while it also raises questions 

about artists’ agency in their own productions and about the implications of 

critical interventions by artists and cultlwal critics. In essence, though the 

issues raised by the two cultural and historical cages that I consider are not 

"new" to cultural studies conversations (or those of related disciplines), my 

own essay works to elucidate the ways in which these cages complicate the 

relationship between Otherness, authenticity, knowMdge, and performance 

in specific and provocative ways. 

In her essay, "The Other History of Intercultural Performance," Fusco 

describes the practice, particularly popular in the nineteenth century, of 

exhibRing indigenous African, American, and Asia peoples throughout Europe 

and North America in public places such as zoos, circuses, museums and 

"freak" shows. According to Fusco these exhibits ftmctioned as the object of 

aesthetic contemplation, the focus of scientific analysis, and the source of 

popular entertainment for Europeans and North Americans alike (1995a, 40). 

They proved to be "a critical component of a burgeoning mass culture whose 

development coincided with the growth of urban centers and populations, 

European colonialism, and American expansionism" (1995a, 40). Specific 

examples of these human displays are chronicled by Fusco and by Sander 

Gilman in his essay, "Black Bodies, White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of 

Female Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-Century Art, Medicine, and Literature" 

(1985). Fusco contends that Columbus began the tradition of human display 

when, after he brought several Arawaks back from his first trip to the Ameri- 

cas, one of them was left on display at the Spanish Court for over two years 

(1995a, 40). Both Fusco and Gilman note that, between 1810 and 1815, 
Saartjie Baartman (or Sarah Bartmann), who became known as "The Hottentot 

Venus," was exhibited to the public throughout Europe. Interestingly enough, 

as Gilman notes, while the exhibition of Saartjie Baartman in London was con- 

sidered a public scandal, the state’s objection to the exhibit was based more 

on her "indecency" or nakedness than on her status as an explored, inden- 

tured black individual (GiLman 1985, 232). The fascination with Baartman’s 

body and the disregard for her exploitation continued after her death; her gen- 

itals were dissected by French scientists (most notably George Cuvier), an act 

which likely both reflected and furthered what Gilman identifies as the wide- 
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ly held perception that black females possessed "not only a ’primitive’ sexual 

appetite but also the external signs of this temperament--’primitive’ genitalia" 

(232). This perception acquired institutional backing through the preserva- 
tion of her genitals at Paris’s "Museum of Man" where they remain to this day. 

As Robert Stare and Ella Shohat perceptively point out, "the final placement of 

the female parts in the patriarchally designated ’Museum of Man,’ provides a 

crowning irony" (Shohat and Stare 1994, 108). 

Gilman asserts that through these public exhibits, Saartjie Baartman was 

essentially "reduced to her sexual parts." Gflnlan argues that by the nineteenth 

century, the black female had become an icon for black sexuality in general, 

and the physical appearance of the "Hottentot" was the nineteenth-century 

icon for sextml difference between the Western white body and the non-West- 

ern black body--a perceived difference in sexual physiology (1985, 231-32). 

Fusco points out, however, that the conventions of human display and, in par- 

ticular, the tradition of positioning the dark skinned body as a spectacle for 

the consumption of the white, "civilized" viewer did not end in the nine- 

teenth century; this tradition continued to manifest itself in Western countries 

in a variety of ways well into the twentieth century. To cite one particular 

manifestation, in the U.S. in 1931, the Ringling Circus featured fifteen Ubangis, 

including "the nine largest lipped women in the Congo" (1995a, 43). 

I foreground this example of the U.S. exhibition of the Ubangi women 

because of its historical proximity to and cultural relevance to the French pro- 

duction ofZou Zou; both the circus event and the film reflect the tradition of 

human exhibition and consumption that gripped Western culture during that 

time. Zou Zou, in fact, foregrounds this tradition from its outset. When Zou 

Zou is first introduced in this film as a young girl, she is introduced as a "freak" 

at a circus, a racial anomaly who has conffmnded "the world’s wisest men." 

Her skin color is figured as the sign of her social difference and as the reason 

that she belongs on display. "lqlis filmic scenario makes explicit the fact that as 

a part of the culture that had embraced the exhibition of "Hottentot" women 

and other humans, the French entertainment industry was prepared to build 

on this tradition in the 1920s and 1930s for the sake of satisfying its target 

audiences. Producers knew that as a dark-skinned, female stage performer, 

Josephine Baker, in the role of Zou Zou, could fill the space that colonialist 

spectators had created in their minds for the "primitive savages" of their dis- 

tant colonies, and they consistently exploited this potential in the 192Os by 

representing her in ways that fostered this racist objectification. Prior to the 

release of Zou Zou, Baker’s participation in the Revue N~gre in Paris estab- 

lished her as a prominent entertainment figure in France with a particular cul- 

tural significance attributed to her; within the French culture in which she 

most frequently performed, Baker stood as a symbol of primitivism~a primi- 

tivism marked by "authentic" blackness and "excessive" female sexuality. Evi- 

dence of her iconic status can be drawn from Phyllis Rose’s biography of her, 

Jazz Cleopatra. In a chapter from this book in which she details the Revue 

N~gre, Rose argues that the most perceptive critics of the Revue were well 
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aware of the nature of their reactions to the performance. She quotes one 

reviewer as saying, 

Our romanticism.., is desperate for renewal and escape. But unknown lands 
are rare. Alas, we can no longer roam over maps of the world with unex- 

plored comers. We have to appease our taste for the unknown by exploring 
within ourselves the lands we haven’t penetrated. We lean on our own 

unconscious and our dreams. As for reality, we like it exotic. These blacks 
feed our double taste for exoticism and mystery. (Rose 1991, 23) 

It was not just the public audience that linked Baker to the "primitive" and 

"exotic"; critics held some of the same perceptions and employed some of the 

same language to describe her. Rose identifies the dance critic Andr6 Levinson 

as the man who addressed Josephine Baker’s dancing with the most frequen- 

cy and knowledge. She writes, 

[Andre Levinson was] no fan of black dancing, indeed a man of almost flam- 

boyant ethnocentricity in his view of art. But he had a historical sense and a 
broad knowledge of the dance, and he expressed better than anyone else 
what these new dances of the black Americans meant to classical Western 
dance .... Levinson, with no compunction about using words like "savage," 
"primitive," and even "prehuman," saw the evolution of the dance very clear- 
ly. (Rose 1991, 29-30) 

It is worth pointing out that not everyone in Paris liked the Revue N~gre, nor 

was everyone allured by its perceived primitivism. However it is striking that, 

according to Rose’s account, many of those who were not allured seemed 

instead to feel threatened, as if susceptible to w-hat they were watching. Rose 

writes, "Robert de Flers, a member of the French Academy and prestigious 

reviewer for Le Figaro, the most important Paris daily, called the show a ’lam- 

entable transatlantic exhibitionism which makes us revert to the ape in less 

time than it took us to descend from it’" (Rose 1991, 32). 

As I have already mentioned, the colonialist ideology which informed the 

production of the Revue N~gre, an ideology embedded in the culture shared 

by both the producers and spectators of Josephine Baker’s performances, can 

be traced to the tradition of htwnan displays that had for centuries situated the 

dark skinned body as Other and repeatedly identified racial difference--that is 

non-white skin--as a sign of some authentic primitivism. The production of 

Baker’s performances tapped into the economic success and cultural popu- 

larity of the human exhibitions that had traveled throughout Europe (most 

extensively in the 19th century), and the exploifative work of these exhibits 

and fairs was matched to some degree by live stage performances such as Bak- 

er’s. But the development of photographic and film arts served to perpetuate 

significantly the process of htwnan showcasing and multiply the number of 

voyeurs consuming the displays. Coco Fusco and Mary Ann Doane have both 

addressed the role of cinema in furthering the exhibitive and exploitative 

practices of these colonialist ideologies, and the extent to which the use of 
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film as a medium extended the tradition of producing "exotic" spectacles. 

According to Fusco, 

the function of the ethnographic displays as popular entertainment was large- 

ly superseded by industrialized mass culture. Not unsurprisingly [sic], the 

popularity of these human exhibitions began to decline with the emergence 

of another commercialized form of voyeurism--the cinema--and the 

assumption by ethnograplaic film of their didactic role .... The representa- 

tion of the "reality." of the Other’s life, on which ethnographic documentary 

was based and still is grounded, is this fictional narrative of Western culture 

"discovering" the negation of itseff in something authentically and radically 

distinct. (1995a, 49, Fusco’s italics)4 

Fusco refers specifically here to the voyeuristic activit3" of ethnographic 

and documentary filmmaking, and f~flmmakers’ efforts to visually capture 

indigenous peoples dressed in their "authentic," primitive attire engaged in 

supposedly traditional rituals which were actually directed and performed for 

the camer’a.~ But she goes on to point out that these paradigms of documen- 

tary fllmmaking that ptwportedly dealt with the "authentically and radically 

distinct" also eventually manifested themselves in Hollywood films (1995a, 

49). And indeed, Zou Zou provides evidence that the impulse to cater to audi- 

ences’ desires for the filmed authentic Other affected French narrative film- 

making as well. Str~ands of the same ideology that informed ethnographic or 

documentary representations in the twenties and thirties undoubtedly 

inspired various forms of French popular entertainment at that time. As part 

of the shared ctfltural milieu out of which Baker’s public image emerged, both 

producers and audiences were famifiar with this tradition of representation 

(even if not sensitive to its ideological implications). The staging and then film- 

ing of Baker as the caged bird in Zou Zou was the product of that tradition of 

ethnographic displays and the more recently established stage show practice 

of putting Baker’s body on display as an icon of the erotic, exotic Other. The 

film built on both of these conventions and represented one further showcas- 

ing of the black female body in the form of a caged Josephine Baker. With the 

development of narrative film, Baker’s screen image could now be cinemati~ 

cally exhibited for and consumed by a "civilized," white film-going audience. 

Mary Ann Doane’s work further addresses the significant role of photo- 

graphic and l~dmic arts in effectively capturing the dark skinned body for the 

gaze of a white viewer, and it points to the ways that dark-skinned female per- 

formers and their produced images have fed the fascination with primitivism 

that European audiences associated with Africa. She writes, "Within a photo- 

graphic discourse which brought the dark continent home to Europeans, the 

exotic and the erotic were welded together, situating the African woman as 

the signifier of an excessive, incommensurable sexuality" (Doane 1991, 213). 

Doane further argues that Europeans equated African women with AflSca 

itseff, and she quotes a passage from Nicholas Monti’s Africa Then: Pho- 

tographs I840-1918 to support her claim. I include that passage here because 

of its particular pertinence to my own discussion. 
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The seduction and conquest of the African woman became a metaphor for 
the conquest of Africa itself. A powerful erotic symbolism linked a woman’s 
femininity so strongly to the attraction of the land that they became one sin- 
gle idea, and to both were attributed the same irresistible, deadly charm. 
(Monti 1987, 56) 

I contend that while Doane and Monti speak specifically of African wonmn 

here, the same equation has been made in relation to non-African black 

women. Despite the fact that Josephine Baker was African American rather 

than African, some French spectators identified her as an African signifier pos- 

sessing the same primitiveness they associated with native African women. 

Baker’s dark skin marked her as the bearer of some perceived essential or 

"authentic" blackness; it was read as visible "evidence" of her perceived prim- 

itive qualities. By staging this particular theatrical performance within the film 

in the manner in which it was staged--in a cage--the production ofZou Zou 

inscribed on Baker a seal of "authentic" primitiveness in the eyes of many 

European spectators. Because of her dark skin, her visible racial "difference," 

Baker could be figured as the Polynesian, the Haitian or the African as long as 

her purported heritage or nationality purported exotic Othemess. Doane has 

suggested that with the timely development of cinema, the act of looking 

became a kind of surrogate for the practice of conquest. Expanding on 

Doane’s assertion, I would argue that as Baker moved onto the silver screen, 

her body became a produced, public body readily available for the consump- 

tion of Parisian film audiences and that by viewing a cinematic image of this 

black, female body which they equated with African land itseff, these audi- 

ences could achieve a sense of conquest while maintaining a "safe" distance 

from the alluring yet threatening primitivisni which supposedly marked the 

"datrk continent" and its natives.6 

A few points must be made at this stage in my analysis as I consider the 

cultural production and popular appeal not only ofZou Zou, the film, and Zou 

Zou, the character, but also of Josephine Baker, the star. The first has to do 

with Baker’s participation in the exhibition of her own body. As Fusco notes 

in her chronology of human exhibitions, historically, most of the individuals 

put on display did not choose to be so. Josephine Baker, on the other hand, 

was not a captive spectacle; rather, she was an engaged participant in the con- 

struction of her own public images, on and off screen. By extending my con- 

sideration of the cage scene to one of her larger collection of performance 

work which includes her stage and film productions, I encounter more evi- 

dence of the role Baker played in her own exhibition. According to Phyllis 

Rose, once Baker achieved some success, she participated willingly in the 

spectacular staging of her body on stage and on screen, and she contributed 

to the illusions that were formulated about her. Rose writes, 

Josephine Baker at first refused to dance bare-breasted in the Danse Sauvage, 

threatening to leave the show and go home. She w~s not a striptease dancer, 
and as an American, she was unaccustomed to the French acceptance of 
female nudity above the waist. One doesn’t have to attribute an exaggerated 
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modesty to her to understand why she was appalled by the suggestion that 
she make her Paris debut semi-naked. Yet it is true that once she got used to 
tile idea it took her a long time to put her clothes back on. (Rose 1991, 6) 

My intention here is not to judge Baker’s involvement in her ov~ exhibi- 

tion nor to contend that by engaging in the entertainment business she "asked 

for" the decidedly racist, colonialist, or sexist responses that her work 

received.7 My point is that she did share some responsibility in the creation and 

consumption of her public image. According to Rose, Baker embraced her star- 

dom and worked to preserve it. She claimed an active role in the production of 

her performances and the creation of her public image. This recognition of 

Baker’s involvement in her own public stardom is reiterated by Donald Bogle. 

In his book Brown Sugar: Eigh~ Years of America’s Black Female Superstars, 

Bogle writes, "[Josephine Baker] perhaps understood her legend--her inaage, 

her career, her audiences--better than any other diva. She was a showbiz per- 

sonality to her bones" (Bogle 1980, 43). Bogle contends that while those fasci- 

nated by her "on-stage exoticism" wondered ff her stage image reflected her 

private life, Baker understood "the cotmection between her public and private 

personalities," and promoted the stories which circulated about her (Bogle 

1980, 48). Baker reveled in her snccess, and in the 1930s she worked to further 

that success by reproducing on screen the types of projects that had originally 

made her a sensation on stage. According to Rose, 

Both of Josephine Baker’s major fdms of the thirties, Zou Zou (1934) and 
Princess" Tam Tam (1935), were created as vehicles for her .... It is likely that 
Pepito [her lover/manager] and Josephine put some of their own money into 
the films as well. The two Fdms, under their close personal control, reflected 
what they thought she could do on screen. (Rose 1991, 161) 

Undoubtedly, Baker was aware of the appeal that she had for audiences whose 

"taste for exoticism and mystery" was fed by "these [performing] blacks" 

(Rose 1991, 23); her role in creating Films such as Zou Zous that perpetuated 

the image of her as the erotic, exotic Other reflects her interest and agency in 

the commodification of her own body. With a sense of what would sell to a 

Parisian audience based on the reviews that her stage performances received, 

Baker helped market her own body and public image. 

Again, my aim is not to judge the actions of the artist or the means of her 

success, but only to highlight the fact that the exhibition and commodification 

of her body was not a project over which she exercised .no control. It is worth 

noting that some of the female African American entertainment contempo- 

raries of Josephine Baker, such as Ethel Waters, eventually made their way on 

to the movie screen as well. However, as Hazel Carby points out in her essay, 

"It Jus Be’s Dat Way Sometime," the "moment of optimism" which marked the 

height of the blues era, the moment of "the blues as the exercise of power and 

control over sexuality, was short lived" (Carby 1990, 248). Figures such as 

Waters, though they were able to break through the racial boundaries of the 

Hollywood film iIidustry, were "inserted into a different aspect of the culture 

industry where they occupied not a privileged but a subordinate space and 
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articulated not the possibilities of black female sexual power but the ’Yes, 

Ma’ams’ of the black maid" (Cathy 1990, 248). Carby contends that this came 

to be the only point of entry ff~r a black, female performer in an industry, con- 

trolled by white male executives. While Baker certainly did not have complete 

autonomy with regards to the production of her films, Carby’s remarks high- 

light the fact that she likely had much more agency than she would have had 

she been working within the U.S. studio system. It is not insig~,xificant that 

Baker was an African American who, in the 1920s and 1930s, secured her 

fame not in the U.S. but in Paris, France, where the systems of production 

access and audience reception were undoubtedly somewhat different from 

those operating in the U.S. during the same period. As James Clifford indicat- 

ed in his contribution to The New History of French Literature, "In the 1920s 

Paris was flooded with things n~gre, an expansive category that included 

North American jazz, syncretic Brazilian rhythms, African, Oceanian, and 

Alaskan carvings, ritual ’poetry’ from south of the Sahara and from the Aus- 

tralian outback, the literature of the Harlem Renaissance .... " (1989, 901). As 

Clifford makes clear, Paris was marked by a cultural desire for "things n~gre" 

and Parisians looked to U.S. culture, among other places, to satiate that desire. 

An African American who had begun her stage career in the U.S. in the 1920s, 

Josephine Baker seemed to offer the "exotic blackness" that was in vogue in 

postwar Paris.9 But while French culture might have been marked by a gen- 

eral desire for things n~gre, and as I have suggested, the specific conditions of 

production access and control in France might have contributed to Baker’s 

cultural success, the specificity of the French "production" of Baker and Bak- 

er’s sexualized image can also be linked to the specific appeal of her American- 

ness. To be sure, Baker’s skin color--her "exotic blackness"--was not the 

only sign of her exoticism in the eyes of Parisian audiences. While I previous- 

ly expanded on Mary Ann Doane’s assertion about the figuring of the African 

woman as a signifier ~ff the "primitive dark continent" and her claims about 

the conflation of the erotic and exotic in the processes of production and con- 

sumption to argue that, despite the fact that Baker was African American (not 

African), she signified for some the same exoticness and primitiveness that 

they associated with A_Crica and African women. But what I did not account for 

in that formulation was the fact that American-hess was perceived as "exotic" 

in its own right for French and European audiences. Thus, as both a woman 

of color and as a female U.S. expatn’ate perforn~ing and on display for French 

audiences, Baker’s status as "exotic" was multiply determined and conflated 

with her erotic appeal. Though her stage performances and public image did 

have a transatlantic impact, the cultural climate in Paris combined with her 

specific racial, ethnic, and national identity worked to produce her stardom 

and represent her sexuality and sensuality in very particular ways on the 

French side of the Atlantic. 

Another issue which must be addressed has to do with the varied recep- 

tion of Baker’s work. A consideration of the diverse reception of her perfor- 

mances serves tu highlight the complexity of constructing an effective con- 
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temporary analysis of an historical production, as it challenges my own con- 

temporary readings and research of Baker’s performances--readings and 

research that repeatedly point to Baker’s films and stage shows as illustrations 

of the objectification and perceived exoticism of her body. While I agree with 

the writings of Fusco as well as those of Ella Shohat and Robert Stare, which 

identify the dehumanizing and objectifying quality of these exhibitions, I also 

want to acknowledge the multiplicity of meanings elicited by cultural pro- 

ductions such as these. Though Baker’s body was, in one regard, a commodi- 

t3" for the consumption of a white, Parisian bourgeoisie that constituted the 

theater audiences (and indeed this was the target audience), M1 reception of 

her work did not depend on a representation of Otherness. Some black, 

female contemporaries of Baker perceived her performances as ones that con- 

tributed to their own sense of sexual liberation. Donald Bogle contends 

"[Black women in America] read of Josephine Baker’s triumphs with great 

curiosity and pleasure. In the black community there had long been a fantasy 

of another world, another place and tin~e, where the black woman would be 

seen for her tmique brown beauty. In essence and act, Josephine Baker had 

escaped and lived the fantasy for women back home. Black women reveled in 

her success, identified with her, and had the utmost respect" (Bogie 1980, 5 I). 

I include this quotation to demonstrate that the shows and films in which 

Baker starred, regardless of the intent of the producers, did not generate one 

consistent reading. Due (not only) to the diversity of audiences that came in 

contact with her work in one form or another, the response to her produc- 

tions and to the exhibition of her body was varied. Many African American 

women spectators and fans applauded her and felt liberated by her sexual 

expressiveness.1° But Bogle’s claims here actually run the risk of turning all 

black American women into a homogenous group with one unified percep- 

tion of Baker and one single reading of her performance work. I want to avoid 

reproducing this potentially limiting view, and instead stress that while not all 

African American women necessarily shared these perceptions, Baker’s work 

did generate some readings which identified her work as liberating the black 

female body rather than objectifying it. ~ 1 In effect, her performances simulta- 

neously functioned as objectifTing and liberating, though not necessarily for 

the same audiences. 

Further evidence of the variation in interpretation in relation to Baker’s 

work can be found in the realm of cultural criticism. In Unthinking Eurocen- 

trism, Ella Shohat and Robert Stare contend that Josephine Baker’s star status 

did not enable her to dictate the ending of either Zou Zou or her later film, 

Princess Tam Tam. They suggest that Baker protested the endings of both 

films, each of which forbade her screen access to white men as legitin~ate mar- 

riage partners (Shohat and Stare 1994, 191). I want to acknowledge the fact 

that I agree with their readings of these endings (and have also recognized in 

these films the resistance to inter-racial coupling that has historically mani- 

fested itself on screen), but ! also want to highlight the discrepancy between 

the historical reading of Shohat and Stare, and that of Rose. Rose does not 
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identify the same protests on Baker’s part, while Stare and Shohat identify 

them but do not provide documentation of these protests. Rather than being 

entirely problematic, however, this discrepancy is perhaps most significant 

for my purposes in that it reinforces the existence of inconsistent but equally 

viable readings produced by contemporary critics. It can be argued, following 

the position of Stare and Shohat, that "the system can simply ’use’ the per- 

former to enact the dominant set of codes; even, at thanes, over the per- 

former’s objection" (Shohat and Stare 1994, 190), while one might also con- 

tend that to a certain degree, by participating in the performance, the per- 

former, in this case Baker, engages in the commodification of her own body 

thereby becoming complicit with "the system." The two practices or effects 

are not mutually exclusive. Ultimately, as Ann duCille argues in her discussion 

of Blues and Black sexuality in 1920s and 1930s America (and of contempo- 

rary cultural critics’ efforts to analyze that era), "the many colliding ideologies, 

colluding imperatives, and conflicting agendas of the era make it difficult to 

determine definitively who constructed whom in the cultural kaleidoscope of 

the 1920s and 1930s. If black women blues singers claimed their sexual sub- 

jectivity through their songs, did they also on some level objectify, exoticize, 

and eroticize the female body in the process?" (duCille 1993, 74). duCille 

insightfully calls for a recognition of the complex dynamics of power that 

operated at the specific culturM moments of production and reception, rather 

than a reductionist or dualistic approach to a historical era marked by "con- 

flitting agendas." While she discusses the cultttral and ideological contradic- 

tions which marked the 1920s and 1930 and emphasizes the need to consid- 

er those contradictions in any analysis of texts from that historically specific 

period, recognition should also be paid to the "colliding ideologies, colluding 

imperatives and conflicting agendas" that operate in our contemporary 

moment in order to contextualize present day analyses of previously pro- 

duced (yet possibly" still circulating) art texts and the meanings analyses make 

of those texts. To be specific, the recent critical texts that now work to shape 

the meanings eft or provide knowledge of art, such as Baker’s stage perfor- 

mances or the films in which she stars, are subject to (or are the products of) 

their own ideologies and agendas. Rose’s biography and Bogle’s history (as 

well as Shohat and Stain’s critical analysis) are interpretive and contextual 

rather than strictly factual.12 While on the one hand this should go without 

saying, explicit acknowledgement of some degree of interpretation and medi- 

ation seems warranted. In effect, these biographies, histories and analytical 

texts re-present Baker and her work in particular ways. And given my own 

reliance on these texts as "sources" for my present analysis, my own work of 

course adds to the layers of representation and mediation that attend to Baker, 

her performances and Baker’s cinematically mediated image. Which leads me 

to another particular concern taken up by Ann duCille. 

duCille’s work also raises questions in relation to the specific impact that 

the work of contemporary cultural critics can have on public perceptions of 

literary" and title arts. In particular, she considers the ways that critical reviews 
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and academic scholarship can (inadvertently) reinforce misperceptions of cul- 

tural difference, and the ways that assumptions advanced by cultural critics 

can serve to perpetuate fascinations with the "primitive" or "authentic." 

duCiile specifically challenges the definitions of "genuine" and "authentic" 
African American art and explores the implications of the concept of authen- 

tic vs. inauthentic in relation to both art and identity- (duCille 1993, 71). What 

exactly does it mean, for example, to be an "authentic" member of a particu- 

lar race or ethnicity? 1_~ Some of these issues--the specific role of critics in rein- 

forcing misperceptions of cultttral difference and perpetuating fascinations 

with "primitivism" and "authenticity," the complex and contradictory rela- 

tionship between production and reception, and artists’ influence on public 

perceptions of art form the basis of my more concentrated consideration of 

the Fusco/G6mez-Pefia performance piece and the controversy it generated. 

Some sixty years after the height of Josephine Baker’s stardom, with an 

awareness of the traditions out of which her performances emerged, a recog- 

nition of the sustained thirst for capturing the "primitive" and "authentic," and 

an understanding of the continued impact of voyeurism through both ethno- 

graphic and narrative film, Fusco and G6mez-Pefia conceived of their perfor- 

mance piece, Two Undiscovered Amerindian," Visit.... Speaking of the 

impetus behind this performance piece, Fusco writes, "My collaborator, 

Guillermo G6mez-Pefia, and I were intrigued by this legac-y of performing the 

identity of an Other for a white audience, sensing its implications for us as per- 

formance artists dealing with cultural identity in the present. Had things 

changed, we wondered?" (Fusco 1995a, 37). Fusco and G6mez-Pefia had rea- 

son to believe that the long-standing "fascination with Otheruess"19 had been 

sustained in the US. Although the blatant explorative exhibition of human 

beings which I surveyed from the nineteenth century on into the 1930s had 

become less frequent and less malignant, it had by no means ceased altogeth- 

er. As recently as 1992, a black female midget was presented at the Minneso- 

ta State Fair as "Tiny Teesha, the Island Princess" (Fusco, 1995a, 44). Fusco has 

argued that "the contemporary tourist industries and cultural ministries of sev- 

eral countries around the world still perpetuate the illusion of authenticity to 

cater to the Western fascination with Otherness" (1995a, 43), and 1992 was a 

year that provided substantial evidence for her claim. Most directly provoked 

by the 1992 celebrations of the 500th anniversary of Columbus’s "Discovery," 

Fusco and G6mez-Pefia sought to expose and critique the coloni’,dist ideology 

and rhetoric that circulated with the celebratory, events--events which high- 

lighted the "control over the Otherness that Columbus symbolized" (Fusco 

1995a, 38). Their performance piece served as a critical intervention into the 

repertoire of displays and representations of "the authentic Other"; they 

sought to disrupt the long-held sensibilities of a mainstream, viewing public, 

or at least make people more conscious of the Eurocentric perspectives 

behind the "Discovery" celebrations. ~lTley performed in various public and 

institutional spaces around the world14 including many musemns, some of 

which had developed theft own forms of Columbus-related celebrations. 
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However, despite the "artists’ intent for critical satire, the fascination with Oth- 

erness that they had hoped to critique and counter was to some extent per- 

petuated by the installation of this contemporary staging of human specta- 

cle.1~ Fusco and G6mez-Pefia were taken, by many observers, to be "real" 

Guatinauis, rather than critical performance artists. Theft efforts at critique 

within a variety of public forums actually reproduced the Eurocentric "fasci- 

nation with Otherness" to which their work was responding. Speaking of the 

cage that enclosed them during their performance, Fusco remarks, "The cage 

became a blank screen onto which audiences projected their fantasies of who 

and what we are. As we assumed the stereotypical role of the domesticated 

savage, many audience members felt entitled to assume the role of the colo- 

nizer .... " (Fusco 1995a, 47). 

Given the stereotypes about non-white people created by the pre-twenti- 

eth century exhibits and ideologically reinforced (in various ways) throughout 

the twentieth century, and given the expectations that an established public 

space such as a museum generates, the belief (held by- many spectators) that 

Fusco and G6mez-Pefia were "authentic" Guatinauis is only somewhat sur- 

prising (although the reactions and engagement of some of the observe~ are 

nonetheless disturbing). Some of the public and institutional spaces where the 

two artists appeared caged--The Smithsonian Museum of Natural History in 

Washington, D.C., the Australian Museum of Natural History in Sidney, the 

Field Museum in Chicago--possess a particnlar cultural signature. In general, 

a trip to one of these spaces is expected to provide access to the highly val- 

ued "real," "natural" or "authentic" of other ctfltures or non-human species, 

and the specific construction and presentation of these museum exhibits 

often serve to feed a fi~scination with Otherness (although as Fusco notes, 

exhibits are most often in artifact form rather than in the form of live "speci- 

mens").16 The reactions which Fusco and G6mez-Pefia actually received to 

their performances at these venues do, in fact, reflect the expectation for 

these coveted or revered qualities of "realness" and "authenticity." While the 

two performers did not expect that their "self-conscious commentary on this 

practice [of human exhibition] could be believable," many audience members 

experienced the hmnan spectacles as an envisioning of the authentic savage, 

and the creation of these spectacles satisfied their own desires actually to 

encounter primitivism. Commenting on people’s expectations of museum 

spaces and the perceptions spectators drew from their encounter with the 

"two Amerindians" in different sites around the world, Fusco acknowledges, 

"We [Fusco and G6mez-Pefia] underestimated public faith in museums as bas- 

tions of truth and institutional investment in that role" (1995a, 50). 

Fusco’s comment underscores tile significance of site or location in shaI> 

ing the reception or perceived meaning of performance work. The particular 

space in which a performance takes place and the associations which that 

space may carry with it inevitably contribute to the overall experience of each 

performance piece, and an awareness of the potential significance of space 

informs the artists’ conceptualization and development of their own work. In 
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her article, "Keep on Running: The Politics of Black British. Performance," 

Catherine Ugwtl suggests that live art is "a practice of interruption.., which 

recognizes the contextual character of the relations between authors, texts, 

and audiences as they encotmter each other in the worldly spaces of the pub- 

lic sphere" (Ugwa 1995, 81). Fusco and G6mez-Pefia recognized these rela- 

tions, and their staging of Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit... was dri- 

ven by an interest in challenging the notions of "authenticity," "primitivism" 

and "civilization" inherent in the practices and presentations of particular 

institutions existing in the contemporary public sphere. The artists’ exhibition 

of themselves as "Guatinauis" at these instituti.ons played upon these practices 

by appropriating and manipulating them in what they thought were apparent 

and exaggerated ways. Only by staging their piece in these locations could 

they so pointedly engage in a critique of the racist ideologies sustained by 

them. And although, like Baker’s performances, no uniform reception of the 

Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit... performance existed, the frequen- 

cy with which the two were perceived as "real" natives of Guatinau in these 

museum spaces reflects tile fact that the housing of their work in these insti- 

rations would not undermine their claim to being "the real thing" but, more 

likely, would contribute to their credibility as "the real." 

The Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit . . . project also generated 

some other reactions, reactions at least in some way linked to the specifics of 

and expectations for the performance site. At the Whitney Musetml in New 

York, the project was met with what Fusco calls the "art world equivalent of 

[the above] misperceptions," as viewers assumed that Fusco and G6mez-Pefia 

were actors lifted by other artists to carl3" out the project. The Whitney was 

the only site where the performance piece was contextualized as art, but 

Fusco claims that even many of those who saw the performance as "art rather 

than artifact" seemed to enioy participating in what they knew to be fiction 

(1995a, 50). And in fact, it seems that some of the most disturbing responses 

to the performance came from spectators who recognized the piece as per- 

formance art. "Knowing" spectators willingly paid money to see the two 

artists perform desired and often ht~miliating tasks. Fusco recounts, "A middle- 

aged man who attended the Whitney Bienphal opening with his elegantly 

dressed wife insisting [sic] on feeding me a banana. The zoo guard told him 

he would have to pay $10 to do so, which he quickly paid, insisting that he be 

photographed in the act" (Fusco 1995a, 50). 

Interestingly enough it was Fusco and G6mez-Pefia themselves who 

explicitly called attention to the sexual possiblities of the spectacle in New 

York by providing spectators a glimpse of "authentic Guatinaui" male genitals 

for five dollars (Fusco 1995a, 39). By doing so, they clearly marked themselves 

as sexual beings while also invoking the specific sexualized nature of histori- 

cal human displays. Though my discussion of Baker’s exhibition specifically 

referenced the ways that her skin color, nationality, and female sexuality con- 

tributed to the figuring of her as an exotic/erotic spectacle, there was prece- 

dent for this form of exhibition of men as well; both men and women of non- 
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western origin have been subject to this exploitation by the Western world, 

and the artists’ performative cage engaged that history of exhibition by offer- 

ing this "pay per view" opportunity to spectators. It is of particular signifi- 

cance to my analysis that Fusco and G6mez-Pefia themselves built this partic- 

ular form of voyeurism into their performative project. By offering observers 

the chance to view a socially taboo sightmthat of male genitalialTmFusco and 

G6mez-Pefia participated in the commodification of (in this case) G6mez- 

Pefia’s body as sexual object. They granted observers the opportunity to 

engage with their performance in a particular way, and thereby perpetuated 

the sexist and racist culture that they were actually critically satirizing. It is 

here, in relation to the presentation of these performers as exotic and erotic 

spectacles that this culturally and metaphorically significant cage intersects 

with Josephine Baker’s from Zou Zou. Here, in relation to the objectification 

of these performers, but also in relation to their participation in their own 

exhibition and visual exploitation. The fact that Fusco and G6mez-Pefia, from 

the colffines of their cage, explicitly offered to make G6mez-Pefia’s genatalia 

visible for a small monetary fee reflects their understanding of a Western fas- 

cination with the sex-ualized Other. In effect, their self-conscious action seems 

a calcuated and provocative gesture of recognition on their part of the corn- 

modification (ff bodies that has been a part of the history of human exhibition; 

it seems to respond (even ff not explicitly) in some important and cultt~ally 

resonant ways to the commodification of Josephine Baker’s body that was a 

part of the production and exhibition of Zou Zou. But their recognition of this 

history does not make them free from the underpinnings of that gesture. 

Despite their interest in engaging and critically unsettling the history of racist 

and sexist objectification that is reflected in Zou Zou, their work perpetuated 

the sexually and racially charged objectification about which they, on some 

level, hoped to make others aware and sensitive. As with my previous discus- 

sion of Josephine Baker’s participation in her productions, my underscoring, 

here, of Fusco and (~Smez-Pefia’s participation in their work should not be 

nfistaken for a suggestion that the two "did it to themselves" or "got what they 

deserved." Rather, the attention to their participation is meant to expose the 

complex dynamics of artistic production, circulation and reception operating 

in relation to this performance piece.~8 Ultimately, their financial solicitation, 

though a provocative reference to the historical exploitation of "die Other," 

was answered with confirmation of the fact that Western "fascination with 

Otherness" still reigns. It was met with evidence of the disturbing possibili- 

ties of serf-exhibition, regardless of the artists’ intent and regardless of the 

audiences’ deglx~e of "knowledge" about the artists’ intent or the nature of 

their project.2° 

Further issues are raised by additional reactions to the artists’ work. Whim 

some spectators recognized either the fictional or performative quality of the 

caged Amerindians yet still found great pleasure in engaging with the perform- 

ers, and others took Fusco and G6mez-Pefia to be "real" natives of the island of 

Guatinau, some "knowing" spectators condemned the project for its "decep- 
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tion" of the public. Fusco writes, "a substantial number of intellectuals, artists, 
and cultural bureaucrats sought to deflect attention from the substance of our 
experiment to the ’moral implications’ of our dissinxulation, or in their words, 
our ’misinforming the public’ about who we were" (Fusco 1995a, 37-38). This 
assertion that the performers were "misinforming the public" is, indeed, a 
provocative one. As Fusco astutely argues, "the literalism implicit in the inter- 
pretation of our work by individuals representing the ’public interest’ bespoke 
their investment in positivist notions of ’truth’ and depoliticized, ahistorical 
notions of ’civilization’" @Msco 1995a, 38). In effect, as Fusco suggests, the crit- 
ical spectators’ assertion reflects the assumption that a "true" or "authentic" 
primitive does exist today, even ff Fusco and G6mez-Pefia were not the real 
thing themselves(1995a, 48). The other issue has to do with what responsibil- 
ity an artist has to her or his potential audience, and the ways in which that 
responsibility should be carried out. What is the responsibility of the artist to 
her or his audiences? To inform? To educate? To protect rather than unnerve 
with challenging material? While I do not intend to criticize the public andi- 
ences of Fusco and G6mez-Pefia’s piece, I think that a critique ~ff the artists’ 
work on the grounds that it was in some way deceitful, wrongful, or immoral 
is misguided; such a critique fails to recognize the racist legacT of subjugation 
and exploitation to which the artists’ work responds, and it fails to recognize 
the potentially profound impact of an "unmediated" or uuguided interaction 
between the artists and the viewers, insisting instead that some specific knowl- 
edge of the piece be provided for the audience by the artists. How nlight such 
a critique account for the behavior of the audience members who knew that 
the caged humans were perfomxing artists? Did audience members’ knowledge 
of this perceived reality grant them license to participate in the performances 
in such uninhibited and often egregious ways? If morality is at issue here, 
should the artists have broken from their own performance in order to repri- 
mand the "knowing" Whitney audience members who "behaved badly" and 
shottld have "known better," just as it was recommended that the artists inter- 
rupt their own performance to correct the "misreadings" of their piece when 
audiences believed them to be "real"? (Fusco 1995a, 50). Just how far does the 
artists’ obligation to shape the reception of their work extend? And at what 
point does an audience member become responsible for her or his own par- 
ticipation in or interaction with what she or he sees? Should these artists real- 
ly be criticized on "moral" grounds for failing to inform and explicate every- 
thing that they make visible or everything that they make available for con- 
sumption by a viewing public? Wahneema Lubiano has argued that "represen- 
tations refer to images that are selected from what we recognize as reality; they 
are tied to and have meaning within particular settings" (Lubiano 1991, 184). 
By representing an (actually constructed) authenticity that audiences have, for 
centuries, valued, are artists such as Fusco and G6mez-Pefia fostering the 
acceptance of this "representation" as the "real," and thereby reproducing a 
harmful reality? And what, then, about the role of the contemporary cultural 
critics? For while critics might rightly identify human exhibitions (as well as 
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live per~)rmances or films or video docttmentaries) as dehumanizing, their crit- 

ical intervention or their reflexivity might have the simultaneous effects of both 

revealing the Eurocentrism that shaped the artistic productions they" critique 

(thereby potentially negating its cultural power) and also reinforcing, though 

unintentionally, Eurocentric positions in uncertain or unsuspecting viewers.2a 

The very "fascination with Otherness" that has historically perpetuated and sus- 

tained the popularity of human displays has been fed by a number of sources, 

including those who staunchiy critique it... and those who staunchiy critique 

it tl~rough five performative art. 

Catherine Ugwu argues that live art "entices audiences to challenge estab- 

fished conventions by subverting expectations of order, [it] makes them 

responsible for their own relationships and response" (Ugwa 1995, 60). While 

I agree that live or performance arts have the potential to penetrate estab- 

lished institutions and systems of belief and to make spectators accotmtable 

for their own readings of that which they see or experience, spectators may 

or may not be interested in claiming that responsibility while they also may or 

may not be aware of the social factors and cultural realities that contribute to 

their perceptions and lead them to accept as "true" what may be a construct- 

ed reality. What the responses to this work (as documented in Fusco’s essay) 

seem to suggest is that encouraging audiences to "subvert expectations of 

order" can actually produce or uncover other unexpected and potentially dis- 

turbing responses, the meaning of wllich the artists, rather than the audience 

respondents themselves, will analyze. That said, I also believe that it is not nec- 

essarily the role or resposibility of the performance artists explicitly to address 

or explain the specifics of the histories of racism, exploitation, and "Othering" 

that they are performatively engaging. However, while those artists certainly 

aren’t responsible for the racist or sexist reception that their work might gar- 

ner, they nonetheless bear the weight of knowing that they risk perpetuating 

that which they seek to critique when they invoke, enact or appropriate ide- 

ologically charged content. 

I tttrn again to the passage from Paul Gilroy’s article that I cited at the 

beginning of my essay, "It took a long time for the disreputable creativity of 

black artists to climb down from the plinth of primitivism and natural spon- 

taneity and win a different status as modern art" (1995, 21). As the issues of 

primitivism, authenticity and racial Otherness were the substance of the Two 

Undiscovered Amerindians Visit... project, it is par-ticularly interesting that 

the project’s creators/performers, Coco Fusco and Guillermo G6mez-Pefia, 

were criticized because of their critical engagement with (but inadequate 

explication of) the history of racist representations and practices. While many 

members of the audiences of their performance piece actually believed their 

fictive identities to be "real," others recognized that the two caged beings 

were artists and denounced Fusco and G6mez-Pefia for "the ’immoral’ act of 

duping" their audience (Fusco 1995a, 54). In other words, they were criti- 

cized for not reveafing the "reality" of their performance. And while Fusco and 

G6mez-Pefia creatively and critically interrogated Western fascinations with 
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primitivism and authenticity by performing and staging "the Other," their 

work was furvaqer criticized by some artists who contended it was not experi- 

mental enough to be considered "good" performance art as well as by some 

feminists and intellectuals that complained to Fusco that her role was "too pas- 

sive." The latter criticisms (allegedly advanced because Fusco’s participation 

involved dancing rather than speaking) reveal an assumption on the part of 

these critics that Fusco had some responsibility to insure that her performa- 

tire activities appropriately supported their political agendas (Fusco 1995a, 

53). While I would argue that neither Fusco nor G6mezopefia held any such 

responsibility, the outcry from these groups and their own critical invest- 

ments in what they observed reflect their awareness of the potential impact 

of the artists’ work; the nature of these criticisms reveals an understanding of 

artists’ influence in shaping the reception of their own performative art, in 

particular, and ideological outlooks, in general. Just as the circttlation of print- 

ed or spoken critique can shape ideological perspectives, so too can cultural 

critique that takes the form of live art. But because the reception of artistic 

media is not easily managed or controlled, Fusco and G6mez-Pefia, the 

artists/producers of a self-consciously created performance aimed at critiquing 

Western cultures perceptions of Otherness, cannot det~mitively determine the 

meaning of their work for their audiences any more than the artists/producers 

of Zou Zou have been able to control the reception of their film, originally 

produced as a star vehicle for Josephine Baker. They can, of course, shape per- 

ceptions of the work, but they cannot dictate them. 

The issues I have exposed here reflect the substance of some of the 

debates generated by the work of two specific contemporary performance 

artists, Coco Fusco and Guillermo G6mez-Pefia. The two artists dared to take 

on critical and contested topics while invoking a particular tradition of human 

exhibition that unforttmately persists to this day. Given the very carefully con- 

structed presentations of Josephine Baker and the varied responses and critical 

thought that Baker’s performance work generated, the relevance of the Baker 

phenomenon to Coco Fusco and Guillermo G6mez-Pefia’s performance piece 

should be clear. While the issues of artists’ role in their own exhibitions and 

their responsibility to the public remain open for debate (as evidenced by the 

debates fueled by the work of Fusco and G6mez-Pefla), it seems that the issue 

of the responsibility of the cultural critic as well as that of the mainstream audi- 

ence member should be a part of those debates as well. And while (like Fusco) 

I find it unsurprising that the Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit... project 

generated the public perceptions that it did (specifically the perception of 

"real" primitivism) given both the historically established stereotypes of non- 

white people that have been sustained within both "high" and "popular" cul- 

tures (stereotypes showcased in and perpetuated by some of Joseptline Baker’s 

stage and film work) and given the specific cultural expectations linked to 

some of the cultural spaces where Fusco and G6mez-Peha performed (or were 

"exhibited"), it seems that upon learning the "truth" of the performers’ tic- 

tional identities, spectators might interrogate both why they were so willing to 
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take for granted the caged humans’ "authenticity" as well as the implications of 

their own investment in authenticity. Critics might be able to appreciate the 

performance if not on aesthetic grounds, then at least on the basis of the pro- 

ductive ferment which it generated and encouraged. 

NOTES 

I would like to thank Deborah Grayson, who encouraged me to pursue this pro- 

ject at the initial stages of its development, and Ava Preacher, who carefully and gen- 

erously read and critiqued a subsequent draft of the essay. Finally, I would like to thank 

the anonymous reviewers at College Literature for their comments and recommenda- 

tions. 
1 To my knowledge, the Fusco/G6mez-Pefia piece was not an homage to Zou Zou. 

But while it might not have been a conscious invocation of Zou Zou in particular, the 

piece was undoubtedly created with a consciousness of the history that produced that 

fdm. Coco Fusco’s essay-, "The Other History of Intercultural Performance" (1995a), 

which I cite and engage in this article, testifies to that consciousness. 
2 My textual analysis hinges on an analysis of the cultural context in which Zou 

Zou was produced. It involves a consideration of the production of Baker as a star, as 

well as of the production of the film’s narrative and its lead character, Zou Zou. Con- 

sidering the fact that by 1934, the year of the film’s French release, Baker was already 

an established entertainer and her image was a familiar one to French audiences, it is 

impossible to divorce the significance of her star persona from her image on screen. 

As I indicate, the film--this particular scene that I discuss--did not just depict a char- 

acter on screen, but rather, it displayed Josephine Baker (the African American stage 

performer known for her exotic, sensational dancing) on screen, playing the role of 

Zou Zoo, who in turn performs the role of a Haitian native though we are informed 

early in the i~dm that Zou Zou herself is Polynesian. Zou Zou was supposed to reflect 

what Baker could do on screen--her means to entertain--based on her performances 

on stage. As my essay will demonstrate, it seems that one of the most striking ways that 

Baker entertained Parisian audiences was by performing the "generic" exotic, erotic 

Other. I say "generic" here because her racial "Otherness" was often corffused and con- 

flared with her ethnic and national identity; ultimately she was portrayed as a figure 

who could "perform" the exotic, dark-skinned Other regardless of the specific ethnic 

or national identity of the figure she was to represent. ~l~e scene that I focus on is 

emblematic of most of her stage work in the way in which her body was constructed 

and displayed. Baker herself said of the film, "Everything seems easy, because I feel the 

story very strongly. It aJl seems so real, so true, that I sometimes think it’s my own life 

being played out on the sets~ (Rose 1991, 163). As I continue to discuss the film, and 

this scene in particular, I will at times refer simultaneously to Zou Zou, the character, 

and Baker, the actress/stage performer, thereby emphasizing the interconnectedness 

of the fictive character and the real person/performer in the eyes of the 1930s French 

film viewer. In doing, I am attempting to highlight, rather than ignore, the conflation 

of fictive character, performer, and familiar star persona and suggest the figure of Zou 

Zou/Baker in all its complexity. 
3 While here I identify Fusco and G6mez-Pefia’s performance piece (rather than 

the video documentary about that performance piece) as my object of analysis, my 

own analysis of the Fusco/G6mez-Pefta performance is limited or mediated by my 

"encounter" with it through both the video The Couple in the Cage and the essay "The 
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Other History of Intercultural Performance," both works produced, at least in part, by 

Coco Fusco, and both "interpretive" texts in their own right. I want to thank an anony- 

mous viewer for encouraging me to clarify this important point, and I want to at least 

acknowledge the distinction between the performance itself and the performance as 

presented through these other written and visual forms at this early stage in my essay. 

The layers of representation at work here deserve consideration in my analysis, and 

am aware that by focusing on the performance and its reception I ana failing to address 

the specificity of the representational form which conveyed those events to me. These 

are issues which I hope to take up more sufficiently in a future version of this paper. 
4 For a relevant and additionally insightful discussion of the origins of cinema and 

its coincidence with the height of Western imperialism, see Shohat and Stare (1994, 

100-05), 
5 Given the exploitative traditions of documentary ~mmaking that Fusco refers to 

here and to which Fusco and G6mez-Pefia respond in their performance, it is particu- 

larly interesting that a video documentary was produced which further presented and 

commented on, in a new form, this live performance piece. The docmnentary was 

comprised in large part by video footage that the two artists had accumulated during 

the year of their performances. It would seem that their participation in the creation 

of this documentary could be identified as a form of "resistance" on their part--their 

own appropriation of a practice that has had deleterious effects for the indigenous 

"Others" who have so often been the object of the camera’s focus. Ideally, the artists’ 

hand in the production of the video would have allowed them to tell their own story, 

and perhaps speak to some of the misperceptions that their work had generated. How- 

ever, Fusco’s essay "The Other History of Intercultural. Performance," reveals the 

extremely ironic consequences that ensued from the productions of this piece. I direct 

you to the Afterword of the above mentioned article for a provocative commentary of 

those consequences and their implications. 
6 In a sense, the film itself, as an additional level of representation, might be con- 

sidered a cage, separating the spectacle from the filmgoing voyeurs. 
7 Susan Bordo offers some insights pertinent to this issue in her introduction to 

Unbearable Weight. Addressing the degree to which "women collude in sustaining 

sexism and sexist stereotypes," she argues that 

Many, ff not most, women also are wil~ing (often, enthusiastic) participants in cul- 
tural practices that objectify, and sexualize us. Here, in its f’,dlure to admit female 

responsibility, I do think that much feminist analysis has been, ,and continues to be, 

inadequate--though understandably so, given the swiftness with which the acknowl- 

edgment that women participate in reproducing sexist culture gets converted to the 

ideas that we "are our own worst enemies," "do it to ourselves," "ask for it. ~ In the 
mate of sedimented sexist ideology ready to becomc activated on the shallowest pre- 

text, certain important discussions may become verboten because so strewn with dan- 

gerous mines threatening to go off. (Bordo 1993, 28-29) 

8 ~]ae film Princess Tam Tam (1935) serves as another striking example of Baker 

positioned as the "primitive," black female marked by a sexuality- which must be con- 

r.roBed by the "civilized" white male. 

9 Evidence of this fascination was recently displayed at the National Portrait 

Gallery in Washington, D.C. In 1997, the Gallery exhibited "Le Temulte Noir" CThe 

Black Craze")~15 lithographs from a larger portfolio of lithographs with the same 

title--by the French poster artists Paul Colin. In his lithographs, Colin addressed Bak- 

er’s impact on Paris in the 1920s. The contemporary exhibition of this work also 
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arguably reflects a renewed fascination with Baker in this country as well, previously 
signalled by the production of an HBO movie about her life. 

m In the previously cited article by Itazel Caxby (1990), Cathy argues that the rep- 

resentation of black female sexuality in black women’s fiction and in women’s blues is 
clearly different. She argues that because black feminist theory has concentrated upon 

the literate forms of black women’s intellectual activity and the images of black women 
as represented by black women writers as opposed to those produced by other black 

female artists, "the dilemma of the place of sexuality within a literary discourse has 
appeared as if it were the dilemma of most black women." She explains that "these 
writers faced a very real contradiction for they felt that they would publicly compro- 
mise themselves if they acknowledged their sexuality and sensuality within a racist sex- 
ual discourse thus providing evidence that indeed they were primitive and exotic crea- 
tures." Thus these wwiters’ treatment of black female sexuality was mediated by their 
concern about the ways they would be received within the racist context in which 

they worked. Carby suggests that "a consideration, of women’s blues can reveal an 
alternative form of representation, incorporating different traditions of expressive cul- 
ture, that explicitly addresses the contradictions of feminism, sexuality and power" 
(Carby 1990, 241). Carby refers here specifically to the different modes of representa- 
tion operating in the U.S., the ways in which audiences or readers interpreted those 
representations of black women’s sexuality, and finally the ways in which black femi- 
nist intellectual have theorized about black female sexuality. Her remarks strike me as 
relevant to my discussion as I attempt to analyze the processes of production and 
reception of Baker’s French-produced performances, and the ways that viewers might 
have negotiated their own readings of her performances and the presentation of her 
body and star persona. 

11 I want to acknowledge that Bogel refers to some African American women’s 

responses to Baker’s performances in general, rather than to Zou Zou in particular, so 
I am responsible for some abstraction here; I have not discovered reviews ofZou Zou 

that would allow me to anal.vze the 1934 audience reception of this film in relation to 
the racial or gendered identities of its viewers. 

l z While my previous comparison of the Shohat/Stam account and the Rose 

account worked to highlight the varied critical readings of Baker’s work and suggest 
that her performance produced seemingly incongruous responses simultaneously, it 
did not direcdy address the fact that those critical texts are themselves interpretive and 
contextual. 

13 For additional interrogations of the concept of "realness" in relation to race, see 

Paul Gilroy (1995) and Walmeema Lubiano (1991). 
14 While Fusco and G6mez-Pefia did eventually perform Two Undiscovered 

Amerindians Visit... in South America, they were originally reluctant to do so, as the 

piece was designed for "first world countries" and they figured that performing the 
piece in Latin American countires would be ultimately like "preaching to the convert- 

ed" ( 1995a, 61). While Fusco discusses the reception of the performance in South 
America in an afterward to her essay, "The Other History of Intercultural Perfor- 
mance," I locus here on the reception of the performance in the UoS., Europe and Aus- 
tralia. 

~5 in Fusco’s "The Other History of Intercultural Performance," she indicates that 

the specific reactions to seeing ’Undiscovered Amerindians’ changed from site to site. 

But she adds "some patterns, however, were largely divisible along lines of race, class, 
mad nationality" (1995a, 52). While her own reflections offered in this essay provide a 
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much more thorough and nuanced break down of the reception (as she observed it) 

of this performance piece, I want to highlight some of the responses she docttments 

from audience members who saw the piece performed in "first world" Western sites 

as a way of connecting this performance to my previous discussion of the exhibition 

and reception of Baker and her work. 
16 Fusco asserts, "The very fact that so much of the art and artifacts of non-west- 

ern culture continue to be exhibited in natural history museums along with flora, fauna 

and animal life, as evidence of Western man’s domination of the ’natural’ world 

through scientific knowledge is a testimony, to a racist legacy" (1995b, 171). 
17 Male frontal nudity., after all, remains the most forbidden and censored specta- 

cle of mainstream U.S. cinema, q[Tte exhibition of the forbidden was in large part why 

Pald Thomas Anderson’s fdrn Boogie Nights, which closed with a shot of Mark 

Walalberg’s prosthetically altered penis, was touted as such a sensation. 
18 As I acknowledge in footnote number seven, Susan Bordo addresses this issue 

quite insighffully in her text, Unbearable Weight (1993). 
19 This particularly appropriate phrase is taken from Coco Fusco’s "The Other His- 

tory of Intercultural Performance" (1995a). 
20 It’s unclear from Fusco’s written chronicle of the performance’s run whether or 

not that "pay per view" opporranity was granted to spectators at other venues that may 

have drawn crowds other than the "cultural elite" that visited or were invited to the 

Whitney. What is clear is that the sexual objectification of the two performers was not 

limited to that New York site. While the nature or nuances of that objectification might 

be linked to the cultural and institutional specifics of each site, both Fusco and G6mez- 

Pefia were subject to sexually charged objecxification in public plazas, natural history 

museums and art museums in different national settings. Male spectators solicited sex- 

ual gestures from Fusco, promising additional donations ff she conceded and encourag- 

ing other spectators to make donations for the cause as well. And G6mez-Pefia was also 

subjected to audience members’ sexual curiosities and fantasies (1995a, 5,7). 
21 Of course, my own work, once available to readers, becomes a part of this body 

of criticism that potentially informs observers’ perceptions and readings of these cul- 

tural events. 
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Terri Francis 

One night not long after the arrival of Anne’s letter with its 

curious news, Helga went with Olsen and some other young 

folk to the great Circus, a vaudeville house, in search of 

amusement on a rare off night. After sitting through several 

numbers they reluctantly arrived at the conclusion that the 

whole entertainment was dull, unutterably dull, and appar- 

ently without alleviation, and not to be borne. They were 

reaching for their wraps when out upon the stage pranced 

two black men, American Negroes undoubtedly, for as they 

danced and cavorted, they sang in the English of America an 

old ragtime song that Helga remembered hearing as a child, 

"Everybody Gives Good Advice." At its conclusion the audi- 

ence applauded with delight. Only Helga Crane was silent, 

motionless. 

--Nella Larsen, 

What is Helga Crane thinking as she sits silent and motionless 

amid the enthusiastic audience? What is the relationship between 

the transnational migrations that take her, a biracial black American 

,~/IFS ,~/Iodern Fi~,on S~,dies,Volume 51 number 4,VVinter 2005. Copyright © for r.he Purdue Research 
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woman, between New York and Copenhagen and the alienation she 
experiences when she hears music from home at the Circus? 

In Nella Larsen’s Q~Jic!~sa~Li (::L928), Copenhagen is initially a 
site that permits Helga~s imagination to run free. ~rhere she explores 
the city’ and meets new people in her family’s circle of artist friends. 
Dissatisfied with New York, Helga had set sail for Denmark’s capital. 
Larsen describes Helga’s feelings during the trip, "even the two rough 
day’s found her on deck, reveling like a released bird in her returned 
feelings of happiness and freedom, that blessed sense of belonging 
to herself alone and not to a race’~ (64). At first, Copenhagen seems 
to be a utopian space for "a new life~’ and "the realization of a dream 
that she had dreamed persistently’ ever since she was old enough to 
remember such vague things." Larsen describes the European capiI 
tal as "where she belonged" and as Helga’s "proper settings" where 
she felt "consoled for the spiritual wounds of the past." ]in Copenhagen, 
"she took to luxury as the proverbial duck to water. And she took to 
admiration and attention even more eagerly" (67). Helga’s transatl 
lantic journey takes her across national and class lines and she en~ 
joys both public admiration of her racial difference and a newfound 
ability to afford her rare tastes. 

E~ut the European capital soon makes Helga restless, becoming 

yet another source of confinement. The scene at the Circus crystal~ 
lizes Helga’s internal conflicts without entirely explaining why the 
performance was so disturbing. When the dancers prance on stage, 
Helga seems to feel exposed somehow. :Is an aspect of her character 
suddenly public and visible? Why does the public performance elicit 
such a personal reaction? Helga seems to experience an identity 
crisis, experiencing a sense of invisibility and crushing vulnerability. 
Perhaps in that instant she sees a distillation of how she appears in 
the eyes of her uncle~s Danish family and her suitor Olsen. q-he fact 
that Helga recognizes the song is a crucial detail. Her recognition 
creates tension that makes Helga~s silence at the end of the perfor- 
mance more than a simple rejection of the performance; she feels 
implicated in its aesthetics. In many ways, the novel builds to this 
moment. Rather than experiencing freedom from racism or The Race-- 
the promise of racelessness, individuality, cosmopolitanism, afflu- 
ence, whiteness--Helga finds herself entangled in the conundrum of 
black female existence--the condition of continually competing with 
myths about oneself as they manifest in the stated and unstated 
perceptions of others and in one’s own mind. The fact that Olsen has 
been painting Helga~s portrait, and that this has been not entirely to 
her satisfaction, underscores the novel’s engagement with issues of 
black women’s representation and creativity. Is Helga a work of art 
or entertainment? Are those dancers art--folk culture--or are they 
commodities of entertainment, stereotypes? 
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The tension that transfixes Helga at the Circus emerges from 
her conflicted response to the cultural history represented by the 
ragtime song and the cavorting or downing of the performance, which 
offends her. It appears that Helga believes, to some degree, the 
manufactured distortions of blackness and cannot see the perform- 
ers on stage outside of negative connotations placed on their perfor- 
mance style. As Larsen writes: 

The cavorting Negroes on the stage showed something in 
her that she had kept hidden. She felt ashamed, betrayed, 
as if these pale pink and white people among whom she 
lived had suddenly been invited to look upon something in 
her which she had hidden away and wanted to forget. And 
she was shocked at the avidity at which Olsen beside her 
drank it in .... They had divined its presence. (82-83) 

Here Larsen touches on the racist concept of civilization as a veneer 
that hides a "primitive" black essential self. Helga seems to be in just 
such a predicament except that as a selfnaware protagonist she 
struggles with both what she does feel and what she would like to 
feel. All of this occurs in the context of Helga’s growing ambivalence 
in her feelings about Olsen. She imagines parallels between herself 
and the performers. ]if they clown and play to the enjoyment of the 
audience, as texts they register the audience’s desires and pleasures 
on a variety of levels. In a flash, Helga may begin to see the narran 
tire that she has entered and the role she has unwittingly played, as 
she faces the suspicions she tried to dismiss in the early days of her 
time in Copenhagen. 

Frozen by the trauma of the way that this scene opened her 
eyes to the limitations of her self-representation, Helga "returned 
again and again to the Circus, always alone, gazing intently and 
solemnly at the gesticulating black figures, an ironical and silently 
speculative spectator" (83). She inhabits a continual nightmare in 
which her "jungle" essence is revealed to herself and, she fears, to 
others around her. Having run from one brand of blackness in the 
US, Helga finds that it is an apparently inescapable visual paradigm 
that is only more intense in all-white environments like this fictional 
version of Copenhagen. 

For Larsen, the Danish capital bears a significance that extends 
beyond its physical borders. Copenhagen, for instance, has biographF 
cal significance to Larsen, who was the daughter of a Danish mother 
and a West Indian father, who died when she was young (McDowell 
x).i More significantly, however, Copenhagen represents the idea of 
a home that can be a refuge from racism for all African Americans~ 
As New York or Chicago is often used to reference black modernity in 
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a variety of urban settings, so too is Copenhagen a synecdoche for 
European sites of black American travels. Copenhagen, like Paris, 
serves as a utopian possibility To Helga, the city represents free- 
dom: "she gave herself up to daydreams of a happy future in 
Copenhagen, where there were no Negroes, no problems, no preju- 
dice... " (55). Helga believes that isolation and leaving America will 
free her from the limitations and bonds of community--of blackness 
itself~ In fact, her sense of blackness is intensified. She interprets 
her Danish relatives’ curiosity about her hair and skin as admiration 
and casts singularity and public acclaim as freedom. But Larsen’s 
critique of exoticism shows its social and personal dimensions through 
rendering Helga’s interior thoughts as mostly unheard resistant re- 
sponses to the family’s objectifications of her. In 
complicates the already entangled relationship between exoticism 
and gender by emphasizing Helga’s youth. Her social role as a young, 
unmarried woman of color makes her especially vulnerable to the 
wishes of her older, white family members. This intersection of social 
identities forms the basis for her experience. Because of the ways 
the novel articulates the entire early twentiethHcentury period of Af 
rican-American cultural movements through the multifaceted Helga 
Crane, this once neglected Harlem Renaissance gem lays the groundl 
work for a cultural history of ]osephine Baker that accounts for her 
Parisian success within the context of race, gender, and performance. 

Published three years after Josephine Baker’s 1925 Paris de- 
but, (2b’i~-%¢azTd offers a framework for reading the dancer’s theatri- 

cal and cinematic celebrity. As Cheryl Wall suggests in her analysis of 
the novel, (2L/ie~/~¢azTds Black Atlantic trajectory has clear parallels 
with Baker’s migrations as an international performer. Indeed, the 
novel explores how the dynamics of Baker’s fame operated on the 
streets-turned-stages of Helga’s everyday life. Wall’s analysis ad- 
dresses the idea of black women in art and as art in an international 
context where meanings shift with locations. ~2/JicA:.s-a~Y’~¢ plot takes 
Helga from Naxos, a black college in the American South, to urban 
dwellings in the north; to Europe and back to New York; and, finally, 
to the South once again. Analogously, Baker’s travels took her from 
the Midwest to the routes followed by the Black segregated Theater 
Owners Booking Association, through the north, and eventually to 
Paris and other European capitals. The richest association between 
the fictional character and the historical celebrity, however, is their 
shared position as key figures in the history of black female visibility~ 

Viewed through the lens of Larsen’s text~ Baker represents much 
more than the feathered mannequin she appeared to be in photo- 
graphs and films. Despite attention to Baker wherever blackness, 
film, jazz-age France, and primitivism are discussed, she remains an 
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under-analyzed cultural figure in her own right. Her biography too 
often serves as a site for celebrating the phenomenon of black Ameri- 
can success in Paris, obscuring the complexity of her stage and screen 
roles and the command she held over them. When she is not being 
celebrated, Baker’s victimhood is emphasized to the extent that her 
films, billed as musical comedies, explicitly use her blackness to ex- 
ploit the dynamics of assimilation and migration toward their own 
ideological ends. [ndeed, her status as caricature is often cited, which 
tends to foreclose a more complex consideration of, for example, 
how she indexes the parallels of black modernity and primitivism. 
wish to illustrate instead how the figure of Baker embodies what 
Hazel Carby called "the crises of representation" that shaped early 
twentiethHcentury black popular culture and represents the limita- 
tions on forming a coherent public or private, collective or individual 
identity (169). 

]~n what follows, :[ integrate the foregoing literary reading of 
~?z!ici~sand’with a cultural history of Baker’s dancing in order to make 

legible the bodily grammar of Baker’s films and personas; put 
other way, ]~ examine Baker as a performer of embodied fictions of 
race, transatlantic migration, and assimilation. Both in spite and be- 
cause of the difficulty of separating Baker’s persona from her 
personhood, especially since she and her representatives often used 
elements of her private life in creating her public image, :[ refer ex- 
plicitly to "]osephine Baker" as the persona(s) she projected in her 
films and performances. The characters that Baker play, s in films and 
on stage, in other words, all functioned as part of her overall celeb- 
rity persona. The fact that Baker was a celebrity means that her life, 
body, and her words, once made public, circulated as consumable 
signs in an orbit beyond her ultimate control but that was nonethe- 
less generated by her. The roles Baker performed on stage, in films, 
and in her general celebrity, which set off a storm of criticism and 
adoration in mid-twenties Paris, thus open up new ways to think 
about the issues of race and representation that marked the Harlem 
Renaissance and the phenomenon of European primitivism alike. 

]:n her films, Baker typically, plays the role of an anonymous girl 
who is introduced to the theater and carried away from her everyday 
life by her "natural" entertainment qualities. ~leanwhile, Baker’s char- 
acters enable the white male characters around her to have a break 
from their routines. Similar to the dynamic Larsen narrates in 
..~a/7d, films like o<i/en of t,~e 7Tropic_~ (1927), Ze_¢ i-/alidcination_~ d~n 
Pomp/e/" (circa. 1927), Zozi Zozi (1934), P//ncesse Z-am Tam (1935), 
as well as Baker’s concert films, each establish visual tropes that 
make spectacular both blackness and womanhood. These tropes work 
in tension with their black female characters’ sense of self and con- 
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cept of beauty, with Baker’s blackness functioning as a naturalizing 
sign for her abilities. Like the character of Heiga in Qz/i~-i~sai~’~ the 
figure of Baker represents the ways in which black womanhood func- 
tions as spectacle in the public sphere, almost to the exclusion of a 
private, anonymous everyday space for black women. The plots of 
Baker’s films feature protagonists that long for love but get stardom 
instead of domestic bliss~ Larsen’s study of the ways that Helga is 
made exotic on both sides of the Atlantic thus illuminates the contra- 
dictory ways she was received as both exemplary of black woman- 
hood as well as a spectacularly curious example of humanity. 

Like Larsen’s fictional Copenhagen, the real Paris Js often imag- 
ined as a racial haven~ Baker’s success as a singer and dancer is 
often cited in celebratory narratives of the city: [vlichel Fabre has 
described the desire of African Americans at home to share in the 
international achievement of the expatriates as "lieux de memoire" 
or sites of recognition (122). Indeed, the phenomenon of black sucI 
cess in Paris permitted stateside readers to recognize themselves as 
contributors of culture, which vindicated accusations of inferiority 
and offered grounds for denaturalizing American racism. Fabre put it 
this way: 

What made Baker’s success exceptional was, on the one 
hand the magnitude of its economic rewards (of which 
blacks had traditionally been deprived); and, on the other 
hand, the legitimization of her dancing as a highbrow aes- 
thetic contribution (not only entertainment) in Europe-- 
very much the way that jazz was considered there. Also, 
isn’t it significant that in spite of the way black American 
women were seen by white Americans, this girl from St~ 
Louis was viewed as one of the most attractive women on 

earth? (:~28) 

While Baker’s success is remarkable in itself, its exceptionality is an 
insufficient explanation~ Baker’s embodiment of carefree success must 
be understood in terms of a complex colonialist context, and of her 
own complicity with it. From this perspective, ][ argue that her popu- 
larity depended on the way, Baker performed her own fame and "free- 
dom." Aesthetically,, the figure of Baker galvanized the transforma- 
Lion of nineteenth-century ethnological inquiry, and the exotic human 
display that was part of colonial fairs into mass entertainment~ Her 
performances did facilitate artistic epiphanies for many prominent 
figures and groups, even if they saw Baker through a haze of 
misperceptJons. Baker blurred lines between high and low and was a 
reference point many artists used to create high art out of "primi- 
tive" works~ However, when Baker made moves to perform what she 
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thought was artistic and legitimate, critics in the entertainment press 
were hardly united in their desire to see her work develop--they 
wanted the bananas. This resistance shows that Baker’s success was 
specific to one role and her audiences policed its boundaries. The 
very exceptionality, on which Baker and many of her peers depended 
in many ways, was a severely limited and unsustainable cultural ex- 
perience for African Americans. 

The internationalism that many in the black vanguard practiced 
in the ::L920s formed part of the basis for the black renaissance that 
Alain Locke and others formulated. This cosmopolitan, modern fig- 
ure also played a role in French concepts of its national self. The 
persona of the modern American African performed by Baker likely 
appealed to Parisian audiences because it could give the impression 
of being distanced politically, morally, artistically, and sexually from 
American racism, as well as from the taint of colonial guilt~ Old World 
musical traditions, and conservative social mores~ ][n my view~ this 
combination of French colonial guilt and fascination toward black 
(American) people was managed by white Parisian consumption of 
the spectacle of the free black, which both black American performer- 
products and white audience-consumers invented. To a large extent, 
black Americans and white Parisians conspired to submerge actual 
racist practices and experiences under the desire for what they hoped 
would feel like freedom and behind the image and rhetoric of "race- 
less-ness." They created the myth of the free black in Paris, which 
was crucial, both to the imagination of a modern African America 
and to the invention of a progressive Paris. Americans writing about 
their Parisian sojourns, rarely see their fate as linked to that of North 
Africans and French blacks, yet many writers treated diaspora in 
their writings.2 

France’s relationship to Africa and the conflict between its rhe- 
torical humanism and active colonialism drove the phenomenon of 
black American success in Paris. African-American performers like 
Baker uniquely permitted the combination of (fantastical) references 
to ancient Africa and to modern black America--bypassing actual, 
contemporary Africa. This capacity for a number of readings made 
Baker and black American jazz compelling to Parisians throughout 
the twentieth century, but particularly in the :~920s and ::L930s, the 
height of colonial wealth and expansion. True that the waves of im- 
migration that have resulted in the cosmopolitan Paris of today are 
largely a postwar phenomenon, but France has always had their own 
/7~gi-es in a variety of forms and across a number of public and pri- 

vate spheres. 

When Baker made her ::L925 debut in La t?e~-ue ,a.l~q,,-e, she was 
incorporated into (even as she updated) long-standing narratives 
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about black women, Empire, and sexuality in the popular French 
imagination~ Although she sought to command some authority in 
her self-production, she was "simultaneously locked into a deroga- 
tory and objectified essence of black femaleness" as T. Denean 
Sharpley-Whiting has argued (:[07)~ Crucial for Baker was the way in 
which a dual reading of her as either cute or savage would result in 
the elision of her artistic potential. Sharpley-Whiting’s formulation of 
a phenomenon she has named the "black Venus narrative" in French 
literature (7), art, and performance explains how Baker’s imported 
body’, like nineteenth-century imaginary’ bodies, represented "the 
colonized black female body, that is, a body trapped in an image of 
itself, whose primitivity, exemplified in a childlike comedic posture, 
sexual deviancy, degradation, and colonization, is intimately linked 
with sexual difference" (:[0)~ The contradictions and doublings of 
Baker’s career foreground the interpenetration of fantasy and racI 
ism, which crystallizes in her performances. Baker’s complicated 
performances provide an occasion to point out that one of the ways 
racial discourse works is to make some bodies more available than 
others to a certain type of display~ 

Baker’s diasporic performance takes its cues from the forms of 
ethnological entertainments that made a spectacle of the black Vel 
nus narrative--that is, from human displays that translated a study 
of an ethnic group into a format fit for public amusement. Saar~jee 
Baartman, the Khoi-Koi woman who, around the year :[8:[6, was 
taken from South Africa to appear in fairs and other kinds of display 
in Paris and London is one of the most famous examples of such 
ethnological entertainment. Existing scholarship on early, cinema 
establishes the cinema’s affinities with early popular entertainments 
such as natural history museums, and Fatima Tobing Rony and Alison 
Griffiths have shown that ethnological spectacles were protocinematic, 
not just theatrical. The formal and politico-cultural echoes between 
Baartman’s live performances and the cinematic Baker is one of the 
most striking examples of this continuity, even as generational and 
historical differences are at play. 

Older than cinema, ethnological entertainment is also a mass 

amusement form, whose influence can be seen in Baker’s films roles. 
Ze,,~ z0os ~Lz/#ai/~.~ or freak shows were popular in both France and 
the US during the nineteenth century. "From :[877 to :[9:[2, around 
30 ’ethnological exhibitions’ . . . were produced at the ~zard,(/7 
zoo/o.~z/qz~e d’~?cc,//:r/Ta~~78/o/~ with unwavering success" (Blanchard, 
Bancel, and Lemaire 65). This park became one of the main sites of 
the French human zoos~ However, Paris’ famous music halls, particu- 
larly the Folies Berg~re, where Baker would perform, were often set- 

tings for these race shows~ African Americans were neither absent 
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from nor immune to ethnologically inflected, colonization inspired 

entertainment. 
Sometimes produced apart from colonial fairs, the small-scale 

living dioramas of what was supposed to read as daily life in an 
African village still merited press coverage. For example, in a ]une 
1895 issue of Z 2://t/sz~i~z~io,’~, a popular French weekly newspaper, 
discovered an article on a new diorama in the public park known as 
Champs de Mars. I quote an excerpt here: "After the Ashantis, the 
Dahomeans . . . and other savages that have been exhibited for 
several years in the ]ardin d’Acclimation or other areas, here at the 
Champs-de-Mars, an exhibition of n~gres from central and western 

Africa. The organizers have bound themselves to reconstruct with 
precision a Sudanese village... " (my translation). This simulation 
of a Sudanese village required 350 uprooted men, women, and chil- 
dren, who had been transported to Paris from Africa. The article does 
not report on the compensation the people might have been prom- 
ised or provided. For religious and architectural "precision," organiz- 
ers built a mud mosque in the center of the village and maintained 
fidelity to the village’s planning by building mudHday houses and 
arranging them around the mosque. They even went to the trouble 
of constructing a 2000-meter artificial lake to replicate what was 
meant to represent the Sudanese landscape. However, the lake also 
served as a curious kind of wishing well in which visitors would toss 
coins and village-diorama children would dive after them, while other 
village-diorama natives glided by in canoes, dug into whole tree 
trunks. This clash of spectacle, (normally invisible) daily life, and 
petty commerce raises the questions: What is the purpose of this 
display, isolated from a colonial fair? What exactly is the source or 
the original of this simulation? Is a particular Sudanese village rep- 
resented? The title "vi//’a.~’e f~.q’/-e" suggests that the reproduction 
was a composite of any and all perceptions of African villages. What 
does it mean for colonialist exhibition in general and for Baker’s roles 
that specificity is erased in the name of greater "precision" and au- 
thenticity?~ This human zoo exemplifies the way that engaging racial 
fictions of whiteness, blackness, Africanity and Frenchness, became 
a significant pastime on the Paris cultural scene. 

"Un Village n~gre au Champs de Mars" was a living diorama in 

which a culture’s supposed daily life was exhibited for the entertain- 
ment of visitors playing the role of lay anthropologists. Z 
reported that there was a French z~i~a~e,’7e at one corner of the scene 
and that visitors invited villagers to sit with them and talk. The orga- 
nizers’ attention to detail shows their concern with authenticity; how- 
ever it is clear that the diorama’s realism is in direct proportion to its 
fakery. It had to fabricate its re-creation of village life. Consequently 
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the diorama deepened the juxtaposition of the Sudanese village and 
the French capital, making the contrasts more striking and enhanc- 
ing the frisson of the participation-spectacle. Ultimately, the 
,’~gi-e plays with the idea of Africans coming to Paris as immigrants 

and colonial subjects. By making spectacular everyday aspects of 
their culture, the exhibit distanced the participants and those they 
represented from participating in French daily life~ Unnaturalized in 
this way’, their role was to perform themselves. Fundamentally’, the 
exhibit epitomizes a scene of containment through exposure. In other 
words, despite the mobility that is implied by the travel involved in 
creating the exhibit, they were hardly’ free to move about the coun- 
try. From the descriptions of the exhibition, it seems to me that the 
venue in which the Africans are displayed symbolizes and functions 
as the tool of their confinement~ Their exposure as Other to French 
society nearly limits, or at least circumscribes, any capacity they 
might have had to lead private lives while in captivity~ 

The l!/;/~ge~/7~,i~e~ event is a key example of the overall ethnoI 

logical entertainment backdrop from which Baker emerged because 
of its strategy of display. Blending displacement and display, the 
!~?~e/7~_~z-e exhibit’s very name demonstrates its discursive collapsl 

ing of a wide variety of African ethnicities into one composite black 
representative, despite the claims of specificity that 
reported. This idea of ’~black" as a general term versus particular 
ethnicities became a code that developed through other 
~z~g/-es and manifested itself in Baker’s performances. 

Baker was a transatlantic or, more specifically, a black diaspora 
phenomenon. This translated to her celebrity in the ways that she 
would portray characters of various ethnicities (drawn from the French 
empire) while grounding her repertoire in American dance. Baker 
was an American performer but given the routes of her international 
career, she is best understood through an international approach to 
black performance, for regardless of her origins in the US, Baker’s 
dancing and eventually her screen performances took shape in a 
colonialist context. Baker’s position as a black American actress play- 
ing the roles of colonial women in French films only crystallizes when 
viewed in terms of the racial performances that preceded it and the 
way in which by the mid-to-late :[920s and the :IL930s audiences 
were able to enjoy Baker as a unique creature who was both a screen 
for the projection of colonialist fantasy and the bearer of black Ameri- 
can modernist aesthetics. The colonialist European performance con- 
text in which Baker emerged was marked by ethnological entertain- 
ment, which formed a defining component of her aesthetic lineage. 

In the age of Primitivism and the Harlem Renaissance, Baker’s 
illusions were read in the context of quasi-scientific reproductions of 
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African cultures. The live performers in ethnological spectacles are 
both objects of entertainment and objects of science because what 
they’ do--the dance, for example--is either presented as or perceived 
as evidence and their bodies are taken as in-the-flesh examples of 
the entire racial type. When Baker debuted as a live performer in 
1925, she was the latest in a long line of black entertainers who were 
featured in Paris~ Her performances played to fantasies about Afri- 
can female sexuality, enticing audiences to forget that she was Ameri- 
can and reJnventing her as/7o,’;re--a fictional ethnJcJty elastic enough 
to encompass a variety of perceptions of Africans variously located 
in the diaspora~ The 3azz Empress was in this way singular in her 
capacity’ to embody’ the current ideologies of race, women, and the 
body in interwar Paris. Baker was bodily conscious of her blackAmeri- 
can performance heritage and expressed a black Atlantic sensibility 
through bringing together her own repertoire of black moves and 
new dances from the eclectic and exoticist dance scene in Paris. 

Across her fifty-year career, but especially during the interwar 
years, Baker was seen both as a member of French society and as an 
Other within ~. This unstable posJt~on was reflected ~n the fac~ tha~ 

Baker was often identified w~h her banana skir~, which served as a 
comic symbol of Baker’s sense of movemen~ and her overall blend 
sex appeal and comedy. The cou/o~e ~a,~c~e~ (hip crown) was 
her costume for the da~.~-e de~ bana,,~e.~-, Fleshing out the primitive 
persona that she established w~th her shocking 1925 debut ~n La 
Re#we #’#g~e, the banana dance was a main number in the $926 
Folies Berg~re production, Za ~oiie dd ~z~u~, under the d~rectJon 

Paul Derval. [n fact, ~o,/ie was Baker’s first show at the ~ontmartre 
music hall and she broke her contract with La Revue ~#~e wh~le on 
tour Jn order to take th~s starring role (Baker and Chase 56). The 
troupe of daf~ de, s Z~a~a~e.~ includes Baker as Fatou, several black 
men playing natives and a white man ~n the part of a wh~te explorer, 
and they are organized along the expected I~nes of colonialist power 
relations. The natives carry the explorer’s packages and dock h~s 
canoe for him. Then, he appears to lounge while Fatou dances. In an 
attempt to represent an ~maginary African landscape, the set simu- 
lates a tropical environment complete w~th a river (implied when the 
natives pull in the explorer’s canoe) and an enormous tree whose 
branch extends over the stage. Potted plants and a tent on the stage 
add the finishing touches of fabricated, ethnological realism. 

French directors ]o~ Francis and Alex Nalpas filmed scenes from 

La FoX/e dugoz,,rin the spring of 1926, and under the titles La 
de~ revue~ or La Foiie du 7ourthey distributed the film among Folie’s 
cast and management, The performance film may have had a wider 
audience for promotional purposes since it was released officially in 
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December of 1927 shortly before Baker left Paris to embark on a 
twenty-five-country world tour. The banana dance also appears in 
another compilation film of Baker’s music hall performances, 
Baker." ~qtar of t,#e Foiies Berg#re and Cas/77o de Pa~"~. This short film 

was apparently made in the early 1930s after Baker’s world tour and 
after she had begun performing at the Casino de Paris music hall. Its 
opening titles are in English and they recount semiaccurately Baker’s 
rise to Parisian stardom from humble origins in "cotton fields." The 
inaccurate portions still work effectively for Baker’s persona. Baker 
did not rise out of any cotton fields but her people did and this narrative 
is one way that her American identity remains active in the colonial 
persona she performs in Paris. The English titles suggest international 
distribution or specifically American distribution, but perhaps most 
importantly they figure Baker as an African-American everywoman. 

In Za Fo/ie du..louy, we see Baker dancing in front of an immo- 
bile camera that is positioned at the stage level. It is basically an 
extended tableau shot of the stage with a few cuts to medium long 
shots of Baker dancing and close-ups of her facial expression. Baker 
first appears in the frame crouched and wiggling her fingers. With 
thumbs hooked behind her ears, she makes a comic gesture toward 
the film’s onstage surrogate audience, the lounging explorer. Then 
she appears to twirl down the length of the tree branch and a cut to 
a medium close-up shows her landing on a floor for a brief pose that 
makes her arms appear to blend into the foliage behind her. Cut 
back to Baker dancing in front of the explorer and pause. This foot- 
age gives access to Baker’s early dance and serves as evidence of 
what it meant to film a stage performance in France in the twenties. 
In this case, we see a theatrical style with frontal framing, static 
camera, few cuts, and no variation in camera angle. 

Baker’s dance merits careful attention so that we can under- 
stand how it is translated cinematically. Two of Baker’s most signifi- 
cant moves in the dan.s-e des baf~a~Tes speak to what we could call a 
Black Atlantic or African diaspora movement sensibility. First, after 
her entrance and an initial shimmy, Baker appears to fling herself to 
the floor and in the next shot she has risen to face the white man 
with her arms extended overhead. She holds the pose for an extra 
beat and then twirls her hands slowly, shakes her head, smiles, and 
circles her hips quickly, while moving her stomach slowly. The ba- 
nanas on Baker’s costume shimmy in yet another sphere of rhythm 
as they independently knock against each other and against her legs. 
The drummers move around her creating a sense of musical flow 
from the drums to Baker’s dancing and back again. Characteristic of 
African dance, polyrhythmic and polycentric movements feature 
prominently in Baker’s dance practice. 
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In Baker’s second key move, she bends the upper-body for- 
ward at an angle with the arms hanging diagonally toward the ground, 
and the knees bent. This posture raises and isolates her buttocks 
and Baker pivots in a circle while shaking her hips very fast, the 
impression of speed enhanced by the shaking bananas. Baker does 
what appears to be a traditional African move in which the dancer 
shifts the lower body from left to right, with exaggerated hips, and 
throwing the arms out to the opposite side. In the da,qse 
as in da/Tse sauvage and other routines, Baker combines a series of 
postures and movements, going through them plotlessly and quickly, 
with only brief dance poses. However, the circling rump and the rocking 
tummy/shimmy recur in this dance like a bodily chorus. Thus, whereas 
the visual drama of the music hall relies on frequent costume changes, 
Baker made her body into a music hall by changing her movements 
and relying on juxtapositions. Earlier dance films tend to focus on a 
dancer or group of dancers doing a specific dance, such as the 
cakewalk or belly dance. In a Primitivist context, Baker’s seemingly 
spontaneous dancing was (mis)interpreted as an expression of free- 
dom of the body and the black essence. In a sense, her dancing 
came to represent the glamour and energy of Paris. 

Details of her movements and costume reveal the ways in which 
Baker’s dance combined American and African elements. The ba- 
nanas make a tropical reference that could be either to the Carib- 
bean or Africa. Baker’s bright white brassiere is more of an American 
element than an African one. Covering her breasts was probably in 
response to Americans who were part of the imagined international 
audience for the film because Baker regularly performed topless in 
her music-hall shows. 

The topic of hair bears a great deal of meaning for black female 
representation. Baker’s hair is shiny and straightened. By straight- 
ening her hair, Baker represented the modern Black woman. In Baker’s 
era, choosing to process one’s hair helped to signify a break with 
"country" and older ways, because it involved being serviced by an- 
other person, engaging a chemical process and reconstructing the 
self in order to play a public role, usually within white society. What 
was at stake in hairstyle was Baker’s public identity as a modernized 
American woman, which was layered over the Africanist dancing she 
performed. 

Baker’s dance combines vague gestures toward Africa with her 
personal signature moves such as crossing the knees and eyes si- 
multaneously. These moves and other improvisations add a playful 
and nonthreatening tone to Baker’s dance, Z~a/Tse des z~a,qa/~es is 
based in a colonialist imaginary but includes elements of an Ameri- 
canized African-ness under an ethnographic gaze, Like the live per- 
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formance of her da/Tse sauvage in La Revue/V#gre, Baker danced 

topless at the Folies, but she does not have a partner in this routine. 
The African male drummers who play and dance around the African- 
American performer add to the spectacle of racial performance, and 
a lounging white explorer provides a conventional masculine pres- 
ence for sexual tension as well as a colonialist audience surrogate. 
Baker’s banana ballet shows strong influences from African dance 
traditions and includes black American movements as well as her 
signature eye crossing~ The costume itself was meant to humorously 
concretize Baker’s exotic colonial persona, and it took on a life of its 
own during and after/~o,~;e’s run. Baker writes, "For this show, someI 
one had the idea of having me wear only and for always a belt of 
bananas. Oh! How this idea has turned ridiculous! How many drawl 
ings and caricatures it has inspired! Only the devil, apparently, could 
have invented something like that" (Baker and Chase 137; my trans- 
lation)~5 Indeed, the costume’s designer is uncertain, as Jean-Claude 

Baker put it: the paternity is attributed to different people, particu- 
larly Jean Cocteau or Poiret, who did design evening gowns espe- 
cially for La l/6nus/I/o/re (137). 

In a sense Baker became the banana belt, a commodification of 
natural talent or raw material; she was a product of the Empire. In 

the banana dance, she~s meant to be a fantastical creature, a bunch 
of bananas animated as a beautiful dancing girl, transformed by 
colonialist fantasy~ Baker represented colonial commerce and abun~ 

dance of raw materials. Like the bananas, Baker had become a 
transnational commodity. She was an advertisement come to life. 
Among Baker’s most popular songs of the 1930s was the double- 
entendre ditty, "voulez-vou:~ de la ca~7,¢e ~ suc/e?" (Would you like 
some sugarcane?). As this material suggests, Baker’s persona was 
associated with the products of colonialism. In this regard, Baker’s 
signification is continuous with advertisements for rum, tobacco, or 
other colonial products that used images of black females to repre- 
sent the product’s faraway origins and its ability to arouse curiosity 
as pleasure. 

Imperial and sexual politics within France are inscribed both in 

Baker’s performance and in its reception. While her brand of novelty 
dancing was often called savage and animalistic early in her career, 
Baker’s onstage sexuality was viewed as playful and nonthreatening 
in the thirties. Unlike her predecessors in freak shows, Baker was 
not seen as a monstrous freak. She performed a form of feminine 
sexuality that when combined with her ethnic notions, or those pro- 
jected on to her, made people laugh. Yet Baker seems to have been 
ambivalent about being a comic as well as about her famous banana 
costume.° Baker and the bananas became so closely associated that 
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she had great difficulty separating herself from that twenties’ perfor- 
mance when she sought to develop her singing and acting in pursuit 
of a more sophisticated persona in the ].930s. in her postwar onstage 
or made-for-television performances, however, Baker displayed a 
sense of humor about her early’ days. For example, during a perfor- 
mance recorded at Olympia music hall, she struggles to sit on the 
edge of stage, but she laughs it off with a quip about her complica- 
tions and how much easier everything was "¢!~/a/Td./’~Tva/~ rne~ 
/2a/za,qe~’ (when I used to have my bananas) (2he J’o.~ep/7i, qe z~aicer 

~qho~,’). Such moments provide an occasion to look at two _]osephines 
simultaneously: the mature chanteuse of ballads and novelty songs 
and the younger woman who performed as a belt of dancing ba- 
nanas. 

Looking back, the anonymous men, women, and children who 
portrayed village life at colonial fairs in the United States and in 
Europe are less easily assimilated into the fantasy of Paris as a ref- 
uge, when compared with the often celebrated history of early twen- 
tieth-century soldiers and jazz musicians who preceded Baker in Paris. 
These "actors," :[ suggest, are Baker’s precursors because their 
spectacularity created a context for Baker’s innovative creations and 
the audience’s capacity to interpret them, though their conclusion 
was often that Baker was illegible. Baker’s performances replaced 
the single-emphasis and illustrative function of early ethnic repre- 
sentations with the glib way in which she would layer African and 
American elements, confusing any distinction between those that 
were authentic and those that she choreographed. Through her danc- 
ing (and eventually, its adaptation to musical comedy films) Baker 
created an entirely fictional, elastic ethnicity. Taking account of the 
invented nature of Baker’s elastic ethnicity and its history 
problematizes the much romanticized relationship between the French 
and black people, particularly Americans. 

in order to appreciate the heterogeneity of Baker’s fictional 
ethnicity, it is important to consider the racialized images from United 
States culture on which she drew. Alongside the live ethnographic 
displays of the nineteenth century, early African-American dance films, 
in particular, figure into Baker’s aesthetic lineage. The visual and 
kinetic aspects of the cakewalk phenomenon, to name perhaps the 
most salient example, were captured on film. These films last from 
twenty or thirty seconds to several minutes and isolate the dance 
from the revue from which it was likely extracted. The framing was 
relatively expanded for that purpose but not to the extent of reveal- 
ing a context such as a stage or other background. These are single- 
subject films and might have been part of a longer program of dance 
or spectacle films. Early black dance films provided exposure for 
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performers while today they serve as texts that show key elements 
of particular dances. These films can be employed to speak to issues 
of race and representation precisely because they are performance 
pieces isolated from a larger narratJve~ As film, the performances 
become signs, at once more superficial and denser in their meanings 
and associations~ 

The dancing in cakewalk films appears to have been performed 
exclusively for the camera even when it is paired with acting se- 
quences in a longer work. For example, in b’~c,/e Zozn’~ Cab/?7 (1903), 
a sequence called "Tom and Eva in the Garden" breaks the narrative 
in order to feature a performance. In the dance, four couples cakewalk 
on a stage with a painted backdrop~ In a tight shot, stylishly dressed 
women carry umbrellas and high step in circles. One of the women 
raises the hem of her dress with one hand, in a slightly flirtatious 
gesture. In a 30-second Biograph film, Ba,,’/j4lToo Cake (1903), sev- 
eral couples perform the dance outdoors; however, there is minimal 
description of the space they occupy and the camera frames the 
bodies tightly. This method holds for films of non-American exotica 

such as FatinTa~s dance du ~,ent/e (1896), It shows Fatima, a woman 
in an Orientalist costume, moving her arms up and down, with some 

shoulder movement, but she concentrates her most dramatic series 
of moves on the belly. The Fatima of this earlier film may be the 
same performer who was later acclaimed as "the greatest Oriental 
dancer" and featured in the film fat/fnat~ Coochee-Cooc/~ee Dance 
(by late ]uly 1896). An April 1896 article in the A/ew ,Yo~k C/ippe~ 
described Fatima as: "an oriental dancer who has become particu- 
larly well-known in this city and vicinity, also danced in the second 
scene of Marguerite, and apparently found much favor with the audi- 
ence. Many of the objectionable features of her performance were 
omitted, but, nevertheless, her motions throughout the dance strongly 
suggested the ’couchee-couchee’" (qtd. in Musser 220). This excerpt 
implies that Fatima’s film performance was edited as a means of 
censoring the overly sexualized aspects of her dancing. The unique 
possibilities of film material permitted spontaneous and repeated 
viewing that could be edited, as desired. Though these short films 
have a realist or documentary function, they nonetheless partici- 
pated in the formation of racial and gendered fictions. The example 
of Fatima further illustrates this point. 

A May 1896 advertisement also in the Aie~/ ,Yai-i~ Ci/~e/ an- 
nounced that Fatima had just closed "six weeks of successful en- 
gagement at Hammerstein’s Olympia, N.Y. City" (qtd. in Musser 221). 
Fatima was "the lady whose graceful interpretations of the poetry of 
motion has made this dance (the dan~e dd venztre) so popular of 
recent years" (qtd. Musser 220). Thus the film producer ]ames White 
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of Raft & Gammon sought to capitalize on the audience’s desire to 
see her again or for the first time in the peep-hole kinetoscope (qtd~ 
in ~qusser 220-22J_).z Novelties of motion, viewing, and the 
the couchee-couchee dance and the kinetoscope function symbioti- 
cally. Further, many black dance films can be best described as triple 
novelty. They showed "black" skin, motion (of image and figure), 
and the projection and enlargement of an image--or the miniaturiz- 
ing of an image in the kJnetoscope.8 This was a crucial moment when 
African American identity was cast as an aesthetic construction by 
the medium of film. This cinematic blackness circulated with a vari- 
ety of ethnic dances and exotic performances. 

Through these early films, the spectator saw live performance 
brought closer to them as a recorded image. The screen showed a 
dancer or dancers directing their performance to the camera. The 
actors’ gazes and bodies are directed toward the camera rather than 

toward the scene within the shot. Without a before and after, the 
performance appears unmotivated, which makes the absence of a 
narrative as much of a problem as a solution. Fatima’s act and early 
black dancing such as the cakewalk foregrounded the special capacF 
ties of motion picture film while "documenting" and naturalizing the 
idea of blacks as entertainers. Images of black dancing made stars 
not just of the individuals on the screen but of all black people. It 
characterized them through the body and defined them in terms of 
their physicality. The material of film and the image of the black 
dancer create a double astonishment by combining the attraction of 
the body, and the spectacle of film. Significantly,, the films featured 
the dancing of particular cultural groups, and the isolation of the 
dancer and dance from their contexts tends to make them a sign of 
their culture. As such, they are quite different from the living diora- 
mas and cultural replicas of African-American or African cultures I 
described above, but they, are linked discursively, through the pri- 
mary goal of exhibiting an Other. 

As I have sought to show by bringing together black perfor- 

mances from the US and France, as well as from theater, musical 
hall, and cinema, live ethnological spectacles could, and did take 
many forms. One reason for this variety is that the European audi- 
ence member had one way of looking at foreign peoples: as objects. 
And this ethnographic gaze was adaptable to a number of commer- 
cially viable performance venues, which served as enlargers or pro- 
jectors, using light and visual language to transport an image of the 
live figure from the "real" to the realm of myth. In many ways, much 
writing about Baker presumes a white male spectator who provided 
a uniformly’ positive reception of Baker. If it was not entirely positive, 
it certainly’ brought Baker the kind of attention that helped to make 
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her a slam However, black inLellectuals, including Lhe African-Ameri- 
can press watched and reflected upon Baker’s performances. Larsen’s 
novel Qd,;cksand is one of these responses. 

Qz/,~’sa,qdindexes Lhe problemaLics of transatlantic black popu- 

lar culture, formed in the cross-currents of European PrimiLJvJsm and 
the Harlem Renaissance, both encountered and embodied by 
Josephine Baker. Larsen’s novel stands apart from other Harlem Re- 
naissance depictions of travels within and outside the US, as one of 
the few susLained critical reflections on the visibiliLy of black women 
performers like Baker, as well as on the resulting romanticizaLion of 
their European context. Of course, numerous fictional and nonfic- 

tional works of the Harlem Renaissance share <2L!ici(sands themes of 
mobility, utopian Iongings for home, and concern with the theatrical- 
ity of identities~ ]ames Weldon Johnson’s The Az/to/~iog~apfzK of an 

Ex-Coio~’/°ed IV/an (1912 and 1927), Claude McKay’s Banjo (1929) 
and his autobiography A Long ~I/ay from Home (1937), ]essie Fauset’s 
R/urn Bun (1929), Langston Hughes’s memoir, Z-fie Big Sea (1940), 

and Zorn Neale Hurston’s Yi~e/r Ekes k~/ere Wattle/rig God" are some 
particularly illustrative examples of this interest in mobility. Using 
the conventions of passing narratives in some cases, these texts 
express the Harlem Renaissance’s concern with migration, cultural 
hybridity and representations of the body; this tendency is further 
reinforced when they evoke the atmosphere of the cabaret, circus or 
dance, since such theaters of fantasy tended to generate a carnival 
atmosphere where symbolic borders of public roles are crossed. These 
spaces typically encourage patrons to experience and exploit social 
masks for their own pleasure; they allow greater play with and per- 
formance of identity than the home or workplace. Migration here is 
tied to identity formation and deformation. 

Like Baker’s art, however, Larsen’s novel does not so much 
participate in this deformative play, as to embody the era’s more 
pressing crisis of representation. As Carby explains, Nella Larsen 
creates a self-aware protagonist who explores "contradictions of her 
racial, sexual, and class position by being both inside and outside 
these perspectives" (169). Moreover, it is precisely Helga’s alien- 
ation--a socially constructed, historically, informed state of mind, 
rather than a "purely individual transformation"--that enables Larsen 
to treat issues of representation, the visibility of black bodies in a public 
sphere, within a framework that includes but is not limited to the 
circulation of negative black stereotypes (169). As ~ have discussed 
above, this circulation took a variety of historical forms that are each 
absorbed by the multi-disciplinary nature of the cinema: the Euro- 
pean tradition of ethnological entertainment, the exoticist tastes in 
dance in 1920s Paris, and the tendency to idealize Black beauty.~ 
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Like Nella Larsen’s Copenhagen, Paris was in no way an un- 
complicated freedom zone for African-American visitors~ Americans 
traveling to European cities found themselves in a hall of mirrors, in 
which they negotiated their self-perceptions and ideas about America 
and about blacks in the diaspora that were projected on to them~ 
The idealism of texts such as historian Tyler Stovalrs 
~45z/can ,4mez’icans /27 i-~e C/tk" of L/gilt, which emphasizes the phe- 

nomenon of black success [n Paris, seems to obscure the city’s more 
complicated ethnic tensions, The framework of Helga’s hopes about 
Copenhagen enables us to see how the city of light uniquely pro- 
vided black Americans the cultural space to perform Blackness with 
pleasure; they finally felt free to embrace the very romance with 
blackness that many American and French whites have always en- 
joyed, But there was a cultural paynoff for the French as well, Invest- 
[rig its identity in Paris and the freedom of black expatriates to some 
extent, France attempted to resolve (for itself) the long-standing 
tension between its liberating principles and its colonizing activities, 
by seeing itself through the eyes of the black American refugees 
they harbored. Expressions of blackness became synonymous with 
expressions of freedom. What black American community there was 
in Paris was formed out of this shared expression. Thus, black Ameri- 
cans’ expatriation to Paris is significant not only because they achieved 
success that they might not have found in the US, but also because 
their work and lives constituted a new black identity. The phenom- 
enon of black American success in Paris is not entirely the result of 
good will; it emerges from a mutually beneficial relationship between 
the French and black Americans rather than simply one group’s es- 
cape from racism. 

For more a more complete account of Nella Larsen’s mytho-biogra- 
phy, see Thadious Davis. 

Of special note are two biographies: Claude McKay and Langston 
Hughes. For a more comprehensive view of internationalist writing 
during this period, see Brent Edwards. 

This term is an adaptation of Bernth Lindfors’s usage in the title to 
his book. Fatima Tobing Rony uses a related term in her work, as 
well. 

4. See Ivan Karp and Steven D. Lavine. Essays in this collection discuss 
the construction of ethnic identity through the objects of museum 
displays. They explain the ways in which iconic materials, represent- 
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ing the Other, serve as a prosthetic link to displaying culture’s past, 
For an examination of black American images in colonial fairs, see 
Shawn Michelle Smith,159-186. 

In Jean-Claude’s Baker and Chris Chase’s biography of Josephine 
Baker, her speech is rendered in French, as the book is in the French 
language, :it is not clear what language Baker said these words in 
originally, I have translated his quotation, The French is as follows: 
"Pou.r c~tte revue, on ava/~ eu i~d~e d~ ,’~ t~i/’e po~e/~ ~ ~ou~ ~ 

tourn~e en ridi~,,/e/" Cbz~bien de de~’ir~s et de caricatures" etTe a 
ir~pirdes! ~eu’l te c#~?bte, apparemtnen~ auraitpu inventer une 

Baker certainly engaged traditions of black humor, but her ambiva- 
lence toward being a comic registers her vulnerability in a world 
where blacks were more often the targets of humor. See Mel Watkins, 
200 - 265. 

Nonextant dance films provide a insight on the problematic roles 
that Blacks played at cinema’s origins. The Pickaninny ZTance--Fro,m 
t,6e Passing S;how/7:,6e Pic~ani~ies (Edison, 6 October 1894), an 
Edison film of Lucy Daly’s "Pickaninnies," a troupe of black male 
dancers, appears to be the earliest moving picture images of African 
Americans (Musser 133). Edison’s k~netoscope films of the Z890s 
featured popular black dancers performing their stage acts. For ex- 
ample, black vaudevillian James Grundy appeared in 3ames’ Grundy? 
[no. Z]/Buck and ~z~g Dance, 3ames" Gfun~v~ 1%o. ~/C~ke ~’al~, 
[both Edison, January 1895] and Gru~zdy and F~Ynt (Musser 174- 
175). Black music hall performer Elsie Jones was featured in ~Mie 
Jones [no. ~] and ~ie 3ones ~,~o. 2] [both Edison, 26 November 
k 894] (M usser k 57-158). Dandng Daz~ey Boy(October 1897) "shows 
~ small colored boy, about ken years old, amusing the stable h~nds 
with a characteristic negro dance," according to the c~t~log descrip- 
tion (Musser 327). Edison’s images of African Americans were not 
limited to dance films, bu~ with few exceptions, the films tended to 
mobilize plantation-era stereotypes, which showed the ex-slaves in 
comedic narratives centered on eating watermelons or stealing chick- 
ens. However, images such as Cotbred ~roop~ Di~embarking/24th 
~. Z#fantfy provide clues to a counternarrative (Musser 426). The 
Pi¢kann/es can be viewed online: #tt#.’~xww~:~dia#~.~d~kx,~bfca/ 
c~2As.,~L While early African American images must be understood 
in terms of a hostile social environment that emerged alongside mass 
cultural forms such as dnema, the fact of a Black figure dancing, 
isolated from narrative presents an ambiguous potential for a radst 
statement. The question becomes what ~s the status of dance, par- 
ticularly black physicality relative to other content in moving im- 
ages. 

Early film materials raise questions of audience and reception that 
are not easily resolved. For example, it is difficult to know exactly 
which films were projected for an audience of spectators and which 
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were seen in individual kinetoscopeso Knowing the difference would 
determine in large part how :I would interpret an image. :In terms of 

race and aesthetics, it is also difficult to reach conclusions on the 
formal qualities of the film in order to determine how lighting, skin 

tone, and other racial markers were handled because deterioration 
of the film heightens contrast. 

What Carby calls an "intertextual coherence" among black women’s 
writing in literary, autobiographical, poetic, and nonfictional forms 
opens up fresh routes to understanding personal, historical experi- 
ences in a wider social context (160). 
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Josephine B er utopi   visions of Black Paris 

B.enne a Jules-Rose: e 

:Abstract 

u:s !.;mdscape across diverse h~stor:~c:a..! permds., .Am:m~ the most., prom!nent: 
..~ ........ .: ..... ~ daI hg~.res: .. ............ is the ~.ranco~-Amer~.can .pcrio~me~ .J°sePl.~me    Baker (. 190(~./~~: , :. . .. ~},~. a, tmse a 

~o Fra~ce r~.~e.mblcs’~s ...... ~ =~" a .~....~gt.m~agc,~" : ......... a cathard.c          .~.!~ourney in which the ardstic ..... subject’s ..... 
.... :"~.s . sed.es of :~.ested na.rrativ=es~ idend ty i.s transformed. This t:ra~sfTormation .~.c~.~..:~ on a 

.Ah(h.ot@~. m~ich recent scho~tarship abom Baker :~bcuses on the p6ma! i mages uf her e:a f!y 
care~.r~’’:’~ as a .p.erk: rmer betwee~ 1. va> and ! 935, her era:ire !!~espan m~:n~ :’s~:: review, 
:refl.ecdng a.s it: does the ways~ i~3 which ’Black fans was c,,nstm.~,tc:d c vet a 

:... ~..~...$ .... .pcrmd. ~[ his ardcieex"~am~: ~.c~.~s key transMons in Bak~s’~ l.ife:, cum~l.natmg:, with .her 

~we!! as h.e~ i 96> blue ri n{s fo r ~.he (...x~!!~:se: o:f Bmd~.erh.ood., ~we:re: h am.pered, however, by 
inte:r~at:mna[ su.r:~ei~i.an~,.c of h.er career and he~ hna~c~al ch.al..le~ges:. Bakers Rainbow 
expe::: rimen t a,3 d m~agc:-b a~., ed polid cs                                                   [=~ ..... rr~:[~:.osed.,, m od els o f social j ~:st:i ce an d .p edagogi cal 
change that may be re.<~xamiaed fi~r their contributio,~ to the ideologies and practices 
m uk:i c:ulm:ralism in, BI ack Iaris an d, m o :re b.ro,adl?, i n comem ~po rary F r an 

~c 0.~ ~e m. p ora :r~ 17 ra1~ ce 

[I have two loves:, my commT a~d Paris.= 
With. th.em always, my heart ove~flo,~s with 
My savam~ah is beau.tifi.fl~., but why deW it, 
[t::s Paris that enchan:ts: :me::~ All of Paris, 
% see i.t one day is my fb:n.d dream. 
[ have t:wo love:s, my :co’u,~try a~:~,d Paris,,] 

.. :, , o o             1.~., .3 ~..., 36 !oumal of: Roma~ce: :~,maies \:blm~c 5 Number 3 2005 .IS~N o~.,~ .-.-~> .... 



!ntroduction~ 
lwo f~mmus: songs fro:m the .Fra~nco~-A:mer~c:an perfbrmer Joseph~e Bakers reperto:~re 

Bake:r s ~ ¯ - appear at f:~rst .................. glance to con.trad~::ct each. other:, s~gnature. ...... song,: Ja.. deux 
amours’ by G6o Koger, Hen:ri Varna and Vincent: Sco:tto (.7! 930), prod:aims her 
amukaaeous passio~ }o:r !:. a.r~s and h=er coumr> !t hdped to estab~:ish her :as a cu!mrai 
~con and a lead~:ng [’~.gure in the: emerging :~{ ~’- ~::~" "s      ! :..~ 30s,: Dans mon v~iage 
by Henri: Lemarchan:d and. Fra.n.c~s Lopez ( 1953) descr:~bes :[~ a.ker s ut:op~an, village 
sout~:-~vestern France=~’~ as a symbo.! ......................................... o~" urn., ":ve~:;...~a!*s~ !ove and ~n.terracial harmony: Both: 
these songs reflect ~:Bakers’ polD~alent re:lat~o:nsh~p" * ..... to France an:d to. Black 7Paris by 
cha!!.eng:~ng., concepts.., of p!ace :and bdong~ng,’ "                                                =’~ .. !:~" ’:~pavs., .’ :~s: rran.s!ated a;~s a realm: :or l~ome 
space, rather ~han. simpiy:. ., ’coumry’,... . then ..... the songs:,..~: ................................ share a simi..lar message ...... the quest 

a:n ~d.eal, harmonious. .......... and ~l!usi~e:’;~: communit>,. The ........... .juxtap°siti°n.. ..... : .... . ......... ,of these two 
songs raises pro:~bund ideol,ogica! ques~i:ons about: Black Paris. Is Black Paris 
~deo!og~ca! space that :~s :fbrced to be ~,.epa~:ate from offm~a! P:ar~s and can it exist apart 
from th:e ru!es a.nd regulati:o:ns governi:ng the rest of Fr:a:nce? These quesdons ~poi.n:t: to 
~ h: e compl ex .P rocess :o f co m m un~ vy f!~ rm:a t:, o ~ :a m o ng ex~:::amate a~ d ~ m m ~gr:an t 

Born: ose i.ne Freda McDonald to an. m~pover~shed fa:m~y m Sv !~m~.s,~ .£ 
on ....... 3 June ! 9:06, ................. Josephine Baker came to France ~.n the autumn o.: *::~a<~,a~.~: as a    dancer 
with the black Amer,c:an vaudev~[le troupe ta Revue N~gre:.: Thel r f~:rst ,::.how opened 

.....a5 fbr a         at:    ! :h:eatre des (.}~am s-Llysees, Baker was 

became t:h.e t:o:ast: of ’the worlds o:f a rt: :a.a.d theat re, Her growi.~:~g v:isibi.lity as a~ 
~ ~ ~ -~ " ~ d ~,.n France fbr t .~:~:atemat:~onal star made her a p,~ oral : ure ~:~ Black }ar~s.. S~ac st:aye , 

l:ar~s a:~.d~ tl~.e world,, Her vi.sio~, revolved :a.:rou~:M a::~ ideal of m~iversat .iaar.mo~w i.~. 

~.mall :and g y k.nit network of expamate 
:.~he m~.en.m~al.~.~ mc:~ed: bevo:~M ti3at 

expa:~?~ded :a:~:d 5er m~:age 
.....Pa~.~s. =~ ~"::" :~.ot oMy sets the polmcai ..... goals* [br Fra~:~ce as a ~aatio~..,~=tates’’ " bm also,.., to a 

certain extem, ti~ e cultural to ~ e. ~an.d agenda: :~or the .res~; o~ t:he com~.try.~ N e e.~. thd.ess, 
Iar,.:~~ ":s :as a    social a:~d. ideological apace may be deflected as muc:h by; w.hat it is not as bv 
what .~.t ~s, The :a~..~arc:.m cosmop * ....... " 

. class, w}~.o hax.¢~ :access to t}~.e adva~ta~e.s of t}-~e city as a global e.c~v.~rom~.~em via so~..~a.{ 

to stay i~ the provi~~ces, m retreat to t~..em, or to: retur~ to the:~.r c:oumries of or.~gm 
they., are mam.~grants. ...or expatr~ates~ .E. e~. t:~e ea.dv,, movements ot i.abot~:r protest: 

acm..~st Lamme Se~g}~.or a.:~d l~Js colleagues i.n th~.e 
i 9:)’a~. and i. 930s, first o6gin:ated i~ N/a.~,c.~l.le and then. moved to Paris and the 
..... .,.hok:., l.n this: ~.cga~:d, t~?e d.e~:~mtm~ and ac.t.c~.~t.~.e~., of B~ack I?a6.s c:a.nno:t b..e 

" .... : ~ ’ ’: Baker ~o,¢ to fhme se~.. a at~d fro m Bl:ack: Fra~:~c~: a~.d the :rest of tl~.e corn:re’y: J o.sepia.~..~e " ~ " s~ 



Black Paris as a contested ideologica.l terrain 

.Alth.ough. t[3e black, popu./ado.n of Fra~3ce was negligible dtMn.g the i C~:~?o~         :~: :~..~,.~., ml:age.~.," ~ .... 
~e co~.oMes h.ad al.ready begun to pe~ mc~at~ Par.~s d~.:r~o~gh ti~e E~?osido.m :’ :~: " 
~he a::~.t,.st.~. ~brays of c~.,b.~.sm,, the emerge.~3ce o(* a .~3:ex~ a,3th.ropoloD~, and 
D:~blicatio,~ ofworks sucha.:’s. ~Bl.aise Ce.~drars’s 19:2 i. Am~,o~%,ie, vg~ a::~~d" " " the An.dilea:~. 
novel~.st Rene .;~ l.a~a.~3s: i 92i l:"r.~x Goncourt ~.tg.lle~ ,~gat0:a;:a[a about h.:~s :~mpress:~o~3s 
l :~.:{ ’ "e :i.~3..C.~.e:ntr:ai ~     ’ A.h:: ?’’:~ ca." A~. o ng wit ~ I~ .~"~-"’~.~.:g.: a:.~ d b r eathmg" specm3~" e.n.s o :~" ....... .A.~{~:i" ca c,. cu.~ tt.~.r 

the EX?ositio:,~ ...... L,n~versdle: ~ "    "’ of i’900 i:~3. i a.ris~ f~at’ured- m,’:o bI.:ack Am~..ric:a~.~ ~aude~:ii].e~’ 

d.emo.gs~ated d3e pc:pu/a.~. Cak¢.3.. aik ~o an. ":~: "" .... :"’=~ i :).>.2. 





phine Bakem touristic " 
":.i"i~e war :.,~,,.,,.: .~.~:~terrapted Bake~ .~=:. [.c~ to~maac.c career ~.~:~ I.ar.~s a:.a:d ~:ushed her to 

. ~ .... ..... :" ~ :: political sou.ti>westem ~Fra~.ce and ~North Af}ica,. At: this poim, 7Baker expe~ie:aced a 
awakeni:% ,~h.e::a sloe ~omed the Fret~ch ..... ....... ~s ~* * ....... ~ 
C. ~o ..... m.m aad~:~=e.t" .J:: ~a:=cqL~..’~      ~s Abtev:..~. B:ot h. Baker"s early vears as :a per:fb~ rm e=r a~.d her warn" m e 

gl ........... ’ ....... " ~~ ~" -’:: ~" the 





.Baker 

(+~ons:.ide:red from a h:istorica], perspective, the ce+m:epiece image+ of Baker..+ ..... em+..=.....i:+Ioys ..... 
the Mu+me’+          s ~’ G+ew:~s"+      ~+     ++     ’ +echn~+que"          + .. o~++ d~e jou+"s+J k~m:i~+eux in which mirrors and l~gh.ts’ 
were .... flashed+:: +"    . and rotated. .... t.o create the +liu::+.~o.~.’ ++     s~          ’ o:f. :c~n:emat::.+c moveme:nt,+ This 
~[!uminated scene ~produces the reality e~:~c~ of a !ive theatr~ca~ per~f~)rmance~ Viewed 
i~ th~s wa> ~he mirrored pa.~or~ama ~s not only a~ example :of" ...... ~s~:~ " ~ 
also a replica o:f the popu.lar forms of en+terta!nmen~ uharacte+~+~.~tic of Bakers early 
music+hal! years ++.n .+: 

Bakers use :of +~-+ ~+ ~ ’ ues was modva+ed by a narra.t~., e of sdi.+sacr~h:ce~+ v, re+ ]+ns techniq ............................................. 
~"+~ ’ ubi~c~t brochure :for (++bateau des I..h~s narrat+ve ts..P°mg:nan+. : + deptcted i+n a !)9a:          .P      y+.~ ’. 

M~ +an des. The bmchu.re con ta+ ns a b!ack+and+.wh + te :~:ep md uc+m :+:+ o~+ a wax &o;ama~+ 
= " + + ... ................... . : of Mou~nt Jose,: where she ~ces Joseph+:ne Baker ~:s +at Les Mi:!~andes,: standing at the top ": ....... " ~ ++ ....... 
a large cross + C lad+ ~.in a simp t.e pri n+ dress draped over the sho.tdders, she is surf ounded 

+ + ~ .... the by :am+he: chiidren from her adopted ~Rainbo~v +lHbe who: have c[im:bed .+=itCh her to 
~arc-en+cm!. [ josep! and her +    ~ + .... + + + ++ ..... )osep!~me B:aker et sa tr+.bu + ..... + 

Rainbow ~Dibe’]+ The muted ~[ighting evokes ~he traces of a rainbow+ Sm~e~: of the 
chi!dmn: are ho!d.m~g hands:, a.t~d Josep:hme, h++ the :cen:~re, c]:utches the h:a.++~ds o+ ~vo 
children, :one on either s;~de of her++ The mvo sma+les+ member,s:, of the tribe t+,+++ behind 
as they straggle up the hi]iside toward the s:ke of ................. saivadon+ !n. +~he P~ar right...,: ............ of the 
picture urks a +~.celess, shadowy figu re+ perhaps ~he i mage of ~emp ta~i on or a 
harbinger of doom++ The a.]iegorical religious imagery o.f" +he diorama i.m+p]ies that 
Joseph+he ~+~ a stun+ who has reached. +he end of her 

lp .... Th is+’+:dr+ u+:+tt.s+ ++‘a++ +.o n- +.s ecb oed, t+. a scu.:~ rare + h at Baker" .... com. .................... m ~.’ ssm+ n ed o fhe++..,el~s ++:: .+~+ a 

Phyllis Rose+ terms +the .posture or’ St Fra:.+~c::~s ofAssisi’: a.~++.d, h+ the M:adon~+.a tha++ was 
..... ’ ++ + bet +~mage +fbr a grotto .~+~ Place ~+ + .... ]oseph+.t~e a+ l+.++e++, M.da..t+de~. (Rose +909+ 

266) [ h e dio rama rex? all s +~+.h. e m. or. al ++..s+t~c + .ream b]~++ o f: the s+ ’ .......... 
v+.//age (Lema+.rchand: :a,~d. Lopez 19:~ +" ’ +:+.++ ...... s +:+ ’ .. :.>.~s.), in. wb+{ch Baker soiem.~mly de.+e+.+d+, the h.ome 
her: Rai++bow chi]dret~+ Although the :: ....... +~++: + ..... ..... + ++s++L+ :+ +     +" + ’ ..... v 
m. co.minor:+ ,+.+dr Bakers ea~qy archery.pal poses +~+om La Revue N egre+ both sets 
m-~ag.e~, co.nst.~.u=e    ’s lege.~-~d The diorama+ howeve~;~ ad:ds new dmT~e..~s.~.o:ns to 
Baker+++ .t~+arr~ati.ve ++ d~.e +:ac,.cd j,o.:ur+:+ey :and Mada.t~ quest., a ,~.arrati.ve that .... 
develo ed +h++ st~lt li~-.ed m Paris+ 

n+o.+ +.].].:a, ~.ce..~a..r.+o a.s totd: to Pep:im .Abati~o a~.d Fdix de ]a C+ ~ " 

veim~s= [.M), Blood is: )’bur ~.~.iss~:, writte~ at: their hom.e Le B.eat>Ch~e i.~:~ the Le 

’ : "+"~+=: ~:+ + .... a:l.t:~ m£:tc 1.o.++ e+ The sai~>}.ike ~mage of.josephh~e and: the u.mve~sahsm,..salvatio~ and +~ +~ ...... ’s :: ’ ’ v+ "+ ’ .... ¯ 

R.ai.~bow Tribe be+ore+ +the cross .... is                      +:fo.~.e+.:++hadc+x+ed+s+ .... " +:" .h~. d+i.s boo.k+. The ==:++.~.a]..+++ :v+]..at++~ e also 
~ od ~=c~c,~.." ~s the .recur re~.+ t them e o~+~. +.~Jose:,. [~b ..... in .... e’s.. sei’~2sac r ifi..ce, i..~ ’the :~hce of p rej:~ ~.d~ ce a:.~ d 

+. c~.ac.)m~.te~ed d.ur:.[g.g her: Ucx.ar mt,.rs to ..ac.:~ma~). and racist ideologies that Baker ...... ~ .... )’~~, ..... C=’ 
E;astern Et.,.~ op -~ a . e    theme :that motivates her i.co.~:~ic rep:rese:n.t;at.~o,:~s in tom:is:m, her 
.~. t~age pe~ }o.~ tn.a::~.cc~ a,:~d her h um a~itar:~ an v 

~ ~o:s u~:,g.., dam ,es veines is the narra~.ve o~:                                                                                     :~.~oa.t~. (mck~:~am.ed .J~. ),: thLe 
black maid: who wor~ks ~b.r the ~am.d of ~dbmade m~lbo~.~m~e Mr ira 



Ct~.shman Barclay; The mi=!!i.onai:re~ [brtune results from the clever ex:.port:ation= ~of 
.American chewing gum to Europe during W0dd War [. With t~his :~rtune, Barclay 
purchases a mansion in a suburb near Boston o:n a !atW estate co~i:ncide:n~ta!!y ~kno~vn: 
as Oaks) Upon his de:at~h as a msu!:t of a cerebr!! ~haemo~:rhage:, Ba~::clay leaves his 
fortune t.o ]h~:s wifTe and ]hi=s you~:3g so~, Fred, who has recentiy returned f!rom the war 
in Europe. :Although Joan and Fred were: close as :children and were freq:uendy 
photographed t:ogether as part o~"an extended f~.:mi!:> after :retu:r:ni.ng f]rom the war as 
a young adu!t, Fred scarcely acknowledges Joa~:3’s existence,: !~n the m.eant~:me, she has 
begun m idoIizv: him. Her adoration is also combined with a fervent religiosity i:n 
which she identi[~es with. both: the Virgin..Mary :a:~3d Ch:r:~:st, h3: order to establish her 
m!igious a:~rd.our as a motivating drive in the :narradve, the authors devise a scene i:n. 
which Joan sees the Vigi:n. as black,: o:r at least bmn:z.e,: and subsequent!y learns that 
there are b~ack madonnas in Europe: 

[Joan was ~:~alsed in the Cadao|.ic rdigi.o~a. A|so, her :fi.~st: :idea in ardvln.g a{. r~.he old chapel, 
was t:.o replace d~e t~.owe~’s i~ fi:.on~, of the image whose [brm she co~.dddt ~vcogniz,e since 
t.h.e icon w.as covered wi~it-~ so: mu.clt~ dust and so maw spiders:’ webs. 
.AtTter a :[~:w tries, shoe veQ,~ adroidy succeeded i.n. o:pe~i.:~g the smalli gate: and :piousl> 
havi~g removed, th e sp!iders and. dea.d ~!owers, app roac!,ed, to cow, tempi!ate the pa.inti~g., 
Shocked, sl~e I.et: :t:brtl:~ a sti[ted cry 
The Mot}~.er: o:t:"d:~.e Unlver.se was of a dark 
was. she b~’oaz.ed by time, o:~" 
Joan ~did:n} eve~. dare: to 

Based o~.~. th.:.is ea.dy experim~ce, Joan. is t:ra~asfigured :a~~d realizes tl~e sai:i:atly good~,~ess 
with~tTt la.e.~:sel E Mea~.while, iF,:ed becomes evm~. too:re, a.r.roga~.t a,~d i.~.voives ~}ai.msel 
with a young flappe,:, Cia~’e~ce Cfi~}o.m who hates joa~, a~.d al~. black people. Sho.~rtly 
a~}e:~: a spat with ~h.is fi.a~c.de CIa.~:’ence, Fred: has :a~. automobile accide.~’t: i~ wl~ich ~l~is 
~Ro!~.~s ~Rwce is overtt~med, .Joa~ comes ~o the ~:escue, pmvidi~:~,g .h.~m with. a 
b~.ood: t.~’ansfi~sio~.. :Whe:~ F.~:ed: eventually ~fi,~d.s out tlae source o:~rthe t~’a:~asfi.,.sio~m: he 
pa~fics: ’~No certainly .~mt~: Cla.~r’eace wot~ld: never pem~i.t that aW other blood t~aa~ hers 
mix with tt~at of he.~: ~husba~d’ (Cam.a~’a= and Nbati~m 1931: i4.4). 

ideo~ogies o f racial, p t~’i, ty and images of co n tamiaa6o:~:.~ e~ ter :the pi cm~’e wh.e~. 
Fred decides to .~:eg.otm.ce la!~.s ma~:riage to Ciare.~-~ce,: havi.~.g discovered: that 



Anderson has allowed Joan: to be: the blood don:or~ The book en.ds o!:!: this sobering 
momi.istic no~e with t[he stateme,~ that the obst:ac]e of.pt~ejudice makes true :ha[ppiness 
!mposs~ !e+ ! his narrat+ve, eve ope . at .Ba ~e:rs res! ence o:~ Beau.-(~ ene 
Oak] ,: ~s~ a metaph:or ~b~7 both the p!ace: a~:d the cu!:tura!: space it rep~!Tese~:ts. The savage 
~oa~ beco.mes a saint by v~:rme of her+ ~:etum to ’the Emp~’e of Nam.re’+ The ~ar,r~ative, 
wh:~c.h :+s super+:+~cmttv about +: . ’ ..... + ..... + oan s devotk>n to Fred, +~.s +aiso about ose .rues - .~:: :: +~ ....... . .. + . .~: ..... 

to. [Pepito+: .............. A+~avi,oaa++:+s+ fikered through+..+: ............. a taie that he co+au.th.ors+ Thus,. the mirror 
e+7}eCts o+ Beau+Chene +co, t+!~ue +o redoub+ie in. the novet:+ :While the book rece{~ved 
][+tde .pub[+ic recognition when i+~ firs++ appeared, a~:d the scenario was nm+er enacted 

e sa.+.nt+.t.tke ........................................ +.ma..geQ++ o f].=iP’e as an exotic                                             ..Pdgnmage.++ ............ an.d an en:chanted ta!e ~eached. 
its cu!minat+on for Baker a.t Les M+landes+ There Baker conducted her work 
Prench underground, w +++tnessed +~he peak o:+ he+ career, mamed jo Bou+.l+ton, adopted. 
the Ra.:++ n+bow ?1¥i .......... be an d waged her cam                          ,++ai .... ++gn ............................... fbr uni versa! brotherhood+ :A.s wi th. Joam"s 
idea!.is:m, Ba.ke++s &earn a+ Les Milan.des was thwarted+ Yet Les Mi!:andes still sta++:ds as 
:a tou+ristic s+:mu!atm++: of Baker~::++ multiple p ..................... +.. ~ ’ + ++~ s ub!i:c and "+:v+ ...... ~ .... ..... p++:~ .ate m~:ages, he++ idyt!i:c 
narr:atives, and her ]+fe i:n Par+s and in an international contex++ 

~,,o.lated.~ ,,. ~.+ + , o..+.:+s.+ .... ¯ 
+s .... " u ~o.l~= .m~ comm um t? ~hat e.x~.~+ t ed 

.A+]++ica:~3ism at3d glo.ba]i moveme+,3.ts :fTo:.r social iustic:e .iL~ :.i:~S pmjectiot3. 
i[+:3.+e.matio:.nal commu~3.it> Be+weem 1954 a:.tT~d 196.3, Baker adopted :twelve childre++: 
d:i.ve:+Tse cultures. Fo:tT.maI adopviot3, pt’oceedi+3gs we:~Te co.mduc+ed +b.+7+ eighv o+~ the 
Rai~b.ow children, as a unit, :at ~:he admi~ist:ra~:ive p~ef~c+~ut+e :of S:at~tat ~+3~ ~he 
Do~d:og~e o~. ~21 jtme 195:7, ma:ki~:~g t:he commemo.~Ta~:.~o~ of:their adoptio~ j ust ~h~+Tee 
weeks a:.f~e~7 Bake+"s ow.~3 bkt:hda> The e igh+ c.hi.+ d.re+~ :fbrmally adop:+ed i.n i :9 5 7 we.~Te 
.Akio (of ~Ko.~rea~. ofigit~ fi+om japan); Luis (ft’:ore Co]ombi:a);: ja.tm.t (f}om ja:pa~); jeam 
Claude (fi:om F.rance)+; [Mo:fse (Fm+:~+ch of Jewish bac]gmut~d); [B+’ahim (~ow ca.iled 
B~+i.a=+~; Be,+Tbe+r fi+om A/ge~:ia); Ma.riaime (F++~v~.c.h fi:o.m .AI. geria); a,~d jar+i, o:~+ jat:~+y (fi:’om. 



.F:~.n.]~an:d} .... Subsequent}y, tour more children were ~added to the ;f~amily: .,,,lara (from 
~ ~    " Venezuela); K.<:.,ff~ (fi:om (.ote d. l~o~e.~.~, Noe~ (fi~om .France); and. Stell:~:na (Moroccan, 

born in France).: A!! chi[dren received the name of Boui!!:on, which~ was a!so employed 

by ’Joseph:~ne in her priv:ate li~e {Bonna! !99a, :~>) The group represen:ted 
n=ation~a!i~ies from ~bur co.nti:nents, and t!~ey were fro:m: different cultural a,~:d re!:~gmus 
ba.ckgmunds,~                          .. of which no:~e of th~em was :[~i~.v :aware. Baker; ~de:~hes to have childr:e:n~ 
ofher own as part of t~he legend is :confirmed by Jo Bo.uiiion, who ~c!a:.~:med that she 
miscarried during the early years: of their marriage, an. ’a~.se~:s :~ "tion~ ¯ that appears to have 
been embellis~hed, given her hysterectomy in Morocco during the war. 

The ....... ~am~!y was m a.tr~archa!, mat ................ r~ ~oca!,. expenme:n:ta!, .~.on ¢ dast~c an d ! eg 

Just as she ~h.a.d. w~tb. her prm~a!: exo:t:ic ~mage, Baker used existing stereotv es to break 
the rules and ............................. cha~!enge bourgeois norms .and expectatio:as about f?mily...... ~. li~):. ........... and 
educatmn~. She: :created a composite c(~.:mmun~D, based :o:n ’ " ’ .... ~ ............ ": ~ tl~e: ideals of etbn,c and. 
cu.ltur:a! ....... b!end.~ng..: .................................... ~n a s:~m.ulated tour:~st~c space.: :.~: he acqu~smon o:~" each child, was.. .~ a!so 
surrounded by a n;ested narr~a.tive th:at para!!e~led Joseph:ine’s own: Cindere!.la 
There ~:s ~a: se~:se ~n wh:~c:h the Ra;~ nbmv q~?ibe refl ects Bakers .pe~. to.:rm at.=~ ,-e perso~.a by 

: ~ he assumed on st.age, represen ti ng the m ultipl e natio nai and cultural ident iti.es that .s 
in film and i:n ~’ , " ~    ’ s "" . .o,.e together t~o redup!:~cate Bakers song, The :cb~:ddren s ~,tor~es subtly w v "" ’ 

~bu.nd~ing myth in a :~.ew narratiwe ~progr~amme. 
Baker:~ dream of universal harmony was constructed around bet roie as a. nurturing 

mother :a:~d the .Rainbow :~...~:.~.:be as a =d.ommt~c a.:~d p.o!:mca! :~mage~:~d.eal .... !n certatn 
..... 3= ~ ..... V V~:: " } ;~ ..... ~* 7 ~ = ~ ..... r~F ects, .h o~.. e. ¢.r, the .Rmn bcv~..Fr:~.be x~, as. not a tam @ a=t: all, ’but a soc.~a~ moveme:~a t i ~. 
wb.i.ch, the co:~..cept of’the.t::~~ ":"~mal" ¯ " :fi~ma ily was          used as a met~apho.r~ in t his. comex:t, Baker 

acted as a char}~smatic movemem lea.de~,., co.m~: ~.~ze’ ..... ~" .... ~:. ~itt~. ..... her ow:~ .:sa~.:.~cd~ text:, La 
arc~.en~cid[7~.e Rai~bow .Zr~bd the ch~id reffs book. she pu.bhshed wida jo t:: ou.:dlo:n and 

~X~o~m in.19)/~ 1. be commu:.nita:ria:n~ ’ ethos o~r:~’ex.per.~.mem~.’’ ...... s such as’ Bakers Rai~~bow 
Tribe is a response to ’d~e - .... :"v~ cuitmral spaces left og.en b~. . .... crea.:t,, e ......... " ~ ..... ~ ~-." "v the French. state ~ spaces 
m ~ h~ch. the collectp4c em.ot.~ons a~:~d =the se.m.e 

:: ..... *:~~ ~ . Bake,{ ~. utopia,~ commtm~.t? maybe ~eotrma~sm can de.,.elop (Nl.a.~e~ oi~ I ’988: >3,~z~). ~ ~ ="s 
viewed as a :~eot.~:~.be that became a sh.o~ t-i..,~ ed movement o[ .social reform. 

.... : 
:::~ ...... Tiae image of a col.o:u.r~bi:~:~d. Fra,~ce of l~.be~.t; a~.d equaiiLv imrigued .A.~r~ca~> 

American. a~.t~,t~ .... a:~d ;r ..... =s s~ ~ = ’ ) " i ;.:a,0s and the e.x,~ at.~..~.atc,:, who .:..¢;ttl~d :~. I:a.r.~s. b~.,~=c:e.~ the 9 
1950s. ig:aoring the plights of the Se:~.egalese soldiers :aa.d ofthe ::r M~g ~Nortl~ .A~?ica.~t~. 

~}e..edom~ i.a. a societv,~, that was ~ot., in th.eir                         ~"~t.e~m.:,.-s., o,..e~.tl.)’v ..... "~ s~g~egated,~.~ ...... brat 
d~sd.l.us~om~:~e~:~t: soo~a followed {i~abre i991 50-4)., in the .Par~s that laker 
e~.coumered i.~:~. 19z>.    ~, the rosy=. .possibil::~ties ............................... ~<.eme.d:s .... ¯ ~ e.~dless, bm l~er experie:g.ces 
Germa.~..>:’~ ’ ~Au.~t.,.:~as ’=’:’* a=:~:d. Hut~garv. .... ~ ~.’ immediately~ *    , be::~bre :g~rl.d: War ii i~a.d oge~.~ed~ ..... ~ her 
~ ~. ~: ~ ~    .!. .~ . ,..:..g :~ . g~ . , :i~. ~ .,. :.:: c).es ~to blcaker alte~nat~ves, Bakers Ratn.bowlr~.be ~ as a mam~=c.:,tat,o.n of her dream 
of eNu.abt>: [ oh.rod t~b~,s dream lurk:ed a va.r:~ety of te~:~s~o:~s r:a~g.~:~g fi:om col~omaI 
exot.~c~.sm’ " to          .~atioaaiism and: xeno.gb.ob~ :: ia. As      a ciaar:ismardc leader ofa utopia~ ~m.ily 
movem em i:g a i.arge:r~ social,          era.== " ~::~ ~c." ~m~.e~t .... .... that: she co:~ce~ved of as suppo.~, rt:iive,~ Baker 

attcm~.=’ ~ted .... to bv.~ F~ass .......... these r:acial~ and cultural barrmrs.’ Her ado:i= ~t=cd childre~ ~ c~c.ame ...... 
the/~.o~aorao~ acol}. ~e,~.:, of b.er movemem :a~ad the symbols o.~ bet um.~:e.~sa~st~.c dream,. 





d isci p ! in e i: n: the fa~m.i!y ~an d Joseplh ine’s p racti ce as M;:~ma ~: Grzdeau~ [G i}Tt M o ther] ~o f 
s.~ower~ng the ch~!dren with lavish giAs o~ holidays upon returning~ from each of her 
tours (Haney ! 98 !.: 274 ........ 5}.~ A iarger issue concerns the :objectives; of throe practices 
an:d how they shaped the chi!dmn’s lives in a composite community that was ~a!so part 
of ~F:ra:nce. The ch:i!:dre~ were: trai::~ed to be m!eran:t of racia!: a~3d. c:u!mra! d.i:ff~renves, 
and: ~heir strong bonds to each o~her were evident and genui:ne, They were also 
subjected to a rigid schedule and h.igh standards of performance, They wet.e, however, 
pampered ~and shdtemd from a wo~id in. which cukum! and :~acia! d.i~}:rences were 

a se commu~:~:!:ty .. .... ": ........... ........ g ..... 
:never ~a.cma!.!y h:ave to i!.eave ........ the 

con.tradic:tory chi!drearing pracr..:ices were not simply a by=-produ.ct o~ Bakers 
~ ¯ ~:" ............. =’.s " .~          ": a. deep-sea~ed ideo~ogica~ conflict be~veen 

the ~m3.~iy as a u.top:!an. ~ ..... ¯ ..... " ......... s " ~ .... s~ .... ¯ composite commumty ~..uspended ~n Lpa.ce a=~3d ~i.me ~a 
’:represen:~:a.tion" :i=n. Bakeds own terms .... and d3.e larger sociai world: {i:n wh:.ich: the 
ex:perm3:en:t ex~:sted .... The :tdeo!ogy of the Rai:nbow "!>ibe su:r~ced in the shado,~v of 
~N egr!:tudes d.om:i natron :a.s a umversal~st~c ph !iosoph5, a:=:d !denti9, discourse i.n: Fran 
At ~he conc!usmn of h~s d.~scussmn .of Ri.d3ard     h m 
(,dr:oy as]ks: ~What wou!d it mean to read " :"~ :~ ~~ ~:~ ...... ~, r~ght in~ertextuall., w~th Genet, Beauvo 
Sartre,.        .. and the other Parisians with: wh:om he was :m d~a!ogu.e~ {G~lroy.                  .;1 :q:9::~:’.. :; .... ! 
Baker a!so needs to be~ " "~ ~: ~ :~ .... "’ .................... rea~3. :~:~3tertexmallv:,~ w:~th respecr~, to. ...... the Par~s:~:an :~nte!!ectua! and. 
~d.eolo>~.cal e.m,~ ~’:o~3ment that st3e adopted w~t.h :~.:~s co~3cep~s o:~ ~.~:3 ~ver:~sm, ideals of 
assimilation., a.~d : ..... 3: ’~ .... . ........... 

U:.~i.~e:~.sai~ :~ ...... ’ ...... ~::           .~         .. as con.cepttialized by Baker,. "tr~at~.~’~:~ s ~:e id.ea~ of ffa~ernky 

i:~.te:~,:all>: t~.: akers ~.~.~..mn    -- s~ , .........                 ~ ..... .s        of ........ N::c~..~.t~=~:de,.               .. ~3. 
x~:~3.~ch: w~h.i~e supremacy is ~:he ti3esis,: :N ,’":.~ ~~ ~      affm~at,.o~3 ofblackness and a 
.;i.pos~:e, is t~3.e a.~3;khesis a~:3.d a society w.ivl3o~,t r:aces .is :tl3e sy.~3.~.hesis (Sam’e i9.q8: 

D areas, a..~.d t:h e~ r co.lieagues.      . em p h~asize.d: th e anti. th et~ cai mo m emt i.~ th.e dial. ec;:~ c as 
es.se~t~ai:~st affirmation of cu./m:.ral p~:ide, ~~.    .. p.~ov~dmg," :’ :~’ a basis ~b.~: b~ack par:ticipatio~:3 ~3. 
u.n~ve.:~’sal cMlizati.o~3. Alt}3.ough it was ~.:erfo~mat~.v.e :~:ather tha~3 lite~rary and. 
p]~ ~:osoph,.caI.,.:              ~. B:aker .~:. p~:~ ma.I:: ~.mage s ..... "                    v~3=.~.. e.g~; ....... .~ u:a.~e~""s 
esse~:t.al.~sm.,: a:~d: the ;Rambo;.’~ =:: v Tribe pa.r:alIeIed.         : ’:’    ’ .........                                                    : .... s S~: 
viewed.N eg.r~tud.¢ ~ s" t~] ti.mate~                                                 ~.ooal: ..... as self-:d.est:~~ ~ ..... ~"= :~ " ~.c:~v: ........ "~e thmu: ~ e:~:asu ~= .... ...... .... e o2{ the antitheti c:ai 
mo.men.t: of rac:~al a~f~rm:atm,:~~"         " i.;~ ~v,ou.~:: of ~he: u.m~e~.~.al". .... : ~. w " idea~.,, .S:a~r~re argued 
Ncs~..~tud a~..s "~.:~e du MaI et g.rosse d.’tm ..... ~ ......... e corn.me tree :~mme qm 
pour momrir et qt~i ~.~.c~t: sa : .s . ~ :":: " ~s ¯ ..... s .... ~.prop~:e.. mort :/u:=~..,q.ue. daas ies pl~:~.s :~.,c..he,.. i~3.sta.nts de sa v~.e 
(1948: xiiii..) ["bor~3 of.st~::ff?ri~3.g and: preg~3a,at: wkh :fu:m,:e good::a.ess ( ...... ) ~ike :a woman3. 
who ~s" bor,3 ~o die :and: who .~,:e:~3sc:.~s- ...... ~s ~3er ~:~:~33’ .... death eve~3 i.~3 tl3e most .reward.i~3g 

Born of :~:a.ci.sm.,..poverty~ a:I~ie~3.ati[o:~:3 a.~:~d ~3eg~.ect, Ii.ke Bake~7 .h.e~:seI~, the 
Rai~3bow ch.i.ld:~Te:~3 v ..... " "~ .... ~s:~ .... ~ ~ ; ot~:l.d learn, to t~.a:~3.:c:e:~3d, their: suff?ri.~3g i~3 a :~.ew 

" =~’    . ........... ~ ~ s~‘ .... v’...: : m ,~.}~,~ct~ soc~:al a~..d, rac~aI 
botmd:aries ~..e,~¢ ..... " ..... v~" ~~~"      ," ~ " ’ ’"" .~~:~ ...... ",=’:~ "s ’ " 



to them through tutors:~ Baker’s pian ~br mai n.tainin:g this utopian i:deal as the chi!dren 
.... ~ v ~ ~ kl[~v developed, and they exper:~enced }}ustration as r.oie grew o!der,, hm .m.er, was not ~" ".~ ~ :.       ~. 

~ 

models .......................... fbr an idea] co.mm:unity, that couId ................. be descr~bed to them on!y~ in vague~ ~ and ....... 
~.gen.e:rai. .............. terms,. They~ were ................... :no !onger~.... disadvantaged ~ch:~:d.re:n,.~ :nor ........ were they 

rec!am~:~a:g c~v:d ngh ts a:~.:d equa!: j~ob op p~= rtu.n~::~ti~e~’:~ !nstead, t!~ey were members of the 
~..~/~age du mo,~de [wodd village],: be~:ng groomed as cmzens of the world, 

.~ ......... ~e ~am. @ exper~men.t ~ s ...... ¯ ........ ~ ~ ’ * gen ui ne atm os here .o .. ~as ,,.uccess~ui :!n that ~t &d create a ................................................. ..:p ......... ........ ..... 

so!~dai!t?, - :~ ..... 7~. ,.~ ...... ~ ..... .... . .......................... ’. ’~ ~ .’=’ ~ ha..~, m:c:ny ~and mutual: tolerance o[ dg[~erence among ~he children. In a 
page ~etter to Stephen Pap~ch., excerpted here, Baker ou.th~ed her goals :[.br the v~ ....... .: 

"!!age ..... ,~: 

Beyond the Rainbow Tribe, Balker hoped t.o create a College of Brotherhood at Les 

M!!an:des where smdents o.. a!! backg!~ounds would devote t!~eir attention m problems 
of racial d.:~.scrim:~na~o:n, huma:a nghts ~ssues and the rel:~gmns and cultures :of the 

Bakers early exper=~ences w~t.h the ch~!dren made ~t: clear that a more structured 
educa.ti:on:al p[.a:n was n ecessary~z Comb:.i:nin.g tuto:rs w:id~= pub[::ic and .private sch.ools did. 
not ~c:~::k ~.d! eaou.gh .~v~:~h the Ra~nbo,~.: ~ ¯ ¯ ~ ~ !:r~be and ............................... ~vould be :an i.n:ade:quate desig~~ 
resoc~almng"~":’ :’ ,: a ~.arger       community’ into: .a truly m:ult~cu!tural" ~: ~~ ~or!d.,::~ :.:. There:tbre,: Baker 

~ ann.e . to < eve.o an. autonomous e .ucatmna !!!.S:t!:~t![!OR :en~co:mpass~ng secon 
school: and university’~" ’ t,a.ini=ng,s,’ To t!3~s ’ end, she established the Josephine Baker 
Foundation, with its own S~iss... .~~ ~ bank accoum:, to. wh.~ch she con.~ributed her 

.~ ,7) ................. ,’~ "~ ~ " "    ’~ "~: ’;{:: ~R ................ pe~.~c:~: mance to} akms and other funds deposited under th.e pseudonym o[ .Me~ 7Kaiser~ 
~"~ "F~ 1    :~ } ....... ~ ~:~ ..... 

~ ........ 
! hrough the rou:n:{~at:~<:: n, she h.o~ped to ac.qu~re the resources m: bu~!d the college: 
the grom3ds o[ Les ~M::dandes, hire teac.he~,~.~ and ad.m.~:n:~strat,ve staff and p.rov~:de 
sub,~,.:~dizeds ’ tuiti.on an:d= room: and board: :fbr the ~:tude:ntss: " 

..77 .~ .... 2~ ............ ’ ’ . * Edu.catm~ would be b~sed on new .ex.pe~r~:menta.=~: methods that would take ~nrc 
account the diverse backgrounds of the students. Josephine wrote numerous letters and 
proposals concem~:ng l~er college :and had several o£~}rs to he!p support it, including 
one ~}om Marshal Tim o~ ~ ugosla~ ~.a to fake h.er group there aRer ,~he le:R Les Miiandes, 
but the p]a:as :never materm:;:~ze~3.,:~ A.!th.ough the demise c[ Les Mi!andes w,~s, in part, 
mate~:ia!, the confro:ntation: bem~een: a utopian dream a,~3:d th.e .pract~.ces: o~" the 
surrom3ding ~French..s ~ .... ’ .... ~, ocmt} came into play as a cruc:tal :determinant of the end of the 
exper:i:me:nt, At the eleventh hour, when the theatre producer Bruno C=oqnat:r:~x arrived 

, ~’.::~ ¯ ~:n. Sat!at from: Paris with, the re:sources ’ ............ .................... necessa.~:y to save Les M.:~!a:~3.d.es:,: credkors 
bau!ked (Cart:mr " ~ *~ .......... ’ ~ " ~ ,    ~ ~. :~: ..... ~ !::::9~:~8),~ U!t:~matel>,~, the uneasy,, re!at~onsh:~p of... t.h:~s compos~:te 
communW to the surround:~ng countryside ~and the French State made the: dream 



This dream resonates w.!t:h curren~ debate~,, about 
: + ’s + France and the ways :m wh!:ch :tt ~affects education: and socm! access+ 

Bakers iofty d.es~gns ff~r the curr~!cu.~.um, and p!:anmng of her co:!iege resemb!ed 
many contemporary:    . ...... , ~cu:rricu!.um pians in their early sta.. . g.,,es ................ of deve!.opmem. She ai:so 
had an arch, tecmra! mode[: in mind.+ and she brought: in experts m execute ~t, e:,he ca!led 
=on Italian archkec~ Bruno reor!go.!!~, who had designed a coite.ge in Bre.cm, to draw up 
the b! uep r:~:nts fi~r the bu:t!d::tngs+ t+{e designed a series of" r:en pods res.e:mb!~:ag: flowers 
with radia! petals: ~in:ked by pathways to a centrai, college s" ~ ..... +" =~ ............ . .. ~:quare+ :Each pod: con:tained 
dorm~torms, staff hous~:ng, c~assrooms and admm~:+~t~:.at;~,ve off:~ce:;~+ There were also 
cemra~: a.ud~tormm and assembly ~ ..... ’ * room~,.. At! of"these structur~m would: be Iccated at 
some distance from t~he "h,~ ....... ’ - + + ........ c....+ate:au and ~:t:s :hot.e! so as not: to interfere w~th the norm:aI 
~):nctioning .of [~s Mi!andes .s ..... ........... an.::, an exper~men:tal ~rm and tourist attract~on~ One could 
m~en ~:magme that students m@~t eventually ha .e ser~.ed as ~nterns on the ~a.rm and at 

the tour~st: amract~ons had Les Mdandes surv+ved:. :as .. ose. me ~,:~.shed. Her ans 
mu!ticu!tur:a! educa~:i:on; were harbingers of programmes d3at ~ould not come ~mo 
ex~s:tence ~n: the: U+S. umil ~ven:O~ yea.rs later, :a.nd st+l! do :not ex:~st in Fm+3ce. [~aker’s 

p~eser !ng and sh.ar~:ng cultural trad.~t~<~: ns was 
m:peci:ai~y in. Franc:e, where t:he notion: of m.uiticu!mra!, education as a ~brma! .part of 
secondary sch oo ! and uni~vrs ....... ~. ~" .... :c o u.rses of study., co !~: [i 3nU eS t:O meet wi th=’~, es :’::~,;..,s t an" : c.e~ + 



...Figure 1 1 !ac~.,~ ~,. ~q.,hme Baker i~ea,~~ ~.[~,e ! h~::a~,re 
Paris (photo by Franz Kem~edy t:rom the B~.ack Paris col|.ec6on of 

.Am erica.~ civii rigid.is strt~gg[e, 
Wit:h the rise of multi.cultural politics dttring :t~.e 1980s. :and 1990s, Bake:rs 

F ol.mcal image: at~d ideals a:,.sumed ~ew relevance for a~.other genera6o~. Her ideas 
c:amm~m~ty form:afio~ are cit:ed by contemporary leaders i.n Black. F arls a~ 

2001, in the fotirtee~th arrondissement l~ea.r the Theatre Bobi~m, is a testi.mot~y to 
Bakers co.,:~ti,:ltied appeal a,~d the rele....a~ice of her social message (see [Figure 
Re cent: d eb ares~ over m t~lti c:tflt:aralis m i n F m ~~. ce have em~ er~ ged~ i n tt~ e co t~.t ex~: o f Ls: s ~-’t,: es ~ 
of cit:~zen.shi.p a~:~.:d tt:~e rights of md.~ ldua~s o[: dfl~e.ren~:: natio,:~a[, c~dttira[ and e:d~nic 

[~g trims, b~l.t ~al.:~.o .i.n li. tera rare, :[i.l ms, m tl.si c and art: :..A h. ost o f .n ew b i o .:,ra ~" ~ai e s, :hlms 
an:d.comme~n.~ ..... tarm~. .... ~s about: Baker’s l i~? :bega,~ to ag~.:pear~ ~ " on. the intematio.nal scene at this 
t:ime.~:~° Her brat~d o:[" multi.c~fltu.ra~sm~ cc:.t:~pled with .tma.ge~base:d p.olitical 

p~er~:~.rm~:=c~ .................. an.ce", was     suited to d~.e .new e:ra. ~et:,. mare,’., .... questio~t:~s li~gered~, about exactly 
what went wro,:~.g. Just as Baker: had criticized the m:~h.:ag .py endi~~gs ,:~:f he, r early films, 
t:he i:lew biographers and ~hn-.makers se:arche.d for~":a.}~:"~’s to rewri:~e the scr,pt: of Bakers 

l ticti I t ~l~a] ism 



" years,, com:mu:ni~ ~orm:atmn in Black Paris, and m :France 
more gene~:~al~y,= has inv:o]ved the i~teraction: of mu~tiple p:o[iticai and soci.ai 

movements such as <~,:o!!ect~7~ .......... Egal~te,.. ....... . SOS... ..... . ....................... .Rac~.sme and the ~, =~ ....~..}~=.,... ........ lm.m:~gra:nt. 
movement,: The activi:t~ies of these movements also a~}~ct cuitu~a! and aest]~etic 
expe~ime~ts, i~n:c:!udin:g Pa.risia~.ist !;ite~:ature, ava~t-ga,r’de a~t and 

. ~. ’ ...... ’ .......... ~ " ~ S . con:tempo~:ary m usic ~and ba,£ieue c:~nema. R.esour~e~ for the~., e movements have been: 
m obi~ized, both. at d~:e grass:-roots ].eve! and through the ~French State~. As 
edu cad: o hal. s}, s tern h ~as opened u p ~at a!! ]m~ e!~...~ ~, these cu! tu r~a.I in fl uen ces have grad ua].:! y 
begun to have a~ i~mpact wit]bin ~)]~m:aI institutions in ways. tha~ 7Baker                                          ~mi,h~. g ~. well 
have pre&cted. ’Newerthe~ess,:’ ....... ~.. co~.~tempo:rarv. ....... .~ ................................. France ~s ~:,t~!~: far f!Tom Josephine 

~ :~ ’ ......... ’~ ....... .~ a.r~s and Bakers dream: of ~mu!dcu.itm~ai untversa.l~sm. In certain respec.ts, Black :’ 
utopian vii!age ~emain perfo rmat ire: and to u risd.c sim u!ati o ns o ~" an: unattain: ed i d.ea!~. 



.Baker 

Betbre she l.e:~ Ch.~keau :des .Milandes, Baker’ began n.egotiatiolas wkh Marshal ~Ei.to of 
Yugos/avia~ who wa.s thvou:rable m .he~ p/an. for the :Col~.ege of Brotherhood~ Tko pro.posed. 
t.o give her the: Adriatic i.s/a~.d of Brioui on w~.ich to bui.ld the college (Baker aad 
!:977: 272; Wood 2000: 386"7)~ 
A year fi’:dlowlng BakeFs death.~ BouiI~on pt~.blished iher biography in Firench (Baker and 
Bouii~on 1976). ~Th.e .press coverage was exte~:~sive. Bet:wean 1988 a~:~d 2000, over half a 
&:z.en publ~.shed blograph~.es ag.d several masters’ theses and .doctoral dlssertadons have 
a.ppea~ed. Bryan. Hammo~d a,~.d Patrick ~O’Com~or"s ~s~ph&e .B~gher (I 988) a~..d Phyllis 

,1.. )8:)    the ~. ~.st ~k~mwn of t.h~.~:. ¯ ’ "" "~ ’       . ........ 
benefited, ffo.m .renewed .pu.b!ic ~n:te~est ~n mu!ticu!m~a~.ism.. 
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JOSEPHINE BAKER’S "RAINBOW TRIBE" 

Radical Motherhood in the South of Frmzce 

Matthew Pratt Gu.terl 

77~e politics of Josephi~e Baker % adopted famdly cut cross the convention- 
al divides between radical and conservative, transnationa] ~nd national 
and Europea~ and American. In studying her family, &en, we ca~ come 
to better understand the pr~cffces of diaspora a~d transnaffondism in 
the twentieth ce~tu~y. ~’~ can more brightly illuminah~ ~he process of 
ciK~lation, mediaffon, and transh~tion tlu~t s~t at the heart of B~ker~ 

Baker ~ distinctive, ceiebrity-iEflected feminism. 

I n the spring of 1964, Josephine Baker (1906-1975) arranged for several 

appearances at Henry Miller’s Theatre in New York Cit}: On select Sat- 
urdays and Sundays, she would give a matinee performance, chiefly for 
parents who wished to bring their children to see the famot~s and daz- 
zling costumes. In her press releases, ]3aker called these matinee shows a 
"family reunion," emphasized the need for "audience participation," and 
brough t candy for the child ren. Sometimes she would hold a dan ce con test 
for teenagers. At other times, she would bring a collection of muRihued 
dolls onstage, representing the various parts of the world and the children 
she had brought to her home in the Dordogne valley, France. At one of the 
major intermissions, tlhe Caribbean-born dance impresario Geoffrey Holder 
would stage his remarkable, metaphoric interpretation of miscegenation, 
"Dot~gla." One featt~re, though, was repeated at every show. At some criti- 
cal juncture, and after donning a new costume, Baker would step forward 
towards the audience, sit down on the stage, and call the attending children 
aw ay from th eir parents, encou raging them to clu ster in a circ] e aroun d her. 
And then, in a deep and serious voice, she would sing bet childlike tribute 
to life on her estate, Les Milandes, "Darts Mon Village." As she implored 
this collection of other people’s children to listen to her sto~3; of a world 
wh ere race did not matter so much, and where equal ib~ and harmony were 
not just trite concepts, but also d~ly practices, she would gesture towards 
the faraway sot~th of France, where her twelve adopted children lived in 
a castle.~ She offered Les Milandes as a kind of romantic, anti-racist state 
and as an expression of the French ideal of citizenship° 

Baker’s performance of "Dans Mort Village" might be read, as some 
have argued, as a critique of the United States. Historian Mao~ Dudziak 
has given us the most penetrating reading of j osephine Baker as an African 
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American expatriate, revealing her longstanding role in U.S.-driven Cold 
War politics. Focusing on the early 1950s, Dudziak has read her initial 
withdrawal into Old World domesticity as an unhappy consequence of 
repressive American foreign policy doctrines. The result cf Baker s travel 
restrictions and surveillance, she suggests, was a breakdown of Baker’s 
political potential, as the world’s first black superstar was sequestered 
away in France and lost iher best chance to speak out against Ji:m Crow 
in the United States and the Americas. Literary scholar Jonathan Eburne, 
building on Dudziak, has further conclt~ded that Baker remained an expa- 
triate at heart, even at Les Milandes. "Baker’s attention/’ he ihas written, 
"remained focused on the politics of race in the U.S .... [and her] appeal to 
tmiversal brotherhood fell short of confronting other racis:ms and colonial- 
isms as stridently as tlhose she confronted in the U.S." i|n the end, Dudziak 
and Eburne have pointed out, vex3~ usefully; that Baker repeatedly lectured 
the United States on its failings from a great distance and that she never 
completely disengaged from American race problems. But they also ihave 
set her too firmly in an African American expatriate tradition, and within 
the close gravitational orbit of Ji:m Crow and diminished--implicitly or 
explicitly--her closer focus on France, and iher use of other conceptions of 
family, nation, and race. The end result has distanced her from other so- 
cial forces and political contexts that may, in the end, have influenced her 
with equal or even greater s:ign:ificance, so that she has become a spatially 
marginal, slightly na’fve, but floridly interesting, critic of the United States 
and not mt~ch :more. "The pluralistic htm3anis:m of Baker’s global village," 
Eburne has summed, in one example, "was forged in tlhe name of the civil 
rights movement in the United States."~ What would it mean, i wonder, if 
this were entirely untrue? What would we make of Josephine Baker then? 
And wihat of that performance :in New York? 

This article will focus on the discourses of family that Baker brought 
together in the adopted family she named her "Rainbow Tribe/’ Draw- 
ing upon :intertwined domestic :imaginaries from Peronist Argentina and 
Gaullist France, i hope to offer a series of national and international contexts 
against which to read Bake~ and to insist that her emphasis on familial 
yyandeur--headed by a charismatic, maternal leader--was an act of extraof 
dinai3, feminist bricol¢%. Through it all, Baker remMned strongly committed 
to French debates about how racial and national and religious minorities 
could be incorporated into the national and international "familIies" of the 
Cold War era. The transformation of Baker’s life--and her reinvention 
of motherhood--reflected an ascendant, seriously held utopian politics, 
quite different from the American radical traditions of BiIack Power and 
the New Left, and just as distinct from the bourgeois integrationism of the 
mainstream civil rights movement. Perhaps we ha ve too quickly labeled her 
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work at Les Milandes a return to tlhe enclosed domestic slphere. Perhaps, 
too, we have overemphasized her "American-ness," hoping to include her 
among the cast of diasporic expatriates who found freedom to speak truth 
to power once outside the United States. Her distinctive vision, indeed, 
was to make manifest the various {and seemingly oppositional) strands of 
t~topianism and universalism in her family; to render her priw~te life with 
her chilIdren entirely public, and to turn her children into a commodi b~, a 
capit~ist investment whose value as a source of hope and ethical trans- 
formation could never be calculated. This was an enormously ambitious 
undertaking, and we should not limit our understanding of it--or measure 
its importance--solely through connection to American racial politics. 

As a historical subject, Baker resists any easy approach. Recognizable 
but rellatively unknown or misunderstood, she appears--usually as a casual 
reference--across the widest spectrum of cultural and historical narratives. 
Transnational perspectives that challenge the hege~mony of the nation~ 
state and encourage greater attention to the circulation and mediation of 
peoples, goods, and ct~ltures, shot~ld help t~s reevaluate historical figures 
like Baker, people--famous or otherwise--who never quite imade sense 
when they were seen from a more restricted national iperspective.~ Even in 
this emerging field, though, it is remarkable how little sustained attention 
has been given to Baker’s life and political practice. Marking herself as an 
ethical North Star for humanity, Baker detiberatelly set herself outside of 
earth’s gravity. Peripatetic a~d unbounded, she defined herself by relent- 
less movement, dislocation, and self-transformation--from her mother’s 
migration from Charleston to iEast St. Louis, to iher own relocation and 
re-creation from the Midwest to New York, from New York to Paris, to the 
Dordogne, and to Monaco, with stops in Morocco and Tunis, in Brazil, in 
Peron’s Argentina, and in "Uncle Fidel’s" ipool. She :is not a classic "expa- 
triate." She repeatedly resisted conventional racial and national markers, 
claiming an indigenous heritage, enthusing over mixture and hybridity; 
and fashioning an ;dent;b; as an extranational cosmopolitan, as a woman 
without a country- and a women who was her own country.’~ Her slippeD" 
cos:mopolitanism has obscured her life. She does not appear, for instance, 
in James T. Campbell’s Middle P~ssages, a magnificent account of African 
American travels to Africa.~ Nor, quite tellingly, is she present in most of 
the recent work on Cold War international black protests. Kwame Anthony 
Appiah’s work on cosmopolitanism gives pride of iplace to the United Na- 
tions Declaration of Human Rights but not to Baker, who more perfectly 
embodied the t~topian ideals of posbWorld War II "cos:mopolitanism" than 
any of her con temlporaries.~" And Baker ought to stand as the quintessential 
exemplar of the "black Atlantic," that "single complex unit of analysis" 
described with such subtlety by Paul Gilro}:7 Her story ot~ght not, in other 
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words, be limited to any one nation-state. A European and an American, 
"transnational and intercultural," she depended on her own circulation, 
exile, and global connections, experiences, and sensibilities that had, by 
tlhe early twenti eth centu D~ become a surprising source of countercul rural, 
even subaltern, strength for people marked as "black." She was a playful 
and crea ti ve perfor:mer--so:metimes a "plain ghetto girl" (as Ishmael Reed 
once called her), sometimes the vagabond, sometimes the quintessential 
cosmopolite, sometimes a French colonial, ~-md sometimes the Queen Mother 
of her own peculiar nation-state,s One consequence, I suggest here, is that 
her ipollitical formulations often strayed outsid e of all sorts of convention~ 
black Atlantic, American progressive, French radical--making her one of the 
most universally inventiw,’, if strangely iconoclastic theorists of anti-racism 
in an age renowned and now celebrated for novel practices of resistance to 
~-md subversion of the state. 

In Janu ary 1952, Baker left the United States on a tour of Sou th America 
and the Caribbean. Her return to the United States had been troubling: she 
had tangled with gossip columnist Walter W~nchell in a much publicized 
incident at the Stork Club and subsequently found herself harangued by 
t~he Federal Bureau of Investigation (FB1). She ended up ~n Juan Peron’s 
Buenos Aires almost nine months later, in September, and promptly issued 
a ser~es of broadsides directed at the U.S. government. As s~gn~ficantl~ she 
found a countD, in mourning, still suffering the loss of Maria Eva Duarte 
de Per6n~Santa Evita. in j une that same year, Argentine voters had re- 
turned Juan Per6n to power along with his beloved partner. In the victory 
parade, Evita, fading and seriously ill, had rel~ed on a hastily constructed 
support st~d, h~dden under a fur coat, to enable her to wave to the adof 
~ng crowds. Women had w~ted for the first time ~n a national elect~on, and 
~n a richly symbolic move, Ev~ta had been named "spiritual leader" for 
Argentina~La Jejh Espiritud de I~ Naci6n. And then, in late Jul~ she had 
passed awa3q a victim of rapidly progressing uterine cancer. In a series of 
carefully choreographed and sincere commemorations, Argentina wept, 
nourishing a new and durable myth of Evita as the patron saint of the 
lower classes, dispossessed children, and the descamisados of the city and 
t~he countD’sid e. Jose~phine Baker, no stranger to the power of promotional 
performance, was swept up in this nationNist creation, praising her "sister" 
at a me:morial rally and enthusing over the righteousness of Jt~sticialism, 
t~he social justice platform of the Peronish~s. Over the next few mont~hs, she 
took up Evita’s public causes, used Buenos Aires as a platform from which 
to criticize the United States, and allowed Jt~an Per6n to use her politically 
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much as ihe had used Evita, as a symbol of a more inclusive, democratic 
pluralist state. 

Baker left Argentina six months after she arrived, inspired by the 
political celebrity of iEvita. Almost as soon as she got back to Paris, Baker 
announced her plans to adopt her own family of descamisados, "shiftless 
ones," brought from ~he war torn, disease ridden corners of ~he world to 
t~he beautiful sout~h of France. In early 1953, ~e Monde reported that Baker, 
the fading chanteuse of interwar Paris, was on the verge of beco~ng "the 
mother of a family of all colors. JO~_ ~PHINE BAKER, the headline read, 
"ADOPTE UNE FAN’IILLE PANACH~E" (adopts a mult~-cok~red family). 
Spe&ing ~o the press corps from Mon~e C~lo, Baker described her new fam- 
ily, soon to feature twelve adopted children, drawn to France from around 
t~he world, but espedally from t~he global Sou th~from Southeast Asia, from 
North and West Africa, from Latin America, and also from the me~ streets 
of Paris. By the end of that year, Baker had settled some of the children into 
an old chatea u at an estate named Les Milandes, in Castelnaud-Fayrac, wi th 
her husband, the pliant and accompanying b~dleader Jo Bouillon? There, 
amidst the crumbling medievalism an d na ti on ali st touri sm of th e Dord ogne 
region, "Jo et Jo" would raise a family ~n which each child was presumed 
to be a representative of some perfect racial type. "She wanted all races, 
all religions," a family friend once recalled, "and she wotfld give them the 
religion she wanted on the spot."~° AH twelve children, ~n the end, would 
be racial exemplars, stereotypes brought to life ~d on proud display m 
Baker’s well-intentioned "Village of the World." Bound together by her, this 
diverse group would be strong, unified, and subservient to her wishes. 

Baker would have had heard of Evita ~d the New Argentina long 
before 1952. Evita’s "Rainbow Tour" of Et~rope in 1947 was a nearly unquali- 
fied success and culminated in a five-day stay in Paris, including a dinner 
with French President Auriol and a shopping trip with Madame Bidault. 
The. New. Arg, entina, was,. then., a strange amalgam of social justice populism 
and au thoritarian fascism, and Evi ta was i ts public face. "WitCh her attractive 
appearance and evident charisma," Victoria Allison writes, "Evita was a 
spectacle; she proved that poli tics and Christian Dior could co-exist in (and 
on) the same body .... her glamorous image became a commodity: it sold 
the.., tabloids, photo-journal magazines, and gossip columns, that made 
her story easily accessible to a ~mass at~dience."~ While in Europe, Evita 
stressed that the rainbow~later to be the chfldh~ke designated symbol of 
B~er’s "faiD~ t~e" fa~ly~was a variegated bridge joining two places 
a symbol of multiculturalism. In life, as in death, when she was embalmed 
and placed in a glass-lidded casket in a publicly accessible shrine, a veritable 
"Sleeping Beaut~9" as ’-[bm~s Eloy Martinez c~led her, Evita’s body was 
invested with as much cuRural currency as possible; like a saint come to 
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life, She offered the glamour of hope and friendship,i2 77me described her 
as an "Argentine rainbow" and a "Cinderella"; "shimmering with a new 
change of clothes at every appearance/’ the magazine pt~rred, "cort~scating 
with glittering jewels, shapely, brown-eyed Eva {is] unbeatable."> Through 
her own efforts ~d those of others, she was transformed into a dazzling, 
streaking :metaphor for both international, cross-national connection and 
for harmonious cross-d ass coil aboration, cutti ng across the d arkened ~Eu- 
ropean sky at precisely the moment when Josephine Baker first bought Les 
Milandes, and as the older entertainer struggled to stay relevant, to keep 
her flagging career afloat. 

Baker’s "infatuation with Eva Per6n seems inevitable," writes Phyl- 
lis Rose, "[b]oth Josephine and Evita did things on a large scale with no 
t~hought to accounting; to both, it seemed mean-spirited to question where 
the money to fund their charities was coming from. Both were actresses, 
both had come from terrible povertF? both loved the poor with the sincerity 
of identification, and possibls~ with their ditsy charities and mad displaF~ 
spoke better to the fantasy life of those they aimed at helping th~ more 
effi cient bu t imagina ti vely arid government progra ms.’q4 Baker and Per6n 
both had overcome hardscrabble beginnings, adored fine clothes, and ap- 
preciated the trappings of privilege, the symbolism of motherhood, and the 
orchestrations of celebrity. Neither was able ~o have children. And Evita, 
anticipating Baker, turned that to her advantage. Her "real children," she 
argued in her autobiograph35 "were those she protected~the poor, the old, 
and ~he helpless of Argentina." Seated behind a desk in her office, Evit< 
often dressed in haute couture, would entertain thousands of requests for 
small but meaningful support. She would receive lepers, the syphilitic, 
union leaders, mothers with children, and exiles from around the world. 
With ~patience, deep pockets, and a good measure of stagecraft, she offered 
herself up to the lowest citizens of her country and became "the ideal 
mother,m~ 

"ln the New Argentina," Juan Per6n once said, "the only ~priw~leged 
ones are the children." This was one of the "twenb~ truths of J usticialism," 
and it was likely that Baker heard it over and over again during her six 
mont~hs in that country. One can imagine Josephine Baker considering her 
nex~ move in Buenos Aires, so reminiscent of Paris, surrounded by mam- 
moth, hagiographic billboards featuring "her sister, Evita," noting the 
broad social ~mpact of Per6n’s efforts to establish orphanages and shelters 
for unwed mothers, ~o be the mother of ~his New Argentina.> She was 
"fascinated by the legend of Eva," one biographer writes, largely because 
it seemed to mirror her own rags-to-riches stor> and because of parallel 
fascinations with jewels) fine clothing, and art. After J uan Per6n attended 
her opening performance a~ ~he Opera Theatre, Baker was invited to ~he 
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Casa Rosada, the executive mansion, for a iprivate meeting. In early October, 
she presented herself to Rafil Apold, Subsecretary of information, placed a 
bouquet of flowers at the General Confederation of Labor; kneeling before 
an altar and a statue of h~ Presid~ta that had been set up h~ the ~obby. Ac- 
cess ~o EvRa’s sacred body~which was then being embalmed three floors 
above ~he lobby~was strictly forbidden, gi yen government concerns abou~ 
t~heft, which were driven by a w~despread ~publ~c faRh ~n ~ts miraculous 
healing power. As days ~urned ~o weeks, Baker collected information 
about the work of the Fundaci6n Eva Per6n. She toured a dormitory and 
pai d publi c ~homage to ’q a sef~ora. "~ :~ She wrote~or had wrRten for h erda 
series of essays for Critic~, a local newspaper, m which she lambasted the 
current s~ate of race-rela ~k~ns in ~he United S~ates. In her performances, she 
featu red some of Per6n’s favorite d esi gners~D~or, Fa~ th, an d o[h ers~and 
s~ressed her "nueva man~a," her emerging public image as a stylized Latin 
s~nge~; as comfortable in Spanish as in French and English. W~thin a few 
mon[hs, Lynn Haney notes, she had taken over some of Ev~ta’s duties at 
the Foundation and was drawing support from Juan Per6n for her World 
Cultural Association, which a~med to stamp ou~ racial prejudice in the 
New Argentina? ~ 

Ramdn Carillo, Minister of Health, compl~ned that B~er was no Evita. 
lqer "brow beatings" seemed, to him, more petulan t. Her darker skin color 
surely did not help. Indeed, she was a racially marked subject of analysis, an 
object of curiosib~ in ~ Argentina that valued Evita’s light skin and bottled 
blond e hair. The ] ocal advertisem eats of "1~ "vedette" de color" featu red Baker 
as a Slendec elegant figure in a long evening gown with white gloves, Baker 
with hands held aloR in a graceful pose, and an actual photo of "la Baker" 
in her La~in American phase. They s~and in sharp contrast to Argentina’s 
version of Aunt Jemima, [he squat, darkec kerchiefed, open-mouthed 
Mammy figure who announced a big sale at Harrods. But they are also 
distinct from E vita% transformation into the Madonna. Reviews of Baker’s 
various performances emphasized jo}i sad hess, and u npredictabili~ of "Ia 
@era fosefina." Baker Nso had, one reviewer opined, "d decorado sintdtico," 
a cosmopolitan nostalgia and synthetic aesthetic, infused with sensibilities 
of faraway port cites, distant trading posts, isolated tropical islands, and 
the ramshackle cabins of the Mississippi delta?9 it is impossible to know9 
right now, whether Baker began to feel the subtler sting of rad sm in Bu enos 
Aires, or whether She simply began to see past t~he glittering spectacle of 
Evita and to acknowledge the less-than-perfect record of the Per6nists in 
matters of sod al justi ce. Juan Peron’s ham-fisted attempts at manipulation 
and control, and her discovery of the darker side of progress in the New 
Argentina, must have hastened her exit. Like Che Guevara, who returned 
to Buenos Aires from hi s transforma ti ve Pan-American trip in September 
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1952, the same month and year that Josephine arrived, she is rumored to 
have taken a pivotal, unannounced trip to a s~-mitarium and leper colony. 
For Baker, for a woman who desired a new kind of fame and cultural au- 
t~hori~ who enjoyed fashion and decadent living, and w~ho was, by her 
own description, an "unreconstructed liberal" in search of a community to 
possess, i:mprove, and "mother;" it may well ha ve been Evi ta’s posthumous 
ad oration~a con sequ ence of her p u bli c love affa i r wi[h the d isp ossessed~ 
~d not just the revolting truth beneath the surface of J usticialism that was 
worth thinking about as she :made her way back to Europe.~° 

Once she returned to France, she moved quickl}~ Between 1953 and 
1%3, B~<er adopted twelve children, including two Kore~ boys from Jap~, 
and boys from Columbia, Venezt~ela, Algeria, Finland, and C6te d’Iw~ire. 
She adopted three boys from France, one of them Jewish. She adopted two 
girls, one n~ed "Marianne" after the symbol of France, and the other a 
Franco-Maghrebian immigrant. Each was infused with,.tere type. aK~ :, 
Jo Bouillon later summarized, was a typical Korean, "almond eyed, sensi- 
tive, serious." Jari, from Finl~d, was possessed of "Nordic fNrness and 
stamina." Jean-Claude, "our blond Frenchman," was "blessed with innate 
equilibrium." Mara, "a full blooded Indian," wanted only to become a 
doctor "because they are lacking in his native Venezuela." Janot "the Japa- 
nese" was a lover of plants, flowers, and gardening. Brahim, "the son of 
an Arab/’ and ~Marianne, the granddaughter of a pied noir and named after 
the icon of the French Revolution, captured the two sides at war in Algeria. 
"[D]usky Koffi from Abidjan" was suffused with "purity of spirit." Luis, 
[he Columbian, was a fecund Latin through and through. Mo?’se, [he Je~% 
had been instinctively drawn to the business world of hotel management. 
Finally, there was No{~l, an orphan ~ossed aside like refuse on Christmas Eve 
in Paris, and Stellina, the child of an immigrant Moroccan mother in Paris, 
a synecdoche for the jumbled up world in the age of decolonization,a~ 

The children were sometimes collected by Baker and sometimes by a 
£riend. There was li ttle attention paid to procedure. The first two children~ 
~io ~d j anot~were brought back from Mild Sawadds famous compound 
for "Amerasian" and "mixed" children in Japan, "order[ed] . . . as you 
would a take out dinner" wi th a special request for a racially "pure" child.22 
At almost eveq step, these retrievals were outside of the law and came 
well ahead of the international legal agreements emeNing ~o :make sense 
of adoption as a worldwide issue. Even in the United States, international 
tr~sracial adoption was largely a br~d ne% post-Korean War phenom- 
enon. LiberM ac~i vists were just then :mightily struggling to put an end to the 
trade in "black-market babies" and to prop up licensed adoption agencies 
as the solution to a social problem, internNional adoptions were, moreovec 
deeply inflected with Christian missionary and Cold War sensibilities. Bu~ 
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Baker’s illicitly gained family fell completely outside of this new ihistoD,?:~ 
There was no precedent for an African American expatriate, a French war 
hero, and a scandalous gJoba] celebrity who sought to create a home for the 
poorest infants of t~he global South. There was no precedent for a woman of 
color struggling to adopt "light-skinned" or "white" children domestically 
or in ternationall> a lacuna that could so:methnes cause B&er trouble as she 
worked to expand her "tribe." There was no model for a religiously and 
racially diverse family (though Baker might style herself as the Madonn< 
she actively worked to create religious diversity at Les Milandes). And there 
was l i ttle general en thusiasm for the relocation of the children of em p ire to 
Europe or for the creation of a "tribal" reserve in the French countryside. 
In many ways, then, Josephine Baker’s family was simply unimaginable. 
Hers was n ot a "heroic wh~ te a d o~ptive famil}C> 

B~<er’s rapid-fire, seri~ adoptions of children in dire situations~found 
trader a bt~s}~, in a garbage can, with rail-thin legs, or after a massacre~ 
mark the phase of her life when all of the previously discordant and varied 
pm’ts (the tragedies, the careers, and the political activism) reached a brieg 
powerful synchroMcity and suddeMy began to swing together in one heavy 
motion. Les ~Mflandes was a commune, in the classic sense of the term, 
with a working farm and dreams of self-sufficienc~: But it was also a royal 
home for twelve children, who were attached to wildly different racial 
and religious narratives. And it was a tourist s~te, complete with a hotel, 
a dance club, and intruding pap~azzi. As Bennetta Jules-Rosette notes, 
"[Baker] created a composite community based on the ideals of ethnic and 
cultural blending in a simulated tour~stic Space... [wherein] the Rainbow 
Xi’ibe reflected B~<er’s performative persona by representing the multiple 
national and cultural identities she had assumed on stage, on film, and in 
~son~.~" Les Milandes was not just an estate in France, it was a postnationM 
dre~, a utopian fairy tale, and a sort of colony~"an autonomous terri- 
to,q" Jtfles-Rosette sums, governed by a "real Queen." 2> 

In public, Baker went to great Dngths to ~present a utopian, fa~ry tale 
vision of the fa~ly; showing that, like Evita, she was a master of public rela- 
tions. Carefully staged photographs emphasized the normalcy of everyday 
life at Les Milandes~three children opening Christmas ~presents, playing 
with them innocently; even as the mother smiles m the background; all of 
the children sitting along the edge of a swimming pool with the mother 
standing ~proudly behind. These are universal moments wi th a rare racially 
variegated quality; they are also staged publicity shots, not personal snap- 
shots. A collecti ve color ad vertisemen t for juk:e~featt~ring a portrait of the 
family~might have been taken anywhere, and of anyone, were it not for 
the late medieval castle in the background. What seems, on the surface, ~o 
be a hastily taken group shot at Les Milandes is far ~more than that. All of 
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tlhe boys are wearing some version of the same outfit, including corduroy 
pants, plaid, fla~el shirts, ai~d grey cardigans, except for Kofi, one of the 
youngest, fro:m Cote dqw~ire, who wears white, drawing attention to his 
blackness, marking him as a child stilIiI quite different, not yet old enough 
to have absorbed the ethos of the "Village du Monde." "Jo et Jo," as they 
called themselves, smile adoringly at the camera; Baker is dressed as a 
mature, demure, fashionable mother, wearing a conservative Peter Pan 
collar, a light pi~k jacket, and a white headband. The small ora~ge and 
large blt~e balls suggest a family at play; the pro:mine~tly displayed juice 
glasses suggest, too, ihealth and vigor and abundance. Postcards like this 
were advertisements, meant to e~courage an adoring public to visit, to 
spend money in the surrou~ding town, to keep the ideal alive, and to 
worship at the throne of Josephine, pe:d~aps visiting "tlhe Jorama," a wax 
museum featuring the more florid, historic phases of her life. Whe~ Baker 
returned to the stage, when the receipts at Les Milandes failed to cover her 
considerable expenses, tlhe "Rainbow Tribe" appeared in commercials for 
her corporate spo~sors, and i~ playbills, endorsing a product even as they 
represented a distinctive revolution.:6 

To be tlhe mother of this apostolic "Rainbow Tribe," Josephine t3aker 
needed a new image, o~e that emphasized her qualities as a mother and 
not her famous sex drive. So she invited the press i~to the kitchen at Les 
Milandes and donned an apron for tlhe cameras. Wihen she appea:red in 
public, she dressed like Jackie Ke~eds5 trumpeted her humanitarianism, 
and shamelessly promoted her efforts to raise so :many differe~t children 
at once. Strolling the grounds with visiting reporters, she carried iherself 
with the regal poise of her frie~d, Princess Grace. When she assembled 
the children for a photo opportunity or advertisement, everyone dressed 
perfectlIy and appropriately5 including "Mamc~n," who had consigned her 
banai~a skirt to a museum. She hoped that the world, i~ paying homage 
to the "Rainbow Tribe," wot~ld stand in awe of her transformation and be 
inspired by her children, and that tlhe press would rediscover Baker as an 
adoring mother, as a seer of world peace, and ~ot as a cheap seductress. 
In private, whenever a~ image from her younger days would flash on the 
family television, Baker would quickly turn it off, so tlhat iher children-- 
her gift to the world--would not be corrupted. "My ideal is so simple," 
she wrote in a journal, on the day that Les Milandes was finally claimed 
by creditors, "yet so many people view it as a crazy dream. Surely the day 
will come when color mea~s ~othi~g more than skin tone, when religion 
is seen uniquely as a way to speak one’s soul, whe~ birth places have the 
weight of a throw of the dice and all men are born free; wihen understand- 
ing breeds love and brotherhood.’’27 
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This utolpian vision of the mul tiracial family echoes Eva Per6n’s vision 
of the maternal state in fascinating ways. in the New Argentina, Per6n of- 
feted herself as a mother to the cotmtry’s dispossessed, but her motherhood 
was inflected with a certain authori tarian~sm. Baker knew and u nderstood 
the peculiar fasdsm of the Per6mstas. Her use of the muRiraci~ f~n~ly as 
a real thing and as metaphor for so~meth~ng bigger was dependant on the 
same faith ~n power and authorit~ on a unique w~sion of "the mother" as 
a political strongman and a party boss. The children were not equals, in 
so,me sense, they were not even children. They were st~bjects of the state, 
part of a "nationally" engineered radal harmony. Time and again, Baker 
deployed the children as advertisements for her quasi-state, letting the 
cameras roll and offer welbrehearsed talking points about her "Village of 
t~he World." Memoirs from Les ~M~lande~especially that of Jean-Claude 
B~er~emphasize the repeated sacrifice of the individuality of the children 
to ~he needs of "Maman," the titular head of state.2s Day4o-day life at Les 
Milandes looked str~kingly~even fundamentally~different than it did in 
any of the other correspondingly f~ous multiracial families of the 1950s 
and 1960s, for instance, the atomistic, classically American sto~ of the Doss 
family?9 It came closet in fact, to publicly realizing the fascist potential of 
cuRural pluralism, where the unique gifts of each instrument, or race, are 
bent to the will of the conductor and the common cause. What the novelist 
J ean Toomer ha d once ~h oped to manifest a s a su peri or i n d i vi dun I~a amel}; 
control over N1 the different races and bloods in his body~BN<er sought 
to make reN in her family in the south of France.3° Hers was a vision of 
diversib~ utterly dependent on her own extraordinm3~ personal strength 
and charisma. 

II 

The scholarly i:mplications of this narrative of Baker’s sojourn to 
Argentina and iher return to France are profound. "Criticism of anyone as 
warmhearted and well mea~ing as Josephine B ,zker seems Nmost criminal," 
one contemporary traveler noted, "[blur thot~gh her :moti yes are the pt~rest, 
tlhe noblest in the world, one can’t ihelp wondering about her :means... 
Unwilling to recognize differences in peoples and cultures, she is obsessed 
with the ideal of brotherhood .... she is simply inarticulate about matters 
political.":~ It is hard to imagine an act more poli tical than the creation of Les 
Milandes as described above. But the story of the "Rainbow Tribe" outlined 
here--with its unusual and fascistic pluralism--does not square with the 
emerging body of work focused on the intersections of "black" anticolonial- 
ism, the Cold War, m~d various struggles for social justice. What emerges, for 
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instance, from iMa:ry Dudziak’s consideration of "desegregation as a Cold 
War imperative," Kevin Gaines’s stt~dy of African American expatriates in 
Ghan a, Penny Von Eschen’s narrative of U.S. State Department "good will" 
tours in Africa, alongside the work of Paul Gordon Lauren, Brenda Gayle 
Plummet, Thomas Borstelmann, and others, is a fresh, challenging por- 
trait of the Cold War struggles within the narrow civil and human rights 
crawlspaces of the 1950s.:~- The Cold War era United States, Dudziak has 
written, in one of the few books to dwell on Baker, attempted to fashion 
a "progressive story about race in America." When that propagandistic 
fantasy was challenged by "more autlhentic voices on the topic," including 
that of Baker, the official response was repression rather than reflection. 
When, for instance, Baker challenged an evening’s rude treatment at the 
Stork Club, and implored Waiter WincheH, who was present tlhat night 
~-md well regarded for his liberalism, to speak his conscience, it produced 
a venomous backlash from Winchell hi:mself, including accusations of 
"red" sympathies broadcast over the radio and in the print media. Baker’s 
"campaigns against ’racial discrimination,’" Winchell wrote dismissivel}5 
"are obvious publicity stunts."~ Once marked as a subversive "enemy of 
tlhe state," Baker was hounded and ipressured to leave the United States. 
As she traveled from Bautista’s Cuba to Per6n’s Argentina (and points in 
between), the State Department continued to harass her, encouraging the 
Cuban ipolice to interrogate and arrest her, making it harder for her to get 
into the better venues, and smearing her antiracist work as Commtmist 
propaganda. It was in the midst of all this that she settled in for those six 
montlhs in the New Argentina, periodically and publicly telling the local 
press everything they wanted to know about American racism.:~ 

It is interesting that Baker’s adoptions came after all of this, and that 
tlhe immediate genesis of tlhe "Rainbow Tribe" followed her tour of Latin 
America. But the creation of this family does not fit the emerging model 
of Cold War era black American protest, where African American activists 
and public figures used the international, "democratic" promotions of the 
United States, at great personal risk, to highlight the inconsistencies of its 
courtship of newly independent African, Asian, and Caribbean nations and 
its domestic sanction of Ji:m Crow. Balker’s "ultimate embrace of domestic- 
ib, as the locus of her politics in the late 1950s," Dudziak has suggested, 
was a rushed retreat from formal activism and entertainment, and a direct 
consequence of iher blackhsting. Just as "American women were forced 
out of the factory and into the maternib~ wards," Dt~dziak has argued, so 
was "Baker blacklisted ou t of the international en tertainment circt6t," and 
contained "within French borders.":~5 Forced away from what she really 
wanted, she settled for something secondary, something more benign and 
palatable. St~ch an argument privileges the American context. It sets aside 
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tlhe signi ficance of Baker’s reforging of :motherlhood, turning :it into an act of 
pragmatic compromise. ]t suggests, ] think, that one kited of politics is more 
important, or more radical, tha~ another. It gives strength to the old 1950s 
canard that the home was, to borrow from Elaine ~qer May’s work, like a 
bomb shelter, filled with perfectly preserved abundance ~d w~led off from 
the swirling po]~ tica] wastelan d s ot~tsid e.3~ And it assure es th e existence of 
a pohtical spectrum where the hberal traditions of democratic ciw[~l r~ghts 
protest are the only legitimately subversive posit~ons, largely because they 
match up with deep-seated America~ feelings, myths, and w~lt~es. 

Baker, Dudziak has admitted, "was an inte:rnationa~ star who lived in 
a castle, who wore Dior gowns in concert, ~d whose most radic~ politi- 
cal ~dea seems to have bee~ a hope that the world :m~ght so:meday live 
racial harmony.":~:~ We would do well to rethink what "radicalism" means 
if our curre~t formulation, s c~not comfortably contain both "black" civil 
and human rights efforts and Baker’s statist orchestration of the multira- 
cial fami~Iy as equally ~mportant provocations. The question for he~; in the 
context of the tremulous 1950s a~d 1%0s, was whether her fame a~d her 
skills could serve a hu:ma~tar~a~ social purpose and still allow for 
sines, castles, jebsetting, and ce~Iebrity. Th~s was a question that Evita ~had 
~ready a~swered. And B~<er’s consideration of it, co~g after her h~f 
year ~n Argentina, brot~ght her to Les Milandes, and to the "Rainbow Tribe," 
and forced her away from t~he serif-sacrificial tactics and strategies of the 
civil rights moveme~t. She had, as her friend Donald Wyatt has recalled, 
a "stake in the system."3~ She was not going to take a bus w~th John Lewis 
from Alabama to Mississippi, but she would march in support of Charles 
de Gaulle duri~g the Algerian crisis. Her formal civil rights efforts were 
constrained and awkward~fighting for eqt~al treatme~t at the exclusive 
Stork Club, pushing to have pricey tickets in Las Vegas made avai~Iable 
to black die~tele, and traveling to Havana with the family in tow so that 
the kids cot~ld sw~m in Castro’s pool Symbolic gestures a~d, but for their 
immediate h~storical backdrop, no more and no less radical t~han Oprah 
Wi~frey’s desire to shop at Hermes at a~y hour of the day or to open a 
forty-m~ll~o~-dollar leadership academy in South Africa. When one close 
friend was told by an American official that Baker might be a Communist, 
she was "s~unned": ’q had never heard anything so ridiculous. She owned 
a castle~"~ When Baker encountered a black leftist speaker ]n Hyde Park, 
London, she urged h~m to come to Les M~landes so that he could be "de- 
Col~mu~ized,’’4° 

Her attempt to harness the same commercial, "fairy tale" magic used 
by Walt Disney in his 1950 animated classic, Cinderella,, complicates matters 
eve~ further. In offering her family as a valuable product, the purchase of 
which assured the ethical transformation of the consumer, Baker relied on 
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tlhe Cinderella trolpe--and the related "fairy tale" mystique of Les Milan- 
des’s castleqike spire--to shield her family from the Cold War era’s bipolar 
mentality. Disney’s Cinderella, after all, is lifted out of her forced poverty 
and unhappy oppression not through a progressive alliance with social 
equNs--with the v~ious ~thropomorphized ,~ce, birds, ~d f~m m3imNs 
who conspire to create her glamorous dress while she slaves away as house 
servant, an effort that fails to get bet to the ball but by a fairy godmother 
with a magic wand, who creates a~3 extraordinary illusion and releases the 
young wo:ma,3’s beauty without touching the social fabric at all. At the end 
of the film, Cinderella is a ~princess, and bet comrades bare joined her in 
the p~ace for the good life. Baker had good reason, then, to think that the 
sto~z of Les Milandes :might make a good children’s book.4x 

There are powerful echoes of Baker’s "Rainbow Tribe" in Disney’s 
"It’s a Small World" exhibit at the 1964 World’s Fair~a co-product with the 
United Nations Children’s Ftmd (UNICEF) and housed in the Pepsi Pavil- 
ion~where cbildhke dolls of different colors and different races sang the 
same ttme i~ various languages. The exhibit’s "competi~g color schemes," 
one historian has noted, "underlined regional differences, wi th brilliant yel- 
low shades for t~he Middle East, cool blues and greens for Africa, hot pinks 
~d oranges for South America, and shivering white for the Grand Finale 
combining all the world’s children."4~ Baker would not have framed it any 
different, but the underlying ethos of her global village was distinctive. In 
the Disobey exhibit, as at Les Milandes, the uncontrollable exotic was to be 
replaced by the contain:meat of carnival and the unruly mob transformed 
into "an audience that docilely accepts crowd control."4~ Both would be 
dismissed as triviN. But Baker’s children were not exactly employees in the 
service of a corporation nor cartoons created by an animator Despi~e the 
commercial quahties and the "harmlessly touristic" feel of Les Mi~Iandes, 
Baker’s family seems out of sync largely because it relied for its coherence 
so much on the direct authority that flowed from her personalit}~44 

Baker’s Argentinean and Disney-esque :idyll also muddies anot~her re- 
cent critical presumption: that she should be associated, first and foremost, 
wi~h an African American exile litera~z ~radition ~hat can be traced from 
Langston Hughes to Richard Wright. A French citizen before t~he Second 
World W~, she was, given her fame, a weirdly liminal figure in the com- 
m~mity of African American writers, painters, and poe~s who so~ght to 
escape postwar American racism in Europe, or who worked to produce 
black solidarity outside of or against the nation-state. She often falls, not 
surprisingl}q out of the group. ~yler Stow~ll in Paris Noir, a genuinely reori- 
enting work on African American exiles in t~he City of Light, has devoted 
one short se~tence to her fa~lial ve~ture at Les Milandes, and there only 
to set the stage for her death, for what he calls "the end of the fairy tale."4~ 
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Bennetta Jules-Rosette, an expert on this community; is especially keen on 
bringing this connection to life, but even in her capable hands, Baker seems, 
at best, an occasional participant in and sponsor of the variot~s summits 
and conferences of tlhe 1950s. In the early 1970s, Baker admitted that she 
had long felt "liberated" m France a~d qt~ickly became "more French than 
the French"; "It]he French adopted me h-nmedia~el~;" she remembered, 
"It]hey all went to the beaches to get dark like Josephine Baker." "iPeople 
didn’t stare at me," she concl uded.4~ N o other African American could pt,t 
it quite this way. There is a gap, I think, between the exile communities of 
Richard Wright, Paul[ Robeson, James Baldwin, and others, and the world, 
or colon~; or utopia established by Baker within France. Becoming "more 
French than the French," even proclaiming "embarrassment" at the sound 
of an American accent, Baker was comfortable in France in a way that James 
Baldwin, her contemporaD" and friend, thot,gh emancipated by his escape 
fro:m the United States, was not. Baker was something :more than a transna- 
tional exile and sometlhing more than a "black American expatriate."47 

The French Republic, the myth went, opened its heart to any of its 
colonial subjects, offering universal citizenship provided they gave up 
eveD’thing about tlhemselves that was not French. Baker appears to ihave 
taken the French at their word.4s Indeed, in one telling photograph, Baker 
lectures nine of her children--all seated--wearing her Free French Uni- 
form, reflecting the familiar relations between colonizer and colonized, or 
between white France and its darkex; not yet "French" possessions.49 But the 
world she built at Les Milandes also represented a strong challenge to the 
proposed universalism of France. Indeed, after World War 1I, as a weakened 
France grappled on multiple fronts with its immigration "problem" and 
its self-e:mancipating cokmies in Southeast Asia and North Africa, Baker 
began to actively test, or even doubt, the cosmopolitanism or "hospi tali ty" 
of her adopted cotmtry.5° in this, she was rather like Frantz Fanon, who 
famously rejected black nationalism in Peau noire, masque blanc published 
in 1952. Fanon imagined his work, Dennis McEnnerney ihas reminded us, 
as a particularly French critique of France, as an effort to encourage the 
growing moral ot~trage of "the French black" and "to force white French 
peolple to recognize them as different--and French.":’~ Though it emerged 
from a different personal history; and was expressed in different terms, this 
was Josephine Baker’s project, too. Her creation of Les Milandes, deep in the 
idyllic and pastoral countwside, relocated and transformed the immigrant 
debate from the dystopian banlieues outside of Paris to the nostalgic coun- 
try: She used such concepts as adoption, motherhood, and family, but she 
was also talking about immigration, universal[ citizenship, and France. She 
was, here, her own nation-state, isst,ing her own postage stamps, develop- 
ing her own self-celebratory mt~seums and a university tradition, as most 
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postcolonial nations would, extending her broadened social contract to the 
surrounding town, and ruling over the whole thing like ai~ empress. This 
was a forceful interven ti on into the crtm~bling republic’s racial poll tics, an 
attempt to bring the French ideal to life-and to simultaneously remove it 
from Frm~ce--at exactly the moment when decolonization and revolution 
revealed the depths of Gallic racism. In 1957, to make this point as clear as 
possible, she a d opted two children from Algeria, six-month-old survivors of 
the PNestro massacre, found under a bush, as the legend goes. Baker chose 
to raise one as a Ca tholic and the other as a Muslim, a perfect example of her 
use of hard-line means to secure utopian ends. Like the statist, top-down 
models of Europe and Latin America, she offered admission on her terms 
onl3,; and she ptmished those who deviated or challenged those same terms. 
~4,hen, for instance, one child came out aso};~a Baker gathered the family 
together ai~d publicly banned him, forbidding his return22 

Conclusio:n 

The scholarly search for the "transnational" st~bject trolls the same im- 
pure currents, pathways, and corridors that Baker so regularly and power- 
fully traversed and shaped. B ut the utopian challenge of this renegade exile 
ultimately relied on a hardened vision of the state transplanted and remade 
in the Dordogne. As Balker labored to imprint on each child an identity as 
a unique racial exemplar, with a distinct religious tradition and cuRural 
heritage, she used strong-armed private means to justify ambitious public 
ends. She strove, as weII, to depict her family as a socially and ipotitically 
meaningful union of diverse m~d fragmented backgrounds, histories, and 
traditions, like an}; modern country. And she drew herself t~p as the head 
of state, wihether in uniform or not. Her unorthodox orchestration and 
synchronization of identities m this family has, then, a certain politics that 
does not perfectly overlap with the "roots and routes" of the Black Atlantic. 
Building her Rambo~ Tribe m an age of sit-ins, general strikes, and gue- 
rilla wars, Baker’s interest in global, cross-racial adoption was, from some 
vantage points, a counterintuiti ve solution to the problems of prejudice and 
oppression. It could, for instance, bear no immediate, ipractical results--no 
blood~9 moral victory over "frog-eyed" bigots and fire hoses on television, 
no new and shining standards of civil or human rights, no practical inde- 
pendence or freedom from the geo-political realities of imperialism, and 
no peace from violence or control, it could bear nothing, it would seem, 
beyond the pt~rely symbolic and the hopelessly idealistic nothing beyond 
a simple, singular escape from one particular set of intersections of identib, 
politics. Viewed in light of the Algerian crisis, the rise of massive resistance 
in the U.S. South, the heightened tensions in apartheid Sou th Africa, and the 
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first successful struggles against colonialism in Africa and the Caribbean, 
Baker’s quixotic decision to become the mother of a new order of things, 
giving birth figuratively, through multiple adoptions across all national 
lines, to a more harmonious, more humane world, was meant to sound bold, 
heroic, and vision~’y--just like the France of De Gaulle or the Argentina 
of the Per6ns. I~deed, Baker did not just offer a crRique of the nation-state; 
she also relied on it to brea th life in to bet preciou s "Rainbow Tribe," a new 
imagh~g of the Fre~ch family. Perhaps, then, it makes sense to partly 
imagi~e Les Milandes as a Gat~llist or Peronist social justice fantasy brought 
to life by a compelling actress and stage presence wlho could dominate the 
cameras, stay on message, write a script for the famil2; and lift this ideal 
right out of French soil. For Baker, this, in the end, was what rew~lutionary 
motherhood--and the struggle against racism--demanded. 

NOTES 
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Josephine Baker and Paul Colin: African 
American Dance Seen through Parisian Eyes 

Karen C. C. Dalton and Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 

A young African .~nerican dancer named Josephine Baker and her act., 
La Revue N~gre, took Paris by storm in 1925. Their arrival was trum- 
peted by the bold red, black, and white posters of a young French artist 
and set designer, Paul Colin (fig. I). Colin was a brilliant caricaturist who 
had a way with a line. His drawings captured the spirited movements of 
that "wild dance," the Charleston, newly imported from the States, and 
the syncopated rhythms of a new art form called.jazz. 

In 1927 Colin created Le Tumulte noi~;~ a portfolio of hand-colored 
lithographs issued in tribute to Josephine Baker and the other African 
American performers who had captivated the Parisian public during les 
anr~&sfbltes, those "crazy years" known in ~a~nerica as the Roaring ~Bven- 
ties. The vivid colors and vigorous lines of Colitis drawings bring to life 
the extraordinary talent of these musicians ;and dancers. Colin’s dashing 
sketches also convey le tout-Paris’s infatuation with all things black. No 
one is immune, from celebrities of stage and page to shopkeepers and 
cabdrivers. Music-hall stars Mistinguett and Maurice Chevalier Charles- 
ton frantically across the pages. A middle-aged bo,~rg’eoise dances until she 
drops like a limp cloth into an armchair; visions of an elegant black man 
she had seen earlier in a Montmartre nightclub dance in her head. The 
City of Light has fallen under the spell of black music and dance. 

All translations are our own. 
I. A list of possible translations of the word t,trrtulte includes: uproar; commotion, 

mult, turmoil, hubbub, storm, hullabaloo, turbulence, frenz); sensation, rage, brouhaha, 
and craze. Thus, the title Le Tumulte n.oir conveys the energizing excitement Mrican art and 
African American music and dance injected into the l~¥ench capital after World *,~&r I. 

Critical knqui~7? 24 (Summer 1998) 

,<3 ~998 by Karen C. C. Dalton and Henry Lmiis Gates, Jr./~Al rights reserved. Permission m reprint may be obtained 

only from the authors. 
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Le Tumulte noir is a visual recapitulation of and homage to the Jazz 
Age at its peak. Its generous pages, as large as broadsides, immortalize 
the tbrtuitous encounter of two rising young talents--Baker and Colin-- 
and their ensuing collaboration. She loved to dance; he loved to draw her 
dancing. Both were very good at what they did. 

The sheets ofLe Tumulte noir also suggest the communal sigh of relief 
African Americans exhaled in France. Arriving in significant numbers on 
French soil during World War I, black American soldiers experienced for 
the first time a society that was not organized around the principles of 
antiblack racial segregation and discrimination. There, segregation was 
illegal. Hotels, restaurants, and theaters were open to all, regardless of 
race. ~-Mi’ican Americans could dance all night with, and make love to, 
French women and men, and no one even blinked. It was not that France 
was innocent of racial bias; after all, its colonial rule was predicated on 
the presumed superiority of the French, their language, and their c’ulture 
over the peoples of their .tffrican and Caribbean possessions. Neverthe- 
less, compared to America, France was a color-blind land of tolerance. 
On the streets of Paris, black Americans could go about their lives without 
fear of running into the humiliation of Jim Crow racism just around the 
corner. They could become famous, like laJosdphine, or they could func- 
tion like ordinary citizens. Above all else, they could sawer the freedom of 
feeling like human beings for the very first time. 

The Blackening of.Paris, 1900-192_5 

When tile rage was in New York of colored people 
Monsieur Siegfied of Ziegfied Follies said its getting 
darker and darker on old broadway. 
Since the La Revue Nagri came to Gai Par~e 
Ili say its getting darker and darker in Paris. 

So wrote Josephine Baker in the epistolary preface to Le Tumutte noir. 
When she and the troupe of La Revue N~gre strolled off the Cunard 
liner Berengaria at Cherbourg on 22 September 1925, Paris was eager to 
receive them. The path to their success had been in preparation for some 
time. Since the turn of the centur}; a gradually swelling stream ofAfiican 
.~u~nerican music and dance, as well as Afi’ican art, particularly sculpture, 

Karen C. C. Dalton is the director and curator of the Image of tile 
Black in Western ~M,t Research Prqject and Photo Archive at Harvard 
University. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., is W. E. B. Du Bois Professor of the 
Humanities at Harvard UniversiD; as well as director of Harvard’s 
W. E. B. Du Bois Institute for .ad>o-American Research. 
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FIG. 1.--Paul Colin (1892-1985), poster advertising Josephine Baker and La Revue 
N~ga’e at the Th~fitre des Champs-Elys~es, Paris, 1925. Colored lithograph. 155 × 116 cm. 

Biblioth~que Nationa|e de France, Paris. 
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had been critically acclaimed in France. The cumulative effect of the 
open reception to their art eventually began to alter not only how and 
what the French heard and saw but also the way they moved. 

The change began with the introduction of ragtime in Paris at the 
Exposition Universelle of 1900. With much [imfare, military bandleader 
.John Philip Sousa presented this new, syncopated musical style in compo- 
sitions based on the work of Scott Joplin and other African ’Americans. 
(Elsewhere at the exposition, people fl’om Dahomey and Senegal were on 
display, singing and dancing before the gawking crowds.) Two years later, 
at the Nouveau Cirque, African American performers introduced to Paris 
a high-stepping dance companion to ragtime called the Cakewalk. This 
rhythmic, disjointed dance derived fi’om a harvest "chalk-line" dance, 
once performed by slaves on Southern plantations. The Cakewalk craze 
in France lasted well into the next decade, fueled by dance contests spon- 
sored by circuses and dance halls, and by dance manuals and classes ~ la 
~thur Murray. 

For some, ragtime and the Cakewalk conjured up images of slaves 
dancing and singing on antebellum plantations in Louisiana. Iabr others, 
such orgiastic, nonconventional sounds and movements transported 
them to some imagined West ~M~rican village where "natives" and "witch 
doctors" did "savage," grotesque dances to pounding drums. Whether 
characterized as "exotic" or "savage," ragtime and the Cakewalk and their 
successors represented for some the capitulation of "civilization" to the 
"primitive" and led, many suspected, to irresponsible sexual abandon or 
even demonic possession. 

It was indeed the liberating (or, depending on one’s point of view, 
degenerating) effect of the so-called primitive nature of.Miqcan sculpture 
that in 1906 attracted Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso, and other artists then 
working in Paris. These members of the visual avant-garde avidly studied 
and, in some cases, copied Kota reliquaries, Fang masks, Bambara and 
Senutb figures, and other West ~M~ican objects, known collectively as l’art 
n{gre. They found in those sculptures new approaches to form that 
enabled them to reinvigorate the stifling academism of much late 
nineteenth-century French art. I--Iowevm; painters and sculptors alike 
were searching for more than a revolutionary [brmal vocabulary. They 
also were looking for new approaches to the process of creation. Euro- 
pean myths held that African creative expression was spontaneous, collec- 
tive, instinctive, uncensored either internally or externally, free of rules, 
and in touch with potent, mysterious, nonrational, and subliminal forces. 
Such characteristics, I~rom the perspective of "civilized" French artists, 
made l’art nOgre "primitive." It was that very "primitivism" they wanted to 
assimilate into their own work and thus transform. 

Dm’ing these same years, European composers of art music, includ- 
ing Claude Debussy, Igor Stravinsky, and Erik Satie and the members of 
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Les Six, began incorporating elements of ragtime and jazz into their 
works. Already in his 1895 article, "Music in America," the Czech com- 
poser Anton~n Dvo~fik had recommended the use of"negro melodies" as 
an inspiration for a national music. In The Souls of Black l-~bl£s" (1903), 
W. E. B. Du Bois espoused a similar argument for the spirituals. Many 
musicians and critics agreed that the regenerative force necessary to revi- 
talize moribund European musical traditions could be found in African 
American music. Debussy’s Gollywog’s Cakewalk fi’om his Children’s Corner 

of 1906-8, Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du printemps, which premiered in 1913, 
and Satie’s score for the ballet Parade (1917) were among the early and 
significant examples of Europeans recognizing in ragtime and jazz new 
formal directions ~br their own work. 

Exactly when Parisians first heard jazz is not known. Perhaps the 
"first" should go to drummer Louis Mitchell and his band, the Seven 
Spades, who played a series of jazz concer~s in Paris in November 1917. 
The credit tbr popularizing jazz in France, howevm; must go to the segre- 
gated black regiments and their bands that began arriving in France with 
other American troops late in 1917. Sporting cocky names such as Har- 
lem’s Hellfighters of the 369th Regiment and Tim Brymffs Seventy Black 
Devils of the 350th Regiment, these U.S. Army bands gave concerts and 
impromptu pertbrmances all over the country. Directed by Lieutenant 
James Reese Europe, who had recruited musicians of the calibre of lyri- 
cist Noble Sissle, the Hellfighters made the greatest impression on Paris. 
In August 1918, they were sent to Paris to represent the United States at 
various ofticial ceremonies celebrating the war’s end. They gave a concert 
for the allied officers at the Th~gttre des Champs-Elys~es (where La Revue 
N~gre would open in 1925) and then ow~rwhelmed the French public 
with a perfbrmance in the Tuileries Gardens. Paris went wild. Less than 
a year later, the same theater, as well as the. Apollo Theatre in Montmar- 
tre, would present virtuoso violinist Will Marion Cook’s Southern Synco- 
pated Orchestra, fresh from a command performance before King 
George V at Buckingham Palace. Among this jazz orchestra’s forty-one 
instrumentalists and nine singers was clarinetist and soprano saxophonist 
Sidney Bechet, a furore member of La Revue Nbgre. 

By the time the armistice ending World War I was signed on 11 No- 
vember 1918, about 1.4 million Frenchmen had been killed and a similar 
number disabled. The country was horrified at the carnage and misery 
it had witnessed, and deeply disturbed to realize that a continent that 
called itself civilized could, in fact, be so savage. Disillusioned by their 
own barbarity and drained by fifty-two months of horror and deprivation, 
the French wanted to reembrace life. Therefi)re, in the simplest terms, 
Parisians fbund in Al¥ican American music and dance a degree of mirth 
and hedonistic and voyeuristic pleasure they had not known for some 
time. Perhaps even more important was that the French looked to the art, 
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music, and dance of peoples they categorized as "primitives," particularly 
At~ricans and African ~Mnericans, for ways of remaking their self-image 
and of defining themselves in the modern world. 

Josephine Baker: From Succ~s de Scandale to Vedette 

While the foundations of.African ~nerican music and dance were 
being laid in Paris, the future laJosiphine unwittingly was preparing for a 
career as a dancer that would make her the most popular entertainer in 
France (fig. 2). Born in the slums of East St. Louis in 1906, Josephine 
Baker learned from her neighbors the many steps and dances--like the 
Mess Around, the Itch, Trucking--that passed through America’s black 
urban centers during the teens. BeIbre she was tburteen, she had left 
home, fleeing the povert}; drudgery, and discord that went with it; mar- 
ried briefly, then divorced; and entered her first school of show business, 
the black vaudeville circuit. Following a brief stint with the three-member 
Jones Family Band playing trombone, doing dance routines, and making 
comic, cross-eyed faces, Baker got her first break. She landed the role of 
Cupid in a love scene staged by the Dixie Steppers, a traveling troupe 
performing at the Booker "E Washington Theater in St. Louis. Her aerial 
entrance was marred by crossed wires, but her gift [br comedy, even 
when dangling midair in distress, won over the audience and the Dixie 
Steppers’ manager. 

’-Ibo young, too small, and too skinny to be in the chorus line, Baker 
accepted a job as dresser tbr blues singer and troupe star Clara Smith. 
The work was not glamorous--maintaining wardrobe, securing Miss 
Smith in her gauzy, undersized costmnes, trying to reduce the perform- 
er’s calorie intake--but it did have certain advantages. It paid nine dollars 
a week; it enabled Baker to leave St. Louis and travel the country from 
New Orleans to Philadelphia; it began teaching her the discipline re- 
quired of theater work; and it revealed to her the thrill of being onstage. 

By April of 1921 the Dixie Steppers were playing in Philadelphia, 
and Josephine Baker had risen t~om dresser to comic chorus girl. Dem- 
onstrating already her extraordinary energy and her evident desire to 
please the audience, she enlivened every show with the crazy antics and 
frantic dancing of the chorus girl on the end who kept tbrgetting the 
steps and messing up the routine. But Bake~; like many dancers, dreamed 
of dancing on Broadway. 

For the first time in many years, a black show was on its way to New 
York City. Shujfle Along--with music by Eubie Blake, lyrics by Noble Sis- 
sle, and book by Flournoy Miller and Aubrey Lyles (who later invented 
the characters Amos and Andy)--was to become one of the greatest musi- 
cal comedies in kanerican theater: Although the book was still mired in 
the conventions of minstrelsy, the music and dance broke with that racist 
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FIG. 2.--Sussman photograph of Josephine Baker, inscribed to Mr. and Mrs. 
Eubie Blake, 1923. Collection of Richard Newman and Belynda Bady, Boston. 

tradition, conveying a performance of an intensity and an energy rarely 
if ever seen on stage. Shuffle Along was also responsible for another inno- 
vation: choreographing dances that had originated in traditional or con- 
temporary African American culture and adapting them for musicals. 
Both the phenomenally popular Charleston and the Black Bottom were 
introduced to the public in this way. 

Josephine Baker desperately wanted to be in the cast of Shuffle Along. 
During a one-night, pre-Broadway stand, she auditioned for the chorus 
but was rejected because she was too young, "’too thin, too small, too 
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dark,’’’~ (In New York State, chorus line girls had to be at least sixteen 
years old, and Baker was not quite fifteen,) She would not be deterred, 
When the Dixie Steppers closed in Philadelphia, she bought a one-way 
ticket to New York and secured another audition for the musical. Again 
she was deemed "’too small, too skinny’" (JG p. 56). Again she was of- 
fered a job as dresser with the road company. Baker intended to refiase, 
but a fi’iend advised her to accept the offer, apply herself to learning the 
routines, and bide her tirne until a chorus girl fell ill. When the opportu- 
nity to replace a member of the chorus line inevitably arrived, Josephine 
Baker pounced on it. 

Audiences were bowled over by her frenetic dancing and outrageous 
clowning, the visual equivalents of malapropisms. A few years later, a 
critic fbr Dance Magazine described both her antics and her immense ap- 
peal: 

She was the little girl on the end. You couldn’t forget her once you’d 
noticed her, and you couldn’t escape noticing her. She was beautithl 
but it was never her beauty that attracted your eyes. In those days 
her brown body was disguised by an ordinary chorus costume. She 
had a trick of letting her knees fi31d under her, eccentric wise. And 
her eyes, just at the crucial moment when the music reached the 
climactic "he’s just wild about, cannot live without, he’s .just wild 
about me" [frown "I’m.lust Wild About Harry"], her eyes crossed. 

Nothing very beautitial about a cross-eyed coloured girl. Noth- 
ing very appealing. But it was the folding knees and the cross-eyes 
that helped bring back the choruses for those unfbrgettable encores. :~ 

Word got back to Sissle and Blake that they had a sensation in the 
chorus line of their touring company. Every night Baker’s scene-stealing 
antics stopped the show. When Shuffle Along ended its unprecedented 
Broadway run of more than five hundred performances, the main com- 
pany went on the road. The ambitious young dancer performed in the 
chorus from August 1922 until the end of the tour in the fall of 1923. She 
was enthusiastic, outrageous, and exhilarating. Sissle and Blake worked 
hard to make the young performer more "pro(~ssional," teaching her 
pacing and other skills. Their protegee mastered her lessons, as long as 
she was in rehearsal. Once onstage, her urge to improvise and her love 
of acclaim erased the carethlly coached routines. Josephine Baker was a 
jazz artist, dancing riffs in solo improvisation. 

When Sissle and Blake opeued their new show In Bamville, later re- 

2. Phyllis Rose,Jazz Cleopatra:Josephine Bake*" in Her Time (New York, 1989), p. 53; here- 

after abbreviated JC. 

3. Quoted in Bryan Hammond and Patrick O’Connor, Josephine Baker (London, 1988), 
pp. 9-10; hereafter abbreviated.lB. 
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named and better known as The Chocolate Dandies, in March 1924, Baker 
was given star billing as "’the highest paid chorus girl in the world’" (.]B, 
p. 11). (She earned one hundred twenty-five dollars a week whereas the 
other members of the chorus received thirty dollars.) Topsy Anna, the 
part created especially for Baker, was straight out of the racist minstrel 
tradition: she was a ragamuffin in blackface wearing bright cotton smocks 
and clown shoes (fig. 3). The poet e. e. cummings remembered her in 
Chocolate Dandies as a "tall, vital, incomparably fluid nightmare which 
crossed its eyes and warped its limbs in a purely unearthly manner" (JB, 
p. 12). The musical’s "Wedding Finale," however, enabled Baker to dis- 
card her comic persona. Here she appeared as a "deserted female" 
dressed in a glamorous white satin gown with an alluring slit up the left 
leg (fig. 4). It was this image--the very image of an elegant, composed, 
polished performer--that Baker would use to conquer the French. 

Baker’s ticket to Paris came from Caroline Dudley Reagan, a young 
society woman who wanted to stage a black revue such as Shuffle Along or 
Runnin’ Wild or Chocolate Dandies in Paris. Reagan wanted to show Pari- 
sians "real" Negro music and dance. When Reagan saw Baker per- 
fi)rming at the Plantation Club at Fiftieth Street and Broadway in the 
smnmer of1925, she had already recruited several members of the com- 
pany that would come to be known as La Revue N~gre. They included 
Spencer Williams, composer of "Mahogany Hall Stomp" and the more 
famous "Basin Street Blues"; bandleader and pianist Claude Hopkins; 
dancer and choreographer Louis Douglas; and set designer Miguel Co- 
varrubias. (Born in 1904, this young Mexican artist was already making 
his name in New York as a caricaturist for [.hnity Fair. His reputation was 
enhanced further by the publication of his Negro Drawings in 1927. Like 
Le Tu.multe nolo; which appeared the same year, Covarrubias spotlighted 
the energy of black dance [fig. 5].) To this talented group, Reagan added 
the ~nusicians whom Hopkins would lead (fig. 6): Joe Hayman on saxo- 
phone, Daniel Day on trombone, Bass Hill on tuba, Percy Johnson on 
drums, and Sidney Bechet on clarinet. After some salary negotiations, 
Josephine Baker .joined the troupe as lead dancer, singe~; and comic. 
Rehearsals began in New York and continued on board the Berengaria 
during the crossing. By the ti~ne they reached Paris, opening night, 
scheduled for 2 October 1925 at the Th~fitre des Champs-ElysEes, was 
ten days away. During that brief time the revue would be transtbrmed 
from a vaudeville show, replete with stereotypes and conceived for a white 
.a~nerican public raised on segregation and racis~n, into a ~nusic-hall per- 
formance tailored for openly curious, somewhat voyeuristic Parisians. 

Four men set to work on the transformation: the theater’s forward- 
thinking director, Roll de Mar(:; his artistic director, Aaadr~ Daven; the 
resident producer at the Casino de Paris, Jacques Charles; and the young 
illustrator Paul Colin. Immediately, Mar~? and Daven commissioned Colin 
to create the tricolored poster that would make Josephine Baker and La 
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Revue N~gre such familiar visages all over Paris. Daven then turned to 
Jacques Charles to revise the revue’s program to make it more "African;’ 
placing less emphasis on tap dancing and spirituals and more on Jose- 
phine Baker and her phenomenal ability to dance suggestively. To part- 
ner Baker they hired Joe Alex, a dancer, possibly from Martinique, who 
frequented Le Grand Duc. Le Grand Duc was a black club in Montmartre 
where Harlem entertainer Bricktop sang, expatriates E Scott and Zelda 
Fitzgerald drank champagne, and poet Langston Hughes briefly made a 
living washing dishes. The danse 
sauvage choreographed for Baker 
and Alex was slightly comic and 
highly erotic; scanty costumes con- 
sisting primarily of feathers, sugges- 
tive movements, and "jungle music" 
dramatically aided them in eroticiz- 
ing their glistening brown bodies. 

On opening night the house 
was packed by the time the musi- 
cians took their places; they sat on 
one side of the stage in front of a 
curtain depicting a black man danc- 
ing on a checkerboard floor. After 
the orchestra’s first number, the 
curtain opened onto a Mississippi 
River dock scene with the corn- 

Fig. 5,--Miguel Covarrubias (1904-1957), Jazz Baby. From Negro Drawings, 1927 

(drawing first published in Vanity Fair, Dec. 1924). Collection of Richard Newman and Be- 

lynda Bady, Boston. 

FIC.. 6.--La Revue N~gre: Percy Johnson (drums), Louis Douglas, Josephine Baker, 

Bass Hill (tuba), Claude Hopkins (piano), Joe Hayman (saxophone), and Daniel Day 

(trombone). 
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pany’s twenty-five performers onstage, strolling, chatting, singing, danc- 
ing. Their brightly colored costumes were as dazzling as the entertainers 
were exotic. Few Parisians had ever seen so many black people together. 
When audience excitement and anticipation climaxed, Josephine Baker 
entered the tableau in blackface lips, wearing plaid dungarees, with knees 
bent, feet spread apart, buttocks thrust out, stomach sucked in, cheeks 
puffed out, eyes crossed. She appeared to be part animal--Colin saw a 
kangaroo, others a giraffe--and part human. Her movements were.just 
as astonishing: shaking, shimmying, writhing like a snake, contorting her 
torso, all this while emitting strange, high-pitched noises. Then, almost 
before the audience could comprehend what this apparition might possi- 
bly be, she.’ burst offstage on all fours, stiff-legged, derri{.~re extended into 
the ai~; hands spanking the boards as she scuttled into the wings. 

Eight more tableaux followed--including a clarinet solo by Sidney 
Bechet in the role of a peanut vemtor; a "Louisiana Camp Meeting" with 
Baker and Maud de Forest as brides competing [br the same man; and a 
rapid-firing tap dance by Louis Douglas. Then came the spectacular fi- 
nale set in a Harlem nightclub. Ultimately, the stage belonged to Jose- 
phine Baker and Joe Alex and their danse sauwzge, to which all else had 
been prelude. Their unforgettable entrance was seared into Janet Flan- 
her’s mind’s eye (fig. 7). Later, she recalled: 

"She made her entry entirely nude except tbr a pink tlamingo 
feather between her limbs; she was being carried upside down and 
doing the split on the shoulder of a black giant. Midstage, he paused, 
and with his long fingers holding her basket-wise around the waist, 
swung her in a slow cartwheel to the stage floo~; where she stood like 
his magnificent discarded burden, in an instant of complete silence. 
She was an unforgettable female ebony statue. A scream of salutation 
spread through the theater. Whatever happened next was unimport- 
ant. The two specific elements had been established and were unfi>r- 
gettable--her magnificent dark body, a new model that to the French 
proved for the first time that black was beauti[hl, and the acute re- 
sponse of the white masculine public in the capital of hedonism of 
all Europe--Paris." [JC, p. 31] 

CMaother commentator, the French dance critic Andr6 Levinson, ar- 
ticulated not only the French male response to the "black Venus" but also 
the inseparability of the music and dance that characterized the perfor- 
mance: 

"There seemed to emanate from her violently shuddering body, her 
bold dislocations, her springing movements, a gushing stream of 
rhythm. It was she who led the spellbound drmmner and the fas- 
cinated saxophonist in the harsh rhythm of the ’blues.’ It was as 
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Fro. 7.--Photograph of Josephine Baker and Joe Alex in "Danse sauvage" performed 
with La Revue NSgre at the Theatre des Champs-Elys~es, Oct. 1925. Biblioth~que Natio- 

hale de France, Paris. 

though the jazz, catching on the wing the vibrations of this body, was 
interpreting word by word its fantastic monologue. The music is 
born from the dance, and what a dance! The gyrations of this cynical 
yet merry mountebank, the good-natured grin on her large mouth, 
suddenly give way to visions from which good humor is entirely ab- 
sent. In the short pas de deux of the savages, which came as the finale 
of the Revue NSgre, there was a wild splendor and magnificent ani- 
mality. Certain of Miss Baker’s poses, back arched, haunches pro- 
truding, arms entwined and uplifted in a phallic symbol, had the 
compelling potency of the finest examples of Negro sculpture. The 
plastic sense of a race of sculptors came to life and the frenzy of 
African Eros swept over the audience. It was no longer a grotesque 
dancing girl that stood before them, but the black Venus that 
haunted Baudelaire." [JC, p. 31] 

When the curtain fell, some applauded wildly, others booed in deri- 
sion, just as the first audience to hear Le Sacre du printemps had done in 
the same theater in 1913. But defenders and detractors alike shared one 
reaction: shock. No one had ever witnessed such unbridled sexuality on 
a stage. Words like lubricity, ir~tinct, primitive life force, savage, exotic, bestiality, 
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and that particularly loaded word, degenerate, raced through the capital. 
It seemed that the fragile veneer called civilization had been peeled back, 
revealing a primitive, protohuman core. 

Exactly what this meant was the subject of fervent debate both in 
cafes and in the press. For some, Josephine Baker’s La Revue N&gre em- 
bodied a transfusion of new blood and energy for a France stultified by 
tradition and sorely in need of renewal. For others, who held that the 
future of civilization itself lay in protecting an untainted French culture 
from invaders from the jungle, La Revue N~gre foretold the disintegra- 
tion of centuries of classical cultural attainment, achievements of the 
mind over the body. Robert de Fiefs, member of the Acad&mie Fran~aise 
and prestigious reviewer for the influential daily newspaper Le Figaro, 
perceived the threat as being even more dire. According to him, the show 
was a "’lamentable [example of] transatlantic exhibitionism which makes 
us revert to the ape in less time than it took to descend from it’" (JC, po 

32). Predictably "all this talk boosted box-office receipts at the Th&~tre des 
Champs-Elys&es and guaranteed that the revue would be a success--the 
irresistible succ~s de scandale that it quickly turned out to be. 

Baker’s personal success was formidable. If she resembled some bi- 
zarre form of wild animal onstage, on the street she was a model of Pari- 
sian chic in designer Paul Poiret’s dresses with her well-oiled hair hugging 
her skull. Often escorted by Colin, who sketched her in his studio as t?e- 
quently as possible, Baker was invited to all the best parties in the city. 
Soon she received an offer from the Folies-Berg~re to be the star of their 
new show, "La Folie du Jour." Within a yea~; there woukt be Josephine 
Baker dolls, costumes, perfumes, and even a hairdressing called Bakerfix. 

When IaJos~phine opened at the Folies-Bergbre, she was appearing in 
a venerable French institution. First of the French music halls, the Folies 
was founded in 1869. Its reputation rested on its history of presenting 
first-rate, popular artists (such as Yvette Guilbert, Maurice Chevalier, and 
Mistinguett), on elaborate sets and costumes, and, after 1894, on nudity. 
Nudity meant women bare fi’om the waist up, standing, like statues, in 
tableaux. The contrast between their collective alabaster immobility and 
Baker’s dynamic mobility on opening night in April 1926 was as dramatic 
as Picasso’s use of African masks in Les Demoiselles d’Avignon had been ex- 
actly twenty years earlier. 

The Folies-Berg~re was under the direction of a former stagehand 
and vaudevillian, Paul Derval. Derval had mastered the art of preparing 
the audience to anticipate the nudity as well as the star’s (la vedette’s) even- 
tual appearance. The forty-minute warmup of"La Folie du Jour" estab- 
lished the show’s theme: the refined appeal of "culture" versus the 
seductive allure of "nature." In eight tableaux about Parisian shopwin- 
dows, eight scantily clad girls representing Americans in Paris stood on- 
stage as the wealth of Paris was displayed betbre them. Each chose from 
the bounty of elegant clothing and luxury goods, each shopper selecting 
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fashionable clothes over Nature’s finery and each leaving the stage more 
elegantly, and certainly more fully, dressed than when she arrived. Baker’s 
entrance reversed this recapitulation of human cultural evolution. As 
cummings put it: 

"She enters through a dense electric twilight, walking backwards on 
hands and feet, legs and arms stiff, down a huge jungle tree--as a 
creature neither infrahuman nor superhuman but somehow both: a 
mysterious unkillable Something, equally nonprimitive and uncivi- 
lized, or beyond time in the sense that emotion is beyond arithmetic." 
[JB, p. 41] 

And so Baker appeared onstage as the young savage Fatou, in an African 
jungle, with a French explorer asleep at the base of the palm tree and 
quasi-naked black men singing and drumming softly nearby. There she 
stood, laughing, in the witty, scandalous costume that would make people 
snicker and nudge each other for years: a girdle of drooping bananas just 
waiting to be aroused (fig. 8). 

And arouse them laJos~phine did. Exuding bemused innuendo, her 
hips and stomach forced the flaccid phalluses to bounce, the bananas 
eventually swinging in 180-degree arcs while a gleeful Baker smiled and 
laughed. "’This girl,’" wrote critic Andr~ Rouverge for the Mercure de 
Frame, 

"has the genius to let the body make fun of itself. Her movements, 
while making a strikingly original rhythmic structure, go from one 
extreme to the other. What we would call ’soul’ or sensation is ban- 

FIG. 8.--Val~ry Studio photographs of Josephine Baker wearing the banana skirt cos- 

tume for "La Folie du Jour" at the Folies-Berg~re, Paris, Apt, 1926. Collection of Bryan 
Hammond. 
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ished. To be sure, her body shakes as if in a trance, but with such 
remarkable humor.., tile tango takes on a burlesque element and 
the Charleston, as danced by la Baker, fairly boils over with diabolic 
intensity." [JB, p. 42] 

Baker performed the "diabolic" Charleston that Rouverge mentions in 
the show’s final act. From the flies overhead, an egg-shaped mass of flow- 
ers descended, opening its petals as it approached tile stage and revealing 
therein Josephine, in a silk fringe skirt, prostrate on a mirror. Bursting 
forth from the egg-flower into a version of the Charleston unknown to 
the stage, a flurry of gleaming flesh and fi’inge, multiplied by the mirror’s 
reflections and the shadow’s speeding about the theater; Baker seemed to 
be a goddess of vitality, Eros in blackface. 

For the next years, la Jos@hine captured the sexual imagination of 
Paris as few others had done. At the age of nineteen she was already a 
true vedette. She was at once erotic and comic, suggestive and playful, 
intense and insouciant, primitive and civilized. She embodied both the 
energy oflejazz hot and the elegance of the black Venus. It is the certain 
tension between these two impulses, plus the spellbinding effect Jose- 
phine Baker had on Paris, that Paul Colin celebrates in Le Tumulte noir. 

Paul Colin: Magician of Les Annfies Folles 

Paul Colin’s beginnings, if less humble than Josephine Baker’s, were 
nonetheless modest. He was born 27 June 1892 in Nancy, 180 miles east 
of Paris, the son of a government worker. Colin pgsre assumed his son 
would select a similarly secure, if uninspired, future. The child’s early 
passion tbr drawing, however, was a sign that his father’s assumption 
might be mistaken. 

At tile age of fifteen, Paul went against his father’s wishes and ap- 
prenticed himself to a printer. Three years later he enrolled in the l~cole 

des Beaux-Arts. Firmly convinced that starvation was the defining charac- 
teristic of an artist’s life, the concerned father persuaded his son at least to 
be practical enough to study architecture. An observant professor quickly 
noticed the young man’s talent and had him transferred to painting 
classes. 

In 1912 Colin set offto make his mark in Paris; however, the capital 
had little need for yet another ambitious young painter. As Colin could 
find no regular work, the next two years were altogether bleak financially. 
It appeared for a time that the flither’s misgivings were well founded. But 
Colin’s period as a starving artist was to be short lived. In 1914 World 
War I erupted, and the struggling painter from Nancy, along with all 
able-bodied French~nen, was drafted into the military. Having seen action 
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on battlefields from Verdun to Villers-CotterOts, Colin was discharged 
fbur years later with a croix de guerre for distingnished service during the 
war and the rank ofmardchal des togis (sergeant). 

This time, Colin’s fortunes in Paris improved. Ahnost immediately, 
thanks to a friend, he received a commission to paint a mural. With his 
earnings he rented studio space and went to work as a painter while 
maintaining his day job as an illustrator for several small Parisian publica- 
tions. In October of 1922, Colin sent twenty-five of his new paintings to 
an exhibition in Nancy. All twenty-five sold, a sign of very good things 
to come. 

A chance meeting on the streets of Paris in 1923 changed Colin’s life, 
just as Josephine Baker’s unsuccessful audition for Shuffle Along changed 
hers. The person Colin encountered was a mate from his war days, now 
coproducer at the Th~gttre des Champs-Elys~es, Andr(~’ Daven. Daven re- 
ported that the failing theater was about to be bought and transformed 
into a music hall by Rolf de Mar~, radical intellectual and patron of the 
perti)rming arts. In pursuit of genuine innovation in entertaimnent, 
Marfi had already collaborated with avant-garde creators such as Francis 
Picabia, composer and member of Les Six Georges Auric, Man Ray, Marcel 
Duchamp, RenO Clair, and star of the Swedish Ballet and choreographer 
Jean Borlin. For Mar~’s new undertaking, Daven was recruiting set and 
costume designers and, to publicize the theater’s attractions, poster art- 
ists. Despite Colin’s ignorance of the entertainment world, Daven hired 
him. In accepting, Paul Colin entered a milieu of daring creativity that 
guaranteed his transfbrmation from an obscure artist to a celebrity. 

Coliffs first assignment was to design a poster for the film Le Voyage 
imaginaire, which was released in Paris in the summer of 1925 with Mar~’s 
companion Jean Borlin in the starring role. In addition, Colin produced 
two posters featuring individual actors in the film, the lead Borlin and a 
pretty actress with a minor role, Yvonne Legeay. In these, the first of 
nmnerous "vanity" posters, Colin revealed his exceptional ability to cre- 
ate easily identifiable portraits without resorting to a slavish rendering 
of the model’s features. Rather; he isolated a star’s salient characteristics 
and, without pushing to caricature, accentuated them. The resulting 
posters, as actors and other entertainers grasped immediately, were more 
valuable than portraits for publicity purposes because the simplified im- 
ages were more readily recognizable. Colin’s talent for tbrmulating a vis- 
ual shorthand to communicate an individual’s personality would serve 
him well in Le Tumulte noir. 

Coliffs posters for Le Voyage imaginaire were significant for other rea- 
sons. They launched him into a period of feverish creativity. Every month 
he not only generated four original posters to publicize coming attrac- 
tions at the Th~fitre des Champs-Elys6es, but he also designed stage sets 
for theater and music-hall productions. This immersion in the theater 
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was fi|ndamental in shaping his career, just as Mar~’s second assign- 
ment--to devise a promotional poster for l.oa Rew~e N~gre--was decisive 
in broadcasting his abilities and in establishing his reputation. Further; 
and not insignificantly, this undertaking had a transtbrming ett~ct on Co- 
lin as an artist. 

Colin’s first passes at the Revue advertisement were crude. The only 
blacks he had ever seen were Ati’ican and West Indian immigrant work- 
ers. Consequently, his first sketches owed more to the received stereotypes 
of minstrel show imagery than to firsthand observation. At least two en- 
counters helped modify his vision. First, Colin must have seen some of 
the caricatures by Miguel Covarrubias of"The New Negro, a Distinctive 
Type Recently Created by the Coloured Cabaret Belt in New York." These 
lively drawings of Harlem blacks, which appeared in the December 1924 
issue of l~nity Fai~; included a young woman dancing in a short dress (see 
fig. 5). This figure, only slightly modified, represented Baker in Colin’s 
Revue N~gre poster. 

The second, and ultimately more important, encounter occurred 
when Colin actually saw Josephine Baker and La Revue N~gre perform. 
He recalled that moment some thirty years later in his autobiography, La 
Cro~te (1957): 

The black troupe which arrived from Le ttavre rehearsed for the 
first time one October morning in 1925. 

Rolf de Mar~ and Andr5 Daven had the curtain raised and the 
house lit earlier than usual. Just out of the wings, without even ac- 
knowledging the balconies, there were only shrieks and leaps. The 
symbolic figures in Maurice Denis’s frescoes,4 which crowned Au- 
guste Perret’s architecture, seemed to stiffen at the sight of this black 
tumult. Angels and muses flinched in indignation. Celestial harpists 
reacted in visible horror to the clattering sound of tap shoes. A gen- 
eration separated violin melodies from the possessed uproar of clari- 
nets and saxes. 

Harlem on the Champs-Elysfies! 
Harlem with its contortions, its howls, its multicolored feathers 

against coal black skin, its banner of trembling or hardened buttocks, 
its pairs of provocative, yielding, athletic, jolly breasts! ttarlem, with 
its starched shirt fronts, its cotton fa’brics, its boaters, its gray bowler 
hats, its pomaded hairdos, and its odors, exported to Europe for the 
first time the Charleston? 

4. Frescoes by French symbolist painter and writer Manrice Denis (1870-1943) deco- 

rate the interior of the Thc?~tre des Champs-Elysfies. They represent the ,Mnaerican dancer 
Isadora Dm~can (1878-1927), baretbot, moving in her flowing tunics, which resembled the 

clothing on classical Greek sculptures. 
5. Paul Colin, La C~v)9~te (Souvenirs) (Paris, 1957), p. 74. 
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Regarding his first glimpse of Josephine Bake~; Colin’s recollections were 
vivid: 

Dressed in rags, she was part boxing kangaroo, part rubber woman, 
part female Tarzan. She contorted her limbs and body, crossed her 
eyes, shimmied, puft~d out her cheeks, and crossed the stage on all 
fours, her kinetic rear end becoming the mobile center of her out- 
landish maneuvers. Then, naked but for green feathers about her 
hips, her skull lacquered black, she provoked both anger and enthu- 
siasrn. Her quivering belly and thighs looked like a call to lubricity, 
like a magical return to the mores of the first ages. 

I still see her, frenzied, undulating, moved by the saxophones’ 
wail. Did her Soutfi Carolina dances foretell the era of a new civiliza- 
tion, finally relieved of fetters centuries old?~ 

Colin was astonisfied and inspired by what he saw. He remarked that 
"these Negroes made use of elementary means to achieve astonishing re- 
sults in which the purest, because the most instinctive, artistic feeling 
comes througfi free of all constraints." And he added in parenthetical 
explanation: "The same thing rnakes for the interest and disconcerting 
beauty of the t~amous Douanier [Henri] Rousseau’s paintings."" 

Despite his inexperience, Colin understood almost instinctively that 
a poster could not express the kaleidoscope of impressions and sensations 
he had received from Baker and La Rewae N~gre. "Ib be effective it had 
to communicate a single, strong idea. It bad to embody the essence of the 
uncanny. Explaining the art of poster design to his students some years 
later, he emphasized that a poster’s message must be comprehensible "at 
100 kilometers an hour." He said they should not expect to discover the 
idea for a poster in their pencil lead. Ratfier it had to "flower" from the 
poster’s subject. According to Colin, the creation of a poster begins with 
an "astonishing idea, an unexpected graphic solution which itself must 
be on the cutting edge of artistic movements." In his succinct words: "A 
poster is first and foremost a signal."s 

Applied to the troupe fkom Harlem, Colin’s concepts about poster 
design resulted in an image that excited all of Paris, an image that 
launched the careers of both Josephine Baker and Paul Colin. Three bold 
colors: black, red, and white. Three figures: Josephine Baker--hair 
slicked back, arms akimbo, dancing the Charleston--in the limelit apex 
of a pyramid completed by a black musician in tuxedo and a black tap 
dancer in bowler hat. Big red lips; big black and white eyes, hers like 

6. Ibid., p. 81. 
7. Paul Colin et les spectacles (exhibition catalogue, Music des Beaux-Arts, Nancy, 2 

May-31 July 1994), p. 14. 

8. Ibid., p. 21. 
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olives, theirs like parking meters: these were features often used to make 
blacks look bewildered and bestial. Here they make the entertainers ap- 
pear alert, spirited, with it. One clear idea reinforced by expressive typog- 
raphy: energetic, rhythmic, boldly new entertainers have arrived. Paris 
took to the idea at once. 

Both before and after Colin designed La Revue Nbgre poster, he 
drew numerous sketches of Josephine Baker nude. The artist’s perhaps 
apocryphal description of her first visit to his studio fias a familiar ring 
of Gallic bravado: "’She appeared in an unbelievable get-up--red dress, 
green, shoes, aigrettes on her head. Anyone will understand the first thing 
I did: I undressed her.’’’~ 

Josephine’s recollections of that first posing session are, not surpris- 
ingly, quite different. She scarcely knew Colin, fiaving met him only a few 
hours earlier at the troupe’s first open rehearsal. She was unaccustomed 
to posing at all for anyone, and certainly not without her clothes. Since 
neither spoke nor understood the other’s language, Colin communicated 
via small drawings. She got the picture: he wanted her to disrobe. She 
refused. But, as he sketched hm; she relaxed under his scrutinizing eye 
and found herself more at ease in her own skin, until, as she recounted 
in her fifth and final autobiography: 

"At a stroke I lost my uncertainty. Perhaps it dropped away with my 
slip. It’s difficult to analyze it all.., every day I became merrier with 
M. Colin. I called him Paul. But men are strange, they rarely under- 
stand the feelings that they bring fbrth in others. I loved his com- 
pany, usually silent, and the time spent in the calm of his studio. He 
took me to the theater, brought me back to my hotel; he gave me 
confidence. Under his eyes, tbr the first time in my life I felt beauti- 
fill." UB, p. ~7] 

Several of Colin’s sketches of Josephine appeared as illustrations in 
her first autobiography, Les Me;moires de Josephine Baker (1927), published 
the same year as Le Tumulte noir (figs. 9-13). To say that Josephine posed 
fbr these drawings seems to be a contradiction, for each explodes with 
movement. They have more in common with stop-action frames than 
with traditional studio sketches. Judging from their extraordinary sense 
of spontaneity, not from any imprecision in the drawing, Colin must have 
dashed off some of them in a matter of seconds. Others, which were 
worked up into key plates for Le Tumulte noir, resulted from longer studies. 
But even those speak of" movement, not stasis. 

One suspects that, in fact, Josephine rarely posed for Paul Colin. One 
suspects she danced for him. That is the central idea of Colin’s drawings: 
the dance and, more specifically, Josephine Baker dancing. His vigorous 

9. Marguerite Erbstein-’I’homS, Paul Colin, le magicien des anndes Jblles (Laxou, 1994), 

p. 57. 
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Fins. 9-13.--Paul Colin, five sketches of Josephine Baker from Les Mimoires d~Jose- 
phine Bakeg, 1927. Collection of Richard Newman and Belynda Bady, Boston. 
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lines freeze her flexed wrists and planted feet, her angular elbows and 
bent knees, her strong thighs and mobile pelvis, her supple back and 
saucy rump, elastic arms and endless legs, the constantly alternating con- 
tractions and extensions, the sustained energy of a knowing body drawing 
a line in space and making it live beyond the end of the beat. Josephine 
Baker loved to dance. So she prophetically told one of her biographers, 
Marcel Sauvage, in 1927: "I shall dance all my lif~, I was born to dance, 
just for that. To live is to dance, I would like to die, breathless, spent, at 
the end of a dance."~° (Her death came, as she wished, during her after- 
noon nap the day after her final triumphant performance in Paris 9 April 
1975.) It is hardly surprising that Paul Colin loved to draw her in perfor- 
mance. 

Le rfimmlte noir: The Portfolio 

Le Tumulte noir is a portfolio of forty-five hand-colored lithographs 
published in January 1927 by Editions d’Art "Succ~s" of Paris. Each page 
measures 18 1/2 × 12 1/2 inches. Henri Chachoin, a printer Colin often 
used until the mid-1930s, ran an edition of live hundred unnumbered 
copies on wove paper, and twenty numbered copies, ten on Japan paper 
and ten on Madagascar paper. Colin drew the images onto the litho- 
graphic stones, and J. Saudfi stenciled in the color. The complete edition 
sold out fi’om one day to the next. The Paris press (:ailed it: master- 
fial. Many still consider Le Tumulte noir to be Colin’s masterwork (figs. 14 
and 15). 

The title page of Le ~.¢m’ulte noir sets the tone tbr the entire port- 
fblio)! Like the poster for La Revue N~gre, there are only three colors: 

10..Josephine Bakm; Les Mdmoires deJos@hine Bake~; ed. Marcel Sauvage (Paris, 1927), 

p. 149. 

11. The opening pages ofLe 7~multe noir are arranged in the following manner. The 

portfolio comes in a wrapper embossed with the title as described above and Paul Colin’s 

name. Within this wrapper is a second, inside wrapper printed on onionskin-like paper. 

The front page of this interior wrapper bears the following colophon: "Les litbographies 

de cet album, raises sur pierre par Paul COLIN, ont 6t~ tirg~es pour les Editions d’Art ’Suc- 

c~s,’ 7, Impasse Marie-Blanche--Paris--XVIIIe, sur les presses de Hemi CHACHOIN 
Maitre-lmprimeur, et colori~?es au patron par J. SAUD~ sous la direction artistique de 

Edouard DUPON’E" The text on the wrapper’s back page specifies the edition size: "I1 a 

dr6 tir~ de cet album qui ne serajamais r~fidit& 10 exemplaires sur.lapon num&ot{s de 1 

~ 10; 10 exemplaires sur papier de Madagascar num~rot& de 11 ~ 20; 500 exemplaires stir 

papier Velin teint~ des Papeteries Aussedat." 
Following the two wrappers is a first title page printed in capital letters and small 

capital letters: "LE TUMUI21"E NOIR / pA~ / PAUL COLIN / eRgVACF~ DE R~P." The reverse 

of this page is blank. The tbllowing page has Rip’s Preface on the recto and a blank verso. 
Similarl5 Josephine Baker’s letter appears on the next page, with nothing on its verso. The 

viewer then encounters the title typeset in the same animated typography as that used on 

the portfolio wrappm: On the verso of this page is the first lithograph in the porttMio. 
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black, red, and white. Boxy; childlike, black letters, punctuated with two 
red ones, threaten to burst off the white page. They ret~ase to sit on the 
baseline in an orderly fhshion, some leaning this way, others rocking that 
way, too fiall of energy to stay still. The words tumulte and noir march off 
in different directions, creating a shape like the bell of a trumpet blowing 
a fanfare for what is to fbllow and inviting us to be drawn into Le Tu- 
multe noir. 

Two prefaces prepare the reader for the drawings inside. The first is 
signed by Rip, the nora de plum~ of Georges Thenon (1886-1941), author 
of more than one hundred musical revues and one of the great satirists 
of the period. Rip recognized Colin’s talent early on, placed his own con- 
siderable reputation behind advancing the young artist’s career, and en- 
gaged him to design sets and costumes for many of his own productions. 
Rip’s preface turns a mocking eye on Paris in the grip of a Charleston 
epidemic?2 The city has succumbed to the tumulte noir. According to Rip, 
some Negroes in Attica, whose ancestors were slaves in ~nerica, decided 
in turn to enslave Europe. Arriving with no more than an extra shirt and 
a saxophone, the invaders completely overwhehned Paris. Since that time, 
Rip comments mordantly: "We adopted their customs, we learned their 
dances. We vied at Negrifying ourselves." Everywhere he turns he sees 
"Negro dances, Negro orchestras, Negro festivals, Negro balls, exhibi- 
tions of Negro art." The peak of the craze, Rip diagnoses, was the "ap- 
pearance of the great Josephine’s frenetic rear end;’ and the dance 
known as the Black Bottom signaled the final phase of the campaign. The 
epidemic had run its course, and the city was beginning to recover its 
equilibrium. Rip maintains that Paul Colin and his posters should not tie 
held responsible for the city’s temporary lunacy. However, surely the artist 
was correct to set his penetrating eye and sure hand to recording for 
posterity the period of "national... lunacy" known as le tumulte nob: 

The second preface is by .Josephine Baker herself and is in her own 
handwriting. Her preface confirms Rip’s satirical analysis of Paris’s total 
infatuation with "colored people" and especially with "the Charleston, 
that mad dance." She jokes about domestic disputes over the "right: way" 
to do the Charleston and traffic jams precipitated by a driver encourag- 
ing his horse with the words that also signaled passersby to begin the 
Charleston, "He)~ Hey!" She also hints with a wink that even hanky- 
panky at the office has been replaced by the Charleston. 

Both pref~aces direct the reader’s attention to the two principal sub- 
jects of Le Tumulte nob’." the relatively recent arrival of Josephine Baker 
and La Revue Nbgre on the Paris scene, and their wildly enthusiastic 
reception by the Parisian public. In fact, the portfolio is loosely divided 
along similar lines into two sections. The first nineteen lithographs ex- 
pose the intoxicating and liberating eftkct le tumulte noir had on le tout- 

12. A translation of Rip~ preface appears as an appendix to this essay. 
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FIG. 15.--Paul Cofin, plate from Le Tumulte noir 
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Paris, particularly on the theater and music-hall celebrities of the day. 
The next five drawings form a transition section centered on Baker. The 
remaining plates tbcus on all the black performers who created le tumulte 
noir, presenting them both on stage and in the tiny, jumping nightclubs 
in Montmartre where they congregated to party after perfbrmances. 

A flashback of a night out on the town is the metaphor Colin used to 
link the lithographs in Le 7q~multe noir into a coherent narrative. The port- 
folio opens with the drawing of a middle-aged, middle-class woman--we 
will c~l her Madame Bourgeoise--who reappears several times in the 
album. She represents the mobs of ordinary Parisians, both female and 
male, who were seduced by lejazz hot and by the exotic black perfbrmers 
in La Revue N~gre. Still wearing her claret cocktail dress after attending 
a performance at the music hall followed by dancing at a cabaret, she 
collapses into a comfortable chair and dreams about her evening. Her 
first recollection is of a tall black man in an elegant dinner jacket dancing 
a tango with a pink-skinned woman in a low-backed dress. Charged Co- 
penhagen blue outlines bind the couple into a single form and set them 
off against the mirror in the background. In the mirror the man’s head 
is transformed into a skull, perhaps reflecting an underlying ambivalence 
Madame Bourgeoise feels about this attractive but alien presence. Or per- 
haps she recalls the medieval European associations between blackness 
and death. 

The next image shifts the spotlight onto the Parisian celebrities 
themselves. Time has swallowed up the significance of many of these per- 
formers for us, as well as some of their personal quirks and habits that 
are caught by the caricaturist’s pen. Yet in their day they dominated the 
stage. This is the world Paul Colin lived, breathed, and observed. All 
these entertainers have fallen under the spell of the Charleston and le 

turaulte noir. In his preface Rip accused Parisians of undergoing "helio- 
therapy" (sunlight treatment) to "transform [their] white skin into boiled 
leather," and the dark skin color of all these popular idols would seem to 
confirm his statement. Further, each of them is either executing some 
frantic dance step or has been "Africanized" in some way. One famous 
person after another is caricatured, some less gently than others. 

Well-known actress Jane Marnac (1886-1976) is the first to take the 
stage, in the rain (a reference to her role in Pluie). She laughs and flings 
her legs in her version of the "wild" dance while the fuchsia leathers in 
her hair, her short tangerine dress, and pomegranate umbrella reinforce 
the energetic lines of her body. She was the first partner of renowned 
music-hall singer Maurice Chevalier (1888-1972), who appears on the 
fiacing page. The ever suave, ever debonair Chevalier, with boater and 
cane, collapses his knees inward 5 la Josephine Baker, twists his hips, and 
flips his wrist to some rhythmic melody we can only imagine. A cool blue 
brushstroke streaks up his elongated leg and reappears beside his broad 
torso. 
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Colin’s sleek drawing of Damia, stage name of singer and cabaret 
artist Maryse Damien, is a visual pun on her signature costume, a V- 
necked, sleeveless, black sheath that emphasized her pale white skin. 
Here, as in a photographic negative, her black skin and hair contrast with 
her white dress as a young black sailor watches her perform. Damia’s 
cool elegance is set off against the eager athleticism of Suzanne Lenglen 
(1899-1938), champion French tennis player who dangles and dances in 
halter top and shorts on the next plate. 

It is as though Colin has staged a spectacular, imaginary opening 
night attended by everyone who was anyone in the Paris entertainment 
world. (In fact, this gala on paper is not unlike the Bal n~gre Colin threw 
at the °I’h~fitre des Champs-Elys~es in February 1927, one month after 
the publication of Le 7~multe noi~ The invited guests came costumed and 
made up as their [~vorite black perfi~rmer or musician living in Paris.) 
C~cile Sorel (born in 1873), celebrated actress of the Com~die-Frangaise, 
sweeps in on a sea ofberibboned tulle like a topless Marie-Antoinette with 
her shepherdess~ crook. Georges Goursat (1863-1934), whose caricatures 
of theater people, writers, and the upper class were all signed Sere, is 
transformed into a bespectacled monkey whose every limb and append- 
age are in the swing. It appears that Sem--French spelling of Shem, 
Noah’s oldest and favorite son, and supposedly father of one of the three 
human races--has so ~;allen under the spell of the black craze that he has 
fulfilled the naysayers’ prophecy and regressed to a simian state. Mean- 
while, film star Spinelly (n~e Andr~e Faurier, 1890-1966), standing on a 
checkerboard floor, is a Josephine look-alike, with her brown body, 
arched back, perky breast, and bold-patterned loincloth. Singer, play- 
wright, and radio personality Saint Granier is reduced to a smiling theat- 
rical mask on the same plate as Nikita Balieff, who waggles his index 
finger in the air and dances in front of a pair of Senegalese soldiers. Pary- 
sis is transmogrified into an AfYican sculpture perched atop a cane, while 
ballet dancer Jean Borlin in tux and top hat waves a Swedish flag and 
struts a cubist rag. 

Maud Loty displays her black bottom and throws a wide-eyed glance 
at the audience, but Gabriel Signoret (1878-1937), actor of stage and 
screen noted for his portrayal of risible old men, ignores her antics. Ren- 
dered as a mask on a sculpture stand, presumably to recall the many 
African masks then visible in Paris shops, Signoret turns away from a bare 
behind only to encounter something even more shocking on the follow- 
ing page. A totally nude and ecstatic Ida Rubenstein (1880-1960) does 
rubber legs under a palm tree with sherbet green fronds. Rubenstein was 
a Russian dancer, mime, and patron of the arts (she commissioned Ravel’s 
Bolero) whom imperial censors in St. Petersburg had forbidden to perform 
Michel Fokine’s solo Salome in the early 1900s. 

Ida’s is a tough act to follow, but Max Dearly (born Max Rolland, 
1874-1943) does his best. This experienced music-hall performer, where 
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he partnered the incomparable Mistinguett, and film actor appears as a 
monocled dandy in checked trousers and a butterfly bow tie, shirtless, his 
pocket watch dangling where his vest pocket should be. He strikes a fa- 
miliar Josephine Baker pose, cocking one leg and straightening the other 
to push back his rump as his bent-elbowed arms and waving wrists dance 
above him. Ever popular in Parisian music halls, the twin Dolly Sisters, 
Rosika and Yansci, in towering green feather headdresses and revealing 
feather skirts, march across stage like good chorus girls. Finally, Mist- 
inguett (n~e Jeanne Bourgeois, 1875-1956), the most idolized of all the 
music-hall perfbrmers present, makes her appearance, and a rather sur- 
prising one it is. In her typical entrance at the Folies-Berg~re, Mistinguett 
donned a shimmering sheath with a long train, an elaborate headdress, 
and a fan-shaped tailpiece of plumes, and majestically descended a ver- 
tiginous stairway to meet her clamoring fans. Here, she too is overcome 
by the tumulte noir. Baring her legs and her bosom, she cloaks herself in 
flapper beads and dances to gleeful excess. 

The parade of besotted stars comes to an end with the person who 
announced them in the beginning, Rip. He, the critic, stands in the the- 
ater and watches the show. Though he too is bro-wn-skinned and wears a 
bowler hat, and therefore has not totally escaped the effects of the black 
craze, he nonetheless has maintained some distance, some reason. And 
what does he see onstage? Three thick-lipped, grinning monkeys doing 
the can-can. The anabivalence is undeniable. Despite the very real sensa- 
tion black American musicians and dancers had created in Paris, at least 
some French could not quite dispel lingering notions of the inherent infe- 
riority of blacks. Although Harlem was in ’America, these people were 
black, and, in the end, the French associated blacks with Africa, and Af- 
rica with savagery and bestiality, z~ this simian chorus line indicates, the 
discredited idea that Africans were situated in the Chain of Being some- 
where between orangutans and Europeans--not [hlly animal, not quite 
human--was still part of France’s colonialist psyche. 

Two calligraphic drawings, like the curtains on a stage, bracket three 
sensational plates that tbrm the core of Le Tumulte noir and create the 
transition to the second half of the port[blio. The first word-drawing rep- 
resents a black man with big round eyes and a broad grin beneath a 
bowler hat. The words that fbrm his features read: "These blacks inject 
movement. Their mouth resembles a crater that spits out slivers of glass 
.... Their eyes have brotherly pupils. Their eyes have brotherly pupils. 
India ink streams down their hot temples, and some say their granddad- 
dies ate leopard. They have might in their guts. Meanwhile, music is 
sweet in Flonolulu." 

The warm-up act is over. It is time for the vedette. The curtains part 
to reveal the star of the show and the era. Like a centerfold avant la lettre, 
the eager crowd finally glimpses the lithe, coffee-colored body of Jose- 
phine Baker in motion. Facing away from the audience and stripped of 
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all but her notoriously brief and suggestive costumes, she re-creates the 
two dances that cinched her fame: the danse sauvage (without partner Joe 
Alex) t~rom La Revue Nbgre and her solo from the revue at the Folies- 
Berg~re. Every line trembles. The pages seem too small to contain her. 
Elbows and knees push aside the air to make way for the sinewy, elon- 
gated back and rounded thighs. In the center of each figure, scarcely 
concealed beneath the ~kathers and bananas, is the force field from which 
emanated the blurred, rhythmic pelvic movements that became an essen- 
tial part of the Baker legend. Her elastic limbs are by turns aggressive, 
then poetic. Absent the broad smile and crossed eyes, Josephine is pure 
sensuality, pure dance. She is a European thntasy come true: beautiful, 
erotic, African, savage. Closing the brackets around laJos~phine is a second 
calligraphic drawing in the tbrm of a palm tree. Its rhythmic message, 
written in French and a pseudo-African language, forms the tree’s fronds, 
trunk, and base: "Sniffing the ground / and following the trail of/ 
Koumba N’DAO / ALL of PARIS fell / into the black pot. / Koumba 
N’DAO / believed Sincerely / that all men / were black, even in Paris. / 
Koumba N’DAO / mak ana~ / Thak ana~ / Mon Ri-lo-ga / all believed 
that / they all believed that~ / yes, yes." 

But the show must end, and with it, the fantasy. In its place is a 
triumphant Jos@hine in a swishy sundress and jaunty bonnet. Her feet 
planted t?ar apart and her hands firmly planted on her hips, she flashes a 
magnetic smile and releases a raucous and, no doubt, mischievous laugh. 

A high-stepping Spanish dancer, perhaps Vincente Escudero of 
whom Colin did a poster in 1925, leads off the second section of Le Tu- 
multe noir and moves from the music hall to the bot?te de nuit. Escudero 
heralds a two-page chalk drawing on a blackboard of a jazz orchestra. 
The eight black musicians in tuxedos--two trmnpeters, three saxophon- 
ists (alto, tenor, and bass), a tuba player, a drummer, and a trombonist~ 
play the music that will be heard throughout the rest of the porttblio. 
Here, in the crowded confines of a black club in Montmartre, Colin seems 
less at home. He observes more as an outsider than from within. The 
denizens of this world, with the exception of .Josephine Baker, are not 
really people Colin knows. In these drawings, he captures the way they 
move, their style. But his caricatures, rather than becoming individual- 
ized, remain generic. 

Madame Bou~geoise reappears, minus her chair and her dress, prac- 
ticing the Charleston in front of a mirror. Colin singles out of the packed 
dance floor four stylish couples of black men and white women, com- 
pletely absorbed in the music and their own syncopated movements. 
They dance entwined across the pages, pausing in a lunge here, revealing 
a pink bottom there. Our middle-aged Pa~’isienne, once again in her party 
dress, dreams of an impossibly long-legged stepper in tails and bowler. 
Back on the dance floo~; a broad-shouldered, wasp-waisted dandy in or- 
ange trousers and tie, pauses to lean on his cane and size up the crowd. 
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Meanwhile on the stage, Josephine Baker on top of" the piano wears 
a hot pink marabou bustle and lets loose an electric Charleston, flinging 
her monkeylike arms to balance her lashing legs. She is more fully 
clothed--red and yellow polka-dot dress, green boots, and red hat with 
magenta feathers--but no less kinetic in another Charleston solo. These 
frantic images contrast sharply with a drawing of a chic Josephine stand- 
ing on a Parisian street corner in a fur-collared, melon coat, clutching her 
handbag. Colin seems to be juxtaposing the two Josephine Bakers--the 
nearly nude, inventive stage perfi~rmer and the glamorous, elegantly at- 
tired young woman from Harlem--although the implication is that 
sooner or later she will burst into exuberant dance. 

The evening’s mood builds to a fi’enzy as the effects of the music, the 
dance, and the alcohol take command. A strutter in tails, white gloves, 
and spats, and wire-rimmed shades, who resembles the elegant presence 
in Madame Bou~geoise’s dream, announces the finale. Trapped, like a 
wild animal in a circus cage behind the insistent gray bars that punctuate 
a two-page spread, stand Josephine Baker as a bare-breasted savage and 
Josephine Baker in men’s clothing, both unleashing a red-hot Charleston. 
With this feverish sexual fantasy, the show reaches its climax. 

One last nattily dressed black dancer, two parallel S-curves defining 
his torso and slim hips, touches his bowler and gives us a parting glance. 
Outside the club, where Josephine Baker; the musicians, and the clubs’ 
unflagging patrons are still visible through the open doorway, the door- 
man bows and bids us, "Good night." On a climactic double-page spread, 
the jazz musicians, seen against a backdrop of their cruise liner from 
America and scenes of Paris, play one last number. Then what happens? 
La Baker does one last unfbtgettable, kaleidoscopic Charleston. 

Thus ends the portfolio, its final page reserved for laJos@hine, the 
dynamic pertbrming phenomenon from America who popularized Aft’i- 
can .~nerican music and dance in France. In doing so, Josephine Baker 
became the symbol ofle tumuIte noir and of the inebriating etIEct the black 
craze had on the Parisian public. 

Between 1925 and 1927 the French capital experienced a small inva- 
sion of Afi~ican Americans armed with the music of jazz and the move- 
ment of the Charleston and the Black Bottom. Paris christened Josephine 
Baker the invaders’ leader and gladly surrendered to their conquering 
influence. Many Parisians welcomed this "transfusion of new blood" and 
the therapeutic efIEct they assumed it would exercise over a decadent 
civilization desperately in need of renewal. 

This climate of openness would not last, however. Already in 1921 
what became known, as "The Call to Order" in postwar France had been 
issued, admonishing a return to French "classical" traditions and a rejec- 
tion of such foreign influences as .African art and At~ican ~anerican music 
and dance. Throughout Europe, resentment mounted against foreign 
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workers taking jobs from impoverished locals struggling in weak econo- 
mies. And although the National Socialist party would not come to power 
in Germany until 1933, the first volume of Adolf Hitler’s Mein Karapf had 
already appeared in 1925. His anti-Jewish, anti-Negro (whom he called 
"half-apes"), anti-anything-non-Aryan ideas were circulating widely. 
Thus, when Baker embarked on a year-long European tour in 1928, the 
enthusiastic reception Paris had given her was not equaled elsewhere. In 
Vienna conservative opposition called her "degenerate" and her perfor- 
mance "pornographic." In Budapest the audience resented seeing so 
many blacks on a Hungarian stage. And in Munich the police charged 
that her performance might create disturbances and corrupt public mor- 
als, and therefore banned it. 

Paul Colin’s Le Tumulte noir captures a complex, intercultural mo- 
ment. Through Colin’s drawings, we sense the delight and disorientation 
that Paris experienced when it first encountered Af’rican ~Amaerican music 
and dance in the persons of Josephine Baker and La Revue Nbgre. 

Josephine Baker was primitivist-modernism on two legs, the cubists’ 
art n?g’re in naked, human form. Despite its unparalleled degree of ac- 
ceptance of, and acclaim for, a black performer, Colin’s magnificently 
haunting recapitulation of received primitivist simian stereotypes only 
underscores the partial success that art can have in the grand combat 
against racism. 

Appendix: A Translation of Rip X Preface 

I do not believe it is fhir to hold Paul COLIN, recognized portraitist 
of Empress Josephine Baker, responsible for the Charlestonesque epi- 
demic-indeed Charentonesque epidemic--which swooped down on 
Paris and its suburbs two ),ears ago. In fact the vomito ztegro which infects 
our walls made its appearance well before they became covered with ef- 
figies glorifying the famous black star. Fo~; since the armistice, Parisians 
stricken with Negropathy began obeying Uncle Tom’s ukase. 

Negroes in Africa, whose tbrebears were promoted slaves in America, 
dreamed one day of reducing Europe into slavery in turn. Therefbre, 
they got on the road, traveling with only an extra shirt and a saxophone 
fi~r baggage. They disembarked two by two, three by three, Kaffir by Kaf- 
fir. They invaded, Fulani by Fulani, the old continent and, if we can be- 
lieve the Havas "I~avel Agency, they headed for Paris. 

From then on we adopted their customs, we learned their dances. 
We vied at Negrifying ourselves. 

At the Chatham Ba~; which has become a branch for the Bahr-el 
Ghazal, you can see gentlemen conscientiously blackening themselves. 
Over tea at the C(h)arl(es)ton, you can hear hens (Sudanese, no doubt) 
whispering mysteriously, "My Coco, nay Coco." 
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From (Ivory) Penteco(a)st to Toussaint [All Saints’ Day] (I2Ouverture) 
there were only Negro dances, Negro orchestras, Negro festivals, Negro 
balls, exhibitions of Negro art. 

There was the Congo show. 
At that time Mr. Solomon Reinach declared Mrs. Jane Cheirel rigor- 

ously Hottentot. Everyone was crazy for Pola Negri. The Baedecker 
Guide for foreigners visiting our capital was replaced by the Baker Guide. 
And every woman in Paris demanded heliotherapy to turn her white skin 
into boiled leather, 

And it was at the Canni-bal(l) of the Countess d’Iguidi that someone 
took it upon himself to propose to the Academic Frangaise a poet who 
speaks petit n~gre [broken French]: Mr. Paul ValOry. 

The appearance of the great Josephine’s frenetic rear end marked 
the apex of the TUMULTE NOIR and led to the final attack, 

The black bottom dance was in some way the delirium tremens of Ne- 

gromania. Thank God, the epidemic seems to be subsiding. The craze 
tends to be more localized. The cases of wild madness are decreasing. 
Fewer old ladies are dying from dancing the Charleston. And the convul- 
sionaries of tropical choreography are more rare. 

Just have a seat. This too shall pass. 
Paul Colin therefbre was right to record fi)r future generations this 

period of national, secular; and obligatory lunacy. Under his incisive pen- 
cil, which is both scalpel and lancet, these plates of Life in Paris fi’om 1918 
to 1928 seem intended for some Dupuytren Museum [sm’gical museum]. 

The piercing art of Paul Colin, its schematic stylization rooted in a 
rigorous knowledge of drawing, and its incredible sense of movement will 
make it possible fbr f~ature ballerinas to reconstruct inodern dances, just 
as we have been able to rediscover steps hoImring the Panatheneans from 
Greek vase paintings. 

And the ballerinas of the future will be directed immediately to a 
special clinic at the D~p6t. 

Rip 
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ANNE ANLIN CHENG 

Skins, Tattoos, and Susceptibility 

98 

WHY SItOULD MODERN ARCtIITECTS VvTHO abhor ornamentation, 
tattoos, and other sensnal markings choose to think abont the sur~hces of 
their buildings as "skins"? What fbllows is a story about a fbreti~ther of mod- 
em European architecture, a black burlesqne star, and their mnmal 
romance over skin and cladding. This is also a story abont how we read what 
is on the s~r~ce. 

Betbre we enter the unexpected conwwsation beB~een Josephine Baker 
and Adolf Loos~which reveals a passionate dialog~m be~een the skins o[’ 
raced bodies and modern buildings~let ~as ~prepare tin’selves by noting the 
primacy o[" s~r[sce and the be~aristic challenges that accompany it in the 
early n~enfieth centur}5 a preoccupation observable in philosoph> litera- 
ture, art, and science. Ew~n at a qnick glance, we see that a fixation with sup 
face serves as a cornerstone for a host o:[ modernist innovations in a varie{:y 
of disciplines: in literature, {t~ink of Oscar WiMe’s mrn to superficiality and 
Virginia Woo!f’s description of life as "a semi-transparent enw:Iope"; in art, 
of the tr@:ctory from Cezanne’s planar surfaces to Cubism to Andy Warhol’s 
quip, "If you want to know all about Andy Warhol, just look at the surface"; 

in architecture, of the conOnniV fkom Le Corbusier’s blank white walls 
the "surf?,ce talk" tha~ dominates architectural debates today; in science, of 
the accelerated development of scopic technolo~" and the birth of what 
Hugh Kenner calls "transparent technolo~+’; and, finallB even in psycho- 
analysis, of the reputed shif~ in Sigmund Frend’s approach to deciphering 
trauma fkom an "excavating archeology" ~o a "surf~me archeolo~’".,. Of 
co~rse it can be sNd that N1 these shifts are not reNly moves to the suriSce 
but in tSct reconfirm the surf}me-depth binaW (tbr instance, by repro&icing 
the sm’tdce as essence). }2:t these engagements, ~xen tlirtations, with the 
thce bare also led to protbund reimaginings o~’ the relationship beg~een 
interiorly, and exterioriD~ be~een essence and covering. These imaginings 
have in turn impacted fl~e histo,T of how racialized sMn is seen, read, and 
(de)vahmd. So wha~ can snrface (or skin) be or do if i~ is ~t0t.jus[: a cover? 

A B S T RA C T This essay tells the story of the performer Josephine Baker and the architect Adolf Lots 

as a way to track an unexpectedly intimate dialogue between the making of the so-called "denuded mod- 

ern sm’face" and the spectacle of black skin at the turn of the twentieth century. This connection in turn 

compels a reconsideration of the way we read (as) modern subjects. / REPRESENTATIONS 108. Fall 
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~I-b answer this question, we have to overcome two conditions in contem- 

porary critical practice: first, a philosophic history that perceives lhe visual as 

deceptive; second, an epistemological history that thrives on a hermeneutics 

of suspicion. As Martin Jay has demonstrated, although Western culture ha~ 

long been thoughta ~ to be highls~    ~ oculax~centric, its philosophical tradition, 

from Plato to Lacan, has in [hct harbored a deep suspicion, even denigra- 
tion, o[" the realm o[’ the visuN and, by implications, the superficial] Today 

the mora! economy of the visual contimms to exert its p~fll. Especially when 

it cornes to representations of women and racia! minori~iies, the visual is 

almost always negatively inflected and is usually seen as a too! of commodifi- 

cation and o[~jectification. And where the visual does ge~: recuperated by 

liberal rhetoric, this recupera~:ion seems limited to gestures of idealization 

or autf~entication. But neither vilification nor veneration can adequately 

address the phenomeno! ~g~cal, social, and psychica! contradictions inhering 

in what it means t0 be visible, especiNly fbr a su~ect at once all-too-seen and 

not seen at all. 

There is a similar sense of limitation in con{empora~ critical practice 

fbcused on critiques of powec whereby {he procedure of s?~p{omafic read- 

ing, driven by a hermeneufics of suspicion aimed a{ exposing ideolo~’, has 

ended up producing entrenched ideologies of its own. In his essay "Why Has 

Critique R~m Out o[’ Steam?" Bruno Latour tells us that a hermenemics of 
nothing but s~spicion has led us to the death o[’ ~’th e critic!l spi tit." ~ t {e con- 

tends that, in the eagerness to expose hidden ideological contents, contempo- 

rmT criticism has replaced iconoclasm ~4th more iconoclas:m, reconstituting 

the critic as the source of epistemologica! maste~" who, in his words, "cease- 

lessly transfbrm[s] the whole rest of the world into hake believers, into 

fetishists, into hapless victims of domination" (243). Meanwhile, on the 

other side of the fetishistic prq~ectk)ns, critics are eager to posit no~:ions of 

individual agency or truth claims (what Edward Said once called "brute rea!- 

ity") as antidotes.3 Hence, riot only is progressive critical authority being 

shored up and perpetrators vilified, but so is tt~e otherness of the ~’other" 

being preserwxt even as it is decrkx-t. In this sense, a hermeneutics of suspi- 

cio~ has accompanied a~d reeled the discourse of idemi{y politics. 

This paradox of recognifio~ touches evem or especialb~ those racialized 

intellectuals engaged in the construction of countemarrafives {hat are some- 

times narratives of selfZidentification in the service of ~he production of 
academic knowledge. Whe~ Henry ~M reminds us that "the ethnographic 

imagination 1N, i~ making a place seem strange and the~ gradualb, replac- 

ing the con fi~sion with knowledge that made the place and the people see:m 

thmiliar eno~gh ~o be understandable and perhaps even admirable," we are 

compelled to ask whether race and ethnic scholars are flee from the sway 
the ethnographic imagination.4 Indeed, if’ rei[ication and o~ectification are 
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the dangers of paying too lavish an attention to diit~rence, then we must 
remind ourselves that tt~e liberal gesture is not ~ee f~om the domain of ~he 

i~tish and is noc itseK symptom flee. 1 do not raise these issues as a critique 

of, or an explanation fur, the double conscio~lsness b~ilt into the critical 

stance o1" the racialized intellectu!l in race studies. Rather; 1 am interested in 

confronting this dually, in order to explore how o~lr methods might be 

revised so as to acknowledge both this investment and the double-edged 

nature of recognition. For confronting the m~seemly e~)oyment of others 

invariably brinKs~or ought to bring~one face to ~ace with the ethical limits 

of one’s own pleasures. 

In spite of our cu! tivatcd im patience wi th iden city politics and au:en- 

dant notions of esscntia!ism, those of us working in a field or fields orga- 

nized under idcnlificator~" rubrics continue to engage with identil:y politics 

and its irresolvable contradiction: the :Pact that i[ both offers a vital means 

of individual and communal affirmation and also represems a persistent 

mode of limitation and reinscripfion. This is why idemicy~driven fields of 

inquiry have acquired i~s~imcio~al recognicio~ in ~he last fit%y years and 
continued co sutikr fl-om whac Hazel Carby calls "cultural apartheid" as 
well.5 We might say chat this paradoxical since of att~irs is ~he resuk of 

larger ongoing instkmional and cultural discrimination, which ic certainly 

may be, b~st i{" the mission of d~ese fields has been ~o battle chat marginal- 

izadon, then we mus~ confi’onc the prospec~ that the achievement o{" disci- 
plina~ seams has no~ done ~he work it was meant to do]~ It is not ~hac I no 

longer believe in symptoms or their pocemial co signif}; buc rather 

question whether we might imagine, in ~he flm~re of h~mmnist crifica! 

practices, a ber:menemics be)~ond suspicion. When it comes m the history of 

prt~iudicc and discrimination, I am less concerned than Latour is that read- 

ing for symptoms might produce, in his words, "ilh~sions of pr@sdicc" 

where there are none, but I do take to hear~ his insigh~ tha~ all this reading- 

~ 
/ for-what-is-underneath has produced a stable o{{jectisut:{jcc[ (reaJerl text) 

dyad that no~ only is illusory but also has blinded us m what might be writ- 

ten on [he smface~a surface, fln’thermore, ~hat may have more to yield 

tha~ idemiV categories. 

N1 of this may sound like an odd li~e of inquiry coming t7om someone 

trained i~ psychoanalytic chinking, bm d~e sFm[)fomatic Freud has never 

seemed as imriguing to me as the susc@UbleFreud. ’I’hac is co say, i~ opening 
up the radical indeterminacy of human desires and subjectivity; the psycho- 

analysis ~hat imerescs me attends ~o, rather chart shins dowm the flexibiliV 

and receptiveness o{" the sul?lec~ and o~lecc gripped in narratives of power. 

When i~ comes 

instance, ~he ideological suspects~imperialism, colonial culpabili~t whke 

racism, chatadnism~are {~r from new. Wha~ remains vexing in ~he critique 
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of power and what continues to grip our eyes and minds, however, are 
challenges presented by what I call visual pleasure in the contaminated 
zone: how to read those nmrky moments o1" contamination when reification 
and recognition fi~se, when conditions of su[?jecthood and ot~jecthood 
merge, when the ~fishist savors his or her own wwtiginous intimacy with 
the dreamed object and vice wwsa. In speaking of Josephine Baker and the 
negrophilia O~at swept E~rope in the 1920s, the poet and novelist Ivan Goll 
observed in 1926: "But is O~e Negro in need o[’ us, or are we not sooner in 
need of her?’’7 There can hardly be a more succinc~ sel:gdiagnosis of Euro- 
pean Primifivism’s need for and prqjection of the ’"racia! o~he~:" Indeed, 
when it comes to a phenomenon like Primitivist Modernism, what contin- 
ues to invite reading is no~ co!onial ~deology s repressed content b~ its 
@ressivenes:s. 

To read this expressiw~ness, then, presents not so much a challenge 
excavation as of’ atmntion. What wonld it mean to take lhat "need fbr the 
other" seriously? And what would it mean ~o understand the "racial other" as 
also needing otherness? One of the reasons i am so invested in the question 
of modern snrfdce has to do with i[s inOmate relationship to the visualization 
of racialized skin in the twentieth cenmW. The European modernis~ aes- 
thetic history of "surfdce" (tha~ which covers and houses bodies) and the 
philosophic disconrse about "interiorib# (that which has been privileged as 
recessed and essential) provide 0~e veW terms on which modern racial legi- 
biliD~ in the West, what Frantz Fanon calls the "epidermalizafion of" 
ida" is linmed,s ~Bm the relationship ben~een the dress of" cNilizaOon and the 
"t~ct of blackness" mW signal something other than antagonism or dis- 
avowal. The perennial opposition beg~een what is open and naked versus 
what is w:iled and hMden has been as important to the racist imagination as 
it has to the critical interwmtion designed to decode it. For the racist, nake& 
ness signals rawness, animalit> dumb flesh and is repeatedly inw)ked, 
socially and legally, as the sign of the inhuman and 0~e other: For the critic!l 
race theorist, [hat nakedness is deconstructed as an entirely socialized and 
juridicized concept yet nonetheless reproduced as that which irreducibly 
indexes s~n’s visual legibiliv: "Look, a Negro!" (Fanon).9 What happens 
when we challenge the most readily available terms fbr describing the body 
fixed by that racist injunction? 

Sometimes it is not a question of what the visible hides but how it is that 
we have f~iled to see certain things on its surf?,ce. This essay does not (and 
does not wish to) dictam a method of reading. Instead, it attempts to enact 
a mode of reading called [br by the inchoative communion beaveen its 
objects of" analysis. I propose that re-approaching Primitivist Modernism 
compels what might be called a hermeneufics o[’ s~scepfibili~t rather than 
suspicion. By this 1 mean a reading practice that is willing to jbff0w, rather 
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than suppress, the wayward life of the subject and object in dynamic inte> 
thceo Confronting these sites and sights of visual pleasures and exchanges 
l~as :meant that we, too, have had to read pro:misc~m~sly: to step outskle o[’ 
the moral economies of the vis~ml, the categorical, and the critical; to be led 
by and attend to what the "o~jects" t~ave to teach us. In a wa~ tt~at is what 
the modernists did~and t~ere I include bott~ the subjects and o~jects 
Primitivist Modernism. Alongside acts of" greed, misrecognition, and bor- 
rowing, riley also immo:sed tt~emseNes in skins not their own and, tt~ro~gh 
that inhabitation, constructed themselw:~s as imagined su[~jects: a mutual 
pedagogy of erotics. 

Fabricated Nakedness 
and Dreamed Coverings 

In his 1898 essay ~’The Principle of Cladding," Adolf I,oos (1870- 

1~}~-’~-’~ one of the tbnnding fathers of modern architecture and a Viennese 

contemporary of Freud, attributes the origin of architecture not to struc- 

ture or solid material, as might be expected, but to mobile surfaces: [hbric, 

even skin. He writes: 

In the beginning was cladding [Be~leid~r,g’] .... The covering is the oldest architec- 
tural derail. Originally it was made ou~ of animal skins or textile pro(h~c~s. Th~s 
meaning of the word [Deckd] is s~J]l known ~:oday in the German languages. Then 
the covering had to be put up somewhere if it were to aflBrd enough shelter: . . . 
Thus the walls were added .... [But] cladding is even older than su’ucmre]° 

In tt~is acco~mt, walls are of secondaW concern and really come into being as 
an afterthought. Lots explicitly takes his Meas about the primacy of 
cladding from the German historian and architect Gouifiried Semper; who 
believed that textile was the primary stimulus for al! figuration in both ar’chi- 
tecmre and art and considered the first art It be the human adornment of 
the body on skin, beginning with tattoos and ex~ending to clothing. ~ 

This preoccnpation witt~ primi~:ive cladding, howevec will prow~ ~:o be 
something of a theoreOcal conundrum when Lots develops an aller~" to 
primiove arts, especially the tattoo, in his other mos~ well-known essa?~ pikhily 
tried "Ornamem and Crime" (1908), Lots snmmafily dismisses ornamenta- 
tion in archimctnral practice. Labeling the ni~eteemh-century Secessionists’ 
penchant f~r archimcmral covering useless, pathological, degenerate, and 
crimi~N, Lots compares such pret>re~ces to "the [childish and amorN] tak- 
tots of the Papuan.’’~ The march o[’ progress is thus equated w~th tt~e snp- 
pression and erasnre o[’ erotic material excess, deemed to be tt~e exch~sive and 
natural domains of sexna! and savage primiovcs, such as (in Loos’s words) 
"negroes, Arabs, turn peasants," and, of conrse, %vomen and children" (101). 
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"Ornament and Crime" stands as a fbundational text in the development 
of modern architectural {heoQ; providing the basis fbr a long trajectory of 

modernist preoccupation with the idea o[ clean sur~hces, culminating in 

Corbusier’s (Charles-Edouard Jeanneret-Gris) codified cal! ~bra coat 
opaque whitewash on practically evewthing: the Law of Ripolin.~ These w~r- 

sions of architectural anthropoloD~ bear close resemblance to Freud’s 

notion of hmnan development and to its contlafion of ontogeny and phy- 
logen}:~4 For Freud, Lots, and, hNf a generation late,; l,e Corbusie~; ":man" 

becomes civilized~and his surroundings rnodernized~by rem:mncing prim- 

ilive proclivi Oes. The discourse off the "pure" modern surface th us produces a 

nexus o:[ me[onymic meanings~puri[> cleanliness, simplici[> anonymil~; 

masculinity; civilizalion, technology; intellectua! abstractism~hat are set off 

against: nodons of excessive adornment, inarticulate sensuNil~; femininil~; 

backwardness. To trois day, we uphoM some of the most basic umets of this 

ideN in our celebration of lhe "tasmfhl" (in our lan~age, clothing, and 

everyday objecks) as lhe sleek, the unders~amd, and the unadorned. 

Scholars have observed the active part that gender plays in the history 

of modern aesthetic theoW and the making of the modern denuded sur- 

face. In Readi)N in Detail: Aesthetics and the Feminin< Naomi Schor addresses 

the key role of gender in the conceptualization of the modern surfhce as 

the culmination of aesthetic idealism. She in [~ct cites Lots as a prime 

example of the modern philosophic rq}ecdon of the [bminized ornamenta! 
detail.~5 In l’l&ite WalZ~, Designer D~’esses: 77e kashioniag q/Mod~"n kn:hitect~’e, 

Mark Wigley also underscores the critical and [taught conversation with 
[bmininiD~ in the history of the making o[ the modern white wal!.~ What 

has been less noted are the ways in which race, too, has written its indelible 

traces on those modern surfaces. The histoW of idealist aesthelJcs, exempli- 

fied by the nonornamental clean white sm’face, is a history not only of 

sexual difference, as Schor and Wigley demonstrate, but also of racial dig 

ference. I~ is also, I beliew~, a history ~hat foregrounds the failure, not the 

triumph, o:[ ~hese differences. 

As we have started to see, the racial fetish, metonyrnized as animal or 

Papuan skin in Loos’s work, provides the pNot on which modernis~ aesthetic 

values turn: essence versus veneec plainness versus excess, utiliV versus 

waste, taste versus vulgarit?t Yet that pivol~tha~ sMn~may be more expres- 
sive and more contagiously producove than this schema suggests. ~M~hough 
Loos’s buildings are known fbr ~heir sparse and anonymous fhcades, the 
interiors oRen reveal a shamelessly extravagant pencham fbr the sensual 

delights of" textile coverings, hangings, and other extraneous details. In 1913, 

Lots designed an extraordina~" bedroom fbr his wl[b, Lina I.oos (fig. 1 

The entire room, including floon walls, and [i~rnimre, is covered by :fi~r and 

silk: a uterine dream of’inverted animal skin. 
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FIGURE 1. Adolf Lots, Lina’s Bedroom, 1903. Courtesy of Mbertina Museum of 
Vienna, .ad~X 2389. 

Critics have mapped this con{radic{oW desire in Lots onto a distinct 
split belween (masculine and impassive) exteriors and (feminized and sen- 
suous) interiors. As _,Man Colquhoun puts it: 

Lots was maMng a co,~scious analog)~ with modern urban man, whose standardized 
dress conceals his personality and protects him flom the stress of tim modern 
metropolis. But, in Loos’s houses, once he has penetrated the external wall, this 
’;man of nerves" is enmeshed in a "tkminine" and sensuous complexig; Ii~ll of those 
residues of cultural memory and association that have been banished l>om the 
building’s exlerior.]8 

This reading is consisten[: with th e ideas of sociologist Georg Simmel, whom 

Loos had read and who argued [:hat ~he modern me[:ropolis and i[:s anony- 

mous architecture are desigDed to protect reeD.19 Yet, looking a{ this room, 

one wonders whether {he distinction between interiority a~d exteriorily~ 

as well as be{wee~ t>mini~iV and masculinity~may no{ be as clean as critics 

(or Lots) would prei>r. 

Lots explicitly named {his room "Lina’s Room," as if to underscore his 

separation ~>om this t>minized space; ye{ his own unspoken presence (and 
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presnmably enjoyment} in that room surely gestures to a deeper intimacy 

with that uterine space. Thns, on the one hand, this room exemplifies the 

womblike nature o[ Loos’s archkecmre; as Jos~ Quetglas once prescribed: 
"All the architecture of I~oos can be explained as the envelope o[ a bod}~’’~° 

On the other hand, this "womb" is curiously inverted and ruptured~ being 

laid over wkb displaced skins. (Is this room lush or row?) ~Beatriz Colomina, 

who has produced some of the most intriguing readings of Loos’s work, bar 

suggested tha~ Loos’s interiors are in t~c~ more theatrical than com][brfing, 

that they enact a tension between voyeurism and selgexposure.~ I.et us add 

to that insight and obserw:~ that ~t~is tension is no~: only an "interior" tension 

but also one that rakes place on Loosian surfaces of various kinds, disrupting 
the,gender- an d racial segrega tion~as we!! as the sin mturewer’s~ ~s-ornamen t 

distinction~that rely on Om schema of impassive outside and passionate 

insMe. For what are ~tm flmctions of those :fi~rs? Are ~hey decoration or 

cladding? Is this room/womb designed ~o wrap around or s~a~d in tbr the 
(t~male or male) body? 

We are enconntefi~g a, ff not the, cemrM tension in Loos’s theoretical 
writing: the henristic problem of distingnishing unnecessaW ornamemafio~ 

tkom essential cladding. With Lina’s Room, that which is decorative appears 

Mso to be strncturM. And ~he tkminized and the t~ral are ~ot o~ly not 

repressed but Mso spectacularly invoked. Kwe see the Loosian villa as an anN- 

o~" tbr man himseff’, then this house is something of a double cross-dresser: a 

~dn erable man weari ng his an imalized t~:mininiV inskle-om, which is in mrn 

re-encased by the mask of impassNe :mascnlinig~ Colqutmun’s phrase "man of 

nerves" now takes on a teasing doubleness: nerves of steel or exposed nerves? 

The problem, as we begin to suspect, is that the [scade may not have ban- 

ished ~hose ’"residues of culmrM memory" so much as reproduced them, nor 

has interiorit~~ been flflly restrained from enacting surface activity. 

Modern architecture may in fact be quite naked~not in the senses of 

purky or transparent5 as is traditionally claimed, but in the w:~ry material 

sense that it embodies a profom~d nostalgia fo~; if not a downright imitation 

oQ the lost, originar?; naked skin ~ff~a~ has been renounced. Thus at the birth 

of modern plasOc ar~s in ~he age of mechanical reproduction, the invention 

and sa~cOfication of the newly minted, denuded modern sur[hce itseK bears 

the incrustations of a layered histoW of the imaginaW and material presence 
of "primitive skim" 

Housing Baker, Dressing Loos 

In 1926, a middle-aged Loos met and designed a house for the 
icon of European Primitivism, the then young but already internationally 
celebrated Josephine Baker.~z ’-][’he house was never built, but the design 
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FIGURE 2. Model of the Josephine Baker ttouse by Adolf Lots. Photo: M. Gerlach, 
Jr., c. 1930. Courtesy of Albertina Museum of Vienna, ALA 3145. 

re:mai ned notable in arch itecmral h istory. The striki ng t~cade :[katures alter- 

hating thirty-centi:meter bands o[" black and white :marble (fig. 2). In archi- 

tectural criticism, this [scade has repeatedly been described as "tattooed" or 

erotically marked.~3 This rather idiosyncratic designation only makes sense 
when one understands it as a deliberate allusion to I,oos’s own regerences to 

tattoos, with the implication that Lots, in designing for the pr~mm 

Bake~; has lapsed into the very ornamentation that he abhors. Indeed, 

numerous commentaries about the Baker House haw:~ found this design to 

be unusual in Loos’s repertoire and haw:~ repeatedly described it without 

much critical reflection as "primitive," "exotic," or "~MHcam’’~4 The claim sng- 

gests tha~ ~he surface of the Baker House, instead ofbeing blank, is markedly 

decorated and atmmion-drawing, hence t>minized a~d regressive. The black- 

and-white pattern is also thought to mimic zebra stripes, a popular and styl- 

ized primitivist motif. 

Colomi~a’s critical studies of Lots have sparked renewed contemporaQ" 

interest in the architect, leading to a bo@ of scholarship that traces, 

di[*~rent vantage points, his ideologicale . investment in the masc~flinization 

arch itecmre and th is particular design’s tSn tasies abom ani:malized t~::min 

iV in the service of that interest. The possibiliV of [,oos’s masc~flinist and 
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primilivist desires, therefbre, needs no reiteration. But I propose that our 
reading should not stop here. The thct of Loos’s colonial desires shonld not 
blind us to the complications that they generate (ibr both the sn~ject and 
object of Pri:mitivism) or to the potential presence of other ghosts in the 
machine. To decode the Baker t{ouse as solely a "prurient setting" [br impe- 
rial desire is to miss the tkmdamenta! and philosophic intimacy be~veen 
modern iD~ an d n ostalgia th at structures th e ve W relafionshi~p be~veen black 
skin and modem snriSce that we have been tracing.~> Beyond seeing how 
the Baker House attempts to read Bake~; might we not also see how Baker 
and her iconography in mrn read the house? Can Baker’s skin recode what 
is written on the Baker House? 

To answer these questions, we has,’e tO revisit Baker’s own famed naked- 
ness. Nudity and exposure were, of course, central themes in her iconogra- 
phy and theatrical repertoire. It is almost uniw~rsally agreed, by conservatives 
and radical fbminists alike, [hat Baker exemplifies the his{oW of pseudosci- 
en0fic, e{hnographic displW of racial dff*~rence in {he nineteenth centnry;e~ 
But Bake>nudib~ is a peculiar business. When one looks at its surf~ce, wha[ 
one finds is no{ what one expects. She was known fbr her primitive fbminin- 
ib5 ye[ on {he night of her explosive debnt at the Th&atre des Champs- 
Elysdes in 19~5, members of the Parisian audience were overwhelmed with 
both adulation and repulsion; moreover, they seemed terribly coninsed7 
The next morn ing, th e Parisian papers p~zzled over wh at exactly was seen: 
"Was she horrible, delicious? Black, white?     ~ ~oman, other?     Dancer, 
fi~gitive?"~s And the mysteW did not abate. A year lateg ~aait), ,~Zdr contin- 
ned the riddle with a meditation by e. e. cmnmings: "[She was] a creature 
neither int~mhuman nor s~perhuman . . . a mysterious unki!lable Some- 
thing. ~’~ Colonial ambivalence and disaw:~wal would certainly explain the 
passions and contradiction of this recep~:ion but not the particular terms of 
its incoherence, nor do they fitly account for this bewildermen~ at this par- 
tic~ ~lar tim e in b is to~: Afier almost three centuries of E~ ~ropean in cu rsion 
into the "Dark Continent:," ow:~r six decades after the Emancipalion Procla- 
marion in the United States, and a quarter of a centuW into the birth of 
artistic a~d literary Modernism (which had made much use of its attraction 
to so-called ~M?ican imports), what we fi~d at this theatrical enactment of 
the two most rehearsed sites of Enropean co~quest~the plantation and the 
jungle~is a momem of pro[bund consternation. Moreover, it seems odd 
that this consternation, even if exaggerated or disingem~ous, should be ~ar- 
rated specifically as a confusion of categories~categories of race, gender, 
and the hnman, to which imperial history ought to have lent some con[i- 
dence, or at least the :fhntasy of certitude. We are seeing not the a[~irmafion 
or denia! o[’ Primitivist Modernism hm the [~ilure o[’its own terms to inscribe 
its passions. 
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FIGURE 3. Baker, Paris. Photo: George Ho~ingen- 
Huene. Courtesy Hulton ~ffchive!Getty 
Images. 

Indeed, the Baker myth has always generated more visual and political 

conuudrum ~han currem: accoums of her cau accommodate. As noted, she 

was (in)famous for e:xploiliug her nudi~); yet key momen ts of exposure in her 

films and photography are often impeded by literal and symbolic w_:ils; that: is, 

the moments when she ge~Ls exposed are Nso often moments iu which she 

gets c~:a,’ered in everp:hing from coal to flour to [eathers. And in the sizeable 

archNe of her studio photographs, Baker’s nakedness never stands alone but 

is invariably accompanied by two recurring tropes: shimme~, gold clokh and 

animal s~n (figs. 3, 4). At a quick glance, one sees the expected PrimitMst 

conflafion bekween animalism and racialized fbmale sexuality: But looking 

longec the viewer might notice how the lighting and the mise-en-scbne work 
to conflate the dfft~rent registers of surf~tce planes. Baker’s black, airbrushed, 
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FIGURE 4. Baker, Studio D’Ora, Paris. Courtesy Hulton 

Archive/Getty hnages. 

and seemingly flax~qess skin, always greased and polished to a shiny, laminated 
gk)ss, would repeat itself in her gleaming, sleek hair, which, in turn, would 
echo the shimmery lamd seemingly pouring out of her body. The splendid 
fall of silk would recow~r itself in tim glimmering slice of ~t~igh. The distinc- 
tion belween ~he organic a~d the synthetic blurs, rendering Baker’s ski~ as 
prop, cosam~e, and surrogate. ~M"e we 1to,rig at ornamentation or cladding? 
The eti>ct I am describing has ~o do with what Bill Brox~q~ calls the "i~deter- 
mi~ate on,tits’" of modern Objects, the i~abiliV ~o A~lly separate the a~5 
mate tYom the inanimate]~° Thns Baker appears in these photographs as 
sculptural rather than flesh15 cut ra~her tha~ voluptuous. Her onflined figure 
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appears to be stamped on lhe photographic surface with the same scnlpmral 

intent as lhe gold cloth, the shadows, and other extra skins--in short, pro- 

ducing an oscillation between portrait and still 

We can read this onto!og~ca! democratization, to borrow once again 

from Bil! Brown, as another instance o1’ the ot-~ecfiflcation of Bakex; and :my 

task here is not to deny or absolve that i?ict but to point out how that veW pro- 

tess of" o~jecfificafion~ewn~ as it takes su~?jectivib~ from her~also invests the 

ot?]ects around her with sut-~ectivi~; which in mrn provides a kind of cloak fbr 

her nakedness]~ In short, okl)ectification can be a kind of clothing, too. It 

thus apdy within the reahn of photography that we see most powerfully how 

Baker iconography is hui!t on the combination of tfm corporea! and tfm syn- 

thetic, a constant flirtation between artificial surfaces and organic skins. 

Baker iconography itself constandy invokes the slippage bet~veen skin and 

cloth, the rea! and the concepmN, the fixed and the itinerant. What makes 

Baker a particularly magnetic and intellectually stirring figure tbr mod- 
ernists (especially architects) is not so much her sculptural qualiV in the 
tribal-art-o~ect sense,~ but precisely her mobile and vibrato play with "ski~" 

as cladding: a cover that is at once itinerant (transt>rable and borrowable} 

and inchoative (in the process of becoming). 

I am trying ~o suggest, perhaps coumerintuifiveb~, that it mN~ be the plas- 

ticiv of Bake r imagery th at ten tiers i t most resistant to co nsumpd on. Th at i s, 

given that the most politically troubling aspect of Baker’s visual legacy has 

been its presumed acquiescence to the ot-~ectificafion of the racialized, 

[>male bod}~ we may consider how Baker’s abiliV to :meld into sur[~ces may 

paradoxicNly allow her i:mage to off?n" a critique of miso~,nist and racist 

logic. It may even off>r a critique o[~or at least an alternative response to~ 

the discourse of flesh designed ~:o rescue that caplJve body from that histoW 

of ok~ectifica.flon. 
Feminists and race critics have been invested in recovering ~tm flesh that 

has been made into a "thing" and then devastated. If the cq)tive black female 

body has provided a rich source of irresistible and desImclive sensualff> turn- 

ing that body into a "thing" (bdr, g R)r the captor), then "flesh" with al! 

material fissures, tears, scars, and ruptures serves as a crucial and ethical 
reminder of the i~]uries inflicted on that body:~:~ I am Nluding lfberally to the 

work of Hortense Spillers here because it offers one of the most important 
and cogent f~minist interventions into the discourse of the bo@ as it inter- 
sects with the history of the black f>mNe bo@ For Spillers, this violent 
ing on the bo@ reads like a tattoo: "These undecipherable markings on the 

capdve bo@ render a kind of hieroglyphics of the flesh whose severe di@mc- 

rares come to be hidden to the cultural seeing by skin color" (61). But what 

want to explore are the wa}as in which Bakeg especiNly in these images, sug- 

gests and enacts a difff:rent kind of bodily thing and a diff?:rent kind 
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inscription on the skin. For another noliceable aspect of these supposedly 

primitive images of Baker is how extravagantly flawless and nnmarked her 

polished skin is. tier molten skin appears i:mperv~ons not only to fl~e kind 

primitive tattoo detailed by Loos but also to the kind o[ marking identified by 

Spillers. This is, of couFse~ 1~O{ {O say {hat Bake~ as a person and periSrmer 

t~as not s~flt~:red racial markings but to recognize fl~at her nakedness in per- 

ibrmance might work to rethte or ew~n suture those raptures. More crucia!!5 

k is a "t~ ealin g" that draws ~ot from some essend alized nodon of prediscursNe 

flesh but fl’om the vocabulary; the cladding, of the plastic sense that we hawf 

been describing. It is the plastic sense lent to her fig3~ration that turns her 

from a body su ffe~{n g from or disg~ ~ising the "hierogl>T~hics of ~h e flesh" in to 

a figure that stands resistant to them. In short, what renders these images not 

qui te what Spillers ca!ls porno trop, ng (60) is [b ei r sealedr, ass. 

Let us then retnrn to [he facade of the Baker ttouse, which begins to 

look less like an inscription abo~tt Baker than an inscription that aims to be 
ghe Baken ~I-b begin wi~h, we can reasonably claim that the thcade is not tat- 
tooed at all. The smooth marble bears no marMng, and the cos@ material’s 

presumed noble qnalky seems more impassNe than regressive. The black 

and white colors, ingrained into the load-bearing marble, are decorative but 

not ornamental in the applied sense. Are we seeing ornament or cladding? 

And are we seeing black on white or white on black? In a sense, the aesthetic 

practice of the Baker House tScade shares the !ogic o[a similar logic of 

Baker photograpl~y: a recursion be~een ot-~ecthood and subjectlmod, 

be~veen backgronnd and tbreground. If Baker’s tl~eatricalized nakedness 

o[t~:rs a complex business N)out bow difIicult it is to be naked, then so does 

the tSce o[ this house, designed to showcase this t~mous wo:man, itself 

embody a crisis abom seeing~more accura[el5 a crisis about how [(:~ see. 

Moreover; th ese vertigino~ ~s zebra stri pes bear a hos~ of plastic an d mobile 

significations. On the one hand, the zebra stripes lead us direcdy to a net~vork 

of expected associations among animality, Primitivism, and criminality 

rehearsed we!! into the nirmteemh cen tu~ For Ix)os, criminality and its ou 

ward sign, [h e tattoo, signify spec,fically a :}rea(.h agai ns [ civi!ization, progress, 

and the ef*iciency of mechanical production. This connection between racial 

degenerac)~ criminalib; and telkale mar~ng was widespread in the nine- 
teenth cenmo& The ana~omist-craniome~rician Cesare Lombroso fhmously 

calls the criminal an "atavisoc being who reproduces in his person the f~ro- 
cious insOncts of primitive humaniV and ~he inferior animal.’’>~ The notion 

of criminaliV is thns deeply tied ~o ideals of modern society and the cixiliza- 

Oon tl]at it enfbrces, and the striped pattern connotes the ou~vard signs o[’ 

both primitive degeneracy and its enslavement or bondage by civil lax< 

On the other hand, the zebra stripes may be said to embo@ the longing, 

rather than the opposition, beBveen criminNiV and civilization, be~veen brute 
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animality and refined, processed humanity. For if" the animal has in the histoW 

of Western intellectual thonght been a catego~7 tbr contrasting against and 

defining the catego,T of the human, then we nms[ note that the motif of the 

zebra stripe, a s@isfic s?q~ecdoche [br animal skin itse!:g suq)rising!5 ako drax~:~ 

from the ideal of abstract mechanization and its implicit celebration o[’ ideal 

hnmani~: That is, the zebra stripes also D~)i{5; the regularized, repetitive, geo- 

metEk: pattern of tt~e machine age. It is worth remembering that in d~e early 

~ventieth cenmxT the standardization required by mechanica! reproduction, 

radmr than being thought of as antihumanist or a threat, was seen to reconcile 

modernily w~t~ classicN humanism. (Think of Walter Gropius’s campaign for 

standardization and anonymous co!lecOvity in the thirOes, as well as the i-~ew 

flmcOonalism that: revolutionizes the fashion industU at the turn of the cen- 

tury. This is also the ideological backdrop for what J. C. Flugel in 1930 calls 

modern men’s remmciation of style, paving the road for the popularization of 

u~ifb~ clothing ~hat se~es as the ideolo~cal tbtmdafio~s tbr commercial 
ventures such as d~e Gaps and Banana Republics of toda}<)35 Loos himseK 

employed the black and white geometric patmm in severn of his prq)ects, as 

gestures intended ~o highlight stark simpliciky in direct rethtafion of Viennese 
opNence]~ Hence, d~e zebra patmm may be said to signal, rather than con- 

tras~ w{d~, the veW idea of modernist abskraction. 

But no% in the light of onr discussion, we have to add a third term: that 

this harmony be~veen machine and human in t~ct turns on the necessary 

and :mediating presence of the animal, the zebra (and, I wonld suggest, the 

radalized and [~minized other). On the striped :f}icade of the Baker ttonse, 

Modernism, machine, animal, and atavistic woman converge, not in opposi- 
tion but in phi!osophicN confinuig<~7 The animN, d~e human, and the 

mechanical~he tt~ree foundational, distinctive categories that underpin 

Modernism~themselw:s mrn out to provide the preconditions for their dis- 

tinclJon from each other in a series of disavowals that are, however; pergecdy 

legible on the surface. In short, tile categories of the anima!, the human, 

and the machine, while ideologica!ly segregated, are st~istically identical. 

It is ~tms at th e level of style~ttm most apparent of s@es~t~at we can wi~ 

hess lhe protbund contact between Modernism a~d its olhers. What d~e Baker 

portrayN of naked, racialized tkmininity shares w{th the tbicade of the Baker 

House i~ the end is no~ only the ambNalent vocabulary of Primitivism but Nso 

the historical, social, aesd~efic, and philosophical problem of how to t?,shion 
sMn/snrt~ce, how to naturalize ~hat which has been~can only be~th~dw 

mentally tailored or stylized. The "sNn" of d~e Baker House reveNs that there 

is no such thing as a naked house.jnst as there can never be a tufty naked bod}: 

To [bl!ow the dressing of this denuded surtSce is to reconcepmalize Mod- 

ernism’s :momm~entNiV and its implied pr~ect of se!:t:maste~: If one narra- 

five ahont modern architecture is that it enacts tempora! resistance~that is, 
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modern architecture responds I:o modernity’s acceleratiou and change by 

forging an idealist aesthetics as a mear~s of bau]ing the caprice of time and 

fashion~theu Loos’s own productions of "t)_:miniue" aud "racialized" sur- 
faces (tim fiuely grained marble, wa~er) in effect write against such conse~’a- 

lion. The facade of the Baker House is tattooed, m)t because it bears the 

symptom of masculinist desire, but because i~: wears the w~W traces of 
slruggle, perhaps even its remmciaoon. It is on the suri~ce of the Baker 

House that Lo ~s s lit>long conflict between the call of cladding and orna- 
mentation~betwee~ masculinized architecture and [>minized, primitive 
se~suality~comes to its most stri~ng articulaoo~. 

~ound the same time lhat Loos was designing this house, an intriguing 
photograph of Baker was taken in Paris (fig. 5). in khis image, Baker spor~s a 
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dislinctively modern dress in a black and white abstract geometric pattern, 
with matching coat: pattern on pattern, stripes on stripes. For the French 
press then, and tbr some critics toda}~ this image symbolizes Baker’s sophis- 
tication and triumph against her ’~nngle .... ~ m~age.~ For ns, however, it 
impossible not to see the complex web of meanings interwoven into the sur- 
t~ce (and implied body) o[" that snit. Indeed, by the ~venties and thirties, 
such zebra patterns of black and white had come to embody the sign 
modern simpliciD~ dramatizing the tautolo~¯ of civilization and its imag- 
ined prehistories. 

In the end, did Lots design this house in order to simulate Baker’s hod> 
whether in consumpdon or identification? Or has that already simulated 
body preempted the house by wearing 

Tile Skinny 

The visual cuh:ure surrouudiug the racialized female hod?; a cu!- 

ture understood to be oue of the most pernicious examples of the mas- 

culinist colouial imagination, may tell alternative stories about 0~e history 

of poweL shame, and exhibition. We might begin to locate these alternative 

stories, not only by unearthing hidden ideology, but also by attending to 
those stories’ utterances left on the surfhces of black bodies and white 

buildings. The cwstallization of "surfi~ce" as an aesthetic ideal at lhe birth 

of the twenoeth century holds prof~nnd philosophic and material connec- 
tions to (notjnst disavowals of) the violent and dysphoric history of racial- 

ized, ruptured skin. ~s, the taking in of the other in order to consolidate 

the se![’ has obviously invidious potentials, bnt it is also the very moment 

when an unlikely and radica! receptNiV opens up, what I elsewhere called 
- 39 the melancholic logic of racial klentillcaUon. 

Trying to house and stage Baker’s bo@ led Lots ~o an intricate concep- 

ma! engagement with the veW notion of abstraction, a conD’ontafion that 

pushes back on the pressure points in his own theoretical work and high- 

lights the iutrk:acies and contradictions inhering in ideas of racial and sex- 

ual surfaces. Offering up her "primitive nakeduess" to the world, Baker 

wraps herself with an early l~vende~h-centuW imagination abo~u:, and 

rhetoric o:( plasticity and cladding. In sborL the story of modern abstractiou, 

so ofi:eu ~hought to be abom purification, in fact displays a [amasy of embod- 

imem, and the su:~ry of intractable, racialized corporeNily mrus out to draw 

fkom~pefhaps even to rely on--the play and pleasures of abstraction. The 
"body" of Baker is both more and less than the thing that we d~ough[ it. And 
"it" leads us not to ~he separation of essence and appearance bnt [o an ani- 

mated relay between epidermal certitude and slylistic vicissitude in kite mak- 
ing of racial legibility: 
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IL as I have been suggesting, racial contamination provides the precon- 
dition and expression of moderr~ style ilselL then how we read ’°race" at the 

site of the most racialized stage both demands that we reconsider what con- 

sfimtes the terms o[ the visible and alters how we think abo~t the se&~cdons, 

e[t~:cts, and materiali~¯ o[’ racialized skin on displa}q Re-approaching Baker 

has th~s dictated what 1 called a hermeneutics of s~ascepfibili~; t~r it is only 

in Nlowing ourselves to remain open to the contaminated intersection o[’ 

Baker’s and Loos’s t~ntasies (curio~s dreams of personhood that derive 

from i~habifing the skin of the other or ~tle self-as<~t~er) that: we can begin 

to see Primitivist ~ m~mrmsm s complex realignmem of sut~jecthood and 

ot:~ecthood and also its enduring challenge for comemporary critical prac- 

lice. Iil [hc end, it iS IIOt a question of who is the fetishist and who the 

fetishized, b~t rather (:me of h ow the racist, colonial imagination and its an 

dote share a predicament of embodiment. If anythir~g, ~he story of Baker 

and Loos shows us that it is the crisis of visualily~rather ~han ~he allocation 

of visibilit}~ which infbrms so much of current liberal discourse~tha~ consd- 
uttes one of the mos~ prof~nnd challenges fbr ~erican democratic recog- 

nition toda)< 

Notes 

Some of the issues raised in d~is essay have appeared in different forms in pre- 
violas essay’s: "Skin Deep: Josephine Baker and ffm Colonial Fetish," Camera 
Obscura 69, no. 3 (2008): 35-78, a~d "Psychoanalysis Without Symptoms," 
j~er, ces 20, no. I (2009): 87-101. Bm it is throngh Stephen Best and Sharon 
Marcus’s encouragement that I come ~o reflect, in a more explicil wa~ on my 
own critk:al practice in my preoccupation with Josephine Baker. I am gratefl~l 
to both of them ~br this opportunity to arOcula{e the shifks in my reading prac- 
rice inspired and demanded by this mercm’ial figure. 

1. Marlin JW, Downcast Eyes: The Denigwatio~z oj Wsio~z in 7~’ventieth-Ce~ztuU 
25oug’ht (Berkeley, ] 993). 

2. Bruno Latouc "Why Has Critique Rtm out of Steam? From Matters of Fact to 
Matters of Concern," (hitical L~quiU 30, no. 2 (Winter 2004) : 225. 

3. Edward Said, Orienta[ism (New D)rk, 1973), 5. 
4. HenW Yu, Thinhi~g" OrientaL,: M{g?ation, Omtact, a,~d Exoticism in Modern A merica 

(New York, 2002), 35. 
5. Hazel Cathy, "Can the Tactics of Cultural Imeg-ratkm Counter lhe Persistence 

of Political Apartheid? or, The Multiculmral Wars, Part ’-Ig’o," in Race, Lain and 
Culture: R~flecgons on Brow,~ a Board qf Education, ed. Austin Sarat (New 
1997), 221-28. 

6. Twelve years ago, Wendy Brown had ah’eady cogen@ articulated the funda- 
mental challenges and paradoxes of transR}rming sell:reflective critiques of 
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power into institutional ~brms. See her essay "The Impossibility of Women’s 
Studies," d!ffe~vnces 9, no. 3 (1997): 79-101. 

7. Ivan Go]] quoted in The ~’}~imar R@ublic Sourceboo~’, ed. Anton Kaes e~ a]. (Berke- 
le> 1994), 559-60. Originally published as "Die Negev erobem Europa," Die lit- 
erorische Weft 2 (15 Jan uary 1926) : 3-4. 

8. Frantz Fanon, Black" &hz, I4~te Masks, {zans. Charles Lam Markmann (New 
~})rk, ] 967), ] 12. 

9. Ibid., 109 
10. Ado]f I~oos, "The Principk: of Cladding," in 5~/~oke~z ir~to the Void: Collected Ess’oys, 

I89~190(), trans. Jane O. Newman and John H. Smith (Cambridge, MA, 
1982), 66-67~ 

11. For Semper; ffm firsl architectural space is lhe open pen, made of wow~n skins 
and other organic matevia]s, and ihe first sodal institution is the open hearth. 
See Gottf~ied Semper, The ~bur Eler~e~.ts qf Architecture and Oth~~ Writinga, trans. 
HatU Francis Mallgrave and Woll~gang Herrmann (Cambt~dge, 1989); 
gang Herrmam~, (�ot{fiied Sempe, r Ir~ Sea,ca ef A~a#ecture (Cambridge, MA, 
1984) ; and Joseph Rykwert, "Adolf Lots: The New Vision," in The .,M~cessi(S" of 
Ar@ce (NewS~wk, 1982), 67-73~ 

12. AdoR" Lots, "Ornament and Crime," in The arch#ecture q[ Ado(f Lots: At, 
Cou~zcil Exhib#~on (I xmdon, 1985), 100. 

13. The purig~ng "I~asv of Ripolin," named a~er an opaque whi{e coa{ of paint 
favored by Le Corbusiev, alludes to the imperative coat of whitewash that Le 
Covl)usier beliew~d would make people "masters of mem~’e~xes by cleansing 
the home of sentimental M~.sch and the "accreOons of dead things t)x~m the 
past." See I,e Corbusieg "A Coat of Whitewash; Th e I ~asv of Ripolin," in The Dec- 
orative Art of Todt9,, u’ans. James I. Dunnett (Cambridge, NL~, 1987), 185-92. 
See also Marl< Wigley, I+~ite Wags, Des(grub" D~vsses: The I;ashioni~,g O[ 
Architecture (Cambridge, MA, 1995) fi>r a ~,eatise on I~e Corbusier’s relaO(mship 
to color and the gender politics therein. 

14. See Sigmund Freud, "Group Psychok)gy and ~he AnalDis of ffm Ego" (1921), in 

after), {tans. James Strache> 24 w>ls. (I,ondon, 1955), 18:72. Also "CMlizatkm 
and Its Discontent" (1930/1929), in 5~. 21:5-246. While there is no direct evb 
dence tha~ Lots read Freud, there ~s still much ~o suggest fl~a~ Lots was 
acquain {ed with Freud’s work. Freud was qui te visible in th e print media, begin- 
ning soon after the publication of "The Interpretation of Dreams" in 1899; see 
Marina Tichy and SyMa Zwettle>Otte, F~ud in &r P~v~se: ~zeptior, 
l’)~uds und der ~,ychoar~a{yse in ()s~gn~reich !895-1 W8 (Vh~m~a, 1999). Freud and 
Lots also shared common t>iends, and both published in Ihe Neue ~}v# 
the New }},b T{mes of its era and place. Lots wonld also have seen thvorable 
mention of Freud in ~r] K~aus’sjonma] D~e t’?,ckd, where a review of ~’Three 
Essays on Sexuality" appeared in ] 905. Finally, my ~a{itude to Leo I,ensing 
sha~ng his knowledge ot Vienna at {he mrn of the cereuS, and ibr pointing 
the way to tm’ther research on the social world in which Freud and Lots circu- 
lated. 

15. Naomi Schor, ReadinK h~ Deta~# Aesthetics and the ~}~minine (New ~)rk, 2006). 
16. Wiglet; 1~7~1# ~{~1£, D~igazerD~ss~. 
17. Bealviz Colomina, "The Split Wall: Domestic Voyeurism," in Sexual@ and Space, 

ed. Beatriz Cok)mina (Princeton, 1992), 92. 
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18. Alan Colquhoun, Mo&’rn Architectu~v (New York, 2002), 82-_ 3. 
19. Georg Simmel, ’~The Metropolis and Mental I~itk~" (1903), ~r~ The Socio!ogy O[ 

Geo,g Sir~r~eI, tra.ns. Kurt Wolff (New S~rk, 1950), 409-24. 

20. Josd @~etglas, ’~Lo Placentero," Car~vr de la Ciu~at 9/10 ~anumT 1980): 2. 
Ouoted and translated hy C()lomina, ~’The Spht ,~’all, 92. 

21. Co]omina, "The Split Wall," 94. 
22. A copy of the plans [br the Baker Honse can be [bund in the Adolf Loos 

~M’chive in the Albertina Museum of Vienna. 

23. Diane Davis in S’gnit~,in Josephine," Appendx: Cu#u,~; Theo)); P)~xis 4 (1999): 
28-45, describes the skin of the Baker House as "fi~tishized" (34), while Fad~s el- 
Dahdah and Stephen Atkinson, in "The Josephine Baker House: For Loos’s 
Pleasure," Assemblage 26 (April 1995) : 72-87, also iden fir?’ Loos as a fetish is~ an d 
explain the "daubing" on ~he surface of lhe Baker House as a direct reference 
to Loos’s writings on tattoos (77). Snsan R. Henderson in "Bachelor Cnlmre in 
the Works of Adoff Loos," Jour~al oj" A~chi#clural Educatio~ 55, no. 3 (2002): 

125-35, describes tha~ surface as muooed striations" ~ha~ express the ~ribal 
roo{s of its patroness" (131 ). Elana Shapira, "Dressing a Celebri {?’: Adolf I x~os’s 
House lbrJosephine Baker," Studies in the Decorative Arts 11, no. 2 (Spring/Sum- 
mer 2004) : 2-24, likewise lines the Baker House [hcade to Loos’s ideas on crimi- 
nalily and mm>os (6). Finally; Ila Berman also references the connection 
between this [i~cade and tattoos in "Civilized Planes, Sexual Snrt~aces, Savage 
Territories," Appendx: (2u#~re, Theory, Pfrzxis 4 (1999): 7-27. 

24. I,udwig Munz and Gusmv Kuns~ler; Ado~ Loos. trans. Harold Meek (London, 
1966), 195; Joseph Rykwert, lhe .,X, eces.~tS" qfArtffice, 72; Panayofis q]bnrnikiotis, 
Ado~ L00s, trans. Marguerite McGoldrick (New ~}~rk, 1994), 95. These critics 
describe the prc~ect as "zM>ican" without specifying what they mean by that 
assignation. ~’kq~al is clear is ~hal ~t-my reflexively associate ~he house’s exotic- 
ness with i{s proposed clien{. Contemporary criticism of the Baker House con- 
tinues this assumption. See Karen Burns, "A Honse Ibr Josephine Bakex;" in 
Postco!or~ia! 5~ace(s) (New York, 1997), 53-72, as well as Colomina, ~’The Split 
,~’all. Finally, the Baker House has also keen associated wi~h Orienmlism. 

another strand of colonial prqjectkm; see Kim q]~.nzer, "Baker’s Loos and 
Loos’s Loss: Architecting the Bod)~" Ce~ter: A.,lour~aljbr A~vhitect~v in America 9 
(1995): 76-89. 

25. Paul Groenend{jk, Ado([ Loos: huis voor/house ~b~/maison pou,/Haus f&Josephine 

Baker (Rotterdam, 1985), ~,6. 
26. For a large segment of t)minist critics, Baker indnbimbly rel)rences the figm’e 

of lhe Venus Houemo~ and ~t-m history of colonial e~hnography. See bell 
hooks, Black Looks: Race a~d R@.m.se%tatio% (q]bronlo, 1992); Suzan-Lori Parks, 

"The Rear End Exists," Women: A Cu#ura{ ~view 5, no. 2 (Autumn 1994): 
11-17; and T. Denean Sharpley-~#hmng, ~’Cinemafic Venus in ~he Afl’icanist 
)rmnl, in Black I/~:%us: Sexualized Savages, Primal b)~a.~:~ a%d Primitive Narratives 

in F~nch (Durham, 1999) ] 05-18. 
~)7 See Phyllis Rose, ,la= C#opalra: ]os@hine Baker in IIer Th~ (New York, 1989) 18-25, 

and Lynn ttaney, N~hed at the l~’ast: The Bio~’ap@ <~jos@kine Bake (Eondon 
2002), 59-62. 

28. Pierre de Rdgnier, review in Candide (12 November 1925), quoted by Marcel 
Sauvage, Les" M~moims d~j’os’@hine Baker (Par s. 1927), 11-12. Also quoled with- 
ou~ documentation by biographers Jean-Claude Baker and Chris Chase, 
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.]os@hine Baker: The t[ur~gry tlearl (New York, 2001), 5; Rose, dh~zz CTe@atra, 19; 
and ttane)~ Naked at ~he ~):as~, 20. 

29. e. e. cnmmings, "Vive la Folie!" ~.it3, k~ir (September 1926): xx. 
30. Bill Bro~, A Se,zse rSr Things: T],e OOject Matler of Ar~erican LiZeraZ~re (Chicago, 

2003), 137. 
31. Ibid., ] 39. 
32. William Rubi~’s "Primitivism" i~. 20tt~ Ce~.t,~U Art: Aj~hzi(}" qf the Mode~ and the 

~iba[ (New ~brk, 1988) and Marimma Torgovnick’s Gone Prir,~i~iw: Savage’ 
recks, Moder~z Lives (Chicago, 1991). 

33. Hormnse J. Spillers, "Mama’s Bab> Papa’s Maybe: An American Grammar 
Book," in ~he B[ach ,q’~,zir~.is’t ~adg~ ed. Joy James and Z Denean Sharplc~q-~iting 
(Boston, 2000), 60. 

34. Cesare Lombroso, introduction to Gina Lomhroso-Ferrero, (,>i~r~i~zal Man (New 
York, 1911), xxv. See also Alla~ Sekula, +’The Body and the Archive," Oc+ob+~r 39 
(Winter 1986): 3-64. 

35. How is it that one of America’s most staple remi~ chNns, ubiquitous in almost all 
malls across the cotmtr)~ should be named after {his violent his{:oo’? Some read- 
ers will undoubtedly recall the shili in the store’s clod~ing line in the late eight- 
ies, when the original colonial nostNgia of the store became less politically 
correct and less popular; and the company revamped ikself and turned into the 
successtifl retail chain that it is today by pioneering the concept of an upscale 
but afibrdable, androgynous, and unilbnn sVle flint champions the desirabili¢ 
and elegance of m~ss-produced clothes. Suddenl> f~shion turns Dora 
fi+:tishization of the unique {o the R~tishiza{Jon of the ordinary, producing that 
oxymortmic idea of a signature s~)qe that boast3 of no signature. In ligh{: of the 
history we are tracing here, it becomes not ironic but reveNing that tt~e correc- 
tion ~o colonial nostalgia shoukI uxke the form of a new mass-produced and 
mass-available sensibili{> a new imperialism. 

36. Consider the Villa ~rma (1904-6); the Steiner Store (1907); the American 
Bar (or the Kunster Bar, 1908); the Gokhnan Salaksch ttouse (1911 ); the Manz 
Store (1912); the Knize Salon (1913). 

37. It is a topic beyond the scope of this paper, but Baker’s dynamic objectness also 
draws l}om and speaks back to the philosophic u’adition of alighting tkminini~ 
with machinery in the early ~:wentieth century. She enacts a kind of "bo@ 
machine" that I would suggest adds a crucially diflk:rent aspect to the history 
delineated by critics such as Mark Seltzer, Martha Banta, andJenn~)r Fleissne~: 
For a t~ller elaboration on tills point, see my book Second S~in:..los@],ir, e Baher 
a~zd Ne Moder’tz Su@ce, forthcoming tkom Oxtbrd Uniw:rsily Press. 

38. Shapira, "Dressing a Celebrity." 
39. ~ne ~M~lin Cheng, T]w Mda~,c]~oly (Sr ~+ce: f~¥choar~a~,sis, AssimiNtion, ar~.d IIid- 

den (~@j" (New York, 2000). If The Mdorwho[)~ (gRace can be seen as focused on 
tracing nnseen patterns of,++~+ief, ~:hen my+, recent interest in "surt~aces" may 
seem a movement in a wholly ditti:renl direc{Jon. But one of the most gTipping 
aspec~ of the notion of racial identiV [br me has always been its recognition of 
ffm flmdamenml instabiliV between su[~jecl and o[?ject, belx~’een performance 
and essence. As such, my Baker prqject extends and explores the implica{Jons 
raised by my first book surrounding the challenges of reading a subject who 
at once too visible; the difficulties of locating agency in the face of a compromised 
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subject; and the critical need to understand the possibilities of what I called at 
the end of The Mdanch@ qfI~ce an ~’e~h~cs of immersion" in the face of melan- 
cholic incorporation. Primitivist Modernism seems ~o me a preeminent exam- 
ple of such immersion; a simply moralistic response would elide all the 
possibilities of creativity and coercion that in facl operated on bod~ sides of 
that phen om emm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Josephine Baker’s first appearance before the motion picture camera as "star" was, by most accounts, a disheartening experience tbr the thmous African American 
performer. La Sir~ne des Tropiques (1927) was co-directed by Henri ~fidvant and Ma~io Nalpas, with the help of assistant director I,uis Bufiel. The silent film tells the 

sto~y of an i~mocent girl from the tropics who does the Charleston and eventually brings the dance to Pa~s. Based upon an idea suggested by her manager and lover 

Giuseppe "Pepito" Abatino, who also costarred, the production was considered by most critics nothing more than a curiosity even upon its release.(nl) Many involved 

with the film, such as Bufiel, characterized the finished product as a joke exe~nplified by tasteless moments featuring the s~ falling into a flour bin, thus becoming 

"white," and later suggestively bathing herself to restore her color. Baker found the entire experience humiliating, stating that the ’"fihn brought tears to my eyes. Was 

that ugly, silly person me?’" (Rose 120). When she once again ventured before the cameras in the 1930s, Baker and Abatino made certain that her first sound 

production reflected a star persona that the famous dancer could comfortably embrace. Of all her motion picture appearances, Marc Allbgrel’s Zouzou (1934) became 

Bakeis personal favorite. During its production, she said, ’"The film enchants me .... Everything seems easy, because I feel the sto~y so veD~ strongly. It all seems so 

real, so true, that I sometimes think it’s my own life being played ont on the sets’" (~Vood 182). 

Such sentiments seem more than just groundless publicity since the film contains a plot purposely reflecting Baker’s per~nali~ and lit~ story. Zouzou (Baker), a Creole 

laundress, grows up in the circus along with her tbster brother Jean (Jean Gabin). She yearns tbr stardom onstage and longs for the love of Jean, whom she eventually 

saves l}om a t?dse murder charge. Despite her inevitable rise to stardom as a revue singer, Zouzou is lett heartbroken as Jean thlls in love with her white best friend 

Claire (Germaine Aussey). The sto~, based on an idea by Abafino, was tailored tbr Baker’s talents and stage persona. Oddly enough, much of this stoD’line’s 

construction with its "rags-to-riches" dynamic heavily resembles A~nerican musicals, especially the backstage tnusicals popular at Warner Bros. during the period. 

Baker’s love of the production as a reflection of herself, something definitely not the case with La Sir~ne, exe~nplifies Zouzou’s position as a star vehicle ofa dis~dnctive 

so~t. Typical of many French ~notion pictures of the eaxly 1930~ the film basically was independently produced, with Arys Nissotti, a Tunisian casino owner, funding 

the majority of the production. Mos~t likely, Abatino and his client also invested in the film--which, along with its follow-up Princess Tam Tam (1935), showcases 

specifically how they wished Baker to be seen onscreen. The production intends to redefine how the famous dancer and singer wonld transition into motion pictures, 

thus specifying her persona for future stax vehicles by correcting the mistakes of La Sir~ne. 

Recent critical responses to Zonzon of[en focus on the text as an illustrafion of complex colonial, social, and communal issnes prevalent within Paris during the early 

1930s. Elizabeth Ezra sees the film as a reflection of a Parisian society in flux between traditional and new communities. By questioning French national identi~ through 
multiple presentations of exhibition and theater, the venues depicted in the film establish how "traditional structures of community were being tl~reatened by bx~th the right 

and left; bet~veen the right-wing leagues and the Populax Front." She ties this concept to how cinema was rapidly refashioning "new representations of communi~ as 

well as new comm~mities of spectators" that ultimately "played into the debate of national identity, elicifing some hostile reactions that fed into a more general nos~lgia 

for a community perceived to be on the wane. This nostalgia is at the heart ofZouzou" (Colonial 102).(n2) Dina Sherzer’s reading also considers the tilm as primarily 

an exploration of the boundm~ies of national identity. She views the motion picture as a rather conservative plea for nalionalism--primarily a colonialist commentmy 

against miscegenation, something appearing in the rejection of Zouzou as love interest and the pairing of Jean and Claire as a racially "pure" and ’"natural’ match" (233). 

Kelley Conway, with her examination of the film in a book-length study of French revue stars, sees it as a showcase for Baker as a distinctly French "grande dame du 

musichall" (139). While French national identity certainly plays a paxt in Zoazou, what many of these responses overlook axe the complexities involved when examining 

the text as a transnationally-influenced star vehicle. The ,sometimes contradictory American and French influences at play within the film mnst dras~tically redetermine 



how we approach i ks complicated views of race and miscegenation. 

Zouzou proves t~scinating not only by illustra’6ng the ethnic and "social boundaries of 1930s Paris, but by ti~rcing us to reconsider of the star vehicle as a fihnic construct. 

The production’s expressed reason tbr being is to showcaae Baker, thereby it exists primarily as a version ot; to use the phrasing of Patrick McGilligan, "actor as 

auteur."(n3) Despite significantly being an Allbgret production, the intention behind the film remains to showcase BaJ~er above sto~, locale, and, to a lesser extent, even 

the musical sequences where the star fails to appear. Yet this distinction does not simply designate the text as a theatrical ~pe of showcase cinema, though it does bare 

some resemblances to other early sound productions heavily influenced by variety and music s~age shows. Instead, by examining 1930s French attitudes toward race 

mthin an often American-influenced musical s~le, the tihn poses a probletnatic question. How do we reconcile popular conceptions of"star"--often heavily motivated 

by the films produced through the American s~ar system--within a text distinctly French in its presentations of race and nationali~? To consider this problem, the 

signiticant caffting choice of Bakets male costar must also be examined as contributing to this confrontation between the racial and the national. Zouzou casts French 

leading man Jean Gabin opposite of Baker in the key role of Jean, the object of the lead character’s romantic preoccupation. Gabin remained just one year away from 

malting La Bandera (1935), which progressed him toward exemplifying the role of"flawed populist hero" in the French cinema of the 1930s. Despite preceding some 

of the actots more famous appearances in such films as P~p~ Le Moko (1937) and La Grande illusion (1937), his presence in Zouzou still acknowledges a persona of 

a French "every-man" by casling him mthin a workingman role projecting "cha~aning ordiuariness" that serves to counter his cos~tats appealing otherness. 

By showcasing Baker and, to a lesser extent, Gabin mthin a musical heavily resembling American productions, "the tilm exists as a transnationally-influenced s~r vehicle 

that bases its construction in racially distinctive boundaries. These social perimeters also determine how tire text reconfigures the star vehicle as a construct through 

transcending "the popular definitions baseed in American s.~stems. In what tbllows, I roll examine how this reconfigurafion eme~es in the shifting stylislics of the 

production between Americanized musical and a poetic realis~t French s~’le of filmmaldng. These fluctuations provide a cotnplex web of Hollywoo& French revue, and 

realis~t perforu~ances showcased in both musical and dramatic s~les. Etnerging fiom a distinctly French ga, ze upon ti~e racial Other, Zouzou provides a surprisingly 

empathetic, yet ultimately problematic, attempt at reconciling a possible tniscegenation within its s~r paring. As a result, while ti~e tihn presents the "actor as auteur," it 

shows how such a production changes its dynamics through an overwhelming transnational and racial influence found within the personas of the stars the~nselves. 

ACCESSING THE FRENCH MOVIE STAR BEYOND AMERICAN DEFINITIONS 

Before examining a text like Zouzou as a musical s~ar vehicle, we must recognize that the theo~etical discourse of the star defines itself heavily in American performers. 

This distinction especially appears in the early serious critical work on movie stars. Edgar Morin’s 1960 book The Stars discusses these figures in various social roles as 

living and dead icons, economic products, and objects of lust. Like other French critics of the period, Morin paNcularly idolizes the American star system and does not 

make much distinction between tire seductive powers of James Dean, Charlie Chaplin, or Marilyn Monroe in comparison to Jean Gabin or Brigitte Bardot. Proceeding 

generations also theorized the star primarily as an American construct. Richard Dyer’s Stars bases the majority of its examples in American tihn, closely analyzing 

multiple popular tigures as social phenomena, cinema’6c images, and signs. James Naremore’s Acting in the Cinema gives close readings of seven specific star 

pertbrmances in individual film~ all American productions. Such a theoretical slant toward one country would normally seem biased when considering most other 

aspects of the cinetnatic text. But this paxlicular distinction has significant his~torical merit since the early construction of the star sys~tem exists pmnarily as an American 

creation founded on econo~nic need. 

Richm~t DeCordova confirms this assessment in Picture Personalities, his study of the emergence of this figure through productions ~nade between 1907 and ti~e early 

1920s. Signiticantiy, DeCordova also approaches the star not simply as an Americanized economic force, but so~nething ultimately more complex. When discussing the 

problematic relationships between individualizing and Ufftemizing the star, he writes: 

It is not surprising that the star Ufftem seems much more amorphous and indis~tinct than its product, the individual star. The star ~’stem is made up of both discursive 

practices and economic practices .... The star could become the point of economic exchange only by virtue of its identi~ as constructed in discourse. Thus ... the star 

simulta~eously changed the status of tilm as discourse and commodi~. (11) 

This observation proves crucial to understanding how discussion of tire s~tar can both exist in and transcend its historical roots as an Americanized commercial construct. 

While the figure’s place as an economic identity might base itself heavily in the American star system and its commercial influence in other countries, "the star as a social 

force can shape a tilm’s discourse through various specifications particular to non-American cultures. This distinction heavily characterizes a film like Zo~ou, which 

ultimately commodities its .stars in a manner unknown to the American productions of Hollywood’s Golden Age--dis~finctions I will later illustrate as being racially- 

determined. 

While understanding that there are many French tilm stars, Ginette Vincendeau poses the question if there is actually a "French star ustem." His answer consists of two 

parts that conespond witi~ the dis~tinctions specified by DeCordova in that it allows for a discourse of s~ardom to exist outside the American industry. Vincendeau 

writes that the ’French Star Sys~tem’ does not exis~t "if by this is ~neant the highly ordered management of stars developed by ti~e American s~dios in the classical period 

or the Rank stable of British stars and starlets of the 1950s." Despite this rejection of heavily structured systems, he stresses how the importance of the French tilm 

performer should never be underestimated. A s~r system of sorts still appears "in the sense that stars are crucial to the economy of French cinema: most mainstream 

films feature stars who in turn organize its narrative hiera~chy and publicity" (1). The significance of this figure in early sound cinema proves especially important when 

considering the nature of 1930s French production, which greatly differs from the powerful Hollywood studio system. The French film industry of this period favored 
pertbrmers in that it differed in design from ttollywood, where a t~w major studios concentrated the stars, money, and power--in that particular order.(n4) Instead, 

numerous smaller production companies existed in France, an atmosphere that allowed performers such as Baker to create personal showcases in a less exploited 

atmosphere. Often, these companies simply produced one or two production~ essentially resembling American independent films with specitic financial backers--as 

seen with Nissotti’s financing of Zo~ou. 

If the French system contains a different mmmer of economic practice than America, which popularly defines the idea of"star," does this distinction create a different 

type of s~r? To consider this question~ we must understand what a star vehicle paxticnlarly consists of as a cinematic construct. Naremore describes this type of cinema 

as attempting "to foster a ha~nonious and undisturbing relationship between the thiee ways an actor may be regarded by audiences: as subject in the cnlture, as 

professional thespian, and as litermy character" (192). Of course, these three tbrces do not always successfully coexist especially in fifins heavily concentrating upon 

creating theatrical venues for performers--something prevalent with the techi~ological innovation of sound in early 1930s French cinema. As Dudley Andrew 

summarizes, sound created an enthusiasm in the fihn-going public in "its abili~ to present notable acts and actors to a populace that either was in the habit of diverting 

itself at vaudeville and music hall houses or wished to be able to do so" (118). This stage aesthetic could even influence moments in the most sophis~ticated of 

productions, such as the displays of music hall performer Julien Carette’s theatrics in Jean Renoir’s La Grande illusion, Le Bate humaine (1939), and La R~gle dujeu 

(1939).(n5) Such cinema succeeded to develop a dichotomy within the types of pertbm~ers. As Vincendeau outlines, "two strands of stage spectacle-comic, singing, 

and more proletarian on the one hand and culturally respectable on the other.., continued throughout the histo~ of French cinema and shaped film genres as well as 

performance styles" (5). In this first category of stage spectacle, the star vehicle heavily showcases a persona created olt;creen--or, in Naremore’s words, t?avoring the 

figure as a "subject in the culture" (192). This aspect of the persona overshadows "the literary character or even the actor’s abilities as a thespian. Therefore, the subject 

him or herself can change ti~e dynamics of the text. With Zouzou, the French star vehicle as a discursive practice becomes more of a concern through ti~e heavily 

nationalistic approach to the issues surrounding the showcasing of Baker. In tiffs mara~ec such a film can alter the definition of"star" developed within America, M~ich, 

in turn, creates a star vehicle construct specific to early 1930s France. 

CONSIDERING BAKER AS SHOWCASED STAR 

To understand Zouzou as a star vehicle, we must tirst exmnine Josephine Baker as a subject within French culture as it pertains to the formation of the fihn’s lead 

character. I~er writes how tilmmakers often employ the star image "in the construction of a character in a film." This design proves powerful since "audience 

fo~eknoMedge, the star’s name and her/his appearance (including the sound of her/his voice and dress slyles associated with him/her) all already signi~ that 



condensation ofattitades and values which is the star’s image" (126). With Baker, these elements of her filmic persona, mostly developed offscreen, &five from her 
history on the French stage beginning witfi her debut in 1925 at La ThrRtre des Champs-~ly~es in La Revue n~gre. Mnch of the popularity of Baker’s 1920s stage 

work appears witfiin an era of postwar French negrophilism, a "dme often celebrated tbr its tolerance toward black perIimners. Many of these a~ists were Afi-ican 

American writers, painters, andj~z musicians enjoying a tieedom nnknown to tfiem in their home conntty. Yet tile true dynamics of this period of French history 
proves considerably ,nore co,nplex, as illustrated by the critical responses to La Revue n~gre’s performances. Andre Levison wrote of the show in 1925: 

’][’here seemed to emanate from her [Balcer’s] violently shuddering body, her bold dislocations, her springing ,novements, a gushing stream ofrh~hm .... In the short pas 

de deux of the savages, which came at the finale ofti~e Revue N6gre there was a wild splendor and ,nagnificent animaliU. Certain of Miss Baker’s poses, back arched, 

haunches protruding, axms entwined and uplifted in a phallic symbol, had the compelling potency of the finest examples of Negro sculpture. (quoted in Kea~r 53-4). 

As illustrated by such accounts, a romanticization of"the primitive" as a figure often defined much of Baker’s initial appeal. This concept certainly materializes thronghont 

the artwork and promotion affiliated ruth her stage performances, where everything from programs to Paul Colin’s famous lithographs inspired by La Revue nrgre 
highlight distinctive primitive imageD’ and stereoD-pical caricatures. As Bert A. Befl~ner stresses about the negropNlia movement in general, while many black 

performers gained more celebrib~, tile popular figure of the exotic black was often still viewed as a primitive other. Also, born out of colonial m~h, there e~sted 

"another more powerthl and prevalent French narrative of the nrgre in the 1920s. It was of tile grotesque, primitive, even derisively savage black other" (236). In 

essence, representations of blackness conld still demean, as seen within many of the even more so caricatured mad exploi’dve perIimnances less freqnented by the 

bourgeoises tbund in the audiences of La Revue nbgre. In contrast to this harsher racial fascination, Baker’s show with its nudity and wild dances appealed to a 

sexualized t~ntasy of blackness, one that eroticized the idealized Modemis"t concept of primitivism, something certainly evident in Levison’s aasessment of BaJ~er’s 
appeal. As Beft]ner summarizes, the image of the exotic nrgre "sseemed to offer to increasing numbers of Frenchmen a source for renewal and a means for celebrating 

litE and sexually"’ (206).(n6) 

While Baker became grande dame du musichall through an initial appeal to such a t:ascination towa~rd erotic primitivism, she secured this position through a self-aware 

redefinition of this popular persona. Kelley Conway provides two dis~tinct categories of the stage-es*ablished singer in French cine,na: a revue s~tar (epito,nizing class 

mobiliU and glamour) and a realist singer (expressing the tragic lives in the marginal landscapes of Paris). Baker’s role on the stage complicates itself becanse she 

initially appealed to a fantasy of exotic otherness that embraced blackness, primitivism, and an animalistic sexualiU--an image that at first appears irreconcilable with 

Conway’s distinctions. Yet during the late 1920s and early 30s, she increasingly appeared more as a glamorous parisielme--something more akin to Conway’s 

classification of the revne s~’. This identification grew throughout tile remainder of her caree~: as international acclaim continued and the primitivism of her past image 
thded away. Conway explains this development: 

Baker u’dlized the intertext of her own lit} to construct an appealing star inaage that dovetailed with French tZantasies of social transcendence and exotic "otfierness." 

Firsl, she incarnated the poor girl ti-om the slums of St. Louis who astounded Paris at the Rewte nrgre. Nexl. in the late 1920s, she metamorphosed fiom the gift in the 

banana skirt to "the grande dane du musichall. Elegant, French-speaking, and in possession of a trained singing voice, she became the glamoro us parisienne heading np 
revues at the Folies-Bergrre and the Casino de Paris. (139) 

For Zouzou, she created a persona that incorporated multiple facets of the public’s fascination toward her, tiros employing elements of the revue stair, realist singer, and 

exotic black Other in defining her persona. As illustrated by her negative reaction to La Sir~ne des Tropiques, Baiter keenly understood ti~e complexi~ surrounding the 

development of her image. Upon writing the screenplay for Zouzou, Ca~rlo Rim visited Baker at Le Beau Chine to capture her essence, something reflected in some of 

the story’s inclusions of Nographical elements such as her laundress position--her actual mother’s j ob- -and the adoration of her stage persona by the French. Upon 

these visits, Baker informed him that she did not want to dance nude anymore, something tastelessly highlighted in her silent fihn debnt yet, for much of the 1920s, 

defined her onstage persona.(n7) 

Rim’s "rags to riches" storyline (or, more specific to Baker’s image, "’primitive’ to parisienne") allows for varied aspects of her persona to emerge. For example, 

Zo~ou’s first actual onstage appearance appeals to her perceived exotic othemess, yet less so than foand in La Sir6ne. While delivering lanndry to the music hall, 

Zo~ou cavorts backstage along with some t~endly chorus gifts, who dress her in a skimpy and sparkly costume. When she runs to show her ontfit to Jean, Mao works 

as an electrician lbr the theater, he asks her to stand onstage so he can adj ust tile floodlights. She does so as Jean intbrms her, "Don’t worry,. The curtain is down." 

Zo~ou turns and notices her large projected shadow, a silhonette that nearly appears of a nude body since Baker’s costume is so skintight. During this lighting test, the 

orches~tra also rehearses its jazz music, which results in Zouzou quickly performing a wild dance that contorts her bo@ into various shapes--including standard Baker 

moves such as comically s~tretching her neck out in the fashion of a bird and, at one point, impressively bending her bo@ to walk on her hands and feet. Projected on 

the wall behind her, her shadow resembles exotic animal-like/brmations. Jean and a s*agehand jokingly raise ti~e curtain, which puts Zouzou’s theatrics into the full view 

of the theater. Once under the s~till-m~noticed gaze of various male onlookers (the orchestra, the producer, and ti~e backer), she now dances even more frantically. She 

kicks her legs, rhythmically flings her arms before her, and does the Charleston--during which the camera significantly focuses npon her silhouette, sometimes even filling 

tile frame witfi it as Baker dances ofl~creen. Suddenly, Zouzou notices that the cra~n has risen, reacts with a shocked response to her onlookers (situated off-camera 

in the position of the viewer), and runs offstage in fear. As Conway suggests, the highlighting ofa la’ge black "nude" shadow could illustrate "an extreme, potentially 

dehumanizing abstraction of a black woman" under tile gaze of white males- -"a literal enactment of the mechanism explored fruitfully by feminist film theou" (142).(n8) 

The ti-aming of the seqnence with its freqnent tbci upon the shadow in animalistic poses does suggest some of the distressing "primitive" aspects of jazz-era 

negrophilism. Something important "to consider while admitting "the t}minist connota’dons of tile seene (where a white male gaze literally becomes inflicted upon Zo~on) 

is how aggressively it also imposes a commentau upon "this enactment. Through an explicit equivalency between Baker’s bo@ (illustrated through a "nude" black 

shadow) and jungle animals, the entire scene harkens back to tile now-rejected stage persona highlighting nude dancing. But now tile "nudit.~" oNy appea-s in the term 

ofa ,nisleading shadow. Thus, the dance negotiates between botfi an appeal to her previous exotic positioning as sexualized black Other and an ironic com,nentary 

about pertbnning ti~at role under the white male gaze. The sequence displays ti~e playfulness ofa sIar exan~ining her popular appeal as it sits in flu:,:, using the construct 

of the star vehicle to mock her previous position as exotic body. 

Outside of this sequence, Baker distances herself from such sexualized wild dances in Zouzou. In a scene ti~at coasters the shadow dance, the film presents anotfier 
important musical number which again provides an ironic commentary on tile white male gaze. Further along in the narrative, Zouzou performs as the star of the 

theatets rilzy musical show. The number begins with a collection of white men dressed s%~lisbly in tuxedos awaiting Bake~: whose entrance is met with this male chores 

excitedly gathering around her. As opposed to the skimpy skintight outfit of the shadow dance, she now dresses in a glamourous gown adorned with sparkling sleeves 

and (never completely abandoning the animal motif) a heavily featfiered neckline. She also w-ears ornate jew-els from her ears and even a tiara. Now, the white male 

gaze seems in her control, since it materializes as a supporting chorus corresponding with her every move. As she begins signing "C’est Lui," they encircle mad look 

upon her in a ~pe of awe. Unlike the shadow dance, which fi)cuses npon an abstracted and sexualized silhouette, "the fiame centralizes the now glanorized sta~" in tile 

flesh. As she walks down a long white staircase lined with even more glaring white males, the camera follows her. Later, the men sway in unison behind her. yet never 

divert tfieir eyes t?om Baker as she moves across the stage. While she sings of her one ate love in Paris (a possible reference to Jean), Zonzon laments "I’d crawl 

through a ,nouse hole for him Each day I adore him more." Here, the white male chorns adjusts ti~eir bow ties in hopes of being that individual. In essence, tiffs 

sequence rearranges the components of the shadow dance, witi~ the representational male gaze ofti~e dancers idolizing Baker thiough the different criteria of a 

glamorous revue s~r--where race still remains a factor of her appeal, but significantly less so. As Conway writes, "her [Zouzou’s] s*ar appearance in the music hall 

revue evokes the ’real’ 1930s Baker: the elegant meneuse de revue who has conquered Pa~s" (143). As such sequences displa>; the fifin ultimately illus~trates a 

progression of Baker’s career. Despite this attempt, her changes in image do not disregard the racial dynamics of her persona. One of the most striking visual 

components of the s*aircase sequence remains the intense gaze of the white male chorus. Throughout the nnmber, w-hite men in black coats basically engulf Baker. 

Despite her control over the gazers’ movements, her racial and sexual difference still manages to be an obvious point of fascinafion for the chorus and the camera. An 



elegant sheen has been added, but "this gloss does not completely discount her persona as an exotic racial Other. 

This complexi~ of image challenges how we place Baker into "the position of"stax" in a traditional cinematic sense. To once again refer to Naremore’s terminolo~, 

Zouzou remains a vehicle heavily t~voring Baker as a "subject in the culture" --a figure defined by a t~me established through a stage career as opposed to previous tilm 

roles (192). In Stars, Dyer explores and counters some of the popular perceptions of star/audience relations partly through examining a model created by Andrew 
Tudor. Here, four classifications emerge in defining how an audience responds to populm movie stms: emotional affini~, self-identification, imitation, and projection. 

(n9) Dyer recognizes the following through examining this model: 

What is clear from this account of the star/audience relationship is that the audience’s role in shaping the stax phenomenon is very limited. That is, the account tells us 

what audiences do with the stax image that they axe offered and hence indicates the sources of the success of s$ardom, but it does not tell us why the offered images 

take the form they do. (18) 

Dyer’s observation proves especially significant when considering the placement of Baker into the role of movie star. Possibly, her lack of cinematic success could be 

explained by Tudo~s model since she failed to actually fit into any of his categories--instead initially es~blishing herself onstage through an appeal to exotic racial 

othemess.(nl0) Yet this distinction never successfi~lly answers why her fihnic persona adopts the form it does in Zouzou. This mystery can only be exanrined through 
questioning her complex position as a cultural subject and its influence on her filmic image. To fully anderstand her positioning in "this role, we must also examine "the 

placement of her costar as a key textual counterpoint. 

JEAN GABIN AS COUNTERPOINT TO BAKER 

Jean Gabiffs popalari~ as an actor certainly appeals to the qualities outlined in Tudor’s model. Within many notable tilms of the 1930s, his stardom emerged as heavily 

defined by tiffs identification or etnulation-based schema through his persona as a French populist hero and working-class eveu-man. Vincendeau explores this 

populari~ as being based in "his performance of’charismatic ordinariness.’ His pexts and extra-cinematic image repeatedly emphasized ’ordinaxy’ worldng-class values 

... especially through associations with populm leisure, work, and the land" (70). In this mam~er~ Gabin resembles many of the American actors who so often 

theoretically define the concept of"star." Much of this connection not only arises out of analysis of his i~nage, but in how he al’filiated hi~nself to the working-man 
persona, something also common among Hollywood stars of the period. As Vincendeau illustrates, similar to how Jmnes Cagney presented his acting "not as an art but 

as a ~iob to do,’" Gabin "put the accent on ’le turbin’ (’hard grind’): ’I am an artisan .... I work as a pro letarian’" (71).(nl 1) 

Yet such conelations fail to discount Gabin as a truly French filmic persona, an image that plays an impotent role in Populax Frout representations of the period. 

Various films, such as Pbp~ Le Moko, La B~te humane (1938), and RemoNues (1940), exemplif)~ this position with their ultimately tragic endings for a criminal hero. 

ttis ability to simultaneously epitom~e both French populism and an American-like stardom should not be viewed as contradictory. To once again retbrence Naremore, 

his role as "a professional thespian" bases itself in concepts from the American stax system, especially the discursive practices ofvalnerable tough guys who project a 

similar ’charming ordinariness.’ Much of his role as a "subject in the culture" generates ti~m a distinct place within pre-Wodd War II French society’. The Foreign 

Legion drama La Bandera, released one year after Zoazou, catapulted him into superstardom and cemented his cinematic image as a distinctly French vuhrerable tough 

guy. The film also blatantly epitomizes an i~nperialist text M~ere the Moroccans sometimes eae simply called "bas~rds." Vincendeau explains how such views of 

otheruess exempli~ a trend in Gabin’s fihns where "his French identity is alfi~med agains~t racial or ethnic ’others’--Josephine Baker in Zouzou, the inhabitants of the 

Casbah in P~pb Le Moko or the ci~ of Genoa in Au-delb des grilles, and all the Angelos and Pepitos of the 1950s policiers" (68). 

While these roles illustrate a trend in the actor’s career, the inclusion of Zoazou in the list becomes proble~natic. Firstly, the production was produced before the more 

clearly-defined establishment of Gabin’s populist persona, even though he developed a certain amount of stardom during this period (seen as his name appears before 

the title after Baker’s credit). Therefore, only elemeuts of the m~h emerge, mainly his position as an every-man projecting "chaxming o~dinariness." This appeal to a 

working-class ideal appears in his jobs as a sailor and, later, an electrician in the film. Other aspects of the persona, such as the flawed heroics of the populist hero, do 

not necessarily materialize. Secondly, Zouzou exists as a musical text featuring a showco, sing of music hall and realist singer perfom~ances. Gabin’s casting 

acknoMedges his own background as a music hall performer. And finally, Gabin’s display of %harming ordinariness" appears in what essentially remains a supporting 

role to BaJ~efs "charming otherness." This position proves less imperialist and, instead, appeals more to the jazz-era negrophilism defining much of Baker’s popularity. 

The text highlights how Crabin aJ)tirms Bakeis racial otherness as opposed to significantly having her defining his Frenchi~ess. 

This contrast appeaxs during Gabin’s only musical number in Zouzou, a sequence distinctly ba~sed in the category of the "realis~t singer" pertbmrance. Jean, Zoazou, and 

Claire spend the evening at a working-class bar where an accordion band plays a lighthearted waltz called "Viens Fifine." As the scene begins, we see Zoazou sitting 

alone at a table and bouncing in her chair to the music. She turns and wiggles her finger to so~nebody offscreen, positioned toward the dance floor. The film cuts to 

reveal Jean and Claire happily dancing to the waltz as Gabin begins singing. The two look over to Zouzou at one point, to which she again playfully wiggles her finger at 

them. The ca~mera then fbcuses upon Jean and Claire as the ~mmber continues now with backup vocals provided by the su~xounding bax patrons. When the brief song 

ends, the couple returns to the table to meet Zouzou, who has been tracing the name "Jean" in the tablecloth with her dampened finger. She embarrassingly covers the 

writing when they arrive. The movement of GaNn among the working-class citizens helps to alllrm his placement as a French every-man at home among the popnlace 

of the ci~. The accompaniment of the bar patrons exemplifies him as a performer who, unlike Baker, is tied directly- to the proletariat Paris community. This closeness 

illustrates a motif throughout the fihn of linking national identi~ with performance venue. As Elizabeth Ezra writes, "dilt~rent eutertainmeut fom~s depicted in Zouzou 

represent different modes of community ba~sed on varying degrees of intimacy between pertbm~ers and spectators, ranging ti~om a formal distinction, in the case of the 

music hall .... to complete identification in paxticipatory tbrms such as the bal populaire" (Colonial 102). 

But beyond highlighting Gabiffs developing populist per~na, the sequence also notably illustrates a distinctive segregation of its actors, with Baker existing as observer 

to the dancing white couple. Dina Sherzer writes atx~ut the sequence: 

When Claire and Jean dance together, the camera focuses on the perfect fit, the togetherness of their bodies. Indeed, spectators are given the message that Claire, the 

laundry girl, and Jean, the electrician, the m,o French individuals, ~pical characters of fihns of the Popular Front, are made for each other. They axe a "natural" ~natch; 

their names, their bodies, and their looks fit. (233) 

While the proposed racial and national "compatibility" of Jean and Claire chaxacterizes much of the scene, Sherzer neglects to explore Zoazou’s crucial positioning as an 
observer to the dancing. Countering the multiple sequences of being gazed upon, Baker becomes spectator to the white couple--which serves as a tragically ironic 

foreshadowing to her eventtual losing of Jean to Claire. The sequance remains primarily about the positioning of Baker as racial Other, a tragic and chaJming outsider 

obsessively writing her true love’s name onto the tablecloth. Her centralization within this sequence and the text in general seems especially significant considering the 

briefness of Gabin’s musical number (well under a minute in length). As this seene illustrates, he functions within the text primarily as a counter to Baker’s feminini~ and 

racial otherness. Yet, as the film attempts to reconcile its alternate images of"charming ordinariness" and "charming othemess." "the larger question arises of how this 

struggle challenges the text’s dimensions as a s~ar vehicle. How can racial diflbrence and national identit.5~ upset and, possibly, reconcile the pairing of two "incompatible" 

popular personas? 

ZOUZOU, POETIC REALISM, AND TIlE AMERICAN BACKSTAGE MUSICAL 
When examining the text as stax vehicle, we mus~t also recognize the genre i~Nuences at play within Zoazou. Partly~ the fihn l-its into the aesthetic difftinction of poetic 

realism, especially with its tragic depictions of Zouzou’s unrequited love tbr Jean. Such a tone follows many of the descriptions attributed to this period of French 

cine~na by critics, as outlined by Dudley Andrew in his book-length s~@ of poetic realism. He writes that with early critical response to such films, "Adjectives like 

’romantic,’ ’moody,’ ’pessimistic,’ cropped up. Understandably, poetic realism became a concept to latch on to" (12). Zouzou’s focus upon the working-class 
population of Paris also associates the text with this aes~thetic. Additionally, the mise-en-scene illustrates a s~de common to other films of this period of French cinema. 

As Conway writes, "The film’s treatment of Parisian urban space is similar, in some ways, to that of other 1930s French realis~t fihns" (143).(n12) This influance 

especially materializes in scenes of eve@ay life in Montmartre that range from detafiled sunny market places to noir-ish nighttime shadows, seen when Zouzou 



witnesses Jean being wrongly implicated in a murder. Along with obvious associations with poelic realism, the fihn a] so heavily bases itself within a ttollywood tradition 

of the backstage musical. Developed at Waruer Bros. during the period, this subgenre was structured around the "show within a show" concept that also runs 

throughout Zouzou. In fact, Baker’s film incorporates cliches tiom these motion pictures in the tbrms of comically panicked producers and chatty chorus gifts. In an 

explicit ret~rence to an American backstage aesthetic, in one sequence the show’s choreographer speaks American English to the chorus gifts as he explains the steps 

of the routines. As Zouzou incorporates this form oftnusical cinema, its backstage story showcases the consummate Pa~s revue star, Baker. 

Produced the year before Zouzou, Lloyd Bacon’s 42nd Street (1933) features remarkable choreography and direction over many of the musical scenes by Busby 

Berkeley. This enormously popular fihn was the first of Berkeley’s Waruers B~os. series to fully employ the backstage structure where rehearsa2l and smaJtler narnbers 

lead to multiple elaborate musical sequences that overtake tile last quarter of the text, essentially the s~tructure employed in Zouzou. Maxtin Rubin writes on the Berkeley 
backstage musical as basing itself in a tradition of the American revue, which he defines as "a mixture of sself-contained acts, with a general emphasis on music and 

comedy., However, the format of the revue is more solid and ’anchored’ than that of its predecessor, vaudeville." This "anchoring" usually, but not always, is linked 

together by "some s~rt of contim~i~"’ in the form of a possible tenuous plot, theme, or selected performers (26).(n13) The backstage musical incorporates a revue 

impulse that extends to a "range of adulterated forms that incorporate narrative while at the same time maintaining a pronounced autonomy of the musical 
passages" (33). Rubin outlines three interlocking levels of how production numbers segregate fiom tire body. of tire film in the Wamers/Berkeley backstage musicals: 

"narrative (they bare little relation to the surrounding plot); spatial (the space of the musical numbers is a separate domain from "that of the naxrative); and discursive (the 

’impossible’ discourse of tire musical numbers does not impinge on the ’realistic’ diseourse of the naJTative)." These separa’dons were crucial in the creation of"a sense of 

gratuitousness" mad "rampant excess" in the Berkeley spectacle as removed tiom the rest of the film--or as "an end in itselt" (41). 

For the mos~t pa~ Zouzou follows tiffs scenario in many of its transitions to elaborate musical sequences. The employment of the chorus girls adopts an obviously 

Berkeleyesque treatment throughout many of their numbers, which l:ail to actually incorporate Baker and focus on a tnore abs~tract form of cinematic spectacle. The first 

oftilese scenes highlights the disjunctive narrative, spatial, and discursive elements common within the musical transitions discussed by Rubin. Now a headliner at the 

theater, Zouzou appears worfisotne as her costutner attetnpts to cotnfort her in tile dressing room. From this scene, the fihn cuts to a shot of the audience of the theater 

and then to the curtain raising to reveal an elaborately spacious stage. We see an oversized bed where lwo chorus girls rest their bead’s upon giant pillows. They awake 

and pull the covers back, revealing multiple dancers who begin prancing in unison upon the giant bed. The set is adorned with other enormous pieces, such as a 

telephone and a window with vertical blinds. Male chorus members later appear and more elaborate dancing takes place, utilizing other giant props like a telephone and 

comb. Oddly enough, this elaborately Berkeleyesque sequence leads to a Baker appearance that essentially fails to incorporate her into the spectacle of movement 

common to such films. As the dancers all elaborately thll to the ground in anticipation, the removal of a large cloth reveals another giant object in the tbrm ofa birdcage. 

ttere, Baker sits upon a perch and woetnlly sings "Haiti." 

tter appearance now exemplifies exoticism, primitivism, and, once again, animalism as she wears a tight outfit that exposes a great amount of skin. Large white feathers 

also protrude fiom her back to make her resemble a bird. In tiict, at one point, she simply sings by chirping, tbrgoing words. The lyrics of the song stresses her exotic, 

yet tragic position as a displaced racial object. She sings, "You’re ~ny only count .i~, Haiti." "Far from your shores, the most beautiful cage is nothing but ajail."(nl4) The 

scene adopts a curious ~nixture ofa Berkeleyesque stage desigr~ tile glamour of the French revue, and a heartfelt recognition of Baker’s position as exotic Other-- 

something linking itself in its tragic tone to tile poetic realist moments of tile text. Therefore, these multiple dimensions axe caused by both her stair i~nage and tile genre 

influences. The complex layers become even more problematic as tile scene ends with Baker jo54"ully emerging from her cage and leaping into the arms of a group of 

male chorus members. She then raises her arms as the cheers from the audience fill the soundtrack. Baker ends the sequence reminding us of her position as a revue 

star. While she never completely incorporates herself into the Berkeleyesque spectacle, elements of this aesthetic bleed into the sequence in the form of the production 

design’s giant birdcage. Thus, wben considering the placement of Baker in the text, a more complex reading incorporating and transcending the genre influences must be 

utilized. ~Vhat ultimately emerges is the star dictating the design of the film. Zouzou becomes a complex star vehicle through the showcasing of a complex star. 

NEGOTIATING CIIARMING OTHERNESS WITtt CltARM1NG ORDINARINESS: "STAR" AS DEFINING TIlE TEXTUAL CONSTRUCT 

As illustrated earlier, the progression of Baker’s musical sequences correlates with the stages of her own career -- from the exotic body. of the shadow dance to the 

glan~orous revue s~tar seen later in the film. This parallel also determines how the text contains tones of poetic realism through employing more ofa realis~t singer moti£ 

One of the sequences Conway believes heavily conveys realist (singer) tendencies occurs before Zo~ou’s eventual rise to stardom when she parodies "the musical hall 
shale of Ba~rbam (Lla Merry), the blonde stax she will eventually replace. While working in tile laundry, Zouzoffs female coworkers pressure her to do "your Barbara 

impersonation." She eventually agrees when they all start chanting, "Barbara, Barbara, Barbara." Zoazou performs a mocking version of"C’est lni," the number she later 

sings to a chorus of white males as a revue star. In compe~son to that scene, the performance once again places Baker center frmne, though her behavior has none of 

the revue s~’le glamour found later. Instea& she jo~vfully plays with tile laundresses who encircle her as she throws clothing in tile air and mockingly sways her body.. 

The scene is then cut short to show Barbara joylessly rehearsing the sane number in the theater, illustrating the passion she lacks in comparison to Zouzou. This 

moment counters the other performances of Baker though the inclusion of an all-female spectatorship that, as Conway summarizes, privileges, "if only briefly, a 

noncontrolling [female] gaze at the female performer" (141). This @namic incorporates even more irony to the later performance of the same song within the show, 

since she again controls the gaze of the chorus--yet manages to never fully escape the racial and sexual objectification. Also important to the lanndress sequence when 

considering Baker as "star" is how aggressively the tone proves realist. By singing the song in a lower-class social sphere, Baker echos the style found in Gabin’s 

number and, once again, illustrates the communal and theatrical correlations materializing throughout "the film. Yet it proves sigNticant that the film cuts this perlbrmance 

short, ultimately failing to m~ly identit~ Baker with the M~ite Parisian proletariat in the sane concrete mmmer as Gabin.(nl 5) 

Overall, BaJ~er and, in other scenes, Gabin’s roles as subjects within French culture greatly intbrm the text, especially when considering the racial comaotations of their 

pairing. The issue central to considering tile Baker/Gabin relationship is tile missed opportuniU for the miscegenation of a black and white star. According to Phyllis 

Rose, Baker had wished for Zoazou to end up with Jean, but Abatino insisted on there being no union because he "liked tile story of the fe~nale star who has given up 

the emotional side of her life as the price of stardom" (162). Conway also suggests that the eventual heartbreak of Zoazou illustrates a parable commenting on the 

emotional e~nptiness of the glmnorous revue stage. She writes, "The ’tragedy’ of the film is that, in the end, Zouzou is relegated to the axtfificial, joyless universe of tile 

music hall, leaving Jean in the arms of another laundress and in the WaXln ’authentic’ realist world" (140). Such readings of the final outcome of the Bakev’Gabin pairing 

tend to neglect the spectacnlar aspects materializing earlier in the text. While the "lonely at the top" message certainly appears, the visual spectacle of the revue scenes 

that overtake the film’s last quarter leaves the universe of the music hall feeling rather appealing. What strikes the view-er as tragic is the loss of Jean itself, something 

inescapably associated with the race of the lwo lead actors. 

Despite "this failure to truly overcome racial bx~ undades, the film succeeds within its ability to provide a tragically ironic commenta~ on its inability to miscegenate. 

Similar to Zoazou’s other acknoMedgments of the popular racial objectification of Baker, the sorrowthl outcome of the paring keenly recognizes the two stars’ roles as 

subjects in the French culture. This ironic recognition of their "incompatibility" transpires rela’dvely early within the film. During the opening, Zo~ou mad Jean are shown 

as children living with the fiiendly Papa M~lb (Pierre Larquey) in the circus sideshow. Mbl~ irr~nically places the two children under the truly impossible catego~ of 
twins within a venue showcasing them to a fascinated crowd--a scenario si~nilar to Baker and Gabin’s placement into a musical star vehicle. Of course, this blood 

relation is false since tile two si~nply live as foster children with the kindly M~I~. Yet, to the circus crowds, he makes their existence as a pair even ~nore improbable by 

stating that "these twins, ladies and gentlemen, were boru ten years ago today on a Polynesian island. Their parents, a Chinese wo~nan and Indian, didn’t want to 

acknoMedge them because their skin had a different color." While tile fihn blatantly wrestles with its failure to romantically pair Baker and Gabin, their stardom--their 

classification as the ’charming Other’ and the ’charming oNinary’--never allows for a straighlforwaN anti-miscegenation message to emerge. Instead, a complex 

interplay between their racial roles as popular personas, characters, and subjects in the culture transpires thioughout the film. 

Not surprisingly, when the narrative finally does fail to romantically pair Baker with Gabin, the text adopts a distinctly poetically realistic tone. After excitedly receiving a 



curtain call for her successful perfonnance as a revue headliner, Zo~ou rushes offto see Jean--whom she managed 1,~ successfully clear of bogus murder charges. 

From a distance, she spots Claire pacing betbre the large metal doors of the prison awaiting Jean’s release. When he emerges, the M~ite couple alt’ec’donately hold each 

other and walk away. This ending might seem to confirm Sherzer’s cri’dque "that the film promotes the racially "pure" pairing of Jean and Claire as "a ’natural’ 

match" (233). But Zouzou manages to complicate this colonialis~t impulse through its showcasing of Baker as "star." What becomes a key tbcus within the scene is not 

the pairing of Gabin and Aussey, but the reaction of Baker. Much like when witnessing the pails dancing in the bin-room, Zouzou re,nains the tragic outsider. She 

p~ovides the ultimate gaze upon the lovers, essentially affiliating the view of the camera with the point-of-view of the racial Other. The melancholic tone of this moment 

continues as the fihn transitions into a succession of shots of a despondent Baker sloMy wandering then running the streets of Paris, finally arriving to the theater that is 

now adorned with posters featuring her t:ace and name. A worlcer plasters onto an advertisement a banner s~ting, "100th Performance." Then, the fihn cuts to an 

idealized faux Paris landsecape and pans the camera to reveal Baker, once again adorned with feathers, perched in her gilded cage, and singing "Haiti." This time, no 

Berkeleyesque chorus appears and the cra~n simply closes to end the film. As the final transition between narrative and elaborate musical number occurs, the 

sequence adopts a strange hybridization of tones by maintaining the poetically realistic tragic ending in the visual context of an elaborately designed musical set piece. 

Significantly, to accentuate the loneliness, the film has no chorus members appear (no representational white male or even female gazers). In fact, the final scene e~sts 
without even the theater audience present and, instead, as a melancholic dream state ti3r Zouzou or, more precisely, the Baker star image. Through the tragic tone of its 

final moments, the film devolves into a spectacle of pure stardom--a highly personal~ed world of the glamorous racial Other. The only gaze left now remains "that of the 

motion picture audience who determines the appeal of Baker as a cinematic persona. 

Footnotes 

All of the illustrations appear courtesy of the Belknap Collection for the Pertbrming Arts, Department of Special Collections and Area Studies at the Universi~ of 

Florida. They include images from original performance programs and promotional materials frown the 1994 German video release ofZouzou. I would also like to thank 

Maureen Turim tbr reading and commenting upon a~n earlier draft of this essay. 

(nl) Baker & Chase write ofLa Si~+ne’s ti,nid reception following large crowds upon the film’s opening. One columnist, reflecting on Baker’s acting, stated that, if 
produced in America, the performance "would cause the director to hit her in the head with the camera" (164). 

(n2) Ezra’s reading of"communi~" in the film appears in both the article "Silents are Golden: Staging Community in Zouzou" and in a revised version for a chapter of her 

book The Colonial Unconscious: Race and Culture in Interwar France. Since the latter was published more recently, I employ her revised analysis for this essay. 

(n3) In Cagney: The Actor As Auteuc McGifligan stresses that while approaching an actors presence in a film in this manner, many previous auteur approaches of 

cinema that tbcus on the director as axtist do not necessarily apply. He writes, "Whether or not an actor can be a genuine ’auteur,’ in the widely-accepted critical sense, 

is really a moot, provocative point in many ways." McGifligan states that the approach simply exists as "a model against which to explore an explanation of the actots 

influence." He finds this revised approach necessa~ because "under certain circumstances, an actor may influence a tilm as much as a writer, director, or 

producer" (199). Keeping this distinction in mind, my interest in Zo~ou does not lbcus on Baker as a creative ti~rce behind the film - M~ich historically appears to be 

the case and informs elements of this article--but rather, on the text as a tbrm of vehicle for a culturally specific stax image. 

(n4) Overall, large organized s~dios ruth a contractual hold over stars have been rare in Fraa~ce. Though, as Vincendeau points out, there are exceptions to this rule. 

Path6 and Gaumont contractually held early film comics and, in the 1930s, Path6-Natan attempted to create a stable of stars. Despite these exceptions, the collapse of 

PathrNatan and Gau,nont-Franco-Film-Aubert in 1933-4 essentially had French cinema functioning as a "cottage industu" (11). 

(n5) This mode of cinema did not confine itself to France, as seen in the American equivalent of the strong vaudeville influence on many s~dio productions of the same 

period. This vaudeville aesthetic heavily emerges in musical and, especially, come@ films of the 1930s. See Jenkins’s What Made Pistachio Nuts?: Early Sound 

Come@ and the Vaudeville Aes~thetic. 
(n6) 1920s France’s fascination ruth African and African American culture often is studied thiough the intense national obsession with Baker as a music-hall icon and, 
more specifically, a~s a "bo@ object." In many ways, she came to nationally represent the exotic racial Other in French popular culture. To read more on her position 

within this social role see Archer-Straw’s Negmphilia : Avant-Garde Paris and Black Culture in the 1920s, Stuart’s Showgirls, Burt’s Alien Bodies: Representations of 

Modernity, ’Race’ and Nation in Early Modern Dance, Kear’s "V6nus notre: Josephine Baker and the Parisian Music-Hall," and Lyon’s "Josephine BaJaer’s Hothouse." 

For more on Paul Colin’s work as an important Modernist illustrator of Baker’s popular image, see Archer-Straw 107-33, Dalton & Gates, Jr.’s "Josephine Baker and 

Paul Colin: African America~n Dance Seen Through Parisian Eyes," and, of course, Colin’s own published collections of lithographs. 

(n7) For more of Rim’s remembrances on writing Zouzou with Baker’s inpuk see Baker & Chase’s biography Josephine: ’][’he HnngW Heart~ 183-84. Otker significant 

biographical woNs on Baker, which also illustrate how she progressively became ,note image-saw>; include Woods The Josephine Baker Story, Rose’s Jazz 

Cleopatra: Josephine Baker in her Time, Haney’s Naked at the Feast: A Biography of Josephine Baker, and Baker’s own autobiography Josephine. 

(n8) Though not explicitly stated, Conway suggeffts the sequence presents a scenario first theoretically outlined in Laura Mulvey’s landmark "Visual Pleasure and 

Nazmtive Cinema," with its discussion of a male gaze projecting "its phantasy on to the female figure which is s~’led acco~vlingly" (27). Conway summarizes the 

mechanism at play in the sequence as "the prodi~ction of female spectacle orchestrated by a man for the desiring gaze of(presumed) male spectators" (142). 

(n9) Taken from Tudor’s Image and Influence, Dyer outlines the four classifications in the ,second chapter of Stars. As the weakest categou, emotional affinit?~ has the 

spectator t~el "a loose attachment to a particular protagonis~t deriving jointly t?om star, narrative, and the individual personalit.5~ of the audience." Self-identitication ha~s a 

viewer placing him or herself in the position or situation of a certain star. Most common among younger filmgoers, Imitation has the star serving as a model for behavior. 

Projection becomes an extreme version of imitation ruth intense mimicking of a star. Dyer also points out that "Tudor warns against our taking examples of extreme 

projection as being widespread" (18). 

(nl0) Baker made only four films as "sta~"’--La Sirrne des Tropiques, Zouzou, Princess Tam Tam, and Fansse Alerte (1939). She never found the same success in 

fihns as she did on the stage. 

(nl 1) Part of the reason for his association to American stars might be due to Gabin’s populari~ as a truly international star through such productions as P6pb Le Moko 

and La Grande illusio~ both of which proved influential to American fihns of the s~dio era. During World War II, Gabin lived in Hollywood and made two American 

productions, Moontide (1942) and The Imposter (1943). Also, much of the popular discourse surrounding Gabin often mentions his similarity to such American actors 

as Gau Cooper and Spencer Tracy--something especially prevalent in the television documenta#- Remembering Jean Gabin (1978), where interviewees alternate 

between stressing the actor’s distinct Frenchness and his similarities to popular American male stars. For more on the life and career of Gabin see Brnnelin. 

(n12) Conway lists such productions as Faubourg Montmartre (1931), Couer de Lilas (1932), and Le Crime de Monsieur Lange (1936) as providing visual 

counte~arts to specific settings in Zoazou (143). 

(n13) For a brief overview of the revue’s transnational history, see Rubin 26-32. For more specifically on the artistry of Berkeley see Thomas & Teny~, Pike & Martin, 

and ttoberman. 

(nl 4) The linking of Haiti to Baker proves especially interesting when considering her image’s development within the negrophilism of the jazz-era. While it received 

official independence fi,om France in 1820, upon Zouzou’s production, file country was in the final days of its occupation by the Americans--who left during the year of 

the film’s release, 1934. While Baker herself actually came from St. Louis, Missouri, her character has a more mysterious (i.e. exotic) ethnic heritage. By linking her to 

Haiti during this numbe~; the film associates her persona to the complicated imperialist histories of both France and the United States. See Lawless and McKissack. 

(nl 5) Also significant is how the film is nodding to Baker’s own family background, since her mother had worked as a laundress. In other words, Baker’s reputation as 

"a subject in the culture" dictates the adoption of a realist style within the sequence. 

PHOTO (BLACK & WHITE): Josephine Baker in a glamorous publicity photo for ZouZou (1934). 

PHOTO (BLACK & WHITE): Capitalizing upon Baker’s perceived exotic Otherness, a Swedish progranl from 1928, with a "primitive" native landscape. 



PHOTO (BLACK & WHITE): As her career progressed, Baker’s image evolved into a glamorous revue singer (American Tour Program, 1964). 
PHOTO (BLACK & ~q)tITE): The image of a nude BaJaer was common in the promotion of her exotic persona in the 1920s. 
PHOTO (BLACK & WttITE): Jean Gabiffs proletarian per~na, as sailor, later as electricim~, ZonZon. 
PHOTO (BLACK & WHITE): Josephine Baker 
PHOTO (BLACK & WHrFE): Despite closeness in this publicity photo, an actual romance never materializes in the film. 
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Abstract 
La Sir~!ne des tropiques was Josephine Bal~er’ s first f!~ature film. made as a result of 

the e~tNord~naw success ~ La Revue .N~}~lre ~n Par~s in 1925. 75is article sets the 
context jot the revue in the post-war.lhscination.br all things American, incorpomt- 
i~g o@inaI archive wor]¢ o~ the trade press 4’the period, It then explores Balrer’ s per- 
sona as a stereot~jpica] contrast between nau~re and culture as mec~ated throu~lh the 
spaces used in the film (the tn~pics and Paris). It shows how the sequence on the 

roiling in flou~ complicates the over-simpl~’~ed nature/culture binarg. A second com- 
plication is the on-screen relationship between the two stars. Balker a~d Pierre 
Batchq(~ one of ~he leading French stars of ~he 1920s. BaU:hq(f was also ’Other’ b9 
his Russian associations and his ac~ing st,~lle. This mal;es B&er more ’O~her’ than 
she might otherwise have been: but it also lqitimizes the way in which the narNtive 
punishes her: she doesn’t get her man, and over-daerminedh,! sacrifices hersdf fi)r his 
happiness, The article explores the h~pothesis that her punishment would have 
seemed acceptabIe.br audiences ~f the period, fi)r two ultimatel~ xenophobic reasons, 
Nrst, because the narrative m&es her more ’western’, desFo,~ling ~he combrt ql the 
nature!culture binary, Second, because she draws attention away j~?om the leading 
man b9 being e~cessive in her acting stgle, thus undermining Batch~(f’ s a~enql. 
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La Sir~ne des tn~piquesi The Siren q~" the Tropics (1927) was the first of Josephine 
Baker’s four l?ature films, made as a result (ff the extraordi~mry success of 
La Revue N~gre in Paris in 1925. Baker’s co-star was Pierre Batcheff. at 
the height of his career as one of France’s yom~g leading men. Both Baker 
and Batcheff were very different from other stars of the 1920s, their common 
l?ature, despite many di[’[~rences, being their Otherness. The focus of this 
article is the exploration of that Otherness. 

Much has been written about Bakea but few writers capture the elec- 
tri[ying nature of her performance in La Revue Nbgre better than the eye- 
witness account of American poet e e cummings: 

She enters thro~gh a dense electric twilight, walking backwards or~ hands 

and feet, Iegs and arms stiff, down a huge jungle tree .--- as a creature neither 

~nfrahumau taor superhumar~ but somehow both: a mysterious uukflIabIe 
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Something, equally non-primitive and tmcivilized, or beyond time in the 

ser~se ~,hat emotior~ is beyor~d m’ithme~,ic. 

tcited in Hammond and O’Connor 1988:411) 

Baker was the star of La Revue N{}gre, which had taken Paris by storm for 
a few short weeks in October and November 1925. ’this was due in Large 
part to Baker. whose more than hall’-naked body gyrated and jerked in 
what appeared to be a combination of carefully worked out dance steps 
a~d expansive, loose movements, accompanied by comical contortions 
of her facial lbatures. These included the trademark crossing of her eyes, 
which, as the following comment indicates, suggested elements of parody 
and lmowing selgirony: ’The cross-eyed, goof}: stereotypically Nackface grin 
would become a kind of signature, even when - most effectively when - she 

Figure 1: Postcard ima~e fi~om La l~ev~.~e N~gre. 
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Figure 2: Poster jbr La Revue NOgre. 

was glamorously dressed, so that it seemed a parodic comment on her own 
beauty, on conventions of beauty, on the culture that had made her 
famons’ (Rose 1 989: 15). She was one of the most iconic figures of the 
1920s, synthesizing Americanism, dance-mania, hedonism, ~?minism’ 

(Klein 1990: 371). 
After a brief European tonr, Baker signed up ~n 1926 at the Folies- 

Bergbre. A number of films were released in 1927, capitalizing on Baker’s 
success. Part of the Folies-Bergbre performances was captm’ed in a film 
entitled La Revue des revues/The Rev~e~v ~[ Reviewers (Jod Francys, released 
December 192 7); it contained selected routines, including Baker’s nklIn- 
bet ’Faton’ with the belt-skirt of bananas (see Figure 4). A seven and a half 
mim~te film was released at abot~t the same time, Le Pompier des FoI~es- 
Ber~lt?re!The Nreman oj’ the bblies-BeN~?re (director unknown), in which a 
fireman, enthused by the Folies-Bergbre, fantasizes that the people he 
meets in the street are naked women: Baker dances the Charleston briefly 
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As Baker herself 

pointed oat in an 

interview a few years 

later; see Sauvage 

1930a: 7. 

Figure 3: Prowamme.lbr the FoI~es-Be~8fre. 

in an underground Metro station. The major film of this period, and 
Baker’s first lbature film, was La Sir~_?ne des tropiques, based o:n an original 
idea by the popnlar novelist Maur~ce Dekobra, well known for his travel- 
ogues and adwmture stories. The film was directed by the veteran actor- 
director Henri Etidvant, and Mario Nalpas. Etidvant’s career had started 
in 1911: he and Nalpas had co-directed La Fin de Monte-Carlo/The 
E~d oJ Monte-Carlo (1926). Baker was contracted by La Centrale eind- 
matographiqne ~n early lune 1927; Batcheff was contracted a month 
later, just before the start of production at the recently constituted 
Studios Rdunis i:n rue Francmur, which brought together Bernard 
Natan’s group and the Union Frangaise Cindmatographique in the best- 
equipped studios in Paris. rek~rbished and opened in Jammry 1927. 
Location shoots included the studios at ~{pinay for the tropical village; an 
ill-disgt~ised Fontainebleau forest~ for the scenes in the hills of the ’trop- 
ics’: Le Havre for the scene where Papitou becomes a stowaway: the 
Place de la Concorde, where Papitou is discovered by a promoter; and 
the Mogador theatre for Papitou’s stage performance. Prodt~ction took 
place lYom early Iu]y to early November 1927. and the film premiered on 
21 December at the Thdfitre des Champs-~21ysdes. We shall consider reac- 
tions to the film by reviewers below. 
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La Sir{~ne des tropiques is the first of four feature films starring Baker. Her 
two next films date [>om the 1930s: Zo~zou (Marc All4gret, 1934~ and 

Prif~cesse T(~n~-T(mt (Edmond Grdville, 1935).~ In each of these three films, a 
simple plot line imitates Baker’s meteoric r~se, fcaturing ~protagon~sts that 
long lbr love but get stardom instead of domestic bliss’ (Francis 2005: 829~, 
or. as Phyllis Rose less charitably put it: An ~nnocent girl from the tropics 
goes to Par~s, where she dances and is transformed i~to a~ elegant woman 
by beautilk~l clothes’ (Rose 1989: 120); ~ndeed, La Sir~ne des tropiques 
incorporates part of Baker’s Folies-Bergbre routine. It ~s also her best film, 
according to a recent commentator, because she was able (at least partly) 
to improvise, articulating a w~ry personal gestural space quite at odds with 
those of her time, and close in ~ts specificity to a ritual: ~Her almost 
mechanical savageness, her childlike grimacing, the Chapli~esque side of 
her character, gave her dancing the strangeness of a ritual, sketching out 
a radical break in the body langtmge and the behaviour of her time’ 

(Bensard 1995: 6). 
La Revue Nhgre played into an early-twentieth-centm’y Nscinat~on with 

’blackness’. This had started with painters such as Picasso prior to the Great 
War. and had extended into the other arts, with jazz and dance being the 
focus ~n the mid-1920s (see Klein 1990: ~, .~-4, Sweeney :~()()4: 11-33). 

Fi,,lure 4: Poster,/~r Zou-Zou, 

2. Her’ [burth ancl 
feature film is 
alerte/The French 
Liacques de 
Bar~ncelli, 1939)~ 
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Figure 5: Poster for Princesse Tam-Tam. 

Much of the discourse focusing on blackness tended to contrast nature 
with cultm’e, blackness being seen as a marker of the primitive. This was 
something to be applauded and cultivated for those seeking new types of 
auth~nt c 13 , and a co:n:nection with an erot:ic:ism eroded by the Great 

War. We should perhaps say r~connectio~ rather than connection, as the 
fascination with blackness, and Baker in partk:ular, is a version of a well- 
rooted Orientalism, articulated in the mid-nineteenth-century figure of 
Baudelaire’s Black Venus, whose thick hair evokes ’languorous Asia and 
burning AMca’ for the poet, as some commentators pointed out at the 

time (see Klein 1990: 370}. Indeed, she was called the Black Venus in the 
captio~ for the cover of Ci~ma~lazine ~ 10 February 1928). 

Ho~a~evee Baker’s persona :is some~a~hat more complex than the nineteenth- 
century representations of the black female body analysed by Denean 
Sharpley-Whiting, ’a body trapped in an image of itself, whose pr:imitivity, 
exemplified in a childlike comedic posture, sexual dm~iancy, degradation, 
and colonization, is intimately linked with sexual difl?rence’ {Sharpley- 
Whiting 1999:10). This is because she embodies, as the comment by 
Jean-Claude Klein on the contemporary focus on blackness above might 
suggest, far more than the primitive side of the simple binary between 
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nature and cu]tureo Rather, she is a complex combination of both nature 
and c~flture, which makes her hard to pin down, As Elizabeth Ezra points out, 
Baker was geographically impossible to locate: ’Baker was so popu]ar 
because she was so ha~d to place; a floating signifier of cnltnral difference, 
she represented many different things to different people .... She could 
ew)ke AlYica, the Caribbean, the United States, and France, by turns or all 
at once as the occasion required’ (Ezra 2000: 99). And she is equally 
impossible to pin down in cultural terms, as Carole Sweeney says: ’Baker’s 
perfommnces, literalI> rehearsed a variety of texts of difference. She conld 
appeal to the modernist artist as m~ch as to the colonial lobbyist, the jazz 
lover, or the negrophile writer. Her performances provided a locale where 
colonial fantasy and ideological discrepancy conld be played ont yct con- 
rained’ (Sweeney 2004: 38). The complex combination of ideologically 
loaded ’primitive’ pastness with a paradoxically almost postmodern mode> 
nity is well exemplified in Baker’s brilliantined Eton crop: 

In Baker’s era, choosing to process one’s hair helped to signKy a break with 

’country’ and oIder ways, because it involved being serviced by another per- 

son, engaging a chemical process and reconstracting the self in order to play 

a punic role, usuaI[y within w, hite societ> What was at stake in hairstyle 

was Baker’s public identity as a modernized American woman, which was 

[ayered over the ADicanist dancing sine performed. 

(Francis 2005: 836) 

It is a combination that also emerges in comments made at the time, such 
as this anonymo~s location report f>om ~pinay: ’Josephine Baker does a 
vintage Charleston, a Josephine vintage, and the negroes haunted by 
rhythms Dora the depths of time begin to wiggle around in time with the 
musk:’ (Cin~matograpt~ie.~a~:aise 1927: 2). We can note that in this com- 
ment, Baker is presented as modern, embedded, as it were, ~n layers of the 
past. Similarly, in the following report a month earlier, Baker is presented as 
resolutely modern, interested in cars, speed and movement, emblems of 
modernity: ’Chat with her and she will talk about all manner of things 
automobiles, automobiles, her joie de vivre, her desire lbr movement o~ the 
wide open road’ (Marguet 1927: 282). An anecdote from the st;udio encap- 
snlates temporal, geographical and cultural contrasts, as Gaston Ravel and 
Tony Lekain were directing Madame R&:amier (1928) in the same studio, 
leading Ci~dma~lazi~e to comment on how Baker was entertaining a group 
of revolutionary sans-culottes with a Charleston (CindmWazine 1927: 11), 
an incident recalled by Baker a few years later, who drew otlt the paradox: 
’Under lmts with bright new yellow straw roofs we watched princesses and 
marchionesses gaily being led to the scaflbld .... The conjtmction was curi- 
ous to sw the least. Negroes and sans-culottes drank like brothers i:n a 
net of the stndio’ (Sauvage 1930b: 7). Baker’s exotic primitivism, therefore, 
essentially Need both nostalgk:al]y backwards, as well as utopianly for- 
wards, offering ’a reconnection with the past, while pointing out a path 
throt~gh to the lhture’ (Sweeney 2004: 20). A similar tension between past 
and future was part of Batcheff’s star persona. 

We have already devoted an article to Batcheff in a previous issue of 
this journal (Powrie with Rebillard 2008). The major points to recall in 
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Fi~lt~re 6: Baker’s fi~mous ’banana skir~’ and brillian~ined 
crop. 

relation to gatcheff are as follows. First, he was a major star by 1927, with 
eleven films to his credit. Four of these had appeared in 1927 prior to L~ 
SJy~na das trop~q~as; while he only had a smM1 role in Abel Gance’s 
N~poI~on, premiered in April 1927, he was the lead in both of the follow- 
~ng films: ~;d~3cation de prince/A Prince’s Education (Diamant-Berger, June 
1927), Le Bonheur du jolt/The Writin~ Des]~ (Ravel, trade presentatkm July 
1927, although not on general release m~t~l February 1928L Second, he 
was one of a small group of young stars called ]eunes premiers, young 
romantk: male leads, fragile and relatively impotent figures on screen; in 
Batcheff’s case, many of his characters, as we showed in our previous arti- 
cle, are dominated by older and/or stronger women, and we shall see that 
this is very much the case with Baker. Third, the passivity evidenced in so 
many of Batcheff’s characters can be seen as a nostalgic throwback to a 
period of staNlity prior to the horrors of the Great: War, and a domestk: arena 
untainted by extreme physical violence. Fourth. Batcheff’s characters are 
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fl’equently passive and immobile, quite different from Baker’s excitable ani- 
mation, Unlike her, he is almost never a dancer in his films, oddly, given 
his well-attested low~" of dancing. Fifth, his characters often seem discon- 
nected from what snrrom~ds them, looking awa}: or into the far distance, 
eve~ when with his l?male partners o~ screen. 

Unlike Baker though he may have been in many respects. Batcheff 
shared with her a key trait: that of the exotic Other, making him much less 
like other French )e~nes premiers, and much more like American matinee 

idols, such as Rudolf Valentino and Ramon Novarro. Batcheff’s characters 
are l?equently exoticized. At the time of La S~r~ne des Fop~tIues his Otherness 
was more associated w~th the Sla~: He had played Slav characters in two 
films in 1927: a Russian prince in Raymond Bernard’s Le ]oueur 
released in lammry that yeaa and a Silistrian prince six months later in 
Henri Diamant-Berger’s ~ducation de pri~ce. There were frequent references 
in the popular press to his Russian origins, and it is more than likely that 
his films ii:~r the Russians of Montreuil, Films Albatros -Jean Epstein’s Le 

Double amour/Double Lm, e (1925), and Marcel L’Herbier’s l;eu Ma{l~ias 
Pascal/The Late Mathias Pascal (1926) --- would have intensified this associa- 
tion; in the lbrmer he played opposite Natalie Lissenko, and in the latter 
opposite her husband, [van Mos)oukine. Ralph Schor’s sketch of French 
attitudes to the Russians shows the eastern-associated difference of the 
Russians in French eyes of the 1920s: ’They were both ascetics and hedo- 
nists, Ntalists and enterprising, tender and violent; the eyes of these d~scon- 
cert~ng beings, NIl of an exquisite sens~tiv~ts~ could be shot through with 
flashes of Asiatic savagery: This was why the Slav soul was so twsterious 
and charming’ (Schor 1996: 114: see also Leqt~in 1992: 388). One of his 
interviewers describes Batcheff’s well-bred elegance, Romantk; appearance, 
and especially ~his wonderN1 eyes with their Slav sensitivity and gl~mmers 
of an alert and intelligent mind’ (Sannier 1930: 665). His wi[~ at the time, 
Denise Tual. frequently talks of his Nntastica] nature in her memoirs, and 
of his ’Russian ata~. m (see for example Tua11987:112, 132). 

We therefore find a complex set of factors with the pairing of these two 
stars: both were connoted as exotic, but in very different ways. One was an 

excitaNe and animated American black woman, the other was a 
guorous French white man. That contrast is neatly encapsulated ~n the 
account given by Tual of Baker’s tantrums: ’She was nnbearably capri- 
cious, stamping on her glass necklace G-stri~g, demanding a chinchilla 
cape without which she refused to act. Pk~rre watched impassively as a 
yom~g assistant rushed to pick up the Nlse pearls’ ~Tual 1987: 98-9). 

Baker was such an unustml performer that she overshadowed both the 
storyl~ne and the other actors in La X~r~e des trop~ques. This was not 
helped by a very conventional storyline, which was criticized by one 
reviewer ~or not being more adventurous: ’The story is somewhat pre- 
dictable, and we would have l~ked to see more nnexpected twists’ (Orta 
1928: 31). The reviewer for Le N~aro commented that he ’could only 
remember Mademoiselle Josephine Baker’, who was, for him, ’a real reve- 
lation ... vivacious, touching and so amusing that the audience were 
shaken by uncontrollable laughter’ (Spa 1927). For 
reviewer, ’the whole point of the film is losephine Baker’s very personal 
performance .... She astonishes and delights’ (Farnay 1927: 588). 
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The complex ideological and temporal layering of Baker’s persona, no 
less than the radical break that her performance marks in contemporary 
acting, clearly impacts on Batcheff’s persona, who was also connoted as 
Other through his exotic ’languorot~s’ Slavism. Our aim in exploring La 
,~ir~ne des tropiques, then. is to understand what happens when two very 
different Others work in the same imaginary space. 
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The film 
The best example of this in the film is the sequence occ~rring after the 
apprehension of Alvarez. when Andr8 and Papitou search A]varez’s office. 
Papitou s~ts on Alvarez’s bookcase ~hrowin~ documents away haphaz- 
ardly, while Andr~ iinds the letter ~om S~v~ro asking Alvarez to kill him. 
They occupy very diff,-rent parts of the set, Batcheff at the desk, Baker 
higher up, perched on the bookcase. The much-reproduced publicity st~ll 
(Figure 6) is slightly misleading, as there is no such shot in the Kino DVD 
version of the film, although the still nonetheless manages to snggest d~f- 
l?rent spaces: Baker poses ostentatiously for the camera, looking ~ot at her 
leading man but at the papers on the desk, while Batcheff gets on with the 
matter in hand, But this contrast is Nr Less marked than the principal con- 
trast between very different geographical locations. 

The film is structured in such a way that the ’tropics’ (as the intertitle 
has it) and everything they represent are contrasted with Paris. There are 
three broad sections lasting about 20 minutes each: 20 minutes establish- 
ing the two locations and the plot; 28 minutes in the tropics; 24 minutes 

in Paris, with a comic transitional fourteen-minute section devoted to 
Papitou’s transatlantic voyage prior to this last section. 

Figure 8:Publicit,~1 st~Ilfor La Sirb.ne des tropiques. 
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There are clear and stereotypical echoes between the two locations. 
Both have their lecherous villain who attempts to rape the damsel in distress; 
in Paris it is Sdvdro, in the tropics it is his henchman Alvarez. Both loca- 
tions have a communal space ----the village in the tropics, and the Place de 
]a Concorde in Par~s - and in both cases we see Pap~tou with children. 
Both locations have performance spaces in which Papitou dances, the dig 
fere~ce between them being one of spaciot~sness. The village performance 
space is small and crowded, and the onlookers surround Papitou. The 
Olympic Palace, on the other hand, is large and air3~ and the spectators 
are in serried ranks of seats, while Papitou is isolated on stage. Finall> 
both locations have a violent conlYontation between Andrd and the forces 
of evil. in which Andrd is shown up, only to be resct~ed by Papitou, who 
observes what is going on in both cases. In Monte Pueb]a, Andrd is set 
upon by Alvarez and his thugs when he confronts them as they steal min- 
erals [>om Sdvdro’s mine, and is resct~ed by Papitou, who calls the police. 
In Paris, Andrd is challenged to a duel by Sdvdro: he refl~ses to shoot at 
Sdvdro, who is killed (~nexplicably for Andrd, who knows he shot his gun 
into the air) by Papitot~ hiding in a nearby tree. 

Such parallels serve to emphasize the deeper binary between nature 
and culture on which the film appears to rest. Parisian spaces are large 
and air> with straight lines, as we have already noted, where the theatre 
is concerned. The other main interior, the Sdvdro apartment, has tall 
columns used as fkaming devices together with door f>ames, and the pan- 
e]ling has distinctively straight lines and sharp angles, The tropics, on the 
other hand, are dominated by circular or natm’al lines, such as the round 
village huts, the communal space and its rotmd well into which the village 
boys throw the cat, or the S-shaped tree in whk:h Papitou plays be~bre 
going to the river to bathe. 

However. even if the geographical locations seem to suggest a strong 
binary: we would contend that the neatness of the binary is undermined. 
The section of the film located on the transatlantic liner serves to link the 
two locaaons in the most obvkmsly geographical sense, but equally it dis- 

turbs the distinction between cultm’e and nature. The liner itself, as the word 
suggests, follows a linear trajectory across an unbounded ocean. Moreoven 
Papitou’s antics make the travel]ers mill around anarchical]y through the 
liner’s ordered spaces; she literally ’disorders’ the crowd, and their percep- 
tion of the subaltern, by cha~gi~g her sMn colour. What might have seemed 
a relatively conventional slapstick routine blm’s the boundaries established 
by the colour of sldn. and limctions to paro@ the sophistication of white 
westerners. Papitou over-determines her blackness by rolling in coal, only to 
whiten herself with flour in a reversal of blacldace ~,Fignres 9 and 10), before 
emerging [>om her bath like Botticelli’s Venus. The sequence also engages 
with a central parad(~x: fl~e crowd seek her. but. as the captain’s averted gaze 
suggests when Papiton emerges naked from the bath, they do not want to 
see her: we shall return to the issue of the gaze in our next section. 

What began as a simplistic binary between nature and culture there- 
fore turns into a more complex set of relations as a result of this transi- 
tional transatlantk; sequence. It also rem:~spectively sheds a difli:rent light 
on what might have seemed to be one of the key markers of ’nature’ in the 
nature/culture binary: Papitou’s relationship with animals. 
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Fi,q~re 9: From black .... 
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Papitou’s dog Bamboula saves her fl’om Alvarez’s lecherous a&,~ances, 
suggesting the witch’s relationship with her ’familiars’. Shortly after this, 
she rescues a cat that the village children have thrown into the well, as we 
mentioned above. Returning to her hut, she encourages Bamboula to lick 
the cat clean, and ends the scene by drawing her father’s attention to 
’L~ttle Kat’, saying that ~t will bring her happiness. Neither of these ani- 
mals is essential to the plot. It would have bee~ jt~st as easy [’or Papitou to 
break ~ee of Alvarez and run off without Bamboula’s help: and the scene 
with the cat is a rather long and maudlin two-minute diversion. It is there- 
fore worth asking ourselves what their purpose might be. A first view 
could well be the stereotyped correlation between ’primitive’ peopDs and 
animals, a parallel l>equenSy drawn where Baker was concerned (see 
Habel 2005: 128). The sequence with her pets, however, articulates a dif- 
ferent perspective, which ~s less ’primitiveness’ than ’~nnocence’; th~s 
because the point of the sequence is to demonstrate first Papitou’s protec- 

tiw: instincts (the cat is defenceless so must be saved), and second what 
might be called a utopian view of nature, in that the dog ends up licking 
the cat protecfivel3< The seqt~ence is therefore much less about the correla- 
tion between Papitou and the animal kingdom, and much more an expres- 
sion of t~topian spaces where normal animal reactions (dogs chase cats) 
are transcended in a non-violent utopian space of reconciliatkm between 
opposites anchored ~n Papitou’s innocently childlike view of the world, 
where her desires rule (her greediness for l?uit, or her love [’or Andrd). 

This allows us to read what might have seemed like a straightfor- 
wardly ’colonialist’ review in a d~fferent l~ght. 
reviewer speaks of Baker’s ’impulsive natt~re, fiery and tender’, or of the 
way ~:n whk:h ’her Nee can reflect mischief or childlike seriousness, joy or 
suffering, with equal ease’ (Orta 1928: 
rather more lurk~ly fostered a similar simplistic binary: ’Her postures are 
those of an anxious and entertaining monkeg she grimaces, yells and 
threatens with teeth bared (...). You bring us the charms and shameless 
innocence of black v~rgins dancing under a flxll moo:n in a forest ~k~ll of 
blood and savage lust’ (quoted in Bon~n~ 2000: 40-1). These views 
apparently articulate the key binary of natt~re versus culture, unregu- 
lated impulsiveness being the opposite of sophisticated manners based on 
self-restraint. But the storyl~ne, where Papiton is concerned, is much 
more about her loss of innocence as she becomes more westernized. This 
is partly demonstrated in a continuation of the ’animal theme’, which 
returns in the final scenes where Papitou wears a very ostentatious ani- 
mal Nr collar. 

Its purpose is partly to differentiate her fl’om Andrd’s fiancde, Denise, 
dressed in white, and to tmderline the moral of the story. But it also 
stresses that Pap~tou has to some extent lost her roots, been tamed, and 
in so doing must learn that she cannot do exactly as she pleases. She 
asks Denise for a memento to remember Andrd, and is given the prayer- 
book belonging to his mother, whk:h he had showed her when she cared 
for him on the Monte Puebla; an intertitle spells out the fate of all of 
Baker’s characters: ~Sacr~fice is our purest source of ~oy on earth’. We 
wish to explore th~s sacrifice, and ~ts association with the gaze, in our 
final section. 
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The mora! 
We might wish to argue that her ’sacrifice’ shows that she is being pun- 
ished for two reasons. First. she ~s being punished for her attempt to take 
Andrd away from Denise. Second, she ~s being punished for attempting to 
become a more sophisticated westernized woman; in doing so, she is to 
some extent betraying Rousseauesque and Orientalist stereotypes of the 
Noble Savage, not least by her parody of ’whiteness’ in the transitional 
sequence on the liner. While both of these arguments are quite plausible, 
we would w~sl~ to argue that her punishment ~s directly related to issues of 
performance and agency, and that these are connected to her relationship 
with Batcheff. Put simp]3~ she ~s punished for tak~:ng control of the gaze. 
She does th~s in two ways. 

Both Baker and Batcheff are obiects of the gaze, but they are mis- 
aligned. We as spectators watch Baker watching Batcheff, who watches 
Baker in turn (as is made very clear in the long sequence in the village 
when Baker dances, watched by bod~ Andrd and Alvarez). Batcheff’s 
character, crudally and typically, does not gaze back at the spectator as 
Baker’s character does. As is the case with many of his films, Batcheff 
character~stk:ally looks ’off’. as we mentioned above. The first way 
which Baker takes control of the gaze, then, ~s the way she draws the 
audience’s gaze from Batcheff to herself, thereby weakening Batcheff as 
oNect of the gaze. Second, she turns Batcheff into an even weaker oNect 
of the audience gaze by dominating him in terms of the narrative and the 
mise-en-scOne. 

Baker draws the gaze away by being more Other than Batcheff: she 
black rather than white, and her acting style--by turns excessively comical 
or excessively tragic - is completely at odds with Batcheff’s considerably 
more understated style. She is also more obviously active: in so doing she 
neutralizes his exoticism as the languorous Slm< She constantly moves, 
darting to and Ii’o across the set, nimbly shinning up trees and fur:niture, 
effortlessly scaling rocks: she is protean (parodicafly white with flour, as 
well as over-determinedly black with coal). Batcheff, on the other hand, 
relatively static: we tend to see him sitting ~.with Denise, with Sdvdro, at 
Alvarez’s desk), watching (Papitou dancing, Alvarez stealing). He 
vacantly statuesque when contrasted with Baker’s sinuously mercurial 
kinetics. One exception is the Monte Puebla sequence, although here 
laboured movements across the rocks, due to his injuries, are pointedly 
contrasted with Papitou’s lithe agility. Batcheff is Other by his passive 
immobilit3~ which turns him into the fetishized pin-up: while Baker ~s 
Other by excessive mobilit> but also, cruciall3~ by her ability to shiR across 
multiple boundaries so as to play into fet~shization, while at the same time 
interrogating it, for example in the coal and flour sequence. While both of 
them bare their chests. Baker’s breasts ’trump’ Batcheff’s open-necked 
sh~rt, a familiar device for the male p~n-up. Both her breasts and his chest 
are oNects for the gaze of the spectator, but Baker moves around con- 
stantl> escaping that gaze. while Batcheff, passive and immobile, lets him- 
self be pinned down. ’that immoNlity is a ploy for capturing the gaze of the 
spectaton of course, but it Nils, because even though Baker’s movements 
on the one hand suggest an escape, they also Nsdnate ~n ways that 
Batcheff’s immobility cannot. 
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Not only does Baker draw the gaze away from Batcheff through aspects 
of her performance, then; she also domi:nates him in the :narrative and 
the mise-en-scOne. Papitou controls Andrd: she cares for him when he is 
hurt on Monte PueNa (Figure 11), in a masochistic-submissive trope 
repeated in Batcheff’s nex:t two fi]ms. She stands ow:r him again when 
she promises to help retrieve the compromising situation at the end of 
the film (Figure 12), and she. rather than Andrd. shoots S(:vdro in the 
dud. These events conspire to nndermine Batcheff’s agency: he comes 
across as impotent and not in[>equently ef[~minate. When he arrives in 
the tropics, for ex:amp]e, he uses a lady’s fan because of the heat; i:n the 
fight with Alvarez in the caves of Monte Puebla, Andrd ends np on the 
grotmd, saved i~ the nick of time by the mounted police: and, most tellingly, 
at the end of the film. when Papitou shoots SOvdro ~i’om her hiding place 
in a tree, the last we see of Andrd is his comical incomprehension that it 
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Fi[]ure 12: Pap~tou stands over Andre. 

is he who has apparently but inexplicably shot Sdvdro while shooting his 
gun in the air. 

Finally. by having two Others working against each other. Baker 
emphasizes not just Batcheff’s effeminac~ but more crucially his status as 
passive melancholic, anchored i~ post-war trauma. While ’Baker repre- 
sented the unlbttered 1>enzy of libidinal urges breaking through the nihilism 
of despair’ (Sweeney 2004: 50), a supremely and indeed upwardly mobile 
reaffirmation of lil? after the 1.38 million dead of the Great War. correla- 
tively Batcheff’s Sad Young Man, static i:n the face of Baker’s ’frenzy’, is 
caught, much more obviously than he would otherwise have been, ~n 
masochistic melancholia. Her ’blackness’ emphasizes his ’whiteness’, so 
that it becomes more than white; it becomes drained, lik:less, the pallor of 
a ghost, death contrasted with Baker’s spontaneous and frenzied v~talit}~ 
Baker plays at being a ghost in the sequence on the ]~ner; indeed, the 
English woman she startles calls her a ghost in an ~ntertitle. Batcheff’s 
ghostliness is all the more poignant lbr not being ~amed. By being placed 
next to Baker, he becomes a representative of all Sad Young Me:n dead on 

the battlefields, and those alive but shell-shocked, the alienated and trauma- 
tized younger generation, in a word: survivors. Her ’whiteness’ is just ludic 
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make-up, an over-determined whiteness that interrogates her skin colour, 
and in so doing positions her blackness as a thoroughly modern blackness, 
helped in this by the fact that her skin colour is not as deep as man> 

The film therefore cleverly ar~culams a cul~ral transition from Old Europe, 
represented by Batchefl; to Modem America, represented by Baker: l>om the 
melancholic, traumatized and ef~k~minate male, to the brashly innocent and 
des~ing l~male. The final images of Baker are key in this respect: her fur collar 
exteriorizes [~.er presumed ’animaF nature, turning her into a Westernized 
woman whose purpose is the sacrifice her &sire (Figure 13). She has changed 

l>om ~he Black Venus to the l~tishized Venus N Furs. oNect of adoration br the 
masochistic male - but oNect rather than suNect nevertheless. 
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A ’SAXOPHONE IN MOVEMENT" JOSEPHINE 
BAKER AND THE MUSIC OF DANCE 

TERRI J. GORDON 

Josdphine Baker condense en elle la frdnOsie dujazz, le rythme dur de la statuaire moderne, et 
les impr~cisions tourment~es des m~lodies contemporaines I 

Josephine Baker, the young American dancer who captured the hearts of the Parisian 
public, captured the spirit and colour of the jazz age as well. Dubbed ’la V6nus noire,’ 
’l’~toile noire,’ and ’l’imp~ratrice dujazz,’ Baker experienced an extraordinary success 
in Paris in the 1920s. Her performance with La Revue NOgre at the Th~fitre des Champs- 
Elys6es in Paris in 1925 launched a vogue for the black-bottom and Charleston across 
Europe and advanced the craze for j azz which had already overtaken the capital2. 

In much of the period, the ’V~nus noire’ came to be seen as an exemplary figure of 
urban modernity. The cross-play of the arts found force in the figure of Baker, who was 
considered the living embodiment of modernist art, from primitivism to German 
expressionism to cubism. The premiere of La Revue NOgre gave rise to a number of visual 
metaphors. For dance critic Andr6 Levinson, Baker’ s plastic poses had the potency of’ the 
finest examples of Negro sculpture;’ for a critic ofLe Soir, La Revue NOgre constituted 
the ’quintessence mame du modernisme de music-hall;’ one spectator commented 
simply, ’C’est cubiste.’3 In the words of contemporary critics Karen Dalton and Henry 
Louis Gates, Jr., ’Josephine Baker was primitivist-modernism on two legs, the cubists’ 
art nOgre in naked, human form.’4 The frenetic pace of her dance and the liberty of her 

’ LeCrideParis, 10oct. 1930 (in Abatino, (1931), p. 40). 
2 The sources for this paper derive from the articles in the press on Josephine Baker and the Th6gtre des 
Champs-Elys~es in the Collection Rondel of the Biblioth~que de l’Arsenal in Paris, as well as from a 
collection of articles entitled Josephine Baker vuepar lapressefrangaise, ed. by Pepito Abatino (Paris: Les 
Editions Isis, 1931). For sources on jazz in the press, I have drawn on Denis-Constant Martin and Olivier 
Roueff, La France dujazz: musique, modernitd et identitd dans la premiOre moitid du XXe siOcle (Marseille: 
Ed. Parenth+ses, 2002), which contains a substantial appendix of original articles on jazz from the 1920s and 
1930s. This article is an expansion of my previous work on Baker and the question of parody. Parts of this 
essay have been published in French in ’Josephine Baker: Parodie ou Pastiche?,’ Francographies, journal of 
the Soci~t~ des Professeurs Fran~ais et Francophones d’Am~rique, No. Special 2, vol. 1 (1999), pp. 141-56. 
~ Andr~ Levinson, ’The Negro Dance: Under European Eyes,’ inAndrdLevinson on Dance: Writings from 
Paris in the Twenties, ed. by Joan Acocella and Lynn Garafola (Hannover and London: University Press of 
New England, 1991), p. 74; Phillipe d’Olon, ’Au Champs-Elys~es Music Hall: Damia, Gabaroche, Le Revue 
N~gre,’ Le Soir, 1°~ nov. 1925; Michel Georges - Michel, ’Soire~ n~gre,’ Comoedia, 28 Sept. 1925. 
4 Karen C.C. Dalton and Henry Louis Gates, Jr., ’Josephine Baker and Paul Colin: African American 

Dance Seen through Parisian Eyes,’ Criticallnquiry, 24 (Summer 1998), p. 933. For a discussion of Baker 
as a figure of primitivist modernism, see Sieglinde Lemke, Primitivist Modernism: Black Culture and the 

Origins of Transatlantic Modernism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. 95-116. 
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movements seemed to provide an aesthetic response to the kaleidoscopic fervor of the 
Roaring Twenties. In Baker, one saw a mirror of modernity, a reflection of its palpitating 
rhythm, its perpetual movement, its ephemeral and fleeting nature. Paul Colin’s art deco 
designs of Baker, which appeared in a portfolio of 45 hand-colored lithographs entitled 
Le Tumulte noir (1927), capture the energy and rhythm of Baker’s movements (fig. 1). 
The stark lines, bold colors, and exaggerated angles of the drawings render Baker a vivid 
articulation of the throbbing metropolis. For Count Harry Kessler, Josephine Baker and 
La Revue NOgre were both ’ultramodern’ and ’ultraprimitive.’ On a performance of La 
Revue NOgre at the Nelson theatre in Berlin in 1926, Kessler wrote, ’They are a cross 
between primeval forests and skyscrapers; likewise their music, jazz, in its color and 
rhythms. Ultramodern and ultraprimitive.’5 

Primitivist modernism in motion, Baker, considered by one critic ’un saxophone en 
mouvement,’ embodied for many the spirit of jazz.6 Jazz had reached Paris as early as 
1917, with the arrival of black American regiments in France, whose bands, such as 
’Harlem’s Hellfighters’ and’ Seventy Black Devils,’ performed throughout the country.7 
The most well-known band was Lieutenant James Reese Europe’s Hellfighters, drawn 
from the highly decorated 369~ Infantry Regiment of New York. In the early months of 
1918, the Hellfighters went on a grand tour of France, visiting over 25 provincial French 
cities in a period of six weeks (Shack, (2001), p. 19). These ’goodwill ambassadors’ were 
responsible for raising the morale of Allied troops on the front and in country hospitals 
(Blake, (1999), p. 62). The Hellfighters, which drew the attention both of the armed forces 
and the civilian population during the war, represented the United States at a number of 
ceremonies marking the war’s end. While many American GIs returned home after the 
war, j azz left an indelible mark on the French capital. The most famous early j azz bands 
were drummer Louis Mitchell’ s Jazz Kings, a group ofsevenj azz musicians which played 
at the Casino de Paris and various cabarets across Paris, and violinist Will Marion Cook’ s 
Southern Syncopated Orchestra, a 41-piece orchestra which gave a series of concerts at 
the Theatre des Champs-Elys~es in 1921 in the wake of a European tour? 

By the mid-1920s, the jazz vogue was in full swing. Bullard’s Grand Duc in 
Montmartre provided a gateway for New York talent in Paris, while Cocteau’s B~euf sur 
le Toit attracted the vanguard of Paris intellectuals, artists and celebrities. When Baker 
arrived on the scene in 1925, she appeared to provide physical expression to the 

5 HarryGrafKessler, Tagebiicher1918-1937(FrankfurtamMain:InselVerlag, 1961), entry for February 

26, 1926, p. 482. Quoted in translation in Peter Jelavich, Berlin Cabaret (Cambridge, Mass. and London: 
Harvard University Press, 1993), p. 171. 
6 Pierre de R~gnier, ’Aux Champs-Elys~es: La Revue N~gre,’ Candide, 12 nov. 1925. 
7 Louis Mitchell’s Seven Spades, which performed in Paris in November 1917 and evolved into the Jazz 
Kings, is thought to be the first jazz band to make an appearance in Paris. For discussions of early jazz in the 
French capital, see Jody Blake, Le Tumulte noir: Modernist Art and Popular Entertainment in Jazz-Age 

Paris, 1900-1930 (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999), pp. 62-6; Bernard 
Gendron, Between Montmartre and the Mudd Club: Popular Music and the Avant-Garde (Chicago and 
London: The University of Chicago Press, 2002), ppo 108-10; and William A. Shack, Harlem in Montmartre: 

A Paris Jazz Story between the Great Wars (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California 
Press, 2001), pp. 11-25. 
8 Jody Blake, "’Jazz-band Dada": L’afro-am~ricanisme dans le Paris de l’entre-deux-guerres,’ Revue de 

L’Art, 118:4 (1997), p. 70. 
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Figure 1: Josephine Baker in her banana skirt, lithograph by Paul Colin from Le Tumulte noir, 

c. 1925. Jerome Robbins Dance Division, The New York Public Library for the Performing 

Arts, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations. © 2004 Artists Rights Society (ARS), 

New York/ADAGP, Paris. 
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synchronized rhythms of jazz. For one viewer she appeared to be ’l’~me frrnrtique et 
d~cha]nre duj azz;’ for another, she constituted’ le rythme duj azz’ itself.9 For many critics 

of the period, African-American dance and musical idioms were inextricably intertwined. 
According to Andr~ Rivollet, Baker’s performances with La Revue NOgre revealed to the 
Parisian public the formula which was to characterize the more flexible and improvisational 
sounds of the 1930s- lejazz hot. As opposed to ’ straightj azz,’ symphonic music-hall j azz 
which had been tempered to meet the tastes of an older generation, lejazz hot was, in 
Rivollet’s words, pure, primal music whose voluptuous and boiling notes stood close to 
an exotic source and whose solo instruments spoke, leapt about, joked and improvised.I° 
’Cette formule nouvelle de jazz, qui demande plus ~ l’improvisation personnelle qu’aux 
r~gles immuables de l’harmonie, nous fur r~v~l~e h Paris [... ] dans La Revue NOgre, dont 
l’~toile ~tait Josephine Baker. [...],’ writes Rivollet. ’Elle dansait..., elle dansait .... 
certes, mais elle faisait inconsciemment pattie de ce jazz hot par ses tyroliennes 
improvisres aux tonalit~s suraigu~s’ (Rivollet, (1935), p. 103). For Andr6 Levinson, 
Baker’s movements were so infused with the ethos of jazz that her body directed and led 

the music: 

[T]here seemed to emanate from her violently shuddering body, her bold dislocations, her 
springing movements, a gushing stream of rhythm. It was she who led the spell-bound 
drummer and the fascinated saxophonist in the harsh rhythm of the ’blues.’ It was as though 
the jazz, catching on the wing the vibrations of this mad body, were interpreting, word by 
word, its fantastic monologue. This music is born from the dance, and what a dance! (Levinson, 
(1991), p. 74). 

This dance was rooted in the soil of African-American musical traditions. Josephine 
Baker grew up in St. Louis, Missouri amidst segregation and race riots. In 1925, she was 
engaged in an all-black dance troupe directed by Caroline Dudley Reagan, an American 
society woman intent on bringing the ’authentic’ African-American spirit to Paris. The 
company of La Revue NOgre, which opened on October 2, 1925, included the orchestra 
of pianist Claude Hopkins, the dancer and choreographer Louis Douglas, the blues and 
spiritual singer Maud de Forest, and the soprano saxophonist and clarinettist Sidney 
Bechet (fig. 2)." After making her drbut in La Revue NOgre, Baker obtained the principal 
role in La Folie du Jour (1926), a revue ~ grand spectacle directed by Paul Derval at the 
Folies-Berg~re. In comparison to the United States, where African-American performers 
were subject to overt racial practices, Paris constituted an artistic haven. Baker’s 
appearance on the Parisian entertainment scene ushered in a series of all-black troupes, 
from the Black People starring Louis Douglas and the Blackbirds with Florence Mills in 

9 L’Illustration, 15nov. 1930 (in Abatino, (1931), p. 41). ’Jecommencehcomprendrelerythmedujazz,’ 

writes Pierre Bret. ’Ce rythme, c’est Josephine Baker’ (’L’~toile noire s’est levee,’ L ’Intransigeant, 7 nov. 

1925). 
1o Andre Rivollet, ’Du Jazz Hot ~ "La Creole,"’ conference de M. Andr~ Rivollet, faite le 21 mars 1935, 

Confereneia, lerjuillet 1935, p. 102. 
~t The opening of La Revue N~gre drew le ’tout Paris,’ including Robert Desnos, Francis Picabia, 
Ferdinand L~ger and Blaise Cendrars. See Lynn Haney, Naked at the Feast: The Biography of Josephine 
Baker (London: Robson Books, 1981), pp. 58-9. 
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Figure 2: ’La Revue N~gre au Music-Hall des Champs-Elys~es,’ poster by Paul Colin, 1925. 
Photographs and Prints Division, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, The New 
York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations. © 2004 Artists Rights Society 

(ARS), New YorlUADAGP, Paris. 
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1926 to Lew Leslie’s Blackbirds, which performed in 1929 at the Moulin Rouge.lZ ’Le 
noir, sous Josephine Baker, redevient ~ la mode,’ remarked a critic at the time.13 

Baker’s choreography, which drew on the musical idioms of American jazz and 
vaudeville, was inscribed in a ’vogue n~gre’ unfolding in Paris. While African painting 

and sculpture had exercised an important influence on the visual arts before the war, 
particularly in the work of Matisse and Picasso, the mode for ’primitivism’ extended to 
all the artistic domains in the interwar period. In 1921, Blaise Cendrars published his 

Anthologie nOgre, while Ren6 Maran received the prix Goncourt for his novel, Batouala, 
v~ritable roman nOgre; the 1925 Exposition internationale des arts d~coratifs featured 

cubists works with a markedly African influence; the surrealists held African art as the 
art of the epoch; the sounds of jazz and ragtime filled the interiors of bars and cabarets; 
and the ’Bal N~gre’ at the rue Blomet in Montparnasse drew the vanguard of the Parisian 
artistic scene. ’Le gofit parisien, constatons-le, est ~ l’heure pr6sente afro-am6ricain,’ 

wrote a critic in 1929.~4 
Baker capitalized extensively on this mode. From her ’danse sauvage’ with Joe Alex 

at the Theatre des Champs-Elys~es to her infamous ’danse des bananes’ at the Folies- 
Berg~re, she staged conventional Western representations of African and African- 

American norms. The tableaux of La Revue NOgre, such as ’Mississippi Steam Boat 
Race,’ ’New York Skyscraper,’ ’Louisiana Camp Meeting,’ and ’Darkey Impressions,’ 
constituted an ’anthology of visual cliches’ of the life of African-Americans in the United 
States.~5 In the final tableau, the famous ’danse sauvage’ which would launch her career, 

Baker assumed the role of the prey of a black hunter, played by, in Janet Flanner’s terms, 
the ’black giant’ Joe Alex.1~ 

The stage is set as a night club in Harlem. With the sounds of tam-tams drumming a 
steady beat in the background, Baker appears on stage on the back of the naked hunter, 
adorned only in rings of feathers. The hunter turns her in a cartwheel onto the floor, and 
she launches into an openly erotic dance. This ’pas de deux des "sauvages,"’ which, 
according to Andr~ Levinson, ’ atteint ~t une grandeur farouche et une superbe bestialit6,’ 17 
shocked and enraptured the public. While the ’danse sauvage’ is set in the context of 
segregated America, the banana dance at the Folies-Berg~re unfolds in an explicitly 

colonial setting. The curtain opens onto a luxuriant jungle, palpitating to the rhythms of 

~2 Jean-Claude Klein, ’La Revue n~gre,’ in Entre deux guerres, ed. by Oliver Barrot and Pascal Ory (Paris: 

F. Bourin, 1990), p. 374. 
~ G~rard Bauer, ’Le Romantisme de Couleur,’ conference du 20 janvier, 1930 (in Abatino, (1931), p. 20). 
~* Claude Berton, ’R~flexions sur le music-hall,’ La Revue de Paris, 1 er nov. 1929, p. 674. 
~ Phyllis Rose, Jazz Cleopatra (New York: Doubleday, 1989), p. 20. 
~ American journalist Janet Flanner, who wrote a column for The New Yorker entitled ’Letters from Paris’ 
at the time, recalls the ’Danse Sauvage’ as follows: ’She made her entry entirely nude except for a pink 
flamingo feather between her limbs; she was being carried upside down and doing the split on the shoulder 
of a black giant. Midstage, he paused, and with his long fingers holding her basket-wise around the waist, 
swung her in a slow cartwheel to the stage floor, where she stood like his magnificent discarded burden, in 
an instance of complete silence. She was an unforgettable female ebony statue. A scream of salutation spread 
through the theater.’ Janet Flanner, Paris was Yesterday 1925-1939 (New York: Popular Library, 1972), p. 
XX, 

57 Andr~ Levinson, ’Paris ou New-York? Douglas. La V~nus noire,’ Comoedia, 12 oct. 1925. 
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tam-tams played by natives in loin-cloths. A white explorer sleeps tranquilly under a 
mosquito net hung on the banks of a river. The explorer wakes up when Fatou, the native 
girl played by Baker, descends from a tree in a belt of bananas, a human prey and ultimate 
colonial fantasy. Baker’s staging of the primitive extended well beyond the confines of 
the theater. Forging a public persona that matched her image on stage, she strolled the 
streets of Paris with her leopard Chiquita; surrounded herself with monkeys, serpents and 
exotic birds; and put her name on a number of lines of beauty products perpetuating her 
erotic image.18 

Baker’s mise en sckne of the primitive accorded well with the expectations of the 
French public. For the Parisians, she imported the breath of the jungle. Perceived as 
’ivresse et instincts d~cha]n~s, d~lire inconnu, fr~n~sie et animalit~ forcen~es,’~9 she 
represented, in the eyes of the public, the return of the repressed, the black continent of 
Freud, the triumph of primitive and spontaneous instincts over the intellect. She was 
described in the press as a ’bel animal sauvage,’ a ’gracieux petit animal exotique,’ and 
an ’~trange et splendide animal sauvage [...] [qui] nous a rdv~l~ une nouvelle race comme 
nous rut rdvdld jadis le pur-sang. ,20 These allusions to animality were by no means unique. 
A virtual menagerie was constructed around her: she was a she-monkey, a serpent, a 
giraffe, a kangaroo, a gorilla, a panther and an exotic bird.2. While her features were 
’agr~ablement simiesques,’ her gestures recalled those of a wildcat.~2 An article that 
appeared in 1930 described her d~but in the following manner: ’Au mois d’octobre 1925, 
les Parisiens invites/~ la r~p~tition du nouveau spectacle du Th$fitre des Champs-Elys~es, 
virent se lever le rideau de sc~ne sur un ~trange d$cor. [...] Parut soudain un extraordinaire 
personnage de couleur, v~tu d’un caledon, avan~ant les genoux $cart~s et souples, le 
ventre concave, comme un kangourou qui cacherait un petit dans sa poche. Cet ~tre 
hybride, [...] c’~tait Mlle Josephine Baker’ (Bauer, (1930)). Baker was aware of the 
extreme reactions her image provoked. ’On se figure que j e sors de la forat vierge. [...],’ 
she remarked in one of her autobiographical works. ’L’instinct primitif, n’est-ce pas, la 
folie de la chair, le tumulte des sens, l’animalitd en d~lire... Tout ce qu’on a pu ~crire! 
C’est quelque chose d’imagination [sic] blanche quand il s’agit des noirs.’~3 

In Paris, Baker’ s apparent’ savagery’ was greeted with enthusiasm, as a regenerating 
force to a war-weary Europe. For a continent that was spiritually and physically depleted 

18 Baker lent her name to an entire series of products, from skin creams and lipsticks to perfumes, liquors 

and bathing suits. "Le Bakerfix," a hair-straightening cream, brought her almost as much revenue as her 
appearances on stage. See Jean-Claude Baker and Chris Chase, Josephine: The Hungry Heart (New York: 
Random House, 1993), p. 171. 
~9 Louis L~on-Martin, Paris-Midi, 8 oct. 1930 (in Abatino, (1931), p. 15). 
~0 Excerpts from Abatino, (1931), pp. 26, 24, and 37: G~rard Missaire, Journal des Ddbats, 9 oct. 1930; 

Simon Gregorio, La Rampe, 1 er nov. 1930; G. de Pawlowski, Le Journal, 9 oct. 1930. 
~ In an article devoted to ’Negro dancing,’ Andr~ Levinson comments on the ’irrepressible animality’ of 
black dancers: ’ [T]he undeniable rhythmic superiority of these Negro dancers is nothing less than an adjunct 
of their irrepressible animality. The tom-tom of the cannibal may be termed the apotheosis of brute rhythm’ 
(Levinson, (1991), p. 73). 
:~ Andr~ Rouveyre, ’Music-Halls. - Jazz’s band. Noirs. - Josephine Baker aux Folies-Berg~re,’ excerpt 
from Mercure de France, ler sept. t926, p. 414; Missaire (1930). 
a3 Marcel Sauvage, Voyages et aventures de Josephine Baker, feuilleton in L ’Intransigeant du 12 oct. 

1930. 
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by the war, African art was considered a source of rejuvenation.~4 Avant-garde artists saw 
African, West Indian, and African-American cultures as authentic alternatives to European 

values and traditions. In the words of the critic and art collector Paul Guillaume, who 
considered the ’revelation’ of l ’art ndgre to constitute a crucial event in the history of 

civilization, ’[L]’art n+gre est le sperme vivificateur du XXe si~cle spirituel.’z5 In a 
dedication to the ’V~nus noire’ which appeared in Josephine Baker rue par la presse 
frangaise, an illustrated collection of articles edited by Baker’s manager and husband 
Pepito Abatino, novelist Erich Maria Remarque lauded Baker for infusing a weary 
continent with the revitalizing force of elemental nature: ’A Josephine Baker qui a 
rapport6 le souffle de la jungle, la force et la beaut6 616mentaire sur les sc~nes fatigu~es 
de la civilisation de l’ouest.’26 In a reversal of terms, Europe became the locus of savagery 

and Africa that of an ideal ailleurs. 

While the liberal and avant-garde reception in Paris largely &-ewBaker as a regenerative 
force, a few reactionary voices perceived her as a symbol of degeneration. When Baker 
appeared on stage in 1925, dramatist and Academic Frangaise member Robert de Flers 
viewed her as an affront to French taste, warning his readers that they were in the process 
of returning to the primate stage in much less time than it had taken them to descend from 
it.z7 An article which appeared in Le Soir in 1928 represented Baker as ’the black peril,’ 

a sign of European degeneration: ’[I]l se peut que Jos6phine Baker soit la revanche de 
l’animal sur la civilisation. [...] Josephine Baker serait la premiere manifestation de notre 
d~ch~ance et le premier symbole des adorations qui nous seront impos6es dans l’avenir.’28 
The respected dance critic Andr~ Levinson took a decidedly conservative position. In a 

1925 essay entitled ’The Negro Dance: Under European Eyes,’ Levinson contrasted what 
he considered to be the innate, spontaneous rhythms of ’Negro dance’ (the ’formless and 
purely instinctive motor energy’ with which ’the savage is overflowing’) with the refined 
art of classical dance (Levinson, (1991), p. 73). In an article that appeared in Comcedia 

in December 1925, Levinson wrote: 

Au point de vue de notre civilisation, l’emprise n~gre est, certes, un sympt6me de d~cadence 
de l’esprit europ~en, la preuve d’une affection de la volont~ occidentale. Le triomphe des 
n~gres est pour nous une d~faite. Parce qu’ils sont mauvais? Non, parce qu’ils sont bons. [...] 
L’Europe est une aristocratie. Elle r~pugne ~ une telle abdication de l’intelligence devant 
l’instinct. [...] Nous avons laiss~ ~chapper la supr~matie. Sachons la reprendre; et commengons 

24 In Primitivist Modernism, Sieglinde Lemke remarks that rejuvenation is a key trope of primitivist 

modernism: "[T]he black cultural idiom - be it a West African sculpture, or syncopated j azz, or an evening 
at the Savoy - is, somehow, primarily invigorating" (Lemke, (1998), p. 101 ). The interpretation of the post- 
war popularity of African-American cultura! forms as arising from a profound cultural need for revitalization 
runs through the critical literature. See, for example, Tyler Stovall, Paris Noir: African Americans in the CiO~’ 
of Light (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1996), pp. 30-2. 
25 Paul Guillaume, ’Opinion sur l’Art n~gre,’ La D~p~ehe afrieaine, 17 (October 15, 1929). See also ’L’art 

n~gre et l’esprit de l’~poque,’ Paris-Soir, 25 nov. 1925. 
z~ Erich Maria Remarque, 1930, d~dieaee (in Abatino, (1931), p. 51). Colette, who frequented Chez 

Josdphine, Baker’s nightclub in Montmartre, also included a dedication in this collection, in which she 
wrote: ’A la plus belle panth~re, ~ la plus charmante femme, avec mon amiti~.’ 
27 Robert de Flers, ’La Semaine Dramatique,’ Figaro, 16 nov. 1925. 
z8 Georges Saint-Bonnet, ’Portrait du Soir: Josephine Baker,’ Le Soir, ! 8 mars 1928. 
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par nous reprendre nous-mrmes. Ne nous amusons pas ~t siffler paresseusement des gens qui 
sont plus forts que nous. 29 

The most virulent reactionary voice was without a doubt that ofMaurice Hamel. In the 
rubric of ’Lettres irr~v~rencieuses’ of an issue of Rumeur which appeared in January 
1928, Hamel published a letter addressed to Baker whose tone recalls the violence of the 
American South: 

Par votre mrdiocrit~, par votre absence complete de toute espOce de talent eL surtout, par 
l’ind~cence de votre physique, vous d~shonorez le music-hall franqais. [...] L’article 
d’importation am~ricaine que vous offrez aux spectateurs de notre pays devrait ~tre interdit par 
ordre sup~rieur. [...] Peut-&re les Parisiens eux-m~mes vous condarrmeront-ils bientrt ~ mort. 
[...] Ayez ce courage, 6 Josephine! Disparaissez ~ jamais. Prenez le premier paquebot en 
partance pour les Am~riques.s° 

Baker didn’t take the boat to America. On the contrary, she undertook a two-year 
European tour and returned transformed, passing from the status of ’commercial star’ to 
that of a ’grande artiste.’ ’[L]e charleston, le "banana’s," c’est fini, compris?’ she 
declared in an interview in 1929.31 In her performance in the revue Paris qui remue at the 
Casino de Paris in 1930-31, she expanded her register to include vocal numbers and 
comedic sketches. Compared from this point on to Mistinguett, the darling of the French 
music-hall, she effected the posture of a ’grande dame des planches,’ adorning herself 
with sparkling tiaras and feathered trains,s2 In the eyes of the press, Baker had become 
civilized. ’L’ancienne ~toile de la Revue N~gre,’ wrote a critic in 1930, ’qui faisait 
autrefois scandale et sensation par sa fr~n~sie, son extravagance, sa spontan~it6 de 
sauvageonne, est drsormais assimilre par la civilisation occidentale.’33 A 1931 article in 
Le Figaro saw this transformation as the mark of Europe’s civilizing power: ’Pour ceux 
qui [...] ont assist6 ~ ses d6buts [...] et qui la retrouvent au Casino de Paris en 1931, 
Josrphine est le plus bel exemple de perfectionnement possible darts le fagormement 
intellectuel de la race noire par la civilisation europ~enne.’34 What is striking in the 
description of Baker’s self-motivated metamorphosis is the use of color as a metaphor for 
the process. According to a number of critics, Baker had become whiter.35’ [E]lle blanchit 
it vue d’~eil et, comme elle ne fur jamais positivement noire, elle para]t plus blanche 
aujourd’hui que beaucoup de nos ~l~gantes ~ leur retour du Midi’ (G. de Pawlowski, 

Andr~ Levinson, ’"Loin du bal:" Josephine siffl~e - Blanc et noir,’ Comoedia, 7 d~c. 1925. 
Maurice Hamel, ’A Mademoiselle Josephine Baker,’ Rumeur, 14jan. 1928. 
Georges Schmitt, ’Josephine Baker passant ~ Paris nous dit...,’ Volontd, 20 avril 1929. 
This stage image translated as well in Baker’s quotidian life. Constructing a glamorous public persona, 

Baker adorned herself in jewels from Tiffany and Cartier and dressed in gowns designed by Poiret and 
Chanel. She bought a fifteenth-century chateau in the Dordogne Valley with 50 rooms and a bed said to have 
belonged to Marie Antoinette. See Wendy Martin, ’Remembering the Jungle: Josephine Baker and 
Modernist Parody,’ in Prehistories of the Future: The Primitivist Project and the Culture of Modernism, ed. 
by Elazar Barkan and Ronald Bush (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1995), pp. 313, 323. 

Dominique Sordet, Ric et Rac, 8 nov. 1930 (in Abatino, (1931), p. 35). 
Jean Sejoumet, Le ConcoursMddical, 8 f~v. 1931 (in Abatino, (1931), p. 20). 
Baker was outraged by this claim: ’C’est un blaspheme,’ she declared, ’je n’ai pas blanchi d’un doigt!’ 

(’Josephine et ses m~moires,’ Cyrano, 7 d~c. 1930). 
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(193 0)). Assimilated in part, she was promoted to an intermediary zone: ’ Elle n’ est plus 
une n~gresse et n’est pas encore une blanche, sans qu’il stir exactement possible de savoir 
s’il y a trop de caf~ dans son lait ou pas assez de lair dans son caf~’ (Saint-Bonnet, ( 192 8)). 

Like Baker’s dance, jazz was seen as a particularly revitalizing musical form. The 
powerful tempo of the syncopated rhythms of jazz and the liberty of its improvised scores 
allowed for a freedom and immediacy that was particularly suited to an era in need of 
escape and healing. The metaphor of jazz as a drug resurfaces in the critical literature of 
the period. A ’drogue contre la souffrance,’ a ’dispensateur de joie,’ jazz was seen as a 
vital healing agent in the troubled post-war climate.36 For German film critic Siegfried 
Kracauer,jazz represented the present in its presentness. In an essay entitled ’Renovierter 
Jazz,’ Kracauer attributed to jazz the power both to induce forgetting and to instill life into 
war-weary bodies.37 As Nancy Nemm points out, j azz as a’ healing tonic’ rej tined the ho st 
of drugs which provided a temporary haven from recent memories of the war.38 In ’The 
Negro Dance,’ Levinson also conceived of the African-American musical idiom as a 
narcotic, as a healing agent with both sedating and intoxicating effects. On African- 
American dance, he wrote, ’The primitive, human instinct is violently affected by such 
rhythmic insistence. The monotony of this measured tramping, the symmetry of its 
pattern, has the effect of a narcotic, while its gradual acceleration brings about a sense of 
exhilaration amounting to a positive ecstasy’ (Levinson, (1991), p. 72). 

The impact of this new ’drug’ on French culture was so powerful that jazz, often 
described as an invading or conquering force, opened up heated debates in intellectual and 
musical circles. On July 1, 1925, music critic Andr~ Schaeffner and ethnomusicologist 
Andr~ Ceeuroy launched an ’Enqu~te sur le jazz-band’ in Paris-MidL The survey, which 
opened with the statement, ’Le Jazz-Band a envahi l’Europe,’ posed a number of 
questions concerning the autonomy and influence ofj azz, of which the first ~vas: ’ Le Jazz- 
Band est-il pour vous "de la musique"?’39 In a column entitled, ’Le jazz devant les juges,’ 
Paris-Midi published 44 of the responses drawn from figures across the music industry, 
including musicians, composers, singers and critics. Responses ran the gamut, from jazz 
as an anti-musical abomination (’"Le jazz??," protests baritone Lucien Fug~re, ’Une 
abomination! Une horreur!!! La nrgation de la musicalitY’) to jazz as a ’sur-musique’ 
e ffecting an artistic revolution.4° As a whole, critics foundj azz to be an influential, popular 
form of music whose artistic merits derived primarily from rhythm and whose authenticity 
lay in its African or African-American roots. 

36 Arthur HoarSe, ’Lejazz et le disque (essai critique et historique),’ L ’Edition musicale vivante, 46 (Dec. 
1931), pp. 7-15 (in Martin and Roueff, (2002), p. 295). 
37 Siegfried Kracauer, ’Renovierter Jazz,’ in Schriften, vol. 2: .4ufsgitze 1927-1931, ed. by Inka MOlder- 

Bach (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1990), pp. 390-2. 
38 Nancy Nenno, ’Femininity, the Primitive, and Modem Urban Space: Josephine Baker in Berlin,’ in 

Women in the Metropolis, ed. by Katharina yon Ankum (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of 
California Press, 1997), p. 154. 
39 Andr~ Schaeffner and Andr~ C~euroy, ’Enquire sur lejazz hand,’ Paris-Midi, 8 mai-1 erjuillet, 1925 (in 
Martin and Roueff, (2002), p. 182). 
4o Lucien Fug~re’s response is drawn from Martin and Roueff, (2002), p. 199. Michel Georges-Michel 

writes,’Le jazz est-il de la musique? I1 y eut nagu~re des gens pour s’~crier: ’Wagner, Debussy, ce n’est pas 
de la musique.’ Qui done apr~s eela oserait s’aventurer ~ nier lejazz. Mais c’est de la sur-musique qui a saut~ 
~ pieds joints m~me par-dessus Stravinsky’ (in Martin and Roueff, (2002), p. 183). 
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As with the dance to which it gave birth, jazz had its detractors. For some, jazz music 
was seen as pure noise. One critic, applying the popular denomination of’bruiteur’ to jazz 
musicians, writes, ’Dada’/stes de la musique, ils s’empressent [...] ~t d~couvrir tout ce que 
le mauvais gofit international a produit, et l’importent au ceeur de la capitale, dans 
l’dvident espoir de le faire battre de travers.’41 Jazz seemed to capture the pulse of 
modernity itself, its temporal simultaneity, its tumult, its dynamism and its unceasing 
energy. In a 1927 article that appeared in D~bats, significantly entitled ’L’orchestre du 
Dr. Moreau,’ the theatre critic Gustave Fr~javille considered the modern sounds of jazz 
to be the sounds of the machine age and an echo of the wailing and weapons of war: 

A la clameur des sir~nes, au ronflement des gothas r6pondit tout/~ coup un 6tonnant vacarme 
organis~, pincements, grincements, grattements, fr6missements, cr6pitement de baguettes, 
roulements de tambour, cris de trompes et de klaxons, tintements de timbres m6talliques, bruits 
de chalnes, de tringles et de gongs, appels cuivr6s, route une m6canique sonore d’une 
complication ingenue.42 

A French doctor warned against the harmful effect on the nervous system of such a 
cacophony: ’[...] quand il s’agit non pas de musique symphonique mais de JAZZ,’ he 
claimed, ’on peut s’attendre aux pires r~percussions sur le syst~me nerveux.’43 

As art critic Jody Blake has pointed out, avant-garde artists such as the dadaists 
embraced the so-called ’noise of jazz,’ considering jazz to be ’the musical counterpart of 
dada’s own anti-art activities,’ an ’anti-music’ that furthered dada’s anarchic program of 
social and political protest (Blake, (1999), p. 60). Surrealist writers, such as Philippe 
Soupault, Robert Desnos and Louis Aragon, composed poems devoted to the subject of 
j azz, whilej azz music provided the backdrop for many avant-garde theatrical productions .44 
Jean Cocteau, whose Bceufsur le Toit gave birth to the expression,’ faire le bceuf,’ or’have 
a jam session,’ considered the jazz band to be the ’soul of modern urban forces,’ from 
machines to skyscrapers to ocean liners, lyrically expressing both the cruelty and the 
melancholy of postwar life.45 For Philippe Soupault, the lure of jazz for the dadaists was 
intimately linked to the experience of the war: ’Pour bien comprendre ce gofit du 
scandale,’ he explained in his 1927 M~moires de l’oubli, ’il faut se rappeler la rupture 
brutale survenue entre notre enfance et notre jeunesse. Nous avons ~t~ pr6cipit~s de 
l’enfance dans la guerre, et de la guerre dans une esp~ce d’euphorie de d6sir de vivre, de 
volont~ d’oubli. Le charleston traduit bien cette fr~n~sie qui nous poss~dait.’4~ 

41 Louis Vuillemin, ’Concerts m~tbques...,’ Courrier musical, l er janvier 1923 (in Martin and Roueff, 

(2002), p. 170). 
45 Gustave Fr6javille, ’L’ochestre du Dr. Moreau,’ D~bats, 9 juillet 1927. Quoted in Jeffrey Jackson, 

’Making Enemies: Jazz in Inter-war Paris,’ French Cultural Studies, 10:29 (June 1999), p. 192. 
43 Quoted in Andr6 Mauprey, ’Lejazz peut-il rendre fou?’ Jazz-Tango-Dancing (August 1931). See also 

Jackson, (1999), p. 193. 

** For examples of ’jazz poetry,’ see Blake, (1997), p. 72. 
4~ Jean C~cteau, ‘ Jazz-Band~ 4 a~t19 l 9 ~ Le Rappel ~ l ~rdre~ in Oeuvres c~mpletes de Jean C~cteau IX 

(Gen~ve: Marguerat, [1946-5 !]), pp. 124-7. For a discussion of the expression’ faire le b~uf,’ see Bernard 

Gendron, ’Jamming at Le B~uf: Jazz and the Paris Avant-Garde,’ Discourse 12:1 (Fall-Winter 1989-90), p. 

23, and Martin and Roueff, (2002) ,p. 37. 
46 Philippe Soupault, M~moires de l’oubli: 1923-1926, vol. 2 (Paris: Lachenal & Ritter, 1986), p. 35. 
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For more conservative critics, jazz was a sign of cultural decadence and degeneration 

which threatened to undermine the French ’civilizing mission.’ In an article that appeared 
in Le Soir in June 1926, one critic asked anxiously, ’Est-on encore ~ Paris? Est-on encore 
dans un pays civilis~?’47 Under the aegis of its president, Princess Anna de Saxe, the 
League against the Jazz Band banned all jazz music at its events.4~ In a long article on 
African-American music and dance that appeared in Mercure de France in September 

1926, critic Andr6 Rouveyre saw jazz as the living proof of the racial theory expounded 
in racial theorist Joseph Arthur de Gobineau’s Essai sur l’indgalitO des races humaines 

(1853-55), which attributed a heightened sensuality and musical capacity to the ’Negroid’ 
race: ’ [L]e Jazz-band, c’est l’abdication de la musique dans son office d’instrument de la 

culture traditionnelle. Et cela au b~n~fice d’un d~sordre virulent, serviteur des seuls 
instincts extirp~s, ~ outrance et ~ cris, du train civilis~, et men~s ainsi, ~ coup de cuivres, 
de caisses et de bois, selon leur ing6nuit6, leur sauvagerie, leur sensualitY, par des noirs’ 
(Rouveyre, (1926), p. 412). As critic Jeffrey Jackson points out, jazz provided a unique 
cultural vehicle for the expression of an entire constellation of concerns about French 

identity in the post war period, fears both of regression and advance, of African arts and 
the machine age, of foreign influence and the loss of political power.49 John Souter’s 
Breakdown, which was exhibited at the Royal Academy of Arts in London in 1926, 

captures both the fear and fascination attending this new musical form. The painting 
depicts a black saxophonist seated atop a classical statue in ruins, a statuesque nude 
moving in time with the music. The mammoth size of the statue suggests the enormity 
of the loss, the enraptured white dancer the potency of this cultural rebirth. The scandal 

caused by the painting, which resulted in its removal from the exhibit, expressed the larger 
cultural scandal that was jazz in the 1920s.5° 

Paul Morand’ s Magie noire (1928) captures in literary form the vivid and revitalizing 
qualities attributed to African American dance and music in the 1920s. The third part of 
Morand’s Chronique duXXesibcle, the workpresents a quasi-ethnological or sociological 
literary portrait of its era with the poetic aim of discovering the ’magic’ of black culture. 
The chapter entitled ’Congo (Baton Rouge)’ treats the figure of Sophie Taylor (’ Congo’), 
a fictional black American dancer modelled on the figure of Josephine Baker. An 
eighteen-year-old dancer starting in the ’super-revue,’ ’Paris-Cochon,’ Congo is a wild 
success in Paris, ’la fille-la-plus-photographi6e-du-monde.’5~ An unspoiled figure (’un 
monstre naturel’) with dance in her blood, the predominantly nude Congo is at one with 

her body, a figure untouched by the modem metropolis (Morand, (1992), p. 515). In 
accordance with the work’s aim to penetrate into the soul of black culture, the chapter 

moves from surface to profundity, from a ball at the dancer’s chic hotel at the rue de 
l’Universit6 to the depths of Pigalle, where Congo will take part in an occult African ritual 
to effect a cure for the voodoo spell cast over her. The ball is a social event, the black magic 
ritual a reality. In Morand’s depiction, the move from European to African culture, from 

47 Ren~ Wisher, ’C’est un enfer sonore,’ Le Soir, 18juin 1926. Quoted in Jackson, (1999), p. 193. 
*~ See Shack, (2001), p. 57. 
49 See Jackson, (1999), p. 199. 
50 See Blake, (1999) p. 89. 
~ Paul Morand, Magic noire, in Nouvelles complOtes, Biblioth~que de la Pl~iade, ed. by Michel Collomb 
(Paris: Gallimard, 1992), p. 514. 
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the shining surface to the spiritual depths, is not depicted as a regression, but rather as a 
movement toward essence or authenticity. 

The portrait which Morand paints of African-American culture is an exoticized and 
racialist one. However, it reverses the predominant assumptions of the era. In a passage 
with an explicit reference to Josephine Baker, Congo evokes the nobility of a royal 
lineage: ’Elle fait penser it Josephine, disent les vieux. Non! je vous parle d’une autre qui 
a 6t~ imp6ratrice, dans le temps...’ (Morand, (1992), p. 516). This rapprochement of 
Josephine Baker, the ’imp6ratrice du jazz,’ with Napoleon Bonaparte’s first wife, the 
Empress Jos6phine, renders Congo a royal figure in modem form. In a reversal of the logic 
of Gobineau, who held that the ’Negroid’ improves with racial mixing, Congo retains the 
noble qualities inherent to her race, wearing her naked body as an aristocrat would wear 
a royal gown. In the basement of the bar in Montmartre where she stands naked in a circle 
of nude bodies chanting an occult refrain, the narrator comments: ’Voil~t Congo nue de 
nouveau, lisse nudit6 des anc~tres de Guin6e, aisance et noblesse de haute ~poque’ 
(Morand, (1992), p. 521 ). Jazz music, which Morand calls in the preface’ cette imp6rieuse 
m61ancolie qui sort des saxophones,’ is the modem voice of this ancient aristocracy, the 
pure and haunting expression of the essence of African culture (Morand, (1992), pp. 481- 
82). But, unlike the ancient nobility of Europe which was linked through bonds of blood, 
Congo’s aristocratic creed is based on a sense of brotherhood and unity. Congo’s ball 
represents a leveling of distinction, a crushing (piler), grinding (moudre), and trampling 
(fouler) of difference, and a promise of future unity.52 

Congo’s transformative power operates primarily through the medium of dance. 
Morand infuses her movements with all the spontaneous energy and force imputed to the 
modem dance forms of Charleston, black-bottom and the foxtrot. In a rapid-fire 
Charleston that she performs at the ball, she moves like a shot, with lightning force and 
unexpected gestures. While cast in an unmistakably modem form, Congo’s dance works 
an act of black magic, providing access to the realms of the authentic and the essential, 
to the primitive sources of the world: ’[C]ette jeune sorci~re pulv6rise les m~lodies 
musicales, politiques ou sentimentales des Blancs, les oblige ~revenir aux commencements 
du monde’ (Morand, (1992), p. 516). The dance idioms of the 1920s are merely ancient 
African totemic rituals in modem guise. This modem, spiritual dance produces an occult 
effect, the transference of force from one body to another: ’[C]’est un 61an vital 
immddiatement transmissible, une d6charge plus violente que celle de la chaise ~lectrique. 
D~s qu’elle appara]t, tout se met en mouvement, les gens, les lumi~res, les meubles’ 
(Morand, (1992), p. 515). Much like W.E.B. Du Bois, who valorizes what he considers 
to be the profound musical capacity unique to African Americans, Morand imputes to 
Africans the gift of joy, an infectious gift with the power to distract and uplift a fatigued 
and cynical populace: ’[Lie programme de Congo, qu’on nomme aussi Congo la Joie, 
s’accomplit: "Je feral toumer Paris en bourrique!" Paris rit, de son rire fatigue, cynique, 
consol~ par la simple all6gresse de ces membres dispos, d~rid~ par ces ~bats de l’fige de 
pierre, ragaillardi par ce rayonnement organique, indestructible; ignore-t-il que Dieu a fair 
don aux n~gres de son plus pr~cieux tr~sor: lajoie?’ (Morand, (1992), p. 516). 

52 The narrator writes of Congo at the ball: ’Ce soir, darts cette haute case des ducs de R6, elle pile les 

classes, rnoud les races, presse les sexes, foule les gges’ (Morand, (1992), p. 516). 
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It is the changing face of Paris which becomes the main character ofMorand’s utopic 
vision: old Paris laughing its cynical, tired laugh, new Paris driven to distraction, a future 
Paris infused with energy and hope. Morand’s text brings out the restorative and 
revitalizing qualities imputed to jazz music and dance in the period. The essentializing 
tropes underscore the extent to which the reception of African-American musical idioms 
were subject to European colonialist fantasties and the admiring embrace the extent to 
which these fantasies met the needs of a post-war generation. In the end, the popular 
reception of African-American music and dance in the 1920s may tell us more about the 
cultural needs of the period than the art forms themselves. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 1:02 PM 

Betty Rhodes <betty@carolinatheatre.org> 

ILE: civil rights project at the Carolina Theatre of Durham 

Dear Betty: You can call me on my cell phone              I am in class on Tuesdays!Thursdays from 9:30-12am and Tuesday afternoon from 3:30 until 6:20. Next week 
on Thursday will leave for Chicago. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Betty Rhodes [betty@carolinatheatre.org] 
Sent; Monday, February 25, 2023 22:57 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; civil rights project at the Carolina Theatre of Durham 

Hi, Darryl Stover of NC Humanities referred me to you. The Carolina Theatre is looking at our role in the civil rights movement in Durham. We have a committee of 

folks that were actually involved in the desegregation of the theatre in 1963. We are planning a pictorial exhibit and other activities to commemorate this event. I 

would like to talk to you further if you could spare some time. 

Thanks, 
~ ~y, 

Betty Rhodes 
Education Coordinator 
Carolina Theatre of Durham 
919-226-8879 

betty@ca rolinat heat re.orq 
fax# 560-3065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:0l PM 

Mae Henderson < ~)gmail.com> 

ILS: P.S. 

Dear Mae: Glad to know that you enjoyed the cake -- it was a box cake to which she added her own twist. Just left the copy center concerning articles for the collection. Will 
send an email probably tomorrow with the title so that I can make sure that we are in agreement. I am still working on the bibliography so if you have any changes let me 

know. Have to meet another deadline by Friday so when I get a chance, you will hear from me again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F~om: Mae Henderson I           @gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 2S, 20:t3 2:5S PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: P.S. 

Chaxlene, I forgot to tell you that your sister’s cake was fabulous -- 
like butter going down! I enjoyed this morning ruth my coffee. 

I’m assuming that this was a scratch cake? 

Thanks again, m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:07 PM 

kpt < @gmail.com> 

I~E: essay 

Dear Kristy: Hope you are still working on the essay previously forwarded. I just recently heard from the editor and will probably need an edited version by March 10th no later 
than the 15th. Please let me know if this works within your schedule and again, thanks for assisting in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: kpt [       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 6:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Great, thank you’. I look forward to it. 

If possible, I would like more than 2 weeks though, as I have ~me pending deadlines already coming up. Please let me know, a~d I hope you are well. 

Sincerely, 

On Tue, Jan 8, 2013 at 9:25 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regeste~emM.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Kristy: Attached is another essay that I would like for you to edit. Please let me know that you have received this material. Right now I don’t really have a deadline but 
if two weeks works for you let me know -- if not we probably have more time since I have not yet heard back from the editor. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: kpt [        ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 02, 2023 9:22 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Payment received, thank you, and ttappy New Year! 

Talk to you soon, 

Sincerely, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Fl~om: Regester, Charlene B <regesteK~email.nnc.edu> 
Date: Fri, Dec 21, 2012 at 11:21 AM 
Subject: RE: essay 
To: kpt <        ~gmM.com> 

Dear Kristy: This is to let you know that I mailed your payment today from North Carolina -- please let me know when you receive the payment. I will then forward the 
second essay -- I don’t want to owe for more than one essay at a time. Have a good holiday and again, thanks tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; kpt [        ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, December 27, 2022 6:09 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Yes, thalk you, I would love to./h~d if you have any’ comments or suggestions based on first essay, please let me know. 

Take care, and talk to yon soon, 

Kristy 

On Mon, Dec 17, 2012 at 12:45 PM, Regester, Charlene B <reges~te~email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Dear Krisbl: Will forward your payment in the next few days and if interested, will forward the second essay as well. Thanks again for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: kpt [ .      ,~. qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December :17, 2012:10:17 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you! I enjoyed it, and would love to work another essay if you would like. Also, please let me know if you have aaay questions about anything. 

My invoice is attached. Good luck with your essay’. Happy Holidays. 

Sincerely, 

On Mon, Dec 17, 2012 at 6:02 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regesle(c~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Krisb/: Thanks so much for your edit -- I have not yet read but the revision will do so shortly. You can send the invoice anytime and thanks for doing this so quickly 
considering the time of year. I will let you know what I thought about your revision. By the way, I have second essay but it will not be due until after the holiday and I 
will not send right away as I will give you a break. Finally, I really appreciate your effort because this has been a hard weekend for all of us to stay focused. Thanks 
tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: kpt [        .@qmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 16, 2012 3::t:[ PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Please find attached an edited version of your essay. I have a few comments below, and please let me know if you need anything further with this. 

Thank you so much for this opportunity, and Happy Holidays! 

Sincerely, 

Kristy 

ps- I will submit an invoice to you once I hear back from you. 

a few times the phrase: ’in dialogue with or informed by’ was used. Why both in dialogue with/or informed by? I was not sure if there is a critical 

theory distinction between them, so I did not change, but I was wondering if just ’in dialogue with’ could suffice 

same for in direct or indirect, and subtle or not-so-subtle ways. 

p. 30: of most importance is that (kidlestone misrecognizes Sylvia as his own danghter until this final moment, signifying that the ~xua] assanlt occurs or has 

possibly ~2lready occurred. ? is this b.c of her scar 

p. 32 Micheaux is not as damning in Ns reconstruction of female victimization as Grifi]th. - [ am not clear on exactly why he is less damning. Is it because Sylvia 

manages to escape, so is not the broken blossom that Lucy is? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:09 PM 

Novotny Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

ILE: Revised Draft of Dandridge essay for Collection 

Dear Novotny: Received your recent message and just wanted to let you know that I have since made a few revisions to the essay previously forwarded. I just wanted to make 
sure that the essay coincided with your expectations for the collection. I do plan on attempting to meet the deadline indicated in previous email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent= Monday, December 17, 2012 6:28 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Revised Draft of Dandridge essay for Collection 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks for sending the essay. Your timing is actually perfect as I have fallen a bit behind on things while t~ing to wrap up my first semester as Acting Chair. Ifs been 

quite a ride! I’ll read the chapter and get back to you as soon as I can. I hope that your semester ended smoothly. 

Have a great holiday season! 

Novotny 

On Mon, Dec 17, 2012 at 2:53 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Novotny: Attached is a revised draft of my essay on Dandridge for your collection. Please note that I am still looking up the footnotes and making editorial revisions to 
this draft but I wanted to let you know that it is well underway. Have a good holiday and hope I am not to late. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October 15, 2012 10:25 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Dandridge essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks for the response. I was thinking abont your chapter more and w-as wondering if you could some other examples of the press constructing Dandridge as a 

star, with the most emphasis on Jet magazine? For example, her appearance on the cover ofLi/b. I look forward to receiving your chapter. 

Novotny 

On Mon, Oct 15, 2012 at 9:00 AM, Regester~ Charlene B <regester~)mnail.unc.edu > wrote: 
Dear Novotny: Will make the appropriate changes and meet the deadline provided. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, October 13, 2012 5:49 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Dandridge essay 

Hi Charlene, 

I hope that you’re having a good weekend. I’ve read your essay and I enjoyed it very much. There were definitely things included that I was unaware o£ which is 
the beaub, of editing this project--I get to learn a lot from the different essays. I have attached the draft with some comments/revisions. In addition to the things 

included on the draft itself; I’d like to snggest a reorganization that will bring the piece more in line with the book (it’s already well on track) while keeping a lot of 

the important perspective that you included in your first draft. That organization is as follows: 

Introduction: Rework to discuss how Dandridge was a big star that isn’t necessarily mentioned along with white actresses of her era. Explain that she w-as a big 

star, a fact that reading ,Jet magazine’s coverage of her at the height of her popula~ty (during and immediately alter Carmen), cleMy demonstrates this. Then 

co~mect the documentary with that coverage explaining that it positions Dandridge as a star. 

Body: Discussion of Jet:l]agaziue’s coverage. 

-Discussion of how documenta~ discusses Dandridge’s life (as you’ve explained it already). 

-Discussion of how Dandridge continues to resonate with us: 1.) the film Introducing Dorothy Dandridge 2.) the challenges that she faced continue to plague 

black actresses. 

Conclusion: Including your critique of the docnmentaxy, so on, and so forth. 

I think this reorganization could be very effective. However, I welcome your feedback on how to reshape the piece a bit. Let me know what you think. Thanks 
again tbr agreeing to be a part of the project. 

Best, 

Novotny 



P.S. My class is reading the chapter on Dm~dridge fiom your book this week. :-) 

F~b)i?Z?: 618.453.6992 
~i~,~: 618.453.6982 

618.453.6992 

8.453.6982 

Novotny Lawrence, Ph.D. 

Associate Protbssor & Acting Chair 
Depaxtm~ent of Radio, Television and Digital Media 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communicalions Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois Unive~siU~- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 8:36 AM 

Novotny Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

ILE: Revised Draft of Dandridge essay for Collection 

Dear Novotny: Yes, I will be at SCMS but will not stay long. I arrive on Thursday and leave on Saturday. Ifyou want to talk by phone my cell (919) 260-1925. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From-" Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 

Sent; Monday, February 25, 2013 5:26 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Revised Draft of Dandridge essay for Collection 

Thanks Charlene. 

Novotny 

P.S. Will you be at SCMS? 

On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 2:09 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Novotny: Received your recent message and just wanted to let you know that I have since made a few revisions to the essay previously forwarded. I just wanted to 
make sure that the essay coincided with your expectations for the collection. I do plan on attempting to meet the deadline indicated in previous email. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From; Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, December 17, 2012 6:28 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Revised Draft of Dandridge essay for Collection 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks for sending the essay. Your timing is actually perfect as I have fallen a bit behind on things while tuing to wrap np my first semester as Acting Chair. ffs been 

quite a ride! I’ll read the chapter and get back to you as soon as I can. I hope that your semester ended smoothly. 

Have a great holiday season’. 

N ovotny 

On Mon, Dec 17, 2012 at 2:53 PM, Regester~ Charlene B <regester~)mnail.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Novotny: Attached is a revised draft of my essay on Dandridge for your collection. Please note that I am still looking up the footnotes and making editorial revisions 
to this draft but I wanted to let you know that it is well underway. Have a good holiday and hope I am not to late. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October 15, 2012 10:25 AM 

To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Dandridge essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks fi)r "the response. I was thinking atx~ut your chapter more and was wondering if you could some other examples of the press constructing Dandridge as a 
star, with the most emphasis on Jet magazine? For example, her appearance on the cover of Life. I look lbrward to receiving your chapter. 

Novotny 

On Mon, Oct 15, 2012 at 9:00 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(~email.unc.edu > wrote: 
Dear Novotny: Will make the appropriate changes and meet the deadline provided. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, October 13, 2012 5:49 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Dandridge essay 

Hi Charlene, 

I hope that you’re having a good weekend. I’ve read your essay and I enjoyed it veU much. There were definitely things included that I was tmaware of, which 
is the beauD’ of editing this project--I get to learn a lot from the differem essays. I have attached the draft with some comments/revisions. In addition to the 
things included on the draft itself, I’d like to suggefft a reorganization that will bring the piece more in line with the book (it’s already well on track) while keeping 
a lot of the important perspective that you included in your first draft. That organization is as follows: 

Introduction: Rework to discuss how Dandridge was a big s~r that isn’t necessaxily mentioned along with white actresses of her era. Explain that she was a big 



star, a fact that reading ,Jet magazine’s coverage of her at flae height of her popula~ty (during and immediately a!’ter Carmen), clea~’ly demonstrates fl~is. Then 

co~mect fl~e documentaD, ruth "that coverage explaining fl~at it positions Dandfidge as a star. 

Body: Discussion of,IetJIJagazine’s coverage. 

-Discussion of how documenta .i~ discusses Dandridge’s life (as you’ve expl~ned it already). 

-Discussion of how Da~dridge continues to resonate with us: 1.) the film Introducing Dorothy Dandri~ge 2.) the challenges that she faced continue to 

plague black actresses. 

Conclusion: Including your critique of the documentary, so on, and so forth. 

I think this reorgmaization could be very effective. However, I welcome your feedback on how to reshape the piece a bit. Let me know what you think. Thmaks 

again for agreeing to be a part of the project. 

Best, 

Novotny 

P.S. My class is reading the chapter on Dm~dfidge fiom your book this week. :-) 

618.453.6992 

8.453.6982 

[~b)i?~:: 618.453.6992 
~i~,.: 618.453.6982 

Novotny Lawrence, Ph.D. 

Associate Protester & Acting Chair 

Depaxtment of Radio, Television mad Digital Media 
Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois University- Carbondg~e 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Prot~ssor & Acting Chair 

Depaxtm~ent of Radio, Television, & Digit~2l Media 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois University- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 11:18 AM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

ILE: Stone Center Fellowship 

Dear        I should have the letter ready by Thursday -- do you want to pick it up during my office hours in Battle Hall or would you prefer to pick up the letter at the Davis 
Library Room 8026 location? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 
Sent; Tuesday, 8:51 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Stone Center Fellowship 

Dr. Regester, 
Here are the details for the referee’s regarding the scholarship. You may keep the same recommendation as before or however you please. I would have asked last week for 
your help but I was so caught up in school that I did not realize the deadline was fast approaching. I am very sorry for this inconvenience, and this type of unprofessionalism 
will not happen from me again. I want you to know that I do not take our student-professor relationship for granted, although my actions seem to speak otherwise. I am 
forever grateful for your help, and I hope that you will discover how grateful I am. If I am able to, I will pick up the recommendation letter before Friday when the application is 
due. The details are as follows: 

These reference letters should be printed, signed by the referee, and sealed in an envelope. 

Thank you so much again. I am grateful. 

Very Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 5:05 PM 

Novotny Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

I~E: Revised Draft of Dandridge essay for Collection 

Okay -- hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:57 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Revised Draft of Dandridge essay for Collection 

Charlene, 

I’m tnaking a quick trip to the conference too as I ~-ive on Wednesday and leave on Friday. Maybe we’ll cross paths there. 

Novotny 

On Tue, Feb 26, 2013 at 7:35 AM, Regester. Charlene B <mgester(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Novotny: Yes, I will be at SCMS but will not stay long, I arrive on Thursday and leave on Saturday¯ Ifyou want to talk by phone my cell 
Charlene Regester 

From= Novotny Lawrence [novotnvl@siu.edu] 
Sent= Monday, February 25, 2013 5:26 PM 

¯ Sincerely, 

To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Revised Draft of Dandridge essay for Collection 

Thanks Charlene. 

Novotny 

P.S. Will you be at SCMS? 

On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 2:09 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(&email.nnc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Novotny: Received your recent message and just wanted to let you know that I have since made a few revisions to the essay previously forwarded. I just wanted to 
make sure that the essay coincided with your expectations for the collection. I do plan on attempting to meet the deadline indicated in previous email. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent= Monday, December 17, 2012 6:28 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Revised Draft of Dandridge essay for Collection 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks for sending the essay. Your liming is actually perfect as I have fallen a bit behind on things while trying to wrap up my first smnester as Acting Chair. It’s 
been quite a ride’. I’ll read the chapter and get back to you as soon as I can. I hope that your semester ended smoothly. 

Have a groat holiday season! 

Novo~ny 

On Mon, Dec 17, 2012 at 2:53 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Novotny: Attached is a revised draft of my essay on Dandridge for your collection. Please note that I am still looking up the footnotes and making editorial 
revisions to this draft but I wanted to let you know that it is well underway. Have a good holiday and hope I am not to late. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October 15, 2012 10:25 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Dandridge essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks for the response. I was thinking about your chapter more and was wondering if yon could some other examples of the press constructing Dandridge as 
a star, with the mos~t emphasis on Jet magazi, te? For example, her appearance on the cover of Life. I look forward to receiving your chapter. 

Novotny 

On Mon, Oct 15, 2012 at 9:00 AM, Regester, Charlene B <mgester~email.m~c.edu> wrote: 
] Dear Novotny: Will make the appropriate changes and meet the deadline provided. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 13, 2012 5:49 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
S..bject: Dandridge essay 

Charlene, 

I hope that you’le having a good weekend. I’ve read your essay and I enjoyed it velN Inuch. There were definitely things included that I was unawaxe o£ 

which is the beaub~ of editing this project--I get to learn a lot from the difl’erent essays. I have attached the draft with some comments/revisions. In addition to 

the things included on the draft itsel£ I’d like to suggest a reorganization that will bring the piece more in line with the book (it’s aJleady well on track) while 

keeping a lot of the impol~tant perspective that you included in your first draft. That organization is as follows: 

Introduction: Rework to discuss how Dandridge was a big star that isn’t necessarily mentioned along with white actresses of her era. Explain that she was a 

big star, a fact that reading Jet magazine’s coverage of her at the height of her popularib~ (during and immediately after Canne~O, clearly demonstrates this. 

Then connect the documentau with that coverage explaining that it positions Dandridge as a s~ar. 

Body: Di~assion of Jet z~agazine’s coverage. 

-Discussion of how documental discusses Dandridge’s life (as you’ve explained it already). 

-Discussion of how Dandridge continues to re~)nate with us: 1 .) the tihn Introducing Dorot]gv Dalldridge 2.) the challenges that she faced continne m 
plague black actresses. 

Conclusion: Including your critique of the documentaxy, so on, and so forth. 

I think this reorganization could be very effective. However. I welcome your feedback on how to leshape the piece a bit. Let me kmow what you think. 

Thanks again for agreeing to be a part of the project. 

Best, 

]’,JovolLny 

P.S. My class is reading the chapter on Dandridge from your book this week. :-) 

i~h, ~= ~ 618.453.6992 

618.453.6982 

618.453.6992 

8.453.6982 

Novotny Lawrence, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Depar’tment of Radio, Television and DigitaJ Media 

At?icana Studies Department (cross appointed) 
Communications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois Universi~- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

N~ 618.453.6982 



Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Protester & Acting Chair 

Depaxtment of Radio, Tele~Tision, & Digital Media 
Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communicalions Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois University- Carbondg~e 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Prot~ssor & Acting Chair 
Depaxtm~ent of Radio, Television, & Digit~2l Media 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communicalions Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois University- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 5:47 PM 

Mae Henderson .~gmail.com> 

ILE: Updated Table of Contents 

Baker Critical ReaderTable of Contents.doc 

Dear Mae: I was just trying to check the accuracy of the sources of our essays and could not locate the Karen Burns information. May need your assistance in insuring that this 
is accurate. Also, I took a few of the books in which these essays appear over to the copy center so I don’t have in my possession at this moment. Otherwise, most of the 
information appears to be accurate. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Mae Henderson            @gmail.com] 

Sent= Tuesday, February 26, 2023 22:29 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Update on Intro draft 

OK, Charlene, I’ll try goggle to sample the collection. I’m now working on Home ~ction -- adding a~d trying to come up with a conclusion. Yes, do ~nd title page 

and Table of Contents (corrected format) when you get a chance, and I will send you corrected draft as soon as possible. Th~mks, m. 

On Tue, Feb 26, 2013 at 12:08 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Nae: I saw an edited collection on Richard Pryor published by the Indiana and the model is very similar to our own -- please see if you can scan an online coppy. The 
book is titled: Richard Pryor: The Life and Legacy of a ’Crazy’ Black Man," edited by Audrey Thomas McCluskey, Indiana UP 2008. Will send title page later today and 
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Josephine Baker -Timeline 

1906 - Born June 3 to Carrie MacDonald [name is spelled differently depending on source] and 

Eddie Carson (never married); Baker’s birth name was Freda Josephine MacDonald 

19117 - July 2, Baker was eleven when East St. Louis witnessed one of the worst race riots in its 

hi story 

1921 - September, Josephine Baker married Will Baker in Camden, New Jersey 

1922 - Performed with Shuffle Along in Boston produced by Aubrey Lyles and Flournoy Miller 

1924 - Performed with In Bamville which later became ChocolaW Dandies produced by Noble 

Sissle and Eubie Blake; Poet, e. e. cummings wrote on Baker’s performance in this production 

1925 - Baker recruited to appear in La Revue Negre (appeared in a Coney Island scene) -- left 

the U.S. and goes to Paris; La Reww Negre tours Berlin 

1926 - Baker performs at The Folies Bergere appearing in a production La Folie du Jour -- 

Baker wears the banana skirt; she also performs The Charleston -- this dance may have 

influenced the French to wear shorter skirts; during this year Baker meets Pepito Abatino - he 

was responsible for Baker’s removal from the rue Pigalle to her own cabaret in the rue Fontaine 

1926 -November, Baker appears on the front cover of Le Theatre 

1926 -December records music for the first time 

1927 - January Siren of the Tropics premiered; June 1927 at the age of 21 she and Pepito 

Abatino were married; Baker faced some three lawsuits - the first one she was sued for 5,000 

francs for coats and furs valued at 285,000 francs in a case that was dismissed when she provided 

proof of having paid a considerable sum of the total; the second suit involved the Imperial which 

claimed that Baker was still under contract with their establishment and she had taken some of 

the staff when she departed and claimed some 300,000 francs -Pepito took control of her 

resources so that they could not sue for money not in her name; the third suit involved Marcel 

Sauvage who wrote her memoirs but because he implied that Baker had made some scandalous 

remarks about the war which drew opposition, he was required to remove certain phrases from 

other editions of his worlq Paul Colin provided lithographs of Baker for Sauvage’s book 

1927-11928 - Baker meets AdolfLoos, an architect who proposed designing a house for her 

which never materialized but the plans became famous; Loos died some five years later in 11933 

1927 - Magazine published for Chez Josephine; contained artwork, poems, fashions 
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1928 - Baker launched a European tour; Baker was refused a license to perform in Vienna; she 

appeared March 1, 11928 at a Viennese theater; in Yugoslavia a fan shot himself to death at the 

stage door; in Budapest a poet wrote "The Black Sun of the City of Light;" in Croatia - she faced 

opposition to those who shouted while she was being paid exorbitant sums of money, people 

were starving; in Stockholm - debates raged regarding whether or not she was a danger to the 

culture; in Oslo, she was applauded; in Copenhagen she was accused of indecency; in Berlin she 

faced resistance during the reign of Nazi terror as the shows producers were Jewish; 

1929 - Baker returns to Paris and attends the trial of Dr. Prieire, on trial for swindles with 

patients who claimed accident and sickness insurance--he was sentenced to two years in j all and 

Baker still under contract was forced to return to Munich, Germany; her last engagement was in 

Hamburg where the Nazis had not gained control of the theaters; 

The second half of the tour took her to Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay. In Buenos Aires, 

Baker became involved in a political battle when the President of the Republic j oined those who 

obj ected to her visit; declared that she was an anti-government figurehead; 

1929 - September, Siren of the Tropics premieres in New-York 

1929 - Baker and Pepito Abatino return to Paris but discover that the theatrical world has not 

been impacted so much by the stock market crash but moreso by the technological invention of 

sound in motion pictures; Baker and Pepito bought a house in Le Vesinet; a villa suburb on the 

west bank of the Seine (it was a 30 room mansion) - the property is named Le Beau-Chene; 

1930 - Baker negotiates a contract to appear at the Casino de Paris; she appears in Paris Qt¢i 

Rev,~e; Baker had photos published in Vogue and Vanily Fair. 

1931 - Baker was denied the opportunity to become "Queen of the Colonial Exposition" 

1932 - December, Baker opened in the new- revue at the Casino La Joie de Paris - she and 

Pepito Abatino start their own music publishing business; Baker appeared in Casino de Paris - 

dressed in top hat and tails to play a bandleader; 

1933-34 - Josephine and the Baker Boys went on tour; appearing in London; Holland, Greece, 

Turkey, Finland and Egypt. While in London, Baker was photographed for Harper’s Bazaar; 

The finale of their show-was always a j am session in which Baker appeared in top hat and tails, 

leading the orchestra in "The Soul of Jazz." 

1934 - Zouzo,¢, featuring Baker is released; Baker appears in La Creole and records music from 

this production; 
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1935 -Princess Tam 7’tm~ is released; Pepito Abatino negotiates a contract for Baker to appear in 

the ZiegfeldFollies in New York - with her becoming the first black girl to ever star in this 

edition &the production; Baker denied hotel accommodations when she arrived in New York. 

1936 - February, reports appeared in the press that Baker would open a Chez Josephine in New 

York; With the 1936-7 season, one of the actresses became ill and Ziegfeld Follies closed for a 

few weeks so Baker took the option to terminate her contract; Baker’s numbers for this 

production were not considered hits of the show; she returned to Paris in June 1936 - Pepito had 

returned much earlier in January signaling the end of their relationship; reports suggested that he 

was responsible for much of her success because of his business savvy and acumen. 

1937 - Pepito Abatino meets his untimely death; leaves all &his money to Baker; requests that 

his remains be buried at Chateau les Milandes - Baker’s country estate; 

1937 - June 3, Jean Lion (Jew-) proposes to Josephine Baker while flying; Lion had assisted 

Baker on her many flying exercises; during this period Baker was banned from Italy; 

1938 - Baker suffered a miscarriage 

1939 - Because of impending war many Europeans were fleeing to America; after engagements 

in England and Scandanavia Baker appeared in Argentina during the Summer of 1939; she 

returned to Europe with exotic birds and monkeys she had purchased on the tour; during this 

period Baker had taken a lease on Chateau des Milandes; 

1940 - 7he t+ench Way, Baker’s fourth film is completed and released; members of the Free 

French forces listened to Charles DeGaulle (President of France) in the hall of the chateau; the 

chateau was searched for weapons by German officers; 

December 6, 1940 - Baker returns to Spain; works on a revival of La Creole in North Africa; 

1941 - Spring, Baker made her third and final trip to Spain where she gave several 

performances; June 1941, she fell ill in Casablanca and remained there until 11942; 

1942 - December Baker recovers from illness in Casablanca; reports surface that Baker is dead; 

during the early days of the war she and Lion had obtained a divorce but she helped him secure a 

vi sa to travel to South America; During this period Josephine j oined the resi stance and she lent 

her money and energy to the cause of the Free French-she would be honored for her services; 

1943 - Baker followed the armies appearing in Algiers, Marrakech, Afadir, Fez, Tunis, Tripoli, 

Benghazi, Alexandria, Cairo, Jerusalem, Haifa, Damascus and Beirut; 

1945 - Baker was in London on VE Day April, 1945 where she appeared in a Victory at the 

Adelphi Theater. December of 1945 Baker convened with some of her comrades of war at the 

Milandes. 
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1946 - Baker is again afflicted with an illness and Jo Bouillon remains at her side; she received 

an operation; during this period Baker received the Medal of the Resistance with Rosette, She 

went to Brazil to convalesce; she made no recordings between 1944-1949; with her career 

spiraling do~vn~vard; 

1947- Baker performs in Mexico; appearing on radio; on June 3, 1947 she married Jo Bouillon 

despite the fact that some of her friends did not approve of the marriage; 

1948 - Baker was invited to speak at Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee by the president; in 

April she returned to the Folies Bergere 

1950 - Baker appears in Italy and then goes to Havana, Cuba; she received an offer to appear at a 

night club in Miami-she agreed to perform only if audiences were mixed - she did appear and 

was well received by critics; she event sent President Truman a cable applauding him for her 

American reception; 

1951 - January, Jose Ferret and Richard Condon were planning a musical show in which Baker 

was scheduled to appear based on Haitian culture; Ernest Hemingway reportedly agreed to 

provide the outline; Baker secured a contract with Warner Brothers to appear in live shows in 

movie theaters across the continent; May 21, 1951 - Harlem declared a Josephine Baker day; 

June 1951 she visited the family of Willie McGee - black man facing the death penalty for 

allegedly raping a white woman and who was later executed; Baker cancels appearance for the 

NAACP in Atlanta after being refused accommodations by some three hotels; Baker ended her 

tour in Los Angeles; in 1951 while in Ne~v York she was refused service at the Stork Club and 

resulted in this establishment being protested and boycotted by the NAACP as well as her public 

conflict ~vith Walter Winchell; Baker was j oined in France by her mother, half-sister, and 

brother-in-law; her family worked to make Les Milandes a tourist attraction, restaurant, night- 

club, and hotel; Baker was detained en route from Mexico to Canada, immigration officials 

would not allow her to leave the airport; Baker is harshly criticized by Edith Sampson, a black 

attorney, for maligning the U.S. and praising France for its racial politics; 

1952 - Baker performs in Buenos Aires while still enraged by the events that occurred in the U.S. 

and made several anti-American remarks; Baker becomes an outspoken supporter of dictator 

Juan Peron; 

1953 - Baker begins the first of several adoptions; on a visit to Japan she came home with two 

orphans, Akio (Korean) and Janot (Japanese) 

1954-55 - Baker made several farewell performances in South America, Canada, and various 

European capitals; 
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1956- On April 10th Josephine had a farewell performance to Paris at the Olympia; this signaled 

the b egi nning of B aker’ s retirem ent from the stage th at occurred from 1956 until 1958; 

1957 - Baker and Jo Bouillon report that they are separating; She made many trips to lecture on 

her ideas about universal brotherhood; accepted the title as Ambassadress to UNICEF; Jean Lion 

died at the age of 47 of"Russian flu." 

1958 - Baker reports that she will make a film in Copenhagen and will return to the stage at the 

Casino de Pari s 

1959 - Baker’s mother, Carrie Macdonald dies; Baker reunited with Jo Bouillon and made 

several recordings with his new band; they quarreled about the declining finances needed to 

support Les Milandes and rearing the children; Baker adopts her tenth child - South American, 

Mara; In April Josephine Baker had been arrested in Caracas for attempted kidnapping; Baker 

engaged for rehearsals for Paris rues Amours at the Olympia; Baker adopts eleventh child named 

Noel; 

1960 - Baker sings on stage in the Netherlands; 

1961 - Baker received the Legion d’Honneur; 

1962 - Baker had a "Festival of Jazz and Twist" at Les Milandes 

1963 - In June a compulsory sale by auction of the chateau and its contents were threatened; 

during this same year Baker was feted in Paris for the Fete de Liberation - an event in which 

Langston Hughes attended; Baker went to Washington to attend the 1963 March on Washington; 

she gave four benefit concerts at Carnegie Hall; Baker remained in the U.S. when President 

Kennedy was assassinated; By 1963 Baker was some $400,000 in debt even though between 

1953 and 1963 she had at least $1.5million dollars. 

1964 - June Baker’s chateau became so desperate that the electricity, gas, and water had been cut 

off; July 25 Baker suffered the first of several heart attacks that would plague her for the rest of 

her life; 

1965 - Baker received help from King Hussan II of Morocco; 

1966- February, Baker endured another heart attack; In July Baker had been invited to a Tri- 
Continental Conference in Cuba; she received an invitation from Fidel Castro to j oin in the 13th 

anniversary of the Cuban revolution; 

1968 - Baker’s creditors joined forces to have her property foreclosed and the chateau was put 

up for auction; Baker tried to delay the auction; On January 20 she applied for a visa to go the 

U.S. to discuss plans for a musical on her life but the U.S. Embassy in Paris refused her because 

of her visits to Cuba and her attendance at the March on Washington; she would have to apply to 
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the U.S. and she contacted Robert Kennedy who intervened on her behalf; Baker went to New 

York to attend Robert Kennedy’ s funeral and took several of her children; she sewed the word 

France on each of their jackets for their arrival; In September, Baker’s eviction was delayed 

until December 1, 1968; Baker barricaded herself in the chateau; she physically assaulted the 

bailiff who came to evict her from her home; 

1968 - In February; the sale of Baker’s chateau officially occurred; Baker claimed the new 

owners refused to speak with her; while she barricaded herself in the kitchen - new reporters 

supplied her with food and cases of water. On March 12, some eight men hired by the new 

owners forced their way into the chateau and dragged Baker out of the house in her night gown, 

with a cap covering her head; a judge ruled that Baker could return to the residence until March 
15th; Baker collapsed and was taken to the hospital; 

1969 - Some two week after the eviction from her home and hospitalization Baker opened in a a 

cabaret at a restaurant in Paris - La Goulue; the establishment was renamed Chez Josephine; July 

25 Baker made an appearance in Monaco for the Red Cross Gala; Princess Grace was reunited 

with Baker and remembered her struggles at the Stork Club in New York; With the backing of 

the Red Cross, Princess Grace contrived to help Baker take the lease of a villa in Roquebrune; In 

September the children arrived by boat from Spain; Baker was considered for a Nobel Peace 

Prize 

1970s -Baker continued to perform at hotels, clubs, and at charity galas that took her all over 

Europe and once to Canada; 

1973 -Baker announces her new scheme of the "College of Brotherhood," Baker performed at 

Carnegie Hall; Baker went to Mexico where she was united with Robert Brady, an American 

artist, but their union was not considered legal; While performing in Copenhagen she suffered a 

heart attack and stroke that paralyzed part of her face; 

1974-In January and February, Baker was in New York and appeared at Raffles club; she 

launched a tour and stipulated that she would perform only to mixed audiences; she performed at 

the Palladium in London; she performed in South Africa; 

1975 - On April 8, 1975, Baker performs at the Bobino Theater and celebrities such as Princess 

Grace, Sophia Loren, Mick Jagger, Diana Ross, and Liza Minelli are in attendance. On April 12, 

1975 Baker dies after being hospitalized at Salpetriere Hospital; the procession passed in front of 

the Bobino Theater where she had performed; two weeks later a second funeral was held in 

Monte Carlo; 

1991 - HBO movie was made on Baker’s life; 
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On Tue, Feb 26, 2013 at 12:08 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mae: I saw an edited collection on Richard Pryor published by the Indiana and the model is very similar to our own -- please see if you can scan an online coppy. 
The book is titled: Richard Pryor: The Life and Legacy of a ’Crazy’ Black Man," edited by Audrey Thomas IVlcCluskey, Indiana UP 2008. Will send title page later today and 
currently working on the bibliography. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Mae Henderson [           @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 2:55 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: P.S. 

Charlene, I tbvgot to tell you that your sister’s caJ~e was thbulous -- 

like butter going down’. I enjoyed this Inoming with my coffee. 

rm assuming that this was a scratch cake? 

Thanks again, m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:46 PM 

Mae Henderson @gmail.com> 

ILE: Naane of editor? 

Dear Mae: I don’t remember -- I thought you told me that you saw an email that I had exchanged with the editor which I forwarded to you. If not, I will try to locate. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Mae Henderson [           @gmail.com] 

Sent; Wednesday, February 27, 2013 1:42 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Re: Name of editor? 

Can you give me the name of the editor with whom you spoke -- that would help in my search? Thanks, m. 

On Wed, Feb 27, 2013 at 12:06 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regestel,@~email.unc.edu~-- wrote: 
Dear Mae: If you forward the email to the editor of UN¢ press, I will be more than glad to send her an email once we have a bound copy of our project to determine if she 
is interested. If so, I will try to schedule a meeting with her during Spring Break -- let me know if you are interested in pursuing this lead. I intend to explore as many 
possibilities as I can. Will respond to other emails when I have a chance. Keep in mind that I will be heading to Chicago next Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Mae Henderson [           @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 10:00 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Baker Timeline 

Timeline looks great! Also, I forgot to share with a document that I copied from the Stantbrd SpeciaJ Collection on Baker: "Josephine Baker: Her Itinem~ Through 
Life," by Gene Lerner. I think that it may be unpunished. The document has a Rotne address for Lerner, and is dated 2001. You may wish to take a look (and tnake 

a cow) of this (as you review the timeline). It is VERY detailed! 

More to come, in. 

On Tue, Feb 26, 2013 at 6:15 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regestel,@~email.unc.edu~--wrote: 
Attached is the Baker timeline -- checked for errors but we can give a more thorough check once it is accepted for publication. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Nae Henderson            @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 12:29 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Update on Intro draft 

OK, Charlene, I’ll try goggle to sample the collection. I’m now working on Horne section -- adding mid trying to come up with a conclnsion. Yes, do send title 

page and Table of Contents (corrected format) when you get a chance, mad I will send you corrected dratt as soon as possible. Thank~ m. 

On Tue, Feb 26, 2013 at 12:08 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regeste~(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Mae: I saw an edited collection on Richard Pryor published by the Indiana and the model is very similar to our own -- please see if you can scan an online coppy. 
The book is titled: Richard Pryor: The Life and Legacy of a ’Crazy’ Black Man," edited by Audrey Thomas McCluskey, Indiana UP 2008. Will send title page later today 
and currently working on the bibliography. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Mae Henderson [           ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 20:13 2:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: P.S. 

Charlene, I forgot to tell you that your sister’s cake was fabulous -- 

like butter going down’. I enjoyed this morning with my 

rm assuming that this was a scratch cake? 

Thanks again, m. 
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Communications 967 

and right remained well within the male mainstream of 
film criticism. In contrast, I wanted to convey how the 
"decay of cinema," to quote Susan Sontag in the New 
York Times Magazine for February 25, t966, was 

manifested in this (and most other of Stone’s pseudo- 
sensitive macho films about the 1960s). I deliberately 
chose to compare this film to the silencing of audiences 

in pornographic film representations of rape to force 
readers (and viewers of Nixon) to see, as Sontag has 
written, how far contemporary cinema has been re- 

duced "to assaultive images, and the unprincipled 
manipulation of images (faster and faster cutting) to 

make them more attention-grabbing ... [in order to] 
make a lot of money right away, in the first month of its 
release" (pp. 60-61). 

Disney spent $43 million on this one film. No 
wonder Stone’s major lament about it at the end of his 
interview in Cineaste was: "I would love to make 

another [’historical’ film], I don’t want to give them up, 
but certainly my ability to make another one has been 
damaged by the box-office failure of Nixon ... but 
maybe somewhere along the line I can make another 

one." Let’s hope not--for the sake of history, if not 

Disney’s bottom line. 
JOAN HOFF 
Indiana University, 

Bloomington 

ERRATA 

In the October 1996 film review of Carmen Miranda: 
Bananas Is My Business (AHR 101, p. 1163), the 
reference to a 1950 film, Nancy Goes to Hollywood, 
should have been Nancy Goes to Rio. The other error 
involves the description of the character in parody. In 
Nancy, Carmen Miranda plays "Miriam," not Nancy, 
and is cast as a Carmen type. It was the film Doll Face 
(1945) that had Carmen rebelling against her stereo- 
type. The AHR regrets the confusion, 

TrIE EDITORS 

In the April 1997 issue, p. 458, an article by Mary 
Coombs, "Agency and Partnership: A Study of Breach 
of Promise Plaintiffs," was wrongly attributed to the 
York Journal of Law and Feminism. It actually ap- 
peared in the Yale Journal of Law and Feminism 
(1989). The editors regret the error. 

THE EDITORS 

AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW JUNE 1997 
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CARMEN MIRANDA BETWIXT AND BETWEEN, 
OR, NEITHER HERE NOR THERE 

JAMES MANDRELL 

Who an~ong us hasn’t wondered at the marvel that is Carmen Miranda? 
The fruity dress, salad-bowl turbans, sky-high platform shoes, coupled with 
the catchy rhythms and wiggles of Latin music and topped off by Miranda’s 
charismatic performance style, all form an unabashedly sexual and sensual 
persona that heats up almost eveN movie in which she appears. Even 
relatively routine Hollywood tare of the 1940s comes alive with her song- 
and-dance numbers. But how can Miranda’ s quirky persona begin to explain 
the fact that she becomes a US cultural icon in terms of both gender and 
sexuality in relatively short order? 

Indeed, Carmen Miranda’s persona is one of the more curious twenti- 
eth-century cultural exports from Latin America to the US. This persona is 
particulm~ly curious when considered in the context of US popular culture 
and politics and the profound interest in gender roles and the maintaining of 
normative heterosexuality and not sirnply with respect to Latin America or 
Brazil. One of the early "Latin" performers to storm US shores, Miranda is 
a subtle but significant player in the formation of various cultural and 
political stances toward the US’ s neighbors "south of the border," especially 
as these stances involve gender and sexuality. Ultimately an avatar of camp 
aesthetic as it is linked to gay culture, Miranda’s persona is trapped at least 
initially in something of a funhouse mirror that situates her in a cultural no- 
man’s land that is neither Brazilian nor Latin American nor even a Holly- 
wood Technicolor soundstage.~ 

I would like to suggest that Miranda’s persona is part and parcel of a 
general queerness in US culture during the decades following World War II, 
when this persona achieves a camp apotheosis with the diffusion of televi- 
sion in the 1950s. By "queerness," I refer not just to the homosexuality 
associated with camp, although it is certainly implied, but to a more general- 
ized or pervasive sense of difference that goes beyond homosexuality, or 
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object choice in sexual relations, and beyond the gendered implications of 
things gay, lesbian, bisexual and/or transgender. In so doing, I am. in some 
ways opting for Alexander Doty’s notion of % wide range of positions 
within culture that are ’queer’ or non-, anti-, or contrast-straight" (3). Yet I 
veer more towards Erica Rand’s sense of queer or queerness as found in her 
study of the Barbie doll, where she extends the emphasis on reception and 
consumption to consumption and use. For Rand, queerness has two distinct 
but nevertheless related meanings: on the one hand, "the narrow sex/gender 
sense of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender," which Doty would most 
likely see as not necessarily queer, and "the broader sense of odd, irregular 
and idiosyncratic" (11 ). Rand’s interest in queerness is particularly sugges- 
tive as regards her notions of "use and circulation" (4) and "accessories to 
the crime" (11-12), who search for or enable deviant interpretations of a 
cultural artifact. Suffice it to say that my appropriation of the term "queer" 
is neither as innocent as a mere equivalence of queerness with homosexu- 
ality nor as charged as Doty’ s use of the concept. By using the word "queer," 
then, I refer to the sense of otherness that so-called deviant sexualities are 
presumed to evoke as well as to the political and social dimensions of that 
otherness as inscribed in culture. 

Miranda’s story is familiar enough not to need extensive rehearsal 
here. Born in Portugal to a large family that almost immediately emigrated 
to Brazil, she is discovered in 1929 and becomes a radio and recording star. 
After ten years of increasing notoriety and popularity, Miranda is "discov- 
ered" once agaim this time in 1939 in a Rio casino by Lee Shubert and, 
depending whose version of the story you believe, playwright Marc Connelly, 
Pan-American official Maxwell J. Rice, or Sonia Henie.2 She is then brought 
to the US to sing in a Shubert show on Broadway and to perfo~wn in the 
Brazilian pavilion of the 1939 World’s Fair. 

What often goes unremarked in the various tellings and retellings of 
Miranda’s story is the extent to which the Brazilian Bombshell, later the 
more general Latin-American Bombshell, becomes a highly politicized 
object serving as a point of contact initially between cultures, but also 
between and among classes, races, and, most significantly, genders and 
sexualities, all of which are implicated in the persona she purveyed. Whether 
or not she sings a samba, Miranda makes her mark in the US by performing 
a persona known as a bahiana, or the woman fl-om Bahia, a figure associated 
with Brazilian Carnival in general and with the music and dance of the samba 
in particular.3 

Bahia, of course, is a colonial city and was one of the centers of the 
Brazilian slave trade; thus a bahiana is understood to be a woman of the 
lower classes and is almost always black or of mixed race. In a sociological 
study of race in Brazil roughly contemporaneous to the Miranda phenom- 
enon. Donald Pierson describes the vestimenta bahiana, or the distinctive 
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clothing of the bahiana, as composed of a saia, or full skirt, of varying 
colors; a bdtd, or long flowing white blouse, sometimes worn loose at the 
neck and allowed to slip off one shoulder; a pant da costa, or long, heavy, 
striped cotton cloth, sometimes worn over the shoulder and pinned under the 

opposite arm, sometimes wrapped and tied in a wide tk~ld about the waist; 
a torso, or turban; chinelas, or strapless leather sandals with low heels which 

can be replaced on festive occasions with sandalias, or leather mules; and 

heavy, even multiple necklaces, earrings, and bracelets (246-247). Al- 
though her own dress on stage and in films only alluded to the bahiana and 

emphasized rather than concealed her body, Miranda is fully aware of the 
tradition from which she borrows, since she performed the persona of the 
bahiana in the 1939 film Banana da terra while singing Dorival Caymmi’s 

samba "O Que d Que a Bahiana Tern?," the lyrics of which read, "Tern torso 
de seda, ter!! / Tern brincos de tuft ter!! Corrente de ouro tern ! / Tern pano- 

da-costa, ter!! / Sand~ilia enfeitada, tern ! / Tern graqa corot ningudm / Corot 
ela requebra ber!!," all while her backup group intones, "O Que ~ que a 

bahiana tern?" and comments on her sensual and sexual appeal (qtd in 
Pierson 248nl 7). But once this black-and-white figure is translated :into 
Technicolor and funny English, as in Miranda’s first US film, Down 

Argentine Way (1940), in which she plays herself, the relative cultural 

specificity is open to a peculiarly American interpretation. This is particu- 
larly the case when we consider that the song she sings in this movie, "The 
South American Way," was a rhumba originally composed by Jimmy 
MacHugh and AI Dubin for the Shubert review in which she first appeared, 
"The Streets of Paris," and only subsequently adapted to Brazilian rhythms 
and lyrics in Portuguese by Aloysio de Oliveira, the leader of the group 
Bando da Lua? 

Down Argentine Way presents US theatergoers with what will be 
commented on time and again: Miranda’s extraordinarily powerful and 

charismatic stage presence reeking of desire and come-hither sexuality, the 
captivating smile, the wild dress, and the macaronic English, all of which 

will subsequently be associated with various avatars of the "Latin" per- 

former. But the US audience also saw in her the specter of race and class, as, 

for example, in Miranda’ s fourth Hollywood film, Springtime in the Rockies 

(1942), in which she portrays Brazilian Rosita Murphy, daughter of an Irish 
father and a Brazilian mother. Americam suspicions about Miranda’s own 

origins are confirmed when she introduces two of her brothers to her new 

boss, one of whom is the uncredited Harold Nicholas, half of the sensational 
black tapdancing team known as the Nicholas Brothers:~ 

To begin to understand more fully what happens when Miranda takes 

the US by storm and popularizes the "Bahian look," including the big 

costume jewelry, the platform sandals, and, of course, the turban, we need 

to recall both the political moment in which all of this is taking place, the 
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advent of the Good Neighbor Policy, as well as Hollywood’s relatively 
recent attempt to clean up its act by means of the Production Code. The 
called Good Neighbor Policy, begun in 1933, was intended to further 
various initiatives, most obviously that of tying Latin America more closely 
1o its large neighbor to the north by means of economic and cultural contact. 
Moreover, as David Green puts it, "it was clear from the beginning that 
recovery and future maintenance of [US economic] prosperity would 
depend on constructive interaction between the economies of the United 
States and other countries. The Latin American countries would be a key 
element in this formula because of their role as suppliers of raw materials, 
as markets tbr United States heavy industry exports, and as profitable arenas 
for United States capital investments" (19). Finally, the Good Neighbor 
Policy ostensibly sought to put US engagement with Latin America on a 
more equal footing. Rather than intervening directly in the internal affairs 
of a sovereign nation, the US would stand by as a "good neighbor" and forgo 
the defense of putative US interests in the hemisphere by unilateral fiat. In 
Cynthia Enloe’ s pithy formulation, "New, less direct means had to be found 
to guarantee American control of Latin America .... Latin American movie 
stars replaced the marines as the guarantors of regional harmony" (124. 
126). 

Miranda’ s journey to the US can thus be understood in terms of imports 
and exports, of economic ties through the exchange of raw materials and 
goods, and of maintaining hemispheric hegemony through the importation 
and cooptation of a significant cultural figure. This view of Miranda as an 
object of exchange is confirmed by the apparent intervention of Brazilian 
president Gettilio Vargas in the selection of a performer for the Brazilian 
pavilion at the World’s Fair. Gil-Montero explains: 

the goals of the Good Neighbor Policy’s campaign to 
conquer the hearts and minds of citizens south of the border 
meshed nicely with tS"esident Gett]lio Vargas s rmnweorated 
propaganda drive to win a larger share of the American coffee 
market. While the United States State Department took the 
initiative in fostering rapprochement between the North 
and the South, the President of Brazil felt the Ambassadress 
of Samba’ s trip to New York might improve diplomatic and 
economic relations between the two countries. Perhaps 
some new understanding might encourage the United States 
to increase its coffee imports and open new markets for 
other Brazilian goods, and in return the Brazilian dictator 
could yield to the Americans’ requests ti)r authorization to 
build military bases on Brazilian soil. (70) 

The notion of Miranda as a cultural export is not.just conjecture. US 
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journalists and reviewers picked up on the fact immediately (see Gil- 
Montero 91 ). B ut the clearest reference can be found in The Gang’s All Here, 
Busby Berkeley’s 1943 extravaganza, which stars, in addition to Miranda, 
Alice Faye, Phil Baker, Benny Goodman’s Orchestra, the deliciously loopy 
Charlotte Greenwood, and the fey Edward Everett Horton. 

As the film opens, following the credits, which are backed by a full 
orchestra ripping through a bouncy tune, the camera isolates a lone figure, 
Aloysio de Oliveira, singing a languorous version of Ary Barosso’ s "Aquarela 
do Brasil" to the accompaniment of guitars and strings. The camera slowly 
cranes in on his face, and then out again as the orchestration becomes more 
lush and begins to include other instruments. Next the camera pans left and, 
with the addition of a female and soon male chorus, we find ourselves 
dockside with the luxury liner and, improbably enough, cargo ship S.S. 
Brazil, the music now fully up-tempo and even frantic. The ship unloads 
well-dressed passengers and Brazilian exports, including sugar, coffee, and 
an abundance of fruits and vegetables, which eventually metamorphose into 
the hal: of the foremost Brazilian export, Miranda herself, now in an elegant 
nightclub, who t’~es up the song and adds to it shimmies and steps from 
south of the border.6 Things are really starting to swing when the music 
abruptly switches from the beat of "Brazil" to the brass-band blare of 
"There’ll Be a Hot Time on the Old Town Tonight," responding to the 
arrival, by car, of a representative of Mayor Fiorello, Phil Baker, who first 
asks for coffee and then presents Miranda with the key to New York. 

The gift of the key shifts us into the next song and a new scenario, the 
interior of a nightclub in which Miranda performs "You Discover You’re in 
New York," bringing Brazilian and US culture into one long nmsical 
number. But we must fast forward to the end oflhe number to note how the 
political moment of the song and of the film The Gang’sAll Here is summed 
up when Baker, now the nightclub host, appears on the scene to introduce 
the next act, Tony De Marco, and says of Miranda and her performance, 
"Now that’s what I call a good neighbor policy." 

However offhand and coy, the reference to the Good Neighbor Policy 
enunciates at least part of what motivates Miranda’s appearance on the US 
cultural scene, the need to institute and enhance commercial and cultural ties 
between North and South America in the fight against fascism. That this 
policy is pronounced in. the dulcet tones of sexual innuendo only proves the 
complicity, of popular culture in the dissemination, on the one hand, and 
hegemony, on the other, of these ideals, perhaps confirming the notion that 
Miranda is but a tool of US imperialism, as some of her compatriots will 
claim. Yet this one musical number also effectively establishes a contact and 
comparison between two cultures, between what is presented as the wiggle 
and shake of Latin America and the hustle and bustle of New York. The 
exchange of coffee for key discloses how Brazilian exports are rewarded 
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with a welcome to New York City and Broadway, with access to the US 
cultural scene. Furthermore, with the cartoonishly exotic Miranda, peripa- 
tetic and garbed in garish clothes and sparkling gold platform shoes---even 
her voice is inexplicably cartoonish--, next to the somberly dressed and 
strangely immobile chorines, the differences between North and South are 
carefully drawn. Miranda’s dark hair and dramatically red lipstick contrast 
starkly with the cool blonde demeanor of the women in the club, thereby 
remarking through images what is never said: that the hyperactive Latins, 
dark and funny, but still extravagantly sexual, couldn’t be more different 
from the remote ice queens of the US, who are veiled from and buttoned up 
tight against the open sexuality embodied by Miranda (Fig. 1). As Frederick 
B. Pike crassly sums up in his reconsideration of FDR’s Good Neighbor 
Policy, "perhaps with Carmen Miranda in mind, Yankee movie addicts 
might see Latinas as ideal partners with whom to shack up for a night" (112). 
Similarly, the activity of Latin-American cultures, presumably based on 
agriculture, is distinct from the whirlwind of a city like New York. If there’ s 
a hint or more of doubt as to what is going on in the presentation of Miranda, 
the announcement of Tony De Marco as the next act immediately dispels any 
and all reservations. As his 17 November 1965 Variety obituary puts it, "De 
Marco... was largely responsible for the image of ballroom dancers as 
symbols of class and elegance" and his partner and he "created a romantic 
atmosphere of elegance and charm." For the purposes of The Gang’s All 
Here, Miranda’s campy persona couldn’t have been held up against a more 
absolute token of what she was not, which is but another way of marking the 
differences between "us" in the US and "them" down Argentine way. 

Figure 1. Miranda and Baker stand in front of the chorus from the opening number of The 
Gang’s All Here. Courtesy of the Film Stills Archive, Museum of Modern Art. 
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Indeed, Miranda gives the US a memas of talking about and seeing what 
should have remained offstage and out of view. The 1930 Production Code, 
which began to be enforced only in 1934 by the Production Code Adminis- 
tration, known more popularly as the Hays Office, clearly warns about the 
type of "sin which by its nature attracts." It goes on to address "pure" and 
"impure love," vulgarity, and obscenity. Of matters pertaining to costumes, 
the Production Code intones that "the more intimate paris of the human 
body"--the "male and female organs and the breasts of a woman"--should 
"never be uncovered" and "should not be clearly and unmistakably outlined 
by the garment." Clothing can be cut so as to "permit grace or freedom of 
movement, provided they remain within the limits of decency." More 
worrisome are those costumes "cut to permit indecent actions or movements 
or to make possible during the dance indecent exposure.., especially when 
permitting a) Movements of the breasts; b) Movements of sexual sugges- 
tions of the intimate paris of the body; c) Suggestion of nudity." Dancing 
itself i s fine, as long as it’s not an "obscene" dance, which i ncludes dances 
"of the type known as ~Kooch’ or ’Can-Can,’ since they violate decency" in 
terms of both representing or suggesting sexual actions and exciting an 
audience or arousing it to passion as well as physical excitement. Moreover, 
"Dances with movements of the breasts, excessive body movement while 
the feet remain stationary, the so-called ’belly dances’-these dances are 
immorak obscene, and hence altogether wrong." Finally, the Addenda to the 
Production Code include the specification that "Sex perversion or any 
inference to it is forbidden" (qtd in Doherty 352, 357-58, 363), which, of 
course, refers to anything other than heterosexuality. 

However cumbersome and perhaps even silly, the Production Code 
and its administration mandated a significant change in Hollywood cinema, 
as receut studies of pre-Code Hollywood make clear. Mark A. Vieira 
suggests that "Something queer was happening in 1933. Films were intro- 
duci.ng audiences to ’lavender men’ and ’mannish women" (132), a fact that 
didn’t escape the censors’ notice. Martin Quigley tells Will Hays that "the 
angle of perverted sex.., has crept so broadly into several items of recent 
product that it will be ti~rtunate indeed if it escapes notice in the newspa- 
pers"; and the President of Fox Fihn wrote to production chief Winfield 
Sheehan, "I think the quicker we get away from degenerates and fairies in 
our stories, the better off we’re going to be and I do not want any of them in 
Fox pictures" (qtd in Vieira 133). For his part, Thomas Doherty asserts, 
"Like so much else deemed culturally aberrant, the homosexual appears 
with greater frequency and readier acceptance in pre-Code Hollywood 
cinema .... The screen homosexual was called the nance, the poof, the fairy, 
or the queer. He was a flouncing twit, the supporting character whose mere 
presence sparked a snicker" (121). But once the Production Code was 
enforced, nelly characters were eliminated from screenplays. 
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This does not mean, of course, that homosexuality disappeared from 

the silver screen or that references to "sex perversion" did not occur. After 
all, Franklin Pangborn and the similar if more discreet Edward Everett 
Horton continued to have prominent careers as supporting, and frequently 
comic, characters who brought with them more than a whiffof lavender. But 

at least initially homosexuality and even more broadly queerness tended to 
express themselves in the somewhat more subtle key of cultural difference 
and, on occasion, camp, as is seen in the big production number from The 

Gang’s All Here, "The Lady in the Tutti Frutti Hat," in which Miranda’s 

exotically seductive otherness and perhaps Busby Berkeley’s camp chore- 
ography reach their apotheosis. 

The scene begins with the same type of sweeping camera movement 
seen at the opening of the film. An organ grinder and his monkey stroll 
through the nightclub and then the monkey scampers into a banana tree. The 
camera pans down a row of banana trees, each with a monkey, as the 

nightclub stage expands to include a view of a seaside banana grove filled 
with slumbering bathing beauties, who are awakened by a wolf whistle and 

then run to greet the arrival of Miranda. The contrast between the two major 
production numbers staged in the nightclub couldn’t be more pronounced. 
The space that held the dockside harbor scene of urban New York is now the 

site of a sea-side banana grove filled with nubile young women. Instead of 
arriving on a cruise ship or in a limousine, the central figure in the number 

is brought in with a cartload of bananas being drawn by two oxen.7 At this 

point, Miranda breaks into song, referring to herself as the Lady in the Tutti- 
Frutti Hat; and if we had any questions as to the nature of the song, they are 

quickly dispelled by the lyrics, which verge into sexual innuendo by 
emphasizing availability not in the language of Brazil, as in "sf, sf," but that 
of the US, as in "yessiree" (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Miranda and her fabulous hat, at the conclusion of production number "The Lady 
in the Tutti-Frutti Hat." Courtesy of the Film Stills Archive, Museum of Modem Art. 
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Yet the message of the song and of the Lady in the Tutti-Frutti Hat is 
not to be found simply in the lyrics. As Miranda’s movements make plain, 

the tutti-frutti hat is as much about what’s below the neck as about what’s 
on her head. It’s as if, pace Hays, she were gesturing to her breasts or bearing 

a couple of South-American fruits, which, in the context of the song and the 

film, might be one and the same thing. Indeed, as the song progresses, we 
learn that the Lady in the Tutti-Frutti Hat took it---the hat.---off once for 

Johnny Smith and that he’ s "very, happy with" her. Moreover, we see that the 

Lady in the Tutti-Frutti Hat doesn’t just wear fruit, she plays with it, too, as 

in her adept performance on the circular banana marimba (the image of the 
circle will return later in this number), on which up and down, high and low, 

modulate peculiarly. Next the bathing beauties bear fruits of their own. 

Perhaps it comes as no shock to see that their fruits are bananas--we’re in 

a banana grove, after all--but the dance of the giant bananas is certainly a 
strange one. as well as strangely ambiguous with respect to gender. In a gloss 

informed by discussions of gender and sexuality, Alexander Doty offers a 

"lesbian" reading focused only on women in which this is "an all-woman 

group masturbation fantasy involving banana dildos and foot fetishism" 
(13). Then again, the contemporaneous reviewer for the New York Times 
sensed the implications of this number immediately, commenting, "Mr. 

Berkeley has some sly notions under his busby. One or two of his dance 

spectacles seem to stem straight from Freud, and, if interpreted, might bring 
a rosy blush to several cheeks in the Hays Office" (qtd in Gil Montero 150). 

This number m~d the opening production involving the songs "Brazil" 
and "You Discover You’re i n New York" reveal Miranda’ s persona not only 

to be a point of contact between cultures, classes, and races, but to be 
implicated in matters of gender and sexuality, too. Although it would be 
pushing it to claim that when she sings of "dressing" and "feeling" and 
"being" so gay that Miranda is calling all queers to dress up and come out 
to play, a queer reading is indeed available, since a mere five years earlier 

Cary Grant bumbled around in a woman’s nightgown in the 1938 Bringing 

Up Baby, explaining that he’s "suddenly gone gay," and even before that, in 
1933, various characters in a number of films make unambiguous references 

to homosexuality by means of the word "gay" (Vieira 133). It also makes a 

special kind of sense that Miranda becomes identified with the image of the 

Lady in the Tutti-Frutti Hat if we explore the long cultural connection 

between woman and nature and the history of this connection in the visual 

arts. 
As Enloe puts it in her study of "the international politics of the 

banana," in which Miranda play, s a significant role via United FruiFs 1944 
advertising campaign :involving the Chiquita Banana~ "The banana has a 

history, a gendered history" (127). Apropos of this history--which is~ 
obviously, masculine--Linda Nochlin notes the cultural overdetermination 
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of this relationship between women and fruit in nineteenth-century France: 
"there is obviously a time-honored connection, dignified by high culture, 
between fruit and women’s inviting nudity: apples and breasts have been 
associated from the time of Theocritus’ pastoral verse down to Zola’s 
eroticized paean to fruit in Le Ventre de Paris" (I 39, 140). Nochlin goes on 
to remark on the possible revolution in erotic representation, but then 
catches herself, recurring to a well-known author interested in issues of the 
erotic, "To borrow a phrase from Erica Jong’s Fruits and Vegetables, a 
collection of poems which itself is a sign of the times in the freshness of its 
fruit imagery, ’The poem about bananas has not yet been written’" (143). All 
of which means that Miranda’ s celebration of the Lady in the Tutti-Frutti Hat 
is about something more than fun in the sun or simple entertainment. 
Ultimately, Busby Berkeley’ s paean to bananas and his use of Miranda give 
the lie to much of what is so intriguing about her persona. 

In fact, the musical number "The Lady in the Tutti Frutti Hat" depicts 
the scrambling of erotic imagery,. Miranda’s perfo~Tnance of gender focuses 
on the overlapping of categories of femininity and masculinity, and by 
extension heterosexuality and homosexuality, especially as found in the 
performance of drag. Indeed, Miranda’ s persona as a bahiana traps her from 
the emly 1940s on into playing only one role in which the performance has 
little or nothing to do with culture, class, or race, and everything to do with 
gender and sexuality. What was fastened upon and exploited by Miranda’s 
accessories in crime--to borrow a phrase from Erica Rand--was gender as 
it is implicated in sexuality and as read through camp. Allan B&ub6 notes 
in his study of gay and lesbian soldiers in World War II that the "female 
character most impersonated by GIs, whether they were gay or not, was also 
the campiest movie star of the early 1940s--Carmen Miranda .... [who] 
became the idol of gay drag queens and soldier-performers alike" (89). 
Moreover, the role is parodied and satirized, on occasion viciously, by the 
likes of Imogene Coca, Milton Berle, Albert Graves, Curly Joe of the Three 
Stooges, Lucille Ball in ILove Lucy, and a variety of cartoon characters. The 
most poignant indication of the importance of sexuality to Miranda’s 
persona and of its ambiguity as well as the degree to which this persona lends 
itself to questions of gender and sexuality can be found in Helena Solberg’s 
quasi documentary Carmen Miranda: Bananas Is My Business, in which the 
elusive memory of Miranda is performed by Brazilian actor Erick Barreto 
in drag. 

Yet the cultural appropriation of Miranda and her persona for political 
and cultural purposes is not an isolated or random gesture. The otherness that 
she performs, especially as it registers as queerness, in fact represents a more 
generalized take on the US view of Latin America in particular and of all 
social, cultural, and political others in general as they develop in the postwar 
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period. In his study of Cold War culture, Stephen Whitfield comments, "If 
only through innuendo, nothing in the political arena in the 1950s was more 

convenient than establishing some sort of connection between political and 

sexual ’perversion’" (43)--and in this regard we need only recall Allen 
Drury’s Advise and Consent, both the novel and the film version (1959/ 

1962). But even earlier, as Jorge Salessi’s work on Argentina suggests and 

as recent discussions of US diplomatic history demonstrate, homosexuality 
in Latin American men was perceived as a social problem or even imputed 
as a social norm. That is, when looked at from the US perspective, Latin 

Americans were inevitably suspected of and thus figured as being not 

merely"other" but as deviant, politically and socially, and Carmen Miranda’ s 
popularity--her charm, dizzy genius, and very real talent--can be seen to 
rest at the confluence of various types of political exigency. 

Inasmuch as Miranda finds herself trapped in the persona she so ably 

represented onscreen, she also finds herself betwixt and between, neither 
here nor there. She is a Portuguese woman raised in Brazil who becomes one 

of that country’s biggest stars and primary cultural exports, who is later 
denied a Brazilian passport. She is a white woman who popularizes and is 
indeed typified by black music and dance (see Davis 186, 198n9). As a 
performer of Brazilian culture she finds her greatest success in the US as a 

kind of musical punchline to the Good Neighbor Policy and a fetishized 

other to be deployed in Production Code-era Hollywood films. And as a 
woman she comes to exemplify the performance of drag in a way that 

eventually scrambles notions of gender and sexuality. We would be mis- 
taken, then, were we simply to t’,~ke at face value one of the first songs she 

sings in the US, the first song that she performs in a US film, which seems 
to sum up the US sense of Miranda and of life south of the border, and to 
agree that it’s just the "souse" American way. 

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY 
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NOTES 

~ On US interest in gender roles and heterosexuality as manifest in popular 

culture, see Robert J. Corber’ s In the Name of Nation!! Security and Homosexuality 

in Cold War America. 

The basic coordinates linking camp aesthetics to homosexuality can be found 

in the essays by Susan Sontag, Jack Babuscio, and Andrew Ross, among others. In 

this regard, see the fine collection edited by Fabio Cleto, in which Sontag, Basbucio, 

and Ross are included. 

2 There are numerous biographies and studies of Carmen Miranda. The most 

pertinent for my purposes are those of Martha Gil-Montero and Abel Cordoso 

Jtinior, but see also Cfissio Emmanuel Barsante, Dulce Damasceno de Brito 

Consiglio, Ana Rita Mendon~?a, David Nasser, Jos6 Queiroz, and Luiz Henrique 

Saia. 
31 opt here for the anglicized spelling o:[’ bahiana, as opposed to baiana. 

4 The song "The South American Way" is something of a phenomenon in and 

of itself, since Miranda pronounces "south" as "souse." This no doubt contributes 

to the song’s charm and to Miranda’s appeal. Cardoso Junior remarks, "Carmen 

pronuncia ’south’ como ’souse’, em inglas embriagar-se. O sentido passava a set 

’embriagado ~ moda sul-americana’, erro fon6tico que divertia a plat6ia americana" 

(476). Gil Montero adds, "Her halting but picturesque English in the four little 

words of the title of the rhumba composed by Jimmy McHugh and Al Dubin made 

audiences shake with laughter. That funny way of murdering English by pronounc- 

ing ’south’ closer to ’soused’ was, no doubt, irresistible" (81). 

~ Gil Montero cites a lengthy explanation of the Argentine dislike of Down 

Argentine Way by an Assistant Commerical Attach6 to the US Embassy, which 

includes this reference to the matter of race: "The Nicholas Brothers do a tap dance 

in awful Spanish [sic] and add to the Argentine impression that all Yankees think 

they are Indians or Africans. A colored person is seen in B[uenos] A[ires] as often 

as a Hindu in Los Angeles" (97). On Miranda’s role in national discussions of race 

in Brazil prior to 1939, see Dari6n J. Davis’s fine article. 

6Martin Rubin comments extensively on this opening scene, which "sets the 

pattern of paradox, hyperbole, and astonishment that will dominate the entire film.’" 

Berkeley accomplishes this through the use of"andacious ’impossibilities’ [includ- 

ing] the endlessly expanding space of the opening movement suddenly being 

contained within a stage about twenty feet wide; the three-dimensional ship 

becoming part of a two-dimensional backdrop; the water, the automobile, and the 

space with the bamboo poles seemingly vanishing into thin air" ~ 166). 
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7 Rubin again notes how the "dimensions of the stage expand hyperbolically 

as the camera pulls back with the running chorus, sweeps rightward across the stage, 

and advances down a colonnade of banana trees" (168). 
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"Oscar Micheaux, Race Movies, and the Black Press," Silent Cinema Conference-Oscar 
Micheaux and His Circle, Pordenone, Italy (October 2001 -Invited but did not attend). 

"Signifying Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: The Black Woman as a Signifier of White 
Womanhood in the Screen Representations of Louise Beavers," University of Fihn and 
Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York (August 2001). 

Panel Chair, University of Film and Video Association Conference, Rochester, New York 
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(August 2001). 
"Menace II SocieU or Menacing SocieU: Paul Robeson’s Dtml Subject Position on Screen and 

in the African American Press, 1920-1950," SocieU for Cinema Studies Conference, 
Washington, D.C. (May 2001). 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh 
in G ~VT~V," Real to Red Film Symposium, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(April 2001). 

"Menace II SocieU or Menacing Society? Paul Robeson’s Internal Struggles Mirrored in the 
African American Press and on the Motion Picture Screen," American Culture 
Association Conference, 23~d Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (April 2001). 

"The Black Voice and White Body: Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh 
in G~VTI~,’’ Fifty Year Oscar Micheaux Celebration, Great Bend, Kansas (Invited-Mareh 
2001). 

"Marldng Multiplicity in Patti Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 
Screen, 1920-1950," Frame By Frame: Black Silent Film Festival, Des Moines, Iowa 
(Invited - February 2001). 

"In Search of Feminism and Adulthood Through the Black Female Body: Ethel Waters in 
Member of the ~Veddmg," Far West Popular Culture & Far West American Culture 
Associations, University of Nevada (February 2001). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Film Compaw," Oscar Micheattx Film Festival, 
Fifth Annual Film Festival, sponsored by South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory 
South Dakota (Invited - August 2000). 

"Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Positioning in the African American Press as Mirrored on the 
Cinema Screen," Screen Studies Conference, University of Glasgow, Scotland 
United Kingdom. (Paper accepted for presentation but did not attend - Jmle 2000). 

"Hattie McDaniel Becomes the Disembodied Voice of Vivien Leigh in GWTI47," Society of 
Cinema Studies Conference, Chicago, Illinois (March 2000). 

"Hero, Villain, or Both: Paul Robeson’s Dual Subject Posilioning on Screen Mirrored in the 
African American Press of the 1920s, 30s, and 40s," Far West Popular Culture & Far 
West American Culture Associations, University of Nevada (February 2000). 

"The Symbolic Rise and Fall of the Micheaux Fihn Company, Itself an "Orphan of the Storm," 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, Orphans of the Storm-A Symposium on Film 
Preservation (September 1999). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux Fihn Festival, Fourth Annual Film Festival, sponsored by South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory, South Dakota (Panel Participam, August 1999). 

"The Construction of White Power Fantasies through the Exploitation of the Black Body’: Race, 
Violence, and Sev~ality inMandingo," University Film and Video Association, Emerson 
College, Boston, Massachusetts (August 1999). 

"In Search of Feminism and Adulthood through the Black Female Body: An Examination of 
Ethel Waters inMember of the YTeddmg, 1952," Society for Cinema Studies, Florida 
Atlantic University, Boca Raton, West Pahn Beack Florida (April 1999). 

"Josephine Baker: The Construction and Deconstruction of a Star by the African American Press, 
Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," National Popular Culture Association/American 
Culture Association Conference, San Diego, California (March 1999). 

"Hattie McDaniel: The Subversion of Otherness On-Screen and Intenmlization of Otherness Off 
Screen," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture Associations, 11th Annual 
Meeting, University of Nevada (February 1999). 

"Pinky’s Transformation as Miss Em Through the Voyeuristic Gaze," Screen Studies Conference, 
Glasgow University, Scotland, United Kingdom (July 1998). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, Third Annual, sponsored by the South Dakota 
Humanities Council, Gregory, South Dakota, (Invited Panel Participant, August 1998). 

"Pinky Reconstructed by Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze," University" of Fihn and Video 
Association, 52nd Annual Conference, School of Filnmmking, North Carolina School of 
the Arts, Winston-Salem, N.C. (August 1998). 

Panel Chair, "Images in Fihn," University of Film and Video Association, 52nd Annual Conference, 
School of Filmmaking, North Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-Salem, N.C. (August 1998). 
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"The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star: Josephine Baker’s Public Profile 
in the African American Press, Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," Far West Popular and 
American Culture Association Conference, University of Nevada (Febrnary 1998). 

"Black Male Psychosis or White Male Fantasy: An Examination of Home of the 
Brave," Annnal Conference on Film and Literature, Florida State University, 
Tallalmssee, Florida (January 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Within Our Gates," Southern Historical Association, Atlanta, Georgia 
(Invited Discussant -November 1997). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux: Film Festival sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, Gregory, 
South Dakota (Invited Panelist-August 1997). 

"Altered States: White Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the 
Brave," University Film and Video Association Conference, University of 
Wisconsin, Oshkosh (August 1997). 

Panel Chair, "Pri~naryiArchival Materials: Critical and Logistical Issues," 
University of Film and Video Conference, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh (August 
1997). 

"Unveiling Whiteness and Negotiating Blackness: White Actresses Cast in Black Roles" 
Console-ing Passions Conference, Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec Canada (May 
1997). 

"Playing in the Dark: An Examination of Lost Boundaries-A White Fantasy Fihn," Society for 
Cinema Studies, Ottawa, Canada (May 1997). 

"African American Exlras De-Centered on American Screens in Two Decades of 20th Century 
Cinema," Far West Popular and American Culture Association Conference, University of 
Nevada, (February 1997). 

"Resistant Discourses: African American Women Resist the De-Cenlering of African Americans 
on American Screens," Re-Thinking Nationalism: Women’s Writings of Resistance and 
Accommodation in the Modem Period Conference, sponsored by Duke University and 
University of Barcelona, held in Barcelona, Spain (Invited -November 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: Red-Stained African American Actors as ’The Olhcr,’" Popular 
Culture Association in the South, Sava~mah, Georgia (October 1996). 

"Dorothy Dandridge: Hollywood’s Construction of Their ’Dark Star," Universit-y of Film and 
Video Association Conference, Chapman University, Orange Cotmty, Califon~ia (August 
1996). 

Panelist: Oscar Micheaux: Fihn Festival sponsored by the South Dakota Humanities Council, held in 
Gregory, South Dakota (Invited Panelist, August 1996). 

"Marginalized Subversives: African American Actors as ’The Other,’" Console-ing Passions 
Conference, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin (Paper Accepted 
But Did Not Attend, April 1996). 

"Red Stained African American Actors as ’The Other’: Investigations of African American 
Actors by the House Un-American Activities Conunittee," Society for Cinema Studies 
Conference, University of North Texas, Denton in Dallas, Texas (March 1996). 

"Blurring the Boundaries - When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism for 
Actress Dorotl\v Dandridge?" Popular Culture Association / American Culture 
Association International Conference, Nevada (March 1996). 

"The Construction of the African American Male Screen hnage: As Athletes Transgressed from 
Sports to Cinema 1910-1950," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture 
Association, University of Nevada (February 1996). 

"From Virtual Exclusion to Marginal Inclusion: The African American Literary Figure in Cinema 
1900 1950," Annual Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Florida (January 1996). 

"African American Literary Figures and Cinema: 1900-1950," Literature/Film Association 
Annual Conference, Salisbury State University, Ocean City, Maryland (November 1995). 

"Invisible But Not Absent: An African American Actress Who Made the Transition from Silent 
Cinenra to the Sound Era of Filmnmking," University Film and Video Association 1995 
Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 1995). 

Panel Chair, "Minorities in Film and Television" Universit-y Film and Video 
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Association 1995 Conference, Keene State College, Keene, New Hampshire (August 
1995). 

"Black Rhythms Transformed On White Screens: African American Jazz Figures in Motion 
Pictures during the 1930s and 40s," Screen Studies Cmfference, John Logie Baird Centre, 
Strathclyde University, Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1995). 

"When White Hollywood’s Idealism Becomes Black Realism: An Examination of Dorotl\y 
Dandridge from Screen to Television2’ Console-ing Passions Conference, University of 
Washington, Seattle (April 1995). 

"D.W. Griffith’s Black Mistress, Maid, or Confidante?: An Examination of Madame Sul-Te- 
Wan," Society for Cinema Studies Conference, College of Staten Island, City University 
of New York, New York (March 1995). 

"Black Screen Divas Or White Hollywood Victims?: An Examination of Hazel Scott and Lena 
Home," Far West Popular and American Culture Associations Conference, University of 
Nevada (February 1995). 

"Oscar Micheaux: A Provocative and Controversial Filmnmker," Oscar Micheaux and His Circle: 
The Silent Era Conference, Yale University, New Haven, Cmmecticut (Invited -JanuaU 
1995). 

"The Metamorphosis of Stepin Fetchit: An Imitator Who Became His Own Imitation," University 
Film and Video Association 1994 Conference, Montana State University, Bozeman, 
Montana (August 1994). 

"Black Films--White Film Censor Boards: Oscar Micheaux and the Virginia Film Censor Board," 
Screen Studies Conference, Jotm Logie Baird Centre, University of Glasgow, Scotland, 
United Kingdom (June 1994). 

"African Americans in Early Cinema Histou: A Period of Protest and Self-Assertion." 1994 
Domitor Conference, sponsored by Yale University, Museun~ of Modern Art, and New 
York University, New York (Jtme 1994). 

"Black Beaut-y White Beast: Lena Home and Hazel Scott--African American Aclresses as 
Feminists and Polilical Leaders," Console-ing Passions-Television, Video and Feminism 
Annual Conference, University of Arizona-Tucson (April 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux on the Cutting Edge: Films Rejected by the New York Motion Picture 
Commission," Society for Cinema Studies, Syracuse University, New York (March 
1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux Capitalizes on the Sensational Rhinelander Case to Promote The House Behind 
the Cedars’," Far West Popular Culture and American Culture Associations Annual 
Meeting, University of Nevada (February 1994). 

"Body and Soul: A Reflection of Oscar Micheaux’s Internal Conflicts" at Oscar Micheaux: Black 
Fihn Pioneer Retrospective, American Museum of the Moving Image, Astoria, New York 
(Febrnary 1994). 

"Oscar Micheaux, Artiste and Entrepreneur: Producing The House Behind the Cedars’," Aunnal 
Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 
(January 1994). 

Panel Chair, Annual Conference on Literature and Film, Florida State University, Tallahassee, 
Florida (January 1994). 

"Visible Evidence: Strategies and Practices in Documentary," Film and Video Conference, Duke 
University, Durham, N.C. Panel "The Participant Camera: SubjectNity In/AndiContra 
Documentary" (Invited Panel Respondent, September 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Negotiations to Produce The House behind the Cedars," 47th Annual 
Conference of the University Film & Video Association, Temple University, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (August 1993). 

Panel Chair, "Console-ing Passions: Television, Video, and Feminism," 2nd A~mnal 
Conference, University of Southern California, Los Angeles (April 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Exploitation of the Rhinelander Case," Society for Cinema Studies 
Conference, Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana (Febrnary 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Use of Literary Works for Film Adaptations," Annual Conference on 
Literature and Film, Florida State University, TallaNassee, Florida (Jannary 1993). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Portrayal of lhe African American Minister in Body and Soul:_ A Portrayal 
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Dialnetrically Opposed to How Micheaux Viewed Himself," Black Fihn Center/Archive 
Conference ’92, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana (Invited - July 1992). 

"A Cmnparison of the Tragic Mulatto Stereotype in John Stahl’s Imitation of Life and Oscar 
Micheaux’s All God’s Stepchildren," Screen Studies Conference, Jolm Logie Baird 
Centre, University of Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom (June 1992). 

"The hnpact of Oscar Micheaux, Novelist and Motion Picture Producer, on the African American 
Community: Two Periods of Fihnnkaking," Society for Cinema Studies, University of 
Southern California, Los Angeles (May 1991). 

"Textbooks of the 1950’s and 1980’s: A Comparison of Visual and Verbal Content," North 
Carolina Association for Research in Education, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 
(March 1989). 

Lectures 

"When Velvet Drapes Become a Metaphor for Veiled Racial Desire in GWT~V," 
Carolina College for Lifelong Learning, General Alunmi Association, University 
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (September 2008). 

"When Representations of American History Meet the Occult: Re-examining the 
Birth of a Nation as a Horror Film," Department of History, North Carolina 
Central University, Durham, N.C. (February 2007). 

"Uncomfortable Spaces, Unusual Practices, and Inconvenient Invitations: Black 
Moviegoing in Durham and Chapel Hill Pre-1950s North Carolina History," 
Chapel Hill Preservation Society, Chapel Hill Museum (February 2007). 

"F.K.Watkins and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s 
Graduate Seminar (February 2005). 

"Transgressing Racial Difference: Who is Really Passing," Johnston Center Freshman Year 
Seminar Year End Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (April 2004). 

"Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other North Carolina Cities," University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, Department of American Studies, Dr. Robert Allen’s Graduate Seminar 
(November 2003). 

"Research Methods and Black Cinema HistoD’," New York University, New York, Fihn School, 
Dr. Antonio Lant’s Graduate Seminar (October 2003). 

"Introduction for Documentary-The DMde" based on Hispanics in Siler City, N.C. sponsored by 
the UNC Center for Public Television and the Stone Black Cultural Center (September 
2003). 

"The Reconstruction of Race in The Birth of a Nation," MURAPiSPGRE Program, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill (July 2003). 

"Monster’s Ball and Training Day-Blacks Actors and the Academy Awards," Black Faculty Staff 
Caucus, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, (October 2002). 

"Re-thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imitation of Life," 
MURAPiSPGRE Progrmrk University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2002). 

"Re-thinking the Racialization of the Black Characters in the 1934 version of Imitation of Life," 
for Dialogues on Race and Identi~< A Tomming and Passing Symposium, sponsored by 
the African American Research Institute, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(April 2002). 

"Marking Multiplicity in Paul Robeson’s Public Profile: The African American Press and Cinema 
Screen, 1920-1950," MURAPiSPGRE Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill (May 2001). 

"Sepia Cinderella: A Symbol of Alternative Fihns to White Hollywood," Introduction, John 
Hope Franklin Research Center for African and African-American Documentation, "Race 
Reels: Screenings of Black Genre Films of the 30s and 40s," Duke University, Durham, 
N.C. (April 2001). 

"The Racial and Sexual Politics of Paul Robeson’s Borderline," Museum of Art in conjunction 
with the "Mary Lou Williams: In Her Own Right" Exhibition, Duke University, Durham, 
N.C. (Febrnary 2001). 
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"Hattie McDaniel as the Disembodied Voice of Scarlett O’Hara in GWT~V," MURAPiSPGRE 
Program, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 2000). 

"The Intersection of Art, Race, and Politics: Paul Robeson, Josephine Baker, and Oscar 
Micheaux at the Turn of the Century" for "America in the Age of Ragtime," Department 
of American Studies, University of North Caroliua, Chapel Hill (November 1999). 

"African American Silent Cinema," Film Heritage Week sponsored by Film and Video Program, 
Duke University & Hayti Heritage Center, Durha~rk N.C. (August 1999). 

"Race and Early Cinema" for "The Muse in the Classroom: The American Dream in the Era of 
Ragtime," Teacher Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools and University of North 
Caroliua, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 

"The Intersection of Race and Sexuality inMandingo," MURAPiSPGRE Program, University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1999). 

"The Intersection of Art and Politics in the Representations of African American Ex-Patriates 
Josephine Baker and Paul Robesork" African American History: 1863-1970 Teacher 
Workshop, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Schools (March 1999). 

"Altered States: White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave," 
Kiwanis Club of Honorable Elders, Durham, North Caroliua (February 1999). 

"Black Masculinity, Sexuality, and Cinema," sponsored by Xi Gamma Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma 
Fraternity, Sonya Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill (November 1998). 

"White Racism Transfigured as Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave" 
MURAP/SPGRE Program, U~iversit-y of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (Jm~e 1998). 

"Introduction ~br Within Our Gates, 1919," Double Take Documentary Fihn Festival, Duke University, 
Caroliua Theater, Durham, N.C. (April 1998). 

"Oscar Micheaux and Charles W. Chesnutt’s Negotiations for the House behind the Cedars," 
Film & Video Program, Duke University, Durham, N.C. (September 1997). 

"Lost Boundaries or Blurred Boundaries: Transgressing Racial Difference," 
MURAP/SPGRE, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (June 1997). 

"African American Theatres and Black Moviegoing in Durham and Other Norlh Carolina Cities 
During a Segregated Era," Hayti Hisloric Foundation, St. Joseph’s Church, Durham, N.C. 
(February 1997). 

"The Real and Reel Dorothy Dandridge as the Black Femme Fatale," MURAPiSPGRE Progra~rk 
UniversiD~ of North Caroliua, Chapel Hill (June 1996). 

"The Black Marilyn Monroe: The Construction of Dorothy Dandridge as a ’Dark Star,’" North 
Carolina Central University, Black History Month Celebration, Durham, N.C. (February 
1996) 

"Race and Early Cinema" Panelist for African American Film Festival Honoring African 
American Women Filmmakers sponsored by Hayti Historic Foundation, St. Joseph’s 
Church, Durham, N.C. (February 1996). 

"Introduction to Tamango~ A Dorot~ Dandridge Film," African American Film Festival, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1996). 

"Introduction to Within Our Gates, An Oscar Micheaux Fihn," African American Film Festival, 
Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. (January 1995). 

"Early African American Cinema," Durlram Cinematheque, Durham, N.C. (January 1993). 
"African Americans in Television: The Relationship between Their Television and Film 

Portrayals," Race Relations Week, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (March 
1992). 

"A Portrayal of the Tragic Mulatto and Mammy Stereotypes in the 1934 and 1959 versions of 
hnimtion of Life," Student Film Series, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(February 1992). 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Body andSoul," Duke University, Film and Video Program, Durham, 
N.C. (February 1992). 
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Professional Service: 
Discipline      Modernist Studies Association, 2004 

Universi~T Film and Video Association 1996 - present, (Elected Board Member for a 
Two Year Period, 2004-2006, Secretary 2009-2010) 
Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association, 1999-Present 
Domitor 1994- Present 
Far West Popular and American Culture Association, 1994 - Present 
Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association in the South, 1994-Present 
Society for Cinema and Media Studies, 1991 - Present 
North Carolina Association for Research in Education, 1989 - 1995 

University 

Departmental 

Community 

Triad University Film Festival Consortium - Spring 2011 
Mentor for the Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program 20 l0 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday Celebration Planning Committee with the Associate 
Provost for DiversityiMulticultural Affairs Office 2009 
Committee to Review Grant Applications for Arts & Humanities Funding, Summer 2008 
Merit Based Scholarships Review Committee, 2006-2007 
Committee for Course Development for Core Cluster on Art, Culture, and the African 
Diaspora 2007 
Assisted Review Committee to Evaluate Candidates Considered for Director for Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities (November 2005) 
Advisory Board Member, Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center, Uulversity of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill- Present 
Global Cinema Studies Faculty Working Group, Spring 1992 - Present 
Black Faculty Staff Caucus, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Present 
Real to Reel Conference Organizing Committee, Department of African & Afro- 
American Studies 
African and Afro-American Studies Curriculum Representative to "the Center for 
Teaching and Learning, Fall 1991 - 1992 

Planning Committee :for the Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
Committee to Review the JD Lewis Papers for the Southern Historical Collection and 
Department of African & African American Studies 
Cormnittee to Review Candidate for Senior Lecturer Position in the Department of 
African and African A~nerican Studies 
Cormnittee to Review Candidate for Senior Hire, Department of African & Afro- 
American Studies 

Chapel Hill Historical Society Board Member, 2007 - 2010 
Board Member of the Oscar Micheaux Society Film Festival, Gregory, South Dakota - 
Present 
Cormnittee to Narrow Black Achievement Gap, Chapel Hill City Schools- 
Ministerial Alliance & First Baptist Church, Chapel Hill, 2005-2007 
Empowerment Project, N.C. Documentary Oscar Awards Committee, Spring 1998 
Orange County Human Relations Commission, October 1990 - 1994 

Courses Taught 

Masquerades of Blackness: Representing Race in Cinema - Freshman Seminar to Present 
Black Experience from the Begim~ing to 1865 to Present 
Blacks in Cineraa 1900 to Present 
Independent Study - Research Methods to Present 
Media Criticism 
Race, Melodraraa, & Cinema 
The Black Experience, Carolina Courses On-line, Fall 2009 to Present 
Blacks in North Carolina-Team Taught 
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Research Grants 

Awarded Interual Grant to Support Travel to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Margaret 
Herrick Library, Los Angeles California and Chicago Public Library, Chicago Illinois for Robert 
Abbott Papers, $2,000 Fall 2011 

Awarded Research and Study Leave, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Fall 2011 
Awarded Post-Tenure Stipend, received in 2009 
Grant Recipient of the Support for Scholarship, Creative Activity or Research in the Humanities 

and Fine Arts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2006, Awarded approx. 
$4,800 for "Research Assistants to Complete Volume II Black Entertainers in 
New~paper Articles: An Annotated Bib#ography of the Pittsburgh Courier and 

CaliJbrnia Eagle" 
Awarded Research and Study Leave, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Spring 2005 
Smith Graduate Research Fund Grant, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1986, 1980 

Interviews 

"Black Theaters in North Carolina," interview with Wendy Hacker (director of forthcoming documentary), 

May 2, 2011. 

"African American Actresses-The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960," television interview with D.G. 

Martin WUNC-TV, January 31,2011. 

"African American Actresses-The Slruggle :for Visibility, 1900-1960," radio inlcrview with D.G. Martin, 

WCHL, January 12, 2011. 

"Twenty Five Years Since 7~e Color Purple Film" radio interview for WUNC-FM Radio, "The Stale of 

Things," with Frank Stasio, December 15, 2010. 

"African American Actresses-The Slruggle :for Visibility, 1900-1960," radio inlcrview lbr WUNC-FM 

Radio, "The State of Things" with Frank Stasio, August 4, 2010. 

"Representations of African American Women in the Mcdia," Radio Blog for Jottrnalism Class, UniversiD, 

of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, March 2010. 

"Oscar Micheaux’s Comeback," (website and documemar3,), Clarendon Entertainment, New York (Fall 

2009) 
"The Birth of a Nation," Raleigh News & Observer (September 2005) 

"Oscar Micheaux," Charlotte News & Observer (March 2001) 
"Griffith in Context" CD-Rom Project, Georgia Institute of Teclmology (August 2000) 

"Early Cinema and Oscar Micheaux," Newsweek Magazine (March 1999) 

"Race, Early Cinema, and Oscar Micheaux," Interview, Wilmington Morning Star New~paper 

(March 1999) 
"Oscar Micheaux," Interview, National Public Radio-University of Michigan Affiliate 

(Jannary 1999) 

"Oscar Micheaux," Interview, CNN-Janie Allen (July 1998) 

"Oscar Micheaux" Interview, Herald-Sun New~paper, Durham, N.C. (June 1998) 

"Oscar Micheaux" Interview, Fayetteville Radio Station, Fayetteville, N.C. (June 1998) 

Turner Movie Classics Interview on the premiere of Oscar Micheaux’s Symbol of the 

Unconquered (Jtme 1998) 

On-Camera Interview with Sam Pollard (producer of Eyes on the Prize with Blackside Films) for 

PB S documentary "I 71 Make :~[e A World: Aj?ican American Artists From the Harlem 

Renaissance to the Present," New York City, New York (January 1998) 

Telephone Interview with Sam Pollard (Producer of Clockers, Mo Better Blues, & Jungle Fever) 

on Oscar Micheaux for Television Documentary on African Americans in the Arts "I’ll 

Make Me A l~orld’’ (August 1997) 

Radio Interview with WCHL for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina Theater, 

Durham, N.C. (January 1996) 

Herald-Sun New~paper Interview for African American Film Festival sponsored by Carolina 

Theater, Durhara, N.C. (January 1996) 

Radio Inlcrview for "Business Co~mection Radio Show" WSHA on African Americans in 
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Cinema and the African American Fihn Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater, 
Shaw Universi~r, Raleigh, N.C. (January 1995). 

Radio Inte~Tiew for "Talk Back Radio Show" FOXY 107, on African Americans in Cinema and 
the African Alnerican Fihn Festival sponsored by the Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C. 
(January 1995) 

Current Research 

Controversial Blackness: African American Cinema Actors Who Provoked Controversy On and Off Screen 
in the Pre-1950s Era 
Collection of Essays on Josephine Baker 
Writings on the Black Experience and Screen Adaptations 
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should wait until we get a publisher but you can let me know. I have not yet found the email for the UNC editor but will attempt to do so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Mae Henderson            @gmail.com] 
Sent; Saturday, March 02, 2013 11:17 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co: Mae Henderson 
Subject; Re: NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS [COPY FOR PRINTER] 

Hello Charlene, 
Please find attached NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS. Subject to your review, I believe 

that you can tbrward this to the printer over the weekend. In that way, perhaps 

he can include "this section in the bound volume. I have put most ofthe~ entries 

together from materials li~und on "the intemet, but included a~Uthing ~nt to us 

by contributors. Interestingly, our contributors axe from across the country and 

around the world -- and represent a range of disciplines (this should probably be 

noted in the Intm). I’ve done my best to tnake entries consistent in format. Please 

call me if you have a~ny questions. 

NB: Ent~ on Mmy Kate Kelly -- I could find nothing substantive on her, so I did 

the best I could (the entry included is in her own words)! 

As soon as we find a publisher, I would suggest that we sent entries to each 

contributor for review and revision. 
Let me know if you receive a response from I~INC Press editor. 

Hope to chat over the weekend, mae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 2:24 PM 

Jennifer Declue ~declue@usc.edu~ 

IU:;: Presentation Time Limit 

Dear Jennifer: Yes, you are correct that we should keep the presentation to 20 minutes and no longer (this also includes clips). See you next week. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From-" Jennifer Declue [declue@usc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, March 02, 2013 I0:31 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject; Presentation Time Limit 

Chaxlene, 

I took a look at the guidelines m~d I want to make sum that I dofft go over the allotted time for my presentation. Given that them are fonr presentations shonld we 
present for less than 20 minutes? Would you mind letting me know the length of time that we have to present our work. 

Thank~ 

Jennifer 



Notes on Contributors 

SCOTT B~ALCERZAK teaches in fihn arid. literature in the Department of English at 
Northern Illinois University. He is the coeditor of (’i~ephi[ia i~ the Age 
[~eD~"oductiom Film, Pleasure, a~d DNiml Cu#ure (2009) a~d aNhor of several a~icles 
on film pertbrmance tBr such publications as 7~e ,~Ou~’~al ~¢the M~dwes~ ~o&~r~ 
Language Associatio~, Pos~ Script, and Came~z~ Obscura. 

MICHAEL BORSHUK is Associate Professor of English at Texas Tech University. He 
is author of Swinging the Vernacular: Jazz and Aj?ican American Modernist Literature 
(2006) and co-editor (with R. Brazeau ) of "Scripting Urban Culture II," Studies in the 
Literary Imagination, 41.1 (2009). 

KAREN BURNS teaches in tile Department of Architecture at Mo~msh University 
Melbourne, Australia. She has published numerous essays o~ gender, architectural 
history and architectural theory and her current research projects include a histo~5~ of 
fe~mnist architectural theo~2v, activism and design since the mid 1970s. 

RAMSAY BURT is Professor of Dance History at De Montfort University, UK. His 
publications include The Male Dancer, Alien Bodies, and Judson Dance Theater. With 
Prot~ssor Susan Foster, he is thunder editor of Discourses in Dance. 

ANNE ANLIN CHENG is Professor of English and African American Literature at 
Princeton University. She is author of The Melancholy o/Race: Assimilation, 
Psychoanalysis, and Hidden Grief (2001)_and Second Skin: Josephine Baker & The 
A4odern Sur[ktce (2011). 

ELIZABETH COFFMAN is a documentary filrmnaker and film scholar. She’s published 
work in Camera Obscura, Journal of Film & Video and other places. Her film work has 
been broadcast and screened at festivals in Europe and the U.S. 

SAMIR DAYAL is Associate Professor of English and Media Studies at Bentley. He is 
the editor, with an introduction, of Julia Kristeva’s Crisis of the European Subject, 
Frangois Rachline’s Don Juan’s ~ager, and Lucien Gubbay’s Jews Under Islam. 
His recent publications include Resisting Arrest: Desire and Enjoyment in Detective 
Fiction (2007), Resisting Modernity: Counternarratives of Nation and Masculinity 
Belief in Dialogue: U.S. Latina ~Vrite~’ Confront Their Religious Heritage, and Lacan 
and the Other America: l~),om The Puerto Rican Syndrome to the Sublime H)~’terics of 
the Ghetto (2003). 



MARY L. DUDZIAK teaches legal histou and constitutional law at Emory University 
School of Law. She is author of l/Var Time: An Idea, Its History, Its Consequences. She 
also wrote k;vporting American Dreams: Thurgood Marshall g" Aj?ican Journey (2008), 
and Cold I~ar Civil Rights: Race and the Image of American Democracy (2000). 

JONATHAN P. EBURNE is Josephine Berry Weiss Early Career Professor in the 
Humanities and Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature and English at the 
Pennsylvania State University. He is the author of Surrealism and the Art of Crime 
(2008). 

FAR]~S EL-DAHDAH teaches on the history of architecture and studios in urban design 
at Rice University. Co-editor of "Roberto Burle Marx: Kunst und Landschaften" (2009), 
he is currently preparing a monograph on Lucio Costa and organizing "The Complete 
Works of Oscar Niemeyer." His essays in architectural theory have appeared in a number 
of periodicals, including "ANY," "Architecture Magazine," "Arquitectura Viva.," 
"Assemblage," "Cite," "Casabella," and "Future Anterior." 

ELIZABETH EZRA is Professor of Cinema Studies/Languages, Cultures and Religions 
at the University of Stifling in Scotland,LN. She is author of Jean-Pierre Jeunet (2008) 
and Georges Mdli~s: The Birth of the Auteur (2000) and The Colonial Unconscious: 
Race and Culture in Interwar France (2000).) Editor of European Cinema (2004), she 
has also co-edited (with Terry Rowden) Transnational Cinema: 7"he bTlm Reader (2006) 
and co-edited with Sue Harris) France in Focus: Film and National Identity (Berg, 
2000). 
TERRI GORDON-ZOLOV teaches at The New School in ethics and literature, gender 
studies, and the aesthetics of the body. She has published on the cabaret, post-war film, 
and performance art in the Third Reich, and her translation of Jean Genet’s Elle was 
adapted for an off-Broadway production in the summer of 2002. She is guest editor (with 
Robin Rogers) of the June 2010 issue of/k~SQ (Women’s Studies Quarterly) on 
"Citizenship" and is currently working on a book-length study of restorative justice. 

YVLA HABEL is a lecturer in the Department of Cinema Studies, Stockholm University. 
She completed her doctoral dissertation, Modern Media, Modern Audiences: Mass 
Media and Social Engineering in the 1930s Swedish V/elfiure Slate in 2002. 

MAE O. HENDERSON is professor of English and Comparative Literature at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Author of innumerable articles and essays 
on African American and feminist literalT criticism and theory, pedagogy, theatre, 
popular culture, travel, Afro-diaspora, and black cultural studies, she is also co-editor 
(with E. Patrick Johnson) of Black Queer Studies: A Critical Anthology (2005), editor of 
Borders, Boundaries, and Frames (1995), and co-editor (with John W. Blassingame) of 



the five-volume Antislavery Newspapers and Periodicals: An Annotated Index of Letters, 
(1817-1871 (1980-1984). She has also edited critical editions of Nella Larsen’s Passing 
(2002) and Gayl Jones’ I4/’hite Rat (1991). 

THOMAS S. HINES is a Professor Emeritus of history and architecture at the University 
of California, Los Angeles, where he taught cultural, urban and architectural history for 
many years. Author of numerous articles in a wide variety of periodicals, he has also 
published Burnham of Chicago: A rchitect and Planner (1974), Richard Neutra and the 
Search Jbr Modern Architecture (2006), ~Slliam Faulkner and the Tangible Past: The 
Architecture of Yoknapamwpha (1997), and hwing Gill and the Architecture of ReJbrm 
(2000). He was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1994. 

BENNETTA JULES-ROSETTE is Professor of Sociology at the University of California 
San Diego and Director of the African and African-American Studies Research Center. 
Her major publications include African Apostles (1975), A Paradigm Jbr Looking 
(1977), The New Religions of AJ?ica (1979), Symbols of Change (1981), The Messages of 
Tourist Art (1984), Terminal Signs: Computers and Social Change in AjFica (1990), 
Black Paris: The Aj?ican V/rite~s" Landscape (1998), and Josephine Baker in Art and 
Lijb: 7"he Icon and the Image (2006). 

SIEGLINDE LEMKE teaches American Literature at the Albert-Ludwigs University, 
Freiburg, Germany. She is the author of Vernacular Matters in American Literature 
(2009) and Primitivist Modernism: Black Culture and the Origins of Transatlantic 
Modernism (1998). 

MARY KATE KELLY describes herself as "Blonde. Dreamer. Performer. All of the 
above." 

JANET LYON is Associate Professor of English, Penn State University. Author of 
ManiJbstoes: Provocations of the Modern (1999), she is currently at work on The Perjbct 
Hostess: Sociability and Modernism, from which the essay included in this volume is 
drawn. She also has essays in or forthcoming from ELH, Modernism/Mo&~rnity, Yale 
Journal of Criticism, and Diffbrences. 

WENDY MARTIN is Professor of American Literature and American Studies at 
Claremont Graduate University. She is also Vice Provost and Director of the 
Transdisciplinary Studies Program. Her publications include, among others, Emily 
Dickinson (2007), An American Triptych: the Lives and I~ork of Anne Bradstreet, Emily 

Dickinson, and Adrienne Rich (1983) Colonial American Travel Narratives (1994) An 
American Sisterhood: ~Vritings of the Feminist MovementJ?om the Colonial ~iTmes to the 

Present (1972). 



NANCY NENNO is Associate ProfEssor of German at the University of Charleston. Her 
research interests include German Cinema history, particularly the transition from silent 
to sound film and the representation of African Americans in interwar German literature, 
culture and cinema. She is author of numerous essays and articles appearing in journals 
such the German Quarterly and the German Studies Review. 

PHIL POWRIE is Professor of French Cultural Studies at the University of Newcastle 
upon Tyne. He has published widely on French film, including French Cinema in the 
1980s: Nostalgia and the Crisis of Masculinity; Contemporary French Cinema: 
Continuity and D~j~orence; and French Cinema: A Student’s Guide. 

ERIC REBILLARD is a member of the Association Frangaise de recherche sur l’histoire 
du cindma. He has published work on Pierre Batcheff with Phil Powrie in Bu~uel, Siglo 
XXI (Institucidn Fernando el CatdlicoiPrensas Universitarias de Zaragoza, 2004), and 
Marcel L ’Herbier: l ’Art du Cindma (Association Frangaise de Recherche sur l’Histoire 
du Cindma, 2008). 

CHARLENE REGESTER is Associate Professor of African and African American 
Studies at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Her publications include Aj?ican 
American Actresses: The Struggle f!)r Visibility, 1900-1960 (2010), Black Entertainers in 
AJ?ican American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the Pittsburgh 
Courier and Calijbrnia Eagle Vol. H (201 O) and Black Entertainers in Aj?ican American 
Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the Chicago DeJonder, Aj?o- 
American (Baltimore), Los Angeles Sentinel, and New York Amsterdam News, Vol. I 

(2002). 

JEANNE SCHEPER teaches in Women’s Studies at the University of California, Irvine. 
Her writing has appeared in Aj?ican American Review, Camera Obscura, Feminist 
Studies, and V/omen and PerJbrmance. Currently, her book project, "Moving 
Performances," analyzes the relationship of race and performance practices to the politics 
of mobility and subjectivity in the early twentieth century,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 8:14 AM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

ILE: -Study Abroad Letter of Rec 

Dear Thanks for the reminder. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Sent; Monday, March 04, 20:t3 8:02 AM 

To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject;            -Study Abroad Letter of Rec 

Good Morning! 

Just writing to remind you about the letter of recommendation for my study abroad trip. Hope you have a good day and let me know if you need any more information. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 8:18 AM 

Jonna McKone <jem70@duke.edu> 

ILE: Article on Southern Movie Going Experience 

Dear Jonna: Yes, we can talk by phone but it would have to be later today (after 1pro) because I have some deadlines to meet this morning. My cell is 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jonna McKone [jem70@duke.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 5:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Article on Southern Movie Going Experience 

Hi Professor Regester. 

I’m working on a narrative article on the Southern movie-going experience, using the conversion to digital projection thafs happening this year as a window to taJk more 

broadly about the role of the theater in the Sonth and contemporary stories of theaters owners. I was wondering ifI could chat with you over the phone about your 

article, "From B~zard’s Roost." In particular, I’m looking to interview residents of Durham who might have known Watkins or who could speak first hand to the 

segregated movie going experience. 

be st 

j oIlna 

Jonna McKone 

Dnke Universi~, MFA Candidate 
Experimental and Documentau Arts ’14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 1:34 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

I~E:             .Study Abroad Letter of Rec 

Dear I submitted your letter today. Sincererly, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:14 AM 

Subject:’RE: Study Abroad Letter of Rec 

Dear Thanks for the reminder. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:02 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject:            .Study Abroad Letter of Rec 

Good Morning! 

Just writing to remind you about the letter of recommendation for my study abroad trip. Hope you have a good day and let me know if you need any more information. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 1:35 PM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Study Abroad Letter of Rec 

Dear I submitted your letter today. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:02 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-"            -Study Abroad Letter of Rec 

Good Morning! 

Just writing to remind you about the letter of recommendation for my study abroad trip. Hope you have a good day and let me know if you need any more information. 

Best Wishes, 
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Society for Cinema and Media Studies 
Chicago, Illinois 
March 8, 2013 

Black Male Psychosis and White Male Diagnosis: 
Home of the Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s Story (1984) 

Home of the Brave (directed by Mark Robson) explores a black soldier who seemingly is 

suffering from post war trauma yet is later revealed to be suffering from racial trauma and bears 

resemblance to A Solider’s Story (directed by Norman Jewison). In Home of the Brave when the 

black soldier, Peter Moss (played by James Edwards), whose best friend is killed and whose 

death precipitates his temporary state of paralysis and amnesia, is ordered by his white 

psychiatrist who administers narcosynthesis to walk and he resists, the psychiatrist, resorts to a 

more aggressive strategy and commands, "You dirty nigger, get up and walk." This command 

speaks volumes regarding the soldier’s psychotic state as well as the psychiatrist who attempts to 

treat his psychologically disordered patient. In comparison, A Soldier’s Sto1~’ (directed by 

Norman Jewison) features a black officer, Sergeant Waters (played by Adolph Ceasar) also 

afflicted with psychosis yet in his case no single event has triggered his psychological disorder in 

the same manner as suggested for Moss, instead he engages in his own self-hatred that results in 

his psychological demise. Prior to Waters’s death he utters the words, "They still hate you," and 

these words become indicative of his psychotic state as well as explain how he invites his own 

death. Because both films depict black males who are afflicted with psychosis - a psychosis 

rooted in racial torment, undoubtedly these films are similar but more than that, it is conceivable 

that the earlier 1949 Home of the Brave informs the latter 1984 A Soldier’s Story. 

Therefore, this paper, intends to 1) demonstrate how the characters surrounding the 

protagonists mirror the protagonists’s personality - a position similar to that articulated by Gary 

Storhoff; 2) examine how both films construct black male psychosis; 3) critique how both films 

employ metaphors to advance the films’ narrative; and 4) suggest how Home of the Brave 

informs the latter A Soldier’s Story - as both are war films that depict psychotic black males. 
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Mirror Images of the Protagonists 

In these films the black male protagonists, Moss and Sergeant Waters, are surrounded by 

males with whom they interact and who on some level mirror their personality traits despite the 

fact that these males either contribute to their psychotic demise or become victims of their 

psychotic state. For example, in Home of the Brave, Moss (a surveyor and former high school 

basketball player) is sent on a special intelligence mission in World War II to a Japanese held 

island with a group of white soldiers. His comrades include TJ (who refuses to shake his hand 

when first introduced because of his race, refers to Moss as a "boogey," imitates a black j anitor 

who said "I ain’t lazy, I’ se just tired"), Finch (an old high school friend for whom he has 

developed some degree of admiration), Mingo (who looks for "the powder room," writes poetry, 

is divorced, loses an arm, and invites Moss to join him after leaving the military to open a bar), 

and Maj or Robinson (who possesses his own insecurities as a young officer in command of more 

experienced soldiers). These males become signifiers of Moss’s own psychodynamics because 

when Finch is killed in combat he represents the death of the Self later exemplified by Moss’s 

immobilization. TJ, who issues a number of racial assaults targeted toward Moss and engages in 

racial harassment, becomes a signifier of Moss’s internalized racial trauma endured. Mingo 

represents Moss’s feminization when he becomes psychologically ill and has to be cared for. 

Finch, who is killed while on the island represents the death of Moss’s internal state as he slowly 

dies as a result of the racial assaults endured over the course of his life. And Maj or Robinson 

who is insecure because of his age and lack of experience relative to the other soldiers on the 

special mission represents the insecurity that Moss himself possesses; an insecurity which 

contributes to his psychotic demise. These characters reify the failings and flaws that Moss 

possesses and therefore, bears resemblance to A Solider’s Story. 

In A Soldier’s Story, Sergeant Waters is surrounded by his all-black regiment that 

includes primarily CJ Memphis --a name not so different from TJ, a soldier who plays the guitar, 

sings the blues, is an outstanding baseball player, practices voodoo, and is a marker of the 

"Southern Negro" who is believed to be inept, backwards, unprogressive and responsible for the 

inability of blacks to elevate themselves. C J, therefore, becomes a symbol of Waters’ hatred 
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which justifiably has its origin in white racial oppression. Wilkie, is demoted as a soldier and has 

his stripes taken away and because of his demotion he represents the debased inner state to which 

Waters descends. That his stripes are taken away could mirror Waters’ loss of respect that he 

endures when he begins to unravel psychologically. Peterson, is a soldier ~vho exhibits bravery 

because he challenges Waters’ denunciation of black soldiers and resorts to physically fighting 

the older Waters and because he does so, he mirrors the bravery that Waters possess as an officer 

in the military. Captain Davenport, is a lawyer who has been recruited to solve the murder 

mystery regarding who killed Waters and because of has been promoted to captain in a white 

army and has impeccable skill that he employs to solve the murder mystery, he embodies what 

Waters would like to become but because of his own internalized self-hatred, knows that he will 

never become. And Captain Taylor who is displaced by Davenport as the lead investigator on the 

case epitomizes ~vhiteness and becomes symbolic of the white ideal that Waters secretly desires 

but knows that he can never achieve. Like Home of the Brave, these characters (with the 

exception of characters like Smalls, Ellis, and Cobb) according to Gary Storhoff, "all reflect 

some aspect of Waters, positively or negatively." However, my intent is not necessarily to make 

a distinction bet~veen the positives and negatives these characters share ~vith Waters but to point 

selected attributes deemed visible in the protagonist. More importantly, it is undeniable that both 

films utilize the soldiers with whom the protagonists’ interacts to reflect their personality traits. 

And the parallels continue when we consider the both films depict black male psychosis. 

Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave and A Soldier’s Story 

In Home of the Bl~ve, Moss develops a temporary state of paralysis in response to his 

best friend’s death. He undergoes psychoanalytic treatment for his condition which has been 

diagnosed as primarily mental. The doctor claims that when Finch was killed and Moss was 

unable to save him, Moss felt guilty about his death. The doctor relates that most soldiers who 

sur~Tive ~var trauma feel guilty that they survive while others do not and suggests that this is a 

normal reaction. Yet, while subjecting Moss to psychoanalysis he discovers that not only is he 

suffering from war trauma but racial trauma characterized as a "collective catharsis" (Black Skin, 
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White A4asks, p. 145) to use Fanon’s term, of racial assaults. With this discover5,, the doctor 

informs Moss that he has a sensitivity disease whereby a lifetime of racial torment has been 

projected onto him. That Moss now possesses an illness manifested by guilt and sensitivity both 

of which are responsible for his temporary state of paralysis, demonstrates how the psychiatrist 

diagnoses his condition and explains how his psychosis is internal rather than external. In 

treating Moss, he orders him to walk but when he initially fails to do so, he then issues the 

command, "You dirty Nigger get up and walk" - a "trick ... to rouse his wilted manhood .... " 

(Gwen Bergner, p. 230). This seemingly is the only tactic that the psychiatrist has in his arsenal 

to startle Moss out of his psychotic state to force him to walk. In thi s instance, the psychiatri st is 

both enslaving and liberating. So in Home of the Brave while whites proj ect racial epithets onto 

the black Moss, in A Soldier’s Story, the black Sergeant Waters internalizes his racial oppression 

and projects these racial insults onto his black soldiers. The racism appropriated by whites (as 

exemplified in Home of the Brave) that manifests in Moss’s psychotic state, shifts to the black, 

Sergeant Waters (as exemplified in A Soldier’s Story), who engages in racist behavior toward his 

black soldiers. 

To critique Waters’s psychosis it is necessary to return to Fanon who suggests that "the 

young Negro subjectively adopts a white man’s attitude. He invests the hero, who is white, with 

all his own aggression - at that age closely linked to sacrificial dedication permeated with 

sadism" (Black Skin, !4Zhite Masks). If we apply these views to Waters when he remarks, "ya’ll 

always talking about what you gonna do when the white man gives you an opportunity," Waters 

implies and insinuates that blacks are inadequate and are incapable of taking advantage of the 

opportunity, thereby explaining his feelings of inferiority. This remark reflects his sadistic self- 

hatred and belief in black inadequacy that he then proj ects onto his soldiers. Waters’s 

internalized racial hatred is rather evident when he suggests that even though his father was not 

educated, his father made sure that his children were educated. And when one soldier challenges 

Waters’s views, he retorts, "not having is no excuse for not getting." In this instance, it reflects 

Fanon’s view that some believe as in the case of Waters, the "Negro makes himself inferior," 

when in reality he is made inferior" (Black Skin, White Masks, 149). Waters then rejects his 

blackness to appropriate whiteness while at the same time rendered unable to escape blackness, 

adopts a white disposition built on black inferiority and thus engages in a vicious cycle of self- 
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hatred - a self viewed as Other. If whites possess a sadistic aggression toward blacks and then 

experience guilt because of their behavior, Waters who masquerades as white trapped in a black 

body convinces himself of the mythology of blackness and then experiences guilt, all the while 

remaining black. Waters "lives an ambiguity that is extraordinarily neurotic" (Black Skin l~7~iw 

Masks, p. 192). Riche Richardson claims that "Water’s genocidal proj ect of racial purification is 

an example of racial uplift gone horribly wrong." That Waters adopts the ideological views of 

Hitler, evident in the moustache he wears and demagogic style he employs, demonstrates his 

descent into psychosis. Affirming Waters’s association to Hitler, Pauline Kael of the New Yorker 

Magazine referred to Waters as "A black Hitler - on a small scale [who] wanted to purge the 

Negro race of its lazy shuffling clowns." 

Because both characters are enduring racial trauma from the past, Freud suggests that 

reproductions of the past are connected to infantile sexual life and the Oedipus complex. Thus, 

Moss is castrated or as Michael Rogin suggests, he is turned into "half man" - a similar and yet 

also different position that he shares with Waters. While Moss represents the castrated male, 

Waters representing the castrating males as he nearly emasculates the black soldiers over whom 

he commands with his continual reprimands and deprecations. And if we consider the 

relationship between Sergeant Waters and Peterson as simulating a father/son relationship, in 

view of the Oedipus complex the father has to be eliminated by the son in order to achieve 

subjectivity (which bears resemblance to the religious parable of Noah and Ham wheu Ham 

laughed at his father’s drunkenness and uakedness and the son was puuished for 

disrespecting his father). In this instance, although Waters punishes Peterson by forcing him to 

engage in a fist fight, the curse that Peterson endures is that he ultimately becomes the murderer 

of Waters. 

Moreover, these films share in common that Home of the Brave undermines the racism 

Moss has been subjected to by making it seem that he is overreacting to these racial attacks. In 

fact Gwen Bergner claims that "Although the film suggests that American society bears some 

responsibility for Mossy’ s psychic wounds, the denouement ultimately locates the problem of 

racism within the black, male psyche itself’ (p. 229), while in A Soldiers’ Story "Waters’s 

genocidal scheme to eliminate black Southerners reflects the blame he misplaces onto black 

Southerners like ’Moonshine King of the Monkeys" and CJ rather than the military "where it 
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belongs" (Richardson, 18, 27). That both films blame the victim and make the protagonist the 

scapegoat for the racial oppression that exists, further demonstrates the parallels between these 

films. 

Additionally, these films are similar in that both Moss and Waters are emasculated 

characters and because they are emasculated they then become feminized. Moss’s feminization is 

evident when he cradles Finch in his arms prior to Finch’s death, when the psychiatrist hovers 

above him while he lies below when undergoing psychoanalytic treatment, when white soldiers 

come to rescue him after he refuses to leave the island while he desires to remain with his best 

friend who is dead, and when he is "wracked with guilt and a sense of impotence as hears Finch 

scream" when tortured by the Japanese (Gwen Bergner, 228). That Moss is made to feel 

different, that he is eroded of his self esteem because of the racial attacks leveled against him, 

and that he has to be cared for or protected further marks his feminization. Bergner suggests that 

Moss takes up the "wife’s position in relation to Mingo in an interracial, homoerotic suturing of 

the wounds of war" (Gwen Bergner, 230). She continues that because Moss assists Mingo whose 

arm is amputated to lift his duffle bag, he offers "help not from a position of masculine 

sufficiency superior to Mingo’s but rather from the castrated, feminized position of the black 

man masquerading as the white woman .... " (Gwen Bergner, 231). Michael Rogin adds that, 

"Tying Moss to the disabled veteran, the movie intends to dissolve the stigmas attaching to racial 

difference and amputation (and, subliminally, homosexual love), but in proclaiming that two 

damaged men could make a postwar life together, the movie was allying the black man with the 

cripple" (7he War Film, p.88). Although both Bergner and Rogin hint at a homosexual 

relationship between Moss and Mingo, James Baldwin adamantly declared "the fact that one is 

black and one is white eliminates the possibility of the female presence..." (The DevilFmds 

Work, p. 67). Despite the implications of this pairing, Moss’s feminization is established and 

Rogin suggests that he is "made emotion-ridden and female at the low level of body .... In 

forcing words and tears from the black face, the Jewish doctor, imitating the j azz singer before 

him, is effectively putting on blackface. He is making the black face and body perform emotions 

forbidden to his (male, Jewish) self..., turning Moss into an infant and mammy .... " (The War 

Film, p. 85). 
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Waters’ feminization on the other hand is apparent when the white soldiers wrongly 

accused of his murder, taunt him and knock him to the ground, when he engages in a fight with 

Peterson and his small stature and weak body is contrasted to Peterson’s stronger and more 

masculine body, and when he is inebriated and walks in a drunken stupor, this indicates a lack of 

control. It is conceivable that Waters remains a feminized character because he meets his tragic 

death and as a tragic figure this marks his feminization, while Moss, on the other hand, manages 

to reverse his feminization to some extent when he regains the ability to walk, despite being 

regarded as feminized because of his pairing with Mingo. To further connect these two films, it 

is necessary to examine how they employ metaphors that become extensions of each film’s 

complexity. 

Metaphors in Home of the Brave and A Soldier’s" ,Story 

Home of the Brave utilizes the j ungle as a metaphor for the convoluted state of race, 

Moss’s mental condition, and as the locale for which Moss is best suited. When the soldier’s are 

sent on the special mission they are thrust into the jungle of a Pacific island and utilize maps to 

both locate the enemy and assess their own position. While located in the jungle they hear noises 

(either animal noises or enemy noises) which evoke a sense of terror while being surrounded by 

dense brush designed to complicate their journey to protect them from the encroaching enemy or 

make it difficult for them to discern the enemy who remains hidden from view. Because race is 

constructed as a complicated dilemma for Moss in that although he is rejected by his white friend 

Finch, who nearly calls him a yellow bellied "nigger" but instead uses the term "nit-wick" prior 

to his death, Moss holds a genuine affection for his friend evident when he refuses to abandon 

his friend in death. At the same time, Moss reacts to the racial assaults projected onto him by TJ; 

assaults that erode his sense of self. So the jungle becomes a signifier of the complexity of race 

that Moss confronts. Moreover, the jungle signifies the racial confusion signified by his mental 

state. Finally, the jungle becomes a signifier of his blackness since blackness is associated with 

animalism and animals reside in the jungle, then Moss is an extension of the jungle. If we 

consider his name, Moss, which also refers to vegetation associated with the jungle terrain, then 

the film undoubtedly plays on this metaphor to advance its racial thematic. 
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As for A Soldier’s Story, water is the metaphor utilized in this film to both advance the 

film’s narrative and reflect on the film’s complicated racial politics. Like Home of the Brave, 

water is a play on Sergeant Waters’s name and is a subtext to the film’s theme, it is conceivable 

that the film characterizes murky, muddy, and muddled waters. In particular, murky waters is 

caused by a heavy dimness or obscurity apparent in overhanging fog and is applicable to the film 

in that who actually killed Waters remains unclear. The film poses was it black soldiers, white 

soldiers, or society that caused Waters to engage in self-hate and led to his death? Muddy waters 

refers to that which is covered in mud or morally impure and in the case of Waters, he dies lying 

on the ground in a puddle of mud. Because CJ’s singing style is derived from the blues singer 

Muddy Waters this gives further credence to the suggestion that water is a metaphor in the film. 

Added to this, when blacks question how one of their own could have committed the murder of a 

black officer when it was assumed that whites killed Waters and given that muddy refers to that 

which is morally impure, the film hints at the murder mystery as being consistent with muddy 

waters. Finally, muddled waters refers to that which is mixed confusedly as in a state of mental 

confusion and is exemplary of Water’s own confused mental state who has internalized his racial 

oppression so much so that he hates himself and is responsible for the suicide of CJ. But more 

than this, the metaphor of water emerges in the film if we read Waters as drowning in a sea of 

self-hate and if he engages in racial cleansing and purification this becomes associated with the 

metaphor of water. Water as a metaphor is given further legitimacy if we consider that Captain 

Davenport and Captain Taylor lean against a rail above a river to solve the murder mystery with 

black and white children playing on a raft together below, it is at this moment that Davenport has 

an epiphany regarding who actually killed Waters. So the water, in this instance, gives him the 

impetus to solve the murder mystery. Finally, when the real killers, Peterson and Smalls, are 

arrested, they are caught in pouring rain - a marker of troubled or turbulent waters. Therefore, 

metaphors in both films are employed to advance the film’s narrative and reify the film’s 

thematics demonstrating the plausibility that Home oftt~e Brave may have informed A Soldier’s 

Stoly. 

Home of the Brave Informs A Soldier’s StoO’ 
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Despite the nearly thirty-five year time span between the two productions and numerous 

parallels that exist between these films, the parallels don’t end here. For example, both films 

unfold through flashback and the flashback device not only serves to advance the film’s narrative 

but allows these protagonists to relive the racial trauma endured. For Moss when he is 

interrogated by the psychiatrist, he returns to his early years when he was subjected to racial 

torment and Waters similarly returns to his early years and relates how black soldiers were 

humiliated in France given the prevailing belief that black soldiers had tails similar to monkeys. 

Both films depict black soldiers engaged in playing sports - in Home of the Brave Moss plays 

basketball with Finch and in A Soldier’s Story, the black soldiers play baseball. These two films 

are further parallel in that both were based on plays prior to being transformed on screen. For 

example, Home of the Brave was based on a Broadway play (1946) by Arthur Laurents. The 

stage production featured the protagonist as Jewish rather than black. In comparison, A Soldier’s 

Stoly was based on Charles Fuller’s A Soldier’s Play (1981) for which he won a Pulitzer prize 

in1982. Additionally, both films/plays utilized names that have significance because Stanley 

Kramer who was instrumental in producing Home of the Brave adopted the name of his 

protagonist Moss, from black journalist Carlton Moss who wrote and starred in 7he Negro 

Soldier (1944) - an army documentary designed to center the black soldier, demonstrate race 

pride, promote racial tolerance, and serv’e as vehicle for recruits. (The film was described by 

Thomas Cripps as "a black-driven message of ’racial tolerance’ that conscience-liberals 

came to regard as a weapon for mounting a postwar assault on American racism," Slow 

Fade to Black, p. 114). As forA Soldier’s Stoly, the film and play were set in the fictional Fort 

Neal (Tynin) Louisiana and Neal was adopted to pay tribute to Larry Neal who was associated 

with the black theater arts movement. Finally, because both films are unsettling to the black 

spectator, this is further demonstrative of their similarity evident in Manthia Diawara’s claim that 

the "surprise twist at the end of the narrative [A Soldier’s Story], which sacrifices one more 

black man in order to show that justice exists, fails to satisfy expectation, on the part of the black 

spectator, to find the one Klan or a white soldier for the crime." By transferring the villainy from 

the Klan to the blacks, it denies the pleasure of resolution to the African American spectator. As 

for Home of the Brave that the lone black male on the special mission cracks or disintegrates 
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under the pressure of this mission even though he is not killed clearly defused the heroism that 

black World War II soldiers desired. And because the army became of symbol of liberation for 

black soldiers, these films suggest that the black soldier can never really be liberated because he 

will forever be enslaved mentally. Finally, it is conceivable that it’s a "low- down dirty shame" in 

the way these films depict the WWII black soldier as weak, fragile, insecure, emotionally 

distraught, and a fractured African American soldier. 

Notes: 

Riche Richardson claims that the Fuller adapted the play’s plot from Herman Melville’s Billy 

Budd Sailor, but this does not ignore the fact that Home of the Brave may have influenced the 

screen adaptation. 

Bergner, Gwen. "Politics and Pathologies: On the Subj ect of Race in Psychoanalysis," in 

Alessandrini, Anthony C., ed. Fanot~l, Frantz: Critical Perspectives (New York and London: 

Routledge, 1999) 

Brandell, Jerrold R. ed. Celluloid Couches, Cinematic Cfients: Psychoanalysis and 

P.sychotherapy in the Movies (Albany: State University of New York, 2004). 

Fuery, Patrick. A~[adness and Cinema: Psychoanalysis, Spectatorship and Culture (New York: 

Palgrave Macmillan, 2004). 

Long, Jerome H. "Reflections on A Soldier’s Story: For Blacks, A War within the War," Film 

History, Vol. 25, No. 1-2, (1995). 

Nickel, John. "Disabling African American Men: Liberalism and Race Message Films," Cinema 

Journal, vol. 44, no. 1 (Fall 2004): 25-48. 

Richardson, Riche. "Charles Fuller’s Southern Specter and the Geography of Black 

Masculinity," American Literature, vol. 77, No. 1 (March 2005): 7-32. 
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Roffman, Peter and Jim Purdy. ]he Hollj,~+’ood Social Problem I~ilm." Madness, De.spair, and 

Politics from the Depression to the Fifties (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981). 

Rogin, Michael. "Home of the Bt~ve," in 7he War l~;ilm, ed. Robert Eberwein (New Brunswick: 

Rutgers University Press, 2005). 

Storhoff, Gary P. "Reflections of Identity in A Soldier’s Play," kTlmJJterature Quarterly, 

Diawara, Manthia. "Black Spectatorship," in Black American Cinema. New York: Routledge, 

"What do you think this is a war or a countr5, club tea dance" 

"We got our out - there it is big and black - I am not going on a mission with some boogey" 

Moss has to be lifted on the bed; doctors make your well, the doctor gives Moss an injection; 

None &them are like me, I am colored - Finch-doesn’t like me, he is like all the rest of them, no 

he is really a sweet kid, we almost won the championship, I wonder if he is like all white people, 

the doctor engages in role playing - how are you Mossy, The two play basketball together - so 

long nitwit--when Moss fails to come to his house - Finch declares, I’ve been waiting for you 

and Moss refuses to assist him; why didn’t you come to the graduating party; I am different - 

you make yourself different--what if someone said something; the two exchange cigarettes; you 

stink I ought to slap you down; tell me the truth Moss - do you feel the same about me as you do 

the others; Camera returns to Moss being interrogated by the doctor -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 8:49 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

ILE: Home of the Brave essay 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much for your quick review -- I am supposed to attend a conference in Chicago on Thursday but they are predicting several feet of snow --hope I make 
my trip. But again, I really appreciate your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: susanne@companioncamp.net [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 6:14 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Home of the Brave essay 

Here you go! 

Susam~e 

On Mon, 4 Mar 2013 20:22:32 +0000, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Whenever you have a chance, please review the essay attached. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 12:08 PM 

@gmail.com 

Update on Baker Collection 

Dear Mae: The textbook publishing indicated that they would change the title for the Baker Collection. Also, they are in the process of providing clean copies of the essays with 
underlines/notes, etc. Have not yet heard a response from UNC press. Will check all footnotes hopefully when I return from the conference -- once checked, I will send you a 
revised version so that if you decide to work on the intro again -- you will be working from a draft that has corrected notes. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



A good deed offi.we a wh~dow enta humm~ity m~der p~essure m 
Bruce McDor:sld’s Music From the B~g House, wl-dch follows 
Ca~x~dh~n blues be~er RH:a Ch~areHl on a rmsskm l:e Louisiana 
State Per:itent~sry (formedy know~ ss the notorious Angob 
Prisen) tc perrerm ~p cencert alengside q}aarcerated 
mus~claF=s~many of whom are serv~n9 life sentences Clips 
frenl Ch~arell~:s comser[ are ~nterwaven l:hraugheu~ the 
documentary and the music is sensationa£ country, fo~k, electric 
blues, geapeL and fupk, and aeme beautiful harr?sepies in t~se 
classic soultrsd~tio~ The musicis uphftin9 end servesasa 

’with lives 8mJ backgreui~ds beyemJ just 1:he crimes l:hey%’e 
comrm~l:ed (a~thcug~x ~c be sure, aeme of ~hcse crin]es were 

heineus). In addition to the wenderftl musia thel:ilr~ aa~)tures 
1:he rhythms and rCJala of the prb~an, offerin~ a pumber ef 
poi£manL movff)g scenes ef vis~ti:~9 days, meals, p:eparmg for 
sk~e~) and ather acl:ivi~k~s that make l:hese Wers Ioak a little mere 
humal~ Several mdwiduals stand out here~ ilx:itding ~he prisar~ 
Iibrerianw~e reflectson oppoRurdt~esa~dresources ayoung 

talks~es many do~aboutseeldngfor~weness DMOextrss 
inck~de homes fool:sge and a ~l:ilk~ gallery. H~gh~y ~ese~f~es~ded, 
Aud: C, P ([ Keogh) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 8:41 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

ILS: teacher recom~nendation 

Dear Will be more than glad to submit a letter but I am on my way to Chicago tomorrow, will be in Indiana next Saturday, and will be in Washington, D.C. at the end of the 
month. If you have someone else, this would be better for me because in order for me to do a good letter I need at least a two weeks notice. If possible see if you can locate 
someone else and if not, the earliest that I will be able to do this will be on Wednesday as I have to go to                     on Tuesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Froml 

Sent-" Wednesday, ,5:43 plVl 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I am applying for a                                                  I need a teacher recommendation for the application. The application is due on 
would really be honored if you could write my teacher recommendation. Would you be willing to do it? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 8:42 PM 

Kenneth Eisenstein <keisenst@mtholyoke.edu> 

ILE: Oscar Micheaux Society SIG 

Dear Ken: This is to let you know that I received your message and if I arrive in Chicago tomorrow in time, I will definitely attend the meeting. Thanks for letting me know. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Kenneth Eisenstein [keisenst@mtholyoke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:14 PM 
Subject: Oscar Micheaux Society SIG 

If yon are in Chicago tomorrow (3/7), 

please swing by 

for a shorter than advertised 

Micheaux SIG meeting 

at 7pm in the Erie Room (attached). 

We need to get back on our t~et, 

not having met since New Orleans. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B --~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIP1ENTSiCN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 8:49 PM 

Jennifer Declue ~declue@usc.edu> 

1~9;: DeClue Bio 

Dear Jennifer: Received your bio -- hope to see you soon. With the weather, I am concerned that might flight will be cancelled. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jennifer Declue [declue@usc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2023 8:42 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: DeClue Bio 

Hi Ch~rlene, 

I have attached my bio to this email. I will bring a hard copy with me for you to read. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 8:52 PM 

jmg2196@columbia.edu 

I~W: Oscar Micheaux Socie~" SIG 

Micheaux M~:rch 7.j pg 

From: Kenneth Eisenstein [keisenst@mtholyoke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 20:13 6::14 PM 
Subject: Oscar Micheau× Society SIG 

If you are in Chicago tomorrow (3/7), 

plea~ swing by 

for a shorter thm~ advertised 

Micheaux SIG ~neeting 

at 7pro in the Erie Roo~n (attached). 

We need to get back on our feet, 

not having met since New Orleans. 



7:00- 8:45 ~. 

TE! evi si on Stu d~i es 
Scholarly interest 6roap 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 9:06 AM 

@gmail.com 

Update-Do you want to ~neet later to,by? 

Dear Mae: Just returned from the conference and would like to know if you want to meet to review the printed copy of the collection. Also, I would like to update you on 
publishers -- it is far too detailed to put in an email. If not, we at least should talk by phone. I will head to the gym at :t:I::tSam and will return at :tpm today. I could swing by 
your house right at :tpm or will at-tempt to call. If you receive this email in time, let me know if you want to talk by phone or have me come by. I look forward to hearing from 
you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, 9:54 AM 

@gmail.com 

FW: Request for Publication 

For your records 

From: Dayal, Samir [SDAYAL@bentley.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:58 PM 
To; Henderson, Mae G 
Co; Regester, Charlene B; 

Subject: Re: Request for Publication 

Dear Drs. Mae Henderson and Charlene Regester (Mae and Charlene, if I may): 

I am not sure where you are in the process of bringing this project to publication. I would be very grateful for an update when you are able to tell me about it, and 

of course I would be happy to see a copy as well. Please let me know where it stands. 

In the meantime I wish you all the best. 

Thanks, 

Samir Dayal 

On 110:25 AM, "Mae Henderson" <hendersm@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Samir Dayal, 

We are delighted that you have agreed to allow us 

to reprint your essay on Josephine Baker in the 

forthcoming Baker Reader. In an effort to 

complete the volume, we will be contacting your 

publisher for copyright permission, and will 

notify you if there are problems. 

At this time, we are in the process of negotiating 

a contract for the volume, and will keep you 

posted as events warrant. For your contribution, 

you will receive a complimentary copy. 

Finally, thanks very much for complying with our 

request to include your essay in a volume designed 

both to fill a void in the existing literature and 

to provide access to a cross-disciplinary collection 

of Baker scholarship. 

Sincerely, 

Editors, 

Mae Henderson 

Charlene Regester 

Dayal, Samir wrote: 

> Dear 

> 

> I will be using this essay in a book of my own, so that is one reason I wanted to think about whether to publish the essay in the forthcoming 

collection. But I have decided to give permission for my essay to be reprinted in the forthcoming collection on Baker co-edited by Mae Henderson and 

Charlene Regester. 

> 

> I have since spoken to the editor of the collection in which it first appeared (Blackening Europe) and she contacted Routledge who provided the 



following copyright information. Perhaps you can now contact Routledge? 

> 

> The Copyright Center that handles the Routledge material can be contacted at: Customer Service Representative at 1-978-646-2600 or 

info@copyright.com. 

> The representative who addressed this request for reprint checked Blackening [urope for this specific request and said that Mae Henderson or 

Charlene Regester has to put in a request for reprint in another anthology via this e-mail address to Routledge and then it will go to Taylor and Francis, 

and they will be in contact with her. But she also said that this is a very easy and straightforward request. 

> Please let me know if I can provide any further assistance. 

> Best regards, 

> Samir Dayal 

> From: Dayal, Samir 

> Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 9:28 AM 

> To: 

> Cc: Mae Henderson; Charlene Regester 

> Subject: RE: Request for Publication 

> 

> Dear 

> 

> 

> I am looking into this with Routledge, who published the essay first. Can you tell me who will be the publisher, if there is already a contract or if 

there is an intended publisher? 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> 

Samir Dayal 

> From @t~mail.com] 
> Sent: Friday 9:3:1 AM 

> To: Dayal, Samir 

> Cc: Mae Henderson; Charlene Regester 

> Subject: Re: Request for Publication 

> 

> Hello Professor Samir Dayal, 

> 

> Please find attached to this email a letter regarding your essay, 

> "Blackness as Symptom: Josephine Baker and European Identity," 

> and a request to reprint your work in a critical reader on Josephine 

> Baker, edited by Dr. Mae G. Henderson and Dr. Charlene Regester. 

> 

> Best regards, 

> Ph.D Candidate ~ 

> English & Comparative Literature 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Tel 

> E-mail: @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 11:40 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: essay 

Dear     : Just returned from Chicago and on my way to Indiana. Will not be able to review until next week but once I do so, I will let you know and forward payment. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From’, ;@gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, I 5:31 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

I have attached your essay ruth my edits. Please let me know any comments or fi~rther revisions when you have a chance. Thank yot~ and I hope you are doing well! 

Please also see two minor comments below. 

Sincerely, 

p. 14 

Expounding on the role that Dandridge was to assume in the fihn, Lanren Beflant claims of the play: 

Tuptam, a sexual slave in the king’s tmlace stages a dramatic adaptation of what she calls The Sma/lHoztse of Uncle Ihomas [a play on U~cle Tom’s 

Cabin] .... Tupthn’s specific complaint is that the king has decreed that she become his cunently most favored ’mfe.’ She is thereby denied access to 

her tree love, Lun Tha, and is a prisoner in the king’s harem as well as a slave to his sexual will. Tuplim’s hope to build a life around consensual love in 

a conjugal family rather than live with the anthoritarian roles of~wal sexuality merges the historical novel’s traditional deployment of the love plot to play 

out political dramas ruth a contemporaiy Cold War-ish espousal of healthy heterosexuality ¢~s an emblem of ’democratic’ individual freedoms in a 

’modem’ capitalist societyJil 

Berlant’s critique of the role speaks to its comple~ty regarding the intersection of sexuality, class and cultural difference, and the politics associated 

wifli privilege versus de-privilege and west versus east. 

(This analysis seems out of place, as it does not add to your main thetis) 

p. 29, including Loren Miller (who was among the black actors that traveled to the Soviet Union with Langston Hughes in the 1930s to produce Black and fVhite, and 

who later became an attorney, California judge, co- publisher of the Afiican American newspaper. LosAngeles Sentinel, and representative of the NAACP 

(would the parenthetical material be better as a footnote?) 

On Tue, at 9:02 AM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Charlene, 

Sometime before the works great tbr me, thank you! It is my pleasure to assist, and I roll be in touch soon-ish. 

I hope you are doing well! 

Sincerely, 

On Mon, , at 12:07 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regestei(ib~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Hope you are still working on the essay previously forwarded. I just recently heard from the editor and will probably need an edited version by 
later than the    . Please let me know if this works within your schedule and again, thanks for assisting in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:39 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Great, thank you! I look forward to it. 

If possible, I would like more than 2 weeks though, as I have some pending deadlines already coming up. Please let me know, and I hope you are well. 

Sincerely, 

On Tue,           . at 9:25 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(-a)emafil.unc.edtr~ wrote: 
Dear      Attached is another essay that I would like for you to edit. Please let me know that you have received this material. Right now I don’t really have a deadline 
but if two weeks works for you let me know -- if not we probably have more time since I have not yet heard back from the editor. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:_    ~ . ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, . 9:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Payment received, thank you, and 

Talk to yon soon, 

Sincerely, 

.......... Forwarded ~nessage .......... 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, at 11:21 AM 

Subject: RE: essay 

To:            (~gma~l.com> 

Dear      This is to let you know that I mailed your payment today from North Carolina -- please let me know when you receive the payment. I will then forward the 
second essay -- 1 don’t want to owe for more than one essay at a time. Have a good      and again, thanks tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: #qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: essay 

6:09 PN 

Charlene, 

Yes, thank you, I would love to. And if you have m~y comments or suggestions based on first essay, please let me lmow. 

Take care, and talk to you soon, 

On Mon, at 12:45 PM, Regester, Charlene B <~emafil.unc.edu-~ wrote: 
Dear Will forward your payment in the next few days and if interested, will forward the second essay as well. Thanks again for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene £egester 

From:    ~ @gmail.com] 
Sent: M~nday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: essay 

10:17 AM 

Hi Charlene, 



Thank you! I enjoyed it, and would love to work another essay if you wonld like. Also, please let me know if you have a~y questions about an54hing. 

My invoice is attached. Good luck ruth your essay! 

Sincerely, 

On Mon, at 6:02 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Thanks so much for your edit -- I have not yet read but the revision will do so shortly. You can send the invoice anytime and thanks for doing this so 
quickly considering the time of year. I will let you know what I thought about your revision. By the way, I have second essay but it will not be due until after the 

’ and I will not send right away as I will give you a break. Finally, I really appreciate your effort because this has been a hard weekend for all of us to stay 
focused. Thanks tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From=    . (~qmail.com] 
Sent= SGnday, 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= essay 

3:11 PM 

Hi Charlene, 

Please find attached an edited version of your essay. I have a few comments below, and please let me know if you need anything further with 
this. Thank you so much for this opportunity, and 

Sincerely, 

ps - I will submit an invoice to you once I hear back from you. 

a few times the phrase: ’in dialogue with or informed by’ was used. Why both in dialogue with/or informed by? I was not sure if there is a 

critical theory distinction between them, so I did not change, but I was wondering if just ’in dialogue with’ could suffice 

same for in direct or indirect, and subtle or not-so-subtle ways. 

p. 30: of most import~x~ce is that Gridlestone mis~vcognizes Sylvia as his own daughter until this final tnotnenk signi~ing that the sexual assault occurs or 

has possibly already occnrred. ? is this b.c of her scax 

p. 32 Micheaux is not as damning in his reconstruction of female victim~ation as (kifl]th. - I am not cleaJc on exaclly why he is less damning. Is it because 

Sylvia manages to escape, so is not the broken blossom that Lucy is? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 11:45 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

ILS: teacher recom~nendation 

Dear Just received your email and will try to do your letter later today. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you had safe travels. I know you are busy, but I have not been able to contact any other professors and the internship application is due in two days on the 
I would be beyond appreciative if you could write a teacher recommendation for my application. 

I am really sorry that this request is last minute. Please let me know if you can do it. 

Thank you, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,             8:40 PM 

Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Will be more than glad to submit a letter but I am on my way to Chicago tomorrow, will be in Indiana next Saturday, and will be in Washington, D.C. at the end of the 
month. If you have someone else, this would be better for me because in order for me to do a good letter I need at least a two weeks notice. If possible see if you can locate 
someone else and if not, the earliest that I will be able to do this will be on Wednesday as I have to go to                     on Tuesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: teacher recommendation 

5:43 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I am applying for a                                                  I need a teacher recommendation for the application. The application is due on 
would really be honored if you could write my teacher recommendation. Would you be willing to do it? 

.I 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:59 AM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Ryan Gosling Is Looking For Bi-Racial Actors To Play Leads In His Directorial Debut I Shadow and Act 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, March :tl, 20:13 4:04 PM 
To; Natalie Bullock Brown; Spence, Sheila Renee’; Regester, Charlene B; chandra guinn 
Subject; Ryan Gosling Is Looking For Bi-Racial Actors To Play Leads In His Directorial Debut I Shadow and Act 

see my comment as belmont1929 

htbp ://blog s.indiem~e .comishadowandact/ryan- gosling - is- looking - for- bi - racial - actors- to- play- leads- h- his- directoria1 - debut 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordanO, email, u nc ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 12:13 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

1~: teacher recom~nendation 

Dear I need the exact address to whom the letter is to be sent--a name, place, address -- please send within the next hour. Do you want me to submit online or do I send 
by USmail. Provide adequate information. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:51 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Thank you so much Professor Regester. - 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             11:45 AM 

Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Just received your email and will try to do your letter later today. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you had safe travels. I know you are busy, but I have not been able to contact any other professors and the internship application is due in two days on the 
. I would be beyond appreciative if you could write a teacher recommendation for my application. 

I am really sorry that this request is last minute. Please let me know if you can do it. 

Thank you, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:40 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Will be more than glad to submit a letter but I am on my way to Chicago tomorrow, will be in Indiana next Saturday, and will be in Washington, D.C. at the end of the 
month. If you have someone else, this would be better for me because in order for me to do a good letter I need at least a two weeks notice. If possible see if you can locate 
someone else and if not, the earliest that I will be able to do this will be on Wednesday as I have to go to                     on Tuesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: teacher recommendation 

5:43 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I am applying for a                                                  I need a teacher recommendation for the application. The application is due on 
would really be honored if you could write my teacher recommendation. Would you be willing to do it? 

Thankyou, 



Dandridge "Poised a Manicured Tootsie ... and Commanded Blow Boy:" An Examination 

of Dandridge’s Sexualization and Hypersexualization in the African American Press, 

Mainstream Press, and on Screen 

Despite the star status that Dorothy Dandridge achieved as a black star in Hollywood in 

the 1950s, today she is virtually ignored and marginalized relative to her white counterparts such 

as Elizabeth Taylor, Ava Gardner, and Marilyn Monroe, stars that have been continually revered 

in the public discourse. Because of this disregard for her achievements and accomplishments as 

an actress, combined with an unending fascination with her aura as a film star, scholars, 

historians, and filmmakers continue to resurrect and reconstruct this black star. This paper will 

explore how Dandridge was sexualized or hypersexualized in past black and mainstream media 

as they compare to her screen representations. Specifically, Jet magazine, 7he New York Times 

and Los Angeles Times will be compared to determine how these media constructed Dandridge’ s 

sexuality relative to screen representations. In particular, the print media’s coverage of her role in 

Carmen Jones (1954) and her actual performance as Carmen in the film will be examined to 

determine how Dandridge was hypersexualized in both print media and on screen and to 

demonstrate how her hypersexualization occurred through the simultaneous emasculation of her 

male co-star, Joe (played by Harry Belafonte). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:40 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

ILE: Letter Attached 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Susanne Carter [susanne@companioncamp.net] 

Sent: Thursday, March 14, 20J.3 2:34 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Letter Attached 

Hi Ch~:rlene, 

Here you go! 

Susanlle 

On 3/14/2013 2:01 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Please review the letter attached at your earliest convenience. Just returned from Chicago and headed to Indiana on Saturday. I am exhausted 
but still functioning. Thanks much for all of your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 2:43 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

1~: teacher recom~nendation 

LettemlRecommenda~ion[1].doc 

Dear    Attached is the letter but if you want it on university letterhead, I left my flashdrive so I won’t be able to transfer to letterhead until tomorrow. Let me know if you 
need this. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= 

Sent= Thursday, :t2:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I have to attach the letter of recommendation to my online application. If you email it to me as an attachment I will upload it directly to my online application and will not read 
it. The application is for the The application requests the name, phone number, e-mail address and title of 
the professor. 

For more information about the internship that I am applying for here is the link to the website: http://www. 

I have also attached my resume to this email address, if you would like some more information about my activities. 

Thankyou, 

From= Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 12:12 PM 

To= 
Subject= RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear I need the exact address to whom the letter is to be sent--a name, place, address -- please send within the next hour. Do you want me to submit online or do I send 
by USmail. Provide adequate information. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
I:roro~ 
Sent= Thursday :LSL:5:t AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Thank you so much Professor Regester. - 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, I:t:45 AM 
To= 
Subject= RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Just received your email and will re! to do your letter later today. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, :t:2:t PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you had safe travels. I know you are busy, but I have not been able to contact any other professors and the internship application is due in two days on the 
I would be beyond appreciative if you could write a teacher recommendation for my application. 

I am really sore! that this request is last minute. Please let me know if you can do it. 

Thank you, 



From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:40 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Will be more than glad to submit a letter but I am on my way to Chicago tomorrow, will be in Indiana next Saturday, and will be in Washington, D.C. at the end of the 
month. If you have someone else, this would be better for me because in order for me to do a good letter I need at least a two weeks notice. If possible see if you can locate 
someone else and if not, the earliest that I will be able to do this will be on Wednesday as I have to                          on Tuesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wedr~esday, 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: teacher recommendation 

5:43 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I am applying for a                                                  I need a teacher recommendation for the application, The application is due on 
would really be honored if you could write my teacher recommendation. Would you be willing to do it? 

.T 

Thankyou, 



Dorothy Dandridge "Poised a Manicured Tootsie ... and Commanded Blow Boy": An 

Examination of Dandridge’s (Hyper)sexualization on Screen and in the African American 

Press and Mainstream Press 

Despite the star status that Dorothy Dandridge achieved as a Hollywood actress in the 

1950s, today she is virtually ignored and marginalized relative to her white counterparts such as 

Elizabeth Taylor, Ava Gardner, and Marilyn Monroe -- stars that have been iconicized in 

popular culture and "star studies." Yet, despite her relegation to the footnotes of cinematic 

hi story, scholars, historians, and filmmakers have begun to resurrect this talented and fascinating 

black star. This paper will explore how Dandridge was sexualized and hypersexualized in the 

black and mainstream media as well as in her onscreen representations. More specifically, I will 

compare her treatment in Jet magazine, 7he New York 7~mes and Los Angeles 7~mes to 

determine how these media construct Dandridge’ s sexuality relative to her onscreen 

representations. My presentation will focus, in particular, on the print media’s coverage of 

Dandri dge’ s rol e i n Carmen Jones (1954), demonstrati ng how her (hyper)sexualizati on occurred 

through the simultaneous emasculation of her male co-star, Joe (played by Harry Belafonte). 



Attention: Acquisitions Editor 
Raina Polivka 
Indiana University Press 
601 N. Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404 

March 18, 2013 

Dear Editor Polivka: 

We invite you to consider for publication the manuscript, THE JOSEPHINE BAKER 
CRITICAL READER, edited by Mae G. Henderson (editor of Border, s; Boundaries, and 
Frames, Routledge 1995) and Charlene Regester (author of AJ?ican American Actresses: The 
,~;trugglejbr Visibili~’, 2010). As editors, we have selected the major critical treatmems of this 
iconic figure, categorized the selections according to theme and genre, provided abstracts of 
each essay, and secured reprint permissions from the authors (some have retorted us to their 
publisher). We also include a timeline, filmography, discography, and comprehensive 
bibliography. 

We note that this Reader is unprecedented, and will make available, tbr the first time -- under 
one cover - a range of cross-disciplinau and cross-cultural scholarship to students and scholars 
of popular and culture. We have focused primarily on essays written from the last quarter 
century, and believe that such a volume will provide a unique resource that will advance not 
only the fields of popular and media studies, but the emergent field of Baker Studies in the 
academy. 

We can forward a hard or electronic copy of this completed work for your review. If, perchance, 

you are not interested, we would very much appreciate if you would suggest more appropriate 

presses to which we might submit this manuscript. Please note that this work does not intend to 

compete with forthcoming works on Baker that your press might be publishing but instead 

serves to complement such works to contribute to the evolving Baker scholarship. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson 
Professor, Department of English 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 



Charlene Regester 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & African American Studies 
University of North Carolina. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 
regester@email.unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 1:20 PM 

fl~d~ye@umich.edu 

The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Manuscript letterMichigaaa.doc.docx 

Dear Editor Tom Dwyer: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter attached 
to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Attention: Acquisitions Editor 
Tom D\DTer 
University of Michigan Press 
839 Greene St. 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104-3209 

March 18, 2013 

Dear Editor Dwyer: 

We invite you to consider for publication the manuscript, THE JOSEPHINE BAKER 
CRITICAL READER, edited by Mae G. Henderson (editor of Border, s; Boundaries, and 
Frames, Routledge 1995) and Charlene Regester (author of AJ?ican American Actresses: The 
,~trugglejbr Visibili~’, 2010). As editors, we have selected the major critical treatmems of this 
iconic figure, categorized the selections according to theme and genre, provided abstracts of 
each essay, and secured reprint permissions from the authors (some have reI~rred us to their 
publisher). We also include a timeline, filmography, discography, and comprehensive 
bibliography. 

We note that this Reader is unprecedented, and will make available, Ibr the first time -- under 
one cover - a range of cross-disciplinau and cross-cultural scholarship to students and scholars 
of popular and culture. We have focused primarily on essays written from the last quarter 
century, and believe that such a volume will provide a unique resource that will advance not 
only the fields of popular and media studies, but the emergent field of Baker Studies in the 
academy. 

We can forward a hard or electronic copy of this completed work for your review. If, perchance, 

you are not interested, we would very much appreciate if you would suggest more appropriate 

presses to which we might submit this manuscript. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson 
Professor, Department of English 
University of North Carolina. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 

Charlene Regester 



Associate Professor 
Department of African & African American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 
regester@email.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:01 PM 

~@gmail.com 

Deadline for Review of Essay 

Dear Steve: Just returned from Spring Break and I attended two conferences during the break, therefore, T am a little bit behind. Will review the previously forwarded essay 
"Remnants of Colonial Mentalities in Hollywood (Western) Films about Africa: The Constant Gardener" by the end of this week. I apologize for delay. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

ILE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader was sent by US mail today so please let me know when you receive the manuscript. Thanks much and hope to hear from you 
soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:57 PM 
To: Thomas Dwyer 
Subject: RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: Thanks for your prompt response. I will send a hard copy of the manuscript by mail to your office in the next day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Thomas Dwyer [thdwyer@umich.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Deoa Charlene (IfI may), 
This sounds fascinating. I am very interested. I would be delighted to look at more material ~d give you a quick answer on next steps. Yoms, Torn 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 1:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Tom Dwyer: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter 
attached to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

Tom Dwyer 

Executive Editor 

UniversiF of Michigm~ Press 

thdwver(~:umich.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:28 PM 

fl~d~ye@umich.edu 

I~W: The Josephine Baker CfiticaJ Reader 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader was sent by US mail today so please let me know when you receive the manuscript. Thanks much and hope to hear from you 
soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:57 PM 

To: Thomas Dwyer 
Subject: RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: Thanks for your prompt response. I will send a hard copy of the manuscript by mail to your office in the next day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Thomas Dwyer [thdwyer@umich.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Charlene (If I may), 
This sounds thscinating. I am very interested. I would be delighted to look at more material and give you a quick m~swer on next steps. Yours, Tom 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 1:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Tom Dwyer: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter 
attached to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 

Torn Duyer 

Executive Editor 

Unive~sib" of Michigan Press 

th&wer~umich.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:28 PM 

Walter Biggins <wbiggin@ihl.state.ms.ug~ 

l?&;: ~na~uscript 

Dear Walter: Thanks much and I look forward to receiving your review. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Walter Biggins [wbiggins@ihl.state.ms.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:24 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: manuscript 

Dear Charlene, 

I’ve received "The Josephine Baker Critical Reader," and we look forward to reading it over the next :12-14 weeks. At first glance, the volume certainly seems 

appropriate for us but we’re concerned about the length and the cost of permissions. We’ll have more to say once we’ve had a chance to review everything. 

Best regards, 

Walter 

Walter Biggins, Acquisitions Editor 

University Press of Mississippi 

Email: wbiggins@rnississippi.edu 

Visit our website: www.upress.state.ms.us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:28 PM 

@gmail.com 

l~W: manuscript 

From: Walter Biggins [wbiggins@ihl.state.ms.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: manuscript 

Dear Charlene, 
I’ve received "The Josephine Baker Critical Reader," and we look forward to reading it over the next 12-14 weeks. At first glance, the volume certainly seems 

appropriate for us but we’re concerned about the length and the cost of permissions. We’ll have more to say once we’ve had a chance to review everything. 

Best regards, 

Walter 

Walter Biggins, Acquisitions Editor 

University Press of Mississippi 

Email: ._w____bj_gt~!__n__s____@____n_!!__s__s_Ls___s_[p__p__!_.__e___d___u_. 

Visit our website: __w____w____w__:__u_press.state.ms.us 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 2:17 PM 

@art.net> 

I~E: Panel ProposaJ for 

Dear     Based on a recommendation from Mae Henderson, I need someone to substitute for my class while attending a conference. If possible, can you substitute during 
my absence on ’ If not, I do understand because of your busy schedule. Please let me know as soon as possible. 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @att.net] 
Sent-" Friday, 4:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Panel Proposal for ’ 

Many thanks, Dr. Regester. I received all the documents you sent. 

I think your presentation will work well as part of the panel. I’ll keep you posted as we revise "the panel proposal and proceed with submission. 

All best, m~d thanks again, 

--- On Fri, Regester, Charlene B <regester@~mail une. edu> wrote: 

From: Reges~ter, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Panel Protx~sal 

To: ~att.net> 
Date: Friday, 2:45 PM 

Dear     Attached is my CV as I did not want to send in the previous email because I did not know if the computer would allow me to send so many attachments at 
one time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; i@att.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Panel Proposal for 

Dear Professor Regester, 

My name is 

for your review. 

, and I am working with Mae Henderson and ~ on a panel proposal for the conference 
I have attached a copy of our draft proposal and the CFP 

We think that your contribution would balance the panel, and we would be delighted if you could join us. At this point, all we would need is a brief description (approx. 
150 words) of what you would like to present, a brief bio, and a recent CV. These materials may be e-mailed to me at this address         ~att.net). 

Please do let us know if you are interested. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:30 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <c~ckell@email.unc.e&~> 

I~W: FW: The Josephine Baker CriticaJ Reader 

From: Thomas Dwyer [thdwyer@umich.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2023 2:25 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: FW: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Charlene, 
Thank you for sending the hardcopy. Is it possible to get electronic attachments al~? These are needed tbr review purposes. Yours, Tom 

On Tue, Mar 19, 2013 at 12:28 PM, Regester, Charlene B <legeste~)etna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader was sent by US mail today so please let me know when you receive the manuscript. Thanks much and hope to hear from 
you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:57 PM 
To: Thomas Dwyer 
Subject: RE: The 3osephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: Thanks for your prompt response. I will send a hard copy of the manuscript by mail to your office in the next day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Thomas Dwyer [thdwyer@umich.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Deoa Charlene (If I may), 
This sounds fascinating. I am very interested. I would be delighted to look at more material a~d give you a quick a~swer on next steps. Yoms, Torn 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 1:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B <re~ester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Tom Owyer: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter 
attached to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

thdwyer(~:umich.edu 

Tom D~w~ er 

Executive Editor 

University of Michigan Pl~ss 

thdw~/er~umich.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:32 PM 

Thomas Dwyer <thdwyer@umich.edu> 

ItS: FW: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: Yes, I will attempt to send electronically -- however, we have an office on campus that will attempt to send you this material electronically since my computer does 
not have the capacity to do so. They will be in touch with you regarding forwarding this work electronically. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Thomas Dwyer [thdwyer@umich.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:15 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: FVV: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Charlene, 
Thank you for sending the hardcopy. Is it possible to get electronic attachments also? These are needed for review purposes. Yours, Tom 

On Tue, Mar 19, 2013 at 12:28 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regesteff~emaila~nc.edu> wrote: 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader was sent by US mail today so please let me know when you receive the manuscript. Thanks much and hope to hear from 
you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:57 PM 
To: Thomas Dwyer 
Subject-" RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Tom: Thanks for your prompt response. I will send a hard copy of the manuscript by mail to your office in the next day or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Thomas Dwyer [thdwyer@umich.edu] 
Sent= Monday, March 18, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: The 3osephine Baker Critical Reader 

Deax Charlene (If I may), 
This sounds fascinating. I am very interested. I would be delighted to look at more material and give you a quick answer on next steps. Yours, Tom 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 1:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Tom Dwyer: Attached is a letter of inquie! regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter 
attached to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 

th&%ler~umich.edu 

Tom D~,er 

Executive Editor 

University of Michigan Press 

th&wer(f#umich.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

@art.net> 

ILE: Panel ProposaJ for 

Dear     The class is a film class and they will be screening Band of Angels or Devil in a Blue Dress -- if we don’t finish the earlier film. The class is about passing films. So 
you can either show the second half of the film for my class and if you have concerns with the equipment one of my students can help you or you can present some of your 
own work as it relates to passing in film and literature. I won’t know for certain about the film until next Tuesday -- I could leave the film some place on campus for you or 
make arrangements for you to pick it up at the MRC (Undergrad Library). I greatly appreciate you serving in my capacity during my absence. I will reward you by taking you to 
lunch when I return. Thanks for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ~att.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t:t: 30 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Panel Proposal for 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

I am available on What is the lesson plan for that day? 

Best, 

--- On Tue, Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaiL une edu> wrote: 

From: Regester~ Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Panel Proposal for 

To: " @art.net> 
Date: Tuesday, 3, 2:17 PM 

Dear : Based on a recommendation from Mae Henderson, I need someone to substitute for my class while attending a conference. If possible, can you substitute 
during my absence on If not, I do understand because of your busy schedule. Please let me know as 
soon as possible. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ~att. net] 
Sent: Friday, 4:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Panel Proposal for 

Many tl~anks, Dr. Regester. I received all the documents you sent. 

I think your presentation will work well as pm~t of the panel. I’ll keep you posted as we revise the panel proposaJ and proceed with submission. 

All bes*, and thanks again, 

--- On Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaiL une. edu> wrote: 

From: Regester, Charlene B <reges~te@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Panel Proposal for 

To: ~att.net> 
Date: Friday, ,2:45 PM 

Dear    : Attached is my CV as I did not want to send in the previous email because I did not know if the computer would allow me to send so many 
attachments at one time. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @ate.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Panel Proposal for 

Dear Professor Regester, 

My name is , and I am working with Mae Henderson and on a panel proposal for the conference 



. I have attached a copy of our draft proposal and 
the CFP for your review. 

We think that your contribution would balance the panel, and we would be delighted if you could join us. At this point, all we would need is a brief 
description (approx. 150 words) of what you would like to present, a brief bio, and a recent CV. These materials may be e-mailed to me at this address 

~att.net). 

Please do let us know if you are interested. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:58 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: essay 

Dear     : I still have not had a chance to read the revisons to the essay but will do so in the next few weeks. Just returned from Indiana and am on my way to 
Washington,DC next week. So if you want to go ahead and send me an invoice, I will forward a check. I am not sure if I will send before or after my upcoming trip but when I 
send, I will let you know so that you can look for it in the mail. Again, thanks for all of your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From=           @gmail.com] 

Sent= Wednesday, March 23, 20:t3 5:3.t PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

I have attached your essay with my ediks. Please let me know any comments or further revisions M~en you have a chance. ThaJ~k you, and I hope you axe doing well! 

Please also see two minor comments below. 

Sincerely, 

p. 14 

Extx~unding on the role "that Dandridge was to assume in the film, Lauren Befla~t claims of the play: 

Tuplim, a sexual slave in the king’s palace stages a dramatic adaptation of what she calls The SmallHo~,se of Uncle Thomas [a play on Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin] .... Tuptim’s specific complaint is that the king has decreed that she become his currently most favored ’mfe.’ She is thereby denied access to 

her tree love, Lun Tha, and is a prisoner in the king’s harem as well as a slave to his sexual will. Tuplim’s hope to build a life around consensual love in 

a conjugal faJnily rather tha~ live with the authoritarian roles of royal sexuality me~es the historical novel’s traditional deployment of the love plot to play 

out political dramas with a contemporary Cold Wm--ish espousal of healthy heterosexuality as an emblem of ’democratic’ individual fieedoms in a 

’modem’ capitalist society.~ 

Berlant’s critique of the role speaks to its complexity regarding the intersection of sexuality, class and cultural difference, and the politics assodated 

with privilege versus de-privilege and west versus east. 

(This analysis seems out of place, as it does not add to your main thesis) 

p. 29, including Lomn Miller (who was among the black actors that traveled to the Soviet Union with Langston Hughes in the 1930s to produce Black and }Fhite, and 

who later became an attorney, CaJifornia j udge, co-publisher of the Afiican American newspaper, Los Angeles Sentinel, m~d representative of the NAACP 

(would the parenthetical material be better as a footnote?) 

On Tue, Feb 26, 2013 at 9:02 AM, ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hi Charlene, 

Sometime before the 15th works great for me, thank you’. It is my pleasure to assifft, and I will be in touch soon-ish. 

I hope you are doing well! 

Sincerely’. 

On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 12:07 PM, Regester, Charlene B <~l@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I Dea~      Hope you are still working on the essay previously forwarded, I just recently heard from the editor and will probably need an edited version by March 10th no 



later than the :[Sth. Please let me know if this works within your schedule and again, thanks for assisting in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:            @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 08, 2023 6:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject," Re: essay 

Hi Chmlene, 

Great, thank you! I look ~brward to it. 

If possible, I would like more than 2 weeks though, as I have some pending deadlines already coming up. Plea~ let me know, and ! hope you are well. 

Sincerely, 

On Tue, Jan 8, 2013 at 9:25 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear     : Attached is another essay that I would like for you to edit. Please let me know that you have received this material. Right now I don’t really have a deadline 
but if two weeks works for you let me know -- if not we probably have more time since 1 have not yet heard back from the editor. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:            @qmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 3anuary 02, 2023 9:22 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: essay 

Charlene, 

Payment received, thm~k you, and Hapw New Year! 

Talk to you soo& 

Sincerely, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester,~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, Dec 21, 2012 at 11:21 AM 
Subject: RE: espy 

To:            ~> 

Dear     : This is to let you know that I mailed your payment today from North Carolina -- please let me know when you receive the payment. I will then forward the 
second essay -- I don’t want to owe for more than one essay at a time. Have a good holiday and again, thanks tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:            ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, December 27, 2022 6:09 PN 

To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re: essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Yes, thank you, I would love to. And if you have any comments or suggestions based on first essay, please let me know. 

Take care, and talk to you soon, 

On Mon, Dec 17, 2012 at 12:45 PM, Regester, Charlene B <vegester~email.unc.edtc~ wrote: 

Dear      Will forward your payment in the next few days and if interested, will forward the second essay as well. Thanks again for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From:            .@qmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, December 17, 2012 10:17 AN 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: essay 

Charlene, 



Thaaak you! I enjoyed it, and would love to work another essay if you would like. Also, please let me know if you have a~ay questions about ans/thing. 

My invoice is attached. Good luck with your essay! Hapw Holidays. 

Sincerely, 

On Man, Dec 17, 2012 at 6:02 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(~:email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      Thanks so much for your edit -- I have not yet read but the revision will do so shortly. You can send the invoice anytime and thanks for doing this so 
quickly considering the time of year. I will let you know what I thought about your revision. By the way, I have second essay but it will not be due until after the 
holiday and I will not send right away as I will give you a break. Finally, I really appreciate your effort because this has been a hard weekend for all of us to stay 
focused. Thanks tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:            (~gmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, December 16, 2012 3:11 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= essay 

Hi Charlene, 

Please find attached an edited version of your essay. I have a few comments below, and please let me know if you need anything further with 
this. Thank you so much for this opportunity, and Happy Holidays! 

Sincerely, 

ps - I will submit an invoice to you once I hear back from you. 

a few times the phrase: ’in dialogue with or informed by’ was used. Why both in dialogue with/or informed by? I was not sure if there is a 

critical theory distinction between them, so I did not change, but I was wondering if just ’in dialogue with’ could suffice 

same for in direct or indirect, and subtle or not-so-subtle ways. 

p. 30: of most impor’m~ce is that (h-idlestone misrecognizes Sylvia as his own daughter until this final moment, signig.. ,ing that the sexual asmult occurs or 

has possibly already occuned. ? is this b.c of her sca~r 

p. 32 Micheaux is not as damning in his reconfftmction of female victimization as Griffith. - I am not cleaac on exactly why he is less damning. Is it because 

Sylvia mmaages to escape, so is not the broken blossom that Lucy is? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 4:57 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Review Course Description 

Proposed Course-Black Women in Cinema.doc 

Dear Susanne: Whenever you have a chance, please review the attached course description. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Proposed Course: Black Women in Cinema 

This course is designed to interrogate the diverse representations that black women have 
personified on screen, to investigate the intersectionality between their off screen lives and their 
on screen images, and to explore what and how they contributed to the cinema industry-. This 
examination ,,viii investigate both less well known African American actresses in the early years 
of cinema as ,,veil as the more well known actresses in a more contemporary period. The course 
intends to investigate the contributions not only of actresses but African American women as 
directors or filmmakers who have attempted to cultivate their craft. Therefore, this class is a 
theoretical, critical, and historical examination of the myriad contributions that African 
American women have made to the cinematic experience. While the class is designed to employ 
a chronological approach it will also institute a thematic approach to unravel the contentious 
history that black women endured as they were often problematized because of their race, 
gender, and sexuality. The class will draw upon a variety of methods and media for introducing 
the diverse perspectives of these women that include lectures, screenings, readings, and research. 
In reconstructing the cinematic careers of these selected women, students will be required to 
conduct research to reconstruct their profiles as actresses and filmmakers. In reading how" these 
women constructed race on screen, theoretical approaches that draw upon the works of theorists 
such as Freud, Lacan, Fanon, Deleuze, Sartre among others will be consulted. The course intends 
to include women from the silent period, sound period, era of all-black-cast productions, black 
exploitation era, decade of Spike Lee films, and period of hood backlash films. Finally, black 
women as filmmakers (i.e. Eloyce Gist, Euzhan Palcy, Kasi Lemmons, Julie Dash among others) 
will be critically investigated to critically examine and document the contributions of these 
filmmakers to the black screen image. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 5:36 PM 

~@gmail.com 

l~W: PCA Conference 

Dear Mae: Just wanted to let you know that this is the press interested in my project on literature and film. But they are also interested in Baker as I mentioned it at the 
conference in Chicago. You can let me know what you think. I am showing a film tonight from 6-8pro. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Stephen Ryan [sryan@scarecrowpress.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 5:33 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: PCA Conference 

Dear Professor Regester, 
It was good speaking with you in Chicago at SCMS. I’ll be in Washington, DC next week for the Popular Culture Association conference and saw that you are delivering a 
presentation on Black soldiers in film. 

I wonder if we can meet briefly, perhaps 15-20 minutes, to discuss either this presentation, the Josephine Baker book, or the reference work we discussed at Far West PCA las 

If so, please let me know if there’s a convenient time for us to speak. We can meet at the Scarecrow exhibit table, and I am available during the following hours (pending other aI 

Wednesday, March 27:3:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
Thursday, March 28:10 AM -5:00 PM 
Friday, March 29:10 AM - 4 PM 
Saturday, March 30:10 AM - 12:00 PM 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Stephen Ryan 
Senior Editor 
Arts & Literature 
Scarecrow Press / Rowman & Littlefield 
4501 Forbes Blvd 
Suite 200 
Lanham, MD 20706 
301-459-3366, ex. 5323 
~__s__o_’__a_ !L_e_ 9_r__o____w_ p__[L_e__s_’__s_= 9_g E ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:44 PM 

(~fiac.net 

PCA Conference Panel-Filming the Bodies of Wa~r 

Dear Cynthia: Just wanted to double check that the panel "Filming the Bodies of War" is scheduled for Friday, March 29, 2013 at 9:45am. The program is so large and I was 
getting confused regarding the time of my presentation. Please let me know that I have the correct day and time because I will driving in so I wanted to make sure that I arrive 
on the right day. Thanks for double checking this me -- as I have just returned from some 2 conferences and I am beginning to confuse all of these events. The conference 
program is huge -- it would cost me $50 to download. Thanks much and see you next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:58 PM 

Stephen Ryan <sryan@scarecrowpress.com> 

ILS: PCA Conference 

Dear Stephen: I present on Friday morning at 9:45 and my panel does not end until probably around 22:30am. So let’s meet at 22noon on Friday March 29th. Let me know if 
this works for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Stephen Ryan [sryan@scarecrowpress.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 20, 2023 5:33 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; PCA Conference 

Dear Professor Regester, 
It was good speaking with you in Chicago at SCMS. I’ll be in Washington, DC next week for the Popular Culture Association conference and saw that you are delivering a 
presentation on Black soldiers in film. 

I wonder if we can meet briefly, perhaps 15-20 minutes, to discuss either this presentation, the Josephine Baker book, or the reference work we discussed at Far West PCA las 

If so, please let me know if there’s a convenient time for us to speak. We can meet at the Scarecrow exhibit table, and I am available during the following hours (pending other aI 

Wednesday, March 27:3:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
Thursday, March 28:10 AM -5:00 PM 
Friday, March 29:10 AM - 4 PM 
Saturday, March 30:10 AM - 12:00 PM 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Stephen Ryan 
Senior Editor 
Arts & Literature 
Scarecrow Press / Rowman & Littlefield 
4501 Forbes Blvd 
Suite 200 
Lanham, MD 20706 
301-459-3366, ex. 5323 
~__s_ ~__a_ ! 2e_ 9_r__o____w_ p__[L_e__s_’__s_= 9_g E ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:37 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

ILS: Review Course Description 

Thank you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: susanne@companioncamp.net [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 :t0:24 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sul~ject; Re: Review Course Description 

Hi Ch~:rlene, 
Here you go. 

Sus~ame 

On Wed, 20 Mar 2013 20:57:27 ÷0000, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Whenever you have a chance, please review the attached course description. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 21,2013 8:38 AM 

Cynthia Miller, @tiac.net> 

RE: PCA Conference Panel-Filming the Bodies of War 

Thanks much and hope to see you next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Cynthia Miller       @tiac.net] 

Sent; Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:56 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: PCA Conference Panel-Filming the Bodies of War 

Hi Charlene, 

Yes, that’s correct! If there’s an~hing else you want to check (look for friends, etc.), you can always go to ncp.pcaaca.org, and search by presenter name - tlaat will 

help you wade through everUthing qnickly. 

Best. 

Cindy 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frotn: "Regester, Charlene B" 

Sent: Mar 20, 2013 6:43 PM 

To:         @ac.net" 
Subject: PCA Conference Panel-Filming the Bodies of War 

Dear Cynthia: Just wanted to double check that the panel "Filming the Bodies of War" is scheduled for Friday, March 29, 2013 at 9:45am. The program is so large and 
I was getting confused regarding the time of my presentation. Please let me know that I have the correct day and time because I will driving in so I wanted to make 
sure that I arrive on the right day. Thanks for double checking this me -- as I have just returned from some 2 conferences and I am beginning to confuse all of these 
events. The conference program is huge -- it would cost me $50 to download. Thanks much and see you next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 2:18 PM 

Mae Henderson @gmail.com> 

ILS: hffo~mation ~n~led to me 

Dear Mae: Just wanted to let you know that I have not yet heard from any of our presses today. However, I do intend to remain hopeful. Glad to know that the information 
forwarded was helpful. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Mac Henderson            @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:51 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
S,,bject: Re: Information mailed to me 

Hey Charlene, 

Thanks again, mae 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 4:07 PM 

~@gmail.com 

No News 

Dear Mae: This is just to let you know that I have not heard any news from any of the publishers that we have contacted. Will keep you posted on any developments. Have a 
good weekend. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 1:29 PM 

~gmail.com 

I~W: The Josephine Baker CfiticaJ Reader 

From: Polivka, Raina Nadine [rpolivka@indiana.edu] 

Sent-" Monday, March 25, 2013 12:31 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Charlene, 

My apologies for the delay in response and I am sorry our paths never crossed at SCMS. However, I am happy to report that we sold several copies of your book at the 
conference! 

I write with preliminary interest in the collection on Josephine Baker. While I do hesitate over the fact that these articles have all been published before, I’d like to see further 
details about the project. Due to changes in technology and the demands of the academic market, many publishers are offering their material online as e-texts or digitized 
individual chapters/articles extracted from their home volumes. However, because of the seeming nature of your proposed volume, we may well be able to work in this 
environment to find a home for the collection. 

In your proposal, please provide details as to pre-published material: from where it is derived and the status of permissions. 

Looking forward to hearing from you further. 

With all best wishes, 

Raina Polivka 
Music, Film, and Humanities Editor 
Indiana University Press 
601 North Morton Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404-3797 

Ph: (812) 855-5262 
Fax: (812) 855-8507 
rpolivka@indiana.edu 
http:!!www.iupress.indiana.edu 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:12 PM 

To-" Polivka, Raina Nadine 
Subject-" The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Editor Polivka: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding the publication of a proposed critical reader on Josephine Baker. Please review this letter and let me know if your 
press might be interested in this completed work. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. By the way, you gave me your business card at a previous Society for Cinema and 
Media Studies Conference. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:34 AM 

@hotmail .corn 

FW: CDS NEWS: Full Frame Update, New Workshops, "Pina" in 3D, Primate Palooza, Student Videos, Special Issue of"Document" Online, 

and More 

F~om: Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University [llm@duke.edu] 
Sent," Monday, March 25, 20:t3 6:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject-" CDS NEWS: Full Frame Update, New Workshops, "Pina" in 3D, Primate Palooza, Student Videos, Special Issue of"Document" Online, and More 
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~ ~ii Exhibitions] ~ ~ About Us 

FULL FRAME UPDATE / Tickets and "Center Frame" Screenings 

Photograph by Leon Godwin 

A reminder that the complete schedule for the sixteenth annual Full Frame Documentary 

Film Festival is available online and that tickets to individual films and events went on sale 

today, Monday, March 25 Click her~e for details. 

For those attending the festival, note that as you make your picks, three films from the 

Invited Program will exhibit as "Center Frame" screenings in Fletcher Hall of the Carolina 

Theatre Subjects from the films will participate in extended conversations with the 

filmmakers after each screening. The films include the world premiere of Patrick Creadon’s 

If You Build It about a radical, transformative school curriculum in Bertie County, North 

Carolina, the North American premiere of Patrick Reed’s Fight Like Soldiers Die Like 

Children, and Greg Barker’s acclaimed documentary Manhunt 

TWO NEW WORKSHOPS IN THE DOCUMENTARY ARTS /Writing About Nature and 

Animation in Documentary 

Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 



We’re pleased to offer these two new additions to our lineup of CDS Continuing Education 

classes. Both workshops will be held here at the Center for Documentary Studies. 

Writing About Nature 

Thursdays, April 11 to May 16, 7-9 p.m. 

This six-week workshop led by writer Belle Bo.q.qs will explore strategies for researching 

and writing essays about the natural world using fresh and unexpected angles. Students 

will read and discuss exciting contemporary essayists, develop essay topics of their own, 

and workshop and revise their essays "with a focus on voice, narrative structure, and 

emotional resonance," says Boggs. Register here. Early registration discount: Register 

before April ! and receive $ !0 off the regutar course fee of $225. 

Animation in Documentary: A Hands-On Introduction 

Saturday and SundayApri113 and 14, 1-5 p.m. 

This two-day workshop will provide a hands-on introduction to t~,o animation techniques: 

2D, using Adobe Photoshop and After Effects; and stop-motion, using a variety of cameras. 

Led by filmmaker and animator Francesca Talenti students will practice making simple 

animations with both techniques, and "will come away with a good sense of what it takes to 

make a complete animated scene," says Talenti. Register here. Early registration discount: 

Regis ter before April 3 and receive $10 off the regular course fee of $175. 

SPECIAL 3D FILM EVENT I Free Screening of Wire Wenders’s Pina in Its intended Format 

Friday, March 29, 7:30 p.m. / WRAL 3D Theater / North Carolina Museum of Natural 

Sciences 111 W. Jones St., Raleigh, North Carolina 

A one-time special event in Duke University’s Thinking Cinematics series on 3D cinema 

aesthetics: 

The Screen/Society presents Wim Wenders’s award-winning documentary Pina, which will 

show for the first time in the North Carolina Triangle area in its intended 3D format The film 

is a masterful example of the unique artistic potentials of 3D from the renowned European 

filmmaker, essentially a work for and about the influential German dancer and 

choreographer Pina Bausch, who died in the summer of 2009. 

Limited seating available 

There is no admission fee for the event, but general admissions tickets will be distributed at 

the door on a first come, first served basis. 

Sponsored by the Franklin Humanities Institute, the Program in the Arts of the Moving 

image, the Department of Theater Studies, the Center for Documentary Studies, the 

German Department, the Office of the Dean of Humanities, and other generous co-sponsors 

at Duke University. 

RENOWNED VIDEOGRAPHER AT DUKE’S PRIMATE PALOOZA/Bill Wallauer is Host 

Speaker at Annual Event 

Saturday, March 30, 2 p.m. / Love Auditorium, LSRC Building / 308 Research Drive, 

Durham, North Carolina 



Bill Wallauer 

Duke Roots & Shoots, a student arm of the Jane Goodall Institute, hosts the annual Primate 

Palooza, a weeklong event series that aims to raise awareness of primate conservation 

and biodiversity conservation in general 

This year’s host speaker is renowned wildlife videographer Bill Wallauer (PBS’s Nature and 

the BBC’s Planet Earth, among other nature documentaries), Wallauer has worked closely 

with the Jane Goodall Institute and Jane Goodall herself, and was the co-cinematographer 

for Disney’s Chimpanzee, shot in the Tai Forest of Ivory Coast, Africa, That footage will be 

used by undergraduate students in a new fall 2013 course at the Center for Documentary 

Studies, Documenting the Environment, taught by MFA in Experimental and Documentary 

Arts student Erin Espelie, 

For more information on Primate Palooza, go to the event’s Facebook page. 

Primate Palooza is organized with support from Duke University’s Student Organization 

Finance Committee, Department of Evolutionary Anthropology, Center for Documentary 

Studies, Lemur Center, and Environmental Alliance 

FARMVVORKER AWARENESS WEEK / CDS Undergrads Contribute Series of Short Videos 

for National Campaign 

Still from the video is Cheap Food Good Food? by CDS undergraduate Melissa Benn 

In collaboration with Student Action with Farmworkers (SAF) and other farmworker 

organizations nationwide, ten undergraduate students at the Center for Documentary 

Studies have created a series ef short videos that will be used in the media campaign for 

the fourteenth annual National Farmworker Awareness Week, March 24-31, 2013, 

The students are enrolled in Farmworkers in North Carolina: Roots of Poverty, Roots of 

Change, taught by CDS instructor Christopher Sims and Service-Learning Graduate 

Assistant Elizabeth Landesberg. Their videos will be shared on the Web, through social 

media, and in e-newsletters during the weeklong media campaign. Each video was 

inspired by a large mural created by migrant and farmworker youth in SAF’s Levante 

Leadership Institute Youth Program; the mural project was completed in collaboration with 

the Beehive Design Collective 

View all the videos on the CDS Vimeo site. 

Some of the videos will also be shown as part of the panel discussion "Building Solidarity: 



Farmworker Justice in the South" on March 28 at 7 pm in Murphy Hall, Room 166 on the 

UNC-Chapel Hill campus. Panel members include Christopher Sims and organizers from 

the AFL-CIO and Farm Labor Organizing Committee 

The class receives support from the Service-Learning Program at Duke University 

NEW SPECIAL ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

A special Spring 2013 issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS, and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photoqraphs from 

Decatur County, Georgia, edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary’: Inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS!Honickman First Book Prize in Photoqraphy winner 

Gerard H. Gaskin. 

To browse past issues, click here 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Monday, March 25, 11 a.m. / Full Frame tickets go on sale 

htt p://vw’w.fu Ilfra merest o rq/passestic kets/tickets/ 

Thursday, March 28, 7 p.m. / Panel discussion: "Building Solidarity: Farmworker Justice in 

the South" / Murphy Hall, Room 166, UNC Campus i Lenoir Dr, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

http:/ivwvw cdsporch.orq/archives/17748 

Thursday, April 4, through Sunday, April 7 / Full Frame Documentary Film Festival 

http://fullframefest orq 

Saturday, March 30, 2 p.m. / Bill Wallauer talk at Primate Palooza / Love Auditorium, LSRC 

Building 1 308 Research Drive, Durham, North Carolina 

http:ll~^tww, cdsporch orglarchivesl17735 

EXHIBIT 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs #om 

Decatur County, Georgia / Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http://docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits/u pcoming-exh ibits 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:!/documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http:flww~v.cdsporch.or.q 

Friends ofCDS http:/!documentarystudies.duke.edu!donate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

~iI Facebook ii~:~iI CDS Porch Friends of CDS ] 
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From: Nancy MacLean [nancy.maclean@duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: spnc@duke.edu; class-center-list@duke.edu 
Subject: THIS Thurs. AT 5pro - Scholars Speak Out - SAVE OUR STATE Forum at the Sanford School of Public Policy 

DeaF" coileagdes: 

We’re asking everyone in the academic community wi~o is concerned about the new legislature’s actions to attend this forum and stand witi~ us. The press 

will covering the event, so [he turnout be read as an ~nd~cator of how widespread [he concern is. 

P~ease come if you agree on the danger we’re [ac~ng. [o ensure that we have a ~arge enough space, p~ease RSVP asap if you haven’t alreadv on this page 

of SPNC’s webs[re: ~L~.~.~.i~£[L[[1.@~.~.~.L~L~.g~}~}~.~¢.t~::~.~L[:~¢~.~.~.~.[~::~e a k-.oubon--norkh-ca rol~ n as-new-direct1 on~ 

Last~v, if you believe, as we do, that the danger is great, PI.EASE PERSONALLY ~NVITE 5q.O people Vou know who m~ght not otherwise have heard about the 

event. We need as large m group as possible to send a message that wHI echo ~n Raleigh and promote more organizing around the state. 

SCHOLARS SPEAK OUT 
ON THE DESTRUCTIVE COURSE PURSUED BY THE NEW STATE LEGISLATURE 

JO N US FOR AN EMERGENCY FORUM 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

Scholars from across the Triangle are joining together in this unprecedented forum to reach out to the public with information about how 

current policy proposals will damage North Carolina for decades to come. Laws already passed and in the works will impede economic recovery, 

restrict democracy~ stifle critical thought~ and undercut a century of reforms to promote opportunity~ widely shared prosperity~ and the common 

good. This radical U-turn in policy demands public scrutiny and discussion, which the forum aims to encourage. 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 at 5:00 
Moderator: Dr. Jacquelyn Dowd Hal~, Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of History, UNC Chape~ 

Panelists: 

William Hodd~g Carter 111 University Professor of Leadership & Public Policy, University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Dr. Katherine Charron, Associate Professor of History, North Carolina State University 

Dr. Willie ]ennings, Associate Professor of Theology and Black Church Studies, Duke Divinity School 

Dr, Robert Korstad, Kevi~ D. Gor~er Pro~ssor of Public Policy and H~story, Duke I.Jn~versi~, 
Dr. David Jolly, Associate Professor and Chair, Public Health Education, North Carolina Central University 

Dr. Nelen Ladd, Edgar T. Thompson Distinguished Professor of Public Policy and Economics, Duke University 

Dr~ Nanw Ma¢Lean William H. Chafe Professor of ~istorv and Public Policy, Duke University 

Dr. Gunther Peck, Fred W. Shaffer Associate Professor of HBtory and Public Policy, Duke University 

****** Panelists will speak for 5 mMutes each, take questions from the press, and then open the floor to d~scussion 

Sanford Schoo~ of Public PoP,c% Room 04 
ghe Sanford Schoo{ is on Duke’s West Campus, at the comer of Towew~ew Road and Science D~ive. ~REE PARKING IN SAN~ORD [OT ON SCIENCE DRIVE. 

..~-<.,~..~,.~.~ ~ 5~..~ ~<.*~.~-~5 FOR A PROGRESSIVE 

h~:i/sites.duke.eduispnc/ 
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event. We need as large m group as possible to send a message that wHI echo ~n Raleigh and promote more organizing around the state. 

SCHOLARS SPEAK OUT 
ON THE DESTRUCTIVE COURSE PURSUED BY THE NEW STATE LEGISLATURE 

JO N US FOR AN EMERGENCY FORUM 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

Scholars from across the Triangle are joining together in this unprecedented forum to reach out to the public with information about how 

current policy proposals will damage North Carolina for decades to come. Laws already passed and in the works will impede economic recovery, 

restrict democracy~ stifle critical thought~ and undercut a century of reforms to promote opportunity~ widely shared prosperity~ and the common 

good. This radical U-turn in policy demands public scrutiny and discussion, which the forum aims to encourage. 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 at 5:00 
Moderator: Dr. Jacquelyn Dowd Hal~, Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of History, UNC Chape~ 

Panelists: 

William Hodd~g Carter 111 University Professor of Leadership & Public Policy, University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Dr. Katherine Charron, Associate Professor of History, North Carolina State University 

Dr. Willie ]ennings, Associate Professor of Theology and Black Church Studies, Duke Divinity School 

Dr, Robert Korstad, Kevi~ D. Gor~er Pro~ssor of Public Policy and H~story, Duke I.Jn~versi~, 
Dr. David Jolly, Associate Professor and Chair, Public Health Education, North Carolina Central University 

Dr. Nelen Ladd, Edgar T. Thompson Distinguished Professor of Public Policy and Economics, Duke University 

Dr~ Nanw Ma¢Lean William H. Chafe Professor of ~istorv and Public Policy, Duke University 

Dr. Gunther Peck, Fred W. Shaffer Associate Professor of HBtory and Public Policy, Duke University 
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su~me@companioncamp.net 

1~:;: Letter of Recommendation 

Thanks much and will let you know if I have any problems. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Susanne Carter [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:13 9:4:t AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Hi Ch~:rlene, 

Hem you go. 

Susanlle 

On 3/26/2013 6:01 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Whenever you have a chance, please review the letter attached. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
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Dorothy Dandridge "Poised a Manicured Tootsie ... and Commanded Blow Boy:" An 

Examination of Dandridge’s Representation in the African American Press, Mainstream 

Press, and Documentary 

Despite the star status that Dorothy Dandridge achieved as a black star in Hollywood in 

the 1950s, today she is virtually ignored and marginalized relative to her white counterparts such 

as Elizabeth Taylor, Ava Gardner, and Marilyn Monroe, stars that have been continually revered 

in the public discourse. Because of this disregard for her achievements and accomplishments as 

an actress, combined with an unending fascination with her aura as a film star, scholars, 

historians, and filmmakers continue to resurrect and reconstruct this black star. This essay will 

explore how Dandridge was treated in past black and mainstream print media compared to 

contemporary visual media representations. 

Jet magazine (an African American publication) and ~lhe New York 7~mes and Los 

Angeles Times (mainstream publications) provide print media representations of Dandridge 

spanning from 1954, the year in which Carmen Jones was produced, through 1959. Jet magazine 

has been selected for examination because of the extensive coverage, relative to other black 

periodicals, it provided to Dandridge - a star who after her Academy Award nomination for 

Carmen Jones continued to appear in the mainstream press, but virtually disappeared from the 

pages of mainstream periodicals, despite the fact that she was featured in Life magazine 

(1November 1954), Cosmopolitan magazine (December 1954), and Time magazine (2 May 

1955)1 during the period under review. Because Dandridge was so seldom covered by 

mainstream periodicals in the aftermath of Carmen Jones, it is necessary to examine widely 

known newspapers such as The New York Times and Los Angeles Times to compensate for this 
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void in the literature. Both newspapers covered Dandridge extensively during thi s period and 

serve as the basis for interrogating how she was treated in the mainstream press, though 

comparing newspaper coverage to magazine coverage in and of itself is fraught with its own 

complexities.2 Following a comparison of Dandridge’s coverage in the black and mainstream 

press, this coverage will then be compared to visual documents such as the 2003 documentary 

Dorothy Dandridge: An American Beauty to determine how Dandridge was treated in print and 

visual media. 

As this examination focuses primarily on Dandridge’s print media coverage in the 1950s, 

it seems necessary to refer to Murray Pomerance’s discussion regarding what made this decade 

unique. Pomerance contends that by the 1950s, movie going attendance dropped by nearly 50 

percent relative to previous decades; the Communist scare infiltrated Hollywood and subj ected 

those in the industry to interrogations; the Production Code heightened its enforcement of 

regulations concerning moral decency; technological advances in color processing resulted in 

movies that experimented with colorization; and the racial discontent that existed in American 

society and culture erupted nationally, precipitated by the Brown versus Board of Education 

decision, the Rosa Parks bus boycott, and the Martin Luther King Jr. Montgomery boycott, 

among other developments.3 Thus, Dandridge’s emergence as a black star during this 

tumultuous period is deemed important because of what she signified to both black and white 

America. For black America she became a symbol of progress and achievement, and for white 

America she demonstrated that she possessed star power comparable to white stars, forcing 

Hollywood to acknowledge that they could no longer relegate African Americans to the margins 

&the industry. And with stardom, Dandridge was elevated to the pages &both the black and 

mainstream press. 
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1954: The Black and Mainstream Press Focus on Carmen Jones 

My critique of Jet magazine’s coverage of Dandridge must be prefaced by a review of 

Anna Everett’s work on black film criticism in publications of the pre-1950s era. She contends 

that black press critics assumed two positions in that they "invariably stressed the need for black 

spectators to resist the ideology of capitalism codified and reified in mainstream Hollywood 

films" or they were "accommodationist writers, who rationalized their uncritical celebratory film 

di scourse in the guise of supporting struggling black film actors.’’4 Everett asserts that these two 

polarizing positions frequently intersected and created contradictions that "surface when the 

African American writers attempt to reconcile the conflicting imperatives to at once condemn 

and celebrate talented black actors,’’5 particularly those who personified the black stereotype on- 

screen. Though Everett’s critique refers to the strategies employed by black press critics in a 

previous era, her views have resonance for the present examination because it is conceivable that 

a later generation of black press critics continued to employ similar strategies when reporting on 

black entertainment and entertainers in the 1950s, and this can be observed particularly in their 

coverage of Dandridge. 

,_let magazine, intent on appropriating its black star, frequently reported on Dandridge 

during the year of 1954 and their coverage of her predominantly focused on Carmen Jones. To 

establish Dandridge’s star power, prior to the completion of Carmen Jones, in January, ,let 

proclaimed that if Ethel Waters’ life story was transformed on-screen, Dandridge would likely 

play "the blues singer in her younger days."6 This report is significant because it marks 

Dandridge as a capable actress, endowed with the talent to potentially recreate someone as 

preeminent, worldly, and mythological as Waters and thereby, through association, Dandridge 

becomes synonymous Waters during a time when "Hollywood produced its first group of bona 
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fide black film stars for a national audience’’7 - a group that included these two actresses, among 

others. 

Establishing Dandridge as a capable actress, some three months later in April, Jet 

magazine reported that during the production of Carmen Jones, Dandridge desired to use her 

own voice rather than having her voice dubbed by a (white) opera singer. In preparation for this 

role, "she added six notes to her voice range after being coached for one and a half years by 

Lawrence Russell in Hollywood.’’8 Despite such preparation, Dandridge was denied the 

opportunity to use her own voice when cast as Carmen and allegedly resisted having her voice 

dubbed9 by white opera singer Marilyn Home, whose contribution to the picture resulted in a 

production that "employ[ed] dubbing to create a kind of phantasmic body that register[ed] 

visually as black but sound[ed] ’white’ in terms of the material qualities of its ’voice.’"1° 

Dandridge’s alleged resistance to having her voice dubbed speaks to how she desired to bring 

authenticity to the role and to the black press’s resi stance to white Hollywood’s manipulation of 

black screen images, deploying what Everett termed a "recalcitrant gaze."11 

In relating such reports, Jet seemingly was intent on keeping its readers informed of the 

film’s production, and on centering its black star on the pages of the black press. Reports that 

Dandridge’s depiction was altered to conform to Hollywood expectations was followed with the 

public disclosure of Otto Preminger, the director of Carmen Jones, that Dandridge failed to land 

the starring role, though black actors Harry Belafonte and Pearl Bailey were cast for their roles. 12 

This exposure of Dandridge’s failures demonstrates how the black press illuminated her career, 

foregrounded her struggles, and utilized these failures as counterpoints to her successes, as 

apparent, for example, when Jet announced Dandridge’s consideration for the Broadway 

production, ZiegfeldFollies, produced by Stanley Gilkey and Saint Subber,13 and then, one week 
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later, reported that Dandridge had garnered the lead role in Carmen Jones. With this 

announcement, the story was accompanied with a photo of Preminger flanked by Dandridge and 

her sister, Vivian, engaged in a champagne toast while attending a Hollywood press film 

promotion party. 

Unwavering in their support of Dandridge for this coveted role, Jet magazine reviewed 

the film’s production and hinted that Dandridge sustained injuries that left her "so badly bruised 

in jumping off" a fiat car in one of the (Tarmen Jones film sequences, she will have to wear make- 

up on her arms and back to hide the healing scars.’’is Reporting on her physical injuries exposed 

her vulnerability, revealed the exploitation of the cinema industry, and conveyed the danger that 

she was subjected to. In this instance, the black press again showed their determination to keep 

its readers informed of Dandridge’s struggles, to solicit sympathy for her, and reflected their 

desire to protect its black star as well as demonstrate how she was denied voice and power in 

controlling her screen image. 

With (Tarmen Jones forthcoming, Dandridge and her co-star, Harry Belafonte were 

featured on .let magazine’s (30 September 1954) cover, where they were characterized as 

"Hollywood’s first Negro screen lovers.’’16 Referring to Dandridge as ’%scious" and Belafonte 

as "handsome," Jet compared them to white Hollywood screen couples such as Clark 

GableiLana Turner and Katherine Hepburn/Spencer Tracy. Making such comparisons to white 

romantic relationships was an attempt to humanize African Americans, who so often were 

dehumanized, and in an effort to challenge such pre-existing views, the black press conveyed 

that black screen romantic couples could be idolized in much the same manner as white romantic 

couples. Furthermore, the magazine proclaimed that the Dandridge/Bel afonte pairing was the 

first black love relationship on-screen since Nina Mae McKinney and Daniel Haynes in 
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Hallelujah (1929), a black male whom they referred to as "a far cry from the ’leading man’ 

type." 17 It was their assessment that Hollywood historically had failed to appropriately cast black 

romantic relationships on-screen, as when it impenitently miscast Lena Home and Bill 

(Boj angl es) Robinson in Stot~y Weather (1943), and Home and Eddie (Rochester) Anderson in 

Cabin m the Sky (1943). Holly~vood, according to Jet magazine, seemingly deliberately ignored 

black males such as William Marshall, Billy Eckstine, and Herb Jeffries as romantic leads. It is 

conceivable that these males would have been more believable as romantic leads to African 

American spectators, since they were regarded as romantic idols in the African American 

community and certainly were younger than Robinson, and less comical than Anderson, who 

were the black romantic leads selected by the white Hollywood establi shment. Thi s trend of 

miscasting ended, according to Jet, ~vhen Dandfidge was co-starred with Belafonte in Bright 

Road (1953), and the "shrewd, box-office conscious" Preminger surmised that, "’Belafonte and 

Dandridge go together like apple pie and ice cream.’’’18 

Ending its critique of Holly~vood’s imperceptible negligence and appropriating its black 

star by enhancing her screen appeal as well as viability as an actress, .let announced that 

Dandridge was scheduled to appear in a new unnamed picture featuring "Belafonte and Marlon 

Brando [who] vie for Miss Dandridge’s love .... ,,19 This report that Dandridge ~vould return to the 

screen with Belafonte and white screen idol, Brando, was undoubtedly both an attempt to 

embellish her profile and heighten her inebriating power, and also to imply that the two would 

compete for Dandridge’s affection, clearly was an attempt to capitalize on the racially charged 

politics surrounding interracial relationships. This demonstrates how Dandridge was 

commodified in the Hollywood industry, and proves that she was inculcated with such 
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desirability that she was rendered irresistible to not one but two (one white and one black) 

Hollywood screen stars. 

Following the premiere of Carmen Jones, .let continued to extend support to Dandridge, 

suggesting that Hollywood columnist Louella O. Parsons endorsed the picture and affirmed 

Dandridge’s talent by reporting her avowal, "’I have seen many Carmens, and Dorothy 

Dandridge compares with the best of them.’"2° Attesting to her star quality, ,let magazine 

featured a photo of Dandridge wearing a headscarf, tailored suit, and sitting with her legs crossed 

while posing for photographers who questioned the "Swiss hip movement" she orchestrated in 

Carmen Jones. Responding to reporters queries concerning these eponymous movements, 

Dandridge revealed, "’I get it by breathing from the knees up.’’’21 Such reports not only created 

interest in and excitement for the film, but similarly made Dandridge all the more enchanting. Jet 

magazine also covered Carmen Jones’ New York premiere at the Rivoli Theater in November; 

an event that attracted some 4,000 spectators. Photos of black and white celebrities attending the 

affair were provided and included celebrities such as: Lena Home (black actress), Lennie Hayton 

(Home’s spouse), Billy Rose (who reportedly refused to approve the film unless blacks received 

roles), Billy Daniels (singer), Olga James (actress in Carmen Jones), and Dandridge herself, who 

was shown waving to the crowds among other entertainers.22 Following the film’s premiere, the 

black press, refusing to relinquish its coverage of Carmen Jones, claimed the film’s European 

release was delayed because Preminger "had failed to clear fights to the Bizet music abroad.’’23 

In this instance, the black press reported on the film’s international exhibition despite its delay, 

and adroitly demonstrated that actors stood to receive international acclaim for their roles. 

By extolling the film’s difficulties, the black press also celebrated the film’s successes, a 

reflection of what Everett termed the press’s "schizophrenic" way of reporting on the cinema 
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industry.24 The black press expressed elation and surprise when Lloyd T. Binford, chairman of 

the Memphis Censor Board,25 and known for his conservative politics, approved Carmen Jones 

for exhibition. Binford’s proclivity for banning films or deleting scenes that featured blacks too 

prominently on-screen was widely known, and when he approved Carmen Jones for exhibition, 

his unexpected unprecedented decision became newsworthy in the black press. Specifically, 

Binford applauded the film’s "splendid" acting and declared the film "’ as clean as any picture 

I’ve ever seen on-screen .... There is nothing in it to censor. ,,,26 Because Carmen Jones received 

approval from a white film censor who had a long histo~ of censoring films that foregrounded 

blacks, Binford’s decision became a testament of the film’s widespread acceptability. 

With the increasing attention received for Carmen Jones, Dandridge was escalated to the 

pages of the mainstream press in much the same manner as she appeared in the black press. 

Demonstrating that Dandridge was a viable star, the mainstream press reported on her public as 

well as private affairs, and gave its readers a glimpse of her personality. For example, the Los 

Angeles Times (hereafter referred to as LA Times) observed that Dandridge and her secretary 

drove past a "hamburger[s] shop on Sepulveda near Ventura Blvd. advertising ’Poodleburgers’ 

and the singer covered her dog’s eyes and whispered, ’Don’t look... ,,,27 Dandridge’s gesture, 

speaks to her human side and genuine affection for animals, as much as it reveals Hollywood’s 

extravagance and capitalistic exploitation. Such personal glimpses exemplify how the 

mainstream press directed its attention to this star, and how they were better positioned to expose 

these private moments, since these papers were printed daily and could explore her life with a 

degree of detail that .let, which was published weekly and with a limited format, could not. 

Further attesting to Dandridge’s star status and the architectonics of the mainstream 

press, she was covered frequently by the gossip columnist Hedda Hopper, who was widely 
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known for her "nasty reputation, malicious gossip, [and] strident conservati sm that propelled her 

on political witch hunts."28 Considering that Dandridge was treated with some degree of respect 

and received coverage in Hopper’s column reflects the stardom that Dandridge achieved and 

may have reflected Hopper’s empathy for this young black actress. For example, in May 1954, 

Hopper reported that Dandridge "struck the fancy of Stanley Gilkey and Saint Subber for the 

new Zieg[eldFollies which they will co-produce on Broadway;’’29 a similar report appeared in 

Jet magazine. Hopper’s reference to Dandridge as someone who has the ability to "strike the 

fancy" of a producer, certainly affirms Dandridge’s exuding appeal and undeniable 

marketability. At the same time, Hopper added that Dandridge was to appear in Philip Yordan’ s 

"Embrace," was considered for Julie in Showboat, and was to assume the lead in Otto 

Preminger’s Carmen Jones.3° In this instance, the mainstream press mirrored the black press in 

the continuing coverage Dandridge received. Moreover, Hopper’s preoccupation with 

Dandridge’s forthcoming proj ects suggests that if Dandridge were not a star at this point, then 

she certainly was well on her way to becoming one. 

The mainstream press, diverting attention away from Dandridge’s proposed proj ects and 

turning its attention to Carmen Jones, similarly reported that Dandridge and her co-star, Harry 

Belafonte would have their voices dubbed by "operatic voices.’’31 The New Fork Times (hereafter 

NF Times) merely reported this development, but the LA Times explained, "rather than put some 

of the members of [Preminger’ s] cast for Carmen Jones into a precarious position as vocalists, 

[he] has arranged for some extraordinarily interesting voice-doubling--a normal procedure .... 32 

This source claimed that Marilyn Home would sing for Dandridge and Laverne Hutcherson 

would dub for Belafonte.33 "Neither, [Dandridge nor Belafonte] it seems," declared the NF 

Times, "was dismayed at having stronger opera trained voices ’dubbed off screen .... ,34 It is 
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noteworthy that while the mainstream press never mentions that Dandridge was dissatisfied with 

this decision, the black press, as previously discussed, expressed her discontent with this practice 

and suggested that she resisted having her voice dubbed by a white opera singer. However, 

Dandridge’s biographer Donald Bogle reports that Dandridge’s contract indicated that she agreed 

to have her voice dubbed. 35 It is conceivable that although Dandridge may have consented to 

having her voice dubbed by a white opera singer as stipulated in her contract, this did not 

necessarily mean that she was content with this decision, and it certainly does not preclude the 

fact that she might have been encouraged to conform to this decision in order to maintain a 

career in Hollywood. Because the two presses were bifurcated in their reportage on this event, it 

speaks to the divide that existed between the black and mainstream press. Either the mainstream 

press did not intervie~v these actors to determine their real opinion regarding having their voices 

dubbed, or assumed that these actors had no opinion, unlike the black press who seemed to be 

sensitive to the views &black actors and were well aware &the whims of the industry. 

The ?~,T Times provided extensive coverage after the completion of Carmen Jones in 

October. In a review of the film, Bosley Crowther lamented, "it has long been a gripe of this 

reviewer that a race of people wholesomely endowed with talents for singing and dancing as the 

Negro people are should be so infrequently given opportunities to perform on the screen. The 

neglect of such a reservoir of talent seems both a waste and a shame.’’36 Crowther then shifted his 

review to focus specifically on Carmen Jones which he characterized as, "emotionally 

superficial, inconsistent with the depth of its theme, and ... musically false, and incongruous, as 

far as the natural rhythms of its characters are concerned.’’37 Referring to Dandridge, he opined, 

she "is a tight-dressed Beale Street tramp who is brassy, aloof and artificial, with little sense of 

genuine longing warmth.’’38 
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To compare the black and mainstream press in their treatment of Dandridge in 1954 is to 

acknowledge their differences and similarities. The black press deemed Carmen Jones much 

more significant to the African American community and black cinema history than did the 

mainstream press. Additionally, while the black press applauded Dandridge’s Carmen, despite 

how she was hypersexualized or scandalized, rarely did they criticize her characterization, unlike 

the mainstream press which referred to her role as "trampy" - a connotation that the black press 

judiciously avoided. Given that Crowther provided a scathing critique of Dandridge’s role, the 

black press, despite the implications of her portrayal and considering the harsh criticism 

Dandridge and Belafonte received from black literary figures such as James Baldwin,39 instead 

applauded Dandridge. It is conceivable that the mainstream press did not have to be concerned 

with offending their readers, unlike the black press who were always concerned with elevating 

the public opinion of its black stars, despite the danger of their representations, in view of the 

racial ostracism that all blacks endured in this period of American history. Furthermore, the 

black press made its readers aware of the fact that Dandridge had reservations regarding having 

her voice dubbed by a white opera singer, while the mainstream press reported that this was 

standard procedure and failed to explore how the black actors/singers genuinely felt about having 

their voices dubbed. Yet the two press’s were similar in providing personal reflections of 

Dandridge, as the black press did when it reported on her successes and failures, and as the 

mainstream press did when it reported on Dandridge’s personality traits and physical attributes. 

1955: The Black and Mainstream Press Coverage of the Academy Award Nomination, 

Aftermath of Carmen Jones, and Dandridge’s Private Affairs 
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Dandridge’s depiction in Carmen Jones of a woman in control of her own destiny who 

nearly emasculates her onscreen lover led to nationwide acclaim, and the attention heightened 

when she was nominated for an Academy Award. Otis L. Guernsey of the New YorkHerald 

selected her "as the finest dramatic actress of 1954;" she was recipient of the San Francisco- 

Oakland Critics Circle Award for best actress of 1954; she was recipient of a Golden Globe 

Award for best performance in a musical by the Hollywood Foreign Correspondents Association; 

and she was named by t~lm Daily as one of "filmdom’ s famous Five’" of 1954.4° 

With the Academy Award nomination, Jet magazine seemingly began to lobby for 

Dandridge to receive the award. Dandridge graced ,let magazine’s (10 March 1955) cover with a 

photograph and caption affirming that she was being considered for this award for her Carmen 

role.41 Complimentary of Dandridge and uncomplimentary of Hollywood due to the long history 

that African Americans endured when alienated from consideration for such awards, Jet 

magazine questioned, "How good are Dorothy Dandridge’s chances for an Oscar?’’42 While 

Dandridge was a "first" in the category of best actress, she faced stiff competition from white 

actresses Grace Kelly (Rear Window and Count1~’ Girl), Judy Garland (A Star is Born), Audrey 

Hepburn (Sabrma), and Jane Wyman (Magnificent Obsession). In spite of this competition and 

the racial politics that prevailed, Jet magazine reassured its readers that "many observers think 

her chances are excellent.’’43 Furthering lobbying for Dandridge to win the award, ,let claimed 

that several (particularly whites) in entertainment circles were favorable toward Dandridge 

including Hollywood columnist, Sheilah Graham; gossip columnist, Hedda Hopper; Holl)~wood 

Variety columnist Army Archerd; and entertainment columnist, Louella Parsons. While a 

number of those in the media extended their support to Dandridge, Jet also revealed that 

Preminger was not so optimistic and cautioned, "’I can only hope Dorothy gets the Oscar.’"44 
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Though Dandridge failed to win the Academy Award for Carmen Jones, the black press 

refused to abandon its star and countered with reports that she was the first black performer at 

the Empire Room at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York. Referring to her performance, .let 

excerpted a review by Journal-American columni st Gene Knight who wrote, "’One moment, 

she’s slumberous; next moment, she’s smoldering then she’s on fire."’45 Not only did Dandridge 

break racial barriers, but Jet eagerly reminded its readers that she was still undeniably a 

captivating and magnetizing performer. And she still received considerable attention in the black 

press when the film premiered at Cannes (France) and her attendance was fraught with gambling 

as well as the fact that Dandridge failed to attend a reception hosted by British film producer 

Alexander Korda,46 perhaps an indication that she was not reflecting positively on the African 

American community she stood to represent. Jet claimed, however, that Dandridge received a 

"bigger ovation"at Cannes than Oscar winner Grace Kelly - an acknowledgement that did not go 

undetected because Sheilah Graham surmi sed, Dandridge "’ seems to have what the French 

want.’"47 Perhaps revealing the accolades Dandfidge received over her white competitor was the 

black press’s way of elevating its black star and slighting white actress Kelly for winning an 

award they believed had been rightfully denied to Dandridge. 

In June 1955, the black press condescendingly reported that Dandridge would be cast as a 

slave in The King andI (1956). This report obviously was directed toward the industry and not 

Dandridge since they viewed the Hollywood industry as failing to locate appropriate roles for 

black actresses. At the same time, Jet further explained that Dandridge had been considered as 

the King’s wife in a production that featured prominent actor Yul Bryner; yet the fact that she 

was being cast as a slave was viewed with some degree of resentment.48 Dandridge "walked out" 
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on the featured role, according to ._let, yet her rejection of this role was denied by Twentieth 

Century-Fox.49 

Although Dandridge refused this role, a reflection of her inability to obtain acceptable 

screen roles, she remained on the pages of the black press. For example, her photo was displayed 

in Jet magazine when she attended a court dispute between two agents regarding her contract, 

and another brief report suggested that she was co-starred with John Wayne in Lady from 

Louisiana (11941), a film that was then being shown on television. Dandridge, recognizing that 

the black press mistakenly referred to her as co-starring with Wayne, attempted to rectify this 

announcement and vowed that she was not starring in the picture. She claimed that the report 

was misleading since she assumed only a minor role.51 

Whenever and wherever Dandridge appeared, the black press continued to lobby for her 

to land additional screen roles, and frequently reported on forthcoming pictures, Ul~der T~+,o 

Flags and The Blue Angel, both of which never materialized.52 When Dandridge attended a three 

day charity festival in Rio de Janerio to benefit Brazil’s homeless and abandoned children, the 

press made its readers aware of her travels and her support for human suffering.53 Confronting a 

paucity of screen roles, when Dandridge returned to the stage, the black press announced that she 

would perform at the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas and featured a photo of Dandridge in a 

seductive pose to celebrate this accomplishment,54 indicating how they appropriated their black 

star. 

As for the mainstream press in 195 5, their reports were centrally focused on Dandridge’s 

Academy Award nomination. The LA Times identified her name as first on the list of"Best 

Actresses" and featured a photo of Dandridge. 55 Also reporting on her nomination, the NY Times 

hinted that Dandridge signed a long-term contract with Twentieth-Century-Fox when 
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negotiating her Carmen Jones role.56 While the mainstream press did report on her nomination, 

their reports ~vere in stark contrast to the black press who seemed to lobby for Dandridge to 

receive the award. And though the mainstream press did not support Dandridge in the same way 

as did the black press, they did acknowledge her star status when she was honored by a black 

magazine, FEM, published by Libby Clark, which celebrated some 20 blacks in the Los Angeles 

community for their accomplishments.57 Because the mainstream press reported on this honor, it 

indicates that she was very much regarded as a star and therefore, deserving of the continuing 

coverage received. The mainstream press could not ignore the increasing popularity that 

Dandridge received internationally, and also reported on her attendance at the Cannes Film 

Festival in April.~8 The LA Times revealed that she and Preminger "had to take a taxi to go even 

one block. She was mobbed.’’~9 So, although the mainstream press did ackno~vledge her 

overwhelming reception in much the same manner as the black press, their coverage regarding 

Cannes did not provide the same level of detail. 

When the mainstream press reported on Dandfidge’s casting for The King andI, the NY 

Times merely announced that she was scheduled to appear in the production,6° yet the LA Times 

suggested that casting for the picture was steeped in controversy. For example, when Dandridge 

tested for the role, the LA Times declared that the man with ~vhom she was cast was considered 

"too short," and as a result, another candidate was considered for the role. Rita Morena, a Puerto 

Rican performer, similarly considered for this role, admitted that "Miss Dandfidge didn’t want 

the role .... 
,,61 While the mainstream press suggested that Dandridge ~vas deemed inappropriate 

for the role, they made no mention of the fact that she would be reduced to a stereotype (a slave) 

as suggested by the black press. Instead of referring to the role as stereotypi cal, the mainstream 
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press characterized the role as a "Burmese high-caste girl who is a royal gift to ...the King of 

Siam .,,62 

Provoking controversy with this role certainly made Dandfidge newsworthy in the 

mainstream press and kept her name in the forefront, leading columnists such as Hopper to 

continue to announce Dandridge’s forthcoming projects. Elaborating on one proposed proj ect, 

Hopper questioned, "Can you picture Dorothy Dandridge as Maggie Gautier in ’La Camille Hot’ 

against a background of New Orleans? Well, she and her manager have a writer working on the 

idea which will be their first independent production.’’63 Although this proj ect, like most of them, 

never materialized, Hopper continued to announce Dandridge’s forthcoming proj ects for which 

she was either considered or scheduled to appear, demonstrating how the mainstream press, 

similar to the black press, kept her name from slipping before the public. 

Shifting its focus from Dandfidge’s professional struggles to her personal struggles, in 

September, the mainstream press revealed that Dandridge made a court appearance regarding a 

dispute between her agents, Earl Mills and Bernice Block. The photo of Dandridge attending the 

court hearing published in the LA Times, a publication that referred to Dandridge as "camera 

shy," also appeared in Jet magazine.64 Such reports on her private affairs, however, were short 

lived, as the mainstream press returned to her professional life when Dandridge performed on the 

Las Vegas stage. The LA Times in review of her Vegas performance observed: 

The white-clad beauty, singing intensely, ran through every emotion as she 
presented ’Riding High,’ ’Easy to Love,’ ’I Got Rhythm,’ ’Come by Sunday,’ 

’Just One of Those Things,’ and half a dozen other melodies, all neatly spaced to 
provide her with a change of pace. She sang a specialty number, ’Hooray for 
Love,’ with the only prop of the evening, a glass of champagne, and aside from 
the dancing finale, ’O0-ah-oh,’ was unaided by other performers or gadgets. Male 
members of the audience were fair entranced by the movements and intense 
singing style of Miss Dandridge.65 
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Commenting on Dandridge’s captivating style as a stage performer, a style that she similarly 

cultivated on-screen as Carmen, indicates how the mainstream press ended the year’ s coverage 

of this black star. 

In summary, both the black and mainstream press covered Dandridge in 1955, but with 

different directives and levels of detail. The black press focused on Dandridge’s nomination for 

the Academy Award, but was more preoccupied with her attempt to win the award, while the 

mainstream press rarely made reference to Dandridge’s failure to win the award. Both the black 

and mainstream press reported on Dandridge’s forthcoming proj ects and covered her potential 

role in The King andI, but when .let magazine reported on this role, they expressed their 

obj ections to the role and characterized it as stereotypical. The mainstream press, however, never 

mentioned that the role was regarded as stereotypical to African Americans and instead focused 

on the controversy provoked when Dandridge declined the role. Shifting from her minimal 

screen roles to her stage career, both the black and mainstream press reported on Dandridge’s 

Las Vegas performance, with the black press promoting this performance, while the mainstream 

press merely reviewed her performance. 

1956: The Black and Mainstream Press Explore Dandridge’s Private Life, Forthcoming 

Productions, and Interracial Screen Roles 

Dandridge was positioned in Jet magazine in one of two ways during the year of 11956. 

First, her personal life was centered in press reports where she was constructed as a romantic 

idol; and second, her professional life as an actress cast in interracial relationships on-screen was 

explored. Gracing the cover &Jet magazine (116 February 1956), Dandridge’s personal life takes 

precedent over her professional life, evident in the caption that read, "Romance seems to have 
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by-passed beautiful film star" and when the black press questioned, is she "afraid of love?’’66 The 

article acknowledged that Dandridge was one "of the sexiest properties of the nightclub and 

screen" yet "off-stage" she avoids "love like a parson shuns sin.’’67 While the black press implied 

that Dandridge avoided love, this did not mean that she was undesirable because they eagerly 

exposed and became preoccupied with her romantic affairs with Preminger, Peter Lawford 

(actor), Farley Granger (actor), Phil Moore (singing coach), and Michael Rennie (actor). The 

black press reported that she dined with white actor, Michael Rennie, and that she admitted to 

some "six male adorers -- one lawyer, two film executives, one doctor and a couple of writers.’’68 

The black press also implied that not only was Dandridge desirable but that she was a 

heartbreaker; evinced when she ended her affair with Moore who was so "heartbroken that he 

was driven to shadowing her about New York when she dated other men.’’69 Publicly, the black 

press insinuated that Dandridge was indeed a romantic idol but privately, "she was a woman who 

was so bashful that she took college psychology lessons to get people to like her .... When fame 

brought personal problems, Dorothy turned to psychoanalysis.’’7° To reassure the public of 

Dandridge’ s quest at finding love it seems that the black press wanted its readers to know that 

she was highly desirable and that her inability to succeed in love was certainly not due to a lack 

of potential partners. Given the gender politics of the 1950s, when women were considered 

incomplete without men, the black press certainly did not deviate from these gender 

conscriptions. Moreover, the black press subtly hinted that Dandridge possessed emotional 

problems as when she "turned to psychoanalysis," however this was in no way an attempt to 

destroy or tarnish her public image. Marking Dandridge as desirous and desirable, in addition to 

featuring her on the magazine’s cover numerous times, demonstrated how the black press 

appropriated its black star, centered her in press reports, and positioned her as an iconic beauty. 
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Shifting from her private life to her professional career, in March the black press reported 

that she ~vas scheduled to appear in a $2 million Technicolor-Cinema Scope (unnamed) film 

produced by a Mexican film firm.71 Later, reports surfaced that she would be cast in some three 

French films (7~m~ango, 11958, 7he Shortcut, and an unnamed film) and two of these productions 

required her involvement prior to her appearance in Island in the Sun (1957).72 Although 

Dandridge was not officially hired for some of these films, the fact that these proj ects were 

announced demonstrates how she was revered in the black press. 

Dandfidge, ho~vever, did appear in Tamango and the film’ s announcement in Jet 

magazine was accompanied with the headline, "Dorothy Dandridge to incite film riot,’’7:~ because 

Dandridge was cast as concubine to a white slave ship captain and betrayed the captain by 

aligning herself ~vith rebellious slaves. But more importantly, Tamango explored interracial 

relationships, given that the slave mistress becomes romantically involved with the white ship 

captain, and since these relationships were considered taboo during a pre-integrated era, 

Dandridge’s screen roles were considered newsworthy events. Filmmakers, believing that the 

public desired films that explored interracial relationships, featured Dandridge in other similar 

films such as Island in the Sun - a film that resulted in Dandridge appearing on Jet magazine’s 

(13 December 1956) cover with her ~vhite co-star, John Justin. The caption accompanying this 

photo read, "They make love, but can’t kiss in new movie.’’7~ The black press deliberately made 

note of the fact that blacks and whites were prohibited from being intimate on-screen given the 

racially charged climate &the 1950s. Dandridge then became a vehicle for promoting interracial 

relationships on-screen and ushering in the era of integration as an extension of the civil rights 

movement. 
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While the black press ended the year’s coverage with Dandridge’s interracial screen 

roles, the mainstream press opened their coverage with Dandridge’s private affairs. For example, 

the LA Times reported, "Miss Dorothy Dandridge, being a girl who has everything (say hey!), 

received an unusual gift from a Rio de Janeiro admirer. Box of jeweled Band-aids.’’75 It is 

conceivable that since Dandridge allegedly failed in her relationship with this admirer, perhaps 

the mainstream press hinted that Dandridge was emotionally broken and therefore, needed 

"band-aids." The comment was an attempt to generate sympathy, but also could be read as a 

recondite aspersion in its suggestion that she was so fragile that she needed band-aids. 

Comments such as this were rarely observed in the black press as they seemingly protected, 

defended, and supported its black star despite her failures. 

As the mainstream press explored Dandridge’s private life, they also tempered their 

reports with those that focused on her professional career, as when Hopper claimed that, 

"Dandridge will get together with Edna Ferber, when she arrives in New York to write her a 

special screen sto~ about Julie in Showboat."76 Apparently, audiences had not tired of 

Showboat, as this report hints that the film/stage production would be revived again despite the 

already numerous attempts to capitalize on the production’s popularity. Moreover, considering 

Hopper’s racially ambiguous politics, she was undeterred in reporting on Dandridge 

professionally (or privately), as evidenced when she proclaimed, "The English went all out for 

... Dandridge now playing the Savoy in London... I remember Dorothy at the Waldorf a year 

ago; she had them hanging from the chandeliers.’’77 Hopper’s claim that Dandridge was so 

captivating that "she had them hanging from the chandeliers" clearly speaks to both Dandridge’s 

ability and Hopper’s reassurance that Dandridge was a magnetizing performer. In review of 

Dandridge’ s London performance, the LA Times claimed she scored "a big hit at the Savoy Hotel 
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in London" and "has as many as three pictures to do in France if she wants them .... ,,TS Similarly 

observing her London tour, the NY Times noted that Dandridge was crowned Queen of May by 

"thousands of Oxford students.’’79 It is apparent that the mainstream press deemed Dandridge 

worthy of coverage even as a stage performer given the few screen roles available. Hinting that 

Dandridge might return to the screen, Hopper announced that she would appear in a film version 

of Billy Holiday’s autobiography, Lady Sings the Blues perhaps to convey to studio officials that 

if they were searching for potential vehicles for this actress, she had suggestions,s° But 

unfortunately, this film project never materialized for Dandridge and would not find its way to 

the screen until nearly twenty years later. 

The black and mainstream press coverage of Dandridge in 1956 decreased, in part 

because she received fewer and fewer screen roles. In response to the paucity of screen roles 

available, the black press focused more on her private life and provided more details regarding 

her personal relationships than did the mainstream press. And considering the few screen roles 

she did receive in Tamango and Island in the Sun, the black press explored these interracial films 

because of the implications these films held for the larger sociopolitical culture confronting 

integration. The mainstream press, in comparison, focused more centrally on her performances 

such as her London tour and made references to forthcoming proj ects. Aware that Dandridge’ s 

opportunities were limited as a Hollywood actress and desiring to keep her name before the 

public as well as recognizing that she had talent, the mainstream press, similar to the black press, 

continued to report on her professional and private endeavors. 
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1957: The Black and Mainstream Press Expose Dandridge’s Legal Difficulties and 

Explore her Interracial Screen Roles 

In 1957 Dandridge’s personal struggles dominated the public attention she received in the 

black press, particularly when she was engaged in a libel suit against Co~denlialMagazine - a 

publication that she believed misrepresented and threatened her public image. Responding to this 

attack and demonstrating how she fought to resurrect her reputation, Jet magazine elucidated 

Dandridge’s court battle and reported that she wore, "a trim beige shantung suit [and reflected] 

the solemn look of a woman wronged in print," when the "curvesome actress-singer Dorothy 

Dandridge took the witness stand to defend her virtue at the Los Angeles criminal libel trial of 

scandal-happy Cor~dentialMagazine.’’81 Dandfidge, reportedly, found the experience 

"humiliating’’82 At the same time Dandridge sought to defend herself against the demoralizing 

incriminations, she was embroiled in another suit against Hep magazine, whose scandalous 

article was entitled, ~’Dorothy Dandridge - Her 1,000 lovers.’’83 Abdicating Dandridge from 

these allegations, Jet magazine seemingly reported on the court proceedings to garner sympathy 

and support for her, while simultaneously displaying her strength of character in her 

determination to fight such perilous attacks. The black press knew all too well that African 

American entertainers maliciously targeted by such publications could have their careers mined, 

and in lending support to Dandridge they were symbolically supporting and defending all blacks 

subj ected to such unwarranted and defaming attacks. 

Dandridge’s legal battles and personal failures were often accompanied in the black press 

with professional accolades and promotion for her films. For example, in critiquing TamanlZo, 

,_let featured Dandridge on its front cover (31 October 1957)84 and discussed several of her recent 
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roles characterizing her as a screen vixen who managed to lure and capture her male co-stars. 

Referring to her unending appeal and sexual allure, Jet magazine declared: 

...winsome Dorothy Dandridge kicked off one shoe in the movie Carmen Jones, 
poised a manicured tootsie under the hot breath of Harry Belafonte and 
commanded ’Blow, Boy’ she launched herself on a career as the most torrid 
Negro siren in screen history. In her recent film, Islandin the Sun, she virtually 
charms the British accent fight off handsome white actor John Justin. But it is in 
her latest movie [Tamango] that the honey-colored beauty assumes her hottest 
role ... [where she] cabins-up with white actor Curd [sic] Jurgens in order to 
make life on board [a slave ship] more bearable,as 

First, the black press refused to let the public forget her most notable role in Carmen 

Jones and illuminated Dandridge’s ability to take control of her male co-star. Second, in 

reference to Island in the Sun, they characterized Dandridge as a charmer who was so 

magnetizing that even her white co-star could not resist her attraction. Third, with her 

appearance in Tamango spectators no longer had to question her motives regarding her 

relationship with her white male co-star because in this film she "cabins-up" with him. 

These descriptive references in Jet magazine were designed not only to convey how 

Dandridge personified one of the most captivating black screen stars, but also to titillate 

the imagination of its readers; thereby demonstrating the different ways the press 

attempted to promote these films; films that featured its black star. Everett claims that the 

black press, in an earlier period, positioned "African American screen performers [who] 

were enthusiastically received in the black press," and "contemporaneous articles make it 

clear that black writers and spectators delighted in the experience of watching authentic 

black bodies on the screen...."86 In this instance, ,let magazine as an extension of the 

earlier black press, employs similar mimetic strategies in engaging in its "star 

discourse."87 
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The mainstream press also mimicked the black press in that they too were 

fascinated with Dandridge’s interracial screen roles. For example, at the year’s beginning, 

the N~" Times reported that Dandridge "signed to co-star with Gebard Philipe, the French 

actor, in Shortcut, a picture to be filmed in southern France next August by Prima Films, 

and Italian concern. The sto~ deals with a romance between an army officer and a 

woman in an occupied country."88 It is conceivable that even though the film was another 

proposed project, the fact that Dandvidge was to be cast in an interracial role is what 

made the film intriguing and is the reason why the mainstream press frequently made 

these films newsworthy. In another example, when Dandridge was cast in Island in the 

Sun (1957), the mainstream press directed its attention to this film and publicly revealed 

Darryl Zanuck’s assessment of the picture where he professed that the movie was based 

... a controversial subject. Not everybody will like all of it .... It is not basically a 
picture about the color problem, but it would not be possible to make a film about 
the West Indies without dealing with the color question .... The problem tackled 
therefore, is, to put it bluntly, not just race relationship but miscegenation, ~vhich 

.      89 the Production Code stipulates must be handled at the discretion of the proaucer. 

Therefore, what made this film provocative and controversial was not just the fact that it 

explored interracial relations but more so that it hinted at race-mixing, a more dangerous 

subject than Dandridge’s previous films. In this instance, it is conceivable that the 

mainstream press was not only attempting to alert spectators to its scandalous thematic 

but also ~varning those ~vho might be offended by race-mixing In addition, given the 

film’s controversial subj ect matter of interracial relationships and race-mixing, the N]z 

Times claimed that it provoked racial hostility particularly when the Ku Klux Klan 
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marched in regalia outside a Jacksonville, Florida theater (accompanied by a photo) in 

opposition to the film’s premiere.9° 

When the film premiered at New York’s Roxy Theater, the NY Times provided a 

less than favorable review with Bosley Crowther charging, "The picture is lacking a 

precise and confident theme. It pretends to be scanning racial conflict but its viewpoint is 

vague, its observations are fuzzy and no conclusions are reached.’’91 As for Dandfidge, 

Crowther opined that she "and John Justin are ineffectual as the Negro girl and English 

officer who embrace .... 
,,92 Further expounding on the film’ s lack of credibility, the NIz 

Times reprinted letters received from West Indians who argued that poverty and class 

were more important issues than race in the West Indies, the film’s locale. One letter 

submitted by Nellie Dusauzay contended that, "A girl like Dorothy Dandridge [who plays 

an office worker] would never bee seen doing the dance she does with the common 

people... This would have been unheard of down there.’’93 This letter (among others) then 

augmented Crowther’s views regarding the film’s lack of authenticity and affirmed his 

position that the film fell short of expectations because it failed to provide an adequate 

reflection of West Indian life. As for the west coast, when lslandin the Sun premiered at 

Grauman’s Chinese Theater in Los Angeles, the LA Times observed, "Dandridge and 

Justin provide a strange, rather light-hearted counterpoint for Miss Fontaine and 

Belafonte, with the racial issue prominent.’’94 

As the mainstream press exposed the film’s reception difficulties, it also, as with 

the black press, explored Dandridge’s personal struggles when she sued both Confidential 

Magazine and Hep magazine for libel. According to the LA Times, the Cor~dential libel 

suit (which followed an earlier $2 million dollar libel suit against Hep magazine for its 
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scandalous denunciation) was based on an article entitled, "What Dorothy Dandridge Did 

in the Woods," which provided a false representation of the actress. This lead Dandridge 

to refute these allegations when she adamantly declared the article was "published 

’through evil motive and malice’ and with the intent to injure, disgrace and defame her by 

imputing to her ’a laxity of moral character’’’95 This defamation of character, according to 

Dandridge, jeopardized "her potential income of more than $250,000 a year.’’96 The LA 

Times made it known that Dandridge was not the only entertainer embroiled in these legal 

struggles, because these inflammator?- publications targeted other actors, and the LA 

Times covered these legal proceedings extensively.97 Reaching a settlement with 

Cor~dentialMagazme in the amount of $10,000, Dandridge accepted the settlement, 

which allegedly was accompanied by a public apology.98 

During the year of 1957, both the black and mainstream press covered 

Dandridge’s legal battles with scandalous publications designed to blemish her character. 

The black press illuminated Dandridge’s legal difficulties because of the implications 

these charges held for others, particularly black entertainers. In fact, Mary Desj ardins 

claims, 

Fabricating, hinting at, or documenting instances of interracial sex was prime 
tactic of the FBI and right-wing groups to smear civil rights activists at this time. 
Col~dentia! had a similar smear ethic, especially regarding female African 
American entertainers. Not only did this kind of defamation attempt to exclude 
such African American entertainers from membership in society by appealing to 
racial bigotry that abhorred miscegenation, but it usually described African 

99 American women as animalistic, always primed for sex. 

The black press aware of the implications that these charges held for the masses reported 

on these events to warn other black entertainers who might similarly be targeted, and to 
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demonstrate how Dandridge was considered a signifier of the civil fights movement 

because she legally and publicly challenged such accusations. Moreover, the black press 

reviewed her interracial screen roles, particularly her role in Tamango, to demonstrate the 

heightening public interest in interracial relationships and to position Dandridge as a 

black star. In fact, the black press continued to engage in "celebratory discourse" and 

"tended to foreground star discourse or celebrity hagiographies of black performers who 

managed to break the color line in mainstream films,’’1°° an attribute that they shared with 

earlier black press criticism. 

At the same time, the mainstream press provided more extensive coverage of both 

her legal suit against Confidential Magazine and interracial screen roles, particularly her 

role in Island in the Sun. The mainstream press’ s coverage of the litigation involving 

Col~dentialMalzazine was more detailed and thorough because this publication targeted 

other Hollywood celebrities who were viewed with suspicion due to the Communist scare 

that infiltrated 1950s Hollywood. Regarding Dandridge’s interracial screen roles, the 

mainstream press applauded Island in the Sun for its progressive interracial theme, yet 

was equally critical of the film’s inability to achieve authenticity. 

1958: The Black and Mainstream Press Expose the Censorship Difficulties of 

Dandridge’s Interracial Films and Production Polemics of Porgy and Bess (1959) 

Dandridge’s interracial films encountered censorship struggles in 1958, and the black 

press resoundingly noted that Tamango was banned in France; the British "torpedoed" The 

Decks Ran Red (11958) in public opinion; the Ku Klux Klan picketed Island in the Sun in Gray, 

Georgia; the White Citizens Council cut the power line to the movie theater that dared to show 
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Islandin the Sun in Wetumpka, Alabama; and censors in Rhodesia, South Africa cut Islandin 

the Sun so heavily that "it was difficult to believe Dorothy Dandridge was playing the part of a 

principal figure.’’1°1 The black press’s preoccupation with the censorship difficulties of 

Dandridge’s films seemed to substitute for the lack of coverage she received regarding her 

private life or stage performances seldom mentioned in this year. In fact, it was not until October 

that the black press returned to exposing her private affairs when they hinted that she was 

romantically involved with presumably (white restaurant owner), Jack Denison, whom they 

102 claimed she was reluctant to marry. 

As for the mainstream press, their coverage of Dandridge focused on Porgy andBess’s 

production, which was steeped in controversy. The NY Times provided extensive coverage of the 

film and featured a story reconstructing the film’s history, noting that it evolved from a novel 

(1925), drama, and opera created by DuBose Heyward and George Gershwin, both of whom 

failed to survive to see their work transformed on-screen. To accompany this story, the NI/7~mes 

provided a series of photos promoting the picture and claimed that, "After several setbacks - one 

devastating fire and one director fired ..."1°3 the film finally materialized. With the film’s 

completion, however, LA Times columnist Hopper asserted that the Screen Directors Guild board 

of directors "called a virtual strike against Samuel Goldw?-n as a result of Goldwyn firing 

[director, Rouben] Mamoulian from Porgy andBess and then refus[ed] the board’s invitation to 

appear before it to explain why he took such action.’’1°4 Hopper added that black actors, Sidney 

Poitier, Pearly Bailey, and Dandridge released a statement indicating that until the dispute had 

been resolved: "’we would rather not discuss Porgy andBess .... When this is done we hope 

there will be no further need to discuss the artistic interpretation of the script, as this was 

originally worked out by Mamoulian, which is our maj or concern.’"1°5 Adding to the 
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controversy, the IrA 2~mes reported that Leigh Whipper, who was scheduled to appear in the 

production, resigned. Whipper adamantly proclaimed that he refused to work on the production 

since the director had been fired and stated that, "’as president of the Negro Actors Guild of 

America, I will not participate in any project that may prove derogatory to my race.’’’1°6 Despite 

his resignation, other black cast members, including Loren Miller, extended their support to 

Preminger, who had replaced Mamoulian as director.1°7 The mainstream press’s coverage of this 

controversy revealed both the discord that prevailed not only within the industry among studio 

officials but also the discord among black actors who were divided in their support of the film’s 

director. 

It is apparent that the coverage Dandridge received in both the black and mainstream 

press during 1958 was limited and polarized, perhaps reflecting the racial attitudes and politics 

characteristic of the turbulent period. The black press emphasized the censorship difficulties that 

Dandridge’s interracial films encountered, emphasizing the opposition they met in various 

regions of the country, as well as in places such as South Africa, perhaps to demonstrate the kind 

of resistance that African Americans experienced nationally and internationally. The mainstream 

press, in compari son, focused more centrally on the Porgy and Bess controversy and provided 

more detailed coverage regarding the film’s production difficulties, including how black actors 

reacted to the executive decisions made. The black press, however, hardly mentioned the film or 

the controversy surrounding it, and their silence could have been a reflection of their own 

distaste for the production -- a production that many believed perpetuated stereotypes of African 

Americans, as well as an unwillingness to publicly expose the dissension that existed among 

black actors involved in the production. Through their deliberate exclusion of reporting 

extensively on the dissension surrounding Porgy andBess, the black press was engaging in what 
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James Snead termed omission; a strategy that white filmmakers employed to marginalize the 

presence of blacks on-screen, and one adopted by the black press to redeploy strategies adopted 

by the master class to make a statement in their silence. 108 

1959: The Black and Mainstream Press Report on Dandridge’s Second Marriage, 

Interracial Screen Roles, and Porgy and Bess 

The beginning of 1959 was marked by the black press’s coverage of Dandridge’s second 

marriage to Denison. In Janua~ of that year, Dandridge initially denied reports in Jet magazine 

¯ , 109 that the two were married or that marriage was eminent. Yet, in February, Denison was 

interviewed regarding his relationship with Dandridge and declared that he became smitten with 

her when she appeared in Carmen Jones. 11o Because their union was an interracial pairing, one 

month later, Jet featured the couple on its cover (9 April 1959), explored other celebrity 

interracial marriages, and questioned if Dandridge’s blacldwhite marriage stood to hurt or 

elevate her career, to which Denison responded, "They ask if marrying me will hurt Dorothy’s 

career and I tell them no .... ,,111 In an earlier interview, he had adamantly declared, "I don’t think 

of Dorothy as Negro but as a woman ...,"112 a testament of hi s commitment to her regardless of 

her racial origin. But despite Denison’s public affection for Dandridge, she continued to 

repudiate her desire for marriage, though three months following the couple’s appearance on the 

magazine’s cover, they were married, and their wedding ceremony was described by Jet as an 

"ancient Greek rite ceremony in the Los Angeles St. Sophia Orthodox Cathedral." 113 According 

to this publication, the only "topflight" celebrities in attendance at the ceremony included singer 

Nat King Cole and his wife, Maria.114 
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Shifting its attention from her private life to her professional career, Jet focused on 

Dandridge’s role in Malaga (1960 aka A Moment of Danger), and she was again featured on 

Jet’s cover (23 July 1959) where the press proclaimed she was kissed by her white male co-star; 

a first for the motion picture screen. 115 During the picture’s production, however, Dandridge 

suffered, "deep purple bruises on her body,’’1~6 according to the black press, when physically 

assaulted by her white co-star. The black press pointed to the physical injuries Dandridge 

sustained to either garner sympathy from the public, convey how difficult and physically 

demanding acting could be, or to suggest that a black body was under assault or attack. 

As Dandridge’s screen roles declined, the black press turned its attention to her stage 

appearances, as when she perform ed for Eleanor Roosevelt’s 75th birthday party at the Beverly 

Hilton Hotel (Beverly Hills, California).~7 Exposing Dandridge’s accomplishments and 

compensating for the lack of reports regarding her screen career, the black press announced that 

Dandridge received accolades from Sam Goldwyn’s wife (producer of Porgy and Bess), who 

observed, "There is a fineness of construction about [Dandridge] that I have never seen in 

anyone else .... "~ Such reports were designed to validate Dandridge as an actress/entertainer 

and to embellish her star profile even if she lacked appropriate screen venues to display her 

talent, particularly ~vhen such reports were made by those well known in entertainment circles. 

The black press seemingly reported on her public appearances and accolades with the intent of 

keeping her name before the public. 

The mainstream press, however, provided a flurry of reports on potential proj ects, as it 

did when it suggested that Dandridge was being considered for a role in Queen of Sheba, and 

when it reported that she was traveling to England to be cast in Scent of Danger - signaling the 

end of her contract with Twentieth-Century-Fox. 119 Though some of these proposed film proj ects 
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may not have materialized, the mainstream press was similarly keeping her name before the 

public. Supplementing reports on her professional life with those on her private affairs, the 

mainstream press also announced in March that Dandridge was engaged to Denison, and that she 

was scheduled to marry in June.12° Confirming this report, the LA Times announced that the 

couple did in fact marry during the month of June in the Greek Orthodox Cathedral of Saint 

Sophia.121 

Minimally reporting on Dandvidge’s second marriage, the mainstream press then turned 

its attention to her professional career. The LA Times provided a lengthy discussion of Porgy and 

Bess’s delayed production - a delay attributed to technical alterations related to opticals, color- 

balance, post-scoring, re-dubbing, and re-recording 122 Despite such delays, when the film was 

completed, the LA Times examined Gersh~vin, Goldwyn, and the film’s production.123 With the 

film’s completion, the N}~ Times favorably reviewed the picture and Bosley Crowther obse~led, 

"The great values in this lyric drama of the [N]egro residents of Catfish Row... are colorfulness, 

vitality, and eloquence in the music that expresses its characters’ j oys and sorrows."124 Crowther 

claimed that, "Dandfidge is too sinuous and sleek and got up to look too much like Kiki to give a 

fully satisfying portray ofBess~’’~25 He concluded, "for the most part, this is a stunning, exciting 

and moving film, packed with human emotions and cheerful and mournful melodies.’’~z6 In a 

later review, Crowther illuminated the passion Porgy andBess radiated and suggested, "The rape 

of Bess on the island by the bestial, fugitive Crown is violent and cacophonic, throaty and no 

holds barred.’’~27 Reiterating his earlier views, Crowther asserted that, "Dandridge owes a great 

deal of charm and wistfulness to the way in which her lovely numbers are sung by Adele 

Addison~ Miss Dandridge, it must be mentioned is not the most credible Bess. She is too sleek 

and sophisticated, too Cotton Clubish for Catfish rosy.’’~zs While Crowther applauded the film, he 
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failed to acknowledge that the film was considered problematic for African American spectators 

or to elaborate on how the film "got strangled in a noose of newsprint by the white critical 

establishment.’’J29 When the film premiered on the west coast at the Carthay Circle in Los 

Angeles, Philip Scheuer of the LA 7~mes asserted, Dandridge has "moments of real trouping, 

such as when she is tempted against her will by Sportin’ Life’s promises" and ended his 

commentary noting that "she is, of course, a beauty.’’J3° The LA Times was no more astute than 

the NY Times in considering how African Americans responded to this all-black-cast film, yet 

Scheuer did acknowledge Dandridge’s beauty. 

Unable to reproduce the aura fabricated by Carmen Jones and Porgy andBess, and given 

the paucity of roles afforded to her, Dandridge was forced to return to the nightclub circuit, and 

the mainstream press reviewed her performances. Appearing on stage in Denison’s Sunset Strip 

club, John Scott of the LA Times reviewed Dandridge’s performance in the following way: 

"Nervousness bothered ... Dandridge ... after a four-year absence [from nightclubs] .... 

Dandridge proved her ability in dramatizing an intimate song program. She seemed only a bit 

weary at the second show opening night with the result that her fine singing voice, didn’t register 

as well as we have come to expect.’’131 At least the mainstream press, aware &the limited roles 

available to Dandridge, reviewed her stage performances and found her worthy of critique, 

despite the criticism received. 

When Tamango was released in September, the mainstream press re-directed its attention 

to Dandridge’s screen career. The ~3z Times referred to the film as "too inflammatory" due to its 

interracial theme but at the same time, acknowledged the film’s popularity because it was 

characterized as a "hit" in Detroit and garnered tours in southern cities such as San Antonio, 

Texas; Charlotte, North Carolina; and Columbia, South Carolina - regions previously averse to 
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¯ , 132 liberal themed pictures. When the NY Times reviewed the picture, it warned, "Polemicists for 

racial equality on the screen and the simply curious may find something enticing about the 

prospect of a Teuton-like Curt Jurgens making intense love to Dorothy Dandridge, a Negro in 

]~ma~tgo.’’~33 The LA 7~mes had a more insightful view and claimed, "Aside from its violence 

and its hints of miscegenation, Tamango ... is thought to have little to offer.., that ... Dandridge 

is torn between her passionate master and her own people seems remote from all reality .... ,,~34 

The film’s hinting that Dandridge would be more committed to the white ship captain than her 

"own people" was clearly an insinuation inconsistent with reality, and this was a point that went 

undetected by the NY Times. Although Dandridge’s interracial film received a mixed reception in 

the mainstream press because the film was characterized as "inflammatory" and hinted at race- 

mixing, this coverage was sensational enough to generate attention for the film. 

As the decade of the 1950s neared an end, the black and mainstream press reported on 

Dandridge’s second marriage and her interracial screen roles. In particular, the black press’s 

coverage of her second marriage raised concerns about the racial implications of such unions and 

the impact the marriage stood to have on her career. The mainstream press, in comparison, made 

no such references and merely mentioned that the marriage occurred. As for Dandridge’s 

interracial screen roles, the black press covered her role in Malaga and indicated that she 

sustained injuries during production, a point that also went undetected by the mainstream press. 

With few screen roles available, the black press supplemented its coverage of Dandridge by 

focusing on her accomplishments, as when she performed for Eleanor Roosevelt and was 

applauded by Sam Goldwyn’s wife. 

On the other hand, the mainstream press reviewed Porgy and Bess and noted Dandridge’s 

less than captivating performance in this picture - a picture rarely mentioned in the black press 
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perhaps because the black press viewed the film as re-awakening an all too painful past, as 

previously mentioned, so they deliberately avoided the film. The mainstream press aware that 

Dandridge confronted few screen roles, reported on her nightclub performances; a clear 

demonstration that she was still a star and deserving of public attention. 

Throughout the 1954-1959 period, it is evident that the black and mainstream press 

differed in their coverage of Dandridge, as the black press consistently related the racial 

impli cations her roles held for the larger African American community, while the mainstream 

press merely reported on her screen roles and warned spectators that some of these films might 

be offensive because they hinted at race-mixing But despite these differences, both the black and 

mainstream press exposed Dandridge’s successes and failures, attempted to keep her name 

before the public, reported on her stage performances when screen roles were scarce, and 

provided continuing coverage of this black star. 

Constructing Dandridge in Visual Representation -- Dorothy Dandridge: An 

American Beauty 

In order to compare how the print relative to visual media depicted Dandridge, it is 

necessary to examine how- she was constructed in the documentary, Dorothy Dandridge: Air 

American Beauty. The documentary provides a visual reconstruction of Dandridge, and it is a 

vehicle that attempts to achieve authenticity and realism in its depiction of her. Exploring the 

documentary process, Albert Maysles surmised that: 

We can see two kinds of truth... One of the raw material, which is the footage ... 
it’s immediate, no one has tampered with it. Then there’s the other kind of truth 
that comes in extracting and juxtaposing the raw matter into a more meaningful 
and coherent storytelling form which finally can be said to be more than just raw 

data. In a way, the interests of the people in shooting and the people in editing... 
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are in conflict with one another, because the raw material doesn’t want to be 
shaped. It wants to maintain its truthfulness. One discipline says that if you begin 
to put it in another form, you’re going to lose some of the veracity. The other 
discipline says if you don’t let me put this into a form, no one is going to see it 
and the elements of truth in the raw material will never reach the audience. 135 

Therefore, the struggle between form and content emerges as this documentary strives to provide 

an authentic rendering of Dandridge. The documentary relies on on-camera interviews with co- 

~vorkers, film footage of her screen roles, photographs from her life, and ne~vspaper reports or 

reviews to capture who she was. These sources are woven together by the narrator, actor Obba 

Babatunde, 136 "who guides the story and gives it meaning. 

The documentary begins when the camera pans over an empty theater to focus on images 

of one of the most accomplished black actresses to grace Hollywood’s screen. Multiple images 

of Dandridge traverse the screen including, Dandridge in her character role as Carmen from 

Carmel~ ~loi~es, Dandridge as an announcer for the Academy Awards ceremony (editing 

category) where she was nominated for best actress for Carmen Jones, and Dandridge the sultry 

night club singer dressed in a long form fitting gown. It is through these images that we are 

introduced to Dandridge as a star; a "black star" who emerged in 1950s Hollywood. During this 

brief introducti on, the theater remains empty; perhaps in an attempt to speak to the silence in 

history regarding her contributions, the absence of attention or scholarship devoted to this black 

actress, or the void that existed in her private life due to the insurmountable obstacles she faced. 

The theater’s absence of attendees suggests that we as spectators will occupy the seats, reflecting 

what Deleuze characterized as "including the viewer in the film," as witnesses to another attempt 

to reconstruct this star, who despite all of her complexity, pales in the public’s memory 

compared to her white contemporaries. 
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As the documentary unfolds, Babatunde is foregrounded on-screen and claims that he 

intends to introduce us to someone with whom we may be unfamiliar, suggesting that Dandridge 

is missing from the Hollywood canon and certainly deserves to be made known to a younger 

generation of moviegoers. The camera then positions Dandridge as a nightclub singer, subtly 

implying that many black actresses who made the transition to Hollywood were established as 

nightclub singers before becoming actresses. Shifting her position from standing on stage to 

lying on a couch suggests how Dandridge made the transition from nightclub singer to movie 

actress and invites reference to Ann Kaplan’s "The Couch Affair.’’137 While the title of Kaplan’s 

essay is a play on Hollywood’s practice of coercing women to land roles in the industry by 

offering their sexuality, the couch also refers to the psychiatrist who psychoanalyzes the patient. 

This, however, is in no way to suggest that the metaphor of the couch implies that Dandridge 

obtained roles in this manner; nor is it to suggest that she became the object of the voyeuristic 

gaze to a psychoanalyst as a patient, but is to suggest that using the metaphor of the ~Couch 

Affair" is a fitting tribute to Dandridge because she achieved a level of stardom and became 

synonymous with white movie stars similarly photographed on the couch. Moreover, the 

metaphor of the couch is significant because it represents the possibility for engaging in a 

psychoanalytic study of Dandridge in view of her professional and private struggles. In fact, 

Kaplan contends, "it is precisely the hair -thin line between emotional problems resulting from 

racism, family context, economic deprivation, and social role models, and these resulting from 

unconscious reasons specific to the individual and the immediate relationships that is so difficult 

to draw here: for the psyche is inseparable from the political.’’J3a For Dandridge, then her psyche 

al so remains inseparable from the political and personal struggles she endured and faced. 
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In the documentary, while Dandridge lies on the couch she is surrounded by three 

elegantly dressed black men, who stand behind her in white shirts, black ties, and jackets, as she 

sings, "My Baby Knows Where My Heart Belongs." Her demeanor coupled with the lyrics of the 

song hint at the sexualization of her image. But more than that, the documentary establishes 

Dandridge’s stardom with this iconic image similar to pin-ups taken of stars to connote their star 

status. In fact, Richard Dyer argues that the pin-up is central to the way a star’s image is 

constructed. 139 Drawing on the work of Thomas Hess, Dyer claims, "’The body is evident 

beneath the costume, but not its details .... There is a dialectical pressure at work, between the 

voyeuristic public which wants to see more and more, and that same public which, in its social 

function, supports codes and laws that ban any such revelations.’"14° In this instance, 

Dandridge’s exuding sexuality is appropriated on-screen in much the same manner as a pin-up 

connotes star status and she uses her singing to reinforce this sexualized image. 

The documentary in reconstructing Dandridge clearly marks her as a sexualized subj ect 

and when the camera cuts to another shot of Dandridge wearing a mink wrap to cover her long 

gown while singing, "You do something to me that nobody else can do" and when she removes 

the wrap from her shoulders to reveal her t-strapped gown, her sexualized image is established. 

The narrator returns to the screen and suggests that while Dandridge was a "goddess" and 

"magical," she was also talented and charismatic, both of which allowed her to be a "trailblazer" 

and "pioneer." Dandridge’s appropriation as magical and talented is consistent with Dyer’s 

critique that "stars are stars because of ’talent,’ which includes ... ’striking photogenic looks, 

acting ability, presence on camera, charm and personality, sex-appeal attractive voice and 

beating.’"141 But Dyer admits that this alone does not characterize a star because other variables 

have to be considered. For Dyer claims that struggle, is also a signifier of stardom as in the case 
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of Marilyn Monroe who symbolized the exploitation "of woman as spectacle in film .... ,,142 The 

documentary shifts from the sexualization of her image to the struggles that Dandridge endured 

as a "trailblazer" and "pioneer." Babatunde declares that her road to stardom was "paved with 

more potholes [than red] carpet[s]," yet her "beauty and talent could not be denied." 

Dandridge’s story then unfolds through a series of interviews conducted with actors, 

many of whom she worked including: Joe Adams (actor in Carmen Jones); Fayard Nicholas 

(brother to Harold Nicholas, Dandridge’s first husband); Brock Peters (actor in Por~ andBess, 

1959); Jasmine Guy (television actress); Laurence Fishburne (actor); and Rolanda Watts (actress 

who played Dandridge on-screen) and others. With these on-screen interviews, the documentary 

provides film clips of her performances and screen roles both which reveal her sexualized image 

as well as struggles to become a renowned actress. In fact, Adams refers to Dandridge as 

"magnificent" and "a lady with a golden soul" seemingly to suggest that aside from her on- 

screen talent, off-screen she was genuine and possessed good intentions. While Adams speaks to 

Dandridge’s personality, Fishburne reconstructs her significance to film history and claims that 

"she is of singular importance because she was the first black woman who was able to lead with 

her sexuality." This was a feat in and of itself yet it cannot be denied that doing so played into 

and perpetuated myths regarding the hypersexualization of the black female, it was not just that 

Dandridge appropriated this hypersexualized image - an image that evolved out of slavery and 

participated in devaluing black womanhood, it is that Dandridge was denied the opportunity to 

be appropriated as something other than this quintessential representation. Brock Peters 

comments on her beauty, acknowledging that she was as beautiful on-screen as off-screen and 

was not in need of having her photographs professionally embellished because she possessed 

natural beauty, further demonstrative of how she paralleled some white Hollywood stars. 
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Collectively, the actors interviewed for the documentary formulate an image of Dandridge that 

intertwines her private and public profiles while revealing her personality characteristics, 

demonstrating her significance to black film history, and illuminating her physical beauty, all of 

which participate in constructing her as a star. 

In the meantime, a photograph of Dandridge posing in a strapless gown is shown on- 

screen while the narrator suggests that she was as visually striking as she was internally 

conflicted. At this point, the documentary shifts to explore the numerous obstacles she 

confronted that led to her vulnerability and fragility. This is the first time that the documentary 

specifically hints at Dandridge’s personal troubles, yet they shy away from delving deeply into 

this part of her life so that her significance as an actress will not be overshadowed by the 

difficulties she encountered. In referring to her troubled life, it is "through the star system [that] 

failures of the dream are also represented" and that she conforms to stardom. 143 Historian Alan 

Gensberg, interviewed for the documentary, expounds on Dandridge’s personal struggles and 

provides an historical context when he reveals she was reared by a lesbian divorcee whose lover 

violated Dandridge physically and emotionally. (This, of course, is not to imply that someone 

reared in these circumstances could not emerge unscathed or achieve a state of"normalcy.") 

Dandridge seemingly was scarred and anguished by these circumstances, according to Jasmine 

Guy, and she responded to her circumstances by feeling she had been victimized. Guy, however, 

qualifies her remarks by recounting a previous interview with Diahann Carroll (actress in 

Carmen .lones), who cautioned Guy to proceed carefully in making certain assessments 

regarding Dandridge and to avoid being too judgmental without considering the mores and 

restrictions imposed on women in the 1950s. 
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The documentary then shifts to other developments in Dandridge’s life and reflects on 

World War I, the time period in which Dandridge was born in Cleveland, Ohio, and the height of 

the flapper age, which was an age that signaled a renewed consciousness among women in their 

quest to achieve liberation. Expounding on Dandridge’s place of origin, the documentary focuses 

on her mother, Ruby Dandridge, also an actress who worked in radio, motion pictures, and had 

her voice dubbed for cartoon characters. Most notable is the rarely seen film footage of Ruby and 

Dorothy when she and her sister, Vivian, performed on stage as the Wonder Children and later, 

as the Dandridge Sisters. The documentary suggests that Dandridge’s "troubled" formative years 

were overcome with successes she accomplished in the theater as she embarked on a pathway 

paved by her mother. Refusing to assume the stereotypical roles associated with her mother and 

defying beliefs made by those such as black actor Clarence Muse, who claimed she was "too 

pretty" and "not dark enough" for available Hollywood roles, Dandridge paved her own way as 

an actress. Initially landing roles in movie shorts (also referred to as soundies) such as 

Chattanooga Choo Choo, (this may have been a brief scene from Sun I/alley Serenade, 1941) 

where she was cast on-screen with dancer Harold Nicholas, whom she would later marry, these 

roles provided the early training needed to establish her as an accomplished actress. 

Shifting from her screen roles to a discussion of her marriage, the documentary features a 

wedding photo - a photo that included several well known black Hollywood actors, and then cuts 

to an interview with Fayard Nicholas (Harold’s brother), who provides his assessment of their 

short-lived marriage. Nicholas claims that while Dandridge desired security and domesticity, 

Harold traveled extensively because his own career was skyrocketing and rather than being 

committed to marriage, Harold sought the nightlife. He added that the two entertainers were 

young and that Dandridge was far too inexperienced for marriage. After the birth of their 
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daughter, who was "severely brain damaged," an event that represented "her biggest personal 

tragedy," the marriage deteriorated. Rarely seen photos of the young couple and their daughter 

are featured on-screen. But more importantly, Dandridge is constructed as a woman with talent 

but one who could not escape life’s fate, and this speaks to Dyer’s assessment where he claims 

"ordinariness is the hallmark of the star .... ,,144 

The documentary claims that Dandridge responded to these failures by returning to the 

nightclub circuit, and as an unwed mother with a daughter in need of care, she renewed her 

desire as an entertainer. While publicly she gained popularity on stage, privately she became 

introverted and withdrawn. Dandridge as a nightclub singer to some extent parallels Lena Home, 

in that while Home allegedly created distance and aloofness with her nightclub audiences whose 

"performance worked to unperform the sexual subj ectivity that her audience expected of her,"145 

Dandridge reversed Home’s strategy in that rather than being introverted on stage, she seemingly 

became introverted in her private life to "withhold, rather than make accessible, a sexualized and 

racialized subj ectivity"146 in her off-screen life. 

Establishing cross-over appeal as a performer and providing competition to white stars 

such as Elizabeth Taylor and Ava Gardner, Dandridge began to land more prominent screen 

roles as she did when she was cast in Tarzan’s Peril (1951). According to the documentary, 

when cast in this film, she exuded such presence and sexuality on-screen that one reviewer 

proclaimed, Tarzan virtually "forgot" about Jane when Dandridge was paraded on-screen. 

Affirming her sex appeal, the documentary suggests that she had brief affairs with Hollywood 

actors and celebrities such as Harry Belafonte and Peter Lawford, prominent men in 

entertainment circles who escalated her popularity and led her to desegregate a number of 
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establishments that barred blacks. Unfortunately, such success did not alleviate her internal pain 

or suffering as her anxieties heightened with her growing fame. 

It was Dandridge’s years as a nightclub performer and screen actress in minor roles that 

ultimately paved the way for her to assume the starring role of Carmen Jones, a role where the 

relationship between star and character are perceived as being a "perfect fit" [and] where "all the 

aspects of a star’s image fit with all the traits of a character" that signifies stardom.147 Although 

successful in this role, according to the documentary, some cast members characterized 

Dandridge as distant and removed during the film’s production. Yet, Carmen DeHavilland 

(dancer in Carmen Jones), with whom Dandridge appeared in the film, suggested that Dandridge 

was misunderstood by cast members and claimed the role as her own. On the other hand, Joe 

Adams, who also appeared in the film, asserted that although she was aggressive in her character 

role on-screen, off-screen Dandridge revealed a much softer and more vulnerable side. 

In the aftermath of Carmen Jones, Dandridge was offered a role in Twentieth-Century- 

Fox’ s 7he King and ! (1 9 5 6) but was di scouraged from accepting thi s role by Preminger, with 

whom she had an affair, and who reportedly attempted to control every aspect of her life, which 

resulted in her being alienated from friends and family. According to the documentary, with few 

roles available, Dandridge appeared in two low budget European productions, a development 

that coincided with her marriage to her second husband, Jack Denison, a white restaurant owner, 

and events that may have encouraged her to become dependent on prescription drugs and 

alcohol. 

Signaling her demise, the documentary claims that Dandridge’s role in Porgy andBess 

(1959), a film that many blacks perceived as being antithetical to the civil fights movement and 
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one that was her first major role in some eights years following Carmen Jones, represented her 

final Hollywood production. Peters claims that when Dandridge returned to the screen after 

Carmen Jones, her growth and development as an actress seemed stunted. In addition, when 

Preminger was replaced as the director, he "bullied" Dandridge and "left her crying on and off 

the set." These attacks were compounded by the fact that she was swindled of her finances, 

targeted by the IRS (Internal Revenue Service), physically assaulted by Denison, forced into 

bankruptcy, and faced the institutionalization of her daughter when she could no longer 

financially provide for her private care. On September 8, 1965, Dandridge was found dead of 

suicide in her apartment after she had negotiated a return to the screen in Mexico; a death that 

"may be as significant as the films [she] made ...,,148 as death becomes another marker of 

stardom. The documentary claims that Dandridge preplanned her funeral and stipulated that she 

would be cremated. At the star’s funeral Harold Nicholas and Peter Lawford were among those 

in attendance, but many were not in attendance including: Vivian Dandridge (her sister), Cyril 

Dandridge (her father who had been given the wrong date by her mother), and Otto Preminger. 

The documentary ends with interviews from actress Rolanda Watts and dedications by 

Halle Berry. While Watts affirms Dandridge’s significance yet vulnerability, Berry’s dedication 

to Dandridge occurs when Berry received an Academy Award (becoming the first black to do so 

in the category of best actress in 2001) and dedicated her award to the memory of Dandridge. 

Berry holds the Oscar tightly and raises it high to suggest that the award really belongs to 

Dandridge, who was denied this honor nearly fifty years ago for her coveted role as Carmen. 

The camera then zooms in on a photograph of Dandridge lying on a couch, solidifying 

her stardom and place in Hollywood film history; the photo which graced the cover of Donald 

Bogle’s biography and relates to Kaplan’s metaphor of the "Couch Affair" previously 
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mentioned. Kaplan contends that, "Black women’s repressions and displacements, and the 

underlying reasons for black w-omen’s triple marginalization (behind not only white men, but 

white women and black men) requires yet more analysis."149 Finally, if we consider Dandridge’s 

relationship with her mother and father, as well as her own insecurities in view of Freud’s notion 

that neurosis stems from the sexual, then we cannot dismiss the significance of the 

documentary’ s ending with Dandridge on the couch, similar to its beginning. 

This documentary then becomes a useful tool for reconstructing what Dandridge 

contributed to black film history, exposing the dilemma of being a black actress in a 

predominantly white male dominated industry, demonstrating how she ushered in an era of civil 

rights and paved the way for other black actresses, and exemplifying how she fills the void in 

cinema history regarding the contributions of African Americans. Because the documentary 

contains rarely seen film footage and provides views of Dandridge by her contemporaries, this 

work is incredibly unique. Although these are its strengths, the documentary is beset with a few 

weaknesses. Dandridge is reconstructed primarily through the voice of men and because of this, 

the documentary could participate in further marginalizing Dandridge rather than liberating her. 

Moreover, Dandridge’s biographers should have been included to add more credibility to the 

production. Despite these failings, the documentary is another source that attempts to uncover 

Dandridge in all of her complexity and contradictions. The documentary suggests that 

Dandridge’s presence on-screen and in film history continue to resonate in contemporary times 

because she is both an icon and image for the new generation of black actresses who have come 

to admire her. The obstacles she faced become lessons to be learned as young black actresses 

attempt to negotiate the professional and personal while making their mark on the industry. 

Despite the fact that Dandridge was reduced to the body and constructed on the basis of her 
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sexuality, she signified much more. She represented the cultured body, the sophisticated body, 

the black body that challenged ~vhite norms, the beautiful body, a body of the civil fights 

movement, and a body that moved black America from the margin to the center. 

Conclusion 

While the documentary constructs Dandridge as a star through interviews, film footage, 

and photographs, the black press established her as a star by celebrating her accomplishments 

and achievements, countering negative reports on her failures with positive reports on her 

successes, and illuminating how she became a vehicle of the civil rights movement through de- 

segregating nightclubs or venues to which blacks had been barred, and by engaging in interracial 

relationships on and off-screen to demonstrate that blacks could co-exist with whites 

professionally and personally. The mainstream press, in comparison, provided reviews of her 

films, explored her personal struggles, such as her desperate attempt to reclaim her image after 

being slandered by ConfidentialMagazine, and exposed the production and censorship 

difficulties her films encountered. As the press’s coverage allows us an immediate purview of 

Dandridge in her own time, the documentary demonstrates how Dandridge’ s star profile should 

be sealed in history and the public imagination. Returning to Kaplan’s metaphor of the "Couch 

Affair" is an appropriate way to conclude this discussion because Kaplan suggests that the couch 

could also signify the Freudian theory of love and transference that refers to the process of 

~1~0 transferring "fears, desires, and fantasies which originally applied to infantile objects. - This 

view has resonance for reading Dandridge because while she was engaged in her own 

transference, we as spectators also are engaged in transference as our "fears, desires, and 

fantasies" may be proj ected onto the image we have constructed of her. As Dandridge was 
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photographed lying on the couch, we as spectators are similarly positioned on the couch as we 

attempt to become "conscious of our unconscious" 151 rendering of this black star. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 1:26 PM 

~gmail.com 

I~W: The Josephine Baker CfiticaJ Reader 

Manuscript letterMichiga~.doc.docx 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Monday, March J.8, 20:t3 1:20 PM 

To: thdwyer@umich.edu 
Subject: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Editor Tom Dwyer: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are seeking to have published. Please review the letter attached 
to determine if this is something your press might be interested in. Thank you for your review and hope to hear from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 1:37 PM 

@gmail.com 

I~W: Confederate Flag 

From: Kaput, Geeta Nadia 

Sent: Sunday, March 31, 2013 8:26 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Confederate Flag 

Please review this article: htt~//www~news~bserver.c~m/2~:~3/~3/29/2788336/c~nfederate-f~ac~-at-~d-nc-ca~it~l~htm~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=’cTNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 2:20 PM 

@gmail.com 

I~NV: The Josephine Baker CfiticaJ Reader 

LetteroflnquiwforPublishers[ 1 ].docx 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:20 

To: katherine.burton@tandf.co.uk 
Subject: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Editor Katherine Bruton: After attending the recently held PCA!ACA in Washington, DC, I met with your assistant who suggested that I send you an inquiry regarding a 
collection of essays that we (Mae Henderson and Charlene Regester) are attempting to publish entitled, The Josephine Baker Critical Reader. Attached is the letter of inquiry 
regarding this work, Please let me know if your press is interested in this work and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



April 1, 2013 

Editor Katherine Burton 
Routledge 
Taylor & Francis Group 
4 Park Square, Milton Park 
Abingdon, OX14 4RN 
United Kingdom 

Dear Editor Burton: 

We invite you to consider for publication the manuscript, THE JOSEPHINE BAKER 
CRITICAL READER, edited by Mac G. Henderson (editor of Borders, Boundaries, and 

l~),ames, Routledge 1995) and Charlene Regester (author of Aj~ican American Actresses: The 
StruggleJbr !~%ibility, Indiana UP 2010). As editors, we have selected the major critical 

treatments of this iconic and iconoclastic figure, categorized the selections according to theme 

and genre, provided abstracts of each essay, and secured reprint permissions from the authors 

who have retained publication rigNs (others have referred us to their publisher). We also 

include a timeline, fihnography, discography, and comprehensive bibliography. 

We note that this unprecedented Critical Reader will make available, for the first time - under 

one cover - a range of cross-disciplinary and cross-cultural scholarship to students and scholars 

of popular and media culture. We also believe that such a collection will not only advance 
Baker studies in the academy, but will also contribute to dialogue and debate in contemporary 

studies of modernism, architecture, feminism, human rights, performance and spectatorship as 

well as star studies, cinema studies, dance studies, sexuality studies, and Afro-Diasporic studies. 

We can forward a hard and/or electronic copy of this completed work for your review. If, 

perchance, you are not interested, we would very much appreciate if you would suggest more 

appropriate presses to which we might submit this manuscript. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson 
Professor, Department of English 



University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 

~gmail.com; hendersm@unc.edu 

Charlene Regester 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & African American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 
rege ster@email, unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 2:21 PM 

@gmail.com 

I:W: The Josephine Baker CriticaJ Reader 

From: Burton, Katherine [Katherine.Burton@tandf.co.uk] 
Sent-" Monday, April 0:~, 2013 2:20 Plvl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Out of Office AutoReply: The 3osephine Baker Critical Reader 

’]?hank you ]2~r your email I am out of the office on annual leave until 
8 April. I will respond to your message as soon as possible on my return 

All the best 

Kath Burton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 3:05 PM 

~@gmail.com 

Duke Letter 

Letteroflnqui~forPublishers[ 1 ].docx 

Dear Mae: Attached is a copy of the letter for Duke. You can access the webpage www.dukeupress.edu/About!contactSaff.php? The contact person is Courtney Berger. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



April 1, 2013 

Editor Courtney Berger 
Duke University Press 
Duke Univeristy 
Durham, NC 

Dear Editor Berger: 

We invite you to consider for publication the manuscript, THE JOSEPHINE BAKER 

CRITICAL READER, edited by Mae G. Henderson (editor of Border, s; Boundaries, and 

Frames, Routledge 1995) and Charlene Regester (author of AJ?ican American Actresses: The 

Strugglejbr Visibility, Indiana UP 2010). As editors, we have selected the major critical 

treatments of this iconic and iconoclastic figure, categorized the selections according to theme 

and genre, provided abstracts of each essay, and secured reprint permissions from the authors 

who have retained publication rights (others have referred us to their publisher). We also 

include a timeline, filmography, discography, and comprehensive bibliography. 

We note that this unprecedented Critical Reader will make available, for the first time - under 

one cover - a range of cross-disciplinaol and cross-cultural scholarship to students and scholars 

of popular and media culture. We also believe that such a collection will not only advance 

Baker studies in the academy, but will also contribute to dialogue and debate in contempora131 

studies of modernism, architecture, feminism, human rights, performance and spectatorship as 

well as star studies, cinema studies, dance studies, sexuality studies, and Afro-Diasporic studies. 

We can forward a hard and/or electronic copy of this completed work for your review. If, 

perchance, you are not interested, we would very much appreciate if you would suggest more 

appropriate presses to which we might submit this manuscript. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson 
Professor, Department of English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 



@gmail.com; hendersm@unc.edu 

Charlene Regester 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & African American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 
rege ster@email, unc. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 4:55 PM 

eric.zinner@nyu.edu 

Inqui~ Re Manuscript-The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Letter%20to%20confim~%20receip~20ot%20Baker%20ms. [ 1 ].docx 

Dear Editor Zinner: Attached is a letter of inquiry that we are forwarding regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are interested in having published by your 
press. Your consideration is greatly appreciated and we look forward to hearing from you in the near future, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Editor Eric Zinner 
New York University Press 
New York University 
New York, N.Y. 

April 1, 2013 

Dear Editor Zinner: 

We are seeking to confirm your receipt of a recently forwarded hard copy manuscript of THE 
JOSEPHINE BAKER CRITICAL READER, edited by Mae G. Henderson (editor of Borders, 
Boundaries, and Frames, Routledge 1995) and Charlene Regester (author of AJi4can American 
Actresses: The Strugglejbr Visibility, Indiana UP 2010). As indicated in our earlier letter of 
introduction accompanying the manuscript, we invite you to consider its potential publication. 

As editors, we have selected the major critical treatments of this iconic and iconoclastic figure, 
categorized the selections according to theme and genre, provided abstracts of each essay, and 
secured reprint permissions from the authors who have retained publication rights (others have 
referred us to their publisher). We also include a timeline, fihnography, discography, and 
comprehensive bibliography. 

We note that this unprecedented Critical Reader will make available, for the first time - under 

one cover - a range of cross-disciplinao~ and cross-cultural scholarship to students and scholars 

of popular and media culture. We also believe that such a collection will not only advance 
Baker studies in the academy, but will also contribute to dialogue and debate in contemporary. 

studies of modernism, architecture, feminism, human rights, performance and spectatorship as 

well as star studies, cinema studies, dance studies, sexuality studies, and Afro-Diasporic studies. 

If, perchance, you are not interested, we would very, much appreciate if you would suggest 
more appropriate presses to which we might submit this manuscript. (And please note that we 
included postage for manuscript’s return should you find it inappropriate to your titles.) 

Thank you, once more, for your consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson 
Professor, Department of English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 

~gmail.com; hendersm@unc.edu 



Charlene Regester 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & African American Studies 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 
re~ester~email, unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:30 AM 

Gregg Bachman @aol.com> 

l~g: PCA/ACA 

Dear Gregg: I received your phone message in Washingtion at the recently held PCA but you did not leave a phone number and my cell did not display a number for you. 
Otherwise, I would have returned to your call. My stay was quite short since I drove from NC and wanted to return home to cut down on expenses. Hope you had fun and keep 
me posted on the upcoming UFVA. Right now I do plan to attend but these conferences are becoming more expensive so I may have to cut back in the future. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 
From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: UFVA 

Charlene: 

I believe I get the gist of your paper. Het~ is the bare bone spine (I will flesh it out) of the abstract for our panel - I think it shows how your paper neatly fits into the over-all 
theme: 

This panel addresses various ways that ethnicity influences how media is both created and responded to. Gregg Bachman investigates the formative nature of culture and 
religion in contemporary Jewish-American filmmaking; Art Nomura discusses the personal dimension of ethnicity in his work-in-progress on his Japanese-American 
grandmother; Jon Cavellero explores the use of famous Italian-Americans in the marketing campaign of Marry and Charlene Regester identifies the distinctive qualities in the 
mainstream and Black presses in their respective approaches to the African-American star Dorothy Dandridge. 

Does this make sense so far? 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gregg Bachman        @aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:46 pm 
Subject: RE: UFVA 

Dear Gregg: Attached is a proposal that I attempted to extract from my larger paper. If you need more info -- let me know. Also, hope it makes sense. Prior to my 
presentation, please explain further how it focuses on the theme proposed for your panel -- I just want to make sure that I fully understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2023 12:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: UFVA 

Charlene: 

To make things easier (or more of a challenge, all according to how you wish to interpret it) I will need from you a "rough" abstract (for my information to cobble together an 

abstract for the panel) AND (most important) a 250 CHARACTER MAX description of what your paper will address. This is what will go into the program when our panel is 
accepted (I am ever the optimist). 

If you could have this to me by the 25th, that would be lovely. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <reqester(~.email.unc.edu> 
To: G[~gg Bachman        @aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Jan 11,2013 1:53 pm 
Subject: RE: coming attractions 

Dear Gregg: Okay, disregard my earlier email because I did not see this response. Sincerely, Charlene Regester I 

From: Gregg Bachman       ~aol.com] 
Sent; Friday, January 11, 2013 20:26 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: coming attractions 

Charlene: 



I love the first idea, about how Dorothy Dandridge was treated differently in the ethnic press v. the main stream media. This would be a novel approach to a broadly defined 
panel of Ethnicity in American Motion Pictures. 

Our next step would be to present our abstracts for approval. I’ve put in an e-mail to determine if we submit separately or as a package. The deadline is the end of January. 
Although in the general call I don’t see a word limit, these are usually around 250 - 300 words. 

Thanks for agreeing to participate. I’ll keep you posted. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gregg Bachman        ~,aol.com> 
Sent: Thu, Jan 10, 2013 12:53 pm 
Subject: RE: coming attractions 

Dear Gregg: Currently, I did some work on how Dorothy Dandridge was treated in the black press versus mainstream press. :If you think that this might fall under the umbrella 
of the theme of your proposed panel then you can let me know. Also, ~[ have done some work on A Soldier’s Story and Home of the Brave and psychosis as manifested by black 
males in these films, ff either of this topics fall within the parameters of your proposed panel, let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 
Sent= Saturday, December 29, 2012 22:44 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= coming attractions 

Happy new year, Charlene! 

I hope you’ve had a good holiday season so far. it’s the time of year when we’re to pitch ideas for UFVA. I’m going to pitch a paper on how ethnicity (in my case, Jewish- 

American filmmakers) serves as a formative influence. I was wondering if you’d like to participate in a panel that would look at larger issues (ethnicity, race, gender, sexual 
orientation) that might serve as formative influences. 

Let me know your thoughts.., we have until the end of January to put forward our panel. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 

Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:56 AM 

lmitch@rutgers.edu 

The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Letteroflnqui~forPublishers[ 1 ].docx 

Dear Editor Leslie Mitchner: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding a proposed manuscript, The Josephine Baker Critical Reader, that we would like to have considered for 
publication with your press. Your review of this material is greatly appreciated and we look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 12:20 PM 

Courtney Berger <cberger@dukeupress.edu-~ 

I~E: Duke University Pless Website Query 

Dear Courtney: Yes, I will send you a copy today. Thanks for your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Courtney Berger [cberger@dukeupress.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 20:t3 :t:t:40 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Duke University Press Website Query 

Dear Charlene, 

’I’hm~ks so much for your note. Yes, I’d be delighted to see the proposal. Would you mind sending a hard coW over to me? 

Best wishes, 
Conrtney 

On 4/1,,’2013 3:19 PM, regester(~email.unc.edu wrote: 

firstname: Charlene 

lastname: Regester 

addressl : 

address2 : 

city: Chapel Hlli 

USstate: NORTH CAROLINA 

zipco ie " 

;ountryname" UNITED STATES OF A’~%RICA 

phone : 

emai i : 16q!~ster@er/aJ i .lIK~C~. 6dlI 

ema J ] retype : reGes~er @e]YL~i i . unc . edu 

subj elt ; Other 

April 1, 2013 

Courtney Berger, Editor 

Duke University Press 

Duke Uniw~rsity 

Iurham, NC 

Dear Editor Berger: 

We invite you to consider for publication tke manuscript, THE JOSEPHINE BAKER CRITICAL READER, 

We note that this unprecedentei Critical Reader ~ili make available, for the first time S£" under 

We can forward a hard and/ or electronic copy ~f this c~mpleted ~ork f~r your review. If, percha~ 

Thank you ir~ advar~ce for your cor~sideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mae G. HendersDn 

Professor, Department of Er~glish and Comparative Literature 

University of Nortl’_ Carolina 

Chapel Hil], N.C. 2"7599 

@qr/aJ i .coy@; hendersm@@nc.ed@ 

Charlene Regester 

Associate Professor 

Departmer~t of Africar~ & African Ai~e~rican StuLdies 

University of Nortl-: Carolina 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 

req~st~r@~maiiounc.edu 

Courtney Berger 

Editor 



Duke University Press 
phone 919-687-3652> thx 919-688-4574 
cberger~;dukeupmss.edu 
mail: Box 90660, Durham, NC 27708 
Fed Ex & UPS: 905 W Main St. Suite 18B, Durham, NC 27701 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGISTER(REGISTER)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 12:21 PM 

~@gmail.com 

I~W: Duke Universi~ Press Website Query 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 12:19 PM 
To: Courtney Berger 
Subject: RE: Duke University Press Website Query 

Dear Courtney: Yes, I will send you a copy today. Thanks for your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Courtney Berger [cberger@dukeupress.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 11:40 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Duke University Press Website Query 

Dear Charlene, 

Thin,ks so much for your note. Yes, I’d be delighted to see tl~e proposal. Would you mind sending a hard coW over to me? 

Best wishes, 
Courtney 

On 4/1/2013 3:19 PM, regester~email.unc.edu wrote: 

firstname: Charlene 

lastname: Regester 

addressl : 

address2 : 

city: Chapel Hlli 

USstate: NORTH CAROLINA 

zipcode : 

count~ryname: UNITED STA’I’ES OF ~,\~IERICA 

phone : 

emai i : 1 6 qes%er@eK/aJ i . I~K~C. 6dl~ 

emaiiretype : recester@emai~ ¯ ULTIC . eduL 

subj emt : Other 

commen t s : 

April 1, 2013 

Courtney Berger, Editor 

Iuke University Press 

DuLke University 

Durham, NC 

Dear Editor Berger: 

We invite you to consider for publication the manuscript, THE JOSEPHINE 

We note that this unprecedentei Critical Reader ~ili make available, for 

We can forward a hard and/ or electronic copy of this completed work for 

Thank you ir~ advar~ce for your cor~sideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson 

Professor, Department of English and Comparative 

University of Nortl-: Carolina 

Chapel Hill , N.C. 27599 

@qmaii o ccm; ~l~nd~rsl~@Ul-~C o ~du 

Literature 

Charlene Regester 

Associate Professor 

Department of African & African A~r~erican Studies 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 

BAKER CRITICAL READER, 

the first tir@~ S£" under 

your review° If, percha~ 



Courtney Berger 

Editor 

Duke Universi~ Press 
phone 919-687-3652> fax 919-688-4574 

mail: Box 90660, Durhmn, NC 27708 

Fed Ex & UPS: 905 W Main St, Suite 18B, Durham, NC 27701 

http://www.dukeupress.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 2:21 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

1~3:;: checking in 

Dear       Let me know what day of this week or next week you want to come by and bring the articles. I am usually on campus after 5pm on Tuesday and Wednesday but 
I can stay at other days or times if necessary. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: i@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:53 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: checking in 

Dr. Regester, 

Please forgive me for not contacting you sooner. I have been going through so mnch (with work, my condo, other things), I have been nnable to focus on the project. 

Also, my cell phone number has changed a couple of times. IVly current number if 

I don’t think I’ll be able to catch up on getting the filing done, so I just wanted to set up a time to return the files to yon. I appreciate yonr giving me the opportunity to 
work with you. 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:31 AM 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear      : Good to hear from you and glad to know that things are going well. I misplaced your information and did not have time to look it up so that is why you have not 
heard from me. I still owe you a housewarming gift. But anyway currently I am not working on anything right now but I do plan to start a new project over the summer. Will be 
in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:25 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: checking in 

Dr. Regester. 

I hope you’re doing well. I ~w you walking on Franklin Street a t~w weeks ago when I was waiting to catch the bus; you were too thr away ti)r me to speak. 

Just thought I’d send a short message to check in and ask if you’re working on anything now. I’m here to help if needed, so please keep me in mind. 

Thank you, 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=REClPlENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 4:54 PM 

Scott Seely <Scott.Seely@nara.gov> 

RE: Subject Guide: Eartha Kitt 

Dear Scott: Thank you tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Scott Seely [Scott.Seely@nara.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 4-:38 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: SubJect Guide: Eartha Kitt 

I wrote a reference requesnt up so that the topic specialist will contact you. This way, you can have a tnuch better idea of our holdings and can discuss travel and such. 
Yon should hear from them in a day or so. 

- Scott 

>~> "Regester, Charlene B" <regeste@email.unc.edu> 4/3/2013 3:23 PM ~> 
Dear Scott: Thank you very much. If I decide to make a trip to Austin over the summer should I contact you and make sure that these files will be available for my review when I 
arrive. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Scott Seely [Scott.Seely@nara.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 2:59 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Subject Guide: Eartha Kitt 

Ms. Regester, 

The Subject Guide that you requested is attached. 

Scott Seely 

Archives Technician 

LBJ Presidenti~2t Libraxy 

scott.seelv~naxa.gov 

(512) 72]-02]0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 4:56 PM 

LESLIE MITCtINER <hnitch@mtgers.edu> 

ILE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Editor Mitchner: Thanks for your review of our work. Your consideration is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Imitch@scarletmail.rutgers.edu [Imitch@scarletmail.rutgers.edu] on behalf of LESLIE MITCHNER [Imitch@rutgers.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 4:53 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sul~ject; Re: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

This sounds like a wonderful idea but it is not something we would be likely to publish. Too maaay of the pieces would be available through other means--electronic~Jlly 

or otherwise.I understand your purposes in gathering thmn together in one place m~d the benefit that service would provide but in the digimJ~ em it is too risky for us to 

take on. I do appreciate your thinking of us as a potential publisher ~d mn sure you roll find a suitable press. 

All best, 

Leslie 

On Tue, Apr 2, 2013 at 8:55 AM, Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter(~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Leslie Mitchner: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding a proposed manuscript, The Josephine Baker Critical Reader, that we would like to have considered for 
publication with your press. Your review of this material is greatly appreciated and we look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Leslie Mitchner 

Associate Director/Editor in Chief 

Rutgers University Press 

106 Somerset Street 

Third Floor 

New Brunswick NJ 08901 

AREA CODE AND PHONE NUMBER: 

Visit onr website at: http://rutgerspress.mtgers.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 4:57 PM 

@gmail.com 

EW: The Josephine Baker CriticaJ~ Reader 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 4:56 PM 
To; LESLIE MITCHNER 
Subject; RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Editor Mitchner: Thanks for your review of our work. Your consideration is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Imitch@scarletmail.rutgers.edu [Imitch@scarletmail.rutgers.edu] on behalf of LESLIE MITCHNER [Imitch@rutgers.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 4:53 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

This sounds like a wonderful idea but it is not something we would be likely to publish. Too malay of the pieces would be available through other means--electronically 

or otherwise.I understand your purposes in gathering them together in one place and the benefit that service would provide but in the digital era it is too risky for us to 

take on. I do appreciate your thinking of us as a potential publisher and am sure you roll find a suitable press. 

All best, 

Leslie 

On Tue, Apr 2, 2013 at 8:55 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regeste ~r~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Leslie Mitchner: Attached is a letter of inquiry regarding a proposed manuscript, The Josephine Baker Critical Reader, that we would like to have considered for 
publication with your press. Your review of this material is greatly appreciated and we look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Leslie Mitchner 

Associate Director/Editor in Chief 

Rutgers U~fiversity Press 

106 Somerset Street 

Third Floor 

New Brunswick, NJ 08901 

AREA CODE AND PHONE NUMBER: 

Visit our website at: http:i/rut~erspress.rut~ers.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 9:14 AM 

~gmail.com 

FW: "The Josephine Baker Critical Reader" proposal 

From: Danielle Nelson [bedit.danielle.nelson@dukeupress.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 4:35 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; ’~Fhe Josephine Baker Critical Reader" proposal 

Dear Charlene Regester, 
I am writing to inform you that Courtney Berger has received ?.’our book prol~osal for "The Josephine Baker Critical Reader." 

Best, 
Danielle 

Danielle K. Nelson 

Editorial Intern Duke University Press 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 9:57 AM 

Mae Henderson @gmail.com> 

ILE: Update 

Okay and have a safe trip. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Mae Henderson            @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, April 0~o, 20:t3 10::t0 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Update 

Thanks, Cha:rlene, for forwaxding Duke email. 

Remember that I’ll be in NYC on Monday, but roll be a:round (if a~hing 

comes up) on Tuesday. Cheers, m. 

On Sat, Apr 6, 2013 at 9:14 AM, Regester. Charlene B <regester(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From; Danielle Nelson [bedit.danielle.nelson@dukeupress.edu] 
Seat; Friday, April 05, 2013 4:35 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: "The 3osephine Baker Critical Reader" proposal 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

I am writing to inform you that Courtney Berger has received your book proposa~ for "The Josephine Baker Critical Reader." 

Best, 
Danie~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 10:55 AM 

Burton, Katherine <Katherine.Burton@taJ~d£co.uk> 

l~E: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Katherine: Thanks for responding to our query and I look forward to hearing from your press. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Burton, Katherine [Katherine.Burton@tandf.co.uk] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 20:t3 4:28 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

I.3(;at Charten(; 
Many thanks for sending this through, I have passed the proposa~ ~etler os to colleagues ~n our books team (not esfirely sure where we would p~ace tMs, but have asked rny 
cLd~ural studies colleagues to cons~deO. ~ am sure that they w~l contact you shortly wN~ a response, but p~ease do ~et me know ~fyou do not hear anything w~th~n a couple of 
weoks. 
A~ the best and thanks for your in[erest in publishing with Rou[le~ge. 

Kath 

Rout~edge, Taylor & Francis Group 
4 Park Square, r~li~ton Park, Abm#don, 0X14 4AN~ UK 

Tel: 444 (0) 20 70~7 6729 

Fax: 4-44 (0) 20 7017 6336 

Mobile: 

ernad: ketherm£,burton£~)LandRco,uk 
Taylor & Frer~cis ~s a Lradh’~g name o[ Informa UK [Jm[Led, reg#stered ir~ England under no, &072954 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; O:t April 20:t3 :t9:20 
To: Button, Katherine 
Subject: The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 
Dear Editor Katherine Bruton: After attending the recently held PCA/ACA in Washington, DC, I met with your assistant who suggested that I send you an inquiry regarding a 
collection of essays that we (Mae Henderson and Charlene Regester) are attempting to publish entitled, The Josephine Baker Critical Reader. Attached is the letter of inquiry 
regarding this work. Please let me know if your press is interested in this work and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 8:25 AM 

Layne, Priscilla Dionne <p ayne@email u ~c edu> 

VW: 28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festiv~] Announcement 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [bicdance@aol.com] 

Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 11:52 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Announcement 



A FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ THEATRE PRODUCTION 
A Comple×ion Change 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

Black International Cinema 
Berlin/Germany & U.S,A. 2013 

"FUTURE BLOSSO~4S" / "BLOTEN DER ZUKUNFT" 
Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung: 
Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 

Gabriele G0n Tank 

Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin!Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

in association with / in Verbindung mit der 



Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

Venue / Veranstaltungsort 
Rathaus SchSneberg (city hall) 
John-F.-Kennedy Saal, Kinosaal, Bibliothek 
John-F.-Kennedy Hall, Cinema, Library 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz, 10825 Berlin/Germany 

Admission free / ~intritt frei 

"...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from 
stereotypical categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International 
Cinema Berlin are important for the capital of Germany. 
I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, 
a cultural highlight which is unique Germany-wide..." 

"...Kunst und Kultur kSnnen hier Bracken bauen, Grenzen ~berschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig f#r die Hauptstadt. 
Mein Dank geht an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmallg ist..." 

Gabriele G~in Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." - African Proverb 

"Nut wenn LSwen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden J;~ger aufhSren, 
Helden zu seiB." _ Afrikanisches Sprichwort 

http;!!www.b~ack-internationa~=cinema.con%/Bi[C13!bic 13.htrn 

FESTIVAL PROGRAlVl SCHEDULE 
please download the festival program >here< (pdf) 

Wedne~d~;~ = ~a~ 8 (3ohn-F.-K ..... dy-Saal/Hall) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Presenters 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
co-founder/producer/publlsher/director/curator/moderator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin / 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Band?" - Exhibition / Cultural Zephyr e. V. 

Representative of the Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Gabriele G(Jn Tank, Commissioner for Tntegration, District Tempelhof-SchSneberg, 
Berlin 

Filmmakers 

Guests 

Catering 

8 prn / 20 Uhr 

A TRt’BUTE TO WTLLTAM GREAVES 

Director, producer and writer William Greaves began his career as a featured actor 
on Broadway and in motion pictures. His dedication, professionalism, creative and 
academic abilities behind and in front of the camera have earned him over 60 
international film festival awards, including an Emmy and four Emmy nominations. [n 
1980, he was inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, and in the same year 
he was the recipient of a special "homage" at the first Black American ]:ndependent 
Film Festival in Paris. In 1986, he received an "[ndy" - the special Life Achievement 
Award - from the Association of [ndependent Video and Filmmakers. 

For two years, Greaves served as executive producer and co-host of the pioneering 
network television series Black Journal, for which he was awarded an Emmy. 

Regisseur, Produzent und Autor William Greaves begann seine berufliche Karriere als 
Hauptdarsteller am Broadway und in Spielfilmen. Seine Hingabe, Professionalit~t 



sowie kreativen und akademischen F~higkeiten hinter und vor der Kamera trugen 
ihm dber 60 internationale Filmfestivalpreise ein, sowie einen Emmy und vier Emmy- 
Nominierungen. 1‘m Jahr 1980 wurde er in die Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame 
aufgenommen und war im selben Jahr Empf~nger einer besonderen "Hommage" auf 
dem ersten Black American 1‘ndependent Film Festival in Paris. 1986 erhielt er den 
"Indy" - die besondere Auszeichnung fir das Lebenswerk - von der Vereinigung 
Unabh£ngiger Video- und Filmemacher. 

Zwei ]ahre lang war Greaves gesch~ftsfihrender Produzent und Ko-Moderator der 
wegbereitenden Fernsehreihe Black Journal im US-amerikanischen Sendenetz, for die 
er mit einem Emmy ausgezeichnet wurde. 

Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

Wed[~e~d~y ¯ Hay 8 (Ki ..... I/Ci ..... ) 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

KAKOOT~ 
Director: Mohammad Hassanzadeh Ghomi 
Narrative, Color, 95 min. 
1ran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

SAYEHA DAR AKHAR:[N KHATEREH ROD / 

Director: Reza Mohammadi 
Animation, Color, 6 min. 
1"ran 2012 
no dialogue 

RETURN TO THE WORLD OF DANCE 
Directors: Dan Boord, Marilyn Marloff & Luis Valdovino 
Experimental, Color, 7 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

HA P,ASS~[ ON 
Directors: Matthias G. Ziegler & Sidoine Boris Talom 
Experimental, Color, 22 min. 
Cameroon 2012 
French with English subtitles 

Director: Sergio San Martin 
Documentary, Color, 27 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

GUILLERHO OYAGOEZ MONTERO 
Director: Antonio G6mez-Olea 
Documentary, Color, 29 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

THE COLLEG:[UH - FORUH & TEU~V~[SION PROGRAM BERLIN: 

EIN PORTRAIT UBER ROSWITHA GUNTHER 
DiFectoF: PFOf. Donald MuldFow GFiffith 
DocumentaFy, Color, 80 min. 
Germany 2013 
GeFman with English subtitles 

TA~EKO," [NOCH~[ NO KODO 
Director: Ivan MuSoz 
Documentary, Color, 15 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish and Japanese with English subtitles 

3UBA YOUTH 



Since South Sudan became independent in July 2011, the country faces its "zero 
hour". Despite the challenging situation in the country, it is particularly the young 
South Sudanese who are optimistically guiding their lives towards a better future. 
But what exactly are they looking for and what issues are close to their hearts? 
Within the framework of the project JUBA YOUTH, five South Sudanese filmmakers 
present local adolescents and their means of living both in fictional and 
documentary short films. The project was financially supported by the German 
Federal Ministry for Economics Cooperation and Development (BMZ). 

Seit S~dsudan im Juli 2011 unabh~ngig wurde, durchlebt das Land seine "Stunde 
Null". Trotz der momentanen Herausforderungen im Land sind es besonders die 
jungen S~idsudanesen, die optimistisch f~r ihr Leben eine bessere Zukunft sehen. 
Abet was genau suchen sie und welche Themen liegen ihnen am Herzen? [m Rahmen 
des Projekts 3UBA YOUTH pr~sent~eren fOnf sOdsudanes~sche FHmemache[ sowoh~ ~n 
fikt~onalen a~s auch in dokumenta~schen Kurzfilmen e~nhe~m~sche 3ugend~iche und 
ihre Art zu leben. Das Projekt wurde vom 8undesmin~ster~um for wk~tschaft~iche 
Zusammenarbeit und £ntwicklung (BMZ) finanziell gef6r4ert 

ANGELO 
Director: Joice John Thomas 
Documentary, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DECIDE / £NTSCHEIDUNG 
Director: Alex Taban 
Narrative, Color, i0 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DOWRY OF LIFE / MITG:[FT 
Director: Simon Bingo 

Narrative, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 20:[3 
English with German subtitles 

WANI AND HIS VISION / WAN:[ UND SEIN TRAUM 
Director: Ochan Hannington 
Documentary, Color, 6 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

CLASH OF CULTURES / KAMPF DER KULTUR£N 
Director: Mary Kadi Manoah 
Narrative, Color, 5 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English and Arabic with English subtitles 

MELVIN ~ JEAN: AN AMERICAN ~-’TORY 
Director: Maia Wechsler 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 

USA/France 2012 
English and French with English subtitles 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

MARY BURR:[LL’S AFTERMATH= CONNECTING W:[TH THE PA~T THROUGH DRAMA 
Director: Precious B. Stone 
Documentary, Color, 52 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
IDA 13, WELLS~" A PASSION FOR 3USTICE 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 58 min. 
USA 1989 
English 

~LO pm / 22 Uhr 

Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 32 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

23rd I~SALMo" REDEMPT:[ON 
Directors: Cornelius Booker III & Christopher C. Odom 

Narrative, Color, 72 min. 
USA 2012 
English 



HAZOR 
Director: Miro Mastropasqua 

Narrative, Color, 22 mira 
Germany/Italy/Spain 2013 
German with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

A PORTRAIT OF ROSWITHA GUNTHER 
EIN PORTRAIT 0BER ROSWITHA GONTHER 
Director: Prof. Donald MuldFow Griffith 
Documentary, COIOF, 80 rain. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

HOHENTS OF AWAKENINGS 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 23 rain. 
Germany 2008 
English 

PRESENT PET TO~4ORROW 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany 2011 
no dialogue 

CYCLE OF EXISTENCE 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 25 min. 
Germany 2012 
no dialogue 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

GHATRE GHATRE 1" GUT3~ 
Director: Seyed Sajad Moosavi 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

Director: Seyed Hadi Mohaghegh 
Documentary, Color, 40 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

HILAGROS; HADE IN MEXICO 
Directors: Martina Guzm~n & Monique Vel~squez 
Documentary, Color, 56 min. 

USA/Mexico 
English and Spanish with English subtitles 

Seminar 

ALL POLITICS ARE LOCAL / ALLE POLITIK IST LOKAL 
How we betray today’s victims of genocide in Central Africa / 
Wie wir die heutigen Opfer von V61kermord in Zentralafrika verraten 

Presenter/Pr~isentatorin: Dr, Sabine Grund 
and Guests / und G~iste 

Dr. Sabine Grund and guests explore the ’hidden hands’ behind the atrocities in 
Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Who has covered up all 
these crimes and prolonged the suffering? And what needs to be done to restore 
justice? 

Dr. Sabine Grund und ihre G~ste untersuchen die ’versteckten M~ichte’ hinter den 
Grausamkeiten in Ruanda, Uganda und der Demokratischen Republik Kongo. Wet hat 
all diese Verbrechen vertuscht und das Leiden verl~ngert? Und was muss 
geschehen, um Gerechtigkeit wiederherzustellen? 



8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
~4ALCOL~ X; NATIONALIST OR HUMANIST? 
ProduceFiDiFectoF: Madeline AndeFson 
Executive PFoduceF: William GFeaves 
Documentary, B/W, 14 min 
USA 
English 

QUARTERBACK - A LOOK AT DR. ERNEST C, WITHERS 
Director: Chuck O’Bannon 
DocumentaFy, ColoF, 20 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

TO~4 LINSON HILL 
Director: Lisa Kaselak 
Documentary, Color, 70 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

~;;~*id~’~ o ~’~ :~,0 (Bibliothek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

Presenter/Pr~sentator: Wolfgang Busch 
and Guests / und G~ste 

As documented in the film "How Do [ Look" (director: Wolfgang Busch, presented 
during the XXII[. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), the Harlem "Ball" traditions 
originated in the 70’s, which were historically an off shot from the Harlem "Drag 
Balls" from the 20’s. Because of the loss of hundreds of members and leaders of the 
"Ball" community due to the HIV epidemic, "How Do [ Look" was able to record an 
important aspect of the history and legacy which was still available. 

Wie in dem Film "How Do I Look" dokumentiert (Regie: Wolfgang Busch, pr~sentiert 

w~hrend des XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), hat die Har[emer "BalF- 
Tradition ihren Ursprung in den 70er Jahren und ist geschichtlid~ ein Nebenzweig der 
Harlemer"Drag-Balls" aus den 20ern. Da es dutch die HIV-Epidemie den Verlust yon 
Nunderten von Nitgliedern und Fahrungspers6nlichkeiten der "BalF-Gesellschaft zu 
beklagen gibt, stellt "How Do [ Look" mit dieser Aufzeichnung ein unsch~itzbares 
Zeitzeugnis dar. 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

PINK GIRL 
Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Canada 2010 
no dialogue 

Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 15 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

BERLIN ANGELS 
Director: Jens Roth 
Narrative, Color, 21 min. 
Germany 2012 
English, German and Pashto with English subtitles 

ON VA~4PYRES AND OTHER SY~4PTO~$ 
Director: Celia Novis 
Documentary, Color, 74 min. 
Spain 2011 
English, Spanish, French and Catalan with English subtitles 

Saturday . ~ay 11 (~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 
2 pm / 14 Uhr 

Director: Ibrail Abubakr 
Documentary, Color, 17 min. 



Traq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

DIE ROCKKEHR VON °’ROBEZAHL" IN DEN BERLINER ~F’ADTWALD 
THE RETURNING OF "ROBEZAHL" INTO THE BERLIN FOREST 
Director: Wolfgang 3ohannes LechneF 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 60 rain. 
Germany 2012 
German 

Saturday , Ha~/11 (K~ ..... IiCi .... ) 
4 pm / 16 Uhr 

Director: Stuart Pound 
Experimental, Color, 1 min. 
UK 2012 

NIMSAT BADTAR / HALF AN HOUR LATER 
Director: Mohammad Reza Lotfi 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

Director: Ako Aziz Merza 
Narrative, Color, 85 min. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

Saturday. Hay 11 (Ki ..... I/Ci ..... ) 
6 pm / 18 Uhr 

COINED 
Director: Elijah Hasan 
Experimental, Color, 8 rain, 
USA 2010 
English 

Directors: Ali Allie & Ruben Reyes 

Narrative, Color, 99 min. 
Honduras/U.S.A. 2012 
English, Spanish and Garifuna with English subtitles 

Saturday , Hay 11 (Bibliot:hek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Seminar 

Conductor/Dirigentin: Marina Treichel 
Participant/Teilnehmer: Borris Diederichs, Deutsch-Franz6sisches 3ugendwerk 

and Guests / und G~ste 

Music - Film - Dialogue are door-openers between young people, adults and 
societies, on the upward path towards education, understanding, cooperation and 
constructive societal participation, resulting from the contribution of a universal 
spoken word music entitled RAP, which is a key component towards, A Complexion 
Change - Future Blossoms. 

Musik - FiRm - Dialog sind T~r6ffner zwischen jungen Menschen, Erwachsenen und 
Gesellschaften auf dem Weg nach oben in Richtung Bildung, Verst~ndnis, 
Kooperation und konstruktiver gesellschaftlicher Beteiligung, weJche aus dem Beitrag 
einer universellen Nusik des gesprochenen Wortes mit Namen RAP resultieren, der 
ein SchKisselelement f~r A Complexion Change - Future Blossoms (den Wandel 
Erscheinungsbild - BliJten der Zukunft) darstellt. 

Saturday . Hay 11 (K~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 
8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
THE FIRST WORLD FESTIVAL OF NEGRO ARTS 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, B/W, 40 min. 
USA 1967 
English 

Production & Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 



Berlin/Germany 2004 
English 

Saturday , Hay !~ l~ (BiblioLhek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

OKBeat on ~-’TAGE." "CRAZY WORDS" 

Presenter/Pr~isentator; Roll G~insrich/OKBeat, Author 
Guests / G~iste: Heiko Welker/Music, Dave/Author 

Spoken word, music, pantomime and much more... 

Gesprochenes Wort, 1’4usik, Pantomime und vieles mehr... 

Saturday , }4ay 11 (K~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 
10 pm / 22 Uhr 

BAZ BARAN! / RA:[N AGAIN! 
Director: Mohammad Reza Khavari 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 8 min. 
Tran 2012 
no dialogue 

CRITERION 
Director: Alberto Blanco 
Documentary, Color, 19 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish with English subtitles 

Director: Davood Tohidparast 

Narrative, Color, 90 min. 
[ran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

2 pm / :1.4 Uhr 

~[D:[S} LOCATION - SA~PA 
Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 42 min. 

Canada 2011 
English subtitles 

LA ~4ANO ~UL / THE BLUE HAND 
Director: Floreal Peleato 
Documentary, Color, 71 min. 
Spain 2009 
French and Portuguese with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

PORTRAITS IN ~4OTION: SKETCHES OF SOULSVILLE 
Director: Ondine Geary 
Experimental, Color, 12 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

$TEPI~ING; BEYOND THE L:ENE 
Director: Dee Garceau 
Documentary, Color, 43 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

Directors: Josep Badell & Carlos S~nchez-Llibre 
Documentary, Color, 53 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish and Catalan with English subtitles 

Seminar 

"TEHPELHOE 42" 



Presenters/Pr~sentatoren; Regina Gerschke, Hans-J~rgen Gomme 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

PINKFONIK 
Director: Sergio R. Zaurin 
Documentary, Color, 55 mm. 
Venezuela 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

Directors: Galina Likosova & Hern~n Humberto Restrepo 
Documentary, Color, 59 min. 
Colombia 2013 
Spanish with English subtitles 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
~.LP.#..~.#.~#.#.~.;.A~.A~..88~#.~N..~#~.~X 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min, 
USA 2001 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

Directors: Farid Mirkhani, Siavash Gholami & Shiva Gholami 
Documentary, Color, 20 min, 

[ran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

L’ITALIE / ITALV 
Director: Arnold Pasquier 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 20 min. 

France 2012 
French and Italian with English subtitles 

HEZARSI / ~t030 
Director: Iman Tahsinzadeh 
Documentary, Color, 72 min. 

Iran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

Program subject to change 

April, 8, 2013 

back to top 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?"- Exhibition 
Prod uction!Direction/Cu ration 

/ Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

",,,VISIONS BECOME REALITY,,," 
" ,,,VISIONEN WERDEN WIRKLICHKEIT..." 

Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

~uly :lL = August 3:lL~ 20:!L3 
Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
3ohn- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin- Sch6neberg 

back to top 





XXVII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 
International Press Voices 

http :/iwww. black-international- cinema.comiBIC12/html!bic_12__.presse, htm 
back to top 
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Abmeldung von die~m Newsletter: 

http:/iwww.newstmll.de/app/deli2c4osbt7zdap/209125 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:$6 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

RE: 28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Announcement 

Dear Precious: I knew your film was showing but was unaware of when it was showing. Too bad you could accompany the screening of your film. Just let me know when you 
return to Durham~ Glad to know that things are going okay. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Frem: Precious Stone         ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:09 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: 28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Announcement 

Hi Charlene, 

I was going to c~]l yon to tell yon that my video is showing on May 9 before a Greaves documentary about Ida B. Wells. 

I hope you’re well. I’ll be in touch soon. Things have been so hectic with the house in Durham. 

Take care, 

Precious 

From: regester@email.unc.edu 

To         2_}hotmaJl.com 
Snbject: FW: 28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Announcement 

Date: The, 9 Apr 2013 12:24:21 +0000 

Frem: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V.!Cultural Zephyr e.V. 
Sent: Mtonday, April 08, 2013 11:52 plVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Announcement 

~aol.com] 



A FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ THEATRE PRODUCTION 
A Comple×ion Change 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

XXVIII, Black International Cinema 
Berlin/Germany 8= U.S.A, 2013 

"FUTURE BLOS~ORS" / "BLOTEN DER ZUKUNFT" 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung: 

Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 

Gabriele GQn Tank 

Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 



in association with / in Verbindung mJt der 

Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Botschaft tier Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

Venue / Veranstaltungsort 
Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) 
3ohn-F.-Kennedy Saal, Kinosaal, Bibliothek 
3ohn-F.-Kennedy Hall, Cinema, Library 
3ohn- F.- Kennedy- Platz, 10825 Berlin/Germany 

"...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from 
stereotypical categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International 
Cinema Berlin are important for the capital of Germany. 
I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, 
a cultural highlight which is unique Germany-wide..." 

"...Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier BrQcken bauen, Grenzen Qberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig fbr die Hauptstadt. 
Mein Dank geht an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist..." 

Gabriele GLin Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." - African Proverb 

"Nut wenn L~wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden 3~ger aufh~ren, 
Helden zu sein." _ Afrikanisches Sprichwort 

http://www.b~ack-internationaGcinema.com / B]:C:[ 3!bic ::[ 3.ht rn 

FESTTVAL PROGRAH SCHEDULE 
please download the festival program >here< (pdf) 

W~~y ¯ Hay 8 (3ohn-F.-K ..... dy-Saal/Hall) 

6 p~ / ~8 Uhr 

Presenters 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
co-founder/producer/publisher/director/curator/moderator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin / 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Band?" - Exhibition / Cultural Zephyr e. V. 

Representative of the Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Gabriele G~in Tank, Commissioner for Tntegration, District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin 

Filmmakers 

Guests 

Catering 

Wednesday ¯ ~l~y 8 (Ki ...... I/Ci .... ) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 

Director, producer and writer William Greaves began his career as a featured actor 
on Broadway and in motion pictures. His dedication, professionalism, creative and 
academic abilities behind and in front of the camera have earned him over 60 
international film festival awards, including an Emmy and four Emmy nominations. In 
1980, he was inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, and in the same year 
he was the recipient of a special "homage" at the first Black American ]:ndependent 
Film Festival in Paris. In 1986, he received an "Indy" - the special Life Achievement 
Award - from the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers. 

For two years, Greaves served as executive producer and co-host of the pioneering 
network television series Black lournal, for which he was awarded an Emmy. 



Regisseur, Produzent und Autor William Greaves begann seine berufliche Karriere als 
Hauptdarsteler am Broadway und in Spielfilmen. Seine Hingabe, Professionalit~t 
sowie kreativen und akademischen F~higkeiten hinter und vor der Kamera trugen 
ihm dber 60 internationale Filmfestivalpreise ein, sowie einen Emmy und vier Emmy- 
Nominierungen. [m Jahr 1980 wurde er in die Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame 
aufgenommen und war im selben Jahr Empf~nger einer besonderen "Hommage" auf 
dem ersten Black American ].ndependent Film Festival in Paris. 1986 erhielt er den 
"~[ndy" - die besondere Auszeichnung for das Lebenswerk - von der Vereinigung 
Unabh~ngiger Video- und Ftmemacher. 

Zwei ]ahre lang war Greaves gesch~ftsfihrender Produzent und Ko-Moderator der 
wegbereitenden Fernsehreihe Black Journal im US-amerikanischen Sendenetz, for die 
er mit einem Emmy ausgezeichnet wurde. 

RALPH BUNCHE: AN A~4ERIECAN ODY&.~EY 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

Wedr~esday , N~ay 8 (K~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

KAKOOT~ 
Director: Mohammad Hassanzadeh Ghomi 
Narrative, Color, 95 min. 
]ran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

SAYEHA DAR AKHAR:[N KHATEREH ROD / 

Director: Reza Mohammadi 
Animation, Color, 6 min. 
].ran 2012 
no dialogue 

RETURN TO THE WORLD OF DANCE 
Directors: Dan Boord, Marilyn Marloff & Luis Valdovino 
Experimental, Color, 7 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

HA PA,&,~EON 
Directors: Matthias G. Ziegler & Sidoine Boris Talom 
Experimental, Color, 22 min. 
Cameroon 2012 
French with English subtitles 

Director: Sergio San Mart[n 
Documentary, Color, 27 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

GUILLERHO OYAGOEZ HONTERO 
Director: Antonio G6mez-Olea 
Documentary, Color, 29 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

Th~,-~",~{~~~ = ~#~I~~ 9 (Ki ..... I/Ci .... ) 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

A PORTRA~[T OF RO~W~[THA GUNTHER / 
EIN PORTRAIT 10BER ROSWITHA GONTHER 
DiFectoF: PFOf. Donald MuldFow GFiffith 
DocumentaFy, Color, 80 min. 
GeFmany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

TA:[KO: INO{::H][ NO KODO 
Director: Ivan Muioz 
Documentary, Color, 15 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish and Japanese with English subtitles 



JUBA YOUTH 
Since South Sudan became independent in July 2011, the country faces its "zero 
hour". Despite the challenging situation in the country, it is particularly the young 
South Sudanese who are optimistically guiding their lives towards a better future. 
But what exactly are they looking for and what issues are close to their hearts? 
Within the framework of the project JUBA YOUTH, five South Sudanese filmmakers 
present local adolescents and their means of living both in fictional and 
documentary short films. The project was financially supported by the German 
Federal Ministry for Economics Cooperation and Development (BMZ). 

Seit S~]dsudan im Juli 2011 unabh~ngig wurde, durchlebt das Land seine "Stunde 
Null". Trotz der momentanen Herausforderungen im Land sind es besonders die 
jungen S~idsudanesen, die optimistisch for ihr Leben eine bessere Zukunft sehen. 
Abet was genau suchen sie und welche Themen liegen ihnen am Herzen? [m Rahmen 
des Projekts ]UBA YOUTH pr~sentieren fiJnf s~Jdsudanesische Filmemacher sowohl in 
fiktionalen als auch in dokumentarischen Kurzfilmen einheimische ]ugendliche und 
ihre Art zu leben. Das Projekt wurde vom Bundesministerium for wirtschaftliche 
Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung (BMZ) finanziell gef6rdert. 

ANGELO 
Director: Joice John Thomas 
Documentary, Color, 9 min. 

South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DECIDE / £NTSCHEIDUNG 
Director: Alex Taban 
Narrative, Color, 10 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

Director: Simon Bingo 

Narrative, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English with German subtitles 

WANI AND HIS VISION / WANI UND SEIN TRAUM 
Director: Ochan Hannington 
Documentary, Color, 6 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

CLASH OF CULTURES / KAMPF DER KULTUREN 
Director: Mary Kadi Manoah 
Narrative, COIoF, 5 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English and Arabic with English subtitles 

MELVIN ~ 3EAN: AN AMERICAN ~-’TORY 
Director: Maia Wechsler 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 

USA/France 2012 
English and French with English subtitles 

MARY BURRILL’S AFTERMATH; CONNECTING WITH THE PA~T THROUGH DRAMA 
Director: Precious B. Stone 
Documentary, Color, 52 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
IDA 13, WELLS~ A PASSION FOR 3USTICE 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 58 min. 
USA 1989 
English 

~LO pm / 22 Uhr 

Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 32 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

23rd I~SALMo" REDEMPTION 
Directors: Cornelius Booker III & Christopher C. Odom 

Narrative, Color, 72 



USA 2012 
English 

H~OR 
Director: Miro Mastropasqua 

Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany/Italy/Spain 2013 
German with English subtitles 

2 pm / %4 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUM - FORUM & TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN: 
A PORTRAIT OF RO~WITHA GONTHER / 
EIN PORTRAT[T 0BER ROSWITHA GONTHER 
Director: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Documentary, Color, 80 min. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

4 pm / %6 Uhr 

Director: Amir Kaufmann 

Narrative, Color, 23 rain. 
Germany 2008 
English 

PRESENT PAST TOMORROW 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 

Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany 2011 
no dialogue 

CYCLE OF EXISTENCE 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 25 min. 
Germany 2012 
no dialogue 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

GHATRE GHATRE / GLfi"qFY 
Director: Seyed Sajad Moosavi 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

NEGAHI BE ASEMAN / A LOOK TOWARDS THE SKY 
Director: Seyed Hadi Mohaghegh 
Documentary, Color, 40 rain. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

MILAGROS: MADE IN MEXICO 
Directors: Martina Guzm~n & Monique Vel~squez 
Documentary, Color, 56 rain. 

USA/Mexico 
English and Spanish with English subtitles 

~’id~ , ~’~ ~L~J~ (BibliothekiLibrary) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Seminar 

ALL POLITICS ARE LOCAL / ALLE POLITIK IST LOKAL 
How we betray today’s victims of genocide in Central Africa / 
Wie wit die heutigen Opfer von VBIkermord in Zentralafrika verraten 

Presenter/Pr~sentatorin: Dr, Sabine Grund 
and Guests / und G~iste 

Dr. Sabine Grund and guests explore the ’hidden hands’ behind the atrocities in 
Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Who has covered up all 
these crimes and prolonged the suffering? And what needs to be done to restore 
justice? 

Dr. Sabine Grund und ihre G~ste untersuchen die ’versteckten M~chte’ hinter den 
Grausamkeiten in Ruanda, Uganda und der Demokratischen Republik Kongo, Wet hat 



all diese Verbrechen vertuscht und das Leiden ved~ngert? Und was muss 
geschehen, um Gerechtigkeit wiederherzuste[len? 

8 p~ / 2~ Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
MALCOLM X: NATIONALIEF OR HUMANIST? 
PFoduceF/DiFector: F1adeline AndeFson 
Executive PFoduceF: William GFeaves 
Documentary, B!W, 14 min 
USA 
English 

QUARTERBACK - A LOOK AT DR. ERNES’T C, WITHERS 
Director: Chuck O’Bannon 
Documentary, Color, 20 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

TOMLINSON HILL 
Director: Lisa Kaselak 
Documentary, Color, 70 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

F~i~ * ~:’~ ~0 (Bibliothek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

VOGUING IN BERLIN 

Presenter/Pr~sentator: Wolfgang Busch 
and Guests / und G~iste 

As documented in the film "How Do I Look" (director: Wolfgang Busch, presented 
during the XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), the Harlem "Ball" traditions 
originated in the 70’s, which were historically an off shot from the Harlem "Drag 
Balls" from the 20’s. Because of the loss of hundreds of members and leaders of the 
"Ball" community due to the HIV epidemic, "How Do I Look" was able to record an 
important aspect of the history and legacy which was still available. 

Wie in dem Film "How Do I Look" dokumentiert (Regie: Wolfgang Busch, pr~sentiert 

w;~hrend des XX~ll, Black International Cinerna Berlin 2008), hat die Hademer "BalF- 
Tradition ihren Ursprung in den 70er -lahren und ist geschichtlich ein Nebenzweig der 
Harlemer "Drag-Balls" aus den 20ern. Da es dutch die HIV-Epidemie den Verlust yon 
Hunderten von FlJtgliedern und F(Jhrungspers6nlichkeJten der "Ball"-Gesellschaft zu 
beklagen gibt, stellt "How Do I Look" mit dieser Aufzeichnung ein unsch~tzbares 
Zeitzeugnis dar. 

3.0 pm / 22 Uhr 

PINK GIRL 
Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Canada 2010 
no dialogue 

Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 15 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

BERLIN ANGELS 
Director: .lens Roth 
Narrative, Color, 21 min. 
Germany 2012 
English, German and Pashto with English subtitles 

ON VAMPYRES AND OTHER ;~YMPTOMS 
Director: Celia Novis 
Documentary, Color, 74 min. 
Spain 2011 
English, Spanish, French and Catalan with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 



REAL vs BARCELONA 
Director: Tbrail Abubakr 
Documentary, Color, 17 min. 
Traq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

DIE ROCKKEHR VON "’R(JBEZAHL" IN DEN BERLINER STADTWALD / 
THE RETURNING OF °’ROBEZAHL" INTO THE BERLIN FOREST 
Director: Wolfgang Johannes Lechner 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 60 min. 
Germany 2012 
German 

4 pm / ~6 Uhr 

EIN~ ZWEI. DREI 
Director: Stuart Pound 
Experimental, Color, 1 rain, 
UK 2012 

NIMSAT SAOTAR / HALF AN HOUR LATER 
Director: Mohammad Reza Lotfi 
Narrative, Color, 22 rain, 
Tran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

Director: Ako Aziz Merza 
Narrative, Color, 85 min. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Director: Elijah Hasan 
Experimental, Color, 8 min. 

USA 2010 
English 

GARIFUNA IN PERIL 
Directors: All Allie & Ruben Reyes 

Narrative, Color, 99 rain. 
Honduras!U.S.A. 2012 
English, Spanish and Garifuna with English subtitles 

Saturday , t~ay :& 1 (BiblioLhek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Seminar 

Conductor/Dirigentin; Marina Treichel 
Participant/Teilnehmer: Borris Diederichs, Deutsch-Franz6sisches Jugendwerk 

and Guests / und G~ste 

Music - Film - Dialogue are door-openers between young people, adults and 
societies, on the upward path towards education, understanding, cooperation and 
constructive societal participation, resulting from the contribution of a universal 
spoken word music entitled RAP, which is a key component towards, A Complexion 
Change - Future Blossoms. 

Musik - Film - Dialog sind TQrSffner zwischen jungen Menschen, Erwachsenen und 
Gesellschaften auf dem Weg nach oben in Richtung Bildung, Verst~ndnis, 
Kooperation und konstruktiver gesellschaftlicher Beteiligung, welche aus dem Beitrag 
einer universellen Musik des gesprochenen Wortes mit Namen P~,P resultieren, der 
ein Schl~sselelement flit A Complexion Change - Future Blossoms (den Wandel im 
Erscheinungsbild - BlOten der Zukunft) darstellt. 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
T~..E~.~T. W.O.B;.~..~!~Y~Sk.~.~..~.E.~.~.~R!.~ 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, B/W, 40 rain. 
USA 1967 
English 

THE COLLEGIUM = FORUM & TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN 



Production & Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Documentary, Color, 60 rain. 
Berlin/Germany 2004 
English 

Performance 

Presenter/Pr~isentator: Rolf G~insrich/OKBeat, Author 
Guests / G~iste: Heiko Welker/Nusic, Dave/Author 

Spoken word, music, pantomime and much more... 

Gesprochenes Wort, Musik, Pantomime und vieles mehr... 

Saturday , ~ay :IL& (Ki ..... I/Ci .... ) 

:1.0 pm / 22 Uhr 

BAZ BARAN! / RAIN AGA]{N! 
Director: Mohammad Reza Khavari 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 8 min. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

CRlrTE RJrOH 

Director: Alberto Blanco 
Documentary, Color, 19 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish with English subtitles 

SHIRIN GHANARZ BOD / SHZRZN WAS A CANARY 
Director: Davood Tohidparast 

Narrative, Color, 90 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

(DIS) LOCATION - SA~A 
Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 42 min. 
Canada 2011 
English subtitles 

LA ~4ANO AZUL / THE 8LU~ HAND 
Director: Floreal Peleato 
Documentary, Color, 71 min. 
Spain 2009 
French and Portuguese with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

PORTRAIT~ ~N HOTION: SKETCHES OF SOULSVILLE 
Director: Ondine Geary 
ExpeFimental, Color, 12 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

Director: Dee Garceau 
Documentary, Color, 43 min. 

USA 2011 
English 

HI~XICO FLAHENCO 
Directors: 3osep Badell & Carlos S~nchez-Llibre 
Documentary, Color, 53 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish and Catalan with English subtitles 

S~d~;~:~y ¯ ~’~.~’~ ~2 (BibliothekiLibrary) 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

Seminar 



"TEHPELHOF 42" 

Presenters/Pr~isentatoren: Regina Gerschke, Hans-Jiirgen Gomme 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Director: Sergio R. Zaurin 
Documentary, Color, 55 min. 
Venezuela 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

VIVIR EN LA HOSICA / LIVE IN HUSIC 
Directors: Galina Likosova &. Hern~n Humberto Restrepo 
Documentary, Color, 59 min. 
Colombia 2013 
Spanish with English subtitles 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
RALPH BUNCHE=" AN A~ERICAN ODYSL~EY 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 

USA 2001 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

TA NABZE KHISE SOBH / UNTIL THE WET PULSE OF HORNING 
Directors: Farid Mirkhani, Siavash Gholami &. Shiva Gholami 
Documentary, Color, 20 min. 
Iran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

L’ITALIE / ITALY 
Director: Arnold Pasquier 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 20 min. 
France 2012 
French and Italian with English subtitles 

HEZARSI / 1030 
Director: Iman Tahsinzadeh 
Documentary, Color, 72 min. 
Iran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

Program subject to change 

April, 8, 2013 

back to top 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?"- Exhibition 
Prod uction/DirectioniCu ration 
Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz Th6~tre 

",,.VISIONS BECOME REALITY..." 
" .,,VISIONEN WERDEN WIRKLICHKEIT,,," 

Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

July :~ - August 3:~r 20:~3 
Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
Iohn- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin= Sch6neberg 

back to toj~ 





XXVII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

http :i!www. bRack-international- cinema.com/BIC12ihtmlibic.__!2_presse, htm 

back to top 
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Abmeldung ~on die~m Newsletter: 

http:i/www.newstroll.deiapp/del/2c4osbt7zdap/209125 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:19 AM 

Tom Radko <TRadko@ala-choice.org> 

ILE: CHOICE 

Dear Tom: Yes, this will work -- I just wanted you to be aware of my schedule and if I finish the book review in time, I will forward. Thanks much for working with me. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Tom Radko [TRadko@ala-choice.org] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, April 09, 2013 I0:02 AM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
l:::c,, Tom Radko 
Subject-’ RE: CHOICE 

Dear Charlene, 
Excellent! Customarily we allow 5 weeks 1o submit a review, but I’m happy to work with you on a revised deadline. Would 10 weeks work for you? 

All best, 
Tom Radko 
Publisher Liaison & General Manager 
CHOICE 
575 Main Street 
Suite 300 
Middletown, CT 06457 
Connect with CHOICE Reviews: 

Twitter http://twitter.com/#[/Choice Reviews 
Facebook http:i/www.facebook.comichoice.reviews 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 4:41 PM 
To,, Tom Radko 
Subject: RE: CHOICE 

Dear Tom: Yes, I will be willing to review the work but how much time will have to do so. Currently, we are near the end of the semester and things are hectic. Also, I will be 
teaching summer school so I will need an appropriate amount of time to read and submit the review. Thanks for thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Tom Radko [TRadko@ala-choice.org] 
Sent-’ Monday, April 08, 2013 3:32 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Cc-" Tom Radko 
Subject: CHOICE 

Dear Charlene, 
May I interest you in reviewing a book recently published by the University of Minnesota Press titled THE CINEMA AND ITS SHADOW: Race and Technology in Early 
Cinema? Here is the link to the Minnesota catalog giving additional details: http:/Iwww.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/the-cinema-and-its-shadow 
Please let me know. 
Best wishes, 
Tom Radko 
Publisher Liaison & General Manager 
CHOICE 
575 Main Street 
Suite 300 
Middletown, CT 06457 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 11:22 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

checking in 

Dear      Yes, this would work for me -- I have a meeting a 4:30 but I should be finished by 5::t5pm -- if not you can leave the folders outside of my carrell door in Davis 
Library, 8th floor Room 8026 because I will be coming right back. Thanks for your assistance and I will contact you again in the future in the event that things change for you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Nyahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:29 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: checking in 

Dr. Regester, 

Would you be able to meet at 5:15 tomorrow (Wednesday)? 

Thank~ 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:21 PM 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear       Let me know what day of this week or next week you want to come by and bring the articles. I am usually on campus after 5pm on Tuesday and Wednesday but 
I can stay at other days or times if necessary. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, 9:53 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: checking in 

Dr. Regester. 

Please forgive me for not contacting you sooner. I have been going through so much (with work~ my condo, other things). I have been unable to focus on the project. 

Also, my cell phone number has changed a couple of times. My current m~mber is 

I don’t think I’ll be able to catch up on getting "the filing done, ~ I just wanted to set up a time to return the files to you. I appreciate your giving me the opportunity to 

work ruth you. 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:31 AM 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear       Good to hear from you and glad to know that things are going well. I misplaced your information and did not have time to look it up so that is why you have not 

heard from me. I still owe you a housewarming gift. But anyway currently I am not working on anything right now but I do plan to start a new project over the summer. Will be 
in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday. 8:25 AIv] 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: checking in 

Dr. Regester, 

I hope you’re doing well. I saw you walking on Franklin Street a IEw weeks ago when I was waiting to catch the bus; you were too far away for me to speak. 

Just thought I’d ~nd a short message to check in and ask if you’re working on an~hing now. I’m here to help if needed, so please keep me in mind. 
Thank yo~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:25 AM 

Tom Radko <TRadko@ala-choice.org> 

I~E: CHOICE 

Dear Tom: You can send the book to my home address: If you need my cell phone number . When I receive 
the book, I will let you know. Thanks again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Tom Radko [TRadko@ala-choice.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 11:23 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co: Tom Radko 
Subject: RE: CHOICE 

My pleasure, Charlene. 

May I confirm your mailing address while I am handling this assignrnent. 

Thanks, and best wishes. 
Tom 
CHOICE 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 20:13 ii:19 AM 
To: Tom Radko 
Subject: RE: CHOICE 

Dear Tom: Yes, this will work -- I just wanted you to be aware of my schedule and if I finish the book review in time, I will forward. Thanks much for working with me. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Tom Radko [TRadko@ala-choice.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 20:13 i0:02 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Tom Radko 
Subject: RE: CHOICE 

Dear Charlene, 
Excellent! Customarily we allow 5 weeks to submit a review, but I’m happy to work with you on a revised deadline. Would 10 ~veeks work for you? 

All best, 
Tom Radko 
Publisher Liaison & General Manager 
CHOICE 
575 Main Street 
Suite 300 

Middletown, CT 06457 
Connect with CHOICE Reviews: 

Twitter http://twitter.com/#!/Choice Reviews 
Facebook http: i/~w¢¢¢.fa cebook.com ic hoice, reviews 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 20:!.3 4:41 PM 
To: Tom Radko 
Subject: RE: CHOICE 

Dear Tom: Yes, I will be willing to review the work but how much time will have to do so. Currently, we are near the end of the semester and things are hectic. Also, I will be 

teaching summer school so I will need an appropriate amount of time to read and submit the review. Thanks for thinking of me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Tom Radko [TRadko@ala-choice.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 3:32 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Tom Radko 
Subject: CHOICE 

Dear Charlene, 
May I interest you in reviewing a book recently published by the University of Minnesota Press titled THE CINEMA AND ITS SHADOW: Race and Technology in Early 
Cinema? Here is the link to the Minnesota catalog giving additional details: http://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/the-cinema-and-its-shadow 
Please let me know. 
Best wishes, 
Tom Radko 
Publisher Liaison & General Manager 

CHOICE 
575 Main Street 
Suite 300 
Middletown, CT 06457 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 7:53 AM 

Gregg Bachman @aol corn> 

l~g: PCA/ACA 

Dear Gregg: Sorry I missed you -- I would have loved to visit this museum but may be we will have another chance. I have not seen the Tyler Perry film and am not fond of his 
work so I don’t really have an opinion at this point. My funds are short so I might back out of Chapman. Since SCIVlS will be in Seattle and UFVA is in Chapman and sometimes 

I go to the Far West Popular Culture Studies conference which I missed last year, I cannot afford to make three trips to the west coast and since our university is experiencing 
budget cuts I might have to back out of your panel. However, I have not yet made a decision but will let you know. Finally, I did not have your number programmed in my 
phone because I had to get a new phone and they could not transfer numbers etc. Anyway keep me posted. Hope things are going well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachma~       @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April I0, 2013 5:37 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: PCA/ACA 

Stupid me. I’m pretty much techno-illiterate and I assumed you’d have my number on your phone somehow when I called.., my friend              saw you across a 

crowded room - you might have been speaking with an editor - and reported your presence. You missed out on an "opportunity" for a free trip to the holocaust museum...l’m 

a founding member, had my free tix and my ’jump to the head of the line’ passes.., sigh. I’ve avoided going for 20 years. I think these things are important (thus I support them) 
but they really exist to educate those who are unaware...I really did not "need" to go and, quite frankly, I turned what should have been a 2 - 4 hour experience into a 30 
minute sprint... 

So what’s new in your life? 

Among my courses this semester is my Ethnicity in Film and Literature... the class voted to watch Madea’s Family Reunion... I have two African-American colleagues in my 
department, both women, who have agreed to sit in on the class. One LOVES the film (she recommended it to me) and the other HATES it. Should be lively. Your opinion? 

I’ve heard nothing but apologies and requests for patience from UFVA on our panel idea. Apparently Chapman has a limited number of rooms. I guess they spend all that 
money on PIR pieces and not enough on classrooms. The good news there, perhaps, is once our panel is accepted we’ll have a good crowd if there are fewer alternatives.... I’ll 
let you know as soon as I hear. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gregg Bachman        :@aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Apr2, 2013 8:30 am 
Subject: RE: PCA/ACA 

Dear Gregg: I received your phone message in Washingtion at the recently held PCA but you did not leave a phone number and my cell did not display a number for you. 
Otherwise, I would have returned to your call. My stay was quite short since I drove from NC and wanted to return home to cut down on expenses. Hope you had fun and keep 
me posted on the upcoming UFVA. Right now I do plan to attend but these conferences are becoming more expensive so I may have to cut back in the future. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 
From: Gregg Bachman      :@aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 3:26 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: UFVA 

Charlene: 

I believe I get the gist of your paper. Here is the bare bone spine (I will flesh it out) of the abstract for our panel - I think it shows how your paper neatly fits into the over-all 
theme: 

This panel addresses various ways that ethnicity influences how media is both created and responded to. Gregg Bachman investigates the formative nature of culture and 
religion in contemporary Jewish-American filmmaking; Art Nomura discusses the personal dimension of ethnicity in his work-in-progress on his Japanese-American 
grandmother; Jon Cavellero explores the use of famous Italian-Americans in the marketing campaign of Marty and Charlene Regester identifies the distinctive qualities in the 
mainstream and Black presses in their respective approaches to the African-American star Dorothy Dandridge. 

Does this make sense so far? 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gregg Bachman        @aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:46 pm 
Subject: RE: UFVA 

Dear Gregg: Attached is a proposal that I attempted to extract from my larger paper. If you need more info -- let me know. Also, hope it makes sense. Prior to my 
presentation, please explain further how it focuses on the theme proposed for your panel -- I just want to make sure that I fully understand. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene 



Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman       @aol.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 12:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: UFVA 

Charlene: 

To make things easier (or more of a challenge, all according to how you wish to interpret it) I will need fi~m you a "rough" abstract (for my information to cobble together an 
abstract for the panel) AND (most important) a 250 CHARACTER MAX description of what your paper will address. This is what will go into the program when our panel is 
accepted (I am ever the optimist). 

If you could have this to me by the 25th, that would be lovely. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Regester, Charlene B <re.qester(~,email.unc.edu> 
To: Gregg Bachman,       ’.(~,aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Jan 11,2013 1:53 pm 
Subject: RE: coming attractions 

Dear Gregg: Okay, disregard my earlier email because ]~ did not see this response. Sincerely, Charlene Regester I 

From: Gregg Bachman       ~aol.com] 

Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 10:26 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: coming attractions 

Charlene: 

I love the first idea, about how Dorothy Dandridge was t[~ated differently in the ethnic p[~ss v. the main stream media. This would be a novel approach to a broadly defined 
panel of Ethnicity in American Motion Pictures. 

Our next step would be to present our abstracts for approval. I’ve put in an e-mail to determine if we submit separately or as a package. The deadline is the end of January. 
Although in the general call I don’t see a word limit, these are usually around 250 - 300 words. 

Thanks for agreeing to participate. I’ll keep you posted. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 

Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regesterCb, email.unc.edu> 
To: Gregg Bachman       ¢b,,aol.com> 
Sent: Thu, Jan 10, 2013 12:53 pm 
Subject: RE: coming attractions 

Dear Gregg: Currently, I did some work on how Dorothy Dandridge was treated in the black press versus mainstream press. Tf you think that this might fall under the umbrella 
of the theme of your proposed panel then you can let me know. Also, I have done some work on A Soldier’s Story and Home of the Brave and psychosis as manifested by black 

males in these films, if either of this topics fall within the parameters of your proposed panel, let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gregg Bachman.      @aol.com] 
Sent: Saturday, December 29, 2012 12:44 PM 
Te: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; coming attractions 

Happy new year, Charlene! 

I hope you’ve had a good holiday season so far. it’s the time of year when we’re to pitch ideas for UFVA. I’m going to pitch a paper on how ethnicity (in my case, Jewish- 
American filmmakers) serves as a formative influence. I was wondering if you’d like to participate in a panel that would look at larger issues (ethnicity, race, gender, sexual 
orientation) that might serve as formative influences. 

Let me know your thoughts.., we have until the end of January to put forward our panel. 

Gregg Bachman, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Communication 
The University of Tampa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Sunday, April 21,2013 10:52 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

ILE: looking for a place 

Dear : I might know of something but I will have to get back with you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, April 2:t, 2013 3:37 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: looking for a place 

Dr. Regester, 

I appreciate your considering me for prqjects in the future. 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaiLunc.edu> 
To:                            ~@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:21 AM 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear     : Yes, this would work for me -- I have a meeting a 4:30 but I should be finished by 5: :t5pm -- if not you can leave the folders outside of my carrell door in Davis 
Library, 8th floor Room 8026 because I will be coming right back. Thanks for your assistance and I will contact you again in the future in the event that things change for you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 20:t3 9:29 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: checking in 

Dr. Regester, 

Would you be able to meet at 5:15 tomorrow (Wednesday)? 

Thanks. 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                          @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2013 2:21 PM 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear      : Let me know what day of this week or next week you want to come by and bring the articles. I am usually on campus after 5pm on Tuesday and Wednesday but 
I can stay at other days or times if necessary. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 20:t3 9:53 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: checking in 

Dr. Regester, 

Please forgive me tbr not contacting you sooner. I have been going through so much (with work, my condo, other things), I have been unable to lbcus on the project. 

Also, my cell phone number has changed a couple of times. My cmrent number is 

I don’t think I’ll be able to catch up on getting the filing done, so I just wrested to set up a time to return the files to you. I appreciate your giving me the opportunity ~o 

work with you. 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaiLunc.edu> 
To                            ~@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 4, 2012 8:31 AM 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear       Good to hear from you and glad to know that things are going well. I misplaced your information and did not have time to look it up so that is why you have not 
heard from me. I still owe you a housewarming gift. But anyway currently I am not working on anything right now but I do plan to start a new project over the summer. Will be 
in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                         i@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 8:25 AH 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: checking in 

Dr. Regester, 

I hope you’re doing well. I saw you walking on Franklin Street a few weeks ago when I was waiting to catch the bus; you were too far away for me to speak. 

Just thought I’d send a short message to check in and ask if you’re working on an.,dhing now. I’m here ~o help if needed, so please keep me in mind. 



Thank yo u, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --</O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHl=23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, April 21,2013 10:59 AM 

David Riggs ;@gmail.com> 

ILE: ’I’haak You. 

Dear Mr. Riggs: Glad to know you made it back safely and yes, I enjoyed updating with you. Let me know when you come to Chapel Hill again so we can meet. It was fun. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: David Riggs         ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, April 20, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Thank You. 

Charlene, 
Thanks so much for getting together with me. And thanks for lunch too. 

I thoroughly enjoyed our visit. So proud ofaJl you have done and all successes you have brought on yourself with I am sure hard work~ perseverance, and grit. I did go 

by and visit ruth Good luck with 

eves~thing and hope our paths will cross again, David Riggs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 11:42 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

ILE: looking for a place 

Dear Tamala: is 
, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        ~yahoo,com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 2:[, 20:[3 3:37 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: looking for a place 

Dr. Regester, 

I appreciate your considering me for projects in the future. 

Thank yot~ 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                          @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:21 AM 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear     : Yes, this would work for me -- I have a meeting a 4:30 but I should be finished by 5: :[Spm -- if not you can leave the folders outside of my carrell door in Davis 
Library, 8th floor Room 8026 because I will be coming right back. Thanks for your assistance and I will contact you again in the future in the event that things change for you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                         i@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 20:[3 9:29 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: checking in 

Dr. Regester. 

Would you be able to meet at 5:15 tomorrow (Wednesday)? 

Thanks, 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                           ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2013 2:21 PM 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear      : Let me know what day of this week or next week you want to come by and bring the articles. I am usually on campus after 5pm on Tuesday and Wednesday but 
I can stay at other days or times if necessary. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        #yahoo,corn] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 20:[3 9:53 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: checking in 

Dr. Regester, 

Please tbrgive rne for not contacting you sooner. I have been going through so much (with work, my condo, other things), I have been unable to focus on the project. 

Also, my cell phone number has changed a couple of times. My current number is 

I don’t think I’ll be able to catch up on getting the filing done, so I just wanted to set up a time to return the files to yon. I appreciate yonr giving me the opportuniD- to 

work ruth you. 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                            ~@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 4, 2012 8:31 AM 
Subject: RE: checking in 

Dear      : Good to hear from you and glad to know that things are going well. I misplaced your information and did not have time to look it up so that is why you have not 
heard from me. I still owe you a housewarming gift. But anyway currently ~ am not working on anything right now but ~ do plan to start a new project over the summer. Will be 
in touch. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        ~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 20:[2 8:25 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: checking in 

Dr. Regester. 

I hope you’re doing well. I saw you walking on Franklin Street a few weeks ago when I was waiting to catch the bus; yon were too far away for me to speak. 



Just thought I’d send a short message to check in and ask if you’re working on anything now. I’m here to help if needed, so please keep me in mind. 

Thank yo u, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)ICN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 7:16 PM 

@hotmail.com 

I~W: a Holls~-ood how to/tnemoir you and s~dents will enjoy 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of rick friedberg [ _I@MAC.COM] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 2:10 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 

Subject: a Hollywood how to!memoir you and students will enjoy 

Dear compatriot (I taught courses in Making Movie Magic at [CLA extension): 

I’m an award wi~ming writer/director of movies (Spyhard), episodic TV (CSI-Miami), reality TV (The Real Housewives) doc/m~entaries (Rodeo Cowboy), music videos ( Hot £br Teacher) and national TV cornmeralals 

I just published a book entitled Something out of Nothing... . a HollywoodMaverick’~ Rule Book. It’s an often fimny, enlightemng insider’s view on how to break into the world of show biz and navigate its shark- 

infested waters, filled with anecdotal "war stories" of working with Academy-award wiIming talent. 

Each short chapter explains a role to follow to "make it" in Hollywood, from "Good Ideas Don’t Just Fall Offa Turnip Truck" to "Never Get Your Hopes up Higher than yore- Desk." 

Something is thornier than J~dia Phillip’s l~o~’ll Ne~’er Rat Lunch in ~]Ttis’ ?’own Again and more broadly encompassing than Willimn Goldi~an’s Adventures in the Rcreen Treble. 

tlere’s the link to preview some of the contents: 

http://w~v~v.amazon.com/s/re~tb sb noss?ml search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords Something+for+Nothing...a-Holl,,~vood+Mavefick%27s+Rlfle+Book 

Please buy the book for your t:acul~y and students. If you like it, write a brief review on Amazon. 

I think you really wiJJ like it and, if so, Recomm end it to your volumin ous e mail list. 

For all other e books like Nook, iTunes, iPad, etc, the li~flc is: h~ps:/I~svw.smashwords.com/books/view/302971 

In t:act, if you need a guest lecturer to speak about it and Holly~vood sludio rigors, I’ve had plenty of experience at that. 

Thanks in advance, 

Rick 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Frill Name should be 

yotlr first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the following command to listserv@listser~’.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~serv.an~erican.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 2:05 PM 

ttenderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edn> 

Passing Book 

Dear Mae: As previously mentioned a new book has been written on passing and Charles Chesnutt’s writings. The book is entitled Passing in the Works of Charles W. 
Chesnutt, eds. Susan Prothro Wright and Ernestine Pickens Glass (University Press of Mississippi, 20:t2 or 20:t3). 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:38 AM 

Stephen Tropiano @gmail.com> 

ILE: Review of Essay Attached 

Dear Stephen: Hope you are feeling better and thanks for the information provided. I will send the contract as soon as possible. Additionally, I thought the reviewer provided 
excellent comments and I will incorporate the suggestions into the essay. Again, thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Stephen Tropiano ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 23, 20:t3 9:19 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Review of Essay Attached 

Charlene: 

Please excuse me for taking so long to ,send you for yonr official acceptance letter for yonr article on PRECIOUS. I am still recovering from 

has slowed eve~y~thing down. Bnt I have attached the letter m~d the following supporting documents: 

2. Contract 

3. Summary, of the readers’ evals 

4. JFV Style Sheet 

5. JFV Photo Instructions 

Look eve ,rything over mad let me know if you have any questions. I am excited about publishing your essay. 
Regards, 

Stephen T. 

which 

On Fri, Mar 22, 2013 at 1:04 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Stephen: Attached is a review of the essay "Remnants of colonial mentalities in Hollywood (western) ~ilms about Africa." Let me know when you have a chance that 
you have received this material, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Stephen Tropim~o, Editor 

,Journal oJ77ilm and Video 

Ithaca College LA Program 

3800 Barham Blvd. Suite 305 

f,os Angeles, CA 90068 

,(~mafil.com 

1-800-280-7709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:32 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: Enrollment for AFAM 101 

Dear Tim: I did not realize that your class also had low enrollment -- we made need to discuss this for next summer because we might really need only one section but of 
course we will be implementing the new class next summer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: McMillan, ~m 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:29 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Enrollment for AFAM 101 

Hi Charlene -- 

I’m in the same boat -- I only have 3 in my summer 101 and I’m teaching 101 and seniors right now. 

Sorry. 

Tim 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:05 PM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Enrollment for AFAM 101 

Dear ~m: If possible please announce my section of AFAM 101 in your class as I have low enrollment and if I don’t have 10 students my sections stands to be canceled. 
Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Sunday, 10:08 AM 

edu> 

I~E: Summer School 

Dear         At this point, I have not yet completed the syllabus because we are beginning final exams. You can wait to receive the syllabus or you can request one that I 
currently used in the          (this one will be slightly altered for the         Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: .edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:54 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Summer School 

Hello Professor Regester, 

My name is and I mn a s~dent. I am interested in taking AFAM 

Conld you email me the syllabus for the course so that I conld submit it to the registrar for transfer credit? 
Thank you veu muck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 12:05 PM 

Stephen Tropiano ~@gmail.com> 

ILE: Review of Essay Attached 

Dear Stephen: Please let me know when I will need to have the changes completed on my essay. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From; Stephen Tropiano @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 20:13 9::t9 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Review of Essay Attached 

Chaxlene: 

Please excuse me tbr taking so long to ~nd you for your official acceptance letter for your article on PRECIOUS. I am still recovering 

has slowed everything down. But I have attached the letter and the ti~llowing supporting documents: 

2. Contract 

3. Summary of the readers’ evals 

4. JFV S .tyle Sheet 

5. JFV Photo Instructions 

Look ever~thing over and let me know if you have any questions. I mn excited abont publishing your essay. 

Regards, 

Stephen T. 

which 

On Fri, Mar 22, 2013 at 1:04 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~emaJ~l.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Stephen: Attached is a review of the essay "Remnants of colonial mentalities in Hollywood (western) Films about Africa." Let me know when you have a chance that 
you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Stephen Tropiano, Editor 

Journal of Film and Video 
Ithaca College LA Program 

3800 Barbara Blvd. Suite 305 

Los Angeles, CA 90068 

~gmail.com 

1-800-280-7709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 3:04 PM 

Mae Henderson @gmail.com> 

I~E: Inco~nplete Intro 

Dear Mae: Sorry I had to interrupt my email but we had to evacuate the library. I was on the 8th floor and smelled smoke (like an electrical fire). I am now just returning to 
the library. I left my cell phone at home today, otherwise I would call -- if necessary, I will call tonight. I only had two more comments and again I am making suggestions 
based on my reference point. 
:t) Regarding the black migration and the pentacostal church -- you might look at Davarian Baldwin’s Chicago’s New Negroes: Modernity, The Great Migration, and Black Urban 
life -- he has a brief section on "Sanctified Churches" see listed in his index. This just might add support to the views you have already articulated. 
2) Jacqueline Stewart’s Migrating to the Movies: Cinema and Black Urban Modernity addresses how the church enforced moral codes of conduct as blacks migrated to urban 
areas -- although not directly related you might be able to use this material in a note. 
These sources are not directly relevant to what you are doing with your introduction but if you need additional support that could be included in footnotes they might be helpful. 
3) Finally, to give you an example of the why I recommended In the Vortex -- this source refers to a middle voice to "designate the subject’s interiority to a variety of actions ._ 
especially those informed by a heightened moral consciousness. The subjectivity articulated by this voice comes in part through this kind of consciousness and the force of 
inolvement it implies for the subject. As opposed to an expressly passive!active split, where either the subject or the object remains outside the action, in the middle voice the 
distinction between subject and object is obliterated" -- and this might be relevant to your thinking about how the voice is used in Hurston’s work for example. This source may 
not be helpful but it is worth taking a looking at. 
4) Dividing the intro into sections, I think is very appropriate to prepare the reader for the various sections of essays that will follow. It helps to organize the reader’s thinking 
about this topic. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Mae Henderson            @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, April 29, 20:t3 9:38 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

~c." Mae Henderson 
Subject; Re: Incomplete Intro 

Good morning, Charlene, 
Please find attached the s~till incomplete dra£t of Tongues introduction, 

along with a tentative Table of Contents. 

I’d like to add another live pages or so just before the conclusion, 

and have signaled in the text "the direction in which I’m trying to head. 

Looking forward "to your comments. 

Again, thanks ve~y ,nuch for this, mae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 6:57 AM 

@gmail.com 

l~W: Inquiry Re Manuscript-The Josephine Baker Critic~J Reader 

From: Eric C Zinner [eric.zinner@nyu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2023 6:26 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Inquiry Re Manuscript-The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I’ve been thinking over the volume you sent, and though I am excited by its subject m~d scope it is hard tbr me to see fl~e classroom need. I’ll have to pass, but you 

might look to Rutge~s or Indiana as potential publishing pariners. 

Best regards, 

Eric Zi~mer 

Assistant Director and Editor-N-Chief 

New York Universi~ Press 
nyupress.org 

b~2~I thcebookI twitter 

On Mon, Apr 1, 2013 at 4:54 PM, Regeste~; Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Editor Zinner: Attached is a letter of inquiry that we are forwarding regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are interested in having published by your 
press. Your consideration is greatly appreciated and we look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:24 AM 

Mae Henderson @gmail.com> 

ILE: EZ’s response 

Dear Mae: I am not sure if we sent a manuscript or if he received an email inquiry. If we did and he returns the manuscript then great but if not, its not a big problem. Will 
keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Mac Henderson            ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:08 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject; Re: EZ’s response 

Well, it took him long enough, but I’m relieved to hear someflfing from Zinner. 
He raises an interesting question about "classroom need." 
I guess I’m considering it a research tool for scholars and 
grad students -- rather than, strictly speaking, a classroom book. 
Ah, well...we wait and we see... 
We should, at some point, check to see if he returns 
the manuscript. 

On Tue, Apr 30, 2013 at 6:56 AM, Regester, Charlene B < regester(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Eric C Zinner [eric.zinner@nyu.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, April 29, 2013 6:16 plVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Inquiry Re Manuscript-The 3osephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I’ve been thinldng over the volume you sent, and though I am excited by its subject and scope it is hard for me to see the classroom need. I’ll have to pass, but you 

might look to Rutgers or Indiaaaa as potential publishing paxtne~s. 

Best regards, 

Eric Zinner 

Assistant Director and Editor-in-Chief 

New York University Press 

nyupress.org 
b~l facebook I twitter 

On Mon, Apr 1, 2013 at 4:54 PM, Regester, Charlene B < regeffter(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Editor Zinner: Attached is a le~er of inquiry that we are forwarding regarding The Josephine Baker Critical Reader that we are interested in having published by your 
press. Your consideration is greatly appreciated and we look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 4:11 PM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

Review the follomng 

Jaclde Overton Bio.docx 

Dear Susanne: Please review the following bio. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Jackie Overton Bio 

In recognition of Jackie Overton, the Department of African and African American 

Studies at the University of North Carolina, would like to honor her contributions to the 

university and the African American community. Overton who is from Hertford, North Carolina 

received her B.A. degree from UNC-Chapel Hill in 1985 in psychology, with a minor in African 

American Studies. A few years later she received a Master’s degree in Education and Counseling 

in the School of Education at UNC-CH leading her to pursue her professional career in the 

Department of Public Safety on campus. Because of her outstanding service to the university in 

2011 and 2012, she was invited by Chancellor Holden Thorp to speak at University Day. 

Currently, she serves as chair of the Employee Forum and is responsible for training all public 

safety employees who are not sworn officers. Her desire for perfection, excellence as an 

administrator, service to the community, and genuine desire to assist others characterizes her 

contributions to the university and makes her deserving of being honored today by the African 

American Studies Department - a department that played a pivotal role in shaping her early 

growth and development as an outstanding public servant. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 9:48 AM 

su~me@companioncamp.net 

1~: Re: Review the following 

Dear Susamae: Thanks for your review-. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: susanne@companioncamp net [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 4:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Review the following 

Hi Charlene, 

This is the edited version. I noticed my first message kept your 
version and attached the edited one so I am resending. 

Susanne 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Review the following 
[)abe: Wed, 08 May 2013 16:43:57 -(MOO 
From: susanne@companioncamp.net 
To: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc edu> 

Hi Charlene, 

Here you go 

Susanne 

On \Veal, 8 May 2013 20:10:59 ~0000, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

> Dear Susanne: Please review the lk~llowing bio. Thanks much. 
> Sincerely, 

> Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:10 AM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.nnc.edu> 

l~W: You’le Invited! Join us for a Special Scleening of"American Winter" on Tues. June 4 

AW Flyer FINAL.pdf, message-footer.txt 

From: Nancy MacLean [nancy.maclean@duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:13 AM 
To: class-center-list@duke.edu 
Subject: FW: You’re Invited! Join us for a Special Screening of "American Winter" on Tues. June 4 

The Justice Center is teaming up with the Durham People’s Alliance to host a film screening of the documentary "American Winter" at Motorco in Durham on .June 

4th~ After the fi~m, we are p~ann~ng a brief pane~ d~scuss~on on poverty in North Carolina and the current attacks on the sa~:ety net (Gene N~cho~ has k~nd~y agreed to 

be one of our panelists). You can find more information ~A[~- P~ease ~et me know if you have any questions. 

North Carolina Justice Center 

sa bi n e ~2.) n cites ~:ic e.or g 

9~.9- 856-.222¢4 

Register ow! 
JOIN US FOR A SPECIAL SCREENING OF 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 
doors open at 6:15 

show starts at 7, with a brief panel discussion at 8:30 



Motorco Music Hall 
Durham, NC 

hosted by: 

Doors @ 6:15 p.m. 
Show @ 7:00 p.m. 

Brief Panel Discussion @ 8:30 p.m. 

$10 Suggested Donation 
You m’e receiving ibis email because you are subscribed to tbe NC Justice News fiom tile Norib Cmolina Jus¢ice Center. 

Manage Your Subscripfiola, 
Nolth Carolina Justice Center 1224 S Dawson St., PO Box 28068, Raleigh, NC 27611 I ~_~_L~_~_~_Y_J_~_~J_u_~’_t_ig_’_e_=9_~Lg. 



A,M I C A N 

In the richest country on Earth, 
millions of families have been left out in the cold. 

American Winter is a documentary film directed by Joe and Harry Gantz. 

otorco 
at 

usic 
Durham, NC 

all 

Doors and Food Trucks @ 6:15 

Show @ 7:00 

Brief Panel Discussion @ 8:30 

$10 suggested donation 

HOSTED BY THE 

nurth carolina 

& the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, June 11,2013 10:06 AM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: [afam] Fwd: JOB: Post-doctoral fellowship in African-Americ aJ~ Studies in France (Sorbonne Paris Citd) 

From: Adriane Lentz-Smith [adl:t6@duke.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, June 02, 2013 12:26 plVl 
To; African American History Workshop 
Subject; [afam] Fwd: JOB: Post-doctoral fellowship in African-Americ an Studies in France (Sorbonne Paris Cit~) 

FYI 

Adriane Lentz-Smith 
Associate Professor, History 
Duke University 
Box 90719 
Durham NC, 27708-0719 

Begin forwarded message: 

Subject: Fwd: JOB: Post-doctoral fellowship in African-American Studies in France (Sorbonne Pads Citd) 

To: "histofians~umich.edu" <histofians@umich.edu>, "his~t.thc@umich.edu’’ <hist.thc@umich.edu> 

Begin forwarded message: 

Erom: "Claire Bourhis-Mariotli" <claire.bourhis-mafiotti~)omn~e.fr > 

Date: 27 mai 2013 06:22:49 PM UTC ~02:00 

To: "Claire Bourhis-Mariotli" <claire.bourhis-madotti~,%orange.fr> 
Subject: JOB: Post-doctoral fellowship in Afric~n-~,nerican Studies in France (Sorbonne Paris Cit~) 

The following post-doctoral fellowship in African-American Studies is open to PhD holders who are fluent both in French 
and English 
Projet EHDLM (<~ ~Ecrire l’histoire depuis les marges : le cas des Africains Am0ricains et le devenir de l’histoir~ 

PRES Sorbonne Paris Cit~ 
Offre d’~mploi ~n CDD 3 ans, d~but du ~ntrat ier septembre 2013. 

P o s t-doctorant ~ plNn-t~ps charg~ de la ~ordination du pro~ 
R6mun6ration: 2 395 euros (salaire brut) par mois 

Basd au laboratoire CRIDAbY Pl6iade, Universit6 Paris ] 3, Villetaneuse. 
Contexte : Le projet interdisciplinaire biftDML, port6 par les 6quipes CRIDAF (Paris 13), LARCA (Paris Diderot) 
et CREW (Paris 3 Sorbonne Nouvelle), s’int6resse aux historiens noirs des Etats-Unis ~endant la ~6riode o6 ils 
durent constituer levr ~rofession de mani6re s6~ar6e, de 1530 a 1945 environ. II englobe 6galement une r6flexion 
sur les r6cits d’esclaves au XIXe si6cle dans le monde atlant[que anglo,hone et francophone et sur les sources 
la marge ,, en dehors des normes acad6m[ques et scientifiques longtem~s fermdes aux Aflicains Am6ricains. Ce 
projet a en outre une dimension archivistique et d’information num6r[que. I1 s’ouvre aux questionnements acmels 
sur l’6criture de 1? Histoire en g6n6ral, et en ~articulier aux rapports entre monde occidental et 6critm-es 
coloniales et post-coloniales. Le projek complet sera envoy6 sur demande. Le ~ost-doctorant secondera les 
responsables du projet (C. Parfait Paris 13, M-J Rossignol Paris Diderot et }t. Le Dantec-Lowry Paris 3 
Sorbonne Nouvelle), ~arfici~era a la recherche et les assistera sur les aspects administrafif, financier et logistiqve, 
en coordination avec les se~ices des universit6s concern6es du PRES Sorbonne Paris 
R echerche 
Le/la ~ost-doctorant(e) dolt ~ouvoir ~oursuivre sa ~ro~re recherche, d6velo~per ses com~6tences au travers de 
ce projet, et pr6senter ses travaux lots des colloques, journ6es et sdminaires. Le/la candidat(e) doit indiquer 
comment il/elle envisage d’int6grer sa recherche ~ersonnelle au ~rojet (objectifs sur les 3 ans). Sa recherche dolt 
6tre compatible avec le ~rojet EHDML car il/elle doit ~ouvoir s’im~liquer dans la r6daction de notices 
biographiques sur les historiens noirs au m6me titre que les autres chercheurs ilapliqu6s. Ses sujets de recherche 
spQcifiques doivent lui permettre de nou~ir l’organisation des s~minaires (idQes d’invitations etc.) 
Comp~t~ 
-doctorat soutenu au 30 juin 2013 (en civilisation amdricaine, histoire des Noirs aux Etats-Unis, histoire des 
AmQriques ou histoire atlantique - monde anglophone et monde francophone -, anthropologie des Am~riques). 
-excellente maRrise du francais et de 1? Anglais 
-bonne utilisation des outils informatique 
-experience des archives historiques aux Etats-Unis et de l’archivistique en g~n~ral 
-sens du contact et gofit pour le travail en ~quipe 
Aetivit~s : 



Participation aux activit6s de recherche (s6minaires, colloques, publications) 

Aide ~ l’organisation des activit6s: 

-2 colloques pr6vus en 2014 et 2015 : aide ~t l’organisation, puis ~t la coordination et au suivi des publications 

-3 ]ourn6es d’6tude 
-un s6minaire doctoral et postdoctoral : invitations des intervenants, r6servation des salles, diffusion de 

l’information etc. 
- prise de contact avec des institutions, identification des personnes ressources, recherche des sources 

- diffusion de ]’information sur ces ~v~nements 

- animation d’un site web 
-participation au comit~ de pilotage et coordination avec partenaires (~quipes d’accueil, CIRESC/EHESS, PRES) 

- aide i la r~daction du rapport annuel 

Auditions le vendredi 5 juillet 2013 (l’heure et le lieu seront communiques aux candidats retenus pour 

l’audition). 
Dossier de candidature : CV, rapport de soutenance de la th~.sc, lettre de motivation et projet de recherche 
post-doctoral (1 page) ~ envoyer avant le 25 juin aux 3 organisatrices qui peuvent 6galement ~tre contact6es 
pour tout renseianement compl6mentaire : claire.parfait@univ-parisl3.fr (porteur du projet), ou Marie-Jeanne 
Rossignol (rossianol@univ-paris-diderot.fr), ou HS16ne Le Dantec-Lowry (ledanteclowry@wanadoo.fr). 

Attention :pour canal{dater, {i faut avoir so~.~tertu son doctorat depuis mob, s de 4 at~s. 

Matthew Count~man 

Associate Professor of Histo~’ and Americal Culture 

Univer~i~ of Michigan 

1029 Ti~h Hall 

435 S. State St. 

Ann Arbor M148109-1003 

734 647-2434 

<ul > 

db -- You are cnrrently snbscribed to 

</ul> 

afam as: <a href "mailto:regesler@email.nnc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu~’a>.<br> 

To nnsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.nnc.edtr’n?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12af9ccTa5bd&n T&I afam&o 33171945 or send a blank email to <a 

href "mailto:leave-33171945- 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listserv. unc.edu">lemze-33171945- 

5383356.1210a5a0009220deatSbl 2atgcc7a5bd@li st serv. unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, Jnne 17, 2013 2:17 PM 

@hotmail.com 

FW: Top 2013/14 Scholarships For Women 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: IVlonday, June 17, 20:t3 10:42 AIvl 
To: yharrisjones@gmail.com 
Subject: Top 2013/14 Scholarships For Women 

All, 

FYI and share. 

Yvonne 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: BlackNews.com [~blacknews.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 12:44 AM 
Subject: Top 2013/14 Scholarships For Women 

The Top Ten 2013-2014 Scholarshi )s For Women and Girls 

Nationwide (BlackNews.com) - Financial aid is a huge problem for millions of students 
every year who want to attend college. And yet, it is reported that billions of dollars in 
scholarship funding and grants are given away annually. One web site, 
ScholarshipsOnline.or.q, helps students find those opportunities. 
Below they have identified the top 2013/14 scholarship opportunities for women: 
#t - The AARP Foundation Women’s Scholarship Program provides scholarship funds 
to low-income women who are over the age of 50, and are seeking new job skills, training, 
and educational opportunities. 

Learn more at w~,~=scholarshipsoNine=org/2012/04/aarp-foundation=womens= 
scholarship.html 
#2 - The Betty Rendel Scholarship is available to female undergraduates each year who 

are attending a four-year accredited college or university and majoring in political science, 
government or economics, it is open to women across the nation. 

Learn more at www.scholarshipsonline.org/2013/04/betty-rendel-scholarship.html 
#3 - The Women’s Independence Scholarship Program, Inc. helps women who have 
survived domestic violence to return to school and become self-sufficienL The primary 
candidates are single mothers with young children who lack the resources to attend college. 

Learn more at wvwv.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2013/04/womens-independence-scholarship- 
~ro(lram.html 
#4 - The Miss America Scholarship Fund offers scholarships to over 12,000 young 
women who compete in the state and local competitions as well as Miss America first place 
winner, four runners-up, semi-finalists and non-finalists. 

Learn more at w~,~=scholarshipsonline.org/2013/03/miss=america-scholarship=fund.html 



#5 = The Google Anita Borg Memorial Scholarship is open to female undergraduate 
seniors or female students enrolled in a graduate program and studying Computer Science 
or Computer Engineering. 

Learn more at wvwv.scholarshipsonline.org/2013/01/google-anita-bor~q-memorial- 
scholarship.html 
#,~ - The Young Women In Public Affairs Award is a scholarship for young women age 
16 to 19 with an interest in public affairs who plan to enroll in college. 

Learn more at vvww.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2012/11/youn.q-women-in-public-affairs- 
award.html 
#7 - The Talbots Scholarship Program awards one-time scholarships to women who want 
to go back to school to earn their undergraduate degree after graduating from high school or 
receiving their GED at least ten years ago. 

Learn mor~ at www.scholarshipsonline.o~¢!/2012/11/the-talbots-scholarship-p~gr~m.html 
#8 - The Go Red Multicultural scholarship champions greater inclusion of multicultural 

women in the nursing and medical industries, address important gaps in treatment, and 
ensure that all Americans have an opportunity to work with their healthcare providers to 
make the best choices that lead to good health. 

Learn more at wvwv.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2012/09/.qo-red-multicultural-scholarship- 
fund.html 
#~ = The Jeannette Rankin Women’s Scholarship Fund awards scholarships every year 
to low-income women who are 35 years of age or older. 
Learn more at vvww.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2012/05/ieanette-rankin-womens-scholarship- 

fund.html 
#10 = The AWG Minority Scholarship program encourages young minority women to 
pursue courses of education and careers in the field of geosciences. 

Learn more at vwvw.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2012/04/aw.q-minority-scholarship.html 

ScholarshipsOnline is a fr~ online resource for scholarships and grants available to 
students, parents, and teachers. To find and apply for hundreds of scholarships for men and 
women of aft ages, vis# www.ScholarshipsOnline.o~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 2:18 PM 

ssmckoy@ncsu.edu 

FW: Top 2013/14 Scholarships For Women 

Top 2013_14 Scholarships For Women.msg 

From=          _~aol.com [          _~aol.com] 
Sent= Monday, .June 17, 2013 2:03 PM 

To=        ~aol.com 
Subject= Fwd: Top 2013/14 Scholarships For Women 

FYI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 10:42 AM 

~gmail .com 

Top 2013/14 Scholarships For Women 

Hi 

FYI and share. 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin tbrwaa~ded message: 

From: BlackNews.com [mailto:news@blacknews.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 12:44 AM 
Subject: Top 2013/14 Scholarships For Women 

The Top Ten 2013-2014 Scholarshi )s For Women and Girls 

Nationwide (BlackNews.com.) - Financial aid is a huge problem for millions of students 
every year who want to attend college. And yet, it is reported that billions of dollars in 
scholarship funding and grants are given away annually. One web site, 
ScholarshipsOnline.org, helps students find those opportunities. 
Below they have identified the top 2013/14 scholarship opportunities for women: 
#1 - The AARP Foundation Women’s Scholarship Program provides scholarship funds 
to low-income women who are over the age of 50, and are seeking new job skills, training, 
and educational opportunities~ 

Learn more at wvwv.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2012/04/aarp-foundation-womens- 
scholarship.html 
#2 = The Betty Rendel Scholarship is available to female undergraduates each year who 

are attending a four-year accredited college or university and majoring in political science, 
government or economics. It is open to women across the nation. 

Learn more at w’a,w.scholarshi0sonline.orq/2013/04/bettv-rendel-scholarship.html 
#3 - The Women’s Independence Scholarship Program, Inc. helps women who have 
survived domestic violence to return to school and become self-sufficient. The primary 
candidates are single mothers with young children who lack the resources to attend college. 

Learn mot~ at www.scholarshipsonline.o~0/2013/04/womens-independence-scholarship- 
proqram=html 
#4 - The Miss America Scholarship Fund offers scholarships to over 12,000 young 
women who compete in the state and local competitions as well as Miss America first place 
winner, four runners-up, semi-finalists and non-finalists. 

Learn more at wvwv.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2013/03/miss-america-scholarship-fund.html 
#5 - The Google Anita Borg Memorial Scholarship is open to female undergraduate 
seniors or female students enrolled in a graduate program and studying Computer Science 
or Computer Engineering= 

Learn more at www.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2013/O1/.qoo.qle-anita-bor.q-memorial- 
scholarship.html 
#5 - The Young Women In Public Affairs Award is a scholarship for young women age 
16 to 19 with an interest in public affairs who plan to enroll in college. 

Learn more at wvvw.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2012/11/youn.q-women-in-public-affairs- 



award.html 
#7 - The Talbots Scholarship Program awards one-time scholarships to women who want 
to go back to school to earn their undergraduate degree after graduating from high school or 
receiving their GED at least ten years ago. 

Learn more at vvvvw.scholarsh~/2012/11/the-talbots-scholarsh~ram.html 
#8 - The Go Red Multicultural scholarship champions greater inclusion of multicultural 

women in the nursing and medical industries, address important gaps in treatment, and 
ensure that all Americans have an opportunity to work with their healthcare providers to 
make the best choices that lead to good health. 

Learn more at wvwv.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2012/09/,qo-red-multicultural-scholarship- 
fund.html 
#8 - The Jeannette Rankin Women’s Scholarship Fund awards scholarships every year 
to low-income women who are 35 years o~ age or older. 
Learn more at vwvw.scholarshipsonline.org/2012/O5/ieanette-rankin-womens-scholarship- 
fund.html 
#10 = The AWG Minority Scholarship program encourages young minority women to 
pursue courses of education and car~ers in the field of geosciences. 

Learn more at wvwv.scholarshipsonline.or.q/2012/04/aw.q-minority-scholarship.html 

ScholarshipsOnline is a free online resource for scholarships and grants available to 
students, parents, and teachers. To find and apply for hundreds of scholarships for men and 
women of aft ages, visit wvvw.ScholarshipsOnline.o~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 10:47 AM 

~live.unc.edu 

FW: Top 2013/14 Scholarships For Women 

Top 2013_14 Scholarships For Women.msg 

From:          _~aol.com [         ~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, .June 17, 2013 2:03 PM 

To:        ~aol.com 
Subject-" Fwd: Top 2013/14 Scholarships For Women 

FYI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Friday, June 28, 20:[3 :[:09 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Critical analysis of Black in Latin America PBS documentary series (articles attached) 

Christina Sue and Tanya Golash-Boza--More Than a Hidden Race.pdf; Wendy Roth--Blackness in the Dominican Republic.pall; 

Maria Elena Diaz--Cuba The Next Revolution.pdf; Chinyere Osuji-Race and Race Mixure in Brazil.pall 

From= Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent= Friday, June 28, 20:t3 10:59 AM 
To= Hildebrand, Reginald F; McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B; Janken, Kenneth R; Porter, Robert S; Hall, Perry A; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject= Critical analysis of Black in Latin America PBS documentary series (articles attached) 

Hi AlL 
I am forwarding a message mad commentaries about Heno~ Louis Gates "Black in Latin America" documentaxy series. 

Best, 

Kia 

The latest issue of Latin American and Carib bean Ethnic Studies features tour essays that critically ~alyze Henry Louis Gates’ PBS documenta%~ series, Black in 

Latin America, and situate the series in the conte:~ of Latin Americanist scholarship on race and ethnicity. I have attached the tour essays (in case you haven’t seen 

them). 

Attachments: 

-Christina A. Sue a~d Tm~ya Golash-Boza, "More than ’A Hidden Race’: The Comple:dties of Blackness in Me:rico and Peru," Latin American and Caribbean 

Ethnic Studies (2013): 76-82. 

- M~aSa Elena Diaz, "Cuba: The Ne:~ Revolution?," Latin Ame~qcan and Caribbean Ethnic Sntdies (2013): 83-87. 

-Wendy D. Roth, "A Single Shade of ’Negro’: Henry Louis Gates’ Depictions of Blackness in the Dominican Republic," Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic 

Studies (2013): 92-96. 

- Chinyere Osttii, "A Racial PaJcadise? Race and Race Mixture in Hen~ Louis Gates’ Brazil," Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies (2013): 88-91. 

Reena N. Goldthree, PhD 
Assistant Professor 

African and African American Studies (AAAS) 
Dartmouth College 

Email: Reena.N.Goldthree@dartmouth.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 12:54 PM 

ssmckoy@ncsu.edu 

FW: First A~mual ETHNOGI~’ILM FESTIVAL 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of ALAN LOUIS ARRIVEE [arrivee@OLEMISS.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 12:32 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: First Annual ETHNOGRAFILM FESTIVAL 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

As a member of UFVA and filmmaker, I am very excited to share this news of a new film t~stival devoted entirely to ethnographic film. Though I make na~ative 

fictionaJ films myself, as director ofa smgd, interdisciplinary cinema program at The University of Mississippi I aan highly interested in the ma~y forms film cm~ taXe and 

am fascinated by this particalax form of study through film. In a world ever more crowded by fifin festivaJls devoted to the same fare, Ethnografilm is a breath of fresh 

air. 

Please join me in assisting my friend and colleagne Wesley Shrum of Louisiana State University in malting this first year of Ethi~ografilm a success by dislributing this 

infom~ation to all who might be interested. And mos~t importantly, submit yonr own ethnographic films in either the Academic or Documentary category! 

All The Best, 

AlanAr6vde 

Alan Anivde 

Assistaaat Professor of Cinema 

Cinema Director 
Department of Theatre Arts 

The University of Mississippi 

.~.i Banner 2 corrected dates 

We are delighted to 
announce and humbly 
invite your submission to 
the first annual 
Ethnografilm Festival, 17- 
20 April 2014, in Paris, 
France. 
Four years in the making, 
Ethnografilm will highlight 
the academic and 
documentary films that best 
contribute to the systematic 
understanding of our social Submit Your Film 



world through film~ A 

global initiative sponsored 

by the International Social 
Science Council and the Society 

for Social Studies of Science, this 
film festival meets the 

growing need for non- 

fiction filmmakers to 

present peer-reviewed 

audiovisual work in an 

international forum. 

Ethno~qrafilm solicits 

submissions in four 

categories: academic, 

academic short, 

documentary, & 

documentary short (shorts 

defined as under 10 

minutes). Academic films 
are generally those in 

which a scholar has a 

principal role such as 

editor, director, or 

producer. Please contact 

the festival manager if there 

are questions. Ethno~qraf!lrn 

makes no distinction by 

career stage, and 

particularly solicits films by 

students and youth. 

We are honored to view all 

contributions to the 

understanding of the social 

world. 

Scholarships will be offered for travel to Paris 

in April 2014 after selections are announced. 

Ethnografilm Web Site 

Wesley Shrum, Director 

Emil,i Biosser, Festival Manager 

X:: Banner 1 corrected dates 

Alan Anivde 

Assistant Professor of Cinema 

Cinema Director 

Department of Theatre Arts 

The University of Mississippi 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 



your firs~t and last name.) You caJ~ leave a list by ~nding the following command to lis’Lserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, July ~L7, 20~_3 3:30 PM 

~8mail.com 

FW: Commentary by Robin Kelley on Zimmerman Verdict 

From= Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 17, 2013 10:55 AM 
To= Department listserv 
Subject= [afriafam] Commentary by Robin Kelley on Zimmerman Verdict 

This is a~ excellent commenma% 

http:i/w~v.counterpunch.or~,’2013iOT15ithe-us-v-tra~on-marfin; 

You are currently subscribed to afi4afam as: regester(~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: hrtp:/ilists.unc.ed[lu?id 32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriati~m&o 33310633 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ4 to leave-33310633-32361607.26892tt~bebb2514dbed042dl 0c3de25~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 22, 20:23 3:07 PM 

fhall@shawu.edu 

FW: Commentary by Robin Kelley on Zimmerman Verdict 

From= Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 17, 2013 10:55 AM 
To= Department listserv 
Subject= [afriafam] Commentary by Robin Kelley on Zimmerman Verdict 

This is a~ excellent commenma% 

http:i/w~v.counterpunch.or~,’2013iOT15ithe-us-v-tra~on-marfin; 

You are currently subscribed to afi4afam as: regester(~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: hrtp:/ilists.unc.ed[lu?id 32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriati~m&o 33310633 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ4 to leave-33310633-32361607.26892tt~bebb2514dbed042dl 0c3de25~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 22, 20:23 3:08 PM 

fhall@shawu.edu 

FW: Commentary by Robin Kelley on Zimmerman Verdict 

From= Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 17, 2013 10:55 AM 
To= Department listserv 
Subject= [afriafam] Commentary by Robin Kelley on Zimmerman Verdict 

This is a~ excellent commenma% 

http:i/w~v.counterpunch.or~,’2013iOT15ithe-us-v-tra~on-marfin; 

You are currently subscribed to afi4afam as: regester(~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: hrtp:/ilists.unc.ed[lu?id 32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriati~m&o 33310633 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ4 to leave-33310633-32361607.26892tt~bebb2514dbed042dl 0c3de25~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~70 UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 3:11 PM 

thall@sha~vu.edu 

FW: 2013 MUfUkP Conference Announcement: "Race, Ethnici .ty, m~d Soci~J Justice in the Intemet Age" 

MURAP 2013 Conference Final Program Schedule.docx 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:04 PM 

To: fhall@shaw.edu 
Subject: FW: 2013 MURAP Conference Announcement: "Race, Ethnicity, and Social Justice in the Internet Age" 

From: Samanthis Smalls [sqs3@duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 12:15 PM 
To: ccc-student-faculty@listserv.unc.edu; McCurley, Megan Andrea; Reavis, Allison; redick@unc.edu; Anderson, Barbara S; Winford, Brandon Kyron Lenzie; Rybarczyk, Brian 
J; Faison, Christopher D; Jackson, Fatimah L.C.; geethav@unc.edu; Moore, James Gregg; Pierce, Jackie; Jordan, Joseph F; Blau, Judith; Campbell, Larry; King, Larry D; Lerea, 
Leslie S; Taylor, Lorraine C; Williams, Lyneise E; mclamber@unc.edu; Willis, Rachel; Collier, Shauna D; Reznick, Steve; Estroff, Sue E; Bosley, Will; Andrews, William L; 
Thornton, Brendan Jamal; Regester, Charlene B; Price, Charles R; Stroman, Deborah L; Watts, Eric King; McNeil, Genna Rae; Williams, Heather A; Coleman, James; Booth, 
Karen M; Berger, Michele T; Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Rucker, Walter C; Smith, Holly A; Jones, Marina Sabine; Mortell, Patrick; Goodlett, 

Clarissa; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A; Deborah.Wahl@duke.edu; teray@ncsu.edu; jrwyatt@uncg.edu; Flinn-Johnson, Lauren; Noblit, George W; Stone, Lynda; Araki, Kozue; 
Rafferty, Rachel Marie; Steele, Jane; Mitchell, Denise; valerie wade; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden; Natalie Gwishiri; Kyera Singleton; Byrd, Brandon; Monley, Seana 
Co: Perelmuter, Rosa; Murap 
Subject: 2013 MURAP Conference Announcement: "Race, Ethnidty, and Social Justice in the Internet Age" 

Dear Faculty, Staff, MURAP Affiliates, and Members of the Carolina and Neighboring Community, 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) faculty, cohort, and staff cordially invite you to our 2013 Conference, "Race, 

Ethnicity, and Social Justice in the Internet Age," 

19~ Annual MURAP Conference Announcement 
Thursday and Friday, July 25-26, 2013 
9:00am-5:00pm 
Each year, the Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) culminates with an academic conference. Invited scholars and 
select students present their research and engage with the entire student cohort, faculty mentors, alumni, academic community and the general 
public. This year’s program features three panels of distinguished scholars, presentations from current MU P~¢P student scholars, and a MURAP 
alumni panel (please see attached conference schedule). 
Conference events will be held in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center, on the campus of the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. The event is free and open to the public. 
MURAP aims to increase the number of ethnically diverse PhDs in the social sciences, humanities, and fine arts in the United States. Student 
fellows participate in an intensive ten-week program in which they are paired with faculty mentors to develop a research project. The students 

attend weekly GRE review sessions and various workshops that prepare them for the rigors of graduate school. The program’s objective is to aid 

students in developing graduate-level work and proficiency and to encourage them to apply to graduate school in the target areas upon 

graduation. 

We are very excited about our 2013 conference, which will address the various ways racially and ethnically diverse groups have used, and 

continue to use, the internet to effect social, political, and institutional change. We hope you will join us for two days of stimulating presentations 

and thoughtful discussion. 

Samanthis Smalls, Conference Coordinator 

Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) 

(919)962-6811 
sqs3@duke.edu 



19th Annual MURAP Academic Conference 

"Race, Ethnidty, and Social Justice in the Internet Age" 
Thursday July 25th & Friday July 26th 

Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
150 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC, 27599 

Day 1--Thursday, July 25, 2013 
8:00-9:00am Breakfast 

9:00-9:30am 

9:30-10:00am 

10:00-11:30am 

Welcome, Prof. Karla Slocum, Director, Institute of African American 
Research 
Opening Remarks, Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, Director, Moore Undergraduate 
Research Apprentice Program 

Introduction of the 2013 MURAP cohort of students, mentors, and staff 

A Sampling of MURAP Students’ Research--Part I 

Rachel Harmon, Cornell University 
"Sustaining Inequality: The Role of Prisons in Perpetuating Systems of 
Social Stratification in the United States" 

Christopher Robinson, North Carolina A&T University 
"Anti-Gay Bullying, Homophobia, and Violence: Student Experiences, 

Educational Outcomes, and the Limitations of NC State Policy" 

Amanda Rolon, The City University of New York--Hunter College 
"What it Means to be a Man: How Men Negotiate Privilege in Contemporary 
American Witch Literature" 

11:30-12:00noon Break 

12:00-1:30pm 

1:30-2:30pm 

2:30-4:30pm 

Scholar Panel I: Fashioning Identities and Change in Cyberspace 
Moderator: Prof. Kennetta Perry, East Carolina University 

Prof. William A. "Sandy" Darity, Jr., Duke University 
"Tweeting in Color: Black and Latino Scholars on Twitter" 

Prof, Mark Anthony Neal, Duke University 
"B(1)ackChannels: The Interiorities of a Proper Black Life" 

Sa’ed Ariel Atshan, Harvard University 
"Violence, Nonviolence, and Social Media: Trajectories of the Arab Spring" 

Lunch 

Scholar Panel II: Media and Racial Identity: Insights for the Social Media 
age 
Moderator: Prof. Lasana Harris, Duke University 



Prof. Joseph Winters, University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
"Representations of Black Masculinity in Hip Hop Culture" 
Prof. Jonathan Rosa, University of Massachusetts-Amherst 
"Language Change as Social Change?: Contesting Popular Representations 
of U,S, Latinas/os" 
LaCharles Ward, Northwestern University 
"Tweeting and (Re)Tweeting: Deconstructing Racism on Twitter and 
Challenging Post-Racial Ideology" 
Prof. Lasana Harris, Duke University 
"Stereotype Context: How the Media Promotes Dehumanizing Bayesian 
Inferences" 

4:30pm 

Day 2--Friday, July 
8:00-9:00am 

Concluding Remarks, Prof. Rosa Perelmuter 

26, 2013 

Breakfast 

9:00-9:15am 

9:15-10:15am 

Welcome, Dr. Carol Tresolini, Vice Provost for Academic Initiatives, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

A Sampling of MURAP Students’ Research--Part II 

Chant6 Thompson, North Carolina State University 
"Regional Repercussions: The Rosenberg Affair and the Evolution of Jewish 
and Communist Identities in North Carolina, 1950-1956" 
Edith Benavides, Harvard University 
"Can the Madwoman Speak?: The Surrealist Representation of Madness in 
Nadja and ’Down Below’" 

10:15-12:00noon Scholar Panel III-- Concluding remarks Breaking Down Barriers and 
Stereotypes in the Digital Realm 
Moderator: Prof. Seth Kotch, University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill 

12:00-1:30pm 

Prof. Ashley Lucas, University of Michigan 
"Blogging~ Social Media, and Incarceration: Online Connections Between the 
Public and Prisoners" 
Prof. Philip Christman, University of Michigan 
"Be Sane, Be Sane, Be Sane: Literary Writers, Social Media, and the 
Surprising Value of Oversharing" 
Tressie McMillan Cottom, Emory University 
"Raging Against the Machine: The Case of Naomi Schaefer Riley and The 
Chronicle of Hi~ther Education" 

Lunch 

1:30-3:30pm MURAP Alumni Panel 



Moderator & Panelist: Prof. Lasana Harris (MURAP ’02), Assistant 
Professor, Duke University 
Antoinette Landor (MURAP ’05), Postdoctoral Fellow, Center for 
Developmental Science, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Tressie McMillan Cottom (MURAP ’09), Doctoral Student, Emory 
University 
Andrew Martinez (MURAP ’09), Doctoral Student, University of California, 
Los Angeles 
lason Brouster (MURAP ’10), Master’s Student, University of Kansas 
LaCharles Ward (MURAP ’10), Doctoral Student (in Fall 2013), 
Northwestern University 

3:30pm Concluding Remarks, Prof. Rosa Perelmuter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 2:45 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Pop cul~ fihn, privilege 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@igc org] 
Sent: Sunday, July 28, 2013 6:10 PM 
To: Sheila Smith McKoy; Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Joseph Jordan 
Subject: Pop cult, film, privilege 

http://www washin~tonpost.con~,opinions/2013/O7/25/2b3aaeae-f3ab-11e2-9434-60440856fadf stor,v.h~nl 

Washington Post July 26, 2013 

Pop culture, white privilege and widening the lens 

By Ann Hornaday 

As a drama about the needless death of a young, unarmed black man, the shattering new movie "Fruitvale Station" has found particular resonance with audiences in the past few weeks. ’l’he 
film stars ?,/hchael B. Jordan as Oscar Grant, who was shot by a white Oakland, Calif., transit police officer in 2009. But the scene from the fihn that has most haunted me does not address 
racial profiling or any of the events directly related to the shooting 

It’s New Year’s Eve in San Francisco. On a crowded street, while waiting for his date to go to the bathroom, Oscar strikes up a conversauon with a white man around his age, who, like 
Oscar, has committed a crime Unlike Oscar, he has clearly rebonnded. ARer they" chat about the women in their hves, the stranger confesses that he was so broke when he married his wife 
that he had to steal her ring tJe issues a warning about going down the same road, then cheerfully’ tells ()scar that he now owns a business and gives him his card. 

’]?hat brief but eloquent scene deftly illustrates the subtleties of white privilege a reality too seldom portrayed in film and too often ignored by its beneficiaries in life 

When Hollywood tackles race directly, it’s usually by way of uplifiing allegories like "Guess Who’s Coruing to Dinner," "Crash" and "The Help," each of which, in its own way, perpetuates 
the consoling idea that eradicating racism is simply a matter of purging our negative prejudices. 

Rarely- do films ask audiences to grapple with the deeply embedded, race-based habits that give white Americans an edge in everything from housing to employment, or the positive racial 
profiling that grants white people conntless free passes. 

Indeed, far frora being confronted with the pernicious legacies of official discrimination, white audiences tend to have their assnn~ptions about race reinforced. Black people are far more 
likely- to go see movies with ruajority-white casts than vice versa. And whereas ruovies about African Aruericans have tended to be confined to comedies and urban dramas, the white 
experience has long been represented across a diverse range of genres, stories and characters. 

That worldview conditions not only the stories we see but the ones we tell ourselves. For years, when speaking to journalism students, I’ve explained that I got my start in the business by 
snagging an entry-level ruagazine job just out of college. What Fve conveniently left out is that I learned about the job and obtained an intetwiew thanks to sorueone I ruet through old 
friends of tW family. Although I’ve long adopted the classic bootstrap narrative that I got to where I ara by dint of luck and hard work, the ruore coraplicated truth is that I also benefited 
froru an intangible fom~ of social capital. 

In her book "The American Non-Dilemma: Racial Inequality Without Racism," Rutgers Business School professor Nancy DiTomaso explains how ~vhites, who tend to hold jobs with higher 
pay and status, also tend to help people they- know most often other whites. The resulting disparities in income and advanceruent are less grounded in outright discrimination or racial 
animus than in "in-group favuritisru" that’s far more difficult to quantify or eradicate. 

This aspect of white privilege has bubbled under the s~trface of recent debates about college admissions policies and unpaid internships. As a recent post on the Web site Journos of Color 
noted, for instance, "The only people who can afford to wurk full-time for free come from ~vealth, and generally, if you’re wealthy in Arnerica, you’re white." 

But many people, especially white people, don’t realize the extent of the disparities that persistunt structural privilege creates. According to some estimates, whites on average possess six 
times the accumulated wealth in the form of home equity, savings and retiremunt accounts of blacks. That discrepancy is explained not by financial savvy or luck, but by the legacy of 
now-illegal practices in housing, education and employruent that forrued the foundation of America’s enduring and widening ~vealth gap between non-Hispanic whites and minorities. 

As mortified as some white people may- be at the suggestion that we’ve enjoyed career advancement at someone else’s expense, we need to acknowledge that one can benefit from privilege 
even if it isn’t explicitly claimed Indeed, perhaps the ultimate marker of privilege is not having to be conscious of it. 

Thanks to other people’s positive prqjections and expectations, I’ve often been able to view- the ;vorld as a welcoming, or at least benignly’ neutral, meritocracy. I’ve never been followed in a 
department store by anyone other than an aggressive perfume lady with a spritzer. I haven’t had to pay an "al~xie~ tax," expending untold physical and psychic energy managing other 
people’s reflexive l~ars. 

Obviously, gender, geography’, economic and social class, and temperament play a part in my outlook as well. No one’s experience, positive or negative, can be reduced to just one 
characteristic But it didn’t always occur to me, nor was I ever taught, to consider race as part of my personal bundle of x-factors. 

This is where popular culture can be particularly helpful Granted, the 1947 film ~Gentleman’s Agreement" didn’t eradicate anti-Semitism Nor did "Tootsie" stamp out sexism or 
~Philadelphia" erase homophobia. But each of those films reframed its subject matter in ways that galvanized audiences into reaching "aha" moments about prejudice. 

Perhaps it’s time to make a modem-day "Black Ltke Me," the 1964 film based on John Howard Griffin’s memoir of impersonating a black man in the Jim Crow South, this time for the 21st 
century: a story that throws the condition of whiteness, ;vith its myriad unseen, unspoken advantages, into clarit)ing relief 

The challenge is creating characters that can transcend polarized and entrenched perceptions of race. This past week, a Washington Post poll found that a sobering 86 percent of African 
Americans say blacks and other minorities do not get equal treatment under the law, whereas a ma3ority of ;vhites 54 percent say there is equal treatment for minority groups. In a 
recent interview about their book "Justice in America: The Separate Realities of Blacks and Whites," political scientists Jon Hurwitz and Mark Peffley described a "gulf’ between African 
Americans, ;vho largely- lack faith in the criminal justice system, and white citizens, who consider it essentially color-blind 

Just as the roots of blacks’ mistrust of the system lie in their unfair treatment over generations, the roots of whites’ optimism can be fonnd in our own history Like compounded interest 
from an investment we never made, the advantages white people er~joy derive from past racist practices and present-day unconscious behaviors that create channels no less wide, deep and 
real :For being largely invisible. 

If movies are equipped to do anything, it’s to make those channels visible And the best films can show viewers how to navigate them. "Fruitvale Station" does that, in just one brief 



encounter The San Francisco street scene may begin with an acute observation of separate realities, but it ends by suggesting a possible bridge, in the simple act of a black character taking 
the business card of a white man he’s just met 

Ann Homaday is the chief film critic for ’l’he Washington Post. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER 
(REGESTER)> 
Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Mistake Detected in Class Time for Fall 

Dear Travis: I checked the computer to verify my classes for the Fall and discovered that AFAM 276 (now AAAD) is being 
offered from 3:00-6:20pm but in previous years it was offered from 3:30 - 6:20pm. Can you check to see if a mistake was 
made or if the correct time is now from 3:00 until 6:20pm. Thanks much for your assistance and call me if you have any 
questions. Things may have changed -- but just double check if possible. Sincerely, Charlene Recjester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 1:54 PM 

Kapur, Geeta Nadia <gkapu@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: "Sto~ of America"- Join us Aug. 8 in Dufl~am for Film Screening m~d Town Hall 

Dear Geeta: Glad to know that you are doing well -- I assumed that you were swamped with work. Let’s meet sometime after Labor Day. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Kaput, Geeta Nadia 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 7:52 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: "Story of America"-,loin us Aug. 8 in Durham for Film Screening and Town Hall 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I hope you are doing well. I have been so busy with the NAACP and have just worn myself out. I really want to catch up with you. Please let me know a good time for you. 

Wa rmest wishes, 
Geeta 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, ,luly 25, 2023 9:32 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Subject: FVV: "Story of America"-,loin us Aug. 8 in Durham for Film Screening and Town Hall 

From: Nancy MacLean [nancy.maclean@duke.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, ,luly 14, 2023 9:18 PM 
To: class-center-list@duke.edu; spnc-announcement@duke.edu 
Subject: FW: "Story of America"-.Ioin us Aug. 8 in Durham for Film Screening and Town Hall 

JOIN US FORA SPECIAL FILM SCREENING AND TOWN HALL 

The North Carolina Justice Center and Story of America present: 

Story of America" A Nation Divided 
A Film Screening and Town Haft with Documentary 

Fflmmakers and Social Activists Annabel Park and Eric Bjvler 

Thursday, August 8th, 2013 
Motorco Music Hall 

723 Rigsbee Ave. 

Dufl~am, N C 

Event starts at 7:00 p.tn. 

Register Now! 

In an upcoming documentary film with North Carolina as its centerpiece, 

filmmakers Annabel Park and Eric Byler use the transformative power of 

dialogue and storytelling to explore and heal the political, economic and 

cultural polarization of today’s America. 

We invite you to come be a part of the discussion and filmmaking 

process by watching clips from Park and Byler’s recent journeys across 

North Carolina and to participate in a filmed town hall as part of this 

unique documentary project as they explore the role of dialogue and 

deliberation in creating a more informed, engaged and united citizenry. 

Event starts at 7:00 p.m. 
¯ Come early (6:00 p.m.): Grab food from local food trucks and visit 



our partner organizations’ tables. 
Stay late (8:30): Stay for social hour with other participants 

$10 suggested donation; you may bring this contribution with you to the 
event or contribute online after registering. 

Space is limited, registration required.._R_.S__.V__.P___._H_.e__r._e. 
Hosted by the: 

ii.~.iI NO Justice Center 

Sto,~,- of Ameri~.a 

Disclaimer: By attending this event, you are giving The Story of America and the NC Justice 

Center permission to film and use video footage and photographs in which you may appear. 

The NC Justice Center is a 501(c)3 non-profit, nonpartisan organization working on issues of 

concern to low- and middle-income North Carolinians. "l~e views of presenters and 

participants during this event do not reflect the views of the NC Justice Center= 

You are receiving this email bec~nse you are saJbsca-ibed to updates fiom the Nor:h Carolina Justice Center. 

Manage Your Subscription11 U~lsubscribe 
North Carolina Justice Center 1224 S. Dawson St., PO Box 28068, Raleigh, NC 27611 I w~sv.nc]usfi£&.oIig 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 1:54 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

IL!:;: August 14th agenda 

Dear Walter: This works for me -- I will just meet you at Top of the Hill on Wednesday at 22noon. See you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Mlonday, August 26, 2023 2:53 PMI 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: August 24th agenda 

Would Top of the Hill work for you? If not, we could always meet in the main office and find a place from there. 

Best~ 

W a I t: e r 

From= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent~ Nondag, August 26, 2013 l:S1 PN 

T~ Rucker, Walter C 
Subject= RE: August 14th agenda 
Dear Walter: Yes, this wor~ for me -- just let me know where you would like to meet. Sincerely, Charlene Reges~r 

From; Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Mlonday, August 26, 2023 2:43 plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: August 24th agenda 

Dear Charlene, 

Please ~ccept rm/apol.:_~gies for the k~Le reply. Would this Wednesday ~: noon work for you? ff not, I shouk~ be free this Frktay a~s.:). 

~ ~ook forward to catching up soon. ~ hope aH is well 

Best, 

Wa~ter 

Wa|ter Rucker 

Associate Profosso~ 

African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 

L; NC-Chapel Hi~l 

107 Ba~le 

Chapel HU1, NC 27599~3395 

h~ps://sites google com/site/chwalte~a~cke~f 

Fmm~ Regester, Charlene B 

Sent~ Tuesday, August 20, 20~3 12:~ PN 

To~ Rucker, Wa~ter 
Subject: RE: August 14th agenda 
Dear Walter: I look forward to meeting with you as well so that we can catch up -- I can meet on Wednesday(s) and Friday(s), my office hours are on Thursday from $$-2pm. 
We could meet for lunch if you would like. If you are downstairs, I am ups~irs but will leave at Spm today so we could set up a meeting time and place. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 20, 2023 12:35 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: August 24th agenda 

H ~:_~¥ Charlene, 

f would love to catch up wiLh you someLim,:_~ sooth What is your avaH~;bHity for the next couple of weeks? Frn free Mot~days, Wednesday~b and sortie Fridays and I 

can ak, vays meet ~n the office Tuesdays and Thursdays from Zla to ~p. Let me know what works for you. 

Best, 

Wa~ter 

Wa|ter Rucker 
Associate Profosso~ 
African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 
UN(. -.C~u~pel 
107 Battle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
tdlps://sites ~oo$1e com/site/d~waltenatcke~f 

F~m= Regester, Charlene 
Sent= Thursday, August 15, 2013 2:27 PN 
To= Rucker, Wa~ter C 
Subject= RE: August i4th agenda 
Dear Walter: Thanks for responding and hope you have a good vacation. The semester is Nst approaching and I look fo~ard to seeing you when you return. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent= Thursday, August :IS, 2013 22:54 plVl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: August 24th agenda 



Dear Charlene, 

Please accept my sincere apologies for the tardy reply. I’m currently on a family trip and have no wifi or Internet access. Unfortunately, we 

won’t be back in the Triangle until late Friday so I won’t be able to attend the Diversity meeting. As always, if any other scheduling conflicts come up for you later 

in the term, I would be more than happy to serve as your fill-in. 

I hope all is well and I look forward to catching up soon. 

Best, 

Walter 

Sent from my iPhone. 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 1:24 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Walter: Hope you have had a good summer and I look forward to seeing you when school begins. Attached is an upcoming workshop that the Diversity 
liaison Js hosting and while I can attend on August 14th, I cannot do so on August 15. Since you previously attended Jn my absence I was wondering Jf you are 
interested in attending on August 15. If so, please let me know and the appropriate materials are attached. I look forward to hearing from you. I apologize for 
the late notice but I have not been on campus consistently. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Cline, Alexis L [Alexis Cline@unc.edu] 
Sent-¯ Friday, August 09, 2013 4:25 PM 
To-" CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
C¢: Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Kiel, David; Bardsley, Janice B; Hillis, Ken; Anselmo Lastra (!_a__s3_La___~_c_s_:__u___n_c_:__e_c_l_u_); Clemens, J. Christopher; Padua, Darin A; Barker, Marco 
J; Dey, Sharbari; Clayton, Taffye Benson; McGowan, John 
Subject-" [casdiversity] August 14th agenda 

Message .from Pat Parker, Director, Faculty Diversity Initiatives 

Dear Colleagues, 

I’m looking forward to seeing you next Wednesday to continue the work of increasing diversity and inclusion in the College. Attached are the agendas 

for the August 14th and 15th sessions, and a letter of welcome from the Art of Hosting facilitators, Jodi Sandfort and Tuesday Ryan-Hart. 

As a reminder, the August 14th session is a networking and strategic visioning workshop involving the College Diversity Liaisons and Unit Chairs, while 

the August 15th session is open to diversity leaders from across campus who want training in the Art of Hosting methods. Ideally, participants at the 

August 14th session will come back on August 15th to deepen their practice with the Art of Hosting techniques and build on ideas harvested from the 

day before. 

Please dress casually and comfortably to prepare for a full day of interactive sharing and learning. 

Thank you very much for your continued support. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me, 

With warmest regards, 

Pat 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: _r__ejg__e_&t__e_~.~_e_r[!’_a_i_l_:__UlLC_:__e__d_t!. 

(It may be necessary to cut m~d paffte the above URL if the line is broken) 

<Agenda 8-14-13FINAL to send.docx> 

<Agenda for 8-15-13 FINAL to send.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 28, 2013 2:12 PM 

~gmail.com 

EW: Call for Paper 

From: ijelc@academicresearcl~journals.org [ljelc@academicresearchjournals.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:17 PM 
To: a cademicresearchj ournalsij elc@yahoo corn 
Subject: Call for Paper 

International Journal of English Literature and Culture 
http://w~v.academicresearc h journals or~/IJELC/Index.htm 

(;all for Paper 

Introducing "International Journal of’English Literature and Culture " 

[)ear Colleague, 

The ]mernational Journal of English Literature and Culture (IJELC) is 
a multidisciplinary peer reviewed journal published monthly by 
Academic Research Journals (http://wv, as’.academicresearchiournals.org ). 
IJELC is dedicated to increasing the depth of’research across all 
areas of this subj ect 

Call for Papers 

IJE] ,C will cover all areas of of’English Literature and Culture The 
j oumal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the general 
criteria of significance and scientific excellence in this subject 
area, and will publish: 

Original articles in basic and applied research 
Case studies 
Critical reviews, SUlweys, opinions, corrmrentaries and essay-s 

We invite you to submit your manuscript(s) to 
academicresearchj ournals(jelc@yahoo, corn or 
ij elc@academicresearchj ournals, org for publication. Our objective 
is to infurm authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within 
four weeks of subraission. Following acceptance, a paper will normally 
be published in the next issue. Instruction for authors and other 
details are available on out website; 
http:i/www.academicresearchjournals.orgiIJELC/Author’s%20Guide.htm 

IJELC is an Open Access Journal 

One key request of researchers across the world is unrestricted access 
to research publications. Open access gives a worldwide audience 
larger than that of an?" subscription-based journal and thus increases 
the visibility and impact of published work. It also enhances 
indexing, retrieval power and elirainates the need for permissions to 
reproduce and distribute content. IJELC is fully committed to the Open 
Access Initiative and will provide free access to all articles as soon 
as they are published. 

Best regards, 

Iyioma Sulmy 
Editorial assistant 
International Journal of English Literature and Culture (IJELC) 
E-mail: ij elc@a cademicresearchj ournals.org 
E-mail: academicresearchj ournalsij elc@ahoo.com 
Support sel~’ices: support@academicresearchjournals.org 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals org/I.rELC/Index.htm 
Website: http://a cademicresearchiournals, org/ 

Submit manuscripts as e-mail att.nchment to the Editorial Office at 
ijelc@academicresearchjournals.org and academicresearchjournalsijelc@yahoo.com 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 28, 2013 2:22 PM 

~att.net 

EW: Call for Paper 

From: ijelc@academicresearcl~journals.org [ljelc@academicresearchjournals.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:16 PM 
To: a cademicresearchj ournalsij elc@yahoo corn 
Subject: Call for Paper 

International Journal of English Literature and Culture 
http://w~v.academicresearc h journals or~/IJELC/Index.htm 

(;all for Paper 

Introducing "International Journal of’English Literature and Culture " 

[)ear Colleague, 

The ]mernational Journal of English Literature and Culture (IJELC) is 
a multidisciplinary peer reviewed journal published monthly by 
Academic Research Journals (http://w’~,as’.academicresearchiournals.org). 
IJELC is dedicated to increasing the depth of’research across all 
areas of this subj ect 

Call for Papers 

IJE] ,C will cover all areas of of’English Literature and Culture The 
j oumal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the general 
criteria of significance and scientific excellence in this subject 
area, and will publish: 

Original articles in basic and applied research 
Case studies 
Critical reviews, SUlweys, opinions, corrmrentaries and essay-s 

We invite you to submit your manuscript(s) to 
academicresearchj ournals~ielc@yahoo, corn or 
ij elc@academicresearchj ournals, org for publication. Our obiective 
is to infurm authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within 
four weeks of subraission. Following acceptance, a paper will normally 
be published in the next issue. Instruction for authors and other 
details are available on out website; 
http:i/www.academicresearchiournals.orgiIJELC/Author’s%20Guide.htm 

IJELC is an Open Access Journal 

One key request of researchers across the world is unrestricted access 
to research publications. Open access gives a worldwide audience 
larger than that of an?" subscription-based journal and thus increases 
the visibility and impact of published work. It also enhances 
indexing, retrieval power and elirainates the need for permissions to 
reproduce and distribute content. IJELC is fully committed to the Open 
Access Initiative and will provide free access to all articles as soon 
as they are published. 

Best regards, 

Iyioma Sulmy 
Editorial assistant 
International Journal of English Literature and Culture (IJELC) 
E-mail: ij elc@a cademicresearchj ournals.org 
E-mail: academicresearchj ournalsij elc@ahoo.com 
Support sel~’ices: support@academicresearchjournals.org 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals org/I.rELC/Index.htm 
Website: http://a cademicresearchiournals, org/ 

Submit manuscripts as e-mail att~nchn~ent to the Editorial Office at 
ijelc@academicresearchjournals.org and academicresearchjournalsijelc@yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:40 AM 

~email. unc.edu~ 

I~E: Universi .Iy Resem~h Council S~nall Grant Program 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: FW: University Research Council Small Grant Program 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Richardson, Mark [mailto:richardm@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:58 AzM 
To: The duefac mailing list 
Subject: [duefac] University Research Cuuncil Small Grant Program 

Dear Fac ulb’, 

Please see the attached notice from the University Research Cuuncil (URC) regarding their Small Grant Program Please contact Jennifer Pruitt (jennifer pruitt@unc.edu) in the URC Ufflce 
directly with any questiuns. 

Thanks, 

Mark Richardsun 
Administrative Manager 
Department uf American Studies 
Department uf English & Comparative Literature UNC Chapel Hill 
210 Greenlaw Hall, CB # 3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
Vuice: (919) 962-5483 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: scanner@unc.edu [mailtu:scanner~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:50 AM 
Tu: Richardsun, Mark 
Sutziect: 

This E-mail *vas sent :from "R10061" (Aficio MP 2510) 

Scan Date: 08.27.2013 10:49:48 (-0400) 

Queries tu: scanner@unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 8:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

I~W: International Conference "Socie~ and Politics in Africa": Third C~Jl for Papers Armounce~nent 

Announcement Paper Abstracts 2014.pdf 

From-" Institute for African Studies [conf20:t4@gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, September 03, 20:13 4::15 All 
To; nelsonj@ohio.edu 
Subject: International Conference "Society and Politics in Africa": Third Call for Papers Announcement 

Dear Colleague, 

On May 27-30, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council tbr the Problems of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences hold the 13th African Studies Conference tiffed "Society and Politics in At?ica: Traditional, Transitional, and New." The Conference will take place at the 

Institute for African Studies and the Institute for Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The working languages are Russian and English. 

Please find attached the Third Call for Papers Announce~nent of the Conference of Africanists "Society and Politics in Africa: Tradition~J, Transition~l, and New. 

The O~g~zing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing the interested colleagues with this Armouncement. 

Sincerely yoms, 

Centre for Information and International Relations 

Institute for African Studies 

Rnssian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 

Centre for Information and International Relations 
Institute for Afrioan Studies 
Russian Aoademy of 8oienoes 



To: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)ICN=RECIPIENTStCN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 8:48 AM 

@hotmail.com 

FW: COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

From: fundingalert@cos.com [fundingalert@cos.com] 
Sent." Sunday, September 01, 2013 12:59 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: September 01, 
2013 

fur~ding search Feb 
2 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 

North Carolina Arts Coar~cil 

North Caro~,ina Artist Fet~,owships 

$10,000 

Dead[i~e: 

No~,ember 1,2013 

Sponsor: 

Tfikvca Film I,~,~itut~e (TFI) 

$40,000 

Deadline: 

November 5, 2013 

Funding alerts tbr your sa~ed searches [x:~,~:kir~ ~ "~ie~" 5 o~" 
Results: September 01, 20I 3 s~:~ed se~rd~es 











segreg~,o~ policy o~a Sa~ A~o~o movie house dur~g 
a ~:o~.ng of ~.he a~N:egro film C:arme~ Jon..s,s~ 





OLL 
sued dappe:r M~M producer Arthur Fr~d for 
v:har~ng he :bh~ two g~.m~n ~ "escort" her out 
~0~ ~$er a twO-ye~ m.~a~¢.e w~th the producer soared, 
~ome of Hollywood’s movie bigw}gs sc.urried Lo ~et their 
houses, tn order. 

~though he denied Mrs. h~a~y Nor~s’ charges (inc~-ud- 
i~g ~ta~men.ts ~hat he gave her a ~adi]la~, Buick. 
pen~ve fur~ and a $1200 d~:~mo.nd ring), Academy 
Aw:ard.~wt~tng producer .Freed ~et~led ~he su.t~ out 
~ur~. a~r reportedly paying the divorvee a 
sum to drop ~he c.~se.. The case was played down by ~s 
~ge}es n:~spapers close ~o Hollywood ~op bra~. 

ins~ad of berg Adic~led a~d cdt4ci~ed by ~he Holly- 
wood colony, F~eed was ~on:soled by movie pals, M.a~y ~p 
mov}e names .have Negro "lovers" a~d it is co:mmo~ to 
look ~.a the practice a8 "~met:~ng you ~ow 

bibplayer Lena 
Torrenec, 
ama.ae:ment of 
the movie col 

portedIyescor~ed 

R~s~ Torre~ce 

party and played 

gIamoro.us ac- 
tress~slnger 

who 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 10:27 PM 

Gene Melton <hgmelton@ncsu.edu> 

ILS: Powerpoint Version 

Dear Gene: Thanks for sending the power point version -- please note that I may not use all of the images included and may skip around. Hope this does not pose any 
problems. Let’s just wait until we arrive and work out the details. Hope you can get the venue early. See you soon and again thanks so so much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gene Melton [hgmelton@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:48 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Powerpoint Version 

Dear Charlene, 

I have attached a copy of your slides as a Powerpoint presentation. Please let me know ifyon’d like any changes. 

Best, 

Gene 

Gene Melton 

Senior Lecturer 

English Department 

North Carolina State Universib 

G124 Tompkins Hall 

Campus Box 8105 

Raleigh, NC 27695 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:28 AM 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

ILE: Ne~ Meeting in Greensboro 

Dear Sheila: Like many others I cannot attend on Friday but I am willing to re-schedule if you all decide to do so. Just recently returned from a conference in Charleston and I 
am behind in a number of matters in addition to the fact that I have scheduled another meeting on Friday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Sheila Smith McKoy [ssmckoy@ncsu.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, September 24, 20~.3 J.2:0:t AM 
To: Yvonne Welbon 
C¢: Tara T. Green; Jordan, Joseph F; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester, Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele 
Demerson 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Chandra will have the minutes. As for the agenda, we can discuss our upcoming festivals, the link!connection with Full Frame (i will send "the letter for signatures if 

Darryl can join you), the website, the membership statement and a program for this year. There are a lot of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of 

work done at this ~neeting. 

I would be in favor ofrescheduling, but I will support what works for eveuone. 

s 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon(~bennett.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Than~ 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need immediate assistance abnut journalism department matters, please cnntact interim department chair, k/Ix. Tom Lipscomb 
at tlipscomb(~bennett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College tbr Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

vwelbon~bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 6:12 PM 
To: Joseph 3ordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn N. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra 
guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 

Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Shonld we reschednle? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 
Professor & Director 

African American Studies 

Sent from my iPhone 

Excuse any typos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan <if!ordan~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I mn in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a meeting with our new chancellor to discuss pressing center issues. I can call one of 

you to listen in and participate, or call in to a conference call number, or someone can call me and let me listen in. But we do need to move forward. 

Also, is there an agenda we can examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend "the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I was snpposed to be a gues~t on The State of Things re: 27 

Views of Ra]eigh on 9/19. The "time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the present time, I am the only writer of color 

scheduled to participate. I mn working to find a replacement, but ifI cannot, I will have to join yon by phone before and after the show. If 



that is the ca~, my assistant director will likely be with you. 

So sorry for the last minute change, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green --~ttgreen~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back from Sheila, Jospeh, Yvorme, and Chandm. 

Safe travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~)uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Director, Mr. 

Bamidele Demerson, is ve~ pleased to host ns. 

You might find parking on Ehn Street at one of the meters. I usnally park in the Greene Street parking deck (1 block away on 

Greene Street offElm). The price is about .50/hour, but they do require cash tbr exit. 

For your GPS: 

International Civil Rights 
Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NO 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film screenings: 

Ree~ Black Love: A Doeume~tary Fi~m Screeching & Discussio~ 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a critique of African American romance as portrayed 
in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, and critics 
including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn Whitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how 
depictions in film nfluence--positively or negatively--our understanding of black people and the importance of romance in their 
lives. 
Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darryl Pitts and Sharon Warren 
Cook, professor of social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 
This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture 
(New York), DuSable Museum of African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking forward, 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <it]ordan(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waiting to hea~. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 

I am waiting to hear back from the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us on September 27 at 

10 am. Unfortunately they are in the process of dealing with a financialiIx~litical support situation. If they have a 

conflict that day, an alternative site will be the Ati-ican Ame6can Studies conference room at UNCG. I will provide 

parking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 

Tara 

Tara T. Green, PhD 



Prot~ssor of Afiican American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
Aliican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

w~,.uncg.edu/a£s 

ww~.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top l0 
h~t p~;~ure.un~g~edu~pr~d~news~re~eases~afr~can~am÷Iican-s~ud~es-pr~g~am~mnked~am~N-t~1~n-u-s~ 

English Representative, College Language Association 

www.clascholars.or~ 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society, 
http://www.la nqston h ug hessociety.or.cl/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobio£raphical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Rzin~zer: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding PuNication in Afifcana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winffey, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Tara T. (keen~ PI~ 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afiican American Studies 
African American Studies Progran~ 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/a£s 

www.tarat~reen.com 

AFS Ranked in ’Fop 10 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 
www.clascholars.or~ 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http:/!www.langstonhughessociety.org! 

A Fatherless Child: Anmbio~ectives of At~can American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
~inner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Presentin~ Opral~ Winfrev, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, Ati-ican American Cultural Center 

Director, Aliicana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n(~email.u nc ed u 



Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director~ Afi~ican American CulturoJ Center 
Director; At’ricana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidim~: Literature in the African Diaspora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

I~W: Documentary Film from Congo 

Celebrating Congo Final program.pdf 

From: Ndaliko, Ch4rie Rivers 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:54 PM 
To: Flaxman, Gregory M; Pollmann, ]nga 
Cc: Hersk[ield, Joanne L; Luisetti, Federico; Legassie, Shayne A; 2,mago, Samuel; Shemer, Yaron; Metz, Winifred F; Warner, Rick; Talenti, Francesca P; Truong, Hong-Am Gm[’fat, Sabine; 
Perez-Mendez, Roxana; McReynolds, I.ouise; Brodey, Inger S; Hillis, Ken; Rankus, Edward V; Layne-Kop~; Priscilla Dionne; Langston, Richard E; Yaqub, Nadia; Regester, Charlene B; 
Bauer, Jj; Visser, Robin L; Taj, Afroz N; Driscoll, Mark W; Fisher, Dominique D 
Subject: Documentary Film from Congo 

[)ear Gk~bal Cinema Enthusiasts, 

I hope this message finds you well! 

I am writing to inform you of an exciting upcoming event, Celebrating Congo, which will take place at UNC from 4-5 Oct, which will include a series of short films from the DRCongo as well 
as a sneak preview of Petna Ndaliko Katondolo’s latest film, Mabele na biso. 

As the festival is approaching next week I am reaching out to ask whether you are able and willing to send our program out through your listserves (faculty, students, alums, external, etc) as 
well as to protnote it through social raedia. For easy access I have attached a new- copy of the program here. There is also more irdorraation available on our website: 

http://ww~v.salaang:i~ra.or~iskiff-u s-celehr ating-congo.html 

Thatg~s so rauch and please feel free to contact me with any questions! 
Ch4rie 

Ch4rie Rivers Ndaliko, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Departinent 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ndaliko@unc.edu 

From: Flaxman, Gregory M 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:07 AM 
To: Pollmam~, Inga 
Cc: Herstffield, Joam~e L; Luisetti, Federico; Legassie, Shayne A; An’lago, Samuel; Sherrlcr, Yaron; Metz, Winifred F; Warner, Rick; Talcnti, Francesca P; Truong, Hong-An; Oruffat, Sabine; 
Perez-Mendez, Roxana; McReynolds, Louise; Brodey, Inger S; Hillis, Ken; Rankus, Edward V; Ndaliko, Ch&ie Rivers; Layne-Kopf, Priscilla Dionne; Langston, Richard E; Yaqub, Nadia; 
Regester, Charlene B; Bauer, Ji; Visser, Robin L; Taj, Afroz N; Driscoll, Mark W; Fisher, Dominique D 
Subject: Reminder re Global Cinema Gathering 

Hi all-- 

This is just a reminder that you’re invited to a very casual gathering of film-related folks tomorro;v night (details below). Hope to see you there. Best--Gregg 

OregoD- Flaxman 
Associate Professor 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
UN-C, Chapel Hill 
508 Oreenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3529 

The Details. 
When: September 11, 7:30pm 
Where: Francesca Talenti’s House (700 Orange High School Road, Hillsborough) 
Here’s a map: https://maps goGgle.corn/maps? 
q 700+Oran~e-High~School+Road+Hillsborou~h,&ie UTFS&hq &hnear 0x89acdf4480c65a47:0xcbla92c176405b2 700+Orange+Hi~h+School~Rd,+Hillsborough,+N(2+27278&~l us&ei rLoI 

Here are directions iicom campus: 
https://maps.google com/maps? 
q=7~+~ran~e*Hi~h+Sch~+R~ad+Hi~sb~r~u~h‘&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=~x89acdf448~c65a47:~xcb~a92c~764~5b2 700+Oran<e+Hi~h+School+Rd,+Hillsborou<h,+NC+27278&<l=us&ei rLol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:18 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Survey 

Dear Janken: I was asked to respond to a leadership survey for you and in the process of attempting to complete, it noted that I needed to provide a before and after 
assessment. This was confusing for me because I can only respond to what I know now and it seemed that I had to complete both parts of the survey (before and after). If 
you have some additional insight regarding how to complete this survey instrument, please let me know. I am more than happy to complete but was a little unclear about how 
it was set up. I eagerly await your response and any direction that you can provide. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 11 : 15 AM 

@hotmail.com 

I~W: Please circulate wi&ly: MFA in Film and Video Production seeks applicants 

From-" Michael Frierson [m_friers@uncg.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, September 26, 2023 11:07 AM 
Subject: Please circulate widely: MFA in Film and Video Production seeks applicants 

UNCG Inspire Change Logo 

Y 
Filmmakin 
at UNCG? Cindy Hsieh (center), and crew 

from ~he fffFA Class of 20!3, 
directing her thesis fib;q. 

rhe two-yeai, 48 credi[ i~our program aims to develep informed, ersiightened st[isis whose 

practicai production sMils match their understanding of media histoQi and theoly, and are 

enriched by the student’s interdisciplinary intelests. 

,~ A cr ~T n yoralis ~ Higi] Defir!il:io!; ~,ideo v’,,il:h DSLRs 

Curriculum 
rhe Depar[ment effers a wide-ranging cumcuh.im [hat combines [hree principai areas: 

The program does isot impose a formal agenda on a student’s creative pursuits. We 

encourage students to e×plole a range of media forms: narrative, documentary, 

e>:pedme~tal, a~;d a~;imation You can see ti~e recent accompli.~;hments of faculty a~;d 

students in ti~e depmtment~s 



The Department’s faculty 

is composed el ~alented artists and 

teache~-s, hi ~he pas~ five yes~s, faculty ~n 

Guggenhe~m fe~bwsMp for fi~mmak~ng, 

an "O~.~tstand~ng Book Award 

Cemmun~cat~o~si’ t~s~ty’ f~r~ fes[~va~ awa~ds, 

e~ght screenplay awards, and five top 

papers from p-ofess~ons academic 

o~garfizatbns 

Past students 

are working i~ ~he foliewin~ positions 

videos 

Film artist who recent!’7 won the UFVA’s 

Carole Fielding Production grant 

Director of Photography for the Jimmy 

Director of Photography based in 

Charbt~e, NC 

Documenta~ Director in Los 

Angeles, CA 

P~e@.~ctbn B’~ana~e~ ~ ~ew Yod~ Cky 

F~ee~a~ce L.~ght~g D~recte~ ~ New Yo~k 

C~ty 

’~’e~ev~s~on P~od~.~ce~ a~ Arkansas 

Educatbnal Televis~o~ (AETN) 

Se~io~ Directo~- of Video at t~se Hamane 

Society of the Uni[ed Slates. 

And on the faculties of sixteen 

universities ac~-oss the United States. 

Sea Balance 

For application materials: 

Tile Graduate ScSoei 

inquiries@uncg.edu 

(336) 334-5596 

Online Application 

Program Specific Questions: 

D~’~ ~ic~ael Frie~son 

Di~ector of Graduate Studies 

Depa£ment of Med~a Studies 

frierson@uncg.edu 

Departme~ta~ Telephone: 336-334-5360 

(F~ease ~eave yo~r phor~¢ n~mbe~ and best t~m¢ ~er a ca~l back~ 

Tf you no longer want to receive email from UNCG, click here. 

The Graduate School 
24~. i’4ossman Building 
1202 Spring Garden St 

Greensboro, NC 274:1_2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 11:59 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Title and thesis 

Dear      I think you are off to a good start but you really need to review the film and then formulate a more definitive thesis. P,egarding your reference to race -- this 
needs to be grounded in some literature -- don’t assume that I know what you are talking about. Again, you might consult some of the literature on race and cartoons or 
animation. Hope this helps and we can talk again on Tuesday. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 

From-" 

Sent; Wednesday 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Title and thesis 

9:49 PM 

Good evening Professor Regester, 

I believe in class "that you had stated that you would be willing to review our thesis and title prior to the paper being due. If I am wrong, I apologize and please 

disregard this email, ttowever, ifI am correct in that a~ssessment would you plea~se review the Ii~llowing? Thank you very much and I look ti~rward to seeing you on 

Tuesday! 

Sincerely, 

Success is achieved by development of our strengths, not by elimination of our weakness. - Marilyn Vos Savant 

Deliberafi~e. Achiever. Anais~ic~L Reliable. Relator. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:18 PM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

FW: McNeil 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:06 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: McNeil 

Scroll all the way down to the news notice about "Abyssinian: A Gospel Celebration" -Reg 

News in Brief for September 25, 2013 - University Gazette 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:19 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

FW: McNeil 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:06 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: McNeil 

Scroll all the way down to the news notice about "Abyssinian: A Gospel Celebration" -Reg 

News in Brief for September 25, 2013 - University Gazette 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:20 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: McNeil 

Dear Reg: Thank you, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Frera: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent-" Monday, September 30, 20:[3 4:06 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: McNeil 

Scroll all the way down to the news notice about "Abyssinian: A Gospel Celebration" -Reg 

News in Brief for September 25, 2013 - University Gazette 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:49 AM 

ssmckoy@ncsu.edu 

FW: UFVA Septe~nber Digest 

Dear Sheila: Some of these festivals could be listed on the website for the Southern Black Media Film Consortium. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Andrea Meyer [        @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, September 30, 2013 7:26 PM 
To:        !@gmail.com 
Subject; UFVA September Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - SEPTEMBER 2013 

*NEWS** 

Journal of Film & Video Special Documentary Double Issue 
JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO Special Double Issue Current Issues in Docnmentaxy Production & Studies Guest editors: Ben Levin & George Larke-~Valsh 

Snbmission Deadline: December 1, 2013 Publication Date: Fall/Winter 2015 We invite... 

Dallas Videofest Rnns October 9-13 

For more information: http:/ivideot~st.or~/ 

ttealthline and Timothy Ray Brown Foundation Launch ttIV Video Campaign 

ttealthline recently partnered with the Timothy Ray Brown Foundation (TRBF) to launch "You’ve Got This" - a video campaign that encourages HIV patienLs to give 

hope and advice to the recently diagnosed. For every video created, Healthline... 

First AD Seminar Offered by Directors Guild of America Me~nber 

UFVA tnember Craig Huston, a DGA First Assistant Director with over thi~W, years’ experience, offers the Pm AD Seminax at your college or universi~~ for s~dents 

to learn how to perform the role of the AD in professional and s~dent... 

BetterFlicks.com Lannches 

The website http:/Tww~-.BetterFlicks.com asks, ’%that do you* want to see in movies?" *"You" means all of us, as we all love movies. We axe an online focus group 

and ask general questions abx~ ut movie viewing preferences and will present... 

Results of Fihn Festival Survey 2013 Are In 

Writer/producer Stephen Follows conducted a film festival survey, with the following results. 523 l~stival directors replied to my questionnaire, which is many more 

than I expected. The results of the study I contacted you aboat can be... 

’CALLS FOR ENTR~[ES** 

Unofficial Google~ Film Festival Call for Entries 
UNOFFICIAL GOOGLE~ FILM FESTIVAL Online Festival December 13 to 29, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual Unofficial Google ÷ Film Festival 

(UGPFF), taking full advantage of an increasingly interconnected world and providing gifted... 

George Lindsav UNA Film Festival Call for Entries 
GEORGE LINDSEY UNA FILM FESTIVAL Florence, Alabama - USA March 6 to 8, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Am~ual George Lindsey UNA Film 

Festival (Lindsey Fest), a cultural centerpiece of the gorgeous Shoals region of the American... 

Palm Springs International Film Fesfiva] 
PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAl, FILM FESTIVAL Palm Springs, California - USA In the Spotlight today is the 25th Annual Palm Springs Internationa] Film 

Festival (PSIFF), screening more than 180 films [?om more than 70 countries for a diver~... 

Peace on Eaxth Film Feslival Call for Entries 

PEACE ON EARTH FILM FESTIVAL Chicago, Illinois - USA Maxch 6 to 9, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 6th Annual t eace on Earth Fihn Festival (t OEFF), 

honoring feature-length and short- form films that promote peace as a possibili~ in a... 

O~ar qualifying AtJanta Film Feslival Call for Entries 
ATLANTA FILM FESTIVAL Atlanta, Georgia - LISA Match 28 to April 6, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 38th Annual Atlanta Film Festival (ATLFF), a 

prestigions, Academy Award- qualif)~ing festival with a long- standing reputation for excellence... 

A~m Arbor Film Festival Call tbr Entries 



ANN ARBOR FILM FESTIVAL Ann Arbor, Michigan - USA March 25 to 30, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 52nd Annual Ann Arbor Film Festival (AAFF), 

one of the most durable mad longest-rtmning film fes~fivals in North America Prominently... 

Illinois International Film Festival Call Ibr Entries 
ILLINOIS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Chicago, Illinois - USA March 15 to 16, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual Illinois International Fihn 
Festival (IIFF), welcoming gifted filmmakers to the Windy City for an uatbrgettable... 

Bs,ron Bay Intematioual Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
BYRON BAY INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Byron Bay, New South Wales - Australia February 28 to Maacch 9, 2014 In tlrc Spotlight today- is the 8th 
Annual Byron Bay- Interuational Film Festival (BBFF), an Aus~tralian oasis for some oftodw’s most... 

Oscar qualifs~ing Nashville Film Festival Call for Entries 
NASHVILLE FILM FESTIVAL Nashville, Tennessee - USA April 17 to 26, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 45th Annual Nashville Film Fes~tival (Na2’F), 
fnrlkefng a long-standing reputation for excellence and championing ~me of the best tihns... 

Shot on Red Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

NEW PRIZE - SHOT ON RED FILM FESTIVAL RED is pleased to announce the addition of a 70" Sharp AQUOS Ultra HD TV with THX 4K certification to the 

Festival Au,ard, which includes the I~ED EP1C PRO Collection. Enter now for your chance to ran... 

2013 Driven Cmativit5~ Cotnpetition Accepting Entries 
The 2013 Driven Creativity Competition is now accepting entries. The annual competition, run by G-Technology, is open to both professionals and amatenrs, and 
recognizes and supports artists’ hard work and creative passion in five... 

Sedona Intenmtional Film Festival Call for Entries 
SEDONA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Sedona, Arizona - USA February 22 to March 2, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Sedona 
Interuational Film Festival (SIFF), honoring the best in narrative features, shorts, animated films, and... 

Slamdance Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

SLAMDANCE FILM FESTIVAL Park City, Utah - USA January 17 to 23, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Slaandance Film Festival, an Acadmny- 

quali~ing showcase for new and emerging artisqts. Established by a wild bunch of filmmakem... 

DC Independent Film Festival Call for Entries 
OPEN CALL: DC INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL, Feb 19-23, 2014 Open to films of any genre (documentary-, feature, shorts, web series, art and animation) 
and in any language (with subtitles), The festival is kmown for culling edge sVle and... 

SocieW for Cognitive Studies of the Moving Images Call for Proposals 
The Society for Cognitive Studies of the Moving Images invites proposals for presentations at its annual cont}mnce, to be held June 11 to 14, 2014, at Franklin & 
Maacshall College, in Lancaster, Pennsylvania A proposal mW be tbr a... 

Liverpool Lifl-OffFilm Festival Call tbr Entries 
LIVERPOOL LIFT-OFF FILM FESTIVAL Liverpool, England - United Kingdom February 26 to 28, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 2nd Annual Liverpool Lift- 
OffFilm Festival (LivOfl), a festival designed to showcase excellence in sto~3~telling .... 

Euroshorts 2013 European Film Festival Call for Entries 
Deadline: 9-30-2013 More info here: http:/iwww.euroshorts.pl/EnW form here: htlp://www.euroshorts.pl!formularz 2013.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 8:57 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

ILE: Class tonight 

Dear : Thanks for the update and see you when you return. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From,, ~email.unc.edu ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:54 AM 
Subject; Class tonight 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 

Prot~ssor 

i have a family mmnber in the hospit~J m~d may not tnake it to class tonight. I have attached my critique on Intruder in the Dust. I hope to make it tonight as I am 

interested in your t~ke on Dorothy Da~dridge. 

Intruder in the Dus~t or how to cnre Mississippi of Racism in 87 minntes.docx 

This tbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ [INC-Chapel Hill Messages ficom the "AAAD 

Messages lbr this site: AAAD       .FA 

.FA " site. To reply to "this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 1:07 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Application for A&S travel funds 

Dear Sonia: Thanks tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: FW: Application for A&S travel Ihnds 

Dear Professor Regester 

Your travel request was approved by the CAS, see below e-mail 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Beattie, Kristen R 

Sent: Tuesday, October 01,2013 12:44 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 

Sut~ject: RE: Application :[’or A&S travel funds 

I approved the travel request for Regester[ 

Kristen 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cobn, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01,2013 10:58 AM 
To: Beattie, Kristen R 
Sut~ject: Application for A&S travel :Funds 

Good morning Kristen 

Please find attached Dr Regester, application for A&S travel funds, for your evaluation and approvat 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scauner@unc.edu [ruailto:scauner,@,unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, October 01, 2013 10:36 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent froru "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.01.2013 10:35:45 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:30 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.nnc.edu> 

Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Dear Chuck: Currently, we are submitting the Josephine Baker Critical reader as a shortened version to another press. Therefore, I wanted to know if you would create one 
hard copy of the shortened version and an electronic file that we could send electronically. We will not have the shortened version completed until probably Nonday after the 

fall break. If this is possible, I will bring over or send by email the necessary parts. The main thing is that we will have: 

:t) Revised Table of Contents 

2) Revised Contributor Notes 

3) Revised Introduction 

4) Some essays in each section will be eliminated and the entire section called "Dirty Dancing" has been deleted. In the appendix, the discography and filmography have been 
deleted. Everything else, including the bibliography remains the same. 

The Table of Contents will guide you as to what has been excluded. 

Please let me know if you will be willing to work with us on assembling this material. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 11:40 AM 

.~live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Ex~an M~ke-up 

Dear Yes, you can take the exam on Thursday and please bring the doctor’s excuse. Hope you are feeling better and see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Tuesday 

Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Exam Make-up 

10:15 AM 

Dr. Regester, 

Hi this is from AAAD 

I am unable to attend class today due to illness and will miss the midterm exam. I will obtain a doctor’s note at my 

doctor’s appointment today. I was wondering if at all possible I could schedule to take my midterm exam during your office hours on Thursday? 

Thank You, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 22, 20:13 2:07 PM 

~gmail.com 

FW: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Please see the emails below -- do you want me to check with the publisher to see if they have the ftp site or do you want me to have them put the document on a flash drive 
and I can forward the flashdrive to the press. This is the point that I was trying to make to you regarding us keeping a copy because if we don’t have the computer capaNlity it 
is complicated. Hope to hear from you soon. I have a 3 hour class today from 3:30 until 6:30 and may not be able to respond. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Sockell, Charles W 
Sent= Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:39 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
C¢= STS - CPACK5 
Subject: FVV: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Hi Charlene, 

See Brad’s email to me below. What would you like us to do? Possibly if the publisher has a ftp site then we cotdd upload to them directly. 

Thanks! 

Chuck 

From: Brad Jackson <CPACKS@store.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:58 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Chuck, 

I have made the changes and printed a paper copy for Professor Regester, but the PDF is over lOOmb, I tried to save it as a "reduced file size" PDR.. that got it down 

to 12mb but the resolution is so bad as to make it illegible. Could we send a DVD-R or a flash drive with the file on it to the editor (or give one to Charlene to send 

t:o him)? 

Bn~d 

From: <Re,ester>, "re~es[er@email.unc.edu" <re~ester@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date= Monday, October 21, 2013 10:03 AM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

.Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: Attached are the Revised Contributor Notes and Revised Table of Contents. When the materials have been assembled please forward an electronic copy either to 
me or directly to the press. The editor is Craig 6ill and his email address is: cgill.@ihl.state.ms.us 

Thanks very much for your assistance in this process. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Sockell, Charles W 
Sent= Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:44 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: STS - CPACK5 
Subject: Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Hi Charlene, 

Hapw to help you with this.., no problem. Just to let you know I am out of the office for a few days the last of the month, the 28th, 29th, m~d 30th but I have cc’d 
Brad on this also. He is the one who does all the work here anyway! 

Just send it to us when you have things ready. 

Best, 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:29 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 
Subject: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 
Dear Chuck: Currently, we are submitting the Josephine Baker Critical reader as a shortened version to another press. Therefore, I wanted to know if you would create one 
hard copy of the shortened version and an electronic file that we could send electronically. We will not have the shortened version completed until probably Monday after the 
fall break. If this is possible, I will bring over or send by email the necessary parts. The main thing is that we will have: 

Revised Table of Contents 

2) Revised Contributor Notes 

3) Revised Introduction 

4) Some essays in each section will be eliminated and the entire section called "Dirty Dancing" has been deleted. In the appendix, the discography and filmography have been 
deleted. Everything else, including the bibliography remains the same. 

The Table of Contents will guide you as to what has been excluded. 



Please le~: me know if you will be willing ~:o work wi~:h us on assembling this rna~:erial. Hope ~:o hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Reges~:er 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 22, 20:13 2:09 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: Currently, I am uncertain about what would be best but I will let you know shortly. Thanks for letting me 
know and you will hear from me soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:39 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: STS - CPACK5 
Subject: FW: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Hi Charlene, 

See Brad’s email to me below. What would you like us to do? Possibly if the publisher has a ftp site then we 
could upload to them directly. 

Thanks! 

Chuck 

From: Brad Jackson <CPACK5@store.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:58 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@storeounc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Chuck, 

I have made the changes and printed a paper copy for Professor Regester, but the PDF is over lOOmb. I tried to save it 

as a "reduced file size" PDF._ that got it down to 12rob but the resolution is so bad as to make it illegible. Could we 

send a DVD-R or a flash drive with the file on it: to the editor (or give one to Charlene to send to him)? 

Brad 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, October 21, 2013 10:03 AM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@storeounc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: Attached are the Revised Contributor Notes and Revised Table of Contents. When the materials have been 
assembled please forward an electronic copy either to me or directly to the press. The editor is Craig Gill and his email 
address is: cgill@ihl.state.ms.us 

Thanks very much for your assistance in this process. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: STS - CPACK5 
Subject: Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Hi Charlene, 

Happy to help you with this.., no problem. Just to let you know I am out of the office for a few days the last of 
the month, the 28th, 29th, and 30th but I have cc’d Brad on this also. He is the one who does all the work here 
anyway! 

Just send it to us when you have things ready. 

Best, 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:29 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 
Subject: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Dear Chuck: Currently, we are submitting the Josephine Baker Critical reader as a shortened version to another press. 
Therefore, I wanted to know if you would create one hard copy of the shortened version and an electronic file that we 
could send electronically. We will not have the shortened version completed until probably Monday after the fall break. If 
this is possible, I will bring over or send by email the necessary parts. The main thing is that we will have: 

1) Revised Table of Contents 

2) Revised Contributor Notes 

3) Revised Introduction 

4) Some essays in each section will be eliminated and the entire section called "Dirty Dancing" has been deleted. In the 
appendix, the discography and filmography have been deleted. Everything else, including the bibliography remains the 
same. 

The Table of Contents will guide you as to what has been excluded. 

Please let me know if you will be willing to work with us on assembling this material. Hope to hear from you soon. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, October 22, 20:[3 2:44 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: We would like for Brad to have the manuscript transferred to a flash drive or DVD-R and sent to the press. The editor to whom it should be mailed is: 

Editor Craig Gill 
Assistant Director/Editor-in-Chief 
University of Mississippi Press 
3825 Ridgewood Road 

Jackson, MS 39211-6492 

I will come over tomorrow and check on the hard copy as I have class today from 3:30 until 6:20pm. Thanks much for all of your assistance and hope to see you tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-’ Sockell, Charles W 
Sent-’ Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:39 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Co-" STS - CPACK5 
Subject; FW: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Hi Charlene, 

See Brad’s email to me below. What would you like us to do? Possibly if the publisher has a ftp site then we could upload to them directly. 

Thanks! 

Chuck 

From: Brad Jackson <CPACKS@store.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:58 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Chuck, 

I have made the changes and printed a paper copy for Professor Regester, but the PDF is over lOOmb. I tried to save it as a "reduced file size" PDR.. that got it down 

to 12mb but the resolution is so bad as to make it illegible. Could we send a DVD-R or a flash drive with the file on it to the editor (or give one to Charlene to send 

t:o him)? 

Brad 

From: <Regester>, "reges[er@email.unc.edu" <regester@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date= Monday, October 21, 2013 10:03 AM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

.Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: Attached are the Revised Contributor Notes and Revised Table of Contents. When the materials have been assembled please forward an electronic copy either to 
me or directly to the press. The editor is Craig 6ill and his email address is: cgill@ihl.state.ms.us 

Thanks very much for your assistance in this process. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:44 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: STS - CPACK5 
Subject-’ Re: 3osephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Hi Chaarlene, 

Hapw to help you ruth this.., no problem. Just to let you know I am out of the office for a few days the last of the month, the 28th, 29th, and 30th but I have cc’d 
Brad on this also. He is the one who does all the work here anyway! 

Just send it to us when you have things ready. 

Best, 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:29 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell~store.unc.edu> 
Subject: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 
Dear Chuck: Currently, we are submitting the 3osephine Baker Critical reader as a shortened version to another press. Therefore, I wanted to know if you would create one 
hard copy of the shortened version and an electronic file that we could send electronically. We will not have the shortened version completed until probably Monday after the 
fall break. If this is possible, I will bring over or send by email the necessary parts. The main thing is that we will have: 

Revised Table of Contents 

2) Revised Contributor Notes 



3) Revised Introduction 

4) Some essays in each section will be eliminated and the entire section called "Dirty Dancing" has been deleted. In the appendix, the discography and filmography have been 
deleted. Everything else, including the bibliography remains the same. 

The Table of Contents will guide you as to what has been excluded. 

Please let me know if you will be willing to work with us on assembling this material. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, October 23, 20:23:2:26 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: I need to come over and pay for the project or if possible can you use the same account number that I previously submitted? Also, I assume that you will mail the 
flash drive to the press. Once this is mailed, I would like to have a copy on a disk and I can bring the disk over. 1 looked at the hard copy and it looks good. Finally, thanks 
much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:11 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Hi Ch~xlene, 

Nice to see you briefly today. Hope Brad got things sorted. 

Thanks 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:43 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell~store.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: We would like for Brad to have the manuscript transferred to a flash drive or DVD-R and sent to the press. The editor to whom it should be mailed is: 

Editor Craig Gill 

Assistant Director!Editor-in-Chief 
University of Mississippi Press 
3825 Ridgewood Road 

Jackson, MS 39211-6492 

I will come over tomorrow and check on the hard copy as I have class today from 3:30 until 6:20pm. Thanks much for all of your assistance and hope to see you tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: STS - CPACK5 
Subject: FW: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Hi Chaxlene, 

See Brad’s email to rae below. What would you like us to do? Possibly if the publisher has a tip site then we could upload to them directly. 

Thanks! 

Chuck 

From: Brad Jackson <C__P__A_ .C_K__5_.~_s_t__o_r_e_._u_p_.c_._e_d__u_> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:58 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Ch uck, 

f have made l:he changes and printed a paper copy for Professor Regester, but the PDF ~s over 100rob. ~ tried ~:o saw~ ~t as a "reduced file s~ze" PDF... that got ~: down 

to Z2rnb but the resolution ~s so bad as to make it i~leg~b~e. Could we send a DVD-R or a flash drive with the fi~e on ~t to the editor (or give one to Charlene to send 

to 

Brad 

~rom= <Resester>, "re~ester@emaiLunc.edu" <re~ester@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date= Monday, October 2~, 20~ ~0:0~ AM 

To= Chuck Sockell <cwsocke~l@store.unc.edu> 

Subje~; RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: A~ached are the Revised Contributor Notes and Revised Table of Conten~. When the materials have been assembled please fo~ard an electronic copy either to 
me or direcUy to the press. The editor is Craig 6ill and his email address is: cqil]@ihl.s~te.ms.us 

Thanks very much for your assistance in this process. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 



Co: STS - CPACK5 
Subject: Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Hi Charlene, 

Hapw to help yon with fl~is.., no problem. Jnst to let you know I am out of the office for a few days the last of the month, the 28th, 29th, and 30th but I have cc’d 

Brad on this also. He is "the one who does all the work here anyway! 

Just send it k) us M~en you have fl~ings ready. 

Best, 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "_r__e_K_e__s__t__e___r_~__e____m___a__t!:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_" < _r_ _e_ K _e_ _s_ _t_ _ _e_ _r_ ~_ _e_ _ _ _m_ _ _a_ _ ! !_._ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . > 

Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:29 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Dear Chuck: Currently, we are submitting the Josephine Baker Critical reader as a shortened version to another press. Therefore, I wanted to know if you would create one 
hard copy of the shortened version and an electronic file that we could send electronically. We will not have the shortened version completed until probably Monday after the 

fall break. If this is possible, I will bring over or send by email the necessary parts. The main thing is that we will have: 

Revised Table of Contents 

2) Revised Contributor Notes 

3) Revised Introduction 

4) Some essays in each section will be eliminated and the entire section called "Dirty Dancing" has been deleted. In the appendix, the discography and filmography have been 
deleted. Everything else, including the bibliography remains the same. 

The Table of Contents will guide you as to what has been excluded. 

Please let me know if you will be willing to work with us on assembling this material. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 2:57 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: You can put the Manuscript on a flash drive or if not the CD. Whatever works best for you. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Sockell, Charles W 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 23, 2013 2:09 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Cc= STS - CPACK5 
Subject; Re: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Hi Charlene... I can put it on a flash drive if you want or we ca~ put it on a CD... we have them here no problem. Let me know. 

We’ll worry about any payment later.., no worries. 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:26 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: I need to come over and pay for the project or if possible can you use the same account number that I previously submitted? Also, I assume that you will mail the 
flash drive to the press. Once this is mailed, I would like to have a copy on a disk and I can bring the disk over. 1 looked at the hard copy and it looks good. Finally, thanks 
much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Sockell, Charles W 
Sent= Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:11 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Hi Charlene, 

Nice to see you briefly today. Hope Brad got things sorted. 

Thanks 

From: <Regester>, "reges[er@email.unc.edu" <regester@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:43 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: We would like for Brad to have the manuscript transferred to a flash drive or DVD-R and sent to the press. The editor to whom it should be mailed is: 

Editor Craig Gill 

Assistant Director/Editor-in-Chief 
University of Mississippi Press 
3825 Ridgewood Road 

Jackson, MS 39211-6492 

I will come over tomorrow and check on the hard copy as I have class today from 3:30 until 6:20pm. Thanks much for all of your assistance and hope to see you tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:39 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Cc= STS - CPACK5 
Subject; FVV: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Hi Charlene, 

See Brad’s email to me below. What would you like us to do? Possibly if the publisher has a £tp site then we could upload to them directly. 

Thanks! 

Chuck 

From: Brad Jackson <CPACKS@store.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:58 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 



Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Chuck, 

I have rnade the changes and printed a paper’ copy t:or Professor Regester, but the PDF is over lOOmb. I tried to save iL as a "reduced file size" PDF.,, that got it down 

to 12rob but the resoh~tion is so bad as to make it illegible. Could we send a DVD-R or a flash drive with the file on it to the editor (or give one to Charlene to send 

to him)? 

From: <Regester>, "regester@emaiLunc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date; Monday, October 21, 2013 10:03 AM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store~unc.edu> 

Subject; RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: Attached are the Revised Contributor Notes and Revised Table of Contents, When the materials have been assembled please forward an electronic copy either to 
me or directly to the press, The editor is Craig Gill and his email address is: cgill@ihl,state,ms,us 

Thanks very much for your assistance in this process. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From." Sockell, Charles W 
Sent; Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:44 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 

(::c; STS - CPACK5 
Subject-" Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Hi Charlene, 

Hapw to help you wifl~ this.., no problem. Just to let you know I am out of the office for a few days the last office month, the 28th, 29th, and 30th but I have cc’d 

Brad on this also. He is the one who does all the work here anyway! 

Jus~t send it to us when you have things ready. 

Best, 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:29 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Dear Chuck: Currently, we are submitting the Josephine Baker Critical reader as a shortened version to another press. Therefore, I wanted to know if you would create one 
hard copy of the shortened version and an electronic file that we could send electronically. We will not have the shortened version completed until probably Nonday after the 
fall break. If this is possible, I will bring over or send by email the necessary parts. The main thing is that we will have: 

1) Revised Table of Contents 

2) Revised Contributor Notes 

3) Revised Introduction 

4) Some essays in each section will be eliminated and the entire section called "Dirty Dancing" has been deleted. In the appendix, the discography and filmography have been 
deleted. Everything else, including the bibliography remains the same. 

The Table of Contents will guide you as to what has been excluded. 

Please let me know if you will be willing to work with us on assembling this material. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:23 AM 

~hotmail.com 

l~W: Documenta~ Film Progra~ - Wake Forest University 

From: Bell, Ann [bellab@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:10 AM 
To-" Aaron Greet; Aaron Martin; Aaron Petten; Aaron Sinclair; Abbey Hoekzema; Abby Werman; Abigail Severance; Adam Davis; Adam Hydock; Adam Schwartz; Adel Ahmed; 
Adrian Lira; Adriana ,1aroszewicz; Adrianne Carageorge; Adrienne Ostberg; Aggie Ebrahimi Bazaz; AI Kovalick; Alan Albarran; Alan Arrivee; Alan Bloom; Alan Hines; Alan 
Rosenthal; Aldo Bello; Alejandro Seri; Alex Willemin; Alexandra Anderson; Alexis Krasilovsky; Alice Dull; Alice Dull; Alice Elliott; Alison Morrow; Allan Barber; Allan Holzman; 
Alyssa Pearson; Amalie R. Rothschild; Amanda DiGiulio; Amely -1urgenliemk; Amy Redell; Anastasia Basche; Andre Silva; Andrea Stachowich; Andres Tapia-Urzua; Andrew 

Adelson; Andrew Bateman; Andrew Dena; Andrew Gambino; Andrew Goodman; Andrew Maietta; Andrew McAlister; Andrew Millians; Andrew Nelson; Andrew Newell,; 
Andrew Rudd; Andrew Shea; Andy Horton,; Andy Smith; Angel Williams; Angela Pinaglia; Angelique Gibson; Ann Alter; Anne Ciecko,; Anne Haydock; Anne Slatton; Anne 
Sobel; Anne Waiters; Annette Barbier; Anthony Adah; Anthony Buba; Antonio Azios; Anuradha Rana; April Wilson; Art Nomura; Arturo Sinclair; Arvind Singh; Ashkan Soltani; 
Ashley Donnelly; Ashley Maynor; Ashley McMillion; Aubrie Canfield; Augusta Palmer; B.A. Rich; Barbara Doyle; Barbara ,1ackson; Barbara Roos; Bart Weiss; Bella Rose; Ben 
Levin; Ben Scholle; Benjamin Father; Benjamin Steger; Bernadine Mellis; Beth Balaban; Beth Serlin; Bethany Rooney; Betsy McLane; Bettina Moss; Beverly Peterson; Beverly 
Seckinger,; Beverly Thompson; Bill Baykan; Blaine Allan; Blis DeVault; Bobby Chastain; Bobby Lewis; Bonita Wirier; Bonnie MacDonald; Brad Barber; Brad Porter; Brad Riddell; 
Bradford Gyori; Bradley Lambert; Brady Lewis; Brandon Brown; Brandon Niezgoda; Brenda Burmeister; Brenda Salgado; Brett Boessen; Brett Holden; Brett Levner; Brian 
Arnold; Brian Fuller; Brian Lange; Brian Macchiarelli; Bridget Murnane; Briggs Watkins; Brigid Maher; Brook Hinton; Brooke Dagnan; Brooke Mailhiot; BRuby Rich; Bruce 
Hutchinson; Bruce Sheridan; Bryan ,1ackson; Burton Sears; Cade Bursell; Caitlin Horsmon,; Candace Egan; Carl Callis; Carl Canwell; Carlos Tapia; Carol Jennings; Carol 
Keesee; Carol Kfouri; Carol Robinson; Carol Watson; Caroline Stephenson; Carolyn Brown; Carolyn Macartney; Carrie Barnhouse; Casey Hayward; Catherine Kodat; Catherine 
Rios; Cecil Decker; Chad Cogdill; Chad Harris; Changhee Chun; Charlene Gilbert; Regester, Charlene B; Charles Degelman; Charles Merzbacher; Charles Roberts; Charles 
Zamaria; Charlotte Taylor; Cherry Arnold; Cheryl Coyle; Cheryl Dunye; Chia-Ching Lin; Chris Churchill; Chris Huntley; Chris Lippard; Chris Yogerst; Chriss Williams; Christian 
Rogers; Christina Corfield; Christopher Auer; Christopher Bingham; Christopher Hansen; Christopher Nicholson; Christopher Odom; Christopher Reed; Christopher Zaluski; 
Christopher Zydowicz; Cindy Hill; Cindy Stillwell; Claudia Myers; Claudia Weill; Clay Haskell; Clay Rosen; Clifford Latimer; Clyde Smith; Cole Russing; Colin Harris; Connie 

Collins; Connie Shears; Connie Wilkerson; Cornelius Murphy; Courtney Fellion; Courtney Hermann; Courtney Russell; Craig Huston; Craig Huston; Craig Leake; Craig 
Matarrese; Cynthia Baron; Cyrus Anderson; ,1ohn Mason; John Mason; John McCullough; John Overton; John Philbin; John Rosenberg; ,1ohn Schimmel; John Schmit; ,1ohn 
Schultheiss; John Scott; John Spalding; John Steele; John Swanstrom; John Truby; John Warton; ,1ohnnie Mazzocco; Johnny Symons; ,1on Barr; ,1on Stahl; Jonah Zeiger; 
Jonathan Anderegg; Jonathan Cavallero; Jonathan Fung; Jonathan Gayles; Jonathan ,toy; Jonathan Mason; Jonathan Moeller; Jonathan Moore; Jonathan Olshefski; Jonathan 
Rattner; ,1onathan Sherman; Jonathan Tazewell; Jonathan Waters; ,1onathon Quam; ,1oonhee Park; ,1orge Oliver; ,1orgiana ,lake; ,1osef Steiff; ,1oseph Bierman; Joseph Brown; 
Joseph Daccurso; Joseph Habraken; Joseph Hollabaugh; Joseph Kraemer; Joseph OBrien; Joseph Schwartz; Joshua Giordan; Joshua Waterstone; ,1udd Chesler; Judy Hoffman; 
Judy Morris; ,1ule Selbo; .lull Pitzer; Julian Grant; Julian Hoxter; Julian Semilian; ,tulle Levinson; ,tulle Simon; Justin Chouinard; Justin Pepe; Justin Schumaker; Kacey Morrow; 
Kai Murphy; Kai Walker; Kaitlin (Katie) McDowell; Kandis Hutcherson; Karen Carpenter; Karen McDevitt; Karen Mullins; Karl Barber; Karl Bardosh; Karl Ulrich; Karla Berry; Karla 
Berry; Kate Fletcher; Kate Raney; Katherine Gorringe; Katherine Orloff; Kathryn Ramey; Kathy Bruner; Kathy Corley; Katie Edgerton; Kaz Rahman; Keith Brand; Keith Giglio; 
Keith Mehlinger,; Kelley Baker; Kelly Donnellan; Kelly Spivey; Kelly Wittenberg; Kemp Lyons; Ken Dancyger; Ken Lee; Ken White; Ken Wyatt; Kennedy Wheatley; Kenneth 
Harwood; Kenneth Robinson; Kerri Yost; Kerric Harvey; Kevin Corbett; Kevin Dole; Kevin Hanson; Kevin Howley; Kevin McCarthy; Kim UIm; Kimberly Dryden; Krista Hamlen; 
Krista Imbesi; Kristen Blackmon; Kristiina Hackel; Kristine Mirrer; Kristine Weatherston; Kyja Kristjansson-Nelson; Kyle Bergersen; Kyle Henry; Lance Clark; Lara Erman; Larra 

Anderson; Larry Engel; Larry Kirkman; Laska ,1imsen; Laszlo Fulop; Laszlo Santha; Laura Green; Laura Linder; Laura Medina; Laura Vazquez; Laura Zaylea; Laurel Petty; 
Lauren Cook; Laurie Little; Laurie Trotta Valenti; Lawrence Gise; Leah Bell; LeAnn Erickson; Lee Ferdinand; Lee Payton; Leena ,1ayaswal; Leland Price; Leonard Hudson; Lew 
Hunter; Lewis Laska; Liam O’Brien; Linda Apaap; Linda Brown; Lisa Girolamo; Lisa Gottlieb; Lisa Leeman; Lisa Mills; Lisa Seguin; Lisa Swain; Liz Daggett; Loren Cocking; Loren 
Swinton; Lorna Ann ,1ohnson-Frizell; Lovinder Gill; Lucas Ostrowski; Luis Bravo; Luis Proenca; Ly Bolia; Lydia Kane; Lyell Davies; Lyn Elliot; Lynn Bond; Lynn Robertson; Lynne 
McCreary; M. Homayoun Nouramadi; Malcolm Spaull; Malia Bruker; Mara Alper; Marc Fields; Marc May; Marc Moody; Marc Russo; Marcela Toledo; Marci Mazzarotto; Marde 
Begleiter; Marek Dojs; Marl Kornhauser; Maria Abraham; Maria Sanders; Mariah Dunn; Marie Smith; Marilyn Pennell; Mark Bender; Mark Biggs; Mark Freeman; Mark 
Huelsbeck; Mark Kerins; Mark Steensland; Mark Todd,; Mark von Schlemmer; Marlene Booth; Martha Gorzycki; Martin Lucas; Mary Baker; Mary Beth Woodson; Mary Dalton; 
Mary Gifford; Mary Horan; Mary Novak; Mary Russell; Matt Lohr; Matt Meyer; Matthew Clarke; Matthew Crick; Matthew ,1acobson; Matthew Rice; Matthew Von Vogt; Matthew 
Wallace; Maura Ugarte,; Maureen Ryan; Max Azoulay; Max Negin; Meghann Beaulieu; Melanie La Rosa; Melba Williams; Melinda Levin; Melissa Friedling; Melissa Rogers; 
Meryl Perlson; MIA LU; Michael Angelella; Michael Caplan; Michael Chandler; Michael Chaney; Michael Donaldson; Michael Geraci; Michael Gonzales; Michael Gray; Michael 
Green; Michael Gunter; Michael Gunter; Michael Holstein; Michael Hoggan; Michael Keeley; Michael Kolat; Michael Korpi; Michael Kowalski; Michael Lombardo; Michael 
Muhme; Michael Murphy; Michael Parker; Michael RaNger; Michael Rockliff; Michael Tierno; Michael Whalen; Michael Young 
Subject: Documentary Film Program - Wake Forest University 



Email: dicksosi~wfu.edu 

Website: www.college .wfu .edtr/documenta~w, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Thursday, October 24, 20:13:1:$7 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: Thanks much, I may come by later today if I can. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2023 12:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MtissUP 

I have it on a flash drive on the hutch in my office whenever you want to get it. 

THANKS !! 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <re~ester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 2:57 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <c_w_._s_ .o_c_.k__e_J_[._@_s_t_o_.r_e_:u_n_.c_:.e__£t_u_.> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: You can put the Mtanuscript on a flash drive or if not the CD. Whatever works best for you. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2023 2:09 PM! 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: STS - CPACK5 
Subject; Re: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MtissUP 

Hi Chaxlene... I can put it on a flash drive if you want or we cam put it on a CD... we have them here no problem. Let me know. 

We’ll worry about amy payment later.., no worries. 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "_r__e_g__e__s__t__e___r___@___e____m___a__[!_.__u___n__£:__e___d___u_" < [ _e_ g_ _e_ _s_ _t_ _ _e_ _r_ _ _@_ _ _e_ _ _ _m_ _ _a_ _ ! ]_._ 9_ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > 

Date: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:26 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@storeamc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: [ need to come over and pay for the project or if possible can you use the same account number that I previously submitted? Also, I assume that you will mail the 
flash drive to the press. Once this is mailed, I would like to have a copy on a disk and 1 can bring the disk over. I looked at the hard copy and it looks good. Finally, thanks 
much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 2:12 PM! 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MtissUP 

Hi Charlene, 

Nice to see you briefly today. Hope Brad got things sorted. 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:43 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: We would like for Brad to have the manuscript transferred to a flash drive or DVD-R and sent to the press. The editor to whom it should be mailed is: 

Editor Craig Gill 

Assistant Director/Editor-in-Chief 
University of Mtississippi Press 
3825 Ridgewood Road 

Jackson, MtS 39222-6492 

I will come over tomorrow and check on the hard copy as I have class today from 3:30 until 6:20pm. Thanks much for all of your assistance and hope to see you tomorrow. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2023 2:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 



Co: STS - CPACK5 
Subject: FW: .losephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Hi Cha:rlene, 

See Brad’s email to me below. What would you like us to do? Possibly if the publisher has a tip site then we could upload to them directly. 

Thanks! 

Chuck 

From: Brad Jackson <CPACK5@store.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:58 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell~store.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Chuck, 

I have made the changes and printed a paper copy for Professor Regester, but the PDF is over ~OOmb, I tried to save it as a "reduced file size" PDR.. that got it down 

to $2mb but the resolution is so bad as to make it illegible. Could we send a DVD-R or a flash drive with the file on it to the editor (or give one to Charlene to send 

I:o hirn)? 

Brad 

From; <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 21, 2013 10:03 AM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

.Subject: RE: Josephine Baker Revised Table and Notes for MissUP 

Dear Chuck: Attached are the Revised Contributor Notes and Revised Table of Contents. When the materials have been assembled please forward an electronic copy either to 
me or directly to the press. The editor is Craig ~ill and his email address is: cgill.@, ihl.state.ms.us 

Thanks very much for your assistance in this process. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co: STS - CPACK5 
Subject: Re: 3osephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Hi Charlene, 

Hapw to help you with this.., no problem. Just to let you know I am out of the office for a few days the last of the month, the 28th, 29th, and 30th but I have cc’d 

Brad on this also. He is the one who does all the work here anyway! 

Just send it to us when you have things ready. 

Best, 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester~)email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:29 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <c__w_._s_ .o_c_.k__e_J_h@_s_t_o_.r_e_:u_n_.c__:.e__~_u_.> 

Subject: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Shortened Version 

Dear Chuck: Currently, we are submitting the Josephine Baker Critical reader as a shortened version to another press. Therefore, I wanted to know if you would create one 
hard copy of the shortened version and an electronic file that we could send electronically. We will not have the shortened version completed until probably Monday after the 
fall break. If this is possible, I will bring over or send by email the necessary parts. The main thing is that we will have: 

Revised Table of Contents 

2) Revised Contributor Notes 

3) Revised Introduction 

4) Some essays in each section will be eliminated and the entire section called "Dirty Dancing" has been deleted. In the appendix, the discography and filmography have been 
deleted. Everything else, including the bibliography remains the same. 

The Table of Contents will guide you as to what has been excluded. 

Please let me know if you will be willing to work with us on assembling this material. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B --</O=LrNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHl=23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 
Monday, October 28, 2013 4:56 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsocke|l@slore.unc.edu> 

Ques~tion 

Dear Chuck: Please let me know if you actually sent the revised draft of the Josephine Baker Critical Reader or did you provide a copy on the flashdrive and intend for me to 
mail the flashdrive. Let me know whenever you have a chance. I did not want to resend, if it has already been sent. Thanks again for all of your assistance and see you when 

you return. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 
Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:13 AN 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store,unc,edu> 

RE: Thanks 

Dear Chuck: Thanks tremendously. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent; Tuesday, October 29, 2013 7:46 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Question 

Hi Chmlene .. We sent the flash drive. 

Best 

Chnck 

Sent from mytin can with string 

On Oct 28, 2013, at 4:56 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chuck: Please let me know if you actually sent the revised draft of the Josephine Baker Critical Reader or did you provide a copy on the flashdrive and 
intend for me to mail the flashdrive. Let me know whenever you have a chance. I did not want to resend, if it has already been sent. Thanks again for all of your 
assistance and see you when you return. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:06 PM 

bpgra~ey@indiana.edu 

Upcoming Black Fihn Conference 

Dear Brian: This is to let you know that I am still working on a title for my talk -- I have not had as much time to focus on this as I would like. But anyway, my talk will focus on 
-- Exhausting Newspapers and Primary Documents to Reconstruct Black Film History 

:t) Ny talk will explore the value of exploiting newspapers to document the black cinema experience 

2) I will also address how primary documents 0.e death certificates) are instrumental in filling voids that exist in film history particularly with respect to entertainers 

Hope to have a more definitive title by Friday. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:07 PM 

.~comcast.net 

FW: KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY IN POLITICAL TURMOIL - STUDENTS ARE ENIL’kGED AND ARTICULATE 

From: Full Name [       @excite com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:33 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Boyd, Lydia C; Caldwell, Kia L; Hall, Perry’ A; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Janken, Kelmeth R; Lambert, M~chael C; Lee, Margaret Carol; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Pier, 
David; Regester, Charlene B; Rucker, Walter C; Seck, Mamarame; Selassie, Bereket H; Williams, Ronald; McMillan, Tim; Anderson, Barbara S; Fall, Alassane; Fhunsu, Donato; Lisanza, 
Esther Mukewa; Mutima, Sinamenye A; Porter, Robelt S; Jordan, Joseph F; Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka; Perkins, Kathy A.; Layne-Kopf, Priscilla Diomae; Allen, Robelt; Cobb, Daniel NI.; 
Ferris, NIarcie C; Dennison, Jean; Duval, Kathleen A; Teuton, Christopher Bal~cett; Tone-Pah-Hote, Jelmy; gpalmer@ou.edu; jcbread@ou.edu; eheapofbirds@ou.edu; hshotton@ou.edu; 
christopher basaldu@o u.edu; jj c@ou edu; John.W.Davi s- 1 @ou.edu; sheapofbirds@ou edu; depochie@ou, edu; tsatoke@ou edu; tmcknight@ou, edu; jrdavidson@ou edu; [bass@ou. edu; 
cbender@ou edu; Marcus.blvines@gmail corn; meb@ou.edu; rlbutler-king@ou.edu; mcarstarphen@ou.edu; amos b.coleman-l@ou.edu; slcoleman@ou.edu; rjgaribay@ou.edu; 
mchall@ou.edu; cjohn@ou.edu; mahmedkabba@aol corn; bkeppel@ou edu; c(ilong@ou.edu; bemartin@ou.edu; tibor.nagy@ttu.edu; dpard@ou edu; mpope5@ucok.edu; 
Sohail.H.Shehada-2@ou edu; tiffany.speaks@ou edu; twilliamsdias@ou edu; rwright@ou.edu; kwiggins@oxy.edu; nrivas@oxy.edu; kokame@oxy.edu; char@oxy.edu; shin@oxy.edu; 
lpangilinan@oxy.edu; bahamundi@oxy edu; thakker@oxy.edu; sreyes@oxy.edu; maeda@oxy.edu; mary@ox3’.edu; elmer@oxy edu; lukes@oxy.edu; dbblA@hampshire edu; 
aeeHA@hampshire.edu; raeCSI@hampshire edu; aglA@hampshire.edu; cvhr)B@hampshire.edu; akj SS@hampshire.edu; jItL~,.@hampshire edu; kIHA@hampshire edu; 
cmt[IA@hampshire.edu; dschrade@hampshire.edu; ndsHA@hampshire edu; sjtHA@hampshire edu; aabSS@hampshire.edu; adhtIA@hampshire edu; [mkSS@hampshire.edu; 
rsmMB@hampshire.edu; rrHACU@hampshire.edu; wvSS@hampshire.edu; kacSS@hampshire.edu; sdarlington@hampshire.edu; kaj SS@hampshire.edu; b@lA@hampshire edu; 
joHA@hampshire edu; usSS@hampshire edu; mcSS@hampshire.edu; mglSS@hampshire edu; ehSS@hampshire edu; fasHA@hampshire edu; jjwSS@hampshire.edu; 
mlbSS@hampshire.edu; nshHA@hampshire.edu; sIHA@hampshire edu; spdCSI@hampshire.edu; jsSS@hampshire.edu; frisech@hampshire edu; ljwNS@hampshire.edu; wari2@unl edu; 
joy@oycastro.com; jgarza2@unhedu; jeg@unl.edu; amontes2@unhedu; swals@unl edu; sbeyene2@unlnotes.unhedu; dcurry2@unl.edu; jjonesl 1 @unlnotes unl.edu; pjones2@unl.edu; 
grutledge2@unl.edu; akang2@unl edu; mawakuni-swetland2@unl.edu; tgannon2@unhedu; mmccolkmghl @unl edu; vsmith4@unl edu; c,a, illis-esquedal@unhedu; mcworter@illinois edu; 
rwbailey@illinois edu; cdbenson@illinois.edu; schajua@illinois.edu; kcflynn@illinois.edu; rjarrett@illinois.edu; emcduffi@illinois edu; malaika@illinois.edu; samirm@illinois edu; 
rubymen@iHinois edu; hneville@illinois edu; tweissin@iHinois edu; tbames2@illinois.edu; rnbrown@illinois.edu; clcole@illinois.edu; cdelisle@illinois.edu; s-foote@iHinois edu; 
frost@illinois.edu; patgill@illinois edu; vmahaffe@illinois.edu; nadch@illinois.edu; mimin@iHinois edu; ngo@illinois.edu; sbs@iHinois edu; w~stral@illinois.edu 
Su[~ject: KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY IN POMTICAL TURMOIL - S’12JDI:.NTS AKE ENRAGED AND ARTI(XILA~[E 

I am writing to you today to ask that you please help us to hold our administration accountable for their racist treatment of faculty of color and students of color at Kansas State University. 
We, the students, will not stop until we have justice even though we are very fearful that administration will silence our voices and reprimand us. EX~flZEMELY fearful! Please read, sign, and 
share our petition. We can endure this no longer. 

The following website will take you to our list of demands: 

http :/ipohaha.wix com/growamethatksu 

Here is where you can sign our petition and join us in solidarity: 
http:i/chn.gei15Xq pT5 

You all are only the first set of folks tt~at we are contacting. We will be sending out many more eruails throughout tt~e day to both professors and national organizations. 

In spirit, 
K~ ]l-Yeop 

"IF YOU ARE SILENT ABOUT YOUR PAIN, THEY’LL KILL YOU AND SAY YOU ENJOYED IT." 
-zora neal hurston 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:07 PM 

~hotmail.com 

FW: KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY IN POLITICAL TURMOIL - STUDENTS ARE ENIL’kGED AND ARTICULATE 

From: Full Name         ~excite com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:33 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Boyd, Lydia C; Caldwell, Kia L; Hall, Perry’ A; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Janken, Kelmeth R; Lambert, M~chael C; Lee, Margaret Carol; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Pier, 
David; Regester, Charlene B; Rucker, Walter C; Seck, Mamarame; Selassie, Bereket H; Williams, Ronald; McMillan, Tim; Anderson, Barbara S; Fall, Alassane; Fhunsu, Donato; Lisanza, 
Esther Mukewa; Mutima, Sinamenye A; Porter, Robelt S; Jordan, Joseph F; Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka; Perkins, Kathy A.; Layne-Kopf, Priscilla Diom~e; Allen, Robelt; Cobb, Daniel NI.; 
Ferris, NIarcie C; Dennison, Jean; Duval, Kathleen A; Teuton, Christopher Bal~cett; Tone-Pah-Hote, Jelmy; gpalmer@ou.edu; jcbread@ou.edu; eheapofbirds@ou.edu; hshotton@ou.edu; 
christopher basaldu@o u.edu; jj c@ou edu; John.W.Davi s- 1 @ou.edu; sheapofbirds@ou edu; depochie@ou, edu; tsatoke@ou edu; tmcknight@ou, edu; jrdavidson@ou edu; lbass@ou, edu; 
cbender@ou edu; Marcus.blvines@gmail corn; meb@ou.edu; rlbmler-king@ou.edu; mcarstarphen@ou.edu; amos b.coleman-l@ou.edu; slcoleman@ou.edu; rjgaribay@ou.edu; 
mchall@ou.edu; cjohn@ou.edu; mahmedkabba@aol corn; bkeppel@ou edu; c(jlong@ou.edu; bemartin@ou.edu; tibor.nagy@ttu.edu; dpard@ou edu; mpope5@ucok.edu; 
Sohail.H.Shehada-2@ou edu; tiffany.speaks@ou edu; twilliamsdias@ou edu; rwright@ou.edu; kwiggins@oxy.edu; nrivas@oxy.edu; kokame@oxy.edu; char@oxy.edu; shin@oxy.edu; 
lpangilinan@oxy.edu; bahamundi@oxy edu; thakker@oxy.edu; sreyes@oxy.edu; maeda@oxy.edu; mary@ox3’.edu; elmer@oxy edu; lukes@oxy.edu; dbblA@hampshire edu; 
aeeHA@hampshire.edu; raeCSI@hampshire edu; aglA@hampshire.edu; cvhr)B@hampshire.edu; akj SS@hampshire.edu; jItL~,.@hampshire edu; kIHA@hampshire edu; 
cmt[IA@hampshire.edu; dschrade@hampshire.edu; ndsHA@hampshire edu; sjtHA@hampshire edu; aabSS@hampshire.edu; adhtIA@hampshire edu; lmkSS@hampshire.edu; 
rsmMB@hampshire.edu; rrHACU@hampshire.edu; wvSS@hampshire.edu; kacSS@hampshire.edu; sdarlington@hampshire.edu; kaj SS@hampshire.edu; b@lA@hampshire edu; 
joHA@hampshire edu; usSS@hampshire edu; mcSS@hampshire.edu; mglSS@hampshire edu; ehSS@hampshire edu; fasHA@hampshire edu; jjwSS@hampshire.edu; 
mlbSS@hampshire.edu; nshHA@hampshire.edu; sIHA@hampshire edu; spdCSI@hampshire.edu; jsSS@hampshire.edu; frisech@hampshire edu; ljwNS@hampshire.edu; wari2@unl edu; 
joy@oycastro.com; jgarza2@unhedu; jeg@unl.edu; amontes2@unhedu; swals@unl edu; sbeyene2@unlnotes.unhedu; dcurry2@unl.edu; jjonesl 1 @unlnotes unl.edu; pjones2@unl.edu; 
grutledge2@unl.edu; akang2@unl edu; mawakuni-swetland2@unl.edu; tgannon2@unhedu; mmccolkmghl @unl edu; vsmith4@unl edu; c,a, illis-esquedal@unhedu; mcworter@illinois edu; 
rwbailey@illinois edu; cdbenson@illinois.edu; schajua@illinois.edu; kcflynn@illinois.edu; uarrett@illinois.edu; emcduffi@illinois edu; malaika@illinois.edu; samirm@illinois edu; 
rubymen@illinois edu; hneville@illinois edu; tweissin@illinois edu; tbames2@illinois.edu; rnbrown@illinois.edu; clcole@illinois.edu; cdelisle@illinois.edu; s-foote@illinois edu; 
frost@illinois.edu; patgill@illinois edu; vmahaffe@illinois.edu; nadch@illinois.edu; mimin@illinois edu; ngo@illinois.edu; sbs@illinois edu; w~stral@illinois.edu 
Su[~ject: KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY IN POMTICAL TURMOIL - S’12JDI:.NTS AKE ENRAGED AND ARTI(XILA~[E 

I am writing to you today to ask that you please help us to hold our administration accountable for their racist treatment of faculty of color and students of color at Kansas State University. 
We, the students, will not stop until we have justice even though we are very fearful that administration will silence our voices and reprimand us. EX~flZEMELY fearful! Please read, sign, and 
share our petition. We can endure this no longer. 

The following website will take you to our list of demands: 

http :/ipohaha.wix com/growamethatksu 

Here is where you can sign our petition and join us in solidarity: 
http:i/chn.gei15Xq pT5 

You all are only the first set of folks tt~at we are contacting. We will be sending out many more eruails throughout tt~e day to both professors and national organizations. 

In spirit, 
K~ ]l-Yeop 

"IF YOU ARE SILENT ABOUT YOUR PAIN, THEY’LL KILL YOU AND SAY YOU ENJOYED IT." 
-zora neal hurston 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

I~E: email 

Dear Eunice: Thanks much and I am currently in the process of sending an email regarding our first meeting. Once the meeting is confirmed, I will let you know. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 0:t, 2013 2:2:t PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: email 

Dear Charlene, 

I have been in touch with all members of the committee. 
Below is the email that you needed. 

bardsley@email.unc.edu 

Thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 3:59 PM 

Graney, Brian Patrick <bpgraney@indiana.edu> 

ILE: Upcoming Black Film Conference 

Indiana ConferenceNovembm2013.doc.docx 

Dear Brian: Attached is the conference info that I am providing. Please note that if I make changes over the weekend to this document, I will forward any revisions. Thanks for 
working with me and I apologize that my contribution was delayed but I have been swamped with work and deadlines. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Graney, Brian Patrick [bpgraney@indiana.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:30 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Black Film Conference 

Thank you. Your talk sounds like it will nicely comptemenL the others on your panel. I’m copying below what the other speakers have sent ~n case it might be 
use[:ul ~o you. These notes are a~so available through our planning w~k~ at b~Z~_~_~_:J_~_~J_~_~_:_~_~_~Z~[~_~[~_~_~J_~JZ~_9_[~_~:~ 
id=scoDe~uest~onspanelthree&#presenter statements (but ~ figured Vd save you the logan there}, 
Best, 
Brian 

Panel Three: Scope & Questions 

The Case of the Race Movie Circuit 
Considering the arena of the race movie circuit as a unit)ing context ofpertbrmers, producers, distributors, investors, venues, and andiences, this session will explore 

the relationships between race tilm texts and artifacts within the web of related documents disper~d across archival and private collections. 

¯ How do we esIablish the race movie circuit in coanterexample to the more standardized practices of Hollywood? 
¯ What are the historical records most essential to reconstituting an understanding of the circuit? 

¯ Can we articulate relationships between these bodies of records and the evidentiary content of film a:rtithcts? 
Top of Form 

Bottom of Form 

Presenter Statements 
Terri Francis - Unpaddng the Picture 
This year we mark a number of important commemorations in the field of Africana studies. Does Africana see fihn and media s~udies in its future? On one hand, visual 

material tends to be mobilized, doesn’t it, as evidence or as illuslrative of a larger argument, while on the other artifacts of popular culture are marked for derision and 

dismis~L 

We often discover new artifacts but as film scholars we know that once we bring pictures into the mix we open up a whole new set of problems and we need new 

strategies to unpack the picture with a straight face and an attitude of curiosity. 

As we conduct acts of recuperation and discovery of artifacts we also need turns of translation how do we make our work meaningful to Afi-icana studies? Then 
again... 

Barbara Tepa Lupack - "It Takes a Darn Good One to Stick": Researching Norman 
ISSUES: 

How do and how shotfld~nstitutions p~ovide access to materials? (access often depends on the personali~ of the curator) 

How to learn about and then access<naterial in private hands (Separate Cinema, etc.) 

How "to digitize existing a~-chival material and develop finding aids that offer lhller and more pertinent descriptions of individual items (extensive and appropriate 

metadata) 

How to t~cilitate scholarly research by establishing links across archives (e.g., between Indiana archives and museum~libraries such as the Norman Studios 
Silent Fihn Museum and UCLA special collections) 

CtLt,~LLENGES: 

¯ How to secnre fimding (both inslitutional and ontside support) for digital projects [and the difficulties of maintaining such projects over time] 

¯ Unique challenge of dealing with living dono~ (experience with the Norman fmnily; sensitive balance between fmnily and press concerns) 

SUGGESTIONS: 

Establishing a ketter intbrmation and ret}rral network 
Incorporating social media/blogs to sha~’e existing materials and to discover new resources (e.g., my recent experience with The Antiques Roadshow) 
Finding efl}ctive methods of crowdsourcing on existing websites to provide new intbrmation 

.Mlyson Nadia Eield - The Archive of Absence: Research Methodologies tbr Non-Extant Fihns & Race Movie Exhibition 

This conference addresses strategies of early Black film reseaxch through material analysis of surviving artifacts. Yet with approximately 90% (if not more) of early 
Black film non- extant, how aye we to acconnt for the materialib, of the films when the films themselves axe lost? My remaxks focus on methodologies of non-extant fihn 

hisloo~. emphasizing extmfilmic resource~specifically digital tool~for reseaacching lost films and lesser-known exhibition practices. Going beyond the compilation of 

filmogmphies of non- extant titles, I argue that extrafilmic research can tell ns much about the films (both conditions of production and fornml aspects) and how they 

circulated (exhibition and reception). To this end, absence becomes the archive; the traces that remain fi~om a film’s existence, from conception to production to 



circulation, axe themselves the objects of inquiry. 

I will draw examples from my current research project on pre- 1915 "uplil?t cinema’--films made by Aliica~ American filmmaJaing entrepreneurs and At~ ca~ American 

educational institutions for the purpo~ of promoting the advancement of Black citizens. There are no known sunTiving uplift films of this period, however there is a rich 

bo@ of extratilmic evidence, mnch of it available through digital tool~ that informs my re~axch. I treat the non-extant body of films I tem~ uplift cinema not merely as 
products that participated in historical events as facts of the past (events of history), but as formal work that mobilized the various aspects of moving picture technology 

and cinema’s exhibition regimes to constitute an effect of uplift upon producers m~d spectators. This project is meant to serve as a tnodel for sustafined research in non- 

e.-Oxnt fihn more broadly and specifically for exa~inations in eo~rly Africa~ American cinema for which few filmic axtSfacts survive. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 20:t3 4:06 PM 
To; Graney, Brian Patrick 
Subject; Upcoming Black Film Conference 
Dear Brian: This is to let you know that I am still working on a title for my talk -- I have not had as much time to focus on this as I would like. But anyway, my talk will focus on 
-- Exhausting Newspapers and Primary Documents to Reconstruct Black Film History 

:I) My talk will explore the value of exploiting newspapers to document the black cinema experience 

2) I will also address how prima~ documents O.e death certificates) are instrumental in filling voids that exist in film history particularly with respect to entertainers 

Hope to have a more definitive title by Friday. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:15 AM 

Graney, Brian Patrick <bpgraney@indiana.edu> 

ItS: Upcoming Black Film Conference 

Indiana ConferenceNovembe~2013.doc.docx 

Dear Brian: I made a few edits to the document originally forwarded. Thanks much for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Graney, Brian Patrick [bpgraney@indiana.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, October 3:t, 20:t3 :t0:30 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Black Film Conference 

Dea, r Charlene, 
Thank you. Your talk sounds like it will nicely complement the others on your panel. I’m copying below what the other speakers have sent in case it might be 
useful to you. These no~:es are aBo available through our planning w~M at http://www.indiana.edu/"regener8/dokuwiki/doku.php? 
id=scopequestionspanelthree&#presenter statements (but f figt~red Vd save you the logan there). 
Best, 
Brian 

Panel Three: Scope & Questions 
The Case of the Race Movie Circuit 
Considering the arena of the race movie circuit as a unifying context of performers, producers, distributors, investors, venues, and audiences, this session roll explore 

the relationships between race film texts m~d artifacts within the web of related documents dispersed across archival and private collections. 

¯ How do we establish the race movie circuit in counterexample to the more standardized practices of Hollywood? 

¯ What are the historical reco~ts most essential to reconstituting an understanding of the circuit? 

¯ Can we articulate relationships bemeen these bodies of records and the evidentiao~ content of fihn aNfacts? 
Top of Form 

Bottom of Form 

Presenter Statements 
Terd Francis - Unpacldng the Picture 
This year we maxk a number of important comnremorations in the field ot’Aiiicana studies. Does Afiicana see film and media studies in its futare? On one hand, visuaJ 

materiaJ tends to be mobilized, doesn’t it, as evidence or as illustrative ofa laqer argument, while on the other artifacts of popular culture are marked for derision and 

dismissa£ 

We often discover new artifacts but as fihn scholars we know that once we bring pictures into the mix we open up a whole new set ofproble~ns and we need new 

strategies to unpack the picture with a straight face and an attitude of curiosity. 

As we conduct acts of recuperation and discovery of artifacts we also need turns of translation how do we make our work meaningful to Africana stadies? Then 
again... 

Barbara Tepa Lupack - "It Takes a Darn Good One to Stick": Researching Norman 

ISSUES: 

¯ How do and how should inslitations provide access to materials? (access often depends on the personali~ oftl~e curator) 

¯ How to learn about and then access material in private hands (Separate Cinema, etc.) 

¯ How to d igilize exis~dng axchival material m~d develop finding aids that offer fitller and tnore pertinent descriptions of individual items (extensive and appropriate 

~netadata) 
¯ How to facilitate scholarly research by establishing links across archives (e.g., between Indiana archives and museums/libraries such as the Norman Studios 

Silent Film Museum and UCLA special collections) 

CHALLENGES: 

° How to secure funding (both institational and outside suplx~rt) tbr digital projects [and the difficulties of maintaining such projects over time] 

¯ Unique challenge of dealing with living donors (experience with the Norman t~mily; sensitive balmace between t~mily mad press concerns) 

SUGGESTIONS: 

° Es~tablishing a better information m~d referra] network 

° Inco~poraling social mediaiblogs to sha¢e existing tnatefials and to discover new resources (e.g., tny recent experience ruth The Antiques Roadshow) 

° Finding efl’ective methods of crowdsourcing on existing websites to provide new information 

Allyson Nadia Fidd - The Archive of Absence: Research Methodologies for Non-Extant Films & Race Movie E:dfibition 
This contbrence addresses strategies of early Black film research through material analysis of surviving artiihcts. Yet with approximately 90% (if not more) of early 

Black film non-extant, how a~e we to account tbr the materiality of the fihns when the films themselves axe lost? My remaJcks tbcus on methodologies of non-extant film 

histow, emphas~ing extmfilmic re~)urces specifically digital tools for reseaJcching los"t fihns and lesser-known exhibition practices. Going beyond the compilation of 

filmographies of non-extant titles, I argue that extrafihnic research can tell us much about the tilms (both conditions of production and tbrmal aspects) and how they 

circulated (exhibition and reception). To this end, absence becomes the archive; the traces that remain frown a fihn’s existence, from conception to production to 

circulation, axe themselves the objects of inquiry. 

I will draw examples from ~ny current research project on pre- 1915 "uplift cinema" fihns made by AfiJcan American filmmaldng entrepreneurs and African American 



educational institutions for the purpo~ of promoting fl~e advancement of Black citizens. There are no known surviving uplift films of this period, however there is a rich 

bo@ of extraAilmic evidence, much of it available through digital tool~ fl~at informs my re~axch. I treat the non-extant body of films I tem~ uplift cinema not merely as 

products that participated in historical events as t~cts of the past (events of history), but as tbrmal work that mobilized the various aspects of moving picture technology 

and cinema’s exhibition regimes to constitute an effect of uplift upon producers and spectators. This project is meant to serve as a model tbr sustained re,arch in non- 

extant fihn more broadly and specificolly for exa~iinations in e~rly Africoa~ American cinema for which few fihnic oxt~facts survive. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:06 PM 
To; Graney, Brian Patrick 
Subject; Upcoming Black Film Conference 
Dear Brian: This is to let you know that I am still working on a title for my talk -- I have not had as much time to focus on this as I would like. But anyway, my talk will focus on 
-- Exhausting Newspapers and Primary Documents to Reconstruct Black Film History 

:t) My talk will explore the value of exploiting newspapers to document the black cinema experience 

2) I will also address how primary documents O.e death certificates) are instrumental in filling voids that exist in film history particularly with respect to entertainers 

Hope to have a more definitive title by Friday. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 12:29 PM 

ssmckoy@ncsu.edu 

FW: JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO - SPECIAL DOC ISSUE 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV:AMERICAN:EDU] on behalf of Stephen Tropiano [journaloffilmandvideo@GMAILCOM] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:12 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO - SPECIAL DOC ISSUE 

Journal of Film & Video Special Documentary Double Issue - Deadline 
extended! 

JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEOSpecial Double IssueCurrent Issues in Documentary Production & StudiesGuest editors: 
Ben Levin & George Larke-Walsh 

Submission Deadline: January 15, 2014 

Publication Date: Fall/Winter 2015 

We invite articles that discuss production styles, aesthetics and consumption of contemporary documentary. We are 
especially interested in articles that address the following>Contemporary documentary screenwriting (creating stories 
through voice-over narratives, etc.).-Collaborative authorship and potential power imbalances between filmmakers and 
subjects in these situations.-Trends in narrative structuring through re-enactment and/or employing fictional tropes to 
create character types.-Documentary fandom (reality TV stars and/or star directors) and its impact on contemporary 
documentary. 

We are also interested in articles that address the effects of new technologies ad new modes of funding, distribution, 
and marketing on the production of contemporary documentaries:-How are newer image capturing devices (DSLR 
Cameras, cell phones, the Red camera, Black Magic cameras, etc.) affecting the conceptualization and production of 
documentaries?-How have Kickstarter, Facebook, etc. changed the way documentaries are being funded? What are the 
implications of obtaining financing via the Internet?-What is the impact of contemporary modes of distribution and 
marketing (YouTube, Netfiix, Vimeo, Facebook, Webpages, Blogs, etc.) on documentary production and dissemination? 

In addition, we are also interested in articles that discuss the teaching of contemporary documentary theory in the 
context of a documentary production program. 

The Journal of Film and Video is a blind, peer-reviewed journal. Please submit your essay electronically to Stephen 
Tropiano, editor, at .[ournaloffilmandvideo@gmail.com. Your name must not appear anywhere on your essay. When 
submitting your essay, please include in your e-mail the title of your essay and complete contact information (full name, 
mailing address, telephone number, fax number, and e-mail address). If you have any questions, feel free to email 
Stephen Tropiano at the above address or phone our office at .~.~.~.~.#.:#.#..~..:#..~..£.£. 

signoff Stephen Tropiano 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFV,M, IST-L Full Name ( Full Naane should be 

your firsnt and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0,Vrite this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFV~M,IST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:20 AM 

~gmu~l.com 

I~W: Contributors needed for book on wotnen directors 

Dear Barbara: This is the information previously mentioned at our luncheon. Good meeting you and hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AIvlERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Kelly Gabrielle [ ~AOL.COM] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:14 PM 

To-" U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject; Contributors needed for book on women directors 

WANTED:Contributors to write 5,000 chapter for book on women dilectors from all over the world for general interest!academic book to be published Spring 2014. 

Smedl honorarium will be paid. Chapters are India, Asia, Africa, South America, Europe, Russia and Eas~tern Europe, Middle East and chapter should be completed 

by end of Dec. 2013. 

BOOK - Celhfloid Celing 

START DATE - Sept. 1, 2013 

PUBLISttER - Aurora Metro, London 

CONTACT PERSON: Gabrielle Kelly/Editor ~aol.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



WHERE REALITY BEGINS 

A program designed for those who want to create work derived from the real world. 

Some will make traditional documentaries. Others will blend fictional and nonfictional 

methods. Still others will expand upon the typical cinema or television experience, 

embracing the interactive or immersive. 

Be part of a top-tier institution with numerous high-profile alumni and world-class 

faculty 

Forge lifelong professional relationships via our small cohort environment 

Intern in Chicago, Los Angeles or New York City 

Garner a guaranteed $6K first year tuition reduction as well as a guaranteed $5K 

thesis film grant 

Receive second year graduate assistantship support 

docmedia,northwestern.edu 

847 467-4696 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:51 PM 

~gmail.com 

FW: 2nd Annual SCMS Undergraduate Conference CFP 

From: office@cmstudies.org [office@cmstudies.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 20:t3 :t2:2:t AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; 2nd Annual SCNS Undergraduate Conference CFP 

The Society for Cinema m~d Media Studies is proud to announce the Call for Papers for the Second Annual SCMS Undergraduate Conference. Following on the 

success of the 2013 inaugural year at Notre Dame, this event will rotate to different universities on an mmual basis. It will cmnry the SCMS impmnatur to reflect the 
organization’s strong support for undergraduate education in cinema and media s~dies. 

We ask that you tell your best undergraduate students about the Second Annual Society for Cinema and Media Studies Undergraduate Conference, to be held at the 

University of Oklahoma on April 18-19, 2014. Smith College will serve as host in 2015. 

Undergraduate students are invited to propose papers appropriate tbr a 20-minute presentation on aJ~y aspect of cinema and media histo~, criticism, or theo~. 

Interested students must submit a proposal form, which can be tbund at https:i/cmstudies.site-vm.com/?page undergraduate. There is no registration t~e, mad 

discounted on-campus accommodations will be available for students accepted to present. 

Completed proposals should be sent by email tofms(~)ou.edu at the University of Oklahoma with "SCMS U Coaference 2014" in the subject heading. 

The deadline for proposaJ~s is Midnight CST on Monday, Wednesday, Jm~umy 15, 2014. Questions about the conference should be directed to Dr. Victoria 
Sturtevant, Director of Film and Media Studies at The University of Oklahoma: vsturtevan~ou.edu. 

~-~ike us on Facebook > ~ollo~v us on Twitter > 

If yon wish to stop receiving ema~l fi’om us, yon can simply remove yourself by visiting: http://www.cmstudies.org/membersiEmailOptPreferences.aspx? 
id 9512683&e regester~email.nnc.edn&h 4d53e0f7eSc347b61ead4b9096688a977dd2cdaa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:58 AM 

@hotmail.com 

I~W: Fountainhead e-Lettel; November/Decetnber 2013 

From: Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Cultural Zephyr e.V. [bicdance@aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 2:t, 2013 :t2:~L0 AM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, November/December 20:t3 

Refugee Strike goes to Universities 

On Thursday, November 21st, 7 p.m., Humboldt-University Berlin / car6 Kr~ihenful3, 
we will discuss the situation of refugees in Germany and their struggle. 

Presenting documentary films of Dr. Nahoma Nwaungulu and the issue of "Request or 
Demand" on the refugees behalf, as the visual basis for the discussion. 
Dr. Nahoma Nwaungulu, from Nalawi, studied in the former GDR and worked for the 
emancipation of refugees/asylum seekers in Berlin. 

The evening will serve as a planning session on the future progress in the refugee 
attempts at societal participation and eventual citizenship within Berlin and 
elsewhere. 

Organized by: Refugee Struggle Berlin in cooperation with 

Fountainhead Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 



Refugee Strike geht an die Universit~iten 

Am Donnerstag, dem 21. November um 19.00 Uhr, diskutieren wit an der Humboldt 
Universit~it im Caf~ Kr~ihenfuB ~iber die Situation und den Kampf der Fl~ichtlinge in 
Deutschland. 

Als filmische Grundlage for die Diskussion pr~isentieren wir ein Interview mit Dr~ 
Mahoma Mwaungulu sowie ein Gespr~ich zum Thema "Bitte oder Forderung" im Namen 
der FliJchtlinge. 
Der aus Malawi stammende Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu studierte in der DDR und 
arbeitete for die Emanzipation von FliJchtlingen und Asylbewerbern in Berlin. 

Der Abend dient als Veranstaltung zur Planung der zuk~inftigen Entwicklung im 
Hinblick auf das Bestreben der Fl~ichtlinge, als Mitglieder der Gesellschaft anerkannt 
zu werden und schlie61ich die StaatsbiJrgerschaft zu bekommen, innerhalb Berlins und 
anderswo. 

Organisation: Refugee Struggle Berlin in Kooperation 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum &.Television Program Berlin 

November 21., 2013, 7.00 pm / 21. November 2013, 19.00 Uhr 
Humboldt Universit~it zu Berlin, Unter den Linden 6, 10117 Berlin 
Caf~ Kr~ihenful3 

CONTRIBUTORS: {in Blphabetical ordeF) 

Patras Bwansi 
Representative, Refugee Protest Camp, Oranienplatz-Berlin 

Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Co- Fou nder/Producer/Director/Pu blisher/Cu rator/Moderator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th~Atre/Black International Cinema Berlin! 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &. Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Christian M, 3olibois 
Vice Editor in Chief, AI-Maqam, Magazine for Arabian Art and Culture 

Amir Kaufmann 
Artist/Filmmaker 

Angela Kramer 
Production Co-ordinator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &. Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Marion Kramer 
Public Relations Co-ordinator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th~treiBlack International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Alinka Seth 
Human Rights Activist 

Miriam Siglreitmaier 
Humboldt University of Berlin 

Kani Tuyala 
Doctoral Candidate, Free University of Berlin - Institute of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology; Founder/Chairman, Lions of Science 

"It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit," 
Harry S. Truman 

"Don’t confuse me with the facts, I’ve got a closed mind," 
Earl Fredrick Landgrebe 

"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not his own facts, " 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

Dedicated to 
Oliver "Ollie" Wendell Harrington 
February 14, 1912 - November 2, 1995 

Langston Hughes described Ollie Harrington as, "America’s greatest Black cartoonist," 
an assessment that has stood the test of time. An outspoken advocate against 
racism and for civil rights in the United States and internationally, Harrington 
requested political asylum in East Germany in 1961. He lived in Berlin for the last 



three decades of his life. 
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A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

CALL FOP, ENTRlrES 
http :/iwww.blackinternationa Icinema.de/BIC:I4/bic 14.htm 

"Pathways to Enlightenment / Wege zur Erkenntnis" 

Venue; Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall), 3ohn=F,-Kennedy-Platz, 
3.0825 Berlin/Germany 
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(German Prize for Civic Engagement) 
httD://www.deutscher-enqaqementpreis.de!ueberunsiqerrna n-prize-for-civic-enc~ac~ement.html 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, founder and director of Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition and Cultural Zephyr e.V., has been 
nominated for the German Prize for Civic Engagement 2013. 

The German Prize for Civic Engagement aims at strengthening the recognition of 
citizen engagement in Germany, as well as increasing its visibility. 



Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Gr~inder und Leiter von Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &.Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Band?" - Exhibition und Cultural Zephyr e.V., wurde f~ir den 
Deutschen Engagementpreis 2013 nominiert. 

Der Deutsche Engagementpreis verfolgt das Ziel, die Anerkennung von 
b~irgerschaftlichem Engagement in Deutschland zu st~irken und dessen Sichtbarkeit in 

der Gesellschaft zu verbessern. 
back to top 

About the 2013 Festival (BICB) in Berlin 
Margarita Mejia 

~" only wanted to go for a little walk through the festival, to introduce one of the 
scheduled documentaries and maybe answer a few questions. But this unpretentious 
initial expectation became an experience that changed something inside me. 
This meeting in Berlin has revived the hope of a better future for humankind, where 
diversity, instead of creating conflict, becomes an appreciated, respected, and 
admired unifying element. 
Through music, art and culture presented in video, the Black International Cinema 
Berlin contributed to create a scenario that helped to increase the awareness, that 
we are all one.., all of us searching for similar objectives. Trying to find them in a 
game, a song, in the dance or in the simple act of sharing, where being the most 
talented is irrelevant, since the important thing is to sing even out of tune, but keep 
singing. Take one step after another, try again and again ... building the road and 
doing it together. 
Roma and Sinti, Black people, the Indigenous population, Caucasians, Muslims, 
Christians, east, west, an enormous range of infinite colors, Flamenco from Mexico 
and classical music from Colombia. Boundaries are blurring in a global village, where 
everyone is equal and taken into account. 
Berlin gave me a great unexpected gift. A hint of it all starts to make sense ... that ~ 
am you, you are me, we are all one, and the differences are mere fictions. 
T therefore hope that next year, like this one, at the end of the festival days, T will 

just relax and have a beer with my new lifelong friends, united by diversity in all its 
forms. 

Sobre el Festival en Berlin - 2013 
Margarita Mejia 

B61o me iba a dar un paseito por el festival para introducir uno de los documentales 
de la agenda y tal vez responder alguna pregunta. Pero esta expectativa inicial sin 
mayores pretensiones, se convirti6 en una experiencia que cambi6 algo dentro de mL 

Este encuentro en Berlin me hizo renacer la esperanza sobre un mejor futuro para la 

humanidad, donde la diversidad, en vez de crear conflicto, se vuelve un elemento 
unificador tolerado, respetado y admirado. 
El Black International Cinema Berlin propici6 un escenario que a trav~s de la m6sica, 
el arte y la cultura expresados en video, ayud6 a crear conciencia de que somos 
todos uno solo buscando similares objetivos, tal vez en un juego, en una canci6n, en 
el baile o en el simple hecho de compartir. Donde set el m~s h~bil es Io de menos, 
pues Io importante es cantar, asi sea desafinado, pero cantar. Dar un paso tras otro, 
intentar una y otra vez._ hacer camino y hacerlo juntos. 
Gitanos, payos, negros, indios, blancos, musulmanes, cristianos, oriente, occidente, 
un enorme abanico de infinitos colores. Flamenco desde M~xico y m6sica cl~sica 
desde Colombia. Be difuminan las fronteras. Una aldea global donde todos somos 
iguales. 
Recibi un regalo que no esperaba. Un atisbo de que todo comienza a cobrar sentido... 
de que yo soy tu, tu eres yo, todos somos uno, y las diferencias son meras 
ficciones. Espero pues que el pr6ximo a5o, al igual que este, al finalizar las jornadas 
del festival pueda sentarme a tomar una cervecita con mis nuevos amigos de toda la 
vida, unidos por la diversidad en todas sus expresiones. 
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XXVIII, Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 
~:nternationa~ Press Voices 

Berlin.de~ The officia~ internet view on the capita~ 



Culture and Ti~ets > Suggestions > Fi~m > Festivals 

Das interkulturelle und interdisziplin~ire Festival 
"...Das Festival bietet Raum fOr den interkulturellen, kOnstlerischen und geistigen 
Austausch. Bestandteile des Festivals sind Filmpr~isentationen, Seminare, 
Diskussionen, k0nstledsche Darbietungen und die Ausstellung. Das Festival gibt 
Menschen die M6glichkeit, ihre Geschichte aus ihrer Sicht zu erz~ihlen, und m6chte 
damit einen Beitrag leisten, um ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte 
Stimmen h6rbar zu machen_." 

The intercultural and interdisciplinary festival 
"...The festival provides a venue for an intercultural, artistic and intellectual 
exchange. Parts of the festival are film presentations, seminars, discussions, artistic 
presentations and the exhibition ("Footprints in the Sand?", Iuly I until August 
2013)~ The festival provides people with the opportunity to present their story from 
their perspective and hence wishes to contribute toward making unseen faces visible 

and unheard voices hearable_." 

EURO~41GHToCO~4 
Your Guide To Afro Europe 
O~ive Vasse~ 

"...During the festival Fountainhead® Tanz Th6~tre production’s "A Portrait Of 
Roswitha G0nther" will also premier. Conceptualized, written and directed by Griffith, 
it is a portrait of Roswitha G0ntheF, founder and director of PfeiffeFs Ballhaus, and a 
producer at the Berlin citizen television station Alex - Open Channel Berlin. 
"The documentary reveals a picture of a woman, who with determination, community 
spirit and heart, offers especially the elder, but also the younger generation, the 
possibility to participate in a social and artistic life, to meet each other, to dance 
and while having cake and coffee to participate for several hours, in an artistic 
program with music, song and performance, which at the same time is produced for 
television at Alex = Open Channel Berlin," said GFiffith..." 

".=.Auf dem Festival feiert auch die Fountainhead® Tanz Th6~tre Produktion ’A 
Portrait Of Roswitha G0nther’ ihre Premiere. Konzipiert, geschrieben und unter der 
Regie von Donald Muldrow Griffith portr~tiert der Film Roswitha G0nther, Gr0nderin 
und Leiterin von Pfeiffers Ballhaus und Produzentin im Berliner B0rgerfernsehen Alex - 
Offener Kanal Berlin. 
’Die Dokumentation zeichnet das Bild einer Frau, die mit viel Durchhalteverm6gen, 
Gemeinschaftssinn und Herz besonders der ~lteren Generation aber auch j0ngeren 
Menschen die M6glichkeit bietet, am sozialen und k0nstlerischen Leben teilzunehmen, 
sich zu begegnen, zu tanzen und bei Kaffee und Kuchen mehrere Stunden an einem 
k0nstlerischen Programm aus Musik, Gesang und Artistik teilzunehmen, das 
gleichzeitig for das Fernsehen aufgezeichnet und im Fernsehsender Alex - Oftener 
Kanal Berlin ausgestrahlt wird,’ erl~utert Griffith_." 

BERLIN~ METROPOLIS, 2013, 05,08o = 2013, 

"Das Black International Cinema-Festival ruft zum interkulturellen, k0nstlerischen und 
geistigen Austausch auf. Filme aus zahlreichen L~indern der Erde, darunter Spanien, 

Israel, Irak, Honduras, Venezuela, S0dafrika, USA, Kanada, GroBbritanien, Frankreich 
und Deutschland, erz~hlen Geschichten von verborgenen Gesichtern, die ihre 
Lebensgeschichte zum Mittelpunkt des Festivals werden lassen..." 

’The Black International Cinema Festival calls to intercultural, artistic and spiritual 
exchange. Films from numerous countries of the earth, among them Spain, Israel, 
Iraq, Honduras, Venezuela, South Africa, U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain, France and 
Germany, tell the stories of unseen faces, who make their life stories the focus of 
the festival..." 

BERLIN 2013/05, international number 101 
The newsletter of the Commissioner for Integration 

~III, BLACK INTERNATIONAL CINEMA BERLIN 20E3 

"Produktion und Leitung: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz Th6Atre 
in Kooperation mit der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin in Verbindung mit der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

’_. Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier Br0cken bauen, Grenzen 0berschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig for die Hauptstadt. Mein Dank geht an die 
Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International Cinema Berlin, ein 
kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist...’ - Gabriele G0n Tank, 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

Die diesj~hrige Veranstaltung ist den ’Bl0ten der Zukunft’ gewidmet: ’Future 
Blossoms’ ist eine Metapher for die Aufgabe der Menschen, sich heute for 

Gesellschaften einzusetzen, die wir unseren Kindern w0nschen, damit sie wachsen, 
gedeihen und erbl0hen k6nnen, lede Generation, und diese Eigenschaft ist wohl eine 
universelle, unternimmt Anstrengungen, damit es der n~chsten besser gehen 
m6ge..." 

"Production and Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz 
Th6Atre in cooperation with the Commissioner for Integration of the district 



Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany in association with the Embassy of the 
United States of America, Berlin/Germany 

’...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from stereotypical 
categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International Cinema Berlin 
are important for the capital of Germany~ I extend my congratulations to the 
organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
Germany-wide....’ - Gabriele G~in Tank, Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

This year’s festival is dedicated to ’Future Blossoms’, which stands as a metaphor for 
the engagement of human beings in developing societies, which we wish as a future 
for our children, so as to allow them to thrive and prosper. Each generation, and this 
may be a universal characteristic, makes efforts for a better life for future 
generations..." 

TIPS OF THE DAYs CINEMA TIP 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
Das 28. Black International Cinema zeigt unter dem Titel "Future Blossoms - BliJten 

der Zukunft" vom 8. bis 12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen, 
so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs William Greaves. Sein Dokumentarfilm "Ralph 

Bunche: An American Odyssey" beschreibt das Leben des schwarzen B~irgerrechtlers 
Ralph Bunche, der 1950 als erster Schwarzer den Friedensnobelpreis erhielt. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
The 28th Black International Cinema Berlin presents films, seminars and discussions 
under the title "Future Blossoms" from May 8 until 12, among them works of the US 
director William Greaves. His documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" 
portrays the life of the Black civil rights activist Ralph Bunche, who in 1950 as the 
first Black person, was awarded with the Nobel peace prize. 

No. I0/2012~ volun~ 41, www.t~p-berl~n~de 

"...Der kritische Fokus der vorwiegend kurzen, experimentellen und dokumentarischen 
Produktionen liegt nicht mehr einzig auf afrikanischen bzw. Afroamerikanischen 
Themen. Vielmehr umfasst das interkulturelle Programm auch Beitr~ige, die 
gesellschaftliche, philosophische und 6kologische Problematiken in Spanien, 

Honduras, Venezuela oder dem Tran behandeln. 

"...The critical focus of the mostly short, experimental and documentary production 
does not solely lie on African, respectively African American themes anymore. The 
intercultural program covers rather contributions dealing with societal, philosophical 
and ecological problems in Spain, Honduras, Venezuela or Iran. 

issue :10/2013~ ~ay 2-~5~ www,z~t~,de 
08 Wedn~sday~ C~ne~a T~p 
BLACK INTERNATIONAL C~NEHA BERLIN: 

Das Black International Cinema Berlin finder zum 28. Mal start. Unter dem Titel 
"Future Blossoms - BliJten der Zukunft" werden vom 8.-12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, 
Seminaren und Diskussionen pr~isentiert, so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs, 
Produzenten und Drehbuchautors William Greaves. Der Dokumentarfilm "Ralphe 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" des Emmy-Preistr~igers beschreibt das Leben des 
schwarzen B~irgerrechtlers Ralph Bunche (Foto) von 1904 his 1971..." 

The Black International Cinema Berlin occurs for the 28th time. Under the title 
"Future Blossoms", films, seminars and discussions will be presented from May 8-12, 
among them the works of the US director, producer and author, William Greaves. The 
documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" of the Emmy awarded 
filmmaker portrays the life of the civil rights activist Ralph Bunche (photo) from 1904 
until 1971._" 

BERLINER FILMFE~FIVAL~ Magazine 
Film / Festival / Culture 

"...Unter dem Motto "Future Blossoms", mitsamt illustrierendem afrikanischem 
Sprichwort ("Nut wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden ]~iger 
aufh6ren, Helden zu sein"), m~chte die diesj~ihrige Ausgabe einen weiteren Beitrag 
leisten, ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte Stimmen h6rbar zu machen - 
in der Hoffnung um zuk~inftige Bl~iten, oder, weniger floral, aufkl~irerisches Potenzial. 
Die Filmauswahl gleicht dabei einem Tanz {Jber dem Globus: Beitr~ige kommen aus 
dem Kamerun, Spanien, Israel, Deutschland, SiJdafrika, dem Iran, Honduras, 

Venezuela, dem Irak, der USA, GroBbritannien, Kanada und Frankreich._" 

"...Under the motto "Future Blossoms", additionally illustrated by an African proverb 
("Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes."), this year’s 
edition wishes to once more contribute toward making unseen faces visible and 



unheard voices hearable - hoping for future blossoms or, to say it less floral, for 
enlightening potential. The film selection is like a dance across the globe: 
Submissions come from Cameroon, Spain, Israel, Germany, South Africa, Iran, 
Honduras, Venezuela, Iraq, USA, Great Britain, Canada and France..." 
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THE COLLEGIUM 
FORUM & TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN 

produced & directed byiproduziert und geleitet von 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th~Atre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
Cultural Zephyr e.V./"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 

Cinema / State of Affairs / Arts Calendar 
Fi~n}e / Diskussionen / kQnst~erische Darbietungen 

THE COLLEGIUM Television Program is televised in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, 
Dessau and additional cities. 
THE COLLEGIUM Fernsehmagazin wird in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, Dessau und 
weiteren St~idten ausgestrahlt. 
ALEX - Oftener Kanal Berlin (Open Channel Berlin), Voltastr. 5, 13355 Berlin 

LIVE STREAM: htt~:iiwww,alex-berlin,de/tvilivestream 

Upcoming l~ditions 
Thursdays 9-10 am/9-10 Uhr 
Saturdays 9-10 am / 9-10 Uhr 

for program information, please contact: 
Programminformationen bitte unter: 

0049 (0)30-782 16 21 
0049 (0)30-75 46 09 46 

TH~ COLLEGIUM Archive on YouTube 
http: / !WWWoyOUtube,com/user/thecol~eqlium 
THE COLLEGIUM MAGDEBURG 
eveFy 2. ThuFsday in the month, 6.00 pm 
jeden 2. DonneFstag im Monat, 18.00 UhF 
Offener Kanal Magdeburg http:i/wvvw.ok-mac)deburq,de 

THE COLLEGIUM WOLFSBURG 
TV 38 http://www,tv38.de 
November 28, 2013, 6.00 p.m./18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.m./20.00 Uhr 
November 29, 2013, 7.00 a.m.i7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m./9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 
December 26, 2013, 6.00 p.m./18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.m./20.00 Uhr 
December 27, 2013, 7.00 a.m./7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m./9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUM DESSAU 
Offener Kanal Dessau !).~.[~.;./i.Z~.Z~.,A.I~:~!.&~.&~M.,~I.A 
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Guide to :Indiana University So~th Bend 

at the IU South Bend Archives 

The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 2011. 



Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 

Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 
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FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ TH~TRE 
BLACK INTERNATIONAL CINEMA BERLIN 
THE COLLEGIUM - FORUM & TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN 
"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?" - EXHIBITION 
CULTURAL ZEPHYR e,V, 

MISSION STATEMENT 
We are an international, intercultural community of persons engaged in achieving increasing 

understanding and cooperation between individuals and groups in support of democratic procedures 

and the elimination of violence, religious, ethnic and gender persecution, youth exploitation, 

homophobia and racial hatred through the process of art, education, culture and dialogue. 

Wir sind eine internationale, interkulturelle Gemeinschaft von Menschen rail dem Engagement fur ein 

besseres Verst~ndnis und wachsende Kooperation zwischen ][ndividuen und Gruppen, mit 

UnterstOtzung des demokratischen Prozesses und der Beseitigung von Gewalt, Verfolgung aufgrund 

religibser, ethnischer und geschlechtlicher Zugeh6rigkeit, Kindes- und Jugendmissbrauch, 

Homosexuellen-Feindlichkeit und von Rassenhass, durch die Mittel der Kunst, der Bildung, der Kultur 

und des Dialogs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, 1:17 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: RA application 

Dear       : Good to hear from you and yes, I will submit a recommendation. Hope it does not need to be completed before Thanksgiving but if so, I will try to work it in. 
Have a good break and I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 5:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RA application 

Hello!! 

I haven’t spoken to you in a while, but I hope all is well! I am currently applying to be an RA and would be honored if yon could write a recommendation for me. The 

recommendation is quick (not a letter, jnst answering questions about me), and a link will be sent to, if you don’t mind writing it for me. Hope to hear fiom you soon! 

.Nive.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:04 PM 

~hotmail.com 

EW: UFVA November Digest 

From: Andrea Meyer [ufvahome@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: ufvahomeOgmail.com 
Subject: UFVA November Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - NOVEMBER 2013 

*NEWS** 

Journal of Film & Video Special Docranentar~ Double Issae - Deadline extended! 

Special Double IssueCurrent Issues in Documentary Production & Studies Guest editors: Ben Levin & George La~ke-Walsh Submission Deadline: January 15, 2014 

Publi cation Date: Fall/Winter 2015 We i nvi te article s that discuss... 

Camle Fieldin~ Student Grant Applications Due on December 15 

For over m~o decades, the Carole Fielding Student Grants have supported work by undergradaate ~d graduate students in fihn and video. Each year, tnore than 

$5000 is competitively awarded for prodaction/research proposals in five categories... 

RED Training in Los Angeles Available in December 
REDncation LA - December 2013 This is real-world training taught by working professionals, for working professionals and those looking to work in the field of 

Digital Cinematography and Ultra High Resolntion Posl Production. Choose to... 

Educational Film Database Art of the Guillotine Announced 

A new educational film database Art of the Guillotine (AOTG) is kicking oil; to allow students to engage with prot~ssional editors, http:i/w~,.aotg.com/AOTG is 

launching a new t?ee online series I,ive Post Talk with indust~ experts,... 

Dallas Intemational Film Feslival Call tbr Entries 

DALLAS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Dallas, Texas - USA April 3 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual Dallas International Film Festival 

(DIFF), an 11-day cultural event that, in years past, has honored induslry heavyweights... 

LA Film Fes~iwJ Call for Entries 

LOS ANGELES FILM FESTIVAL Los Angeles, California - USA June 10 to 19, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Los Angeles Film Festival (LAFF), 

an Acadetny- qualifying festival that unfolds oanidst the glitz, energy, aaad excitement... 

ANca World Documentary Film Festival Call for Entries 

AFRICA WORLD DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL Various Locations Februao~ 5 to September 10, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 7th Annnal Africa 

World Documentaxy Fthn Festival (AWDFF), honoring the people, histo~, culture, and diversi~ of Pan... 

American Pavilion Emerging Filmmaker Showcase at the Cannes Film Festival - Call Ii)r Entries 
) The American t avilion Emerging Filmmaker Showcase at the Carmes Film Festival May 14 25, 2014 Since 1997 this prestigioas competition has showcased the 

works of the next generation of filmmakers. Short films and documentaries 25... 

Ethnogmfilm Fes~val Call for Entries 
ETHNOGRAFILM FESTIVAL Paris - France April 17 to 20, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 1 st Ethnografilm Festival (EF), celebrating non-fiction fihnmaking in 

one of the most beloved cities on the planet. A dynamic tbrnm tbr spirited... 

New FilmmaJaers Los Angeles 
NEWFILMMAKERS LOS ANGELES Los Angeles, Calitbrnia - USA Monthly Screening Series In the Spotlight today is the 7th NewFilmmakers Los Angeles 

(NFMLA), which invites emerging fihnmaldng talents fiom around the world to network with respected... 

Capital City Film Feslival 



CAPITAI, CITY FILM FESTIVAL Lansing, Michigan - USA April 10 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Capital Cit.5, Film Festival (CCFF), a 

thrilling immersion into independent cinema, with an emphasis on films created by... 

Bermnda International Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
BEI~VIUDA INTEI~2qATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Hanrilton - Bermuda March 21 to 27, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Annual Bermuda International 

Film Festival (BIFF), an Academy-quali~ing gala that mffolds amidsl an island paradise. With a... 

Visions Undergraduate Fihn Festival and Cotfference 
The 2014 Visions Film Fes~tival and Conference Announces its Call for Entries (Please Share with Filmmaking and Film Scholar Students!) PRINTABLE 

POSTER:http:/;’visionsfilm.org/docnments/EntriesPoster.pdf Film Deadline: Janumy- 4th, 2014 (... 

Phoe~ix Film Festival Call for Entries 

PHOENIX FILM FESTIVAL PhoeniN Arizona - USA April 3 to 10, 2014 In the Spothght today is the 14th Annual Phoenix Film Festival (PFF), a celebration 

dedicated to creating a welcoming and invigorating experience tbr its visiting tilmmakers... 

Ashland Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
ASHLAND INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL Ashland, Oregon - USA April 3 to 7, 2014 Upcoming Deadline: November 15 ’][’he 13th Annual Ashland 

Independent Film Fes~tival (AIFF) offers an aaTay of unforgettable films and enthusiastic audiences, all set... 

GI Film Festival Call for Entries 
GI FILM FESTIVAL Touring - USA July 11, 2013 to July 11, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual GI Film Festival (GIFF), a cinematic celebration 

dedicated exclusively to stories that honor the snccesses and sacrifices of the... 

Beverly Hills Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
BEVERI,Y ttILLS FILM FESTIVAL Beverly Hills, Calitbrnia - USA April 23 to 27, 2014 In the Spothght today is the 14th Annual Beverly tlills Film Festival 

(BHFF), an international gala in the heart of Hollywood’s most ritzy and revered... 

Call for submissions: Viral Dis~nance at FLEFF 2014 

’][’he 17th aramal Finger Lakes Environmental Film Festival (FLEFF) will begin its yeMong exploration of"Dissonance" ruth concerts, workshops, master classes, 

performance~ and films. FLEFF invites submissions of new media art, tactical... 

RxSM - Self-Medicated Fihn Expo Call for Entries 
RxSM - SELF-MEDICATED FILM EXPO Anstin, Texas - USA March 6 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annnal RxSM Self-Medicated Film Expo 

(RxSM), tmfolding in Aus~tin, Texas, R~SM shines a bright spotlight on talented filmmakers in the... 

The Morehead International Independent Film Festival 
2nd annual MoreheM Internatio~M Independent Film Festival call ti~r entries. Celebrating its second year the MIIFF is accepting entries through December 31, 

2013. Projects under 20 minutes m length axe eligible. Selected films will be... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:04 PM 

ssmckoy@ncsu.edu 

EW: UFVA November Digest 

From: Andrea Meyer [ufvahome@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: ufvahomeOgmail.com 
Subject: UFVA November Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - NOVEMBER 2013 

*NEWS** 

Journal of Film & Video Special Docranentar~ Double Issae - Deadline extended! 

Special Double IssueCurrent Issues in Documentary Production & Studies Guest editors: Ben Levin & George La~ke-Walsh Submission Deadline: January 15, 2014 

Publi cation Date: Fall/Winter 2015 We i nvi te article s that discuss... 

Camle Fieldin~ Student Grant Applications Due on December 15 

For over m~o decades, the Carole Fielding Student Grants have supported work by undergradaate and graduate students in fihn and video. Each year, tnore than 

$5000 is competitively awarded for prodaction/research proposals in five categories... 

RED Training in Los Angeles Available in December 
REDncation LA - December 2013 This is real-world training taught by working professionals, for working professionals and those looking to work in the field of 

Digital Cinematography and Ultra High Resolntion Posl Production. Choose to... 

Educational Film Database Art of the Guillotine Announced 

A new educational film database Art of the Guillotine (AOTG) is kicking oil; to allow students to engage with prot~ssional editors, http:i/w~,.aotg.com/AOTG is 

launching a new t?ee online series I,ive Post Talk with indust~ experts,... 

Dallas Intemational Film Feslival Call tbr Entries 

DALLAS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Dallas, Texas - USA April 3 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual Dallas International Film Festival 

(DIFF), an 11-day cultural event that, in years past, has honored induslry heavyweights... 

LA Film Festival Call for Entries 

LOS ANGELES FILM FESTIVAL Los Angeles, California - USA June 10 to 19, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Los Angeles Film Festival (LAFF), 

an Acadetny- qualifying festival that unfolds oanidst the glitz, energy, aaad excitement... 

ANca World Documentary Film Festival Call for Entries 

AFRICA WORLD DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL Various Locations Februao~ 5 to September 10, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 7th Annnal Africa 

World Documentaxy Fthn Festival (AWDFF), honoring the people, histo~, culture, and diversi~ of Pan... 

American Pavilion Emerging Filmmaker Showcase at the Cannes Film Festival - Call Ii)r Entries 
) The American t avilion Emerging Filmmaker Showcase at the Carmes Film Festival May 14 25, 2014 Since 1997 this prestigioas competition has showcased the 

works of the next generation of filmmakers. Short films and documentaries 25... 

Ethnogmfilm Fes~val Call for Entries 
ETHNOGRAFILM FESTIVAL Paris - France April 17 to 20, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 1 st Ethnografilm Festival (EF), celebrating non-fiction fihnmaking in 

one of the most beloved cities on the planet. A dynamic tbrnm tbr spirited... 

New FilmmaJaers Los Angeles 
NEWFILMMAKERS LOS ANGELES Los Angeles, Calitbrnia - USA Monthly Screening Series In the Spotlight today is the 7th NewFilmmakers Los Angeles 

(NFMLA), which invites emerging fihnmaldng talents fiom around the world to network with respected... 

Capital City Film Feslival 



CAPITAI, CITY FILM FESTIVAL Lansing, Michigan - USA April 10 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Capital Cit.5, Film Festival (CCFF), a 

thrilling immersion into independent cinema, with an emphasis on films created by... 

Bermnda International Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
BEI~VIUDA INTEI~2qATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Hanrilton - Bermuda March 21 to 27, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Annual Bermuda International 

Film Festival (BIFF), an Academy-quali~ing gala that mffolds amidsl an island paradise. With a... 

Visions Undergraduate Fihn Festival and Cotfference 
The 2014 Visions Film Fes~tival and Conference Announces its Call for Entries (Please Share with Filmmaking and Film Scholar Students!) PRINTABLE 

POSTER:http:/;’visionsfilm.org/docnments/EntriesPoster.pdf Film Deadline: Janumy- 4th, 2014 (... 

Phoe~ix Film Festival Call for Entries 

PHOENIX FILM FESTIVAL PhoeniN Arizona - USA April 3 to 10, 2014 In the Spothght today is the 14th Annual Phoenix Film Festival (PFF), a celebration 

dedicated to creating a welcoming and invigorating experience tbr its visiting tilmmakers... 

Ashland Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
ASHLAND INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL Ashland, Oregon - USA April 3 to 7, 2014 Upcoming Deadline: November 15 ’][’he 13th Annual Ashland 

Independent Film Fes~tival (AIFF) offers an aaTay of unforgettable films and enthusiastic audiences, all set... 

GI Film Festival Call for Entries 
GI FILM FESTIVAL Touring - USA July 11, 2013 to July 11, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual GI Film Festival (GIFF), a cinematic celebration 

dedicated exclusively to stories that honor the snccesses and sacrifices of the... 

Beverly Hills Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
BEVERI,Y ttILLS FILM FESTIVAL Beverly Hills, Calitbrnia - USA April 23 to 27, 2014 In the Spothght today is the 14th Annual Beverly tlills Film Festival 

(BHFF), an international gala in the heart of Hollywood’s most ritzy and revered... 

Call for submissions: Viral Dis~nance at FLEFF 2014 

’][’he 17th aramal Finger Lakes Environmental Film Festival (FLEFF) will begin its yeMong exploration of"Dissonance" ruth concerts, workshops, master classes, 

performance~ and films. FLEFF invites submissions of new media art, tactical... 

RxSM - Self-Medicated Fihn Expo Call for Entries 
RxSM - SELF-MEDICATED FILM EXPO Anstin, Texas - USA March 6 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annnal RxSM Self-Medicated Film Expo 

(RxSM), tmfolding in Aus~tin, Texas, R~SM shines a bright spotlight on talented filmmakers in the... 

The Morehead International Independent Film Festival 
2nd annual MoreheM Internatio~M Independent Film Festival call ti~r entries. Celebrating its second year the MIIFF is accepting entries through December 31, 

2013. Projects under 20 minutes m length axe eligible. Selected films will be... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 12:52 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: Pittsburgh’s August Wilson Center in Conservatorship I News I PND 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 12:49 PM 
To-" Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject-" Pittsburgh’s August Wilson Center in ConservatorsNp I News I PND 

I really cry over this tragedy. Freelon, who designed the Stone Center, is the architect of this building as well. I was invited to their grand opening 
but could not make it.. Sad, very sad. 

http:/iplfilanthrownewsdip, est.or~news/pittsbur~h- s- august- mlson- center- ~n- conse~,~atorship 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,email u nc.ed u 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 12:52 PM 

~gmaJ4.com 

I~W: Pittsburgh’s August Wilson Center in Conservatorship ] News ] PND 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 12:49 PM 
To-" Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject-" Pittsburgh’s August Wilson Center in ConservatorsNp I News I PND 

I really cry over this tragedy. Freelon, who designed the Stone Center, is the architect of this building as well. I was invited to their grand opening 
but could not make it.. Sad, very sad. 

http:/iphilm~throvcnewsdip, est.orp_inews/pittsbur~h- s- august- mlson- center- ~n- conse~,~atorship 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,email u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 12:52 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harokt woodard@unc.edu~ 

I~W: Pittsburgh’s August Wilson Center in Conservatorship ] News ] PND 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 12:49 PM 
To-" Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject-" Pittsburgh’s August Wilson Center in ConservatorsNp I News I PND 

I really cry over this tragedy. Freelon, who designed the Stone Center, is the architect of this building as well. I was invited to their grand opening 
but could not make it.. Sad, very sad. 

http:/iphilm~throvcnewsdip, est.orp_inews/pittsbur~h- s- august- mlson- center- ~n- conse~,~atorship 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,email u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 4:59 PM 

.@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: RA application 

Dear       : You know -- I did not use them because they eliminated that course as soon as we finished. However, I will teach a similar course in the Spring and do intend 
to use quite a lot of the material. However, I will need to add some things. Once you complete your exams, if you want to meet with me to do so, I would love to have your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Wednesday, 
Regester, Charlene B 

Subject-’ Re: RA application 

3:42 PM 

Hello agair~ 

Thank you for your recommendation! I tbrgot to ask in my last email if my power points have been helpful this year.., do I need to make any changes tbr next 

semester? I wouldn’t mind working on it over Christmas break. 

On , at 1:16 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <reaester(~ema~l.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear       : Good to hear from you and yes, I will submit a recommendation. Hope it does not need to be completed before Thanksgiving but if so, I will try 
to work it in. Have a good break and I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 

Sent-’ Sunday, 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-’ RA application 

s:47 PM 

Hello!! 

I haven’t spoken to you in a while, but I hope all is well! I am cunently applying to be an RA and would be honored if yon could write a recommendation 

for me. The recommendation is quick (not a letter, just answering questions about me), and a link will be ~nt to, if you don’t mind writing it tbr me. Hope 

to hear fi’om you soon! 

@live.unc.edu 

@live,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 5:05 PM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

P3~: Rescheduling FlnaJ -          A~A~A.DI 

Dear : You can meet me in my office at 

From: 

Sent: wec~nesday, 1:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: RE: Rescheduling Final - AAAD 

Thank you so much. 2 pm would be perfect. Where should I go to take the exam. Thank you again 

Sincerely, 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:54 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Rescheduling Final- AAAD 

Dear     : We could do it Tuesday afternoon as well -- what about 2pm but please bring the pink slip because I have to have a copy in order to reschedule. Please let me 
know for sure when you want to take the exam. If this does not work, I can have you take the exam with the testing center on campus. But let me know for sure. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, :IO: 29 AN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Rescheduling Final- AAAD: 

Good Morning Dr. Regester 

I am e-mailing to see if I can reschedule my final exam for Tuesday afternoon. I hoped to reschedule my other exam, but that is not possible. I also have a 

time conflict at 8 am on Tuesday. I am going to the Dean today. I was was not sure when to give you my pink slip. Thank you for your time and I look 

forward yo your response. 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:19 AM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.nnc.edu> 

Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Chuck: The editor Craig Gill at the University of Mississippi Press did not receive the flash drive of the Josephine Baker Critical Reader. Is it possible for you to resend our 
revised (smaller) version of this manuscript on a flash drive. Please let me know and I will forward the email that he sent to me. Have a good holiday and thanks much for your 
assitance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 18, 20~L3 12:22 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

RE: Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Chuck: Thanks so much -- I really appreciate your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent= Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:16 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Hi Charlene, 

I got your call also m~d know we did send it but I am happy to send another one to him. Send me the email with the address intb and I will send it with a’tracking 

number this time. 

Sorry about that. 

THANKS’. 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "regester@email.unc.edu" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:18 AM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

Dear Chuck: The editor Craig Gill at the University of Mississippi Press did not receive the flash drive of the Josephine Baker Critical Reader. Is it possible for you to resend our 
revised (smaller) version of this manuscript on a flash drive. Please let me know and I will forward the email that he sent to me. Have a good holiday and thanks much for 
your assitance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, December 18, 203L3 12:28 PM 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

RE: U Miss Press Address 

Dear Chuck: 

Below is the address for -- 

Editor Craig Gill 

Assistant Director!Editor-in-Chief 
University of Mississippi Press 
3825 Ridgewood Rd, 
Jackson, Mississippi 39211-6492 

Thanks again, I am putting a hard copy of the manuscript addressed to him in the mail today as well. You can deduct the cost of the flash drive, shipment, etc. to my 
university account which I bring over after the holidays. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sockell, Charles W 
Sent; Wednesday, December 18, 2023 12:21 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader redux 

Hi Chmlene... I jus~ saw this emaiL.. I will reach out to him and get it to him. 

CHuck 

From: <Regester>, "[__e_g_e___s__t__e__r____@____e___m____a_!!_:__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_." <._r__e_gester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:19 AM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Josephine Baker Critical Reader redux 

From: Craig Gill [cgiII@ihl.state.ms.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 5:39 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Josephine Baker Critical Reader redux 

Dear Charfene~ 

I have been looking for’ your manuscript since you sent me this e~T~ail message but I cannoL t:ind ~t. I had suggested you send the manuscrip[ as an 

but cannot find any messages from you h~ response to the message I sent on October I4~ I apologize ff ~ am overlooking something or ff sometMng has gone awry. 

Can you please send the manuscript again or remh~d me how it was sent previously? 

Craig 

~The University Press of Miss~ss~pp~ w~H be dosed from FrMay, December 20th unt~ Thursday, January 2nd,~* 

Craig W. 

Ass~s~:ant Director/~?d~:or.-i n- Ch~ e f 

University Press of M~ssiss~ppi 

3825 R~dgewood Road 

Jackson, MS 3921~ 

601-432-6205 

Fax 60~-432-52~7 

www.upress.state.rns.us 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent= Monday, December ~6, 20~3 ~2:09 PN 
To= Craig Gill 
Subject= RE: Josephine Baker Critical Reader redux 
Dear Editor Gill: We submi~ed a manuscript, The Josephine Baker Critical Reader, some time ago. Assuming that the manuscript is undergoing the review process, we would 
like to know in the aftermath of the holidays when can we expect to hear from the press. Finally, we greatly appreciate your assis~nce and wish you a happy holiday. 
Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester and Mae Henderson 

From: Craig Gill [cqill@ihl.state.ms.us] 
Sent; Monday, October 14, 2013 3:14 PM 
To; Mae Henderson 
C¢; Regester, Charlene B 

Subject; RE: Josephine Baker Critical Reader redux 

Dear Mae and Charlene, 

Thank you for your message and for your efforts to reduce the length of the manuscript, Please submit it to me electronically~ Emai] attachments are the most 

effective method. 

Please not~-:~ th~: I will be out of th~-:~ offic~-:~ the rest of this week at a cotff~-:~rence so th~-:~re is no rush to reply ~:o ~:his message, t will begin our review ~rocess when 



re[urn nex[ weel~ or whenever the mam~script arrives. 

With best re~ards, 

Cra~ W~ 

Assistant Di~ector!Ed~tor-i n-Chief 

UnNersRy Press of M]ssiss~ppi 

~825 R~dsewood Road 

Jacksor~, MS 39211 

601[-432-6205 

Fax 

www.u press~sta ~e~ms~u s 

~= Nae Henderson [~a~to: ~gmail.com] 
8e~t~ Sunday, October ~3, 20~3 4:38 PN 
Te~ Craig ~ill 
¢¢~ Regester, Charlene B; Nae Henderson 
$~jeCt~ ~osephine Baker Critical Reader redux 

Dear Editor (Jill, 
Based on your earlier recommendation, we have reduced the length 
of the dosepkine Ba~er Critical Reader in an effb~ to conform to 
the requirements of the press. 
We are prepared to resubmit the Reader for your review, and wish 
to M~ow in what fo~at(s) you would like to recei,~ it (print and/or 
electronic?). 
We greatly appreciate your working with us on this prqject, and look 
foavard to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

~ae G. Hende~so~ 
~}~mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 9:41 AM 

@hotmail.com 

I~W: 2014 Graduate Student Fellowship Program Now Accepting Applications! 

UFVA Fellows Flyer 2014.pdf 

From: Universi~ Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@MSTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Joe Brown [joe@STARSDOWNTOEARTHFILMS.COM] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 8:30 PM 

To: UFVAL [ST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 
Sut~ject: 2014 Graduate Student Fellowship th-ogram Now Accepting Applicationst 

1UFVA Members, 

There was a typo on the flyer attached to the last emaih It listed the 
conference dates as 2013 when it should have said 2014. 

Please find the corrected flyer attached here. 

Thanks, 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sut~ject: 2014 Graduate Student Fellowship Program Now Accepting 
Applications! 
Date: 2014-01-07 18:22 
Frora: Joe Brown <joe@starsdowntoearthfilms.com> 

To: <tffvalist-l@listselw. american, edu> 

The 2014 Graduate Student Fellowship Program is now accepting 
applications! 

The University Film and Video Association (L~’VA) is continuing its 
annual Graduate Student Fellowship in 2014. The fellowship provides 
financial support for students attending this year’s UFVA conference at 
Montana State University in Bozeman, MT (Aug 5th - 10th). Tr~e fellowship 
is raeant to provide professional development opportnnities for current 
graduate students working in the areas of media, fihn, and production 
studies. The fellowship is led by a UFVA board member and features a 
series of "fellows only" programs designed to fttrther each fellow’s 
knowledge of raedia education, media production, and careers within 
higher education. Fellow-s should expect to gain inspiration, career 
furthering experiences, and connections. 

Fellows receive: registration, lodging in a shared dorm lOOFl1, and 
"special event" tickets for the atmual picnic and banquet. 

A flyer to advertise this program in your departraent is attached. 

Application instructions and materials can be found here: 

https://ufva, site-vm com/?page=Grad~ellowship 

Contact Joe Brown at: joseph v.brown~c¢)marquette edu with any questions. 

Deadline for application: 4/15/2014 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following conwnand to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff D~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 11:10 AM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: UFVA Decetnber Digest 

From: Andrea Meyer [ufvahome@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 7:43 PM 
To-" ufvahomeOgmail.com 
Subject-" Ub-VA December Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - DECEMBER 2013 

*NEWS** 

’][’he President’s Comer Januar,/2014 
Welcome to 2014! For all of us, I’,n sure that 2013 was a busy year one of change and lea~m~g. I know that I am continually leavening from my s~dents, from my 

colleagues at USC and from my fellow UFVA members. I wanted to keep you on... 

SUBMISSIONS ARE OPEN FOR THE 68th ANNUAL UFVA CONFERENCE! 

The 2014 Universi~ Film and Video Association co~fference will be held from Angust 6-9 in Bozeman, Montana at Montana State University. It is being hosted by 

MSU’s School of Film and Photography. Please visit ufi~a.org and tbllow the links... 

The San Francisco Silent Film t~stival celebrates the 100th anniversaJ5, of the first appearance ofChaflie Chaplin’s Little Tramp 

Three programs of laughter and delight! Join the San Francisco Silent Film Festival at the Castro Theatre on Janua~ 1 lth tbr a day-long cente~mial celebration of 

Ch~xlie Chaplin’s beloved "Little Tramp" character. PLUS a Chaplin Look-... 

A New Book for Students Available on Moving to LA 

Graphic Designer and author Erica Wemick has published the new e-book LA Bound: ’][’he Ultimate Guide to Moving to Los Angeles. Prospective Angelenos film 

students, filmmakers and beyond who are planning on making the trek out to Los... 

Spaces Available in Special Effects, Prosthetics, Make up and Mould Workshop in Berlin 8-9 Febrnarv 2014 

Workshop with more than 50% places full, be sure to book your place as it is likely to sell out soon’. The workshop is strictly for 25 participants only, so if you want to 

smze your place register fast. This will be an am~ing opportani~... 

Updates from Northwestern University’s MFA in Writing tbr Screen and Stage 

David Tolchinsky, Director, MFA in Writing for the Screen+Stage at Northwestem University School of Communication’s MFA in Writing for the Screen+Stage, ask 

that UFVA members continue to send your best and brightest writers who are... 

San Antonio Film Fesli~al Call for Entries 

SAFILM: SAN ANTONIO FILM FESTIVAL San Antonio, Texas - USA July 28 to August 3, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual San Antonio Film 

Festival (SAFILM), a wide-eyed and wa~qn-hemnted exploration of some of the most exciting films... 

Sa~casota Film Festival Call for Entries 

SARASOTA FILM FESTIVAL Sarasota, Florida - USA April 4 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 16th Anmkal Sarasota Fihn Festival (SFF), a celebratoD~ 

environment fueled by networking opportunities and by open dialogues with intelligent... 

DeadCenter Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

DEADCENTER FILM FESTIVAL Oklahoma Cib,, Oklahoma - USA June 11 to 15, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 14th Annual deadCENTER Film Festival, 

bringing quali~, independent fihns to the great state of Oklahoma. A nationally recognked... 

2013 ScreenCraft Screenwriting Fellowship Accepting Submissions Until Joa~ 15 

ScreenCraf[ has announced its first annual 2013 Screenwriting Fellowship contest presented by media pre-production and screenwriting software Celtx. The contest, 

which is currently accepting submissions until Janumy 15th, offers aspiring... 

First Time Film Festival Call for Entries 



FIRST TIME FILM FESTIVAl, Ne~x York, New York - USA April 3 to 7, 2014 In lhe Spotlight today is lhe 2nd Anm~al First Time Fea (FTF), a unique, five-day 

celebration that’s geared towards celebrating, promo’dng, a~d invigorating tirst-time... 

New Hope Film Festival Call for Entries 
NEW HOPE FILM FESTIVAL New Hope, Pem~sylvania - U SA July 25 to Augus~t 3, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 5tl~ Ammal New Hope Film Festival 

(NHFF), dedicated to shining a bright spotlight on talented artists who may otl~e~-vvise be... 

Newport Beach Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
NEWPORT BEACH FILM FESTIVAL Newport Beach, California - USA April 24 to May, 1, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 15th Annual Newport Beach Film 

Festival (NBFF), well-established and highly anticipated commtmity celebration of all that... 

Call for projects: Creators. celebrate Norman McLaren’s heritage right in the heart of Montreal! 
Nommn McLaren is one of the most renowned animation tilmmaJaers in the world. In 2014 the Quartier des Spectacles and the National Film Board of Canada 

(NFB) will partner to commemorate the 100th anniversary of his birth by dedicating to... 

Environmental Fihn Festival at Yale Call tbr Entries 

EN VIRONMENTAL FILM FESTIVAL AT YALE New Haven, Connecticut - USA Maxch 31 to April 6, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 6th Ammal 

Environmental Film Festival at Yale (EFFY), a student-run celebration of creative works that seek to help... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, 8:25 AM 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

Letter of Recom~nendatior~/Interview 

Dear     : If you have time please come to my office today between 11-2pm. I can write the letter but I need the information as soon as possible. Glad to hear that things 
are going well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:29 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject:           Letter of Recommendation!Interview 

Good evening Professor Regester, I hope your semester is going well so far. I just have a quick request. I was wondering if you could possibly write a letter 

of recommendation for some upcoming scholarships that I have. I don’t really have a timeline for the recommendation, the nearest one is            but 
there are more later. I know that you are busy so by no means feel pressured to get it done quickly if you are willing to write one; I completely understand. 
Lastly I was wondering if you would be willing to be interviewed by me for one of my classes. We have to write a paper based on an interview from a 
professional in a field that you are interested in and you came to mind. Our paper is due             , If you have any time free that would be great but 
once again if you don’t I understand. I am just trying to be a little proactive. Thank you again and have a great rest of the week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

I~W: Ishmael Beah at Quail Ridge Books & Music 

From:                  .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:37 PM 
Subject; Ishmael Beah at Quail Ridge Books & Music 

i.~.i Inline image 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, Febrnary 21, 2014 5:17 PM 

ttardy, Stephanie <Stephanie.Hardy@ncdcr.gov> 

I~E: Potently2[ Program at Historic Stagville 

Dear Stephanie: You can let me know -- keep in mind that I will be heading to Seattle at the end of March and Chicago (which I think is after your event). Let me know the 
format as soon as possible so that I can prepare because I need ample time to do so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Hardy, Stephanie [Stephanie.Hardy@ncdcr.gov] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 3:S3 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: RE: Potential Program at Historic Stagville 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I am simply touching base with you about the proposed film lecture at Historic Stagville April 5th. I’ve been in touch with the director of Hayti in Durham and she has 

expressed interest in becoming involved. We are thinking of using Hayti as a venue or perhaps finding other speakers to form a panel with you. If you have any other ideas, 
just let me know. 
Thanks! 

Stephanie Hardy 
Historic Site Manager 
Historic Stagville 
5828 Old Oxford Highway 
Durham, NC 27712 

Phone: 919.620.0120~919.620.0120 
Fax: 919.620.0422 
stephanie.hardyOncdcr.gov 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, January 19, 2014 1:18 PM 
To: Hardy, Stephanie 
Subject: RE: Potential Program at Historic Stagville 
Dear Stephanie: This should work -- ~ just hope that I can see the film soon so that ~ can began to formulate my thoughts. Once ~ see the film, I will contact you regarding 
additional information about your expectations regarding my presentation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Hardy, Stephanie [Stephanie.Hardy@ncdcr.gov] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 4:42 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Potential Program at Historic Stagville 

The first Saturday in April works for us. April 5. I was thinking of a 90-minute program (most likely in the morning) involving various clips, discussions after each one, and a 

Q&A session towards the end. How does this sound? 
Stepha~ie Hardy 
Historic Site Manager 
Historic Stagville 
5828 Old Oxford Highway 
Durham, NC 27712 

Phone: 919.620.0120~919.620.0120 
Fax: 919.620.0422 

stephanie.hardy@ncdcr.gov 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:14 AM 
To: Hardy, Stephanie 
Subject: RE: Potential Program at Historic Stagville 
Dear Stephanie: Hopefully, I will see the film at least by March so if you still need me to participate in your program regarding representations of slavery, I suggest that the 
first two weeks of April are probably the best times for me. You can let me know what works best for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Hardy, Stephanie [Stephanie.Hardy@ncdcr.gov] 
Sent: Monday, December 30, 2013 11:29 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Potential Program at Historic Stagville 

Since I am still creating our 2014 calendar, the date is very flexible. If there a different month that works better for you, we can go with that one. 
Stephanie Hardy 
Historic Site Manager 
Historic Stagville 
5828 Old Oxford Highway 
Durham, NC 27712 

Phone: 919.620.0120~919.620.0120 
Fax: 919.620.0422 
_s_’L_e_p___h___a___0_Le_~_t~_’_a__r___d_x__@_0_~__d___o_’_r__=g__o__v__ 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, December 23, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: Hardy, Stephanie 
Subject: RE: Potential Program at Historic Stagville 
Dear Stephanie: Thanks for inviting me to participate -- before I commit, [ need to know when the event will be held in March I will be traveling to Seattle and April [ will be in 



Chicago. So if the event coincides with my schedule I will be more than glad to participate. Finally, I have not yet seen Twelve Years A Slave but I do intend on doing so. Have 
a good holiday and I look forward to hearing from you after the holiday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Hardy, Stephanie [Stephanie.Hardy@ncdcr.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, December :~9, 2013 1:37 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Potential Program at Historic Stagville 

Hi Professor Regester, 
My name is Stephanie Hardy and I am the site manager at Historic Stagviiie in Durham. We are the site of the largest antebellum plantation complex in NC. By 1860, this 
land, owned and operated by the Bennehan and Cameron families, spread out over 30,000 acres and was worked by over 900 slaves. We estimate that approximately 2,000 
slaves passed through the plantation from 1787 to 1865. Being a site that interprets slavery, we get many questions and comments, most relating to what visitors have seen 
in movies. I’d like to do a program in 2014 that opens discussions about the film representations of American slavery, perhaps by showing clips from different films and 
discussing misconceptions and having Q&A. I took one of your courses while I was a student at UNC in 2007 and I remembered many of the discussions we had. I believe a 
program like this can be successful and innovative; many guests ask about "12 Years A Slave" and want to learn more about slavery due to the film. If you are interested, 

please email me at Stephanie.hardy@ncdcr.gov or call (919)620-0124(919)620-0120. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks! 
Stephanie Hardy 
Historic Site Manager 
Historic Stagville 
5828 Old Oxford Highway 
Durham, NC 27712 

Phone: 919.620.0120~919,620,0120 
Fax: 919.620.0422 

stephanie.hardy@ncdcr.gov 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 3, 2054 $0:28 AM 

~hotmail.com> 

RE:Update 

From:                @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 9:51 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Fountainhead e-Letter, March 2014, Berlin!Germany 

Thanks, Chaxlene. 

I hope you got my message on Friday. 

We’ll be in touch soon. 

Take care, 

,. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: regester@email.unc.edu 

To:         @hotmaJl.com 
Subject: FW: Fountainhead e-Letter, March 2014, Berlin/Germany 

Date: Sun, 2 Mar 2014 14:41:50 +0000 

From-" Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V.!Cultural Zephyr e.V. [bicdance@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 9:01 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Fountainhead e-Letter, March 2014, Berlin!Germany 



A Complexion Change 

Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

http ://www.blackinternationa Icinema.de/BIC14ibic 14.htm 

XXIX, 2014 

Black International Cinema Berlin 

"Pathways to Enlightenment / Wege zur Erkenntnis" 

"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
3~y 1 = August 31~ 2014 

Venue; Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall), John-F.-Kennedy-Platz, 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith / Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 

in association with / in Verbindung mit 
THE COLLEGIUM- Forum 8~ Television Program Berlin 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
and Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 
Commissioner for Integration, District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin 
tier Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin 



is a yearly interdisciplinary, intercultural film/video festival produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre / THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin 
in association with Cultural Zephyr e.V. and screens cinema from Africa, the African 
Diaspora and films from varied intercultural backgrounds or perspectives. 

Black International Cinema Berlin originated from the Black Cultural Festival, which 
was produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre in 1986 for the first 
time in Europe, a 3-week event in Berlin, which presented the contributions of Black 
people to world culture through film, theater, dance, music, workshops and seminars, 
and was an homage to the legendary tap dancer, Carnell Lyons. 

The venues were the Theatermanufaktur am Halleschen Ufer from March 3-16, music 
- dance - theatre; Hochschule der KiJnste Berlin on March 11, symposium; Kino 

Arsenal from March 17-23, film. 

Organization and Artistic Direction: Prof. Gayle McKinney Griffith (USA/Berlin), Prof. 
Donald Muldrow Griffith (USA/Berlin), Donald Muldrow McKinney Griffith II 
(USA/Berlin), Dr. Ntongela Masilela (South Africa); in cooperation with: Prof. Dr. 
Abdul Alkalimat (USA), Uazuvara Ewald Katjivena (Namibia), Getinet Belay (Ethiopia), 
Joliba Africa Center; Organization: Erika Gregor (Arsenal Cinema, Germany); 
Organization Assistance: Annette Koschmieder (Germany) 

Since then, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre produces and directs the Black 
International Cinema Berlin each year in Berlin and additionally, in other European and 
US-American cities. 

The festival focuses on presenting works of an artistic, cultural or political nature 
coinciding with the general educational, social, artistic and economic interest of 
people from Africa, the African Diaspora and people with an interest in participating 
in intercultural communication and the resultant interfacing and sharing of 

educational, social, artistic and economic resources. 

Furthermore, Black International Cinema Berlin is open to ALL filmmakers and 
contributes to better understanding and increasing cooperation between people from 
various cultural, ethnic, national and religious backgrounds, in order to reduce 
prejudice and support a peaceful and respectful living together in our multi-faceted 

societies. 

Black International Cinema Berlin is a festival based upon our mission statement and 
the objectives and methods as stated within the entry form. 

"~=ootprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 

The exhibition documents the history of 



Fountainhead® Tanz Th&&tre 
in association with 
International Artists 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre was founded by Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, Prof. 
Gayle McKinney Griffith, Lynnda Curry, Ricky Powell and Detlef B~icker, four American 
artists and a German colleague, who met in Berlin during 1979 at Theater des 
Westens and decided to undertake intercultural, interdisciplinary and international 
productions in dance, theatre, television, workshops, film/video festivals and 
publications. 
This exhibition paints a picture of the activities of various people during their 
historical contributions to Berlin, elsewhere and hence, the portrait seeks to prevent 
these undertakings from becoming "Footprints in the Sand?". 

back to top 

Passing of Chinua Achebe 

Chinua you’ve passed away I hear 
So suddenly I can’t believe it 
Because you are so much needed 

As a voice 
Of wisdom 
In this world 

Oh Chinua you’ve passed away 
Achebe you’ve gone your way 
And on that way you told us 
So many important things 
Along the way, along 
Our journey, even 
If unto us unknown you told us 
So many important things 
Like that things fall apart 
Things which have become corrupted 
Because of colonialism 
Things that fell apart 
Because of that destruction 
That left imprints of confusion 
And set into motion 
A dangerous mechanism that seems to ensure 
That things continue 
To fall apart 
As a result of confusion 
And too little action 
To address the structures of the system 

That seems to ensure 
That things continue 
To fall Out of the order 
That once has been 
Upon a time 
Before the destruction 
When there was balance 
In times long time ago 

And now without you 
The world falls apart 
Even a little bit more 
Without you we are 
No longer at Ease 

So let us make an offering 
To honour you and as a remedy 
That things 
Will get back into shape 
As it had been 
In the sacred forest of the origin. 

Ursula Troche, 3. 2013 

back to top 



Refugee Strike goes to Universities 

On Thursday, November 21st, 2013, 7 p.m., Humboldt-University Berlin / Caf~ 
Kr~henfuB, we discussed the situation of refugees in Germany and their struggle. 

Presenting documentary films of Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu and the issue of "Request or 
Demand" on the refugees behalf, as the visual basis for the discussion. 
Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu, from Malawi, studied in the former GDR and worked for the 
emancipation of refugees/asylum seekers in Berlin. 

The evening served as a planning session on the future progress in the refugee 
attempts at societal participation and eventual citizenship within Berlin and 
elsewhere~ 

Organized by: Refugee Struggle Berlin in cooperation with 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~treiBlack International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum &, Television Program Berlin 

Refugee Strike geht an die Universit~iten 

Am Donnerstag, dem 21. November 2013 um 19.00 Uhr, diskutierten wit an der 
Humboldt Universit~t im Caf~ Kr~henfuB {Jber die Situation und den Kampf der 
FliJchtlinge in Deutschland. 

Als filmische Grundlage fiJr die Diskussion pr~isentierten wit ein Interview mit Dr. 
Mahoma Mwaungulu sowie ein Gespr~ich zum Thema "Bitte oder Forderung" im Namen 
der Fl~ichtlinge. 



Der aus Malawi stammende Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu studierte in der DDR und 
arbeitete fiJr die Emanzipation von FliJchtlingen und Asylbewerbern in Berlin. 

Der Abend diente als Veranstaltung zur Planung der zuk~Jnftigen Entwicklung im 
Hinblick auf das Bestreben der Fl~ichtlinge, als Mitglieder der Geselkchaft anerkannt 
zu werden und scNieBlich die StaatsbiJrgerschaft zu bekommen, innerhalb Berlins und 
anderswo. 

Organisation: Refugee Struggle Berlin in Kooperation mit 

Fountainhead Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum &.Television Program Berlin 

November 21., 2013, 7.00 pm / 21. November 2013, 19.00 Uhr 

Humboldt Universit~t zu Berlin, Unter den Linden 6, 10117 Berlin 
Caf~ Kr~henfuB 

CONTRIBUTORS; (in alphabetical order) 

Patras Bwansi 
Representative, Refugee Protest Camp, Oranienplatz-Berlin 

Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Co- Fou nder/Producer/Director/Pu blisher/Cu rator/Moderator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &. Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Christian M. Jolibois 
Vice Editor in Chief, AI-Maqam, Magazine for Arabian Art and Culture 

Amir Kaufmann 
Artist/Filmmaker 

Angela Kramer 
Production Co-ordinator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &. Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Marion Kramer 
Public Relations Co-ordinator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Alinka Seth 
Human Rights Activist 

Miriam Siglreitmaier 
Humboldt University of Berlin 

Kani Tuyala 
Doctoral Candidate, Free University of Berlin - Institute of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology; Founder/Chairman, Lions of Science 

"It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit." 
Harry S. Truman 

"Don’t confuse me with the facts. I’ve got a closed mind." 
Earl Fredrick Landgrebe 

"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not his own facts. " 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

Dedicated to 
Oliver "Ollie" Wendell Harrington 
February 14, 1912 - November 2, 1995 

Langston Hughes described Ollie Harrington as, "America’s greatest Black cartoonist," 
an assessment that has stood the test of time. An outspoken advocate against 
racism and for civil rights in the United States and internationally, Harrington 
requested political asylum in East Germany in 1961. He lived in Berlin for the last 

three decades of his life. 
back to top 





Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, founder and director of Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" E×hibition and Cultural Zephyr e.V., has been 
nominated for the German Prize for Civic Engagement 2013. 

The German Prize for Civic Engagement aims at strengthening the recognition of 



citizen engagement in Germany, as well as increasing its visibility, 

x 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, GrCinder und Leiter von Fountainhead~-~ Tanz Theatre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEG]ZUFI - Forum & Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition und Cultural Zephyr e.V., wurde f~ir den 
Deutschen Engagementpreis 2013 nominiert. 

Der Deutsche Engagementpreis verfolgt das Ziel, die Anerkennung von 
b~.irgerschaftlichem Engagement in Deutschland zu st~rken und dessert Sichtbarkeit in 
der Gesellschaft zu verbessern. 

back to top 

XXVIII, Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 



Berlinode, The officia~ internet view on the capita~ 
Culture and Tickets > Sgggestions > Film > Festivals 

Das interkulturelle und interdisziplin~ire Festival 
"._Das Festival bietet Raum fOr den interkulturellen, k0nstlerischen und geistigen 
Austausch. Bestandteile des Festivals sind Filmpr~isentationen, Seminare, 
Diskussionen, k0nstlerische Darbietungen und die Ausstellung. Das Festival gibt 
Menschen die MSglichkeit, ihre Geschichte aus ihrer Sicht zu erz~hlen, und m6chte 
damit einen Beitrag leisten, um ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte 
Stimmen hSrbar zu machen_." 

The intercultural and interdisciplinary festival 
"...The festival provides a venue for an intercultural, artistic and intellectual 
exchange. Parts of the festival are film presentations, seminars, discussions, artistic 
presentations and the exhibition ("Footprints in the Sand?", luly I until August 31, 
20:/.3). The festival provides people with the opportunity to present their story from 
their perspective and hence wishes to contribute toward making unseen faces visible 
and unheard voices hearable..." 

Your Guide To Afro Europe 
O~ive VBsseJ~ 

"...During the festival Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre production’s "A Portrait Of 
Roswitha G0nther" will also premier. Conceptualized, written and directed by Griffith, 
it is a portrait of Roswitha GUnther, founder and director of Pfeiffers Ballhaus, and a 
producer at the Berlin citizen television station Alex - Open Channel Berlin. 
"The documentary reveals a picture of a woman, who with determination, community 
spirit and heart, offers especially the elder, but also the younger generation, the 
possibility to participate in a social and artistic life, to meet each other, to dance 
and while having cake and coffee to participate for several hours, in an artistic 
program with music, song and performance, which at the same time is produced for 
television at Alex - Open Channel Berlin," said Griffith..." 

"...Auf dem Festival feiert auch die Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre Produktion ’A 
Portrait Of Roswitha GOnther’ ihre Premiere. Konzipiert, geschrieben und unter der 
Regie von Donald lvluldrow Griffith portr~itiert der Film Roswitha GOnther, GrOnderin 
und Leiterin von Pfeiffers Ballhaus und Produzentin im Berliner BOrgerfernsehen Alex - 
Offener Kanal Berlin. 
’Die Dokumentation zeichnet das Bild einer Frau, die mit viel DurchhaltevermSgen, 
Gemeinschaftssinn und Herz besonders der ~lteren Generation aber auch jOngeren 
Menschen die MSglichkeit bietet, am sozialen und kOnstlerischen Leben teilzunehmen, 
sich zu begegnen, zu tanzen und bei Kaffee und Kuchen mehrere Stunden an einem 
kOnstlerischen Programm aus lvlusik, Gesang und Artistik teilzunehmen, das 
gleichzeitig fur das Fernsehen aufgezeichnet und im Fernsehsender Alex - Offener 
Kanal Berlin ausgestrahlt wird,’ erl~utert Griffith..." 

BERLIN, HETROPOLIS, 203.3, 05,08o - 203.3, 

"Das Black International Cinema-Festival ruff zum interkulturellen, k0nstlerischen und 
geistigen Austausch auf. Filme aus zahlreichen L~indern der Erde, darunter Spanien, 

Israel, Irak, Honduras, Venezuela, S0dafrika, USA, Kanada, GroBbritanien, Frankreich 
und Deutschland, erz~hlen Geschichten von verborgenen Gesichtern, die ihre 
Lebensgeschichte zum Mittelpunkt des Festivals werden lassen..." 

’The Black International Cinema Festival calls to intercultural, artistic and spiritual 
exchange. Films from numerous countries of the earth, among them Spain, Israel, 
Iraq, Honduras, Venezuela, South Africa, U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain, France and 
Germany, tell the stories of unseen faces, who make their life stories the focus of 
the festival..." 

The news(etter of the Commissioner for I~t~gration 

~III, B~CK ZNTERNATIONAL CINEMA BERLIN 2013 

"Produktion und Leitung: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
in Kooperation mit der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin in Verbindung mit der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

’... Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier BrOcken bauen, Grenzen Oberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig fOr die Hauptstadt. lvlein Dank geht an die 
Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International Cinema Berlin, ein 
kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist...’ - Gabriele GOn Tank, 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

Die diesj~hrige Veranstaltung ist den ’BI0ten der Zukunft’ gewidmet: ’Future 
Blossoms’ ist eine Metapher fur die Aufgabe der Menschen, sich heute fur 

Gesellschaften einzusetzen, die wir unseren Kindern w0nschen, damit sie wachsen, 
gedeihen und erbl0hen k6nnen. Iede Generation, und diese Eigenschaft ist wohl eine 
universelle, unternimmt Anstrengungen, damit es der n~ichsten besser gehen 
m6ge..." 



"Production and Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz 
Theatre in cooperation with the Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany in association with the Embassy of the 
United States of America, Berlin/Germany 

’_.Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from stereotypical 
categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International Cinema Berlin 
are important for the capital of Germany. I extend my congratulations to the 
organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
Germany-wide....’ - Gabriele GiJn Tank, Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

This year’s festival is dedicated to ’Future Blossoms’, which stands as a metaphor for 
the engagement of human beings in developing societies, which we wish as a future 
for our children, so as to allow them to thrive and prosper. Each generation, and this 
may be a universal characteristic, makes efforts for a better life for future 
generations._" 

Der Tagesspiege~ No, 21682 / Wednesday~ May 8, 2013 

TIPS OF THE DAY, CINEMA TIP 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (Ok/) 
Das 28. Black International Cinema zeigt unter dem Titel "Future Blossoms - Bleten 

der Zukunft" vom 8. bis 12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen, 
so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs William Greaves. Sein Dokumentarfilm "Ralph 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" beschreibt das Leben des schwarzen B~Jrgerrechtlers 
Ralph Bunche, der 1950 als erster Schwarzer den Friedensnobelpreis erhielt. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (Ok/) 
The 28th Black International Cinema Berlin presents films, seminars and discussions 
under the title "Future Blossoms" from May 8 until 12, among them works of the US 
director William Greaves. His documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" 
portrays the life of the Black civil rights activist Ralph Bunche, who in 1950 as the 
first Black person, was awarded with the Nobel peace prize. 

Tip, Berlin 

No. 3.012012, volume 4%, www.t~p-berl~n.de 

"...Der kritische Fokus der vorwiegend kurzen, experimentellen und dokumentarischen 
Produktionen liegt nicht mehr einzig auf afrikanischen bzw. Afroamerikanischen 
Themen. Vielmehr umfasst das interkulturelle Programm auch Beitr~ige, die 
gesellschaftliche, philosophische und 6kologische Problematiken in Spanien, 

Honduras, Venezuela oder dem Iran behandeln. 

"...The critical focus of the mostly short, experimental and documentary production 
does not solely lie on African, respectively African American themes anymore. The 
intercultural program covers rather contributions dealing with societal, philosophical 
and ecological problems in Spain, Honduras, Venezuela or Iran. 

Zitty~ Berlin 
The City Magazine of the Tagesspie~jel (daily newspaper) 

~CK INTERNATIONAL C~NEMA BERLIN: 
Ralph Bunche: A~ American Odyssey (or) 

Das Black International Cinema Berlin findet zum 28. Hal statt. Unter dem Titel 
"Future Blossoms - Bl~iten der Zukunft" werden vom 8.-12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, 
Seminaren und Diskussionen pr~isentiert, so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs, 
Produzenten und Drehbuchautors William Greaves. Der Dokumentarfilm "Ralphe 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" des Emmy-Preistr~igers beschreibt das Leben des 
schwarzen BiJrgerrechtlers Ralph Bunche (Foto) von 1904 bis 1971._" 

The Black International Cinema Berlin occurs for the 28th time. Under the title 
"Future Blossoms", films, seminars and discussions will be presented from May 8-12, 
among them the works of the US director, producer and author, William Greaves. The 
documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" of the Emmy awarded 
filmmaker portrays the life of the civil rights activist Ralph Bunche (photo) from 1904 

until 1971_." 

BERLINER FILMFES’I’IVAL$ Magazine 
Film / Festival / Culture 

"...Unter dem Motto "Future Blossoms", mitsamt illustrierendem afrikanischem 
Sprichwort ("Nut wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden I~iger 
aufh6ren, Helden zu sein"), mSchte die diesj~ihrige Ausgabe einen weiteren Beitrag 
leisten, ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte Stimmen h6rbar zu machen - 
in der Hoffnung um zukiJnftige Bl~iten, oder, weniger floral, aufkl~irerisches Potenzial. 
Die Filmauswahl gleicht dabei einem Tanz iJber dem Globus: Beitr~ige kommen aus 
dem Kamerun, Spanien, Israel, Deutschland, S~Jdafrika, dem Iran, Honduras, 

Venezuela, dem Irak, der USA, Gro6britannien, Kanada und Frankreich..." 



"...Under the motto "Future Blossoms", additionally illustrated by an African proverb 
("Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes/’), this year’s 
edition wishes to once more contribute toward making unseen faces visible and 
unheard voices hearable - hoping for future blossoms or, to say it less floral, for 
enlightening potential. The film selection is like a dance across the globe: 
Submissions come from Cameroon, Spain, Israel, Germany, South Africa, Iran, 
Honduras, Venezuela, Traq, USA, Great Britain, Canada and France..." 

back to top 

The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 2011. 

https:i/www.iusb.edu/librar¥/about/collection/archivesiinventory/dance.php 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 
Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 

back to top 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 5:25 PM 

~hotmail.com 

I~W: School Daze Sequel 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, March 03, 2014 12:21 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B; Shields, Tanya L; Genna Rae McNeil 
Subject-" School Daze Sequel 

Home > News > Post Content 
S ~ike Lee Confirms School Daze Sequel!? 

Last year, the classic Spike Lee joint School Daze turned 25! Given its monnmental anniversary, many fans of the film inquired if there 

wonld be a seqnel. Recently Spike Lee spoke to Black&Sexy TV and confirmed there would a sequel. According to the Rickey Smiley 

Morning Show, Spike Lee stated: 

"I had the script for ’School Daze.’ But, what people have to understand is that it’s a contemporary version. So it’s the same school, 

Mission College, 25 yeaxs later. Hopefully 1 can get Laurence Fishbume to play Dap. He’ll be the president now of the school. And we 

would deal ruth issues around Historically Black Colleges today." 

Premiering in 1988, School Dazed revolved around young ~nen at the fictionaJ historical black college, Mission College. These men axe separated by politicaJ and 

sociaJ views while the wo~nen in the film focus on sldn-color complexes. 

According to Lee, the sequel roll further shed light on the black greek pledging process and homophoNa at historically black colleges. 

- See more at: http:i/madamenoire.com/404163isehool- daze- seque[/#s~thash.mPsZmd£J.dpuf 

Posted By: Will Moss 

Tuesday, February 25th 2014 at 10: 52PM 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

SoMa Haynes Stone Center 

University ofNortla Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

j t.iordan~b~email.unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:43 AM 

@uncg.edu> 

ILE: Hi Dr. Regesler 

Dear     You might want to contact Hildebrand who is more familiar with such programs than I am. As previously noted none of us have Ph.D.s in African American Studies 
-- we have degrees in other areas of study but specialize in African Americans. You might pursue a similar path -- history, sociology, cultural studies, women’s studies etc. But 
I would recommend that you contact Hildebrand. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                   _~uncg.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:i0 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Re: Hi Dr. Regester 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I want to enter an AFAM program to get my doctorate. I like the edncation progran~, but I really want to do my research in African American Studies. I’m currently 

conducting a study- on Black Women on UNCG’s campus. Do you have any suggestions for any good programs? 

Also, I roll let you l~ow when I am in Chapel Hill. We need to catch up! Are yon all currently on Spring Break? 

Best, 

On Wed, Mar 5, 2014 at 6:08 PM, Regester, Charlene B <~emaJl.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear     Things are going well and glad to know that you are moving along in your program. I hope you will pursue the Ph.D. and if so, hope you will apply to some Ivy 
league schools Yale, Harvard, etc (worry about the money later). Let me know if you come to the area and I will try to meet with you. Our update is long overdue. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From:                  ,~uncg.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~arch 05, 20:t4 6:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Hi Dr. Regester 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

I rea]ly wanted to check in and see how you were doing. I hope a]l is well. 

Best, 

Call 
Send SMS 
Add to Skype 
You’ll need Skype CreditFree via Skype 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 2:45 PM 

~mindspfing.com 

Novel/Film LisZt Updated 

NovelsFilmsUpdated Lis~t.:dsx 

Dear Teresa: FY~ 



B C I D E A 

1 A Hero Ain’t Nothing But a Sandwich (1977) 

2 A Lesson Before Dying 

3 ATimeto Kill 

4 All the Fine Young Cannibals (1960) 

5 Along Came a Spider 

6 Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman 

7 Beloved 

8 Bingo Long Traveling (1976) 

9 Black Eye (1974) 

10 Black Like Me 

11 Blackboard Jungle 

12 Bone Collector 

13 Brewster’s Millions (1985) 

14 Brian’s Song (1971) 

15 Bright Road (1953) 

16 Butler, The 

17 Caveman’s Valentine 

18 Color Purple (1985) 

19 Come Back Charleston Blue 

20 Conrack (1974) 

21 Cornbread, Earl, & Me (1975) 

22 Cotton Comes to Harlem 

23 Cry Freedom 

24 Devil in a Blue Dress 

25 Dreamgirls 

26 Disappearing Acts (HBO) 

27 Foxes of Harrow 

28 Fried Green Tomatoes 

29 Glory 

30 Green Mile 

31 How Stella Got Her Groove Back 

32 Human Stain 

33 1 Know Why the Caged Bird Sings 

34 If He Hollers, Let Him Go 

35 Imitation of Life (1934) 

36 Imitation of Life (1959) 

37 Intruder in the Dust (1949) 

38 Invisible Man 

39 Jackie Brown 

40 Kiss the Girls 

41 King Solomon’s Mines 

42 Knock on Any Door 

43 Lady Sings the Blues 

44 Lillies of the Field 

45 Malcolm X 

46 Man on Fire 



F 

1 Alice Childress 

2 Ernest Gaines 

3 John Grisham 

4 Rosamond Marshall 

5 James Patterson 

6 Ernest Gaines 

7 Toni Morrison 

8 William Brashler 

9 Jack Jeff 

10 John Howard Griffin 

11 Evan Hunter 

12 Jeffrey Deaver 

13 George B. McCutcheon 

14 Sayers Coale 

15 Mary Elizabeth Vroman 

16 Wil Haygood 

17 George Dawes Green 

18 Alice Walker 

19 Chester Himes 

20 Pat Conroy 

21 Ronald L. Fair 

22 Chester Himes 

23 Donald Williams 

24 Walter Mosley 

25 Tom Eyen 

26 Terri McMillan 

27 

28 

29 Lincoln Kirstein 

30 

31 Terri McMillan 

32 Philip Roth 

33 Maya Angelou 

34 Chester Himes 

35 Fannie Hurst 

36 Fannie Hurst 

37 William Faulkner 

38 Ralph Ellison 

39 Elmore Leonard 

40 James Patterson 

41 

42 Willard Motley 

43 William Dufty 

44 William E. Barrett 

45 Alex Haley 

46 A.J. Quinnell 



B C I D E A 

47 Manchurian Candidate 

48 Manchurian Candidate 

49 Mandingo 

50 Member of the Wedding (1952) 

51 Native Son (1951) 

52 Natie Son 

53 Once Upon a Time When We Were Colored 

54 One Hundred Rifles (1969) 

55 Pelican Brief 

56 Porgy and Bess (1959) 

57 Preacher’s Wife 

58 Queen 

59 Rage in Harlem (1991) 

60 Riot (1969) 

61 Roots 

62 Sanders of the River (1935) 

63 Shaft (1971) 

64 Shaft 

65 Show Boat (1951) 

66 Show Boat (1929) 

67 Show Boat (1936) 

68 Some Kind of Hero (1982) 

69 Something of Value (1957) 

70 Sounder (1972) 

71 Song of the South 

72 Split, The (1968) 

73 Spook Who Sat By the Door 

74 Taking of Pelham 123 

75 Their Eyes Were Watching God 

76 To Kill a Mockingbird (1962) 

77 To Sir, With Love (1966) 

78 Trick Baby (1973) 

79 Waiting to Exhale 

80 What Dreams May Come 

81 Women of Brewster Place 

82 UncleTom’s Cabin (1990 i903) (1914)(1927( 

83 Landlord (1970) 

84 Lost Man (1969) 

85 Learning Tree 

86 Piano Lesson 

87 A Patch of Blue 

88 Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 

89 Birth of a Nation 

90 Angel Heart 

91 Sound and Fury 

92 Bedford Incident (1965) 



47 Richard Condon 

48 

49 Kyle Onstott 

50 Carson McCullers 

51 James Baldwin 

52 James Baldwin 

53 Clifton Taulbert 

54 Robert MacLeod 

55 John Grisham 

56 Dubose Heyward 

57 Robert Natham 

58 Alex Haley 

59 Chester Himes 

60 Frank Eli 

61 Alex Haley 

62 Edgar Wallace 

63 Ernest Tidyman 

64 Ernest Tidyman 

65 Edna Ferber 

66 Edna Ferber 

67 Edna Ferber 

68 James Kirkwood 

69 Robert Ruark 

70 William Armstrong 

71 George Chandler Harris 

72 Donald Westlake 

73 Sam Greenlee 

74 

75 Zora Neale Hurston 

76 Harper Lee 

77 E.R. Braithwaite 

78 IceburgSlim 

79 Terry McMillan 

80 Richard Matheson 

81 

82 

83 Kristin Hunter 

84 Frederick L. Greene 

85 Gordon Parks 

86 Raymond Wilson 

87 Elizabeth Kata 

88 Mark Twain 

89 Thomas Dixon/The Klansman 

90 H.J. Ortsberg 

91 William Faulkner 

92 



A 

93 A Dry White Season 

94 Ragtime (1981) 

95 Precious 

96 Drum (1976) 

97 Let No Man Write My Epitaph (1096 

98 Go Tell It On the Mountain 

99 Gone with the Wind (1939) 

100 Twelve Years a Slave (2013) 

101 In the Heat of the Night (1967) 

102 Island in the Sun 

103 Hurry Sundown 

104 Ice Station Zebra (1968) 

105 Lost Man 

106 Paris Blues (1961) 

107 Pinky (1949) 

108 Forty-Two 

109 Grasshopper 

110 Raintree County 

111 World, Flesh, & Devil 

112 Uptight (1968) 

113 Girl Interrupted 

114 Lifeboat (1944) 

115 Losing Isiah 

D 



93 

94 E. L. Doctorow 

95 Sapphire 

96 Kyle Onstott 

97 

98 James Baldwin 

99 Margaret Mitchell 

100 Solomon Northrup 

101 John Ball 

102 Abe Waugh 

I03 

I04 

105 F. L. Greene 

106 Harold Flender 

107 

108 Jackie Robinson 

I09 

110 

112 Liam O’Flaherty 

113 

114 

115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:09 PM 

Andy Crank ~gmail.com> 

ILE: GWTW 2nd Drafts 

GWTWRege sterMa~:ch2014Revision.docx 

Dear Andy: Attached is a revised version of my essay. Sorry it has taken me longer than expected but it took some time to locate someone who would edit the draft. 

Please note the following: 

:I) I eliminated the subheadings but we can re-insert if you need for me to do so 

2) The footnotes are correct but in one of the versions received someone converted them to text which means they lost the formatting and I could not superscript. I had to add 
them all over again. Make sure that if you return another draft the notes are not altered. 

Finally, I am willing to make additional changes if necessary and I really appreciate you working with me. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Andy Crank       @gmail.com] 

Sent; Wednesday, February :tg, 20:t4 5:27 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
S,,bject; Re: GWTW 2rid Drafts 

excellent--thanks so much for getting lmck to me so quicldy. 

jac 

On Wed, Feb 19, 2014 at 3:38 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Andy: Sorry, that I am behind but we have had bad weather here and a lot of meetings and events have been rescheduled so this delayed my essay. However, I will 
attempt to have the revised version within a week. Please thanks for working with me and I apologize for the delay. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= Andy Crank [      #qmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, February 29, 2024 2:09 PM 
To= iacrank@ua.edu 
Subject= GWTW 2nd Drafts 

Hi, all! 

If you’re receiving this email, it’s because I have not yet received your first round of revisions for the GW’I~lvr collection. I was wondering if you ,night take a moment 

and drop me a line with an estimated date I can expect the,n. We are already running a bit behind the Press’ schedule, and I want to make sure that our reviewer 

(Helen Taylor) has the final draf[s as soon as possible. 

Thanks for keeping me in the loop. 

Jmnes Andrew Crank, Ph.D. 

Assistant Prot}ssor of American Literature 

Depaxtanent of English -- University of Alalm~a 

Morgan 128; jacrank(&ua.edu; 205-348-6265 

http://en£lish.ua.edu/user/644 

James Andrew Crank, Ph.D. 

Assistant Prot~ssor of American Literature 

Depar’unent of English - - University of Alaba~na 

Morgan 128; jacrank(~:ua.edu; 205-348-6265    205-348-6265 

http://engli sh .ua.edu/user/dA4 
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"I Will Carry Your Guilty Secret to My Grave:" 

Scarlett O’Hara and Rhett Butler as Embodiments of Blackness in Gone with the Wind 

Charlene Regester, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Beneath the mint juleps and magnolia trees often associated with the mythology of the 

antebellum South and appropriated in filmic representations such as Gone with the Wind 

(Selznick 1939), lies perhaps a less romantic and nostalgic view. Gone with the ~Tnd, adapted to 

the screen from Margaret Mitchell’s similarly titled Pulitzer-prize winning novel, fabricated a 

picturesque and illustrious representation of the plantation South. But less pretentious and more 

realistic is the fact that the South’s fagade and mythology, is vitiated by the fact that it was built 

on the exploitation of black labor. Thus, the South’s image cannot be accurately represented 

without including its intimate relationship to blackness. However, it is not only the South’s 

inability to extricate itself from blackness, an integral part of the South’s image, but it is the 

South’s desire for blackness that, in effect, reveals its "guilty secret." Though the film version of 

GWTWmay not overtly express white desire for blackness, through its construction of the white 

protagonists, Scarlett O’Hara and Rhett Butler, the film covertly depicts white desire for 

blackness. Because GWTWis a text so deeply rooted in race, to ignore examining the film on the 

basis of its racial constructi ons and appropri ation of blackness is to nearly di smi ss the import and 

impact of the film’s meaning. Indeed, in order to establish this essay’s premise, that the white 

protagonists are inflected with black characteristics, it is necessar5, to: 1) review the literature to 

provide the foundation for making such a case; 2) introduce appropriate background material 

required to develop this argument, and 3) examine other relevant texts which undergird this 

position. This essay, then, will demonstrate how Scarlett O’Hara becomes an embodiment of 

blackness and illuminate how Rhett Butler is marked as a black character. First, however, it is 

important to point out that, in making assessments about blackness, this essay refers only to the 

stereotypical associations frequently linked to blackness and doing so is not designed to 
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participate in the further devaluation of blackness but instead is designed to demonstrate how 

white characters who masquerade as black exploit these stereotypes to personify blackness. 

Numerous scholars have argued - and compellingly so -- that whites are desirous of 

blackness. These scholars’ claims certainly make it possible to entertain how the white characters 

in G~TW are predisposed to blackness. For example, in his study of whiteness, Richard Dyer 

suggests that white is "no colour" and lacks a "particularizing" quality, while black, on the other 

hand, "is always marked as a colour ... and is always particularizing.’’1 Dyer goes on to explain 

whiteness as "materially and emotionally" dependent on blackness even though whiteness still 

holds "sway over it.’’2 Moreover, when highlighting the significance of white desire for 

blackness, Michael Rogin, examines black-face minstrelsy in cinematic representation, arguing 

that it became not only an expression of "racial aversion," but also an expression of "racial 

desire.’’3 Rogin compares white minstrel performers’ behavior to that of American immigrants, 

whose racial cross dressing allowed them to engage in a racial masquerade to alleviate tensions 

surrounding racial difference, and "pointed to white privilege.’’4 Similarly, Eric Lott, when 

examining black-face minstrelsy and its popularity in the national culture, contends that 

minstrelsy undoubtedly represented "white fantasies [with] black behavior," since many of the 

early white minstrel performers, Lott contends, "depended on a self-conscious attraction to the 

black men’’5 they mimicked or imitated. Lott adds white minstrel performers began to think of 

themselves as "the trusted counterfeiters, mocked in return by a representative of those from 

whom they had stolen: [~vhich was] a public display of black irony toward whites, all stammers 

and j erks and gracelessness, who had tried to become better blacks.’’6 Further demonstrating how 

white fascination with blackness led to whites’ parading blackness, Baz Dreisinger examined a 

number of ~vhites in literature and on screen who masqueraded blackness to explore "moments of 

slippage in which whites perceive themselves, or are perceived by others, as losing their 

whiteness and ’acquiring’ blackness.’’7 Dreisinger, like Lott, suggests that whites who function 

as black (though not necessarily through performance) engage in "cultural appropriation driven 
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by heartfelt admiration for and identification with black culture.’’s Like others, Dreisinger affirms 

white desire for blackness and speaks to how whites function or masquerade as black. Yet, she 

makes a distinction between white masquerades (mimic1T and performance) and whites who pass 

as black declaring "’white Negroes’ must be distinguished from white passers, for the latter take 

their performance of ’blackness’ further than the racial masquerade [enacted by white Negroes], 

by, for a committed length of time, fully adopting, not simply idealizing and imitating, black 

culture.’’9 For the purposes of this essay, I will not necessarily make distinctions between 

masquerading, parading, functioning, or performing blackness, nor am I intending to suggest the 

characters in GlkrTI~V are passing (since passing implies deliberate attempts to camouflage 

identity). Instead, I am merely suggesting these characters have been constructed as black, in a 

manner that may or may not imply deliberate or "conscious" intent, are "playing in the dark," to 

use Toni Morrison’s book title or term. In fact, Morrison interrogates how the white literary 

imagination is informed by race - a point that bears relevance to Margaret Mitchell’s novel from 

which these screen characters evolve. 10 Collectively, these scholars (among others) affirm white 

desire for and fascination with blackness; their argument, demonstrates how whites masquerade, 

parade, seek to function as, and/or perform blackness. The arguments these scholars advance 

provides credence to the existing and evolving scholarship specifically focused on the 

appropriation of race/blackness in Glkr7~V as both novel and film, and make plausible how the 

white protagonists in the film version are camouflaged black characters. 

Among those who contend the white characters in G!/VT~~ are linked to blackness, Tara 

McPherson claims Scarlett O’Hara’s (Vivien Leigh) femininity and identity could not be 

constructed without the presence of her black maid servant, Mammy (Hattie McDaniel). In 

reference to the novel, McPherson states, "Mitchell deploys blackness as a background against 

which she elaborates the details of white female subj ectivity in the South .... ,,11 Additionally, 

McPherson asserts, "Scarlett and Mitchell are at once repelled by Mammy’s blackness and also 

powerfully attracted to it .... ,,12 In a similar vein, Elizabeth Grace Hale, in her critique of 
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Mitchell’s novel, astutely observes, "the racial unconscious [is] at the heart of [the] novel,"13 

thereby implying the novel cannot be read without acknowledging the submerged black 

presence. Examining both the novel and film as ~vell as providing a more detailed critique, Linda 

Williams hints, on more than one occasion, the white protagonists might indeed parade 

blackness. In one instance, she contends when Scarlett and Rhett move to their "ostentatious 

mansion," with their black slaves intact, they actually resemble a "black nuclear family."14 In 

recognizing the association between Scarlett and Mammy, Williams implies this pairing 

represents "a racialized fantasy of nourishment whereby the child who was once nourished at the 

breast of her mammy ... now must take on the mammy function of feeding herself and others."15 

In this instance, Scarlett reverses roles with Mammy because while the black subservient 

provided sustenance for the white family, it is now Scadett who is forced to provide sustenance 

for her destitute family. Williams further declares, Scarlett even wears "what we recognize from 

the novel to be Mammy’s bonnet"J6 when she is forced to labor in the cotton fields with her 

sisters after the destruction of Tara. Williams’ most declarative claim of Scarlett’s affinity for 

blackness is when the author suggests, "it is [the] selfish-headstrong-greedy Scarlett O’Hara 

who, in these moments of crisis, appropriates the moral legitimacy of the suffering slaves 

inherited from Uncle Tom’s Cabin via the Jazz Age tradition of whites posing as black ~.. this 

selfish, unreflective heroine earns respect either by taking over the natural, close-to-the-earth, 

biological functions of slaves or by connecting with earth, dirt, and blackness. In this way [she] 

becomes [the] representative American through yet another form of posing as black."17 Drew 

Faust adds to the ongoing evidence regarding how the white GWTW characters (particularly the 

novel’ s) function as black: "Mitchell finds herself caught up in slave~"s language and influence, 

employing metaphors of ownership in a manner that extends the power of slavery into every 

interaction ~vithin southern society.’’1~ Specifically, Faust insists, Scarlett’s "willingness to sell 

herself to Rhett Butler, [while still] in her loveless marriage to Frank Kennedy ... barters her 

own womanhood like the body of a slave."19 
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Other scholars argue that it is not just Scarlett’s behavior, but her very identity that marks 

her as a racialized character. For example, Eliza McGraw claims Scarlett is an embodiment of 

the "tragic Mulatta" (the stereotype that evolved from slavery and referred to racially mixed 

slaves) whose Irishness (notably, the Irish were referred to as "’niggers turned inside out’") 

"holds the possibility of positioning her alongside the Southern ’other’ - African-Americans.’’2° 

Similarly, Geraldine Higgins explores how Irishness pervades both the novel and Scarlett’s 

characterization, insinuating her ethnic identification cannot be ignored, Scarlett’ s 

"Irishness ... functions as a mediating ethnicity between blackness and whiteness in the novel.’’21 

In reference to Scarlett’s identity, Patricia Yaeger notes Mitchell describes her as "part Irish, part 

French, but also part white and part black .... ,,22 Significantly, Yeager poses the query, "does the 

novel manage to appeal to some readers because it touches so precisely on a world ... that 

refuses to think what it knows about race, and therefore keeps re-enacting this bizarre double 

structure: a character-driven plot that caricatures and dehumanizes African Americans, and an 

image-driven plot that makes black the color that one wants to become....9,,23 Such critical 

observations inevitably suggest both Scarlett’s behavior as well as her very identity mark her 

blackness and warrant further investigation. 

Undoubtedly, Scarlett becomes an embodiment of blackness on a number of levels, but 

she does so while retaining her whiteness. Therefore, in order to demonstrate her predisposition 

for blackness, it is necessary to establish how she parallels other screen southern belles who are 

similarly marked as embodiments of blackness. In particular, Julie Marsden (Bette Davis) in 

Jezebel (1938) - a film referred to as a parallel to G~VT~r portrayed a southern belle who 

"struck the perfect balance of ’bitchery’ [maliciousness] and captivating charm, of euphoria and 

barely subdued hysteria, evoking both sympathy and grating irritation.’’24 But more importantly, 

Julie became a signifier of blackness. According to Dyer, Julie is "strong [and] defiant of 

convention," as evident in her refusal "to behave in the genteel way" expected of her by her 
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fiancee. 25 Her metamorphosis in the film is related to her "punishment and moral growth" - both 

of which are catalysts for altering her behavior as she parallels Scarlett. Yet, while Julie manages 

to "conceal her defiance" beneath a veneer of femininity, the film still "also relates Julie’s 

energies to blackness’’26 -- energies she shares with Scarlett. Most demonstrative of Julie’s 

affinity for blackness, according to Dyer, is when she refuses to wear the customary white ball 

gown in accordance with southern custom, and instead decides to wear a red ball gown in 

defiance of southern tradition. The red ball gown is one her black maid "covets," and represents 

a color marked in much the same manner as blackness is marked.27 Dyer insists, "the defiance 

and vitality narratively associated with ... the qualities embodied by black women, qualities that 

Julie as a white woman must not display, or even have’’~8 are certainly transferred from the black 

woman (Julie’s maid) to the white Julie (the southern belle). Supporting Dyer’s assessment of 

Julie, Michael P. Bibler proffers "the gaudy red dress (which actually looks black in the film) 

marks [Julie] ... as a wanton woman whose tastes, desires, and, by implication, behavior are also 

coded as black.’’29 And when we consider Scarlett, like Julie, defies southern tradition by 

refusing to wear mourning attire after the death of her husband (Charles Hamilton) and consider 

she wears a red dress to Ashley’s birthday party immediately after being caught in a 

compromising situation with Ashley, despite the fact that she is married, Scaflett’s 

unconventional attire demonstrates how she parallels Julie. Moreover, since "Jezebel" refers to a 

stereotype for promiscuous slave women, and the name, "Scaflett," refers to a variation of red 

associated with scorned women and sexual immorality, both women as signifiers of blackness, 

unequivocably, are convincing in their masquerade. 

If Scarlett’s blackness parallels Julie’ s, the former’s association to blackness, is even 

more pronounced when we entertain additional ways of how she embodies blackness. For 
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example, Scarlett parallels black slave women as a source of labor when she enters Tara’s cotton 

fields, working alongside not only her own black slaves, but also her sisters (Suellen O’Hara-- 

Evelyn Keyes and Carreen O’Hara--Ann Rutherford), reviving the plantation after the 

destruction of the Civil War. As black slave women labored in the field, so too did white 

Scarlett, as she challenged codes of conduct associated with white southern womanhood. 

Because she undertook capitalistic pursuits with "the male public, economic and competitive 

world’’3° and employed chain gang labor to operate her second husband’s lumber mill, this 

demonstrates her capacity to defy southern tradition and create strategies to survive. In fact, it is 

her survivalist mode that makes her as not so different from black slave women. Driving home 

this point, Hazel Carby suggests the "strength and ability to bear fatigue," attributes 

characterized "to be so distasteful a presence in a white woman," are attributes exemplified in the 

black slave woman’ s experience.31 

Scarlett’ s resilience in seeking to remake herself and her life, despite the devastation 

caused by the war, allows her to return to Tara -- headstrong, determined, and unrelentingly 

convinced, while the South might be defeated, she herself will not be defeated. She declares, "As 

God is my witness... They’re not going to lick me! ... I’m going to live through this and when 

it’s over I’ll never be hungry again ... IfI have to lie - or steal -- or cheat - or kill! As God is my 

witness, I’ll never be hungry again!’’32 This insistence to not be deterred then, according to bell 

hooks, is yet another attribute of her blackness, since hooks declares black subjectivity refers to 

that "vacant space after one has resisted [wherein] there is still the necessity to become - to make 

oneself a new.’’33 As Scarlett makes herself anew and liberates herself from both the antebellum 

South and the southern patriarchy known to restrain women, her incessant desire for freedom 

links her to blackness in the same manner slaves desired freedom. As Faust claims, Mitchell 
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refused "to confront the meaning and importance of black freedom," yet at the same time, she 

"hedges in her treatment ... Scarlett’s search for liberation...." 34 

Scarlett’s marking as black emerges in the film and novel because although she is a 

southern belle, she possesses a mixed racial/ethnic identity. In the film, Scarlett accuses her 

father, Gerald O’Hara (Thomas Mitchell), of talking like an Irishman, and he reminds her "don’t 

be forgettin’ that you’re half-Irish, Miss." Thus, Scarlett’s mixed ethnic identity links her with 

black women who were similarly mixed because of the race mixing associated with slavery. 

Moreover, when we consider Iri shness was associated with commonness, vulgarity, and 

ugliness,35 frequently ascribed to blackness one finds another connection to Scarlett’s blackness. 

The protagonist is further infused with blackness because she is hypersexualized and this 

sexualization stands in direct contrast to the stereotypical southern belle, who conformed to the 

prescribed moral codes of conduct rendering these women chaste, pure, and virgin like. In 

defiance of such codes, Scarlett refuses to conform to these standards because she teases and 

flirts with a number of males attending the Wilkes barbecue; makes forward advances toward the 

object of her desire, Ashley Wilkes (Leslie Howard); engages in several marriages; and 

seemingly enjoys the rape she encounters with her third spouse, Rhett Butler (Clark Gable). 

Scarlett’s hypersexuality is not only constructed in her performance but is also affirmed by other 

characters in the film. For example, when Scarlett arrives at the barbecue one of the Wilkes’ 

daughters exclaims, "see the way she throws herself at Ashley." Another woman comments, 

"She’s after your beau now." And yet a third one remarks, "She’s spotting your boy." These 

women collectively participate in hypersexualizing Scarlett. But of course Scarlett, herself, 

appropriates her hypersexuality in the way she walks through the crowds and informs Charles 
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Hamilton (Rand Brooks), "I’m mighty j ealous," while declaring to Frank Kennedy (Carroll 

Nye), "You look dashing." And having detected she is being observed from afar by Rhett, she 

refers to Rhett as "that nasty old dog ... looking as if he sees me without my shimmy .... " 

Moreover, Scarlett is a signifier of hypersexuality because she is both desirous and desirable. 

When she encounters Ashley and professes her love for him - a proposition he strongly rej ects -- 

Ashley remarks, "Isn’t it enough that you have gathered ever}, other man’s heart?" Unable to win 

the affections of Ashley, even though she is apparently irresistible to many other males, Scarlett 

embarks on some three marriages, most of which are not based on love. First, she marries 

Ashley’s brother-in-law, Charles Hamilton, to allow her to be in close proximity to Ashley and 

inflame his j ealousy. Second, she marries Frank Kennedy, who provides the financial means 

necessary for Tara to rebuild. And third, she marries Rhett, principally because of his newly- 

found wealth. When one considers how Scarlett uses her body as a commodity to be exploited 

for personal gain, this links her to blackness, since black slave women had their bodies exploited 

for the personal gain of white slaveholders. Affirming this position, Faust notes, Scarlett "offers 

her body to Rhett to pay overdue taxes on Tara" and, therefore, "barters her own womanhood 

like the body of a slave."36 Scarlett’s hypersexualization is inscribed in the not visibly seen but 

implied rape, when Rhett sexually seduces her against her will, and, in the aftermath, she revels 

3"7 
in this moment -- or as Faust suggests, relishes in her "own subordination." Since as a 

byproduct of slavery, black women historically have been constructed as sexual obj ects, Scarlett, 

too, becomes hypersexualized, through her likeness to black slave women. 

Although Scarlett is hypersexualized, she can also be viewed as a "castrating" woman in 

the dominance she exerts over men and, sometimes, women. Because black women were forced 

to become domineering in a culture where black men were denied positions of power, Scarlett 
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parallels black women because she too was forced to assume a domineering position in order to 

save Tara. In this instance, she manages to manipulate men into marriage, continues to pursue 

Ashley despite his attempts to subvert her advances, dominates Butler by continually rej ecting 

his marriage proposal, and rebuilds the plantation devastated by war; all of which render Scarlett 

a castrating woman. If Scarlett can be read as a castrating woman who seeks to dominate those 

who surround her, particularly men and slaves, her internal thoughts manifest through her 

external behavior, when she resorts to violence to exert control as when she physically slaps 

Ashley, Prissy (Butterfly McQueen), Rhett, and her sister. Resorting to violence to control her 

fate and destiny is only one strategy employed because Scarlett even resorts to murder when she 

shoots a soldier who invades Tara. These acts of physical violence demonstrate how Scarlett 

seemingly "castrates" those who stand to impede her progress and interfere with her ability to 

rebuild her future. As a domineering woman, Scarlett parallels black women similarly termed as 

domineering since these women were forced to assume an assertive posture to subvert the racial 

assaults endured. 

Further still, Scarlett’s commonalities with Mammy, the black matriarch, signify her 

affinity for blackness. The two characters are parallel because Scarlett emulates Mammy by 

becoming a matriarchal figure herself- Scarlett nurses wounded soldiers in the make-shift 

hospital in Atlanta; she serves as a nurse maid by delivering Melanie’s (Olivia de Havilland) 

infant in a doctor’s absence (significant in light of Prissy’s proclaimed, but denied, lack of 

experience in delivering babies); she labors over a barrel of soap; picks cotton with her sisters 

and slaves; extracts vegetables from the barren ground of Tara; provides sustenance to her war- 

torn family; manages to rebuild a plantation reduced to decay and destruction; and takes charge 

of a horse-driven carriage (a rarity for southern women) on her return to Tara, nearly beating the 
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weary horse to death. These acts link Scarlett to the black matriarch as the two become 

indistinguishable when Mammy serves as the ventriloquist for Scarlett by speaking Scarlett’s 

inner voice. McPherson affirms "mammy knows Scarlett’s mind ’as if by magic,’’’38 and adds 

Scarlett’s femininity is constructed through Mammy, as Mammy’s physical labor and 

"supporting" role allow Scarlett to "perform" femininity.39 The two characters are even linked 

since both wear red - Scarlett wears a red dress to Ashley’s birthday party, and Mammy wears a 

red petticoat given to her by Rhett, with whom she drinks in celebration of the birth of his 

daughter. Additionally, the two characters imbibe in alcohol as when Mammy drinks with Rhett 

to celebrate the birth of his newborn and Scarlett drinks periodically throughout the film even 

though she attempts to avert Rhett’s gaze so as not to tarnish southern white womanhood. 

Furthermore, Scarlett bears resemblance to the black matriarch because she engages in 

suffering and suffering is associated with the black slave woman’s experience. However, 

although Scarlett she does not necessarily endure the same kind of suffering as experienced by 

black slave women, her suffering allows her to parallel these women. Scarlett suffers when Tara 

is destroyed and she is reduced to performing hard physical labor and she suffers from the 

destruction of the South. Her suffering is further canonized in her inability to win the Ashley’s 

affection and when she experiences the deaths of several family members. Confronted with the 

death of her first husband, Charles Hamilton who is killed in the war, she finds herself 

surrounded by dead and dying soldiers whose emaciating bodies haunt the streets of Atlanta 

while she works in the make-shift hospital. Additionally, Scarlett experiences the death of her 

mother, Ellen O’Hara (Barbara O’Neil); endures the deaths of her daughter Bonnie (Cammie 

King) as well as an unborn child; observes her father’s death when thrown from a horse while 

jumping a fence - a death of which she is reminded when Bonnie dies in a similar manner; and 
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~vitnesses the death of her best friend/sister-in-law, Melanie. Because Scarlett experiences 

suffering, she is beset with what Linda Williams terms her "wear5, load" and because she endures 

suffering she bears resemblance to black slave women. 

When we consider Scarlett’s association to blackness, we cannot dismiss Rhett Butler’s 

association to blackness because these two characters are linked as protagonists as well as love 

interests. Lending credence to this position, the parallels shared bet~veen the two characters 

demonstrate how Rhett, like Scarlett, is constructed as a black character. For it is Rhett, who 

acknowledges their striking similarity when he encourages Scavlett to leave the South, declaring, 

"We belong together being that we are the same sorts." Later, when the two go their separate 

ways -- Rhett to j oin the Confederate army and Scarlett to revive Tara -- Rhett proudly affirms, 

~’We’re alike - bad lots ... selfish and shrewd and able to look things in the eye and call them by 

their fight names." Linking these two characters ~vho share similar personality traits 

demonstrates how they also conceivably share constructed identities as black characters. 

Joel Williamson’s seminal critique of Rhett Butler provides some of the most convincing 

evidence to suggest Rhett is marked as a black character. Williamson claims when Margaret 

Mitchell wrote the novel, she ~’wrote a strikingly white novel, so white in fact that some of the 

~vhite characters seem black. The most important of these is Rhett Butler ... [an] exceedingly 

dark [character]."4° To affirm Rhett’s marking as black, Williamson observes, he has no stable 

employment - an attribute he shares with black men and he is "too much man for one woman to 

hold"41 -- apparent in his relationships ~vith Belle Watling (Ona Munson) and Scarlett. 

Furthermore, Rhett is characterized as a rapist and this makes him synonymous with the 

perceived virility black men allegedly possess. When the rape of Scarlett occurs because he has 
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been drinking heavily (a trait he shares with Scarlett), this, according to Williamson, 

demonstrates his association with blackness as "the black beast rapist was often associated with 

liquor.’’42 

While Williamson contends Rhett is characterized as "exceedingly dark" in the novel, in 

the film version, Scarlett refers to him as a "conceited black- hearted vomit" - another marker of 

his blackness. Rhett is a metaphoric signifier of blackness when he orchestrates the escape of 

Scarlett, Melanie, and Prissy from Atlanta. As they flee war torn Atlanta, walls of fire surround 

them, and the horse pulling the carriage becomes too frightened to continue. To abate the horse’s 

fear and continue on their journey, Rhett borrows Scarlett’s shawl to cover the horse’s eyes. 

Such an act becomes symbolic of Rhett’s own veiling over his whiteness. Rhett’s association 

with blackness is also apparent in his failing to complete school when he was expelled from 

West Point, a failure that codes him as a racial and regional renegade. Although Rhett resides in 

the South and serves as a blockade runner for the Confederacy, he is not a Southerner in the 

same way as are others and his difference marks him as an Other. When he warns of the 

impending war and the South’s inevitable defeat, views inconsistent with those articulated by 

Southerners, Rhett clearly becomes an outsider, a position that again links him to blackness. 

Moreover, because Rhett as uncompromising and nonconformist (traits that he shares with 

Scarlett) particularly evident in his rebellious spirit and refusal to concede to southern attitudes 

regarding the Civil War, he is regarded as an outsider/Other - a link to blackness. Estranged 

from hard physical labor and rendered "shiftless" or "lazy" are other markers of his association 

with stereotypical black male behavior. But, above all, Rhett’s characterization as undoubtedly a 

ladies’ man who garners the attentions of Scarlett, Belle, and an unnamed woman whom he 

refused to marry, but whom he "ruined j ust the same" speaks to hi s "fi erce phallocentri sm" (to 
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use bell hook’s term) and hypersexuality, markers of his blackness. When Rhett sexually seduces 

Scaflett, despite her resistance, the apparent rape further connects him to blackness since black 

men have been constructed in the public imaginary as architects of rape. Reducing a woman to 

her body and then seeking to exert power and domination over her through sexual possession, 

Rhett becomes unmistakably aligned with the "black male rapist." In the implied but not visibly 

seen rape, Rhett’s violation of white southern womanhood is poignantly described in the novel 

conveying how he becomes a personification of blackness. Mitchell describes the novel’s rape 

scene in this way: 

He swung her off her feet into his arms and started up the stairs. Her head was 
crushed against his chest and she heard the hard hammering of his heart beneath 
her ears. He hurt her and she cried out, muffled, frightened. Up the stairs, he went 
in the utter darkness, up, up and she was wild with fear. He was a mad stranger 
and this was a black darkness she did not know, darker than death. He was like 
death, carrying her away in arms that hurt. She screamed, stifled, against him and 
he stopped suddenly on the landing and, turning her swiftly in his arms, bent over 
her and kissed her with a savagery and a completeness that wiped out everything 
from her mind but the dark into which she was sinking and the lips on hers.43 

Because Mitchell utilizes words such as savagery, black, darkness, and death to describe this 

sexual assault of the white Scarlett, the author undoubtedly demonstrates how Rhett is 

constructed as a black character - a position strongly advanced by Williamson. 

Rhett as a personification of stereotypical black maleness is further rendered plausible, 

when he fathers a daughter by Scarlett instead of a son, such a consequence is conceivably read 

as a way to punish him for attempting to assert himself as a camouflaged black character in a 

white male patriarchy. Aligning Rhett to black maleness is evident when his relationship with 

Belle, a prostitute, who has a son of an unknown paternity is questioned yet the film hints at the 

possibility Rhett could be his father (an implication judiciously avoided). Since Rhett is the only 
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male we ever see with Belle this potentially positions Rhett as her son’s father and this 

implication links him to the stereotype associated with black men. But more importantly, 

because Rhett frequents a brothel and has a long-standing relationship ~vith Belle (the prostitute), 

this is further affirmation of his sexual prowess and virility, another attribute linking him to 

stereotypical perceptions of black maleness. 

Rhett continues to "play in the dark" through his "cool pose," jive-talk,44 and conniving 

behavior - characteristics ascribed to black men. When he discusses the impending war with 

southerners, Rhett warns the only weapons they possess are cotton, slaves, and arrogance, and 

when he is chastised for his remarks, Rhett retorts, "I am sorry if arrogance offends." it is his 

way with words evinced in his "cool pose" and jive-talk that connote his difference and display 

his wit. For example, when Scarlett and Ashley retreat to the parlor at the Wilkes barbecue, and 

Rhett hides behind the sofa, he overhears Ashley’s rej ection and Scarlett’s frustration when she 

throws a vase toward the fireplace. Rhett emerges and asks with feigned innocence, "Has the war 

started" -- indisputably equating her outrageous behavior with the impending war. When Scarlett 

mourns the death of Hamilton, Rhett aware she lacks affection for him, aware she orchestrated 

the marriage to Hamilton, and aware she is disingenuous in her intentions -- remarks she "makes 

the most peculiar widow-." Not to be overlooked is Rhett’s imprisonment - as imprisonment also 

makes him synonymous with blackness since black males are perceived as being predisposed to 

criminality and therefore, disproportionately subj ected to imprisonment. Williamson even 

affirms, "If the Yankee j all in Atlanta was hell, then Rhett is a fair representation of Stackolee, 

the mythical black man who was so bad that when he went to hell the devil himself couldn’t keep 

him.’’45 But more importantly, when Scarlett gains entrance to the prison, Rhett responds to her 

disguise as his sister with, "My dear little sister, can I kiss you now on the forehead like a good 

brother" - a remark deliberately designed to both chide and annoy Scarlett. Later, in the film, 

when Scarlett embarks on her second marriage to Frank Kennedy (her sister’s fianc6e), she 

encounters Rhett, who rhetorically questions, "My dear Mrs. Kennedy, do you ever shrink from 
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marrying men you don’t love." When chastising Scarlett for some of her unruly behavior, he 

declares, "You are like a thief in that he isn’t sorry that he stole but is terribly sorry that he is 

going to j ail" - another parallel to blackness. Most indicative of Rhett’s play with words is when 

Scarlett (now married to Rhett) and Ashley (now married to Melanie) are caught in a 

compromising situation, and Scarlett refuses to attend Ashley’s birthday party. Scarlett adamant 

in her insistence on not attending the affair because she will be subjected to public ridicule, 

compels Rhett to force her to face public humiliation and punishment, he refers to her as a "white 

livered little coward" who deserves to "go into the arena alone where the lions are waiting for 

you." Collectively, Rhett’s way with words simulates jive talk and sometimes demonstrates his 

"cool pose" linking him to blackness.46 

Because Rhett, like Scarlett, experiences suffering, he further becomes a signifier of 

blackness. For instance, Rhett experiences the death of his daughter Bonnie who dies in a horse 

riding accident, his unborn child who is lost when Scarlett falls down the stairwell, and his close 

friend, Melanie, who also faces her untimely death. These deaths are a testament to his faith, 

courage, and spirit particularly in the aftermath of the deaths of both Bonnie and his unborn 

child. Following Bonnie’s death, Rhett becomes so overwrought with guilt and emotionally 

drained, he refuses to bury his daughter who suffers from a broken neck. Isolating himself in his 

room, prohibiting Scarlett from entering, and drinking heavily to relieve the grief, evince the 

emotional toil and suffering Rhett endures. His suffering and his response to suffering validate 

his association to blackness according to Dyer who affirms blacks have "’the capacity to live 

emotionally.’"47 Thus, Rhett’s display of emotionalism, an emotionalism also enacted, 

reproduced, and echoed by the black character, Mammy, who pleads while sobbing with Melanie 

to encourage Rhett to bury his daughter, signifies his grief and links him to blackness. 

Ultimately, both Scarlett and Rhett represent constructions of blackness and appropriate 

blackness in their performance, even though they simultaneously retain accentuated elements of 
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whiteness, it is, however, through their ambivalent constructions we, as spectators, are allowed 

to see these characters as white but experience them emotionally as black. As Eric Lott suggests, 

camouflaging these characters with black characteristics allows us to experience the culture of 

the dispossessed while simultaneously refusing the social legitimacy of its members integral to 

that experience - in a filmic representation central to the construction of the white South’s 

image. Therein lies GWTW’s "guilty secret," as it represents white desire for blackness - yet 

retains visible signs of whiteness. And because the film manages to succeed in fabricating this 

masquerade, the film’s fascination with blackness has not dissipated after all these years. When 

Rhett remarks that he will carry Scarlett’s "guilty secret" to his grave - which is her undying 

love for Ashley, the double entendre associated with the guilty secret of Gl4~TWis interpreted as 

white desire for blackness. 

Note: Dialogue provided from film version of GIgIW and Richard Harwell’s G~T~K¯ The 
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let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 

Sent; Monday, March 17, 2014 12:52 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: 

That’s totally fine it isn’t too big of a deal, but if you do get to it I think I will have to pick it up and it should be addressed to the 

selection committee. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 
ManaRement and Society, B.A. 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 10:02 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Dear      I have to leave for Seattle on Wednesday so I have quite a few things to do today. If I have time, I will try to complete the letter but I will let you know. Once the 
letter is completed do you pick it up or do I send by email. Who should the letter be addressed to? etc. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 

Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 i0:13 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= 

Hey Professor Regester, 

I know this is really short notice but could you possibly write a letter of recommendation for the 

Wednesday. If you don’t have time I completely understand. I’ve attached a resume and the application to this email. 

Best, 

I have to turn it in by 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

Management and Society, B.A. 

@live.unc.edu 

Call 



Send SMS 
Add to Slelpe 
You’ll need Skype CreditFree via Skype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 5:05 PM 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

Letter 

Dear Can you find someone else to do the letter? Just let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:49 PM 

Polivka, Raina Nadine <rpolivka@indiana.edu> 

ILE: Book review - "African American Actlesses" 

Dear Raina: Thanks for the review and I will make sure to see you at the book exhibit at SCMS. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Polivka, Raina Nadine [rpolivka@indiana.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, March :[8, 20:t4 2:36 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" FW: Book review - "African American Actresses" 

Dear Charlene, 

f am pleased to pass along l:he review blurb below. Hope [:o see you at SCMS! 

All best, 

Raina Polivka 

Music, Film, and Humanities Editor 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library--350 

1320 E. lOth St. 

Bloomington, IN 47405 

Phone: (812) 855-5261~(812) 855-5261 

Fax: (812) 855-8507 

rpolivka@indiana.edu 

www.iupress.indiana.edu 

From: Halter, Theresa L 

Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 12:04 PM 

To: Sloan, Robert J; Polivka, Raina Nadine 

Cc: iup-m-I@indiana.edu 

Subject: FW: Book review - "African American Actresses" 

From: Charlotte Boyle [mailto:charlotteboyle@combinedacademic.co.uk] 

Sent: Monday, March 17, 20148:13 AM 

To: Halter, Theresa L 

Cc: Hussey, Mandy Clarke 

Subject: Book review - African American Actresses 

Hi both, 

The following book has been reviewed in Scope: 

African American Actresses 

"Locating the actresses’ lives and careers in the nexus of sexuality, demeaning roles, rampant discrimination, segregation, stereotyping, the white male gaze, and 

white appropriation of black actresses’ identities, Regester intricately outlines a discourse of black stardom. [_.]A major tribute to nine talented black actresses 

and their complicated negotiations with white mainstream entertainment industry before Civil Rights, A~ricon Americen Actresses is an invaluable asset for 

students of ethnicity and race in Hollywood. Not only does Regester bring the early twentieth century American racial scene alive by detailing the politics that 

informed choices and roles of African American women actors, she also contributes richly to studies of stardom as refracted by the socio-cultural and political 

status of black people and women in America." 

--Scope, February 2014 

The reviews are available to read here: .-h--t--t-~--]/-~-w----w----w-:--n---~---t--t~--n-~--h--a----m--:--a--c-:---u--k-L~2~-~-~-¢~-~[!L~9-~-~-~22~7~-~-~ 
Best regards, 
Chariotte Bo~’ie 
Marketing Assistant 
~.:ombined ACademic Publishers I.td 
Windsor Rouse 
Cornwall Road 
ld arl’ogate 

North Yorkshire 
HG1 

Phone: .~.,$zi 

Follow us on Twitter @CAP Lid or Facebook Combined Academic-Publishers ......................................................................... 

[ i~i Description: Description: 
....... Description: 

cid:ima~e001.iD~01C 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B -~-/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 9:56 AM 

T Miles @gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Mtg kand w 

Dear Tim: Just returned from Seattle and now T have a cold but I have not forgotten our meeting. I have to go to Chicago so as soon as I complete this trip, T will notify you 

again to set up a meeting. Hope things are going well for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: T Miles         ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 22, 2014 9:44 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject~ M~ k and w 

Hope you are well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

EW: C~]I for Applications - The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Africa 2014 (Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 2014) 

From: Institute for Cultural Diplomacy [announcments:t@culturaldiplomacy.de] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 20:t4 2:46 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Call for Applications - The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Africa 2014 (Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 20:t4) 

CALL FOR APPL ~,CA 770NS 

Forthcoming Academic Programs & international Conferences 
The Internationa~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Africa 2014 

(Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 2014) 

Dea~ Sir/~adam, 
I am contacting you on the behalf of th~ Mstitut~ ~or Cultural D~plomacy, to bdng to your attention a number of new and ~xciting educational ~nd pmfes~bna~ d~wlopm~nt 
oppo~unities ~n ~he fieM of Cultural Dipbmacy and ~e~ated fields, as well ~s information abou~ our upcoming InternatbnN Conference ~nd Weekiong Seminam, to be hosted 
the Academy ~o~ Cultural Diplomacy in pmtnership wit5 etSer leading organizations. Yeu ca~ ~earn mo~e abeut these opportunities and programs by reading the ~nformation 
shown below. We would b~ ~xtremely grateful if this announcement coLdd be ~har~d w~th yo~r colleagues, students and other interested patios by fom~arding the information 
provided bebw. 
Fo~ any fu~he~ in~ormatkm or fudSer enquiries, please send us an email te in~o@culturNdiplomacy.org 
With warm regards, 

Mark C. Donffied 
Director General 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

in~o@culturaldipbmacy or~ 
www.cultura~diplomacv or~ 
What .~ Cu~turs~ O~p~c.macv ? Click Here 

CALL FOR APPNCA77©NS 

To view the complete, recently announced ICD calendar of p~ograms and events for2014, please click here. 

See also: www.icd-con~erences orq 

The Academy Io~ Cultu~N Diplomacy organizes a number of intematbnN conferences, which take p~ace ~hmughout ~he year and around the wodd. The conferences provide an 
opportunity fer larger audiences to active@ paflicipate and engage ~n ~ectures, debates and d~scussions featuring high-profile figures from the fields of international politics, 
diplomacy, culture, academia, and the private sector. 

The Strasbourg Conference on International Law & Human Rights 

(St~sbourg; France, April 14th - 16th, 2014) 
~ Strasbou rq-conference.orq 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & Religion 2014 

(Rome; March 31st-April 3rd, 2014) 

The Seychelles African Economics Congress 2014 

rd    th (The Seychelbs, Victoria; May 3 - 6 , 2014) 

www SevchellesOon# ress.er~q 

The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Africa 2014 

(Addis Ababa: July 25th - 28th, 2014) 
~ Jcd -~nt e rn at io n a I-s~E~p_gA[A[#z#~E[£#_#/9. 

International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 

(Washington DC. & NewYork City; July 07th -11th, 2014) 

~v.icd-internationalsvmposiu m.org 

www.ccds-berlin.de 

The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies, of the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy offers educational and professional development opportunities for individuals pursuing 

careers in academia, diplomacy, government and!or the private sector, related either wholly ot in part to the field of CultutN Diplomacy, The CCDS programs are divided into 



the following categories: Distance Learning Courses, Professional Development Certificate Programs. and Degree Programs in Cultural Diplomacy, 

The CCDS is currentl,~, acaeptin.q sp.;)lications for the foiiowin.q pro.qrams: 

* BA Program in Political Sdence with concentration on Cultural D~plomacy 

~ Combined BA-MA P~og~am in Political Science, Global Governance and Cultural Diplomacy 

~ One Year MA ~n International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ One Year MA in Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

* MA #~ Globalizat~on & Cultural Diplomacy w~th concentration en International Relations 

* MA Program in Analytic Ph#osophy with a Concentration in Cultural Diplomacy 

~ ~[A in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ MA in international Economics & Cultural Diplomacy 

* Online MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ PbD Pr~ram in International Relation & Cultural Diplomacy 

{[~edm: Next r~eg[;~ms ~.~,~ .... y , o --. , g ,~,. b , 2014) 

The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (CCDS) has designed a range of Ce~ificate F~rograms, which include the main fieids of research and actwity m cultural diplomacy: 

~ International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & Conflid Zone Mediation 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Developmen~ & the Global Markets 

~ CulturalDiplomacy&theEu~pean-AfHcanAIliance 

~ Weeklong Seminars in Cultural Diplomacy 

w~tw.ccds-dista nce-learnin q:d~ 

~ International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & the Global Markets 

~ Cultural D~plomacy & the New Mec#a 

~ CulturalDiplomacy& ConflictZoneMediation 

~ Cultural Diplomacy for Diplomats 

(Next Programs: Brussels: M~y 07~h -10th, 2014~ 
~tw.oyed.or9 

The OYED Young Leaders’ Forums a~e international networks of like-minded young individuals wi~h an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the past decade, the OYED Young Leaders’ Forums have grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent, cultural exchange organizations, heating pregrams that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

~ Cultural Diplomacy #~ Europe 
* The United States Meets Europe 
* Europe Meets Ladn A~rica 
~ Eu~pe M~s Russia 
~ Europe t~ets China 
~ Africa ,Meets Europe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:11 AM 

@gmail.com 

I~W: Call for Paper 

From: ~jelc@academicresearcl~jotu-nals.org [ljelc@academicresearchjournals.org] 
Sent: Friday, 2vlarch 21, 2014 9:12 AM 
To: @yahoo corn 
Subject: Call for Paper 

International Journal of English Literature and Culture 
http://www.academicresearc hioumals or~/IJELC/Index.htm 
ISSN: 2360-7831 

[)ear Colleague, 

The ]mernational Journal of English Literature and Culture IJELC is 
currently accepting manuscripts [’or publication IJELC publishes 
high-quality solicited and unsolicited articles, in all areas of the 
subject such as African literatures, literature appreciation, cultural 
studies, literary styles, English linguistics, literatures written in 
the English language, and English sociolinguistics. 

All articles published in IJE] ,C will be peer-reviewed 

Our objective is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript 
within two weeks of submission 

Following acceptance, a paper will normally be published in the next 
available issue. 

(;all for papers 

One key request of researchers across the world is open access to 
research publications. The International Journal of English Literatuxe 
and Cultme I3%LC is fully corc~fitted to providing free access to all 
articles as soon as the?" are published. We ask you to support this 
initiative by- publishing your papers in this journal. 

Instruction for author and other details are available on our xvebsite 
http :i/w’a~.academicresearchiomnals. org/I JEL CiAuthor%27s%20Guide.htm 

Prospective authors should send their manuscript(s) to 
ij elc@academicresearchj oumals, org and copy this 
email: acaderaicresearchj ournalsij elc@al-~oo.com 

Best regards, 

Editorial assistant 
Iyioma Surmy 
Website:htt~://academicresearchio~nals.ora/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:23 AM 

Durante, Dawn M <duraJ~te9@illinois.edu> 

ILE: Possible Review of Josephine Baker & Katherine Dunha~ Maaauscript 

Dear Dawn: Yes, I would be interested in reviewing this book but I may need a little longer to review (no more than a few weeks). Currently, I am reviewing another work so I 
will need time to complete this work before I can start on the new work. Thanks for considering me to review this work and I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

P~om-¯ Durante, Dawn M [duranteg@illinois.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 20, 2014 :t:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Possible Review of Josephine Baker & Katherine Dunham Manuscript 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I hope this email finds you well. The University of Illinois Press currently has a project under consideration that I was hoping you might be willing to evaluate for 

us, given your expertise on film and race. The author is Hannah Durkin, and the project is titled "Intelligent Bodies: Josephine Baker and Katherine Dunham in Film 

and Writing." In the manuscript, Durkin examines the connections between Baker and Dunham’s performances and their work against racial injustice. In particular, 

the author focuses on how the dancers used self-reflexive narrative strategies in their writing as well as how they used path-breaking interventions in film to 

contest racist frameworks and imagine new aesthetic possibilities for Black women. The manuscript is 342 pages, and we could offer you a ~;125 honorarium or 

twice that amount in our books. We would hope to receive your evaluation by mid-May, but if you are interested in doing the review but would need a little more 

time, there is some flexibility with the schedule. Please let me know if this is something you would consider taking on, or if you’d like any additional information 

before making a decision (the TOC, for example). If you are unable to do the review, but have suggestions for alternate expert reviewers, those would be 

welcome as well. 

I’II look forward to hearing from you, and thank you for your consideration. 

All best, 

Dawn 

Dawn Durante 
Acquisitions Editor 
University of Illinois Press 
1325 S Oak St, Champaign, IL 61820 
P: 217.265.8491 F: 217.244.8082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:24 AM 

@gmail.com 

FW: Possible Review of Josephine BaJcer & Katherine Dunham Manuscript 

FYI -- T agreed to review this book but I thought you needed to know about this forthcoming work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Durante, Dawn M [duranteg@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Possible Review of Josephine Baker & Katherine Dunham Manuscript 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I hope this email finds you well. The University of Illinois Press currently has a project under consideration that I was hoping you might be willing to evaluate for 

us, given your expertise on film and race. The author is Hannah Durkin, and the project is titled "Intelligent Bodies: Josephine Baker and Katherine Dunham in Film 

and Writing." In the manuscript, Durkin examines the connections between Baker and Dunham’s performances and their work against racial injustice. In particular, 

the author focuses on how the dancers used self-reflexive narrative strategies in their writing as well as how they used path-breaking interventions in film to 

contest racist frameworks and imagine new aesthetic possibilities for Black women. The manuscript is 342 pages, and we could offer you a $125 honorarium or 

twice that amount in our books. We would hope to receive your evaluation by mid-May, but if you are interested in doing the review but would need a little more 

time, there is some flexibility with the schedule. Please let me know if this is something you would consider taking on, or if you’d like any additional information 

before making a decision (the TOC, for example). If you are unable to do the review, but have suggestions for alternate expert reviewers, those would be 

welcome as well. 

FII look forward to hearing from you, and thank you for your consideration. 

All best, 

Dawn 

Dawn Durante 
Acquisitions Editor 

University of Illinois Press 
1325 S Oak St, Champaign, IL 61820 
P: 217.265,8491 F: 217,244.8082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1:14 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

CHARLENE B 2014 CV Document.doc 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 1:12 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu 
Subject: 

Dear As an Mentor for the upcoming r we are required to interview potential candidates re~ng their interest in the program. Therefore, I 

would like to interview you by phone on Wednesday March 26 between 4:30 and 6pro. Your phone number                               is the number that I will call 
to reach you to conduct this interview. If you prefer that T call another number please provide the appropriate information. In the meantime, I have attached my CV. You can 
expect to hear from me on Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1:19 PM 

@student.chaminade.edu 

CHARLENE B 2014 CV Document.doc 

Dear       As a mentor for the upcoming                     ~e are required to interview potential candidates for the program. As part of the application process, I 
will call you on Wednesday April 26 between 4:30 and 6pm (East Coast Time) to conduct the telephone interview. Your phone number is             and this is the 
number that I will attempt to call for the interview. If you would like for me to call another number, please provide the appropriate information. Attached is a copy of my CV for 
your review. You can expect to receive a call from me on Wednesday for this interview. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1:25 PM 

@gmail.com 

CHARLENE B 2014 CV Document.doc 

Dear      As a mentor for the upcoming I we are required to interview potential candidates for this Droaram. In order to conduct this interview, I 
plan to call you by phone on Wednesday lvlarch 26, 20:14 between 4:30pm and 6pm (East Coast time). Your phone is             and this is the number that I will call for 
this purpose. If you prefer that I call another number, please provide appropriate information. Attached is a coy of my CV for your review. I look forward to talking with your 
about your interest in this program on Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:03 PM 

@live.~mc.edu-~ 

ILS: 

Dear Because of the time change, I will try to call at a reasonable hour. Hope to talk with you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 2:00 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Ms. Regester, 

Thank you for getting in touch with me, I am actually studying in this semester, so my phone number has changed. My new number is 

4:30-6PM sounds good. If you don’t mind me requesting a call on the earlier side of that, I’d like to do so -- there is a 7 hour time difference between 
and the U.S., so 6PM Eastern Time would be pushing :IAM for me. 

Thanks for the e-mail and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 2:29 PM 

To 

Subject: 

Dear      As a mentor with the upcoming                     we are required to conduct an interview with you as part of the application process. In order to conduct 
a telephone interview, 1 plan to call you on Wednesday March 26, 2014 between 4:30 and 6pm (East Coast time). The phone number that I will call for the interview is 

If you prefer that I call another number, please provide the appropriate information. Attached is my CV for your review. 1 look forward to talking 
with you in the next few days. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 4:25 PM 

Durante, Dawn M <duraJ~te9@illinois.edu> 

ILE: Possible Review of Josephine Baker & Katherine Dunha~ Maaauscript 

Dear Dawn: Yes, June lOth works better for me -- if I can complete it prior to this date, I will let you know. As for reviewing this work, I prefer a hard copy. You can mail to: 
Charlene Regester, 

I will let you know once I have received this material. Thanks for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Durante, Dawn M [duranteg@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 2:59 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Possible Review of Josephine Baker & Katherine Dunham Manuscript 

Dear Charlene, 

I am delighted that you are interested in reviewing the manuscript. I am happy to work with your schedule, and I appreciate you asking. Would a timeline along the 

lines of June 10 work? 

If so, I am happy to send the review materials in electronic or paper form. I have no preference other than what is most convenient for you--if hardcopy, though, 

please let me know the best address for sending the materials. 

Thank you for your willingness to take on the review. 

All best, 

Dawn 

Dawn Durante 
Acquisitions Editor 
University of Illinois Press 
1325 S Oak St, Champaign, IL 61820 

P: 217.265.8491~217.265.8491 F: 217.244.8082 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 20149:23 AM 

To: Durante, Dawn M 

Subject: RE: Possible Review of Josephine Baker & Katherine Dunham Manuscript 

Dear Dawn: Yes, I would be interested in reviewing this book but I may need a little longer to review (no more than a few weeks). Currently, I am reviewing another work so 
will need time to complete this work before 1 can start on the new work. Thanks for considering me to review this work and f look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Durante, Dawn M [duranteg@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 20:t4:1:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Possible Review of Josephine Baker & Katherine Dunham Manuscript 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I hope this email finds you well. The University of Illinois Press currently has a project under consideration that I was hoping you might be willing to evaluate for 

us, given your expertise on film and race. The author is Hannah Durkin, and the project is titled "Intelligent Bodies: Josephine Baker and Katherine Dunham in Film 

and Writing." In the manuscript, Durkin examines the connections between Baker and Dunham’s performances and their work against racial injustice. In particular, 

the author focuses on how the dancers used self-reflexive narrative strategies in their writing as well as how they used path-breaking interventions in film to 

contest racist frameworks and imagine new aesthetic possibilities for Black women. The manuscript is 342 pages, and we could offer you a ~;125 honorarium or 

twice that amount in our books. We would hope to receive your evaluation by mid-May, but if you are interested in doing the review but would need a little more 

time, there is some flexibility with the schedule. Please let me know if this is something you would consider taking on, or if you’d like any additional information 

before making a decision (the TOC, for example). If you are unable to do the review, but have suggestions for alternate expert reviewers, those would be 

welcome as well. 

VII look forward to hearing from you, and thank you for your consideration. 

All best, 

Dawn 

Dawn Durante 
Acquisitions Editor 

University of lllinois Press 

1325 S Oak St, Champaign, IL 61820 

P: 217.265.8491~217.265.8491 F: 217.244.8082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 4:55 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

A~20 250 Mid 

AA~A2)250Midte~mEXS pring2014 .doc 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvolunteers.org> 

Wednesdav November 10 2010 1:50 PM 

~nc.rr.com; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Globa] Volunteers Gathering Check-In 

’IENTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, THANKS AGAIN for being willing to host a Global Volunteers Gathering 
in your home 

Since the info is not overly detailed, we may send the email if you’re busy 
today but can hold the release until tomorrow. (We’ll diplomatically handle 
the 25 max number from here if there is greater interest) 

If possible, my colleague Stacey Chase says that the mother/daughter duo 
from Chapel Hill (who are interested in volunteering in Tanzania this 
summer) would be most comfortable if you could send a personal email invite 
in addition to the one to go out from here (You could cut and paste some 
of the attached sentences and send to the four folks below who might be most 
likely to come if their schedules permit.) It would be great to know that 
there would be a solid nucleus of nine as we move forward I’ll send one of 
your photos with the release to the local media. Please share your 
thoughts and I look forward to hearing from you. Warm regards, Judy 

The email addresses for your convenience are: 

Judith M Strobel, Marketing Director 
Global VolunteersR - Partners in Development 
<http ://www. globalvolunteers, org/> v,~vw g lob a lvohmt eer s.org 
375 Little Canada Road 
St. Paul, MN 55117 
800-487-1074/651-407 -6108 local 
651-482-0915 Fax 

More than 26,000 volunteers in service on six continents. 
Follow us on <http:/i~vww.facebook.com/pages/Global-Volunteers/62093334679> 
Facebook and read our <http://globalvolunteers blogspot.com/> Volunteer 
Blog 
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From: ~email.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 2:47 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Reference 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Hi Amy, 
So the time has come when I will abuse your good will! Haha I am applying for Teach f,ar America and put you down as a reference. I’m not sure when they will contact you I have given 
them your number and e-mail I’m guessing flaey will e-mail you some sort of online form. The recommendation is not due till November 3 0th though so you have plenty of time to get around 
to it :-) 
Thanks’. 



From: @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 1:37 AM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.mac.edu> 

Subject: manual 

Attach: TEXT.ht~n; Part.002; TEXT _l.htm 
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From: @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 6:34 AM 

To: Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: citing 

Attach: ’IEX]’.httn 

[] If a published source (article, book chapter, etc) has one 
author, itDs easy to know- what to include and how to cite that 
source. If there are two authors, you should use both names in your 
citation in the text (i.e Smith and Jones, 2007). For more than two 
authors, it[]s fine to use the first name, follo~ved by et al (i.e 
Smith, et al 2007); however, all of the authors[] names should be 
included in the information about this paper in your reference list 
In citations of scientific articles, itDs much more common to use the 
year uf publicatinn in the citatiun, rather than a page number ’]?he 
listing for the article in the reference list will include starting 
and ending page numbers for the article, but the citation of the 
article in the text will use unly the last name(s) ufthe author(s) 
and the year of publicatiun 

[] It is NO’]? apprupriate tu cite such a source in your text by 
using the first couple ofwurds of the web page. Yuur reader will 
have a tough time figuring out what those little parenthetical phrases 
can possibly mean; I know that[]s the case, because I[]ve been puzzled 
by those citations a number uf times when reading some ufthe 
assignments. 

[] If’the web page has the author[2s name indicated, use the last 
name uf the authur to cite the suurce, just as yuu would for an 
article that[2s published in a juurnal. 

[]    If the author ~s nanre for a section within a web page isn []t 
given, use the nanre of the organization in your citation. For 
example, if you have used three different web pages within the Centers 
for Disease Control (CDC) ~veb site, you could designate them as []CDC, 
2009;[] ~CEX2, 2010a~, []CDC, 2010b. [] Then, in the reference list, 
you[]d include all of the information you can about each source. Most 
sites give you the date for the most recent update, so you[]ll know 
what year to include in your listing of that source: 

Centers for Disease Control. 2009. Global Routine Vaccine Coverage, 

2009. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report 59(42): 1367-1371, 

retrieved from http:/?~wzw.cdc.gov/r~wnwr/prcview/rr~mvrhWM/rr~n5942a3.1"~trn?s cid rrmr5942a3 w 

on November 15, 2010 

Centers for Disease Control. 2010a. ~Influenza: Seasonal 
Itzfluenza, D retrieved from httl~:/iwww.cdc.p.oviflu/index.htm on 

November 13, 2010. 

Centers for Disease Control. 2010b []2009 H1N1 Flu,[2 retrieved from http://w~.cdc.gov/hlnlflu/ 

This web page on the 2009 H1N1 flu has a section entitled []Situation 
Update. [] DON~T use []Situation Update[] as the way you cite the source 
in your text If you want to specify that you got information from 
the []Situation Update[] section of the 2009 H1N1 flu page on the CDC 
web site, make a separate listing for it in your reference list: 

Centers for Disease Control. 2010c. []2009H1N1 Flu: Situation 
Update, [] retrieved from http ://www. cdc.gov/hlnlflu/on November 15, 
2010. 

Another section of that same web page is entitled []What you Can Do To 
Stay Healthy. [] To include that section as an entry in your reference 
list: 



(;enters for Disease Controh 2010d I~Zl2009 Ill N1 Flu: \Vhat You (2an Do 
To Stay Healthy, [Zl retrieved from http://www.cdc.~ov/h 1 nl flu/on 
November 15, 2010. 

The V~P~ONG way to cite this source: 

EZl [Z} there are several measures that people can take in order to reduce 
their likelihood of contracting H1N1 influenza ([Z]What You[i])[Z] 

The RIGHT way to cite this source: 

[Zl [Z]..there are several measures that people can take in order to reduce 
their likelihood of contracting H1N1 influenza (CDC, 2010d). [Z] 

You don EZlt have to use exactly the same format that I[Z~ve chosen for 
these examples; you may choose whichever format you like The main 
thing is to include complete information about each source when you 
include it in your reference list, and to use citations in the text 
that make sense. Your goal is to make it easy [’or the reader to see 
where you obtained the information that you are presenting in the 
document you[~ve written. If you use a style that makes it more 
coraplicated for the reader to understand what sources you used and 
where in your text you relied on information from a given source, 
you[~re defeating your own purpose. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

@email,unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:03 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tut~ring 

Amy, 
I will be in Span: in the spring, so I would certainly be able to tutor 
lower levels of spanish! 
Would you like me to send you a ~vork resume? 
Thank you so much! 
Have a lovely day, 

On Wed,            08:41:54 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> 

> It is good to hear from you! I am not sure that we will have anyone 

taking 

> French in the spring, but we will definitely have students taking various 

> levels of SPAN. Are yuu able to tutor SPAN? Let me know either way, and 

> please send me your resume. Thank you so much and I louk forward to 

> hearing from yuu suon. 

> Cheers, 

> Amy Kleissler 

> 

> Amy KleissIer 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chape[ tli[1 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> 

>>>> @email uric edu> 3:24 PM >>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email,unc,edu;, 

Wednesday, 7:11 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring 

Amy - 

On Week            12:38:16 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> YEAHt! Yes, please do. 

> Thanks, 
>A 
> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> LrNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc.edu> 
> 

> Amy. 
> I will be in Span    n the spring, so I would certainly be able to tutor 
> lower levels of spanish! 
> Would you like me to send you a work resume? 
> Thank you so much t 
> Have a lovely day, 
> 

> 

> On Wed. 08:41:54 -0500, "Am3," kleissler" 
> < k leissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
> wrote: 
>> 

>> It is good to hear from you[ I am not sure that we will have anyone 
> taking 
>> French in the spring, but we will definitely have students taking 
various 
>> levels of SPAN. Are you able to tutor SPAN? Let me know either way, 
and 
>> please send me your resume. Thank you so much and I look forward to 
>> hearing from you soon. 
>> Cheers, 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> 

>> Arny Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 

>>>>> @cmaihanc.edu> 
>> 

12:03 PM >>> 

3:24 PM >>> 
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Attach: 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:33 PM 
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From: < ~@ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 11:37 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: lhur 

A~tach: TEXT.htm; TEXT 1.htm 

inJ2~rmation processing: How does the brain receive information and 
what does it do with it? The brain receives information as memories 
in two ways, through auditor?" sensory memories, or visual sensory 
memories. Information is taken in through the ears or eyes. That 
auditolT or sensor?’ memoW is received by the brain through what 
scienusts call E~lsensor?" registers,[~l meaning short :flashes of 
inJ2~rmation, which the brain then decides what to do with: 

E~] almost immediately let the information go (no retain at all) 

[~1 hold information for the short term (10-20 seconds) such as you do 
when you look up a phone number or grab the milk from the refrigerator 

[~l hold onto it 12~r a few minutes in the working memo~, such as you 
do when you are working on a task 

[~1 processes the information further and hold onto in the long-tenn 
memory of the brain. In order to hold onto information long-term, the 
inl2~rmation must be ~vhat many people refer to as [2committed~l to memolT 
through association, repetition, rehearsal and study We do not have 
to keep ~stu@ing~ the information to retain it in o~uc long-term 
menlory. In order to use this stored information, the brain 
~retrieves ~ it, much as you would retrieve a book from a shelf if you 
needed it. 

An individual with SLD in the area of information processing 
experience problems with mcmoly, more specifically, problems 
committing to memory information in the same manner that their 
nondisabled peers do so. 

mnemonic instruction: this instructional practice is one of the newer 
approaches that persons with information processing SLD utilize to 
help them retain key information, thus aiding their ability to cormnit 
information to long-tema memory’. Simply, mnemonic instruction teaches 
children to use inforruation they already krmw and are able to easily 
recall, take that information and find a counection between it and 
some unknown material that hey need to now learn. By associating 
material that they need to learn with ruaterial that they already kmow, 
they- are better able to retain the new rnateriah This strategy is 
used with young children learning letter narnes and phonics, such as 
when we say to a child ~A, as in apple[2 and show them a card with the 
letter A on it, with the picture of an apple. Older students in 
general education classes use mneruonics to use learn the colors of the 
rainbow or the position order of the planets. This tectmique is 
called a letter strategy Another technique, called pegword mnemonic, 
or the pegword strategy, involves using visual cues to aid memolT, 
much like the letter cards for young children 

The basic keys for success in college are the same for a student with 
learning disabilities as the?’ are for all students, with a few finer 
points of need for the ld student. Some students arrive at college 
with these skills, and some develop them, but it is imperative to the 
success of the LD student that he/she acquires and hones these skills 
quickly: 

~ Be punctual, organized, and advocate for sel£ 

~ Develop listening, note taking, ~vord attack, test taking, study, 
writing, math and reading skills. 

Ability to follow directions, stay on task, get work started, 
complete work on time. 

~ Be proactive in seeking help, learn to ;vork independently and in 
small groups 

All new undergraduates tend to have a hard time learning to plan ahead 
and budget time because they are unfamiliar dealing with the heavy 
reading load required by college level courses, the independence and 
maturity required to keep themselves on task, and the import of task 
on their fature In light ofthevery real possibility of learning 
disabled students to become overwhelmed, it is vital that they receive 
support and are aware of all resources available to them to ensure 
their success. 



Before you come to school, indeed, when you are first 
looking at colleges, visit the campus office for disability services 
which will most likely house the department that supports students 
with learning disabilities on campus Here you will find all kinds of 
support such as: 

E~I Academic or study skills coaches that will meet withyou weekly to 
teach you stud?, or coping skills, act as a sounding board for your 
frustrations or questions, and offer support. 

D Tutoring in writing, reading and math skills, as well as individual 
subject content tutoring. 

D Enable you to obtain academic accommodations such as note taking, 
extended time limits for testing as well as a quiet place to take the 
exam, audio textbooks or dictation software for paper writing, or 
course substitutions for degree required co~ucses for students with 
math or foreign language disabilities. 

In addition to learning to be your own advocate, reach out to your 
professors and TA~s to establish relationships. Meet with them before 
tests or papers to let them know- you are committed and engaged. Talk 
with them to determine what their goal for their students is in the 
course, and then ask how they feel that is best obtained. If you are 
worried about your SLD impacting yo~uc abilib" to achieve this goal, 
talk to the professor about this. The majorib" of professors want you 
to learn and will be willing to work with you to help you do just 
that, even if the manner in which you best learn is not the maturer 
which they are normally accustomed. They will be glad to help, and 
you will have taught them something in returnt If, sadly, you hit a 
professor who is not open to working with you, do not lose hope. 
Continue to do what you have done until now, which is work hard and 
persevere. You may not be happy with your final grade, but you will 
have learned something rrlerely by not quitting. Hopefully, that 
professor will have learned something as well, and be that much closer 
to understanding what learning disabilities are. You may not perform 
as well as you hoped, but by not giving up, you will have taught that 
professor some of the most important characteristics of many learning 
disabled students: that they are hardworking, determined, creative, 
and proactive in their learning. The learning disabled students who 
come after you will have you to thank’. 

b. What will help students ~vith LD succeed in the ~vork ~vorld? 

Whether or not a person struggles with learning 
disabilities, all new employees have a number of things in common: 
the?- must make a good impression, the?- must work hard, and they must 
continually strive to improve. Be on time, observe standards and 
rules, and understand company policy YVhen a person struggles with 
learning disabilities, it is important that the person have confidence 
that they are just as competent and qualified as their non-learning 
disabled peers. There are a number of things that such people can do 
to ensure their success. 

As stated above, be rea@ to work hard. V~en looking for 
a job, consider looking to a small firm where you will be able to try 
many differem roles as you seek to :find the right fi~ for yoursel:t~ 
This will give you an opportunity to show the skills you have, or 
excel in new ones. 

Next, learn by listening and observing all that you can. 
Focus on doing your job well, and once you feel com[‘ortable in that 
role, begin to take in what your role is in the larger functioning of 
the business. Just by listening you will be able to teach yourself a 
great deal and be well informed. As you become better informed, you 
will learn the ropes of the business, the umvritten rules. These 
rules are best learned through careful observation over time, but 
donl~lt be afraid to ask questions. If you are unsure of something do 
not be embarrassed or shy but rather take the time to ask questions 
and mare sure you have the correct information that you need in order 
to make good decisions An experienced co-worker can be a very good 
source. If you need help with such things as organization, learning 
basic romInes and procedures, other co-workers are good sources :[’or 
teaching you ~he ropes. This co-worker could function as a mentor fi~r 
you. Seek a mentor who recognizes your talents and will act as your 
guide and advocate. 

Most businesses provide new" employees with manuals to 
help them learn the structure of the company, the procedures, 
resources available, and responsibilities that are expected. Keep 
this close by and take notes in the margins, in a separate notebook, 
or on stickles, in order to help yourself remember this large volun~e 
of material. Do not assume that you are being told all that you need 
to know because unfortunately, often a great deal of knowledge is 
assumed by supervisors. Do not be afraid to ask questions as to what 
is expected of you. Plan ahead and schedule plenb" of time to 
accomplish your workload until you become familiar with it. Once you 
feel corrKortable with your responsibilities, you will be able to ease 
back a bit and readjust your schedule. 



Adjusting to a new job will probably seem an ovcrwhehning 
task, but set small, achievable goals for yoursel£ As you achieve 
that mark, set new goals. Before you l~mw it, you will be setting 
higher standards for yourself, and comfortably achieving them. The 
nice thing about the work world is that while your learning 
disabilities will never disappear, you will find that your natural 
talents will open many more avenues for success for you as you 
gravitate toward what you do well, and away from that which is a great 
struggle for you. You undoubtedly will continue to face challenges 
such as having to prepare or digest reports, but the confidence you 
gain from your success in other areas of your responsibilities that 
give counterbalance. 

In the end, be patient with yourself. Mistakes happen 
and may not necessarily be the result of your struggle with learning 
disabilities. Take the new job one step at a time, establish good 
work habits, and always show- yourself to be professional. 
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From: ~email.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 1:56 AM 

To: Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Ret~rence 

Attach: ’I~EXYf.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I won’t need that recormnendation letter after all. I didn’t get in, unfortunately. I’ll figure something out Thanks though! 

From: Am?- kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 2:48 PM 

To: 
Subject: Re: Reference 

I’ll keep an eye out for it! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@un caa.unc, edu< mailto: kleissle(~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>> ~emaikunc.edu> 11/11/2010 2:46 PM >>> 
Hi ~ny, 
So the time has come when I ~vil[ abuse your good willt Haha I am applying for Teach for America and put you down as a reference. I’m not sure when they will contact you I have given 
them your number and e-mail I’m guessing the?, will e-mail you some sort of online fibrin The recommendation is not due till November 30th though so you have plen~" of time to get around 
to it :-) 
Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:33 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: spring availability 

He?’ Mrs Kleissler, 

Yeah I am certainly interested in working next semester I would be 
available mondays tuesdays and possibly thursdays as well in the evening if 
that would work Thanks for letting me know about the spring. 

On ;Veck 17 No,,’ 2010 12:58:49 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> We are beginning to lnok at our needs ]2~r the spring semester and put 
> together a list of who we have available and what nut needs are I 
wanted 
> to see whether or not you would like work in the spring semester and 
check 
> in with you to see what your thoughts were ]£ so, please let me know 
what 
> you think your availabiIi~,’ will be. 
> Thanks! 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Am?’ Kleissier 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> 919-~g43-8635 n 

> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvolunteers.org> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 3:46 PM 

@nc.rr.com; ’Edwaxd’ ~emgeni@globa]volunteers.org>; Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Copier/Scanner 

’IENTI’.httn 

Hi Am?’, THANK YOU for this ~vonderIi~l ott’er which I shared over kmch today 
with Edward and IV~chelle Heerey, our Vice President of Operations, at 
All-Staff Training. E&vard is rely excited about and favorable to receiving 
a printer/copier/scanner of a reasonable size that he could carry to the 
Mission House One concern, however, is that he believes there will be a 
30% tax/charge of the equipment value upon his return to Tanzania so would 
there be a way to repackage the computer to look less than new- and/or to 
cover the projected fee? I am including Michelle and Edward on this email 
so they can be involved in this discussion. Thanks again for your 
generosity regarding this idea and [’or hosting the gathering on Saturday 
night Best, Judy 

Judith M Strobel, Marketing Director 

Global Vo[unteersR - Partners in Development 

< http ://www. ~[obalvolunteers. or~/> v,~,w globalvolunteers.org 

3 75 Little Canada Road 

St. Paul, MN 55117 

800-~87-1074/651-407-6108 local 

651-4,~2-0915 Fax 

More than 26,000 volunteers in service on s~x continents. 
Follow us on <http:i/www.faceboolccom/pa~esiGlobal-Volunteers/62093334679> 
Facebook and read our <http ://~lobalvolunteers blo~spot, cam/> Volunteer 
Blog 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Edward Mgeni" <emgeni@globalvolunteers.org~ 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 12:36 AM 

emgeni@globalvolunteers.org; Amy k|eissler <kleissIe@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Copier/Scmmer 

TEXTI’.httn 

Please, it is 3% of the buying price if the asset is ne~v and not 30% as I previously said Thanks. 

Sincerely, 

Ed*w~rd Marko Mgeni 

Tanzania Country Manager 

Global Volunteers - Partners in Development 

www.globaivolunteers, org 

From: Amy kleissler [mailto:kleissle(@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 5:52 PM 
To: ’Edward’; Judith Strobel; ~r)nc.rr.com 
Subject: Re: Copier/Scanner 

I won’t get to the store until tomorrow night and therefore nothing will ship out of here until Wednesday so no rush to answer me, but while I’m thinking of it, I wanted to send off a quick 
question - I just need to cortfirm if I need to send $$ to cover 3% or 30%? Thanks. 

next question, I’m sending along to Edward a couple of books I have that he can use such as Excel for Dummies (don’t laugh, it is how- I learned the game of football and it workedt ! !). I was 
thinking of a book that would help him learn bookkeeping, but since I know zilch about numbers is there any particular name I should look for re: a book? Last question, does he already 
have Excel on his laptop? If not, I have an extra disk I can send along to the hotel as welh 

That is all of rrly questions for noxv - dun’t worry, I’ll tl-lmk of 10 more by 8PM :) 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

919-593-3033 c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> "Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvohmteers org> 11/22/2010 3:46 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, THANK YOU for this wonderful offer which I shared over lunch today with Edward and Michelle Heerey, our Vice President of Operations, at All-Staff Training Edward is very 
excited about and favorable to receiving a printer/copier/scaimer of a reasonable size that he could carry to the Mission House. One concern, however, is that he believes there will be a 
30% tax/charge of the equipment value upon his return to Tanzania so would there be a way to repackage the computer to look less than new and/or to cover the projected fee? I am 
including Michelle and Edward on this email so they can be involved in this discussion Thalzks again for your generosity’ regarding this idea and for hosting the gathering on Saturday 
night. Best, Judy 

Judith M. Strobel, iVlarketing Director 
Global Volunteers [] - Parmers in Development 
www.globalvolunteers org <http ://w~vw globa lvolunt eers.org/> 



375 Little Canada Road 

St Paul, MN 55117 

800-487-1074/651-407-6108 local 

651-082-0915 Fax 

More than 26,000 volunteers in service on six continents 
Follow us on <http://wwwfacebook.comJpaaes/Global-Volunteers/62093334679> Facebook and read our <http:/,%lobalvolunteers.blo~spotcom/> Volumeer Blog 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Edward Mgeni" <emgeni@globalvolunteers.org~ 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 12:39 AM 

emgeni@globalvolunteers.org; Amy k|eissler <kleissIe@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Copier/Scmmer 

TENTI’.httn 

Thank you and just go ahead and do it. I ~vill definitely take it with me thanks. 

Edward. 

Sincerely, 

Ed*w~rd Marko Mgeni 

Tanzania Country Manager 

Global Volunteers - Partners in Development 

www.globaivolunteers, org 

From: Amy kleissler [mailto:kleissle(@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 4:27 PM 
To: ’Edward’; Judith Strobel; ~ .2?)nc.rr.com 
Subject: Re: Copier/Scanner 

Judith, 

Great - I was actually just over at the store with the team as the?" did their holiday charity shopping and snuck offto check out the printers/scanners. The?" have a bunch of diff;erent ones 
to choose from so I’m sure we can find a smallish one that will be convenient for him to carry. I will go back there tomorrow and look again so that I can visualize how to re-box it into a plain 
brown box. 

Honestly though, it might be easier for me to simply give him the 30% $$ to pay- at customs - on a $90 ruachine that isn’t bad and I"ru happy to do it. 

I can either order it on-line to have it shipped to the hotel, or call the Best Buy nearest the hotel, putchase it over the phone, and then someone pick it up for him. I can send the $$ via ruail 
asap. Y’all choose ~vhat you ~vant me to do. 

I will send along a bunch of ink as well so that he has that on hand for a while. 

I have to work study hall tonight so if I don’t answer yout emails ~mtil tomorrow please l~mw that I haven’t forgotten about you, just fell asleep :) 

Thanks again for all of your help. 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



>>> "Judith Strobel" <’jstrobel@globalvolunteers org> 11/22/2010 3:46 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, T[IANK YOU ll~r this wonderful offer which I shared over lunch today *vith E&vard and Michelle Heerey, our Vice President of Operations, at All-Staff ’]’raining Edward is very 
excited about and favorable to receiving a printer/copier/scanner of a reasonable size that he could carry to the M~ssion }louse. One concern, however, is that he believes there will be a 
30% tax/charge of’the equipment value upon his return to Tanzania so would there be a way to repackage the computer to look less than new anc~,or to cover the projected fee? I am 
including Michelle and Edward on this email so they can be involved in this discussion ’]’hanks again :[’or your generosity regarding this idea and for hosting the gathering on Saturday 
mght. Best, Judy 

Judith M. Strobel, Marketing Director 

Global Volunteersl~l -Parmers in Development 

www.globalvolunteers org < http :/iwww ~lobalvolunteers.or~/> 

375 Little Canada Road 

St Paul, MN 55117 

800-487-1074/651-407-6108 local 

651-482-0915 Fax 

More than 26,000 volunteers in service on six continents 
Follow us on <http://wwwfacebook.comJpaaes/Global-Volunteers/62093334679> Facebook and read our <http:/,%lobalvolunteers.blo~spotcom/> Volunteer Blog 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvolunteers.org> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 8:08 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Copier/Scanner 

’IEXTf.httn 

Hi Am?’, Thanks for keeping me posted. I see this email and your second email early this am as I wasn[]t able to be on my computer much during the training sessions yesterday and went 
straight ticom there to a book event with former Vice President Mondale. So, please let me check with Michelle Heerey as to whether you could just send money for Edward at customs and it 
sounds like there is a size that he could carry He is the sweetest man I ever met because he whispered to me that he would gladly leave his personal belongings here in the states to be able 
to carry the copier back to the Mission House[] I am basically the communicator rather than the decision-maker here so I will check in with both Edward and Michelle at the training and 
email back the ~game plan. ~ You ~ve provided several options and there appears to be enough time for any to work. I personally and professionally appreciate all you do for Global 
Volnnteers. Later, Judy 

From: Amy kleissler [mailto:kleissle(a)uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 4:27 PM 
To: ’Edward’; Judith Strobd; ~nc rr.com 
Sutziect: Re: Copier/Scanner 

Judith, 

Great -- I was actually just over at the store with the team as they did their holiday chari~ shopping and snuck off to check out the printers/scanners. They have a bunch of different ones 
to choose from so rm sure we can find a smallish one that will be convenient [’or him to carry,. I will go back there tomorrow and lnnk again so that I can visualize how to re-box it into a plain 
brown box. 

Honestly though, it might be easier for me to simply give him the 30% $$ to pay at customs -- on a $90 machine that isn’t bad and I"m happy to do it 

I can either order it on-line to have it shipped to the hotel, or call the Best Buy nearest the hotel, purchase it over the phone, and then someone pick it up for him I can send the $$ via mail 
asap Y’all choose what you want me to do 

I ~vill send along a bunch of ink as ~vell so that he has that on hand for a while. 

I have to work study hall tonight so if I don’t answer your emails m~til tomorrow please know that I haven’t fi~rgotten about you, just fell asleep :) 

Thanks again for all of your help. 

A 

Arny Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvolunteers.org> 11/22/2010 3:46 PM >>> 

Hi Am?’, THANK YOU for this ~vonderi~al ott’er which I shared over kmch today with Edward and Michelle Heerey, our Vice President of Operations, at All-Staff Training. Edward is very 
excited about and favorable to receiving a printer/copier/scanner of a reasonable size that he could carry to the Mission House. One concern, ho~vever, is that he believes there will be a 
30% tax/charge of the equipment value upon his return to Tanzania so would there be a way to repackage the computer to look less than ne~v and/or to cover the projected fee? I am 
including Michelle and Edward on this email so they can be involved in this discussion. Thanks again for your generosity, regarding this idea and for hosting the gathering on Saturday 
night. Best, Judy 

Judith M Strobel, Marketing Director 
Globa 1 Volunteers [] - Partners in Development 
www.globalvolunteers.org <http :/i~vw~v.globalvolunt eers.orgi> 
375 Little Canada Road 
St. Paul, 1WIN 55117 
800-487-1074/651-407 -6108 local 



651-482-0915 Fax 

More than 26,000 volunteers in service on six continents. 
Follow us on <http://www.facebook.com/pa~esiGloba[-Volunteers/62093334679> Facebook and read our <http://~lobalvo[unteersblo~spot.comi> Volunteer Blog 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvolunteers.org> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 9:44 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Copier/Scanner 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, Michelle says your plan ~vill work well. Deliver to 375 Little Canada Rd. The projected tax is 30 not 3. Yes to the books and Excel disk. EdwardDs totally, totally thrilled. He was 
just beaming when I shared the good news. Judy 

From: ArW kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 5:52 Pivl 
To: ’Edward’; Judith Strobel; @nc rr.com 
Sutziect: Re: Cupier/Scauner 

I won’t get to the store until tomorruw night and thereJ2~re nothing will ship um of here until Wednesday su nu rash to answer me, but while I’m thinking of it, I wanted to send uff a quick 
questiun -- I just need tu confirm if I need ~o send $$ tu cuver 3% ur 30%? Thanks. 

next questiun, I’m sending alung tu Edward a cuuple uf bouks ! have that he can use such as [~xcel :[’or Dummies (don’t laugh, it is how I learned the game uf football and it wurked! ! !). I was 
thinking of a bouk that wuuid help him learn bookkeeping, but since ! know zilch about numbers is there an?’ particular name I should luuk J2~r re: a buok? Last questiun, does he already 
have Exce[ on his laptop? IfnoL I have an extra disk ! can send ahmg to the hotel as well 

That is all of my questions for now -- dun’t worry, 1’11 think of 10 mure by 8PM :) 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvolunteers.org> 11/22/2010 3:46 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, THANK YOU for this wonderful offer which I shared over lunch today xvith E&vard and Michelle Heerey, ottr Vice President of Operations, at All-Staff Training. Edward is very 
excited about and favorable to receiving a printer/copier/scanner of a reasonable size that he could carry to the Mission House. One concern, however, is that he believes there will be a 
30% tax/charge of the equipment value upon his return to Tanzania so would there be a xvay to repackage the computer to look less than new and,’or to cover the projected fee? I am 
including Michelle and Edward on this email so thcy can be involved in this discussion. That, s again for your generosity regarding this idea and for hosting the gathering on Saturday 
night. Best, Judy 

Judith M Strobel, Marketing Director 
Globa 1 Volunteers [] - Partners in Development 
www.globalvolunteers.org <http :/i~vw~v.globalvolunt eers.orgi> 
375 Little Canada Road 
St. Paul, MN 55117 
800-487-1074/651-407 -6108 local 
651-482-0915 Fax 

More than 26,000 volunteers in service on six continents. 
Follow us on <http:/i~vw~v.facebook.colr~pages/Global-Volunteers/62093334679> Facebook and read our <http://globalvolunteers blogspot.com/> Vohmteer Blog 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvolunteers.org> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 9:47 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Copier/Scmmer 

’IENFI’.httn 

From: Amy- kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 7:51 AM 
To: Judith Strobel 
Subject: RE: Copier/Scanner 

Ju@, 

Thanks so much -- I’m sor~ to keep emailing you with all of this minutia for the copier, I can do that with Miche]le Heerey so you don’t have to deal with it :) 

]sn’tEdwardthemostwonderl~lpersonyouhaveevermet?!?!?! Love and life simply radiate out ofhim Itsmy fault forloadinghimdownwithallsortsofUNCgear--hetoldmehewould 
leave it all behind for Bud to bring when he comes to Tanzania in a few months! Whoops! Please apologize to Bud for me :) 

One other thing -- do you have your own facebook page? I know GV does but I don’t want to post my personal pictures from this weekend on there -- if you have your own page then I 
could "friend" you and that way could get my pics from this weekend off of there. Let me know. I joked with Edward about setting up a facebook page for him so that he could keep in 
touch with former volunteers but we ran out of time. We’ll just have to save it for our next visit! 

Thanks again, 

have a great day 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

> >> "Judith Strobel" <j strobel@globalvolunteers, orgY 11/23/2010 8:08 AM > >> 

Hi Amy, Thar~ks for keeping me posted. I see this email and your second email early this a.m. as I wasn[~t able to be on my coruputer ruuch during the training sessions yesterday and went 
straight frora there to a book event with former Vice President Mondale. So, please let me check with Michelle Heerey as to xvhether you could just send money for Edward at customs and it 
sounds like there is a size that he could carry. He is the sweetest man I ever met because he xvhispered to me that he would gladly- leave his personal belongings here in the states to be able 
to carry the copier back to the Mission House~ I am basically the communicator rather than the decision-maker here so I will check in with both Edward and Michelle at the training and 
email back the ~game plan. ~ You,ve provided several options and there appears to be enough time for any to work I personally and professionally appreciate all you do for Global 
Volunteers. Later, Judy 

From: Amy- kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 4:27 PM 
To: ’Edward’; Judith Strobel @nc.rr.com 
Subject: Re: CopieriScauner 

Judith, 

Great -- I was actually just over at the store with the team as they did their holiday charity’ shopping and snuck off to check out the printers/scanners They have a bunch of different ones 
to choose from so I’m sure we can find a smallish one that will be convenient for him to carry I will go back there tomorrow and look again so that I can visualize ho~v to re-box it into a plain 
brown box. 

Honestly- though, it might be easier for me to simply give him the 30% $$ to pay at customs -- on a $90 machine that isn’t bad and I"m happy- to do it. 



can either order it on-line to have it shipped to the hotel, or call the Best Buy nearest the hotel, purchase it over the phone, and then someone pick it up for him I can send the $$ via mail 
asap. Y’all choose what you want me to do. 

I will send along a bunch o:[" ink as well so that he has that on hand for a whi le. 

I have to work study hall tonight so if I don’t answer your emails until tomorrow please know that I haven’t forgotten about you, j ust :[’ell asleep :) 

Thanks again for all of your help 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvolunteers.org> 11/22/2010 3:46 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, THANK YOU for this wonderful offe* xvhich I shared over lunch today with Edward and Michelle Heerey, o~ Vice President of Operations, at All-Staff Training. Edward is very 
excited about and favorable to receiving a printer/copier/scanner of a reasonable size that he could cant to the Mission House. One concern, however, is that he believes there xvill be a 
30% tax/charge of the equipment value upon his return to Tanzania so would thcre be a way to repackage the computer to look less than new and/or to cover the projected fee? I am 
including Michelle and E&vard on this email so they can be involved in this discussion. Thanks again for your generosi~" regarding this idea and for hosting the gathering on Saturday 
night. Best, Ju@ 

Judith M. Strobel, Marketing Director 
Global Volunteers [] - Partners in Development 
www.globalvolunteer s.org <http:i/www.globalvolunteers.org/> 
375 Little Canada Road 
St Paul, MN 55117 
800-487-1074/651-407-6108 local 
651-482-0915 Fax 

More than 26,000 vohmteers in service on six continents 
Follo~v us on <http://w~vw facebook.com/pages/Global-Volunteers/62093334679> Facebook and read our <http://globalvolunteers.blogspot corn/> Volunteer Blog 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 9:50 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: spring availability 

Dear Ms Amy, 

I apologize for the tardiness of this reply, it seemed that every time I 
received one of your emails, I ~vas in the middle of a hair-on-fire moment 
and failed to return your emails. As for tutoring, I was never contacted 
this fall, so I am not sure that I contributed anything to your program 
this semester Having said that, I am still willing to tutor if it seems 
that my presence is needed. As far as availabili~, I will be free each 
evening, but I would prefer t~vo or three days a ~veek at most based upon my 
workload and the amou~t of time I need to dedicate to my own studies. In 
short, yes, I will be happy to help out if you need me. Thank you for your 
patience and again I apologize for the tardiness of this message 

tIave a happy Thanksgiving, 

On Wed, 17 Nov 2010 12:59:04 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 

< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 

wrote: 

> We are beginning tu look at our needs for the spring semester and put 

> together a list ufwhu we have available and what our needs are. I 

wanted 

> to see whether or nut you wuuld like work in the spring semester and 

check 

> in with you tu see what yuur thoughts were. If so, please let me knuw 

what 

> you think your availability will be. 

> Thanks! 

> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                  1:45 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UPDATE: Reviews for 

TEXT.htm 

Okay, t~at works. I will do Thursday I     and Friday (     ), noon to 1 
pm. Would t~ere be any way to get me the paperwork at study table tonight? 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Tue, at 1:14 PM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

we do but I will have it available tomorrow so you can do it anytime 
between now and lfien. The Thursday at noon thing is simply an opportunity 
for us to formally say "thank you" and get lfie paperwork knocked out. Let 
me know and I can give you lfie paperwork beforehand. Thanks! 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

I can definitely do Friday at noon, but I thought we had mandatory 
paperwork Thursday at noon? 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Tue, 

>> For reviews with 
>> Thursdav, 
>> Friday, 
>> working with 
>> Let me know your l~oughts as soon as you can and I’ll get it on the 
>> schedule. Thanks! 
>> Amy 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Al~letes 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

~gmail.com> 11/30/2010 12:56 PM >>> 

could you do: 
at noon 

you have an 11AM session and a 2PM session -- how about 
at 12? 

at 11:22 AM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  4:50 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Options for moving reviews 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks! I can definitely do all three on the at noon if you can’t figure something out. 

From: Amy kleissler [kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Options for moving reviews 

Wednesday, at noon with all three. Thank you. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edn<mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>>                     ~email.unc.edu>          2:33 PM >>> 
I see. I guess that will have to do. Maybe I can ask my professors to move my finals and projects. 

Thanks for trying, 

From: Amy kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Options for moving reviews 

They have class and practice Wednesday afternoon so that won’t work for them. Would you be able to do just the 10-12 reviews on 
the ? I apologize for the inconvenience, let me know. 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>>                     ~email.unc.edu>          1:29 PM >>> 
Thanks for remembering! All the other dates look good. I peer tutor from 6:00-9:00 on Wednesdays. I get out of class at 11:50 so I 
could do anytime 12:00-5:00 if that works? 

From: Amy kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 



Sent: Tuesday, 11:33 AM 
To: 
Subject: Options for moving reviews 

By any chance would you be able to do this on Wed. 

7PM meet with 

8PM meet with 

let me know -- thanks 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu> 



Thanks! I can definitely do all three on the at noon if you can’t figure something out. 

From: Amy kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Options for moving reviews 

Wednesday, at noon with all three. Thank you. 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle @uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>                     ~email.unc.edu>          2:33 PM >>> 
I see. I guess that will have to do. Maybe I can ask my professors to move my finals and projects. 

Thanks for trying, 

From: Amy kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Options for moving reviews 

They have class and practice Wednesday afternoon so that won’t work for them. 
the 10-12 reviews on the ? I apologize for the inconvenience, let me know. 
thanks 
A 

Would you be able to do just 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle @uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>                     ~email.unc.edu>          1:29 PM >>> 
Thanks for remembering! All the other dates look good. I peer tutor from 6:00-9:00 on Wednesdays. I get out of class 
at 11:50 so I could do anytime 12:00-5:00 if that works? 

From: Amy kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                11:33 AM 



To: 
Subject: Options for moving reviews 

By any chance would you be able to do this on Wed. 

7PM meet with 
8PM meet with 

let me know -- thanks 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 5:30 PM 

bsharris@ksu.edu 

¯-manual 

ECDEP_752,_F 10_Manual,_Klei ssler, pdf 

Professor Hams, 
Forgive me for sending this to you three different ways, but better safe than sorry -- both my home email and KSU drop box are still 
telling me "loading" -- 

thanks 
Amy 



From: ~@nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, December 6, 2010 1:17 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: notes 

Attach: TEXT.ht~n; Part.002 

]k/It SecureSter Stored: teta[ 19390bytes; Sun, 06 Mar 2011 13:17:04 -0500 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/947f790aSfJ5954cf7728325bae06088 

File Name: My interpretation of the immune system docx 

Exptry [)ate: Sun, 06 Mar 2011 13:17:04 -05(;0 

Size: 19390bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday,                 6:57 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: end of the semester paperwork 

TEXT.htm 

Im so otw, sorryyy! 

On 5:23 PM, "Amy kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello- 
I wanted to remind everyone that we are having our end-of-the-semester 
paperwork luncheon this Thursday,        at noon, but here is the hitch 
--- stop over at the Pope Box to grab yourself a sandwich, but you will not 
fill out your paperwork over there (unless you also work with Olympic 
athletes), then come on over to the 5th floor of the football center for a 
cookie and to fill out your paperwork. It will be set up on the counter in 
the big room, but I will be in my office if you have any questions. 

If you are not able to come on Thursday please make arrangements to fill out 
your paperwork before then. I have it in my office on the counter clearly 
laid out so that you can find what you need. If I am not here, one of the 
other staff members can certainly let you in to grab it. Please let me know 
if you have any questions. 
Thanks ! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Angela Short <ashort@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 8:25 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Amy, 

Do you know if is coming tonight at 6:30pm. I have two girls 
and friend) who would like to come tonight but 

defit~itely has priority. Just let me know, so I could let them know. 
Tha~kks. 

Angela 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Matthew Stull" <matthew s~ll@ncasports.org> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 l: 13 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; matthew stull@ncaspo(ts.org 

Holiday Wi shes 2010 

’I~NTI’.httn 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship ~vith National Consortium for Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your interest in receiving email from us. If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
Con[~mn URL :http://va~v.benchmarkemaihcomJc/opt?9tSNSJ~bl CZ3Gu~Cxrwiv, d[~’BOhOplYWOkFIm3t]XJXOAvuB6eTrOA4U31cl 4XMAS4~bOG(2X53bkWBmvhDApeaia6A% 
252F1c(~ IYobVC-~[ {8]~,oy/ZA%253D 

Happy Holidaysfrom the Nationa[ Consortium for Academics and Sports 

Dear NCAS Family and Friends:From evewone at the National Consortium ~2~r Academics and Sports, we’d like to wish you a special holiday season and best wishes for a happy and 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                 8:03 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: work during exams 

TEXT.htm 

Oooooh, tomorrow night, the 
7-9 soil for the other days? 

doesn’t work. Im super sorry. Are the times 

On 7:51 PM, "Amy kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is when I have you down to work during exams: 
Thursday mentoring 
Sunday the mentoring 
Thursday the mentoring 

let me know if there is anything wrong with these days or times. 
thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Hi Amy, 

I have     down for Thursdays at 4:45 -- did you want him to start this afternoon (or next week, or after 
break?). I totally forgot to ask him in class! Sorry! 
Thanks! 
Mrs. Douglass Payne 
Orchestra Director 
McDougle Middle School 
933 1556 x4030 

On Wed, Dec 8, 2010 at 10:48 AM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ms. Payne, 
445PM on Thursday sounds 9ood -- thank you for bein9 so accommodatin9. 
Have a great day, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



To: 
Sent: 1:04:02 PM 
Subject: Independent study during exams 

Good afternoon ~ 
I wanted to let you know that any upperclassmen with IS during finals will be up on the 5th floor with       I 

will put a sign down on the second floor and their advisors will let them know as well. At any given time there 

may be a name on the sheet as being assigned to [S, but the student may not appear on the     Don’t worry -- 
their advisors will have told them they are excused due to late day progress or something of the kind. Let me 

know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy kleissler<kleissle@uncaa.unc .edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2010 9:50 AM 

To: ~med.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: hi 

Attach: ’I~NTI’.httn 

>>> <~ @med.unc edu> 12/8/2010 4:46 PM >>> 

Hi Amy 

I hope you are doing ~vell! ! I am in Colorado now and just waitressing until a job comes through. 

Su, I am stil[ interested in wurking with student athletes and I am applying tu pusltions fi-om the NFOURA website, can I use yuu as a reference?? 

Huw is NC? I kind uf miss the East Coast a bit, but trying to remain pusitive albeit the lack of using my degree right nuw. 

Update me un you-- huw are the kids’? Schoul? work’? 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, l 1:56 AM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Following through 

Attach: ’I~ENTI’.httn 

Hello, I guess rll start by saying thanks for being so receptive, I 
definitely wasn’t expecting that. I’ve been rolling the idea of tutoring 
around in my head for quite a while, but the fall semester proved veW busy 
for me and I had to focus on my own work intensely. Now a new- semester is 
just around the corner, and even though I don’t yet know ho~v much free time 
I might have, I’d like to make this work. 

My name’s      I’m a Sophomore English Major working toward a creative 
writing minor (fiction writing), rm a mellow kind of person and I adore any 
type of creative writing, though my professors think I have a knack for the 
analytical type as well, and I assume that’s what a tutor-seeking person 
might need 

At this point I’m both curious and pretty much unaware of what information I 
should be asking for and what information I should be attempting to provide 
you with. So, in hopes of corresponding, here are a few questions: Who needs 
to be tutored? (i.e. just athletes?) When’? What are the tutors themselves 
like? What subjects are tutor-able? (English is a strength, as I noted) Is 
there some sort of application? 

Thank you very much ~2~r taking time to answer my silly questions, and have a 
great Friday[ 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 24, 2010 3:22 PM 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa. unc.edu> 

"~-Re: Thank You!’.!! 

Joe, 

You are most welcome -- I call it ’crispy crack’ :) 

have a great Christmas and we’ll all see you next week -- safe travels to you and 
Amy 

>>> Joe Haydon 12/23/10 7:53 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Thanks again! 

Joe 

we’ll see you in Nashville on the 29th! 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 
Fax: 919.962.0393 
haydon@uncaa.unc.edu 



Hi! i’m not sure ifI sent you this email already (something going on with my account) so if not, please forgive me for the 

late notice. 

This Sunday, January 9th, at 6PM on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center we will be holding our Spring 
Semester Mentor meeting. 

This meeting is mandatory so please contact me if you are unable to attend ASAP. 

The Tutor/Mentor training session will be Thursday, January 20th at 6PM on the 5th floor of the Pope Box. 

This is the mandatory meeting that all staff must attend each semester that covers NCAA compliance, The Writing 

Center, and Honor Court. Please let me know if you be attending this meeting as well. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. If you did not work with us during the fall semester you will need to let 

me know you are coming so that I can meet you on the concourse of the football stadium to take you up to the 5th floor 

because the elevator will be locked. 

Thank you so much, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Amy kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:55 PM 

~hotmail. corn>; ~earthlink.net>; 
@yahoo.corn>; 

< ~b ell south, net>; ~hotmail. corn>; 
~email.unc.edu>;       ~email.unc.edu; 

< ~email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu; 
< @email.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Semester Mentor Meeting 

TEXT.htm; Header 

sorry --- I got sidetracked and only put in 
A 

name! Sorry about that :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy kleissler 3:52 PM >>> 

Hi! I’m not sure if I sent you this email already (something going on with my account) so if not, please forgive 
me for the late notice. 

This Sunday, at 6PM on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center we will be holding our Spring 
Semester Mentor meeting. 
This meeting is mandatory so please contact me if you are unable to attend ASAP. 

The Tutor/Mentor training session will be Thursday,            at 6PM on the 5th floor of the Pope Box. 
This is the mandatory meeting that all staff must attend each semester that covers NCAA compliance, The 
Writing Center, and Honor Court. Please let me know if you be attending this meeting as well. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. If you did not work with us during the fall semester you will 
need to let me know you are coming so that I can meet you on the concourse of the football stadium to take you 
up to the 5th floor because the elevator will be locked. 

Thank you so much, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



i. What mentors & tutors had to say... 

wished the students eared more or appreciated the help more 

t was frustrating that the students always tried to dodge writing or simply focusing and getting work done. 

~y student and I would popcorn read ( - what is this?) 

Ways our program can seek to improve... 

\n hour long session is not enough to cover all that we need to do 

[’raining on how to establish authority with the student athletes who are your age or older 

[’ry having mentors work in tandem with students on collaborative learning 

~stablish a list serve or other opportunity where mentors and tutors can share ideas 

~witeh study hall to the daytime because the students are exhausted by 7PM 

.)uieter, more personal study space 

[’he students need more opportunities for ’active’ learning 

),eeeive each other’s contact info (you do, it is in an excel sheet that I email) 

¢!ore contact with Olympic staff 

~aper copies of mentee’s full schedule 

Feedback from the students... 

~hat the loved: 

c Tutor taught me what my teacher did not 

c, My mentor/tutor was patient with me 

c~, My tutor helped me learn the language better 

~ she know how to interact with us & she was very. helpful 

~ she learned the material right along with me 

o She helped me a lot with reading 

o She helped simplify concepts 

¢) He gave me pointers and talked me through my reading 

¢) He explained the notes I took in class 

o She used teaching materials 

o She taught me how to make an efficient outline 

a,rhat they requested more of: 

o More time with science and language tutors 

o Worksheets and detailed study guides, they help 

¢) t lands on activities 

¢) Condensed notes instead of long paragraphs 

o Practicing the language helped me learn it more 

o My mentor knowing what is going on in my class 



o To keep doing the same thing - my grades went up! 



From: ,~&email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:08 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: Re: Checking In 

Attach: ’I~N]’.httn 

Hi Ahoy, 

I’m glad the guys enjoyed working ~vith me! How did the?- end up doing? 

Unfortunately, I really don’t think I can squeeze in the time to work this semester. My cooperaung teacher is going to be working me to the bone! Thanks so much [’or asking me, thought 
And, I will definitely be keeping you in mind for the summer. 

However, I’d be more than willing to send you my materials (class notes included) if that might help the next person. Just let me l~ow! 

at 4:59 PM. Am?" kleissler wrote: 

> 

> 

> Beth wanted me to see if you thought you might be interested in working just one night a week doing DRAM 
’]7he students in the class would mostly likely be the new freshmen, 
> 

> Let me know your thoughts when you cant 
> Thanks so much, 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

again. The students last semester raved about you in their feedback :) 
and perhaps a few others. You could pick whatever night you wanted 



AMY, 

THANKS. IF I CAN GET ANY SCOOP FROM THE MEETING LATER, THAT WOULD BE GREAT. 
DO YOU KNOW WHEN STUDY TABLES WILL KICK OFF AGAIN? 

To: ~earthlink.net 
Sent: 12:35:05 PM 
Subject: Re: Spring Semester Mentor Meeting 

Sorry      for some reason the quarantine program grabbed up some of my outgoing email earlier last week 

and that email was one of them. -- our meeting will go to about 7 but I understand if you have a conflict. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > ~earthlink.net" , ~earthlink.net> 

Amy, 
8:44 AM > > > 

Hope your holidays were nice. Any idea how long the meeting will last? If it will 
be really short, I can make it. Otherwise, we already had dinner plans for Sunday 
and finding about the meeting on the Friday afternoon before is not much time to 
adjust... 

..... Original Message ..... 
F r o m:A m kl e is s l e r 
To: ~email.unc.edu __ 

~email.unc.edu; 
Sent: 3:55:39 PM 
Subject: Re: Spring Semester Mentor Meeting 

sorry --- I got sidetracked and only put in 

A 

name! Sorry about that :) 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



919-843-8635 o 
C 

kleissle@uncaa,unc, edu 

> > > Amy kleissler 3:52 PM > > > 

Hi! I’m not sure if I sent you this email already (something going on with my account) so if not, please 

forgive me for the late notice. 

This Sunday,           . at 6PM on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center we will be 
holding our Spring Semester Mentor meeting. 

This meeting is mandatory so please contact me if you are unable to attend ASAP. 

The Tutor/Mentor training session will be Thursday, at 6PM on the 5th floor of the 

Pope Box. 
This is the mandatory meeting that all staff must attend each semester that covers NCAA compliance, 

The Writing Center, and Honor Court. Please let me know if you be attending this meeting as well. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. If you did not work with us during the fall semester you 

will need to let me know you are coming so that I can meet you on the concourse of the football 

stadium to take you up to the 5th floor because the elevator will be locked. 

Thank you so much, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, Janua~~ 9, 2011 2:38 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

yeah we def need those materials from her... 
bummer! 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> 2,my kleissler 1/9/2011 2:36 PM >>> 

She did offer to send us all of her materials and notes 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, Janua~~ 9, 2011 2:45 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

that is an idea! i thil~k her days are booked but man she might be a good prospect for SI.. 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support fur Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@uncaa.uncedu 

>>> Amy kleissler 1/9/2011 2:41 PM >>> 
j ust a thuught because yuu already have her earmarked, but for the future, sumeone like 
periods, i’m nut that old yet :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Fuutball 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 1 ,’9/2011 2:38 PM >>> 

yeah we def need thuse materials from her... 

bummer! 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.tmc, edu 

>>> .~y- kleissler 1/9/2011 2:36 PM >>> 

(read O-IA)-IgR! !) will must likely knuw the plays and have some perspective un the 

She did offcr to send us all of her materials and notes 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Hi, Beth and Amy! 1&#39;m really sorry, but I have 2 prior engagements in Durham that 
overlap with the trainings on 1/20. Will there be a make-up time available for the trainings? 
<br><br>Best,<br clear="all">       <br> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                3:37 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: welcome back! 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

I searched around the various sites with FAQs and help documents, but I 
wasn’t able to find anything. I simply can’t log in when I use my onyen and 
password. I’ve tried several different computers and web browsers, but 
nothing. I’ll keep trying. Is there any way I expired out of the system or 
something strange like that? 

On Tue, at 3:17 PM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

see if this web site can help: 
http;//help.unc, edu/6 3 8 5 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ~unc.edu> 3:06 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

For some reason, when I try to log on to TIM, it doesn’t work. I had this 
problem on Sunday and noted it on the corrections sheet, but I still can’t 
access it. 

Thanks, 

On Tue, 

>> Hi! I am so sorry that I missed you on Sunday night, but you wouldn’t 
>> have wanted me to give you whatever it was that I had! I can’t wait to see 
>> you to give you a hug and welcome you back when I know I won’t be passing it 
>> along :) 
>> Thank you so much for coming on Sunday night when it was so cold and 
>> winter weather was on its way. I read the all of the New Year’s Resolutions 
>> and Beth filled me in on your discussions -- as I am continually reminded 
>> every day, we are so blessed to have such *amazing mentors and tutors* ! 
>> WOW! I can’t wait to back into sessions working with you and the students! 
>> We are working on the mentor and review session schedule right now and 
>> will let you know as soon as it is ironed out with class drops/adds. As 
>> suggested at the meeting on Sunday, we are working on getting more round 
>> tables on the 5th floor so that the students have more room to spread out 

at 1: 51 PM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 



>> and have their own work space. As we gear up for the semester, if there is 
>> anything you can think of that I might be able to provide for you, PLEASE 
>> let me know -- I have a few ideas of my own that I am brewing, but I would 
>> *LOVE* to have more of your!! 
>> Please remember that you are paid for the training and that this week is 
>> a TIMS approval week. If you had any trouble or forgot to sign in/out last 
>> Sunday, please let me know so that it can get in the log before Sunday at 
>> noon. 

>> I’ll see you next week for sure at the training over on the 5th floor of 
>> the Pope Box at 630PM on Thursday, Jan 20th. Keep an eye out for me so that 
>> I can have you sign in with me and make sure it is recorded that you 
>> attended. Please call/email me if you have any questions or concerns. 
>> Go Heels! 
>> Amy 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 

> 

> 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:35 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subjet~: "~-intewiew 

Well, mother nature is not done yet! Just in case, let’s go ahead and cancel our interview- for tomorrow. I am free Thursday, Friday morning, or all day Monday if any of those days are good 
for you -- let me know! 
Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:06 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Semester Tutoring 

Hi Amy, 

I havn’t been receiving any e-mails about this semester, and just wanted to 
let you know I still want to work this semester in case there has been any 
miscommunication about the matter. Thanks 



ntroduee themselves - don’t feel netwous, very laid back interview &job 

ntroduee myself, histoW with program 

)eseribe the program 

c Same services as on main campus, simply tailored due to travel/practice schedules which means they can usually only meet at 
night 

o NCAA regulations - eligibility/progress toward degree, ere 

iqhat are all the services 

c> Main campus focuses on natural sciences; we have a little of those but tutor other subjects such as ..... 

c> Like Writing Center have writing tutors/lang/math in Pope Box 

Arhat is a mentor? 

o Working with freshmen either 1:1 or in small groups --> academically at-risk: 1st generation college, LD, underprepared 

~7ork to teach organization, time management, study skills, note taking, etc. 

L’ell me about yourself? 

tow did you hear about our program? 

fyou were struggling in a class with reading, what are some strategies you used? 

’hour 

ve ask for either MW or TR combo commitment 7-9PM. Can you do that? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday,                2:00 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Reminder 

TEXT.htm 

Should we approve our time cards if our hour hasn’t been posted yet? 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Fri, at 11:53 AM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Happy Friday ! I hope that you have something fun planned for the long 
weekend. The snow/ice this week has me turned all topsy-turvy so it doesn’t 
feel like Friday to me :) 

I believe I sent out the wrong information earlier in the week regarding 
the *MANDATORY TUTOR/MENTOR TRAINING*. 

It will be held next *Thursday, at 6PM, 5th floor of the Pope 
Box*. 

This training will cover NCAA compliance, and presentations from The 
Writing Center, and Dean Sauls on the Honor Court system. 

I will be watching for you but just in case I don’t see you please be sure 
to find me so that you can sign the attendance sheet that I will have. You 
are not allowed to meet with students until you have gone through this 
training and your signature is how I verify that you are good-to-go ! 

Also, if you are a returning mentor/tutor please remember to approve your 
TIMS timecard by Sunday so that you can be paid for the training you had on 
Sunday. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns - I am very 
excited that you will be working with the student-athletes this semester! 
Best, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~me.com> 

Monday,                11:33 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ppoint 

A DOLL_HOUSE.ppt; Part.002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~me.com> 

Monday,                11:39 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ppoint 

ppt; Part.002 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 3:17 PM 

~email.unc.edu 
"~-Re: Meeting Reminder 

In addition to -- at the moment I would love to be able to assign you STR 7-9 al"~d TR 1130-130 for PORT, and 
>>>               5:03 PM >>> 

Would I do Tues/Thurs during the day OBEY? Or would this be in addition to 
night sessions? I could do day sessions before 2pm on Tuesday, and anytime 
on Thursday. "¢,q~at times are the students available? If you want, I can come 
talk to you about it in person, iVfy schedule is a mess! 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 7:41 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Another tutor... 

Attach: ’I~LNTI’.httn 

Hi Anay, 

If I remember correctly, ~vhen I sent you an email about 
of someone else ~vho is interested in tutoring. 
I’m looking forward to this semester! 

Vel~,’Best, 

(not sure if he ever emailed you.. ?) you said you were always looking tbr extra tutors? If so, let me know because I kno~v 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:58 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Another tutor... 

Yes, she’s a senior. I’m forwarding her your information. 

Best, 

From: Am?- kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:55 PM 
To: 
SubJect: Re: Another tutor.. 

That would be great -- Thalzks! Is the person at least a junior? It is depaltment policy that we cannot hire below junior ?’ear. Let me know 
Thanks’. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 7:41 PM >>> 

IIi ~ny, 

If I remember correctb’, when I sent you an email about 
of someone else who is interested in tutoring. 
I’m looking forward to this semester! 

(not sure if he ever emailed you.. ?) you said you were always looking for extra tutors? 117 so, let me know because I know 

Very Best 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                11:16 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Amy, 

I just want to be sure, but am I working with at 1 orat7 
(because I have class at 1)? And should I be up on the 5t floor where I was 
last semester or am I in a room on the 2nd floor this semester? Thanks and 
looking forward to seeing you tonight too ! 

On Tue, at 10:00 AM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

You will be working with      at 1 for SPAN    the 
SPAN : Thanks! Look forward to seeing you tonight! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

at 8 for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                12:30 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

5 PM would be great, if that’s ok! 

On Tue, at 11:23 AM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Anytime after 5 tonight would be good for     as well! Let me know, and 
I’ll let him know. I will not be home because tonight is the first night of 
study hall, but and/or my sitter will be there. Thanks ! 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:48 AlVl 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutofng 

Ms. Kleissler, 

I am a friend of            and he reformed me that you may be looking 
for extra tutors this semester. I am a senior business major and amvelT 
interested in tutoring if you still have open positions. I am comfortable 
tutoring in any business classes, econ classes through 410/420, french 
through 204, math through calculus I, and an?’ introducto~- science, 
psychology, anthropology., sociology, and english classes I have prior 
tutoring experience ttn-ougl" ...... and I 
have done some private tutoring while at UNC. I have a velT open schedule 
because I am only taking 8 hours this semester so hopefully I will be able 
to help you out! Please let me know if you’d like any other information. 

’]?hank You, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:09 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring 

I have class from 11-2 tomorrow so I could come by an?’ time before or after 
that, whenever is most convenient for you is fine with me[ I can attend the 
training session at 6 tomorrow- as ~vell. Just let me know what interview 
time is best for you and where I need to be and I will be there tomorrow. 

Thal~ You, 

On Wed,           16:08:54 -0500, "Am?" kleissler" 
<kleissIe@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> 

> I am thrilled to hear from you! Would you be able to come by tomorrow 
[’or 
> an infonna[ interview? I’m booked 11-12 and 1-2, but open otherwise. The 
> reason I’m asking for tomorrow is that tomorrow night at 6 all of our 
staff 
> has a mandatory NCAA training session -- you cannot work with students 
> unless you participate. (I[’you couldn’t attend it then you would need 
to 
> go meet with the people in there of[’lces during business hours so this 
> would just save you an extra step) 
> 
> If you can’t come by, could we do a phrme interview tomorrow? Let me 
kno~v 

> -- I look forward to hearing from you. 
> Sincerely, 
> Amy 
> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~emaihunc.edn> 11:48 AM >>> 
> 

> Ms. Kleissler, 
> 

> I am a friend of and he informed me that you may be looking 
> for extra tutors this semester. I am a senior business major and am very 
> interested in tutoring if you still have open positions. I am conffortable 
> tutoring in any business classes, econ classes through 410/420, french 
> through 204, math through calculus I, and any introductory science, 
> psychology, anthropology, sociology, and english classes. I have prior 
> tutoring experience through and I 
> have done some private tutoring while at UNC. I have a very open schednle 
> because I arm only- taking 8 horns this semester so hopefully I will be 
able 
> to help you outt Please let me know if you’d like any other information. 
> 

> Thank You, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:21 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring 

10:00 sounds great! I will hopefully be able to find it, but will call you 
if I get lost some~vhere. I can bring a copy of my resunae ~vith me in the 
morning. See you tomorrow[ 

Thank You, 

On Wed,           17:13:36 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> how about right before your 11 ? Say 10? We are in the football center. 

> You can either come into the stadium by the gate that faces Stadium 

drive, 

> then walk around to the enclosed concession area; there are elevators 

there 

> which you can take to the 5th floor. My office is the one closest to the 

> big open room (there are only four offices) My cell is            if 

> you get stuck. 

> Otherwise, come in the main reception of the football center, and the 

> receptionist can direct you to the elew~tor I look forward to seeing 

you! 

> If you could, please either bring a copy of your resume or else email it 

to 

> me? Thanks, 

> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program k~r Student Athletes, Football 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> ; eissle@uncaa unc edu 

>>>> ~email.unc.e~du> 5:08 PM >>> 

> I have class from 11-2 tomorrow so I could corae by any time before or 

after 

> that, whenever is most convenient for you is fine with met I can attend 

the 

> training session at 6 tomorrow as welh Just let me know- what interview 

> time is best for you and where I need to be and I will be there tomorrow-. 

> 

> Thank You, 

> On Wed,           16:08:54 -0500, "Arny kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

> xvrote: 

>> I am tl’uilled to hear frora you! Would you be able to come by tomorrow 

> for 

>> an informal intcl~ziew? I’m booked 11-12 and 1-2, but open otherwise. 

The 

>> reason I’m asking for tomorrow is that tomolwoxv night at 6 all of our 

> staff 

>> has a mandatory" NCAA training session -- you cannot xvork with students 

>> unless you participate. (If you couldn’t attend it then you would need 

> to 

>> go meet ~vith the people in there offices during business hours so this 

>> would just save you an extra step) 

>> If you can’t come by, could we do a phone interview tomorrow? Let me 

> know 

>> -- I look forward to hearing from you. 

>> Sincerely, 

>> Am?- 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



>>>>> @emai[.unc.edu> 11:48 AM >>> 
>> 

>> Ms. K[eissler, 
>> 

>> I am a friend of and he informed me that you may be looking 
>> for extra tutors this semester. ! am a senior business major and am very 
>> interested in tutoring if you still have open positions. ! am 
com]~rtable 
>> tutoring in an?’ business classes, econ classes through 410N20, french 
>> through 204, math through calculus I, and any introductory science, 
>> psychology, anthropology, sociology, and english classes. I ha’,~e prior 
>> tuturing experience through the HYPE tutoring program with Campus Y and 
I 
>> have done some private tutoring while at UNC. I have a veW open 
schedule 
>> because I am only taking 8 hours this semester so hopefully I will be 
> able 
>> to help you outt Please let me know if you’d like any other information. 
>> 

>> Thank You, 
>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc,edu~ 

Friday, 1:24 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your turn! 

Group.JPG; ~oup.JPG; ~roup.JPG 

B eth- 

By Sunday evening, I expect you, Jaimie, Tia, and Amy to come up with 
something as good as or better than these symmetrical group ’balances’ my 
students have come up with during our gymnastics unit. No cartwheels 
required Only requirement is for the academic support staff to support 
one another in some way ;-) 

Hope this brightens your day a bit or at least makes you a chuckle - have a 

good weekend[ 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 3:25 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Your turn! 

Haha Good point - I bet they could make something pretty cool’. Give me 10 
minutes with some ~villing participants and amazement will surely ensue!!’. 

;-) 

On Fri,           13:26:03 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> I would do ANYTHING to see our guys create one of these! ! 
>A 
> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> EEx,-C-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email uric edu> 1:24 PM >>> 
> Beth- 
> 

> By Sunday evening, I expect you, Jaimie, Tia, and Amy to come up with 
> something as gund as or better than these symmetrical group ’balances’ my 
> students have come up with during our gymnastics unit. No cartwheels 
> required. Only requirement is for the academic support staffto support 
> one another in some way ;-) 
> 

> Hope this brightens your day a bit or at least makes you a chuckle - have 
a 
> good weekend! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Matthew Stull" <matthew s~ll@ncaspo~s.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 3, 2011 9:09 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Giant Steps Awards 2011 

’IEXYI’.httn 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium for Academics and Sports. Please reconI)lrn your interest in receiving email from us. If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
ConlhmURL :http://visltor.benchmarkemaii.com/c/opt?e 9Dll2&c 162~&emai[ uLXCjv67IIy5WzowNYI)i72XI,~i%2b~VT83dd&relid D161D51:[3 

04.062010 

Looking for a way to recognize someone in sport who has inspired you? Nominate them [’or a Giant Steps Awardin honor of National STUDENT-Athlete Day (NSAD)! Deadline quickly 
approaching.. 

Giant Steps Awards: 

Nominations due by Friday, FebruaW 19th! Giant Steps Awards recognize individual student-athletes, professional athletes, athletics administrators, civic leaders, coaches, parents, 
organizations and other individuals who exempli(y the ideals of balancing academics, athletics, life pursuits and giving back to the communi~ through the spirit of athletics Online 
nominating for Giant Steps Awards is available at va,cw.ncasports org/programs/nsad/or call 407.823.3555 to learn more. 
And don’t forget.. 
Colleges and Umversities: 

Visit wwwncasports.org/programs/nsad/to order award certificates (at no cost) and get event ideas! 
And then join us on April 6, 2010 in celebration of this year[Sls annual National STUDENT-Athlete Day, America1551s day to celebrate outstanding student-athletes who have achieved 
excellence in academics and athletics, while making significant contributions to the community. Honor your student-athletes, organize events on your campus, and learn how your 
community can get involved. 

National STUDENT-Athlete Day is a program of the National Consortium for Academics and Sportsand is co-sponsored with the NCAA, the National Federation of State High School 
Associations (NFHS), and Northeastern University[Sis Center [’or the Study of Sport in Society. 

This message was sent to kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu by matthew stull@ncasports.org 

You can modi~&pdate your subscription via the link below-. 

Unsubscribe frora all mailing 
http://visitor.benchrnarkemail.com,’cisu?e 9Dll2&c 16AA&email uLXCj¥67IIy5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Manage Subscription 
http:/ivisitor.benct~narkemail.corrgc/s?e 9Dll2&c 16AA&eraail~LXCj¥67IIg5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Forward Email 
http://visitor.benchrnarkcmail.con~2c/i’?e 9Dll2&c 16AA&email~LXCj¥67IIy5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
Report Abuse 
http:i/visitor.benctm~arkemail.corrdAbuse?e 9D112&c 16AA&email aLXCiv67IIv5Wzo~vNYDlz2XFM%2F~VT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com> 

Thursday, 5:27 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: UPDATE -- CONFIDENTIAL 

TENTI’.httn 

I’m sorW to hear that I was hoping he’d be up to meeting Did you get all of the Anth notes the other day from my notebook? I would go over the notes from       through the end with 
him. The slides correspund with them and I can get yuu those tunight ifyuu’re going to be at study hall. Otherwise, just louking through the nutes should be fine It sounded like (frum the 
guys who touk the test tuday) most of the test was on the notes anyway. ’]7he readings on e-reserve compliment the lecture, but shouldn’t be rurally necessary right away. He shuuld know 
the different huminid categuries, analugies, models uf behaviur and primate strategies for survival I’ll be aruund tunight and tomorruw murningia~ernoon so we can go uver things if you 
have questiuns. Let me know if you have any uther questions and ! hupe that helps! 

[)abe: ’]23u,            16:56:06 -0500 
Frum: kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu 
Tc 
Subject: UPDATE -- CONFIDENTIAL 

Due to circumstances I will be working with     tumurrow so     yuu are uff the houk Could each ufyou give me a heads-up un what I should focus in un during my time with him? 
plan was tu catch up on reading. He is not able tu du wurksheets, notes, etc ]£yuu let me knuw what tupics he is learning about in the class you wurk with him on, then I can study tonight 
and be able to engage him in a discussiun un the material. Let me knuw yuur thoughts when you can. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.anc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Thomas, Melm~ie B." <thomasmb@musc.edu> 

Friday, February 11,2011 12:56 PM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out of Otfice: We’ll work axo~md when you want to go. 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I will be out of the office until FebruaW 14 and will respond to your message on return. 



DUKE UNIVERSITY AND UNC- CHAPEL HILL 

The Robertson Scholars Program at Duke University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill seeks academically talented students with the ability 
to thrive in the rigor of Duke and UNC-Chapel Hill, a commitment to helping others, the courage to cross geographic, cultural and socioeconomic boundaries, 
and the leadership to guide others to do the same. Approximately thirty scholarships are awarded each year (15 at each school). Duke scholars receive full 

tuition, and UNC-Chapel Hill scholars receive full tuition, living expenses and a stipend. Applicants should submit a Supplemental Materials Form which 
further describes their interests and passions plus an additional non-academic recommendation letter.~,upp~emen~ai ~’~a~erials form deadline is December 1~ 

2009. Admission application can be either for early or regular admission. For more information see your counselor or~^~w.robertsonscholars.orci. 

COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
The College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, VA, announces the Murray Scholars Program. One outstanding senior from CHHS can be nominated to receive 
the full tuition plus 2 summer studies scholarship. See your counselor by Noven~b~r 1, ;~009 ~<~r l~arly D~cisio~ ~r 3anuary 1, 2010 f~r Regula~ D~cisio~ if you 

would like to be considered for a nomination. For more information see the website at www.wm.edu or see your counselor. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN = ANN ARBOR 
University of Michigan-Ann Arbor offers the Rogel Award of Excellence based on financial need and academic achievements. Deadline for application is 

Noven~ber 1, 2009. Seewww.umich.~du or the CIC for details. 

UNiVERSiTY OF RICHMOND 
University of Richmond in Richmond, VA announces the Richmond Scholars Program offering full tuition, room and board plus $3,000 for summer 

study. Students should submit application by Decembe~ 15, 2009. Applicants should be in the top 10% of their class with SAT>t400. For more information, see 
the CIC or v,n~w~.urich~edu 

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA -COLUMBIA 
The University of South Carolina in Columbia, SC offers several merit~ased scholarships. To be eligible, students must apply for Early Decision and submit a 

University Honors College/Scholarship application by November 15, 2009. McNair Scholar Awards for scholastic merit receive $t5,000 yearly. Alumni 
Scholars receive $5,000 yearly for out-of-state students. SAT scores should exceed 1300 and GPA>3.80. For details, see the CIC orwww.sc.edu. 

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
American University in Washington DC offers several merit based and need based scholarships available for talented students. The AU institutional Financial 
Aid application for all scholarships is due November 15, 2009 for early decision and February 15, 20t0 for regular decision. See ~.~.~D.~.!.!~.~.D.,.~.~.~or more 

details. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 20 l 1 11: 59 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Yesterday 

A~tach: ’l~NYf.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I just want to check and see if you found my note yesterday from Vlonday 

night., hope so! 

Thanks! 



From: ~email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday, 10:27 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subje~’t: t~night 

He?’ Amy, 

e-raailed me Tuesday saying something about family issues preventing 

him from coming to tutoring (and that he il~formed one of you). I ~vas just 
wondering if you knew if he was planning on coming tonight. 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 17, 2011 11:48 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: interview 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Amazing, thank you ! 

I only need one participant, but others in my group might still be looking. 
Is there the possibility’ of having more than one athlete available? If not, 
that’s fine but I thought it’d be worth checking. 

See you this evening! 

On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:44 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Come in the big gates that face Stadium drive and veer right, heading 
down a nan-ow "road" -- keeping the fence on your right. Up ahead you will 
approach the building/football center and enter what we call the concourse 
-- where the concession stands are. Roughly 75 feet up on your right will 
be a small hallway and once you turn in there, an elevator on your right. 
Take that elevator to the 5th floor (the concourse is the 3rd floor). The 
elevator opens into a big room and you will see students working Turn 
right and my off’ice is the first one on the left after the big room. Send 
me a text when you enter the stadium so that I make sure I’m there when you 
come in ~[’the elevator is turned o:ffjust call me and I’1l 
come get you. 

I look forward to meeting you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cotffidentiality, Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged irKormation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 
>>>                       @gmaihcom> 2/17/2011 11:33 AM >>> 

Arny, 

Let’s go with entering through the big gates of the stadium of stadium 
drive. 

Thanks t 

On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:27 AM. Arny Kleissler <kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> I’m finding someone right now Are you familiar ~vith the football 
>> stadium at all? You can enter 1 of 2 ways. Tell me if you are familiar with 
>> either place and then I’ll give you more specific directions: the front of 
>> the building faces The Stone Center (big statue of Ramses out front and new- 
>> parking deck) or, off of stadium drive, facing Fetzer Gym, you come through 
>> the big gates of the stadium as if you were coming to a football game. Pick 
>> one and I’ll hit you back’. 
>> Thanks, 
>> A 
>> 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c 
>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 
>> Confidentiality- Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 



>> message. 

>> >>~" ~gmail.com~ 2/17/2011 11:17 AM >>> 

>> 

>> Yes! I could do 7:15 pm - 9:00 pan. if you can find someone. 

>> 

>> Thanks so much for investigating. I’d need directions to the facili~ 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:12 AM, Arny Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu 

>> > wrote: 
>> 

>>> If I can get a student, are you a’,~ailable to corae to the football center 

>>> tonight to do the inter,~iew? We have study hall here 7-gpm. Let me know-. 

>>> thanks! 

>>> 

>>> ~y- Kleissler 

>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>>> UNtO-Chapel Hill 

>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>> c 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 

>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

>>> distribution is prohibited, lI"you are not the intended recipient, please 

>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>>> message. 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 12:36 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: interview 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Great! 

I’ll plan on coming at 7:15 p.m. with one other classmate. The 3rd might not 
be over until 7:30 p.m., if that’s ok. We say an hour for the interview, but 
they are usually around 45 minutes from start to finish 

On Thu. Feb 17, 2011 at 12:34 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@un caa unc edu>wrote: 

> I have 2 so far; will work on third Plan that I’ll have 3 unless I get 
> tell you otherwise What is your cell #? 
> 

> 

> 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited ]l’you are not the intended recipient, please 
> comact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
> >>; @gmaikcom> 2/17/2011 12:32 PM >>> 
> 

> Amy. 
> 

> Scratch that. We could actually use 3, but whatever you thirtk is feasible. 
> 

> Thank you! 
> 

> 

> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:58 AM. ~gmaihcoru>wrote: 
> 

>> I’d say two in total. If you thirtk that’s doable, rll email my group and 
>> see if someone else is available to join me. 
>> 

>> That.s[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:54 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@ancaa.uac.edu>wrote: 
>> 

>>> how many do you need? I have a couple of students but have to find out 
>>> from theru if they are willing to take the time -- some ruay have upcoming 
>>> assignruents they want to work on tonight. Doing the intep,~iew before they 
>>> turn to homework would be the best bet :) Let rue know. 
>>> A 

>>> ~y- Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

>>> kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 
>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>> distribution is prohibited, ll"you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>>> message. 
>>> >>> ~gmail corn> 2/17/2011 11:48 AM >>> 
>>> 

>>>Am?-, 
>>> 
>>> An~azing, thank your 
>>> 

>>> I only need one participant, but others in my group might still be 
>>> looking Is there the possibility of having more than one athlete available? 
>>> ll"not, that’s fine but I thought it’d be worth checking 
>>> 

>>> See you this eveningt 



>>> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:44 AN~ Amy Kleissler < 

>>> k leissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Come in the big gates that face Stadium drive and veer right, heading 
>>>> down a narrow "road" -- keeping the fence on your right L’p ahead you will 
>>>> approach the building/football center and enter what we call the concourse 
>>>> -- where the concession stands are. Roughly 75 feet up on your right will be 
>>>> a small hallway and once you turn in there, an elevator on your right. Take 

>>>> that elevator to the 5th floor (the concourse is the 3rd floor). The 
>>>> elevator opens into a big room and you will see students working. Turn right 
>>>> and my office is the first one on the left after the big room. Send me a 
>>>> text when you enter the stadium so that I make sure rm there when you come 
>>>> in If the elevator is ttaned off just call me and I’ll come 
>>>> get you. 
>>>> I look forw-ard to meeting you! 
>>>> Amy 

>>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>> kleissle@ur~caa.unc.edu 

>>>> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attackments, 
>>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>>> and privileged irfformation. Any ~mauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>>>> >>~ @graail.cora> 2/17/2011 11:33 AM >>> 

>>> Amy 

>>>> Let’s go ;vith entering through the big gates of the stadium of stadium 

>>>> Thanks! 

>>>> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:27 AM, Am?’ Kleissler < 
>>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> I’m finding someone right now. Are you familiar with the football 
>>>>> st~qdium at all? You can enter 1 of 2 ways. Tell me if you are familiar with 
>>>>> either place and then I’ll give you more specific directions: the front of 
>>>>> the building faces The Stone Center (big statue of Ramses out front and new 
>>>>> parking deck) or, off of stadium drive, facing Fetzer Gym, you come through 
>>>>> the big gates of the stadium as if you were coming to a football game. Pick 
>>>>> one and I’ll hit you back! 
>>>>> Thanks, 

>>>>> Am?’ Kleissler 
>>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>>> U~!C-Chapel Hill 
>>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>>> k leissle@uncaa.unc edu 

>>>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>>>> is %r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>>>> and privileged irfformation ?my unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>>>> distributinn is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>>>>> >>> @gmail.com> 2/17/2011 11:17 AM >>> 

>>>>> Yes! I could do 7:15 p.m - 9:00 pm if you can find someone. 

>>>>> Thanks so much for investigating I’d need directions to the facility 

>>>>> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:12 AM, Amy Kleissler < 
>>>>> kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> If I can get a student, are you available to come to the football 
>>>>>> center tonight to do the interview? We have stu@ hall here 7-9pro. Letme 

>>>>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>>>> L~!C-Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>>>> kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu 



>>>>>> Confidentially" Notice: ’]’his e-mail message, including an?’ 
>>>>>> attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
>>>>>> confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
>>>>>> disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended 

>>>>>> recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies 
>>>>>> of the original message. 



From: @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 5:57 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: budget 

Attach: ’IEXTl’.httn 

]k/It SecureStor Stored: total 49191bytes; Wed, 18 May 2011 18:57:27 -0400 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/0aa5721d95ef0fSd3ef664cc96644df7 

File Name: ~[g 2011 budget xlsx 

Exptry Dabe: Wed, 18 Mny 2011 18:57:27 

Size: 49191bytes 



2011 budqet.xlsx 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 9:48 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: interview 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Thanks again! That was a tremendous help to our group. Please let us know if 
there’s anything we can ever help with 

Nice meeting you and take care 

On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 1:53 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

At the moment I only have 2 sold hold of on the third person until I let 
you know. ! have a team meeting now but will let you kno by @5. is that ok? 
Thanks, 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapd tlill 
919-~g43-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Confidentiality Nntice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
[’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confi dential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>~                       @graail.cora> 2/17/2011 12:36 PM >>> 

Great[ 

I’ll plan on coraing at 7:15 p.m. with one other classmate. The 3rd might 
not be over until 7:30 p.m., if that’s ok. We say an hour for the inter, dew, 
but they are usually around 45 minutes from start to finish. 

On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 12:34 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> I have 2 so far; ~vill work on third. Plan that I’ll have 3 unless I get 
>> tell you otherwise. What is your cell #? 
>> 

>> AtW Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> L~-C-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain curffidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthurized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message. 
>> >>> @gmail corn> 2/17/2011 12:32 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Amy, 
>> 

>> Scratch that We could actually use 3, but ~vhatever you think is feasible 
>> 

>> Thank you[ 
>> 

>> 

>> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:58 AM, @gmail corn>wrote: 
>> 

>>> I’d say t~vo in total. If you think that’s doable, I’ll email my group and 
>>> see if someone else is available to join me. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks[ 

>>> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:54 AM. Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 



>>>> how many do you need? I have a couple of students but have to find out 
>>>> from them if they are willing to take the time -- some may" have upcoming 
>>>> assignments they want to work on tonight. I)oing the interview before they 
>>>> turn to homework would be the best bet :) Let me know 

>>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>> kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu 

>>>> Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any" attact~ments, 
>>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>>> and privileged irfformation. Any tmauthorized review, use, disclosttre or 
>>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>>>> >>> @grrlail.corrl> 2/17/2011 11:48 AM >>> 

>>>> .~q~azing, that’: you[ 

>>>> I only need one participant, but others in my group might still be 
>>>> looking. Is there the possibility of having more than one athlete available? 
>>>> [t" not, that’s fine but I thought it’d be worth checking. 

>>>> See you this evening! 

>>>> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:44 AM. Amy Kleissler < 
>>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Come in the big gates that face Stadium drive and veer right, heading 
>>>>> down a nal~cOW "road" -- keeping the fence on your right. Up ahead you will 
>>>>> approach the building/ibotball center and enter what we call the concourse 
>>>>> -- tvhere the concession stands are Roughly 75 feet up on your right will be 
>>>>> a small hallway and once you turn in there, an elevator on your right. Take 

>>>>> that elevator to the 5th floor (the concourse is the 3rd floor). The 
>>>>> elevator opens into a big room and you tvill see students working Turn right 
>>>>> and my- office is the first one on the left aker the big room. Send me a 
>>>>> text when you enter the stadium so that I make sure I’m there when you come 
>>>>> in             If the elevator is turned off just call me and I’ll come 

>>>>> I look forward to meeting your 

>>>>> Amy’ Kleissler 
>>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>>> U~!C-Chapel Hill 
>>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>>> kleissleCa)uncaa tmc edu 

>>>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any’ attachments, 
>>>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>>>> and privileged irfformation >Lny unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>>>> distributinn is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>>>>> >>> ~r)gmail.com> 2/17/2011 11:33 AM >>> 

>>>>> Let’s go with entering through the big gates of the stadium of stadium 

>>>>> Thankst 

>>>>> On Thu, Feb 17, 2011 at 11:27 AM. Amy Kleissler < 
>>>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> I’m finding someone right now. Are you familiar with the football 
>>>>>> stadium at all? You can enter 1 of 2 ways. Tell me if you are familiar with 
>>>>>> either place and then [’11 give you more specific directions: the fi-ont of 
>>>>>> the building faces The Stone Center (big statue of Ramses out front and new 
>>>>>> parking deck) or, o:ff of stadium drive, facing Fetzer Gym, you come through 
>>>>>> the big gates o17 the stadium as if you were coming tea football game Pick 
>>>>>> one and [’11 hit you back t 
>>>>>> Thanks, 

>>>>>> 2uW Kleissler 
>>>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>>>> l~IC-Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>>>> kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu 



>>>>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any 
>>>>>> attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contmn 
>>>>>> confidential and privileged information ~my unauthorized review, use, 
>>>>>> disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
>>>>>> rempient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies 
>~>>~> of the original message. 
>>>>>> >>>                       ~)gmail.com> 2/17/2011 11:17 AM >>> 

>>>>>> Yes! I could do 7:15 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. if you can find someone. 

>>>>>> Thanks so much for investigating. I’d need directions to the facili)-. 

>>>>>> On Thu. Feb 17, 2011 at 11 : 12 .~’~4. Arny Kleissler < 
>>>>>> kleissle@~xcaa.unc.edu> xvrote: 

>>>>>>> If I can get a student, are you available to come to the football 
>>>>>>> center tonight to do the intelviexv? We have study hall here 7-9pm. Let me 

>>>>>>> thaaks! 

>>>>>>> Arny Kleissler 
>>>>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>>>>> L~C-Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>>>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>>>>> Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including aW 
>>>>>>> attact~ments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
>>>>>>> cortfidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use. 
>>>>>>> disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
>>>>>>> recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies 
>>>>>>> of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Saturday, FebmaD’ 19, 2011 8:09 PM 

@twcny.rr.com 

"~-pics 

2jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 20, 2011 1:43 PM 

p~cs 

2.jpg 



From: ~nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, Februa~, 21, 2011 7:15 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: race 

Attach: ’IEXTl’.httn 

A Race Is a Nice Thing to Have: A Guide to Being a White Person or 
Understanding the White Persons in Your Life 
lib online 

The ~ite People at Pomona College 

(Opinion piece for The Student Life) 

by Janelle Orsi - @aol.com 

April 10, 2002 

I[]m writing this opinion piece to tell the world what I think about 
White people, and particularly White Pomona College students. Now 
having said that, I[Sim sure that alarm bells are ringing in many of my 
readers[] heads. But, before any of you automatically write me off as 
"Just-another-person-generMizing-about-ignorant-White-people," let me 
assure you that I[]m not phninng to declare all White people 
"racists." However, I[2ve started to notice some interesting things 
about White Pomona students, and if’you[SiH bear with me, you might 
learn something new. 

This semester, I[]ve managed to orient most of my class projects, 
thesis, and extracurric ul ar ac tivities to the topic of racism and race 
issues at Pomona College. Mouw~ted by my own confusing, interesting, 
and enlightening experiences with the topic of racism at Pomona, I 
thought it would be interesting to do a systematic study of what other 
students experience and the kinds of changes they go through while at 
Pomona. With the help of a survey of 257 students [] views on racism, 
intep¢iews with ten White jumors, and three focus-groups with 
sophomores, I[]ve become particularly devoted to, among other things, 
the cause of ~3,~nite people and learning about how we conceptualize 
racism. 

But before getting into the details, let,s first try to get 
comfortable with the terms. Everybo@ take a deep breath and repeat: 
"~3,~nite people." If you are not used to using this phrase, try 
repeating it loudly- a few times, and also think about why it feels 
strange to say it. As a YVhite person, I~ve rarely used the phrase in 
my life, because something about it just sounds funny. I wonder why 
I~ve been more apt to use the words "Asian people," "Black," or 
"Latino," but never talk about "¥Vhite people." This is especially 
ironic since I grew up mostly aro~md White people and learned mostly 
about the history of the [;\~ite] Western world. If you are a person of 
color, you may also have avoided using the tetra "White" if a \Xrhite 
person was in the room, probably because you know the suspicious 
stares that it can bring forth from \Xrhite people who hear it. 

No~v here [] s what I finally figured out about this phenomenon. We White 
people can be perfectly corrffortable with studying "African American" 
literature and histo~, because we acknowledge that African American 
people have some cotnn~on histories and experiences, and we consider 
them to be part of a "race." Taking a "~3,~nite American" history- class 
(instead of just "American" history), on the other hand, might make 
some of us itch. We[]d have to acknowledge that \7~aite people have a 
"race" too, and that we even have a history specific to our 
"race" (My use of the word "race" here should not imply that grouping 
people into "races" indicates something biologically or culturally 
significant about those groups as a whole. Rather, I[]m including this 
term in its normal usage, because it,s convenient and I lack the space 
to discuss why the idea of "race" has been harmful throughout history.) 

Now we would ask ourselves: what is the history of the "¢,qaite "race" in 
relation to the other "races" [] Native Americans, Latinos, Blacks, 
Asians? If you are thinking about this question and not feeling even a 
little depressed, I[]d be surprised. So there we have it: YVhite people 
avoid thinking of themselves as ra ced, not only because it keeps us 
from having to be depressed about history, but because it keeps us 
from feeling like we should be held accountable to that hrstory We 
White people especially don~t want to feel any less entitled to the 
wealth we[]ve acquired by this point in history-. If we think about 
whether our comfortable situation in life has anything to do with a 
history of exploitation, we might start to feel guilty about what ~ve 
have. 

But I~m sure ~ve can bear these negative feelings long enough to delve 
into a more productive and positive discussion on race, a discussion 
where the topic of ;Vhite people is included. So when I talk about 



White peuple, l[~]m re[erring to people who, by the color of their skin 
and through heritage of White privileges, have certain things in 
comanon with each other What White people uften, but not always, share 
in cummun are the ideulugies of "Whiteness," which include nurmauve 
values, ideals, belietis and practices that let "Whiteness" maintain 
its hard-to-see privileges What[~]s interesting is that "Whiteness," 
there]2~re, is an ideulugy that not only White people use, but that 
people uf culor may make use ufas well 

Despite things that ~,\~ite people tend to have in common, when I talk 
about White people, IDm still talking about an incredibly diverse 
crowd. Take ~3,~lite students at Pomona College, for example: thereDs no 
way to generalize about the \Vhite experience at Pomona College, and ray 
research has confirmed this. ~,\~ite students~ views on race, for 
example, mn the spectrun~ from complete disinterest in race issues to 
active anti-racist concern. In bet~veen these are a range of strange 
and interesting views, many of which are laden with contradictions, 
confusions, frustrations, and anger. 

As an example of how interesting White people can be, let,s take me as 
an example. This is not meant to be an ego-trip, but more of a 
cordessional. My views have changed dramatically in the last four 
years. I once thought that racism ~vas something that ~vould go away as 
soon as we stopped talking about race. Seeing racism merely as a 
problem of the prejudices that people hold, it seemed perfectly 
logical and humane to me that o~tr prejudices would disappear when we 
became blind to color. But ~vhen I realized that histo~ itself has 
never been colorblind, and that we are still living in the system of 
inequalities created by that history, I knew that we couldn[~t expect 
these differences to just go away. 

After this, I started to become more sharply aware of inequalities in 
society, and I felt quite guil~" about them. I lived in constant fear 
that I would be blamed. I ~vished that I had been born without my 
privileges, so that at least my conscience would be clear. Part of me 
cared about the problems created by racism, and part of me felt scared 
to confront them. With the guidance of a friend and some good books, I 
worked through this guilt and even discovered that talking and 
learning about race issues can feel liberating. On one hand, I feel 
more accountable than ever to the problems of racism, and feel much 
less entitled to my White privileges, but finally, I feel like I[~m 
starting to understand racism enough to confront it. It,s a good place 
to be 

Ifyou[~d agree that human beings are naturally caring and empathetic 
people, then we all secretly really do care about the problem of 
racism. Despite all of our good intentions, ;vhat usually keeps us from 
productively working to fix the problem is that racism is such a 
confusing topic. Pomona students have a myriad of ways to define the 
word "racism," and it shows that t;vo people, when discussing racism, 
are often not talking about the same thing. In addition, one 
individual alone might have multiple ways of talking about racism. If 
we grow up learning one thing about racism and we encounter an 
entirely different point-of-view at Pomona, we get confused for a 
time If our parents tell us to be colorblind, then we come to the 
"multiculturalist" world of Pomona where ;ve are taught to "celebrate 
our differences," and THEN we might even take a class that exposes us 
to the histow of race-based exploitation or current structural 
inequalities of our society’, itl~ls easy to get ideulugically lost. 

IE~ld argue that many White Pomona students get left dangling in this 
precarious and awkward place, where they may mix and match 
cuntradictop)~ views in attempts to work things out Both my interviews 
and the racism sup~ey suppurt this One single person might say, "We 
need to treat everybo~dy equally and judge them only as individuals 
[[~l] Well, yeah, it[~ls guod to learn abuut peoplesl~l differences [l~l] And 
then therel~ls inequality, which is a bad prublem. Schuul systems, for 
example, cuntinue tu give advantages tu Caucasian students" and su un. 
Tu further cumplicate matters, students learn to speak the pulitically 
correct language and say things that they may nut even believe ur 
understand ~,’nat results is a campus filled with students whu 
simultaneously care abuut racism, but whu aren[~t quite cumfurtable 
talking about it This is both unpruductive in sulving prublems, and 
generally unhealthy ~2~r all Pumuna students. 

People tend tu say that the answer to this problem would just be "mure 
dialug." On one hand, I wuuld agree, but I[~]d argue that therel~ls mure 
tu it than that. [f we are trying tu cummunicate, but attempt tu du so 
without a better awareness ufthe different kinds of cuntradictions 
and c(mfusion among students, then discussion might further perpetuate 
the entire system uf confusion We shuuld all try tu luok more deeply 
at uur uwn views and what they mean in relation tu prejudice, 
inequality’, Whiteness, and privilege. If we remain keenly aware ofhuw 
our views are changing, and ho~v they- We changed over time, then we 
might be able to work out our perspectives and better understand those 
of other people. There is also a great deal of literature to help us 
through this process (see the following list). The choice to confront 
these issues is a difficult step to take, but one that will ultimately 
be rewarding and fruitful. 



--Janelle Orsi 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, February 21,2011 5:24 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

NETFLIX 

TENZI’.httn 

amy do you still get online netflix? asking if you wouldn’t mind ordering freedom ~vriters---my guys in recr 430 need to watch and I am thil~ing we could cue up on the computer in 
auditorium to watch in there .if not, I will buy it 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 



From: @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, FebruaU 21,2011 10:41 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: aJiicles 

Attach: ’IENTl’.httn 

Fostering the Development of Multicultural Counselling Competencies: 
Training, Growth and Development for White Counsellors 

Introduction to multiculmral counseling for helping professionals By 
Wanda M. L Lee 

Cross Cultural Competency and Multicultural Teacher Education 

Gretchen McAllister 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 11:27 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

’IEXT.httn 

http://2011. 

journal book and textbook 

pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 7:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

"~belief 

Kleissler, Belief, final paper.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 7:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

belial 

Kleissler, Belief, final paper.doc 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 1:49 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: D’vq) 

’I~NJI’.httn 

calista flockheart? 

i will keep my eye out, it’you can’t find it, we can reorder it 

p s--did you order freedom writers ? if not, cool, I ~vill go to visart 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 2/24/2011 1:04 PM 
I am missing the DVD of A Midsummer Night’s Dream with Kevin Kline and All?" McBeal (can’t think of her name! ) on the cover. I am chasing it down on my end, but ffyou ever come across 
~t, toss it my way! Thanks :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may comain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 2:03 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: D’vq) 

’I~NJI’.httn 

you rock! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 2/24/2011 1:56 PM >>> 
It should be at my tomorrow ~[’temoon (netflix) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may comain confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>> Beth Bridget 2,’24/2011 1:48 PM >>> 

calista f!ockheart? 

i will keep my eye out, if you can’t find it, we can reorder it 

p s--did you order freedom writers’.’ if not, cool, I will go to visart 

B eth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Directur/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.~mc, edu 
>>> .~y- Kleissler 2/24/2011 1:04 PM >>> 
I am missing the DVD ofA Midsurrm~er Night’s Dream with Kevin Kline and Ally McBeal (can’t thii,,k of her name! ) on the cover. I ara chasing it down on my end, but i[’you ever come across 
it, toss ittW wayt Thartks :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali[y Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is ibr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 4:22 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ps .... 

’I~NTI’.httn 

what do we have to open--they all have hand scans ..does 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

notwork? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 4:52 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: ps .... 

’IEXTf.httn 

OK.. I will still be here either way’. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 2/24/2011 4:23 PM >>> 
it does, just in case it didn’t work I made sure he knew I was here 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Beth Bridget 2,’24/2011 4:21 PM >>> 
what do we have to open--they all have hand scans ..does        not work? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-~3-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.mxc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

porifi~lio 

portfolio 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 1,2011 7:16 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: holy cow 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

So what are u going to present again? 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 1 Mar 2011 19:00:51 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: holy cow 

I was chosen to do a presentation at that conference! yikes -- i’m nepTous already!! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 1,2011 10:32 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: abstract 

A~tach: ’IENTl’.httn 

30-minute oral presentation 

Mentoring, at-risk, student-athletes, training 

Am?’ Kleissler, Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Training Academic Mentors for At-Risk Collegiate Student-Athletes 

Spending 40 ~ hours a week involved in their sport and related 
activities, Division I collegiate student-athletes face demands that 
few people outside the world of college athletics can fully 
appreciate E~lThe label of student-athlete says it alh A college 
student who is also an athlete is asked to live two roles and be two 
people in one. N0 other college students are identified in this 
hyphenated way 12 no others are pulled in two completely different 
directions.. No other students are asked to be one person for haft 
the day and someone else the other half[~ (Sperber, 2000) Although 
the?" arrive on campus idealistic and optimistic about their impending 
academic experience, academically underprepared students often suffer 
under the weight of these pressures, and begin to detach themselves 
from their academics Trained mentors support student-athletes so that 
the?" can turn their idealism into reality 

Focusing on academically underprepared or at-risk student-athletes, 
mentoring seeks to apply the same principles that have guided superior 
athletes, helping them to develop into superior students A superior 
athlete is dedicated, hardworking, conm~itted, accepts responsibility, 
and never rnisses practice. A student with the same values will 
achieve a sinrilarly high level of academic success. 

The rnission of a mentoring program must be to provide a productive 
learning environment where these vulnerable student-athletes feel that 
they- can trust their nmntor, one in which they feel corrffortable 
revealing their vulnerabilities and weaknesses. As the student- 
athlete gains new krmwledge and skills, they- will gain a sense of 
competence and independence. \X~nen the?" struggle, they will seek their 
mentor for guidance and support. 

The job as mentor to student-athletes carries with it a trenmndous 
amount of responsibility and challenge. Paired with an identified 

student, mentors work with the student to address a wide varie~" of 
acadenric issues such as time rnanagement, note taking, conm~unicating 
with professors, classroonr behavior, and stud?, skills, rnodeling best 
practices. Using the student,s own course content, the mentor is able 
to focus the student on developing and improving matheraatics, reading, 
vocabulary, and writing skills. It is in this maimer that the student 
will then be able to incorporate these skills into his own individual 
learning style 



30-minute oral presentation 

Mentorng, at-risk, student-athletes, training 

Amy Kleisslel; University" ofNol~h Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

Training Academic Mentors for At-Risk Collegiate Student-Athletes 

Spending 40+ hours a week involved in their sport and related activities, Division I collegiate s~adent-athletes face demands that few people outside the world of 

college athletics can fully appreciate. "The label of s~tudent-athlete says it all. A college student who is also an athlete is asked to live two roles and be two people in 

one. No other college students are identified in this hyphenated way no others are pulled in two completely dittErent directions... No other s~udents are asked to be 

one person for half the day and someone else the other half’ (Sperber, 2000). Although they arrive on campus idealistic and optimistic atx~ut their impending academic 

experience, academically underprepa~-ed students often suffer under the weight of these pressures, and begin to detach themselves from their academics. Trained 

mentors snpport student-athletes so that they can turn their idealism into reality. 

Focusing on academically underprepeaced or at-risk student-athletes, mentoring seeks to apply the stone principles that have guided superior athletes, helping them to 

develop into superior students. A superior athlete is dedicated, hardworking, committe& accepts responsibility~, and never misses practice. A s~dent with the same 

va]ues roll achieve a similmly high level of academic success. 

The mission of a ,nentoring program must be to provide a productive learning enviroranent where these vulnerable s~dent-athletes feel that they can tms~t their mentor, 

one in which they feel comfortable revealing their vulnerabilities and weaknesses. As the student-athlete gains new knowledge and sldlls, they roll gain a sense of 

competence and independence. When they straggle, they will seek their mentor for guidance and support. 

The job as mentor to student-athletes carries with it a tremendous amount of responsibiliU and challenge. Pa~red ruth an identified s~dent, mentors work ruth the 
student to address a rode va~ie~ of academic issues such as time managemenl, note "taking, communicating with professors, classroom behavior, and study skills, 

modeling best practices. Using "the student’s own course conten’g "the mentor is able to tbcus the student on developing and improving mathematics, reading, 

vocabulaxy, and writing skills. It is in this manner that the s~tudent will then be able to incorporate these skills into his own individual learning style. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,              6:49 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday, 

TEXT.htm 

Amy, 

I am not really sure what you are asking, I didn’t know I had a review 
session tomorrow night, I thought it was just the regular session I usually 
do. Let me know if I’m wrong. And I didn’t see     on Tuesday because he 
had a review for sociology so I don’t really know if he will need anything 
from me or not (though I don’t think he has anything big like a test/writing 
assignment)       has an in class writing assignment on Friday, though I 
don’t think there is too much for him to prepare since he said they won’t 
get the topic ahead of time. That’s all I know...let me know what the plan 
is for tomorrow night! 

:-) 

On Wed, at 4:50 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

I wanted to see what is going on in the course(s) you tutor and see what 
your thoughts are on whether or not you think you need to conduct your 
review session tomorrow night? Let me know your thoughts -- thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday,              9:46 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: study table 

TEXT.htm 

Yes, I do plan on having my sessions 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Wed, at 4:47 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

This is to confirm that we are still planning on having your sessions for 
tomorrow night, Thursday, thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 3:52 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,               7:13 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: checking in 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for letting me know about     And I will take pleasure in asking 
what his *real* grade was! We all worked together on the 

concepts addressed in the homework assignment that was due today, so 
hopefully that will come back with a decent grade. Thanks for checking in on 
us, and I will continue to push these young men to be the best sociologists 
they can be! 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Wed, at 10:26 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Hi! Did you have a good spring break?? It’s only Wednesday but if feels 
as though it was ages ago :) 

I need to apologize for not letting you know earlier that           has 
dropped your class so you do not need to expect him in your sessions 
anymore. Also, I wanted to let you know that did not report his 
correct grade to you -- he received a not a Do not feel that you 
can’t push him harder and stay all over him to let him know that you are 
serious about his need to step up to the plate! Jaimie and his coaches are 
working with him as well on this end so please let me know if there is 
anything I can do to offer your more support or help out in any way. 

Thanks so much for all you do for our student-athletes ! Have a great day. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: mandakny training 

Attach: ’IENTf.htm 

I’m just letting you know that rll be there on Sunday night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:13 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:13 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Kleissler, portfolio descfiptious.doc 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chattel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:03 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

ppr 

Kleissler, portfolio descfiptious.doc 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cohen, Marc D" <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 18, 2011 6:24 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Writing training, Sunday, March 20th, 6PM 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy ! 

I’m looking forward to working witfi you on Sunday as well! Thaxtks for the nice note. 

It’s my pleasure to help out in any way that I can. Before I forget, what time do I need to show up on Sunday? 

I guess I have a bunch of questions. The most important one is what are the minimum things that you want me to do? Also... 

Is this supposed to be a lecture? A workshop? A combination of the two? 

How long do these things usually last? 

Are tfiese people current tutors and mentors, or is lfiis next year’s crew? 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:02 PM 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: Writing lxaining, Sunday, March 201fi, 6PM 

Marc! ! 
I haven’t seen you in so long! I am looking forward to catching up with you on Sunday. Thank you so much for agreeing to come to the football 
center mad conduct a lxaining session for our tutors mad mentors on assisting witfi paper writing. 

You are very familiar with our students -- lfieir abilities and needs -- so I encourage you to run wilfi any ideas lfiat you have! If you do not have any 
ideas regarding what you would like to cover during the lxaining, based on tile feedback I have had from tutors and mentors it would be very helpful 
for our student population if you could address such lfiings as: 

* What are the elements of a good lfiesis statement mad how to teach that 
* When a tutor/mentor is given a paper lfiat has multiple issues lfiat need to be addressed but only limited time in which to work, how do you 

look at the big picture to assess what should be attacked first? 
* editing strategies for at-risk students who have a hard time seeing mistakes 

Please let me know your tfioughts or concerns, mad if lfiere is maything in paxticular I can have available for you to use on Sunday night -- 
Smartboard, whiteboaxd, supplies, etc. If we hold the session on the 5th floor of the KFC the whiteboard will be small, but lfie mentors/tutors will 
have tables where lfiey can work (if you need lfiat). If you need a good sized whiteboard or projector, tfien we will have lfie session in the 
auditorium on lfie second floor. Your choice! 

On Sunday I can meet you at eilfier lfie elevators on the concourse (inside the stadium, near tile concession stmad) or out front oflfie KFC -- just 
call/text me and I will meet you, 919-593-3033. 

Again, I cannot lfiank you enough for doing lfiis for our staff. You have an amazing gift as a teacher -- you engage lfie students, infect tfiem wilfi 
your love of learning, mad elevate lfieir skills. I look forwaxd to seeing you on Sunday. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Alfiletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto: kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for lfie sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
mad privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dis~xibution is prohibited. If you are not ~e intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and deslxoy all copies of lfie original message. 



Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

,Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday,              3: 0 8 PM 

@email .unc.edu 

"~-summer opl~ortunity 

M,~" name is Am’~~ Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger She forwarded me your email expressing interest in tutoring this summer in Biolog?-, English, or Spanish. Fantastic! Would you be 
ab’le to come in ~ext week so that I can tell you a little bit more about our program to see if you are still interested? I will be out of tow~a the beginning of the week, but a,~ailable to meet with 

you on Friday . Let me know what is a good time for you Thank you, and I look f’ot~’ard to meeting you soon, 

Be~t, 
Amy Kleissler 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@email,unc.edu> 

Sunday~ 10:54 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: summer oppo(tuni~ 

Ms. Kleissler, 

That sounds great. I ~vould be glad to meet anytime after 10:50 AM this 
Friday. 

Thanks !, 

On Sun,            15:08:07 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissIe@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wro be: 

> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger. She forwarded me 
> your email expressing interest in tutoring this summer in Biolog3~, 
English, 
> or Spanish. Fantastic! Would you be able to come in next week so that I 
> can tell you a little bit more about our program to see if you are still 
> interested? I will be out of town the beginning of the week, but 
available 
> to meet with you on Friday, Let me know what is a good time 
for 
> you. Thank you, and I look forward to meeting you soon, 
> Best, 
> Amy Kleissler 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Am?’ Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:21 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: summer oppo(tuni~ 

Amy, 

Any time aI’ter 12:30 PM would be fine for me tomon-ow. If there is a time 
that works best for you, I would be happy to stop by then. 

Thanks !, 

On Thu,.           10:35:40 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Sorry I am so slow getting back to you -- I have been out of town and 
just 
> now plowing through my email! Are you available to come in tomorrow, 
April 
> I st still? I am wide open 1230 onward. Let me knowt 
> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 
> 

> Am?’ Kleissier 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-toni[ message, including any attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 

; ~email.unc.edu> 10:53 PM >>> 

> Ms. Kleissler, 

> That sounds great. I would be glad to meet anytime after 10:50 AM this 
> Friday. 

> Thar~ks!, 

On Sun            15:08:07 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> My name is Amy Kleisslcr and I ~vork ~vith Beth Bridger. She forwarded me 
>> your email expressing interest in tutoring this sunlrncr in Biology, 

English, 
>> or Spanish Fantastic! Would you be able to come in next ;veek so that 

>> can tell you a little bit more about our program to see if you are still 
>> interested? I ;vill be out of town the begilming of the week, but 

available 
>> to meet with you on Friday, . Let me know what is a good time 

for 
>> you. Thal~ you, and I look forward to meeting you soon, 
>> Best, 
>> Am?’ Kleissler 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:22 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reference Request 

Hi Amy, 

I’m currently working on my applications for teaching positions and need to list professional references. I was wondering if you ~vould mind if I listed you as a reference. If you don’t mind, 
what contact infolrnation would you like me to provide? 

Also, just wanting to make sure that you got my e-mail in response to working over the sun~mer I’m definitely game for SS I! 

Thanks, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 4, 2011 11:48 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: address for rec 

’I~XTI’.httn 

is there a form or additional specifics about the program I should know to address in the letter? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 4/4/2011 10:50 AM >>> 
Here is the address: 

Office of Graduate Studies -- College of Education 

RE: Academic Advising Graduate Certificate 

18 Bluemont Hall-1100 

Mid Campus Drive 

Kansas State University 

Manhattan, K S 66506 

Thank you so much! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julee Johnson <jcjohnso@uncg.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 12:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: graduation luncheon 

’IEXT.httn 

Hi, Amy, 
Certainly you may revise your number--I’m so glad you’ll all be able to 

attend. It really is a lovely celebration arid I look forward to seeing you 
then 
Take care, 
Julee 

On Mon, ApT 4, 2011 at 9:56 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa uric edu>wrote: 

> Julee, 
> Good morning! I hope that you were able to enjoy the beautiful weekend -- 
> I’m keeping my fingers crossed that spring is finally’ here to stay! 
> 

> I have a quick question lk~r you -- is it possible to revise my RSVP to the 
> graduation luncheon? I had said that I would bring one guest, my 
> but my boss would like to come with 2 of my co-workers May I bring ~2~ur 
> guests? Please let me know your thoughts when you can. 

> My por02~lio is in the mail to you and should arrive by Wednesday at the 
> latest. Thanks[ 
> ~Mny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged irKormation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If’you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply" e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> nressage. 

Julee Casey Johnson 
Advisor, Graduate Liberal Studies 
UNCG 
Becher-Weaver Building 

915 Northridge Street 
Greensboro, NC 27402 
336-315-7748 FAX: 336-315-7767 
Toll Free: 866-334-2255 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday,. 1:59 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: SS 2 tutors? 

TEXF.httn 

looky look?, 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

(< 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>~"                     @email unc.edu> :40 PM >>> 

Hey Beth, 

I hope evewthing is well with you. K you need any more tutors :[’or second 
summer session let me l~ow :). I finish at on the 17th so I would just 
miss the first day o17 class but after that I’m free. 



Fl’olll; @ilc AT-cO Ill;> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2011 12:36 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: doe 

A~ach: ’I~Xr.hnn 

Mt SecureStor Stored: total 45632bytes; Mon, 04 Ju12011 00:36:03 -(~g)0 

Attachment Link: http:/iarchive02 uncaa unc edu/6301b67a87684ea082c587b89948:g)0d 
File Name: Advising self awareness, Kleissler docx 
Exptry Date: Mon, 04 Ju12011 00:36:03 -(3400 
Size: 45632bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutoring Summer Session 1 

TENZI’.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 
>>~"              @email.unc.edu> 11:33 AM>>> 

My name is 
She mentioned to me that the Athletic Department might need tutors for 
Suwaner Session 1 If so, I would love to help out I am a 

double major, and have taken a wide brea&h o17introductory 
courses. I start graduate school at                                but I am 
available through the end of June. If there is an application, will you 
tell me where to find it? I’d also be happy to send you a resume and 
unofficial transcript. 

Thanks, 





From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:28 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tinals reviews 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Sociology Dept 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Tue, at 9:12 PM, Amy Kleiss[er <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

tlello, 
You will have to bear with me as I begin to send you a barrage of emails 
as I work out the master plan fi~r exam reviews! In an attempt to lessen the 
number of changes I have to do, I am focusing in one day at a time! 

So, regarding Thursday, , will you be available to hold review 
sessions 7-9PM? 
Let me know 
Thanks 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel }{ill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 
message. 



From: @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2011 1:31 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: a~t 

http://pages.u oregon, edu/allisonl/L earningIssueLombardiNACADA.pdf 





From: ~nc.rr.col~l> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:34 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: last 

Attach: ’lEXl’.httn 

M t SecureStor Stored: total 146960bytes; Tue, 05 Jul 201 ] 02:34:23 -0400 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 u~caa.unc.edu/246b4c436e832eeb9478f98:t’48fcb07c 

File Name: Advising sell" awareness, Kleissler docx 

Exptry [)ate: Tue, 05 Jul 2011 02:34:23 -0400 

Size: 146960bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~(~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 8:30 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

draft 

Statement of goals and experience 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:09 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: availability 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

What would the schedule be for Stammer Session 1 ? Could someone work two 
nights a week or is this a daily cormnitment? I would be interested 
in ~vorking some nights for session 1, but probably couldn’t do eveW night 
If you can clari~: what opportunities ~vill be available, that would be 
great.. I’m still new to this process[ 

’]7hanks! 

Happy Friday[ 

On Thu, at 2:18 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Good afternoon ~- 
I wanted to circle back with you and see if you are interested in working 
either of the session (or both[) of sutmner school this year. Summer Session 
1 begins Tuesday,          and end          Summer Session 2 runs 

Please let me know your thoughts either way. Thank you! 
~ny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ tliH 
919-~g43-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged ir~formation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc,edu~ 

Frida? ):32 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring summer session I 

Hi Amy, 

See you then I’m pret~ sure I kno~v where it is. If I have a problem, I 
will call 

Thanks’. 

On Thu,            10:32:13 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Friday at 2PM is perfect. Do you know where our offices are? If not, 
let 
> me know. I louk forward to meeting you tomorrow. 
> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Suppurt Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-8A-~-8({~;~ o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
~s 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclusure or 
> distributiun is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe uriginal 

: @email.unc.edu> 9:55 AM >>> 
> Dear Amy, 
> 
> Thap2~: you for your response[ I would love to corae meet with you. I am 
> available on Friday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM. Kthis doesn’t work, I can 
> nreet with you an?" afternoon next week. Urffortunately, I have a loaner 
> conrputer and forgot to back up ray scarmed transcript, but I will bring a 
> hard copy of ray unofficial transcript when we meet My resume is 
attached. 
> I look fop, vald to meeting with you! 
> 

> Thanks a~ain. 

> On Wed,          [ 10:30:24 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> _My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with the lnentors and tutors within 
> the 
>> Academic Support Progranr for Student-Athletes - Beth Bridger forwarded 
> me 
>> your elnail. 

>> I ara so glad that you contacted us -- I would love to have you corae in 
so 
>> that we could meett Are you available anytinre this Friday after 11AM? 
> My 

>> office is in the football center (faces the Stone Center) If not, we 
> can 
>> schedule a time f,ar next week. Let me know your thoughts when you can. 

>> Also, would you be able to send me a cop?- of your resume? Thankst 
>> Cheers, 
>> Amy 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UN-C-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including aW attachments, 
> is 
>> lk~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information An?" unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 



From: @unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, [ : 5 8 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: summer availability 

A~tach: ’IENTf.httn 

Hi Amy, 

The guys have their final Thursday    at 8am So, in keeping with standard 
practice ofune review- the day before and two reviews the day before that, I 
can do: 

Tuesday    at 12pm and 6pm 
Wednesday    at 6pm 

These are just tentative times -- I prefer daytime, but I know night often 
works better for scheduling. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, at 10:39 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissIe@uncaa uric edu>wrote: 

fantastic -- thank you. What days/times are you available for review? 
Cheers, 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged itfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. K you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~@unc.edu> 9:43 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

I’ll be tutoring Psyc210 second summer session. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, at 2:18 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> Good afternoon ~ 
>> I wanted to circle back with you and see if you are interested in working 
>> either of the session (or botht) of sunwner school this year. Summer Session 
>> 1 begins Tuesday, . Smnmer Session 2 runs 
>> Please let me know your thoughts either way. Thar~k you! 
>> Amy 
>> Amy Kleisslcr 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> l~-C-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>2 C 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 9:52 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

"~-Re: thoughts for tinal exam reviews 

thanks -- this is on my to-do list for the morning -- working in sessions ~vith her and      absences in mind I talked to Brent last ~veek and he said he ~vouldn’t have time to think about all 
this until at least this week. I was going to wait uaatil I had us all covered ~vith and then le 
>>> Beth Bridger 04/10/11 3:50 PM >>> 
Am?’ 

Hey just thil~ing about final exam reviews and     .--i think you kno~v she is out of town for a few days the last week of classes--so just in case you didn’t that might affect some sessions. 
Also, ~ve need to gameplan ~vhen she will do the ©S reviews for Geol and ~/Smth and get that to Brent. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc a a uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:23 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Wedne~ay’s session 

’I~LNTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I have to miss Wedaaesday’s session, as I have a grad student obligation to which I must attend (as part of my TA duties, I have to help out ~vith the Full Frame DocumentaW Film Festival, 
and some of the events are occurring on campus this week). 

Vew Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~; 

Monday, 12:57 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Tutofng summer session I 

Amy, 

Thank you for the interview I am still interested in working if you have 
an open position. Math is okay too 
this morning, so I probably won’t be available by e-mail for a fe~v days 

Thanks, 

On Thu,             0:32:13 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Friday at 2PM is perfect. Do you know where our offices are? If not, 
let 
> me know. I look forward to meeting you tomorrow. 
> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
~s 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>~" ~email.unc.edu~ 9:55 AM >>> 
> Dear Amy, 
> 
> Thank you for your response[ I would love to corae meet with you. I am 
> available on Friday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM. If this doesn’t ~vork, I can 
> nreet with you an?" afternoon next week. Urffortunately, I have a loaner 
> conrputer and forgot to back up ray scarmed transcript, but I will bring a 
> hard copy of ray unofficial transcript ~vhen we meet My resume is 
attached. 
> I look fol~vald to meeting ~vith you! 
> 

> Thanks again, 

> On Wed,            10:30:24 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> My name is Amy Kleissler and I ~vork with the mentors and tutors within 
> the 
>> Academic Support Progranr for Student-Athletes - Beth Bridger forwarded 
> me 
>> your email. 

>> I ara so glad that you contacted us - I would love to have you corae in 
so 
>> that we could meett Are you available anytinre this Friday after 11AM? 
> My 

>> office is in the football center (faces the Stone Center) If not, we 
> can 
>> schedule a time for next week. Let me know your thoughts when you can. 

>> Also, would you be able to send me a cop?- of your resume? Thanks! 
>> Cheers, 
>> Amy 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including aW attachments, 
> is 
>> lk~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information An?" unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 



From: @unc.edu~; 

Sent: Monday, 3:34 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: summer availability 

A~tach: ’IENTf.httn 

Hi Amy, 

That ~vorks. The sessions might need to be a little bit longer, as I’ll be 
doing a full final exam with the guys But, I think if I do it right, ~ve can 
get through the ~vhole thing. 

Thanks. 

On Man, at 1:58 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

my bad -- the night bef the exam they would still be in two groups so you 
would :finish in 2 hours, not one sorry about that 
thanks, 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>> @unc.edu> 1:57 PM >>> 
Hi ~ay, 

The guys have their final Thmsday 5/5 at 8am. So, in keeping with standard 
practice of one review the day before and two reviews the day- before that, I 
can do: 

Tuesday    at 12pro and 6pm 
Wednesday    at 6pro 

These are just tentative times - I prefer daytime, but I know night often 
works better for scheduling. 

Thanks, 

> On Fri, at 10:39 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@unc aa.~mc, edu>wrote: 
> 

>> fantastic -- thank you. What days/times are you available for review? 
>> Cheers, 
>> A 

>> Array Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?- attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information An?- unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message. 
>> >>> @unc.edu> 9:43 PM >>> 
>> Hi Am?-, 

>> I’ll be tutoring i second summer session. 

>> Thanks, 

>> On Thu,. at 2:18 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>~vrote: 

>>> Good at’ternoon -- 
>>> I wanted to circle back with you and see if you are interested in working 



>>> either of the session (or both!) of summer school this year Suwaner Session 
>>> 1 begins Tuesday’         , and end Summer Session 2 runs 
>>> t. Please let me know your thoughts either way. ’l’hank you! 

>>> Am?" 
>>> Am?" Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program ]2~r Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachraunts, 
>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>> contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>>> message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ne.rr.com> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 7:27 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

check sent ema~ls l~r date change 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:16 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: interest in tutoring program 

TEXT.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c)’ 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 
>>> ~email.unc.edu> 
Hi Beth, 

2:08 PM 

My name i~                                                                                     told me about a tutoring program she participated in and said to contact you for more 
irfformation I am very interested in tutoring this summer. Please let me know what the process is to get involved! 

Thank you, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class ol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 4:50 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: ALERT -- change in schedule!! 

TENTI’.httn 

ok! no problem’, we can meet another time later this week or just go ahead 
and meet next ~veek 

have a good night[ 

On Tue at 4:08 PM, Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@uaacaa uric edu>wrote: 

It turns out that       class is just doing review right now and nothing 

new yet in latin. Sorry for the late notice[ 

>A 

Am?" Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

; eissle@uncaa unc edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 

for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.appstate. edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 6:57 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: summer tutoring program 

TEXT.htm; resume(2).rtf 

Dear Amy, 
Thank you for getting back to me! I am still in Boone and unfortunately have 
an exam this Friday but I am available to come in for an interview either 
next Thursday (4 -21-11) or Monday (4 -25-11). Please let me know if either of 
these dates work for you. If they don’t, I can try and work with teachers to 
reschedule an exam. I have attached my resume below. If you need any more 
information, please let me know. Thanks again and I look forward to hearing 
from you! 
Sincerely, 

On Tue, Apr 12, 2011 at 3:58 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Dear 
Mary Willingham forwarded me your email regarding summer tutoring as I 

work with our mentor/tutor program within the Academic Support Program for 
Student Athletes Thank you for contacting us! I have 2 questions for you: 
could you please send me your resume, and would you be available to come in 
for an interview either this or next Friday, anytime after noon? Let me 
know your thoughts when you can. 
Thank you, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Appalachian State University 
Social Work Major 

~appstate.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, 9:19 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: summer tutoring program 

TEXTf.httn 

I will be in Chapel Hill for      on Monday the     so if you are 
available to meet, I can come in for an interview. If not, I will be back in 
town around i Either way ~vorks! 

On Tue, at 7:27 PM. Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@macaa uric edu>wrote: 

> sorry --just see the resume :) 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
> >>>                                                            6:56 PM 

> Dear Amy, 
> Thank you for getting back to me[ I am still in and unfortunately 
> have an exam this Friday but I am available to come in for an inter~dew 
> either next Thursday         or Monday Please let me know if 
> either of these dates work for you kfthey don’t, I can try and work with 
> teachers to reschedule an exam. I have attached my resume below-. If you need 
> any- more information, please let me know. Thanks again and I look forxvard to 
> hearing from your 
> Sincerely, 

> On Tue, 

>> Dear 
>; forwarded me your email regarding suramcr tutoring as I 
>> worl~ wlm ottr rrlentoritutor program within the Academic Support Program for 
>> Student Athletes Thank you for contacting us[ I have 2 questions for you: 
>> could you please send me your resume, and xvould you be available to come in 
>> for an intet’,qew either this or next Friday, anytime after noon? Let me know- 
>> your thoughts when you can. 
>> Thank you, 
>> Arny Kleissler 
>> 2uny Kleisslcr 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> LrNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> Cortfidentiali)- Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl’unents, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

at 3:58 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@unc aa.unc, edu>wrote: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:08 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: summer tutoring 

’I~XFI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I have attached my resume. I am actually going to be out of to~vn this coming 
Friday and I was planning on going home next Thursday night for 
weekend Is there any other time you would be available for an interview-? 
I’m free most afternoons 

Thank you, 

On Tue,, at 3:55 PM, Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>wrote: 

Dear 
Beth Bridger forwarded me your email regarding summer tutonng as I work 
with our mentor/tutor program Thank you for contacting us! I have 2 
questions for you: could you please send me your resume, and would you be 
available to come in for an interview either this or next Friday, anytime 
after noon? Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
Thank you, 
Am?" Kleissler 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-rnail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 
message. 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 48640bytes; 
Attachment Lirtk: 
File Name: resume.doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 22:08:19 -0400 
Size: 48640bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Support Program Holds 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Thanks, Brent. All of those holds are very confusing. I just met with             a        player, who is unable to register 
because of a "hold on his account." The only viable one is the PEG, so I’ve sent him over to you guys. I can’t figure out why he can’t 
register. The other holds are the universal ones that the registrar puts up, so I’m still confused---as I’m sure are other advisors. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wedne sday, April 13, 2011 3: 32 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer Brooks; Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bridger, Beth; Lee, Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha; Overstreet, Tia; kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Academic Support Program Holds 

Hi Barbara, 
I hope all is well during these ridiculously crazy days. In the midst of it all, can you remind everyone up there that the "All 
Enrollment Activity" hold is only related to dropping and adding during the current term? Also, the "Sponsored Account" designation 
only means that they are on aid - most likely athletics grant-in-aid. They do NOT affect registxation for the fall. 

I appreciate it. Many of our students are calling after meeting with advisors and people in the Cashiers Office with concerns. 

Have a great afternoon and evening! 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http :L1tarheeIblue. cst v.com! 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Support Program Holds 

TEXT.htm 

When he came in, he said he’d paid the fines; so I thought that he couldn’t register for summer for some other reason. 
Sorry to bother y’all with this! Thanks for clarifying! 

Barbara 
Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~:iiadvismgamc.ed~ 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtow~.se~d~ar~caa.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:22 AM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E; Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Amy Kleissler; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Yount, Tony; 
Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: RE: Academic Support Program Holds 

Hi, Barbara: 

actually has a hold because he owes for parking tickets. That is what is preventing him from registering. If you look at the 
Enrollment Activity one, you can see that it only applies for Spring semester so that it wouldn’t impact fall registration. 

I know it is confusing because I think they put the same title "Enrollment Activity" on all the probation students who haven’t met their 
requirements also. The easiest way to confirm whether the hold is impacting registration is to see which semester it applies to. 

Thanks for all of your help! 

Jelm 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu<maillo:blucido~)email.unc.edu>> 4/14/2011 11:12 AM >>> 
Thanks, Brent. All of those holds are very confusing. I just met with            , a        player, who is unable to register 
because of a "hold on his account." The only viable one is the REG, so I’ve sent him over to you guys. I can’t figure out why he can’t 
register. The other holds are the universal ones that the registrar puts up, so I’m still confused---as I’m sure are other advisors. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 



Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wedne sday, April 13, 2011 3: 32 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer Brooks; Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bridger, Beth; Lee, Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha; Overstreet, Tia; kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<ma~lto:kleissle~ncaa.unc~ed~> 
Subject: Academic Support Program Holds 

Hi Barbara, 
I hope all is well during these ridiculously crazy days. In the midst of it all, can you remind everyone up there that the "All 
Enrollment Activity" hold is only related to dropping and adding during the current term? Also, the "Sponsored Account" designation 
only means that they are on aid - most likely athletics grant-in-aid. They do NOT affect registration for the fall. 

I appreciate it. Many of our students are calling after meeting with advisors and people in the Cashiers Office with concems. 

Have a great aftemoon and evening! 
B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 
~i~.~.p :iita~ee~b~ue. csW~co~r~~ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:58 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Discuss Future Bus Service for Chapel Hill/Carrboro 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) is conducting a Comprehensive Operational Analysis (COA) of its fixed-route bus system. The COA, a 
joint effort of CHT and its funding partners, Town of Chapel Hill, Town of Carrboro and University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
will lead to recommendations for service improvements for overall system efficiency and effectiveness. When completed later this 
year, the COA will serve as a guide for CHT and its partners, on near-term investments in public transportation in Chapel Hill and 
Carrboro. 

CHT will be hosting three workshops to provide information, answer questions and get feedback. The meetings will be held: 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 

Chapel Hill Town Hall - Council Chambers 
405 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Chapel Hill, NC 27514 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 

Thursday, April 21, 2011 

UNC Campus - The Pit 
Outside entrance to Student Union 

10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 

Thursday, April 21, 2011 
UNC Hospitals 
NC Cancer Hospital Terrace Main Floor near Starbucks 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 

Carrboro Town Hall - Board Room 
301 W. Main St., Carrboro, NC 27510 
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 

CHT wants to hear your ideas. Learn more by attending one of the meetings, or visiting the project website<http:151w.ww.ci.chapel- 
hi~l.nc.usiindex.as°px?page- 1506>. 

If you are unable to attend one of the public workshops, there are several ways to share your thoughts and suggestions: 

1. Call CHT at (919) 969-4900, press 1 

2. Email us at coa@townofchapelhill.org 

3. Fax to 919-968-2840 (Attn: COA) 



4. Mail to 
CHT, Attn: COA 
6900 Millhouse Road, Chapel Hill, NC 
27516-8175 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 4:03 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC SmartCommute Challenge Activities 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

As most of you know, April 1 through May 31 is SmartCommute Challenge time in the Triangle! This is your chance to test out a new 
life style and strengthen your wallet. This year, there are more prizes to win then ever before. Find out all about it at 
www. SmartCommuteChallenge.org<~ :/Twww. smartcor~mtechaller~>. You can take the Challenge there of course. 

It is SO beautiful out. Come visit us at our table in person. Check out the calendar below. It’s not to late to schedule your event or 
invite us out to discuss your transportation options. Thanks for being part of the solution. 

Come take the Challenge at the Department of Public Safety anytime during normal business hours. 

APRIL 

FRIDAY 

MONDAY 

TUESDAY 

WEDNESDAY 

THURSDAY 

15 



Hospital Benefits Fair 
Children’s Hospital Lobby 

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 

18 

19 

20 

Sustainability Day 
Polk Place 

10 a.m. -2 p.m. 

21 

Friday Center and/or Pit (TBD - stay tuned) 
lla.m. -1 p.m. 

22 

University Closed 

Pit 
lla.m. -1 p.m 

25 

26 

27 

Annual Parking Coordinators Meeting 

Theater of Dramatic Arts 
9 a.m. -12 Noon 

28 

29 

MAY 

2 



3 

Chapel Hill and Pittsboro Carolina Breweries 
All Day 

Don’t forget to say you are there for SmartCommute Challenge! 

4 

6 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail,com> 

Thursday, 9:16 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: summer availability 

’IF2XTI’.httn 

Hey Amy, 

I am not sure about my schedule for the fall I will not be able to ~vork in 
the evenings but may have time during the day Can we touch base toward the 
end of surmner? 

Thanks 

On Mon, at 10:53 AM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>wrote: 

’]’hank you for getting back to me. I’m glad you will be able to enjoy 
your summer[ Have you given any thoughts as to whether you want to come 
back in the ]’all? 
Let me know. 
Thanks, 

>A 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel }{ill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies nfthe original 
message. 
>>> @gmail.com~ 2:53 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 
I have really- enjoyed working with my guy-s. Unfortunately, I ara not 
available in the sunwnel. Thanks, 

On , at 2:18 PM, "Arny Kleissler" <kleissle@ancaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Good afternoon ~- 
I wanted to circle back with you and see if you are interested in working 
either of the session (or both[) of summer school this year. Surmner Session 
1 begins Tuesday,          and end          Surcaner Session 2 runs 

Please let me know your thoughts either way. Thank you! 
Arny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

,c 

<kleissle@uncaa unc.edu>kleissle@uncaa.uaac edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 1:05 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: finals 

TENTI’.fittn 

Those look good to me’. 

On Thu, at 7:21 PM, Arny Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>;vrote: 

> I have pulled out all the days/times that I have you assigned for reviews 
> for finals, but have also attached a copy of the master final exam revie;v 
> schedule so that you can double check behind me :) 
> 

> Please let me know if this works for you. 
> Thanks t 
> 
> th 7pm for SPAN and 8pm [’or 
> Fri 7pm and 8pro 
> Sun 7pro and 8pro 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> fi~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribufion is prohibited gyou are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: finals 

TEXTI’.fittn 

Could we do 3:30 - 5:30pm? 

Ph.D Student 

Universi~z of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Fri, at 9:34 &M, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

absolutely! or we can move it to earlier in the day at any time -- 
anything after 11 am would work so you let me know what works for you 
Cheers, 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel }[[ill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribufion is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> @gmail.com> 9:02 PM >>> 
Hi Amy- 

I have a little conflict: Tues      I ara proctoring an exam for a student 
in my class. We plan to start at 6 pm, which means she has until 8 pm to 
finish it. While I believe this student will show up early and likely finish 
within an hour, I catmot be certain I will be able to meet with 

at 7 pro. Hoxv would you like to handle this? Could we push the session 
back an hour, i.e. 8-10pm? 

Ph.D. Student 

> Universi~" of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
> 

> 

> 

> On Thu, at 7:08 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu>xvrote: 
> 

>> I have pulled out all the days/times that I have you assigned for 
>> reviexvs for finals, but have also attached a copy of the master final exam 
>> review schedule so that you can double check behind me :) 
>> Please let me know if this works for you. 
>> Thanks! 
>> Amy 
>> Thur 7pm for SOCI 8pm for 
>> Man noon for 
>> Tu for : 
>> Th 7pm tTar 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message. 
>> 

> 

> 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu.; 

Sunday, 12:55 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday, 

Hi Am?’, 

So no study table on the 

thanks’. 
Christina 

On               12:09:56 -0400, "Arny Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Solry I should have said that (it was in my head, does that 
count?’.?!) 
> -- Brent will send you word as to whether or not they are canceling for 
> ©LYM sports, but I am guessing that you can pencil it in --just await 
> confmnation li’om him :) 
> 

> Also, I typed the incorrect date -- it is Sunday, 
> Thank you for your patience{ 
> ~’,my 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 

> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>> ~gmail.com> 12:06 PM >>> 
> Amy, 
> Does apply to Olympic sports as well? 

> From: "Arn.i- Kleissler" <kleissle@ancaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Fri, 12:03:17 -0400 
> Tc ~bellsunth net>: Steve 
> ~_@earthlink.net>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~cmail.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc. edu> 
~email.unc.edu>; 

cmail.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

}email.unc. edu>; }email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~cmail.unc.edu>; 

’~email.unc. edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

}email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
.~email.unc. edu> 

@gmail corn>; 
~gmail.com>; ~gmail corn>; 

?~gmail. com>; ~gmail.com>; 

@gmail corn>; ~hotmail corn>; 
~hotmail.com>; ~hotmail.com>; 

.~unc edu>;                    ~unc.edu>; 
@unc.edu> 

~)yahoo corn>:                   @ahoo.com> 
Subject: Sunday, 

I wanted to let you kno;v that we will NOT be having study hall on Sunday, 
Please let me know if you need anything. 

Thanks ! 
Amy 



> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> nressage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Sunday,              10:21 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: I have pulled out all the days/times that I have you assigned for reviews for finals, 
but have also attached a copy of the master final exam review schedule so that you can 
double check behind me :) 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

I think these are the dates we agreed on, but I’m not seeing the mid-day 
date on the Originally, I had that you also scheduled me for 9-1 lam 
on the 

Thanks, 

On Thu, at 6:54 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

I have pulled out all the days/times that I have you assigned for reviews 
for finals, but have also attached a copy of the master final exam review 
schedule so that you can double check behind me :) 

Please let me know if this works for you. 
Thanks ! 
Amy 

1 lam for noon for . lpm 
7-9 for 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,              1:59 PM 

Brent S Blanton <blanton@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutoring this week 

Hi Brent and Amy, 

I have a lot going on with my family right now and I wanted to go ahead and 
let you both know as it may affect tutoring for the rest of the semester. 
My           passed away on Friday and my               and is not 
doing well. As of now, I plan to be back in town on Tuesday afternoon so I 
should be able to come in Tuesday night. I just wanted to go ahead and let 
you know since my plans may change last minute. I will try to keep you 
posted with any updates. 

Thank you, 



From: <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday-, April 17, 2011 7:18 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler ~kleissle@uncaaxmc.eda> 

Subject: Re: bday 

A~tach: ’I~37f.httn 

I kno~v., she plans to be out for the actual day.. so maybe wed the 27th 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: 17Apr 2011 14:52:18 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc edu>; Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.uaac.edu> 
Subject: bday 

we need to start to put our thinking caps on[ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program J2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

Confidentiali .ty Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2011 8:37 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: bday 

Attach: ’IF2XTI’.httn 

Hey too .I’m gonna aim to look at final exam schedule by tuesday pm.. so my updates are coming .is that ok for time frame? 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
Date: 17Apr 2011 14:52:18 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: bday 

we need to start to put our thinking caps on! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Beth Bridger <bfidgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2011 11: 52 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: , bday 

Attach: Text.htm 

no..but i printed the schedule off before I left so I can do it at the hospital tomorrow or Tuesday 

any ideas for themes fo    ?? 

an "allergy" theme could be funny, flowers, tissues? we could make a whole bunch of tissue paper flowers?? 

or "high heel" theme..for all her colored pumps? 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler 04/17/11 8:51 PM >>> 
yes -- can you access the u drive up there?? if not, I can send you the schedule and you can tell me what works or doesn’t for you, then add whatever else you need. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>> 4/17/2011 8:37 PM >>> 
Hey too..I’m gonna aim to look at final exam schedule by tuesday pm...so my updates are coming...is that ok for time frame? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Amy Kleissler" 
Date: 17Apr 2011 14:52:18-0400 
To: Beth Bridger; Jaimie Lee 
Subject: bday 

we need to start to put our thinking caps on! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:44 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: I have pulled out all the day,times that I have you assigned for reviews for finals, but have al~ attached a coW of the master final exam 
review schedule so that you cam double check behind me :) 

’IEXT.httn 

Hi Amy, 

Sara’, my previous email wasn’t clear. Originally, you had me scheduled for: 

11-1prn 
9-1 larr~ 7-9prn 

However, your last emai] just had the 11-1pro slot and the 7-9pro slot, not 
the 9-1 lam slot as well. ]s this AM session on    still scheduled? 

’]?hanks, 

On Sun, at 5:28 PM. Am?" Kleissler ---kleissle@uncaa unc edu>wrote: 

I think I just moved it an hour later so you didn’t have to be here so 
early, but the session can pretty much happen any time that is good ]’or you 
since it is a reading day. let me know. 
thanks ! 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ]’or Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged irdormation. Any unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosme or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 
>>> @unc.edu> 10:20 AM >>> 
Hi ~y, 

I thir/< these are the dates we agreed on, but I’m not seeing the mid-day 
date un the Originally, I had that you also scheduled nre for 9-1 lain 
on the 

Thanks, 

On Thu, 

>> I have pulled out all the days/times that I have you assigned for 
>> reviews for finals, but have also attached a cop?’ of the master final exam 
>> review schedule so that you can double check behind me :) 
>> Please let me know- if this works for you. 
>> Thanks! 
>> Amy 

11am for :    noon for , lpm 
7-9 for 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If’you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message. 
>> 

at 6:54 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu>xvrote: 



From: <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 10:21 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re:" [xtay 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

I printed one u emailed us on fri...is that one ok? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 18 Apr 2011 10:03:49 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: bday 

I have the schedule on my desktop -- havent updated the one on the udrive in a while, attached is the most recent. Sorry -- I was having u drive problems a couple of times so this was 
easier. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Beth Bridger 4/17/2011 11:51 PM >>> 
no..but i printed the schedule off before I left so I can do it at the hospital tomorrow or Tuesday 

any ideas for themes for ?? 
an "allergy" theme could be funny, flowers, tissues? we could make a whole bunch of tissue paper flowers?? 

or "high heel" theme..for all her colored pumps? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler 04/17/11 8:51 PM >>> 
yes -- can you access the u drive up there?? if not, I can send you the schedule and you can tell me what works or doesn’t for you, then add whatever else you need. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/17/2011 8:37 PM >>> 
Hey too..I’m gonna aim to look at final exam schedule by tuesday pm...so my updates are coming...is that ok for time frame? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: 17Apr 2011 14:52:18-0400 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: bday 

we need to start to put our thinking caps on! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 10:22 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [xtay 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Ill look up ideas on the internet 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 18 Apr 2011 10:04:07 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: bday 

allergy theme is brilliant! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

~c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Beth Bridger 4/17/2011 11:51 PM >>> 
no..but i printed the schedule off before I left so I can do it at the hospital tomorrow or Tuesday 

any ideas for themes for ’ ~?? 
an "allergy" theme could be funny, flowers, tissues? we could make a whole bunch of tissue paper flowers?? 

or "high heel" theme..for all her colored pumps? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler 04/17/11 8:51 PM >>> 
yes -- can you access the u drive up there?? if not, I can send you the schedule and you can tell me what works or doesn’t for you, then add whatever else you need. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/17/2011 8:37 PM >>> 
Hey too..I’m gonna aim to look at final exam schedule by tuesday pm...so my updates are coming...is that ok for time frame? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: 17Apr 2011 14:52:18-0400 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: bday 

we need to start to put our thinking caps on! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 



message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:30 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

work tomorrow night 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I just found out (which is the reason for the late 
notice) and I was hoping to go if possible. However, it is not the end of 
the ~vorld ifI cannot and I kno~v its nearing the end of the semester for the 
guys so they may really need my help. I was wondering if you could ask them 
tonight if they have anything big the?- need me for tomorrow and if not, if 
it would be ok with you ifI missed work. Like I said, ifI need to come 
in, its not a problem, I just thought it was worth a try Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 1:45 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: incoming freshmen for t~112011 

’I~XTI’.httn 

If they are starting the week of the 16th do you want me to do the screening that Friday, the 17th or the next ~veek, which would be the 24th? 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive b.-europsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road Ste 206 
Chapel tliH NC 27517 
(919) 918 -1009 

On Apr 18, 2011, at 3:58 PM, "~Mny Kleissler" <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Fantastic -- thank you! it is for screening and I will get back to you with the number of students and possible dates ASAP Thanks again! 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-~3-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: ’lNis e-mai[ message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia[ and privileged iN2mnation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, discloswe or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai[ and destroy aH copies of the original 
message. 
> 

> >>> Lyn Jonson ~)gmail.com> gl 8/2011 3:50 PM >>> 
> Hi 2~y, 
> Sure, I can rearrange things. Just let me ~m~v what date/dates you need me. Is this for the screening? 
> Thanks, 
> Lyn 
> 

> Lyn Johnson, 
> Cognitive Ne~opsychology, PLLC 
> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 
> Chapel Hill NC 27517 
> 019) 918-1009 
> 

> 

> On Apr 18, 2011, at 3:45 PN2 "~ny Kleissler" <kleissle@~caa.~c.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Ly~ 
>> Thanks for getting back to me so quickly. We wanted to see if there ~vould be any Fridays that you migN be working dinitN that period? Urffortunately I believe the class/review 
schedules are hea~3- for the students Sunday-~sday, with Fridays left open for only class if they have it that day. Let me know if you might. Tha~st 
>> ~y 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> ~’C’-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 
>> 

>> Co~)dentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including aW attac~ents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inil~rmation. Any 
unauthori~d review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>> 

>> >>> Lyn Johnson @gmail corn> 4/7/2011 3:04 PM >>> 
>> Hi Am?-, 
>> 

know when. Hope you are doing well too 
>> Thanks, 
>> Lyn 
>> 

>> Lyn Johnson, PhD 
>> Cognitive Neuropsycholo~, PLLC 
>> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 
>> Chapel Hill NC 27517 
>> (919) 918-10~ 
>> 

>> 

>> On Apr 7, 2011, at 2:21 PIVl. "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

Yes, let’s go ahead and set up a time. Any days except Fridays will work, so just let me 



>>> Lyn, 

>>> I know that it seems months away, but I wanted to start thinking about our incoming freshmen that will be arriving to attend summer school beginning June 16th. I wanted to see if it 
would be possible to pencil in time with you to mnve them through their screening and testing Let me know your thoughts when you can. I hope that I get to see you be%re June! 

>>> Cheers, 

>>> Amy Kleisslcr 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-~3-8635 o 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidcntiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infurmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 5:58 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: incoming freshmen for t~112011 

TEXTI’.httn 

Ok thanks, 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road Ste 206 
Chapel Hill NC 27517 
(919) 918-1009 

On Apr 19, 2011, at 1:51 PM, "~Mny Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 

I just sent her an email this morning asking her which day she was thinking so as soun as I hear back frum her I will let you 
know Is that OK? Let me knuw 

> thanks! 

> Amy 

> 

> 

> 

> Am?" Kleissler 

> Academic Suppurt Prugram for Student Athletes, Foutball 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-~3-8635 o 

> c 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: ’lNis e-mai[ message, including any attachments, is for the sule use of intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidentia[ and privileged iN2mnation. Any 

unauthuriz~d review, use, discloswe or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai[ and destruy aH cupies ufthe original 

message. 

> 

> >>> Lyn Ju~sun ~)gmail.com> g19/2011 1:45 PM >>> 

> Amy, 

> If they are starting the week of the 16th do you want me to do the screening that Friday, the 17th or the next ~veek, which would be the 24th? 

> Thanks, 

> Lyn 

> 

> Lyn Johnson, 

> Cognitive Ne~opsychology, PLLC 

> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 

> Chapel Hill NC 27517 

> 019) 918-1009 

> 

> 

> On Apr 18, 2011, at 3:58 PNL "~ny Kleissler" <kleissle@~caa.~c.edu> wrote: 

> 

>> Fantastic -- tha~ your it is for screening and I will get back to you with the n~ber of students and possible dates ASAP. ~a~s againt 

>> ~y 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> ~’C’-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> c 

>> kleissle@m~caa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> Co~)dentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including aW attac~ents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inil~rmation. Any 

unauthori~d review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>> 

>> >>> Lyn Jonson @gmail corn> 4/18/2011 3:50 PM >>> 

>> Hi ~y, 

>> Sure, I can rearrange things Just let me ~ow what date/dates you need me. Is this for the screening? 

>> ThaWs, 

>> Lyn 

>> 

>> Lyn Johnson, PhD 

>> Cognitive Neuropsycholo~, PLLC 

>> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 

>> Chapel Hill NC 27517 

>> (919) 918-10~) 

>> 

>> 

>> On Apr 18, 2011, at 3:45 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>>> gyn, 

>>> ~a~s for getting back to me so quickly. We wanted to see if there would be aW Fridays that you might be ~vorking during that period? Unibrtunately I believe the class/review 

schedules are hea~ for the students Sunday-~ursday, with Fridays left open il~r only class if they have it that day. Let me know if you might. Tha~st 



>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program 12~r Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>> c 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irtfurmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>> >>> Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 4/7/2011 3:04 PM >>> 
>>> Hi Amy, 

know when. Hope you are doing well too. 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> Lyn 

>>> Lyn Jotmson, PhD 
>>> Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
>>> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 
>>> Chapel Hill NC 27517 
>>> (919) 918-1009 

>>> On Apr 7, 2011, at 2:21 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Lyn, 

Yes, let’s go ahead and set up a time..amy days except Fridays will xvork, so just let me 

>>>> I kno~v that it seems months away, but I wanted to start thinking about our incoming freshmen that will be arriving to attend stammer school begilming June 16th I wanted to see if it 
would be possible to pencil in time with you to move them through their screening and testing Let me know your thoughts when you can. I hope that I get to see you before June! 

>>>> Cheers, 
>>>> ~’ny 

>>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>>> c 

¯ >" kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>> Confidentiahty Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attacl~nents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information .amy 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:03 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring this summer 

Amy, 

I was given your e-mail address indirectly through               I will 
be living in Chapel Hill this summer and am looking for a part-time job. I 
am told that the athletic office hires tutors for athletes and I am 
interested in setting up an interview-. I am a Histo~z/French major with a 
French minor, but I could also tutor in lower-level English courses or ve~z 
low-level math courses Please let me kno~v if you have an?’ available times. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:09 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

add 

to rugby roster, add position 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:11 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

roster 

number of years with team 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:35 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: summer tutoring 

Attach: TEN]’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

1:00 works for me. I look forward to meeting you then! 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 10:31 ~@A, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> I am sorry for the last minute-hess of this! Would you be able to come in at 1PM today instead of 2? We have decided to shift our normal 7pro sturdy hall to 2pro so it may be a bit chaotic 
around here this afternoon. No worries if not -- it will be good for you to see our program in action! 
> Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
> Thanks! 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
> 

> >>> ~gmail.com> 11:04 AM >>> 
> tli Amy, 
> 
> I’ll be at home next Friday but I could corrle in Tuesday after 12:30, Wednesday after 2:15, or Thursday after 12:30. I could also come Tuesday- morning if mornings are better for you-I have 
class at 11 but anytime before then would work. Just let me know what day and time is best for you! 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 10:27 AM. "Arny Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Thank you - are you available next Friday morning ? Let me know. If not, let me know your availabili~" otherwise. 
>> Cheers, 
>> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> IYNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> Confidentiality- Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>> 

>> >>> @email.unc. edu> 10:08 PM >>> 
>> Hi Amy, 
>> 

>> I have attached my resume. I am actually going to be out of town this coming Friday and I was plalming on going home next Thursday nigN for weekend. Is there an?’ other time 
you would be available for an interview? I’m free most afternoons 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, at 3:55 P\{, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> ~vrote: 
>> Deal- 
>> Beth Bridger forwarded me your email regarding summer tutoring as I work with our mentor/tutor program. Thank you for contacting ust I have 2 questions for you: could you please 
send me your resume, and would you be available to come in for an interview either this or next Friday, anytime after noon? Let me know your thoughts when you can 
>> Thank you, 
>> Am?’ Kleissler 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 



>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@un caa.unc, edu 
>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> LI’~’C Chapel Hill Class of 

>> M~ SecureStor Stored: total 48640bytes 

>> File Name Expi~?~ Date Size 
>>               resume.doc Mon,           22:08:19 -0400 48640bytes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:53 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: this summer 

TEXT.htm 

did we bring these two in? 

also, with those we will hire, we have to do our training and ncaa training and paperwork 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 
>>> <       @nc.rr.com>         2:46 AM >>> 
still working on the high school teachers, but if we can hire rising 
seniors I have two amazing tutors for us: 

one,             , is an EXSS major, interned with last spring, is 
pre-med, and can tutor exss, psych, and math. He has an internship 
but would love to tutor. 

the other,              , is a bio-chem major and has taken all maths 
up through 300’s. doing summer school himself this summer (dram 
and a biochem) so has a pretty flexible schedule, both could commit M- 
Th. 

a male version of in the way she loves being witness to 
other’s success. 

let me know -- have a great weekend. 
A 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, April 25, 2011 7:55 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Mandatory Meeting, Sunday, March 20th 

TENZI’.httn 

any luck with this? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2.my Kleissler 3/18/2011 10:45 AM >>> 
Cuuld I reach out to 2 math teachers I knuw and trust at CHHS? They are tuugh task-masters, but persunable, really want the students to learn, and are engaging They only measure their 
own success by whether ur not their students learn, and could handle uur guys I knuw they each have multiple jubs during the schuol year, but ! could see. Let me knuw. 

I l,muw nuthing abum the world of math, but what about grad students duing research/internships un campus during the summer? When I worked in the grad schoul at Georgetown uur 

summers were busy with visiting grad students on campus fur research/internships, and they were always looking for ways to make some muney 

thanks 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Fuutball 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may" contain cunfidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply" e-mail and destroy’ all copies of the uriginal 
message 
>>> Beth Bridget 3/18/2011 10:38 AM >>> 
i kno~v! this math for summer 1 is going to be interesting. 
I am going to email       today" about talking to rising jr... 

B eth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.tmc, edu 
>>> .~y- Kleissler 3/18/2011 10:30 AM >>> 
BTW - came in here last night on cloud 9 due to the fact that she was essentially given a fiee ride for grad school to Wake :) I feel terrible now though because ~vhile, was 
gushing, ~vas standing there quietly - late last night I fotmd out that she had been offered a scholarship as wellt Big kudos to all of our girls, but now we need to find some more!!! 
A 

Aray Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LEX-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Beth Bridger 3/18/2011 10:24 AM >>> 
right--since he is a returner it is ok, since technically this training is for new mentors--but like at the beginning of the semester these are mandatory for everyone---what if helps with bio 
lab??? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
LEx’C-Chapel Hill 



(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 
>>> Am?" Kleissler 3/18/2011 9:58 AM>>> 
at some point can we talk about handling this kind of thing -- where the line for mandatory training of a topic is drawn’? ’]’hanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 8:47 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Academic Tutor Interest 

TEXTI’.httn 

did we do him? 
i kmo~v you hate me! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

~)email uric edu>         5:42 PM >>> 
()f courser Please let me know if you have any issues with the attachment. 

On         5:39 PM; Beth Bridget wrobe: 
Thanks for your interest 
Could you send me your resume? 
Beth 
Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support :[’or Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu < mailto: brid£erb(a) uncaa.unc.edu> 

’~email unc.edu>         4:09 PM >>> 
Mrs. Bridger, 

I am emailing you to express ray interest in possibly- obtaining a 
position as an academic mentor in your studcnt athlete program. I am a 
senior Englisl-dHistory major, Teaching Fellow- and RA xvho is in need of 
an extra position. I kmow you have spoken with our cohort before about 
possible employment opportunities and I have friends who work in your 
program. I knoxv you have alrea@ set placements for the current 
semester, but I xvould be excited and willing to help out begirming in 
the Spring! If this seems like a possibili~ I would love to discuss 
this with you further. I look fol~’ard to hearing from you. 

That~:s in advance, 

M+ SecttreStor Stored: total 41984bytes; 
Attacl’unent Lira:: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/824af5c16d36f0c52a91848d5a97efc3 

File Name: Rcsttme.doc 

ExphT Date: Sun, 06 Fob 2011 17:42:17 -0500 

Size: 41984bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday,             9:05 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Tutor 

’l~2NFI’.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

@earthlink.net> 

Ms Bridger, 

1:11 PM>>> 

I received the information sheet in my Teaching Fellows folder about becoming an academic tutor Currently, I tutor the athletes in our high school for classes and SAT preparation. ’]?his 

mentoring is something I have a true passion for and I :gee[ like I can make a positive difference in the way the student approaches academics 

My major at UNC is Biology and gecondaD" Educauon 
Please let me know the best way to apply ]2~r this tutoring position. I know this will be a good fit for me and, at the same time, it will provide me with the opportunity for employment on a 

manageable scale. 
Thank you ]2~r your consideration 

~earthliv2.net 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, 9:05 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Academic Tutor Interest 

’IY2N2I’.httn 

one more than quit 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2.my Kleissler         8:57 PM >>> 
I sent him an email and he never responded back. I also have his email from last semester I can email him ~Nain 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may" contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply" e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Beth Bridger 8:46 PM >>> 
did we do him? 
i know you hate me! 

B eth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.tmc, edu 

@emaihunc.edu>         5:42 PM >>> 
Of course! Please let me kno~v if you have an?" issues with the attachment. 

On         5:39 PM. Beth Bridger wrote: 
Thanks for your interest. 
Could you send me your resume? 
Beth 
Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unca a unc.edu <mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

~)email unc.edu>         4:09 PM >>> 
Mrs. Bridger, 

I am emailing you to express my interest in possibly obtaining a 
position as an academic mentor in your student athlete program I am a 
senior English/History major, Teaching Fellow alrd RA who is in need of 
an extra position. I know you have spoken ~vith our cohort before about 
possible employment opportunities and I have friends who work in your 
program. I know you have alrea@ set placements for the current 
semester, but I would be excited and willing to help out begilming in 
the Spring! If’this seems like a possibility I would love to discuss 
this with you further I look forward to hearing from you 

Thanks in advance, 



M+ SecureStor Stored: total 41984bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu/824~[~5c 16d36:g)c52a91848 d5a97efc3 

File Name: Resume.doc 

Expiry Date: Sun, 17:42:17 -0500 

Size: 41984bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ema~l.appstate .e du~-- 

Monday, 9:16 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Resume & Dates 

TEXT.htm; resume(2).rff 

Dear Amy, 
My resume is attached belo~v. 
I will not be in Chapel Hill: 
*May 8-15" 
*June 9-12" 
It was so nice to meet you today[ Hope you have a good week and I look 
forward to hearing from you. 

Appalachian State Universi~ 

@appstate.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 9:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Resume & Dates 

’I~NfI’.httn 

I think it will still work, just make a note 

Sent licom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
Date: Mon, 25 Apr 2011 21:18:17 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu> 
Sut~iect: Fwd: Resume & Dates 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,              9:48 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday 

TEXT.htm 

I am happy to move our session to 6-8 pm on Thurs, 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Tue, at 9:34 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Good morning - 
Anticipating that the draft is starting at 8pm on Thursday, I was putting 
out feelers to see if you would be interested in moving study hall 6-Spm 
instead of 7-9pm. Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
Thanks ! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 2:07 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: summer tutoring 

Attach: TgNSI’.httn 

Mrs. Kleissler, 

Thank you veiN much for the email I am flattered that you would even 
consider me for such an opportuni~. You have done a wonderful job 
supplying me with information about the tutoring. I am interested in 
tutoring, but I have a few more questions (with a bit of explanatiun as to 
my reasoning): 

1 ) Would I have to commit to the same time slot for the entire session? If 
not, are the times filled weekly? (I ask because, in session 1 for example, 
I will obviously be in school (Ct]IIS) for most of those days. If there were 
other days, like our final exam days, during which I’d be "free" at earlier 
times, would that be a possibili~ ?) 

2) How "finn" is the 7pm - 9pro time slot? 

I kno~v you said the tutoring times depended 
on the classes., any idea when that information would be available? 

3) IfI ended up tutoring during the day (ie. during "parking" hours), how 
will that work? Will I be responsible for my own parking? I guess the 
other optinns are validated parking or a parking pass.I’m just not sure 
how that would work. 

As a side note, I plan to teach summer schunl at CHHS during the month of 
July. It runs from 8am - 1 pro. I’m not sure if it’s feasible (during the 
tail end of SS2)for me to tutor sometime shortly after 1 (say 2pro - 4pro), 
as that would allow me to stay on this end of town 

4) Would I have access to course textbooks (potentially earlier) so that 
could raake sure I’m prepared? 

5) I hate to ask this, because it sounds so superficial, but what is the 
hourly- pay? 

As I said earlier, I am veW interested in this opportuunity. I thiJ£~ it 
would be a lot of fun and I know I would have an opportuni~ to grow as a 
tutor. 

Please let me kno~v, and I apologize for all the questions. 

On Mon, Apr 25, 2011 at 9:14 PM. Aray Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

I have a question to ask you: are you interested in tutoring 
student-athletes in raath this summer??? I believe that told me you 
have work outside of CHHS, as well as being bus?’ with your family and other 
conmaitments, but I wanted to run the idea past you. "¢~qaenever I describe to 
our staff the Wpe of tutors and mentors that our student-athletes will 
flourish with, I kno~v I am describing you’. 

The students you would be working with are fantastic young men. SS I is 
primarily rising sophomores and a couple of juniors 
Math 
Math 
and possibly- Math 

We are looking for someone who car1 cormnit to work M-Th, roughly 7-9 or 
whatever would work best for you. The students have review sessions 
anywhere between 9AM-10PM, depending upon the availability of the tutor 
around the class schedule. 

Sunmaer Session I runs Tuesday, May 1 lth - Friday, June 10th 
Summer Session II runs Thursday, June 16th - Tuesday, July 19th 
I know that you are a very busy man between work, your family, and your 
life, but please let me know if you have any interestt I look for~vard to 
hearing from you. 
Cheers, 



Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ tli[1 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged ir~formation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: ~aol.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:03 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: re 

Attach: TENfl’.httn 

Amy 

11 Thursday is perl~ct. I’ll plan to be at the coffee shop.. If your day goes crazy .. Just text. Take care! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBercy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 26 Apr 2011 18:32:39 

To: ~@aol corn> 
Subject: re 

So good to hear fi~om you. Tomorrow is the last day of classes and then exams so my hours outside of this bui lding are kinds of spotty so ! apologize, would you be able to meet me at the 
coffee bar in the bookstore at the Pit? My window is usually really early morning or 4pm, but tomorrow (Wednesday) i’m good 10-12, 11 on Thursday, and 4pm any day. Let me know what 
you think! 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the so e use of intended recip ent(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:25 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Fw: Academic Tutor/Mentor Job 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: 
To: Beth Bridger 
Subject: Academic Tutor/Mentor Job 
Sent: Apr 26, 2011 6:57 PM 

Hey Beth, 

My name is             and I am a            about to be 
I heard about this program last week in my eduction class 

and am ve~- interested in applying f,ar the job! I ~vould love to talk to you 
about it If you could send me an?- reformation I ~vould need to apply that 
would be awesome! 

Thanks so much, 

~email uric edu 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, 11:54 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Summer Job Possibility 

’IEXTI’.h~m 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

}:rom: ~email.unc edu> 
Date: 3:09:35 PM EDT 
To: Amy Byme K[eissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Summer Job Possibility 

ttey Amy, 

I am a junior Computer Science major looking Jk~r any Summer job 
that would look better on a resume than Beach Attendant 

and Mary Willingham recommended ! contact you If you know of any 
positions available this summer, please let me know 

Thank you, 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, 12:58 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Summer Job Possibility 

’IEXTI’.h~m 

Begin forwarded message: 

From : ~¢~’nc. rr. corn 
Date: 11:53:33 PM EI)T 

To: klei ssle@uncaa unc.edu 
Subject: Fwd: Summer Job Possibility 

Begin forwarded message: 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu~ 
>> Date: 3:09:35 P]VI EDT 
>> To: Amy Byme Kleissler <kleiss[e@emaiLunc.edu> 
>> Subject: Summer Job Possibility 
>> 

>> 

>> He?" 2,my, 
>> 

>> 

>> I arn a junior Cornputer Science major looking for any- Sunm~er job 
>> that ~vould look better on a resume than Beach Attendant 
>>    , and MaW Willingham recommended I contact you. If you know- of an?, 
>> positions available this summer, please let me know. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 4:56 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: hey stranger’.!! 

Hi Am?’, 
I was just wondering if you knew awthing more about summer session 1. iVly 
schedule is actually different than I originally told you - I am still 
available in the evenings, but I am also available during the day before 
lpm on MWF and before 3 on TR. 

Thank you’. 

On ;Ved,            09:16:27 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Fantastic’. t t I will keep you posted :) 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> Am?’ Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Fuotball 
> UNC-Chape[ 
> 919-~3-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Nntice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is 
> fur the sole use uf intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidential 
and 
> privileged informatiun. Any unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure ur 
> distribution is pruhibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> cumact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies of the original 
> message. 
>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 8:29 AM >>> 
> 

> Hey Am?’, 
> I would LOVE to work Sumaner Sessiun 1 We have class during the day so I 
> would be available evelT evening. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> On Mon, 16:42:50 -0400, "Am?" Kleissler" 
> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> How are you?! ?! I can’t tell you how much we miss seeing your smiling 
> face 
>> around here! I hope that the semester is going well for you. 
>> 

>> Yes, yes, believe it or not it is that time of year again where I start 
1 
>> looking forward to sun~’ner school -- YI~S! I wanted to see if you would 
> be 
>> interested in working Summer Session 1, and,’or Surrm~er Session 2, and if 

> so, 

>> when you xvould be available. I hope you cant Take care, and I hope to 
>> talk to you soon. 
>> A 
>> 

>> 

>> Arny Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa unc edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 
> 



> UNC ~hapel Hill 

> /~,ema 1 uric edu 
> @gmail.com 

UNC }2hapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 
@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,              4:58 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: summer session 1 

TEXT.htm 

That seems like a lot.. How many students am I working with? 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Wed, at 4:53 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

yes, is that ok? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                                 @gmail.com>         4:46 PM >>> 

Math    should be no problem. And is that 4-9pm straight, like 5 hours a 
day, 4 days a week? 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Wed, 

>> 

>> Two questions for you: 
>> 1. how do you feel about MATH    ?? 
>> 2. Are you OK with Mon-Thur 4-9pm? 
>> Let me know. 
>> Thanks ! 
>> A 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

at 4:40 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 



>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message. 
>> 

> 

> 



Thanks for letting me know. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: WEDNESDAY 

sorry for the very late notice -- canceling tonight -- 
A 

has other assignments for tonight. Thanks. 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle @uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:30 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Tutor/Mentor Job 

’I~XTI’.httn 

did i send this to you? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu> 6:57 PM >>> 

Hey Beth, 

My name is             and I am a            about to be 
I heard about this program last week in my eduction class 

and am very interested in applying for the job! I would love to talk to you 
about it If you could send me an?" iN2mnation I would need to apply that 
would be awesome! 

Thanks so much, 

~email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 7:46 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Summer Session 1 

TENTI’.httn 

i told her to get these people in touch ~vith us asap! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu>          6:24 PM >>> 
Do you still need some math tutors for SS1 ? I have a couple MAT math people that are interested. 

On 7:48 PM; Beth Bridget ~vrobe: 

oh we are set to go--the class is from 1130 to 1 and I can get you 13 an hour-when are your classes again? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-,’43-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.anc, edu 

@emaihanc.edu> 
Hi Beth, 

I was wondcring if you have any more information on the math class 
for this sur~wner. What time is the class? I’m very excited about 
SI-ingt Also, did you see if there is any sort of pay raise available? 
I am trying to get ray finances sorted out for the surmner. 

(~email.tmc.edu) 7:39 PM >>> 

Thanks. 

UNC ciass ol 
UNC class of 

YVhitney L. Walker 
UNC class of2011, M.A. in Teaching 

UNC class of 2010, B.A. in matheraatics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: smnmer job 

TEXT.htm~ TEXT.htm 1 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @email.unc.edu> 
Date: 12:36:26 PM EDT 
To: ~,’)nc .rr. c om> 
Subject: RE: summer job 

Hey Am?’, 

This semester sure has flown by, wish I had a little more time before 
exams. First of all thank you so much for following up with my, I’m sorry 
that I didn’t get back to you after that night that the            were 
here I haven’t completely finalized my sumaner plans as ! still need to meet 
with one of my professors about working in the lab, however I do not know 
how much of a reality that will be so if it is stil[ OK with you I wanted 
to put in my resume and would love to schedule a meeting. ! included my 
resume from a past job application and while it is up to date it may be 
missing something that you are looking for so please let me know if [ need 
to send in a new one with additional info. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:       ~_~nc.rr.com             ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,              12:56 
To:       @email.unc.edu 
Subject: smlm~er job 

How are you? I can’t believe it is the last day of classes! I sent you a 
fb message a few weeks ago, but then realized that, if you are like me and 
fb, you probably never pay attention to messages on there{ 

Quick question for you: did you get a stm~raer job’.’ Are you still interested 
in tutoring? Let me know- your thoughts if you can. If interested, could 
you send me yo~tr resmne (to my work email kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu) and let me 
know when you could come by for a quick interview? Let me l~ow - thanks{! 
Amy 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 18786bytes; 
Attachment Lirtk: htt,0:/iarchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/1e380220551463ae6b390ecfc360e356 
File Name: Resume (4-27-11).docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 20:08:40 -0400 
Size: 18786bytes 



Session 1 

On board go over outline 

Go over quotes 

Matching peeps worksheet 

Copy of Fe77ees summary? 

Do you have copies of power point slides? 

Homework: go through outline - fill out & bring back questions 

Session 9 

Questions from outline? (have full set of powerpoint slides) 

Distribute practice questions 

Session ~ 

Go through practice questions 

~leopardy game for periods, plays, quotes 

Test taking strategies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ne.rr.eom> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 12:22 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.une.edu> 

does 

idisk 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday. April 28, 2011 4:13 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: summer session 1 

Attach: ’IEXFI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I would like to continue working two nights a week if possible. 
said she thought stammer session was ts~picall,/eve~: night, but said 
there was likely some flexibili~:, and         and I even discussed 
potentially sharing one position if every night would be required, but 
simply alternating our days with one another as needed throughout the week 
to make it work for both of us so that we could stay- involved. Either way, 
I am interested in continuing to work during summer sessiun 1, pruvided 
there is sume flexibility in the scheduling. Su far, the 2/;’W night schedule 
has worked beautifully for me. Please let me know what the night 
hoursiuptions may be and/ur if’Elizabeth and I could share a positiun iftwu 
nights is not an optiun. I can give you a more specific answer beyond 
this if needed unce I know what, if any :flexibility there is in scheduling 
for nights, as days are nut pussible due tu ffufl time wurk with CttCCS 

Thanks! 

On Wed, at 4:40 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

What hours are you specifically interested in wurking? Let me know, 
Thanks! 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program lbr Student Athletes, Fuotbafl 
UNC-Chape[ ttifl 
919-~3-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged imformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclostue or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

nlessage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 9:28 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Kim Allison 
Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 
kallison@email.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 70228bytes; 
Attachmem Link: ~:/iarchiveO2.uncaa.ur~c.edui3d410agbcTcTa34dea56a2637ce2c572 
File Name: 04-26-11 HR Information for Employees.pdf 
Expiry Date: Wed, 2~-Jul 2011 09:28:30 -0400 
Size: 70228bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 9:36 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry 
<cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town 
Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Martha L Keever 
<Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Dara M Slivka 
<slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens 
<vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PLEASE READ - Dial ’7’ For Outside Calls 

TEXT.htm 

Dial []7[] For Outside Calls 

FROM: Information Technology Services 

Beginning April 30, the University community will dial [] 7 [] instead of [] 9 [] to make an outside call from a lmadline. The change, which affects 
both University and UNC Health Caxe System landlines, is designed to reduce misdialed or hang-up 911 calls, saving bot~ time mad money. 

Public safety officials estimate that t~ey receive nearly 4,900 mistaken 911 calls each year at ma annual cost of more than $48,000 to verify t~at 
each call is not a txue emergency. Chmaging the dial-out prefix to []7[] should substantially reduce these calls [] and t~e cost associated with them, 
said Lt. Col. George Hare, deputy director of public safety. 

The Departxnent of Public Safety, in conjunction with ITS Communication Technologies, has worked wit~ AT&T to implement t~e change for 
Carolina. To give people time to adjust to dialing []7[] instead of []9,[] t~ere will be an overlap period in which bot~ numbers will work. 

ITS Communication Technologies is working directly with people who have automated equipment that relies on a dial-out prefix so they can be 
notified to reprogram their equipment. 

For information about t~e change, see its.unc.edu/CommTechnology/Dial7accessCodeChange. People with questions cma call 962-HELP and select 
t~e option for telephone requests or they cma submit questions to dial7@unc.edu<mailto:dialT@unc~edv> 

Kim Allison 
Depaxtment Max~ager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ctx. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 
SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 
fx: 919-843-5341 
kallison@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:44 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

Dear Amy, 

Thanks so much for getting in contact ~vith me! I attached my resume to the 
email; let me know if you have an?- questions about it. Yes I can come in 
for an interview sometime early next week. I have an exam on Monday, but I 
am free anytime on Tuesday as ~vell as Wednesday before 2 pm. Let me know 
when is a good time for you. 

Thanks, 

.2?email.unc.edu 

On ;Veal            10:36:47 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> My name is Am?" Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger -- she forwarded me 
> your email -- it is good to hear li’om you! Would you be able to send me 
> your resume? Would you be available to come in earl?" next week ~2~r an 
> interview? Let me know. 
> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Am?’ Kleissier 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-toni[ message, including any attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 42496bytes; 
Attacl~nent Link: http:i/archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/30fcSccd258a2681flbac9abOae9a6d2 
File Name: resumel .doc 
ExpiU Date: Wed, 10:44:13 -0400 
Size: 42496bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, _           8:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mentor Evals 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hi Amy, 
Attached are evals for you. 

B 

Her originals will be in her file. 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
~ : / itarhee lb lue. cstv. com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 223337bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:iiarchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/e68a06bd 1 (~ 1961 deb6cbd3 (~41 f98184e 
File Name: Freiberg.pdf 
Expiry Date: Wed, 20:44:17 -0400 
Size: 223337bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, 10:55 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: smnmer job 

’IEXTI’.h~m 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~email.unc. edu> 

Date: 1:30:52 PMEDT 

To: ~))nc.rr.com> 

SubJect: RE: summer job 

I do, in fact she is actually posted with another one of my friends {’or 

teach :{’or America. I have not taken math     unfortunately but I would be 

willing to help if I could. How about we meet Monday at 3ish? I have an exam 

at 12 and I could just meet you after that. 

Hope this works & that you have a good weekend 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 

From:       @nc.rr.com            ~nc rr.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: sunmmer job 

That, s for getting back to me! First, and most irnportantly, looking at your 

resume and seeing            do you know            ?! ?! ?t ?! She was one 

of our most beloved tutors and mentors - love 

When would be a good time for you to come in<.’ I am free on Monday before 11 

and after 1, tuesday- up until 1. Let me know your thoughts. 

One more thing.., do you have any experience with MATH    ? We have 

another staff mernber who will be taking the class and then will corne back 

and tutor our students, but we like to have more than just one tutor for the 

course. ~Vhat we do is that we have this person come back to the office, 

share her notes with the other tutors and tell them what went on in class 

that day-, and what is corning up for homework. Each tutor has a copy of the 

book to prep beforehand as well. 

Otherwise, we have plen~- of students in EXS S{ Let me know - that’:s! 

>A 

On at 12:36 PM, wrote: 

>> <Resume docx> 



Fl,olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@eaxthlink.net;, 

Friday, 9:27 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

resume 

TEXT.htm; TEXT.htm 1 

M ~ SecureStor Stored: total 109158bytes; 

Attachment Link: http:/iarchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/bgdag08cg6a45e3567cclblfi’;ec54e69 
File Name: doc× 

Exptry [)ate: Thu, 09:27:24 -0400 

Size: 109158bytes 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:57 AM 

To: @earthlink.net 

Subject: "~Re: tutoring 

Attach: Text.httn 

I apologize for being so late getting back to you -- with exam review session going on, it is a bit crazy here. Are you available Monday or Tuesday? I am wide open except for 11-1 and 3-4 on 
Monday, and open before 1 on Tuesday Let me know. 
Thanks, 
Am?’ 

10:16 PM>>> 
b o dy {font-size: 10pt;font-family:arial, sans-serif;background-color: ~’ffff:color:bla ck; }p {margin:0px; }Dear Am?’, 
I actually fly in late tumorrow evening. I know classes are ending at UNC, so if Friday is the unly day we can meet, let me know and I will drive up. 
Thanks, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Klei ssler 
Sent: 10:35 AM 
Tu: 
Subject: Re: tutoring 

b o dy {funt-size:l 0pt;funt-[’amily:arial, sans-serif;background-culor :~fff~i]’:culor:black; }p {margin:0px;} ~I]aanks 
Why don’t yuu send me your resume and we’ll go from there 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

9:21 PM>>> 

Dear Amy, 

Unfortunately, I am out of the country on Spring Break. I would be happy to send you ray resume’ when I return and drive up to interview., Can I email you when I return and arrange a time 
to drive up? 

Thanks, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler 
Sent: 9:09 PM 
To: @eartt~lmk.net 
Subject: tutoring 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridget in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes -- she forwarded me your email expressing interest in our tutoring program. 
Thank you for getting in touch! Two questions for you: would you be able to forward me a copy of your resume. Second, would you be available to corae in for an intel~iew this week? Let 
me know your thoughts and availability. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email,unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:54 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

He?’ Amy, 

Yes Tuesday before one works for me Just let me kno~v what time and I will 
be there. ~nere is your office located? Also I should be free on Wednesday 
at 4 if it works out 

Thanks, 

On Fri,           12:16:16 -0400, "Am?’ Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wro be: 

> 

> Great[ I am free next Tuesday befure 1 Can yuu come then? We are 

going 

> to be doing the training at 4PM un Wednesday Let me knuw 

> Thanks! 

> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Foutball 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> c 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

> Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 

~s 

> [’or the sule use of intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential 

and 

> privileged infurmation. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclusure or 

> distributiun is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, 

please 

> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe uriginal 

> message. 

@email.unc.edu> 10:44 ~’~i >>> 

> Dear Amy, 

> 

> Thanks so much for getting in contact with me[ I attached my resume to 

the 

> email; let me know- if you have any questions about it. Yes I can come in 

> for an interview sometime early next week. I have an exam on Monday, but 

I 

> am free anytime on Tuesday as well as Wednesday before 2 pm. Let me l~ow 

> when is a good time for you. 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> 

> ~email.~mc.edu 
> 

> 

> On Wed, 10:36:47 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

> wrote: 

>> Dear 

>> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridget -- she forwarded 

me 

>> your email -- it is good to hear from you! Would you be able to send me 

>> your resume? Would you be available to come in earl?’ next ~veek ibr an 

>> intervie~v? Let me kno~v. 

>> Thanks, 

>> Amy 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> 

>> 

>> Conildentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, 

> is 



>> lk~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 

>> privileged information An?" unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 

please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 42496bytes; 
Attactm~ent Link: 

http://archive02.~caa.~mc.ed~’30fcSccd258a2681 flbac9ab0ae9a6d2 
File Name: resumel .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 10:44:13 -0400 
Size: 42496bytes 



From: @easthlink.net;, 

Sent: Friday, 3:58 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tut~ring 

Attach: TEXTI’.ht~n 

I wanted to make sure you received nay email ~vith my- resume. Also, I am an incoming freshman next ?’ear If this is not a problem, then I will make arrangements to come up next week. 
Thanks, 

On at 11:58 &M, 2,my Kleissler wrote: 

> 

> I apulugize :[’or being so late getting back to you -- with exam review session guing on, it is a bit crazy, here. First, I forgot tu ask you -- what year are you? Next, are yuu available Monday 
or Tuesday [’or an interview’? I am wide upen except for 11-1 and 3-4 un Monday, and upen before 1 on Tuesday. Let me know. 
> Thanks, 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> 10:16 PM >>> 
> Dear Amy, 
> I actually t]y in late tomorruw evening. I knuw classes are ending at UNC, so if Friday is the only day we can meet, let me knuw and I will drive up. 
> Thanks, 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Arny Kleissler 
> Sent: 10:35 AM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: tutoring 
> 
> Thanks 
> YVhy don’t you send lne yo~ resume and we’ll go from there. 

> Thanks, 
> 2uW 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Prograln for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail lnessage, including any attachlnents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
> @earthlink net> 9:21 PM >>> 
> Dear Amy, 
> 
> Unfortunately, I am out of the country on Spring Break. I would be happy to send you nay resume’ when I return and drive up to interview-., Can I email you when I return and arrange a time 
to drive tap? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Amy Kleissler 

> Sent: 9:09 PM 
> To: .~ealthlink net 
> Subject: tutoring 
> 

> Dear 
> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes -- she forwarded me your email expressing interest in our tutoring program 
Thank you for getting in touch’. Two questions for you: would you be able to folavard me a copy of your resume Second, ~vould you be available to come in for an interview this ~veek? Let 
me know your thoughts and availability. I look iblavard to hearing from you 
> Amy- Kleissler 
> 

> 



> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 
> Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and pri’,~ileged itfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring this summer 

Amy, 

And I’m sorry it has taken so long for me to get back to you--I have been 
having some computer issues and therefore have not had access to any- of my 
documents (such as my resume) and have only been checking my e-mail when in 
the library. I’ve attached a copy of my resume. I’m sorly we’ve missed 
intervie~v times for this ~veek, but I am available next week on Thursday or 
Friday if that is convenient for you. Let me know. 

Sincerely-, 

On MoIL            08:52:44 -0400, "Am?’ Kleissler" 
< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 
wrote: 
> 

> I am sorry I didn’t get back to you on Friday -- it is craz~, around here 
> with the wind down of the semester! If you could send me your resume 
with 
> relevant experience, that would be great, but please don’t make a special 
> one whatever you have on file currently" will be :fine :) I promise not 
> to make you sing :) 
> 

> What is your day like this Wednesday or Thursday? Wed I’m good after I pm 
> until about 230 or al~er 4, and then Thursday at 11. H©WEVER, please let 
> me l~ow what time is good for you and I can very, very easily move my 
> students around so that we can meet -- no problem. I am looking forward 
tO 

> meeting you soon 
> ~’,my 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> nressage. 
>>>>         ~email.m~c.edu>         1:57 PM >>> 
> Yes, absolutely-. I can’t come on Monday or Tuesday-, but if you let me 
> know what is available for you the next ttlree days, I can work arom~d 
> your schedule. 
> 

> Would you like a full resunre, or only- relevant 
> tuturingiteaching/academic experience? 
> 

> 

> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> Quoting Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> 

>> It is great to hear from you! Could you please send me your resume? 
>> Would you be available to come in one afternoon next week for an 
>> intel-,ziew? Let me know thoughts when you can 

>> Cheers, 
>> Amy 
>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 



>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any 
>> attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may 
>> contain confidential and privileged information An?" unauthorized 
>> review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are 
>> not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
>> and destroy all copies of the original message. 

@email.unc edu;> 6:02 PM >~> 
>> 

>> Am?’, 
>> 

>> I was given your e-mail address indirectly through 
mll 
>> be living in Chapel Hill this sur~wner and am looking for a part-tirne job. 

>> I 
>> am told that the athletic office hires tutors for athletes and I am 
>> interested in setting up an interview. I am a History’/French major with 
>> a 

>> French rdrnor, but I could also tutor in lower-level English courses or 
>> vet-2/ 

>> low-level math courses. Please let me know if you have any available 
>> times. 
>> 

>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:48 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring this summer 

Oh, I’m so sorry! Here it is again. 

I actually calmot come on Monday or Tuesday because I will be out of town 
My flight amves at 2:03 on Wednesday afternoon rm happy to do an 
interview over the phone on Monday or Tuesday, but unfortunately I can’t do 
an interview in person. Hopefully that’s fine, but if it isn’t, good luck 
with training. 

Thanks, 

On Fri,           19:40:41 -0400, "Am?’ Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 
> 

> I did not find a document attached to this email -- could you resend your 
> resume? Also, we will have training next Wednesday at 4PM because we 
begin 
> tutoring/mentoring on the first day of classes. Would you be able to 
come 
> in [’or an interview either Monday or Tuesday’? If so, I can let you know 

mY 
> availability Let me know -- thanks! 
> ~’,my 
> 
> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> ; eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 
> 
> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 
is 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged itfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> nressage. 
>>>> ~emaihur~c.edu> 4:53 PM >>> 
> 

> Arny, 
> 

> And I’m sor~ it has taken so long for me to get back to you--I have been 
> having some computer issues and therefore have not had access to any of 

rr~¥ 
> documents (such as my resun~e) and have only- been checking ray e-mail when 
in 
> the library. I’ve attached a copy of my resume. I’m sort3, we’ve missed 
> inter, dew times for this week, but I am available next week on Thursday 
or 
> Friday- if that is convenient for you. Let me know. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 
> 

> On Man, 08:52:44 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> 

>> I am sorry I dicha’t get back to you on Friday -- it is crazy’ around here 
>> ;vith the ;vind down of the semester! ]1"you could send me your resume 
> with 
>> relevant experience, that would be great, but please don’t make a 
special 
>> one whatever you have on file currently will be fine :) I promise 
not 
>> to make you sing :) 
>> 

>> ~at is your day like this Wednesday or Thursday? Wed I’m good after 
lpm 
>> until about 230 or after 4, and then Thursday at 11. HOWE~VER, please 
let 
>> me know what time is good t;ar you and I can very, very easily move my 
>> students around so that we can meet -- no problem. I am looking forward 
> to 



>> meeting you soon 

>> 2,my 

>> 

>> 

>> ~/hny Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNC-(Napel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> c 

>> kleissle@m~caa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Corffidentiali)- Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacNnents, 

> is 

>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain co~idential 

> and 

>> privileged i~ormation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipiem, 

> please 

>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 

original 

>> message. 

>>>>>        ~@cmail.~c.edu>         1:57 PM >>> 

>> Yes, absolutely. I can’t come on Monday or Tuesday, but if you let me 

>> know- what is available for you the next tNee days, I can work around 

>> your schedule. 
>> 

>> Would you like a full res~e, or only relevant 

>> tutoring/teaching/academic experience? I don’t know how helpful 

>> knowing that I was the treasmer of Choir Council would necessarily 

>> help you. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting ~y Kleissler <kleissle@macaa uric edu>: 

>> 

>>> It is great to hear i?om your Could you please send me yow resume? 

>>> Would you be available to come in one afternoon next ~veek ibr an 

>>> inter~dew? Let me know thoughts when you can. 

>>> Cheers, 

>>>~y 

>>> ~y Kleissler 

>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>>> l~C-Chapel Hill 

>>> 919-~3-8635 o 

>>> c 

>>> kleissle@~caa unc.edu 

>>> Co~ident~ali~ Notice: ~is e-mail message, including any 

>>> attac~ents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may 

>>> contain confidential and privileged i~onnation. Any unauthorized 

>>> review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are 

>>> not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-maH 

>>> and destroy all copies of the original message 

>>>>>>                @email unc.edu~         6:02 PM >>> 

>>> [ was given yow e-mail address indirectly through I 

> will 

>>> be hying in Chapel Hill this summer and am looking for a part-time 

job. 

>>> I 

>>> am told that the athletic office hires tutors for athletes and I am 

>>> interested in setting up an inter’Jew I am a Histop)~iFrench major 

with 

>>> French minor, but I could also tutor in lower-level English cowses or 

>>> low-level math courses. Please let me know if you have any available 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 8:59 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: mandatory program training 

TENTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I can come May 4fla at 11:30 am and would also like to pick up my paperwork 
that day. I have emailed Susan Maloy to set up a meeting time beIbre I leave 
after graduation 

Thank you! 

On Fri, at 8:31 PM~ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>wrote: 

Hello! 
I wanted to let you know that before you begin to work with the students 
there are three things that you will need to do: 

1. Contact the HR rep within the Athletic Department, Tracy Harris, at 
962-7852 or tuh@uncaa.unc.edu ~I1qis is to complete your hiring paperwork 
so you will need to bring your paperwork (you can pick this up from me or 
Beth -- just let me know when you can come get it), your social security 
card, driver’s license, and a w~ided check. 

2. call/email to set up an appointment to meet with a representative in our 
NCAA compliance ol!fice -- Susan Maloy, 962-9892 or sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 
You will meet with her to go over the NCAA rules that govern our work with 
the students Under no circumstances is a staff member allowed to begin 
working with a student-athlete until they have completed this meeting. 

3. Come to the football center and met with me for ~-2 hours for an 
orientation on our program, and training for tutoring/mentoring I have two 
times available next week, so please pick one and let me know when you can 
conre: Wednesday, May 4th at 1130AM, or Thursday, May 5th at either 10AM or 
2PM. Let me know your thoughts when you can, and I am excited that you are 
going to be working with our progranr! 
Take care, and please feel free to contact me with any questions or 
concerns. 
Cheers, 
Arny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Studunt Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail ruessage, including any attachruents, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and 
privileged irdorruation. Any unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 

LWC Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:57 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Hiring Paperwork liar Tutoring 

He?’ Amy, 

Would it be OK ifI stopped by Tuesday after my 12:00 PM final to pick tap 
the hiring paperwork for tutoring this sun.her? It will probably be around 
3:00 PM or a fe~v minutes later when I arrive. I could definitely come at 
another time or day if that would work better for you. 

Thanks !, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:06 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Hiring Paperwork for Tutoring 

Also, I am available fbr orientation on Thursday at 2 PM. 

Thanks! 

On Sat, 20:56:45 -0400, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hey Amy, 
> 

> Would it be OK if I stopped by Tuesday after my 12:00 PM final to pick up 
> the hiring paperwork for tutoring this sun~aer? It will probably be 
around 
> 3:00 PM or a few minutes later ~vhen I al~cive I could definitely come at 
> another time or day if that ~vould work better for you. 
> 

> Thanks!, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 1:48 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

Amy, 

Yes that sounds great’. How do I get there? I am guessing it is connected to 
the football stadium but not stare which entrance to go to. 

Thanks, 

On Sun,            13:17:04 -0400, "Am?’ Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> tIow about Tuesday at 11 AM? I am on the 5th floor of the football center, 
> do you know where that is? I can give you directions so just let me 
know. 

> Amy 

> Am?’ Kleissier 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: ’l’his e-mai[ message, including any attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 2:54 PM >>> 
> 
> Hey Amy, 
> 

> Yes Tuesday before one works for me. Just let me know what time and I 
will 
> be there. YVhere is your office located? Also I should be free on 
Wednesday 
> at 4 if it works out. 
> 

> Thanks, 

> On Fri,            12:16:16 -0400, "Arny Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 

>> Great! I ara free next Tuesday before 1. Can you corae then? We are 
> going 
>> to be doing the training at 4PM on Wednesday. Let me kno~v. 
>> That~zs[ 
>> Amy 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> Conildentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information An?- unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 



~@emaihunc.edu> 10:44 AM >>> 

>> [)ear Am~/ 
>> 

>> Thanks so much fi~r getung in contact with me! I attached my resume to 
> the 
>> emai[; let me know if you have any questions about it. Yes I can come in 
>> l~r an interview sometime early next week. [ have an exam on Monday, but 
>I 
>> am l~ee anytime on Tuesday as wel[ as We~esday before 2 pro. Let me know 
>> when is a good time for you. 
>> 

>> 

>> TharNs, 
>> 

>> 

>> ~emaihunc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, 10:36:47 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

>> <kleissle@uncaa.~nc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>>> Dear 
>>> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger -- she forwarded 

>>> yo~ cmail - it is good to hear from your Wo~ld you be able to send 
me 
>>> yo~ resume? Wo~ld yo~ be available to come in early next week for an 
>>> in~ts,iew? Let me ~ow. 
>>> ThaWs, 
>>> ~y 

>>> ~y Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> ~C-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-~3-8635 o 
>>> c 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.~c.edu 

>>> Co~idenfiali~’ Notice: ~is e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>> is 
>>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>> and 
>>> privileged iNbrmation AW m~authorized revie~v, use, disclosm-e or 
>>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 
>> please 
>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
> orqinal 
>>> message. 
>> 

>> 

>> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 42496bytes; 
>> Attachment Li~: 
>> http ://archive02 ~caa.unc.edW30fc 8ccd258 a2b8 lflbac9ab0ae9a6d2 
>> File Name: resumel doc 
>> Exp., Date: ~Ved, 10:~: 13 -(~0 
>> Si~: 42496bytes 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, May 2, 2011 10:25 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: RE: tuk~ring 

Attach: ’IEXTf.httn 

Hey Amy’. 

Sorry it’s taken so long for me to get back to you, 
this week or next week! 

last weekend so it’s been an interesting and stressful week! But I am forwarding my resume and can meet ~vith you sometime 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 9:10 PM 
To: 
Subject: tutoring 

Deai 
My name is Amy Kleissler and I wurk with Beth Bridger in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes -- she forwarded me your email expressing interest ~n uur tutoring prugram 
Thank you for getting in tuuch! Two questiuns [’or yuu: wuuld yuu be able to 12~rward me a copy of your resume. Second, would you be available to come in :[’or an interview this week? Let 
me know yuur thoughts and availability. ! look forward tu hearing from yuu. 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Foutball 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

,c 
ldeiss le@un caa.unc, edu< mailtu: kleissle(~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmation Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is prohibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original 
message. 

M+ Sec~eStor Stored: total 30923bytes; 

Attachment Lirtk: http:/iarchiveO2.uncaa.unc.edv.’e673flOSf87448e6dfc3bOOaacd46clf 

File Name: TeachingResmne.docx 

Expiry Date: Stm. 31 Jul 2011 10:25:34 -0400 

Size: 30923bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, May2, 2011 12:37 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutoring 

TEXFI’.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>;                        ~@email unc edu> 5/2/2011 11:16 AM>>> 

[)ear iX/Is. Bridger, 

hope this email finds you well! 

My name ~s          and I am currently a rising I’ve been looking 
for a flexible job that would fit in ~vith my summer schedule and 

actually recommended me to contact you She said that she loved 
her job and I would love to be considered for a position as well! 

A reply would be greatly appreciated! 

All the best, 

Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Department of English & Sociology, BA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julee Johnson <j cj ohnso@uncg.edu> 

Monday, May 2, 2011 2:09 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: location 

TEXT.htm 

624 Green Valley Road 
Greensboro, NC 27408-7720 
(336) 854-2000 

Take care, 
\ Julee 

On Mon, May 2, 2011 at 1:23 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Julee, 
Could you please tell me, what is the address of where the luncheon will be 
on Friday at I:30PM? Is it the O’Henry Hotel at 624 Green Valley? Let me 
know your thoughts when you can == thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Julee Johnson <jcjohnso@uncg.edu> 4/28/2011 9:02 AM >>> 
Grad school. 

On 4/27/11, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Julee - 
> Hello -- I am just ordering my KSU transcript to be sent to UNC-G the 
very 
> moment that the grade is posted. Do I have it sent to the UNC-G 
registrar, 
> orto the grad school? Let me know if you can. 
> Thanks again, 
> Amy 

>> 

>> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

Sent from my mobile device 



Julee Casey Johnson 
Advisor, Graduate Liberal Studies 
UNCG 
Becher-Weaver Building 
915 Northridge Street 
Greensboro, NC 27402 
336-315-7748 FAX: 336-315-7767 
Toll Free: 866-334-2255 

Julee Casey Johnson 
Advisor, Graduate Liberal Studies 
UNCG 
Becher-Weaver Building 
915 Northridge Street 
Greensboro, NC 27402 
336-315-7748 FAX: 336-315-7767 
Toll Free: 866-334-2255 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, May 2, 2011 3:49 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: interview 

Attach: TEXT.httn 

Hey Amy, 
I am so sorw, I just got out of an exam and got mixed up thinking that I had a different meeting today and yours tomorrow I see now that you are certainly right and that I was supposed to 
meet you at 3:00pm I am happy to still meet if you still have time otherwise ~ve can t~ and set it up for a time that is good for you. Again I am extremely sorry, I promise that I am not this 
type of person. 
Sor~z again 

From: Am?’ Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2011 3:44 PM 

To:       ~)em ail.unc edu 
Sut~ject: interwew 

I’m writing to see ffwe had a miscommunication today -- had expected you ]2~r a 3PM intep~iew Let me know! 
’]?hanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
ldeiss le@un caa.unc, edu<mailto: kleissle(h? uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, May 2, 2011 4:01 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: RE: interview 

Attach: ’I~37I’.httn 

Perfect well I am on my ~vay and will get there as soon as it takes me to park and walk over 

From: Am?’ Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2011 3:54 PM 
To: 
Sulliect: RE: intervie~v 

no worries at all! I’m here -- never seem to leave! -- so if you have time, come on over (I’ll be here until around 10) or we can meet tomorrow, let me know! 
Thanks 
a 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@un caa.unc, edu< mailto: kleissle(~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> (~llve. unc edu>> 5/2/2011 3:48 PM >>> 
Hey Am?’, 
I am so sorry, I just got out of an exam and got mixed up thinking that I had a different meeting today and yours tomorrow I see now that you are certainly right and that I was supposed to 
meet you at 3:00pro I am happy to still meet if you still have time otherwise we can t~ and set it up for a time that is good J2~r you. Again I am extremely sorry, I promise that I am not this 
type of person. 
Sorry, again 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2011 3:44 PM 

To:      ~@emaihunc.edu 
Subject: inter, dew 

I’m writing to see if we had a misconm~unication today -- had expected you for a 3PM interview. Let me know! 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle,@,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:01 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring this sunm~er 

That sounds great--which is better for you, Wednesday night or Thursday 
morning? I can come at whichever time is convenient to you. 

On Mon.            11:20:35 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> I am going to have a training session Thursday afternoon at 2 -- would 
you 
> be able to come that morning for an interview? I’ll also be at work on 
> Wednesday night if that would be better -- let me know-. Also, could you 
> bring a hard copy of your resume? For some reason it is simply not 
showing 
> up on my email :) Thanks. 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
~s 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review use disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina[ 
> message. 
>>>: @email.unc.edur 8:47 PM >>> 
> 

> Oh, I’m so sorry! IIere it is again. 
> 

> I actually cannot come on Monday or Tuesday because I wil[ be out of 
town. 
> My flight arrives at 2:03 on VVednesday aftellloon. I’m happy to do an 
> interview over the phone on Monday o1 Tuesday, but unfortunately I can’t 
do 
> an interview in person. Hopefully that’s fine, but if it isn’t, good 
luck 
> with training. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> On Fri, ~ 19:40:41 -0400, "Arny Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> 

>> I did not find a document attached to this email - could you resend 
your 
>> resume? Also, we ~vill have training next Wednesday at 4PM because we 
> begin 
>> tutoringimentoring on the first day of classes. Would you be able to 
> come 
>> in for an interview either Monday or Tuesday? If so, I can let you know 
>my 
>> availability. Let me know - thanks! 
>> Am?- 
>> 
>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 
>> 

>> 

>~ Co ¯ nfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 



>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 

original 

>> message. 

>>>>> @email unc.edu> 4:53 PM >>> 

>> 

>> 2,my, 

>> 

>> And I’m sorry it has taken so long for me to get back to you--I have 

been 

>> having some computer issues and therefore have not had access to any" of 

> my 

>> documents (such as my resume) and have only been checking my e-mail when 

>in 

>> the library. I’ve attached a copy of my resume. I’m sorry we’ve missed 

>> intel~iew times for this week, but I am available next week on Thursday 

> or 

>> Friday if that is comrenient for you. Let me know. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 

>> 

>> On Mon, 08:52:44 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

>> <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>> wrote: 

>>> I arn sorry I didrft get back to you on Friday -- it is crazy around 

here 

>>> with the wind down of the semester[ Kyou could send me your resmne 

>> with 

>>> relevant experience, that would be great, but please dofft make a 

> special 

>>> one whatever you have on file currently will be fine :) I promise 

> not 

>>> to make you sing :) 

>>> 

>>> What is your day like this Wednesday or Thursday? Wed I’m good after 

> lpm 

>>> until about 230 or after 4, and then Thursday at 11. HOWEVER, please 

> let 

>>> me kno~v what time is good for you and I can very, velT easily move my 

>>> students around so that we can meet -- no problem. I am looking 

forward 

>> to 

>>> meeting you soon. 

>>>Am?- 
>>> 

>>> Am?- Kleissler 

>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>>> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

>>> kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Confident~ali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any’ attachments, 

>> is 

>>> ibr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

>> and 

>>> privileged inJ2~rmation. Any unauthoriz~ed review, use, disclosure or 

>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

>> please 

>>> contact the sender by reply’ e-mail and destroy’ all copies of the 

> original 

>>> message 

>>>>>>        @emaihunc edu>         1:57 PM >>> 

>>> Yes, absolutely. I can’t come on Monday or Tuesday, but if you let me 

>>> know what is available Jk~r you the next three days, I can work around 

>>> your schedule 

>>> Would you like a full resume, or only relevant 

>>> tutoring/teaching/academic experience? I don’t know how helpful 

>>> knowing that ! was the would necessarily 

>>> help you. 

>>> Best, 

>>> Quoting ~nny Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu>: 

>>>> It is great to hear from you[ Could you please send me your resume? 

>>>> Would you be available to come in one afternoon next week for an 

>>>> interview-? Let me know thoughts when you can. 

>>>> Array 

>>>> Atny Kleissler 

>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 



>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>> k eissle@uncaa uric edu 

>>>> Co~fidentiall~ Notice: This e-mai] message, inc]uding any 
>>>> attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may 
>>>> contmn confidentia] and privileged inJ2~rmation. Any unauthorized 
>>>> review, use, disclosure or distributinn is prohibited. If you are 
>>>> not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
>>>> and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>>>>>;                  @email.unc.e&p          6:02 PM >>> 

>>>> A~ny, 

>>>> I was given your e-mail address indirectly through . I 
>> will 
>>>> be living in Chapel Hill this surmner and am looking for a part-tllne 
>job. 

>>>> am told that the athletic office hires tutors for athletes and I am 
>>>> interested in setting up an inter~iew. I am a Histoq-/French major 
> with 

>>>> French minor, but I could also tutor in lower-level English courses or 

>>>> low-lcvel math courses. Please let me know if you have an?, available 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com> 

Monday, May2, 2011 10:58 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: end-of-semester paperwork 

’IEXTI’.httn 

I turned this in to Brent. Hope you got it I also filled out the tutor/mentor form. Thanks for giving me the opportunity to ~vork with such ~vnderful people: students and tutors and mentors. It 
has been wonderful. It appears that I will continue with               says they need the help Thanks, 

[)ate: Mi)IL 2 May 2011 09:54:03 -0400 

From: kleissle@uncaa unc edu 
To: ~r)email.unc. edu; @email uric edu; 

~@email unc edu; @email.unc edu; 
~)hotmail.com; ~unc edu 

Subject: Re: end-of-semester paperwork 

~)email.unc.edu:      @email.unc.edu:         @email unc.edu;        ~email uric edu;     " @email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu;      @gmail corn;           ~gmail.com;       ~@hotmail corn;           @hotmail.com; 

Whoops-a-daisy .... here is the CORRECT exit paperwork I also have hard copies in my orifice if that will help you :) 
Sorry 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.>>> Amy Kleissler 5/1/2011 8:44 PM >>> 

Good evening, 
If you have already handed in your paperwork, please disregard this email. 

If you have not, please do so ASAP. Last week I sent a number of documents (mentor program evaluation), but the most important is the one attached to this email - the Academic Honesty 
Policy. Please complete both sides, including initialing the relevant spots on the first page. Please return this to me by Thursday. Thank you so mucht It has been a tremendous semester 
and the tremendous strides made by the program and students could not have been made without YOU! 
Cheers, 
Arny 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:43 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: this summer 

Hey Amy, 

I was just wondering if you had any idea of the schedule for the summer. 
I’m twing to plan my housing situation around that 

On iX/ion,            14:00:13 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> YIPEEEE!!!t : For Monday and Friday during first session, during the 
> daytime, correct? 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
~s 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Ant’ unauthorized review use disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>: @email.unc.edu> 1:58 PM >>> 
> 

> Yest !! I’d love to do second session. I emailed beth a few weeks ago and 
> didn’t get a response. But yes I would love to work second session. 
Also 
> I could work mondays and fridays first session too! rm so excited!! 
> 
> Miss you 

> On Mon,            13:12:40 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 

>> I wasn’t sure if you still used your UNC email address -- I hope 

>> So it is that time of year again - time to plan summer school 
> 

>> Are you interested?! If you are, let me know what you would be up for! 
>> THANKS! 

>> Arny Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>~ Co ¯ nfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and mat- contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 10:17 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Today, May 3: CAP Fundraiser - SmartCommute Challenge 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Suggestion: visit the Carolina Brewery<h~p:iiwww~caro~r~abrewer~, ~c(~/cuis~e~htm~> today (either location) and mention the ’CAP 
program’ to your server. A portion of your purchase will be donated to gift certificates for CAP participants! 

While you are there, ask to take the SmartCommute Challenge<~:i/www.s~a~co~r~atechaller~>. They have the pledge and 
we’ll be on-site with giveaways at the following times: 

Franklin Street location: 
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
7:15 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 

Pittsboro location: 
4:45 p.m. - 6:45 p.m. 

Please help us spread the word! 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: ?}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:05 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: this summer 

Attach: ’I~NfI’.httn 

Ok just making sure. Let me know if you need anything! 

Sent on the Sprint[] No~v Network from my BlackBeny [] 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 12:02:09 
To: .2))email.unc.edu > 
Subject: Re: this summer 

Beth is working on the schedule fur SSI right nuw but it is [uoking as though we have filled all ufthe spots we need. We will be sure to call yuu ifa need arises later into the summer -- thank 
you! 
Take care, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is 12~r the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmation Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure ur distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies of the original 
message. 

@email.unc.edu>        9:42 AM >>> 

Hey Amy, 

I was just ~vondering if you had an?" idea of the schedule for the sunm~er. 
I’m trying to plan my housing situation around that. 

On Mon,_            14:00:13 -0400, "Aray Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> YIPEEEE!!!!! For Monday and Friday- during first session, during the 
> daytime correct? 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Prograru for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged inibrmation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>> @email unc.edu> 1:58 PM >>> 
> 

> Yes!’.! I’d love to do second session I emailed beth a few weeks ago and 
> didn’t get a response. But yes I would love to work second session 
Also 
> I could work mondays and iicidays first session too! I’m so excited! 
> 

> Miss you 
> 

> 

> 

> On Mort, 13:12:40 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> 

>> I wasn’t stare if you still used your UNC email address -- I hope sot 
>> 



>> So it is that time of year again -- time to plan summer school 

>> Are you interested?! If you are, let me know what you would be up for! 
>> THANKS! 
>> Am?" 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>~ Academic Support Program lk~r Student Athletes, Football 
>> L~-C-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@~caa.unc, edu 

>> Cotffidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacMnents, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain co~idential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclost~e or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> comact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 4:03 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

He?’ Amy, 

It was so nice meeting you and getting to talk to you today-! This program 
sounds awesome; I definitely ~vant to be a mentor next fall! I am currently 
working on the paperwork and will be in contact with Tracy I should be 
able to go to the training session on Thursday at 2. I will see you then! 

Thanks, 

On Sun, 01 May 2011 18:07:47 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 

wrote: 

> Yes, it is part of the football stadium, then end that faces the Stone 

> Center with the big statue of Ramses out front When you come into the 

> lobby j ust let the receptionist you are here to see me She will direct 

> you to the elevator to the right come to the 5th floor -- when the 

doors 

> open the offices are right in front of you, and mine is the last on the 

> left before you get to the big room with the wood floor. 

> I’m looking forward to meeting your 

> ~any 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 

~s 

> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

and 

> privileged information. An?, unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please 

> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> nressage. 

>>>> @email.unc.edu> 5/1/2011 1:47 PM >>> 
> 

> Arny, 

> 

> Yes that sounds greatt How- do I get there? I am guessing it is connected 

to 

> the football stadiun~ but not sure which entrance to go to. 

> Thanks, 

> On Sun, 01 May 2011 13:17:04 -0400, "Arny Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

> wrote: 

>> How about Tuesday- at 11AM? I aln on the 5th floor of the football 

center, 

>> do you know where that is? I can g~ve you directions so just let me 

> know 

>> Amy 

>> Amy Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, 

> is 

>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

> and 



>> privileged information Ant" unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 
>>>>: @email.unc.edu> 4/29/2011 2:54 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Hey Am?’, 
>> 

>> Yes Tuesday- before one works for me. Just let nre know what tm~e and I 
> will 
>> be there. ~2~rlere is you office located’.’ Also I should be free on 
> Wednesday 
>> at 4 if it xvorks out. 
>> 

>> Thartks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, 29 @r 2011 12:16:16 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

>> <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 

>>> Great[ I am free next Tuesday before 1. Can you come then? We are 
>> going 
>>> to be doing the training at 4PM on Wednesday. Let me know. 
>>> Thankst 
>>> An’ly 

>>> An’ly Kleissler 
>>> Acaderaic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentialit?’ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>> is 
>>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>> and 
>>> privileged inibrmation Any- tmauthorized revie~v, use, disclostu-e or 
>>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 
>> please 
>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
> original 
>>> message. 
>>>>>> @email.tmc.edu> 4/28/2011 10:44 AM >>> 
>>> Deal- Am?’, 
>>> 

>>> Thanks so much for getting in contact with me! I attached my resume to 
>> the 
>>> email; let me know if you have any questions about it. Yes I can come 
in 
>>> for an interview sometime early next ~veek I have all exam on Monday, 
but 
>> I 
>>> am free anytime on ’Fuesday as well as Wednesday be[ore 2 pro. Let me 
kno~v 

>>> when is a good time for you. 

>>> Thanks, 

~)email.unc.edu 

>>> On Wed, 27 Apr 2011 10:36:47 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
>>> < kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu> 

>>>> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger -- she forwarded 

>>>> your email -- it is good to hear from your Would you be able to send 

>>>> your resume? Would you be available to come in earl?’ next week for an 
>>>> interview? Let me know. 
>>>> ’]’hanks, 

>>>> Anry Kleissler 
>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>> kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu 



>>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any 

attachments, 
>>> 1s 

>>>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and 
>>>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
>>> please 
>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
>> original 
>>>> message. 

>>> M~ SecureStor Stored: total 42496bytes; 
>>> Attachment Litf~: 
>>> http://archiveO2.uncaa.tmc.edui30fcSccd258a2bSlflbac9abOaega6d2 
>>> File Name: resmnel .doc 
>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 27 Ju12011 10:44:13 -0400 
>>> Size: 42496bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 5:31 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

He?’ Amy, 

Yes 9:30 should work for me! I am so excited to be palt of this program’. 
See you Thursday 

Thanks, 

On Tue, 03 May 2011 17:04:10 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> Fantastic -- unfortunately a staff meeting just popped up for Thursday 
> afternoon so I had to move the training to 930AM Can you make that? If 
> not, no worries, you can attend the training in August. So glad you are 
> part of the program -- welcome! 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Am?’ Kleissier 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-toni[ message, including any attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>; @emaii.unc.edu> 5/3/2011 4:03 PM >>> 
> 

> Hey Amy, 
> 

> It was so nice meeting you and getting to talk to you today[ This program 
> sounds awesome; I definitely want to be a mentor next fallt I am 
currently 
> working on the paperwork and will be in contact with Tracy. I should be 
> able to go to the training session on Thursday at 2. I will see you thent 
> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Sun, 01 May 2011 18:07:47 -0400, "Array Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Yes, it is part of the football stadimn, then end that faces the Stone 
>> Center with the big statue of Ramses out front. When you come into the 
>> lobby just let the receptionist you are here to see me. She ~vill direct 
>> you to the elevator to the right, come to the 5th floor -- when the 
> doors 
>> open the offices are right in front of you, and mine is the last on the 
>> left before you get to the big room with the wood floor. 
>> I’m looking forward to meeting your 
>> Am?- 
>> 
>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 



>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 
>>>>~" @emaihunc edu> 5/1/2011 1:47 PM >>> 
>> 

>> 2,my, 
>> 

>> Yes that sounds great[ How do I get there? I am guessing it is cotmected 
> to 

>> the football stadimn but not sure which entrance to go to. 
>> 

>> Thaaks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sur~, 01 May 2011 13:17:04 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

>> <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 

>>> Hov4 about Tuesday at 11AM’.’ I am on the 5th floor of the football 

> center, 
>>> do you know xvhere that is? I can give you directions so just let me 
>> know. 
>>> Amy 

>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-,’43-8635 o 
>>> c 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentialit?’ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>> is 
>>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>> and 
>>> privileged information An?- tmauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or 
>>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 
>> please 
>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
> original 
>>> lnessage. 
>>>>>> ))email.tmc.edu> 4/29/2011 2:54 PM >>> 
>>> 

>>> He?’ Amy, 
>>> 

>>> Yes Tuesday before one ~vorks for me. Just let me know what time and I 
>> will 
>>> be there. Where is your office located? Also I should be free on 
>> Wednesday 
>>> at 4 if it works out. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> On Fri, 29 @r 2011 12:16:16-0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
>>> < kleiss]e@uncaa.unc, edu> 

>>>> Great[ [ am free next Tuesday before 1. Can you come then? We are 
>>> going 
>>>> to be doing the training at 4PM on Wednesday Let me know. 
>>>> Thanks! 
>>>> Am?- 

>>>> Amy Kleiss]er 
>>>7, Academic Support Program fi)r Student Athletes, Football 

>>>> UN(2-Chape] Hill 
>>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>>7, k eissle@uncaa uric edu 

>>>> ConfidentiahW Notice: This e-mail message, including any 
attachments, 

>>>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and 
>>>> privileged irnformatinn. An?" unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
>>> please 
>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
>> original 



>>>>>>> ~email unc edu> 4/28/2011 10:44 AM >>> 
>>~> Dear Am~’, 

>>>> Thanks so much :[’or getting in contact with me[ I attached my resume to 
>>> the 
>>>> email; let me know if you have any questions about it. Yes I can come 
> in 
>>>> [’or an interview sometime earl?" next week I have an exam on Monday, 
> but 
>>> I 
>>>> am free anytime on Tuesday as well as Wednesday before 2 pm. Let me 
> kmow 
>>>> when is a good time for you. 

>>>> Thanks, 

>>>> @email.unc.edu 

>>>> On Wed, 27 @r 2011 10:36:47 -0400, "Aray Kleissler’ 

>>>> <kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu> 
>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> Dear 
>>>>> My nameis Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger -- she 
forwarded 
>>> mo 

>>>>> your email -- it is good to hear from you! Would you be able to send 
>> tne 

>>>>> your resmne? Would you be available to corae in early next week for an 
>>>>> intel~iew? Let me know. 
>>>>> Thapits, 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Am?’ Kleissler 
>>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>>> b~C-Chapel Hill 
>>>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>>>> c 

>>>>> kleissleCa)uncaa u~c edu 

>>>>> @onfidentiali~z Notice: This e-mail message, including any 

> attachments, 
>>>> is 

>>>>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential 
>>>> and 
>>>>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review-, use, disclosure or 
>>>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
>>>> please 
>>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
>>> original 
>>>>> message. 

>>>> M~ SecureStor Stored: total 42496bytes; 
>>>> Attachment Link: 

>>>> http://archive02 uncaa.unc, edu/30fc 8 cc d258 a2 b 811"1 bac 9ab0ae9a6d2 
>>>> File Name: resume1 doc 
>>>> ][~;xpity Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2011 10:44:13 -0400 
>>>> Size: 42496bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 8:22 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

Dear Ms Kleissler, 

I apologize for not responding earlier I was detained in my 6 PM exam 
I have attached my resume and hope that you find it adequate. 
Tomon-ow is perfect! I am available at 9 AM if that is acceptable ~vith you. 

Please let me know 

All the best, 

On Tue, 03 May 2011 18:52:52 -0400, "Am?’ Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger in the Academic 
> Support Program for Student-Athletes with the mentoring and tutoring 
> program. Thal~ you for getting in contact with us! Would you be able to 
> for~vard me a cop?’ of your resume? Also, would you be able to come in for 
> an interview tumorruw (Wednesday)’? We are having training on Thursday 
> morning that you wuuld need to attend before working with the 
> student-athletes. 
> 

> Surry it is su sketchy, but this is my availability tumurrow: 

> 830-10AM, ur 2PM until 530PM. 
> 

> Let me know -- I louk forward to hearing from yuu. 
> ~’,my 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Suppurt Prugram for Student Athletes, Foutball 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

> Cur~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 
~s 
> for the sule use of intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclusure or 
> distributiun is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> nressage. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Departnrent of English & Sociology, BA 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 15744bytes; 
Attacl~nent Link: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/eef212f57561eOe97c82837cSb5afb9b 
File Name: RESL~iE. Education.docx 
Exphy Date: Men, 01 Aug 2011 20:22:15 -0400 
Size: 15744bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 8:25 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

Dear Ms Kleissler, 

I noticed a mistake on my resume and corrected the country and date. 
Please accept this resume in place of the one sent in the first email 

All the best, 

On Tue, 03 May 2011 18:52:52 -0400, "Am?’ Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger in the Academic 
> Support Program for Student-Athletes with the mentoring and tutoring 
> program. Thal~ you for getting in contact with us! Would you be able to 
> for~vard me a cop?’ of your resume? Also, would you be able to come in for 
> an inter~dew tomolTo~v (Wednesday)? We are having training on Thursday 
> morning that you ~vould need to attend before working with the 
> student-athletes. 
> 
> Sorry it is so sketchy but this is my availability tomorrow: 

> 830-10AM, or 2PM until 530PM. 
> 

> Let me know -- I look forward to hearing from you. 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 
~s 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Department of English & Sociology, BA 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 15819bytes; 
Attacl~nent Link: http://archive02.uncaa.anc.edu/efdf539c539da653e598d165ecS12436 
File Name: RESL~IE. Education.docx 
Exphy Date: Mon, 01 Aug 2011 20:25:10 -0400 
Size: 15819bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 10:15 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 11:39 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hmr 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 10:00 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: hi tiiend 

Amy, 

I did send my stuff in and I am also curious to see how- many other’s applied. Right no~v I am just waiting 

Thanks for asking. 

UNC Chapel Hill 
W 
C- 

@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler 05,’04/11 9:12 ~’,A >>> 

Just making sure you have applied for the job. let me know-! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may comain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai[ and destroy aH copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 10:19 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: hi tiiend 

Thank you 

Thanks, 

I’ll keep you posted if anything changes. 

U2x,-C Chapel Hill 

W 
C- 

@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> Am?- Kleissler 05/04/11 10:01 AM >>> 

Cheers, 
A 

hoping that it all ;vorks out for you :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>; 5/4/2011 10:00 AM >>> 
Amy, 

I did send my stuff in and I am also curious to see how many other’s applied. Right now I am just waiting No call yet 
Thanks for asking. 

UNC Chapel Hill 
W 
C- 

@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> .~y- Kleissler 05/04;11 9:12 AM >>> 

Just raaking sure you have applied for the job. let me know[ 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 10:49 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lane Closures on Portions of Manning Drive for 8-Weeks from May 9 

TEXT.htm 

An eight-week manhole construction project beginning Monday, May 9 will force the closure of two lanes of traffic adjacent to the 
Craige Parking Deck (from the entrance to the top level of the Deck east to the Manning Drive intersection with Paul Hardin and 
Craige Drives). Weather permitting, the project should be completed by Sunday, July 17. Through traffic will be maintained on 
Manning Drive throughout the duration of the project, though motorists should expect some delays, particularly during rush hours, and 
should plan accordingly. Click here<http:/iwww.dps.ur~c.eduiNewsLinks/MarmmgC~osedWebiMarihole.pdt~ to see a map of the 
affected area. 

CHT will temporarily close the bus stops on Manning Drive at Public Safety and the Craige Deck until further notice. Passengers may 
board the buses at the alternate bus stops on Manning Drive at Hibbard Drive. Click here<hltp:iimaps~oogle.comimaps/ms? 
ie=U TFg&N- er~&msa-0&~=35.903695 ~ 
79.046312&s er:c&cN1-35.90368o o 
79.046321 &pan~id=lcgk~gUWVitJ1Fz6u(~xugA&c > for the map received from Chapel Hill Transit. 
Sidewalks will be blocked on the southern shoulder of Manning Drive in the construction area, and pedestrians will need to use 
sidewalks on the northern shoulder. Maps will be posted through the "Breaking News" link on the UNC Public Safety’s homepage 
(www.dps.unc.edu<            s.mac.ed~>). 
Call 969-4900 or access www.chtransit.org<~:i/www.clrtra~si~.or~/> for transit-related questions. Call (919) 962-3951 with 
additional questions or concerns. 
Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 11:39 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

Dear Mis Kleissler, 

Please don’t ~vorW about that[ Haha 
Would 330 work for you this ai’ternoon? 

Sony for all the emails! 

All the best, 

On Wed, 04 May 2011 09:22:54 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Whoops -- I’m sony I shut down my computer at 815 last night and didn’t 
> get your email until just now[ Sorw! 

> could you come in after 2pm today? I am free 2pro until 630pro We have 
> training tomorrow at 930AM that I would love to have to attend so that is 
> why I’m 12~cusing on interviewing today -- soru for pushing! Let me know 
> what works best for you 
> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 
~s 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 5/3/2011 8:22 PM >>> 
> Dear Ms. Kleissler, 
> 

> I apologize for not responding earlier. I was detained in my 6 PM exam. 
> I have attached my resume and hope that you find it adequate. 
> Tomorroxv is perfect[ I aln available at 9 AM if that is acceptable with 
you. 
> 

> Please let me know. 

> All the best, 

> On Tue, 03 May 2011 18:52:52 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> ~vrote: 
>> Dear 
>> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger in the Academic 
>> Support Program for Studunt-Athletes xvith the muntoring and tutoring 
>> program. That,: you for getting in contact with us! Would you be able 
to 
>> forward me a copy of your resmne? Also, would you be able to come in 
for 
>> an interview tomorrow (Wednesday)? We are having training on Thtu-sday 
>> morning that you would need to attend before ~vorking with the 
>> student-athletes. 

>> Sorry it is so sketchy, but this is my availabili~z tomorrow-: 
>> 830-10AM. or 2Pivl until 530PM 
>> 

>> Let me know -- I look forward to hearing iicom you. 
>> Am?- 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Foothall 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 



>> Confidentially" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidemia[ 
> and 
>> privileged inlk~rmation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
> Deparm~cnt of English & Sociology, BA 

> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 15744bytes; 
> Attactm~ent Link: 

> http:i/archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/eef212f57561eOe97c82837cSb5afb9b 
> File Name: RESUME. Education.docx 
> Expiq- Date: Mor~ 01 Aug 2011 20:22:15 -0400 
> Size: 157~bytes 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Department of English & Sociology, BA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <~jtownsend@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May4, 2011 12:13 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Re: DRAM 160 

TEXYI’.httn 

Thanks! you are a~vesome! I think eye,zone has practice during the review- time but I did send 

Thanks again, 

Jenn 

over to see you about the power points. Hopefully, she found you 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hil[ 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 5/4/2011 11:02 AM >>> 

Absolutely - 

’]7he professors did not really put anything on blackboard so I’m working offprevmus semester and assuming the same materia[ is on there 

Attached there is a short worksheet I put together yesterday Over here I have flashcards galore and copies of powerpoints from pervious semesters that contain the terminology. Let me 

know ifI can bring anything over there, or if you want to send students over here. rm having a review tonight at 7 but it is simply playing games like bingo and jeopardy to quiz them on the 

w)cab :) 

Thanks 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Footbal[ 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kieiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> JennR~r Townsend 5/4,’2011 10:49 A)~I >>> 
Hey-, Amy: 

Beth said you might have some review materials for DRA_M 160. Is there an?" chance you would be willing to share those’.’ Let me know if you can email them or if I can come over to get 
them. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<scanner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:25 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

This E-mail was sent fioln "R10126" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.04.2011 13:24:34 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 43942bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa, unc.edtv’df9ec9bf3309971 tktbc I 0b 177bc4a8a4 

File Name: 20110504132434884.pdf 

Expiry Date: Tue, 02 Aug 2011 13:25:10 -0400 

Size: 43942b~es 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@bellsouth.net~ 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 11:20 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday evening 

TEXTI’.httn 

did you log me out? 
Thanks 

From: Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @bellsouth.net>; 

~r)em ail.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 
@gmail corn>;                     ~hotmail.com>; 

@yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Wed, Mi~y 4, 2011 10:21:22 PM 
SubJect: Thursday evening 

Just a reminder that Thursday night Coach Davis will be having a function on the 
5th floor so it is closed Please use the computers in the players lounge to 
s~gn in and out. You can email me your feedback [’or the night sessions only. 
Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipicnt(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclostae or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, May 5,2011 12:59 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: The Ppt Syllabus 

TEXT.htm; 85 l_Syllabus.pptx; TEXT.htm_I 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Ronald Carnell <rcarnell@k-state.edu> 
>Date: May 5, 2011 12:52:46 AMEDT 
> To: "Allen, David" <dla32@k-state.edu>, Kaydee McCormick <kaydeek@k-state.edu>, Eric Thomas <esthomas@k-state.edu>, 
Lori Knight <lcknight@k-state.edu>, Karen Murtha <kmurtha@k-state.edu>, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@ksu.edu>, Mary Goldwire 
<mgoldwir@k-state.edu>, Justin Rahn <jdrahn86@k-state.edu>, "Boryk, Courtney" < ~gmail.com>, Ronald Carnell 
<rcarnell@k-state.edu> 
> Subject: The Ppt Syllabus 
> 

> Hey All: 
> 
> This is not representative of everything I have, nor do I yet have everything. Please check it out and tell me if you like the formatting 
and general theme/direction. 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 
> -Ron 



From: ,@nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Thursday, May 5, 2011 8:01 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: l~r 

Attach: ’IEXTl’.httn 

]k/It SecureStor Stored: total 26112bytes; Wed, 03 Aug 2011 08:00:40 -0400 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/bglf56ec84a68e0d135e9e3faf7100d8 

File Name: Amy Byme Kleissler cover letter Dec 15.I30(2 

Exptry Date: Wed, 03 Aug 2011 08:00:40 -0400 

Size: 26112bytes 



Amy Byrne Kleissler cover letter Dec 15.DOC W~-~d, 1)::; Ai~. ::U.~.] i.ig:()~~:4~~ -!!4~~1"~ ::~.].:!byte’; 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, May 5, 2011 1:46 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: TIMS 

Attach: ’I~NTI’.httn 

How are you? I hope all is well. My compnter crashed so I am unable to log in to Tims and finalize my time sheets. I also wanted to kno~v when all the paperwork is due I am going to try do 
that at work Thank you 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "2,my Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 05 May 2011 13:36:49 
To: ~bellsouth.net> 

~r)emaiI.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~email unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com>; 

@gmail.com>; 

~@unc.edu>; 
@ahoo.com> 

Sut~iect: T]2\AS 

~ear th link. ne t>; ~emai 1. unc. edu>; ~)) em ail. un c. edu>; 
@email.unc.edu> ~email.unc.edu>; @email unc edu>; 

@email unc edu>; ~email unc.edu>; @email unc edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 
:@email.unc.edu>; :@email.unc.edu>; ~)email.unc.edu> 

,~?email unc edu>; -@email unc edu>; @gmail.com>; 
~gmail corn>; (a),gmail.com>; :@gmail.com>; 

~hotmail corn>; ~@hotmail.com>; @hotmail corn>; 
@unc edu>; ~unc.edu>; ))yahoo corn>; 

HeIlo~- 
I would swear that there must be some sort of warp in time because how else could I explain why it feels as though this semester has simply vaporized! January feels like a long time ago, but 
the inter~ening weeks flew! Please remember that this is a TIMS approval week -- please make sure that you approve your timecard by noon tomorrow, Friday, May 6th. Any ad1 ustments 
that you have indicated on the TIMS log will be entered~- 
Thank you so much fi~r all that you have contributed to the program this semester -- 
Best, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Frida~v, May- 6, 2011 1:07 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: tuk~ring 

Attach: ’IEXJf.httn 

I just got your email, I had to return home in the middle of exams to :                                   Is there an,v possible ~vay we could meet tomorrow? I will be returning to take an 
exam and ~vill be on campus around 10, and I have an exam at 12. I could come before or aker I will also be here this weekend to complete any necessalT training or paperwork as well! 

Thank you’. 

From: 2,my Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 03,2011 11:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: tutoring 

Would you be able to come in this week to intepdew? We begin summer school next Tuesday and need to have all of the staff trained and paperwork in order before then. It is a bit o1! a 
sketchy schedule, but here is my availability: 
Tuesday, May 3rd 2-330PM 
Wednesday, May 4th belk~re 10am 
Thursday, May 5th, before 2PM 

Let me know *vhat works [’or you 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@un caa.unc, edu< mailto: kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> @live.tmc.edu> 5/2/2011 10:25 .~xaM >>> 
He?" Amy! 

Sorry it’s taken so long for me to get back to you, 
this week or next weekt 

so it’s been an interesting and stressful week! But I am forxvarding my resume and can meet with you sometime 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday-, April 25, 2011 9:10 PM 
To: 
Subject: tutoring 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler and I work xvith Beth Bridger in the Acadernic Support Program for Student Athletes -- she forwarded me your email expressing interest in our tutoring program. 
Thank you for getting in touch! Two questions for you: would you be able to forward me a copy of your resume. Second, would you be available to come in for an interview this week? Let 
me know- your thoughts and availability. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Amy Kleissler 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissleCa)uncaa uric edu<mailtokleissle,~uncaa uric edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 30923bytes; 

File Name ExpilT Date Size 
TeachingResume. docx<http://archive02 uncaa uric edu~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<scanner@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 10:27 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

This E-mail was sent fioln "R10126" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.06.2011 10:27:00 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 91841bytes; 

Attachment Link: htlp://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/46c582e56034clttSae08677ccaaab84 

File Name: 20110506102700454.pdf 

Expiry Date: Thu, 04 Aug 2011 10:27:35 -0400 

Size: 91841b~es 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 2:12 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: - Tutor Forms 

’IEXTf.httn 

Ok thanks. Does that take care of everyone then? 

>>> Amy Kleissler 5,’6/2011 11:59 AM >>> 
Yes -- 2pm. You should see 
A 

thalzk you’. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Susan Maloy 5/6/2011 10:32 AM >>> 
Hi Amy, 
I just met with               . Attached are their signed forms. 

Do we definitely have a time set for Monday afternoon? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility’ 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (oltice) 
919-962- 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



Uaive~s[g ofNorth Caro~h~a 

~2ne ib~n y o-~. sig~ed at. the term’s L~gi~m~g; ~e f~towNg ~ e>~mN~ ~ ex~a ~:~efi~ ~d ~&fiem academic 
actfvig< 

taking exams fi~r Ne student~athle~e 

aw practice ~hN pre~s ~e t~tor’s work as the st~dem’s 

7Iris tist i~ not aii4ach~siv¢ by aay meaas, b~.t it d~es >m~’kle concrete examples ofimpem~issible activity. We ask fhat 
now inifiaI fixe foliowi~g v~v~ s~emeat~ if’yo~ car at~s~ m its come~t aad sign below. Again, ~ha~k you for 

i~ves:me~:~ in o:~" program ~d all ¢aat yo~ do ~b~ o:~" 

NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistaaee p~iides and regrMationso 

benefit(s) according t~ NC/~ reg~latkms as sta~ed in the NCAA Ma~N and presented i~ trN~i~g pr~edures by 
~t~e Academic Support Cemer a~ A~Netics C,:~mplia~e Office. _ 

Prh~ Name 

Signature Date 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, May 8, 2011 12:51 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: schedule 

He)’ Amy, 

This sounds fin!! I just wanted to double-check that this Tuesday is the 
first day of tutoring, and I was wondering how/when I should get the 
textbooks for the courses. 

Thanks!, 

On Fri, 06 May 2011 09:52:47 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> 

> Here is your schedule for smnmer session 1 : 
> 

> M-TH nights, possible Sundays 
> @m--Exss 
> 7pm Biol (may cancel waiting on grades) 
> 8pm Biol -nights to be determined depending on lab due dates 
> 

> If Biol is canceled, we would have to keep 8 session at 8--so you 
could 
> do prep from 7 to 8 
> 

> Let me know if you have any questions or need anything -- 
> thanks[ 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Am?’ KleissIer 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ tlill 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged ir~formation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 
> message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, May 8, 2011 10:59 PM 

To: ~,@ema~l .unc.edu 

Subje~’t: "~-Re: schedule 

Yes, I will firm up with Beth tomorro~v though and confirm with you. Would you be able to come in tomorrow- to pick tap the book and I can show you the review- materials we have in the 
office that you can use if you ~vould like? 
>>~ 05/08/11 12:50 PM >>> 

Hey Amy, 

This sounds fine’. I just wanted to double-check that this Tuesday is the 
first day of tutoring, and I was ~vondering ho~v/when I should get the 
textbooks for the courses. 

Thanks !, 

On Fn, 06 May 2011 09:52:47 -0400, "Am?’ Kleissler" 

wrote: 

> Here is your schedule for suturner session 1 : 
> 

> M-TH nights, possible Sundays 
> @m--Exss 
> 7pro Biol ~may cancel waiting on grades) 
> 8pro Bio[ --nights to be determined depending on lab due dates 
> 

> If Biol is canceled, we would have to keep 8 session at 8--so you 
could 
> do prep from 7 to 8 
> 

> Let me know if you have any questions or need anything -- 
> thanks t 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> nressage. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, May 8, 2011 11:19 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: sche&de 

Yes, tomorrow would be great. I can come at any time tomorrow. 

Thank you!! 

On Sun, 08 May 2011 23:00:16 -0400, %~rny Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> ** High Priority ** 

> 

> Yes, I will firm up with Beth tomorrow- though and confirm with you. 

Would 

> you be able to come in tomorrow to pick up the book and I can show you 

the 

> review materials we have in the office that you can use if you would 

like? 

> Let me l~ow. I have a meeting at 4 but it is right in the el!lice and 

> shouldn’t be more than 30 minutes. Let me know! ~I1nanks 

>A 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

,c 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> 

>>>~ 05/08/11 12:50 PM>>> 

> 

> Hey Amy, 

> 

> This sounds :fin!! I just wanted to double-check that this Tuesday is the 

> first day of tutoring, and I was wondering how/when I should get the 

> textbooks ]2~r the courses. 

> 

> Thanks!, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Fri, 06 May 2011 09:52:47 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> 

> wrote: 

>> 

>> Here is yore schedule for surrm~er session 1 : 

>> 

>> M-TH nights, possible Sundays 

>> 6pru--Exss 

>> 7pru Biol (may cancel waiting on grades) 

>> 8pm Biol --nights to be determined depending on lab due dates 

>> 

>> If Biol is canceled, we would have to keep 8 session at 8--so you 

> could 

>> do prep from 7 to 8 

>> 

>> Let me know if you have any questions or need anything -- 

>> that,s[ 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa unc edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachn~ents, 

> is 

>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

> and 

>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

> please 

>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 

original 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday,            9:48 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: This week 

TEXT.htm 

great, thanks 

On Mon, at 9:24 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

7PM is perfect -- see you then! 
thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                       ~gmail.com>        9:02 AM >>> 

Hi Amy ! 

I forgot that I have something tomorrow (Tuesday) going all the way up 
until 6. Could we do 7 PM tomorrow? Sorry about that. Let me know--- 
thanks, 

On Tue, 

>> great -- thanks, 
>> A 
>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message. 
>> >>> ~gmail.com> 7:26 PM >>> 
>> 

at 7:37 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 



>> how about 5 PM? 
>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 
>> 
>>> what time? 

>>> Amy Kleissler 

at 6:45 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

at 5:05 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>> C 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>>> message. 
>>> >>>                       ~gmail.com>        6:44 PM >>> 

>>> sounds great! see you next Tuesday the 
>>> 
>>> thanks, 

>>> On Tue, 
>>> 
>>>> you don’t need to switch your week around -- can you do next Tuesday 
>>>> night, the ~ Let me know. 
>>>> Thanks ! 
>>>> Amy 

>>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>>> C 

>>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>>>> message. 
>>>> >>>                       ~gmail.com> 5/1/2011 9:44 PM >>> 

>>>> Tuesday is not great but what about Thursday or Friday? If neither of 
>>>> those days work I might be able to switch my schedule around to make Tuesday 
>>>> work. Thursday after 7? 

>>>> -- 

>>>> On Sun, May 1,2011 at 2:13 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>>> > wrote: 

>>>>> Thanks so much!     can do any day/night EXCEPT Wednesday -- he has 
>>>>> something in the afternoon and evening on Wednesdays. Is Tuesday good for 



>>>>> you? He has EOG’s coming up. Let me know. 
>>>>> Thanks, 
>>>>> Amy 
>>>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>>>> C 

>>>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>>>>> message. 

>> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 2:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: tutor paperwork 

TEXT.htm; FILE.msg 

Hey Amy, 
I met with 3 tutors today 

Forms are attached. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

did not show up. 

Susan Maluy 
Assistant Athletic Director [’or Certificatiun and Eligibility 
UNC Department uf Athletics 
919-%2-9892 (ufflce) 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 
sbmaluy@uncaa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<scanner@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 2:42 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

This E-mail was sent fioln "R10126" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.09.2011 14:41:36 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 134567bytes; 

Attachment Link: http:i/aJcchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/59c117Iktad1964753eixt53a3015376a4 

File Name: 20110509144136971 .pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 07 Aug 2011 14:42:25 -0400 

Size: 134567bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 12:06 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Employment Recommendation Request 

He?’ Amy, 
I hope the end of the semester went for you I know it was a ver,v 
busy time at the academic center¯ 

I know that I have only worked for you for academic sessions, but I was 
wondering if you ~vould feel comfortable writing a letter of recommendation 
for me to use on my search foi              I have really enjoyed my 
time working for you and I have learned a lot by ~vorking ~vith the 
student-athletes. I am looking forward to returning this summer 

Thank you for your consideration, 

UNC ~hapel Hil[ MAT 

@email.unc edu 

¯ @gmail.com 



From: Amy Kleissle~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, May 11,2011 1:23 PM 

To: @bellsouth.neL"~ 

Subject: full batten 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Dear 

I wanted to see about scheduling with you for one student to complete the full batte~z of testing His best times are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 9:55 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

today 

Hi Am?’, 
Sorry, didn’t mean to make this COl~fusing. I’ll come to your office 
at 4:15 today 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

Lyn Jolmson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: Lyn Jolms~n ~gmail.comv 

Sent: Thursday, 1:49 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: today 

Hi Am?’, 
I will need a computer, so could you send him over to Mary’s office? 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsycholog?-, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 
Chapel Hill b,-C 27517 

On at 10:1, Abl, "Amy Kleissler" .kleissle£c~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Lyn, 
> Not confusing at all -- I was thrown off because yesterday nay computer locked up, so I asked Beth to get in touch with you to finalize the appointment -- I caused the confusion :) 

> That is pelfect He will be in my office when you are ready so don’t rash, or I can bring him to you over at Mary’s -- your choice and convenience. His name is 
- thanks so much! 
> Amy 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

>>>> Lyn Johnson 9:54 ~k\l >>> 
> Hi Amy, 
> So~y, didn’t mean to make this confusing I’ll come to yow office 
> at 4:15 today. 
> Thanks, 
> Lyn 

> Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
> Cogniuve Newopsychology, PLLC 
> 1703 Legion Road 
> Sui~ 206 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Let me know 



From: @email.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:22 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: notes 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Thanks Amy 

I e-mailed kleissle@emaihunc.edu, ~vhich was the e-mail I found in the system when I ~zped in your name 

From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>> 
Date: Thu. 14:09:55 
To: ’@emaih unc edu<mailtc ~!email.unc.edu>> 
Subj ec~: nures 

I will have them contact you right away. 

MA~III 

AFRI 

I am the SI leader for SWAH Please let me l~ow how I can post my notes :[’or you 
Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc edu<m ailto:kleissle~luncaa unc edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, 9:46 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu 

Subje~’t: "~-Re: notes 

Altacl~: Text.httn 

Ahhhhhh! The mystew is solved! I always that was ve~ random when I would get one or two work emails at the other mailbox -- that old address is forwarded to my home. Thanks for 
letting me kno~v so that I can fix it[ Thanks again. 

Also, I have never used moodle before. Can you point me to directions so that I can post the SWAH notes for you? If not, I can email them direct 

>>> 2:22 PM >>> 
Thanks Amy. 

e-mailed kleissle@email unc edu, which was the e-mail I found in the system when I typed in ?’our name. 

From: Am?" Kieissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[)abe: Thu, 14:09:55 -0400 
To: ~eln aihunc.edu> 
Sut~iect: notes 

Somehow you have my home email address. My work email address is kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu Thanks! 

I will have them contact you right away. 

MA~III 

AFRI 

I am the SI leader for SWAH Please let me know how I can post my notes :[’or you 
Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:59 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: swahili grammar notes 

TEXJf.httn 

Hey Amy, 

Thought you might ~vant the notes from today. Also, the quiz is on iVlonday and 
we have our first test on Tuesday. 

UNC School of Journalism and iVlass Con~munication 
Class ol 

~!gmail.com 

On Thu, at 9:47 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Thanks       , this is a fantastic document[ I have some family matters 

that have just popped up so I will not be in class tomorrow. Good luck on 

the quiz I know you are going to rock it! 

cheers, 

~ny 

Am?" Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

>>> 11:56 AM >>> 

Something I found useful li*om last semester. 

UNC School of Journalism and Mass Corrmrtmication 

Class of 

> }gmail.com 
> 

> 

> 

> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 44544bytes 
> Fi~eNameExpiryDateSizeSwahiliGrarrmrarN~tes-Week3.d~c<http://archiVe~2.uncaa.unc.edu/979c~~29dc5a4~~7f93485c~c5f~d4dd>Wed, 

11:56:46 -0400 44544bytes 

M+ SecttreStor Stored: total 90279bytes; 
Attacl’unent Link: httl~:i/archiveO2.tmcaa.unc.edv.’3eb83f86abddeeSdl 0f9a43f6e2e26ca 
File Name: Swahili notes docx 
ExpitT Date: Thu, 13:09:54 -0400 
Size: 90279bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 7:05 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: swahili grammar notes 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Nope. We did a practice quiz and a lot of role playing. Actually acting out 
the commands he put on the board. But we do have the quiz Monday. Not really 
sure what’s on it. I think he may add more verb conjugation and maybe the 
conmlands 

UNC School of Journalism and Mass Con~aunication 
Class of 

~gmail.cum 
On 7:01 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 
> Thank you so much! Su he didn’t du the quiz on Friday? 
>A 
> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

>>>> 1:10 PM >>> 
> Hey Amy, 
> 
> Thought you might want the notes frum tuday Also, the quiz is un Monday 
and 
> we have our first test on Tuesday 
> 

> UNC Schuol of Journalism and Mass Communicatiun 
> Class of 

> ~gmail. c om 
> 

> 

> 

> On Thu, at 9:47 PM, Amy Kleisslcr wrote: 
> 

>> That~zs this is a fantastic document[ I have some family matters 
>> that have just popped up so I will not be in class tomorrow. Good luck on 
>> the quiz I know you are going to rock itt 
>> cheers, 
>> 
>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> >> 11:56 AM >>> 
>> 

>> Something I found useful from last semester. 
>> 

>> 

>> UNC School of Journalism and Mass Conmaunication 
>> Class of 
>> 

>> 

>> @gmail.com 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 44544bytes; 
>> File Name Expi~z Date Size Swahili Grammar Notes - Week 3.doc Wed, 
>> 11:56:46 -0400 44544bytes 
>> 

> 

> 

> 

> IVI+ SecureStor Stored: total 90279bytes; 
> Attachment Link: 

http://arch~ve02.unca a uric edu/3eb83 fS6abdd eeSd 10f9a43 f6e2e26ca 
> File Name: Swahili notes docx 
> Exp~z Date: Thu, 13:09:54 -0400 
> Size: 90279bytes 
> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 15, 2011 12:33 AM 

thomasmb@musc.edu 

"~-Re: Events 

did you check out the photo gallery?’, holy cow! We will probably also want to either just eat lunch out and have dinner at home, or do both out -- but eat out of town due to the cro~vds. 

>>> "Thomas, Melanie B" 05/14/11 3:00 PM >>> 
http ://www mevagisse,vfea stweek.org uk/Feast/Events.html 

Melanie B. Thomas, M.D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<postmaster~musc.edu> 

Sunday, May 15, 2011 4:30 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Deliver Delayed: Re: Events 

TEXT.htm; status.~a; headers.txt 

Deliver,v is delayed to these recipients or distribution lists: 

thomasmb@musc.edu<mailto:thomasmb@musc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Events 

This message has not yet been delivered Microsoft Exchange will continue to try delivering the message on your behalt\ 

Delivery of this message will be attempted until 5/17/2011 12:29:49 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) Microsoft Exchange ~vil[ notify you if the message can’t be delivered by 
that time 

Sent by Microsoft Exchange SepCer 2007 



Delivery is delayed to these recipients or distribution lists: 

thomasmb@musc,edu 

Subject: Re: Events 

This message has not yet been delivered. Microsoft Exchange will continue to try delivering the message on your behalf. 

Delivery of this message will be attempted until 5/17/2011 12:29:49 AM (GHT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). Hicrosoft Exchange will notify you if the message can’t be 
delivered by that time, 



Reporting-MTA: dns;clinlan.local 

Received-From-MTA: dns;revere5c-v.musc.edu 

Arrival-Date: Sun, 15 May 2011 04:29:49 +0000 

Original-Recipient: rfc822;thomasmb@exg-smtp.mdc.musc.edu 

Final-Recipient: rfc822;thomasmb@musc.edu 

Action: delayed 

Status: 4.4.7 

Diagnostic-Code: smtp;400 4.4.7 Message delayed 

Will-Retry-Until: Tue, 17 May 2011 00:29:49 -0400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 15, 2011 12:30 AM 

thomasmb@musc.edu 

Re: Events 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<postmaster~musc.edu> 

Sunday, May 15, 2011 4:36 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Deliver Delayed: Re: Events 

TEXT.htm; status.~a; headers.txt 

Deliver,v is delayed to these recipients or distribution lists: 

thomasmb@musc.edu<mailto:thomasmb@musc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Events 

This message has not yet been delivered Microsoft Exchange will continue to try delivering the message on your behalt\ 

Delivery of this message will be attempted until 5/17/2011 12:34:48 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) Microsoft Exchange ~vil[ notify you if the message can’t be delivered by 
that time 

Sent by Microsoft Exchange SepCer 2007 



Delivery is delayed to these recipients or distribution lists: 

thomasmb@musc,edu 

Subject: Re: Events 

This message has not yet been delivered. Microsoft Exchange will continue to try delivering the message on your behalf. 

Delivery of this message will be attempted until 5/17/2011 12:3~,:48 AM (GHT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). Hicrosoft Exchange will notify you if the message can’t be 
delivered by that time. 



Reporting-MTA: dns;clinlan.local 

Received-From-MTA: dns;revere5c-v.musc.edu 

Arrival-Date: Sun, 15 May 2011 04:34:48 +0000 

Original-Recipient: rfc822;thomasmb@exg-smtp.mdc.musc.edu 

Final-Recipient: rfc822;thomasmb@musc.edu 

Action: delayed 

Status: 4.4.7 

Diagnostic-Code: smtp;400 4.4.7 Message delayed 

Will-Retry-Until: Tue, 17 May 2011 00:34:48 -0400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 15, 2011 12:33 AM 

thomasmb@musc.edu 

Re: Events 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Shoop <j shoop@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 15, 20ll 7:31 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Re: rugby piclures 

Thanks Amy. These are awesome! John 

>>> Am?- Kleissler 5/15/2011 12:18:35 AM 
Coach Shoop, 
Here are some pictures from the games last weekend m Chapel Hill -- enjoy. 

Am?,’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Tha  k you  i?r subscribing to 
Mozflla news! 

Thank you for being part of a community of millions of 

Firefbx users around the world. It’s the millions of loyal 

supporters that continue to spread the word about Firefox, 

and who help Mozilla achieve its mission of hnproving the 

Internet. 

While you’re here, check out the latest and greatest from 

Firetbx 4! 

Watch the Overview Video 

You can get Firefox 4 right now. 

We’re glad you decided to stay in touch. Stay tuned tbr the 

next round of Mozilla news! 

- The Mozilla Team. 

Content licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike License v3.0 or any later version 

You’re receiving this email because you subscribed to receive email newsletters and information from Mozilla. If you do 

not wish to receive these newsletters, please .~!£~.i~i!?~:!:hi~:~ here Read the 

Mozilla 

650 Castro Street, Suite 300 

Mountain View, CA 94041-2021 

(650)903-0800 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:34 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

Amy, 

Once again I find myself apologizing for not getting back to you sooner, 

but life has been coming at me quick these past few weeks. 

I plan to be back in Chapel Hill on Sunday and 
back to work at the Academic Success Program on Monday. I am still very 
interested in any position you have to oiler, so I ~vould love to intel-,zie~v 
with you next week if an?- opportunity is still available. 

Thank you for your understanding during this tough time, 

On Fri,             12:02:32 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 

wrote: 

> 

> Thank you for getting back to me At the moment we are trying to set the 

> review schedule and see which students have needs, and in what areas. 

> Would you be able to come in for an intel~¢iew next week in the afternoon? 

> Let me know your thoughts when you can. 

> thanks, 

> Amy 

> 

> 

> Am?’ KleissIer 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Nntice: This e-real[ message, including any attachments, 

is 

> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

and 

> privileged ir~formation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please 

> contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy- all copies of the original 

> message. 

>: ~email.anc.edu> 5:35 PM >>> 

> Arny, 

> 

> I’nr extremely sorry for the late response, but I have had a hectic final 

> schedule. Now- that I’ve survived, however, I believe I could tutor MATH 

> and along ~vith COMP 

I’ve attached ray resume, and rll be happy 
to 
> hear back from you as soon as possible. I’ve got approximately 35 hours 
> left to work in May for the Academic Success Program, but tW hours with 
> them are flexible because I’m working behind the scenes on tutorials for 
> Read and Write Gold. 
> 

> Thank you for your time and consideration, 

On Wed,            10:41:28 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 

>> Dear 
>> Thank you for getting in touch about our program Yes, we do have 
surmner 
>> tutoring, which ~ve hold M-R with sessions at night or during the day, 
>> depending upon the tutor’s availability and the student schedules. We 

are 
>> currently in need of tutoring in these subjects: 
>> NEATH 
>> ECON 
>> STOR 
>> COX"/]::’ 
>> 
>> Do you have any availability during the day, M-R? Let me know- your 



>> thoughts, and forward me your resume if you are still interested. ’l’hank 

>> Am?" 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@tmcaa.unc, edu 

>> Corffidentialit7- Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 

> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 24153bytes; 
> Attactmnent Link: 
> http://archi-,~e02.uncaa.unc, edu/dl d0e44a74bc 8639f50a50c22e7bdd3d 
> File Name: Resume.docx 
> Expiry Date: Wed, 17:35:03 -0400 
> Size: 24153bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 1:42 AM 

~gmaJl.com 

"~-Checking in. EmaJl probs. Will contact u 5/17. 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:34 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: academic support program 

Am?~ 

Once again I find myself apologizing for not getting back to you sooner, 

but life has been coming at me quick these past few weeks. 

I plan to be back in Chapel Hill on Sunday and 

back to work at the Academic Success Program on Monday. I am still ve~ 

interested in any position you have to oilier, so I would love to interview 

with you next week if any oppormniF is still available. 

Thank you for your unders~tanding during this tough time, 

On Fri,            12:02:32 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

> Thank you for getting back to me. At the moment we are t~ing to set the 

> review schedule and see which students have needs, and in what areas. 

> Would you be able m come in tbr an interview next week in the attemoon? 

> Let me know your thoughts when you can. 

> thanks, 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

> klei ssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentia]ity Notice: This e-mail message, including m~y attachinents, 

is 

> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

and 

> privileged infommtion. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please 

> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> message. 
>>:~:~ ~email.unc.edu~ 5:35 PM >>> 
> Amy, 
> 

> I’m extremely sony for the late response, but I have had a hectic final 

> schedule. Now that I’ve survived, howevei; I believe I could tutor MATH 

> and    along with COMF 

> I’ve attached my resume, and I’ll be happy 

to 

> hear back I?om you as soon as possible. I’ve got approximately 35 hours 
> left to work in May for the Academic Success Program, but my hours with 

> thegn are flexible because I’m worldng behind the scenes on tutoridis for 

> Read and Write Gold. 

> Thank you for your time and considemtio~L 



> On Wed,            10:41:28 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

> wrote~ 

>> Dear 

>> Thank you for getting in touch about our program. Yes, we do have 

sumlner 

>> tutoring, which we hold M-R with sessions at night or during the day, 

>> depending upon the tutor’s availabili~ and the student schedules. We 

~ are 

>> currently in need of tutoring in these subjects: 

>> MATH 

>> ECON 

>> STOR 

>> COMP 
>> 

>> Do you have any availability during the day, M-R? Let me know your 

>> thoughts, and forward me your resume if you are still interested. Thank 

>> yOU, 

>> Amy 

>> Amy Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>> Confidentiality. Notice: Tiffs e-mail message, including any attachtnents, 

> is 

>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

> and 

>> privileged information. Any tmauthofized review, use, diselosm~e or 

>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

> please 

>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 

original 

>> message. 

> M ~ SecureStor Stored: total 24153b.vtes; 
> Attachment Link: 

> http:i/archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/d 1 d0e44a74bc8639f50a50c22e7bdd3d 

> File Name: Resume.docx 

> Expi~ Date: Wed, 17:35:03 -0400 
> Size: 24153bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 2:33 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CSSAC Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Please note that the last CSSAC meeting for the semester, scheduled for Thursday, May 19th has been cancelled. 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 11:22 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Walkway Between Stadium Drive and Rams Head Plaza 

TEXT.htm 

FYI .... 

Attention Pedestrians: 

A 30-day project will close the pedestrian walkway between Stadium Drive and the Rams Head Plaza from Monday, May 23 through 
Monday, June 27, 2011. 

The project will bring that section of pedestrian walkway up to American Disabilities Act standards. During the project, pedestrians 
should use alternate routes. To see a map of the affected area please click 
here<http :i/~,ww. dps .uric. eduiN ewsLir~k s/RamsHeadPedsWeb?RamsHeadPeds .~>. 

Call the Department of Public Safety at 962-3951 during normal business hours with other questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"CTI ] Coaches Training Institute" -<admission@thecoaches.com> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 4:04 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Announcing Fast Track Autumn 2011 Dates 

TEXTI’.httn 

Accelerate Your Journey to Co-Active~’D Coach Certification! 

CTI[~s Fast Track Co-Active Coach Training Program is designed to prepare 
Co-Active Coaching students for our Certification Program on an accelerated 
schedule. 

This is the same rigorous coach training curriculum that attracted you to 
CTI, executed in just over eight weeks. Each Fast Track series is a cohort 
group. Registrants must be available to attend the entire series as 
scheduled below. 

London Fall Series Dates: 
Fundamentals: September 16-18, 2011 
Fulfillment: September 20-22, 2011 
Balance: October 7-9, 2011 
Process: October 11-13, 2011 
In the Bones: November 4-6, 2011 

Washington DC Fall Series Dates: 

Fundamentals: October 14-16, 2011 

Fulfillment: October 18-20, 2011 

Balance: November 4-6, 2011 

Process: November 8-10, 2011 

In the Bones: December 2-4, 2011 

’]7his is the same great course work, techniques, and exercises as the 
standard schedule. The difference is simply the overall time it takes to 
complete the courses 

’]7he number of ICF accredited hours (104) covered remains the same, as does 
the content and learning style of the program, which has been enjoyed by 
over 35,000 new career seekers, coaches, managers and consultants worl&vide. 

Why Fast Track? 

You want to: 
* Expedite the start-up of your coaching practice 
* )~hnimize travel time and expense 
* Ircanerse yo~self in quality training 
* Bring new skills to your job quickly 

Benefit from o~tr early bird specials 
In London, we are offering [~200 off our regular package price of ~3095 
(+VAT) for anyone who registers before July 14th. 

In Washington DC, our Fast Track program is oflhred at $500 off regular 
package pricing. 

Act now 

To register for the London program or request furthcr information, contact a 
Progranm~e Advisor at [ 1 ]judy@thecoaches.com, or call +44 (0)845 299 8199. 

Links: 

1. mailto:judy@thecoaches, corn 

To register for the Washington DC program or request further information, 
contact a Program Advisor at [2]admissions@thecoaches.com, or call 
800-691-6008 x3. 
Links: 

~ mailto :admissions@thecoaches. corn 

[3]Coaches Training Institute, 4000 Civic Center Dr., Ste 500, San Rafael, 
CA 94903 
Copyright ~ 2011 [4]Coaches Training Institute, All Rights Resel~zed. 
[5]Click here to unsubscribe 
Links: 

3 http :/i~vw~v.thecoaches com 
4. http ://w~vw thecoa ches. corn 
5 http://thecoachesusl list-manage.colrdUnsubscribe?u 90t~oa956452239dcd7dSccTaS&id 824444flbT&e 930fe5bd23&c e3433dc620 



Accelerate Your Journey to Co-Active  Coach 
Certification! 

CT~’s Fast Track Co-Active Coach Training Program is designed to prepare Co-Active Coaching 

students for our’ Certification Program on an accelerated schedule. 

This is the same rigorous coach training curriculum that attracted you to CTI, executed in just over 

eight weeks. Each Fast Track series is a cohort group. Registrants must be available to attend 

the entire series as scheduled below. 

London Fall Series Dates: 
Fundamentals: September 16-18,2011 

Fulfillment: September 20-22,2011 

Balance: October 7-9,2011 

Process: October 11-13, 2011 

In the Bones: Novernber 4-6, 2011 

Washington DC Fall Series Dates: 

Fundamentals: October 14-16,2011 

Fulfillment: October 18-20, 2011 

Balance: November 4-6, 2011 

Process: November 8-10, 2011 

In the Bones: December 2-4,2011 

This is the same great course work, techniques, and exercises as the standard schedule. The 

difference is simply the overall time it takes to complete the couPses. 

The number of ICF accredited hours (104) covered remains the same, as does the content and 
learning style of the program, which has been enjoyed by over 35,000 new career seekers, 

coaches, managers and consultants worldwide~ 

Why Fast Track? 

You want to: 

Expedite the start-up of your coaching practice 
Minimize tt~vel time and expense 

Immerse yourself in quality training 

Bring new skills to your job quickly 

Benefit from our early bird specials 

In London, we are offering £200 off our regular package price of £3095 (+VAT) for anyone who 

registers before July 14th. 

In Washington DC, our Fast Track program is offered at $500 off regular package pricing. 

Act now 

To register for the London program or request 

[utther information, contact a Programme 

Advisor at ]!::.:I:I::::.!I~:I~II.!!-::.,~L:::!I:.:: :-:’.:.. :-:.’!!:..,:: !::!:::’!, or ca II +44 

(0)845 299 8199. 

To register fer the Washington DC program or 

request further information, contact a Program 

Advisor at ~:~!!~1i1~.~i!~=~=~!;~!~i~:~1~:~!~=~=~b or call 
800-691-6008 x3. 

I iii~iiI CTI I Changing busi ..... Transforming li ..... 

j 

1 

!ii::~!~!!~!!i!!!fi i!!i! !i!!;.!:!!!!2 !!:!! !!!!:!!;!, 4000 Civic Center Or., Ste. 500, San Rafael, CA 94903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 20, 2011 9:24 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia CATerstreet <overstre@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

"~-Tonight 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:25 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Tuloring opporttmities 

TEXT.htm; Resume 

Hi 

This is          from Swahili. I would love to know more about tutoring 
through the athletic department. Do you kno~v if there are any openings 
currently? I’d also love to know more about how it ~vorks; how- many classes 
are you generally expected to follow a semester, etc. I’ve attached my 
rDsum[~; I don’t know if this is useful :) 

Thanks :[’or all yuur help! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 8:51 PM 

~gma~l.com 

"~-Re: Tutoring opportunities 

Thank you so much!! Yes, we are just beginning to look at our staffing needs for the second summer session, and then as the weeks move on we will be looking to the fall. ~Vhat course(s) 
are you interested in tutoring? 
Thanks for all of your help in Kiswahili! 
A 

>>> 9:25 PM >>> 
Hi Arny! 

This is          from Swahili. I would love to know more about tutoring 
through the athletic department. Do you kno~v if there are any openings 
currently? I’d also love to know more about how it ~vorks; how- many classes 
are you generally expected to follow a semester, etc. I’ve attached my 
r~sum[~; I don’t know if this is useful :) 

Thanks for all your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:57 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring opportunities 

’I~XTf.httn 

Hi Amy! 

Thanks tbr getting back to me! There’s veW little rm not interested in. 
What sort of courses do you generally tutor Ibr? 

I’d like to stay away from computer science related courses, but I’d love to 
do anything in the humanities or foreign languages or basic science courses 
I love school :) 

See you bright and early! 

On Tue, at 8:50 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Thank you so much-- your resume looks great!! Yes, we are just 
beginning to look at our staffing needs for the second summer session, 
and then as the weeks move on we will be looking to the [’all. What 
course(s) are you interested in tutoring? 
Thanks [’or all o[’your help in Kiswahili! 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ tliH 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>: 9:25 PM >>> 
Hi ~ny! 

This is         from Swahili. I would love to know more about tutoring 
through the athletic department. Do you know if there are any openings 
currently? I’d also love to know- more about how it works; how- many 
classes 
are you generally expected to follow a semester, etc. I’ve attached my 
r~sum~; I don’t know if this is useful :) 

Thanks for all your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Molly Markiewicz <markiewiczmm@email.appstate.edu> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 10:52 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: hello! 

TEXT.htm 

I am again available all days/hours during the week. Please let me know when 
I canbe of us!! 
Molly Markiewicz 

On Tue, May 24, 2011 at 5:20 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

hello! 
I hope that you are having a good summer -- the first summer session is 
half over so it is time for me to start thinking about the second summer 
session :) 

If you could please let me know if you are interested, and if so, your 
availability? Thank you so much, and I look forward to hearing from you 
soon! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Molly Markiewicz 
Appalachian State University 
Social Work Major 
markiewiczmm@appstate.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             4:35 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: hello! 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

I think I’m set up to tutor Psyc for second summer session. Anything 
during the day would be best for me; I try to avoid night tutoring. 

Thanks, 

On Tue, at 5:20 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

hello! 
I hope that you are having a good summer -- the first summer session is 
half over so it is time for me to start thinking about the second summer 
session :) 

If you could please let me know if you are interested, and if so, your 
availability? Thank you so much, and I look forward to hearing from you 
soon! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             6:05 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; 
< ~gmail.com>; 
< @email.unc.edu>; 
< ~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~hotmail.com>; 

< ~appstate.edu>; 
~hotmail.com>; 

~gmail.com>; 
< ~email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
< ~yahoo.com>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
< ~email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

Hello! 

TEXT.htm; Header 

@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

hello! 
I hope that you are having a good summer -- the first summer session is half over so it is time for me to start 
thinking about the second summer session :) 
If you could please let me know if you are interested, and if so, your availability? Thank you so much, and I 
look forward to hearing from you soon! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient 
(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:33 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Employment Recommendation Request 

Amy, 
Would you be willing to complete a reference form for me for a potential 
job? I slid it under your door tonight because it was locked arid I forgot 
earlier when I was in there with I included a note about it and an 
envelope. 

Thank you, 

On Wed,            12:43:16 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Absolutely! When do you need it by and are there any specific things 
you 
> would like it to address? Let me know, 
> Thanks, 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 

> for the sole use o17intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review use disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>>                       @email.unc.edu>          12:06 PM >>> 

> Hey Amy, 
> I hope the end of the semester went for you. I know it was a very 
> busy time at the academic center. 

> I krmw that I have only worked for you for but I was 
> wondering if you xvould feel corufortable writing a letter of 
reconwnendation 
> for me to use on ray search for             . I have really er~joyed my 
> time working for you and I have learned a lot by working with the 
> student-athletes. I am looking forward to returning this sumnmr. 
> 

> Thartk you for your consideration, 

> L2"qC ~hapel Hill MAT 
~ @email.unc.edu 
> ~ ~ ~gmail.com 

UNC Chapel Hill MAT 

@email.unc edu 
~@glnail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 31,2011 1:45 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Employment Recommendation Request 

Amy, 

Thank you so much. I really appreciate it 

On Tue, 31 May 2011 13:32:41 -0400, "Am?’ Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> I am putting your recormnendation and form in flae mail this afternoon! 
> Sorry I’ve taken so long to get this done for you. 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 

> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>>                       @email.unc.edu> 5/26/2011 8:33 PM >>> 

> ~’,my, 
> Would you be willing to complete a reference form for me for 

I slid it under your door tonight because it was locked and I forgot 
> earlier when I was in there with I included a note about it and an 
> envelope. 

> Thank you, 

> On Wed, 11 May 2011 12:43:16 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> ~vrote: 
>> Kelsey, 
>> Absolutely! When do you need it by, and are there any specific things 
> you 
>> would like it to address? Let me know, 
>> Thartks, 
>> A 

>> Arny Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@m~caa.unc, edu 

>> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 
>>>>> @email unc.edu> 5/10/2011 12:06 PM >>> 
>> 

>> He?- Amy, 
>> I hope the end of the semester went for you. I know it was a very 
>> busy time at the academic center. 

>> I kno~v that I have only worked for you for , but I 
was 
>> ~vondering if you would feel comfortable writing a letter of 



> recommendation 
>> for me to use on my search for . I have really enjoyed my 
>> time working for you and I have learned a lot by working with the 
>> student-athletes. [ am looking forward to returning this summer 
>> 

>> rlhank you for your consideration, 

>> 

>> 

>> L2X!C Chapel Hill MAT 
>> @email.unc.edu 
>> ’@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 1,2011 2:23 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Employment Recommendation Request 

He?’ Amy, 
Thank you for filling out the reference form. I just wanted to let you know 
that might be calling you to check my 
references. I have interviewed with her for and she 
said she wants to offer me the position, but she needs to check my 
references first. 

Thank you in advance, 

On Sun, 29 May 2011 21:54:~5 -0400, %~rny Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Sorry 

> Yes, I will get it done on Monday/Tuesday. Thanks, 

> ~ny 

> 

> 

> 

> Am?’ Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chape[ tliH 

> c 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

>>>~ 05/26/11 8:33 PM 

> 

> ~ny, 

> Would you be willing to complete a reference form for me for 

I slid it under your door tonight because it was locked and I forgot 

> earlier when I was in there with I included a note about it and an 

> envelope. 

> 

> Thank you, 

> 

> 

> On Wed, 11 Mi~y 2011 12:43:16 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> 

> wrote: 

>> Absolutely! When do vou need it by, and are there any specific things 

> you 

>> would like it to address? Let me know, 

>> Thartks, 

>> A 

>> 

>> 

>> Arny Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

> c 

>> kleissle@m~caa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, 

> is 

>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential 

> and 

>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

> please 

>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 

original 

>> message. 

>>>>> 5/10/2011 12:06 PM >>> 

>> 

>> He?- Amy, 

>> I hope the end of the semester went for you. I know it was a very 

>> busy time at the academic center. 

>> 

>> I kno~v that I have only worked for you for but I 

was 

>> ~vondering if you would feel comfortable writing a letter of 

> recon~rnendation 

>> for me to use on my search for              I have really enjoyed my 

>> time working for you and I have learned a lot by working with the 

>> student-athletes. I am looking forward to returning this summer 

>> 

>> Thank you for your consideration, 



>> UNC Chapel Hill 5~T 

>~ ~!email uric edu 

>> @gmail.com 

>> 

> 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 12:31 AM 

Am>’ Kleissler ~-kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.ht*n; Part.002; TEXT.htm 1; Part.004; TEXT.htm 2 

iX/It SecureStor Stored: tota] ] 15353bytes; Wed, 31 Aug 2011 00:31:17 -0400 

Attachment Link: http://arch~ve02.uncaa, unc eduifb5bgd4fcd6aceab5502clB6db15786e 

File Name:        docx 

Exptry Date: Wed, 31 Aug 2011 00:31:17 -0400 

Size: 115353bytes 
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M+ SecureStor Stored: total 161328bytes; Wed, 31 Aug 2011 00:31:17 -0400 

Attachment Link: http:/iarchive02.uncaa.uncoeduica65c51236a0eb0ed0cf5713d8240dcl 

File Name: Exam 3 Review.docx 

Expiry Date: Wed, 31 Aug 2011 00:31:17 -0400 

Size: 161328bytes 



Exam 3 Review.docx 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:01 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: RE: hello! 

Attach: ’I~gXTI’.httn 

Hi Ahoy, 

Sorry for the delay, I’ve been away and out of touch for much of the past ~veek. Just wanted you to know that I am available for any and all days and times that you might need a tutor for the 
second summer session. 

Hope your summer is going well 

VeW Best, 

From: 2,my Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
To 

@gmaiLcom; 
Sut~iect: hello! 

hello! 
I hope that you are having a good sumaner -- the :first summer session is half over so it is time for me to start thinking about the second summer session :) 

If you could please let me know if you are interested, and if so, your availability? Thank you so much, and I look ~2~rward to hearing from you soon! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle,@,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 3,2011 8:42 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2011-2012 Parking Allocations 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning and Happy Friday :) 

Today is the deadline to enter registration for parking allocations. If you would like a parking permit for the upcoming academic year 
(August 15,2011 through August 14, 2012) and have not submitted your application, please complete the attached parking application 
and return it to me by 2:00 pm today. 

The parking allocations for our department are: 
CD 
Sll 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 
kallison@email.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 18252bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:iiarchiveO2.uncaa.m~c.edui4e4celb42247ebe4efflOb20147d95c6 
File Name: uncblankapp.pdf 
Expiry Date: Thu, 01 Sep 2011 08:41:35 -0400 
Size: 18252bytes 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, June 4, 2011 8:01 PM 

To: @gmail .com 

Subje~’t: "~checking in 

Thal~ so much for letting me know about the exam time -- ho~v did it go? I hope it resembled something close to material we revie~ved :) 

What else did he cover ~vhen he lectured? did he give you an?- indication of what will be forthcoming with the oral? Let me kno~v your thoughts when you 



Classes.docx S;~,i., 0:.~ :~:¢:i; 201 ~. !: :!!1:0~ -i.i400 :~4:~:~ b,~f.~]~:s 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough @-arbrough@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Monday, Jnne 6, 2011 10:11 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyoun’(~:uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New building tour 

TEXT.htm; Nate Y~xbrough.vcf 

All, 

I am trying to set up a tour of the new braiding for the week of June 12-15 or Friday the 17th? Please let me know what day would work best for you 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
©ffme ManageL Academic Suppot-t 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 4:07 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Chapel Hill Transit Public Input Sessions 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mai~to:ckane~fafe{~,.unc.ed,] 

Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 3:58 PM 
Subject: Chapel Hill Transit Public Input Sessions 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

SERVICE ALERT (REMINDER): CHT Holds Public Input Sessions on Proposed Service Adjustments for FY12 

CHT will hold a series of public input sessions on its proposed service adjustments for fiscal year 2011/12: 

Tuesday, June 7 
UNC Hospitals 
NC Cancer Hospital Terrace 
Main Floor near Starbucks 
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
Served by most CHT Routes 

Carrboro Elementary School Auditorium 

400 Shelton Street 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
Served by CW Route 

Wednesday, June 8 
UNC Campus 
The Pit - Outside entrance to Student Union 
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
Served by most CHT Routes 

Chapel Hill Town Hall 

Council Chambers 
405 Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
Served by G, N, NU, NS and T Routes 

For additional information on the proposed service adjustments and public input sessions please see the attachment to this email or 



visit www.chtransit.org. If you are unable to attend one of the public input sessions, you can submit comments by any of the 
following methods: 

1. Email to chtransit@townofchapelhill.org<mailio:d’~lransit~low~ofc 
2. Call (919) 969-4900 and press 1 for customer service 
3. Faxto (919) 968-2840 
4. Mail to CHT, 6900 Millhouse Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27516-8175 

All comments received by 8:00 p.m. on June 8, 2011, will become part of the official public forum record and will be considered by 
CHT. 
For complete information about CHT services, schedules, route changes or directions to the nearest CHT stop, visit us at 

< r~> r.-,~ www.chtransit.org ht~:iiwww.ch~ra~s~t.o g , email chtranslt@townofchapelhill.org<maflto:chtrar~s~tv~.2~ownofchap~lh~,p~g> or call 
a CHT customer service representative at 919-969-4900. 
Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:14 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jmmielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"~-SWAtt update 

The oral exam is this Thursday with written final on Monday. For oral they- are to ~vork in pairs to write up a dialogue that they will perform for the professor. He will ask them questions 
about ~vhat they are talking about This is to last 10 minutes. Today in our session we went through (in english) all kinds of questions that they could ask in the conversation to draw it out 
where he wants them to go.       (good student, taken class before) and    want to work together but professor put with         and       because needs help.       and 
have suggested to prof that work with         Profwill decide tomorrow-,       worried that will not be able to carly a convo which ~vill effect her grade. 

Second part of oral exam will entail professor asking each person (in their pairings still) a series of questions. If they can’t answer, he will put the question to the partner. They can only ask 
one time for the question to be repeated. He will ask them biographical questions he also went through 7 pictures thoroughly- ~vhich he will put on the board and use during the oral exam -- 
the students will have to describe what is going on in the pictures. Today I worked with the group to put together a vocab list for each picture, a sample description in english, and then ~ve 
worked through some of the sentences into swahili (I did either the same ones he did in class today-, or ones we has done earlier in the semester) Since it is an exam, anything else they- must 
translate on their own, but i worked ~vith them to show them how to translate verbs and adjectives. 

was better in class today but kept falling asleep in session -- he would rouse when I told him to either take notes or leave, but really- struggled He wants the sessions at 330 rather than 630 
-- I have found that they are even more tired at 6: 30PM :(    He does not have much in his short term memory so without taking copious notes in class or during sessions, he is missing out 
on ~vhat he can use in his oral (prof keeps saying "you all need to be ~vriting this down -- it is ~vhat you will use on the exam"). Between the classes and session we are getting down 
precisely what the professor wants to see regurgitated back to him, but is not forthright in getting the material down He is receiving class notes which have it all in there, but he does not 
appear tobereviewingthemoratleastretainingthem He ismakingflashcardssporadicallythoughandwhenhedoes, he retainsthematerialbetter I’m pretty sure hehasa in the class, 
but I fear that he could do himself damage ~vith a poor showing on the oral If he puts his mind to it, I kno~v he can do well on the ora 1 and then he’ll be fine. Ho~vever, I sense from the prof 
that a poor showing on the oral will defeat any goodwill he has toward Sorp)~ to be I)ebbie-Downer -- just want to be above-board :) 

got a on Friday’s exam which is better than he has done. I feel badly for him because he is trying in class and paying attention As I say, he has been taking careful notes and when 
the professor calls on him, he does not always get the answer correct, but he ~s in tune with what is going on was late to class today so he missed the exams being handed out, and did 
not ask the prof~2~r it a~er class. He tells me he is confident he got a    .. I cannotgeta straight answerout ofhimastowhetherornotheemailedinhishomeworkwhenhemissedclass 
last week (he says he did . ) or if he has scheduled to make up the quiz. I have told him that the prof will not ignore a missing quiz but rather record a 0 

I excused and from session today because had a on the exam (solid in the class) and had a on the exam. Honestly, does not need to come unless he wants to and it is up 
to you for I don’t want to punish by making him come without his bud@ but I could give him any review materials I do. Tuesday and Wednesday the?’ will need to be working on 
their own for their oral exam together. It is hard to get to NOT answer questions I pose so will gladly hide with answering. If I get to be quiet, steps up to the plate, but again, he 
has a good handle on the material as well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 8:44 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Tes~fing in 

TEXTI’.httn 

Ok, great, see you then! 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 
Chal~el Hill NC 27517 

On , at 1:44 PM "Am’>’ Kleissler" <k eiss e@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> Lyn, 
> We will probably bring 18 but plan on 20 just in case, and we’ll see you at 2:30PM on the Thanks! 
> Amy 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: ’lNis e-mai[ message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia[ and privileged iN2mnation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, discloswe or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai[ and destroy aH copies of the original 
message. 

> >>> Lyn Jonson @gmail.com> 5:24 PM >>> 
> Hi 2~y, 
> Friday-, the at Ma~’s office at 2:30? I will split them imo two groups-half on the computers, half doing the paper and pencil tests. Do you hmw how many there Weill be? 
> Thanks, 
> Lyn 
> 
> Lyn Johnson, 
> Cognitive Ne~opsychology, PLLC 
> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 
> Chapel Hill NC 27517 

> On , at 3:52 P)~ "~y Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.~c.edu> wrote: 

>> Ly~ 
>> I wanted to find out if you had worked out ~vith Mary Willingham the details of the screening of the incoming fresNnen on Friday, 
time, etc. Let me 
>> ThaWs so much, 

>> Amy Kleisslcr 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> ~-C-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@~caa.unc, edu 

>> Co~identialiD- Notice: This e-mail message, including any attac~aents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthori~d review, use, discloswe or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>> 

>> >>> Lyn Johnson @gmail.com> 2:18 PM >>> 
>> Hi Amy, 
>> The sounds good. I will talk to Maly and get back to you. 
>> Thanks, 
>> Lyn 
>> 

>> Lyn Johnson, PhD 
>> Cognitive Neuropsycholo~z, PLLC 
>> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 
>> Chapel Hill NC 27517 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On , at 1:20 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uaacaa uric edu> wrote: 
>> 

? What time, room, building, how many at a 



>>> !,yn, 
>>> ’]’hank you J2~r being patient with me! I was wondering if you would like to handle the screening the way you did last June -- split the larger group of students in hall’, one haK doing the 
ADD screening ~vhile the other group does the written part ~vith you? If so, do you want to set it up with ]VIapy, or would you like me to? If it could take place on Friday, 2:30PM-ish, 
that would be great -- it would give the students a chance to grab something to eat after their classes let out at 1/130PM Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
>>> Thanks[ 
>>> Amy 

>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential and privileged itfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 2:05 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Digest: June 7, 2011 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Information for Employees 
Men’s Health Week/Month (contact: Benefits Services, 962-3071) 
Men’s Health Week was created by Congress in 1994 to heighten awareness of preventable health problems and encourage early 
detection and treatment of disease among men and boys. This week expanded into Men’s Health Month celebrated in June to include 
Father’s Day. Men’s Health Week for 2011 is June 13-19. 
Observers of Men’s Health Week are sometimes seen wearing a blue ribbon as a symbol of their support for the fight against prostate 
cancer. However, problems affecting men’s health extend far beyond prostate cancer and other commonly recognized men’s illnesses. 
Physicians and men’s health activists mark Men’s Health Week with awareness campaigns to highlight additional health concerns such 
as diabetes, osteoporosis, family health, workplace accidents, and men’s higher likelihood of suicide or being a victim of homicide. 
On average, men live 5 years less than women. 
1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women will develop cancer in their lifetime. 
1 in 6 men will get prostate cancer and approximately 28,000 men will die from the disease this year. 
Men die at higher rates from 9 of the top 10 causes of death. 
Men make up over 92% of workplace deaths. 
Here are the Top 7 threats to men’s health according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and other leading 
organizations: 
1. Heart disease 
2. Cancer 
3. Accidents 
4. Chronic lower respiratory diseases 
5. Stroke 
6. Type 2 diabetes 
7. Suicide 
Lifestyle strategies that can dramatically reduce one’s chances of having one of the above include: 

* Don’t smoke or use tobacco. 

* Eat a healthy diet rich in vegetables; fruits; lean protein and whole grain. Limit sugar; saturated fats, and sodium. 

* Get daily physical activity - 150 minutes per week. 

*    If you have a chronic condition such as diabetes, asthma, high cholesterol or blood pressure- work with your MD to keep it 
under control. 

*    Maintain a healthy weight- waistline should be under 40 inches measured at the level of one’s navel/belly button. Abdominal fat 
increases one’s risk for heart disease and diabetes. 



* Limit alcohol to a maximum of two servings per day. 

* Manage stress in healthy ways - consider the EAP resources available to you. 

* Protect yourself from the sun to avoid over-exposure. 

* Get your physical and recommended screenings. 

*    Motor vehicle accidents are the leading cause of accidental deaths among men- seatbelts and abiding by speed limits and not 
driving under the influence are key to vehicular safety. 

* Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated and maintain cardiovascular and bladder health. 

* Talk to your doctor about a daily baby aspirin regimen. 

*    If you have signs and symptoms of depression - such as feelings of sadness or unhappiness and loss of interest in normal 
activities - consult your doctor. Treatment is available. If you’re contemplating suicide, call for emergency medical help or go the 
nearest emergency room. 
Understanding health risks is one thing. Taking action to reduce your risks is another. Start with healthy lifestyle choices - eating a 
healthy diet, staying physically active, quitting smoking, getting regular checkups and taking precautions in your daily activities. The 
impact may be greater than you’ll ever know. 
Additional information can be found at: 
www. menshealthmonth, org<~ :tk~.ww. me~shealt }~mo~tb.. o~> 
h~ ~p :iiwww. cdc.~ov/me ~im~ahw / 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <~yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 2:41 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tons~yount@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

New building tour 

TEXT.htm; Nate Y~rbrough.vcf 

All, 
I have set up a tour of the new" building on Mi~nday June 13th. You are to meet 
on clothing and shoes. Wear long pants and closed toe shoes. 
Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chape[ tliH 
W-919-962-9537 
C. 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc edu 

outside of the elevators at Robert’s end of the building at 11:30am to start the tour. Remember the rules 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jmmifer Schneider" <info@ncasports.org> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 11:34 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Campaign tbr Tornado Victims 

TEXTf.httn 

To view as a Webpage, click here: http:/,~Asitor benchlnarkemail corr~’c/v?e CBF41&c 16AA&1 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5Wzo~vNYD1z2X%’M%2F~VT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium :[’or Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your ~nterest in receiving email from us. If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
ConlirmURL :http://visltorbenchmarkemailcom/c/opt?e CBF41&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emailuLXCiy67IIy5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2I’~T83dd&relid D161D5FB 
NCAS/DeVos Fundraising Campaign for Hurricane Victims 

Dear Friends, 

As you know, the I)eVos Sports Business Management Program and 
the National Consortium :[’or Academics and Sports have been very involved in the 
reconstruction of New Orleans through our own Hope for Stanley Foundation. Part of the mission of HFS has been to help 
in other areas, as well. We tried to go 
to Haiti after the earthquake, but could not because they were only admitting 
teams of professional construction workers and doctors, so I asked fi~r your 
help to raise funds that Ann and I would match 
We sent $5,000 to Doctors without Borders, and $7,000 to UNICEF. You donated $6,000 and Arm and I matched 
that 

When the Tsunami hit, we sent $15,000 to the victims We collected $32,000 [’or Katrina victims 
right a[‘ter the storm. Forming Hope for 
Stanley Foundation was a great new phase for the work of DeVos and the NCAS 
Ever since the devastating tornadoes of this year, we have 
been trying to find a way to help and thought we might make our large DeVos summer 
trip to Tuscaloosa instead of New Orleans. 
After extensive research by our Hope for Stanley team, we decided that 
we will return to NOLA in August because it is not anticipated that there will 
be enough organized work for 65 people in Tuscaloosa at that time. The August trip will be the 31 st 
week the DeVos students have spent rebuilding in NOLA. We are now considering a trip to Tuscaloosa 
in Decernber. 

I have been waiting for this decision before annomxcing a 
special DeVos Fundraising campaign for the victims of the tornados in Joplin, 
Tuscaloosa and Springfield. Ann and I 
will match up to $6,000. Thus, if you 
give $100, we will match it, making your dollars go fttrther. 

In addition to your own personal contributions, please ask 
your families, friends, colleagues and anyone who you thirtk might help. Please make out the checks to the []National 
Consortimn for Academics and Sports ~ and in the memo section write ~tornado victims. [] 

Thank you for living the raissions of DeVos and the NCAS. 

In friendship, 

Richard 

This message was sent to kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu by info@ncasports.org 

You can modify/update your subscription via the lil~ below 

Unsubscribe Iicom all mailings 
http://~’isitor.benchmarkemail.colr~C/su?e CBF41&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCly67IIy5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Manage Subscription 
http://visitorbenchmarkemailcom/c/s?e CBF41&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCly67IIy5¥VzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Forward Email 
http://visitor.bencl~markemail.con~/c/t’?e CBF41&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCjv67IIv5WzowN2~)lz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
Report Abuse 
http://\’isitor.benchmarkemail.corn/Abuse?e CBF41&~ 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiy67IIy5WzowN2"Dlz2X~vI%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Email Marketing 

BenchmarkEmail.com 

[http://visitor benchmarkemail com] 

Address: 4000 Central Florida Blvd. 

BA II, Suite 113, Orlando, FL, 32816-1400 



From: @ne.rr.eom> 

Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 12:03 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: swo]~ 

Attach: TEXl’.htm 

]k/It SecureStor Stored: tota[ 97832bybes; Thu, 08 Sep 2011 00:02:51 -0400 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu~,49f52~220725243bgclc27dg12891e9 
File Name: Picture of mother and her daughter with 3.docx 
Exptry [)ate: Thu, 08 Sep 2011 00:02:51 -0400 
Size: 97832bytes 



Picture .docx Ti=:.i, @8 Sets .:!@:t :~. 00:02:::N- ~o; ~~ !!?g:.~2lsyte~. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@bellsouth.net~ 

Friday, June 10, 2011 9:38 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: checking in 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy-here’s my resume. 

Hope ?’our sun~aer is going well. 
Cheers. 

From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:                         @bellsouth net> 
Sent: Thu, June 9, 2011 5:46:12 PM 
Sut~ject: checking in 

tIi[ I hope that your summer is going well -- so happy that the school year is 
done!!! 

We are putting together data on our staff-- could you please send me a copy of 
your resume? Also, do you have a master’s degree? Let me know your thoughts as 
soon as you can. 
’]?hanks! 
Cheers - 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipicnt(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclostae or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 18150bytes; 
Attacl~nent Link: http://archiveO2.~mcaa.unc.edu/70f6e7c50cflOSb196f9176119e96888 
File Name: resume2.docx 
Exphy Date: Thu, 08 Sep 2011 09:37:39 
Size: 18150bytes 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 2:11 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: checking in 

Hi Amy, 

Hope all is going well. 

On Fn, 10 Jun 2011 14:06:23 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> I hope that you are having a good summer! I was going through my flies 
and 
> I wanted to double check your date of graduation -- did you graduate May 
> 2011 ? Let me know -- thank you! 
> Amy 

> Am?’ KleissIer 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ tli[1 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai[ message, including any attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@mms.att.net~, 

Sunday, June 12, 20l 1 2:13 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Hey Amy, 
I will get back with you tomorrow Ive been out of town this weekend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@mms.att.net> 

Sunday, June 12, 2011 2:14 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Can u text me #? Ncw phone, lost some #’s 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 13, 2011 12:32 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ".Ni 

TEXTI’.httn 

does he ~vant to work? 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c~ 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 6/13/2011 12:30 PM >>> 
So far I have heard back from 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: @hotmail.com~ 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2011 7:50 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Academic Counselor 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi Amy 

How are you?? I am working in and still applying for student athlete positions! So, UNC has a position open and I was wondering if you and Beth are still in the academic support 
services? 

Would you mind if I put you down as a reference? 

Hope all is well and please keep in touch., would love to hear how things are going for you? 



From: @bellsouth.net~ 

Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 3:37 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: checking in 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Ha-I’m taking online courses at 
Cell . Will you’ll be needing me 2rid session? 
Cheers. 

From: 2,my KleissIer <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 
To:                           @belIsouth.net> 
Sent: Fri, June 10, 2011 11:36:57AM 
Sublect: Re: checking in 

Thanks! What school wil[ you be taking online classes through this fall? 
One last thing, what is 

your cell phone number? ~Haanks again, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.>>                            @bellsouth.net> 6/10/2011 9:37 ~’~i >>> 

Hi Amy-here’s my resun~e. 

Hope your smnmer is going well. 
Cheers. 

From: ~y- Kleissler <kleissle@ancaa.unc.edu> 
To:                       @bellsouth.net> 
Scnt: Thu, June 9, 2011 5:46:12 PM 
Subject: checking in 

Hi! I~hope that your surrm~er is going well -- so happy that the school year is 

done!!! 

We are putting together data on our staff- could you please send me a copy of 
your resume? Also, do you have a master’s degree? Let me know your thoughts as 
soon as you can. 
Thanks’. 
Cheers - 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information ~amy unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



M+ SecureStor Stored: total 18150bytes; 
File Name [ixpiry ])ate Siz~e 

resume2 docx Thu, 08 Sep 2011 09:37:39 -0400 18150bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 6:27 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

¯~-tomom) w 

Hi 
I got a call from wondering about her work schedule so I wanted to check with you before I replied to her She was wondering about a meeting tomorrow night at 7? Let me know. 

Sor~ I’m out of commission -- I have a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 6:40 PM 

~l~)tma~l.com 

"~-Re: Academic Counselor 

So good to hear from you. Yes we are. Beth is moving over to women’s basketball and some other sports so the position you see is an academic advisor for football. I am working with the 

tutorir~g program I would be happy to be a reference for you I hope all is ~vell with you as well 

>>;              06/13/11 7:50 PM 

Hi Amy 

How are you?? I am working in 
and still applying for student athlete positions! So, UNC has a position open and I was wondering if you and Beth are still in the academic support 

services? 

Would you mind if I put you down as a reference? 

Hope all is well and please keep in touch., would love to hear how things are going for you? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 7:14 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: biol 

Don’t think so can cover biol if people keep it 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: ~vny Kleissler 
To: Beth Bridger 
Subject: biol 
Sent: Jun 14, 2011 6:42 PM 

will ~ve be needing 
A 

second session? He is indicating he might be available if ~ve need. Let me know. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry’ 



From: ~hotmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 7:18 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Academic Coun~lor 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Hi Amy 
Interesting because the position said it was with basketball, however, I am open to football., how crazy would that be if end up back there! 

Thank you, I did put you down as a reference. ! can relate with being busy, and let’s keep in touch. 

Date: Tue, 14 Jun 2011 18:40:02 -0400 

From: k leissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

To:      @hotmail.com 

Subject: Re: Academic Counselor 

> So good to hear from you. Yes we are. Beth is moving over to women’s basketball and some other sports so the position you see is an academic advisor :[’or football I am working with the 
tutoring program. I would be happy to be a reference for you I hope all is well with you as well. Busy as ever but good here :) 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> >>; 06/13/11 7:50 PM >>> 
> 

> Hi ~y 
> 

> How are you?? I ara working in 
services? 
> 

> Would you mind if I put you down as a reference? 
> 

> Hope all is well and please keep in touch., would love to hear how- things are going for you’.’ 
> 

> 

So, UNC has a position open and I was wondering if you and Beth are still in the academic support 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:44 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tomorrow 

TENTI’.httn 

I didn’t even schedule her as she was off my radar for ss2--what does she tutor? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 6/14/2011 6:28 PM >>> 

I got a call from wondering about her work schedule so I wanted to check with you be~2~re I replied to her She was wondering about a meeting tomorrow night at 7? Let me know. 

Sor~ I’m out of commission -- 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 11:14 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tomorrow 

Attach: ’IEXTf.httn 

Is she on payroll? What does she tutor? 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Alny Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 15 Jun 2011 10:18:25 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: tomol~cOW 

sorry -- she fell offmy radar as well. I could train her today if needed and she is able -- she is 
A 

roommate 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Beth Bridger 6/15/2011 9:44 AM >>> 
I didn’t even schedule her as she was offmy radar ~2~r ss2--what does she tutor? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-~3-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.mxc, edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler 6/14/2011 6:28 PM >>> 
Hi 
I got a call from          xvondering about her work schedule so I wanted to check with you before I replied to her. She was wondering about a meeting tomorrow night at 7? Let me know. 

Soriy I’ru out of corrm~ission -- 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 11:15 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tomorrow 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

My b I read the other first. 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
Date: YVed, 15 Jun 2011 10:15:00 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: tomon-ow 

-- can tutor ENGL and SOCI especially (double majored), but BIOL 101, HIST 127 and 140, PHIl, 160, PSYC 101 and MArIII 152 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Beth Bridger 6/15/2011 9:44 AM >>> 
I didn’t even schedule her as she was offmy radar 12~r ss2--what does she tutor’? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-,’43-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.mxc, edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler 6/14/2011 6:28 PM >>> 
Hi 
I got a call flora          xvondering about her work schedule so I wanted to check with you before I replied to her. She was wondering about a meeting tomorrow night at 7? Let me know. 

Sorry I’m out of corrm~ission -- 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: @bellsouth.net~ 

Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 1:03 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: checking in 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

sounds good .... 

From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 
To:                         @bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Wed, June 15, 2011 10:16:59 AM 
Sublect: Re: checking in 

Very cool -- you can "meet" some reall’~’ cool people in those on-line classes. 

We are good for second session -- thank you [’or offering -- but we have you 
lined up for the fall so rest up! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipicnt(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged informatiun. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.>>>                           ~bellsouth.nct> 6/14,’2011 3:37 PM >>> 

Hi-rm taking online courses at 
Cell . Will you’ll be needing me 2nd session? 
Cheers. 

From: .~y- Kleissler <kleissle@ancaa.unc.edu> 
To:                         @bellsouth.net> 
Scni: Fri, June 10, 2011 11:36:57 AM 
Subject: Re: checking in 

Thartks! ~2~q~at school ~vill you be taking online classes through this fall? 
One last thing, what is 

your cell phone number? Thanks again, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentialit5’ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information Any unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited lt’you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.>>~                           @bellsouth net> 6/10/2011 9:37 AM >>> 

Hi Anay-here’s my resume. 
For what it is worth, I’m taking online courses in 

fall Hope your sun~aer is going well. 
Cheers. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:                         @bellsouth net> 
Sent: Thu, June 9, 2011 5:46:12 PM 
Sut~iect: checking in 

Hi! I hope that your summer is going well -- so happy that the school year is 
done!!! 

We are putting together data on our staff-- could you please send me a copy of 
your resume? Also, do you have a master’s degree? Let me know your thoughts as 
soon as you can. 
Thanks! 
Cheers - 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program lk~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipicnt(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclostae or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 18150bytes; 
File Name Expi~?~ Date Size 

resume2.docx Thu, 08 Sep 2011 09:37:39 -0400 18150bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<support@bunkl .com> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 7:43 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Your Requested Reminder Emml (B unkl .corn) 

’I~NTI’.httn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~ ne.iT.COlll> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: SwaNli from 

’IEXTI’.h~m 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

> From: Crystal Grego~ @gmail corn> 
> Date: June 15, 2011 4:12:37 PMEDT 

> To         @nc rr corn 
> Sut~iect: Swahili from 
> 

> Hi 2~y, 

> This is C~’stal Grego~ and I am a member at I am moving to Kenya this ~11 to teach and I need to intensively rev’iew my 
kiswahili this smnmer before I go. In grad school I studied in Nairobi and learned a lot of Kiswahili, but that was in 2006 and so my swahili is rather rusty. Do you have any materials or 
advice about brushing up? Do you know of anyone who would be willing to converse with me a few days a week? 
> 

> Thanks so much 

> Cwstal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 8:49 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold 
Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels 
<kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Martha L 
Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; 
Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland 
<tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor 
<vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: 

FYI... 

From: Gautier, Janet E 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 8:47 AM 
To: Allison, Kim A; Bernhardt, Valefte M; Buell, Agatha; Coble, Katftna; Cox, Tammy L; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Durrett-johnson, 
Mellie; Eubanks, Shannon G; Finn, Kelly Carver; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay; Gautier, Janet E; Girod, Alice B; Hams, Deborah J; Hams, 
Loft; Henry, Gayle B; Hopper, Trent; Jones, Mary J; Kent, Adam S; Loftin, Beverly; Markstein, Lara; McIver, Samelia; McNeil, 
Kathleen; Montgomery, Summer; Murphy, Maura J; Pope, Tonya; Ray, Nancy L; Richardson, Mark; Rogers, Charlotte H; Sauer, Beth 
H; Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A; Smith, Michael; Sorrell, Lynn; Stokes, Pamela D; Stolle, Came K; Stftckland, Jamie Linens; 
Toscher, Hope; Turnbulk Jodie Ann; Turner, Carolyn L; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Whirling, Brian E; Williams, Susan Staples 
Subject: 

Department and School Managers, 
Jan Yopp, Dean of Summer School asked that I share the attached information with your department or school. 

Janet Edwards Gautier, Director 
Summer School 
CB 3340, 134 E Franklin St 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3340 
(919) 966-4364 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 175087bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:/iarchiveO2.ur~caa.unc.edud9%473balbe5(~ecde514fgbcef(~84e4c 
File Name: UNC Summer Jazz Concert Series (2).pdf 
Expiry Date: Wed, 14 Sep 2011 08:49:26 -0400 
Size: 175087bytes 



From: @email.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, June 18, 2011 9:15 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: checking in 

Attach: ’IEYTl’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

Sor~z it took so long to get back to you. 

From: 2,my Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Fri&ay, June 10, 2011 2:06 PM 
To: 
Subject: checking in 

I hope that you are having a good summer! I was going through my files and I wanted to double check your date of graduation -- did you graduate May 2011 ? Let me know -- thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss le@un caa.unc, edu< mailto: kleissle(h) uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Academic Coaches 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes sees a need for academically at-risk student-athletes to 

receive extra help from one person to develop skills necessary to succeed in college. 

This program pairs a small group of academically at-risk student-athletes with an academic coach to address 

general college survival skills as well as specific day to day guidance in the completion of class assignments and the 

use of tutors. Academic Coaches will help to facilitate the student-athlete’s transition through challenging periods 

in their academic experience. The coaching process, if it is to be successful, must be done with a high degree of 

enthusiasm, confidentiality, and unconditional positive regard for the student. 

Student-athletes could be identified as at-risk by the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes’ staff for 

many reasons such as a poor high school academic background, a diagnosed learning disability, difficulty adjusting 

to the academic rigors of UNC-CH, academic probation, etc. 

The purpose of this program is to introduce the at-risk student-athlete to the skills he or she will need to become a 

successful student at UNC-CH and to help the student-athlete to incorporate these skills into his or her individual 

learning style. The ultimate goal of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is to produce 

independent, responsible, and confident learners. 

Characteristics o]: an Academic Coach 

¯ Understanding of the at-risk student 

¯ Enthusiasm for students, learning, and maturation process 

¯ Organized 

¯ Good Time Management skills 

¯ Ability to Multi-task 

¯ Problem Solver 

¯ Efficient Oral and Written Communication 

¯ Understanding of different learning styles 

¯ Anticipation of academic obstacles with possible solutions 

¯ Flexibility 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 6:06 PM 

@aol.com 

employment opportunity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 6:06 PM 

~bellsouth.net 

employment opportunity 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Higley, Pamela" <~phigley@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 10:51 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: picnic 

TEXTI’.httn 

Tell me, tell me - where are you going .... I need to live vicariously through someone else’s exciting travel:). 
Thanks for the RSVP 
Pamela Holt-Higley 
Executive Assistant to 
Coach Butch Davis 
919-962-9141 -office 
phigley@unc, edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k [eissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 10:18 AM 
To: Higley, Pamela 
Subject: picnic 

Dear Ms. Pam, 
Thank you so much :for the invitution Jk~r my and I for the outing on July 29th Unfortunately I will be out of the country then. It sounds like it will be a lot of fun! 
Enjoy, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric edu<m ailto:kleissle~luncaa uric edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:50 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppor[lmity 

TEXTl’.httn 

Here is a copy of a short version of my resume, I just updated it before I 
sent it as I haven’t really looked at it or have needed it for the past 10 
years Let me know if you need any- more information than what is provided 
on this really out of date document. 

No worries about your traveling, rll be out of town during the middle of 
July but will be in town the dates for training, though those are the days 
right before school starts and I have a lot going on during the day as I run 
senior pictures and freshmen orientation on those same dates I will be 
free after 5 pan. though. 

As far as dates for working I am pretty free outside of my school 
cowan ltments 

I can let you know specific dates later in July 
when my schedule is a bit clearer. 

I hope you el~ioy your trip abroad, hopefully it is :[’or fun and not just 
business. 

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 12:18 P,N4, Amy Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Fantastic! I am so excited for you and fi~r our students[ First, a couple 
of housekeeping items: 
1. Please, call me Amy :) 

2. Could you please send me your resume? 

3. *I ar~olo~ize :[‘or this inconvenience -->* 
and without any phone/internet 

access during those periods. NO WORRIES! I will let the other staff member 
here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brcnt Blanton, know 
that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc.edu if you have 
ANY questions. 

That being said, I ara a prolific emailer --- In the meantime I would be 
more than happy- to type up for you a very thorough description of out 
program, and the set.ices we provide. Let me know-[ 

4. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding 
the time coinmitment so I thought I could give you some more details while 
rm thinking of it - you determine that. For example, when I ask a staff 
member for the availability for the upcoming semester, I will often get back 
*"I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-gpm, but I only want to work 2 
nights a week." * I then will only schedule that staff member for Tue/Thur 
nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would schedule you for every 
single hour that you make available[ If someone puts down that* they are 
interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and MoniWed 9-1 La&~i*, I will 
schedule them with as many students who have need during those times[[ 

That is what I have really loved about this job -- that *I* could decide 
when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For 
example, due to family conrmitments I used to wurk only- 2~f~7~ nights, but by the 
following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All our 
programs asks is that you coinmit to one schedule for the semester. No 
womes if occasional coat]icts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra 
events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the 
student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually ask that our staff give 
us their availability ibr the upcoming semester roughly- 3 weeks beibre the 
semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the master 
schedule. For example, early August we would need to know if you were 
available, your interests, and days/times. 

5. Our mandatory training runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 
25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor 
Couurt and academic integrity, payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of 
working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their 
purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of ~vhat the 
job holds for you. 
Please let me kno~v if you have any questions or concerns -- my cell is 

J am very excited for the possibility that you might join us! Take care, 
thank you for getting back to me so quickly-, and I look forward to hearing 
from you. 

Cheers, 
Amy 



> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail rnessage, including any attachrnents, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and rnay contain confidential and 
> privileged irfforrnation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> >>> 6/22/2011 6:00 PM >>> 
> 2v~s. Kleissler, 

> I xvould be interested in talking to you about this opportunity. I’m busy 
> the rest of this week, but could take a phone call sonretime over the next 
> few days. My cell number is If you don’t get me leave a 
> message with a good time to call you back. 

> Also, thanks for the kind things you said, your sons were both very easy to 
> xvork with. 

> On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 4:04 P)¢I, Array Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> I am not sure if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at 
>> UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring 
>> program. We are in the process of creating a new position here within ASPSA 
>> to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as any 
>> academically at-risk students. When describing the needs for the position to 
>> another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 
>> We are looking for adults in the communing who are interested in 
>> working part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach 
>> Students would meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- 
>> think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their 
>> week such as: 
>> Go through the syllabi 
>> ~aat assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
>> How will the?- be accomplished? 
>> Show me your class notes (can in, goNe discussion of how best to utilize 
>> time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
>> Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
>> paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
>> The overall goal is the teaching and ~2~stering of skills to help the 
>> student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
>> athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
>> students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop 
>> time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
>> styles, classroom behavior, or study skills Although you are already fluent 
>> with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained 
>> in during our mandatory training process. 
>> I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group 
>> of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
>> through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
>> needed to be a successful student[ Academic Coaching has been one element of 
>> my job here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the work with 
>> the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, 
>> encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "gro*v" over the 
>> semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themseNes when 
>> they achieve their o*vn goals! 
>> Study hall is mn Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a 
>> cotmnitment :from a staff member of at least a X~P&7 or TR pairing so that 
>> students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more 
>> days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
>> work the full 6-10PM, but rather *vhatever you are available during that 
>> period. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and 
>> available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 
>> Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think 
>> of awone you would refer me to. I hope you are having a good sunmaer so far 
>> and that y’all can get axvay before it is time for school to start back up. 
>> Cheers, 
>> 
>> Arny Kleissler 
>> Acadenric Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UN(-’-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 



>> kleissle@ un caa.unc, edu 

>> Confidentially" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> J2~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> Sincerely, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 10:47 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppor~tllrli~..~ 

TEXTI’.httn 

Amy (if you insist .haha), 

Attached is my resume. 

There is a chance I could swing by around 2pm or 3pm tomorrow if that’s 
feasible If I could do that, ~vould you like me to give you a call? If 
that won’t ~vork, it’s no big deal 

Thanks, 

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 2:41 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

*Fantastic!* I am so excited [’or you and for our students! A couple of 
things for you: 

1. First, please call me 2,my :) 

2. Could you please send me your resume? 

3 *I apologize ]2~r this inconvenience -->* 
and without any phone/internet 

access during those periods NO WORRIES! I will let the other st~ffmember 
here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know 
that you are interested His email is blanton@uncaa.unc.edu if you have 
ANY questions. 

That being said, ] am a prolific emailer --- [n the meantime I would be 
more than happy to ~pe up for you a very thorough description of our 
program, and the services we provide Let me know[ 

I do not know- ~vhere you live, but if you are around at all tomorrow I’d be 
happy to show you around the place and tell you more about our program. 
Otherwise I will be back briefly in town on July- 13th and 14th. You can 
always contact Brent as well and conre by- the stadiun~ ~vhen it is convenient 
for you while I am a~vay, and he can show you arom~d. I will be back in the 
office on Aug. 18th. I really apologize for not being more available --- 
email may be the way to go right now- :) 

4. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding 
the time coramitment so I thought I could give you some more details while 
rm thinking of it - you determine when you work. For example, when I ask a 
staff nrember for their availabili~" for the upcoming semester, I will often 
get back *"I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pm, but I only ~vant 
to work 2 nights a week." * I then will only schedule that staff member for 
Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we ~vould schedule you for 
every single hour that you make availablet For example, if someone puts 
do~vn that* they are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and 
MoniWed 9-11AM*, I ~vill schedule them with as many students who have need 
during those times[[ 

That is what I have really loved about this job -- that *I* could decide 
when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For 
example, due to faraily conwnitments I used to wurk only- 2~f~7~ nights, but by the 
following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All our 
programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No 
worries if occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra 
events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the 
student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually ask that our staff give 
us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly- 3 weeks before the 
semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the master 
schedule. For example, early August we would need to know if you were 
available, your interests, and days/times. 

5. Our mandatoW training runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 
25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor 
Court and academic integrity, payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of 
working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their 
purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of ~vhat the 
job holds for you. 
Please let me know if you have an?- questions or concerns -- my cell is 

I am ve~z excited for the possibili~z that you might join us! Take care, 
thank you for getting back to me so quickly-, and I look forward to hearing 
from you. 



Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNtO-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 

6/23/2011 2:21 PM>>> 
Mrs. Kleissler, 

Thank you so much for the email. This sounds like a fantastic oppott~mity, 
one that I think I would thoroughly enjoy! 

I would love to be considered for this opportunity. Will it be possible to 
give you specific days (i.e. M-W or T-Th) and/or times as the beginning date 
chaws nearer? 

Keep me posted as to what I’d need to do next, and thank you again for 
thinking of m!! 

On Wed, A~n 22, 2011 at 4:12 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>;vrote: 

>> How are you? I hope that you are enjoying your summer break :) 
>> I know that you and I spoke a t?;v months ago about opportunities for 
>> tutoring here at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes on a 
>> part-time basis so I wanted to let you know about a new opportunity we will 
>> have starting in August It would be working with students in the same 
>> maturer as tutoring, but focusing on developing general academic skills for 
>> success as opposed to working on course content material. We are in the 
>> process of creating a new- position here within ASPSA to support 
>> student-athletes as they transition to college, as ;vell as an?- academically 
>> at-risk students. When describing the needs for the position to another 
>> staff member, I in.mediately thought of you’. 
>> We are looking for adults in the cormnumty ;vho are interested in 
>> working part-time           ;vith student-athletes as an Academic Coach 
>> Students would meet regularly- ;vith their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- 
>> think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their 
>> ~veek such as: 
>> Go tl~rough the syllabi 
>> ~at assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
>> How will they- be accomplished? 
>> Show me your class notes (can inw~lve discussion of how best to utilize 
>> time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
>> Refer the student to resources on campus (’]?he Writing Lab to help with 
>> paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
>> The overall goal is the teaching and ~2~stering of skills to help the 
>> student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
>> athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
>> students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop 
>> time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
>> styles, classroom behavior, or sturdy skills Although you are already fluent 
>> with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained 
>> in during our mandatory training process. 
>> I thought nfyou because you have a good rapport with this age group 
>> of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
>> through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
>> needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of 
>> my job here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the work with 
>> the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, 
>> encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the 
>> semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when 
>> they achieve their own goals! 
>> Stu@ hal[ is mn Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a 
>> cotmnitment :From a staff member of at least a MW or ’IX~ pairing so that 
>> students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more 
>> days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
>> work the full 6-10PM, but rather ~vhatcver you are available during that 
>> period. (You would let us know- the days and times you would be willing and 
>> available to work, and we ruatch students with the same availability.) 
>> Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think 
>> of anyone you ~vould refer me to. Of course, if you are ever interested in 
>> tuturing math, let me l~mwt Your balance of skill, ease, and authority ~vould 
>> be terrific for the student-athletes. I hope you are having a good sunwner so 
>> far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to start back 



>> up 
>> Cheers, 
>> Amy 
>> Amy Kleiss[er 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chape[ tli[1 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa unc edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl’nnents, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If’you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the Nolth Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including laxv enforcement. 

All mail con-espondence to and ficom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 
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From: ~ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 9:28 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: More 

Attach: Part.O01 

]k/It SecureStor Stored: total 16384bytes; 
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From: ~ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 9:28 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Visit thoughts 

Attach: Part.O01 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 24064bytes; 
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Size: 24064bytes 



From: @bellsouth.net> 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2011 9:43 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: employment optx~rttmity 

Attach: ’IJdXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy! 

As of July 1,2011 I am no longer                 at any school and I am 
definitely interested in this opportunity. What I do need to tell you up front 
is that I am applying for                         lbr January admission into 

program. I don’t think an?’ of that would prohibit me from 
the opportunity, you are proposing, but I wanted you to know Should I get in, 
my hours in the program would strictly be during the daytime, so evening 
coaching would still be possible. 

One question I have is if there is a firm definition of "part-time" - when I 
wofl~ed at Duke that meant a minimum of 20 hours/wk. A second question would be 
how soon does this start and the training dates. That’s all I can think of at 
this point 

Thank you :[’or thinking of m!! 

From: 7’,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 
To:       ~)bellsouth net 
Sent: Wed, June 22, 2011 3:00:52 PM 
Subject: employment opportunity 

and 
interested in some part-time work, I wanted to reach out to you. YVe are in the 
process of creating a new position here wl-lere I work w-ith student-athletes at 
the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and when describing the needs 
for the position to another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are lookinv for adults in the conmxunity who are interested in working 
part-tirrle         with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would 
meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you 
might do with your own child as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class’.’ 
Hoxv will they be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in 
class, different xvays to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The VVriting Lab to help w-ith paper 
due; histolT tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student 
becolne an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and 
academic responsibilities. Skills you would w-ork on with students might be such 
things as how to use an academic planner to develop time rrlanagerrlent skills, 
note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, classroom behavior, 
or study skills. These are all skills that you xvould be thoroughly trained in 
during our mandatoly’ training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through 
your own experience you have a good sense of the necessar,v skills needed to be a 
successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over 
the years and as you know, I have loved it’. I find the work with the students 
to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and 
support, you are able to see your student "gro~v" over the semester. There is 
nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when the?’ achieve their own 
goals! 

All of our student-athletes are available during the evening stu@ hall hours 
(6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM) As a 
mother with kids in school I liked that I could decide my own availability- ~vhile 
working part-time (You would let us know the days and times you would be 
willing and available to work, and we match students with the same 
availability’.) 



Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you 

would refer me to. [ hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all 

can get away before it is time for school sports to start back up! 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized rcview, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, June 25, 2011 10:52 AM 

~bellsouth.net 

"~-Re: employment opv~rtunity 

We will be back in the new building (end of the football stadium facing Rams Head Parking DecL’baseball Unfortunately we do not cover parking, but parking on campus after 5 is free I 
have always ha 

06/25/11 9:39 AM >>> 
Amy, 

Thanks for getting back to me. I know you are en route to some fabulous 
destination (hopefully) at the present moment, but one other question I had ~vas 
the location for meeting ~vith students and the availabili~ of parking Have a 
safe trip. 

From: .~my Kleissler 
To: 
Sent: Fri, June 24, 2011 2:27:53 PM 
Subject: Re: employment opportuni~ 

I am excited fi~r you! 

Another person I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding the time 
commitment so I thought I could give you some more details while I’m thinking of 
it -- you determine that. For example, when I ask a stalK" member for their 
availability for the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Sun, 
Man, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pro, but I only want to work 2 nights a week." I then 
will only schedule that staff member for Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense’? 
Otherwise, we would schedule you for every single hour that you make available! 
If someone puts down thatthey are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 
and Man/Wed 9-11AM, I will schedule them with as many students who have need 
during those times!! 

[[’hat is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide ~vhen I 
wocked rather than be assigned a different shift each week For example, due to 
family commitments I used to work only MW nights, but by the fi~llowing semester 
my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. For semesters where I chose to 
wofl~ hours during the day, I would structure it to fit my needs at that time, 
say 10AM-2PM All our program asks is that you commit to one schedule for the 
semester. No wurries if occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS 
orchestra events or a doctor appt) but we want to avoid losing track of a 
schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually ask 
that our staff give us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly 3 
weeks before the semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the 
master schedule. For exaraple, early- August we would need to know if you were 
available, your interests, and days/times. 

I apologize for this inconvenience --> As you know I ~vill be out of the country 
June 25-July 3, and then July 16-Aug 17, and without any phoneiinternet access 
during those periods. NO WORRIES! I will let Brent Blanton know that you are 
interested and raight be contacting him. That being said, I am a prolific emailcr 
-- In the meantime I would be raore than happy to type up for you a very 
thorough description of our program, and the services we provide. Let me know! 

Our mandatoW training runs over three nights - August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- 
it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor Court and 
acadenric integrity, payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with 
student-athletes: What yo~uc sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, 
etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for questions, and role-play 
exaraples so that you have a good sense of what the job holds for you. 
Please let me know- if you have an?, questions or concerns -- I am very excited 
for the possibility that you might join us! ~;~nen you get a chance, if you could 
send me your resume that ~vould be great Thank you for getting back to me so 
quickly and I look forward to hearing ficom you in a couple of weeks! 

Cheers, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 



UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information An?" unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited It’you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.>>>                            6/24/2011 9:42 AM 

Hi Atny ! 

at any school and I am 
definitely interested in this opportunity. What I do need to tell you up front 
is that I am applying for                          for January admission into 

program. I don’t think an?" of that would prohibit me frora 
the opportunity you are proposing, but I wanted you to kno~v. Should I get in, 
my hours in the prograru would strictly be during the daytime, so evening 
coaching ~vould still be possible. 

One question I have is if there is a firm definition of "part-tirue" - when I 
worked at Duke that meant a minimun~ of 20 hoursiwk. A second question would be 
how soon does this start and the training dates. That’s all I can think of at 
this point. 

Tharf~ you for thit~:ing of m!! 

From: Amy Kleissler 

To:      ~;bellsouth net 
Sent: Wed, June 22, 2011 3:00:52 PM 
Subject: employment opportunity 

interested in some palt-time work, I wanted to reach out to you. We are in the 
process of creating a new position here where I work with student-athletes at 
the Academic Support Program fbr Student-Athletes, and when describing the needs 
for the position to another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are lookin~ fbr adults in the community who are interested in working 
part-time         w~th student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students ;vould 
meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you 
might do with your own child as the?’ plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will ~hey be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can inw~lve discussion of how best to utilize ume in 
class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The \;v~-iting Lab to help with paper 
due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student 
become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and 
academic responsibilities Skills you would work on with students might be such 
things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, 
note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, classroom behavior, 
or study skills These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in 
during our mandatory training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through 
your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a 
successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of’my job here over 
the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the work with the students 
to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and 
support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is 
nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own 
goals! 

All of our student-athletes are available during the evening study hall ho~trs 
(6-10PM), but a fe~v are also available during the day (up until 2PM). As a 
mother with kids in school I liked that I could decide my own availability while 
working part-time. (You would let us know the days and times you ~vould be 
willing and available to work, and we match students ~vith the sarue 
availability.) 



Let me l~mw if fl~is interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you 
would refer me to. I hope you are having a good sunm~er so far and that y’all 
can get away before it is time for school sports to start back up[ 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Aray Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jamie Walker" ~bestweb.net;, 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 11:32 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppor[lmity 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

tap an intervie~v? 

Hope you’re having fun’. 
Jamie 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Klei ssler 
To: Jamie Walker 
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:32 PM 
Subj ect: R e: fall part-tim e empl oyment opportunity 

¯ I am still really excited about the position¯ Can I email you my resume in a few days? Will someone contact me to set 

I am so excited! 

Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions [’or me regarding the time commitment so I thought I could give you some more details while I’m thinking of it -- you determine that 
For example, when I ask a staffmember [’or their availability fi~r the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Sun, Man, Tue, and ’]2aursday, 7-9pm, but I only want to work 2 
nights a week¯" I then will only schedule that staff member :[’or Tue/Thur nights¯ Does that make sense’? Otherwise, we would schedule you for every single hour that you make available! If 
someone puts down that the?’ are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Man/Wed 9-11AM, I will schedule them with as many students who have need during those times!! 

Thut is whut I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week¯ For example, due to family commitments I used to work 
only ]XdEV nights, but by the following semester in?’ needs had changed so I switched to TR nights For semesters where I chose to work hours during the day, I would structure it to fit my 
needs at that time, say 10AM-2PM. All our program asks is that you commit to one schedule fi~r the semester¯ No worries if occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS 
orchestra events or a doctor appt) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity We usually ask that our staffgive us their 
availability for the upcoming semester roughly 3 weeks before the semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the master schedule For example, early August we would need to 
know if you were available, your interests, and days/times. 

I apologize for this ~ncunvenience --> As you know I will be out of the country June 25-July 3, and then July 16-Aug 17, and without any phone/internet access during those periods. NO 
W()RR~[~S! I will let Brent Blanton know that you are interested and might be contacting him. That being said, I am a prolific emailer --- In the meantime I would be more than happy to ~’pe 
up for you a vep)~ thorough description of our program, and the set, rices we provide¯ Let me know! 

As I described, out nutndatory training runs over tl’tree nights - August 23rd, 24th, and 25th - it covers NCAA and ut~iversity- corapliance rules and policy, Honor Court and academic 
integrity, payroll/HR, and finally-, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: YVhat your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, ctc. There will be lots of open discussion, 
time for questiuns, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what the job holds for you. 

Please let me kno~v if you have any questions or concerns - I am very excited for the possibility that you might join ust Have a safe trip to California, thaJ£; you for getting back to me so 
quickly, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

PS When you get back, could you send nre your resutne? Let me know -- thanks! 

Anry Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including ant" attactwaents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and nray contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited¯ If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message¯ 

>>> "Jamie Walker" @bestweb net> 6/22/2011 5:02 PM >>> 

I just spoke ;vith Steve and he thinks we can work the job into our schedule¯ This is ve~ exciting! I guess the main questions I have are about the time commitment. Ho;v man?’ students 
would I be working with? How often do you work in the study hall? Just the general idea of how it all will work. "¢,qaen should I have the interview? 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler 
To: Jamie Walker 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:51 PM 
Subject: Re: fall part-time employment opportunity’ 

Our training for the tall semester is scheduled for the evenings of August 23, 24, and 
25, but you would need to have an i~;armal interview beti~re then (no biggie! ) I will g~ve you the contact il~fo for the other staff member working with hiring for the tutoring program so that 
you can contact him with any questions or interest ;vhile I am a;vay -- Brent Blanton, blanton@uncaa unc.edu 



Brent is awesome, arid I will leave your name with him so that he will know that you might be contacting him! In the meantime I will have sketching internet access but please contact me 
with any questions you have, whenever you have them, and I will get back to you as soon as I can (use my home email of ~))nc.rr corn because I can pick that up on my phone) If 
not, Brent can answer questions as well so :[’eel fi-ee to shoot him an email any time 

rm excited! Have a safe trip, safe surgery, and restful recovery :) Tom will be around if you need anything at all. 
Cheers! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Nntice: ’l’his e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sol e use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Ant’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destro, all copies of the original 
message 

>>> "Jamie Walker" ~)bestweb net> 6/22/2011 4:34 PM >>> 

tli Am?,, 

Thanks so much for thirtking of m!! This does sound like something I’d be interested in. I’ve always been intrigued by your job and would love an opportuni~" to teacl-dcoach again 

YVhen do you need an answer from me for the position? 

Thanks ! 
Jamie 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ara;~" Kleissler 
To:      ~_@bestweb.net 
Sent: Wednesday, Jtme 22, 2011 4:17 PM 
Subject: fall part-time employment opportuni~ 

I do not know if you already work part-time or Ihll-time, or even have any interest in working part-time, but I thought of you so I wanted to let you know- about an opportunity that we 
have coming tap here in my of J~hce. We are in the process of creating a new position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and 
when describing the needs for the position to another staffmember, I irmnediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the cormnumty ~vho are interested in working part-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students ~vould meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own child as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
Ho~v will the?’ be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper clue; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills 
you would work on ~vith students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or study skills These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport ~vith this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you kno~v, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously re~varding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow-" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves ~vhen they achieve their o~vn goals’. 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening study hall hours (6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (,up until 2P~k~. We traditionally look for a 
conzmitment of at least IVlEV or TR so that students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening stu@ hall you are not 
required to work the full 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that period. As a mother with kids in school I liked that I could decide my own availability while ~vorking part- 
time (You would let us know the days and times you would be wilhng and available to world, and we match students with the same availabiliW ) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back up! 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is J2~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contmn confidential and privileged information AW 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 
message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jmmifer Schneider" <info@ncasports.org> 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 9:32 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NCAS: Get Connected! 

TEXTf.httn 

To view as a Webpage, click here: http:/,~Asitor benchlnarkemail.col~’C/v?e D1E94&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emai1 uLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYDlz2XFM%21%VT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium :[’or Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your ~nterest in receiwng email from us. I£you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
Con[~mnURL :http://visitorbenchmarkemailcomYc/opt?e D1E94&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYI)lz2X[~M%2FVv~’83dd&relid D161D5FB 
There’s Power in the Network! 

National Consortium [’or Academics and Sports 

[1] Like us[ 

[2] Follow Ust 

Visit 

The NCAS has recently .joined the Facebook and Twitter communities 
Our impact is greater when we join together Learn what the NCASis doing to positively affect change, and tell us what you’re up to, as well! 
Let’s Connect{ 

R e[‘erences: 

1 http://www.facebook.com/ncasports 
2. http ://twitter. com/#t/nc asports 

This ruessage was sent to kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu by info@ncasports.org 

You can modifT/update your subscription via the link beloxv. 

Unsubscribe from all ruailings 
http:/:\’isitor.benchmarkemail.colr~C/su?e D1E94&c 16.a~&l 55ED163&cmail aLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Manage Subscription 
http://visitor.benctwnarkemail.comYc/s?e D1E94&c 16AA&I 55ED163&craail~.tLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Fo15vard Email 

http://visitor.benctmaarkemail.cotrdc/i?e D1E94&c 16AA&I 55ED 163&email aLXCi¥67II¥5WzowNYDlz2OXFM%2F\VT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
Report Abuse 
http:/,,\’isitor.bencl-m~arkeruail.corrdAbuse?e D1E94&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Email Marketing 

BenchmarkErnail.com 

[http ://visitor .benchmarkeruail. com] 

Address: 4000 Central Florida Blvd. 

BA II, Suite 113, Orlando, FL, 32816-1400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 8:38 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppor[lmity 

TEXTl’.httn 

I’m thinking about it Not sure yet Just wanted to let you kno~v rm 
considering it 

Please let me know- if there is a deadline I need to decide by. 

Thanks for considering me, 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 1:07 P,N4, ~any Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> I am not sure if you were a*vare that I work with student-athletes at UNC 
> in the Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes with the tutoring 
> program We are in the process of creating a new position here within ASPSA 
> to support student-athletes as the?’ transition to college, as well as any 
> academically at-risk students When describing the needs for the position to 
> another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

> We are looking for adults in the commum~ who are interested in working 
> part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students 
> would meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of 
> things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week such 

> Go through the syllabi 
> What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
> How will they be accomplished? 
> Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize 
> time in class, different ways to absorb lecture ruaterial etc) 
> Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
> paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

> The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
> student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
> athletic and acaderuic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
> students might be such things as how to use an acaderuic planner to develop 
> tinre nranagement skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
> styles, classrooru behavior, or study skills. Although you are alrea@ fluent 
> with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained 
> in during our ruandatolT training process. 

> I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
> students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
> through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
> needed to be a successful student! Acadenric Coaching has been one elenrent of 
> nry job here over the years that I have loved the nrost. I find the work ~vith 
> the students to be tremendously rexvarding because as you guide, model, 
> encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the 
> seruester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when 
> they achieve their own goals! 

> Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a 
> comruitnrent from a staff member of at least a )¢B,V or TR pairing so that 
> students have a regular pattern, but you are al;vays welcome to work more 
> days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
> work the ti~ll 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that 
> period. (You would let us kno;v the days and times you ;vould be ;villing and 
> available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 

> Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of 
> anyone you would refer me to Of course, if you are ever interested in 
> tutoring math, let me know! Your balance of skill, ease, and authority 
> would be terrific for the student-athletes I hope you are having a good 
> summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to 
> start back tap. 
> Cheers, 
> Amy 

> Am?- Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> Lr>,-C-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 



kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

C(mfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 30, 2011 4:18 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold 
Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee 
<jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: All Lanes of 1-40 Closed at 15/501 

FYI 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 4:06 PM 
Subject: All Lanes of 1-40 Closed at 15/501 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

At the time of this notice, all lanes of 1-40 are shut down at 15-501 due to a car fire. 

Alternate routes to avoid the affected area of 1-40 eastbound: 
Pick up US-15/501 North to NC-54. Go right!east on NC-54, then pick up 1-40 eastbound 

Alternate routes to avoid the affected area of 1-40 westbound include: 
NC-54 west (exit 273). Turn left/south on US-15/501, then pick up NC-86 North (right turn) back to 1-40. 

Alternate routes to the Triad or Charlotte are as follows: 
US-1 south to US-64 west to US-421 north to 1-40/73/85 in Greensboro. 

Please check www.wral.com<~:l;;’w.ww.wraLcom/> for the latest information. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Saturday, July 2, 2011 2:13 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppor’tllrliB.. ~ 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Hi Mrs. Kleissler, 

Thank you so much for thinking of me for this j ob opportunity 
Unfortunately, nay schedule is pretty’ packed this summer with trips and 
family obligations, so I will not be able to do it. 

If I run across anyone that will be interested, I’ll be sure to let you 
know 

Thanks again, and I hope you and yuur family have an awesume sutmner{ 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 4:08 PM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>wrute: 

I am not sure ifyuu were aware that I work with student-athletes at UNC 
in the Academic Suppurt Program J2~r Student-Athletes with the tutoring 
prugram. We are in the process of creating a new positiun here within ASPSA 
tu support student-athletes as the?’ transitiun to college, as well as any 
academically at-risk students When describing the needs [’or the position tu 
anuther staff member, I immediately thuught ufyuu! 

We are louking J2~r adults in the commumW who are interested in wofldng 
part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Cuach. Students 
would meet regutarty with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think uf 
things you might du with yuur uwn students as they plan out their week such 
as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How- will they be accomplished? 
Show rae your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize 
time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop 
tinre nranagement skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
styles, classroom behavior, or study skills. Although you are alrea@ fluent 
with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained 
in during our mandatolN training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
needed to be a successful student! Acadenric Coaching has been one elenrent of 
nry job here over the years that I have loved the nrost. I find the work ~vith 
the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, raodel, 
encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the 
semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when 
they achieve their own goals’. 

Stud?, hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a 
commitment from a staIt’member of at least a M~V or TR pairing so that 
students have a regular pattern, but you are al~vays welcome to work more 
days/hours{ For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
work the tiJll 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that 
period. (You would let us kno~v the days and times you ~vould be ~villing and 
available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of 
anyone you would refer me to Of course, if you are ever interested in 
subject tutoring, let me know! Your balance of skill, ease, and authority 
~vould be terrific for the student-athletes I hope you are having a good 
summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to 
start back tap. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Am?- Kleissler 



> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> k[eissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia] and 
> privileged itfformation. An?, unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Saturday, July 2, 2011 2:19 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: t~11 pazt-time employment oppor’tllni~.. ~ 

’I~37I’.httn 

Oops. I just realized that this position is for the fall I still will be 
unable to take the position once school starts. My calendar tends to fill up 
pretty quickly with aI’~er school meetings and grading papers, etc.. 

I will still pass along the information to anyone that may be interested. 

Thanks again! 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 4:08 PN{ ~M:ny Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

I am nut sure if you were aware that I wurk with student-athletes at UNC 
in the Academic Support Prugram :[’or Student-Athletes with the tutoring 
program We are in the prucess of creating a new pusition here within ASPSA 
to support student-athletes as they transition tu college, as well as any 
academically at-risk students. When describing the needs for the pusitmn to 
another staffmember, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are [uoking fur adults in the cummunity whu are interested in working 
part-time            with student-athletes as an Academic Coach Students 
wuuld meet regularly with their Academic Cuach as a ’check-in’ -- think of 
things yuu might do with your own students as the?’ plan uut their week such 
as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizun in each class’? 
Huw will the?’ be accumplished7 
Show me yuur class nutes (can invulve discussiun ufhow best to utilize 
time in class, different ways tu absurb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop 
time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
styles, classroom behavior, or study skills. Although you are already fluent 
with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained 
in during our mandatory training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of 
my job here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the work with 
the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, 
encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the 
semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when 
they- achieve their own goals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a 
cormnitracnt from a staff member of at least a 2~fW or TR pairing so that 
students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more 
days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that 
period (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and 
available to work, and we match students with the same availability) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of 
anyone you would refer me to. Of course, if you are ever interested in 
subject tutoring, let me kno~v’. Your balance of skill, ease, and authority 
would be terrific for the student-athletes. I hope you are having a good 
sunm~er so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to 
stalt back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 
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Fi"Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

~eaxthlink.net> 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 9:21 AIVI 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Resume’ 

’I~EXl’.httn 

so here is nay resume’ Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Neartn [ml;.net 
EarthLlnk Revolves Around You. 

M~ SecureStor Stored: tota141472bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa unc.edu/aacf’o10eadabc884f5d6bc6e58 f26e20 

File Name:           resume 2011 doc 

Expiry Date: Wed, 05 Oct 2011 09:21:05 -(MOO 

Size: 41472bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Je~mifer Schneider" <info@ncasports.org> 

Saturday, July 9, 2011 12:09 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NCAS Giant Steps Awards Banquet - SAVE Tt tE DATE’. 

TEXTI’.httn 

To view as a Webpage, click here: http:/,~Asitor benchlnarkemail corcJc/v?e D577D&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FV~q~83dd&relid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium :[’or Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your ~nterest in receiwng email from us. I£you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
Con[~mnl.~RL :http://visitorbenchmarkemailcon’dc/opt?e D577D&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiy67IIy5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&reiid DI61D5FB 
Save the Date[ 
NCAS 

Giant Steps Awards Banquet and 

Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony 
October 11,2011 

National Consortium [’or Academics and Sports 

Sent on July 8, 2011 

The National Consortium for Academics and Sports 

PO Bnx 161400 

Orlando, FL 32816-1400 

(407)823-4770j schneider@bus.ucf edu 

[2] 

8701 World Center DriveOrlando, Florida 32821 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 

2011 NCAS Hall of Fame Inductee 

Other award wim~ers include Coach Chris Creighton, Barrier Breaker LeRoy Walker, Civic Leader Jeremy Bloom, and Co~trageous Student Athletes Angelica Mealing and Nate Winters 

[4] [5] Click here for more information on these outstanding leaders! 

References: 

1. http:i/xvww.ncasports.ora 
2. htms:/iwww.facebook, com/#%21/ncasports 
3. http :l/twitter. corn/#%21/ncasDorts 
4. http:i/attachment.bcnc~mnarkemail.con~2c5802/2011 NSAD PR.pdf 
5. http://attaclmxent.benclwnarkemail.cotr~’c5802i2011 NSAD PR.pdf 

This message was sent to kleissle@uncaa unc.edu by info@ncasports org 

You can modil~/update your subscription via the link below-. 

Unsubscribe from all mailings 
http://visitorbenchmarkemailcom/c/su?e D577D&c 16./MA&I 55ED163&emai1 uLXCiv67IIv5WzowNS’Z)lz2XFM%2F~VT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Manage Subscription 
http:/ivisitor.benchmarkemail.colrdcis?e D577D&c 16./MA&I 55ED163&emai1 uLXCiv67IIv5WzowNS’Z)lz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Forward Email 

http://visitorbenc!~narkemailcon’Jc/l?e D577D&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emai1 uLXCiy67IIv5WzowNYDlz2X~vI%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
Report Abuse 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 11:28 AM 

@bell~uth.net 

RE: paget-time employment oppolluni ~P¢ 

Texthttn 

We have training the evenings of Aug 23, 24, and 25 
and I get back to the office Aug 18. How about we schedule for you to come in and see the place and talk abont the position on either the 19th or the 22nd? I kno~v you will be fantastic so it 
is a matter of you hearing about our program and being sure you would like to do it. 

I think you ~vill love this job because it is a way for you to focus on the parts of you that combine the best of your work-self and your parent-sell! a fostering skills for success that are 
transferable into all facets of life -- and be a break in the evening 
from teaching their subject area. For example, when I ~vork ~vith 
students in this manner I always tell them that I am not a content 
expert, but I am good at figuring out how to :figure something out. If 
Jam handed a paper topic on something I am completely unfamiliar with, 
or hit a concept in my reading that confuses me, what would I do’? 
Google it and look for .org/.edu links, search journal articles on the 
library website, :find high school teacher websites on the subject 
(material will be broken down a level or 2), go see the TA, etc 
these thing may seem elemental to you and i, but often our straggling 
students need such modeling. Struggling students often dont see 
themselves as students capable of success on the same level as their 
athletic ability. They have been labeled for so long --> academic 
coaches foster new skills so that the student gains confidence in 
themselves as an independent learner --> a student-athlete, not a 
athlete-student 

At the end of the session you know that you have taught, modeled and 
reinforced positive academic skills and thereby empowered the student 
to grow, BUT it is up to the student to take and use those tools. The 
responsibility for their grades, progress, etc is completely on them. 
As an employee you are not assessed on student performance. Sometimes 
in my heart that has been hard-- to feel worried when a student walks 
out the door of my session that the?" may not do well, that they have 
not learned from me, that they are not rea@ for the level of academic 
rigor I know lays ahead of them at unc if the?" don’t get their act 
together, etc. BUT,                               I know that I 

have done in?, best to teach skills, made them aware of resources, and 
let them know that there is always suppoit for them, win-lose-or draw, 
but that in the end, all responsibility for their performance and 
outcome lays s,~uarelv on their shoulders, not mine. 

I hope that doesn’t sound harsh 
because written words cannot convey intent as well as spoken. I 
believe the best success, most pleasure, and lessons learned in life 
all come from decisions and actions we make for ourselves. I may be 
philosophizing here so please forgive me! I just love what I do, 
believe it in strongly, and sense the same in you. Does that make 
sense?). Our mantra is that we never w-ork harder than the student. 
If a student is struggling to understand the topic but I see him 
making fiashcards, taking notes, etc., those are the times I get my 
creative juices really- flowing (like yore Lego or Ted@ graham 
ideas!), but if the student is consistently apathetic, we are going 
to spend the session working on the reading he/she didn’t bother to 
do. You know the drill I am surer 

You are someone who er~ioys their work and conveys that 
enthusiasm to the students, is energetic and upbeat, yet at the same 
time, has high standards and expectations, and works best ~vithin a 
structured environment. You know the drill from your own work 
obviously -- you get the students engaged with activities and 
discussion, keep them moving through the material, gain their trust by 
being personable, but have command of the session. The football 
coaches call me Mama Bear :) 

While I’m thinking of it... it is my j ob to support the tutors/staff 
with anything the?- need In the initial training in August, and then each month in shorter sessions, we will be providing you will all kinds of material and practice so that you can gain a 
better understanding of student-athletes, learning s~Aes, teaching study skills, etc. You are paid for prep time 
but you are never to work harder than your student. Ok, enough rambling’. I apologize ibr the length of this reply My 
grammar, spelling and sentence structure in this email are not fair 
representations of my true abilities :) 

06/26/11 12:02 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 
Thanks so much for thinking of me; I really appreciate it. I am interested, as I examined in)’ job responsibilities over the years for 
guidance as to what else I might want to do, It was truly the big picture approach to working ~vith my clients that was most 
rewarding and in which I felt uniquely qualified. So I ~vould love to talk ~vith you more about the position. 

and ~vill be home until July 5 or 6 Let me know- if you are available anytime this week I could meet you on campus or we could lneet for a cup of coffee or go 
for a ~valk 



Hope all is well with your family and you are getting excited about your trip! 

@bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:43 PM 

To:      @bellsouth.net 
Subject: part-time employment opportunity 

but before I lea~e I am starting-t~ look to our st~ffing needs for the fall semest-er. T~ere is someihing I though~ you might be interested in if you are looking for part- 

time wurk in the fall. 

We are in the process of creating a new position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and when describing the needs for the 
position to another staff member, I immediately thought of you! 

We are looking for adults in the comrannity- who are interested in working palt-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you raight do with your own child as they plan out their ~veek such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Sho;v me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help ;vith paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on ;vith students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning s~les, 
classroom behavior, or study skills. These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student’. Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening sturdy hall hours (6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM). We traditionally look for a 
cowanitment of at least h/PA~ or TR so that students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours[ For anyone working evening study hall you are not 
required to work the :gull 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that period. As a mother with kids in school I liked that I could decide my own availability’ while working part- 
time. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to I hope you are having a gnnd summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back up[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program :[’or Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 15, 2011 5:55 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerlY~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

"~-Re: thanks 

Absolutely!!! That is so funny that you want to do that -- for years I have *vanted to do the same thing, but am holding off until I get hired so that I don’t jim¢ it’.!!! You know those giant 
coffee table books I do? They are normally around 250 but I get coupons from the company all the time and Dan was able to do a sizeable one for $70. We’ll time our session just right so that 
we have cold alcohol and a good coupon’. The company is my publisher and you can even go on there and see other people’s books! 

thank YOU for lunch, it means alot as well :) I’m sitting here buying "guided meditation" stuff for my ipod to help me destress and be a steadier parent, but simply having people like you and 
Jaimie and Tia to talk to means the world as well! 

hang in there, have a good last week of classes, and I’ll see you soon. HA! I want to be more like YOU when I gro*v up! I told Rich DeSelm that you will be an amazing mentor for his 
daughter      -- she is a miniyou alrea@! 
thanks for everything, 
A 

>>> Beth Bridger 07/14/11 11:38 PM >>> 
I will follow up on all your emails tomon-ow, thanks for the info and for running those fO1TI1S off for me!! 

Also, on a SUPER side note .i would really like to make a picture book on snapfish of my 5 years with footbalh When you get back and settled and we have a night with some wine :), could i 
go through your pics to add to my book? I think this will end up being a massive coffee table book with tons of pics, so i would love to pick from your masses if that is ok? 

Thanks 12~r going to lunch with me the other day, means Mot. I hope you have fun at Harry Potter and definitely wish you safe travels to A[~rica You still amaze me with all you do! Can I be 
you when ! grow up? 

Lots of love 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
"-Re: Fwd: resume’ for Amy Kliessler 

Text.htm 

Hi all -- Beth, i left a hard copy of resume on your counter. I approached him re AC but he is also interested in tutoring 

>>> Beth Bridger 07/18/11 12:31 AM >>> 

could be another tutor/acad coach 
with amy out, thought best to forward to you 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> "Bill Melega, M.Ed., NBPTS" 7/7/2011 10:07 AM >>> 

Here is my reume’ 

@earthlink.net 
EarthLink Revolves Around You. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 80896bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 

resume 2011.docWed, 05 Oct 2011 10:07:41 -040080896bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com~ 

Thursday, 3:09 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

Ms. Kleissler, 
Friday will be fine. "v~qaat time and where should I report to? Thanks for getting back with me. 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu. 18:03:58 
To: @hotmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

I apologize for being so slow in returning your email -- I have been out of the country for a month and just returned last night My email in-box overfloweth! 

Would you be available to come in for an interview tomorro~v (Friday) or else on Monday? Our mandatory training ~vill be next Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday nights at 6pm so that is 
why I am rushing the interview -- sorry for the short notice. 

Let me know your thoughts I look folavard to hearing from you soon. 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto :kleissle(@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may" contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply" e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.>>>                         ~hotmaiI.com>          9:48 PM >>> 

Ms. Kleissler, 
My name is and I recently" learned of potential academic coaching opportunities within the Athletic Department at UNC-Chapel Hill through my friend and former colleague, 

We taught together at                         before I returned to graduate school to complete my 
at UNC-Chapel Hill I would like to express my interest in potential part-time and full-time academi c coaching opportunities as I would love to contribute 

to the academic success ol our student-athletes at UNC-Chapel tlill I remain highly involved in the UNC-Chapel Hill communi~" and have spoken on multiple occasions with Associate 
Athletic Director for Marketing and Promotions Mr Rick Steinbacher about my desire to become more involved in the UNC Athletic Department in roles and positions where there might be 
a need. I also see on a regular basis a highly respected restaurant partner in Chapel Hill, Mr. Tom Herzog, partner in the Chapel Hill Restaurant Group, who could speak highly of my passion 
for UNC-Chapel Hill and my desire to become im’olved in greater roles within the Umversity and the UNC Athletic Department as these opportunities become available Mr. Herzog could 
speak of the high-quality friendships and relationships I form with UNC students and student-athletes on a continuous basis through my involvement in various activities on the campus of 
UNC-Chapel Hill. I feel serving as an academic coach would be one way I could serve the UNC Athletic Department and o~tr student-athletes and make a positive contribution to the 
univ-ersi~" where I have earned each of my tl’tree degrees. For the past several years I have also volunteered as a Men’s Basketball Usher, and this past spring inquired of Mr. Kearney 
Andrews, former Public Address Announcer at the Dean E. Smith Center, and Mr. Dick Baddour, Athletic Director, about potential opport~fities to PA future athletic events at UNC. 

I appreciate your consideration for academic coaching opporturfities ~vithin the UNC Athletic Department. If there is time in your busy schedule, as I have on a couple of occasions ~vith Mr. 
Steinbacher, I would love to sit down for lunch one afternoon just to introduce myself and discuss what I have to offer as a candidate for future part-time and full-time opporttmities at UNC- 
Chapel Hill. I actually have attached two CVs/resumes to this email, one directed at higher education facul)- positions, and one directed at UNC Athletic Depaltment opportunities. 

Again, thanks for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

UNC-ChapelHill, 

UNC-ChapelHill, 

UNC-ChapelHill, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 100249bytes; 
File Name Fxpthz Date Size 

vhttp:/Tarchive02 uaacaa unc.edu/85905900f562ae21t357f6ef14853f6e> Tue, 08 Nov 2011 20:49:36 -0500 35737bytes 
<http://archlve02.uncaa.unc edu~’09t~#0d0ba3d4fdStb88aaa86be910281 > Tue, 08 Nov’ 2011 20:49:36 -0500 64512bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday, August 21,2011 3:04 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: working with student-athletes 

TENfI’.lmn 

Good afternoon Amy, 

Thank you for your email outlining the learning assistant position at UNC 
I am veW much interested in the position and would be available tomorro~v 
(Monday 8/22) before the 6PM training to meet with you. 

Please let me know when and where you ~vould like to meet tomorrow afternoon. 

Thank you again for your email and I will look forward to our meeting 

On Fri, Aug 19, 2011 at 5:47 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler and Bert Wartski gave me your name to see if you 
might be interested in part-time evemng work as a learning assistant within 
the Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes. I am not sure how much 
Bert told you about our program, but I would be happy to ]’ill you in if he 
didn’t. Unfortunately ] only returned to the country yesterday so ] am a bit 
behind so I apologize for the late notice ] know you are busy getting rea@ 
[’or your own school year! 
We are looking for adults in the commum~ who are interested in working 
part-time         with student-athletes as a Learning Assistant. Students 
would meet regularly with their Learning Assistant as a ’check-in’ - think 
of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week 
such as: 

*Go through the syllabi 
*What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
*How will they be accomplished? 
*Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize 
time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
*Refer the student to resources on canrpus (The Writing Lab to help with 
paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop 
tinre nranagement skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
styles, classroom behavior, or stu@ skills. These are all skills that you 
would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

Being a Learning Assistant has been one element of my job here ov-er the 
years that I have loved the most. I find the ~vork with the students to be 
tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, 
you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own 
goals! 

Stu@ hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM for Olympic sports, and 7-9 for 
football. We traditionally look for a c otlm~itment from a staff member of at 
least a i~vV or TR pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you 
are always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening stu@ 
hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you 
are available during that period. (You would let us klmw the days and times 
you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the 
same availability) For example, ~vhen I ask a staff member for the 
availability for the upcoming semester, I will ol’Len get back *"I can ~vork 
Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pm, but I only want to ~vork 2 nights a 
week" * I then ~vill only schedule that staff member for TueiThur nights. 
Does that make sense? Otherwise, we ~vould schedule you for every single hour 
that you make availablet If someone puts down that* they are interested in 
working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mold/Wed 9-11A2~*, I will schedule them 
with as many students who have need during those timest ! 

That is what I have really loved about this job -- that *I* could decide 
when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each ~veek For 
example, due to family commitments I used to work only MV~r nights, but by the 
following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights All our 
programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No 
worries if occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra 
events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the 
student-athletes count on the regularity. 

]1"you are interested after hearing about our program, we could do a 



quick interview on Monday so that you can see our facilities, and then 
training begins that night. If you are not able to attend one of the 
sessions, it is possible to come ~n and watch a video of the training 
session. All training/watching training must be completed before you begin 
to work with students 

Here is a run down on the training so you have an idea nf what to expect: 
Monday, August 22 6pm Nuts and bolts of the program with Brent Blanton, 5th 
floor, Pope Box 

Tuesday, August 23rd 6pro NCAA rules and compliance with .~y Herman and 
Susan Malloy, 5th floor, Pope Box 

Thursday, August 25th 6pm Writing training ~vith Marcia Toms, author of *Put 
the Pencil Down* 

Friday, August 26th 6pro Robert Mercer & seinor staff-- the work of the 
learning assistant 

I am keeping ray fingers crossed that each session will be 1 hour or just a 
tiny bit over. Remember that after 5pro parking on campus is free along 
Stadium Drive or in the Bell Tower parking lot in front of the football 
center. The Rams Parking deck ~vill charge you :( 

In ordcr to fill out the pape15vork for payroll, please be sure to bring 
with you on Monday- a voided check, and either your passport or drivers 
license and social securit7- card or birth certificate. 

At that tirue you could give me your availability for the semester. That.s! 
I look forward to hearing from you soon -- let rue kno~v if you have any 
questions. 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 

Am?- Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
L~-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?- attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

All mai[ correspondence to and fi-om the Chape[ Hill- Carrboro 
Cib" Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
pames, including law enforcement 



From: @live.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Sunday, 4:19 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: RE: this 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hey Am?’!, 

I’m actually a senior this year, so I’ll miss being able to ~vork with you :( I still have the anatomy and biology resources that I would be glad to return at a convenient time. 

Thanks, 

From: 2.my Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:31 PM 
To: 
SubTect: this :[’all 

HI!!!! I missed seeing you this sun.her! I hope that you have had a good couple of weeks. Tia J2~rwarded me your interest in the fall -- I do not have your file in front of me so please J2~rgive 
my lack of memory; what year are you? I ask because we have reorganized our program and are no longer allowed to hire undergraduates I’m keeping my fingers crossed that you will tell 
me you are a grad student :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@un caa.unc, edu< mailto: kleissle(~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday, August 21,2011 8:53 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: workiug with student-athletes 

’I~XTI’.httn 

I am interested in the program. I would like to visit with you. I have 
meetings at school all morning. Could we visit Monday around 1:00? Let me 
kno~v. 

On Fri, Aug 19, 2011 at 5:46 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler and Bert Wartski gave me your name to see if you 
might be interested in part-time evemng work as a learning assistant within 
the Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes. I am not sure how much 
Bert told you about our program, but I would be happy to fill you in if he 
didn’t. Un]2~rtunateiy I only returned to the country yesterday so I am a 
bit behind so I apologize for the late notice I know you are busy getting 
ready [’or your own school year! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working 
part-time         with student-athletes as a Learning Assistant. Students 
would meet regularly with their Learning Assistant as a ’check-in’ -- think 
of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week 
such as: 

*Go through the syllabi 
*What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
*How will the?’ be accomplished? 
*Show me your class notes (can im’olve discussion of how best to utilize 
time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
*Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop 
time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
styles, classroom behavior, or stu@ skills. These are all skills that you 
would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

Being a Learning Assistant has been one element of my job here over the 
years that I have loved the most. I find the ~vork with the students to be 
tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, 
you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own 
goals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM for Olympic sports, and 7-9 for 
footbalh We traditionally look for a commitment from a staff member of at 
least a lk~vV or TR pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you 
are always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening stu@ 
hall you are not required to ~vork the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you 
are available during that period. (You would let us know- the days and times 
you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the 
same availabili~.) For example, when I ask a staff member for the 
availabili~ for the upcoming semester, I will oRen get back *"I can wurk 
Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-gpm, but I only want to wurk 2 nights a 
week" * I then ~vill only schedule that staff member for TueiThur nights. 
Does that make sense? Otherwise, we ~vould schedule you for every single hour 
that you make available! If someone puts down that* they are interested in 
working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mold/Wed 9-11AM*, I will schedule them 
with as many students who have need during those times!! 

That is what I have really loved about this job -- that *I* could decide 
when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each ~veek For 
example, due to family commitments I used to work only MV~r nights, but by the 
following semester my needs had changed so I s~vitched to TR nights All our 
programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No 
worries if occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra 
events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the 
student-athletes count on the regulari~z. 

If you are interested after hearing about our program, we could do a quick 
interview on Monday so that you can see our facilities, and then training 
begins that night If you are not able to attend one of the sessions, it is 
possible to come in and ~vatch a video of the training session All 
training/watching training must be completed before you begin to work with 
students. 



Here is a run down on the training so you have an idea nf ~vhat to expect: 
Monday, August 22 6pm Nuts and bolts of the program with Brent Blanton, 5th 
floor, Pope Box 

Tuesday, August 23rd 6pm NCAA rules and compliance with 2,my Herman and 
Susan Malloy, 5th floor, Pope Box 

Thursday, August 25th 6pm Writing traimng with Marcia Toms, author of *Put 
the Pencil Down* 

Friday, August 26th 6pm Robert Mercer & senior staff-- the work of the 
learning assistant 

I am keeping ray fingers crossed that each session will be 1 hour or just a 
tiny bit over. Remember that after 5pro parking on campus is free along 
Stadium Drive or in the Bell Tower parking lot in front of the football 
center. The Rams Parking deck xvill charge you :( 

In ordcr to fill out the pape15vork for payroll, please be sure to bring 
with you on Monday- a voided check, and either your passport or drivers 
license and social security card or birth certificate. 
At that time you could give me your availability for the semester. 
Thatf~s! I look forward to hearing from you soon -- let me know- if you have 
any questions. 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 
Arny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

All mail con-espondence to and Iicom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 10:29 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: welcome! 

’I~NTl’.httn 

Good Morning Amy, 

I was just editting my CV to f,arward it to you! I’d love to meet and talk 
wifla you today. I’m tlcee from 12-1 and after 3:30. Please t?el free to 
respond via email with the time that ~vould work best for you or give me a 
call whenever you’re on campus. You can reach me at 

Thanks again, 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 9:20 AM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>wrote: 

> Good morning -, 

> I am sorr,f that last night was such a flurry -- I hope that I was able to 

> answer some of your questions and that you were able to begin to get a 

> picture of our program through the training I would really like to sit 

> down with the two of you (we can do it separately or together, whichever 

> works best for your schedules) so that I can g~ve you a more detailed 

> description of the position of Learning Assistant. 

> Also, could you please send me your CVs’? Let me know a good time [’or both 

> of you, and I look forward to seeing you soon! 

> Best, 

> Amy 

> Am?" Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 

> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 

> message.**** 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 10:46 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

resume.doc (kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu) 

TEXT.htm; i resume.doc.htlnl 

Attached: resume.doc.html 
Sent using Google Docs http://docs.goo~le.com/ 

Good Morning, 

It was great meeting you last night and I am quite excited about the 
opportuni~z to ~vork as a learning assistant this fall. Per your request 
I’ve attached my CV to this email Please let me know if you require any 
other in]2~rm ation. 

Thanks and have a great day, 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 12:15 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: welcome! 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

Sor~z for the delayed response, we have been in meetings all morning. 
would love to learn more about the Learning Assistant position I am not 
sure what Kim’s schedule looks like, but I have more meetings this aIlernoon 
(at 1, 2 and 2:30) Perhaps after that? Could we meet later this week? 

Thanks, 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 9:20 A,N{ Amy Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> (3 ood morning ~- 
> I am sorry that last night was such a flurry -- I hope that I was able to 
> answer some of your questmns and that you were able to begin to get a 
> picture of our program through the training. I would really like to sit 
> down with the two of you (we can do it separately or together, whichever 
> works best for your schedules) so that I can give you a more detailed 
> description of the position of Learning Assistant. 

> Also, could you please send me your CVs? Let me know a good time for both 
> of you, and I look forward to seeing you soon! 
> Best, 
> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail lnessage, including any attachlnents, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and lnay contain confidential and 
> privileged irtformation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message.**** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 12:16 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

resume: (kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu) 

TEXT.htm; resume 1 .doc.html 

Attached: resume 1 .doc.html 
Sent using Google Docs http://docs.goo~le.com/ 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 12:42 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: good morning! 

TEXTI’.httn 

Good afternoon Amy, 

Thanks for your email and your support through this process. I ~vould be 
delighted to send you nay CV - though I will need to send it from home as I 
do not have access to it here at school. 

As for your second question, I am not sure about Justin’s contact 
information. I will check with Bert and see if he knows. 

See you tonight. 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 9:25 A,N{ Amy Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> I want to thank both of you of being so upbeat and accon-anodating 
> yesterday -- from meeting me so quickly for an interview, to making 
> yourselves available for the training last night. As I looked over at the 
> "CHHS faculty section" of the room at the training last night, I became more 
> and more excited! All of you are top notch in your chosen field, with honed 
> skills and sharp instincts -- characteristics that are tremendous examples 
> for our student-athletes 

> Two questions -- ]first, could you please send me your CVs Next, could you 
> please forward me the contact information :[’or Justin Ford? Thank you so 
> much! Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns I am 
> looking forward to a great semester together. 
> Cheers, 
> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail lnessage, including any attachlnents, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and lnay contain confidential and 
> privileged inforlnation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message.**** 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jamie Walker" ~bestweb.net;, 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 2:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: background check 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I’m excited too[ 

I think those ~vere the forms you had me fill out when we met. Let me know if I need to fill out anything else. 
I haven’t given anyone a cancelled check yet. Do I have to bring nay passport? 

Thanks, 
Jamie 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Klei ssler 
To: Annie Sullivan ; Jamie Walker 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23,2011 11:45 AM 
SubJect: background check 

Good morning! Did you happen to fill out the paperwork to initiate the background check? If not, see me tonight about doing that. It takes a few days and we need to have it done before 
you can do your final paperwork for payroll with Tracy Harris, and then you can begin to work. Let me l~ow and I’ll have copies to night if you need. Thank you! 

So excited! 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: ~hotmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 4:08 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Update 

Amy, 

I think I turned in all my paperwork last night but was I supposed to get someone to make copies of my SS card and license? Also, who do we gtve the voided check to? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uaacaa uric edu> 
Date: Tue, 23 Aug 2011 14:01:07 

To:       @bellsouth.net>;        @bestweb net>; 
.~chccs.kl 2 nc.us>; ~earthlink.net>; 

@email uric edu>; @gmail corn>; 

@hotmail.com>; @nc.rr corn>; 
Subject: Update 

@chccs.k12>; @chccs.k12 nc.us>; @chccs.k12 nc.us>; @chccs.k12.nc.us>; 
~) email uric. edu>; @email uric edu>; @ email.unc, edu>; @email. ua~c. edu >; 

.2~gmail.com>; @gmail.com>; @hotmail corn>; @hotmail.com>; 
~)orunge.kl 2.nc.us>; @unc.edu>; ~yahoo.com> 

Good morning-- 
First and foremost, thank you all for coming last night to the first of our four semester trainings. I know that it *vas a long session, with a great deal of infomaation covered -- Please pass 
along my apologies to your families for keeping you much longer than I anticipated. Originally The Honor Court presentation was going to take place this evening, but at the last minute it 
had to be moved due to the Dean’s scheduling conflicts. Tonight’s training will only cover NCAA Compliance Rules and Regulations. This session will be much shorter. It will begin at 6pm 
in the same place, 5th floor of the Pope Box. 

Training Thursday, August 25th -- 6PM; Kenan Football Center, 2nd floor auditorium (in a separate email I will give you directions to KFC) This training will be presented by Marcia Toms 
of the NC State Undergraduate Tutorial Center, "Put The Pencil Down" Here is a link to her work: http://www ncsu edu/tutorial center/Video/PutthePencilDown Chapterl .pdf 

You will notice that you often hear us using the word "tutor" and that may confuse you as to whether or not it relates to you. The short answer is "yes." Within our tutoring program we 
have subject tutors, supplemental instructors, and you, learning assistants While you will not be doing any subject tutoring with your students, many of the same skills that subject tutors 
will be using apply to you in your position as well. For example, while you will not be answering questions or explaining concepts related directly to course work, you will be helping 
students apply the skills you are teaching tn ways such as breaking down material into manageable chunks, deciphering assignments, attacking reading asstgnments, or navigating the steps 
of research. Some staffmembers are in the department to tutor academic subjects, you are tutoring academic skills 

After Ms Toms completes her presentation we will take you on a tour of the new facili~ Although we may not be in there until the end of September (fingers crossed) we want you to see 
where you will be working, and the resources that will be available to you. Showing you what a geek I am, I will tell you that it is a tutoring heaven! 

The training on Friday at 6PM will simply be the nuts and bolts of running a session with your student -- I will have veteran staffmembers role-playing, and there will be plenty of 
opportunity [’or you to ask questions. Please remember, you can never ask too many questions, ever! I’m prone to long emails, and asking man?’ questions myself so please, ask away! 

I understand that this is a heavy week of training and that you have many, many other commitments Again, I sincerely thank you for being so accommodating. In the event that you are not 
able to attend one of the sessions, you will simply need to come in to watch the video of it be~2~re you begin work You are welcome to come anytime that is convenient to you -- get in touch 
with me and we will schedule it. Traditionally, if you missed tonight’s NCAA training you had to schedule a quick face-to-face meeting with our Athletic Director ~2~r Compliance, but I will 
see if the video is enough 

Finally, please remember that you are paid for your time spent :filling out feedback forms after your sessions with students, and you are paid ~2~r training. For any of you not yet on the 
payroll system, I am keeping track of your time and it will be added to your first paycheck. 

As I said, a great deal of information was covered last night -- please don’t feel overwhelmed. As you know, the best outcomes stem from a solid and comprehensive foundation. YOU are 
the solid foundation, and the training is comprehensive to add strength to your foundation. We here at the ASPSA believe strongly in our program and the student-athletes we set~e. We 
work tirelessly to provide the absolute best selwice we possibly can in order for our student-athletes to have all the tools and resources they need in order to become strong, independunt 
learners. We are very excited that you are part of our program[ 

Go Heels! 
Aray 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.m~c.edu <mailt o :kleis sle(d~,,unc aa. uric. edu> 

Cotffiduntiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jamie Walker" ~bestweb.net;, 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 4:45 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: background check 

TEXTI’.httn 

I filled out the forms on Friday when I was at your office. It’s no problem for me to fill them out tonight if they’re missing 
See you soon! 
Jamie 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: .~my Kleissler 
To: Jamie Walker 
Sent: Tuesday, Augu st 23, 2011 3:17 PM 
Subject: Re: background check 

Those are the fi~rms but they have been lust in the month that I was away :( Sur~, abuut that I’ll have another set for you tunight You will not need your ID until yuur backgruund check is 
cleared and yuu go to meet with the HR person, Tracy ttarris. 

See you tonight. 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Fuutball 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fi~r the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 

>>> "Jamie Walker" @bestweb.net> 8/23/2011 2:29 PM >>> 

Hi Arny, 

I’m excited too[ 

think those were the forms you had me fill out xvhen we met. Let me know if I need to fill out anything else. 
haven’t given anyone a cancelled check yet. Do I have to bring my passport? 

Thanks, 
Jamie 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Arny Kleissler 
To: Annie Sullivan ; Jamie Walker 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:45 AM 
Subject: background check 

Good morning! Did you happen to fill out the paperwork to initiate the background check? If not, see me tonight about doing that. It takes a few days and we need to have it done befi~re 
you can do your final paperwork for payroll with Tracy Harris, and then you can begin to work. Let me know and I’ll have copies to night if you need. Thank you! 

So exceed! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?- attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Am~ie Sullivan" ~bellsoufl~.net> 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 5:26 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: background check 

TENTf.httn 

Yes, I did fill it out last night and left it with Tracy. She told me to 
give you the Tutor Info Sheet which I will bring tonight. I hope that’s 
right 

I would like to work Mon and Wed either 10:30/-2:00 or 11:30-3:00. I’d 
probably prefer the later time frame, but I’m thinking that you ~von’t have 
much need for anyone from 2-3:00 as the student athletes will be in 
practice. I welcome your thoughts on this. 

Thanks, 

Annie 

The Law Office of Annie L SuIhvan 

@belIsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(i~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23,2011 11:45 AM 
To: Annie Sullivan; Jamie Walker 
Subject: background check 

Good morning! Did you happen to fill out the paperwork to initiate the 
background check? If not, see me tonight about doing that. It takes a few 
days and we need to have it done before you can do your final paperwork for 
payroll with Tracy Harris, and then you can begin to work. Let me know and 
I’ll have copies to night if you need. Thank you! 

So excited! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information ~amy unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If’you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: ~@n¢.rr.coln> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 9:51 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edtv> 

Subject: 

Attach: ’lEXT,httn 

M ~ Sec~eStor Stored: t~)tal 128l 12bytes; Mort, 2l Nov 2011 20:50:37 4)500 

Attachment Iink: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/9bl7fl b23a653aaca3c87b26fgaf109d 

File Name: beginning ofyear.docx 

~L’cpiw Dabe: Mon, 21 Nov 2011 20:50:37 -0500 

Size: 128112bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@ne.rr.com> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 3:10 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

more does 

LA tmining.pptx; P~st.O01; TEXT.htm 



Professional Grant Development Workshop 
Master the teclmiques of writing superior and winning proposals 

September 21 -23, 201 1 
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 pan. 

To be held at: 

North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

Sponsored by: The C~ant Traini~N Center 

This intensive three-day grant proposal workshop is geared for: 1) those who wish to strengthen their grant wrifing skills and 2) beginners who wish to acquire and 

master the techniques of preparing, wrifing and winning proposals fi~om various funding agencies. The center of attention will be on how to effectively write proposals in 

fimes of keen competition and limited resources. Much has happened in new regulafions and in approaches to grant wrifing, be it for the researcher in the sciences 

social sciences, education and non-profit professionals. 

Paxficipants Will Learn How to: 

1. Navigate the world of grant procurement 

2. Research and idenfit~ potential thnding sources 

3. Address the guidelines of tbdeml and tbundation applications 

4. Focus tbundation and corporate giving lbr the State of North Carolina and South Cayolina 

5. Unders~nd the new federal gnidelines for v~ting winning grants 

6. Know the review process and how to address key points for reviewers 

7. Write winning grants that stand out against scores of co~npeting submissions 

8. Develop focused and realistic budgets 

9. Demonstrate that one’s proposal merits excellence and innovation 

10. Package professional grant submissions 

Our ultimate goal is for each participant to walk away with a product specific to their interests that includes the grant desigl~ abstract and budget. 
Thus, the opportunity to influence the future of your work and ideas is within your reach. Understanding this reality, institutions a~e willing to minimally invest in the 

training of their s~ffto make this happen. 

*Space is limited, m~d since this class fills-up qnickly, it is on a first-come, first- serve basis.* 

Workshop Fee: $595.00 (including tuition, materials, certificate of co~npletion, and continental brea2fast) 

Rebate of $50.00 per person is given tbr two or tnore registrants from the san~e organization. 

To Regiffter: 

Please visit our website, 

Or call us toll free at (866)-704-7268 or (571) 257-8864 

Can’t make it? 
Join us on Friday, Augus~ 26 from 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. EST tbr our 

"Fm~damentals of Proposal Wriling" Online Webh~ar 
To register click here ~nd then on the Webinar frown the workshop liszt. 

You received this e-mail due to your institutional or organizational affiliation If we sent this e-mail to you in error, al"~d you wish not to receive any further e-mails from us, simply send us an 
emafl with the word Unsubscribe as subject. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 11:26 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: paperwork 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 
I have an additional learning assistant that’s interested Are you still 
taking prospects? One of our TAs has his teaching degree and tutors through 
Sylvan. His name is              and his email is 

ll’you’re interested I can have him come to 
Bert’s room at 2 I have the paperwork filled out, but I unfortunately have 
a meeting at 2 I’ll fax the background check stuff in and give the rest to 
Bert for him to give you rm going to be available Tuesdays and 
Thursdays Can I possibly come watch the movie tomorrow before the meeting 
or will that not be enough time? 

On Wed, Aug 24, 2011 at 10:31 AM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>wrote: 

> I wanted to let you know that I will be in Bert’s office at 2PM today to 
> meet with some potential ]earning assistants If you have decided that you 
> would like to pursue the posiuon, would you be able to bring me the 
> completed packet of paperwork I gave you last night? The faster we can get 
> the background check started, the faster we can get you into the payroll 
> system and working with students! 
> 

> If you have access to a fax machine today, you could fax the three pages 
> for the background check directly to our HR contact, ’]’racy Harris: Fax: (919) 
> 843-7003 
> 
> Thanks 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachmunts, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 
> message.**** 



From: ~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 1:34 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: good morning! 

A~tach: ’IENTf.httn 

Good afternoon Amy, 

I was thinking about adding hours on Tuesday’s and Thursday’s (in addition 
to Monday and Wednesday 6-10 P~. 

What do you think? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 3:17 PS% ~Mny Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Thank you, and thank you[ 
>A 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel }{ill 
919-843-8635 o 

kIeissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia] and 
pfivi]eged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mai] and destroy all copies of the original 

>>> ~@chccs.kl2 nc.us> 8/23/2011 12:42 PM >>> 
Good aRernoon Amy, 
Thartks for your email and your support through this process. I would be 
delighted to send you my CV - though I will need to send it frora home as I 
do not have access to it here at school. 
As for your second question, I am not sure about ~ contact 
information. I will check with Bert and see if he knows. 
See you tonight. 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 9:25 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu>wrote: 

>> I want to thank both of you of being so upbeat and accommodating 
>> yesterday -- from meeting me so quickly for an intet’,~iew, to making 
>> yourselves available for the training last night. As I looked over at the 
>> "CHHS facul~ section" of the room at the training last night, I became more 
>> and mure excited! All of you are top notch in your chosen field, with honed 
>> skills and sharp instincts -- characteristics that are tremendous examples 
>> for our student-athletes. 
>> Two questions - first, could you please send me your CVs. Next, could 
>> you please forward me the contact information for            ’ Thank you so 
>> much! Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am looking 
>> forward to a great semester together. 
>> Cheers, 
>> ~q ~y 
>> Arny Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?- attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information An?- unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

Chapel Hill High School 

~chccs kl 2.nc.us 
@19)929-2106 x 1203 



All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

Chapel Hill High School 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us 
(919)929-2106 x 1203 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Pulqic Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclos~e to third 
parties, including law elfforcement. 



From: ’@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 3:20 PlVl 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tul~Iing 

Attach: ’lE2xTf.httn 

Hello Am?-, 

I sent you an e-mail over the summer concerning a Swahili tutor for the fall. I was wondering if you received it and if the position was still available Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thank you veiN much and have a great day. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~chccsM2.nc.us> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 9:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: directious for newbies 

’l~SXTI’.httn 

Attaclaed you will find my resume, I wii1 not be able to attend training on 
Thursday, how can I arrange to view the taped session? I will see you on 
Friday! 

Thanks for the opportunity! 

*Chapel Hill High School* 
"919-929-2106 X 42143* 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 

]VI~ SecureStur Stored: total 34816bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa uric edu/6e213944f583c7a7d65c464eb176540e 

File Name:          Resume doc 

Exptry [)ate: Tue, 22 Nov" 2011 20:28:48 -0500 

Size: 34816bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 10:11 PM 

@chccs.k12.nc.us 

"~-Re: directions [br newbies 

Text.httn 

thal~ you! I have to check ~vith Brent Blanton about when the video ~vill be ready for viewing, but I am keeping my fingers crossed for Friday afternoon or Monday at the latest. 
>>>                  08/24/11 9:29 PM >>> 

Attached you will find my resume, I will not be able to attend training on 
Thursday, how can I arrange to view- the taped session? I will see you on 
Fridayt 

Thanks for the opportunity! 

*(~hapel Hill tligh School* 
"919-929-2106 X 42143* 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Cit~" Schools is subjec~ to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 34816bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu/6e21394411583c7a7d65c464eb176540e 

File Name:         Resume.doc 

Expiry Date: ~[~ae, 22 Nov 2011 20:28:48 -0500 

Size: 34816bytes 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Stanfa < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 9:04 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Meetings ~nd Stuff 

Amy, 

I checked with the boss la@ on my end and she is now fine with nay working Mondays and Wedaaesdays, the only flexibility’ I may need is the times when she is out of town Instead of 
working 6-10 on those days I might have to work 6-8 

Please let me kno~v if this works. 

Tom Stanfa 



From: ~live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 9:11 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Co: Beth Bridget <bridgerb/~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Th~k you! 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

[)ear Amy and Beth, 

I completely understand, of course, the situation! I just wanted to thank you so much for the incredible experience the past few months, and ! hope that you will hire me next year when I am 
getting my MAT! 

Again, thank you, and I hope to see you soon! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock~@uncaa.unc.edtc~ 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 9:27 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.eda> 

-resume aJ~d co,f tact information 

Text.htm; FILE.Insg 

would like to set an interview to class check for Footbalh Attached you will find his resume. 

His email address is @ncsu.edu and his cell phone number is 

He could come in tomol~cOW or early next week for an interview-. 

(;an you meet with me tomorrow to start planning out sorne tutoring to begin next week? 

Thank you for all your help! 

Kendra Hancock 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
l.Jni’~’erm~ of North Carolina at Chapel I?[ill 

(919) 843 -2306 

khancock@unc aa.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 9:21 PM 

Kendra Hancock <khm~cock@nncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Re: Study Hall Monitors-Academic Support for Student-Athletes... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Study Hall Monitors-Academic Support for Student-Athletes... 

Date: Thn, 4 Aug 2011 13:54:04 -0400 

From:                      @ncsu.edu> 

To: Kendra Hancock <khancock@email.unc.edw~ 

Kendra, 

Attached to the elna~l is Iny updated resume. Let me know if there is 

mLvflaing 

else I need to do. 

Thanks, 

On Wed, Aug 3, 2011 at 1:48 PM, ~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

> Kendra, 
> 

> I have been home the trust couple of days t~king care of the house while 

> parents have been out of town. I will be back in Raleigh tomonow around 

> lunch and will forwa~rd you my resmne then. Sow for the delay. Hope all 

is 

> well! 
> 

> Regards, 

> Sent on the Sprint®_ NowNetwork ti~om my BlackBerry® 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Kendra Hancock <kh~lcock@elnail.unc.edu> 
> Date: Wed, 03 Aug 2011 13:28:50 

> To: ~ ~ncsu.edu> 

> Cc: @email.unc.edu;, 

> Subject: Study Hall Monitors-Academic Snpport for Student-Athletes... 

> Dear     m~d 

> As you know I have been working in Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

> here at Carolina m~d I have asked you or told you a little bit about 

study 

> hall. We am cmrently hiring study hall monitors for the evening shift. 

> The days ~re Sunday-Thursday, with the hours of 6-10 PM. 
> 

> We will begin study hall in Kenan Stadium, the pope box located by Gate 

2, 

> in which are offices are currently located on the 4th Floor. We will be 

> moving into the Londermilk Center for Success toward the middle of 

> September. 

> Basically, we need quality monitors who aJce willing to navigate the open 

> study hall area. The tx~sition is notmo terribly difficnlL you jus~t 

have 
> to Inake sum the athletes who ale in study hall are being productive mid 

> not causing distractions to others. We will have orientation and tr~Aning 

> Augns~t 22-23, 25, 2011. 
> 

> If yon am interested, please send me a resume and let me know your 



avafilability for next week. 

I think you all would be great monitors and look forward to hearing t]com 

you soon’. 

Kendra :) 

Kendra Hancock 

Academic Suppo~nt Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 843-2306 

khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 

Sport AdmiNstration Degree Cm~didate 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Mobile: 

Email: ~,~bemafil.unc.edu 

If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve thegn! 

Sport Administration Degree Candidate 
University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
Mobile: 
EmaSd:         @email .unc.e&t 

If you believe in 5 our dreams, you can achieve them: 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 24198bytes; 
Attachment Link: http:i/archiveO2.uncan.unc.edu/591128d53cfa3a27dcb22230408454a8 
File Name: Resume Updated July 2011.docx 
Expiu Date: Wed, 23 Nov 2011 20:21:22 -0500 
Size: 2419gbytes 



From: @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 10:43 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: lbm~s 

http:/i~vw~v2 chccsk12.nc us/educaionicomponents/doclngr/default.php?sectiondetailid 75448&linkid nay-menu-container-l-190678 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 10:56 PM 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

"~-Re: -resume m~d contact infonnalion 

Kendra, 
First, THANK YOU! You have done, and are doing, so much work -- thank you I bet you never want to see the inside of EWAC ever again at this point! 

I have a constrained day tomorrow due to meetings that are spread out. Could you do 11-12? We could do it at my office or yours, you pick. My office is quiet but yours is more convenient 
for you, so up to you 

I hope to start tomorrow morning to input the LA availability into the database and then plalmed on spending saturday in the office working on scheduling Brent went through the data 
base process of scheduling with me today and my impression was that I was scheduling all the appointments, but maybe he was just assuming that I would schedule football for LA, writing 
and tutor appts, and then any LA requests, and you scheduling the olympic 
>>> Kendra Hancock 08/25/11 9:26 PM >>> 
Amy, 

would like to set an intelwiew to class check for Football. Attached you will find his resume 

His email address is ~,ncsu edu and his cell phone number is 

He could come in tomon-ow or earl?’ next week for an intelwiew 

Can you meet with me tomorrow to start plarming out some tutoring to begin next week? 

Thank you for all your help! 

Kendra Hancock 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 11:41 PM 

bwartski@chccs.kl 2.nc.us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(~nc.rr.com> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 1:54 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PP 

LA tmJ~ning.pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(~nc.rr.com> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 8:00 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LA training.pp~ Pa(t.001; TEXT.htm; Part.003; TEXT.htm 1 



M+ SecureStor Stored: total lll806bytes; Mon, 05 Dec 2011 21:15:04 -0500 

Attachment Link: http:/iarchive02.uncaa.uncoedui328a4f9991e8546513eba21b4c7a9390 

File Name: Spent a lot of time this week talking about rules.docx 

Expiry Date: Mon, 05 Dec 2011 21:15:04 -0500 

Size: lllS06bytes 



M+ SecureStor Stored: total 1260322bytes; Mon, 05 Dec 2011 21:15:04 -0500 

Attachment Link: http:/iarchive02.uncaa.uncoeduic7236ea7f22c0ba15ba919dl15918bdb 

File Name: training handout.docx 

Expiry Date: Mon, 05 Dec 2011 21:15:04 -0500 

Size: 1260322bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 12:59 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Work Status 

Amy- 

Good to see you again last night! Thanks for being so open and honest with 
me and for understanding my current schoolilitb/coaching/work 
situatior.’craziness I’m a busy girl, for stare’. 

I have been thinking, a ~vhole lot, about what you said about taking this 12 
weeks (Fall Semester) off from ~vork (at UNC) entirely, and then coming back 
on board in the Spring (~vhereupon I should be able to get the new pay 
rate). I think this actually is sounding like a really attractive option 
right now, even though I hate to back out on the Fall semester so late in 
the game I think ~vith a little more communication ~vith you, I can make my 
final decision and let you know something later today or tomorrow. Here 
are my questions: 

1. fl~ I don’t wurk at all this Fall, can yuu guarantee that I will be 
re-hired fi~r the Spring semester? 
2. fl~ I don’t wu~k this Fall, and DO get re-hired in the Spring, would I 
definitely get the new pay rate’? 
3. fl~I don’t wurk this Fall, but complete all the Fall training, would it 
be pussible for me tu cume in (uccasionally thruughuut the Fall semester)as 
a volunteer and cununue to stay involved that way? Or would that be sume 
surt of violation? 

I dun’t want tu tutally remove myself ffum the program this fall since so 
many changes are being made and the new facility will be rea~dy (eventually) 
and such as that. I want tu stay invulved in aW capacity that I can, but 
I also want to be eligible fur the substantial increase in pay 

Su .I was thinking it might be nice tu w~lunteer, during the Fall 
semester, on a few Sundays ur une night every other week ur sumething like 
that Basically, I’d like tu still be able tu ’wurk’ (without pay, thuugh, 
su I stay uffthe bouks for a semester) and gain experience wurking with 
special learners, if that is possible. I want to stay in the luop and 
remain at least somewhat visible over there su a)yuu don’t forget about me 
and b)I stay current on who is who and what is what. I alsu kind of have 
an interest in delving intu the Olympic Spurts side of things, su even if I 
could w~lunteer as a ’munitof unce in a while or just as a sub fur peuple 
when they can’t make a session, I’d like to do that. Heck, I’d even come 
to just help you, Tia, Jairuie, whoever make copies or create training 
packets if need be. All I ara t~’ing to say is that I still want to help, 
where I can, when I can, this Fall. Let rue know if this is something we 
might be able to arrange or work out. 

I appreciate your ~villingness to listen and be flexible! It means a lot to 
me. 

Have a great weekend and I look forward to hearing back from you soon. Be 
safe if we have crazy weather! 

On Thu, 25 Aug 2011 13:04:26 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Good afternoon, 
> For any of you who were not able to attend on Tuesday night, I wanted to 
> send you directions for tonight’s training and give you an update. 
> 

> Training tonight, Thursday, August 25th at 6pm will be on the 2nd floor 
of 
> the Kenan Football Center. 
> If you are unfamiliar ~vith the KFC, it is the building with statues 
Charlie 
> Choo Choo Justice and Ramses out front. 
> After 5pm parking on campus is free (except for the Rams Parking Deck -- 
> the Bell Tower Parking Deck in front of the Kenan Football Center is Iicee 
> after 5pm). 
> The best place to park for the KFC is the Bell Tower Parking Deck ~Vhen 
you 
> enter the garage, turn right and park near the exit tap on the left ~Vhen 
> you come out of that exit, directly in front of you are the gates into 
the 
> stadium Pass through the gates, turn left, and there will be an elevator 
> tap on your left Take that elevator to the 2rid floor (the concourse is 
the 
> 3rd floor) and someone will be there to direct you when you arrive on 
two 
> 



> I:[’you have missed any trainings, beginning tomorrow you will be able to 
> come into the office and watch videos o[‘ the sessions, and then take a 
> short quiz to make sure you absorbed the material. All you need to do 
[’or 
> scheduling is to send me an email o:[" when you would like to come in, and 
> we’ll work it out. I would suggest bringing your own laptop if you have 
> one in case the computers here are busy (the videos will be on a new 
SAKAI 
> website ]2~r our tutoring program 
> 

> Last thing, and don’t kill me. I know I told you that the last training, 
> toruorrow night, would be done by 7PM. Looking at the material we need to 
> cover to best prepare you for working with the students, we are going to 
> add an activib" that may prolong the session to 745PM. With any luck we 
> will be out of there earlier, but since a large portion of our LA staff 
is 
> new to the position, we believe the activities we will cover are crucial. 

> On the bright side, remember that you are paid for training tinre :) 
> 
> Thar~k you!! 
> See you tonight. If I haven’t already- given it to you, ray cell is 
> 

>A 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> LrNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> prwileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited, ffyou are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, August 26, 2011 4:26 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: eaxlier 

TENTI’.httn 

really excited about training tonight--;vas thinking about it the shower this morning--my ts’pical thinking place! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 8/26/2011 4:08 PM >>> 
we can hook up later thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Beth Bridger 8/26/2011 4:06 PM >>> 
you looking [’or me earlier??? 

B eth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.~mc, edu 



From: ~@nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Sunday, August 28, 2011 2:36 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: excel 

Attach: ’IENTl’.httn 

]k/It SecureSter Stored: teta[ 16472bytes; Sat, 26 Nov 2011 13:36:26 -0500 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa uric edu~,c656cTa991 f92ec3380ffale3a190ef5 

File Name: College excel.xlsx 

Exptry [)ate: Sat, 26 NOv 2011 13:36:26 -0500 

Size: 16472bytes 



Colleqe excel.xlsx t’,~.t, 2,,:, Nov 20.= ~. :t?::;525 -0::;00 l.~.~-=.?2b~,i.~-:".- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,               9:45 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Tutoring Schedules 

TEXT.htm 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

Good evening, 
Tutoring begins tomorrow but not for everyone. As mentioned, this week will be a skeleton crew in many ways. Either Amy or 
myself will get in contact with you tonight (if we have not already done so) to let you know your obligations tomorrow evening. We 
WILL give you more comprehensive schedules when you arrive tomorrow. 

Thank you for your patience. Once we get this things off the ground, I believe it will be a thing of beauty such that our students have 
never seen/received. 

Have a great night and we’ll see you soon, 
Brent 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 9:46 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Work Status 

Amy - 

Thanks for the kind words. I appreciate your quick response, too Sorry 
again to have to back out so late in the game. Hopefully things will work 
out for the spring - I hate to have to take the semester ott’~ but hopefully 
it will be a positive thing for me. Please keep me posted! 

Good luck this Fall- have a great week! 

On Mort, 29 Aug 2011 14:39:27 -0400, "Am?’ Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> Thank you for letting me know -- we will be sad to be without you, but 
> completely understand and will be thrilled to have you back for the 
spring 

> semester. As Robert said, we completely understand. 
> Urffortunately you would not be able to volunteer I will get back to you 
> ASAP as to the guarantee about the new rate :) 
> 

> have a great week, and good luck in any games! 
>A 
> 
> 
> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 
> 
> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 
~s 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged itfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> nressage. 
>>>> ~email.m~c.edu> 8/26/2011 12:59 PM 
> 

> Arny- 
> 

> Good to see you again last night! Thanks for being so open and honest 
with 
> me and for understanding ray current school/life/coaching/work 
> situation/craziness. I’m a busy girl, for surer 
> 

> I have been thinking, a ~vhole lot, about what you said about taking this 
12 
> ~veeks (Fall Semester) off front ~vork (at UNC) entirely, and then coruing 
back 
> on board in the Spring (whereupon I should be able to get the new pay 
> rate). I think this actually is sounding like a really attractive option 
> right now-, even though I hate to back out on the Fall semester so late in 
> the game. I thirtk with a little more cormnmfication with you, I can nrake 
nry 
> final decision and let you know something later today or tonrurrow. Here 
> are my questions: 
> 

> 1 IfI don’t work at all this Fall, can you guarantee that I will be 
> re-hired for the Spring semester? 
> 2 IfI don’t work this Fall, ap.d DO get re-hired in the Spring, would I 
> definitely get the ne~v pay rate? 
> 3 If I don’t work this Fall, but complete all the Fall training, would 
it 
> be possible for me to come in (occasionally throughout the Fall 
semester)as 
> a volunteer and continue to stay involved that way? Or would that be 
some 
> sort of violation? 
> 

> I don’t want to totally remove myself from the program this fall since so 
> many changes are being made ap.d the ne~v facility will be rea@ 
(eventually) 
> and such as that. I ~vant to stay involved in an?’ capacity that I can, 



but 
> I also want to be eligible for the substantial increase in pay 
> 

> So...I was thinking it might be nice to volunteer, during the Fall 
> semester, on a few Sundays or one night every other week or something 
lik~ 
> that. Basically, I’d like to still be able to ’work’ (without pay, 
though, 
> so I stay offthe books for a semester) and gain experience working with 
> special learners, if that is possible. I warlt to stay in the loop and 
> remain at least somewhat visible over there so a)you don’t forget about 
me 
> and b)I stay cutrent on who is who and what is what. I also kind of have 
> an interest in delving into the Olympic Sports side of things, so even if 
I 
> could voltmteer as a ’monitor’ once in a while or just as a sub for 
people 
> when they- can’t make a session, I’d like to do that. Heck, I’d even come 
> to just help you, Tia, Jairrlie, whoever make copies or create training 
> packets if need be. All I am trying to say is that I still want to help, 
> where I can, when I can, this Fall. Let me know if this is something we 
> might be able to arrange or work out. 
> 

> I appreciate your willingness to listen and be flexiblet It means a lot 
to 

> Have a great weekend and I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 
Be 
> safe if we have crazy weathert 

> On Thu, 25 Aug 2011 13:04:26 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 

>> Good afternoon, 
>> For any of you who were not able to attend on Tuesday night, I wanted to 
>> send you directions for tonight’s training and give you an update 

>> Training tonight, Thursday, August 25th at 6pm will be on the 2nd floor 
> of 
>> the Kenan Football Center. 
>> If you are unfamiliar with the KFC, it is the building with statues 
> Charlie 
>> Choo Choo Aastice and Ramses out front. 
>> After 5pm parking on campus is free (except for the Rams Parking Deck -- 
>> the Bell Tower Parking Deck in front of the Kenan Football Center is 
free 
>> after 5pm) 
>> The best place to park for the KFC is the Bell Tower Parking Deck ~qaen 

> you 
>> enter the garage, turn right and park near the exit tip on the let’t X~qaen 
>> you come out of that exit, directly in front of you are the gates into 
> the 
>> stadium Pass through the gates, turn let’t, and there will be an 

>> up on your left. Take that elevator to the 2nd floor (the concourse is 
> the 
>> 3rd floor) and someone will be there to direct you when you arrive on 

>> If you have missed any trainings, beginning tomorrow you will be able to 
>> come into the office and watch videos of the sessions, and then take a 
>> short quiz to make sure you absorbed the material All you need to do 
> :[’or 
>> scheduling is to send me an email of when you would like to come in, and 
>> we’ll wofl~ it out. I would suggest bringing your own laptop if you have 
>> one in case the computers here are busy (the videos will be on a new 
> SAKA! 
>> website for our tutoring program. 

>> Last thing, and don’t kill me. I know I told you that the last 
training, 
>> tomorrow night, would be done by 7PM. Looking at the material we need 
to 
>> cover to best prepare you for working with the students, we are going to 
>> add an activity’ that may prolong the session to 745PM. With any luck we 
>> will be out of there earlier, but since a large portion of our LA staff 
> is 
>> new to the position, we believe the activities we will cover are 
crucial 

>> On the bright side, remember that you are paid for training time :) 

>> That’: yout t 
>> See -¢ou tonight. If I haven’t already given it to you, rrly cell is 

>> i 



>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program lk~r Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chape[ tli[1 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

C 

>> k leissle(~uncaa unc edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Confidentiali _ty Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Project Ma~aagement Workshop" <Projec~Management Workshop@thetrainingcatalog3.com> 

Wednesday, Augnst 31,2011 2:04 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Project MaJmgement - A One-Day Seminar 

TEXSI’.httn 

Project Management - A One-Day Seminar 

(iuaranteed to help you complete your projects on time, on budget, and on target! 

Learn the most up-to-date, hands-on project management techniques and be able to put them to work immediately! 

* Identify and take advantage of every resource available to you - stall’, time, money, information, and more! 
* Gain a reputation within your organization for completing prc~iects on tune (or even sooner), on budget (or even under), and with the desired results (or even better)! 
* Recognize and avoid common planning pitfalls and mistakes that cause thousands of project managers to stumble 
* Demysti~,! the professional project manager’s methods: Use PER’]7, CPM, and (iantt charting techniques like a pro - it’s simpler than you may think! 
* Stop using all your time and energy to "put out fires": Learn how ever?" prc~iect manager can "build in" flexibili~" to deal with inevitable changes in schedules and resources. 
* Build a highly effective project team - with the talent, skill, and motivation to carry your prc~i ect to completion success:tully. 
* And much more! 

Register online and SAVE 20% with this offer only! 
V]2~ # 2900034725159 
Special Offer (;ode #796276* 
tturr?" -- at’fer expires September 30, 2011! 

NOW ONLY $159 per person 
(regularly $199 per person) 

Register Online Today! 

VIEW BROCHURE: 

http:/iwww.prvor.con~Yemredirect.asp?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 594&s 594&a e 

<tr><tdwidth 5%>&nbsp;</td><tdwidth 30%><fontface~;erdanasize -2><b><ahre~"http:i/wa~,w.paor.com,’cmredirect.asp?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 469&s 469&a e">Proiect 
Management                                              <ia></font></td><td width 60%><font face~,,erdana size -2>$159.00; <font color "Red">For groups of 5 or raore, 
$149.00</font></font></td><td width 5%>&nbsp;</td></tr><tr><td width 5%>&nbsp;</td><td width 30%><font face Verdana size -2><b>COLLEGE STATION , TX</b> - 
10/27/2011 <ifont></td><td width 60%><font face Vcrdana size -2>HOLIDAY INN               </font></td><td width 5%>&nbsp;</td></tr><tr><td width 5%>&nbsp;</td><td 
width 30%><font face Vcrdana size -2>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"htrp://vc~wz.prgor.com/?c 796276&v 2900034725159&l~69&r 115845&s~469&a~c">Event # 
115845</a><ifonL~</td><td width 60%><font face Verdana size -2>2500 EARL RUDDER FREEWAY SO’LrrH</font~></td><td width 5%>&nbsp;</td></tr><tr><td 
colspan "4" >&nbsp;</td><itr > 

YOUR LOCATION 
Have a group of 15 or more? Tly Private Team Training! 
Bring this topic -- or any of o~tr 200+ topics -- to your location with customized On-Site Training. 
Use the link below to request a personalized quote today! 
httl~:/iwww.l~rvor.con~Yemredirect.asl~?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 625&s 625&a e 

Reasons You Should Attend This Program: 

1. You’ll learn how- to structure and organize a productive, capable, and skillful project management team 
2. You’ll keep projects under control and encourage vital teamwork with ilmovative communication and reporting procedures. 
3. You’ll recognize clues and signals that identi~ problems arid help you eliminate them before they become crises. 
4. You’ll learn eit’ective methods to prioritize your options when you don’t have the time, money-, or people resources to do the job. 
5. You’ll learn how to deal with conflict between employees and depaltments, and how- to overcome the obstacles of office politics ~vith our 6-step model for success. 
6. You’ll develop systems to track costs in personnel, materials, and resources with precision and accuracy 
7. You’ll learn how to involve and get the full support of top management, other departments, arid your peers. 
8. You’ll learn expert hints for "debugging" your project plan to pinpoint possible bottlenecks arid potential problems. 

Even if you manage smaller projects, manage projects infrequently, act as a project manager in addition to other duties, or are not a project team "leader" but a key- "team member," the 
methods and techniques we teach will benefit you enomaously! 

Register online and SAVE 20% with this offer only! 
VIY’ # 2900034725159 
Special Oiler Code #796276* 
Hurl3,- -- ott’er expires September 30, 2011! 

CareerTrack Audio Conferences and Webinars’. 

Train your team on today’s most common workplace challenges for one low registration price -- in just one hour! 

How to Supervise Bad Attitudes & Negative Behaviors 

http://wwwpwor.com/emredirect.asp?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 147&s 147&a e 

September 7, 2011 



How to Supervise Off-Site Employees 

http://va,~v.pry, or.com!emredirect asp?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 151&s 151&a e 

September 16, 2011 

How to Read, Interpret, and Troubleshoot Contracts 

http://w~v.pry, or.comJemredirectasp?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 558&s 558&a e 

September 22, 2011 

How to Manage Multiple Projects, Meet Deadlines, and Achieve Objectives 
http:/ivawv.pr~’or.con~gemredirect.asp?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 163&s 163&a e 

Gain more control over your time, tasks, and priorities than you ever thought possible 

6 audio CDs and workbook 
Item #10511CD 

Only $89.95 

Templates for Today’s Time-Crtmched Professional 
http:/ivawv.pr~’or.con~gen~redirect.asp?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 ll2&s ll2&a e 

Increase your productivity with these easy-to-use, easy-to-customize templates, forms, and checklists[ 

1 C’D-ROM 
Item #14999CDR 

Only $49.95 

EiklqsKNCE YOLrR TRAIN~G EXPERIENCE 

Attend this seminar with a friend or colleague’. For~vard this email to your colleagues; together you can support one another and apply your new skills and techniques to meet your goals 

DON~T IvIISS OUT ON SPECIAL ANNOL~NCEMEik’FS AikI) DISCOL~qTS 

Be sure to add customerservice@em.plszor.com to your email address book so you’ll continue to receive your personalized seminar schedule, discounts, and special product 
a nnounc ements [ 

WE OFFER A 100% SATISFACTION GUARAik’FEE! 

http://www.pry, or.col~’emredirectasp?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 101&s 101&a e 

* To recewe your special 20% DISCOUNT, you must register for the seminar online at www Pryor cam and provide your Special Offer Code #796276 during checkout This offer only applies 
to the seminar, "Project Management." This offer cannot be combined with any other offer and is valid only on new- registrations for September - November 2011 seminars. Offer expires 
September 30, 2011. If you have questions, please contact our customer service team at 1-800-780-8469. 

VIP#: 2900034725159 
IF)#: 796276 
Copyright 2011 
Fred thyor Seminars 
5700 Broa&noor, Suite 300, i~fission, KS 66202 
1-800-780-8469 
http://www.prvor.com/en~redirect.asp?c 796276&v 2900034725159&1 796276&s 796276&a e 

To remove your name from lhture olt%rs and promotions, please click here: http:~/thetrainin~catalo~3.comJo/?ZXD 183 630798592 32942906&ZXl.~1673523 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:28 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: SwaNli Tutor 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

I’m available Monday and Wednesday afternoons tlcom 330 omvard. I’m also willing to work around other schedules. For example: tutoring in the evenings and things like that. Thank you! 

Sent from my LG phone 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

Terrifict t 

What days and times are you available? 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa uric edu<m ailto:kleissle~!uncaa uric edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> @live uric edu~: 2:33 PM >>> 
Hello 2.my, 

I am still interested in tutoring & am available for 403. I have attached my resume and am also on the learning center’s tutoring board 12~r Swahili and Spanish tutoring. Thank you and have a 
great day. 

Sincerely, 

From: .~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.tmc. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: S~vahili Tutor 

Hello! I ~vas wondering if you are still available for tutoring Kiswahili this semester? If so, please forward me your resume. We have need for students in SWAH403. Let me know! 
Thank you, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> " ~live.unc.edu> 7:06 PM >>> 
Hello Am?- 

My apologies for waiting this long to respond to your e-maih Unfortunately i was unable to tutor your friend travelling to Kenya due to lack of time. In between 4 classes, an internship & a 
job this summer has been extremely hectic. If you are still looking for Swahili tutors in the fall please let me know and I will be sure to send in my resume. Thank you and have a wonderful 
day 

Sincerely, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 15306bytes; 

File Name Expil3z Date Size 
resume docx<http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/cd0cf1363651 cd5338490bd224426faf> Tue, 13:34:43 -0500 15306bytes 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live,unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:17 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SwaNli Tutor 

TENTI’.httn 

Sor~i just a slight change Forgot I have class till 6 on Wednesdays so i’11 be available Wednesdays from 630 to 9. 

Sent: Wednesday: 
To: ~any Kleissler 
Subject: RE: Swahili Tutor 

4:00 PM 

Amy, 

I’m available Sundays, Mondays & Wednesdays fi-om 6-9pro rflnank you! 
Unfortunately there may be a few days where this wont be J2~r sure due to other activities If that’s okay. 

From: 2any Kleissler [kleissle(a~uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Swahili Tutor 

Thank you -- our student-athletes have practice in the afternoons so we do not hold tutoring then. We hold study hall 6-gPM Sunday through Thursday If you could let me know what 
particular days and times you would be available in the evening, that would be great. 
Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>> ’                           @live.uric. edu>         3:27 PM >>> 

Amy, 
I’m available Monday and Wednesday afternoons from 330 otm~ard. I’m also willing to work around other schedules. For example: tutoring in the evenings and things like that. Thai& you! 

Sent fiom my LG phone 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@m~caa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Terrific! ! 

YVhat day-s and times are you available? 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program t;ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ’ ~live.unc.edu> 2:33 PM >>> 

Hello Am?-, 

I am still interested in tutoring & am available lbr 403. I have attached my resume and am also on the learning center’s tutoring board tbr Swahili and Spanish tutoring. Thank you and have a 
great day. 

Sincerely, 



From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Swahili Tutor 

Hello! I was wondering if you are still available for tutoring Kiswahili this semester? If so, please ]br~wird me your resume. We have need for students in SWAH403 Let me know! 
’]?hank you, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle,@,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ’ ~live.unc.edu> 7:06 P_’vl >>> 
Hello AmY 

My apologies for waiting this long to respond to your e-mail. Unfoltunately i was tmable to tutor your friend travelling to Kenya due to lack of time. In bet~veen 4 classes, an internship & a 
job this summer has been extremely hectic, ll’you are still looking for Swahili tutors in the fall please let me know- and I will be sure to send in tW resume. That’: you and have a wonderful 
day. 

Sincerely, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 15306bytes; 

File Name Expil~- Date Size 
resume, docx<http://arch~ve02.uncaa.ua~c.edu/cd0cf1363b51 cd5338490bd224426faf> Tue, 13:34:43 -0500 15306bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.eduv 

Wednesday, 4:25 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SwaNli Tutor 

TEXT.httn 

No problem Please let me kno~v if you guys will be making an exception because I would love to have the job Let me know ~vhen you can. Thank you. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa uric edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:22 PM 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: RE: Swahili Tutur 

My eyes are nut in sync with my brain tuday so I must apolugize I just realized that yuu are an undergraduate and we nu lunger hire undergraduates. I really apulugize because I knuw that 
yuu cume highly recommended! I will ask uur director if we can make an exception and will get back to you ASAP Again, I apulugize. 
Thank yuu, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric edu<m ailto:ldeissle~luncaa uric edu> 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 
>>> ~live unc edu> 4:17 PM >>> 
Amy, 

Sorry just a slight change. Forgot I have class till 6 on Wednesdays so i’11 be available Wednesdays from 630 to 9. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Amy Kleissler 
Subject: RE: Swahili Tutor 

4:00 PM 

Amy, 

I’m available Sundays, Mondays & Wednesdays from 6-9pm. Thank you! 
Unfortunately there may be a few days ~vhere this wont be for sure clue to other activities If that’s okay. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Swahili Tutor 

Thank you -- our student-athletes have practice in the afternoons so we do not hold tutoring then. We hold stu@ hall 6-9PM Sunday through Thursday. If you could let me know ~vhat 
particular day-s and times you would be available in the evening, that ~vould be great. 
Thanks[ 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissleCa)uncaa uric edu<mailtokleissle,4~uncaa uric edu> 

Confidentialit?’ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>>                            @live uric edu>         3:27 PM >>> 

I’m available Monday and Wednesday afternoons tTom 330 omvard. I’m also willing to work around other schedules. For example: tutoring in the evenings and things like that. Thank you! 

Sent from my LG phone 



Am?, Kleissler <kleissle@ua~caa unc.edu> wrote: 

Terrifict t 

What days and times are you available? 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa unc edu<m ailto:kleissle~!uncaa unc edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> ~live.unc.edu> 2:33 PM >>> 
Hello 2,my, 

I am still interested in tutoring & am available for I have attached my resume and am also on the learning center’s tutoring board J2~r Swahili and Spanish tutoring. Thank you and have a 
great day 

Sincerely, 

From: ~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.tmc. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Swahili Tutor 

Hello! I was wondering if you are still available for tutoring Kiswahili this semester? If so, please forward me your resume. We have need for students in SWAH 
Thank you, 
Amy Kleissler 

Letmeknow[ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

,c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~live.unc.edu> 7:06 PM >>> 
Hello Am?- 

My apologies for waiting this long to respond to your e-maih Unfortunately i was unable to tutor your friend travelling to Kenya due to lack of time. In between 4 classes, an internship & a 
job this summer has been extremely hectic. If you are still looking for Swahili tutors in the fall please let me know and I will be sure to send in my resume. Thank you and have a wonderful 
day 

Sincerely, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 15306bytes; 

File Name Expilsz Date Size 
resume docx<http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/cd0cf1363651 cd5338490bd224426faf> Tue, 13:34:43 -0500 15306bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 6:22 PM 

Tracy ttarris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Update 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Tracy, 
Good evening! It was good to see you (and the new building!) on Monday. 

I am not sure if you have any ne~v learning assistants scheduled to come see you tomorrow or Friday for paperwork -- I apologize for the guy who showed up un-announced I told them 
half-a-dozen times to call/email you :) 

Could you let me know ~vho has come seen you or is scheduled to do so? 
Thanks : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stephen Blackwell <sblackwell@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 8:59 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: email 

TEXT.htm 

got 
steve blackwell 

On Wed, Aug 31, 2011 at 3:54 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

I think there might be a problem with my emails -- I’ve had reports that 
people have sent me emails that I have not responded to, and visa versa. 
I’m a chatty girl so you can rest assured that if you ask me a question, I 
will always answer you back!! 

Could you please simply hit "reply" to this email so that I can figure out 
where the bug is? Thank you so much! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kimberly Jones <kjones@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Thursday, September 1, 2011 8:38 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: email 

TEXT.htm 

got your note. 

Kim 

On Wed, Aug 31, 2011 at 3:54 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

I think there might be a problem with my emails -- I’ve had reports that 
people have sent me emails that I have not responded to, and visa versa. 
I’m a chatty girl so you can rest assured that if you ask me a question, I 
will always answer you back!! 

Could you please simply hit "reply" to this email so that I can figure out 
where the bug is? Thank you so much! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 

Kimberly Jones, NBCT 
English Department 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 ext 41227 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:00 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: update 

’IEXT.httn 

I’m not sure where they are in the process right now, just give Tracy and she can update you 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
UniyersiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843 -2306 
khancock@uncaa, unc edu 
>>> Am?" Kleissler 6:22 PM >>> 
Kendra, 
Before I email tracy, i know you have a list -- I don’t trust what all the scribbles I have put on my roster actually mean at this pointt tlave these people met with Tracy: 

thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosme or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 2:00 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Amy ! 

Only problem-       on Wednesday at noon. I have a departmental meeting every week on that day at that time. Can he do any 
other time or is there someone else that can see him?? 

I’m sorry! 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle~,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: tonight 

Attached is your schedule. I will have a white board on 5 with the room assignments. 
Thanks ! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 2, 2011 9:12 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Backgrounds returned 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Amy, 

Below is a list of LA’s who need to make appointments with Tmcy. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Tracy Hams 9/1/2011 2:11 PM >>> 
Please have persons call to set up an appointment for next week. I’ll be out of the office from Sept. 2nd-7th. Thank you. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 10:02 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha Lee <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J 
Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; 
Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Labor Day Transit 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

CHT Labor Day Schedule 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) services will not operate on Monday, September 5,2011, in observance of the Labor Day holiday. CHT 
services will resume on Tuesday, September 6, 2011. For additional information, please contact a CHT customer service 
representative at 919-969-4900 (press 1) or email chtransit@townofchapelhill.org<ma~ho:chtra~sil(&towr~o~cha~>. 

CHT is the public transportation provider that serves Chapel Hill, Carrboro and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. For 
complete information about CHT services, schedules, route changes or directions to the nearest CHT stop, visit us at 
www.chtransit.org<~:i/~.ww.chtra~sit.or~>, email chtmnsit@townofchapelhill.org<ma~to:chtra~sit~tow~o~c or call 
a CHT customer service representative at 919-969-4900. 

Triangle Transit Hours of Operation & Holiday Calendar 

Triangle Transit operates regional service from 6am to 10:30pm, Monday through Friday, and from 8am to 5:30pm on Saturdays. 

Triangle Transit does NOT operate bus or shuttle service on Sundays or the following holidays. 

* New Year’s Day 

* Memorial Day 
* Fourth of July 

* Labor Day 

* Thanksgiving Day 

* Christmas Eve & Christmas Day 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Monday, September 5, 2011 8:51 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: schedules 

TEXT.htm 

I did get your email, with the schedule ! I have not been contacted by HR 
yet, so just wanted to check in on that. Thanks, 

Katherine 

On Sun, Sep 4, 2011 at 3:32 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Katherine -- something weird is going on with my contacts in my email. I 
have your name and address typed in, but for some reason I don’t think it is 
sending you my emails. I just sent one out to the group with the 
information below. Could you let me know if you received that email? 
THANKS! 

>A 

Good afternoon- I hope that you are having a good long weekend, and 
actually, that you will not read this email until Monday night because you 
are away from all things electronic and work-related until then! 

A few notes as I am sending out schedules this afternoon: 

- for any of you who indicated that you are able to work at 6PM: I am 
still awaiting requests from the Olympic sports as their practice/class 
schedules are ironed out so you may not see any appointments scheduled for 
you during that hour. [football study hall is only 7-9PM, Olympic sports 
run anywhere in the 6-10PM window.[ 

If you indicated to me that your availability was 6-8PM, I tried to fill 
the requests I have received from OLYM with you. If you have only been 
scheduled for 7-8PM, I cannot guarantee at this moment that I can fill your 
6-7PM slot, but I am working on it! If, for some reason that second slot 
of your time does not get filled, let me know if you do not want to work 
only 1 hour a night. I completely understand, but am really hoping to fill 
your slot soon. 

- Unless I let you know otherwise, until we move to the new building your 
sessions will be in the Kenan Football Center. I will be there for your 
first nights to help you get settled and oriented :) Your training was on 
the 2nd floor in the auditorium, but for your sessions, plan on arriving on 
the 5th floor of KFC @645-650PM to sign in, pick up your feedback forms, and 
look on the board to see what your room assignment is. If you have any 
questions during your sessions, please speak with the Academic Counselor or 
Study Hall Monitor on duty that night. 



- I will be sending you a separate document with your schedule that has a 
schedule of the AC staff members and monitors on duty for the various nights 
of the week. They will handle any issues you have with the students or 
needs that you have at that time. 

- I will be sending any new staff members an email this afternoon with a 
primer for signing into TIMS, the building, Blackboard, etc. 

That is all I can think of for the moment. Enjoy the rest of the weekend, 
and I look forward to seeing you this week! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

*Katherine Gardocki* 
*System Level 3 Class* 
*Chapel Hill High School* 
"919-929-2106 X 42143* 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lauren Logan <llogan@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Monday, September 5,2011 9:22 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: schedules 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 
Thanks for all of your e-mails. You’re doing a great job keeping all of us 
informed! :) I have a question about payroll. My background check did not 
go through until late last week. I was going to go and get all of my 
paperwork completed on Friday after school, but when calling to make the 
appointment, there was a voicemail that the lady in charge (I cannot 
remember her name) will be out of town until Wednesday. I am now planning on 
going Wednesday after school but I was wondering if I will still be able to 
work with the athletes tomorrow night. Do I have to wait until all paperwork 
goes through or can I go ahead get started tomorrow? I know that I will not 
have an onyen/PID until after everything has been completed. Will that be a 
problem tomorrow night? 

Thanks so much and I hope that you are having a great Labor Day ! 

Lauren Logan 

On Sun, Sep 4, 2011 at 3:42 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

*Lauren Logan* 
*Social Studies Teacher* 
*Chapel Hill High School* 
*(919) 929.2106 x1243" 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 7:49 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha Lee <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J 
Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; 
Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

HR Employee Information 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

ph: 919-962-1046 
fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 64805bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:iiarchiveO2.uncaa.mac.edu/de28c51fe662e41ce57aTfO25dgc67a4 
File Name: 9-6-11_HR Employee Information.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mon, 05 Dec 2011 18:49:03 -0500 
Size: 64805bytes 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Emily Davis <erdavis@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 2:50 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HR 

TEXT.htm 

I just talked with Tmcy and the earliest I can get in to see her is 
Wednesday the 14th at 4:30 :( Is that ok? The earliest she’s available to 
meet with me is on Tuesday, but I would have a pretty hard time leaving work 
in the middle of the day. But, if you would like me to do it so I can work 
on the 13th, I can try to swing it. Or do a couple days not really matter? 
Emily 

On Thu, Sep 8, 2011 at 1:14 PM, Emily Davis <erdavis@chccs.kl2.nc.us> wrote: 

Ok! I just left her a message. I’ll let you know when I hear. 
Thanks ! 
Emily 

On Thu, Sep 8, 2011 at 12:58 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> Emily, 
>> Give her a call and find out. Let me know when you have seen her because 
>> then you can work. 
>> Thanks 
>> A 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c****** 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message.**** 
>> >>> Emily Davis <erdavis@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 9/8/2011 12:57 PM >>> 
>> Hey Amy, 
>> I can’t come in today until about 6:30. Is she still there then? I’m 
>> guessing not. If not, I can try to come in on my lunch hour tomorrow. 
>> Thanks ! 
>> Emily 
>> 

>> On Thu, Sep 8, 2011 at 12:23 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 
>> 
>>> Your background check has come back so you are ready to meet with Tracy 
>>> to finalize your paperwork. Let me know if you are able to do it today. 
>>> Thanks! 
>>> Amy 
>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>> c****** 



>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>>> message.**** 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Emily Davis 
>> Transition Facilitator 
>> Chapel Hill High School 
>> 919-929-2106 x41127 
>> 919-969-2455 FAX 
>> 
>> All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
>> City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
>> Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
>> parties, including law enforcement. 
>> 

>> 

Emily Davis 
Transition Facilitator 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 x41127 
919-969-2455 FAX 

Emily Davis 
Transition Facilitator 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 x41127 
919-969-2455 FAX 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-mail: tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jackson Curtis <jrcurtis@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 5:45 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HR 

TEXT.htm 

Met with her yesterday, I’m ready for Sunday! 

On Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 11:56 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Jackson, 
I wanted to confirm if you have been able to meet with Tmcy Hams, or 
when your appointment is. I have talked with so many people about this 
lately that I can’t remember who has, and who hasn’t! 

Thanks so much, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday,                  6:51 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: availability 

TEXT.htm 

So sorry ! I thought I had responded to this but it got saved to my drafts 
instead! I would love to work with    for and extra hour on Wed mornings. 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Thu, at 8:47 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Wally asked me to contact you to see if you have any availability for 
Wednesday at 10AM. Let me know -- thanks! 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 



Sent: Sunday, 10:02 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Drama 

Hi Am?-, I’m already tutoring Drama along with ) Mondays m 
the Pope Box. I’m scheduled for at 8 pm; have a number of kids on the 
list, so I’m guessing it’ll be a big table where I’ll review- the plays 
as well as help guide them thin the big paper. I’m guessing the I’tball kids 
can come over to the Pope Box for drama, yes? 
See you soon- 

.... Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hello -- Brent suggested that I contact you to see if you are interested in tutoring DRAM this semester -- an?’ thoughts?[ Let me know-. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
> Cheers, 
> An~y 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> U2x,-C-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday,                  11:26 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: updated schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Amy. The emails you sent me at 11:11, 11:13, and 11:14, all said the 
recipients were meeting with me at 8 pm on Monday... 

Thanks 

On Sun, at 11:22 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Unless I goofed up (often likely) you have 1 at 7pm and 2 at 8pm. 
at 7, then at 8. On Wed you have at 7 and 

>at8. 

Let me know if I sent out something differently :) Thanks! 
>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 
>>>                                  ~gmail.com>         11:19 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

Hope this finds you well! Will I have a total of 3 or 4 students tomorrow 
at 8 pm? 

Thanks ! 

On Sun, at 11:13 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> This is to let you know you have been scheduled for a BUSI    review 
>> with on Monday at 8PM. Please contact your advisor with 
>> any questions. 
>> Amy 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 



>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message.**** 
>> 

>__ 

MSPH, May 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
The Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

MSPH, May 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
The Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  11:09 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: updated schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

Students from different sections for the same class is if fine. 

Thanks, 

On Mon, 10:56:20 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
wrote: I apologize! I have a question for you -- does it matter if 
the students are different sections? The three already scheduled at 9PM are 
a different section that the person I need to move. Let me know. 
Thanks ! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler Academic Support Program for Student 
Athletes, Football UNC-Chapel Hill 919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu [1] 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail 
message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. 

9:28 AM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

Thanks for your email. Unfortunately, I 
cannot make this appointment becuase I have class between 5-6.30pm on 
Tuesdays. 

However, you can add this appointment to Tuesday 9.00pm when I 
am meeting with 3 other students for a STOR session. 

Another solution 
could be this: It turns out that, we may not need to meet at 
6.00pm Thursday for a full-lenght hour every week because he has a 
relatively light schedule at the beginning of the semester for this course. 
He said for some weeks half an hour might be enough. We can find another 
appointment time with      that could be more flexible and I can meet 
with this student on Tuesday 6pm. 

Best regards, 



On Mon, 
01:11:05 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" wrote: You have been scheduled for 

STOR    review with         at 6PM on Tuesdays. Please contact your 
advisor with any questions, thank you, Amy Amy Kleissler Academic 
Support Program for Student Athletes, Football UNC-Chapel Hill 919-843-8635 
o c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu [2] 

Confidentiality 
Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use 
of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Links: 

[1] mailto :kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu 
[21 
mailto :kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, 4:26 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: languages 

TENTI’.httn 

Brilliant--looking forward to it! 
Best, 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: Monday: 4:21 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: languages 

whoop whoop. I will let you l~ow ASAP thanks, We have some dictionaries here, and the students should have their own as well 
’]7hanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss le@un caa.unc, edu<mailto: kleissle(~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may comain confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>>                  ~ad unc.edu>         4:20 PM >>> 

I’m definitely able (and vep)~ happy) to tutor both French & Latin. Please let me know if that might be useful--if so I’ll start bringing the necessap)~ dictionaries, etc., on Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights ’]7hanks! 

Very best wishes, 

From: .~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.tmc. edu] 
Sent: Monday. 4:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: languages 

Are you able to tutor French and Latin?? That information is in our database so I wanted to double check. Please let me know. 

thank you, 

Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"IVlail Delive~ System" <MAILER-DAEMON@mxip0i.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 11:07 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

sIatus.~d; FILE.Insg 

The following message to ~email.unc.edu> was undeliverable. 
The reason for the problem: 

51.0 - Unknown address elTor 553-’5.30        .~email.unc edu>.. User unknown’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 9:24 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha Lee <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J 
Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; 
Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Temporary Lane Closure: One-Lane of Old Mason Farm Road 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

One lane of Old Mason Farm Road will be closed from the intersection of Fordham Blvd (15-501) east of the Ronald McDonald 
House from Tuesday, September 13 - Tuesday, October 11 between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. 

The road is scheduled to be widened and have a turning lane added at the Fordham Blvd intersection. Traffic control will be by 
flagmen permitting two way traffic at all times. Some traffic congestion can be expected at times. Please allow extra time. 

The transit stop by the Ronald McDonald House will be temporarily moved to the east. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  4:08 PM 

Jaimie AlexisSamatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Amy Byrne Kleissler 
<kleissle@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@email.unc.edu> 

Geo and Geog 

TEXT.htm 

Just reiterating that I won’t be at study hall on Thursday and Sunday night (the respectively). I’ll be out of town. 

I’m attaching a reading guide for the Massey article for Geog    and a key terms worksheet that they should be able to fill out from 
their notes in class. They should also continue reading the Harvest book. 

Geo guys have reading to do too..in the book. Thanks and I’ll see you Tuesday night! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 26029bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/ce3e55868f0da9cc2b05974al lefaa23 
File Name: Massey article review sheet #2.docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 15:08:20 -0500 
Size: 12582bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/41143423b900f9e174cle8a8750092fe 
File Name: Key Terms Aug25-Sept8.docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 15:08:20 -0500 
Size: 13447bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 9:15 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; 
Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S 
Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc. edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J 
Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; 
Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Confidential Information Policy 

TEXT.htm 

Please read, sign and date the attached confidential information policy form and return it to me by Friday, September 16th. 

**Athletics - please give your completed form to Nate so that he can send everyone’s form at the same time. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

ph: 919-962-1046 
fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 19385bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i/arclfive02.~mcaa.u~c.edtdgd2fag0886alc43e5283aa641da054c9 
File Name: Confidential Information Policy (Undergraduate Education).docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 13 Dec 2011 08:14:49 -0500 
Size: 19385bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                  10:05 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tuesday 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks, sorry I didn’t let you know sooner. 

PhD Candidate, Department of Anthropology 

Public Outreach Coordinator, Research Labs of Archaeology 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

"If an archaeological perspective has a practical contribution to make, it 
is 
that even the most distant future will be affected by what we do today, just 
as 
today’s world has been shaped by what came before." GeoffBailey, 2006 

On Wed, at 9:57 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Sorry about that. I will change your availability in our data base and get 
that Tuesday appointment moved for you. Thanks for letting me know! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 
>>> ~gmail.com> 11:50 AM >>> 
Amy, 

Uh oh, Tuesday nights are kind of problematic. I originally said I had 
availability on Tuesday nights but would prefer to work only Thursday and 
Saturday because I had another job offer for Monday and Tuesday nights that 
I was hoping to take. After I got my schedule from you all, I went ahead and 
accepted that Tuesday offer so I am now booked on Tuesdays and really only 
have Sunday and Thursday open. Could     do a different time or Sunday or 
Thursday? Or is there another anthropology tutor that could work with him on 
Tuesday? 

Sorry for the difficulty, 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> PhD Candidate, Department of Anthropology 
> Public Outreach Coordinator, Research Labs of Archaeology 
> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
> 

> "If an archaeological perspective has a practical contribution to make, it 
> is 
> that even the most distant future will be affected by what we do today, 
>just as 
> today’s world has been shaped by what came before." Geoff Bailey, 2006 
> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, 
> 
>> Your ANTH 
>> Box. 
>> Thank you 
>> Amy 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c****** 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message.**** 
>> 

> 

> 

at 8:01 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

session had to move to Tuesday night at 7pm at the Pope 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"IVlail Delive~ System" <MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 10:16 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

sIatus.~d; FILE.Insg 

The following message to ~jaimielee@email.unc.edu> was undeliverable 
The reason for the problem: 
51.0 - Unknown address elTor 553-’5.30 ~jaimielee@email unc edu>... User Ul~0mown’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com" ~nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, 10:43 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: Resmne ti~r [,earning Assis~J~t 

TEXT.htm; resume.docx 

Sent li’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Forwarded message ..... 
From: ~gmail corn> 

To:          ~nc.rr corn> 
SubJect: Resume [’or Learning Assistant 
[)abe: Wed, 9:28 am 
Hi Amy, 

Here is my resume. 

Thanks, 

Doctoral Candidate 

North Carolina State University 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:26 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: learning assistant 

TEXTf.httn 

Hey Amy, 

I can come in and meet with you tomorrow at 9a if that works for you 

Thanks, 

On Wed, at 10:59 AM, 2,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> I forwarded your email from my house email to this one so hopefully it 
> works this time!!! 
> 

> Thank you so much [’or sending me your resume -- I am very anxious to talk 
> with you regarding the learning assistant position When would a be a good 
> time for you to come in? I am in the office by 830AM and am here all day I 
> have an appointment Thursday at 930AM, and then again at 2PM. Other than 
> that, ! am wide open Let me know[ 
> Thank you, 
> ~any 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapd tliH 
> 919-g43-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail rnessage, including any attachrnents, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and rnay contain confidential and 
> privileged irdorrnation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message.**** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 4:08 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: Academic Support Progrmn 

’IEXTf.htm 

Thal~kS! I will see you tomorro;v. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 14, 2011, at 11:10 AM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> My office is on the top floor of the football center, suite 520 The receptionist will direct you to the elevator. Thanks! I’m looking forward to meeting you 
> ~any 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fi~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

> >>>                                @yahoo.corn> 9/8/2011 8:19 AM >>> 
> Will 9:30 work for you? I am familiar with the stadium so I have an idea where your office will be. :-) I am looking fi~rward to meeting you. 
> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> Front: Arny Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~xc.edu> 
> To:                              ~yahoo.com> 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:47 PM 
> Subject: Re: Academic Support Prograln 
> 

> 

> Vvqay don’t xve do Thursday morning’.’ fou pick the time. My office is in the football center, the end of Kenan Stadittm that i:aces the big statue of Ramses and The Stone Center. 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Prograln for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNT’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail lnessage, including any attachlnents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged itfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
> >>>                                @yahoo.corn> 9/7/2011 10:28 AM >>> 
> Hi An’ly - I look forward to meeting you too. Monday is a little busy for me, but I could meet you in between 12:00-2:00. Or Thttrsday is wide open, either morning or evening. Let lne knoxv 
what works best for you. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.m~c.edu> 
> To:                             }yahoo.corn> 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 6, 2011 8:45 PM 
> Subject: Re: Academic Suppolt Program 
> 

> 

> Thank you for getting in touch Would there be a good time for you next Monday or Thursday to come in? This ~veek is a bit crazy, and I have on Tuesday :) Let me know 
what works for you. I am looking forward to meeting you’. 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 



> UNC-Chape[ Hill 

> 919-~3-8635 o 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 

message 

> >>: ~yahoo corn> 9/2/2011 2:28 PM >>~ 

> Hi .~y - 

Now-, I am ready to make the transition to work outside the home again and am interested in learning more about the Acadernic Support Prograrn at U~-C and if I could 

be an academic advisor in your program. I have attached rny resume for your review. Please feel free to contact me with any questions and I look forward to hearing from you. 
> 

> thanks you, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 82627bytes 

> File Name Ex~iq- Date Size 

> ~esume2011.pdf Thu, 01 Dec 2011 13:28:45 -0500 82627bytes 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 7:38 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: September gathering 

TEXT.htm 

I hope you are doing well and that there is no more need for pain meds. I 
can make it on Tuesday night. 

Bert 

On Wed, Sep 14,2011 at 4:07 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> Good afternoon- 
> I hope that you are having a good week. Believe it or not, in a week or so 
> we will be at the end of September. We are off to a fantastic start! Thank 
> you so much for your positive attitude and patience as we have worked 
> through the opening weeks of study hall. Between a new scheduling system, 
> hiring many new staff, and working the physical arrangements of study hall 
> with the mind that we will be moving into the new space soon, there have 
> been many balls in the air to juggle! We could not have done it as well as 
> we have without your good cheer and focus on the task at hand. 
> 

> Although some of you have only just begun meeting with students, I wanted 
> to gather the learning assistants together into small groups so that we 
> could catch up, ask questions of one another, and share ideas for working 
> most effectively with our students. 
> 

> I am planning on holding one of these sessions each night next week at 

> 630PM (Sun-Thurs) on the 5th floor of Kenan Football Center. This will 
> enable you to tailor which meeting you choose to attend based upon your work 
> schedule! Please RSVP to let me know which night to expect you. 
> I’m looking forward to catching up with all of you, and having your share 
> your experiences and ideas thus far. 

> I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message.**** 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Am~ie Sullivan" ~bellsoutk.net> 

Thursday, 8:40 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: September gathering 

’IENTf.httn 

Amy, This is a great idea and I think it will be very fruitful. I looked at 
my calendar to see what night would work.and now remember why I am not 
working nights The only possibility at all would be Wed. night - and I’m a 
little leeW about committing to that as the     mentioned taking me out 
for my birthday on Wed. Can I be a "maybe" that night and let you know as 
we get closer? 

Thanks so much for all your support and guidance. 

Annie 

The Law Off~ce of Annie L Sulhvan 

203 Lake Manor Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919942.0727 

@bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(&)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  4:07 PM 

Cc: Robert Mercer 
Subject: Septernber gathering 

Good afternoon 

I hope that you are having a good week. Believe it or not, in a week or so 
we xvill be at the end of September. We are off to a fantastic start[ Thank 
you so rnuch for your positive attitude and patience as xve have worked 
through the opening xveeks of study hall. Between a new scheduling system, 
hiring rnany nexv staff, and xvorking the physical arrangements of stu@ hall 
with the mind that we will be moving into the new- space soon, there have 
been many balls in the air to juggle! We could not have done it as well as 
we have without your good cheer and focus on the task at hand. 

Although some of you have only just begun meeting with students, I wanted to 
gather the learning assistants together into small groups so that we could 
catch up, ask questions of one another, and share ideas for working most 
effectively xvith our students. 

I am plalming on holding one of these sessions each night next week at 630PM 
(Sun-Thurs) on the 5th floor of Kenan Football Center. This will enable you 
to tailor which meeting you choose to attend based upon your work schedule! 
Please RSVP to let me know which night to expect you. 

I’m looking ihravard to catching up with all of you, and having your share 
your experiences and ideas thus far 

I look fona, ard to hearing from you soon 

Amy 



Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information An?" unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited I_[’you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 11:38 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: learning assis~nt 

TEXT.httn 

Hi Amy, 

Here are the times that I can work this semester: 

Sunday 7-9p 
Monday 9-11a, 7-9p 
Tuesday 9-1 la 
Thursday 9-1 la 

I look forward to working with you! 

Thanks agmn, 

On Wed, at 11:37 AM, Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>wrote: 

> 9AM sounds good. I am on the top floor of the Kenan Football (;enter, Suite 
> 520. When you come into the reception area on the :first floor, the 
> receptionist can direct you to the elevator closest to my office. When you 
> get of [’the elevator, my office is in front of you, a little to the left. I 
> am looking forward to meeting you[ 
> Cheers, 
> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ Hill 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited, if’you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message.**** 
> >>> ~gmail.com> 11:25 AM >>> 
> Hey Amy, 
> I can come in and meet with you tomorrow at 9a if that works for you. 
> Thanks, 

> On Wed, at 10:59 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> I forwarded your email from ray house entail to this one so hopefully it 
>> works this time!!! 
>> Thank you so much for sending me your resume - I am very at~xious to 
>> talk xvith you regarding the learning assistant position. \~nen would a be a 
>> good time for you to come in? I ant in the office by 830AM and am here all 
>> day. I have an appointment Thursday at 930AM. and then again at 2PM. Other 
>> than that, I am wide open. Let me know[ 
>> Thank you, 
>> Am?- 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Foothall 
>> lYix.’C-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa unc edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information An?- unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> lnessage.**** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Emily Davis <erdavis@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 12:07 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Done 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Amy, 
I meant to email you last night, but by the time I got home, it slipped my 
mind. I met with Tmcy and I’m all set to start tonight! 
Emily 

Emily Davis 
Transition Facilitator 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 x41127 
919-969-2455 FAX 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frank Felicelli <frank.felicelli@orange.kl2.nc.us> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 1:16 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: September gathering 

TEXT.htm 

Like I said, no big deal .... I empathize with what must be a real logistical 
challenge., to say the least....ok, so I will be at your get together on 
Monday at 630 .... 

See then, if not Sunday. 

ciao 

On Thu, Sep 15, 2011 at 8:42 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Frank, 
I apologize for the confusion. This new database spits out pre-printed 
feedback forms for any sessions that students are assigned to -- thus, you 
have feedback forms for your time at football. For your time with Beth 
Lyons, you are more working with her, helping her facilitate her students. 
That is why the system does not spit out feedback forms for that time. You 
can get blank feedback forms from the monitor on duty or Beth Lyons when you 
are over at the Pope Box. 

Your schedule: 
Sunday 5-7 Olympic with Beth Lyons, then 7-9 with football 
Monday 7-9 with football 
Wednesday 6-8 with Beth Lyons, then 8-9 with football 

I am sorry for all the confusion. I know that I completely fall to mental 
pieces when I am not sure where all of my ducks are supposed to line up, let 
alone that they are lining up!!! 
This afternoon I am working on ONYEN’s and TIMS to get that all 
straightened out. 
Does any of this help??? Too many moving parts -- sorry about that :) 
Cheers, 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 
>>> Frank Felicelli <frank.felicelli@orange.kl2.nc.us> 9/15/2011 6:12 AM 

Good Morning Amy, 



As my long text indicated I need some clarity regarding Mondays. I thought 
I was to report to Pope for Olympic sports s,m,w for a 5-7 shift and then 
over to football for 7-9. 

This past Monday I arrived and there was no paperwork. The same was true 
last night but with Beth there I was able to work with my two ballplayers 
and evervthin~ worked out. However, for football my schedule indicates 

(7 and 8pm). At Kenan there was only documentation for 

My schedule alone has so many moving parts that I can’t even imagine what 
you are dealing with. Thus, it appears that Monday is where the pieces don’t 
quite fit in my case. 
Thanks for looking into this for me. 

Finally, I tried to log into TIMS but was unsuccessful so I wrote my time 
in the log book. I will check my name and password today but I did write it 
down and had it with me in my wallet... You know what a Luddite is? :-) 

ok, have a super day .... it’s a great idea to reconvene to talk about 
"stuW’... I suppose I can come Monday if it turns out that I am not needed 
at 5pm that day... 

As they say in principal-speak.. .. "thanks for all you do" :-) 

On Wed, Sep 14, 2011 at 4:07 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> Good afternoon- 
>> I hope that you are having a good week. Believe it or not, in a week or so 
>> we will be at the end of September. We are offto a fantastic start! Thank 
>> you so much for your positive attitude and patience as we have worked 
>> through the opening weeks of study hall. Between a new scheduling system, 
>> hiring many new staff, and working the physical arrangements of study hall 
>> with the mind that we will be moving into the new space soon~ there have 
>> been many balls in the air to juggle! We could not have done it as well as 
>> we have without your good cheer and focus on the task at hand. 
>> Although some of you have only just begun meeting with students, I 
>> wanted to gather the learning assistants together into small groups so that 
>> we could catch up, ask questions of one another, and share ideas for working 
>> most effectively with our students. 
>> I am planning on holding one of these sessions each night next week at 
>> 630PM (Sun-Thurs) on the 5th floor of Kenan Football Center. This will 
>> enable you to tailor which meeting you choose to attend based upon your work 
>> schedule ! Please RSVP to let me know which night to expect you. 
>> I’m looking forward to catching up with all of you, and having your share 
>> your experiences and ideas thus far. 
>> I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
>> Amy 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c****** 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message.**** 
>> 



Frank Felicelli, MS, NBCT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 

Frank Felicelli, MS, NBCT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock,~uncaa.unc.edup 

Thursday, 1:54 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Forms 

TEXT.htm; BGCK APRIL .doc; ’][’racy Harris.vcf 

Can you email this to            and have him fax it to Tracy Harris. 
Make sure he fills out/signs all the appropriate parts. 
Her fax number is 919 843-7003 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancuck 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843 -2306 
khancuck@uncaa, unc edu 
Ifyuu believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 
>>> ’]’racy ttarris 3:45 PM >>> 

:) 

Tracy U Harris 
Emie Williamsun Athletic (;enter 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel tliH NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc edu 
GO t]EELSt t 
"A life watered by the tears uf tragedy and suffering uften becomes the must fertile soil for spiritual gruwth" 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:14 PM 

To: Am)’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Forms 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Hi Amy, 

Thanks for letting me know about this I am about to head into class, but I 
will hand deliver it to Tracy tomorrow 
as I will be on campus in the morning 

Thanks, 

On Thu, at 3:09 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

- With all the cummutiun ufthe muve we are unable tu find the 
paperwork you filled uut I apologize. Would yuu be able tu :fill out the 
attached backgruund check material and fax it tu Tracy Harris at yuur 
earliest cunvenience? She can then get started un the background check 
right away. Thank you! 
~ny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Fuotba[1 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-~g43-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
[’or the sule use of intended recipient(s) and may cuntain cunfi dential and 
privileged irtformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Kendra Hancock" <khancock@uncaa.~c.edu> 
To: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 13:53:57 
Subject: Fwd: Forms 
Amy, 

Can you cmail this to            and have hint fax it to Tracy Harris... 
Make sure he fills out/signs all the appropriate parts. 
Hcr fax numbcr is 919 843-7003. 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universit7- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@uncaa.unc edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 
>>> Tracy Harris 3:45 PM >>> 

>:) 

Tracy U. Harris 
Emie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fox: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

> GO HEFLS!! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the 
most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 4:16 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Friday 

Attach: TENSI’.httn 

Sure...let’s plan on it..ill call u when I’m done ~vith swin~ning 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
Date: Thu, 15 Sep 2011 15:48:56 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Friday 

let me know if you can do lunch :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 9/15/2011 1:42 PM >>> 
I have recruits until 12 and then recruits again at 430...no plans as of yet 

Girls are about to come over...what time on sunday? 

Sent fi-om my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From: "2,my Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 15 Sep 2011 12:54:17 -0400 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Friday 

What are you doing when they kick us out at noon’?’? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: ~yahoo.com~ 

Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 10:01 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Sub.ject: Fail Schedule 

Attach: ’l~XYI’.httn 

Hi Amy - I enjnyed meeting with you today. I am looking forward to this opportunity! This fall, I can work any twn mornings 9-1 00, except Friday. I lonk forward to hearing back ti’om you. 



From: @yahoo.com> 

Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 2:36 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: directions 

Attach: ’IEXYf.httn 

Ms Kleissler: 

I am now in receipt of your driving directions to I_,~!C at Chapel Hill; thank you. It was also my 
pleasure to speak with you on yesterday’s date. I am excited about meeting with you on Monday, 
September 19, 2011, at 9:00 a.m 

From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
To:             ~yahoo.com 
Sent: rlhursday, September 15, 2011 12:53 PM 
Subject: directions 

It *vas a pleasure speaking with you this morning and I am looking forward to meeung you on Monday morning. 

Here are directions to my office :from Raleigh: 

From Raleigh/Durham 
Take 1-40 West 
Take NC 54 West via Exit # 273-A to*yard Chapel Hill and go about 3 miles.. 
After about 6 traffic lights, you will go under H’aT 15/501 overpass and be on Raleigh 
Road 
Turn leR onto Country Club Rd. 
Turn right onto Ridge Rd. 
Continue on Ridge Road approximately 1/2 mile. You will pass the baseball stadium on your lel~, and Stadium Drive on your right 
Rams Head Parking Deck will be on the right. 

Once inside the garage, take a left, then right up the slope. Ahead of you there will be a set of stairs. Park anyxvhere you want, but you will need to take those stairs up to the plaza level. 

When you corae out onto the plaza, the stadimn will be offto your right. Take a hard turn right and head toxvard the stadium. As you move up the sloping sidewalk, the stadium will be on 
your left. At the approx. 50 yard line of the stadium there are big gates to enter the stadium (gate 2?). Go in there. 

Once inside those gates (or anywhere nearby) call me on my cell and I will come meet you - 
Have a good weekend ~ 
Arny 

Thank you! 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Coiffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 12:31 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Forms 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

How does tomol~cOW (Sunday) aRernoon at 4p work for you? I am equally 
excited : ) 

at 11:27 AM. Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@macaa unc edu>wrote: 

Vv’hen would you like to91919! [ will be in the office late tomon-ow 
afternoon (Sunday) through the evening, and then every day next week. You 
let me know when you want to come, and I’ll make it happen! Very excited! 
Amy 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program k)r Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

>>> 6:35 AM >>> 
rm official : ) I met with Tracy yesterday and she has all the necessary 
paperwork. When can I come 

m for training? 

On Thu at 7:27 PM; Amy Kleissler *vrote: 

> awesome! !{ 
> Thanks 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attact~ments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthurized review, use, disclos~e or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destrW all copies of the original 
> message.**** 
> >>>                    4:13 PM>>> 

> Hi AmY, 

> Thanks *’or letting me know about this. I am about to head into class, but 
>I 

> will hand deliver it to Tracy tomorrow 
> as I will be on campus in the morning. 

>> 

> Thanks, 

> On Thu, at 3:09 P2~L Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 
>> 

> - With all the commotion of the move we are unable to find the 
>> paperwork you filled out. I apologize Would you be able to fill out the 
>> attached background check material and fax it to Tracy Hart-is at your 
>> earliest convenience? She can then get started on the background check 
right 
>> a~vay Thank your 
>> Am?’ 
>> Am?’ Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 



> >> 919-843-8635 o 

> >> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> >> Cor~fidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
> is 
> >> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
> >> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> >> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
> >> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
> original 

> >> .......... Fol~’arded message .......... 
> >> From: "Kencha Hancock" 
> >> To: "Amy Kleissler" 
> >> Date: Thu, 13:53:57 -0403 
> >> Subiect: Fwd: Forms 
> >> Array, 
> >> Can you email this to ~ and have him ~ax it to Tracy 
> >> Harris... 
> >> Make sure he fills out/signs all the appropriate parts. 
> >> Her ~ax number is 919 843-7003. 
> >> Thanks, 
> >> Kendra 

> >> Kendra Hancock 
> >> Acadermc Support Prograru for Student-Athletes 
> >> Universit’y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> >> (,919) 843-2306 
> >> ld~ancock@~caa.unc.edu 
> >> If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them[ 
> >> >>> Tracy Harris         3:45 PM>>> 

> >> Tracy U. Harris 
> >> Emie Williamson Athletic Center 
> >> 450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
> >> Chapel Hill NC 27514 
> >> CB# 8500 
> >> Phone: (919) 962-7852 
> >> Fax: (919) 843-7003 
> >> tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
> >> GO HEELS!! 
> >> "A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suIt’ering often becomes the 
> >> most fertile soil for spiritual grovAh" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 10:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

birthday 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 1:00 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subje~’t: "~-Re: Forms 

perfect’. My cell is              if you come to the concourse elevators (the ones by the snack bar inside the stadium that are close to the new parking garage) the?’ should be unlocked and 
you can come on up to my office. I 
>>> ~                   12:31 PM >>> 
How does tomolTow (Sunday) afternoon at 4p work for you? I am equally 
excited : ) 

On Sat, at 11:27 AM, Am?- Kleissler wrote: 

> When would you like to?! ?! ?! I will be in the office late tomon-ow 
> afternoon (Sunday) through the evening, and then every day next week. You 
> let me know when you ;vant to come, and I’ll make it happen! Very excited! 
> Amy 

> Am?- Kleissler 
> Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> >>> 6:35 AM >>> 
> rm official : ) I met with Tracy yesterday and she has all the necessary 
> paperwurk. When can I cume 
> m ]2~r training? 

> On Thu, at 7:27 PM; Amy Kleissler wrote: 

> > awesome[ [[ 
> > Thanks 
> > Am?" 

> > Amy Kleissler 
> > Academic Support Prugram :[’or Student Athletes, Foutbal[ 
> > UNC-Chapel Hill 
> > 919-843-8635 o 

> > kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attactwaents, 
> is 
> > for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
> > privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> > distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
> > contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> > >>> 4:13 PM>>> 

> > Hi AmY, 

> > Thapf~zs for letting me know about this. I ara about to head into class, but 
>I 
> > will hand deliver it to Tracy tomol~ow 
> > as I will be on campus in the morning. 

> > Thanks, 

> > On Thu, at 3:09 PM, Am?’ Kleissler ~Vl-ote: 

> >> .- With all the commotion of the move we are unable to find the 
> >> paperwork you filled out. I apologize Would you be able to fill out the 
> >> attached backgrouaad check material and fax it to Tracy Han-is at your 
> >> earliest convenience? She can then get started on the background check 
> right 
> >> a~vay Thankyou! 
> >> Am?’ 
> >> Am?’ Kleissler 
> >> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 



> >> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> >> 919-843-8635 o 

> >> kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

> >> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>is 
> >> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
> >> privileged information. An?" unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> >> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
> >> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
> original 

> >> .......... Forwarded message .......... 
> >> From: "Kendra Hancock" 
> >> To: "Amy Kleissler" 
> >> Date: Thu, 13:53:57 -0400 
> >> Subject: Fwd: Forms 
> >> Amy, 
> >> Can you email this to and have him fax it to Tracy 
> >> Harris... 
> >> Make sure he fills out/signs all the appropriate parts. 
> >> Her fax nmnber is 919 843-7003. 
> >> Thanks, 
> >> Kendra 

> >> Kendra Hancock 
> >> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> >> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> >> (919) 843-2306 
> >> khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
> >> If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 
> >> >>> Tracy Harris         3:45 PM >>> 

> >> Tracy U Harris 
> >> Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
> >> 450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
> >> Chapel Hill NC 27514 
> >> CB# 8500 
> >> Phone: (919) 962-7852 
> >> Fax: (919) 843-7003 
> >> tuh@uncaa.unc edu 
> >> GO HEFLS!’. 
> >> "A life ~vatered by the tears of trage@ and suffering often becomes the 
> >> most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:5 8 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Forms 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Ok I’ll see you at 4[ 

at 1:00 PM, Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> perfect! My cell is               if you come to the concourse elevators 
> (the ones by the snack bar inside the stadium that are close to the new 
> parking garage) they should be unlocked and you can come on up to my office. 
> Otherwise, call my cell and I’ll come let you in. 
> Thanks[ 
>A 
> 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> >>> 12:31 PM >>> 
> How does tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon at 4p work [’or you? I am equally 
> excited : ) 

> On Sat, at 11:27 AM; Amy Kleissler wrote: 

> > When would you like to?[ ?! ?t I will be m the office late tomorrow 
> > afternoon (Sunday) through the evening, and then every day next week. 
> You 
> > let me know when you want to come, and l’]l make it happen[ VeW 
> excited! 
> > 

> > Amy Kleissler 
> > Acaderuic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> > UNC-Chapel Hill 

> > kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > >>> 6:35 AM>>> 
> > rm official : ) I met xvith Tracy yesterday- and she has all the 
> nec eSSal~y, 
> > paperwork. V~nen can I come 
> > in for training? 

> > On Thu, at 7:27 PM. 2uny Kleissler wrote: 

> > > awesome[[[ 
> > > Thanks 
> > > 

> > > Amy- Kleissler 
> > > Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> > > UN(?-Chapel Hill 
> > > 919-843-8635 o 

> > > kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>is 
> > > for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

> > > privileged information AW unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> > > distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 
> > please 
> > > contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
> original 

> > > >>> 4:13 PM>>> 



> > > Hi 

> > > ’]?hanks for letting me know about this. I am about to head into class, 
> but 
>>! 

> > > will hand deliver it to Tracy tomorrow 
> > > as I will be on campus in the morning 

> > > Thanks, 

> > > On Thu, at 3:09 PiM. Amy Kleissler ~vrote: 

> > >> - With all the cormnotion of the move we are unable to find the 
> > >> paperwork you filled out. I apologize. Would you be able to fill out 
> the 
> > >> attached background check material and fax it to Tracy Harris at yo~tr 
> > >> earliest convenience? She can then get started on the background check 
> > right 
> > >> away. Thank you[ 
> > >> Amy 
> > >> Arny Kleissler 
> > >> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> > >> LlWC-Chapel Hill 
> > >> 919-843-8635 o 

> > >> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > >> Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-lnail message, including any 

> attachments, 
>>is 
> > >> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and lnay contain cotffidential 

> > >> privileged mformatiun. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> > >> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> > please 
> > >> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
> > original 

> > >> .......... For~varded message .......... 
> > >> From: "Kendra Hancock" 
> > >> To: "Amy Kleissler" 
> > >> Date: Thtt 13:53:57 -04r.Y.) 
> > >> Su~iect: Fwd: Forms 
> > >> Amy, 
> > >> Can you email this to and have him fax it to Tracy 

> > >> Make sure he fills out/signs all the appropriate parts. 
> > >> Her fax number is 919 843-7003 
> > >> Thanks, 

> > >> Kendra Hancock 
> > >> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > >~ University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> > >> (919) 843-2306 
> > >> khancock@uncaa unc.edu 
> > >> If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 
> > >> >>> Tracy Harris         3:45 PM>>> 

> > >> Tracy U. Harris 
> > >> Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
> > >> 450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
> > >> Chapel Hill NC 27514 
> > >> CB# 8500 
> > >> Phone: (919) 962-7852 
> > >> Fax: (919) 843-7003 
> > >> mh@uncaa.unc.edu 
> > >> GO IIEE] 
> > >> "A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes 
> the 
> > >> most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 5:41 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: "tonight 

Attach: ’I~LNTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I met with Trace?’ on Friday afternoon, and I plarmed to start tonight. It 
just dawned on me that maybe I should have let you know that I set 
eve~zthing up with her, so hopeIhlly you did not need notice I am still 
planning on coming tonight I will also come by for the 6:30 meeting. 
Sorry for the late email notices. 



Subject: 

Jaimie ~gmail.com> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 12:40 AM 
@ya~hoo.com>; Jennit~r Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edn~;/Mny Kleissler ~-~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edt~-~; Tia 

C~’erstreet <~verstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

We gotta do this one’. 

Silk Press Straightening Treatment, Trim, and 

Hello - I ust purchased this deal from LivingSocial Deals: Deluxe Shellac ManiiPedi Hour-Long Swedish Massage and Express Faciah or 
Conditioning (~~_ &rui 4t~’10339~4) qYne deal is only ax~ailable for 4 more hours, so check it out and get in while you still have the chance! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson @hotmail.com> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 2:02 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

RE: 

TgXFI’.httn 

Awesome! Glad that you will be able to join us. I will see if I can manually over-ride the RSVP with your "yes." 

[)abe: Mon, 19 Sep 2011 12:37:47 -0400 

From: kleissIe@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: ~@hotmaiI.com 
gut~iect: 

Shell?’ 
For some reason my computer will not load the evite to allow me to RS VP so I wanted to confirm with you -- yes, I will be attending. Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: @chccs.kl2.nc.n,¢, 

Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 4:21 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Another diagnosis 

Attach: TEJx2I’.httn 

Thanks for understanding’. And how much worse ~vould I feel if I was solely 
responsible for the worst season for evely team on campus? 

On Mon, Sep 19, 2011 at 2:59 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>wrote: 

Oh my goodness!! You must feel awful! Do not worry about us (and thank 
you for thinking of the athletes!) No need for paperwork, check back in 
with me at the end of the week, but no matter what, no worries. You take 
care of yourself and come back when you are :[it and rea~d.y. 
Thanks 
Amy 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: ][]his e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited ]l’you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 

>>> Jackson Curtis        @chccs.kl 2 nc.us> 9/19/2011 2:43 PM >>> 

I received a call from my doctor’s office with the results of my blood 
work. 

Pve 

taken off from the school today and I feel like I shouldn’t be around the 
athletes. I can provide you with any needed paper work as I don’t want you 
to thirtk I’m trying to get out of workingt 

Let me know[ So sor15~, 

JRC 

All mail COl~espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, ~vhich may result in nronitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law- enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



I’ll be come by in the morningl:~ -I 

Connected by DROiD on Verizen Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, Sep 19, 2011 23:14:36 GMT+00:00 
Subject: ARGH! 

Christy, 

I hope that you are doing well :) 

I am having a computer problem that I hope you can help me with TIMS!!! I asked Andrew if he could help but [ do not believe he was able to solve the 

problem. For the computer that is out on the 5th floor near the copy machine, we are not able to get to TIMS either through the icon on the desktop, nor 

through the internet. We have removed and reinstalled the program, but no joy. 

For the student computer in my office, last night I thought that we had it successfully bookmarked and accessible, but now it freezes as well. It has asked that we 

install Java, which we clicked on, but still no joy. Harumph. 

Could you tell me what I am doing wrong so that I can fix the problems? Thanks so much!! 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.un c.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Ms. Kleissler, 

As I told 
Please inform 

Thanks, 

at our first session, that is absolutely acceptable. Alfl~ough the students may have different teachers, all the Port 
that I roll be looking for him next Sunday’ at 7:00 pm. 

curricula are effectively the stone. 

From-" Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Nonday,                 :t:22 PM 
To’,       @email.unc.edu 
Subject: PORT 

I wanted to let you l, mow that due to practice schedule co~Ltlicts 

7PM hour you have 2 students also in PORT     but different sections,               is in a thi~vl section of PORT 

with the other two sections of the course, or are the sections veD, different? Let me know your thought. 
Tlm~k you! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.nnc.edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

needs to cm~cel his Sunday, 6PM sessions scheduled with you. I have a question for you: at the 

Will       be able to join tkat 203 session 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 6:28 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

¯~-emaJl 

Jenn, 
I hope the exam went well for your students :) 

Quick question for you -- do you have either Bradley’s home email address or kno~v if he has a uncaa one yet? I am putting together some materials for him, and althoug 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1:22 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

RE: September gathering 

TENTI’.httn 

I can be thereThurs. :) 

Date: Wed,            16:07:21 -0400 

From: kleissle@uncaa unc edu 

To:       (~ 

CC:rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: September gathering 

Good afternoon 
I hope that you are having a good week. Believe it or not, in a week or so we will be at the end of September. We are off to a fantastic start[ Thank you so much for your posiuve attitude and 
patience as we have worked through the opening weeks of study hall. Between a new scheduling system, hiring many new staff, and working the physical arrangements of study hall with 
the mind that we will be moving into the new space soon, there have been many balls in the air to juggle! We could not have done it as well as we have without your good cheer and focus 
on the task at hand 

Although sorue of you have only just begun meeting with students, I wanted to gather the learning assistants together into sruall groups so that we could catch up, ask questions of one 
another, and share ideas for working most effectively with our students. 

I am plarming on holding one of these sessions each night next week at 630PM (Sun-Thurs) on the 5th floor of Kenan Football Center. This will enable you to tailor which meeting you 
choose to attend based upon your work schedule! Please RSVP to let rue l~mw which night to expect you. 
I’ru looking forward to catching up with all of you, and having your share your experiences and ideas thus far. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Good Afternoon, 
I got word from my athletic advisor that I did not attend a tutoring session which ~ was completely unaware of having. He forwarded me the email that you sent him and ~, but 
~ never recieved this email. ~ am guessing I never got it because it is was sent to the old UNC mailing system and did not go through all the way. My email is 

~live.unc.edu. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 2:50 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; 
Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S 
Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc. edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J 
Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; 
Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

HR Information for Employees 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Kim Allison 
Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 
kallison@email.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 911514bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:/iarchive02.uncaa.ur~c.edui3bc1942dbflccglbga2ba0elaedecfc5 
File Name: 09-20-1 I_HR Information for Employees.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mon, 19 Dec 2011 13:50:03 -0500 
Size: 911514bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 9:31 PM 

~unc.edu; @nc.rr.com 

DRAM materials 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:32 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

DRAM 

TEXT.htm; excel wkshs for each play.xlsx; worksheet on medieval & elizabethan.docx; 
Renaissance-Expressionism periods.docx 

Resources for you: 
enotes is sort of sparknotes on crack. I have a personal membership which you are welcome to use. The summaries can get long but 
they are good, and the character analysises are also quite good. www.enotes.com akle 



{PAGE } 

1. During the Middle &gee, what group was the driving force behind drama of 
the period? 

2. For what purpose did the Catholic Church use drama? 

3. Who were the actors during Medieval drama? ....................................................................................................... 

4. What were the three types of plays during the Middle Ages? ................................................ 

5. ~’\~at type of play dramatized stories from the Bible? 

6. ~’\~o ~,~’ote the morality plays? 

7. ~at is an allegou? 

8o What was the equivalent of modern day unions during the Medieval 
period? .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

9. What were the fore" mystery play cycles? .............................................................................................................................. 

lO. Why is Et’.,eryman a mystew play? 

Shakespeare wrote three types of plays. %’ff~at were they? What type is A 
Midsummer Nilght } Drearn? ................................................................................................................................................................... 

12. During the age of Elizabethan drama, where were pla~ s fit st performed 
and why did this help the company of players to earn money? 



{PAGE } 

13o What was the name of the first theater in London and where was it? Why 
did. it have to be there? 

14o What was the name of the group that William Shakespeare was a 
shareholder in? .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

15o Which of the young Athenians is first affected by the love potion? ................................ 

16, Which man does Hermia’s father want her to marry? ............................................................................ 

17. ~’\~at does Oberon want that Titania refuses to give him? 

18, How does Puck prevent Demetrius and Lysmader from fighting? 

19, VChom does Demetrius love at the end. ofthe play? 

2o,What prank does Puck play on Bottom? 

Who first thinks of using the love potion on Titania? ............................................................................ 

Why is the flower whose juice Oberon seeks special? .................................................................................. 

Who blesses Theseus and Hippo134a with a magical charm at the end of the 
play? 

~’\’rho suggests that the audience consider whether the entire play has been 
a dream? 



Renaissance 

Drama was for entertainment, not to teach 

a lesson 

First time actors/playwrights make a living 

Ist building for theater: The Theatre 

Theater in the round so no 4th wall 

Plays were performed outside during the 

day, and were first performed in the 

courtyards of inns 

Plays had multiple plot lines going on at 

once 

Soliloquy and asides: one actor speaking 

alone, or an actor speaking to the audience, 

almost like telling a secret, while other 

characters on stage don’t see 

Shareholders the playwright and actors 

were investors in the acting company so 

they got a share of the profits if there were 

any. 

Companies were ’sponsored’ by a wealthy 

or royal person 

Groundling;s: the cheapest tickets were 1 

penny to stand on the ground in front of 

the state, these people were called 

groundlings 

Only male actors 

Plays now had music or dancing 

Masque: a play written to honor royalty 

Shakespeare often based his plays on old 

stories such as folk tales or Greek 
mythology. 

No Catholic Church involved 

Melodrama/Realism 

Sentimental stories with clear cut moral 

issues 

Stories that appealed to the emotional side 

of the audience 

Focus on the plot 

Rounded characters. In melodrama the 
good characters were very good, the bad 

characters were very bad, and justice was 

delivered in the end 

Stories were meant to appeal to Middle 

Class audiences 

Often about the struggle with materialism 

& capitalism 

Performed on a proscenium stage in order 
to have the imaginary 4th wall that the 

audience could look through as they 

watched the lives of the characters on 

stage. 

Gas and then electrical lights used 

The stories were told in chronological order 

because the audience was meant to be 
watching a real life 

Expressionism 

Naturalism was the most rigorous form of 

realism - Emile Zola 

These stories were less about what was 
going on in the outer lives of the 

characters, and more about what was going 

on inside of them emotionally. 

Psychological or spiritual stories 

Illustrated a distorted perspective of the 

truth or reality 

Because they were dealing with the world 

inside a character’s own head, the stories 

could often be dreamlike 

The stories could skip around or be 

condensed 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 11:25 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~r bradley 

TEXT.htm~ TEXT.htm 1~ TEXT.htm 2~ TEXT.htm 3 

Learning specialist duties: 

D Test students 

D Current impact statements, follow up with APS to initial services 

~ Mentors: read FF daily and follow up on requestsiconzments Forward requests to Beth 

E~I Fulluw/meet with at-risk guys and walk-ons 

E~I During sessions wurk un papers, read uver papers, update grades, print out notes, plan stu@ing over next twu weeks, read chapters and uutline 

[~1 Each session pick one tupic tu highlight/teach 

[~1 Mondays are the heaviest days 

[~1 Projects for Beth: ~[T~L, smartbuard, resuurce sheets 

M~ SecureStur Stored: total 145001bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/26cdc2fc9bebf72e037bcaSf2bf401 a4 

File Name: Learning specialist duties.docx 

Expiry Date: Mun, 19 Dec 2011 22:25:32 -0500 

Size: 47721 bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/947fa999ee133cd9daf09414fbf6afb6 
File Name: Nutes un ASP-Beth.duc 
Exptry [)ate: Mon, 19 Dec 2011 22:25:32 -0500 
Size: 48640bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu,T4d866efSO3b743d96ccd96a49f2a5f9 

File Name: Notes on ASP-Beth doc 

Expiry Date: Mon, 19 Dec 2011 22:25:32 -0500 

Size: 48640bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 1:19 AM 

tutor update 

I wanted to thank all of you for hard ~vork this semester. It has been a semester of such tremendous change for our program, and I know that since so many of you are new to the stall; it is 
hard for you to tMly appreciate how all these changes are impacting us each and every day, in many small and far reaching ways. You have been contending with quite a fe~v and have 
handled it all beautitMly! 

+Of the nearly 100 staff members (tutors and learning assistants), approximately 70% are new- to the program 
+New procedures for student accountability’ such as the Goal Sheet and Starve?’ Monkey 
+Expanding upon our writing lab, we now- have eight dedicated writing tutors 5 nights a ~veek 
+Mandatory writing tutor sessions for many of our freshmen or at-risk students 
+and most of all, we have doubled our weekly appointment load ticom just under 500 tutoring appointments per week to just over 1,000 appointments per week. Picture what you do with your 
students, and multiply it by 1,000 -- w-hew! I’m exhausted just thinking about it, and Brent and I are the ones who have scheduled all of them’.! 

Ahhhhh. In any event, your feedback is vital Please know that I am taking everything that you have discussed (or ~vill discuss) with me and will bring it to the attention of our permanent 
academic staff. We place great import on your experiences and input. 

A few bits of house keeping: 
TIMS is finally working on the 5th floor of KFC so you ~vill be able to enter your times for each shift By the end of the week Brent ~vill get your hours from the TIMS log into the database so 
that by Sunday you will be able to approve your timecard. 

+ there will be more information to follow, but I wanted to let you know that we will be physically moving to the new building on Monday Due to the fact that the movers will be bringing 
over our boxes during the day, the new center will not be open for study hall until Tues&ay. As such, we will hold regularly scheduled study hall sessions in the Pope Box and KFC as we 
have been on both Sunday night, and all of Monday. You will receive in the next few days more details about the new building -- layout for sessions, procedures, etc Please be patient with 
us while we settle in. We are more than tripling our working space, and it will be new to all of us at the exact same time --- no ’old hands’ to show us around! I can already anticipate bumps 
such as internet connectivity, setting up wireless connection to the printers on the students’ laptups, :finding supplies and resources, etc. As always, please seek the academic counselor on 
duty ~2~r whichever sport you are working with at any given time (OLYM or football) for any ~ssues or questions In addition, the monitors on duty will be able to help you as well. 

feedback forms and survey monkey: 
On the whole, very good work so far on completing your feedback forms thoroughly, neatly, and in a timely manner. Please remember that these forms are vital to our program on many 
levels -- they are used to determine a student’s eligibility’ for services (a certain number of no-shows and the?’ are dropped from tutoring); the learning specialist is using your observations 
to track the progress of and support needed for identified students; and the College of Arts and Sciences, as well as the Compliance office of the Athletic Department, closely monitor these 
forms to determine the effectiveness of our program In the same mariner, the daily results of the student’s Survey Monkey submissions are used to track our program as well. PLEA SE make 
sure to have your students complete the SURVEY MONKEY before the close of your session each and every time. When both you and the students have so many academic matters to 
attend to i understand perfectly that it can seem like a nuisance but the reality is that b~;EDBACK FORMS and SURVEY MONKEY play vital roles in accountability and professional 
standards TH./~NK YOU[ 

Last thing -- engaging with your students: 
As you have begun to see, student-athletes are juggling many balls at once, with new balls constantly being thrown into the mix. I am sure it is easy to see how the hea,~" academic work 
load of Carolina can quickly overwhelm a student, causing them to fall behind, often before they have barely begun Now that you have gotten through the initial meetings of beginning to 
get a feel for our students by learning their course schedule, and seeing which areas the?" struggle the most, ~t ~s time to jump into the work with them, and help them to :find ways to connect 
with the course outside ofyottr tutoring sessions. For example, if your student is taking PORT 101, you can be extremely useful by working with the student to create flashcards (or 
encourage them to do this on their own), then encottrage thenr to drill the vocab with a classmate of learning assistant before you see them again. Help them come up with ideas/tricks for 
remembering the vocab. Anothcr example is reading assignments - get into the reading with the students, don’t simply have thenr spend the session reading independently. Using your 
copy of the syllabi, before your session anticipate what assignment yottr student might need to focus on or be looking to avoid - let me knoxv if you need a book or a copy of an alticle. 
then, in session, take turns reading xvith your student, or read to them, stopping often to ask their opinion of what was just read. Any terms not make sense’.’ Have thera start a list of those 
terms -- the two of you could spend 10 minutes reading, then stop and spend 10 minutes finding the definitions. Perhaps, as you go through the reading assignment, the material is very 
dense. Be open about this fact with your student -- propose some ideas for learning whatever concept it is through another avenue, then pursue it together. Reading Engel and Marx 
cotffusing and boring? Look for ways for your student to learn about these men and their acconrplishments in a more easily- digestible way -- as tW motto goes, Google is tW friend!! !t 
Teach the "tricks of the trade" you have learned over the years to help yourself with learning the material. 

Don’t forget -- we have many resources at your disposal such as worksheets for DRAM 115/116, GEOG, GEOL, anatomy, EXSS, PSYC, etc. We also have office supplies such as index cards, 
glue sticks, etc. If you have any resources of your own, please tell me about them so that I can learn from YOUr 

OK, I’ve ranrbled on long enought ! We can’t thar~k you enough for all of your efforts and enthusiasra, patience and profcssionalisnr, good cheer and dedication. Please let me know if you 
need anything. 
Cheers, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                  11:05 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: db 

TEXT.htm 

I gotcha; makes perfect sense. I [] 11 speak to about the schedule and try to address it. Are you free tomorrow to meet again? 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailtoik~eis ] 
Sent: Wednesday 10:33 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: db 

No issue with ~ -- sorry, I was working quickly to get out emails and realize now that the tone came offvery poorly. I apologize. 

During the meeting I was trying to think of ways to be efficient in the process while still making sure that all of the details are attended 
to, while keeping in mind what is on everyone’s plates. Does that make sense? As you say, with the new space really only needs 
two monitors, but over here they have needed 3. Of all the monitors they have been assigned my thought was that the other monitors 
on duty her same nights I            , etc) really have a good feel for "working the room" with mandated study hall students, 
whereas       has been with freshmen who do not need as much engagement. I was just trying to think of ways that we might task 
some of the administrative tasks out to help ease       and/or       load. As well, with the monitors who have experience, allow 
them to focus on some of the bigger tasks such as moving the crowd through to their sessions quickly. Just a thought -- let me know. 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

,C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<maiho :kleissle~mcaa.m~c.ed~> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu<maiho:blanlon~m~caa.tmc.ed~>>         7:20 AM >>> 
What[]s the issue with      t? I had       schedule just two monitors for the area since it isn[]t that large a space [] one in the 
study hall area and one in the reading area. 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle~&uncaa.unc.edn]<maiitg~.maiho:kleiss~e@tmcaa.~mc.ed~J> 
Sent: Tuesday, - - 5:13 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: db 

that worked beautifully -- thanks 

I had a thought for you and the data entry of PIDs for study hall check in:    has a monitor who is not quite material, and I’m also 
not positive that they will need 3 monitors in their new space. We are going to discuss this at our fb staff meeting tomorrow. In any 
event, this staff person might be the perfect person to input the data at night as students check in so that your head monitor can focus 
more on what he does best. She could also enter the data that      has collected during the day -- 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mail~o:kleissle~ur~caa.m~c.ed~> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 



confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu<mai~to:blantor~uncaa.unc.ed~>>         2:32 PM >>> 
I should have it populated pretty much every day before 9 (Sundays excluded [] I usually do those around 5). Go to the Reporting 
Menu and choose the Daily Master Checklist. Once it is open, you can print from there. Hope that helps! 

B 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle~uncaa.u~c.edu]        mailto:kleissle:f~m~caa.ur~c.edul> 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:39 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: db 

Sorry about that. What ¯ ~’ave been doing is going through the maintenece process so that I can populate the material for the daily 
check list -- getting the :otmselors to use that for How can I get that daily appointment check list for them without 
complicating your end? Thanks!! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mail~o:kleiss~e(~mcaa.~mc.ed~> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Froln: .6oll1> 

Sent: Wednesday, September 21,2011 1:08 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Subject: Another thought 

Attach: ’IENfI’.httn 

@nc.rr.com> 

Before I forget - please be sure to have Euros with you when you leave 
the US. for your trip. You’ll need some cash to pay the 
cabbie/chauffEur ands’or give him a tip. Also, it will eliminate the 
hassle of tlying to find an ATM or change bureau first thing when you 
arrive in Paris 

Do you need someone to carry your luggage? I’m always available. ;-) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <~yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 3:40 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: a couple of questions for you :) 

TEXT.htm; Nate Y~rbrough.vcf 

I just gave Wally some moving labels for Bradley ~vith his office number on it. Also yesterday I brought over some boxes for the move and the?’ are in Jaimie’s office. If you need more boxes 
please let me know 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel }{ill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa unc .edu 
>>> Am?" Kleissler 9/20/2011 5:16 PM >>> 

1. All of the cupboards over here in the media room are full of tutoring supplies that Beth used to have in her office in the old building -- I :figure that the?’ should be marked for Bradley’s 
office I am not sure how you are distributing boxes, but there is quite a bit of stuff in those cabinets :) 

2. Do I need special labels for Bradley’s stu.t’l’? 

3. ’]’he next time you place a Staples order, could you please order a couple of packages of the yellow paper used ~2~r the Goal Sheets? Thank you! 

Please let me know if you need anything on my end. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                  4:34 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: TONIGHT 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 
I spoke to Jenny and told her I wouldn’t be able to make it. I just have too 
much reading for my seminar tomorrow, and I just got out of class at 4. 

Thanks for understanding, 

On Wed, at 3:34 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Would you be available to work tonight 7-9 for HIST ? We would hold the 
session in the media room on the 5th floor. Let me know. 

thank you, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                  11:43 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: updated schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Great! I’ll be there in the morning. I look forward to working with the 
students ¯ ) 

On Wed, at 5:3 5 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

I cannot guarantee that word will get to the students in time for tomorrow 
morning, but let’s plan on it just in case. At the same time I can tell you 
all about the students you will be working with. Please meet the students 
in the large room on the 5th floor of the football center. I think you 
have two last slots open, but I will fill them by tomorrow!!! 
Thanks 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 



From: @bestweb.net;, 

Sent: Thursday, 3:18 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: TONIGHT 

Attach: ’IEYTl’.httn 

Thanks! I hope you’re feeling ok. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Am?’ Kleissler 

To: 

Sent: Thursday, 

Sulziect: TONIGHT 

2:39 PM 

Jennifer Townsend sent a reminder to 
Thanks 
A 

about her appointment, and ~ has an 8PM appt for you, He is taking an art histo~" class! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                  4:5 8 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Do you know who this is? 

From: Tracy Hams [~naiho:t~h~tmcaaamc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:54 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; 
Subject: 

Need to know his hourly rate? 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:t~h~unc~.unc.ed~> 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tracy Harris 

Harris 

Tracy 

Business 

Phone: 

962-7852 

E-maih tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:10 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: k~Nght 

Attach: ’I~gXTI’.httn 

Thanks for the heads up Amy! I wish you a speedy recovew! 

Sent tlcom Yahoo! Mail on Android 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 11:29 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: monday 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

I would ask the lad?’ that sit’s down in the hall of honor for a temp pass for Monday or we have a two hour pass that I think you can get. I hope this helps 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
Lr>,’C Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa uric .edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler 9/23/2011 II :23 AM;>>> 
Nate, 
Is it possible :[’or me to get one of those parking passes for Monday like Jaimie has just so that I can use it to get my computer over to the new building? Let me know. 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies o:[’the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Nesvet, Rebecca" <nesve@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23,2011 12:08 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: DRAM materials 

don’t have the script, bc its a translation and I don’t know which. 
can write the worksheet without it but cannot teach w/out it. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa nnc edu] 
Sent: 23 September 2011 11:53 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: DRAivl materials 

are you emailing me the script? i do not have the script I can photocopy if you send me. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>> "Nesvet, Rebecca" <nesvet@nnc.edu> 9/23/2011 11:51 AM >>> 
Thank you :[’or copying the script. 
I will email you the worksheet. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 23 September 2011 11:21 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: D[L~.M materials 

I do not, but I would be happy to copy and leave for you on the 5th floor counter. 

Thanks! 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric edu<m ailto:kleissle@nncaa uric edu> 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> "Ncsvet, Rebecca" <nesvct@nnc.edu> 9/23/2011 11:17 AM >>> 
do you have Tartuffe, as it’s not in the 5th ed of the book? 
if not, can I email you a Tartuffc worksheet + family tree to photocopy’.’ 

From: .~y Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 21 September 2011 00:13 

To:             ~nc.rr. corn; Nesvet, Rebecca 
Subject: DRAM materials 

Ladies, 
I wanted to "introduce" you two to one another. Rebecca Bailey- will be working with the football students on Monday evenings, and Rebecca Nesvet on Tuesday-s. I will keep the flo~v of 
cormnnnication going so that Rebecca N will kmow what Rebecca B did on Monday- night so that one session can coraplement the next. 

In the meantime, I wanted to let you know of some resources ~ve have in the depaltment that you are welcome to use if you ever desire: 

+Flash cards: I have them for most of the plays covered 
+Flash cards; for each period 
+games: a couple of bingo games for the periods; I also have blaak bingo cards where you can make your own questions. Lots of times I will use the powerpoint bullet items as my q’s and 
put the terms on the bingo card. 

+I have summaries of most of the plays in my office. 
+i have worksheets for each of the plays that the students can fill out as the?’ read to help them absorb characters/plot 
+We have DVD’s of several of the plays Also, if the students go on the main libra~z webside, the?’ can access the media libraly, on there they can watch via live streaming videos of many 
of the plays Otherwise, if they have netflix instant, several of the plays are on there. 

+enotes is sort of sparknotes on crack. I have a personal membership which you are welcome to use. The summaries can get long but they are good, and the character analysises are also 
quite good. 
www.enotes.com 
ID is ~ ~nc.rr.com 
PV~ 



Sometimes what I would do with these summaries is copy and paste portions of the summary and character analysis, make enough copies for all the peeps in my sessions, and then ~ve go 
around the group taking turns reading aloud i keep the copies of the summaries (since it is my membership I believe that I would be providing something above and beyond, aka improper, if 
I let them keep the summaries. If i use a summary off of spark notes, they can access that and print as well so that is not the same. besides, half the handouts you give these students end up 
in the bottom of the backpack any~vay so I don’t usually give any handouts :) 

i hope this helps! Honestly, the biggest help is keeping students learning the plays since, ahem, no one ever seems to read on their own’. Working offthe powerpoint slides and your own 
knowledge, helping the students tmderstand the characteristics of each time period is a tremendous help. Once they have a good feel tbr those characteristics, it is often easier for them to 1) 
understand the play, and 2) remember the relatiunship between period and play. As you know, student-athletes lure any activity that is interactive and engaging :) 

I hupe I haven’t uverwhelmed yuu :) Thank you again, and please let me know if you need anything. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fur Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:l0 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Pay check 

Amy, 

Hello! have a question about nay pay rate and I am not sure ~vho to direct it to. 

misinformed? If not, who should I speak with to make the necessaaW corrections? 

Thank you for your help! 

Was I 



From: ~live.unc.eduv 

Sent: Friday, 12:16 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edtr> 

Subje~’t: Re: Pay check 

A~tacl~: ’I~ENTI’.httn 

Thanks for directing me’. 

Am?, Kleissler <kleissle@uaacaa unc.edu> wrote: 

I have forwarded this to Brent --- he should be able to help 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
ldeiss [e@un caa.unc, edu<mailto: kleissle(h? uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attach~r~ents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message¯ 
>>> ~)live unc edu> 12:09 PM >>> 

Amy, 
Hello[ [ I have a question about my pay rate and I am not sure who to direct it to 

¯ Was I 

misin~2~rmed ? If not, who should I speak with to make the necessaary corrections? 

Thank you for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 23, 2011 12:35 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Pay check 

TEXT.htm 

I forwarded to Tracy for clarification. 
B 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle,/a~uncaa.u~.eda] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 12:13 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: Pay check 

Brent, 
Can you help with this, or does it need to be directed to Tracy? Let me know. Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<maiho:kleissle~mcaa.~mc~ed~> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@unc. edu> 

Friday,                  12:47 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: DRAM materials 

TEXT.htm 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 12:14 
To: 

Subject: RE: DRAM materials 

the textbooks are packed for the move on Monday. By your tuesday session the textbook will be available to you. 

thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle~uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> "Nesvet, Rebecca" <nesvet@unc.edu> 9/23/2011 12:07 PM >>> 
I don’t have the script, bc its a translation and I don’t know which. 
I can write the worksheet without it but cannot teach w/out it. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 11:53 
To: 

Subject: RE: DRAM materials 

are you emailing me the script? i do not have the script. I can photocopy if you send me. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>>                       ~unc.edu>         11:51 AM >>> 
Thank you for copying the script. 
I will email you the worksheet. 

From: Amy Kleissler |kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 11:21 
To: 

Subject: RE: DRAM materials 



I do not, but I would be happy to copy and leave for you on the 5th floor counter. 
Thanks ! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reolv e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>>                       ~unc.edu>         11:17 AM >>> 
do you have Tartuffe, as it’s not in the 5th ed of the book? 
if not, can I email you a Tartuffe worksheet + family tree to photocopy? 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 00:13 
To: ~nc.rr.com; 
Subject: DRAM materials 

Ladies, 
I wanted to "introduce" you two to one another, will be working with the 

on Tuesdays. I will keep the flow of communication going so that 
Monday night so that one session can complement the next. 

students on Monday evenings, and 
will know what          did on 

In the meantime, I wanted to let you know of some resources we have in the department that you are welcome to use if you ever 
desire: 

+Flash cards: I have them for most of the plays covered 
+Flash cards; for each period 
+games: a couple of bingo games for the periods; I also have blank bingo cards where you can make your own questions. Lots of 
times I will use the powerpoint bullet items as my q’s and put the terms on the bingo card. 

+I have summaries of most of the plays in my office. 
+i have worksheets for each of the plays that the students can fill out as they read to help them absorb characters/plot 
+We have DVD’s of several of the plays. Also, if the students go on the main library webside, they can access the media library, on 
there they can watch via live streaming videos of many of the plays. Otherwise, if they have netflix instant, several of the plays are on 
there. 

+enotes is sort of sparknotes on crack. I have a personal membership which you are welcome to use. The summaries can get long but 
they are good, and the character analysises are also quite good. 
www.enotes.com 
ID is ~nc.rr.com 
PW 

Sometimes what I would do with these summaries is copy and paste portions of the summary and character analysis, make enough 
copies for all the peeps in my sessions, and then we go around the group taking turns reading aloud, i keep the copies of the 
summaries (since it is my membership I believe that I would be providing something above and beyond, aka improper, if I let them 
keep the summaries. If i use a summary off of spark notes, they can access that and print as well so that is not the same. besides, half 
the handouts you give these students end up in the bottom of the backpack anyway so I don’t usually give any handouts :) 

i hope this helps! Honestly, the biggest help is keeping students learning the plays since, ahem, no one ever seems to read on their 
own! Working off the powerpoint slides and your own knowledge, helping the students understand the characteristics of each time 



period is a tremendous help. Once they have a good feel for those characteristics, it is often easier for them to 1) understand the play, 
and 2) remember the relationship between period and play. As you know, student-athletes love any activity that is interactive and 
engaging :) 

I hope I haven’t overwhelmed you :) Thank you again, and please let me know if you need anything. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 2:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha 
Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town 
Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher 
<krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Dara M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor 
<vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Strong Interest Inventory / MBTI Combined Training 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg 

Subject: Strong Interest Inventory / MBTI Combined Training 

UCS colleagues, paxtners and friends, 

University Career Services will be hosting a txaining program focusing on using the MBTI and the Strong Interest Inventory together. The day- 
long training will be held on Friday, October 21 st (Friday of Fall Break) in the Rizzo Center. If you or may members of your staff are interested in 
attending, please complete the attached form and follow t~e inslxuctions for remitting payment. Please note the 50% discount in l~e program 
registration fee for any UNC affiliate. 

Please contact me if you have may questions. 

All the best, 

Ray 

O. Ray Angle, Director 
University Career Services 
The Wendy P. and Dean E. Painter Career Center 
The University of Norl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
214 Hanes Hall, Campus Box 5140 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
~:icareers~unc~edu 
919.962.4481 Direct Line 
919.962.6507 Help Desk 
919.962.2197 Fax 
[Description: Description: Description: G:\SHARED\GRAPHICS\Careerolina\UCS_Careerolina_ColorWithTagline.jpg] 
~ : i\.,%.’w w. t,z, itter, cor~ff unc ucs 
!~ttp:i!v~.ww.fhcebook.com/uncucs 

Attend our career fairs: 
Graduate School Fair: 10/27, 1-4pm, Great Hall, Frank Porter Graham Student Union 
Law School Exploration Day: 11/2, 1-4pm, Great Hall, Frank Porter Graham Student Union 
Nursing Job Fair: 11/5, 9am-12pm, Multi-Purpose Room, Frank Porter Graham Student Union 
Master’s and PhD Career Fair: 11/17, 1-4:30pm, Friday Center 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22910bytes; 
Attachment Link: 5~[~p:/iarchiveO2amcaa.~mc.edui964af40aac26965807ccaf469dca0273 
File Name: registration_MBTI_S~xong_Fal1201 l_UNCaffiliates.docx 
Expiry Date: Sun, 25 Dec 2011 13:13:08 -0500 
Size: 22910bytes 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eric Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 4:01 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Time Sheet 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Thank you Amy! 

On Tue, Sep 27, 2011 at 3:49 PIVI. Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> It is on the TIMS website, and I usually send out a TIMS reminder each 
> approval ~veek This week is what I call an "olt~’ week, and next week will 
> be a TIMS approval week (you ~vill approve at the end of your last shitl next 
> week). Thanks, 
> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-real[ message, including any attachments, is 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina[ 
> message **** 
> >>> Eric Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs.k12.nc us> 9/27/2011 1:23 PM >>> 

> (food afternoon Amy, 

> Is there a calendar that indicates the end o17 each pay period, or when I 
> need to verify my time sheet to ensure I get paid? 
> 

> Thanks very- much. 
> 

> Eric 

> Eric Stofii’egen 
> Science Instructor 
> Chapel Hill High School 
> estoffregen@chccs.kl 2.nc.us 
> @19~29-2106 x 1203 

> All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
> City Schools is subject to the Nolth Carolina Public Records 
> Law, which 1nay result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
> parties, including la~v enforcement 

Eric Stofii’egen 
Science Instructor 
Chapel Hill High School 
estoffr egen@chccs.k 12.nc.us 
(919)929-2106 x 1203 

All mail COl~espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
La~v, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



From: ~nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 11:08 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: wed to do 

send email to tutors and LA’s re out of country and contact academic advisors directly -- their contact information is in your handbook 

copy- latest LA contact info and attach to LA’s ff, plus, give hardcopies to all AC staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011 7:57 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NIKE SHOES 

TEXT.htm; IM)\GE.jpg 

waiting on 2..give me choices 

B. SHANR~ PARRISH 
UlkT~RSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 

>>> Am?" Kleissler 9/27/2011 10:49 PM >>> 
Ahhhhhhhhh! Not my day -- I was working on study hall ~first night in the new academic center) so I did not pick up my email until just now. Oh well Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ till[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Shane Parrish 09/27/11 4:02 PM >>> 
need by 5 

B. SHAN[i PARR[SH 
UNIVliRSrFY OF NORTIt CAR~)LINA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 

>>> Am?" Kleissler 9/27/2011 4:00 PM >>> 
Is it too late to place an order? I have had a problem with my email accotmt and just figured out that many of my emails (including my reply to you last week) never went through. Let me 
know-, but no worries. 
Thanks[ 
Ara?" 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential and privileged information. An?" 
unauthorized review, use, disclostue or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Shane Parrish 9/20/2011 3:53 PM >>> 

Dear Athletic Dept Elnplo?’ee, 
It,s time for you to order a pair of NI~S. All athletic departlnent employees that do not have a personal Nike allotlncnt or NIKEELITE, are eligible to order. ATTACHED, you xvill find the 
available shoes in categories by gender. Please REPLY to this email, with 2 choices and the SIZE. 
(Example. lst-A (11), 2nd- X(9.5)) 
ALL ORDERS ARE DL~ BY FRfDAY, SEPTEMBER 23RD AT 5P~V2 
THANKS, 

B SHANE PARRISH 
LrI~TVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ASST DI]~F~CTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011 9:27 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; 
Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S 
Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc. edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J 
Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; 
Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

HR Information for Employees 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Kim Allison 
Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 
kallison@email.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 206256bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:/iarchiveO2.uncaa.ur~c.edu/14dH2fc~(>a%20aOSdc2:~eal(~75cd(~ 
File Name: 09-27-1 I_HR Information for Employees.pdf 
Expiry Date: Tue, 27 Dec 2011 08:27:31 -0500 
Size: 206256bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  11:19 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

I was wondering if you wanted me to keep the Thursday slot from 1-2 with given that we had a meeting on 

Monday in preparation for the test that they took yesterday, and also in light of the fact that I suggested to Tia last night that the 
Monday night session (8-9) was better as a permanent session in terms of the engagement level of the guys. 

So, I guess I just need to know if the current Thursday slot from 1-2 can--or has been--moved to Monday 8-9. 

On another note, I have to ask if I can reschedule my Wednesday session for next week      and for       I have Doctor’s 
appointments on both days that unfortunately I cam~ot reschedule. I could conceivably do next week’s Wed session on Thursday 
instead (same time-- 12-2--if possible), and since     is the start of fall break, I can move that session to the previous day, Tues 

or even Mon, and can make either--or both--Mon and Tues night sessions last 3 hours (7-10 or 6-9) if that works for you 
and the guys. 

Sorry if this is complicated. 

Cheers, 



Did you miss the Co-Active Summit? Don’t miss your chance 
to participate in a Summit Pathway experience in Atlanta! 

F;’::.~ y ~o ~/Vir~: =.!ii:t~:.~ t:?.gies for 

Oate: Thursday, November 3rd 
Time: 2:00 pm to 8:00 pm 

Cost: $45 

Earn: 2.75 ICF CCEUs 

Hilton A[lanta Perirneter Suites 
6120 Peachtree Dunwoody Rd. 

Atlanta, GA 30328 
Phone: 770-668-0808 

Register now! Call 800-691-8008 x7 or email 

Play to Win: Strategies for Transcendence 

Ever noticed how things you say you truly want seem to elude you despite your best attempts? Or 

how the success you experience moving towards your goals or reaching them may be shod lived, 

temporary and fleeting? 

How would you answer the question, Do you play to win in life? Would it surpdse you to learn how 

you may in fact be playing not to lose, or even playing to lose instead? Get suspicious of your inner 

operating system if any aspect of your life is less than fulfilling and joyous. 

You will learn: 
¯ To discern if you/your clients are playing not to lose vs. playing to win. 

¯ How to leverage tension as an essential element in the creative process 

¯ How to develop the mindset to Play to Win regardless of circumstances 

¯ The Slingshot Effect: the six-step shifting process to engage in a Play to Win strategy for 

sustainable success 

Join us and learn about the points of transcendence that allow for joyful Co-Active creation. Uncover 

the power ol fundamental choice; improve your emotional state intentionally and quickly; and learn 

how to create a Play-to-Win strategy for you, your cUents, and your organization. 

.~iI LeslieClark, CPCC, PCC j 
CPCC, PCC 

Leslie Clark, CPCC, PCC Kelly Jones-Waller, CPCC, PCC 

Leslie Clark and Kelly Jones-Waller are both senior trsiners for CTI with more than 22 years 

coaching experience between them. Together they use their coaching, training and structural 

consulting expertise to lead individuals, teams, and organizations on the path of creating sustainable 
internal culture change that t~sults in exponential impact for a better world. 

ii~:~iI 0"1-1 j Changing busi ...... l-rans’~o~ming li .... ] 



4000 Civic Cel]ter Dr., Ste. 500, San R~fael, CA 94903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011 10:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

¯ -PB S series 

his is the series I told you about: 

imanorhouse/ 

And here is where you can watch the episodes: 

o~be.com/walch?v-z9DIV54162g 

I LOVED this series!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mount Holyoke College, Office of Communicalions" <mhc2003@mtholyoke.edu> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 4:15 PM 

Amy Byrne Kleissler <klei ssle@email.unc.edtr~ 

MHC Today: The Year ofWendy Wasserstein 

TEXTI’.httn 

If you are having trouble viewing this message, see it in your browser<http://clicks gotoextinguisher.com/preview/? 
c=8165&g=160&p=6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&utm source=Fire%20En~me%20RED&utna medium=email&utm campaign=MHC Todav%20October>. 

[\~IC Today - Connecting you with the news and events at Mount Holyoke College]<http://clicks gotoextinguisher.com/trkr/? 

c 8165&~ 160&u c2edlf3b417cd07466d62e3f0d70edcl&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
October 2011 [feed] <http:/Tclicks.~otoextin~uisher.co~rdtrkri?c 8165&~ 160&u 5232445c~e3c0b01ea329f147af0e5f&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
<http:/Tclicks~otoextin~uisher.con’v’trkr/?c 8165&~ 160&u 510cf31dec074fe6c1163381998927al&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [youtube] 
<http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 160&u 89f79a08acbda4c20949a5450d257cde&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [twitter] 
<ht~p://clicks.~utuextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 160&~959aa2b290446c1891344ccfe9874a0e&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [facebuuk] 
<http://clicks.gutoextinguisher.cum/trkr/?c 8165&~ 160&u 9fc99b02a0da81[’2balfTd74b0e9e970&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

[fiickr] 

Around Campus 

[Wendy Wasserstein]<http://clicks~ut~extin~uisher.c~m/trkr/?c=8~65&~=~60&u=2~4dada495ab4c6839c8~e5c3f62229&p=6~77db9f7343d85c1856103c8c7~67be&q=feature ima~e&t=l> 

’]7he Year ufWendy Wasserstein<http://cIicks.~otoe×tinguisher cum/trkri’? 
c=8165&g=160&u=9a6563737d6082765aebcca6bb93e2ef&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&q=feature link&t=l > 
Mount IIulyuke celebrates The Year of Wendy Wasserstein :[’or the 2011-2012 academic year, hunuring the late playwright with an exhibitiun uf her papers and a series uf related events 

]VfHCWelcomesClassuf2015<ht*p://clicks.~otuextin~uisher.comArkr/?c 8165&g 160&u f932da93bc624b698dSb7c0fgfd76cd2&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> 

Despite gloumy skies, the Muunt Hulyoke cotmnuni~" kicked offthe academic year and welcomed the class uf 2015 in high spirits. See the videu<http://clicks.<utoextin~uisher.com/trkr/? 

c 8165&~ 160&~a78d67110(N571~53c6f85942f4a48024&p 6()77db9:f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> andphutus<http://clicks.~otuextin<uishercum/trkr/? 

c 8165&< 160&u 9495600721c95c4b5a302c3492bcdSdl&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> 

Obama Names Aidala a Tup Young Scientist<http:/iclicks.gutoextinguisher.comArkr/? 
c=8165&g=160&u=eb4c30cTd81dacSde15c6b358cbe9ba4&p=6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t=l > 
Assistant Professor of Physics Katherine Aidala will receive the highest honor bestowed by the U.S. government on scientists and engineers in the early stages of their careers. 

Sutphen ~ 89 Appointed to Key ;\~ite House Post<http :iiclicks.gotoextinguisher. corrdtrkr/? 
c=8165&g= 160&u=el 2bfdae928e332da66fl e22fa lb6a87&p=6077dbgf7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&t=l > 
President Barack Obama atmounced his intent to appoint Mona Sutphen ~ 89 to the ]- resident~s Intelligence Advisoly Board, a key post in his ackninistration. 

Academic 2vSnute Celebrates Its First Year<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.corrgtrkr/?c=8165&g= 160&u=01 c7af853f40b4c6cefl~a69ab9eedeb3&p=6077dbgf7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&t= l > 
With 2~IC President Lynn Pasquerella as its host, WAMC’s Academic Minute recently marked its first amfiversary while reaching ever-expanding audiences here and abroad. 

Looking Forward to LEAP 2011 <http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.corrdtrkri?c=8165&a= 160&u=340e5858607175afe05f217185e86aa3&p=6077dbgf7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&t=l> 
Videos: On October 14, more than 125 Mount Holyoke students will talk about their recent research and internship experiences at the 2011 LEAP Symposimn. 

See more news from MHC<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.corrgtrkr/?c=8165&g= 160&u=78570aga52d3fc0c5eaaabegbab 196f4&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103c 8c7067be&t= 1 > 

[KarenRen’maler]<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.con~/trkr/?c 8165&g 160&u ff422975183a93faSe96401d994a6786&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&q news&t 1> 

MHC’s Rermnler on 9/11 and Remembrance<http ://clicks.gotoextinguisher.com/trkr/? 

c 8165&g 160&u b3eec0fd2b56flc96d7fad8791a4f2f6&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&qmaewsmaker lmk&t 1> 
For the tenth anniversary of September 11, 2001, Professor Karen Remmler spoke with Web2vff) and several other media outlets about the importance of memorials and remembrance. 

[\~ICGates]<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.col~’trkri?c 8165&g 160&u 0100134bea9420e4d2aec070f0b389e4&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

MHCTopRatedbyNewsweek/DailyBeast<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.colr~’trkr/?c 8165&~ 160&u 38dd63597aa127c3959eaaf2701362d0&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103c8c7067be&t 1> 
In new- college rankings, Ne~vsweek and the Daily Beast have given top grades to MHC for its international student population, its academic rigor, and its student activism. 

[KavitaRamdas]<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.colrdtrka-/?c 8165&< 160&u 24f4ef461a0520f58a047b16d53781a1&p 6077db9t7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Ramdas’85 Reflects on Last Decade<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher com/trkr/?c 8165&g 160&u f3f26a3d31089a80921fb5ed97bff665&p 6077db9t7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
In the Huffington Post, Kavita Ramdas ’85 reflects on what women around the globe have faced in the ten years since 9/11 and looks for~vard ~vith hope toward the ti~ture. 

[CatherineAllgor]<http://clicks~otoextinguishercom/trkr/?c 8165&~ 160&u%49404aafl’5f670f7230d93e9feSet2a&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103c8c7067be&t 1> 



Allgor FP’92 Nominated to Administration Post<http://clicks ;otoextin~uisher.con~,trkr/? 
c 8165&~ 160&~123f5ac28d2dSe6d87e04dc6b5726e31&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 
On September 6, President Barack Obama announced his nomination of Catherine Allgor FP’92 to the Board of Trustees of the James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation 

SeemoreMtICNewsmakers<http://clicks~otoe×tln~uishercomArkr/?c 8165&~ 160&u 84~i3419ca90cc9436b7641469802077&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Upcoming E’,~ents 

Matthew Fox: "¥Vhere Do We Go from Here?"<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.cotr~’trkr/? 
c 8165&g 160&u~’a949c02cd5c0dc52700ac6e572d45cb&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
October 5, 7:30 pin, Gamble Auditorium 

S. Jacob Scherr: "The Race to Rio+20<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.com/trl~/?c 8165&~ 160&u 4b92808ec23fafdga36eaf735D262cb&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1>" 
October 6, 4:30 pm, Kendade Hall, room 305 

Lax Memorial Lecture: "Popular Initiatives in African Medicine"<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.com/trkr/? 
c 8165&g 160&u 709a243a38cc62a7118e6ec57e3172eg&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
October 13, 4:15 pro, New York Roorn, Mary Woolley Hall 

Religion and the Public Square: "American Grace" <htt’0://clicks.~otoextinauisher.com/trkr/? 
c 8165&~ 160&u leb77a3dd850389aaf7d55e43bb35elb&o 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
October 13, 7 pro, Gamble Auditorium 

See allupcoming events<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.cotr~’trkr/?c 8165&g 160&u 0c85a2cdbdSc7b8720dcb36dl91d3d03&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

[MountHolyokeCollege]<http://clicks.gotoextinguishercomYtrkr/?c 8165&g 160&u 27ed88d0b9085089f061alb85e49c47f&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
Copyright ~ 2011 Mou~t Holyoke College. MHC Today is published by the Office of Con~munications 

[http:/Tclicks.gotoextinguishercom/oi?c 8165&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t l&g 1601 
This message sent to kleissle@email unc.edu by mhc2003@mtholyoke.edu. 
Mount Holyoke College, Office of Commumcations 
50 College St. 
South Hadley, I~L4 01075 

You opted in to this list licom: Mount Holyoke College 
Unsubscribe<http://clicksgotoextinguisher.col~’mana~ei?~ 160&c 8165&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&l 0&utm source Fire%20Engine% 
20RED&utm medium email&utm campaign MHC Todav%20October> 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,               5:21 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tutoring 

TEXT.htm 

Since you canceled the 7:30 time can you move the Chem 
7:30 so I am not at campus so late? 

tutor time to 

On Tue, at 5:19 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Thanks for letting me know. I have canceled your STOR appt with 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 
>>>                       ~gmail.com>         4:53 PM >>> 

Thank you for changing my Tues start time. 

I honestly do not feel qualified to tutor STOR    which looks like an 
economics class. I have not taken an economics class since high school. 
Unless this is strictly math equations and no concepts I will be of no help 
in this class. 

On Tue, at 4:32 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> Attached is a copy of your schedule with the appointments I scheduled 
>> today. Please note that I have shifted your Tuesday appointments to begin at 
>> 730PM and 830PM. Since these appointments were just made this afternoon, the 
>> students do not yet know so please plan on beginning Thursday night, not 
>> tonight. 
>> Thanks ! 
>> Amy 
>> 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 



>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message.**** 
>> >>>                       ~gmail.com>         3:09 PM >>> 

>> Hi Amy, 
>> One last question. What time is the Tuesday/Thursday CHEM    with 
>>      appoinment? And if I could move the Tuesday 7PM with 
>> appointment to 7:30 that would be really helpful. I am on an IM volleyball 
>> team Tues nights from 6:45-7:15. 
>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, at 2:54 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 
>> 
>>> The advisors will use today to let their students know so after 
>>> tonight.. 
>>> Thanks 
>>> Amy 
>>> 
>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>> c****** 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>>> message.**** 
>>> >>>                       ~gmail.com>         2:09 PM >>> 

>>> Hi Amy, 
>>> When do these appointments start? 
>>> 

>>> On Tue, at 2:01 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> You have been scheduled for these appointments: 
>>>> Tuesday 7PM STOR    with 
>>>> Tuesday/Thursday CHEM    with 
>>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>>> c****** 

>>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>>>> message.**** 

>>> -- 

>>> 1 
>>> MSEE Candidate, Environmental Sciences and Engineering 



>>> Gillings School of Global Public Health 
>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> MSEE Candidate, Environmental Sciences and Engineering 
>> Gillings School of Global Public Health 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>__ 

MSEE Candidate, Environmental Sciences and Engineering 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

MSEE Candidate, Environmental Sciences and Engineering 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: Tuesday, October 4, 2011 6:23 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: lamp 

Thanks Amy! Not only does the lamp prevent my headaches 
but the guys like the "ambiance" (their word!) 

.... Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Rebecca, 
> I wanted to let you know- that your lamp is being kept safely in the supply room for you To get to the supply closet, you go through the door to the right of the receptionist’s desk on the 
second floor. Take an immediate left, then the hallway will turn right The supply closet is on the right. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> An~y 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> U2x,-C-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

Rebecca Bailey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Am~ie Sullivan" @bellsoufl~.net> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 7:23 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

tomorrow 

TENTI’.httn 

Am?’, Just checking in I am assuming I will be ~vorking 10-12 tomorrow 
(normal time minus          ) I’ll check my email tonight to make sure 
you didn’t schedule an earlier appt. 

Thanks, 

Annie 

’]?he Law Office of Annie L. Sullivan 

203 Lake Mimor Rd. 

Chapel tliH, NC 27516 

919.9420727 

;’@bellsouth.net 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 9:45 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edt~> 

TENTf.httn 

M~ SecureStor Stored: tota[ 161604bytes; Tue, 03 .ran 2012 20:45:24 1050() 

Attachment Link: http :/iarchrve02.uncaa.unc.edu~ggbf5c2fc68ab2303ddb89fe0al f308d 

File Name: ffFl 1, Kleissler.docx 

Exptry [?ate: Tue, 03 Jan 2012 20:45:24 -0500 

Size: 161604bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 11:25 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

thur to do 

pull up old ppr outline 

pull up DRAM ppr assignment and show how- to make it into a brainstorm worksheet 

take him to playmakers site to pull up any material he can use for research 

does he have the program? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

< ~{~ FtC~FF.COIll> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 5:56 AM 

Amy’ Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

updates 

TEXT.htm~ Part,002~ TEXT.htm 1 

JVIt SecureStor Sk~red: total 120130bytes; Wed, 04 Jan 2012 04:56:23 -0500 

Attact~ment Link: http:/iarchive02 uncaa.unc.edu/916aba7c2302[~5009b59a870da86f4fd 

File Name: long essay w:service revisions.docx 

Exptry [)abe: Wed. 04 Jan 2012 04:56:23 -0500 

Size: 120130bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Bethel <~bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 11:26 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Public Hea~fl~ 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I’m hoping you might be able to connect      ~vith your friend in Public Health.      just graduated with her MPH in Management and Policy from Ohio State She has experience in 
developmental disabilities and mental health, and she’s interested in health disparities. I know she’d appreciate any connections you can help her make She’s trying to get to know- the area’s 
health organizations and resources and places to look fbr jobs Her email address is             @gmail.com. Thanks fbr your help. 

-Brad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday,               11:24 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: appointment availability 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Amy, 

I can do definitely do Sundays til 10p. I usually take the bus on Mondays 
and the last one leaves 
at 9:45, but if I can drive if need be to help give y’all more flexibility 
with scheduling. I can do 7-10 
or 8-10. 

On Thu, at 6:23 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Good evening- 
We are looking at ways to alleviate the pressure for space during the 7-9 
study hall hours so that you have more space for your sessions with 
students. One option we are looking at is extending study hall for 
so that we can book appointments for 9PM. If you could please give me your 
feedback, I would appreciate it: 

1) are you available to work until 10PM on any night that you are presently 
assigned? 

2) How would you feel about moving your sessions 8-10PM rather than 7-9PM? 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"@nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 1:02 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ff 

TEXT.htm~ TEXT.htm 1 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

> From: "~ny Kleiss[er" <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 
> Date: October 6, 2011 3:16:00 PM EDT 
> To: "home" < @nc.rr.com> 
> Sutziect: ff 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged iN2mnation. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy aH copies of the original 
message. 
> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 12952bytes; 

Attachment Lirtk: http:/iarchive02.uncaa.~mc.edu/1 aafSec097b749bffcc52aa747865118 

File Name: FF Oct 6, 2011 .docx 

Expiry Date: Thu, 05 Jan 2012 00:02:03 -0500 

Size: 12952bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~@nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 1:02 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~dwich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 7:25 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: appointment availability 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

I would be ok with working till 10pm...is there an option of working 7-10? 
at least one day a week? Let me know! 

Katherine Gardocki 

On Thu, Oct 6, 2011 at 6:23 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> Good evening- 
> We are looking at ways to alleviate flae pressure for space during the 7-9 
> study hall hours so that you have more space for your sessions with 
> students. One option we are looking at is extending study hall for 
> so that we can book appointments for 9PM. If you could please give me your 
> feedback, I would appreciate it: 
> 
> 1) are you available to work until 10PM on any night that you are presently 
> assigned? 
> 
> 2) How would you feel about moving your sessions 8-10PM rather than 7-9PM? 

> Please let me know your thoughts. 
> 
> Thank you! 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destxoy all copies of the original 
> message.**** 

*Katherine Gardocki* 
*System Level 3 Class* 
*Chapel Hill High School* 
"919-929-2106 X 42143* 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to flaird 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 9:04 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: oul 

TEXZI’.httn 

Hope you feel better. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge R oack CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

welborn@uncaa unc.edu 

( mailto :welborn (@uncaa.unc.edu) 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 10/11,’2011 7:19 AM >>> 
Yesterday’s dizziness has asked his friends in the stomach virus business to come join him so I will home today I apologize for the inconvenience. 
Thanks 
Amy 

Amy Kleiss]er 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

k]eiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 3:36 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival 
Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold 
Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee 
<jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly 
Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N 
Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C 
Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K 
Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland 
<tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens 
<vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

HR Information for Employees 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

ph: 919-962-1046 
fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 488804bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:iiarchiveO2.uncaa.mac.edu#ec57bdged235c6bf(~164bbggal(~da237 
File Name: 10-11-1 I_HR Information for Employees.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mon, 09 Jan 2012 14:35:47 -0500 
Size: 488804bytes 



From: ,~)bestweb.net~" 

Sent: Tuesday, October 11,2011 10:26 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: UNC calendar 

Attach: TENTI’.htm 

Hi Anzy, 

I just had a piece of yulnmy cake when I got home from work! Thank from all of u!! What a treat! 

I was wondering about the UNC calendar and our ~vork days/nights. ~Vhen the students are on break, do we still meet with students? Is there a difference for daytime v evening sessions? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<scanner@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 9:26 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 10.14.2011 09:26:21 (-(;~0) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 247285bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu/047143625bb79768dTba64fcSc63a4g~ 

File Name: 20111014092621782.pdf 

Expi~’ Date: Thu, 12 Jan 2012 08:27:33 -0500 

Size: 247285bytes 



From: <scanner@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 9:27 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: doc 

This E-ma~l was sent from "R11153" (Aticio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 10.14.2011 09:27:27 (-(;~0) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 

docb 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 8763bytes; 
Attachment Link: ht~tl?://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/4f325cdbSc218f4e24ea0a5367325d4f 
File Name: 20111014092728042.pdf 

Expi~’ Date: Thu, 12 Jan 2012 08:28:39 -0500 
Size: ~7631oytes 



From: <scanner@tmc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 9:31 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edt~> 

Subject: doc 

This E-ma~l was sent from "R11153" (Aticio NIP 3500). 

Scan Date: 10.14.2011 09:30:35 (-(;400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 

docb 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 8782bytes; 
Attachment Link: l~Xtp://archive02.uncaauric edu~’c162e5d74abSfa3b556a1056 l ea0a660 
File Name: 20111014093035105.pdf 

Expiry Date: Thu, 12 Jan 2012 08:31:44 -0500 
Size: 8782bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 12:04 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~; 

RE: Upcoming DRAM    exaJn 

’IJdXTI’.httn 

llc.rr.coill 

Thank you ve~- much. 
I second the 4 students max thing. 

Question: ifI ~vant to make some of my o}vri teaching materials and bring them, would I be paid for prep time? 

From: Amy Kieissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 14 October 2011 11:40 

To:            @nc.rr cam; 
Cc: Bradley Bethel; Jaimie Lee; Tia Overstreet; Wally Richardson 
Subject: Re: Upcoming DRAM    exam 

Although sent me the original email, I am including in my response. 

Thank you for letting me know about issues you have been experiencing ~n your sessions Whenever a situauon arises in your session, please immediately go get the academic counselor 
on duty ~[’you do not see the counselor in your imanediate area, please ask the monitor in the large reading area to go get the counselor [’or you. In your rotor handbook you have the cell 
phone contact information for each of the academic counselors so you can always call or text them while you are on du~ in order to ask that they come to your session to ~ron out any 
problem you are experiencing. 

You should not have any extra students in your sessions (students not on your feedback forms). We have limited your sessions to 4 students maximum. Like you, we have ~2~und that any 
more than this number is too much. HOWEVER, no matter how much energy the students may have during your session, even though we want the students to be relaxed and engaged with 
you, they need to learn the difference between a ’par~’ atmosphere, and a convivial atmosphere If any student does not respond to your request to settle down and focus, please let the 
advisor know immediately, and put it in your feedback form That student will either learn to focus, or not be permitted to attend the session. We need you to be able to be relaxed yourself 
and run your session in a manner that is most comfortable for you, so the students need to realize the line between relaxed and focused. 

Does that make sense? The students are really responding to each of your creative styles such as 
to[ Thank you both for all oft’our hard work. 

drawing of Tartuffe characters in contemporaW ten:as that they could relate 

I would love to leave my office open for you to be able to access the materials. How about xve do this -- on the nights that you know you would like to use the materials, send me an email 
during the day to let me know. On those nights I xvill leave my door ajar. YVhen you are finished for the night, simply hit the lights, and pull the door closed. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. Have a great weekend, and tharf~ you both for all you do for out program! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@ut~caa.unc, edu<raailto:kleissle,@,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosute or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>> <            ~nc.rr.com> 10/13/2011 2:31 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, the Cherty Orchard session went great, 
thanks to the YouTube suggestion: really captuted the mood and essence 
of the play. Couldn’t get the Ernest, but used some of your materials 
to go thru plot/characters/themes. 
But a problem is developing xvhen the sessions include more than 4 kids. 
Any more than 4 creates a bad atmosphere for learning ..one of my drama 
sessions had 7 last nite It would be better to split that group into 2 
30-min sessions rather than one hour of "stu@ part?’" time. 

mentioned the same idea--smaller is better. 
I really- like these gut, s but I need them focused. 
PS, I’m hoping you’ll keep your office open at nite so I can access materials. 
Thanks for your help on keeping groups small--i 

.... Am,/Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

thank you ibr getting back to me. ~ e do have the DVD,-- Beth Bridger has it at the moment but I can see if she is done with it In her exam review- packet, Professor Williams included the 
library links for watching it on-line so your students can view- it that way as well In the past, I have watched The Cherry Orchard on YouTube. It is the version ;vith Dame Judi Dench. 

Thanks 
>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 



> (;onlSdentiality’ Notice: ’l’his e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inl2mnation. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
> >>> <            @nc.rr corn> 10/12/2011 12:28 PM >>> 
> Hi ~ny, I’ll be out of town--will be dr~ving back from Asheville on 
> Monday morning. But I’m glad you emailed: do you have a dvd for 
> Importance of Being Ernest? How about The Cherry Orchard? 
> If you have either or both, can you lea’,~e theru next to my lamp 
> or maybe behind the reception desk? 

> ---- Amy Kleissler <kleissle@m~caa.~mc.edu> wrote: 
> > Good rriolTling - 
> > I wanted to check and see if you are available to conduct review sessions this coraing Sunday- night, October 16th, for the exam the following morning. Please let me know your thoughts. 
> > Thank your 
> > Amy 

> > Amy Kleissler 
> > Acaderuic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> > LrNC-Chapel Hill 
> > 919-~3-8635 o 

> > kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential and privileged itffonnation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 1:07 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Upcoming DRAM    ~xan 

’IEXTI’.httn 

thanks. Fll send the ones for Sunday in an hour or so. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: 14 October 2011 12:13 

To             ~nc.rr. corn; 
Subject: RE: Upcoming DRAM    ~xam 

Absolutely -- 2 hours/week would be good. I would love to see them ~vhen you are done if you don’t mind -- I want to learn from all of your experience in the fiel!! 
Take care, and thank you, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Footbal[ 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kieiss le@un caa.unc, edu<mailto: kleissie(h? uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may comain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-real[ and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> ’ @unc.edu> 10/14/2011 12:04 PM >>> 
Thank you very much. 
I second the 4 students max thing. 

Question: if[ want to make some of my own teaching materials and bring them, would [ be paid for prep time? 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 14 October 2011 11:40 

To:            @nc.rr.cora; 
Cc: Bradley Bethel; Jaimie Lee; Tia Overstreet; Wally Richardson 
Subject: Re: Upcoming DRAM    exam 

Although sent me the original email, I am including in ray response. 

Thank you for letting me know about issues you have been experiencing in your sessions. Whenever a situation arises in your session, please inm~ediately go get the academic counselor 
on duty. If you do not see the counselor in your illm~ediate area, please ask the monitor in the large reading area to go get the counselor for you. In your tutor handbook you have the cell 
phone contact information for each of the academic counselors so you can al~vays call or text them while you are on duty in order to ask that they come to your session to iron out any 
problem you are experiencing. 

You should not have any extra students in your sessions (students not on your feedback forms). We have limited your sessions to 4 students maximum. Like you, we have found that any 
more than this n~tmber is too much. HOWEVER, no matter how much energy the students may have during your session, even though we want the students to be relaxed and engaged with 
you, they need to learn the difference between a ’party’ atmosphere, and a convivial atmosphere. If any student does not respond to your request to settle down and focus, please let the 
advisor know- irrm~ediately, and put it in your feedback form. That student will either learn to focus, or not be permitted to attend the session. We need you to be able to be relaxed yourself 
and run your session in a manner that is most comfortable for you, so the students need to realize the line between relaxed and focused. 

Does that make sense? The students are really responding to each of your creative styles such as 
to! Thank you both for all of your hard work. 

drawing of Tartuffc characters in contemporary" terms that they- could relate 

I would love to leave my office open for you to be able to access the materials. How about ~ve do this -- on the nights that you know you would like to use the materials, send me an email 
during the day to let me know. On those nights I will leave my door ajar. "¢,q~en you are finished for the night, simply hit the lights, and pull the door closed. 

Please let me know if you need anything else Have a great weekend, and thank you both for all you do for our program! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissleCa)uncaa unc edu<mailtokleissle,4~uncaa unc edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged informatiun. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>> <            ~,nc.n-.com> 10/13/2011 2:31 PM >>> 
Hi Arny, the Cher~ Orchard session went great, 
thanks to the YouTube suggestion: really captured the mood and essence 
of the play Couldn’t get the Ernest, but used some of your materials 



to go thru plot/characters/themes 
But a problem is developing when the sessinns include more than 4 kids. 
Any more than 4 creates a bad atmosphere J2~r learning..one nfmy drama 
sessinns had 7 last nite It would be better to split that group into 2 
30-min sessions rather than one hour of "study party" time. 

mentinned the same idea--smaller is better. 
I really like these guys but I need them J2~cused. 
PS, I’m hoping you’ll keep your office open at nite so I can access materials. 
Thanks [’or your help on keeping groups small-- 

.... AtW Kleissler <kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> thank you for getting back to me. We do ha’,~e the DVD,-- Beth Bridger has it at the moment but I can see if she is done with it. In her exam review packet, Professor Williams included the 
library links for watching it on-line so your students can view it that way as well. In the past, I ha’,~e watched The CherlN Orchard on YouTube. It is the version with Dame Judi Dench. 
> Thanks 
>A 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentialit’y Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and pri’,~ileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

> >>> <            @nc.rr.com> 10/12/2011 12:28 PM >>> 
> Hi Arny, I’ll be out of town--will be driving back from Asheville on 
> Monday mol~ning. But I’m glad you emailed: do you have a dvd for 
> Importance of Being Ernest? How about The CherlN Orchard? 
> If you have either or both, can you lea’,~e them next to my lamp 
> or maybe behind the reception desk? 

> ---- Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.uaac.edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> > Good morning - 
> > I wanted to check and see if you are available to conduct review sessions this coming Sunday night, October 16th, for the exam the follo~ving morning Please let me know your thoughts. 
> > Thank you! 
> > Amy 

> > Amy Kleissler 
> > Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> > UNC-Chapel Hill 
> > 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

> > kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > Confidentiality’ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:53 PM 

~email.unc. edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: mnemonics for Importance 

TEXT.htm 

flaanks, attached for your & ref. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 16:44 
To: 
Subject: RE: mnemonics & review list for A Doll’s House 

yes 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :kleissle @~uncaa.unc. edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact tke sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>>                        ~unc.edu>           3:52 PM >>> 
lkanks, as we speak i’m doing layout for lke second handout - can I print & copy it at Loudermilk if I get there 15 min early? 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 14:11 
To: 
Subject: Re: mnemonics & review list for A Doll’s House 

I will print out copies for you and have them ready for your review sessions tonight. They will be with your feedback forms when you pick 
lkem up. 
flaanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> 2:15 PM >>> 
it’s a PP, so I need a screen or laptop or to print copies. 
which preferred for sunday? 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 756826bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/338611 ff5807blc615f5d0b450f0b5f5 
File Name: earnest worksheet.docx 
Expiry Date: Sat, 15:53:08 -0500 
Size: 756826bytes 



From: @bestweb.net;, 

Sent: Sunday, October 16, 2011 7:29 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: ThaJ~ks! 

Attach: ’I~EX-f.httn 

Hi Amy, 

Thanks so much for the oiler for football ticket tickets! Unf,artunately, we didnt’ hear the phone ring and didn’t notice that there was a message uaatil too late. Hope you all had fun! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 10:36 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival 
Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold 
Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee 
<jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly 
Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N 
Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C 
Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K 
Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland 
<tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens 
<vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Oct 17 12 Noon - 2:00 P.M. Childrens Hospital Lobby 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Don’t forget that today is the Annual Hospital Transportation Forum in the Children’s Hospital Lobby. The evem kicks off at noon 
and there will be snacks and refreshmems available. Make sure to prim out your raffle entry 
form<~:/iww~.dps.unc.eduiCAP/FommEnt~yForm~> in order to have an extra chance to win one of two gift-cards good for the 
Carolina Brewery! We’ll also be giving away t-shirts and other transportation swag until the end of the forum. Have a question about 
a bus route? A suggestion about the Park and Ride lots? Come share with local and regional transportation decision makers. 

If you have to go before you can speak up, fill om a feedback form with your question or suggestion and we’ll be able to get back to 
you. You can even drop off your raffle entry form when you come to fill it out. 

Thank you, 

The Departmem of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 17, 2011 5:58 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: update 

TEXT.htm 

Cool; thanks for touching base with her. 
B 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle,/a~uncaa.u~.eda] 
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 3:46 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: update 

I wanted to let you know that I spoke with 
However, she is interested in UNC for the future. 
thanks, 
Amy 

but she confirmed that, at this time, she will be interning with in the spring. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<maiho:kleissle~mcaa.m~c.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: ~nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 7:56 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: update college chart 

Attach: TENTl’.httn 

iX/It SecureStor Stored: total 17459bytes; Sun, 15 Jan 2012 18:56:07 -0500 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/57elc35f56466d4ceeefa42bc618f4a5 

File Name: College excel.xlsx 

Exptry [)ate: Sun, 15 Jan 2012 18:56:07 -0500 

Size: 17459bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 8:17 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

print 

supplements 
chap peds to mail form 

put in chart 
transcripts requested 
transcripts mailed 
counselor req 
counselor mailed 
teacher req 
teacher mailed 
mike hey rec mailed 



From: @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 9:35 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: play pics 

Attach: ’IEXTl’.httn 

]k/It SecureSk~r Stored: k~ta[ 664362bytes; Sun, 15 Jan 2012 20:35:37 -0500 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5452c68e50109112974477ca289af783 

File Name: shen teh.docx 

Exptry [)ate: Sun, 15 Jan 2012 20:35:37 -0500 

Size: 664362bytes 



From: < @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 9:38 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: college lOl 

Attach: TENTl’.httn 

]k/It SecureSk~r Stored: k~ta[ 150788bytes; Sun, 15 .[an 2012 20:37:54-0500 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/aa85cd98fdd69268ecal a274743fcc15 

File Name: Er)ClSP 752, Fa112010, Kleissler, LA 3, College Transition Success.docx 

Exptry [)ate: Sun, 15 Jan 2012 20:37:54 -0500 

Size: 150788bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 9:00 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

print loyola 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               9:58 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SWAH 

TEXT.htm 

I actually can’t make it at noon, I have an important appointment with financial aid at 12:30. Can I meet him at 4? Or, on Sunday? 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:26 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: SWAH 

If you could be here to meet with         at noon, that would be great. Thanks! 
Please meet him in Jaimie’s office (ask the receptionist to point you in the right direction). 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :kleissle(~uncaa.unc. edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> ~live.unc.edu> 5:01 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

So I can meet with on Wednesday any time after 12 noon but before 4 pm. Just let me know if this works for him! 

Thanks 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                 12:57 PM 
To:       ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: SWAH 

Due to fall break, you will not be able to meet with         on Thursday. Would you have any availability during the day on 
Wednesday to meet with him? He has that 2 page essay coming up. He has been working on it on his own, but I believe he has a couple 
of questions regarding the grammar. Let me know your thoughts. 
Thanks 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, October 22, 2011 10:46 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Mon. 10.24 & Tues. 10.25 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I have to leave town today to help a relative move and want get back until 
Tuesday afternoon. 
I just found out about this, so I will have to miss my sessions on Monday 
morning, Monday evening, 
and Tuesday morning. I can come by Tuesday evening if you need an extra 
person to help out 
Just let me know 

I hope you’re enjuying your ~veekend, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, October 22, 2011 10:46 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Mon. 10.24 & Tues. 10.25 

Attach: TEXT.httn 

Hi Am),. 

I have to leave town today to help a relative move and want get back until 

Tuesday a~emoon. 

I just lbund out about this, ~ I will have to miss nay sessious ou Monday 

morning, Monday evening, 

and Tuesday morning. I can come by Tuesday evening if you need an extra 

person to help out. 

Just let me know. 

I hope you’re enjoying your weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                10:11 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Sunday, 

TEXT.htm 

Ms. Kleissler, 

I apologize for not returning you message. I’ve been out of the state for Fall Break and was without cell phone or intemet access. 
Hopefully I did not inconvenience you or any of the other athletes in any way. 

Thanks, 

Student Assistant 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.A. Romance Languages - Class 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               12:30 PM 
To:        ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: Sunday, 

As we head off on Fall Break, I wanted to see if you are available this Sunday for tutoring PORT? Let me know you thoughts -- thank 
you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nc.rr.colrl> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:24 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Directions 

’IEXTI’.h~m 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Forwarded message ..... 

From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc edu> 

To: :@nc.rr.com> 
Subject: Directions 

[)abe: Mon, Oct 24, 2011 8:06 am 

Hi ArW, 
We go down US1 until we get to Camden. We then take a left on 521 (Broad Street) in town and that takes us to the interstate. From there, we head into Columbia on 1-20. As you approach 
Columbia, you will see an exit referring to downtown Columbia and the Umversity (should be a mile or so past the Two Notch Road exit) and labeled Highway 277 - take it and that takes you 
straight into downtown Columbia (outside edge anyway) and turns into Bull Street, which dead ends on campus at the main administration building just off of the Horseshoe (the building 
itself is actually in a little cul-de-sac of sorts but y ou will definitely get the feel of a campus at that point). 

Call me when you receive this and we can go through things a little better 
B 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, O~iobcr 23, 2~)11 10:10 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 

Subject: Directions 

Brent, 
Would you be able to write down for me the directions you use to get to USC? Mapquest has a longer route than you described. Thanks! 
Amy 

Sent from my lead 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jennifer Schneider" <info@ncasports.org> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 10:00 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2011 Academic Momentum Award 

TEXT.httn 

To view as a Webpage, click here: http:/,~Asitor benchlnarkemail com~’c/v?e FC91B&c 16AA&1 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5Wzo~vNYD1z2Xff~ivI%21%VT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium :[’or Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your ~nterest in receiving email from us. If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
Conlirml.~RL :http://visltorbenchmarkemailcom/c/opt?e FC91B&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emailuLXCig67IIg5WzowNYDlz2XI:M%2I’~g~T83dd&relid D161D5FB 
Released on Monday, October 3, 2011 

Scholar-Baller[5~ is now entering into its fifth year presenting the prestigious Academic Momentum Award with the National Consortium for Academics and Sports (NCAS). ~,[lqe award seeks 
to recognize student-athletes who have demonstrated a significant academic imprnvement throughout their collegiate careers.Please note that this year we plan to recognize approximately 
60 student-athletes as Academic Momentum Award recipients. In past years, typically only 20 student-athletes received this recognition We are reaching out to you with the hope that you 
will nominate one male student-athlete and one female student-athlete from your institution for this esteemed academic award that signifies student-athletes who not only per]2~rm on the 
field, but who also excel in the classroom Please refer to the attached Guidelines and Nomination Form for additional information. The :final deadline for nominations has been extended to 
November 1,2011 You can either mail in your completed Nominatio 
ns Forms to Dr. C Keith tlarrison, 4000 Central Florida Blvd, BA II, Suite 205, Orlando, FL 32816-1400, or you can fax completed Nomination Forms to the attention ofI)r C. Keith tlarrison 
at (407) 823-4771begin of 2the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771 end of the skype highlighting (407) 823~771 begin ol~ the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771 (407) 823-4771 
end of2the skype highlightingbegin of2the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771begin~of the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771 end of the skype highlighting 
end of the skype highlightingbegin of the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771begin 0fthe skype highlighting (407) 823-4771 end of the skype highlighting 
end of2the skype highlightingbegin of2the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771begin~of the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771 end of the skype highlighting 
end of the skype highlightingbegin of the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771begin 0fthe skype highlighting (407) 823-4771 end of the skype highlighting 

end of 2the skype highlighting.Thank you ~2~r helping us conunue to reward those student-athletes who are excelling academically. Last year over 50 nominations were received from 
more than 30 colleges and universities across the country With your involvement this year our goal is to reach 120 nominatmns 

MNK TO G UI[)ELINt~;S AND NOR/f[NA~IION FORM 

Jermifer Schneider407-8234884 begin of2the skype highlighting 407-823-4884 end of the skype highlighting 407-823-4884 begin of2the skype highlighting 407-823-4884 
end o1~ the skype highlightingbegin of the skype highlighting 407-823-4884begin of2the skype highlighting 407-823-4884 end offthe skype highlighting 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Je~mifer Schneider" <info@ncasports.org> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 2:52 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2011 Academic Momentum Award 

’IF2XTI’.httn 

To view as a Webpage, click here: http:/,~Asitor bencl~narkemail corr~’c/v?e FCB77&c 16AA&1 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5Wzo~vNYD1z2X%’M%2F~VT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium for Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your ~nterest in receiving email from us. If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
Conlirml.~RL :ht~p://visltorbenchmarkemailcom/c/opt?e FCB77&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emailuLXCig67IIg5WzowNYDlz2XI:M%2I’~T83dd&relid D161D5FB 
Released on Tuesday, October 25,2011 

Scholar-Baller[5~ is now entering into its fifth year presenting the prestigious Academic Momentum Award with the National Consortium [’or Academics and Sports (NCAS). ~I]ae award seeks 
to recognize student-athletes who have demonstrated a significant academic improvement throughout their collegiate careers 

]Please note that this year we plan to recognize approximately 60 student-athletes as Academic Momentum Award recipients. In past years, typically only 20 student-athletes received this 
recognition. 

We are reaching out to you with the hope that you will nominate one male student-athlete and one female student-athlete from your institution ~2~r this esteemed academic award that 
s~gnifies student-athletes who not only perl2~rm on the field, but who also excel in the classroom. 

Please refer to the attached Guidelines and Nomination Form for additional information ’]’he final deadline ~2~r nominations has been extended to November 1,2011. You can either mail in 
your completed Nominations Forms to Dr C. Keith Harrison, 4000 Central Florida Bird, BA II, Suite 205, Orlando, l,L 32816-1400, or you can fax completed Nomination Forms to the attention 

of Dr. C Keith Harrison at (407) 823-4771 

[1] LINK TO GI~Y[D]blLIN[~S AN[) NOMINATION FORM 

Jennifer Schneider 

407-823-4884 

[2] j sctmeider@bus.ucf, edu 

References: 

1.http://attactwacnt.benclwnarkemail.coru/c5802/AMA Guidelines and Noruinations form (2011).pdf 
2. mailto :kelynvar ona@kni~hts.ucf.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc,rr.colll> 

Tuesday, October 25~ 2011 8:27 PM 

Amy Klcisslcr <k]cissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

onycn 

’IEXTI’.h~m 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: @ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 10:42 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Spring 

Which classes 
How ,an?’ in each class times 2x a week 
This will give u needed tutoring per day 

Look at Lang STR, etc 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 10:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Stacking file "nAy 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ nc.rr.colll> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 6:17 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Week of chari~z? 
Sent l?com roy iT~’ad 







From: @nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 10:30 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: ~mdy MJl 

Attach: ’IEXTl’.httn 

M ~ SecureStor Sk~red: total 40621 bytes; ’]Tue, 24 Jan 2012 21:29:32 -0500 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/6dfb498b7175a2eba755d356a60337db 

File Name: study hall breakdown.xlsx 

Exptry [)ate: Tue, 24 Jan 2012 21:29:32 -0500 

Size: 40621bytes 



study hall breakdown.xlsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 8:57 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival 
Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold 
Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee 
<jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly 
Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N 
Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C 
Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K 
Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland 
<tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens 
<vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

CSSAC Gathering 

TEXT.htm 

There will be a CSSAC gathering on Wednesday, November 9th at 8:30 am in the Loudermilk Building. During this time, Robert will 
introduce Wally and Bradley to the CSSAC staff and for those who haven’t had the opportunity to tour the renovated building will 
have a chance to do so. 

Please let me know if you are unable to attend so that I can get a head count. If you are attending, please go to the 2nd floor (reception 
area) and you’ll be given directions from there. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                12:03 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Thursday 1230PM 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

I’m sorry! I didn’t see this email until just now, I had a doctor’s appointment this morning. I was glad to meet with       the other 
day, but I actually was not able to help him much because he didn’t have either of his books, any of his notes from either lecture or 
recitation ..... I don’t know if this matters or not, but he requested that I didn’t say anything about his not having his books or notes, but I 
obviously do not want to keep anything from any of you. So, just a heads up that he showed up to the appointment with nothing, so I 
didn’t really have anything to work with him on. 

On another note, I can usually make time for appointments around 12:30 on Tuesdays and Thursdays, so if another situation like this 
arises, I will usually be able to help. 

Thanks 

Ph.D Student 
Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

~email.unc.edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle~,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:50 AM 
To: 

Subject: Thursday 1230PM 

Thank you so much for coming the other day for the extra session. I know you have not indicated that you are available on Thursdays, 
but just in case, I wanted to see if you would be available to meet with the student again at 1230PM today? Let me know. 
thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 12:26 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"-Fwd: RE: Thursday 1230PM 

FlLE.msg 

FYI hmmmmm 

I do not want to put a tutor in an awkward position with a student by ratting       out to you, but I do think it is important. He had a 
tutoring session for a paper that is due soon, yet was unprepared. $20 from our budget wasted and although I do not feel this is the 

case with       experiences like this may cause tutors to be reticent to make themselves available for extra sessions. Just 
something to think about. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:55 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Spring Work 

Sounds good, Amy! Thanks Glad to hear all is going well. 

I’ll be on the lookout for your future messages! 

Have a great day[ 

On Tue,            09:00:37 -0400, "Am?- Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> "¢~qaoop whoopt I am so glad to hear from you -- we miss you, and are VERY 
> excited that you will be back with us t 

> We are all doing well and settling in to the new facility In a few 
weeks 
> we will be sending out a request :[’or spring availabili~" so I will put 
you 
> at the top of the list!! Take care, thank you [’or being in touch, and 

> talk to you soon :) 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> ; eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Corff~dentiality NOtice: This e-mail message, including an?" attachments, 
~s 
> [’or the sole use o17intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> nressage. 
>>>> @email.m~c.edu> 3:57 PM 
> 

> Hey ~y-- 

> Hope things are going well this Fall! Just wanted to shoot you a quick 
> message to let you know that I AM interested in working this Spring. I’m 
> sure you’ll send out an email or something in a few weeks, but since I 
know- 
> I’m no longer on your mass email list, I wanted to be proactive to make 
> sme I get information when that time comes. I’ve missed working over 
> there this Fall so I look forward to getting back in the swing of things 
> next semester. 

> How are you doing? Staying afloat? I sure hope sot 
> 

> Happy Hallowecn[ Hope to hear back from you soruetime soon. >) 
> 

> Thanks t 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

nc.rr.com" ~nc.rr.com> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 4:26 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Movie matin call 

TEXT.httn 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: ~hotmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, November 7, 2011 8:03 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: next semester? 

Attach: TENTI’]~ttn 

Hi Ahoy, 

I hope this finds you doing well. el~ioying this beautiful fall weather..I wanted to roach base regarding next semester. D ~ y m think you guys could use me as a tutor next sex’nester? Let me 

know what if" anything I need to do to make that happen 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 8:55 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival 
Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold 
Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee 
<jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly 
Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N 
Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C 
Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K 
Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland 
<tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens 
<vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

CSSAC Gathering Reminder 

TEXT.htm 

This is a friendly reminder that the CSSAC gathering will be held on Wednesday, November 9th at 8:30 am in the Loudermilk 

Building on the 2nd floor. 

Thanks and Happy Monday :) 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Monday, November 7, 2011 10:57 AM 

To: ,~hotmail.com 

Subject: "~-Re: next semester? 

Attach: Text.htm 

It is wonderful to hear fi-om you!! I hope that you have had a great fall. I can’t wait to hear about all that you have been up to -- I’m envious’. 

YES, ~ve could definitely use you in the spring semester. YVhen you have a chance, why don’t you 1 

>>> 11/07,’11 8:02 AM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

I hope th s finds you doing well, enjoying this beautiful fall weather...I wanted to touch base regarding next semester Do you think you guys could use me as a tutor next semester? Let me 

know what if awthing I need to do to make that happen. 

Thanlvs, 



From: ~med.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, November 7, 2011 3:57 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: In the future... 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Hey Amy, 

So I dropped by a while back and mi ssed you that night :( but I will be back again soon to visit you all I had my break the other day outside of the ER and saw everyone walking in to st,a@ 
table and it made me sad. ~I’hat being said I would like to put ray name down to work next sutvaxaer. I know it is way far in advanced but I will be around Chape[ Hill doing research and would 

love to help out I just miss you all so much. I hope everything is going well and I’ll have some study materials for you soon 

Thanks & Miss you! 

(;lass of 2015 



From: ~med.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 8, 2011 9:37 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: RE: In the future._ 

Attach: TEXT.httn 

I actually haven’t been to the ne~v building yet!’.! How do I get in there?! ?! 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.tmc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 9:13 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: In the timare... 

It is so good to hear from you == I am heartily sorry that I missed your visit! Isn’t the new building amazing!! We are very excited that you will be back with us next summer Thank you for 
the materials, and no rush. 
Miss you! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa uric edu<m ailto:ldeissle~!uncaa uric edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> ’                              @med.unc.edu<mailto:             ~med.unc.edu>> 11/7/2011 3:57 PM 

tIey Am?’, 

So I dropped by a while back and missed you that night ® but I will be back again soon to visit you all I had my break the other day outside of the ER and saw evewone walking in to study 
table and it made me sad. ~[Inat being said I would like to put my name down to work next summer. I know it is way far in advanced but I will be around Chapel Hill doing research and would 
love to help out I.just miss you all so much. I hope everything is going well and I’ll have some study materials :[’or you soon. 

Thanks & Miss you! 

Class of 2015 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ne.rr.com> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 9:50 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~ur 

the pig 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 9:02 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

to do 

’IEXTI’.h~m 



staples 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 9:17 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

monday 

call registrar at ksu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 9:25 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

dmv hours 



From: "@nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Sunday, November 13, 2011 11:13 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: finals 

Attach: ’IEXT.httn 

]k/It SecureSter Stored: tetM 47072bytes; Sat, 11 Feb 2012 23:13:30 -0500 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/9c880629b08e9182329f77131923d032 

File Name: Fall 2011 Finals Review Schedule.xlsx 

Exptry [)ate: Sat, 11 Feb 2012 23:13:30-0500 

Size: 47072bytes 



Fall 2011 Finals Review Schedule.xlsx :}:st, ll Feb ’~OJ.::~ :L:;:1::;:30 ..0:}00 4.~O}’2bytes 



From: ~ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 6:48 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: poster 

Attach: ’IEXTl’.httn 

Mt SecureStor Stored: total 2959130bytes; Sun, 12 Feb 2012 06:48:36 -0500 
Attachment Link: http://archive02uncaa.unc.edu/2a99c5fd85095ec58218de9f0aScdl 5c 
File Name: Book Drive poster.pdf 
Exptry [)ate: Sun, 12 Feb 2012 06:48:36 -0500 
Size: 2959130bytes 



Book Drive poster.pdf: Bun~ J.::! Feb 2012 0t{4t{::;’,~ -0::]00 2<U;!{] ::;1 byt~-:s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 12:30 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"~-pulling strings, and then some 

Wally, 
You wouldn’t happen to know anyone on the Pittsburgh Steelers, would you?’. ?! I owe a friend a HUGE thank you for helping out my oldest son, and the man is a huge Steelers fan, so I 
wanted to see if I could buy a j ersey or something and get it signed. Hell, you could sign it and my friend ~vouldn’t know- -- just kidding!! et me know of any good ideas you have! Thanks’.! 
A 



What You Can 
Do for the Web 

What You Ccm Do for 

Fz~jht fer ~he 

Online ;~d~h Firebox 

Tllpe Less, £~ron~se More 

Fashions for 

.Fight for the .fnternet’s Future 

X:: Stop Censorship 

Beat the Crowds. 
Shop Online With Firefox. 



"~ii: Shop Online 

The .Fox & the T~uitter .Bird 

.~.iI Firefox with Twitter 

Type Les& Browse More 

As a Non-Profit... 

Featured Desktop .A dd-ons 



Latest Fashionsj%r Your Browser 

Firefox Health Check 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:48 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L 
Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn 
Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer 
<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Dara M Slivka 
<slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Vicki Behrens 
<vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Weekend Road Closure: Portion of Manning Drive 

TEXT.htm 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckm~e~safe~:~.m~c.ed~J] 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:43 AM 
Subject: Weekend Road Closure: Portion of Manning Drive 

Paxking Coordinators, please forward flae following information. 

Attention Motorists and Commuters: 

To facilitate the final stage of work on the Dental School pedestxian bridge over Mmming Drive, l~e portion of Manning Drive (between West 
Drive and Soul~ Columbia Slxeet) will be closed to all through lxaffic from 8 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 18 flarough 12 p.m. (noon) on Sunday, Nov. 20. 

Traffic will be detoured to Mason Farm Road south of the parking decks during l~is time. To view a map of the affected area please click 
here<~:~.’w~dps~mc~edu/Nev,,sLiri~ ~,~a~mi~gClosedWeb~NovM~:rminaCl~osed.pd~. Pedes~ximas will be re-routed south of the Mary Ellen 
Jones Building. The Chapel Hill Transit mad Triangle Transit bus stop in front ofl~e Dogwood Paxking Deck will be temporaxily closed; riders 
should access eastbound lxansit service via l~e bus stop on East Drive adjacent to l~e Jackson Parking Deck. Chapel Hill Transit route changes and 
detours axe indicated at l~e following link: 

~):/i~ww.towr~.of;chaj[~hill.or~iip~dex,aspx?recordid=4 ] 55&~e= 1209 

Call the Depar~xnent of Public Safety at 962-3951 during normal business hours wifla oflaer questions or concerns. 

Thmlk you, 

The Deparlxnent of Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 10:19 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: YOU ARE A NUT! ! ! ! ! ’.! ! ! ! ’. ! ! 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Ill be back by about noon.. I’m at the swim meet..choc and lemon .I couldn’t decide! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 18 Nov 2011 09:59:50 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 

B eth, 

’]?hank you so much for the birthday greetings[![[![![[![![[ I may just leave my door like that forever[! You are the dearest friend -- thank you for ahvays being so thoughtful When ~vill you be 

here to have cake?! 

A 

Amy Kleiss]er 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 10:54 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: YOU ARE A NUT! ! ! ! ! ’.! ! ! ! ’. ! ! 

TEXTf.httn 

:) 
Aww We should have made it bring your dog to work day! 
Sent Irom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
Date: Fn, 18 Nov 2011 10:42:18 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu> 
SubJect: Re: YOU ARE A NUT!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

I brought in the car so that I *w)uld have an excuse to leave early (!!) so I’m going to run out now to do an errand, and then I’ll be back @ noon for cake with you!! 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyun are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/18/2011 10:19 AM >>> 
Ill be back by about noon.. I’m at the swim meet ..choc and lemon .I couMn’t decide! 
Sent fi-om my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From: ".~y Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 18 Nov 2011 09:59:50 -0500 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bcth, 
Thar~ you so much for the birthday greetings!!!!t!!!!t!!!! I may just leave my door like that forever!! You are the dearest friend -- thai,,k you for always being so thoughtful. When xvill you be 
here to have cake?! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, .2011 9:16 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Sunday, 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

I also wanted to see if you are in need of another Learning Assistant for 
the spring semester? I know of 

Please let me know what you think. 

On Mon. at 9:13 PM; ( @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Amy, 

I’ll be back in to*vn, so I can come in if you all need me. 

> OnMon at 8:15 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>*vrote: 

>> Good evening-, 
>> Although the Academic Center will not be holding sessions for olympic 
>> athletes on the Sunday following Thanksgiving, the academic counselors for 
>> football wanted me to see if you would be available to work with football 
>> student-athletes during your regularly scheduled time slot’? No worries if 
>> you are not -- Let me know your thoughts, enj oy your break ! 
>> that’: your 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> UN(-’-Chapel Hill 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Monday, November 21, 2011 11:35 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

call 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Monday, November 21, 2011 11:49 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

re do handbook? 



From: ~@ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 7:04 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: tuesday 

Attach: TEXT.htm; TEXT.htm 1 

Green bean casserole 

Stul![ing veggies and stock 

Gra,~" 

Wine 

Non-alcohol drinks 

Pumpkin pies 

Salad 12 candied pecans, cranberries, goat cheese, strawberries, spinach 

Makings of French toast 

Bacon 

Pumpkin pie 

Wed night 

Spinach salad 

Tamales 

Caprese salad 

Beef teriaki 

Chicken tenders 

Thursday 

French toast casserole 

Bacon 

Appetizers of shrimp cocktail 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 64512bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archiveO2.uaacaaunc.edu/6550e2d68c58626a1047963b22e618ff) 

File Name: Thoughts from conference.doc 

Expiry Date: Mol~, 20 Feb 2012 07:03:49 -0500 

Size: 64512bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 12:16 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc. edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Percival Villegas Guevarra 
<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer 
<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M 
Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 
Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan 
John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

HR Information for Employees 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

Kim Allison 
Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 32340bytes; 
Attachment Link: ~:i/archiveO2.m~caa.tmc.edtdaSdfcaeld152dOc61878%~ed44a3cf27 
File Name: 11-22-11 Information for Employees.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mon, 2~-Feb 2012 12:15:38 -0500 
Size: 32340bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 23, 2011 9:36 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Meetings with caJ~didates 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi, Amy: 

Would you be able to meet with our first candidate 

Let me kno~v... 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 

) on Tuesday at 1 ? 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:40 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor Program 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Ms. Kleissler, 

My name is i                                                  We are 
in the      program together, although I am in the science cohort, as I am 
studying to be a high school Biology teacher. I am writin~ to ask if you 
have any need for bioloa~: tutors. I have mv 

and also one-on-one. If you think you have a need :[’or a biolog3~ or 
introductory science rotor, ! would love to send you my resume or anything 
else you might need Thank you so much, and I hope you had a wonderful 
holiday! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 1:12 PM 

~gmafil.com 

"~-Re: Tutor Progra~n 

Thank you so much for getting in touch with our program! I have fOlavarded your email to one of our academic counselors, Brent Blanton. We are in the process of hiring a tutoria 1 program 
coordinator, but in the meantime, Brent is hiring the tutors 
> 11:41 ~/~M >>> 
Hi Ms. Kleissler, 

My name is i                                                                        We are 
in the     ’ program together, although I am in the science cohort, as I am 

else you might need. Thank you so much, and I hope you had a wonderful 
holiday’. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 27, 2011 1:14 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"-Fwd: Re: Saturday festivities 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Sunday, November 27, 2011 12:43 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday festivities 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Amy, 

I just wanted to give my sincere thanks once again, for the invitation to the UNC/DUKE Football game 
yesterday         and I enj oyed both the hospitality shown toward us at both the pre-game suite luncheon as 
well as being given access to attend the game. Thanks for providing such a kind gesture of appreciation shown 
to your staff members. I’m elated to be working as a member of such a great program. Hats off to you, I’ll see 
you soon. 

Gooooo TARHEELS! ! ! 

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 1:21 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tutor Program 

Atlach: TEXT.htm; 

If you are still looking for a coordinator, I would love to put in my 
resume for that position as well! A few- years back I worked as an 

help out! If not, I am still very interested in being a tutor! ~Ihank you so 
much for your ume 

at 1:12 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>wrobe: 

Thank you so much :[’or getting in touch with our program! ! have forwarded 
your email to one of our academic counselors, Brent Blamon. We are in the 
process of hiring a tutorial program coordinator, but in the meantime, 
Brem is hiring the tutors If you send me your resume, I will fopa, ard 
that to him as well. 
Thank you! 
~any 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>~ 11:41 A_’vi >>> 
Hi Ms. Kleisslcr, 

My nalne is We are 

else you might need. Thank you so much, and I hope you had a wonderful 
holiday! 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <~jtownsend@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 10:41 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Meeting with tutorial coordinator candidate on Thursday 

’IENTI’.httn 

Would 11 work for you guys on Thursday? 

And, just as a heads up, Robert is going to crash your session at 1:00 tomol~o~v. He doesn’t have any other time scheduled with her so he is going to sit in at 1. 

Jenn 

Jenn To~vnsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard --bk ethel@emaal.unc.edt> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 10:42 AM 

Jennifer Town~nd <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Meeting with tutorial coordinator candidate on Thursday 

TEXTI’.httn 

11 won’t work for me. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and YVriting Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Cha’0el t li[[, NC 275991T (919) 962-2237 

C         I F (919) 962-8247 

bradley, bethel@unc.edu 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:itownsend(h)uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 10:41 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Amy Kleissler 
SubJect: Meeting with tutorial coordinator candidate on Thursday 

Would 11 work for you guys on Thursday? 

And, just as a heads up, Robert is going to crash your session at 1:00 tomon-ow He doesn’t have an?’ other time scheduled with her so he is going to sit in at 1. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate I)irector 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (t’ax) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <~jtownsend@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2 K 2011 10:45 AM 

Bradley Richaxd Bethel <bbethel@emml.nnc.edu’~; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting with tutoria] coordinator candidate on Thursday 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Is there a time that will work? He doesn’t have any time to meet in the afternoon so it would have to be sometime between 10ish and 11:30 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 

>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 11/28/2011 10:42 AM >>> 

11 won E:lt work for me. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge R d. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C,              ~" (919) 962-8247 

bradley bethel@unc edu 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:itownsend~uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 10:41 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Amy Kleissler 
Subject: Meeting with tutorial coordinator candidate on Thursday 

Would 11 work for you guys on Thursday? 

And, just as a heads up, Robert is going to crash your session at 1:00 tomorrow. He doesn’t have any other time scheduled ~vith her so he is going to sit in at 1. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard --bk ethel@emaal.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 28, 2011 10:46 AM 

Jennifer Town~nd <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Meeting with tutorial coordinator candidate on Thursday 

TEXTI’.httn 

IDm not iicee in the morning, so it" 11 ~vorks for Arny, go with it. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and YVriting Specialist 
Uinversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Cha’0el t lil[, NC 275991T (919) 962-2237 

C,         I F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Jennifer Townsend [maitto:itownsend(h)uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 10:45 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Amy Kleissler 
SubJect: RE: Meeting with tutorial coordinator candidate on Thursday 

Is there a time that wit1 work? He doesn’t have any time to meet in the afternoon so it would have to be sometime between 10ish and 11:30. 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 

>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu<mailto:bbethelO~emaihunc.edu>> 11/28/2011 10:42 AM>>> 
11 won[~]t work for me 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC~ 275991 T (919) 962-2237 
C         I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu<ruailto :bradley.bethel(&unc. edu> 

Froru: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:itownsend(&uncaa.tmc.edu]<raailto:[ruailto:itownsend(&uncaa.unc.edu]> 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 10:41 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Amy Kleissler 
Subject: Meeting with tutorial coordinator candidate on Thursday 

Would 11 work for you guys on Thursday? 

And, just as a heads up, Robert is going to crash your session at 1:00 tomorrow. He doesn’t have any other time scheduled xvith her so he is going to sit in at 1. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  1:03 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Byrne Kleissler 
<kleissle@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutorial coordinator candidates 

TEXT.htm: 

Hi, 

I am attaching the itineraries, resumes and cover letters for the tutorial coordinator candidates we are bringing in this week. Please 
make sure you get a chance to introduce yourselves. 

will be here tomorrow, rill be here on Wednesday and will be here on Thursday. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 





From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:32 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tutor Program 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

I am so sorly for not responding sooner, I didn’t see this email until just 
now-. I am saving it as a word doc and attaching it right now[ 
Again, I apologize for the delay, 

On Mon, ] at 9:35 A’~i, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> What ~pe of document is your resume saved as? ! am unable to open it. 
> Are you able to save it as a word document? Let me know. 
> Thank you 
> ~ny 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Charel Hill 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> ~" 1:22 PM >>> 

> Amy, 
> 

> If you are still looking for a coordinator, I would love to put in my 
> resume for that position as wel[[ A few years back I worked as an ** 

> help out[ If not, I am still very interested in being a tutor[ Thank you so 
> much for your time. 

> On Sun ~t 1:12 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> Thank you so much for getting in touch with our program! I have 
>> forwarded your email to one of our academic counselors, Brent Blanton. VVe 
>> are in the process of hiring a tutorial program coordinator, but in the 
>> meantime, Brent is hiring the tutors. If you send me your resun~e, I will 
>> forward that to hm~ as well. 
>> Thank your 
>> Amy 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> , c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> >>: 11:41 AM>>> 
>> Hi Ms Kleissler, 

>> My name is ¯ ¯ ~                                                            We are 
>> in th~ together, although I am in the science cohort, as I am 

>> else you might need. Thank you so much, and I hope you had a wonderful 
>> holidayt 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 



7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 5:04 PM 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 0:06 PM 

Amy Byrne Kleissler <klei ssle@email.unc.edtr~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@macaa. unc.edu> 

Thank You 

TEXT.htm 

Dear 

Than ~ you again for taking the time to meet with me yesterday. I really enjoyed having the opportunity to learn more about the position requirements and expectations. After meeting with 
eve~3’o~e, I believe that my skill set, varied experience, and tutoring phi osophy will be an asset to the Carolina student-athlete population. The energy and enthusiasm of the UNC 

cotranum~ is inspiring and matches my own drive and passion 

Please let me know if you need any further i~l’ormation from me 

Regards, 



From: @nc.rr.com" ~nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:18 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: ’I~EXTI’.httn 

Sent li’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 12:01 PM 

Amy Kleissler ~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: clarification 

’I~37f.httn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mount Holyoke College, Office of Communicalions" <mhc2003@mtholyoke.edu> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 2:31 PM 

Amy Byrne Kleissler <klei ssle@email.unc.edtr~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

MHC Today: College Launches New M.A.T. Program 

TEXT.htm 

If you are having trouble viewing this message, see it in your browser<http://cIicks.~otoe×tinguisher.com/preview/? 
c=8165&~=278&p=6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&utm source=Fire%20Engine%20RED&utm medium=email&utm campaign=December MIIC%20Today>. 

[MHC Today - Connecting you with the news and events at Mount Holyoke College]<http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.com/trkr/? 

c 8165&~ 278&u 0a280[’2994e7cd10c21cdlleSfc2e737&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

December2011 [feed] <http://clicks.gotoextin~uisher.con~,trkri?c 8165&~ 278&u c725fb4800c4c9afeaabaSb5980023ee&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

<http://clicks.~otoextmguishercon’b, trkri?c 8165&g 278&u 8~a44a5ab07579eb169662836a3338a&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> [youtube] 

<ht~p://clicksgotoextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 278&u 999eff3f6ebe3449639170825b57b742&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [~vitter] 

<http://clicks.gotoextin~uishercomJtrkr/?c 8165&g 278&u d492ac3fc17e402bfl~c38939483c370d&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> [facebook] 

<ht~p://clicks.~otoextinguisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&g 278&u b5b85a9400da241b0f6248a4f97fe125&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 

[flickr] 

Around Campus 

[M.AT Program]<http://clicks.gotoe×tm~uisher.com/trkr/?c=8165&~=278&u=lfcecca04f66a9cb79961 bc44a0ea70f&p=6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&q=feature image&t=1 > 

College Launches New M A. T. ~ rogram<http :i/clicks ~otoextin~uisher. com/trkr/. 
c=8165&g=278&u=fe8321 c87b08a92eSe58ae83da1804fe&p=6077dbgf7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&q=feature link&t=l > 
Mount Holyoke will host an open house and interactive in]2)rmation sessmn on its new, accelerated M.A.T. program on December 1 in Blanchard Campus Center 

Salamon Kicks Off Wasserstein Exhibit<http:iiclicks.gotoextmguisher.com/trkr/?c=8165&g=278&u= 11924398202a9c 8c6d77f0c2f88151 a2&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&t= 1 > 
Video: Mount Holyoke officially launched The Uncormnon Life ofWendy Wasserstein exhibition with a visit by New York Times best-selling author Julie Salamon November 10. 

Governance Cotffcrence for W omen<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.c o tr~’trkri? c= 8165 &g=278 &u=6429cff69a4d60d36f4b4eae5 a a69c2e&p=6077db9f7343 d85 c 1856103 c 8 c7067be&t= 1 > 
Photo Essay: On November 15 in New York Cit~ MHC partnered with Egon Zehnder International to host a cotffcrence focused on the future of women serving on corporate boards. 

Mom~t Holyoke Celebrates Founder’s Day<http:/iclicks.gotoextmguisher.cotr~’trkri?c=8165&g=278&u=1cdSb82c081140c9392fd98ff5971ff5&p=6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t=l> 
Photo Essay: Mary Lyon welcomed her first students 174 years ago. See the photos<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.com/trkr/? 
c=8165&g=278&u=0c1174bbd078cg06000819e7889def84&p=6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t=l> of MHC’s chilly celebration during the annual Fo~mder’s Day obselvance. 

Discussing Policy ~vith the YVhite House<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.com/trkr/?c=8165&g=278&u=b973b9e6a51108fa61a72bb3331e8516&p=6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t=l> 
Video: Kiki Boyles ~ 12, So Jin Lee ~ 13, and Susatma Labowitz ~ 12 talked with ;\~ite House staff members about President Obama ~ s new college affordabili~" plan. 

See more news from MHC<http:i/clicks.~otoextin~uisher.corrdtrkr/?c=8165&~=278&u=l e228a19b29fc5ea4e5b0066c573e773&’0=6077dbgf7343d85c 1856103cScT067be&t=l > 

[SusalaKare’75]<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.col~’trkr/?c 8165&g 278&u 0b9fgc29031a0dc5eead062d4b3a7331&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Alum ls the Woman behind Apple’s lcons<http://clicks gotoextinguisher com/trkr/?c 8165&g 278&u 2a00d35e54e23c125f238505bcdfl~f34&p 6077db9t7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 
Susan Kare ’75 designed the earliest tbnts and icons that have been the prototypes for Mac computers ever since, according to CNN’s What’s Next blog. 

[GailHolaastein]<http:/?clicksgotoext~nguishercom/trkr/?c 8165&~ 278&u 23b38d371731clS0843c74b6644bc263&p 6077db917343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Homstein Discusses Mental Illness in NY TImes<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.col~’trkr/? 
c 8165&~ 278&u b371829e22eabb6731145734b54639t~4&~9 6077db917343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 
Mouaat Holyoke Professor of Psychology Gail Hornstein is featured in a Ne~v York Times article examining the meaning of mental illness. 

[KathermeAidala]<http://clicksgotoextinguisher.co~rdtrkd-/?c 8165&~ 278&u a7e146625e062g~7fcc09a4cc875aclc&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Aidala Makes Pitch for President’s Daughters<http://clicks.gotoextin~uisher.com/trkr/? 
c 8165&~ 278&u 107986592d07485c991d121c49fc9bb6&~9 6077db917343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 
From the Daily Hampshire Gazette: Physics professor Katherine Aidala talks about receiving a science award from President Obama and recommending to him that his daughters attend 
MHC. 

[MarkFeeney]<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.com]trkr/?c 8165&g 278&u a102c28ed6cb7729a72512d776493e0b&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> 

High Praise for Art Museum Exhibition<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher comArkr/’?c 8165&g 278&u 7a47ea218e~t386d2d9d9290e75085dT&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> 
The Boston Globe’s Mark Feeney gives high praise to the World Documents photograph?" exhibition, on display through December 18 at the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum 



[LyrmPasquerel[a]<http://clicks.gotoextin~uishercomJtrkr/?c 8165&g 278&u 86db5fc274501db82b432671a0a40155&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Pasquerella Speaks at ACAD-PBK Conference<http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher com/trkr/? 
c 8165&~ 278&u 5eb874b95ddl’e0a930e(N32d431 el I e7&p 6077db9[’7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1 > 
Video: President Lynn Pasquerella speaks about the role of the humanities at the American Conference of Academic I)eans and the Phi Beta Kappa Socie~’. 

[MariaCirino’85]<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&g 278&u dd3e05cb5d2c3855a()4dSdabc58dl’d54&p 6077db9[’7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

MariaCirino’85FearcaedinNYTimes<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.con~/trkr/?c 8165&~ 278&u 23ae5f3a5326c09bt28ee231b14083fa&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 
Maria Cirino ’85, cofounder of the Boston-based venture capital firm .406 Ventures, is a kindred spirit for up-and-coming entrepreneurs, according to the New York Times. 

See more MHC Newsmakers<http:/iclicks.gotoextinguisher.corrgtrkri?c=8165&g=278&u=fc92cgal a6036655686cc24d96f216eS&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&t= 1 > 

Upcoming E’,~ents 

Christmas Vespers at Mo~mt Holyoke<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.corr~itrkri?c 8165&g 278&u 498f89ffTa450dd176692fct25dd4609&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
December 4, 4 pm and 7 pro, Abbey- Memorial Chapel 

West African Music Ensembles<http://clicks.~otoextin~uishcr.cotr~’trkr/?c 8165&~ 278&u 6eca596b96eef24efaccd229812883bb&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Deccmber 6, 7 pm, Chapin Auditorium 

Christmas Vespers in Boston<http:/iclicks.gotoextinguisher.corrgtrkr/?c 8165&g 278&u 2cfd6faS05d7973a2973f026e82db927&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
December 9, 8 pm, Old South C’hurch 

Arcadia Players Present Handel’s Messiah <http:~/clicks.gotoextinguisher com/trkr/?c 8165&g 278&u 8d298a8337647ca0bee268662e974d60&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 
December 17, 7:30 pm, Abbey Memorial Chapel 

See allupcomingevents<http://clicks.gotoextinguishercon~trkr/?c 8165&g 278&u llc3f04cb4460f57ac34fd~c173fdeb&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

[Mount Holyoke College] <hl~p ://clicks gotoextinguisher, com/trkr/, c=8165&g=278&u=_ 7285345b6cbdcI3bc648433580c4e~e&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103c8c, 06, be&t=1 > 
Copyright ~ 2011 Mount Holyoke College. MHC Today is published by the Office of Cormnunications. 

[http:~/clicksgotoextmguisher.co~rdo/?c 8165&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t l&g 278] 
This message sent to kleissle@email.unc.edu by mhc2003@mtholyoke edu 
Mouaat Holyoke College, Office of Communications 
50 College St 
South Hadley, MA 01075 

You opted in to this list from: Mount Holyoke College 
Unsubscribe<http://c~icks.g~t~extinguisher.c~m/mana~e/.~=2‘8&c=8~65&p=6~‘7db9f7343d85c18561~-c8c7~6‘be&~=~&utm source=Fire ~ o20En~ine, o 
20RED&utm medium=email&utm campaign=December MHC%20Todav> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 9:44 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc. edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Percival Villegas Guevarra 
<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer 
<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M 
Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 
Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan 
John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

FW: S. Columbia Street Bus Stop Move 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mai~to:ckane(0~)&safet~,o~Coed~q 
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 9:33 AM 
Subject: S. Columbia Street Bus Stop Move 

Beginning Monday, December 5, the bus stop on South Columbia Street in front of Sitterson Hall will be permanently closed and be 
relocated to the south near the NROTC Building. To see a map of the affected area click 
here<http:i/w, ww.dps.unc.eduiNewsLir~ksiSoCo~urrfoiaWeb/SoCo~umbia.~>. 

This bus stop change is being made for passenger safety and so that buses turning west (left) onto Cameron Avenue will have more 
room to change lanes in preparation for the turn. 

All Chapel Hill Transit and Triangle Transit busses will begin using the new bus stop near the NROTC Building on Monday, 
December 5. The old bus shelters will be removed later in the week. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 11:05 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring planning 

TENTI’.httn 

I don’t know if she has decided. I do know she mentioned if she did come back, she wanted to work with wbb as she was tired of the lack of con~munication with oly sports...nothing for 
certain 
Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
Date: Fri, 2 Dec 2011 10:54:09 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu> 
Sut~iect: Spring planning 

has not responded to my emails regarding her availability for the spring. Do you have any sense of what the lay of the land is? 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Peter Arvai <arvai.peter@prezi.com> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 4:04 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Would you recommend Prezi? 

TENTf.httn 

Hi Matt, 

I kno~v what you’re thinking: not another company survey. 

But we ~vant to make Prezi the best presentation soft~vare on the planet. To do so, we need to understand how- well we’re doing. 
If you can spare a couple of minutes, ~ve’d love to hear tlcom you at http://prezicom/customer-satisfaction-survev/39afa5692592/? 
utm source custsatsua-,zev&utm medium email&utm campaign Customer%2BSatisfaction%2BSurvev 

Best, 
Peter 
CEO tS-ezJ 

(c)2010 Prezi Inc. 1857 Montgomery St, San Francisco CA 94133 
’]?his emai[ was sent to kIeissle@uncaa.unc.edu. To ensure that you continue receiving our emails, please add us to your address book or safe list 
Unsubscribe: http://email.prezi com/wf/unsubscribe?rp rcHpgMrgcPXNc~l pVv3PxhCbUtPITSIfrm7rVDdRh6xWddVR%2BDW6FxuRvRc92yRr],B~5[Zd7%2FRklx% 
2FGSZJtV2tb~ET[[~Dnnsr7dU%2Bbm6HlbzRS83ZCmmiRzxm%2FpBUfDn&u Ji YXLN5BS~-Z0uWtvA4QkQ%2Fut 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nc,rr.colll> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 5:07 PM 

Amy Klcisslcr <k]cissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cal scouts 

’IEX3’.h~m 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"National Consortium for Academics and Sports" <info@ucasports.org> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 3:53 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Scholar-Bailer Winners, Revised 

TEXTI’.httn 

To view as a Webpage, click here: http://visitor benchlnarkemail com/c/v?e 111FA0&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email~aLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYDlz2X3:2vI%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium :[’or Academics and Sports. Please reconfitm your ~nterest in receiving email from us. If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
Conlkml.~RL :ht~p://visitorbenchmarkemail.com/c/npt?e lllFA0&c 16AA&[ 55EDI63&emailuLXCjy67IIy5WzowNYDI/2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
December 7, 2011 

Media Contact: 

Lindsey Mauro 

[ 1 ] info@scholarballer.org 

NCAS and Scholar Bailer [5] Announce National Academic Momentum Award Recipients: 

49 Student-Athletes Recognized for Academic Improvement 

Orlando, FL [5~I)ecember 7, 2011 - The Scholar Bailer[5] program, in coNunction with the National Consortimn for Academics and Sports (NCAS), annonnced the recipients of the 2011 
Academic Mi~mentmn Award Eighty-nine nominations were received from 55 different colleges and universities. Top nominations were categorized into three teams based on each student- 
athlete1551s academic improvement and the impact each student-athlete[5~s academic performance had on his or her classmates, teammates, academic advisors, and professors. A total of 17 
male and female award recipients from NCAS partner schools were selected for the First Team, 16 recipients were chosen for the Second Team, and 16 recipients were selected for the ’]2aird 
Team 

The names, schools, majors, and sports of the First Team Academic Momentum Award recipients are: 

Christopher Bass,Louisiana State University, General Studies, Basketball 

Chelsea Carrier, West Virginia University, Child Development, Track and Field 

Erin Davis, University of Nebraska- Lincoln, Psychology, Gymnastics 

Antonio Fenelus, University of Wisconsin, Football, Family, Consumer, and Corrm~tmity Education 

Janae Fulcher, Arizona State University, Interdisciplinary Studies, Basketball 

Curenski Gilleylen, Universi~ of Nebraska-Lincoln, Civil Engineering, Football 

Robert Golabek, Universib" at Buffalo, Cormnunicatiun, Track and Field 

Gimel Gordun, Georgia State University, Nursing, Soccer 

Shannon Hoffman, University of Wisconsin, Human Development and Family Studies, Rowing 

Connor Lade, St. Jol’ms University, Sports Management, Soccer 

Robert McLarney, Rutgers University, Communication, Soccer 

Jessica Panza, North Carolina State Universi~, Business Management, Gymnastics 

Latoya Parkinson, Auburn University, Mathematics, Track 

Trent Richardson,University of Alabama, General Studies, Football 

Sheila Reid, Villanova University, English, Cross Conntly 

Anthony Salciccia, Umversity of California Berkley, Social Welfare, Soccer 

Natalie Villal~ceal, Texas A&M University, Agricultural Leadership and Development, SoRball 

The names, schools, majors, and sports of the Second Team Academic Momentum A~vard recipients are: 

Tyler Bitancurt, West Virginia University, Multidisciplinary Studies, Football 

Annye Boone, Virginia Tech, English, Track & Field 

Brooke Bomeman, Indiana University, Fitness Specialist, Field Hockey 

Dakota Crockett, Texas A&M Umversity Commerce, Graphic Design, Volleyball 

Janelle Davis, Canisius College, Childhood Education, Volleyball 

Michael Genovese, Setun Hall Umversity, Elementaly Special Educatiun, Baseball 

Jamiun Haltley, Ball St.ate Universiry, Business, Volleyball 

Kari Honomichl, Ni~Nara Umversi~, Communications, Volleyball 

Sarah Lizntte, 1.7(2 San Diego, Undeclared, Water Polo 



Amanda Muntaltu, Ball State Umversity, General Studies, Softbal[ 

Stephanie Nurton, University of Counecticut, ]E*;nvirunmental Engineering, Lacrusse 

Jamal Parks, Oklahoma State Umversity, Education, Wrestling 

Cecille Perez, Abilene Christian University, Criminal Justice, Basketball 

Luke Spencer, Xavier Umversity, Pre Occupatiunal Therapy, Soccer 

Shealyn Sullivan, (ieorgian Court University, ttistury, Soccer 

Kayla Vitale, Dowling College, Psychulogy, Succer 

’]?he names, schools, majurs, and sports of the rI1nird Team Academic Momentum Award recipients are: 

Stephen Bailey, Florida International Uinvers~ty, Criminal Justice, Foutball 

Ashley Benson, Indiana University, General Studies, Volleyball 

Mark Dodds, Florida International University, Liberal Studies, Baseball 

Janae Grimes, San Jose City College, Fashion Design/Business, Softball 

April Hutchens, Valdosta State University, Deaf Education, Softball 

Verdell Jones II, Indiana University, Sport ConKnunicationiBroadcasting, Basketball 

Chanel King, St. Jokms University, Criminal Justice, Track and Field 

Lindsey Lamar, University of South Florida, Corrmmnications, Football 

Shelly Lyons, Arizona State University, Criminal Justice, Football 

Oeofli’ey Navarro, Momnouth University, Health Studies, Track and Field 

DeShawn Painter, North Carolina State University, Social Work, Basketball 

Matthew Pierce, Valdosta State University, Criminal Justice, Football 

Korney Rhoades, University of South Carolina, Public Health, Soccer 

Kiersten Tupper, University of Connecticut, Hun~an Development and Family Studies, Lacrosse 

Athalia Smith, Sacred Heart University, Business A&ninistration, Track & Field 

Khymest Williams, University of Central Florida, Sports and Exercise Science, Football 

Award nominations included stories of: working with a learning specialist to progress academically; persevering on the quest for academic success ;vhile inspiring peers and teammates to 
excel in the classroom, becoming the first in their family to graduate ;vith a degree from a college or university; being an international student who had to persevere through hardships both 
academically and economically; and organizing local con’~munity sel~ice initiatives 

The NCAS is an ever-growing organization of colleges and universities that provides opportumties for current and former student-athletes to continue their pursuit of higher education, 
while working in the community with children to address social issues. Established in 1985, the overall mission of the NCAS is ~to create a better society by focusing on educational 
attainment and using the power appeal of sport to positively affect social change. ~ 

Established in 1995, the Scholar Baller~ movement evolved in response to concerns that the student-athlete,s athletics role increasingly superseded the student role. In order to address 
this issue, the founding members of Scholar Baller developed a grou~dbreaking program to bridge the gap between education and sport utilizing student-athletes ~ passion for 
entertainment and athletics As a result, the Scholar Baller program has produced unprecedented outcomes in student retention and academic achievement 

Each award recipient will receive a recognition certificate and autdaentic Scholar Baller medal In addition, all nominees ;vill receive a Thin!~Ian~ or ThinkWoman~ decal/sticker. 

References: 

1 mailto :info@scholarba ller.or~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Hollida~; Tacy" <Tacy.Holliday@montgomerycollege.edu> 

Thursday, December 15, 2011 5:04 PM 

nclcamembership@gmml.com 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Happy Holidays frown NCLCA 

Dear Members and Friends, 

I’m writing to wish you a safe and happy holiday sea son on behalf of the National College Learning Center Association. 

As a former student who was essentially raised in a learning center, I know first-hand the diIt’erence that you make in the lives of your students and in your institutions each day. I want to 
thank you for the selwice you provide and for your devotion to the profession of learning assistance and learning centers in higher education. 

The Executive Board is alrea@ hard at work preparing for next year’s conference in Reno, NV and several other initiatives including online trainings geared specifically for learning center 
stafl~ 2012 will be a great year! 

Once again, Happy Holidays! 

Tacy 

Tacy L. Holliday, PhD 
NCLCA Membership Chair 
Science Learning Center 
Management Instructor 
Montgomery College 
Germamown 
SA203/SA202 
2dO 567.7791 
w ww.montg~Ineryco~ege.edu/departments/sci~cgt<http://www.montg~mervco~ege.edu/departments/sci~cgt> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mount Holyoke College, Office of Communicalions" <mhc2003@mtholyoke.edu> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 10:35 AM 

Amy Byme Kleissler <klei ssle@email.unc.edtr~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Holiday Greetings from President Lynn Pasquerella 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here<http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher com/trkr/? 

c 8165&~ 268&u 6bac7e930ddbfc4f0dSabbe4b88b0850&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> for the web version. 

[Mount Holyoke College] 

[http://www.mtholyoke.edu/ol!fices/com/news/images/winter ~reetin~s.ip~[<http ://click s ~otoextin~uish er. con~’trkr/? 

c 8165&~ 268&u bSbcbblda9460eb351ed6fcdbb43b332&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 

Holiday Greetings from President Lynn Pasquerella<http:i/clicks ~otoextin~uisher.comJtrkr/? 
c 8165&g 268&u 14d8363e28371e0070c5b85ac12afea2&9 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> 

’]7his message sent to kleissle@email.unc.edu by mhc2003@mtholyoke edu 

[http://clicksgotoe×tm~uisher.com/o/?c 8165&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t l&~ 268]MountHolyoke College, Office of Communications 

50 College St 

South tladley, MA 01075 

You opted in to this list from: Mount Holyoke College 
Unsubscribe<http://clicks.gotoextmguisher.com/manage/?g 268&c 8165&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&l 0&utm source Fire%20Engine% 
20RED&utm medium email&utm~campaign Lvnn%27s Holiday%20Message> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"National Consortium for Academics and Sports" <info@ncasports.org> 

Friday, December 23,2011 10:05 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hapw Holidays ti~om the NCAS! ’. 

TENTI’.httn 

Having trouble viewing this email? click here: http:/ivisitor.benchmarkemaihcol~’C,~?e 11A1FF&c 16AA&l 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5;VzowNYDlz2XFM% 
2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium ~2~r Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your interest in receiving email from us. If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
ConfirmURL:http://visitor.benchmarkemaihcom~ciopt’?e llAIFF&c 16AA&[ 55ED163&email uI_,XCjy67I[y5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D51,I~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 2, 2012 7:45 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"~Ahis week 

Wally, 

I have a favor to ask you -- could you and I meet this week?                                                                                                          , I oIt’ered 
myself part-time or full-time, whatever he ~vanted, and in whatever capacity’ he decided. Both times his reply ~vas for me to continue to work with you! I am thrilled to do just that, but as we 
begin the new semester I wanted to see if you could provide me with a ’job description’ of sorts, a ’to-do list’ if you will, so that we are all clear on what you want me to do, as well as not do. I 
want to be sure that I am meeting all of my responsibilities and not stepping outside of what you need for me to accomplish. Does this make sense? Let me know-, and if so, a good day and 
time for us to meet. 
Thanks! 
Am?’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:32 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Fwd: 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Forwarded message ..... 
From: "Tracy Hams" <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 
Date: Tue, Jan 3, 2012 9:18 am 

Background has come back with no criminal convictions found. Please have him call to set up an appointment to complete paperwork. 

Tracy U. Hams 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:t ~h~r~c~.m~c.ed~> 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bill Melega, M.Ed., NBPTS" < ~(}eaxthlink.net> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 6:40 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

RE: confirmation 

TEXTI’.httn 

Let me know if that worlcs 
Melega 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Kleissler 

To: Bill Melega 

Sent: 1/4/2012 11:52:23 AM 

Subject: coafirmalion 

What days are you rolling to work this semester? Is it just Sunday night? Let me know. 

Thanks! 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Ulffvel5iU of North C~xolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

klei ssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidenlia]ity Notice: Tiffs e-mail message, including any attachinents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) mid may contain confidential and privileged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-m~fil and 

des~troy all copies of the origins] message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Wedne sday, January- 4, 2012 11:50 PM 

Kendra tlancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

"~-Re: Internship Leami ng Agreemenl/Contracl/EvaJ uation documents 

Kendra, 
Thanks so much! 

My talk wifla YVally went ~vell -- he was pretty emphatic with "I ~vant you ~vorking with the students" :) However, he also asked if I could do like last semester and handle the scheduling of all 
of the tutoring requests for football. I am happy to, but I will mention it to Brent in the morning, and then get him to clarify the particulars so that we don’t experience again what you 
described today with dilt’erent people assuming various others having responsibility- -- does that make sense? Let me know! I have a doc appt at 9 but I’ll be in right after. 
A 

>>> Kendra Hancock 01/04/12 12:07 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Attached is the internship documents which define responsibilities and benefits for the erap[oyee (student) and the athletic department. It is all located on the J drive in the Sport 
Administration Graduate Internship Folder. 
I thil~ I’m going to modify the documents to create my job description/working agreement for the Spring semester. Let me know if you have an?- questions 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student-Athletes 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 
If you believe in yuur dreams, yuu can achieve themt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:53 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu 

"~-tmfining 

I wanted to let you know that we will be having two short training sessions next week, the 10th and 12, 6-7PM. They are for learning assistants, and although you are a "tutor," due to a 
number of the students of ours that you work with, the training will be peltinent to your work 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,. 10:18 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

RE: training 

Hi!!!!’. 
I ahnost went the other day but then said "no! I’m challenging myself to wait until rm back over there at work at the stadium and can go ~vith Amy!" Break was fantastic and it really was 
annoying trying to get back to ~vork this week. 

Sounds good for next week- I figured I would start to be lumped into that category of ’learning assistant’ in one ~vay or another. Let me know- what else you need from me!!’. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle~uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 11:53 PM 

To:        ~email.unc edu 
Subject: training 

I wanted to let you know that we will be having two short training sessions next week, the 10th and 12, 6-7PM. ’]7hey are [’or learning assistants, and although you are a "tutor," due to a 
number of the students of ours that you work with, the training will be pertinent to your work. I can explain more when we see each other. Also, expect an invitation to join a SAKAI sight 
that we have created for the staf[~ 

fun, fun, fun!! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: ~)ahoo.com> 

Sent: Friday, 10:03 AIVI 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tmiNng videos 

Attach: ’I~ENTI’.httn 

Hi An~y - Would I be able to come watch the training videos during the day next week? I can come in anytime 9-3:00 on Monday or Wednesday 9-12:00. Are any of these times good for 
you? 

I will put the new semester train on my calendar for Wedaaesday night. Looking forward to hearing from you! 

On , at 2:31 PM. Amy KleissIer wrote: 

> I hope that you had a good holiday break with your family! 
> 

> I wanted to see about setting up a time with you where you could come into my office to watch the training videos. All of them together are approximately 5 hours, but you can watch them 
over a n~ber of days if that is better lk~r you. Any time that is good for you is good ]2~r me. You can come after school, in the evening, etc I will be in the office this Sunday al~emoon if that 
would wofl~ Think about it an let me know. 
> 

> In addition, there will be new semester training next We~esday night, ,6-TPM I look forward to hearing from yout 
> Cheers, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Umversity of NorN Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program ]k~r Student-Athletes, Footbal[ 
> 

> Loude~niN Cen~r for Excellence 
> 3~ Ridge Roa~ Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-N3-8635 o 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Co~identiali~ Notice: ~fis e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged i~ormation. Any 
unauthori~d review, use, disclos~e or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Hollidav; Tacy" <Tacy.Holliday@montgome~college.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 9, 2012 10:39 AM 

adfienne.lentz@tribecatlashpoint.com; ahutchinson@clcillinois.edu; alan.craig@gpc.edu; angela.meye@gpc.edu; arendale@umn.edu; 
astree@edgewood.edu; bassi@uindy.edu; bbarone@hunter.cuny.edu; bdinuzzo@utk.edu; bensemith@binghamton.edu; 
bemadette.presloid@nau.edu; bowdetm@aubum.edu; byoung@hc.edu; ccurty@highpoint.edu; Charles.lyon@gpc.edu; 
chepk@bishops.coln; christine.reicherK~butoledo.edu; colemmma@cofc.edu; cr~1ling@hacc.edu; cwrosenk@hacc.edu; 
DimmGarland@missoufistate.edu; Doriss Hambrick@baylor.edu; dreedy2@cscc.edu; dsm~ford@unln.edu; dshouloo@hacc.edu; 

dukecj@appstate.edu; eesdail@uvi.edu; emcwill@clemson.edu; emgl6@psu.edu; eowens@jjay.cuny.edu; erchrds@clemson.edu; 
evansd3@citilink.net; fetnerd@cofc.edu; g~i~z@bsu.edu; genel@sc.edu; ghuls@mcon.edu; golsonm@apsu.edu; houdekew@lscc.edu; 
housew@nsula.edu; humphreye@mi.edu; j.bathstelli@heartlmad.edu; javier@buffalo.edu; jburrous@purdue.edu; jcvalken@delta.edu; 
jdvorak(~uwm.edu; jeanne.hmarahan@asu.edu; jhaley@bsu.edu; jloppac@emory.edu; jlotiz@unm.edu; Joel.Blevins@llcc.edu; 

j pippen@noctrl.edu; jprewet@nwosu.edu; jroberts@bsu.edu; j sreid@ilsm.edu; jtruschel@po-box.esu.edu; julee.albers@clarke.edu; 
julie.a.haurykiewicz@lawrence.edu; julie.clevenger@llcc.edu; kailyn.helget@msmussen.edu; kanem@lscc.edu; karen.agee@uni.edu; 
kathygamson@clayton.edu; kbethe~umd.edu; kcosta@ccsnh.edu; kferguson@colomdocollege.edu; Amy Kleissler 
<ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; kmarzullo@stevenson.edu; kpattyg@siue.edu; kyle.torke@coloradocollege.edu; Laura.Sanders@valpo.edu; 
law~sunylster.edu; lchoiniere@rwu.edu; lfmnklin@yhc.edu 

I~W: CRLA Mid-South Region Call for Proposa]s 

Hello NCLCA IVlembers, 

Here is an opportuni~z you might be interested in. 

Tacy Holliday 
NCLCA 2vfembership Chair 

CRLA Mad-South Region 2012 Spring Conference 

Man?- Voices, Man?- Paths: Sharing Student Success Approaches 

The University of Tennessee [5~ Knoxville 

Friday, May 11,2012 

l:00p.m [5~ 5:00pro 

Carolyn P. Brown Memorial Universi~, (;enter 

329 University (;enter 

1502 West Cumberland Ave. 

Knoxville, TN 37996-4800 

The Mid-South Chapter is seeking proposals from professionals engaged in promoting student success at the college level. 

Proposal summaries (150-250 words) will be considered for a 50-minute session Please consider presenting topics on tutor trmning, teaching and learning strategies, coaching/mentoring, 
and discipline-related tutoring techniques For quesuons and comments, please contact Brian DiNuzzo at bdinuzzo@utk.edu or 865-974-6(~1. 

Complete the Proposal Application at: https://studentsuccess.wufoo.com/forms/x7p9m3/ 

PROPOSAL DEADLINE: Friday, February 24, 2012 

Conference Registration Fee: Non-UT affiliation $30.00 (includes $5.00 parking) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Ciocca~ Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:08 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Amy, Hope you are well. 
Thanks, Mario 

Are you able to send me a copy? 

Mario Ciocca, MD 

Director of Sports Medicine 

University of Nolth Carolina 

James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 

CB# 7470 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Ciocca~ Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 12:15 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

’IJENiI’.httn 

Thank you very much 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
LWniversi~z of North Carolina 
James A. Taylor Campus Health Sel~’ices 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(~r!uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2012 12:06 PM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F 
Subject: Re: 

Mario, 
You, too [ 

Here is the report. Let me know if you need anything further. 
Take care, 
Amy 

Amy K]eissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<raailto:kleissle,@,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>> "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@eruaihunc.edu<mailto:ciocca(~emaihunc.edu>> 1/10/2012 11:08 AM >>> 
Amy, Hope you are ~vell. Are you able to send me a copy? 

Thanks, Mario 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
James A. Taylur Campus Health Sel~’ices 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infommtion. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmadl,com" 

Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 2:05 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Response to Essays on Reading 

TEXT.htm 

~gmail.com> 

To: All Participants 

From: Ronald Jenkins 
From Ron Jenkins<o:p></o:p> 
<o:p> </o:p> 
’]?he authors of [5]PLAN[] present an interesting approach to the teaching of reading, an approach that might profitably be used in a modified form at UNC. Texas spends fifteen weeks 
teaching this method, the first four []helping students recognize the ineffectiveness of their current attempts to gain and retain information from reading. [] It would be interesting to know 
what steps Texas takes to help students recognize their ineffectiveness and why they spend four weeks on this step instead of jumping right into the PLAN. At UNC students could 
certainly begin their reading assignments by (P) predicting the content and structure of their text by taking a careful look at the chapter headings, (L) locating the information that they []re 
heard of and that which is completely unknown to them, (A) adding to their initial understanding by looking up definitions of unfamiliar words or concepts, and (N) noting new 
understanding and its probable usefalness in the task at hand This simple :first step in ant’ reading assignment would help students get off on the right foot.<o:p></o:p> 
<o:p> <io:p> 
I agree with the authors[J7 view that most reading problems stem from students[] lack of interest in the subject matter rather than their lack o17 ability’ to comprehend it For example, many 
students read and understand poetry with dil!ficul~ If you ask them to read a poem aloud, the?" often stumble along, stopping at the end of lines where they should not stop, and sounding 
as ifthey[]re translating haltingly from some strange language. The teacher might try a simple approach: Before presenting the poem in its []poetic[] form, simply type the poem as if it 
were a letter Ask the students to think of the []}letter[]7 as ifit[]}s from their boyfriend or girlfriend Remind them that they read those letters by looking not only at what the words say but 
what they imply. They read these love letters by looking at the line, above the line, below the line, measuring the meaning of ever,), word, drawing inferences, and responding to every 
possible nuance of meaning. [n fact, the?’ employ the same reading techniques that Nokes suggest students should employ in his article, []The Observation/[nference (;hart, [] but the?’ are 
applying those techniques to the written word instead of to nontraditional texts. Most teachers will be pleasantly surprised by the results of this simple first step in teaching students to 
enj oy poetry.<o :p></o :p> 
<o:p> </o:p> 
We probably won,t be dealing with nmch poetly; but with a bit of imagination on the tutors [] part, all reading assigl~ents can be approached from a fresh perspective, one of which is 
outlined in the PLAN approach. <o:p><io:p> 
<o:p> <io:p> 
Lisa Sinron[]s []Scaffolding Students[] Engagement of Conrplcx Texts[] suggests that role playing can be effective in engaging students with textual environraents unfamiliar to their own, 
and she demonstrates how such a method can be used in teaching Wharton[]s The House of Milth, a novel set in the late 1800 []s among Nexv Yurk[]s high society with all its social 
conventions and strictures that are unknown to modern-day students. By role playing, Simon is able to break down those barriers and permit students to see how, in many respects, their 
own social groups are similar and, consequently-, to achieve a fuller ~xderstanding and appreciate of the social world portrayed by Edith ;\~arton. <o:p></o:p> 
<o:p> </o:p> 
Many high school teachers employ Simon,s raethod to great advantage in teaching a Shakespearean play, for exanrple. They also employ VaaDeWeghe~s suggestions regarding 
classroom discussions to promote reading conrprehension, as well as his insistence that students use textual evidence to support xvhatever clainrs they make about what they,re reading. 
<o:p></o:p> 
<o:p> </o:p> 
Finally, I would add that a teacher or tutor needs to add a strong dash of enthusiasm to this mix. 1I" stndents can witness firsthand the excitement of learning by watching their tutor, a little 
of that excitement and enthusiasm is likely to rub off on the student. All the good teaching methods in the xvorld are fruitless if the teacher lacks enthusiasm. <o:p><io :p> 
<o:p> <io:p> 
<o:p> </o:p> 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi)- of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training<htt~s://sakai.unc.edu~rtal/site/547~8f54-7f8a-~69~-9edf-bb32afc2fcb8/~a~e/I~5339ab-7~c8-48ca-9dd5-754bf85cda99>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 3:47 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc. edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Percival Villegas Guevarra 
<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer 
<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M 
Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 
Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan 
John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Partial Closure Manning Dr. Over Holiday Weekend 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2012 3:41 PM 
Subject: Partial Closure Manning Dr. Over Holiday Weekend 

Manning Drive will be closed to through traffic between West Drive and South Columbia Street from 8:00 p.m. on Friday, January 
13th until 8:00 p.m. on Monday, January 16 (Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday). This will be the last closure for the Dental School 
overhead pedestrian bridge construction. 

Motorists can use alternate east-west access via West Drive or East Drive to Mason Farm Road over the long weekend. The eastbound 
transit stop on Manning in front of the Dogwood parking deck will be relocated to the transit stop on East Drive during this time. 

All vehicular and pedestrian traffic will be detoured during construction weekends according to the map shown below. You can view a 
map of the closure and the transit detours here<httg~//\~vwwdps~u~c~ed~/NewsLi~ks?Ma~mir~gC~sed~eb/Jar~MarmingC~scd°pdf>. 

For more complete info on the Chapel Hill Transit’s detours visit the following link: 

Call the Department of Public Safety at 962-3951 during normal business hours with other questions. 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 4:05 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc. edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Percival Villegas Guevarra 
<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer 
<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M 
Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 
Vicki Behrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nathan 
John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday Transit Service 

TEXT.htm 

FYI... 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2012 3:59 PM 
Subject: Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday Transit Service 

Transit riders, please read these announcements from Chapel Hill Transit and Triangle Transit below. 

Chapel Hill Transit 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will operate Saturday services on Monday, January 16, 2012, in observance of the Martin Luther King, Jr. 
holiday. The following Saturday routes will operate: CM, CW, D, FG, JN and T. The Saturday U and NU routes will not operate. 

The Regional Call Center will be open to provide schedule information from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Customers will be able to reach 
the call center by calling CHT’s customer service line at 919.969.4900 (press option 1). 

CHT administrative offices will be closed and will reopen on Tuesday, January 17th at 8:30 a.m. 

CHT will return to regular service on Tuesday, January 17th. 

For more information, please visit www.chtransit.org<h~p:iiwww~chtra~s~t or~> or call a customer service representative at 



919.969.4900 (press option 1). 

Triangle Transit 

Triangle Transit bus and shuttle routes will operate reduced service using the Saturday schedule on January 16, 2012 in observance of 
the Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday. 

Routes Served: 
* 100 (RTC-RDU Airport-Raleigh) 6:40am - 7:15pm 
* 400 (Durham-New Hope Commons-Chapel Hill) 7:00am - 6:55pm 
* 700 (Durham-RTC) 7:00am - 6:55pm 
* 800 (Chapel Hill-Southpoint-RTC) 6:40am - 7:20pm 

NO SERVICE on routes 102, 105,201,301,303, 305, 311,405, 420, 805, CRX, DRX, KRX, WRX, ZWX, shuttle 42, shuttle 46, 
shuttle 47, or shuttle 49. 

Normal service will resume on Tuesday, January 17th. Riders with questions can contact the GoTriangle Regional Transit Information 
Center at 919-485-RIDE (7433). 

Thank you for riding Triangle Transit! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 10:32 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dey Hall tutoring 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy and Brent, 

I am the acting program coordinator for Dey Hall walk in tutoring (EDUC 399 001/002) on Tuesday and Wednesdays 6-9 pm this 
semester (lucky me), and will have upwards of 100 tutors (50+ per night) covering most if not all subjects. It will look a little different 
over there, as you can probably imagine. Long lists of tutors with names and subjects will not be provided or posted as they have been 
in the past. The rooms in Dey Hall will be marked and student’s will be directed with the help of myself, my GA and some returning 
peer tutors. SASB South appointment tutoring will have another 10 tutors posting hours in the evenings on Sunday, Monday and 
Thursday along with afternoon hours on Tuesday and Wednesday. They handle the math and science courses along with econ during 
approximately 100 hours per week of 1-1 appointment tutoring. Documentation of these appointments will be electronic and therefore 
available in real time. After two weeks of training, we kick-off tutoring the week of January 22nd, so feel free to send us students, and 
stop by any time to check it all out! Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

Assistant Director 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

SASB North- Office #2117 

919-843-8698 

mwillingham@unc.edu 



Sent: Friday, 8:21 AlVl 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CttEM 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy - I think for this semester I would not feel comfoltable tutoring in this class I don’t want to over cormnit myself right away. Sor~".! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:30 PM, "Am?’ Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> how- do you feel about intro to inorganic chem? 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Frolil; 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 8:50 AlVl 

@bell~uth.net 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Webmar aJmouncement 

TEXT.htm 

Hello member of the ATP! 

One week from today is the first oppor tunit’v, to be part of our live online webinars which provide you with professional developmental opportunities right from vour~ location Remember to 
visit http://www.mvatp.org/Webinar Splash.html for all the inJ2~rmation. So far we have individuals from several states in the US as well as a registrant from Canada so travel budgets won’t 
be impacted at all. I understand there are cuts all over Texas :[’or out of state travel but there aren’t any registrants from there 0~et!) 
Please rev ew the webpage and register y(~urself or group ,:?f folks to attend to view topic areas which include: Hiring/Training Peer Tutors, Scaffolding the cycle using Bloom’s Taxonomy, 

Using the Administrator’s Lens, IdentiJ%’ing .... stud’,’ strategies for Tutors, and Effective ~ ’earn Building. 

Registration forms are online and address payment options after completion of the form A~,; alwa’~,s if you have questi,:ms about any o[" the upcoming webinars, please don’t hesitate to 

contact me dreedy2@cscc.edu<mailto:dreedy%a)cscc.edu> 
or (614) 287-2232 
Sincerely, 
David Reedy 
Coordinator of ATP Webinars 
ATP Public Relations (;hair 



From: @bellsouth.net~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:05 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: spring 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi Amy--Hope is offto a good start for you. 

Will you be needing my services this semester? I’m involved in some consulting 
work for a biotech and trying to arrange travel, work schedule etc. with them 
I would like to keep as much "free" time as possible for tutoring 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 13, 2012 11:47 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

"~-compuler 

put LA info sheets onto work desktop and bring computer home 

book appts and verify ~vith Brad that he has let the advisors know that the appts are in the database, and they should noti~z the students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 13, 2012 11:47 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

compuler 

put LA info sheets onto work desktop and bring computer home 

put spring master schedule on desk top as well 

book appts and verit) with Brad that he has let the advisors know that the appts are in the database, and the?- should notify the students 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler ~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, Januav 14, 2012 11:08 PM 

nc.rr.com 

"~-ine ine lne lne 

got the picture of today’s theme?[ ?! 

I would like to see Iron Lady, and I would also like to see Til~ker Tailor. Contemplating doing a marathon tomorrow beginning with the 4pro show .. 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~J.unc.edu: 

Snnday, JanuaD, 15 2012 3:17 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Next, Message Posited to The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

TEXT.hm~ 

~gmail.com) 

Location: ASPSA Tutor Training > Forums<https://sakai uric edu/p~rta~/site/547~8f54-71Na-469~-9edf-bb32afc2fcb8/pa~e/ca62398d-25e9-4~d-b~88-ca4dccI‘~7165> > Learning Assistants > 

Your Personal 2earn ng tlistory > Am’i Kleissler 

Author: Laura Wenzel l@gmail.com) 

Message Title: Re: ~y Kleissler 

Message Posted On: Sun Jan 15 15:16:45 EST 2012 

I appreciated the stocy of your journey, Amy, and the way you acknowledge silence and struggle as the greatest teachers. I’m curious about what ~2~llowed the first lesson with the drama 

class -- how did you ultimately connect with the students, if you were able to at all? 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY     TIME 
Tuesday/ 7PM 
Thursday 

Tuesday 8PM 

COURSE 
COMM 

LA 

CLASS 
TR 11-1215 

DESCRIPTION 

First Year Seminar: The Creative Process in Performance: 

Students will be engaged with multimedia, music, dance, 

and theater performances. They will explore the 

creative processes and cultural contexts of these 

performances and will compare the arts as a way of 

knowing the world to the creative processes of academic 

scholarship. 

ROOM 
2109 

(Wally’s 
office) 

2109 

(Wally’s 

office) 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Wally Richardson 

Jenn Townsend 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyonsOuncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding p ayroll 





ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY     TIME 
Tuesday/ 7PM 
Thursday 

8PM 

COURSE 
COMM 

CLASS 
TR 11-1215 

DESCRIPTION 

First Year Seminar: The Creative Process in Performance: 

Students will be engaged with multimedia, music, dance, 

and theater performances. They will explore the 

creative processes and cultural contexts of these 

performances and will compare the arts as a way of 

knowing the world to the creative processes of academic 

scholarship. 

ROOM 
2109 

(Wally’s 
office) 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Wally Richardson 

LA 2109 Jenn Townsend 
0~ally’s 
office) 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia 0verstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 

Football 

Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 

Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 

Tutorial Coordinator 

Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 

overstre @uncaa.und.edu 

bbethel@uncaamnc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyonsOuncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 

any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 

Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact ~vith any questions regarding payroll 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 9:19 PM 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us 

"~-schedule 

S 12.docx 



SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Sunday- 7PM Study Table 

8PM Study Table 
Monday 7PM DRAM 

Wednesday 

8PM EXSS 

7PM DRAM 

8PM DRAM 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 

MWF 12-1250 

MWF11-1150 

TR 11-1215 

DESCRIPTION 
With Amy and Bradley 

Perspectives in Drama: A survey of plays from the Greeks to 
the present, analyzed through such elements of the dramatic 
text as action, character, structure, and language. 
Legal Aspects of Sport: This course provides foundation in 
general legal concepts and familiarizes students with those 
areas they are most likely to encounter as managers in the 
sports and fitness industry. 

Stagecr@: General survey of materials, equipment, and 
processes used in technical theatre. 

ROOM 
FS IS 

FB IS 

U 

U 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 

Tia Overstreet 
Wally Richardson 

]aimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

]aimie Lee 
Wally Richardson 

Tia Overstreet 

Tia Overstreet 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

]aimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overs tre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons @ uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 9:25 PM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us 

"~-schedule 

S12.docx 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME 
Sunday 7PM 

COURSE 
COMM 

Monday 7PM 

CLASS 
MWF 12- 
1250 

ROOM 
T 

8PM COMM TR8-915 T 

TR 1230-145 

COMM TR 11-1215 T 

EXSS 

COMM 

EXSS 

8PM TR 11-1215 

TR 11-1215 

TR 11-1215 

DESCRIPTION 

Introduction to Performance and Social Change: This course 

addresses the relationship between performance and power, 

focusing on topics concerned with the potential for 

performance to contribute to social change. 

Introduction to Performance Studies: As the introductory course 

in performance studies, students will explore and experiment 

with performance as ritual, performance in everyday life, and 

the performance of literature. 

First Year Seminar - The Creative Process in Performance: 
Students will be engaged in multimedia, music, dance, and 

theater performances. We wSll explore the creative processes 

and cultural contexts of these performances and will compare 

the arts as a way of knowing the world to the creative processes 

of academic scholarship. 

Personal Health: This course examines basic wellness concepts 

in the areas of physical fitness, nutrition, disease prevention, 

mental health, drug abuse, and human sexually’. Emphasis is 

on the individual’s responsibili~" for his!her owqq health. 

Wednesda 7PM 

Y 
8PM 

T 

T 

T 

STUDENTS [    ADVISOR 
Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

Tia Overstreet 

Jaimie Lee 
Jaimie Lee 
Wally Richardson 
Jaimie Lee 
Tia Overstreet 

Jaimie Lee 
Jaimie Lee 
Wally Richardson 
Jaimie Lee 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

]aimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 

overstre @uncaa.und.edu 

bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 

any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 



Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 962-7852 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton @uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 9:45 PM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us 

"~-schedule 

S 12.docx 



SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Tuesday 7PM CMPL 
Thursday 

8PM DRAM 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 
MWF 12-1250 

TR 8-915 

DESCRIPTION 

Modern Women Writers: The development of a women’s 

literary tradition in the works of such writers as George Sand, 

George Eliot, lsak Dinesen, Colette, Virginia Woolf, Gertrude 

Stein, Marguerite Duras, Nathalie Sarraute, marguerite 

Yourcenar. 

Perspectives in Drama: A survey of plays from the Greeks to 

the present, analyzed through such elements of the dramatic 

text as action, character, structure, and language. 

ROOM 
s 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Jaimie Lee 

Jaimie Lee 
Wally Richardson 
Wally Richardson 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
wrichaOuncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyonsOuncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:00 PM 

~@chccs.kl2.nc.us 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

"~-schedule 

S12.docx 



SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME 
Tuesday 7PM 

COURSE 

Tuesday    8PM ECON 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

Thursday 6-SPM Study Hall 
Thursday 8PM ECON 

CLASS 

MWF 10- 
1050 
T8-850 

OPEN 

DESCRIPTION 

Introduction to Economics: Introduction to fundamental issues in 

economics including competition, scarcity, opportunity cost, 

resource allocation, unemployment, inflation, and the 

determination of prices, 

With Beth Brid~ler 

(Same as above) 

ROOM 

R 

R 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 

Wally Richardson 
Wally Richardson 

Beth Bridger 

Wally Richardson 

Wally Richardson 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Beth Bridger, Academic Advisor, 
Women’s Basketball 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor, 
Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons @ uncaa.unc.edu 

BlantonOuncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a WBB student you work 
with. 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:04 PM 

@chccs.k12.nc.us 

"~-schedule 

S12.docx 

Attached 



SCHEDULE: 

DAY 
Tuesday 

Thursda 

Y 

TIME 
7PM 

8PM 

7PM 

8PM 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

, LEARNING ASSISTANT 

COURSE 
DRAM 

COMM 

DRAM 

COMM 

CLASS 
MWF 10- 
1050 

MWF 8-850 

DESCRIPTION 
Perspectives in the Theatre: A survey of the interrelationships of 
acting, directing, designing, and playwriting through the study of 
major periods of theatrical expression and representative plays. 
Introduction to Interpersonal and Organizational Communication: 
An introduction to communication theory, research, and practice 
in a variet3r of interpersonal and organization contexts. This 
course examines the role of communication in both personal and 
professional relationships. 

ROOM 
T 

T 

T 

T 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Tia Overstreet 
Wally 
Richardson 

Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally 

Richardson 

laimie Lee 
Tia Overstreet 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

]aimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 
Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact wqth any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:20 PM 

To: ~gmafil.com 

Subje~’t: "~-schedule 

Attacl~: g 12.docx 

yela,Attached you will find your schedule We will have textbooks and syllabi for you this ~veek 

Thank you! 

Am?’ 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY 
Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

TIME 
10AM 

11AM 

12PM 

9AM 

10AM 

11AM 

10AM 

11AM 

12PM 

9AM 

10AM 

11AM 

11AM 

12PM 

1PM 

COURSE 
COMM 

Study Hall 

AFAM 

PSYC 

Study Hall 
Study Hall 

COMM 
Study Hall 

AFAb 

PSYC 

Study Hall 

Study Hall 

Study Hall 

Study Hall 

Study Hall 

CLASS 

T 330-620 

TR 1230-145 

T 330-620 

TR 1230-145 

DESCRIPTION 

The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900-the Present: This 
course will analyze the role of the African American in motion 

pictures, explore the development of stereotypical portrayals, 

and investigate the efforts of African American actors and 

actresses to overcome these portrayals. 

General Psychology: A survey of major principles of psychology 

and an introduction to scientific modes of thought about 

behavior, Students participate in ongoing psychological 

research in the department. 

The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900-the Present 
General Psychology 

ROOM 
D 

D 

D 

A 

A 

A 

D 

D 

D 
A 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 

Wally Richardson 

]aimie Lee 

]aimie Lee 

Jaimie Lee 

Wally Richardson 

Wally Richardson 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

Jaimie Lee 

Jaimie Lee 

Jaimie Lee 

Wally Richardson 

Wally Richardson 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

Jaimie Lee 

Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 



CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

]aimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic AssistanL 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre@uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton @uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact vvith any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:31 PM 

To: ~@chccs.k12.nc.us 

Subje~’t: "~-schedule 

Attacl~: S 12.docx 

ric, 
Attached is your schedule. We will have syllabi and textbooks for you this week. 
Thanks’. 
A 



SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Monday 7PM CHEM 
Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

8PM GEOL 

7PM    GEOL 

8PM CHEM 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 
TR 8-915 

MWF 10-1050 

T 9-1050 

T 1-450 

DESCRIPTION 
General Descriptive Chemistry: Atomic and molecular structure, 

stoichiometry and conservation of mass, thermochemical 

changes and conservation of energy. 

Introductory Geology: Major geologic events: earthquakes, 

volcanic activity, mountain formation, plate tectonics, and 

erosion. Landscape development by glaciers, streams and 

groundwater, ocean currents and waves, wind. 

Introductory Geology Laboratory: Study of common minerals 

and rocks. Use of topographic and geologic maps to illustrate 

geologic processes.* (the department has rock samples for practice 
in identification if helpful) 

Quantitative Chemistry Laboratory: Computerized data 

collection, scientific measurement, sensors, thermochemistry, 

spectroscopy, and conductometric titration. 

ROOM 
K 

K 

K 

K 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Wally Richardson 
Tia Overstreet 
Wally Richardson 

Jaimie Lee 
Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 
Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 

overstre @ uncaa.un d.edu 

bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton @uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 

any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 

Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 

Contact vvith any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Sunday, Janua~~ 15, 2012 10:48 PM 

T~: ~gmail.com 

Sub.jet’t: "~-schedule 

Attach: S 12.docx 

Attached is your schedule -- we will ha’,~e your syllabi and textbooks for you this week. 

Cheers, 
Amy 



SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Monday 7PM EXSS 

8PM EXSS 

Wednesday 7PM    EXSS 
8PM    DRAM 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 
MWF 10-1050 

MWF 8-850 

MWF 

DESCRIPTION 

Sport Psychology: A comprehensive introduction to 

psychological and sociological factors that relate to sport 

involvement and performance. Issues include psychological 

aspects of elite athletes, motivation and performance, 

intervention and performance enhancement, anxiety and skill 

performance, racial and gender discrimination in sport, and 

violence in sport. 

Emergency Care of Injuries and Illness: Theory and practice of 

basic first aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and the acute 

care of athletic injuries. 

Perspectives in the Theatre: A survey of the interrelationships 

of acting, directing, designing, and playwriting through the 

study of major periods of theatrical expression and 

representative plays. 

ROOM[ 
Q 

Q 

Q 
Q 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Wally Richardson 

Wally Richardson 
Wally Richardson 

Wally Richardson 
Tia Overstreet 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 
Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc, edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre@uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton @uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:51 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: "~-schedule 

Attach: S 12.docx 

Attached is your schedule -- we ~vill have your syllabi and textbooks for you this week. 
Cheers, 
Amy 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY 
Monday 

Wednesday 

TIME COURSE 
9AM    PSYC 

10AM EXS~ 

11AM COMM 

12PM COMM 

9AM PSYC 

10AM EXSS 

11AM COMM 

12PM COMM 

CLASS 
TR 1230-145 

TR 930-1045 

MWF 9-950 

TR 930-1045 

DESCRIPTION 
General Psychology: A survey of major principles of psychology 
and an introduction to scientific modes of thought about 
behavior. Students participate in ongoing psychological 
research in the department. 
Foundations of EXSS: Survey of the discipline of exercise and 
sport science. Analysis of the nature and importance of physical 
activity, knowledge base of the discipline, and careers in physical 
activity professions. 
Persuasion: Examines contemporary theory and practice of 
influencing others’ attitudes, beliefs and actions. Focuses 
particularly on analyzing and developing persuasive messages. 
Rhetoric and Public Issues: Examines the basic nature and 
importance of rhetoric and argumentation. Attention is devoted 
to interpreting the persuasive function of texts and their relation 
to modern forms of life. 

ROOM 
A 

STUDENTS[ ADVISOR 
Tia Overstreet 

A Wally Richardson 

A Tia Overstreet 

A Jaimie Lee 

A Tia Overstreet 

A Wally Richardson 

A Tia Overstreet 

A Jaimie Lee 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
vwcicha@ uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 

overstre @uncaa.und.edu 

bbethel@uncaamnc.edu 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 593-3033 kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 

any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 

Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 



Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 
Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 962-7852 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, January 16, 2012 7:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

time card 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Brent - I did not know how to approve my time card yesterday and consequently did not send it in. I am sorry!! Amy has now sent 

me instructions for how to do it for next time. I also noticed in the TIMS system that the hours I was in for training on Monday (1/9 
9:00-11:00) were not logged. This was my first day and I think Amy said that she would record them. Sorry about the confusion, 
please let me know what I need to do to get back on track and now I know for next time. :-) 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Janua~ 16, 2012 11:01 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

"~-Re: schedule 

Brent Blanton is booking the tutoring so you ~vill hear Iicom him with an?’ tutoring he has scheduled f,ar OLYM sports. At the moment FB does not have an?’ SOCI tutoring scheduled for 
you, but Bradley is in the process of tweaking/moving things around so there may be some SOCi tutoring during the day, but not this week. We will keep 
>>>                01/16/12 8:55 PM >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

Have you sent out the schedule iN’o? I have not heard anything- please let me kno~v. 

Thanks! 



lybi                            Sp     g 20~F ................................................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................................................ P~cess, Ap[H ~4o26, 2012 P~ocess, May 29-~1,2012 ................................................................................................................................................ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii vo~, ,,,~,,t ~o: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

;@nc.rr.com" @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 7:07 AM 

Amy Kleissler ~.kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ttl~S 

’lEXTf.httn 

Msg             re today 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



Froiil; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 
Attach: 

f~nc.rr.com~ ~nc rr coin> 

Tuesday, Janualy 17, 2012 7:10 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent l~om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: Lyn Johnson           @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Friday, 4:06 PM 

To: Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: invoices 

Hi Beth, 

I’m attaching the last invoices for wasn’t 
screened in June because I don’t think he came until August. I 

deducted the charge for the scleening from 

charges. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a good weekend, 

Lyn Johnso~ Ph.D. 

Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

102 Market Street 

Shire 103 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

919218-1459 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 10366322bytes; 

Attachment Link: http:/iarchiveO2.uncaa.unc.edtr"67b59d6a8035Ix~a20e7a9db391989c2b 

File Na~ne: JanInvoices.pdf 

Expiry Date: Thu, 17:05: 52 - 0400 

Size: 10366322bsries 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Frizell, Michael L" <MichaelFrizell@MissouriState.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 10:06 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Submit a Proposal to the NCLCA 2012 Anuual Conference in Reno, NV 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, Members of the National College Learning Center Association: 
The Mission of NCLCA, the National College Learning Center Association, is to support learning center professionals as they develop and maintain learning centers, programs, and services 
to enhance student learning at the post-secondary level. To help meet that mission, the 2012 annual conference will be held October 3-6, 2012, at rl]ae PepperMJl[ Hotel, Reno, NV I 
personally invite you to submit a proposal[ 
The NCLCA Board of Directors and the Conference Planning Committee are excited to announce this year’s theme - "It Takes a Village for Student Success" The theme re:tlects the idea that 
there are many connected pathways to helping all students reach their full academic potential. If you have an experience in one of the following areas dedicated to student excellence, submit 
a proposal to share your experiences and expertise with your colleagues at the conference: 

* Best Practices ]2)r Learning Centers 
* Developing Training for Learning Center Programs 
* Developing and Assessing Learning Center Outcomes 
* Program Start-up and/or Evaluation 
* Using Small Group Academic Support Programs 
* Using Today’s Technology/Social Networking 
* Learning (;enters in Graduate Schools 
* Peer Cooperative Learning Programs 
* Online Learning (;enters 
* Finding Funding in Tough Times 
There are two types of proposals: regular sessions which offer in-depth information about a topic, and Poster sessions which are relatively informal conversations about the basics of a 
topic. I have attached a sample proposal<http://www.nclca.org/2012conference/sample proposal.pd]~ and a sample poster 
proposal<http:i/www.nclca.org/2012conferenceisample poster proposahpdf> for you to follow as a guide Please submit proposals 
electronically<http://www.nclca.org/2012conference?proposal submission.html>. The deadline for submitting a proposal is Monday, March 26, 2012. 
If you have any questions about developing and/or submitting a proposal, please contact Jenny Pippen<mailto:ilpippen(~noctrhedu>, NCLCA Professional Development Officer. ~amy other 
questions about the conference can be directed to me. 
Sincerely-, 
Jim Valkenburg<mailto :icvalken(~delta.edu> 
NCLC’A Vice-President and Conference Chair 
j cvalken@delta, edu<mailto:icvalken(d~,,delta.edu> 

Michael Frizell 
Corresponding Secretaw, National College Learning Center Association 
michaelfrizell@missouristate, edu<mailt o :michaelfrizell(~missouristat e. edu> 

M+ Sec~eStor Stored: total 251012bytes; 
Attachment Link: htt~://archiveO2.uncaa.va~c.edu/a7f3f~Ye35dO1747dgf493106f2644053 

File Name: Call for Proposals.pdf 
Expiry Date: Tue, 17 Apr 2012 11:06:24 -0400 
Size: 119703bytes 

Attacl~nent Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/659cc0b0948193235802f5a03c72db5d 
File Name: sample~poster~r~roposal.pdf 
Expiry Date: Tue, 17 @r 2012 11:06:24 
Size: 61356bytes 

Attachment Link: http:~/archive02.uaacaa uric edu/d44836clc1561f7baac545cb5db9936e 
File Name: sample~proposal pdf 
Expi~’ Date: Tue, 17 Apr 2012 11:06:24 -04.)0 
Size: 69953bytes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

David Reedy <dreedy2@cscc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 1:53 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Upcolning ATP Webinaxs 

TEXT.htm 

Hello fellow ATP Members, 
Friday is the first opportum~ to view one of our upcoming seminars. ’]7he A~IP has compiled information on 5 topics now available The topics in this series include 

* Peer Tutor Hiring/Training, 
* Blooms taxonomy in the tutoring cycle, 
* Using the Admin point of view, 
* Study Strategies for Tutors, or 
* Building Effective Teams 

Please refer to http://www.mvatp.or~/Webinar Splash.html for registration and payment information as well as to review the biographies of our presenters. 
Series 1, includes the above topics, is Jan 20 through March 21 Series 2 will begin following our Seattle Conference April 1-4. 

You still have time to get in on the package deal that brings 5 webinars to your desktop for just $185. Imagine how T[IAT will stretch those professional development budget dollars 

Please register a minimum of 24 hrs in advance of the webinar to ensure you receive the access code. Each session is LIVE via webex (including encores). 

David Ree@, 
(;hair, ATP Public Relations 

David Reedy, Ph. D. 

(614) 287-2232 
Program Coordinator, Title III 
Columbus State Cormnuni~" College 
Columbus Ohio 43215 
Past-President NCLCA 
Certified Master Tutor Trainer 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 3:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: stuttl.. 

’I~37I’.httn 

u drive 
learning specialist flies 
at the bosom 
one card 2012 

should be for the academic year, not just a year 
and you have to fill it out with name and pid or they- will call and not take it 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

(< 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 1/18/2012 2:44 PM 
Where do I :find the template ]2~r that letter? Like the one you do lbr me, correct? Should I make the letter from Brent? 

Amy KleissIer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel th[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Bcth Bridgcr 1/18/2012 1:42 PM >>> 

Here is everything we talked about on the phone. 
Your schedule is attached... 

1. find your PID on this site...http://www.pid.unc.edu/PIDLookup.aspx 

2. Use the PID to set up your onyen and password at onyen.unc.edu 

You should then be able to use your ONYEN and PASSWORD to log in and out on TIMS for payroll. If you need help with how to clock in and out, again, See Amy or Brad. 

You will also need to see Amy to get a letter to get your UNC One Card. 

Hope this helps! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c 
bridgerb@unc a a unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nc,rr.colll> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 6:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Scouts receipt for 

’IEXTI’.h~m 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jamie Walker @gmail.com> 

Thursday, January. 19, 2012 9:21 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: Thur~tay -- out 

Hi Am?’, 
Please let me know how I can help you. 

Hope you feel better quickly[ 
Jamie 

On Jan 19, 2012, at 9:04 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Amy 

Am?- Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Uix-C-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 

Please contact Wally/Jaimie/Tia/Bradley with any questions or concerns, thanks so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

feel better 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 

BetJ~ Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 10:11 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Thur~tay -- out 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-N3-6029 (office) 

icell) 
emtyonsgr;’un caa.unc edu 
>>> Amv Kl~i~sl~r 1/19/2012 9"04 AM >>> 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

¯ Please comact Wally/Jaimie/Tia/Bradley with any questions or concerns, thanks so much 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Chris Faisor @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, January. 19, 2012 10:36 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Thur~tay -- out 

TEXTI’.httn 

So1Ty to hear that. get better soon : ) 

cdf 

On Thu, Jan 19, 2012 at 9:04 AM, Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

~ffice today Please conta£t WaliyiJaimieiTia/Bradley with any questions 

or concerns thanks so much 
~ny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chat~e[ 

c 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jamie Walker @gmail.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 11:07 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Thur~tay -- out 

Feel good and please don’t hesitate to call for anything. 

On Jan 19, 2012, at 10:52 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.uaac.edu> wrote: 

>A 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 

> On Jan 19, 2012, at 9:20 AM, "Jamie Walker ~gxnail.com>" <js~valk4@gmail corn> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Am?-, 
>> Please let me kno~v how I can help you 

>> Hope you feel better quickly[ 
>> Jamie 
>> 

>> On Jan 19, 2012, at 9:04 AM, Amy Kleissler <kIeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Am?" 

>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>>> kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

Please contact Wally/Jaimie/Tia/Bradley with any questions or cnncerns, thanks so much 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"National ConsoNum for Academics and Sports" <info@ncasport%org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 3:18 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

What’s New in 2012? 

TEXTI’.httn 

Having trouble viewing this email? click here: http:/ivisitor.benchmarkemail.com/c/v?e 1255B9&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5Wzo~vNYD1z2X%’M% 
2FW’T83dd&relid 483324BB 

You are receiving this email because of your rehtionship with National Consortium ~2~r Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your interest in receiving email li’om us If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
ConfirmURL :http://visitor.benchmarkemaii.com/c/opt?e 1255B9&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emai[ ~dLXCiv67II’~,5WzowNYDIz2XFM%2FWT83dd&reii~483324BB 

What’s New in 2012’? 

(;hanging Lives Through the Power of Sport 

[1] [2] 

Check us out! 

[3] www.ncasports.org 

Jan 3-5: Northeastern Umversity (MVP) 

Jan 6-8: Umversi~ of Central Florida (MVP) 
Jan 11 : Michigan State ~BAI/%IVP) 

Jan 12: La Salle University (],CA) 
Jan 20: University of Central Florida (BAL) 
Jan 23: University of Central Florida (MVP) 

Want a sneak peek of some of our programs and services? Check out the videos we’ve posted on YouTube! 

[4] http : /iwww. v outube, com/user/ncasports 

NCAS 

University of Central Florida 

4000 Central Florida Boulevard 

BA II, Suite 113 

Orlando, FL 32816-1400 

[5] info@ncasports.org 

Save the Date[ 

Bystander Intervention: From its roots to the road ahead 

M~;~P will be hosting a global conference devoted to exploring the roots of the bystander approach to gender violence prevention, and helping to set an agenda for next steps in the field. 

May 31-June 1 

Northeastern Universi~, Boston 

[6] Click here for more infolrnationt 

April 6, 2012 marks the 25th alm~versalsz of National STb~)ENT-Athlete Day[ Be sure to check out the NSAD website for ideas on how to celebrate the student-athletes on your campuses, 
and be sure to nominate your local sports hero for a Giant Steps Award.Winners will be announced on April 6 and will earn a trip to Orlando to accept the award on October 4. Don’t miss 
out on this fantastic opporttani[5’[ 

Visit [7] http://ncasports org/NSAD/for more information. 

From the desk of Richard Lapchick .... 

Keeping Score When It Counts: Assessing the 2011-12 Bowl-bound College Football Teams: Graduation Rates Improve; Racial Gap Persists 

Overall academic progress continued while the substantial gap between white and African-American fbotball student-athletes remains the same from last year for the 70 Football Bowl 
Subdivision (FBS) schools (formerly known as Division I-A schools) playing in this year~s college football bowl games, according to a stu@ released by The Institute for Diversity and 
Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the Univers~ of Central Florida. [8] Full Text 

Violence Against Women Needs Action 

As someone ~vho has fbllowed sport and social issues for more than fbur decades, I know the power of sport to heal communities, effect positive social change and bring people together. I 
know, too, that sport has been a powerful way to expose the general public to problems rarely discussed openly in our society. [9] Full Text 

November 29, 2011 

References: 

1 u 5C0363 
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4 u 5C0366 

5. mailto:info~ncasports or~ 

6 u 5C0367 

7. u 5C0368 

8 u 5C0369 

9. u 5C036A 

This ruessage was sent to kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu by info@ncasports.org 

You can modi~-/update your subscription via the lip2~ below. 
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http:/:\’isitor.bcnchmarkemail.com,~cisu?e 1255B9&c 16AA&I 55ED163&eruail uLXCi¥67II¥5WzowNYDlz2?~M%2FWT83dd&relid 483324BB 
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Address: 4000 Central Florida Blvd. 

BA II, Suite 113, Orlando, FL, 32816-1400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Stanf~ ~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 6:39 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: Thur~tay -- out 

hope you feel better soon! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 19, 2012, at 9:04 AM. "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fur Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Please contact Wally/Jaimie/Tia/Bradley with an?’ questions or concerns, thanks so much. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 20, 2012 8:16 AlVl 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: concussion tbrm 

’IEXTf.httn 

Was this meant for me7 

Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
UniyersiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@uncaa, unc edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 

>>> Tom Kleissler <akleissler@me com> 1/18/2012 5:19 PM >>> 
print for 

Sent from my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.colll> 

Friday, Janualy 20, 2012 2:43 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tak       and any others not scheduled off list Serb group 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson Ross Curtis ~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Sunday, Janua~, 22, 2012 12:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Under the weather 

I wanted to cancel my tutoring session tonight and catch up on sleep. 

Thanks, hope to see you guys on Monday. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2012, at 9:04 AM. "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

~ I will not be in the ofihce today. Please contact Wally/Jaimie/Tia/Bradley with an?’ questions or concerns, thanks so much. 
> An~y 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> LrNC-ChaDel Hill 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

All mai[ correspondence to and from the Chape[ Hill- Carrburu 
Ci~" Schouls is subject to the North Carulina Public Recurds 
Law, which may result in munitoring and discIusure tu third 
pames, including law enforcement 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com> 

Sunday, Januao~ 22, 2012 9:03 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Th. 1/26 

’IENTI’.httn 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Frizell, Michael L" <MichaelFrizell@MissouriState.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 8:32 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

2012 Kellogg Institute 

TEXT.htm; image001 .jpg; image002:ipg 

Hello, NCLCA Membership: 

What follows is a message from one of our academic partners: 

It’s not too late! Applications are being accepted for the 33rd Kellogg Institute for the ’]’raining and Certification of Developmental Education Professionals, June 30 - July 27, 2012. 

Research shows that developmental, tutoring, and advising programs which emphasize professional development experience greater student success As the nation’s longest-running 
advanced training program for developmental education and learning skills professionals, the Kellogg Institute has a proven record of making a positive impact on developmental education 
programs across the country. 

We hope you will consider taking advantage of this professional development opportunity. Learn from top educators in the field and network with colleagues from around the country, 
amidst the beauty of the Blue Ridge Mountains! 

Application ]2~rms and additional information are online at: 

http ://www.ncde.appstate. edu/kello~ 

Enrollment is limited to 45 participants, so we urge you to apply soon[ 

Email: kellogg@appstate.edu<mailto:kello~(~r)appstate edu> for further details or to request a brochure. 

] look forward to hearing from you, 

Denise de Ribert 
Director, Kellogg Institute<http://www.ncde.appstate.edu/kellogg.htm> 
National Center for Developmental Education<http://~vw~v.ncde.appstate.edu/> 
Appalachian State University 
ASU Box 32098 
Boone, i’~’C~ 28608 
ph: 828-262-2805 
fax: 828-262-7183 

This message has been forwarded by the corresponding secretary for the National College Learning Center Association. 

Michael Frizell 
Director of Student Learning Services 
Chair, S~aff Senate 
Corresponding Secretat3,, National College Learning Center Association 

[cid:image001 .jpg@01CCD9A 1.05F4E7C0] 

Contact Irffotmation: 
Phone, Bear CLAW: 417-836-6398 
Phone, Director: 417-836-5006 
Office, Director: Meycr Library- 112 
Director E-Mail :michaelfrizell@raissouristat e. edu<mailt o :micha elfr izell@missouristate, edu> 

Co-Director - Bear CLAW 

E-Mail: bearcla~v@missouristate edu<mailto :bearclaw@missouristate. edu> 
Webs]re: http://bearclaw missouristate edu 

Director - Writing Center 
E-Mail: writingcel~ter@missouristate.edu<mailto:writingcel~ter@missouristate, edu> 
Webs]re: http://writingcenter.missouristate.edu 

Director - SI Program 
Website: http ://si.missouristate. edu 

Absent Professor Program 
Webs]re: http ://absentprof.missouristate edu 

National College Learning Center Association (NCLCA) 
Website: http://www nclca.org 

[cid:image002.jpg@01CCD9A1.05F4E7C0] 
Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 







El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

lyn j ohnson ~gmail.comv 

Monday, 10:41 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

’IEXTl’.htm 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
102 Market Street Suite 103 
Chapel Hill NC 27516 
(919) 218-1459 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: lyn johnson ~gmail.com> 
Date: 10:33:57 AM EST 

To: "Ciocca, Mario F" <c occa@em ~i .unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

> tJi Mario, 
> He didn’t report significant attention problems when I tested him, but it may have been because he had just started classes After a semester at UNC he may realize that he is having more 
difficulty. His performance on the computer test was low average, so I didn’t think he met criterm for ADHD at that time It may be helpful to see what his counselor at Academic Support 
thinks and maybe have someone over there ill[ out a raung scale. I wil[ contact them and see what they think now that they know him better 
> Thanks, 
> Lyn 
> 

> Lyn Johnson, PtlD 
> Cognitive Neuropsycholo~’, PLLC 
> 102 Market Street Suite 103 
> Chapel Hill NC 27516 
> (919) 218-1459 
> 

> 

> 

> On at 8:48 AM, "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@emaihunc.edu> ~vrote: 
> 

>> Lyn, ;\~at is your recorrm~endation concerning possible ADHD with Looks like one scale was normal and other was elevated. Thanks, mario 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Mario Ciocca, MD 
>> 

>> Director of Sports Medicine 
>> 

>> Univcrsity of North Carolina 
>> 

>> James A. Taylor Campus Health Ser,Aces 
>> 

>> CB# 7470 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?- attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                8:19 AM 

~gmail.com: ~email.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
~chccs.kl2.nc.us; @email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail. com; ~gmail. Com; 
~chccs. k 12. nc.us; ~gmail. com; 
~email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~orange.kl2.nc.us; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~yahoo.com; 

~email.unc.edu> 
~gmail.com; 

~hotmail.com; 

~bellsouth.net; 

~hotmail.com; 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us; 
~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; 
~hotmail.com; 

~unc.edu; 
~live.unc.edu; 

@unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; 
@bellsouth.net; 

~unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com; 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us; 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>: 
~chccs.kl2.nc.us; @gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>: 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; 
@email.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu>: 
~comcast.net; 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us; Amy Kleissler 

_ ~chccs.kl2.nc.us; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@nc.rr.com; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us; ,~live.unc.edu; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; 
~ad.unc.edu>; 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us 

~email.unc.edu>: 
~gmail.com; 

~gmail. com;         ~live.unc. edu; 
~g~mail.com; 

~gmail.com); 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; 
~email.unc.edu>;- 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
.@email.unc.edu> 

Markers and TIM 

~unc.edu; 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Good morning, 
I hope this email finds you all well this morning. After a full week of services, I have a few requests. 

First, PLEASE take your markers back to the front desk at the end of your shift each night. We’ve already lost a number of them and 
my office manager (who is counting) has commented about the losses. It may not seem like a big deal but, seeing as how adamant 
you were on this point in your feedback (justifiably), we’d like to avoid such issues towards the end of the semester. 

Second, deal with the fact that our TIM computer is not the best. VERY FEW of you still have ONYEN issues. 95% of you ARE in 
the system. Do not write that you are not simply so you can avoid the computer when signing in. If there is a line, wait. If the 
computer is off, turn it on. If the program freezes, close the program and open it again - if the problem persists, see for 
assistance. 



Finally, this week is an approval week; make sure you approve your time this weekend so you are aware of what I will approve on 
Monday. If there are issues and the approval process has been completed, you will be out of luck in terms of missing time, etc. Also, 
if you have a missed punch, let me know what is missing so I can fix it. If you have a missed punch come approval time, I will not 
approve and you will not be paid. 

Thank you and have a great remainder of the week, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:litarheelbl~e,cs~-v,com<~:t/larheelbl~c,csl~:,coml> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday,      J ¯     8:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Markers and TIM 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

@unc.edu> 

Hi Brent, 

I just was able to look in TIMS yesterday and noticed that my hours for training (this is my first semester) were not put in my previous 
timecard. Do they show up differently? 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Master of Arts in Strategic Communication 

~unc.edu 

From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:blanto~a@m~caa.unc.edu>> 
Date: Tue,           08:18:46 -0500 



Subject: Markers and TIM 

Good morning, 
I hope this email finds you all well this morning. After a full week of services, I have a few requests. 



First, PLEASE lake your markers back to the front desk at the end of your shift each night. We[]ve already lost a number of them and 
my office manager (who is counting) has commented about the losses. It may not seem like a big deal but, seeing as how adamant 
you were on this point in your feedback (justifiably), we [] d like to avoid such issues towards the end of the semester. 

Second, deal with the fact that our TIM computer is not the best. VERY FEW of you still have ONYEN issues. 95% of you ARE in 
the system. Do not write that you are not simply so you can avoid the computer when signing in. If there is a line, wait. If the 
computer is off, turn it on. If the program freezes, close the program and open it again [] if the problem persists, see Raphael for 
assistance. 

Finally, this week is an approval week; make sure you approve your time this weekend so you are aware of what I will approve on 
Monday. If there are issues and the approval process has been completed, you will be out of luck in terms of missing time, etc. Also, 
if you have a missed punch, let me know what is missing so I can fix it. If you have a missed punch come approval time, I will not 
approve and you will not be paid. 

Thank you and have a great remainder of the week, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
hll!?:I/~arheelbl~e.cs~-v.com<hl~l~p:t/larheelbl~o,cs~:.coml> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                8:27 AM 

< 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Markers and TIM 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

~unc.edu> 

Hi~ 
YOU weren’t officially in the system until yesterday, so I added three hours to your time under yesterday’s date. 

Brent 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Amy kleissler 
Subject: Re: Markers and TIM 

Hi Brent, 

8:22 AM 

I just was able to look in TIMS yesterday and noticed that my hours for training (this is my first semester) were not put in my previous 
timecard. Do they show up differently? 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Master of Arts in Strategic Communication 

~unc.edu<mai~o: 

From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu<mailto:blanto~,~Zu~caa.~mc.ed~>> 
Date: Tue,           08:18:46 -0500 





Subject: Markers and TIM 

Good morning, 
I hope this email finds you all well this morning. After a full week of services, I have a few requests. 

First, PLEASE take your markers back to the front desk at the end of your shift each night. We’ve already lost a number of them and 
my office manager (who is counting) has commented about the losses. It may not seem like a big deal but, seeing as how adamant 
you were on this point in your feedback (justifiably), we’d like to avoid such issues towards the end of the semester. 

Second, deal with the fact that our TIM computer is not the best. VERY FEW of you still have ONYEN issues. 95% of you ARE in 
the system. Do not write that you are not simply so you can avoid the computer when signing in. If there is a line, wait. If the 
computer is off, turn it on. If the program freezes, close the program and open it again - if the problem persists, see Raphael for 
assistance. 

Finally, this week is an approval week; make sure you approve your time this weekend so you are aware of what I will approve on 
Monday. If there are issues and the approval process has been completed, you will be out of luck in terms of missing time, etc. Also, 
if you have a missed punch, let me know what is missing so I can fix it. If you have a missed punch come approval time, I will not 
approve and you will not be paid. 

Thank you and have a great remainder of the week, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:iimrheelb~e.cs~v.com<~:iimrheelb~ue.cs~v.colrv’> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



"Co" in us is curious, listess deeply~ heals i~uance~ holds space f~)~ others~ h~tu~ts and ~ur~ures. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

800-69’1-6003 optio~ 3 or ~15-4ml-6000 optio~ 3, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:05 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Th. 

’IENTI’.httn 



Amy, 

Have you had a chance to ponder my request in the email below? I was hoping to resolve this before class tonight. Also, I still feel at a great disadvantage 

and        Star class as I would love to have a book to prepare tbr tutoring each night ahead of time. Any book updates? 

Again, hope you are feeling better. See every’one tolfight. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Th. 

From : 

Date :Sun, 21:03 

To :Amy Kleissler 

CC: 

Ams~ 
I have a couple questions concerning this Th. I was wondering ifit tnight be possible to move up my Th. 7 & 8 sessions to Wed. at 7 & 8? I have the opportunity 

to take my to the UNC state game Th. Night. I work games and he has a ticket and has never been to a UNC State game. I wouldnt ask for this consideration 

but m~ Fi~t and foremost is my concerns in meeting the 

academic needs ot We have had great Stat and Sociology sessions so far and I do not want to miss a session except on occasions when my 

other job resps in DPS interfere. If this is a possibili~ to reschedule to Wed., I was going to speak to Tues night. I ran into since last session 

and he said it would not interrupt his schedule and he could do Wed. night if approved by you and 

Would it be possible tbr me to look into this resche&tling? If something can’t be worked out or this isn’t possible 111 keep my appointments on Thrs. and work out 

something for 

Also, I emailed about acquiring access to a Star book? Has this book been checked out or purchased? I d like to stop by and pick it up maybe tomorrow if so. 

Thaaaks for considering and hope your 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 



Keep Your 
Resoh~tions 

With Firefox 
New Y~,ar, New Fir;:fo~, 

~,%rorg (Yor Now) on 

Featurea Desktop Aad- 

6 Too~s For Resolution Success 



New Year, New Hre)bx 

Victory (For Now) on SOPA & PIPA! 

Featured Desktop Add-ons 



Latest Fashions7%r Your Browser 

Firefox Health Check 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, 11:20 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Th. 

’I~NTI’.htln 



Thanks for the update and for allowing me to look into moving Th. To Wed. I might look into buying a copy I doubt it would be in Davis. Thanks Amy sorry to bother, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

Original Message 

Subject:Re: Th. 

From :Amy Kleissler 

Date :Tue, 10:54 

To:’ 

CC: 

I checked their schedules and all three students are free for Wednesday night. I just sent a message to       to see what he can do to get you the book for STOR 

Unfortunately we exhausted our book allowance in the fall so we are using library books. Many are checked out so now we are brainstorming other avenues! Will get back to 

you soon. 

Thank you for your patience. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>: ~hotmail.com> 10:05 AM >>> 

Amy, 

Have you had a chance to ponder my request in the email below? Iwas hoping to resolve this before class tonight. Also, I still feel at a great disadvantage for 

Star class as Iwould love to have a book to prepare for tutoring each night ahead of time. Any book updates? 

and 

Again, hope you are feeling better. See even/one tonight. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

Original Message 

Subject:Th, 

From 

Date :Sun, 21:03 

To :Amy Kleissler 

CC: 

Amy, 

I have a couple questions concerning this Th Iwas wondering if it might be possible to move up my Th. 7 & 8 sessions to Wed. at 7 & 8’? l have the opportunity to take 

my      to the UNC state game Th. Night. Iwork games and he has a ticket and has never been to a UNC State game. Iwouldnt ask for this consideration but my    is 

First and foremost is my concerns in meeting the academic needs of 

We have had great Star and Sociology sessions so far and I do not want to miss a session except on occasions when my other job resps in DPS 

interfere. If this is a possibility to reschedule to Wed., I was going to speak to Tues night. I ran into since last session and he said it would not interrupt 

his schedule and he could do Wed. night if approved byyou and 

Would it be possible for me to look into this rescheduling? If something cant be worked out or this isnt possible I II keep my appointments on Thrs. and work out something 

for 

Also, I emailed about acquiring access to a Stat book? Has this book been checked out or purchased? I d like to stop by and pick it up maybe tomorrow if so. 

Thanks for considering and hope your 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, 11:38 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Th. 

’IENTI’.httn 



Just got email from Ok, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

Original Message 

Subject:Re: Th. 

From :Amy Kleissler 

Date :Tue, 11:35 

To 

CC: 

Do NOT buy the book. is on it :) 

Thanks 

A 

Thanks for the update and for allowing me to look into moving Th. To Wed. ] might look into buying a copy] doubt it would be in Davis. Thanks Amy sorry to bother. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

Original Message 

Subject:Re: Th. 

From :Amy Kleissler 

Date :Tue, 10:54 

To: 

CC: 

Amy Kleissler 

Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient~s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message, 

>>: ~hotmail.com> 11:19 AM >>> 

Ichecked their schedules and all three students are free for Wednesday night. ]just sent a message to       to see what he can do to get you the book for STOR 

Unfortunately we exhausted our book allowance in the fall so we are using library books. Many are checked out so now we are brainstorming other avenues! Will get back to 

you soon. 

Thank you for your patience. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient~s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message, 

>>: ~hotmail.com> 10:05 AM >>> 

Amy, 
Have you had a chance to ponder my request in the email below? ]was hoping to resolve this before class tonight. Also, ] still feel at a great disadvantage for 

Stat class as [ would love to have a book to prepare for tutorin9 each night ahead of time, Any book updates? 

and 

Again, hope you are feeling better. See everyone tonight. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

Original Message 

Subject:Th. 

From 

Date :Sun, 21:03 

To :Amy Kleissler 



Amy, 

I have a couple questions concerning this Th. Iwas wondering if it might be possible to move up my Th. 7 & 8 sessions to Wed. at 7 & 8? I have the opportunity to take 

my to the UNC state game Th. Night. Iwork games and he has a ticket and has never been to a UNC State game. Iwouldnt ask for this consideration but my 

First and foremost is my concerns in meeting the academic needs of 

We have had great Star and Sociology sessions so far and I do not want to miss a session except on occasions when my other job resps in DPS 

interfere. If this is a possibility to reschedule to Wed., I was going to speak to Tues night. I ran into since last session and he said it would not interrupt 

his schedule and he could do Wed. night if approved byyou and 

Would it be possible for me to look into this rescheduling? If something cant be worked out or this isnt possible I II keep my appointments on Thrs. and work out something 

for 

AIso, Iemailed about acquiring access to a Star book? Has this book been checked out or purchased? I d like to stop by and pick it up maybe tomorrow if so. 

Thanks for considering and hope your back is feeling better. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~me.com~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 4:48 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Notes from "ttow Leazning Works" by Susm~ A. Ambrose 

TEXJI’.httn 

NOTES FROM 
How Learning Works 
Susan A. Ambrose 
JanuaW 24, 2012 
WHAT DOES THE RESEARCIt T[~LI, US ABOUT PRIOR KNOWLEDGE? 
The knowledge of facts and concepts that can be stated or declared 
January 24, 2012 
WI JAT DOES ~ft JE RI{ SEARCH TELL US A[30 UT P [ZIOR KNOWLEDG E? 
Knowing how and knowing when to apply various procedures, methods, theories, styles, or approaches 
Ambrose, Susan A.. How l,eaming Works. John Wiley & Sons, 2011-~-15. eFNb. 

Sent from mY iPad 



How Learning Works 

WHAT DOES THE RESEARCH TELL US ABOUT PRIOR KNOWLEDGE? 

The knowledge of facts and concepts that can be stated or declared 

WHAT DOES THE RESEARCH TELL US ABOUT PRIOR KNOWLEDGE? 

Knowing how and knowing when to apply various procedures, methods, theories, styles, or approaches 

January 24, 2012 

January 24, 2012 

Ambrose, Susan A.. Ho,~ Learning ~Vorks. John Wiley- & Sons, 2011-04-15. ePub. 

Sent frown my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~me.com~ 

Tuesday, January. 24, 2012 6:38 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Notes from "Student Development in College" by Nancy J. Evades 

TEXTI’.httn 

NOTES FROM 
Student Development in College 
Nancy J. Evans 
January 2, 2012 
Definitions of Student Development 
Psychusucial perspectives 
Cognitive perspectives 
Structural perspectives 
Integrative perspectives 
Socia[ identity perspectives 
January 2, 2012 
A Brief ttistury of the Student Development Movement 
1 Cycles of differentiation and integration 
2 Balancing support & challenge 
January 2, 2012 
A Brief ttistury of the Student Development Movement 
Duuglas tteath- theury un matur~ 
Environment can help or hinder 
January 2, 2012 
A Brief ttistury of the Student Development Movement 
Rny Heath - Indiv differences affect progress toward maturi~" 
January 2, 2012 
A Brief History ufthe Student Develupment Muvement 
Kenneth Feldman & Newcurnbe 
Impact uf peer gruup 
January 13, 2012 
A Brief History of the Student Development Movement 
Nevitt Sanford 
January 13, 2012 
A Brief HistolN of the Student Development Movement 
Chickering 
William Perry 
Lawrence Kohlberg 
January 13, 2012 
Later Developmental Theorists 
Kegan 
January 13, 2012 
Later Developmental Theorists 
Spiritual and faith development, psychosocial, and cognitive structural 
January 13, 2012 
Later Developmental Theorists 
Schlossberg 
January 13, 2012 
Later Developmental Theorists 
Social Identity TheoW 
January 13, 2012 
Later Developmental Theorists 
Racial identity 
January 13, 2012 
The Influence of Paradigms 
A basic set of beliefs that defines action 
January 23, 2012 
Environmental Factors Influencing Development 
Orientation, transition and first gen offices, themed housing 
Evans, Nancy J. Student Development in College. Wile?-, 2010-05-11. ePub. 

Sent Iicom my iPad 



Student Development in College 
Nar~cy ] 

Def’mRions of Studeut Developmeut 

Pwchosocial perspectives 

Cognitive perspectives 
Structural perspectives 
I ntegrative perspectives 
Social identity perspectives 

A Brief History of tile Student Development Movement 

1 Cycles of differentiation and integration 
2 Balancing support & challenge 

A Brief History of the Student Devdopment Movement 

Douglas Heath- theory on maturity. 
Environment can help or hinder 

A Brief History of the Student Development Movement 

Roy Heath - Indiv differences affect progress toward maturity 

A Brief History of the Student Development Movement 

Kenneth Feldman & Newcombe 
Impact of peer group 

A Brief History of the Student Development Movement 

Nevitt Sanford 

A Brief History of the Student Development Movement 

Chickering 
William Perry 
Lawrence Kohlberg 

Later Devdopmental Theorists 

Kegan 

Later Devdopmental Theorists 

Spiritual and faith development, psychosocial, and cognitive structural 

Later Devdopmental Theorists 

Schlossberg 

Later Devdopmental Theorists 

Social Identity Theory 

Later Devdopmental Theorists 

Racial identity 

The Influence of Paradigms 

A basic set of beliefs that defines action 

Environmental Factors Influencing Development 

Orientation, transition and first yen offices, themed housing 

January 2, 2012 

January 2, 2012 

January 2, 2012 

January 2, 2012 

January 2, 2012 

January 13, 2012 

January 13, 2012 

January 13, 2012 

January 13, 2012 

January 13, 2012 

January 13, 2012 

January 13, 2012 

January 13, 2012 

January 23, 2012 



Evans, Nancy J.. Student Development in College. Wiley, 2010-05-11. ePub 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Tacy Holliday (Google Groups)" <~noreply@googlegroups.com> 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 6:49 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Google Groups Invitation: NCLCA 

Tacy Holliday ~@gmail.com has invited you to join the NCLCA 
group with this message: 

The National College Learning Center Association has put together a new group 
for members that will replace the previous NCLCA listsel~’ You’re invited to 
join 

We’ll use this group to share communications about upcoming events that may be 
of interest to you. You can also cornmunicate with other members using this 
forum on matters related to learning centers. 

Sincerely, 
Tacy Holliday 
NCLCA Membership Chair 
ta cy.holliday@montgomerycollege.edu 

Here is the group’s description: 

This is the group for the National College Learning Center Association 

GougIe Groups Infurmation 

You can accept this invitatiun by clicking the fulIuwing URL: 

http://~ruups.~uu~lecum/~ruup/nclca/sub?s 0efu6RQAAAAu2r Hpxf]A-EiaQXLyW6cubzus0pfTSwUMzGY[~akICQ&hl en 

If This Message Is Unwanted 

If you feel that this message is abuse, please in~2~rm the Gougle Groups staff 
by using the URL beIuw. 

http://~ruups.guo~le.comi~ruups/abuse?invite Y~AAABu5vwsHAAAAKqiO-2IAAAAAAErtZut6ppF2DH18UEzUqaDiiWY&hl en 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                12:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

That’s Tracy I believe. 
B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Tracy Hams" <tuh@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
Cc: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
Subject: 
Date: Thu,            12:26 pm 

Tracy, 
I am wondering if you could help me. One of our new tutors ~ is unable to create an ONYEN. The HELP desk said 
that, in the system, he is not "designated." Essentially I don’t think he has a title or classification in the system that will allow him to 
have an ONYEN. Is this something you can help him with, or should I point him in another direction. Let me know your thoughts 
when you can. 
thank you, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mail~o:kleissle~ncaa.mac.ed~> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Friday, Janna~-27, 2012 7:39 AIVI 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

ATP Conference - Regis~ation Extension 

TEXT.htm 

Sor~ for the multiple e-mails[5]Exchange sepCer here hiccupped on over half the addresses. 

Mike 

Hello ATP Members and Friends! 

The ATP Conference Committee has decided to extend regular registration for the 2012 Annual Conference, April 1 ~t in Seattle, WA to Wednesday, February l 5th. The hotel is filling up 
fast, so register today[ For full conference informationvisit http://wv, as,.myatp.or~iCon index 12.htm. 

See you in Seattle[ 









Sent from my iPad 



From: ~orange.kl2.nc.us> 

Sent: Sunday, 6:34 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tonight 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

me too! 

at 6:33 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> FYI -- I was able to park in licont of our building just no~v and there 
> were a few more spaces :) 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel tIil[, NC 27599 
> 919-g43-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message **** 
> >>>                           ~orange k12 nc.us>          6:31 PM 

> Thanks for the notes, Amy... A tremendous help 

> On Sun, at 3:50 PM, Arny Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> Hello 
>> Please read no f~ther if you are not working tonight... 

>> However, if you are, please leave extra time to find a parking spot 
>> tonight --- iVien’s basketball game at 6. 
>> thanks! 
>> A 

>> Amy Kleisslcr 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> LrNC-Chapel Hill 

>> kleissle@tmcaa.unc, edu 

> NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to 
whom it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited, ll’you have received this 
message in error, please notify the sender irmnediately and please delete the message. 
>E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom 
it was intended If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately and please delete the message 
E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                8:21 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com> 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Inability to get ONYEN account 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 
Make sure you tell Amy this (she sent an email late in the week asking for these kind of issues). She is going to put together one 
document for Tracy since she was out after a                  She is also copied on this email. 

Brent 

From: [mailto:l ] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:29 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Inability to get ONYEN account 

HI Bradley and Brent. I am not able to get an ONYEN account. I contacted tech support and their explanation for the glitch is below. 
They suggested I alert you to the problem. 
THanks, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: UNC-CH PTR <ITSHELP@unc.edu<mailto:ITSHELP~mc.e&l>> 
Date: Fri,            at 2:49 PM 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2226830 
To: "             .~gmail.com<mailto:~             ~mail~com> 

Client Information 
Location :unknown 

Affiliation:, Department: unknown 
Phone: 
Short Description: Onyen 

Email Text 

and Email: @gmail. com<mailto: 

Since we noticed that your role information had not updated yet in the directory database that allows for Onyen creation, we spoke with 
Joyce Dalgleish, the HR Manager at Athletics. She said that she hasn’t seen the paper~vork yet for you, so has not entered you into an HR 
s~stem. Please contact your supervisor in Academics to make sure the paper~vork gets to Joyce. 

Regards, 

Jason Cross 
ITS Response Center E-Services 

UNC ITS Electronic Services Support Options 

Web (available .... 24/7 .... ): ~s:/iwww.~mc.ed~/ar~bi~./websab/index~ 
Chat (available M-F, 9am-6pm): ~:/iwww~mc.e&~/at~/itrc/chat/ 

Interested in backing up your data automatically, consistently, and 
securely? ITS is now offering data backup services via Iron Mountain. 
See         ~mc.e&I/5662 for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday,                10:5 5 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Inability to get ONYEN account 

TEXT.htm 

Can you add her to your list please? 

From: [maillo: ] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:21 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Amy Kleissler 
Subject: Re: Inability to get ONYEN account 

Thanks Brent. I must not be on Amy’s email list as I did not get a message from her. 

Laura 
On Sun, at 8:21 PM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.tmc.edu<mailto:Na~tor~5(~uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 
Hi 
Make sure you tell Amy this (she sent an email late in the week asking for these kind of issues). She is going to put together one 
document for Tracy since she was out after a                  She is also copied on this email. 

Brent 

From: mailto: ~raail.com<mailto: 
Sent: Saturday, 9:29 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Inability to get ONYEN account 

~mail.com>] 

HI Bradley and Brent. I am not able to get an ONYEN account. I contacted tech support and their explanation for the glitch is below. 
They suggested I alert you to the problem. 
THanks, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: UNC-CH PTR <ITSHELP@unc.edu<mailto:ITSHELP,~(~unc.eda>> 
Date: Fri.           at 2:49 PM 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2226830 
To:             L@gmail.com<mailto:             ~mail~com> 

Client Information 
. Location : unknown 

Affiliation:, Department: unknown 
Phone: 
Short Description: Onyen 

¯ and Email: ~gmail.com<mailto ~maiLcom> 

Email Text : 

Since we noticed that your role information had not updated yet in the directory database that allows for Onyen creation, we spoke 

with Joyce Dalgleish, the HR Manager at Athletics. She said that she hasn’t seen the paperwork yet for you, so has not entered you 
into an HR system. Please contact your supervisor in Academics to make sure the paperwork gets to Joyce. 

Regards, 



Jason Cross 
ITS Response Center E-Services 

UNC ITS Electronic Services Support Options 

Web (available .... 24/7 .... ): ~s:iiwww.unc.edt~/arobi~iwebsab!mde×.~ 
Chat (available M-F, 9am-6pm): ~:iiwww.nnc.ed~/am/itrcichati 

Interested in backing up your data automatically, consistently, and 
securely? ITS is now offering data backup services via Iron Mountain. 
See ~://help.mac~ed~i5(~62 for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 30, 2012 7:49 AM 

~bell~uth.net 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

CRLA Southeast Regioual Confereuce 

Good morning, 

I am pleased to announce that the College Reading and Learning Association SE Regional conference for 2012 will be held at Clemson Universi~z on Friday, March 16. Please note that ~ve 
will be having a poster session as well - all proposals are due by midnight, Feb. 17. Please see the attached flyer and registration f,arm If you are in our area, we would love to have you 
attend. 

Please let me kno~v if you have any questions Hope to see you in SC in March! 
Elaine 

M Elaine Richardson, Phi) 
Director, Academic Success (;enter 
Itmnediate Past President, NCLCA 

Clemson Universi~ 
Clemson, SC 29634 
(864) 656-6212 
asc@clemson e~du 

M t SecureStor Stored: total 107813bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://arch~ve02.uncaa.unc.edu/7d5bafc922318a6d27bea69bac89553b 
File Name: CRLA Southeast Sympoisum 2012 pdf 
Exptry ][)ate: Sun, 29 Apr 2012 08:57:02 -0400 
Size: 71973bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.nnc.edu/dc9ad4acSc469ced5c9e3b092379fc61 

File Name: CRLA~ SE Symp2012Registration doc 

Expffy Date: Sun, 29 @r 2012 08:57:02 

Size: 35840bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 31, 2012 11:53 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Who are the people in our neighborhood? 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Fabulous! These might be the best yet. 

>>> Amy Kleissler 1/31/2012 9:13 AM >>> 

1 

2 

3 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Shelley Johnson 1/26/2012 1:28 PM >>> 

As Mr Rodgers oft queried, "Who are the people in your neighborhood?" Well consider the gauntlet thrown, Mr Rodgers. We have reunited in l,oudermilk under the collective Student- 
Athlete Sep~ices banner, so we are all new to this ’hood. ’]7hat said, we have devised a fun and easy way to take Mr Rogers up on his challenge Please email me by the end of the month 
(1 ,’31 ) with three things about you that your colleagues might not know. See examples below. We are going to use them to play an adapted version of bingo. Thanks ~2~r your help! 

Example: 
1. I won the Science Fair in 8th grade. 
2. I was the President of the Latin Club in HS. 
3. I know all 50 states in alphabetical order. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@orange.kl2.nc.us> 

Tuesday 1:02 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: schedule alterations 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Amy.. this is good news on both fronts., certainly did not need 
my help in Econ... and as you probably heard and I were feelin’ the 
love --- Never thought I would say this-- It’s great to have him back :-) 

On Tue, 12:56 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> I have dropped ECON reviews with 
> 

> In their stead I have booked for PSYC 
> 

> However, due to a conflict would then have with his MUSC tutoring, 
> I have flipped       sessions, which is going to impact 
> Consequently, please let know that he will meet witl~ MW at 8PM 
> instead of 7PM. will meet with for PSYC MW at 7PM. 

>      in Wally’s conference room 
> MW 7pm PSYC with 
> MW 8PM AFAM with 

> Thanks! 
>Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 
> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message.**** 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, copied or 
distributed by anyone other than the person to whom it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note 
flaat reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately and please delete the message. 
E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third 
parties. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: paperwork issues 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Do you know ~vhen we are getting our W-2 forms? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri 12:57:47 
To: ~bellsouth net>; 

@chccs.kl 2 nc.us> 
~))chccs.kl 2 nc.us>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail corn>; 

~hotmail.com>: 

))chccs.kl 2 nc.us>;                           ~chccs.k 12.nc.us>;                         ~chccs.k 12 nc.us>; 
~chccs k12.nc.us>                 l~chccs.k 12.nc.us>?                         ~chccs k12.nc.us>; 

~chccs.k 12.nc.us>; ~chccs.k 12.nc.us> ~earthlink.net>; 
~)gmail.com>: ~gmail com>; )gmail com>; 

~))gmail.com>; ..... ~gmail.com>; ~gmail.com>; 
~r)orange.kl 2 nc.us> ~r) unc edu>; ~yahoo.com> 

Cc: Bradley Bethel<bbethel@uncaa unc edu>; Brent Blanton<blanton@uncaa unc.edu> 
SubJect: paperwork issues 

Good morning~ 
’]?racy Harris has been out of the office due to the last week. In order to not overwhelm her with a smt’fed email in-box, I have a favor to ask: If you have any 
questions regarding your PID, ONYEN, password, etc. please forward those questions to me, and I will consolidate them into one list to send her in one email Thanks so much! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

UNCAA <~j aimielee@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday January 31, 2012 11:06 PM 

Amy Klei~sler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.ed~> 

Re: Wed AM 

Yuuuuuurnrmnmrmnrnm I vote ibr the breakfast burrito! 

;raimie 

On Jan 31,2012, at 10:47 PM, "%M~y Kleissler "" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Which one do you want? I’m hungl5z again! 

ht~12://www, wendvsbreakfast, c oily fo o d/ 

Sent from my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 11:07 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

passport applications 

make appointments for shots 
friday afternoon post ofi)ce hours 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Sent: Thursday, Febma~ 2, 2012 9:09 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.ed~ 

Subje~: ~: Sat 

Hey- 

I’m leaving for Boston this afternoon, returning Sunday, but talk with 
about carpooling. His cell          Have a great ~veekend[ [![ ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissleC~)uncaa.uaac edul 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~/02, 2012 8:18 AM 
To: @nc 1T.com 
Subject: Sat 

Let’s car pool 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 2, 2012 10:04 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Job Status Update 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

1) No and 2) yes 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle~ar~caa.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Job Status Update 

1) does       need to do this as well? 
2) is this the process for all new employees? 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<maiho:k~eiss~e(~i~caa.~r~c.ed~> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu<maiho:bla~lor~tmcaaamc.edt~>> 2/2/2012 10:00 AM >>> 
Hi 
I need you to go to the following site and [] officially [] apply. Once you []ve done this, you should be able to get on pretty easily. 

Sorry about this, 
Brent 

leadmin.co s/1334 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~ : /i/tarhee lb l ~e. cs~-v ~ c o m <~ : // ~rhee lb l ~¢ . c s~ v . com/> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nichole Bennett-Bealer <maJl@mafil.punchbowl.com> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 2:24 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

NADE Learning and Stu@ Skills SPIN Invitation 

TENTI’.httn 

Invitation 

Nichole Belmett-Bealer sent you an invitation! 

Learning and Stud?- Skills SPIN Annual Meeting 

You’re invited to the NADE Learning and Study Skills SPIN- Meeting! 
Please click on the invitation to see more details and to RSVP 

Date: Thu, Feb 23, 2012 
Time: 11 am 
Place: Coronado Springs Resort 

http://www.pun ch bowl c om/partypa~ e/e593241 acb9e6 dc 7 

We wil[ never sell your email address. Read the privacy policy at: 
http://www punchbowl corn/corporate/privacy policy 

Don’t want invitations from this host? Remove yourself: 
http:i/www.punchbowl.com/remove/event/e593241 acb9e6dc 7 

Punchbowl, Inc. 873 Concord Street, Framingham, MA 01701 



You’re invited to the NADE Learning and Study SkiLLs SPIN t~e~ting~ 

Please cbck o~ the imdtation to see more detafl.s and to RSVP. 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 

11 am 

Learning and S~udy Skills SPIN A .... I Meeting 

[ ii’~’iI Pu nchbowl 

We wi~ ~~eve’r se[~ your e’m~i[ address. Read the" #r:vacy 

Punc~bow[~ ~c, 87’3 Co~col"~ Street~ Frammgham. t4A 0} 70} 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(}nc.rr.com" ~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 7:09 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Chocolate drops 

’I~X-I’.httn 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

[student name] 
Comments 
Notes 
Year 

Position 

Major 

GPA 

Probation? 

Learning Issues 

Support in place 

Past Performance 

Social Issues 

Attitude 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Febma~ 2, 2012 9:20 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

chaxt 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com" @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, Febmaly 3, 2012 6:15 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Duke game 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 5, 2012 12:30 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"-Chart for coaches 

Student Run Down S12.docx 

ttached is the skeleton chart for preparing a rundown on the most at-risk students as we discussed on Friday. Please feel free to alter it 
in any way that best suits your needs. In order to keep the document consistent, I suggest that Wally (since he will be in the office on 
Sunday afternoon) save it to the U-drive, then each person can enter in their data. For example, Bradley" can enter in the material he 
suggests for working with each student, and each advisor can enter their notes on their individual students regarding any items of note 
regarding patterns of behavior, or academic/social stressors. I hope this helps. Thanks! 

A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Craig Douglass <craig@sportstravelacademy.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 5, 2012 2:21 PM 

Amy Byrne Kleissler <klei ssle@email.unc.edtr~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Invite for Suramer Glolml Sport Study Abroad Prograra 

TEXT.htm 

IIey Amy 

Good to see you at the CSRI Conference in Chapel Hill last year. On behalf of the below schools and Sports Travel Academy we would like to inwte you to pamcipate in a summer study 
abroad program in 2012. Our programs cater directly to both graduate and under-grad students interested in the Global Sport Indust~ You have the opportunity to participate with one of 
the below schunls and receive credit OR if you do not need/want the credit ofl’ered you can parucipate not-for-credit and take the program as a Professional Development opportunity. 

There are between 5-8 open spaces available for students on each of the below programs There is brief information below and at the links provided Students are welcome to contact us for 
more substantial information including a program summary, daily itinerary, class syllabus etc All questions should be directed to Craig I)ouglass at Sports Travel Academy (address below). 
We also invite students to cormect with us on Facebook & Twitter (details in signature below) 

Australia: May 16 [] June 6, 2012 

tIost School: Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Facul~’ Leader: Dr. Pat Pettit - pdp@nebrwesleyan.edu<mailto:pdp(@nebpa’eslevun edu> 

Cost: $4900 (+ tuition) 

Brief infomaation is at: http:i/sportstravelacadelnv.com/destinations/australia/nebraska-wesleyan 

Europe: June 3 ~ 17, 2012 (Scotland, Ireland & Netherlands) 

Host School: East Carolina University 

Facul~ Leader: Dr. Stacy Watllcr - warners@ecu.edu<raailto:xvarners(&ecu.edu> 

Cost: $3685 (includes 6 credit hours*) ~ excludes international airfares (about $1000 cost for these) 

Brief infom~ation is at: http :i/s portstravelacademy, con,Jdestinations/europe/east-carolina 

Europe: June 3 ~ 24, 2012 (Scotland, Ireland, Netherlands & Gem~any) 

Host School: Miami U of O 

Facul~ Leader: Dr. Brett Massie - massiejb@muohio.edu<mailto:massieib(~muohio.edu> 

Cost: $4685 (+ applicable tuition) 

Brief information is at: http ://sportstravelac adem,v, corrddestinations/europeimiami-u-o h 

Europe: June 12-July 2, 2012 (Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Switzerland & Italy) 

Host School: Wingate University 

Faculty Leader: Dr. Christi D&Vaele - cdewaele@;vingate.edu<mailto:cdewaele@;vingate edu> 

Cost: $4975 (+ applicable tuition) 

Brief information is at: http://sportstravelacademy.com/destinations/europe/wingate 

Australia: July 5 ~ 26, 2012 

Host School: James Madison University 

Faculty Leader: Dr Cara Mc Fadden - mcfaddcw@mu.edu<mailto:mcfaddcw,@imu.edu> 

Cost: $5100 (+ applicable tuition) 

Brief information is at: http://sportstravelacademy com/destinations/australia/iames-madison 

Australia: July 5 [5] 26, 2012 

Host School: Syracuse University 



Faculty Leader: Professor Rick Burton - rhburton@syr edu<mailto:rhburton(£svr edu> 

Cost: $5100 ( ÷ tuition) 

Brief in formation is at: http ://spor tstravel academ’~’, com/destinations/australia/s~/’racuse 

NOTE: Our London 2012 programs are all sold out. Please contact me for additional information on any of the above programs 
Have a good day, Craig 

You can cotmect with us Faccbook and Twitter (details below) 

Craig Douglass 
Sports Travel Academy 
122 Wheatsbury Drive 
Ca~, NC 27513 
(919) 465 2320 office 

mobile 
craig@sportstravelacademy.com<raailto :crai~(~,sportstravelacaderay.com> 
www.sportstr avelacademy, com<http :i/www.sportstravelacadems,. com> 
www.facebook.comiSport sTravelAcaderay<http://www, facebook, comiSportsTrav-elAcadem¥> 
www.twitter.com/SportRavacAdemy<http://www.twitter.cor~SportRavacAdemy> 
www.linkedin.comiil~,’craigdouglass<http:i/www.liakedin.cor~,’in/craigdouglass> 

At the Sports Travel Academy the world is your classroorut ! 

M+ Sec~uceStor Stored: total 827265bytes; 

Attacl~nent Lira:: httr~:i/archiveO2.~caa.~mc.edv.’d762bd62ba185063b5bSdO965a3cdcb1 

File Name: 2012 SPM Programs Flier.pdf 

Exp~ Date: Sat, 05 May 2012 15:57:40 

Size: 827265bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"(}nc,rr.com" ~nc, rFa COI~~> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 3:01 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Wed noon sessions 

’l~NYI’.httn 

~’or field trip 
bern from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 7, 2012 8:56 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Just got word. Have them apply online for the positions ASAP; then let me know once it is done. 

Thanks 
B 

leadmin.co~ si 1334 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~n:i/~arheerb~e.cs~v ~com<~:iii~arheelbl~e.cs~v.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 7, 2012 10:43 Aivl 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: Re: one last HR step 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hey Amy-, that link took me to "posting not available." 

On Tue, Feb 7, 2012 at 8:59 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> Good morning -- 
> 
> HR has put a new procedure into place :[’or hiring tutors and learning 
> assistants. I know that you have already filled out all of the paperwork 
> and are on board working, but we need you to formally send in a position 
> application through this new system so that you will then be triggered 
> a PID, etc. Thanks! 

> http://unc.peopleadmin.conVpostings/1334 

> Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel tli[l 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

> Loudermilk Center fi~r [~xcellence 
> 344 Ridge Road. Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 
> message.**** 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclos~tre to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 10:51 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg 

Must have been a one-time link. TIT this one.., leadmin.co~ /1336 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle~tmcaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 10:49 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: 

the link yields a message that the posting is closed ..... thoughts? 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle~mcaa. ~mc.e&~> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu<mailto :blmtto~a~uncaa. tmc. edu,>> 2/7/2012 8:55 AM >>> 
Just got word. Have them apply online for the positions ASAP; then let me know once it is done. 

Thanks! 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~:/itm~i~eelbl~e. cst~,, com<~:/it m~.eelblue~ cst~. corn/> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 7, 2012 11:41 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Fridays 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

~unc.edu> 

But- this week I have a meeting at 1 : 15 -2:15 and then again at 3pm- 3:45ish. 

I can do something else on Friday around those times if that would help. I ~vill block 1 : 15 from now on. 

Thanks :) 

From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>> 
Date: Tue, 7 Feb 2012 10:59:25 -0500 
To: ~)unc. edu>> 
Subject: Re: Fridays 

whoop whoop!! Thank you! 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric edu<m ailto:ldeissle~luncaa uric edu> 

Confidentialify Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 

>>> ~unc.edu>> 2,’7/2012 10:52 AM >>> 

Hi- 1:15- and you have deal: ) 

Thanks- 

From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu<mailto :kleissle~,,uncaa.unc.edu>> 
Date: Tue, 7 Feb 2012 10:51:36 -0500 
To: 
Subject: Fridays 

~,,unc.edu>> 

Hello ray friend! 

Wally ~vanted to see if’you are available to work with 
Thanks[ 
A 

on Fridays at 1PM for SOCI Let me know. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissleCa)uncaa unc edu<mailtokleissle~Suncaa unc edu> 

Conf)dentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An)’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Deby" <~deby@vildngtravel.com > 

Tuesday, Febma~ 7, 2012 2:11 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

RE: schedule~t?~es to consider 

Hi Amy’: 

Using this schedule on United departing July 8, the fare ;vould drop slightly 
to $2852.00 per person: 

UA3757Y 08JUL S RDUIAD*SS4 142P 300P (changeDC-Dulles) 
UA 902Y 08JUL S IADIvlUC*SS4 544P 750A (9 JUL-change Munich) 
UA9544Y 09Ir_rL MMUCIST*SS4 835A 1210P 

With the one way fare on Egypt Air ($405 20), the per person round trip fare 
would be $325720 (plus agency i?e). 

I can hold the space if you want, but I need everyone’s date of birth. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k [eissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 1:53 PM 
To: deby@vikingtravel.com 
SubJect: schedules/fares tu cunsider 

Deby, 
Thank you so much -- this is fantastic! Before l buok I wanted to ask une 
questiun -- what does it do to the ticket if we depart Raleigh on Sunday 
July 8th? 
Let me know your thoughts when you can -- thanks again. 
Amy Kleissler 

Sent fr()m mY iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, Febma~ 7, 2012 8:13 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Entrepreneurship 

TEXT.hm~ 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler         ~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday Februa~ 9, 2012 8:11 AM 

Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.ed~> 

notes 

TEN2I’.httn 

~/i~ SecureStor Stored: total 101451bytes; Wed, 09 May 2012 08:10:51 -0400 

Attachment ]~.ink: http://m-chix e02.unc aa.unc .edit/c0078 ~o 1 ab85659817413 17193731618 

File Name: module 3 notes.docx 

Exp~y Dabe: Wed, 09 May 2012 08:10:51 -0400 

Size: 1~)145l bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

:@nc.rr.eom> 

Thursday, Febm~ 9, 2012 11:57 AM 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc,edu~ 

Fwd: Free bmeggers 

TEXT,htm; coutxm.png 

Begin forwardedmessage: 

From: kgiduz@elon edu <mailto:kgiduz@elon.edu> 
Subject: Free bruggers 
Date: FebrualT 9, 2012 9:39:24 AMEST 
To: 

Only until 2 today but you get 3 free bagels since it’s bruegger’s birthday![ @nc.rr.com] 



Free! 





[he app is cempatibte with iPh(mes, iPads, iPod le~.~ches end Android 

devices. ~Nindows Phone 7 and Blackbelry users can access the same 

2. V~s~t t~:,~/~.~/~22~.:£9.~£~.(~ from you~ phene’s b~owse~ 

phone (OR-Code [eade, requi,ed, e.g. ’Red ~ 

NADE: ¯ S00 N Estrei],~ Pari,:way 9te B2~ pf4..’.:j 45.2 C~oodyear, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com" ~nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 12, 2012 4:04 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

This week 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Passports 
S~vahili table 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@mozilla.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 12, 2012 5:16 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Welcome to Our List 

TEXT.httn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Beth Mejia" <beth mejia@mcgraw-hill.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 12, 2012 5:23 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Contextualizing Student Success-MitE and NADE Workshop 

TEXTI’.httn 

Please join us on Thursday, February 23, or 

Friday, FebruaW 24, for: 

Contextualizing Student Success, 

an interactive workshop husted by McGraw-tlill at the NADIv. conference in 
Orlandu, Florida. 

Leading our discussiun is Rubert Feldman, University of Massachusetts 
Amherst 

Participate in a workshop about the social, econum~c, and academic 
pillars that suppurt success for college students. Learn about best 
practices, technolugy tuols, and methods of bolstering efforts to make 
success the rule, rather than the exception. 

"Some schouls re-design courses to help students finish more quickly. 
Sume use better technology The point is, it’s possible." 

President Obama 

We xvill meet from noon - 1:30 p.m. in Coronado G. 

Lunch will be provided. 

All attendees will be entered in a drawing to win a Kindle Fire 

Please RS\rP via this email by- next Friday, February 17 

and indicate your preference of dates. 

To RSVP please fill out the fo1T£1 here: 
http://fdlO.forl~xdesk.colg:~’lg:~c~rawhill7/McGrawHillNADEWorkshop 

This message has been generated by Formdesk. 
Design your fomxs online at www.formdesk, cora 
<http://ww~,.formdesk.com/?id aff 55243> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(}nc.rr.com" ~nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 12, 2012 6:01 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Grad 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Invites and hotel 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

~I]C,IT.COIII" ~nc rr COll’l> 

Sunday, Februa~~ 12, 2012 6:18 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

House 

’~NYI’ .htm 

Hepa atr filter 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, Februa~ 13, 2012 10:43 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

RE: tennis 

think today is just an info. meeting. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Am?’ Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2012 10:16 AM 
To: @nc.n- corn 
Subject: tennis 

Do you know anything about tennis try outs today? 

let lrle k11o;v-~ 

thanks 

a 

Sent from my iPad 



From; 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc> 

Monday. Feb~aW 13, 2012 3:12 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Entrepreneurship 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carnegie Learning" <aroppa@carnegieleaming.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 13, 2012 3:28 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Developmental Math that Geks Results - It’s Time for a Clms~ge 

’IJdXTf.httn 

To view this email as a web page, go to the following address: http://leads.carnegieleaming com/index.phpiemailiemailWebview? 
mkt tok 3R~dv~L~An~V~F9wsR~nv67~vIZKX~niHp£sX57~UqXKK%2F~M1%2F~ER3fOvr~UfGiI4JTcB~d‘‘~zc2~Z~5nQ9ZC~6Qe4N~BcGU%2B7V~w%3D 

Developmental Math That Gets Results - It’s Time for a Change 

Dear Amy, 

Einstein once said that "insanity is doing the same thing nver and over again and expecting different results". 

If your current math solution isn’t giving you the results you want, isn’t it time for a change? 

Carnegie Leaming’s award winning Cognitive Tutor(R) Software is revolutionizing Developmental Math throughout the country. Our innovative, adapuve sof’tware is customized to the 
instructor[5]s learning objectives and is focused on developing deep contextual and conceptual understanding of math 

VISIT US AT NADE AND WIN[ 

Visit booth #104 & 203 
NAI)E 
February 22-24, 2012 
Orlando, FL 

All visitors who observe a demo at our booth will be entered to win a Dell laptop or an iPod! 
Participants will also receive a no-cost trial of our Cognitive Tutor Soliwaret 

For more in[’ormation about Carnegie Learning Developmental Math or to schedule a personal demonstration visit: 
http://www, carne~ielearnin<.com/highered 

Camcgie Learning, Inc. Frick Building, 20th Floor, 437 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15219. 888.851.7094 

JOLN US FOR OLN PRESENTATION 
Cognitive Tutor: Helping Students Succeed in Math 
Thursday, February 23, 2012 
2:00 - 2:50 PM 
Room: Coronado E 

Presenter: Robert Hausmann, Ph.D. 
Carnegie Learning Cognitive Scientist 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, go to the following link to tmsubscribe: http://leads.carnegielearning.comJUnsubscribePage.html? 
mkt tmsubscribe l&mkt tok 3R1cMMJ~\~7~fF9wsR~nv6%MZK~c~niHpfsX57~UqXKK%2F~‘v~%2F~ER3f~vrPUfGiI4JTcB~dv5~cN~VFZ~5nQ9ZC~6Qe4~%~BcGU%2B7Viw%3D. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

@me.com~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 14, 2012 9:05 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

s~tudy hall t~edback notes for Tues 2/14 

The feedback forms ~vere not printed yet so I am doing my 8AM stu@ hall feedback via email: 

FYI I have my at 2PM today so I will miss the staff meeting 

Sent from mY iPad 

so I should be back quickly keep me posted 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~@nc,rr.colll> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 3:16 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cancel 

Check dentist re unc 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: ~eartNi~k.net~; 

Sent: Tuesday, Febma~’ 14, 2012 3:37 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Tutor Coordinator 

Attach: TEXl’.htm 

How are you doing? Sa~v that U~’~’C is advertising for a tutor coordinator for the AD 

Anyway, was wondering whether or not you had any scoop on the position and whether or t~ot it would be worthwhile to apply? 

Thanks, 



From: ~earthlink.net~ 

Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2012 8:08 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tutor Coordinator 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Thanks much Am?- -- will send Beth a note. Hope you are doing ~vell .. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Am?’ Kleissler 
To:         ~earthlink.net 
Sent: 2/14/2012 6:40:33 PM 
Sut~iect: Re: Tutor Coordinator 

So good to hear from you[ We miss seeing you :) 

Beth would be able to give you better information regarding the position in particular, and if the position interests you I definitely you should apply! Always good to let her know if you are 
applying Best of luck, 
Cheers 
A 

Amy Kleiss[er 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>;                          @earthlink.net> 2/14/2012 3:37 PM >>> 

Amy, 

How are you doing’.’ Saw that L~-C is advertising for a tutor coordinator for the AD. 

Anyway, was ~vondering whether or not you had any scoop on the position and whether or not it would be worthwhile to apply? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Peter Arvak Prezi CEO" <arvai.peter@prezi.com> 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 3:05 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Zoom into Prezi U 

’I~N2I’.httn 

Dear kleissle@uncaa.unc edu, 

Prezi U Educational Community 
Prezi U is now live. Learn and discuss best practices using Prezi in education, read articles and case studies about how top universities are using Prezi, and more. 
Learn more: http://bitlv/wBhSmZ 

New Prezi Features 
Retouch prezis on your iPadPrezi Vie~ver now lets you revise and retouch your prezis on-the-fly, meaning you can edit text and move, scale, and rotate any content in your prezi .. all on your 
iPad 
Learn more: http:i/bit ly/wSeKrn 

Prezi Plus ( ~ ) Button 
Now you can create a structured prezi with just a few clicks Use the Plus ~ ) button to choose between 5 placeholders for your content. 
Learn more: http:i/bit, ly/~vSDatN 

Happy zooming! 
Peter Arvai, CEO Prem corn 

Prezi Spotlight 
Zoom into Education with Stanford 
Stanford University incorporated Prezi into d school in 2010 during brainstorming and mind mapping sessions.. 

Learn more:http://bit l ,v/xbSswW 

[~12011 Prem [nc 1857 Montgomery St, San Francisco CA 94133 i 

Unsubscribe (http:i/email.prezi.com/wf/unsubscribe?upn rcHpgMrgcPXLNcg~pVv3~xhCbUtpIT8Jfrm7rVDdRh6x5K5TVgVrknLvp~hM×a3~r~du~bZ2BKbuUBahTw66q~uJow-2FxVsp~- 
2Fbibl SmizQKdToJQtoW 1 Wv2CSeLuM6ZTsbXXHHm~yCAvAORmTZRI BWqDesp2psboplPkulN4YRub’21 cvvPKibAa2/2[3ZgT 1 FLY- 
2FKGs824E]F! Go2DpU3Xst] oaCStegmmmTo6vtJG4RjOMql4Nvow2u- 
2BgCSia@9ZS8pBM7g6F~BawSyB4NpRXpRmuxRZVJSRu‘~dtjZ7YfAv6kcwEbs~gv7RZ8Ets9hc~d5djKypHTbD~K~CF-2BKrRy-2By77K-2BZg8mYDuvDx~Ab~-3D ) in order to stop 
receiving emails from Prezi corn about new features, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 20, 2012 8:50 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS relninder @ Mon Feb 20 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

TEXT.htm 

more details [5]<https:i/www.google corn/calendar/event? 
action VIEW&eid cH~k~Td~bTBvYnQ4biR2MG8xcXZw~Tk~NThfMiAxMiA‘~MiBUMTQwMDAwW~A2dHJmaW~2~GtnMT‘~q<Nik4ZV~q~vb~hxdi~3Z~Bn> 
send out TIMS reminder 
When 

Mien Feb 20 9am [5~ 9:30am Eas~m Time 
Calendar 

Tutors/Mentors 
Who 

[51 
kleissle@email.unc.edu - creator 

Invitation l?om GoogIe Calendar<https://www.gooAle.com/calendar/> 

You are receiving this email at the account kleissle@email unc.edu because you set a reminder Jk~r this event on the calendar Tutors/Mentors. 

You can change your reminders :[’or specific events in the event details page in https:i/www.googlecom/calendar/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,                 3:02 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Coach Fedora Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

I’ll be there! It was good seeing you this morning. 

On Mon, at 2:55 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Just a reminder of the meeting tonight with Coach Fedora at 630PM -- we 
hope that you can come -- he would like to thank you for all of your 
contributions to our program! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

C****** 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hawkes Learning Systems <jcokins@hawkesleaming.com> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 12:16 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

See you at NADE’. 

TENTI’.httn 

Join us at NADE 
Hawkes Learning Systems 

HawkesLogo [http://r20.rs6net/tn.isp?et 1109348760509&s 13285&e 001~[ZJbSP~xa]~w3oMK77xJ2c[~’AxR7w6UOmah2Punh2F5DJSxLf~lb6NhebIQp- 

MS2DZ kepp]-)mn0[~’ff[~WYiZSXjlkr26wrlGzVv~iiCdqirGSyRDwowUr(,)y-37eq) ] 

Success Means: providing your students the tools 

they need to master the material. 

Grand Opening 

Enjoy the official ice cream bar of Walt Disney World theme parks! 
4:00-6:00PM 
Stop by our exhibit to pick up your Mickey’s Premium Ice Cream Bat- and celebrate 
the Grand Opening of NADE. 

Thursday 

Cut Costs with Corabination Courses 
Win an iPad2 

Coronado M @ 10:00AM 
Thinking about combining course materials to streamline classes, redesign course 
structures, and provide cost savings for students and the school? Ha~vkes Learning 
Systems has tools you need for successful implementation! 
Refreshed, Renewed, and Redesigned 
Debra Shafer, University of North Carolina - Charlotte 
Monterrey 3 @ 3:00PM 
The University of North Carolina - Charlotte redesigned its courses with great success. 
Shafcr will explain the important factors in enhancing instruction and evaluation. 
Course structure, results, and student reactions will be shared during the presentation. 

Afternoon Snack 
Hawkes Exhibit @ 3:50PM 
Stop by- our ezd~ibit for goldfish treats celebrating our new- Cornbination Course materials. 

Watch & Win 

$100 Amazon Gi~ Card 
Stop by our Exhibit at an?- time to watch a demonstration and be entered to ~vin[ 

Connect with us for NADE oilers and ne~vs! 

Find us on Facebook [http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et 1109348760509&s 13285&e 001TZJbSAxat’tzhpTT31- 

L mDff~ Nf4bwHwLBz2mv-~2EOPF~vedHOKhnaW124XrsS I~)2F7orPSFII~ilHZY ] 
Follow us on Twitter [http:/ir20.rs6.net/tn jsp? 

e~1109348760509&s 13285&e 001TZJbSAxaftyRtoPnU F2T~K~uc62vcRy~vXDz~MRvstZtY6LdficIie~NAfN6c~Z~9n5p~y~UirFIuUZixImNn~d5sVT5K-kX1c4~3~IS- 
NTLXbsL ~m9AF 8 CnYFsyRdGX SpCTn~M2ffeVhTO YtQ ] 

Join Our Mailing List! [http:/,~Asitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m 1103889864676] 

Upcoming Events [http://r20rs6net/tn.jsp?e~1109348760509&s 13285&e 001TZJbS~xaItvlK2ItXFsiBqvgq~iSjoYtVte0Zd0L1PT-z FriJn9 v2v]~AlqZo~F~f- 
xCbroCbeO Yq;vzblkhtrUoH 1SWtB sRpdivlL20L UDBvCk-iSBix,XO64~tiUuiXVbMKot0dsp6A7HEwWdNkeHQTtkntr~xxCipCV] 

For;vard email to a tlciend 
http://uiconstantcontact.cor~’sa/fw~f.jsp?llr e4fnpceab&m l103889864676&ea kleissle@uncaa.uaac.edu&a 1109348760509 

This email was sent to kleissle@uncaa unc.edu by jcokins@hawkeslearning.com 

Update Profile/Email Address 

http://visitor constantcontact.com~do?p oo&mse 001AU611BjX~-t6ixcw~LXo-rMyExbV~,~bfRqfmJ[3QF~JmUc%3D&t 001rMEhldJr6gayShd6xV /kq)%3D%3D&llr e41hpceab 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe(TM) 



http://visitor constantcontact.comJdo?p un&mse 001AU611BiX~-t6ixcw~LXo-rMy[~xbV~,~bfRqfmJ[3QFgJmUc%3D&t 001rMEhldJr6ya¥Shd6xV zkq)%3D%3D&llr e41hpceab 

Privacy Policy: 
http://ui.constantcont act com/rovin~/CCPrivacvPolicy i sp 

Online Marketing by 

Constant Contact(R) 

www.constant contact.c om 

Hawkes Learning Systems i 546 Long Point Road I Charleston I SC I 29464 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pinder Naidu ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 1:20 PM 

Pinder Naidu         @gmail.com> 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

ATP CONFERENCE IN SEATTLE APRIL 1ST TO 4TH 2012 

TEXT.htm 

To All Members AND Friends: Please Join The Association for ’]7he Tutoring Professionals (ATP) Conference in Seattle 

Tutoring: Reaching for the top 

The 8th Conference of the ATP will be held in Seattle, Washington April 1-4. 2012. 

The ATP annual conference is to provide substantive professional development services that include the advancement of knowledge in all sessions, events, and activities. The Association 
for the Tutoring Profession Con[’erence 2012 will be held for the purpose of improving tutoring. 
The three day conference includes many participatop)~ workshops, panels, seminars for job-alike groups., research reports, discussions, exhibits, and tours., keynote addresses by 
world-acclaimed educators, tutors, researchers, and scholars . a once-a-year opportum~ to meet in a major American city and meet colleagues from all over the world. 

Please see conference and presentation details at http ://www.my atp.or~<http://www myatp.or~/> 

The conference begins with Sunday morning workshops. Please see ATP’s web-site for details. 

There will be an opemng recepuon on Sunday April I st at 7pm. Please come and join in the fun 

If you are presenting make sure you have registered for the corfference. 

If you h~ve alrea@ registered for the conference please remember to book your hotel rooms at the Marriot~ soon as rooms are gomg fast. 

Seattle Marriott Waterfront’s nmnber 1-206-443-5000. 
(mention ATP for conference rate) 
Please pass on this ’Call To Cotfference" to any interested professionals and friends. 
See you in Seattle. 

Pinder Naidu 
Secretary ATP 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 24, 2012 10:00 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: oh. no. he. didnt 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Made my mornin!! 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
Date: Fri, 24 Feb 2012 09:44:30 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.unc edu>; Tia Overstreet<overstre@uncaa unc.edu>; Wally Richardson<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: oh. no he didnt 

http://www.yout ube com/watch?v Q11DViSm-ek 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler ~nc.rr.com~ 

Saturday, February 25, 2012 5:02 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

https://secure.customersvc.com/maitrd/ngs/histolN/ioinin html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 26, 2012 5:08 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"~-tonight 

Wally, 
I have a huge favor to ask -- I asked Tia but she has her nephew-. I am working tonight because I took the shift for Brad so that he could do something tonight I sound like a train wreck but 
today I woke ~vith a migraine but didn’t take any headache medicine because i am on the heavy duty back meds and didnt want them to interact, problem is that the head pain has gotten to a 
level where it hasn’t gone away and it is making me vomit, i feel so 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com" ~nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 26, 2012 7:36 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Headphones 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: @live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:57 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: RE: math tuk~ring 

Attach: ’I~NTI’.httn 

I would be happy to work with your son (Algebra) but I am not confident on my skills in Calculus..it has been awhile. Since I taught in Virginia I don’t have many/any contacts who teach 
down here. I will send this email on to on of my friends ~vho was a science teacher and another that taught elementary but also did some work in robotics who might be capable How- many 
hours a week do you think each student would need? Where would you like to have the tutoring sessions? Also, before I contact my friends, what is the rate that you ~vere thinking I don’t 
know what the rate is down here. In Northern Virginia I charged $60 and hour for tutoring..times have changed. 

Once I hear back from you I will get in touch with the guys,              and see if they are interested. In the meantime I will think about when it would work best for my schedule, right 
now I am thinking Thursday (afternoon to evening) or Saturdays (early to mid day). If Saturday, there are a few days that I will be out of town. 

Thanks [’or thinking of me. Hope you have a good rest of the week, 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle(&uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:07 
To: 
Sut~i ect: math tutoring 

Good morning! I have a non-UNC-work question for you I am looking [’or a high school honors algebra tutor for one of my sons, and I have a friend who is looking for an AP Calc B/C tutor 
for her daughter. Both kids are bright and hard workers but are each struggling with these courses. They are available at night and on weekends. Are you, or do you know anyone, available 
[’or tutoring? They can each meet wherever is most convenient for the tutor. Please let me know your thoughts when you can. I look forward to hearing from you 
Thanks[ 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle,@,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eric Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 28, 2012 10:23 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Monday 

TEXYI’.httn 

Thank you Amy! 

On Mon, Feb 27, 2012 at 6:52 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> Eric 
> Thanks. In future so that we can make sure that the students are notified 
> pls also email the advisors Wall?-, Tia, and Jaimie. I have let them know re 
> tonight. Thx 
> Feel better 
>A 
> 

> Sent frum my iPad 
> 

> On Feb 27, 2012, at 2:19 PM, "]b;fic Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs.kl 2 nc.us>" 
> <estofffegen@chccs.k 12.nc.us> wrote: 

> Goud afternoon Amy, 

> I am surry to say that 
> Please pass on my regrets tu in?’ students. 

> Thanks very much 
> 

> Eric 

> Eric Stuffi’egen 
> Science Instructur 
> Chapel Hill High Schoul 
> estoffregen@chccs.kl 2nc us 
> (919~29-2106 x 1203 
> 
> All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
> City Schools is subject to the Nolth Carolina Public Records 
> Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
> parties, including la~v enforcement. 

Eric Stoffregen 
Science Instructor 
Chapel Hill High School 
estoffregen@chccs.k 12.nc.us 
(919)929-2106 x 1203 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Pulqic Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: ~live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:23 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: math tuk~ring 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

I am just headed to work so this email will be veW quick (sorW in advance) Sounds good..I imagine I should ~vait to hear from you friend to determine what the specifics are for her child 
before I contact               right? 

After 6 could work. One hour a week? 

lived in Falls Church for awhile. I taught in Armandale (Poe MS) and in Vienna (Kilmer MS). What a small world! 

Would you like for me to get started the week after spring break? 

What materials does Jack have? Is there a text book or a course pack? Also could you let me know -or ask him - what the?’ are working on right now? 

Thanks 

From: ~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: Tuesda’< 10:18 AM 
To: 
SubJect: RE: math tutoring 

Awesome! That’: you! The rate we have paid down here has been $50 so rm happy to pay $60. Where were you in Nolthern Virginia? We used to live in Falls Church. 
6PM on Thursdays. I’m not sure where you live he can meet you here on campus, or at a Panera/town library, our house, etc. You let me know. Thartk you so much. 
Amy 

is available after 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle ~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

~live.unc.edu>         9:57 AM >>> 

Amy - 

I would be happy to work with your son (Algebra) but I am not confident on nay skills in Calculus.. it has been awhile Since I taught in Virginia I don’t have many/any contacts who teach 
down here I will send this email on to on of my friends who ~vas a science teacher and another that taught elementary but also did some work in robotics ~vho might be capable. How many 
hours a week do you think each student would need? "¢,qaere ~vould you like to have the tutoring sessions? Also, before I contact my friends, what is the rate that you were thinking. I don’t 
know- what the rate is do~vn here. ha Northern Virginia I charged $60 and hour for tutoring., times have changed 

Once I hear back from you I will get in touch with the guys               and see if they are interested. In the meantime I will think about ~vhen it would work best for my schedule...right 
now- I am thinking Thursday (afternoon to evening) or Saturdays/early to mid day). If Saturday, there are a few days that I will be out of town 

Thanks for thinking of me Hope you have a good rest of the ~veek, 



From: 2,my KleissIer [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:07 AM 
To: 
Subject: math tutoring 

Good morning! I have a non-UNC-work question for you. I am looking for a high school honors algebra tutor for one of my sons, and I have a friend who is looking [’or an AP Calc BIC tutor 
[’or her daughter. Both kids are bright and hard workers but are each struggling with these courses. They are available at night and on weekends. Are you, or do you know anyone, available 
for tutoring? They can each meet wherever is most convenient for the tutor Please let me know your thoughts when you can I look forward to hearing from you. 
Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Bell <kbell@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 3:45 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom F. (Genworth Attorney) Kleissler <tom.kleissle@genworth.com> 

in math 

’IENTI’.httn 

has lunch detention tomorrow for not having his homework today. 

Karen Bell 

www newbellsat, corn 

All mail COl~espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler ~nc.rr.com~ 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 10:22 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

bm~k wed 11AM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler ~nc.rr.com~ 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 11:53 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

notes 

Chapter Six reading notes.docx 
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Chapter Six reading notes 

Kohlberg’s theory focuses on moral reasoning, the cognitive component of moral 

behavior. 

Kohlberg saw moral development as representing "the transformations that occur 

in a person’s form or structure of thought with regard to what is viewed as right or 

necessary. 

Rest: stressed that moral behavior consists of three additional components: 

® Moral sensitivity: interpreting a situation involving the welfare of another as 

a moral problem and identifying possible alternatives. 

Moral motivation: deciding to follow the moral path 

Moral action: implementing, and carrying out a moral plan. 

Rest asserted that an understanding of moral behavior requires investigating each 

component and the interactions among components. 

Gilligan: two different moral orientations --) care and justice. 

o Since encouraging moral behavior is an important developmental goal of 

higher education, understanding and facilitating the development of moral 

reasoning is an important first step. 

Kohlberg’s Theory of Moral Development 

Focusing on the process of how individuals make moral judgments, not the 

content of these decisions, Kohlberg saw such judgments as having three 

qualities: an emphasis on value rather than fact, an effect on a person or 

persons, and a requirement that action be taken. 

Structure criterion: at a given stage, individuals exhibit a similar reasoning 

pattern regardless of the content or situation. 

Sequence criterion: stages appear in a specific order, regardless of setting or 

experience. Not all individuals advance through the stages, and not all will 

move through the stages at the same rate. 

Hierarchy criterion: each successive stage is more highly developed than the 

previous one because it incorporates aspects of all earlier stages. 



{PAGE } 

Two domains of cognition are related to moral reasoning ~ more general 

cognitive structures and social perspective taking (the ability to put oneself 

in another person’s place means understanding what someone is thinking). 

Conditions facilitating moral stage development @ exposure to higher- 

stage thinking and disequilibrium. 

Kohlberg’s Stages of Moral Reasoning 

Level 1 - preconventional 

o Stage 1 - Heteronomous Morality: what is right is defined as obeying rules 

Stage 2 - Individualistic, Instrumental Morality: follow rules if it is in their 

interest to do so 

Level 2 - conventional (member-of-society) 

o Stage 3 - Interpersonally Normative Morality: right is defined as meeting the 

expectations of those to whom one is close and carrying out appropriate, 

acceptable social roles. - maintaining a "good person" image. 

o Stage 4 - Social System Morality: individuals view the social system as made 

up of a consistent set of rules and procedures applying equally to all people. 

Level 3 - postconventional (principled, prior-to-socie _ty) 

® Stage 5 - Human Rights and Social Welfare Morality: laws and social systems 

are evaluated based on the extent to which they promote fundamental 

human rights and values. 

Stage 6 - Morality of Universalizable, Reversible, and Prescriptive General 

Ethical Principles: morality involves equal consideration of the points of view 

of all involved in a moral situation. 

Rest’s Neo-Kohlbergian Approach 

Developed an objective measure of moral development, the Defining Issues Test 

(DIT) 

o Stage 1 - Obedience (do whatyou are told) 

Stage 2 - Instrumental egoism and simple exchange (let’s make a deal... 
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Stage 3 - Interpersonal concordance (be considerate, nice, and kind, and 

you’ll get along with people) 

o Stage 4 - law and du.ty to the social order (everyone in society is obligated 

and protected by the law) 

Stage 5 - Societal consensus (you are obligated by whatever arrangements 

are agreed to by due process procedures) 

o Stage 6 - Non-arbitrary social cooperation 

Rest believed a person may use or show forward movement in several stages at the 

same time. - he referred to the development process as schemas rather than hard 

stages, as Kohlberg proposed. 

ResUs 

© 

Schemas 

Personal Interest Schema - derived from Kohlberg’s stages 2 and 3, the 

personal interest schema develops in childhood and is no longer paramount 

by the time one acquires the reading level of a 12 year old. 

Maintaining Norms Schema - derived from stage 4, this schema is a first 

attempt to envision societal collaboration. The following elements are 

common: 1) desire for generally accepted norms to govern a collective, 2) a 

belief that norms apply to all who live in a particular society, 3) a need for 

clear, uniform, and categorical norms or rule of law, 4) a view of norms as 

reciprocal (if I obey the law, others will too), and 5) establishment of 

hierarchical role orders, of chains of command and of authority and duty. 

Postconventional Schema - from stages 5 and 6, this schema places moral 

obligation on communal values such as shared ideals, reciprocity, and critical 

inspection in the form of logical consistency and debate. 

Pascarella and Terenzini suggested, that college may foster moral development by 

providing a variety of social, intellectual, and cultural experiences for students. 

The extent to which individuals take advantage of such experiences is the most 

important factor leading to growth in moral reasoning. 

Carol Gilligan (see printed article from last week) 
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Chapter Eleven - Development of Faith and Spirituali _ty reading notes 

Mayhew - spirituality the human attempt to make sense of the self in connection to 

and with the external world. Belief as conscious intellectual agreement with 

particular doctrines or ideologies, and religion consists of many beliefs and practices 

of a collective group of people over a period of time. Faith underlies both belief and 

religion but is also inclusive of secular worldviews. 

Fowler’s Theory of Faith Development 

o Made clear that he did not equate faith and religion but rather saw faith as 

being both broader and more personal than religion. 

His work rests on the assumption that faith is universal, but he also noted 

that each person’s faith is unique in the manner in which it is exhibited. 

o He stressed the relational nature of faith 

Stressed the distinction between content and structure. 

Clarified that movement through the stages is more like a spiral than a step- 

by-step advancement. 

Fowler did not separate cognition and affect in his stages of faith 

development. 

Faith Development - biological maturation, emotional and cognitive development, 

psychosocial experience, and religio-cultural influences all affect movement through 

the stages of faith development. 

The process triggered when one’s experiences create dissonance that cannot be 

addressed effectively by one’s current way of making meaning. 

Three phases - 

® Disengagement from a particular relational context that has given one’s life 

meaning 
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Disidentification, the loss of one’s sense of self that accompanies 

disengagement, 

Disenchantment, which involves parting with one’s previous view of reality 

and experiencing feelings of grief, loss, confusion, and, in some cases, 

liberation. 

Disorientation, the cumulative impact of the three other aspects of our 

experience of endings. 

Participants in his studies had rarely had the opportunity to talk about their faith 

with others. Fowler saw opportunities for exploration and discussion of faith as 

being particularly important since faith is an organizer for one’s entire life. 

Criticism: a number of writers have taken issue with his definition of faith, finding it 

too generic and prescriptive, lacking a core understanding of faith as commitment 

and thus indistinguishable from other developmental theories. - western, male 

cultural perspective. 

Faith Development Theory of Sharon Daloz Parks 

The premise underscored in her work is that young adulthood is the time when a 

person begins to self-consciously reflect on life’s meaning. 

She defined faith as the activity of seeking and discovering meaning in the most 

comprehensive dimensions of our experience. 

Faith is validated through lived experience, making itself public in everyday acts of 

decision, obedience, and courage. 

It is a broader concept than religious belief. 

Parks focused on the connection between the structure and content of faith, as well 

as the role of affect and imagination, while Fowler concentrated mainly on structure 

and symbolism in development. 
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Parks identified three forms of development - cognition, dependence, and 

community - that contribute to the process of faith development throughout 

adulthood. 

In her later work she revised and expanded her initial model, identifying four 

periods associated with development: adolescence or conventional, young adult, 

tested adult, and mature adult. 

Park’s Five Forms of Knowing and Forms of Dependence. Forms of Dependence 

stressed that emotion plays an important role in the development of faith. She 

believed that examining changes in dependency on others provides a way to 

evaluate the role of affect in faith development. 

Park’s Forms of Community - everyone experiences tension between the need to 

establish a sense of agency and the need to be in a relationship with others. At 

different points in one’s life, this tension is resolved in different ways. 

The Nature of the Model - the three forms of development do not remain separate 

but rather are interwoven to form a unified whole. 

lma~tination encompasses three components: a process, an act of naming one’s 

experiences, and a way of participating in the ongoing creation of life itself. 

Conscious conflict - noted that growth occurs when one begins to feel 

uncomfortable with one’s current situation. This dissonance can cause doubt, 

restlessness, a desire to explore options, or even a renunciation of previously held 

beliefs. 

Mentoring communities - provide opportunities for young adults to interact with 

others not like themselves. - networks of belonging. 

Mentoring communities must foster habits of mind: dialogue, critical thought, 

connective-systemic-holistic thought, ad contemplative mind. 

Viewed faculty as having major responsibility for guiding students’ spiritual lives by 

creating communities of imagination where students’ ideas can be both challenged 

and supported. 
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The responsibili~ of higher education as a whole to create communities in which 

students feel welcomed and safe while being provided with experiences that will 

encourage the to explore and address conscious conflicts, have opportunities for 

pause, and be supported as they clarify, confirm, and test their views. 

Love suggested that staff development focus on how student affairs professionals 

make meaning, the role of relationships in this process, and examination of one’s 

communities, using critical reflection, journaling, and other processes that allow 

individuals to look inward. 

Strange stressed the importance of creating networks of belonging, presenting 

students with big enough questions, helping students understand cultural 

differences, encouraging dialogue and critical thinking, assisting students as they 

develop worthy dreams, and providing access to images of truth and goodness to 

enhance the spiritual dimensions of students’ lives. 

Having clearer definitions of faith and spirituality, a better sense of different ways in 

which students make meaning of these concepts, and factors that contribute to their 

development will help student affairs professionals work more effectively with 

students. 

A learning environment in which the meaning making associated with spiritual 

development can occur must include a careful balance of support, care, and 

challenge. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Frizell, Michael L" <MichaelFrizell@MissouriState.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:46 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu~ 

NCLCA Karen Quinn Scholarship 

TEXI’.htm; image003:jpg 

Dear Colleagues, 

We invite you to submit a scholarship application to attend the NCLCA Institute. ’l’he NCLCA Institute gives you an opportunity to receive professional development in greater depth. 

Outstanding presenters and mentors will help you with various aspects of learning center management from tutoring to technology. 

The Karen Quinn Scholarship will be presented annually to one member of NCLCA in order to develop his/her professional skills in a college learning center Primarily, recipients of this 
scholarship will be first- or second-year professionals who demonstrate a desire to grow in the profession and who may not be able to participate otherwise. The scholarship will cover the 

cost of the conference. The cost of the hotel and some meals are the responsibili~" of the recipient. 

Details of the scholarship application can be J2~und at http:/iwww nclca.or~/karenquinn html Completed applications are due April 2, 2012. If you have questions, please contact ~lennifer 

Pippen at 630-637-5264 or jlpippen@noctrl.edu<mailto:ilpippen(a)noctrl edu>. 

Jennifer Pippen 
Assistant [3irector of Academic Support 
NCLCA Professional I)evelopment Officer 
Certified Learning Center Professinnal - Level Two 

North Central College 

309 E. School St. 

Naperville, Illinois 60540 

630-637-5264 

630-637-5462 (fax) 

[cid:m~ageOO3.jpg@O1CCF6JB6.3D65E330]<http://w~w¢.nclca.or;/index.html> 

Michael Frize11, Corresponding Secretary 
National College Learning Center Association 
michaclfi-izcll@missova-ist ate. edu<mailt o:michaelfrizellff~missourist ate. edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathryn Small @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Febmaly 29, 2012 12:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: Tonight 

Yes please :) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 29, 2012, at 11:21 A2~, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

> Do u want two tkts for tonight? 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"@ne.rr.com> 

Wednesday, Febmaly 29, 2012 12:54 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Prepare for your’trip 

’IENEI’.htm 

Sent from mY lead 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Orbitz <travelercare@orbitz corn> 
> Date: February 29, 2012 12:36:04 PM EST 

> To:           ~))nc.rr.com> 
> Subject: Prepare for your trip 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler ~nc.rr.com~ 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:37 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

report 1 

early feb aa caRt.xls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler @nc.rr.com~ 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:37 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

nov 

nov AA card.xls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler ~nc.rr.com~ 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:38 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

nov AA card.txt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler ~nc.rr.com~ 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:39 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

last one 

janus," aa c~rd.xls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler ~nc.rr.com~ 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:39 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

l~b 

feb 27 aa card.xls 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gina Reynolds" @nc.n.com> 

Friday, 7:02 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: math 

TEXFI’.httn 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Thursda,/, 3:17 PM 
To: ~?nc l~C.com 
Subject: math 

Our math tutor        has a friend, 
and is going to comact you :) 
A 

who is interested in calc tutoring 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 8:50 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 5 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

TEXT.htm 

more details [5]<https:i/www.google corn/calendar/event? 
action VIEW&eid cHJk~Td~bTBvYnQ4biR2MG8xcXZw~Tk~NThl,N~iAxMiA~DVUMTQwMDAwW~A2d~IJmaVvq2~Gt~MTVkNik4ZWkybihxdiI3Z~Bn> 
send out TIMS reminder 
When 

Mi)n Mig 5 9am [5] 9:30am Eastern Time 

Calendar 
Tutors/Mentors 

Who 

[51 
kleissle@email.unc.edu - creator 

Invitation l?om GoogIe Calendar<https://www.gooAle.com/calendar/> 

You are receiving this email at the account kleissle@email unc.edu because you set a reminder ]2~r this event on the calendar Tutors/Mentors. 

You can change your reminders :[’or specific events in the event details page in https:i/www.googlecom/calendar/. 



send out T~MS reminder more details 

Mort Mar 5 9am .-- 9:30am 

C::~~d~~ Tutors/Mentors 

kle~ss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pinder Naidu ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 12:11 PM 

Pinder Naidu ~gmail.com> 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

ATP Conference in Seattle April 1 to 4 

TEXT.htm 

To All Members AND Friends: Please Join The Association for ’]7he Tutoring Professionals (ATP) Conference in Seattle 

Tutoring: Reaching for the top 

The 8th Conference of the ATP will be held in Seattle, Washington April 1-4, 2012. 

Please pass on this ’Call To Conference" to any interested professionals and friends. 
If you belong to any listservs please post this announcement 

Please see conference and presentation details at http ://www.my atp.org<http://www myatp.or~/> 

The last day to resepCe a hotel room at the conference rate is FRIDAY, MARCH 9th 

Please view the new link that includes transportation information http://www seattle.gov/html/visitor/directions htm. 

There will be an opemng reception on Sunday April I st at 7pm. Please come and join in the fun 

If you are presenting make sure you have registered for the conference. 

If you have already registered for the conference please remember to book your hotel rooms at the Marriott. 

Seattle Marriott Waterfront’s number 1-206-443-5000<te1:1-206-443-5000>. 
(mention ATP for conference rate) 

The ATP annual conference is to provide substantive professional development services that include the advancement of knowledge in all sessions, events, and activities. The Association 
for the Tutoring Profession Conference 2012 will be held for the purpose of improving tutoring. 
The three day conference includes many participatory- workshops, panels, seminars for j oh-alike groups.., research reports, discussions, exhibits, and tours.., keynote addresses by 
world-acclaimed educators, tutors, researchers, and scholars.., a once-a-year opportuni~" to meet in a major American city and meet colleagues from all over the world. 

See you in Seattle. 



To All Members AND Friends: Please Join The As~)ciation lbr The Tutoring Prot~ssionals (ATP) Conference in Seattle 

Tutoring: Reaching ti)r fl~e top 

The 8th Conference of the ATP roll be held in Seattle, Washington April 1-4, 2012. 

Please pass on this ’Call To Conference" to any interested professionals and friends. 

If you belong to any listservs please post this mmouncement. 

Please see conference and presentation details at http:i/~v.myatp.org 

The last day to reserve a hotel room at the conference rate is FRIDAY, MARCH 9th. 

Please view the new link that includes tra~spor’tation intbm~ation Ntp://www.seat0~e.gov/htmlivisitor/directions.htm. 

There will be an opening reception on Sunday April 1 st at 7pm. Please come axed join in the fun. 

If you are presenting make sure you have regis~tered for the conference. 

If you have already registered for the conference please remember to book your hotel rooms at the Man~iott. 

Seattle Marriott Waterfront’s number 1-206-443-5000. 

(mention ATP for conference rate) 

The ATP am~ual co~fference is to provide substantive professional development services that include the advm~cement of knowledge in all sessions, events, and 

aclivities. The Association for the Tutoring Profession Conference 2012 roll be held for the purpose of improving tutoring. 

The three day cont~rence includes many paxticipatoD’ workshops, panels, seminars for job-alike groups.., research reports, discussions, exhibits, and tours... 

keynote addresses by world-acclaimed educators, tutors, researchers, and scholars.., a once-a-year opportunity to meet in a major American ci~ and meet 

colleagues t?om a]l over the world. 

See you in Seattle. 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pinder Naidu ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 2:13 PM 

Pinder Naidu ~gmail.com> 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Need a Room~nate for the ATP Conference 

TEXT.hm~ 

To All Those Attending The Association for the Tutoring Profession Conference in Seattle April 1 to 4th, 2012 

Are you looking [’or a roommate to share lodging at the Seattle Marriott Waterfront? 

ATP will try to match you with someone also needing a roommate. 

Bet’ore March 18, please email Karen Agee (karen agee@uni.edu<mailto:karen.a~ee(a)uni edu>) your irfformation : name and email address, 

dates of lodging needed, particulars (gender? smoker? snorer?), and whether you have already reserved a room or not 

Thank you. 



Why learners leave their training at the door - View the web version of this email, 

:,~.~ RLI’s Training & Development Insights 

A free idea service from the Rapid Learning Institute 

How ’free recall’ helps trainees 
remember what they learned 

Here’s one study technique that can help trainees improve their recall. Ask them to 
write down everything they remember about your last session. 

It’s called free recall, and researchers say it’s one 
of the most effective ways to improve retention in 
the long-term. Most recently, researchers broke 
down college science students into four groups: 

One group studied as usual 
A second group conducted four consecutive 
study sessions 
A third group did "elaborative studying" - 
mapping out concepts while reviewing a text 
A fourth were asked to write down 
everything they remembered from the text 
in a "free recall" exercise 

Result: Free recall did twice as well as ordinary studying, about 20% better than 
repeated study, and about 25% better than elaborative studying. 

There was only one area where the other three groups did better: self-confidence. 
All three groups predicted they’d do better on the final exam than they actually did. 
The "free recallers," by contrast, exceeded their own expectations. 

Conclusion: Researchers say the "retrieval practice" of free recall was crucial to 
building memories, and helps keep self-appraisals of learning realistic. 

For more insights on improving training retention, check out the video, "Why 80% of 

Employee Training Doesn’t Stick - And What You Can Do About ft". 

Source: Karpicke, J., et al., "Retrieval Practice Produces More Learning than Elaborative 

Studying." Science 331, p. 772, February 2011. 

Best regards, 

Steve Meyer, CEO 
Rapid Learning Institute 

Rapid Learning Institute, 1510 Chester Pike, Suite 310, Eddystone, PA 19022 ~ 877-792-2172 

To unsubscribe, click here. 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mount Holyoke College, Office of Communications" <mhc2003@mtholyoke.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 4:56 PM 

Amy Byme Kleissler <klei ssle@email.unc.edtr~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Special Edition MHC Today: MHC’s Tuition Freeze Garners National Press 

TEXT.hm~ 

If you are having trouble viewing this message, see it in your browser<http://clicks.~otoextinguisher.com/preview/? 
c=8165&~=390&p=6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&utm source=Fire%20Engine%20RED&utm medium=email&utm campai~n=MtlC Todav%20Special%20Edition>. 

[MHC Today - Connecting you with the news and events at Mount Holyoke College]<http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.com/trkr/? 

c 8165&~ 390&u c6e309630680c2b2deeb82fTd74dcb2c&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

March 7, 2012 [feed] <http://clicksgotoextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 390&u 279baSe367b90aed095671b0c594g)6f&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

<http://clicks.gotoextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 390&u c2ceTf2998136ebdc9414867ad2ace5a&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [youmbe] 

<ht~p://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 390&u 6a00dla5c45b89f886d918~f307ceb42&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [twitter] 

<http://clicks.~otoextmguishercon’b, trkri?c 8165&g 390&u d~f72d73c735967b34265f426ce48JNe&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [facebook] 

<ht~p://clicks.~otoextinguisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 390&u d974e39a3~e9064d293cbf5259da72c&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

[flickr] 

Special Edition 

MHC’s Tuition Freeze Garners National }ress<http:/iclicks.gotoextin~uisher.comArkr/? 
c=8165&g=390&u=88fSdc3432ba046d7101530859560707&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&q=feature link&t= 1 > 
MHC’s recent announcement that tuition will not be raised next year attracted attention from numerous publications, including the New York Times, AP, and Inside Higher Education. 

See more news from MHC<http:t,’clicks.gotoextinguisher.cotr~’trkri?c=8165&g=390&u=7cfT098747a898015afc08149c7e5079&p=6077db9f7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t=1> 

[_Motmt Holyoke College] <http://clicks.gotoextmguisher.corrdtrkri?c=8165&~=390&u=473805348028435d6dac33fc7B05545&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&t= 1 > 
Copyright ~ 2012 Mount Holyoke College. MHC Today is published by the Office of Communications. 

[http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.com/oi?c 8165&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t l&g 390] 
This message sent to kleissle@email.unc.edu by mhc2003@mtholyoke.edu. 
Mount Holyoke College, Office of Communications 
50 College St. 
South Hadley, MA 01075 

You opted in to this list from: Mount Holyoke College 
Unsubscribe<htt~://c~icks.~t~extin~uisher.c~tr~mana~e/‘.,~=39~&c=8~65&~=6~77db9f7343d85c~856~3c8c7~67be&~=~&utm sourc e=Fir e ~/o~0En~ine Vo 
20RED&utm meditan=email&utm carapai~n=2v~iC Todav~20SpecialVo~0Edition> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Peter Arvai, Prezi CEO" <arvai.peter@prezi.com> 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 9:16 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Prezi Beta: PowerPoint Impo~t 

’I~NTI’.httn 

{% block mailtitle %}{% endblock %} 

(littp://prezi.com/pptimpolt/?utm campaign 030812ppt&utm medium email&utm source shot&utmcontent ppt image) 
(http://prezicom/pptimporti?utm campaign 030812ppt&utmmedium email&utm source shot&utmcontent ppt image ) Import your slides into Prezi with PowerPoint ImportWithjust a 
few clicks, you can reuse your PPT or PPTx files and give new- life to your old slides. 

Leammore. (http://prezicom/pptimporti?utm campaign 030812ppt&utmmedium email&utmsource shot&utmcontent ppt image) 

Happy zooming! 

Peter Arvai, CEO 
(http://www.facebook.con~,pa~esiPremi52193296770 ) (http://feeds.feedburner.con’~,PreziBlog ) (http://twittercum/prezi) 

[12011 Prezi Inc. i 857 Mi~ntgomery St, San Franciscu CA 94133 i Get suppurt (http://prezi cum/suppurt/) on IS-era ] Work (http://prezi cum/jubsi ) at Prem - Unsubscribe 

(http ://emai I prezi, c om/w[~/un subscribe ? upn rcItpgMrgcPXNcg 1 p Vv3PxhC but PIT8 Jlkm7rVDdILh@URk I.YkGS aayAAr~[Lmv VEax\VP5 EuR54[~’SK5U xE6Fiy S kty DL 8wJb NBX2X3rVv~JXCN~Ki - 

2Fs509WqaVO59bZ-2FahOXNK6i27IKuPhc32oyOmn0n0XRS64SQQcTSbGhdRiQAsRKqW28mkqcn4N96V2frRK72tIIgJJIQn(iuS VvEE9-2BItQOZjMNvDRiShj- 

2 By 4g W p E[~liUC 2K T ra r zRzh 3 lib zQ S q Rr [ R s f(i~I~ lt’mZ X By 7h 8 C X zMk q2,m Qy L 2 ]-)A 2 IN syy q um5 r 23 aX 07I J 2 E 8 F B fK vB- 2 F dDu S FThpc I M 72\g b hg 4 F P 25 B Hs a 5 Z IT 5 v Y zE R N Qj t s@ 6Pb by u V fE- 

3D ) in order tu stop receiving emails frum Prezi.com about new features, etc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

David Reedy <dreedy2@cscc.edu> 

Friday, March 9, 2012 2:39 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

It’s TIME for ATP! Make your hotel reservation NOW’. 

TEXT.htm 

Hello! 
If you have yet to make your reservations at the Marriott in Seattle, you are in luck. We have met our numbers but the hotel will still accept your reservation at the conference rate through 
5PM Pacific Time. If you need to register for the conference, that’s still available too. See you in SEATTLE!!! I)avid 

HotelReservation: Man-iott Seattle Waterfront 2~A~askanWay,Seatt~e,Washingt~nhttp://Marri~ttcom/SEAWF<http://marriott.c~m~SEAWF> 

Room rate is $155 [’or double/king 

For resepCations Seattle Marriott Waterfront’s number 1-206-443-5000<callto: 1-206-443-5000> General Marriott reservation number 1-800-228 -9290 

Conference Registration: http:i/www.m’~’atp.or~icon OL re~ 12htm 

David Reedy, Ph. D. 
(614) 287-2232 
Program Coordinator, Title III 
Columbus State Communl~ College 
Columbus Ohio 43215 
Past-President NCLCA 
Certified Master Tutor Trainer 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:23 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: recommendation 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Hi Ahoy, 

I’m leaving Friday for an inter~dew in Atlanta, would it be too soon if I came by on Thursday to pick it up? If it’s alright with you, I ~vas thinking I’d take a signed cop?’ to my- inter~dew this 
weekend and then get an extra copy to scan and send in with any lhture applications. Let me kno~v if that works-if that’s rushing you too much let me know- and ~ve can figure out something 
else’. 

Good luck with your procedure tomorrow! 

’]?hank you, 

Sent fi-om my iPad 

On at 6:54 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> l t~an~ yuu su much fi~r thinking ufme! l wuuId be happy to write a recommendatiun :[’or yuu I wil[ be uut of the office tumorruw - is it ok ifI have it dune by 
the end ufthe week? Let me knuw 
> ’]?hanks 
>A 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Universi~" of Nurth Carolina at Chapel tli[l 
> Academic Support Prugram fur Student-Athletes, Fuotball 

> Loudermilk Center for [~xceIlence 
> 344 Ridge Road. Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail ruessage, including any attachruents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

> >>> ~gmail.com> l 1:33 AM >>> 
> Hi ~y, 
> 

> I’m currently applying for teaching jobs and programs for the upcoming year and was wondering if you would write a letter of recorrmrendation I can include in my applications and/or 
portfolio. I’ve really er~ioyed working with both football and Olympic sports and feel that I’ve gained invaluable experience connecting with students and learning how to guide both general 
and subject specific stu@ skills. I think a letter detailing nry work experience and skills would compleruent the letter front nry mentor teacher and provide a complete view of my applicable 
skills/qualities. I’ve attached ray restm~e in case that helps. And if you would rather me ask B eth Lyons for a letter, I would be happy to ask her instead, I just feel that I’ve had more 
interaction and continuity with you[ 
> 

> Thank you, 

> UNC Chapel Hill 
> l~2"qc MAT Class of 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:01 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: recommendation 

A~tach: ’IENTf.lmn 

Hi Amy, 

Thank you so much! I really appreciate you taking the time to ~vrite a 
letter f,ar me. 

Best, 

On Tue, 9:04 A,N% Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

I’ll get it done by the end of the &U and leave it for you in my mailbox 

in the copy room if I am not m my office. 
thanks { 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Footbal[ 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road. Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-g43-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 

>>> ~grnail.cora> 10:22 PM >>> 
Hi .~y, 

rm leaving Friday- for an interview in Atlanta, would it be too soon if I 
came by on T’rmrsday to pick it up? If it’s alright with you, I was thinking 
I’d take a signed copy- to tW interview- this weekend and then get an extra 
copy- to scan and send in with any future applications. Let me know if that 
xvorks-if that’s rushing you too nmch let nre know- and we can figure out 
something elset 

Thank you, 

Sent from rny iPad 

On at 6:54 PM, "Arny Kleissler" <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

’l’Hal~k you so much for thinking of m!! I would be happy to write a 
recormnendation for you I will be out of the office tomorrow ~vith a 

-- is it ok ifI have it done by the end of the 
week? Let me know. 
Thanks 

>A 

Amy- Kleissler 
UniversitT of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
pfivileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited Kyou are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 

>>> ~gmail corn> [ 1:33 AM >>> 
tli Amy, 

I’m currently applying for teaching jobs and programs for the upcoming 
year and was wondering if you would write a letter of recormnendation I can 
include in my- applications and/or portfolio. I’ve really enjoyed working 
with both football and Olympic sports and feel that I’ve gained invaluable 
experience connecting with students and learning how to guide both general 
and subject specific stu@ skills. I third: a letter detailing ray work 
experience and skills would complement the letter from ray mentor teacher 
and provide a complete view of ray applicable skills/qualities. I’ve 
attached my resume in case that helps. And if you would rather me ask Beth 
Lyons for a letter, I would be happy to ask her instead, I just feel that 
I’ve had more interaction and continuity with you[ 

Thank you, 

UNC Chapel Hill 
LZqC MAT Class of 

UNC MAT Class of 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:55 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Tuto6ng/Mento6ng this summer! 

’IF2XTf .httn 

Hi, Amy! 

I just ~vanted to let you know that I am vel5’ interested in returning to work this sun’~mer[ How should I go about it? Should I re-submit an application? I am very excited at the prospect of 
returning to ~vork[ ’. 

Thank you’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

RE: UNC Chapel ttill Position Opening 

TEXTI’.httn 

Thank you so much! I submitted my information’. 

Have a great evening[ 

From: noreply@unc.edu [noreply@unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:25 Pivl 
To: 
Subject: UNC Chapel Hill Position Opening 

Amy Kleissler shared this j ob posting with you. 

Personal Note: 

great to hear from you! ’]’he dept is in process of hiring new tutoring coordinator, but in the meantime, this link is how you apply :for learning assistant/tutoring positions. Thanks! A 

Hello, 

The Universi~" of North Carolina - Chapel tlill has the following position that you may be interested in. 

Title: Academic Tutor 
Department: Ath Academic Counselor 
Posting Number: S000170 
Quick Link: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/postin~s/1336 

Tutor student athletes for Academic support program J2~r students athlete in various subject areas. 

If you are interested in applying for this position, you can apply for the position on our employment site at: unc.peopleadmin.cora. 

Thank you. 

Please do not reply to this email. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tacy Holliday ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 3:23 PM 

tacy.holliday@montgomerycollege.edu 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

NCLCA Newsletter Winter 2012 

TEN2I’.htm; Winter 2012 Newsletter.pdf 

Dear NCLCA Members, 

ttere is the latest edition of the NCLCA Newsletter, Winter 2012. It’s hot 
offthe cyber presses Enjoy it! 

I want to draw your attention to a few items of int’ormation in the 

newsletter: 

1 ’];he deadline for the call to proposals for the upcoming NCLCA 
conference is quickly approaching. I hope that you wil] take the time to 
consider how you might apply this year. 
2. NCLCA’s new Webinar and Online Workshop Series (WOWS) will debut in 
April of this year ’]7he first sessinn is on Research and Evaluating. Dates 
and t~nes are in the Newsletter. If you can’t make the times, you can still 
register and have access to the recording of the presentation and the 
online workshop that is included. For more information about the WOWS and 
to register, send an e-mail to tacy.hoIliday@montgomerycollege edu 
3. NCLCA’s Institute is coming up in a few months. If you haven’t 
attended an Institute, it’s a great experience ’];he Institute ~s open to a 
sinai] number of pamcipants to get some mentoring and spend focused time 
on topics critical to learning center success each day. 

I also wanted to let you know that the Executive Board is nreeting this week 
to do strategic platming. Included in the issues we’ll be discussing are 
how to better communicate within the organization and how to best continue 
to develop opportunities for professional development. One of the cool 
things about being the Membership Chair is that I get to see your names and 
the names of your institutions on a regular basis. Please know that you 
will all be in ray heart and on tW mind as the Board nreets this week. NCLCA 
is *yore* organization, and the cmrent Board members *are dedicated to 
continuing to improve how NCLCA can help you and your learning centers 
Sel~’e your students and institutions*. 

Sincerely-, 

Tacy Holliday, PhD 
Certified Learning Center Leadership Professional--Level 3 
NCLCA Membership Chair 2012 
t acy.holliday@montgonrerycollege.edu 



~TNTER 2012 

newsletter 

The NCLCA Institute is a small gathering of learning center leaders 
(Upically 20 - 25) and features mentors focusing on key topics relative to 
learning center administration and programming. The 2012 Institute will 
include a trip to nearby Clemson University to visit the newly constructed 
building dedicated to their Academic Success Center. The Institute will open 
with registration/welcome at 6 pm, Sunday, July 8, and end at 4:30, 
Wednesday, July 11, 2012. 

2012 Mentors 

Johanna Dvorak Establishing a Tutoring Program - Tutor Training 
Director, Panther Academic Support Selwices, 
University of Wisconsin 

Mark May Communication Skills: Training the Trainer 

Assoc. Professor of Communication, Clayton State University 

Laura Sanders - Developing and Implementing an Assessment Plan 
Assistant Dean for Student Success, College of Engineering, 
Valparaiso Universi~ 

Lodging 
Institute rates are $105 per night. Below is the link for hotel reselwations for 
the Institute. For those who prefer to call, the number is 800-891-3797. 
Please mention that you are with the NCLCA Institute to get our rate. 

https :iiresweb.pas skey. comigoinationalcollegelearningcenter 

Registration is now available on the NCLCA website. 

$675 (NCLCA members) $775 (non-members) 
$725 (includes NCLCA membership) 
(Registration includes breakfast/lunch/breaks daily and the dinner in Clemson.) 

Please contact Elaine Richardson, NCLCA Immediate Past President, if you 

have questions (erchrds@clemson.edu, 864-656-6212). 
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Let: NCLC:A add some 

to yo u r wor k day,,o 
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The Mission of NCLCA, the National College Learning Center Association, is to support learning 
center professionals as they develop and maintain learning centers, programs, and services to enhance 
student learning at the post-secondary level. To help meet that mission, the 2012 annual conference 
will be held October 3-6, 2012, at The PepperMill Hotel, Reno, NV. 

The NCLCA Board of Directors and the Conference Planning Committee are excited to announce this 
year’s theme - "It Takes a Village for Student Success." The theme reflects the idea that there are 
many connected pathways to helping all students reach their full academic potential. If you have an 
experience in one of the following areas dedicated to student excellence, submit a proposal to share 
your experiences and expertise with your colleagues at the conference: 

¯ Best Practices for Learning Centers 
¯ Developing Training for Learning Center Programs 
¯ Developing and Assessing Learning Center Outcomes 
¯ Program Start-up and/or Evaluation 
¯ Using Small Group Academic Support Programs 
¯ Using Today’s Technology/Social Networking 
¯ Learning Centers in Graduate Schools 
¯ Peer Cooperative Learning Programs 
¯ Online Learning Centers 
¯ Finding Funding in Tough Times 

There are two types of proposals: regular sessions which offer in-depth information about a topic, and 
Poster sessions which are relatively informal conversations about the 
basics of a topic. I have attached a sample proposal and a sample poster 
proposal for you to follow as a guide. Submit proposals electronically at 
http:iiwww.nclca.orgi2012conference/proposal submission.tmnl. The 
deadline for submitting proposals is Monday, March 26, 2012. 

If you have any questions about developing and/or submitting a proposal, 
please contact Jenny Pippen (j_l__pj_p_p___e_._~__n___o_____c___t_.~_l__:___e____d____u_), NCLCA Professional 
Development Officer. Any other questions about the conference can be 
directed to me. Sincerely, 

Jim Valkenburg 

NCLCA Vice-President and Conference Chair 

jcvalken@delta, e du 
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send ,~rnp~e~ed :a~pplicat~on documents to Christi~e, Reilche~t@utolied:c~,edu :o~r fa~ t~ 4Z:9-383-3:1:50 
S~;b,~e~1 ~lin.e: : NCLCAj~~R Mana:g~g Edi~tor Sear@~ Co~ee 
Oea::d~i::ne f.or :S~bmi~:~;s::i:ons: Apr::il 15,, 2012 





From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:35 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: flaank you 

A~tach: ’IEXTf.httn 

I just picked up nay letters and wanted to thank you again for taking time 
out of your bus?, schedule to write a recommendation for me I can’t tell 
you how- much I appreciate your kind words and ;villingness to speak with 
potential employers on my behal£ I will bring your letter to nay interview 
this weekend and plan to scan and send it out with my future applications. 

Best, 

UNC MAT (;lass of 
UNC Chapel Hill 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:33 PM 

To: Am)’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tutoring 

Attach: ’IF2XTI’.httn 

Hi Anay, 

Thanks for the response, this clears things up for me. I was only worried because I hadn’t heard anything back from my email earlier in the semester, and then started to hear things from the 
"rumor mill" Hope all is going well with the new- approach! And as always, if you need help with anything, feel free to contact me. 

Very Best, 

Frum: Amy Kleissler [kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday/’, I 1:04 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Tutoring 

I apolugize [’or my sIuw reply. I was out of the uffice yesterday 

I do not know who you may have heard rumors from regarding your not being used by football, but I can whole heartedly assure you that is not the case. Rather, with the arrival of the new 
reading and writing specialist in October, Bradley Bethel, and the tightening ofuur budget, we touk the upportunity to revamp our appruach tu study hall this spring. Our two most 
unpurtant guals were to create a program where we taught students tu become independent and successful learners, and to eliminate independent stu@ hall. 

We began by taking all students who in the past may have been assigned tu independent study hall at night, and muved them to small, guided, and highly structured study hall sessiuns M- 
F at 8, 9 and 10AM that are run by Bradley and I The students have learned a routine whereby they work through a daily checklist uf checking email, blackbuardisakai, print out an?’ 
readings for class, repurt detailed progress in each class, and are learning to use their syllabi mure as the?’ present their gua[ for each class ur session that day (example, tuday we will be 
cuvering reflexive verbs I need to find uut if there are only a few verbs that use the reflexive tense, or if all verbs can be used.) 

Looking at our tuturing sessions with trained content tutors (such as yourself), we felt that we were not utilizing our money or the tutor’s time efficiently if students were not prepared fur the 
sessions The biggest ubstacle: students had nut done their reading ur taken sufficient notes in class. To reme~dy the issue of class nutes Bradley and I held a number of note taking 
workshops for the students in the days leading up to the first day of classes. At each wurkshup the students were taught a different skill, and then we had a cuuple of [ucal teachers give 
short muck-lectures where the students then practiced the skill. Each morning at sturdy table (see beluw) the students must show us the nutes he is taking) 

To remedy the issue of reading, we retooled the role of the learning assistant to focus on working with a group of students in one course, as opposed to working with one student on all of 
their classes, with the sole purpose of the session to focus on reading and taking reading notes (not study for tests, review, assignments, etc). For example, one learning assistant meets 
with any of our football student athletes that are enrolled in AMST 350 twice a week to work on the reading assigmnents using a study/reading practice called PLAN. While there are a 
number of goals with this new use of learning assistants such as teaching students the necessi~" of completing reading assigtwnents, how to read more effectively, and how to take reading 
notes, one of the most iraportant goals is for the students to learn to better connect what they learn inside the classroom with what they learn outside the classroom. We have had a number 
of students make at~h haaa conwnents that the lectures make more sense because the material is familiar, and visa versa with the reading. Other than the high school teachers who we have 
worked to pair with courses that are relevant to their professional practice, it is not necessary for the learning assistants to have content knowledge of the class they are working with. At 
the beginning of the semester, and on-going throughout the semester, the learning assistants have had workshops on PLAN and working with students to foster reading skills. I actually 
think it is better if the?" do not have specific content knowledge because we do not want these sessions to morph into staff-led tutoring sessions, but rather, stay as student driven learning 
and discussion sessions. We planned that if any of the students requested a subject content tutor in addition to these reading sessions, we would schedule them. As of yet we have not 
had any requests for additional COI~’L’vl tutoring. 

I hope that what I have attempted to describe has made sense for you. I would be happy to get together with you in person to talk about all of this and give you the opportunity to answer 
any and all questions. You have been, and still are, a very vital part of our program! Let me kamw. 
Thanks so much, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissleCa)uncaa uric edu<mailtokleissle~?uncaa uric edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infolanation. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> @email.uaac.edu> 11:50 AM >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

emailed both you and Brent earlier this semester about when I could expect nay tutoring schedule. Brent told me there weren’t that malay Olympic athletes who needed CO~’v~/i tutoring, and 
didn’t hear ba ck from you, so I just a ssumed that the same was tree for football (especially since it’s "off season"). 

Since then, I’ve heard a rumor or two that seems to suggest other reasons for being left off the schedule I just wanted to followup with you to see what the truth is. I hope that ~vhatever the 
reason, it’s not a reflection on my personal integrity or my commitment. I’ve tried my best to be as diligent as possible in my efforts to help out anyone who comes to see me and needs or 
wants tutoring, and to remain within the bounds of the rules. 

In any event, although I understand completely if it is in fact the case that there are no athletes who need tutoring this semester, I would just like to know if there ARE other reasons, and if 
these reasons are personal to me in particular. I want to remain open, because I’ve enjoyed working for the program over the past year and a half, helping out the athletes, and working with 
you personally over the past year and a half. 



Many Thanks and Very Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 1:23 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Tuesday 8PM 

Amy--good to hear from you’. Please tell       where I tutor--I do have apptmts in the 
lounge Tues from 6 - 8 pm, and those usually run full time; so it would help to have him 
come to me instead of vice-versa. I sit at one of the two tall tables against the back 
wall of the main lounge (behind where the kids come and sign in). 
Enjoying the faux surmner ’. 

.... Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uaacaa unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> I hope that you are doing ~vell[ I ~vanted to let you kno~v that Brent had to switch some appointments around so you will now have 
of the writing drop in. 
> Thanks 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road. Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged in[’ormation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

t~orDRAM     Fuesday at 8PMinstead 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Peter Arvai, CEO Prezi" <arvai@prezi.com> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 4:44 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Wa~t to join the Prezi team? 

TENTI’.httn 

Dear kleissle@uncaa.unc edu, 

Want to represent Prezi at your umversi~z? 
As a Prezi U Ambassador, you will have the chance to be part of a company that is redefining the way people develop and share their ideas 
(http ://bit.lv/HaSOXL) 

Prezi Spotlight 
Find out how UT Chattanooga student, Travis Hitchcock, landed a Prezi internship by entering January’s Prezi Designer contest 
~http :i/bit.ly/I I6aIMx) 

Travis wasn’t the only ~vinner of this contest... 
Contestant Ashley Whitlatch has j ust moved from Seattle to San Francisco to become Prezi’s Umversity Evangelist (Ashley will oversee the Prem U ambassador program), and David 
Oliviera from Lisbon Portugal is now an independent prezi designer. 
(http ://bit.lyiORhYsS) 

Speaking of Prem 
Prezi U is now live Learn and discuss best practices using Prezi in education, read articles and case studies about how top universities are using Prezi, and more 
(http ://bit.lyiO S2J2q ) 

Happy zooming! 
’]?he Prezi team 

(http://www.facebook.com/pages/Prezi/52193296770 ) 
(http:/ifeeds.feedburn er. cow~,PreziBlo~ ) 
(http:i/twitter.com/prezi) 
[512011 Prezi Inc. i 857 Mnntgomery St, San Francisco CA 94133 i Get support 

Unsubscribe (%5Bunsubscribe%5I)) in order to stop receiving emails from Prem corn about new features, etc. 



Want to rep~"ese~-~t Prezi at you~- ~.~niversity? 

As a Prezi U Ambassador, you will have the chance to be part of a 
company that is redefining the way people develop and share their 

ideas. 

Pl°ezi Spotlight 

Find out how UT Chattanooga student, Travis 
Hitchcock, landed a Prezi internship by 
entering January’s Prezi Designer contest. 

T~avis wasn’t t[~e onty wi~tnei of this contest.,, 

Contestant Ashley Whitlatch has just moved 
from Seattle to San Francisco to become 
Prezi’s University Evangelist (Ashley will 
oversee the Prezi U ambassador program), 
and David Oliviera from Lisbon Portugal is 
now an independent prezi designer. 

Speaki~~g of Prezi U,,, 

Prezi U is now live. Learn and discuss 
best practices using Prezi in education, 
read articles and case studies about 
how top universities are using Prezi, and 
more. 



Happy zooming! 

The Prezi team 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 2:32 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thursday 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

A - Does he have practice? If not I would love to get together at 4 Does your office work? I am not sure I can park there until after 5, so I might have to use the lot, but that should still be 
okay. I will be coming from Kinston Can you give me ?’our number in case I am mmaing late? 

Thanks, 

How did he do on the test? 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 12:48 PM 

To: 

Subj ect: Thursday 

Thanks again for working with on Sunday What time is best for you on Thursday? Let me know. 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, N(2 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle(&,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hollida~; Tacy" <Tacy.Holliday@montgome~college.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 3:11 PM 

~gmail.com’ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Extended Call for Proposals 

TEXT.htm 

Dear Members and Friends of the National College Learning Center Association, 
A number of you have requested more time to submit your proposals this year. As a result, Jim Valkenburg, VP and Conference Chair, has decided to extend the call for proposals until April 
30th, 2012 for this year’s conference in Reno, NV. His message follows. 

Cheers, 
Tacy tlolliday 
Membership Secretary NCLCA 2011-2012 

NCLCA Call for All Proposals 
Extended Deadline 
Monday, April 30, 2012 
NCLCA has extended the deadline for proposals to Monday, April 30 to ensure everyone has an opportunity to complete their proposals during this busy time of year 
The Mission of NCLCA, the National College Learning Center Association, ~s to support learning center professionals as the?" develop and maintain learning centers, programs, and services 
that enhance student learning at the post-secondary level. To help meet that mission, the 2012 annual conference will be held October 3 - 6, 2012 at The Peppermill Hotel in Reno, NV 
The NCLCA Board of Directors and the Conference Planning Committee are excited to announce this year’s theme - "It Takes a Village" - which reflects the idea that there are many 
connected pathways to help all students reach their full academic potential. If you have an experience in one of the following areas dedicated to student excellence, submit a proposal to 
share your experiences and expertise with your colleagues: 

* Best Practices for Learning Centers 
* Developing Training for Learning Center Program s 
* Developing and Assessing Learning Center Outcomes 
* Program Start-up and/or Evaluation 
* Using Small Group Academic Support Programs 
* Using Today’s Tecl-mology/Social Networking 
* Learning Centers in Graduate Schools 
* Online Learning Centers 
* Finding Funding in Tough Times 

There are two types of proposals: regular sessions which offer in-depth information about a topic, and Poster sessions which are relatively informal comzersations about the basics of a 
topic. I have attached a sample proposal<http://www.nclca.orgi2012conference/sample proposal.pdf> and a sample poster 
proposal<http://www.nclca.orgi2012conference/sample poster proposal.pdf> for you to follow as a guide. Submit proposals electronically at 
http://www.nclca.or~/2012corfference?proposal submission.htmh The deadline for submitting proposals is Monday, April 30, 2012. 

If you have any questions about developing and/or submitting a proposal, please contact Jeuny Pippen (ilpippen@noctrl.edu<mailto:ilpippen,@,noctrl.edu>), NCLCA Professional 
Development Officer. Any other questions about the conference can be directed to me. 

Jim Valkenburg 
NCLCA Vice-President and Corfference Chair 
j cvalken@delta, edu<mailto:icvalken(~delta.edu> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 10:11 PM 

~live.unc.edu 

"~-RE: next week ulxtate 

I will let him know so you don’t need to. 

are going to meet with Mrs Bell on Friday morning so lets hold off on you meeting with tolnorro~v until we know what her advice is. He will be gone next week -- you woul 
>>> ’ 03/28/12 3:10 PM >>> 
A - I would like to cancel my Wednesday evening session for next week (4/4/12). Do I need to inform Wall?- too? 

From: Am?- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, IVlarch 28, 2012 3:43 PM 
To: 

Subject: next week update 

Good afternoon’. 
I hope that you are able to get outside and enjoy a bit of this beautiful day--- 

I wanted to make sure I have an accurate head count of any learning assistants ~vho will be out next ~veek Could you please let me know ASAP, even if you have already- sent me word? This 
will help me triple check so I can plan accordingly 

If you ARE working next week, I need to let you know that on this end there are two updates that may impact your regularly scheduled sessions: 

* no study hall Thursday evening, April 5th for football due to team travel 
* no sessions Friday, April 6th -- university classes canceled for Good Friday. 

Thanks so much! 
Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 10:29 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: next week update 

So based on ~vhat happens on Friday morning you might want me to meet with this weekend? That could work I have a bachelorette party that I am hosting on Saturday so it would 
have to be Sunday if needed. 

I could meet with him on the 9th I assume you mean after school or is he on Spring Break that week? I will be doing observations during the day, have class until 6, and then tutoring from 7- 
9. I can meet with him if he wants to meet after 9. I know that isn’t desirable though. Let me know what you want to do. 

I hope gets some clarity on Friday 

All the best, 

From: Am?- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 10:11 PM 
To: 
SubJect: RE: next week update 

I will let him know so you don’t need to 

are going to meet with Mrs Bell on Friday morning so lets hold off on you meeting with 
wouldn’t happen to be available the 9th would you? Let me know 
Thanks! 
A 

tomorrow until we know what her advice is He will be gone next week - you 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel IIill 

c 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> ’ 03/28/12 3:10 PM >>> 
A - I would like to cancel my Wednesday evening session for next week (4/4,"12). Do I need to inform Wally too? 

From: 2,my Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 3:43 PM 

SubJect: next week update 

Good afternoon! 
I hope that you are able to get omside and enjoy a bit of this beautiful day-, 

I wanted to make s~tre I have an accurate head count of any learning assistants who will be out next week. Could you please let me know ASAP, even if you have already sent me word? This 
will help me triple check so I can plan accordingly. 

If you ARE ~vorking next ~veek, I need to let you know that on this end there are two updates that may impact yo~tr regularly- scheduled sessions: 

* no study hall Thursday evening, April 5th for football due to team travel 
* no sessions Friday, April 6th - university classes canceled for Good Friday-. 

Thanks so much[ 
Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Amy Kleissler < ~nc.rr.com~ 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 12:25 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

readiug mtg 

circle back to sessions working solely on reading like 
she was into it, it worked really well) 

did (when 

for it is akin to having him shadow you out on the field playing a 
full game -- he is not able to make a connection to the over all goal 
(scoring or making meaning of the text) because he is so focused on 
field position, responsibilities, ~vhat he ISN"T supposed to do, 
technique 

can’t take any overall message 

for some students the reali~z is that working with them within their 
texts is not softening the edges of their struggles enough -- they 
need to play 3-on-3 for a while Beth -- why didn’t this work fbr you 
before? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 1:00 AM 

a@live.unc.edu 

"~-Re: Summer Work! 

So great to hear from you’. I have been in and out of the office with medical stuff lately so catch me up to date on ~vhat is going on with you! Have you been in touch with Brent Blanton? He 
is the staff person presently in charge of hiring for the tutoring program (the department is hiring a tutoring coordinator). If you haven’t already, he will have you go on line to fill out an 
official application. Once that is done, do me a huge favor -- reach out to Beth to make sure she kno~vs you want to work. I will be out of the office for a good portion of April 

so she will be able to respond to you much more quickly than I can, and since she knows you and your skills with the students, she will be able to make sure that Brent utilizes you 
for whatever staffing they are planning for the surmner. 

>>> 03/28/12 11:31 PM>>> 
Hi again, Amy! 

I ju st wanted to make sure I am doing all I can to make sure I can t~’ to work again this summer! Is there anyone I should meet with to re-intel-,ziew or anything like that? I just miss it so 
much, and I can’t wait to get back to work (hopefully) 

Talk to you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 7:41 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Work! 

Wow, we ~vere both tap really late last night’. 

I did fill out the application, but I just hadn’t heard anything yet, so I figured I’d ask you ~vhat else I should be doing! I also e-mailed Beth a fe~v weeks ago, and I haven’t heard back yet. I’ll 
send her another e-mail! I can also e-mail Brent. 

Thank you so much for your support! I hope goes perfectly!! 

Talk to you soon, 

From: Am?- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 1:00 AM 
To: 
Sulziect: Re: Summer Work’. 

So great to hear from you ! I have been in and out of the office with medical stuff lately so catch me up to date on what is going on with you! Have you been in touch with Brunt Blanton? He 
is the staff person presently in charge of hiring for the tutoring program (the department is hiring a tutoring coordinator) If you haven’t already, he ~vill have you go on line to fill out an 
official application. Once that is done, do me a huge favor -- reach out to Beth to make stare she knows you want to work. I ~vill be out of the office for a good portion of April 

so she will be able to respond to you much more quickly than I can, and since she knows you and your skills with the students, she will be able to make sure that Brent utilizes you 
for ~vhatever stalling they are planning for the summer 

How does that sound? Let me know! I hope that you are doing well, and I can’t wait to see you, 
Take care, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>~" 03/28/12 11:31 PM 

Hi again, Amy[ 

I just wanted to make sure I am doing all I can to make sure I can try to work again this summer! Is there anyone I should meet with to re-interview or anything like that? I just miss it so 
much, and I can’t wait to get back to work (hopel~lly) 

Talk to you soon, 



From: ~live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 10:45 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Summer Work! 

Attach: TENEI’.httn 

My degree is in English, and I am going to be doing the MAT program here at UNC next ?’ear! I am quite excited. I am able to stay in Chapel Hill, which is great. 

Talk to you soon, 

From: Am?- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 10:40 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Summer Work! 

Excellent! Remind me, what was your degree in and what are you doing now? Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@un caa.unc, edu< mailto: kleissle(~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>>                        ~llve.unc.edu> 3/29/2012 7:41 AM >>> 

Wow, we were both up really late last night! 

I did fill out the application, but I just hadn’t heard anything yet, so I figured I’d ask you what else I should be doing t I also e-mailed B eth a few ~veeks ago, and I haven’t heard back yet. I’ll 
send her another e-mail! I can also e-mail Brent. 

Thank you so much for your support! I hope goes perfectly[[ 

Talk to you soon, 

From: ~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 1:00 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: SlMi~fler Work! 

So great to hear from you! I have been in and out of the office with medical stuff lately so catch me up to date on what is going on with you! Have you been in touch with Brent Blanton? He 
is the staff person presently in charge of hiring for the tutoring program (the department is hiring a tutoring coordinator). If you haven’t already, he will have you go on line to fill out an 
official application. Once that is done, do me a huge favor - reach out to Beth to make sure she knows you want to work. I will be out of the office for a good portion of April : 

so she will be able to respond to you much more quickly than I can, and since she knows you and your skills ~vith the students, she will be able to make sure that Brent utilizes you 
fi~r whatever staffing the?" are planning for the smnmer. 

How does that sound? Let me know-! I hope that you are doing well, and I can’t wait to see you, 

Take care, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC -Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 03/28/12 11:31 PM>>> 
Hi again, Amy! 

I ju st wanted to make sure I am doing all I can to make sure I can tiy to work again this summer! Is there anyone I should meet with to re-intel-,ziew or anything like that? I just miss it so 
much, and I can’t wait to get back to work (hopefully) 

Talk to you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler-~ @nc.rr.com~ 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 11:37 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

finns 

Football Fin~J E~an Review Schedule.xlsx 
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5 
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A 

Wed 4/25 

Classes End 

B 

Thurs 4/26 

Reading Day 

C 

Friday 4/27 

Finals 

D 

Sat 4/28 

Finals 

E 

Sun 4/29 

Reading Day 

F 

Mort 4/30 

Finals 

G 

Tues 5/1 

Finals 

3PM             1PM              9AM                             6PM            10AM           9AM 

PSYC            BIOL            DRAM                            COMM           SWAH          DRAM 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

H 

Wed 5/2 

Reading Day 

I 

Thurs 5/3 

Finals 

4PM             9AM 

BIOL             SWAH , 

J 

Friday 5/4 

Finals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 2, 2012 2:45 PM 

"~-EXSS 89 

EXSS ~ 89 ~Reaction d~aper+II.pdf; EXSS 89 Business Plm~ Assiglm~em S12-3.pdf 

FYI 



EXSS 89 Reaction Paper 

Individual Reaction Paper: A reaction paper is not a research paper - it is your personal reaction to a 

particular question, which is designed to relate the course materials more personally relevant to your 

own life experience. You may write in the first person. You are encouraged to make connections to the 

readings, case studies, and class discussion whenever possible. 

¯ Be sure to properly cite references (APA style). 

¯ Title page, abstract, and reference pages do not count. 

¯ Minimum page count- Five (5) 

Refer to the "Who Is the World’s Greatest Entrepreneur?" article. 

Step 1: Choose between Magic Johnson and Phil Knight. 

Step 2: Choose one additional entrepreneur from the listing. 

Using these two entrepreneurs (i.e., EITHER Johnson or Knight versus Other Entrepreneur), answer the 

following question: 

Compare and contrast the entrepreneurial and management style, and observations of these two 

entrepreneurs. 

Consider - 

° What does your research tell you about who can be an entrepreneur? Explain. 

° What surprised you the most? Why? 

° Can you find any application of the Timmons Model to either entrepreneur’s business model? If 

so, explain. 

Due: April 19, 2012 12:30 p.m. - Submit to Sakai. 

Gradina Rubric 

10 points - Comparisons and Insight from Entrepreneur research 

5 points - College Writing 

5 points - Overall Organization and Clarity of Document 





EXSS 89 Entrepreneurship of Sport 

Spring 2012 

A business plan is very important to the development of any business or entrepreneurial opportunity, 
whether commercial or philanthropic. It is an excellent way for investors and interested parties to 
review your ideas’ future potential. A business plan can also be an excellent management tool. It 
can help you focus on the development of your entrepreneurial ideas into a viable opportunity as well 
as provide a logical and organized manner to allow you to monitor and assess the ongoing 
development of your concept. 

Your plan should include a discussion of each of the Key Points (listed below) OR use 
the "10 Key Parts of a Business Plan" guide. In total, the business plan should be no 
less than twenty (20) full pages or more than thirty (30) pages in length, excluding a 
required title page and any graphs, data charts, etc. you may wish to include as 
supporting documentation. Refer to APA formatting, as necessary. 

Your business plan must also include a title/cover page containing the following information: 
[ Name of Business or Entrepreneurial Idea 
[iiii Associates (team members) 
r. School name and course name 
[ Professor’s name and email address 

Other formatting requirements: 
r;;;i Do not use a font size greater than 12 point type 
[. Do not use unusual fonts that are difficult to read (Arial and Times New Roman are best to 

use.) 

[ Your name should only be included on the title/cover page. Do not show it on pages within 
the plan itself. 

KEY POINTS THAT NEED TO BE DISCUSSED AND INCLUDED IN YOUR BUSINESS PLAN 

1. NAME OF BUSINESS/ENTREPRENEURIAL IDEA 

2. DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS OR ENTREPRENEURIAL IDEA: Describe your idea -its 
purpose, background information, and description of the product or service. In doing so, discuss 
what significant marketplace need isn’t being fulfilled; problem not solved, or challenge not being met 
that is addressed by your proposal. Discuss why you believe it is worth pursuing. 

3. LOCATION - Where you would propose to establish this business and why? 



4. MARKET ANALYSIS: Define the target market for your idea, why you think it exists, what you 
believe to be the size of the market demand for your idea, and who your competitors will be. In doing 
so, address the following: 

¯ POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS: Who do you expect will be your customers? Describe their 
demographics. Why will they be interested in buying or using your proposed product or service? 

¯ MARKET SIZE AND TRENDS: What do you believe to be the current and potential size of 
the market for your product or service? What are your market estimates in 5 years? 10 years? 

¯ COMPETITION: Discuss who you believe will be your competition. Discuss what 
competitive advantage you believe your product or service will have over the competition and why. 
What do you believe are your potential competitors’ strengths and weaknesses? On what basis will 
your product/service compete? 

5. DISCUSSION OF HOWYOU WOULD BRING YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE TO MARKET: 
Discuss how you would go about building or developing your product, service or idea into a real, 
tangible product or service that customers would want and buy. Discuss what it would cost in terms 
of time and resources to bring it to market and make it available to the public. In doing so, outline 
your plans to manufacture the product or perform the service (including the proposed manufacturing 
process or method of performing the service) and your projection of the production costs, which may 
include: 

¯ MATERIAL, LABOR AND OTHER COSTS: In estimating these costs, consider: the cost, 
availability, skills, and needed training of employees; the cost, availability, and proximity of needed 
materials and services; as well as the distribution costs of actually getting your product or service into 
the hands of customers and end users. 

¯ FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT: Describe what facilities, equipment, software and systems 
you believe will be required to bring your product or service to market and what you believe it will likely 
cost to acquire those assets through purchase or lease. 

6. DISCUSSION OF RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES INHERENT IN YOUR PROPOSAL: Outline 
what you believe are the most significant risks and uncertainties that you are likely to experience in 
bringing your idea to market and discuss how you would deal with them. You may wish to consider 
such questions as: 

¯ How sure are you that consumers will actually buy or use your product? Is the competitive 
risk well understood and acceptable? 

¯ Can the product or service actually be delivered with the necessary quality at a reasonable 
cost? Can the necessary human resources, materials and suppliers be reliably sourced? 

¯ Can the needed financial resources (personal investment, investor capital and/or loans) be 



secured? 

¯ Can all government regulations be met and legal liability risk be adequately managed? 

7. MARKETING STRATEGY: Discuss your marketing and sales strategies. In doing so, discuss: 

¯ Your strategy for reaching your target markets. 

Your pricing strategy, comparison with competition, and your anticipated profit margins. 

¯ Your sales and market share projections and sales plan. 

8. PROFIT, INVESTMENT AND RETURN ON INVESTMENT EXPECTATIONS: Estimate the 
revenues you expect to earn, as well as the costs and expenses you expect to incur, and the resulting 
profits you would expect to earn over the first 3-5 years. Remember, even a non-profit business needs 
to be able to bring in enough revenues to cover its expenses. Estimate the amount of money you 
think would have to be invested to get your entrepreneurial idea off the ground and operating. Once 
you’ve done that, discuss the following: 

¯ Where would you expect to get the money needed for startup investment and ongoing 
operations? Discuss whether or not you believe that an outside investor would be willing to invest in 
your proposal. 

¯ Offer your assessment of whether or not your new product, service or idea is likely to be 
successful? 

¯ Discuss whether or not your opportunity for reward (return on investment) is worth the risks 
that you will face and the time, treasure and talent you will have to invest to bring your entrepreneurial 
idea to life. 

9. TIMING OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES: Prepare a schedule that shows the timing of activities for major 
events in your business plan. 

Source: Ashland University 



Business Plan Criteria and Grading Rubric Form 

Criteria 

How well thought through was the market 
analysis? 

How well thought through was the 
discussion of how they would bring their 

product or service to market? 

How well thought through was the 
discussion about the uncertainties and 

risks in their proposal? 

How well thought through was the 
marketing strategy? 

How well thought through was the 
discussion of their profit, investment and 

return on investment expectations? 

How feasible and complete is the plan in 
written form? Overall, howwell is the plan 

communicated? 

How original, creative, and interesting is 
the plan as an investment opportunity? 

Exceptionally Well 
Done / Excellent 

15 points 

15 points 

15 points 

15 points 

15 points 

15 points 

10 points 

Well 
Done 
/ Very 
Good 

12 
points 

12 
points 

12 
points 

12 
points 

12 
points 

12 
points 

8 points 

Good 

9 points 

9 points 

9 points 

9 points 

9 points 

9 points 

6 points 

Fair 
/ Average 

6 points 

6 points 

6 points 

6 points 

6 points 

6 points 

4 points 

Poor/Barely 
Addressed 

3 points 

3 points 

3 points 

3 points 

3 points 

3 points 

2 points 

Rubric Points / 100 

College Writing / 25 

(Grammar, Punctuation, and Organization) 

Total Points : /125 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Attach: 

Amy Kleissler-~ ~nc.rr.com~ 
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Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

EXSS 89 assignments 

EXSS 89 Business Plma Assignment S 12-3.pdf; EXSS ÷ 89 ~ Reaction ÷ Paper~ II.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler-~ ~nc.rr.com~ 

Monday, April 2, 2012 3:45 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

GEOG end of suburbia Q’s and assignment 2 

GEOG 228 The End of Suburbia.docx; GEOG 228 Assignment 2 2012.doc 



The End of Suburbia: Oil Depletion and the Collapse of the American 
Dream (2004) 

Write out answers to each of these questions. 

1. What is the main argument presented in The End of Suburbia? 
2. What is the evidence the film presents to support this argument? 
3. Do you find this evidence convincing? 
4. What counter-evidence would you marshal to contest this argument? 
5. What recommendations do speakers in the film make for responding to 
the problems presented? 
6. Do you think these are good recommendations? What kind of evidence 
would you want to evaluate the potential impact of these 
recommendations? 
7. Can you think of any additional recommendations? 
8. The film was made in 2004. Which predictions made by the speakers in 
the film seem to have been realized, and which seem incorrect? 
9. "The Next Slum?" by Christopher Leinberger (posted on blackboard) 
makes the argument that suburbs are on the decline. List his reasons. 
What do you thinkmwhat is the future of the suburbs? 



Answer 1 of the following questions: 

GEOGRAPHY 228 
Assignment 2 

20% of Final Grade 
Due: April 16th at 9am 

Discuss how Durham is, or is not, a "creative city. "Please draw on newspaper articles, 

websites, blogs’, policy research and reports, photographs, maps, data, your own observations, 

and/or city reports to substantiate ):our claims. As part of your answer, include a clear definition 

of "creative city" based on credible, preferably academic sources. 

The Northside neighborhood of Chapel Hill has become a site of considerable controversy in 

recent years due to fears oJgentriJication. How has gent~#fication impacted this neighborhood? 
Please draw on newspaper articles, websites, blogs, policy research and reports, photographs, 

maps, data, your own observations, anckor city reports to substantiate your claims. As part of 

your answer, include a clear deJinition of "gentrification" based on credible, preferably 

academic sources. 

Remember the following points for writing a good essay: 

Define your terms. 
Properly cite all materials, using the Chicago manual of style guidelines. 
Have a thesis that unites all parts of the paper. Each paragraph should also have a 
main point. 
lnclude an introduction and conclusion. 
Visit the Writing Center for help with your paper. 
Do research, and use multiple sources. Don’t be content to rely on only one or 
two sources, instead aim for 5-8 sources. 
If possible, visit the areas and take photos. Include the photos and relevant 
obse~wations. 
Ask a friend or classmate m proofread your paper. 

Length of assignment & format: 750-1000 words. Use 12 point Times New Roman font. Use a 1 
inch margin on all sides of the paper. Include a separate cover page with the following info: Title 
of your paper, # of the question you are answering, your name, P1D, e-mail, date submitted, 
UNC honor pledge, and word count. Be sure to proofread and spell-check your assignment. 
Include page numbers. 

Plagiarism: If I find that you plagiarized or improperly cited any material in the paper, you 
will face discipline at the university level. 

It is your responsibility to understand how to properly cite previously published materials. If you 
use more than t~vo words from any source (book, j ournal, website, etc) you must put those words 
in quotation marks and properly reference the author, year of publication, page number, etc. If 
you use ideas that someone else thought of, even if you are not directly quoting the author, you 
must cite his or her work. Use the Chicago manual of style guidelines to cite your sources: 
http://www.chicagom anualofstyle.org/tool s_citationgui de.html 

Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } Assignment 2 



Criteria for judging the assignment: 

A - To earn an A, you must complete the assignment on time and it must be of excellent quality. 
It should respond fully to the question, be clear about its purpose and address an audience 
appropriately. It should be well-organized, provide support or evidence for arguments made, and 
be free from grammar, spelling, and punctuation errors. A-level written work must also 
demonstrate in-depth reflection on, and analysis of, the assigned task. 

B -Demonstrate most of the qualities above, but may be lacking in some qualities, such as 
creative insights, clarity of writing, or addressing the task adequately. 

C - Your written work attempts to respond to the assigned task, but may do so in a superficial or 
uneven way. 

D - Work turned in is incomplete and responds inadequately to the assignment. 

Fai! - A substantial proportion of the assignment is mi ssing or work is turned in but it reflects a 
poor grasp of the task and the ability to complete it. An inability to express yourself in writing 
can contribute to a grade of F. 

Need help?: I am here to help you write a great paper! If you are struggling with your topic or 
wish to discuss your ideas please make an appointment to see me, visit me during my office 
hours, or arrange to meet with our teaching assistant, Pavithra (email: Pavithra@email.unc.edu). 

If you need help with your writing or want feedback on your work, visit the Writing Center 
(http:iiwww.unc.eduideptsiwcwebiabout.html). 

Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } Assignment 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler-~ @nc.rr.com~ 

Monday, April 2, 2012 3:54 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

DRAM 83 ulxtated syl and assignment 

Drama 083 Spring 12.pdf; DfLi’dVI 83 Assignment.docx 



DRAM 083 "Spectacle in Theatre" 
TTH 9:30- 10:45 CDA 105 
hlstmctor: David Navalinsky Office: CDA 208 

Office Phone: 919-962-1557 Office Hours: Office Hours: lpm - 2pro T TH or by appointment 
Email: dbnav@email.unc.edu 

Course Description: 
The course combines an examination of theatrical design focusing on the areas of scenery, costumes 
and lighting. Plays will be carefully considered through each of these design areas and projects will 
allow students to begin the practice of design without having to become designers to do so. Careful 
historical research, close reading and analysis, text and source material, and collaboration will all be 
considered. Student will work in production teams to create designs in a variety of settings and genres. 

Attendance at PlayMakers Repertor?- Company (PRC) production during the semester is required. (see 
privilege card policy) 

Texts: Antigone by Sophocles 
Available free at w~,. sophocles.freelibrary.com 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream by William Shakespeare 
Much Ado about Nothing by William Shakespeare 
Shakespeare plays available free online at w~-. shakespeare-online.corn 

Of cou rse you can always just buy them in paper form too... 

Grades: 
First Design Proj ect 
Second Design Proj ect 
Final Design Proj ect 
Paper 

= 25% (all papers due 2/14, presentations 2/14 & 2/16) 
= 25% (all papers due 3/13, presentations 3/13 & 3/15) 
= 40% (all papers due 11/28, presentations 11/28, 11/30 & 12/2) 
= 10% (DUE 2/28) 

All of the design projects will consist of a production team made up of 3 students (lighting, costume, 
scenic designers) The group will randomly choose a location and time period for which to present their 
play for the first two proj ects. The expectation is that the team works together to create cohesive 
designs. The first two design proj ects for Much Ado About Nothing and Antigone, will culminate in a 
10 minute group presentation with visual research for justification of your design. 
The final design proj ect for A Midsummer Night’s Dream will conclude in a 15 minute group 
presentation with visual research for justification of your design and a 3-5 page paper in defense of 
your design choices. More time is allotted for this project and the expectations are greater in terms of 
research and cohesiveness of design. 

Also you will be asked to write two three page papers on the design aspects of a theatrical production. 
The papers should include description/critique of scenery, lighting, and costuming. The paper should 
be original, typed, double-spaced and represent the standards of university work. 

A = 100%- 94.00% C = 75.99%- 73.00% 

A- = 93.99% - 90.00% C- = 72.99% - 70.005 
B+ = 89.99% - 86.00% D+ = 69.99% - 66.00% 

B = 85.99% - 83.00% D = 65.99%- 63.00% 

B- = 82.99% - 80.00% D- = 62.99% - 60.00% 

C+ = 79.99% - 76.00% F = 59.99% and below 



Honor Code: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-admini stered honor system and 
judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and 
governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibility 
under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of 
Students or the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, 
the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the 
student honor system. Your full participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

DRAM 083 "Spectacle in Theatre" FALL 2011 

WEEK1 
T 1i10 - Introduction 
TH 1/12 - Why live entertainment? 

WEEK2 
T 1/17 - Design Process/Production Teams 
TH 11/19 - Designers 

WEEK3- 
T 1/24 - Designers 
TH 1/26 - Assigned Reading: Much Ado About Nothing 
Discuss Much Ado About Nothing 

WEEK4 
T 1l/31 - "Production Meetings" (group work) 
TH 2/2 - Changing the setting of a play 

WEEK5 
T 2/7 -Beginnings of theatrical design/technology/Today’s Technology 
TH 2/9 -"Production Meetings" (group work) 

WEEK6 
T 2114 - Much A do A bout Nothing - Pre s entati on s - A L L P A P E R S D U E B Y 9: 3 0 a m 
TH 2/16 - Much Ado About Nothing- Presentations 

WEEK7 
T 2/21 - Assigned Reading: Antigen8 
TH 2/23 - "Production Meetings" (group ~vork) 



WEEK8 
T 2/28 - Discuss "The Henrieg’ Paper D ue by 9:30am / The Practical side... 
TH 3/1 - "Production Meetings" (group work) 

WEEK9 

T 3/13- Antigone- Presentations - A L L PA P E R S D U E B Y 9:30am 
TH 3/15 - Antigone-Presentations 

WEEKIO 
T 3/20- Assigned Reading: A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
Look at designs for A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
TH 3/21 - Watch "Sing Faster: The Stagehand’s Ring Cycle" 

WEEK 11 - Dave out of town 
T 3/27 - "Production Meetings" (group work) 
TH 3/29 - "Production Meetings" (group work) 

WEEK12 
T 4/3 - Theatrical Design v. Television and Film 
TH 4/5 - Other design/production positions -"Production Meetings" 

WEEK13 
T 4/10 -AMidsummerNight’sDream -Presentations - All Midsummer Papers Due 
TH 4/12 - A Midsummer IVight’s Dream - Presentations 

WEEK 14 

T 4/17 -Where do/can we perform?/Performance Art 
TH 4/19 -Discuss "Noises Off"- Paper #2 D ue 

WEEK15 
T 4/24 - Hey, check this out!/Wrap up 



DEPARTMENT OF DRAMATIC ART.PRIVILEGE CARD POLICY¯ SPRING 2012 

Your DDA Privilege Card for Spring 2012 entitles you to one advance ticket for each of the following 
shows; PLEASE NOTE that advance tickets nkay be obtained ONLY for the dates listed below each 
rifle¯ If you cannot redeem your privilege card for one of the advance dates listed, you may purchase 
student priced rickets or $10 rush tickets, subject to availability, witNn one hour of the show’s 
curtain. All tickets are based on availability. 

The Making of a King 

Henry IV parts I and II by William Shakespeare 
Sat, Jan 28; Tues, Jan 31; Thurs, Feb 2; Thurs, Feb 9; Weds, Feb 15 at 7:30pm 
Sun, Feb 5 and Sat, Feb 11 at 2pm 

Henry V by William Shakespeare 
Sun, Jan 29; Weds, Feb 1; Fri, Feb 3; Thurs, Feb 16; Thurs, Mar 1 at 7:30pm 
Sun, Feb 12 and Sat, Feb 18 at 2pm 

Noises Offby Michael Frayn 
Weds, Apr 4; Thurs, Apr 5; Fri, Apr 6; Weds, Apr 1 l; Thurs, Apr 12 at 7:30pm 
Sun, Apr 8 and Sat, Apr 14 at 2pm 

PlayMakers Repertory Company performs in fl~e Paul Green Theatre, located in the Center for Dramatic Art on Cotmtry 
Club Road (next to Cobb Residence Hall). Performances are Tuesday through Saturday evenings at 7:30 PM, with a 
matinee each Sunday afternoon at 2 PM. PlayMakers has one Saturday marinee at: 2pm. We strongly encourage students to 
take advantage of these Saturday matinee performances for the best available seats. PlayMakers DOES NOT perform on 
MONDAYS. 

THE PRIVILEGE CARD IS NOT A THEATRE TICKET. To secure a ticket, you must bring the 

Privilege Card IN ADVANCE to the John W. Parker Box Office, located in the lobby of the Paul Green Theatre in the 

Center for Dramatic Art. The Box Office is open weekdays :from 12pm to 6 PM, as well as two hours prior to each 

performance. Please be aware that because seating is limited, you are not guaranteed a seat: for a particular performance 

nntil you secure your ticket. PHONE RESERVATIONS CANNOT BE ACCEPTED - ALL PRIVILEGE CARD 

BUS1NESS MUST BE TRANSACTED IN PERSON AT THE BOX OFFICE AT LEAST 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO 

CURTAIN. 

The Privilege Card entitles you to one ticket for each play¯ If you would like to bring someone with 
you, there is a 50% offUNC Student Discount (discount not available for Tuesday Community" Nights 
when all tickets are $10.00). PlayMakers also offers a special student subscription, the Incredible 
Student Pass, for the season¯ The ISP costs $54 to see all six Mainstage productions, and $81 for both 
the Mainstage and PRC2, our second stage series¯ For more ilfformation about the Incredible Student 
Pass and Student Discounts please visit www.playmakersrep.org or call the box office at 
919¯962.PLAY (7529). 

To obtain your Privilege Card: 
¯ Privilege Cards MUST BE PURCHASED at the Bullshead Bookshop between Wednesday, 
January 11, 2012 and Friday, Friday, January 27, 2012. This is the only opportunity to purchase 
privilege cards¯ Students who do not obtain a Privilege Card by that date must purchase 
tickets to see the plays. 
¯ Privilege cards for the Spring semester cost $32. 

Privilege Card holders are also entifled to free admission to the Spring 2012 Department of Dramatic 
Art productions. 

Please remember: ALL PRIVILEGE CARD TRANSACTIONS MUST BE CARRIED OUT IN PERSON AT THE BOX 

OFFICE. ALL PRIVILEGE CARD TRANSACTIONS ARE FINAL; PRIVILEGE CARD TICKETS CANNOT BE 
EXCHANGED OR REPRINTED. SUBSTITUTE PRIVILEGE CARDS CANNOT BE ISSUED TO REPLACE LOST 

PRIVILEGE CARDS. 



Assignment -In progress 
Complete the form, then choose the appropriate bt~tton at the 
bottom, 

Tit~e 

Status 
Grade 5ca~e 

~nstruct~ons 

Midsummer Project 
Apr 10, 2012 9:30 

am 
Not Started 

Points (max 30,0) 
Mar 20, 2012 3:01 
pm 

DRAMA 083 - Spectacle in the Theatre Design Project #3 
Midsummer 

The final design project for A Midsummer Night’s Dream will 
conclude in a 15 minute group presentation with visual research 
for justification of your design and a 3-5 page paper in defense of 
your design choices. More time is allotted for this project and the 
expectations are greater in terms of research and cohesiveness 
of design. 

Time period 
The production teams are to choose a time period and location 
for their production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The decision 
should be one that will obviously support the script but one that 
would also be appealing to an audience. You can direct this to a 
specific audience, star trek fans? (Now you can’t use that sorry) 
but the appeal should be fairly broad. It’s all about how it is 
justified. Teams will give a very brief description of where they 
are setting their production and why on 10/31. 

Written Concept 
Each member of the team will provide a separate written 

statement in relation to their design area as well as a justification 
of why their designs have been placed in that specific 
location/time period, Remember that just because the costumes 
are 1920’s doesn’t mean that the scenery and lighting can’t be 
more stylized. The statement is to establish the mood of your 

design and explains the ideas behind your design, What is your 
take on the Themes of the play? What do you want to convey to 

{PAGE } 



the audience? While you are only required to design certain 
scenes or characters you will need to think of the play as a whole 
and how the entire play fits into the world you are creating. A 
major part of your paper is a justification for the setting. Why 

does it work with the play? 

The statement must be typed and 3-5 pages. The statement is 

/lOt a narrative of the placement of objects or your personal 

process: "there is a big circle on the left side...", "this is the only 
fabric I could find..." or"I really couldn’t find a good picture 

because my internet was down...and so on. This statement is 
about poetry. "Together the images of the circle and the sky in 
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival production of the Tempest 
helped to emphasize the confinement of the people on the island 

as well as their desire to be free" 

Your materials should all be in support of your written 
statement. 

All - 
Images that are inspired by the theme/locale/time period, you 
should produce a "collage board" This can be one board with 
images from all the areas. 

Scenic - 
Designs should be unit sets, explaining location of important 
scenes 

Supported with drawings of scenery or model 

Costu mes - 
Design 4 of the characters (Puck, Bottom, Helena, Oberon) 

Supported by drawings/photographs (fashion plate style) w/ 

fabric swatches 
o Include basic costume and accessories (hat, cape, gloves, 

scarf, etc...) 

Lighting - 
Design 4 major scenes (Act 2 scene 1 Puck and Oberon, Act 3 

scene 1, Titania and Botom, Act 3 scene 2, Puck and Athenians, 

{PAGE } 



Act 5 Scene 1 palace) 
Supported by color drawings/computer renderings must 

support mood/theme/time also explain how lights interact with 
costumes and scenery 
o Pick the important moment in each of these scenes 

NOTE THAT THE POINTS ARE THE SAME BUT THIS PROJECT IS 
WEIGHTED MORE HEAVILY THAN THE OTHERS 

The projects will be graded on: 
- The strength of your written concept - 45% 
- Quality of your supporting materials - 40% 
o Research - (20%) 
o "Design"- (20%) 

Cohesiveness of all designs - 15% 

WRITTEN STATEMENTS ARE TO BE TURNED IN ON SAKAI BY 
9:30am Tuesday 4/10 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Attach: 
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Monday, April 2, 2012 3:55 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

SWAH quiz 3 

Study Gui& for Quiz 3.docx 



For our LAST Quiz (3) you should be familiar with the following: 

1. a) Sehemu za nyumba (parts of a house): e.g. ukuta, dari, sakafu, mlango, 

dirisha, etc. 

b) Vyumba mbalimbali (Dift~rent rooms) 

c) Vitu mbalimbali katika vyumba (Different things in rooms) 

2. Describing your apartment or house. If you live in a dormitory, please describe 

your house at home. Include the following details: 

1. Jina lako 

2. Nyumba yako iko wapi? 

3. Nyumba yako ni ndogo au ni kubwa? 

4. Kuna vyumba gani? 

5. Kila chumba kina vitu gani? 

6. Unapenda chumba gani? Kwa nini? 

3. Assume your friend wants to sublet his/her apartment to you. Find out 5 things 

about this apartment. 

4. Asking where different members of the family are and what they are doing. 

5. Saying where different things and people are according to the picture given. 

6. Giving directions from one place to another (e.g. from school to home or t?om 

home to school). For this question, ! will give you the directions in English and 

you should say them in Swahili. 

Good luck! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 2, 2012 5:43 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@nncaa. unc.edu> 

Who are the people in our neighborhood? (April) 

Text.htm; SAS Bingo (Mar) Results.lxtf; SAS Bingo (Apr).pdf 

The April installment of SAS Bingo is here!.., as well as the results for March Enjoy. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler ~nc.rr.com> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 7:20 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday To Do 

Pre 8AM 
print DRAM 83 complete syllabus 
print docs via email 
hole punch all documents and add to black binder 
re-print color schedule 

8AM 
art book 

-- AFAM syllabus and latest notes 

9-11AM 
copy ST students’ syllabi ~ 
have students print me updated readings and assignments 

1230PM 
print all slides and readings 

STAFF 
* No on Monday 
* Easter Sunday study hall? 

N}:.[~7) 

* AFAM review materials 

* EDUC review materials 



Recruitment: 
¯ Contact The Hill Center (Pam Hoggard) 
¯ Tap into The Writing Center for daytime overages? 
¯ $$ why do we have drop-in? why can 1 be there and students sign up for 

appointments? 

Use of the term at-risk 

Theory of multiple intelligences: "If a person at risk is given the same kind of 
information, the same kind of material, he will not progress as quickly as other 

people." Support is central to our mission. When this cohort of students is properly 

supported, they will be successful. Without that support, they will sink further 
behind. 

We can use multiple intelligence theory as a way of analyzing educational 
encounters for each of our courses. By course, determine the form of intelligence 

and means of information delivery in the course, and them design plan for working 
with a student in this course that will help him best meet those ends. 

"Spend less time ranking people and more time making concrete suggestions which 
may be of help." 

Goals 

more efficiently and intentionally devise individual student support plans 

CRLA - more and better training of part-time staff 

increased accountability during sessions themselves -~ this semester we did 

not to any further training, direct observations, nor survey monkey 

More opportunities for FT staff educational opportunities 

Decrease wasted budget - reservation for drop-in tutoring w/24 hours 

notice. 

Learning styles: 
"Special educators and learning-disability experts have long known that 
individuals learn in different ways and that education is most effective when 
these individual differences are taken into account or even places at the 
fore." 

"We must confront the possibility that there may be certain subjects or 

concepts which will prove very difficult for students with certain kinds of 

deficits. We must have a strong effort to teach these materials, but there may 
come a point where it is simply a poor use of time to continue to knock one’s 

head (and the student’s head) against the same stone wall, 



"Part of the burden of the theory of multiple intelligences is to spell out 
alternative ways of communicating a concept but also to indicate when such 
a concept may be very difficult to convey using alternative means, 

"Often however, deficits go hand in hand with strengths. 

TERMINOLOGY 
¯ student-athlete academic support-- SAAS 
¯ academic advising team 
¯ support issues of transition 
¯ academic resource program 
¯ Academic Support and Achievement Program 

Penn State: 
¯ Assist all student-athletes in defining academic/career goals, in 
developing an academic plan which supports these goals, and in 
assuming the responsibility for the attainment of same. 
¯ Encourage the student-athlete to take pride in achievement and 
reach full potential, both as a student and as an athlete. 

¯ Promote an understanding of the University’s academic policies and 
procedures and reinforce the importance of working within them. 
¯ Provide special group and individual programs for student-athletes to 
enhance their academic performance and their ability to cope 
effectively with the simultaneous demands of academic programs and 
athletics. These include tutorials, study halls, intrusive counseling, 
workshops, and individual projects on study skills, time management, 
and stress management. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler < ~nc.rr.com~ 

Monday, April 2, 2012 8:48 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

april coverage pl~ 

Amy April s~mdent coverage.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler < ~nc.rr.com~ 

Monday, April 2, 2012 8:49 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

wednesday to do football exam excel 

Football Fin~l E~an Review Schedule.xlsx 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mount Holyoke College, Office of Communicalions" <mhc2003@mtholyoke.edu> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 12:09 PM 

Amy Byrne Kleissler <klei ssle@email.unc.edtr~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

MHC Today: Alum Wins 2012 Bancroft Prize 

TEXT.htm 

If you are having trouble viewing this message, see it in your browser<http://clicks.~otoextinguisher.com/preview/? 
c=8165&~=d42&p=6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&utm source=Fire%20En~ine%20RED&ulm medium=email&utm campai~n=MIIC Todag%3A April 4 2 112>. 

[MHC Today - Connecting you with the news and events at Mount ttolyoke College]<http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.com/trkr/? 

c 8165&~ 442&u dad789e5d01e335a86da82d475d332eb&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> 

April2012 [feed] <http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.con’b, trkri?c 8165&~ 442&u 8bee4da498add0b73a59687a7b40dd7f&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

<http://clicks.gotoext~n~uishercomJtrkr/?c 8165&g 442&u 39bc9d6926d36a01b66f530b14Po4c38&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> [youtube] 

<http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.comArkr/?c 8165&~ 442&u 787c21458baaa2e37c16fbaleldi_’39d3&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [twitter] 

<http://clicks.gotoext~n~uishercomJtrkr/?c 8165&g 442&u e5a41a43691a9:g)932e:PoScb15cfef09&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> [facebook] 

<ht~p://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.com/trkc/?c 8165&~ 442&u 04c87f7e679de40f01fdb6a68764848f&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cScT067be&~l> 

Around Campus 

[Anne ttyde]<http://clicks ~otoextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c=8165&~=442&u=78aa31c0cb874417e35a9057bdaa0065&p=6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&q=feature ima~e&t=l> 

Alum Wins 2012 Bancroft Prize<http://clicks.gotoextin~uisher com/trkr/? 
c=8165&~=442&u=bld8826e6992c6c6a6d2a7413358a481&p=6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&q=feature link&t=l > 
Anne ttyde I~182 has been awarded the prestigious Bancroft Prize for her book Empires, Nations and Families: A ttistory of the North American West, 1800-1860. 

O’Shea Named President of Florida College<h~p://clicks.gotoextinguisher.cotr~’trkr/?c=8165&~=442&u=5bfTeaf98eb914bd52791195e8812c 18&p=6077dbgf7343d85c 1856103cgcT067be&t=1> 
Donal O’Shea, Mount Holyoke’s dean of faculty for more than a decade and a longtime i:aculty meraber, has been named the next president of New College of Florida. 

Amy Argues for Govermnent[~s Key Role<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.comYtrla/?c=8165&g=442&u=l 1a42cb10046ecf772d06d5f5a3e13a0&p=6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t=l> 

Video: Professor Douglas Amy has transformed his website, GovernmentIsGood. corn, into a new book, which he discusses in a recent edition of the \ ideo Bookshelf. 

Western on Complexities of S tatebuilding<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.com;trkri?c=8165&g~42&u=240d26904fdbc23799cc 85850b677b24&p=6077dbgf7343d85c 1856103cScT067be&t=l > 
Video: International relations professor Jon ~2~ estem talks about nation building and his book The International Community and Statebuilding in the latest addition to our Video Bookshel£ 

Registration Open for New Sur~wner Academy<http :iiclicks.gotoextinguisher. corrdtrkr/? 

c=8165 &g=442&u=9c cadd5bf9ag06dl’82192f9c 1 a705dd5&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103c 8c7067be&t= 1 > 
A new- residential sumiT~er camp at Mo~mt Holyoke College will offer middle school and high school girls courses ill arts, science, leadership, and equestrian studies. 

Alum Wins Avon Cormnunication Award<httc~:i/clicks.~otoextin~uisher.corrgtrkr/’.’c=8165&~=442&u=33aecei:ab6fl e27969bd3 lb970937bge&p=6077dbgf7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&t=l> 
Mallika Dutt [~83, who will receive an honoraly degree at _’vKIC’s 175th corcur~encement, has been further recognized for her humanitarian work to end domestic violence against women. 

Morgan Addresses Reproductive Rights Battle<http://clicks.gotoextinguisher.cotr~’trkr/? 
c=8165&~ 442&u=7377a39bTfc5e9ad2fa4e000fe4e5711 &p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103cSc7067be&t= 1 > 
IVKIC professor Lyrm Morgan spoke to Questioning Authority about the political fight over ~vomen[~s reproductive rights that has been in the media in recent weeks. 

See more ne~vs Iicom MHC<http://clicks g otoextinguisher.com/trkr/?c=8165&~=442&u=0b09ddb392a ell 51 e Sd59bb36a35efc4&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103cScT067be&t=1> 

Newsmakers 

[Ellsberg]<http:/?clicksgotoextinguisher.colrdtrkr/?c 8165&~ 442&u cb3cfSd34aa25cbc9220d285alc79e68&p 6077db9t7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

WhistleblowersGarnerMediaAttention<http://clicksgotoextinguisher.con~/trkr/?c 8165&g 442&u~’Seb10a31d5aSfSc271747000e04441d&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
The Daily Hampshire Gazette arid other local media came to MHC to cover the visit by prominent ~vhistleblowers Daniel Ellsberg, Thomas Drake, and Jesselyn Radack March 28 

[Lynn]<http://clicksgotoext~nguisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 442&u 163ae157e9422bfcSe25ec675351bd83&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Lynn Pasquerella Speaks on’¢,~CR/E,NPR<http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.colrdtrkr/?c 8165&g 442&u 325062564788ai~Pc4d3c6481bc313c6d&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
In her recent commentary on WFCR/E,~PR, President Lynn Pasquerella talks about the cost of college and the value of a liberal education. 

[Eleanor Townsley]<http://clicks.~otoextinguisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 442&u 477ce3e45d05b863a16382ad4eclZ4334&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Eleanor Townsley on Media Opinion on WPR<http:i/clicks ~otoextin~uisher com/trkr/? 
c 8165&g~q42&u 864ac2b928fac2e51923a256881bfaeb&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
Eleanor Townsley, professor of sociology,, answers questions about media bias, balance, and opinion on lSlAt Issue with Ben Merens[5] on Wisconsin Public Radio. 



[E[izabethMa~kovits]<http://clicksgotoextinguisher.comitrkri?c 8165&~442&u 415e7ba49ecab0ee01e353ecafdd78b0&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Markovits Offers Insights on Women Voters<http:~/clicks ~otoextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 442&u e35ba7c6d38f60917994f75490ac9a2d&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 

Assistant Professor of Politics Elizabeth Markovits spoke with NEPR’s Susan Kaplan on "Focus Western New England" about what is on the minds of women voters this election year. 

<http://clicks.gotoextinguishercom/trkr/?c 8165&g 442&u 7c58e970bef4cd2453b29518cdac6790&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t l>[Sadiqa] 

<ht~p://clicks.gotoextinguisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&g 442&u fd8386118951e7aa118d657a6a2772d7&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

BasiriSaleem’~9Fea~t~.edin~ttawaCitizen<http://clicks.g~t~extinguisher.c~rrb~trkr/?c 8165&g 442&u 07400ae657f285fb4d05ec7620b5638c&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Now pursuing a graduate degree, Sadiqa Basiri Saleem ’09 continues her groundbreaking work educating women in Afghanistan, according to the Ottawa Citizen. 

[AndyReiter]<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.com/trla/?c 8165&g 442&u d7442bde777084d259cb032e7a771dee&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Reiter un Syrian President Assad’s Options<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.coln/trkr/?c 8165&g 442&u dfc67b5589610e1261de64~}~d77b6agd&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Andrew Reiter, assistant professor of politics, describes the exit options open to Syrian President Bashar Assad in an op-ed in the Providence Sunday Journal. 

SeemoreMHCNewsmakers<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.cotr~’trkr/?c 8165&g 442&u 0b70b33ebdl37a294e31eeblfgfdiZ)Se&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

Upcoming Evunts 

Sheena Iyungar: "Leadby Choice"<htr~://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.con~akr/?c 8165&~ 442&u~4c4c96cec79c222173350alf69a12571&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
April 4, 7 pm, Gamble Auditorium 

AdelinaAnthony: "LaHocicona Series" <http://clicksgotoextinguisher.con~/trkri?c 8165&g 442&u 944afcb75966c5709d09dff7152176ce&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
April 7, 8 pm, Blanchard Great Room 

MHC Student Concert: "Midnight Red"<http://clicksgotoextmguisher.corrdtrkr/?c 8165&g 442&u aegbe76fe3207b7740623tbb3518ff66&p 6077db9t7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 
April 13, 8 pm, Kendall Studio Theatre 

SaritaGupta’96: "Jobs with Justice"<http:~/clicks.gotoext~nguisher.com/trkri?c 8165&~42&u 3368d121baelabde0b10a140c479e4be&p 6077db9t7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 
April 18, 4:30 pm, New York Room, Ma~’ Woolley Hall 

SeniorSymposium2012<http://clicksgotoextinguisher.corcdtrkr/?c 8165&g 442&u 1cSb8f7e~adbbdddeda05221I:4a7fSed&p 6077db9t7343d85c1856103cScT067be&t 1> 
April 20, 8:45 al~ Kendade 

Pangsz. Day2012<http://clicksgotoextinguisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&g 442&u 13576f313aeacd9576c05778224f1693&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103c8c7067be&t 1> 
April 27, 10 am, Skinner Green 

See allupcoming events<http://clicksgotoextinguisher.colrdtrkr/?c 8165&g 442&u 9613dce06eaa30dfac49d9945ac7e402&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103c8c7067be&t 1> 

[MountHolyokeCollege]<http://clicks.~otoextin~uishercomJtrkr/?c 8165&a~42&u a83d7c6bd3e30618d13cac085d75d569&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> 

Copyright i~l 2012 Mount Holyoke College. MHC Today is published by the Office of Communications 

[http://clicks.~otoextinguishercomYo/?c 8165&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t l&g 442] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             11:59 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tonight and Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Hi~ 

I hate to do this, since I offered to helpout yesterday but I have to cancel for tonight. I woke up this morning really not feeling that 
well. Amy, maybe you were right last night when you said I looked exhausted? That could have been the beginning of this? 

I’m sorry! I hope you get this in time to let know. 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tonight and Tomorrow 

Actually, I can tell you now how you can help. If you can come work with 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

C          IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:02 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Tonight and Tomorrow 

~live.unc.edu] 

from 7 [] 8 PM, that would be great. 

Ok! Count me in. Let me know what you need! 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:00 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Tonight and Tomorrow 
we could use you tomorrow night. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 



344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

C          IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu<mailto :bradley~bethel@~unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Tonight and Tomorrow 

~live.unc.edu]<mailto: [mailto ~live.unc.edu]> 

Tonight I’m free after 9. Tomorrow I’m free after 1:00 and I’m usually off tomorrow night but I’m willing to help out. 

From: bbethel@email.unc.edu<mailto:bbethel(&email.unc.edu> [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             9:21 AM 
Subject: Tonight and Tomorrow 
To: Learning Assistants Group 

From: Bradley Bethel 

Dear Learning Assistants, 

Because of the high number of learning assistants on vacation this week, we are in need of some substitutes. Do any of you have extra 
availability tonight or tomorrow? 

Thanks. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" 
site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor 
Training<https ://sakai .unc. edu/portal/site/54708f54-7f8a-4690-9edf-bb 32afc2fcb 8/pace/f35339ab-70c 8-48ca-9dd5-754bf85 c da99>. 



Hi~ 
I hate to do this, since I offered to helpout yesterday but I have to cancel for tonight. I woke up this morning really not 
feeling that well. Amy, maybe you were right last night when you said I looked exhausted? That could have been the 
beginning of this? 

I’m sorry! I hope you get this in time to let know. 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tonight and Tomorrow 

Actually, I can tell you now how you can help. If you can come work with 

great. 

from 7- 8 PM, that would be 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

C,         IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: .~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:02 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Tonight and Tomorrow 

Ok! Count me in. Let me know what you need! 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:00 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tonight and Tomorrow 

we could use you tomorrow night. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

C          ]F (919) 962-8247 
bradlev.bethel@unc.edu 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Tonight and Tomorrow 



Tonight I’m free after 9. Tomorrow I’m free after 1:00 and I’m usually off tomorrow night but I’m willing to help out. 

From: bbethel@email.unc.edu [bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,           9:21 AM 
Subject: Tonight and Tomorrow 

To: Learning Assistants Group 
From: Bradley Bethel 
Dear Learning Assistants, 

Because of the high number of learning assistants on vacation this week, we are in need of some substitutes. Do 
any of you have extra availability tonight or tomorrow? 

Thanks. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA 
Tutor Training. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yarbrough, Nathan John" <yarbro9@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 2:36 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

RE: paacking 

TEXTI’.httn 

The best thing to do is call Andre over in football because I think he is the one that takes care of football parking. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.tmc edu] 

Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 2:19 PM 

To: Yarbrough, Nathan John 

Subject: parking 

Nate, 
I hope this isn’t out of line, but I thought it wouldn’t hurt to ask :) My parking pass is for Craig Deck, since New Years. 
Instead I have been either car pooling with Jaimie, or paying to park in Rains Deck. That $11/day is killing me Would it be possible to get on the waiting list for a spot on stadium drive? No 
worries if not -- I will be out [’or a couple of weeks starting next Thursday, April 12th, for my surgery. Let me know your thoughts when you can 
THANK St 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc edu<m ailto:ldeissleOluncaa unc edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 5, 2012 6:20 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

TEXT.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 7, 2012 7:43 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
¯-parking 

Andre 
I hope this isn’t out of line, but I thought it wouldn’t hurt to ask :) My parking pass is for Craig Deck, but due to my ~ I 
have not been able to walk that far since New Years. Instead I have been either car pooling with Jaimie, or paying to park in Rams 
Deck. That $1 l/day is killing me. Would it be possible to get on the waitin~ list for a spot on stadium drive? No womes if not -- I 
will be out for a couple of weeks starting this Thursday, April 12th, for           Let me know your thoughts when you can. 

THANKS 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"NCAS" <info@ncasports.org> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 8:29 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Good News from the NCAS! 

TEXTI’.httn 

Having trouble viewing this email? click here: http://%’isitor.benchmarkemail.coreJc/v?e 16A703&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emai1 uLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYD1z2XFM% 
2FW’T83dd&relid 483324BB 

You are receiving this emai[ because of your relationship with Nationa[ Consortium for Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your interest in receiving email l]com us If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
ConlirmURL :http://visitor.benchmarkemail.com/ciopt?e 16A703&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYDIz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid~83324BB 

Good News ~]com the NCAS! 

April 7, 2012 

[1] 

[3] 

Congratulations to NCAS President, Dr Richard Lapchick, on being honored with The Mannie Jackson Human Spirit Award! Dr. Lapchick will be recognized on September 6 during events 
leading up to the 2012 Basketball Hall of Fame Enshrinement Ceremonies. 

Read more [4] here! 

We’re ready to announce the first round of panel guests for Bystander Intervention: from its roots to the road aheadt 

Special guests will include: 

Jackson Katz, Byron tlurt, Debby Tucker(National (;enter on Domestic & Sexual Violence), Sally Lasky(National Sexual Violence Resource Center), Alan Berkowltz, Vicky Banyard(Bringing 
in the Bystander), Don McPherson, Sut Jhally(Media Education Foundation), Michelle Garcia(National Stalking Resource Center), Gerry Leone(District Attorney for Middlesex County), and 
Graham Goulden(Scotland Police Violence Reduction Unit) 

We will continue to release our full list of panelists from now until the Cotffcrence on May 31, so stay tunedt 

Congratulations, 2012 Giant Steps Award witmers: 

Heroes Among Us, Cayden and Couner Long;Coach, Tom Walker, Wake Forest Universi~; Corcanuni)- Organization, Swoop ~s Stoop: Co@ Reichard, 2vSami University of Ohio; Barrier 
Breaker, Willie O ~Ree, National Hockey- League; Courageous Student-Athlete, Drey Mingo, Purdue University 

Read about ottr incredible group of honorees [5] here! 

National Consortittm for Academics and Sports 

[6] w~vw.ncasports.org 

References: 

1. u C005C9 

2. u C005CA 

3. u C005CB 

4. u C005CC 

5. u C005CD 

6. ~C005CE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 9, 2012 8:32 AM 

Subject: TIM Issues 
Attach: TEXT.htm; image001.jpg 

Good morning, 
For those who had to deal with the TIM frustrations last week, I apologize for the inconvenience - it was a problem that affected the 
entire campus but has now been resolved. For all, be patient with the "upgraded" system when you next report to work. The system 
was slow last night, so I anticipate it continuing to be slow for at least the next few days. That said, DO NOT simply sign in on the 
paperwork provided; be patient and wait on the system - it will allow you to log in. For those who had to write in times last week, all 
time has been added and everyone has now been approved. 

Have a great week and thank you again for all you do for our students. 

Take care, 
Brent 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
http:/itarhce~blue.cstv.com<~://tarhee~blue.cstv.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



SPORT +DAY ~DATE ~OPPONENT/EVENT iSITE T:[HE TV 
Baseball iWed. 4/11 UNC-Asheville iChapel Hill 6 p.m. 

Softball iWed. 4/11 at UNC-Greensboro Greensboro, N.C. 
Softball iWed. 4/11 at UNC-Greensboro iGreensboro, N.C. 

i i 

4/11 at Duke iDurham, N.C. M. Tennis iWed. 
W. Tennis iThur. 4/12 at Duke iDurham, N.C. 
Baseball iFri. 4/13 at Virginia iCharlottesville, Va. 
W. Golf iFri. iGreensboro, N.C. 
W. Lacrosse iFri. iEvanston, Ill. Big Ten Network 
Baseball iSat. iCharlottesville, Va. 
W. Golf iSat iGreensboro, N.C. 
M. Lacrosse iSat. 4/14 vs. Hofstra iCharlotte, N.C. 1:30 p.m. ESPNU 
Rowing iSat. 4/14 at Knecht Cup iCamden, N.J. TBA 

Softball iSat. 4/14 N.C. State iChapel Hill 1 p.m. 

Softball iSat. 
W, Tennis iSat. 
Outdoor Track iSat. 
Baseball iSun. 
W. Golf iSun 
Rowing iSun. 
Softball iSun. 
M. Tennis iSun. 

4/13 at ACC Championships 

4/13 at Northwestern 

4/14 at Virginia 

4/14 at ACC Championships 

4/14 
4/14 
4/14 

4/15 
4/15 
4/15 
4/15 

4/15 

N.C. State 
Maryland 
Kent Taylor!Joe Hilton Invitational 

at Virginia 
at ACC Championships 
at Knecht Cup 

N.C. State 
at Maryland 

iChapel Hill 
iChapel Hill 
iChapel Hill 
iCharlottesville, Va. 
iGreensboro, N.C. 
iCamden, N.J. 

iChapel Hill 
iCollege Park, Md. 

6p.m. 
3p.m. 
3p.m, 
6p.m, 
All Day 
8p.m, 
4p.m. 
All Day 

W. Tennis !Sun..4/15 ~Boston College iChapel Hill 1 p.m. 

All times are 
Eastern Time 

3p.m, 

11 a,m. 
All Day 

1p.m. 
All Day 

TBA 
1p.m. 

Noon 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@Lmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday-, April 9, 2012 6:50 PM 

-Eve~one <-Eve~-one@uncaa.unc.edu>; ttolden~Thorp@unc.edu; Joanna Carey Cleveland <joanna@unc edu>; Lissa Broome 

<lissa broome@unc.edu>; Nancy K Dmds <nancy davis@unc.edu>; Leslie Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu> 

Revised Policy on Student-Athlete Social Networking and Media Use 

TEXT.ht~n; Social Networking Policy (efi~ctive 4.5.12).pdf 

All, 

Please see attached for the Department of Athletics’ rex’ised Policy on Student-Athlete Social Networking and Media Use. You will note that the policy has been amended to accurately 

ref]ect our recent contracting with Varsi~" Monitor to provide monitoring services. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about the revisions. 

"[’hanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hiil, NC 27515 

9199627853 (office) 

919.9626002 @~x) 

aj schae@unc aa unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 3:33 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Club Speakers 

TEXT.hm~ 



To: All Participants<p/>From: Deborah Stroman<p!>Hi Heels. As per our class discussion, 

attached find the line up of speakers this week. You should consider joining this group 

so you may learn about careers and opportunities. You will also need more on your 

resume besides your sport participation. <bri> 

<br/> 

Dr. Stroman<br!><br/><a href="https://sakai.unc.eduiaccessicontent/attachment!clb68925- 

Ifd0-4ce9-a7c0-6381fddef23b/Messages!c2d2df25-9cfd-4086-afaS- 

af45cc2aa22c!2012%20CSBC%20Celebration%20Week%20Handout.docx">2012 CSBC Celebration 

Week Handout.docx</a><br/><a 

href="https:iisakai.uncoedu/access/contentiattachment!clb68925-1fdO-4ce9-a7cO- 

6381fddef23biMessages/07aSc259-d771-4463-a5c9- 

f344ebe7bc8a/2012%20Celebration%20Week%20Flyer.pdf">2012 Celebration Week 

Flyer.pdf</a><br/><p> <br>This forwarded message was sent via The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS89.001.SPI2" site. 

To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: <a 

href="https:!isakai.unc.edu/portalisite/clb68925-1fd0-4ce9-a7c0- 

638~fddef23b/~age/879527e~-b5~4-4e4f-a22~-89df5~e55b~9~~>EXss89.~~~.sP~2</a>.</~> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Training & Talent Development Resources" <rliemaJls~mpidlearningnpdates.com~ 

Friday, April 13, 2012 11:00 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Creating a Talent Development Culture: How "Chunked" Learning Can Boost Performance 

’I~NTI’.httn 

The Talent Development Webinar Series for Training Professionals... 

Creating a Talent Development Culture: How- "Chunked" Learning Can Boost Perfolrnance 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 at 2:00 p.m. Eastern - 45 minutes 

COURSE DESCR~TI©N: Developing our people is THE key to long-term organizational 
success But talent development is a huge challenge for most companies. ~y? 
Because urganizations whu lack prufessional training departments have to rely 
un front-line managers tu get it dune. And urganizations who have training 
professiunals on staff have to rely on front-line managers to suppurt talent 
development initiatives. In both cases, these managers o~en lack the time ur 
skills needed tu be effecuve in this rule. 

Most managers get promoted for their technical skills and are tuld to replicate 
in uthers the l~uwledge, skills and attitudes that made them successful. But many 
were never taught huw to du it so, even when professinnally planned develupment 
prugrams are available, talent development doesn’t happen as well as it should. 

This presentatiun will introduce yuu to a concept that will reshape the way you 
and yuur urganization’s managers think abuut empluyee training and talent 
development. Topics cuvered include: 

Why much of the training front-line managers are now duing - sending peuple to 
conferences, bringing in untside trainers - doesn’t stick, and why puor knowledge 
retention is costing you a fortune 

Recent cugnitive research on adult learning - nutably how "chunking" (breaking 
learning content into small, manageable pieces) dramatically impruves learning 
and knuwledge retention 

Why "chunking" isn’t just a game changer for learners. It’s alsu transfurmationa[ 
for managers - helping them build a core corapetency as talent dcvelopers 

How- "intet~al reinfurcement" increases training retention from 20% to 80% 

Why including a Web-based component in training is essential for the emerging 
Millctmial world’orce 

The concept of blended learning - e.g., combining Web-based tools with manager-led 
training - and why it’s superior to training that’s limited to a single medium 

This presentation will include a demonstration of "chur~zed" training that you can 
access after the webinar to share with your team. 

FREE - Register Now for "Creating a Talent Development Culture: How "Churtked" 
Learning Can Boost Performance" 

http :/;’w ec.rapidlearninginstitute, comit/15 313677 /314 366689i3 212365/Oi 

ABOUT THE SPEAKER: Stephen Meyer is CEO and Director of Learning and Development 
at the Rapid Learning Institute. Prior to starting the Rapid Learning Institute 
and its parent corapany Business 21 in 2002, Steve ~vas the Director of Publishing 
at The Hay Group, a leading HR, benefits and compensation consulting firm. Prior 
to that he worked in the publishing industry, where he headed up both editorial 
and marketing for more than a dozen employee development publications. He was 
also a reporter at Advertising Age magazine. Meyer received his MBA from The 
Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania and has a Masters degree from 
the Universi~z of California, San Diego. 

ABOUT THE RLI: The Rapid Learning Institute is dedicated to helping managers 
become more elt’ective trainers and talent developers. The problem we solve: Most 
managers aren’t professional trainers and are too busy to make talent 
development a priori~z. The RLrs signature five- to 10-minute "rapid learning" 
modules, called Quick Takes, help leaders fulfill their training responsibilities 
by providing ready-to-use tools that let them to replicate the knowledge, skills 
and attitudes that made them successful, and get results through other people. 

The Rapid Learning Institute ~- 1510 Chester Pike, Suite 310, Eddystone, PA 19022 
~- 877-792-2172 

You are currently subscribed to rli sales as: kleissle@uncaa unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:/i~vec.rapidlearninginstitutecom/t/15313677i314366689/5003/Oi? 
90482085 ~2~R0cDovL 3 dl "~ 5v 5’~x2B pZ Gxl YX JuaW5naYV5 zd G10 dXR1L miX,’vb S 91 P2 lkP TM~’cNDM2 Ni Y40 $40~ Y 12~\~BmN~i\~N~O~w~3~ GYv Yik 1YiZuPV~bD 1 yb G1 fc 2 
3d%3d&x d7079469 
or send a blank email to ~eave-15313677-3~4366689.42a~4~55397~f6f~2ca9e~9addf2b95b@ecrr~x.rapid~eaminginstitute corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, April 15, 2012 8:09 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday EVENING Tutorial and Confidence Surveys 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Good evening, 
All tutorial for tomorrow night is canceled because of the All-Sports Banquet for the students. Daytime tutorial is on as planned 
however. Contact me if you have questions. 

Also, make sure you have your students complete the online survey during your sessions this week; this information is vital to our 
program’s growth and your assistance is the best way to make it happen. We had 11 tutors who received ZERO feedback during the 
first sweep (I know who you are...) - that CANNOT happen again. 

Finally, finals reviews will begin in a week and-a-half. For all tutors who meet with Olympic sport students (not football or 
basketball), let me know if you have established anything already with your students. I am going through the exam schedule tonight 
and in the coming days and will have a loose framework of a schedule to run by you individually if you have nothing set. 

Thank you, 
Brent 



Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
hll!?:I/~arheelbl~e,cs~-v,com<hl~l~p:t/larheelbl~o,cs~:,coml> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 16, 2012 9:00 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Checking In 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hi Amy ! 
Just wanted to check in and see how you are doing. 

Speak to you soon! 

B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

~:,~itarheerblue.cstv.com<~:~{/tarheerbl~/c.cstv.comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Frizell, Michael L" <MichaelFrizell@MissonriState.edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 2:35 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Extended Deadline: NCLCA Call for Proposals for the 2012 Conference 

TEXT.htm; image001 .jpg; image002.j pg 

[cid:image001 .jpg@01CD1BD5 C6FC2610] 
FINAL NCLCA (;all for All Proposals 
Extended Deadline 
Monday, April 30, 2012 
NCLCA has extended the deadline [’or proposals to Monday, April 30 to ensure everyone has an opportunity to complete their proposals during this busy time of year. r~%at Final Deadline 
~s quickly approaching 
The Mission of NCLCA, the National College Learning Center Association, ~s to support learning center professionals as the?" develop and maintain learning centers, programs, and services 
that enhance student learning at the post-secondary level. To help meet that mission, the 2012 annual conference will be held October 3 - 6, 2012 at The Peppermill Hotel in Reno, NV 
The NCLCA Board of Directors and the Conference Planning Committee are excited to announce this year’s theme - "It Takes a Village" - which reflects the idea that there are many 
connected pathways to help all students reach their full academic potential. If you have an experience in one of the following areas dedicated to student excellence, submit a proposal to 
share your experiences and expertise with your colleagues: 

* Best Practices :[’or Learning Centers 
* Developing Training for Learning Center Program s 
* Developing and Assessing Learning (;enter Outcomes 
* Program Start-up and/or Evaluation 
* Using Small Group Academic Support Programs 
* Using Today’s Technology/Social Networking 
* Learning Centers in Graduate Schools 
* Online Learning (;enters 
* Finding Funding in Tough Times 

There are two types of proposals: regular sessions which offer in-depth information about a topic, and Poster sessions which are relatively informal conversations about the basics of a 
topic. I have attached a sample proposal<http://www.nclca.orgi2012conference/sample proposal.pdf> and a sample poster 
proposal<http://www.nclca.orgi2012conference/sample poster proposal.pdf> for you to follow as a guide. Submit proposals electronically at 
http://www.nclca.org/2012conference~proposal submission.html. The deadline for submitting proposals is Monday, April 30, 2012. 

If you have any questions about developing and/or submitting a proposal, please contact Jetmy Pippen (jlpippen@noctrl.edu<mailto:ilpippen,@,noctrl.edu>), NCLCA Professional 
Development Officer. Any other questions about the conference can be directed to me. 

Jim Valkenburg 
NCLC’A Vice-President and Conference Chair 
j cvalken@delta, edu<mailto:icvalken(d~,,delta.edu> 

Forwarded by: 

Michael Frizell 
Director of Student Learning Services 
Chair, S~aff Senate 
Corresponding Secretaw, National College Learning Center Association 

[cid:image002.jpg@01CD1BD5.C6FC2610] 

Contact Infom~ation: 

Phone, Bear CLAW: 417-836-6398 
Phone, Director: 417-836-5006 
Office, Director: Meyer Libraly 112 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megma Albid~xzz <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 4:46 PM 

~gmail.com; ah664@georgetown.edu; aperkins@us£edu; banderson@duaa.dake.edu; bgandy@prcc.edu; 

~yahoo.com; byrume@maJdbox.sc.edu; c.harcell-ii@unLedu;      ~gmail.com; cms~olemiss.edu; 

culpepperca@gmm.edu; tbergman@u~upsIate.edu; fletchad@mailbox.sc.edu; james.weber@citadel.edu;          ~gmail.com; 

jharlow@ufl.edu; jrpulido@uark.edu;          @yahoo.corn; jtsachse@ncsu.edu;         ’@gmail.co~n; kgoss@coas~tal.edu; 

kimberly.crowell@ma~l.~wu.edu; Amy Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; l~vilsonl@ncat.edu; ~g~nail.co~n; 

leslie.c.clarl~!j smns.edu; lisa.sellers@point.edu; lrymfl@utk.edu; mbmnk@tulane.edu; (~by~hoo.com; 

~gmaAl.com; monroep(~becu.edu; ~gmail.co~n; parishers@ecu.edu; rebekah lambertl@~nsanail.eku.edu; 

rlolder@ncsu.edu; rscox@olemiss.edu; ~gmail.com; sbjones3@libe~’.edu; ~gmail.com; ~yahoo.com; 

wrcolli@uark.edu; wwharrison@nsu.edu 

Welcome to the N4A! 

Hello, 
I ~vanted to send a quick email welcoming you to the N4A. I am the Region 
II Representative and would be happy to answer any questions that you have 
about the organization. I hope that you are able to make it to the 
National Conference in Buffalo. Please make sure you register for it and 
book your hotel room asap because it is filling up quickly. Here is the 
link for more information about the National Convention: 
http://nfoura.org/convention/Hope to see all of you at the Region Meeting. 

Megan 

Megan C Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (I?x) 
meganalbidrez@ncsu.edu 
http ://ncsu edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law The?’ are retained and may be disclosed to third parties" 



From: @live,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 5:46 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: how are things? 

Attach: ’IEXTf.httn 

A [] I am glad that everything went ~vell for you. I hope you have a speed?’ recove~i with as little pain as possible. For working with     it would be great to get together Tuesday before 
my session with      (at 8) [] so I could meet from 6-8 with      I don[]t have class this week that is ~vhy this time would work. Would he be able to meet at your office or could we work 
in the conference room? If not is there another place that would work? Is he back at practice? If Tuesday doesn []t work I could meet on Thursday, as early as     can meet. 

All the best, 

From: 2.my Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, Ar~ril 16, 2012 5:58 AM 

To: 
SubTect: Re: huw are things? 

would de[’like tu meet. When is guud for you? I am uk. 
Thanks 
A 

Sent frum mY iPad 

On Apt 15, 2012, at 4:15 PM, " }live unc edu<mailto: i~hve.unc.edu>> wrute: 

How are you :feeling? Huw did feel about his quiz? Did yuu want to set up a time :[’ur me to work with him this week before his next quiz? 

hope all is well, 

From: .~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.tmc. edu<mailto :kleissle(~,uncaa.unc.edu>] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: next week update 

tomorrow, tuesday, at 9 would be great. I’ll have him meet you here at the academic center. 
thartks again, 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 9, 2012, a 8:53A2v~ ~live.~mc.edu<mailto: ~live.~c.edu>> wrote: 

A- Tomorro~v (Tuesday) would be better. I will be done tutoring at 9. Does it work to meet after that? If not, I could meet on Wednesday at 5 or 6 (tutoring from 7 to 9) or at 9. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa uric edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>] 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 6:50 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: next week update 

Sounds like tonight is bad for you. Tomol~cOW ? Let me know Thanks! 
A 

Sent fTom my iPad 

On Apr 9, 2012, at 12:00 @live uric edu<mailto @live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

A - I am sorry if I missed ari earlier email Do you mean Monday after 9 ? I could do if needed, but I will need to be done at 10 bic I have class (and an assigl~aent due) earl?- on Tuesday If 
another day could work this week that would be better for me, but if     needs to meet tomorrow- (Monday) just let me know (by text or voicemail if possible) 

Hope all is well, 



From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle(a)uncaa unc.edn>] 
Sent: Sunday, April 08, 2012 6:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: next week update 

I hope that you had a good long weekend. I apologize if you already emailed me an answer and I nrissed it, but if not, I wanted to see if you are still available to work with 
night (Monday) after your other tutoring sessions? Let me know. 
thanks[ 
A 

tolTlorrow 

Anry Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu> 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain corKidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 
>>> ’                          ~live.unc.edu<mailto        ~live.unc.edu>> 3/29/2012 7:40 PM 

A - it turned out to be a good thing that we could meet today as I just now got back to Chapel Hill. I hope the history test went ~vell. 

Looking forward to hearing positive things from tomorrows meeting (fingers crossed for an optimistic outcome), 

B 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa uric edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>] 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 10:57 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: next week update 

 
~ histo~, teacher is having him stay after school today to make up an exam he missed last ~veek so no math tutoring Soro’ for such late notice. I’ll la you know ~vhat 

happens at the meeting tomorrow :) 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 R~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@un caa.unc, edu< mailto: kleissle(£ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>>                           ~live uric edn<mailto:        ~llve.unc.edn>> 3/28/2012 10:28 PM>>> 
So based on what happens on Friday morning you might want me to meet with this weekend? That could work. I have a bachelorette parb" that I am hosting on Saturday so it would 
have to be Sunday if needed 

I could meet with him on the 9th. ! assume you mean aRer school or is he on Spring Break that week? I will be doing observations during the day, have class until 6, and then tutoring 
7-9 I can meet with him if he wants to meet after 9. I know that isn’t desirable though Let me know what you want to do 

I hope gets some clarib" on Friday. 

All the best, 

From: .am~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu<mailto :kleissle(~,uncaa.unc.edu>] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 10:11 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: next week update 

will let him know- so you don’t need to. 



and     are going to meet with Mm Bell on Friday morning so lets hold off on you meeting with 
wouldn’t happen to be available the 9th would you? Let me know. 
Thanks! 
A 

tomorrow until we know what her advice is. He will be gone next week -- you 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>> ’ 03/28/12 3:10 PM >>> 
A - I would like to cancel my- Wednesday evening session for next week (4/4/12). Do I need to infom~ Wally too? 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle~d~,,uncaa.unc.edu>] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 3:43 PM 
To: 

Subject: next week update 

Good afternoon! 
I hope that you are able to get outside and enjoy a bit of this beautiful day~ 

I wanted to make sure I have an accurate head count of any learning assistants who will be out next week. Could you please let me know ASAP, even if you have alrea@ sent me word? This 
will help me triple check so I can plan accordingly-. 

If you ARE working next week, I need to let you lamw that on this end there are two updates that may impact your regularly scheduled sessions: 

* no study hall Thursday evening, April 5th for football due to team travel 
* no sessions Friday, April 6th -- university classes canceled for Good Friday. 

Thanks so much! 
Cheers, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
ChapelHill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle¢a)uncaa unc edu<mailtokleissle~uncaa unc edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Holliday, Tac’/’ <Tacy.Holliday@montgomewcollege.edu> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 5:55 PM 

nclcamembership@gmml.com 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 
VW: Inembel~hip ema~l 

From the Professional Developlnent Officer: 

Dear Friends, 

I just wanted to remind everyone of all the opportunities available to them through NCLCA. We have multiple awards and grants that individuals can use to start a program, give a 
concurrent session at our conference or just highlight all the great work you do The deadline for the grants and awards is fast approaching (May 7). These include: 

The Frank L Christ/NCLCA Outstanding Learning (;enter A*w~rd 
The Hunter Boylan Research Scholarship 
The Brenda Pfaehler Professional Development Grant 

Please consider applying If you would like more information, please feel fi*ee to contact me at jlpippen@noctrl edu<mailto:ilpippen(@noctrl.edu> or 630-637-5264 

Thank you, 

Jenny 

Jennifer Pippen 
Assistant Director of Academic Support 
NCLCA Professional I)evelopment Officer 
Certified Learning Center Professional - Level Two 

North Central College 
309 E. School St. 
Napelville, Illinois 60540 
630-637-5264 

630-637-5462 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Fulton County Schools" <mailbo@applitrack.com> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 3:03 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Invitation to Complete a Confidential Reference Survey Ii~r 

TENTI’.httn 



RE: 

Dear Amy Kleissler, 

You are being asked to complete an informational survey about . As part of our hiring process, we require your assistance and ask that you complete this survey. 

To expedite the process and to eliminate as much paperwork as possible, we would greatly appreciate it if you responded to the survey by way of the following link: 

Online Reference Survey 
https://v~ww~app~itrack~c~m/fu~t~nsch~s/~n~ineapp/eF~rm~aspx?id=3f7e899a-32 43-46c7-973c-616e89c2dfca 

After you click the link above, please fill out the requested information.Your responses are kept confidential and are visible only to authorized parties. 

Note: This email is being sent from an automated system. DO NOT REPLY 

TO THIS EMAIL as responses will not be received.If you have any 

questions, please do not hesitate to contact our department. 

Thank you, 

Fulton County Board of Education 

Human Resources - Application Processing 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Frizell, Michael L" <MichaelFrizell@MissouriState.edu> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 7:54 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

NCLCA Elections - Five Positions Av~filable! 

TEXT.htm; image001 :i Pg 

Greetings NCLCA members! 

It is time for NCLCA elections. This year the following 5 positions are up for election: 

Vice President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Membership (;hair 
’I~easurer 
Professional Development Officer 

Only the Professional Development Officer position will have an incumbent seeking re-election 

With the exception of Vice President, each of these positions is for a term of two years The person elected Vice President will have a three-year commitment: one as Vice President, one as 
President, and one as Immediate Past President. Responsibilities of each position are listed in Article V of NCLCA’s Bylaws available on NCLCA’s web site at 
http://www nclca.or~/leadership.htm 

Schedule: Nominations are accepted starting now and will close on May 15. Voting opens on June 1 and the window will be open for 2 weeks, rlhe NCLCA Board will ratify the results at the 
June meeung and results will be announced by early July. 

To run ]2~r one of these offices, send me a note indicating your interest. ’]’hen please quickly follow up with a photo and brief statement of your qualifications and philosophy or vision for 
the position you seek. If you choose to nominate someone for office, please check with that person first to get their ok for the nomination and ensure that the?" are a current NCLCA member. 
Then I ~vill contact them asking for the follow tip information. 

LMPORTANT: You must be a current member of NCLCA to run for office. If you have any questions, please email or call. 

Sincerely-, 
Elaine Richardson 
Ircanediate PastPresident, NCLCA 

Sent by: 
Michael Frizell 
Director of Student Learning Sel~Aces 
Chair, Staff Senate 
Corresponding Secretary, National College Learning Center Association 

[cid:m~age001.jpg@01C’D211D.D0737C50] 

Contact Information: 

Phone, Bear CLAW: 417-836-6398 
Phone, Director: 417-836-5006 
Office, Director: Meyer Library 112 

Confidentially" Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attacl~tments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infurmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Frizell, Michael L" <MichaelFrizell@MissouriState.edu> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 2:02 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

NCLCA Officer Eleclions CORRECTION: 4 Positions Av~filable 

TEXT.htm; image001 :i Pg 

Greetings NCLCA members! 

It is time for NCLCA elections. This year the following 5 positions are up for election: 

Vice President 
Membership Chair 
Treasurer 
Professional Devek~pment Officer 

My apologies to those of you who may receive this twice, but there is a correction to the last email and only :tow positions are available 

Only the Professional Development Officer position will have an incumbent seeking re-election. 

With the exception of Vice President, each of these positions is fi~r a term of two years. ~I]ae person elected Vice President will have a three-year commitment: one as Vice President, one as 
President, and one as Immediate Past President Responsibilities of each position are listed in Article V of NCLCA’s Bylaws available on NCLCA’s web site at 
http ://www.nc [ca.or~/leadership.htm 

Schedule: Nominutions are accepted starting now and will close on May 15 Voting opens on June 1 and the window will be open for 2 weeks The NCLCA Board will rutify the results at the 
June meeting and results will be announced by early July. 

To r~ for one of these offices, send me a note indicating your interest. Then please quickly follow up with a photo and brief stateraent of your qualifications and philosophy or vision for 
the position you seek. If you choose to nominate someone for office, please check with that person first to get their ok for the nomination and ensure that they are a current NCLCA member. 
Then I will contact them asking for the follow up information. 

IMPORTANT: You must be a cm~ent member of NCLCA to run for office. If you have any questions, please email or call. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Richardson 
Ircanediate Pastpresident, NCLCA 

Sent by: 
)~hchael Frizell 
Director of Student Learning Services 
Chair, S~aff Senate 
Corresponding Secretats~, National College Learning Center Association 

[cid:iraage001 .jpg@01CD2151.4A49F 1 CO] 

Contact Irffom~ation: 

Phone, Bear CLAW: 417-836-6398 
Phone, Director: 417-836-5006 
Office, Director: Meyer Libra~ 112 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, April 23, 2012 9:00 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EDUC 

Attach: ’EEXTf.httn 

Hello Amy I would like to know if you are willing to s~zpe with 
Wally 
Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 

for a 7pm session this wed in preparation for his ticiday swahili final. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ""Amy Kleissler "" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2012 16:16:39 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard<bbethel@emaihunc.edu> 
Cc: Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.unc edu>; Tia Overstreet< overstre@uncaa.unc edu>; Wally Richardson<wricha@uncaa.unc edu> 
Subject: Re: EDUC 

Hi all, 

I wanted to see if you need me for anything My     will be meeting                for math tutoring at the Academic Center 5-7 this Wednesday so I could come with him, and then he 
can simply find a spot in the building to keep worldng on his own while i work for as king as you need me. Let me know what you think 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 23, 2012, at 3:50 PM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethe[@email.unc.edu> *vrote: 

Beth and I will hold revie*v sessions for EDUC at the following times: 

Wednesday 6 PM 
Thursday 12 PM 
Thursday 6 PM 
Friday 12 PM 

Bradley R.H Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C (             F (919) 962-8247 
bradlcy.bethel@unc.edu 



From: <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, April 23, 2012 10:42 PM 

To: Am)’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EDUC 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

with you at 7 if that works for you. 
Wally 
Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 

Skype is fine if you are able. He has a review session for educ @ 6 on ~vednesday. I would like for him t work 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ""Amy Kleissler "" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Dabe: Mon, 23 Apr 2012 21:54:56 

To: Wally Richardson<wricha@uncaa unc.edu> 
SubJect: Re: [~I)UC 

Talked with 

Let me know. 

A 

Wed at 5, 6, or 7 at the AC 12)r de:finitely pre[’erable 12~r me. Give me a chance to test my sea legs outside of the house :) 

Sent from mY iPad 

On Apr 23, 2012, at 9:00 PM~ "<wricha@uncaa uric edu>" <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello Amy Glad to heat- you are coming along. I would like to know d’you are willing to skype with i for a 7pm session this wed in preparation [’or his friday swahi]i final 

> Wally 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBelTy 

> From: ""Amy Kleissler "" <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 

> Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2012 16:16:39 -0400 

> To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard<bbethel@email unc.edu> 

> Cc: Jaimie Lee~iaimieIee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

> Subject: ?utf-8?B?UmU~IEVEVUMgNDQx ?> 

> Hi all, 

> 

> I wanted to see if you need me for anything. My will be meeting for math tutoring at the Academic Center 5-7 this Wednesday- so I could come with him, and then he 
can simply find a spot in the building to keep working on his own while i work for as long as you need me. Let me know what you think. 
>A 
> 

> Sent from rrly iPad 
> 

> On Apr 23, 2012, at 3:50 PM. "Bethel, Bradley- Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Beth and I will hold review sessions for EDUC at the following tirnes: 
>> 

>> Wednesday 6 PM 
>> Thursday 12 PM 
>> Thursday 6 PM 
>> Friday 12 PM 
>> 
>> Bradley R.H. Bethel i Reading and YVriting Specialist 
>> Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> 

>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T 019) 962-2237 

>> C (            F (919) 962-8247 
>> bradley-.bethel@unc, edu 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:15 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EDUC 

TEXTf.httn 

That sounds good. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Universi~z of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 

(c) 
>>> Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/24/2012 12:12 AM >>> 

Will talk to him and let u know. I would be driven on Wednesday and I want to begin to get a gauge of what my stamina is like. 

Sent fi-om my iPad 

On Apr 23, 2012, at 10:42 PM, "<wricha@uncaa unc edu>" <wricha@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

Amy, 

with you at 7 if that works for you 
Wally 
Sent fiom my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From: ""Amy Kleissler "" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
[)ate: M0n, 23 Apr 2012 21:54:56 
To: Wally R ichards on <wricha@ uric aa. unc. edu> 
Sut~ject: Re: EDUC 

Skype is fine if you are able tie has a review session for educ 

Talked with 
Let me know. 
A 

Wed at 5, 6, or 7 at the AC :[’or definitely preferable :[’or me. G ire me a chance to test lay sea legs outside of the house 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apt 23, 2012, at 9:00 PM. "<xvricha@uncaa.unc.edu>" <wricha@uncaa.tmc.edu> wrote: 

@ 6 on wednesday. I *vouid like for him t work 

Hello Amy. I would like to know if you are willing to skype with for a 7pm session this xved in preparation for his friday swahili final. 
Wally 
Sent from my Vcrizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From: ""Amy Kleissler "" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 23 @r 2012 16:16:39 -0400 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@mxcaa.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard<bbethel@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson<wricha@m~caa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: EDUC 

Hi all, 

I xvanted to see if you need me for anything. My     willbe meeting                for l~mth tutoring at tl-~e Academic Center 5-7 this Wedrmsday so I could corae with him, and then he 
can simply find a spot in the building to keep working on his oxvn xvhile i work for as long as you need me. Let me know what you think. 
A 

Sent ficom my iPad 

On Apr 23, 2012, at 3:50 PM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Beth and I will hold review sessions for EDUC at the following times: 

Wednesday 6 PM 
Thursday 12 PM 
Thursday 6 PM 
Friday 12 PM 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and YVriting Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991T (919) 962-2237 
C              F (919) 962-8247 



bradle?’.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"BeflM, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 9:55 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

RE: EDUC 441 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Amy, I hope to come visit you this weekend. I have a lot to tell you. We miss you, but 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and YVriting Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel tliH, NC 275991T (919) 962-2237 

C         I F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k [eissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2012 4:17 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Beth Bridger 
Cc: Jaimie Lee; Tia Overs treet; Wally Richardson 
SubJect: Re: EI)UC 441 

High fives! 

I wanted to see if you need me for anything. My     will be meeting                :[’or math tutoring at the Academic Center 5-7 this Wednesday so I could come with him, and then he 
can simply find a spot in the building to keep working on his own while i work for as long as you need me Let me know what you think. 
A 

Sent fi-om my iPad 

On Apr 23, 2012, at 3:50 PM; "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu<mailto:bbethel!~email uric edu>> wrote: 
Beth and I will hold review sessions for EDUC 441 at the following times: 

Wednesday 6 PM 
Thursday 12 PM 
Thursday 6 PM 
Friday 12 PM 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NO’ 275991 T (919) 962-2237 
C,         I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu<mailto:bradley.bethel(&unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 12:54 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Sport Research 

TEXT.hm~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Polk, Barbara Jo" <~bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 1:48 PM 

Barbara Polk <bjpolk@unc.edu> 

Erin M Breese <ebreese@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Home Needed 

TEXT.htm; IIVIAG0243 (5).jpg; IMAG0236 (2) (3).jpg 

For a very sweet, 30-40 pound, 2 year old dog. Please pass this along and let me know if anyone is interested. We’re t~ing to save her from the shelter. 
Thanks 
Barbara 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler ~nc.rr.com~ 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 4:37 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

doc fi~r swab 

Study guide for the Final- 1 .docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 3:22 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Latte is on "the kitchen island! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 11:25 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Fwd: Daily Compliance Item- 4/27/12- New Initial Eligibility Regulations 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.bmp; Daily Compliance Item- 4 27 12- Current Event.msg 

All, 

FYI on the new initial eligibility regulations effective for student-athletes entering college in Fall 2016. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Frizell, Michael L" <MichaelFrizell@MissonriState.edu> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 2:26 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

2012 NCLCA!LSCHE Website Excellence Awards 

TEXT.htm; linage001 .jpg; image002.jpg; image003:ipg 

[cid:image001 .jpg@01CD26IM.C6A49710] 

Greetings: 

The 2012 NCLC2~’LSCHE Website Excellence Awards http:i/wwwnclca.or~/websiteawardhtm program is nuw upen! ’]7he deadline for submissions is Mi~nday, June 25, 2012, su yuu have 
almost two months tu put the final polish un your learning center web site Submit your website to Alan Craig@gpc.edu<mailto:Alan Crai~(~pc edu> with the ~2~llowing information in the 
four-line s~le beluw: 

Full name uf cullege ur universi~’ 
Name of learning center 
URL of learning center website 
Name and title of submitter with email address 

Award criteria are lucated at 
http:i/www.lsche.n et/resuurces/[c awards/L SCHEawardCriteria.htm 

Websites uf past winners are listed at 

http://www.nclca.ur¢/websiteaward.htm (first place winners) and 

http://www.lschenet/resuurcesilc awards/awards wi.htm (cumplebe list through 2010). 

Presentation of the awards will take place at the 27th Armual NCLCA Conference in Renu, NV. 
http :/iwa~w.nclca. orgiannualconference.htm 

Note: First place witmers from the past three years (2009/10/11) are ineligible. 

Collegially, 

Alan Craig 

Past President, National College Learning Center Association 

Associate Content Editor, Learning Support Centers in Higher Education 

Interim Director GPC Learning & Tutoring Centers 

Coordinator, Dunwoo@ Learning & Tutoring Center 

Georgia Pcrimetcr College 

770-274-5242 

Alan.Craig@gpc.edu<mailto:Alan. Craig(~,gpc.edu> 

Sent by: 

Michael Frizell 
Director of Student Learning Services 
Chair, S~aff Senate 
Corresponding Secretat3,, National College Learning Center Association 

[cid:image002 jpg@01 CD26D4 C6A49710] 

Contact Information: 

Phone, Bear CLAW: 417-836-6398 
Phone, Director: 417-836-5006 
Office, Director: Meyer Libral%z 112 

National College Learning Center Association (NCLCA) 
Website: http://www nclca.org 

[cid:image003.jpg@01CD26D4.C6A49710] 
Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Description: NCLCA BANNER 

Greetings: 

The 2012 NCLCA/LSCHE Website Excellence Awards ~Lt.~Ei~£~£.~:.y.~y.~y.:J.1£!.(.i~.a.:~9.£g~./.~.a.~.L~‘.s.~!:~.~.a.~Y~4J5~:~!~!:!1. program is now open! The deadline for submissions is 

Monday, June 25, 2012, so yo~ have almost two months to put the final polish on your learning center web site. Submit your ~vebsite to 

with the following in[-onnation in t:be [-out line style below: 

Full name of college or maiversity 

Name of learni~ag center 

URL of learning center wcbsite 

Nmne and title of submitt:er with email address 

Award criteri~ ~re ]oeated at 

http:/i~w~wv.lsche.neti resources/it_awards/LSCHEawardCriteria.hm~ 

Websites of past ~vinners are listed at 

Presentation of the awards will take plaee at the 27tb Annual NCLCA Conferenee in Reno, NV. 

http: /’i’www.nelea.o rgi armualeot~bret~ce.htm 

Note: First place winners from the past three years (2009//10/11) are ineligible. 

ColleNally, 

Alan Craig 

Past President, National College l,earning Center Association 

Associate Content Editor, Learning Support Centers in Higher Education 

Interim Director GPC Learning & Tutoring Centers 

Coordinator, Dunwoody Leanaing & Tutoring Center 

Georgia Perimeter College 

770 274 5242 

Alaf~.Craig@gl~c.edu 

Sent by: 

Michael Friz ell 

Director of Strident Learning Se*’cices 

Cha~; Stal[- Senate 

Co*responding Sec*~ta{?~, National College Learning Center Association 

i:.’~i Description: Description: Description: Bear Claw Logo 

Contact ~ nformation: 

Phone, Bear CLA~: 417 836 6398 

Phone, Director: 417 836 5006 

Office, Director= Meyer Library 112 

National College Learning Center Association (NCLCA) 

iNi Description: Description: Description: Email 



Walk are you serious? [will come get you! 

Thursday have dr appt at 945 just leave them or [will get them at some point, no worries! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 919 61:[9 8809 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc,edu> 5/1/2012 12:16 PM >>> 

Oooooo! I’m gonna make it my goal for the week to walk there! 1’11 see y’all there. Keep me posted on time. 

Miss you. Have your dishes. [ have pt at 9 this Thursday with dr hooker. Will u be in around 10 for me to give them to u? [ could leave with someone else of your choice if u 

aren’t in. 

A 

Sent from myiPad 

On May 1, 2012, at 12:01 PM, "Beth Bridger" <bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Not that has been stated as a tradition thus far, but we may have started one. 

Staff End of Finals Celebration 

Lunch at the Dillo (Armadillo Grill) on FRIDAY!! 
I would say, plan to leave around 11 so we can get there before the lunch crowd by 1130! 

All are welcome, let me know if you are interested! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 919 619 8809 
bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            1:47 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Ram Rules #7: Summer Reminders 

TEXT.htm; Student-Athlete Employment Form.pdf; Student-Athlete Fee-for-Lesson 
Compensation.pdf; Ram Rules - Summer     .pptx 

All, 

Please see below the Ram Rules that was sent to all UNC student-athletes earlier this afternoon. The topics highlighted were 
reminders of forms they may need to fill out over the summer and the powerpoint that was discussed in the recent team meetings. 
you have any questions regarding these reminders, please feel free to contact the Compliance Office. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

If 

The Ram Rules 
UNC Department of Athletics 
Vol. * No. 7* 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student-athletes about NCAA rules. As a UNC student-athlete, it is 
YOUR responsibility to review the contained information to preserve your eligibility to participate in intercollegiate athletics. 

Dear Carolina Student-Athlete, 

As finals approach, I hope you all are as proud as I am about our Department’s accomplishments during the          academic year. 
Before going your separate ways for the summer, please see the attached PDF presentation that includes important reminders 
pertaining to NCAA rules and regulations for Summer 

We’ve also attached 2 forms for you to access if the need arises over the summer. The first is the Student-Athlete Employment Form, 
which must be completed if you obtain a job this summer. The second is the Student-Athlete Fee-for-Lesson Compensation Form, 
which must be completed if you give lessons in your sport to younger kids and charge for the lessons. 

As the presentation indicates, please do not hesitate to contact our Compliance staff at 919-962-6000 or compliance@uncaa.unc.edu, 
if you have any questions about this information. 

Have a wonderful summer! 

Amy Herman 
Associate Athletic for Compliance 

Compliance Assistant 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carnegie Learning" <bounce@carnegieleaming.com> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 7:09 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

2012 National Math Institute: Personalized Professional Learning 

TEXTI’.httn 

To view this email as a web page, go to the following address: http://leads.carnegieleaming com/index.phpiemailiemailWebview? 
mkt tok 3RD~//~vIJ~n~VfF9wsR~nv6TKZKX~NHpfsX57~UqXKK%2F~viI%2F~ER3f~vr~UfG~4~Sc~x‘~d‘~cM1:~kVFZ~5nQ9ZC~6Qe4~F~zBcGU%2B7Viw%3D 

Personalized Professional Learning 
to Support You in the Classroom’. 

Attend the Carnegie Learning National Math Institute this Summer and you will select frum uver 30 cuncurrent workshups that are aligned to suppurt YOU[ 

Check uut a few uf uur 2012 Cuncurrent Wurkshops below! 

For Experienced Carnegie Learning Teachers 

- I Have My Students in Groups, Now Huw Do I Get Them to Talk Abuut the Math? 
- Making Connections: Bridging the Learning frum the Lab to the Classruom 
- Implementing Special Education Strategies: Accommodatiuns and Modifications in Your Carnegie Learning Classruom 

Fur Teachers New to Carnegie Learning 

- ttands-On Connectiun: Conceptually Understanding Size of Fractiuns lbr Cumparlsons 
- Infurmally Assessing Students in Your Mathematics Classruum 
- Instructiunal Scaffulding: Algebra 1 Access for All 

For Leaders Suppurting Carnegie Learning in Their Schuol or District 

- Administrauve Walkthruughs in a Carnegie Learning Classroum: Huw do I know Learning is Taking Place? 
- Instructiunal Ruunds: A Prucess fur Meeting and Exceeding Con-anon (;ore t:.xpectatiuns 
- The Leader[5]s Role in Implementing a Carnegie Learning Curriculum 

Questions? Contact us at nmi@camegielearning.com <mailto:mni(d~,,carnegielearning.com> 
Visit the NMI xvebsite at twni.carnegieleaming.com <http://rwai.carnegielearning.cora> 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, go to the following link to tmsubscribe: http://leads.carnegielearning.con,JUnsubscribePage.html? 
rrkkt ~msubscribe l&r~:t tok 3R1cM~J%\n~F9~sR~r~V6TKZI‘~X~niHpfsX57~I~qXKK%2F~1%2F~ER3fC~vt‘I~L-fGi~4ISc~‘~)dv~’c?‘~IRAVFZl5nQ9ZC~6Q~lF~BcGL~%2B7Vi~v%3D. 



::~:+:]i WooHoo! It’s FRIDAY! $75 OFF SEMINARS! 7 Days Only! (click for details) 

Hew To Handle Con#let & Confrontation $199 $124.00! 

05/25/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 $124,00! Assertiveness SMfls Fer Managers & Supervisors 

05/29/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

05/31/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Essential SMfls of Dynamic PuMie Speaking 

06/05/12 - Austin, TX - Reglister Now More Info View Brochure 

06/07/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Manacling Multiple Projects, Competing Priorities & T~tjht Dead#nes 

06/08/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

06/27/12 - Austin, TX - Reglister Now More Info View Brochure 

06/29/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Hew To Be Aft Outst~tndlng Cemm~#dcator 

06/14/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

06/15/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

06/27/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Adm##stradve Assistants Co~}ferenee 

06/18/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

06/20/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Workplace Safety And OSHA Comp#ance 
06/20/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Essential Coaching & Mentering SkiIis 

07/11/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

07/13/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/27/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Developin~f Yeur Emotional inteliigence 

07/12/12 - Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/19/12 = Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

07/20/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

$249 $174.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$179 $104.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

Click here to see events in your area 

i.~.i The BEST Training for the LOWEST Price Anywhere! 

Unlimited Seminars ¯ Unlimited Webinars ¯ Unlimited Online Courses --AND MUCH MORE! 



i.~.i FOR 12 FULL MONTHS! ONLYS299! 

i~i BUYNOW      l ~ii VIEW BROCHURE l ~ii LEARN MORE! 

::::+:::: For a personal tour at all STAR12 has to offer orfor information on special discounts, For purchase of 10 or more passes call 1-800- 

258-7246 

::X:: STAR12 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY 05/25/12 REQUIRED 

To receive your Special Discount*, enroll online and provide both your exclusive Internet Code 25242 and VIP 

#919-180512-202 when prompted during registration¯ You may pass along this discount offer to others in your 

organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VlP # and also register online to receive the discount¯ 

This exclusive discount expires 05/25/12. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers or applied to STARf2 memberships Offer excludes seminars 
priced Sf 78 or tess. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMERSERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, 

please send an email to our customer service department at cstserv(~ruceci com. 

ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an email to our on- 

site department at onsite(~,ruceci.com. 

FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an email to 

hotels(~ruceci.com 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an email to info(~ruceci.com 

WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 

NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an email to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

The purpose of this email is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs via our Web 

site We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature, If you’d rather not receive 

future emails from us, click here to unsubscribe, 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 

correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 

6901 W. 63rd Street 

Overland Park, KS 86202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedBumer Email Sub~riptions <noreply+feedproxy@google.com> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 3:38 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Activate your Emml Subscription to: Coaching the Mind 

Hello there, 

You recently requested an email subscription to Coaching the Mxnd. We can’t 
wait to send the updates you want via email, so please click the following 
link to activate your subscription immediately: 

http://feedburner googlecom/fb/a/mailconflrm?k rTNXhGISiHVTF6Wln5-4Ot tRbU 

(If the link above does not appear clickable or does not open a browser 
windo~v when you click it, copy it and paste it into your web bro~vser’s 
Location bar.) 

As soon as your subscription is active, FeedBumer will send a daily email 
message if Coaching the Mind has new content. 

If you did not request this subscription, or no longer wish to activate it, 
take no action. Simply delete this message and that will be the end of it. 

Cheers, 

Coaching the Mind 

This message was sent to you by Feed[3urner (feedburner.google.com) 
You received this message because you requested a subscription to the feed, 
Coaching the Mind 
If you received this in error, please disregard. Do not reply directly to 
this emai[. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catalog Choice <team@catalogchoice.org> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 1:09 PM 

Amy Byme Kleissler <klei ssle@email.unc.edu> 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

(keat News from Catalog Choice 

TEXT.htm 

Add Team@catalogchoice org to your address book to make sure our email updates land in your inbox 

[Catalog Choice]<http://mailer2sg.catalogchoice.orgiwf/click?upn qh2KwL4rLbf7UyB-2F- 

2F O 52 ~’ zS R d K a u4 AEDaNMD9 No x cmS RMfFteA 7rfl~" C~nLG cFyL 9 Y o [G 1 w N4UuMaAhPr9EX C:~,/l~rCphe4gSuMbMx VNY eU-2F axm~MaL 8 A G PMW~/2NhyUrfJ 0rL TI Gk0De 2Io z8 N/2[\A~y N~ eE- 

2[3vrk9-2BkB3LA0eGgwm3wOF0-3D n2DzoAYAg6PnnVqrSIe5DKwTRSnlp-2Fco03dAtQ- 

2BBLQQqKoTJPWEhIyV6Fn0YGdl K u Y1 oL dN2 AD V KuoEoguMtGj D5EOB 3 w KKzm C pf5 uA2 ©fZ VJmsi 43 f JN~mZ 1B o3 T Q Q S [sRj k TZ 7 Cut ]bdEX ckMoh 5F Z ZZ Sin u©K~ d7k UVC22 V QwB 3yDvTC\ 

-2BLbU7iRLSi6k8F4qQLTwYNS8RpwLWt]~WLLAcf5gSL75Cryia2y7kWA~2i-2Fa~eQ~-2Fh-2BxNqcmZ~h[‘pIeh©Kmhps~35H3h0Xe3YxWzWEX-2B~NpKL5~N~eIInnM> 

Great News from 

Catalog Choice & TrustedII) 

Hi amy Kleissler 

In order to ensure the long-term sustainability of the Catalog Choice<http://mailer2sg.catalogchoice org/w~?click? 
upn ZMFNYN~ YmcKY~auo©juttv4~AB~2z~dbKN38tBwAihT7©JMCC3~cUr3UD©27L-2FGM~pJsLssVTIAvf[~h~EdB5q~LpUdm7~2SRAbI69Y~eN- 
2 b~VM]~vVyMgW zp5 zS EvP3 uTmgx0 X n2DzoAYAg6PnnVqr SIeSDKwTR 8nip-2 Fco03j AtQ- 
2BBLQQqK~TJ~WEhIyV6Fn~YGd~KuY~oL~,2ADVKu~E~g~dtQ~D5E©B3wKK~Cp~5¢&2©~ZVJmsiGfJFLmZ~B~3TQQS~sRjk7Z7C~dEX&d~h5FZZZSmu©K~d7~d~VC22VQwB3y~TCV 
-2BEul MdQ 1iD~yp79Eqw~-2Fx~UDZT-2BawNeE[F~8uW9%~rYx-2~X‘661a-2I~jdKm6e~vLycm5Gt7uqJsg~i-2ByIQW> mission and free mail prel~rence se~ice, the Catalog Choice Board of 
Directors is excited to anno~ce that TmstedID<http://mailer2sg.catalogchoice org/wl?click?upn Z?~ff;NYN1YmcKYhiuo©jutmQsTEJfcUUSjLuptCXAimc- 
3Dn2DzoAYAg6P~Vqr SIe5DKw~8nIp-2Fcoo3jAtQ~2BBLQQ@~T~x~hIyV6Fn~YGd~KuY~Lc~2~;~u~g~tGjD5E~B3w~Cpf5~2~fZVJ~miGf~L~B~3TQQS~sR~k[ 
o/~207Z7C~Xc~Ioh5FZZZSmuOK~ d7kLWC22VQwB3y~’TCVJSKU3mCloSX~I7RTJ-2Bcg~yQBCaqrIdvI-2BTfSFtkov~ 1 eop3seb~Nff)LTj 1NQkS- 

2~M1A6kj~oOY~20X1GY-2BiS~QGKQVl~-2BnVQjz5q75L~vODLHc3DX3~NNW3p9rFrffcTR> has acquired Catalog Choice. 

This is great in so many ways: 

* All of the proceeds from the purchase of Catalog Choice xvill fund a new foundation that will provide grants that continue to support our mission to help people reduce unwanted mail 
and save natural resources. 

* TmstedlD and Catalog Choice xvill invest in new products and services for reducing paper waste and protecting your privacy. 
* TrustedID and Catalog Choice together xvill now provide the nation,s most comprehensive identi)- protection, privacy and jur~: mail reduction sel~’ice. 

You can read more about the work the Catalog Choice Board and tearn have done to build the nation[~s best mail preference service on our blog<http://mailer2sg.catalogchoice.orgiv.4’click? 

upn~ lx310iN~hC Gmt 1VsnuSaUTXuJ2v{u\rb2c SOL2FvTGTGPH-2FztI~VIghg2ZwlD-2BKXzW4rn8 C2QsfFrqSGYT4~6ay4bBD8 dzq6Ht 1 AN98 -2Bdlrck 1 cVNelxv0AL~L 

2B sFoTMcnwOAId 1 g 12vflEmFx39y~ MDEt YgOFrkb9uR©eamaEdGCA7ixciLDiEItGis-2B 8rr~g~ 3B 3UZwYGKOK8 r~DzoAYAgoq°nnVqrS Ie5DKxvTRSnIp-2Fco03j At Q - 

2BBLQQqK~TJPWEhIyV6Fn~YGd~KuY~LdN2AD\rKu~E~gu1~tGjD5E~B3xvKKzmCpf5uA2~fZVJmsiGfJFLmZ~B~3TQQS~sRjk7Z7CuHbdEXd2v{oh5FZZZSmu~Kq~d7kL~rC22VQwB3yDvTCV 

-2FA9TzEqHBnJNbc5UVv~:C~pRZSSTW~F6~hhV~5sK4hCZ-2F~r~tbR-2BYuSK~F46brAcfx~n-~U7~ZjKybe6~jx-2BNQ6ra~L~-2B4s@LxE¥Va6WrehUSVgiWyttXk-2Bnd-2FFrV93Tw>. If 

you have any questions, please contact us. 

Best, 

Chuck Teller Daniel Katz 
President Chairman of the Board 

[Footer] 
[Follow us on Facebook]<http://lnailer2sg catalogchoice.org/w-f/click?upn qh2KwL4rLbf7UyB-2F- 
2FO52z191ymoXsYxDBj d6s 5UG79jZIPysdiTpraZFP9BptHftz n2DzoAYAg6PnnVqr S Ie5DKwTRSnIp-2Fc o03j At Q- 
2BBLQQqKoTYP¥~hlyV6Fn0YGd 1KuYloLckN2AD~W-moEogu~MtQiD5EOB3wKKzmCpf5uA2OIZVJmsiGfJFLmZ 1 Bo3TQQSlsRjk7Z7CuHbdEXd3~loh5FZZZSmuOKc~id7kUWC22VQwB3yDvTCV 
-2FW~zcwQG~H3ITk8@Uit~6iCnsmgW4WEpHmgK~FfVr5i~T‘‘d1vITp~2x9ygYi£CZFFrJTqmy~5bzQ~Udi6sman3-2BnjPqAtJvGApSdrNS~vcVv0-2F42TYot)¢1Dlo JmCXHdM> [Follow us on 
Twitter] <http://mailer2sg.catalogchoice.org/wf/click?upn @2KwL4rLbf7UyB-2F-2FO52z@TZT-2B5QzNBxs02L’x’RT-2FSaK-2BoIpW7n- 
2FPGYgxgrh8 copn2DzoAYAg6PomVqr S Ie5DKwTRSnlp-2Fco03j At Q- 
2BBLQQqK~Ty~;VEh~yV6Fn~YGd1KuY~LdN2ADVKu~E~guMtGJD5E~3wKKzmCp~3uA2~IZVJmsiGfJFLmZ~B~3TQQS~sRjk7Z7CuHbdEXdM~h5FZZZSmu~KqJd71‘:U~ rC22VQ~vB3yDvTCV 
%201o S \rM7R7shRU6hwFhpuQ sQ5geawnYof- 
2FS4M3z¥VqFnGNJ5Zbi~E3X~S7~RZbahqJ6DETFA4LE5rMDJV4~V3GsbG¥VuBq¥VuugVxZ7Dr;V1vI4XxGA92SLtS~U~S~-~x8~mU56NM~KI7qfnu-2B> [Read our Blog] 
<http://mailer2sg.catalogchoice org/vvITclick?upn 41 x310NkhCGmt 1VsnuSaUTXuJMuVb2cSOL2FvTGTGPEn-aFpJNmvmGuB6InhTbwz n2DzoAYAg6PrmVqr SIe5DKwTRSnIp -2Fco03jAtQ- 
2BBLQQqKoTYP~VEhlyV6Fn0YGdl KuYloLdN2AD~W-moEogu2v~tQiD5EOB3wICKzmCpf5uA2OIZVJmsiGfJFLmZ 1Bo3TQQSlsRjk7Z7CtkHbdEXdMoh5FZZZSmuOKqld7kU~TC22VQ~vB3yDvTCV 
-2B 1Arb5-2B S EcdfzSo2gW8soIF5tIZCQkCeKUS S ZiX~EvSVvdl 7bAE%v 1 Q-2FaV1Mj zsHNWolNjB7dGIcplr5dhTc-2ByMrPpUtV’,rMU7kaHns30N4-2FwUrxlEcJnewYyN> 

This email is in accordance with the Catalog Choice Terms of Service. 

Catalog Choice 1845 Berkeley Way, Berkeley, CA 94703 Privacy Policy<http://mailer2sg.catalogchoice.org/wlTclick?upn @2K~vL4rLbfTUyB-2F- 
2FO52~zzSRdKau4AEDaNMD9NoxcnOcaPPPSvJCtZ)hY7R~9wzCcz0VxKcpLEC2mj q tE’~lbLvZxbNu8 S9b\I2eDA216mZQ3V’,r©7or\~;xNSP0As3BEzqDEudxnOGOF2hhb- 
2Ff4BN3uDu OaR11 uklj CzjE 176kr 8oe~ZqY-3D n2DzoAYAg6PlmVqr S Ie5DK~vTRSnIp-2Fc o03j At Q- 
2BBLQQqKoTJPWENyV6Fn0 YGd 1KuYloLdN2AD~W-TmoEogt£Vlt GjD5EOB3wKKmnCpfSuA2OfZV JlnsiGf.rFLmZ 1B o3TQQ S lsRik7Z7CuHbcNXdMoh5FZZZ SmuOKqi d 7kUVC22VQwB 3yDvTC’ 
-2F-2B51Ma2PhtRL YGg38 -2F3C STk2xB75AB 156 YSNSy5XYSX~B6mB cqPVPJ2 qAqhx~tXrYnKFvh> 

[https:llw*vw catalo~choice.or~iimagesi600/10321801spacer.~if] 

[http ://mailer2sg.catalogchoice. org/wf/open? upn n2DzoAYAg6PnnVqr SIe5DKwTR 8nIp-2Fco03jAtQ- 

2BB L Q Q q K o T JPWEh Iy V 6Fn 0 Y Gd I K u Y loL dN2 A DVKuoEog uM1Gj D5E©B 3 wKK 7~mCp f5 uA2 © I Z V JmsiG f JF’LmZ 1 B o 3 T Q Q S ls Rj k7Z 7C ut]b dE X ckMoh 5F Z ZZ Sin u© K cB d TkUVC22 V Qw B 3yDvTC V 

-2Bka4kQhsG fTzWmUOSEad6SBcyKvTngorVQ9ZtOGGs3z-2Bh] 



Add Team@catalogchoice.org to your address book to make sure our email updates land in your inbox 

Catalog Choice & Tr~sted~© 

i.H.i Footer 

Hi amy Kleiss~er 

In order to ensure the long-term sustainability of the Catalog Choice mission and free 

mail preference service, the Catalog Choice Board of Directors is excited to announce 

that TrustedlD has acquired Catalog Choice. 

This is great in so many ways: 

All of the proceeds from the purchase of Catalog Choice will fund a new foundation 

that will provide grants that continue to support our mission to help people reduce 

unwanted mail and save natural resources. 

TrustedlD and Catalog Choice will invest in new products and services fer reducing 

paper waste and protecting your privacy, 

TrustedlD and Catalog Choice together will now provide the nation’s most 

comprehensive identity protection, privacy and junk mail reduction service. 

You can read more abeut the work tile Catalog Choice Board and team have done to 

build tile nation’s best mail preference sePvice en our blog If yeu have any questions, 

please contact us. 

Chuck Te~er Daniel Katz 

President Chairma~ of the Board 

This email is in accordance with the Catalog Choice rerms of Service. 

Catalog Choice 1845 Berkeley Way, Berkeley, CA 94703 ~ 



A four-point model for leading high-performance teams - View web version of this emaih 

Dakota MEP 

What do successful leaders 
understand about running teams 

that failed leaders never get? 

Find the answer for free in the management training video A Four-Point Model for 
Leading High-Performance Teams. 

Here’s the deal: 

A Four-Point Model for Leading High-Performance Teams is an online 
training video that takes just 9 minutes to watch, You can access this 
program immediately and share it with your entire management team with no 
cost or obligation, 

You’ll find the program on the Compliance & Management Rapid Learning 

Center. Click here to start your free trial and qet instant access to the 
"Leadincl Teams" module. The Rapid Learning Center offers a collection of 
concise, high-impact leadership and employment law compliance training 
programs. Your trial gives you unlimited access to the entire site free for 30 
days. 

Request access now and we’ll email you a Username, Password and link to log 
in and check out the "Leading Teams" program - and everything else on the 
site. 

It’s that simple. 

We want you to be the iudge. If you like what you see, great. We’d love to have 
you as a subscriber, if not, no problem. Do nothing and your access will expire 
automatically, or cancel and we’ll stop your trial immediately. 

We hope you enjoy the program ... and your free test drive of the Compliance & 
Management Rapid Learning Center. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn Eckard 

Glenn Eckard, C.O.O. 
Rapid Learning Institute 

Get instant FREE access to A Four Point Model for Leadin~j H~qh-Performance 
Teams and the entire Compliance & Manaqement Rapid Learninq Center. 

Rapid Learning Institute ~ 1510 Chester Pike, Suite 310, Eddystone, PA 19022 ~ 877-792-2172 

To unsubscribe, click here. 





MEMORANDUM 

TO: April Mann 

FROM: Tom Timmermans 

DATE: 

CTOPS Fees Incurred by Student-Athletes 

June 4, 2012 

The Department of Athletics will pay CTOPS fees incurred by the following student-athletes: 

Name Sport DID 



Additionally, the Department of Athletics will pay TSOPS fees incurred by the following 
student-athlete: 

Name Sport PID 

Please bill the Department of Athletics for CTOPS and TSOPS fees incurred by these student- 
athletes at the conclusion of all sessions. I will send updates as they become available. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 



Robert Mercer 
Academic Counselors 



Every mom is proud when her child receives an award in school--but what if 
that award is a "joke" that humiliates your child? R£~d 

Do you trust your extended family members to watch your children? After their baby 
suffered serious head injuries while in the care of her grandmother in 2006, an 
Australian family has successfully sued for negligence. Read 

This video will not only put a big smile on your face, but will send you running for the 
nearest water spray bottle. 

The little girl, 3, was made up to look like Marilyn Monroe for a beauty pageant, and 
told to "shake it" for the camera. F~.~A#..:~:{.q~:#. 

Jason Lee’s funny, lively portraits of his two kids are unlike anything you’ve ever 
seen. You’ll be blown away by the portraits he’s taken of his two girls. Read #4o~e 

For more parenting news and real morn advice, visit 

Does anyone believe that abortion is wrong. Even if the child is so-called._ 

Hi ..well i just had my baby on monday may 28, he is 5 days old today and he... 

What Kinda Meals do your kids/family like as a weekly Favorite? 

My mother won’t let me have my wedding near where I live (8 hours away from... 

E~ Become our fan on Facebook E~ Follow us on Twitter 

Chanae your email settinqs for Circle of Moms. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Moms, click her~e to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Moms is located at 118 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 



Bed Bath & Beyond,~ 

::~I:: SHOP NOW WEDDING & GIFT SHOP FOR 

BEDDING .~.iI BATH "~ KITCHEN i ii.~.ii WINDOW    "~’iI HOME DECOR ii"~ CLEARANCE 

SHEETS :.’~.,; COMFORTERS :.’~.,; DUVETCOVERS :.’~.,; PILLOWS 

DON’T FORGET! IF YOU HAVEN’T ALREADY REDEEMED YOUR OFFER, IT’S WAITING FOR YOU! 20% OFF ONE SINGLE 

ITEM ONLINE OFFER. EXCLUSIVE OFFER FOR THIS EMAIL ADDRESS ONLY. OFFER VALID THRU 6/20/12. SHOP NOW 

A BETTER NIGHT’S SLEEP. NO SWEAT! ENGINEERED TO LETYOU SLEEP MORE COMFORTABLY. Breathes 50% better 
than cotton Wicks away moisture Releases sleep~isturbing heat 

SHOP SHEEX NOW i"~i WATCH VIDEO NOW 

FOUR-WAY STRETCH BREATHABILITY MOISTURE TRANSPORT TEMPERATURE CONTROL DURABILITY SUPERIOR 
FEEL 

FREE STANDARD SHIPPING limited time offer on these select SH EEX items! OFFER VALI D TH RU 6/18/12 

Here’s what usePs say: "Ve~ comfortable for sleeping They don’t move or wrinkle during sleep." - hsb55, CA "These are the best 

sheets ever!" - SKnutson, TX "1 am a ’ hot sleeper’ but since we’ve had these I haven’t woken up covered in sweat" - 

newmexicobob, NM SHEEX~ Pen~ormance Sheet Set 

(Twin Set to California King Set) $15999 - $219.99 FREE SHIPPING WATCH VIDEO NOW 



[~ SHEEXTM Performance Pillowcase (Set of 2) Standard $49.99 [~ SHEEX(m TheraGel Memoi¥ Foam Mattress Topper ,O-win to 

..... King $5999 (Additional Colors Available) FREE SHIPPING ..... California King) $299.99 - $49999 FREE SHIPPING 

SHOP SHEEX NOW 

All products are available on line and may be available in select Bed Bath S Beyond® stores. Products may be ordered in any of our 

stores; shipping fees apply. Prices only apply in contiguous United States 

[~~~ 
~iI ,S, EARC ! .~ii Shop By Brand I ~iii What’s New 

FIND MORE BEYOND THE STORE THOUSANDS OF RUGS SO MANY SIZES AND STYLES, YOU’LL BE FLOORED SHOP 

ONLINE or order in any store 

GIFT CARDS Always the perfect gift. FREE STANDARD 

..... SHIPPING Terms and conditions apply to gift cards. 

]:Ki click here to visit The Wedding & Gift Registry at Bed Bath & 

..... Beyond® fun to register, easy to shop. 

Don’t 

miss out! Please verify or update your email and home addresses so you’ll be sure to get future updates. Click Here. 



................................................................................................................................................ p~omotiono                           ,,. ................................................................................................................................................ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

YOUR TRAINING CALENDAR UPDATE <acton@natsem.com> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 10:13 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

June Trmning SpecM: Save $100! 

TEXYI’.httn 

To view this message in a browser: 
http://ci26.act~ns~ftware c~m/act~dct/2997/s-~8-12~6/Bct/e-~b-~-~4/e-~b-~-~4:9fd3/ct~8 0/1 

VIP: 919-050612-215 

Your Area ]Webi .... ]Training Pass ]Solutions ] Store 
Specials I Guarantee 

http :/i;v’~av.nationalseminarstrainin~. c om/ 

Seminars Coming to Your Area 
Regular 

Price Your 
Price 

---tr><td>---span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>How To Be An Outstanding Communicator<ii></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06/14/12&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www nationalseminarstrainin~.con’~,CheckOut/Stepl.cfrn? 
ht 1845557&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLI~@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://wwwnationalseminarstrainingcon~,events/events.cfrn?ht 1845557&\’ip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAAUNCEI)U">MoreIn]k~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http:/Tima~es ruceci com/emailpdi~/¥PCI.pdl">View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06/~5/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;IIoust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"htN:/Twww.nationalseminarstrainit~g.com/CheckOut/Stepl.cfin?ht 1845559&rip 9190506122140000&1c 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAAUNCEDU">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://wv‘~.nationa~seminarstra~ning.com/events/events.cfm?ht 1845559&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre:~"http://ima;es.ruceci com/emailpd[is/YPCI.pdl~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06/27/l 2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;---a href"http://vavw.nationalseminarstrainin;.com/CheckOut/Stepl cfm? 
h~1845469&Vlp 9190506122140000&ic 25643&~nI~LEISSL[~h?UNC~’L~.UNCEDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/events/eventscfm?ht 1845469&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&emlKLEISSLE(a)UNC~/~.UNC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href’~http:Z/ima~es.ruceci.c~m/emailpdfs/Y~CIpd~’>ViewBrochure</a></td><tdvalign "top">&nbsp;</td>---tdvalign "top" AMGN "CENTER">$179--./td><tdvalign "top" 
ALIGN "CENTER"><b>$79.00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>AdministrativeAssistants 
Conference</i></b>--./span>--.br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06/18/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://wv,~,.nationalsemlnarstrainin~con~,(TheckOut/Stepl cfm?h~1845167&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KI,EISSLE(fr)UNC2~k.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htN://Www.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~myevents/events.c~n?ht 1845167&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KI,EISSLE(h?UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://imagesmcecicom/emailpdgs/AS222.pdP’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~6/2~/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstrainingcom/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1845169&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~L~-NCAA.UNC’.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htVp://w~.nationalserainarstraining.com,’cvents/cvents.cfm’.’ht 1845169&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/images.ruceci.corrgemailpdfs/AS222.pdd">View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" .4LION "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER"><b>$99.00!<ib></td></tr><tr><td><span s~le "font-size:l 3px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Workplace Safety And OSHA 
Corapliance</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06i20/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nb sp ;-&nb sp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htVp ://w~w¢.nationalscminarstrainin¢. corrgCheckOut/Step 1.c fm’.’ht 1845192&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eml KLEIS SLE(~LrNCAA.L2xlC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://ww~v.nati~na~serr~inarstraining.c~rr~events/events.cfrr~?ht 1845192&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE~,,UNCAA.UNC’.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a l-tre~"http://images.ruceci.comicmailpdfs/OSHA.pdf">View Brochure<ia><itd><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER">$199<itd><tdvalign "top" ALIGN "CENTER"><b>$99.00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span s~le "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Managing Multiple 
Projects,Competing Priorities & Tight Dead~ines</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~6/27/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"t~ttp://www.nationalsen~inarstrainin~.cottz/CheckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1845484&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&cml 14LEISSLE(~LrNC.~.L2X!C.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~w¢.nationalseminarstraining. comYeventsievents.cfm?ht 1845484&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eral I4LEIS SLE,@,L2XlCAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.ruceci.com/cmailpdfs/YHOMP.pdi~’>View Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06/29/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"t~ttp ://~’w.nationalserainarstr aining.corr~iCheckOutiStep 1 .cfin? 
ht 1845488&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~L~-NCAA.UN(~’.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htVp://w~.nationalserainarstraining.com,’cvents/cvents.cfm’.’ht 1845488&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/imagesa~aceci.colr~’eraailpdfs/YHOMP.pdP’>View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER"><b>$99.00!<ib></td></tr><tr><td><span s~le "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Essential Coaching & Mentoring 
Skills</i><ib></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/11/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htv~ ://w~w¢.nationalscminarstrainin~. corrgCheckOut/Ste~, 1.c fm’.’ht 1845836&vit~ 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eml KLEIS SLE(f)LrNCAA.L2xlC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<al~re~"httD://~vww.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~r~events/events.cfm?ht 1845836&vi1~ 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~L2qCAA.UNC.EDU">More 

Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ~rtre~"htt~://ima~es.mceci.com/emailr, dfs/YCMSM.odP’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/13/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iwavw.nationalseminarstraining.con~/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1845842&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLF@L2NCAA.UNC.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iww~v.nationalseminarstraining.corrgevents/evcnts.cfm?ht 1845842&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@UNC’AA.LINC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "http://images.ruceci cona/emailpd£s/YCMSM pdf">View ~r~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~8/27/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref "http://www.nationalseminarstramir4z.cowYCheckOut/Stepl.cfm?ht 1846776&:~dp 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@LrNCAAUNCEDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http ://www.nationalsemmarstraining. cowYeventsievents.cfm?ht 1846776&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eml KLEIS SLE @L~NCAA. LVXlt~ .EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ha-el "http://images.ruceci.co~emailpdfsiYCMSM pdt">View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CEN2~R"><b>$99.00’.</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Developing Your Emotional 
Intelligence</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07i12/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp ;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainm~cowdCheckOut/Steplcfm?ht 1845830&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.L~NC.EDU">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref "http://ww~,.nationalsemmarstraining.col~’events/events.cfm?ht 1845830&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@U2X!CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~" http://images mceci.com/emailpdfs/YEMTL.pdI" >View- Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/19/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http :/i;vww.nationalseminarstraining corn/CheckOut/Step 1 .cfm? 
ht 1846209&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLFT@L~It~AA.IYNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iwwwnationalseminarstramingcom/events/events.cfm?ht 1846209&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@LrNCAAUNCEDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "http://images ruceci com/emailpd£s/YEMTL pd~Y’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/2~/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref "http://www.nationalseminarstramir4z.cowYCheckOut/Stepl.cfm?ht 1846208&:~dp 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@LrNCAAUNCEDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http ://www.nationalsemmarstraining. cowYeventsievents.cfm?ht 1846208&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eml KLEIS SLE @L~NCAA. LVXlt~ .EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ha-el "http://images.mceci com/emailpdfs/’~EMTL.pdl">View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CEN2~R"><b>$99.00’.</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Communicating with 
Confidence for Women with Dr. Kim</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/25/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainm~con’dCheckOut/Steplcfm?ht 1846088&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.L~NC.EDU">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref "http://ww~,.nationalsemmarstrainin~.col~’events/events.cfm?ht 1846088&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@U2X!CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://images ruceci corrdemailpd£s/CWC pd~’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/27/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http :/i;vww.nationalseminarstraining corn/CheckOut/Step 1 .cfm? 



ht 1846092&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLt~@UNCAA.1UNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://wwwnationalseminarstrainingcon~,events/events.c]~?ht 1846092&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&era1 KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNC[~I)U">MoreIn]2~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http:i/images.ruceci.com/emailpdfs/CWC.pd[~’>View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" ~IGN "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" 
AMGN "C]~;N~fI~R"><b~$99.00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "~2mt-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Payro[1 
Law</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/26/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H ouston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl.c]~?ht 1845704&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNC[~I)U">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w‘~‘~.nationa~semmarstraming.com/events/events.cfm?ht 1845704&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Inlk~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre:~"http://images.ruceci.com/emailpdfsiPYLAW.pdf">View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08i14/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Waco, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://ua,cw.nationalseminarstraining.com/CheckOut/Stepl cfm? 
ht 1846685&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLF~,@,I~2NCAA.U2x-C.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iwww.nationalsemmarstraming.cor~gevents/evcnts.cfm?ht 1846685&’,~ip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml IZ-2LEISSLE(d~,,UNC~AA.I~rN(2.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images.ruceci.com,~emailpdfs/PYLAW.pdI~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/15/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://~w~v.nati~na~serainars~.amit~g.c~n~2(2heck~ut/Step~.cfm?ht 1846687&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml ~EISSLE~d~,,UNCAA.I~rN(2.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~wz.nationalsemmarstraining. com2event sie-,~ent s.cfrn?ht 1846687&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eral KLEI S SLE ,@J~2",ICAA .UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.ruceci.co~r~emailpdfs/P2ZAYV.pdi~’>View Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/17/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"http ://~’w.nationalserainarstr aining.coraiCheckOutiStep 1 .cfin? 
ht 1846691&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~L~NCAA.UNC~.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htrp://w~.nationalseramarst~aming.cor~,~c’,~ents/cvents.cfm?ht 1846691&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/images.r~ceci.cor~gemailpdfs/PYLAW.pdl">View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" ALIGN "CEN~ER">$199</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER"><b>$99.00!<ib></td></tr><tr><td><span s~le "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Business YVriting & Grammar Skills: 2 
Day</i><ib></span><br >&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/01/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp ;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nb sp ;<a 
hre~"htrp ://w~,,a~z.nationalseminarstrainm~. cor~gCheckO~t/Step 1.cfm?ht 1846339&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eml KLEIS SLE(~I~rNCAA.I~2",IC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://www.nati~na~semmarstraining.c~tr~events/events.cfm?ht 1846339&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&en~l KLEISSLE(~L~(2AA.UNC.EDL-">More 

Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a l~tre~"http://images.l~aceci.cor~geraailpdfs/YGW2.pdf">View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08i13/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Ho~ston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iwavw.nationalseminarstraining.con~/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1846692&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLF~,@,I~2NCAA.U2x-C.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htt~:/iwww.nationalseminarstrainin~.cor~gevents/evcnts.cfm?ht 1846692&’,~i’0 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE~UN(~AA.I~rN(2.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htt~://ima~es.ruceci.con~/emailr~dl’s/YGW2.~dl">View Brochure</a><itd><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN- "CENTER">$299</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>$199.00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Advanced Training for Microso~ 
Excel</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/03/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp ;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nb sp;<a 
hre~"htt~://www.nationalsen~inarstrainin~.cor~/(2heckOutiSte~l.cfm?ht 1846337&vi1~ 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml I~LEISSLE~UNC~.L~!C.EDU">Register 

Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp; <a hre~"http :i/w~,,a~z.nationalsemmarstraining. com2event sie-,~ent s. cfrn?ht 1846337 &rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eral KLEIS SLE@I~2",ICAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.ruceci.con~2emailpdfs/YAEXL.pdP’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09i18i12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Waco, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"http ://~’w.nationalserainarstr aining.coraiCheckOutiStep 1 .cfin? 
ht 1847022&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLF~ISSLE@~U~!CAA.I~rNCEDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://w~.nationalsemmarstraming.con~/events/eventscfrn?ht 1847022&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml~LEISSLE~d)U~-CAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images.ruceci.co~r~emailpd£s/YAEXL.pdt">View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~9/~9/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w~’.nat~na~sen~inars~.ami~.c~Check~ub~Step1.cfm?ht 1847025&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE~d)U~-CAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref’~http://ww~.nati~na~semmarstraining.c~events/events.cfm?ht 1847025&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@I~,2",!CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://images.ruceci.col~’emailpdfsiYAEXL.pdP’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/21/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/i~vww.nationalseminarstrainingcom/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1847029&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE,@L~I(~AA.U~-C.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iwwwnationalsemmarstramingcom/events/events.cfm?ht 1847029&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@I~rNCAAUNCF~DU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://imagesrucecicom/emailpdfs/YAEXL.pdP’>View Brochure<ia></td><tdvalign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$179</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>$79.00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size: 13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Organization Skills for the 
Overwhelmed</i></b><ispan><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/06/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nb sp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp ;<a 
hre~"http://~.nationalseminarstrainm~.con~/CheckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1846451&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLECa)UN(~AAI~,2",!CF~DU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http ://w,~v.nationalsemmarstraining. com/eventsievents.cfm?ht 1846451 &rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eml KLEIS SLE @L~NCAA.UN(~.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://images.rucecicom/emailpdfs/YORGpd~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/08i12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://,a~’w.nationalseminarstraining.comiCheckOutiStepl cfm? 
ht 1846453&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLF~ISSLE@~U~!CAA.I~rNCEDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://w~.nationalsemmarstraming.con~/events/eventscfrn?ht 1846453&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml~LEISSLE~d)U~-CAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images.ruceci.con~/emailpdd’s/YORG.pdl">View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08i24/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp ;&nbsp; <a hre~" http ://w~’.nat~ona lseminarstramiln~. COl~’CheckOut~’Step 1. cfm?ht 1846638&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEIS SLE~d)U~-CAA.UNC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref’~http://ww~.nati~na~semmarstrainin~.c~events/events.cfm?ht 1846638&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@I~,2",!CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://ima~es.ruceci.co~r~emailpd£s/YORG.pdl">View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER">$199<itd><tdvalign "top" ALIGN "CENTER"><b>$99 00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Leadership & Management 
Skills for W~men</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~9/~2/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"ht~p://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl.c]~?ht 1847070&vi~ 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNC[~I)U">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w‘~‘~.nationa~semmarstraming.com/events/events.cfm?ht 1847070&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Inlk~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre:~"http://ima~es.ruceci.com/emai[pdfs/YLSW.pdl~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/14/l 2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl cfm? 
h~1847074&v~p 9190506122140000&ic 25(~3&~n[~L[~ISSL[~UNC~.UNCEDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://www.nationa[semmarstramin~.com/events/eventscfm?ht 1847074&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSI,E(a)IUNC~.UNC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://ima~es.ruceci.com~emailpdfsiYLSW pdl~’>View Brochure</a><itd><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199</td><td va[ign "top" 
ALIGN "(2ENTER"><b>$99.00t</b></td></tr><tr><td><span st?de "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>tIow To Eliminate Unacceptable [~mployee 
Behavior</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/l 7/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~’’http://w‘~‘~.nationa~semmarstrainm~c~n~‘Chec~ut/Step~cfm?h~84813~&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&em[ KI,EISSLE(~r)UNC2~.UNC.EDI~J">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htt~://www.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~m~events/events.c~n?ht 1848131&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&em[ KI,EISSLE(~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://ima~es.ruceci.com~emailpdl~i’~2Z~CDpdl~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/19/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~com/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1848133&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLt~@UNCAA.1UNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://wwwnationalseminarstrainingcon~’events/events.c]~?ht 1848133&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&era1 KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNC[~I)U">MoreIn]2~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http ://images ruceci com/emailpdl~/YKCD pdt~’ > View Brochure</a></td><td va[ign "top" >&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER" >$199</td><td valign "top" 
AMGN "C]~;N~II~R’’><b>$99.00! </b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "~2mt-size: 13px;co[or:#333333;"><b><i>ttow To Manage [~motions & Excel Under 
Pressure</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/27/l 2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Waco, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl.c]~?ht 1847258&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNC[~I)U">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w‘~‘~.nationa~semmarstraming.com/events/events.cfm?ht 1847258&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Inlk~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre:~"http://ima~es.ruceci.com/emai[pdfs/YEMOT pdl~’ >View Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/28/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;ttouston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl cfm? 
h~1847259&v~p 9190506122140000&ic 25(~3&~n[~L[~ISSL[~UNC~.UNCEDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://www.nationa[semmarstraming.com/events/eventscfm?ht 1847259&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSI,E@IUNC~.UNC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "http://images.ruceci.com~emailpdfsiYEMOT.pd?’>View Brochure</a><br~&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~0/23/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://~w~v.nati~na~serainars~.amit~g.c~n~2(2heck~ut/Step~.cfm?ht 1847890&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml ~EISSLE~d~,,UNCAA.I~rN(2.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~wz.nationalsemmarstraining. com2event sie-,~ent s.cfrn?ht 1847890&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eral KLEI S SLE ,@J~2",ICAA .UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.ruceci.cor~/emailpdfs/2~MOT.pdl~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;10/25/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"http ://~’w.nationalserainarstr aining.coraiCheckOutiStep 1 .cfin? 
ht 1847897&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~L~NCAA.UNC~.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htrp://w~.nationalseramarst~aming.cor~,~c’,~ents/cvents.cfm?ht 1847897&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/irnages.mceci.cotr~’emailpdfs/YEMOT.pdP’>View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199<Ad><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER"><b>$99.00!<ib></td></tr><tr><td><span s~le "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Busmess Glan~nar & 



Proofreading</i></b><ispan><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;10/01/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 

href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl.cfrn?ht 1847670&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNC[{DU">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://wv‘~.nationa~seminarstraming.com/eVents/eVents.cfm?ht 1847670&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KI.EISSLEO~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre:~"http:i/ima<es mceci.con~,emailpdfs/VYGPR.pdP’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;10/03i12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://unvw.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl cfm? 
h~1847673&v~p 9190506122140000&ic 25(>43&~nI~L[~ISSL[~UNC~.UNCEDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://wxmv.natinnalseminarstrainin~.com/events/eventscfm?ht 1847673&rip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&emlKLEISSLE(a)UNC./~.UNC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://lmages.ruceci com/emailpdf~/VYGPR.pdlT’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~/26/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~uston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 

&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:t/www.natlonalseminarstraining.com~CheckOut/Stepl.cfm?ht 1847906&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643&eml KLEISSLE@IUNC~.UNC.EDllJ">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/wxwz.nationalseminarstraining. congeventsievents.cfm?ht 1847906&vip 9190506122140000&ic 25643 &eral KLEIS SLE,@J~2"qCAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a t~re~"http://irr~ages.mceci.cor~gemailpdfsiVYGPR.pdf">View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN "CENTER">$199<itd><tdvalign "top" ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>$99.00t</b><itd></tr> 
View- All Local Events 

htep://w~wg.NationalSeminarsTrainin~.con~/ScminarsByState.cfm?eml KLEISSLE(~,LrN-CAA.UNC.EDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 

ht~p://w~a~.mvSTAR~2.c~m~,index.cfn~/ehCheck~ut/i~tmp?em~EISSLE(~‘UNCAA.L~N-C.EDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 

http://images.ruceci.comiSTAR12 PDFiSTAR12 brochure NSG.pdf 

htVp:i/w~a~’.n’~vSTAR12.con’~tour/benefits.cfm?eml KLEISSLE(d},,UNC’AA.UNC.EDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 

Enterprise Learning Solutions 
You can bring an?" one of our skill-building seminars and 
workshops directly into your organization. Our Enterprise 
Learning Solutions makes it easy! 
If you’re interested in bringing training into your 
organization, there’s no better way than through Entel~rise 
Learning Solutions guaranteed! On-site training is one of the 
most cost-effective ways to facilitate your organization’s 
learning and development goals, and we can tailor any program to 
meet your organization’s exact needs. 

Learn more about how you can bring our training into your 
organization. Call 1-800-344-4613, email us, download our 
brochure 
http://images.ruceci. COlr~onsitepd£s/OnSite CTYA060512.pdf 
, or fill out our Information Request Form 

http:/i;vwwnationalseminarstrainin<com/onsiteionsitetramingrequest.cfm?cmp CTYA060512&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.LrNC.EDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 
to find out more. 

Check Out This Popular Program. 

http://ima ges.ruceci com/onsitepdfs/B SBT CTYA060512.pdf 
How to Build Strategic Thinking Skills 
Face career challenges without fear ;vith improved strategic 
thinking, problem solving, and decision-making skills 

Using a strategic approach to problem solving and decision 
making cari help your employees head off problems before they 
arise This Conference will open their minds to a ne;v way of 
thinking when approaching challenges By learning to break down 
situations from a strategic perspective, they’ll identify, 
problem areas, opporttmities, and constraints, allowing them to 
create an effective plan that will ensure positive results. 

Download Brochure 
http:i/ima;es.ruceci com/onsitepdfs/BSBT CTYA060512.pdf 
R equest Information 

http://wwwnat~onalseminarstraiinn~con’b, onsite/onsitetrainin~request.cfm?cmp CTYA060512&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNCF.DI_j&vlp 9190506122150000&IC 25644&OSTC [SSBT 

Upcoming Webinars 

Organizing and Managing Data in Macrosoft Excel 

June 28, 2012 

In one hour, you’ll learn powerful tools and techniques that 
will make how you manage data easier guaranteed! 

Learn More 

http://wxmv.natinnaIseminarstrainin~.com/Events/EventsA\VC.cfrn?en 1843926&tc \’~v~,[~[{OM&eml KLEISSLE~UNCAAUNC.EDI_J&vip 9190506122150000&1C 25644 
Enroll Now 

http://wwwnationalseminarstrainin~.com~WebConferences/enrolhcfin?ht 1843926&era1 KLEISSLE(~UNCAA.UNC.EDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 

Developing Effective Dress (;ode Policies 

June 29, 2012 

In just one hour, you’ll discover ho*v to write, ~mplement, and 
enforce legally sound dress code policies that are fair and 
followed by all your employees! 

Learn More 

http://xa~’w.nationalseminarstrainina.cotr,~/Events/EventsAWC.cfm?cn 1844877&tc WTDCW&eml KLEISSLE(d},,UNC’AA.LrNC.EDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 
Emoll Now 

http:/iww~v.nationalseminarstraining.con’b~WebCortfercnces/enrolhcfm?ht 1844877&eml F.2LEISSLE(d~,,UN(-’AA.UNC.EDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 

Viexv All Wcbinars 



http :~,~w~’.nationalseminar straining, c orn/Rocld~ur st Cotfferences/view titles, c ira ?eral IiLEI S S LE,@JJ ~’NCAA. lJlXIC. EDU&vip 9190506122150000 

Resource Store Specials .. 
2 Audio CDs 
Item No. 145CD4 Money Mastery 

You’ll discover the secrets to creating and keeping more wealth 
by managing the money you already have more effectively. 

List Price: $149 

Your Price: $99 (USD) 

Savings: $50 

Buy Now 

http://w~’w.nati~na1seminarstraining.c~Pr~ducts/Pr~ductGeneratorcfm?~r~ductC~de 145CD4&~ml KLEISSLE@UNCAALrNCEDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 

6-CD Audio Program 
Item No. 4525 The Assertive Way 
This program was designed to alter your mind-set, transform your 
behavior, and tailor your communication style to reflect a more 
confident, self-assured, assertive personality. 

List Price: $89.95 

Your Price: $79.95 (USD) 

Savings: $10.00 

Buy Now 

http:/7w~’w.nati~na1seminarstraining.c~r~ducts/~r~ductGenerat~rcfm?Pr~ductC~de~525&em1 KLEISSLE@Ui’4CAA.UNCEDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 

Visit Our Resource Store 

http://~..nati~na1seminarstrainin~.c~r~Pr~ducts/pr~ducts.cfm?em~LEISSLE@U~-CAA.L~C.EDU&vip 9190506122150000&IC 25644 

100% Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction 
We’re so certain you’ll be delighted with the results of our 
training that ~ve guarantee it 100%. If you’re not completely 
satisfied with the training you receive, we’ll refund every 
penny ufyour enrollment fee. Guaranteed[ 
*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINI~ REGISTRATI(~N BY 06/29/12 REQUIRED 

To receive yuur SPECIAL DISCOI_fNT*, enrull unline, pruviding buth 
your exclusive lntemet (;ode 25644 and V]P #919-050612-215 when 
prompted during registratiun You may pass along this discount 
uffer tu uthers in your organizatiun, thuugh they must use yuur 
Intemet Cude and VIP # and also register unline to receive the 
discount. ~flnis exclusive discount expires 06/29/12. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any uther discount 
offers ur applied to STAR 12 Memberships. Offer excludes seminars 
priced $178 or less 
Company Directury 
CU STON/f[{R SERVICE: Fur questions ur cuncerns regarding seminars, 
conferences ur product orders, please send an email tu uur 
customer service department at cstserv@ruceci cum. 
ON-SITE TRAININ(I: Fur questiuns or cuncerns regarding un-site 
training, please send an email tu our on-site department at 

onsite@ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: Fur questions or cuncems regarding a hotel ur uther 
facility, please send an email to hotels@rucecl cum. 
GEN[{R~I.L INFORMATION : For all uther inquiries, please send an 

email to info@mceci.com 
WEBMAST[{R: I[’yuu are experiencing difficulty viewing yuur 
newsletter or accessing the NationalSeminars Training.corn 
Website, please send an email to webmstr@ruceci.com. 
The purpose of this omail is to make sure you are aware of our 
expanding efforts to meet your needs via our Website. We respect 
your privacy and your preferences for communications of this 
nature. If you’d rather not receive future emails from us, click 
here 

http ://~’w.NationalS eminar sTraining, cor~Ter~ailPreferences, cfm? email KLEIS SLE,@JJlxICAA.UNC.EDU&doc 25644 
to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service 
department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, 
you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 

Copyright (c) 2012 National Seminars Training 
Our address is 6901 W. 63rd St., Overland Park, KS, 66202 

If you do not wish to receive future e-mail, click hote: 
http://ci26.act~ns~ftware.c~m/act~n/ri~;~2997/s-~‘)~8-~2~6/-/e-~b-~-~4:9fd3/e-~b-~-~4/z~ut 

(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.) 





June Training Special! $100 Off Seminars ~�" Nowthrough June 29 (click here for details) 

i.~.i National Semina rs Training 

How To Be At? Outstanding Communicator $179 $79.00! 

06/14/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

06/15/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

06/27/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

A 
dtak#strative Assistants Conference 

06/18/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

06/20/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Warkpiace Safety And OSHA Compltance 
06/20/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Managing MuJtiple Projects, Campeti~g Priorities & Tight Deadlines 

06/27/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

06/29/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Essentia~ Coaching & Mentor#?g SMfls 

07/11/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/13/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/27/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Developing Your Emotiona~ #~te~figence 

07/12/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/19/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/20/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Communicating with Canfide~ce for Women with Dr. 

07/25/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/27/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Payrofl Law 

07/26/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

06/14/12 - Waco, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/15/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/17/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Business Wri#ng & Grammar Skiffs: 2 Day 

08/01/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/13/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Advanced Trah#ng for Microsoft Excei 

08/03/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/16/12 - Waco, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/19/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/21/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Organizadot? SMfls for the Ovetwhehned 

08/06/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/08/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/24/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Leadership & Management Skiffs for Women 

09/12/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/14/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Efimi~ate UnacceptaMe Employee Behavior 

09/17/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/19/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Manage Emotions & Exce! Under Pressure 

09/27/12 - Waco, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/28/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 $99.00! 

$I 99 $99.00! 

$I 99 $99.00! 

$199 $99.00! 

$199 $99.00! 

$199 $99.00! 

$I 99 $99.00! 

$299 $199.00! 

$I 79 $79.00! 

$199 $99.00! 

$199 $99.00! 

$I 99 $99.00! 

$199 $99.00! 



10/23/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

10/25/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Business Grammar & Proofreading 

10/01/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

10/03/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

10/26/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 $99.90! 

View All Local Events 

Unlimited Training for People With Limited Budgets! 

i.~.i Unlimited Seminars ~�¢ Unlimited Webinars ~�¢ Unlim~ed Online Course~ ~�" AND MUCH MORE! 

i~i FOR 12 FULL MONTHS! ONLY $299! 

::~i BUYNOW X VIEW X LEARN MORE! 
BROCHURE 

Forap ...... It .... t all STAR12 has to off ..... for inf .... ti ..... pecial :~:iI STAR12 

discounts For purchase of 10 or more passes call 1~00-258-7246 

You can bring any one of our skill-building seminars and workshops directly into your 

organization. Our Enterprise Learning Solutions makes it easy! 

If you~�T~re interested in bringing training into your organization, there~TMs no better way than through 

Enterprise Learning Solutions ~�" guaranteed! On-site train ing is one of the most cost-effective ways to facilitate 

your organization~�~Ms learning and development goals, and we can tailor any program to meet your 

organization~�ZMs exact needs. 

Learn more about how you can bring our training into your organization. Call t4~00-3444613, email us, 

download our brochure or fill out our Information Request Form to find out more. 

iXi BSBT How to Build Strategic Thinking Skills 
...... Face career challenges without fear with improved strategic thinking, problem 

solving, and decision-making skills. 

Using a strategic approach to problem solving and decision making can help your 

employees head off problems before they arise. This Conference will open their 

minds to a newway of thinking when approaching challenges. By learning to break 

down situations from a strategic perspective, they~�~ill identify problem areas, 

opportunities, and constraints, allowing them to create an effective plan that will 

ensure positive results. 

Download Brochure Request information 

Organizing and .Managing Data in 
Microsoft ExcelA® 

Developing Effective Dress Code Policies 
June 29, 2012 



June 28, 2012 

In one hour, yOU~�TMII learn powerful tools and 

techniques that will make how you manage data 

easier ~�" guaranteed! 

Learn More Enroll Now 

In just one hour, you~�T~ll discover howto write, 

implement, and enforce legally sound dress code 

policies that are fair ~�" and followed ~" by all your 

employees! 

Learn More Enroll Now 

View All Webinars 

2 Audio CDs 

Item No. 145CD4 

Money Mastery 

You~TMII discover the secrets 

to creating and keeping more 

wealth by managing the 

money you already have more 

effectively. 

List Price: $149 

Your Price: $99 (USD) 

Savings: $50 

Learn More Buy Now 

6-CD Audio Program 

Item No. 4525 

The Assertive Way 

This program was designed to 

alter your mind-set, transform 

your behavior, and tailor your 

communication style to reflect a 

more confident, self-assured, 
assertive personality. 

List Price: $89.95 

Your Price: $79.95 (USD) 

Savings: $10,00 

Learn More Buy Now 

Visit Our Resource Store 

100% Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction 
We~TMre so certain you~ll be delighted with the results of our training that we guarantee it 100% If you~�~Mre 

not completely satisfied with the training you receive, we~�~MII refund every penny of your enrollment fee. 

Guaranteed! 

To receive your SPECIAL DISCOUNT*, enroll online, providing both your exclusive Internet Code 25644 and VIP 

#919-050612-215 when prompted during registration You may pass along this discount offer to others in your 

organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register online to receive the discount 

This exclusive discount expires 06/29/12 

*Discount offer cannot be combined wit,e any other discount offers or apptied to STAR12 Memberships. Offer excludes 
seminars priced $178 or tess 

CUSTOMERSERViCE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, 

please send an email to our customer service department at cstserv@ruceci.com. 

ON-SITE TRAI~IN6: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an email to our on- 

site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 

FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an email to 

hotels@ruceci.com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an email to info@ruceci.com. 

WEBIVIASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the NationalSeminars 

Training.corn Website, please send an email to webmstr~_~ruceci.com. 

The purpose of this email is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs via our 

Website We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you~T~d rather not 

receive future emails from us click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 

correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 

6901 W. 63rd Street 

Overland Park, KS 66202 

Cop~vright © 2012 National Seminars Training 

Our address is 6901 W. 63rd St., Overland Park, KS, 66202 

If you do not wish to receive future e-mail, click here. 

(You can al~ send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.) 



Quizzes and t:raining ret:enLion - View the web version of t:his email. 

i,~.~ RLI’s Training & Development Insights 

A free idea service from the Rapid Learning Institute 

Low-stakes quizzes 
boost training retention 

Present low-stakes quizzes during training sessions - 
research shows that quizzes improve later performance on 
testing. In fact, trainees will likely retain material better 
with a quiz than if you simply review material. 

The experiment: Three groups of students were taught 
lessons. One group was given regular, multiple-choice 
quizzes and told their grades would not be affected by 
the quizzes. A second group was given lesson reviews, 
but not quizzes. A third group received neither lesson 
reviews or quizzes. All three groups then received a final 
exam. 

Results= The quiz group scored between five and 12 
percent higher than the other groups. The review group 
finished second. These results were seen across a variety 
of subject matter and final testing formats: essays, short 
answers and multiple choice. 

We learn better when 

training is difficult 

For more ideas on workplace training, check out Rapid Learninq Institute’s Traininq & 
Development Insiqhts blog and start your free subscription. 

Source: Roedinger, H., et al., "Test-enhanced learning in the classroom: Long-term 
improvements from quizzing." Journal of Experimental Psychology: In press. 

Rapid Learning Institute, 2520 Chester Pike, Suite 320, Eddystone, PA 19022 ~ 877-792-2172 

To unsubscfibe, click here. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Frizell, Michael L" <MichaelFrizell@MissouriState.edu> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 10:10 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

2012 NCLCA!LSCHE Website Excellent Awards 

TEXT.htm; image002.jpg; image003:ipg 

[cid:image001 jpg@01 (;[)448[)58310E~N] 

Greetings: 

The 2012 NCLC2~’LSCHE Website Excellence Awards http:i/wwwnclca.or~/websiteawardhtm program is now open! The deadline for submissions is Saturday, June 30, 2012 [changed}. 
Submit your website to Alan.Craig@gpc.edu<mailto:Alan.Crai~(~pc.edu> w~th the following information in the four-line style below: 

Full name of college or university 
Name of learning center 
URL of learning center website 
Name and title of submitter with email address 

Award criteria are located at 
http://www.lsc he.net/reso urces/lc awardsiL SCHEawardCriteria htm 

Websites o17 past winners are listed at 
http://www.nclca.org/websiteaward.htm (first place winners) and 

http://www lsche.net/resources/[c awards/awards.htm 

Presentation of the awards will take place at the 27th Annual NCLCA Conference in Reno, NV. 
http ://www.nclca org/annualconference.htm 

Note: First place ~vim~ers from the past three years (2009/10/11) are ineligible. 

Collegially, 

Alan Craig 
Past President, National College Learning Center Association 
Associate Content Editor, Learning Support Centers in Higher Education 
Interim Director GPC Learning & Tutoring Centers 
Coordinator, Dmm~oody Learning & Tutoring Center 
Georgia Perimeter College 
770-274-5242 
Alan. Cr aig@gp c. edu<mailto:Alan. Craig (d~,,g pc. edu> 

Sent by: 

Michael Frizell 
Director of Student Learning Se~,’ices 
Chair, Staff Senate 
Corresponding Secretary, National College Learning Center Association 

[cid:m~age002.jpg@01CDd48D.58310EE0] 

Contact Information: 

Phone, Bear CLA;V: 417-836-6398 
Phone, Director: 417-836-5(~06 
Office, Dtrector: Meyer Library 112 

National College Learning Center Association (NCLCA) 
Website: http ://www.nclca org 

[cid :nnage003.jpg@01 CD448D.58310EE0] 
ConI)dentialit5’ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

National Seminars <acton@natsem.com> 

Friday, June 8, 2012 11:43 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Get Your Friday Shakm’! 

’IENTI’.httn 

To view this message in a browser: 
http://ci26.act~ns~ftware c~m/act~dct/2997/s-~13-12~6/Bct/e-~2a-~-~13/e-~2a-~-~3:a5~Tct6 0/1 

VIP: 919-080612-209 
Nationa 1SeminarsTraining corn 

http://v‘~vw.Nati~na~SeminarsTrainin~.c~rdindexcfm?err~KLE~SSLE@UNCAA.I~NC.EDU&Vip 919080612209&IC 25646 

$75 Off Seminars! 

Regular 
Price Your 
Price 

<tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>How To Be An Outstanding Communicator<ii></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06/15/12&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://www.nationalseminarstraining.com/CheckOut/Stepl cfm’? 
ht 1845559&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLt~@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://wwwnationalseminarstrainingcon’~,events/events.cfrn?ht 1845559&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNCEI)U">MoreIn]2)</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http:/Tima~es ruceci com/emailpdi~/YPCI.pdl~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06/27/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htt~:/~www.nati~na~seminarstrami~.com/Check~ut/Step1.cfm?ht 1845469&rip 9190806122090000&1c 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNCEDU">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://wv‘~.nationa~semmarstramin~.com/events/events.cfm?ht 1845469&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre:~"http://ima~es.ruceci com/emailpd[~s/YPCI.pdl~’>View Brochure</a></td><tdvalign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIG~"CENTER">$179</td><td 
valign "top" AMGN "CENTF.R"><b>$104 00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Administrative Assistants 
Conference</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06/18/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://wv,~,.nationalsemmarstrainm~con~,(TheckOut/Steplcfm?h~1845167&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&em[ KI,EISSLE(~r)UNC2~.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htt~://Www.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~m~events/events.cfm?ht 1845167&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&em[ KI,EISSLE(~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://ima~esmcecicom/emailpdgs/AS222.pdP’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~6/2~/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;~ustin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~com/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1845169&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLt~@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://wwwnationalseminarstrainin~con’~,events/events.cfrn?ht 1845169&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNCEI)U">MoreIn]2)</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http:i/images.ruceci.com/emailpdfs/AS222.pdl~’>View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN "CEN~II~R"><b>$124.00[</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Workplace Safety And OSHA 
Corapliance</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&r~bsp;&nbsp;&r~bsp;06i20/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nb sp ;-&nb sp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"ht~p://w~wz.nationalseminarstrainin~.corrgCheckOut/Step 1.cfm’.’ht 1845192&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAA.L2xlC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://www.nati~na~semmarstraining.c~r~events/events.cfm?ht 1845192&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~L~CAA.UNC.EDL-">More 

Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ~rtre~"http://images.ruceci.comicmailpdfs/OSHA.pdf">View Brochure<ia><itd><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER">$199<itd><tdvalign "top" ALIGN "CENTER"><b>$124.00!</b></td><itr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Managing Multiple 
Projects,Competing Priorities & Tight Dead~ines</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~6/27/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1845484&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&cml I~LEISSLE(~UNC.~.L2X!C.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~wz.nationalsemmarstraining. comdeventsievents.cfm?ht 1845484&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml I~LEIS SLE,@,L2xlCAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iimages.ruceci.com/cmailpdfs/YHOMP.pdi~’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&r~bsp;~6/29/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;~&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"http ://~’w.nationalserainarstr aining, comiCheckOutiStep l . cfin? 
ht 1845488&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLEt~L~NCAA.UNC.EDL-">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htep://w~.nationalserainars~aming.com,’events/ever~ts.cfm’.’ht 1845488&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~,U2x-CAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/images.mceci.colr~’eraailpdfs/YHOMP.pdi">View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" ALIGN "CEN~ER">$199</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER"><b>$124.00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Essential Coaching & Mentoring 
Skills</i><ib></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/11/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"ht~p://w~wz.nationalseminarstrainin~.corrgCheckOut/Step 1.cfm’.’ht 1845836&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAA.L2xlC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://www.nati~na~semmarstraining.c~r~events/events.cfm?ht 1845836&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~L~CAA.UNC.EDL-">More 

Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ~rtre~"http://ima~es.mceci.com/email~,dfs/YCMSM.pdP’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/13/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"httr~:/iwavw.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Ste~l .cfm? 
ht 1845842&vi1~ 9190806122090000&ic 25646&¢.~1 KLEISSLF~@L_WCAA.U2x-C.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htt,0:/iwww.nationalseminarstrainin~.cor~Jevents/events.cfra?ht 1845842&vi’0 9190806122090000&ic 25646&emlKLEISSLE(~,.UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://ima~es.ruceci.com;email~dfs/YCMSM.pdP’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~8/27/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://~w~av.nati~na~serainarst~ami~g.c~n~Check~ut/Step~.cfm?ht 1846776&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml ~EISSLE@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~wz.nationalsemmarstraining. comdeventsievents.cfm?ht 1846776&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml I~LEIS SLE@L2xlCAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.mceci.cop:demailpdfsiYCMSM.pd~’>View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER">$199</td><tdvahgn "top" ALIGN "CENTE~R"><b>$124.00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Developing Your Emotional 
Intelligence</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07i12/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp ;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://wv,~v.nationalseminarstrainm~corcdCheckOut/Steplcfm?ht 1845830&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.L~NC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref’~http://ww~.nati~na~semmarstraining.c~events/events.cfm?ht 1845830&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE@U2X!CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~" http://images mceci.com/emailpdfs/YEMTL.pdI" >View- Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/19/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http :/i~vww.nationalseminarstraining corn/CheckOut/Step 1 .cfm? 
ht 1846209&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE,@UNCAA.U2x-C.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iwwwnationalseminarstramingcom/events/events.cfm?ht 1846209&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAAUNCF~DU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "http://images ruceci com/emailpdl’s/YEMTL pd~?’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/2~/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref "http://v,~vw.nationalseminarstramir4z.corrdCheckOut/Stepl.cfm?ht 1846208&:~dp 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml ILLEISSLE@UNCAAUNCEDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http ://wv,~v.nationalsemmarstraining. corrdeventsievents.cfm?ht 1846208&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEIS SLE @L~NCAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://images.mcecicom/emailpdfs/~ZMTL.pdl">View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER">$199</td><tdvahgn "top" ALIGN "CENTE~R"><b>$124.00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Cormnunicatmg with 
Confidence for Women with Dr. Kim</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/25/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://wv,~v.nationalseminarstrainm~corcdCheckOut/Steplcfm?ht 1846088&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.L~NC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref’~http://ww~.nati~na~semmarstraining.c~events/events.cfm?ht 1846088&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE@U2X!CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://images ruceci com/emailpd£s/CWC pd~?’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/27/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http :/i~vww.nationalseminarstraining corn/CheckOut/Step 1 .cfm? 
ht 1846092&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE,@UNCAA.U2x-C.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iwwwnationalseminarstramingcom/events/events.cfm?ht 1846092&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAAUNCEDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "http://ima~es.mceci.co~rdemailpdfsiCWC.pdl">View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199<itd><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>$124.00!</b></td></tr><tr><td><spanstyle "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Payroll 



href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.cum/CheckOut/Stepl.cfrn?ht 1845704&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNCEI)U">Register 
Nuw</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://wv#~.natiuna~seminarstraming.cum/events/events.cfm?ht 1845704&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre:~"http://ima~es.ruceci.com/emailpdd’siPYLAW.pdP’>View Bruchure‘‘‘/a>‘‘‘br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~8/~4/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Wac~, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;---a href"http://vavw.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl cfm? 
h~1846685&v~p 9190806122090000&ic 25(>46&~cnI~LEISSL[~h)UNCAA.UNCEDU">Register Nuw<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://www.natiunalseminarstrainin~.cum/events/eventscfm?ht 1846685&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSI,Efa)UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Mure Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://images.ruceci.con~,emailpdfs/PYLAW.pcW >View Bruchure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/15/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 

&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:~/www.natlunalseminarstraining.comYCheckOut/Stepl.cfm?ht 1846687&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~w¢.nationalseminarstraining. con,Jeventsievents.cfm?ht 1846687&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&oral KLEIS SLE,@,Io2qCAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iimages.ruceci.con’~emailpdfs/P2~AYV.pdi~’>View Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/17/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"http ://~’w.nationalserninarstr aining.coraiCheckOutiStep 1 .cfin? 
ht 1846691&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLEt~L~-NCAA.UNC’.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://w,a~.nationalserninarstraining.com,’cvents/cvents.cfm?ht 1846691&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/images.ruceci.corrgemailpdfs/PYLAW.pdI">View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" ALIGN "CEN’FER">$199</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER"><b>$124.00[</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size: 13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Business Writing & Grarrm~ar Skills: 2 
Day</i><ib></span><br >&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/01/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp ;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nb sp ;<a 
hre~"http://w~w¢.nationalseminarstrainin¢.corrgCheckOut/Step 1.cfm?ht 1846339&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAA.U2qC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://~vww.nati~na~seminarstraining.c~n~events/events.cfm?ht 1846339&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml IZLEISSLE(~L2qCAA.UNC.EDL-">More 

Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a l’tre~"http://images.l~aceci.corrgernailpdfs/YOW2.pdf">Vie~v Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08i13/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iwww.nationalseminarstraining.com/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1846692&vip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&~1 KLEISSLF,,@,Io2NCAA.LYNC.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iww~v.nationalseminarstraining.corrgevents/evcnts.cfm?ht 1846692&rip 9190806122090000&ic 25646&eml KLEISSLE(d~,,UNT’AA.LEqC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images.ruceci.com/emailpdd’s/YOW2.pdd">Vie~v Brochure</a><itd><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN- "CENTER">$299</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN "CEN~FER’’><b>$224.00! </b></tc.L~</tr> 
Click here to see events in yo~tr area 

htt,0://www.NationalSeminarsTrair~in~.corr~Semir~arsBvState.cfm?cral ~EISSLE~UN(-’AA.UNC.EDL-&vio 9190806122090000&IC 25646 

htt~://~w~wanvSTAR~2.c~n~/index.cfm/~hCheck~ub~ium~?en~KLEISSLE(~L~NCAA.UNC.EDU&vi~ 9190806122090000&IC 25646 

http:i/images.ruceci.com/STAR12 PDF/STAR12broch~treNSG.pdf 

http://~wcwanySTAR12.con>’tour/benefits.cfm?eml KLEISSLE@LYNCAA.UNC.EDU&vip 9190806122090000&IC 25646 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ON~,IN~E REGISTRATION B Y 06/15/12 REQU]RED 

To receive your Special Discount*, erccoll online and provide 
both your exclusive Internet Code 25646 and VIP #919-080612-209 
when prompted during registration. You may pass along this 
discount offer to others in your organization, though the), must 
use your Internet Code and VLD # and also register online to 
receive the discount. This exclusive discount expires 06/15/12 

*Discount offer caunot be combined with any other discount 
offers or applied to STAR12 Memberships. Offer excludes seminars 
priced $178 or less 
Company Director?, 
CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, 
conferences or product orders, please send an email to our 
customer service department at cstserv@ruceci corn. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site 
training, please send an email to our on-site department at 

onsite@ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other 
facility, please send an email to hotels@ruceci corn. 
GENERAL INTOP, MATION : For all ofl~er inquiries, please send an 

email to info@mceci.com 
WEBMASTER: I_t’yuu are experiencing difficulty viewing yuur 
newsletter or accessing the NatiunaISeminarsTraining.cum 
Website, please send an email to webmstr@ruceci.cum 
’]?he purpuse of this email is to make sure you are aware of our 
expanding efforts tu meet yuur needs via uur Website. We respect 
yuur privacy and yuur preferences for communications of this 
nature. Ifyou[21d rather nut receive fature emails from us, click 
here 

to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling uur customer sep¢ice 
department at 1-800-258-7246 For any written currespundence, 
you may contact us at: 

Ruckhurst University Cuntinuing Education (;enter, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Pail;, KS 66202 

Copyright (c) 2012 Natiuna[ Seminars Training 
Our address is 6901 W 63rd St, Overland Park, KS, 66202 

lfyuu do not wish tu receive future e-mail, click here: 
http://ci26.act~ns~ftware.c~rr~act~n/ri~2997/s-~3-~2~6/-/e-~2a-~-~3:a5~7/e-~2a-~-~3/z~ut 

(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.) 



NationalSeminarsTraininq.com 

$75 Off Seminars! 

i.~.i Get Your Friday Shaking�TM with $75 Off Seminars! (click for details) 

Hew Te Be A~} Outst~nding Cen~n~#~icator $179 $104.00! 

06/15/12 = Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

06/27/12 - Houston, TX - Re#ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Administrative Ass.~star}ts Conferet~ce 

06/18/12 - Houston, TX - Re#ister Now More Info View Brochure 

06i20/12 = Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Workplace Safety And O$HA Comp~’iat}ce 
06/20/12 = Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

06i27/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

06/29/12 - Houston, TX - Re#ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Esset)tia~ Coaching & Mentoring $kflls 

07/11/12 - Austin, TX - Rqqister Now More Info View Brochure 

07i13/12 - Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/27/12 - Houston, TX - Re#ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Develep#)g Your Eme#enal Inte,qigence 

07/12/12 - Houston, TX - Re#ister Now More Info View Brochure 

07i19/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/20/12 - Houston, TX - Re#ister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/26/12 - Austin, T× - Reflister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/27/12 - Houston, T× - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

Payrefl Law 

07/26/12 = Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/14/12 - Waco, TX - Reclister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/15/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/17/12 - Houston, TX - Re#ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Bus#tess Wri#ng & Grammar Skiffs: 2 Day 

08/01/12 - Houston, TX - Re#ister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/13/12 - Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 $124.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$199 $124.00! 

$299 $224.00! 

Click here to see events in your area 

Unlimited Training for People With Limited Budgets! 



i.~.i Unlimited Seminars ~�¢ Unlimited Webinars ~�¢ Unlim~ed Online Course~ ~�" AND MUCH MORE! 

:::~:: FOR 12 FULL MONTHS! ONLY $299! 

i~i BUYNOW X VIEW X LEARN MORE! 
BROCHURE 

Forap ...... It .... t all STAR12 has to off ..... for inf .... ti ..... pecial :~:iI STAR12 

discounts For purchase of 10 or more passes call 1<g00-258-7246 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY 06/15/12 REQUIRED 

To receive your Special Discount*, enroll online and provide both your exclusive Internet Code 25646 and VIP 

#919-080612-209 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your 

organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VlP # and also register online to receive the discount 

This exclusive discount expires 06/15/12. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers or applied to STARf2 Memberships Offer excludes seminars 
priced Sf 78 or less. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMERSERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, 

please send an email to our customer service department at cstserv~,ruceci.com. 

ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an email to our on- 

site department at onsite~,,ruceci.com. 

FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an email to 

hotels@ruceci.com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an email to info(~ruceci.com 

WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 

NationalSeminarsTraining.com Website, please send an email to webmstr~,ruceci.com 

The purpose of this email is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs via our 

Website We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature, If yOU~I~TMd rather not 

receive future emails from us, click here to unsubscribe 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 

correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 

6901 W. 63rd Street 

Overland Park, KS 66202 

Copyright ¢’) 2012 National Seminars Training 

Our address is 6901 W. 63rd St., Overland Park, KS, 66202 

If you do not wish to receive future e-mail, click here. 

(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.) 



Free shipping on over 10,000 items!* 

iXi footlocker corn VIP Log-in Mobile 

View Online View on Mobile 

LockerI          Shoe       Shoes,          SheI       Shoes,       Store Locater 

i.~.i Footlocker corn Free Shipping 

::X:: ASICS Colors That Run 

i.~.il ASICS Clothing Running the City 

::X:: Jorda ::X:: Nike 

n Shop 

Shoe 

::~:: Contact Us 

adida adidas 

s Shoes, 

Origin Clothin 

ii~iI Foot Locker 

Unlocked 

ASICS ~:~:: Reebok ::~:: PUMA 

Shoes, Shoes, Shoes 

Clothing Clothing , 

ii~iI VIP Mobile F .... d 

New ~i Timberla n 
Bala d Boots, 
nce Shoes 

.~i Win Daily Prizes 

More 

Brands 

*Offer valid only on eligible items¯ Eligible items will indicate "this item ships FREE" in blue type on the product’s description page¯ Items in your cart 

that are not eligible are subject to shipping charges Shipping will be automatically deducted at checkout. Valid only at footlocker.com. Offer is 

limited to standard delivery within the 48 contiguous United States and APO/FPO addresses. Excludes bulk orders and drop ships. Entire order must 

ship to a single address Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be combined with any other offer Customer is responsible for 

shipping costs on returned merchandise. May not be used toward purchase of gift cards or team orders. Promotion may be modified or terminated at 

any time Certain restrictions and exclusions may apply. 

To keep getting Foot Locker newsletters, 

add "[ootlocker@e footlocker.com" to your email address book¯ 

This email was sent to kleissle@email unc.edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click here. 



To contact customer service, �mail us at customercare@footlocker.corn. 

View our Privacy Policy. 



When we heard that a new mom in Phoenix, AZ, had left her infant son strapped in 
a car seat on her car roof and driven off, we assumed her sleep-deprivation was to 

blame, but it turned out to be something else entirely. ~.&&#...[@.~£& 

Can you imagine getting handcuffed at your child’s graduation_for cheering? 

Tyler Sullivan, an 1 1-year-old in Minnesota, just submitted the most unusual school excuse 
note we’ve ever heard about to his fifth grade teacher. 

Jason Lee’s funny, lively portraits of his two kids are unlike anything you’ve ever seen. 
You’ll be blown away by the portraits he’s taken of his two girls. Resd ~o~e 

your little girl as adorable as the famous Little Miss Coppertone? 

For more parenting news and real mom advice, visit 

It’s a great place to find recipes your family will love and to share 

your own favorites with other moms. 

Welcome to Ci~cle of 

My sister has gone through relationships that didn’t work, due to men having... 

I am a newly christian mommy, me and my now fiance are learning to Ilive for... 

been off work for on stress leave for almost a year now. I was bullied... 

My 2yr old refuses to sleep in her bed. She wants to sleep between mummy and... 

I~] Become our fan on Facebook [~ Follow us on Twitter 

Chanqe your email settings for Circle of Morns. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Moms, click her~e to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Morns is located at 118 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suh.iect: 

Attach: 

"Carnegie Learning" <bounce@casnegieleaming.com> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 6:24 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

30 Days to Register: 2012 National Math Institate 

’I~37I’.httn 

To view this email as a web page, go to the following address: http://leads.camegielearning com/index.php/email/emailWebview?mkt tok 3Rld~iIV~lW~¢,rJ~9~vsRonvq% 

2FlZKXoniHpfsX57OUqXKK%2F1MI%2FOER3fOvrPUfGiI4ATIVIJmI%2F@AzICFpZo2FFbG%2FKbe YdJ%2F%2F1YC108UTX4 

DOS?T IVIISS A BEAT! 
Register Now- for the National Math Institute 

’]7he National Math Institute is only one month away - mark your calendar for this can’t-miss event[ 

Join your Carnegie Learning colleagues :[’or this exciting professional learning event featuring five keynote speakers and over 20 informative, hands-on sessions. 

Attend the Institute to develop: 

- Mathematics content knowledge to support individual student learning 

- Expertise in implementing a successful CCSS-based, student-centered classroom 

- A network of colleagues to share best practices and innovative classroom ideas 

Whether you are a new to the Carnegie Learning curricula or a seasoned pro, we have a track lk~r you! View NMI Agenda Here! 
nmi.camegieleaming.com 

Questions? Contact us at nmi@camegieleaming.com 
Visit the NMI website at nmi carnegieleaming.com 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, go to the following link to unsubscribe: http://leads.carnegielearning com/UnsubscribePage.html? 
mkt unsubscribe 1 &mkt 2tok 3 RkMMJ\"v%VI’[~" 9ws Ronvq %2F IZKX onjHp fsX 57OUqXKK%2 FIMI%2FOER 3 fOvr PU fGi I4ATMJmI%2FqLA z[CI:pZo2FFbG%2FKbeYdJ%2F%2FIYCIO8 UTX4. 



To view this email as a web page, click here 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Jnne 11, 2012 8:50 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Reminder: send ont TIMS renlinder @ Mort Jun 11 9ran - 9:30aln (Tutors/Mentors) 

TEXT.hm~ 

more details [5]<https:i/www.voogle corn/calendar/event? 
action VIEW&eid cHJk~Td~bTBvYnQ4b~[~2MG8xcXZw~Tk~NThfMiAxM~A2MTFUM’~VIwMDAwWiA2dHJmaW~2~GtnM.]7VkN~k4ZWkybihxdiI3Z~Bn> 
send out TIMS reminder 
When 

Mi)n 2run 1 1 9am [5] 9:30aro Eastern Time 
Calendar 

Tutors/Mentors 
Who 

[51 
kieiss{e@emaihunc.edu - creator 

Invitation li*om Google Calendar<https://www.~oo~ie.com/calendar/> 

You are receiving this email at the account kleissle@email unc.edu because you set a reminder ]2~r this event on the calendar Tutors/Mentors. 

You can change yottr reminders :[’or specific events in the event details page in ~s:i/www.aoo~lecom/calendar/. 



send out T~MS reminder more details 

C::~~d~~ Tutors/Mentors 

kle~ss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



A grandfather who was browsing in the children’s section of a Barnes & Noble 
bookstore was asked to leave the store because another customer found his presence 
there suspicious. ~.~.~.~’~..[Y~.9.D~ 

A popular brand of high chair has been recalled after reports of children falling. 

As scary as this story is, it has a happy and amazing ending. 

Hundreds of students donned tanks tops and roled-up shorts to participate in the protest, 
which they dubbed "Slutty Wednesday." Ftead l’~iore 

When we heard that a new mom in Phoenix, AZ, had left her infant son strapped in a car 
seat on her car roof and driven off, we assumed her sleep-deprivation was to blame, but it 
turned out to be something else entirely. Rea~ I40re 

Ct--~÷¢k O~.~t Ou~~ Reci[#÷ Swa# 
It’s a great place to find recipes your family will love and to share 

your own favorites with other morns. 

Welcor~e to Oitcle of 

I am trying to gain weight but its not working. Does anyone have any tips to... 

can’t seem to figure out the best schedule for my 3 month old, he takes a... 

He is a big boy, at least 25 inches long. 

I~] Become our fan on Facebook ~ Follow us on Twitter 

Chanqe your email settings for Circle of Morns. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Moms, click her~e to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Morns is located at ! 18 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mouut Holyoke College, Office of Commuuicalions" <mhc2003@mtholyoke.edu> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 4:47 PM 

Amy Byrne Kleissler <klei ssle@email.unc.edtr~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

MHC Today: Special Edition 6.11.12 

TEXT.htm 

If you are having trouble viewing this message, see it in your br~wser<http~//c~icks.~toextin~uishercom/~reView/?c=8~65&~=626&p=6~77db9f7343d85c~ 856103cSc7067be&> 

[MHC Today - Connecting you with the news and events at Mount Holyoke College]<http:i/clicks ~otoextin~uisher.com/trkr/? 

c 8165&~ 626&u 938aTe7caa5d6651ea4d3ae28c26aa9d&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

June 11, 2012 [:teed] <http://clicksgotoextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 626&u 3c9af531d7b070880dffb5c3914b2eSf&p 6077db917343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> 

<ht~p://clicksgotoextin~uisher.com/trkr/?c 8165&~ 626&u a3c5c730103191682e4c3878fc88f52c&p 6077db917343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [youmbe] 

<http://clicks.~otoextinguisher.comJtrkr/?c 8165&~ 626&u 112~65fc54518f10280f5c5a755aldle1&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [~vitter] 

<http://clicks.~otoextin~uisher.comArkr/?c 8165&~ 626&u 78aa97ca4b275d783fd502743debd20c&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t 1> [facebook] 

<http://clicks.gotoextin~uishercomJtrkr/?c 8165&g 626&u d6831176eb52ed87f7a32ca33166a4b5&p 6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&~l> 

[flickr] 

Special Edition 

PasquereHa Bei~ing Interview to Be Webcast<http:/iclicks.gotoextin~uisher.comArkr/? 

c=8165&g=626&u= 11289db3d9b9addae67e2f815d0494ac&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103c 8c7067be&q=feature link&t=l > 

As part of this monthliils trip to China and Korea, President Lynn PasquereHa will be interviewed at the Be[iing America (;enter J2~r a live June 12 webcast. 

See more news from MHC<http:i/clicks.gotoextinguisher.corrdtrkri?c=8165&g=626&u=dc 12668a264d95c 1812e0eb 1499e0717&p=6077dbgf7343d85c 1856103cScT067be&t= 1 > 

[Mount Holyoke College] <http ://clicks.gotoextinguisher. com,’trkri?c=8165&~=626&u=27c02e014bd04eeb866529b01914d00e&p=6077db9f7343d85c 1856103c 8c7067be&t= 1 > 
Copyright ~ .01 ~ Mount Holyoke College. MHC Today is published by the Office of Corcanunications. 

[http:~,’clicks.gotoextinguisher.corrdo/?c 8165&p 6077dbgf7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&t l&g 626] 
This message sent to kleissle@email.unc.edu by rahc2003@mtholyoke.edu. 
Mount Holyoke College, Office of Communications 
50 College St. 
South Hadley, MA 01075 

You opted in to this list from: Mount Holyoke College 
Unsubscribe<http:i/clicks.~otoextin~uisher.corrgmana~e/’.’~=626&c=8165&p=6077db9f7343d85c1856103cSc7067be&l=0&> 





LETTER FROM THE CO-FOUNDER 

It’s SUMMER!!!!! The ocean is glittering outside rny office 
window and Cosmo, our cute new puppy is begging for a 
walk on the beach...all around me I see Co-Active in action. 
It is in the waves as they break on the shore, carving and re- 
shaping the shoreline, ~t’s ~r~ the trees below our house, 
breaking apad the rocks as they seek moislure, It is in the 
soil as it y~elds to the trees, holdh~g them firmly ~n the 
ground and providing nourishment, 

So what is the definition of Co-Active? Over the years, we 
have resisted the many requests to create a definition of 
Active because we didn’t want to create something 
dogmatic, However, through an iterative process that began 
with the Co-Active Summit back in February of 18st year and 
out of many convocations w~th our amazing CTI community, 
I feel we have a[r~ved at a definffion tha~ is simple and yet 
broad enough to ~present Co-Active appropriately. 

LETTER FROM THE CO-FOUNDER 

CO-AC-rIVE NETWORK NEWS 

C]-I CHAIRMAN WRITES BOOK 

NEW COURSES, NEW LOCATIONS 

PUT CO-ACTIVE THINKPAL ON YOUR 

WEBSITE 

GLOBAL CO-ACTIVE SUMMIT VENUE 

CHOSEN 

MEET THE NEW CO-ACTIVE MODEL 

WORKSHOPS 

UPDATE: THE LEADERSHIP CIRCLE 

PROFILE 

CONSCIOUS BUSINESS SUMMIT 

NEW TO CTI? 

ABOUT CO-ACTIVE GLOBAL NEWS 

Basically, Co-Active represents the paradoxical balance between two 
pdmary energies of lile: 
Co: Relationship, holding, space, BEING 

Hyphen: Non-duality, PARADOX 
Active: Action, certainty, clarity, DOING 

We are always in this balance and olten we are far out of balance. In some 
cases, we are far over on the "Co" side. This is a place where we are not 
able to fully bring our ideas into reality and where we can’t quite find clear 
boundaries. Sometimes we are backing away from our purpose and flom 
the courage that it takes to act. Other times we are being "co" dependent .... 
so focused on relationship and what others think that we lose our sense of 
self and right action. 

Other times we swing far over onto the "Active" side, running like hamsters on a wheel, frantically 
dominated by our ’1o do" list and yet disconnected from any sense of meaning or relationship. This is 
often a hallmark of large organizations, where focus can be on results at all costs and our 

interconnectedness is sometimes pushed aside for profit. 

The pad of Ce-Active that makes it so dynamic and alive is not the "Co" er the "Active". It’s the hyphen in 
the middle. The paradex. The "beth and" rather than the "either/or". 

We human beings are not very good at paradox...we so want to know, to succeed and have it all figured 
ouL Yet, it is the embracing ol this paradoxical dance between doing and being that is the key to 
mastery. It is only when we can embrace paradox that we are truly open to the Mystery and the larger 
creativity and expansion that is a hallmark of mastery. 

It’s #nportant to use all aspects of the Co-Active Model...to stand Iirrrfly on the cornerstones, to stay 
curious, to listen deeply, te choose which of our internal voices we want te follow, to open to our intuitien, 
to trust that in every moment we are both deepening the learning and fo~varding the action. 

I rernember hearing my brother in law Pat Carrington house say a Iew months ago that the most powerful 
choice a human being can make is whether the universe is a friendly place...whether or not to trust life. 
For me this dance of Co-Active is about trusting life and surrendering to both the known and the 

unknown. 

wish for you a magical summer of dancing in the paradox and the balance of Co-Active! 

Lots of love, 

Karen Kimsey-House 
CTI CEO and Co-founder 



CO-ACTIVE NETWORK NEWS 

No I~lail, No Hassle 

This is the season of sumrrrer travels and 1:he inevitable full email in--box upon return. The Co-Active Neh~ork 

doesn’t haw~ 1:o add to your burden Did you know there is a handy tool inside "Manage Account" that temporarily 

halts delive~ of the Dally Digest from all your Co-Active Nehvork communities with a couple mouse clicks? 

Yep~ there is a feature called "No Mail" to use while you’re away. Simply go to "Manage Account" and select the 

box "No Mail" and SAVE your changes I recommend that at the same time you halt Daily Digest delivery, you set 

yourself a reminder in your calendar to trigger you ~o reset your accounl: ~o recewe emails again upon your 

retu rn. 

How handy is that tip? All your other automated email deliveries may pile up in your in-box, but the Co-Active 

Network doesn’t have to add to your burden. 

Let me know if there is something on the Co-Active Network you’d like to learn more about 

Warmly, 

Marcia Norris, Co.-Active Network L_iaison 

networksu ppoR@thecoach es corn 

UPCOMING MAIN COMMUNI~ EVENTS: 

COACHES AND SCOWL CHANGE: THE NEW WAVE 

WEDNESDAY JUNE 27, 2012 - !0:00 AM PDT/ !:00 PM EDTi 17:00 GMT 

Find inspiration for your world-changing desires, identify new resources to help implement your changemaking 

goals, and discover others who are on the same path. You’ll recognize ways of building a better world that 

you’re aheady practicing, find new approaches you haw~n’t yel: [ried, and learn how to get s[arted doing more 

changemaking of your own. With C.J. Hayden, author of Get Cfieots NotYf and the new book 50 ~ays Coaches 

.~__~b_~_t_~&_kt~dd~. 

WHY YOU CAN’T SELL COACHING 

, HURSDAY JULY !2, 20t2 = 1:00 PM PD /4:00 PM EDT/20:O0 GMT 

The misl:ake many coaches rnake is talking about coaching, ral:her than addressing their prospects’ deep 

urgent desire. CTI faculty members David ~la Skibbins will presen~ Tt~e Coaching Investrnent Cycle. 

This four stage model will help you address the potential client’s deep urgent desire for a specific result. Learn 

to focus and refine your marketing effoAs and get newclients Free. 

SHANE~USTERS: STARVING TH~ SABOTEUR 

, UESDAYAUGUS, 7, 20~2 --- t0:00 AM PD, / ~.’00 PM EDT/t7:00 GMT 

The saboteur is ~he raw)nous enemy o~ our success and shame is its’ afl-y( u-can-eat #uffet Often 

unrecognized, shame is experienced by everyone and each of us has unique shame triggers By recognizing 

our shame triggers and building our resilience to shame, we sta~e the saboteur and grow our "shame-buster" 

muscle. Learn a new tool you can use with your clients to identify shame triggers, deprive the saboteur of 

nourishment With CPCCs Alison Guinasso and Sally-Jo O’Brien Free. 

I[ you have questions on a Co-Active Nel:work l:echnical issue or comments on ol:her Network topics, please 

email networksu ppo~(~thecoaches.com 

CTI CHAIRMAN V~ITES BOOK 

Chairman of CTI and a popular Stanford University lecturer, Shirzad 

Chamine’s groundbreaking research exposes l:en well-disguised mental 

Saboteurs. With Posi#ve Intelligence, you can learn the secreL 1:o defeating 

these internal foes F ositive Intelligence (F Q)SM measures the percentage 

of time your mind is seP#ing you as opposed to sabotaging you. While your 

IQ and EQ (emotional intelligence) contribute ~o your maximum pol:ential, it is 

your FQ that determines how much of that potential you actually achieve 

The great news is that you can improve your PQ significantly in as little as 21 

days. With higher PQ, teams and professionals ranging from leaders to 

salespeople pe~orm 30 to 35 percent better on average. ImpoRantly, they 

also reporl: being far happier and less stressed. The breakthrough tools and 

techniques in this book have been refined over years of coaching hundreds 

of CEOs and their executive teams Shirzad tells many of their remarkable 

untapped powers of your mind. 



Identify and conquer your top Saboteurs Common Saboteurs include the Judge, Controller, Victim. 

Avoider, and Pleaser. 

Measure the Pesitiw; Intelligence sc.ere (PQ) for yeurself or your team----and see hew close yeu c’ome te 

the critical tipping point required for peak performance. 

ncrease PQ dramatically in as little as 21 days 

Develep new brain "muscles," and access 5 untapped powers with energizing mental "power games." 

Apply PQ tools and techniques to increase both performance and fulfillment. Applications include team 

building, mastering workload, working with ’difficult" people, improving work’life balance, reducing 

stress, and selling and persuading. 

Te learn mere about Shirzad and his worl<, read his Transforum pest Lifted "How the Ce..AcLiw~ Way Has 

Chan_cledM,t Life[" 

_1"__99 

NEW COURSES, NEW LOCATIONS 

English=speaking Leadership Program in Japan 

CTI will be running a uniquely focused English-based Leadership Program in Japan =n support of Chinese 

participants who have taken our work in China and want to qualify to be leaders for CTI ]here will be seats 

available for participants from outside of mainland China. The location for the program is near Mount Fuji, it=s 

beautiful, the food is great arid the leaders are the incredible Henry Kirnsey-Heuse and wonderful Jeff 

Jacobson. If this is of interest to you, the retreat dates for the program are: 

RI~ August 20th-25th, 2012 

R2= October 26th-31th, 2012 

R3= January 25th-29th, 2013 

R4= March 27th-31st. 2013 

Centact a Program Advisor at 415-451-6000 optJen 3 er 800-691-6008 optkm 3 te register er learn rrlere You 

can also email info@thecoaches corn 

Co-Active Courses Now Availal~le in Hawaii 

There’s a sparkle about the islands that attracts people from all over the world. As we work to determine the 

best Hawaiian Iocatien for CTI 1:o offer c.each trainirlg, we will be hek~ing fundamentak% courses late this 

summer and early fall on three islands: the big island of Hawaii. Oahu~ and Maul 

The upceming Fundamentals dates and lecations are: 

~, Kona HI I August 10-12, 2012 

¯ Honolulu HI I September 14-16, 2012 

¯ Wailea HI I September 21.-23. 2012 

A full curriculum series is scheduled to follow these fundamentals. Please contact CTI for dates. 

Contact a Program Advisor at 415-451-6000 option 3 or 800-691-6008 option 3 to register or learn more. You 

can also email info@thecoaches com. 

Executive Coaching Program 

Designed fer c’oaches wanting 1:o step up from coac’hing rrfidd]e managers te ceaching in the C.-Suite, the 

Executive Coaching Program will prepare you to stand toe-to-toe with an executive We’ve teamed an active, 

high-level CEO with a senior CTI faculty member who focuses on corporate engagements to help you break 

into the executive suite. If you are serious about coaching executives at a high level, this workshop presents a 

not-to-Lie-missed epporl:uniLy. 

Prerequisites R)r this course are: CPCC sLatus and previeus experience werking in organizatiens arid 

experience coaching managers or above. The pilot program will be held in San Rafael, CA on August 8-9, 2012 
Visit the _E__’_x__e___c__u__t_i_v__e____(=~g_a__£_h_i__n_.cJ___P___r_q~q_r_&_m_" webpage for detailed information and to listen to a short audio 

about what the co-leaders have planned for you if you attend. 

Contact a Program Advisor at 415-451-6000 option 3 or 800-691-6008 option 3 to register or learn more. You 

c’an alse email infe(@,thec’oaches.cerrl. 

PUT CO-ACTIVE THINKPAL ON YOUR WEBSITE 

Co-Active coaching is becoming more accessible. Recently, CTI rolled out ~_o__:__A__c__t_i_’~_e____T__h_i_n___k__P___a_J, a brand-new 

app fer the srnart phene/iPad/preferred devic’e, which giw.~s you arl up--te.-the-rrlinute way te engage people in 

cenw~rsaLion about Lhe Co-Actiw~ Way, c’oaching or just powerful questk)ns You can use it te engage with 

people not inclined to coaching. Or try it with those who are too closely related to be appropriate coaching 

clients but could use a simple nudge or structure to practice asking and answering powerful questions 

As coaches, it’s a cool tool to add value to your coaching practice without costing you much in time or overhead 

Most o[ all, it’s really fun with a variety o[ different features and a teol [or recording your theughts arid ideas real-- 

time. Download for Apple or Android here 

Do You Love Co-Active ThinkPal as Much as We Do? 

Give access to the Co-Active ThinkPal app right on your own website! Copy and paste the code we’ve created to 



install Lhese ’Recommended Ceaching App’ buttens on yeur website. 

Click here to to obtain HTML code to put your choice of the black 

button or the steel button on your website. 

Don’t have a smartphone, but still want to know what it’s about? Click here for an offline tour through the 

features 

GLOBAL CO-ACTIVE SUMMIT VENUE CHOSEN 

We’ve got it marked on our calendar. Do you have it in yours? ]-he next Global Co-Actwe Summit will take place 

April 10-12, 2014 

×i The latest bit of news is, drumroll please, the 

Summit will be held at The Meritaqe Resort 

and Spa in Napa, California wine country. Set 

against rolling hills with its own private 

vineyards, lhe Tuscan inspired cemplex 

features beautiful meeting spaces and farm- 

to-table cuisine (While we’re excited too, don’t 

book your room just yet A discounted room 

rate will be anneunced later) 

CTI staff is planning and designing and dreaming of all the possibilities. We hope you are doing the same. -rhe 

Summit 2014 will be an incredible Co-Active learning experience combined with time and opportunity to 

c’orlnect with the wine and world-class toed ef Napa The Co-Active cemmunity will be the enly greup/activity on 

the Meritage premises, which gwes us a unique opportunity for creating connections, both personal and 

professional. 

_1"__9£ 

MEET THE NEW CO-ACTIVE MODEL WORKSHOPS 

by Gre~he Deirloff 

Editor’s Note Between September 20 f I and March 2012 Keren and Henty Kimsey-House embarked on en 

mternat~onat touzi meeting with Co-Active Communities around the wortd to share the updated Co-Active Model 

and teach material from the updated Co-Active coach training curriculum. The tour was very well received. On 

29 March 2012, the ci!y was Oslo, Norway 

What a day! We are SO grateful that Karen and Henry took the time and extra effort to visit Oslo! 

Seventy eager coaches were waiting for them. Never have so many Nordic Co-Active Coaches met in the same 

roem They came from Sweden, Derlrrlark and all ever Nerway. We all wanted te play and te learn abeut the 

new things in the model, and even more, I think we were all longing for the co-activity and the feeling we 

experienced in the courses. And that was what happened that day. This day was also about being seen, feel 

the belenging, relationship, trust, and really recognize that [his community works -- all ow.~r the werld! 

The first outcome of the workshop is that more people got to know each other, a platform for working together 

was created. We have alse c, reated a Nerdic Ce.-Actiw! Network site on Facebeok. Here we can easily suppert 

and help each other cross borders - and it works! 

By taking this huge roundtrip, Karen and Henry showed us that Co-Active coaches live what they learn, and we 



se recegrlized why we all fell in low.~ with this work and way of being. 

Karen and Henry created a magic, 

inspirational day Full of playfulness, 

encouraging arld championing I hope [hatwe 

also contributed to their reinforcement for the 

impo~ance of our collective Co-Active work. 

7o see images from muttlple cities on the 

~Meet the New Co-Active Model Workshop" 

~ou& please visi~ our Facebook atbum. 

UPDATE: THE LEADERSHIP CIRCLE PROFILE 

CI]I ~ ~ S n O longer directly offering the Leadership Circle Profile Certification course. However, we are pleased to 

announce a new affiliate relationship with [he Leadership Circle Because of license arrangements that TLC 

has outside of North America, this affiliate relationship only pertains to activities in North America. 

Rather than offering The Leadership Circle Profile Certification course directly to our community, we will be 

referring students te TI_.C. What this rneans is 1hat CTI will continue to market TLC courses on our website and 

in our North American courses just as we have done in the past We will note TLC course dates in North 

America on our website And CTI students who identify themselves as CTI students at the time of registration 

with TLC will receive a complimentary TLCP profile tool upon completion of a TLC Profile Certification course 

This represerlts a $250 value to CTI sludents 

The philosophy and frarnework behind TLC Profile tits perfec’tly with the CoIIAClive Model arld is a great tool for 

any coach to extend and deepen their work with any client who works as a manager in any organization F lease 

continue to support our work with The Leadership Circle. 

CONSCIOUS BUSINESS SUMMIT 

Karen Kimsey-House will be one oF the 14 world-class speakers of the Conscious Business Summil frorn 

August 4 through 10, 2012. Karen’s topic will be Nowto Generate a Creative Business Cultare. At this virtual 

conference you’ll also hear other keynote speakers who will share their practical tools to grow your business 

Howto turn your creativity into a profitable business model 

Howto save time by building more successful business relationships 

How te bec, orne ric, h with purpose 

Win $1e,00l~ for Your I~usinees Idea 

By submitting your own business idea, you could win a $10,000 USD prize from the Conscious Business 

SurnrTfit. The corltest is sirnple: register for 1he conference and describe briefly what kind ef business you 

would like 1:o set up. And you rnight win $10,0001:o boos1 your busirless quickly. 

Sign up For FREE today for 1his confererlc’e, arld join the contest 1:o win the prize. Karen is looking forward 

meeting you at the Conscious Business Summit 

._T_£g. 

NEWTO CTI? 

CTI is the world’s oldest and largest m-person coach training school in the world and a global leader in 

experiential leadership development, c-rl is passionate about changing business and transforming lives. 

The CeIIACtive@ Model is the R)undation of all our offerings: 

~=Active Coach TraiBing 

¯ ~._o__r._e__._C,_.u_r_[jO__u_J._u_..m_.- five courses: 



Co-Active Leade,ship Development 

¯ Co-Actiw; Leader F~ro~qnar~ .--an lO-menLh experiential leadership course; 

¯ Leadershi~ AdvantaAe - a 10-session program for emerging leaders and high potentials 

Customized traiBi## withiB o,qanizatio#s for executives, rnanagers and ethers in ceaching and leadership 

screen This action will remove you from the newsleter mailhqg fist only. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GWIADOMAIN .GWIA.GATEWAY <GATETVAY.GWIA.GWIADOMA1N> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:13 AM 

kleissle.uncaa.uncathletics 

Message Status - UndelivePable 

The message that you sent was uaadeliverable to the following: 

newsletter@thecoaches.com (550 5.1 1 User unkno~vn) 

Information about your message: 
Subject: Re: CTI Newsletter: Co-Active Global News [] Summer 2012 (Out of the office) 
GroupWise Message Id: 4FD7403D.237:174:56946 
Message log tag: 40911195 
Number of send attempts: 1 
Time of initial send attempt: 06-12-12 09:12:38 

Possibly truncated original message follows: 
Received: from GWIADOMAIN-MTA by uncaa.unc edu 

with Novel[ GroupVv%e; Tue, 12 Jun 2012 09:12:38 -0400 
Message-Id: <461)707b-D020000AE00061D57@uncaa unc.edu> 
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise Internet Agent 8.0.2 
[)abe: Tue, 12 Jun 2012 09:12:29 -(MOO 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kIeissle@uncaa. unc edu> 
To: "CTI i Do Not Reply" <newsletter@thecoaches corn> 

SubJect: ?Windows-874’?Q?Re: 20CTI 20Newsletter: 20Co-Active 20Global 20N? 
?Windows-874?Q’?ews 20 96 20Summer 202012 20(Ou~20o:~201he 20office)? 

Mime-Version: 10 
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I will be out of the office from April 12th until Apri[ 30th If you 
need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or 
Bradley Bethel. 

>>> CTI I Do Not Reply<newsletter@thecoaches corn> 06/12/12 09:12 >>> 

[1]View this email online [2]Forward to a friend 
CTI Newsletter: Co-Active Global News [] Autumn 2011 
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2. 

http:/&sl.forward-to-friend.com/forward?u 90fba956452239dcd7dSccTaS&id 234ea3770d&e 930fe5bd23 

Letter from the Co-founder 

It[]s SUMMER! !! t ! The ocean is glittering outside my office window and 
Cosmo, our cute new puppy is begging for a walk on the beach...all 
around me I see Co-Active in action. It is in the waves as the?" break 
on the shore, carving and re-shaping the shoreline. It[]s in the trees 
below our house, breaking apart the rocks as they seek moisture. It 

is 
in the soil as it yields to the trees, holding them firmly in the 
ground and providing nouristwnent. 

So what is the definition of Co-Active? Over the years, we have 
resisted the many requests to create a definition of Co-Active 

because 
we didn[]t want to create something dogmatic. However, through an 
iterative process that began with the Co-Active Surmnit back in 

February 
of last year and out of many conversations with our amazing CTI 
communi~, I feel we have arrived at a definition that is simple and 
yet broad enough to represent Co-Active appropriately. 



FREE Trial: Safety Training Combined with the Proven Meathods of Rapid Learning! 
View web version of this email. 

Selling Essentials Rapid Learning Center 

the Proven Methods of Rapid 

X:: Access FreeVideo 
This unique collection of 6-to 
10-minute "refresher" videos 
gives you the tools you need to 
make safety training stick. 

Get free instant access to an online 
safety training system you can start 
using today: 

Reduce workplace injuries 
Comply with OSHA regulations 

Lower insurance costs! 

Sign up in seconds! Or view this 
quick video to find out more. 

For a free site demo cal~ 877-792=2:[72 
Discover how the Workplace Safety Rapid Learning Center 

can help you: 

[]Save the time it takes to develop your own safety training 

[]Easily assign required training to every employee 

[]Deliver comprehensive but concise training that respects everyone’s time 

[]Track and document training 

[]Follow up on training to ensure it sticks - your library includes 6- to 10- 

minute videos and "refresher" training tools unlike anything you’ve seen 

Get instant FREE access to The Workplace Safety Rapid Learninq. 

Rapid Learning Institute ~ 1510 Chester Pike, Suite 310, Eddystone, PA 19022 ~ 877-792-2172 

To unsubscribe, click here. 



Mission - in stores 6/15 

I ~iI kids outlet Xll find a store 

From the creators of Court Grip, introducing the latest basketball innovation ~i Dwight Howard 

from Mission Athletecarez" 

~i endurac°°lT’~ instant cooling towel 

SEE HOW IT WORKS 

Stays cool for up to 2 hours when 

wet¯* 

UPF 45 protection from the    ii.~ R .... bl ..... hi .... hable ~i Court tested + 
sun used by Dwight 

Howard 

unlocked vipmobile [~ refer a friend .~iI win daily prizes 

To keep getting Foot Locker Newsletters, 

add "footlocker@e.footlocker.com" to your email Address E~ook. 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click here 
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"Frizell, Michael L" <MichaelFrizell@MissouriState.edu> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 11:37 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

NCLCA Innovative Use of Technology Award 
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[cid:image001 .jpg@01 CD4950 7A6FA 1C0] 
Greetings: 

Reminder: Nominations [’or the NCLCA Innovative Use of Technology Award are open! 

Deadline for submission is June 25th Seehttp://www.nclca.or~/innovatlvetechhtm for details. 

Purpose: 
The purpose of the NCLCA Innovative Use of Technology Award is 1 ) to recognize individuals, learning centers, or institutions that use innovative technology solutions focused on the 
learning center to improve student learning, assist learners who may learn differently, ~mprove resource usage, increase student engagement, or enhance learning strategies and 2) to 
encourage proliferation of innovative uses of technology to other learning centers so that students everywhere may benefit 

Potential Areas of Technology: 
Technology is, of course, rapidly developing, so the :following list of newer technologies cannot be considered an inclusive list. Furthermore, the use of older technologies, applied in 
irmovatlve ways, may also lead to an award. 

Social Media 
Mobile Learning 
Lecture Capture 
Green Technologies 
Virtual Worlds 
Pc dc asting/B logs/¥Vikis 
Document Sharing 
Live Commtmication Systems for Online Support 
Specialized Computer Software 

To nominate someone for this axvard, send an email by Jtme 25th with the folloxving infom~ation in an MS Word or PDF attachment to Alan Craig, NCLCA Past President, at 
al an. craig @gpc. edu<mailto:alan, cr aig(d~,,g pc. edu>: 

* A one-page cover sheet with your name, title, address, institution, e-mail, phone r~umber, and title of your immvative use of tecl-mology. 
* The impetus for the immvation. 
* The purpose and objectives of the innovation. 
* A description of the innovation and how it is used. 
* The impact that the innovation has made on students or the learning center. 
* Future plans 
* Implications or implemer~tation considerations for other learning centers. 

Collegially, 

Alan Craig 

Past President, National College Learning Center Association 

Interim Director GPC Learning & Tutoring Centers 

Coordinator, Dunwoo@ Learning & Tutoring Center 

Georgia Perimeter College 

770-274-5242 

Alan.Craig@gpc edu<mailto:Alan.Craig@gpc.edu> 

Sent by: 

IW~chael Frizell 
Director of Student Learning Services 
Corresponding Secretary, National College Learning Center Association 

[cid:image002.jpg@01 CD4950 7A6FA1C0] 

Contact Infornaation: 

Phone, Bear CLAW: 417-836-6398 
Phone, Director: 417-836-5(006 
Ofi~ice, Dtrector: Meyer Library 112 

[cid:image003.jpg@01 CD4950 7A6FA1C0] 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
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::X:: LXVI Vans 

¯ ...::.%.:: THE FUTURE AVAILABLE 0628.12 
LXVI.VANS.COM 

ii’~’iI ph ....... her ~:iI unlocked 

add ffootlocker@e footlocker.com" to your email Address Book 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click here 

View Online I View on Mobile 

I i~iii kids outlet %11 find astore 

This summer Foot Locker is excited to car~/product from Vans. 

:%: Vans introduces LXVl, their most progressive action sports designs offering 

the ultimate in lightweight, flexible comfort while celebrating Vans’ heritage 

that began in 1966. 

:%: To celebrate Vans at Foot Locker and the LX~Yl launch, a select group will 

receive locked VlP cases to be unlocked on 6/28 to get the first LXVl 

product available¯ As a VlP, you can be part of this launch and enter for the 

chance towin a VIP case 

ENTER TOWIN 

:%: FLEXIBLE. COMFORTABLE LIGHTWEIGHT. 

:~ vip mobile [~: refera friend .~i win daily prizes 



Free shipping on over 10,000 items!* 

iXi footlocker corn VIP Log-in Mobile 

View Online View on Mobile 

LockerI          Shoe       Shoes,          SheI       Shoes,       Store Locater 

i.~.i Footlocker corn Free Shipping 

i.~.i Kickstagram 

i~i Sale Shoes, Clothing Foot Locker Mobile caps 

::X:: Jorda ::X:: Nike 

n Shop 

Shoe 

::~:: Contact Us 

adida adidas 

s Shoes, 

Origin Clothin 

ii~iI Foot Locker 

Unlocked 

ASICS ~:K:: Reebok ::~:: PUMA 

Shoes, Shoes, Shoes 

Clothing Clothing , 

ii~iI VIP Mobile F .... d 

New ~i Timberla n 
Bala d Boots, 
nce Shoes 

.~i Win Daily Prizes 

More 

Brands 

*Offer valid only on eligible items¯ Eligible items will indicate "this item ships FREE" in blue type on the product’s description page¯ Items in your cart 

that are not eligible are subject to shipping charges Shipping will be automatically deducted at checkout. Valid only at footlocker.com. Offer is 

limited to standard delivery within the 48 contiguous United States and APO/FPO addresses. Excludes bulk orders and drop ships. Entire order must 

ship to a single address Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be combined with any other offer Customer is responsible for 

shipping costs on returned merchandise. May not be used toward purchase of gift cards or team orders. Promotion may be modified or terminated at 

any time Certain restrictions and exclusions may apply. 

To keep getting Foot Locker newsletters, 

add "[ootlocker@e footlocker.com" to your email address book¯ 

This email was sent to kleissle@email unc.edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe, please click here. 



To contact customer service, �mail us at customercare@footlocker.corn. 

View our Privacy Policy. 







Once a morn, always a morn. 

lesha Hill has been charged with child abuse after feeding her baby formula mixed 
with rum instead of water. ~.~A~’~..~’~q~.!:~ 

We think that Jason Good’s short list of things new parents should be prepared to 
do might surprise you. P,~d ~ore 

With less than a week of school to go, some parents in the small town of Onalaska, 
WA, are keeping their kids out of school to protest what they feel was a too-explicit 
sex ed class taught by their local school’s principal. Resd ~o~e 

A popular brand of high chair has been recalled after reports of children falling. 

For more parenting news and real morn advice, visit ~ii~ C.i~~:.14~ 

Sometimes I feel that my six year old doesn’t want me helping him most of._ 

We have not introduced ourselves and it’s not too late!!! I’m Katherine .... 

Hey so I had Kiyo December 18th and I lost a lot of the weight then gained... 

My husband & I will be having a suprise third child in August & we are._ 

[~] Become our fan on Facebook E~ Follow us on Twitter 

Chanae your email settinqs for Circle of Moms. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Moms, click her~e to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Morns is located at 118 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 



10 Reaso~-~s Parenting Used to be Easier 
I fantasize about raising kids in the 1980s, when the four food groups included 
ice cream, car seats were just for babies, and everybody shared one phone. 

Okay I have been with my husband for 9 years now. Married for 6. He has... 

My kids are 19 mths and 5mths old and I get comments all the time about how... 

ok i am sorry i am new at this site so i have a few questions about my... 

have a five year old son who has not seen his biological father in two yrs... 

[~ Become our fan on Facebook [~ Follow us on Twitter 

Chan~e your email settinqs for Circle of Moms. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Moms, click her~e to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Morns is located at 118 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 



Free shipping on over 10,000 items!* 
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that are not eligible are subject to shipping charges Shipping will be automatically deducted at checkout. Valid only at footlocker.com. Offer is 

limited to standard delivery within the 48 contiguous United States and APO/FPO addresses. Excludes bulk orders and drop ships. Entire order must 

ship to a single address Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be combined with any other offer Customer is responsible for 

shipping costs on returned merchandise. May not be used toward purchase of gift cards or team orders. Promotion may be modified or terminated at 

any time Certain restrictions and exclusions may apply. 

To keep getting Foot Locker newsletters, 
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A great cake can really make the baby shower, but some of these new baby 
shower cakes leave us wishing the frosting tube came with built-in spell 

check! 

Find out which state your child’s name is most popular in, 

There’s a new product that promises to make installing a car seat a lot less stressful. 

~.~.~..~.~:~. 

Once a mom, always a mom. ~..e.,.#.d...~.~.£#. 

lesha Hill has been charged with child abuse after feeding her baby formula mixed 
with rum instead of water. 

For more parenting news and real mom advice, visit 

My almost 8 month old learned howto stand up and sit back down in his crib... 

My oldest daughter is 12 years old and was wondering at what age most girls... 

[~ Become our fan on Facebook E~ Follow us on Twitter 

Chanae your email settinqs for Circle of Moms. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Moms, click her~e to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Morns is located at 118 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 
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YOUR TRAINING CALENDAR UPDATE <acton@natsem.com> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 11:54 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Hooray tbr Summertime Savings! 

TEXYI’.httn 

To view this message in a browser: 
http://ci26.act~ns~ftWare c~m/act~dct/2997/s-~b-12~6/Bct/e-~43-~-~42/e-~43-~-~42:56~26/ct18 0/1 

VIP: 919-190612-219 

Your Area ]Webi .... ]Training Pass ]Solutions ] Store 
Specials I Guarantee 

http :/i;v’~av.nationalseminarstrainin~. c om/ 

Seminars Coming to Your Area 
Regular 

Price Your 
Price 
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Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.mceci.colr~emailpdfsiYCMSM.pd£’ >View Brochur e</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/13/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nb sp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"t~ttp ://~’w.nationalserainarstr aining.corr~iCheckOutiStep 1 .cfln? 
ht 1845842&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~L~-NCAA.UNC’.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htVp://w~.nationalserainarstraming.com,’cvents/cvents.cfm’.’ht 1845842&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/images.ruceci.corrgemailpdd’s/YCMSM.pdi~’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~8/27/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~http://w~.nati~na~s~minarstraming.c~r~Check~ut~Step~.cfm?ht 1846776&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://~vW.nati~na~seminars~raming.c~n~eVents/events.c~n?ht 1846776&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&c~N KLEISSLE(d~,,L2qCAA.LrNC’.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ktre~"http://images.mceci.com/emailpdfs/YCMSM.pdP’>View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER">$199</td><tdvalign "top" ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>$99<ib></td></tr><tr><td><span s~le "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Dcveloping Your Emotional 
Intelligence<ii></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/12/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp ;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"t~ttp://www.nationalsen~inarstrainin~.com/(2heckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1845830&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eral I4LEISSLE(~LrNC.aY~.L2qC.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~w¢.nationalsemmarstraining. comYeventsievents.cfm?ht 1845830&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651 &eral I4LEI S SLE ,@,L2XlCAA .UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.ruceci.comiemailpdfsiYEMTL.pdi~’ >Vie~v Br ochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07i19/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"t~ttp ://~’w.nationalserainarstr aining.corr~iCheckOutiStep 1 .cfln? 
ht 1846209&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~L~-NCAA.UNC’.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htVp://w~.nationalserainarstraming.com,’cvents/cvents.cfm’.’ht 1846209&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images.ruceci.corr~emailpdfsiYEMTL.pdl">View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/2~/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"htt~://w~a~.nati~na~scminarstrainin~.c~r~CheckOu~St~.cfm?ht 1846208&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~LrNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"httD://~vwwa~ati~na~semmarstrainin~.c~r~events/events.cfm?ht 1846208&vi1~ 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~L2q(2AA.UNC.EDU">More 

Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a l’tre~"httv://ima~es.l~dceci.com/emailt~dfs/YEMTL.t~d4~’>View Brochure<ia><itd><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER" >$199</td><td valign "top" ALIGN" "CENTER" ><b>$99<ib></td></tr><tr><td><span s~le "font-size: 13px;color :#333333;" ><b><i>Cormntmicating with Cotffidence 
for Women with Dr. Kim</i></b><ispan><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/25i12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"t~ttp://www.nationalsen~inarstraining.com/(2heckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1846088&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml I4LEISSLE(~LrNC.aY~.L2qC.EDU">Register 

Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~w¢.nationalsemmarstraining. comYeventsievents.cfm?ht 1846088&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651 &eml I4LEIS SLE@L2XlCAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iiraages.ruceci.cotrb’emailpdd’s/CWC.pdd">View Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/27/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://’~avw.nationalseminarstraining.comiCheckOutiStepl cih~? 
ht 1846092&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&emlKLEISSL~U~CAA.LTNCEDU">RegisterNow</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "ht~://www.nationalsemmarstraming.cona/events/eventsctin?ht 1846092&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml~LEISSLE~d)IYNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Intb<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images mceci.com/emailpdfs/CWC.pdi">Vie;v Brochure</a><Ad><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTTER"><b>$99</b></td></tr><tr><td><spanstyle "tbnt-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Payroll 
LaW</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/26/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, TX&nbsp ;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nb sp ;<a 
href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainm~cowdCheckOut/Steplcfm?ht 1845704&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.L~NC.EDU">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref "http://ww~,.nationalsemmarstraining.col~’events/events.cfm?ht 1845704&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE@U2X!CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://images mceci com/emailpdfs/PYLAW.pdf">View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/14/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Waco, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http :/i;vww.nationalseminarstraining corn/CheckOut/Step 1 .cfm? 
ht 1846685&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE,@UNCIAA.IYNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iwwwnationalseminarstramingcom/events/events.cfm?ht 1846685&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAAUNCEDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "http://images.ruceci cona/emailpd£s/PYLAW pdt">View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~8/~5/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref "http://www.nationalseminarstramir4z.cowYCheckOut/Stepl.cfm?ht 1846687&:~dp 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAAUNCEDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp; <a hre~"http ://www.nationalsemmarstraining. corrdeventsievents, cfm?ht 1846687 &rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651 &eml KLEIS SLE@L~NCAA.LV~CI.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ha-el "http://images.ruceci.co~r~emailpdfs/PYLAW.pdl~’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~8/17/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://’~avw.nationalseminarstraining.comiCheckOutiStepl cih~? 
ht 1846691&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&emlKLEISSLE@,U~CAA.LTNCEDU">RegisterNow</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "ht~://www.nationalsemmarstraming.cona/events/eventsctin?ht 1846691&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml~LEISSLE~d)L~-CAA.UNC.EDU">More Intb<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://ima~es.ruceci.com/emailpdfs/PYLAW.pdl">View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199<Ad><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTTER"><b>$99</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "tbnt-size: 13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Advanced Training for Microsoft 
Excel</i></b><ispan><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/03/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp ;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nb sp;<a 



hre:~’’http://w‘~‘~.nationa~semmarstrainm~c~n~‘Chec~ut/Step1cfm?h~846337&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&em[ KI,EISSLE(~r)UNC2~.UNC.EDI~J">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htt~://www.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~m~events/events.c~n?ht 1846337&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&em[ KI,EISSLE(h?UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://ima~es.ruceci.com~emailpdfs/YAEXL.pdl~’ >View Brochure--./a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09i18/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Waco, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~com/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1847022&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLt~@UNCAA.1UNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://wwwnationalseminarstrainin~con~,events/events.c]~?ht 1847022&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&era1 KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNCEDU">MoreIn]2~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://ima~es ruceci com/emailpdfs/YAEXL.pdl">View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/19/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htt~:/?www.nati~na1seminarstraming.com/Check~ut/Step1.c~n?ht 1847025&rip 9191906122190000&~c 25651&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAAUNCEDU">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w‘~‘~.nationa~semmarstraming.com/events/events.cfm?ht 1847025&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ktre~"http://images.r~ceci.colT~’eraailpdfsiYAEXL.pdP’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~9/2~/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iwavw.nationalseminarstraining.com/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1847029&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eral KLEISSLF,,@,I~2NCAA.UNC.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iwww.nationalseminarstraming.cor~gevents/evcnts.cfm?ht 1847029&’,alp 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLEfd~,,UNC~AA.I~rN(2.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~http://images.ruceci.c~n~/emailpdfs/YAEXL.pd~>ViewBr~chure</a></td><tdvalign "top">&nbsp;<itd><tdvalign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$179</td><tdvalign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER" ><b>$99</b></td><itr><tr><td><span st3,-le "font-size: 13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>How to Create & Deliver Exceptional PowerPoint 
Presentations</i><ib><ispan><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/06/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;A~stin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.cor~/(2heckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1846447&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eral I4LEISSLE(~UNC~a~.L2qC.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp; <a hre~"http :i/www.nationalsemmarstraining. com2event sie-,~ent s. cfm?ht 1846447 &rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651 &eral KLEI S SLE ,@,I~2XICAA .UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.ruceci.con’~cmailpdd’siYP\~.P.pdl">View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/29i12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"http ://~’w.nationalserainarstr aining.coraiCheckOutiStep 1 .cfin? 
ht 1846783&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~L~-NCAA.UNC~.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htrp://w~.nationalserainarstraming.cor~,~c’,~ents/cvents.cfm?ht 1846783&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/images.mceci.colT~’eraailpdfs/YP~,\,NI).pdP’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09i24i12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~http://w~’.nati~na~s~minarstrami~g.c~T~Check~ub~Step~.cfm?ht 1847059&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a> &nbsp ; &nbsp ; <a hre~"http ://www.nati~na~semmarstr aining, c~T~events/events.cfm ?ht 1847059&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~L2q(2AA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ktre~"http://images.ruceci.com/emailpdd’s/’~¥VRP.pdd~’>View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER">$149</td><tdvalign "top" ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>$99<ib></td></tr><tr><td><span s~le "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Organization Skills for the 
Overwhelmed</i><ib><ispan><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/06/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nb sp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp ;<a 
hre~"htt~://www.nationalsemir~arstrainin~.cor~/(2heckOutiSte~l.cfm?ht 1846451&vi1~ 9191906122190000&ic 25651&cml 14LEISSLE~LrNC~a~a~.L2qC.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"htt~ :i/www.nationalsemmarstrainin~. com2event sie-,~ent s.cfm?ht 1846451 &vi~ 9191906122190000&ic 25651 &eral KLEI S SLE ~I~2XICAA .UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"htt~://ima~es.ruceci.con~/email~dfs/YORG.r~dd~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08i08i12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hr e~"http ://~’w.nationalserainarstr aining.coraiCheckOutiStep 1 .cfin? 
ht 1846453&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE@L~-NCAA.UNC~.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htrp://w~.nationalserainarstraming.cor~,~c’,~ents/cvents.cfm?ht 1846453&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images.ruceci.com/emailpdl’s/YORG.pdl">View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08i24/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w~w.nat~na~seminarstrami~.c~Check~ub~Step1.cfm?ht 1846638&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE~d)LrNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref’~http://ww~.nati~na~semmarstraining.c~events/events.cfm?ht 1846638&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE@U2",!CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://images.mceci.co~v2emailpd£s/YORG.pdl">View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>$99</b><Ad></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size: 13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>How to Work With Difiicult, 
Demanding & Inconsiderate People<ii></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08i09/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://~.nationalseminarstrainin~.con~/CheckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1846446&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE¢~)UN(~AAU2",!CEDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp; <a hre~"http ://www.nationalsemmarstraining. corrdeventsievents, cfm?ht 1846446&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651 &eml KLEIS SLE@L~NCAA.UN(~.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href "http://images.ruceci.co~r~emailpdfsiY’¢~rDDP.pdl">View Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/21/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstraining.comiCheckOutiStepl clh~? 
ht 1846629&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&emlKLEISSL~U~CAA.LTNCEDU">RegisterNow</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://w~.nationalsemmarstraming.con~/events/eventscfm?ht 1846629&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml~LEISSLEffd)L~-CAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images.ruceci.com/emailpdfs/YWDDPpd~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/23i12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w~w.nat~na~seminarstrami~.c~Check~ub~Step1.cfm?ht 1846631&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLEffd)LrNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a> &nbsp ; &nbsp ; <a href ’~http ://ww~.nati~na~semmarstraining. c~events/events.cfm?ht 1846631&vip 9191906122190000&ic 256 51&eml KLEISSLE@U~CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://imagesruceci.com/emailpdfs/YWDDP.pdl">View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER">$149</td><td valign "top" ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>$99</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Leadership & Management Skills 
for W~men</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~9/12/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://~.nationalseminarstrainin~.con~/CheckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1847070&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE~)UN(~AAU2",!CEDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp; <a hre~"http ://www.nationalsemmarstrainin~. corrdeventsievents, cfm?ht 1847070&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651 &eml KLEIS SLE@L~NCAA.UN(~.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href "http://images.ruceci.com/emailpdl~si5’ZSW.pdf">View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~9/~4/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstraining.comiCheckOutiStepl clh~? 
ht 1847074&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&emlKLEISSLE@,U~CAA.LTNCEDU">RegisterNow</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://w~.nationalsemmarstramin¢.con~/events/eventscfm?ht 1847074&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml~LEISSLEffd)L~-CAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://ima~es.ruceci.comYemailpdfsiYLSW pdl~’>View Brochure</a><itd><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199</td><td vaIign "top" 
ALl(IN "(2ENTER"><b>$99<,~o></td><itr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>IIow To Eliminate Unacceptable Employee 
Behavior</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/l 7/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~’’http://w‘~‘~.nationa~semmarstrainm~c~n~Chec~ut/Step~cfm?h~84813~&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&em[ KI,EISSLE(fr)UNC2~X.UNC.EDI~J">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htt~://www.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~m~events/events.c~n?ht 1848131&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&em[ KI,EISSLE(h?UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://ima~es.mceci.comYemailpdl~i’~2KCDpdd~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/19/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~com/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1848133&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLI~@UNCAA.1UNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://wwwnationalseminarstrainingcon~,events/events.c]~?ht 1848133&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&era1 KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNCEDU">MoreIn]k~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http ://images ruceci com/emailpdl~/YKCD pdt~’ > View Brochure--./a></td><td vaIign "top" >&nbsp;</td>---td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER" >$199---/td><td valign "top" 
AMGN "CENTER">--.b>$99</b></td></tr><tr><td><span s~’le "~2mt-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>ttow To Manage Emotions & Excel Under 
Pressure</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/27/l 2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Waco, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;---a 
href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl.c]~?ht 1847258&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNCEDU">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w‘~‘~.nationa~semmarstraming.com/events/events.cfm?ht 1847258&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
lnlk~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre:~"http://ima;es.ruceci.com/emaiIpdfs/YEMOT pdl~’ >View Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/28/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;ttouston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;---a href"http://vavw.nationalseminarstrainin;.com/CheckOut/Stepl cfm? 
h~1847259&v~p 9191906122190000&ic 25651&~nI~LEISSL[~h?UNC~’~.UNCEDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http : //www.nationalsemmarstramin~. com/events/events cfm?ht 1847259&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLEfa)UNC~/~’.. UNC.EDU">More Inf o</a> &nbsp ; &nbsp ; <a 
href "http://ima~es.ruceci.comYemailpdfsiYEMOT.pdP’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~0/23/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:Z/www.natlonalseminarstrainin~.comYCheckOut/Stepl.cfm?ht 1847890&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLE[SSLEfa)IUNC~’~.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htt~://www.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~m~events/events.c~n?ht 1847890&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&em[ KI,EISSLE(h?UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://ima~esruceci.con~’emailpdd~/YI4MOT.pdl~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;10i25/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www.nationalseminarstrainingcom/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1847897&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLI~@UNCAA.1UNC.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htVp://w~.nationalserainarstraming.cor~,~c’,~ents/cvents.cfm?ht 1847897&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~,UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/irnages.mceci.colT~’emailpdfs/YEMOT.pd~2’>View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199<itd><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER"><b>$99</b></td></tr><tr><td><span s~le "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Busmess Granm~ar & 
Proofreading<ii></b><ispan><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 10/01/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htVp ://w~w¢.nationalseminarstrainin¢. corrgCheckOut/Step 1.cfm?ht 1847670&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651 &eml KLEIS SLE(~LrNCAA.I~2XIC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a> &nbsp ; &nbsp ; <a hre~"http ://~vww.nati~na~semmarstr aining, c~T~events/events.cfm ?ht 1847670&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLEISSLE(~L2q(2AA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ktre~"http:i/images.ruceci.cor~,~cmailpdfs/VYGPR.pdl~’ >View- Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 10/03/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iwavw.nationalseminarstraining.com/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1847673&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eral KLEISSLF,,@,I~2NCAA.UNC.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 



hre:~"http://www.nationa[seminarstrainin~.com/events/eventscfm?ht 1847673&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&emlKI,EISSI~E(h?UNCAA.UNC.EDU}">MoreInfo</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://lma~es.ruceci com/emailpdl~/VYGPR.pdl~’>View Brochure‘‘‘/a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~/26/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;IIoust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:~/www.natlonalseminarstrainin~.com~CheckOut/Stepl.cfm?ht 1847906&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KLE[SSLE(a)IUNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htv~://www.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~m~events/events.c~n?ht 1847906&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&em[ KI,EISSLE(h?UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://ima~es.ruceci.com/emailpdfs/VYGPRpc~">View Brochure--./a>--./td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN "C]~;NT[~R">$199</td><tdva[ign "top" ALIGN "C]~;NT[~R"><b>$99</b></td></tr><tr><td><span st?de "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Management Skills For First-Time 
Supervisors<ii></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;10/04/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;tIouston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;---a 
href"http://www.nationalseminarstraining.com/CheckOut/Stepl.cfrn?ht 1847664&vip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KI~EISSLE@UNCAAUNCEI)U">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w‘~‘~.nationa~seminarstraming.com/events/events.cfm?ht 1847664&rip 9191906122190000&ic 25651&eml KI~EISSLE@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a l’tre~"http://images.mceci.com/emailpdfsiNHTSP.pdl~’>View Broch~tre</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER" > $179</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER" ><b> $99</b></td></tr > 
Click here to see events in yo~tr area 

http://www.NationalSeminarsTraining.corr~SeminarsB~/State.cfm?cml ~EISSLEfd~,,UN(~’AA.I~rNC.EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 

Whatever you need to l~mw .. we’ve got you covered. With 
thousands of cutting-edge resources at your fingertips, your 
S%4R12 All-Access Training Pass is your ticket to AMAZING career 
success. Get Yours Today[ 

ht~p://wa~’.mvSTAR~2.c~m~index.cfn~/ehCheck~ut/ittmp?etr~EISSLE~UNCAA.L~NC.EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 

ht~p://wa~’.mvSTAR~2.c~m~index.cfn~/ehCheck~ut/ittmp?etr~EISSLE~UNCAA.L~NC.EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 

http://images.ruceci.comiSTAR12 PDFiSTAR12 brochure NSG.pdf 

htv~:i/wa~-~’.mvSTAR12.COlr~tour/benefits.cfm?eml KLEISSLE~UNC’AA.LrNC.EDU&vil~ 9191906122190000&IC 25651 

Enterprise Learning Solutions 
In-House Training Set~es as a Great Team Builder for Your 
Employees! 
Top corupanies recognize that training is essential to eruployee 
development. They also understand the many benefits of having 
people train together .. it builds enthusiasra, breaks down walls, 
improves cooperation, ignites new ideas, and sends productivit5’ 
s~zrocketing! 

Learn more about how you can build stronger teams by’ bringing 
our training into your organization. Call 1-800-344-4613, 
download our brochure 
http://images.ruceci, co~onsitepd£s/OnSite CTYA061912.pdf 
, email us, or fill out our Information Request Form 

http:/itvwwnationalseminarstrainin~com/onsiteionsitetramingrequest.cfm?cmp CTYA061912&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAA.U2x,-C.EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 
to find out more. 

Check Out This Popular Program. 

http://images.mceci.con~/onsitepdfs/CO?~/D~12 CTYA061912.pd£ 

The Essentials of Communicating With Tact & Finesse 
Your employees will learn the keys to communicating successii~lly 
with all types of people in all ~pes of tough situations 
They’ll learn ho;v to persuade and influence others ;vithout 
appearing pushy. And they’ll master essential listening skills 
that are so critical to ;vorking effectively with others. 

Achieve ne;v levels of performance excellence in your 
organization with this best-selling on-site training program. 

Download Brochure 
http:i/ima;es.ruceci.com/onsitepd[is/COM~42 CTYA061912.pdf 
R equest Information 

http://wwwnat~onalseminarstrainin~comJonsibe/onsitetrainingrequest.cfm?cmp CTYAO61912&emlKLEISSLEfa)UNCAA.UNC.EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651&OSTC COMM2 

Upcoming Webinars 
Exempt vs. Nonexempt: Understanding FLSA’s ]~*;mployee 
Classification Standards 
July 12, 2012 

Does an employee quail(?" for overtime or not? Don’t risk a 
costly mistake, in just one hour get the facts you need to know 
[’or sure! 

Learn More 

http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com?Evenks/b;ventsA\V(2.cfin?en 1844896&tc WTELS&em[ K],EISSLE(h?UNCAA.1UNC.][*;]-)U&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 
]~;nroll Now 

http://wwwnationalseminarstrainin~.comJWebConferences/enroll.cfin?ht 1844896&era1 KLEISSI~E(~UNCAA.UNC.EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 

ttow to Effectively Super~,ise Off-Site Employees 

July 13, 2012 

Managing others is tough enough to do in person. Supel~’ising 
off-site employees presents a whole new set of challenges! 

Learn More 

http:/iww~v.nationalseminarstrainin¢.com/EventsiEventsAWC.cfm?en 18,~897&tc \V!"SOS&emlKLEISSLEfd,,UNC’AA.LrNC.EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 
Enroll Now 



http://wwwnationalseminarstrainin~.comJWebConferences/enrolhcfin?ht 1844897&era1 KLEISSI~E(~UNCAA.UNC.EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 

View All Webinars 

http://wva,cnationalseminarstrainin~.com/RockhurstCorfferences,’view t~tIes.cfm?eml KLEISSLE~I~YNCAA.UNC.EDU&vip 9191906122190000 

Resource Store Specials. 
6 Audio CDs 
Item No.3448 The Power of Persuasion 

With this corapelling series you’ll become a believable, 
charismatic, positive influence on everyone in your lifct 

List Price: $89.95 
Your Price: $79.95 (USD) 
Savings: $10.00 

Buy Now 

http:~vw.nati~na1serr~inarstraining.c~n~/~r~ducts/Pr~ductGenerat~r.cfra?Pr~ductC~de 3448&eml KLEISSLE,@,I~2.1CAA.UNC.EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 

6 Audio CDs 
Item No. 130CD How to Handle Difficult People 
Learn to deal effectively with difficult people and tough 
situations ttnough the powerful, effective principles taught in 
this series. 

List Price: $89.95 
Your Price: $79.95 (USD) 
Savings: $10.00 

Buy Now 

http :~,’v~vw.nationalserainarstraining. com/Pr oductsi]-)roductGener at or. cfm?ProductCode 130CD&eml KLE I S S LE@I~ ~x.-CAA. I~2.1C. EDU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 

Visit Our Resource Store 

http://~vwwnati~na~seminarst~ainin~c~rrd~r~ducts/pr~d~cts.cfm?em1KLEISSLE@L~NCAAI~CF~DU&vip 9191906122190000&IC 25651 

100% Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction 
We’re so certain you’ll be delighted with the results of our 
training that we guarantee it 100% If you’re not completely 
satisfied with the training you receive, we’ll ref~ad every 
penny- of your el~rollment fee Guaranteed! 
*DISCOU~T INSTRUCTIONS: OETL IN~ REGISTRATION B Y 06/26/’12 REQU]RED 

To receive your SPECL~L DISCOLINT*, e~oll online, providing both 
your exclusive Intemet Code 25651 and VIP #919-190612-219 ~vhen 
prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount 
oft’er to others in your organization, though they must use your 
Intemet Code and VIP # and also register online to receive the 
discount This exclusive discount expires 06/26/12 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any- other discount 
offers or applied to STAR12 Memberships. Offer only includes 
seminars priced $139 to $249 
Company Directo~ 
CUSTO2vIER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, 
conferences or product orders, please send an emai[ to our 
customer service department at cstsep¢@ruceci.com . 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site 
traimng, please send an email to our on-site department at 

onsite@ruceci corn. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other 
facility, please send an email to hotels@ruceci.com. 
(IF.NER~[. INT~’ORMATION : For all other inquiries, please send an 

emai] to info@rucec~ corn. 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficul~ viewing your 
newsletter or accessing the NationalSeminars Training corn 

Website, p]ease send an emai] to webmstr@ruceci.com. 
The purpose of this emai[ is to make sure you are aware ()f our 
expanding efforts to meet your needs via our Website. We respect 
your privacy and your preferences for communicatinns of this 
nature If you’d rather not receive future emai]s from us, click 
here 

to unsubscribe 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service 
department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, 
you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 

Copyright (c) 2012 National Seminars Training 
Our address is 6901 W. 63rd St., Overland Park, KS, 66202 



If you do not wish to receive :Future e-mail, click here: 

http ://ci26.actonso ~tware.con~/acton/rif/2997/s-O01 b-1206i-/e-OO43-1-OO42:56126ie-OO43-l-OO42/zout 

(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.) 



::~i SUMMER TIME SAVINGS EVENT! $99 SEMINARS ~�" Save Up to $150! ~�" 7 Days Only! (click here for details) 

ii~iI National Semina rs Training 

Regular Your 

Price Price 

How To F~e An Outstanding Communicator $179 $99 

06/27/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 $99 Managing Multiple Projects, Competi~g Priorities & T~ght Dead#nes 

06/27/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/29/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Essentia~ Coaching & Mentor#?g SMris 

07/11/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

07/13/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/27/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Developing Your Emotiona~ ri?te~rigence 

07/12/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

07/19/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

07/20/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Communicating with Confide~ce £or Women with Dr. 

07/25/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

07/27/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More info View Brochure 

Payrofl Law 

07/26/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/14/12 - Waco, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/15/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/17/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Advanced Training for MicrosoR Excel 

08/03/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

09/18/12 - Waco, TX - Register Now More Info ViewBrochure 

09/19/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

09/21/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

How to Create & Deriver Exceptim~al PowerPoint Presentations 

08/06/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/29/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

09/24/12 - Houston, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Organization Skiils for the Overwhelmed 

08/06/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/08/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/24/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

How to Work W~th Dif#cu~t, Demanding & #~cons~derate Peopie 

08/09/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/21/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/23/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Leadership & Management Ski#s for Women 

09/12/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

09/14/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Eliminate Unacceptable Employee Behavior 

09/17/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

09/19/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Mat?age Emotions & Exce~ U~der Pressure 

09/27/12 - Waco, TX - Register Now More Info ViewBrochure 

09/28/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

10/23/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

10/25/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 $99 

$199 $99 

$199 $99 

$199 $99 

$179 $99 

$149 $99 

$199 $99 

$149 $99 

$199 $99 

$199 $99 

$199 $99 



Business Grammar & Proofreading 

10/01/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

10/03/12 - Austin, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

10/26/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Management Skilts For First-Time Supervisors 
10/04/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 

$179 

Click here to see events in your area 

i.~ CARREER SUCCESS STARTS WITH 

ii.~ THE STAR12 AII-A .... Training Pass ii~ 

$99 

Whatever you need to know &�~ we&~TMve got yOU covered With thousands of 

cutting-edge resources at your fingertips, your STAR12 All-Access Trainin9 

Pass is your ticket to AMAZING career success <;:i::~ 

i.~ Unlimited Seminars ~6¢ UnlimitedWebinars~�¢ 

Unlimited Online Courses ~�" AND MUCH MORE! 

::~ STAR12 

FOR 12 FULL MONTHS! ONLY $299! 

%1: BUYNOW VIEW :K::. LEARN MORE! 
BROCHURE 

For a personal tour at all STAR12 has to offer or for information 

on special discounts. For purchase of 10 or more passes call 1- 

800-258-7246 

In-House Training Serves as a Great Team Builder for Your Employees! 

Top companies recognize that training is essential to employee development. They also understand the many 

benefits of having people train together ~’, it builds enthusiasm, breaks down walls, improves cooperation, 

ignites new ideas, and sends productivity skyrocketing! 

Learn more about how you can build stronger teams by bringing our training into your organization. Call 1-800- 

344-4613, download our brochure., email us, or fill out our Information Request Form to find out more 

COMM2 The Essentials of Communicating With Tact & Finesse 
..... Your ernployees will learn the keys to communicating successfully with all types of 

TM people in all types oftough situations They~ Illearn howto persuade and 
TM influence others without appearing pushy. And theyg� II master essential listening 

skills that are so critical to working effectively with others. 

Achieve new levels of performance excellence in your organization with this best- 

selling on-site training program. 

Download Brochure Request Information 

Exempt vs. Nonexempt: Understanding 
FLSA&�TMs Employee Classification 
Standards 
Ju~ 12, 2012 

Does an employee qualify for overtime or not? 

DongCTMt risk a costly mistake ~ in just one hour 

get the facts you need to know for sure! 

Learn More Enroll Now 

How to Effectively Supervise Off-Site 
Employees 
July 13, 2012 

Managing others is tough enough to do in person. 

Supervising off-site employees presents a whole new 

set of challenges! 

Learn More Enroll Now 



View All Webinars 

6 Audio CDs 

Item No.3448 

The Power of 
Persuasion 

With this compelling series 

yOU~C=TMII become a 

believable, charismatic, 

positive influence on everyone 

in your life! 

List Price: $8995 

Your Price: $79.95 (USD) 

Savings: 

6 Audio CDs 

Item No. 130CD 

Learn More Buy Now 

Visit Our Resource Store 

How to Handle Difficult 
People 

Learn to deal effectively with 

difficult people and tough 

situations through the powerful, 

effective principles taught in this 

series. 

List Price: $89.95 

Your Price: $79.95 (USD) 

Savings: $1O.0O 

Learn More Buy Now 

100% Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction 
We~T~re so certain yOU~TMII be delighted with the results of our training that we guarantee it 100%. If you~�~Mre 

not completely satisfied with the training you receive, we~�TMII refund every penny of your enrollment fee. 

Guaranteed! 

To receive your SPECIAL DISCOUNT*, enroll online, providing both your exclusive Internet Code 25651 and VIP 

#9t9-1906t2-2t9 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your 

organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register online to receive the discount. 

This exclusive discount expires 06/26112. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any ot,eer discount offers or applied to STAR12 Memberships Offer only includes 
seminars priced $139 to $249. 

Company Directo~ 

CUSTOMERSERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, 

please send an email to our customer service department at cstserv@ruceci.com. 

ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an email to our on- 

site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 

FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an email to 

hotels@ruceci.com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an email to info@ruceci.com. 

WEBI~STER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the NationalSeminars 

Training.corn Website, please send an email to webmstr@ruceci corn 

The purpose of this email is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs via our 

Website. We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you~T~d rather not 

receive future emails from us click here to unsubscribe 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246 For any written 

correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc 

6901 W. 63rd Street 

Overland Park, KS 66202 

Copyright ~ 2012 National Seminars Training 

Our address is 6901 W. 63rd St., Overlaud Park, KS, 66202 

If you do not wish to receive furore e-mail, click here. 

(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.) 



Why struggling to find answer helps learners - View the web version of this email, 

:,~.~ RLI’s Training & Development Insights 

A free idea service from the Rapid Learning Institute 

Why struggling to find an answer 
helps people remember training 

It’s right on the tip of your tongue. You can feel it, 
but you just can’t pull the answer out of your brain. 

That struggle - unsuccessfully trying to retrieve a 
memory - can enhance future learning, memory 
researchers say. 

Here’s why: Strategies that actively involve learners 
produce better results. And when learners are 
working hard to find an answer, they’re engaged. By 
struggling, they retain more in the long run - even if 
they answer incorrectly or fail to come up with any 
answer at all. 

::~ Man thinking 

The research 

Tn an experiment, one group of students was given a series of questions, but not the 

answers. Then the students were given time to try to come up with the asnwers. 

Next, researchers distracted the students and then retested them. 

For a second group, researchers gave the students the questions and answers 
together to study, then distracted and retested them. 

Results: The first group answered more questions correctly when retested - even 
though they’d never received the correct answers at all. 

Suggestion for applying this research 

Consider starting a training session by asking for learners to answer some questions. 
Even if they don’t know the right answers, the effort will focus their minds for what 
they should learn during the training session. 

Another benefit: Tf learners struggle and then find the answer, they’ll feel successful, 
which gives them a psychic reward. That motivates them. 

This update is brought to you by Rapid Learninq Institute. Click here to learn more 
about our training and talent development online learning centers. 

Source: Kornell, Nate, et al., "Unsuccessful Retrieval Attempts Enhance Subsequent 
Learning. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 2009, Vo. 35, No. 4, pp. 989-998. 

Rapid Learning Institute, 1510 Chester Pike, Suite 310, Eddystone, PA 19022 ~ 877-792-2172 

To tmsubscribe, click here. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

(~ao[ .eOl~ 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 12:59 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Invitation to co~mect on LinkedIn 

’I~XT.httn 

LinkedIn 

I’d like to add you to my professional network on LinkedIn. 

English I Online Instructor at North Carolina Virtual Public Schools 
Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina Area 

Confirm that you know 

5"ou are recetvmg In\,itation tt~ Connect. emails. Click ~o unsubscribe: 

http://www.~inkedin.com/e/9eiauk-h3ond4pq-6v/~eYa6~aZ~z7I;-c~DIeAaaeACBBzwBTI~(‘)~uR/~oo/k~eiss~eo/~uncaa%2Eunc%2Eedu/20~6~/~2565256536 1/? 
hs false&tok 3NBhX62TRrRl~1 

(c) 2012 Lmked[n Corporation. 2029 Stierlin Ct, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA 



What to do wher~ ~’~~y child says °°~ hate 

It’s a phrase almost all parents hear form their child at some point and while we 
knew kids don’t mean it, it can be jarring for parents to hear. How should you 
respond when your kids say this to you? 

have been dating my boyfriend for over two years and have known his... 

..a lot of men I know wouldn’t even consider a vasectomy...black guys in... 

I have been dealing with My exes New Girlfriend, So far i been called an... 

have a son who will be three in July. His dad gets him every other... 

r--1 Become our fan on Facebook ~ Follow us on Twitter 

Chanae your email settinqs for Circle of Moms. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Moms, click her......£ to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Moms is located at 118 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 







I>~ 
SHOP NOW II >~ WEDD,NG&GIFT     II ::~:: SHOP FOR 

BEDDING ~ ~ BATH ~:~ KITCHEN :~ WINDOW    ~:~ FINE DINING/GIF~ARE [~ CLEA~NCE 

MODERNIW AND SOUL DONNA ~RAN LENOX Casual huxe Pearl Dinne~re $1299- $7999 

~iI SHOP DONNA KARAN NOW        / II’~’II 

TIMELESS DESIGNS AT BED BATH & BEYOND NOW, 

Abstract Coral 15" Round Bowl $299.99 

Wave 17 3/44Dunce Highball Glasses $59.99 (set of 2) 

.~i Abstract Coral 5" x 7" Picture Frame $124.99 

::Ki Wave 12 3/4-Ounce Double Old Fashioned Glasses 

....... $59.99 (set of 2) 



Singing Bowl II $199.99 Artisan Glass Black Etched 14" Tall Vase $19999 

Wrap 5-Piece Place Setting $69.99 

SHOP NOW 

All products are available online and may be available in select Bed Bath & Seyond(~ stores Products may be ordered in any of our 
stores; shipping fees apply. Prices only apply in contiguous United States 

~~ .~.iI ,S, EARC ! ~ii Shop By Brand I ~ii What’sNew I1 

i,’~ BADGLEY MISCHKA. FINE JEWELRY SHOP ONLINE or order in any store 

i,’~ P ..... lized invitations & ....... ies SHOP NOW 

Our invitation site is operated by our trusted partner Rexcraft. To review our pa rtner’s privacy policy Click Here. 

GI FT CARDS Always the perlect gift. FREE STANDARD click here to visit The Wedding & Gift Registry at Bed Bath & 

..... SHIPPING Terms and conditions apply to gift cards.            " Beyond~ fun to register, easy to shop. 

1.   MYACCOUNT I ,,   MYPREPERENCES 



Don’t 

miss out! Please verify or update your email and home addresses so you’ll be sure to get future updates. Click Here. 



Your family will be begging for seconds after you whip up this easy and delicious 
recipe...it’s famous for a reason~ 

lot of men I know wouldn’t even consider a vasectomy.,.black guys in... 

will try to make this short and to the point. If I don’t get help my kids,.. 

have a son who will be three in July. His dad gets him every other... 

My son is 4 and still in night time nappies. He has had quite a few dry... 

[~] Become our fan on Facebook E~ Follow us on Twitter 

Chanae your email settinqs for Circle of Moms. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Morns, click her~e to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Morns is located at 118 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

National Seminars <acton@natsem.com> 

Friday, June 22, 2012 11:22 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

A Super Friday Deal -- FREE Dea] Inside ... 

’IENTI’.httn 

To view this message in a browser: 
http://ci26.act~ns~ftware c~m/act~n/ct/2997/s-~c-12~6/Bct/e-~(;49-~-~45/e-~49-~-~45:56126/ct6 0/1 

VIP: 919-220612-213 
Nationa 1SeminarsTraining corn 

http://v‘~vw.Nati~na~SeminarsTrainin~.c~m/indexcfm?err~KLE~SSLE@UNCAA.UNC.EDU&vip 919220612213&IC 25653 

Bring a Friend for FREE! 

http:i/www.NationaiSeminarsTrainin~.com/mdexcfm?eml KI~EISSLE(@UNCAA.UNC.]b;]-)U&~,ip 919220612213&IC 25653 

1 st Person 
Price 2 nd Person 
Price 

<tr><td><span style "font-size: 13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Managing Multiple Projects,Competing Priorities & Tight 
Deadlines</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;06/29/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;ttouston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://wv,~,.nationalsemmarstrainm~con~,(TheckOut/Steplcfm?h~1845488&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&em[ KI.EISSLE(~r)UNC2~.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~htt~://www.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~m~events/events.cfm?ht 1845488&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&em[ KI.EISSLE(~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://ima~esruceci.com/emailpdfs/YHOMPpdi~’>View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" 
AMGN "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" ALI(IN "CENTER"><b>FREE<ib><itd></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Essentia[ Coaching & Mentoring 
Skills</i><ib></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/11/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;< a 
href"http://www.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl.cfrn?ht 1845836&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE(~UNCAAUNCEI)U">Register 
Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://wv‘~.nationa~semmarstramin~.com/events/events.cfm?ht 1845836&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE~UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre:~"http://ima~es.ruceci.com/emailpdfs/YCMSM pd:t~’ >View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/l 3i12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://va,cw.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Stepl cfm? 
h~1845842&Vlp 9192206122130000&ic 25653&~ni~LEISSL[ff~UNCAA.UNCEDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre:~"http://www.nationaisemmarstramin~.com/events/eventscfm?ht 1845842&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&emlKLEISSLE(a)UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href"http://ima~es.ruceci.con~,emailpdi~/YCMSM.pd[~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~8/27/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;II~uston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 

&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:~/www.natlonalseminarstraining.comJChecl~Out/Stepl.cfm?ht 1846776&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&em[ KLEISSLE@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~http://www.nati~na~seminarstraining.c~m~events/events.cfm?ht 1846776&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&em[ KI.EISSLE@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&rlbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.mceci.cop:demailpdfsiYCMSM.pd~’>View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER">$199</td><tdvalign "top" ALIGN "CENTER"><b>FREE<ib><itd></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Developing YoreEmotional 
Intelligence</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07i12/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Hottston, TX&nbsp;&nbsp ;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"ht~p ://w~wz.nationalseminarstrainin~. corrgCheckOttt/Step 1.c fm’.’ht 1845830&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653 &eml KLEIS SLE(~UNCAA.L2xlC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://wwwa~ati~na~semmarstraining.c~r~events/events.cfm?ht 1845830&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE(~L~(2AA.UNC.EDU">More 

Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a l’tr e~" http ://images .l~aC eci. c om/eraailpdfs/YEMTL, p dI~’ >View- Brochure<ia><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&rlbsp;&nbsp;07/19/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Attstin, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iwavw.nationalseminarstraining.com/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1846209&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&¢.~11 KLEISSLF~,@,L_WCAA.U2x-C.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iww~v.nationalseminarstraming.corrgevents/evcnts.cfm?ht 1846209&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&emlKLEISSLE(~,,UNC’AA.UNC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:i/images.ruceci.com/emailpdl’s/YEMTL.pdl~’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/2~/~2&nbsp;&rIbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://~w~av.nati~na~serainars~.ami~g.c~n~(~heck~ut/Step~.cfm?ht 1846208&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml ~EISSLE(d~,,UNCAA.UN(2.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~wz.nationalsemmarstraining. comdeventsievents.cfm?ht 1846208&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653 &errll KLEI S SLE ,@,L2xlCAA .UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&rlbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iimages.ruceci.comiemailpdfsiYEMTL.pdi~’>View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;<itd><td valign "top" 
ALIGN- "CENTER">$199</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER"><b>FREE<ib><itd></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Conlmunicating ~vith Corffidence 
for Women with Dr. Kim</i><ib></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07i25/12&nbsp;&rlbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Attstin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"ht~p ://w~wz.nationalseminarstrainin~. corrgCheckOttt/Step 1.c fm’.’ht 1846088&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653 &eml KLEIS SLE(~UNCAA.L2xlC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://wwwa~ati~na~semmarstraining.c~r~events/events.cfm?ht 1846088&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE(~L~(2AA.UNC.EDU">More 

Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a l’tre~"http://ima~es.ruceci.comdemaill~dfs/CWC.pdl~’>View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~7/27/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"httr~:/iwavw.nationalseminarstrainin~.com/CheckOut/Ste~l .cfm? 
ht 1846092&vi1~ 9192206122130000&ic 25653&¢.~11 KLEISSLF~@L_WCAA.U2x-C.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htto:/iwww.nationalseminarstrainin~.corr~Jevents/events.cfm?ht 1846092&vi’0 9192206122130000&ic 25653&emlKLEISSLE(~,,UNCAA.UN(2.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"httl~://irrla~es.ruceci.corrdemailpdfsiCWC.l~d~’>View Brochure<ia></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CENTER">$199<itd><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>FREE</b></td></tr><tr><td><spanstyle "font-size:13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Payroll 
Law</i><ib><ispan><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;07/26i 12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp ;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nb sp ;<a 
hre~"t~ttp://wwa~.nationalseminarstraining.com/(2heckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1845704&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&errll KLEISSLE(~UNC.~.L~C.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http ://wv,~v.nationalsemmarstraining. corrdeventsievents.cfm?ht 1845704&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653 &eml KLEIS SLE @L~NCAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href "http://images.ruceci.colrdemailpdfs/PYLAW.pdl~’>View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/14/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Waco, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://,aavw.nationalseminarstraining.comiCheckOutiStepl clha? 
ht 1846685&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE@U~CAA.UNCEDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "http://www.nationalsemmarstraming.cona/events/eventsctin?ht 1846685&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml~LEISSLE(c3U2x-CAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images.ruceci.com/emailpdfs/PYLAW.pdi">View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~8/~5/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’’http://w~av.natI~na~seminarstrami~q~.c~Check~u~Step1.cfm?ht 1846687goAp 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE(d)U2x,-CAA.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahref’~http://ww~.nati~na~semmarstraining.c~events/events.cfm?ht 1846687&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE@U2X!CAA.UNC.EDU">More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://images laaceci com/emailpdfs/PYLAW.pdf">View ~r~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~8/17/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http :/i~vww.nationalseminarstraining corn/CheckOut/Step 1 .cfm? 
ht 1846691&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE,@UNCAA.U2x-C.EDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iwwwnationalseminarstramingcom/events/events.cfm?ht 1846691&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE@UNCAAUNCEDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "http://images.ruceci cona/emailpd£s/PYLAW pdt">View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" ALIGN "CEN’q2ER">$199</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>FRF~E</b></td></tr><tr><td><span style "font-size: 13px;color:#333333;"><b><i>Advanced Training f,ar Microsoft 
Excel</i></b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/03/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Houston, TX&nbsp ;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nb sp;<a 
hre~"http://ww~.nationalseminarstrainin~.cona/CheckOutiStepl.cfm?ht 1846337&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE¢~)UNCAAU2X!CF~DU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp; <a hre~"http ://wv,~v.nationalsemmarstraining. corrdeventsievents, cfm?ht 1846337 &rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653 &eml KLEIS SLE @L~NCAA.UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href "http://ima~es.ruceci com/emailpdfs/YAEXL pdi">View Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09/18/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Waco, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://,aavw.nationalseminarstraining.comiCheckOutiStepl clha? 
ht 1847022&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE@,U~CAA.UNCEDU">Register Now</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
href "http://www.nationalsemmarstraming.cona/events/eventsctin?ht 1847022&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml~LEISSLE(c3U2x-CAA.UNC.EDU">More Info<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://images.ruceci.colrdemailpd£s/YAEXL.pdd">View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~9/~9/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 



&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:Z/~vww.natlunalseminarstrainin~.comJCheckOut/Stepl.cfm?ht 1847025&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLE[SSLEfa)UNC~’~.UNC.EDU">Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~’~ht~://www.nati~na~seminarstrainin~.c~m~events/events.c~n?ht 1847025&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&em[ KI,EISSLE(h)UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Mure 
Infu</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a href"http://ima~es.ruceci.comYemailpdd’s/YAEXL.pdl?’>View Bruchure--./a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;09i21/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;tIuuston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http://www.natiunalseminarstrainin~cum/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1847029&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLI~@UNCAA.UNC.EDU">Register Now---/a>&nbsp;&nbsp;---a 
href"http://wwwnationalseminarstrainin~con’b, events/events.cfm?ht 1847029&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&era1 KLEISSLE(@UNCAAUNC[~DU">MoreInfo</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;---a 
hre:~"http://ima~es ruceci com/emailpdfs/YAEXJ_..pc~">View Bruchure</a></td><tdvalign "tup">&nbsp;</td><tdvalign "top" ALl(IN "CEN~IlV.R">$179<itd>---td valign "tup" 
AMGN "C]~;N~fIV.R"><b>FR[~E---/b>---/td></tr><tr>---td>---span s~le "funt-siz, e:13px;colur:#333333;"><b><i>ttuw to Create & Deliver Exceptional PuwerPuint 
Presentatiuns<ii>---/b></span><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08i06/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;Austin, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"htVp ://w~w¢.nationalseminarstrainin¢. corrgCheckOut/Step 1.cfm?ht 1846447&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653 &eml KLEIS SLE(~UNCAA.I~2"qC.EDU" >Register 
N~w</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://~vww.nati~na~seminarstraining.c~n-~events/events.cfm?ht 1846447&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE(~L2qCAA.UNC.EDL-">More 

Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a ktre~"http://images.ruceci.com/emailpdd’s/’,T’¥VRP.pdd" >Vie~v Brochure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;08/29/12&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp ;&nbsp;Houston, 
TX&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;<a hre~"http:/iwavw.nationalseminarstraining.com/CheckOut/Stepl .cfm? 
ht 1846783&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&~1 KLEISSLF~,@,I~2NCAA.LINC.EDU">Register Now<ia>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http:/iww~v.nationalseminarstraining.corrgevents/evcnts.cfm?ht 1846783&rip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml KLEISSLE(d~,,UNC’AA.LrNC.EDU">More Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a 
hre~"http://iraages.ruceci.con,JemailpdfsiYPVVRP.pdl">View Br~chure</a><br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;~9/24/~2&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp;H~ust~n, TX&nbsp;&nbsp;- 
&nbsp;&nbsp;<ahre~"http://~w~av.nati~na~seruinarstraini~g.c~n~Check~ut/Step~.cfm?ht 1847059&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653&eml ~EISSLE(d!,,UNCAA.LrNC.EDU">Register 
Now</a> &nbsp ;&nbsp ;<a hre~"http :i/w~w¢.nationalseminarstraining. comJeventsievents.cfm?ht 1847059&vip 9192206122130000&ic 25653 &eral IZLEI S SLE ,@,I~2"qCAA .UNC.EDU" >More 
Info</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;<a tv:e~"http:/iimages.ruceci.con’~emailpdd’siYP\:v~.P.pdP’>View Brochure</a></td><td valign "top">&nbsp;</td><td valign "top" 
ALIGN "CENTER">$149<itd><tdvalign "top" ALIGN" "CENTER"><b>FREE</b></td></tr> 
Click here to see ev-ents in yo~ area 

htVp://w~w¢.NationalSeminarsTraining.con~/ScminarsByState.cfm?eml KLEISSLE(~,LINCAA.LrNC.EDU&vip 9192206122130000&IC 25653 

ht~p://w~a~.mvSTAR~2.c~m~index.cfn~/ehCheck~ut/i~tmp?em~EISSLE(~UNCAA.LINC.EDU&vip 9192206122130000&IC 25653 

htt~://imaaes.ruceci.comiSTAR12 PDFiSTAR12 brochuxe NSO.’0df 

htv~:i/w~’.mvSTAR12.con’~tour/benefits.cfm?eml KLEISSLE~UNC’AA.UNC.EDU&vi~ 9192206122130000&IC 25653 

*DISCOL2NT INSTRUCTIONS: OiN~L INE REGISTRATION B Y 06/29/12 REQU]RED 

To receive yottr Special Discount*, enroll two people online and 
provide both your exclusive Internet Code 25653 and 
#919-220612-213 when prompted during registration You may pass 
along this discount offer to others in your organization, though 
the?- must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register 
online to receive the discotmt This exclusive discount expires 
06/29/12. 

*Discount oiler caunot be combined with any other discount 
oilers or applied to STAR12 Memberships Offer only includes 
seminars priced $99 to $249. 
Company Directory 
CUSTO\4E~R SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, 
conferences or product orders, please send an email to our 
customer service department at cstserv@ruceci corn. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site 
training, please send an email to our on-site department at 

onsite@ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other 
facili~z, please send an email to hotels@ruceci corn. 
GEix.~RAL IN~vOP, MATION : For all ofl~er inquiries, please send an 

email to info@mceci.com 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your 
newsletter or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com 

Website, please send an email to webmstr@ruceci.com 
The purpose of this email is to make sure you are aware of our 
expanding efforts tu meet yuur needs via uur Website. We respect 
yuur privacy and yuur preferences fur communications of this 
nature. If you[lid rather nut receive fature emails from us, click 
here 

to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling uur customer sep¢ice 
department at 1-800-258-7246 For any written currespundence, 
you may contact us at: 

Ruckhurst Universi~ Cuntinuing Education (;enter, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 

Copyright (c) 2012 Natiunal Seminars Training 
Our address is 6901 W 63rd St, Overland Park, KS, 66202 

lfyuu do not wish tu receive future e-mail, click here: 
http://ci26.actunsuftware cum/actun/rif/2997/s-~0~c-~2~6/-/e-~049-~-~45:56~26/e-~49-l-~45/zuut 
(Yuu can also send yuur request to Customer (;are at the street address above) 



919-220612-    ], ~ ~<~: ~)i’W~!~ ~-~t 

NationalSeminarsTraininq.com 

i.~.i It~�z~% Your SUPER Friday Deal! Bring A Friend for FREE! (click for details) 

i~i National Semina rs Training 

Managing Multiple Projects, Compe#ng Pfiofides & T~ght Deadlines $199 

06/29/12 - Houston, TX - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 Essential Coach#~g & Men~efit}g Skiffs 

07/11/12 = Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/13/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/27/12 - Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

Developing Your Efnotiond ln~dligence 

07/12/12 - Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/19/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/20/12 - Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

Cemrnunicat~ng with Confidence for Wemen with Dro K~m 

07/25/12 = Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

07/27/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Payrdl Law 

07/26/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

08/14/12 = Waco, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/15/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/17/12 = Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

Adwtneed Training for M~crosott C~xcd 

08i03/12 - Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/18/12 - Waco, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/19/12 - Austin, TX - Re~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/21/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

How to Create & De~iver ~xceptional PowerPoint Prese~}t~t#ens 

08/06/12 - Austin, TX - ReRister Now More Info View Brochure 

08/29/12 - Houston, TX - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

09/24/12 - Houston, TX - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 

$199 

$199 

$179 

$149 

Click here to see events in your area 

::X:: THE BEST TRAINING FOR THE LOWEST PRICE ~�" ANYWHERE! 



¯ ...::.’~.:: Unlimited Seminars ~�¢ Unlimited Webinars ~6¢ Unlimited Online      .~.i.... 
Courses ~�" AND MUCH MOREl 

:::~:: FOR 12 FULL MONTHS! ONLY $299! 

Buy Now! 

i.~.i View Brochure Learn More 

i~i For a personal tour at all STAR12 has to offer or for information on ~i STAR12 
....... special discounts For purchase of 10 or more passes call 14~00-258- " ..... 

7246 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY 06/29/12 REQUIRED 

To receive your Special Discount*, enroll two people online and provide both your exclusive Internet Code 25653 

and VIP #919-220612-213 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in 

your organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register online to receive the 

discount. This exclusive discount expires 06/29/12. 

"Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers or applied to STAR12 Memberships. Offer oaty includes 
seminars priced $99 to $249. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMERSERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, 

please send an email to our customer service department at cstserv~,ruceci com. 

ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an email to our on- 

site department at onsite(~,ruceci.com. 

FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an email to 

hotels~,ruceci.com 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an email to info(~ruceci.com 

WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 

NationalSeminarsTraining.com Website, please send an email to webmstr~,ruceci.com 

The purpose of this email is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs via our 

Website We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature, If yOU~TMd rather not 

receive future emails from us, click here to unsubscribe, 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 

correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 

6901 W. 63rd Street 

Overland Park, KS 66202 

Copyright ¢’) 2012 National Seminars Training 

Our address is 6901 W. 63rd St., Overland Park, KS, 66202 

If you do not wish to receive future e-mail, click here. 

(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above.) 
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BEDDING ~k~ BATH I ~ KITCHEN ~ WINDOW ~k~ HOMEDECOR X~ CL~NCE 

SHOP NOW 
l/¢ 
~ WEDDING & GIFT REGISTRY 

I ::~:: SHOP FOR COLLEGE 

FREE STANDARD SHIPPING limited time offer on these select items~ OFFER VALI D THRU 7/13/12 

INTRODUCING BADGLEY MISCHKA@ FINE JEWELRY SHOP FINE WEDDING JEWELRY ONLYAT 
...... BEDBATHANDBEYOND.COM SHOP NOW 

SPARKLE ON YOUR WEDDING DAY 

EXCLUSIVELY OURS(SM) Badgley Mischka@ Be-Loved [~ EXCLUSIVELY OURS(SM) Badgley Mischka@ Soft S 

White Topaz & Pearl Fine Jewelry Pendant $17999 Earrings Sophisticated Jewelry Necklace $299.99 Earrings $229.99 

$199.99 FREE SHIPPING Bracelet $229.99 FREE SHIPPING 



[~ EXCLUSIVELY OURS(SM) Badgley Mischka~ Be-Loved Pendants .’~,; EXCLUSIVELYOURS(SM) Badgley Mischka~h 

..... $99.99 each Sky Blue, Garnet, Amethyst, Peridot, Citrine FREE ...... Statement Chic Blue Topaz Pendant $199.99 FREE 

SHIPPING SHIPPING 

SHARE THE GLAMOUR. 

EXCLUSIVELY OURS(SM) Badgley Mischka~ Be-Loved 

Compact Mirror $59.99 FREE SHIPPING 

:,’~ EXCLUSIVELYOURS(SM) Mark&James~The Modernist 

...... Round Stainless Steel Polished Money Clip $4999 FREE 

SHIPPING 

% EXCLUSIVELY OURS(SM) Badgley Mischka~ Hair Combs 

..... White Topaz $179.99 Vintage Elegance $249.99 FREE 

SHIPPING 

EXCLUSIVELY OURS(SM) Mark & J .... ~ The Modernist 

Stainless Steel Card Cases $5999 each FREE SHIPPING 



SHOP NOW 

~i SEARC ii ~:i Shop By Brand ii ~i What’sNew 

[ ~ SHARE W,TH YOUR FRIENDS~ :: :: ~ Facebook ] ~ii MySpace ~[ .~ii Twitter 
lized Invitations&A ...... iesSmOP NOW 

Click here to visit the Wedding & Gift Registry BED BATH & GIFT CARDS Always the per[ect gift. FREE STANDARD 

BEYOND Fun to register. Easy to shop SHIPPING Terms and conditions apply to gift cards. 

GIFTCARDS j i~ WISH 1"~’ii TRACK l.~il MYACCOUNT 1 MYPREFERENCES 

miss out! Please veri~ or update your email and home addresses so zou’ll be sure to get future updates Click Here 



Have you ever cleaned up your kids’ rooms when they weren’t around? The 
story below might make you reconsider this tactic! Read 

Summer is here and little kids are venturing outside to play and explore. But the 
Colorado neighborhood of Stapleton isn’t so excited by one of the things they’re 
doing outside, and wants to ban it. Resd ~o~e 

ever there was a reason to have a favorite song, it’s got to be this. 

A great cake can really make the baby shower, but some of these new baby shower 
cakes leave us wishing the frosting tube came with built-in spell check! Read 

Find out which state your child’s name is most popular in. 

For more parenting news and real mom advice, visit 

Welcome to Circle of 

My husband & I will be having a suprise third child in August & we are... 

!.!:! ~ ..,’: ~ 
We have not introduced ourselves and it’s not too late!!! I’m Katherine .... 

So I had to have a c-section because my baby was in breech and it was the... 

know that this question is going to cause a major fuss in responses .... 

[~ Become our fan on Facebook ~] Follow us on Twitter 

Chanqe your email settinqs for Circle of Moms. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Moms, click her~e to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Morns is located at 118 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 



One of the best things about being married is feeling comfortable enough that 
you can tell your spouse everything. But Circle of Morns member Amber L is one 
of several members who keep secrets. Here’s hers -- and five more that are 
surprisingly common. 

Okay I have been with my husband for 9 years now. Married for 6. He has... 

My kids are 19 mths and 5mths old and I get comments all the time about how... 

will try to make this short and to the point. If I don’t get help my kids... 

,~,,is,~.,,~,,’,~,,ic ~,,"~<1 ~’t~i~ cf",,ild 

ok i am sorry i am new at this site so i have a few questions about my... 

j~ Become our fan on Facebook ~ Follow us on Twitter 

Chanqe your email settinqs for Circle of Moms. If you wish to not receive this type of email in the future from Circle of Moms, click her__e to unsubscribe. 

Circle of Moms is located at ! 18 2nd Street, 2nd FI., San Francisco, CA 94105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:34 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring Athletes This Summer 

Dear Amy, 

How are you doing today? This is ~ a peer tutor with the 
Learning Center I got the email from saying Academic Support 
for Athletes is hiring tutors in math. I have been tutoring math with 
the Learning Center for three semesters and I stalted tutoring math in 
the Math Help Center this semester also. I’m veW interested in this 
opportuni~z. May I know more information about the application process? 

Thank you and have a nice day 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Sunday, " ....... 10:02 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

LD l’ollow up now: who is taking tests up at ASP? why or why not? ~hey need to give prof heads uP and then get in t°uch ruth 
that this 

roll ~ hapN~fing - m make sure e~n is 

TEXT.htm; gradient.gif; top.gif; si& le~.gi£ red Mes.gi£ Nue_ Me.gif; si& fight.gif; ~m.gi£ mp 1.gi£ mR li.gif; s~cer.gie mR y.gif; 

~om 1.gif, ~m li.gif; ~m fi.giI~ ~m r.gif 

LD follow up now: who is taking tests up at ASP? why or why not? they 

need to give prof heads up and then get in t~uch with that this 

will be happening - to make sure exam is there. 





















From: ~email.t~nc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday 8:12 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: SSI? 

Thanks! I am available after 1 on M,W,F. 

On Wed,            22:49:43 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> Now that we just got final grades in last night ~ve are adjusting all of 
the 
> students’ final schedules by Monday, then we’ll know who still needs 
> someone to work with Are you available during the daytime, 
> Monday-Thursday or Friday? Let me knowt 
> Thanks 
>A 
> 

> Student-Athlete Academic Support 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 919-843-8635 
> cel[ 
>>~" 10:45 PM >>> 
> 

> >~any, 
> 

> Are you planning on me working summer session one, and if so, when would 
I 
> start? 
> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish ~oyced@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 10:55 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: paperwork 

’IENTf.httn 

Is this your last week, or will you be in at all next week? 
Joyce 

>>> Amy Kleissler 6/1/2010 9:49 AM >>> 

Joyce, 
I need to come see you to fill out some paperwork before I leax~e next week When would be a good time to do that? 

Thanks 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

kleassle(,~uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<support@lawlogix.comv 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 11:13 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Access inlbrmation enclo~d 

Here is the information you requested: T%USjc2N 



If this email is not displayed properly, click here 

To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Dear Amy Kleissler, 

Thank you so much for your time on the phone! I hope you found the training helpful in getting 

you up and running with your ACS Recruiting Coordinator software system. If at any time you 

have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me or the ACS Help Desk. I 

have included my contact information below, as well as the ACS Help Desk. We are very 

excited to be working with you and the University of North Carolina! 

To access the Iogin screen, you’ll go to https:!!incontrol.acsathletics.com 

Username: 

Password: 

As you begin using the system, you’ll also want to check out the ’FAQ’ menu at the top right of 
the screen just beside the ’logout’ button as well as videos reviewing the system located in 
the Training Materials submenu. I have attached a couple of help documents that may be 
useful as you continue to build out your system. The chat tool I displayed during the training is 
also available on each screen within our product. 

The first time you Iogin, don’t forget to: 

1. Change your Password. Go to Home tab and select Change Password. 

2. Verify your information is correct: Go to Home Tab and My Profile 

3. If you have imported data, verify everything looks ok in the system. Notify your 

implementation team immediately with any concerns. 

4. Go to Athletes, Contacts and Schools to review the information we covered in training. 

5. Go to Training Materials to see the video training library! 

Please let me know if you have any questions! Thank you again for your time and I look 
forward to working with you. 

Thanks, 

Xll http:/!,ima 

Melanie Cabezas 

Client Services Director 

ACS Help Desk -_k_Le__[_pdesk@acsathletics.com or 512.343.8811 Option 2 for Support 

mca rter@acsathletics.com 

htt p:i/www.acsat hletics.co m 



http://images.olh-. 
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To ensure that, 

If this email is not displayed properly, click here 

’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Amy, 
Thank you for your time on the phone this afternoon. 3ust a few action items from our call below: 

Anyone using a PC will need to use fnternet Explorer to access the ACS Athletics software solution. 

If you are using [nternet Explorer, please Login to ACS Athletics and then select Tools from the 
upper right hand corner of your screen and go to View Compatibility Settings. Click Add for 
acsathletics.com. Let the page refresh and you will be all set 

[f you would like a banner on your online questionnaire, please send me a .jpg or .gif file that is no 
larger than 850 pixels wide by 300 pixels tall. 

° ACS will add the club team configuration for Fencing, Gymnastics and Rowing. 

Please Iogin and add yourself as a test athlete in ACS Recruiting Coordinator. Then send yourself 
an email to a gmail, hotmail or aol account you have access, add a phone call, evaluation, contact 
and official visit for your test athlete. Date all compliance activities in the past to avoid any potential 
violation messages popping up. 

Run reports in Athletes, Contacts, Schools and Activity Manager. 

Go to Configuration and click"Athlete Form Custom Field Configuration." Click View Questionnaire. 
Complete the Questionnaire with test information. Go to Webmail and view the test athlete 
information. Reconcile or add your test athlete from Webmail to your athlete database. 

Lance has access to helpful PDF documentation in compliance to help you with these tasks. Please let us 
know if you have any questions by accessing the online chat or emailing helpdesk@acsathletics.com. 

XI: http:/{,il’na ] 

Melanie Cabezas 
Client Services Director 
512.343.8811 Option 2 
mcarter@acsathletics,com 

~://www,acsathietics.corn 
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To ensure that, 

If this email is not displayed properly, click here 

~lease add ’our safe list. You can view instructions here. 

Hello Amy! 
Thank you for participating in today’s ACS Team Manager training session, I hope you found it helpful as 
you being using the roster functions within your ACS Team Manager software system. We are excited to be 
partnering with the University of North Carolina! 
If you did not attend today’s training session and you are receiving this follow up email - please take a 
moment to review your username and password information below. 
Training Videos! 
For users who participated in today’s training and those that did not, I highly encourage everyone to Iogin 
and go to the Team Manager tab and select Training Materials. Here you will find helpful online training 
videos to help you get started with the ACS Team lvlanager software system. 
Login Information 
URL-" https:/!incontrol.acsathletics.com 
Save this URL to your Favorites! Just a reminder, Internet Explorer 7.0 or greater is the recommended 
browser for PC and Safari is the recommended browser for Mac users. 
Username-’ 
Password: 
~If you are using Tnternet Explorer and logging in for the first time do the following-’ 
Login to ACS 
Select Tools in your Internet Explorer browser in the upper right hand corner. 
Select View Compatibility View Settings 
When acsathletics.com appears in the field, click Add. Close the Window and your page should refresh. 
If you do not update these settings you will not be able to send emails or text messages to your roster. 
Training Recap-’ 

1. Today we reviewed sending emails to the roster, sending text messages to the roster, viewing and 
updating information on your athletes and running reports. 

2. Try sending a test text message or email to your roster or a few athletes on your 
roster, 

, Go to Athletes in the Team Manager tab 

¯ Check off the athlete(s) you want to email or text 

¯ Select Send Text Message or Send Email from the Functions drop down on the right side 
of the page. 

Click Go 

Type the email or text message - don’t forget to SIGN YOUR TEXT MESSAGES! 

¯ Click Next and Preview 

¯ Click Send! 

3. Try running the Grid Report. Don’t forget to click to Customize Grid on the Athlete list to make sure 
you have the information you want in your report! Remember, by clicking Print next to the Print 
Report dropdown on the right side of the screen, it only opens on your computer. It won’t actually 
print until you send the document or spreadsheet to your printer! 

4. We also reviewed setting up Alumni and Boosters in ACS Recruiting Coordinator. To get started, 
don’t forget to go to Recruiting Coordinator and add University of North Carolina as a University in 
the Schools section so you have a school to associate your Alumni and Boosters within the Contacts 
section! 

Need Help?? 
To contact the ACS Help Desk with questions: 

Email: _h___e_[ p__d__e___s__k_ ~_ _a_ _c_ _s_ _a_ _ _t_ _h_ J _e_ _t_ j_c___s_,_c___q __m__ 
Phone: 800.343.6220, Option 2 
Live Chat: Use the Click Here for Customer Service button on the top of each screen within the ACS 
InControl system! 
FAQ: Click the FAQ link in the upper right hand corner to access an online help manual. 



Please let us know if you have any questions, Have a great holiday weekend! 

Melanie Cabezas 
Client Services Director 

mcarter@acsathletics,com 
www,acsathletics,com 

16 corn/pro/powered Io 
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Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~_~)ne.rr.com> 

Sunday, August g, 2010 10:35 AM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ld s~tnl]" 

mentor tmJniug notes nov 09.docx; Leo~ing Disabilities ideas tbr Beth Jaimie.docx; beth though~ uov 09.docx; Thoughts t~m 

conference.doc; meutor ideas 2 26 10.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 24, 2010 12:05 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: audio texts 

TEXT.htm 

Amy, We use Kurzweil up here http://www.kurzweiledi~.coln/ 
- and Jim Kessler’s office scans books if students qualify for the accommodation - 
at one point Robert talked about buying it up there for students to use during study hall - we had a technology lab once upon a time but 
the students did not like it...I believe that this could help some student up there, but using this technology takes some getting used to 
(persistence and patience) -we have a technology specialist (student) who is going to fill in until Jim hires his asst. director position 
(Alvaro Gomez who was very knowledgeable with this stuff moved to SFmn this summer) Mary 

From: Amy kleissler [mailto:kleissle(&uncaa.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2010 11:56 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: audio texts 

Mary, 
I am not sure if you are the person I should direct this question to so if you are not, just let me know. Thanks! 

Always searching for a new gimmick to help the students learn, this semester I really want to try to push the use of Dragon Writer and 
taped texts. Dragon Writer has really come a long way --        uses it almost exclusively now and I would swear that he receives a 
new software or equipment update weekly. I will say that he likes it better when he uses a microphone (approximately the size of a 
small cell phone) that is clipped to the monitor rather than the headset. The software has now expanded so that it will read documents 
aloud. 

I have been looking at the website for Reading for the Blind and Dyslexic -- they claim that they provide audio books for students free 

of charge. Hunting around on their site I see that they have a pretty good selection of textbooks and that their books are read by 
people, not a computer. I really liked the samples I heard because the reader changed tone, inflection, and emphasis accordingly. The 
textbooks they offer may not always be the precise textbook one of our students might need, but at least they would be able to listen to 

material on a relevant topic such as biology or a piece of literature. 

Is this something that I could look into further? Or, does The Learning Center already have these kinds of things? Let me know your 
thoughts or who I should speak with. 

thanks! Hope you are doing well -- the website is fantastic! 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle(&uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday,                  12:16 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: finals 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Amy. Those dates/times all work. Would those just be for my SOCI 
group, or does that include a session for        too? 

Ph.D. Student 
Sociology Dept. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

On Wed, at 5:08 PM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> I haven’t been able to cross reference this schedule against the exam 
> schedules of the students in your class, so there may end up being some 
> shifting. In general though, this is what I have penciled in for your 
> review sessions. Let me know your thoughts. 
> Thanks! 
>A 
> 
> 11AM and 7PM 
> 10AM and 2PM 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 10:23 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Summer Tutoring 

TEXTf.httn 

we need to bring her in..lets talk about this and getting rounds of intel~Aews/recruiting this ~veek 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>~"                 ~email uric edu> 

OK, sounds great[ 

3:41 PM>>> 

Thanks, 

On rI1qu, 16:33:40 -0400, "Beth Bridget" <bridgerb@unca&unc.edu> 
\vro be: 

> Thanks for the email. 
> I will be in touch soon, but would love to set up a meeung with you soon 
> to talk about the job opportunity. ! will be back in touch. 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridget 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNT’-Chapel Hill 

> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> }email.unc.edu> 4:22 PM >>> 
> 

> Mrs. Bridger, 
> 

> I just wanted to send a follo~v-up email concerning the s~tmmer tutoring 
> position: 
> 

> My roommate, , contacted you about my interest in 
being 
> a tutor this sunmxer. I ara ~ major, and I am also 
available 
> to tutor other classes, such as English or Spanish, depending on your 
> needs. I will be in Chapel Hill during both surrm~er sessions. Please let 
> me know if you need more information. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday, 11:21 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Academic Tutor Interest 

’I~37I’.httn 

did we contact him? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>>                 ~email.unc.edu>         5:42 PM >>> 
Of course! Please let me know if you have any issues with the attachment 

Or          5:39 PM. Beth Bridger wrote: 
Thanks [’or your interest. 
Could you send me your resume? 
Beth 
Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support ]2~r Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ tliH 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c~ 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc edu <mai]to:bridAerb~uncaa unc.edu> 

>>> .2))email.unc.edu> 4:09 PM >>> 
Mrs. Bridger, 

I ant entailing you to express my interest in possibly obtaining a 
position as an acadcmic mentor in your student athlete program. I am a 

rrmior, who is in need of 
an extra position. I know you have spoken with our cohort before about 
possible employment opportunities and I have friends who work in your 
program. I know- you have already set placements for the current 
senrester, but I would be excited and willing to help out beginning in 
the Springt If this seems like a possibility I would love to discuss 
this with you fmther. I look forward to hearing frora you. 

Thartks in advance, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 41984bytes; 
Attachment Lirtk: http:/iarchiveO2.uncaa.~mc.edu/824af5c16d36fOc52a91848d5a97efc3 

File Name: Resume.doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 17:42:17 -0500 
Size: 41984bytes 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:21 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Language Tutoring 

’I~NTI’.httn 

another one 
and lets contact if needed--apparently she may be free this summer? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 
>>~ ))email uric edu> 2:51 PM >>> 

Hi Ms. Bridget-, 
I was g~ven your name by who are both 
enjoying working as language tutors. I have been looking for a tutoring 
position, and I was informed that your program hires french tutors I would 
love to tutor french; I’ve studied the language for about 

working on my language skills. I’m 
currently studying Spanish as well. 
If you have any room for another tutor, I would be e×tremely happy to join 
your team. 
If there is someone else I should speak with, please let me know. 
Thank you so very much for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 11:22 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: summer tutoring program 

TENSI’.httn 

3pm on Monday the sounds good! 

On Wed, at 9:14 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

How about Monday, at 3pm? Let me kno~v. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Fuotball 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-~g43-8635 u 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
[’or the sule use of intended recipient(s) and may cuntain cunfi dential and 
privileged informatiun. Any unauthurized review, use, disclosure ur 
distribution is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe urigina[ 
message. 

9:19 PM 

I will be in Chapel Hill [’or Easter on Munday the     su ifyuu are 
available to meet, I can come in for an intep~iew If not, I will be back in 
tuwn around         Either way wurks! 

On Tue, at 7:27 PM, Arny Kleissler <kleissle@~caa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> sor~ --just see the resurne :) 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Prograrn for Student Athletes, Football 
>> L~-C-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> Cor~fidentiali)- Notice: This e-rnail message, including any attacl~nents, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and rnay contain corffidential and 
>> privileged inforrnation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>> >>> 6:56 PM 

>> Dear Amy, 
>> Thank you for getting back to met I am still in and urffort~mately 
>> have an exam this Friday but I am available to come in for an intel~’iew 

>> either next Thursday ~        or Monday         . Please let rne know if 
>> either of these dates work for you. If they don’t, I can try and ~vork ~vith 
>> teachers to reschedule an exam I have attached my resume below If you need 
>> any more il~brmation, please let me know Thanks again and I look forward to 
>> hearing Iicom you! 
>> Sincerely, 

>> On Tue, at 3:58 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>wrote: 

>>> Ma~y Willingham fOlavarded me your email regarding summer tutoring as I 
>>> work with our mentor/tutor program wit2ain the Academic Support Program for 
>>> Student Athletes Thank you for contacting us[ I have 2 questions for you: 
>>> could you please send me your resume, and would you be available to come in 
>>> for an intervie~v either this or next Friday, anytime after noon? Let me know 
>>> your thoughts when you can. 
>>> Thank you, 
>>> ~my Kleissler 

>>> Am?- Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 



>> C 

>>> kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>> is J2~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>> distribution is prohibited. If’~’ou are not the intended recipient please 
>>> contact the sender by repl’~’ e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:57 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring this sunm~er 

Yes, absolutely. I can’t come on Monday or Tuesday, but if you let me 
know- what is available for you the next three days, I can work around 
your schedule 

Would you like a full resume, or only relevant 
tutoring/teaching/academic experience? I don’t know how helpIhl 
knowing that I was the treasurer of would necessarily 
help you 

Best. 

Quoting Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> It is great to hear from you! Could you please send me your resume? 
> Would you be available to come in one afternoon next week for an 
> inter~dew? Let me know thoughts ~vhen you can. 
> Cheers, 
> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any 
> attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may 
> contmn confidential and privileged information. An?’ unauthorized 
> review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are 
> not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
> and destroy al [ copies of the original message. 
>>>> ~))email.unc edu> 6:02 PM >>> 
> 

> Amy, 
> 

> I was given your e-mail address indirectly through I will 
> be living in Chapel Hill this sumaner and am looking for £ part-time job I 

> am told that the athletic office hires tutors [’or athletes and I am 
> interested in setting up an inter~,iew. I am a               major with a 
>       minor, but I could also tutor in lower-level English courses or very- 
> low-level math courses. Please let me know- if you have any available times. 

> Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3,2011 12:07 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2011-2012 Parking Permit 

TEXT.htm 

It’s that time of the year to begin thinking about parking for the upcoming 2011-2012 academic year. You should receive your 2011- 
2012 parking permit applications by the end of today. Please complete your application and send it back to me by May 13th so that I 
can begin the online parking registration on May 18th. 

Allocations 
Our parking allocations for the upcoming academic year are: 

CD - Craig Deck 
S 11 - Dean Dome 

*Rates 
The rates are: 
Salary CD Bi-weekly/Monthly S 11 Bi-weekly/Monthly 
<$25,000 $22.75/$45.50 $17.29/$34.58 

$25,000 - <$50,000 $25.07/$50.14 $19.02/$38.05 

$50,000 - $100,000 $31.66/$63.31 $23.94/47.88 

>$100,000 $48.90/97.80 $37.03/$74.06 

Bi-weekly = 24 payments 
Monthly = 12 payments 

*Please note that the parking rates did not increase for the 2011-2012 academic year 

Commuter Alternative Parking (CAP) 
If you’re wanting to enroll in the CAP Program, you must register on your own. The online registxation for CAP will begin on July 
15th at www.dps.unc.edu<http:iiw.ww.dps.u~c.eda>. Please mark this date on your calendar. 

NEW 
You can now manage your parking account at www.dps.unc.edu<ht~:/iwww~d;ps t~c~eda>, select Manage Parking Account to view 
or add vehicles, check waiting list position, view permit information and more. Use this site to add vehicles to your account now. To 
remove vehicles, send an email to parking@unc.edu<~-aa~ho:p~&a~c~edt~>. 

Please double check your application prior to sending it back to me. Make sure the following information is completed: 
Permit Zone Requested 
Payment Method 
Pre-Tax Status 
Signature & Date 

You do not have to worry about the Shop #, this does not apply to our unit. 



If you did not receive a parking application and would like one, please let me know and I will get one to you. Everyone should have 
their application by the end of the day. 

If you have any questions regarding parking, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 
kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 1:07 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2011-2012 Parking Application 

TEXT.htm 

If you haven’t done so already and would like a parking permit for the upcoming Academic Year, please turn in your application as 
soon as possible. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 
kallison@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyn Johnson <ljohnson.cn@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 9:08 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgert/~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Screen copy 

Part.001 

Eli, 
Here’s the results J2~r the first group. I still need to score those last three, but thought I would send it on in case you wanted to take a look One student didn’t do or turn in the 
reading section or WURS Standard scores of 6 or lower on the SATA are of concern Standard scores less than 80 on the IMPACT batte~ are as well. I will go through them all when I get 
the rest scored (hopefully by tomorrow) and mafl~ the ones who look at risk to me Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 20480bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://arch~ve02.uncaa.unc.edu/19f2e93d53623747b72319634de9346f 

File Name:     Screen cor~v.xls 

Expiry Date: Mol~ 09:08:21 -0400 

Size: 20480bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 12:15 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry 
<cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher 
<krademacher@unc.edu>; Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Dara M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland 
<tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor 
<vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: July 5,2011 

TEXT.htm 

From: Bryant, Kathy [Nailto:k~h~;:ant@~mc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 12:13 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hrfac] HR Facilitator Digest: July 5,2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 
FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

* There are no attachments in today’s digest. There is one article for employees, included below in its entirety. 

* Full text of all articles in tJae weekly digest is available in the attachments and at ~:i/hr.unc.ed~il~.ews-evel~tsiitems. 

Upcoming Dates & Deadlines 
July 14: Running Effective Meetings<~://www.~ainin~amc.edt,,i> class 
July 20: Diversity in the Workplace<h-it~:!iwww.irair~ing.u.nc.edui> class 
Aug. 2: Fundamental Communication Skills<http:/iwww.trair~ir~g.unc.ed~/~ class 
Aug. 10: Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less program begins 
Aug. 30: Tuition waiver form submission dead~ine<htt~://~nc~edu/p~1icies‘pr~ced~res~gmde1ine~s~a-emp~‘~ee-r~1icies/edt~cati~rm1~ 
assistaaceiCCM1 017387> for fall semester 

Information for Employees 
Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less Program 
Are you ready to meet a healthy, new YOU? Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less (ESMMWL) is a weight-management program through the NC 
Cooperative Extension Service and flae NC Division of Public Health partnership, funded by the NC State Health Plan, which uses strategic 
lessons to inform, empower and motivate participants as flaey make choices about eating and physical activity. 
ESMMWL classes will be offered on campus this fall, beginning Aug. 10 and concluding Nov. 16. Details are as follows: 

* The weekly class will meet Wednesday s at 11:15 a.m. at Davis Library. 

*     Each class is approximately 50 minutes, and all curriculum materials and equipment (including a personal journal and magazine) will be 
provided. 

*     Cost is $30 and must be paid in full at the first class with a check or money order made out to NC Public Health Foundation. Cash will not 
be accepted. 

* Participants who attend at least 10 out of 15 sessions will receive a $25 refund at flae end of the program. 
Limited spaces are available, and the program is expected to fill up quickly. To learn more or to participate in this session, please contact Michele 
Matz Hayslett at (919) 962-1151 or michele_hayslett@unc.edu<mailto:mic~ele ha,~ slett~nc~ed-u~. Also visit: 
www.esmmweighless.com<~ :i~w.esmmweif~less. corn> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Je~mifer Schneider" <info@ncasports.org> 

Monday, July 25, 2011 3:37 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

July NCAS E-News 

TENTI’.httn 

To view as a Webpage, click here: http:/,~Asitor bencl~narkemail corr~’c/v?e D894B&c 16AA&1 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5Wzo~vNYD1z2X%’M%2F~VT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium for Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your ~nterest in receiwng email from us. If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
Con[~mn I.JRL :http://visitor benchmarkemail colrdc/opt?e D894B&c 16AA&[ 55ED163&email uLXCiy67I[y5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5t,I~ 
National Consortium [’or Academics and Sports 

Volume II, Edition XXV 

Monday, July 25, 2011 

New Image, Same Values 

As you can see, we’ve been busy here at the National Ol!fice, updating our look and considering our purpose. Check it outt 

The 
mission of the NCAS is to use the power of sport to affect positive 
social change. We educate and empower individuals and organizations by 
~nspiring values-based thinking leading to actions that promote social 
responsibility and equality. 

2011 Giant Steps Award Banquet & ttal[ of Fame Inductee 

The2011 Giant Steps Award Banquet will be Tuesday, October 11 at 5:30pm at the Marriott World Center in Orlando, FL. Please join us in honoring our 2011 Hall of Fame inductee, Nancy 
Hogshead-Makar and our Giant Steps Award winnerst 

For tickets or sponsorship information, contact Jennifer Sctmeider at 407-823-4884 or [ 1 ] jsctmeider@bus.ucf.edu. 

Lights, Camera, Action! 

LCA is produced exclusively for NCAS by Network TV veteran Ed Berlincr. The program is designed to instruct how- to properly deal with all factions of media coverage and how- to ensure 
the University is always presented properly-. 

Click the image below for the LCA website. 

For information, contact [2] jschneider@bus.uc£edu 
[3] 

Welcome to Two New Members 

The NCAS welcomes two new- schools to the Consortimn: Quirmipiac University and California State University Bakersfieldt Welcome to our growing #amilyt 

From the desk of Dr. Richard Lapchick 

White men continue to dominate advertising agencies: A study of the Superbowl 2011 ads. 

[4] [5] Read the article 

Find out what we’re up tot 

[7] 

[8] 

QUICK LINKS 

[10] About the NCAS 

[11] Join our mailing list 

* 

[ 12] Articles archive 

[13] Press release archive 

IN TItIS ISSUE 

*New NCAS Logo and Mission 



*NCAS in the social media world 

"2011 Giant Steps Award Banquet 

*Newest NCAS Members 

* Light, Camera, Actmn! 

Branded A Leader(decision making and leadership program) 
ttope for Stanley Alliance(service trip coordination) 
Lights, Camera, Action(positive media training) 
Mentors in Violence Prevention National(gender violence prevention program) 
National STUD[£NT-Athlete Day(awards program) 
New York ?,/lets Education and Service Learning(degree completion) 
Play it Forward 

(interactive video simulations) 
Scholar-Bailer(academic recognition program) 
Teamwork Leadership Institute (diversity education) 

References: 

1. mailto:%20 ibartter(~,bus.ucf.edu 
2. mailto:i scimeider(~,bus.ucl~ edu 
3. http ://entouragemanagementt earn com,’#/ento~age-media-nc as-media-training/ 
4. http:i/attachment.benchmarkemail.com/c5802/MadisonAvenue FINAL.pdf 
5. http://attachment.benchmarkemail.corr~c5802iMadisonAvenue FINAL.pdf 
6. http ://xvwxv.facebook. com/ncasports 
7. http ://www.f acebook, com,’m~-pnational 
8. http://www.txvitter.comk~casports 
9. http:/iwww.twitter.com/ncasports 
10. http :i/www.ncasports. orgiabout/mission, shtml 
11. http:i/www.ncasports.orgicontact.shtml 
12. http :i/www.ncasports.org/news/articles. shtml 
13. htt p :i/wwxv.ncasl~orts. or~/news/l~ress-releases, shtral 

This message was sent to kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu by info@ncasports.org 

You can modi~-/update your subscription via the liJak beloxv. 

Unsubscribe licom all mailings 
http://%’isitor.benchmarkemai1.co1PJc/su?eD894B&c 16AA&l 55ED163&emai1 uLXCly67II¥5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Manage Subscription 
http://visitorbenchmarkemailcom/c/s?e D894B&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emai1 uLXCly67II¥5¥VzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Forward Email 
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Report Abuse 
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Email Marketkag 

BenchmarkEmail.com 

[http ://visitor benchmarkemail, com] 

Address: 4000 Central Florida Blvd. 

BA II, Suite 113, Orlando, FL, 32816-1400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~bellsouth.net> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 7:19 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: employment opportunity 

TEXT.htm 

Anyway, if the position is still available I am forwarding my resume. I will 
include the other two people you mentioned (Beth Bridger and Brent Blanton) on 
the receipt of my resume in case a decision needs to be made before your 
return. Again, thanks so much for considering me for this position. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 20992bytes; 
Attachment Link: l~p:iTarchive02.ur~caa.ur~c.edu/a243dc 11 c506718d3e4de 1377 ledbca4 
File Name:     resume.doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 24 Oct 2011 07:18:54 -0400 
Size: 20992bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"CTI ] Coaches Training Institute" <registration@thecoaches.com> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 9:01 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Atlm~ta Co-Active Community Event on August 12th 

’I~XTI’.httn 

CTI: Co-active 

Atlanta Co-Active Cormnuni~ Event on August 12th 

The Coaches Training Institute invites you and your guests to join us for 
our second community gathering. This is an opportunity to introduce your 
friends, colleagues and family members to the power ofCTI~s Co-Active"~ 
Coaching up close and personal Join us for a not-to-be-missed evening of 
fun and learning 

Why venture out? 
* Max and mingle with your CTI community while er~joying tea, cookies, 

conversation, and fun. 
* Experience engaging Co-Active Coaching activities with Senior Leader 
Kelly Jones Waller and community leaders! How is Co-Active transforming 
you? ttow are you evolving to transform others? 

* Chances to win! Attending CTI alumni AND guests will be entered to win a 
45-minute complimentary coaching session with Kelly Jones or a copy of 
the book Co-Active Coaching, signed by Karen Kimsey-IIouse and MORE! 

* Every attending guest receives a voucher for a complimentary coaching 
session with a Certified Professional Co-Active Coach 

* Attending guests who register ]2~r Atlanta Fundamentals Fall 2011 will 
receive a $200 discount AND a copy of the book Co-Active Coaching 
signed by Karen Kimsey-IIouse AND a $200 discount on the Intermediate 
Series! 

What[]s Your Piece? 

This event is the perfect opportunity to learn more about Co-Active 
Coaching, connect with your local Co-Active Community, and hear how 
Co-Active Coaches are evolving and transforming the Greater Communityt tIave 
a client success story to share? Call Tammy with your stories and con~nuni~ 
contribution. 

If you are unable to attend, forward this invitation to any friends, 
colleagues and family menrbers that are curious about Co-Active Coaching [] 
~ve[]ll be sure to make them welcome! 

\Vhen: Friday, August 12, 2011 from 6:00 - 8:00 pm 
~3,~lere: Doubletree Hotel Atlanta-Buckhead 

3342 Peachtree Road 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
404-238-0010 

Register: This event is FREE, however space is limited, so call 
415-451-6000 option 7 or email registration@thecoaches.com to register 
yourself and your guests today. 

Tarrmry Bush, CTI Atlanta Ambassador 

404-229-3652 i [ 1 ]tbush@thecoaches.com 
Litfics: 

1. mailto:tbush(~thecoaches.com 

Why CTI? 

50% of new coaches each year are trained by CTI 

There are over 35,000 trained Co-active[] coaches worldwide 

CTI is accredited by the International Coach Federation (ICF) 

CTI is the largest m-person coach training school in the world 

CTI has provided coach training for 25 of the global Fortune 100 

CTI I Changing business. Transfbrming lives. 

[2]Coaches Training Institute, 4000 Civic Center Dr., Ste. 500, San Rafael, 
CA 94903 
Copyrighf[] 2011 Coaches Training Institute, All Rights Resel~’ed. [3 ]Click 

here to unsubscribe 
Linlcs: 

2 http ://www.thecoaches.c om 
3. http:/ithecoaches.usl list-manage.co~rdunsubscribe?u 90fba956452239dcd7dScc7aS&id 824444flb7&e 930fe5bd23&c eSdea68a6d 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 10:51 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Harold 
Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 

training rescheduled 

Due to construction in the Mac Lab, the reading course ’train the trainer" session will be moved to Wednesday, August 24th - same 
time - 10-1 l:30am. 

Mary Willingham 

Assistant Director 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 
SASB North- Office #2117 
919-843-8698 

mwillingham@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 2:31 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<gyount@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha Lee <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Mary C. 
Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert J 
Jr Mercer <rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; 
Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Nathan John 
Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc. edu> 

FW: CHT and Triangle Transit August 15 Route Adjustments 

TEXT.htm 

FYI ..... 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 

CHT to Implement Schedule Changes Beginning August 15,2011 

To improve the financial sustainability of the transit system, Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will be implementing schedule changes on 
Monday, August 15,2011. CHT makes changes to its schedules two times a year in response to ridership trends, changing traffic 
patterns, popular destinations and growth in the area. These changes are made in January and August. 

Please see attachment for additional information or visit www.chtransit.org<~:/!www~ch~ransit~org(/>. 

For additional information, please contact: Brian M Litchfield, Assistant Director - Chapel Hill Transit, at 919-969-4908 or 
blitchfield@townofchapelhill, org<mailto :N~tc~e~d(&~owr~ofchape~hil~ ~>. 

Within the Triangle Transit system, the 420 route to coming from Hillsborough is the only route directly serving UNC that is going to 
undergo timetable adjustments. For complete information, please visit: 

a~mers/~riang~eo~ransi~iTTaa g2 011 / 

Thank you, 

The Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Ro~o Registration Services" <registration@ro~o.com> 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 5:00 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Creator Starter Registration 

TENTI’.httn 



Roxio Product Registration 

Thank you for successfully registering your Roxio Creator Starter. 

First: amy 

Last: kleissler 

Email: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Product: Roxio Creator Starter 

To complete your registration, please click the link below: 

https://www.roxio.com/registrationiverify.aspx, verify=Msw8hfTslUOU HgQWCfg DQIwr ~ 
o o o 2buv6SUdRpnxian9GujxBLb ~2b6YkFjyg ~3d ~3d&tla=ROX&source=ln- 

Product+Registration+Dell_RCS&customcontent=Dell_RCS If clicking the link does not work, please 

copy and paste the URL in a new browser window. Your privacy is very important to us, so be assured 

that your information will never be sold or compromised in any way. 

Please note that Creator Starter has limited functionality. For a short time only, we’d like to offer you 

an exclusive 50% discount if you upgrade to the latest version of the full-featured Roxio Creator 2011 

multimedia software suite now. 

Sincerely, 

The Roxio Software Team 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(}nc.rr.com" @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:07 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Steelers 

’I~N2I’.httn 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: ~)ahoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:24 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: checking in 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy - I wanted to check in with you and see if you would be able to use me for the Athletic Academic Suppolt Program in the spring semester. Starting Janua~z I can be available 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday 9-1 for a total of not more than 10 hours per ~veek If my schedule fits in with any of the athletes, I would be glad to help out. 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.u,¢, 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 2:48 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: help... 

TENTf.httn 

It’s been a tough day, as far as refection goes. I’ve been thinking of how 
to deal with this situation I don’t think that this issue stops at flash 
cards There were some comments about papers thrown in there for good 
measure. 
hate to lo 

Bert 

On Tue, Dec 6, 2011 at 9:58 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Bert, 
On our end, the issue is that we deal with very weighty circumstances in 
working with student-athletes -- under the scrutiny of the NCAA, this 
university, the public, etc. I do not want to make this a bigger deal than 
it is by making this person worried, but everything we do needs to be 
transparent and open fi~r thoughtful discussion. This person is not in 
trouble. This is not an academic violation. Just like in your own 
classroom, this is a teaching moment for LA’s from the practice 
perspective, and for our staff, from the training perspective. My 
conversation with this person will be about making sure I have an accurate 
understanding of the situation and from there, have "a teaching moment" 
This is about making sure we have the best program possible, and through 
training and feedback, put our staff in the best position possible to use 
their talents and training to support our student-athletes. For the spring 
semester our training for tutors and LA’s will be one night during the 
first week of school where, both in small groups and as a larger stafl; we 
have precisely these types of conversations to pose and answer questions, 
flesh out ideas, and receive more directed training You should not 
contact the LA - you have done your due diligence, which I thank you for, 
but now we need to take ov-er frorrl here. 
Thank you, 
A~W 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 
message.**** 

>>> Bert Wartski <hrvartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 12/6/2011 8:55 AM >>> 
Amy, 
I’m m a bit of a pickle (I’m more partial to the Bread and Butter..). 
~Vhen I had the conversation with the LA (about the things we can and cannot 
do), I told hirrdher that I didn’t want to drop the dime on hilt’her. My 
email to you was a request to have more training on the things that we can 
and cannot do (frankly-, I don’t kno~v how you can’t know-., you were pretty 
specific). I feel tom Could I email the LA and tell him/her the 
situation? That ~vay, I could give her/him the opportunity to come forward. 
Belt 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
palties, including law enforcement 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
La~v, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~bellsoufl~.net> 

Saturday, 4:04 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: looking to the spring 

Hi Amy, 

In spring, I would be available either Mor~’Wed or Tues/Thursday during the 
day, with a preference for Mor~’Wed. It would be my strong preference to work 
3.5-5 hours when I do come in if that is possible. This fall I started 
working 10-1:30, but for the most part my schedule whittled down to 10-12 
for the last several weeks. 

For your information, I actually like the idea of focusing on a particular 
class and even having a cluster of students (together or separate) ;vho have 
the same class. Although I am a learning assistant and not a tutor, I would 
be comfortable doing in depth sulzject work in English, Histow, Psych and 
Social study classes .. and anything to do with ethics or law. 

Hope this is helpful. 

~)bellsouth.net 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(i~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:56 PM 
To: 

SubJect: looking to the spring 

Hello-, 
I hope that you had a wonderful holiday break. I cannot believe that it is 
nearly December .... 

We are currently in the process of hiring a tutorial program coordinator, 
and plan to have this person on board for Janua~ 1. In order to help this 
new staff person be able to step into the role as smoothly as possible, I am 
doing as much of the groundwork now that I can. With that in mind, could 
you please: 

1. Let me know if you are interested in working in the spring semester. 

2. Your dayitirne availability - Bradley and I are pushing hard on the 
subject tutoring side of our staffing to create schedules for the students 
that provide them with subject tutoring hi-weekly, on a ~N/FVV or TR schedule. 
Just as we spoke of in the intel~,’iew and training process, we believe that 
consistent structure is one of the crucial foundational elements to building 
good study skills. Consequently-, we are looking for _’vlS;g or TR (with S added 
in to either of those pairings when you are available) pairings. However, 
we ~vill work with whatever you can provide! Olympic sports do not have as 
many requests for learning assistants, but the also do not often have the 
2vf~;g/TR schedule needs. 

3. If you have any interest in working in a more focused area within your 
area of academic expeltise, please let us know-. For example, if you are a 
teacher by day, we are looking for learning assistants who are willing to 
focus on students in their subject area to help them navigate a particular 
subject such as BIOL or HIST. In this mariner you would work with a 
particular group of students on the same study skills of planning, checking 
blackboard, etc. and reading (printing off articles, highlighting tactics, 
outlines, notes, etc) as you have been, but only be responsible for one 
subject area with those students For example, rather than working on an 
overall plan ;vith student John Doe, you ;vould be ;vorking with him on a 
particular course. You would be yew familiar with only one syllabus, and 
from there, work ;vith this student as he moves through his study time t;ar 
that subject. "Tomorrow I have due chapter 3 reading notes on 
Reconstruction." You would work ;vith the student to pull locate that 
reading (on blackboard? in the textbook? etc), talk with him/her as he 
formulates a plan of attack, and then work through the reading process. 
NOTE: If you decide this is something you would like to do, Bradley and i 
will be giving you additional training in the needed skills. This 
opportuni~ is open to any of you ENGL teachers as well --- you could be a 
tremendous asset in working with students in reading-heavy classes! Bradley 



and ! can give you more details if?’ou are interested. 

Thank ?,ou again lbr everything you do!! Let me know your thoughts when you 
can. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 2:05 PM 

~bell~ufla.net 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edt~ 

Webinar mmouncement to members 

rlEXT.htm 

Good afternoon- 
Enclosed you will find the ATP webinar announcements [’or the Spring 2012 year. We are very excited to offer these webinars and hope that you will find them educational and useful to you 
in your endeavors to enhance and support the learning of students everywhere your ATP touches. Best and take care. If you have questmns, comments etc., please contact: 
David Reedy, Ph D. 
(614) 287-2232 
Program Coordinator, Title III 
Columbus State Community College 
Colmnbus Ohio 43215 
Past-President NCLCA 
Certified Master Tutor Trainer 

iX/It SecureStor Stored: total 168479bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://arch~ve02.uncaa.unc.edu/cb61 ac3fa603eb6e82dc2f27c46a34be 

File Name: Webinar Armouncement.pdf 

Exptry [)ate: ’]’hu, 15 Mar 2012 15:08:29 -0400 

Size: 149703bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/d44e0c5cb733af4e247abce52fd72bfc 
File Name: Webinar composite 12 1 2011 .pdf 
ExphT Date: Tt~u, 15 Mar 2012 15:08:29 -0400 
Size: 18776bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 20, 2011 8:46 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tracy Harris <mh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Background Check 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg; BGCK August 2011. dotm 

Here you are ma am... 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 
~i@p:iita~ee~b~ue,cs~-v,com<~p:iitarhee~bl~e,cs’~:,comi> 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

[Description: Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ne.rr.com> 

Friday, December 23, 2011 10:48 PM 

Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

mare idea notebook 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Nichole Bennett-Bealer" <nbennett-beale@northampton.edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 12:40 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Lemafing o~nd Study Skills SPIN Google Group 

TEXT.htm 

Hello all, 

Below is a link to a short video on some tips to get you started with our Google Group. 
posting soon. 

http : //screencast.com/t/bZ2kectXwkKV 

The transcript of the video is included as an attachment to this emaih 

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Best, 

Nichole 

Several of you have already made some changes and personalizations so I hope that you begin 

Nichole Bermett-Bealer, Phi). 
Director, Learning (;enter 
Northampton Community College 
3835 Green Pond Road 
Bethlehera, Pctmsylvania 18020 
nbennett-bealer@northampton, edu 
610-861-5518 

M+ Sec~eStor Stored: total 13800bytes; 
Attachment Lirtk: http:~,’archive02.tmcaa.unc.edu/d7252971629a989cae3fS0ae3d47dbdc 
File Name: Setting Up Google Groups.docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 07 May 2012 13:42:18 -0400 
Size: 13800bytes 



From: "@nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Friday, 1:28 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: tt~tofing in the Academic Support Program 

A~tach: TEXT.ht~n; .doc; TEXT.htm 1 

Sent from my lead 

Begin for~wirded message: 

> From: "Beth Lyons" <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: ] 1:42:59 AM EST 
> To ?))nc.n~ com>,"Brent B]anton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Fwd: tutoring in the Academic Support Program 
> 

> An?" chance we cou]d use her J2)r something? Hate to let this one get away., notice the J2)reign language proficiency. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Beth Lyons 
> Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student Athletes 
> 919-~g43-6029 (office) 

~cel[) 
> emIyons@uncaa.unc edu 
> Dear Ms. Lyons, 
> 

> I am an experienced tutor, looking to connect with more students who would be interested in focused, one-on-one work to build their academic strategies. I think I could be particularly 
useful for students who are transitioning from high school to college, although I can work with anyone who has a desire to improve their study skills. I enjoy getting to know rny students 
and using their strengths to help them develop even more strategies for academic work. 
> 

> I’ve attached my resmne, in case you would like a brief look at my background. I would love to tell you rnore about myself and rny experience, if you think I could be of any use to your 
program. My phone nmnber is or I can be reached at this eruail address. 
> 

> All the best, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 25, 2012 4:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fa~l Training 

TEXT.htm; Graduate Leea~ing Assista~nt Posilion.pdf 

Learning Team, 

First, I want to let Amy" and Beth L. know I recently submitted a proposal to fund 12~ur graduate learning assistants, and the proposal was accepted. I’ve attached the job description, and I 
can tell you more about it in person 

I’m plarming training [’or us and the four G.L A.s the week before Fall classes start So far I’ve booked three Education professors to do workshops on self-regulated learning, academic 
motivation and self-efficacy, and reading strategies. I’m planning to book a few more, and I’d like for us to work together to do our workshops rm really excited about this opportunity to 
expand our learning team and to put in place some great tralmng for us. 

We’ll talk more, soon 

Have a great weekend and find somebo@ to high five! 

Bradley R.H. Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge R d. ] Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         [F (919) 962-8247 

bradley bethel@unc edu 



Graduate Learning Assistants 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is seeking qualified graduate students to 
fill four open positions as graduate learning assistants for the 2012-2013 academic year. 

Job Description: The primary function of the graduate learning assistant is to assist the learning 
services staff in implementing the Learning Engagement and Enhancement Program for 
underprepared and underperforming student-athletes. The graduate learning assistant’s 
responsibilities fall under the following four categories: 

1. Instruction: Teach research-based learning strategies to individuals and small groups of 
students, as assigned by the supervising learning specialist. 

2. Evaluation: Monitor and evaluate students’ learning progress. 
3. Communication: Maintain detailed reports and communicate clearly and consistently 

with learning specialists and academic counselors regarding students’ learning progress. 
4. Student Engagement: Establish and maintain high expectations for students while also 

providing the encouragement and constructive feedback students need to feel supported. 

Graduate learning assistants will work under the supervision of a learning specialist and will 
collaborate with other members of the learning services team to support students’ learning needs. 
The position requires 20 hours per week, including attendance at weekly staff meetings and 
regular professional development. Some evening hours are required, and orientation and training 
will take place the week before Fall classes start. The position requires a commitment to both 
Fall and Spring semesters. 

Qualifications: Graduate learning assistants must be enrolled full-time in graduate or 
professional school during Fall and Spring semesters. Candidates should have at least one year of 
formal teaching or tutoring experience and an expressed interest in student learning. 

Compensation: Graduate learning assistants will earn a stipend of 
position does not cover tuition or health insurance. 

per semester. This 

To Apply: Qualified candidates should submit the materials listed below to Bradley Bethel 

Cover letter explaining your interest in the position 
Curriculum vita 
List of at least three references who can testify to your past experience or potential as an 
educator 

Qualified candidates will be contacted shortly for an interview. If you have further questions, 
please email Bradley Bethel 



The password tbr the UNCAA account ’Amy Kleissler’ is set to expire in 13 days. 

Visit the following web site to cha~ge your pass~vord or for information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

http://ss.uncaa.unc.edu: 8888 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you roll not be able to use your UNCAA password to access any 

other UNCAA- authenticated services until you cha~ge your UNCAA password. 

Once you change your UNCAA password, it will work for another 90 days before it expires again. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider se~ting up a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions BEFORE you forget your 

password. Later, if you can ~mswer these questions again, you can get a new password without having to contact Athletics Computer Suppo(t. Just log in to the URL 

above and click "Enrollment" at the top of the page mentioned above and tbllow the instructions. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance ruth this issue, contact Christina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks m~d they’ll be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it. 



The following is a list of Sl Leaders and tutors (from Academic Support for Student-Athletes) who would 

be willing to serve as note takers for the following courses. Please feel free to contact them. 

Course 

Soci 130 

002 

Educ 441 

001 

Soci 122 

001 

Geog 111 

001 

Dram 115 

002 

Soci 101 

002 

Exss 141 

O01 

Professor 

Hastings 

Unks 

Hastings 

Furhmann 

Williams 

Colon 

Murray 

Note Taker Email 

~email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@hotmail.com 

@hotmail.com 

@hotmail.com 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Feedback Form 

’I~NSI’.httn 

question for you re CIS --> Lyn’s report on        suggested    but he ~vas not receptive I suggested that he get it approved in case he changed his mind any~vhere in the future He said 
no so I didn’t request them in his CIS because I thought that would be dishonest when he had stated ’no’. Was I wrong? Let me know 
thanks, 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger        9:55 ~M\~I >>> 

should be there this week 

but as of now no infractions for that 

BET[t 

Beth Bridger 
Learning Specialist, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-5669 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 8:44 AM >>> 

Thanks :[’or letting me know 

Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> @emaihunc.edu> 5:25 PM >>> 

I didn’t have a in any sessions on 



Student-Athlete Academic Support Contact Information 

Fall 2009 

1 

2 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

i0 

ii 

12 

14 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

2~ 

24 

2~ 

26 

27 

28 

29 

~0 

~2 

A 

Counselor 

Blanton, Brent 

Boxhill, Jan 

Bridger, Beth 

Lee, Jaimie 

Orr, Kym 

Townsend, Jenn 

Welborn, Spencer 

B 

Sport(s) 

Baseball 

Softball 

W basketball 

W Soccer 

Field Hockey 

W Tennis 

W Basketball 

Football 

Football 

Rowing 

M&WTrackand Field 

M Tennis 

Fencing 

M Basketball 

W Swimming & Diving 

Wrestling 

M Lacrosse 

M Golf 

M Soccer 

M Swimming & Diving 

Yount, Tony W Lacrosse 

W Golf 

Gyn mastics 

Volleyball 

C 

email 

blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

imboxill@email.unc.edu 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 

itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 

tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

’@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 12:28 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TENTI’.httn 

Hey, Amy. I just wanted to let you know that I won’t be able to work ne~ 

Wednesday, the    because I have exams for the classes I took while 

smd~ving ab~oad at 7:45. I will also let    know. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:53 AM 

nc.rr.com 

Re: Fwd: Feedback Form (attached this time) 

TEXTI’.httn 

Thm~k you 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

klei ssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ~ @nc.rr.com> 9:39 PM >>> 

Begin lbm’axded message: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~ach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,                 9:13 AM 

@uncaa.nnc.edu; @email .unc.edw- 

Re: Feedback Forms tbr 

TEXi’ .htm 

Thanks for keeping on top of      It will be good to see how he does on this assignmem grade-wise -- good opportunity to go over it with him to show that 5 mole 

minutes of attention roll earn him a better grade if he picks up little mistakes like that. 

Let me la~ow if you need an~hing, and thank you for getting yonr FF in so quickly. 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

klei ssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 

Hi Amy and Beth, 

Here ore tonight’s feedback forms for 

Hope you have a good day! 

10:36 PM >>> 



Drama {PAGE } 

1. During the Middle &gee, what group was the driving force behind drama of 
the period? 

2. For what purpose did the Catholic Church use drama? 

3. Who were the actors during Medieval drama? ....................................................................................................... 

4. What were the three types of plays during the Middle Ages? ................................................ 

5. ~’\~at type of play dramatized stories from the Bible? 

6. I/\~o ~,~’ote the morality plays? 

7. ~q~at is an allegou? 

8. What was the equivalent of modern day unions during the Medieval 
period? .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

9. What were the four mystery play cycles? .............................................................................................................................. 

lO. I/Vhy is Et’,eryman a mystew play? 

Shakespeare wrote three types of plays. ~",,’ffmt were they? What type is A 
Mids~m.mer Ni.gh~"s Dream? 

During the age of Elizabethan drama, where were pla~ s fit st performed 
and why did this help the company of players to earn money? ........................................... 



Drama {PAGE } 

13o What was the name of the first theater in London and where was it? 
did. it have to be there? 

14. W~mt was the name of the group that William Shakespeare was a 
shareholder in? ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

15. Which of the young Athenians is first affected by the love potion? ................................ 

16. Which man does Hermia’s tether want her to marry? ............................................................................ 

17. ~,’\~at does Oberon want that Titania refuses to give him? 

18. How does Puck prevent Demetrius and Lysmader from fighting? 

19o V~om does Demetrius love at the end. ofthe play? 

2ooW~mt pra~k does Puck play on Bottom? 

Who first thinks of using the love potion on Titania? ............................................................................ 

Why is the flower whose juice Oberon seeks special? .................................................................................. 

Who blesses Theseus and Hippo15~a with a magical charm at the end of the 
play? 

~’\~o suggests that the audience consider whether the entire play has been 
a dream? 



Drama {PAGE } 

1. When and where in the ~vorld did theater first begin? 

2. What do the Ragged Man and the Sergeant sit on and walk around during the play? 

3. The title lhe Rising of the Moon comes from __ 

4. What makes a character the ’protagonist’? 

5. Define the action of the play: 

6. An explanation of what happens before the began is called the: 

7. Who was the author of The Rising of the Moon and where was she from? 

8. What was the name of the theater that the author began in Ireland? 

9. What is the difference between discovery and complication? 

10. What do you think the theme of The Rising of the Moon was? 

11. What was a coregoi? 

12. Which god did Athenian theatrical performances celebrate? 

13. How" often and why? 

14. Name one of the celebrations: 

15. Tell me four different things about the chorus: 
a. 

b. 
C. 

d. 

16. What is the difference between proskenion and periaktoi? 



Drama {PAGE } 

17. In Medea, how was a mechane used? 

18. What is the difference between a Greek tragedy play and a satyr? 

19. How does Medea kill her children? 

20. Which play had more dialogue on stage, Medea and Lysistrata? 

21. In your own words, describe the character of Lysistrata: 

22. What are the two parts of her plan to end the war? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 4:30 PM 

Cc: Bridger, Beth <~bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: What time is it??? 

Attach: TEXT.h~n 

IT’S TL’vIS TIME[Ill 

This is a TIMS approval ~veek so please remember to approve by Noon on Friday. If you are working Sunday night, approve by midnight Sunday. 

Also, if have not included the training session on your time card, please see Sherron immediately 

Thank you so much for all of your hard work with the guys during the ~veek -- you are invaluable! 
Have a great weekend. 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-593-3033 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, September 11, 2009 11:14 AM 

nc.rr.com 

put alarm on TIMS reminders 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, September 11, 2009 12:53 PM 

nc.rr.com 

bring on stick all drama and sample drama paper from last year 

TEXTI’.httn 

bring on stick all drama and sample drama paper from last year 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 6:35 PM 

To: ~email.tmc.edw~ 

Subject: testing 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

We have you scheduled for testing this Friday at 10AM ~vith Dr. Lyn Johnson How does the following Friday, 
Am?’ 

sound for the other half? Let me know 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.~tlncaa.unc.edu’- 

Monday, 6:38 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

non work questions 

TEXTI’.httn 

couple of things: 
1. would it be possible to obtain ACT/SAT or EOG scores for for my school project? 

2. at some point would you mind telling me how you approach the subject of testing with the freshmen ~vho have never been tested before? My current reading focuses on RTI measures 
and ho~v to gently transition a student and his parents toward testing. In the elementar,wmiddle school situations that are highlighted in my book the situation involves a much longer 
obselwation period that I would think you have. Just curious how- you do it. 

3. Is it ok if I leave at 445 on Wednesday? Have to meet in Raleigh for a concert and have to face rush hour traffic east 

Let me know. Thank you fur including me in the coaches meeting. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, September 14, 2009 7:16 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ugh, 

TEXTI’.httn 

B eth, 
I just remembered that I have 
minutes late 
Thanks, 
.Am?’ 

this Thursday morning at 8 for        They told me that I will be done by 915. I have 
) but I do not anticipate being late. 

at 930 so I’ll let him kno~v to wait for me if I am a few 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:43 AM 

To: ~aol.com 

Subject: aJ~other thought 

Attach: ’I~NTI’.httn 

Im glad it went well, and i’m not the situation, but I think that it is BS that the coach is powerless -- i know it is a different level here at a univ but it is the coach who sets the tone for the 
whole team, the coach then sits the captains down and says "you are in positions of authority, I expect you to implement nay philosophy, and if you are not on with me, or can’t manage 
issues, then we need a change." you can have the worst parents and/or students in the world but if the coach sets the tone, too bad for the bad eggs i saw that with boys soccer there 
are/were some parents who were out of line but the coach told them to take their issues elsewhere, that their issues were not part of his environment the coach told the boys that if they 
have a problem the need to address it with one another, not get parents involved, if the issue is not satisfactorily resolved within the team (as in situation, then it gets bumped tap to 
the coach, at which point it becomes a whole-team problem and solution All on the same page or it is not a successfully working team 

i know you know all this -- i’m just crabbing here. I l~ow that 
feels she needs it 

has had to deal with the AD so maybe the AD might give guidance or strengthen the backbone of the coach of the coach 

sorry. ~ just love your girls and the mama bear in me wants to scratch the eyes out of anyone who puts bumps in their paths! 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:01 AM 

To: ~aol.com 

Subject: 

Attach: ’lEXI’.httn 

Im glad it went well, and i’m not the situation, but I think that it is BS that the coach is powerless -- it is the coach who sets the tone for the whole team, the coach then sits the captains do~vn 
and says "you are in positions of authority, I expect you to implement my philosophy and if you are not on board with me~ or can’t manage issues, then we need a change" you can ha,,e 
the worst parents and~or ~tudents in the world but if the coach sets the tone, too bad for the bad eggs i saw that with boys soc cer. there are/were some parents who were out of line but the 
coach told them to take their issues elsewhere, that their issues were not part of his environment, the coach told the boys that if they have a problem the need to address it with one another, 

not get parents in~ol,~’ed, if the issue is not satisfactorily resolved within the team (as in       situation, then it gets bumped up to the coach, at which point it becomes a whole-team 

problem and solution All on the same page or it is not a successIi~lly working team. 

~ know you know all this -- i’m just crabbing here. I l~ow that 
has had to deal with the AD so maybe the AD might give guidance or strengthen the backbone o[" the coach o[" the coach 

%els she needs it 

sorry, 1 just love yoar girls and the mama bear in me wants to scratch the eyes out of anyone who puts bumps in their paths! 

A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 9:04 AM 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I asked 

game[[ 

if he was ever interested in coming to a FB game to let me know -- he ~vas kind of quiet about going. :) he may be like the guys around here, pret~ sore from the ~veekend 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:16 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LD scheduling 

’I~NTI’.httn 

What is the date in October ~ve need to have testing completed by?             does not have many clear windows where we can get his testing done -- I tentatively have him scheduled 
for this Friday the and Friday, both at 12:30P M. He has been traveling with the team lately so I don’t want to schedule him for next Friday Let me know-. 
Thanks, 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle,~)uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: LD scheduling 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Since he is a does he have to be at practice at 2P? If so, then he could do 1230-230 any day. 

mondays he has lift at 235 -- between that and his class schedule it was tough to get a full 2 hour windo~v that would have a little padding on either side. could he shift his Monday lift time 
for one week? Looked at TR and thought testing would need to be 830-1030. I didn’t ask Lyn if she could do one that early but I can. Let me kno~v, thx 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger         1:06 PM >>> 
after looking at his schedule. 
see if you can schedule mondays (not sure of lift time) 
he has class at 8, 11, and 6 

TR, no class until 11, (not sure of lift) done at 1215 
he can get his butt in here in the morning .... 

BET[t 

Beth Bridger 
Learning Specialist, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-5669 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler         12:15 PM >>> 

What is the date in October we need to have testing completed by?             does not have maW clear windows where we can get his testing done -- I tentatively have him scheduled 

for this Friday the and Friday, both at 12:30P M. He has been traveling with the team lately so I don’t want to schedule him for next Friday. Let me know 

Thanks, 

A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: ~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:45 PM 

To: .edu 

Subject: spring semester 

Attach: ’IF2XTI’.httn 

Hello -- I hope that you are enjoying this beautiful weather. I have a question for you regarding spring registration: 

I am contemplating taking the spring semester off Iicom work so that I could focus on nay degree full-time The handbook says that t~vo courses constitutes a full-time student load. I am 
presently taking two courses while working. I wouldn’t recon~mend it (!) but I am really enjoying the classes 

If I were not working any hours in the spring, would I be permitted to take four courses? Without work hours to constrain me I would be able to come to for the evening classes. 

I look J2~rward to hearing your thoughts 
Thank you, 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: notes 

Attach: ’I~ENTI’.httn 

I wanted to check back with you about your notes -- were you able to find the email about notes from Disability Services? A couple of days after receiving the email from Beth Lyons of 
Disability Services you should then be able to log on to the DS website and see that your notes have been activated. Once you see the courses listed, you should then start checking eve~z 
day to see what notes have been posted I can help you do this. 

The next time you are in with Jaimie stop by and let me know if you need help or send me a text 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, 5:52 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: LD scheduling 

TEXTI’.httn 

will do 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 5:11 PM >>> 
lift will be hard to move 
he will have meetings at 2, walk on or not, they have these 
see if she can do early, if not i will think of something 

BET[t 

Beth Bridger 
Learning Specialist, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-5669 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 1:33 PM >>> 

Since he is a does he have to be at practice at 2P? If so, then he could do 1230-230 any day 

mondays he has lift at 235 -- between that and his class schedule it was tough to get a full 2 hour window that would have a little padding on either side could he shift his Monday lift time 
for one week? Looked at TR and thought testing would need to be 830-1030. ! didn’t ask Lyn if she could do one that earl?’ but I can. Let me know. thx 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Beth Bridget         1:06 PM >>> 
after looking at his schedule... 
see if you can schedule mondays (not sure of lift time) 
he has class at 8, 11, and 6 

TR, no class until 11, (not sure of lift) done at 1215 
he can get his butt in here in the toOl]ling .... 

BETH 

Beth Bridget 
Learning Specialist, Football 
LrN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-5669 
bridgerb@unc aa.tmc, edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler          12:15 PM >>> 
What is the date in October we need to have testing completed by’.’             does not have many clear windows xvhere we can get his testing done -- I tentatively have him scheduled 
for this Friday and Friday, both at 12:30P M. He has been traveling with the team lately so I don’t want to schedule him for next Friday. Let me know. 
Thanks, 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleisslet&uncaa.unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, September 16, 2009 9:16 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.eduv- 

snacks 

TENTI’.httn 

i puts snacks in the cop?’ room to act as a diversion for Robert et al I have better snacks for us ladies in my office -- pecan rolls and little egg thing?-s :) 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:00 AM 

Johnson, Lyn ~ ~bellsouth.net> 

ap~m~tment times 

’I~N2I’.httn 

Question for you this Friday at 10AM we have scheduled for the first part of his testing with you, and we need to get in his second session 

Between his class, lit’ring, football, and travel schedules, he does not have another 2 hour window until October, and we would prefer not to wait that long Would it be possible for you to 
come in really early (830AM-1030AM) on Tuesday, Unfortunately he has classes that run right up until practice at 2PM on M~¢,z, and classes 11-2 on T/R. Next Friday 
he ~vill be traveling with the team 

Let me know your thoughts Thank you so much, 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:49 AM 

Johnson, Lyn ~gmail.com> 

Re: appointment times 

TENTI’.htm 

whoo whoo! You are a champ. See you Friday, and I’ll let 
Thanks again 
Am?’ 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

know. 

>>> Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 10:24 AM >>> 
Amy, 
That will work. I have to drop off my dog at the vet’s at 8:00 (right 
down stairs), so I will head over ~t’ter that. 
Lyn 

On Wed, at 9:59 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa. unc edu> wrote: 

l,yn, 

Question :For you this Friday at 10AM we have             scheduled for 

the :first part of his testing with you, and we need to get in his second 

session 

Between his class, lifting, football, and travel schedules, he does not have 

another 2 hnur window until October, and we would prefer not to wait that 

long. Would it be possible for you to come in really early (830AM-1030AM) 

on Tuesday,            Unfortunately he has classes that run right up until 

practice at 2PM on MW, and classes 11-2 on TiR. Next Friday, the he 

will be travehng with the team. 

Let me know your thnughts. Thank you so much, 

Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle(~,uncaa.unc.edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Ncuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:01 PM 

~email.unc.edw~ 

testing contirmation 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Here are the times for your testing ~vith Dr. Johnson in Room 227, here in the AC: 

Friday, 10A~/i-noon 

Tuesday, 830-1030AM 

Please email me back to confllrn. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, September 18, 2009 12:33 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

TEXT .htln; Joc 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 2l, 2009 3:34 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Group_Feedback Form[l] 9-21-09 

TEXT.htm; Group_Feedback Form [ 1 ] 9-21-09.msg 

I wanted to run this request for more sessions with 
Wednesday nights? Let me know. Thank you, 

Amy 

by you. Is it ok with you to set up additional sessions for and on 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Opus by Michael Hollinger 

"Violist-turned-playwright Michael Hollinger took the Ion9 way home. His latest, Opus, is the result 

of caving in to the inevitable and writing about a world he knows well m an insider’s look at a 

high-strung string quartet going through changes in program and personnel. Four chairs and five 
people could be this play’s synopsis: Days before a televised White House concert, the Lazara 

String �~uartet fires its violist and replaces him with a young woman whose skill inspires the group 
to prepare a monster of a composition m Beethoven’s Opus 131. Doubling the difficulty of the 

assignment is the fact that the heretofore all-male group has been invaded by somebody of a 
different gender and a different generation." (Playbill) 

Prof. Strong wants you to sit back and enjoy the play, but it is a good idea to take the time to observe the 

little things while you are there in the theater itself. The more details you have to support your opinion 

about the play, the easier it is to write this paper. 

The paper you will write involves making a judgment as to whether or not you believe that the production 

team (director, costume designer, sound designer, set, etc) did a good job of telling the story. This is not 
simply an opinion paper. You must back up your opinion with examples from the play. This means that 

you will need to carefully observe small details of the play. For example: 

Music: when you entered the theater, was there any music playing? Do you feel that it set the 

mood for the play? How was music used during the play? Did it make you think or feel anythin9 

in particular? 

Sets: what do they look like? Furniture or props? Did they use consumable props (real food or 

cigarettes)? Did the staging remind you of anything, or make you feel an emotion? Did the 

staging help the story, or perhaps did it confuse you? 

Costumes: what did the costuming tell you about the characters? Could you glean any details of 

their character through observations of their clothing, makeup, etc. --> For example, if one 

character has beautifully tailored clothes that is one way to project that character’s wealth; 

another character who fumbles with props and has ratty clothes could be the way that the 

director is trying to get across that this particular character isn’t faring so well in the world. 

Lighting -- was it adequate for you to see the play? Were any of the lighting special effects 

distracting or did they enhance the story? Did they use any colors (gels)? Did you notice any 
spotlights on a specific character? Why do you think that person was singled out? 

Do not use your computer or phone in any manner during the performance. 

If you want to take notes on what you see, use paper and pen, or even better, wait until you get home 

or your review session with your mentor. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 10:41 AM 

Fwd: Georgia Southern Football Game Set for 3:30 p.m. 

TEXT.htm; Georgia Southern Football Game Set for 3.30 p.m..msg 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kevin Best <kbest~uncaa.uuc.edtc, 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 10:38 AM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Georgia Southern Football Game Set [br 3:30 p.m. 

Text.bma 

North Carolina’s home football game vs. Georgia Southern on Saturday,Oct. 10 has been set for 3:30 p.m. The game will be broadcast on ESPN360.com, ESPN’s 

siguature broadband sports TV network. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 4:10 PM 

uG.rr.com 

Fwd: INFORMATIONAl,: Chapel ttill Police Report Sexual Asault 

TEXT.htm; Fwd INFORMATIONAL Chapel Hill Police Report Sexual Assault.msg 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <m~erce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 3:31 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: INFORMATIONAl,: Chapel Hill Police Retx~rt Sexual As~ult 

TEXTf.httn 

>>> <noreply@unc.edu> 9/24/2009 1:00 PM >>> 

ATTENTION UNC STUDENTS, STAFF, AND FACULTY: 

The Town of Chapel Hill Police are investigating a ~xual assault’that 
occurred MondW evening, Sept. 21, a Wednesday report stated. 

Chapel Hill Police reported that a female was walking northbound along 

Martin Luther King Boulevard when she was approached by a ,nale near 

Municipal Drive. The suspect allegedly forced her into a vehicle and 

sexually assaulted her. No description of the suspect or vehicle was 

available. 

UNC Public Safe~ asks that anyone with infommtion that could help the 

investigation to call 962-8100 or Carrboro-Chapel HilI-UNC Crime 

Stoppers at 942-7515. All conversations ruth Crime Stoppers are 

confidential; no one must identit~ themselves or appeaac in court. 

Public Sat~ty aim reminds the campus community to be vigilmat atx~ut 
personal safety and to report any suspicious activity. For a list of 
safety tips, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

Thank You, 
UNC Public Safe~’ 

This emafil is sponsored by: UNC Public Safely. 

"INFORMATIONAL:" emall will only be sere to those M~o have indicated 

that they do want to receive mass emall. To set your in[bmmtional mass 

email preference, logon to the on-line directoly web site at 

https://dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 4:23 PM 

~me.com 

Fwd: NEW SHOE TIME 

TEXT.htln; Fwd NEW SHOE TIME.msg 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 4:19 PM 

~nc.rr.com; ~me.com 

Fwd: NEW SHOE TIME 

TEXT.htm; NEW SHOE TIME.Insg 

i have to go om to a play tonight, but when i get home i need help shoe shopping 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

klei ssle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:31 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: Feedback forms tbr 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Thanks 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>     @email.unc edu>         11:43 AM >>> 
Attached are the feedback forms for 

All the best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October l, 2009 2:21 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

upcoming adv mtgings 

’I~N2I’.httn 

Looking ahead to my advising meetings over the next few weeks, I wanted to check in with you about anything out on the horizon that I need to be up on. For example: 
do my guys need to set up appointments with their advisors on campus as they prepare to register for spring classes? (do the?- register earl?- ~vith the rest of the team?) 
will you and Jaimie handle all the steps of registration ~vith them such as looking up courses, registering, etc or is that something I do? 
Maybe in a quiet moment (don’t laugh too hard at that one) you could give me some of the highlights on the calendar between now- and the end of the semester that I need to be thinking 
about? Let me know 
Thanks, 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



Worksheet on the designers, director, and actor 

1. What are the two approaches to directing7 

2. Which of these two directing styles uses improvisation to free the imagination? 

3. AEA, SAG, AFTRA. Which is for film, radio and television, and theater? 

4. What is the artistic role of the director in the theater? 

5. What are the director’s early responsibilities (name 6)? 

6. How long is the director contracted for? Then what happens? 

7. In what ways are the auditions important for a director? 

8. What is the role of the agent? 

9. Explain what happens when a director has a play that he needs to cast. 

10. What is the function of the assistant director? 

11 What is the role of the casting director? 

12. What is meant by the play’s ’spine’? 

13 Harold Klureman describes the spine of the play as 

14. How is improvisation often a helpful rehearsal tool for the director and the actor? 

15 What are the functions of the Stage Manager? 
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16. The stage manager of a play is a member of what union? 

17. The person who ’calls’ the show is the 

18. What is "working a straight six"? 

19. This day off is called the 

20. What are the set designer’s objectives? 

21 What are the elements of scene or costume design? 

22. What are the costume designer’s objectives? 

23 What are the lighting designer’s objectives? 

MatchinR 
1. Method 
2. Emotional Recall 
3. Sensory Memory 
4. External Technique 
5. Internal Technique 

6. AEA 
7. Tech Rehearsal 
8. Gene Saks 
9. Constantin Stanislavski 
10. Collaborative Approach 

A. creative process is intuitive 
B. Director of"The Underpants" 
C. union for stage actors 
D. Realism 
E. improvisation used to free imagination 
F. bringing your experiences into acting 
G. understanding how we actually behave 
H. held 3 days before openning 
I. using your well of sensory memory 

J. study ofhumangestures 



Drama 1 

During the Middle Ages, what group was the driving force behind drama of 
the period? 

For what purpose did the Catholic Church use drama? 

3. Who were the actors during Medieval drama? 

4. What were the three types of plays during the Middle Ages? 

5. What type of play dramatized stories from the Bible? 

6. Who wrote the morality plays? 

7. What is an allegory? 

What was the equivalent of modern day unions during the Medieval 
period? 

9. What were the four mystery play cycles? 

lO. Why is Ever~4man a mystery play? 

It is ~1 little known.fttct that Shakespeare’s first published 

piece was actually a letter to a men’~ magazine. 

11. Shakespeare wrote three types of plays. What were they? What type is A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream? 

12. During the age of Elizabethan drama, where were plays first performed 
and why did this help the company of players to earn money? 



Drama 2 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

What was the name of the first theater in London and where was it? Why 
did it have to be there? 

What was the name of the group that William Shakespeare was a 
shareholder in? 

Which of the young Athenians is first affected by the love potion? 

Which man does Hermia’s father want her to marry? 

What does Oberon want that Titania refuses to give him? 

18. How does Puck prevent Demetrius and Lysander from fighting? 

19. Whom does Demetrius love at the end of the play? 

9o.What prank does Puck play on Bottom? 

91. Who first thinks of using the love potion on Titania? 

99. Why is the flower whose juice Oberon seeks special? 

93. Who blesses Theseus and Hippolyta with a magical charm at the end of the 
play? 

94. Who suggests that the audience consider whether the entire play has been 
a dream? 



1. Is there a villain in the play The Rising of the Moon? __ 

2. The title The Rising of the Moon comes from, or was inspired by 

3. What particular theatre did Lady Gregory and WB Yates associate with in 
Ireland? 

You learned two phrases that are used to describe the tragic vision in 
Ancient Greek plays, A Streetcar Named Desire is an example of which 
tragic vision7 

Which one is the play Oedipus an example of?. 

The resolution of the drama, where the plot is wrapped up and questions 
answered is referred to as 

The turning point in a drama’s action, which happens after the rising 

action and before the falling action is 

An explanation of the action that has happened before the began is called 
the 

9. Perpetia is an Ancient Greek term that is also known as the "reversal of 

10. The most significant difference between film and theatre is the relationship 
between the performer and the __ 

11. Which one of these phrases is an example of what an actor must think 

about his/her role when performing realistic drama? 

a. If I were in Othello’s situation what would I do? 

b. If I were Othello, what would I do? 

12. In order for theatre to happen you must have three things: audience, stage 
and 

13. The Ancient Greek word that means "the imitation of an action" is 

14. Reading a play is different experience from seeing it enacted because 
readers are not experiencing the interpretations made by 

15. Two parts of the modern theater space are the stage and auditorium. What 

do you call these spaces using ancient Greek terms? __ and __ 

16. What type of comedy is populated by characters where the good guys are 

very good, the bad guys are very bad, and the story always has a happy 
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ending for the middle class people and the life they are living? (Home 
Alone). 

17. What type of comedy is the film A Raisin in the Sun? 

18. It has been said by Shakespeare and others that there is a __ about the 
theatrical experience that provides a sense of life reflected on stage. For 

instance, the audience experiences the actor both as actor - the living 

presence of another human being - and as fictional character. 

19. In the play Oedipus, who is the character Teiresius? 

20. In one of his plays Shakespeare said that the actors are human beings 

playing at being other people; the stage is a platform that pretends to be 
another world. Which play did he talk about this? 

21. When performing a play in the Ancient Greek Theatre if a character was 
meant to be entering the scene as if he was coming from the city or port, he 

would enter the orchestra from the 

22. The Elizabethans thought the theatre mirrored life. In one of Shakespeare’s 

plays he had a character describe the purpose of acting, or ’playing,’ in his 
speech to the players (actors) of a play within the play. What is the name of 

this play? __ 

23. In Oedipus how is the character Laius related to the other characters (if at 

all)? 

24. Shakespeare wrote plays that were divided into three groups, tragedies, 

comedies, and 

25. The shape of the early Elizabethan stage was often octagonal or circular 
because they were modeled on the venue where another form of 

entertainment was put on. What was the Elizabethan stage modeled after? 

26. In Oedipus, who is Iokaste/lokasta? 

27. In Elizabethan theatre, a great many playgoers were satisfied to stand 

around the stage. In his play Hamlet, Shakespeare had his character __ 
call them groundlings. 

28. Shakespeare did not begin his start out his career writing plays, but earned 

money as a __ 



29. Who was Creon? 

30. Who is Apollo? 

31. The Ancient Greek term "peripetia" means "the wrong act that leads people 

to a        end." 

32. In Oedipus whose murder must be solved to end the plague in Thebes? 

33. What does the name "Oedipus" mean? 

34. What category of Shakespeare’s plays, a comedy, a tragedy, or a history, is A 

Midsummer Nigh t’s Dream? 

35. What is Creon’s relationship to Jocasta? 

36. What does Oedipus use to stab out his own eyes? 

37. What is the name of the curse that Oedipus rescue Thebes from? 

38. Which god did Athenian theatrical performances celebrate? 

39. Where was Laius killed by Oedipus? 

40. During the period of Elizabethan drama, the __ was a special kind of 

play that was written to honor royalty. It was an elaborate production that 
included a rudimentary plot, a great deal of singing and dancing, and 
magnificent costumes and lighting. 

41. During the period of Elizabethan drama the plays did not specifically aim to 
provide a moral lesson like the drama in the Middle Ages did. Instead, the 

plays were to __ 

42. The first building that was built specifically for plays in England was called 

43. Pantalone, Arlecchino (Harlequin), Punch and Judy, Columbia are all 
examples of__ characters. 

44. The best known Mystery Play is called 

45. The best known Morality Play is 

46. The ’chain of command/authority’ in theatre is agent .... director. 
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47. Most         believe they have completed 90 percent of their job when 
they have finished casting the play. 

48. There are 2 kinds of directing styles. One is collaboration and the other is 

49. The purpose of Elizabethan drama was to 

50. In the Middle Ages, drama was used by 
religion and teach a moral lesson. 

to teach people about 

51. The biggest difference between the theater and film is that when watching 
a film is that the __ doesn’t get to experience the relationship between 
the performer and the audience. 

52. In A Doll House what does Mrs. Linde want from Krogstad? 

53. One way that Torvald exerts control over Nora is that he forbids her to eat 

54. Plays in the 19th and 20th centuries put distance between the audience and 

the stage and created a frame behind which the performers acted out their 
scenes. The type of stage needed to perform plays in the 19th and 20th 

century is called a          stage. 

55. Nora’s father dominated and bullied her just like Torvald does, but he 
doesn’t do that anymore because he is 

56. Mrs. Linde gave up __ in order to marry a richer man. 

57. Mrs. Linde worked many years to support her dying_ 

5{{. Dr. Rank inherited his disease from 

59. The same person who is helping raise Nora’s children also helped raise 
Nora. Who is she? 

60. In order to secure the loan with Krogstad, Nora forged signature. 

61. Kristine is Nora’s old friend. 

62. Nora will know that Dr. Rank is near death when he sends her a 



63.A Doll House is not considered a         play because it is not clear what 
will happen to the characters at the end of the play. 

64. Krogstad tells Torvald about Nora’s forgery by 

65. At the beginning of A Doll House teases Nora about spending too 
much money. 

66. Because of Torvald’s new job at the bank Nora is excited that he will get 

67. In A Midsummer Night’s Dream which of the young Athenians is first 
affected by the love potion? __ 

68. Which man does Hermia’s father want her to marry? 

69. What does Oberon want that Titania refuses to give him? 

70. How does Puck prevent Demetrius and Lysander from fighting? __ 

71. Whom does Demetrius love at the end of the play? 

72. What prank does Puck play on Bottom? 

73. Who first thinks of using the love potion on Titania? 

74. Why is the flower whose juice Oberon seeks special? 

75. Who blesses Theseus and Hippolyta with a magical charm at the end of the 
play? 

76. Who suggests that the audience consider whether the entire play has been 
a dream? 



True or False 

1. True or false, in Oedipus Iocaste is a blind seer who serves Apollo. 

2. True or false, Mimesis is the imitation of an action. 

3. True or false, Thespis was the first person to step out of the chorus and speak 
lines on his own, making him the first actor in history. 

4. True or false, in A Doll House Nora and Krogstad have in common that they both 
have committed forgery. 

5. True or false, Dr. Rank is in love with Christine. 

6. True or false, Torvald gave Nora a loan that her husband Krogstad doesn’t know 
about. 

7. True or false, Nora is in love with Dr. Rank. 

8. True or false, at the end of A Doll House Nora compares herself to a doll. 

9. True or false, Torvald calls Nora a ’squirrel’ and ’sky lark.’ 

10. True or false, Sophocles only won one prize in the Greek drama competitions. 

11. True or false, Queen Elizabeth I never married and never had any children. 

12. True or false, Nora thinks that Torvald will back her up when the truth about her 
forgery and the loan come out. 

13. True or false, when audiences went to see Oedipus during ancient Greek Theatre, 
they knew the outcome of the play because it was the second play in a three-part 

series, and the first play, Antigone, told what would happen in Oedipus. 

14. True or false, in ancient Greek Theatre, the Greeks enjoyed irony. 

15. True or false, a pageant cart was a vehicle used during the Middle Ages used to 

move costumes and sets town to town by a troupe of actors. 

16. True or false, at the end of Oedipus the Curse of the Oracle is lifted. 

17. True or false, most of Elizabethan drama was focused on tragedy 

18. True or false, Shakespeare and Queen Elizabeth I died in the same year. 



19. True or false, in matching the parallels between theater and real life, the parallel 
between theatre and life is the audience and society. 

20. True or false, in older tragedies such as the tragedies in Ancient Greece, the 
name of the tragic hero is the title of the play. 

21. True or false, farce "gives us a fantasy world of violence without harm, adultery 
without consequences, brutality without reprisal, and aggression without risk." 

22. True or false, plays that are tragedies have happy endings even though parts of 
the story are sad. 

23. True or false, the domestic trials of middle class life were the focus of 
sentimental comedies such as Home Alone. 

24. True or false, the producer is the person who ’calls the show.’ 

25. True or false, one of the jobs of the director is to determine the union rules for 
each. 

26. True or false, in the professional world of theater the Director calls the actor to 
let them know they have landed the job. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 9:04 AM 

To: ~nc.rr.com 

Subject: pillow 

Attach: ’l~Xl’.hl~n 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
trNC~hapel Hill 

¢ 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 15, 2009 9:16 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: checking in 

TEXTI’.httn 

thanks -- I’m glad she told you -- she doesn’t know me from Adam! 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 10/15/2009 9:14 AM >>> 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 10/15/2009 9:05 AM 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 15, 2009 12:27 PM 

j rosenb@uncg.edu 

draft espy 2:MLS-610 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Professor Rosenblum, 
You were not able to respond to my drat’t, but in all hones~ my draft was more of an abstract than a fully formed rough draft as I did for the first essay My head was fog~z last week from 
illness so I had trouble putting my thoughts on paper. At this moment the paper is far closer to its finished form as opposed to a draft, but I can send that to you if you would like Thank 
you veiN much I look folavard to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Char~e[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 12:59 PM 

To: ~nc.rr.com 

Subject: xbox 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

no xbox when room is a pit. we forgot this role last weekend and yesterday, no xbox. period 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 2:24 PM 

To: mdamu@emml.unc.edu 

Subject: paper links 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

http ://v~vw watson org/..lisa/blackhistoryicivilrights-55 -65/misslppi htn~l 

http://www.ibiblio.orgisncc/mfdp.html 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@tlncaa.unc.edu’~ 

Thursday, 2:35 PM 

J ROSENB, Joseph Rosenblum <j rosenb@uncg.edu> 

Re: draft essay 2:MLS-610 

TEXT.httn 

Professor, 
Tremendous -- thank you. Ijust sent the draft to you throughBlackboard. 
Sincerely, 

>>> Joseph Rosenblum J ROSENB ~i rosenb@uncg edu> 2:19 PM >>> 

Hi, 

You can send me a copy of your draft if you wish Or you can just send me the finished version Please let me know what you are sending when you send it 
Joseph Rosenblum 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, 4:08 PM 

To: Johnson, I,yn~ @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: MLAT 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Lyn, 
One student has 
Thanks so much, 
Amy 

so we’ll get him in November, but I do have 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 

Klelssle(,~uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson .~r)gmaikcom> 
Amy, 
’]?hat will work. I’ll come around 11. 

thanks, 
Lyn 

4:34 PM >>> 

On Wed: at 3:35 PM, Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 
Lyn 
Are you plarming on being over here at the AC this Friday and if so, are you 
free between 1115 and 1245 to administer the MLAT to 2 guys? No rush 
whatsoever so we can do it any Friday. Let me know. 
thanks, 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapei Hill 

klelssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

scheduled to come meet you in Rm 227 tomorrow- morning (Friday) at 11 : 15AM 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Ncuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaaa~nc.edu~ 

Friday,                9:07 AM 

.~email.~mc.edu> 

Bridget, Beth ~’.bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

educ testing report 

TEXT.htm 

I just got your report I know that you have a meeting for registration with Beth at ?PM on Sunday. ttnw about ynu and I get together for 20 minutes right after the meeting and we’ll get 
things roiling? rll be c ~mped out at a table in the players lounge right near the printers so come find me. My cell is             Please reply to cunfinn 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppnrt Program f~r Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, October 16, 2009 9:46 AM 

Johnson, I ,yn < .~gmail.com> 

Re: 

TEXT.httn 

thanks Lyn 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Lyn Juhnsun < 
Hi, 
tlere’s 
Lyn 

~gmaih corn> ] 0/16/2009 7:15 AM >>> 

repurt. Let me know ifyuu have questiuns. 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D 
Cogmtive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel tti[1, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



From: ~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 10:45 AM 

To: j rosenb@uncg.edu 

Subject: draft 2 - redux 

Attach: TEXT.ht~n; draft essay 2.docx 

Professor Rosenblum, 
I apologize I have now saved the draft as a word document so you should be able to open it. Let me know if you have further problems. Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 16, 2009 10:46 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: I need a nap and it is oNy 945A 

TENEI’.httn 

you go girl! 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 10/16/2009 10:37 AM >>> 

i am so j ealous...i just drank chocolate milk sitting on my couch watching the naughb" chef 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 10/16/2009 9:46 AM >>> 
because my belly is full of cheese grits. Haven’t even gotten to the french toast yet. Please remember that there is a container of it in Sherron’s fridge for you ]2~r Mi~nday morning Don’t 
forget because Kym will get it :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.~tlncaa.unc.edu’~ 

Friday, 11:43 AM 

J ROSENB, Joseph Rosenblum <j rosenb@uncg.edu> 

Re: draft 2 - redux 

’I~NJI’.httn 

Thanks so much for giving me direction! 
Have a great ~veekend -- I hear the sun is out (my office is a cave unfortunately)! 

>>> Juseph Rosenblum J ROSENB <j rosenb@uncg.edu> 11:30 AM >>> 

Great details,      I have twu suggestiuns. (1) Shuw mure fully huw Sheppard’s narrative keeps casting suspiciun un Ralph Patun and (2) give us a few more examples of the actual clues in 
Dr S’s narrative that un a second reading allows the reader to say, "Of course[ It had to be Dr. S." 

Yuu do a great jub here shuwing how Dr. S. colors our response tu each uf the other characters. 
Juseph Rusenblum 



From: ~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:43 AM 

To: ~nc.rr.com 

Subje~’t: Fwd: Re: draft 2 - redux 

Attacl~: TEXT.ht~n; Re draft 2 - redux.msg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Rosenblum J ROSENB -~ rosenb@uncg.edu> 

Friday, 11:30 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: draft 2 - redux 

’I~37I’.httn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 16, 2009 1:15 PM 

nc.rr.com 

Fwd: Complimenta~ RTI Webinar: The Early Planning Stages - Part 1 

TEXT.htm; Fwd Complimenta .ly RTI Webinar The E~:rly Plamling Stages - Part 1 .msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 

Friday, October 16, 2009 1:07 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@ancaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Complimenta~ RTI Webinar: The Early Plam~ing Stages - Part 1 

TEXTf.httn 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Pearson <pearsonassessments@pear.rsysl .com> 
Date: Thu, Oct 8, 2009 at 7:57 PM 
Sul~iect: Complimentary RTI Webinar: The Early Planning Stages - Part 1 
To:        @bell south.net 

[image: RTI Webinm 

Series]<http://pealsonassessments.rsysl .nel/seiMel/cc6 ?iLHj QC~I~,VQYVrhogUCUILxlLttkhmloQgL1VaVR> 

The 

Early Planning Stages Part 1 *Date: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 

Time: 1 p.m. EDT* 

[image: Click HERE to 

Register]<http:@earsonassessments.rsys 1 .net/servlet/cc6?iLHj QCTWQYVrhogUCUKxILttkhmloQgLIVaVR> 

If this button does not work please copy this li~k directly 

into your browser: 

https:i/cc.read>~lk.com/r/n84ngfqty7ij<http:i/pearsonassessments.rsysl .net/servle’gcc6 ?i LHj QC TWQYVrhogUCURxI[ItkhmloQgL1VaVR> 

Are you serious about implementing a problem-solving model that combines 

Response to Instruction (RTI) and Curriculum Based Measurement (CBM)? Then 

join us tbr this FREE webinar which roll introduce you "to cri’dcal 

information needed to launch your organizalion successfully fom, ard into the 

RTI world. 

Topics to be covered: 

- Overview of implementing RTI via CBM within your oganization. 

- Critical questions and decisions that must be made at the onset of your 

implementatiol~ organizalion- rode. 

- An introductory understanding of the systems-change process your staff" 

will undergo as a part of your transition to an RTI model. 

- A comprehensive list of detaile& sequential tasks that should be 

conducted 

when implementing RTI and CBM within your organization. 

- A Downloadable checklist, a detailed guide, and an Excel-based telnplate 

to 

facilitate orgaxfization, planning, aad documentation of your RTI 
implementation 

are all off}red as part of this presentation. 

- Receive tips for maMmizing efficiency and effectiveness during 

implementation. 

- Suggestions lbr easing into RTI successfully, without overwhelming your 

(or yo arselP. ) 

Presented by:*Lisa Langell, MA, SPsyS *&* Scott Hooper, PhD* 

*Lisa Langell* is the National Manager of AIMSweb Training for Pearson, Inc. 

She also serves as the Lead Certified AIMSweb Trainer. Lisa is an 
experienced school psychologist whose expense is centered upon 

empirically-based reading insm~ction and curriculum-based measurement. Her 

research interests involve academic grow~th rates of minority populations and 

students ruth limited English proficiency. As a school psychologist, she has 

successti~lly implemented Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM) programs using 

AIMSweb for both English and dual-language immersion curricula at the K-8 

level in Michigan and Arizona. She has consulted with and trained many other 

educational organ~ations nationwide as they adopt Response to Instruction 

paradig,ns and implement AIMSweb. Lisa has presented at various slate and 

national forums across the United States and consults with school districts 

to update and standmdize diagnostic sere’ices, policies, and co,npliance 

monitoring practices. She has trmned thousands of educators in the use of 
AIMSweb. Additionally, she trains educators in research-based assessment, 

intervention, and instruction and advocates for slate legislature supporting 

ethical assessment practices for children. Lisa is the co-author of an 



empific~Jly-based reading program under current development aa~d has served 

as adjunct thculty for (?mnd Valley State Universi~’s Masters of Education 

program. She is al~ a contributing author tbr various regional publications 

and of~m educational psychology texttx~ok. 

*Dr. Scott Hooper* is aNational ’][’raining Consultant and Certified AIMSweb 

Tr~finer for Peaxson Assessment & Information. He has been a practicing 

school psychologist since 1994 ~d currently lives in Knoxville, ~IN. He 

earned his Ph.D. in school psychology from the UniversiV)~ of Tennessee at 
Knoxville. Dr. Hooper has been using the AIMSweb system to improve student 

achievement since 2003, and has conducted AIMSweb trainings nationwide since 

2005. As Lead School Psychologist from 2002-2006 for the Hamilton CounV)~ 
Department of Education in Chattanooga, TN, he played a major role in the 

implementation ofCBM ti)r the pnrposcs of benchmarking and frequent progress 

monitoring in this district of 41,000 s~tudents. Prior to joining Pearson, 

Dr. Hooper consulted with pnblic and private schools in Tennessee to 
fucilitate their successful implementation of CBM and RTI. He served as the 

president of the Te~messee Association of School Psychologists in 2007-08 

and remains active on the TASP Executive Board. Dr. Hooper has presented on 

various topics at state and nation~J~ conferences, and is a former adjunct 
faculV)~ member at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, as well as Our 

Lad5’ of Holy Cross College and Delgado Community College in New 
Orleans. [image: 

Pearson ~g~]<http://pears~nasscssments.rsys~.net/serv~et/cc6?iLHjQCTwQYVrh~gUCURxILttkhm~QgL~VaVS> 
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1703 Legion Road 
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Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919.918.1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 16, 2009 1:15 PM 

Johnson, Lyn @gmail.com> 

Re: Fwd: Complimenta~ RTI Webinax: The Eaxly Planning Stages - Part 1 

TENEI’.httn 

this is great’, thanks, 
enjoy your weekend. 
A 

Am?- Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson @gmail com> 10/16/2009 1:07 PM >>> 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Pearson <pearsonassessments@pear.rsysl .corn> 
][)ate: Thu. Oct 8, 2009 at 7:57 PM 
Subject: Complimentau RTI Webinar: ’]’he Early Planning Stages - Part 1 

To:        @bellsouth net 

(http://pearsonassessments rsysl .net/servlet/cc6?iLHiQCTWQYVrhogUCURxILttkhmloQvLIVaVR )The Early Planning Stages Part 

Date: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 
Time: 1 pm. EDT 

( http://pearsonassessments rsys 1 .net/servlet/cc6?iLt IiOCTW(,)YVr hogUCURxILttkhmloO~LIVaVR ) 
If this button does not work please copy this link directly 
into your browser: https:i/cc readytalk.com/r/n84n~fqty7ii (http:~/pearsonassessments rsysl net/servlet/cc6?iLtti©CTW©YVrho~UCUR×ILttkhmIo©~LIVaVR ) 

Are you serious about implementing a problem-solving model that combines Response to Instruction (RTI) and Curriculum Based Measurement (CBM)? Then join us lbr this FREE webinar 
which will introduce you to critical infornration needed to launch your organization successfully fol~vard into the RTI world. 

Topics to be covered: 
Overview of iraplementing RTI via CBM within your urganization. 
Critical questions and decisions that nrust be made at the onset of your iraplementation, organization-wide. 
An introductory understanding of the systems-change process your staff 
will undergo as a part of your transition to an RTI model. 
A comprehensive list of detailed, sequential tasks that should be conducted 
when iraplementing RTI and CBM within your organization. 
A Downloadable checklist, a detailed guide, and an Excel-based template to 
facilitate organization, plauning, and documentation of your RTI implementation 
are all offered as part of this presentation. 
Receive tips for maximizing efficiency and effectiveness during implementation. 
Suggestions for easing into RTI successfully, without overwhelming your staff 
(or yourselt~ ) 

Presented by:Lisa Langell, MA, SPsyS &Scott Hooper, Pl-tDLisa Langell is the National Manager of AIMSweb Training for Pearson, Inc. She also serves as the Lead Certified AIMSweb 
Trainer. Lisa is an experienced school psychologist whose expertise is centered upon empirically-based reading instruction and curriculum-based measureraent. Her research interests 
involve academic growth rates of nrinority populations and students with limited English proficiency. As a school psychologist, she has successfully inrplemented Curriculum-Based 
Measurement (CBM) programs using AIMSweb for both English and dual-language inrmersion curricula at the K-8 level in Michigan and Arizona. She has consulted with and trained many 
other educational organizations nationwide as they" adopt Response to Instruction paradigms and implement AIMSweb. Lisa has presented at various state and national forun~s across the 
United States and consults with school districts to update and standardize diagnostic sel~’ices, policies, and corapliance monitoring practices. She has trained thousands of educators in the 
use of AIMSweb. Additionally, she trains educators in research-based assessraent, intetwention, and instruction and advocates for state legislature supporting ethical assessment practices 
for children. Lisa is the co-author of an empirically-based reading program under current development and has served as adjunct faculty for Grand Valley State University ~s Masters of 
Education program. She is also a contributing author for various regional publications and of an educational psychology textbook. 

Dr Scott Hooper is a National Training Consultant and Certified AIMSweb Trainer fbr Pearson Assessment & Information. He has been a practicing school psychologist since 1994 and 
currently lives in Knoxville, TN. He earned his Ph.D. in school psycholo~z from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. Dr Hooper has been using the AIMSweb system to improve 
student achievement since 2003, and has conducted AD~lS~veb trainings nationwide since 2005 As Lead School Psychologist from 2002-2006 for the Hamilton County Department of 
Education in Chattanooga, TN, he played a major role in the implementation of CBM for the purposes of benchmarking and frequent progress monitoring in this district of 41,000 students. 
Prior to joining Pearson, Dr. Hooper consulted with public and private schools in Tennessee to facilitate their successful implementation of CBM and RTI. He served as the president of the 
Tennessee Association of School Psychologists in 2007-08 and remains active on the TASP Executive Board. Dr. Hooper has presented on various topics at state and national conferences, 
and is a former adjunct faculty member at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, as well as Our La@ of Holy Cross College and Delgado Community College in New Orleans. 
( http://pearsonassessments rsys 1 .net/servlet/cc6?iLHiQCTYVQYVrhogUCUffLxlLttldmaloQgL1VaVS )800.627.7271 i PsychCorp.com ( http://pearsonassessments rsvsl net/servlet/cc6? 

iLHjQCTWQYVrho~UCUff~xlLtt2ffamloQ~L1VaVS ) ( http ://pearsonassessments.rsysl net/servlet/cc6?iLHi0CTWOYVrhogUCLffLxlLttkhmlo0gL1VaVS ) 
Copyright ~ 2009 Pearson Education or its affiliate(s) All rights reserved. Pearson and PsychCorp are trademarks, and the psi logo is a registered trademark, in the U.S. and/or other 
countries, of Pearson Education, Inc. or its affiliate(s) 
Privacy Policy ( http://pearsonassessments rsysl.net/ser,Aet/cc6?iLHi©CTWQYVrhogUCURxILttkhmlo©gL1VaVT ) i Pearson, 19500 Bulverde Road, San Antonio, TX 78259. 3836 10/09 

(http:i/www.responsvs.com/?cid 9 )This message was sent by Assessment group of Pearson using Responsys Interact ( http://wwwrespons,rs.com/?cid 9 ). 
Safely unsubscribe ( http://pearsonassessments rsvsl .net/’servlet/optout?iLHkDBVXDYEqhogWBWTFILsslhix,-moDgLmEa ) from Assessment group of Pearson e-mail at any’ time. 
View(http://pearsonassessments.rsvslnet/servlet/ppil?u http://pearsonassessments rsvsl.netiservlet/optout?iLHkDBVXDYEqho~WBWTFILsslhNmoDgLmEa ) our permission 
marketing policy 



Lyn Johnson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsycholog?’, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel tti[1, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, October 19, 2009 9:51 AM 

Johnson, Lyn ~gmail.com> 

Re: Fwd: Complimenta .ry RTI Webinax: The Eaxly Planning Stages - Part 1 

TEXTI’.httn 

thanks Lyn. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrN.’C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson 
Susan’s email address ~s 
Lyn 

.2))gmail.com> 10/16/2009 1:55 PM >>> 
i@nc.rr.com. Have a good weekend, 

On Fri, Oct 16, 2009 at 1:15 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

this is great! thanks, 
enjoy your weekend. 
A 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chat~el Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson @gmail com> 10/16/2009 1:07 PM >>> 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Pearson <pearsonassessments@pear.rsysl .corn> 
Date: Thu. Oct 8, 2009 at 7:57 PM 
Subject: Coraplimentary RTI Wcbinar: The Early Planning Stages - Part 1 

To:        @bellsouth.net 

(http:/ipearsonassessments.rsys 1 .net/selMet/cc6?iLHiQCTWQYVrhogUCURxILttldwnloQgL1VaVR )The Early- Platming Stages Part 1 

Date: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 
Time: 1 p.m. EDT 

( http:/ipearsonassessments.rsys 1 .net/selMet/cc6?iLHiQCTWQYVrhogUCURxILttldwnloQgL1VaVR ~ 
If this button does not work please copy this lirf~ directly 
into your browser: https:i/cc.readytalk.com/r/n84tNfqtyTii ( http://pearsonassessments.rsysl .netiset.,deticc6?iLHiQCTWQYVrhogUCU1LxlLttktwaloQgL1VaVR ) 

Are you serious about implementing a problem-solving nrodel that combines Response to Instruction (RTI) and Curriculttm Based Measurenrent (CBM)’.’ Then join us for this FREE webinar 
which will introduce you to critical infornration needed to launch your organization successfully fol~vard into the RTI world. 

Topics to be covered: 
Overview of iraplementing RTI via CBM within yo~ urganization. 
Critical questions and decisions that nmst be made at the onset of your iraplementation, organization-wide. 
An introductory understanding of the systems-change process your staff 
will undergo as a palt of your transition to an RTI modeh 
A comprehensive list of detailed, sequential tasks that should be conducted 
when iraplementing RTI and CBM within your organization. 
A Downloadable checklist, a detailed guide, and an Excel-based template to 
facilitate organization, plauning, and documentation of your RTI implementation 
are all offered as part of this presentation. 
Receive tips for maximizing efficiency and effectiveness during implementation 
Suggestions for easing into RTI successfully, without overwhelming your staff 
(or yourseli~ ) 

Presented by:Lisa Langell, MA, SPsyS &Scott Hooper, PhDLisa Langell is the National Manager of AIMSweb Training ibr Pearson, Inc. She also serges as the Lead Celtified AIMSweb 
Trainer. Lisa is an experienced school psychologist whose expertise is centered upon empirically-based reading instruction and curriculum-based measurement Her research interests 
involve academic growth rates of minority populations and students ~vith limited English proficiency. As a school psychologist, she has successtMly implemented Curriculum-Based 
Measurement (CBM) programs using AIMSweb for both English and dual-language immersion curricula at the K-8 level in ivlichigan and Arizona. She has consulted with and trained many 
other educational organizations natiomvide as they adopt Response to Instruction paradigms and implement AIMSweb. Lisa has presented at various state and national forums across the 
United States and consults with school districts to update and standardize diagnostic sel~’ices, policies, and compliance monitoring practices. She has trained thousands of educators in the 
use of AIiVISweb Additionally, she trains educators in research-based assessment, intervention, and instruction and advocates for state legislature supporting ethical assessment practices 
for children. Lisa is the co-author of an empirically-based reading program uaader current development and has served as adjunct facul~z for Grand Valley State University[~s Masters of 
Education program. She is also a contributing author for various regional publications and of an educational psychology textbook. 

Dr Scott Hooper is a National Training Consultant and Certified AIMSweb Trainer for Pearson Assessment & Information He has been a practicing school psychologist since 1994 and 
currently lives in Knoxville, TN. He earned his Ph.D. in school psycholo~z from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. Dr Hooper has been using the AIMSweb system to improve 
student achievement since 2003, and has conducted AE’~lS~veb trainings nationwide since 2005 As Lead School Psychologist from 2002-2006 for the Hamilton Coun~z Department of 
Education in Chattanooga, TN, he played a major role in the implementation of CBiVl for the purposes of benchmarking and frequent progress monitoring in this district of 41,000 students. 



Prior to loining Pearson, Dr. Hooper consulted with public and private schools in Tennessee to facilitate their successful implementation of CBM and RT[. tie sep~’ed as the president of the 
Tennessee Association of School Psychologists in 2007-08 and remains active on the TASP Execuuve Board. Dr. Hooper has presented on various topics at state and national conferences, 
and is a former ac~iunct facul%" member at the Universi%" of Tennessee at Chattanooga, as well as Our Lady of tto[y Cross College and Delgado Communi~ College in New Orleans. 
(http://pearsonassessments rsysl .net/servlet/cc6?iLHi(.}C~I%V(.}YVrho~UCURx[Lttkhmlo(.}~LlVaVS )800.627.7271 i PsychCorp.com ( http://pearsonassessments rsvsl net/sepdet/cc6? 

iI~IJiQC’INVQYVrho~I~JC!~RxffX~ihmloQ~LIVaVS ) ( http:i/pearsonassessmems.rsysl net/sep¢let/cc6?iLHiQCTWQYVrho~UCl21%x~[~ttNhmloQ~LlVaVS ) 
Copyright [~] 2009 Pearson Education or its a:t?51iate(s) All rights reserved. Pearson and PsychCorp are trademarks, and the psi logo is a registered trademark, in the U.S. and/or other 
countries, of Pearson Education, Inc. or its affiliate(s) 
Privacy Policy ( http://pearsonassessments rsysl .net/servlet/cc6?iLtti(,)CTW(.}YVrhogUCURxILttkhmlo(,)gIAVaVT ) i Pearson, 19500 Bulverde Road, San Antonio, TX 78259. 3836 10/09 
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Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Ncuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:03 AM 

@email.unc.edw~ 

current impact statement 

’I~NTI’.httn 

In order to submit your report to the committee to have them approve your request for accommodations, you need to fill out something called a Current Impact Statement Below are the 
questions You can cut and paste the cluestions, then fill in your own answers, then mail it back to me. I will need you to sign a form in order for it to go to the committee. I" 11 be in my office 
all day today or call me at              . Your answers don’t need to be too long, just a few sentences. I put a sample of the kind of thing a student might put down so you get the idea of 
how long to make your responses and ho~v you should make the responses personal to your own situation. Keep in contact with me today with any and all questions. 
Amy 

The report indicated you have a as ~vell as Dr Johnson recommended that you could benefit from: 

Current Impact Statement 

Current Impact: When I am in two of my classes which have over 1 00 students, I do not feel engaged so I lose track of what the teacher is teaching. In Drama 1 60 the professor has 
powerpo~nt slides that we can print out and use to follow so that is really helpful, but I want to take notes while he talks too and this gets me lost. I know that I will be in trouble when I have 
to take math 
Impact within the past 1-2 years 
In high school I had a really hard time with learning math. Each time I would try to dedicate myself to really learning it, but as soon as I listened or read something, it wouldn1551t stay ~n my 
head Sometimes I thought it was because of the way the teacher taught, but I always had a bad time in math no matter who the teacher was. It seemed like everybody else could get the 
tests done but I was still going In other classes I would get distracted by anything around me. 
Accommodations 
I would like to try medication. I tried it before when I was younger but even though I could feel it help a little bit, the style of the teacher and the classroom still made it hard for me. This 
semester I have a small English class that I really like because it is small and the teacher really engages us. I think that with this kind of situation the medicine will really help me because I 
want to work hard. 
It is hard [’or me to keep up with the notes as the professor is talking, especially in I)rama [)wing the lecture I cannot tell which are the most important key points to take notes on. I lose 
track of the lecture because I am concentrating on translating what he is saying for my notes. I think that I could concentrate on the questions and really answer them if I had a little bit 
more time. I would really like to take a class to substitute for the math requirement I don [51t know why I can [51t seem to learn math but I try all different ways and I just don I~1 t get math. 
I am also worried about all o17 the reading assignments for my drama class I read slowly and lots of times I have to read it over again a bunch of times I learn better when I am listening If I 
could have audio books or textbooks on tape that would help me a lot. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 19, 2009 12:12 PM 

Walker, Ja~nie @bestweb.net> 

Re: Monday practice 

TENTI’.httn 

i talked to a FB trainer and he said for us to use a rolling pin and/or tennis ball on it so lets hope that works 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "JamJe Walker"        ~best-web.net> 10/19/2009 11:09 AM >>> 
Thanks for letting me l~ow. I’m sorry it’s still hurting h~n. Hopefully it will heal fast. 
Jami e 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler ( mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu ) 

To:       @Bestweb.net ; CWolfe@ci.carrboro.nc.us ; 
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 9:45 AM 
Subject: Monday practice 

Good morning evep)~body -- unfortunately     won’t be at practice today. In yesterday’s game he pulled the muscle in his backside again (not sure if it is his hamstring or glute). Dr. morn 
has prescribed rest and ice, but if you l~ow if something different we should do to get it healed quickly, please let me know! 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 19, 2009 1:58 PM 

Small, Kathryn ~gmail.com> 

"tom <tom.kleissler@genworth.com> 

game plan for the week 

TEXT.htm; Monday.docx 

I think this is the tentative schedule [’or the week (attached) Let me know what I have forgotten. 
thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 2:43 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu 

Re: current impact statement 

TEXTI’.httn 

yea! thank you. I need to get a signature on a form can you stop by my office sometime on Monday- to sign it? 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
krNC-Charoel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>       ~email unc.edu> 
Current Impact Statement 

2:06 PM >>> 

Current Impact: When I am in two of my classes which have over 100 
students, I do not feel engaged so I lose track of what the teacher is 
teaching. In Drama    the professor has powerpoint slides that we can 
print out and use to follow so that is really helpful, but I want to 
take notes while he talks too and this gets me lost. I l,mow that ! 
will be in trouble when I have to take math. 
hnpact within the past 1-2 years 
In high school I had a really hard time with learning math. Each time 
I would try to dedicate myself to really learning it, but as soon as I 
listened or read something, it wouldn?t stay in my head. Sometimes I 
thought it was because of the way the teacher taught, but I always had 
a bad time in math no matter who the teacher was. It seemed like 
everybody else could get the tests done but I was still going In 
other classes ! would get distracted by anything around me. 
Accommodations 
I would like to try medication. ! tried it before when I was younger 
but even though I could feel it help a little bit, the style of the 
teacher and the classroom still made it hard for me. This semester I 
have a small English class that I really like because it is small and 
the teacher really engages us. I think that with this kind of 
situation the medicine will really- help me because I want to work hard. 

It is hard for me to keep up with the notes as the professor is 
talking, especially in Drama. During the lecture I cannot tell which 
are the most iraportant key points to take notes on. I lose track of 
the lecture because I am concentrating on translating what he is saying 
for my notes. I think that I could concentrate on the questions and 
really answer them if I had a little bit more time. I would really 
like to take a class to substitute for the math requirement. I don’.’t 
know why I can?t seem to learn math but I try all different ways and I 
just don?t get math. 

I am also xvorried about all of the reading assigtnnents for my drama 
class. I read slowly and lots of times I have to read it over again a 
bunch of times. I learn better when I am listening. If I could have 
audio books or textbooks on tape that would help me a lot. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 21, 2009 2:47 PM 

Small, Kathryn ~gmail.com> 

wednesday 

’I~NTI’.httn 

K 
hello! are you enjoying your last days of vacation?? I hope so :) 

today: Please pick up     and the MMS carpool, the     from CHHS at 5PM in front, and then take              Lo soccer at 540PM. I sent a text to let     know you have the MMS car 
pool first and will then come for him. I sent one to     to tell him to hustle getting in the car -- do you notice ho~v sssslllllllloooooooooooooowwwwwww he walks?! 

I am going to go pick up some headphones for 
with doggies. 

but then I’ll be home. afterschool for thing one and two is the usual snack (I forgot to steal the muscle milk last night), homework, play 

let me know if you need anything 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Am?, Kleiss/er <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:05 PM 

To: Johnson, Lyn @bells~uth.net> 

Subje~-’t: reports -- MI ,AT 

Attach: TEXI’.htm 

Lyn, We have to register them for spring classes on November ~th so we would like their alternate 
I wanted to check in with yon regarding the MLAT testing for 

~ ’ ’ 

foreign language requests to go to the Committee next Tuesday, 
Do you think it would be possible to have their reports by th~s coming Monday? If we don’t have them 

approved by the Committee by November 4th then we will have to register them for PORT in the spring. 

Let me know your thoughts 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel IIill 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Wedne sday, October 21, 2009 4:10 PM 

need tbr speecMm~guage pathologist 

Dear Ms Khan, 
My name is Amy Kleissler, a Learning Specialist with the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes here at UNC I know Dr. Lyn Johnson from her work with student-athletes at 
UNC-Chapel Hill. Occasionally we have a request from a coach to have one of the student-athletes work with a speech pathologist because of difficulties that the student is experiencing Dr. 
Jolmson recommended you to us as someone who might be interested in working with student-athletes. I am writing to see if you might be interested. 

Our Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is comprised of academic advisors, learning specialists, mentors, and tutors that have been trained to help our student-athletes 
successfully balance their academic life with their athletic life. My job here at Carolina is working with any student-athletes who may have learning disabilities. 

We do not have an?- students needing speech/languages services at the present time, but we would like to have a relationship established with a speech pathologist so that when the need 
arises, we could begin helping the student as soon as possible. This is the arrangement we have established ~vith Dr Johnson. 

Essentially what this means is that if you are interested, we would have you fill out the papelavork to be hired on a part-time basis, and get you in the system, and then ~ve ~vould contact you 
with a request when the need arises The paperwork process of getting an employee entered into the system is usually the slowest part of the process in obtaining services for our students, 
so our goal is to have that all taken care of when the need for services arises 

Please let meknow your thoughts and ask me any questionsthatyoumayhave. I look forward to hearing t?omyou soon. 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Thursday, 1:32 PM 

To: Johnson, I ,yn < ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: reports -- MLAT 

Attach: ’IENYf.httn 

Fantastic -- thanks so much!! I hope hackers haven’t gotten a hold of you again! Enjoy your weekend. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Charoel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

>>> Lyn Juhnsun ’ ~))gmail.com> 10:48 AM >>> 
Amy, 
I think,      was included in his initial report I’ll send the 
uthers today ur tomorrow. I’ve been having some computer problems I 
finished ;epurt. I’ll send it un. 
Sorry [’or the delay, 
Lyn 

On Wed, at 4:05 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 
> Lyn, 
> I wanted to check in with yuu regarding the MLAT testing :[’or 
> We have tu register them :[’or spring classes on 
> , so we wuuld like their alternate fureign language requests to 
> gu tu the Cummittee next Tuesday,              Do you think it wuuld be 
> pussible tu have their reports by this coming Monday? ]l’we don’t have them 
> approved by the Cummittee by then we will have to register them 
> fur PORT in the spring. 
> 

> Let me knuw your thuughts. 
> Thanks, 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Ncuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2009 2:07 PM 

To: @earthlink.net 

Subject: bluer 

Attach: ’lt;Ylf.htm 

Scott _. you are right! Now I remember it hanging in his room Honestly, he shares a room with     and it is such a pit in there I tr,v to ignore it all when I go in’.      has Legos covering 
the entire floor as construction-projects-in-process, and Dan has dozens of books, that he swears ne ~s currently reading, piled on every surface Thanks for jarring nay memo~#. 

Have a good time at the concert. 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Itill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: < ~ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 7:04 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: 

A~taeh: TEXT.htm; final.doc; TEXT 1.htm 

Begin fom-arded message: 

> From: Lyn Johnson < ~gmail.com> 

> Date: ’ 3:46:18 PM EDT 

> To: ~nc.rr.com 

> Here’s report. 

> Lyn 
> 

> Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 

> Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

> 1703 Legion Road 

> Suite 206 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

> 919.918.1009 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 9:00 AM 

To: ~genworth.com 

Subject: DISREGARD 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Pls delete the last email I sent you! I forwarded you the wrong email. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 
kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 26, 2009 9:01 AM 

@genworth.com> 

Fwd: Virginia Tech Game - Team Itinerary 

TEXT.htm; Virginia Tech Goa~e - Temn Itinerary.msg 

B 
my schedule for the latter part of the week 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chal~el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Monday, 10:5 6 AM 

To: Johnson, Lyn < @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: reports -- MLAT 

Attach: ’IENTf.httn 

Tremendous. Thank you. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson < ~))gmaih corn: 10:54 AM >>> 
Amy, 

didn’t finish the test. He said he had to leave about 
half way through,      told me that the LD team is not requiring the 
MLAT awmore, so he may not need to if a good case can be made that he 
is likely to have difficulty based on his past experience, spelling, 
etc. I’ll take a look at my report and see what I wrote 
Lyn 

On Wed at 4:05 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
I,yn, 
I wanted to check in with you regarding the MLAT testing 

We have to register them ]2~r spring classes on 
so we would like their alternate foreign language requests to 

go to the Cowanittee next Tuesday,              I)o you think it would be 
possible to have their rep ~rts by this comin~ Monday? If we don’t have them 
approved by the Cotmnittee by ~hen we will have to register them 
for PORT in the spr~ng 

Let me know your thoughts. 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lyn Jotmson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



Sent: 

Sub jet�: 

A~tach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday,                11:17 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu> 

MLAT update 

’l%XTI’.httn 

B eth, 

Lyn has to resend me the \feAT repolt (glitch in her computer) 
o~ly completed [5 of N~LAT testing <,told Lyn he had to leave) but :old Lyn that the    team is not requiring the MLAT anymore, so he may not need 

to 11 a good case can be made that he is likely to have difficulty based on his past experience, spelling, etc. On the writing mechanics portion of his SATA he correctly spelled only     and 

correctly punctuate~      sentences. 
MLAT already in report that has been approved by Committee so he is good to go 

Will keep you posted 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel IIi]l 

kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 26, 2009 11:56 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

never mind 

TENTI’.httn 

blame the ADD impulse purchased the video for myself :) 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 
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A Raisin in the Sun 
By Lorriane Hansberry 

Set in Southside Chicago, 1956 
Realism 

MAJOR CONFI.~ICT " The Youngers, a working-class black family, struggle against 
econ~omi c hardship and raci al prejudiceo 

RISING ACTION ’ Ruth discovers that she is pregnant; Mama makes a down payment on a 
house; Mama gives Walter the remainb~g insurance money; Waiter invests the money in 
the liquor store venture. 

C’L~MAX ¯ Bobo tells the Youngers that Willy has run off with all of Waiter’s invested 
insurance money; Asagai makes Beneatha realize that she is not as independent as she 
thinks. 

FALLING ACTION ¯ Waiter refuses Mr. Lindner’s offer to not move; the Youngers move 
out of the apartme~t to their new house in the white neighborhood; Beneatha finds ~ew 
strength in Asagai. 

THEMES o The value and purpose of dreams, the need to fight racial discrimination, the 
importance of family 

About the author: She died at the age of 36 after writing only 4 plays. Three of them 
were about the black experience in America while the 4~h was about the Jewish 

experience --) The Sign in Sidney Brunstem’s Window. She was the first black 
playwright on Broadway. She grew up in Southside Chicago, her father started the first 
black bank, and he fought in the courts to move his family to a white suburb. After 
seeing a play about the Troubles in Ireland, she realized that many people throughout the 
world had similar experiences to her, not just black people in America. 

Background: When the play opens, the family is awaiting a $10,000 check from the 
insurance company for the death of Lena’s husband. The opening scene is spent 
discussing what each character dreams to do with the money. They live in a 2 bedroom 
apartment, with Bennie and her mother sharing one bedroom, and Travis sleeping on the 
couch. Walter Lee must pay to travel a long way everyday by bus to get to his job, both 
Ruth and Lena work multiple jobs to keep the family going, and Bennie is in college. 
Both Mama and Ruth work multiple j obs. 

Bennie is dating 2 very different young men, and she can’t decide which one she likes. 
Each of these men bring out different sides of her: Joseph is intellectual and likes to 
debate with her, and get her to connect to her African roots; George is more business- 
like/country club and wants her to "fit in". 
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Brief Summary: 
When the check comes, Lena/Mama puts $3500 down on a house in Clyborne Park and 
they begin to make plans to move. Mama gives the other $6500 to Walter Lee, asking 
him to put $3000 toward Bennie’s medical school tuition, and the rest he can do with as 
he wants. Soon after, Mr. Linder arrives. Ruth believes that he is there to welcome them 
to their new neighborhood, but instead he asks the family to buy them out of their new 
house. Once they realize that he is a racist that doesn’t want them to move in, they kick 
him out and resolve to move to their new house. 

Ruth finds out she is pregnant and while she is tired and experiencing morning sickness, 
she is worried about how they will take care of the baby. She wants to abort the baby and 
makes an appointment at the clinic, but is talked out of it.. Walter Lee doesn’t put the 
money away for Bennie but instead gives it all to his friend Bobo to invest with Willie in 
a liquor store. When Walter Lee finds out that Willie has run off with all the money, he 
gets drunk and skips work for 3 days. When his family finds out, they are furious with 
him. After coming home in a drunken rage, he makes a speech to the adults in his family 
about how hard it has been for him all these years to be a chauffer to a white man, and 
how hard he has worked to only barely get by. He tells them that he is going to call Mr. 
Linder to come back so that they can accept his offer. He acts out for his family the 
speech he will give Mr. Lindner --) he will act out all of the incorrect prejudices that Mr. 
Linder has about black people in order to scare Mr. Linder and got lots of money from 
him. His family is sickened to see him to this because they can’t believe he has sunk so 
low. Mama says that Walter Lee’s father would be ashamed to see him this way. This 
was not how they raised him to be. 

When Mr. Linder arrives at the house, the family is assembled to meet him. Afraid that 
Walter Lee will disgrace them, Mama asks Travis to come sit up front so that he can see 
his father talk to Mr. Linder. She hopes that Walter Lee will not shame himself in front 
of Travis. It works - Walter Lee tells Mr. Linder about his father, and the kind of man 
that his parents wanted him to be, how hard he has worked through the years, and the 
wonderful plans that the family has for their new life in Clyborne Park. 

Mr. Linder leaves disappointed as the family celebrates because the moving van is 
downstairs. The last thing that Mama takes from the apartment is her flower in a pot on 
the kitchen window sill. This little plant has represented hope for Mama - even with 
terrible soil, air, and light it has still continued to bloom. 
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Lena Younger/Mama 
Mother, widow 

$10,000 insurance check 
Wants to buy a house in the 

suburbs 

/ 
Walter Lee 

Chauffer 
Married to Ruth 

Wants to open a liquor store 

Travis 
Their son 

Beneatha "Bennie" 
Sister of Walter Lee 
Daughter of Lena 
College student 

Wants to go to medical school 
Dating 2 men 

Ruth 
Mother/wife 

Pregnant 
Wants a house in the suburbs 

Wants Mama to take a 
vacation 

Earns $ carrying groceries 

Other Characters: 
Bobo: Walter Lee’s friend that is going to go into the liquor store business with 
him. 

Willie: Guy with the liquor store scheme; runs off with the money. 

Mrs. Johnson: nosy neighbor of the Younger’s; warns them of the dangers of 
moving to the white suburbs. 

Mr. Linder: President of the Clyborne Park Homeowners Association; comes to 
visit the Younger’s in Chicago and offers to buy them out; makes them believe 
that he is there looking out for their safety rather than say that his neighborhood 
doesn’t want a black family in the neighborhood. 
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’~/~:~ster HaroMo, and ¢]~e t~cyx" is a one-act play which takes place in the St. George’s 

Tea Room i~ Port Elizabeth, South Aftlea. The three characters, Master Harold (also 

known as HaPly), Sam at~d Willie explore the concepts of racism and apartheid on a rainy 

after~~oon i~~ 1950. 

The restaura~:~t is empty o~:~ such a dreary a~cemoon and Willie, a waiter, is tidying up 

while a seco~:~d waiter, Sam, sits and reads comic books at a table set for a meal. Sam a~:~d 

Willie are black mea in their mid-focties and have beea employed at the St. George’s Tea 

Room for many years. 

W illi e i s anxious b eca~ se he and t~i s gi rl fri ea d are er~tered in a d ance competitioa to b e 

held it~ a few weeks a~d Willie is still ut~comfortable with some of the da~ce steps. Willie 

is a~so m~s~re of his girlfrie~d’s participatio~ because Willie reveals tha~ he has recet~tly 

beaten her again and she has left. Sam tries to tell Willie what he is doing wro,~g witt~ 

both his dance steps and his personal life. 

Master Harold, also know~:~ as Hal iy, is the seventeen-year-old white son of the woman 

who owns the tearoom and t~as come in }irom a day at sct~ool ready for his lunch~ Sam 

informs Hally that his mother has gone to the hospital w-t~ete Hally’s ~i~ther is a patient. 

Sam ~hinks that Hal]ly’s father is to be released today, an idea ~o which Hal]ly reacts quite 

negatively. 

Hally shares with Sam a~d Willie that he has been punished with six spa~kings at school 

for drawi ng an irreverent picture of a teacher. Sam explains the hum ill ating and pai~:~ful 

process of cani~:~g used as pu~:~ishment i~:~ the judicial system, at which Hally is shocked. 

Hally bristles at the i@.tstice of the world in general and claims that someday someone 

wilI change all the systems that keep inequities and pu~ist~mem i~ place. 

}{[ally and Sam discuss the possibility of social re%tin and the conversation expands to 

include their perso~ml choices for those people who have made the most sigt~ificat~t 

contributions to mankind Sam and HalJly agree on ot~e fitml choice and Hally 

co~:~gratul ares himself o,l successfi~lly educati~:~g Sam over the years. 
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Sam and Hally have had a dose rdationship for many years beginning during Sam’s 

employment at the Jubi]lee Boarding House, which Ha]ly’s mother owned Hally would 

seek out Sam and Willie when the activity and conflict in the boarding house was too 

much for the yotmg Hallyo As Hally describes his memories of Sam and Willie’s room, 

the two men recreate the room with the available tables and chairs as staid-ins for the 

Atrnimre~ ’i]{’t~e three characters fondly reminisce about the days aad evenings of reading, 

leamiag a~.d games played in the smalI room. 

Then t-{ally urges Sam to remember the best day they ever spent together and Sam cannot 

recall at first. Hally continues to remind Sam of the homemade kite he had made 

Hally and how Sam taught the boy to fly it in spite of his fears that it would crash and he 

would be respo~:~sibIe for its failureo Sam’s e~:~couragement on the day of the kite flying 

sparked somethi~:~g in Hally which forged a bo~ld with the two from that point 

Hally comments on the unusual sight that he and Sam must have been that day; a black 

man a~.d a small white boy flying a kite. Hally’s fa.ther is a cripple and }--]{ally muses that 

beiag seea with hi s filther in that simatioa would have been just as straage. As t-{ally 

voices his longings for a normal life, he is interrupted by a iphone cal]l from his mother 

tel]ling Hally that his father wil]l be coming home from the hospital today. 

Hally launches into a frantic attempt to prevent his father’s return and Hally reminds his 

mother of how difiScult life is with his father at home. Hally pleads with his mother to 

inquire with the doctors to keep him as a patie,lt for a longer period of time. 

Hally’s irritation extends to Sam and Willi< whom Hally orders to complete their tasks. 

Hally admits that t~e does not waat his [Tatl~er at home and that ~ife is a complicated mess. 

To t-{ally, it seems that just w~ea thiags are going aloag.just fine, somethiag happens to 

complicate matters for the worse. Ha]ly calls this the principle of perpetua] 

di sappointment. 

Sam tries to divert Hally into doing his homework and the boy tries to settle down but is 

too agitated to concentrate. Sam tries to help Willie with his ballroom dancing steps and 
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tt~e n oi se is too much for Hally, wt~o cracks Willie on the rear en d with a rul er. The two 

met~ return to their chores as Hally reprimands them for inappropriate behavior in a place 

of b~si~ess. 

Sam come~ds that dancing is a harmless pleasure which does no harm to anyot~e and tries 

to get Hally to da,~ce with him. Hally resists, as danci,lg is a simple-minded enterprise 

witti ~o real goal. Maki~:~g people happy is a good thi~:~g, accordi~:~g to Sam and that is 

exactly what dancing does~ To Sam, dancing is also a thir~g ofbea.W and he eacoarages 

Hally to atte~.d tt~e dance competition, to u~.dersta~.d what he means. 

Sam wants }-{ally to attend the upcomir~g dance competition to experier~ce the music and 

the e~ergy so that }-{ally ca~ know the beauty and the power of the championship. Hal~y 

is still skeptical, so Sam and Willie attempt to set the scet~e in the tea room by explai~ing 

the e] ega,l ce oftIle I adi es a~:~d tIle fi)rmality of tl:~e occasio~:~. Hal ly wo~:~ders what th e 

impact is whe,l someo,le bumps into someo~:~e else, to which Sam replies that there are no 

collisions on this dance floor. According to Sam, dancing in. the competition, is like being 

in a world where acdden.ts do not happen. 

At last, Hally is caught up in Sam’s energy a~.d admits that tt~e ballroom scenario sour~ds 

beautif~l. Sam contitmes by sayi~g that the dance is beautiful because it is what people 

wo~ld like the world to be and for ot~e evenit~g no ot~e bumps into each other like they do 

everyday life. Accordi,~g to Sam, people bump into people, cotmt~:%s bump into other 

cou~:~tries~ rich me~:~ bump into poor me~:~ a~~d the list goes o~:~. 

Tl:~is practice of bm~:~ping into eacl:~ other has bee,~ goi,~g o,~ for too lo~:~g a~:~d Sam 

wonders when people will be able to dance like champions. Obviously, people share 

Sam’s vision becm.tse the dance competitions are always sold out arid they are standir~g 

room o~ly. The dance compe~itio~ allows people to view a microcosm of the way they 

wan~ the world ~o be. 

Hally comends that that is probably no~ enough to change the world but accordi~g to 

Sam, the competitio~:~ is a begim~ing. Sam compares Gandhi and the Pope with people 
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who are able to get the dance steps right, in other words bringing the people of the world 

together without bumpi~g into a~ybody. 

Hally is energized now and he considers writi~g a school paper on the topic of the dance 

competition as a metaphor for global politics. The telephone intermlpts Hally, who speaks 

to his mottler at~d it becomes clear that Hally’s father is bei~:~g released from the hospital 

todayo Hally has a ve~:bal outburst abo~t the negative implications of his father’s retur,1 to 

home which includes many medical a~.d personal tlygiene issues to wtlich Hally must 

atte~.d for his father. 

Managing to rally momentarily, Haily speaks to tlis f’ather in a conciliatory to~.e ir~ ar~ 

attempt to convince his father of a welcome returt~. Hally’s clark mood cam~ot be lifted by 

Sam and Willie and all the visionary talk from a short while ago is ~ow ]lost. Hally orders 

the two me~:~ to tbi~i sI1 their work as he prepares to pack up his bel ongi ngs a,ld go horn e. 

U~:~abl e to resist one last comment, Hally tells Sam that tile dream of a better world is 

flawed beca.ise most people are bad dancers a,ld Sam has also ,leglected to co,~sider 

cripples in tlis m etaphor. Accordir~g to Hal ly, the reality of life is that nobody k~.ows the 

dance steps, the m~sic is ao~existeat a.~d tile cripples bump into eve®oae else. 

Sam chastises Hally %r speaking derogatorily about his own father and demands that 

Hally retrac~ his words and apologize but Hally refuses. In response, Sam refuses to listen 

to any more of Hally’s negativity and HaJlly yelJls at Sam to mind his own business and to 

stay focussed o~:~ the woik tie was hired to do. 

I,~ retaliatio~:~ %r Sam’s commems, Haliy tells Sam to call him Master Harold i~:~stead of 

Hally just like Willie doe> Sam declares that ifHally forces ttle iss~e, he will ,lever call 

Haily by his int’otmal ~ame a.gai~.. Hally persists in ta~nting Sam ir~ ar~ attempt to put tlim 

in his place as a black ma~. a~.d an. employee of the tearoom. 

Sam tries to expla.ir~ to Hally ttle implications of what tile boy’s bdlavior has had on their 

rdationship. Sam has always tried to help Hally because the boy’s father is a cripple and 
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always dependent. It was always important to Sam to show Ha]iIy how to grow tap to be a 

real man and flow Hal]y has insulted Sam’s spirit whicl~ is a lreme~dous wound. 

Sam remitids Hally of the night when Hally’s mother was riot at home whe~ someo~e 

from the bar called because Hally’s father was drurlk aid needed help to get home. Ha]ily 

had corn e to Sam in tl:~e ~:~ight a~:~d Sam carri ed tIle crippl ed man o,l hi s back while Hal ly 

walked beside him o,l the way home f~rom the bar that ,light. Sam can still feel Hally’s 

pain ftom that night all those years ago and eventua.lly so does }--1{ally and the boy admits 

that he really does love his fatt~er~ 

Sam is aNe to ider~tif~ the complex emotiorml issues sarrom~ding I-i{a]iIy’s fedi~gs %r his 

father and tells the boy that he must not be ashamed of his father and Hally must riot fee]i 

guilty or respo~sible for the way thi~gs are in his home life, Sam reminds }{ally of the 

kite he had b~ilt aid tel]Is the boy tl:~at ttie reason for it was so tl:~at Hally co~ld ]look up 

and be pro~d of som ethi ng and proud of himseK 

Hally is i~:~dig,mnt at Sam’s speech but Sam tries to reach the boy one more time and 
offers to build a~other kite because it seems as if tl:~ey botti ~:~eed ito Hally leaves aid 
Willie tries to convince Sam that tomorrow will be a better day and the two me~. p]iay a 
song on the j akebox a~.d sway to the music of Sarah Vm.tghn. 
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How I Learned to Drive by Paula Vogel 

Outine of the play: Li’l Bit grows up in rural Maryland during the 196os with a 

large extended family: her mother, who became pregnant at a young age; her 

grandmother, a God-fearing former child-bride, her ignorant, sexist grandfather, 

her Uncle Peck, who has been affected by experiences in combat and is a 

recovering alcoholic, and Aunt Mary, who is in denial of her husband’s behavior. 

When Li’l Bit is eleven, Uncle Peek gives her a driving lesson; however, he 

uses the opportunity to molest her. Li’l Bit is too young to understand the 

occurrence, and while her mother and aunt suspect that Peck has an unhealthy 

interest in his niece, they do nothing about it. Years pass and Li’l Bit enters 

puberty. Though she is quite intelligent, her classmates recognize her only for her 

large breast size. Peck continues to molest her, at one point using his amateur 

photo studio to take provocative pictures of her. Though he makes her 

uncomfortable, Peck is the only member of her family who is nice to her and 

supportive of her plans to go to college. He continues to give Li’l Bit driving 

lessons, and when she drives she develops a feeling of control that she does not 

have in her home life. 

Peek attempts to convince Li’l Bit to have sex with him, but Li’l Bit rejects 

his advances, albeit reluctantly; since they are both "outsiders" in their family, 

she feels an odd kinship with him. Li’l Bit goes to college, and is surprised to 

receive gifts from Uncle Peck in the mail, along with letters counting dovm to her 

eighteenth birthday. When she turns eighteen, she confronts Uncle Peck; he has 

been hoping to finally have sex with her now that she is a legal adult, but more 

than that, he wants her to marry him. Li’l Bit refuses and permanently severs 

their relationship. Narrating as an adult, Li’l Bit reveals that she was eventually 

expelled from college and that Uncle Peck drank himself to death. However, 

looking back on her experiences, she has learned to forgive Peck for his 

wrongdoings. She concludes that he did give her something valuable: the freedom 

she feels only when she drives. 
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Summary: How I Learned to Drive is not told with a straightforward plot but 
is instead an uneven mixture of flashbacks, narration, monologues, and the kind 
of impersonal voice-over that accompanies driver education films. It starts with 
Li’l Bit as an adult, addressing the audience, as if she is giving a lecture about how 
to drive. She describes Maryland during her youth in the 196os, and then the 
setting dissolves into 1969, with her uncle Peck sitting in a Buick Riviera. 
Seventeen-year-old Li’l Bit climbs in next to him. He takes the role of a child, 
telling her that he has been good, and she acts like an authority figure to him. 
When he says that he has not had a drink all week, she allows him the "small 
reward" of undoing her bra. When they leave their parking spot, Li’l Bit drives. 

At a family dinner in 1969, the conversation focusing on the size of her breasts is 
embarrassing to Li’l Bit. Her grandfather makes one wise crack after another 
about her breasts being big, until Li’l Bit flees the room for some privacy. Peek is 
the one who follows her and consoles her. Feeling better, Li’l Bit arranges to meet 
him later that night. 

Grown-up Li’l Bit, as narrator, explains to the audience that she was kicked out of 
school in 197o for constant drinking and then took a job in a factory and spent 
her nights drinking and racing through the streets in her car. 

The scene fades to Li’l Bit and Peck at an inn far from home along the Maryland 
shore in 1968 (a year before the family dinner portrayed earlier). The occasion is 
a celebration of Li’l Bit having received her driver’s license. Peck, who has had a 
drinking problem, does not order a drink, but he tells Li’l Bit to have one, even 
though she is only sixteen. Li’l Bit’s mother shows up at the side of the stage to 
give the audience "A mother’s guide to social drinking," which includes such 
advice as to eat much bread and butter and never to order sugary "ladies" drinks. 
Li’ 1 bit orders a martini and quickly becomes drunk. When they leave, she is 
hardly able to walk, and she expects Peek to try to take advantage of her. She 
objects to their relationship, and he tells her not to worry, that he is a man and 
will not do anything sexual until she wants to. There is a brief scene of Uncle Peck 
teaching Li’l Bit’s cousin Bobby to fish, just as he has taught her to drive. 
At the end of the scene, Peck offers to show Bobby "a secret place" in the trees, 
where they can be alone and drink a beer: "this is something special just between 
you and me," Peck says, reminiscent of his friendly seduction of Li’l Bit. 

The next scene has Li’ 1Bit, her mother, and her grandmother seated in a kitchen 
and is titled, "On Men, Sex and Women: Part I." The grandmother explains that 
her husband always wanted to have sex several times every day. As the 
grandmother and mother talk about what crude beasts men are, they become 
increasingly aroused. 

The grown-up Li’l Bit narrates the story of a bus trip in 1979, when she was in her 
2o’s. A high school boy sat down by her and struck up a conversation. She made 
herself attractive enough that he followed her when the bus stopped and 
continued to talk to her until she invited him up to her room, where they had sex. 



{PAGE } 

"On Men, Sex, and Women: Part II" has fifteen-year-old Li’l Bit asking her 
mother and grandmother about sex. Her mother tells her that it hurts just a little, 
at first. Her grandmother tells her that the first time a girl has sex is very painful 
and bloody. The mother is resentful about the misinformation that her own 
mother gave her, feeling that it is responsible for her having gotten pregnant 
young with Li’l Bit, leading to her awful marriage to Li’l Bit’s father. 

Then Uncle Peck is giving Li’l Bit a driving lesson. She is light-hearted and joking 
around. Instead of indulging her, as he has before, Peck is strict, demanding that 
she take driving seriously. Li’l Bit makes a brief joke about the need to "defend" 
herself, implying that Peek has already made advances toward her, but he 
promises that he would never try anything while she is driving. 

Li’l Bit recalls a time when she was in the ninth grade and a boy embarrassed her 
by pretending to have an allergic reaction to foam rubber, grabbing her breast. In 
the locker room after gym class, female classmates took note of the fact that her 
breasts were indeed real and not foam rubber. At a sock hop, a shy boy 
approached Li’l Bit several times to dance. A radar-like beeping, supposedly 
emerging from her breasts, 
indicated the way that boys were drawn to them, making Li’l Bit wary of their 
attention. 

In 1965, in his basement, Peck has a camera, and he has Li’IB it pose for pictures 
in his "studio." He tells her that she is beautiful and urges her to respond to the 
music with her body. She loses herself in the moment but is shaken back into 
reality when he mentions that these pictures will help her compile a good 
portfolio in five years, when she is eighteen and can pose for Pla~jbos!. Li’l Bit is 
horrified at the realization that her pictures could be seen by someone else. 

Christmas 1964, when Li’l Bit is thirteen, she has a conversation with her uncle 
about why he drinks so much, and he tells her how much it helps him to talk to 
her. She suggests that they could meet once a week to talk, that they would keep 
their meetings a secret from her mother and his wife. The meetings have to be in 
public, she says: "You’ve got to let me--draw the line." She is aware from the start 
of the possibility of a sexual relationship. 

In 1969, while Li’l Bit is away at college, Peck sends her a series of gifts, with 
notes that include a count of the days until she is eighteen, the age of legal 
consent. When he shows up on her eighteenth birthday, Li’l Bit explains that his 
notes have been so crazy they frighten her. She does drink the champagne that he 
has brought: as explained in an earlier scene, her first year at college was spent 
drinking constantly. She tells him that they should not "see" each other any more, 
and his offer to divorce Aunt Mary and marry her just makes her more frightened 
of him and more resolute that their relationship should end. He goes directly to a 
bar and starts drinking again. "It took my uncle seven years to drink himself to 
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death," the adult Li’l Bit tells the audience. 

The play continues with "On Men, Sex, and Women: Part III," which takes place 
in 1962. Peck wants to take her to the beach, and her mother refuses: "I am not 
letting an n-year-old girl spend seven hours alone in the car with a man .... I don’t 
like the way your uncle looks at you." In the end, though, she gives in. It is 
on this car ride that Peck asks Li’l Bit for the first time if she would like to learn to 
drive, and he lifts her up on his lap behind the wheel. 

The last scene is the adult Li’l Bit preparing to go driving. She climbs into the ear 
and makes the necessary adjustments. When she adjusts the rearview mirror, she 
sees the image of Uncle Peek in the back seat, before she takes off. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: MoMay, 12:40 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: update 

Altacl~: ’lENEI’.httn 

I wanted to let you know that ?’our paperwork will go bet;are the committee next Tuesday rather than tomorrow- because the,~ have a full caseload for tomorrow’s meeting. The moment I hear 
back on the results, 1 ;vill get in touch with you. ~7ou should keep on the lookout (after next Tuesday          for a letter t~om the cormnittee that will tell you what accormr~odations they 

approved you for. Let me klmw when you get the letter. 
thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel IIill 

KlelSS [e(g;’uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 1:49 PM 

To: @gmail.com:~; 

Subject: trip off 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

@genworfl~.com> 

the trip to virginia tech is off so you won’t need to stay late on Wednesday 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Thanks for being so accommodating though! 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2009 1:39 PM 

To: ~genworth.com 

Subject: Play’ it Sma~ 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

B 
Do you remember last year I told you about a program aftiliated ~vith the NFL that works in high schools with at-risk student populations? The?- do essentially what I do, but in high schools. 
So far I have not been able to find any schools around here that have the program, but I heard that Genworth Financial has made a ve~- sizable donation to them. Is that your company in 
Raleigh, or tap m Virginia? 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 3:13 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Checking Iu 

TENZI’.httn 

thanks -- also, question for you about 115 guys 

I don’t know if this is the right thing to have been doing, but I got tired of making copies that they guys leR on the floor or found at the bottom of their backpacks after the exam --> i have 
offered them review materials each session and told them it was up to them if they took them, no skin off my back if they didn’t Guys like                      always take materials. 

what if I made one last announcement tonight at the begilming of stud)’ hall that they could come see me to get copies of anything they wanted, or should I just make copies of evewthing 
and distribute regardless? Let me know 
thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridget 10/27/2009 2:40 PM >>> 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> <jharris@athlife.com> 10/27/2009 2:13 PM>>> 
Hello, Beth. 
I believe your login is        and password is       You also have 
new feature called teachers lounge. Ill shoot you a screencast ~vhen I get fill internet access. 
Best, 
Jon 
Sent on the Sprint ~ Now Net~vork from ray BlackBerry[~ 

Login and password are the same (e.g. We have a 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 27 Oct 2009 13:38:14 
To: Jon Harris<jharris@athlife.com> 
Subject: Re: Checking In 

Thanks for checking in. 
I am actually glad you did, I have a question. We can’t remember our user name and password (my ho~v the mind slips when you don’t use it). We wanted to print out the information we 
posted. 
Any help? 

Congrats on 5 years!It 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc a a uric. edu 

>>> "Jon Hart-is" <jhalTis@athlife.com~ 10/23/2009 7:07 PM >>> 

Hello, Beth. 

I hope the semester is going well for you 

As you begin planning for next semester, please keep Total Recall in mind! 

Have a great weekend! 

Jon 

Celebrating Five Years of Athlife!! ’. 





From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:17 PM 

To: ~emml.unc.edu 

Subject: accommodatious 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Dear Beth, 
I wanted to check and see if you had received any on-line accommodation request forms from one of my fresl~aan, He claims he submitted his forms on or around and 
that he hasn’t received any email correspondence regarding the status of the accommodations. He has only just returned to classes after being out for 10 days with        so I am 
wondering if he missed looking at his email during that time period. Do you have an?- record of him submitting the requests? Let me know your thoughts when you can I look forward to 
hearing from you, 
Thanks, 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2009 3:19 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com 

Subject: UNC photos 

Attach: ’I~ENTI’.httn 

hope that you guys had a good trip home -- I’m sorry that it turned out to be such a downer of a game :( I wanted to see if you guys did Facebook because I posted my photos of the game 
on there. If not, I’ll attach some to an email and send them to you. 

It’s like Chicago here today in the southern part of Heaven, 60 and rainy I wish it would snow! It ~vas lovely meeting both of you. Have a good week 
Go Heels. 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 4:02 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Fwd: RE: checking in real quick 

TEXT.htm; 1~9; checking in real quick.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
ErNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 10:39 AM 

To: @bcplegal.com 

Subject: Cairo 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

I think ~ve are going to head to Cairo at the end of our Tanzania service because ~ve have good friends that are living there now. How do I track do~vn that desert trip you did? 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 
kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 11:40 AM 

~nc.rr.com 

Fwd: RE: Cairo 

TEXT.him; RE Cairo.msg 

Amy Kleissier 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Thursday, October 29, 2009 2:04 PM 

Re: need tier speecManguage pathologis~t 

’I~XTI’.httn 

I didn’t want you to think I had forgotten about you -- our office manager is working on the paperwork route and rll be back in touch with you when ~ve’re further along on this end. Thank 
you so much for your patience. 

Enjoy this beautiful day. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ ,’Jill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ".~y Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:             ~nc.rr.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 4:09 PM 
Subject: need for speech/language pathologist 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler, a Learning Specialist with the Academic Support 
Program for Student-Athletes here at L~’~’C’. I know Dr. Lyn Johnson from her 
work with student-athletes at L~’~’C-Chapel Hill. Occasionally we have a 
request from a coach to have one of the student-athletes work with a speech 
pathologist because of difficulties that the student is experiencing. Dr. 
Johnson recommended you to us as someone who might be interested in working 
with student-athletes. I am writing to see if you might be interested. 

Our Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is comprised of academic 
advisors, learning specialists, mentors, and tutors that have been trained 
to help our student-athletes successfully balance their academic life with 
their athletic life. My job here at Carolina is wurking with any 
student-athletes who may have learning disabilities. 

We do not have any students needing speech/languages services at the present 
time, but we would like to have a relationship established ~vith a speech 
pathologist so that when the need arises, ~ve could begin helping the student 
as soon as possible. This is the arrangement we have established with Dr. 
Johnson. 

Essentially what this means is that if you are interested, we would have you 
fill out the paperwork to be hired on a part-time basis, and get you in the 
system, and then ~ve ~vould contact you with a request when the need arises 
The paper~vork process of getting an employee entered into the system is 
usually the slowest part of the process in obtaining services for our 
students, so our goal is to have that all taken care of when the need for 
services arises. 

Please let me know yourthoughts and ask me any questions that you mayhave. 
I look forward to hearing fromyou soon 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 



Amy KleissIer 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel IIill 

c 
kIeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:21 AM 

came to tell me about last night, when tl~rew that pic he said the cro~vd was so loud you couldn’t hear your own healt beat, but when 
"you could hear a rat piss on cotton" love it 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 
kieiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

ti~mbled, the stadium was so quiet 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: UNC photos 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Hello Amy, 

We sure did have a sa£e trip home even though we did not want to leave so soon. The Heels did have a tough lost but we were estatic just to be present at the game. 

Untbr’tunately, we do not have a FaceBook page at this time, but if its not too much trouble tbr yot~ we would love to see the pictures through emaJl. 

It was such a pleasure meeting you as well and cm~ not thank you enough for our fubulous first experience at Kenan Stadium. 

Hope you and your family have a ttapw and saiE Halloween 

With Warm Regards, 

( future Tar Heels prospects ) 

--- On Tue, Am5’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

> Subject: UNC photos 

> To          ~yahoo.com 

> Date: ’][’tlesday,,                 7:18 PM 

> I hope that you guys had a good trip home -- I’m 

> ~n), that it turned out to be such a downer of a game 

> :( I wanted to see if you guys did Facebook because I 

> tx)sted my photos of the game on there. If not. 

> I’ll attach some to an email and send them to you. 
> 

> It’s like Chicago here today in the southern paxt 

> of Heaven, 60 and rainy. I wish it would snow’. 

> It was lovely meeting both of you. Have a good 

> week. 

> Go Heels. 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program 

> for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chapel 

>Hill 

> 919-593-3033 

>c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:44 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Kenan Football Center Access, optional training, and availability 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.BMP 

smartboard -- think overhead projector on steroids if you would be tutoring ~vhere having the abili~ to put something up on a board as a visual, or to write on like a chalk board, would be 
helpful in your sessions, you could use it. 

I’m glad you had fun on Saturday and at least ~vere able to grab something to eat I hope you busted lots of Dookies trying to slip something in to Kenan! Also, I forgot to get the pass back 
from you -- could you drop it by my office when you have the chance? Thanks so much, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>~" 11:33 AM>>> 
Amy, 

Thanks for the heads up! Also, thanks [’or the event on Saturday. Even though I wasn’t able to stay [’or long or chat with the other mentors, it seemed like a really fun event I know it took 
some planning on your end so thanks!! 

Finally, what is the smartboard? Is that something I need to be aware 

>>> Amy Kleisslcr          11:24 AM >>> 
Good Monday morning to all! A couple of itenrs of business: 

On Tuesday,               , the alarm thing at Kenan Football Center will be activated. Jaimie and Beth kno~v how- to do it, the?" can show- anyone at the end of study table. For those not at 
study table for fb this semester, not a biggie, but those that are need to get it "configured." 

How to do it: 
Put in your FULL PlD 
it will ask to "place hand" and "remove hand" 3 tinres 
make sure your hand fits the model on the screen--if your hand it placed cotiectly, all the lights on the model will be of I; also, don’t have any rings or bracelets on when doing it 

For regular access--last 5 of PID and then hand on sensors-if it ~vorks, you will hear the door click and the screen will say approved 

Next item, there ~vill be training for the new smattboard this Friday, 
required. This will be strictly training, not like our other meetings. 

at 2pnr on the 5th floor of football. An?" of the mentors or tutors are welcome to attend this training, but it is not 

Last, for an?" of you that did not attend our meeting on 
ASAP. Thanks so much, 

could you please let me know yes/no/maybe on your availabili~" for the spring, surcaner and/or fall semesters 

Anry 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Char)el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 1:22 PM 

To: @genw°r~th.c°m> 

Subject: par-lay 

Attach: ’l~2XTi’.htm 

you and I have been invited to the football season banquet, Friday Dec 4th, 530PM at the Friday Center Let me know when you can if you think you’ll be able to come with me. 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ~ix Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.je!~: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 2:10 PM 

@genworth.com 

nc state game 

we will have three tickets waiting for us at the will call window- at carter finley for the nc state game 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:17 PM 

To: @gma~l.com 

Subject: checking in 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

I hope that you are sitting up in a chair when reading this, feeling so good and strong that you are telling those doctors and nurses that you are rea@ to get out of that hospital’.! 
Know that everyone is thinking of you and sending you their prayers. We can’t wait to see you when you are up and around. 
take care! 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 9:12 AM 

To: ~genworih.com> 

Subject: iphone 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

is it possible to watch the unc game on your iphone while it is happening on tv? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, November 19, 2009 9:50 AM 

RE: iphone 

TEXTf.httn 

~genworth.com> 

the one on saturday at noon from boston 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC -Chattel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

which game? 

~!genworth.com> 11/19,"2009 9:35 ~Y\~i >>> 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k [eissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Thursdav. November 19. 2009 9:12 AM 
To: 
SubJect: iphone 

is it possible to *w~tch the uric game on your iphone while it is happening on tv? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

l<[elssle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 23, 2009 1:52 PM 

~me.com 

Fwd: Soccer Post-Season 

TEXT.htm; Soccer Post- Season .msg 

fyi -- in case you ~vant to go on sunday -- you could bring someone(s) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 1:23 PM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Soccer Post- Season 

’IEXTI’.httn 

TO: Athletic Depa~ment Staff 

FROM: Dick Baddour 

SUBJECT: NCAA Women’s and Men’s Soccer 

We are excited to host NCAA Women’s and Men’s Soccer post- season competition this weekend. 

Friday, November 27: Wo,nen’s Soccer 

UNC vs. Wake Forest 2:00pm 

Sunday, November 29: Men’s Soccer 

UNC vs. Inidana 2:00pm 

I would like to invite you and a guest, or you and your immediate fmnily to attend the games. 

There is uo need to email requests as you have done in the past. You roll simply pick up and sign for the number of tickets needed at general will call, located at the 

white ticket booth in the Navy Field parking lot at Fetzer Field, before each game. When you arrive, please request tickets only for one guest or your immediate family. 

Congratulations and good luck to Coach Dorrance, Coach Bolowich and their teams! 

Dick Baddour 

Director of Athletics 

The UniversiF of Norfli Ca~:olina 
P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

At*ach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 3:25 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

mentor avail exams F09 

TEXT.htm; Exatn avail F09.:dsx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 
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From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2009 9:30 PM 

To: @twcW.rr.com; @twcny.rr.com 

Subject: Hapw Tha~ksgiving 

A~tach: DSC 0061.JPG; DSC 0105.JPG; DSC 0105 1.JPG; DSC 0111.JPG; DSC 0112.JPG; DSC 0115.JPG 

Good morning all! Happy Thalzksgiving 

the dean of the medical school took us for a sunset cruise late this afternoon around Charleston -- I thought you might like to see some of the shots 

I hope all is well with you guys. We are doing the usual -- eating, napping, laughing. One photo is us eating brunch in bed of Starbucks coffee ~vith onion rings Don’t ask. 

love to all, 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

919-593-3033 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 9:47 AM 

To: @nc.rr.com 

Subject: monday 

Attad~: ’l~Xi’.htm 

is not starting until tomorro~v unfortunately -- too much home~vork. 
let me know if i can help in any otlaer way. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 10:07 AM 

To: tom <tom.kleissler@genwo(th.com> 

Subject: ugh 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

boys in my office ripping the game apalt loudly and no one is being spared ouch. i’m just sitting here tlying to sink into the carpet and hope that the powers-that-be don’t notice me hiding 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 12:20 PM 

To: ~me.com 

Subject: Mlies 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

m 

remind me tonight to give you $$ for the lollies 
MB 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chal~el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, November 30, 2009 2:29 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: please watch and pass along... 

TEXTf.httn 

goosebumps, love the old gw ~vith the dust mop 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridget 11/30/2009 2:10 PM >>> 
really cute. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> Cathy Brickhouse <          @hotmail com> 11/30/2009 1:44 PM >>> 
This is from my good friend Karen in Providence, RI. Pass it on even though it has exceeded a million hits!!!!! 

( http ://tarheelblue.c sty. com/) 

http://www.voutube.con~,watch?v OEd V]~,,t-ml.*v 

Emily (Macltmes) Somers, created, 

directed and 

choreographed this in Portland last week for her Medline 

glove division as a 

fundraiser for breast cancer awareness. This was all her 

idea to help promote 

their new- pink gloves. I don’t kmow how she got so 

many employees, doctors and 

patients to participate, but it started to really catch on 

and they all had a 

lot of fun doing it. 

Whel"~ the video gets 1 million hits, Medline will be making 



a huge contribution 

to the hospital, as well as offering free mammograms for 

the comanuni~. Please 

check it out. It’s an easy and great way to donate to 

a wonderful cause, and 

who hasn’t been touched by breast cancer? 

Hotrnail: Trusted email with powerful SPAM protection. Sign up now. (http:/iclk.atdrnt.co~r~GBL/go/177141665/direct/01/) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, November 30, 2009 2:34 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: please watch and pass along... 

TENTI’.httn 

can i tell caroline not to come tonight? 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridget 11/30/2009 2:32 PM 
that was my favorite too! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> Am?" Kleissler 11/30/2009 2:29 PM 

goosebumps, love the old guy with the dust mop 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> Beth Bridget 11/30/2009 2:10 PM >>> 
really cute... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-,’43-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> Cathy Brickhouse ~           @hotmail.com> 11/30/2009 1:44 PM >>> 
This is froln tW good friend Karen in Providence, RI. Pass it on even though it has exceeded a million hits!! ! t ! 

( htto ://tarheelblue.c sty. comi ) 
httl3 :/iwww.voutube.com;watch?v OEdVfvt-mL~v 

Emily (Maclnnes) Somers, created, 

directed and 

choreographed this in Portland last week for her Medline 

glove division as a 

fundraiser for breast cancer a;vareness. This ;vas all her 

idea to help protnote 

their new- pink gloves. I don’t know how she got so 



many employees, doctors and 

patients to participate, but it started to really catch on 

and the?’ all had a 

lot of fun doing it. 

YVhen the video gets 1 million hits, Mcdline will be making 

a huge contribution 

to the hospital, as well as offering free manm~ograms for 

the communi~,. Please 

check it out. It’s an easy and great ~vay to donate to 

a wonderful cause, and 

who hasn’t been touched by breast cancer? 

Hotmail: Trusted email ;vith powerful SPAM protection. Sign up now. (http://clk.atdmt.colr~OBL&o/177141665/direct/01/) 
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The Life and Adventures of Nicholas Nicklebv, Parts 1 and 2 

Maj or Characters: 

Nicholas Nickleby, the handsome, warm- hearted, enterprising son of a widow whose husband’s 
death left her and her two children impoverished as the result of unwise speculations. Through 
the grudging influence of his uncle, a shrewd, miserly London businessman, he secures a post as 
an assistant master at Dotheboys Hall, a wretched school for boys, at a salary of five pounds a 
year. Finding conditions at the school impossible to tolerate, he thrashes Wackford Squeers, his 
employer, quits the place in disgust, and returns to London in the company of Smike, a half- 
starved, broken-spirited drudge, now his loyal friend, whom he saved from the schoolmaster’s 
brutality. After being cleared of a false charge of thievery brought by his uncle and the vindictive 
Squeers, he sets out again in the hope of bettering his fortune. He becomes an actor in a traveling 
troupe but is called back to London on behalf of his sister Kate, who has become the victim of 
the unwelcome attentions of Sir Mulberry Hawk and Lord Frederick Verisopht, two notorious 
rakes. After disabling one of her pursuers, he finds work with the generous Cheeryble brothers, 
and his fortunes improve, so that he is able to provide a home for his mother and sister. He falls 
in love with Madeline Bray and rescues her from marriage to an elderly miser. After the 
romantic and financial complications of this situation have been unraveled, Nicholas and 
Madeline are married. 

Kate Nickleby, his refined, pretty sister. After her arrival in London, she first finds work with a 
dressmaker and later becomes a companion to Mrs. Julia Witterly, a vulgar, silly middle-class 
woman; meanwhile, her uncle uses her as a snare to entrap two lustful noblemen. After Nicholas 
goes to work for the Cheeryble brothers, her future becomes secure. In love with Frank 
Cheeryble, the nephew of her brother’s benefactors, she marries him when she is convinced at 
last that the young man is truly in love with her. 

Mrs. Nickleby, their mother, an ineffective but well-meaning woman. Because of her poor 
judgment, she becomes the dupe of several coarse, mean people. 

Ralph Nickleby, the miserly, treacherous uncle who finds ignominious work for both Nicholas 
and Kate and then attempts to use them. After his schemes have been exposed and the 
unfortunate Smike has been revealed as the son whom he supposed dead, he hangs himself. 

Smike, Ralph Nickleby’s lost son, who had been abandoned by a former clerk to the harsh care 
ofWackford Squeers. Flogged and starved until he resembles a scarecrow, he runs away from 
Dotheboys Hall to share the fortunes of Nicholas Nickleby. When Nicholas j oins a theatrical 
troupe, Smike plays the apothecary in Romeo and Juliet. Recaptured by Squeers, he escapes with 
the aid of John Browdie, a stout- hearted Yorkshireman, and finds sanctuary with Nicholas once 
more. He falls in love with Kate Nickleby, despairingly because he is dying of tuberculosis. 
After his death it is revealed that he was the son of Ralph Nickleby. 

Madeline Bray, a beautiful girl whose devotion to her selfish, dissolute father leads her to 
accept the proposal of Arthur Gride. Her father dying suddenly, Nicholas and Kate save her from 
the clutches of Gride and his friend, Ralph Nickleby. Later a lost will, concealed by Gride, is 
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recovered, and Madeline becomes an heiress. She and Nicholas Nickleby are married after both 
experience reversals of fortune. 

Walter Bray, Madeline’s father. For hi s own selfi sh purposes, he plans to marry his daughter to 
an unwelcome and much older suitor, Arthur Gride. At his death, before he can complete his 
plan to barter off his daughter, Nicholas Nickleby and his sister Kate rescue Madeline and take 
her to their mother’s home. 

Edwin Cheerybyle and Charles Cheeryble, two benevolent brothers who make Nicholas 
Nickleby a clerk in their counting house, establish his family in a comfortable cottage, help to 
thwart the schemes of Ralph Nickleby, and finally bring about the marriages of Nicholas to 
Madeline Bray and Kate Nickleby to their nephew. 

Frank Cheeryble, the gentlemanly nephew of the Cheeryble brothers. He marries Kate Nickleby 
after the uncles have set right her mistaken belief that Frank loves Madeline Bray. 

Wackford Squeers, the brutal, predatory proprietor of Dotheboys Hall and an underling of 
Ralph Nickleby. Thrashed by Nicholas Nickleby for his treatment of Smike and his cruelty to the 
helpless boys entrusted to his care, he tries to get revenge with Ralph’s help. Arrested for 
stealing the will that provides for Madeline Bray’s inheritance, he is sentenced to transportation 
for seven years. 

l~irs. Squeers, his wife, a worthy helpmeet for her creel, rapacious husband. 

Fanny Squeers, their daughter, a twenty- three-year-old shrew. She is at first attracted to 
Nicholas Nickleby, her father’s underpaid assistant, but later turns against him when he rebuffs 
her advances and declares that his only desire is to get away from detested Dotheboys Hall. 

Wackford Sqneers, Jr., a nasty boy who combines the worst traits of his parents. 

Newman Noggs, Ralph Nickleby’s eccentric, kindhearted clerk and dredge. Ruined by Ralph’s 
knavery, he enters the miser’s employ in order to unmask his villainies. He aids Nicholas 
Nickleby and Smike on several occasions and is instrumental in securing Madeline Bray’s 
inheritance. After Ralph’s death, he is restored to respectability. 

Brooker, a felon, at one time Ralph Nickleby’s clerk, later his enemy. He makes Ralph believe 
that his son is dead as part of a scheme for extorting money from his former employer. He 
reveals Smike’s tree identity and thus causes Ralph’s suicide. 

Arthur Gride, Madeline Bray’s miserly old suitor, who makes Ralph Nickleby his accomplice 
in keeping the girl’s inheritance a secret. He is later killed by robbers. 

Lord Frederick Verisopht, a gullible young rake, the mined dupe of Sir MulberW Hawk. 
Enamored of Kate Nickleby, he tries to seduce her. Later, he quarrels with Sir Mulberry and is 
killed in a duel by his mentor in vice. 
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Sir Mulberry Hawk, a man of fashion, a gambler, and a knave, severely punished by Nicholas 
Nickleby for his attempt to ruin the young man’s sister. Sir Mulberry quarrels with his foolish 

dupe, Lord Frederick Verisopht, and kills him in a duel. 

Tom Linkinwater, the Cheerybles’ chief clerk, a man as amiable and cheerful as his employers. 
He marries Miss La Creevy. 

Miss Linkinwater, his sister~ 

Miss La Creevy, a fifty-year-old spinster, a miniature painter, and the landlady of the Nicklebys 
when they first come to London. She marries Tom Linkinwater. 

Peg Sliderskew, Arthur Gride’s wizened, deaf, ugly old housekeeper. She steals her master’s 
papers, including the will bequeathing money to Madeline Bray. Squeers, hired by Ralph 
Nickleby to secure the document, is apprehended by Newman Noggs and Frank Cheeryble while 
in the act of pocketing it. 

Mr. Snawley, a smooth-spoken hypocrite who sends his two stepsons to Dotheboys Hall. Ralph 
Nickleby’s tool, he commits perjury by swearing that Smike is his son, abducted by Nicholas 
Nickleby. Later, when his guilt is revealed, he confesses, implicating Ralph and Squeers as his 
confederates. 

Mrs. Suawley, his wife. 

Madame Mantalini, the owner of a fashionable dressmaking establishment in which Kate 
Nickleby works for a time. She goes bankrupt because of her husband’s extravagance. 

Alfred Mantalini, born Muntle, a spendthrift. When cajolery and flattery fail to get him the 
money he wants, he resorts to threats of suicide in order to obtain funds from his wife. 
Eventually his wasteful, foppish habits bring her to bankruptcy, and she secures a separation. 
Imprisoned, he is befriended by a sympathetic washer~voman who secures his release. Before 
long she tires of his idleness and airy manners, and she puts him to work turning a mangle "like a 
demd old horse in a demnition mill." 

Mr. Kenwigs, a turner in ivory who lives with his family in the same boardinghouse with 
Newman Noggs. 

Mrs. Kenwigs, his wife, a woman genteely born. 

Morleena Kenwigs, their older daughter. Her attendance at a dancing school helps to establish 
her mother’s pretensions to gentility. 

Mr. Lillyvick, Mrs. Kenwigs’ uncle and a collector of water rates. At a party, he meets Henrietta 
Petowker, an actress from the Theatre Royal, follows her to Portsmouth, and marries her. His 
marriage brings dismay to his niece and her husband, who had regarded themselves as his heirs. 
After his fickle wife deserts him, he makes a will in favor &the Kenwigs’ children. 
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Henrietta Petowker, an actress who marries Mr. Lillyvick and then elopes with a captain on 
half- pay. 

Matilda Price, a Yorkshire lass and Fanny Squeers’ friend, engaged to John Browdie. The two 
women quarrel when Matilda flirts with Nicholas Nickelby, whom Fanny has marked as her 
o~vn. 

John Browdie, a hearty, openhanded young Yorkshireman who becomes jealous of Nicholas 
Nickleby when Matilda Price, his betrothed, flirts with the young man. Later, realizing that 
Nicholas was completely innocent, John lends him money to return to London. He releases 
Smike from the custody of Wackford Squeers. 

Miss Knag, the forewoman in Madame Mantalini’s dressmaking establishment. She is kind to 
Kate Nickleby at first but later turns against her. She takes over the business when Madame 
Mantalini goes bankrupt. 

Celia Bobster, the girl whom Newman Noggs mistakes for Madeline Bray and at whose house 
Nicholas Nickleby calls before the error is discovered. 

Mr. Bobster, her hot-tempered father. 

Mrs. Julia Witterly, a woman of middle- class background and aristocratic pretense, who hires 
Kate Nickleby as her companion. 

Henry Witterly, her husband. He believes that his wife is "of a very excitable nature, very 
delicate, very fragile, a hot-house plant, an exotic." 

Mr. Bonney, Ralph Nickleby’s friend and a promoter of the United Improved Hot Muffin and 
Crumpet Baking and Punctual Delivery Company, of which Ralph is a director. 

Mr. Gregsby, a member of Parliament, a pompous politician to whom Nicholas Nickleby 
applies for a position as a private secretary. Nicholas declines the situation after Mr. Gregsby 
explains fully the duties and responsibilities he expects a secretary to assume. 

Vincent Crummles, the manager of a traveling theatrical company that Nicholas Nickleby and 
Smike j oin for a time; Nicholas adapts plays and acts in them, and Smike plays the part of the 
apothecary in Romeo and Juliet. Nicholas and his employer become close friends. 

Mrs. Crummles, his wife. 
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Brief Summar+: 

When Nicholas Nickleby was nineteen years old, his father died a bankrupt. A short time after 
their bereavement, Nicholas, his sister Kate, and their mother set out for London. There they 
hoped that the late Mr. Nickleby’s brother, Ralph, might be willing to do something for them. 
Ralph Nickleby, a miserly moneylender, grudgingly allowed his sister-in-law and Kate to move 
into empty lodgings he owned, and he secured a position for Nicholas as assistant to Wackford 
Squeers, who operated a boys’ boarding school in Yorkshire. Nicholas, leaving his mother and 
sister in Ralph’s care, traveled to the school and found it a terrible place where the boys were 
starved and mistreated almost beyond human imagination. Nicholas was forced to endure the 
situation, for his uncle had warned him that any help given to his sister and mother depended 
upon his remaining where he had been placed. A crisis arose, however, when Wackford Squeers 
unjustly and unmercifully beat an older boy named Smike, ~vho was little better than an idiot. 
Nicholas intervened, wresting the whip from Squeers and beating the schoolmaster with it 
instead. Immediately afterward, Smike and Nicholas left the school and started walking toward 
London. 

In London, meanwhile, Ralph Nickleby tried to use Kate to attract young Lord Verisopht into 
borrowing money at high rates. He also found work for Kate in a dressmaking establishment, 
where there was a great deal of labor and almost no pay. Kate did not mind the work, but she was 
deeply distressed at the leers she had to endure when invited to her uncle’s home to dine with 
Lord Veri sopht and Sir Mulberry Hawk. Not long afterward, the dressmaker went bankrupt, and 
Kate found herself a companion to a wealthy but selfish and neurotic woman. 

When Nicholas arrived in London, he sought out Newman Noggs, his uncle’s clerk, who had 
promised to help him if it were ever in his power. Newman Noggs helped Nicholas clear himself 
of the false charges of being a thief that had been brought against him by Wackford Squeers and 
Ralph Nickleby. 

With some notion of becoming sailors, Nicholas and Smike decided to go to Bristol. On the way, 
they met Vincent Crummles, a theatrical producer, whose troupe they j oined. Both Smike and 
Nicholas were successful as actors. In addition, Nicholas adapted plays for the company to 
produce. After some weeks, however, Nicholas received a letter from Newman Noggs warning 
him that his presence was urgently required in London. Nicholas left hurriedly and arrived in 
London late that night. Not wishing to disturb his family, Nicholas put up at an inn, where he 
encountered Sir Mulberry Hawk and Lord Verisopht and overheard them speaking in derogatory 
terms of Kate. Nicholas remonstrated with them and demanded to know their names. In the 
altercation, Sir Mulberry’s horse bolted and the baronet was thrown from his carriage and 
severely injured. 

Newman had asked Nicholas to return because Kate, exposed to the insulting attentions of Sir 
Mulberry and Lord Verisopht, was increasingly miserable. Both Mrs. Nickleby and the woman 
to ~vhom Kate was a companion failed to see past the men’ s titles and were flattered at the 
acquaintance, and Kate was forced to be often in their company. For Sir Mulberry it had become 
a point of honor to seduce her. 
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After Nicholas had thus accidentally learned of the situation, he removed his mother and sister to 
new and friendlier lodgings, and all intercourse with Ralph Nickleby ceased. Yet the future 
seemed quite bleak, for Nicholas was long unsuccessful finding work in London. At an 
employment agency to which he applied, he became acquainted with a kindly gentleman, one of 
the philanthropic Cheeryble brothers. Hearing that the young man was destitute and believing 
him to be deserving, the brothers gave Nicholas a j ob in their countinghouse at a decent salary 
and made a cottage available to him for himself, Kate, and their mother. 

One day, a beautiful young woman came to see the Cheeryble brothers, and Nicholas fell in love 
with her at first sight. Kate gradually fell in love with the Cheeryble brothers’ nephew, Frank. 
Only Smike seemed unhappy, for he had fallen in love with Kate, yet realized his limitations 
more than ever before now that he was in cultivated surroundings. Once Wackford Squeers and 
Ralph Nickleby saw that Nicholas had given a good home to Smike, they began to conspire to 
kidnap Smike. Apart from the wish for revenge, Squeers was motivated by the fact that Smike 
had been an immensely valuable, unpaid drudge at the school. Smike was caught twice but 
escaped, and Nicholas was successful in keeping him out of Squeers’s clutches, but the boy’s 
happiness was short-lived. He died of tuberculosis a few months later. 

By then, Nicholas had discovered that the young woman with whom he had fallen in love, 
Madeline Bray, was the daughter of a bankrupt ne’er-do-well who lived off the little income she 
made by sewing and painting. Unknown to Nicholas, Ralph Nickleby and a fellow miser, Arthur 
Gride, were planning to force Madeline into a marriage with Gride, who was seventy years old. 
Fortunately, Madeline’s father died an hour before he was to hand his daughter over to the old 
miser. Nicholas arrived on the scene and took the young woman to his home, where she was 
cared for by Kate and his mother. 

Meanwhile, Gride’s old housekeeper left in a fit ofj ealousy and stole some of her employer’s 
papers. One of the documents was a will which, if known, would have made Madeline Bray a 
rich woman. Ralph learned of the will and persuaded Squeers to steal it. When he did, however, 
Frank Cheeryble and Newman Noggs caught him and turned him over to the police. The prisoner 
confessed his part in the plot and also told about the conspiracy between Ralph and Gride to get 
Madeline’s fortune. An old employee of Ralph appeared and revealed to the Cheeryble brothers 
that Smike had been Ralph’s son; years ago, as a way of revenging himself on his employer, he 
had told Ralph that his son had died in infancy. Ralph, when given the news, went home and 
hanged himself. 

Thinking that Frank Cheeryble was in love with Madeline, Nicholas asked the Cheeryble 
brothers that she be taken care of elsewhere. The Cheeryble brothers, in their good-hearted way, 
took the situation under observation and made it possible for both pairs of lovers, Nicholas and 
Madeline, as well as Frank and Kate, to be married shortly thereafter. 

Years passed, and both couples prospered. Nicholas invested his wife’s fortune in the Cheeryble 
brothers’ firm and later became a partner in the house along with Frank Cheeryble. Newman 
Noggs, who had helped Nicholas so many times, was restored to respectability; he had been a 
wealthy gentleman before he had fallen into Ralph Nickleby’s hands. Old Gride, who had tried 
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to marry Madeline for her money, was murdered by robbers; Lord Verisopht was killed in a duel 
with his false friend Sir Mulberry Hawk, who subsequently also came to a violent end. 

Summary: The Life and Adventures of Nicholas Nicklebv I Part 1 Summary 

Part 1, Act 1 
The Life and Advenmres of Nicholas Nickleby briefly outlines the reasons that Nicholas 
Nickl eby, his sister Kate, and their mother travel to London-- b ecause of the father’s death--and 
then portrays a town meeting wherein a large muffin company ousts private "muffin boys" 
through a ruse of guaranteeing lower muffin prices to help the poor. Surveying the selling of the 
new company’s stock is Nicholas’s parsimonious uncle, Ralph Nickleby, to whom the now- 
destitute relatives turn for assistance. Ralph places Nicholas as an assistant in Dotheboys Hall, a 
Yorkshire boarding school, and Kate in a milliner’s shop, coldly splitting them apart. Kate and 
Mrs. Nickleby move out of their temporary lodgings with the kind portrait artist, Miss La 
Creevy, and into one of Ralph’s sparsely furnished rental homes. Nicholas is skeptical of the one- 

eyed schoolmaster, Mr. Wackford Squeers, with his appalling lack of knowledge and his gruff 
treatment of the charges, most of whom are illegitimate or disfigured. Nevertheless, Nicholas 
dares not question his employer until Squeers starts to beat Smike, a severely limited student 
whom Nicholas has befriended. In a fit of rage, Nicholas strikes Squeers, and Smike is able to 
make a getaway. Then Nicholas, too, departs, and Mrs. Squeers tends to her husband. Nicholas 
runs into John Browdie, a neighbor engaged to a friend of Squeers’s daughter Fanny. John gives 
Nicholas a bear hug for beating the schoolmaster. Smike and Nicholas take the road back to 
London. Fanny writes a letter to Ralph Nickleby condemning Nicholas as having ruthlessly 
attacked both of her parents. In the meantime, Kate has been taken in by Madame Mantalini and 
her crew of milliners. Because she is young and pretty, Kate works with Miss Knag in the shop 
itself, awkwardly helping rich, spoiled, young women try on hats. Miss Knag befriends the 
young newcomer. 

Part 1, Act 2 
Newman Noggs, secretary to Ralph Nickleby, reads Fanny’s letter and then goes to visit his 
downstairs neighbors, the Kenwigs. This family has three daughters and an infant named 
Lillyvick, named after Mrs. Kenwigs’ uncle, a water-rate collector. Mrs. Kenwigs is obviously 
expecting another child. The family panders to Uncle Lillyvick, for he holds the key to their 
salvation, if he chooses to leave his inheritance to their girls, which will provide them with a 
reliable means of subsistence. Nicholas visits Noggs and tells him about his encounter with 
Squeers and then searches for new employment, temporarily acting as French tutor to the 
Kenwigs children. His mother does not know whether to believe her son or Ralph about 
Nicholas’s attack of Squeers. However, Kate, who has by now replaced Miss Knag in the 
milliner’s shop and incited her jealousy, has complete faith in her brother. He and his sister 
embrace, and he leaves with Smike for Portsmouth to find some means of supporting them all. 
Along the road, they meet the Crummles theatrical family, headed by Mr. Vincent Crummles and 
featuring the Crummles sons and daughter, otherwise known as the Infant Phenomenon, a girl of 
fifteen who has been playing a ten-year-old for at least five years. Nicholas signs on to write a 
new piece for the company, for a weekly rate of one pound, and ends up playing Romeo, while 
Smike j oins the troupe as the Apothecary. In the audience, Uncle Lillyvick falls in love with the 
actress Miss Petowker, and they marry, leaving the Kenwigs without a benefactor. 
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Madame Mantalini’s business is about to be foreclosed, due to her husband’s profligate ways. 
When she visits Ralph Nickleby for help, she discovers her husband trying to cash in some 
outstanding accounts he has stolen from her. She announces her intention to separate from him 
and says that she has taken steps to put the shop into Miss Knag’s hands, a clever way to keep the 
shop from devolving to her husband, since a married woman cannot own property. Miss Knag 
now employs Madame as manager, and Mr. Mantolini is left in the cold. It is revealed that Ralph 
Nickleby had engineered the foreclosure and then stood ready to advance the money to salvage 
the shop, at a profitable rate of interest. With Miss Knag in charge, however, Nickleby’s backing 
will no longer be needed, but Kate is fired. 

The poisoning scene of Romeo andJu#et, beginning with the line, "Who calls so loud?" is 
played in tandem with the revelation that Ralph has arranged to have Kate act as hostess for a 

party at his house, where he will entertain several gentlemen with whom he does business. 
Smike’s line, "My poverty and not my will consents" takes on added significance when applied 

to the juxtaposed scene &Kate having to fulfill her uncle’s request despite her misgivings. She 
soon discovers that she is the evening’s entertainment, when Sir Mulberry Hawk tries to seduce 
her. Ralph sees her to a carriage and realizes the terrible mistake he has made. He admonishes 
Hawk, but the latter aptly points out that Nickleby would have turned a blind eye had Lord 

Frederick Verisopht fancied the girl. In the meantime, Nicholas and Smike participate in a 
fantastically modified happy ending to Romeo and Juliet, in which, miraculously, almost 
everyone sm~’ives. 

The Life and Adventures of Nicholas Nickleby I Part 2 Summary 

Part 2, Act 1 
The second half of the play begins with a brief summary through narration of the events of part I 
and introduces a new plot line: a love interest for Nicholas. First, however, Kate briefly holds a 
position as a lady’s companion and once again has to fight off the unwelcome advances of Hawk, 
as she accompanies her mistress to the opera. When Kate takes her complaint to her uncle, he 
asks her to endure the advances a little longer, until they find "another entertainment," in order 
not to spoil his relationship with them. She is horrified, but Noggs gives her the empathy she 
needs and sends for Nicholas. Nicholas heads for London the moment he gets the news, bringing 
Smike. Coincidentally, the pair arrives in a London coffeehouse only to overhear Hawk and 
Verisopht talking about Kate. A fight ensues, and Nicholas nearly kills Hawk with a horsewhip. 
The next day, Nicholas meets the charitable Mr. Charles and Mr. Ned Cheeryble, who enlist 

Nicholas to help a young, destitute girl, Madeline Bray, whose ailing father has squandered the 
family fortune. Nicholas has already met her when he goes to confront Nickleby for mistreating 
his sister, and he is in love. In the meantime, Smike has been caught by Squeers, while 
wandering around London. Squeers locks him up, but John Browdie, in town on his wedding 

trip, frees the hapless boy. 

Part 2, Act 2 
In a coffee room, Nicholas thanks Browdie for saving Smike and meets the Cheeryble’s amiable 
nephew, Frank Cheeryble, who will fall in love with Kate. Nicholas then visits the Kenwigs, 
whose latest child has arrived. Nicholas breaks the"good" news that Uncle Lillyvick has married 
an actress, which prompts resentment from Mr. Kenwigs for his "defrauded, swindled infants." 
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Nicholas tells Noggs of his love for Madeline Bray, and Noggs very soon discovers a way to 
help both Nicholas and Madeline, when he overhears Ralph Nickleby plotting with Arthur Gride, 
an avaricious old moneylender, to forgive Bray’s debts if he gives up his daughter to marry 
Gride. Nickleby stands to profit in the transaction because Gride has promised to leave his 
inheritance to Ralph. Noggs urges Nicholas to marry Madeline quickly, to save her from this 
fate, and Nicholas manages to do so, in the typical boy-gets-girl subplot, with an eleventh-hour 
appearance at her wedding. Things are looking up for everyone, as Kate and Frank fall in love 
and the Kenwigs ~velcome Uncle Lillyvick back to the fold, his erstwhile wife having eloped 
once again, this time with an itinerant actor. Everyone’s fortune seems secure now, although 
Smike dies, seemingly of his unrequited love for Kate, in a heart-wrenching reprise of his 
apothecary scene. The bad guys get their due, too, for Squeers is arrested, Hawk shoots his 
former friend Verisopht and runs off to France, and Ralph commits suicide after learning that 
Smike is the son he thought he had sent away to the country years ago. Everyone is celebrating 
Christmas in the usual Dickens fashion, but Edgar adds a somber note to the story in the form of 
a new Smike, who shivers outside of their warm circle. As the curtain falls, Nicholas picks up 
and holds the boy in his arms. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 3:24 PM 

Re: need tier speecManguage pathologis~t 

TEXTf.httn 

hope that you had a ~vonderful Thanksgiving and staying dry on this wet, wet day! 

In order to complete the paperwork to get you in the system as an independent contractor, I just need two things from you: your social security number and your mailing address. If you do 
not feel con’ffortable sending your Social Security- number via email, here is my mailing address: 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Student-Athlete Academic Support Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 
210 Kenan Field House 
Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8550 

Please let me know if you need anything. Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> ’ ~nc rr.com> 10/21/2009 6:08 PM >>> 
IIello Ms. K]eissler, 
I am very interested in working with your athletes to help with their 
speech/language needs and to work as a member of your team My background is 
in learning disabilities and head-injury where I came to work with Dr Lyn 
Johnson. I taught a graduate level course for 8 years that included brain 
anatomy and physiology relative to how the brain processes information, 
retains it and, in general, how xve learn. I am now- incol~oorating those 
priniciples into the tutoring aspect of our practice, Center for Speech, 
Language & Learning, xvhere I train the tutors so that foundational skills 
are addressed while at the same time teaching the content of the curriculum. 
So, again, yes I am very interested in being part of your tearn. 
Thartk you. I can try to reach you to talk more about your needs and what 
paperwork I need for fill out or feel free to call me at 
Sincerely-, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
To:             .@nc.rr.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 4:09 PM 
Subiect: need for speecl-dlanguage pathologist 

Dear 
My nanre is Amy Kleissler, a Learning Specialist with the Acadenric Support 
Program for Student-Athletes here at L~-C. I know Dr. Lyn Jol’mson front her 
work xvith student-athletes at L~-C-Chapel Hill. Occasionally we have a 
request from a coach to have one of the student-athletes work with a speech 
pathologist because of difficulties that the student is experiencing Dr. 
Johnson recommended you to us as someone ~vho might be interested in working 
with student-athletes I am writing to see if you might be interested. 

Our Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is comprised of academic 
advisors, learning specialists, mentors, and tutors that have been trained 
to help our student-athletes successfully balance their academic life with 
their at2aletic life. My job here at Carolina is working with any 
student-athletes who may have learning disabilities. 

We do not have an?’ students needing speech/languages services at the present 
time, but we would like to have a relationship established with a speech 
pathologist so that ~vhen the need arises, we could begin helping the student 
as soon as possible This is the arrangement we have established with Dr. 
Johnson 

Essentially ~vhat this means is that if you are interested, we would have you 
fill out the papelavork to be hired on a part-time basis, and get you in the 
system, and then we would contact you ~vith a request when the need arises. 
The paperwork process of getting an employee entered into the system is 
usually the slowest part of the process in obtaining services for our 



students, so our goal is to have that all taken care of when the need [’or 
services arises. 

Please let me know your thoughts and ask me any questions that you may have 

I look foP~,ard to hearing l~om you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

LYNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 12:42 AM 

i@nc.rr.com 

Re: need tier speecManguage pathologis~t 

Text.httn 

Thank you so much for your quick reply, as well as for the brochures -- you do fantastic work! 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 12/02/09 8:15 PM >>> 
Hi >~any, 
My mailing address: 
My SS~ 
I look forward to working with you and the athletes at UNC I am attaching two of our brochures that I thought may interest you regarding what we do in our practice for tlighSchooI/College 
Students to help with speech and language issues (just one way to deliver servvices) and our Tutoring brochure that takes what we know about brain ]’unction and applies it to content 
areas such as science and social studies. 
Thanks, 

cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Klei ssler 
To: 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2009 3:23 PM 
SubJect: Re: need :[’or speech/language pathologist 

I hope that you had a wonderful Thanksgiving and staying dr?’ on this wet, wet day[ 

In order to complete the paperwork to get you in the system as an independent contractor, I just need two things from you: your social security nmnber and your mailing address. If you do 
not feel cor~ffortable sending your Social Security number via email, here is tW mailing address: 

Amy Kleissler 
Student-Athlete Academic Support Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 
210 Kenan Field House 
Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8550 

Please let me know if you need anything. Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LEx-C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 10/21/2009 6:08 PM >>> 
Hello Ms. Kleissler, 
I am very interested in working with your athletes to help with their 
speech/language needs and to ~vork as a member of your team My background is 
in learning disabilities and head-injury where I came to ~vork with Dr Lyn 
Jolmson. I taught a graduate level course for 8 years that included brain 
anatomy and physiology relative to how the brain processes information, 
retains it and, in general, how we learn. I am now incorporating those 
priniciples into the tutoring aspect of our practice, Center for Speech, 
Language & Learning, where I train the tutors so that foundational skills 
are addressed while at the same time teaching the content of the cun-iculum 
So, again, yes I am very interested in being part of your team. 
Thank you. I can try to reach you to talk more about your needs and what 
paperwork I need for fill out or feel free to call me at 
Sincerely, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" 



To: 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 4:09 PM 
Subject: need for speech/language pathologist 

[)ear 
My name is Amy KleissIer, a Learning Specialist with the Academic Support 
Program for Student-Athletes here at UNC I know Dr. Lyn Johnson fi-om her 
work with student-athletes at UNC-Chapel Hill. Occasionally we have a 
request frora a coach to have one of the student-athletes work with a speech 
pathologist because of difficulties that the student is experiencing. Dr. 
Johnson recommended you to us as someone who might be interested in working 
with student-athletes. I ara writing to see if you might be interested. 

Our Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is coraprised of academic 
advisors, learning specialists, mentors, and tutors that have been trained 
to help our student-athletes successfully balance their academic life with 
their athletic life. My job here at Carolina is working with any 
student-athletes who may- have learning disabilities. 

We do not have any students needing speech/languages services at the present 
time, but we would like to have a relationship established with a speech 
pathologist so that when the need arises, we could begin helping the student 
as soon as possible. This is the arrangement we have established with Dr. 
Johnson. 

Essentially- what this means is that if you are interested, we would have you 
fill out the paperwork to be hired on a part-time basis, and get you in the 
system, and then we would contact you with a request when the need arises. 
The papetz~ork process of getting an employee entered into the system is 
usually the slowest part of the process in obtaining services for our 
students, so our goal is to have that all taken care of when the need for 
services arises. 

Please let me know your thoughts and ask me any questions that you mayhave 
I look for~vard to hearing from you soon. 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fbr Student Athletes 
Lrix,’C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 4, 2009 10:29 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

never mind 

TENTI’.httn 

don’t worly about that friday revie~v session -- 
A 

would be THRILLED ifI asked him to video tape if for me. will understand and will be there for him. thanks 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 
ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 12:48 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Re: FF 12.3.09 

TEXT.htm 

~email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

First thing, thank you so much for seeking out ways to help -- fantastic. Next, here is your warning, I"m ’chatty’ so forgive me if my response goes on too long! 

You are right, the white board is a tremendous resource for you to use, for many reasons. Especially with a student who can get hung up on putting thoughts together on paper, it is a great 
way to brainstorm, and then transition into an outline that the student can copy down. If he is ever interested, there is a tremendous software program called "inspiration" that helps 

students like      : http://www.inspiration.com/ 

It has all kinds of graphic organizers that help a student brainstorm and then organize thoughts into an 
outline, and eventually, into a paper. I it on my computer in 210 if he ever wants to try it -- you guys could work in my office one night. Among other things, it has different styles of graphic 
organizers that he can type his thoughts right into (flow charts, 

Things you can do with him: 
use a high-lighter to focus on important words or phrases in the prompt. If the prompt has more than one part, either use a different color high-lighter, or number each element of the prompt. 
Prepare yourself: it helps if you have time to think the prompt over yourself ahead of time so that you can help redirect him if his ideas about the prompt are off base or disorganized. Let me 
know if I can ever get you a copy of something before you meet with him. 
Brainstorm on the white board: just like research, this can be the most time consuming process with the student, but will help him be much more self-sufficient in the end. This phase is often 
old-school to most college students, but not to ADHD/ADD students. Many weren’t given the time to really develop the skill when they were younger so that they can do it on their own 
now, and especially for LD students, it is a task they will always have to do no matter what level school they are in. Battling ADHD/ADD never goes away, but he can learn skills that will 
make coping easier. Like learning any skill, it takes some practice and oftentimes it seems more efficient to cut comers, but practicing such skills now will make life easier for him in the long 
run. 
Getting thoughts from his head to the board/paper: Put questions on one side of the board to get him thinking, and leave space between to write in his answers. Use different colored pens 
for this (I have tons so just ask and I’ll get them to you). Once this is done, talk together about how you can form this conversation into a paper --> do you have an idea of where you want 
to take this paper? Write that on other half of board as his thesis. 
**It is important to remember that when working with an LD student that what makes sense or seems obvious to the general learner, probably isn’t so straightforward for the LD student. 
Often they will not see the relationship between one idea and another. This makes paper writing even harder for LD students. For example, some LD students will not have a sense of where 
to divide their writing between paragraphs, and they will not readily ’see’ how the ideas in one paragraph flow into the next. I don’t know      , but just be open with him like you have 
been. Continually feel him out as to whether he needs you to slow down or circle back to something previous, or if he doesn’t need you to be so simplistic. I’m always fumbling over myself 
apologizing for being too simplistic about a task, but I just let them know I’d rather be too detailed/slow/deliberate in the process than send them home feeling more confused than when 
they arrived. 
Begin to form an outline: This is where the whiteboard is handy because you can erase, add, move, etc. Start with a real skeleton outline such as Intro Paragraph, Point 1, Point 2, 
ConclusionJrestate thesis. Then, within each paragraph, add more bullet items. I like to use questions that the student can answer as they write, in order to prompt their own thinking. That 
way, they can work on their own between sessions. Sometimes if you simply put a topic heading, the student forgets what he/she was supposed to write about specifically, and stalls out. 
create a to-do list or time line for getting the paper done that is very specific, not simply, "write 2 pages by Thursday." Once he has an outline in order, break the outline out in the to-do list. 
This way the goals will feel more manageable, and he can focus on fewer tasks at once. Anything you can do to lessen the feeling of him feeling overwhelmed, the better he will perform --> if 
he thinks the tasks are small/easy then he will create a better piece of writing. 
Revising/editing: depending upon the ability of the writer, try to only work on a couple of things during each draft. For example, if your student is the king of run-on sentences or is a very 
poor writer, work on sentence formation and leave the spelling/grammar for a later stage. Pick your battles I always say! The key is not to overwhelm the student with too much at once. I 
always like to use one of my favorite parenting techniques as well: throw them a bone first -- Praise, praise, praise. The student will be more likely to listen to you/want to work if they feel 
invested in the process. Not bs, just encourage progress and college level work; then the student will be more amenable to listening and continuing to work hard. 

So often the work they do with us is the hardest academic work they have ever done in their lives. If he ever gets discouraged, feeling that he has to work harder than everyone else, only to 
accomplish the same thing, let him know that he may learn in a different style than other students in his classes, but he is just as capable. Plenty of students face the same obstacles so he is 
not alone out there, and we are all here to support him. 
Thanks ! I hope I didn’t ramble on too long. Let me know if this didn’t help, or you need anything else. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Hi, 

@email.unc.edu> 12/5/2009 9:26 PM >>> 

Sorry this is so late, I completely forgot about it until now :(. 

I did put some questions about ADHD in the form though, so let me know what 
you think. 

Thanks! 
Sam 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, December 7, 2009 2:11 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: favor to ask 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

Dear Ms. Smith, 
I wanted to ask you a favor I will not be able to attend the concert this Friday night because I have to ~vork until 9PM that night Would it be ok with you if I came to watch the rehearsal on 
Thursday afternoon? I have a break from work on Thursday between 4-530PM. I promise to be veW quiet and not distract the group. Please let me kno~v your thoughts. 
Thank you so much, 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

KlelSSle~,~uncaa uric. edu 



"Master Harold... and the Boys" is a one-act play which takes place in the St. George’s 

Tea Room in Port Elizabeth, South Africa. The three characters, Master Harold (also 

known as Hally), Sam and Willie explore the concepts of racism and apartheid on a rainy 

afternoon in 1950. 

The restaurant is empty on such a dreary afternoon and Willie, a waiter, is tidying up 

while a second waiter, Sam, sits and reads comic books at a table set for a meal. Sam and 

Willie are black men in their mid-forties and have been employed at the St. George’s Tea 

Room for many years. 

Willie is anxious because he and his girlfriend are entered in a dance competition to be 

held in a few weeks and Willie is still uncomfortable with some of the dance steps. Willie 

is also unsure of his girlfriend’s participation because Willie reveals that he has recently 

beaten her again and she has left. Sam tries to tell Willie what he is doing wrong with 

both his dance steps and his personal life. 

Master Harold, also known as Hally, is the seventeen-year-old white son of the woman 

who owns the tearoom and has come in from a day at school ready for his lunch. Sam 

informs Hally that his mother has gone to the hospital where Hally’s father is a patient. 

Sam thinks that Hally’s father is to be released today, an idea to which Hally reacts quite 

negatively. 

Hally shares with Sam and Willie that he has been punished with six spankings at school 

for drawing an irreverent picture of a teacher. Sam explains the humiliating and painful 

process of caning used as punishment in the judicial system, at which Hally is shocked. 

Hally bristles at the injustice of the world in general and claims that someday someone 

will change all the systems that keep inequities and punishment in place. 

Hally and Sam discuss the possibility of social reform and the conversation expands to 

include their personal choices for those people who have made the most significant 

contributions to mankind. Sam and Hally agree on one final choice and Hally 

congratulates himself on successfully educating Sam over the years. 
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Sam and Hally have had a close relationship for many years beginning during Sam’s 

employment at the Jubilee Boarding House, which Hally’s mother owned. Hally would 

seek out Sam and Willie when the activity and conflict in the boarding house was too 

much for the young Hally. As Hally describes his memories of Sam and Willie’s room, 

the two men recreate the room with the available tables and chairs as stand-ins for the 

furniture. The three characters fondly reminisce about the days and evenings of reading, 

learning and games played in the small room. 

Then Hally urges Sam to remember the best day they ever spent together and Sam cannot 

recall at first. Hally continues to remind Sam of the homemade kite he had made for 

Hally and how Sam taught the boy to fly it in spite of his fears that it would crash and he 

would be responsible for its failure. Sam’s encouragement on the day of the kite flying 

sparked something in Hally which forged a bond with the two from that point on. 

Hally comments on the unusual sight that he and Sam must have been that day; a black 

man and a small white boy flying a kite. Hally’s father is a cripple and Hally muses that 

being seen with his father in that situation would have been just as strange. As Hally 

voices his longings for a normal life, he is interrupted by a phone call from his mother 

telling Hally that his father will be coming home from the hospital today. 

Hally launches into a frantic attempt to prevent his father’s return and Hally reminds his 

mother of how difficult life is with his father at home. Hally pleads with his mother to 

inquire with the doctors to keep him as a patient for a longer period of time. 

Hally’s irritation extends to Sam and Willie, whom Hally orders to complete their tasks. 

Hally admits that he does not want his father at home and that life is a complicated mess. 

To Hally, it seems that just when things are going along just fine, something happens to 

complicate matters for the worse. Hally calls this the principle of perpetual 

disappointment. 

Sam tries to divert Hally into doing his homework and the boy tries to settle down but is 

too agitated to concentrate. Sam tries to help Willie with his ballroom dancing steps and 
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the noise is too much for Hally, who cracks Willie on the rear end with a ruler. The two 

men return to their chores as Hally reprimands them for inappropriate behavior in a place 

of business. 

Sam contends that dancing is a harmless pleasure which does no harm to anyone and tries 

to get Hally to dance with him. Hally resists, as dancing is a simple-minded enterprise 

with no real goal. Making people happy is a good thing, according to Sam and that is 

exactly what dancing does. To Sam, dancing is also a thing of beauty and he encourages 

Hally to attend the dance competition to understand what he means. 

Sam wants Hally to attend the upcoming dance competition to experience the music and 

the energy so that Hally can know the beauty and the power of the championship. Hally 

is still skeptical, so Sam and Willie attempt to set the scene in the tea room by explaining 

the elegance of the ladies and the formality of the occasion. Hally wonders what the 

impact is when someone bumps into someone else, to which Sam replies that there are no 

collisions on this dance floor. According to Sam, dancing in the competition is like being 

in a world where accidents do not happen. 

At last, Hally is caught up in Sam’s energy and admits that the ballroom scenario sounds 

beautiful. Sam continues by saying that the dance is beautiful because it is what people 

would like the world to be and for one evening no one bumps into each other like they do 

in everyday life. According to Sam, people bump into people, countries bump into other 

countries, rich men bump into poor men and the list goes on. 

This practice of bumping into each other has been going on for too long and Sam 

wonders when people will be able to dance like champions. Obviously, people share 

Sam’s vision because the dance competitions are always sold out and they are standing 

room only. The dance competition allows people to view a microcosm of the way they 

want the world to be. 

Hally contends that that is probably not enough to change the world but according to 

Sam, the competition is a beginning. Sam compares Gandhi and the Pope with people 
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who are able to get the dance steps right, in other words bringing the people of the world 

together without bumping into anybody. 

Hally is energized now and he considers writing a school paper on the topic of the dance 

competition as a metaphor for global politics. The telephone interrupts Hally, who speaks 

to his mother and it becomes clear that Hally’s father is being released from the hospital 

today. Hally has a verbal outburst about the negative implications of his father’s return to 

home which includes many medical and personal hygiene issues to which Hally must 

attend for his father. 

Managing to rally momentarily, Hally speaks to his father in a conciliatory tone in an 

attempt to convince his father of a welcome return. Hally’s dark mood cannot be lifted by 

Sam and Willie and all the visionary talk from a short while ago is now lost. Hally orders 

the two men to finish their work as he prepares to pack up his belongings and go home. 

Unable to resist one last comment, Hally tells Sam that the dream of a better world is 

flawed because most people are bad dancers and Sam has also neglected to consider 

cripples in his metaphor. According to Hally, the reality of life is that nobody knows the 

dance steps, the music is nonexistent and the cripples bump into everyone else. 

Sam chastises Hally for speaking derogatorily about his own father and demands that 

Hally retract his words and apologize but Hally refuses. In response, Sam refuses to listen 

to any more of Hally’s negativity and Hally yells at Sam to mind his own business and to 

stay focused on the work he was hired to do. 

In retaliation for Sam’s comments, Hally tells Sam to call him Master Harold instead of 

Hally just like Willie does. Sam declares that ifHally forces the issue, he will never call 

Hally by his informal name again. Hally persists in taunting Sam in an attempt to put him 

in his place as a black man and an employee of the tearoom. 

Sam tries to explain to Hally the implications of what the boy’s behavior has had on their 

relationship. Sam has always tried to help Hally because the boy’s father is a cripple and 
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always dependent. It was always important to Sam to show Hally how to grow up to be a 

real man and now Hally has insulted Sam’s spirit which is a tremendous wound. 

Sam reminds Hally of the night when Hally’s mother was not at home when someone 

from the bar called because Hally’s father was drunk and needed help to get home. Hally 

had come to Sam in the night and Sam carried the crippled man on his back while Hally 

walked beside him on the way home from the bar that night. Sam can still feel Hally’s 

pain from that night all those years ago and eventually so does Hally and the boy admits 

that he really does love his father. 

Sam is able to identify the complex emotional issues surrounding Hally’s feelings for his 

father and tells the boy that he must not be ashamed of his father and Hally must not feel 

guilty or responsible for the way things are in his home life. Sam reminds Hally of the 

kite he had built and tells the boy that the reason for it was so that Hally could look up 

and be proud of something and proud of himself. 

Hally is indignant at Sam’s speech but Sam tries to reach the boy one more time and 
offers to build another kite because it seems as if they both need it. Hally leaves and 
Willie tries to convince Sam that tomorrow will be a better day and the two men play a 
song on the jukebox and sway to the music of Sarah Vaughn. 



A Raisin in the Sun 
By Lorriane Hansberry 

Set in Southside Chicago, 1956 
Realism 

MAJOR CONFLICT ¯ The Youngers, a working-class black family, struggle against 
economic hardship and racial prejudice. 

RISING ACTION ¯ Ruth discovers that she is pregnant; Mama makes a down payment on a 
house; Mama gives Walter the remaining insurance money; Walter invests the money in 
the liquor store venture. 

CLIMAX ¯ Bobo tells the Youngers that Willy has run off with all of Waiter’s invested 

insurance money; Asagai makes Beneatha realize that she is not as independent as she 
thinks. 

FALLING ACTION ¯ Walter refuses Mr. Lindner’s offer to not move; the Youngers move 

out of the apartment to their new house in the white neighborhood; Beneatha finds new 
strength in Asagai. 

THEMES ¯ The value and purpose of dreams, the need to fight racial discrimination, the 

importance of family 

About the author: She died at the age of 36 after writing only 4 plays. Three of them 
were about the black experience in America while the 4th was about the Jewish 

experience -) The Sign in Sidney Brunstein’s Window. She was the first black 
playwright on Broadway. She grew up in Southside Chicago, her father started the first 
black bank, and he fought in the courts to move his family to a white suburb. After 
seeing a play about the Troubles in Ireland, she realized that many people throughout the 
world had similar experiences to her, not just black people in America. 

Background: When the play opens, the family is awaiting a $10,000 check from the 

insurance company for the death of Lena’s husband. The opening scene is spent 
discussing what each character dreams to do with the money. They live in a 2 bedroom 
apartment, with Bennie and her mother sharing one bedroom, and Travis sleeping on the 
couch. Walter Lee must pay to travel a long way everyday by bus to get to his job, both 
Ruth and Lena work multiple jobs to keep the family going, and Bennie is in college. 
Both Mama and Ruth work multiple jobs. 

Bennie is dating 2 very different young men, and she can’t decide which one she likes. 
Each of these men bring out different sides of her: Joseph is intellectual and likes to 
debate with her, and get her to connect to her African roots; George is more business- 
like/country club and wants her to "fit in". 
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Brief Summary: 
When the check comes, Lena/Mama puts $3500 down on a house in Clyborne Park and 
they begin to make plans to move. Mama gives the other $6500 to Walter Lee, asking 
him to put $3000 toward Bennie’s medical school tuition, and the rest he can do with as 
he wants. Soon after, Mr. Linder arrives. Ruth believes that he is there to welcome them 
to their new neighborhood, but instead he asks the family to buy them out of their new 
house. Once they realize that he is a racist that doesn’t want them to move in, they kick 
him out and resolve to move to their new house. 

Ruth finds out she is pregnant and while she is tired and experiencing morning sickness, 
she is worried about how they will take care of the baby. She wants to abort the baby and 
makes an appointment at the clinic, but is talked out of it.. Walter Lee doesn’t put the 
money away for Bennie but instead gives it all to his friend Bobo to invest with Willie in 
a liquor store. When Walter Lee finds out that Willie has run off with all the money, he 
gets drunk and skips work for 3 days. When his family finds out, they are furious with 
him. After coming home in a drunken rage, he makes a speech to the adults in his family 
about how hard it has been for him all these years to be a chauffer to a white man, and 
how hard he has worked to only barely get by. He tells them that he is going to call Mr. 
Linder to come back so that they can accept his offer. He acts out for his family the 
speech he will give Mr. Lindner -) he will act out all of the incorrect prejudices that Mr. 
Linder has about black people in order to scare Mr. Linder and got lots of money from 
him. His family is sickened to see him to this because they can’t believe he has sunk so 
low. Mama says that Walter Lee’s father would be ashamed to see him this way. This 
was not how they raised him to be. 

When Mr. Linder arrives at the house, the family is assembled to meet him. Afraid that 
Walter Lee will disgrace them, Mama asks Travis to come sit up front so that he can see 
his father talk to Mr. Linder. She hopes that Walter Lee will not shame himself in front 
of Travis. It works - Walter Lee tells Mr. Linder about his father, and the kind of man 
that his parents wanted him to be, how hard he has worked through the years, and the 
wonderful plans that the family has for their new life in Clyborne Park. 

Mr. Linder leaves disappointed as the family celebrates because the moving van is 
downstairs. The last thing that Mama takes from the apartment is her flower in a pot on 
the kitchen window sill. This little plant has represented hope for Mama - even with 
terrible soil, air, and light it has still continued to bloom. 



Lena Younger/Mama 
Mother, widow 

$10,000 insurance check 
Wants to buy a house in the 

suburbs 

Walter Lee 
Chauffer 

Married to Ruth 

Wants to open a liquor store 

Ruth 
Mother/wife 

Pregnant 
Wants a house in the suburbs 

Wants Mama to take a 
vacation 

Beneatha "Bennie" 
Sister of Walter Lee 
Daughter of Lena 
College student 

Wants to go to medical school 
Dating 2 men 

Travis 
Their son 

Earns $ carrying groceries 

Other Characters: 
Bobo: Walter Lee’s friend that is going to go into the liquor store business with 
him. 

Willie: Guy with the liquor store scheme; runs off with the money. 

Mrs. Johnson: nosy neighbor of the Younger’s; warns them of the dangers of 
moving to the white suburbs. 

Mr. Linder: President of the Clyborne Park Homeowners Association; comes to 
visit the Younger’s in Chicago and offers to buy them out; makes them believe 
that he is there looking out for their safety rather than say that his neighborhood 
doesn’t want a black family in the neighborhood. 



Where was Master Harold first performed? Yale Reparatory Theater in 1982 

What parts of Master Harold are 
autobiographical? 

The author was called Hally, he was 
raised in South Africa; was ashamed 

of his drunken father, had a close 
friendship with a family servant, and 

spit on that servant in public 

Why won’t Hally shake Sam’s hand or agree 
to make another kite? 

He is too ashamed 

Why did Sam build Hally the kite? 

He wanted Hally to look up, to be 
proud of something because when 

you fly a kite, you have to look up, not 
down at the ground in shame 



Why doesn’t Hally accept Sam’s offer of 
reconciliation? 

He is ashamed and humiliated? 

When Sam suggests that Hally walk away 
from the "whites only" bench, what is he 

saying? 

It is a chance for Hally to leave his 
past behind, to abandon the ways of 
apartheid and become an honorable 

adult 

Why does Sam suggest they build another 
kite together? 

To repair the damage they have both 
just done to their friendship 

What is the symbol of the kite? 
It is a symbol of the friendship 

between Sam and Hally 



Why does Sam call Hally "Master Harold"? 

After Hally lost the courage to tell his 
father what he really thought of him 
over the phone, he was embarrassed. 
He then turned his anger at himself 
on Sam and demanded that Sam call 

him this. 

Willie Other worker in the tea shop 

Why does Hally call Sam to help him get his 
father? 

He is too young to carry his drunken 
father 

Where are Harold’s parents during the 
play? 

Hally’s dad is being discharged from 
detox and his mom is bringing him 

home 



Sam 
Works in the tea shop owned by 

Hally’s parents 

Where and when is Master Harold set? 
St. George’s Tea Room in Port 

Elizabeth, South Africa, in 195o 

Hally 
Young boy, main character of Master 

Harold 

Why does Hally spit in Sam’s face? 

He has turned his own anger at 
himself and his father onto Sam, and 
this is something very demeaning he 

can do to Sam, to humiliate him 
terribly 



Why wasn’t Master Harold first performed 
in ~lohannesburg? 

It was banned because the 
government thought it would upset 

the people 

Why does Hally, a child, have to ask 
permission for Sam, an adult, to enter the 

hotel? 
It is a "white’s only" hotel 

What is Sam considered to be an expert on? Ballroom dancing 

Master Harold... and the boys was 
written by 

Athol Fugard 



What was the incident in Hally’s childhood 
that brought Same and Hally dose? 

As a young boy, Hally asked Same to 
fetch his drunken father out of the 

whites only hotel and carry him 
home. He was so ashamed that he 
stayed with Same for 3 days and 

Same took care of him. 

Who did Athol Fugard consider "the most 
significant, the only friend of his boyhood 

years"? 
The servant he treated badly 

During the play, what does Hally say he 
thinks of his dad? 

Hally tells Sam that he hates his dad 
for what he has done to all of them, 

and he resolves to tell him 

What does Sam believe Hally should do 
about his father? 

Sam believes that Hally should 
respect his father simply because he 

is his father 



What is wrong with Hally’s dad? He is an alcoholic 

Why is Hally at the tea shop? 

His parents own the tea shop but Dad 
is off in detox, and mom is with him; 
Hally must run the shop after school 

each day. 

What does Hally do with Sam each 
afternoon? 

Sam helps Hally with his homework 

What does Hally say to his father when his 
dad calls to say he is back from the 

hospital? 

He does not tell him what he really 
feels but rather essentially welcomes 

him home 



Why does Sam ask Hally to consider 
whether he really wants to be called ’Master 

Harold’? 

Right now they are friends, but 
calling him ’Master’ will put them on 

unequal levels, and this can’t be 
righted 

Who is "Is bad. Is all bad in here now"? Willie, after Sam and Hally fight 

Who stops Sam from hitting Hally when 
Hally spits in Sam’s face? Willie 

Why does Willie stop Sam from hitting 
Hally? 

He would want to hit Hally hard too, 
but he would probably just go cry in 

the back room 



The author of Death of a Salesman is Arthur Miller 

In Death of a Salesman Willy Loman has 
two sons named 

Biff and Happy 

What is Willy hiding in the basement of his 
house? 

A rubber hose to use to kill himself; 
his wife takes it when he is out of the 
house, but puts it back before he gets 

home 

Before the beginning of the play, which 
character was working on a farm in the 

west? 

Biff 



Where does Biff discover Willy in a hotel 
room with a woman? 

Boston 

What class is Biff failing in high school? Math 

Who is the Loman’s neighbor? Charlie 

Who tutors Biff in math? Bernard 



Why doesn’t Biff go to college on a football 
scholarship? 

He fails math 

What does Biff let ___ carry to the football 
game at Ebbets Field? 

His pads 

In his office, what does Howard show 
Willy? His wire recorder 

What is Willy’s job? Traveling salesman 



Willy’s sales region is New England 

When Biff was a boy he worked as a Shipping clerk in Bill Oliver’s store 

When Biff worked in Bill Oliver’s store, he 
stole 

A crate of balls 

Where does Happy work? A store 



Each week Willy’s neighbor Charlie gives 
him $50 

Death of a Salesman and A Doll House 
were written during different periods, but 

they share some similarities. The most 
striking similarity is that they both have 

realistic        - 

Dialogue 

As an adult, what does Biff steal from Bill 
Oliver’s store? 

A pen 

Willy Loman permits himself to feel that 
integrity, honesty, and fidelity are not as 

important as 
Being well liked 



The original title of Death of a Salesman 
was 

The Inside of His Head 

Arthur Miller was known for showing the 
dark side of the 

American Dream 

Bernard’s occupation as an adult is A lawyer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 11:23 AM 

~llC .rr.com 

to do 

’IEXTI’.httn 

toffee: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8 

9. 

1¢ 

book ponie for 12/26-28 

change nickleby tickets 

terry thank ynu 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2009 12:46 PM 

To: @earthlink.net 

Subject: ads 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Great -- thanks for getting back to me so quickly. I’ll be there about 6 so that I can scamper back to work on time See you then’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, December 13, 2009 11:46 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: basketball 

I still haven’t made it to a game yet -- once I get through this Wednesday I’ll be there for sure! I can only imagine how much you have on your plate right now- between exams and school -- 
thal~ you all so much for taking the time to work with our kids and teach them basketball Our kids are so luc~g to live in a college town where they can benefit ticom getting to know 
university students such as you -- part big brother, part teacher -- you couldn’t get an?- better mentor than that! 

thanks again, have a great ;veek 
Am?’ 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 10:52 AM 

nc.rr.com 

Fwd: Re: holidays 

TEXT.htm; Re holidays.Insg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
ErNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2009 9:33 AM 

To: ~nc.rr.com 

Subje~: Fwd: Re: Re: 

Attacl~: TEXT.htm; Re Re .msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

¢ 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 11:40 AM 

~nc.rr.com 
Fwd: A holiday laugh! 

TEXT.htm; A holiday laugh! .msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Football Academic Support 2009-2010 

Holiday Card Address List 

A B C D 

1 Department Position Name Address 

2 Football 

3 Coaches 

4 Davis, Butch 

5 Blake, John 

6 Browning, Ken 

7 Connors, Ken 

8 Douglas, Troy 

9 Kaufman, Art 

10 Mogridge, Allen 

11 Pittman, Sam 

12 Shoup, John 

13 Williams, Charlie 

14 Withers, Everett 

15 

16 Secretaries 

17 Ericson, Natalie 

18 Haithcock, Brenda 

19 Higley, Pamela 

20 Joines, Melinda 

21 Vanderford, Teresa 

22 

23 Administration 

24 Berry, Marcus 

25 Haydon, Joe 

26 Holliday, Corey 

27 Overton, Brian 

28 Williams, Andre 

29 

30 Facilities & Staff 

31 Spurling, James/Staff 

32 Kitchen 

33 Greenwood, Jerry/Staff 

34 Sports Medicine 

35 Ciocca, Dr. Mario/Staff 

36 Strength & Conditioning 

37 Connors, Jeff/Staff 

38 Video 

39 fStaff 

40 

41 Advising 

42 Associate Dean/Staff Cannon, Caroline CB 3110 

43 Graduation Coordinator Jacobson, Sarah CB 3110 

44 

45 ASP 



Football Academic Support 2009-2010 

Holiday Card Address List 

I A B C D 

46 Coordinator & Staff Matland, Theresa/Staff CB 3447 

47 

48 Athletic Department 

49 Athletic Director/Staff Baddour, Dick CB 8500 

50 

51 Disability Services 

52 Director Kessler, Jim/Staff CB 7214 

53 



Football Academic Support 2009-2010 

Holiday Card Address List 

A B C D 

54 Center for Student Success 

55 and Academic Counseling 

56 Associate Dean & Director Woodard, Harold CB 3214 

57 

58 Faculty 

59 AFAM/AFRI 

60 Mutima, Alphonse CB 3395 

61 Nyang’oro, Julius 

62 Regester, Charlene 

63 Travis 

64 Ms. Debbie 

65 DRAM 

66 Lawrence, Todd CB 3230 

67 Strong, Todd CB 3230 

68 EXSS 

69 Groff, Diane CB 3182 

70 Murray, Deb CB 3182 

71 Stroman, Deborah CB 3182 

72 

73 ENGL 

74 CB 3520 

75 NAVS 

76 

77 PORT 

78 Rector, Monica CB 3170 

79 PSYC 

80 Fuhrman, Katherine CB 3270 

81 Loeb, Jennie CB 3270 

82 

83 Life Skills 

84 Director Lane, Cricket/Staff CB 8550 

85 

86 Off Campus 

87 Dirr Family 

88 Johnson, Lyn 

89 

90 Guest Coaches 

91 Parker ?? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 23, 2009 7:31 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: study hall 

Mail.msg 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Janum)~ 4, 2010 9:23 AM 

~nc.rr.com 

Fwd: FW: Ice Sculpture (Look Closely) 

TEXT.ht~n; FW Ice Sculpture (Look Closely).msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic S~pport Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, Januao~ 5, 2010 9:47 AM 

To: charlest@m’Lstravel.com 

Subject: AtiJca flighk~ 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Charles, 
I am replying to you from work so I apologize for the conIi~sion. Since there is not a flight into Dar that gets me there by 4PM on Saturday, June 12, what if ~ve fly out of Newark Thursday 
night, June 10th? Let me know. 
Thanks for your help. 

Am?’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 5, 2010 2:24 PM 

j taylor@globalvolunteers.ovg 

Tai~mia June 2010 "trip 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Jemaie, 
I have a question for you: As far as I remember from last time, we need to arrive at the Dar airport by 4PM on Saturday, June 12th. The agency I am working with told me that the?- can only 
get me into Dar from Newark on Friday or at 7AM on Sunday. Is the flight that gets me in on Sunday too late? Do you know what other people have done in the past? Thank you so much 
for your input -- I look folavard to hearing from you soon 

Am?’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

A~aeh: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr"~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 7, 2010 1:17 PM 

home ~nc.rr.com> 

menkw meeting 

’lEXl’.htm 

espn outside the lines florida state video on our tv from computer? 

Amy Kleissier 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

¢ 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 8, 2010 10:45 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Fwd: Re: First paper 

Mail.msg 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle,~)uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 8:43 AM 

home ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Re: First paper 

TEXT.htln; Re First paper.Insg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 1:20 PM 

To: @gmml.com> 

Subject: Re: GEOL 

Attach: ’IENFI’.httn 

Thanks       We have            on board to do the SI for GEOL but ~ve’ll keep you in mind for ~vorking with guys in the class perhaps as we work out the mentor/tutor schedules 
Thanks for letting me kno~v. Have a great ~veek! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

~gmail com~"          10:11 AM >>> 
Hi~Mny, 

I’m in Geology with a bunch of the guys. I don’t know if you aheady have someone doing SI for geology, but I wouldn’t mind doing it 

’]7hanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, 1:22 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

GEOL SI 

’I~XTI’.httn 

let me know that she is in GEOL with the guys and would be interested in doing the SI or tutoring for it if we needed anyone. I let her know- that we had 
that ~ve would take note as we work out the tutor/mentor schedules in case it would be helpful Thanks, 
A 

doing the SI but 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 8:36 AM 

Bernhard, Laura <laura53@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bounce Back 

TENSI’.httn 

I understand you will be doing Bounce Back this semester. Do you know which sessions you will be doing? I have a bunch of guys that have requested the Tuesday session, and one ~vho 
has requested the afternoon Thursday session ),/~a~ said that we have workbooks that we could photocopy for them to use, or that you could hold onto the ~vurkbooks and bring them 

back and forth to class so they don’t get lost. YVhat are your thoughts? Let me know -- thanks[ 

Am?’ 

Amy Kleissier 
Academic Suppurt Prugram [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 12, 2010 3:38 PM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.ra~c.edw~ 

Fwd: Reunion Game 

TENTf.httn 

>>~ Steve Kirschner <skirsehner@uncaa.unc.edu~ 1/12/2010 3:21 PM >~ 
For Immediate Relea~ 

University of North CaJcolina 

Athletic Communications 

Tuesday, January 12, 2010 

Contact: Steve Kirschner (919- 962- 7258, stevekirschner@unc.edu) 

More than 50 former Tea Heels to play in reunion game 

Chapel Hill A trio of United States Olympians, three starters from the 1993 national champions and several NBA world champions axe among the more than 50 

former Tar Heels who have already committed to play in the Universi~’ of North Carolina’s "Celebration ofa Cantu~" Basketball Game on Februmy 12th at the Dean 

E. Smith Center. 

Tickets tbr the alumni game are $10 and axe available at TaxI{eelBlue.com and by calling the ticket oNce at (919) 962-2296 or 1-800-722-HEEL. More than 17,000 

tickets have already been sold. 

Former U.S. Olylnpians Bobby Jones, Walter Davis and J.R. Reid are scheduled to play in the alumni game. All three have their jerseys honored in the rafters at the 

Slnith Centel; as do George Lynch and Eric Montross, who led the 1993 Tar Heels to the national championship. Lynch and Montross will be joined on the floor by 

Brian Reese, another starter on the ’93 champions, and teammates Kevin Salvadori, Matt Wenstroln mid Serge Zwikker. Pete Chilcutt and Scott Williams, who went 

on to win multiple NBA chmnpionships with the Houston Rockets mid Chicago Bulls, respectively, also are among the list of Tar Heels slated to play. 

In addition to the alumni game, the evening will include unique video tributes to the histo~ of Carolina Basketball, interviews with select former Tar Heels, and a special 

post-game recognition and tribute to legendau Coach Dean Smith. 

The alumni gmne is part of the reunion weekend highlighting the 100th year of Carolina Basketball. All former players, coaches and managers have been invited to the 

Feb. 13 game against NC State mad will attend a reunion dinner tbllowing the gmne. 

The alanmi game will begin at 8 p.m. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

Associate Director of Athletics for Communications 

Universi~ of North Caxolina 

Direct ONce: (919) 962-7258 

Cell: 

Home: 

EmaJl: stevekirschner@anc.edu 
Intemet: TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 14, 2010 4:25 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sometimes in April.doc 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 9:58 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Bounce back reply t~om robert 

(here comes my standard line . ) You know I love maD’, but I ;vouldn’t put it past her to bad mouth our guys up there, glass half empty girl ya know :) 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-593-3033 

>>> Beth Bridger 01/19/10 4:08 PM >>> 
oh s;veet j esus we did what you told us to and now you change 
i hate this freakin rua~ around! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 919-619-8809 
bridgerb@unc a a uric. edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 1/19/2010 3:52 PM >>> 
I think Beth should contact Amy at Counseling and Wellness directly. I wonder how many sessions will they miss (spring practice) if they stay in the Thursday 4-5 session 1 know there is a 
certain # of absences alluwed As fur the other available sessiuns, if the time works then gu [’or it It may be best nut to have all 3 in the same sessions anyway RJM 

we can tall; about this at study table 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fur Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-593-3033 c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               12:35 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: training sessions 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.BMP 

you are all done with it and good to go. Thanks! Have a good weekend. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-ChaI)el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> 12:19 PM >>> 
Amy, 

I signed the NCAA paperwork so I’m not sure if I still need to attend this but if I do, I’ll be there on Sunday. 

Thanks ! 

Sport Administxation MA 
Graduate Intern, Student-Athlete Services 
Office 919-843-2306 

~uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler         2:31 PM >>> 
For all of you who have not yet responded I wanted to send out one last reminder that we have scheduled two opportunities for you to 
have your mandatory NCAA training. Please let me know which one you will be attending by Friday afternoon: 
Sunday    or Tuesday     6PM both nights 

It will be held in the Swafford Football Auditorium on the second floor of the Kenan Football Center. If you have trouble getting into 
the building, please call Beth on her cell, and she will come let you in. Please allow plenty of time to arrive because 
the training will begin promptly at 6PM. 

Thanks y’all. 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, Janua~ 25, 2010 10:49 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tue~tay 

I j ust looked at my calendar for tomol~cO~V (Tuesday) and realized that my sitter has an obligation and can’t come I am sorry to request this on such late notice -- is it ok if I leave it 4 
tomon-ow so that I can get to his 430 practice? I can come right back to work to finish up whatever we have going on. Let me kno~v. 

thanks, 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle~uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:35 PM 

Bernhard, I,aura <laura53@uncaa.unc.edu> 

is in the infirma~z with a tonsils flare-up. At this point I do not know- that he will continue to be out tomorro~v, but I wanted to give you a heads-up before I forget! When I find out 
f£rther reformation, I’ll let you kno~v. 

Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

To: @emml.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: FF gor 

Attad~: TEXi’.htm 

you ha’~’e got to stop telling me that it is a beautiful day outside., i’m chained to a windowless room!!! 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> ~;email.uac edu> 

So pret~ today[ 

Teen Moln series finale tonight[! 

12:49 PM 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wedne sday, 3:14 PM 

To: Johnson, Lyn~ ~bellsouth.net> 

Subject: Another one! 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

Lyn, 
I have another student ~vho would like to schedule testing with you. She was tested in high school and the doctor recommended She declined at that time because 
she went to a small school, but she did receive extended time on tests She has been experiencing difficulty, most notably she said when she sits down in the library to ~vork. Her name is 

She is available I~P\~" 10AM-noon (she has practice at 1230). Let me know your availability and rll have her here for you 
Thanks so much, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:45 PM 

@gmml.com 

Re: Another one! 

Fantastic Lyn -- Thank you! I’ll see you then. 
Am?’ 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson 7:07 PM >>> 
Amy, 
I can come this Friday at 10 to get stalted ~vith her. 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

On Wed, at 3:13 PM, Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 

> I have another student who ~vould like to schedule testing with you. She was 
> tested in high school and the doctor recommended 
> She declined at that time because she went to a small school, but she did 
> receive extended time on tests. She has been experiencing difficulty, most 
> notably she said when she sits down in the library to work. tier name is 
>           She is available N~P&rF 10AM-noon (she has practice at 1230). 
> Let me know your availability and I’ll have her here for you. 
> Thanks so much, 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph D. 
Cognitive Neuropwcholog~, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918 1009 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 9:44 AM 

To: Johnson, Lyn .~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Another one! 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Lyn, 
is all confirmed to see you tomorrow, Friday, morning at 10AM Thanks so much, and let me know if you need anything before then 

Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 
kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 
Amy, 
I can come this Friday at 10 to get started with her. 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

7:06 PM >>> 

On Wed, at 3:13 PM, Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

l.yn, 

I have another student who would like to schedule testing with you. She was 

tested in high school and the doctor recommended 

She declined at that time because she went to a small school, but she did 

receive extended time on tests. She has been experiencing difficulty, most 

notabl~v she said when she sits down in the library to work. Her name is 

She is available MW[~" 10AM-noon (she has practice at 1230) 

Let me l~ow your availability and I’ll have her here for you. 

Thanks so much, 

>A 

Am?" Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC’-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lyn Jotmson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 28, 2010 10:36 AM 

Johnson, Lyn         @bellsouth.net> 

Lyn, 
Do we need to schedule a second day of testing for 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, ectu 

Let me know, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Febma~ 2, 2010 1:54 PM 

~hom~ail.com> 

sma~ stuff 

TEXT.htm; Structure of the Earth Intro.notebook; igneous rocks.notebook 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chavel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Febma~ 2, 2010 1:56 PM 

@hom~ail.com> 

more smart stuff 

TEXT.htm; PlateTectonics GEOL 101 .notebook; weathering.notebook 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chat~el Hill 

klelssle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 4, 2010 10:15 AM 

To: @nc.rr.com 

Subject: hi’. 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

How are you?? Has it been a crazy ~veek for you with all the delays and school ofl? Thank you so much for having 
cramps from playing so many video games since the snow last Friday’. 

over on Tuesday. I swear my kids are going to get hand 

? Ho~v are YOU doing?? Sending you my prayers and mental hugs -- keep hanging in there, you are amazing! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2010 4:29 PM 

To: 

Subje~’t: Fwd: R~ Thur~tay 3:00pro 

Attacl~: TEXT.htm; RE Timrsday 3 00pm.msg 

Amy Kleissier 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

~c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 11, 2010 5:00 PM 

Subject: Shhhhhl~fihhhl~l~flthhhh 

Attach: TEXT.htrn 

Hello, 
We are thinking of having a surprise on a Sunday- night at 6PM before study hall ---are you interested? We were thinking that instead of gifts we would collect $ 
to give her a single gift card that she can use for whatever she would like. Any thoughts? Let me know! 
Thanks 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-ChaDel Hill 

l~lelSSle(~uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, Februa~ 15, 2010 4:36 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu> 

Subject: cake 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Are you still up for making the cake for the for i 
A 

? If not, no WOlTies, but let me know! Thanks so much, 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-ChaDel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, Februa~ 15, 2010 9:08 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu 

Subje~’t: Re: cake 

Thank you so much! Let me know if you need any kind of help. 
A 
Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissleCJ)uncaa uric. edu 

>>3 02/15/10 9:07 PM >>> 

Sure, I’d be glad to. 

Amy Kleissler wrote: 

Are you still up for making the cake for the 
If not, no worries, but let me know! Thanks so much, 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ ttill 

C 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

fbr ? 



Fronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday,                 12:23 PM 

@email .unc.edu-~ 

aJ?temoon availability 

TEXl’.htm 

We need to move all of 
Thanks, 
Amy 

evening appointments to the day time -- what is your availability T-F 2-5PM or Monday 2-3PM? Let me know your thoughts when you can! 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@ancaa.unc. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr; 

Wednesday,                 12:23 PM 

@gmaiLcom> 

a2temoon availability 

TEXl’.htm 

We need to move all of 
Thanks, 
Amy 

evening appointments to the day time -- what is your availability T-F 2-5PM or Monday 2-3PM? Let me know your thoughts when you can! 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Disability Services 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Did his email ask for you to sign the document? If so, then I would print it out and sign it. Other~vise, what you did may suffice. Keep me posted. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Ms Kleissier, 

@gmaii.com> 10:42 ~\I >>> 

I am now realizing that I was confused as to what Mr. Kessler had asked of me. I was suppose to sign a piece of paper he had attached in an emaih I attached the form and ~’ped in the 
blanks. Will this be acceptable’? If not I wil[ just let me know and I will come back by and drop offa handwritten copy. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:44 AM 

Johnson, Lyu @bellsouth.net> 

~mething old and something new 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Lyn, 
hope that you get out to enjoy the sun today :) 

Two things: first, a        by the name of 
He believes he was tested on or around 

came by to see if he could get a copy of your report? You could email it to me and rll make him a copy of that ~vorks for you 

Next, Tony has a student by the name of              that is reporting symptoms of                                                      across the board in the fall semester. The 
only days she has availability due to practice is Tu or Th after 11 AM. Would you be available at all next week to meet with her? L et me kndw your thoughts. 

’l/hanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 10:10 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subje¢’t: Re: socio 

Attach: Text.httn 

yeah’. I have sent them on to tia and jaimie simply because I will be on an off of planes today so won’t always have intemet access, and i’m not in the office tomorrow-, they are going to look 
at them for any proofing errors and let you know if you need to fix anything. I’m so proud of you thanks for getting them to me. you can reach me by text today if you need me 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 7:03 PM >>> 

Boswell, A., & Spade, J. (Ed.). (1996). Fraternities and collegmte rape 
culture: why are some fraternities more dangerous places for women? 
Lehigh, PA: Gender Society 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:27 AIvl 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Bounce Back rescheduling 

Yesterday I got a text from       at approx 4pm asking me to call BB to let them kno he needed to cancel and ask to switch to another day this week. My instant reaction was yours: I told 
him he needed to do it and gave him ideas ho~v to get in touch with him. Within 20 minutes or so I had a text and then email from jaimie saying Andre ~vanted to kno what ~vas going on, and 
that he thought that at last week’s mtg that I would take care of it I did not remember having that conversation but you know my- fears about my memoW probs so I quickly went through my 
meeting notes from last week. I didn’t have ant’ notations in there that I was supposed to do that, but I was worried about putting out a fire ~vith Andre so I hopped on getting in touch with 
Amy at Bounce Back Im sorry I didn’t contact you directly before I sent the email. My gut is that this is something that should be anticipated and handled by the student, perhaps even 
inappropriate for us to step into on behalf of the students. In my mind it wouldn’t happen for a regular student. 

It goes back to the conversation we had in the meeting with Andre last week where I find a grey area: I/we want to treat the guys like men (they have to take care of their own business as 
part of being responsible adults) and he feels pressured to go around picking tap after them to ensure that nothing goes wrong, which leads him to treat them like boys 
I’ll be in about 320P so we can talk then? 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissleCJ)uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Beth Bridger        9:07 AM >>> 
So---Andre asked you to get their sessions changed? 
I totally disagree with this They are un PROBATION, therefure as PUNISHMEN~ they should be missing any J~utbal[ related activities. 

Alsu, the FB program does not want to be the thurn in the side of Bounce Back. I think we are asking tuo much when the other students aren’t able to do this Also, this is like group 
cuunseling, you can’t just change groups., we need to discuss A SAP! 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support fur Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 10:24 PM 
Andre, 
First, please accept my apologies for dropping the ball un cuntacting the Bounce Back peuple regarding the conflicts fur wurkouts this week. I have left a message explaining 
absence today and will let you know as suon as I hear back from them 

As for rescheduling, there are hopelglly twu possible uptions I sat" hupelglly because these sessions are nurmally full, but I have asked for permissiun for      and        to attend 
these other sessions due to the circumstances they are facing. One option fur      is to attend the 11 AM sessiun on Thursday. The unly uption for         is to attend the 4-5PM sessiun 
tomurrow, Tuesday, but this will bump up against his 515PM wurkout Is that ok with you? Please let me know yuur thoughts when you can. 

I ~vill be out of the office on Tuesday- at a training workshop, bm accessible by text and email. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:15 PM 

@gmml.com 

Kudos to you on        paper! He came in to see me last night and said (brace yourself here) "I really like study hall now because I get a lot done" Gasp’. He was so proud of the start he 
has on his paper and that is due in a great part to your work with him :) 

thanks so much’. 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissleCJ?uncaa uric. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, Febrnary 24, 2010 10:03 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

extension cord 

TEXl’.htm 

Sherron,                                                     , 
Is there any way to ha~’e an extension cord placed down in the Rams Room for study table? Mentors have asked for this because the outlets are poorly spaced and not near the best light. 

Let me know what you think. 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Sent: Wednesday’, February 24, 2010 11:09 AM 

To: mentors S 10 

Subject: meeting this Sunday 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Good soggy morning to all of you -- 
I wanted to let you know- that we are going to have a quick meeting this Sunday night, FebmaD’ 28th at 630PM on the 5th floor of the football center just to check in before spring break. 

Please let me know if you will be able to attend. 
Thanks, 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXTI’.httn 

rofl 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridget         ,12 
lets talk ..will he actually come on sundays? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> Am?" Kleissler 11:13 AM 
Would you like me to put or with on Sunday nights? may have knowledge but at this point what he really needs is someone to drive him. 

Unfortunately my session with him today is scheduled for 2PM (when I will be at training. I did not tell him though because I still want him to show up and work. I have his books all set out 
for him and the computer is rea~dy -- asked him to print out whatever he has completed before he leaves my office. Not the best system, but it’s something. I have been calling/texting him but 
no reply ~- I don’t know if he is having cell phone bill problems again. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 25, 2010 2:27 PM 

home ~nc.rr.com> 

mentors info 

TEXT.htm; S 10 Meutor Contact information.xlsx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, ,4:23 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: meeting this Sunday 

Great         , see you then I hope you are doing and feeling well -- you look fantastic and always have such a happy sense about you! 
take care, and I’ll see you Sunday. Let me know if you need anything 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 12:57 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

I will be able to attend the meeting on Sunday. 

On Wed, at 11:08 AM. Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 

Good soggy morning to all of you -- 
I wanted to let you know- that we are going to have a quick meeting this 
Sunday night,             at 630PM on the 5th fIuor uf the foutbal[ center 
just tu check in befure spring break. Please let me know ifyuu will be 
able tu attend 
Thanks, 
~ny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ tliH 

C 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 3:08 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

photo 

aerial photo of .docx 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle,~)uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 3:10 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

photo 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 4:36 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

picture 

’IEXTf.httn 

Tony, 

the email did not come through, could you tly it again? Thanks. 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 5:41 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: picture 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg 

thank you’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc.edu> 3/2/2010 5:30 PM >>> 

On Mar 2, 2010, at 4:36 PM, 2,my Kleissler wrote: 

Tony, 
the email did not come through, could you try it again? Thanks. 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

A 

Amy Kleissier 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kieiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 3, 2010 8:26 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

design 1 

Design 1 .pdf 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:17 PM 

To: ~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subject: s~mmer 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

-- are you interested in this for the stammer? SI math for the first session, and tutor it for the second? 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 
kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 9:46 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.uuc.edu> Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

its 930PM which meaus i’m hungry 

i’m not telling jaimie ’cause it involves bread .. 

b’skis Friday it’ll be therapeutic, a side of curly fries will be better than anti-depressants. 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 5, 2010 2:51 PM 

home ~nc.rr.com> 

SES project 

TEXT.htm; SES Proj 2.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, March 15, 2010 10:28 PM 

Townsend, Jeimit}r <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: I,earning specialist drop-in interviews 

Jelmifer, 
I will be out of town up in 
Amy 

on Friday, but free for Wednesday. Please let me know if you need anything. Thanks so much, 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 
>>> Jelmifer Townsend 03/15/10 5:52 PiVl >>> 

H~ 

We will be bringing in two candidates for our open Learning Specialist position this week. We have a 45-60 minute time slot available for all of you to meet and ask questions of the 
candidates. This will be a very important position for our office as whoever we select will not only be the Learning Specialist for all Olympic sports but will also coordinate our SI program 
and serve as a liaison to a number of departments on campus I would really love to have all of you participate and at least spend a few minutes ~vith each candidate so that you can provide 
feedback. 

Here are the times for the drup in interviews: 

Wednesday, March 17 at 2:30 p.m Candidate is 

Friday, March 19 at 9:45 a.m Candidate is 

Buth sessions will take place in uur conference roum. I will send uut buth resumes tomurrow. Please let me kno*v ifyuu have any questiuns 

Thanks fur your help! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate I)irectur 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 ([’a×) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 3:03 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~:Amy todo.ctocK Combined Examination for Units 3 and 4.docx 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 4:52 PM 

home        ~)nc.rr.com> 

headington re weekend 

’l~Xl’.httn 

verify who i have not responded to, get ok to duplicate 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

c 

kleissle@unc aa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 7:04 PM 

hi,me ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: There’s nothing like a little Pachelbel 

TEXT.htm; There’s nothing like a little Pachelbel.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 8:07 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

design 2 

design 2.jpg; design 2 1 .jpg; design 2.pdf; design 2 1 .pdf 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 9:02 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"text 

2nd design project.docx 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 19, 2010 10:15 AM 

Townsend, Jelmit~r <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Information tbr            -Learning Specialist Candidate 3,19 

Jelmifer, 
I am sorry but I am up in Syracuse today. I hope that it goes well 
take care, 
.Am?’ 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-8,43-8635 

cell 
>>> Jennifer Townsend 03/18/10 2:29 PM >>> 
Hi, Eye.one; 

Here is the itineral3z, resume and cover letter lbr She will be coming in tomorrow, Friday, March 19 to inter,Aew for our Learning Specialist position 

As always, I greatly appreciate your help 

Please let me know if you have an?’ questions 

I will follow up after her intep~iew to ask for your feedback on both candidates, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate I)irector 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:48 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, & PORT 

PORT doc 

Hey, y’aJl, 

I just wanted to let you know that unfortunately, I will not be able to 

rotor on Sunday, 

¯ Trust me... I would much rather be here 

with y’aJl than over there. 

I hope this is fine¯ 

P.S. FF from tonight is attached. 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 4:15 PM 

~email .unc.edu-~ 

while rm thinking of it 

TEXTI’.httn 

next week is chapel hill spring break and I am only going to work on Monday -- ~vould you be able to just work that day? no rush on letting me kno~v, it just crossed my mind so I wanted to 
get it do~vn on paper! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, 9:27 AM 

~co.orange.nc.us 

"n-aining and orientation 

I apologize for not being in contact sooner, but I need to cancel the scheduled training and orientation sessions for 
coming Saturday.Thank you ve~- much, 
Amy Kleissler 

and scheduled for tonight and this 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:29 AM 

~co.orange.nc.us 

"u-aining and orientation 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I apologize for not being in contact sooner, but I need to cancel the scheduled training and orientation sessions for 
coming Saturday. Thank you very much, 
Am?’ Kleissler 

and scheduled for tonight and this 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 25, 2010 8:58 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hello 

’I~Xl’.httn 

SHERRON! !! ! So ~ood to hear from you :) 

A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Suppert Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 
kieiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> Sherron Peace 3/24,"2010 12:49 PM >>> 
wanted to say hello to e~’ewone and to see how everyone is doing. I hope evewone is d,:~ing wet1 and I miss you allt 

Sherron Peace 
~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, 9:10 AM 

~med.unc.edu> 

s~mdy g uide 

TEXT.htln; Study Guide for Exam 2 Drama .docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Lr>TC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Atlach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

Johnson,, Lyn ~ @bellsouth.net> 

Lyn, 
I wanted to ask you about ?,our thoughts regarding 

i~reign language abilities Reading ?,our report I see that he particularly spoke of his struggles with math 
I would like to get your opinion on what you think his capacity for learning a foreign language may be. He 

took Portuguese in the fall, regularly attending both class and tutoring sessions, but it ~vas a terrific struggle for him the entire semester.                                 Do you ~’eel there 

would be any reason to have him take the )~fLAT? Let me lnaow your thoughts when you can 

Thanks so much -- I hope that you had a good spring break~. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissier 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss~e@uncaa.unc.edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 6, 2010 5:13 PM 

Johnson, Lyn < @gmail.com> 

Re: 

TENTI’.httn 

great -- thanks so much! we need three days straight of wind to blo~v out the heat and pollen :) 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson < ~gmail.coln> 5:12 PM >>> 
Amy, 
I think Mary said that they no longer require the MLAT, but that it is 
necessary to make a case concerning history, etc It certainly sounds 
like a case could be made for him. I’ll take a look at his report and 
get back to you. It was cooler in Florida than it is here! Hope you 
had a nice break as well 
Lyn 

On Tue, at 1:39 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lyn, 

I wanted to ask you about your thoughts regardin8          foreign language 

abilities. Reading your report I see that he particularly spoke of his 

struggles with math. 

I would like to get your 

opinion on what you think his capacity [’or learning a foreign language may 

be He took Portuguese in the fall, regularly attending both class and 

tutoring sessions, but it was a terrific struggle [’or him the entire 

semester                              Do you feel there would be 

any reason to have him take the MLAT’? Let me know your thoughts when you 

can 

Thanks so much -- I hope that you had a good spring break! 

Arny 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Ncuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 





From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Monday, 11:00 AM 

To: Johnson, Lyn < @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

Lyn, 
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at and for getting back to me so quickly 

I did have a good weekend, and hope that you did too! I can’t believe how quickly this school year is passing! 
have a great week, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Ath]etes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson ~ @gmaihcom> 10:44 AM >>> 
Amy, 
I added an accommodation about s problems with writing mechanics, 
history of problems with foreign languages, LD in reading.. I think 
he needs to write an impact statement to send with his request for 
altemauve coursework .. I’m not sure if the failing grade in the 
foreign language can be removed from his transcript, but it never 
hurts to ask. Let me know if I need to do anything else. Hope you had 
a goodweekend, 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsycholog3~’, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Monday, 2:46 PM 

To: Johnson, Lyn < @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

I’ll let Robert know that it needs to be moved up to the Pope Box with the move. Thanks for alerting me! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson < @gmail.com> 2:40 PM >>> 
Amy, 
(;an you try to hang onto that computer in Mary’s old o]!fice’? It has 
about 50 test sessions left on it 
’]?hanks, 
Lyn 

On Monda5 Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

l,yn, 

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at and for getting back to me so quickly. 

] did have a good weekend, and hope that you did too! I can’t believe how quickly this school year is passing[ 

have a great *veda, 
Amy 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNU-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>> Lyn Jol’mson < @gmail.com> 10:44 AM >>> 
Arny, 
I added an accommodation about s problems with writing mechanics, 
history of problems with foreign languages, LD in reading... I think 
he needs to write an impact statement to send xvith his request for 
alternative coursework... I’m not sure if the failing grade in the 
foreign language can be removed from his transcript, but it never 
hurts to ask. Let me know- if I need to do awthing else. Hope you had 
a goodweekend, 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Nettropsycholog~’, PLLC 
1703 Lcgion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 

Lyn Jolmson, Ph.D 
Cognitive NeuropsychologT, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27517 
919918.1009 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Thursday. 9:05 AM 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Re: FF 

TEXTI’.httn 

-- do they know- about 
addition to your sessions! 
Thanks so much, 
A 

the math tutor at the AC every night? Taking up roost in his sessions for the next week before the final might not be a bad idea to help them prepare in 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> <:      @email.unc.edu:          10:51 PM >>> 
I talked to them about scheduling extra meetings for exams. ~Ihey all plan 
to come next Monday and Wednesday nights. In addition, I will probabl~" 
meet with     on Monday night     and       on Sunday night 

also wants extra time, but we are going to decide when next week. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday. 9:12 AM 

To: < @yahoo.corn> 

Subject: Re: FF 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

Uh oh for you .... !!’. We FINALLY found someone who 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

will respond to! 

>>> < ~yahoo.com> 9:35 PM >>> 
Hi, ladies[ 

I’m SO proud of He just keeps on making progress .... 

As per last night’s agreement, worked in my room on his NAVS plan for almost the entire session Yay! I will include more detail about it on tomon-ow’s FF 

See you then - 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Thursday, 10:27 AM 

To: < @email .unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Feedback Form for 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 
krNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> < @ema I unc edu> 
Hello all, 

10:21 AM >>> 

Here’s ’s :feedback form for last night’s session 

Have a great day, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Feedback Form for 

TEXTI’.httn 

perfect! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Tia Overstreet 10:53 AM >>> 
Thanks    for the feedback :-) 

In the future, please do not let      leave early. I always want him to :finish his assignments before he leaves because I have had problems with him and complaints from professors about 
him submitting incomplete work. Although did a great job w/his group presentation w/I , as his counselor I never want to see him leaving 40 min early UNLESS he has finished all 
his work. 

I know you’re not aware of the notes from Professors so I’m not faulting you at all :-)       s a good student, but also has bad memory which affects his ~rades in certain classes. Thanks so 
much ~2~r working with him and if you ever have any questions, please don’t hesitate to as~: me (Jaimie, Amy, or Beth). I will keep evelTone up-to-date or 

Have a great day and make sure you e~ioy this wonderful weather today!! 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
University’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> < "@email.m~c.edu> 
Hello all, 

10:21 AM >>> 

Here’s ’ ’s feedback form for last night’s session. 

Have a great day-, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 30, 2010 5:41 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

cynthia question 

B 
I got this from Jasmine today -- I love Cynthia but this makes me hot. Who do I direct her/ 

have Cynthia work with her come from Blanchard? Let me know. 

thanks, 
A 

to??? Didn’t the directive to 

I was wondering if Cynthia was coming back. She told         she was 
going to be gone for a few weeks, but she still isn’t back and it looks 

like her office is cleaned out (which could be because of the moving). 
She was supposed to find         a class for the summer and it’s 

almost that time! She needs like a paper class so she can still 
complete the class without missing too much since their season continues 
into the first summer session. Do you have any ideas? 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 30, 2010 7:18 PM 

hjasmine@email .unc.edu 

Re: a t~w more questions :) 

Jaslnine, 
that would be FANTASTIC!!’.!!!!’.!!!!’.!!!!!!’.!!! We ~vould love to have any and all notes that you can provide! Let me know 

Have 
thanks! 
A 

call Brent Blanton at the Academic Center. 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 
>>> Jasmine Hepburn 04/30/10 4:54 PM >>> 
Hey Amy, 

I was wondering if Cynthia was coming back. She told          she was 
going to be gone for a fe~v weeks, but she still isn’t back and it looks 
like her uffice is cleaned uut (which cuuld be because ufthe muving) 
She was supposed tu find          a class for the summer and it’s 
almost that time[ She needs like a paper class so she can still 
cumplete the class withuut missing too much since their season continues 
into the first summer sessiun. Do yuu have any ideas? 

Alsu, I ~ped all of my notes fur my classes (pretty’ much my whole 4 
years) and I was wondering if you guys would like a copy tu keep at the 
academic center? 

thanks! 

Jasmine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 30, 2010 8:08 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: rsvp’s 

got it! 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 
>>> Beth Bridger 04/30/10 7:34 PM >>> 
i can do that if you could do paper plates and cups and silverware 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler 4/30/2010 7:16 PM >>> 
i’m doing rice and told them bring dessert or appetizer, and BY©B. want me to bring the sides cheese/lettuce/sour cream, etc.?? 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 
>>> Beth Bridger 04/30/10 6:47 PM >>> 
so i plan for around 10 with all of us...are they going to bring food? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler 4/30/2010 6:00 PM >>> 

As of 6PM, this is where we stand: 

Yes[~s: 

No[~s: 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:08 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: one more thing to do this week :) 

TEXT.httn 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> ~@gmail.com~" 2:58 PM >>> 

Since I didn’t work at all during this period, do I still have to approve my timecard7 

Thanks, 

On 13:15, Amy Kleissler <kleiss]e@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

classes over. check. 
exams over almost 
made it through the week without strangling a student So far, so good 
T]MS approval Dangt I almost forgot that one 
If you are done working for the week please approve your timecard NOW. Beth needs all changes or issues to be taken care o17 by Friday due to our move. If you work tonight, please 
approve as soon as you are done working. Thanks so mucht 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

African Studies B.A. 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Cell: 

Emaih       ~t:N~ail. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 10, 2010 8:00 PM 

nc.rr.com 

book 

Adidas lequest:ipg 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
ErNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 13, 2010 8:28 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

licldng the bowl.jpg; waiting for baby weigh in:ipg; holnemade soccer ball~ipg; classroom blackboard.jpg; the work surface for the remote 

imlnuuizations.jpg; shoes~ipg; hometnade soccer bail 1jpg; homemade soccer bdll 2:ipg; ingenui~.jpg 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
ErNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

919-843-8635 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 14, 2010 12:34 PM 

home ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Pla~ming 

’IEXl’.lmn; Ploxming.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 10:00 AM 

home          ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: some pics of past road rallies 

TEXT.htm; some pics of past road rallies.msg 

Amy Kleissler 

Ac£demic Support Program for Student Atb.letes 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Chris, 
if feels like forever since I saw you, and it was only 2 weeks ago! I hope that you and your family are doing well! 

Please let me know if I can get any supplies or materials for you to put together the review materials for the two sociology classes notebooks, dividers, labels, sheet 
protectors, etc. Anything you need, just ask! Thanks so much for doing this. 

take care, 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Jimmy, 
if feels like forever since ] last saw you, and it was only 2 weeks ago! ! hope that you and your family are doing well! 
Please let me know if I can get you any supplies or materials as you gather together the review materials you made for biology notebooks, dividers, labels, sheet 
protectors, etc. Anything you need,just ask! Up on the 5th floor we now have a cupboard where we are keeping individual notebooks for each course that we have done S] 
for that will hold any review materials or worksheets made in the past. This way any SI person such as yourself won’t have to duplicate anything, or simply use them as 
sources for ideas. Let me know! Thanks so much for doing this. 
take care, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 9:33 AM 

home ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Your Order at Flyleaf Books 

TEXT.htln; Your Order at FlyleafBooks.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Flylea£Books" <info@flylealbooks.com> 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 9:31 AM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Order at F|yleaf Books 

’IEXT.httn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 4:59 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

bday 

we need to put our heads together on this one! 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 20, 2010 3:58 PM 

home < @nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: pics 

TEXT.htm; pics.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 20, 2010 3:38 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathletics> 

pics 

TEXT.htm; jT.jpg; j 8.bmp; j9.jpg; j 10.bmp; j 11 .bmp; j 12.bmp 

Amy these axe the pics...ifyou can just print in color on reg paper--that is great 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 9:09 AM 

home        @nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Re: learning specialist"du~" 

TEXT.htm; Re learning specialist duty .msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

klelssle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 27, 2010 3:28 PM 

ttigley, Pamela <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

mmling address 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Amy Kleissler 

thank you! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 30, 2010 12:42 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ecko 

B 
our house # is 
A 

and cell is so you can call him for dropping off the little guy. have a great trip. 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 9:23 AM 

home ~nc.rr.com>; ~nc.rr.com 

Fwd: Electronic ticket receipt, June 10 Ii~r AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER 

TEXT.htln; Electronic ticket receipt, June 10 for AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chal~el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

VIKING TRAVEL <agency.email.unknown@sabre.com> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 9:06 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Electronic "ticket receipt, June 10 tbr AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER 

TENTI’.httn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, June 3, 2010 9:32 AM 

voicemml@unc.edu 

my password/security code is not being accepted for 843-8635. Is it tx~ssible to reset nay security code so that I may retrieve my messages? 

Please let me know your thoughts. Thank you 

’IEXTI’.httn 

my password/securi~z code is not being accepted for 843-8635 Is it possible to reset my security code so that I may retrieve my messages? Please let me know your thoughts Thank you 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, 11:00 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday review recap 

’IEXTf.httn 

Took them back to the basics with verb conjugation, then did it with them in Swahili. Practiced with 3 verbs. 

Went over vocab for today, tomorrow, etc and ~ve did first sentence of homework tog and the rest on their own. 

Next went over how Swahili sentence is laid out differently and had them find the verb, noun, and object :[’or me. They didn[i]t understand what it meant that nouns are all in different 
classes, and why that matters so I went through the big chart to show them how to recognize what class a noun is in, and then told them how I memorized the chart to get me through tests. 
Used the chart to do worksheet on colors of clothes. IISIm pretty sure they didn lilt really grasp why they needed to know the chart -- even    didn’t quite get why you need to use prefixes 
and I remember that being a big ’ah-ha’ moment for me last year I am going to ~pe up a little review :[’or you to give them today -- sort o:[" my way o:[" cleaning up whut I started yesterday! 

Last thing we did was a game of labeling the parts of the face and bo~dy, asked :[’or muterials to help him on the map test so I gave him those. 

This is what I put in my FF: 

worked hard; I talked about what my coping tactics had been when I took the class: had either a dictionary in my lap or one pulled up on my computer (www africanlanguages corn), 
and I sat next to someone who knew whut they were doing so I could ask them quick and QUIET questions when I got confused. A        in the session mentioned that he did the same 
thing, told the group that the reason he did so well on the last exam was that he worked hard to learn the vocab and verbs,      was intrigued by this so he buddied up to this student. The 
student helped set up his internet homepage to be an English-Swahili dictionary, used his notes and participated well in all activities, has put all vocab on 
www.quizlet corn so was determined to go home and hit those flashcards. He wants to learn really badly. Gave him he same speech I have given the others -- in order to get through 
the exams you need to go in there with a good set of tools -- know your vocab and verbs -- from there you can at least discipher what the question is generally talking about, and there is a 
good chance you can answer Use the tools that are given to you in the question -- the verb you need is right there and maybe some vocab too. Even if you mess up the tense or 
prefix/suffix Bwana Mutima can at least throw you partial credit :[‘or being in the correct ball park. Once he gets the vocab and verbs under his belt, but is shaky on prefix/suffixes, look at the 
question and see if something in the question gives you a clue. 

wants to learn, but doesn [Slt yet grasp that this class requires [5~examweeklSI mentality the entire time He participated in all activities [5] he uses his iPad to look up vocab rather than 
has it all in notes which can slow him down lSl if he has the w~cab right next to the sentences or explanations in his notes, then his notes are more useful Has not yet drank the Koo[ Aid for 
this class. 

Still xvorking hard, still taking good notes, still working without being distracted in the sessions. I think the best comse for him is to pound the vocab and verbs; once he doesn,t 
have to think twice about that, the rest will flow much better. I[~m going to try to push the flashcards on quizlet to him. Getting sick. 

Still sick as a dog. Still working hard. Buoyed by his on the exam I think. If he can establish a little bit of contact with Bwana Mutima and keeps working at this pace, he can do it. 
Bwana sees him improving on the test, and just a little bit of asking questions or simply ungaging with Bwana will go a looooong way with him. 

good notes, popping out answers as he flipped through his notes, and listening to explanations. He, along with the rest of the group, really benefit from mini-lessons going back over 
the basics of verb conjugation (or anything), first in English, then Swahili right next to it so that the?" can see hoxv the two relate. He liked starting with simple lessons, and then we built up 
to what was done in class, first by looking at how it is done in English, and then doing it in Swahili. This helps them xvrite their own sentences in Sxvahili which is what they need for the 
essays on the pictures, and for the orals. Memorizing verbs and vocab will help them read and understand the test questions. Keep this up and he,ll be good. 

More times than I can cotmt Ihadtoprod      to. I triedto engage hirrx by having himwrite on the board, whichhe didwell, and calling onhim, but he driftedwhenIwasn~t on 
him. I did not see him take notes nor flip through his own to the extent that the other students did. Did not talk or disrupt though :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

At*ach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtv; 

Monday, June 7, 2010 1:46 PM 

home ~)nc rr.com> 

TEXT htm: Your enthusiasm ~d spirit will directly or iudirectly aft~ct alLdocx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:57 PM 

To: ~gma~l.com 

Subje~’t: Re: atiJ    papers 

we can’t touch their papers on a computer. If anyone sends their paper to you, at this point it ~vould probably just be that you read it, and then email them back with suggestions, their fault 
for not getting their papers to us earlier 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 
>>> 4:51 PM >>> 
I thought the paper was due tomorrow-. ~at time is it due? I get to the 
football center at like 2-2:30. So I won’t be able to get them the hard 
copies back before 2 or 2:30. rm not sure this will ~vork!! ~y can’t I use 
the review tool on MS word? 

On 15:22, Amy Kleissler wrote: 

I have sent a text to the following students, telling them to email you 
their paper for you tu read uver: 

I have offered to these guys to do the same if they want sumeone tu give 
theirs a final louk, but they were on track today: 

Ilk/when they send them tu you, please print them uut and use the hard cupy 
tu pruuf/read. You can give the hard cupies to JaimieiBeth/Tia and email 
the student tu let them know 

thanks su much [’or your help on this. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 19, 2010 11:51 AM 

~nc.rr.com 

Fwd: Creatiou of Customer Code 

Mail.msg 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 19, 2010 10:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

address 

home mailing address? 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 
919-843-8635 

zell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 21, 2010 8:47 AM 

~nc.rr.com        @nc.rr.com 

W&W 

Sorry, I can pick up my home email on my computer here at the honda place, but not send out email go figure, thus, i’m replying to you on my work account. Becks,, do me a big fa,,’ur, text 

me if either of you send out an email before noon so that I know to check nay work email! ’. ! 

I am leaving in the morning (Tl~;dasday) to go see  at camp and then head up to new england so i won’t be able to take them if it rains and there is a rain check -- will one of you 

be able to if needed? I’m sorry I can’t be more helpful than that :( 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNCoChapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 27, 2010 2:27 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: KFC start’outing 

Sure -- rll be back this Sunday. "¢,qaat will the meeting be about? 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

919-843-8635 

cell 

>>> Bet2a Bridger 07/27/10 1:02 PM >>> 

BOO0000!!!’.!! 

Also, ~vhen you get back in town, if you could, set a meeting tap with Robelt. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 7/25/2010 1:45 PM >>> 
Hi everybody ~- 
I RSVP’ed to         but I don’t think I let y’al[ know that unfortunately I will not be at the KFC outing this Friday. We will be up in 
dinner. Have fun and eat lots[ 
A 

with his family at a big 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

919-843-8635 

cell 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2010 5:08 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com 

Subject: update 

FYI: here is an email exchange I had with Beth today. 
A 

I think it is just to update you on the position. 
Have tbn with 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc a a uric. edu 

Student-Athlete Academic Suppurt 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 7/27/2010 2:27 PM >>> 
Sure -- I’ll be back this Sunday. What will the meeting be abuut? 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Suppurt 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 
>>> Beth Bridger 07/27/10 1:02 PM >>> 

Also, when you get back in town, ifyuu cuuld, set a meeung up with Rubert. 

B eth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.~mc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 29, 2010 1:11 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Fwd: Re: k)day 

Mail.msg 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 2, 2010 3:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

B 
Could you do me a favor and send this to my home email, 
email, thanks. 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 
>>> Bet2a Bridger 08/02/10 1:07 PM >>> 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

@nc.rr.com? for some reason I am not able to open his report they way I was able to open the ones you sent to my home 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, August 12, 2010 2:48 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: next week 

Great -- thanks so much. 

Also, we have                                    calendar next week that I’m trying to get a sitter to handle, but may not be able to: two at 3PM on Wednesday and Thursday, and one at 
4PM. I apologize for the inconvenience, rll let you know as soon as I do 
Thanks, 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 
>>> 08/12/10 2:03 PM >>> 
Will do. I would say proceed with original plan of 2 but will talk to robert, def prob not 4 classes as I need u at least 30 hrs a ~veek 

...... Original iVlessage ...... 

From: Am?’ Kleissler 
To: Beth Bridget 
Sublect: next week 
Sent: Aug 12, 2010 1:31 PM 

Beth, 
Would you be able to let me know on Monday how you *w)uld like my hours vs. courses to *w)rk out for the fall? It turns out that I would need to order my books by Monday in order to 
have them in time for the start of those extra classes. 
Thanks ~ 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

919-843-8635 

cell 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, August 15, 2010 11:17 AM 

~nc.rr.com 

"test 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 7:04 PM 

To: ~bellsouth.net 

Subje~’t: reports 

Lyn, 
How are you? 

Quick question for you -- thank you so much for the reports you have sent on the new guys. Do you have an ETA for the reports? Do you think it will be by the beginning of school in two 
weeks? Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
thanks so much! 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edw- 

Thursday, 1:41 PM 

.~ea(thlink.net 

RE: Academic Paperwork 

TEXTf.httn 

thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>: {7)earthlink.net" ~!earthlink.net> 
Amy, 

Attached is my resume. 

Thanks. 

1:36 PM >>> 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Kleissler ( mailto:kleissIe(~uncaa.unc.edu ) 

To: 

~earthlink.net ~email. unc edu 

2,’)~mail.com ) 

Sent: 1:20:53 PM 

Sutziect: Academic Paperwork 

~!email.unc.edu; ~!emaiLunc.edu: ~email.unc edu ~7~em aii.unc, edu ~,)emaii.unc.edu: 
a.lhotmail com );                           &hotmaii.com       ~yahoo.com 

Hello ~-- 

Kyou and I have not yet met, let me introduce mysel£ My name is Amy Kleissler and I will be wurking with you this semester in the mentoring program. In preparation o~ our kick-off 
meeting next week, I need to make sure that we have all o~yottr paperwork up-to-date in our files so that we are in compliance. 

My files indicate that I do not have a copy of your resume. Could you please either send it to me via email, or else bring a hard-copy to our meeting next week. Let me know. 
Thanks so much and I can’t xvait to see you next week. Go Heels! 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

~!emaiL 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:11 PM 

To: .~ema~l.unc.edu 

Subject: work availability 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Dear 
My name is Am?- Kleissler and I ~vork ~vith Beth Bridger at the ASPSA with the mentors. I am ~vriting to see if you are available to mentor a student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is 
your availabili~z? I look for~vard to hearing Iicom you soon, 
Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:12 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: work availability 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

My name is Am?- Kleissler and I ~vork ~vith Beth Bridger at the ASPSA with the mentors. I am ~vriting to see if you are available to mentor a student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is 
your availabili~z? I look for~vard to hearing Iicom you soon, 
Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:12 PM 

To: ~gm0al.com 

Subje~’t: work availability 

A~tach: TEXi’.htm 

IVly name is Am?- Kleissler and I ~vork ~vith Beth Bridger at the ASPSA with the mentors. I am writing to see if you are available to mentor a student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is 

your availabili~,~? I look for~vard to hearing from you soon, 
Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC.;-Chapet Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 



From: ,amay Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa~unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, 2:12 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu 

Subject: work availability 

Attach: TEXI’.httn 

My name is Am?- Kleissier and I work with Beth Bridget at the ASPSA with the mentors. I am ~vriting to see if you are available to mentor a student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is 

your availabili~z? I look for~vard to hearing Iicom you soon, 
Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape~ ~-lill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday 2:13 PM 

To: " ~emaJl.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: work availability 

Attacl~: 

My name is Am?- Kleissler and I ~vork ~vith Beth Bridger at the ASPSA with the mentors. I am ~vriting to see if you are available to mentor a student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is 

your a~,ailabili~? I look forward to hearing ~?om you soon, 
Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 19, 2010 5:00 PM 

nc.rr.com 

doc 

TEXT.htln; detailed need cha(t F10.xlsx; LD repo~nt thoughts F10.docx; Problelns with visual processing.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler ~kleissle@uucaa.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, August 19, 2010 10:44 PM 

@nc.rr.com 

Fwd: MOnday mentor trajniug 

Mail.msg 

B 
this made me feel like a million bucks 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

919-843-8635 

cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 20, 2010 2:19 PM 

nc.rr.com 

handbook 

TEXT.htm; Mentor Hmadbook 10-11 .doc 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
ErE’C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 9:55 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: work avaJlabili~ 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Thank you for getting back to me so quickly Right now it will be hard to schedule your availability around our needs. This semester we will not have many students in math, but we may in 
the spring If you are interested in working during the spring semester, please stay in touch and in December let me know what you believe your availabili~ will be. 
Thanks again. 

Take care, and have a good semester, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> @emaiI.unc.edu> 8/20/2010 9:50 PM 
Hi ~’,my, 
I am sorry I did not get back to you sooner. I would be willing to try and tutor a student-athlete this semester, but I do already have another on-campus job working with campus rec I work 
Wednesday evenings until 7 and have class until 6 on Tuesdays However, Monday and Thursday evenings I have more or less free. I am not exactly sure what you are looking as far as 
flexibility However, I would love to hear some more information Thank you so much, 

On Thu, Aug 19, 2010 at 2:11 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anna, 
My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridget at the ASPSA with the mentors I am writing to see if you are available to mentor a student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is 
your availability? ] look forward to hearing fi-om you soon, 
Thanks, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 23, 2010 12:28 PM 

me.corn 

Fwd: Re: upcoming study table 

TEXT.htm; Re upcoming stud?" table.msg 

matt, 
this is from the history tutor i introduced you to the other day. Keep him in mind for the Ii~ture -- perhaps you could form a small stud?- group and then if there is a time where 
fall could use a tutor such as ~vhat to write and how to write for the tests, synthesizing all the info you need, etc we could think about hiring him and the group chip in (small group), just a 
thought to keep in mind if a tutor is ever really needed, 
love 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 2:25 PM 

To: .~me.com> 

Subject: Re: upcoming study table 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

woops! sorD-! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Lr>TC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>        ~ne cnm> 8/23/2010 1:46 PM >>> 

SotW Amy, but it seems yuu have the wrong email address 

Mike 

On 23 Aug, 2010,at 12:28 PM; Am?’ kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 

matt, 

this is frum the history tutor i intruduced you to the other day Keep him in mind fur the future -- perhaps yuu cuuld :form a small study gruup and then if there is a time where 

y’al[ could use a tutor such as what tu write and how tu write :[’or the tests, synthesizing all the in~2~ yuu need, etc. we could think abuut hiring him and the group chip in (small gruup) just a 

thuught to keep in mind if a tutor is ever really needed, 

[uve 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Prngram fur Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 
Return-path:      @emaikunc.edu> 
Received: from uncaaunc.edu (gxvgmaihtmcaa.unc.edu [152.2.228.246]) 
by maihuncaa.~xc.edu with ESM’TP (TLS encwpted); Mon, 23 Aug 2010 10:57:29 -0400 
Received: from rrcdp3i.isis.tmc.edu ([ 152.2.2.195]) by uncaa.unc.edu ([152.2.228.246]) with ESMTP via TCP; Mon, 23 Aug 2010 10:57:28 -0400 

X-MailFroln: calan@emaihunc.edu 
X-Cloudrnark- SP-Filt ered: true 
X-Clou&nark-SP-Result:v 1.1 cx~GBsQDaIgBaq4gQFJ5CXO+MOYio7VFX~iC6pTiC~I4FE c 1 sm 2 
a IkcTklqD01ZMA:10 a glmhtlEh@5XN~VJdVgsA:9 a zlcZcbpkRVWEBTiMU2DkX2638NoA:4 
a QEXdDO2ut3YA:I 0 
X-IroaPort-Anti-Spam-Filter ed: true 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: ApwEAB spck2isOgRSi2dsb 2YnbACDF54IqViJBol-tkg SKDIr~v~IEiXaKRQ 
X-Iror~Port-AV: E Sophos;i "4.56,257,1280721600"; 
d "scan’208";a "288384" 
Received: from rat 1 a.isis.mxc, edu (HEL O smtp.tmc, edu) ( [ 172.26.4.82] ) 
by n~xip3o.isis.unc.edu with ESMTP; 23 Aug 2010 10:57:25 -0400 
Received: from               isis.unc.edu [172.26.4.63]) 
by smtp.unc.edu (8.144/8.14.3) with ESMTP id o7NEvSRE005808 
(version TLSvl/SSLv3 cipher DHE-RSA-AES256-SHAbits 256verify NOT) 
for <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mon, 23 Aug 2010 10:57:28 -0400 (EDT) 

Received: from mfwm6. (localhost [127.0.0.1]) 
by nffxwn6. (8.13.8+Surv’8.13.8) with E S M’Iq? id o7N~EvSt 1009873 
for <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; )�Ion, 23 Aug 2010 10:57:28 -0400 (EDT) 

Received: (from wcbservd@localhost) 
by (8.13.8+Stm/8.13.8/Submit) id oTNEvRuO009870; 
Mon, 23 Aug 2010 10:57:27 -0400 (EDT) 
X-Authentication-Warning:         webselwd set sender to calan@emaihunc.edu using -f 
To: Alny kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: upcoming stud?’ table 
MNdE-Version: h0 
Date: Mon, 23 Aug 2010 10:57:27 -(;,400 

From:          @email uric edu> 
In-Reply-To: <4C6EF479020000AE0003BD25@maihuncaa unc.edu> 
References: <4C6EF479020000AE0003BD25@maihuncaa uric edu> 
Message-lD: <1ba4f55500f5073c52986240f583a44f@emaihunc.edu> 

X-Sender: calan@emaihunc.edu 
User-Agent: UNC Webmail/1.02 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset "UTF-8" 

Great to see you at the grocelT store the other day’. Like I said, I’d love 
to help on Wednesday and Thursday. And definitely let me know if you’d like 
my help with AP US histo~-, I loved that class and it’s what I want to 
teach so I’d love to tutor it. Hope you have a great day, 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:05 AM 

To: Lyn Johnson ~gm~Jl.com~ 

Subject: Re: 

Altach: ’l~XTI’.hI~n 

Thanks Lyn! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program lbr Student Athletes 
~-NC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Lyn Johnson ~gmail corn> 8:40 AM >>;~ 

Hi, 
tlere’s report. I wasn’t able to get much out o[’him about his 15mily background or academic problems Let me know if you have any questions or you have trouble opening this. 

Lyn 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2010 9:58 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: work avaJlabili~ 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Thanks 
I had the same situation this surmner so I completely understand -- nothing quite like being half-way around the work, finally get intemet access, and your password goes bust! I’m glad ~ve’ll 
be able to meet tonight -- what is your work availabili~z this semester? 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fbr Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

@email unc edu> 8,"24,"2010 9:55 

Amy, 

First, I wuuld like to apologize to you and Beth for failing to respond tu 
your emails in a more timely manner. I was uut uf town without regular 
lnternet access and had issues with my onyen password. 

Second, I am definitely interested in wurking as a mentor this semester. 
My PID is           and if you need any mure i~[’urmation let me knuw 
I am free tu fill uut paperwork between 2.30 and 330 tuday or anytime 
later this week and I will be at the mandatulT meeting this evening Let 
me know if there is anything else I need tu du 

Thanks, 

On ~Ihu, 19 Aug 2010 14:12:28 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 

wrute: 

> 

> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger at the ASPSA with 

the 

> mentors. I am writing to see if you are available to mentor a 

> student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is your availability? I 

> look forward to hearing frora you soon, 

> Thanks, 

> 2uW 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2010 10:09 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: work avaJlabili~ 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

great -- that will work welh we’ll see you tonight 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chal~el Hill 

c 

l~lelssle~!uncaa uric. edu 

@email unc edu> 8/24/201 () 10:04 AM >>> 

I am free to work an?’ weeknight or Sunday evening I was planning on 
working 2 nights a week but wuuld not be opposed tu doing whatever is 
needed; just let me knuw 

On Tue, 24 Aug 2010 09:57:39 -0400, "Amy kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Thanks 
> I had the same situation this summer so I completely understand -- 
nothing 
> quite like being haff’-way around the wurk, finally get internet access, 
and 
> yuur passwurd goes bust[ I’m glad we’ll be able to meet tonight -- what 
is 
> your work availability this semester’? 
> Amy 
> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> @emaihunc.edu> 8/24/2010 9:55 AM >>> 
> 

> Arny, 
> 

> First, I would like to apologize to you and Beth for failing to respond 
to 
> your emails in a more tilnely mariner. I was out of town without regular 
> internet access and had issues with my onyen password. 
> 

> Second, I am definitely interested in ~vorking as a mentor this semester. 
> My PID is           and if you need any lnore ir~formation let me know. 
> I am free to fill out paperwurk between 2.30 and 3.30 today or anytime 
> later this week and I will be at the mandatory meeting this evening. Let 
> me know- if there is anything else I need to do. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> On Thu, 19 Aug 2010 14:12:28 -0400, "Arny Kleissler" 
> <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
> wrote: 
>> 

>> \~z name is Amy Kleissler arid I ~vork ~vith Beth Bridger at the ASPSA ~vith 
> the 
>> mentors. I am writing to see if you are available to mentor a 
>> student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is your availability? I 
>> look forward to hearing from you soon, 
>> Thanks, 
>> Amy 
>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2010 11:49 AM 

To: ~me.com 

Subject: reading 

Attach: ’l~ENfI’.httn 

let me know if you want one of these because they ~vill fill up 

http :,~ /~earnin~center.unc. eduJservices/Readin~ /e~’ents/special-presentations 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa anc. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2010 1:01 PM 

To: ~nc.rr.com 

Subject: npr tonight 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

B 
just heard an ad for Fresh Air tonight -- it might be interesting because it is about how stress effects us 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 10:07 AIvl 

ctmurmy ~ctm un~ay@email, unc.edu> 

Re: TIMS and new positions 

TEXi’.htm 

Collyn, 
Thank you so much tbr your patience -o It is nerve wracking I know to not have your work scheduled firmed up yet. I know that the ’planner girl’ in me is always tapping her foot! Each 
semester during the first week of classes there is often a great deal of adding and dropping with the students so we al~vays have to wait until their schedules finn up a bit before we start 
assigning them mentors. I would say you can plan on working this Sunday night though, and if there is a change, which I don’t anticipate at this point, I will let you kno~v ASAP 

Thanks again Ibr your patience, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> ctmurray <ctmun-ay@email unc.edu> 8/26/2010 8:40 AM >>> 

Hellu again, 

I was wondering if we wuuld knuw when we are working in time tu know 
whether to appruve uur time cards un tVriday ur un Sunday of this week? Or 
should we go ahead and appruve the card befure nuon tumorruw either way? 

Thank you 
Collyn Mun-ay 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 9:01 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

what axe your t?avofite kind of cookies ????? 

’I~NTI’.httn 

OK so don’t hate me. I just went to punch out, and it turns out that TIMS did not record my punch in at 830AM. But that is actually sort of OK because punching out at 9PM would have 
put me overtime Could I please bake you your favorite cookies each week and you just enter 9-5 for me everyday??? please, pretty please? 

Also, I/we/you have all the mentor training people’s time to add in for them for this time period . 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:26 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: ncaa paperwork 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Just a reminder to call/email Susan Maloy ASAP to take care of your paperwork tomorrow so that you can work this Sunday night. Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy ldeissler ~klei~sle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:15 PM 

Subject: HR paperwork 

Attach: TF~XT.hlm 

Quick reminder -- for anyone who has not yet been in contact with Stacy over at HR, please do so today- so that you can get your paperwork into the system ASAP - you won’t be able to 
work until you are in the system and we ~vant to get you up and mnning t Let me know- if you need anything. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy ldeissler ~klei~sle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:17 PM 

Subject: one more thing! 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

one more firi!g! 

if you are a new employee, please let me know the date of when you meet with Tracy. THanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 1:29 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Attention staf!! 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Attention staff: 
In light of last night’s press cont?rence you may be contacted by a member of the local media. ~ether you agree to an intel-,ziew or not is your decision You are under no obligation to 
speak to the media unless you choose to do so. The University Ne~vs Sel-,zice Office is available to accept referrals or assist you in any way They may be contacted at 919-962-2091 or 
through the on-call pager 919-216-2584. 

Robert Mercer, Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Brent Blanton, Associate Director 
Beth Bridger, Associate Director 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:29 PM 

To: @gnm~l.com 

Subject: Re: HR paperwork 

A~ach: TE37f.hlm 

thanks -- you are all set. 

A 

>>> .~gnnail.c om> 1:22 PM >>> 
Am)’ 
I set up my password for TILLS and Beth told me so is going to add the hours from our training on Tuesday. Should I forward her this email as ~vell 

From: "Amy kleissler" <ldeissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
Dabe: Fri, 13:15:29 -0400 
To 

Subject: ttR paperwork 

Quick reminder -- for anyone who has not yet been in contact with Stacy over at tIR, please do so today so that you can get your paperwork into the system ASAP -- you *w)n’t be able to 

work until you are in the system and we want to get you up and rurming! Let me know if you need anything. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ till[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:47 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: HR paperwork 

A~tach: ’IENTf.lmn 

Ahoy there! 
You are already in the university payroll system with your other job so you should be all set. Thanks! 
A 

>>> @email unc edu> 1:38 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 
I havenDt been in contact with Stacy but I turned in all the paperwork to you all Tuesday night. Is that all I need to do or did I miss something? 
Thanks! 

Please consider the environment before printing this emai[ 

From: Amy kleissler [mailtn:kleissle(a)uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:15 PM 
Tn: 

Subject: HR paperwork 

Quick reminder - for anyone who has not yet been in contact with Stacy over at HR, please do so today so that you can get yo~ paperxvork into the system ASAP -- you won’t be able to 
work until you are in the system and we want to get you up and running[ Let me kmow if you need anything. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:48 PM 

To: @em~l.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: HR paperwork 

A~tach: ’IENTf.lmn 

-- good question -- you should be all set because you are already in the payroll system. Thanks’. 
Amy 

>>> @)email.unc.edu> 1:31 PM >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

So if we were employed this summer with y’all, do we have to do the 
paperwork again? 

Thanks, 

On Fri,            13:15:29 -0400, "Am?’ kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Quick reminder -- ]2~r anyune who has not yet been in contact with Stacy 
> over at ttR, please do su tuday so that you can get yuur paperwork intu 
the 
> system ASAP -- yuu wun’t be able to work until yuu are in the system and 
we 
> want to get you up and running[ Let me know if you need anything 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Am?’ KleissIer 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ tli[1 

c 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 2:33 PM 

home ~nc.rr.com> 

avail 

F 10 Mentor Contact information.xl 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday: 12:16 AM 

To: .~yahoo.com 

Subject: Re: Update 

Actually Beth and I are ~vorking out the master schedule tomorrow- so I’ll be able to let you know tomorrow night - ~vhat is your availability’ as far as days and times? Let me know-, 
thanks’. 
Am?’ 

>>> 4:01 PM>>> 
Hi Amy, hope your summer is good. 
Just wanted to check up in regard to swahili tutoring this 
I’ve not heard back in regard to schedule and if there’s registration/need for 
swahili tutor I’d appreciate to hear from you. 
Thanks, 

~yahoo.com 

From: Amy kleissler 
To: 

Cc: Brent Blanton ; Beth Bridger 
; Robert Mercer 
Sent: Fri, 1:30:06 PM 
SubJect: Update 

Attention staff: 
In light of last night’s press conference you may be contacted by a member of 
the local media. Whether you agree to an lnter~dew or not is your decision. 
You are under no obligation to speak to the media tmless you choose to do so. 
The University" News Service Office is available to accept referrals or assist 
you in any xvay. They may be contacted at 919-962-2091 or through the on-call 
pager 919-216-2584. 

Robert Mercer, Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Brent Blanton, Associate Director 
Beth Bridger, Associate Director 

Student-Athlete Acadenric Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
919-843-8635 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 28, 2010 11:53 AM 

st?eiber <st~eiber@email. unc .edu> 

Re: HR paperwork 

TENTI’.httn 

new thanks! 
A 

>>> sfreiber <stlceiber@email uric edu> 8/27/2010 10:04 PM >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

I saw- your other email about paperwork for ne~v employees Is this just for 
new people as well or is it [’or everyone? 

Thank you, 

Sam 

On Fri, 27 Aug 2010 13:15:29 -0400, "Amy k]eissler" 

< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 

wrote: 

> Quick reminder -- for anyone who has not yet been in contact with Stacy 

> over at HR, please do so today so that you can get your paperwork into 

the 

> system ASAP - you won’t be able to work until you are in the system and 

we 

> want to get you up and running! Let me know if you need anything. 

> ~ny 

> 

> 

> Amy K]eissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11: 5 5 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: HR paperwork 

’12~NTI’.htm 

believe Tracey handles the direct deposit procedures since she needs the canceled check Let me know if you need anything else. 
Am?’ 

>>>                          ~?email.uaac.edu>         2:39 P2vl >:>> 
He?’, Amy! Can I have Susan and Stacy’s contact info so I can set-up meetings with them? Also, does one of them handle direct deposit/pay, because I need to change my reformation from 
last year’s[ 

Thanks, 

On Fri: at 1:15 PM, Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Quick reminder -- for anyone who has not yet been in contact with Stacy over at HR, please do so today so that you can get your paperwork into the system ASAP -- you won’t be able to 
work until you are in the system and we want to get you up and runnin!! Let me know if you need anything 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 
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MONDAY NIGHT STUDY TABLE 
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WEDNESDAY DAYTIME REVIEW SESSIONS 

9-10am 

DRAM 

Sth 

11-NOON 
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5th 

11-1230 

Mentor 

Sth 
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Floaters: 
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5th 
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11-NOON 
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Staff on Duty: Beth 
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Freshmen Floaters: Rachel 
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Ind Stdy 
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11-1230 

FRIDAY DAYTIME REVIEW SESSIONS 

Mentor 

5th 



Under 2.3 

UPC 

FB Study Table Fall 2010 

Fresh 



EDUCATION SESSION FOR DEPARTMENTAL TUTORS/MENTORS/MONITORS 
REGARDING 
NCAA REGULATIONS 
Updated 8/19/10 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.12): 
An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the 
athletic administration to: 
¯ Have participated in promoting the institution’s athletics program 
¯ Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
¯ Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the 

recruitment of prospects 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are 
considered an institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an individual who 
performs work for the University or the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student 
(e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does not receive compensation from the institution 
for performing such services. Once an individual is identified as such a representative, he/she 
retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.13) Others considered in this category are coaches, 
professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10.1) 
Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff or a prospective or enrolled student- 
athlete member may include, but is not limited to, the following: 
¯ Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 
¯ Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a 

prospective or an enrolled student-athlete 
¯ Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an 

improper inducement or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper financial aid 
¯ Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting 

between a student-athlete and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or 
advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the 
incident must be reported to the NCAA or not. An institution is required to self report a violation 
of Unethical Conduct if an institutional staff member (e.g. coach, professor, tutor, etc) is knowingly 
involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. 
Examples of this would be: 1.) if an institutional staff member is involved with assisting a student- 
athlete in obtaining grade changes in course work, especially if the grade change was unearned, or 
typing a paper for a student-athlete; 2.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance 
from an institutional staff member, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an institutional staff 
member provides improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes in correspondence 
and/or online courses via writing papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 



An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes 
involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit. An example of this would be if a student were to 
purchase a term paper off the Internet and turns it in for course credit. (e.g. "Apex- 
Termpapers.com") Also if a student-athlete cheats, does not get caught and it is later determined 
that he/she cheated. 

Other examples are: 

¯ Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where 
participation/attendance is part of the final grade. 

Preparing and typing papers for student-athletes. 

Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of 
obtaining extensions to take exams and contacting faculty members in connection with the 
extension. 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, plagiarism on a term paper 
and gets caught) with no involvement of an institutional staff member, the institution is not required 
to report a violation; however, this incident as well as those above must be addressed through the 
University Honor Court system. An academic offense is considered academic fraud and must be 
reported to the NCAA if the offense results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility and the 
student-athlete subsequently competes at UNC. 

If you become aware of anything that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, 
we would like for you to make us aware. Any violation that goes unreported may cause 
huge problems in the future. The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report 
was made at the time of the incident. Keep in mind that cheating that does not provide 
enough assistance to enable a student-athlete to pass the course does not lessen the 
violation. Also, improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is not specifically 
assigned to you does not diminish the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw 16.02.3) 
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the 
institution’s athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a 
benefit that is not expressly authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student- 
athletes and/or their relatives or friends is not a violation of NCAA legislation if it is demonstrated 
that the same benefit is generally available to all of the institution’s students or a particular segment 
of the student body. 

Bylaws and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

1. Writing and/or Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to 
an Academic Support staff member to discuss the use of old tests/quizzes prior to using them in 
your tutor sessions. 



4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility 
purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing library books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a 
paper. 

We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not 
include course supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, art supplies or other study materials not 
specified on the course syllabus). Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to 
help by providing them with a notebook and other materials that you thought would help them 
pass the course. This would not be permissible although you may certainly make a strong 
suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 

o Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no 
matter what kind of a bind they are in with their course work. Another issue with CDs and zip 
drives could come up that borders on the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a 
paper in to you on CD or through email and not a hard copy asking for you to proof it. 
lEorrections may not be made directly on the document saved on the lED. Additionally, a 
tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

9. Use of a copy machine and/or fax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the 
counselor on duty to request the use of the fax and copy machines for any purpose. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

11. An institutional staff member may not provide payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, 
transportation etc.) for friends or relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he or 
she is enrolled. 

12. An institution may not provide the student-athlete with an automobile, under any circumstances. 
Tutors and mentors may not provide transportation to student-athletes for any reason, even if 
the student-athlete provides reimbursement of expenses. (A University student who is also a 
part-time employee of the athletic department and is an established family friend of a student- 
athlete may continue to provide transportation and occasional home meals to the student-athlete 
based on the individual’s preexisting relationship.) 

13. A student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an "occasional meal" from an 
institutional staff member or booster/representative of athletics interests under the following 
conditions: 
¯ If provided by a booster, the meal must be provided in the booster’s home, on campus or at 

a facility that is regularly used for home competition. It may, however be catered. 
¯ If an institutional staff member provides the meal, it may be at a restaurant, but must be in 

the locale of the institution. 

¯ In either case, the booster or the staff member may provide reasonable local transportation 
to the student-athletes to attend the meal. 



Meals must be restricted to infrequent and special occasions 

Most importantly, the staff member or booster must notify the compliance office, 
receive permission to provide the meal, and complete the necessary paperwork. This 
must occur PRIOR to the meal. Failure to follow this policy could result in an NCAA 
extra benefits violation. 

14. A student-athlete may not receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a 
purchase or a service from an institutional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

15. A student-athlete may not receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without 
charge. 

16. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal 
reasons without charge or at a reduced cost. A staff member may not make a charge on their 
personal credit card for which a student-athlete will reimburse. 

17. An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student- 
athlete with a loan even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

18. An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an 
enrolled student-athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 

Online Courses and Exams 
It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or 
prospective student-athlete with any online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at 
UNC have an online component, in which students may attend class each week and take quizzes and 
exams online, but the course is not identified as a typical online course. With this in mind, if a 
student-athlete should request assistance with an online assignment, please be sure to ask them if the 
assignment will be graded before working with the student. A professor may authorize group work 
with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before working with the student. 
Although, online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that institutional staff 
members (tutors, mentors, etc.) are asked NOT to work with student-athletes outside of the 
Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 
Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring and mentoring should 
be conducted in the Academic Center ONLY. Student-athletes should not be contacting tutors 
and mentors vial phone call, email, social networking sites, or text messaging to arrange 
additional academic assistance after hours outside of the Academic Center. NO 
tutoring/mentoring sessions may be conducted outside of the Academic Center. 

Complimentary Tickets - An institution may provide four complimentary admissions per home and 
away contests to a student-athlete in the sport in which he/she is participating. However, 
admissions shall be provided only through a pass list for individuals designated by the student- 
athlete, and "hard tickets" shall not be issued. 



Gambling - Student-athletes and athletic department staff-members may not participate in sports 

wagering activities or provide information to individuals involved or associated with any type of- 

sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate or professional athletics competition. 

Assisting with Writing a Paper - Do’s and Don’ts 

How to begin 

¯ 50% of the 

¯ 

without an idea 

paper is what you do before you write 

Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key points in the 
assignment. 

Talk to the student about the main idea and what 3 points they want to make 

Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an argument 

Students should be taking notes during the brainstorming discussion rather than the 
tutor. Although the tutor may write on a separate sheet of paper (i.e. 
mapping, outlining), the tutor must keep the paper and the student should 
leave with their own written copy of the notes from the session. 

II. How to assist with research 
¯ A tutor may go to the library with the student to teach him/her how to find research 

materials and point them in the right direction. 
¯ A tutor may not Check-Out and/or provide library books or other research 

materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to use the Infotrac and how to choose the best 

articles rather than the first 3 on the list. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to research a topic on the internet by helping them 

to come up with good search words. 
¯ A student must take their own notes on the research; however, a tutor may 

discuss the material. 
¯ A tutor may teach a student how to look beyond the internet for resources. 
¯ A tutor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by 

teaching them strategies/skills on how to think critically about sources and analyze 
the research. 

¯ A tutor may recommend books and experts within the area they are writing about to 
talk to. 

III. How to Assist in the Writing Process 
¯ Teach a student how to structure a paper with an outline. 
¯ Teach a student how to skim the resource and put the material into their own words. 
¯ Have them talk about what they want to say as they are writing. Use a tape recorder 

if a student is having trouble remembering his/her thoughts. A tutor should never 
be writing on a student’s paper during any stage of the paper to change its 
content. 

¯ Have the student read what he/she has written out loud to see if it makes sense and 
to listen for mistakes. 

¯ Teach them how to properly site resources used within a paragraph. 



IV. Proper Ways to Proofread/Edit a Paper 

¯ A tutor/mentor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

¯ A tutor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content that 

will ultimately turn a "D" paper into a "B" paper. 

¯ If you circle misspelled words or punctuation that Spell Check is unable to 

catch, use a colored pen and be sure to write your initials beside any markings 

on the paper. 

¯ Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an 

hour. 

¯ Do not read papers from a student’s disks or laptops, only from printouts. 

¯ Do not accept papers from students via email. Should a student send you an 

email with a paper attached, simply reply stating that you are not permitted to assist 

the student with their paper that is sent electronically. Please instruct them to bring a 

hard copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you during your tutoring hours. 

¯ Review the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and 

argument. 

¯ Review their works sited according to the appropriate style manual. 

¯ In parts of the paper that do not flow, ask the student to talk about what he/she 

meant to say. 

¯ Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 

When in doubt .... "Editing becomes a violation when the thoughts on paper are no longer 
those of the student-athlete." 

TOOLS FOR THE TUTOR SESSION 

Course Syllabus 

¯ Review the syllabus with the student to identify requirements of the course, test dates, and 
assignment deadlines. 

¯ Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates for test readiness, emphasizing that last- 
minute tutor sessions are useful only for cursory review. 

Class Notes, Tests, and Homework Assignments 

¯ Review notes, old tests, and homework with the student to pinpoint the student’s strengths 
and weaknesses in the course. 

¯ Assist the student in effective note taking. 
¯ Review incorrect and correct answers from old tests or homework assignments. 

Textbook 



¯ Help the student to read actively. 
¯ Analyze a section of the text with the student, asking him/her to look for major themes. 

GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH STUDENTS 

Student Involvement 

¯ Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance 
preparation, effective note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind 
students of the negative effects of procrastination and last minute efforts. 

¯ Involve the student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals 
are to guide rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture. 

Communication 

¯ Listen actively to the student--what he/she is saying and how he/she is saying it. 
¯ Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. 
¯ Follow the student’s pace, slowing down if necessary. 
¯ Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin 

with the student. 
¯ Report any problems or concerns to one of the academic counselors. 

Encouragement 

¯ Be supportive of students, especially those who appear lost or frustrated. 
¯ Reinforce positive academic behavior; give reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
¯ If you are confronted with a problem that is more emotional than academic in nature, 

inform the academic counselor for that student’s sport. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:21 ,AM 

Lyn John~m @bellsouth.net> 

Good mornin!! How is your daughter settling into junior year?     ~vas toying with the idea of bumping up to a higher math, but finally decided not to. ~ew! I wasn’t looking forward to 
him adding more stress to himself for this year :) I can’t believe it has been 2 years since our kids had Mr. Norris together! 

Quick question for you: I was wondering on the status of 
get a feel. Let me know when you can. 
Thanks so much, 
Am?’ 

report? I can only imagine how bus?’ you are right now and I know you are on top of eve~zthing, but I just wanted to 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 6:40 PM 

home ~nc.rr.com> 

bio 

’FEN2l’.htm; Self-Study Questions re Biog of Gem~.doc 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Self-Study Questions on Biography of a Germ: 

These questions are intended to help you focus your attention on some of the important points 
that are made in Biography of a Germ. Using the questions is optional, and you are not required 
to answer them in writing or to submit answers for grading. 

1. Why did the author choose to write about Borrelia burgdorferi (Bb)? 

2. How has the treatment of infectious diseases caused by bacteria changed since medieval 
times? 

3. Describe the characteristics of the taxonomic branch of life kno~vn as the bacteria. How do 
bacteria differ from other organisms, such as plants and animals? 

4. Describe Bb’s closest relatives, the diseases they cause, and their respective hosts. What do 
they have in common? 

5. What diseases other than Lyme Disease are transmitted to humans by insect vectors? 

6. Describe one hypothesis regarding the origin of mitochondria. What evidence supports this 
hypothesis? 

What word or terms have been used to describe the appearance of Bb? What invention made 
the study of Bb possible? What did researchers learn about Bb (and other bacteria) by using 
this invention and all of its modern improvements? 

8. Describe the structure of the genome of Bb. 

o How does Bb reproduce? In the absence of sexual reproduction, how do bacteria 
(including Bb) develop the genetic variation that is important in the evolution of new 
characteristics of each species? 

Bacteria reproduce by cloning themselves; asexual reproduction. The single 
chromosome replicates and the cell divides into 2 virtually identical halves. 
Conjugation: one bacterium joins itself to another by extending a rigid tube called a pilus, 
and through it donates DNA from its chromosome or plasmids. Phages are viruses that 

infect bacteria, and sometimes inj ect their genes into a host’s DNA. Transposons or 
jumping genes occur when bacteria absorbs floating fragments of DNA from their 
surroundings, even genes of other bacterial species. Bacteria will pick up traits from 
these different genes: one gene could give the bacterium immunity to antibiotics, or may 
create a new species. --} bacteria, although they are asexual, end up having more genetic 
fluidity and variety than sexual species. This is what makes bacteria so versatile and so 
evolutionaqrT successful. Different bacteria reproduce at different speeds. 

10. Describe the process that led to recognition of Bb as a disease-causing organism for 
humans. 



Essentially, humans came into greater contact with the mammals that carried Bb such as 
deer and mice. As suburbanization occurred, humans moved into Bb’s territory. A deer 
tick has a 2-year life cycle with 3 phases of life: Bb begins its life in a tick. Ticks feed 
off the blood of hosts, and it is when they are feeding, that they transmit Bb into the 
bloodstream of their host. In the first phase, it hatches out of larva in the summer, and 
then is picked up by a small mammal such as a mouse or squirrel, or a bird that walks on 
the ground. After it attaches itself to the host, it eats for a few days, then falls back to the 
ground to sleep for the winter. It now- becomes a nymph and it is mostly the nymph that 
infects humans. Again, it eats and eats, then falls to the ground to sleep until the next 
summer. Now it is a big, full-grown tick that we know feeds on mice and deer. it is a 
hardy creature that can sense when its hosts are nearby. 

As ticks move from one host to another, and must survive through different 
environments, they are able to adapt to any obstacles "-) crossing the species boundary. 

11. During its infection cycle, Bb interacts with hosts as diverse as ticks and humans. What 
sequence of events must happen in order for a human to become infected with Bb? 

Bb makes many journeys across species boundaries during its infective cycle, which 
includes all three stages of the tick’s development and three other hosts. Bb crosses the 
first boundary in early summer, when a newly hatched tick larva, free of borrelia, seizes a 
host takes a bite - in Connecticut this would most likely be a white-footed mouse, and it 

is that mouse who became infected with Bb earlier in the season. As the newborn tick 
feeds on the infected mouse, the spirochetttes of Bb cross over to the tick. The mouse 
received Bb from nymphs, and transmitted it back to larvae. 

Bb crosses the first boundary in early summer, when a newly hatched tick larva, free of 
borrelia, seizes a host and takes a bite. That host, most likely the white-footed mouse, 
already has Bb because it was bitten by a grown tick/nymph earlier. A grown tick bites that 
mouse and the Bb transmits to the tick. The tick transmits Bb to its law’a, and a mouse steps 
on the larva. The larva feed offthe infected mouse, then hibernate for a winter while they 
grow to a nymph. During the winter the Bb lives and reproduces in the larval tick’s gut. 
This nymph now bites a mouse or a chipmunk and the Bb spirochete crosses the species 
barrier through saliva (like a mosquito and malaria). Etc. 

12. What is the role of the OSPs in the Bb cycle of infection? 
Bb is hardy and versatile; it adapts swiftly to the cooler temperature inside the tick, and to 
taking its nourishment from hemolymph instead of rich mammalian blood. It also copes 
successfully with the tick’s immune system. Which is simpler than a mouse’s but has its 
own unique weapons. Bb can make such adjustments because its outer wall detects 
environmental changes and signals them to its interior; genes in the chromosome and 
plasmids respond by turning off certain proteins on Bb’ s exterior and activating others. 
These outer-surface proteins (OSP) are vital to Bb’s survival. Outer wall proteins 
determine whether a germ can survive entry into a given host, attach to the right tissue 
inside it, create a colony there, survive immune-system assaults, and provoke symptoms. 
Some of Bb’s surface proteins are unique only to it such as OspA, OspB, OspC The 
production of each of these proteins is turned off and on at various points in Bb’s life. 



When Bb travels from tick to a mammal, it stops producing OspA and starts 
making OspC. However, different strains around the world have different amounts of 
these three unique proteins. 

13. A human infant becomes colonized by billions of bacteria within a few hours of birth; 
these bacteria co-exist with that individual throughout life, forming the "normal flora" 
or "natural flora." How does the human benefit from the presence of this more-or-less 
permanent population of bacteria? 

Flora is the term for germs that normally inhabit a host without making it sick. Our flora 
first appear quite sparingly, in the womb; not many germs can cross the placental barrier, 
but a few, including Bb and some other spirochetes, sometimes manage it. Our nearly 
pristine state ends before we draw breath. As an infant is born, it meets hordes of local 
microbes. Many of these microbes are digested, dissolved, or flushed away; most that get 
past these first lines of defense are destroyed by antibodies or by germ-killing cells in the 
blood, lymph nodes, liver and spleen. 

However, some microbes that once caused illness have become familiar with the 
human body; that mutual habituation lets them settle in permanently, especially on the 
skin and in the mouth, nose, colon, and genitals. In the course of a lifetime a thousand or 
more microbial species become our constant companions. The advantages to the germ 
are clear. If it kills its host, it loses its bed, board, and vehicle to another host. The 
advantages to the host are clear. If we cannot kill or completely subdue a germ, we do 
well to gradually slow it from a lethal gallop to a gentle symptomatic stroll. Our natural 
flora also defend us just by existing; there is limited room at any table, and they fill 
cellular attachment sties that might otherwise be taken by destructive parvenus. 
However, even natural flora can sicken a host when their own lives are disrupted --> for 
example, when we take antibiotics we have to get our flora back in order. 

14. What did the author mean when he described science as a "fragile, poignant enterprise" 
on page 82 of the book?~ 

Looking at the past you are watching discovery unfold, similar to a mystery novel that 
unfolds before you. This causes you to wonder what part of the present mystery of 
scientific discovery you are on now-, and what your ultimate role will take shape as. How 
will our ideas be received, reworked, or discarded. Where is the hole in our present 
thinking that we are not seeing? 

15. Arno Karlen wrote on page 73: "What Louis Sullivan said of architecture is true of 
microbes: Form follows function." What did he mean by this statement?* 
As microbes have evolved, they have responded and adapted to circumstance and 
environment to meet their needs. Bb has evolved to adapting to whatever circumstance it 
presently finds itself in. For this reason the same microbe of Bb can look very different in 
two parts of the world at the same time because each form of the microbe is responding to its 
own unique circumstances. Scientists may be looking for the incorrect form of it. Bb is able 
to morph depending upon environmental factors; thus, each representation of Bb’s form has a 
direct purpose. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 6, 2010 5:00 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Fwd: Global Volunteers and A Few Quick Questions 

TEXT.htm; Globa] Volunteers and A Few Quick Questions.Insg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Judith Strobel" <jstrobel@globalvolunteers.org> 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 11:32 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Global Volunteers mad A Few Quick Questions 

’IEXTf.httn 

Good Morning Amy. I hope all is going well for you and since you so 

graciously sent us your photos and anecdotes about serving ruth your sons in 

Tanzania. I wondered whether you would consider making a presentation or 

coordinating a get-together this fall regarding Global Volunteers in Chapel 

Hill? (We just had a snccessful event at "the Santa Monica public library on 

a Sat. morning in California and one at the condo building of a tbrmer 

volunteer in Chicago led by Ii)rmer volunteers.) We’d be able to support 

your ettbrks with a DVD, power points mad collateral pieces to share. 

Either way, could you share your thoughts as to tile best time and day and 

~’pe of event that might attract interest ill your regional area. Thanks a 

million in advance. Best, Ju@ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 6, 2010 9:20 PM 

~ibyrne@bcplegal.com 

Re: Raincoat 

it is not mine 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> "IVfichael J. Byrne" 09/06/10 8:53 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

There is a new and very nice Cabella raincoat, color blue, hanging on a hook in the back hall. Is it yours? If so, we’d be glad to send it to you. 
Mike 
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Oedipus Character List 
Oedipus - The protagonist of Oedipus the King and Oedipus at Colonus. Oedipus becomes king of Thebes before the 
action of Oedipus the King begins. He is renowned for his intelligence and his ability to solve riddles--he saved the city" 
of Thebes and was made its king by solving the riddle of the Sphinx, the supernatural being that had held the city" captive. 
Yet Oedipus is stubbornly blind to the truth about himself. His name’s literal meaning ("swollen foot") is the clue to his 
identity--he was taken from the house of Laius as a baby and left in the mountains with his feet bound together. On his 
way to Thebes, he killed his biological father, not knowing who he was, and proceeded to marry" Jocasta, his biological 
mother. 

Jocasta - Oedipus’s wife and mother, and Creon’s sister. Jocasta appears only in the final scenes of Oedipus the King. hi 
her first words, she attempts to make peace between Oedipus and Creon, pleading with Oedipus not to banish Creon. She 
is comforting to her husband and calmly tries to urge him to reject Tiresias’s terrifying prophecies as false. Jocasta solves 
the riddle of Oedipus’s identity" before Oedipus does, and she expresses her love for her son and husband in her desire to 
protect him from this knowledge. 

Antigone - Child of Oedipus and Jocasta, and therefore both Oedipus’s daughter and his sister. Antigone appears briefly 
at the end of Oedipus the King, when she says goodbye to her father as Creon prepares to banish Oedipus. She appears at 
greater length in Oedipus at Colonus, leading and caring for her old, blind father in his exile. But Antigone comes mto her 
own in Antigone. As that play’s protagonist, she demonstrates a courage and clarity of sight unparalleled by any other 
character in the three Theban plays. Whereas other characters--Oedipus, Creon, Polynices--are reluctant to acknowledge 
the consequences of their actions, Antigone is unabashed in her conviction that she has done right. 

Creon - Oedipus’s brother-in-law, Creon appears more than any other character in the three plays combined. In him more 
than anyone else we see the gradual rise and fall of one man’s power. Early in Oedipus the King, Creon claims to have no 
desire for kingship. Yet, when he has the opportunity to grasp power at the end of that play’, Creon seems quite eager. We 
learn in Oedipus at Colonus that he is willing to fight with his nephews for this power, and in Antigone Creon rules 
Thebes with a stubborn blindness that is similar to Oedipus’s rule. But Creon never has our sympathy in the way Oedipus 
does, because he is bossy and bureaucratic, intent on asserting his own authority. 

Polynices - Son of Oedipus, and thus also his brother. Polynices appears only very briefly in Oedipus at Colonus. He 
arrives at Colonus seeking his father’s blessing in his battle with his brother, Eteocles, for power in Thebes. Polynices 
tries to point out the similarity" between his own situation and that of Oedipus, but his words seem opportunistic rather 
than filial, a fact that Oedipus points out. 

Tiresias - Tiresias, the blind soothsayer of Thebes, appears in both Oedipus the King and Antigone. In Oedipus the King, 
Tiresias tells Oedipus that he is the murderer he hunts, and Oedipus does not believe him. In Antigone, Tiresias tells 
Creon that Creon himself is bringing disaster upon Thebes, and Creon does not believe him. Yet, both Oedipus and Creon 
claim to trust Tiresias deeply. The literal blindness of the soothsayer points to the metaphorical blindness of those who 
refuse to believe the truth about themselves when they hear it spoken. 

Haemon - Creon’s son, who appears only in Antigone. Haemon is engaged to marry Antigone. Motivated by his love for 
her, he argues with Creon about the latter’s decision to punish her. 

Ismene - Oedipus’s daughter Ismene appears at the end of Oedipus the King and to a limited extent in Oedipus at 
Colonus and Antigone. Ismene’s minor part underscores her sister’s grandeur and courage. Ismene fears helping Antigone 
bury. Polynices but offers to die beside Antigone when Creon sentences her to die. Antigone, however, refuses to allow 
her sister to be martyred for something she did not have the courage to stand up for. 

Theseus - The king of Athens in Oedipus at Colonus. A renowned and powerful warrior, Theseus takes pity on Oedipus 
and defends him against Creon. Theseus is the only one who knows the spot at which Oedipus descended to the 
underworld--a secret he promises Oedipus he will hold forever. 

Chorus - Sometimes comically obtuse or fickle, sometimes perceptive, sometimes melodramatic, the Chorus reacts to the 
events onstage. The Chorus’s reactions can be lessons in how the audience should interpret what it is seeing, or how it 
should not interpret what it is seeing. 

Eurydice - Creon’s wife. 



Oedipus the King Plot Summary 
A plague has stricken Thebes. The citizens gather outside the palace of their king, Oedipus, asking him to take action. Oedipus 
replies that he already sent his brother-in-law, Creon, to the Oracle at Delphi to learn how to help the city. Creon returns with a 
message from the Oracle: the plague will end ~vhen the murderer of Laius, former king of Thebes, is caught and expelled; the 
murderer is within the city. Oedipus questions Creon about the murder of Laius, who was killed by thieves on his way to 
consult an oracle. Only one of his fellow travelers escaped alive. Oedipus promises to solve the mystery of Laius’s death, 
vowing to curse and drive out the murderer. 

Oedipus sends for Tiresias, the blind prophet, and asks hhn what he kno~vs about the murder. Tiresias responds cryptically, 
lamenting his ability.- to see the Iruth when the truth brings nothing but pain. At first he refuses to tell Oedipus what he knows. 
Oedipus curses and insults the old man, going so far as to accuse him of the murder. These taunts provoke Tiresias into 
revealing that Oedipus himself is the murderer. Oedipus naturally refuses to believe Tiresias’s accusation. He accuses Creon 
and Tiresias of conspiring against his life, and charges Tiresias with insaniU. He asks why Tiresias did nothing when Thebes 
suffered under a plague once before. At that time, a Sphinx held the city captive and refused to leave until someone answered 
her riddle. Oedipus brags that he alone was able to solve the puzzle. Tiresias defends his skills as a prophet, noting that 
Oedipus’s parents found him trustworthy. At this mention of his parents, Oedipus, who grew up in the distant city of Corinth, 
asks how Tiresias kne~v his parents. But Tiresias answers enigmatically. Then, before leaving the stage, Tiresias puts forth one 
last riddle, saying that the murderer of Laius will turn out to be both father and brother to his own children, and the son of his 
own wife. 

After Tiresias leaves, Oedipus threatens Creon with death or exile for conspiring with the prophet. Oedipus’s wife, Jocasta (also 
the widow of King Laius), enters and asks why the men shout at one another. Oedipus explains to Jocasta that the prophet has 
charged him with Laius’s murder, and Jocasta replies that all prophecies are false. As proof,, she notes that the Delphic oracle 
once told Laius he would be murdered by his son, when in fact his son was cast out of Thebes as a baby, and Laius was 
murdered by a band of thieves. Her description of Laius’s murder, however, sounds familiar to Oedipus, and he asks further 
questions. Jocasta tells him that Laius was killed at a three-~vay crossroads, just before Oedipus arrived in Thebes. Oedipus, 
stunned, tells his wife that he may- be the one who murdered Laius. He tells Jocasta that, long ago, when he was the prince of 
Corinth, he overheard someone mention at a banquet that he was not really the son of the king and queen. He therefore traveled 
to the Oracle of Delphi, who did not answer him but did tell him he would murder his father and sleep with his mother. Hearing 
this, Oedipus fled his home, never to return. It was then, on the journey that would take him to Thebes, that Oedipus was 
confronted and harassed by a group of travelers, whom he killed in self-defense. This skirmish occurred at the very crossroads 
where Laius was killed. 

Oedipus sends for the man ~vho survived the attack, a shepherd, in the hope that he will not be identified as the murderer. 
Outside the palace, a messenger approaches Jocasta and tells her that he has come from Corinth to inform Oedipus that his 
father, Polybus, is dead, and that Corinth has asked Oedipus to come and rule there in his place. Jocasta rejoices, convinced that 
Polybus’s death from natural causes has disproved the prophecy that Oedipus would murder his father. At Jocasta’s summons, 
Oedipus comes outside, hears the news, and rejoices with her. He now feels much more inclined to agree with the queen in 
deeming prophecies worthless and viewing chance as the principle governing the world. But while Oedipus finds great comfort 
in the fact that one-half of the prophecy has been disproved, he still fears the other half--the half that claimed he would sleep 
with his mother. 

The messenger remarks that Oedipus need not worry, because Polybus and his wife, Merope, axe not Oedipus’s biological 
parents. The messenger, a shepherd by profession, kno~vs firsthand that Oedipus came to Corinth as am orphan. One day long 
ago, he was tending his sheep when another shepherd approached him carry-ing a baby, its ankles pinned together. The 
messenger took the baby to the royal family of Corinth, and they raised him as their own. That baby was Oedipus. Oedipus asks 
who the other shepherd was, and the messenger answers that he was a servant of Laius. 
Oedipus asks that this shepherd be brought forth to testiS, but Jocasta, beginning to suspect the truth, begs her husband not to 
seek more information. She runs back into the palace. The shepherd then enters. Oedipus interrogates him, asking who gave him 
the baby. The shepherd refuses to disclose anything, and Oedipus threatens him with torture. Finally, he answers that the child 
came from the house of Laius. Questioned further, he answers that the baby was in fact the child of Laius himself, and that it 
was Jocasta who gave him the infant, ordering him to kill it, as it had been prophesied that the child would kill his parents. But 
the shepherd pitied the child, and decided that the prophecy could be avoided just as well if the child were to grow up in a 
foreign city, far from his true parents. The shepherd therefore passed the boy on to the shepherd in Corinth. 

Realizing who he is and who his parents axe, Oedipus screams that he sees the truth and flees back into the palace. The shepherd 
and the messenger slowly exit the stage. A second messenger enters and describes scenes of suffering. Jocasta has hanged 
herself, and Oedipus, finding her dead, has pulled the pins from her robe and stabbed out his own eyes. Oedipus now emerges 
from the palace, bleeding and begging to be exiled. He asks Creon to send him away from Thebes and to look after his 
daughters, Antigone and Ismene. Creon, covetous of royal power, is all too happy to oblige. 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:35 PM 

To: ~emml.unc.edu 

Subject: availabili ,ty 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

was ~vondering if you are able to ~vork any other evenings? We have more requests for tutoring. If you are, please let me know which days/times. Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, ?:41 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: availabili~ 

I should be fine to tutor HIST 140 but I would say that it is definitely 

not my specialty. And the best fight for me to tutor would be on Tuesdays 

but I can probably work on other nights too- I now have another job and 
that may interfere with fl~e other nights of the week. 

On Mon,            [ 1:53:03 - 0400, "Amy kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Can you do HIST 140? World History since 1945? Let me know ASAP. 

THanks, 

>A 
> 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Progra~n tbr Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 10:08 AM >>> 

> Amy, 

> I am defiNtely interested in histo~ tutoring. I would say tl~at I 
> specialize in American or general World History, but can probably tutor 

> most subjects ifI am given some general infonnafion to ret~r to. 

> On Sun,           20:37:35 -0400, "Amy ldeissler" 

> <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

> wrote: 

>> I wanted to see if you had a chance to think about whether or not you 

>> interes~ted in tutoring histo~? Let me know your thoughts when you can. 

>> Thanks! 

>> Amy 

>> A~ny Kleissler 

>> Academic Suppo(t Program for Student Athletes 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:17 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: availabili~ 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

great -- I have forwarded yotu- contact information to Kym err, ~vho is the academic cotmselor for Olympic sports who schedules all of their review- sessions, so keep a lookout f,ar an email 
Iicom him 
Thanks’. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> ~))email.unc.edu> 9:41 AM >>> 

Amy, 

I should be fine to tutor HIST 140 but I would say that it is definitely 
not my specialty. And the best night for me to tutor would be on Tuesdays 
but I can probably work on other nights too- I now have another job and 
that m ay interfere with the other nights of the week 

On Men,            11:53:03 -0400, "Amy kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Can you do H[ST 1407 World History since 1945? Let me know ASAP. 
THanks, 
>A 
> 
> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> ~-C-Chapel Hill 

C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 10:08 AM >>> 
> 

> 

> I am definitely interested in histou- tutoring. I would say that I 
> specialize in American or general ~golld Histoly, but can probably tutor 
> most subjects if I am given some general information to refer to. 
> 

> 

> 

> On S~ _ 20:37:35 -0400, "~y kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> 

>> I wanted to see if you had a chance to think about whether or not you 
are 
>> interested in tutoring histoly? Let me know your thoughts xvhen you can. 
>> Tharks~ 
>> ~y 
>> 

>> 

>> ~y Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> l~’C-Chapel Hill 
>> C 

>> kleissle@~caa.unc, edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:21 PM 

To: @email .unc.edu 

Subject: tutoring 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

I wanted to see if you would be able to tutor HIST 140, and if so, what is your availability? Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
thanks so much, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:12 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tutoring 

Dear Ms. Amy, 

I would love to tutor Histoi), 140, it was one of my favorite classes. 

Usually Tuesdays and Thul~days are my best days, but I can be available 

more if the s~dent or you need me to be. 

Sincerely, 

On ’][’tie,            14:20:52 -0400, "Amy kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> I wanted to see if you would be able to tutor HIST 140, and if so, what 

is 

> your availabiliF? Let me know your thoughts when you can. 

> thanks so much, 

~ Amy Kleissler 

-> Academic Support Progr~n for Student Athletes 

.> UNC-Chapel Hill 

-> 919-843-8635 o 

~. kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:15 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: POLI tutor 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Tremendous -- I’ll get back to you asap. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

c 
kieiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> @emafl.unc.edu> 9:46 AM >>> 

Eli An!y, 
Sure, I’m available Monday :From 4-7,Tuesday after 7, Wednesday after 4, and 
on Thursday after 2. [m also available from 12-3 on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday. 

Thanks, 

On Sun,           20:33:44 -0400, ">Mny kleissler" 
< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 
wrote: 

> I wanted to see if you are aw~ilable to tutor a student who needs help 
with 
> POLI? If so, please let me know your availabili~. Thanks, 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNT’-Chapel Hill 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:16 AM 

To: @email. unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tuk~ring 

Attach: ’I~XT.ht~n 

TuTh daytime hours or just nighttime? Let me kno~v. 
Thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> ~email unc.edu> 4:12 PM >>> 

[)ear Ms. Amy, 

I would love to tutor HistolT 140, it was one of my favorite classes. 
Usually Tuesdays and Thursdays are my best days, but I can be available 
more if the student or you need me to be. 

Sincerely, 

On Tue,            14:20:52 -0400, ";Mny kleissler" 
< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 
wrote: 

> I wanted to see if you would be able to tutor HIST ]40, and if so, what 

> your availability? Let me know your thoughts when you can 
> thanks so much, 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> kEx-C-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



In ans~vering both of these questions, you have an opportunity to express your opinion about the 
issues in question. However, expressing your opinion doesn’t mean that you should just write 
about your personal biases or experiences. Instead, we are asking you to analyze the sources of 
information you used, including but not limited to 7he GhostMap, and to present a cogent, well- 
developed argument that’s grounded in science and in which you explain how the material you 
studied led you to form your conclusions. 

Discussion Questions on The Ghost Map 

Johnson writes that around the time that the cholera epidemic appeared in 
England, there was a spectacular growth in claims for new treatments and 
cures CP. 45~. He wrote "Those endless notices reflect a strange historical 
overlap, one we have largely outgrown--the period alter the rise of mass 
communications but be[ore the emergence of a specialized medical science." 
How did the availability of mass communication affect the proliferation of 
worthless cholera treatments? Is Johnson correct that we have largely 
outgrown belief in quack cures that are not supported by rigorous 
medical/scientific research? Explain your reasoning, and support your 
arguments with specific examples from recent history. 



The most clear-cut experiment (the "experimentum crucis") that John Snow 
could have done would have been to collect water from the site of the cholera 
epidemic, take the water to another location where cholera had not appeared, 
and give the water to multiple healthy people. If the people who drank the 
water then developed cholera, Snow would have proved unequivocally that 
cholera is a water-borne disease. Would such an experiment have been 
ethical in Snow’s time? Would it be ethical today? What criteria must be 
fulfilled before it is acceptable to do an experiment that involves human 
subiects, especially if one possible outcome is that the experimental subiects 
might develop a disease? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, " 4:54 PM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: work avaJlabili~ 

Hi Amy, 

I was contacting you to see wheflier or not the mentoring a 
student-atNete was still available this semes~ter? 

On Thu, at 2:12 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger at the ASPSA with the 

mentors. I am writing to see if you are available to mentor a 

student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is your availability? I look 

tbrward to hearing t~m you soon, 

Thin,ks, 
Alny 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Best Regards, 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:58 AM 

To: ~gmaJl.com> 

Subject: Re: work avaJlabili~ 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

We may have need for more mentors as the semester progresses, or for next semester. What is your availabili~z to work as far as days/hours, and when would you be able to come in to be 
trained? MTTh after 2P or Friday mornings are good for training Let me know your thoughts when you can 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> ~!gmail.com> 4:54 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 
I was contacting you to see whether or not the mentoring a 
student-athlete was still available this semester? 

On Thu, at 2:12 PM, Amy Kleissler <k]eissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

My name is Amy Kleiss]er and I work with Beth Bridger at the ASPSA with the 

mentors I am writing to see if you are availab]e to mentor a 

smdent-ath]ete this semester, and if so, what is your availability? I look 

forward to hearing from you soon, 

Thanks, 

~ny 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Best Regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 2:35 PM 

Lyn John~m < ~bellsouth.neL"~ 

availabili~ 

TENZI’.httn 

Dear Lyn, 
I hope that you are doing well! I wanted to see your availability to test one of our students, , for . His is available Mondays after 1PM, and Thursdays 11AM-115PM. 
He came in to see me, wanting to talk about trouble he has been having in class concentrating this semester. He said that he knows he tends to get distracted easily so he has been making a 
point to sit in the front row, and to take notes by hand rather than on the computer, but he still finds that his mind wanders and he then becomes lost during the lectures. I had him fill out 
the        checklist that I can sho~v you -- he indicated "veW often" regarding forgetIi~lness, easily distracted, avoidance of difficult tasks, trouble with organization, and failure to follo~v- 
through. Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
Thanks so much 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 21, 2010 1:34 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: TL report for file 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.gif 

Yes -- I gave the hard copies to Beth L. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 9/21/2010 1:21 PM >>> 
could you file these...i think i may have already sent this to you 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 8/18/2010 2:35 PM >>> 

Beth, For your records [] mw 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success and Academic Cotmseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 1:45 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: [n4a]cecommittee] conference call and ulxtates 

TEXTI’.httn 

thanks -- 
BTW, every time I shrink something on my computer screen, up pops 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

screaming face with the guinea pig in her hair -- I laugh out loud evely’ time! 

>>> Beth Bridget 9/22/2010 1:22 PM >>> 
if you are interested in doing this. it if from our national association N4A.. you could call in and listen to everything going on... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> "Maria Moreno-Pardo" <mmoreno@MAIL SDSU EDU> 9/22/2010 12:59 PM >>> 

Hello LCEC members- 

I hope that eye.one is having a great start to the new academic year. I would like to schedule our first committee conference call of the academic year on Friday October 9 at 2pro eastern 
time (1 lain pacific). Please email me any items you would like to discuss in addition to what I have listed below: 

1. Subcormnittee updates ~ progress on strategic plan goals 
2. Listset’,, moving to ruembers only forum 

I ~vill eruail the agenda out to evety, one a few- day-s before the call. 

To call in you will need the following phone number and code: 

Free Conference Call 
Conference Dial-in i’~tmbcl: (605) 562-3000 
Participant Access Code: 1050668# 

I look forward to talking with everyone. 

Maria 

Maria Moreno-Pardo 
Learning Specialist 
San Diego State Universi~" Athletics 
(619)594-2498 office 
(619)594-2951 fax 
http ://~ oaztecs.c stv.c om/academics/sdsu-academics.html 
GO AZTECS! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 1:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridger~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~lad 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I have a gi-normous spinach salad if anyone wants any 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kieiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



THE ~N~ OT NOT~TH 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Subj ect: Tutor: 

Student Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done vdth assigned 

work between sessions 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done with assigned 

work between sessions 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 

}Prepared 



THE ~N~ OT NOT~TH 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done with assigned 
work between sessions 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done vdth assigned 
work between sessions 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 



TH]~ ~N~ OT NOT~TH 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 



THE UNIVEI~ OF NORTH CAIIOLIN~% 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Mentor App:.oi:,nt:m: ent F:eed, back Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: Time Finished: 

Mentor: 

Student Brought: 

Completed tasks b/w 
sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: 

{ { 
FORMCH FORMCHE 

ECKBOX CI~BOX 

}Boobs }Notes 

{ 
FORMCH 

ECKBOX 

}Other: 

{     { 
FORMC i:ORMCH 

HECKB ECKBOX 

ox }v 

CHECK HECKB 

Box }~ ox }= 

[ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Assignment to worl~ on 

}NIA 

[ FORMCHECKBOX 

}= 

{ 
FORMCHECKB 

OX }Nothing 

{ { 
FORMCHE¢ FORMCHE 

KBOX }4 ¢KBOX }S 

Feedback. (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

l Specilfc tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

1 
New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uucaa.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 8:48 AM 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa. uuc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXTI’.httn 

Joe -- you are the best! I hate to be a big baby, but could you Ibr~vard it to her? I know myself and I just know that if I had to tell her about it, I would burst into tears 
and I’m headed over to the hospital about 945 so I’ll give Pamela an update when I get back. 

Thanks again, 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Joe Haydon 9/23,’2010 7:05 >~\~i >>> 

Hi Afro,!, 

So sorry to hear about     ; condition. Pamela is usually the best contact to go through to have something sent from the football office. She typically oversees those arrangements Do you 
want me to forward this message onto her or do you want to contact her directly? 

Joe 

>>> 2,my kleissler 9/23/2010 12:21 AM >>> 

I don’t know if you are the con-ect person for me to be in touch with so if not, perhaps you could direct me? I wanted to let you know that 
legacy of other accomplishments, I was thinking that perhaps the football team would like to send 
know that we are all thinking of him, and are here if they need us. 

Let me l,mow. ’]’hanks, 
Amy 

Arrly Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

among an incredible 
and his family a message to let them 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 5:33 PM 

home ~        ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Re: con[’erences 

TEXT.htm; Re conferences.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
grNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kIeiss [e@ui~caa.unc. edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uucaa.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2010 5:47 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: mentor progra~n 

Attach: ’[~EXI’.ht~n 

My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger. She forwarded me ?’our email because I work with the mentor program for student athletes -- thank you so much for getting in touch! 
Later in the semester we will begia to look to our needs for the spring semester so I’ll be in touch then. It is usually during exams and the weeks thereafter that we begin to put our heads 

together so I’ll be in touch then 
Thanks again, 
Amy 

Amy KleissIer 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hili 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 9:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SAName 

05Mentor Name 

07Date :9/27/2010 
09Start : 7pm 

llEnd : 9:15pm 

Comments 
k 

In our session, she did the reading for her online libra~cy quiz, took the quiz aaad then s~arted her reading for her seminar. 

Effort Level: : Good 
RemindersForNextSession : She does not have any papers, tests, or quizzes this week except her weekly math quiz on Friday so we will continue working on her 

homework and s~dy and reading skills. :-) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 11:14 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Greetings! 

TENTI’.httn 

we can’t forget to talk about this one 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 9/21/2010 1:54 PM >>> 
lets talk about this one 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Robert Mercer 8/10/2010 11:59 ~\~i >>> 

Beth Bridger 

943-5~59 

>>>             ~))aoi.com> 8/10/2010 11:36 AM >>> 

IIi Robert[ 

I hope you are enjoying your summer. I have unfortunately misplaced the business card of your colleague in the football office. Could you possibly forward to me her name and e-mail 
address so I might reconnect with her’ She had askd that I contacte her around this time. I apologize for the inconvenience! 

I am still ver~" excited about the opportuni~" to ~vork with athletics this year! I hope you are well and that things are going smoothly for your departraent this surnmel[ Thank you for your 
help- looking forward to seeing you soont 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 4:22 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Infractions 

9.30.10.xls 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 12:03 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

list 

Neil Evemden, The Natural Alien, Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1985 
James Hillman, Revisioning Psychology, Ne~v York : HalT)er and Row, 1975 
Judith Butler, Undoing Gender 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 



MBER 20 10 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 



OCTOBER 2010 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 

31 

FALL BREAK 

4 

Lost Day to Drop 

25 

12 

UNIVERSITY DAY 

19 

Spring Reg. Begins 

6 

13 

2O 

5pro FALL BREAK 

BEGINS 

27 

14 

21 

FALL BREAK 

28 

8 

December Graduation 

Applications Due 

15 

22 

FALL BREAK 

29 

2 

EAST 
CAROLINA 

9 

CLEMSON 

16 

@VIRGINIA 

23 

3O 

MARY 
(HOMECOMING) 



NOVEMBER 20 ! 0 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

14 

21 

28 

THANKSGIVING BREAK 



DECEMBER 20 | 0 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

FALL COMMENCEMENT 



Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 



F EBRUARY P__.O | | 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

13 

2O 



Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

SPRING BREAK 

SPRING BREAK 

SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK SPRING BREAK 

Sat 

SPRING BREAK 

SPRING BREAK 



;2011 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 



Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

SPRING COMMENCEMENT 



Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

4 

SSI CLASSES END 



Ju Y 20 ! ! 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

/7 



AUGU_ ST 2011 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

2/ 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, October 12, 2010 9:2l AM 

To: ~nc.rr.com 

Subje~’t: Fwd: sites 

Attach: TEXT.htm; sites.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

919-8A,3-8635 o 

ldeissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: ~nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Sunday, October 10, 2010 12:08 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: sites 

htip://onlinelibraxy.mley.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/doi/10.1111/j. 1440-1843.2010.01738 .x/pdf 

hllp://~w.flu.gov/ 

http://~x~x~v.cdc.gov/flu/index.htm 

http://~v.Naid.nih.gowtopics/flu/Page sidefault.aspx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 9:47 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: When you get a chaaace...I think in the resumes I sent you, one was a japanese major or minor?? Can we find that? 

needs a tutor. 

TEXT.htm 

says he 

I went through every paper in my desk and cupboards -- the only things I have for past mentors are info forms, resumes, and transcripts. Let me know if you want me looking through 
anything else for you. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 10/12/2010 5:13 PM >>> 
dont hate me...we will have to scour the office for those signed ncaa forms... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> Amy kleissler 10/12/2010 3:31 PM >>> 
sure -- if you need it today, they are all printed and in the blue binder, first cabinet in my office, under "next semester" or something like that. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 10/12/10 2:16 PM >>> 
When you get a chance...I think in the resumes I sent you, one was a japanese major or minor?? Can we find that? says he needs a tutor. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 11:37 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ink 

TEXT.htm 

what books? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 10/14/2010 11:31 AM >>> 
nate 
and we need printer paper 
and if he could pick up these books... 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> Amy kleissler 10/14/2010 10:12 AM >>> 
I forget -- do we have a spare printer cartridge or do I need to contact nate? Thanks. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 18, 2010 2:46 PM 

Jodie BaJcchuk <barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Attached is the most updated "Football Family" in[brmation, I hope everyone has a great day! 

TENTI’.httn 

Thanks Jodie! my cell 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> Jodie Barchuk 10/18/2010 2:18 PM >>> 

Hi Ladies, 
Could you please confirm if this irfformation is correct or if I need to change anything, also, Amy, if you could forward me your cell #. 
’]7hanks! 
Jodie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 18, 2010 8:51 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

ht~p:i/digita].tilms.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edtvPortalViewVideo.aspx?xtid 30529&psi&0&sid 0&State &title Thehnmune 

System&IsSearc~Y&parentSerieslD 

’IEXTI’.httn 

http://di~italfilmscom.libproxv.lib.unc.edu/PortalViewVideo.aspx?xtid 30529&psid 0&sid 0&State &title The Immuaae System&IsSearch Y&parentSerieslD 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 9:57 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Fwd: Sta~’Meeting Tomorrow 

TEXT.htm; IiVb\GE.jpg 

sweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeet :) 
thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc.edu> 10/19,"2010 9:56 AM >>> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Brent B lanton" < blanton@uncaa unc.edu> 
[)abe: October 18, 2010 11:53:10 AM EDT 
To: "Beth Lyons" <emIyons@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Jan Boxill" <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>, "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu>, "Kym N. Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Nate 
Yarbrough" <yarbrough@uncaa. unc edu>, "Spencer B. Welborn" <welborn@uncaa unc.edu>, "Susan B Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tony Yount" 
<tonyyount@unc aa unc.edu >, andreac@emai [.unc.edu 
Sut~iect: Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

Good morning, 
We wil[ NOT meet tomorrow because of staff absences Enjoy your Fall Break, and we will see you in a few weeks (November 2) 

Brent 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 i~ax 
http://t arheelblue.cstv.comi 

Nolth Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Amv ldeissler <kleissle(~uncaa.unc edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 2:55 PM 

Fwd: Don’t Miss The Learning Center’s Bumett Seminar i Nov. 17 

TEXT.htm; Dofft Miss The Learning Centets Burnett Seminar o Nov. 17.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                9:49 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: TIMS approval 

TEXT.htm 

great -- I’ll take "approval" anyway I can get it!! have a good weekend. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>                     ~email.unc.edu>          9:47 AM >>> 
Thanks Amy, I forgot I was able to approve "off-site" as it were. I went to the website yesterday, and am now approved! ... At least, 
the program SAID I’m approved.., hopefully this is the case. 

Hope you enjoy your fall break. 

Very Best, 

From: Amy kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:33 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: TIMS approval 

do you need to approve your hours or was there a mistake on your time card? If there was a mistake, let me know and I’ll put it on the 
log for Beth to fix. If you simply need to approve your timecard, you can download TIMS onto your computer and approve from 
home. Here is the website where you can download it from: 

http://help.unc.edu/6385 

Let me know, 
Thanks, and have a great break. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 1:29 PM >>> 
Hi Beth and Amy, 

I forgot to approve my hours last night when my session ended; is there a particular time I should come by to do this today? I’m unsure 
of the schedule of the room on the fifth floor and don’t want to bother the team (or anyone else who might be working there). 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 21, 2010 11:21 AM 

while I am thinking of it, in your prowling on the internet over the next couple of weeks, could you pls see if you can find tickets for NCSU game? ~ve will prob need 3 -- you, 
ed~vard 
thanks 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-84;-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 11:32 AM 

To: John Bla~chard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: hello 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

I’m sorw that I was not able to stop and say hello to you last night -             came to find me to tell me about some good news in his life so I had to hear all the details! I hope that you 
and your family are doing ~vell, and that you were able to enjoy a fe~v quieter days over fall break 

Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 11:40 AM 

John Bla~chard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: hello 

TENTI’.httn 

You can say that again! The best part of those few minutes of listening to them share is that it always seems to pay off during exams when they are that much more willing to work harder for 
you and for themselves :) 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Juhn Blanchard 10/26/2010 11:36 &M >>> 
Amy, 

Not a problem at all I was just passing thruugh after a Leadership meeting I am glad yuu were getting goud news! It is neat when kids want to share ..they needs lots of reiN2~rcement, don’t 
they? John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Assuciate Directur of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carulina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 

>>> 2,my kleissler 10/26/2010 11:32 AM >>> 

John, 
I’m sorry that I was nut able to stop and say heliu to you last night -- came to find me to tell me about sume guod news in his life so I had to hear aH the details! I hope that you 
and your family are cluing well, and that you were able to enjuy a few quieter days uver fall break. 
Take care, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 12:13 PM 

John Bla~chard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: hello 

’I~N2I’.httn 

as Jaimie always says to me when I make some Suzie Sunshine wish like that . . "bless your sweet heart for still hoping’." 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U~-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> John Blanchard 10/26,’2010 12:08 PM >>> 
And how good would it be if all student-athletes got large amounts of positive (or in some cases, negative) rein~2~rcement li’om their coaches re: academics. 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel t Ii11, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 

>>> Am?" kleissler 10/26/2010 11:40 ~\I >>> 
You can say that again t The best part of those few minutes of listening to them share is that it always seems to pay off during exams when they are that much more wi [ling to work harder for 
you and for themselves :) 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Jol~m Blanchard 10/26/2010 11:36 AM >>> 
Amy, 

Not a problem at alh I was just passing through after a Leadership meeting. I ara glad you were getting good news! It is neat when kids want to share...they needs lots of reirfforcement, don’t 
they? John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 

>>> .~y- kleissler 10/26/2010 11:32 AM >>> 
John, 
I’m sort~i that I ~vas not able to stop and say hello to you last night -- came to find me to tell me about some good news in his life so I had to hear all the detailst I hope that you 
and your family are doing well, and that you were able to enjoy- a few quieter days over fall break. 
Take care, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

l~teIssle~?uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 3:58 PM 

Mm’ianne Magno <Ma~ianne.Magno@meredith.com> 

Re: Story in Fitness Mag~ine 

TEXTf.httn 

Marianne, 
Sure -- that would be great. YVhat times are best for you? 
Am?’ 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Am?- Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Mariarme Magno <Marianne Magno@meredith.com> 10/26/2010 3:28 PM >>> 

Hi Am?" anc 

IiSlm Marianne at Fitness Magazine. I[Sim writing about kids and families who are doing acuve things for worthy causes I lS]d like to talk to you about your work in Tanzania. Would you be 
available :[’or a quick chat later this week or earl?’ next week? 

Thanks, 

Marianne Magno 

Assistant Web Editor, FitnessMagazine corn 

375 Lexington Ave, 9th f[ New York, NY 10017 

212499.2126 

This electronic message, including any attachments, may contain proprietau, confidential or privileged information for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). You are hereby notified that 
any unauthorized disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately noti[~y the sender by reply e-mail and 
delete it. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 8:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

questiou 

B 
Sorry for my goof with the olympic mentors -- I feel like such a goof! thank goodness only t~vo replied., the tutors o’¢er there ~vho work with our guys got another reminder today so I’ll let 

you kno~v the final count in the morning. 

Amy Kteissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

kleissle@uncaa uric .edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 9:01 AM 

To: ~hpw.com 

Subject: popcorn 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Thank you -- I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to worly you. We’ve got it covered. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 10:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Name : 

07Date : 10/27/10 
09Start : 7pm 

11 End : 10pm 

Comments : Tonight,      had to write a 3-page paper for her freshmaaa seminar. She had done all the pre-work for it by conducting aaa interview about her topic. 

She started tonight by organizing her information aaad then wrote. She had a lot of trouble wanting to work on the paper, but she finished it. We went over it together to 

make some corrections, but by that point she wasn’t too into the paper since it was aJready pretty late. 
Effort Level: : Good 

RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 7:16 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Name : i 

07Date : 10/26/10 
09Start : 7pm 

11 End : 9 

Comments :     worked on two one-page persuasive papers for English that are due tomorrow. He finished one before the fire aJarm. He did the other a£ter the fire 

alarm. Due to the interruption, we didn’t have time to study together for his EXSS test, but he promised to read through all his notes for the test before our next session. 

Eflbrt Level: : Excellent 

RemindersForNextSession : On Thursday, we will study together for his EXSS test which he should be somewhat prepared for by that point. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 11:13 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Naane : 

07Date : 11/2/10 

09Start : 7:00 

llEnd : 9:30 

Comments : 

is going to have a busy next few weeks. She has a paper due in Drama    on Monday about (which she plans to see tomorrow). She aJso has a 

paper for Draana    on Tuesday and she needs to write a literature review for Poli as soon as possible. After that, she has a paper due in Draana    the following 

week. First we made a plan for how she will divide up the work and we decided to focus on the Draana    paper tonight because it is the most difficult. 

We spent the first part of the session decoding the prompt,        printed, read, aaad underlined the assignment, but she did not understand what it was asking. We 

went through sentence-by- sentence and discussed what it said. I tried to have her use context clues and word stems to figure out the meanings of some words/phrases 

so that she will be able to do this in the future on her own. She has to write about the historical context of a play and the importance of the author and the play in 

theater. She also has to discuss the themes that are found in the play and give examples. FinaJly, she has to include an annotated bibliography with at least 3 sources. 

Then we talked about the difference between brafinstorming and outlining aaad       begaaa searching for information. She eventually found 3 relevant scholaxly 
sources, but she is still having trouble figuring out how to narrow/broaden her search to get better results, also looked through her notes aaad wrote down 

importmat information from them. 

For Thursday, I have asked       to read aaad take notes on the sources that she chose. That way we can talk about orgaaaizing her ideas into an outline and she can 

start writing the paper next time. We will also try to start discussing the      paper. Then she caaa bring drafts to me, the Draana tutors, or the writing tutors and 

hopefully we can help her revise. On the last Drama paper, she got a B- after almost 3 hours of revision. The comments were that the paper was somewhat repetitive 

and that she used some "empty phrases." Hopefully she will be able to improve this time. 

Effort Level: : Good 

RemindersForNextSession : 

Read and take notes on sources for Drama    paper 

LFIT quiz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 10:59 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Naane : 

07Date : 11/2/10 

09Start : 7:00 

llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : 

said that she is not sure how her Spanish test went yesterday and that she was supposed to make up a Spaaaish quiz today but she forgot. We talked about 

ways for her to remember things since she does not always look at her agenda. She decided to create a google calendax and I talked her through how to use it and how 

to set reminders for things. Hopefully that will help. 

We aJso discussed her general progress in her classes aaad how she feels about finaJ exams. She is very nervous about History and Spanish so I asked to see her notes. 

Her History professor provides outlines for their notes and       fills in the details so those notes looked good. She did not really have aaay notes for Spaaaish because 
she said that she does not understand the teacher at a~l. I asked her if the teacher writes things on the board and she said that she does. We decided that       will 

just write down whatever the teacher writes on the board for now and then brin~ the notes to our sessions. Each time we meet we will go through the notes from class 

and find the sections that it corresponds to in the text. At least this way       will have some sort of guide as to what she needs to know and study, even if she does 

not understaaad it in class. She plans to come in on Thursday for us to discuss the notes that she takes in class in Wednesday. Hopefully th! 

is will help for the time being. 

In addition,       worked on her next History paper. We discussed the prompt and how she plaaas to organize the paper and she wrote half of it. Before she left, she 

read aloud what she had written and caught severa~ mistakes. She plans to bring a complete first draft to the writing tutors tomorrow. 
Effort Level: : Good 

RemindersForNextSession : 

Take notes in Spanish 

Make-up Spanish quiz 

Finish first dra£t of History paper 

Meet with writing tutors 

Revise History paper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 9:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Name : 

07Date : 11/2/2010 
09Start : 7pm 

llEnd : 9:15 

Comments : 

got a 68 on her drama test today. 

She got a B- on her drama paper. 

Tonight she needed to read for English and then write a 250-word response to the reading by 10pm. She finished that aaad then went to the math tutor because she has 

a math test tomorrow. 

Effort Level: : Good 

RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 9:26 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

TEXT.htm 

We are --- I’ve printed out some photos of other productions that had similar staging so that he can look at them to prompt his memory. 

thanks, 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
A 
>>> Beth Bridger 11/4/2010 8:07 AM >>> 
can you focus on the paper today in session...also i told him no go on going to play AGAIN tonight--and its sold out! If he wants to see it again he needs to go on Sunday and miss practic 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 
e 

>>> FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 11/3/2010 10:02 PM >>> 
01 Sport : 
03 SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : November 3, 2010 
09Start : 7:00pm 
11End : 9:00pm 

Comments    took notes on each section to write for his paper. Once notes were finished, at 8:40, his computer died. He did complete his 1 st paragraph and is ready to type up the rest of 
his paper. It need a LOT of work...the thoughts are not tied together. He lost his notes from class from the play...i checked through his backpack and folders, it is not there. He said he would 
finish it tomorrow with        . Fingers crossed it gets done. Overall, i think more could have gotten completed as far as writing the actual paper. He needs a hyper speed button where i 
push it and he works at a faster pace. hmmm, wouldn’t that be nice? 
Effort Level: : Good 
RemindersForNextSession : focus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 2:20 PM 

tlawrenc@emaJl, unc.edu 

Thaa~k yo u 

Dear Professor Lawrence, 
Evely time I see you, I know that I bore you to death ~vith stories of how much of a novice I am in my understanding of the world of drama and theatrical production I know that my kudos 
and thanks do not hold much weight, but I wanted to pass them along anyway! 

Over the past fe~v years I have been able to see a number of the undergraduate productions such as "Speech and Debate," "Lulu," and "The Putnam County’ Spelling Bee," and I have to 
say, last night’s production of "Playing for Time" was the best I’ve ever seen! Yes, the stoly itself ~vas engrossing, but I don’t think I’m going overboard when I say that the performances of 
each actor in that cast ~vas truly on par with the caliber of Playmakers Rep. I am unsure how to describe the performance using the lingo of the theater, so please forgive me ifI offend rather 
than pay compliment[ 

Do you know how- sometimes you will see a movie or a play where you feel as though an actor is wearing a role rather than be inside of the role? The productions ~vhere it feels as though an 
actor is speaking lines, as opposed to the plays where you forget you are watching a performance? Certainly great stories can capture your imagination and take you out of the moment, but 
when you add in great acting, you are taken into the stoW rather than simply watching the story uaafold before you Does that make sense??? 

Not so with this production of "Playing for Time". The cast and crew- must have rehearsed and rehearsed and rehearsed because the flow- of the production was seamless. I apologize for 
not being able remember the names of each character/actor that really stood out, but here are a fe~v: The Polish SS guard was so good I hated her and dreaded when she entered the scene. 
The very thin violinist and the prisoner that ~vas allo~ved to keep her hair were both captivating. 

Here is something that will make you laugh -- what I call ’the football barometer of great theater’: when my students want to go back to see a play a second time, such as I remember 
happening a few years ago with PRC’s "The Bluest Eye" Although the?" saw it last week, I actually had students upset last night that they couldn’t get into see "Fences" again, and other 
students who want to get their l?iends to go back to "Playing for Time" with them on Sunday[ Love it! 

take care, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 12:32 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01 Sport : 

03SA Name 
05Mentor Name : 

07Date : 11.4.2010 

09Start : 700 

11End: 820 

Comments :     completed online Spaaaish assignments. I helped her work to memorize vocab aaad practice conjugations. 

Eflbrt Level: : Excellent 

RemindersForNextSession : For next time, needs to start thinking about ideas for her history paper. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 10:33 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Naane : 

07Date : 11/7/2010 

09Start : 7:00 

llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : 

came in tonight to make up for the session that she missed on Thursday and to work on her Drama    paper. She brought a dra£t that was almost finished, 

but she was stuck on the conclusion. We talked about what goes into a conclusion and she finished the draft. Then I asked her to find an empty area and read the 
paper aloud to herself. She was able to catch many of her mistakes before she brought the paper back to me. She even remembered several of the lessons that we 

worked on with her last paper. 

After that, she read the paper aloud to me. She was able to catch a few more mistakes, but I also gave her three mini-lessons. We talked about (1) informal v. formal 

language aaad when to use each, (2) passive v. active voice, aaad (3) how to make phrases more specific and clear by eliminating words like "it." After a few examples, 

was able to easily identify aaad fix these mistakes on her own. 

Once we polished what she had written, I asked her to look back at the assignment aaad point out where she addresses each part. The professor provided a rubric in 

which an A paper includes much analysis aaad a B paper has more description than analysis, paper was primarily descriptive so we discussed what analysis 

means and how she can incorporate it into her paper. 

paper for Drama    is not due until 11/16 now. We will work on that paper on Tuesday and discuss the POLI paper (she has a 10-page draft due in two 

weeks). She also has a Drama    paper due the week of the 15th, but she said that she can turn in the same paper that she wrote for . I will be sure that we 

review the    prompt to make sure the paper fully addresses it. 

Eflbrt Level: : Excellent 

RemindersForNextSession : 

Incorporate more analysis into the Drama paper 

Read through the    paper one more time 

Read aaad highligh sources for    paper aaad bring them on Tuesday 

Meet with Poll professor to discuss the paper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 9:59 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 11/7/2010 
09Start : 6:14 
llEnd:6:40 

Comments :        had a bad headache and she stated she had nothing to do as well. We talked and she 
mentioned in Math the teacher said that is failing Math and just to drop the class. I asked her about the other 
classed but she did not go in any detail. I asked her if she tried to talk to the Math teacher but she did not 
respond. 
Effort Level: : Poor 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 10:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 11/7/2010 
09Start : 6:14 
llEnd:6:40 

Comments : went and meet with the Math tutor. 
grades and what she can do to make them better. 
asking me assistance. 
Effort Level: : Good 
RemindersForNextSession : I informed to tell 

makes for of a effort. She cares about her 
also utilizes all her aspects by attending the tutors and 

that I am only on there Sunday. I told them my 
role it to get them organized and ready for the week. I told them to bring there planners and syllabus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 10:05 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Naane : 

07Date : 11/9/10 

09Start : 7:00 

llEnd : 9:15 

Comments : 

worked well on her Draana    paper tonight. She finished gathering the research and then staxted working on the annotated bibliography. We talked about 

what goes into the annotations and she underlined import~aat information as she read. Then we went over how to write citations aaad I showed her the library’s citation 

builder. She is going to finish the aaanotated bibliography and bring in a dra£t of the paper on Thursday. We will go through the revision process during our meeting aaad 

then start working on the Poli paper. She has a draft for that due before Thanksgiving and she is confused about what all she needs to do for it. She emafiled her 

professor to try to set up a meeting this week. Hopefully that will happen because from her notes I cannot tell what exactly she needs to do either. 

also has a Drama    paper due next week. She said that it is quite similar to the    paper that she turned in on Monday. Over the weekend she is going to 

compare the prompts and adjust her paper as necessary. She will bring that draft next Tuesday. 

Eflbrt Level: : Excellent 

RemindersForNextSession : 

Finish aaanotated bibliography for Drama paper 

Write dra£t of paper 

Meet with professor about Poll paper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 11:14 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01 Sport : 

03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : ’ 

07Date : 11.9.2010 

09Start : 730 

11End: 930 

Comments : Tonight, and I had an extra session (approved beforehaaad by Jenn) to allow to catch up on some Spaaaish assignments. 

Eflbrt Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : For next time,     needs to bring materials to work on a REC project aaad brainstorm for her history paper. 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 10:35 AM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: earnest 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

bring back dvd? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kieiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 5:39 PM 

To: ~nc.rr.com> 

Subject: 530PM 

Attach: TEXT.ht~n; ppr.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uucaa.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 12:19 PM 

Sandy Reslivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanksgiving Feast 

’IF2XTI’.httn 

I can do the turkey if you want! let me know 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> Sandy Restivo 11/10/2010 4:43 PM >>> 
tIeilo all, 

Just to get evewone in the "Holiday" mode, it has been suggested that we all participate in an Academic Support/Student-Athlete Development Thanksgiving potluck to be held on 
Tuesday, NOv. 23rd @ 12:00 pm Please let me know if you would be able to attend and what you would be interested in bringing, so as not to have too maW delicious desserts and not 
many entrees. (I know. what’s wrong with that?!) 

Hope you are interested in making "our spririts bright" and giving Thanks as our group heads toward the holidays. If you don’t know what to bring, just give us a categoW such as 
appetizer, entree, side dish, or dessert. 

Thank you, 
San@ 

San@ Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919)962-914~ 
srestivo@uncaa.uncedu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uucaa.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 3:09 PM 

To: ~nc.rr.com> 

Subject: order dec books 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Neil Evemden, The Natural Alien, Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1985 

James Hil[man, Re-visioning Psychulogy, New York : Harper and Ruw, 1975 

Judith Butler, Unduing (3 en der 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fur Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



THE UNIVEI~ OF NORTH CAIIOLIN~% 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

T:utor/Mentor Appoin:trnent F e edb:.ack Fo:.rm:  

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: Time Finished: 

Mentor: 

Student Brought: 

Completed tasks b/w 
sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: 

{ { 
FORMCH FORMCHE 

ECKBOX CI~BOX 

}Boobs }Notes 

{ 
FORMCH 

ECKBOX 

}Other: 

{     { 
FORMC i:ORMCH 

HECKB ECKBOX 

ox }v 

CHECK HECKB 

Box }~ ox }= 

[ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Assignment to worl~ on 

[ FORMCHECKBOX 

}= 

{ 
FORMCHECKB 

OX }Nothing 

{ { 
FORMCHE¢ FORMCHE 

KBOX }4 ¢KBOX }S 

Feedback. (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 



THE UNIVEI~ OF NORTH CAIIOLIN~% 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Spedfic tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

New Grade Information: 



THE UNiV~ OF NORTH CAIIOLIN~% 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Next 
Course Test/Assign, Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



THE ~N~ OT NOT~TH 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Subj ect: Tutor: 

Student Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done vdth assigned 

work between sessions 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done with assigned 

work between sessions 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 

}Prepared 



THE ~N~ OT NOT~TH 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done with assigned 
work between sessions 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done vdth assigned 
work between sessions 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 



TH]~ ~N~ OT NOT~TH 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

}On time 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Prepared 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
}Participating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 10:46 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Naane : 

07Date : 11/11/10 

09Start : 7:00 

llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : Before our session had finished the annotated bibliography and about half of her draft for the Draana    paper. We talked about citations (when 

you need to use them and how to format them) and organization of the paper,        wrote about 2 more pages while we were together. She is going to try to come 

in on Sunday and bring a complete dra£t to revise. We will especially look at the internaJ citations and the way she ovgaaaizes her paragraphs. She is aJso going to bring a 
draft of the paper for Drama    on Sunday. It sounds like it is basically the same assignment as the    paper, but she is going to compaxe the prompts and 

add/remove information as needed. The only other major assignment that she has between now aaad finals is the first dra£t of the Poll paper. She set up a meeting with 

her professor for lpm on Monday so hopefully that will help her get staxted. Aside from that, she will focus on reading the plays for the rest of the semester. 

Effort Level: : Good 

RemindersForNextSession : 

Finish dra£t of Drama    paper, paying special attention to citations 

Compare assignment of Draana    paper to that of the Drama    paper and make the necessary adjustments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 10:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Naane : 

07Date : 11/11/10 

09Start : 7:00 

llEnd : 9:15 

Comments :        came in tonight to work on Spaaaish. She has her in class composition tomorrow. We went over some vocabulary for the composition aaad I talked 

to her again about rephrasing what she waaats to say until she knows how to say it in Spaaaish. I aJso had her start a list of commonly used words that she keeps missing. 

She wrote the words and their translations on the inside of the cover of her notebook. She will continue to add words as they come up. 

Effort Level: : Good 

RemindersForNextSession : Work on two of the three papers for next week; bring drafts on Sunday night 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 10:52 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

TEXT.htm; Data from UNC OS Mentor Feedback Form.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 9:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01 Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Name : 

07Date : 11.11.2010 

09Start : 700 

11End: 900 

Comments      ~tarted the session by working independently on a history paper. She decided on a topic, wrote a thesis s~atement, and finished aaa intro paragraph. 
Then, together, we went through the different sources that she has to right about, aaad she explained her ideas to me. After bouncing axound the ideas, she was able to 

craft them into an outline. Then,     started on a paper for her recreation class. Her assignment was to find a news article that relates to the topic of"paying for 

leisure," write a 1-2 page summary and prepare a short presentation. We read an article together, and she picked out the key points to mention. 

Eflbrt Level: : Excellent 

RemindersForNextSession : For next time,     should work on completing a draft of her history paper. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2010 3:24 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutoring 

Hi Amy, 

I was given your name by                            who are both 

enjoying working as language tuto~. I have been looking for a tutoring 

position, and I was informed that your program hires french tutors. I w-ould 

love to tutor french; I’ve studied the language tbr about seven yeaJcs, 

I’m 

currently studying Spanish as well. 

If you have any room tbr another tutor, I would be extremely hapw to join 

your tean~. 

If there is so~neone else I should speak with, please let me know. 

Thank you so ve~ much for your time’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 4:11 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

PASS 

TEXT.htm; Notes page.docx; G R A D E T R A C K E R.doc; CONTACT SHEET.doc; November Weeks.docx; December 

Weeks.docx; Reference pages.doc 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2010 5:04 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: s~tudent 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

o Athletic Responsibilities: 
D Travel and practice 
ESI Strength and conditioning 
[51 Watching film 
ESI Team meetings 
[51 Injury rehabilitation 
[51 Team success and failure 
[51 [Sloff season[5~ is not time off 
[51 Length of season for various sports 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 8:39 AM 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanksgiving Feast 

TEXTI’.httn 

I’m an idiot -- I WANT to make a turkey, but just realized that I work Monday night and then have to be back at work Tuesday 7AM. ll’you don’t mind, I’ll order a turkey tlcom Boston Market 
and then run out and get it at 11AM on Tuesday. Ho~v does that sound? How malay should I order for? 
THANKS! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~Ex’C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> Sandy Restivo 11,"16/2010 4:19 PM >>> 
’]7hat would be wonderful! Don’t go craw, though. I think Boston Market has turkey breast that’s decent. I hope you weren’t going to cook the "bird" just ~2~r this. You’d get the "prize" [’or 
that one[ 

Thanks, 
Sandy 

>> > 2,my klelssler 11/11/2( 10 12:18 PM 
can do the turkey if you want[ let me know 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> San@ Restivo 11/10/2010 4:43 PM >>> 
Hello all, 

Just to get everyone in the "Holiday" mode, it has been suggested that we all participate in an Academic Support/Student-Athlete Development That~zsgiving potluck to be held on 
Tuesday, Nov. 23rd @ 12:00 pro. Please let me know if you would be able to attend and what you would be interested in bringing, so as not to have too many delicious desserts and not 
many entrees. (I know...what’s wrong with that? ! ) 

Hope you are interested in making "our spririts bright" and giving Thanks as our group heads toward the holidays. If you don’t know- what to bring, just give us a categoly such as 
appetizer, entree, side dish, or dessert. 

Thank you, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Sel-,dces 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo@unc aa.unc, edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 8:42 AM 

To: @email.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tutoring 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

It is good to hear from you! I am not stare that we ~vill have anyone taking French in the spring, but we ~vill definitely have students taking various levels of SPAN. Are you able to tutor 
SPAN’? Let me know either way, and please send me your resume Thank you so much and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Cheers, 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

~emaiI.unc.edu> 11/16/2010 3:24 PM >>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:00 AM 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanksgiving Feast 

TEXTI’.httn 

No, it’s good 16peeps it is 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> San@ Restivo 11/17/2010 9:06 AM >>> 
Really? You want to change to something different? I counted 1 6 ppl. 
Thanks, 
San@ 

>>> 2,my kleissler 11/17/2010 8:39 AM >>> 

I’m an idiot -- I WANT to make a turkey, but just realized that I work Monday night and then have to be back at work Tuesday 7AM. I£ you don’t mind, I’ll order a turkey from Boston Market 

and then run out and get it at 11 AM on Tuesday ttow does that sound? How many should I order for? 

THANK S! 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Sand?’ Restlvo 11/16/2010 4:19 PM >>> 
That would be wonderfu!! Don’t go crazy, though. I think Boston Market has turkey breast that’s decent. I hope you weren’t going to cook the "bird" just :for this You’d get the "prize" for 
that one[ 

Thanks, 
Sand?" 

>>> Amy kleissler 11/11/2010 12:18 PM >>> 
I can do the turkey if you wantt let me know 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Sandy Restivo 11/10/2010 4:43 PM >>> 
Hello all, 

Just to get everyone in the "Holiday-" mode, it has been suggested that we all participate in an Academic Support/Student-Athlete Development Thanksgiving potluck to be held on 
Tuesday, Nov. 23rd @ 12:00 pro. Please let me know- if you would be able to attend and what you would be interested in bringing, so as not to have too many delicious desserts and not 
many entrees. (I l~mw...what’s wrong with that? ! ) 

Hope you are interested in making "our spririts bright" and giving Thanks as our group heads toward the holidays. If you don’t know what to bring, just give us a category such as 
appetizer, entree, side dish, or dessert 

Thank you, 
Sandy 

San@ Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo@uncaa unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 12:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

new tutor 

’I~NTI’.httn 

is taking SPAN in spring and said she can tutor lower levels :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kieiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 12:53 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Spring 2011 

Attach: ’I~EX-f.httn 

I have not heard back from you regarding whether or not you would like to continue in the spring semester so I wanted to check in with you to see what your thoughts were. If so, please let 
me kno~v what you thil~ your availability will be. 
Thanks! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 12:57 PM 

To: @gmaJl.com> 

Subject: spring availability 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

I have not heard back from you regarding whether or not you would like to continue in the spring semester so I wanted to check in with you to see what your thoughts were. If so, please let 
me kno~v what you thil~ your availability will be. 
Thanks! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@ut~caa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 12:59 PM 

To: @email .unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: spring availability 

Attach: TE~[’.htm 

We are beginning to look at our needs for the spring semester and put together a list of ~vho we have available and what our needs are I wanted to see whether or l’tot you would like ~vork in 

the spring semester and check in ~vith you to see what your thoughts were. If so, please let me know what you think your availabili~g will be 

Thanks! 
Aray 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 12:59 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: spring availability 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

Dear 
We are beginning to look at our needs for the spring semester and put together a list of ~vho we have available and what our needs are I wanted to see whether or not you would like ~vork in 
the spring semester and check in ~vith you to see what your thoughts were. If so, please let me know what you think your availabili~z will be 
Thanks! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, No~,ember 17, 2010 12:59 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: spring availability 

A~tach: ’lEN2I’.httn 

We are beginning to look at our needs for the spring semester and put together a list of ~vho we ha~’e available and what our needs are I wanted to see whether or not you would like ~vork in 

the spring semester and check in with you to see what your thoughts were. If so, please let me know what you think your availability will be 

Thanks! 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Ath]etes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleisste@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 2:23 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: spring availability 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

How many nights are you interested in working? 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UiX-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

~email unc edu> 11/17/2010 1:51 PM >>> 

Hi ~ny, 

I would like to continue in the spring. As of now, my class schedule is M\VF 
2-2:50. ’IP, 11-2, and T 6-9. This evening class on Tuesday is subject to 
change 

On Wed, 17 Nov 2010 12:53:45 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 

< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 
wrote: 
> 

> I have not heard back from you regarding whether or not you would like to 
> continue in the spring semester so I wanted to check in with you to see 
> what your thoughts were. If so, please let me know what you think your 
> availability will be. 
> Thanks! 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uucaa.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:01 AM 

To: ~email .unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Retbrence 

Attach: ’IEXTf.httn 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LEx,-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> ~;’)email.unc.edu> 
Hi Amy, 

1:56 AN’[ >>> 

] *w)n’t need that recommendation letter after all. I dicha’t get in, unfortunately. I’ll figure something out. Thanks though! 

From: Am?" kleissler [kleiss]e@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Reference 

1’11 keep an eye out for it! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 2:46 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 
So the time has come xvhen I will abuse your good xvill! Haha. I am applying for                  and put you down as a reference. I’m not sure when they will contact you. I have given 
them yore number and e-mail, rm guessing they will e-mail you some sort of online fmrn. The recommendation is not due till though so you have plenW- of time to get around 
to it :-) 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 9:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: update 

TEXT.htm 

i haven’t been out in the big room yet to check to see which ones read -- a few are still out there with he 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
r 
>>> <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/22/2010 9:27 PM >>> 
What is up with colonel? Damn it! I will address for next week but I have told him numerous times...urg! Thanks for updates I will follow up with 

at this point and thanks for all help with Doesn’t seem like many guys got their papers read? 
.I hate group work! Wouldn’t worry about 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From: "Amy kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 22 Nov 2010 21:14:34 -0500 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: update 

Update on    INLS that is too long to put in database: today he told me that he has a group project coming due (but he didn’t know when) -- we checked the class website and it says that 
it is due the 29th, and that his group of four people is scheduled to present on the 29th. He did not know the names of his group members (but I found them on the class site). 

He said that yesterday he was in the dorm and bumped into one of the group members. When he asked the guy when the group of them was going to get together to work on the project, the 
student told him, "not to worry about it." that this student had already finished the proj ect and handed it in, but that the entire group would get credit, reply to me was, "so I’m good." 
We had a looooong conversation on this one. 

sent text that he was on way to see me for his session after meeting with professor (at 930AM) but never made it. When I saw him on our Wal-Mart trip he said he would work on the 
paper at study hall tonight, but I never made it down from the 5th floor to work directly with him. 

did not come see me today as 12 with for INL S so I don’t know if I should expect him next week or not? 

came in to talk with me about his extra credit paper and was working on it with his computer at home so I was not able to read it mysel£ 

:).      finished the second extra credit paper and his DRAM 
¯ He has an ENGL paper due next week, that he wanted to get started on tonight, but DRAM fried him. I will look at it with him tomorrow. 

Study table: 
--> At 840PM I went to the 2nd floor to check in with The only people left in UPC were -- the Colonel had let the rest go. When I asked him directly about 

because I had said to him roughly 30 minutes before that under no circumstances was       to leave because he has his big paper due in 10 days, the Colonel replied, "he told me 
all his papers were done." When the colonel pressed him,       said he was doing "something with it tomorrow." 

Colonel kept sending me guys to check them out -- he came up a little bef 8 and told me that a number of them were working, but a number were antsy to leave. I told him too bad, especially 
for       since he never came to see me today -- theoretically paper is due next week. Colonel did send me anyway                        and I also checked out 

says he got a 10/10 on his GEOG map quiz. says he is in a holding pattern with EXSS project waiting for group-mates. For GEOG he has written 2/3 pages needed 
so far. PSYC paper done. 

I read ENGL paper -- very well written with minimal proofing needed¯ 

While I read paper for 

All EXS S guys were reminded of Study Table next Sunday night. 

and I set up him taking his SOCI final at DS. 

will not be able to work next Wednesday the 1 st. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 9:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: evals 

off the topic thought for you any interest in doing a TV/Pizza night with the mentors before the last day of classes (yes, I klmw, that means this week!). Could do like last time -- send an 
email letting the know what night and if they want to come in on their off night to join, the more the merrier, let me know-. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 11/28/10 5:32 PM >>> 
check out an idea for the tutor eval the students do.i can copy paste for more courses when I get your feedback 

Also, for Mentor Program Eval.. 
What do you think about adding the following questions... 
In your opinion, what academic skills do the students lack the most? 
In what academic skills are the students most proficient? 
In general, in your sessions, what do you spend the most time on? 

For the staffwho just tutor, we can use the eval sheet from Brent .it pret~ much covers evewthing, what do you think? 

Mentee Evaluation (done by the mentors), we need to add a spot ~2~r mentor signature, date, and mentee name 

Mentor F, valuation (done by the mentees).I think if we keep it the same @es and no questions) and the short answer on the back, add a few questions, I think it will work I have the notes on 
that in my office. 

Sorry for my tardiness--goal is to have done before we get checks so that EVERY student has to fill something out before getting their check! ~I]ae goal with all of these, will be to make them 
look uniform with at least a matching header or something? 

’]7hanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:03 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Would you like 
thanks, 
A 

to work with If so, she is available Thursday and Friday, the 9th and 10th, at 11AiVl. Let me know 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program Ibr Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@tmcaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 12:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

’IEXTf.hlm 

he has an 8am exam on the 10th but would be done in time to work with her at 11 

Am?’ Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 12:23 PM >>> 

yes please, schedule both.. 

can’t tell you if that conflicts with a final [’or him’?’?? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> Am?" kleissler 12:03 PM >>> 
Would you like to *york *vith 

thanks, 
A 

If so, she is available Thursday and Friday, the 9th and 10th, at 11AM. Let me know 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:50 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerlY~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: OffTue~ay? 

TgNJI’.httn 

was just ~zping email with schedules :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> Beth Bridger           10:49 AM >>> 
do we have her scheduled [’or the 9th for reviews? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> ~@email.unc.edu> 7:43 PM >>> 
Hi Beth, 

Just wanted to make sure I’m still OK taking the day off tomorrow and on the 9th? The guys don’t have anything major coming up this week since they just got back but if you need me, let 
me know I’m not sure if they have anything coming up on the 10th, but I can definitely reschedule if they do. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:00 PM 

@bellsouth.net> 

Re: tinal exam review schedule 

TENTI’]~ttn 

The only thing that ~vill influence it is if they have practice then -- could you do 8PM? 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

@bellsouth.neC 
Hi Arw-thanks for the schedule. On the 9th I’m scheduled with 
9th, therefore [ won’t have to make 2 trips to school. 

If that creates a conflict, then keep as is. 

Also, where will the sessions take place for the fb guys 

Cheers. 

From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> 
To: 

l 1:58 AM >>> 

at 10am I have the other student athletes at 7pro. Is there anyway that can be scheduled at 5pro on the 

Sent: Tue,                    l 1:06:01 AM 
Subject: final exam review schedule 

Good morning 
Attached you will find the master final exam review schedule for footbal[ student-athletes P]ease take a look to see when you are scheduled to work. If you have any questions or concerns 
please notify me ASAP. Also, for anyone listed under "mentors" I won’t know until the last minute who you will be paired with, or if in the end we will not need you on a night that you 
indicated you were available. Don’t worW -- I will not wait ~til the last minute to let you l~mw :) 

you will notice that I have not put in sessions for you to work one-on-one with        I like to schedule sessions 2 days out from the exam; lx a day 2 days out, then 2 sessions the 
day before the exam. Based on your availability, when would you like me to schedule those sessions for? Let me know -- thanks[ 

Amy 

Aray Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

Re: tinal exam review schedule 

TEXTI’.httn 

the problem is that has an 8AM exam, and a noon exam. What about if he came at 11 AM with 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>            @hotmail corn>          11:50 AM >>> 
Amy, the only thing that doesn’t work for me is Thurs 12/16 at 2pro, what about noon? 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1 1:06 AM, "Amy kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

Good morning 
Attached you will find the master final exam review schedule for football student-athletes. Please take a look to see when you are scheduled to work. If you have any questions or concerns 
please notify me A SAP. Also, ~2~r anyone listed under "mentors" I won’t l~ow until the last minute who you will be paired with, or if in the end we will not need you on a night that you 
indicated you were available. Don’t worry -- I will not wait until the last minute to let you know :) 

you will notice that I have not put in sessions for you to work one-on-one with        I like to schedule sessions 2 days out from the exam; I x a day 2 days out, then 2 sessions the 
day before the exam. Based on your availability, when would you like me to schedule those sessinns for? Let me know -- thanks! 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Finals Review Schedule.XLSX> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:37 PM 

~bellsouth.net> 

Re: final exam review schedule 

TENTI’.httn 

done’, thanks’. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

@bellsouth.net>           12:06 PM >>> 
I think the 7pro review" will probably go until 8:30. Can I meet the guys @ 8:30? 
thanks. 

From: Am~/" kleissler <k [eissle(~uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Tue, 11:59:43 AM 
Subject: Re: :final exam review schedule 

’]7he only thing that will influence it is if the?’ have practice then -- could you do 8PM’? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

@bellsouth.neC~ 
Hi Arw-thanks for the schedule. On the 9th I’m scheduled with 
9th, therefore I won’t have to make 2 trips to school. 

If that creates a conflict, then keep as is. 

Also, where will the sessions take place for the fb guys. 

Cheers. 

From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.m~c. edu> 
To: 

11:58 AM >>> 

at 10am I have the other student athletes at 7pro. Is there anyway that can be scheduled at 5pro on the 

Sent: Tue,                    11:06:01 AM 
Subject: final exam review schedule 

Good rriol.ning ~ 
Attached you will find the master final exam review schedule for football student-athletes. Please take a look to see when you are scheduled to work. If you have any questions or concerns 
please notify me ASAP. Also, for anyone listed under "raentors" I won’t know until the last minute who you will be paired with, or if in the end we ~vill not need you on a night that you 
indicated you were available. Don’t worry -- I will not wait m~til the last minute to let you l~mw :) 

you will notice that I have not put in sessions for you to work one-on-one with       1 like to schedule sessions 2 days out from the exam; lx a day 2 days ore, then 2 sessions the 
day before the exam. Based on your availability, when would you like me to schedule those sessions for? Let me know - thanks! 

Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:14 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: UPDATE: Reviews tbr Count 

’I~NTI’.httn 

we do but I will have it available tomorrow so you can do it anytime between now and then. The Thursday at noon thing is simply an opportuni~ for us to formally say "thank you" and get 
the paperwork knocked out Let me know and I can give you the paperwork beforehand Thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>                               ))gmail.com>          12:56 PM >>> 
can definitely do Friday at noon, but I thought we had mandatory paperwork Thursday at noon? 

On Tue, at 11:22 ~\~i, ~Mny kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

For reviews with , could you do: 
Thursday, at noon 
Friday, you have an 11 AM session and a 2PM session -- how about working with 
Let me know your thoughts as soon as you can and I’ll get it on the schedule. Thanks[ 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

at 12? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 1:31 PM 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 6th 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Mr. James -- 
Instead of the 5th lloor, could ~ve actually use the lounge at 7PM for the mentors? There ~vill only be a few of them, I need to hook tap my dvd player to the TV so that I can show them 
something, and lastly, from the lounge they will be able to see when their students arrive for stud?’ hall. We ~von’t make a mess :) I’m bringing in pizza. 

Let me kmo~v. 
Thanks! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ till[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday, Exams, Etc. 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Yes for Sunday and SOCI 

For I already had you on the review- schedule for a Friday morning session at 10 (~vhich ~vill move due to your exam (and Sunday) How about this schedule: 

for the session on how about I move it to 1PM then you have a chance to get something to eat between your exam and the review? Let me know ASAP 

’]7hat is fine [’or this Thursday 
Let me know. 
thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 11:49 AM >>> 
Hey Amy, 
I have several questions ..... 
1 ) Could I come in on Sunday night? The SOCI guys have a paper due 
Monday and I think they could use an extra mght (especially if 
they don’t have other sessions. --- Also, there is no final exam for 
SOCI ..... their journals are due a final time, and a lot of the guys 
haven’t been doing their work all semester and have some make up work to 
do, but this paper due Mi~nday is the closest thing to a "final" that 
they- have. (It’s 7% of their grade.) 
2) I’ru good for all oftW sessions, as long as I get out of my math exam 
at a reasonable time on Friday       . The exam period ends AT 11:00, 
but I would thiak I’ll get out a little early. 
3) rm not sure when        math exam is, or how much other stuffhe’s 
got to do, but he’s in a prett-v deep hole. If there’s tirue, we could 
really use more time together. 

Thank you for evewthing you do! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:06 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Re: S~mday, Exams, Etc. 

TENSI’.httn 

ok, so you’ll have soci group at noon and then 
thanks, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

at 2? just confirm that you don’t want shaun at 1 completely your choice :) 

>>> ~email unc edu> 12:04 PM >>> 
Let’s keep it at 2’/ 

On 12:02 PM. Am?" kleissler ~vrote: 

i moved it because i thought you had exams that morning let me know I can move from 2pro to 1 or 1 1 let me know 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>>                      ~i)email.unc.edu>                                       11:53 ~\I >>> 
’]?hat sounds fine I thought it was scheduled for 11 on Friday, but moving it to 1 would be better if possible. ’]?he additional times I think would be really helpful and they fit my schedule. 
Sorry it took so long to get back to you! 

On 2:04 P)¢I, Amy kleissler ~vrote: 

Yes for Sunday- and SOCI 

For I already had you on the review schedule for a Friday morning session at I0 (which will move due to your exam (and Sunday). How about this schedule: 

for the session on how about I move it to 1PM then you have a chance to get something to eat between your exara and the review-. Let me know ASA]-. 

That is fine for this Th~ucsday. 
Let me know. 
thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> .~email.unc.edu> 
Hey Amy, 
I have several questions ..... 
1) Could I come in on Sunday night? The SOCI    guys have a paper due 
Monday and I think the?, could use an extra night (especially I if 
the?’ don’t have other sessions. --- Also, there is no final exam t;ar 
SOCI ..... their journals are due a final time, and a lot of the guys 
haven’t been doing their work all semester and have some make up work to 
do, but this paper due Monday is the closest thing to a "final" that 
they have. (It’s 7% of their grade) 
2) I’m good for all of my sessions, as long as I get out of my math exam 
at a reasonable time on Friday        The exam period ends AT 11:00, 
but I would think I’ll get out a little early. 

3) I’m not sure ;vhen        math exam is, or how much other stuff he’s 
got to do, but he’s in a pretty deep hole. If there’s time, we could 
really use more time together. 

4) 

11:49 AM >>> 



I think that’s all. Sorry Jk~r being so difficul!! 
Thank ’~’ou J2~r everything you do! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 5:21 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: play Shipwrecked FYI 

TEXT.htm 

yes but technically it ~,as preview 

let me know if you are doing dinner 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> <brid~erWa)uncaa unc edu> 12/2/2010 5:20 PM >>> 
So it wasn’t open yesterday? 

Sent frolll my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Amy kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 2 Dec 2010 17:05:37 -0500 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: play Shipwrecked FYI 

The play Ship~x, recked is now open, with nightly performances Tuesday-Saturday at 730PM, plus the 5th, 1 lth and 12th at 2PM. Not 
all these dates are on the Priv Card. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel t till 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tunya moore@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 4:22 PM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

15~blic records response from UNC--tutor infonna’6on 

’IEXT.htm 

Amy, 

I’m writing to give you a hems up that we received public recoMs requests from various media seeking information about UNC-Chapel Hill’s academic support tutors 

going back to 2006. The names of the tutors who were not em~olled as stndents during either the fall or spring semester during the academic year for which they were 

employed by the Universi~ as a tutor is public information, and we are obligated to release that information. We wanted to let yon know that your name and the year 

or years in which you worked a~e being released in case this information is subsequently referenced by the media. If you have questions, please feel t~ee to contact me. 

Ta~ya 

Tanya T. Moore 

University Relations 

102 South Building, Campus Box 6226 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6226 

(919) 962-4515 

(919) 843-5598(fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:12 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: review a~nendment 

TENTI’.httn 

On the 12th I have you down for: 
7PM French with 
--830PM PORT with 
thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 4:25 PM >>> 

Amy, 

That worlds perfect. I get pretty cranky without my dinner break! :) 

What time would in?’ second session be? would it just start at 8:30 and go 
til 10? Or is that too late..? I just want to make sure the guys all get 
their share of review time!! 

Thanks Amy!! I’ll plan on 7:00 on 12/12 then 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 9:32 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

TEXT.hm~; Fall 2010 Finals Review Schedule.:dsx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 1:53 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA 

TEXT.htm 

no worries 
:) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>                     ~email.unc.edu>         1:51 PM >>> 
Oops. My lack of sleep is making me a little delirious! Sorry. Thanks :-) 
From: Amy kleissler [kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:41 PM 
To: 

Subject: NCAA 

I hate to tell you this, but there is a backside to the NCAA form that must be signed. I will leave your form on the counter in my 

office (in the NCAA form file). Please come finish the form when you are here for reviews. Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 11, 2010 11:04 PM 

Landon Huffina~ <hlandon@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Pictures 

Landon -- 
Thank you so much! these are wonderful! Thank you for sending them so quickly See you Monday, and I hope that you and 
Amy 

stay warm and dW tomorrow :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Landon HuItinan 12/11/10 2:10 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 

I hope you all are doing well -- and I had a great time chatting with you last night! I’ve attached the pictures from the banquet to this email. I hope you all have a great evening! 

Best, 

Landon 

Landon Huff man 
Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 

Email: hIandon@uncaa unc.edu 
O]Tice: (919) 843-8346 
(;ell: 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 2:34 PM 

Pa~nela Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu> 

~m apolo~y 

’I~37I’.httn 

I want to veW sincerely apologize for breaking the rules by bringing my son     to the Senior Banquet on Friday The last thing I wanted to do was break the rules or take advantage of the 
generosi~ of yourself, Coach Davis, or UNC football, all of whom have beenve~’ good to me. I fully intended to bring my husband      but when I got home Friday afternoon he was in 
bed with a fever. I brought      not because I wanted my santo come, but because I was worried that if I showed up alone when I had RSVP’ed for two, that it would be bad because Iwas 
wasting football’s money on food for a person that didn’t show I am truly honored to be considered part of the UNC football family and would never ~vant to do anything that would harm or 
dishonor this family. Please accept my sincerest apologies and thanks for all that you do. I know- how tirelessly you work, day in and day out, always with a smile and kind word! 

Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:29 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Looking tbr extra tutors? 

TEXTf.httn 

Great, I’ll have him get in touch with you, ifthal’s okay. I think he’s targeting English literature classes (and more general composilion skills). 

From: Amy klei ssler [kleissle@ancaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 10:27 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Looking for extra tutors? 

Yes, of course! Always! 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Studem Athletes 
UNC-Chapel ttill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@ uncaa, unc.edu<mailto: kleissle@uncaa.unc .edu-~ 

>>> @e~nail.uuc.edu> 10:20 AM >~> 

Hi Ams~ 

I know another student who is looking to start tutoring. Are you in need of any extra tutors for football or any of the Olympic sports? 

I promised him I’d ask, in the "spirit of giving" that this season portends... 

ttapw holidays! 

Very Best, 



Academic Support Program for Student -Athletes 

ACADEMIC MENTOR HANDBOOK 

Carolina Student-Athlete Center for Excellence 
Kenan Stadium 

Academic Year 2011-2012 
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Dear Mentor: 

Welcome to the staff of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at the University of North Carolina. I 
am excited that you have joined us in our efforts to provide: professional, high quality academic support to our 
student-athletes. Our mentoring program is focused on our freshmen and academically at-risk students. 

Our mentors come from a variet-y of disciplines and walks of life, all coming together to support our student- 
athletes. Our mentors may be professionals in the community, graduate: students, or teaching fellovvs. Together, as 
a staff, we work to support these students to become independent, confident, and successful learners. 

Your job as a mentor to student-athletes carries with it a tremendous amount of responsibility and challenge. Our 
students mn the full gamut in terms of ability, motivation, and areas of interest. As a mentor you can help the 
students reach their full potential. However, please keep in mind that student-athletes neither gain special privileges 
nor lose basic rights. They are to do their own ~vork and reap the consequences, positive or negative. Likewise, 
they do not forfeit their right to confidentiality regarding their academic progress. The ethics and integrit-y that 
guide: your own academic work, fully apply here in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. You are 
responsible for all of the content in this manual so please read it thoroughly. If you have any questions or concerns, 
please feel free to ask our mentor coordinator or any full-time staff member for they are available to assist you at 
any time. 

This handbook is designed to help you understand our mentoring program, the student-athletes you will be working 
with, clarify your role, and provide you with a variety of resources for you to utilize throughout your time as 
mentor. \Vhile our program will provide you with a wide variety of tangible supports such as graphic organizers and 
textbooks, please utilize one of your most valuable, yet intan~ble, resources - each other. Your daily work with the 
students will provide you with insight and an opportunity to apply your relents as you teach new skills. As you learn 
from and support one another, you are modeling best practices for your students. Use this handbook as a resource 
to refer back to again and again in your vw~rk as a mentor. 

A key ingredient to our success is having a staff of mentors committed to quality education. I appreciate your 
contributions to improving upon our tradition of academic excellence. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable and rewarding experience. 

Sincerely, 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

*ADAPTED FROM THE [ 5NC-CHAPEL ACADEMIC 8UPPORT PROGRAM FOR ~TUDENT-ATHI.ETES 
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Robert Mercer 

Brent Blanton 

Director 

Associate Director, b!alzi0n@Hncaa.H~c.edH 

Women’s Basketball, Baseball, Women’s Soccer, Field Hockey, Women’s Tennis 

Beth Bridget Associate Director/Learning Specialist, bddgerb@Hacaa.uac.edu 
Football 

Dr. Jan iBoxill Academic Counselor,jmba>:i//@uvcaa.uvc.edu 
\Vomen’s Basketball 

Amy Kleissler Mentor Coordinator, k/eiss/e@~vcaa.~vc.edz~ 
Footballl 

Jaimie Lee Academic Counselor, jaimielee@~mcaa.~mc.edz~ 
Football 

Beth Lyons Learning Specialist, Olympic Sports, em~),o~s@uacaa.uac.edu 

Academic Counselor, k~or,@u~caa.u~c.edu 
Men’s and Women’s Track & Field and Cross Country, Men’s Soccer, 
Men’s Gymnastics, Men’s Tennis, Rowing, Fencing 

Tia Overstreet Academic Couns clot, o~;ersn’e@u,zcaa.u,~c, edu 
Football 

Jenn Townsend Associate Director, j/owvse~d@u~caa.u~c.edu 
Men’s Basketball, Women’s Swimming, Softball 

Spencer Welborn Academic Couns elor, we/lbor~@u~caa.u~c, edu 
Men’s Lacrosse, Wrestling, Men’s Soccer, Men’s Swimming, Men’s Golf 

Tony Yount Academic Counselor, to~yoz~vt@uacaa.uvc.edu 
Women’s Golf, Women’s Lacrosse, Volleyball, Women’s Gymnastics 

Nate Yarborough Of-rice Manager, yarboro~gh@u,~caa.u~rc.edu 

Feel free to contact any member of the staff if you have a question or concern about a student-athlete, or the 
policies and procedures of the Academic Support Program f-or Student-Athletes. 

Mentors are to maintain conridentialib~ in all areas regarding student-athletes. You may discuss a student’s academic 
concerns only with the student and academic staff. You may not discuss the student’s academic concerns with other 
students, f:aculty, or members of the community or media. This would be a violation of the student’s right to 
privacy under the Buckley Amendment. 

Any question to the breach of a student’s confidentiality will result in termination of employment. 
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The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes is 
administratively part of the Academic Services unit of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. The program setwes as an 
educational resource to students who participate in varsity 
athletics at the University. Similar services are provided to the 
e.ntire undergraduate community through The Le.arning Center 
and the Academic Success Program for Students with ADHD 
and LD. 

We are committed to the true student-athlete concept, applying 
the same principles that have guided superior athletes, helping them to develop into superior students. A superior 
athlete is dedicated, hardworking, committed, accepts responsibility, and never misses practice. A student with the 
same values will achieve a similarly high level of academic success. Focusing on academically underprepared or at- 
risk student-athletes, the mission of our program is to provide students with the opportunity to develop the skills 
necessary to succeed in college. We seek to support the students as they achieve thdrgoals for their education. 

A student-athlete may be identified for the mentoring program t-or a varie~T of different reasons such as poor 
academic background, a demonstrated difficulty adjusting to college-level academics, or a diagnosed learning 
disability. Utilizing Chickering and Gamson’s (1987) Se~,en Prin@les~r Good Practice i~ Unde~raduate Half, cation, we 
focus on active learning of subject material, communicating high expectations through goal setting, and a 
continuous floxv of communication and feedback between the student, mentor, and academic staff: 

Paired with an identified student, mentors work with the student to address a wide variety of academic issues such 
as time management, note taking, communicating xvith professors, classroom behavior, and study skills. Using the 
student’s own course content, the mentor is able to focus the student on developing and improving mathematics, 
reading, vocabulary., and writing skills. It is in this manner that the student will then be able to incorporate these 
skills into his own individual learning style 

Before you begin to work with a student-athlete you must first participate in a number of training sessions. These 
training sessions will cover such topics as: 

° NC:~\ rules that govern working with student-athletes, given by the UNC Office of NC:~\ Compliance 
° UNC Honor Court procedures given, by the Assistant Dean of Students for Judicial Programs 
¯ Guidelines and techniques when working with students on writing skills, given by the Director of The 

Writing Center 

A common theme in all of these training sessions is the rules that govern our work with the student-athletes. As the 
newest part of our team, you are joining us here at ASPSA as we work in a very unique, but clearly defined, 
environment in college athletics. We believe strongly in our mission for the student-athletes and work hard to 
deliver it every day. These roles are here to help protect the University, the Program, the students, the staff, and 
most of all. you. 
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Characteristics of a Mentor 
Listen to and communicate effectively with others 
Recognize excellence (or steps towards it) and 

encourage it 
Like to help others 

Recognize when others require support, direct 

assistance, or independence 

Teach, guide, coach, and be a positive role model 
~XTillingness to share knowledge, skill, and experience 

Challenge for positive change to occur 

Patience 

Enlhusiasm 

Ability to take initiative 

Maintain confidentiality 
Sense of humor 

\Villingness to learn 

Ability to interact with individuals of different social, 

cultural, economic, and 
educational bacl, grounds 

Organized, efficient time manager 

Responsible 
Reliable 

Work as part of a team 

These are precisely the characteristics that we see in you! 

Mentoring is the deliberate pairing of an experienced or skilled person with a 
lesser-experienced or skilled person, for the purposes of teaching and modeling 
desired behavior or practice (Newton, 2002). Mentors are: people who 
understand and can teach at-risk students what it takes to sutwive and be 
successful in college. Mentors work on the "whole" picture: time 
management, organization, study strategies, textbook reading, note taking, test 
taking, and all aspects of the: writing process. 

As an academic mentor you are to provide guidance or advice through 
explanation, example, modeling, and action. As you help your student transition through challenging periods, you 
will need to be: an ever-present source of encouragement and enthusiasm CWlodkowski, 2008). Our mission is to 
provide a productive learning environment where these vulnerable student-athletes feel that they can trust you. In 
building your mentoring relationship it is important for the students to feel comfortable revealing their 
vulnerabilities and xveaknesses to you. They need to trust that xve will teach and support them, not judge or shame 
them. As mentor you will be there to cheer them on, cheer them up, and occasionally, kick them in the rear! 
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Establishing a mentoring relationship is very much like establishing any other relationship in your life. It evolves 
over time. By demonstrating respect, mist, and interest in one another, you will gain perspective on one another’s 
values and expectations. As your mentee gains new knowledge and skills, they ~vill gain a sense of competence and 
independence. When they struggle, they will seek you for guidance and support. In the early stages you and your 
mentee will work to become acquainted, and establish common interests, values, and goals. It is here that you will 
begin to build one of the strongest elements of your relationship - trust. Explain your role as a source of 
information and guidance for the student. 

Communication is another vital element of the program because mentors are a prima~ source of information 
between the mentee, coaches, and advisors. Assume nothing with your student. From the outset you must be sure 
to establish clear expectations. Remember that not only are the skills you will be working to foster within the: 
student new to them, but the entire concept of a mentoring relationship may be foreign as well. 

It is important to find your own approach with your mentee. Not all mentees are the same, so not all strategies are 
universal. Use your "people" skills to find what works and what doesn’t. Will your student need constant 
"supervision" or is your mentee one that is good at taking direction and finishing tasks? Typically a friendly, laid 
back, yet structured, comforting environment can be one that is successful. 

Sometimes it can be hard to find where the "line of 
professionalism’ lies. This could be because the student- 
athlete you are working with is close to your own age, or 
because you feel a connection to the student through 
shared interests. However, you must be clear that in your 
role as mentor, the student-athletes are not your peers. As 
adults we all develop many such professional relationships 
over our lifetime. This is a professional role you are taking 
on. Just as you are teaching and modeling best practices in 
academics, in your relationship with your mentee you will 
be teaching and modeling how to build and maintain a 
professional relationship. If you ever have any questions or 
concerns, please speak with the: mentor coordinator 
immediately. 

Mentors must be sensitive to the needs of their mentee, and attempt to tailor their deliverT to best meet the needs 
of their mentee’s academic development (\Vlodkowski, 2008). When a student becomes ’stuck,’ mentors need to 
offer their mentees challenges and activities that will stimulate academic growth and push the student to stretch 
themselves. If the mentor is attuned to the level of abili)- of the student, the activity can serve to motivate the 
student, but if the challenge is not well-matched to the needs of the specific student, the student may become 
overwhelmed. This can cause the mentee to lose faith in both themselves, and their mentor. Consequently, focus 
on small objectives that serve to build larger skills, and instill confidence. 

This role may appear to be casual and low maintenance, but in many xvays that is an illusion, for a successful 
mentor always leads and guides. Although you may find yourself sitting alongside your student while they arc: 
quietly working, you are not babysitting. You are silently observing everything that they do or do not do, ready to 
guide them through the skills you have taught them. Ask them questions that will prompt them to solve the problem 
themselves. The best mentors do not tell. They engage in conversations with the student that, in a sense, silently 
guides the student to use and manipulate the skills they have learned. 



Successful sales people have a number of qualities in common: they believe in their product, they are resilient, they 
are proactive problem-solvers, and they understand that thorough background knoxvledge is crucial to their success. 
They kno~v their product ~vell, and they know- their client well: xvhat his goals are, xvhat motivates him, and how he 
works best. Successful sales people understand and accept that their client may look at any ~ven situation 
differently than they themselves do, and they alter their methods of delivering service accordingly. As a mentor, 
you are a sales person, the command of academic skills is your product, and the student is your client. You have 
been selected to work ~vith our mentoring program because of your thorough knowledge of the product; noxv you 
will need to thoroughly understand your client. 

Spending 40+ hours a week involved in their sport and related activities (Gaston & Gayles, 2004)(Pinkney & Tebbe, 
2009), Division I collegiate student-athletes face demands that fexv people outside the xvorld of college athletics can 
~llly appreciate. "The label of student-athlete says it all. A college student who is also an athlete is asked to live lxvo 
roles and be two people in one. No other college students are identified in this hyphenated way - no others are 
pulled in t~vo completely different directions... No other students are asked to be one person for half the day and 
someone else the other half" (Sperber, 2000). Consider for a moment the pressures acting upon student-athletes at 
any given time: 

Athletic Responsibilities (Ferrante & Etzel, 2009)(Parham, 2009): 
~ Travel and practice 

Strength and conditioning workouts 
Watching film 
Team meetings 
Injury rehabilitation 
Team success and failure 
Length of season -- ’off season’ is not time off 
Pressures of winning and losing 
Pressures of retaining scholarship status 

Academic Responsibilities: 
Class, study table, meetings with counselors, and tutor sessions 
Relationship with professors, faculty advisor, academic counselor, and tutors 
Course and major selection 
Eligibility and progress toward graduation 
Measuring up 



Life Responsibilities: 
~ Community service and development opportunities 
~ Relationships with family, friends and roommates 
~, Creating a life at college 

Even for the most mature and academically prepared freshman, adjustment to college life can be bumpy. "Personal 
"baggage" may also be a t;actor, heavily influencing their academic experience (Parham, 2009): 

~ Need to support family or children 
~ Poor self-perception 
~ Expectations from family that the student’s success will carry all of them. 
~ Expectations of coaches and public 

Taking into account these responsibilities and pressures, we now have a completely different appreciation and 
perception of what being a student-athlete truly represents. 

Student-athletes must contend with balancing 
their lwo full-time roles of student and athlete 
(Street, 1999). Although they arrive on campus 
idealistic and optimistic about their impending 
academic experience, academically 
underprepared students often suffer under the 
weight of these pressures, and begin to detach 

themselves from their academics (Adler & 
Adler, 1985). You, as part of the Academic 
Success Program for Student-Athletes, are here 
to support them so that they can turn their 
idealism into reality. 

Being a Division I scholarship student-athlete may appear on the surt;ace to be an idealized life of free education, 
public adulation, and profitable future, but in reality,, there truly is no ’free lunch.’ 

A ~pical daily schedule for a student-athlete: 

6-8AM 

8-11 

11-12PM 

12-2 

230-6 

6-7 

7-10 

Weights 

Class 

Lunch/Break 

Tutor Sessions/Meetings at AC 

Practice/Film 

Dinner 

Study Table 



Take a moment to think back, way back, to the first semester of your freshman 
year. Can you remember what it felt like to experience all the ’firsts’ - first time 
away from home, first roommate, first time you didn’t have someone organizing 
your life, first time you wrote a check, and the first time you realized that any 
mistakes you made landed squarely on your shoulders alone? 

Now, add in the complicating factors that being a student-athlete can present, and 
it is not difficult to grasp the importance of supporting these: students at this most 
crucial time in their lives. 

The stresses of ruing to balance athletic and academic demands have the potential 
to interfere: with normal psychosocial development (Chickering, 1993). If you 
sense your student-athlete struggling, one of the best things you can do is to be a 
sympathetic listener (Smart, 2006). Be open to listening to your mentee talk about 
what they are experiencing and feeling. If you have any questions or concerns, 
please: share: them ~vith the mentor coordinator directly. 



A number of student-athletes lack the proper preparation for college work {Hood, Craig, and Ferguson, 1992}, 

arriving on campus their freshmen year at a significant disadvantage compared with their peers {American Institutes 

for Research, 1988}. Many i~aculty members, often unfairly so, perceive student-athletes to be lacking in the 

academic skills needed to succeed {Hobneck, Mudge, and Turchi, 2003}. These judgments, no matter ho~v subtle, 

leave a lasting impact upon the student {Sellers & Damas, 1996}. 

As you come to know your mentee, you will learn which of the many pressures discussed above arc: causing which 
results. This can be a great breakthrough in formulating how to best work with your mentee. It is not uncommon 
f-or students to be reticent to use the skills you have been teaching and modeling. Understand that this may not be 
happening because they have not retained xvhat you have taught, but rather, is related to their belief that they are not 
capable of improving (Tebbe, 2007). 



Some Things to Cover in Your First Meeting: 

Course Syllabus 

° Explain your role - this is a good way to connect. The 

student will ~vant to know" what you can do for them so 

describe your strengths and how you can utilize these skills 

to help them. 

The student is probably going to wonder why they have to 

meet ~vith you. Explain hoxv their academic performance is 

extremely important, as coaches believe they can be a key 

player on the team. This is extra help to get them 

acclimated to what it takes to be a DI student-athlete. 
° Reviexv the syllabus to identity requirements of the course, 

test dates, and assignment deadlines. 
° With syllabi, note which days will be missed due to competition. Encourage’, them to speak with professors 

about these absences IN ADVANCE! 
° Discuss use of tutoring surrounding these dates t-or test readiness, emphasizing that last-minute tutor 

sessions are useful only for cursory review. 
° REQUIRE mentee, to bring all syllabi, planning devices, and class materials to e.ach meeting. This is 

ESSENTIAL!! They should also have a 3-ring binder. You can help them get that organized and keep it 
organized throughout the semester. 

° Make sure your mentee has an understanding of: xvhat their professor’s names are, grading system, when 

assignments are due, absence: policy, late work policy, etc. NAMES especially. 

Student Involvement 
* Reiterate the attendance policy and ho~v your mentee MUST contact they advisor if they are going to 

miss/be late for a meeting. 
* Emphasize the importance of student involvement in the learning process: advance preparation, effective 

note taking, active listening, and class participation. Repeatedly remind students of the negative effects of 
procrastination and last minute efforts. 

* Involve the: student in the discussion of material and explanation of problems. Your goals arc: to guide 
rather than teach, show rather than tell, and question rather than lecture CWlodkowski, 2008). 

Get to 

o 

o 

o 

Know One Another 
Where is your mentee from? Ask them to tell you about their family. 
What position does your mentee play? How is practice going? 
What does your mentee feel is their hardest class, why? Easiest? Why? 
gq~at xvas high school like f-or your mentee? How is it alike/different from college? 
Ho~v is your mentee handling their sport and school? What do they feel are the: challenges? How arc: they 
handling those challenges so t~ar? 
See what kind of organizational/time management tools your mentee is using. Can this be improved? Give 
suggestions. 
Inform him/her of your scheduled meeting times. 



Promote time management 
One of the best skills you can teach a student-athlete is to anticipate, a valuable life skill that they can apply 
across the academic, athletic, and social aspects of their life (Martin, 1991). So often for this age’. group, 
small, inconsequential tasks are not factored into the overall time commitment plan for the day (Stabeno, 
2004): anticipate that you need to go to the bank, get a ride to campus, or take your computer to ITS. Not 
fulfilling your responsibilities due to unplanned events is not an excuse that a coach or professor will accept. 

* One of the biggest struggles with freshmen student-athletes is understanding that study hall is not the only 
time in a dW to crack the books. Using the block schedule worksheet in their PASS book, ask them to look 
for holes in their schedule ~at can be utilized. 

Promote class responsibility 
* Encourage and motivate your mentee to strive for improvement and excellence, always! Distractibility is a 

plight of many of our student-athletes - talk through together the importance of sitting up front, away from 
friends, and avoiding distractions on the intemet. 

Promote professor communication 
* For many academically underprepared students, going to see a professor can only mean one thing- 

TROUBLE! Learning the importance of establishing a relationship ~vith professors may take time with your 
student. 

* Rehearse the meeting - describe what the office may look like, talk about what the student’s goals might be 
in going to see a professor, and brainstorm questions that the student would like to discuss. Don’t forget to 
talk through what to do if the discussion doesn’t go according to plan. As their mentor, you are modeling 
resilience! 

Promote organization 
Spend 5 minutes organizing their notebook, cleaning out their backpack, and 
filing away’ any loose papers. Keeping the clutter to a minimum will help them 
reduce distraction, and focus. 

Promote daily work 
* One of the best academic habits you can instill in the student you are working 

with is to review class notes and reading eveU day. Ease the transition by 
starting with a focused activity rather than a time limit. 
Many underprepared students prefer to put off what they anticipate ~vill be 
hard or discouraging work. Hands-on activities such as review games are: a 
g~eat way to ’sneak in’ the learning. 

Promote academic skills through daily work 
* Use their assignments to teach these skills as much you can. Be active ~ engage your student by being 

active yourself, and give them different paths to obtaining knowledge. If they are having a slow day, turn 
the tables on them by tossing them the chalk and having them get up at the board. 

Promote communication 
* Listen actively to the student--what they are saying and how they are saying it. 
* Ask open-ended questions that illicit conversation. Keep directions short and explicit. 
* Folloxv the student’s pace, slo~ving do~vn ifnecessaU. Reinforce positive academic behavior; give 

reassurance for efforts and improvements made. 
* Observe how the student approaches a problem; this pinpoints where you need to begin with the student. 



The Academic P.A.S.S. Book (Promoting ~’~cademic ~uccess of ::<tudent-Athletes) is an academic planner that 
the ASPSA has created to function as a comprehensive, yet manageable, resource f-or the student-athlete to carry 
with them at all times. As you walk through it ~vith your mentee during your initial meeting, you will see that it 
contains such things as the contact information for the athletic and academic support staffs, monthly and 
xveekly calendars, a block schedule, and a section to track grades for each class. At the back there is a resource 
section with information on proper citation format, and navigating the UNC on-line system, Connect Carolina. 

The responsibility tSalls upon you to keep on top of the progress your student is making. This means that your 
student is responsible for making the progress; you are responsible for knowing where they are in relation 
to what they need to be accomplishing. This is the information you are communicating to the academic staff in 
your daily feedback forms and is, next to your work one-on-one with your student, one of the most vital aspects 
of your job. By keeping the communication loop between the student, mentor, and academic staff flowing, we 
can better support the student-athlete and prevent him from falling through the cracks. 

Never trust the word of the student when it comes to grades and assignments - make them show you in their 
syllabi or on Blackboard. Always keep in mind that habits that are intuitive to you are not always present in the 
students you are working with. Each session remember to follow a routine with your student, checking 
Blackboard, email, and their PASS Book. The goal is that over the course of your working relationship these 
habits will become second-nature for your student, but that will not happen without repeated example, 
modeling, and practice (Martin, 1991). 

Discuss the idea of setting objectives and 
goals as you go through the PASS Book 
together. 

Introduce the idea of "back planning" in 
order to allow plenty of time to complete 
assignments in advance of their due dates. 
This will help the student alleviate stress and 
provide the time necessary to use the 
academic skills they have learned (Ellis, 
1997). 

Utilize syllabi to help students organize 
responsibilities (academic, athletic, and 
personal). 

Using both the monthly and xveekly calendars, mark in dates for tests, quizzes, projects, papers, 
presentations and even extra obligations such as game schedule and CRI~;ED meetings. 

Major assignments for the week? Don’t simply xvrite ’HIST 128 chapter 2 due Thursday.’ Using the concept 
of back planning, teach the student to break down the reading into manageable chunks that can be achieved 
throughout the week. Together, ~vrite down very specific tasks such as o~t/i~ep@e~; go to Iibra~yjo~jo~r/~al 
a~ticles o~ cell mutation, de~elop thesis, h@light articles, ~te ~otes o~ chapter 5, make chapter 7 PORT,/lashcards, etc. 
The syllabus will tell your student what to do; you are teaching your student how to achieve it successfully. 
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~ACADEMIC CATCH PHRASES~ FOR THE StUDENt: WItAT WE MEAN WflEN WE SAY... 

Academic skills are not intuitive; they must be taught. Never assume that your student is fluent with the 
vernacular of-academics that we accept as second nature (Mercer & Mercer, 2005). 

~CGo to #lass" 
Arrive to class a few minutes before the scheduled start time in order to get 

your materials out and be ready to take notes. Some professors arrive early, 

some arrive late, but you should always act as if the profcssor will begin 

lecturing at the scheduled start time. 

Be prepared to take notes - on your laptop or with pen and paper, 

whateve, r ~vorks best for you. Othe, r than test days, always be prepared to 

take notes. 

Look at your syllabus before class - whatever reading assignment is listed 
on a particular day is what the professor expects you have to have read 
before class. 

Be smart when you pick your seat. Sit up front - the less you have bet~veen you and your professor, such as 
other students and their laptops, the less you have to distract you. You have plenty of time to be with your 
teammates - you will be less distracted of you sit by yourself. You want the professor to know your face for a 
good reason .... 

Let the professor know your face for a good reason. Be atte, ntive, in class. Don’t be’, afraid to approach the 
professor after class to ask a question - asking a question shows the professor you are trying to learn. 

Stay offthe intemet in class. It may seem like ’all the other students are doing it’ but like mom always said, "you 
are not everybody!" ~’qnen you allow yourself to be distracted in class, it makes your studying outside of class 
lavice as hard. 

Think of your backpack as a mobile desk - alxvays make sure you have an extra pen/pencil, Scantron sheet, CPS 
clicker (if using), etc. 

’~You have study hall tonight" 
Bring all materials you may need such as notes, textbooks, laptop, paper, etc. to work on upcoming assignments. 

Take this opportuni~ to check for announcements on Blackboard. Print out anything you may need for 
upcoming classes such as worksheets or PowerPoint slides 
that the professor xvill use in the upcoming lecture. Use these 
to take notes during the: lecture. 

Come to study hall with a plan of what you need from the 
session - have a to-do list t-or yourselt~: 

This is the perfect time to ask questions and get help. 



can be working on upcoming reading assignments. 

"sr’ou have independent study" 
Bring all materials you may need such as notes, 
textbooks, laptop, paper, etc. to work on upcoming 
as sigmnents. 

Since you are required to be here, take advantage of the 
resources - a quiet room, textbooks, tutors, etc. - and get 
your work done. Your life will be much easier in the 
long-run: you xvill be more relaxed because you have 
knocked out your work, and less stressed because your 
coaches and advisors will be off your back. 

There is always something you can work on. Even if you 
have completed all of your upcoming assignments, you 

’¢You have a (insert subject) tutor session MIV lOAM" 
Bring all materials relevant to this class - notes, textbook, assignment you are working on. 

Come to the session with a plan of what you need from the session - the tutor is there to support your learning 
of the subject, not to be your personal teacher. 

When you come to tutoring it is expected that you will have been working on the course material outside of this 
session by paying attention in class, working on the reading, and meeting with the professor. The tutor is here 
to help you with problems you are encountering, clarifying concepts that are contusing you, working on reading 
assignments, or reviexving for exams. 

"Check Blackboard" 
Pay close attention to the a/~o~ce~e~ts section on the first screen when you sign in. If the professor is posting 
an announcement, that means that it is very important such as a change in reading or homework assignment, 
change in quiz/exam schedule, canceled class, etc. Professors may not tell you these: things in class because they 
expect you to check Blackboard. 

~,~hen looking at grades, pay attention to the total point value of each assignment - do not assume that each 
assignment is worth 100 points, bZ~r example, a 68 points out of 100 may be passing, but if the assignment was 
worth 150 points, that is an E. 

Double check that you are on top of any assignments. Take the extra minute to make sure you aren’t missing 
something. Professors will not accept "I didn’t knox,?’ or "I couldn’t find it" as an excuse:. 
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(Hallahan, 2005) (Mercer & Mercer, 2005) 
Understanding their individual learning s@e will not solve all the academic 
challenges for a struggling learner, but it will help them understand how they can be 
more successful when approaching their courses (Knox, 1986). Discuss learning 
styles xvith your student-athlete and help them figure out what their particular 
learning s@e is. In the Resources section of this manual you will find a website 
where your student can respond to an on-line questionnaire that will help them 
assess how- they best learn. 

VISUAL I,EARNER 
A visual learner has to see the information to retain it. They will respond well to interaction and visuals. 
Incorporating pictures, multimedia, or illustrations on the board xvill help engage them to the material. 

AUDITORY LEARNER 

An auditory learner has to hear the information in order to retain it. Often it will take auditory learners longer to 
retrieve and recall information so it is important that you become comfortable with silence (Fry, 2000). \Xqqen the 
student hesitates to answer, do not rush in to fill the space bet~veen you. By permitting the silence to grow you are 
allowing the student the: time they need to form their thoughts, and thus showing them that you are confident in 
their abilities! 

[<7~IN ESTHETI C LEAR~NER 

A tactile: learner has to write things down or do hands on activities in order to retain information. One tactic is to 
allow this student to pace the classroom as you both discuss the class material. 

W/--~AT ARE LEARNING ",{)ISABH~ITIES? 

A learning disability, is a broad tem~ used to describe a number of different neurolo~cal conditions that "interfere 
with a person’s learning" (Harwell, 2008). Learning disabilities, or as I prefer to call them, learning differences, 
relate to listening, reading, writing, speaking, reasoning, and mathematical calculation. Through a psycho- 
educational assessment, which examines the gap bet~veen achievement scores and calculated norms, it can be 
determined that, in their present learning environment, the student has not learned at the level that their brain is 
capable of learning. Although current US statistics show roughly 10% of the population as having a learning 
disability (Hallahan, 2005), unfortunately many student-athletes arrive as freshmen never having been properly 
diagnosed (Stabeno, 2004). 

At UNC all of our student-athletes are given a series of screening tests when they arrive as freshmen, and our 
Learning Specialist for further diagnostic testing refers those with scores indicative of a disability. The Learning 
Specialist works directly with the student and LDS to ensure that the students are supported. 

When approaching working with students with learning disabilities, remember the old adage, do ,o(iudge u,til./ou haue 
walked a mile iv his shoes. Consider what it must be like to live in a world where you feel as though you are the only 
one f-or whom reading or xvriting does not come easily. It is difficult to fathom the strength of character it must 
take a person to ~;ace that struggle each and every day. If you have any questions or concerns when working with 
your student-athlete, please speak with the Learning Specialist directly. 



A.D.DiAD}.{D .~:\N> w.,,:--.~~<,’r ~:"o~.~ ...>&~,~.:’ ~:~.~::?:.~:.:; (Hallahan, 2005)(Mercer & 
Mercer, 2005) 

It is important to remember when xvorking with an LD student that what 
makes sense or seems obvious to the general learner, probably isn’t so 
straightforward for the LD student. Many weren’t given the time to really 
develop the skill ~vhen they were younger so that they can do it on their own 
now, and especially for LD students, it is a task they xvill always have to do no 

,J-/~_,~e j @ matter what level school they are in. Battling AI)ttD/AI)D never goes away, 
but they can learn skills that will make coping easier. Like learning any skill, it 

takes some practice, and although oftentimes seems more efficient to cut corners, practicing such skills now will 
make life easier for them in the long run. 

Often students with AD/ADHD will not see the relationship between one idea and another. This makes paper 
writing even harder for ADD!ADHD students. For example, some LD students will not have a sense of where to 
divide their writing between paragraphs, and they will not readily ’see’ how the ideas in one paragraph flow into the 
next (Mooney, 2000). 

GENERAL TACTICS: 

" Keep it creative by playing games, or using tactile objects and media. 

Set short-term goals, take breaks, and praise, praise, PRAISE! 

Teach the student to find key words and clues in test questions. 

This student will have significant trouble completing tasks in a timely manner, especially when forced to 
work within time constraints. Back planning is especially crucial for this student, but don’t only plan, help 
them keep on the schedule of completing small tasks as they progress. If you would normally plan 1 hour 
for an activity., allow 1.5 hours for this student. 

PAPER WRITING TACTICS WHEN WORKING WITH A STUDENT WITH ADD/ADHD : 

Use a highlighter to focus on important words or phrases in the prompt. If the prompt has more than one 
part, either use a different color highlighter, or number each element of the prompt. 

Brainstorm on the white board: this can be the most time consuming process with the student, but will help 
them be much more self-sufficient in the end. This phase is often old school to most college: students, but 
not to ADHD/ADD students. 

Getting thoughts from their head to the board/paper: Put questions on one side of the board to get them 
thinking, and leave space between to write in their answers. Use different colored pens for this. Once this 
is done, talk together about how they can form this conversation into a paper. Write their ideas on one half 
of the board, and use the other half for them to pare down their ideas into a thesis. 

Depending upon the ability of the writer, try to only work on a couple of things during each draft. For 
example, if your student is the king of run-on sentences or is a very poor writer, work on sentence 
formation and leave the spelling/grammar for a later stage. The key is not to overwhelm the student with 
too much at once. Throw them a bone first -- Praise, praise, praise. The student will be more likely to listen 
to youi~vant to work if they feel invested in the process. 



(nallahan, 2005)(Mercer & Mercer, 2005) 
Using a microphone to dictate his thoughts, author Christopher Lee has written of his own straggles xvith learning 
disabilities: "For some of us (with written language: disabilities) spelling is impossible. Teachers and parents need to 
understand and accept this. It’s easy for people without learning difficulties to say to the person who misspells a 
word to look it up in a dictionary. What they don’t understand is that using a dictionary can be extremely difficult 
and sometimes impossible f-or someone xvho does not recognize words on paper. Distinguishing letters is extremely 
difficult for me" (Lee & Jackson, 1992). There are a number of clues that can help you recognize a student ~vith 
visual perception problems: 

The student will have problems copying down material correctly from a book or from the board. The 
student will also lose their place while copying, and their written work is messy. 

The student will experience difficulty getting thoughts down on paper, with sentence structure, and drawing 
out ideas. 

Poor penmanship, spelling, and proofreading skills are also characteristics. 

TACTICS: 

¯ Couple written directions with verbal explanations. 

Teach the student to copy key words and definitions onto index 
cards. The process or rewriting the information acts as 
reinforcement, and the flashcards can be used alone’, or to study 
with someone else. Two students can combine their flashcard 

sets to create interactive matching games. 

that if I concentrate so much on connecting 
the entire content" (Lee & Jackson, 1992). 

The student sees things in a very black and white manner. 
They cannot understand the nuances of the language. In some 
circumstances this may be their background education. With 
students such as these it is helpful to use an analogy to translate 
the concept to them. 

Lee suggests finding a tactic to help the student distinguish the 
xvords, such as a device that deals xvith the organization of the 
letters in the xvords. "Even though I would not be able to read 
the words aloud, I can learn to recognize the differences in the 
words so that I can attach meaning to them .... I have learned 
words with meaning when I read, I lose track of the meaning of 

g,q~en xvorking on reading assignments or studying, it xvould be helpful t-or this student to read a sentence or 
two, and then stop to paraphrase what they just read. It is a slow process, but it will help their brain link the 
ideas into a concept that flows. 



.AND W~:-.~AT YO~J .MAY SEE (Hallahan, 2005)(Mercer & Mercer, 2005) 

Many problems arise for our samggling learners due to poor reading skills. They do not read ef-fectively which 
causes them to become ovetavhelmed and anxious. The skill of reading involves several aspects such as the ability 
to decode’., and the ability to comprehend meaning from simple language. Decoding is the proce.ss whereby your 
brain takes the letters written on the page in groupings that form words, and translates that information. The brain 
goes through the same decoding process with information received verbally. 

Students with reading problems will demonstrate poor phonemic awareness, oral language, verbal skills, letter 
knowledge, and print awareness (Harwell and Jackson, 2008). These students will be slow and labored in their 
approach to decoding, and will exhibit poor accuracy in reading single words. They will often misidentify familiar 
words. They will mispronounce common words or may drop the final consonant off of words. Each of these 
reading skills, phonemic awareness and decoding, act as stepping-stones toward successful reading, and the next 
stone in line is fluency. Once a student can decode, then he can reading more accurately and gain meaning from the 
language, g,q~en decoding becomes fluid, then accuracy and fluidib~ will increase. If the student has problems with 
decoding, then that student will have difficulty with comprehension. 

Students who experience reading difficulties not only have to struggle to decipher a bunch of squig2gles on a piece of 
paper, they also have to face the daily fear of being called on to read in class (Lee, 1992). Your relationship of trust 
with your student and the one-on-one setting provides a wonderful oppommity for your student to work on 
developing and improving his reading skills. 

TACTICS: 

° One technique that works t-or reading is to read "bac~vards and forwards". 
o First, outline the reading assignment by going through and writing down all of the section headings 

and bolded words. Each time you write something new down, circle back to what you have already 
xvritten and see if anything matches. This helps the student get a sense of how one section of the 
reading links up with another. 

o Now, preview the reading by going forward through the text to see where else this new vocabulary is 
used. 

o At first this can feel like a very long process, but it will become more familiar, especially as it begins 
to help him. Reading for this student is not fun; it will always be hard work and often frustrating, 
but you can help build his confidence by helping him take control. 

P>.[:<ci:5.;.p.,"i"[:~..;’.,.i... R>.;’.,.~.~,©N~..N<;. D.,,:~.~,.~’.,,.,,::.~.I.I..:.,,:".,,:".I.[.:~;S .;:\.N> w.,,:--.l;<,.[.’ ~:"©v.; .,,>.,,",<~:’ 5:~>.~:.::. (ttallahan, 2005)(Mercer & Mercer, 
2005) 

Student xvho experience perceptual and/or perceptual-motor difficulties will have problems with handxvriting. A 
student may avoid writing, tire easily when writing, blink or shake his head when writing. The physical process of 
handwriting is slow and laborious, as if the student is drawing each letter individually. Their handwriting will be 
messy and slow (Hartwell & Jackson, 2008). 



This student has difficulty, distinguishing the sounds of different letters from one another, especially when 
letters are combined. This makes it hard for the student not only to understand what a word is, but it also 
prevents the student from making a mental image of the word. This student will most likely not be able to look 
up xvords in a dictionary. 

Because sound is so difficult for this student to process, their understanding is heavily influenced by the wq;~ 
someone says the sound. This student will learn best if they are paired with a student or mentor that does not 
have a sing-songy or otherwise very distinguishable voice. 

If a student has problems with memory, they will have a difficult time recalling vocabulary. If you think of your 
brain as an organized filing system, with all the drawers neatly labeled and in alphabetic order, this student’s 
filing system xvill not be as organized or easy t-or him to use. They xvill know the word is in there, but they just 
cannot seem to find it. To some people the word may be "on the tip of their tongue" but to this student it is 
much more serious problem. It will cause the student to lose entire thoughts while searching. 

When listening to someone speak, the student’s brain may omit or add words. One strate©- is for the student to 
try to predict in their mind what the speaker is saying, or to be satisfied with only understanding the general idea 
of the speaker by using context clues. 

This student xvill have a tough 
time in conversations - their 
brain is searching for meaning 
in each of the words they 
hear, then focus on finding 
the: words in their brain filing 
cabinet that convey the 
meaning he wants. This can 
make them tired and anxious. 
Go slowly with them. 

TACTICS: 

¯ Encourage your student to always keep a pad of paper and pen with them where they can jot down thoughts 
as they occur to them, or tasks they need to perform. 

¯ Use a tape recorder in class instead of taking notes. 

[] State information aloud, set it to a song, or create an acrostic. 



These students have the intelligence to understand written material, but lack the tools in their brain to get to the 
information. This student ~vill recognize individual letters, but when you start pairing them such as th, sh, cl, etc. the 
student will start to have problems. The longer or more difficult the words, the vw~rse the struggle for the student. 

This student’s brain will stick in extra letters -where you see ’proud’ written on the page, this student will see 

’pround’; or ’genetically’ and ’generally’ will look the same. Since words won’t look the same each time a student 

sees them, pround today-pnourd tomorrow, drilling vocabulary won’t be successful with this student. 

Have you ever been working with a student and become frustrated because he just can’t seem to remember a word 
in the text that you have gone over repeatedly only minutes ago? This student is not lazy or not trying - this 
student has a problem with visual processing. This student may not learn to pronounce words, but he can learn to 
recognize them. 

Often such students xvill recognize the xvord if they hear it, but won’t always be able to recognize it on paper. 

This student will have difficulty using a dictionaU because letters may appear differently. They might find the first 
two letters, but the middle of the word is obscure. Sounding out the word doesn’t help because they cannot 
remember that when certain letters are put together they sound differently. This person does not misspell a word 
the same way every time. Words they do spell correctly are: most likely short, and they have seen them over and 
over. This student must learn to recognize words, not learn to sound them out. 

The key to remembering words is for the student to identify small pieces within a xvord that they can use to trigger 
their memoU. For example, when I see ’angels’ and ’angles’ I tried to remember that angels are more important 
than angles (at least to this girl who hates math) so the letter E comes earlier in the word. Another example would 
be when a student can recognize the word igneous by remembering that ~e reminds them of a show they saw on 
volcanoes. This is hoxv a student can make words ’come alive’ and help them remember. 

Consequently, hearing the text and making pictures in their mind to associate with what they are hearing will help 
them tremendously - this does not mean that they read it aloud (their brain would be doing all those steps). It will 
be most beneficial for them to have the text read to them, or to use an audio book. They should follow along xvith 
the text as they listen. Before beginning, put on the board a list of key vocabulary that they will need to recognize 
for tests. 

TACTICS: 
¯ Anytime this student is working with graphics (charts, pictures, diagrams, flowcharts, etc) verbally explain 

them to him. This will help them imprint the material in their brain. 

Talk through assignments with them out-loud and encourage them to do the same on their own. Tell them 
that no one cares if they hear them talking to themselves, as long as they don’t hear them answering back! 

Copying down material from the board will be extremely difficult for this student. Strongly encourage them 
to print out copies of blackboard notes/presentations before: class, and take advantage: of the notes they are 
provided. For review, read these aloud with someone. 

\Vhen they do have to copy from the board, encourage them to silently say to themselves a short portion of 
each sentence or thought, then repeat it as they then write it down. This will help them keep their place in 
the copying process, and organize their thoughts. 



Reading will make them sleepy, lose their place or skip lines when reading. Try using a larger print book, or 

if vvorking on a computer, e.nlarge the type. In a word document try enlarging the’. te.xt to 125% or greater. 

One xvay some students cope with this problem is to read enough words in the sentence to get the basic 
idea, and then use context clues. For example, the glavce ¢2>’gs~ess technique: when you get to a tough word, 
take a guess. If your guess works with the context clues, great. Knot, try another guess. You can see how 
reading is an extremely long process for this student because it involves many steps. 

These students have the intelligence to understand written material, but lack the tools in their brain to get to 
the information. Consequently, organizing xvritten assignments xvill not "make sense" to this student. Be 
patient and supportive as you teach the steps to organizing a paper - graphic organizers will help. Work 
with the student continually until this new organization process becomes a rote habit. 

We can help the students by making worksheets as simple as possible, g’%ile we: might ordinarily add in 
pictures to jazz up a worksheet and make it more visually interesting, a student with visual-spatial LD will 
look at the worksheet and not be able to decide what they should be focusing on, the picture or the xvords. 
Their brain will not be able to let this question go in order to focus on the learning that needs to take: place. 

Reading/writing cursive for this student will be difficult so encourage him to take notes, write papers, 
brainstorm/outline, etc. on his computer. 

One xvay some students cope with this problem is to read enough words in the sentence to get the basic 
idea, and then use context clues. For example, the glavce ¢2>~gs~ess technique: when you get to a tough word, 
take a guess. If your guess works with the context clues, great. If not, try another guess. 



Assisting with Writing a Paper - Do’s and Don’ts 

° 50% o~: the paper is what you do bet-ore you write 
¯ Review the assignment together on the syllabus and underline key 

points in ~e assignment. 
Talk to the student about the main idea and ~vhat 3 points ~ey 
want to make 
Ask a series of questions until he/she has developed a thesis and an 

argument 

Students should be taking notes during ~e brainstorming 
discussion rather than the tutor. Although the mentor may write 

on a separate sheet o[ paper (i.e. mapping, outlining), the mentor 
must keep the paper, and the student should leave with his own written copy o£ the notes [rom the 

S~SS{O~, 

H~>, ta ~gssJst with 
A mentor may go to the libraDr with the student to teach him/her how to find research materials 
and point them in the right direction. 
A mentor may not check-out and/or provide library books or other research materials to the student 
for purposes of writing a paper. 
A mentor may teach a student how to use the Infotrac and how to choose the best articles rather 
than the first 3 on the list. 
A mentor may teach a student how to research a topic on the Internet by helping him/her to come 
up with good search words. 
A student must take his or her own notes on the research; however, a mentor may discuss the 
material. 
A mentor may teach a student how to use: the librar)~ web site for resources. 
A mentor may help a student determine if the source is reliable for the assignment by teaching them 
strategies/skills on how to think critically about sources and analyze the research. 

used xvithin a paragraph. 

Teach a student how to structure a paper with 
an outline. 
Teach a student how to skim the resource and 
put the material into their own words. 
Have them talk about what they want to say as 
they are writing. Use a rope recorder if a 
student is having trouble remembering his 
thoughts. A mentor should never be writing 
on a student’s paper during any stage of the 
paper to change its content. 
Have the student read what he/she has written 
out loud to see if it makes sense, and to listen 
for mistakes. 
Teach them how to properly site resources 



A mentor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

A mentor should never take a pen to the student’s paper to alter its content that will 
ultimately turn a "D" paper into a "B" paper. 

If you circle misspelled words or punctuation that Spell Check is unable to catch, use a 
colored pen and be sure to write your initials beside any markings on the paper. 

Do not let a student drop off a paper for you to proofread and return in an hour. 

Do not read papers from a student’s disk or laptop, only from printouts. 

Do not accept papers from students via email. Should a student send you an email with a paper 
attached, simply reply stating that you are not permitted to assist the student with their paper that is 
sent electronically. Please instruct them to bring a hard copy version (ONLY) of the paper to you 
during your mentoring hours. 

Reviexv the structure of their paper to be sure that they have a good thesis and argument. 

Review their works sited according to the appropriate style manual. 

In par~s of the paper that do not flow-, ask the student to talk about what he/she meant to say. 

Have the student read the paper out loud and listen for mistakes. 

"WRITING IS A SERIES OF’ DECTSIONS AND CHOICES" 
Top Ten Writing Reminders (UNC Writing Center) 

I. Mentors aren’t the teachers; mentors are RE~,~DERS! 
2. Give opinions, suggestions, and reactions as a reader. 
3. Make the student a part of the process; it is too easy to just hand it over to you. 
4. You are not just a proofreader. 
5. Negotiate xvith the student on xvhat aspects of the writing to work on. 
6. Be the: co-pilot. 
7. Break down vocabulary. 
8. When you ask a question, g~_IT for the answer. 
9. Use the students’ ideas and ~vords. 
10. "People in Hell ask for ice water .... " 



a~~ ................... ",’~< * .,’-~ ,"< ,’: N<:,: ..... ’~"~~ ......... ~ ~" .’, ~7~," ,"," ......... ’ ~°~ ~ < (The ttill Center, 2009) .............. ,, ........... ~,..,~ ~...~...<,,,., ~:~’ ~,.,," .,,’..,,,’..~ ~:.,,. ~....,,.~,.,,..~..~.,, ...... 

Ask questions, lots and lots of questions. This stimulates the student to think about the prompt and answer it. This 
can help with brainstorming, understanding paper requirements, and content. Rather than tell or lead a student in 
the correct direction, prod their thinking by asking questions that will help redirect and clarify their own thinking. 

Use the white board to help the student brainstorm, making sure they write it down on their own paper as well. 
Before the student ever puts pen to paper, try talking through the topic. Discussion helps ideas flow. Let him do a 
brain dump of his ideas as way to find clarity in his own ideas. Talk through the outline and then have him write it 
down. Be cautious that the student does not write down exactly what you say; be sure they put it in their own 
words. 

Use colored pens when editing papers to point out spelling!grammar/content/citing mistakes. With content, make 
sure all the ideas are the students. 

If you can, go to the library xvith them to show them the 
ropes. 

If you have a complete paper and there are good 
paragraphs vdth bad order and structure, cut (literally) 
the paper apart to see if you can reorder and make better 
sense of the content. 

Read the students’ paper to them to catch mistakes. Make it look DIFFERENT to the writer. Use the Backxvards 
Ruler approach to editing sentence by sentence, from the end of the paper to the beginning. 

Simply---Think about how you would help a peer. Eq~at techniques would you use with them? Is this paper their 
ideas!their voice? It never hurts to have a fresh set of eyes on a paper if your student has been working on it for a 
long time. Encourage the student to ask another student or mentor to read it and give them feedback, or read it 
aloud to your student. 

It is up to the student to take or leave your suggestions. You are serving as someone to provide feedback, not as a 
grader. 

THE WRITING CENTER 

SASA NORTH, SUITE 127 

~Triting__center@unc.edu 

The \Vriting Center provides Dee services to all students at UNC-Chapel Hill, 
through on-line tutoring, and 50 minute face-to-t;ace sessions made by 
appoinm~ent. Writing Center tutors are available to help with all stages of the 

writing process, from brainstorming and thesis development, to proper citation format. Their web site has a wealth 
of materials that you can access such as handouts on hoxv to write an annotated bibliography, to demonstration 
videos on the writing process. 



LISTENING 

Le, aming to be a good listener is a foundational skill that can help even the 

most struggling learner to realize some measure of success. In large 

freshmen seminars students stm~le against numerous distractions such as 

difficulty hearing the professor, the activities of classmates, or a long- 

winded lecture. %E’lnat are some of the differences between a bad listener 

and a good listener? 

A bad listener tunes out uninteresting subjects, while a good listener 
focuses on what he can get out of the lecture. A bad listener tunes out if 
the delivery is poor, while a good listener focuses on the content. A bad 
listener is easily distracted and daydreams, xvhile a good listener avoids 
distractions, anticipates, and listens between the lines. A bad listener exerts 
no effort and fakes listening, while a good listener works hard to actively 
listen (Steil, 1983). 

Talk through ~vith your mentee his classroom experiences, successes and failures, and brainstorm together ways in 
which he: can improve his listening skills. Encourage your student to change where he sits in the classroom in order 
to minimize his distractions. Encourage him as well to do his reading before class so that the lecture is t~amiliar, 
have his materials organized before class, to sit up straight, and periodically shift positions to help him stay alert. 

Encourage your mentee to sit in the: front of the class, and away from friends. Afraid that this may encourage the 
professor to call on them, many new students seek instead to hide in the back of the classroom, safely ensconced in 
a pack of teammates. Remind them that it is better to have the professor know his face t-or a good reason - as the 
attentive young man who is early to class - than for a bad reason - Rip Van Winkle in the back rosy. When it 
comes time to grade your paper, ~vith the leeway, that subjective grading provides, it is always helpfi~l to have a good 
relationship with your professor. 

TAKING NOTES 

Some straggling student-athletes have never been formally taught how to 
take notes. Effective note taking is a learned skill, and no one particular 
s~rle fits all students (Martin, 1991). The development of note-raking skills 
needs to be supported as your student learns this important skill. Use your 
sessions to expose him to various methods and provide formatted 
worksheets to reinforce his developing skills. Even if your student is not 
able to complete the entire reading assignment before class, looking over 
the material in preparation for the lecture will help keep the student’s 

interest, and improve retention of the material. Share with the student tactics that have worked for you. He will 
appreciate that you understand what he faces. 



As we work to teach academic skills, we are also always looking for ways to help the student find shorter, simpler 
ways to achieve their goals. This does not mean short cuts but rather, ways in which the student can be more 
effective with the time he has. This is another opportunity for you to mentor by sharing your own experiences and 
strategies. Student-athletes thrive on competition. To capitalize on this, transform exam review into a game such as 
bingo, trivial pursuit, or jeopardy. 

ENHANCING IMEMORY 

" When reviexving, give both written and oral directions. 

Get together with other mentor-student pairs so that the students can work in small groups. Have students 
quiz one another, repeating aloud what they have learned. 

[] Avoid overwhelming your student. You will wish to select only the most important f:acts that the student is 
required to remember, or provide some form of memorT assistance such as a tape recorder or poster. 



Stmgzgling students may also need to be explicitly taught test taking skills, and provided ample opportunities for 
modeling and practice. In addition to exploring tactics for attacking specific b~pes of questions such as multiple 
choice: or tme/~alse, students will also benefit from practice tests using specific course material. In the 
RESOURCES section of this manual you will find some examples of helpful test taking strategies. To make 
practice exams to use with your mentor you could: 

Together, look to see if there is a companion web site for 
the textbook. If there are multiple editions of the book, 
you and your student can create a bank of questions 
compiled from all the previous editions. 

Utilize your web browser to hunt on the Internet for 
review materials. There are tremendous resources 
created by high school teachers. There is an AP course 
t-or just about everything these days, and most teachers 
have posted notes, outlines, flashcards, practice tests, etc. 
Be creative in your hunting. 

Some professors have posted, on the UNC Library website, under e-reserz,es, copies of their old exams. Using 
these will enable the student to get comfortable with a particular professor’s style. 

Togethe.r, work on skills to he.lp the student get through the exam when the mate.rial is unfamiliar or confusing. 
There are all the: tips you know such as cover the answers, read the question stem and form an answer in your head, 
then uncover the answers -- this will help him not fall prey to misleading answers. 

Anothe.r idea is to teach the student how to find connections between key vocabularies. For example, in drama, if 
the stem is asking about language, and the test includes Shakespeare, ask a student to cull from his notes or 
textbook some vocabulary words that are associated with Shakespeare and lang~dage, such as iambicpeatameter or 
prosa The student may not remember the dif-ference between iambic pentameter and verse, but those xvill be 
buzzwords to trigger his memory when he feels in over his head. 



We are working with a myriad of issues within our large pool of student-athletes: 

challenges such as lack of motivation, learning disabilities, deficient skills, or physical 

fatigue. ~,q~en you see any red flags such as a drop in grades, productivity, or attitude, 

hit the ’pause button’ and look to see if you can determine xvhat is happening beneath 

the suri~ace. Try to pass onto your student what has worked for you, or ask ~vhat 

worked for them in high school, or what works for them in their sport. Try to parlay 

their feedback into habits they can utilize in their academics now’. 

~{OTIVATION: ~[ID-SEMESTF~R BLAHS AND RF~ASSESSING AFTER DISAPPOINTMENT 

By the time a student-athlete reaches the mid-semester, they are most often pretty wiped ouL and this is especially 

true for the freshmen, to whom this level of commitment is significantly amped up from what they have been used 

to. In their high school they were the best-of-the-best, but in college, everyone is the best-of-the-best. Betxveen 

practices, strength & conditioning, and weight lifting, even ’out of season’ isn’t really a break for student-athletes. 

Physically, they are exhausted. 

Mental exhaustion is harder to see, but in many ways can be even more debilitating. Student-athletes don’t really 

have vacations anymore, because of their practice and game schedules, so although they may get slight breaks in 

their routine, they never truly get to ’get away from it all’ the way the rest of us do. If your student hits a rough 

patch, they may begin to slide back into poor habits. 

]Let your mentee know you feel the same way as they do sometimes. No, you can’t know the pressures they face: 
everyday as a scholarship student-athlete, but neither can they fully understand what you t~ace in your life unless you 
share some of yourself with them -- perhaps drawing parallels bet~veen your lives. At a minimum you are teaching 
them to look beyond themselves, but it also builds trust and understanding. When they feel more attached, they will 
work harder (}tarris, 1991). Take on a mind set that you & your mentee are turning a ne~v comer together: new 
outlook, new attitude, new possibilities. 

Change up your routine: 
°.’° Together, read over the disappointing test or paper. Does your mentee see what they need to do differently 

to improve their grade? What steps can they take to make that happen? 

Ask your mentee to tell you txvo things they do and do not like about study hall, then brainstorm together 
on how- to capitalize on the ’likes.’ It may be something like "I get my PASS book filled out." Perhaps 
make a goal to cross one additional item off tonight so that there is less to do Thursday night when they 
want to watch football. 

Give your mentee praise for accomplishments, big or small. For the student who finally stayed off of 
Facebook, let them know you appreciate their efforts and will let their coach know. Even if they do not 
seem to care, it still matters to them on the inside. 

Have fun, stay firm, and find your own comfort zone. Mentoring is a uniquely ~vonderful position because 
you are combining aspects of your own personality with your love: of teaching, and forming a personal 
relationship with a student who needs you. Be confident and mold the role to be your own. 



INJURY AND RED SHIRTING 

Iniurie, s can be especially emotionally de, bilitating, and can bleed ove, r into academics. No longer practicing or 
training, these students are now without their usual routine, with lots of time on their hands to worry about their 
future. They may feel separate from their friends, and worried about how the iniury may affect their future plans. 

For ffe, shman who are red-shirting their freshman year, they can feel e, specially pessimistic, as if the, y are being left 
behind. They came in as a group, have worked hard for months to become a successful unit, but are not allowed to 
follow through as a unit. This can feel like a frustrating game of hurry-up-and-wait. Perhaps their roommate has 
become the newest star on the team, or they are emotionally down after talking to their high school buddies at other 
schools, ~vhose lives always seems greener. Add in a few bad grades, and you have one unhappy camper on your 
hands. 

"Learning to navigate the physical as well as emotional and psychological iourney that characterizes the response to 
and recover from iniury can be: quite: challenging. Iniuries are never predicted, akvays come at a ~bad’ time" 
(Parham, 2009). Your mentoring relationship can prove to be a comforting place where your student-athlete feels 
they can give voice to their fears: Wi// I e~,erp@ agai~? ~/11/ose my scho/a~hip? Will n9,/eam ~jeci me? IfI ca~ ’/go pro 
wha~ am 1 goi~rg ~o dofo," ~he rest of my lijb? You xvill not be able to ansxver those questions, but in many wws, your 
simple act of listening can go a long way’ toward the student sorting out their thoughts in their own mind. 

This is one of those moments to try shaking up your routine a bit, and getting the student to focus on the 
possibilities the future holds, rather than &Felling on the misery of the here and now. For a red-shirted freshman, 
remind them how they are getting faster and stronger through rehabilitation, and will be that much more valuable 
on the field next fall. 

As t~:ar as their courses go, talk about hoxv this is actually a tremendous gift. As your mentee progresses toward 
graduation, the courses will grow steadily more difficult. They can actually turn this year to their advantage, both in 
the classroom and on the field. With these introductory classes and less pressure during the freshman or 
sophomore year, they can achieve better grades, that will help give them some padding in their gpa for times in the 
future when they may be stretched more thinly. In years to come, teammates that they see now playing will have 
much more stress in the classroom, and less ability to focus on their sport. That will be their time to shine if they 
can refocus and work now. 





SEMESTER START-UP CHECK LIST 

DEADLINE TO TURN IN BOOKS: 

C LAss ! HAsB o o K , ~ 0 E 0 B o o K 

DEADLINE TO TURN IN BOOKS IF CLASS DROPPED: 



GRADE TRACKER 

Class 1: Professor: Prof email: 

Date Assignment Points    Points Grade % of 
Earned Possible (#/Letter) Grade 

Verified 

Class 2: Professor: Prof email: 

Date Assignment Points    Points Grade % of 
Earned Possible (#/Letter) Grade 

Verified 



Class 3: Professor: Prof email: 

Date Assignment Points    Points Grade % of 

Earned Possible (#/Letter) Grade 
Verified 

Class 4: Professor: Prof email: 

Date Assignment Points    Points Grade % of Verified 
Earned Possible (#/Letter) Grade 



Academic Staff 

Beth Bridget 

Amy Kleissler 

Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

CONTACT 

Q~ # 

843-5669 

843-8635 

843-6566 

843-4400 

SHEET 

(~)l! # Emai/ 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

Professors/TAs/SI Leaders 
Student: 

Name Sl~bject # Email 

Important Campus Phone Numbers 
Depa,tmeat Q~ce # 

Academic Advising 919-966-5116 

Campus Health Services 966-2281 

Career Services 962-6507 

Cashier’s Office 962-1368 

Computer Help Center 962-4357 

Counseling & Wellness 966-3658 

Financial Aid 962-8396 

Office of the Honor System 966-4084 

One Card Office 962-1385 

Public Safety (Parking) 962-3951 

Student Stores 962-5060 

University Registrar 962-3954 

Writing Center 962-7710 



DATE: 

KEY CONTENT COVERED IN CLASSES TODAY: 

WI tAT DOli,]S MY STUDENT NEED TO ACCOMI~LISI I MOST TODAY? 

STRATEGIES TO USE: 

UPCOMING ASSIGNMENTS? TO ACCOMPLISH BEFORE NEXT SESSION? 



DATE: UPCOMING ASSIGNMENTS? 

SESSION SUMMARY: 

WHAT WORKED WELL? WHAT DIDN’T? WHY? 

STI~VI!EGII~S TO 10SE IN TIlE FUTURE: 

QUESTIONS FOR STAFF: 



~)AII.2~:’ i~i..~0(:]. (adapted from University of Michigan, LEAP) 

SKILLS S M T W R COMMENTS 

Organization and Time Management 

Checked PASS Book 

Checked Blackboard and Email 

Other 

Note Taking 

Reviewed Reading Notes 

Reviewed Class Notes 

Olher 

Reading Skills 

Reviewed Strategies 

Worked on Comprehension 

Other 

Writing Skills 

Clarifying the Topic 

Thesis Construction 

Outlining 

Olher 

Study Skills 

Reviexved Memory Techniques 

Mnemonics 

Acronyms 

Rhymes 

Olher 

Test Preparation 

Multiple Choice 

Study and Test Strategies 

Essay Exams 

Study and Test Strategies 

Other 

Research Skills 

On lhe Intemet 

On lhe Library Website 

In the Library 

Paraphrasing 

Citation 

Plagiarism 

Other 



It isn’t how much you know. It is how much they know you care. 

Get to know the students; it helps build trust. Find out their morn and dad’s names, 
brothers and sisters, etc. Be interested in their sport and other parts of their life. Don’t 
be all business all the time. Take a few minutes every session to see what’s up with 
them. Only let them complain for a few minutes. 

Maintain a professional relationship with the mentees; let them know that you have high 
expectations from the be innin and create an environment where they are 
accountable for themselves, their work, and you. 

Remember to congratulate and encourage the student when something goes well. Get 
their football number and let them know will be cheering for them at games. 

If you know they are going to have a difficult time actually completing it after they’ve left the building, if possible make sure 
they complete assignments that are due the next day before the end of a mentoring session,. 

Never accept "1 did it already" for face value; ask to see the evidence! 

When trying to write papers, form outlines, or brainstorm ideas for things (i.e. presentations, papers), have the students 
talk it out with you, but always have a pen or dry erase marker in hand to jot down ideas as they say them. This way, they 
can see all the ideas they came up with without having to try to recall them all from memory. Then, take these ideas and 
apply them to the outline or whatever it is you’re helping them with. 

Don’t create a situation where the guys are becoming too needy or dependent upon you. You want them to be 
accountable for their work and feel a sense of accomplishment. This sense of accomplishment leads to both 
confidence in themselves and motivation for future assignments/success. 

Be flexibl!! Plans can change quickly. Some things may not work getting the idea across. Be willing to go with it and try 
different things to get the info across to the students. 

Always ask ’why’, Don’t just ask, "Does that make sense? Do you understand? They can tell you ’yes’ without having a 
clue why. Always, always, always ask ’why’, but also always be willing to take the time (and by time, sometimes it takes 
several minutes) to let them formulate and talk out their explanations until they come to whatever conclusion they reach 
themselves. You may have to prompt them a little by repeating something they just said and letting them finish or 
rephrase the thought, but make them explain it to you. BE PATIENT! 

Break down assignments in multiple ways, to ensure that each individual student understands what they have to do. (i.e. 
on the board, on their calendar, and/or in their notes). Don’t just tell them that we expect them to be organized; actually 
hold them accountable by checking their assigns/folders daily before they can leave. 

Never ever, ever forget to be straight with the students. Don’t sugar coat things. Due dates are due dates, and stuff has 
to get done. That’s just the way it is. Also, celebrate every achievement even if it is little. 

When you sense that your guys need a break and are losing attention to what they’re doing let them take a break and 
come back. It can be a good idea to reward your students for working hard by giving the last 5 or 10 min of every hour as 
a break. 

Try to use a positive tone as much as possible when making corrections/suggestions. They are already self-conscious so 
they need encouragement as much as possible 

*FROM END-OF-SEMESTER MENTOR FEEDBACK FORMS, 2008-2010 



{.i} $kI.FUL 

\rvsvw.lts.unc.edu! ItS / lndex.htm Computer problems: ’ " / 

Connect Carolina: wvw~’.my.unc.edu 

UNC Info (majors): x~x~v.unc.edu 

Email: w~.webmail.unc.edu 

Blackboard: xv~v.blackb oard.unc.edu 

Password/Onyen issues: v~vw.onyen.unc.edu 

Self-test to determine learning style: ht~:i/~v.dar~ou~.edu/~acskillsisuccess/index.h~l 

Demonstration x4deos on note-taking~ study strategies~ impro~ng reading and retention: 
h~p:i/~w.dartmouth.edu/~ acskills/videos iindex.hm~l 

Demonstration ~deos on the writing process: h~p:i/vx~v.unc.eduitlimiwc/ 

How to cite for papers: wwvv.lib.unc.edu, click writing and citing, 
click "citation builder" 
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Ha~vell, J. M., & Jackson, R. W. (2008). The mmplete leavai~;g disabilities havdbook. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Lunsford, A. A. (2008). The st. marcia’s haad/aook. Boston, MA: Bedford/St Ma~in’s. 

Martin, D. (1991). How 10 be a succesj~/aTudev/. San Anselmo, CA: Martin Press. 

Quinn, p. O., Ratey, N. A., & Maitland, T. L. (2000). Coaching m//~e ~rudevts wi/h ad/hg Washin~on, DC: 
Advantage Books. 



For struggling students, reading textbooks can be intimidating, frustrating, and even exhausting. ~hile students 
xvith learning disability- accommodations from the University may use recorded textbooks, taking turns reading 
aloud short sections of the assignment can be a useful tool. Follow through by reviewing aloud the passages. Use 
this discussion as a jumping off point for the student to take notes using an outline format or story, map. 

The folloxving tips are adapted from Fry (2000), Ellis (2007) and Harwell (2008). 

Create an organized study plan that includes daily 10-15 minute reviews of each subject, followed by one 
hour xveekly reviexvs. For the final, plan on a comprehensive review of 2-5 hours, including breaks. 

Prepare physically, mentally, and emotionally to reduce test anxiety~ and improve performance. Your 
student has vw~rked so hard all semester; now is his time to make a strong showing and push through the: 
finish line! Encourage them to use the study strategies you have worked on, get enough sleep and good 
food, and take confidence in all that they have achieved thus far. Let tehm knoxv that test anxiety is normal, 
but help them relate it to the anxiety they may feel before a game. Associate turning the anxiety they may 
feel into a desire to beat the oppone.nt (the exam), use their training (their work with you to improve, their 
abilities), and prove they can be successful (high score). As their biggest fan, make sure you reward them 
after the exam with a big cheer - perhaps your own rendition of "the wave!" 

True-False Test Tips 
° Usually there are more true answers than false on most tests. 

If there is no guessing penalty, then guess. You have a 50% chance of getting the right answer. 

Read through each statement carefully, and pay attention to the qualifiers and keF~vords. 

° Qualifiers like: "never, always, and every mean that the statement must be true all of the: time. Usually these types 
of qualifiers lead to a false answer. 

Qualifiers like "usually, sometimes, and generally" mean that if the statement can be considered true or f:alse 
depending on the circumstances. Usually these types of qualifiers lead to an answer of true. 

If any part of the question is false, then the entire statement is false but just because part of a statement is true 
doesn’t necessarily make the entire statement Wue. 

Short Answer Test Tips 
° Use flashcards, writing the key terms, dates and concepts on the front and the definition, event, and 

explanations on the back. 

Try to anticipate questions that will be asked on the: test and prepare for them. Usually what your instructor 
emphasizes in class will be on the test. 

Try not to leave: an answer blank. Show your work/write down your thoughts, even if you don’t get the 
exact answer, partial credit is usually awarded. 



If you don’t know the answer, come back to it after you finish the rest of the test and make an educated 
guess. Other parts of the test may give you clues to what the answer may be. 

If you can think up of more than one ans~ver for a question, ask the: instructor what to do. 

° Read the question carefully and make sure that you answer everything that it asks for. 

° Some short ans~ver questions have multiple: parts. 

Multiple Choice Test Taking Tips 
° Read the questions before you look at the ansxver. 

° Come up with the answer in your head before looking at the possible answers, this way the choices given on 
the test won’t throw you off or trick you. 

° Eliminate answers you know aren’t right. 

° Read all the choices before choosing your answer. 

° If there is no guessing penalty, always take: an educated guess and select an answer. 

° Don’t keep on changing your answer; usually your first choice is the right one, unless you misread the 
question. 

° In "all of the above" and "none of the above" choices, if you are certain one of the statements is true, don’t 
choose "none of the above" or if one of the statements is false, don’t choose "all of the above." 

° In a question with an "all of the above" choice, if you see that at least correct statements, then "all of the 
above" is probably the answer. 

° A positive choice is more likely to be true than a negative one. 

° Usually the correct answer is the choice with the most information. 

{I~P~,~<..>,’V{N(.,,’- MEM{)/~ (adapted from Fry (2000), Hatavell (2008), and The Hill Center (2009). 
Acronyms: AAA (Automobile Association of America) 

Acrostics: ROYGBIV (the order of the colors in a rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, etc.) 

Chaining: Create a story or images where each word you need to remember is linked to the next word you need. 

Chunking: Group facts together. 

Image-Name Technique: Shi~tey Temple - her curly (rhymes with "Shirley") hair around her temples 

Key Word Method: For foreign language - associate an English word that sounds like the foreign word. 

Mnemonics: Encode difficult-to-remember information in a way that is much easier to remember. 

Rehearsal: Write or recite the material repeatedly. 



F.I.NALS (;~:-.{.ECK I,.o.~.S.I.’ (adapted from Ellis (1997), Fry. (2000), and Martin (1991) 
Preparing students to go ask for help from the Professor or TA 
Organize notes, power point presentations and study guides. 
Locate any missing assignments. 
Use note cards to write down questions. 
Be prepared to explain how you have studied up to now. 
Be prepared to explain why you believe you are not performing well. 
Be prepared to offer your own solutions for change. 
Bring outline/thesis of final paper draft. 

Writing final papers/revising work for portfolio 
Examine past work!ffadesicomments. 
Rewrite introductions and topic sentences on revision work. 
Revise worst (not best) piece of work. 
Send professor outline of what you are trying to improve or write. 
iMake an appointment with The Writing Center. 

Last test 
Plan ahead - allow enough time in your schedule in order to reduce stress. 
Study differently than before. 
Use power point instead of note cards. 
Use poster board and cut and paste information/pictures/diagrams. 
Organize a study group and compare notes. 

Cumulative finals 
Organize notes, texts, and assignments. 
If you are missing something, recreate it if necessary - reprint lecture notes, get book from the library, etc. 



EDUCA’lTON SESSION FOR DI2PAR’I~IENTAL TUTORS, MENTORS, a~d MONITORS ~GARDING 
NCAA ~G ULATIONS (NC~&, 2010) 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.12): 
An individual, independent agency, corporate entiD- or other organization that is known by the athletic 
administration to: 
° Have participated in promoting the: institution’s athletics program 
° Have made financial contributions to the athletics department or booster organization 
° Be assisting or to have been requested by the athletics department staff to assist in the recruitment of prospects 
° Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are considered an 
institutional staff member. Institutional stuff member includes an individual who performs work for the University 
or the Athletics Department, even if the individual is a student (e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does 
not receive compensation from the institution for performing such services. Once an individual is identified as such 
a representative:, he/she retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaw 13.02.13) Others considered in this category are 
coaches, professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Unethical Conduct (Bylaw 10. I) 
Unethical Conduct by a current or former institutional staff or a prospective or enrolled student-athlete member 
may include, but is not limited to, the following: 
° Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation 
° Knowing involvement in arranging f-or fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or an 

enrolled student-athlete 
° Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper 

inducement or extra benefit, improper academic assistance or improper financial aid 
° Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member f-or facilitating or arranging a meeting betxveen a student- 

athlete: and an agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor. 

Academic Fraud and Academic Offense 
The differences between academic fraud and an academic offense determine whether or not the incident must be 
reported to the NCAA or not. An institution is required to self-report a violation of Unethical Conduct if an 
institutional staff member (e.g. coach, professor, tutor, etc) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic 
credit for a prospect or an enrolled student-athlete. Examples of this xvould be: 1.) if an institutional staff member 
is involved with assisting a student-athlete in obtaining grade changes in course ~vork, especially if the grade change 
was unearned, or typing a paper for a student-athlete; 2.) if a student-athlete receives improper academic assistance 
from an institutional staff member, regardless of credit obtained; and 3.) if an institutional staff member provides 
improper assistance to prospective or enrolled student-athletes in correspondence and/or online courses via 
xvriting papers, taking quizzes and finals, etc. 

An institution is also required to self-report a violation if a student-athlete knowingly becomes involved in arranging 
fraudulent academic credit. An example of this xvould be if a student xvere to purchase a term paper off the Internet 
and turns it in for course credit. (e.g. "Apex-Termpapers.com") ~4dso if a student-athlete cheats, does not get caught 
and it is later determined that he/she cheated. 



Other examples are: 

Signing a student-athlete’s name on an attendance sheet in a course where participation!attendance is part 

of the final grade, 
¯ Preparing and typing papers for student-athlete, s. 
° Obtaining a fraudulent medical excuse on behalf of a student-athlete for the purpose of obtaining 

extensions to take exams and contacting faculty members in connection with the extension, 

If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g. cheating on a test, plagiarism on a term paper and gets 
caught) with no involvement of an institutional stuff member, the institution is not required to report a violation; 
hoxvever, this incident as well as those above must be addressed through the University Honor Court system..am 
academic offense is considered academic fraud and must be reported to the NC~,%5 if the offense results in an 
erroneous declaration of eligibility and the student-athlete subsequently competes at UNC. 

If you become aware of anything that appears to be unethical even if it is merely a rumor, we would like 
for you to make us aware. Any violation that goes unreported may cause huge problems in the future. 
The penalties will certainly be greater than if the self-report was made at the time of the incident. Keep in 
mind that cheating that does not provide enough assistance to enable a student-athlete to pass the course 
does not lessen the violation. Also, improper assistance provided to a student-athlete who is not 
specifically assigned to you does not diminish the seriousness of the violation. 

Extra Benefits (Bylaw 16.02.3) 
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a representative of the institution’s 
athletics interests to provide a student-athlete or the student-athlete’s relative or friend a benefit that is not expressly 
authorized by NCAA legislation. Receipt of a benefit by student-athletes and/or their relatives or friends is not a 
violation of NC~\ legislation if it is demonstrated that the same benefit is generally available to all of the 
institution’s students or a particular segment of the student body. 

Bylaxvs and Interpretations of incidences that constitute an extra benefit: 

I. Writing and/or Typing a paper for a student-athlete or paying the typing costs. 

2. Professor providing special study materials only to student-athletes. 

3. Providing old tests to student-athletes that have not been approved by the professor. Report to an Academic 
Support staff member to discuss the use of old tests/quizzes prior to using them in your tutor sessions. 

4. Professor offering special treatment to a student-athlete and providing a grade for eligibility purposes. 

5. Professor giving a grade that the student-athlete did not earn. 

6. Providing libra,/books or other research materials to the student for purposes of writing a paper. 

We are permitted to purchase textbooks for a student-athlete on scholarship. This does not include course 
supplies (e.g. calculators, notebooks, art supplies or other study materials not specified on the course syllabus). 
Students may come to you unprepared and you may want to help by providing them with a notebook and other 
materials that you thought would help them pass the course. This would not be permissible although you may 
certainly make a strong suggestion that they bring these materials to your next session. 



Providing student-athletes with CDs, zip drives, etc. in the computer lab is not permissible no matter what kind 
of a bind they are in xvith their course work. ~,~mother issue with CDs and zip drives could come up that borders 
on the line of academic fraud and that is, if a student turns a paper in to you on CD or through email and not a 
hard copy asking for you to proof it. Corrections may not be made directly on the document saved on the 
CD. Additionally, a tutor should NEVER type on a student’s computer. 

9. Use of a copy machine and/or t~;ax machine is prohibited. Tutors and mentors must see the counselor on duty 
to request the: use of the fax and copy machines for any purpose. 

10. Printing long documents should be carefully monitored. 

11. An institutional staff membe, r may not provide’, payment of any expenses (e.g. room, board, transportation etc.) 
for friends or relatives to visit a student-athlete at the institution where he or she is enrolled. 

12. An institution may not provide the student-athlete with an automobile, under any circumstances. Tutors and 
mentors may not provide transportation to student-athletes for any reason, even if the student-athlete provides 
reimbursement of expenses. (A University student who is also a part-time employee of the athletic department 
and is an established t~:amily friend of a student-athlete may continue to provide transportation and occasional 
home meals to the student-athlete based on the individual’s preexisting relationship.) 

13. A student-athlete or the entire team in a sport may receive an "occasional meal" from an institutional staff 
member or booster/representative of athletics interests under the following conditions: 
¯ If provided by a booster, the meal must be provided in the booster’s home, on campus or at a facili~ that is 

regularly used for home competition. It may, however be catered. 
¯ If an institutional staff member provides the meal, it may be at a restaurant, but must be in the locale of the 

institution. 
° In either case, the booster or the staff member may provide reasonable local transportation to the student- 

athletes to attend the meal. 

° Meals must be restricted to infrequent and special occasions 
° Most importantly, the staff member or booster must notify the compliance office, receive 

permission to provide the meal, and complete the necessary paperwork. This must occur PRIOR to 
the meal. Failure to follow this policy could result in an NCAA extra benefits violation. 

14. A student-athlete may not receive a special discount, payment arrangement or credit on a purchase or a service 
from an institutional staff member or a representative of athletics interest. 

15. A student-athlete may not receive services (e.g. movie tickets, dinners, use of car, etc.) without charge. 

16. It is not permissible to allow a student-athlete to use a telephone or credit card for personal reasons without 
charge or at a reduced cost. A staff member may not make a charge on their personal credit card for which a 
student-athlete will reimburse. 

18. 

An institutional staff member or representative of athletics interest may not provide a student-athlete with a 
loan even if the student-athlete plans to repay the loan. 

An institutional staff member may not arrange for another individual to provide benefits for an enrolled 
student-athlete and/or their relatives and friends. 



Online Courses and Exams 
It is against UNC and NCAA policy for an institutional staff member to assist a student-athlete or prospective 
student-athlete with any online quizzes or exams. Some regularly enrolled courses at UNC have an online 
component, in which students may attend class each week and take quizzes and exams online, but the: course is not 
identified as a typical online course. With this in mind, if a student-athlete should request assistance with an online 
assignment, please be sure to ask them if the assignment will be graded before working with the student. A 
professor may authorize group work with online assignments. If so, please ask for written verification before 
working with the: student. Although, online coursework can be accessed from anywhere, remember that 
institutional staff members (tutors, mentors, etc.) are asked NOT to work with student-athletes outside of the 
Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes. 

Additional Information 
Contact with Student-Athletes Outside of the Academic Center - All tutoring and mentoring should be conducted 
in the Academic Center ONLY. Student-athletes should not be contacting tutors and mentors vial phone 
call, email, social networking sites, or text messaging to arrange additional academic assistance after 
hours outside of the Academic Center. NO tutoring/mentoring sessions may be conducted outside of the 
Academic Center. 

ComplimentaU Tickets - An institution may provide four complimentaU admissions per home and away contests 
to a student-athlete in the sport in which he/she is participating. However, admissions shall be provided only 
through a pass list for individuals designated by the student-athlete, and "hard tickets" shall not be issued. 

Gambling - Student-athletes and athletic department staff members may not participate in sports wagering activities 
or provide information to individuals inw~lved or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning 
intercollegiate or professional athletics competition. 



Date 

Dear                  : 

As a former part-time member of our Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, we: would like to take: this 
opportunity to thank you for your serwice to our student-athletes and to our Pro~am. We take great pride in the 
academic accomplishments of our student-athletes, and our tutorial program is a key component to this success. 

We strongly believe that only currently employed tutors/mentors should work with our student-athletes, llt is 
through monitoring and supe.rvision that ~ve are able. to ensure the’. proper environme.nt for them. As a result of 
your departure from our Program, we ask that you refrain from working with our student-athletes in an 
academic setting from this point forward, i.e. tutoring, mentoring, academic counseling, etc. 

We would also like to remind you of some NCAA rules and regulations that still pertain to you even though you are 
no longer working with us. You may remember from our training session that once you become an institutional 
staff member, you retain this identity indefinitely. Should you continue tutoring our student-athletes outside 
of our Academic Support Program, the eligibility of our student-athletes could be jeopardized. The 
following NCAA regulations have been provided for further clarification. 

Representative of Athletics Interests/Institutional Staff Member (Bylaw 13.02.13): 
An individual, independent agency, corporate entity or other organization that is known by the athletic 
administration to: 
¯ Be assisting or to have assisted in providing benefits to enrolled student-athletes or their families 
By virtue of you being paid by the athletic department even if you work 2 hours a week, you are considered an 
institutional staff member. Institutional staff member includes an individual ~vho performs work for the University 
or the Athletics Department, even if the: individual is a student (e.g. student manager, student trainer) and/or does 
not receive compensation from the institution for performing such se~qces. Once an individual is identified as such 
a representative, he/she retains this identity indefinitely. (Bylaxv 13.02.13) Others considered in this categoU are 
coaches, professors, other students and student-athletes, secretaries, etc. 

Thank you again fi3r your time and dedication to the: Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Mercer 

Director of Academic Support for 

Student-Athletes 

Susan B. Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification 
and Eligibility 

*PROVIDED COURTESY OF UN C-CtIAPEL t ][ILIa, DEPARTMENT OF ATtILETICS, OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE 



Academic Honesty Policy 
Academic Center for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

Tutoring sessions are meant to be learning experiences. Tutors are encouraged to 
discuss subject matters with students in effort to ensure that they understand and 
appreciate the material. 

Tutors are not to do work for students. Examples of academic fraud, unacceptable 
tutoring practices and extra benefits include but are not limited to: 

writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
completing assigmnents tbr the student-athlete 
ta[dng exams fbr the student-athlete 
any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 
conducting research for the student-athlete 

I attest to the fact that I have received training regarding NCAA and UNC 
academic assistance policies and regulations, specifically academic fraud 
and extra benefits, i fully understand my role as an institutional staff 
member and I will adhere to all NCAA, UNC and Academic Support Center 
policies. I understand that violating these policies would result in my 
termination. 

Print Name 

Signature Date 

Tutor Training 2010-2011 

*PROVIDED COURTESY OF THE UNC-CHAPEL ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Mentor Session Observation Form 

Mentor Name: 
Student Mentored: 

Date: 
Observer: 

1. Did the session start on time? 

2. Did the session appear to be organized and focused? 

3. Was the student prepared for the session? 

4. If ’no’ to question 3, how did the mentor handle the situation? 

YES!NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

5. Did the mentor demonstrate knowledge of the students’ assignments? 

6. Did the mentor communicate effectively? 

7. Was there any grade or performance updates? 

8. Did the mentor go over important dates and assignments? 

9. Did the mentor follow an ’organized’ process of reviewing all 
course work for the evening? 

10. Did the mentor work on academic skill development when needed? 

11. What academic skills were covered in the session? 

Time Management Organ~ation Writing Reading Note Taldng 

12. Who was responsible for the direction of the session? 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

Test Taking Study Skills 

STUDENT MENTOR EQUAL 

13. Did the mentor conduct themselves in a professional manner? YES/NO 

COMMENTS: 

*Adapted from Universi~, of Florida Tutorial Program Presentation N4A Region II Conference 
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UNC-CH Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Mid-Semester Handbook Quiz 

True or Falseg~hen you time stamp out of TIMS at the end of your shift, you realize that the system never 
stamped you in. You should email Beth to let her know the hours you worked so that she can fix it for you. 
If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 

2. True or False ~:hen xvorking xvith your mentee it is good to work on such skills as conducting research at 
the library, even taking a field trip to the library. If your student does not have their ONEcard to check out 
books, you can check them out using your card. If the statement is t~alse, please make a true statement: 

True or False A student asks you to make a photocopy of an assignment or paper before he/she hands it 
in. This is not OK, no matter how short the document is or how much of a hurry the student is in. If the 
statement is f;alse, please make a true statement: 

4. True or False When working with your mentee on a research paper, it is OK for you to do some of the 
research. If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 

5. True or False Tutoring and mentoring sessions can be scheduled by the student to take place’, outside of 
the Academic Center due to spacing issues. If the statement is false, please make a tree statement: 

True or False When working with a student who has difficulb~ getting his/her thoughts on paper, during 
the brainstorming stage it is OK for the student speak his/her ideas while the mentor/tutor transcribes 
them onto the board. If the statement is f;alse, please make a true statement: 

7. True or False Although you have a relationship xvith a professor xvho has your student in class, it is not 
OK for you to discuss this student with the professor, even if the professor initiates the: conversation or 
wants to help. If the statement is false, please make a tree statement: 

8. True or False It is perfectly OK to loan your memory stick or zip drive to a student who needs to borrow 
it. If the statement is false, please make a true statement: 



9. True or False If you are tutoring a class, leading an SI for a class, or taking the same class as a student, you 
are permitted to loan or make a copy of your class notes for a student. If the statement is false, please make 
a true statement: 

I0. True or False It is not OK for you and your student to have contact outside of the Academic Support 
Program, eve.n if it is for social puq)oses. If the stateme.nt is false, please make. a true statement: 

PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME: 

SIGNATURE: 

DATE: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:27 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Following through 

TENZI’.httn 

Thank you so much for your interest. We are indeed always looking for tutors for a wide variety of subjects including English and writing. Unfortunately, we do not hire any students until 
they are at least a junior. I ~vill most certainly keep your name on file and will be in touch in the future to see if you are still interested If you are, at that time I ~vill have you send me your 
resume, and then we can schedule an interview. Please feel free to contact me as well at anytime. 

On another note, have you contacted The Learning Center here on campus? The?- provide tutoring in a number of subj ects as well. I am not certain of their hiring policies, but I am sure they 
would be glad to hear from you and happy to tell you about their program 

Thank you again for your interest, and good luck with your spring semester! 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>>               ~))email.unc edu>          11:55 AM >>> 
Hello, I guess I’ll start by saying thanks for being so recepuve, I definitely wasn’t expecting that I’ve been rolling the idea of tutoring around in my head for quite a while, but the fall 
semester proved vep)~ bus?’ for me and I had to focus on my own work intensely. Now a new semester is just around the comer, and even though I don’t yet know how much free time I might 
have, I’d like to make this work. 

My name’s     , I’m a Sophomore        Major working toward a minor (             ). I’m a mellow kind of person and I adore any type of creauve writing, though my 
professors think I have a knack ~2~r the analytical type as well, and I assume that’s what a tutor-seeking person might need. 

At this point I’m both curious and pretty much unaware of what information I should be asking for and ~vhat information I should be attempting to provide you with. So, in hopes of 
corresponding, here are a few questions: Who needs to be tutored? (i.e just athletes?) When? What are the tutors themselves like? What subjects are tutor-able? (English is a strength, as I 
noted) Is there some sort of application? 

Thank you very much for taking time to answer my silly questions, and have a great Friday-! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 26, 2010 1:46 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Hi Paula 

We will be checking into gaylord on the 28th late afternoon Let me know when you’ll be around -- I found something at Costco for you that I need to give to you so you can enjoy 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
krNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 12/24/10 6:36 PM >>> 
Pretty stare just a mistake email 

Sent iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy kleissler" 
Date: Fri, 24Dec 2010 15:05:19 
To: Beth Bridger 
Subject: Fwd: Hi Paula 

what does this mean?? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, l 1:28 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: today 

We are in Nashville tt~rough the 31 st o- have a good time today Had a fun chat with John Blanchard last night about rugby’. 

take care, 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:20 PM 

@gmail.com 

Re: Academic Support Program tbr Student Athletes Spring mentoring 

Thank you -- I got your message but have been on the road traveling home today from the game in Nashville last night. Unfortunately we only hold stu@ hall Sunday-Thursday nights, 7- 
9PM, not earlier in the day on Sunday, or on Saturdays. Thank you for letting me know 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chattel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 12:20 PM >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

I called earlier If possible I am able to work any shift Saturday and any 
shift ending before 7pm Sunday If there is any vacancy during those time 
periods please let me know, as I would be willing to work. 

Thanks, 

On Mun, at 10:25 AM. Amy kleissler wrute: 

Thank you -- we do not have sessions un Fridays, but do have stu@ hall 
on Sundays, 7-9PM. Are yuu interested in that’? 
Let me know. 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ ttiH 
919-~3-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

>>> 1:08 PM >>> 

tti Amy, 

I can tutor Friday nights at 7:30. Also I can tutor any time on Sunday. 

Thanks, 

On Wed, at 10:53 ~, Amy kleissler wrote: 

>> Good morning .~ 
>> ~is is AtW Kleissler from the Academic Support Program for Student 
>> Athletes. Earlier you indicated that you would be imerested in mentoring or 
>> tutoring student athletes during the spring semester. Could you please reply 
>> back to this email to let me know if you are still interested, and if so, 
>> what you amicipate yore availabili)- migN be. ~e program has sessions for 
>> the students dming the day M-~, and beginning at 7PM for stu@ hall 
>> S~day-Thursday. 
>> I look forward to hearing from your 
>> 

>> ~ny Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> ~’¢’-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> , c 

>> kleissle@m~caa.unc, edu 
>> 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 4, 2011 12:30 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

to do 

TEXT.htm; Probation Progress checklis~t.:d~ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fbr Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8a3-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

C D 

Self-Asses 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Probation (football), Spring 

Status as of 

E F G H 

Contract Time Skills BB Sch 

X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 

I 

Day 

Th 4-5 

Th 4-5 

M 330-430 

Tues 

Th 11-12 

M 330-430 

Tues 11-12 

j 

BB completed 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

K 

Adv mtg completed 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

L 

Advisor 

Probation (football), Spring 

Status as of 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, ~: 18 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: Interview ava~labili .ly 

Attach: ’[ENTI’.htln 

Dear 
I hope that you have been able to enjoy some quiet time over the last IEw weeks! 

I am writing to see if you are available to come in this week to meet with Beth and I for an interview and to discuss the mentor program? Please let me know when you would be available this 

week -- afternoons are best for us, and this Thursday after 245PM we are not available, but please let us kno~v all of your available times I look forward to hearing from you soont 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss e@uncaa unc.edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, l: 18 PM 

To: @gmaJ~l 

Subject: interview availability 

A~ach: TE37f.hlm 

hope that you have been able to enjoy some quiet time over the last few weeks! 

I am writing to see if you are available to come in this week to meet ;vith Beth and I for an interview and to discuss the mentor program? Please let me kno;v when you would be available this 
week -- afternoons are best for us, and this Thursday after 245PM we are not available, but please let us kno;v all of your available times I look forward to hearing from you soon! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:20 PM 

To: ~charter.net 

Subject: interview availability 

A~ach: TE37f.hlm 

hope that you have been able to enjoy some quiet time over the last few weeks! 

I am writing to see if you are available to come in this week to meet ;vith Beth and I for an interview- and to discuss the mentor program within the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes? Please let me know when you would be available this week -- afternoons are best for us, and this Thursday after 245PM we are not available, but please let us kno;v all of your 
available times I look forward to hearing from you soon! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:21 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: interview availability 

Attach: TE2xTf.htm 

I hope that you have been able to enjoy some quiet time over the last few weeks! 

I am writing to see if you are available to come in this week to meet ;vith Beth and I for an interview and to discuss the mentor program? Please let me kno;v when you would be available this 

week -- afternoons are best for us, and this Thursday after 245PM we are not available, but please let us kno;v all of ?’our available times I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Amy 

Amy KleissIer 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l.YNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleis,,~le@unc aa unc. edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:22 PM 

To: @email. unc.edu 

Subject: interview availability 

A~ach: TE37f.hlm 

I hope that you have been able to enjoy some quiet time over the last few weeks! 

I am writing to see if you are available to come in this week to meet ;vith Beth and I for an interview and to discuss the mentor program? Please let me kno;v when you would be available this 
week -- afternoons are best for us, and this Thursday after 245PM we are not available, but please let us kno;v all of your available times I look forward to hearing from you soon! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler ~klei~sle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:11 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Interview availabilJb, 

TEX3’.httn 

Great! Would you be able to come Monday at 5PM? It ~von’t be long -- just to talk. Let me know! Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> @emaiLunc.edu 12:37 PM >>> 
Hello, 
I would love to come in for an interview, but I will not be in Chapel Hill until        I live in Charlotte, and I’ll be here until the break is over, so is there any way that we could schedule an 
lntep~iew for that week? Sorry for the delayed response; I just got my wisdom teeth taken out, and I was not checking my emaih 

If you could do the week of       I would be available before 10:30 am Monday through ~Ihursday, after 3:45 pm on Monday and Wednesday and after 2:30 pm on Tuesday Thursday 
and Friday Please let me know if any of those times work ~2~r you. 

Thank you 

On 1:17 PM. Am?" kleissler wrote: 

[)ear 
] hope that you have been able to enjoy some quiet time over the last few weeks! 

] am writing to see if you are available to come in this week to meet with Beth and I for an interview and to discuss the mentor program? Please let me l~ow when you would be available this 
week -- afternoons are best ~k~r us, and this Thursday after 245PM we are not available, but please let us l~ow all of your available times I look forward to hearing from you soon! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, Jannary 5, 2011 3:18 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Re: Spring semester 

TEXT.htm; Re Spring semester.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler ~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:29 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Interview availabili~, 

TENTI’.httn 

During the construction the academic support team is being housed within the football center at the other end of the stadium You can access it either by the front door of the football center 
(near the big statue of the Ram) or by coming into the stadium, walk around on the concourse until you are at the football center Take the elevator to the 5th floor. There is a big room, and 
our offices are at the right-hand end if you are facing the windows Beth’s office is the furthest to the right Let me know if you need anything else -- I’m looking forward to meeting you 
soon! 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>                    ~)email uric edu;         1:59 PM >>> 
Monday at 5 pm is perfect[ Where exactly would I be meeting you? I know where it was last year, but because that building is gone, I’m not sure where to go anymore 
Thanks. 

On 1:10 PM, Amy kleissler wrote: 

Great! Would you be able to come Monday at 5PM? It won’t be long -- just to talk Let me know! Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleiss]er 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>; @email.unc.edu> ~,cmail.unc.edu ~ 12:37 PM >>> 
Hello, 
I would love to corae in for an interview, but I will not be in Chapel Hill until . I live in Charlotte, and rll be here until the break is over, so is there any way that we could schedule an 
intel~’ie~v for that ~veek? Sorry- for the delayed response; I just got tW wisdom teeth taken out, and I was not checking my email. 

If you could do the week of      ~, I would be available before 10:30 am Monday through Thursday after 3:45 pm on Monday and Wednesday-, and after 2:30 pm on Tuesday, Thursday, 
and Friday. ]- lease let me know if any of those times ~vork for you. 

Thank you, 

On 1:17 PM. Amy kleissler wrote: 

Dear 
I hope that you have been able to enjoy some quiet time over the last few- weeks! 

I am writing to see if you are available to corae in this week to meet with Beth and I for an interview and to discuss the mentor prograra? Please let me know ~vhen you would be available this 
week - afternoons are best for us, and this T’rmrsday after .45]- M we are not available, but please let us know all of your available times. I look fol~vard to hearing from you soon[ 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



next week. i’ll keep you posted. 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle @uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > ~earthlink.net" < ~earthlink.net> 

AMY, 
2:29 PM > > > 

THANKS. IF I CAN GET ANY SCOOP FROM THE MEETING LATER, THAT WOULD BE GREAT. 
DO YOU KNOW WHEN STUDY TABLES WILL KICK OFF AGAIN? 

To: ~earthlink.net 
Sent: 12:35:05 PM 
Subject: Re: Spring Semester Mentor Meeting 

Sorry      for some reason the quarantine program grabbed up some of my outgoing email earlier last week 

and that email was one of them. -- our meeting will go to about 7 but I understand if you have a conflict. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > ~earthlink.net" ¯ ~earthlink.net> 

Amy, 
8:44 AM > > > 

Hope your holidays were nice. Any idea how long the meeting will last? If it will 
be really short, I can make it. Otherwise, we already had dinner plans for Sunday 
and finding about the meeting on the Friday afternoon before is not much time to 
adjust... 



To:                                              ~email.unc.edu 
~email.unc.edu; 

Sent: 3:55:39 PM 
Subject: Re: Spring Semester Mentor Meeting 

sorry --- I got sidetracked and only put in 

A 

name! Sorry about that :) 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Amy kleissler 1/7/2011 3:52 PM > > > 

Hi! I’m not sure if I sent you this email already (something going on with my account) so if not, please 

forgive me for the late notice. 

This Sunday,           , at 6PM on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center we will be 

holding our Spring Semester Mentor meeting. 
This meeting is mandatory so please contact me if you are unable to attend ASAP. 

The Tutor/Mentor training session will be Thursday, at 6PM on the 5th floor of the 

Pope Box. 
This is the mandatory meeting that all staff must attend each semester that covers NCAA compliance, 

The Writing Center, and Honor Court. Please let me know if you be attending this meeting as well. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. If you did not work with us during the fall semester you 

will need to let me know you are coming so that I can meet you on the concourse of the football 

stadium to take you up to the 5th floor because the elevator will be locked. 

Thank you so much, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uneaa.une.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:13 

To: @em~l.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: this weekend 

A~tach: ’IENTf.lmn 

I know you are leaving tomorrow and I didn’t get to see you on Sunday night so I wanted to be sure to ~vish you safe travels this weekend, and have lots of fun at your sister’s wedding’. 
Please let me know if I can help you out in an?- ~vay while you are gone, and I can’t wait to see pictures ~vhen you get back[ 
Take care, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Fuutbal[ 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:51 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Sub.~ect: interview reschedule 

A~tach: TE2xTf .httn 

First, please let me sincerely apologize for missing your appointment yesterday. "¢~qaen the snow/ice forecast entered my brain everything else somehow l~ll out! Please know that is not 

normal around here, and I really apologize for an?’ inconvenience and confusion for you. 

I kno~v this is last minute, but I wanted to see what your availability is for tomorro~v, Wednesda?         ~? I am available any time that is good for you. Let me know your thoughts when 

you can. I look forward to meeting you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy KleissIer 
Academic Suppot~ Program ~k~r Student Aghl etes, Football 
UNC-Chapel IIill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler ~klei~sle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:51 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: interview reschedule 

TE37f.htm 

ANYTIME tomorrow- is good so you tell me :) 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 2:49 PM >>> 
Hello, 
That’s ahight, the snow can definitely mess up schedules! 

Unfortunately, ] have class at 1 pm tomorrow, so ] don’t think that would leave enough time for us to meet and for me to get to class on time ] am free in the morning tomorrow, so could you 
do any earlier in the day’? I am also free after 4 pm if that would work better. If tomorrow isn’t good, on rlhursday I am free a]~er 2:15 as well. 

] hope one of these times work! 

Thanks, 

From: "Amy kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
[)abe: Tue, 13:51:23 -05(;0 
To: ~email.unc edu> 
Sut~iect: intep~iew reschednle 

First, please let me sincerely apologize for missing your appointment yesterday. When the snow/ice forecast entered my brain everything else somehow fell out! Please know that is not 
normal around here, and I really apologize for any inconvenience and confusion for you. 

I know this is last minute, but I wanted to see what your availability is ]2~r tOlnOrrow, Wednesday 
you can. I look forward to meeting you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

? I am available any time that is good for you. Let me know your thoughts when 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 3:09 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: interview reschedule 

TE37f.htm 

My office ! 
Thanks -- looking folavard to meeting you then 

Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
Lr>,-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>       ~email.unc.edu>         2:54 PM >>> 
Great! 10:30 am is the best time :[’or me, so I can come then. Will it be your office or Beth’s? 

From: "Amy kleissler" <ldeissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
[)abe: Tue, 14:50:48 -05C() 
To: ~email.unc edu> 
Sutziect: Re: interview reschedule 

AN YTIi’,/f£*; tomorro~v is good so you tell me :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 2:49 PM >>> 
Hello, 
That’s alright, the snowy can definitely mess up schedules! 

Unfortunately, I have class at 1 pm tomotiow, so I don’t think that would leave enough time for us to meet and for me to get to class on time. I am free in the morning tomorrow, so could you 
do any earlier in the day ? I ara also free after 4 pm if that would work better. If tomorrow isn’t good, on Thursday I am free after 2:15 as ~vell. 

I hope one of these times ~vork! 

Thanks, 

From: "Amy kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.m~c.edu> 
Date: Tu( 13:51:23 -05(0(3 
To: ~ ~email.unc. edu> 
Subj ect: interview reschedule 

First, please let me sincerely apologize for missing yore appointment yesterday. When the snow/ice forecast entered my brain evets~thing else somehow fell out! Please know that is not 
normal around here, and I really apologize for any inconvenience and confusion for you. 

I know this is last minute, bm I xvanted to see what your availability is for tomot*ow, Wednesday 
you can. I look forxvard to meeting you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

t’.’ I am available any time that is good for you. Let me know your thoughts when 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
Lr>TC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:33 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: this weekend 

whoops -- 6PM! 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LEx’C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 7:26 PM >>> 

Thanks Amy! That is so nice of you to think of m!! I will be sure to 
share pictures once I’m back. 

Also, is the training next Thursday at 6 or 6:30? I think I’ve seen both 
so I wanted to double check. 

On Tue, 13:12:47 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 

wro be: 

> 

> I knuw you are leaving tomorrow and I didn’t get to see you un Sunday 
night 
> so I wanted to be sure tu wish you safe travels this weekend, and have 
lots 
> of fun at yuur sister’s wedding! Please let me know if I can help you 
out 
> ~n any way while you are gone, and I can’t wait to see pictures when you 
> get back! 
> Take care, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Am?’ Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Fuotball 
> UNC-Chape[ Hill 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:36 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: interview 

Well, mother nature is not done yet! \~z children have another day off from school tomorrow so just in case, let’s go ahead and cancel our interview for tomorrow. I am free Thursday, Friday 
morning, or all day Monday if any of those days are good for you -- let me kno;v! 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:22 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: interview 

Thursday at 3PM is perfect See you then! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 8:29 PM >>> 
Thales for letting me know I am free this Thursday- would 3 pm work? 

On 7:35 P2~L Am?’ kleissler wrote: 

> Well, mother nature is not done yet! My children have another day off from school tomorrow so just in case, let’s go ahead and cancel our interview- for tomorrow. I am tlcee Thursday, 
Friday morning, or all day Monday if an?’ of those days are good for you -- let me know! 
> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Am?’ Kleissier 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel tlt[1 

c 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:18 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

mentofing this semester 

’I~NSI’.httn 

Thank you so much for coming in to talk with me this afternoon about our program and your interest. I just spoke with Beth and it turns out that unfortunately there is a steadfast 

department rule that you must be a junior in order to work in the program I am so sor~z -- I really enjoyed getting to kno~v you and had an instant feeling that you will make a terrific mentor 
for our student-athletes You are energetic, inquisitive, and dedicated -- three crucial keys to success! 

Having said that, would you then be interested in mentoring during the sunzmer? It is a great time to ’get your feet’ wet within our program, ~vorking with the incoming freshmen with their 
summer English classes We would love to have you if you think you may still be interested then If not, we would definitely love to have you in the fail! 

Again, I apologize that we won’t be able to hire you onto the staff at this time, but we hope that you will consider us ~2~r the summer or fall semesters l,et me know your thoughts when you 

can. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon, 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 3:51 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bounce Back 

TEXT.htm; Probation Progress checklist.xlsx 

Andre, 
I wanted to give you an update on when each of the student-athletes have Bounce Back this semester: 

Thursday 1-2PM with Annelle, starting 1/20 
Mondays 330-430PM with Amy Leach, starting 1/24 
Thursday 1-2PM with Annelle, starting 1/20 

Thursday 1-2PM with Annelle, starting 1/20 
Thursday 1-2PM with Almelle, starting 1/20 

Mondays 330-430PM with Amy Leach, starting 1/24 

The classes take place on the 3rd floor of the Student Health Center, Counseling and Wellness. The facilitator will meet the students 
in the waiting room. They will need to bring $20, cash or check, to pay for the workbook. 

For your convenience I have attached a copy of the check list I am using to keep track of their progress during probation. Have a great 
weekend! 

Please let me know if you need anything. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Probation (football), Spring 2011 

Status as of 1/14/11 

Self-Asses 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Contract I Time I Skills I BB SchI Day 

X X X Th 1-2PM, 1/20 
X X X M 330-430, 1/24 
X X X Th 1-2PM, 1/20 
X X 
X X X Th 1-2PM, 1/20 
X X X Th 1-2PM, 1/20 
X X 
X X X M 330-430, 1/24 
X X #### does not need to take 

BB done Adv mtg completed MC Advisor 

Maitland 

Edwards 

Earhart 

Advisor 

Jaimie 

Jaimie 

Jaimie 

Tia 

Beth 

Beth 

Jaimie 

Tia 

Jaimie 

Bounce Back: schmitzs@email.unc.edu 

Student Health and Wellness Center 

3rd floor 

Notes: 

and, are awaiting confirmation email on 

the day/time of their bounce back class. 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:07 PM 

To: ~hotmail .cam> 

Subject: RE: Thank you! 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Thankyou so veW much -- you made my day! And as your husband said, you will flourish as well :) 

I believe that Beth sent you word today that your background check has cleared which means that you can now contact Trace?- at HR (look in your mentor handbook for her info) to 
schedule doing your paper~vork with her She ~vill give you a PID. As I said, the UNC ID card is not necessary, but you can get it at the ONE Card office during business hours, M-F I only 
have one because I have money on an account and use it like a credit card on campus to get ibod :) 

No worries at all about being away. Remind me again as we get closer so that I have it firmly on my radar when the time rolls around. The end of July school is not in session. 

Have a great weekend, and I look forward to seeing you next week! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fi~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>                      @hotmail com~          3:43 PM >>> 
Amy, I wilil @ to be brief You are amazing Quite honestly, I would love to follow you around 12~r a month or two and take notes You are so great at what you do, I came home feeling a bit 

worried that I may never be able to live up to the standard you have set My husband looked through the literature and read the section devoted to the characteristics a mentor must 
possess and he read them aloud and said I fell into those categories. I know I will love the work. It is so great to know that you are so happily available in the event we have 
questions/concerns. 

I will be at the meeting on Thursday, the 20th, fi~r sure. I do have a question about whom I should call in human resources. Beth indicated that they would call me and it would be better for 
me not to call them. If you have a number and think it approprmte, I will be happy to make an appointment. 

Also, I am a little corffused in the timing of receiving the onion and UNC ID. Will that be obvious after the meeting on Thursday?? ~I]ae TIMS thing has left me with a question or two It is 
unclear when we set our password, etc. 

Again, I must say: ~vhen I began working for social services as a noncustodial parent / child super~,dsor, I received 10 minutes of instruction. The rest of the preparation I did on ray own and 
basically had to wing it. I am so impressed with not only the level of training we are receiving but knowing you ~vill be there for us is beyond wonderful. I ara also so impressed with the other 
fellow mentors I met last night. Each person had a special strength that was very apparent. I am thrilled to work with you and them. Thap2~zs, 

Date: Fri,            13:17:37 -0500 
From: kleissle@uncaa.mac.edu 
To: 
Subject: Thank your 

I wanted to thank you for coming last night to our marathon training session! We covered a tremendous amount of material so just remember that you have your mentor handbook to go 
back and review as a resource, and to look over any- materials that we did not cover as deeply such as writing, motivation, or learning styles. Remember that I am always here for any 
question or concerns you may have. I would bet that a great deal of the material we covered ~vill click for you as soon as you get into your first session ~vith your students! 

I will be here next week ~vhen you are at the training on Thursday night, and I ~vill be here the first nights of study hall early. I or one of the other staff members, Beth, Jaimie, and Tia, will be 
here to ask question of, show you where you will be working, etc. 

If you haven’t already please be sure to call Tracey up at HR to make an appointment to fill out all of the necessary papcr~vork with her. Be sure to bring a voided check (for direct deposit) 
and your drivers license or passport for ID. 

Thank you again for all of your hard work, enthusiasm, and insightful ideas last night -- it made me very excited to get you out there and working with our student-athletest 

Have a great ~veekend, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Monday, 2:36 PM 

To: @holmafil.com 

Subject: RE: Thank you! 

I am so sorry about the death in your family. Please let me know if I can lend support in any way 

I probably should not have sent a mass email this early in the semester because I create all kinds of snafus for people --- you do not need to wor~- about the meeting Tuesday night, 
that is only a make-up meeting for returning mentors. You do not have an?’ obligations for meetings until the training Thursday night! Thanks so much, and please don’t worry, about us -- 
take this time for your family 

:) 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 12:05 AM >>> 

I will take care ot the tIR aspect. NO worries, as I told you, my college room mate from grad school is head of HR @ NC State and she was sure I should not contact HR until I received a 
heads up No word from Beth, but I will proceed You remind me of my father with your work ethic Perhaps one day we can take a few hours (I am thinking that will be when we are in a 
nursing home) and hear each other’s family histories Suffice it to say, my father was a socialist physician who ran the biggest hospital in the country providing free medical care to every 
resident nt’the state of Loiusiana. He brought home ]2~undlings (all races) and our family adopted them. It was not unit1 I came to UNC that I discovered there were actual functional families 
in the world who had sane lives I wouldn’t trade my upbringing ]2~r anything in the world, but it was not an accident that I chose to raise a family in NC--not Louisiana! Have a rest[u[ 
weekend. 

PS: 

PPS: Also, I will wait to hear about the football meeting on Tuesday and will be happy to be there. 

Date: Fn,            16:06:36 -0500 
From: kleissle@uncaa unc edu 
To          ~hotmail.com 
Sutzject: RE: ~I1qank you! 

Thank you so very much - you made tW day! And as yore husband said, you xvill flourish as well :) 

I believe that Beth sent you xvord today that your background check has cleared which means that you can now cuntact Tracey at HR (look in your mentor handbook for her info) to 
schedule doing your paperwork xvith her. She will give you a PID. As I said, the UNC ID card is not necessary, but you can get it at the ONE Card office during business hours, M-F. I unly 
have one because I have money on an account and use it like a credit card on campus to get food :) 

No worries at all about being away. Remind me again as we get closer so that I have it firmly on my radar when the time rolls arotmd. The end of July school is not in session. 

Have a great weekend, and I look forward to seeing you next weekt 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 3:43 PM >>> 
Amy, I will t13~ to be brief. You are amazing. Quite hunestly, I xvould love to follow- you around for a month or txvo and take notes. You are so great at what you do, I came home feeling a bit 
worried that I may never be able to live up to the standard you have set. My husband looked through the literature and read the sectiun devoted to the characteristics a mentor must 
possess and he read them aloud and said I fell into those categories. I know I will love the work. It is so great to knoxv that you are so happily available in the event we have 
questions/concerns. 

I will be at the meeting on Thursday, the 20th, for stare. I do have a question about ~vhom I should call in human resources. Beth indicated that the?’ would call me and it would be better for 
me not to call them. ll’you have a number and think it appropriate, I ~vill be happy to make an appointment. 

Also, I am a little contused in the timing of receiving the onion and E~C ID. ~ ill that be obvious after the meeting on Thursday?? The TIMS thing has left me with a question or two It is 
unclear when we set our pass~vord, etc. 



Again, [ must say: when I began working for social services as a noncustodial parent / child supervisor, I received l 0 minutes of instruction. The rest of the preparation I did on my own and 
basically had to wing it. I am so impressed with not only the level of training we are receiving but knowing you will be there for us is beyond wonderfal. ! am also so impressed with the other 
fellow mentors I met last night. Each person had a special strength that was very apparent. I am thrilled to work with you and them. ’]’hanks, 

[)ate: Fri,            13:17:37 -0500 
From: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: 
Subject: Thank you! 

I wanted to thartk you for coming last night to our marathon training session! We covered a tremendous amount of material so just remember that you have your mentor handbook to go 
back and review as a resource, and to look over any- materials that we did not cover as deeply such as writing, motivation, or learning styles. Remember that I am always here for any 
question or concerns you may have. I would bet that a great deal of the material we covered ~vill click for you as soon as you get into yo~tr first session ~vith your students! 

I will be here next week ~vhen you are at the training on Thursday night, and I ~vill be here the first nights of study hall early. I or one of the other staff members, Beth, Jaimie, and Tia, will be 
here to ask question of, show you where you will be working, etc. 

If you haven’t already please be sure to call Tracey up at HR to make an appointment to fill out all of the necessary papcr~vork with her. Be sure to bring a voided check (for direct deposit) 
and your drivers license or passport for ID. 

Thank you again for all of your hard work, enthusiasm, and insightful ideas last night -- it made me vec~" excited to get you out there and working with our student-athletest 

Have a great weekend, 
Arny 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.m~c.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monda¥~ 2:41 PM 

@mc.edu 
Re: Study Table sta~ct up for lbotball 

I can’t ~vait to see you -- it feels like it has been forever’.!! For the next week I am up to my neck in work, starting the first ~veek of another class at Kansas Wery interesting, multicultural 
academic advising) and finishing up a 5 wk condensed course at U~’CG in philosophy. It sucks, and I stack at it no grades which drives me nuts, and the prof just told me that I missed the 
entire point of the reading this week. i’d stalt to c~z right no~v except that beth is coming over at 5 to work on the study table schedule with me so I don’t have time to c15’[ !’. Yikes. that was 
waaaaaay more than you wanted to hear from me, huh! 

in an?- event, thank you so much for this link. I ~vill not allow- myself to look at it until 
you on it ASAP. I am THRR, LED beyond words. 

(when I finish this philosophy course, or more accurately, it finishes me) but then I will get back to 

remind me as well, i need to pick your brain re navigating college admissions with you as well. 

see you in a few days. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>; 11:41 PM >>> 
Hey Am?’, 

’]?hat sounds great. Also, I am not sure if you remember that we spoke about you possibly presenting your manuel at the CSRI conference The College Sports and Research Institute’s call 
for papers was technically due today but I talked to the professor (mine) and he said that he thinks your manuel would be a great workshop that goes along with another presentation we are 
planning on If you can fill out this quick one page abstract thing 

Here is the link: http://wwwcsriconference.or~icall for papers.html 

Let me know if you are interest! Hope you have a great weekend :) 

From: Amy kleissler > 
[)ate: Fri, 16:16:43 -0500 
To: 

Subject: Study Table start up for football 

This email pcrtains to football only. If you will be working with OLYM athletes, Brent will contact you directly with yottr scheduled times with those student-athletes. OL’~M sports will 
begin study table the week of 

We will begin nighttime study table for football this coming Tuesday,       All daytime review sessions will begin on Wednesday. Due to the fact that today was the last day for the 
students to drop/add classes, we are still xvorking out their schedules. Once we do that, I will get you yam schedule ASAP. If you xvill be working Tuesday- night, I will contact you via email 
Monday night. I plan on having it all ironed out by Wednesday morning. 

If you missed the welcome back meeting last Sunday, could you please come stop by- tW office this coming Tuesday night at 630PM so we can go over any aunouncements that were made 
at the meeting. Please confirm with me via email that you will be coming. 

Have a great weekend!! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

Klelssle(Nuncaa.unc. edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,~u~ay ldeissler ~kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&r-" 

Monday,               7:56 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Another rotor... 

That ~vould be great -- Thanks’. Is the person at least a unior? It is department policy that we calmot hire below- junior year. Let me klrow. 

Thanks! 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Cha~el Hill 

~c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Hi Am?’, 

:41 PM >>> 

If I remember correctly, when I sent you an email about 
of someone else who is interested in tutoring. 
I’m looking forward to this semester’. 

not sure if he ever emailed you . ?) you said yot ~vere always looking for extra tutors? If so, let me know because I know 

Ver,v Best, 



From: Amy ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday~ 9:00 AM 

To: @hotmail .corn> 

Subject: RE: Thank you! 

A~tach: ’IENTf.lmn 

No worries -- it is on the 5th floor of the Pope Box, which is the side part of the fb stadium When you enter through the gates into the stadium from Stadium Drive, there is a concession 
stand slightly to the right and in front of you. The elevators to the 5th floor of the Pope Box are just to the right of that concession stand. \~z cell is if you get lost. Thanks, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>>. ~                     ))hotmailcom:         7:56PM >>> 
I promise, Amy, you will not hear from me until I see you on Thursday, but I need to know where to go for the session. From what I gather it is held elsewhere b/c of it being a large group I 
know the tune is 6:00. Soru[ Wen 

[)ate: Fri,            16:06:36 -0500 
From: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:          @hotmail corn 
SubJect: RE: Thank you! 

Thank you so very much -- you made my &U! And as your husband said, you will flourish as well :) 

I believe that Beth sent you word today that your background check has cleared which means that you can now contact Tracey at HR (look in your mentor handbook :[’or her into) to 
schedule doing your paperwork with her. She will give you a PID. As I said, the UNC ID card ~s not necessary, but you can get it at the ONE Card ol!fice during business hours, M-F. I only 
have one because I have money on an account and use it like a credit card on campus to get food :) 

No worries at all about being aw~U. Remind me agmn as we get closer so that I have it firmly on my radar when the time rolls around. The end of July school is not in session. 

Have a great weekend, and I look lbrward to seeing you next ~veek! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

~hotmail.com:          3:43 PM >>> 
Amy, I will try to be brief. You are amazing. Quite honestly, I would love to follow- you around for a month or two and take notes. You are so great at what you do, I came home feeling a bit 
worried that I may never be able to live up to the standard you have set. My husband looked through the literature and read the section devoted to the characteristics a mentor must 
possess and he read them aloud and said I fell into those categories. I l~ow I will love the work. It is so great to kno~v that you are so happily available in the event we have 
questions/concerns. 

will be at the meeting on Thursday, the 20th, for sure. I do have a question about whom I should call in human resources. Beth indicated that the?" would call me and it would be better for 
me not to call them. ll’you have a nmnber and think it appropriate, I will be happy to make an appointment. 

Also, I am a little corffused in the timing of receiving the onion and UNC ID. Will that be obvious after the meeting on Thursday?? The TIMS thing has left me with a question or two. It is 
unclear when we set our password, etc. 

Again, I must say: when I began working for social sel~’ices as a noncustodial parent / child supel~isor, I received 10 minutes of instruction The rest of the preparation I did on my own and 
basically had to wing it. I am so impressed with not only the level of training we are receiving but knowing you will be there for us is beyond wonderful. I am also so impressed with the other 
fellow mentors I met last night Each person had a special strength that was verb, apparent I am thrilled to work with you and them. Thanks, Wen@ 

Date: Fn,            13:17:37 -0500 
From: kleissle,4~uncaa unc edu 
T, 
SubJect: llaanl~ you! 

I wanted to thank you for coming last night to our marathon training session! We covered a tremendous amount of material so just remember that you have your mentor handbook to go 
back and review as a resource, and to look over ariy materials that we did not cover as deeply such as writing, motivation, or learning stsqes. Remember that I am always here for any 
question or concerns you may have. I ;vould bet that a great deal of the material we covered will click for you as soon as you get into your first session with your students! 

I will be here next week when you are at the training on Thursday night, arid I will be here the first nights of study ha 11 earl?’. I or one of the other staff members, Beth, Jaimie, and Tia, will be 
here to ask question of, show you where you ;vill be working, etc. 

If you haven’t already please be sure to call Trace?’ up at HR to make an appointment to fill out all of the necessary paperwork with her Be sure to bring a voided check (for direct deposit) 
and your drivers license or passport for ID. 

Thank you again for all of your hard work, enthusiasm, and insightful ideas last night -- it made me very excited to get you out there and working with our student-athletes! 



Have a great weekend, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program ]~r Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:09 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: Tutoring 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

I am thrilled to hear Iicom you! Would you be able to come by tomorrow for an informal interview? I’m booked 11-12 and 1-2, but open othelavise. The reason rm asking for tomorrow- is that 
tomorrow night at 6 all of our staff has a mandatory NCAA training session -- you camaot work with students unless you participate (If you couldn’t attend it then you would need to go 
meet with the people in there offices during business hours so this ~vould just save you an extra step ) 

If you cal"~’t come by, could we do a phone interview tomon-ow? Let me kno~v -- I look forward to hearing from you 
Sincerely, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>~ ~email unc.edu> 11:48 AM >>> 

Ms. Kleissler, 

I am a friend o~             and he iN2~rmed me that you may be looking 
for extra tutors this semester. I am a senior business major and am vep)~ 
interested in tutoring if you still have open posttions. I am comfortable 
tutoring tn any business classes, econ classes through 410/420, fi-ench 
through 204, math through calculus I, and any introductory science, 
psychology, anthropology, sociology, and english classes I have prinr 
tutoring experience through the tlYPE tutoring program with Campus Y and 
have done some private tutoring while at UNC. I have a vep)~ open schedule 
because I am only taking 8 hours this semester so hopefully I will be able 
to help you out! Please let me know if you’d like any other information. 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wedne sday, 5:14 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: Tutoring 

Attach: TEXfI’.httn 

how about right before your 11 ? Say 10? We are in the football center. You can either colne into the stadium by the gate that faces Stadium drive, then ~valk around to the enclosed 
concession area; there are elevators there which you can take to the 5th floor. My office is the one closest to the big open room (there are only four offices) My cell is if you 
get stuck. 

Othelavise, come in the main reception of the football center, and the receptionist can direct you to the elevator. I look forward to seeing you! If you could, please either bring a copy of your 
resume or else email it to me? Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 5:08 PM >>> 

I have class from 11-2 tomorrow so I could come by any time be]2~re or after 
that, whenever is most convenient for you is :fine with me! I can attend the 
training session at 6 tomorrow as welh Just let me know what interview 
time is best for you and where I need to be and I will be there tomorrow. 

’]?hank You, 

On Wed,           16:08:54 -0500, "Am?" kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> 

> I ara tl-trilled to hear from you[ Would you be able to come by tomorrow 
for 
> an itfformal interview? I’m booked 11-12 and 1-2, but open otherwise. The 
> reason I’m asking for tomorrow is that tomorrow night at 6 all of our 
staff 
> has a mandatory NCAA training session -- you cannot work with students 
> unless you participate. (ffyou couldn’t attend it then you ~vould need 
to 
> go meet with the people in there offices during business hours so this 
> would just save you an extra step.) 
> 

> lI’you can’t corae by, could we do a phone interviexv tomorroxv? Let me 
knoxv 
> -- I look forxvard to hearing frora you. 
> Sincerely, 
> 2uW 
> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~}email uric edu> 11:48 AM >>> 
> 

> Ms. Kleissler, 
> 

> I am a friend of and he informed me that you may be looking 
> for extra tutors this semester I am a senior business major and amveo’ 
> interested in tutoring if you still have open positions. I am comfortable 
> tutoring in any business classes, econ classes through 410/420, french 
> through 204, math tl~rough calculus I, and an?- introductory science, 
> psychology, anthropology, sociology, and english classes. I have prior 
> tutoring experience tJarough the HYPE tutoring program with Campus Y and 
> have done some private tutoring ~vhile at Lr>,-C. I have a veQz open schedule 
> because I am only taking 8 hours this semester so hopefully I will be 
able 
> to help you out! Please let me kno~v if you’d like any other infomaation. 
> 

> Thank You, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 10:39 AM 

Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Drama play summary sheet 

TEXT.htm 

I made individual ones for each (or at least most) of the plays. Which ones do you need? 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Atl~letes~ Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 1/20/2011 10:28 AM >>> 

Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 10:45 AM 

Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Drama play summary sheet 

TEXT.htm; Drama Play Breakdowns.xls; excel wkshs for each play.xlsx 

here is the original sheet that can be used for all plays, plus the doc I made that has individual plays broken down. Hope this helps. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@tmc.edu> 1/20/2011 10:28 AM >>> 
Hi Amy, 
Would you happen to have an electronic copy of a blank drama play summary sheet - I have a student with a head injury that I am 
going to be working with on Drama     Thanks ! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
CSSAC, University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill 
SASB North- Office #2117 
919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 4:32 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

probation update 

TEXT.htm 

Andre, 
I wanted to let you know that. 

class, at 1PM. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

¯ has been able to schedule his bounceback sessions -- he will be attending the Thursday 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Friday, 4:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: VISION: Upcoming Appts (Please Review tbr Conflicts) 

could you do me a huge favor? Email me a coW of the study table schedule from the U drive? that way I can remove an?- conflicting sessions, and make up a list for jaimie and tia of ~vhat 
their students are missing 

I’ll get in touch with 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~-C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger         ;:48 PM >>> 
we need to be ready to send a stu@ table schedule to andre, doug, and s&c on monday... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Suppurt fur Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Duug Halverson 3:44 PM >>> 
Andre and Academics 

I wanted tu make yuu aware o17 uur upcoming vlsiun appt blitz. This is the initial wave so their will be more appts coming up. Bobby Bonser has reviewed academic class schedules and there 
dues nut appear to be an?’ class cunflicts. Please review and let us know ifyuu have stu@ hall ur other issues that we are not aware of... 

Many uf these individuals will require dilation this year during their eye exams and that will cause sume visual disturbances following their appointments I reviewed this with the eye clinic 
today and they stated as folluws .... 

Each appt last appro×imately 2 huurs - dihtiun will happen 1 huur into the appt After dilatiun the athletes will have light sensitivity ]2~r 4 huurs and reading may be difficult with lense 
corrections (glassesicumacts)[’or 2 huurs. They will be near sighted so if they take their contacts out ur glasses ufftheir ability to read shuuld impruve until the dilation wears off. Then they 
can return to using contacts/glasses to help with reading. 

Andre - I will handle lift conflicts individually with the strength and conditioning staff 

YVEDNESDAY 

WEDNESDAY 

bIONDAY 

Thanks, 

Doug 

S. Doug Halverson I~LA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer 
Football and Women’s Lacrosse 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NCl 27515 
919-%2-8519 (O) 

919-843-9121 (F) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 11:06 AM 

James Spurling <j spurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PID numbers for mentors/tutors 

TEXT.htm; PIDs for Mr. James $2011.xlsx 

Mr. James 
Attached are the PID numbers for all of our mentors/tutors. 2 are missing, 
on to you as soon as I have them. 
Thanks ! 
Amy 

I will forward those 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 4:07 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: approval 

TEXT.htm 

you gave me the ppr work for her and i remember watching you write on the pprs so i’m saying ’yes’ 

her ss card is home in ME) with parents -- will # suffice? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 1/24/2011 3:58 PM >>> 
send her to tracy... 
she needs dl, ss card, and voided check 
did we write the pay rates in on her paperwork? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

>>> John Blanchard 1/24/2011 3:12 PM >>> 

Joyce, 

I approve this hire. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 

>>> Beth Bridger 1/20/2011 10:24 AM >>> 

John 

I would like to hire: 

,senior, B-Schoolm~or, 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

for a mentor/tutor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 27, 2011 12:09 PM 

Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: my address book 

TEXT.htm; EDUC .doc 

no worries ! I looked and the only ED 
A 

material we have is an old paper assignment from 2008. Sorry. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@tmc.edu> 1/27/2011 11:55 AM >>> 
Amy, My apologies for using your home email - did not even notice that is where I sent it -jeez 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
CSSAC, University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill 
SASB North- Office #2117 
919-843-8698 
http://cssac.unc.edu/staff 



EDUC 

General Paper Outline 

Movie Reviews 

NO FIRST PERSON 

DOUBLE SPACED 
1-2 full pages 

You must actually watch the J:ilm! Do not cut and paste J:rom websites. 

You will J:ail the class iJ:you do this! 

Introduction: 

¯ Introduce name of film, year it was released, director 

¯ Give a short piece of information about how the movie relates to education in general 

¯ THESIS: What is the main education topic from the movie you will talk about in the 

paper? (Gangs, standardized tests, violence, diversity??) 

Body: 

¯ Summarize the movie, only a few sentences, use actual character names, etc 

¯ Focus on your thesis. What educational topic are you going to talk about? Give specific 

examples from the movie to support this topic 

¯ How does this topic relate to things you have talked about in class? 

¯ How does this topic relate to education in America today? 

Conclusion: 
¯ Wrap it all up. Lasting thoughts or impressions of your topic and the movie 





From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:52 PM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: recommendation 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

I would be honored to write a recolnmendation for you! You have been an incredible asset for the students in our program. Let me know what you need 
thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrN,’C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> ~)gmail.com> 12:04 PM >>> 
Amy, 
I’m applying for the Master of Arts in Teaching program here at UNC so that I can get certified to teach Spanish to grades k-12. As I have been working with the players this year I realized 
that I have enjoyed helping them learn Spanish a lot more than I had originally thought I would and that has kind of inspired me to apply for this program so ! can keep doing that. I was 
hoping you could write me a recommendation because you are an important part of that and because you have seen me work directly with the students in the subject [ want to teach, so I 
think your insight would be vep), valuable :for my application I decided a bit late in the year that this was something ! wanted to do, so there is only about a month left until the March 1st 
deadline. ! hope that is enough time because I know you are bus?" aheady and I don’t want to put too much extra on your plate. If you would be able to write this recommendation for me, let 
me know what email you want the information to come to and I’ll add it to my online application so the?’ can send you everything you need (everything is going online now and the?" prefer 
electronically submitted recommendations) Thank you so much and I will see you tomorrow night at study table! 



From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:33 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu-~ 

Subject: question 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Two questions for you: first, do you have any interest in tutoring anatomy (EXSS 175) on TR mornings, 10-11 AM with t~vo students? Next, do you have any interest in mentoring a student 
M~V 1230-2PM? Let me know your thoughts when you can! 

Thanks so much, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Fuutbal[ 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:12 PM 

~unc.edu> 

B eth just came to talk to me -- I can give you more of the rundo;vn in person and I ;vill certainly- write a letter myself to Dr. Southall, but the upshot is that I have to pull out of doing the 
conference. With the program under NCAA and university investigation it is under a huge microscope and they do not want any more attention brought to the program, especially since I 
am not on the permanent staf~i Essentially it is a great thing to present but that now is not the time I understand their point, but I am still upset about it, both for me and for you and for all 
you have done for me. I’m sort of at a loss for ;vords at the moment so this email seems ridiculous :( I have a lot of thoughts going through my head -- really- sad and pissed, but once I lick 
my wounds I plan on turning it into fire to make my- own future with or without this place. I am so SOl~V for letting you down. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program 12~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 
>>> ’ ~unc edu> 3:20 PM >>> 
Amy, 

Of cuurse I will go uver this with you. We can even schedule sume time to practice :) I know that I kind uf pushed this on yuu but I thuught it would be a win-win fur both urganizations. 
Also, if I cunvince sumeone tu du sumething, I dun’t leave them out to dry! 

appreciate your willingness tu du this- Have a goud week- hupefally it will be kind of quiet :) 

Thank, 

From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> 
Date: Wed, 12:45:47 -0500 
To: 
Subject: abstract 

~c.edu> 

Attached is ray corrected abstract to replace the original thanks so much[I! 

I am ve~ excited bm when I saw your face it made it reality that I have to talk to professionals -- I promise I will work hard so that I won’t embarrass you! Having never done this before, at 
some point will you give me pointers on what to cover? 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: Thursday, 9:40 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.anc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ab~ract 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

~unc.edu> 

Anly, 

It’s okay- Is there a time we can maybe talk tomorrow or something not on the UNC email? 

Really don’t won), about it. You aren’t letting me down. You couldu’t do that if you try. :) 

Thank~ 

Fro,n: A~W ldeissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtc~> 
Date: Thu, 3 19:11:39 -0500 
To: ~unc.eduqnailto:s 
Subject: Re: abstract 

~)unc.edw~> 

Beth just came to talk to me -- I can give you more of the nmdown in person and I roll certainly write a letter myself to Dr. Southall, but the upshot is that I have to pull 
out of doing the conference. With the program under NCAA and university investigation it is under a huge microscope and they do not want any more attention brought 
to the program, especially since I mn not on the permanent stale Essentially it is a great thing to present but that now is not the time. I m~derstand their tx)int, but I am 
still up~t about it, both tbr me and tbr you and tbr all you have done lbr me. I’m sort of at a loss lbr words at the moment so this email seems ridiculous :( I have a lot 
of thoughts going through my head -- really .sad and pissed, but once I lick my wounds I plan on turning it into tire to maI:e my owu future with or without this place. I 
am so son) lbr letting you down. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

klei ssle@uncaa.anc.edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&t> 

Contidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any a ’ttachmeuts, is tbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and mW contain confidential and privileged 
information. AW unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dis~u-ibution is prohibited. If you are not the iutended recipient, please contact the seuder by reply e-mail and 
des~troy all copies of the original message. 
>>#~ @unc.edu<maJdto: @unc.edu> > 3/3/2011 3:20 PM >>> 
Am5~ 

Of course I will go over this with you. We cau even schedule some time to practice :). I know that I kind of pushed this on you but I thought it would be a ran-win for 

both organizations. Also, ifI convince someone to do s~mething, I don’t leave them outto &T! 

I appreciate your willingness to do this- Have a good week- hopefully it will be kind of quiet :) 

Thank 

From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@m~caa.m~c.edu< mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edt~> 
Date: Wed, 12:45:47 -0500 
To: ~mm.edu<mailto 
Subject: abstract 

Attached is my corrected abstract to replace the original thaulcs so much!!’. 

I an ve~" excited but when I saw your thce it made it reality that I have to "talk to protbssionals -- I promise I will work hard so that I wofft embarrass you! Having 
never done this betbre, at some point will you give me pointers ou what to cover? asante sana :) 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 



C 

klei ssle@uncaa.~mc.edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Contidentiality Notice: This e-mail mes~ge, including any a ’ttachments, is tbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential a~d privileged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-m~fil and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sunday, March 20, 2011 9:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 2011 Dt-ive In Conl~rence Registration 

TEXTI’.httn 

I would love to if that is OK. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
Lr>,-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Beth Bridget 3/20/2011 9:01 PM >>> 
Need to know who is interested.., let me know by Friday. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> "A lison Ruf~~’ <alison ru[’f@ncsu.edu> 3/20/2011 4:51 PM >>> 
Not sure if you got this :[’or this year’s Drive In Conference, but I wanted to pass it along .. o17 course we’d love to see you! 

ali 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

~ema~l.unc.edu 

Tutoring summer session 1 

TENZI’.httn 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with the mentors and tutors within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes -- Befla Bridger folavarded me your email 

I am so glad that you contacted us -- I would love to have you come in so that we could meet! Are you available an~vtime this Friday after 11AM? My office is in the football center (faces 
the Stone Center). If not, ;ve can schedule a time for next week. Let me know your thoughts when you can. 

Also, would you be able to send me a copy of your resume? Thanks! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Thursday. 10:32 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring summer session 1 

TEXT.httn 

Friday at 2PM is perfect. Do you know where our offices are? 1£ not, let me know I look forward to meeting you tomon-ow. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: ’]7his e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and mat" contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> ~email unc edu> 9:55 AM >>> 
Dear 

Thank you for your response! I would love to come meet with you. I am 
available on Friday fi’om 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM. If this doesn’t work, I can 
meet with you any aRernoon next week. 

’]?hanks again, 

On Wed,            10:30:24-0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with the mentors and tutors within 
the 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes -- Beth Bridget forwarded 
me 
> your emaih 
> 

> I am so glad that you contacted us - I would love to have you come in so 
> that ~ve could meet! Are you available anytime this Friday after 11AM? 
My 
> office is in the football center @aces the Stone Center). If’not, we 
can 
> schedule a time for next week. Let me know- your thoughts ~vhen you can. 
> 

> Also, would you be able to send me a copy of your resmne? That’:s! 
> Cheers, 
> Arny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiali~z Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and mat- contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review-, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 2:21 PM 

Lyn John~m @bellsouth.neL"~ 

incoming tieshmen tbr lhl12011 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Lyn, 
How are you???? How is junior year going??? Personally, I can’t wait for it to be over, and dreading the fall already, but vepz thanld’ul -- I could have worse problems than a child ~vho is 
cranlu~ tlcom lack of sleep due to school :) 

I kno~v that it seems months away, but I wanted to start thinking about our incoming freshmen that will be arriving to attend summer school beginning June 16th. I wanted to see if it would 
be possible to pencil in time with you to move them through their screening and testing. Let me know your thoughts when you can. I hope that I get to see you before June’. 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:38 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring summer session 1 

’IEXTI’.httn 

great -- just in case, come into the lobby of the football center, to the right of reception take the elevator to the 5th floor when you come out there are 4 office doors in front of you -- mine is 
on the far left. if you go offthe carpet and *valk on hardwood, you have gone too far :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrixTC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>>              ~email unc edu>        9:32 AM >>> 

See you then. I’m pretty sure I know where it is If I have a problem, 
will call. 

Thanks! 

On Thu,            10:32:13 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wro be: 

> Friday at 2PM is perfect. Do you know where our offices are? If not, 

let 

> me know. I look fol~’ard to meeting you tomorrow. 

> A~W 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, 

is 

> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and nray contain confidential 

and 

> privileged information. Any unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please 

> contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy- all copies of the original 

> message. 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 9:55 AM >>> 

> Dear Anry, 

> Tharf~ you for your responset I would love to come meet with you. I am 

> available on Friday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM. H’this doesn’t work, I can 

> meet with you any afternoon next week. 

> Thanks again, 

> On Wed,            10:30:24 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with the mentors and tutors within 
> the 
>> Academic Support Program ibr Student-Athletes -- Beth Bridger forwarded 
> me 
>> your email 
>> 

>> I am so glad that you contacted us -- I would love to have you come in 
so 



>> that we could meet! Are you available awtime this Friday after 1 1AM? 
> My 
>> office is in the football center (faces the Stone Center). If not, we 
> can 
>> schedule a time for next week Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
>> 

>> Also, would you be able to send me a copy of your resume? Thanks! 
>> Cheers, 
>> Amy 
>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleisslcr 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> L~-C-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized re-,dew, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:44 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Academic Tutor Interest 

TEY2I’.httn 

He is not in my file as having been contacted before I def did not interview him, unless you did. I can set up for him to come in on Friday -- good time for you? 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Beth Bridget 11:20 PM >>> 
did we contact him? 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>>                @email.unc.edu>         5:42 PM >>> 
Of course! Please let me know if you have any issues with the attachment 

On         5:39 PM. Beth Bridger wrote: 
Thanks for your interest. 
Could you send me your resume? 
Beth 
Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.anc.edu <mailto:bridgerb(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 4:09 PM 
Mrs. Bridger, 

I am emailing you to express my interest in possibly obtaining a 
position as an acadcmic ruentor in your student athlete program. 

[ II nlls seems ll1~e a posslbllltff- I would love to dlSCUSS 
this with you further I look forward to hearing from you 

Thanks in advance, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 41984bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archIve02.uncaa.unc.edu/824ai3c16d36Ii’.)c52a91848d5a97efc3 
File Name: Resume.doc 
Expit3’ Date: Sun, 17:42:17 -0500 
Size: 41984bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:53 AM 

~gma~,l .com> 

Re: summer availability 

’IEXT.httn 

Thank you for getting back to me. I’m glad you will be able to enjoy your surmner! Have you given any thoughts as to whether you warit to come back in the fall? 
Let me know. 
Thanks, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> ~)gmail.com> 2:53 PM >>> 
Hi ~’,my, 
I have really enjoyed working with my guys Urffortunately, I am not available in the sumaner. Thanks, 

On , at 2:18 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon 
I wanted to circle back with you and see if ~/’ou are interested in working either of the session (or both!) of summer school this year. Summer Session 1 begins ’]Tuesday, 

Sumaner Session 2 runs         to         . Please let me know your thoughts either way. Thank you! 
Amy 

, and end 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
kEx-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfforu~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:57 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Tntoring summer session I 

Am?~ 

Thank you for the interview. I am still interested in working if you hm~e 

an open position. 

Thank~ 

On Thu,            10:32:13 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Friday at 2PM is perfect. Do yon know where our offices are? Ifnok 

let 

> me l, mow. I look forward to meeting ~vu tomom~w. 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Sup~ Program tbr Student Athletes, Football 

> UNC-Cha~I 
> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

> ~eissle@unc~.unc.edu 
> 

> Co~dentiali~ Notice: TNs e-mM mes~ge, incluNng m~y a~ents, 

is 

> for the sole use of inten&d recipient(s) and may contain confi&nfial 

and 

> privileged inlb~afion. ~y unau~ofized review, u~, di~losure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you am not the in~nded recipient, 

plea~ 

> contact the sender by reply e-mM ~d &s~roy all copies of the original 

> mess~e. 
>~>> ~email.unc.ed~ 9:55 AM >~> 

> Dear ~y, 
> 

> Th~k you for your res~n~ I would love to come meet with you. I ~ 

> available on Friday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM. IftNs doesn’t work I can 

> meet with you any a~emoon ne~ week. 

> Thanks ag~fin, 
> 

> 

> On Wed, 10:30:24 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

> wrote: 

>> Dear 
>> My name is Amy Kleissler a~d I work with the mentors and tutors within 

> the 

>> Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes -- Beth Bridger tbrwarded 

> me 
>> your email. 
>> 

>> I am so glad that you contacted us -- I would love to have you come in 

so 

>> that we could meet! Are you available an~ime this Friday after 11AM? 

> My 



>> office is in the football center (laces the Stone Center). If not, we 
>" call 

>> sche&de a time tbr next week. Let me know your thoughts when you can. 

>> Also, would you be able to send me a cop>" of your resume? That,s* 
>2, Cheers, 
>> Amy 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

:~> kleissle@uncaa.mlc.edu 

>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including aW attachments, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) a~d may contain cow,identical 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 1:03 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tulxmng summer session 1 

TEXTf.httn 

Take care, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: ’]7his e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>>              ~@emaihunc.edu>         12:57 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Thank you ]2~r the interview. I am still interested in working if you have 
an often position. 

Thanks, 

On Thu,            10:32:13 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Friday- at 2PM is perfect. Do you kmow where our offices are? If not, 
let 
> me krmw. I look fol~’ard to meeting you tomorrow. 
> 2uW 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and nray contain confidential 
and 
> privileged irKormation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy- all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>> @emaihunc.edu> 9:55 AM >>> 
> Dear Anry, 

> Thank you for your response! I would love to come meet with you I am 
> available on Friday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 Pivl. lt’this doesn’t work, I can 
> meet with you any afternoon next week. 

> Thanks again, 

> On Wed,            10:30:24 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with the mentors and tutors within 
> the 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes -- Beth Bridger forwarded 
> me 
>> your email 



>> I am so glad that you contacted us -- I would love to have you come in 
so 
>> that we could meet! ~De you available anytnne this Friday after 1 1AM? 
> My 

>> office is in the football center (faces the Stone Center). If not, we 
> can 
>> schedule a time for next week Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
>> 

>> Also, would you be able to send me a copy of your resume? Thanks! 
>> Cheers, 
>> An’ly 
>> 

>> 

>> 2uny Kleisslcr 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> LrNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
> is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original 
>> message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 1:13 PM 

To: ~email xmc.edu 

Subject: this summer 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

wasn’t stare if you still used your L~,-C email address -- I hope so’.!! 

So it is that time of year again -- time to plan summer school study hall’. Are you interested?[ If you are, let me kno~v what you would be up for! THAi"~S[ 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3,2011 12:07 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome 
<cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina 
Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Frank S Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Percival Guevarra 
<guevarra@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Mary C. Willingham 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie K Shambley 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L 
Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gigi 
Taylor <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2011-2012 Parking Permit 

TEXT.htm 

It’s that time of the year to begin thinking about parking for the upcoming 2011-2012 academic year. You 
should receive your 2011-2012 parking permit applications by the end of today. Please complete your 
application and send it back to me by May 13th so that I can begin the online parking registration on May 18th. 

Allocations 
Our parking allocations for the upcoming academic year are: 
CD - Craig Deck 

S 11 - Dean Dome 

*Rates 
The rates are: 
Salary CD Bi-weekly/Monthly S 11 Bi-weekly/Monthly 
<$25,000 $22.75/$45.50 $17.29/$34.58 
$25,000 - <$50,000 $25.07/$50.14 $19.02/$38.05 
$50,000 - $100,000 $31.66/$63.31 $23.94/47.88 
>$100,000 $48.90/97.80 $37.03/$74.06 

Bi-weekly = 24 payments 
Monthly = 12 payments 

*Please note that the parking rates did not increase for the 2011-2012 academic year 

Commuter Alternative Parking (CAP) 
If you’re wanting to enroll in the CAP Program, you must register on your own. The online registration for CAP 
will begin on July 15th at www.dps.unc.edu<http://www.dps.unc.edu>. Please mark this date on your calendar. 

NEW 
You can now manage your parking account at www.dps.unc.edu<http://www.dps.unc.edu>, select Manage 
Parking Account to view or add vehicles, check waiting list position, view permit information and more. Use 
this site to add vehicles to your account now. To remove vehicles, send an email to 
parking@unc, edu<mailto:parking@unc.edu>. 



Please double check your application prior to sending it back to me. Make sure the following information is 
completed: 
Permit Zone Requested 
Payment Method 
Pre-Tax Status 
Signature & Date 

You do not have to worry about the Shop #, this does not apply to our unit. 

If you did not receive a parking application and would like one, please let me know and I will get one to you. 
Everyone should have their application by the end of the day. 

If you have any questions regarding parking, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
Department Manager 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 
SASB N., CB# 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
ph: 919-962-1046 
fx: 919-843-5341 
kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, 10:55 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: Tutoring this summer approval 

Since you are a UNC student you do not have to have a background check. The paperwork is for HR and will be ready next week. Since ~ve probably won’t have you on the schedule in the 
first fe~v days, it is ok -- ~ve are thinking of you for but will let you know-. It is good that you take care of the NCAA mtg on Mond ay because that is the crucial one that you have to 
have before you can ever work with a student. Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>~" 2:01 PM >>> 

He)’ Amy, 

I was ~vondering if whatever check needs to be run has been done. The NCAA 
compliance meeting is in one business day, and I don’t know exactly what 
the procedure is for signing up as well as getting my paperwork in. 

Thanks, 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday [0:31 AM 

To: @emaJl.unc.edu 

Subject: contact intbmmtion 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Could you let me know what your cell number is? Thanks === I need it for the contact sheet. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Monday 10:51 AM 

’@gmail.com> 

NCAA paperwork 

TEXT.htm; Acade~nic Integri~ Exit Paperwork.pdf 

Please let me know if you receive this email. Attached please find a copy of the Academic Integrity Statement that we need you to print out, fill out both sheets, sign, and either scan to email 
back to me, or drop off at the office ASAP. Without this paperwork completed by all staff at the end of each semester we are in danger of being in non-compliance with NCAA and 
university policy The ne~v semester begins for us tomorrow morning. Please let me know if you need anything or have any questions. 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> (Amy Kleissler) 

Wednesday, May 11, 2011 1:47 PM 

Lyn John~m ~bellsouth.neL"~ 

full batten 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Dear Lyn, 
I wanted to see about scheduling with you for one student to complete the full batteW of testing. His best times are from 1145 to 1255 or anytime after 4. Let me know your thoughts 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson, @gmail.comv 

Wednesday, May 11, 2011 3:19 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: full battery 

Hi Amy, 

Is he available tomonow or Friday during those times’? I could get 

started ruth him then. 

Thanks, 

Lsn 

On Wed, May 11,2011 at 1:47 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

DeaJc Lyn, 

I w~mted to see about scheduling with you tbr one s~tudent to complete the 
lull batte~ of testing. His best times are ti-om 1145 to 1255 or ~mytime 

after 4. Let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 
Alny 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Coitt]dentialiF Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 

for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidenti~ and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

Lyn Johnso~ Ph.D. 

Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

1703 Legion Road 

Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday 10:18 AM 

To: ~gma~l.com 

Subje~’t: Re: today 

Lyn, 
Not confusing at all -- I was thro~vn off because yesterday my computer locked up, so I asked Beth to get in touch with you to finalize the appointment -- I caused the confusion :) 

That is perfect He will be in my office when you are ready so don’t rush, or I can bring him to you over at Ma~is -- your choice and convenience His name is~ 
thanks so much’. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Lyn Jolmson 9:54 AM >>> 
Hi Amy, 
Soro,, didn’t mean to make this contusing I’ll come to your office 
at 4:15 today. 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, Ph D. 
Cognitive Neuropsycholog3q PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Let me know - 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday 2:10 PM 

To: _ @email.unc.edu 
Subject: notes 

Attach: ’I~ENTI’.httn 

Somehow- you have my home email address ~{¥ work email address is kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu Thanks! 

I will have them contact you right away. 
MATH 
AFRI 

I am the SI leader for SWAH Please let me know how I can post my notes for you. 
Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa,unc.edu; 

Thursday . 9:48 PM 

~gmail .com 

Re: swahili grammar notes 

Text.httn 

Thanks 
cheers, 
Am?’ 

this is a fantastic document! I have some family matters that have just popped up so I will not be in class tomorrow. Good luck on the quiz == I know you are going to rock it! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program lbr Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>: 11:56 AM 
Something I found useful from last semester. 

~gmail.com 

Mq SecureStor Stored: total 44544bytes 
File NameExpiry DateSize 

Swahili Grammar Notes - Week 3 docWed, 11:56:46 -040044544bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 7:01 PM 

~gmail .com 

Re: swahili grammar notes 

Thank you so much! So he didn’t do the quiz on Friday? 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> 1:10 PM >>> 
He?’ Amy, 

Thought you might want the notes from today. Also, the quiz is on Monday and 
we have our first test on Tuesday. 

@gmail.com 

On Thu, at 9:47 PM. Amy Kleissler wrote: 

Thanks       , this is a fantastic document! I have some family matters 
that have just popped up so I will not be in class tomorrow. Good luck on 
the quiz == I know you are gmng to rock it[ 
cheers, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ tliH 

c 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

11:56 AM >>> 

Something I found uselhl from last semester 

@gmail. c om 

> 

> 

> 

> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 44544bytes; 
> File Name Expiry Date Size Swahili Grammar Notes - Week 3.doc Wed, 
: 11:56:46 -0400 44544bytes 
> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 90279bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/3eb83f86abddeeSdl 0fga43f6e2e26ca 
File Narne: Swahili notes docx 
Expiry Date: Thu, 13:09:54 -0400 
Size: 90279bytes 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, May 15, 2011 12:19 AM 

To: John Shoop <j shoop@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: rugby pictures 

Attacl~: DSC 0043.JPG; DSC 0065.JPG; DSC 0055.JPG; DSC 0043.JPG 1; DSC 0043.JPG 2 

Coach Shoop, 
Here are some pictures from the games last ~veekend m Chapel Hill -- enjoy. 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chal~el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, i 11:52 AM 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PID for hm~d scm~ 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Mr. James, 
Thank you again for taking the extra time to look up that incorrect PID and fLx it for me Please don’t ever hesitate to kick it back at me to do -- I know you have many, much more pressing 
items on your to-do list[ 

One lnore person: 

Please let me know if there are any problems 
Thank you so much, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ]2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Lyn Jolms~n < @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:56 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: today 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Hi Amy. 

said he could come back at 4:15 on Thursday this week, 

Thanks, 

LN~ 

Lyn Johnson, PhD 

Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 

Chapel Hill NC 27517 

) to finish his tes~ting. 

On at 4:52 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

great -- look for him at 415pm. thank you! 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Contidentiali~’ Notice: TNs e- mafil message, including any, attachmems, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) m~d may contain confidentia] and privileged 

information. Any- unauthorized review, use, di~losure or dis~tribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mafil and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 

> >>> Lyn Johnson @gmail.com> 4:40 PM >>> 

> Yes, that would be great. 

> ThaJ~ks, 
> Lyn 
> 

> Lyn Jolmson, PhD 
> Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 

> Chapel Hill NC 27517 

> On at 1:27 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Fantastic -- thank you. should he meet you where he did last week? 

>> A 
>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>> Contidentiali~ Notice: Tiffs e-mail message, including aw attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confide~Nal and privileged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-ma~l and 

destroy all copies of the originaJ message. 

>> >>> Lyn Johnson < @gmail.com> 1:09 PM ~> 

>> Hi Amy, 

>> I can do Thursday after 4:00. 



>> Thanks, 

>> Lyn 

>> Lyn Johnson, PhD 

>> Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

>> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 

>> Chapel Hill NC 27517 

>> On at 12:51 PM, "~y ~eissler" <~eissle@unc~.unc.ed~ wrote: 

>> > Lyn, 

>> > Would you be available tNs week to finish up the tesling with 

>> > He can do 
>> > Wed--a~34~me atter 1 
>> > TH--a~y~me aker 4 
>> > 

>> > 

>> > LN me ~ow your thoughts when you ca~. 

>> > thanks, 

>> > Amy Kleissler 

>> > Academic Suppo~ Program tbr Student Athletes 

>> > UNC-ChaN1 ~ll 

>> > ldeissle@unc~.m~c.edu 
>> > 

>> >F~> Lyn Johnson 7:14 PM >>> 

>> > Hi Amy, 

>> > I met wifia this afternoon. He said he is going out oftown tomorrow and that he roll email abont setting up a time next week to meet. Have a good weekend, 

>> > Lyn 

>> > Lyn Johnson, PhD 

>> > Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

>> > 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 

>> > Chapel Hill NC 27517 
>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > On at 2:02 PM, "Amy ~eissler" wrote: 

>> >> Yes -- tha~s~ 

>> >> Amy 

>> >> Amy Kleissler 

>> :~> Academic Supra Program for S~dent Athletes, FootbN1 

>> >> UNC-ChaN1 Hill 
>> >> 919-843-8635 o 

>> >~ ~eissle@unc~.unc.edu 

>> >> Co~denfiNib~ Notice: This e-mNl message, including any a~achments, is for the ~le u~ ofinten&d recipients) and may contain co,dentiN and privileged 

info~ation. Any unauthorized review, use, di~losum or distribution is proNbited. If you am not ~e inten&d recipient, please con~ct the sender by reply e-mNl and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

>> >>>>> Lyn Johnson 1:49 PM >>> 

>> >> tti Amy, 

>> >> I will need a computer, so could you send him over to Mary’s office? 

>> >> Thanks, 
>> >> Lyn 
>> >> 

>> >> Lyn Johnson, PhD 

>> >> Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 

>> >> 1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 



>> >> Chapel Hill NC 27517 

>> ~> On at 10:17 AM, "Amy Kleissler" wrote: 

>> ~>> Ly~ 

>> >:~> Not co,using at N1 -- I was thrown off,cause yesteNay my computer locked up, ~ I asked Beth to get in touch wN~ you to finNize the ap~intment -- I 

caused the co~usion :) 

>> >~ That is Nffect. He will be in my office when you are ma@ so don’t rash, or I c~ bring him to you over at Ma~’s -- your choice m~d convenience. His nmne is 

Let me know - thm~s so much~ 

>> >:~> Nlly 

>> >>> ~y Kleissler 

>> >>> Academic Suppog Program for S~&nt Athletes 

>> >>> UNC-ChaN1 Hill 

>> :c.> ~eissle@unc~.unc.edu 

>> >>~>> Lyn Johnson 9:54 AM >>> 

>> ~> Hi Amy, 

>> ~> So~, Ndn’t me~ to make this conNsing. I’ll come to your office 

>> >>> at4:l 5 today. 

>> >>> Thin,ks, 
>> >>> Lyn 

>> :~>> Lyn JoN~son, Ph.D. 

>> >:~> Cognitive Neumpsychology, PLLC 
>> >:c. 1703 Legion Road 

>> >>> Suite 206 

>> >>> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Swahili Tutor 

TENTI’.httn 

Thank you so much for getting in touch! At the moment we have a S;VAH tutor for first session, but I would definitely like to speak with you about the fall Would you be able to send me 
your resume? Let me know your thoughts when you can, and thank you for being in touch! 

Cheers, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> ~[ive uric edu> 7:40 PM >>> 
Hello Mrs. Kleissler, 

I was giwng your iN2~rmation from Mary Willingham over at the Learning (;enter is SASB She reformed me that you may be looking ~2~r a Swahili tutor. I am here for both of the summer 
sessions & am able to tutor for that time period. Please let me know about any available opportuniues Thank you & have a great day, 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:29 PM 

carla.black@cabarms.k 12.nc.us 

Dear Ms Black, 
I apologize for the game of phone-tag we have been having! Attached please find my recommendation for You should be receiving in the mail a hard copy of the same 
recommendation, plus the form that I filled out for your school. Please let me kno~v if you have any questions or concerns. 
Sincerely, 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fi~r Student Athletes 
UNC-Chal~el Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SS2 tutors 

TEXT.htm 

the reply from Brent: 
Maybe         Will they work for that kind of money? I know we are going to increase pay for our graduate tutors but I don[~t want to overstep the budget before we even get started. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Beth Bridger 1:37 PM >>> 
did you ask about pay? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler 2:55 PM >>> 
Update 

is available for any/all days and nights. 

is coming in for training on Monday -- she can do FREN, ENGL, SWAH, SPAN, and minored in history. I will let you know her availability 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 4:50 PM 

@nc.rr.com> 

post 

TE2xTI’.ht~n 

post june 7 notes to moodle 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kieiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privi eged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disc{osure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 6:40 PM 

@hotma~l.com 

Re: Academic Connselor 

So good to hear from you. Yes we are. Beth is moving over to women’s basketball and some other sports so the position you see is an academic advisor for football. I am working with the 
tutoring program I would be happy to be a reference for you. I hope all is well with you as well Bus?’ as ever but good here :) 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

06/13/11 7:50 PM >>> 

Hi Amy 

How are you?? I am working in and still applying for student athlete positions! So, UNC has a position open and I was wondering if you and Beth are still in the academic support 
services? 

Would you mind if I put you down as a reference? 

Hope all is well and please keep in touch., would love tu hear how things are guing for you? 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 10:14 AM 

~nc.rr.com:~ 

Fwd: Your Requested Reminder Email (Bunkl .com) 

TEXT.hm~; Your Requested Reminder Email (Bunkl .com).msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss ~e@unc aa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privi eged information. Any 
unauthorized revmw use, disc ~sure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-ma I and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<support@bunkl .com> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 7:43 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Your Requested Reminder Emml (B unkl .corn) 

’I~NTI’.httn 



[was wondering if you are interested in tutoring someone out in the community? There is a person in my church moving to Kenya in the fall to teach and although she studied 

there back in 2006, she worries that her Kiswahili is rusty and is looking to brush up. Let me knowyour thoughts when you can, 

Thank you! 

Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Pro~am for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentialit~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> @live.unc.edu> 7:40 PM >>> 
Hello Mrs, Kleissler, 

I was giving your information from Map/Willingham over at the Learning Center is SASB. She informed me that you may be looking for a Swahili tutor. I am here for both of the 
summer sessions & am able to tutor for that time period. Please let me know about any available opportunities. Thank you & have a great day, 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 1: 52 PM 

Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Faxewell Luncheon For Jen Ketterly 6/23/11 

’I~XYI’.httn 

Unfortunately I will not be able to attend due to a scheduled meeting -- best wishes to Jen’. 
Amy Kleissler 

Am?- Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is J2~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> NJna Walker 6/16/2011 l:26PM>>~ 

On Behalf of UNC Sports Medicine, I would like to invite you to a farewell luncheon for Jen Ketterly, Director of Nutrition. It will be held in Stallings- Evans Sports Medicine Center 
Conference room on Stadium Drive (ac~iacent to the outdoor pool) on ’]2aursday June, 23 2011 at from Noon to I pro. Please stop by to wish Jen well. There will be a light lunch served so 
please RSVP with Jane Honeycutt at jwhoneyc@email uric edu by Monday June 21st so that we can have accurate numbers. Thanks, and I hope to see you there. 
GO t ]EELS! 

Nina 
Nina Walker 24~., ATC, LAT, CSCS 
StaffAthletic Trainer 
Distance/Men’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-2067 (office) 
919-843-4982 (fax) 

What is an Athletic Trainer? 
A unique health care provider, the certified athletic trainer specializes in the prevention, assessment and rehabilitation of musculoskeletal injuries. Athletic trainers possess a broad base of 
knowledge that enables them to respond in a medical emergency, rehabilitate ir~iuries and help people recover ~ and soruetimes improve ~ their perforruance capabilities. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 20, 2011 2:22 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Re: class registration 

TEXT.htm; Re~ class regis~tmtion.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic St pport Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 
c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

C orffidentialit?/Notice: This e-mai~ message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review use, disc[ ~sure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 2:58 PM 

@aol.com 

employment opportunity 

We are in the process of creating a new position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and ~vhen describing the needs for the 
position to another staffmember, I irmnediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly ~vith their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might d o with your o~vn child as they plan out their ~veek such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How- will the?- be accomplished ? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic plamaer to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or stu@ skills These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process 

] thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are available during the evening stu@ hall hours (6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM).                             I liked that 
] could decide my own availability while working part-time. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same 
availabili~ ) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think o17anyone you would refer me to ] hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back up[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ]2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:01 PM 

@bellsouth.net 

employment opportunity 

and interested in some part-time ~vork, I ~vanted to reach out to you We are in 
the process of creating a new- position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and when describing the needs for the position to 
another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students ~vould meet regularly with their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own child as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Sho~v me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help ~vith paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on ~vith students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning s~les, 
classroom behavior, or study skills. These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are available during the evening study hall hours (6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM)                             I liked that 
I could decide my own availabili~ while working part-time (You would let us know the days and tnnes you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same 
availability.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back up! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:43 PM 

@bell~uth.net 

part-time employment optx~rtunity 

’I~NTI’.httn 

We are in the process of creating a new position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and ~vhen describing the needs for the 
position to another staffmember, I irmnediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own child as the?" plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What asingnments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they" be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they [earn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop ume management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or sturdy skills These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to [fie, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening study hall hours (6-10PM~, but a few are also available during the day’ (up until 2PM) We traditionally look for a 
commitment o17 at least MW or TR so that students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not 
required to work the full 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that period.                              I liked that I could decide my own availability while working part- 
time (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availabili~.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time ]’or 
school sports to start back upt 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:49 PM 

part- time employment oppx~rtunity 

’IENTI’.httn 

I am not sure if you were a~vare that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program and an?- academically at-risk 
students We are in the process of creating a new position here within ASPSA to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as any academically at-risk students. When 
describing the needs for the position to another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time,          with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students ~vould meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think uf things yuu might du with yuur uwn students as they plan out their week such as: 

Gu thruugh the syllabi 
What assignments are on the hurizun in each class? 
Huw will they be accumplished? 
Shuw me your class notes (can invulve discussiun ufhow best tu utilize time in class, different ways tu absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resuurces un campus (The Writing Lab tu help with paper due; history tutur tu help with course content, etc) 

’]7he uverall gual is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as the?’ learn to balance all of their athletic and academic respunsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as huw to use an academic planner tu develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning s~les, 
classroum behaviur, ur study skills. These are all skills that yuu would be thuruughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

I thuught of you because you have a guod rapport with this age group of students, you are pruactive and positive in your appruach to life, and through yuur own experience yuu have a 
goud sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Cuaching has been une element ufmy jub here uver the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
wurk with the students to be tremenduusly rewarding because as yuu guide, mudel, encuurage, and suppurt, you are able tu see your student "gruw" uver the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when the?’ achieve their own goals! 

All of uur student-athletes are primarily available during the evening sturdy hall huurs (6-10PN/I), but a few are alsu available during the day (up until 2PM). We traditionally luok fur a 
cotranitment uf at least ]VP~ or TR su that students have a regular pattern, but yuu are always welcume tu wurk more days/hours[ For anyune working evening study hall yuu are not 
required tu wurk the :gull 6-10PM but rather whatever yuu are available during that period. (Yuu would let us know the days and times yuu wuuld be willing and available to wurk, and we 
match students with the same availabili~.) 

Let me knuw if this interests yuu at all, ur ifyuu can think uf anyune you wuuld refer me to. Of cuurse, if you are interested in su~iect tutoring, let me knuw! I hope you are having a goud 
summer so far and that y’aH can get away befure it is time fur schuu[ to start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Coiffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:57 PM 

part- time employment oppx~rtunity 

’IENTI’.httn 

I am not sure if you were a~vare that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program. We are in the process of creating 
a ne~v position here within ASPSA to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as an?- academically at-risk students. ~en describing the needs for the position to 
another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are luoking for adults in the communiD" who are interested in working part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Cuach. Students wuuld meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think uf things yuu might du with yuur uwn students as they plan out their week such as: 

Gu thruugh the syllabi 
What assignments are on the hurizun in each class? 
Huw will they be accumplished? 
Shuw me your class notes (can invulve discussiun ufhow best tu utilize time in class, different ways tu absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resuurces un campus (The Writing Lab tu help with paper due; history tutur tu help with course content, etc) 

’]7he uverall gual is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as the?’ learn to balance all of their athletic and academic respunsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as huw to use an academic planner tu develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning s~les, 
classroum behaviur, ur study skills. These are all skills that yuu would be thuruughly trained in during our mandatory tratning process. 

I thuught of you because you have a guod rapport with this age group of students, you are pruactive and positive in your appruach to life, and through yuur own experience yuu have a 
goud sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Cuaching has been une element ufmy jub here over the years that I have loved the most. ! find the work 
with the students to be tremenduusly rewarding because as you guide, mudel, encuurage, and suppurt, you are able tu see your student "gruw" uver the semester There is nuthing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their uwn guals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally luok fur a cummitment from a staff member of at least a MW ur TR pairing su that students have a regular pattern, but yuu are 
always welcume tu wurk more days/hours! Fur anyone wurking evening study hall yuu are not required tu wurk the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever yuu are available during that period. 
(Yuu would let us know the days and times yuu would be willing and available tu wurk, and we match students with the same availabilib’.) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, ur ifyuu can think uf anyune you wuuld refer me to. Of cuurse, ifyuu are interested in subject tuturing, let me know. Yuu would be a fantastic 
biology tutor!!! I hope you are having a good sunlrncr so far and that fall can get away before it is time for school to start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attactwaents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:58 PM 

part- time employment oppx~rtunity 

’IEXFI’.httn 

I am not sure if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program We are in the process of creating 
a new position here ~vithin ASPSA to support student-athletes as they- transition to college, as well as any academically at-risk students ;Vhen describing the needs for the position to 
another staff" member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are louking for adults in the cummunity who are interested in working part-rune           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach Students would meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they" be accomplished? 
Show me yuur class notes (can involve discussion ofhuw best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student tu resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The nverall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student becume an independent learner as they learn tu balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills yuu 
would wurk un with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop ume management skills, nute-taking techniques suited tu different learning styles, 
classruom behavior, or sturdy skills These are all skills that you wuuld be thoroughly trained in during uur mandatury training prucess 

I thought ufyou because yuu have a goud rappurt with this age gruup of students, yuu are proactive and positive in your approach tu life, and through your uwn experience you have a 
good sense ufthe necessary skills needed tu be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of’my job here uver the years that I have lured the most I find the work 
with the students tu be tremendously rewarding because as yuu guide, model, encourage, and support, yuu are able to see yuur student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when the?’ achieve their own goals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM We traditiunally louk ]br a commitment frum a staff member uf at least a N/PAr or ~I2R pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that periud. 
(You wuuld let us knuw the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone yuu would refer me tu Of course, if you are interested in subject tutoring, let me knuw. You wuuld be a lhntastic 
histury tutor[![ I hupe you are having a guod summer su far and that y’aH can get away before it is time for schuol tu start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:02 PM 

part- time employment oppx~rtunity 

’IEXFI’.httn 

I am not sure if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program We are in the process of creating 
a new position here ~vithin ASPSA to support student-athletes as they- transition to college, as well as any academically at-risk students ;Vhen describing the needs for the position to 
another staff" member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are louking for adults in the cummunity who are interested in working part-rune,          with student-athletes as an Academic Coach Students would meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they" be accomplished? 
Show me yuur class notes (can involve discussion ofhuw best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student tu resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The nverall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student becume an independent learner as they learn tu balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills yuu 
would wurk un with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop ume management skills, nute-taking techniques suited tu different learning styles, 
classruom behavior, or sturdy skills Although yuu are already fluent with these skills, these are all skills that yuu would be thuruughly trained in during our mandatory trmning process. 

I thought ufyou because yuu have a goud rappurt with this age gruup of students, yuu are proactive and positive in your approach tu life, and through your uwn experience you have a 
good sense ufthe necessary skills needed tu be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of’my job here uver the years that I have lured the most I find the work 
with the students tu be tremendously rewarding because as yuu guide, model, encourage, and support, yuu are able to see yuur student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when the?’ achieve their own goals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM We traditiunally louk ]br a commitment frum a staff member uf at least a N/PAr or ~I2R pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that periud. 
(You wuuld let us knuw the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone yuu would refer me tu I hupe you are having a goud summer so far and that y’all can get away befure it is time fur 
schoul to start back up 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:05 PM 

part- time employment oppx~rtunity 

’IENTI’.httn 

I am not sure if you were a~vare that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program. We are in the process of creating 
a ne~v position here within ASPSA to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as an?- academically at-risk students. ~en describing the needs for the position to 
another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are luoking for adults in the communiD" who are interested in working part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Cuach. Students wuuld meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think uf things yuu might du with yuur uwn students as they plan out their week such as: 

Gu thruugh the syllabi 
What assignments are on the hurizun in each class? 
Huw will they be accumplished? 
Shuw me your class notes (can invulve discussiun ufhow best tu utilize time in class, different ways tu absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resuurces un campus (The Writing Lab tu help with paper due; histoW tutur tu help with course content, etc) 

’]7he uverall gual is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as the?’ learn to balance all of their athletic and academic respunsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as huw to use an academic planner tu develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning s~les, 
classroum behaviur, ur study skills. Althuugh you are already fluent with these skills, these are all skills that you wuuld be thoroughly trained in during uur mandatu~ training prucess 

I thuught of you because you have a guod rapport with this age group of students, you are pruactive and positive in your appruach to life, and through yuur own experience yuu have a 
goud sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Cuaching has been une element ufmy jub here over the years that I have loved the most. ! find the work 
with the students to be tremenduusly rewarding because as you guide, mudel, encuurage, and suppurt, you are able tu see your student "gruw" uver the semester There is nuthing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their uwn guals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally luok fur a cummitment from a staff member of at least a MW ur TR pairing su that students have a regular pattern, but yuu are 
always welcume tu wurk more days/hours! Fur anyone wurking evening study hall yuu are not required tu wurk the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever yuu are available during that period. 
(Yuu would let us know the days and times yuu would be willing and available tu wurk, and we match students with the same availabilib’.) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, ur ifyuu can think uf anyune you wuuld refer me to. I hope yuu are having a good sumaner su fiar and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school to start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?" attactwaents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:08 PM 

part- time employment oppx~rtunity 

’IEXFI’.httn 

I am not sure if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program We are in the process of creating 
a new position here ~vithin ASPSA to support student-athletes as they- transition to college, as well as any academically at-risk students ;Vhen describing the needs for the position to 
another staff" member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach Students would meet regularly ~vith their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as the?’ plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they" be accomplished? 
Show me yuur class notes (can involve discussion ofhuw best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student tu resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The nverall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student becume an independent learner as they learn tu balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills yuu 
would wurk un with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop ume management skills, nute-taking techniques suited tu different learning styles, 
classruom behavior, or sturdy skills Although yuu are already fluent with these skills, these are all skills that yuu would be thuruughly trained in during our mandatory trmning process. 

I thought ufyou because yuu have a goud rappurt with this age gruup of students, yuu are proactive and positive in your approach tu life, and through your uwn experience you have a 
good sense ufthe necessary skills needed tu be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of’my job here uver the years that I have lured the most I find the work 
with the students tu be tremendously rewarding because as yuu guide, model, encourage, and support, yuu are able to see yuur student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when the?’ achieve their own goals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM We traditiunally louk ]br a commitment frum a staff member uf at least a N/PAr or ~I2R pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that periud. 
(You wuuld let us knuw the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, or ifyuu can think uf anyune you wuuld refer me to. Of course, if you are ever interested in subject tuturing, let me know! Your balance of skill, 
ease, and authority would be terrific :[’or the student-athletes. I hope you are having a guod summer su far and that y’all can get away befure it is time for schuol tu start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:13 PM 

part- time employment oppx~rtunity 

’IEXFI’.httn 

I know that you and I spoke a few- months ago about opportunities for tutoring here at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes on a part-time basis so I wanted to let you know 
about a ne~v opportuinty we will have starting in August. It would be working with students in the same maimer as tutoring, but focusing on developing general academic skills for success 
as opposed to working on course content material. We are in the process of creating a ne~v position here within ASPSA to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as 
any academically at-risk students ~Vhen describing the needs for the position to another staffmember, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are louking fur adults in the cummunity whu are interested in wurking part-rune           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach Students would meet regularly with their 
Academic Cuach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as they plan uut their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are un the horizon in each class? 
How will the?" be accomplished? 
Show me yuur class nutes (can involve discussion ofhuw best to utilize time in class, different ways to absurb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student tu resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; histury tutor to help with cuurse cuntent, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fustering uf skills tu help the student becume an independent learner as they learn tu balance all uf their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills yuu 
wuuld wurk un with students might be such things as how tu use an academic planner to develup time management skills, nute-taking techniques suited tu different learning styles, 
classruom behavior, or sturdy skills Although yuu are already fluent with these skills, these are all skills that yuu would be thuruughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

I thought ufyuu because yuu have a goud rappurt with this age gruup uf students, yuu are proactive and pusitive in yuur approach tu life, and thruugh your uwn experience you have a 
guod sense ufthe necessary skills needed tu be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of’my job here uver the years that I have lured the must I find the wurk 
with the students tu be tremendously rewarding because as yuu guide, model, encourage, and support, yuu are able to see yuur student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when the?’ achieve their own goals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM We traditiunally louk ]br a commitment frum a staffmember uf at least a N/PAr or ~I2R pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work mure days/huurs! For anyune working evening study hall you are nut required to work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that periud. 
(You wuuld let us knuw the days and times you wuuld be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, ur ifyuu can think of anyune you would refer me tu. Of cuurse, if you are ever interested in tutoring math, let me know! Your balance uf skill, 
ease, and authority would be terrific :[’or the student-athletes. I hupe you are having a guod summer su far and that y’all can get away befure it is time for schuol tu start back up. 
Cheers, 
Arrly 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Arly 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:14 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: need addresses 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:18 PM 

~bestweb.net 

l~lll part- time employment opFx~rtunity 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I do not know- if you already work part-tune or full-time, or even have ant’ interest in ~vorking part-time, but I thought of you so I wanted to let you know about an opportunity that we have 
coming up here in my office We are in the process of creating a new- position here where I ~vork ~vith student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and when 
describing the needs for the position to another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own child as the?" plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What asingnments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will the?" be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (’]7he Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they [earn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop ume management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or sturdy skills These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process 

] thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to [fie, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element nfmy job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening study hall hours (6-10PM~, but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM) We traditionally look for a 
commitment o17 at least MW or TR so that students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not 
required to work the full 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that period.                             ] liked that ] could decide my own availability while working part- 
t~me (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same avai[abili~ ) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time ]’or 
school sports to start back up[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including ant" attactwaents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intunded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:52 PM 

@bestweb.neL~ 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppo(mni~, 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Our training for the fall semester is scheduled for the evenings of August 23, 24, and 25, 
but you would need to have an informal interview before then (no biggie! ) I will give you the contact info for the other staff member ~vorking with hiring for the tutoring program so that you 
can contact him with any questions or interest while I am away -- Brent Blanton, blanton@uncaa unc.edu 

Brent is awesome, and I will leave your name with him so that he will kno~v that you might be contacting him! In the meantime I will have sketching intemet access but please contact me with 
any questions you have, whenever you have them, and I will get back to you as soon as I can (use my home email of @nc rr.com because I can pick that up on my phone). If not, 
Brent can answer questions as well so feel free to shoot him an email any time 

Cheers! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

@bestweb.net> 6/22/2011 4:34 PM >>> 

Hi ~ny, 

Thaaks so much for thinking of me! This does sound like something I’d be interested in. I’ve alwa’!s been intrigued b‘/"/our job and would love an opDortm~it~ to teach/coach again 

When do you need an answer frora me fi~r the position? 

Thanks! 

..... Original Mcssage ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler ( mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.m~c.edu ) 

To:      ~_@bestwcb.net 
Sent: Wednesday, Jm~e 22, 2011 4:17 PM 
Subject: fall part-time employment opportuni~" 

I do not know- if you already work part-time or full-time, or even have an?" interest in working part-time, but I thought of you so I wanted to let you know about an opportuni~" that we have 
coming up here in my- office. We are in the process of creating a new- position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and when 
describing the needs for the position to another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly ~vith their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in~ -- think of things you might do with your o~vn child as the?- plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How- will the?- be accomplished ? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic plam~er to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or study skills These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatow training process 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your o~vn experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successihl student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you kno~v, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously re~varding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves ~vhen they achieve their o~vn goals’. 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening study hall hours (6-10PM), but a fe~v are also available during the day (up until 2PIVg~ We traditionally look for a 
conrmitment of at least IVI~V or TR so that students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not 



required to work the full 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that period.                             I liked that I could decide my own availability while working part- 
time (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availabiliW ) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back up! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:53 PM 

nc.rr.com 

part-time employment oppor[llni~ tbr the lhll semester 

In relation to your position within the UNC-Chapel Hill Retired Faculty Association, I ~vanted to reach out to you to see if you knew of ant’ former faculty who might be interested in a part- 
time position at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Back in 2005 Mary Willingham recruited me to work palt-time as a subject and academic skills tutor, and I simply fell in 
love with the work. In 2009 1 began full-time with the tutoring program, as well as working with ant’ academically at-risk student athletes within the football program. Our program is now- in 
the process of creating a new- position, and when describing the needs for the position to another staffmember, I immediately thought of the tremendous resource ~ve have on this campus in 
our retired faculty 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students ~vould meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Sho~v me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help ~vith paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

’]7he overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as the?’ learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavinr, or study skills. These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

As veteran educators retired faculty you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you 
have a good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years that I have cherished the most I find 
the work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester There is 
nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are available during the evening stu@ hall hours (Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM) I have found the 
ability to structure my own availability to be very convenient (You would let us know the regular days and times you would be willing and available to work during the semester, and we 
match students with the same availability.) 

Let me know if this opportunity is of interest to any of your associatinn members, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to Of course, if anyone is interested in su~iect tutoring, 
we would be thrilled as well! I hope you are having a good summer and able to escape from this oppressive heat! I look forward to hearing from you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:15 PM 

Re: f~ll pa~t-time employment oppofftunib~ 

’I~NZI’.httn 

Fantastic! I am so excited for you and for our students! First, a couple of housekeeping items: 
1. Please, call me Amy :) 

2. Could you please send me your resume? 

3. Regarding your question on hours, you determine that. For example, when I ask a staff member for the availabili~ for the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Sun, Mon, 
Tue, and Thursday, 7-gpm, but I only ~vant to work 2 nights a week." I then will only- schedule that staff member for Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, ~ve would schedule 
you for every single hour that you make available! If someone puts do~vn that they are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mon/Wed 9-11AM, I will schedule them with as 
many students who have need during those times!! 

’]7hat is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week For example, due to family commitments I used to work 
only MW nights, but by the following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights All our programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No worries if 
occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity We usually 
ask that our staff give us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly 3 weeks before the semester starts fi~r that is when we begin to put together the master schedule. For example, 
earl)’ August we would need to know if you were aw~ilable, your interests, and days/times. 

4. I apologize for this inconvenience -->                                                                                                                   NO WORRIES! I 
will let the other staff member here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc.edu if you have ANY 
questions. 

’]7hat being said, I prefer face-to-face meetings so I understand that I’m not leaving you much of a window to meet with me! I could meet you tomorrow anytime between 11 and 3, or I will be 
in town July 13th and 14th. Otherwise, I am a prolific emailer --- I would be more than happy to ~pe up for you a ver,f thorough descripti on of our program, and the services we provide Let 

5. PLEASE, spread the word to your fellow teachers! -- you possess all o17 the qualities that inspire and 
motivate our student-athletes: subject mastery, structured, rigorous, disciplined, balanced, energetic, and most of all, enthusiastic! 

6. Our mandatory traimng runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor Court and academic integrity’, 
payroll/IIR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, etc. ’]’here will be lots of open discussion, ume for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what the j ob holds for you. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns -- my cell is 

I am ve~ excited for the possibili~" that you might join us! Take care, thank you for getting back to me so quickly, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attactm~ents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

6/22/2011 8:15 PM>>> 
Ms. Kleissler, 
I am having a good summer, although it’s tough to get away from everything. 
I want to thank you for thinking of me and these part time j obs. I am very interested in both positions. Of course, we’d have to sit down and go over all the time expectations... 

The academic coach would be an awesome gig and one that I’d be happy to do. It’s the time factor. 
I would also be happy to tutor people in Biology. It’s ray love and I welcome the opportunit7- to spread the love. 
As for other people, how man?’ people are you looking for? I teach with a number of teaching professionals that would be great in either of these positions 
Should we meet? 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 3:56 P2~L Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

I am not sure if you were a~vare that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program. We are in the process of creating 
a ne~v position here within ASPSA to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as any- academically at-risk students. ~en describing the needs for the position to 
another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 
We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach Students would meet regularly ~vith their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as tlaey plan out their week such as: 
Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Sho~v me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help ~vith paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 



would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop ume management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or stu@ skills These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process 
I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years that I have loved the most. ! find the work 
with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 
Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM We traditionally look for a commitment from a staffmember of at least a £~PA; or rIT~ pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
ahvays welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that period. 
(You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to world, and we match students with the same availability ) 
Please let me knoxv if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you xvould refer rae to. Of course, if you are interested in subject tutoring, let me kmow. You would be a fantastic 
biology tutor!!! I hope you are having a good sunlmer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:18 PM 

Re: f~ll pa~t-time employment oppofftunib, 

TEXTI’.httn 

Fantastic! I am so excited for you and for our students! First, a couple of housekeeping items: 
1. Please, call me Amy :) 

2. Could you please send me your resume? 

3. I apologize for this inconvenience -->                                                                                                                    NO WORRIES! 
will let the other staff member here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know- that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc edu if you have ANY 
questions. 

That being said, I am a prolific emailer --- In the meantime I would be more than happy to type up :[’or you a very thorough description of our program, and the sep~ices we provide. Let me 

4. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding the time commitment so ! thought I could give you some more details while rm thinking of it -- you determine 
that. For example, when I ask a staff member for the availability for the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and ~Ihursday, 7-9pro, but I only want to work 2 
nights a week." I then will only schedule that staff member :[’or Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would schedule you for every single hour that you make available! [f 
someone puts down that the?’ are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mon/Wed 9-11AM. I will schedule them with as many students who have need during those times!! 

That is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a different shiR each week. For example, due to family commitments I used to work 
only R&V nights, but by the following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All our programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester. No worries if 
occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few Ct]IIS orchestra events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity’. We usually 
ask that our sta:ffglve us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly 3 weeks before the semester starts :[’or that is when we begin to put together the master schedule For example, 
early August we would need to know if you were available, your interests, and days/times. 

5. Our mandatory training runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor Court and academic integrity’, 
payroll/IIR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, etc. ’]’here will be lots of open discussion, time for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what the j ob holds for you. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns -- my cell is 

I am vet.), excited for the possibility that you might join us! Take care, thank you for getting back to me so quickly, and I look forward to hearing li’om you 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

6/22/2011 6:00 PM >>> 
)¢Lrs. Kleissler, 

I would be interested in talking to you about this oppoltunity. I’m busy the rest of this week, bnt could take a phone call sometime over the next few days. My cell nun~ber is 
you don’t get me leave a message xvith a good time to call you back. 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 4:04 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am not sure if you were a~vare that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program. We are in the process of creating 
a ne~v position here within ASPSA to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as an?- academically at-risk students. ~aen describing the needs for the position to 
another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 
We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time,          with student-athletes as an Academic Coach Students would meet regularly ~vith their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as the?’ plan out their week such as: 
Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Sho~v me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to ntilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help ~vith paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic plam~er to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or stu@ skills Although you are alrea@ fluent with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 
I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the work 
with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "gro~v" over the semester There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves ~vhen they achieve their own goals’. 



Stu@ hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM We traditionally look Jk~r a commitment from a staffmember of at least a N~PA7 or tin pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that period. 
(You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability) 
Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to. I hope you are having a good suwaner so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school to start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CotffidentialiO" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:23 PM 

Re: f~ll pa~t-time employment oppofftunib~ 

’I~LNTI’.httn 

l~’antastlc! I am so excited for you and for our students’. First, a couple of housekeeping items: 

1. Could you please send me your resume? 

2. I apologize for this inconvenience -->                                                                                                                    NO WORRIES! 
will let the other staff member here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know- that you are interested. His email is blanton@nncaa.unc edu if you have ANY 
questions. 

That being said, I am a prolific emailer --- In the meantime I would be more than happy to type up :[’or you a very thorough description of our program, and the sep~ices we provide. Let me 

I do not know where you live, but if you are around at all tomorrow I’d be happy to show you around the place and tell you more about our program. Otherwise I will be back briefly in town 
on July 13th and 14th. I really apologize for not being more available --- email may be the way to go right now :) 

3. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questinns for me regarding the time commitment so I thought I could give you some more details while I’m thinking of it -- you determine 
that For example, when I ask a staffmember for the availabili~ for the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pm, but I only want to work 2 
mghts a week" I then will only schedule that staff member ~2~r Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would schedule you [’or every single hour that you make available! If" 
someone puts down that they are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mort/Wed 9-11 AM, I will schedule them with as many students who have need during those times!! 

’]7hat is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week For example, due to family commitments I used to work 
only MW nights, but by the following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights All our programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No worries if 
occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity We usually 
ask that our staff give us their availability [’or the upcoming semester roughly 3 weeks before the semester starts ~2~r that is when we begin to put together the master schedule. For example, 
earl?’ August we would need to know if you were available, your interests, and days/times. 

4. Our mandatory training runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor Court and academic integrity, 

payrolliHR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: V~’nat your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussinn, time for 

questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what the job holds for you. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns -- my cell is 
I am very excited for the possibili~ that you might join us! Take care, thank you for getting back to me so quickly, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Cheers, 
Aray 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

6/23/2011 10:21 AM>>> 
Amy, 
Thank you for your email. This is a fantastic opportnnity. I would love to get involved and work with the UNC student-athletes. I have often thought about getting involved as I speak to 
many of my former students who are athletes at various colleges. Let rue know what you need me to do and when you need me to be there. 
Here is my home email and phone number if you’d like to contact rue. Thank you so much. I look forward to getting to work[ 

~earthlink.net 

On Wed, Juaa 22, 2011 at 3:58 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uaacaa nnc edu> wrote: 

I am not sure if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program We are in the process of creating 
a new position here ~vithin ASPSA to support student-athletes as the?- transition to college, as well as any academically at-risk students ;Vhen describing the needs tbr the position to 
another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 
We are looking Ibr adults in the community who are interested in working part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students ~vould meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week such as: 
Go through the syllabi 
What assignnaents are on the horizon in each class? 
How- will the?- be accomplished ? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on ~vith students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning s~les, 



classroom behavior, or study skills. These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 
I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years that I have loved the most I find the work 
with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when the?’ achieve their own goals! 
Stu@ hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a commitment from a staff member of at least a MW or TR pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work more daysihourst For anyone working evening stu@ hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that period. 
(You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availabili~’.) 
Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to Of course, if you are interested in subject tutoring, let me know. You would be a fantastic 
history tutor!t! I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to start back up. 

Cheers, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kle~ssle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:32 PM 

~bestweb.neL~ 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppor[lmity 

TEXFI’.httn 

I am so excited! 

Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding the time commitment so I thought I could give you some more details while I’m thinking of it -- you determine that 
For example, when I ask a staff’member for their availabilit5’ for the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pm, but I only want to work 2 
nights a week." I then will only schedule that staff‘ member fbr Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we ~vould schedule you for every single hour that you make available! If 
someone puts down that they are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mon/¥Ved 9-11AM. I will schedule them ~vith as many students who have need during those times!! 

That is ~vhat I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I ~vorked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For example, due to family commitments I used to work 
only ]X&V nights, but by the fullowing semester my needs had changed su [ switched to TR nights For semesters where I chose to wurk huurs during the day, I would structure it tu fit my 
needs at that time, say 10AM-2PM. All our prugram asks is that you commit to une schedule J2~r the semester. No worries if uccasiunal conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS 
orchestra events or a doctor appt) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes cuunt un the regularity We usually ask that our staff give us their 
availability for the upcuming semester roughly 3 weeks befure the semester starts for that is when we begin tu put together the master schedule For example, early August we wuuld need to 
knuw i:[’yuu were available, yuur interests, and days/times. 

I apologize for this ~nconvenience -->                                                                                                                                 NO 
WORRIfiS! I will let Brent Blanton knuw that you are interested and might be cuntacting him. That being said, I am a prolific emailer --- In the meantime I would be more than happy to b’pe 
up fur you a very thorough description of our program, and the set, rices we provide. Let me l,muw! 

As I described, uur mandatory training runs uver three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it covers NCAA and umversity cumpliance rules and policy, Hunur Court and academic 
integrity, payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their purpuse, resources, etc [[’here will be lots of open discussion, 
time J2~r questions, and role-play examples so that yuu have a goud sense ufwhat the job holds :[’or yuu. 

Please let me kno~v ifyuu have any questions or cuncerns -- I am very excited for the possibility that yuu might join us! Have a safe trip tu Califurnia, thank you :[’or getting back to me su 
quickly, and I lonk forward to hearing frum you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 
PS When yuu get back, cuuld yuu send me your resume? Let me know -- thanks! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

~bestweb.net> 6/2U2011 5:02 PM >>> 

This is very exciting[ I guess the main questions I have are about the time conm~itment. How man?" students 
would I be working with’.’ How often do you work in the study hall? Just the general idea of how it all will work. YVhen should I have the interview? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler ( mailto:kleissle~tmcaa.unc.edu ) 
To:                         (~bestweb.net) 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:51 PM 
Subject: Re: fall part-time employment opportuni~ 

Our training for the fall semester is scheduled for the evenings of August 23, 24, and 25, 
but you would need to have an informal interview- before then (no biggie’. ). I ~vill give you the contact info for the other staff‘ member working with hiring for the tutoring program so that you 
can contact him with an?’ questions or interest while I am away -- Brent Blanton, blanton@uncaa.uaac edu 

Brent is awesome, and I will leave your name with him so that he will know that you might be contacting him! In the meantime I will have sketching intemet access but please contact me ~vith 
an?’ questions you have, whenever you have them, and I will get back to you as soon as I can (use my home email of @nc.rr com because I can pick that tap on my phone) If" not, 
Brent can ans~ver questions as ~vell so feel free to shoot him an email any time. 

Cheers! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is ibr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Ant’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destro, all copies of the original 
message 

~bestweb net> 6/2U2011 4:34 PM 
Eli Array, 

Thanks so much for thinking of m!! ’]]his does sound like something I’d be interested in. I’ve always been intrigued by your job and would love an opportunity to teach/coach agmn 

When do you need an answer from me for the position? 

’]]hanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Kleissler ( mailto:kleissle,@uncaa.unc.edu ) 

To:       ~r)bestweb.net 

Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:17 PM 

Subject: fall part-time employment opportunity 

I do not know if you alrea@ work part-tm~e or full-time, or even have any interest in working part-tirue, but I thought of you so I wanted to let you know about an opportunity that we have 
coruing up here in my office. We are in the process of creating a new position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and when 
describing the needs for the position to another staffmember, I irmnediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working palt-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you ruight do with your own child as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignruents are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; histolN tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student becorue an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time managemunt skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or stu@ skills. These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one eleruent of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening stud?’ hall hours (6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM). We traditionally look for a 
cormnitment of at least MV~r or TR so that students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours’. For anyone working evening stu@ hall you are not 
required to work the tbll 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that period.                             I liked that I could decide my o~vn availability while working palt- 
time. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to ~vork, and we match students ~vith the same availability.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back up’. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
tYNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 2:41 PM 

Re: f~ll pa~t-time employment oppofftunib~ 

TEXTI’.httn 

Fantastic! I am so excited for you and fbr our students! A couple of things fbr you: 

1. First, please call me Amy :) 

2. Could you please send me your resume? 

3. I apologize for this inconvenience -->                                                                                                                    NO WORRIES! 
will let the other staff member here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc edu if you have ANY 
questions. 

That being said, I am a prolific emailer --- In the meantime I would be more than happy to type up :[’or you a very thorough description of our program, and the sep~ices we provide. Let me 

I do not know where you live, but if you are around at all tomorrow I’d be happy to show you around the place and tell you more about our program Othepa, ise I will be back briefly in town 
on July 13th and 14th You can always contact Brent as well and come by the stadium when it is convenient for you while I am away, and he can show you around I will be back in the office 
on Aug 18th I really apologize for not being more available --- email may be the way to go right now :) 

4. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding the time commitment so ! thought I could give you some more details while rm thinking of it -- you determine 
when you work For example, when I ask a staffmember for their availability for the upcoming semester, I will olden get back "I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pro, but I only 
want to work 2 nights a week" I then will only schedule that staffmember for Tue/Thur nights Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would schedule you for every single hour that you 
m ake availaNe! For example, if someone p uts down that the?’ are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mon/Wed 9-11 AM, I will schedule them with as m any students who 
have need during those times!! 

That is what ! have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week For example, due to family commitments I used to work 
only MW nights, but by the following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights All our programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No worries if 
occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity We usually 
ask that our staff give us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly 3 weeks before the semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the master schedule. For example, 
earl?’ August we would need to know if you were available, your interests, and days/times. 

5. Our mandatop), training runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it covers NCAA and university, compliance rules and policy, Honor Court and academic integrity, 
payrolliHR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussinn, time for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what the j ob holds for you. 
Please let me know- if you have an?, questions or concerns -- my cell is 

I am veu excited for the possibilib" that you ruight join us! Take care, thank you for getting back to rue so quickly, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Cheers, 
Arrly 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

6/23/2011 2:21 PM>>> 
iX�ks. Kleissler, 

Thank you so much for the cmail. This so~xds like a fantastic opportunity, one that I think I would thoroughly enjoy! 

I would love to be considered ibr this opportunity Will it be possible to give you specific days (i.e M-W or T-Th) ands’or times as the beginning date draws nearer? 

Keep me posted as to ;vhat I’d need to do next, and thank you again ibr thilicing of m!! 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 4:12 P\i, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I kno;v that you and I spoke a few months ago about opporttimties ibr tutoring here at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes on a part-time basis so I wanted to let you know 
about a new opportunity we ;vill have starting in August It would be ;vorking with students in the same maimer as tutoring, but focusing on developing general academic skills for success 
as opposed to working on course content material We are in the process of creating a new position here ;vithin ASPSA to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as 
an?’ academically at-risk students. YVhen describing the needs for the position to another staffmember, I immediately thought of yo!! 
We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach Students would meet regularly ;vith their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as the?’ plan out their week such as: 
Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Sho;v me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 



Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; histor.f tutor to help with course content, etc) 
The nverall gunl is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop ume management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or stu@ skills Although you are already fluent with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory trmning process. 
I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the work 
with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 
Stu@ hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM We traditionally look ~k~r a commitment from a staffmember of at least a MW or ~IT( pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening stu@ hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM. but rather whatever you are available during that period. 
(You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability-.) 
Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can thip2~ of anyone you would refer me to. Of course, if you are ever interested in tutoring math, let me know! Your balance of skill, 
ease, and authorit’y would be terrific for the student-athletes. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosme or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, June 24, 2011 9:14 AM 

Re: f~ll pa~t-time employment oppofftunib~ 

TENTI’.httn 

2PM is perfect if that is good for you! Do you kno~v where we are? If you know 
the stadiutn, I am in the football center ~vhich is the end zone that is not under construction -- with the statue of Charlie Choo Choo justice out front There isn’t any convenient visitor 
parking during the day but during the surmner I have been parking everywhere on campus ~vithout getting ticketed so why don’t you do that -- tfyou get a ticket, I’ll cover it :) You can park 
along stadium drive by the bell tower or there is a small lot by the bookstore I have had hack with If you need help finding me, just call my cell -- I have a meeting at 10 but 
other than that, I am around ! 

So excited to see you 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program 12~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distributinn is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
6/23,’2011 10:47 PM >>> 

Amy (if you insist .haha), 

Attached is my resume. 

There is a chance I could swing by around 2pro or 3pm tomorrow if that’s feasible If I could do that, would you like me to give you a call? If that won’t work, it’s no big deal. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 2:41 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Fantastic! I am so excited for you and for out students! A couple of things for you: 
1. First, please call me Amy :) 
2. Could you please send me your resume? 
3. I apologize for this inconvenience -> NO WORRIES! I 
will let the other staff member here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc.edu if you have ANY 
questions. 
That being said, I aru a prolific eruailer --- In the meantime I would be more than happy to type up for you a very thorough description of our program, and the sel~’ices we provide. Let me 
knowt 
I do not l~ow where you live, but if you are around at all toruorrow I’d be happy to show you around the place and tell you more about our prograru. Otherwise I will be back briefly in town 
on July 13th and 14th. You can always contact Brent as well and come by the stadiutn when it is convenient for you while I ara away, and he can show- you around. I will be back in the office 
on Aug. 18th. I really apologize for not being more available -- email may be the way to go right no~v :) 
4. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding the time conm~itment so I thought I could give you some mure details while rm thiaking of it -- you determine 
when you work. For example, when I ask a staff member for their availability for the upcoming semester, I ~vill often get back "I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pro, but I only 
want to work 2 nights a week." I then will only schedule that staffmember for Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would schedule you for every single hour that you 
make availablet For cxaruple, if someone puts down that they are interested in ~vorking Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mon/Wed 9-11 AM. I will schedule theru with as man?, students who 
have need during those timest t 
That is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide ~vhen I wurked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For example, due to family comruitments I used to work 
only 2,~fW nights, but by the following semester ray needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All our programs asks is that you corumit to one schedule for the semester. No worries if 
occasional conflicts come up (I usually- have a fe~v CHHS orchestra events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually 
ask that our staff give us their availability for the upcoming seruester roughly 3 weeks before the seruester stalts for that is when ~ve begin to put together the master schedule. For example, 
earl?, August ~ve would need to know if you were available, your interests, and days/tirues. 
5. Our mandatory training runs over three nigNs -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor Court and academic integrity, 
payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: ~Vhat your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of ;vhat the j ob holds for you. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns -- my cell is 
I am veiN excited for the possibility’ that you might join us! Take care, thank you for getting back to me so quickly, and I look forward to hearing from you 
Cheers, 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
U2x.-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

l~le~ssle~!uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

6/23/2011 2:21 PM >>> 
I~Lrs Kleissler, 



Thank you so much for the email. This sounds like a fantastic opportunity, one that I think I would thoroughly enjoy! 

I wuuld love tu be considered :[’or this uppurtunity Will it be pussible tu give yuu specific days (i.e M-W or T-Th) and/ur times as the beginning date draws nearer? 

Keep me pusted as tu what I’d need tu du next, and thank yuu again for thinking ufme! 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 4:12 PX4, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 

I knuw that you and [ spuke a few months agu about uppurtumties :[’or tuturing here at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes on a part-time basis su I wanted tu let yuu knuw 
about a new oppurtunity we will have starting in August It wuuld be wurking with students in the same mariner as tutoring, but focusing un developing general academic skills for success 
as oppused to wurking un cuurse cuntem material We are in the prucess of creating a new pusiuon here within ASPSA tu suppurt student-athletes as the?’ transitiun to cullege, as well as 
any academically at-risk students. When describing the needs for the pusition to anuther staff member, I immediately thought ufyuu! 
We are louking for adults in the cummunity whu are interested in wurking part-rune           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach Students would meet regularly with their 
Academic Cuach as a ’check-re’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as they plan uut their week such as: 
Gu thruugh the syllabi 
What assignments are on the hurizun in each class? 
Huw will they be accumplished? 
Shuw me your class notes (can inw)lve discussiun ufhow best tu utilize time in class, different ways tu absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resuurces un campus (The Writing Lab tu help with paper due; histop)~ tutur tu help with course content, etc) 
The overall goal is the teaching and fostering uf skills tu help the student becume an independent learner as they learn tu balance all uf their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills yuu 
wuuld wurk un with students might be such things as how tu use an academic planner to develup tune management skills, nute-taking techniques suited tu different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or study skills. Although you are already fluent with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during ottr mandatory training process. 
I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessalT skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of ray j ob here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the work 
with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their o~vn goals! 
Study hall is run Sunda?’-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a conmxitment from a staff member of at least a M~,V or TR pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone wurking evening stu@ hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM. but rather whatever you are available during that period. 
(You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability-.) 
Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of an?’one you would refer me to. Of course, if you are ever interested in tutoring math, let me know! Your balance of skill, 
ease, and authorit?, would be terrific for the student-athletes. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
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Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu;’ 

Friday, June 24, 2011 2:25 PM 

~nc.n.com:~ 

Fwd: Re: fall part-time employment opportunity 

TEXT.htm; Re t~ll pa~- time employment oppormni~’.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

919-8,43-8635 o 
c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

C onf~dentialitv Notice: This e-mai~ message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized ;-eview, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, p ease c< nt lct the sender b’>’ reply e-mail and destro’! all copies ol the original 

message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 8:47 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment opportllnity 

TEXTf.httn 

Ms. Klei....Amy, 

I’ve attached my CV. I hope this is what you’re looking for. Could we 

meet on either July 13th or 14th? 

I’d love to see what we could work out. Either day works for 

me, j ust give me a time and a place. 

Ok ifI have other people in mind, how wonld I get them to get in touch 

ruth you? 

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 12:14 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.nnc.edu>wrote: 

> Fantastic! I am so excited for you and for our students’. First, a couple 

> of housekeeping items: 

> 1. Please, call me Amy :) 

> 2. Could you please send me your resume? 

> 3. Regmding your question on hours, you determine that. For exan~ple, 

> when I ask a staff member for the availability for the upcoming semester, I 

> will often get back *"I can work Sun, Man, The, and Thursday, 7-9pm, but I 

> only want to work2 nights a week."* I then roll only schedule that staff 

> member for Tne/Thnr nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would 

> schedule you for every single hour that you make available! If,someone puts 

> down that* they are interested in working Snn-Thnrsday nights 6-9 and 
> Man/Wed 9-11AM*, I will ~hedule them with as many stndents who have need 

> during those times!! 

> That is what I have really loved about this job -- that *I* could decide 

> when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For 

> example, due to ih,nily commitments I used to work only IVIW nights, but by the 

> following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All our 

> programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the selnester. No 

> womes if occasional conflicts come np (I usually have a fe~ 

> events) bnt we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the 

> student-athletes connt on the regnlarity. We usually ask that our staB" 

> give us their availability for the upcoming semes~ter roughly 3 weeks 

> before the semester starts tbr that is when we begin to put together the 

> master schednle. For example, early August we wonld need to know if you 

> were available, your interests, and days/times. 
> 

> 4. * I apologize for this inconvenience --> 

NO WORRIES! I will let the other stalt’melnber 

> here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know 

> that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc.edu if you have 
> ANY questions. 

> 

> That being said, I prefer face-to-face meetings so I understated that I’m 

> not leaving you much of a window to meet with me! I could meet you tomorrow 

> anytime between 11 and 3, or I will be in town July 13th and 14th. 

> Otherwise, I am a prolific emailer --- I would be more than hapw to type up 

> for you a very thorough description of our program, and "the services we 
> provide. Let me know! 
> 

> 5. PLEASE, spread the word to your fellow teachers! 

> possess all atthe qualmes that inspire and motivate our 

> student-athletes: subject masteD’, structured, rigorons, disciplined, 

> balanced, energetic, and most of all, enthusiastic! 



6. Our mandatory training runs over throe nights -- Angust 23rd, 24th, and 
25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor 
Court and academic integri~, payrolFHR, and tinally, the nuts and bolts of 
working with student-athletes: What your sessions u, ill look like, their 
purpose, resources, etc. Them will be lots of open discussion, time tbr 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of u, hat the 
job holds for you. 

Please let me know if yon have any qnestions or concerns -- my cell is 

I am veu excited lbr the possibility that you might join us! Take care, 
thank you lbr getlJmg back to me so quickly, and I look tbrward m hearing 
ti-om yon. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Co~tt]dentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including aW attachments, is 
tbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 

~chccs.kl 2.nc.u~ 6/22/2011 8: 
Ms. Kleissler, 
I am having a good snmmer, although ifs tongh to get away t]com 
everything. 

I want to thank you for thinldng of me and these part time jobs. I am 
veW interested in both positions. Of coume, we’d have to sit down and go 
over all the time expectations... 

The academic coach 
would be an awesome gig and one that I’d be happy to do. It’s the time 
factor. 
I would also be happy to tutor people in Biology. It’s my love and I 
welcome the opportunity to spread the love. 
As tbr other people, how many people are you looking tbr? I teach with a 
nnmber of teaching professionals that would be groat in either of these 
positions. 
Should we meet? 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 3:56 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

:~> I am not sure if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at 
>> UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring 
>> program. We axe in the process of creating a new position here within ASPSA 
>> to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as any 
>> academically at-risk students. When describing the needs tbr the position to 
>> another stm*t’member, I immediately thought of yo!! 
>> We are looking for adults in the community who am interested in 
>> working part-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. 



>> Studenks would meet regulMy with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- 

>> think of things you might do with your own studen~ as they plan out their 

>> week such as: 

>> Go ~mugh the ~llabi 

>> What assigments are on the horizon in each cl~s? 

>> How roll they ~ accomplished? 

>> Show ~ne your class notes (can involve discussion of how ~s~ m utilize 

>> fi~ne in class, di~ent ways m ab~rb lecture material etc) 

>> Refer the s~dent to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 

>> Nper due; histo~3~ a~tor to help with course content, etc) 

>> The oveMl goal is the te~Nng and fostering of s~lls to help the 

>> s~dent become an indepeMent learner as they learn to Mance aJl of their 

:~> athletic m~d ac~temic ms~msibilities. Skills you would work on ruth 

:~> students might be such things as how ~ u~ an academic planner to develop 

:~> time mmaagement skills, note-~kmg ~c~iques suited to ditt~mnt learning 

:~> styles, classroom behavioc or stu@ skills. These are all skills ~at you 

>> wodd ~ ~orougNy trained in during our ~n~tN~" tmini~N process. 

>> I fl~ought of you because 5~u have a good mppog ruth tiffs age group of 

>> s~dents, you are proacfive and ~sifive in your approach to life, and 

>> through your own experience you have a good sen~ of the necessa~ s~lls 

>> needed m ~ a successful student’. Academic Coaching has been one element of 

>> my job here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the work ruth 

>> the s~dents to ~ tremendously rewarding [~cause as you guide, model, 

>> encourage, and suppo~, you am able to see your s~dent "grow" over the 

>> ~mester. There is nothing be~er than seeing their pride in themselves when 

>~ they achieve their own goals’. 

>> Study hail is mn Stm~y-Thurs&y, 6-10PM. We traditionally look lbr a 

>> commitment t?om a s~’mem~r of at least a N~ or TR Nifing so that 

>> s~den~ have a ~egul~x pa~e~ but you are ~lways welcome to work more 

>> days/hours~ For anyone wor~ng evening sin@ h~ll you a~e not ~equimd ~ 

>> work fl~e ~116-10PM, but rather whatever you ~xe avmlable during that 

>> period. (You would let us ~ow the ~ys and times ~u would be willing 

>> available m worL and we ma~h students with the s~ae availabili~.) 
>> Plebe let me ~ow if this interests you at all, or if you c~ thi~ of 

>> anyone you would refer me to. Of course, if you are interested in subject 

>> ~tofing, let me ~ow. You would be a fan~tic biology ~tor~ ~ ~ I hope you 

:~> are having a good summer so thr and that y’all cma get away betbre it is 

>> time for school to start back up. 

>> Cheers, 
:~> ~y 

>> Amy ~eissler 

>> Academic Suppog Program for S~&nt AtNetes, FootbN1 

>> UNC-ChaN1 Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> ~eissle@unc~.unc.edu 

>> Co~dentiNi~-Notice: TNs e-mail mes~ge, including any a~c~en~, is 

>> for the sole use ofinmn&d wcipie~Ns) a~ad may contain confidential and 

>> privileged i~bnnafion. Any unauthorized review, use, N~loatm or 

>> disNbution is pmhibimd. If you axe not the inmnded recipient, 

>> contact the sender by tony e-mml and &s~m~y N1 copies of the 

>> message.**** 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 67072bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/45dc5ec99eb874a6a2e70b8594a2e97c 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, June 24, 2011 2:28 PM 

@bellsouth.net-~ 

Re: employment optx~rttmity 

’I~XTI’.httn 

I am excited for you! 

Another person I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding the time commitment so I thought I could give you some more details while I’m thinking of it -- you determine that 
For example, when I ask a staff member for their availabih~ f,ar the upcoming semester, I ~vill often get back "I can work Suaa, Man, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pm, but I only want to work 2 
nights a week" I then will only schedule that staff member for TueiThur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would schedule you fbr every single hour that you make available! If 
someone puts down that they are interested in ~vorking Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Man/Wed 9-11Ai~ I will schedule them with as man?’ students who have need during those times!! 

’]7hat is what I have really loved abuut this jub -- that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week For example, due tu family commitments I used to work 
unly MW nights, but by the folluwing semester my needs had changed so I switched tu TR nights. Fur semesters where I chuse to work hours during the day, I wuuld structure it to fit my 
needs at that time, say 10AM-2PM. All uur program asks is that yuu cummit tu one schedule for the semester. Nu worries if occasional cunflicts cume up (I usually have a few CHHS 
urchestra events ur a doctor appt) but we want tu avuid fusing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually ask that our staff give us their 
availability fur the upcoming semester ruughly 3 weeks before the semester starts for that is when we begtn to put tugether the master schedule. Fur example, early August we would need tu 
know if you were available, your interests, and days/times 

I apolugize for this incum’enience -->                                                                                                                                 NO 
WORRIES! I will let Brent Blantun know that yuu are interested and might be contacting him. That being said, I am a prulific emailer --- In the meantime I wuuld be mure than happy to type 
up for you a very thorough descriptiun uf uur prugram, and the services we pruvide Let me know! 

Our mandatury training runs uver three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it cuvers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Hunur Court and academic integrity, payrull/IIR, 
and finally, the nuts and bults of working with student-athletes: What your sessinns will look like, their purpose, resuurces, etc. There will be luts uf upen discussinn, time for questiuns, and 
role-play examples su that yuu have a good sense of what the j ob hulds for yuu 
Please let me know ifyuu have any questions or cuncerns -- I am very excited for the pussibility that yuu might join us! When you get a chance, if you could send me yuur resume that 
would be great Thank yuu for getting back tu me so quickly and I luok forward tu hearing from you in a couple of weeks! 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

@bellsouth.net> 6/24/2011 9:42.4M >>> 
Hi Amy t 

I am definitely interested in this opportunity. What I do need to tell you up front is that I am applying for 
I don’t third: any of that would prohibit me froru the opportunity you are proposing, but I wanted you to know. 

Should I get in, my hours in the program would strictly be during the daytirue, so evening coaching ~vould still be possible. 

One question I have is if there is a firm definition of "part-tirue" - when I worked at 
training dates. That’s all I can think of at this point. 

that meant a minimum of 20 hoursiwk. A second question would be how soon does this start and the 

Tharf~ you for thiaking of m!! 

Froru: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu> 

To:      @bellsouth.net 
Sent: Wed, June 22, 2011 3:00:52 PM 
Subject: employment opportnni~z 

and interested in some part-time ;vork, I ;vanted to reach out to you We are in 
the process of creating a new- position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program ibr Student-Athletes, and when describing the needs ibr the position to 
another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking ibr adults in the community who are interested in working part-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students ;vould meet regularly with their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own child as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Sho;v me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help ;vith paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on ;vith students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning s~les, 
classroom behavior, or stu@ skills. These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 



I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are aw~ilable during the evening stu@ hall hours (6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM)                             I liked that 
I could decide my own availabili~ while working part-time (You would let us know the days and umes you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same 
availability.) 

Let rue know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you ~vould refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so ~ar and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back up[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, June 24, 2011 7:48 PM 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employmem optx~rtunity (Out of the ottice) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

06/24/11 19:47 >>> 

Thank you so much for taking time to meet with me and show me around today. 
I appreciate all the information you gave me regarding the program, and I 
am very excited about the possibility of working as an academic coach! 

I will keep this email conversation in my inbox so I can remember to email 
you about my fall availability. 

Enjoy ?’our trips, and we’ll talk soon! 

On Fri, Jun 24, 2011 at 9:13 AM, Amy Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> Sorry getting back to you so late -- 

> 2PM is perfect if that is guod fur 

> yuu! Du yuu knuw where we are? If you know the stadium, I am in the 

> fuotba[l center which is the end zone that is *not* under constructiun -- 

> with the statue of Charlie Chou Choo jusuce out front. There isn’t any 

> convement wsitor parking during the day but during the sun-aner I have been 

> parking everywhere un campus withuut getting ticketed so why don’t you du 

> that -- if you get a ticket, I’ll cover it :) You can park along stadium 

> drive by the bell tuwer or there is a small lot by the bookstore I have had 

> luck with. Ifyuu need help finding me, just call my cell -- 

> I have a meeting at 10 but uther than that, I am aruund! 

> So excited to see yuu. 

> >~any 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Fuotball 

> UNC-Chapd 

> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 

> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

> privileged irtformation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> message.**** 

5/23/2011 10:47 PM >>> 

> .~y (if you insist...haha), 

> 

> Attached is my resunre. 

> 

> There is a chance I could swing by around 2pro or 3pm tomolwoxv if that’s 

> feasible. If I could do that, would you like me to give you a call’.’ If that 

> won’t work, it’s no big deal. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 2:41 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> *Fantastic’. * I am so excited for you and for our students[ A couple of 

>> things for you: 

>> 1 First, please call me Am?- :) 

>> 2. Could you please send me your resume? 

>> 3. *I apologize for this inconvenience --> 

>> 

>> NO WORRIES’. I ~vill let the other 

>> sta*~ member l~ere ti~at is i~andllng ti~e tutor program while I am away, Brent 

>> Blanton, know that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc.eduifyou have ANY questions 

>> That being said, I am a prolific emailer --- In the meantime I would be 

>> more than happy to ~zpe up for you a very thorough description of our 



>> program, and the ser~4ces we provide Let me kno~v! 
>> I do not know where you live, but if you are around at all tomorrow I’d 
>> be happy to show you around the place and tell you more about our program. 
>> Otherwise I will be back briefly in town on July 13th and 14th You can 
>> always contact Brent as well and come by the stadium when it is convenient 
>> fi~r you while I am away, and he can show you around. ! will be back in the 
>> office on Aug. 18th. I really apologize for not being more available --- 
>> email may be the way to go right now :) 
>> 4. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions fi~r me 
>> regarding the time commitment so I thought I could give you some more 
>> details while rm thirf~ing of it -- you determine when you work. For 
>> example, ~vhen I ask a staff raembcr for their availability for the upcoming 
>> semester, I will often get back *"I can work Sun, Man, Tue, and Thursday, 
>> 7-gpm, but I only want to ~vork 2 nights a week." * I then will only 
>> schedule that staff member for Tue/Thrlr nights. Does that make sense? 
>> Otherwise, we ~vould schedule you for eve13~ single hour that you make 
>> availablet For example, if someone puts down that* they are interested in 
>> working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Man/Wed 9-11AM*, I will schedule them 
>> with as many students ~vho have need during those timest ! 
>> That is what I have really loved about this job - that *I* could 
>> decide when I worked rather than be assigned a difl’erent shift each ~veek. 
>> For example, due to family commitraents I used to work only- _’vf~r nights, but by 
>> the following semester my- needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All 
>> our programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester. No 
>> wurries if occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra 
>> events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the 
>> student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually ask that our staff give 
>> us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly 3 weeks before the 
>> semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the master 
>> schedule. For example, early- August we would need to know if you were 
>> available, your interests, and days/times. 
>> 5. Our mandatoo~ training runs over three nights - August 23rd, 24th, 
>> and 25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor 
>> Court and academic integrity, payroll/HR, and finally-, the nuts and bolts of 
>> ~vorking with student-athletes: "¢,~at your sessions will look like, their 
>> purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for 
>> questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of ~vhat the 
>> job holds for you. 
>> Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns -- my cell is 
>> 

>> I am very excited for the possibility that you might join us! Take 
>> care, thank you tbr getting back to me so quickly, and I look forward to 
>> hearing from you. 
>> Cheers, 
>> Amy 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa unc edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, is 
>> f,ar the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information Any- unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distributinn is prohibited I_[’you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mai] and destroy all copies of the original 

6/23/2011 2:21 PM 
>> 2~s. Kleissler, 

>> Thank you so much fi~r the email. This sounds like a :[’anmstic opportunity, 
>> one that I think I would thoroughly eNoy[ 

>> I would love to be considered for this opportunity Wi]l it be possib]e to 
>> give you specific days (ie. M-W or T-Th) and/or times as the beginning date 

>> Keep me posted as to what I’d need to do next, and thank you again for 
>7, thinking of met 

>7, On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 4:12 PM; Amy Kleiss]er <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

>>> I know that you and I spoke a few months ago about opportunities :[’or 
>>> tutoring here at the Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes on a 
>>> part-time basis so I wanted to let you know about a new opportuniu~ we will 
>>> have starting in August. It would be working with students in the same 
>>> manner as tutoring, but focusing on developing general academic skills for 
>>> success as opposed to working on course content material. We are in the 
>>> process of creating a new position here within ASPSA to support 
>>> student-athletes as the?" transition to college, as well as any academically 
>>> at-risk students. When describing the needs for the position to another 
>>> staff member, I irrm~ediately thought of yo!! 
>>> We are looking for adults in the conmnunity who are interested in 



>>> working part-tune            with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. 
>>> Students would meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-iff -- 
>>> think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their 
>>> week such as: 
>>> Go through the syllabi 
>>> What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
>>> How will they be accomplished? 
>>> Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize 
>>> time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
>>> Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
>>> paper clue; histolN tutor to help with course content, etc) 
>>> The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
>>> student become an independent learner as they" learn to balance all of their 
>>> athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
>>> students might be such things as how to use an acaderaic planner to develop 
>>> time management skills, note-taking tectmiques suited to different learning 
>>> styles, classroom behavior, or study skills. Although you are already fluent 
>>> with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained 
>>> in during our mandatory training process. 
>>> I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group 
>>> of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
>>> ttnough your own experience you have a good sense of the necessats~ skills 
>>> needed to be a successful student! Acaderaic Coaching has been one element of 
>>> ray" job here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the ~vork ~vith 
>>> the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, 
>>> encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow-" over the 
>>> semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when 
>>> they achieve their own goals! 
>>> Study hall is r~m Suaday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for 
>>> a conm~itment from a staff member of at least a MW or TR pairing so that 
>>> students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more 
>>> day’s&ours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
>>> work the full 6-10PM. but rather whatever you are available during that 
>>> period. (You would let us l~mw the days and times you ~vould be ~villing and 
>>> available to work, and we match students ;vith the same availabiliby’.) 
>>> Please let me kno;v if this interests you at all, or if you can think 
>>> of anyone you would refer me to. Of course, if you are ever interested in 
>>> tutoring math, let me know! Your balance of skill, ease, and authority would 
>>> be terrific for the student-athletes I hope you are having a good summer so 
>>> far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to stalt back 
>>> 

>>> Cheers, 
>>>Am?- 
>>> Am?- Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>> kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> Confidentialiby’ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>> distribution is prohibited. ]1"you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy’ all copies of the original 

> 

> 

> 

> 
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Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, June 24, 2011 8:38 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Re: Visit thoughts (Out of the once) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

@nc.lT.com> 06/24/11 09:28 >>> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 24064bytes; 

Attachment Link: httpa’/archwe02.uncaa.unc.edu/c8423e560ba7100788c388c049942fa2 

File Name: Visit thoughts.doc 

Exphy Date: Thu, 22 Sep 2011 20:37:26 -04.)0 

Size: 24064bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 24, 2011 8:38 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Re: More (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

@nc.lT.com> 06/24/11 09:27 >>> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 16384bytes; 

Attachment Link: http ://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/bd2b5154ab 189b73db22363 ad 1135d63 

File Name: More.doc 

Expi~’ Date: Thu, 22 Sep 2011 20:37:27 -04.)0 

Size: 16384bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, June 25, 2011 9:40 AM 

@bellsouth.net-~ 

Re: employment opportunity (Out of the otfice) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

@bellsouth net> 06/25/11 09:39 >>> 

Thanks for getting back to me. 
but one other question I had was 

the location for meeting with students and the availability’ of parking. 

Frum: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Fri, June 24, 2011 2:27:53 PM 
Sut~iect: Re: employment opportunity 

I am excited fur you! 

Another person I was speaking with had some questiuns 12~r me regarding the time 
cummitment su I thuught I cuuld give you some more details while rm thinking of 
~t -- you determine that For example, when I ask a staff member fur their 
availabili~ fur the upcoming semester, I will uften get back "I can work Sun, 
Man, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pm, but I only want tu wurk 2 nights a week" I then 
will only schedule that staff member for Tue/Thur nights. I)ues that make sense? 
Otherwise, we wuuld schedule you fur every single hour that you make available! 
If someone puts down thatthey are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 
and Mun/Wed 9-11 AM, I will schedule them with as many students who have need 
during those times!! 

’]7hat is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I 
worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. Fur example, due to 
family commitments I used to work only i’,/I~V nights, but by the following semester 
my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. For semesters where I chose to 
work hours during the day, I would structure it to fit my- needs at that time, 
say 10AM-2PM. All our program asks is that you conwnit to one schedule for the 
semester. No worries if occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few 

but we want to avoid losing track of a 
schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually- ask 
that our staff give us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly- 3 
weeks before the semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the 
master schedule. For example, early August we would need to know if you were 
available, your interests, and days/times. 

I apologize for this inconvenience -> 

NO WORRIES! I will let Brent Blanton know that you are 
~nturested and m~ght be contacting him. That being said, I am a prolific emailer 
--- In the meantime I would be more than happy to type up for you a vein 
thorough description of our program, and the selwices we provide. Let me know-[ 

Our mandatory training runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th - 
it covers NCAA and universi~ compliance roles and policy, Honor Court and 
academic integrity, payrolliHR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with 
student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, 
etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for questions, and role-play 
examples so that you have a good sense of what the job holds for you. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns -- I am vel~’ excited 
for the possibility’ that you might join us! ~Vhen you get a chance, if you could 
send me your resume that would be great. Thank you for getting back to me so 
quickly and I look forward to hearing from you in a couple of ~veeks! 

Cheers, 
Amy 



Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information ~amy unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited Kyou are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message>>;                                    ~bel]south net> 6/24/2011 9:42 AM 

Hi Amyt 

I am 

definitely interested in this opportunity. \Vhat I do need to tell you up front 
is that I am applying for 

I don’t think any of that would prohibit me from 
the opportunity you are proposing, but I wanted you to know. Should I get in, 
my hours in the program would strictly be during the daytime, so evening 
coaching would still be possible 

One question I have is if there is a firm definition of "part-time" - when I 
worked at      that meant a minimum of 20 hoursiwk. A second question would be 
how soon does this start and the training dates. That’s all I can think of at 
this point. 

’]?hank you for thinking of m!! 

Froru: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To:      @bellsouth.net 
Sent: Wed, June 22, 2011 3:00:52 PM 
Subject: employment opportunity 

interested in sorue part-time work, I wanted to reach out to you. We are in the 
process of creating a new position here ~vhere I work ~vith student-athletes at 
the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and ~vhen describing the needs 
for the position to another staff ruember, I immediately thought of you! 

We are looking for adults in the cormnunity who are interested in working 
part-time         with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would 
meet regularly w~th their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you 
might do with your own child as they plan out their ~veek such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assigun~ents are on the horizon in each class? 
How- will the?- be accomplished ? 
Show me your class notes (cari irivolve discussion of how best to utilize time in 
class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper 
due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student 
become an independent learner as the?, learn to balance all of their athletic and 
academic responsibilities Skills you would work on with students might be such 
things as ho;v to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, 
note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, classroom behavior, 
or study skills These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in 
during our mandatow training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through 
your own experience you have a good sense of the necessal)’ skills needed to be a 
successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over 
the years and as you kno;v, I have loved it! I find the ;vork with the students 
to be tremendously re;varding because as you guide, model, encourage, and 
support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is 
nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their o;vn 
goals[ 

All of our student-athletes are available during the evening stu@ hall hours 
(6-10PM~, but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM). 

I liked that ] could decide my own availability while 
working part-time. (You would let us know the days and times you would be 



willing and available to world, and we match students with the same 
availability.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you 

would refer me to. [ hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all 

can get away before it is time for school sports to start back up! 

Cheers, 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized rcview, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Saturday, June 25, 2011 10:52 AM 

~bellsouth.net 

Re: employment optx~rttmity 

We will be back in the new building (end of the football stadium facing Rams Head Parking DecL’baseball Unfortunately we do not cover parking, but parking on campus after 5 is free I 
have always been able to park along stadiuna drive that runs alongside the stadium 
Thanks’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

06/25/11 9:39 AM >>> 

Thanks for getting back to me. I know you are en route to some fabulous 
destination (hopefully) at the present moment, but one other question I had was 
the location for meeting with students and the availability of parking. Have a 
safe trip 

Frum: Amy Kleissler 
To: 
Sent: Fri, June 24, 2011 2:27:53 PM 
Sut~ject: Re: empluyment opportunity 

I am excited fur you! 

Another person I was speaking with had sume questiuns 12~r me regarding the time 
cummihnent su I thuught I cuuld give you some more details while rm thinking uf 
~t -- you determine that For example, when I ask a staff member fur their 
availabili~ fur the upcoming semester, I will uften get back "I can work Sun, 
Man, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pm, but I only want tu wurk 2 nights a week" I then 
will only schedule that staff member for Tue/Thur nights. I)ues that make sense? 
Otherwise, we wuuld schedule you fur every single hour that yuu make aw~ilable! 
If someone puts duwn thatthey are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 
and Mun/Wed 9-11 AM, I will schedule them with as many students whu have need 
during those times[! 

That is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I 
worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For example, due to 
family commitments I used to work only MW nights, but by the following semester 
my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. For semesters where I chose to 
work hours during the day, I ~vould structure it to fit my- needs at that time, 
say 10AM-2PM. All our program asks is that you conwnit to one schedule for the 
semester. No worries if occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few 

but we want to avoid losing track of a 
schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually- ask 
that our staff give us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly- 3 
weeks before the semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the 
master schedule. For example, early August we would need to know if you were 
available, your interests, and days/times. 

I apologize for this inconvenience -> 

I wilt let Brent Blanton know that you are 
intcrested and might be contacting him. That being said, I am a prolific emailer 
--- In the meantime I would be more than happy to type up for you a vein 
thorough description of o~uc program, and the sel~¢ices we provide. Let me know-[ 

Our mandatow training runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- 
it covers NCAA and university compliance roles and policy, Honor Court and 
academic integrity, payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with 
stu dent-athletes: What your sessions ;vill look like, their purpose, resources, 
etc There ;vill be lots of open discussion, time for questions, and role-play 
examples so that you have a good sense of what the job holds t;ar you. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns -- I am vel)’ excited 
for the possibility’ that you might join us! VVhen you get a chance, if you could 
send me your resume that would be great. Thank you for getting back to me so 
quickly and I look forward to hearing from you in a couple of ;veeks! 

Cheers, 



Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program :[’or Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.                                6/24,’2011 9:42 AM 

Hi Arayt 

What I do need to tell you up fiont 
is that I ara applying Jtor 

I don’t think any of that would prohibit me from 
the opportunib" you are proposing, but I wanted you to know-. Should I get in, 
my hours in the program would strictly be during the daytime, so evening 
coaching would still be possible. 

One question I have is if there is a firm definition of "palt-time" - when I 
worked at      that meant a minirrmm of 20 hours/wk. A second question would be 
how soon does this start and the training dates. That’s all I can think of at 
this point. 

Thank you for thinking of me’. 

From: Am,/Kleissler 
To:      ~gbellsouth.net 
Sent: Wed, June 22, 2011 3:00:52 PM 
Subject: employment opportunity 

interested in some part-time ;vork, I wanted to reach out to you. We are in the 
process of creating a new position here where I ;vork with student-athletes at 
the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and when describing the needs 
for the position to another staff member, I immediately thought of you[ 

We are looking ~2~r adults in the community who are interested in working 
part-time         with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would 
meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you 
might do with your own child as they plan out their ~veek such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion o:[’how best to utilize time in 
class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper 
due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student 
become an independent learner as the)’ learn to balance all of their athletic and 
academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with students might be such 
things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, 
note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, classroom behavior, 
or sin@ skills. ~flnese are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in 
during our mandatory training process. 

I thought o:[’you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through 
your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a 
successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over 
the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the work with the students 
to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and 
support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is 
nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own 
goalst 



All of our student-athletes are available during the evening study hall hours 
(6-10PM), but a few- are also available during the day (up until 2PM). 

I liked that I could decide ray own a’,~ailabili~ while 
working part-time. (You would let us know the days and times you would be 
willing and available to work, and we match students with the same 
a-,~ailability.) 

Let me know if this interests you at a11, or if you can think of anyone you 
would refer rue to. I hope you are having a good s~mamer so far and that y’all 
can get away before it is time for school sports to start back up[ 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for 
the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information ~amy unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, June 25, 2011 1 l:l 8 AM 

Re: thJl paat-time employment oppoVtuniiy 

I am wide open on july 14th so you pick the time and let me know -- i’ll meet you at the stadium on campus and show you around 

cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

06/2,1/11 9:20 AM >>> 

Ms. Klei ...Amy, 

I’ve attached my CV I hope this is what you’re looking for. Could we 
meet on either July 13th or 14th? 

I’d love to see ~vhat we could ~vork out Either day works for 
me, just give me a time and a place. 

Oh, if I have other people in mind, how would I get them to get in touch 
with you? 

On Thu, Jun 23,2011 at 12:14 PM, Amy Kleissler wrote: 

Fantastic! I am so excited for you and for our students[ First, a couple 
of housekeeping items: 
1. Please, call me Amy :) 

2. Could you please send me your resume? 

3. Regarding your question on hours, you determine that For example, 
when I ask a staffmember for the availability’ for the upcoming semester, I 
will oRen get back *"I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and ~Ihursday, 7-9pro, but I 
only want to work 2 nights a week. "* I then will only schedule that staff 
member for Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would 
schedule you for eveW single hour that you make available[ If someone puts 
down that* the?" are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and 
MoniWed 9-11AM*, I will schedule them with as many students who have need 
during those times![ 

That is what I have really loved about this job - that *I* could decide 
when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For 
example, due to family conwnitments I used to wurk only- 2vfW nights, but by the 
following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All our 
programs asks is that you coinmit to one schedule for the semester. No 
womes if occasional coi~fticts come up (I usually have a few 

but we ~vant to avoid losing track of a schedule because the 
student-athletes count on the regularib’. We usually ask that our staff 
give us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly 3 weeks 
before the semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the 
master schedule. For example, early August we would need to l~mw if you 
were available, your interests, and days/times. 

4. * I a~olo~ize for this inconvenience --~ 

NO WORRIES[ I will let the other staffmembcr 
here that is handhng the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know- 
that you are interested. His email is blanton@ancaa.unc.edu if you have 
ANY questions. 

That being said, I prefer face-to-face meetings so I understand that I’m 
not leaving you much of a window to ineet with me[ I could meet you tomorrow 
anytime between 11 and 3, or I will be in town July 13th and 14th. 
Othel~vise, I ara a prolific emailcr --- I would be more than happy to b’pe up 
for you a veW thorough description of our program, and the services we 
provide. Let me know! 

5. PLEASE, spread the ~vord to your fellow teachers! 
-- you 

possess all of the qualities that inspire and motivate our 
student-athletes: subject mastery, structured, rigorous, disciplined, 
balanced, energetic, and most of all, enthusiastic’. 

6 Our mandatory training runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 
25th -- it covers NCAA and university’ compliance rules and policy, Honor 
Court and academic integrity’, payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of 
working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their 



purpose, resources, etc There will be lots of open discussion, time :[’or 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what the 
job holds for you 

Please let me l,mow if you have any questions or concerns -- my cell is 

I am very excited fi~r the possibility’ that you might join us! Take care, 
thank you :[‘or getting back to me so quickly, and I look forward to hearing 
from you. 
Cheers, 
2uW 

Amy Kleissler 
Acadentic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UN(-’-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. An?, unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. K you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 

6/22/2011 8:15 PM >>> 
Ms. Kleisslcr, 
I am having a ~ood summer, although it’s tou~h to ~et away frora 
eveJ3~thing. 

I want to thal’ik you for thinking of me and these part time j obs. I am 
vecz interested in both positions. Of course, ~ve’d have to sit down and go 
over all the time expectations. 

The academic coach 
would be an awesome gig and one that I’d be happy to do. It’s the time 
factor. 
I would also be happy to tutor people in Biolog3~ It’s my love and I 
welcome the opportunity to spread the love. 
As for other people, ho~v many people are you looking for? I teach with a 
number of teaching professionals that would be great in either of these 
positions. 
Should we meet? 

On Wed, Itm 22, 2011 at 3:56 P\{, Amy Kleissler wrote: 

>> I am not sure if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at 
>> UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring 
>> program. We are in the process of creating a new position here within ASPSA 
>> to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as any 
>> academically at-risk students. When describing the needs for the position to 
>> another staffmember, I immediately thought of your 
>> We are looking :[‘or adults in the community who are interested in 
>> working part-time            with student-athletes as an Academic Coach 
>> Students would meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- 
>> think of things you might do with your own students as the?’ plan out their 
>> week such as: 
>> Go through the syllabi 
>> What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
>> How will the?" be accomplished? 
>> Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize 
>> time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
>> Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
>> paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
>> The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
>> student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
>> athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
>> students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop 
>> time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
>> styles, classroom behavior, or study skills. These are all skills that you 
>> would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process 
>> I thought ofyou because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
>> students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
>> through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
>> needed to be a successful studentt Academic Coaching has been one element of 
>> my job here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the xvork xvith 
>> the students to be tremendously- rewarding because as you guide, model, 
>> encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow-" over the 
>> semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in theraselves when 



>> they achieve their own goals! 
>> Stu@ hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a 
>> commitment from a staffmember of at least a MW or TR pairing so that 
>> students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more 
>> days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
>> work the :gull 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that 
>> period. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and 
>> available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 
>> Please let me know if this interests you at all, or ifyou can think of 
>> anyone you would refe~ me to. Of course, if you are interested in subject 
>> tutoring, let me know. You would be a fantastic biology- tutor[[[ I hope you 
>> are having a good surmner so far and that y’all can get away before it is 
>> time for school to start back up. 
>> Cheers, 
>> Amy 
>> AtW Kleisslcr 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> L~-C-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> CordidentialitT Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain corffidential and 
>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 67072bytes; 
Attachment Link: htto:~/archive02.tmcaa uric edu/45 
File Name: 
Expi~’ Date: Thu, 22 Sep 2011 09:20:10 -04.)0 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Saturday, June 25, 2011 3:23 PM 

.~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment optx~rttmity (Out of the ottice) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

06/25/11 15:22 >>> 

The l~th souaads great How- about 10 am? 

This would give me plenty’ of tnne to head on over. 

How did you want me to handle communicating with interested teachers, or 
should I hold off on that? I guess we could discuss that on the 14th 

On Sat, Jun 25, 2011 at 11:18 AN~ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> I am wide open on july 14th so you pick the time and let me know -- i’ll 

> meet yuu at the stadium on campus and show you around. 

cheers, 

Amy 

Am?" Kleissler 

Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

06/24/11 9:20 AM >>> 

Ms. Kiei .Amy, 

I’ve attached my CV. I hope this is what yuu’re [uoking fur. Cuuid we 

meet un e~ther July 13th or 14th? 

I’d love to see ~vhat we cuuld ~w~rk out. Either day works for 
me, just give me a time and a place. 

Oh, if I have other people in mind, how would I get them to get in touch 
with you’.’ 

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 12:14 PM, ~y- Kleissler wrote: 

> Fantastic[ I ara so excited for you and for our students[ First, a couple 
> of housekeeping items: 
> 1. Please, call me Amy :) 

>> 

> 2. Could you please send me your resume? 
>> 

> 3. Regarding your question on hours, you determine that. For example, 
> ~vhen I ask a staffraember for the availability" for the upcoming semester, 

>I 
> ~vill often get back *"I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-gpm, but 

>I 
> only want to work 2 nights a week." * I then will only schedule that 
staff 
> member for TueiThur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would 
> schedule you for every single hour that you make available! If someone 
puts 
> down that* they are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and 
> Mon/Wed 9-11AM*, I will schedule them with as many students ;vho have need 
> during those times!! 

>> 

> That is what I have really loved about this job -- that *I* could decide 
> when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For 
> example, due to family commitments I used to work only MV~r nights, but by 
the 
> following semester my needs had changed so I s;vitched to TR nights. All 
our 

> programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No 
> worries if occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a fe;v 

> events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the 



student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually ask that our staff 
give us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly 3 weeks 
before the semester starts 12~r that is when we begin to put together the 
master schedule For example, early August we would need to know if you 
were available, your interests, and days/times. 

4 * I atx~lo~zize lbr this inconvenience --> 

NO WORRIES! I will let the other staff 
member 
> here that is handling tile tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, 
krlow 

> that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc.edu if you have 
> ANY questions. 

>> 

> That being said, I prefer face-to-face meetings so I understand that rm 
> not leaving you much of a window to meet with met I could meet you 
tomorrow 
> anytime between 11 and 3, or I will be in town July 13th and 14th. 
> Otherwise, I am a prolific emailer --- I would be more than happy to type 
up 
> for you a very thorough description of our program, and tile see,rices we 
> provide. Let me know! 

>> 

> 5. PLEASE, s~read the word to your fellow teachers[ 

you 

> > possess all of the qualities that inspire and motivate our 
> > student-athletes: subject mastel~, structured, rigorous, disciplined, 
> > balanced, energetic, and most of all, enthusiastic! 
>> 

> > 6. Our mandatory training runs over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, 
> and 
> > 25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor 
> > Court and academic integrity, payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts 
> of 
> > working with student-athletes: "¢,~at your sessions will look like, their 
> > purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for 
> > questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what 
> the 
> >job holds fbr you. 
>> 

> > Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns -- my cell is 
>> 

>> 

> > I am very excited fbr the possibility that you might join us! Take care, 
> > thank you for getting back to me so quickly, and I look forward to 
> hearing 
> > from you 
> > Cheers, 
> > Amy 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Am)’ Kleissler 
> > Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> > UNC-Chapel Hill 
> > 919-843-8635 o 

> > kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

> > Confidentiality Notice: ~fhis e-mail message, including any attachrnems, 
>is 
> > for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> and 
> > privileged inJ2~rmation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> > distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please 
> > contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

6/22/2011 8:15 PM >>> 
> > Ms Kleissler, 
> > I am having a good summer, although it’s tough to get away from 
> > everything. 

> > I want to thank you for thinking of me and these part time jobs. ! am 
> > very interested in both positions Of course, we’d have to sit down and 

> go 
> > over all the time expectations.. 

The academic coach 
> > would be an awesurne gig and one that I’d be happy to do. It’s tile time 
> > factor. 
> > I would also be happy to tutor people in Biology. It’s my love and I 
> > welcome the opportunity to spread the love. 
> > As for other people, how many people are you looking for? I teach with a 
> > number of teaching professionals that would be great in either of these 
> > positions. 



> > Should we meet? 

>> 

> > On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 3:56 Pi’,/], Amy Kleissler wrote: 

>> 

> >> I am not sure if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at 
> >> UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes ~vith the 
> tutoring 
> >> program. We are in the process of creating a new- position here within 
> ASPSA 
> >> to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as 
> any 
> >> academically at-risk students. ~£%len describing the needs for the 
> position to 
> >> another staff member, I immediately thought of you[ 
> >> We are looking for adults in the corcanuniU- who are interested in 
> >> ~vorking patt-tm~e with student-athletes as an Academic 
> Coach. 
> >> Students ~vould meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ 
>__ 

> >> think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out 
> their 
> >> week such as: 
> >> Go through the syllabi 
> >> Z~at assigrm~ents are on the horizon in each class? 
> >> How- will the?’ be accomplished? 
> >> Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize 
> >> time in class, dilt’erent ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
> >> Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help }vith 
> >> paper due; histow tutor to help with course content, etc) 
>>> The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
> >> student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of 
> their 
> >> athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
> >> students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to 
> develop 
> >> time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different 
> leaming 

> >> s~Aes, classroom behavior, or stu@ skills. These are all skills that 
> you 
> >> }vould be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 
> >> I thought of you because you have a good rapport }vith this age group 
> of 
> >> students, you are proacttve and posittve in your approach to life, and 
> >> through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary 
> skills 
> >> needed to be a successful student’. Academic Coaching has been one 
> element of 
> >> my job here over the years that I have loved the most I find the work 
> with 
> >> the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, mode[, 
> >> encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the 
> >> semester There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves 
> when 
> >> the?, achieve their own goals! 
>>> Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM We traditional]y look for a 
> >> commitment from a staff member of at least a MW or TR pairing so that 
> >> students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more 
> >> days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required 
> to 
> >> work the full 6-1 0PM, but rather whatever you are available during that 
> >> period. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing 
> and 
> >> available to work, and we match students with the same availabi]i~ ) 
>>> Please let me know if this interests you at all, or ifyou can think 
> of 
> >> anyone you would refer me to. Of course, if you are interested tn 
> subject 
> >> tutoring, ]et me know You would be a fantastic biolog3, tutor[![ I hope 
> you 
> >> are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is 
> >> time :[’or school to start back up 
> >> Cheers, 
> >> Amy 
> >> Amy Kleissler 
> >> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> >> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> >> 919-843-8635 o 

> >> kleissle@~mcaa.anc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu: 

Sunday, June 26, 2011 12:03 PM 

~bellsoufl~.net> 

RE: paxt-lime employment opporamity (Out of the once) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

@bellsoufla.net> 06/26/11 12:02 >>> 

Hi Amy, 

Thales so much for thinkin~ of me; I really appreciate it I am interested 

as I examined my 
job responsibilities over the years for guidance as to what else I might 
want to do, I kept coming back to the counselor part of my      experience. 
It was truly the big picture approach to working with my clients that ~vas 
most rewarding and in which I felt uniquely qualified. So I ~vould love to 
talk with you more about the position. 

@belisuuth.net 

Frum: Amy Kleissler [mailtu:kleissle(i~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:43 PM 

To:      @bellsuuth net 
Sut~lect: part-time employment opportunity 

but before I leave 
I am starting to look to out statI~tng needs Ibr the 1311 semester. There is 
something I thought you might be interested in if you are looking for 
part-time work in the fall. 

We are in the process of creating a ne~v position here where I work with 
student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and 
when describing the needs for the position to another staff member, I 
inm~ediately thought of you[ 

We are looking for adults in the cormnunity who are interested in working 
part-time         with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students 
would meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ - think of 
things you might do with your own child as they plan out their ~veek such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assigunaents are on the horizon in each class? 
How- will the?- be accomplished ? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time 
in class, different ~vays to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper 
due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 



The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student 
become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic 
and academic responsibilities Skills you would work on with students might 
be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management 
skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or stud,v skills. These are all skills that you would be 
thoroughly trained in during our mandato~z training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element 
of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, 
model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over 
the semester There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves 
when the?’ achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are prim ari ly awiilable during the evening study 
hall hours (6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 
2PM~. We traditionally look ~2~r a commitment of at least F,&V or ’I~ so that 
students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more 
days/hourst For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
work the 1511 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that 
period.                              I liked that I could decide my own 
availability while working part-time (You would let us know the days and 
times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with 
the same availability.) 

Let me know if this interests you at a11, or if you can think of anyone you 
would refer me to. I hope you are having a good stmmxer so far and that 
y’all can get away before it is time for school sports to start back up[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information .amy unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, June 27, 2011 2:41 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Re: checking in (Out of the o[tice) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

@yahoo.com> 06/27/11 14:40 >>> 

Hi, Am?-. Unfortuaaately, I cannot make a conzmitment for the Fall at this time Thanks for the message, and apologies for not getting back to you sooner. Have a great day! 

--- On Fri, 6/10/11, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Frum: Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sutzject: checking in 
To:          ))yahoo.corn 
[)ate: Friday, June 10, 2011, 2:09 PM 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger in the Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes at UNC She furwarded me your name as I wurk with the tutoring program. I 
am writing tu see if you still have any interest in tuturing this fall? Please let me know yuur thoughts when you can. I luok furward tu hearing from you! 
Thank yuu, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Foutball 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:09 AM 

To: Lyn Johnson ~gmaJl.com> 

Subjet’t: Re: Screen coW (Out of the ofl~ce) 

I will be out of the office until 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Amy 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 

>>> Lyn Johnsor~ .~gmail.com> 09:08 >>> 

H~ 
Here’s the results for the first group. I still need to score those last three, but thought I ;vould send it on in case you wanted to take a look. One student didn’t do or turn in the 
reading section or WU~S. Standard scores of or lower on the SATA are of concern Standard scores less thar~ on the IIVIPACT batter?’ are as ;vell. I will go through them all when I get 
the rest scored (hopefully by tomon-ow) and mark the ones who look at risk to me. Let me know if you have an?’ questions. 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 20480bytes; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 12:00 PM 

ACS Athletics <sroome@acsathletics.com> 

Re: ACS Athletics: Logging Recruiling Activities LIVE Webinar - THURSDAY! (Out of the ottice) 

I will be out of the office until August 18, 201 1. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

>>> "ACS Athletics" <helpdesk@acsathletics.com> 06/28/11 11:59 >>> 

This Email Was Sent From ACS Athletics. 

If this message is not displayed properly: http://links omnarketer-534.corrdHtmlView asl~x?emailid~zdlm4t)¢7rqelb76vbmhikvw4m 

Company 
To ensure that you receive my mail in your inbox, please add me to your safe list. You can view instructions here 

ACS Athletics annuunces the next webinar in the Summer Distance Training Series[5~iLogging Recruiting Acuvities! 
Ifyuu are a cuach ur a spurt admin or cumpliance[~i 
If you recruit at large tournaments ur small er competitions [511 
’]7his exciting 40 minute webinar is for yuu! Register tudayt 
Attend a LIVE training session husted by ACS Athletics reviewing submitting recruiting acuvi~" thruugh yuur ACS InControl system. Each attendee will have the upportunity to ask 
questiuns and provide feedback folluwing the sessiun. 
u Logging in tu ACS! 
o Lugging Recruiting Activity frum the Athlete List, Profile, ur Activity Manager! 
u Using the Event List tu Manage Tournament Infurmation! 
o Impurting Evaluations :[’or up tu 500 pruspectst 
u Using the iPhone tu Recruit! Event Lists, Athletes, Maps, Emails, AND Logging Recruiting Activity! 
o Getting help from ACS! 
Register TODAY ]2~r this FREE webinar 
June 30, 8am C1)’]7 
Tu register CLICK HERE. Yuu will receive an emai[ confirmatiun after yuur reg~stratiun is accepted with fulluw-up remin ders the day uf the webinar. 
Why do yuu need this training? 
Have yuu ever thuught? "I wish I couldl55l] 
C51]add evaluations to A(2S frum my iPhune/iPad/iTuuch? [51 
[Sllprepare my recruiting lists fur tournaments in ACS better? 
C51]import a HUGE list uf prospects including positiun ur jersey number for pruspects after attending a tournament? " 
[Sllaccess the ACS Help Desk with just a click of a button? ~51 
Yuu will get the answers tu all uf these questions and more during uur Logging Recruiting Activities webinar. Register todayt 

If you did not wish to receive this: http:i/links.omnarketer-534.COlrdUr~subscribe/default.rails?emailId jzdim4fw7rqelb76vbrr~ilc,~v4m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 11:31 PM 

@bestweb.neL~ 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment opla~rtunity (Ont of the ottice) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

@bestweb net~ 06/28/11 23:31 >>> 

Hi Amy, 

I am still really excited about the position. Can I email you my resume in a few days? Will someone contact me to set 
tap an intervie~v? 

Hope you’re having fun’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Arny Kleissler 
To: 
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:32 PM 
Subject: Re: fall palt-time employment opportunity 

I am so excited! 

Another teacher I was speaking with had sume questiuns [’or me regarding the time commitment so I thought I could give you some more details while I’m thinking uf it -- you determine that 
For example, when I ask a staffmember [’or their availability ~2~r the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and ’]2aursday, 7-9pm, but I only want to work 2 
nights a week." I then will only schedule that staff member :[’or Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense’? Otherwise, we would schedule yuu fur every single huur that you make available! If 
someune puts down that the?’ are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mun/Wed 9-11AM, I will schedule them with as many students who have need during those times!! 

That is what I have really lured about this job -- that I could decide when I wurked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. Fur example, due to family commitments I used tu wurk 
only ]XdEV nights, but by the fullowing semester in?’ needs had changed su I switched to TR nights For semesters where I chose to wurk huurs during the day, I would structure it tu fit my 
needs at that time, say 10AM-2PM. All our prugram asks is that you commit to une schedule ~2~r the semester. No worries if uccasiunal conflicts come up (I usually have a few 

) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes cuunt un the regularity We usually ask that our staffgive us their 
availability for the upcuming semester roughly 3 weeks befure the semester starts fur that is when we begin tu put together the master schedule For example, early August we wuuld need to 
knuw ifyuu were available, yuur interests, and days/times. 

I apologize fur this ~nconvenience -->                                                                                                                                 NO 
W()RR~[~S! I will let Brent Blanton knuw that you are interested and might be cuntacting him. That being said, I am a prolific emailer --- In the meantime I would be more than happy to ~’pe 
up fur you a very thorough description of our program, and the set, rices we provide. Let me knuw! 

As I described, uur mandatory training runs uver three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it covers NCAA and umversity cumpliance rules and policy, Hunur Court and academic 
integrity, payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their purpuse, resources, etc There will be lots of open discussion, 
time ~2~r questions, and role-play examples so that yuu have a goud sense ufwhat the job holds :[‘or yuu. 

Please let me know ifyuu have any questions or cuncerns -- I am very excited ~2~r the possibility’ that yuu might join us! 
quickly, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

thank you :[‘or getting back to me su 

PS When you get back, could you send me your resume? Let me know -- thanks! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

@bestweb.net> 6/22/2011 5:02 PM >>> 

This is very exciting! I guess the main questions I have are abont the time commitment. Ho;v man?’ students 
would I be working with? How often do you work in the study hall? Just the general idea of how it all will work. "¢,qaen should I have the interview? 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler 
To: 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:51 PM 
Subject: Re: fall part-time employment opportunity’ 



Our training ]2~r the fall semester is scheduled for the evenings of August 23, 24, and 
25, but you would need to have an informal interview before then (no biggie!). I will give you the contact into for the other staff member working with hiring Jk~r the tutoring program so that 
you can contact him with any questions or interest while I am away -- Brent Blanton, blamon@uncaa.unc.edu 

Brent is awesome, and I will leave your name ~vith him so that he ~vill know that you might be contacting him[ [n the meantime I will have sketching internet access but please contact me 
with any questions you have, whenever you have them, and I will get back to you as soon as I can (use my home email of @nc rr.com because I can pick that up on my phone). If 
not, Brent can answer questions as well so feel :tree to shoot him an email any time. 

Cheers! 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
I_E-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. ~amy 
unauthorized review, use, disclosme or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

~bestweb.net.> 6/22/2011 4:34 PM >>> 

Thanks so much for thinking of m!! This does sound like something I’d be interested in I’ve always been intrigued by your job and would love an opportuni~ to teach/coach again 

When do you need an answer from me for the position? 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Arny Kleissler 

To:      @best;veb.net 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:17 PM 
Subject: tall part-time employment opportunity 

I do not know if you alrea@ work part-time or full-time, or even have an?’ interest in ;vorking part-time, but I thought of you so I wanted to let you know about an opportunity that ;ve 
have coming up here in my office We are in the process of creating a new- position here where I ;vork with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and 
when describing the needs for the position to another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own child as the?" plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The vvq-iting Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

’]’he overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills 
you would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning sb’les, 
classroom behavior, or study skills. These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when the?’ achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening study hall hours (6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM) We traditionally look for a 
cowanitment of at least 5./P~,~ or TR so that students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours[ For anyone working evening study hall you are not 
required to work the :gull 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that period.                             I liked that I could decide my own availability’ while working part- 
time. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back up[ 

Cheers, 
Atny 

Amy Kleisslcr 



Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UN(2-Chapel tIill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

k eissle@uncaa unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is :for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 9:32 AM 

j schneider@bus.ucf.edu 

Re: NCAS: Get Connected! (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

>>> "Jemaifer Schneider" <info@ncaspolts org> 06/29/11 09:32 >>> 

To view as a Webpage, click here: http://visitor.bencl~markemail.com/c/v?e D1E94&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiy67II¥5WzowN’~Dlz2X3ZM%2FWT83dd&a-elid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium for Academics and Sports. Please reconfirm your interest in receiving email from us. lt’you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
ConfirmURL :http://visitor.benchmarkemail.co~rdciopt?e D1E94&c 16AA&l 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5WzowN’~Dlz2X3ZM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
There’s Po~ver in the Network! 

National Consortium for Academics and Sports 

[1] Like us! 

[2] Follo~v 12s! 

Visit Us! 

’]7he NCAS has recently joined the Facebook and Twitter communities. 
Our impact is greater when we join together. Learn what the NCASis doing to positively affect change, and tell us what you’re up to, as well[ 
Let’s Connect[ 

References: 

1. http://wwwfacebook.com/ncasports 
2 http://twitter com/#!/ncasports 

This message was sent to kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu by info@ncasports.org 

You can modify/update your subscription via the link below 
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http://visitor.benchmarkemail.com/c/su’?e D1E94&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emai[ uLXCj~/67II~/5WzowNYI)lz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid DI61D5FB 

Manage Subscription 
http:/:\’isitor.bonchn~arkemail.com;cis?e D1E94&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email~aLXCjg67IIg5WzowNYD1z2~’G~M%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
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Report Abuse 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 8:38 PM 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employmem optx~rtunity (Out of the ottice) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

06/29/11 20:37 >>> 

I’m thinking about it Not sure yet Just wanted to let you kno~v rm 
considering it 

Please let me know- if there is a deadline I need to decide by. 

Thanks for considering me, 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 1:07 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

I am not sure if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at UNC 
in the Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes with the tutoring 
program. We are in the process of creating a new position here within ASPSA 
to support student-athletes as the?’ transition to college, as well as any 
academically at-risk students When describing the needs for the position to 
another staff member, I immediately thought of yo!! 

We are lookin~ for adults in the commum~ who are interested in working 
part-time            with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students 
would meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of 
things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week such 
as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize 
time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

’]7he overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
athletic and acaderuic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
students might be such things as how to use an acaderuic planner to develop 
tinre nranagement skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
styles, classrooru behavior, or study skills. Although you are alrea@ fluent 
with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained 
in during our ruandatory training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
needed to be a successful student! Acadenric Coaching has been one elenrent of 
nry job here over the years that I have loved the nrost. I find the work ~vith 
the students to be tremendously re,yarding because as you guide, model, 
encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the 
seruester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when 
they achieve their own goals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a 
comruitnrent from a staff member of at least a M~V or TR pairing so that 
students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more 
days&ours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
~vork the full 6-10PM, but rather ~vhatcver you are available during that 
period. (You would let us know the day-s and times you would be willing and 
available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of 
anyone you would refer me to Of course, if you are ever interested in 
tutoring math, let me know! Your balance of skill, ease, and authority 
would be terrific for the student-athletes I hope you are having a good 
summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to 
start back tap. 
Cheers, 
Amy 



Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-~3-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged irtformation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, July 2, 2011 2:14 PM 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employmem optx~rtunity (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

07/02/11 14:12 >>> 

Hi Mrs. Kleissler, 

Thank you so much for thinking of me for this j ob opportunity 
Unfortunately, my schedule is pretty’ packed this summer with trips and 
family obligations, so I will not be able to do it. 

If I r~ across anyone that will be interested, I’ll be sure to let you 
know 

Thanks again, and I hope you and yow family have an awesome su~nert 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 4:08 PM; ±~,.my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>wrute: 

I am not sure 1[ yuu were aware that t work \Vl[h student-athletes at UN(2 
in the Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes with the tutoring 
program. We are in the process of’creating a new position here within ASPSA 
tu support student-athletes as the?’ transitiun to college, as well as any 
academically at-risk students When describing the needs for the position to 
another staff member, I immediately thuught ufyou! 

We are louking ~2~r adults in the commum~ who are interested in working 
part-time            with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students 
would meet regutarty with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think uf 
things you might do with yuur own students as they plan out their week such 
as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are un the hurizon in each class? 
How will they be accomplished? 
Shuw me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best tu utilize 
time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the 
student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop 
tinre nranagement skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
styles, classroom behavior, or study skills. Although you are already fluent 
with these skills, these are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained 
in during our mandatolN training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
needed to be a successful student! Acadenric Coaching has been one elenrent of 
nry job here over the years that I have loved the nrost. I find the work ~vith 
the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, 
encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the 
semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when 
they achieve their own goals! 

Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a 
comraitment from a staff member of at least a M~V or TR pairing so that 
students have a regular pattern, but you are al~vays welcome to work more 
days/hourst For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
work the fi~ll 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that 
period. (You would let us kno~v the days and times you ~vould be ~villing and 
available to ~vork, and we match students with the same availability.) 

Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of 
anyone you would refer me to Of course, if you are ever interested in 
subject tutoring, let me know! Your balance of skill, ease, and authority 
would be terrific for the student-athletes I hope you are having a good 
summer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to 
start back tap. 
Cheers, 



Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chape[ 

919-~3-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-lnail lnessage, including any attachlnents, is 

for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and lnay contain confidential and 

privileged irtformation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message.**** 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaaa~nc.edu~’- 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 9:26 AM 

@email .unc.edtc~ 

Re: Recommendation Request (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Eeth Bridget ( bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 

for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Amy 

@email.unc edu> 07/06/11 09:25 >>> 

Hi )may, 

I was wondering if you wouldn’t mind filling out a recommendation form for me to be a 
If you don’t mind, can I please have an address to send the form to? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 9:21 AM 

@earthlink.net 

Resume’ (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blantun@uncaa.unc edu) 

for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank y ou. 

Am?’ 

@earthlink net> 07/07/11 09:21 >>> 

Amy - we were out of town, but we are back now so here is my resume’. Please let me know if’you need anything else 

@earthlmk net 
EarthLink Revolves Around You 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 41472bytes; 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:52 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Re: Associate Director position (Out of the ollice) 

I will be out of the office until 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 

>>> Jelmifer Townsend 10:52 >>> 

Hi, Evelyone: 

Thanks so much again to all of you for helping ~vith our interview process for our Associate Director position at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Your time and input 
was invaluable and we really appreciate your help with our selection process. 

After receiving feedback from the con~mittee and evewone involved with the process, we have selected                 for the position. We are for~varding his name for approval with the 
Equal Opportuni~ Employment Office.      has agreed to our unofficial oiler and, if he is approved for the position, will be starting sometime during the second week of August. 

Thank you again for all of your help with our interviewing process! 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hil[ 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 11:17 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: test 

Attach: Text.httn 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 11:17 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: test (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

>>> Amy Kleissler 07/14/11 11 : 17 >>> 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa uric edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc.edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring 
Thank you 
Amy 

>>> Am?- Kleissler 07/14/11 11:17 >>> 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 11:17 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: test (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

>>> Amy Kleissler 07/14/11 11:17 >>> 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa uric edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc.edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring 
Thank you 
Amy 

>>> Am?- Kleissler 07/14/11 11:17 >>> 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 07/14/11 11:17 >>> 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fur Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 2:41 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: checking in 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Hi, Am5’. Unfortunately, I cmmot make a commitment for the Fall at this time. Thanks for the message, and apologies for not getting back to you sooner. Have a great 

day! 

--- On Fri, 6/10/11, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncan.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Am5’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: checking in 

To:          @yahoo.corn 

Date: Friday, June 10, 2011, 2:09 PM 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridger in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes at UNC. She for~varded me your name as I work 

with the tutoring program. I am writing to ,see if you still have any interest in tutoring this fall? Please let me know your thoughts when you can. I look forward to hearing 

from you! 

Thank you, 

Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program ibr Studeut Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail mes~ge, including any attachinents, is Ibr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain contidential and privileged 
intbrmation. AW m~authorized review, use, di~losum or distribution is prohibited. If you am not the intended recipient, please con’tact the sender by reply e-mml and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 2:25 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subje~’t: Fwd: Re: music 

Attacl~: TEXT.htm; Re rnusic.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic St pport Program for Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message includ ng any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cottfidentia[ and privi eged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please cnntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:54 PM 

@bell~uth.net 

RE: paxt-time employment oppol~tllnity 

TEXTI’.httn 

I am so excited! We have training the evenings of Aug 23, 24, and 25 
and I get back to the office Aug 18. How about we schedule for you to come in and see the place and talk about the position on either the 19th or the 22rid? I kno~v you will be fantastic so it 
is a matter of you hearing about our program and being sure you would like to do it Do me a favor -- could you send me your resume? Thanks! 

Regarding hours, we work around your availability. [Study hall runs Sunday-Thursday 6-10PiVl, and some sessions during the day if we have staff available and students have need] For 
example, a staff member my tell me that they are available Monday-Thursday to work 7-10, but only want to ~vork 2 nights a week Others may say they can ~vork any day until 2PM, etc. 
Does that make sense? 

I think you will really e~ioy this job because it is a way for you to utilize the parts of you that combine the best of your work-self and your parent-self as you foster skills for success that are 
transferable into all facets of life. Struggling students often dont see themselves as students capable of success on the same level as their athletic abili~ They have been labeled for so long 

--> academic coaches ]2~ster new skills so that the student gains confidence in themselves as an independent learner --> a student-athlete, not an athlete-student. 

At the end of each session with a student you know that you have taught, modeled and reinforced positive academic skills and thereby empowered the student to gro~v, BUT it is up to the 
student to take and use those tools. The responsibilib" for their grades, progress, etc is completely on them. As an employee you are not assessed on student pel~2~rmance Sometimes in my 
heart that has been hard-- to feel worried when a student walks out the door of my session that the?" may not do well, that the?" have not learned from me, that they are not rea~d.y for the level 
of academic rigor I know lays ahead of them at uric if the?" don’t get their act together, etc. BUT,                             I know that I 
have done my best to teach skills, made them aware of resources, and let them know that there is always support for them, win-lose-or draw, but that in the end, all responsibility for their 
performance and outcome lays squarely on their shoulders, not mine. Our mantra is that we never work harder than the student. 

While I’m thinking of it....it is my job to support the tutors/staff 
with anything the?, need. In the initial training in August, and then each month in shorter sessions, we will be providing you will all kinds of material and practice so that you can gain a 
better understanding of student-athletes, learning styles, teaching study skills, etc. Ok, enough rambling! I apologize for the length of this reply. Have a good couple of weeks and I can’t 
wait to talk to you when I get back! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Coiffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail nressage, including any attachnrents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

06/26/11 12:02 PM >>> 

Hi 2uny, 
Thanks so much for thinking of the; I really appreciate it. I am interested, as I exainined ray job responsibilities over the years for 
guidance as to ~vhat else I nright want to do, I kept coming back to the co~mselor part of ray experience. It ~vas truly the big pictuxe approach to ~vorking with my clients that was most 
rewarding and in which I felt m~iquely qualified. So I would love to talk with you more about the position. 

@bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:43 PM 

To:      @bellsouth.net 
Subject: part-time employment opportunity, 

but before I leave I am starting to look to our staffing needs for the fall semester. There is something I thought you might be interested in if you are looking for part- 
time work in fl~e fall 

We are in the process of creating a new position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and ~vhen describing the needs for the 
position to another staff member, I irmnediately thought of yo!! 



We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time        with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own child as the?" plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What asingnmems are on the horizon in each class? 
How will the?" be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; histolT tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or study, skills. These are all skills that you xvould be thoroughly trained in during our mandatolT training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport xvith this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "groxv" over the semester. There is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available &tring the evening stu@ hall hottrs (6-10PM), but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM). We traditionally look for a 
coramitl~ent of at least 2vf~7~ or TR so that students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days&ours! For an?’one xvorking evening study, hall you are not 
required to work the full 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that period.                              I liked that I could decide my own availability while working part- 
time. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you xvould refer rae to. I hope you are having a good summer so l:ar and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back tap[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:58 PM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppor[lmity 

TENZI’.httn 

It was so good to talk with you today- and get to know one another better. You obviously have a gift for teaching as well as tremendous insight on helping others I am excited to have you 
on board! Thank you so much for taking the time to come in and speak with me. 

If an?’ of your fellow teachers are interested, please ask them to send their resumes to Brent Blanton who will be happy to speak with them and ans~ver an?’ questions they may have. His 

email is blanton@tmcaa.unc, edu 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
6,’23/2011 8:47 PM >>> 

Ms. Klei ...2.my, 
I’ve attached my CV. I hope this is what you’re looking for. Could we meet on either July 13th or 14th? 

I’d love to see what we could work out. Either day works for me, just give me a time and a place. 
Oh, if I have other people in mind, how would I get them to get in touch with you? 

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 12:14 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Fantastict I am so excited for you and for our students! First, a couple of housekeeping items: 
1. Please, call nre A~W :) 
2. Could you please send me your resmne? 
3. Regarding your question on hours, you detem~ine that. For example, when I ask a staff ruember for the availability for the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work San, Mon, 
Tue, and Thursday-, 7-9pm, but I only want to ~vork 2 nights a ~veek." I then will only- schedule that staffmember fi~r TueiThur nights. Does that make sense’.’ Othcr~vise, we ~vould schedule 
you for every single hour that you nrake available! If someone puts down that they are interested in working Stm-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mon/¥Ved 9-11 AM, I ~vill schedule thenr ~vith as 
nrany students who have need during those times! t 
That is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide ~vhen I worked rather than be assigned a diflhrent shift each week. For example, due to family comruitnrents I used to work 
only 2~I’W nights, but by the following semester ray needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All our programs asks is that you corumit to one schedule for the semester. No worries if 
occasional conflicts conre up (I usually- have a fe~v CHHS orchestra events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually 
ask that our staff give us their availability for the upcoming seruester roughly 3 weeks befi~re the seruester stalts for that is when ~ve begin to put together the master schedule. For example, 
early August ~ve would need to know if you were available, your interests, and days/tirues. 
4. I apologize for this inconvenience ->                                                                                                                    NO WORRIES! I 
will let the other staff menrber here that is handling the tutor program while I am a~vay, Brent Blanton, kno~v that you are interested. His email is blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu if you have ANY 
questions. 
That being said, I prefer face-to-face meetings so I understand that I’nr not leaving you much of a window to rueet with me! I could nreet you toruorrow anytime between 11 and 3, or I will be 
in town July 13th and 14th. Otherwise, I ant a prolific emailer -- I ~vould be nrore than happy to type up fi~r you a very thorough description of our program, and the sei~ices we provide. Let 
me know! 
5. PLEASE, spread the word to your fellow teacherst - you possess all of the qualities that inspire and 
motivate our student-athletes: subject mastery, structured, rigorous, disciplined, balanced, energetic, and ruost of all, enthusiastic! 
6. Our ruandatolN training funs over three nights - .august 23rd, 24th, and 25th - it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor Court and academic integrity, 
payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, etc. There ~vill be lots of open discussion, time for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what the j ob holds for you. 
Please let me kno~v if you have any questions or concerns - ray cell is 
I am vel3z excited for the possibility that you might join us! Take care, thank you for getting back to me so quickly, and I look forward to hearing from you 
Cheers, 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LEX-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destro, all copies of the original 
message 

6/22/2011 8:15 PM>>> 
Ms. Kleissler, 
I am having a good surmner, although it’s tough to get away from eve~zthing. 
I want to thank you for thinking of me and these part time j obs. I am ve~z interested in both positions Of course, we’d have to sit down and go over all the time expectations. 

The academic coach would be an awesome gig and one that I’d be happy to do It’s the time factor. 
I would also be happy to tutor people in Biology. It’s In?’ love and I welcome the opportunity to spread the love. 



As for uther people, huw many people are yuu looking for? I teach with a number of teaching professiunals that would be great in either of these positiuns 
Shuuld we meet? 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 3:56 PM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

I atn not sttre if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with tire tutoring program. We are in tire process of creating 
a new position here within ASPSA to support student-athletes as they- transition to college, as well as any acaderuically at-risk students. ;\~en describing tire needs for the position to 
another staffmember, I immediately thought of your 
We are looking for adults in tire community who are irrterested in working palt-time           with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your oxvn students as they plan out their xveek such as: 
Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on tire horizon in each class? 
How- will they be accomplished? 
Show rrle your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different xvays to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer tire student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic plamrer to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or study, skills. These are all skills that you xvould be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 
I thought of you because you have a good rapport witl-i this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessalT skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of ray j ob here over tire years that I have loved the most. I find tire work 
with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their o~vn goals! 
Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a corrmritinent from a staff merrlber of at least a M’vV or TR pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work rrlore days/hours! For anyone wurking evening study hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM. but rather whatever you are available during that period. 
(You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we rrlatch students with the same availability.) 
Please let me knoxv if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you xvould refer rrle to. Of course, if you are interested in subject tutoring, let me kmow. You would be a fantastic 
biology tutor!!! I hope you are having a good sunlmer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 
Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
Lr>.-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 15, 2011 5:55 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerlY~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: thanks 

Absolutely!!! That is so funl~y that you want to do that -- for years I have *vanted to do the same thing, but am holding off until I get hired so that I don’t jim¢ it’.!!! You know those giant 
coffee table books I do? They are normally around 250 but I get coupons from the company all the time and Dan was able to do a sizeable one for $70. We’ll time our session just right so that 
we have cold alcohol and a good coupon’. The company is my publisher and you can even go on there and see other people’s books! 

thank YOU for lunch, it means alot as well :) 
Jaimie and Tia to talk to means the world as well! 

but simply having people like you and 

hang in there, have a good last week of classes, and I’ll see you soon. HA! I want to be more like YOU when I gro*v up! 

thanks tor everything, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Beth Bridget 07/14/11 11:38 PM>>> 
I will follow up on all your emails tomon-ow, thanks for the info and for running those forms of!!for me!! 

Also, on a SUPER side note .i would really like to make a picture book on snapfish of my 5 years with football. When you get back and settled and we have a night with some wine :), could i 
go through your pics to add to my book? I think this will end up being a massive coffee table book with tons of pics, so i would love to pick from your masses if that is ok? 

Thanks ~2~r going to lunch with me the other day, means Mot. 
you when ! grow up? 

You still amaze me with all you do! Can I be 

Lots of love 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 1:27 PM 

Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Re: reading training and class dates (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18, 2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger 
( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc.edu) for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Amy 

>>> "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 07/19/11 13:25 >>> 

Reading Course 

Train the Trainer 
Wednesday, August 17th 
10:00- 11:30 am 
SASB North Computer Lab 2117 

Fall course already posted 
Mondays and Wednesdays 
ll:00am- 11:50 
Begins 9/7, ends 10/5 (9 sessions) 
SASB North Computer Lab 2117 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 5:51 PM 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Makes Football Coaching Ch~mge (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18, 2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

>>> Kevin Best 07/27/11 17:50 >>> 

This release was distributed to the media tonight. 

For hnmediate Release 
LTniversi~ of North Carolina 
Athletic Con~munications Office 
Wednesday, July 27, 2011 
Contacts: Steve Kirschner, 919~475-2695; Kevin Best, 919-619-7020, Nancy Davis, 919-962-2011 

CAROLINA MAKES FOOTBALL COACHING CHANGE 

CHAPEL HILL, NC [] University of North Carolina Chancellor Holden Thorp aunounced this evening that Butch Davis has been dismissed as head coach of the Carolina football program 
Davis was infbrmed by Thorp and Director of Athletics Dick Baddour of the decision. 

[]To resture confidence in the University’ o:[’Nurth Carulina and uur fuotball program, it[]s time tu make a change,[i~ said Thorp. []What started as a purely athletic issue has begun to chip 
away at this Universi~ [i]s reputatiun. I have been deliberate in my approach to understanding this situatiun fully, and I have worked to be fair tu everyone invulved. However, I have lust 
cunf’idence in uur abilib" tu come through this withuut harming the way people think u:[’this institution. Our academic integrity’ ~s paramuum and we must work diligently to prutect it. The 
only way tu move furward and put this behind us is tu make a change [] 

Thurp said the decision was not related to any change in the NCAA investigatiun, but that it was the result of the cumulative damage to the University []s reputatiun over the past year. 

[]Athletics and foutball are an important part uf this University, and a successful J2~utball program is essential tu the nverall health o:[" our athletic prugram, [] Thorp continued. []That[i~s 
why we have tu put this behind us and muve forward [] 

Badduur said, []The last 13 months have been some ufthe most dil!ficult that anyone associated with the athletic department and :football prugram have dealt with. At this time, a decisiun 
has been made to change the leadership ufthe fuotball prugram to help the entire University cummunity muve forward. 

[]I want to thank Butch Davis and his family :[’or their fuur-plus years of service and dedication to the Umversity and the Chapel Hill cummunity, [] cuminued Badduur []My staff and I *viii 
work with Chancellur Thorp to transitiun to an interim head coach as suon as pussible It is critical that we du all we can tu help uur students and uther staff members un the J2~utball team 
s~nce preseasun traimng camp begins in just eight days. [i] 

Thorp and Badduur will meet with the media un Thursday at 11:00 am at the Friday Center in Chapel ttill (Redbud Roum) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 9:50 PM 

;@hotmail.com> 

Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Optx~rturfities (Out of the otfice) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Am?’ 

@hotmail.com> 08/10/11 21:48 >>> 

Ms. Kleissler, 

I appreciate your consideration [’or academic coaching opportunities within the UNC Athletic Department. If there is time in your busy schedule, as I have on a couple of occasions with Mr. 
Steinbacher, I would love to sit down J2~r lunch one afternoon just to introduce myself and discuss what I have to offer as a candidate for future part-time and full-time opportunities at UNC- 
Chapel Hill. I actually have attached two CVs/resumes to this email, one directed at higher education faculty positrons, and one directed at UNC Athletic Department opportumties 

Again, thanks ~2~r your time and I look forward to hearing fi-om you. 

Sincerely, 

Mq SecureStor Stored: total 100249bytes; 
Attachment Link: http:i/arch~ve02 uncaa.unc edu/85905900f562ae211357f6ef14853f6e 
File Name:             CV Higher Education Sunwaer 11 .docx 
Exphy Date: Tue, 08 i’~’ov 2011 20:49:36 -0500 

Size: 35737bytes 

Attachment Lirtk: http:~,’archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/09fg0d0ba3d4fdSfb88aaa86be910281 
File Name: CV resume             L~’C’ Athletics 2011 .doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 08 Nov 2011 20:49:36 -0500 
Size: 64512bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, August 12, 2011 7:25 AIvl 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: This semester! (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 

for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 

Am?’ 

_~live nnc edu> 08/’12/’11 07:23 >>> 

Hi, Amy! 

I just wanted to let you kmow my availability for this coming semester’. I will be available Monday, Wech~esday, and Sunday I can do as many students as possible on those three days, if 

necessaw! 

Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, August 12, 2011 10:36 AM 

@chccs.kl2.nc.ug~ 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment optx~rttmity (Out of the ottice) 

I will be out of the office until August 18,2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Beth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc edu) 
for matters concerning fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 
Amy 

@chccs kl2.nc.us> 08/12/11 10:30 >>> 

Hello - Amy Tuesday and Thursday Nights 6 to 10 work best for me but I am 
available at other times as ~vell. I do have one question when is 
orientation/training so I can make sure the schedule is clear with school 
opening. 

Thank You 

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 12:23 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>~vrote: 

Fantasticl ! am so excited for you and [’or our studentsl First, a couple 
of housekeeping items: 

1. Could you please send me your resume? 

2. *I apologize :[’or this inconvenience -->* I will be out of the country 
June 25-July 3, and then July 16-Aug 17, and without any phone/internet 
access during those periods. NO WORRIES! I will let the other staff member 
here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know 
that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc edu if you have 
ANY quesuons. 

That being said, I am a prolific emailer --- ]n the meantime I would be 
more than happy to type up for you a very thorough description of our 
program, and the services we provide. Let me know! 

I do not know where you live, but if you are around at all tomorrow I’d be 
happy to show you around the place and tell you more about our program 
Otherwise I will be back briefly in town on July 13th and 14th. I really 
apologize for not being more available --- email mat" be the way to go right 
now :) 

3. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding 
the time commitment so I thought I could give you some more details while 
I’m thinking of it -- you determine that For example, when l ask a staff 
member for the availability for the upcoming semester, I will often get back 
*"I can work Sun, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-gpm, but I only want to work 2 
nights a week." * I then will only schedule that staff member for Tue/Thur 
nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, xve would schedule you for eveU 
single hour that you make availablet If someone puts down that* they are 
interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and MoniWed 9-1 L~M*, I will 
schedule them with as many students who have need during those timest t 

That is what I have really loved about this job -- that *I* could decide 
when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For 
example, due to family con~’nitments I used to wurk only- 2vf~7~ nights, but by the 
following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All our 
programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester. No 
womes if occasional cont]icts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra 
events) but we xvant to avoid losing track of a schedule because the 
student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually ask that our staff give 
us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly- 3 weeks before the 
semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the master 
schedule. For example, early August we would need to knoxv if you were 
available, your interests, and days/times. 

4. Out mandatory training rut,s over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 
25th -- it covers NCAA and universi~" corapliance rules and policy, Honor 
Court and academic integri~’, payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of 
working with student-athletes: What your sessions will look like, their 
purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of ~vhat the 
job holds for you. 

Please let me know if you have ant’ questions or concerns -- my cell is 

I am veU excited for the possibili~z that you might join us! Take care, 
thank you ibr getting back to me so quickly-, and I look forward to hearing 
from you. 

Cheers, 
Amy 



Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-~3-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including arty attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged irtformation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.**** 
>>> @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 6/23/2011 10:21 AM >>> 

Array, 
Thatf~ you for yottr email. This is a fantastic opporttmity. I would love 
to get involved and work with the UNC student-athletes. I have often thought 
about getting involved as I speak to many of my former students who are 
athletes at various colleges. Let me know what you need me to do and when 
you need me to be there. 
Here is my- home email and phone nmnber if you’d like to contact me. Thank 
you so much. I look forward to getting to workt 

~earthliak.net 

(.919) 929-2106 x41241 
On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 3:58 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>~vrote: 

>> \it. 

>> I hope that you are having a good SUlnmer break so far and able to enjoy 
>> some much needed down-time! I want to thank you for all of the hard work and 
>> dedication that you put into each and every element of your teaching. You 
>> have taught and modeled for     skills that will be invaluable as he moves 
>> through school. I hope that next year you ~vill have my next son, 
>> I am not stare if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at 
>> UNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring 
>> program. We are in the process of creating a new position here within ASPSA 
>> to support student-athletes as they transition to college, as well as any 
>> academically at-risk students. When describing the needs for the position to 
>> another staffmember, I immediately thought of your 
>> We are looking for adults in the communi~z who are interested in 
>> working part-time (~      hr) ~vith student-athletes as an Academic Coach 
>> Students would meet regularly ~vith their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- 
>> think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their 
>> ~veek such as: 
>> Go through the syllabi 
>> ~at assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
>> How will they be accomplished? 
>> Show me your class notes (can in, goNe discussion of how best to utilize 
>> time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
>> Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with 
>> paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
>> The overall goal is the teaching and 12~stering of skills to help the 
>> student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their 
>> athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with 
>> students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop 
>> time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning 
>> styles, classroom behavior, or study skills. These are all skills that you 
>> *wmld be thoroughly trained in during our mandatoW training process 
>> I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
>> students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
>> through your own expermnce you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
>> needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of 
>> my job here over the years that I have loved the most. ! find the *w~rk *vith 
>> the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, 
>> encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the 
>> semester There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when 
>> they achieve their own goals! 
>> Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally bok for a 
>> commitment from a staffmember of at least a MW or TR pairing so that 
>> students have a regular pattern, but you are al*ways welcome to work more 
>> days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to 
>> work the :full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that 
>> period. (You would let us kno*v the days and times you *wmld be willing and 
>> available to work, and we match students with the same availabili~’.) 
>> Pleaseletmeknowifthisinterestsyouat all, or ifyou can think of 
>> anyone you would refe* me to. Of course, if you are interested in subject 
>> tutoring, let me know. You would be a fantastic history tutor!!! I hope you 
>> are having a good suramer so far and that y’all can get away before it is 
>> time for school to start back up. 
>> Cheers, 
>> Amy 
>> 2uny Kleissler 



>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chape[ tli[1 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 
>> 
>> ConfidentialW Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> message.**** 
>> 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the Nolth Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including laxv enforcement. 

All mail correspondcnce to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Ci)- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosttre to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. August 18, 2011 8:50 AM 

home < ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: RE: Attached hnage 

TEXT.htm; I),2; Attached Image.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

A~tach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edt> 

Thursday. August 18, 2011 8:50 AM 

home <         ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: FW: Attached Image 
TEXT.htm; FW Attached Image.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic St pport Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
trNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 
c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disc ~sure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please c( nt ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 8:51 AM 

home, @nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: RE: [od-occ] FW: It Popcorn Time in the Occoneechee Council! 

TEXT.htm; RE [od-occ] FW It Popcorn Time in the Occoneechee Council!.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 8:51 AM 

home, ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: FW: [od-occ] FW: It Popcorn Time in the Occoneechee Council! 

TEXT.ht~n; FW [od-occ] FW It Popcorn Time in the Occoneechee Council! .msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 8:57 AM 

home         ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: [od-occ] FW: Show-N-Sell Order Form Update 

TEXT.htln; Fwd [od-occ] FW~ Show-N-Sell Order Form Update.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic St pport Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
LYNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Corff~dentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?/’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 8:58 AM 

home~ ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Atlanta Co-Active Community Fxent on August 12th 

TEXT.htm; Atlm~ta Co-Active Communi~ Event on Augufft 12th.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 9:05 AM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.ug~ 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppor’tllni~ 

TENSI’.httn 

just got back last night so I’m only- now going through my emails -- at home I had 927 junk emails! ’. yikes 

I know that this is REALLY short notice, but I would love to get together with you before the training on Monday evening so that I can tell you more about our program and give you the 
opportunity to ask any questions. I am in the office today, tomorrow, and Monday (it is within Kenan football stadiunQ but I could also meet you over the weekend somewhere for coffee if 
that ~vould be better for you. Let me know your thoughts. 

I have t~vo sons very- excited that the?, will be in your classes this year --- 
schedules cume out. Talk tu yuu soun 
Amy 

rigged his entire schedule so that he would increase his chances of having you :) Fingers crossed until their 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cumain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributinn is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 

~chccs.kl2 nc.us> 8/12/2011 10:30 AM>>> 
Hello - Amy Tuesday and Thursday Nights 6 to 10 work best fur me but I am awMable at uther times as well. I du have une question when is urientatiur~traiinng so I can make sure the 
schedule is clear with schuol opening. 
Thank You 

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 12:23 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 

Fantastic! I am so excited for you and for our students! First, a couple of housekeeping items: 
1. Could you please send me your resmne? 
2. I apologize for this inconvenience -> I will be out of the country June 25-July 3, and then July- 16-Aug 17, and without any phone/internet access during those periods. NO WORRIES t I 
will let the other staff raember here that is handling the tutor program while I ara away, Brent Blanton, know- that you are interested. His email is blanton@tmcaa.unc.edu if you have ANY 
questions. 
That being said, I am a prolific emailer -- In the meantime I would be more than happy to type up for you a vety~ thorough description of our program, and the services we provide. Let me 
know! 
I do not know where you live, but if you are around at all tomol~cOW I’d be happy to show you around the place and tell you more about our program. Otherwise I will be back briefly in town 
on July 13th and 14th. I really- apologize for not being more available -- email may be the way to go right now :) 
3. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding the time conm~itment so I thought I could give you some more details while rm thiaking of it - you determine 
that. For example, when I ask a staff member for the availability for the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Stm, Mon, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pro, but I only ~vant to work 2 
nights a week." I then will only schedule that staffraeraber for Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we would schedule you for every single hour that you make availablet If 
someone puts down that they are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and MoniWed 9-11AM. I will schedule them with as raany students who have need during those timest ! 
That is what I have really loved about this job - that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week. For example, clue to family cormnitraents I used to ~vork 
only MW nights, but by the fi~llowing semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights. All our programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester. No ~vorries if 
occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few- CHHS orchestra events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity. We usually 
ask that our staff give us their availability fi~r the upcoming semester roughly 3 weeks before the semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the master schedule. For example, 
early August we would need to know if you were available, your interests, and days/times. 
4. Our mandatory training runs over three nights - August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor Court and academic integrity, 
payrolliHR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of working with student-athletes: V~rt~at your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what the j ob holds for you. 
Please let me know- if you have an?, questions or concerns -- my cell is 
I am very- excited for the possibility that you might join ust Take care, thank you for getting back to me so quickly, and I look for~vard to hearing from you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program t;ar Student Athletes, Football 
LEx’C-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>~ ~)chccs.kl2 nc.us> 6/23/2011 10:21 AM >>> 
Am?’, 
Thank you for your email This is a fantastic opportunity. I would love to get involved and ~vork with the UNC student-athletes I have often thought about getting involved as I speak to 
many of my former students ~vho are athletes at various colleges. Let me know ~vhat you need me to do and when you need me to be there. 
Here is my home email and phone number if you’d like to contact me. Thank you so much I look forward to getting to work! 

@ealthlmk net 



On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 it 3:58 PN4, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrute 

iX/Ix 
I hope that you are having a good sunm~er break so far and able to enjoy some much needed down-time! I want to thank you for all of the hard work and dedication that you put into each 
and eve~ eleraent of your teaching. You have taught and modeled for     skills that will be invaluable as he moves tl’trough school. I hope that next year you will have nry next son, 
I ant not s~tre if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at LrNC in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes with the tutoring program. We are in the process of creating 
a new position here within ASPSA to support student-athletes as they- transition to college, as well as any academically at-risk students. ~,\~en describing the needs for the position to 
another staffmember, I immediately thought of your 
We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working palt-time (      Jhr) with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your o~vn students as they plan out their ~veek such as: 
Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How- will they be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize tinre in class, different ~vays to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time nranagenrent skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroonr behavior, or study skills. These are all skills that you ~vould be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 
I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessalN skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one elenrent of ray j ob here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the work 
with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their o~vn goals! 
Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a conm~itment from a staff member of at least a M~,V or TR pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone wurking evening study hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM. but rather whatever you are available during that period. 
(You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 
Please let me kno~v if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you ~vould refer me to. Of course, if you are interested in subject tutoring, let me l~mw. You would be a fantastic 
history tutor t ! ! I hope you are having a good s~tmmer so far and that y’all can get away before it is time for school to start back up. 
Cheers, 
Amy 
Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
U2x.-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged informatiun. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

All mail COlTespundence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ;vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

All mail COlTespundence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ;vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:28 PM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.ug~ 

Re: t~11 pa~t-time employment oppor[lmity 

TEJx2I’.httn 

I’ll meet you over in the Pope Box ~vhen you come to do your papelavork with Kendra at 415 -- see you then! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>>                    ~?)chccs.k12.nc us> 8/18/2011 10:18 AM>>> 
Amy - welcome back, I am excited to have both your boys in class this year it really bodes well for the upcoming year. I am coming over today at 4:15 and would love to meet with you then. 
If that does not work I can come in tomorrow a~er 1 and Monday after Please let me know which wo~ks best for you. I look forward to meeting with you soon 

On Thu, Aug 18, 2011 at 9:04 AM, 2,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I j£st got back last night so I’m only now going through my el:nails -- at home I had 927 junk emails! [ yikes 

I know that this is R[~ALLY short notice, but I would love to get together with you before the training on Monday evening so that I can tell you more about our program and give you the 
opportum~ to ask aW questions. I am in the office today, tomorrow, and Monday (it is within Kenan fi~otball stadium) but I could also meet you over the weekend somewhere for coffee if 
that would be better for you Let me know your thoughts. 
I have two sons very excited that they will be in your classes this year -- rigged his entire schedule so that he would increase his chances of having you :) Fingers crossed until their 
schedules come out. Talk to you soon 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Coiffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>>                    ~_@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 8/12/2011 10:30 AM >>> 
Hello - Amy Tuesday and Thursday Nights 6 to 10 work best for me but I am available at other times as welh I do have one question when is orientatiordtraining so I can make sure the 
schedule is clear with school opening. 
Thank You 

On Thu, Jun 23, 2011 at 12:23 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.anc.edu> wrote: 

Fantastic! I am so excited for you and for our students! First, a couple of housekeeping items: 
1. Could you please send me your resume? 
2. I apologize for this inconvenience --> I will be out of the country June 25-July 3, and then July- 16-Aug 17, and without any phone/internet access during those periods. NO WORRIES t I 
will let the other staff member here that is handling the tutor program while I am away, Brent Blanton, know- that you are interested. His email is blanton@uncaa.unc edu if you have ANY 
questions. 
That being said, I am a prolific emailer --- In the meantime I would be more than happy to ~pe up for you a very thorough description of our program, and the services we provide Let me 
know! 
I do not know ~vhere you live, but if you are around at all tomorrow I’d be happy to show you around the place and tell you more about our program. Other~vise I will be back briefly in town 
on July 13th and 14th. I really apologize for not being more available --- email may be the ~vay to go right now :) 
3. Another teacher I was speaking with had some questions for me regarding the time commitment so I thought I could give you some more details while rm thinking of it -- you determine 
that. For example, when I ask a staff member for the availabili~’ for the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I carl ~vork Son, Man, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pm, but I only want to ~vork 2 
nights a week." I then will only schedule that staff member tbr Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense? Otherwise, we ~vould schedule you for evel?,’ single hour that you make available! If 
someone puts down that they are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Mon/¥Ved 9-11AM, I will schedule them ~vith as many students who have need during those times!! 
That is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a diit’erent shift each ~veek For example, due to family commitments I used to work 
only IVP\V nights, but by the following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights All our programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No worries if 
occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra events) but ~ve want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity We usually 
ask that our staff give us their availability for the upcoming semester roughly 3 ~veeks before the semester starts for that is when we begin to put together the master schedule. For example, 
early August we ~vould need to kno~v if you were available, your interests, and days/times. 
4. Our mandatory training lxlns over three nights -- August 23rd, 24th, and 25th -- it covers NCAA and university compliance rules and policy, Honor Court and academic integri~z, 
payroll/HR, and finally, the nuts and bolts of ~vorking with student-athletes: YVhat your sessions will look like, their purpose, resources, etc. There will be lots of open discussion, time for 
questions, and role-play examples so that you have a good sense of what the j ob holds for you. 
Please let me know- if you have any questions or concerns -- my cell is 
I am vel~- excited for the possibili~ that you might join us! Take care, thank you for getting back to me so quickly, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Cheers, 
Amy 



Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program :[’or Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel ,’Jill 
919-843-8635 ( te1:919-843-8635 ) o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distributinn is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies o:[’the original 
message. 
>>> ~chccs.kl2 nc.us> 6/23/2011 10:21 AM >>> 
Amy, 
Thank you for your email This is a fantastic opportunity. I would love to get involved and work with the UNC student-athletes I have often thought about getting involved as I speak to 
many of my former students who are athletes at various colleges. Let me know what you need me to do and when you need me to be there. 
Here is my home email and phone number if you’d like to contact me. Thank you so much I look forward to getting to work! 

~;’)earthlink net 

On Wed, Jun 22, 2011 at 3:58 P,N{ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope that you are having a good sunmxer break so far and able to enjoy some much needed down-time! I want to thank you for all of the hard work and dedication that you put into each 
and eve~ eleraent of your teaching. You have taught and modeled for     skills that will be invaluable as he moves thtough school. I hope that nero year you will have my nero sun, 
I am not sttre if you were aware that I work with student-athletes at LrNC in the Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes with the tutoring program. We are in the process of creating 
a new position here within ASPSA to support student-athletes as they- transition to college, as well as any acadernically at-risk students. When describing the needs for the positiun to 
another staffmember, I immediately tl-mught of you[ 
We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working palt-time ($      -~r) with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their 
Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your oxvn students as they plan out their xveek such as: 
Go through the syllabi 
What assigmnents are on the horizon in each class? 
How- will they be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different xvays to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 
The overall goal is the teaching and flustering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or study skills. These are all skills that you xvould be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 
I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessalT skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of ray j ob here over the years that I have loved the most. I find the work 
with the studunts to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your studunt "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better 
than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their o~vn goals! 
Study hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM. We traditionally look for a conmxitment from a staff meraber of at least a M~vV or TR pairing so that students have a regular pattern, but you are 
always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone wurking evening study hall you are not required to work the full 6-10PM, but rather whatever you are available during that period. 
(You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) 
Please let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you would refer me to Of course, if you are interested in subject tutoring, let me know. You would be a fantastic 
histor,v tutor[[’. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that y’all can get away befbre it is time for school to start back up. 

Cheers, 
Amy 
Am)’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
Uik-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged information. An)’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

All mail COl~cespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ~vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

All mail COl~cespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ~vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

All mail correspondence to and fi-om the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City" Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records La*v, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
pames, including law enlk~rcement 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:39 PM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: Fwd: e-vite tbr July t~ature show at HGA 7-29 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpeg 

We need to have you fill out paperwork to get you on the payroll system -- can you stop by the stadium or I can very easily drop them at CHHS if you are there today or tomolTow or 
Monday Let me know. Also, I need to get your available days/times from you. 

Training will be next Mi~nday, Tuesday, and Thursday at 6pro Each session will last approximately 1 hour ][’here will be a ]final, and a bit longer, session, most likely on Friday, August 26th 
at 6pm. I apologize :[’or the training-hea,©, week when I know it is your first week of school Study table will begin on August 30th. 
I look forward to seeing you -- cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleiss]er 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~)chccs kl2.nc us> 7,’22/2011 8:20 PM >>> 
Mark your calendart 

Please join us July 29th from 6-9pm at the Hillsborough Gallery of Arts for 
Fruits of Summer 

All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records La~v, which may result in nronitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Thursday, August 18, 20ll 1:39 PM 

home <         .~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: SwaNli Tutor 

TEXT.htm; Swohili Tutor.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic St pport Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

919-8,43-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachmei~ts, is for the sole use of" intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disc ~sure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, p ease c( nt ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destro’! all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:40 PM 

home ~ ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Web Form Submission - Today Coaching 

TEXT.htln; Fwd Web Fom~ Sublnission - Today Coaching.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:42 PM 

@bellsoufl~.net> 

RE: prot-time employment oppo(tlmi~ 

’I~XTf.httn 

just got back yesterday afternoon -- so good to hear Iicom you!!’. 

I am available all day tomorro~v (Friday) or Monday so let me kno~v what is good for you. the mandatoW training will be next Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday at 6pro, each lasting 
approximately 1 hour. there also may be a training session on that Friday, August 26th that will be a bit longer I apologize for the training-hea,U week :) Study hall will begin on August 
30th 

Amy 

Amy Kleiss]er 
Academic Support Program ]2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and m~U contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> ’                      ~))bellsouth.netT> 8/10,’2011 1:39 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, I know you are not State side yet, but I wanted to send you my information I hope you had a great trip and I look ]2~rward to hearing about your adventure 
I am available to meet either August 19 or August 22 after 11 AM. Let me know what works best for you. 
I have attached my most recent CV for your review. Let me know if you need any additional information. 
Thank you, 

~bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(@uncaa.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:54 PM 

To:      ~bellsouth.net 
Subject: RE: part-time employment opportunity 

Hi! I can’t remember if I replied to you before I le~ for England so I wanted to do so now so that I wouldn’t miss you I ara so excitedt We have training the evenings of Aug 23, 24, and 25 
and I get back to the office Aug 18. How about we schedule for you to come in and see the place and talk about the position on either the 19th or the 22nd? I know you will be fantastic so it 
is a matter of you hearing about our program and being s~tre you ~vould like to do it. Do me a favor - could you send me your resume? Thankst 

Regarding hours, we ~vork around your availability. [Study hall r~ms Sunday-Thursday 6-10PM, and some sessions during the day if we have staff available and students have need.] For 
example, a staff member my tell me that they are available IVlonday-Thursday to work 7-10, but only want to ;vork 2 nights a week Others may say they can ;vork any day until 2PM, etc. 
Does that make sense? 

I thili; you will really enjoy this job because it is a way for you to utilize the parts of you that combine the best of your work-self and your parent-self as you foster skills for success that are 
transferable into all facets of life. Struggling students often dont see themselves as students capable of success on the same level as their athletic ability The?’ have been labeled for so long 
--> academic coaches foster new skills so that the student gains confidence in themselves as an independent learner --> a student-athlete, not an athlete-student. 

At the end of each session with a student you know that you have taught, modeled and reinibrced positive academic skills and thereby empowered the student to grow-, BUT it is up to the 
student to take and use those tools. The responsibility for their grades, progress, etc is completely on them. As an employee you are not assessed on student performance. Sometimes in my 
heart that has been hard-- to feel worried when a student walks out the door of my session that the?- may not do ;vell, that the?- have not learned from me, that the?, are not ready for the level 
of academic rigor I know lays ahead of them at uric if the?- don’t get their act together, etc. BUT, just like ;vith my own children, I know that I 
have done my best to teach skills, made them aware of resources, and let them know that there is always support ibr them, win-lose-or draw, but that in the end, all responsibility ibr their 
performance and outcome lays squarely on their shoulders, not mine. Our mantra is that we never ;vork harder than the student. 



While I’m thinking of it... it is my job to support the tutors/staff 

with anything the?" need In the initial training in August, and then each month in shorter sessions, we will be providing you will all kinds of material and practice so that you can gain a 

better understanding of student-athletes, learning styles, teaching stu@ skills, etc Ok, enough rambling! I apologize for the length of this reply Have a good couple of weeks and I can’t 

wait to talk to you when I get back[ 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosme or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>> ’ 06/26/11 12:02 PM >>> 

Hi Arny, 
Thanks so much for thinking of me; I really- appreciate it. I am interested. Funny, when I retired the 2nd time (and before the 3rd), as I examined my job responsibilities over the years for 
guidance as to what else I might want to do, I kept coming back to the counselor part of my legal experience. It was tl~lly the big picture approach to working with my clients that was most 
rewarding and in which I felt umquely qualified So I would love to talk with you more about the position 
I just returned Friday- from 1VII, and will be home until July 5 or 6. Let me know if you are available anytime this week. I could meet you on campus or we could meet for a cup of coffee or go 
for a walk. 
Hope all is well with your family and you are getting excited about your trip! 

~@bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.u~c edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:43 PM 

To:      .2~bellsouth.net 
Subject: part-time employment opportuni~ 

It was so much fun taking that walk with you and the doggies last week (last week, it feels so much longer ago than that! ). I know that you are soon off on all of your own travels, and 
launching       on hers, but befbre I leave I am starting to look to our staffing needs for the fall semester. There is something I thought you might be interested in if you are looking for part- 
time work in the fall 

We are in the process of creating a new position here where I work with student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and when describing the needs for the 
position to another staff member, I imnnediate]y thought of you[ 

We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time ($ Zhr) with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students would meet regularly with their Academic 
Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own child as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will the?" be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior or stud’s’ skills These are all skills that you would be thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to ]fie, and through your own experience you have a 
good sense of the necessary skills needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. ’]?here is nothing 
better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening study hall hours (6-10PM~, but a few are also available during the day (up until 2PM) We traditionally look ]br a 
commitment of at least MW or TR so that students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening stu@ hall you are not 
required to work the full 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that period. As a mother ~vith kids in school I liked that I could decide my own availability- while working part- 
time. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match studunts with the same availabilib’.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you ~vould refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so f~ar and that y’all can get away before it is time for 
school sports to start back up[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 



Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 38912bytes; 
File NameExpi~z DateSize 
Resume’¢~ doc ( http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/cb47f17925c6ffTe7bc86ce6fd7743b1 )Tue, 08 Nov 2011 12:39:53 -050038912bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu;’- 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:46 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: ][nteres~ in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

TEXT.htm; Intelest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities.tnsg 

Ton?’, 
What do you know- of this gentleman? I would appreciate your thoughts. 
Thanks~. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review use, disc osure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destrny all cnpies ufthe original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 9:49 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

TENTI’.httn 

Ms. Kleissler. 

I appreciate your consideratiou for academic coaching opportunities within the UNC Athletic Depa~ment. If there is time in your bu~ ~hedule, as I have on a couple 

of occasions with Mr. Steinbacher, I would love to sit down tbr lunch one a£ternoon just to introduce myself and discuss what I have to otter as a candidate for future 

part-time and full-time opv~rtunities at UNC-Chapel ttill. I actually have attached two CVs/resumes to this email, one directed at higher education faculty positious, 

and oue directed at UNC Athletic Department opportunities. 

Again, thanks for your time mid I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely~ 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 100249bytes; 

Attachmem Link: http:i/archive02.tmcaa.unc.edu’85905900f562ae211357f6ef14853f6e 

File Name:            CV Higher Education S ummer 11.docx 

Expi~ Date: Tue, 08 Nov 2011 20:49:36 -0500 

Size: 35737bytes 

Attaclm~ent Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/09fg0d0ba3d4fd8fb88aaa86be910281 

File Name: CV resume            UNC Athletics 2011 .doc 

Expi~ Date: Tue, 08 Nov 2011 20:49:36 -0500 

Size: 64512b~es 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:52 PM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Fwd: Interes~t in Academic Tutoriug Optx~rtunities 

’I~NSI’.httn 

that is all the recommendation I needed. His CV is very impression -- I just get nervous when someone brings tap their contacts within the department so I wanted to make sure he was more 
interested in the student half of the student-athlete :) 
Thanks, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cumain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 
>>> Tony Yuunt 8/18/2011 1:49 PM >>> 

I dun’t knuw him, and haven’t worked with him, but I wuuld trust Wartski’s upiniun What ! have heard abum him has been very posiuve, but I cuuld learn inure ifyuu like. 

>>> Am?" Kleissler 8/18/2011 1:45 PM >>> 

Tuny, 

What du you know of this gentleman? I would appreciate yuur thuughts. 

Thanks! 
Amy 

Aray Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c?X~IL:NAMESPACE PREFIX O/~ 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclostue or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 2:04 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

Re: Interest in Academic Tutoling Opportunities 

’I~NJI’.httn 

I apologize for being so slow in returning your email -- I have been out of the country for a month and just returned last night My email in-box overfloweth! 

Would you be available to come in for an interview tomorro~v (Friday) or else on Monday? Our mandatory training ~vill be next Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday nights at 6pm so that is 
why I am rushing the interview -- sorry for the short notice. 

Let me know your thoughts I look folavard to hearing from you soon. 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cumain confidential and privileged inl’urmation Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is prohibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original 
message. 
>>> ~ho~mail corn> 8/10/2011 9:48 PM >>> 
Ms Kleissler, 

I appreciate your consideration for academic coaching opport~mities within the UNC Athletic Departraent. If there is time in your busy schedule, as I have on a couple of occasions with Nil. 
Steinbacher, I ~vould love to sit down for lunch one afternoon just to introduce myself and discuss ~vhat I have to offer as a candidate for future part-time and full-time opporturfities at UNC- 
Chapel Hill. I actually have attached two CVs/resumes to this email, one directed at higher education facul~ positions, and one directed at UNC Athletic Dcpartment oppoltunities. 

Again, thanks for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely-, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 100249bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 

CV Higher Educahon Surmner 11 .docx ( http:/~archive02 uncaa unc.edu/85905900f562ae211357f6ef14853f6e )Tue, 08 Nov 2011 20:49:36 -050035737bytes 
CV resume UNC Athletics 2011 .doc ( http://archlve02.uncaa.unc edu~’09I~90d0ba3d4fdStb88aaa86be910281 )Tue, 08 iX-or 2011 20:49:36 -050064512bytes 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 2:06 PM 

To: @bellsouth.net-~ 

Subject: Re: employment opporttmity 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

I apologize for just now getting to your email -- we just 
returned yesterday afternoon. With all that you have going on, are you still interested in ~vorking this fall? If so, I could meet with you tomorro~v (Friday) or Monday to discuss our program. 
Our mandatory training is next Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday at 6pm, and then study hall begins on August 30th Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
Thanks’. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program J2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> @bellsouth.net> 7/26/2011 7:18 AM >>> 
Amy, 

I am sorry to be sending you my resume so late! 
Anyway, if the position is still available I am 

forwarding my resume. I will include the other two people you mentioned (Beth Bridger and Brent Blanton) on the receipt of my resume in case a decision needs to be made before your 
return Again, thanks so much for considering me for this position. 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 20992bytes; 
File NameExpi15~ DateSize 

resmne.doc ( htt p://archive02.tmcaa.anc.edu/a243dc 11 c506718d3e4de 13771 edbca4 ~[on, 24 Oct 2011 07:18:54 -040020992bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 2:07 PM 

home @nc.rr.com> 

~nd to 

TEXTI’.httn 

I apologize for just now getting to your email -- we ust returned yesterday afternoon With all that you have going on, are you still interested in working this fall’~ If so, I could meet with you 
tornorro~v (Friday) or Monday to discuss our program Our mandato~ training is next Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday at 6pm, and then stud,v hall begins on August 30th. Let me know 

your thoughts when you can. 
Thanks! 
Arny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, t=ootbal[ 
UNC-Chapel Httl 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and prwileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If3 ou are not the intended recipient, p ease c< ntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 6:01 PM 

To: .~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Subject: Re: Forms 

Attach: ’I~NTI’.httn 

Wow! I’m impressed -- email from China!!! we didn’t have electricity so it was veel-rrrrly?3?’y nice living without the intemet/email/phone :) 

I met with                           this afternoon so they- kno~v about the training, and I believe that           ~vas in last week -- I will be sure to send reminder emails to everyone as 
well thanks for letting me klm~V. Tomorrow your tlciend             is coming in tomorrow -- i kno~v you are really busy but any thoughts you could give me about him would be great. 
Have fun over your last few days and best wishes flying home. My ankles are still swollen like a little old Italian grandmother from the long plane flights. Thanks for getting in touch -- I orn 
excited about our upcoming semester together! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Foutball 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may" contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply" e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 
>>> ~@chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 8/18/2011 5:50 PM >>> 
Ms. Kleis..Amy, 
China is going well ]n fact, I’m here until Saturday" (I’ll be arriving at RDU at 11 pm un Sunday’). Be~iing is an interesting m~x of their past and present. I’ll be happy to exchange stories with 
you. I hope your trip was equally" successful and fun Although,               are bringing back su many souveniers ..I might have to leave some ufmy cluthes behind. 
I’ll be in schuol on Munday I hope tu get my life back together on Sunday. IfI cuuld get the forms on Munday, that wuuld be great 
Shuuld I tell the other teachers about the training’? The unly reason I ask is that some teachers are askin me questions, lung distance, and I don’t know what to tell them I being 

one of th era). 
I hupe you get caught up with all ofyuur emails and hope tu hear from you soon 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Cit7- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 6:02 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

TEXT.httn 

Thank you for getting back to me so quickly. My office is in the football center on the 5th floor I have another meeting at 330pm but other than that I am pretty wide open. Pick a time that is 
good for you, and I’ll give you details on how to find nay ofi)ce. Thanks! 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distributinn is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> ’ ?))hotmail.com> 8/18/2011 3:08 PM >>> 
Ms Kleissler, 
Friday will be fine What time and where should I report to? Thanks [’or getting back with me. 

Sent fi-om my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 2,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 
[)ate: Thu. 18 Au~ 2011 18:03:58 

To: ~           ~7)hoUnail.com> 
Subject: Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

I apologize for being so slow in returning your email -- ! have been out of the country for a month and just returned last night. X{y email in-box overfloweth! 

Would you be available to corae in for an intel~,’ie~v tomorrow (Friday) or else on Monday? Out nutndatory training will be next Monday, Tuesday, and T!~mrsday nights at 6pm so that is 
why I am rushing the intet’,dew -- sony for the short notice. 

Let rue l~mw your thoughts. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Anry Kleissler 

Anry Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.ut~c.edu <mailt o :kleis sle(d~,,unc aa. uric. edu> 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail nressage, including any attachnrents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message.>>>                         ~hotraail.cora> 8/10/2011 9:48 PM >>> 

Ms. Kleissler, 
My name is and I recently- learned of potential academic coaching opportunities within the Athletic Departnrent at UNC-Chapel Hill through tW friend and formcr colleague, 
Bert Wartski of Chapel Hill High School. We taught together at Chapel Hill High School before I returned to graduate school to complete my Master’s of School Administration and 
Doctorate of Educational Leadership at L~NC-Chapel Hill I would like to express my interest in potential part-time and ti~ll-time academic coaching opportunities as I would love to contribute 
to the academic success of our student-athletes at UNC-Chapel Hill I remain highly involved in the L~NC-Chapel Hill community and have spoken on multiple occasions with Associate 
Athletic Director for Marketing and Promotions IVh- Rick Steinbacher about my desire to become more involved in the UNC Athletic Department in roles and positions where there might be 
a need. I also see on a regular basis a highly respected restaurant partner in Chapel Hill, 2~’.x. Tom Herzog, partner in the Chapel Hill Restaurant Group, who could speak highly of my passion 
for U2X!C-Chapel Hill and my desire to become involved in greater roles within the University and the UNC Athletic Department as these opportunities become available Mr. Herzog could 
speak of the high-quality friendships and relationships I form with UNC students and student-athletes on a continuous basis through my involvement in various activities on the campus of 
LrNC-Chapel Hill. I feel serving as an academic coach would be one way I could sel~e the UNC Athletic Department and our student-athletes and make a positive contribution to the 
university where I have earned each of my tba-ee degrees. For the past several years I have also vohmteered as a Men’s Basketball Usher, and this past spring inquired of Mr. Kearney 
Andre;vs, former Public Address Announcer at the Dean E. Smith Center, and Mr Dick Baddour, Athletic Director, about potential opportutaities to PA future athletic events at UNC 

I appreciate your consideration for academic coaching opportutaities within the UNC Athletic Department. If there is time in your busy schedule, a s I have on a couple of occasions with Mr. 
Steinbacher, I would love to sit down for lunch one afternoon just to introduce myself and discuss what I have to offer as a candidate for future part-time and full-time oppoltunities at UNC- 
Chapel Hill. I actually have attached two CVs/resutnes to this email, one directed at higher education faculty positions, and one directed at UNt~ Athletic Department opportunities 

Again, thanks for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 



M+ SecureStor Stored: total 100249bytes; 
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From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 6:12 PM 

To: @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Subject: Re: Forms 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

My brain is mush today but I do not think that I have heard from them -- If they can send me their CV’s ASAP I can meet with them. let me know if it would be easier on your end ifI comact 
them directly See you Monday’. 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unanthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> ~chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 8/18/2011 6:07 PM >>> 
Amy, 
It took me 3 days to figure out how to get to gmaih In ]’act, some of my Chinese hosts had to show me how to get around on the internet. There are some things that are blocked and other 
things that are real slow. 

~s an intense person who is very committed to UNC and students, tte was a teacher [’or a while and is in the process of getting his doctorate. I know that and 
also expressed some interest in the program 

The 14-hour flight is what kills me. I can’t sit still through a movie, never mind sitting still in a plane. Plus, I don’t know about you, but my butt got so sore at the end of the trip I was starting 

to few)It. 
I’m always amazed at the difference between stereo~pes and the people that you work with It’s been so cool to see the things you’ve seen in books. The great wall was incredible (and so 
was the Chinese Grafitti.. I guess they carved their names into the stone). Although, the traffic and drivers are insane. 
I’ll look out for the form, or you could drop it off in my room I hope to be at the school pretty early to get caught up on stuff, get some student desks, and run off some first day stuff...I 
can’t believe that we start school on Thursday. 

On Thu, Aug 18, 2011 at 6:00 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Wow! rm impressed -- email from China!t! we didn’t have electric])- so it was veermwuy?)’y nice living without the internet/email/phone :) 

I met xvith                           this afternoon so they know about the training, and I believe that           was in last week -- I xvill be sttre to send reminder emails to everyone as 
well. thanks for letting me know. Tomolwoxv yurtr friend             is coming in tomurrow -- i know you are really busy but any thoughts you could give me about him would be great. 
Have fun over yottr last few days and best xvishes flying home. M~£" ar~kles are still sxvollen like a little old Italian grancLmother frora the long plane flights. Thar~ks for getting in touch -- I am 

excited about our upcoming semester togethelt 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 8/18/2011 5:50 PM >>> 
Ms. Kleis....Am?’, 
China is going well. In fact, rm here until Saturday (I’ll be arriving at RDU at 11 pm on Sunday). Beijing is an interesting mfx of their past and present. I’ll be happy to exchange stories with 
you I hope your trip was equally successibl and fun. Although,               are bringing back so many souveniers..I might have to leave some of my clothes behind. 
I’ll be in school on Monday. I hope to get my life back together on Sunday IfI could get the f,arms on Monday-, that would be great. 
Should I tell the other teachers about the training? The only- reason I ask is that some teachers are askin me questions, long distance, and I don’t kno~v what to tell them being 
one of them). 
I hope you get caugN tap with all of your emails and hope to hear from you soon. 

All mail COl~cespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ~vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

All mail COl~cespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ~vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 6:12 PM 

home, @nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Re: Forms 

TEXT.htm; Re Fom~s.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: ~chccs.kl2.nc.u,¢, 

Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 6:08 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Forms 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Anly, 

It took me 3 days to figure out how to get to gmail. In fact, some of my 

Chinese hos~ts had to show me how to get around on the iutemet. There are 

some things that axe blocked and other things that are reaJ~ slow. 

The 14 hour flight is what ldlls me. I can’t sit still through a movie, 

never mind sittiug still in a plane. Plus, I don’t know about you, but my 

butt got so sore at the end of the trip. I was starting to revolt. 

I’m always amazed at the difference between stereo~pes and the people that 

you work with. It’s been so cool to see the things you’ve seeu in books. 

The great wall was incredible (and so was the Chinese Grafitti...I guess 

they carved their names into the stone). Although, the trattic and drivers 

are insane. 

I’ll look out for the form, or you could drop it offin my room. I hope to 

be at the school pretty early to get caught up on stuff; get sotne student 
desks, and mn off some first day stufl~...I can’t believe that we start 

school on Thursday. 

On Thu, Aug 18, 2011 at 6:00 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> *Wow’. I’m impressed -- email t~om China’.!! we didn’t have electricity so 

> it was veerm~)%wy nice living without the intemet/email!phone :)* 

> *I met with this a£temoon so they know about 

> the trainiug, and I believe that’ was in last week -- I roll be 

> sure to scud reminder emails to everyoue as well. thanks for letting me 

> know. Tomorrow your friend            is coming in tomorrow -- i know you 

> are really bu~’ but any thoughts you could give me about him would be 

> great. Have fun over your last few days and best wishes flying home. IVly 
> ankles are still swollen like a little old Italian grandmother from the long 

> plane flights. Thanks tbr getting in touch -- I am excited about our 

> upcoming semester together’.* 

> *Cheers,* 
> *Amy* 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Studeut Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> CoafideutiaJi~ Notice: This e-mail message, including aw attachments, is 
> for the sole use ofinteuded recipient(s) and may coutain confidential and 

> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies oftbe original 



nlessage.~* 

>>~ @chccs.k12.nc.us> 8/18/2011 5:50 PM >>> 
Ms. Kleis....Amy, 

China is going well. In tS~ct, I’m here until Saturday (I’ll be arriving 

at RDU at 11 p~n on Sunday). Beijing is an interesting mix of their pafft and 

present. I’ll be happy to exchange stories with you. I hope your trip was 

equally successful and fun. Althougl~ _           are bringing back so 

many souveniers...I might have to leave some of my clothes behind. 

I’ll be in school on Monday. I hope to get my life back together on 

Snnday. IfI could get the forms on Monday, that would be great. 

Should I tell the other teachers about the training? The only reason I 

ask is that some teachers are askin me quefftions, long distance, and I don’t 

know what t~ tell them (            being one of them). 

I hope you get caught up with all of your emaJls and hope to hear from 

yOU soon. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 

City Schools is subject to the North Caxolina Public Records 

Law; which may result in monitoring and disclosure to thirst 
parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and farm the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 

Cit.5~ Schools is subject to the North CaJcolina Public Records 

Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 

paxties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 19, 2011 12:22 AM 

~hotmail.com 

Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

Could you be on campus at 430? YVhatever ~vorks best for you - 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 
krNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> " 08/18/11 8:41 PM>>> 
Ms Kleissler, 
Assuming that it would be best to schedule my interview before your 3:30 meeting, 1:30 or 2 Friday will be fine. If the possibility exists to meet after your 3:30 meeting I am usually on campus 
after 4 most days and could be tomorrow as well. If 1:30 or 2 does not work for you, please suggest times that work best for you. 

Thanks again for working me in your schedule so quickly 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Klei ssler 

Date: Thu, 18 Aug 2011 22:01:57 

To: 

Sublect: Re: Iuteres~ in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

Thank you for getting back to me so quickly. My office is in the football center on the 5th :floor. I have another meeting at 330pm but other than that I am pretty wide open Pick a time that is 

good :[’or you, and I’ll give you details on how to find my office Thanks[ 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

Confidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.>>> ’ " 8/18/2011 3:08 PM >>> 
Ms. Kleissler, 
Friday will be fine. What time and ~vhere should I report to? Thartks for getting back with me. 

Sent from ray Verizon Wireless BlackBerry" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler 
Date: ThE 18 Aug 2011 18:03:58 
To: 
Subject: Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

I apologize for being so slow in returning your email -- I have been out of the country for a month and just returned last night. _My email in-box overfloweth! 

Would you be available to come in for an interview tomorrow (Friday) or else on Monday’.’ Our mandateW training will be next Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday nights at 6pro so that is 
why I am rushing the interview -- sorry for the short notice. 

Let me know your thoughts. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Amy Kleissler 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 



unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message >>~"             8/10,’2011 9:48 PM >>> 

Ms. K[eissler, 

I appreciate your consideration for academic coaching opportunities within the UNC Athletic Department. If there is time in your busy schedule, as I ha’,~e on a couple of occasions with Mr. 
Steinbacher, I would love to sit down for lunch one afternoon just to introduce myself and discuss what I have to offer as a candidate for future part-time and full-time opportunities at UNC- 
Chapel Hill. I actually have attached two CVs/resumes to this email, one directed at higher education faculty- positions, and one directed at UNC Athletic Depaltment opportunities. 

Again, thanks for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 100249bytes; 
File Name Fxp~z Date Size 

CV Higher Education Summer 11 .docx Tue, 08 Nov 2011 20:49:36 -0500 35737bytes 
CV resume 2~N(~ Athletics 2011.doc Tue, 08 Nov 2011 20:49:36 -0500 64512bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, August 19, 2011 12:24 AM 

~bell~uth.net 

RE: pa~t-time employment oppol~tllni ~P¢ 

I love it!!! Beware, 

Yes, all tl~ree sessions and I think one on Friday evening as ~vell -- but that will be IT! Maybe you and I could meet over the weekend? Let me know. 
so excited! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
krNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> ’ 08/18/11 6:36 PM >>> 
Am?’, 

Let’s meet Monday afternoon if that still works for you Would I be 
attending 1 of the trainings on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday? or each of 
them’? Could we arrange to meet before Monday’s training or would it be 
better to separate the two? Let me know what you think works best I am 
available anytime ~t’ter 1:00 

Looking foreword to hearing stories of your travels- 

)~bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(O)uncaa.anc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: part-time employment opportunity 

I am available all day tomorrow (Friday) or Monday so let me know what is 
good for you. the mandatory training will be next Monday, Tuesday, and 
Thursday at 6pro, each lasting approximately 1 hour. there also may be a 
training session on that Friday-, August 26th that ~vill be a bit longer. I 
apologize for the training-hea~,y week :) Study hall ~vill begin on August 
30th 

Amy 



Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cortfidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>> 8/10/2011 1:39 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, I know- you are not State side yet, but I wanted to send you ray 
itfformation. I hope you had a great trip and I look forward to hearing 
about your adventure. 

I am available to meet either August 19 or August 22 after 11 AM. Let me 
know what works best for you. 

I have attached my most recent CV for your review. Let me know if you need 
any additional itfformation. 

Thank you, 

~.bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.u~c edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:54 PM 

To:      ~bellsouth.net 
Subject: RE: part-time employment opportunity 

Hi! I can’t remember if I replied to you before ! left for England so I 
wanted to do so now so that I wouldn’~ miss you    I am so excited! We have 
training the evenings of Aug 23, 24, and 25 and I get back to the office Aug 
18. How about we schedule fi~r you to come in and see the place and talk 
about the posiuon on either the 19th or the 22nd? I know you will be 
fantastic so it is a matter of you hearing about our program and being sure 
you would like to do it. Do me a favor -- could you send me your resume? 
Thanks! 

Regarding hours, we work around your availability. [Stud?" hall runs 
Sunday-Thursday 6-10PM, and some sessions during the day if we have stalK" 
available and students have need.] For example, a staffmember my tell me 
that they are aw~ilable Monday-Thursday to work 7-10, but only want to work 
2 nights a week Others may say they can work any day until 2PM. etc. Does 
that make sense? 

I think you will really enjoy this job because it is a way :[’or you to 
utilize the parts of you that combine the best of your work-self and your 
parent-self as you foster skills for success that are transferable into all 
facets of life. Struggling students often dont see themselves as students 
capable of success on the same level as their athletic ability. The?" have 
been labeled for so long --> academic coaches foster new skills so that the 
student gains confidence in themselves as an independent learner --> a 
student-athlete, not an athlete-student. 



At the end of each session ~vith a student you kmow that you have taught, 
modeled and reinforced positive academic skills and thereby empowered the 
student to gro~v, BUT it is up to the student to take and use those tools. 
The responsibility for their grades, progress, etc is completely on them. As 
an employee you are not assessed on student performance. Sometimes in my 
heart that has been hard-- to feel worried when a student walks out the door 
of my session that they may not do well, that they have not learned from me, 
that they- are not rea@ for the level of academic rigor I know- lays ahead of 
them at unc if the?" don’t get their act together, etc. BUT, just like 
with my own children, I know that I 
have done my best to teach skills, made them a~vare of resources, and let 
them know that there is always support for them, ~vin-lose-or draw, but that 
in the end, all responsibili~ for their performance and outcome lays 
squarely on their shoulders, not mine. Our mantra is that we never work 
harder than the student 

While I’m thinking of it....it is my j ob to support the tutors/staff 
with anything they need In the initial training in August, and then each 
month in shorter sessions, we will be providing you will all kinds of 
material and practice so that you can gain a better understanding of 
student-athletes, learning styles, teaching stu@ skills, etc. Ok, enough 
rambling! I apologize for the length of this reply Have a good couple of 
weeks and I can’t wait to talk to you when I get back[ 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. [f you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>> 06/26/11 12:02 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

Thanks so much for thinking of me; I really appreciate it. ! am interested. 
Funny, when I retired the 2nd time (and before the 3rd), as I examined my 
job responsibilities over the years for guidance as to what else I might 
want to do, I kept coming back to the counselor part of my legal experience. 
It was truly the big picture approach to working with my clients that was 
most rexvarding and in which I felt uniquely qualified. So I would love to 
talk with you more about the position. 

just retuxned Friday- from MI, and will be home until July- 5 or 6. Let me 
knoxv if you are available anytime this week. I could meet you on campus or 
we could meet for a cup of coffee or go for a walk. 

Hope all is well with your family and you are getting excited about your 
trip[ 

~bellsouth.net 



From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k [eissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:43 PM 

To:      @bellsouth.net 
Subject: part-time employment opportuni~ 

It was so much fun taking that walk with you and the doggies last we& (last 
week, it feels so much longer ago than that!) I know that you are soon off 
on all of your own travels, and launching      on hers, but before I leave 
I am starting to look to our staffing needs for the fall semester. There is 
soraething I tl’mught you might be interested in if you are looking for 
part-time work in the fall. 

We are in the process of creating a new- position here where I work with 
studunt-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and 
when describing the needs for the position to another staff member, I 
irmnediately tl-mught of yo!! 

We are looking for adults in the conmxunity who are interested in working 
part-time ($ in) with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students 
would meet regularly- with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of 
things you might do with your own child as they plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class’.’ 
Hoxv will they be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time 
in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper 
due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student 
become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic 
and academic responsibilities. Skills you would ;vork on with students might 
be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management 
skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or study skills. These are all skills that you would be 
thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element 
of my job here over the years and as you kno;v, I have loved it! I find the 
work with the students to be tremendously re;varding because as you guide, 
model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over 
the semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves 
when the?, achieve their o~vn goals’. 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening study 
hall hours (6-10PM), but a few- are also available during the day (up until 
2PM). We traditionally look for a commitment of at least M\V or TR so that 
students have a regular pattern, but you are always ;velcome to work more 
days/hours! For anyone working evening stud?’ hall you are not required to 
work fl~e full 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that 
period As a mother with kids in school I liked that I could decide my own 
availabili~’ while working part-time. (You would let us know the days and 
times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with 
the same availabili~’.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you 
would refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that 
y’all can get away before it is time for school sports to start back up[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential and 
privileged inforraatiun. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, August 19, 2011 8:53 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Great -- when you come into the football center, just let the receptionist know that you are coming to see me She *vill direct you to the elevators on the right. Take them to the 5th floor -- 
when you come out on 5 there are 4 offices directly in front of you (if you have been here on game day, they are actually the hospitality, suites). My office is the last on the left, just before 
you enter the large reception room -- suite 520. My cell is if you have any problems. 
I look forward to meeting you today. 
Sincerely, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Footbal[ 
UNC-Chapel till[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~ reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> ~)ho~nail.com:, 8/19/2011 12:59 AM >>> 
Ms. Kieissler, 
4:30 is great. 

Sent from my’ Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Am?" Kieissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[)abe: Fri, 19 Aug 2011 04:22:10 

To: ~           ~ho~nail.com> 
Sutziect: Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportumties 

Could you be on campus at 430? ~;~’natever works best for you - 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> " 08/18/11 8:41 PM>>> 
Ms. Kleissler, 
Assmning that it would be best to schedule my intet’,dew before your 3:30 meeting, 1:30 or 2 Friday will be fine. If the possibility exists to meet after your 3:30 meeting I am usually on campus 
after 4 most days and could be tomotiow as welh If 1:30 or 2 does not xvork for you, please suggest times that work best for you. 

Thanks again for working me in your schedule so quickly. 

Sent from ray Verizon Wireless BlackBerry" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler 
Date: Thu, 18 Aug 2011 22:01:57 
To: 
Subject: Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

Thank you for getting back to me so quickly. My office is in the football center on the 5th floor. I have another meeting at 330pm but other than that I am pretty wide open Pick a time that is 
good for you, and I’ll give you details on how to find my office Thanks! 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 



message.>>> .... 8/18/2011 3:08 PM >>> 
Ms. K[eissler, 
Friday will be fine. What time and where should I report to? Thanks for getting back with me. 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Kleissler 

[)ate: Thu, 18 Aug 2011 18:03:58 

To: 

Subject: Re: Interest in Academic Tutoring Opportunities 

I apologize for being so slow in returning your email -- I have been out of the country for a month and just returned last night. My email in-box overfloweth! 

Would you be available to come in for an intel~’iew tomorrow (Friday-) or else on Monday? Our mandatolT training will be next Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday nights at 6pro so that is 
why I ant rushing the inter¢iew - sorry for the short notice. 

Let me know your thoughts. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Arny Kleissler 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message.>>>             8/10/2011 9:48 PM >>> 

Ms Kleissler, 

I appreciate your consideration for academic coaching opportunities within the UNC Athletic Department. If there is time in your busy schedule, as I have on a couple of occasions with 
Steinbacher, I would love to sit do*vn f,ar hmch one afternoon just to introduce myself and discuss what I have to offer as a candidate for future part-time and full-time opportunities at 
Chapel Hill. I actually have attached two CVs/resumes to this email, one directed at higher education facultT positions, and one directed at UNC Athletic Department opportunities. 

Again, thanks for your time and I look for*vard to hearing Iicom you 

Sincerely, 

Mq SecureStor Stored: total 100249bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date Size 

ZV Higher Education Summer 11 .docx Tue, 08 Nov 2011 20:49:36 -0500 35737bytes 

CV resume UNC Athletics 2011.doc Tue, 08 Nov 2011 20:49:36 -0500 64512bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, August 19, 2011 2:31 PM 

~bellsoufl~.net> 

RE: prot-time employment oppo(mni~ 

TEXTf.httn 

that would be great! Let me know- a good time -- have a safe trip. I know- that he ~vill have a wonderful ?’ear -- all my positive energy is flowing his (and your! ) way. 
love, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                       ~bellsouth.net> 8/19/2011 12:42 PM >>> 

but I am wide open Sunday if you 
have any fre~ time. I can give you the newspaper clipping then too .. 

~bellsouth.net 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(&)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 12:24 AM 

To:      @bellsouth net 
Subject: RE: part-time employment opportunity 

I love it!!! 

Yes, all three sessions and I think one on Friday evening as well -- but 
that will be IT! Maybe you and I could meet over the weekend’.’ Let me know. 
so excited! 
A 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> ’ 08/18/11 6:36 PM >>> 
Amy, 

Let’s meet Monday afternoon if that still works for you. Would I be 
attending 1 of the trainings on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday? .or each of 
them? Could we arrange to meet before Monday’s training or would it be 
better to separate the two? Let me know what you think works best. I am 
available anytime after 1:00. 

Looking forward to hearing stories of your travels- 

@bellsouth.net 



From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(i~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: part-time employment opportunity 

I am available all day tomorrow (Friday) or Monday so let me know what is 
good for you the mandatory training will be next Monday, Tuesday, and 
Thursday at 6pro, each lasting approximately 1 hour. there also may be a 
training session on that Friday’, August 26th that will be a bit longer. I 
apologize for the training-heavy week :) Study hall will begin on August 
30th 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>> ’ 8/10/2011 1:39 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, I know you are not State side yet, but I ;vanted to send you my 
ilfformation. I hope you had a great trip and I look forward to hearing 
about your adventure. 

I am available to meet either August 19 or August 22 after 11 AM. Let me 
know- what works best for you. 

I have attached my most recent CV for your review Let me know if you need 
any’ additional information. 

Thank you, 

~@bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(ir)uncaa.unc.edu] 



Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:54 PM 

To:      @bellsouth net 
Subject: RE: part-time employment opportunity 

Hi! I can’t remember if I replied to you before I left for England so I 
wanted to do so now so that I wouldn’t miss you    I am so excited[ We have 
training the evenings of Aug 23, 24, and 25 and I get back to the office Aug 
18. How about xve schedule for you to corue in and see the place and talk 
about the position on either the 19th or the 22nd? I know you will be 
fantastic so it is a matter of you hearing about our program and being sure 
you xvould like to do it. Do me a favor -- could you send me your resume? 
Thanks! 

Regarding hottrs, we work around your availability. [Study hall runs 
Sunday-Thursday 6-10PM. and some sessions during the day if xve have staff 
available and students have need.] For example, a staffruember ray tell me 
that they" are available Monday-Thursday to work 7-10, but only want to work 
2 nights a week. Others may say they, can work any day until 2P_’vL etc. Does 
that make sense? 

I thip2~ you ~vill really enjoy this job because it is a way for you to 
utilize the parts of you that combine the best of your work-self and your 
parent-self as you foster skills for success that are transferable into all 
facets of life. Struggling students often dont see theraselves as students 
capable of success on the same level as their athletic abilib’. They have 
been labeled for so long --> academic coaches foster new skills so that the 
student gains confidence in themselves as an independent learner --> a 
student-athlete, not an athlete-student. 

At the end of each session with a student you know that you have taught, 
modeled and reinforced positive academic skills and thereby empowered the 
student to grow-, BUT it is up to the student to take and use those tools 
The responsibility for their grades, progress, etc is completely on them As 
an employee you are not assessed on student performance. Sometimes in my 
heart that has been hard-- to feel worried when a student ;valks out the door 
of my session that they may, not do well, that they’ have not learned from me, 
that they are not rea@ for the level of academic rigor I know lays ahead of 
them at uric if they don’t get their act together, etc. BUT, just like 
with my own children, I know that I 
have done my best to teach skills, made them aware of resources, and let 
them know that there is always support ibr them, win-lose-or draw, but that 
in the end, all responsibility for their performance and outcome lays 
squarely on their shoulders, not mine. Our mantra is that we never work 
harder than the student. 

While I’m thinking of it... it is my job to support the tutors/staff 
with anything they need. In the initial training in August, and then each 
month in shorter sessions, we will be providing you will all kinds of 
material and practice so that you can gain a better understanding of 
student-athletes, learning styles, teaching study skills, etc. Ok, enough 
rambIingt I apologize [’or the length of this reply’. Have a good couple of 
weeks and l can’t wait to talk to you when [ get back[ 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program Jk~r Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 



distribution is prohibited I_[’you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>> ’ 06/26/11 12:02 PM >>> 

Hi~hny, 

Thanks so much for thinking of me; I really appreciate it I am interested 
Fmmy, when I retired the 2nd time (and before the 3rd), as I examined ray 
job responsibilities over the years for guidance as to what else I might 
want to do, I kept coming back to the counselor part of my legal experience. 
It ~vas truly the big picture approach to working with my clients that was 
most rewarding and in which I felt uniquely qualified. So I would love to 
talk with you more about the position. 

I just returned Friday from MI, and will be home until July 5 or 6. Let me 
know- if you are available anytime this week. I could meet you on campus or 
we could meet for a cup of cofi;ee or go for a xvalk. 

Hope all is well with your family and you are getting excited about your 
trip[ 

~bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.m~c edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:43 PM 

To:      @bellsouth.net 
Subject: part-time emplwment opportunity, 

It was so much fun taking that walk ~vith you and the doggies last ~veek (last 
week, it feels so much longer ago than that!) I know that you are soon off 
on all of your own travels, and launching      on hers, but before I leave 
I am starting to look to our staffing needs for the fall semester. There is 
something I thought you might be interested in if you are looking for 
part-time work m the fall. 

We are in the process of creating a new position here where I work with 
student-athletes at the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and 
when describing the needs for the position to another staff member, I 
immediately thought of yo!! 

We are looking ibr adults in the communi~z who are interested in working 
part-time (.< hr) with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students 
would meet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of 
things you might do with your own child as the?’ plan out their week such as: 

Go through the syllabi 
What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
How will the?" be accomplished? 
Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time 
in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
Refer the student to resources on campus (The VvMting Lab to help with paper 
due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student 
become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic 
and academic responsibilities Skills you would work on with students might 
be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management 
skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavinr, or study skills. These are all skills that you would be 
thoroughly trained in during our mandatory training process. 

I thought of you because you have a good rapport with this age group of 
students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to life, and 
through your own experience you have a good sense of the necessary skills 
needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element 
of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 
work xvith the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you guide, 
model, encottrage, and support, you are able to see yottr student "grow" over 
the semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves 
when they achieve their own goals[ 

All of our student-athletes are primarily available during the evening stu@ 
hall hours (6-10PM), but a few- are also available during the day (up until 
2PM). We traditionally look for a conmxitment of at least MW or TR so that 



students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to ~w)rk more 
days/hours! For anyone working evemng study hall you are not required to 
work the fall 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that 
period. As a mother with kids in school I liked that I could decide my own 
availability while working part-time (You would let us know the days and 
t~mes you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with 
the same availability.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you 
would refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that 
y’all can get away before it is time for school sports to start back up[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cordidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 38912bytes; 

File Name 
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ResumeV~L. doc 

Tue, 08 Nov 2011 12:39:53 -0500 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 19, 2011 5:14 PM 

Kendra Hancock <khaucock@uncaa.uuc.edtr~ 

Re: Tutor Intbrmation Update 

TENTI’.httn 

Kendra, 
Thank you for all of your help -- I LOV~ ! He will be a tremendous asset 

I wanted to let you know that I updated the info for the LAs on your document and saved it on the U-drive under "tutoring program." You can see who still needs to be interviewed, fill out 
paperwork, etc. 

I spoke with the football counselors and the?- gave me their requests for stu@ hall monitors dedicated just to Ib, M-R. 7-9pm: 

is on [’or MW, so there is still a need for one more person to join him on M/W, and 2 other people for ~[TR. I believe that the monitor for Olympic sports is limited to walking 
around and keeping order, the monitors work more closely with the students in independent sturdy -- they will walk around the room and check in with each student at beginning, keep an 
eye on their progress during the period, and at the end of the night, the student will spend 5 minutes checking out with the monitor. FB uses "obJective based study hall" so the monitor is 
double checking on the progress toward goals. Let me know what you think for staffing ideas. Thanks! Have a great weekend 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Kendra tlancock 8/18/2011 2:20 PM >>> 
Amy, 

Attached is the information on the tutors, academic coaches, sturdy hall monitor, class needs etc 

I sent Brent and email to check on approval on the list of learning assistants that I have listed, within the exception of 
and the few that you have on your list. 

since we just set up an intep~iew [’or tomorrow afternoon (3:30) 

I am leaving in the next fe~v minutes, but the paperwork packets for                           are on Brent’s desk, he will need to complete a few parts of them to be turned into Tracy 
Harris. Then they will be responsible for contacting Tracy to turn in all of their paperwork and proper forms of identification. Tracy Harris can be reached at 962-7852. 

I hope Beth and I haven’t overwhelmed you with too many things today-! 

Thanks, 
Kendra Hancock 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 843-2306 
khancock@unc aa.unc, edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 5:21 PM 

To: ~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Subject: Re: Forms 

Attach: ’I~37I’.httn 

Typically we ask for a 2 day pairing of either 2vlW or TR but I ~vill see if SW will work for the student’s travel schedules. Stu@ hall for football lqans 7-9, and Olympic sports is 6-10. Could 
you do 6-8? You would have 1 or 2 students the first hour, and 1 or 2 others for the second hour -- same schedule with the same students each ~veek for the entire semester. I’ll get feedback 
from the counselors and you and I can catch up on Monday night. You can fill the paperwork out on Monday night when you come for training Safe travels! Thanks so much, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> ))chccs.k12.nc us> 8/19/2011 2:28 AM >>> 
Amy, 
I forgot the hours: I was thinking 5-7:30pm on both days Tell me if that’s :fine.. 

On Fri, Aug 19, 2011 at 12:21 AM, ±~,.my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I xvill contact the teachers and thanks :[’or your availability info! have a good final day :( 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 08/18/11 6:23 PM >>> 

Amy, 

I forgot to get you my available times. I was thinking about Sunday and 
Wednesday. Does that work? 

On Thu, Aug 18, 2011 at 6:14 PM. wrote: 

> Arny, 
> 

> I could contact them, but I thirtk it might be easier for you to get in 
> touch with them. I could forward the meeting information, if you’d like. 
> \~2xat cver you’d like. It’s fan to do all of this stuff 1/2 way around the 
> world. No worries about the brain stuff, I think you have a right. Long 
> trips take so much out of you. 

> On Thu, Aug 18, 2011 at 6:11 PM. Amy Kleissler wrote: 
> 

>> My brain is mush today but I do not think that I have heard from them -- 
>> If they can send me their CV’s ASAP I can meet with them. let me know if it 
>> ;vould be easier on your end if I contact them directly. See you Monday! 
>> Am?- 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 ( te1:919-843-8635 ) o 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an2- attachments, is 
>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
>> privileged information An?- unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>> lnessage.**** 



>> >>> 8/18/2011 6:07 PM >>> 
>> 2.my, 
>> It took me 3 days to figure out how to get to gmail. [n fact, some of my 
>> Chinese hosts had to show me how to get around on the internet. There are 
>> some things that are blocked and other things that are real slow. 
>>      is an intense person who is very committed to UNC and students. He 
>> was a teacher for a while and is in the process of getting his doctorate. I 
>> know that also expressed some interest in 
>> the program 
>> The 14 hour flight is what kills me. I can’t sit still ttuough a movie, 
>> nevcr nrind sitting still in a plane. Plus, I don’t know about you, but my 
>> butt got so sore at the end of the trip. I was starting to revolt. 
>> I’m always amazed at the difference between stereotypes and tile people 
>> that you work with. It’s been so cool to see the things you’ve seen in 
>> books. The great wall was incredible (and so was the Chinese Grafitti...I 
>> guess they carved their names into tile stone). Although, the traffic and 
>> drivers are insane. 
>> I’ll look out for the form, or you could drop it off in tW room. I hope 
>> to be at the school pretty early to get caught up on stuff, get some student 
>> desks, and run off some first day- stuf£...I can’t believe that we start 
>> school on Thursday. 

>> On Thu, Aug 18, 2011 at 6:00 PM. Amy Kleissler wrote: 

>>> *Wow I I’m impressed -- email from China ll ! we didn’t have electricity so 

>>> it was veerrrrrr~’yyyy nice living without the intemet/email/phone :)* 

>>> *I met with this afternoon so they know 
>>> about the training, and I believe that was in last week -- Iwill 
>>> be sure to send renrinder emails to evecyone as well. thal~ks for letting me 
>>> l~low. Tomorrow your friend              is conring in tomorrow -- i know- you 
>>> are really busy but ally thoughts you could give me about him would be great. 
>>> Have tun over your last few days and best wishes flying home. My ankles are 
>>> still swollen like a little old Italian grandmother from the long plane 
>>> flights Thanks for getting in touch -- I am excited about our upcoming 
>>> semester together[* 
>>> *Cheers,* 
>>> 

>>> Amy Kleissler 
>>> Academic Support Program tbr Student Athletes, Football 
>>> lYNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including ant’ attachments, 
>>> is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>>> and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
>>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
>>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>>> >>> 8/18/2011 5:50 PM >>> 
>>> Ms. Kleis.. Am?-, 
>>> China is going well. In tact, rm here until Saturday (I’ll be arriving 
>>> at RDU at 11 pm on Sunday). Beijing is an interesting mix of their past and 
>>> present. I’ll be happy to exchange stories with you. I hope your trip was 
>>> equally successful and fun Although, ¯            are bringing back so 
>>> many souveniers. I might have to leave some of my clothes behind. 
>>> I’ll be in school on Monday. I hope to get my life back together on 
>>> Sunday. If I could get the forms on Monday, that would be great 
>>> Should I tell the other teachers about the training? The only reason I 
>>> ask is that some teachers are askin me questions, long distance, and I don’t 
>>> know what to tell them              being one of them). 
>>> I hope you get caught up with all of your emails and hope to hear from 

>>> All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
>>> City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
>>> Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
>>> parties, including law enforcement. 

>> All mail con-espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
>> City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
>> Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
>> parties, including law enforcement 

All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result in nronitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law erfforcenrent. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, August 19, 2011 5:35 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

update 

TEXTf.httn 

B eth, 
hope you had a great weekend!! 

Brent, Robert and I spoke re: the hourly rate discrepancy. Robert spoke with both Joyce and Bobbi -- there is nothing they can do about the    for the returning, non-student employees. 
Apparently- ~vould require the Provost to sign offor something akin to that, and in the present environment, it is not going to change. Consequently, on Monday at 530pm we are having all 
of the current staff that are effected come to a meeting prior to the training so that we can let them know -- don’t wal’~t them to do through all the training and then find out, or find out ticom 
someone else. I have sent an email to: 

(didn’t send ’cause she isn’t working this semester; should I?) 

will also be effected (according to Brent) but I :figured that we do not need to address that now. 
ENGL tutors and LA will be paid    ’hour, grad students     The rest will receive a 9.9% to ’,    Brent is contacting the tutors such as 

Question for you regarding the handbook -- the draft I saw is called a tutor handbook, and refers throughout to tutoring sessions, tutoring skills, etc I asked him to change that phraseology 
to be more encompassing of both tutors and LAs. He was tired so I’m not sure if he will do it -- although it sounds silly’, it was important to me. I used to get comments from mentors about 
feeling second-fiddle to tutors due to such phrasing, and some were even confused as to whether their responsibilities were different. Brent used much of the material from the mentor 
handbook, which relates directly to the work of an LA thoughts? 

One more question for you -- how does the budgeting for the tutoring work? Is it all one lump? Brent explained that we don’t have money to spend on printing a handbook this year, which I 
understand I ask because I would like to work toward a more professional looking handbook, something akin to the PASS book, rather than in-house photocopied pages stapled together. 
Does FB cover the cost of the PASS book? Again, something silly’, but my thought was that a professional looking handbook (such as Clemson) sends a message of a revamped, highly" 
professional program such as ours He told me that I could go ahead and get lanyards :[’or tutor/LA staffto wear their ONE Cards -- what are your thoughts on that? 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 5:47 PM 

To: ~chccs.kl 2.uc.us 

Subject: working with student-athletes 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler and gave me your name to see if you might be interested in part-time evening work as a learning assistant within the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. I am not sure how much told you about our program, but I ~vould be happy to fill you in if he didn’t. Unfortunately I only returned to the couaatry yesterday so I am a 
bit behind so I apologize for the late notice I know you are busy getting ready for your own school year! 

We are looking fbr adults in the community who are interested in working part-time ($ hi-) with student-athletes as a Learning Assistant Students would meet regularly ~vith their Learning 
Assistant as a ’check-in’ -- thil~ of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week such as: 
*Go through the syllabi 
*What assignments are on the horizon in each class’? 
*How will they be accomplished’? 
*Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, di:fferent ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
*Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; history tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop ume management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or sturdy skills These are all skills that you would be thornughly trained in during our mandatory training process 

Being a l.earning Assistant has been one element o:[’my job here over the years that I have loved the most. I :find the work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you 
guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own 
goals! 

Stu@ hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM for Olympic sports, and 7-9 for footbalh We traditionally look for a commitment from a staff member of at least a MW or TR pairing so that 
students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to work the ful [ 6-10PM. but rather 
whatever you are available during that period. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availability.) For 
example, when I ask a staf!! member :[’or the availability J2~r the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Sun, Man, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pro, but I only want to work 2 nights a 
week." I then will only schedule that staff member for Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense’? Otherwise, we would schedule you for every single hour that you make available! If someone 
puts down that they are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Man/Wed 9-11AM; I will schedule them with as many students who have need during those timest t 

’]7hat is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week For example, due to family commitments I used to work 
only MW nights, but by the following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights All our programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No worries if 
occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity 

If you are interested after hearing about our program, we could do a quick interview on Monday so that you can see our facilities, and then training begins that night. If you are not able to 
attend one of the sessions, it is possible to come in and watch a video of the training session. All training/watching training must be completed before you begin to work with students. 

Here is a run down on the training so you have an idea of what to expect: 
Monday, August 22 6pm Nuts and bolts of the program with Brent Blanton, 5th floor, Pope Box 

Tuesday, August 23rd 6pm NCAA rules and compliance with Amy Herman and Susan Malloy, 5th floor, Pope Box 

Thursday, August 25th 6pm Writing training with Marcia Toms, author of Put the Pencil Down 

Friday, August 26th 6pro Robelt Mercer & senior staff"-- the work of the learning assistant 

I am keeping my- fingers crossed that each session will be 1 hour or just a tiny bit over. Remember that after 5pm parking on campus is free along Stadium Drive or in the Bell To~ver parking 
lot in front of the football center. The Rams Parking deck will charge you :( 

In order to fill out the paperwork for payroll, please be sure to bring with you on Monday a voided check, and either your passport or drivers license and social securib" card or birth 
certificate. 
At that time you could give me your availability- for the semester. Thanks t I look forward to hearing from you soon -- let me know if you have any questions. 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
Ulk-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 5:48 PM 

To: @chccs.k12.nc.us 

Subject: working with student-athletes 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Dear 
My name is Amy Kleissler and gave me your name to see if you might be interested in part-time evening work as a learning assistant within the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. I am not sure how much old you about our program, but I ~vould be happy to fill you in if he didn’t. Unfortunately I only returned to the country yesterday so I am a 
bit behind so I apologize for the late notice I know you are busy getting ready for your own school year! 
We are looking for adults in the community who are interested in working part-time (~ hr) with student-athletes as a Learning Assistant. Students would meet regularly with their Learning 
Assistant as a ’check-in’ -- think of things you might do with your own students as they plan out their week such as: 

*Go through the syllabi 
*What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 
*How will they be accomplished’? 
*Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to utilize time in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 
*Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help with paper due; histoW tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The nveral[ goal is the teaching and fostering of skills to help the student become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic and academic responsibilities. Skills you 
would work on with students might be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop ume management skills, note-taking techniques suited to different learning styles, 
classroom behavior, or sturdy skills These are all skills that you would be thornughly trained in during our mandatory training process 

Being a Learning Assistant has been one element of my job here over the years that I have loved the most. I :find the work with the students to be tremendously rewarding because as you 
guide, model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your student "grow" over the semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves when they achieve their own 
goals! 

Stu@ hall is run Sunday-Thursday, 6-10PM for Olympic sports, and 7-9 [’or footbalh We traditionally look for a commitment from a staff member of at least a MW or TR pairing so that 
students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more days/hours! For anyone working evening study hall you are not required to work the ful [ 6-10PM. but rather 
whatever you are available during that period. (You would let us know the days and times you would be willing and available to work, and we match students with the same availabiliD’.) For 
example, when I ask a staff member for the availability for the upcoming semester, I will often get back "I can work Sun, Man, Tue, and Thursday, 7-9pro, but I only want to work 2 nights a 
week." I then will only schedule that staff member [’or Tue/Thur nights. Does that make sense’? Otherwise, we would schedule you for every single hour that you make available! If someone 
puts down that they are interested in working Sun-Thursday nights 6-9 and Man/Wed 9-11AM; I will schedule them with as many students who have need during those times!! 

’]7hat is what I have really loved about this job -- that I could decide when I worked rather than be assigned a different shift each week For example, due to family commitments I used to work 
only MW nights, but by the following semester my needs had changed so I switched to TR nights All our programs asks is that you commit to one schedule for the semester No worries if 
occasional conflicts come up (I usually have a few CHHS orchestra events) but we want to avoid losing track of a schedule because the student-athletes count on the regularity 

If you are interested after hearing about our program, we could do a quick intetwie~v on Monday so that you can see our facilities, and then training begins that night. If you are not able to 
attend one of the sessions, it is possible to come in and watch a video of the training session. All training/watching training must be completed before you begin to work with students. 

Here is a run down on the training so you have an idea of what to expect: 
Monday, August 22 6pm Nuts and bolts of the program with Brent Blanton, 5th floor, Pope Box 

Tuesday, August 23rd 6pm NCAA rules and compliance with Amy Herman and Susan Malloy, 5th floor, Pope Box 

Thursday, August 25th 6pm Writing training w-ith Marcia Toms, author of Put the Pencil Down 

Friday, August 26th 6pro Robelt Mercer & senior staff-- the work of the learning assistant 

I am keeping my- fingers crossed that each session will be 1 hour or just a tiny bit over. Remember that after 5pm parking on campus is free along Stadium Drive or in the Bell To~ver parking 
lot in front of the football center. The Rams Parking deck will charge you :( 

In order to fill out the paperwork for payroll, please be sure to bring w-ith you on Monday a voided check, and either your passport or drivers license and social securi~" card or birth 
certificate. 

At that time you could give me your availabili~ for the semester. Thanks! I look forward to hearing from you soon - let me know- if you have any questions. 
Sincerely-, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~ach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa~unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 19, 2011 5:49 PM 

home <        ))nc.rr.com> 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic St pport Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
12rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kieiss [e@ui~caa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: ’12ais e-m ~i message, including any attachments, is for the snle use nf intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privi eged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destroy’ all copies of the original 

message 



This is a TIMS approval week so please remember to approve by Noon on Friday. If you are working 

Sunday night, approve by midnight Sunday. 

Thank you so much for all of your hard work with the students during the week -- you are invaluable! 

Have a great week, and please let me know if you need anything. 

Amy 



IT’S TIM$ TIME!!!! 
This is a TIMS approval week so please remember to approve by Noon on 
Friday, If you are working Sunday night, approve by midnight Sunday, 

Thank you so much for all of your hard work with the guys during the week - 
- you are invaluable! 
Have a great weekend. 
Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 19, 2011 6:16 PM 

home, ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: RE: part-time employment opportunity 

TEXT.htm; RE paxt-time employment opportunity.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~bellsoutl~.net> 

Friday, August 19, 2011 6:14 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

RE: past-lime employment oppol~tllni ~P¢ 

TENTf.httn 

How about noonish? Tell me your thoughts. Where shall we meet? I’m rode 

open and excited to see you. 

~bellsoutla.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 2:31 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: past-lime employment opportuni~ 

that would be great! Let me know a good time -- have a sat~ trip. I know 

that he roll have a wonderful year -- all my tx~sitive energy is flowing his 

(and your!) way. 

love, 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program tbr Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Contidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachmenks, is 

tbr the ~le use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged infoimaliou. Any uuauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you axe uot the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

~bellsouth.net> 8/19/2011 12:42 PM >~ 
but I am wide open Sunday if you 



have a~y t?ee time. I can give you the newspaper clipping then too... 

~@bellsouth.net 

..... Original Message ..... 

Fl~om: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 12:24 AM 

To:      ~bellsouth.net 
Subject: RE: past-time employment opportunity 

I love it!’.! 

Yes, all three sessions and I think one on Friday evening as well -- but 
that will be IT! Maybe you and I could meet over the weekend? Let me know. 
so excited! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> 08/18/11 6:36 PM >>> 
/Mny, 

Let’s meet Monday, akemoon if that still works for you. Would I be 
attending 1 of the trainings on Monday, Tuesday and Thursdw? .or each of 
them? Could we arrange to meet before Monday’s training or would it be 
better to separate the two? Let me know what you think works best. I am 
available anytime after 1:00. 

Looking forward to hearing s~tories of your travels- 

~bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [ma~lto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:42 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: past-time employment oppom~nity 



I am available a]l day tomorrow (Friday) or Monday so let me know what is 

good for you. the mandato~ training will be next Monday, Tuesday, and 

Thursday at 6pm, each lasting approsmately 1 hour. there also may be a 

traJming session on that Friday, August 26th that will be a bit longer. I 

apologize fi~r the training-hea~.5~ week :) Study hail will begin on August 

30th. 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program tbr Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: ’][’his e-mail message, including any attachments, is 

for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ~nay contafin confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review~ use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>> 8/10/2011 1:39 PM 

Hi Amy, I know you are not State side yet, but I wanted to send you my 

infonnafion. I hope you had a great trip and I look forward to hearing 
about your adventure. 

I am available to meet either August 19 or August 22 a~ter 11 AM. Let me 

know what works best for you. 

I have attached my most recent CV for your review. Let me know if you need 

any additional information. 

Thank yo~ 



@bellsouth.net 

F~om: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:54 PM 

To:     @bellsouth.net 
Subject: RE: part-time employment opportuniiT 

Hi! I can’t remmnber ifI replied to you before I left for England so I 

wanted to do so now so that I wouldn’t miss you I am so excited! We have 

training the evenings of Aug 23, 24, and 25 and I get back to the oil]ce Aug 

18. How about we schedule for you to come in and see the place and talk 

about the position on either the 1 ~h or the 22nd? I kmow you will be 

fantastic so it is a matter of you hearing about our program and being sure 

you would like to do it. Do me a favor -- could you send me your resume? 

Thanks! 

Regaxding hours, we work around your availability. [Study hall runs 
Sm~day-Thursday 6-10PM, and some sessions during the day if we have s~aff 
available and students have need.] For example, a stalt’member my tell me 
that they are available Monday-Thursday to work 7-10, but only want to work 
2 nights a week. Others mw sw they can work any day until 2PM, etc. Does 
that make sense? 

I thiak you will really enjoy this job because it is a way for you to 

utilize the parts of you that combine the best of your work-self and your 
parent-self as you fos~ter skills for success that are transferable into all 

t:acets of life. Struggling students often dont see thmnselves as students 

capable of success on the san~e level as their athletic abiliO’. They have 

been labeled for so long --> academic coaches foster new skills so that the 

student gains confidence in themselves as an independent learner --> a 

student- athlete, not an athlete- student. 

At the end of each session with a student you know that you have taught, 

modeled and reinforced positive academic skills and thereby empowered the 

student to grow, BUT it is up to the student to take and use those tools. 

’][’he responsibility for their grades, progress, etc is co,npletely on thmn. As 

an employee you axe not assessed on student performance. Someti,nes in my 

heart that has been hmd-- to feel worried when a student walks out the door 

of my session that they may not do well, that they have not learned from me, 

that they are not ready for the level of academic rigor I know lays ahead of 

them at unc if they don’t get their act together, etc. BUT, just like 

with my own children, I know that I 

have done my best to teach skills, made them aware of resources, and let 

them know that there is always support for them, win-lose-or draw, but that 

in the end, all responsibility fi~r their pertbrmance ea~d outcome lays 

squarely on "their shoulders, not mine. Our mantra is that we never work 

harder than the stadent. 

WNle rm thinking ofit.....it is my job to support the tutors’struT 

with an>~thing they need. In the initial training in August, and then each 

month in shorter sessions, we will be providing you roll all kinds of 



material and practice so that you can gain a better unders~tanding of 

student-athletes, learning styles, teaching study skills, etc. Ok, enough 

rambling’. I apologize for the length of this reply. Have a good couple of 

weeks and I cafft wait to talk to you M~en I get back! 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program tbr Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachmenks, is 

tbr the ~le use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you axe not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>>’ ’ 06/26/11 12:02 PM ~> 

Hi Amy, 

Thanks so much tbr thinking of me; I really appreciate it. I mn interested. 

Furmy, when I retired the 2nd time (mad before the 3rd), as I examined my 

job responsibilities over the years tbr guidm~ce as to what else I might 

want to do, I kept coming back to the counselor paxt of my legaJ experience. 

It was truly the big picture approach to working with tny clients that was 

most rewmding and in which I felt uniquely qualified. So I would love to 

talk ruth you ~nore about the position. 

I just returned Friday- from MI, and will be home until July 5 or 6. Let me 

know if you are available an~time this week. I could meet you on campus or 

we could meet for a cup of coffee or go for a walk. 

Hope a]l is well with your family and you are getting excited about your 
trip! 

@bell~)uth.net 

From: An~y Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:43 PM 
To:     @bellsouth.net 
Subject: part-time emplwmem opportanity 



It was so much fun taking that walk with you and the doggies last week (last 

week, it t~els so much longer ago than that!). I kmow that you are soon off 

on all of your own travels, and launching      ~n hers, but before I leave 

I am startfing to look to our stalYing needs for the fall semester. There is 

something I thought you might be interested in if yon are looking for 

part-time work in the fall. 

We are in the process of creating a new position here where I work with 

student-athletes at the Academic Snpport Program for Student-Athletes, and 

when describing the needs for the position to another staff member, I 
immediately thought of yo!! 

We axe looking for adults in the communit.~ who are interested in working 

part-time (S ’hr) with student-athletes as an Academic Coach. Students 

would tneet regularly with their Academic Coach as a ’check-in’ -- think of 

things you might do with your own child as they plan out their week such as: 

Go tlm~ugh the syllabi 

What assignments are on the horizon in each class? 

How will they be accomplished? 

Show me your class notes (can involve discussion of how best to ntilize time 

in class, different ways to absorb lecture material etc) 

Refer the student to resources on campus (The Writing Lab to help ruth paper 

due; histo~ tutor to help with course content, etc) 

The overall goal is the teaching and fos~tering of skills to help the student 

become an independent learner as they learn to balance all of their athletic 

and acade~nic responsibilities. Skills you would work on with s~dents might 

be such things as how to use an academic planner to develop time management 

skills, note-taldng techi~iques suited to different learning s~-les, 

classroom behavior, or s~d~v skills. These are all skills that you w-ould be 

thoroughly trained in during our mandatoo~ training process. 

I thought of yon because you have a good rapport with this age group of 

students, you are proactive and positive in your approach to lit}, and 

throngh your own experience you have a good sense of the necessaxy skill s 

needed to be a successful student! Academic Coaching has been one element 

of my job here over the years and as you know, I have loved it! I find the 

work with the students to be tre,nendously rewarding because as you guide, 

model, encourage, and support, you are able to see your s~dent "grow" over 

the semester. There is nothing better than seeing their pride in themselves 

when they achieve their own goals! 

All of our s~dent-athletes are primarily available during the evening s~ady 

hall hours (6-10PM), bnt a few axe also available during the day (up until 

2PM). We traditionally look for a commitment of at least MW or TR so that 

students have a regular pattern, but you are always welcome to work more 

days/hours’. For anyone working evening study hall you axe not required to 

work the lull 6-10PM but rather whatever you are available during that 

period. As a mother with kids in school I liked that I could decide my own 

awfilabilib~ M~ile worldng pabst-time. (You would let us know the days and 

times you would be willing and available to wo~ and we match s~dents with 

the sa~e availabili .ly.) 

Let me know if this interests you at all, or if you can think of anyone you 

would refer me to. I hope you are having a good summer so far and that 

y’all can get away before it is time for school sports to start back up! 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Footl~all 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidenliality Notice: Tiffs e-mail message, including any attachtnents, is 

for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged infommtion. Any unauthorized review, rise, di~losme or 

distribution is prohibited. If yon are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies oftJ~e original 

message. 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday, August 21,2011 3:16 PM 

~email.unc.edu"~ 

Re: academic mentor job opportuuity 

’I~NSI’.httn 

Thank you for getting in touch -- I am excited for you! Please do not worry about it, but please do keep us in mind for the future Best wishes, 

Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>               ~email.unc.edu> 8/21 ,’2011 2:45 PM >>> 

Hey Am?’, 

I hope you had a wonderful summer and that you are doing well! I sure can’t 
believe classes start up this week! I enjoyed meeting with you last spring 
and attending an orientation for becoming an academic mentor. [ am actually 
entering the School of Education this year and in order to get all of my 
requirements taken care o]; I have to do an overload of 19 credit hours 
this semester Because of this busy class schedule and having a weekly 
w~lunteer commitment for Teaching Fellows, I do not think I am going to be 
able to handle a job on top of this. ’]"his makes me sad because I was really 
looking forward to this awesome opportunity of wo~king with athletes 
through the mentor program I am so SalTy that I won’t be able to work this 
semester, but greatly appreciate the time you spent interviewing me and 
having orientation. I will definitely keep this program in mind and contact 
you in the future if I have more free time to pursue a job. 

Thanks again for everything, 

On Tue, 24 May- 2011 17:20:23 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> hello! 

> I hope that you are having a good surrm~er - the first surmner session is 

> half over so it is time for me to stalt thinking about the secund s~tmmer 

> session :) 

> 

> If you could please let me kno~v if you are interested, and if so, yo~tr 

> availabili~".’ Thank you so much, and I look forward to hearing frora you 

> soon! 

> Cheers, 

> Arny 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiali~z Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 

is 

> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

and 

> privileged information. Any unauthorized review-, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please 

> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, August 21,2011 3:28 PM 

@bellsouth.net-~ 

Re: employment opporttmity 

TEXTI’.httn 

lust called me and let me kno~v of your message at home. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> k~)bellsouth net> 7/26/2011 7:18 AM >>> 
Amy, 

I am sorry to be sending you my resume so [ate[ 
Anyway, if the position is still available I am 

forwarding my resume I will include the other two people you mentioned (Beth Bridger and Brent Blanton) on the receipt of my resume in case a decision needs to be made before your 
return. Again, thanks so much J2~r considering me for this position. 

5.4~ SecureStor Stored: total 20992bytes; 
File NameExpiry DabeSize 
AGHresume.doc ( http:i/archiveO2.uncaa.~mc.edu/a243dc 11 c506718d3c4de13771 edbca4 )Mon, 24 Oct 2011 07:18:54 -040020992bytes 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, August 21,2011 3:32 PM 

To: @email.unc.e&~> 

Subject: ~s l?all 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

HI’.!!! I missed seeing you this sun~aer! I hope that you have had a good couple of weeks Tia forwarded me your interest in the fall -- I do not have your file in front of me so please forgive 
my lack of memo~z; what year are you? I ask because we have reorganized our program and are no longer allowed to hire undergraduates, rm keeping my fingers crossed that you will tell 
me you are a grad student :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 11:11 AM 

To: ~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Subject: Re: Monday Meeting 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

I camaot come this 1homing but I could come awtlme after 1230 -- would that work? pick a time that is good for all of you I ride a scooter so I’m a little slow :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>~" ~@chccs.kl2 nc.us> 8/22/2011 10:55 AM >>> 
Amy, 

Did you plan in coming over to CHHS this morning? l_t" so, 
they are afraid that they will not be able to find parking .... 

would like to l,mow if they could meet you here instead of at UNC. Since it is moving in day, 

What do you think? 

All mail con-espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result ~n monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11:13 AM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: Monday Meeting 

TENTI’.httn 

perfect! rll be in your room then? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unanthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> @chccs.kl2 nc.us> 8/22/2011 11:12 AM >>> 
Amy, 

Ho~v about 1 pm7 I’ll tell 

On Man, Aug 22, 2011 at 11:11 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I cannot come this morning but I could come awtlme after 1230 -- would that work? pick a time that is good for all of you. I ride a scooter so rm a little slow :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program J2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 

>>>                     @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 8/22/2011 10:55 AM >>> 

Anry, 

Did you plan in canting over to CHHS this raorning’.’ If so, 
they are afraid that they ~vill not be able to find parking .... 

would like to know K’they could nreet you hare instead of at UNC. Since it is moving in day, 

What do you think? 

All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records La~v, which may result in nronitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records La~v, which may result in nronitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11:57 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Textbx~oks from Summer Sessions 

TEXT.httn 

absolutely! If I am out of the office you can put them in the first cabinet in the media room -- thank you! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fi~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~live.unc.edu> 8/22/2011 11:55 AM >>> 
Hey Amy, 

Would it be OK for me to drop offthe te×tbooks I used when tutoring both Summer Sessions’? I have Biology 101, Biology 101 Lab and Anatomy I could come by today or tomorrow. 

’]7hanks!, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11:58 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

thank you 

TENZI’.httn 

B eth, 
I have the F11 accon~modations document updated on the U drive ~vith the file you gave me this morning. "¢,qaen you have all of his LDS paper~vork (current impact, etc) let me know and I’ll 
come make copies. Thanks! 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cumain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 9:05 AM 

To: @gmafil.com 

Subject: learning assistan’t 

Attach: ’[EN2l’.httn 

Good morning’. My name is Amy Kleissler and I work with the tutoring program witJam the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at UNC Jaimie Lee gave me your resume and 
cannot stop singing your praises, so I amve~z excited[ Did Jaimie explain the position of Learning Assistant to you? Iwantedto see ifyouwere freeto come in and talk with nae about the 
program, and then to really fill up your plate, to let you know- that we have mandatory training this week -- Tonight 6-7pm, Thursday 6-Spin, and Friday 6-730pm. If you have to miss one you 
can make it up by coming in and watching a video of the training before you begin actually working with students. Stud?’ Table begins ~ext week. 

I look iblaval-d to hearing from you’. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any art lchments is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged i~l’urmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 9:20 AM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us; ~chccs.kl2.nc.us 

welconle ! 

TEXTI’.httn 

Good morning -- 
I am sorly that last night was such a flurry -- I hope that I was able to answer some of your questions and that you were able to begin to get a picture of our program through the training. I 
would really like to sit down with the two of you (we can do it separately or together, whichever works best for your schedules) so that I can give you a more detailed description of the 
position of Learning Assistant I need to go to the high school at some point today in order to help my son get his parking permit so I would be on the CHHS campus if that would help you. 

Also, could you please send me your CVs? Let me kno~v a good time for both of you, and 1 look forward to seeing you soon! 
Best, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program J2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:07 AM 

To: ~chccs.kl 2.nc.u~ 

Subject: Re: welcome! 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

got it -- thank you’. 

has two more recruits for me,                                 so I asked him to see if they were available to join us either 12-1 or after 330. If I don’t hear back from him by 1130 (~vhen 
would need to hop on the scooter to get to you by 12) lets plan for 330 My cell is Looking forward to seeing you. 

Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Fuutball 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfidentiality Notice: ’];his e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 
>>; ~))chccs.k 12.nc.us> 8/23/2011 10:29 AM >>> 
Goud Murning Amy, 

] was just editting my CV to forward it tu yuu! I’d luve to meet and talk with you tuday. I’m free from 12-1 and after 3:30 Please feel free to respund via email with the time that would wurk 
best fur you or give me a call whenever yuu’re on campus. Yuu can reach me at 

’]?hanks again, 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 9:20 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 

Guud murning ~-~ 
] am sorry that last night was such a flurry -- I hope that I was able to answer sume ufyour questiuns and that yuu were able to begin to get a picture o17 uur program through the training. I 
would really- like to sit down with the t~vo of you (we can do it separately or together, whichever ~vorks best for your schedules) so that I can give you a nmre detailed description of the 
position of Learning Assistant. I need to go to the high school at some point today in order to help my son get his parking pem~it so I would be on the CHHS campus if that would help you. 
Also, could you please send me your CVs? Let me know a good time for both of you, and I look forward to seeing you soon! 
Best, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

All mail COlTespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ;vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:12 AM 

To: @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Subject: Re: Update 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hadn’t gotten that far :) An?’ classroom that is best for the teachers 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~)chccs.k 12.nc us> 8/23/2011 11:10 AM >>> 
Where are you meeting? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 11:01 AM, 2,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are my hero! I will actually be at CHtlS today to sit down with                 so that I can talk with them they way I did with                     yesterday. Would they be at the 
school today and able to join us? is available 12-1 or after 330. If not, yes, they should come tonight, and then I could come meet with them tomorrow. Let me know -- thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 
>>> @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 8/23/2011 10:49 AM >>> 
Amy, 
Thanks for the update. I have two more i~aculty members who are interested in being Learning Assistants:                                 Should they- come tonight for the training? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 10:01 .’x&4, .~y- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.anc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning~ 
First and foremost, thank you all for coming last night to the first of our four semester trainings. I know that it was a long session, ~vith a great deal of infom~ation covered - Please pass 
along my apologies to your families fi~r keeping you much longer than I anticipated. Originally The Honor Court presentation was going to take place this evening, but at the last nrinute it 
had to be nroved due to the Dean’s scheduling conflicts. Tonight’s training will only cover NCAA Conrpliance Rules and Regulations. This session will be nmch shorter. It ~vill begin at 6pnr 
in the same place, 5th floor of the Pope Box. 
Training Thursday, August 25th - 6PM. Kenan Football Center, 2nd floor auditoriunr. (in a separate email I will give you directions to KFC) This training will be presented by Marcia Toms 
of the NO’ State Undergraduate Tutorial Center, "Put The Pencil Down." Here is a link to her work: http ://www.ncsu.edu/tutorial center/Video/PutthePencilDown Chal~terl. pdf 
You will notice that you often hear us using the word "tutor" and that may confuse you as to whether or not it relates to you. The short answer is "yes." Within our tutoring program we 
have subject tutors, supplemental instructors, and you, learning assistants. ~2~q~ile you ~vill not be doing any subject tutoring ~vith your students, many of the same skills that subject tutors 
will be using apply to you in your position as well. For example, while you will not be ans~vering questions or explaining concepts related directly to course work, you will be helping 
students apply the skills you are teaching in ways such as breaking down material into manageable chui..ks, deciphering assignraents, attacking reading assignments, or navigating the steps 
of research. Some staffmembers are in the department to tutor academic subjects, you are tutoring academic skills. 
After Ms. Tonrs corapletes her presentation ~ve ~vill take you on a tour of the new facility. Although we may not be in there until the end of September (fingers crossed) we want you to see 
where you will be working, and the resources that will be available to you. Showing you what a geek I am, I will tell you that it is a tutoring heaven! 
The training on Friday at 6PM ~vill simply be the nuts and bolts of running a session with your student -- I ~vill have veteran staff members role-playing, and there will be plenty of 
opportunity for you to ask questions. Please remember, you cari never ask too many questions, ever’. I’m prone to long emails, and asking many questions myself so please, ask away’. 
I understand that this is a hea~ week of training and that you have many, many other commitments Again, I sincerely thank you for being so accommodating. In the event that you are not 
able to attend one of the sessions, you will simply need to come in to watch the video of it before you begin work. You are welcome to come anytime that is convenient to you -- get in touch 
with me and we will schedule it. Traditionally, if you missed tonight’s NCAA training you had to schedule a quick face-to-face meeting with our Athletic Director for Compliance, but I will 
see if the video is enough 
Finally, please remember that you are paid for your time spent filling out feedback forms after your sessions with students, and you are paid for training For any of you not yet on the 
payroll system, I am keeping track of your time and it will be added to your first paycheck 
As I said, a great deal of information was covered last night -- please don’t feel overwhelmed As you know, the best outcomes stem from a solid and comprehensive f,aundation YOU are 
the solid foundation, and the training is comprehensive to add strength to your foundation We here at the ASPSA believe strongly in our program and the student-athletes we serve. We 
work tirelessly to provide the absolute best service we possibly can in order for our student-athletes to have all the tools and resources they need in order to become strong, independent 
learners We are very excited that you are part of our program[ 
Go Heels! 
Am?’ 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
krNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

All mail con-espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result ~n monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci)- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:23 AM 

To: .~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Subject: Re: Update 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Thank you -- I can wait to hear back as to whether 12 is best for all of them until 1135 (need scooter time’.); othelavise, ~ve’ll plan on 330 in your room. 

Tony Yount was talking to today and has no~v challenged me to see if ~vill come on board with us! 

I told the advisor for baseball this morning that I have his LA for him --- YOU! He is very excited -- Tony echoed my- praised that you are perfect for his needs. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program J2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged inl’urmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 
>>~ ))chccs.k 12.nc us> 8/23/2011 11:14 AM >>> 
Yuu can use my ruom 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 11:11 AM, 2,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 

Hadn’t gutten that fiir :) Any classroom that is best for the teachers 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Fuutball 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 8/23/2011 11:10 AM >>> 
Where are you meeting? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 11:01 AM, ~ay- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.anc.edu> wrote: 

You are my hero! I will actually be at CHHS today to sit do~vn ~vith                 so that I can talk with them they ~vay I did with                      yesterday. Would they be at the 
school today and able to join us? is available 12-1 or after 330. If not, yes, they should come tonight, and then I could come meet with them tomorrow. Let me know- -- thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~chccs.kl2.nc us> 8/23/2011 10:49 AM >>> 
Am?’, 
Thanks for the update. I have two more faculty members who are interested in being Learning Assistants: Should they- come tonight for the training? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 10:01 AM, Amy- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning~- 
First and foremost, thank you all for coming last night to the first of our four semester trainings I know that it was a long session, with a great deal of information covered -- Please pass 
along my apologies to your families for keeping you much longer than I anticipated Originally The Honor Court presentation ~vas going to take place this evening, but at the last minute it 
had to be moved clue to the Dean’s scheduling conflicts Tonight’s training ~vill only cover NCAA Compliance Rules and Regulations This session will be much shorter It will begin at 6pm 
in the same place, 5th floor of the Pope Box 
Training Thursday, August 25th -- 6P2~ Kenan Football Center, 2nd floor auditorium. (in a separate email I ~vill g~ve you directions to KFC) This training ~vill be presented by Marcia Toms 
of the NC State Undergraduate Tutorial Center, "Put The Pencil Down" Here is a link to her work: http://w~vw ncsu edu/tutorial center/Video/PutthePencilDownChapterl.pdf 
You will notice that you often hear us using the word "tutor" and that may confuse you as to whether or not it relates to you. The short answer is "yes." Within our tutoring program we 
have subject tutors, supplemental instructors, and you, learning assistants. YVhile you will not be doing an?’ subject tutoring with your students, malay of the same skills that subject tutors 
will be using apply to you in your position as ~vell. For example, while you will not be answering questions or explaining concepts related directly to course work, you will be helping 
students apply the skills you are teaching in ways such as breaking down material into manageable chunks, deciphering assigmnents, attacking reading assignments, or navigating the steps 



of research Some staffmembers are in the department to tutor academic subjects, you are tutoring academic skills. 
After Ms Toms completes her presentation we will take you on a tour of the new facili~ Although we may not be in there until the end of September (fingers crossed) we want you to see 
where you will be working, and the resources that will be available to you. Showing you what a geek I am, I will tell you that it is a tutoring heaven! 
The training on Friday at 6PM will simply be the nuts and bolts of running a session with your student -- I will have veteran staff members role-playing, and there will be plen~ of 
opportunity for you to ask questions. Please remember, you can never ask too many questions, ever! I’m prone to long emails, and asking many questions myself so please, ask away! 
I understand that this is a heavy week of training and that you have many, many other commitments Again, I sincerely thank you for being so accommodating. In the event that you are not 
able to attend one of the sessions, you will simply need to come in to watch the video of it before you begin work. You are welcome to come anytime that is convenient to you -- get in touch 
with me and we will schedule it. Traditionally, if you missed tonight’s NCAA training you had to schedule a quick face-to-face meeting with our Athletic Director fi~r Compliance, but I will 
see if the video is enough 
Finally, please reraeraber that you are paid for your time spent filling out feedback forms after your sessions with students, and you are paid for training. For any of you not yet on the 
payroll system, I am keeping track of your time and it will be added to your first paycheck. 
As I said, a great deal of information was covered last night -- please don’t feel overwhelmed. As you know, the best outcomes stem from a solid and comprehensive fotmdation. YOU are 
the solid foundation, and the training is comprehensive to add strength to your foundation. We here at the ASPSA believe strongly in our program and the student-athletes we set~e. We 
work tirelessly to provide the absolute best service we possibly can in order for our student-athletes to have all the tools and resources they need in order to become strong, independunt 
learners. We are very excited that you are part of our program[ 
Go Heelst 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Cit~- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Cit~- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

All mail COl~espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ~vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:27 AM 

.~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: Update 

TEXTI’.httn 

Fantastic -- see you all then. 
Thanks for all you are doing already :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unanthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>~"                     ~@chccs.kl2 nc.us> 8/23/2011 11:25 AM >>> 
I think they would like to meet at 12:30 in my room., how does that sound? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 11:23 AM, Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you -- I can wait to hear back as to whether 12 is best for all of them until 1135 (need scooter time!); otherwise, we’ll plan on 330 in your room 
Tony Yount was talking to       today and has now challenged me to see if      will come on board with us t 
I told the advisor for baseball this morning that I have his LA ~2~r him --- YOUr He is very excited -- Tony echoed my praised that you are perfect for his needs 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> @chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 8/23/2011 11:14 AM >>> 
You can use my roo1Tl. 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 11:11 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.~mc.edu> ~vrote: 

Hadn’t gotten that far :) Any classroom that is best for the teachers. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> "@chccs.kl 2.nc us> 8/23/2011 11:10 AM >>> 
Where are you meeting? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 11:01 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are my hero! I will actually be at CHHS today to sit down with                 so that I can talk with them they way I did with                     yesterday. Would they be at the 
school today and able to join us? is available 12-1 or after 330. If not, yes, they should come tonight, and then I could come meet with them tomorrow-. Let me know -- thank you! 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentialit5’ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is ibr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



>>~" ~@chccs.kl2 nc.us> 8/23/2011 10:49 AM >>> 
Amy, 
Thanks for the update I have two more fi~culty members who are interested in being Learning Assistants: Should they come tonight for the training? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 10:01 AM, 2,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning-. 
First and foremost, thank you all for coming last night to the first of our four semester trainings. I know that it was a long session, with a great deal of infom~ation covered -- Please pass 
along my apologies to your families for keeping you much longer than I anticipated. Originally The Honor Court presentation was going to take place this evening, but at the last minute it 
had to be moved due to the Dean’s scheduling conflicts. Tonight’s training will only cover NCAA Compliance Rules and Regulations. This session will be much shorter. It will begin at 6pro 
in the same place, 5th floor of the Pope Box. 
Training Thursday, August 25th -- 6PM. Kenan Football Center, 2nd floor auditoriunr. (in a separate email I will give you directions to KFC) This training will be presented by Marcia Toms 
of the NO’ State Undergraduate Tutorial Center, "Put The Pencil Down." Here is a link to her work: http ://www.ncsu.edu/tutorial center/Video/PutthePencilDown Chapterl. pdf 
You will notice that you often hear us using the word "tutor" and that may confuse you as to whether or not it relates to you. The short answer is "yes." Within our tutoring program we 
have subject tutors, supplemental instructors, and you, learning assistants. ~.~ile you will not be doing any subject tutoring with your students, many of the same skills that subject tutors 
will be using apply to you in your position as welh For example, while you will not be answering questions or explaining concepts related directly to course work, you will be helping 
students apply the skills you are teaching in ways such as breaking down material into manageable chup2~s, deciphering assignments, attacking reading assignments, or navigating the steps 
of research. Some staffmembers are in the department to tutor academic subjects, you are tutoring academic skills. 
After Ms. Toms corapletes her presentation we will take you on a tour of the new facility. Although we may not be in there until the end of September (fingers crossed) we want you to see 
where you will be working, and the resources that will be available to you. Showing you what a geek I am, I will tell you that it is a tutoring heaven! 
The training on Friday at 6PM will simply be the nuts and bolts of running a session with your student -- I will have veteran staff merabers role-playing, and there will be plenty of 
opporttmity for you to ask questions. Please remember, you can never ask too many questions, ever! I’m prone to long emails, and asking many questions myself so please, ask away! 
I understand that this is a heavy week of training and that you have many, many other corrmritments. Again, I sincerely thank you for being so accormnodating. In the event that you are not 
able to attend one of the sessions, you will simply need to come in to watch the video of it before you begin work. You are welcome to come anytime that is convenient to you -- get in touch 
with me and we will schedule it. Traditionally, if you missed tonight’s NCAA training you had to schedule a quick face-to-face meeting with our Athletic Director for Compliance, but I will 
see if the video is enough. 
Finally, please remember that you are paid for your time spent filling out feedback forms after your sessions with students, and you are paid for training. For any of you not yet on the 
payroll system, I am keeping track of your time and it will be added to your first paycheck. 
As I said, a great deal of information was covered last night -- please don’t feel overwhehned. As you know, the best outcomes stem from a solid and coraprehensive foundation. YOU are 
the solid foundation, and the training is comprehensive to add strength to your foundation. We here at the ASPSA believe strongly in our program and the student-athletes we serve. We 
work tirelessly to provide the absolute best service we possibly can in order for our student-athletes to have all the tools and resources they need in order to become strong, independent 
learners. We are very excited that you are part of our program[ 
Go Heels! 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

All mail con-espondence to and iicom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which mat- result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail con-espondence to and iicom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which mat- result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail con-espondence to and iicom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which mat- result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail con-espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which mat" result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:36 AM 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: Update 

TEXTf.httn 

perfect -- see you then, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>>                     ~)chccs.kl2.nc us> 8/23/2011 11:25 AM >>> 
I think they would like to meet at 12:30 in my room ..how does that sound? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 11:23 AM, 2,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you -- I can wait to hear back as to whether 12 is best [’or all of them until 1135 (need scooter time!); othepa, ise, we’ll plan on 330 in your room 
Tony Yount was talking to       today and has now challenged me to see if      will come on board with us! 
I told the advisor for baseball this morning that I have his LA :For him --- YOU! He is very excited -- Tony echoed my praised that you are perfect for his needs. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
919-843-8635 ( te1:919-843-8635 ) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentially" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and rnay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 8/23/2011 11:14 AM >>> 
You can use ray room. 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 11:11 ~xx’vl, ~y- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Hadn’t gotten that far :) Any classroom that is best for the teachers. 
A 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentially" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and rnay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~,chccs.kl 2 nc.us> 8/23/2011 11:10 AiVl >>> 
Where are you meeting? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 11:01 AM, Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

You are my hero! I will actually be at CHHS today to sit down with Kim J and Lauren so that I can talk with them they way I did ~vith                     yesterday. Would the?- be at the 
school today and able to joinus? is available 12-1 or after 330 If not, yes, they should come tonight, and then I could come meet withthem tomorrow Let me know-- thankyou’. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program t;ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information An,,, 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>>                     @chccs.kl2.nc us> 8/23/2011 10:49 AM >>> 



Amy, 
Thanks for the update. I have two more faculty members who are interested in being Learning Assistants: Should the?" come tonight for the training’? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 10:01 AM, Am?" KIeissler <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> ~vrote: 

Good morning-- 
First and foremost, thank you all :[’or coming last night to the first of our four semester trainings I know that it was a long session, with a great deal of information covered -- Please pass 
along my apologies to your families for keeping you much longer than I anticipated. Originally The Honor Court presentation was going to take place this evening, but at the last minute it 
had to be moved due to the Dean’s scheduling conflicts. Tonight’s training will only- covcr NCAA Compliance Rules and Regulations. This session will be much shorter. It will begin at 6pm 
in the same place, 5th floor of the Pope Box. 
Training Thursday, August 25th -- 6PM, Kenan Football Center, 2nd floor auditorium (in a separate email I will give you directions to KFC) This training will be presented by Marcia Toms 
of the NC State Undergraduate Tutorial Center, "Put The Pencil Down." Here is a link to her work: http:/iwww.ncsu.edu/tutorial center/VideoiPutthePencilDown Chapterl .pdf 
You will notice that you often hear us using the word "tutor" and that may- confuse you as to whether or not it relates to you. The short answer is "yes." Within our tutoring program we 
have subject tutors, supplemental instructors, and you, learning assistants. While you will not be doing any subject tutoring with your students, many of the same skills that subject tutors 
will be using apply to you in your position as well. For example, while you will not be answering questions or explaining concepts related directly- to course work, you will be helping 
students apply the skills you are teaching in ways such as breaking down material into manageable chut/<s, deciphering assignments, attacking reading assignments, or navigating the steps 
of research. Some staff members are in the department to tutor academic subjects, you are tutoring academic skills. 
ARer Ms. Toms completes her presentation we will take you on a tom of the new facili~’. Although we may not be in there until the end of September (fingers crossed) we want you to see 
where you will be working, and the resources that will be available to you. Showing you what a geek I am, I will tell you that it is a tutoring heaven! 
The training on Friday at 6PM will simply be the nuts and bolts of running a session with your student -- I will have vetcran staff members role-playing, and there will be plen~" of 
oppoltunity for you to ask questions. Please remember, you can ncver ask too many questions, ever! I’m prone to long emails, and asking many questions myself so please, ask away! 
I understand that this is a heaT2/week of training and that you have many, many other connnitments. Again, I sincerely thank you for being so acconmmdating. In the event that you are not 
able to attend one of the sessions, you will simply need to corae in to watch the video of it before you begin work. You are welcome to come anytime that is convenient to you -- get in touch 
with me and we will schedule it. Traditionally, if you missed tonight’s NCAA training you had to schedule a quick face-to-face meeting with our Athletic Director for Compliance, but I will 
see if the video is enough. 
Finally, please reraeraber that you are paid for your time spent filling out feedback forms after your sessions with students, and you are paid for training. For any of you not yet on the 
payroll system, I am keeping track of your time and it will be added to your first paycheck. 
As I said, a great deal of information was covered last night -- please don’t feel overwhelmed. As you know, the best outcomes stem fiom a solid and comprehensive fom]dation. YOU are 
the solid foundation, and the training is comprehensive to add strength to your foundation. We here at the ASPSA believe strongly in our program and the student-athletes we set~/e. We 
work tirelessly to provide the absolute best selwice we possibly can in order for our student-athletes to have all the tools and resources they need in order to become strong, independent 
learners. We are very excited that you are part of our program[ 
Go Heelst 
Amy 
Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged informatiun. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

All mail correspundence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro CitT- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ;vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

All mail correspundence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro CitT- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ;vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

All mail correspundence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro CitT- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ;vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 

All mail correspondence to and fi-om the Chapel Hill- Carrboro CiB~" Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
pames, including law enforcement 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~- 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:43 AM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: paperwork 

Attach: ’lEN2[’.htm 

Your background check is done so you can now contact the Athletic Dept HR person, Tracy Harris tuh@uncaa unc.edu to finalize your payroll materials. Her phone is 919-962-7852 and her 
office is the floor above the basketball museum if you kno~v where that is. Otherwise, she can give you better directions Thank you! 

Amy" 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Itill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an5’ attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:45 AM 

To: ~bellsouth.neV~; 

Subject: background check 

Attach: ’I~NTI’.httn 

~bestweb.net> 

Good morning! Did you happen to fill out the paperwork to initiate the background check? If not, see me tonight about doing that. It takes a few days and we need to have it done before 
you can do your final paperwork for payroll with Tracy Harris, and then you can begin to work. Let me kno~v and I’ll have copies to night if you need. Thank you! 

So excited! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, Angust 23, 2011 3:12 PM 

To: ~chccs.kl 2.nc.ns> 

Subject: Re: Directions 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

That~k you! It was great meeting you today -- I am excited that you will be joining our program’. Here are the directions: 

Training tonight, Tuesday, August 23nd at 6pm will be on the 5th floor of the Pope Box. 

If you are unfamiliar with the Pope Box: 
After 5pm parking on campus is Iicee (except for the Rams Parking Deck -- the Bell Tower Parking Deck in front of the Kenan Football Center is free after 5pm). Feel free to park along Stadium 
Drive as the most convenient parking opportunities to the Pope Box. 

Stadium Drive: if you park along stadium drive, the big gate into the stadium faces the road Enter the stadium via Gate 2 (facing Stadium Drive). As you pass through the gates there are 2 
concessions stands to your right and left. There is a bank of elevators on the far side of each of these concession stands @ou will see the stairs winding upward around the elevator banks). 
Take either of these banks to the 5th floor. 

Bell Tower Lot: if you park here, you can reach the Pope Box elewltors two ways: 1) come out of the main entrance to the garage and head toward the stairs you see that are just beyond the 
statue of Ramses. Follow along, keeping the stadium on your right, and you will end up at Gate 2 2) when you enter the garage, turn left and park up toward the left corner exit in front of 
you. Exit the garage there On your right you will see the gates into the stadium -- if they are open, go through. You are now on the concourse, which you can follow around to the left, and 
will take you to the elevators to the Pope Box. 

SIDE NOTE: Thursday night the training will be on the second floor of Kenan Football Center The easiest way to get inside the building is to park in the Bell Tower Lot, and come in the 
stadium the way I just described. Once through those gates, and up to the left roughly 75 yards, there is an elevator on your left. Take that elevator to the second floor When you exit the 
elevator, the auditorium will be on your left. The concourse is actually the 3rd floor of KFC so you will be taking the elevator down :) 

Please keep an eye out for me so that I can get you signed in. Thank you -- I’m looking J2~rward to seeing you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 8/23/2011 3:00 PM >>> 
Hi Arny, 
I’m rather frazzled right no~v after a lot of meetings today, but I couldn’t remember if you had our email addresses or not. If you don’t, there would be no way to send us the directionst But, 
here’s miner! And ~chccs.kl2.nc.us. 
Looking forward to tonight! 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Cit7- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 3:17 PM 

To: @bestweb.neL> 

Subject: Re: background check 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Those are the forms but the?, have been lost in the month that I was away :( Sorry about that I’ll have another set for you tonight You ;vill not need your ID matil your background check is 
cleared and you go to meet with the HR person, Tracy Hams. 

Somehow I did not feel it! I was at the high school -- probably talking too much to notice!! 
See you tonight. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> " ~bestweb net> 8/23/2011 2:29 PM >>> 
Hi ArW, 

I’m excited too! 

I think those were the forms you had me fill out when we met Let me know if I need to fill out anything else 
I haven’t given anyone a cancelled check yet Do I have to bring my passport? 

tIey, did you feel the earthquake? I was out but everyone at home felt it. My morn felt it in NY! Crazy! 

Thanks, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler ( mailto:kleissle,@,uncaa.unc.edu ) 
To:             ( mailto      ~,bellsouth.net ) ; 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23,2011 11:45 .a&4 
Subject: background check 

( mailto ~bestweb.net ) 

Good morning! Did you happen to fill out the paperwork to initiate the background check? If not, see rue tonight about doing that. It takes a few days and we need to have it done before 
you can do your final paperwurk for payroll with Tracy Harris, and then you can begin to work. Let me know and I’ll have copies to night if you need. Thank you! 

So excited! 
A 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged ilffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 3:18 PM 

@chccs.k12.nc.u~ 

Re: good morning! 

TENTI’.httn 

Thank you, and thal~ you! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>; ~chccs.k 12.nc.us> 8/23/2011 12:42 PM >>> 
Good afternoon Amy, 
Thanks for your email and your support through this process I would be delighted to send you m~/" CV - though I will need to send it from home as I do not have access to it here at schooh 
As for your second question, I am not sure about contact information. I will check with and see if he knows. 
See you tonight 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 9:25 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I want to thank both of you of being so upbeat and accomanodating yesterday -- from meeting me so quickly for an interview, to making yourselves available for the training last night. As I 
looked over at the "CHHS facul~" section" of the room at the training last night, I became more and more excited! All of you are top notch in your chosen field, with honed skills and sharp 
instincts - characteristics that are tremendous examples [’or our student-athletes. 
Two questions -- first, could you please send me your (;Vs. Next, could you please forward me the contact information J2~r ? Thank you so much! Please let me know if you have 
any questions or concerns. I am looking forward to a great semester together 
Cheers, 
Anry 
Arrly Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail nressage, including any attachnrents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

(~chccs.kl 2.nc.us 

All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records La~v, which may result in nronitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 4:10 PM 

To: @hotmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Update 

Attach: TgXTI’.httn 

Once I hear back that your background check has been completed, you will then take those materials up the Athletic Dept offices to have a 5 minute meeting with Stacy Harris, our HR 
person. 
thanks, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fi~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> " .2))hotmail.com> 8/23/2011 4:07 PM 
Amy, 
I think I turned in all my paperwork last night but was I supposed to get someone to make copies of my SS card and license? Also, who do we give the voided check to’? 

Sent tram mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[)abe: ’]Tue, 23 Aug 2011 14:01:07 
To: < ~bellsouth net>; @bestweb.net>; 
~ @chccs kl 2.nc us>; ~ ~earthlink.net>; 

~@email.unc.edu>; < ~gmail.com>; < 

@hotmaihcom>; ~nc.rr.com>; < 
SubJect: Update 

~chccs.k 12>; " @chccs kl2.nc.us>; (~chccs.k 12.nc.us>; @chccs.kl2 nc us>; 
~r)em aik unc.edu>; ~)email.unc.edu>; {i)em aihunc.edu>; ~ ~email unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com>; @gmail.com>~ ~hotmail.com>; ~ @hotmail cam>; 
y)orange kl2.nc us>; ))unc.edu>; < ~yahoo cam> 

Good morning~- 
First and foremost, thank you all for coming last night to the first of our four semester trainings. I know that it was a long session, with a great deal of information covered -- Please pass 
along nry apologies to your fanrilies for keeping you much longer than I anticipated. Originally The Honor Court presentation was going to take place this evening, but at the last minute it 
had to be moved due to the Dean’s scheduling conflicts. Tonight’s training will only- cover NCAA Compliance Rules and Regulations. This session will be much shorter. It will begin at 6pm 
in the sanre place, 5th floor of the Pope Box. 

Training Thursday, August 25th - 6PM. Kenan Football Center, 2nd floor auditoriunr. (in a separate email I will give you directions to KFC) This training will be presented by Marcia Toms 
of the NO’ State Undergraduate Tutorial Center, "Put The Pencil Down." Here is a link to her work: http ://www.ncsu.edu/tutorial center/Video/PutthePencilDown Chapterl. pdf 

You will notice that you often hear us using the word "tutor" and that may- confuse you as to whether or not it relates to you. The short answer is "yes." Within our tutoring program we 
have subject tutors, supplemental instructors, and you, learning assistants. While you will not be doing any subject tutoring with your students, many of the same skills that subject tutors 
will be using apply to you in your position as welh For example, while you will not be answering questions or explaining concepts related directly- to course ~vork, you will be helping 
students apply the skills you are teaching in ways such as breaking down material into manageable chur~ks, deciphering assignments, attacking reading assignments, or navigating the steps 
of research. Some staff members are in the department to tutor academic subjects, you are tutoring academic skills. 

After Ms. Tonrs cormpletes her presentation ~ve ~vill take you on a tour of the new facility. Although we may not be in there until the end of September (fingers crossed) we want you to see 
where you will be ~vorking, and the resources that will be available to you. Showing you what a geek I arm, I will tell you that it is a tutoring heaven! 

The training on Friday at 6PM will simply be the nuts and bolts of r~mning a session with your student - I will have veteran staff nrembers role-playing, and there will be plenty of 
oppoltunity fi~r you to ask questions. Please renrember, you can never ask too many questions, ever! I’m prone to long emails, and asking nrany questions myself so please, ask away! 

I understand that this is a hea~5, week of training and that you have many, many other corrmritments. Again, I sincerely thank you for being so accormnodating. In the event that you are not 
able to attend one of the sessions, you ~vill simply need to come in to watch the video of it befi~re you begin work. You are welcome to come anytinre that is convenient to you -- get in touch 
with me and we will schedule it. Traditionally, if you missed tonight’s NCAA training you had to schedule a quick face-to-face meeting with our Athletic Director for Conrpliance, but I will 
see if the video is enough 

Finally, please remember that you are paid for your time spent filling out feedback forms after your sessions with students, and you are paid for training. For any of you not yet on the 
payroll system, I am keeping track of your time and it will be added to your first paycheck. 

As I said, a great deal of information was covered last night -- please don’t feel overwhelmed As you know, the best ontcomes stem from a solid and comprehensive foundation YOU are 
the solid foundation, and the training is comprehensive to add strength to your foundation We here at the ASPSA believe strongly in our program and the student-athletes we serve. We 
work tirelessly to provide the absolute best service we possibly can in order for our student-athletes to have all the tools and resources they need in order to become strong, independent 
learners We are very excited that you are part of our program[ 

Go Heel!! 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc edu <mailto :kleissle@unca a uric edu> 



Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 5:29 PM 

To: ’~bellsouth net> 

Subject: RE: background check 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

thank you! actually, we might for women’s basketball -- I’ll let you know. 
perfect ;vith the paperwork, thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program t;ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is :For the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>> "                      ~bellsouth.net> 8/23/2011 5:25 PM >>> 

Yes, I did fill it out last night and left it with Tracy She told me to give you the Tutor Info Sheet which I will bring tonight. I hope that[5~s right. 
I xwmld like to work Man and Wed either 10:30/-2:00 or 11:30-3:00 I [51d probably prefer the later time frame, but IlSlm thinking that you won[5~t have much need :For anyone from 2-3:00 as the 
student athletes will be in practice. I welcome your thoughts on this. 
Thanks, 

~bellsouth.net 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(~)uncaa.anc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23,2011 11:45 ~a&4 
To: 
Subject: background check 

Good morning t Did you happen to fill out the paperwork to initiate the background check? I1" not, see me tonight about doing that. It takes a fcw days and we need to have it done before 
you can do your final paperwork for payroll with Tracy Harris, and then you can begin to ~vork. Let me know- and rll have copies to night if you need. Thank you[ 

So excited! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 5:30 PM 

To: ~bestweb.neL~ 

Subject: Re: background check 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

I sent them to Tracy then. I’m such a space cadet. I’ll email her. I just have one form for you to do tonight thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> "                       ~bestweb.net> 8/23/2011 4:44 PM >>> 
I filled out the forms on Friday when I was at your office. It’s no problem for me to ]’ill them out tonight if they’re missing 
See you soon! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Kleissler ( mailto:kleissleO~uncaa, unc edu ) 

To:            ( mailto:      ~a)bestweb net ) 

Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 3:17 PM 

Subject: Re: background check 

Those are the forms but the?’ have been lost in the month that I was away :( Sorry about that. I’ll have another set for you tonight. You will not need your ID until your background check is 
cleared and you go to meet with the t]R person, ’]’racy Hart-is 

Someho~v I did not feel it! I was at the high school -- probably talking too much to notice!! 
See you tonight. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ’ ~bestweb.net> 8/23/2011 2:29 PM >>> 
Hi Arny, 

I’m excited too[ 

think those were the forms you had me fill out xvhen we met. Let me know if I need to fill out anything else. 
haven’t given anyone a cancelled check yet. Do I have to bring my passport? 

Hey, did you feel the earthquake? I was out but everyone at home felt it. My mom felt it in NY! Crazy! 

Thanks, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Am?’ Kleissler ( mailto :kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu ) 
To:              ( mailto:      ~bellsouth net ) ; 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23,2011 11:45 AM 
Subject: background check 

~ mailto @bestweb.net ) 

Good morning! Did you happen to fill out the paperwork to initiate the background check? If not, see me tonight about doing that. It takes a few days and we need to have it done before 
you can do your final paperwork for payroll with Tracy Harris, and then you can begin to work. Let me kno;v and I’ll have copies to night if you need. Thank you! 

So excited! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program t;ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 



k[eiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inlk~rmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 5:31 PM 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

paperwork 

’IENTI’.httn 

Tracy, 
I wanted to confirm that you have received the paperwork t~ar a new hire, 
Thanks! 
A 

? Let me know. 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 8:19 AM 

bwartski@chccs.kl 2.nc.us 

Re: directions for newbies 

Good question. This is the word from the bosses: "The?’ camaot do it if there is an?’ money- or any prize of monetary value attached to wilming. They ~vould only be allowed to do one for 
"fun". Absolutely no pools or brackets with prizes or money." For the first time in history, the pl~rase "no money, no problem" is actually a good thing :) 

I’ll keep my fingers crossed about your people -- this is getting to be like a pyramid scheme! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Bert Wartski 08/23/11 9:43 PM >>> 
Am?’, 

We were wondering, after the meeting, if this means we can’t do the yearly basketball brackets? Is this considered gambling? 

I might have a couple of more teachers for you tomorrow 

Bert 

Sent from my iPod 

On Aug 2 3, 2 011, at 5:11 PM, "2,my K leissler" ~vro re: 

> ’]’raining tonight, Tuesday, August 23nd at 6pm will be on the 5th floor of the Pope Box 
> 

> If you are un]hmiliar with the Pope Box: 
> After 5pro parking on campus is free (except for the Rams Parking Deck -- the Bell Tower Pafldng Deck in front of the Kenan Football Center is free after 5pm) Feel fi-ee to park along 
Stadium Drive as the most convenient parking opportunities to the Pope Box. 
> 

> Enter the stadium via Gate 2 @acing Stadium Drive). As you pass through the gates there are 2 concessions stands to your right and left. There is a bank of elevators on the far side of 
each of these concession stands @ou will see the stairs winding upward around the elevator banks). Take either of these banks to the 5th floor. Please keep an eye out [’or me so that I can 
get you signed in. Thank you -- I’m looking fi~rward to seeing your 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail ruessage, including any attachruents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in ruonitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 10:27 AM 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

more people! 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Tracy, 
Is it ok if I drop off more paper~vork for 4 new hires? I may be sending you a duplicate -- I apologize if I have -- for 

I’ll swing by around 130PM. Thanks[ 

Am?’ 

I may have a few more for you in the morning :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 10:31 AM 

To: ~chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 

Subject: paperwork 

A~tach: ’IENTf.httn 

I wanted to let you know that I will be in      office at 2PM today to meet with some potential learning assistants. If you have decided that you would like to pursue the position, would 
you be able to bring me the completed packet of paper~vork I gave you last night? The faster we can get the background check started, the faster we can get you into the payroll system and 
working with students[ 

If you have access to a fax machine today, you could fax the three pages for the background check directly to our HR contact, Tracy Harris: Fax: (919) 843-7003 

Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 10:48 AM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: learning assistant 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Dear 
My name is Am?- Kleissler and I work with the tutoring program within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes at UNC Jaimie Lee gave my your resume because she thought 
that you would be a terrific fit for ~vorking ~vith some of our academically at-risk students, teaching them study, organization, and time management skills If you are interested I would like to 
meet ~vith you We still have two more mandato~z training sessions this week: Thursday 6-SPM, and Friday, 6-7PM You will need to come into the office and watch a video of the three 
hours of training that you missed earlier in the week before you can begin to work with students. I hope that all doesn’t sound like too much -- I just wanted to let you know that it is a crazy 
week of training for new staff so that we prepare you and get you ready to work with students Let me know of your interest -- I look forward to hearing tlcom you. 
Sincerely, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program J2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 11:04 AM 

To: ~@email. unc.edu> 

Subject: checking in 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

apologize for not returning ?’our email earlier I have been out of the couaatry for a month and am only now wading through my in box! 

I also apologize for having to let you know- via email that the hiring policies of the department have changed so that we will no longer be able to hire undergraduates. The Director, Robert 
Mercer, sent you a letter earlier in the stammer but perhaps it went to your home address You have been a tremendous asset to our program and I wish there was some way that we could 
keep on our veteran undergraduate staff, but unfortuaaately it will not be PLEASE keep us in mind for aI’ter you graduate in case you remain here for graduate school or to live! We have 
really valued all of your hard work and dedication to our program ~vhile you have been with us 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything. Keep in touch! 
Best, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program :[’or Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Wednesday, Augnst 24, 2011 11:30 AM 

To: @chccs.kl 2.nc.ns> 

Subject: Re: paperwork 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

That is fantastic -- I would love to meet him at 2! thanks for faxing the papers I can get them from you tomorro~v. 

don’t worry about the addresses -- with students we see that all the time :) 

I will find out about the movie tomon-ow and get back to you asap. What hours are you looking for on Tue/Thur? THANKS’. 
Ve~z excited to have you on board. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program J2~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmation Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is prohibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original 
message. 
>>> ~@chccs.kl2 nc.us> 8/24/2011 11:26 AM >>> 
Hi Amy, 
I have an additional learning assistant that’s interested Are yuu still taking prospects? One of uur TAs has his teaching degree and tutors through        His name is              and 
his email is       @chccs.k 12.nc.us. If you’re interested I can have him come tu     room at 2. I have the paperwork filled out, but I un[’ortunately have a meeting at 2. I’ll fax the 
backgruund check stuff in and give the rest tu fur him to give yuu. rm guing to be available Tuesdays and ’]2aursdays. Can I pussibly come watch the movie tomorruw before the 
meeting ur will that not be enuugh time? 
Also, I have a weird situation with my address I’m between apartments right now and staying with a friend I have a mailbo× at a UPS store, but I dun’t have a permanent address at this time 
I just muved at the end of July and will muve into my new place un November 1. The background check form didn’t ask for a previuus address or anything, so I feel as though that [uoks 
fishy. What should I du about that? 

On Wed, Aug 24, 2011 at 10:31 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@ancaa.tmc.edu> wrote: 

I wanted to let you know- that I will be in      office at 2PM today to meet with some potential learning assistants. If you have decided that you would like to pursue the position, would 
you be able to bring me the corapleted packet of paperwork I gave you last night? The faster we can get the background check started, the faster we can get you into the payroll system and 
working with students! 
If you have access to a fax machine today, you could fax the three pages for the background check directly- to our HR contact, Tracy Harris: Fax: (919) 843-7003 (te1:%28919%29%20843- 
7003 ) 
Thanks 
A 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LEx-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confiduntiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

All mail con-espondence to and Iicom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may- result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 4:04 PM 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: more people’. 

will drop by tomorro~v morning instead -- under the door if you are not in. Thales! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Tracy Harris 08/24/11 1:02 PM >>> 
I’ll be at lunch Feel free to side under my door. 

Tracy U Harris 
Emie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc edu 
GO t ]EELS!! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth" 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 8/24/2011 10:26 AM 
Tracy, 
Is it ok if I drop off more paperwork for 4 new hires? I may be sending you a duplicate -- I apologize if I have -- :[’or 

I’H swing by around 130PM. Thanks! 
Amy 

may have a few more for you in the morning :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 4:05 PM 

~chccs.k12.nc.us 

Re: good morning! 

Fantastic -- I’ll make note of that. See you tomorrow night 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 08/24/11 1:34 PM >>> 
Good afternoon Amy, 

I was thinking about adding hours on Tuesday’s and Thursday’s (in addition 
to Monday and Wednesday 6-10 Pih~. 

What do you think? 

On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 3:17 PM, Amy Kleissler wrobe: 

> Thank you, and thank you[ 

>A 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 

> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited ]:[you are not the intended recipient, please 

> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> message.**** 

> >>;               8/23/2011 12:42 PM >>> 

> Good afiernoon Amy, 

> Thartks for your email and your support through this process. I ~vould be 

> delighted to send you nry CV - though I will need to send it frora honre as I 

> do not have access to it here at school. 

> As for your second question, I am not sure about Justin’s contact 

> information. I will check with Bert and see if he kno~vs. 

> See you tonight. 

> On Tue, Aug 23, 2011 at 9:25 AM, Aray Kleissler wrote: 

> 

>> I want to thank both of you of being so upbeat and accommodating 

>> yesterday -- from meeting me so quickly for an intet’,dew, to nraking 

>> yourselves available for the training last night. As I looked over at the 

>> "CHHS facul~ section" of the roonr at the training last night, I became more 

>> and mure excited! All of you are top notch in your chosen field, with honed 

>> skills and sharp instincts -- characteristics that are tremendous examples 

>> for our student-athletes. 

>> Two questions -- first, could you please send me your CVs. Next, could 

>> you please forward nre the contact infornration for           ? Thank you so 

>> much! Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. I am looking 

>> forward to a great semester together. 

>> Cheers, 

>> Am?- 

>> Amy Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa unc edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 

>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

>> privileged information An?- unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

>> distribution is prohibited If’you are not the intended recipient, please 

>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 



>> message.**** 

> All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 

> City Schools is subject to the Nolth Carolina Public Records 

> Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 

> parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Cit~- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 10:11 PM 

@chccs.k12.nc.us 

Re: directious for newbies 

thank you! I have to check with Brent Blanton about when the video ~vill be ready for viewing, but I am keeping my fingers crossed for Friday afternoon or Monday at the latest. As soon as 
I know ~vhen it is ready, it will then simply be a case of you letting me kno~v when you want to come in, and I’ll have it set up for you See you Friday night, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chal~el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 08/24/11 9:29 PM >>> 
Attached you will find my resume, I will not be able to attend training on 
Thursday, how- can I arrange to view the taped session? I will see you on 
Friday! 

Thanks ]2~r the oppurtunity! 

All mail currespundence tu and frum the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schuols is subject tu the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enl’urcement. 

5/I~ SecureStor Stured: total 34816bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa uric edu/6e213944f583c7a7d65c464eb176540e 

File Name:          Resume duc 

Exptry [)ate: Tue, 22 Nov" 2011 20:28:48 -0500 

Size: 34816bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 10:15 PM 

~live. unc.edu 

Re: Tutoring 

I forwarded your info to the original person who asked me, but I haven’t heard back from her. I will fOlavard your information to our tutoring coordinator so that he can put you on the list in 
case he has requests for SWAH tutoring Thanks for getting in touch, and we’ll keep you posted 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> ’ 08/24/11 3:20 PM >>> 
Hello Amy, 

I sent you an e-mail over the summer concerning a Swahili tutor for the fall I was wondering if you received it and if the position was still available. Please let me know as soon as you can 
Thank you very much and have a great day. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 3:20 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Amy, 

I sent you an e-mail over the summer concerning a Swahili tutor for the fall. I was wondering if you received it 
and if the position was still available. Please let me know as soon as you can. Thank you very much and have a 
great day. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 10:18 PM 

~chccs.kl 2.nc.us 

Re: paperwork 

I wiii find out of the video has been edited yet and therefore read?- for viewing. I’ll let you kno~v as soon as I do -- thanks’. 

A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 08/24/11 11:26 ~M >>> 

Hi Am?’, 
I have an additiunal learning assistant that’s interested. Are you still 
taking prospects? One of our TAs has his teaching degree and tutors through 

His name is and his email is 
~chccs kl2.nc.us. If you’re interested I can have him come to 

room at 2. I have the papelavork filled out, but I unfortunately have 
a meeting at 2. I’ll fax the background check stuff in and give the rest to 

for him to give you. I’m going to be available Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. (;an I possibly come watch the movie tomorrow before the meeting 
or will that not be enough time? 
Also, I have a weird situation with my address I’m between apartments 
right now and staying with a friend I have a mailbox at a U[~S store, but I 
don’t have a permanent address at this time. I just moved at the end of 
July and will move into my new place on November 1. ~I]ae background check 
form didn’t ask for a previous address or anything, so I feel as though that 
looks fish?’. What should I do about that? 

On Wed, Aug 24, 2011 at 10:31 AM, Amy Kleissler wrote: 

> I wanted to let you know that I will be in       office at 2PM today to 
> meet with some potential learning assistants. If you have decided that you 
> would like to pursue the position, would you be able to bring me the 
> completed packet of paperwork I gave you last night’? ’]7he faster we can get 
> the background check started, the faster we can get you into the payroll 
> system and working with students! 

> If you have access to a fa× machine today, you could fax the three pages 
> for the background check directly to our HR contact, Tracy ttarris: Fax: (919) 
> 843-7(X)3 
> 
> Thanks 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachruents, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged ir~formation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message.**** 

All mail COl~espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
La~v, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 11:41 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: Meetings and Stuff 

A~ach: FILE.msg 

fyi -- this was nice (second paragraph) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 26, 2011 10:15 AM 

Kendra ttancock <khaucock@uncaa.uuc.edu:~ 

Re: 

’IF2XTI’.httn 

Kendra, 
It was be a huge help to me if you could come over here -- thank you so much’. I’m on the 5th floor, office closest to the recruiting room. 
until later this afternoon 130PM meeting that I do not know how long will run. 
See you at 11. 
thanks 
A 

I can take paperwork to Tracy but it wouldn’t be 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Kendra Hancock 8/26/2011 9:47 AM >>> 
Amy, 

I can meet with you at 11, [ can come over to your ol!fice and we can decide who wants to take some more paperwork to Tracy. 

See you soon. 

Kendra :) 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@unc aa.unc, edu 
>>> .~y- Kleissler 8/25/2011 10:56 PM >>> 
Kendra, 
First, THANK YOU! You have done, and are doing, so much work -- thank you. I bet you ncver ~vant to see the inside of EWAC ever again at this point! 

I have a constrained day tomorrow- clue to meetings that are spread out. Could you do 11-12’.’ We could do it at ray office or yours, you pick. My office is quiet but yours is more convenient 
fi~r you, so up to you. 

I hope to start tomorrow morning to input the LA availability into the database and then plarmed on spending saturday in the office working on scheduling. Brent went through the data 
base process of scheduling xvith me today and my impression was that I was scheduling all the appointments, but maybe he was just assuming that I would schedule football for LA, writing 
and tutor appts, and then any LA requests, and you scheduling the olympic peeps for writing and subject tutoring. Let me know-. I had mentally planning on doing the whole thing but 
would be thrilled ifI am sharing the load :) 

I xvill forwarc info to Andre right now. 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Cha~el Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Kendra Hancock 08/25/11 9:26 PM >>> 
Amy, 

vould like to set an intel"ciew to class check for Football. Attached you will find his resume 

His email address i’, 

Can you meet with me tomorrow to start planning out some tutoring to begin next week? 

Thank you ibr all your helpt 

Kendra Hancock 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-2306 
khancock@unc aa.unc, edu 





From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Friday, August 26, 2011 10:21 AM 

To: @med.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: ttey Amy!! - 

Attach: ’IENZI’.httn 

That is really hard to predict at this time of year and Beth’s new office is over in the Pope Box as she is with YVBB now. New fb AC is Wally Richardson. I’m not stare during the day when the 
most number of students would be in for you to see --- that kind of ebbs and flows. Your best bet is probably the mornings 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain conl’identia[ and privileged inl’ormation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>>; ~med.unc.edu> 8/25/2011 3:59 PM >>> 
Hey! 

School is very intense- I’ve been in class a week and a half and ] have a test next Monday! Yeesh. My schedule is all over the place but I was wondering when most people would be around 
- both the staff and the boys! Let me know and then I’ll double check the times and such and get back to you! 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k leissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 11:33 ~Y\I 

To: 

Subject: Re: He? 

We miss you tool!! We have so many new faces on our staffthat I feel like the new kid at school who can’t find any ofruy old friends to sit with in the cafeteria :) 

I would love to see you -- let me know what day/tirue you are thinking about. How is school??? 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 38/25/11 10:58 AM >>> 
Hey AtW 

Hope you are doing well. I just wanted to say I miss you and the prograru and ~vas wondering if I could drop by at some point! I have sorue new materials that might corae in handy with 
EXSS I thirtk and would love to share them. Let rue know if that would be okay!! 

Oh! And this is ray new eruail! 

Thanks! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:51 PM 

Subject: paperwork 

Attach: TEXTl’.httn 

Good afternoon, 
Please forgive me if you have aheady gone to see Tracy tIarris -- I wanted to let you know that your background check has come back so that all you have left to do is the 5 minute meeting 
to set up payroll. Once you have had this meeting let me know because then I can schedule you to work! 

tIave a great afternoon. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 5:46 PM 

.~ea(thlink.net 

RE: Study ttall Schedule 

TEXTf.httn 

:) 
I am folavarding your email to Brunt because I believe he is the one who handles TIMS, or at least he lcaows who might be. 
Thanks’. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> ’ @earthlmk.net> 4:45 PM >>> 
Amy, 

Sorry to bother you -- know you are busy. Schedule’s fine, but a couple quick things -- (1) TIMS has no supepdsor listed for me under academic support (only football ol!fice for class 
checking). Beth used to be listed, but I have no one to tag tomorrow evening to sign in. (2) Who do I see about going from $10.00 to $11.00 per hour? Not a money thing as much as an old 
guy with 3 masters degrees making the same as twenty-somethings with bachelor degrees. $1 more per hour would help my self-esteem (ha).. 

Thanks, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Kendra tlancock ( mailto :khancock@uncaa.unc. edu ) 
To: 

parham@emaihunc.edu: j@emaihunc.edt }email.unc.edt 
Kleissler ( mailto:kleissle(~,uncaa.unc.edu Cc: Brent Blanton ( raailto:blanton(&uncaa.unc.edu ) 
Sent: ............. 4:05:23 PM 
Subject: Study Hall Schedule 

~@eraail.unc.edu ~eruail.unc.edu ~gmail.com; 

Hello Stu@ Hall Monitors! 

I hope your week is going welh We are going to start stu@ hall tomorrow night, attached you will find the schedule for the begimxing of the semester until we get into the Loudermilk Center 
fi~r Success. Some of you may only be working one night a week for now, but this xvill change when we move into the building. 

If you are scheduled for Football, you xvill report to the 5th Floor of the Football Center at 6:45 PM on your scheduled day and check-in with Arny Kleisser. If you are scheduled fi~r Olympic 
Sports, please report to the 5th Floor of the North Box (inside Gate 2) at 5:45 PM on yottr scheduled day and check-in with Brent B lanton. 

If you need to complete training sessions, these need to be done before you start working, so please set up a time to meet xvith rue to coraplete this before you are scheduled to work. 

Thank you! 
Kendra Hancock 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 843-2306 
khancock@unc aa.unc edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, ~: 13 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Swahili Tutor 

Attach: TgXTI’.httn 

Hello( I was wondering if you are still available for tutoring Kis~vahili this semester? If so, please forward me your resume. We have need for students in S;VAH403 Let me know! 

Thank you, 
Amy Kleissler 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-84;-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

ConfidentialiW Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosare or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~hve.unc.edu> 7:06 PM >>> 
Hello Amy 

My apologies for waiting this long to respond to your e-mail. Unfortunately i was unable to tutor your friend travelling to Kenya due to lack of time. In between 4 classes, an internship & a 
job this summer has been extremely hectic. If you are still looking :for Swahili tutors in the fall please let me know and I will be sure to send in my resume. Thank you and hav’e a wonderful 
day 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 2:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: SwaNli Tulx~r 

TEXTf.httn 

Terrific! ! 

What days and times are you available? 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai[ and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> @hve.unc.edu> 2:33 PM >>> 
Hello Am?’, 

I am still interested in tutoring & am available for 403. I have attached my resume and am also on the learning center’s tutoring board :[’or Swahili and Spanish tutoring. Thank you and have a 
great day. 

Sincerely, 

From: 2,my Kleissier [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Swahili Tutor 

Hello! I ~vas wondering if you are still available for tutoring Kiswahili this semester? If so, please forward me your resume. We have need fi~r students in SWAH403. Let me know! 
Thank you, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~live.unc.edu> 7:06 PM >>> 
Hello Amy 

My apologies for waiting this long to respond to your e-mail. Unfortunately i was unable to tutor your friend travelling to Kenya due to lack of time. In between 4 classes, an internship & a 
job this smnmer has been extremely hectic. If you are still looking for Sxvahili tutors in the fall please let me knoxv and I will be sure to send in my resume. Thartk you and have a wonderful 
day. 

Sincerely-, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 15306bytes; 
File NameExpiU DateSize 
resume docx ( http ://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu )Tue, 13:34:43 -050015306bytes 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 3:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: SwaNli Tutor 

TEXTf.httn 

Thank you -- our student-athletes have practice in the afternoons so ~ve do not hold tutoring then. We hold stud.v hall 6-9PM Sunday through Thursday. If you could let me know what 
particular days and times you would be available in the evening, that would be great 
Thanks’. 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cumain confidential and privileged inl’urmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai[ and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 
>>> @hve.unc.edu~ 3:27 PM >>> 
Amy, 
I’m available Mi~nday and Wednesday afternoons frum 330 onward. I’m also willing tu wurk around other schedules. For example: tutoring in the evenings and things like that. Thank you! 

Sent from my LG phune 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> wrute: 

Terrific[[ 

What days and times are you available? 
Amy 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged ilffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>~ @live.unc.edu> 2:33 PM >>> 
Hello .~y, 

I am still interested in tutoring & am available for 403. I have attached my resume and am also on the learning center’s tutoring board for S~vahili and Spanish tutoring. Thank you and have a 
great day. 

Sincerely, 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Swahili Tutur 

Hello’. I was wondering if you are still available for tutoring Kiswahili this semester? If so, please forward me your resume We have need for students in SWAH403. Let me know! 
Thank you, 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confldentialit?’ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is ibr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Ant’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> @live unc edu> 7:06 PM >>> 

Hello AI~¥ 

My apologies for waiting this long to respond to your e-mail. Unf,artunately i ~vas unable to tutor your friend travelling to Kenya due to lack of time In between 4 classes, an internship & a 



job this summer has been extremely hectic. If you are still looking J2~r S~w~hili tutors in the fall please let me kno~v and I will be sure to send in my resume Thank you and have a wonderful 
day. 

Sincerely, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 15306bytes; 
File NamcExpiry DatcSize 
resume, docx ( http ://archi’,~e02.uncaa. unc. edu/ 13:34:43 -050015306bytes 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 4:05 PM 

@emaJl.uuc.e&~ 

Re: maJ~e up trmniug 

TEXT.httn 

you will come back in the spring at 
thanks 
A 

rll tiN to track do;vn approving for you. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program t;ar Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>~"                           @email.unc.edu> 8/31/2011 12:58 PM >>> 

Amy- 

Thanks for keeping me in the loop and thanks for taking my name offthe 
mass email list 

I have tried accessing TIMS on my work computer, but it doesn’t look the 
same here and it is hard to navigate I am unable to approve my timecard 
(and it looks like the training sessions were on last pay period/I missed 
the approval date based on what I could gather from what I was able to see 
in T[MS???). I’m not overly won-ied about it, but if there is a way 
you to approve this for me, that would be great. I can’t seem to do it. 
It would be great to be paid for that time, but ff it can’t happen, or if 
it would put me in jeopar@ 12~r the spring...such is life! Let me l~ow if 
there is anything ! should try to do for this If I need to come by the 
KFC sometime, I can. 

Thanks! 

On Tue, 30 Aug 2011 16:32:07 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.nnc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Go ahead and approve your time card and then we ~vill make sure to get in 
> touch with HR. 
> Thanks 
>A 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review-, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
>>>> @email.nnc.edu> 8/30/2011 3:40 PM >>> 
> 

> Amy- 
> 
> If I am not working in the fall, should I still finish up fl~e training-- 

> ie. ~vatch the video from the session I missed? (I assume I’ll have to 
go 
> through training again at the beginning of the spring semester) It may be 
> worth it to see act out stu@ table/tutoring session scenarios If 
I 
> have to make it up, I will be happy to do so. If there is no need for me 
> to do it, just let me know 
> 



mak~ 

> sense? Just a little something that’s running through my brain. Want to 

> play it safe when it comes to the "books"/being in the system if that’s 

> what it takes to get things right... 

> 

> Thanks t 

> 

> On Tue, 30 Aug 2011 13:37:46 -0400, "An’ly Kleissler" 

> <kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

> wrote: 

>> Good afternoon, 

>> This afternoon I am having the videos downloaded onto my computer. 

> Please 

>> let me know if you would like to come in tonight to watch any of them. 

> The 

>> first person to respond and tell rne what session they need to watch and 

>> what time they are coming will set the timetable. Does that make sense? 

>> On yore mark, get set, GOt I will then let the group know what the 

>> schedule is. My office is on the 5th floor of the football center. 

>> Thanks 

>> A 
>> 

>> 

>> Arny Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

>> UNY’-Chapel Hill 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 
>> 

>> 

>> Confidentiality- Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 

> is 

>> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

> and 

>> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

>> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

> please 

>> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 

original 

>> message. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 1,2011 3:07 PM 

@ema]l.~mc.edu> 

RE: kmight 

TEXT.htm; Mulphy.pdf 

let me tly on e more time :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> @emaihunc.edu> 9/1/2011 2:01 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

think you may have gotten my schedule mixed up with someone else (someone named 

From: 2,my Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 01,2011 1:57 PM 
To: 
SubJect: tonight 

here you go! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Staffondut at Pone Box for OI m icS ortsStudy_Table 
Sun: Spencer 
Mon: Beth Lyons 
T/TH: Brent 
Wed: Kym 

Staff on duty at Kenan Football Center for Football Study Table 
Sun--rotating 
Mon: Amy 
T/TH: Beth 
Wed: Jaimie 

Spencer Welborn Brent Blanton Kym Orr 

Robert Mercer Director 

Jenn Townsend Associate Director, jtownsend@uncaa, unc.edu 

Men’s Basketball, Women’s Swimming, Softball 

Beth Bridqer Associate Director/Learning Specialist, bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Football 

Brent Blanton Associate Director, blanton@uncaa, unc. edu 

Women’s Basketball, Baseball, Women’s Soccer, Field Hockey, Women’s 
Tennis 

Tony Yount Academic Counselor, tonyyount@uncaao unc.edu 

Women’s Golf, Women’s Lacrosse, Volleyball, Gymnastics 

Spencer Welborn Academic Counselor, wellborn@uncaa, unc. edu 

Men’s Lacrosse, Wrestling, Men’s Soccer, Men’s Swimming, Men’s Golf 

Kym Orr Academic Counselor, knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 

Men’s and Women’s Track & Field and Cross Country, Men’s Soccer, 
Gymnastics, Men’s Tennis, Rowing, Fencing 

Jaimie Lee Academic Counselor, jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 



Football 

Tia Overstreet Academic Counselor, overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

Football 

Dr. Jan Boxill Academic Counselor, jmboxill@uncaa, unc.edu 

Women’s Basketball 

Beth Lyons Learning Specialist, Olympic Sports, emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Women’s Gymnastics 

Amy Kleissler Mentor Coordinator, kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Footballl 

Nate Yarborouqh    Office Manager, yarborough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 8:45 PM 

~yahoo.com:~ 

Re: Academic Support PrograJn 

’IF2XTI’.htln 

Thank you for getting in touch. Would there be a good time fbr you next blonday or Thursday to come in? This week is a bit crazy and 
works for you. I am looking forward to meeting you! 
Amy 

Let me know what 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 
>>: @ahou.com> 9/2/2011 2:28 PM >>> 
tIi Amy - for~w~rded your cuntact informatiun to me. 

I have attached my resume ~l~r your review. Please feel free to cuntact me with an?’ questions and I luok furward tu hearing from you. 

thanks you, 

M~ SecureStur Stored: tuta[ 82627bytes; 
File NameExpily DateSize 

Resmne2011 .pdf ( http:/iarchiveO2.uncaa.~mc.edu/ec7d86fTf3c5bOb53c257ca6fSf69396 )Thu, 01 Dec 2011 13:28:45 -050082627bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 5:32 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: iN tbod 

TENTI’.httn 

absolutely -- rll figure it out and let you kno~v! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Jennifer Townsend 9/7/2011 5:05 PM >>> 
Ordinarily that would be great, but I have                     at 2:45. Is there another week that would work? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate I)irector 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hil[ 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 9/7/2011 4:52 PM >>> 

it turns out that my friend won’t have the food ready until 230 is that too late ]2~r y’al[’? let me know 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:48 PM 

~yahoo.com:~ 

Re: Academic Support PrograJn 

TEXTf.httn 

Why don’t we do Thursday morning : You pick the time. iVly office is in the football center, the end of Kenan Stadium that faces the big statue of Ramses and The Stone Center. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 

>>>                                @ahuo.cum> 9/7/2011 10:28 AM >>> 
Hi Amy - I luuk ~2~rward tu meeting you tuu Monday is a little busy for me, but I could meet yuu in between 12:00-2:00. Or Thursday is wide open, either morning or evemng Let me l,muw 
what works best ]2~r you 

Thanks, 

From: 2,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 
Tu:                              ~@yahuu cure> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 6, 2011 8:45 PM 
Subject: Re: Academic Support Program 

Thank you for getting in touch. Would there be a good time for you next Monday or Th~trsday to come in’? This ~veek is a bit crazy and I have 
works for you. I am looking forward to meeting your 
Amy 

on Tuesday :) Let me knoxv what 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Coiffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>> 

Hi 2uny - 
@ahoo.com 9/2/~011 2:28 PM>>> 

forwarded your contact iifformation to me. 

have attached ray resume for your review. Please feel free to contact me with any questions and 1 look forward to hearing from you. 

thanks you, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 82627bytes; 

File NameExpirv DateSize 
Resume2011 .pdf( http://archiveO2uncaa.unc.edu/ec7d8617tBc5bOb53c257ca6fSt~9396 )Thu, 01 Dec 2011 13:28:45 -050082627bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:35 AM 

Rachel Penny <rlioenny@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday 

TEXTI’.httn 

Rachel, 
Thank youforthe invitation Unfortunately I will be out oftown and unable to attend 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 4:22 PM 

To: ~ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: languages 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

whoop whoop I will let you know ASAP -- thanks’. We have some dictionaries here, and the students should have their own as welh 
Thanks! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destro, all copies of the original 
message 
>>> @ad.unc.edu> 4:20 PM >>> 
Amy, 

I’m definitely able (and very happy) to tutor both French & Latin Please let me know if that might be useful--if so r II start bringing the necessary dictionaries, etc, on Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights. Thanks! 

Very best wishes, 

From: 2,my Kleissler [kleissle(a)uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: languages 

Are you able to tutor French and Latin’ ’, That information is in our database so I wanted to double check. Please let me know. 
thank you, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Monday, 4:27 PM 

To: @ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: languages 

Attach: TENJI’.httn 

OK, just so I get this con-ectly --- you do ~vriting Tues and Wed, and then in our database it says you are available to work on Thursday evenings Is that correct or not? 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                  @ad.unc.edu>         4:25 PM >>> 
Brilliant--looking forward to itt 
Best, 

From: 2,my Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa unc edu] 
Sent M<nday, 4:21 PM 
To 
Subject: RE: languages 

whoop whoop. I will let you know ASAP thanks, We have some dictionaries here, and the students should have their own as well 
’]?hanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program fi~r Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ’ @ad.unc.edu> 4:20 PM >>> 
Amy, 

I’m definitely able (and very- happy) to tutor both French & Latin. Please let me know if that might be useful--if so r 11 start bringing the necessary- dictionaries, etc., on Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights. Thanks! 

Very best wishes, 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,, 4:12 PM 
To 
Subject: languages 

Are you able to tutor French and Latin’?? That infom~ation is in our database so I ~vanted to double check. Please let me l~ow. 
thank you, 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentialit?’ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 9:32 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: RE: updated schedule 

Attach: ’IEXTf.httn 

Anly, 

I’m a bit confused as to why I’m a recipient of this email. I had understood that I was hired as a writing tutor as opposed to an Italian tutor, and I also indicated that I 

can’t work Wednesday evenings (I have a class at Duke that lasts until 6:50). Was this message meant for someone else? 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 3:24 PM 

To: ,~)e~nail.unc.e 
Cc: Townsen& Jem~ 

Subject: updated schedule 

You have been scheduled for an ITAL review Wednesday nights at 7PM in the Pope Box. Please contact your advisor with any questions you may have. 
Thank you. 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Footl~all 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not fl~e intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 

destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 10:59 AM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: learning assistant 

Attach: ’lENTI’.htm 

I forwarded your email from my house email to this one so hopefully it ;vorks this time!!’. 

Thank you so much for sending me your resume -- I am very anxious to talk with you regarding the learning assistant position ~,\~en would a be a good time for you to come in? I am in the 

office by 830AM and am here all day I have an appointment Thursday at 930AM, and then again at 2PM. Other than that, I am wide open Let me know! 

Thank you, 
Array 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, }:ootball 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: ’ his e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:11 AM 

~yahoo.com:~ 

Re: Academic Support PrograJn 

TEXTf.httn 

My office is on the top floor of the football center, suite 520 The receptionist will direct you to the elevator. Thanks! I’m looking folavard to meeting you. 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 
>>>                                @yahuo.cum> 9/8/2011 8:19 AM >>> 
Will 9:30 work [’or you? ! am familiar with the stadium so I have an idea where your uffice will be. :-) I am luuking forward to meeting yuu. 

Thanks, 

Frum: Am?" Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:                              .~)yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:47 PM 
Sutziect: Re: Academic Suppurt Prugram 

Why dun’t we do Thursday morning? Yuu pick the time. [v{y office is in the football center, the end of Kenan Stadium that faces the big statue uf Ramses and The Stone (;enter. 
A 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Coiffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>>                                @yahoo.cam> 9/7/2011 10:28 AM >>> 
Hi 2uny - I look forward to meeting you too. Monday is a little busy for me, but I could meet you in between 12:00-2:00. Or Thursday is wide open, either morning or evening. Let me know 
what works best for you. 

Thanks, 

From: Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:                              @yahoo.cam> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 6, 2011 8:45 Pivl 
Subject: Re: Academic Support Program 

Thank you for getting in touch. ~ ould there be a good time for you next iVlonday or Thursday to come in? This week is a bit cra~- and I have oral surgeW on Tuesday :) Let me know what 
works for you. I am looking forward to meeting you! 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



>>> ~yahoo.com> 9/2/2011 2:28 PM >>> 
tIi ~:ny - forwarded your contact information to me. Ten years ago, I stopped working outside the home while we started our family. For the past :five years, I have worked at a 
home based business. Now, I am rea@ to make the transition to work outside the home again and am interested in learning more about the Academic Support Program at UNC and if I could 
be an academic advisor in your program. I have attached my resume Jk~r your review. Please fee[ free to contact me with an?’ quesuons and I look forward to hearing from you. 

thanks you, 

5,/I~ SecureStor Stored: total 82627bytes; 

File NameExpiry DateSize 
Resume2011.pdf( http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/ecTd86f7:ffsc5b0b53c257ca6fSf69396 )~[hu, 01 Dec 2011 13:28:45 4)50082627bytes 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:38 AM 

To: @gmail.com:~ 

Subject: Re: learning assis~nt 

Attach: TgXTI’.httn 

9AM sounds good I am on the top floor of the Kenan Football Center, Suite 520. When you come into the reception area on the first floor, the receptionist can direct you to the elevator 
closest to my ofi)ce. YVhen you get off the elevator, my office is in front of you, a little to the left. I am looking forward to meeting you! 
Cheers, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>~’: ~@gmaihcom> 9/14/2011 11:25 AM >>> 
Hey Amy, 
I can come in and meet with you tom orrow at 9a if that works :[’or you 
Thanks, 

On Wed, Sep 14, 2011 at 10:59 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I J2~rwarded your email from my house email to this one so hopelhlly it worlds this time!!! 
Thank you so much for sending me your resume -- I am vepf anxious to talk with you regarding the learning assistant position When would a be a good time J2~r you to come in? I am in the 
office by 830AM and am here all day I have an appointment Thursday at 930AM, and then again at 2PM. Other than that, I am wide open Let me know! 
Thank you, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  11:49 AM 

.~unc.edu> 

RE: Dram    Test Review, Sunday 

TEXT.htm 

The students cannot meet earlier in the day due to practice. If you can ride here, Wally can drive you and your bike home at 9PM. Let me 
know. Thank you so much! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, l~lease contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>>’                        ~unc.edu>          11:41 AM >>> 
Much earlier in the day (ending before 4) would be better, but those times work if they are the only available ones for the players. From: Amy 
Kleissler [kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 11:38 
To: Wally Richardson 
Cc: Jaimie Lee; Tia Overstreet 
Subject: RE: Dram    Test Review, Sunday 

Great,         Thank you so much for agreeing to hold these sessions. Would 7PM and 8PM sessions work for you? Please confirm and I 
will let the students know. 
Thank you again, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> ~unc.edu> 11:36 AM >>> 
Thanks. I await instructions. 
To clarify: 1 hour = round trip. 
From: Wallv Richardson [wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: 21:21 
To: Amy Kleissler 

Cc: Jaimie Lee; Tia Overstreet 
Subject: Dram l~est Review, Sunday 

Hi Amy, 
I spoke iwth our drama tutor, tonight about doing a couple of review sessions this Sunday, for the guys in drama. Can 
we look into have 2 review sessions: a 7 & 8pm session?         does not have a car and the buses don’t run on Sunday. She will have to 
bike in to do the sessions and it takes and hour to do so. She is available to conduct the reviews this Sunday. Thanks for looking into this. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Wally 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  1:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: 

TEXT.htm 

I have      and      in the database as with you Mon/Thur at 6PM. 
need to let me know before I can take them off the 6PM slot. Also, 
you at this time. Let me know. Thanks ! 
A 

Do you know that they are going to drop? Their counselors 

is the only student booked into the 9PM Monday slot with 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>>                       ~live.unc.edu>         9:03 AM >>> 

Hey Amy, 

I recently had another student schedule a tutor session for that time slot (Monday and Thursday at 9pm). Would it be possible to move 
from 9pm to 6pm? The 6pm time slot on both days just opened up if that helps. 

Thanks, 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                 4:04 PM 
To: ~email.unc.edu 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: 

You have been scheduled for a EXSS 
questions. 
Thank you, 
Amy 

review session on Monday nights at 9PM. Please contact your counselor with any 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 12:43 PM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: learning assis~nt 

Attach: ’I~XFI’.httn 

Fantastic, 
Best, 
Am?’ 

Thank you for coming in and sending me your availability I will get back to you ASAP with the next step 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program t;ar Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unanthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>~" ~@gmaihcom> 9/15/2011 11:38 AM >>> 
Hi Arrty, 
Here are the times that I can work this semester: 
Sunday 7-9p 
Monday 9-1 la, 7-9p 
Tuesday 9-1 la 
Thursday 9-1 la 
I look forward to working with your 
Thanks again, 

On Wed, Sep 14, 2011 at 11:37 AM. Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

9AM sounds good I am on the top floor of the Kenan Football Center, Suite 520. When you come into the reception area on the first floor, the receptionist can direct you to the elevator 
closest to my office. When you get offthe elevator, my office is in front of you, a little to the left. I am looking forward to nreeting you! 
Cheers, 
Anry 

Anry Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 
>>> ~graaihcom> 9/14/2011 11:25 A)¢I >>> 
Hey Amy, 
I can come in and meet with you tomurrow at 9a if that works for you. 
Thanks, 

On Wed, Sep 14, 2011 at 10:59 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I fol~varded your email frora tW house email to this one so hopefully it works this timer ! ! 
Thank you so much for sending me your resume -- I am very anxious to talk with you regarding the learning assistant position. ~nnen would a be a good time fbr you to come in? I am in the 
oft)ce by 830AM and am here all day. I have an appointment Thursday at 930AM, and then again at 2PM. Other than that, I am wide open. Let me know! 
Thank you, 
Amy 
Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Conf)dentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Ant’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 12:54 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com 

Subject: directions 

A~tach: ’IEXTf.httn 

It was a pleasure speaking with you this morning and I am looking for~vard to meeting you on Monday morning. 

Here are directions to my office from Raleigh: 

From Raleigh/Durham 
Take 1-40 West. 
Take NC 54 West via Exit # 273-A toward Chapel Hill and go about 3 miles. 
After about 6 traffic lights, you will go under Hw,£ 15/501 overpass and be on Raleigh 
Road. 
’]?urn left onto Country Club Rd 
Turn right onto Ridge Rd. 
Continue on Ridge Road approximately 1/2 mile. You will pass the baseball stadium on your left, and Stadium Drive on your right. 
Rams Head Parking Deck will be on the right. 

Once inside the garage, take a left, then right up the slope ~/Lhead of you there will be a set of stairs Park anywhere you want, but you will need to take those stairs up to the plaza level. 

When you come out onto the plaza, the stadium will be off to your right. Take a hard turn right and head toward the stadium As you move up the sloping sidewalk, the stadium will be on 
your left. At the approx 50 yard line of the stadium there are big gates to enter the stadium (gate 2?) Go in there 

Once inside those gates (or anywhere nearby) call me on my cell and I will come meet you -- 
Have a good weekend -, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 1:54 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Fwd: Fonns 

TEXT.htm; BGCK APRIL 2011 .doc; Tracy Hams.vcf 

Can you email this to            and have him fax it to Tracy Hams... 

Make snre he fills out/signs all the appropriate parts. 

tter t~x number is 919 843-7003. 

Thanks, 

Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 843-2306 

khancock~nncaa.unc.edn 
If you believe in your drean~s, you can achieve them! 

>>> Tracy Hams 8/18/2011 3:45 PM :~>> 

:) 

Tracy U. Ham s 

Emie Williamson Athletic Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

CB# 8500 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 

tuh~uncan.unc.edu 

GO HEELS!’. 

"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suttEring otten becomes the most tErtile soil tbr spiritual growth." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 7:55 PM 

Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chccs.kl2.nc.us-~ 

PID 

’I~XTI’.httn 

IgJlr~ 

I’m sure it is the same as when you ~vere a student, but just in case, your PID is You are now in the system as intermittent temporaly and should therefore be able to obtain your 
ONYEN and set up your password: 

https://onven.unc, edu/c~i-bin/uncid/services 

This will enable you to log in and out of TIMS. If you have an?’ questions, you can obtain technical support online tl~rough http ://help.unc. edu/index htm. 

Thank you for all ofyuur patience 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged inl’urmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 7:56 PM 

Laureu Loga~ <llogan@chccs.kl2.uc.us> 

PID 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Lauren, 
I’m sure it is the same as when you ~vere a student, but just in case, your PID is You are now in the system as intermittent temporaly and should therefore be able to obtain your 
ONYEN and set up your password: 

https://onven.unc, edu/c~i-bin/uncid/services 

This will enable you to log in and out of TIMS. If you have an?’ questions, you can obtain technical support online tl~rough http ://help.unc. edu/index htm. 

Thank you for all of your patience 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 7:58 PM 

Tom StaJ~fa @nc.rr.com> 

PID 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Tom, 
I’m sure it is the same as when you ~vere a student, but just in case, your PID is You are now in the system as intermittent temporaly and should therefore be able to obtain your 
ONYEN and set up your password: 

https://onven.unc, edu/c~i-bin/uncid/services 

This will enable you to log in and out of TIMS. K you have an?’ questions, you can obtain technical support online tl~rough http ://help.unc. edu/index htm. 

Thank you for all of your patience 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 8:02 PM 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

PID 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Bert, 
I’m sure it is the same as when you ~vere a student, but just in case, your i You are now in the system as intermittent temporaly and should therefore be able to obtain your 
ONYEN and set up your password: 

https://onven.unc, edu/c~i-bin/uncid/services 

This will enable you to log in and out of TIMS. If you have an?’ questions, you can obtain technical support online tl~rough http ://help.unc. edu/index htm. 

Thank you for all of your patience 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 1:13 PM 

bwartski@chccs.kl 2.nc.us 

~hedule 

Bert, 

Nearly a week later I’m still a bit fuzzy :) so I can’t remember if I emailed you your schedule yet! 

Sundays 
7-9 with 
come in.) 

(during the season they have practice until 6pm so they are not able to have sessions at that hour, but I am keeping you in mind for an?’ new- OLYM requests for LA’s that 

Wednesd ays 
6-7 with Beth Lyons (at the Pope Box this week, in the new building next week’.) 
7-9 }vith       m KFC 

I’ll be at KFC tonight with an exam review so rll see you then. thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, i 2:01 PM 

bwartski@chccs.kl 2.nc.us 

Re: sche&tle 

Good luck with the game! 

Yes, Wednesday 6-7 with Beth over at 
A 

, then 7-9 over with thanks. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program Ibr Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Bert Wartski 
Am?’, 

1:33 PM >>> 

I hope you’re feeling well My 
that OK, or should I show- up to at 7 pm? 

, so I’ll be there right after. On Wednesday, Beth said she wanted me with the athletes at 6 pm (like last week) Is 

Bert 

Sent from my iPod 

On , at 1 :l 3 Pi’,/], "Amy Kleissler" ~vrote: 

> Bert, 
> Nearly a week later I’m still a bit fazzy :) so I can’t remember if I emai[ed you your schedu[e yet[ 
> 

> 

> Sundays 
> 7-9 with 
come in.) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Wednesdays 
> 6-7 with Beth Lyons (at the Pope Box this week, in the new building next we&!) 
> 7-9 with m KFC 
> 

> 

> I’ll be at KFC tonight with an exam review so I’ll see you then. thanks! 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Ci)- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclos~tre to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 

(during the season they have practice until 6pm so they are not able to have sessions at that hour, but I am keeping you in mind :[’or any new requests :[’or LA’s that 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Monday, 1:33 PM 

To: y~a)gmml.com 

Subject: ~hedule update 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Due to a conflicting practice schedule I wanted to let you know that we have taken your Sunday 6PM sessions with 
Amy 

off your schedule Thank you very much, 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 6:36 PM 

To: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Correction 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

We ha~’e canceled the 6PM Sunday appointment for you with     because it was conflicting with his practice schedule. The academic couaaselors are looking at their students to see if they 

have any that the?’ would like to book with you for Sunday nights. I will get back to you as they give me their requests 

Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Acadelr~ic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 
>>                        @era ~ I uric edu~"          10:20 PM >>> 

I meant to say last emai[ 

Is it possible to schedule me w th more than one person on Sunday nights? 

So I can meet for at least two hours’? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 19, 2011 7:15 PM 

Christy Suits <csui’Ls@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

ARGH’. 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Christy, 
I hope that you are doing well :) 

I am having a computer problem that I hope you can help me with -- TIMS! ! ’. I asked Andrew if he could help but I do not believe he ~vas able to solve the problem. For the computer that is 
out on the 5th floor near the copy machine, we are not able to get to TIMS either through the icon on the desktop, nor through the internet. We have removed and reinstalled the program, 
but no joy. 

For the student computer in my office, last night I thought that we had it successfully bookmarked and accessible, but now it tlceezes as well. It has asked that we install Java, which we 
clicked on, but still no joy. Harumph. 

Could you tell me what I am duing wrong su that I can fix the prublems? ’]’hanks so much!! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Monday, September 19, 20ll 7:55 PM 

Wally Richardson <wficha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ENGL 

TEXl’.htm 

Do you mean that you want 
each night? 

working with the same writing tutors as he has been on those days, but working for an hour? Or do you mean that you want him with the same person 

Wouldn’t you know it, the same ;vriting tutors do not work on Monday as Thursday 

In the meantime, I have moved him to be with 
me know 
Thanks 
A 

8-9 on Mondays an~ 8-9 on Thursdays I have had good feedback on both of these tutors in particular Let 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:29 PM 

To: ToW Yount @gma~,l.com> 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Tutor 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Ton?’, 
The same tutor, has ECOix Thursday at 7 
Another tutor, has ECON I’hm-s at 9PM 

let me know. 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 
>>> Tony Yuunl           @gmail cum>          9:22 AM >>> 

Begin furwarded message: 

Frum: @hve.unc.edu> 
Subject: Tutur 
Date: 9:13:11 AM EDT 
To: "Tuny Yuunt @gmail cum]" @gmail.com> 

Hey Tony, 

My tutor xvas cancelled last night and I have an exam on Monday in Geolog< Is there awway I can get one before then for an extra review. 
Let me knoxv if thats a possibility! 

Thanks, 

would also like to use this extra review. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:10 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Re: ??? 

’I~NFI’.httn 

I sent an email out to the staff on Monday to let evelyone kno~v that he was diagnosed ~vitk_             _                                        ?n Monday) and would be out through the end of the 
week. I am sor~’ that word did not get through He is going to check back m ~vith me by Friday to let me know- if he will be able to come back next ~veek I apologize. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Jermifer Townsen< 9:05 PM >>> 
Hey, Amy: 

did not show up :For             tonight. I think she has only been able to meet with him one time. Could we see what is going on with him or perhaps get her another 
tutor? I was notified he would be gone on Monday, but I am not sure why he wasn’t here tonight 

’]7hanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate I)irector 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
College Of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 11:02 AM 

MoveOn.org Political Action Adam Ruben <moveou-help@list.moveon.org> 

Re: You have to see this (Out of the office) 

I will be ont of the office until Tuesday, October 4th. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Kendra Hancock or Brent Blanton 
Thank you 
Amy 

>>> "Adam Ruben, MoveOn.org Political Action" <moveon-help@list.moveon.org> 09/29/11 10:40 >>> 

Elizabeth Warren has just jumped into the U.S Senate race in Massachusetts and she’s already a front-ruamer But with an urgent fundraising deadline Friday, she needs our help Can you 
chip in $5? 

Donatenow<https://pol.moveon.org/give/wal~renl.html?aa 5&id 31551-10160910-mMDDKox&t 1> 

Dear MoveOn member, 

Have you seen this amamng quote that everyone’s sharing on Facebook right now? It’s from progressive champion Elizabeth Warren, who has just jumped into the U S. Senate race in 
Ma ssachusetts: 

"There is nobody in this country who got rich on his own Nobody. You built a factoly out there~good for you. 

"But I want to be clear. You mnved your goods to market on the roads the rest of us paid for. You hired workers that the rest of us paid to educate..Part of the underlying social contract is 
you take a hunk of that and pay forward [’or the next kid who comes along "1 

Eliz~beth Warren has been a tireless advocate for consumer rights, holding big banks accountable and creating the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. She’s one of the great 
progressive voices on fixing the economy. 

Now she’s taking on corporate-backed Sen Scott Brown and his $10 million war chest. She has only been in the race for two weeks, but she is already out to a narrow lead over Brown in the 
most recent poll.2 This Friday is a critical fundraising deadline, and all eyes are watching to see if her campaign’s for real. 

Can you chip in $5 t~Eli~abethWarren’scampaign?C~ickheret~d~nate.<https://p~l.moveonor~/~ive/warren1.htm~?aa 5&id 31551-10160910-mMDDKox&t 2> 

MoveOn members in Massachusetts voted in a landslide to endorse Warren this week. She’s got momentum, but the media will be watching closely to see if she can turn her progressive 
record into grassroots support, and it’s absolutely vital that she announce a large fundraising total from thousands of small donors. 

Warren came to prominence as a vocal critic of many of the Wall Street corporations who are now top contributors to Scott Brown’s campaign Brown is trying to present a moderate front 
despite his tea part?’ backing and corporate donors, but Warren is the real voice for the American Dream 

We’re also announcing two other MoveOn member endorsements, candidates who are true champions in the fight to rebuild the American Dream Eric Griego in New Mexico and Ilya 
Sheyman in IHinois both stand out as progressive leaders in their Democratic prunary elections ~2~r the U S ttouse of Representatives. 

Can you chip in $5 to Elizabeth Warren’s campaign right now? 

https://pobmoveon.org/give/warrenl.html’?aa 5&id 31551-10160910-n’~V2DDKox&t 3 

Thanks for all you do. 

[~Adam R., Elena, Julia, Stephen, and the rest of the team 

Sources: 

1. "Video: The Elizabeth Warren Quote Every American Needs To Heat," MoveOn.org, Sept. 21,2011. 
http:/7~a~’w.moveon.org/r?r 264488&id 31551-10160910-nvMDDKox&t 4 

2. "Elizabeth Warren leads Scott Brown by two points," Public Policy Polling, Sept. 20, 2011. [PDF] 
http:~,’v~vw.moveon.urg/l?r 264489&id 31551-10160910-rr~dDDKox&t 5 

PAID FOR BY MOVEON.ORG POLITICAL ACTION’, http ://pol.moveon.org/. Not authorized by- any candidate or candidate’s committee. This email was sent to AtW Kleissler on September 
29, 2011. To change your email address or update your contact itffo, click here<http://moveon.orgisubscrip/coa.html?id 31551-10160910-n~MDDKox>. To remove yourself from this list, click 
here<http:i/moveon, org/s?i 31551-10160910-rr~MDDKox>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, October 3, 2011 12:41 PM 

j schneider@bus.ucf.edu 

Re: 2011 Academic Momentum Award (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the office nntil Tuesday, October 4th. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Kendra Hancock or Brent Blanton 
Thank you 
Amy 

>>> "Jennifer Schneider" <info@ncasports.org> 10/03/11 12:23 >>> 

To view as a Webpage, click here: http:/,~Asitor bencl~narkemail corcJc/v?e~2B90&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiy67II¥5WzowN’,~Dlz2XFIXA%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium ibr Academics and Sports. Please reconfllrn your interest in receiving email from us. If you do not wish to 
receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 
ConfirmURL :http://visitorbenchmarkemailcom/c/opt?e F2B90&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiy67II¥5WzowN’x’Dlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
Title Section 

Released on Monday, October 3, 2011 

Scholar-Baller~ is now entering into its fifth year presenting the prestigious Academic Momentum Award with the National Consortium for Academics and Sports (NCAS). The a~vard seeks 
to recognize student-athletes who have demonstrated a significant academic improvement throughout their collegiate careers 

Please note that this year we plan to recognize approximately 60 student-athletes as Academic Momentum Award recipients. [n past years, typically only 20 student-athletes received this 
recognition. 

We are reaching out to you with the hope that you will nominate one male student-athlete and one female student-athlete from your institution J2~r this esteemed academic award that 
signifies student-athletes who not only perlkmn on the field, but who also excel in the classroom. 

Please refer to the attached Guidelines and Nomination Form for additional information ’]’he final deadline Jl~r nominations has been extended to November 1,2011. You can either mail in 
your completed Nominations Forms to Dr C. Keith Han-ison, 4000 Central Florida Bird, BA II, Suite 205, Orlando, t,L 32816-1400, or you can fax completed Nomination Forms to the attention 
o:[’Dr. C Keith Harrison at (407)8234771begin of the skype highlighting (407)8234771 end of the skype highlightingbegin of the skype highlighting (407)823-4771 
end of2the skype highlightingbegin of2the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771begin~of the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771 end of the skype highlighting 
end of the skype highlightingbegin of the skype highlighting (407) 823-4771begin 0fthe skype highlighting (407) 823-4771 end of the skype highlighting 
end ol~ the skype highlighting. 

Thank you for helping us continue to reward those student-athletes who are excelling academically. Last year over 50 nominations were received from more than 30 colleges and universities 
across the countp)< With your involvement this year our goal is to reach 120 nominations. 

[1] MNK TO GUIDELINES AN[) NOMINATION FORM 

Jennifer Schneider 

407-823-4884begin of2the skype highlighting 407-823-4884 end of2the skype highlightingbegin of2the skype highlighting 407-823-4884begin of the skype highlighting 407-823- 
4884 end of the skype highlighting end of the skype highlightingbegin of the skype highlighting 407-823-4884begin of the skype highlighting 407-8234884 
end of the skype highlightingbegin ol~ the skype highlighting 407-823-4884 end of the skype highlighting end of the skype highlightingbegin of the skype highlighting 407- 
823-4884begii~of the skTpehighlighting 407-823-4884 end of theskypehighlighting end of the skypehighlightingbegin of theskypel~ighlighting 407-823- 
4884beginof theskypehighlighting 407-823-4884 end of the skypehighlighting end of the skypehighlightingbeginof the skTpehighlighting 407-823- 
4884beginof the skypehighlighting 407-823-4884 end of the skypehighlighting end of the skypehighlightingbeginof the sky-pehighlighting 407-8234884 
end of the skypehi 
ghlighting 

[2] j scl-meider@bus.ucf.edu 

References: 

1.http:i/attachn~ent.benckm~arkemaihcom/c5802/AMA Guidelines and Nominations form (2011).pdf 
2. mailto :kelvnvarona(&knights.ucf.edu 

This message was sent to kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu by info@ncasports.org 

You can modi~-/update your subscription via the link beloxv. 

Unsubscribe from all mailings 
http:/:\’isitor.bcnchn~arkelnaihcolr~C/su?e F2B90&c 16AA&I 55ED163&emailm.tLXCjy67IIy5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FV,2q283dd&relid D161D5FB 

Manage Subscription 
http://visitorbenchmarkemailcom/c/s?e F2B90&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCjy67II,v5Wzo~vNYDlz2XqT’~l%21%VT83dd&relid D161D5FB 

Forward Email 
http://visitor.benclnnarkemail.cona/c/t’ge F2B90&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email~aLX(?iy67II,v5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
Report Abuse 
http://~’isitor.benchmarkemail.coreJAbuse?e F2B90&c 16AA&I 55ED163&email uLXCiv67IIv5WzowNYDlz2XFM%2FWT83dd&relid D161D5FB 
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Address: 4000 Central Florida Blvd. 



BA II, Suite 113, Orlando, Fir, 32816-1400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               4:34 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: A few things... 

TEXT.htm 

We will have you with 
Thanks ! 
A 

I will put it in the database so that a feedback form will generate for you each week. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> @live.unc.edu> 12:54 PM >>> 
Amy, 
Welcome back! Hope your trip was relaxing, I’m sure you needed it! 

I wanted to ask about Monday evenings. I am no longer working with      from 8-9pm because he has Drama tutoring, but I was 
wondering if there was anyone in independent study that may need some extra help regularly. I would love to have someone from 8-9 
since I am available. Usually one of the counselors just stick someone with me, whoever needs some help that evening, but perhaps I 
could get someone regularly to help out with scheduling? Just a thought, I’d love to help if I could. 

Also, I am going to take a rather long Fall Break :) 

I will not be available to work on: 
-Monday 
-Tuesday 
-or Monday 

(I am assuming that we will not have study table Wednesday or Thursday due to Fall Break). 

I will be out of the state during these days. I will return to work on Tuesday 
inconvenience to you, your staff, and our guys. 

I apologize in advance for the 

With that said, if there is any need for extra help I am more than willing to offer a hand. I’m sure you’re swamped with scheduling as it 
is, but if you see a need for something, especially on Sunday’s since I don’t usually work then, I would be more than happy to assist. 
Please let me know! 

Thanks Amy ! 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:01 PM 

To: @hotmafil.com 

Subject: RE: GEOG 

thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
I J’x.-C-Chal~el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>> 5:41 PM >>> 

Yep. that’s fine with me! :) Thanks! 

[)abe: Tue,           12:54:17 -04(;0 

From: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: ~hotmail corn 
Subject: GEOG 

HeHo :) 

I wanted to see if you are available to tutor (}Iv.()( 
Thanks! 
A 

on Thursday mornings at 1030AM after you 930AM appointment. Let me l,mow. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-84%8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

@yahoo.com:~ 

Re: Athletic Academic Support Progrmn 

TEXT.httn 

Thank you veW much. We ~vill be in touch as we move closer to the end of the semester for that is ~vhen we will begin to formulate our plans for the spring semester. Take care, and r 11 talk to 
you soon. 

Sincerely, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>~"                              @~ahoo.com>         8:37 AM >>> 

tIi ~Mny - I wanted to thank you again for the opportunl~ to intep~iew with you for a position in the Athletic Academic Support program. Please let me know if there is any more information 
that you need from me Thanks again! 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 

From: @yahoo.corn> 
To: .~y Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, 10:00 PM 
Subject: Fall Schedule 

Hi Amy - I enjoyed meeting with you today. I am looking forward to this opportunist This i~all. I can work any two mornings 9-1:00, except Friday. I look for~vald to hearing back from you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 6, 20l 1 11:32 AM 

~nc.rr.com:~ 

Fwd: Public Health 

TEXT.htm; Public Hea2lth.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

919-1443-8635 o 
c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privi eged inlbrmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please c< nt lct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Friday, October 7, 2011 11:46 AM 

To: ~me.com 

Subject: interview tbr CHHS 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

If your Iiciend emails me the questions, then I can sho~v them to Robert. He is more likely to agree if he can vet the questions himself Let me know. 
thanks’. 
M 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 9, 2011 1:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 

Brent, 
Could you let me know what I can do to check on this? Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chal~el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 10, 2011 12:35 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu~; Beth Bridger <bfidgerb@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu~; Jennifer Town~nd <jtownsend@uncaa.~mc.edw-~; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; To~y Yount <ton~2voan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welbom <welborn@uncaa uric edu>: Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kath~yn Slnall ;@gmail.com>; 

this aYtemoon 

thanks 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-g43-g635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialitv Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized ~eview, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 10, 2011 7:19 PM 

Kendra ttancock <khm~cock@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Sick 

FILE.msg 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chattel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, October 10, 2011 7:21 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

lbr 

Amy, 
I would encourage her to contact the Institute for Public Health (http ://w~vw sph uric. edu/nciph/). They might be able to point her in the right direction 
Hope that helps’. 
Anne 

On Mon, Oct 10, 2011 at 10:10 AM. Domaa Parker < ))gmail com> wrote: 

Hi Am?’, 
I don’t know much about development disablities and mental health Do you know 1ViaU Faith Mount-Cors? She is at the FPG Child Development Institute. 
http://www fpg.unc eduAndex cfm There are a number of Institutes and Centers at L,~’C that fit in the mental health arena I wish I could help more. 
Donna 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, October 11, 2011 11:13 AM 

Adam Lucas <alucas@taxheelmonthly.com>; Chuck WaJcd <chaxlew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Linda 

Woods <lwoods@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tim Taft <timo’~y taft@med.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn 

<tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Wally RichaJcdson <wricha@ uncaa.unc.edu~ 

shoes 

TEXT.htm; IM)\GE.jpg 

Jnst a reminder your shoes are here at the Ticket Office. Please come get them ASAP, or make arrangements for someone to get them, so I can make room in our 

storage for season tickets. 

B. SHANE PARRISH 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPEIL~\TIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 1:54 PM 

Re: Football tickets 

Tom, 

Unfortunately, I do not receive tickets through the department because I am not on the permanent staff (I attend the games either through work or on our family tickets). I will put the word 
out in the office to see if anyone has any extra tickets -- when Jack takes a friend we buy from a scalper -- ]~Ia~z Willingham knows where a scalper sells general admission tickets 
supposedly for $10, but last weekend I had to pay ~0 a piece for t~vo of the kids :( 

I’m sor~’ I can’t be more help I’ll keep an ear out. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Ulx,-C -Chapel Hill 
919-593-3033 c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Tom Stanfa 10/15/11 7:41 PM >>> 
Amy, 

I hate to ask, but my parents are coming to visit in two weeks and I’d like for them to go to a game with my family while I work the game. I just don’t know where I can get five tickets. I don’t 
need good seats as I’m hoping they’ll sit in the genera[ admission seats where I work ~my information or ups you can give me would be greatly appreciated 

Sincerely, 

Tom Stanfa 

Sent from mY [Pad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 5:28 PM 

home~ ~nc.rr.com> 

check kstate spring 

TENTI’.httn 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program f,ar Student Athletes, Football 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 10:36 AM 

Bill Melega, ~ea~tNink.net> 

note 

TEXT.httn 

Bill 
I got your note and will absolutely copy your flyer and pass it around. I wish I had known you had this business because I could have used you to chaperone 
process -- it is an awful process and doesn’t help to have morn nagging about more stuft~ !! 
A 

through the application 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:39 PM 

home~ ~nc.rr.com> 

web 

’lEN2[’.htm 

ctclorg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Atbdetes 
LrNCoChapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privi eged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifynu are nnt the intended recipient, please contact the sender b?’ reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 3:03 PM 

home~ @nc.rr.com> 

updated 

TEXT.htm; College App Tracking.xlsx 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
trNC-Chapel Hill 
919-8,43-8635 o 

c 

k[eiss[e@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inlbrmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use d sc ~sure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please cont ~ct the sender by repty e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 2:03 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com:~ 

Subject: Re: ti~rms 

Attach: ’I~XYI’.httn 

Great! Earlier in t2ae email I have put the fax number for Tracy Harris. I think it is Fax: (919) 843-7003. 
Thanks’. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message¯ 

>>>                                @ahoo.com> 10/24/2011 1:54 PM >>> 
Hi Amy - I have filled out the ]’arms. Do you prefer that I mail them to you (I will need the address to send them to) or is there a number I can fax them to? 

Thanks, 

From: ~y- Kleissler <kleissle@ancaa.unc.edu> 
To:                              ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2011 4:19 PM 
Subject: Re: forms 

Here it is - thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited¯ If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message¯ 

>>>                                @yahoo.cam> 10/18/2011 2:53 PM >>> 
Hi Amy - I did not get the attachment. Can you resend the forms? 

Thanks, 

From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uaacaa uric edu> 
To:              @ahoo.com 
Seni: Wednesday, October 12, 2011 11:08 AM 

Subject: forms 

Unfortunately, the background authorization forms we used are out dated¯ Please find attached the update forms Have them redo the forms and send them back to Tracy Harris 

¯ Thanks! 



Tracy U. Harris 

Emie Williamson Athletic Center 

450 Skipper Bow[es Dr 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

CB# 8500 

Phone: (919) 962-7852 

Fax: (919) 843-7003 

tuh@uncaa unc.edu 

thank you -- Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and pm;ileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Froi~|: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

ARach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 24, 2011 2:09 PM 

home< @nc.rr.com> 

read Krapp 

TEXl’.httn 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
krNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kIeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

CoRfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includ ng any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privi eged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. ~f you are ~ot the intended recipient, p~ease cont.act the sender b5’ reply e-ma I and destroy’ all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 9:19 AM 

home, @nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Prezi.com: Verify your e-mail 

TEXT.htm; Prezi.com Verify your e-~nail.~nsg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 2:54 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Her background came in with no criminal convictions found. Please have her call to set up an appointment to 
complete paperwork. 

Tracy U. Harris 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 31, 2011 12:25 PM 

home~ ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Re: popcorn exchange 

TEXT.htm; Re popcorn exchange.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu;’~ 

Monday, October 31, 2011 12:47 PM 

@genworth.com> 

Fwd: Re: popcorn exchange 

TEXT.htm; Re_ popcorn exchange.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthnrized review use, disc osure nr distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient please cont ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu’- 

Monday, October 31,2011 1:29 PM 

home~        ~nc.rr.com> 

~genworth.com> 

Fwd: Re: popcorn exchange 

TEXT.htm; Re popcorn exchange.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may comain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by rep y e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:27 PM 

To: edu> 

Subject: Re: Update ti~om 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi!!!!!!!’.! It is so good to hear tlcom you :) I am so glad that you are loving school and life. We definitely miss you around here! I love it that there is a whole network of academic support 
alumni out there working with each other[ Be]2~re you know it, we’ll have the next generation of student athletes come in here that YOU taught[ 

Please stop by and visit if you are ever around -- take care! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> edu> 10:19 PM >>> 
Hi Beth and Amy! 

How are you? How are things at I~YNC ? 

I went to the game at tonight! I got to see and meet some of their parents It was really exciting to see them again and it made me miss UNC and 
tutoring/mentoring. I just wanted to let you know that the teachers and I are observing this semester have said that they are amazed at our ability to help their students. I know- that 
this is a result of the great experiences that we had working with student-athletes. I definitely miss it, but I am excited to stalt teaching soon too[ Anyways, I hope eve15~thing is going well[ 

P.S. We got to see some over the smnmer[ I ara hoping to student teach with from last year[ 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, November 1,2011 9:01 AM 

To: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Spring Work 

Attach: ’IJLXTI’.httn 

Whoop whoop! I am so glad to hear from you -- we miss you, and are VERY excited that you will be back with us! 

We are all doing well and settling in to the new facility In a few weeks we will be sending out a request for spring availability so I will put you at the top of the list!! Take care, thank you for 
being in touch, and I’ll talk to you soon :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>>                           ~email unc.edu> 10/31/2011 3:57 PM >>> 

Hey Amy- 

Hope things are going well this Fall! Just wanted to shoot you a quick 
message to let you know that I AM interested in working this Spring. I’m 
sure you’ll send out an emai[ or something in a few weeks, but since I know 
I’m no longer on your mass email list, I wanted to be proacuve to make 
sure I get m[’ormation when that time comes I’ve missed working over 
there this Fall so I look forward to getting back in the swing of things 
next semester. 

How are you doing? Staying afloat? I sure hope so! 

Happy Halloween! Hope to hear back from you sometime soon. :-) 

Thanks! 



From: @ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, November 2, 2011 10:59 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: note 

that unc asheville is nov 15 deadline, but no extra essays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                8:56 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting with Reading and Writing Specialist 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you -- yes, and as we get closer I will let you know what room. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>>’                          ~email.unc.edu>         8:31 AM >>> 
Hi Amy, is this also in Loudermilk? I can meet him on Tuesday. 
Thanks ! 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:10 PM 
To: 

~nc.rr.com 
Subject: meeting with Reading and Writing Specialist 

~gmail.com;          ~gmail.com;     ~live.unc.edu; 

Good evening- 
I hope that you have had a good week! 

Our new Reading and Writing Specialist, Bradley Bethel, would like to meet with all of the Writing Tutors in order to introduce 
himself, gain your feedback, and discuss ways to improve our program. Looking forward to the spring semester, the two of us are 
working hard to assess and restructure our study hall support services for student-athletes. 

Bradley would like to discuss with you what you are seeing in your sessions, what is frustrating you on the academic side, what 
works/doesn’t, and any ideas you have for improvement in those areas. 

He is available to meet two different evenings, so please let me know which meeting you will attend: 
Tuesday,              or Wednesday,              at 6PM 

Please let me know which session works best for you. Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 4, 2011 5:45 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 

On Monday remind me to tell you about the MA program in Academic Advising 

have a good ~veekend 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

look forward to hearing all about it on Tuesday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 10:28 AM 

RE: COMM 

TEXT.htm; 

~live.unc.edu> 

schedule.pdf 

Attached is your schedule. 

Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>>                           ~live.unc.edu>         2:55 PM >>> 

Amy, 

What time am I schedule to tutor tomorrow night? 

thanks so much. 

best, 

Doctoral Student & Teaching Assistant 
Department of Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 
From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:43 PM 
To: 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: COMM 

Yes! Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Amy, 

I am definitely able to tutor COMM 

Thank you so much. 

best, 

~live.unc.edu> 1:40 PM >>> 

and Monday night sounds perfect. Will this begin next week? 

Doctoral Student & Teaching Assistant 
Department of Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 
From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                 3:38 PM 
To:       ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: COMM 

I wanted to confirm that you are able to tutor COMM           ? I have students in need and could book them with you for 

Monday nights. Please let me know as soon as you can. Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Attached is your schedule. 

Thanks 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle @uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> > > @live.un¢.edu > 2:55 PM > > > 
Amy, 

What time am I schedule to tutor tomorrow night? 

thanks so much. 

best, 

Doctoral Student & Teaching Assistant 
Department of Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~email.unc.edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:43 PM 
To: 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: COMM 

Yes! Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle @uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> ’ ~live.unc.edu> 1:40 PM >>> 
Amy, 



I am definitely able to tutor COMM 

Thank you so much. 

best, 

and Monday night sounds perfect. Will this begin next week? 

Doctoral Student & Teaching Assistant 
Department of Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 

from: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                3:38 PM 
To:      ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: COMM 

I wanted to confirm that you are able to tutor COMM    and    ? I have students in need and could book 
them with you for Monday nights. Please let me know as soon as you can. Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle @uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Monday, November 7, 2011 10:58 AM 

To: ~hotmail.com 

Subject: Re: next semes~ter? 

Attach: Text.httn 

It is wonderful to hear from you!! I hope that you have had a great fall. I can’t wait to hear about all that you have been up to -- I’m envious’. 

YES, ~ve could definitely use you in the spring semester. YVhen you have a chance, ~vhy don’t you let me know ~vhat days/times/courses you are interested in :) 
take care -- we can’t wait to see you[ 
Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Ath]etes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 11/07/11 8:02 AM >>> 
Hi ~ny, 

I hope this finds you doing well, el~joying this beautifu[ fall weather..I wanted to touch base regarding next semester. Do you think you guys could use me as a tutor next semester? Let me 
know what if anything I need to do to make that happen 

Thanks, 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, November 8, 2011 9:13 AM 

To: @med.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: In the future... 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

It is so good to hear from you I am heartily sor~’ that I missed your visit’. Isn’t the new building amazing!! We are vely excited that you will be back with us next stammer. Thank you for 
the materials, and no rush 
Miss you! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ till[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>~"                              @reed unc edu> 11/7/2011 3:57 PM >>> 

ttey Amy, 

So I dropped by a while back and missed you that night L but I will be back again soon to visit you all. I had my break the other day outside of the ER and saw everyone walking in to stu@ 
table and it made me sad That being said I would like to put my name down to work next I know it is way far in advanced but I will be around Chapel ttiH              and would 
love to help out. I j ust m~ss you all so much. I hope everything is going well and II311 have some study materials for you soon. 

Thanks & Miss you! 

UNC School of Medicine 

C]ass of 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, November 8, 2011 10:18 AM 

To: @med.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: In the future... 

Attach: TEXYI’.httn 

the entrance is from the parking lot in front, small door just next to the area ~vhere the big trucks pull up. glass door from elevator, ~ve are the second floor :) 
A 

Am?- Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is J2~r the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure ur distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies of the original 
message. 

>>>                              @med.unc.edu> 11/8/2011 9:37 AM >>> 

actually haven[5~t been tu the new building yet!!! tlow du I get in there?! 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k [eissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 9:13 AM 

To: 
Sublect: Re: [n the future... 

It is so good tu hear frumyuu I am heartily surry that I missed yuur visit! Isn’tthenewbuildingamamng!! Wearevepzexcitedthatyuuwillbebackwithusne×tsummer. Thank you for 

the materials, and no rush 

Miss you! 
A 

Aray Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cordidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 

@med uric edu> 11/7/2011 3:57 PM >>> 

He?’ Amy, 

So I dropped by a ~vhile back and missed you that night L but I will be back again soon to visit you all. I had my break the other day outside of the ER and sa~v evels’one walking in to stud?- 
table and it made me sad That being said I ~vould like to put my name down to work next         I know it is way far in advanced bnt I ~vill be around Chapel Hill              and would 
love to help out. I just miss you all so much. I hope eve~zthing is going well and I[~ll have some study materials for you soon. 

Thanks & Miss you’. 

UNC School of Medicine 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 9:11 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: study hall for student-athletes Sunday, Nov 13th 

TEXT.htm 

Sorry about that       The feedback forms are printed in one big batch for each day, and they are not usually printed on Sunday 
until late in the afternoon. If you would like, you could email any thoughts you have to Wally, or fill out a drop-in form the next time 
you are here. Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>>                      @email.unc.edu> 11/13/2011 11:28 PM >>> 
I went to tutoring tonight. But I was not given any feedback forms or goal sheets, so I did not turn in anything of that nature tonight. 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 9:16 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: study hall for       student-athletes Sunday, Nov 13th 

Thank you 
Cheers, 
A 

I will get back to you with details soon. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> @email.unc. edu> 11/6/2011 5:33 PM >>> 
Yes, I can 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 05, 2011 3:25 PM 
To: ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com 
Subject: study hall for student-athletes Sunday, Nov 13th 



Due to a shift in practice schedule for Sunday, Nov 13th, I wanted to see if you are available to shift your regularly scheduled sessions 
with student-athletes from 7-9PM to 1230-230PM on that day? Please let me know ASAP. 
Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 11:44 AM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: price book 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 
message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 12:31 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

pulling string~ and fl~en ~me 

Wally,                                                          ~; ?1 " 
You wouldn’t happen to know a~yone on the Pittsburgh Steelers, would you. ’... I owe a frlenc~ a HUGE thank you for helping out my oldest son, and the man is a huge Steelers fan, so I 
wanted to see if I could buy a jersey or something and get it signed. Hell, you could sign it and my friend wouldn’t know- -- just kidding!’. Let me know of an?’ good ideas you have! 

Thanks!! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, November 18, 2011 10:00 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

YOU ARE A NUT! ! ! ! ! ’. ! ! ! ! ! ’. ! 

Text.httn 

B eth, 

here to have cake?! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Charoel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

[ 1;qay just leave nay door like that forever!’. You are the dearest friend -- thal~ you for always being so thoughtful. When will you be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 28, 2011 3:09 PM 

~nc.rr.com>; Nate Yaxbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Your membership at ntbura.org - Membership Active 

TEXT.htm; Your membership at ~ffoura.org - Me~nbership Active.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 12:05 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com 

Subject: oops 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

i clicked the link what is going to happen?? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Hollidav; Tacy" <Tacy.Holliday@montgomerycollege.edu> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 6:16 PM 

nclcamembership@gmail.com 

@citilink.net; jloppac@emory.edu; julee.albers@clarke.edu; kcosta@ccsnh.edu; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~; 

nlucefiz@mley.com 

Welcome to NCLCA! 

Hello and Welcome to NCLCA for the 2011-2012 Membership Year. 

As a member, you’re entitled to special features like access to the member only area of the NCLCA website (www.nclca.org<http:/iwww.nclca.org/>). To access this 

area the u~rname is        and the password is 

I’m waiting to get access to fl~e NCLCA list serv ficom the previous membership chair and will add your name to flint database once I have access to enable you to get 

e-mails ti~om NCLCA. 

If you have question~ let me know. 

Tacy 

Tacy L. Holliday, PhD 

Learning Center Leadership Level 3 

NCLCA Membership 

Science Learning Center 

Management Instructor 

Montgomery College 

Gennantown 

SA203iSA202 

w~v.m~ntg~neryc~ege.edw~depart~nents~scilcgt‘~‘http:/~wwv.m~ntg~meryc~llege.edu/depm~unents/scilcgt> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, 1:38 PM 

@live unc edu> 

RE: final exam review sessions tbr football student-athletes 

TEXTI’.httn 

Do you know ~vhat time you can do review session(s) on the 
Please let me kno~v. 
Thank you 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I, hdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> I@[ive uric edu> 6:08 PM >>> 
Good Evening Am?’, 

For the the time does not work for me because I have two consecutive exams the following day. And I can’t make the at all because I will be home by the 

I can do a two-hour session (broken up if needed) on the     but during the day and I can also work with them on the Sunday before, 
can start the review session then Would it be okay if all the athletes sat in the session on the         ? 

I am also going to be tutoring next Monday so I 

I was also planning on making a study guide that addresses the big picture topics, but I wi [l need more informution for the students as far as the topics, readings and pictures that 
Mutima plans on formatting the test with. 

Sorry for the changes, but I think I put those dates really- early- in the semester before I found out tW schedule. Hopefully what I’ve suggested can work out! 

Thanks, 

From: ~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                    3:56 PM 

To:     @email.unc.edu 
Subject: final exam review sessions for football student-athletes 

In addition to the sessions that Brent scheduled with you, I have you down for the following sessions with football student-athletes. Please let me know if they will work for you. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

7PM SWAH 

730PM SWAH 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

LoudelTnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Radge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confhdentialib’ Notice: This e-mail message, including an), attachments, is fbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:47 PM 

@bellsouth.neV~ 

Re: final exam review ~ssions tbr football student-athletes 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Just to be safe, is it ok if we move your start time to lPM? The students have practice at 1030AM. 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message¯ 

@bellsouth net> 10:10 AM >>> 
Hi ~/Mny-thats fine with me Whatever 

Will we only do 1 review with the gut’s? I don’t think their final is until 
Cheers 

¯ Do you think a review closer to test day would be better? I’m flexible--whatever works best for you gut’s. 

From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @bellsouth net> 
Sent: Tue, 3:45:37 PM 
Sut~iect: final exam review sessions for ~2~otball student-athletes 

In addition to the sessions that Brent scheduled with you, I have you do~vn for the following sessions with football student-athletes. Please let me know if they will ~vork for you. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

1230-230PM 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffiduntiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited¯ If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message¯ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:20 AM 

;@gmail.com> 

Re: looking to the spring 

TEXTI’.httn 

Great! Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>~" ~gmail.com> 8:24 ~\I >>> 
Amy, 

My schedule "busies up" in the spring, but I’d still like to work one night per week Ideally, it’d be Sunday from 7pro - 9pro. 

Thanks! 

~t 1:56 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

Hello~- 
I hope that you had a ~vonderful holiday break. I cannot believe that it is nearly Deceraber .... 

We are CUl~ently in the process of hiring a tutorial program coordinator, and plan to have this person on board for . In order to help this new staffperson be able to step into the 
role as smoothly as possible, I am doing as much of the groundwork now that I can. With that in mind, could you please: 

h Let me know if you are interested in working in the spring semester. 

2. Your day/time availability - Bradley and I are pushing hard on the subject tutoring side of our staffing to create schedules for the students that provide them ~vith subject tutoring bi- 
weekly, on a M~V or TR schedule. Just as ~ve spoke of in the intec,dew and training process, we believe that consistent structure is one of the crucial foundational elements to building good 
study skills. Consequently, we are looking for ~Vf~V or TR (with S added in to either of those pairings when you are available) pairings. However, we will ~vork ~vith whatever you can 
provide! Olympic sports do not have as many requests for learning assistants, but the also do not often have the M~N/TR schedule needs. 

3. If you have any interest in working in a more focused area within your area of academic expertise, please let us l~ow. For example, if you are a teacher by day-, we are looking for learning 
assistants who are ~villing to focus on students in their subject area to help them navigate a particular subject such as BIOL or HIST. In this manner you ~vould wurk with a particular group 
of students on the same study skills of planning, checking blackboard, etc. and reading (printing off articles, highlighting tactics, outlines, notes, etc) as you have been, but only- be 
responsible for one subject area with those students. For example, rather than working on an overall plan with student Jotm Doe, you would be working with him on a particular course. You 
would be very familiar with only one syllabus, and from there, ~vork with this student as he moves through his study time for that subject. "Tomotio~v I have due chapter 3 reading notes on 
Reconstruction." You would work with the student to pull locate that reading (on blackboard? in the textbook? etc), talk with him/her as he formulates a plan of attack, and then wurk 
through the reading process. NOTE: If you decide this is something you ~vould like to do, Bradley and i will be giving you additional training in the needed skills. This opportur~i~" is open to 
any of you ENGL teachers as ~vell -- you could be a tremendous asset in working with students in reading-heavy classes! Bradley and I can give you more details if you are interested. 

Thank you again for everything you do!! Let me know- your thoughts when you can 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 
l~rix.’C-Chapel Hill 

(tel: )c 
kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, i 11:04 AM 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

Subject: 

Attach: TgXTI’.lmn 

@email.unc.edu>; 

Good morning, friend! 
I sent out an email regarding the spring, but in case you did not receive it, I am re-sending here! 

We are currently in the process of hiring a tutorial program coordinator, and plan to have this person on board for . In order to help this new staffperson be able to step into the 
role as smoothly as possible, I am doing as much of the groundwork now that I can With that in mind, could you please: 

1. Let me know if you are interested in working in the spring semester 

2. Your dayit~ne availability -- Bradley and I are pushing hard to create schedules for the students that provide them with subject tutoring bi-weekly, on a MW or TR schedule 

3. If you have any ~nterest in working in a more ~2~cused area within your area of academic expertise, please let us know 

’]7his will begin to take better shape in the next few weeks -- I will let you know the very moment we have it together. We plan to begin sessions the second week of classes,o             As 
you may have heard, we are having to be very conservative in our scheduling [’or next semester due to budgetary constraints, but we value you and your work highly. If I do not hear back 
from you I will assume that you will not be working in the spring. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you[! Let me know your thoughts when you can 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of 5,-otth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 5, 2011 9:20 AM 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: question/concern 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Bert, 
Thank you so much -- you are not blowing this out of proportion in the least, and you are handling this in an absolutely appropriate manner I will bring this to the attention of our staff 
ASAP, and we will cover it more thoroughly in training Thank you so much for bringing it to my attention! 
Have a great day. 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>> Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2 nc.us> 12/5/2011 9:02 AM >>> 
Amy, 
I hope you are doing well. ’]7he other night, as I worked as an LA, I saw something that you might find interesting. I saw an LA making up flash cards [’or his/her student. I asked him/her 
what s/he was doing and s/he told me that s/he was making up flash cards for a student/athlete I told him/her that s/he couldn’t do that. I continued and told her,him that in our training we 
were told that the student needed to produce his/her own flash cards and that we had to "put our pencil down." A discussion on what we could or couldn’t do occurred. 
S/he told me that s/he would discuss things with her/his student and write down the information and then give the paper to the student. I, again, told her/him that s/he couldn’t do this. If 
s/he had to make a list with the student, s/he should do it on the white board and then the student could write it down in his/her own words 
As you can probably guess, I don’t want to identify the learning assistant However, I find myself in a bit of a pickle For us, the semester ends this week I was wondering, if we have any 
traimng for the new semester, if you could [’uther emphasize what we can and cannot do.. 
Am I right, or am I blowing something out of proportion? I’ve been known to do that every-once-in-a-while. 
Bert 
All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Cit7- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 4:29 PM 

To: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: S 

Attach: ’I]:;XTI’.httn 

Thales ! I’ll be in touch 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>>                           @email unc edu>          4:28 PM >>> 

Amy - 

Just got o:ff the phone with ’]?racy Harris. My paperwork stuJ’]" should be 
taken care of in the next week or so! :-) 

Sorry again for not seeing your other messages sooner! It is a busy time 
of year and I don’t check this Carolina emai[ address all that regularly 
anymore. Whoops! Glad I got my rear in gear and checked it again. 

And per my previous message: I think Exercise and Sport Science would be 
the best subject area for me (if I were to specialize in any certain area 
of expertise) 

Thanks again! 

On Fri,            11:04:01 -0500, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Good morning, friendt 
> I sent out an email regarding the spring, but in case you did not receive 
> it, I am re-sending here t 
> 

> We are currently- in the process of hiring a tutorial program coordinator, 
> and plan to have this person on board for . In order to help 
this 
> new staffperson be able to step into the role as smoothly as possible, I 
> am doing as much of the grour~&vork now that I can. With that in mind, 
could 
> you please: 
> 

> 1. Let me kmow if you are interested in working in the spring semester. 
> 

> 2. Your day/time availabilit-v - Bradley and I are pushing hard to create 
> schedules fi~r the students that provide them with subj ect tutoring 
> bi-weekly, on a 2vfW or TR schedule. 
> 

> 3. If you have any interest in working in a more focused area within your 
> area of academic expertise, please let us know 
> 

> This will begin to take better shape in the next few weeks -- I will let 
> you kaaow the yew moment we have it together. We plan to begin sessions 
> the second week of classes,             As you may have heard, we are 
> having to be rely’ conservative in our scheduling for next semester due to 
> budgetal3z constraints, but we value you and your work highly. If I do 
not 
> heal- back from you I will assume that you will not be working in the 
> spring. Please let me kno~v if you have ant- questions. 
> 

> 

> Thank you!! Let me know your thoughts when you can 
> Cheers, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel tli[l 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loudermilk Center J7~r [~xce[lence 
> 344 Ridge Rnack Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attacl~nents, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> nressage. 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 5, 2011 4:35 PM 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: question/concern 

’I~LXTI’.httn 

Bert, 
Sor~ for my quick reply earlier -- I wanted to let you kno~v that I had read your email before I got into my appointments for the day. 

Again, thank you so much for contacting me, and thank you :[’or ~vorking so hard to maintain the integri~" of the program I ~wmted to let you know that you do not ever need to take on 
dealing with any situations like this that you encounter. If ever you wimess something that you are unsure about, simply get in touch with me (or any staff member) right away, and we will 
speak with the staff member directly. In that vein, I do need you to let me know who the staffperson was because we need to speak with the person directly to determine what precisely is 
going on Do not wor~, -- this will not negatively impact your working relationship. To the contrary, we all need to be on board together with the same set of professional standards, and 
work together to educate one another for the good of the program. Thank you so much, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>> Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 12/5/2011 9:02 AM >>> 
Anry, 
I hope you are doing welh The other night, as I worked as an LA, I saw something that you might find interesting. I saw an LA making up flash cards for his/her student. I asked him/her 
what s/he was doing and s/he told me that s/he was making up flash cards for a student/athlete. I told him;her that s/he couldn’t do that. I continued and told her/him that in our training we 
were told that the student needed to produce his/her own flash cards and that we had to "put our pencil down." A discussion on what we could or couldn’t do occurred. 
S/he told me that s/he would discuss things with her/his student and write down the information and then give the paper to the student. I, again, told her/him that s/he couldn’t do this. If 
s/he had to make a list with the student, s/he should do it on the white board and then the student could write it down in his/her own words. 
As you can probably guess, I don’t want to identify the learning assistant. However, I find myself in a bit of a pickle. For us, the semester ends this week. I was wondering, if we have any 
training for the new semester, if you could luther emphasize what we can and cannot do... 
Ant I right, or am I blowing something out of proportion? I’ve been known to do that evelN-once-in-a-while. 
Belt 
All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result in nronitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:07 PM 

~@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: final exam review sessions tbr football student-athletes 

’I~NJI’.httn 

don’t think you have been getting our emails so I wanted to double check. 

With football, I have you down for Sunday at 6 and 7, CO\IM md 
Thanks’. 
A 

For all sports, Monday at 8PM is ~vhat Brent scheduled. Let us know. 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distributinn is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> ’ ~)email.unc edu> 7:29 PM >>> 
Hi ~’,my, 

I wonder if I m~ght be able to change my Monday 
arranged’? 

session k~ an earlier time in the day.. It would work best for me ifI could meet them any time between ] 2 and 5.. could this be 

Also, have you decided about COX/2M    ;? As I said before, my availability and suggestions for that review session are as follows: 

(exam on     ,8am): meet on      and     , ideally in the earl?’ afternoon, but can also do evening times (I’m tutoring multiple people--including a 
I’m not sure ~vho his advisor is-so whatever time works for all involved). 

Many Thanks and Vev~" Best, 

From: .~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:06 AM 
To: 
Cc: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: final exaru review sessions for football student-athletes 

Thanks - 
I have ruoved the COMM session to Sunday at 7PM. Sunday at 6PM you will have the COMM 

Brent, when would you like to have the COX£v{ ;? 
A 

students. 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-8,43-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is ibr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> @email.unc.edu> 8:05 PM >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

Actually, the    isn’t a great day- for me. I wonder if it’s possible to move that to Sunday evening, ? I can do 6, 7, or 8.. 

Also, can I schedule with you a few days of review for the other classes I’m tutoring? I ~vas thinking of the following: 

COMM ; (exam on     ,8am): meet on      and     ~, ideally in the early afternoon, but can also do evening times (I’m tutoring multiple people--including a 
I’m not sure who his advisor is--so whatever time works for all involved). 

COI~iM    (exam on     ,12pm): meet on Sun 
but can also do evening times. 

at either 6, 7, or 8 (whatever time rm NOT tutoring COMM based on above), alrd meet on l~ion ideally in the early- afternoon, 

Let me know what works best. 



Vew Best, 

From: Am?" Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday: 3:46 PM 
To: 
Sut~iect: final exam review sessions for ]2~otball studem-athletes 

In addition to the sessions that Brent scheduled with you, ] have you down [’or the ]2~llowing sessions with football student-athletes Please let me know if they will work for you. 
’]?hanks, 
Amy 

130PM for COMM 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 6:24 PM 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: help... 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Bert, 
Please do not wor~ about losing a friend or betraying a colleague You are not; I promise This has been a conversation we have had with so it will be perfectly natural for us to speak 
with him regarding best practices, and your name will not be brought tap We have great respect for both you and      because we understand that your love and talent for educating 
students guides you in your work. Our training each semester, and these conversations, are about teaching tutors and learning assistants about the different guidelines or restraints ~ve 
must adhere to when working with collegiate student-athletes One thing that has helped me has been to keep the mind set that my role is to help students learn ho~v to learn, less than help 
students learn Does that make sense? In any- event, thank you for coming to me. You are helping us work to make our entire staIt; and our entire program, better. 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
University of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Foutbal[ 

Luudermilk Center fur Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may" contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply" e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 

>>> Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 12/6/2011 2:47 PM >>> 
Amy, 
It’s been a tough day, as far as refectiun goes. I’ve been thinking uf how tu deal with this situation. I dun’t think that this issue stups at flash cards There were some cumments about papers 
thrown in there [’or guod measure This is something that yuu can bring up with the LA. I would hate tu [use a friend and a co-wurker uver this, but.. it’s              He was talking about 
huw he help~ (baseball player) and (foutbal[ player). 
Bert 

On Tue, Dec 6, 2011 at 9:58 AM. Amy Kleissler <k leissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bert, 
On our end, the issue is that we deal with very weighty circumstances in working with student-athletes -- under the scrutiny of the NCAA, this university, the public, etc. I do not want to 
make this a bigger deal than it is by making this person worried, but everything we do needs to be transparent and open for thoughtful discussion. This person is not in trouble. This is not 
an academic violation. Just like in your own classroom, this is a teaching moment for LA’s from the practice perspective, and for our staff, from the training perspective. My conversation 
with this person will be about making sure I have an accurate understanding of the situation and from there, have "a teaching moment." This is about making sure we have the best program 
possible, and through training and feedback, put our staff in the best position possible to use their talents and training to support our student-athletes. For the spring semester our training 
for tutors and LA’s will be one night during the first week of school where, both in small groups and as a larger stall; we have precisely these types of conversations to pose and answer 
questions, flesh out ideas, and receive more directed training. You should not contact the LA - you have done your clue diligence, which I thank you for, but now we need to take over from 
here. 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

(tel: )c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>> Belt Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl 2nc.us> 12/6/2011 8:55 ~vl >>> 
Amy, 
I’m in a bit of a pickle (I’m more partial to the Bread and Butter .) ~Vhen I had the conversation ~vith the LA (about the things ~ve can and cannot do), I told him/her that I didn’t want to drop 
the dime on him/her. My email to you was a request to have more training on the things that we can and cannot do (frankly, I don’t know how- you can’t know..you were pretty specific) I 
feel torn Could I email the LA and tell him/her the situation? That ~vay, I could give her/him the opportunity to come forward. 
Bert 

All mail con-espondence to and Iicom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may- result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 

All mail con-espondence to and Iicom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may- result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:07 AM 

To: ~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thursday 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

Absolutely!!!! 

My schedule has changed a little bit as advisors have added more appts -- rll be here and open 10-1030 and 1130 until 1. I hope oone of those windows ~vorks for you! 
Can’t wait to see you! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is :[’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>>                                        @unc.edu~          12:25 AM >>> 

I am so excited to come see you on Thursday :) 

I had a quick question before then[Zcould I use you as a reference for the Order of the Golden Fleece nomination? http://www.unc edu/o~f/(it’s the website). 

I will explain more on Thursday but I am hoping that my previous boss/a member is going to nominate me and I need three references 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Master of Arts in Strategic Cormnunication 

@anc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:31 AM 

To: ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: Re: checking in 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Thank you for getting in touch! I hope that you are doing well Today is the last day of classes so ~ve are just begilming to look to what our spring needs are, and hope to have the new 
Tutor Program Coordinator on board           . Due to tight budget constraints we are anticipating that we will be scheduling less for the spring semester, but your daytime availability is 

ver,v helpI~al so I remain hopeful! I will be back in touch either way ASAP 
Thank you, and I hope that you and your family enjoy the holidays. 
Amy 

Amy KleissIer 

University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter t~or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3~ 07 
Chapel ttiIl, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If your are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>>                             :@ahoo.com>         1:24 PM >>> 
tli ~’n}, - I wanted to check m with you and see ffyou would be able to use me for the Athletic Academic Support Program in the spring semester. Starting        I can be available 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday 9-1 12~r a total of not more than 10 hours per week If my schedule fits in with any of the athletes, I would be glad to help out. 

thanks, 
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From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 4:34 PM 

To: @chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 

Subject: Spring 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

I do not have a record of having heard from you re spring -- will you be working in the spring as a LA or no? Don’t want to overlook you if you intend to, but no ~vorries if not Let me know-! 
Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
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From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:50 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: Re: checking in 

Attach: ’I~NEI’.httn 

apologize for being so delayed in getting back to you I have forwarded your information to Brent Blanton as he will be coordinating the tutoring for the spring semester. If you need, his 

email is blanton@uncaa.unc edu 

Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>>                              @ahoo.com>         l:24 PM >>> 
Hi ~ny - I wanted to check in with you and see if you would be able to use me for the Athletic Academic Support Program in the spring semester. Starting        I can be available 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday 9-1 ]2~r a total of not more than 10 hours per week If my schedule fits in with any of the athletes, I would be glad to help out. 

thanks, 



From: ~@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:24 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edtr> 

Sub]eet: checking in 

Attach: ’l~EN2I’.htln 

Hi Amy - I wanted to check in with you and see if you would be able to use me for the Athletic Academic Support Program in the spring semester. Starting 

can be available Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday 9- l for a tota] of not more than 10 hours per week. If my schedule fits in with any of the athletes, I would be 

glad to help out. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:12 PM 

~unc.edu> 

You come in to watch the training videos that are on the computer in my office, let me know a good day/time for you, and rll be read?’! 

Quick question for you -- did I give you paperwork with the ne~v pay rate on it? if not, let me know 
cause you’ll need to take that to Trac~ with you 
thanks, 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On ;, at 1:59 PM; ~r)unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi 2,my- 
> 

> Happy New Year!tt I am meeting with Tracy on Wednesday- whu du I need to be in contact with abuut traininglS]I knuw you are nu [unger in charge uf it all but I didn’t get the guys name 
when I lelt. 
> 

> Hupe you had a great holiday seasun- 
> 
> :) 
> 

> From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Wed 09:07:29 -0500 
> To: @unc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Thursday 
> 

> Absolutely!!!! 
> 

> My schedule has changed a little bit as advisors have added inure appts -- r II be here and upen 10-1030 and 1130 until 1 I hupe uone o17 those windows wurks fi~r you! 
> Can’t wait to see yuu[ 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
> 

> >>> ~mc.edu> 12:25 AM >>> 
> Hi 
> 

> I am so excited to come see you on Thursday :) 
> 

> I had a quick question before then[~.could I use you as a reference for the Order of the Golden Fleece noraination’.’ http:i/www.unc.eduio~ff (it’s the website). 
> 

> I ~vill explain more on Thursday but I am hoping that my previous boss/a member is going to nominate me and I need three references. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
> School of Journalism and Mass Cormnunication 
> Master of Arts in Strategic Communication 

~junc edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:49 PM 

To: ~chccs.k12.nc.u~~ 

Subject: Re: THursday 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Whoops. You will actually not be able to sign in until you have completed ?’our HR paperwork. These are the steps: 
1 ) as soon as your background check is completed, I will email you directions to go meet ~vith Tracy Harris at the athletic dept offices next to the Dean Dome. This is a 5 minute mtg where 
you sign your W-2 and do direct deposit stuff 

2) Tracy ~vill then be able to give you your ONYEN (usually the first 8 letters of your name, but your name is popular so it may be a little different) You can then go to w~v.onyen.unc.edu 
to set tap your password. Your U2X-C email address will be your ONYEN then either @email unc.edu or @unc edu 

3) you will then use your owen and password to sign into TIMS when to start and finish work each shift I will let Brent Blanton (runs the tutorial program and handles all HR2TIMS stuff) 
that he should credit you [’or the 5 hours you spent watching the training videos. 

I hope this helps! 

Thanks, 

A 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 4:3 8 PM, ~chccs.kl 2nc.us>" ~!chccs k 12.nc us> wrote: 

Hi 2,my, 
I was trying to sign into the sakai system, but I realized that while I have an email that includes my password, I do not know what my login name is. How could I go about getting that info? 

Thanks, 

On Wed, at 3:32 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am not saying that you should come in, but I did want to let you know that I will be in the office tomorrow morning if that is helpful [51 Otherwise, whenever you want to come in j ust let 
me know -- someone will always be here to set you up or I can zip over to set you up, no problem I~1 Let me know 

Thanks! 
>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC’-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the Nolth Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including la~v enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:53 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Friday at lish is good It is loooooong, about 4 hours. Next week are those two workshops and then stud?- hall will begin the day after MLK day 

Rate is now    :) 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 3:16 PIlL @unc edu> wrote: 

Awesome- How about Friday afternoon? Around lish? How many hours is it? 

Are we working the first week of classes’? 

There wasn’t a pay rate on it- but has it gone up? 

Thanks, 

From: ~Mny kleissler <kieissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: ’rue, 15:11:47 -0500 

To: @unc.edu> 

Sublect: Re: Thursday 

> You come in to watch the training videos that are on the computer in my office let me know a good day/time [’or you, and rH be rea~d.y! 
> 

> Quick question for you -- did I give you paperwork with the new pay rate on it? if not, let me know 
> cause you’H need to take that to Tracy with you 
> thanks, 
>A 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 
> On at 1:59 PM. @unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi 
>> 

>> Happy New- Year!!! I am nreeting with Tracy on Wednesday-- who do I need to be in contact with about training [] I know you are no longer in charge of it all but I didn’t get the guys nanre 
when I left. 
>> 

>> Hope you had a great holiday season- 
>> 

>> From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.anc.edu> 
>> Date: Wcd 09:07:29 -0500 
>> To: @unc.edu> 
>> Subject: Re: Thursday 

>> Absolutely! t t ! 

>> My schedule has changed a little bit as advisors have added more appts - I’ll be here and open 10-1030 and 1130 until 1. I hope oone of those windows ~vorks for you! 
>> Can’t ~vait to see your 
>> A 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Footba 11 

>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?- attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>> >>> .~unc.edu> 12:25 AM >>> 
>> Hi Amy-- 

>> I am so excited to come see you on Thursday :) 

>> I had a quick question before then[] could I use you as a reference for the Order of the Golden Fleece nomination? http://w~vw unc.edu/o~/(it’s the website). 

>> I will explain more on Thursday but I am hoping that my previous bassi a member is going to nominate me and I need tba-ee references 



>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Umversity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
>> School of Journalism and Mass Cowanunication 
>> Master of Arts in Strategic Cot~m~unication 
>>               @unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:10 PM 

~unc.edu> 

See what he says 
See you fri! 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 9:03 PM, @unc edu> wrote: 

Sounds amazing :). I will be there Friday- I can do all 4 hours! 

I will email Bradley as well- Do you think I can do the thing on the earlier in the day? 

:) 

From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 18:52:43 -0500 
To: ~unc edu> 
Subject: Re: Thursday 

Friday at lish is good. It is loooooong, about 4 hours. Next week are those two workshops and then sturdy hall will begin the day after MLK day 

Rate is now i :) 
>A 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 3:16 PM, ~unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Awesome- How about Friday afternoon? Around I ish? How many hours is it’? 
>> 

>> Are we working the first week of classes? 
>> 

>> There wasn’t a pay rate on it- but has it gone up? 
>> 

>> That~zs, 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> Date: ’ 15:11:47 -0500 
>> To: @unc.edu> 
>> Subject: Re: Thursday 
>> 

>> You corae in to watch the training videos that are on the computer in my- office, let me know a good day/time for you, and I’ll be ready! 
>> 

>> Quick question for you - did I give you paperwork with the new- pay- rate on it? if not, let me know- 
>> cause you’ll need to take that to Tracy with you. 
>> thanks, 
>> A 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>> On , at 1:59 PM, ’ 
>> 

>>> Hi Amy- 

@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Can’t wait to see you! 
>>> A 

>>> .~vny Kleissler 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

>>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

>>> Happy iX-e~v Year!!! I ara meeting with Tracy on Wednesday- who do I need to be in contact with about training ~I know you are no longer in charge of it all but I didn’t get the guys 
name when I le~. 

>>> Hope you had a great holiday season- 
>>> 
>>> 

>>> From: Am?’ kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>>> Date: Wed, 09:07:29 -0500 
>>> To: @unc.edu> 
>>> Subject: Re: Thursday 

>>> Absolutely!!!’. 
>>> 

>>> My schedule has changed a little bit as advisors have added more appts -- rll be here and open 10-1030 and 1130 until 1 I hope oone of those windows works for you! 



>>> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 
>>> c 

>>> kleiss[e@ uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentlali~ Notice: rlhis e-mail message, including any attachments, is liar the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

>>> >>> @unc.edu> 12:25 AM >>> 
>>> Hi 

>>> I am so excited to conre see you on Thursday :) 

>>> I had a quick question before then~.could I use you as a reference for the Order of the Golden Fleece nomination? http://www.unc.edu/og£,~ (it’s the website). 

>>> I will explain more on Thursday but I am hoping that my pre’,dous boss/a menrber is going to nominate me and I need three references. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> L-niver si~ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
>>> School of Journalism and Mass Conmmnication 
>>> Master of Arts in Strategic Cormnunication 

>>>               @unc. edu 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 5:24 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

rroms 

TEXT.htm; rooln assignlnents.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 5, 2012 10:06 AM 

To: @gmail .com> 

Subject: Re: Tutor Program 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

He should reply either way, but I will ask him just in case and get back to you. 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                        ~@gmail.com> 1/5/2012 9:40 ~M >>> 
Thank you. I emailed him yesterday morning and haven’t gotten a response yet. Do you think he email me even if it turns out they don’t need a biology tutor? 

On Wed, Jan 4, 2012 at 9:20 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

We are just beginning to schedule tutoring so this is a great time to get in touch ~vith Brent. You can contact him at blanton@ancaa.unc.edu 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                        ~gmail.com> 1/3/2012 11:49 PM >>> 

Hi Aray, now that the break is coraing to a close, I was wondering if you knew when I might expect to hear froru Brent Blanton? Or if there ~vas a ~vay for rue to contact him in order to be more 
convenient? Please let me know-, hope you have had a wonderful holiday[ 

On Thu, Dec 1,2011 at 3:29 PM, ~@gmail.com> wrote: 

Thank you for the opportumty! I look forward to hearing from him :) 

On Thu, Dec 1,2011 at 1:36 PM, Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Thank you. I have passed your resume onto Brent Blanton in our office. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>>                       @gmail corn> 11/30/2011 2:31 PM >>> 

I am so sorry for not responding sooner, I didn’t see this email until j ust now. I am saving it as a ~w~rd doc and attaching it right now! 
Again, I apologize J2~r the delay, 

On Mon, Nov 28, 2011 at 9:35 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

What type of doc~unent is your resume saved as? I am unable to open it. Are you able to save it as a ~vord document? Let me know. 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 11/27/11 1:22 PM >>> 

If you are still looking for a coordinator, I would love to put in my resume for that position as well! 

If not, I ara still vet?, interested in being a tutor! Tharf~ you so much for your time. 

On Sun, Nov 27, 2011 at 1:12 PM, Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you so much for getting in touch with our program! I have folavarded your email to one of our academic counselors, Brent Blanton. We are in the process of hiring a tutoria 1 program 
coordinator, but in the meantime, Brent is hiring the tutors If you send me your resun~e, I ;vill forward that to him as ;vell 
Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>; 11/27/11 11:41 

Hi Ms. Kleissler, 

My name is , and I am a friend of 

I am writing to ask if you 

have aW need for biolo©’ tutors. 

If you think you have a need :for a biolog3, or 
introductory smence tutor, [ would love to send you my resume or anything 
else you might need Thank you so much, and I hope you had a wonderful 
holiday! 

Sincerely, 

pid: 
cell: 

Mq SecureStor Stored: total 37888bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 

,Resume2011 .doc ( http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/5~ 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 5, 2012 10:25 AM 

To: @gmail .com> 

Subject: Re: Tutor Program 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Yes, Brent will be getting in touch ~vith you soon :) 
Take care, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>>                        ~)gmail.com> 1/5/2012 9:40 AM >>> 
Thank you. I emailed him yesterday morning and haven’t gotten a response yet Do you think he email me even if it turns out the?’ don’t need a biology tutor? 

On Wed, Jan 4, 2012 at 9:20 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

We are just beginning to schedule tutoring so this is a great ume to get in touch with Brent. You can contact him at blanton@uncaa.unc edu 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                       ~gmail.com> 1/3/2012 11:49 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, now that the break is coming to a close, I was wondering if you knew when I might expect to hear from Brent Blanton? Or if there was a way for me to contact hiru in order to be more 
convenient? Please let me know, hope you have had a wonderful holiday! 

On Thu, Dec 1,2011 at 3:29 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thar~k you for the opportur~i~! I look forward to hearing from hiru :) 

On Thu, Dec 1,2011 at 1:36 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you. I have passed your resume onto Brent Blanton in our office 

Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 



message¯ 

>>> @gmail corn> 11/30/2011 2:31 PM >>> 

I am so sorry for not responding sooner, I didn’t see this email until j ust now. I am saving it as a ~w~rd doc and attaching it right now! 
Again, I apologize Jf~r the delay, 

On Mon, Nov 28, 2011 at 9:35 AX4~ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

What type of doc~tment is your resume saved as? I am unable to open it. Are you able to save it as a ~vord document? Let me know. 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Aray Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

)c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 11/27/11 1:22 PM >>> 

If you are still looking for a coordinator, I would love to put in my resume for that position as well! 

If not, I ara still vet?, interested in being a tutor! Tharf~ you so much for your time. 

On Sun, Nov 27, 2011 at 1:12 PM, Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you so much for getting in touch with our program! I have fOla~’arded your email to one of our academic counselors, Brent Blanton. We are in the process of hiring a tutoria 1 program 
coordinator, but in the meantime, Brent is hiring the tutors If you send me your resun~e, I ;vill forward that to him as ;vell 
Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 11/27/11 11:41 AM>>> 

Hi iVLs. Kleissler, 

My name is , and I am a friend of 

¯ I am writing to ask if you 

have any need for biolo~z tutors¯ 

If you think you have a need for a biolog3, or 
introductory science tutor, [ would love to send you my resume or anything 
else you might need Thank you so much, and I hope you had a wonderful 
holiday! 

Sincerely, 

pid: 
cell: 

Mq SecureStor Stored: total 37888bytes; 
File NameExpiry DateSize 

Resume2011 .doc ( http://archiveO2uncaa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 10:31 AM 

~gmail.com>; 
~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Fwd: appointment 

TEXT.htm; appointment.msg 

Good morning! Your background check has been completed so you should now call Tracy Hams (see contact information below) to 
set up a time to meet with her to complete your paperwork. Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, Janua~ 5, 2012 10:54 AM 

~gma~l.com 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: clarification on training sessions next week 

TEXT.htm 

Ema, 
I lumped the descriptions together, but the training sessions will be independant and equally valuable. I am forwarding your note to Bradley so that you can talk with him regarding making 
up the session. 
Thank you for getting back to me so quickly! 
Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 
>>> ~gmail.com> 1/5/2012 10:48 AS~I >>> 
Amy, 
I can attend Tuesday and Wednesday but Thursday- session looks similar to Tuesdays. I will not be in attendance on Thursday I have a prior work engagement scheduled. 
Ema 
Ema Temu 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 05 Jan 2012 10:44:49 -0500 
To: Annie Sullivan<      @bellsouth.net>; Bert Wartski<bwartski@chccs.kl 2.nc.us>; Elizabeth Andrews<eandrews@chccs.kl 2.nc.us>; Eric Stoffregen<estoffregen@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; 
Jackson C~trtis<jrcurtis@chccs.k12.nc.us>; Kathryn Oardocki<kgardocki@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; Kim Jones<kjones@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; Kim Lindekugel<klindekugel@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; La~tren 
Logan<llogan@chccs.kl 2.nc.us>; Stephen Blackwell<sblackwell@chccs.kl 2.nc.us>; William Richards<wrichards@chccs.kl 2.nc.us>; Bill Melega~       ~earthlink.net>; 

~email.unc.edu>; ~email.m~c.edu>; Blake Norris< ~gmail.com>; Chris Faison< ~gmail.com>; David 
Bennett< @gmail.com>; Ema Temu< @gmail.com>; Jamie Walke* ~gmail.com>; Megan Anderson< ~graail.cora>; 

@gmail.com>; @gmail.com>; Brent Cooper @hotmail.com>; ~hotmail.com>; Tom 
Stanfa    - ~nc.rr.com>; Flar~k Felicelli<frartk.fclicelli@orange.kl2.nc.us>; Corey Waters<           }yahoo.corn> N~an Abdul-SMaam<      ~yahoo.com> 
Cc: Bradley- Bethel<bbethel@nncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: clarification on training sessions next week 

To clear up any confusion, I wanted to give you a list of all of the training sessions you, as a Learning Assistant, are scheduled for next week: 

Tuesday, January 10th 6-7PM Learning Assistant training focused on working with at-risk students in the areas of reading skill development and note-taking. 

Wednesday-, January 1 lth 6-730PM Department-xvide (subject tutors and learning assistants) professional development training and break-out groups. 

Thursday, Januar,v 12th 6-7PM Learning Assistant training focused on ~vorking with at-risk students in the areas of reading skill development and note-taking. 

Thank you, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, Janua~ 5, 2012 10:56 AM 

@gma~l.com 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: clarification on training sessions next week 

TEXT.htm 

yikes[ I can spell "independent", my fingers just move too quickly across the keyboard :) 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> 2,my Kleissler 1/5/2012 10:54 AM >>> 

Ema, 
I lumped the descriptions together, but the training sessions will be independant and equally- valuable. I am forwarding your note to Bradley so that you can talk with him regarding making 
up the session. 
Thank you for getting back to me so quicklyt 
Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> < ~gmail.com> 1/5/~01~ 10:48 AM >>> 
Aray, 
I can attend Tuesday and Wednesday but Thursday session looks similar to Tuesdays. I will not be in attendance on Thursday I have a prior work engagement scheduled. 
Ema 
Ema Temu 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 05 Jan 2012 10:44:49 -0500 
To: Annie Sullivan      ~bellsouth net>; Bert Wartski<bwartski@chccs.kl 2 nc.us>; Elizabeth Andre;vs<eandre;vs@chccs.k12.nc.us>; Eric Stoffregen<estoffregen@chccs.kl2 nc.us>; 
Jackson Curtis<jrcurtis@chccs.kl 2 nc.us>; Kathryn Gardocki<kgardocki@chccs kl2.nc.us>; Kim Jones<kjones@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; Kim Lindekugel<klindekugel@chccs kl2.nc.us>; Lauren 
Logan<llogan@chccs.kl 2 nc.us>; Stephen Black;vell<sblackwell@chccs.k12.nc.us>; William Richards<wrichards@chccs.kl 2.nc.us>; Bill Melega<       @earthlink.net>; 

@email.unc.edu>; ~email.nnc.edu>; Blake Norris~ @gmail.com>; Chris Faison< ~gmail corn>; David 
Bennett< @gmail corn>; Ema Temu~ @gmail.com>; Jamie Walker< ~gmail corn>; Megan Anderson< :@gmail.com>; 

@gmail corn>; ~,gmail corn>; Brent Cooper< @hotmail corn>; i @hotmail corn>; Tom 
Stanfa<      ~,nc.rr.com>; Frank Felicelli<tlcank felicelli@orange.k12.nc.us>; Corey Waters<           .2~yahoo.com>; Iman Abdul-Salaam~       @ahoo.com> 
Cc: Bradley Bethel<bbethel@nncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: clarification on training sessions next week 

To clear up any confusion, I ;vanted to give you a list of all of the training sessions you, as a Learning Assistant, are scheduled for next week: 

Tuesday, Janua~ 10th 6-7PM Learning Assistant training focused on working with at-risk students in the areas of reading skill development and note-taking 

Wednesday, Janualy 1 lth 6-730PM Department-wide (subject tutors and learning assistants) professional development training and break-out groups. 

Thursday, JanuaW 12th 6-7PM Learning Assistant training focused on ;vorking with at-risk students in the areas of reading skill development and note-taking. 

Thank you, 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support ~rogram for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 5, 2012 12:32 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: clatificalion on training sessions next week 

’I~NEI’.httn 

can you let him know- that so that we can be sure you are included on all of his emails? Thanks so much! Looking forward to seeing you next week! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge Ri~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged in:gormation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>>                     ~gmail cam> 1/5/2012 12:11 PM >>> 
Ok thanks Am?’. I never received an email from Brent. I’ll send him an email now. 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 12:08 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

The training session on Wednesday should have come to you through Brent Blanton (tutorial coordinator for the department) You should contact him regarding that session: 

b lanton @ uric aa uric. edu 

’]7hanks!! 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 5, 2012, at 11:52 AM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Amy, 

Happy New Year! I was aware of the trainings on the 10th and 12th, but this is the first I’ve heard about the 1 lth. I have a meeting 
already scheduled at that time on Wednesday that I am unable to miss. Is it possible for me to corae in the morning and make 
it up on Jan. 1 lth’.’ 

Thanks, 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 10:44 ~i, ~y- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

To clear up any confusion, I ~vanted to give you a list of all of the training sessions you, as a[~Learning Assistant, [~are scheduled for next week: 

Tuesday, Januars" 10th 6-7PM[~ ~ Learning Assistant training focused on working with at-risk students in the areas of reading skill development and note-taking. 

Wednesday, Januaw 11 th 6-730PM[~ ~ Department-wide (subj ect tutors and learning assistants) professional development training and break-out groups. 

Thursday, Janualy’ 12th 6-7PM Learning Assistant training focused on working with at-risk students in the areas of reading skill development and note-taking 

Thank you, 
Am?’ 

~ Am?- Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC ~ 27599 
919-8,43-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. ~ Any 



unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. I~1 If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, 2:37 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Tough Spring 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

No worries, although I am very sad that we won’t have you in the program this spring! I completely understand what you are facing and veW glad that you are making this choice! We ~vill 
miss you greatly, but looking forward to seeing you in the summer if you can. ]1"not this year, the door will al~vays be open to you! 
Best wishes, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> @gmail.com> 1:33 PM >>> 
Amy, 

This spring is shaping up to be busier / harder than I had originally anticipated I don’t want to bore you with all the details, but the basic gist involves 
I originally thought 

that one night a week would not interrupt too much of the home schedule / lifes~’le, but if this week is a precursor of things to come, then I can’t imagine adding an "absent" night to what’s 
already here. 

’]7his is especially tough to write, because I so enjoyed the fall semester, working with the students and watching them progress (the freshmen in particular). And I fully plan to be able to 
have the time to commit during the summer, once things slow down a bit. I also know this puts you somewhat in a bind with the training right around the corner (not to mention the sessions 
begirming very soon), but I hope I have given you enough time to work around my 2 appointments and find suitable replacements. If there is anything you need me to do on ray end to help 
with that, please let me know. 

Again, I really hate that I won’t be able to work ~vith the group this spring, and I appreciate your understanding of the time / energy I need 
nights. 

Thanks, 

especially on Wednesday 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 5, 2012 3:59 PM 

To: ~hotmail.com> 

Subject: RE: training 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

OK, then you are good! Then your training schedule for next week is T 6-7PM, W 6-730PM. and R 6-7PM. I will put you down to be credited for that time. Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>>,                     @hotmaihcom> 1 ,’5/2012 3:21 PM >>> 
hmmm, not sure, I think I did 2 nights- including Robert, Brent, Atty (NCAA stuff- forget her name) and Academic student honor court guy.. 

.thought it was 4 or 6 hrs. 

I’ll be sure to watch anything I need to- thanks! 

[)abe: Thu, 5 Jan 2012 15:06:43 -05(;0 

From: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:      @hotmail.com 
Subject: training 

Refresh tW memory for me -- which nights of training did you do in the fall’.’ For the nights that you missed, you will need to come in to watch the videos of the training. You can do it 
anytime that is convenient so let me know. 
Thanks[ 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 5, 2012 4:02 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: training videos 

Attach: ’IEXSl’.httn 

Rams Head Parking deck that is accessed via Ridge Road. Unfortunately, we are not able to pay for parking :( 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I, hdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and prwileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>-"                            @gmail corn> 1/5,’2012 3:45 PM >>> 
Will do, where can I park this Monday/Tuesday. 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 2:46 PX% Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Absolutely! ?,/ly cell is 
A 

(;all me once you park and I will give you directions to our building! Look forward to seeing you then -- bring pictures :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infomaation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

~_@gmail.corrl> 1/5/2012 1 : 17 PM >>> 

Tuesday next week? 
I have a meeting with Tracy tomorrow about errlployment paperwork. Could I come in and Watch the videos straight through on Monday or 

and would love to get it out of the way. 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 10:34 ~x~i, ~ay Kleisslcr <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope that you had a good winter break .... ~                    VetT excited to hear all of yottr news! 
In the meantime, I wanted to see about setting up a time with you where you could come into ray office to watch the training videos. All of them together are approximately 5 hours, but you 
can watch them over a number of days if that is better for you. Any time that is good for you is good for me. You can come after school, in the evening, etc. I will be in the office this Stmday 
afternoon if that would work. Think about it an let me know. 
Cheers, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

)c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 6, 2012 9:06 AM 

nc.rr.com> 

LA contact intb 

TEXT.htm; S12 Learning Assistant Contact Information.xlsx 

Amy Kleissler 
Univ’ersi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauth(mzed review, use, disc osure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b?’ reply e-mail and destro?’ all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 6, 2012 10:22 AIVI 

~nc.rr.com> 

TEXT.htm; S12 Lemming Assistant Contact hffo~mation.pdf 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Friday, January 6, 2012 3:25 PM 

To: Tracy ttarris <tnh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Tracy, 
said that this is the paper~vork that she handed you when she met ~vith you yesterday -- Brent filled it out last week. Is there something else? Please let me know Thanks. She ~vill 

be working ~vith athletics this semester. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 31 (i7 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Tracy Harris 1/6/2012 3:14 PM >>> 
She is already on the payroll up until 8/22/2(i12. At this time, we have to process paperwork all over again, ifol! course Academics decide to keep her working in Athletics. 

Tracy U. Harris 
Emie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa unc.edu 
GOHEELStt 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suff;cring often becomes the most fcrtile soil fi~r spiritual growth." 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 8, 2012 2:29 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: training videos 

Attach: ’IEYTl’.httn 

That will work -- Tuesday is the first day of class so it will be busier around here then I have another ne~v person coming in to watch at 9AM tomorrow- so you all can ~vatch together :) 

I look to seeing you. Cheers, 
A 

Amy KleissIer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>>                            ~@gmail.com> 1/7/2012 12:18 PM >>> 
In my head I was planning to come in from say 10/11 am -3/4pro to watch all the videos on Monday. Do you think that plan will work, would Tuesday be better, and should I come in earlier or 
later to fit your schedule better’? 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 4:02 PX{ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rams Head Parking deck that is accessed via Ridge Road. Unfortunately, we are not able to pay for parking :( 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program figr Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center figr Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                            @gmaihcom> 1/5/2012 3:45 PM >>> 

Will do, where can I park this Monday/Tuesday. 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 2:46 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Absolutelyt My cell is 
A 

Call me once you park and I will give you directions to our building! Look forward to seeing you then -- bring pictmes :) 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                            @gmaih com> 1/5/2012 1 : 17 PM >>> 

Tuesday next week? 
have a meeting with Tracy tomon-ow about employment paperwork Could I come in and Watch the videos straight through on Monday or 

and ~vould love to get it out of the way. 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 10:34 AM, Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 



I hope that you had a good winter break...                      Very excited to hear all of your news! 
In the meantime, ! wanted to see about setting up a time with you where you could come into my office to watch the training videos All of them together are approximately 5 hours, but you 
can watch them over a number of days if that is better for you An?" time that is good for you is good for me. You can come after school, in the evening, etc. I will be in the office this Sunday 
afternoon if that would work. Think about it an let me know. 

Cheers, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 8, 2012 7:05 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: training videos 

Attach: ’IEXSl’.httn 

no -- only- in the Rams Deck (where you will park tomol~cOW). After 5PM street parking is free, as well as the parking garage at the other end of the stadium rll see you in the morning 
thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and prwileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                            @gmail corn> 1/8,’2012 5:55 PM >>> 
I’ll try to be there by 9am then I’ll need to be in a pay deck for parking tomorrow right? 

On Sun, Jan 8, 2012 at 2:29 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

’]?hat will work -- Tuesday is the first day of class so it will be busier around here then I have another new person coming in to watch at 9~’LM tomorrow so you all can watch together :) 
I look to seeing you Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CorLfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inl’omaation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 
>>>                            ~@gmail.com> 1/7/2012 12:18 PM>>> 

In my head I was platming to come in from say 10/11am -3i4pnr to watch all the videos on Monday. Do you think that plan will wurk, would Tuesday- be better, and should I come in earlier or 
later to fit your schedule better? 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 4:02 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rams Head Parking deck that is accessed via Ridge Road. Utffortunately, we are not able to pay for parking :( 
Thanks, 
A 

Anry Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is Ibr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                            @gmail corn> 1/5/2012 3:45 PM >>> 

Will do, where can I park this iVlonday/Tuesday 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 2:46 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

Absolutely! iVly cell is Call me once you park and I will give you directions to our building’. Look forward to seeing you then -- bring pictures :) 
A 



Amy KleissIer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 ( te1:919-843-8635 ) o 

kIeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

messa;e. 
>>;                             @gmail.com> 1/5/2012 1:17 I)M >>> 

Tuesday- next week? 
have a meeting with Tracy tomorrow about employment paper~vork. Could I corue in and Watch the videos straight tl~ough on Monday or 

and would love to get it out of the way. 

On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 10:34 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

I hope that you had a good winter break .... Very excited to hear all of your news! 
In the meantime, I wanted to see about setting up a time with you where you could come into my office to watch the training videos. All of theru together are approximately 5 ho~trs, but you 
can watch them over a number of days if that is better for you. Any time that is good for you is good for me. You can corue after school, in the evening, etc. I will be in the office this Sunday 
afternoon if that would work. Think about it an let me know. 
Cheers, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentialit5’ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 8:19 AM 

To: @verizon.net; 

Subject: address 

@mac.com>; @musc.edu> 

good morning! 
My computer died and all of my addresses are on there. Could you please send me your mailing address? Thanks! 
A 

Sent from ray iPad 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:06 PM 

To: Mario Ciocca <ciocc@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

A~tach: TEXT.htm; .doc 

Mario, 
You, too[ 

Here is the report. Let me kno~v if you need anything further. 

Take care, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I, hdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>> "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu>          11:08 AM >>> 

Amy, Hope you are well. Saw 
Thanks, Mario 

today who said he had testing done :[’or ADHD but I cannot find it in my files Are you able to send me a copy? 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
James A. Taylur Campus Health Sel~’ices 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 12:07 PM 

verizon.net> 

Re: address 

TENTI’.httn 

and is your apartment 
thank you! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carnlina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>~"                      @erizon net> 1/10/2012 11:41 AM >>> 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 10, 2012, at 8:19 AM; "Am?’ Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> good morning! 
> My computer died and all of my addresses are on there. Could you please send me your mailing address? Thanks! 
>A 
> 

> Sent li’om my iPad 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 11:33 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: DaU6me Learning Assistant 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi Am5,. 

I have a fommr classmate from UNC who can help ont as a daytime learning 

assistant. 

I have attached his resume. 

See you soon, 

M+ SecumStor Stored: total 485736bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edw’ld4fb8623921 f6b73b7fe8a439689492 

File Name: 2012 Resume UNC FB.pdf 

Expiry Date: Mon, 09 Apr 2012 12:32:57 -0400 

Size: 485736bytes 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 4:58 PM 

To: @gmail.com:~ 

Subject: Re: tmiNng videos 

Attach: ’IEX-I’.httn 

Normally you set your ONYEN password by going to w~vw onyen uric edu. T~- that and let us know if that doesn’t work. 
Thanks 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Jan 10, 2012, at 4:49 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

> My PID was the same                       as was my ()wen, but I need a password [5] I tried to call in for it, but they still have my parents home info on :file and said I would need to 
change my info with the registrars office via Fax’? IZZI Is there anyway you or someone in your office actually aheady has a password :[’or my onyen already and i j ust didn’t get it? 
> 

> On Sun, Jan 8, 2012 at 7:05 PM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> no -- only in the Rams Deck (where you will park tomorrow). [5] After 5PM street parking is free, as well as the parking garage at the other end of the stadium. [5] I’ll see you in the morning. 
> thanks, 
>A 
> 
> [~ 
> E~] 
> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
> Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel }{ill, NC [~] 27599 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> [~ 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fi~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information l~] An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. I~1 If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

> >>> :@gmail.com> 1/8/2012 5:55 PM >>> 
> 

> I’ll try to be there by 9am then. I’ll need to be in a pay deck for parking tomorrow right? 
> 

> On Sun, Jan 8, 2012 at 2:29 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> That xvill work - Tuesday is the first day of class so it xvill be busier arotmd here then. I have another new- person coming in to watch at 9AM tomorrow so you all can watch together :) 
> I look to seeing you. Cheers, 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> Loudcmxilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged itfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

> >>> @gmail.com> 1/7/2012 12:18 PM>>> 

> In my head I was plalming to come in from say 10/11 am -3/4pm to watch all the videos on Monday Do you think that plan ~vill work, ~vould Tuesday be better, and should I come in earlier 
or later to fit your schedule better? 

> On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 4:02 PM, Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Rams Head Parking deck that is accessed via Ridge Road. Unfortunately, we are not able to pay for parking :( 
> Thanks, 
>A 
> 

> Amy- Kleissler 
> University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 
> Confidentiali~/Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged ilfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



> >>: ~@gmail.com> 1/5/2012 3:45 PM >>> 

> Will do, where can I park this Monday/Tuesday. 

> 

> On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 2:46 PM, Amy Kleiss[er <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 

> Absolutely! X{y cell is Call me once yuu park and I ~vil[ give yuu directions to uur building! Look fOl~,~ard to seeing you then -- bring pictures :) 

>A 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Acaderuic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

> >>3 @gmail.com> 1/5/2012 1 : 17 PM >>> 
> 

> . I have a meeting with Tracy tomol~ow about eruployment paperwork. Could I corae in and Watch the videos straight through on Monday or 

Tuesday- next ~veek? and would love to get it out of the way. 

> On Thu, Jan 5, 2012 at 10:34 A_’vL Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I hope that you had a good winter break .... Ve~ excited to hear all of your newst 

> In the raeantirae, I wanted to see about setting up a time with you where you could come into my office to watch the training videos. All of them together are approximately 5 hours, but 

you can ~vatch them over a number of days if that is better for you. ~amy tirue that is good for you is good for me. You can come after school, in the evening, etc. I ~vill be in the office this 

Sunday afternoon if that ~vould work. Think about it an let me know. 

> Cheers, 

> AtW 

> Amy- Kleissler 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is lk~r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 7:47 PM 

To: @y~hoo.com 

Subje~’t: Re: Time carets 

I believe that you can google UNC TIMS and do~vnload TIMS to your computer from there you can sign into your time card. when you get in, click on something akin to "my information" 
or "my timecard." along the top menu of your time card will be a button that says "approve." check out your timecard, and then click approve if all ok if not, email Brent ~vith an?- issues. 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 01/15/12 8:30 AM >>> 
Hi Anay- I am assuming that I need to submit my time card from last week for approval. How do I do that? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Sunday, Januao, 15, 2012 8:40 PM 

To: @bell~uth.net 

Subje~’t: Re: spring 

I apologize for my slog, reply! 

YES!! So far I have you scheduled M 9-12 and W 9-11 and I would bet that Brent will have more for you. Let me know 
thanks! 

I hope all is well with you and ?’our family. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>>             01/13/12 11:05 AM>>> 
Hi ±~rW--~i-ope 2012 is off to a good start for you. 

Will you be needing my services this semester’? 

I ~wmld like to keep as much ":Free" time as possible ~2~r tutoring. 

Thanks 



From: Amy Kleiss|er <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu’- 

Sent: Sunday, Januau 15, 2012 8:56 PM 

To: @chccs.kl 2.nc.us 

Subjet’t: ~hedule 

Attad~: S 12.docx 

Here is your schedule We will have your syllabus and books for you on Wednesday Thank you, 

Am3’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaaunc.edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY 
Sunday 
Wednesday 

Sunday 
Wednesday 

TIME 
7PM 

8PM 

COURSE 
BIOL 

EXSS 

CLASS 
MWF 10-1050 
T 5-750 

TR 1230-145 

DESCRIPTION 

Fundamentals of Human Anatomy and Physiolosy: An 

introductory course emphasizing the relationship 

between and function of the body’s organ systems. 

Human Anatomy: The study of the structure of the 

human body with special emphasis on the 

musculoskeletal, articular, and nervous systems. 

Prosected cadaver materials are utilized to study the 

skeletal muscles and body viscera.. 

ROOM 
V 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Wally Richardson 
]aimie Lee 

Wally Richardson 

Wally Richardson 

Tia Overstreet 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

]aimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 

overstre @uncaa.und.edu 

bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work 

with. For any matters dealing with scheduling changes or 

absence, please contact the advisor as well as Brent 

Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for 

Learning Assistants, related to course material, resources, 
or academic support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, 
training, ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 





From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr’- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 9:12 PM 

To: :@yahoo.com 

Subject: ~hedule 

A~tach: , S 12.docx 

Attached is W’our schedule We will have your syllabus and books read?’ for you this week. 

Thanks’. 

Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 9:14 PM 

To: @gmaJl.com 

Subje~’t: ~hedule 

A~tacl~: . S 12.docx 

Attached is your schedule We will have your syllabus and books for you this week. 
Thank you 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Monday 7PM AFAM 
Wednesday 

8PM HIST 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 
TR 1230-145 

DESCRIPTION 

Black Experience to 1865: An interdisciplinary course designed 

to provide a broad survey of the black experience in the 

Americas with special emphasis on the 16th, 17th, and 18th 

centuries. 

H&tory and Culture of Hindus and Muslims: South Asia to 1750: An 

introduction to major political, religious, social and cultural 

events from 3500 BCE to 1750 CE with a focus on Hindu, Muslim, 

and Buddhist groups before British colonial rule. 

ROOM 
M 

M 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Wally Richardson 
Jaimie Lee 

Wally Richardson 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyonsOuncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Sent: Sunday, Janua~~ 15, 2012 9:19 PM 

To: @chccs.kl2.nc.us 

Subject: ~hedule 

A~ach: S 12.docx 

Here is your schedule. 
we will ha~e your books aad syllabi for you this week. thanks 

Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 9:21 PM 

To: @chccs.kl2.nc.us 

Subje~’t: ~hedule 

Attacl~: S 12.docx 

Here is your schedule. We will have your books and syllabi for you this week. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Monday 7PM HIST 
Wednesday 

8PM HIST 

, LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 

MWF 12-1250 

F 1-150 

TR 2-315 

F 12-1250 

DESCRIPTION 

American H&tory Since 1865: A survey of various aspects of 

American development during a century of rapid industrial, 

social, political, and international change, with stress upon 

major themes and interpretations. 

H&tory of Western Civilization to 1650: The emergence of 

Western civilization from Greek antiquity to the mid-17th 

century. 

ROOM 
o 

O 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Wally Richardson 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Sunday, Janua~), 15, 2012 9:22 PM 

To: @hotmail.com 

Subject: ~hedule 

Attach: S 12.docx 

Attached is your schedule We will have ?,our syllabi and books ibr you this ~veek. thanks 

Am?’ 

Amy" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 
t’NC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Tuesday 7PM SOCI 
Thursday 

8PM STOR 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 
TR 930-1045 

MWF 11-1150 

DESCRIPTION 

Measurement and Data Collection: Methods of data collection, 
with attention to problem selection, sources of information, 

choice of methods, and research design. Operationalization 

and measurement; sampling, construction of questionnaires, 

and interviewing; observation techniques; experimentation. 

Introduction to Statistics: Data analysis; correlation and 

regression; sampling and experimental design; basic 

probability (random variables, expected values, normal and 

binomial distributions); hypothesis testing and confidence 

intervals for means, proportions, and regression parameters; 

use of spreadsheet software. 

ROOM 
V 

V 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Tia Overstreet 

Tia Overstreet 

Jaimie Lee 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ un caa.un c.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact ~vith any questions regarding a student you work with. For 

any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 

Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 

ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu;’- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao, 15, 2012 9:26 PM 

To: ~;chccs.kl2.nc.us 

Subject: ~hedule 

Attach: S12.docx 

Attached please find your schedule We will have your syllabus and books for you this week. 

thanks, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Studer, t Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Itill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 9:31 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subje~’t: ~hedule 

Attacl~: S 12.docx 

Attached is your schedule. We will have your books and syllabi for you this week. Don’t laugh about the PSYC 101 -- I’m doing the same class with another student so we’ll ~vork through it 
together[ 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 

Monday 9AM POLl 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 9AM PSYC _ _ _ 

Thursday 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 
MWF 11-1150 

DESCRIPTION 
International Relations and World Politics: The analysis of 
politics among nations. 

ROOM 
B 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact ~vith any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 9:42 PM 

To: @chccs.k12.nc.us 

Subje~’t: ~hedule 

A~tacl~: , S 12.docx 

Here is your schedule. We will have your books and syllabi for you this ~veek You ~vill see that your Wednesday is open, but we are working on filling it :) 
Thanks 
A 

Amy KleissIer 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Sunday" 7PM EXSS 

Monday 

8PM EXSS 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

7PM    EXSS 

8PM COMM 

Wednesday 7PM 
8PM 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

CLASS 
MWF 12-1250 

MWF 11-1150 

DESCRIPTION 

Fundamentals o)~Sport Marketing: This course is designed to 

introduce students to marketing within the sport industry, 

including the unique aspects of the sport product and sport 

consumer markets, 

Sport Facility and Event Management: This course is designed to 

develop practical competencies necessary for effectively 

managing sport facilities and events while providing students 

with experiential learning opportunities inside and outside the 

classroom, 

OPEN 

OPEN 

ROOM 
R 

R 

R 

R 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 

Jaimie Lee 

Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

Tia Overstreet 

Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

Tia Overstreet 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa, unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact ~vith any questions regarding a student you work with. For 

any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 

Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 

ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu"~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januao, 15, 2012 9:45 PM 

To: @chccs.kl2.nc.us 

Sub.je~.’t: ~hedule 

Attacl~: S 12.docx 

Here is ?,our schedule -- we will have your syllabi and textbooks for you this week. 
Thanks’. 
A 

Am~y’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:01 PM 

To: @chccs.kl2.nc.us 

Co: Beth Bridger <bridgerb/~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: schedule 

Attach: S 12.docx 

Attached please find your schedule. We will get you your books and syllabi this week. We are working on filling your OPEN 7PM slot and will let you know as soon as we do. 

Beth Bridger will let you know where to meet her for working with she and her students. 
Thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januau 15, 2012 10:05 PM 

To: @chccs.k12.nc.us 

Subject: ~hedule 

Attach: , S12.docx 

Attached you will find your schedule. We will have your syllabi and textbooks this week. Thanks! 

Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel IIill 

,c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:06 PM 

To: @earthlink.net 

Subject: ~hedule 

Attach: , S 12.docx 

Attached is your schedule -- ~ve will have your syllabi and textbooks for you this ~veek 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY     TIME 
Tuesday 7PM 

8PM 

COURSE CLASS STUDENTS 
PHIL 170 MWF 11-1150 

HIST 128.6 TR 11-1215 
F10-1050 

DESCRIPTION 

Social Ethics and Political Thought: An examination 

of major issues in political philosophy, e.g., liber~, 

individual rights, social responsibility, legal 

authority, civil authority, civil disobedience. 

Readings include classical and contemporary 

wri tings. 

History of Western Civilization to 1650: The 

emergence of Western civilization from Greek 

antiquity to the mid-17th century. 

ROOM 
J 

ADVISOR 
Wally Richardson 

Jaimie Lee 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 
Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyonsOuncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work 

with. For any matters dealing with scheduling changes or 

absence, please contact the advisor as well as Brent 

Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for 

Learning Assistants, related to course material, resources, 

or academic support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, 
training, ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 





From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januao115, 2012 10:07 PM 

To: @chccs.kl2.nc.us 

Subje~’t: ~hedule 

Attad~: S 12.docx 

Attached is your schedule. We will have your syllabi and textbooks for you this week 

Thanks! 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Programfor Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Tuesday 7PM BIOL 101 

8PM BIOL 101L 

Thursday 7PM BIOL 101 

8PM BIOL lOlL 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 
TR 930-1045 

T2-450 

DESCRIPTION 
Principles of Biology: An introduction to the fundamental 
principles of biology, including cell structure, chemistry, and 
function; genetics; evolution; adaption; and ecology. 
Introductory Biology Laboratory: An examination of the 
fundamental concepts in biology ~vith emphasis on scientific 
inquiry. Biological systems will be analyzed through 
experimentation, dissection, and observation. 

ROOM 
U 

Q 
Q 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 

Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally Richardson 

]aimie Lee 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

]aimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 

Football 

Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 

Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 

Tutorial Coordinator 

Tracy Harris, FIR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 

any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 

Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu;’~ 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:21 PM 

To: @gma~l.com 

Subje~’t: ~hedule 

Attach: S 12.docx 

~,Attached you ~v-ill find ?’our schedule We will have textbooks and syllabi for you this ~veek 

Thank you! 

Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel IIill 

c 

kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:31 PM 

To: @chccs.kl2.nc.us 

Subje~’t: ~hedule 

Attach: S12.docx 

Attached is your schedule. We will have syllabi and textbooks for you this week. 
Thanks’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:39 PM 

To: @gmaJl.com 

Subje~’t: ~hedule 

Attacl~: S 12.docx 

Here is your schedule. We will have syllabi and textbooks for you this week, 
Thanks’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME 
Monday 7PM 
Wednesda 

Y 

COURSE 
CMPL 374 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

8PM COMM 63 

CLASS 
MWF 12-1250 

DESCRIPTION 
Modern Women Writers: The development of a women’s literary 
tradition in the works of such writers as George Sand, George 
Eliot, Isak Dinesen, Colette, Virginia Woolf, Gertrude Stein, 
Marguerite Duras, Nathalie Sarraute, marguerite Yourcenar. 

ROOM 
P 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Jaimie Lee 

Tia Overstreet 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

]aimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 
Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton @uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 

ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Sunday, Janua~’ 15, 2012 10:45 PM 

To: [@emaJl.unc.edu 

Subject: ~hedule 

Attach: S 12.docx 

Here is your schedule. We will get you the syllabi and textbooks this week! 

thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Supp,:?rt Program [’ur Student Ath]etes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kle ss e@uncaa unc.edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Monday 7PM COMM 113 
Wednesday 

8PM    EXSS141 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

CLASS 

TR 11-1215 

DESCRIPTION 

Personal Health: This course examines basic wellness 

concepts in the areas of physical fitness, nutrition, disease 

prevention, mental health, drug abuse, and human sexuality. 

Emphasis is on the individual’s responsibility for his/her own 

heal th. 

ROOM 
L 

L 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 

Tia Overstreet 

Jaimie Lee 

Wally Richardson 

Jaimie Lee 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre@uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyonsOuncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 

any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

See above. 

See above. 

Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:48 PM 

To: @gma~l.com 

Subject: ~hedule 

Attach: S 12.docx 

Attached is your schedule -- we ~vill have your syllabi and textbooks for you this week. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Ath]etes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: ,axny Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:50 PM 

To: @bell~uth.net 

Subject: ~hedule 

A~tach: S12.docx 

Attached is your schedule -- we ~vill have ?’our syl’~abi and textbooks for you this week. 

Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy KleissIer 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Monday 10AM SOC1250 

11AM SOCI 101 

12PM SOCI 410 

Wednesday 10AM SOC1250 

11AM SOCI 101 

12PM SOCI 410 

CLASS 

MWF 11- 

1150 

TR 1230-145 

MWF 10- 
1050 

DESCRIPTION 
Sociological Theory: A study of theoretical perspectives in 
sociology, their relations to contemporary social issues, and 
their roots in classical social thought. 
Sociological Perspectives: Introduction to sociology as a 
discipline that includes study of differences and equality, social 
structure and institutions, culture, social change, individuals and 
populations, and social psychology. 
Formal Organizations and Bureaucracy: Varieties of 
organizational forms, their structures and processes; creation, 
persistence, transformation, and demise; role of organizations in 
contemporary society. 

ROOM 
C 

C 

C 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Jaimie Lee 

]aimie Lee 
Wally Richardson 

Tia 0verstreet 

Jaimie Lee 
Jaimie Lee 
Tia 0verstreet 
Tia 0verstreet 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

]aimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia 0verstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 



t Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:51 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: ~hedule 

Attach: , S12.docx 

Attached is your schedule -o we ~vill have ?,our syllabi and textbooks for you this week. 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao~ 16, 2012 7:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

~hedule 

TEXT.htm; S12.docx 

I apologize for the delay. Attached is your schedule. We will have syllabi and textbooks for you this week. 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tltll, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: ~I’his e-mail message, including an?," attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may comain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or d stribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIM COURSE 
E 

Monday 7PM MATH 110,1 
Wednesday 

8PM MATH 110.2 

CLASS 

MWF 9-950 

MWF 11-1150 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

DESCRIPTION ROOM 

N 

N 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 

Wally Richardson 
Wally Richardson 

¯ Wally Richardson 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 
Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 
Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overs tre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons @ uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 16, 2012 7:48 PM 

@oraJ~ge.k 12.nc. us> 

Emm|ing: i , S12 

TEXT.htm; S12.docx 

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments: 

,$12 

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain ~zpes of file attacl~ments Check your e-mail security settings to determine how 

attachments are handled. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge [Load, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss~e@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-rnail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infnrmation. Any 
unauthorized review, ~se, disclnsure nr distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME COURSE 
Sunday 7PM AMST 350 

Monday 
Wednesday 

8PM AFAM 101 

7PM AFAM 101.2 

8PM ECON 101 

CLASS 
TR 1230-145 

TR 1230-145 

TR 11-1215 

DESCRIPTION 
Main Street Carolina: Cultural History of North Carolina 
Development: An introduction to the interdisciplinary 
scholarly approaches to the physical, social, economic, and 
cultural developments of dowqqtowns. Students will 
conduct and share original research. 

Black Experience to 1865: An interdisciplinary course 

designed to provide a broad survey of the black experience 

in the Americas with special emphasis on the 16th, 17th, and 

18th centuries. 

Introduction to Economics: Introduction to fundamental 

issues in economics including competition, scarcity, 

opportunity cost, resource allocation, unemployment, 

inflation, and the determination of prices. 

ROOM 

2109 

2109 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 

Tia Overstreet 

]aimie Lee 
Tia Overstreet 

Tia Overstreet 

Tia Overstreet 
Wally 
Richardson 
Tia Overstreet 

Tia Overstreet 

Wally 

Richardson 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

laimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia 0verstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 

Football 

Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 

Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 

Tutorial Coordinator 

Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL DESCRIPTION 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 

any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu See above. 

overstre @uncaa.und.edu See above. 

bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 

Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 

ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu Contact with any questions regarding payroll 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 16, 2012 7:48 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

EmaAling: 

TEXT.htln; .docx 

Your message is ready to be sent with the f,allowing file or link attachments: 

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain ~zpes of file attaclmaents Check your e-mail security settings to determine how 
attachments are handled. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY 
Monday 

Wednesday 6PM 

7PM 

TIME COURSE CLASS 
OPEN 

DESCRIPTION 

Study Hall with Beth Lyons 
Study Hall with Beth Lyons 

ROOM STUDENTS ADVISOR 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 

Director, Football 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 

Tia 0verstreet, Academic Advisor 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 

Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 
Tutorial Coordinator 
Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE EMAIL 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
overstre @uncaa.und.edu 
bbethel@ uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyonsOuncaa.unc.edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
See above. 
See above. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Janua~ 16, 2012 11:01 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: schedule 

Brent Blanton is booking the tutoring so you ~vill hear Iicom him with ant’ tutoring he has scheduled for OLYM sports. At the moment FB does not have ant’ SOCI tutoring scheduled for 
you, but Bradley is in the process of tweaking/moving things around so there may be some SOCi tutoring during the day, but not this ~veek We will keep you posted! 

Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissier 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel IIill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>; 01116112 8:55 PM >>> 

tIi >Mny, 

tIave you sent out the schedule in 2 ? I have not heard anything- please let me know. 

’]7hanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 10:12 AM 

@gmsil.com> 

aptx~intments 

TEXT.httn; S12.docx 

I have you booked for working with 
Your schedule with contact info is attached. 
Thanks 
A 

on Monday nights, 7-gPM, and with on Wednesday nights, 6-SPM academic counselor is Jeunifer Townsend 

Amy Kleissler 
UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Itill 
Academic Support Program ~’or Student-Athletes, ~:ootbal~ 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Pddge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, lfyou are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME DESCRIPTION ROOM ADVISOR 
Monday 7-9PM Jennifer Townsend 

Wednesday 6PM Study Hall with Beth Lyons 
7PM Study Hall with Beth Lyons 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME 
Jennifer Townsend 

Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 
Football 

Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 

Football 

Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 

Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 

Tutorial Coordinator 

Tracy Harris, HR 

TELEPHONE 
962-9538 

636-8504 

593-3033 

928-6553 

649-8611 

962-7852 

EMAIL 
Jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons @ uncaa.unc, edu 

Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 

DESCRIPTION 
Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 
contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 
Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 
support. 

Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Contact ~vith any questions regarding payroll 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, January. 17, 2012 1:19 PM 

@ydnoo.com> 

updated 

TEXT.htm; S 12.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

LoudelTnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Pddge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



SCHEDULE: 

DAY TIME 
Tuesday 7PM 

COURSE 
COMM 

8PM LA 

Thursday 7PM INLS 

CLASS 
TR 11-1215 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

DESCRIPTION ROOM 
2109 

(Wal]y’s 

office) 

2109 

STUDENTS ADVISOR 
Wally Richardson 

Jenn Townsend 

8PM    LA                                                                             2109                  Jenn Towmsend 

CONTACT |NFORMATION: 

NAME TELEPHONE EMAIL DESCRIPTION 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 619-8150 wricha@uncaa.unc.edu Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
Director, Football any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

laimie Lee, Academic Advisor 619-2077 jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu See above. 

Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 434-4555 overstre@uncaa.und.edu See above. 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 636-8504 bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Football Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 
Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 593-3033 kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 928-6553 emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 649-8611 Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
Tutorial Coordinator ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Tracy Harris, HR 962-7852 tuh@uncaa.unc.edu Contact with any questions regarding payroll 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 9:41 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; Tracy Harris.vcf 

Her background check was returned with no criminal convictions found. Please have her call for an 
appointment to complete hiring paperwork. 

Tracy U. Harris 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
CB# 8500 
Phone: (919) 962-7852 
Fax: (919) 843-7003 
tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEEL S ! ! 
"A life watered by the tears of tragedy and suffering often becomes the most fertile soil for spiritual growth." 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:44 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: stuttl.. 

TENTI’.httn 

"¢,qaere do I find the template for that letter? Like the one you do for me, correct? Should I make the letter from Brent? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Beth Bridger 1/18/2012 1:42 PM >>> 

Here is everything we talked about on the phone 
Your schedule is attached.. 

1. find your PID on this site..http://www.pid uric edu/P]DLookup.aspx 

2. Use the PID to set up your onyen and password at onyen unc.edu 

You should then be able to use your ONYEN and PASSWORD to log in and out on TIMS for payroll. If you need help with how to clock in and out, again, See Amy or Brad 

You will also need to see Amy to get a letter to get your UNC One Card 

Hope this helps! 

B eth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.~mc, edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 9:27 PM 

To: ~hotmail.com> 

Subject: lbedback li~rms 

A~tach: ’I~37f.httn 

Thank you so much for your work last night -- just thinking about statistics makes me itch! 

I have one request for you -- we really value and rely upon the detailed feedback we receive from tutors and learning assistants because it helps us tailor our services and monitor the 
progress of ea ch of our students, but I am having a hard time reading your feedback. Please let me know if there is something I can do to help you fill out your forms easily. I know- that I 
myself like to focus on the ~vork in nay sessions so feedback forms can be a bit of a pest to complete sometimes. However, an?- details I can g~ve the advisors can make their work that much 
more impactful. Thank you so much for your help ~vith this -- you are a vital part of our program! 
Take care, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 10:53 AM 

To: @hotmail.com:~ 

Subject: Re: tbedback forms 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

feel the same way! Thank you for being a part of the program. 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Jan 18, 2012, at 9:55 PM, @hotmail.com> wrote: 

> ~’,my, 
> Sorry about my handwriting. I did it in a hurpf last night as I was [ate getting out after post session conversations with Again, accept my apologies. I will improve my 
handwriting. I usually write a lot more also but was not as descriptive last night 
> 

> Thank you ~2~r this opportunity I actually accepted my other job on the condition they work with me on my responsibilities at UNC My work at UNC means that much to me 
> 

> 

> Sent from my Verizon W~reless 4(3 LTE smartphone 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject:feedback forms 
> From :,~:ny Kleissler 
> Date :Wed, 18-Jan-2012 21:27 
> To : 
>CC: 
> 

> Thank you so much for your work last night -- just thinking about statistics makes me itch! 
> 

> I have one request [’or you -- we really value and rely upon the detai]ed feedback we receive from tutors and learning assistants because it helps us tailor our services and monitor the 
progress of each of our students, but I am having a hard time reading your feedback. P]ease let me know if there is something I can do to help you fil l out your forms easily. I know that I 
myse]f like to focus on the work in my sessions so feedback forms can be a bit of a pest to comp]ete sometimes. However, aW details I can give the advisors can make their work that much 
more impactful. Thank you so much for your help with this -- you are a vital part of our program! 
> Take care, 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loudcm~ilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frank Felicelli             @orange.kl2.nc.us> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 3:33 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

yesterday 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Brad... 

My history student from last night is already behind the proverbial 8 ball 
in his history course. Once a week on this young man in any course is 
probably not nearly enough. Is he receiving any additional help in regards 

to the course I assist him with? If so, could I have his/her name? Also, 
his 3 ring binder has been virtually untouched (and probably literally so 
on the inside). I "insisted" that he keep an open mind on PLAN and he 
promised he would. And, of course, having the wrong book made things very 
problematic. I would guess that he has not done much of anything since 
school began... I hesitate to say for sure. Suffice it to say if there is 
anyone weaker in fundamentals, prior knowledge, etc. etc than him I would 
be surprised. 

On the second young man taking the Econ course (one did not show up and may 
have dropped course?) he was pretty adamant that he was not interested in 
learning PLAN. I told him that I would reference it in my report and he 
was fine with that... I believe I said "push back"-- well, a bit of an 
understatement there. He came in-- got right down to work completing his 
online quizzes that were based on the reading. I gave him a quick tutorial 
on basic supply and demand curves since that was one of his readings. 
That said, I saw this last semester with 2 other students in regards to the 
assignments in which they have to complete online quizzes based on the 
reading. There is no time limit so they read each question and search for 
the answer in the text., more than one has told me, in effect... Why do the 
reading ahead of time when I can do it this way? Anyway, I share that 
with you for your digestion. 

Finally, a heads up on one of my Sunday kiddos .... during our 10 min. 
lessons when they were to summarize ... his summary was a crude expletive 
laced editorial on how he didn’t like to be told what to do... I responded 
with, "Am I suppose to laugh? Is that what you brought me over here to 
do? Or something to that effect. Wally caught wind of it and straightened 
him right out but I could feel the daggers across the room. I can deal 
with adolescent disrespect to a point.., but this young man crossed the 
line-- and additionally with the stare down-- in my view and there may be a 
test of wills on Sunday .... if looks could kill, as they say, you’d have 
been wiping me off the floor. 

ok- ciao 

Frank Felicelli, MS, NBCT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 



NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and 
should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom it was intended. If the reader 
of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is 
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and please delete 
the message. 
E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and 
may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 11:17 AM 

To: @yahoo.corn> 

Subject: Re: Tutor Schedule 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

Brent blanton would be able to tell you. He is at blanton@uncaa.unc edu 
Thanks 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 20, 2012, at 8:49 .~vl, ~yahoo.com>" @yahoo.corn> wrote: 

Hi 2,my - I wanted to check in and see if you knew when the tutoring schedule would be ready for this semester. 

Thanks, 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 1:45 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: Re: schedule 

Attach: ’I~EX-f.httn 

Sorry I am so slow in getting back to you! As you know, it has been one of those weeks :) 

I just checked the database and I do not see any more requests for learning assistants, and we just had a big staff meeting regarding consolidating sessions in order to reduce costs, so 
unfortunately I do not anticipate being able to book any more learning assistant appointments this semester. We will absolutely keep you active for the summer and fall! 

You should get in touch with Brent Blanton because he handles the TIMS and payroll so he will be able to help you out to make stare you are paid for those hours. He is at 

blanton@uncaa.unc edu 

Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Foutbal[ 

Loudermilk Center fur Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclusure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 

message 

@nc.rr.com> 1/16/2012 6:36 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Yes, I emailed Brent and told Brad the other night that I was available both Sundays and Mund~us If I’m not needed un either night this semester that’s fine, just let me know and we can 
work something out for the s~mamer or next fall. 

Also, I forgot to approve my hours for training this week as I was waiting to see if they’d log in the hour for training on Thursday. I had trouble logging into TIMS and just filled in the form 
next to the computer, I didn’t see that the hour was ever entered for me and I didn’t want to approve in case that would negate getting credit for that evening. 

Sincerely-, 

On Jan 16, 2012, at 6:00 PM. Aray Kleissler wrote: 

we had your availability- as just Sunday nights -- is it actually Sunday and Monday nights? 

Aray Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Canrpus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

@nc.rr.com> 1/16/2012 8:25 AM >>> 
Thanks ~vny, 

Does that also mean I’m not needed on Monday nights? 

On Jan 15, 2012, at 9:51 PM. Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 

> I wanted to let you kno~v that OLYM sports have just begun submitting their tutorial requests so we will let you know as soon as ~ve have a request for a learning assistant for Sunday 
nights. 
> Thank you for attending all tl~ree nights of training last week -- it was greatly appreciated. 
> cheers, 
> An~y 
> 



Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 20, 2012 3:28 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~hedule 

TEXT.htln; S 12.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

SPRING 2012 

LEARNING ASSISTANT 

SCHEDULE: 

DAY 
Wednesday 

Friday 

TIME 
8AM 

9AM 

8AM 
9AM 

COURSE 
DRAM 

COMM 

DRAM 

COMM 

CLASS 
TR 930-1045 

TR 1230-145 

DESCRIPTION ROOM 
F 

F 

[STUDENTS ADVISOR 

Jaimie Lee 

Jaimie Lee 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

NAME TELEPHONE EMAIL DESCRIPTION 
Wally Richardson, Academic Advisor 619-8150 vwcicha@uncaa.unc.edu Contact with any questions regarding a student you work with. For 
Director, Football any matters dealing with scheduling changes or absence, please 

contact the advisor as well as Brent Blanton. 

Jaimie Lee, Academic Advisor 619-2077 jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu See above. 
Tia Overstreet, Academic Advisor 434-4555 overstre@uncaa.und.edu See above. 
Bradley Bethel, Learning Specialist, 636-8504 bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu Please contact with any questions regarding training for Learning 
Football Assistants, related to course material, resources, or academic 

support. 
Amy Kleissler, Academic Assistant, 593-3033 kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
Football 
Beth Lyons, Learning Specialist, 928-6553 emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 
Olympic 

Brent Blanton, Academic Advisor 649-8611 Blanton@uncaa.unc.edu Contact with any questions regarding payroll, TIMS, training, 
Tutorial Coordinator ONYEN, scheduling, or absences. 
Tracy Harris, HR 962-7852 tuh@uncaa.unc.edu Contact with any questions regarding payroll 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 8:44 AM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: gas and debit receipts 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 10:44 AM 

To: @hotmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Th. 1/26 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Sorry’ -- I was ~vaiting for Brad to respond I’ll get right back to you. 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

@hotmail corn> 1/24,’2012 10:05 AM >>> 
Amy, 
Have you had a chance to ponder my request in the email below? I was hoping to resolve this be:tore class tonight. Also, I still :[’eel at a great disadvantage [’or Star 
class as I would love to have a book to prepare [’or tutoring each night ahead of time Any book updates? 

Again, hope you are feeling better See evewone tonight. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Th. 1/26 
From : 
Date :Sun, 22-Jan-2012 21:03 
To :Amy Kleissler 
CC: 

Amy, 
I have a couple questions concerning this Th. 1/26. I was wondering if it raight be possible to move up my Th. 7 & 8 sessions to Wed. at 7 & 8? 

First and foremost is my concerns in meeting the academic needs of We have had great Stat 
and ~oc~otogy sessions so iar and I do not want to rmss a session except on occasions when my other job resps in DPS interfere. If this is a possibility to reschedule to Wed., I was going to 
speak to              Tues night. I ran into        since last session and he said it would not interrupt his schedule and he could do Wed. night if approved by you and Brad. 

Would it be possible for me to look into this rescheduling? If something cant be worked out or this isnt possible 111 keep ray appointments on Thrs. 

Also, I emailed Brad about acquiring access to a Stat book? Has this book been checked out or purchased? I d like to stop by and pick it up raaybe tomorrow if so. 

Thartks for considering and hope your back is feeling better. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 10:55 AM 

To: ~hotmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Th. 1/26 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

I checked their schedules and all three students are free for Wednesday night I just sent a message to Bradley to see ~vhat he can do to get you the book for STOR 
exhausted our book allowance in the fall so we are using library books Man?- are checked out so no~v we are brainstorming other avenues! Will get back to you soon 
Thank you for your patience 

Am?’ 

Unfortunately we 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

@hotmail corn> 1/24,’2012 10:05 AM >>> 
Amy, 
Have you had a chance to ponder my request in the email below? I was hoping to resolve this before class tonight. Also, I still :[’eel at a great disadvantage [’or Star 
class as I would love to have a book to prepare [’or tutoring each night ahead of time Any book updates? 

Again, hope you are feeling better See evewone tonight. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Th. 1/26 
From : 
Date :Sun, 22-Jan-2012 21:03 
To :2uny Kleissler 
CC: 

Amy, 
I have a couple questions concerning this Th. 1/26. I xvas wondering if it might be possible to move up my Th. 7 & 8 sessions to Wed. at 7 & 8? 

First and foremost is my concerns in meeting the academic needs of We have had great Stat 
and Sociology sessions so 13r and I do not want to miss a session except on occasions xvhen my other job resps in DPS interfere. If this is a possibility to reschedule to Wed., I was going to 
speak to              Tues night. I ran into        since last session and he said it xvould not interrupt his schedule and he could do Wed. night if approved by you and Brad. 

Would it be possible for me to look into this rescheduling? If something cant be worked out or this isnt possible 111 keep ray appointments on Thrs. 

Also, I emailed Brad about acquiring access to a Stat book? Has this book been checked out or purchased? I d like to stop by and pick it up maybe tomorrow if so. 

Thanks for considering and hope your back is feeling better. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 24, 2012 11:36 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Th. 1/26 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Do NOT buy the book. Brad is on it :) 
Thanks 
A 

Thanks for the update and for allowing me to look into moving Th To Wed I might look into buying a copy I doubt it would be in Davis Thanks Amy sorlT to bother. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Th 1/26 
From :Amy Kleissler 
][)ate :Tue, 24-Jan-2012 10:54 
To 
CC : 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }[[ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Comfidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

@hotmail.com> 1/24,,’2012 11:19 AM >>> 

I checked their schedules and all three students are free for Wednesday- night. I just sent a message to Bradley to see what he can do to get you the book for STOR 
exhausted o~tr book allowance in the fall so we are using libralN books. Many- are checked out so now we are brainstorming other avenues! Will get back to you soon. 
Thank you for your patience. 
Arny 

Unfortunately we 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

~hotmail corn> 1/24/2012 10:05 AM >>> 
Amy, 
Have you had a chance to ponder my request in the email belo~v? I was hoping to resolve this before class tonight. Also, I still feel at a great disadvantage for Star 
class as I would love to have a book to prepare for tutoring each night ahead of time Any book updates? 

Again, hope you are feeling better See everyone tonight. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smaltphone 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Th. 1/26 
From : 
Date :Sun, 22-Jan-2012 21:03 
To :Amy- Kleissler 
CC: 

have a couple questions concerning this Th. 1/26 I was ~vondering if it might be possible to move up my Th 7 & 8 sessions to Wed. at 7 & 8? 



First and li~remost is my concerns in meeting the academic needs of We have had great Stat 
and Sociology sessions so far and I do not want to m~ss a session except on occasions when my other job resps in DPS interfere I_t" this is a possibility to reschedule to Wed., I was going to 
speak to i              Tues night I ran into        since last session and he said it would not interrupt his schedule and he could do Wed. night if approved by you and Brad. 

Would it be possible J2~r me to look into this rescheduling? I_t" something cant be worked out or this isnt possible I II keep my appointments on Thrs. 

Also, I emailed Brad about acquiring access to a Stat book? Has this book been checked out or purchased? I d like to stop by and pick it up maybe tomorrow if so. 

Thartks for considering and hope your back is fceling better. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, 12:09 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

Re: couple offl~ings 

TENTI’.httn 

I will make stare that you are in the database and so that feedback forms will print out for you 
drop-in feedback form. 

will leave them for you on the front desk each morning In the meantime simply fill out a 

TIMS - have you tried submitting a request for assistance tl~rough the tech help on the TILLS site? I think it is called a remit slip. Our HR contact, Tracy Harris, has been out of the office due 
so there might have been a delay in her entering your ne~v paperwork into the system 

have a letter for you here in my office that you can use to obtain a new One Card over at the One Card office. I believe it will cost $5 

hope this helps! Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>; ~hotmaihcom> 11:26 AM >>> 
Hi ArW, 

Not sure who to ask, so I guess you are the lucky one! 

Feedback forms- who is in charge of them? I did not have any today for either session- 10am and 11 ara 

T~IS- still having issues. I guess I will continue to sign in on the sheet by the computer. 

WIFI access. How can I gain access’.’ 

One Card- mine has expired, and I’m not sure how to get it. In the past there was a form I showed at the One Card office... 

Thanks! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:51 PM 

.~gma]l.com 

Re: paperwork issues 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I will attach it to your feedback form on Monday night. 
Thanks’. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> @gmail.com> 2:47 PM >>> 
Amy, 
Do you know when we are getting our W-2 forms’? 

From: "2,my Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 12:57:47 -0500 

To: 

Cc: Bradley- Bethel<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: paperwork issues 

Good mornin~- 
In order to not overwhelm her with a stuffed email in-box, I have a favor to ask: If you have an?" 

questions regarding your PID, ONYEN, password, etc. please forward those questions to me, and I will consolidate them into one list to send her in one email. Thanks so much[ 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Coufidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 3:54 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

confiden’dality 

yes for coaches 

Sent from my iPad 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 9:53 AM 

To: @med.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: W2 Forms 

Attach: TENEI’.httn 

they are mailed from HR so you should be seeing it soon 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: ’];his e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain conl’identia[ and privileged inl’ormation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. ]fyou are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                            .2))reed mac edu>        9:16 PM >>> 

tIi again Am?’, 

I was wondering if you had the W2 ]’orms in yet? I think that since I worked until the end of’the semester last spring I should have another one? Let me l~ow. 

Thanks 

UNC School of Medicine 
(;lass of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 5, 2012 3:27 PM 

Frank Fell celli @oraJ~ge .k 12.nc. ug~ 

Re: Sunday Feb 12 

No worries, rll let the advisors know 

A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Feb 5, 2012, at 2:48 

> Hi Amy 
> 

> 

i@orange kl 2.nc.us> ~Vl-ote: 

> It involves, , and 7pm 
> and and at 8pm 
> 

> Please advise. D 1£ this puts you in a bind I could certainly make it for the 8pm without a problem -- they need it more than the others 
> 
> Thanks 

> Frank Felicelli, MS, N[3CT 
> World History, AP European Etistory 
> Cedar Ridge High School 

> NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is confidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to 
whom it was intended If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. I£you have received this 
message in error, please notify the sender immediately and please delete the message. 
>E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be sut~iect to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rachel Kid ?}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 5:07 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Appts 

TENTf.httn 

Hi Amy! 

No womes---hem is what I had written down (and these am the sessions I 
sent to Susan in my invoice to her): 

November: 8th, 15th, and 29th 

December: 8th m~d 15th 

Januau: 3rd, 19th, 24th, 31st 

So---throe sessions in November, two in December. and four in Janumy. All 
of them were one hour each. Please let me know if you have any questions, 
or if these don’t match your records for any mason. 

Thanks! See you tonight-- 
Rachel 

On Tue, Feb 7, 2012 at 3:51 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> Rachel 
> Would it be possible for you to give me a list go how Inaa~y times you met 
> with . in NoviDeciJml? I was a bad girl and didn’t keep track but kept 
> sending $ to Susan because I was so nervous that I would be late paying!’.! 
> Thanks so much, 
> Amy 

> Sent farm my iPad 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, March 11, 2012 6:54 PM 

To: @gma~l.com> 

Subject: Re: recommendation 

Attach: TENrI’.httn 

THank you so much for thinking of me! I would be happy to write a recon~rnendation for you. I ~vill be out of the office tomorrow with a t 
the end of the week? Let me know. 
Thanks 
A 

-- is it ok ifI have it done by 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                     @gmail.com> 3/2,’2012 11:33 ~’~\I >>> 

I’m currently applying lbr lbr the upcoming year and was wondering if you would write a letter of recommendation I can include in my applications and/or 
por02~lio. I’ve really enjoyed working with both sports and feel that I’ve gained invaluable experience connecting with students and learning how to guide both general 
and subject specific study skills. I think a letter detailing my work experience and skills would 

I’ve attached my resume in case that helps. And if you would rather me ask Beth Lyons for a letter, I would be happy to ask her instead, I just feel that I’ve had more 
interaction and continuity with you! 

Thank you, 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 9:05 AM 

To: @gmaJl.com> 

Subject: Re: recommendation 

Attach: ’I~NiI’.httn 

I’ll get it done by the end of the day and leave it for you in my mailbox in the cop?’ room ifI am not in my office 
thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distributinn is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy aH copies of the original 

message. 
>>; @gmail corn> 3/11/2012 10:22 P]VI >>> 
Hi Amy, 

I’m leaving Friday [’or an lnter~4ew in would it be too soon it" I came by on Thursday to pick it up? If it’s alright with you, I was thinking I’d take a signed copy to my inter~4ew this 
weekend and then get an extra copy to scan and send in with any future applications. Let me know if that works-if that’s rushing you too much let me know and we can figure out something 
else! 

Good luck ~vith your tomorrow! 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 11,2012, at 6:54 PIM, "Arny Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

THank you so much for thinking of met I would be happy to write a recollm~endation for you. I will be out of the office tomoiiow with a procedure for 
the end of the week’.’ Let me know. 
Thanks 
A 

- is it ok ifI have it done by 

Amy Kleissler 
University of Noith Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> @lgnail.com> 3/2/2012 11:33 AM >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

I’m currently applying for for the upcoming year and was wondering if you would write a letter of reconmaendation I can include in In?’ applications ands’or 
portfolio. I’ve really enjoyed working with both sports and feel that I’ve gained invaluable experience colmecting with students and learning how to guide both general 
and subject specific stu@ skills. I think a letter detailing my work experience and skills would 

I’ve attached my resume in case that helps. And if you ~vould rather me ask Beth Lyons for a letter, I would be happy to ask her instead, I just feel that I’ve had more 
interaction and continuity ~vith you! 

Thank you, 

UN-C Chapel Hill 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

To: ~emml.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tutoring 

Attach: ’I~XFI’.httn 

apologize for my slow- reply. I ~vas out of the office yesterday for 
a~vay from work (and on the couch!) 

over the last few- weeks I took and stayed 

I do not know who you may have heard rumors from regarding your not being used by football, but I can whole heartedly assure you that is not the case. Rather, with the arrival of the new 
reading and writing specialist in       , Bradley Bethel, and the tightening of our budget, we took the oppommity to revamp our approach to study hall this spring. Our two most 
important goals were to create a program where we taught students to become independent and successful learners, and to eliminate independent study- hall. 

We began by taking all students who in the past may have been assigned tu independent study hall at night, and muved them to small, guided, and highly structured study hall sessiuns M- 
F at 8, 9 and 10AM that are run by Bradley and I The students have learned a routine whereby they work through a daily checklist uf checking email, blackbuardisakai, print out ant’ 
readings for class, repurt detailed progress in each class, and are learning to use their syllabi mure as the?’ present their gua[ for each class ur session that day (example, tuday we will be 
cuvering reflexive verbs I need to find uut if there are only a few verbs that use the reflexive tense, or if all verbs can be used.) 

Luoking at our tuturing sessiuns with trained content tuturs (such as yourselO we felt that we were nut utilizing our money or the tutur’s time efficiently if students were not prepared fur the 
sessions The biggest ubstacle: students had nut done their reading ur taken sufficient notes in class. To reme~dy the issue of class nutes Bradley and I held a number of note taking 
workshops for the students in the days leading up to the first day uf classes. At each wurkshup the students were taught a difl’erent skill, and then we had a cuuple of [ucal teachers give 
short muck-lectures where the students then practiced the skill. Each morning at sturdy table (see beluw) the students must show us the nutes he is taking) 

To remedy the issue uf reading, we retouled the role of the learning assistant to focus un wurking with a gruup of students in one cuurse, as upposed tu wurking with une student on all uf 
their classes, with the sole purpose ufthe sessiun to ]2~cus un reading and taking reading nutes (not sturdy for tests, review, assignments, etc). Fur example, one learning assistant meets 
with any of our football student athletes that are enrolled in AMST 350 twice a week to work un the reading assignments using a study/reading practice cal led PLAN. While there are a 
number uf guals with this new use of learning assistants such as teaching students the necessi~ of cumpleting reading assignments, huw to read more effectively, and how tu take reading 
nutes, une of the must important goals is for the students tu learn tu better cunnect what they learn inside the classruom with what the?’ learn outside the classruom We have had a number 
uf students make ahh haaa comments that the lectures make mure sense because the material is familiar, and visa versa with the reading. Other than the high schoul teachers whu we have 
wurked to pair with cuurses that are relevant tu their prufessiunal practice, it is not necessary for the learning assistants to have content knuwledge of the class the?" are wurking with At 
the beginning ufthe semester, and on-going thruughout the semester, the learning assistants have had wurkshops on PLAN and working with students to foster reading skills. I actually 
think it is better if they du not have specific content knuwledge because we du nut want these sessions tu morph intu staff-led tuturlng sessiuns, but rather, stay as student driven learning 
and discussiun sessions. We planned that if any of the students requested a sut~iect content tutor in addition tu these reading sessions, we would schedule them. As ufyet we have nut 
had any requests ]2~r additional        tutoring. 

I hope that what I have attempted to describe has made sense for you I would be happy tu get tugether with you in person tu talk abuut all ufthis and give yuu the opportunity to answer 
any and all questions. Yuu have been, and still are, a very vital part ufour prugram! Let me know. 
Thanks so nmch, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of b,-oith Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Coiffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> @emaihunc.edu> 11:50 A_’vi >>> 
Hi Arny, 

emailed both you and Brcnt earlier this semester about when I could expect my tutoring schedule. Brent told me there weren’t that many Olympic athletes who needed 
didn’t hear back from you, so I just assumed that the same was true for football (especially since it’s "off season"). 

tutoring, and 

Since then, I’ve heard a rumor or two that seems to suggest other reasons fbr being left off the schedule I just wanted to followup with you to see what the truth is. I hope that ~vhatever the 
reason, it’s not a reflection on my personal integrity or my commitment. I’ve tried in?’ best to be as diligent as possible in my efforts to help out anyone who comes to see me and needs or 
wants tutoring, and to remain within the bounds of the rules. 

In any event, although I understand completely if it is in fact the case that there are no athletes who need tutoring this semester, I would just like to know if there ARE other reasons, and if 
these reasons are personal to me in particular. I want to remain open, because I’ve enjoyed working for the program over the past year and a half, helping out the athletes, and working with 
you personally over the past year and a half. 

Malay Thanks and Very Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, March 19, 2012 12:39 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

li~vor 

’IEXTf.htm 

B 
At some point today or tomorrow (rll be out rest of week) would you be ~villing to give me five minutes to help me ~vith a project for one of my classes? In the course ~ve study the 
foundational theories behind identity- development in college students (social, faith, race, ethnic, gender, sex, etc identity) IVly assignment is to speak with an advisor/counselor to find out 
about an?’ identity development issues they may see their students struggle with, and how the advisor then works with that student accordingly. For example, a multiracial student ~vho is 
tlTing find their niche in a campus environment that does not have a pronounced multiracial population, or a student who is straggling with gender issues. 

Let me kno~v -- thanks’. I can do absolutely aW time that is good for you 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

A~tach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Monday, March 19, 2012 3:39 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

data 

’lTEXTI’.httn 

F22 Lr>,-C-CH SAT-W average is 645 

thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality’ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Chicken Chili Corn Chip Pie 

Sauce: 

1 clove g~iic, finely chopped 

2 tablespoon oil of choice 

1/2 cup chicken broth, divided 

1 dried pepper, finely chopped (use 1 for double rec, bag on counter, do not use the seeds pls!) 

1 tablespoon to~’r~;~to 

1/2 cup crushed tomatoes 

Chili Base: 

Oil or bLttter 

1/2 ot’fior’.., diced 

1 r~d peps.>#,% diced (even though you are doubling recipe, only use one red pepper) 

1 cup crushed tomatoes 

1/4 teaspoon chili powdet" (in spice drawer, might be in little baggie) 

1/4 teaspoon ground cumin 

1/4 teaspoon salt 

1/4 teaspoon black pepper 

1 cup canned pin!.o b~r’..s 

1 cup canned black 

Directions 

For the sauce: In a large saucepan, toast the garlic in the oil over high heat until lightly browned, 1 to 3 minutes. Add 
half the chicken broth and the peppers and sweat for 2 minutes. Add the tomato paste and crushed tomatoes and 
bring to a boil. Fold in the pulled chicken (in casserole dish in black fridge). Reduce the heat, add the remaining 
chicken broth, and allow the mixture to simm#,~r 5 to 10 minutes while stirring continuously. Keep warm. 

For the chili base: In a large saucepan, coat the bottom of the pan with the oil and sweat the or~ions and peppers over 
low heat. Stir often enough to avoid browning. Add the crushed tomatoes and spices and bring to boil. Add the beans 
and reduce the heat to a simmer. Let the base reduce to the thickness you like in your chili. Mix in the chicken and 
sauce and bring back to a boil. 

Serve the chili with corn chips, shredded che~s~, shredded lettuce, and sour cream 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 12:49 PM 

To: ~gmml.com> 

Subject: Re: Orange 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

a~vesome! Thales so much -- what is ?’our house number? I can find it myself, but can’t describe it to someone else :) 
A 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

@gmail.com:" 3/27,’2012 12:20 PM >>> 
Please ask her to leave it by my garage door Glad I can help. 

On Tuesday, March 27, 2012, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

> I did not!!! You would be a savior! I have it all iced in my garage and my sitter could bring it to your house at 340PM. Is that too late for you? If not, I have let the office know that I have to 

be out of here by 5PM so I should be OK in the end Let me know. 

> Thanks so mucht 

>A 

> 

> 

> 

> Am?" Kleissler 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

> 

@gmaihcom> 3/27/2012 7:53 AM >>> 

> Arny, 

> Did you find help for today with the Gatorade deliveu’.’ I am available. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 1:00 AM 

~live.unc.edu 

Re: Summer Work’. 

So great to hear from you’.                                                                                                               Have you been in touch with Brent Blanton? He 
is the staffperson presently in charge of hiring for the tutoring program (the department is hiring a tutoring coordinator). If you haven’t already, he will have you go on line to fill out an 
official application. Once that is done, do me a huge favor -- reach out to Beth to make sure she kno~vs you want to work. I will be out of the office for a good portion of April for back 
surge~ so she will be able to respond to you much more quickly than I can, and since she knows you and your skills with the students, she will be able to make sure that Brent utilizes you 
for whatever staffing they are planning for the surmner. 

How does that souaad? Let me know! I hope that you are doing well, and I can’t wait to see you, 
Take care, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
krNC-Char)el Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

03/28/12 11:31 PM>>> 

tIi again, Amy! 

I just wanted to make sure I am doing all I can tu make sure I can t~ tu wurk again this summer! Is there anyune I shuuld meet with to re-interview or anything like that? I j ust miss it so 
much, and I can’t wait to get back to wurk (hopefully). 

Talk to you soun, 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, 11:03 AM 

To: ~hotmail .corn> 

Subject: RE: next week 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Foutbal[ 

Luudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unanthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender b, reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 

@hotmail cum> 9:49 PM >>> 

[)abe: Wed,             15:42:49 

Frum: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:        @chccs k12.nc.us         @earthlink net;     ~email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email unc edu; @email uric edu; 
@email.unc.edu; ~)email.unc.edu; @email unc.edu; 

@gmail.com;, @gmail.cum; @gmail cum; 
~unc.edu @yahoo.com 

Subject: Re: next week 

@email unc.edu; ~email unc edu: @email.unc.edu; @email unc edu; 
~))email.unc edu; @email unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc. ed u; ~@email un c edu; @ emai 1. unc. edu; ~gmai 1. c um; 

@gmail.cum; @hotmail corn; ~))live uric edu; ~unc edu; ~unc.edu; 

ugh - please ignore this email -- typed S11 instead of S12 in the "to" line. Whoopsadaisy! I hope you are doing ~vell! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> ~y- Kleissler 3:40 PM >>> 
Good afternoon! 
I hope that you are able to get outside and enjoy a bit of this beautiful day~ 
I wanted to make sure I have an accurate head count of any learning assistants who ~vill be out next week. Could you please let me know ASAP, even if you have already sent me word? This 
will help me triple check so I can plan accordingly. 

If you ARE working next week, I need to let you know that on this end there are t~vo updates that may impact your regularly scheduled sessions: 
* no stud?, hall Thursday evening, April 5th for football due to team travel 

* no sessions Friday, April 6th -- universi~z classes canceled for Good Friday. 

Thanks so much! 
Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

LoudelTnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 



k[eiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inlk~rmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleiss[er <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 12:38 PM 

~gma]l,com> 

Re: referral lbr learning assistant position 

’l~2NJI’.httn 

Thank you so much for referring her! Instead of having her email me, we now- do all hiring through HR so here is the link to the tutorial/LA positions in order to apply for one of our "rolling" 

positions at http://unc.peopleadmin.com/postin~s/1336. 
Take care, 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
@gmail com> 3/29/2012 1 ] : 13 AM > >> 

Hi ~’,my, 

I have a li’iend who is interested in being a learning assistant (or writing tutor, etc.) this summer, tier name ~s             and she was a high school English teacher for 5 years She’s 
currently getting her PhD in          at UNC and I would highly recommend her! I gave her your email address so she could contact you directly. 

Best, 

UNC MAT Class of 
UNC Chapel Hill 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Friday, March 30, 2012 8:45 AM 

To: ~nc.rr.com> 

Subject: Fwd: MSLQ 

Atlach: TEXT.htm; MSLQ.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Saturday, March 31, 2012 6:28 PM 

@gmaJl.com 

Re: next week ulxtate 

Thank you so much for your offer. I am out of town Monday/Tuesday so it would be best for you to check in with Wally to confirm if he needs you to work that night His email is 

wricha@uncaa.unc edu 
Thanks again! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

03/28/12 2:57 PM >>> 
I am planning to come to my sessions on Monday night unless you don’t need 
me, i cannot attend on Wednesday. The guys will have just finished papers 
and tests f,ar their classes ;vith me so I’m not really needed Monday, but 
you can make that call. I’ll have friends in town but I can slip away to 
tutor if you want me there 

On Wed, Mar 28, 2012 at 3:43 PM, Amy KIeissler wrote: 

> Good afternoon! 
> I hope that you are able to get outside and enjoy a bit of this beautiful 
> day~-~ 
> 

> I wanted to make sure I have an accurate head count of any learning 
> assistants who wil[ be out next week. Could you please let me know ASAP, 
> even if you have already sent me word? This will help me triple check so I 
> can plan accordingly. 
> 

> If you ARE working next week, I need to let you know that on this end 
> there are two updates that may impact your regularly scheduled sessions: 
> 

> * no study hall ’]2aursday evening, April 5th for ~2~otbaH due to team travel 
> * no sessions Friday, April 6th -- univers~ classes canceled [’or Good 
> Friday 
> 

> Thanks so much! 
> Cheers, 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Universi)- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

> Loudcm~ilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged irtformation. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message.**** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 11:01 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

docs 

TEXT.htm; Tutor_Feedback_Form 10 11 10[1].doc;Drama 
evening.doc; Infraction 1-28-10.xls; Drama    study table- football 2-3-10.docx; 
FF 5-3 and 5-4-10.docx; 10-19 Feedback Form.doc 

-1-27-10 

I didn’t have anything really on my computer -- everything on U drive. Here is a folder with the few things i found on my computer. 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
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I E I 
ACADEMIC DALLY INFRACTION SHEET 

Date 
1/28/10 

Name 

Missed Mandatory 
Activity 

Study Table 

Examples: 
Study Table 

Late to Study Table 
Kicked out of study table 

Tutor Session 

Late to Tutor Session 
Mentor Session 
Weekly Meeting 

Class 

Subject/Staff Time Position Class 

Examples: 

Port 

Drama 

Engl 

was present but verbally indicated that he was NOT going to do anything while at 
Study Table.     influenced him to copy pages from Mr.Highsmith’s Bio textbook, but    didn’t 
bring his book tonight. That left    w/nothing to (academic related) do for the evening because 
he said he is ahead in all his classes and eventually he was dismissed early. 

was present and worked on one of his class assignments, but wasn’t able to do any 
of the other assignments because of one of the following: he didn’t have the books or wanted to 
start over the weekend. He was dismissed early too since he wasn’t working on anything academic 
related. 

I I I I I Updated ~/28/2015 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 9:42 AM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: breakfast next week 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Don’t laugh at me for thinking ahead.. I do this so I don’t forget. Can you imagine the chaos that would ensue of the hungry troops in the office didn’t have their breakfast next Friday 
morning!! ?! ? 

I will be out of the office next Thursday and Friday, but I still want to do the breakfast with you, is that OK? 

Did you have an?’ ideas? The only thing I was thinking on my end was something I make called Creme Brulee French Toast. I like it because I can make it ahead, and because it is till1 of hot 
caramel when you eat it! I can contribute that if you want, and I can do bacon as well. Or, if you have any ideas, I would love them! I tend to make the same thing day in and day out so I 
need to change up my routine :) 

Let me know. 
’]7hanks! 
A 

Amy KleissIer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:33 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: breakfast next week 

TgNSf.httn 

drinks and fruit sound awesome -- the crowd always loves fruit! anything you can think of would be fantastic, do ~ve have to bring plates, etc? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

LoudelTnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

@gmail.com>         10:08 AM >>> 
Hi Amy! 

So glad that you are thinking of this[ 

The french toast dish sound excellent! Are there any things that you typically eat with that? I can definitely bring in drinks and fi-uit but are there other things that might go well with the 
french toast and bacon? 

On Thu, at 9:41 AM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

Don’t laugh at nre for thinking ahead... I do this so I don’t forget. Can you iraagine the chaos that would ensue of the hungty, troops in the office didn’t have their breakfast next Friday 
moming?[ ?[ ? 
I will be out of the office next Th~ucsday and Friday-, but I still want to do the breakfast ~vith you, is that OK? 

Did you have an?" ideas? The only thing I was thinking on my end was something I raake called Creme Brulee French Toast. I like it because I can raake it ahead, and because it is full of hot 
caramel when you eat it! I can contribute that if you want, and I can do bacon as welh Or, if you have any ideas, I ~vould love them! I tend to make the same thing day in and day out so I 
need to change up nry routine :) 
Let rae know. 
Thanks[ 
A 
Anry Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Canrpus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

c 

klelssle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail nressage, including an?, attachnrents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, April 7, 2012 7:40 PM 

To: @~mc.edu 

Subject: hello 

Happy Passover :) 

Quick question for you -- what is your availability over the coming weeks??? My last day in the office is this Wednesday and I have a couple of sessions I would love to take over for me if 
you were available. Let me kno~v your thoughts when you can. 
Thanks so much’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, April 8, 2012 6:54 PIVl 

~nc.rr.com> 

~hedule 

TEXT.htm; Amy Schedule Spring 2012.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Amy Kleissler 
Football Academic Assistant 

8:00 

9:00 

10:00 

11:00 

12:00 

1:oo 

2:00 

3:00 

ll-ll:30AM ll-ll:30AM 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Sunday, 7:39 PIvl 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: breakfast next week 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

I checked. No plates, low ob forks, and no cups. I can get them or you can, I don’t care. Let me know. 
Thanks! 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 8:09 AM. @gmail.com>" @gmail cam> wrote: 

> Great! I don’t think we have to bring plates. There should be some already in the kitchen. 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 
> 

> On at 11:32 AM. "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> drinks and fruit sound awesome -- the crowd always loves fruit! anything you can think of would be fantastic, do we have to bring plates, etc? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel 
>> Academic Support Program :For Student-Athletes, Football 
>> 

>> Loudermilk Center ~2~r [~xcellence 
>> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Bo× 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@un caa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>> 

@gmail.com> 10:08 AM >>> 
>> Hi ~y! 
>> 

>> So glad that you are thinking of this! 
>> 

>> The french toast dish sound excellentt Are there any things that you typically eat with that? I can definitely bring in drinks and fruit but are there other things that might go well with the 
french toast and bacon? 
>> 

>> 

>> On Thu, at 9:41 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.anc.edu> wrote: 

>> Don’t laugh at me for thinking ahead... I do this so I don’t forget. Can you iraagine the chaos that would ensue of the hungry troops in the office didn’t have their breakI’ast next Friday 
morning?[ ?t ? 
>> I will be out of the office next T’rmrsday and Friday, but I still want to do the breakI’ast with you, is that OK? 

>> Did you have an?" ideas? The only thing I was thirf~ing on my end was something I make called Creme Bmlee French Toast. I like it because I can make it ahead, and because it is full of 
hot caramel when you eat it! I can contribute that if you want, and I can do bacon as well. Or, if you have an?" ideas, I would love themt I tend to make the same thing day in and day- out so I 
need to change up my routine :) 
>> Let me kno~v. 
>> That~zs[ 
>> A 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> C 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 
>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>> 

>> 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Sunday, April 8, 2012 7:53 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: breakfast next week 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

a~vesome! Thanks. I ~vill be out of the office on Friday 

touch with me on Thursday or Friday, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

will be bringing the food in. If for some reason you need to get in 
and he can help, no problem. Thanks again 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
@gmail.com> 4/8/2012 7:49 PM >>> 

I’ll pick them up. No problem 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

On Apr 8, 2012, at 7:38 PM. "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

I checked. No plates, low ob forks, and no cups. I can get them or you can, I don’t care. Let me know. 
Thanks! 
A 

Sent from ray iPad 

On Apr 6, 2012, at 8:09 AM, @gmail. com>" @gmail. corn> wrote: 

Great! I don’t think ~ve have to bring plates. There should be some already in the kitchen. 

Sent from ray iPhone 

On Apr 5, 2012, at 11:32 AM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

drinks and fruit sound a~vesome -- the crowd always loves fruit! anything you can think of would be fantastic, do we have to bring plates, etc? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

@gmail corn> 4/5/2012 10:08 AM >>> 
Hi Arny! 

So glad that you are thinking of this! 

The french toast dish sound excellent! Are there any things that you ~zpically eat ;vith that? I can definitely bring in drinks and fruit but are there other things that might go well with the 
french toast and bacon? 

On Thu, Apr 5, 2012 at 9:41 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 



Don’t laugh at me for thinking ahead.. I do this so I don’t forget. Can you imagine the chaos that would ensue of the hungry troops in the office didn’t have their breakfast next Friday 
morning?! ?! ? 
I will be out of the office next Thursday and Friday, but I still want to do the breakfast with you, is that OK? 

Did you have any ideas? ’]’he only thing I ~vas thinking on my end was something I make called Creme Brulee French Toast. I like it because I can make it ahead, and because it is :gull of hot 
caramel when you eat it! I can contribute that if you want, and I can do bacon as well. Or, if you have any ideas, I would love them! I tend to make the same thing day in and day out so I 
need to change up my routine :) 
Let me know. 
Thanks! 
A 
Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (tel:919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday. April 26, 2012 9:12 AM 

CTI ] Coaches Training Institute <terry@thecoaches.com> 

Re: Karen Kimsey-House speaking at global virtual coaching cont~rence (Out of the office) 

will be out of the office from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wall?’ Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> CTI] Coaches Training Institute<tens’@thecoaches.com> 04/26/12 09:11 >>> 

[1]View this email online [2]Forward this to a friend 800-691-6008 
CTI Marketing 
[3]CTI HOME [4]WHY CTI [5]COACH TRAINING [6]LEADERSHLD [7]FOR 
ORGANJZATIONS [8]CTI BLOG 
CTI Marketing 
Linlcs: 

1 http://www.thecoachescom/ee newsletter/index.php/lavout/marketing 2011-12/166-wbecs-outreach 
2. http://usl.forward-to-tidendcom/for~vard?u 90fba956452239dcd7dScc7aS&id 92f401ad7c&e 930fe5bd23 
3 http ://www.thecoaches.c om 
4. http :i/www.thecoaches con~/whv-c o a ches-trainin~-institute 
5 http ://www.thecoa ches.com/coach-training 
6. http://www.thecoaches corn/leadership 
7 http://www.thecoaches.com/or~anizations 
8. http :i/www.thecoaches com/blo~ 

Two CTI Leaders wil[ speak at WBECS 

We would love for you to join CTI CEO & Co-founder Karen Kimsey-House 
and Chairman Shirzad Chamine at the second annual World Business and 
Executive Coaching Summit, a global, virtual conference featuring the 
top 25 luminaries and thought leaders in the business coaching 
industry. As presenters and WBECS partners, Karen and Shirzad will 
present their most valuable insights to thousands of coaches worldwide 
who want to learn from the most successful leaders in the profession. 

The pre-Summit series, May 1-31,2012, offers a complimentary 

opportunity to sample the sessions of the 1i~11 Summit before 

registering. The full Summit runs June 14-29, 2012 

Karen will be speaking on [5~I)ifficult Conversations[5~ at the pre-Summrt 

on May 23, 9:00-9:30am PDT (16:00-16:30 GMT), and [5]Creating Co-Active 

Culture [5~ at the fall Summit on June 20, 11:00am-1:00pro PDT (18:00-20:00 

Shirzad is tackling [5]Saboteur Assessment: Breakthrough New Research[5] at 
the pre-Summit on May 9, 9:30-10:00am PDT (16:30-17:00 GMT) and 
I~1S aboteur Assessment and Positive Intel [igen ce [5] at the fall Summit on 
June 18, 11:00am-1:00pro PDT (18:00-20:00 GX/Ff). (The :gull Summit 
sessions will be recorded and can be accessed 12)r six months 
afterwards.) 

Last year, more than 7000 coaches from 129 countries participated in 
the first YVBECS conference to hear the highest caliber coaches 
delivering rich content ;vithout any- sales pitches to live audiences 
that can interact ;vith theru via easy-to-use webinar technology. 
[~Like CTI, WBECS aspires to raise the bar for the whole coaching 
profession through top-notch education, ~ says Karen. 

Aside froru Karen and Shirzad, sonre of the other luminaries presenting 
include: 

* Dr. Marshall Goldsruith - voted the world,s #1 leadership thinker by 
Harvard Business Review; 

* Sir Johr~ VCnitmore - the pre-eminent thinker in leadership and 
organizational change; 

* Prof. V~iay Oovindarajan - voted the world[~s #1 strategic thirtker 
by Har,~ard Business Review; 

* Verne Harnish - named one of the ~Top 10 Minds in Snrall Business[~ 
by Fortune magazine 

If you attend, expect to learn about highly eff;ective coaching, sales, 
integration of leadership and business development, global coaching 
business strategy, client retention, social media, authentic leadership 
and much more. 

During the Summit, you can ask questions of presenters in real-time and 
interact with other attendees Members’ forums encourage networking 
while shared Ooogle docs enable collaboration 

Registration is open now. To register for the pre-Sun~nit or the full 
Summit, [9]please click here 
Linlcs: 

9 http:/i~vw~v.wbecs, corn 

We look for~vard to your joining Karen and Shirzad at ~,’BECS this year! 

CTI Coaches Training Institute 



4000 Civic Center Drive, Suite 500, San Rafae[, CA 94903 
[10]www thecoaches corn 
Click here to [11 ]UNSUBSCR]I~E from CT[’s marketing outreach mailing 
list. 

Linlcs: 

10. http :/iwww thecoaches, corn 
llhttp://thecoachesusllist-mana~e.com/unsubscribe?u 90Poa956452239dcd7dScc7aS&id 824444flb7&e 930fe5bd23&c 92f401ad7c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,, May 18, 2012 12:20 AM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Parking Permit for 2012 - 2013 

TEXT.htm 

I apologize for the late notice -- i iust received this notification. I have been out of the office since April 12th 
How can I obtain a copy of this application? As i am 

unable to drive at this time my husband can stop by the athletic dept to pick up a copy anytime after 12pro tomorrow and I can email it 
back ASAP. 9rou can always reach me via email or phone 
Thanks, 
Amy Kleissler 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On May 16, 2012, at 10:48 AM, "Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Rb;MINDER 
> 
> If you haven [] t done so already, please send me your completed application by Friday, May 18th so that I can process your 
application. If you choose not to use one of our locations, please send me an email letting me know, that way I won ~ t be looking for 
your application. 
> 
> The allocation for our units are: 
> Craige Deck (CD) 
> Smith Center (S 11 ) 
> 
> If you would like to enroll in the CAP (Commuter Alternative Program), you will be able to register online at www.dps.unc.edu 
beginning July 16th [] mark your calendars. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Kim 

> Kim Allison 
> Department Manager 
> Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
> 450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 
> Campus Box #3106 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
> 919-962-1046 (ph) 
> 919-843-5341 ~fx) 
> kallison@email.unc.edu 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, June 9, 2012 7:38 PM 

Amy Kleissler         ~gmai|.com> 

Re: April (Out of the oltice) 

I will be out of the office from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>~ Am?- Kleissler ~gmail.com> 06/09/12 l 9:36 >>~" 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/26/2010 5:33:21 PM 

smart board 

1/26/2010 6:30:00 PM 

1/26/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/26/2010 5:52:38 PM 

alarm test 

1/26/2010 6:00:00 PM 

1/26/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

6/24/2011 8:05:01 PM 

Out of the office 

6/24/2011 4:00:00 AM 

8/18/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

I will be out of the office until August 18, 2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact 
seth Bridger ( bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ), or Brent Blanton (blanton@uncaa.unc.edu) for matters concerning 
fall tutoring. 
Thank you. 

Amy 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 3:00 PM 

To: @chccs.kl 2.nc.us 

Subject: sunm~er tutoring 

Attach: ’I~ENTI’.httn 

Dear 
I don’t know if you remember me -- 

have a question to ask you: are you interested in tutoring student-athletes in math this surmner??? i 
but I ~vanted to run the idea past you ;Vhenever I describe to our staffthe type of tutors and mentors that our student-athletes will flourish with, I know 

am describing you! 

The students you would be working with are fantastic young men SS I is primarily rising sophomores and a couple of juniors 
Math 110--college algebra 
Math 118--selected topics 
and possibly Math 1 19, functions/modeling 

We are looking for someone who can commit to work M-~fla, roughly 7-9 or whatever would work best for you. The students have review sessions anywhere between 9AM-10PM, 
depending upon the availability of the rotor around the class schedule. 

Sumaner Session I runs Tuesday, May ] lth - Friday, June 10th 
Summer Session II runs Thursday, June 16th - Tuesday, July 19th 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, February 11, 2012 12:49 PM 

http://womenscenter.unc.edu/our-~vork/awards/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 1:08 PM 

230 mtg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 18, 2010 4:58 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Electronic ticket receipt, J~me 10 for KI,EISSLER 

TEXT.htln; Fwd Electronic ticket receipt, Juue 10 for KLEISSLER.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 25, 2010 11:55 AM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Electronic ticket receipt, J~me 10 for KI,EISSLER 

TEXT.htln; Electronic ticket receipk June 10 for KLEISSLER.msg 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel tlill 

c 

klei ssle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Saturday, March 20, 2010 3:36 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

http:/ii~.sagepub.com: g0/cgiirepfinV2gi4/19g.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~ach: 

"NADE Membership Office" <no- reply@wufoo.com9 

Monday, November 21,2011 8:32 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

NADE Individual Membershi p Applicati on 

’IEXTl’.hrm 



IF YOU HAVE SUBMITTED PAYMENT: Thank you for joining or renewing your membership in NADE! If you have any questions 

about your membership, please contact office@nade.net. 

IF YOU HAVE NOT SUBMITTED PAYMENT: NADE appreciates your interest in joining or renewing your membership and would 

like to assist you if you are having difficulty with the online payment process. Please contact NADE at office@nade.net if you 

need assistance. 

Below, please find the information you entered on the membership form: 

NADE Individual Membership Application 

Your Name * Amy Kleissler 

Your School or Employer * UNC-Chapel Hill, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

You r Title Academic Assistant, Football 

What kind of mailing address will you be p[oviding?* ~ Home Address 

Preferred Mailing Address * ~ 

Phone Number* 

Ema~l ~" kleissle@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

Membership Category* individual membership, 1 year (550) 

Select Your SPiNs (Special ProfessJona~ Interest Network) Learning andStu~vSkHIs 

F~rst SPIN (free):* 

Optional: Donation to NADE Scholarship Fund P~ease se~ect an amount 

OptkH]al: Donation to NADE Research Fund Please select an arnount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"NADE Membership Office" <no- reply@~afoo.com9 

Monday, November 21,2011 8:34 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Receipt tbr NADE Individual Membership Application - Amy {entry:Field2] 

’IENTI’.httn 



Nov 21,2011 Transaction 
6:33pm 

Recek)t for NADE Individual Membership 
Applidation - Amy {entry:Field2] 

Tharlk you! 

Billing Address 
Amy Kleissler 

US 

De.,icriptiorl Price 

t~e[nbership Category 
S5000 

individual membership, ~ year ($50) 

Total $5{),00 

Credit Card : Amount Paid : $50.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<mzenmako@j su.edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 8:53 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Order Contirmation Notice 

Amy Kleissler, 

Thank you for shopping with The Association for the Tutoring Profession at http://shop.myatp.org 

This automated e-mail sel~zes as our ackno~vledgment of your order 

Order SummaiT 

Invoice ID: 0000001794 

Order Date: Mol~, Nov 21,2011 18:53:05 

Payment: 
Your order balance is $30.00 which will be paid via PayPal Website Payment Standard 

Order Contents: 

Qty i Item # ] Description ] Price Each ] Tuta[ Price 

1 ]2000 ]Membership ] $30.00] $30.00 

Subtutal $3000 
Tax $0.00 

Shipping $OO0 

Balance Due $3000 

Shipping Information: 
Amy Kleissler 

Yuu will receive a curff~rmation e-mail providing shipping details *vhen your order is shipped. 

View your urder invoice online by visiting http://sh~p.m‘vatp.ura/printinv~ice.sc?encId~,rEYU5i25MQEm/~6kE%2F9LbhU~BUJuRzWX~8QAG~Gcp%2BE%3D ur check the status uf your 
urder by phune by calling (315) 893-7677 

Thank yuu ]2~r shopping with us. 

- The Assuciatiun [’or the Tuturing Prufession 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Felicia Morway" <FMorway@mlsonlanguage.com> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 9:29 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

wilsonla~guage: General Inquiry 

’IF2XTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

Thank you for your interest in Wilson Language Training. 

Please know that our workshop schedule has come to an end J2~r the 2011 
season. We will begin to post them in March of 2012. Our season runs 
from April through September. These workshops do fill up ver,f quickly, 
so I would check the website as often as possible You will find the 
list on the website at www.wilsonlanguage.com/workshops 

You can also see if" our partner sites are holding workshops. You can 
find the list of our partners on the same website as above, go to WRS 
Level 1 certification and scroll to the bottom of the page. The list is 
highlighted in blue and will consist of the partner name, location and 
phone number website 

Please feel free to contact customer sepdce if you have any further 
questions. 

Thank you, 

Felicia Morway 

Custoraer Service Representative 

Wilson Language Training 

47 Old Webster Road 

Oxq’ord, MA 01540 

Direct phone: 508-368-6652 

Direct fax: 508-368-2321 

Email: fmolsvay@wilsonlanguage.com 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Hollidav; Tacy" <Tacy.Holliday@montgomerycollege.edu> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 6:16 PM 

nclcamembership@gmml.com 

@citilink.net; jloppac@emory.edu; julee.albers@clarke.edu; kcosta@ccsnh.edu; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~; 
nlucefiz@mley.com 

Welcome to NCLCA! 

Hello and Welcome to NCLCA for flae 2011-2012 Membership Year 

As a member, you’re entitled to special features like access to the member only area of the NCLCA website (v, as, w nclca.org<http://wv, as,.nclca or~/>). To access this area the username is 
and the password is 

waiting to get access to the NCLCA list serv from the previous membership chair and will add your name to that database once I have access to enable you to get e-mails from NCLCA 

If you have questions, let me know. 

Tacy 

Tacy L. Holliday, PhD 
Learning Center Leadership Level 3 
NCLCA Membership 
Science Learning Center 
Management Instructor 
Montgomery College 
Oermantoxvn 
SA203/SA202 

w ww.montg~Ineryco~ege.edu/departments/scilcgt<http://www.mont~me~co~ege.edu/departments/sci~c~t> 



Hetlo Amy, 

Please consi@.~,r keeping this email handy; it contains important informatkm abeut you~ 

membership and sew~rat major NADE activities and opperkm~ties~ 

NAD~ ELECT~O~$ NOW ACCEPTING VOTES O~L~E (Dec 4-18}, This year~ 

members wil~ ebct a new President-elect, V~ce Pres~denL and Secletal% As well the 

Executive Board is proposing changes to the Bylaws designed to he~p NADE best 

achieve ~ts comprehensive m~ssion. 

~ Go to the online electbns page at ~bns.html to lead 

about the eandkJates and propesed changes to the Byfaws 

e Once you’ve decided how you w~li vo~e, go to 

~x2m9 to vote. You will need youl membe[ship 

numbe~ and expiration date; they are shown ~mmed~atefy below. 

e You~ membeFsh~p numbeF 

~ Your membership> expiration date 

NADE 2012 CONFERENC~ REGiSTRATiON, The On-T~me Deadline of January 7 

quickly approaching. The NADE 2012 Conference wHI be he~d on the Disney p[operty 

in Orlando, Fler~da February 22 ~25, 2012. You may read abeut conference offerings 

the Carl to Conference, aw~lable on the conference webs~te at 

edh~n you are ready to register, you may do so in olse of two way~: 

1. Register by mai~ no ~ater than JanuaFy 7. Complete the registration ferm 

awd~ab~e ~n the Calf to Cer~fetence. Mall it and your check or credit card 

hsformatio~ (no purchase orders, p~ease) to the NADE address on the bottom of 

Ja~ua~ X Registratbns and!or payments postmarked after Janumy 7 w~l~ be 

charged the Mgher on-s~te fee. A Hefpfu~ ,;uggesdon: Because some colleges 

and uniw~rsitbs take up to a month b process you~ materials after you 

them. a~d because we are quicMy approachhsg the holiday seaso~ w~th ~ts 

h~st~tutbna~ helkJays, p~ease submit you~ reg~stn~tion papePT~ork and re{~uest 

paymen~ ~e your school by early Decembe~ Ptease make your schooi aware that 



S¢T~t ~o I<leissle(~ .................. du--- ]{t~7£..~J.qZZ..q£~..~ZTi&L~       [~i EmailMarketing P ..... d byMailChimp] 

ui~,sdbsc:!ii)e ,rTon! ~his list I ciTx]~e !~cii)sc:!ip~ic.i~, 7)reiere!x:~.~s[ ¯ 
NAD~ , 500 I’q~ Estredal [~ari<~t, ay , Ste, B2, PMS 4~_2 , 4goodyear, 
AZ 85388 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Hollidav; Tacy" <Tacy.Holliday@montgomerycollege.edu> 

Friday, Janua13127, 2012 12:31 PM 

@tribecatlashpoint.com; ahutchinson@clcillinois.edu; alan.craig@gpc.edu; angela.meye@gpc.edu; arendale@umn.edu; 

astree@edgewood.edu; bassi@uindy.edu; bbarone@hunter.cuny.edu; bdinuzzo@utk.edu; bensemith@binghamton.edu; 

bernadette.presloid@nau.edu; bowdetm@aubum.edu; byoung@hc.edu; ccurty@highpoint.edu; Charles.lyon@gpc.edu; 

@bishops.coin; christine.reichert@utoledo.edu; colemanm@cofc.edu; cr~1ling@hacc.edu; cwrosenk@hacc.edu; 

DianaGarland@missouristate.edu; Doriss Hambrick@baylor.edu; dreedy2@cscc.edu; dsanford@unln.edu; dshouloo@hacc.edu; 

dukecj@appstate.edu; eesdail@uvi.edu; emcwill@clemson.edu; emgl6@psu.edu; eowens@jjay.cuny.edu; erchrds@clemson.edu; 

~,~bcitilink.net; fetnerd@cofc.edu; g~itz@bsu.edu; genel@sc.edu; ghuls@mcon.edu; golsonm@apsu.edu; houdekew@lscc.edu; 

housew@nsula.edu; humphreye@mi.edu; j.battistelli@heartlmad.edu; javier@buffalo.edu; jburrous@purdue.edu; jcvalken@delta.edu; 

jdvorak~uwm.edu; jeanne.hmaralaan@asu.edu; jhaley@bsu.edu; jloppac@emory.edu; jlotiz@unm.edu; Joel.Blevins@llcc.edu; 

j pippen@noctrl.edu; jprewet~nwosu.edu; jroberts@bsu.edu; j sreid@ilstu.edu; jtruschel@po-box.esu.edu; julee.albers@clarke.edu; 

julie.a.haurykiewicz@lawrence.edu; julie.clevenger@llcc.edu; kailyn.helget@rasmussen.edu; kanem@lscc.edu; karen.agee@uni.edu; 

kathygamson@clayton.edu; kbethe~umd.edu; kcosta@ccsnh.edu; kferguson@colomdocollege.edu; Amy Kleissler 

<ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; kmarzulIo@stevenson.edu; kpattyg@siue.edu; kyle.torke@coIoradocollege.edu; Laura.Sanders@valpo.edu; 

law~sunylster.edu; lchoiniere@rwu.edu; lfmnklin@yhc.edu 

NCLCA’s New List Serv 

Hello, 

In the last couple of days you should have received an invite to join NCLCA’s new list serv, a google group For those of you who are not familiar with Google Groups, this group is an 
opportuni~ to communicate with other members and ~vill also be used to distribute information from NCLCA to you (one of several channels the board uses to connnunicate ~vith members) 

You can sign tap and have all the e-mails come to you if you’d like, but this may jam up your inbox, so what I’d recomrnend is using it like an online discussion forum, with different threads 
’]7hat ~w~y, you can gu un and see ~vhat conversations are taking place and see ~vhat in~2~rmation is there ~2~r you and pick and chouse 

In shurt, Guogle Gruups provides a simple way for a gruup to have discussions in an online furum or over emai[. The advantage uf using Guogle Gruups over a furum or email is how it 
seamlessly blends the two interfaces. 
Thuse who prefer to read and reply to conversations thruugh a website can du so using a familiar, threaded discussiun format. 

But ifyuu’d rather have these cunversatiuns arrive in yuur email bux, you can chuose to receive them in three different ways: (1) an innnediate email as soon as sumething has been pusted; 
(2) a digest ufup to 25 messages bundled at once; or (3) a unce-a-day abridged email sutmnarizing the day’s new activity’. Each member o17 the gruup can chuose which setting wurks best fur 
her needs. I tend to chuose the :first uption and get all o17 my group messages as soon as they’ve been posted. Reading your Gougle Groups emai[ is especially nice in Gmail since the 
messages are urganized by thread just like reading them within the Group 

Changing Your Message Dehvery Options 
To change your emai[ delivery optiun, you can first sign in to the Guogle Accuunt associated with the email address subscribed to the gruup Ifyuu haven’t already created a Guugle 
Accuunt for your address, please visit http://www.guo~le.com/accounts/NewAccount and follow the directions on that page. After completing the accuunt creation prucess, please J2~lluw 
these steps: 

Visit the Gougie Groups humepage 
Click the "Manage lay membership" link at the buttum o17 the "My Gruups" sectiun. 
Chuose the emai[ deliver?" optiun that yuu prefer for yuur gruup from the drup-duwn menu and save your changes 

Here is more about huw to use the list serv 

Creating Messages 

Creating a message ttnead is easy whether you use the Group website or email. If doing the former, you simply click the "Ne~v Post" button and fill in the form on the page that follows. 
Starting a ne~v tl~ead is perhaps even easier by email. Each Google Group has its own email address. Emails froru the Group are sent froru its address. But Group ruerrlbers can also create 
message threads by sending an emai~ t~ that address. The ruessage then gets p~sted t~ the website where people can read it and it is automatically sent on to merrlbers ofthe group who 
have elected to receive emails. 

Replying to Tl~eads 

Replying to ruessages on the website is predictably easy-. Click reply, say what you must, and you’re good to go. 

When working by email, you simply reply to the message that you have just read. When your email gets to the Google Group, it will automatically get threaded into the conversation where it 
belongs. It seriously feels a little bit like ruagic. 

See you in the forum 

Tacy L. Holliday, PtlD 
NCLCA Membership Chair 
Science Learning Center 
Management Instructor 
Montgorrlet3~ College 
Gerruantown 
SA203/SA202 
240.567.7791 

www.ruontgome~college.edu/depaltment siscilcgt 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 7:37 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleiss]e@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor Feedback 9-14-10 

TEXT.htm; TEXT 1.htm 

Begin forwarded message: 

From                     @email uric edu> 

Date: September 14, 2010 10:53:56 PM EDT 

To: Amy Byme Kieissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor Feedback 9-14-10 

]k/It SecureStor Stored: total 55682bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/c4f51bOafcd62cOe232b2056a648afSb 

File Name: Port 101 9-14-10 docx 

Exptry [)ate: Tue, 14 Dec 2010 06:36:44 -0500 

Size: 55682bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 9:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@csiv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01 Sport : W Lacrosse 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 9/27/2010 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 9:15pm 

Comments : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 1:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaffter@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : Baseball 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 9/26/10 
09Start : 7 pm 
llEnd: 8pm 

Comments : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 1:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@csiv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01 Sport:Baseball 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 9/26/10 
09Start : 7 pm 
llEnd: 8pm 

Comments : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email,     . tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 3, 2010 9:43 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cyntbia@uncaa.unc.edu~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~-~ 

3/3 

3 3 10.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, March 3, 2010 10:41 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

3-2-10.doc; 3-3-10.doc 

Hey Folks, 

Here is the feedback from last night and tonight with . He took 
his EXS S Exam today ("it ~vas okay") and has EXS S on Friday. 
Should be a barn burner. He’s pretty stressed about it, and has been 
working hard to stay on top of all of the material. I’m pulling for 
him One more exam and then 

Hupe everyune gets tu enjoy spring break! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.@email.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 7:34 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3/4 

3 4.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 15, 2010 8:02 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

fftbr 3/15/10 

3-15-10.doc 

Spencer and Amy, 
Here is a fffor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 10:59 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.m~c.edu>; 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 15M~rl0 attachment 

TEXT.htm; FF 15Marl0.doc 

Hate when I do this. Sorry! 

From: i         @hotmail com 
To: bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; kleissle@uncaa unc..edu; overstre@uncaa unc.edu 
Subject:       [~" 15Marl 0 
[)abe: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 10:57:57 -0400 

Here you go. Also FYI - the Geo prof sent this out yesterday- evening: 

Hi All, 

All to the material (Quest. You Should Know-, 
Investigation worksheet for Ch. 6 Volcanoes (Word doc. for printing out, 
and Online Investigation for Ch. 6 Volcanoes) realated to Ch. 6 

(Volcanoes) is available on the Blackboard Site. The Onlirue 
Investigation for Ch. 6, Volcanoes is available for submission for grade 
on the Blackboard Site. It is due on Fri. March 19, 2010 at 11:50 pm. 

Baltek 

Hotrnail is redefining busy- with tools for the Ne~v Busy. Get more froru yottr mbox. Sign up now. 

Hotrnail: Trusted email with Microsoft ~s po~verful SPAM protection. 

http ://clk.atdmt. con’dGB L/go/2108505 5 2idir ect/O1/ 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 8:57 PM 

Bridget. Beth <bridgerb@uncaa unc.edtr~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

March 16.doc 

I have attached the feedback form 
Thanks, 

for Tuesday, March 16. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 12:18 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3/16 

3 16.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, March 18, 2010 8:01 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3/17 

3 17.doe 

feedback form is attached, sorry it was so late. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, March 21, 2010 11:07 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback form 

TEXT.htm; 3 -21-2010. doc 

Hello All; 
Here is my feedback form. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, March 22, 2010 9:35 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3/22 

3 22 10.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 23, 2010 9:04 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3/23 

3 23.doc 

feedback form attached 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

email unc.edu;, 

Thursday, March 25, 2010 1 1:55 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~-; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3/25 

3 25.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 29, 2010 9:37 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback form 

TEXT.htm; 3 -28-2010. doc 

Hello All, 
Here is my feedback form. Have a good day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 29, 2010 1:16 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3.24.10 

3-24-10.doc; Part.002 

Hi Folks, 

Better late than never? Here’s feedack from 
never got around to emailing out Lots to report -- 

grades It’s all in there. 

Take care 

last session that I 

, and several 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 29, 2010 8:22 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ff tbr 3,/29,‘’ 10 

3-29-10.doc 

Here is a fffor 



Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

~a~email unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 30, 2010 10:32 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.e&c~; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3/29 

3 30.doe 

feedback form attaclaed 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 1,20104:17 PM 

Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

3.31 

3-31-10.doc; Part.002 

Hey Folks, 

Feedback from last mght’s sessiot~ with 
his work cut out k~r him over this next week! 

ENoy this sun[ And Go Heels, 

It went well, but he has 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 6, 2010 3:01 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edw~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

3/31; 4/5 

3 31 .docx; 4 5.docx 



Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

(~email unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 6, 2010 8:55 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.e&c~; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4/6 

4 6.doc 

feedback form attaclaed 



From: ~(}email.tmc.edu~’- 

Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2010 12:01 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <jaimie|e@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Bcc: Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Subject: FF 4-6 

Attach: 4-6-10.doc 

Hey, 
Good work tonight. We’ll see if they complete the assignment I gave them 

[’or Thursday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<walstonc@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 7, 2010 9:46 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: IS 4/5/10 

TEXT.htm; IS 4 5 10.doc 

Sorry - I attached it this time ! Thanks, Amy, for letting me know. 

Come H. Walston, MS 

Family Coordinator, UNC Research Registry 

Neurodevelopmental Disorders Research Center 

CB# 3366 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-3527 

Please consider the environment before printing this email 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle/@,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2010 9:44 AM 
To: Come Walston 
Subject: Re: uperclassmen IS 4/5/10 

Thanks Come -- nothing attached. 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Come Walston" <walstonc@email.unc.edu> 4/6/2010 8:47 AM >>> 



Hi All, 

I’ve made all my notes in the attachment. Nutshell version: fairly rowdy 
bunch last night, mainly                           They just could not 
stop talking and cutting up. I asked them repeatedly to focus on their work 
and to be quiet but to no avail. 

Other than that, it was a pretty good IS. 

Thanks 

Come 

Come H. Walston, MS 

Family Coordinator, UNC Research Registry 

Neurodevelopmental Disorders Research Center 

CB# 3366 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-3527 

Please consider the environment before printing this email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 7, 2010 5:55 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jmmielee@~mcaa.~mc.edtr’~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

FF 4.6.10 

4.6.10.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 8, 2010 12:02 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaJmielee@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Feedback folm m~d grade ilffonnation 

Psyc210 4.7.10.doc 

Attached PWc210 feedback lk~rm 4.7 10 Grade information at this point included 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Friday’, April 9, 2010 9:07 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4/8 

4 8.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 11, 2010 3:29 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~edback li~rms 

4-%10.doc 

Here are this week’s feedback forms for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Monday, April 12, 2010 3:14 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Om Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Feedback form 

TEXT.htm; 4-11-2010.doc 

Hello All; 
Sorry for being so late. Here is the feedback fom~. iVly mentees are doing 
well I am tlying to stress the importance of doing ~vell so they will not 
have to stress about finals 



Fronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

l@email.unc.edu:"~ 

Tuesday, April 13, 2010 8:59 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

April 13.doc 

H~ 
have attached the feedback form for 

Tharks, 

for Tuesday April 13. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc,edu;, 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 11:30 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4/13 

had another obligation last night so we did not meet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 11: 56 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Welbom, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 4.14.10 

texted me to say that he had a group meeting and could not come 
tonight after all. We did not meet on Monday either and we will not meet 

next Monday so I sent him an email to check-in. The only major assignments 
that he has left this semester (as far as I know) are a     and the 
COMM paper. We will start on the paper next Wed. if he has the topic. 
Also, apparently the GEOL exam that he thought had been moved to next week 
was today after all. I’m waiting to hear back how it went, but I know the 
first two did not go very well. Hopefully I will get a good report back! 
If there’s anything important, I will pass it along. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, April 15, 2010 8:44 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4.12 &4.14 

4-12-10.doc; 4-14-10.doc 

He?- All, 

Here are the feedback forms from both of my sessions with     this 
week (M and W). He had some concerns about what classes he is taking 
this surmner and fall, and planned on discussing it with Spencer. 
Hopefully you guys went over that today? Have a great ~veekend, 

evewone 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Friday, April 16, 2010 12:34 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4/14 

4 14.doc 

feedback form attached, So1Ty its SO late 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, April 19, 2010 2:18 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback form 

TEXT.htm; 4-18-2010. doc 

Hello All; 
Here is my feedback form. I also sent text messages to all my mentee about 
this evening events. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 20, 2010 9:00 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

April 20.doc 

H~ 
I have attached the feedback form for 
Thanks, 

f,ar Tuesday, April 20. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.@email.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 20, 2010 9:15 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4/20 

4 20.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~med.unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 23, 2010 8:45 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Football 

4-22-10.docx 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, April 23, 2010 2:02 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: exam reviews 

Attach: 4-21-10.docx 

Am?’, Those times look good, but I tutor HIST 151, not DRAM 151. Also, 
attached is my feedback form for Wednesday’s session with and 

Thanks for the Reese’s cup! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Sunday, April 25, 2010 7:06 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4/22 

4 22.doc 

sorwits late! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, April 26, 2010 9:48 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4/26 

4 26 10.doc 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Attach: 

@email unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 27, 2010 8:59 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgertz@uncaa unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

April 27.doc 

H~ 
I have attached the feedback form for 
Thanks, 

for Tuesday April 27. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc,edu;, 

Tuesday, April 27, 2010 11:13 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

4/27 

4 27.doc 

feedback form attached 

also, i didn’t see a EXSS 141 review- session scheduled for Olympic sports. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            9:30 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Drama Revew 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 
I had a great turnout for review this evening. About 30 students ( at least) however, I was shocked at the participation from everyone. I 
can email you the list of names, if you would like. I was not sure if you wanted me to do a feedback form or not? 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, August 24, 2010 9:55 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: work avaJlabili~ 

Amy, 

First, I would like to apologize to you and Beth for failing to respond to 
your emails in a more timely manner I was out of to~vn ~vithout regular 
internet access and had issues with my nnyen pass~vord 

Second, I am definitely interested in working as a mentor this semester 
My PID is           and if you need ally more reformation let me know-. 
I am tlcee to fill out paper~vork between 230 and 3.30 today or anytime 
later this week and I ~vill be at the mandato~z meeting this evening. Let 
me know if there is anything else I need to do. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, 19 Aug 2010 14:12:28 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

wro be: 

> iX@ name is Amy Kleissler and I work with Beth Bridget at the ASPSA with 

the 

> mentors I am writing to see if you are available to mentor a 

> student-athlete this semester, and if so, what is your availability? I 

> lnnk forward to hearing from you soon, 

> Thanks, 

> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic S upport ~ rogram for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 2:40 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Checking Iu 

TEXT.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> <jharris@athlife.com> 10/27/2009 2:13 PM>>> 
Hello, Beth. 
I believe your logln is        and password is       You also have 
new :Feature called teachers lounge Ill shoot you a screencast when I get fill internet access. 
Best, 
lion 
S ent on ~he Sprint [~i NOw Network fi-om my BlackBerp)~ 

Login and password are the same (e.g. We have a 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 27 Oct 2009 13:38:14 

To: Jon Harris<3harris@athlife corn> 
Sub3ect: Re: Checking In 

Thanks for checking in 
I am actually glad you did, I have a question. We can’t remember our user name and password (my how the mind slips when you don’t use it) We wanted to print out the information we 
posted. 
Any help? 

Congrats on 5 years!It 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Acadenric Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-,m~3-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.anc, edu 

>>> "Jon Harris" <jharris@athlife.cora> 10/23/2009 7:07 PM >>> 

Hello, Beth. 

I hope the seruester is going well for you. 

As you begin planning for next semester, please keep Total Recall in ruindt 

Have a great weekend! 

Jon 

Celebrating Five Years of Athlife!! ’. 

Attached is some information about Athlife as we celebrate our 5 year anniversaw. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaikunc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 12:22 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

I forgot to do my feedback form last night and dont have time to do it at 
school evewthing went great with I will send it as soon as the 
school day ends. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 3:12 PM 

Town~nd, JennitEr <j townsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Klei ssler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

9.3.09.doc 

Attached is the feedback form for 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, September 3, 2009 7:08 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Feedback Form 

Attach: 9-3-09.docx; i 
9-1-09.docx 

Dear Amy, 

9-1-09.docx; 9-2-09.docx; 

Attached are my feedback form for the first fe~v days of tutoring All 
are for I am tutoring in Portuguese except the one [’or 

who I am mentoring. Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 9:50 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback 9-3 

9-3.doc 

Attached is my feedback form for 

UNC Class of 

B.A. 
NC Teaching Fellow 

and 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 10:09 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9-3-09 

09-03-09.doc 

Feedback forma~ached. 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 4, 2009 11:43 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback tbnn for 

.doc 

I have att.nched the feedback form for                   ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 7, 2009 5:25 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Feedback Form 

didn’t have a in aw sessions on 9/2 



l?rolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 10:29 PM 

Bridger, Beth <blidgerb@u ~caa.unc.edu->; I ,ee, Ja role <jalmMee~uncaa.unc.edu~-, Klelssler, Am) ,klelss|e,~uncaa.unc.eckv 

feedback 9- 8 

9-8.doc 

Attached is my feedback ~[’O1TI1 for 

UNC Class of 
BA 
NC Teaching Fellow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 10:37 PM 

briderb@uncaa.unc.edu; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms tbr 

9.8.doc 

Hi Am?’ and Beth, 

Here are tonight’s feedback forms for 

Hope you have a good day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc.rr.eom> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 6:14 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uneaa.une.edu> 

drama diagrams to put on work computer 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 90 2009 11:45 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edtc~ 

9/9/09 

9 9 09.doc 

Feedback form attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(~ ema~l ,unc,edu> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 12:39 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mentor Appointment Feedlmck Form 

- 09.09.09.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 6:44 AM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FF      9.9.09 

9.9.09.doc; Part.002 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 6:44 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FF 9.9.09 

’IEXTI’.h~m 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

}:rom:              ~@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: September 10, 2009 1:58:02 AM EDT 

To: Amy Byrne KIeissler <kleissIe@emaiLunc.edu>, }:rances Elizabeth 

Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu>, Spencer B Welborn <weIbom@uncaa.unc.edu 

>> 

Su[~ject: }:F 99.09 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2009 11:12 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: FF 

Attach: ’I[ENfI’.httn 

Hey Amy, 

I just realized while at my other job this morning that although I had 
written my FF from Tuesday with        I had not sent it to you. It is 
saved on my computer at home She ~vas there and she did do well and I ~vill 
send it with my one from tonight when I have access to my computer then 
am really sorry lbr the inconvenience 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"@nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 5:56 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FF 9/9/09 

9-09-09.doc; Part.002 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 5:57 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FF 9.9.09 with Attachment 

9.9.09.doc; Part.002 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 5:57 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FF 9.9.09 with Attachment 

TEXT.htm; 9.9.09.doc~ TEXT 1.htm 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

> From:              :@email.unc.edu> 
> Date: September 10, 2009 8:46:07 AM EDT 

> To: Spencer B We[born <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>, Frances Elizabeth 
> Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Amy Byme Kleissler <k[eissle@email.unc.edu 
>> 

> Subject: FF 9.9.09 with Attachment 
> 
> Sorry ..here’s the attachment{ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

~email.uuc.edu: 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 7:31 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~’-; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Form 9/10/09 

9-10-09.doc 

have attached the l~edback form (September 10, 2009) 

All the best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@emoJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 10:35 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bfidgerb@u ~caa.uuc.edu>; I,ee. Ja~mle ~ alm~elee(a!uncaa.unc.edtr~; Klelssler, Amy <klelssle~i@uncaa.unc.e&v 

feedback 9-10 

9-10.doc 

Attached is my feedback folyll for 

UNC Class ol 
BA. 
NC Teaching Fellow 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 11, 2009 8:40 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu>; I ,ee. Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@emaJd.unc.edu 

September 10, 2009 FF 

TEXT.htm; September 10, 2009.doc 

Attached is the September 10, 2009 FF for 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 11, 2009 10:09 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FForm for 

Amy, 

He said he has not tried it on his own I told him that there are 
directions with it, and he should t~z it this ~veekend It’he isn’t able to 
get it, I told him to let someone know at Sunday’s Study Table. 

On Fri, 11 Sep 2009 09:48:10 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> 

> The clicker comes in a box arid there are directions with it that lead the 

> student through the process of going on-line to register it This way, 

> when he uses it in class the answers he inputs on the clicker will be 

> recorded under his name. Did he try to follow the directions and have 

> trouble, or hasn’t taken that step yet? Let me know 

> Thanks! 

> Amy 

> 

> Student-~thlete Academic Support 

> ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

>>>>            @email.unc.edu> 9/102009 11:13 PM >>> 

> Hello Amy and Beth, 

> 

> Here’s the usual for 

> 

> Have a great weekendt t 

> 

> 

> 

@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TIA OVERSTREET @gmail.com> 

Friday, September 11, 2009 11:01 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM 9-9-09 

TEXTI’.httn 

Good ~/IO1TI Amy :-) 
Yes..rm really impressed!! He was even reading the book last night 
(already on page 140). I love it’.!! It’s time for him to share that 
koolaid w/everyone else hehehe 
Have a great weekend’.! 

Tia 

On Fri, Sep 11, 2009 at 9:09 AM, ~any Kleissler <l<leissle@uncaa.unc edu>wrote: 

Tia, 
Thanks! Whatever koolaide 
everyone[ 
have a great weekend, 
~any 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

>>> TIA OVERS’IX~EET 
Please see attached. 
Tia 

is drinking, they need to give it to 

@g~n ~ I c< m> 9/10/2009 6 36 P?v >>> 



From: ~ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Sunday, September 13, 2009 4:37 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: 9-9-09 

A~taeh: TEXT.htm; 09-09-09.doc; TEXT 1.htm 

Begin for~wirded message: 

From:                     @email.mac edu> 

Date: September 13, 2009 4:04:26 PM EI)T 

To: k leissle@email unc.edu, welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject:           9-9-09 

Feedback fonn is attached. Sorry it’s late. 

With regard to our session aRer the CREED meeting on Monday, 

and I are planning on meeting from 8:00 to 9:00 pro. 

University of North Carolina 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ne.rr.com> 

Sunday, September 13, 2009 8:44 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~mple paper 

look in file "paper ;vriting" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ne.rr.com> 

Sunday, September 13, 2009 9:40 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sept. 13, 2009 

TEXT.htm~ Sept. 13, 2009.doc; TEXT 1.htm 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

From:                @emaiLunc.edu> 
Date: September 13, 2009 9:34:20 PM EDT 
To: <kleissle@emaiLunc.edu>, Frances Elizabeth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
>, Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject:               Sept 13, 2009 

Thanks, 



From: @ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 9:50 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: FF 9.14.09 

Attach: TEXT.ht~n; 9.14.09.doc; TEXT 1.htm 

Begin for~wirded message: 

From:              7@email.unc.edu> 
Date: September 14, 2009 9:24:37 PM EDT 
To: Glenn Anthony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc edu>, Amy Byme 
Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu>, Frances Elizabeth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa uric edu 

>> 

Su[~ject: FF 9.14.09 



From: @ne.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 9:50 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: FF 9.14.09 

A~tach: TEXT.htm; 9.14.09.doc; TE)CI’ 1.htm 

Begin J~r~w~rded message: 

From:              ~@emaiLunc.edu> 
Date: September 14, 2009 9:23:27 PM EDT 
To: Spencer B WeIborn <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu>, Amy Byrne KleissIer <kleissle@emaiLunc.edu 
>, Beth Bridges <ebridges@email.unc.edu> 
SubJect: F}:        9.14.09 

We had a really productive session tonight! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, September 14, 2009 11:30 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9/14 

9 14 09.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:40 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welborn@nncaa.unc.edu> 

doc; Response paper one with comlnents.docx 

H~ 

Feedback foma from Monday, is attached. 

I was just wondering, although he doesn’t have a response paper for 
histo~- due this week, if I could have permission to edit i 
history’ response papers from home. Our sessions are completely 
consumed with getting through the reading material Doing the reading 
tugether at our sessmn is essential right now When he tries tu read 
un his uwn he duesn’t understand; I believe this can be attributed to 
the dated rheturic uf the primaW documents that are assigned It is 
ubvious that he is putting the wurk in, and I wuuld hate for him to 
suffer simply because of his lack of experience with academic language. 
The currections that ! make un his papers are almust exclusively 
grammatical; content wise, he is fine I have attached the ducument 
that I edited his first week because of the time crunch so that yuu 
could see an example in urder to make a decision abuut this. 

thanks, 

University uf North Carulina 
Class uf 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:04 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Amy, 

I unfortunately can’t work on Tuesday and Thursday nights Really, 
Tuesday night I think he’s fine to work on his own, but Thursday is the 
night that he writes his paper, so if you could pair him up with 
someone that night it would be great I know that the protocol is to 
not email papers, that’s ~vhy I wanted to give you guys a heads up so 
that we could decide to do and send you what I did do so that everyone 
would be in the loop He is working so hard; I just want to make sure 
that he’s taken care of. 

So you can tell whoever ends up working with him on Thursdays to go 
over those papers, it’s most beneficial to read it aloud to him. He is 
really starting to pick up on his o~vn mistakes when he hears them 
aloud I think in terms of his eventual independence, it would be best 
to continue ~vith this practice. 

thanks, 

Quoting Amy Kleissler <k leissle@uncaa.unc edu>: 

> l wuu[d say that it is best if we stay away from emaHing papers, 
> editing them on our computers, etc. He really is working su hard -- 
> what dues he have scheduled on Sun/Tu/Thur nights? Would it be 
> pussible for him to take his papers to the writing lab? We have 
> tremenduus writing tutors here Sunday-Thursday 7-9PM. He could take 
> his papers to them [’or wurking un a thesis, uutlining, editing, etc. 
> 

> Let me knuw your thuughts. 
> thank yuu :For aH ofyuur hard work w~th him -- it is tremendous. 
> ~ny 

> Student-Athlete Academic Support 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

>>>~ ~@email.unc.edu> 4:40 PM >>> 
> Hi, 
> 

> Feedback form fi-om Munday, is attached. 
> 

> I was just wondering, although he doesn’t have a response paper for 
> histol~/due this week, ifI could have permission to edit 
> history response papers from home. Our sessions are completely 
> consumed with getting through the reading material. Doing the reading 
> together at our session is essential right now. ~4rr~en he tries to read 
> on his own he doesn’t ~derstand; I believe this can be attributed to 
> the dated rhetoric of the priruary documents that are assigned. It is 
> obvious that he is putting the w-ork in, and I would hate for him to 
> suffer simply because of his lack of experience with academic language. 
> The corrections that I make on his papers are almost exclusively 
> grarranatical; content wise, he is fine. I have attached the document 
> that I edited his first week because of the time cr~ch so that you 
> could see an example in order to make a decision about this. 
> 

> thanks, 

> Universi~" of North Carolina 
> Class of 

University of Nolth Carolina 
Class of 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 8:56 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc e&~; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Feedback Form 

9-15-09.doc 

I have att.nched 

All the best, 

feedback fr~rm for 9/15/09. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 9:26 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: t}edback fom~ 

TEXT.htm; Port 9-14-09.docx; TEXT_ 1 .htm 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

From:           @email.unc.edu> 
Date: September 15, 2009 3:07:49 PM EDT 
To: Frances Elizabeth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>, Amy Byme Kleissler <k[eissle@email unc edu 

>> 
Subject: feedback form 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Tuesday September 15, 2009 9:58 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sept 15, 2009 

TEXT.htm; Sept. 15.doc; TEXT 1 .htm 

Begin J2~rwarded message: 

From:                @email.unc.edu> 
Date: September 15, 2009 9:49:30 PM EDT 
To: <kleissle@email.unc. edu>, Frances Elizabeth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
>, Jaimie Alex s Samatha Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject:        Sept 15, 2009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 11:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback 9-15 

9-15.doc 

UNC Class of 

B.A. 
NC Teaching Fellow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@em~l.un~.edu> 

Wednesday, September l 6, 2009 1: 50 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu:~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&t~ 

PORT 101 09/15/09 

PORT101 Sept 1509.doc 

Beth & Am?’, 

Here’s yesterday’s FF from my 101 session. Solry it took so long’. Thanks’. 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa uric edu:< 

> (;an you double check when you do FF to email to Amy as well? 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> BETH 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-5669 
> bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Ali’o-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:21 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Feedback Form for 

Attach: Porl .docx 

Here is my feedback form for yesterday. Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 8:12 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

Feedback forma~ached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:17 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.uuc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edtv~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~ 

& feedback 

& doc 

UNC (;lass ~[ 
B.A. in Mathematics 
NC Teaching Fellow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friday, 12:28 PM 

Town~nd, Jennit~r <j townsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Klei ssler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

]oc 

Attached is feedback foma for 



From; 

Sent: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:50 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback form i ) 

.doc 

I have att.nched the feedback form for 

All the best, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  12:54 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.anc.e&c~; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

feedback form attached 

University of North Carolina 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@em~l,unc,edu> 

Sunday, 9:46 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@tmcaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler. Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.m~c.edu> 

Mentor Appt Feedback Form ( & ) 

and - 1 .doc 

You’ll have form after our meeting tomorrow night. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, 11:45 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

briderb@uncaa, unc.edu 

Group Feedback Form[l] 

Hello Beth& Amy, 

I have attached my group feedback form      and     asked me I would 
come on another day during the week’? I informed them that I would have to 
ask Beth or Amy if possible I would be willing to come in on Wednesday 
evenings Please let me know if that is possible. Also, I will not be a 
study hall this evening I have contracted and 
and I will be meeting         on Tuesday night at 8pro Can I atso nave me 
contact information for the following students: 

Thank you[! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 8:21 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

TEXT.htm; .doc 

and did not come this week because of CREED. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 9:23 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback form 

TENfI’.htm; Group Feedback Folm[1] doc 

Amy, 

I do not but I can not send this on my UNC account. Here is your the 

feedback form you requested 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 4:51 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu~- 

Feedback Form I    ) 

.doc 

I ha,,~e attached the feedback foma for 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:41 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback 

docx 

UNC Cla~ of 
B.A. in 
NC Teaching Fellow 



From; 

Sent: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmml.com> 

Tuesday,                  1 1:49 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knon-@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kleissler. Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEN2f.htm; 

group feedback form 

group feedback form doc 

Hello. 
here is my feedback J2~rm. My mentees are very pleasant. I am er~ioying 
working w~th them. I am giving them all a assigt~ment. To bring there planner 
to each session and to meet every single one of there teachers this 
semester. I have meet everyone but                   or I 

tried to e-mail     but it kept coming back to me. 

Sincereb’, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

At*ach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  9: 5 3 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa unc.edtr~; Kleissler, Am5’ <kleissle@macaa.unc.edu> 

FForm tier 

doc 

Hi Amy" and Beth, 

Here’s the usual for 

Hax~e a good day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:55 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form Attached 

9-22.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ema~l.un~.edu> 

Thursday, 1:05 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edtr~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PORT & 

PORT doc; PORT .doc 

Beth & Am?’, 

I apologize for again delaying in getting these FF to you. ITS had to 
repair my computer (! !) but evewthing’s all good now. Thales so much! 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

(;ell: 



From: @hotmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:15 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ff 

Attach: TEXT.ht~n; Geog F - doc 

Here you are. 

Date: Tue,            09:11:22 -0400 

From: kleissle@uncaa unc edu 
To: @hotmail.com 
Subject: ff 

could you resend me the form you just sent me? the firewal[ blocked it :[’or some reason and I can’t open it. thanks, 

I reel on Saturday -- what a great guy[ 

A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Microsoft brings you a new way to search the web. TiT BingD now 

http://www.bing.com?form MFEtI~G&publ WI~H]XdTAG&crea TEXT MF[~IIPG (;ore tagline try bin~ lxl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 8:42 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: group feedl~ack fom~ 9-22-09 

TEN2I’.htm; Group Feedback Form 9-23-09.doc 

Hello All; 

I have attached my mentee feedback ]2~rm Should I also attach Beth on this 

e-mail? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~ema~l.un~.edu> 

Thursday, 1:35 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerl~a~uucaa.unc.edu:~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

PORT ~ 

PORT .doc 

Here you go, Beth and Amy[ 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Al?o-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Ceil: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:33 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.uuc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edtv~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~ 

and feedback 

& .docx 

UNC (;lass ~[ 
B.A. in Mathematics 
NC Teaching Fellow 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 25, 2009 10:39 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edw~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.m~c.edu>; 

~emaJd.unc.edu 

September 24, 2009 FF 

TEXT.htm; ~;eptember 24, 2009.doc 

Attached is the FF for for September 24, 2009. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, September 27, 2009 11:41 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: group feedback form 9-22-09 

TEXT.htm; Group_Feedback Form 9-27-09.doc 

Hello All; 
Here is my group feedback form. My mentees are working hard and I am very 
proud of them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  6:31 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback 

.docx 

UNC Class of 

B.A. in 
NC Teaching Fellow 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, September 28, 2009 10:05 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9.28.09 

9-28-09.doc; Part.002 

Great work out of     tonight -- he really cranked it out for 
Wednesday’s HistoW exam, and even stayed an extra half hour to finish 
what he started. Excellent session[ 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, September 28, 2009 10:47 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9/28/09 

9 28 09.doc 

feedback form attached 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, September 29, 2009 10:02 AM 

ccknorv@uncaa.unc.edu; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

group feedback form 9-28-09 

TENff.htm; group feedback fom~ 9-28-09.doc 

hello All; 
Here is the group feedback form 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 29, 2009 4:41 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9/29 

9 29.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 29, 2009 8:57 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <k|eissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback tbrm ( 

9-29-09.doc 

I have attached 

All the best, 

feedback form for 9/29/09. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October l, 2009 1:14 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FF 9-30 

9-30-09.doc 

Sorry! My computer ~vas acting funny 

On Thu, 01 Oct 2009 09:25:20 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> -- no FF attached 

> 

> Student-Athlete Academic Support 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc.edu> 9/30/2009 8:38 PM >>> 

> 

> Hey! 

> We had a really good night tonight, so I let him go early The second 

paper 

> was assigned in class today 

> 

> As long as it’s ok, we’re cancelling WednesdaF?s session next week, but 

> will come in Monday night to work on the paper be]2~re it’s due on 

Wednesday 

> in class. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, October l, 2009 7:02 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9/30/09 

9 30 09.doc 

feedback form attached 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~temail.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October l, 2009 9:56 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <k|eissle@uncaa.unc.e&¢~; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form ( 

10-1-09.doc 

I ha’~-e attached the feedback foma for 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@em~l,unc,edu> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 2:49 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Klleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

mentor appt feedback Ibrm -     and 

and - 9.30.09.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 5:01 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

10-1 

10-1.docx 

UNC Class of 
B.A. in 
NC Teaching Fellow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 5, 2009 6:37 AM 

Bridger. Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edtv~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~ 

& t~edback 10-4 

& i lO-4.docx 

UNC (;]ass ~f 
B.A. in Mathematics 
NC Teaching Fellow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 5, 2009 8:21 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Feedback Form 

I have attached the feedback form for 
Thanks! 

from Monday. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu> 

Monday, October 5, 2009 8:59 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <k|eissle@uncaa.unc.ed~; WelDom, Spencer B. <welk~m@uncaa.unc.edu> 

10/5 

10 5 09.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 10:51 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: group feedback form 9-22-09 

TEXT.htm; Group_Feedback Form 
10-4-09.doc 

Hello All; 
Here are my notes from last night! Have a great day and stay dry. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday° October 6, 2009 9:25 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.ed~; Weltx~rn, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

10-6-09.doc 

I have attached the l~edback fom~ for 10/06/09 ( 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 7:46 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback form 

TEXT.hm~; 10-7.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 9:44 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

10/7 

10 7 09.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 10:57 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

10-6-09.docx 

I’m sorry this is so late, but here is my feedback form for    on Tuesday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 9, 2009 11:11 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form Attached 

10-8-09.docx 

Attached is my feedback fo1Tll for last night’s session ~vith 
Thanks and have a good weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 11, 2009 12:08 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

week of 10-05-09 

10-05-09.doc; 10-07-09.doc; 10-08-09.doc 

Feedback forms attached. SorW they’re so late -- It’s been a busy 
week for me. 

University of North Carolina 
(;lass ol 



Fl’om; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 11, 2009 8:22 PM 

Town,rid, Jennit~r <j townsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyoun~,~a~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edff~ 

Feedback Form 

TEXT.htm; Psyc    10.11.09.doc 

Feedback form Psyc    S110.11.09 attached 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday,                10:22 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu~; I,ee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edtr>; Kleissler, Am5’ <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~- 

& ti~edback 

& .docx 

UNC (;lass ~t" 
B.A. in Mathematics 
NC Teaching Fellow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, October 12, 2009 12:35 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: group feedback form 9-22-09 

TEXT.htm; and 
Group_Feedback Form 10-11-09.doc 

Hello All; 
Here are my notes from yestersday. I am sorry the are little late. Computers 
at work were on the fritz. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 8:59 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

10/12 

10 12 09.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 11:17 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FF 10.12.09 

Thank you’. I talked to her about this and she said that for some reason 
she was told to go to Dey instead Maybe she can do both though because 
right now she is failing the class! 

On Tue, 13 Oct 2009 09:42:08 -0400, "Am?- Kleissler" 
<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> You can also let know that there is a language tutor right here 
at 
> the AC Monday-Thursday, 7-10PM m Rm 227. His name is     and he is 
> terrific. IIe functions on a walk-in basis so he can help her with ~ ORT 
> anytime but I also know that he dedicates Thursday night at 8 I believe 
tO 

> PORT. Let me know if you need anything, 
> 
> 

> Am?’ KleissIer 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

>>>: @emai[.unc.edu> 10/12/2009 10:52 PM >>> 
> made a lot of progress on her PORT assignments tonight[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 2:25 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; ccknorr@uncaa.unc.edu 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Group Study Form 

TEXT.htm; F~clhne, k Form l O-1 ?- 

09.doc 

Hello All; 
I truly apolgize that these notes are late. I had meetings all morning. See 
you on Sunday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 5:58 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback form 10/12 

TEXT.httn; 10-12.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:27 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edw~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

UTF-8 .doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,, 11:21 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form Attached 

docx 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~ach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:37 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.ed~#~; Welborn, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

7eedback Form 

do(~ 

have attached the feedback form fo 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, ~ 8:24 PM 

Town~nd, JennitEr <jmwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@m~caa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <mnyyotm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Feedback Form 

TEXT.htm; Psycl01 .doc 

Psycl01SI attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday,                 12:01 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ; group feedback form 

TEXT.htm; 
Group_Feedback_Form . doc 

Hello All, 
I have attached my group feedback form. I also made cupcakes and brough 
juice last night. 3 of my students had birthdays this       . We had a 
ball. Ok I look forward to seeing you all on Saturday for the pre party and 
the game. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, ’ 9:07 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

I uesoay, Z: 3 ~ I’IVI 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle_@._uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: group feedback form 

TEXT.htm; ~ ¯ 
Group_Feedback_F0rm . doc 

Here are my group feedback forms. I apolgize for them being so late. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:20 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edw~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

FForm tier 

doc 

Hi Am?’ and Beth, 

Here’s ; feedback form 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:19 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bfidgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edtv~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~ 

feedback 

docx 

B.A. in Mathematics 
NC Teaching Fellow 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, ):27 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

feedback form attached 
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